
From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2012 12:16 PM 

To: }hotmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Girl Scout cookies 

Attach: ’I~NFI’.httn 

hmmmmm I do not have any idea who that would be. Sorry. For boy scouts we contacted the grocery store manager so I would bet the facili~z manager at whatever event you are thinking 
of (Smith Center, Carmichael Auditorium, etc). If you go on www.tarheelblue.com and click "Facilities" up at the top you can then click the venue. Then, on the page for the venue, they give 
the contact infor for the a&ninistrative office for that facili~. I hope this helps -- good luck’. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged in:gormation Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>: ~hotmail.com> 1/12/2012 12:05 PM >>> 
Amy, 

(;an you point me toward person/persons need to talk to about in?’ daughter’s GS Troop selling cookies at an athletic event? 

Not sure if allowed, but thought came to my mind today. 

’]7hanks! 

Sent li~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, January 12, 2012 12:23 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXTf.httn 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

l<[elssle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Wally Richardson 1/12/2012 12:20 PM >>> 
That is good enough No need for more than twice a week What does MC mean’? 

>>> Am?" Kleissler 1/12/2012 12:12:43 PM >>> 

I alrea@ have him in with a learning asst £~p&z at 7PM for CtlEM, do you want him in with a tutor as well? Let me know. 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Thursday, January 12, 2012 12:27 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TENTf.htm 

have         and        ~¢ith learning assistanl               on TR at 8. If you want, I can also book him with a genuine ECON tutor if you anticipate that this will be good for 
can leave him with the LA. LA’s are supposed to I~cus on the reading so I dont kno~v if he will need an ECON tutor for asking questions. Let me kno~v. THanks 

A 

, or 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:38 PM 

~emml.unc.edu; W oily Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SPAN    tutoring 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I have you scheduled for SPAN tutoring Tuesday/Thursday at noon in the Academic Center with 
thank you 
Am?’ 

Please contact your counselors with an?’ questions 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:39 PM 

~gmail.com; Wally Richaxd~n <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

’IENTI’.httn 

I have you scheduled to meet with tutol 
thanks, 
Am?’ 

on MW at 8PM for EXSS . Please contact your counselor ~vith any questions. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Luudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,               12:43 PM 

@email.unc.edu Wallv Richaxdson <wricha@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

PORT 

’l~LXI’.httn 

I have you scheduled to meet with 
Amy 

M~V at 1PM in the Academic Center for PORT Please contact your couaaselor with any questions. Thank you. 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudenmlk Center for ]_~xcellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hi[], NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kieissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mai message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or d stribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursda,,~                12:49 PM 

@email.unc.edu; Wally Richaxdson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

BIOI, 

’l~NTI’.ht~n 

I have scheduled you to work with BIOL tuto 

Amy 

Wednesdays at 7PM in the Academic Center. Please see your counselor with any questions. Thank you 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (?enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyoa are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:52 PM 

~email .unc.edu 

MATtt 

’I~XI’.httn 

I have scheduled you to work with 
Thank you, 
Am?’ 

for MATH on Mondays at noon in the Academic Center. Please contact your academic advisor with any questions. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:56 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

For exss    could      join a session ~vith                      ~3 guys who will prob not read on their own) or ~vould he be better with a tutor? At the moment the only EXSS 
appointment available comqicts with his time with a learning assistant to work on DRAM let me know. 
thanks 
A 

Iutor 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, Janua~ 12, 2012 1:07 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

DISREGARD LAST EiV_AIL 

TEXYI’.httn 

Could he do a 10-1050 witk 

Let lne klao~v 
thanks 
A 

to do EXSS Let me know. has a session at 9 witda at 9, then could do 

Amy Kleissler 
Uni~’ersi~ o[" North Carolina at Chapel 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I.hdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, 1:07 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TENTI’.httn 

sorry is ? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Wally Richardson 1:00 PM >>> 
Amy, 
I am going to have Jaimie talk to you about him. She knows more about         than I do. 

>>> Am~/" Kleissler 12:56:09 PM 
For exss could loin a session with 3 guys who will prob not read on their own) or would he be better with a tutor? At the moment the only [~XSS 
appointment available conflicts with his time with a learning assistant to work on DRAM let me know. 
thanks 
A 

tutor 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel }Jill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

klelssle(~uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 12, 2012 1:09 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

OMG 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I need sleep and I hate this database that operates only on PID and not names. isn’t in that class ignore me, please 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, 10:31 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com 

Subject: CtlEM 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

how do you feel about intro to inorganic chem? 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destro’~’ all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 10:32 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re MATH 

Attach: ’I~XF.httn 

when are you available for CHEM    .utor? 
i might ha’~’e a daytime person, she is a-vail MT or W 9-1 
otherwise, it would be at night. 
let me know. 
thanks, 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On it 10:07 PM, 

Thank you so much. 

I just added that to my schedule. 

Do you have any news about the (;hem 

Thanks 

tutor? 

@live.unc.edu>" .;r)live uric edu> ~vrote: 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 13, 2012 1:13 AIVI 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday 

’I~NTI’.httn 

can we put our heads together first thing on Friday morning? There are still many syllabi that we need copies of for the learning assistants (the advisors can give us copies) I have a list of 
what ~ve need 

we also need a good number of books ASAP. For example, on Tuesday these courses are having reviews: 
PSYCH 101 
PHIL 170 
SOCI251 
COiVD~163 
C~/2PL 374 
HIST 151.6, etc. 

In uther wurds, we need to hit the bouksture - if we could get Nate ur WaIly ur someone tu help us (and Rubert tu authurize payment) that would be great :) 

Pm wurried because unce Tuesday murmng rolls around, there wun’t be much free time to chase down syllabi, :field trip tu library ur bouksture to get buoks, or schedule in the database Ugh. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Foutbal[ 

Luudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Rnad, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 9:01 AlVl 

To: ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: Re: CttEM 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

No worries! That is a good instinct :) 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>~"                            @yahoo com~"          8:20 AM >>> 
Hi Amy - I think for this semester I would not feel comfortable tutoring in this class. I don’t want to over commit myself right away. Sorw![ 

Sent from lay iPhone 

On at 10:30 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

how do you feel about intro to inorgamc chem? 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 13, 2012 9:06 AIVI 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bfidger <bridger~uncaa.unc.edu-~; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Webinar announcement 

TEXT.htm; Webinax ~nouncement.msg 

I don’t know if this is anything that any of you would be interested in. I may try to do the one about training tutors, scaffolding, or the team building one 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

l,~telSS le~a;’uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 13, 2012 8:50 AlVl 

~bell~uth.net 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Webinar announcmnent 

TEXT.htm 

Hello member of the ATP! 

One week t?om today is "the firs~t optx)rtanity to be part of our live online webinm’s which provide you with proi~ssional developmental opportunities right from your 
location. Remember to visit http:/Twww.myatp.o~iWebina~" Splash.html tbr all the intbrmation. So far we have indivi&tals from several states in the US as well as a 
registrant from Canada so travel budgets won’t be impacted at all. I understand there are cuts all over Texas for out of state travel bnt there m-en’t any registrants t?om 
there (yet!) 
Please review the webpage and register yourself or group of folks to attend to view topic areas which inclu&: Hiring/Training Peer Tators, Scallblding the cycle using 
Bloom’s Taxonomy, Using the Adminis~tmtois Lens, Identifying study s~tmtegies for Tutors, and Effective Team Building. 

Registration tbnns are online and address payment options after co,npletion of the fo~m. As always, if you have questions about a~ny of the upcoming webinaxs, please 
don’t hesitate to contact me. dreeedy2@cscc.edn<mailto:dreedy2@cscc.edu> 
or (614) 287-2232 
Sincerely, 
David Reedy’ 
Coordinator of ATP Webinm-s 
ATP Public Relations Chair 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 13, 2012 10:18 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PID 

TEXT.httn 

Do you have PID info for the t~vo new students, 
thanks 
A 

Let me know 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 13, 2012 11:34 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: PID 

TgXTI’.httn 

thanks! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

klelssler,~uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Wally Richardson 1/13/2012 10:54AM >>> 
Amy, 
Here they are: 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program ]2)r Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (VV) 

>>> ~y- Kle~sster 1/13/2012 10:18 AM >>> 
Do you have PID info for the two new students, 
thanks 
A 

Let me know- 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-84":~-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 13, 2012 12:23 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

We wanted to let you know that we have removed 
Thanks, 
A 

from working with LA’s (sessions ~vith but ~vill look for tutors for his P;VAS and POLI if you ~vant 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged in:gormation Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 13, 2012 1:16 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS changed to 8PM, not 7PM 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 9:53 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: blow pops 

Attach: ’12~NYI’.httn 

just for you, in my bottom drawer! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inl’ormation Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Saturday, Janua~ 14, 2012 1:16 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

Re: Learning assistants 

TENTI’.httn 

Jenn 
booked with FR 8PM. 

For                is not available, but I have these options: 
LA (high school hist teacher) avail Tuesdays 7-SPM. 

LA @rNC grad) available 6-9 on Mondays, or 8-9 on Wednesdays 
Let me kno~v-- 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>> Jennifer Townsend ~itownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/13/2012 4:45 PM >>> 
Hi, 

Could I request Learning Assistants fi~r ~ and ? If could work with again, that would be perfect. I think liked sp?) too if that 
works out 

The?" definitely catmot do Wednesdays. Would like to stay away from Stmdays if possible too but could do it if we have to... 

Two days a week preferably. 

Muchas gracias, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 9:33 PM 

t~aJ~k.felicelli@oraJ~ge.k 12.nc. us 

~hedule 

Frank, 
Here is your schedule We will have your books and syllabi for you this week. 
thanks 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Sunday,               9:50 PM 

~gmaJl.com 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc edu> 

schedule 

Attached is your schedule. You will see that at the moment we have not yet booked you for Monday nights, but we plan on filling that soon I will keep you posted. 

Beth, could you let 
Amy 

know where and when to meet you on Wednesday? Thank you! 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

l<Ielssle@ancaa.unc.edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 9:52 PM 

To: ~nc.rr.com 

Subje~’t: ~hedule 

I wanted to let you kno~v that OLYM sports have just begun submitting their tutorial requests so we will let you know as soon as we have a request for a learning assistant for Sunday 
nights. 
Thank you for attending all three nights of training last week -- it ~vas greatly appreciated. 
cheers, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:33 PM 

wrichards@chccs.k 12.nc.us 

Re: sche&fle 

You are ok -- we brainstormed as a group different tactics to tly -- Bert can give you an update Nothing you, as an experienced teacher, don’t already know! 
Cheers! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

>>> William Richards 01/15/12 9:27 PM >>> 
Thank you What should I do about the missed meeting on Thursday? 

On Sun, Jan 15, 2012 at 10:07 PM. Amy Kleissler wrote: 

William, 
Attached is your schedule. We ~vill have your syllabi and textbooks for 
you this week. 
Thanks! 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

All mail currespundence tu and frum the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schuols is subject tu the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enfurcement. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sunday, Januao~ 15, 2012 10:40 PM 

wrichards@chccs.k 12.nc.us 

Re: sche&fle 

football :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> William Richards 01/15/12 9:35 PM >>> 
Great; I’ll talk to Bert about it on Tuesday One unimportant question that 
I am just curious about: what sports do my students play? 

On Sun, Jan 15, 2012 at 10:33 PM. Am?’ Kleissler ;vrote: 

> You are ok -- we brainstormed as a group different tactics to try -- Bert 
> can give you an update Nothing you, as an experienced teacher, don’t 
> already know! 
> Cheers! 
>A 
> 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

kletssle(~uncaa.un c edu 

>>> William Richards 01/15/12 9:27 PM >>> 

Thank you ~’nat should I do about the missed meeting on Thursday? 

-WR 

On Sun, Jan 15, 2012 at 10:07 PM, Amy Kleissler wrote: 

> William, 

> Attached is your schedule. We will have your syllabi and textbooks for 

> you this week 

> Thanks! 

>> A 

>> 

>> 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Cha~el Hill 

>> 

> I¢le~sste~uncaa.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

All mail COl~espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 

City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 

Law, which may result in nronitoring and disclosure to third 

parties, including law- enforcement. 

All mail correspondcnce to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclos~tre to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 10:52 PM 

To: ~gmml.com 

Subject: Re: sche&tle 

His name is 

Thanks 

Amy 

and yes, the schedule shows you are on for Monday and Wednesday. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Am?’, 
what is 

9:50 PM >>> 

first name? and I am working on Wednesday correct? 

at 10:47 PM. Amy Kleissler wrote: 

Attached is your schedule -- ~ve will have your syllabi and textbooks for 
you this week. 
Cheers, 
~ny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ tliH 

kIeissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 5:00 PM 

To: ~nc.rr.com> 

Subject: Re: sche&tle 

Attach: ’I~NTI’.httn 

we had your availability as just Sunday nights -- is it actually Sunday and Monday nights? 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> ~ ~nc.rr corn> 8:25 ~\I >>> 
Thanks Amy, 

Does that also mean rm not needed on Monday nights? 

Oi at 9:51 PM. Amy Kleissler wrote: 

> 

> ~ wanted to let you know that OLYM sports have just begun submitting their tutorial requests so we will let you know as soon as we have a request for a learning assistant ~2~r Sunday 
nights. 
> Thank you [’or attending all three nights of training last week -- it was greatly appreciated. 

> cheers, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:11 PM 

To: .~hotmail .com> 

Subject: Re: Schedule 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

We are still working with the schedules as they firm up, but at the moment I do not have anything scheduled for you yet -- I know that Beth told me she was planning on having you work 
with her students, do you have your schedule set with her? And with Jerm as ~vell? Let me know. 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I, hdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> ~holmail.com> P:04 PM >>> 
Amy, 
I haven’t received a schedule from you. Will I not get an?’ hours with lk~otball this semester? 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:14 PM 

Re: tti :) 

TEXTf.httn 

~unc.edu> 

Yes[ Sorry -- I thought I had sent it to you: 
MV~r 12noon for ANTH    ~dth             in Room B and 1PM for SOCI 
are working on getting the textbooks this week 
Thanks 
A 

also in Room B. From each of them you should get a cop?’ of their syllabi, and we 

Am?" KIeissler 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Suppurt Prugram for Student-Athletes, Fuotba[l 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tli[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiality Nutice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is ]2)r the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure ur distributinn is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies of the original 
messo-o 

>>>                                      ~unc edu>         8:53 PM >>> 
I knuw you have prubably wurked about a million huurs1551but I got an email that said I should have my schedule by nuwlS]Just wanted tu let yuu knuw I didn’t get. 

Thanks, 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday ): 19 PM 

To: (~:bellsouth.net> 

Co: ~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: sessions 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

You will meet your students in room E on Wednesday morning 
Thanks 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

l,~telSS [e~a;’uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~’- 

Sent: Monday,, 9:40 PM 

To: ’ ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: ~hedule 

Attach: TEXI’.httn 

I wanted to let you know that at the moment I do not have any appointments scheduled for you, but as the students’ schedules settle into place, you are on the top of my list to schedule! 

Hope’2alb’ I will be back to you very soon. 
Thank you, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support. Program [’or Student-Athletes, b’outbal[ 

Luudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I, hdge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Corff*dentialfty Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cont ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 

message 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 17, 2012 10:05 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

TENTI’.httn 

Brad thil~s that 
Thanks 
A 

will be fine with only one EXSS meeting each ~veek 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 10:07 AM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

Re: Learning assistants 

TEXT.httn 

I will book 
Thanks! 
A 

,vith 7-9PM on Mondays 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Luudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged inlk~rmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 
>>> Jermifer Townsend 1/17/2012 9:54 AM >>> 
I think the Mundays wuuld work best for         ;ould we maybe do it frum 7 tu 9? If not, 7-8 ~vill ~vurk fine. 

Jenn 

Jenn Tuwnsend 
Assuciate Director 
Academic Suppurt Prugram for Student-Athletes 
University uf North Carulina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 
919-%2-8247 (fax) 

>>> Amy Kleissler 1/14/2012 1 : 16 PM >>> 
Jenn 
I bookec dth TR 8PM. 

For                is not available, bm I have these options: 
LA (high school hist teacher) avail Tuesdays 7-SPM. 
LA (UNC grad) available 6-9 on Mondays, or 8-9 on Wednesdays. 
Let me know~ 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Jermifer Townsend ;jto;vnsend@uncaa uric edu> 1/13/2012 4:45 PM >>> 

HL 

Could I request Learning Assistants for and If ~uld work with again, that would be perfect I think liked sp?) too if that 
works out. 

The?’ definitely camaot do Wednesdays. Would like to stay away from Su~adays if possible too but could do it if we have to.. 

Two days a week preI?rably. 

Muchas gracias, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9538 



919-~62-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 10:13 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: schedule 

TEXT.htm; Re schedule.Insg 

F5’2 -- Corey is a HIST teacher at the high school, but ~vas an EXSS undergrad 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kIelssle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Corey Waters @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, January. 17, 2012 10:10 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: sche&fle 

TEXTf.httn 

Anly, 

I’m disappointed to hear of this, but I roll definitely be waiting to hear fiom you soon. Do yon have any other days presently available for me to work ontside of my 

reqnested Tuesday/Thnrsday rotation? Currently, I could work Mi~V rotation throngh the first 3 weeks in March and revert back to T/TH afterwards. Please i~fform 
me ASAP as soon as you have something in place for me. Thanks! 

Core¥ Waters 

--- On Mon, 1/16/12, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Amy Kleissler <~kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: schedule 

To: "Corey Waters"             @yalaoo.com> 
Date: Monday, January 16, 2012, 9:40 PM 

Corey, 

I wanted to let you know that at the moment I do not have may appointments scheduled for you, but as the students’ schedules settle into place, you are on the top of 

my liszt to schedule’. Hopefully I will be back to you ve~ soon. 
Thank you, 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athlete~ Football 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentia]i~ Notice: This e-mail mes~ge, including may attachinents, is liar the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

inibrmation. AW unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please con’tact the sender by reply e-mml and 

des~troy all copies of the origina] message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 17, 2012 11:41 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

supplies 

we will need a 3 hole punch in IS room. 

Sent from my iPad 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:27 PM 

To: ~hotmail.corn> 

Subject: syllabi 

Attach: ’IENfl’.htm 

Jaimie was ~vondering if you had an?- time this week to come in to enter syllabi into the database? I do not know what you are scheduled for with Beth so you could do it whenever is best 

for y ou. Let me know 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 I~dge Road, Calrlpus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, p ease contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:28 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: COMM 

Attach: TENfI’.httn 

How are you? I hope you are well. I ~vanted to see if you have any day time availability this semester? With 
Thanks 
A 

"or one class Let me know. 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

ConfidentialiW Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:40 PM 

To: ~hotmail .com> 

Subject: RE: ~llabJ 

Attach: TEXTl’.httn 

Tomol~cOW anytime is great -- thanks! Check in ~vith Jaimie when you get here. I ~vill definitely book you as we continue to receive requests! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> .2))hotmail corn> 12:38 PM >>> 
Amy, 
I haven’t planned anything yet with Jenn, but Beth just has a couple of hours for me in the evening. Sun and Wed (7 and 6pm respectively), Tues and Thurs (7pro). I’d love to pick up hours 
with ]2~otbaH if that’s possible and I can de:finitely come by this week for entering syllabi. Tomorrow moming/aftern oon sound good? Thanks so much! 

[)ate: Tue,             2:27:21 -0500 

From: ldeissle@uncaa unc edu 
To: @hotmail.com 
Sutzject: syllabi 

Jaimie was wondering if you had any time this xveek to come in to enter syllabi into the database’.’ I do not know what you are scheduled for with Beth so you could do it whenever is best 
fi~r you. Let me know 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center fi~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Tuesday 5:56 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: appointtnents 

TEXT.htm 

F.verything is the same -- rm cc-ing Beth Lyons on this so that she can tell you precisely where to meet her on the second floor. 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

Klelssle(,~uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> ~!gmail corn; 4:19 PM >>> 
Hi Arny, 

Do Olympic athlete sessions take place in the same location as football sessions or should I plan on checking in somewhere else? 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:12 AM. "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have you booked for working with 
Your schedule with contact itffo is attached. 
Thanks 
A 

on Monday nights, 7-9PM, and with Beth Lyons on Wednesday nights, 6-SPM. academic counselor is Jennifer Townsend. 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Pddge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-8,43-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 5:59 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: cancellation for tonight 

TEXT.htm; Re cancellation for tonight.msg 

FYI 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kIelssle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 5:04 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Re: cmacellation for tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Amy, 

Can you please cancel 

session "tonight. 

psyc appt for mw at 8pm for the rest of the semester? He has dropped that class. The tutor is out sick for that scheduled 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Suppo(t Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

UniversiW of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-9893 (W) 

>>> Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/17/2012 5:00 PM >>> 
Please note will no longer need the psyc tutor session. He has decided to drop that class. I will continue to update as changes come my way. Thanks 

tbr the update. 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2012, at 12:21 PM, "Wally Richardson" <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Thanks Amy. I roll let him know. 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Suppo(t Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of A~ts & Sciences 

U~fivel~i~ of North Caacolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-9893 (W) 

>>> Amy Kleissler 1/17/2012 1:19 PM >>> 
PSYC tutoring session is canceled tonight due to illness (tutor at sVadent health ruth fever). 

Thanks 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program ~br Student-Athletes~ Football 

Loudelrailk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@m~caa.unc.edu 

Confidenliali .ty Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contafin confidential and privileged 
information. AW unauthorized review, use, disclosare or dis~tribation is prohibited. If you ale not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail mad 
destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 11:09 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

You wrote in the schedule for tonight that vorked with on ANTHRO --is that to be a permanent appt? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 12:21 AIVI 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

missing 2 phone homes ti~om tonight 

Sent from my iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 18, 2012 8:26 AM 

Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: tonight 

TEXT.htm 

Katherine, 
I am going to have Bradley answer in case he was planning something that I was not yet aware of. Brad? 

Thanks[ 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 1/18/2012 7:35 AM >>> 
Hey Amy, 

Since I do not have students scheduled for Wednesday yet, should I plan on staying home tonight? If you could let me know that would be great, I am fiexible either way. 

Thanks, 

Katherine 

Katherine Gardocki 
System Level 3 Class 
Chapel Hill High School 
919-929-2106 X 42143 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Cit~- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 18, 2012 9:04 AM 

.lennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Sorry, got word late that 
Thanks 
Amy 

Sent from ray iPad 

was out sick last night and I’m not sure she emailed you as well 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday,, 9:05 AM 

To: ~yal~oo.com> 

Subject: absence 

In case I forgot to tell you, if you are every absent please also email the counselors for ~vhatever students you are scheduled to meet with so that they can get word to their students 
thanks! I hope you are feeling better. 
Amy 

Sent from ray iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 10:22 AIVI 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

bounce back 

does it begin this week or next? 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 10:32 AIVI 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

hole ptmch 

until nate gets another one, i have put my hole punch in the podium in the FBIS room. I turned the podium to the wall so that it is less tempting for students to come in and remove :) We’ll 
see how long it lasts there[ 
A 

Sent from ray iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Wednesday, Janua~- 18, 2012 11:54 AlVl 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SWAtt 

’I~EY2I’.httn 

is taking notes on his index cards and on his ipad :) 

he needs tutoring though Not sure if he has any holes in his schedule that match mine. otherwise 

Let me know. 
A 

had much luck with 

Amy Kleissler 
Uni’versi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center %r Excellence 
344 Pddge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please cont ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu;"~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:57 AM 

To: @uncaa. mac.edtr’~ 

Subject: Tues ff 

Attach: ’lP2NYI’.htm 

Soru, i did not do them yesterday but I gave all the relevant inf,a directly to the advisors, no no-shows thanks 

A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 12:58 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa. unc.edu>; Wally Richaxd~n <wrich~uncaa. unc.ed~ 

~ny- ~ 

’I~NI’.lmn 

I’m confused -- nay schedule has 
know what you want me to do. 
thanks 

with me MV~r at noon for stud?’ table, but his schedule has him with me TR 10AM However, I have and then for GEOG Let me 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:41 PM 

Bradley Richa~cd Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu-~; Wally Richa~cdson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Amy- 

TEXTI’.httn 

I have TR at 11 with 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

LoudelTnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 1/18/2012 1:27 PM >>> 

Amy, do you or have a TR 11:00 Study Table in which we can put 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 

Chattel tlilh NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua15~ 18, 2012 12:58 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Wally Richardson 
Subject: Amy - 

I’m confused -- my schedule has 
know what you want me to do. 

thanks 

~-ith me 2~f~;V at noon for study table, but his schedule has him with me TR 10AM. However, I have and then for GEOG    Let me 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is lbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 3:08 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Amy- 

TEXTI’.httn 

OK 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }:fill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Wally Richardson 1/18/2012 2:55 PM >>> 
All, 
We talked about          /esterday. I am extending him some rope because he has done his year in sturdy hall He does not need added into that session. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 

>>> .~y Kleissler 1/18/2012 2:41 PM >>> 
I have TR at 11 with 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@emaihunc.edu> 1/18/2012 1:27 PM >>> 

Amy, do you or have a TR 11:00 Study Table in which we can put ’.’ 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and YVriting Specialist 

Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991T (919) 962-2237 
F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.uaac edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 18, 2012 12:58 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley- Richard; Wally Richardson 
Subject: Amy-- 

I’m confused -- my schedule ha; ~¢ith me M~V at noon for stud.v table, but his schedule has him ~vith me TR 10AM. However, I have md hen for GEOG    Letme 
know- what you want me to do. 



thanks 

Amy Kleissler 

Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Prograru for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentialit5’ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 5:43 PM 

David Bennett @gmail.com> 

Re: sche&fle 

TEXTf.httn 

David, 
You are a man after my o~vn heart! No tutoring during UNC spring break 
We can def cover you during CHHS spring break. 
during exams there may be a circumstance where we ask you to hold 1 or 2 revie~vs for the final (depending upon ~vhen the exam is in relation to your regular session schedule), but we will 
figure that out closer to exams. We will work within whatever constraints you have. 
thanks’. 
A 

Sent frum my iPad 

On Jan 18, 2012, at 10:35 AM. "David Bennett ~gmail cum>" ))gmail.com> wrute: 

> I’m a bit of a long term planner so I have a few questions abuut the calendar. 

> Will we be tutoring March 5th and 7th? (UNC kids have spring break) 

> Will someone be able to cover for me if I caunot make it Monday April 9th? (the end of the CHHS spring Break) 

> Do we stop tutoring un April 25th (the last day of classes) or go all the way thruugh MiU 3rd? (the last day of exams) 

> 

> If I should be sending this someune else, let me knuw. ~51I like to start with an overall plan ufhow we will accumplish C51everythinglSIby the end of the term 

> On Sun, Jan 15, 201 2 at 9:13 P]VI. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> David, 

> Attached is yuur schedule. C51We will have your syllabus and buoks fur you this week 

> Thank you 

> Amy 

> [5~Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chape[ tliH 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Dave 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 7:35 PM 

Frank Fell celli <frank.felicell i@oraJ~ge .k 12. nc. ug~ 

Re: need an econ    ~yllabus 

TEXT.httn 

I do not have them and have not seen the students, if you could ask them to prim you a copy when the?, come to meet with you, that would be great, thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy aH copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Frank Felicelli <frank.fe]icel]i@orange.kl 2.nc us> 1/18/2012 6:39 PM >>> 
Brad gave me the 2 history courses I need. 

Thanks 

Frank FeliceHi, MS, NBCT 
World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 

NOTICE: This e-mail message may comain inlhrmation that is confidential under federal or state law, and should not be read, copied or distributed by anyone other than the person to whom 
it was intended ]£ the reader of this message ~s not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately and please delete the message. E-mail correspondence to and fiom this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:40 PM 

To: ~bellsouth.net> 

Subje~’t: ~ssions 

Attacl~: ’I~NTI’.httn 

I wanted to check and see if you received your schedule? Your sessions start this week Let me know 
Thanks, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel th[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged info~qation Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 7:45 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~hedule 

’l~NYI’.httn 

could you give me the list of students in your 8AM session and I will put them in database, thanks 

A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (?enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This eomail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inY’ormation Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 8:16 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

t/ew 

’l~N2[’.httn 

do you know when will be in database? 

Am?" Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the so]e use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please c( nt ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 8:45 PM 

Na’te Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

supplies 

TEXTI’.httn 

Nate 
Could we please order for the study hall room: 

post it flags: Item: 650824 
Model: 680GN12 

3 hole punch 
stapler 

thank you! 
Amy 

Amy KleissIer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, N(2 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 8:45 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: new 

TEXTI’.httn 

thanks 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unanthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Wally Richardson 1/18/2012 8:25 PM 
Hopefully soon ..I will follow up with Susan about that again in the morning. 

Wally 

Wall?" Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes 
(;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (W) 

>>> Am?" Kleissler 1/18/2012 8:15 PM >>> 
do you know- when                 will be in database’.’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

CorKidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 8:45 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Additions/Deletions 

’IEN2f.httn 

got it 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
l~lelssle(~uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any artachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Wally Pdchardson 1/18,’2012 8:28 PM >>> 
Amy, 

has dropped Soci Please cancel his Monday 7pro & Wednesday 8pm sessions with from the database Thank your 

Wall?" Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
(;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chape[ Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 8:48 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ttist 

TENTI’.httn 

done 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Wally Richardson 1/18/2012 8:46 PM >>> 
Amy, 

has dropped Hist    . He is currently in a M~V session at 8pro. Please remove him from the session will continue working with Thanks again, Am?’. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program ]2)r Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 9:08 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"9,qaich classes does he want a tutor(s) for? POLI POLI PWAD 

Let me know. Thanks 
A 

Am)’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies o:[’the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 9:21 PM 

Lauren Loga~ <llogan@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Book 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Lauren, 
We hope to have the book for you tomorro~v night -- 
these textbooks’. 
I’ll keep you posted. 
Thanks’. 
Amy 

so I am trying to rally helpers who can accompany me to the bookstore to purchase all of 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, ):41 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

You will work with 
thanks 
A 

in G MW10AM 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:28 PM 

To: ~bellsouth.net> 

Subject: Re: sessions 

A~tach: ’IENTf.httn 

oh sorry, I thought Tia said that her students could not find you. my mistake :) 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>;                           ~bellsouth.net>         10:19 PM >>> 
yesI got my schedule and meet with my students today 
cheers. 

From: 2,my Kleissler <kleissle(~)uncaa uric edu> 
To ~bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Wed, 7:40:22 PM 
Subject: sessions 

I wanted to check and see if you received your schedule? Your sessions start this week. Let me know. 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr’- 

Thursday,               6:14 AM 

))gmail.com> 

Re: W2 question 

;o good to hear from you’. I thil~ you could try Tracy Harris in the athletic dept you can google her but I will also hunt down her info and send to you. Hope you are ~vell-- we miss 

you’. 
A 

Sent from 1;qy iPad 

On , at 5:05 AM. @gmail corn>’ @gmail.com> wrote: 

> Amy, 
> [] [] I wasn’t sure who else to ask this..I’m sure you are not the right person, but I had to start some~vhere. []In any case []I apologize ahead of time for wasting any of your time [] I just 
moved last week and I realized that about now w2’s should be coming out and I should’~be getting one from tutoring but you do not have my new address to send it to. [] I’m not 100% sure 

my old apartment complex will be intelligent enough to forward my mail, so I was ~vondering if there was someone I could talk to in order to give them my new- address so the form would get 

to the right place. [] Thank you so much for your efi’orts on this question and I hope your spring semester has started well!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:17 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: W2 question 

962-7852 or tuh@uncaa.unc.edu 
Tracy Harris 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 5:05 AM. ’ ~gmail com~ @gmail.com> wrote: 

> Amy, 
> [] [] I wasn’t sure who else to ask this..I’m sure you are not the right person, but I had to start some~vhere. []In any case []I apologize ahead of time for wasting airy of your time [] I just 
moved last week and I realized that about now- w2’s should be coming out and I should Dbe getting one from tutoring but you do not have my new address to send it to. [] I’m not 100% sure 
my old apartment complex will be intelligent enough to forward my mail, so I was ~vondering if there was someone I could talk to in order to give them my new- address so the form would get 
to the right place. [] Thank you so much for your eft,arts on this question and I hope your spring semester has started well! ! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday 9:04 AM 

~bellsouth.net> ~emaJl.unc.edu; ~gmail.com>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; ~gmail.com>; David Bennett 

@gmail.com>; Corey Waters ~yahoo.com>; ~hotmail.com; Elizabeth Andrews 
~-eandrews@chccs.kl2.nc.us>;                   ~gln~l.com>; Beth Lyons <elnlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stoffiegen 

~-estoffregen@chccs.kl2 .nc .us>; Flank Felicelli --~fiank.felicelli@orange.k 12 .nc .us>;                          ~email.unc .edt~-; 

~yahoo.com>;                        ~hotmail.com>; Jackson Curtis -@curtis@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; 

~gmail.com>; Jennifer Townsend --~jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~hotmaAl.co~n>; Kathtyn 
Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl2.nc.us>;                        @uncaa.nnc.edu>; Kim Jones <kjones@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; Kim 

Lindekugel <klindek~gel@chccs.kl2.nc.n,~,; i~ym t)rr <l,morr~tmcaa.unc.edu>; Lauren Logan <llogan@chccs.kl2.nc.us~; i 

~gmail.com>; Bill Melega <      ~earthlink.net~;                     ~email.unc.edu~; 

~gmail.com>; Stephen BlackaYell <sblacbvell@chccs.kl2.nc.us~; ~unc.edn>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>;                  ~nc.rr.com>;                     ~gmail.com>; Spencer Welbom 
<weltx~rn@uncaa.unc.edtr~; William Richards <wrichaxds@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday -- out 

y back has won the battle (this round at least) so I will not be in the office today. Please contact Wally/Jaimie/Tia/Bradley with airy questions or concerns, thanks so much 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 10:47 AM 

To: ~gmail.com:~ 

Subject: Re: Thur~tay -- out 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

O n at 1 0:3 6 AM, ~)gmail c om> wrot e: 

sorW to hear that get better soon : ) 

On Thu,            at 9:04 AN{ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
has won the battle (this round at least) so I will not be in the office today. [5]Please contact Wally/Jaimie/Tia/Bradley with any questions or concerns. [51thanks so much 

Am’~’ 

[ ]Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 10:47 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Thur~tay -- out 

TENTI’.httn 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Jan 19, 2012, at 10:11 AM, "Beth Lyons" <emlyons@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 

feel better 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

emlyons@uncaa.unc, edu 
>>> Amy Kleissler 1/’19/2012 9:04 ~M >>> 

has won the battle (this round at least) so I will not be in the office today Please contact WaHy/Jaimie/TiaiBradley with any questions or concerns, thanks so much. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:52 AM 

~gmafil .com> 

Re: Thur~tay -- out 

You are so sweet. Thank you’. I bet u called :). Phone across room and me trying to get it would be a disaster 

Sent from my iPad 

Or at 9:20 AJ~ ~gmail corn>" ~jgmail.com> wrote: 

> Hi Amy, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> ©1~ 
> 

>> Amy 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program ]2~r Student Athletes 
>> UNC-Chape[ Hill 

at 9:04 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.uaac.edu> wrote: 

has won the battle (this rouaad at least) so I will not be in the office today. Please contact Wally/Jaimie/Tia/Bradley with any questions or concerns, thanks so much. 

>> kleissle@un caa.unc, edu 
>> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, 8:35 AlVl 

~uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Fwd: concussion tbrm 

TENTI’.httn 

too tunny! nope, mysel£ I will email myself "to do" lists :) 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged in£ormation Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
8:15 AM>>> 

Amy, 

Was this meant [’or me? 

lI you believe in vour dreams, you can achieve them[ 
>> .~me.coru> 1/18/2012 5:19 PM >>> 
print for lax 

Sent from ray iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, January 20, 2012 9:28 AlVl 

Mario Ciocca <ciocc@email.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htln; toc 

Mario. 

Here is 
Thank you, 
Amy 

report from Lyn Johnson I believe he ;vill be contacting you shortly. Let me kno;v if you need anything further. 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel }Jill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 20, 2012 3:18 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SWAtt 

’IENSI’.httn 

I have put in the database that 
him at 8PM on Sunday nights 
THanks 
A 

~vill meet with me TR at 11A2~ for SWAH (moving the students I had for study table to now work with during that hour). I can also check in with 

Amy Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prngram for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
3d4 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: Th s e-mai message including my attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 8:31 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

RE: FM? Black Experience class 

TEXTI’.httn 

did you forward Frank’s feedback to 
Thanks 
A 

She might want to for~vard the good feedback on her student to the coach 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is :[’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@emaihunc.edu> 1/23/2012 7:33 AM >>> 

Thanks, Frank. I think we now have some of the books [’or the class. 1155111 make sure you get them and that the students bring them, too. 

Bradley R.tt. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel till1 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel t Iil[, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Frank Felicelli [mailto :frank. felicelli,@,orange.k 12.nc.us] 

Sent: Sunday, January 22, 2012 9:11 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley- Richard 
Subject: FM? Black Experience class 

As with my Sunday student.., there is no clear reading assigl~ent tied to each week’s lecture block in this class. Thus, both arrived with no books to read.... "we just take notes in class, 
that’s all we do" 

There is a list of primary and secondary textbooks but the syllabus does not provide guidance on relative readings. One of the books (by Palmer) is a textbook -- he authors AP Euro texts- 
hoxvever, to give a kid xvithout a lot of academic motivation a book and think that he will read it is not realistic, in ray view. 

I told them to bring their book next time and to ask professor to link up required readings to lectme blocks... I made note of this in my- reivews for tonight... 

My concern over the attitude of the one I referenced earlier was a non-starter. If you had an influence on that .. thanks. He was attentive.., questioning and seemingly interested.. 

Frank Felicelli, MS, iX~B CT 
World History, AP European Histots~ 
Cedar Ridge High School 

NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain irfformation that is confidential under federal or state law-, and should not be read, copied or distributed by anyone other than the person to 
whom it was intended. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this 
message in error, please notig~z the sender immediately and please delete the message. E-mail COl~cespondence to and from this sender may be subject to the Nolth Carolina Public Records 
law and may be disclosed to third parties. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 11:04 AM 

lyn j ohn~ ~gma~l.com> 

Re: couple of questions 

Lyn, 

Jet me kno~v. Thanks! 

I would be happy to fill out any form you want if that would help. thanks again. 

Bradley Bethel works with most closely so he would be a good person to fill out the rating scale. His email is bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu 

Let me know if you need anything else. 
Thanks! 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Jan 23, 2012, at 10:41 AM, "lyn johnson ~)gmail.com>" ))gmail.com> wrote: 

> Hi Amy, 

Mario Ciocca emailed me aboul 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

Lyn Jnhnson, PhD 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
102 Market Street Suite 103 
Chapel Hill NC 27516 
(919) 218-1459 

Do you know who is working with him. I may need someone to fill out a rating scale on him. I will forward Mario’s email to you. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao, 23, 2012 11:20 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FYI I was in computer lab working ~vith        during the 9am stu@ hall session. 
others did). do you know if he was excused I~r the session? 
thanks 
A 

;aid that came, but left. he did not come find me, nor unpack and work independently (as the 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student-Athletes, Fuotball 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
91 c)-8~q-R6q q o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 11:20 AM 

Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl2.nc.u~- 

Re: materials 

TENTI’.httn 

did you respond to her? let me kno~v if i need to. 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b, reply e-mail and destro, all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs kl2.nc us> 1/22/2012 2:14 PM >>> 
Hello, 

Tonight will be my first night tutoring this semester, just wondering where I need to go, and get any available materials ~2~r my sessions ie textbooks etc. 

Thanks for your help, 

Katherine 

Katherine Gardocki 
System Level 3 Class 
Chapel Hill High School 
919-929-2106 X 42143 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Cit7- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, Janua~ 23, 2012 12:56 PM 

Lyn Johnsoi ~gmaJl.com> 

Re: couple of questions 

TEXTf.httn 

a~vesome - 
Thanks 

A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
91 c)-8~q-R6q q o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 1/23/2012 11:37 AM >>> 
Amy, 

I’ll email Bradley. 

l ’hanks, 
Lyn 

On Mon, Jan 23, 2012 at 11:03 AM, Amy Kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> l,vn. 

Let me know. Thanks! 
> 

> I xvould be happy to fill out any- fmrn you want if that would help. thanks again. 
> 

> Bradley Bethel works with most closely so he would be a good person to fill out the rating scale. His email is bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Let me knoxv if you need anything else. 
> Thanks ! 
>A 
> 

> Sent frorn rny iPad 
> 

> On Jan 23, 2012, at 10:41 A)¢ ~gmail.com>" ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Amy, 

>> Mario Ciocca emailed me about 

>> That’:s, 

>> gyn 

>> 

>> Lyn Johnson, PhD 

>> Cognitive Neuropsycholo~#, PLLC 

>> 102 Market Street Suite 103 

>> Chapel Hill N(2 27516 

>> (919) 218-1459 

>> 

>> 

> 

)o you know who is working with hirn. I may need someone to fill out a rating scale on him. I will forward 2v’ialio’s ernail to you. 

Lyn Johnson, PhD. 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
102 Market Street 
Suite 103 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919218-1459 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 2:48 PM 

Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl2.nc.u~- 

Re: materials 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Katherine, 
Sorry I was out sick last night. Attached to your feedback forms for tonight I have put copies of the syllabi for the courses you are working on, plus contact f,ar each of the advisors, and the 
names of the students you will be working with. At the moment we only have one textbook for the AFAM class and I have given you that. Feel free to leave it above the mailboxes in the 
cop?- room if you ~vould like. For the other readings you can share the book with your student until we are able to make copies Wall?’ will be the academic advisor on duty tonight. 
Thanks’. 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 1/22/2012 2:14 PM >>> 
Hello, 

Tonight will be my first night tutoring this semester, just wondering where I need to go, and get any available materials for my sessions ie textbooks etc. 

Thanks for your help, 

Katherine 

Katherine Gardocki 
System Level 3 Class 
Chapel Hill High School 
919-929-2106 X 42143 

All mail correspondence to and front the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Ci~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records La~v, which may result in nronitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu:: 

Monday-, JanualT 23 2012 3:03 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PSYC 

’lEXTf.htm 

FYI something to thil~k about 
I don’t know if put it in her feedback forra, but she and I had a conversation re her student’s lack of foundational kno;vledge in the course (that they missed by not reading the 

early chapters in the first week of class) is hindering their progress tl~rough the present text 

Amy Kleissler 
University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 [~ddge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?!" 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 7:03 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: t~day breaklkst 

TEXTI’.httn 

I can do any week but first week of April!’. !! !! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 23, 2012, at 2:06 Pi~ "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

IT IS BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND! 

Friday Breakfast Crew’! 

To eat, you must participate. 

Give me 3 Fridays that could work for you to bring food--up until May 25th. I will assemble the schedule accordingly. Lets not plan on Spring Break or Good Friday. 

Thanks all! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support ]2~r Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chape[ ttiH 

(w) 919-843-5669 

bradger b@uncaa unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, 8:l0 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Fwd: Tutoring Tonight 

’IEXTf.httn 

got it! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit?’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> 7:15 AM >>> 
Amy, 

Bradley would like this session added. (;an you take care of this? 

Thanks, 

If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 1/23/2012 3:41 P_’vi >>> 

I have two tutoring sessions for you to add, please. 
her first night ever tutoring. Thanks. 

will be meeting with 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Suppmt Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 
I F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@m~c.edu 

SPAN tutoring, on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7 PM. Tonight will be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:53 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Re: with 

TEXTI’.httn 

got it -- he has AFAM 
Thanks 
A 

at 7 Nf\V with and HIST at 9PM. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

k]eiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Kendra Hancock 1/24/2012 8:47 AM >>> 
Amy, 

Look at        schedule, 
[’or AFAM 

scheduled ]2~r two sessions with him on Mk)nday nights, however, the times/classes need to be switched to :fit the other students in the first session with 

Thanks. 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9146 
khancock@unc aa.m~c, edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, ~:40 AM 

To: ~bellsoufla net> 

Subject: ANAT 

Attach: ’IENSl’.httn 

Jimmy, 
Good morning’. I ~vanted to see if by chance you have the laminated flash cards for anatomy from my office? If you do, fantastic. If not, then I’m in a pickle and need to find them. Let me 
kno~v -- thankst 

Also, I wanted to let you know that in a 1" black binder I have "An Illustrated Atlas of the Skeletal Muscles" -- big pictures, very similar to the flashcards. It is on the bottom shelf of the 
second bookcase in my office with all of the other stuff from Carol. This binder is not labeled 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and prwileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 9:48 AM 

Eric Stoffregen <estoffregen@chccs.k12.nc.u~ 

GEOL 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Eric, 

Good mornin!! I wanted to let you know- that although it might be the previous edition, I do have a copy of Earth: Portrait of a Planet in my office (that is the book listed on 
believe) Let me know if you would like it 

syllabus 

Also, if you ever need for your GEOL lab sessions, I do have samples of actual rocks in my office that kids have used in the past to reiicesh their memories from ~vhat they learned in class 
about the characteristics of a particular rock or mineral, or I used them as visuals as we read They are in small clear boxes on the top of the second bookcase in my office if you ever need 
them. 
Thanks -- have a great day. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:58 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: review session nlxtates from tonight... 

’IF2XTI’.httn 

is canceled for ECON 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unanthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Wally Richardson          9:05 AM >>> 

need to check with. Maybe he had a review 
is no longer enrolled in econ I believe I requested he be removed from that session. 

>>> Jaimie Lee 8:33:13 PM >>> 
Just wanted to claecl~ on the following no shows tonight because it isn’t like them to miss: 

no show for Port review with at 7pro. Did he know? 

Has not shown up for Econ review at 8pro with drop?) 

Thanks! 
Jaimie 

*for discussion purposes only* 

Jaimie Lee 

Academic Counelor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

j aimielee@~mcaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, diclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by eply e-mail and destoy all copies of the original message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

To: @bellsouth.neV~ 

Subject: Re: ANAT 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Since another tutor is using the materials as well, we are keeping on the shelf above the mailboxes in the copier room Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
~bellsouth net>         11:25 AM >>> 

th-sorry, I do not have the flash cards. I will stop by tomorrow AM to pick up the binder of muscles. 
Cheers. 

From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: @bellsonth net> 
Sent: Tue, 9:40:16 AM 
Sut~j ect: ANAT 

Good morning! I wanted to see if by chance you have the laminated flash cards for anatomy from my office? If you do, fantastic. If not, then I’m in a pickle and need to find them. Let me 
know -- thanks! 

Also, I wanted to let you l~mw that in a 1" black binder I have "An Illustrated Atlas of the Skeletal Muscles" -- big pictures, very similar to the flashcards. It is on the bottoru shelf of the 
second bookcase in my office with all of the other stuff front Carol. This binder is not labeled. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center fi~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Canrpus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 24, 2012 11:47 AM 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

EXSS 175 powerpoints 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Bert, 
What ~vould be more helpful to you me print off hard copies of the class lecture powerpoints and have them here for you, or I email you the powerpoints? Let me know. 
Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:09 PM 

To: ~gmail.com>; 

Sub.iect: PSYC book 

Attach: ’lENTI’.httn 

FYI 
I have a PSYC textbook in my office that the tl~ree of us can share -- 
Thanks 
A 

I am not positive that it is the one for your section, but I hope so! 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, JanuaD’ 24, 2012 12:11 PM 

Eric Stoffregen <estott~egen@chccs.kl2.nc.u~; Kim Jones <kjones@chccs.kl2.nc.us~; Kim Lindekugel 

<klindekugel@chccs.kl2.nc.u~; Lauren Logan <llogan@chccs.kl 2.nc.us>; William Richards <wrichard@chccs.kl2.nc.u~~ 

Thursday, Jan 26th 

TEXT.httn 

Hello -- 
will all of you be out this Thursday due to the Open House? Let me know. 
’]7hanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 12:13 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-- SWAH 

’I~XYI’.httn 

I am sorry to disturb you. 
Thanks 
A 

did not come for his 11AM S;VAH session with me Is he excused? Let me know when you can. 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student-Athletes, FuotbMl 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cumain confidential and privileged in:gurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 12:22 PM 

Corey Waters ~yahoo.com> 

Re: sche&tle 

TEXTf.httn 

I am very sorry but ~ve have been told to stop scheduling any more appointments, tutoring or LA, until further notice due to budget constraints. I really apologize for not being able to book 
you this semester. We will definitely be in touch if something changes, and be in touch about the summer and fall. 
Sincerely, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Corey Waters             ~yahoo corn> 1/24/2012 10:11 AM >>> 

Good Morning 2,my, 

I’m just checking in with you to see if you have any updates regarding student appointments for me to work soon? Let me know if anything has become available Thanks! 

Corer Waters 

--- On Mort, 1/16/12, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: schedule 
To: "Corey Waters"             ~?’ahoo.com> 
Date: Monday, January 16, 2012, 9:40 PM 

Corey, 
I wanted to let you know that at the moment I do not have any appointments scheduled for you, but as the students’ schedules settle into place, you are on the top of my list to schedule! 
Hopefully I will be back to you very soon. 
Thank you, 
Amy 

Arny Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@mxcaa.unc.edu ( http://us.mc1616.mail.vahoo.corrgmc/compose?to kleissle@mxcaa.tmc.edu) 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information An,v 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 12:30 PM 

Kimberly Jones <kjones@chccs.kl 2.nc.u~ 

Re: Thursday, Jan 26th 

TENZI’.httn 

thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

ConfidentialiW Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Kimberly Jones <kjones@chccs.kl2 nc.us> 1/24/2012 12:26 PM >>> 
Hey Am?’, 

Yes I’ll be out this Thursday :For conferences and I’m pretty sure everyone else will also...attendance for conferences is mandatory for teachers. 

Have a great afternoon, 
Kim 

On Tue, Jan 24, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello -- 
will all of you be out this Thursday due to the ()pen tlouse? Let me know. 
Thanks[ 
A 
Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center fi~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentially" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Kiraberly Jones, iX~BCT 
English Department 
Chapel Hill High School 
919-929-2106 ext 41227 

All mail COlTespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ;vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 12:33 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday Jan 26th 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Beth 
I dont know if Lauren Logan told you directly, but she will be out Thursday night due to CHHS Open House. 
Thanks 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Suppurt Prugram for Student-Athletes, Fuotball 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 12:34 PM 

Kimberly Jones <kjones@chccs.kl 2.nc.u~ 

Re: Thursday, Jan 26th 

’I~N2I’.httn 

thanks Kim! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Kimberly Jones <kjones@chccs.kl2 nc.us> 1/24/2012 12:26 PM >>> 
Hey Am?’, 

Yes I’ll be out this Thursday for conferences and I’m pretty sure everyone else will also...attendance for conferences is mandatory for teachers. 

Have a great afternoon, 
Kim 

On Tue, Jan 24, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello -- 
will all of you be out this Thursday due to the ()pen tlouse? Let me know. 
Thanks[ 
A 
Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center fi~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635 ~ o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentially" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Kiraberly Jones, iX~BCT 
English Department 
Chapel Hill High School 
919-929-2106 ext 41227 

All mail COl~espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ~vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 24, 2012 1:43 PM 

Eric Stoffregen <estoffregen@chccs.k12.nc.u~ 

Re: Thursday, Jan 26th 

TEXTI’.httn 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>> Eric Stoffregen <estoffi’egen@chccs kl2.nc us> 1/24/2012 1:31 PM >>> 

Hi ~ny, 

I suppose the short answer would be yes, as this Thursday is our evening ~2~r parent teacher conferences I hope none of my parents feel the need to discuss "things" with me, though that 
has not been the case so far. 

On Tue, Jan 24, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello -- 
will all of you be out this Thursday due to the ()pen tlouse? Let me know. 
Thanks[ 
A 
Amy Kleissler 
University of iX-otth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center fi~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Eric Stoffregen 
Science Instructor 
Chapel Hill High School 
estoffregen@chccs.k 12.nc.us 
(919)929-2106 x 1203 

All mail con-espondence to and iicom the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may- result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 4:26 PM 

Lauren Loga~ <llogan@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: Thursday, Jan 26fl~ 

TENTI’.httn 

Noworries 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Jan 24, 2012, at 3:54 PM, "Lauren Logan <llogan@chccs.kl 2.nc.us>" <llogan@chccs kl 2.nc us> wrote: 

> Yes, I think so.. unfortuaaately :( 
> 
> On Tue, Jan 24, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> He]lo -- 
> wi]l a]l of you be out this Thursday due to the ()pen House?[iI Let me know. 
> Thanks! 
>A 
> E~] 
> [~ 
> 
> Amy Kleissler 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
> Academic Support Program ]Z~r Student-Athletes, Football 
> 
> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC [5] 27599 
> 919-~g43-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> [5~ 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information I5] An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. I~1 If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

> Lamen Logan 
> Social Studies Teacher 
> Chapel Hill High School 
> 019) 929.2106 x1243 
> 

> All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
> City Schools is subject to the Nolth Carolina Public Records 
> Law, which raay result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
> parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 4:27 PM 

Kim Lindekugel <klindekugel@chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

Re: Thursday, Jan 26fl~ 

’I~N2I’.httn 

Noworries 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Jan 24, 2012, at 3:17 PM, "Kim Lindekugel <klmdekugel@chccs.kl 2.nc us>" <klindekugel@chccs kl 2.nc us> wrote: 

> Amy, 
> 
> I will be gone on Thursday. [5] So sorry, I should have let you know earlier. 
> 
> Kim Lmd&ugel 
> 

> On Tue, Jan 24, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> He]lo -- 
> wi]l a]l of you be out this Thursday due to the ()pen House?[] Let me know. 
> Thanks! 
>A 
> E~] 
> [~ 
> 
> Amy Kleissler 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
> Academic Support Program ]Z~r Student-Athletes, Football 
> 
> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC [] 27599 
> 919-~g43-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> [5~ 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information [] An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. [] If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-nrail and destroy- all copies of the original 
nressage. 
> 

> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 11:35 AIVI 

Frank Fell celli <frank.felicell i@orm~ge .k 12. nc. ug~ 

Books 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Frank 
I am not stare if Bradley emailed you alrea@ but FYI, all of 
Thanks’. 
A 

books are in the two white plastic bags in Wally’s conference room :) 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 1:37 PM 

Frank Fell celli <frank.felicell i@orm~ge .k 12. nc. ug~ 

Re: Books 

TENTI’.httn 

The professor does not use either Sakai or Blackboard :( Let Tia, 
Thanks 
A 

advisor) know and she could possibly contact the professor 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Frank Felicelli <frank.felicelli@orange.k 12.nc us> 1/25/2012 12:24 PM >>> 
great thanks., now if I can get the professor to let the 3 students                  know some specific reading assigmnents that would be helpful. I don’t believe all 3 have conspired on 
this but the syllabus lists the textbooks they need but does not say one thing about what to read and by what date. 

"All we do is take notes" is what they are reporting. I told them that I would be checking on this and the repercussions would not be pretty’ if they were BSing me..., that said, it is not 
realistic that these 3 particular kids are going to be motivated to just "read the textbooks’ without some clear reason to do so.. 

On Wed, Jan 25, 2012 at 11:34 &M, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Frank 
I am not sure if Bradley emailed you already but FYI, all of 
Thanks! 
A 
Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

books are in the t~vo ~vhite plastic bags in Wally’s conference room :) 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Frat~: Felicelli, MS, iN~CT 
World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 

NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain information that is conIhdential under t~deral or state law, and should not be read, copied or distributed by anyone other than the person to whom 
it was intended. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately and please delete the message. E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 3:25 PM 

Eric Stoffregen <estoffregen@chccs.k12.nc.u~ 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: GEOL 

TEXT.htm 

Eric, the geol textbook is on the top shell! of the first bookcase in my office, my office will be unlocked so come on it to grab it. Brad will be able to get the CHEM lab book for you Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Eric Stoffregen <estoffregen@chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 1/25/2012 3:14 PM >>> 
Thanks very much Amy, 

I ~vould like to borro~v the Geology text. Speaking of texts, I think I can do without the chemistry textbook, would it be possible to get a copy of the lab manual? 
Thanks and have a great day. 

Eric 

On Tue, Jan 24, 2012 at 9:47 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Eric, 
Good morning! I wanted to let you know- that although it might be the previous edition, I do have a copy of Earth: Portrait of a Planet in ray office (that is the book listed on syllabus I 
believe). Let me knoxv if you would like it. 
Also, if you ever need for your GEOL lab sessions, I do have samples of actual rocks in ray office that kids have used in the past to refresh their memories from what the?" learned in class 
about the characteristics of a particular rock or mineral, or I used them as visuals as we read. They are in small clear boxes on the top of the second bookcase in my office if you cver need 
them. 
Thanks -- have a great day-. 
A 
Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Eric Stoffi-egen 
Science Instructor 
Chapel Hill High School 
estoit’regen@chccs.k 12.nc.us 
(919)929-2106 x 1203 

All mail COl~cespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, ~vhich may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:31 AM 

@gmail.com>; Kim Lindekugel <klindekugel@chccs.kl 2.nc.u~ 

DRAM    upcoming ex~un 

TEXT.httn 

Good morning ladies-- 
As I’m sure you are all aware DRAM has the first exam this Monday Speaking with he told me that Prof Williams said, "~vhatever I repeat willbe on the exam." She covers all of 
the material in her powerpoints (posted on Sakai) so they can use that as their "glossary" of sorts, and use their notes to ]’ocus their studying. Feel free to remind ~he students you work with 
that there are additional resources available: 
~n my o]¥~ce there are black boxes of flash cards (the boxes are clearly labeled so they can’t miss them) that cover many o17 the plays, as well as the periods of drama 
Another student showed me that if they google quilzlet + drama the will find that past and current ][)RAM students made that cover the plays, periods, vocabulap)~, etc. 
I hope that helps. 

Thanks 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 26, 2012 11:15 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Two "tutorial items 

TENTI’.httn 

I am still unable to add any appointments to the system for 
thanks, 
A 

Let me know 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

klelssie@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Wally Richardson 1/25/2012 8:40 PM >>> 
All, 
Two things for tonight that we need to take care of: 1 )               and              need to be added to the l:.xss    session that meets on Monday & Wednesday’s at 8pro and 2) 

was here at 8pm to meet with a tutor for Muse The database has this appt taking place only on Mondays at 8pro. was here last week on Wednesday for the same 
session. We need to get this straight. Thanks. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program ]2)r Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, Janua~ 26, 2012 11:16 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu-~; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s Agenda 

TENTI’.httn 

I may be a little late, but I’m comin’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

1,2telSS le~a;’uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 1/26/2012 10:17 AM >>> 

Here[5]s the agenda ~2~r today1551s meeting/book discussion: 

1 ) What has been working, or not, with your students this semester? 
2) Improving our services 
3) Book discussion 

I~11 see you at 3:00, tW office. High fives! 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

] F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 26, 2012 11:53 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Two "tutorial items 

TEXT.httn 

they are in. thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any artachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Wally Richardson 1/26/2012 11:35 AM >>> 
Amy, 
You should be able to add the appointments for      &       now. 

Wall?" Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes 
(;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chape[ Hill 
919-%2-9893 (W) 

>>> Am?" Kleissler 1 ,’26/2012 11:14 AM >>> 

I am still unable to add any appointments to the system for 

thanks, 

A 

Let me know. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center fi~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Wally Richardson 1/25/2012 8:40 PM >>> 
All, 
Two thin~s for tonight that we need to take care of: 1)               and               need to be added to the Exss    session that meets on )~Ionday & Wednesday’s at 8pm and 2) 

was here at 8pro to meet with a tutor for Musc The database has this appt taking place only on Monday-s at 8pro. ~vas here last week on Wednesday for the same 
session. We need to get this straight. Thanks. 

Wally 

Wall?- Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Universit3~ of Nolth Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (VV) 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 26, 2012 11:55 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

book 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Bradley, 
I’m sitting here with my bag of ice so I’m too la~z to move :) Do you know off the top of your head if you ~vere able to pick up at the libral~’ the book Passages ? If not, I’ll pick it up if not 
sometime bet~veen now and Monday night 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday,, 12:11 PM 

To: ~email .unc.edu> 

Subject: "tonight 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

I really apologize for the late notice -- Wally wanted me to ask you if you might be able to work for an hour tonight? Many of the LA’s will be out tonight due to CHHS Open House so that 
means two of the DRAM ~tudents will miss their session before their exam on Monday Let me know :) 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 27, 2012 12:58 PM 

Elizabeth Andrews <eandrews@chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 

pay check 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Elizabeth -- I have your paycheck locked in nay top drawer so Sunday night will you please remind me and I will give it to you? Thanks! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 2:13 PM 

To: ~gma~l.com> 

Subject: Re: paperwork issues 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

alum status shouldn’t impact it -- that is a ONYEN issue not TIMS so contact the ONYEN people to get new one/old one reinstated let me know 
thanks’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: ’];his e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>                            ~@gmail corn>         1:03 PM >>> 
] can’t get into Tims I think it is sornething related to the recent expiring of my onyen or something, may e it turned into an alumnus account’? Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:57 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

Good rnorning~- 
Tracy Harris has been out of the office last week. In order to not overwhelrn her with a smt’fed email in-box, I have a favor to ask: If you have any 
questions regarding your P]D, ONYEN, password, etc. please forward those questions to me, and I will consolidate them into one list to send her in one email ][’hanks so much! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:58 AM 

~gmail.com:~ 

Re: paperwork issues 

’I~XTI’.httn 

~fou too 

A 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 2:47 PM. ’ @gmail corn> .i~gmail.com> wrote: 

> no issues for me you’re such a nice person : ) 
> [] 
> have a guod weekend[ 
> [] 
> 

> 

> On Fri, at 12:57 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrute: 
> Goud morning.-. 
> Tracy Harris has been uut ufthe office                                       last week. [] In urder to not overwhelm her with a stuffed email in-bux, I have a favor tu ask: [] Ifyuu have 
any questiuns regarding yuur PID, ONYEN, passwurd, etc []please forward thuse questiuns to me, and I will consulidate them into une list to send her in une email [] Thanks su much! 
> Cheers, 
> ~ny 
> [] 
> [] 
> [] 
> Amy Kleissler 
> Umversity uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Suppurt Program ]br Student-Athletes, Foutbal[ 
> [] 
> Luudermilk Center fur Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road. Campus Bux 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC [] 27599 
> 919-~g43-8635 u 

> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
>~ 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain cotffidential and privileged information. [] Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. [] If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 
nressage. 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Saturday, 5:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: port 

’I~37I’.httn 

B 
Put her in whatever sessions you would like. They have to mainstream or else they can’t continue :). All sessions only have max 4 fb anyway so they should all be good learning 
environments. Let me know and I’ll book it. Thx 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

at 1:58 PM. "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uaacaa unc edu> ~vrote: 

Amy 

Do the FB guys have any Port sessions during the week you would feel comfortable with having join? 

We are going to miss several tutor sessions in the next few weeks--so I am just trying to think of any other options that might be out there. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support ]2~r Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ tliH 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 1:08 PM 

To: @bellsouth.neV~ 

Subject: Re: ANAT 

Attach: ’I~NTI’.httn 

no, i havent found them! And it kills me because the?’ were a lot of work to produce Help me refresh my memory -- ~vho else besides you did BIOL/EXSS anatomy last semester or last 
spring?      brought me all the stuff when she stopped working with us and that is the last time I remember them clearly. Otherwise, I do have a nice atlas book and it is in the cop?’ room 
with the other ANAT books, and there is that other material in the 1" black binder as welh I can photocopy anything that might help you, have a box of any kind of office supplies for you, 
coloring sheets, etc so just let me know. If your students use an iphone or ipad, there are apps for studying anatomy Also, encourage them to google for review activites For example, the?- 
can try www.getbodysmart.com or ww~ ptcentral cam 

also, they can search on w~vw quizlet.com to find flashcards other students have made. here is one set i found: 
http://quizlet.cor~’2829049/inuscles-of-the-bodv-flash-cards 

will aW of this help? let me know 
amy 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 11:45 AM. @bellsouth.net> wrote: 

> were the flash cards ever discovered.could use the muscle flash cards tomorrow.or have the SA make their own.. 
> thanks 
> 

> From: ±~,.my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> To: @bellsouth net> 
> Sent: Tue, 11:34:09 AM 
> Subject: ?uff-8?B?UmU6[[~FOQVQ ?> 
> Since another tutor is using the materials as well, we are keeping on the shelf above the mailboxes in the copier room. Thanks 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> Loudem~ilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 
> 

> >> @bellsouth.net> 11:25 .~’~i >>> 
> Hi-sorry, I do not have the flash cards. I will stop by tomorrow AM to pick up the binder of muscles. 
> Cheers. 
> 

> From: A~W Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 
> To: @bellsouth.net> 
> Sent: Tue, 9:40:16 AM 
> Subject: ANAT 
> 

> Good morningt I wanted to see if by chance you have the laminated flash cards for anatotW from my office? If you do, fantastic. If not, then rm in a pickle and need to find them. Let me 
know - thankst 
> 

> Also, I wanted to let you know that in a 1" black binder I have "An Illustrated Atlas of the Skeletal Muscles" - big pictures, very similar to the flashcards. It is on the bottom shelf of the 
second bookcase in my office with all of the other stuff from This binder is not labeled. 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> Am?- Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 
>’ c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, JanuaD~ 29, 2012 6:33 PM 

Bert Warkski <bwartskJ@chccs.k12.nc.ug~; Frank Felicelli <frank.felicelli@orange.kl2.nc.u~; Jackson Curtis 

<jrcurtis@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; Kathryn Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl 2.nc.u~ 

Re: Tonight 

TEXT.httn 

F5’2 -- I was able to park in front of our building just now and there were a fe~v more spaces :) 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tIiH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Frank Felicelli <frank.felicelli@orange.kl 2.nc us> 1 ,’29/2012 6:31 PM >>> 
Thanks for the notes, Amy.. A tremendous help 

On Sun, Jan 29, 2012 at 3:50 PM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

ttello 
Please read no further if you are not ~vorking tonight... 

However, if you are, please leave extra time to find a parking spot tonight --- Men’s basketball game at 6. 
thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

/c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Fraak Felicelli, MS, i’~B CT 
World History, AP European History 
Cedar Ridge High School 

NOTICE: This e-mail message may contain irfformation that is cotffidential under federal or state law, and should not be read, copied or distributed by anyone other than the person to whom 
it was intended. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, please note that reading, copying or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately and please delete the message. E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu;’- 

Monday, Januao~ 30 2012 8:33 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

email addresses 

TEXTI’.htm 

Brad 
Could you please send me the contact mfo for 
A 

Thanks 

Amy Kleissler 
University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia[ and prtv’ileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday, 8:45 AM 

~live.unc.edu; Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; Elizabeth Andrews <eandrews@chccs.k12.nc.u~; Frank FelJcelli 

<ti~ank.i~licellJ@orange.kl 2.nc.u~; Jackson Curtis <jrcurtis@chccs.k12.nc.u~; ~unc.edu; Kathryn Gardocki 

<kgardocki@chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 

Sunday, study table 

’IENTI’.httn 

Good morning-, 
Although has canceled evening sturdy hall due to the Super Bowl, football would like to see if you are available to work the 3-5pm window instead (next Sunday only). No 
worries if you are unable, just let me know. 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 30, 2012 9:19 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: emaiI addresses 

’IF2XTI’.httn 

thanks -- i needed to add then to the LA email list that we use for sending out notices re HR/payroll stuff, thanks 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 30, 2012, at 9:15 AM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Here[~s @gmaihcom 

Here[~]s @gmail.com 

You can find emai[ addresses and even email learning assistants through the Sakai site. I fiSIll show you how. 

Bradley R.H Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 
12niversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center ~2~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd i Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C             F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc.edu 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(i3uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 30, 2012 8:33 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: email addresses 

Brad 
Couldyou please send me the contact info for ? Thanks 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Foothall 

Loudcm~ilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 30, 2012 9:55 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaxd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: emaiI addresses 

TENTI’.httn 

BTW -- I have a conflict ~vith the book mtg next week unfortunately -- that is the only afternoon appointment I could secure for my PT I thought it was better to miss the book mtg than 
appointment with students :) 
thanks 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 30, 2012, at 9:15 AM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Here[5]s ~gmail.com 

Here[~]s @gmail.com 

You can find emai[ addresses and even email learning assistants through the Sakai site. I [5111 show you how. 

Bradley R.H Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center ~2~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd i Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C            i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc.edu 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 30, 2012 8:33 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sublect: email addresses 

Brad 
Couldyou please send me the contact info for ? Thanks 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudcm~ilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:18 AM 

To: ~livexmc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Notes 

i am down in the independent stu@ room near the computer lab and will be back in my office at 11. i suggest you look up the phone number for LDS and give them a call or else stop by Beth 
Lyons’s office -- her’s is the office just after mine -- she will be able to help you thanks! 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 10:16 AM. ’ ~)live.unc. edu> ~vrote: 

Hey Am?-, it’s        I came by to see you to talk about the notes but I came at the wrong time I have still not gotten any word back from anyone about the notes and I am starting to get a 
little behind. Can you let me know what I need to do? Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:57 PM 

@hotmail.com 

PORT part-time addition 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I wanted to let you kno~v that one of the women’s          players,                will sporadically be joining your PORT    sessions M 8PM and/or Wed 7PM. As I said, due to her 
travel schedule, her attendance at those sessions will not be regular Please contact her advisor Beth Bridger with any questions, bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu Thanks! 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Suppurt Prugram for Student-Athletes, Fuotball 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Aany Kleissler <kldssle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday-,               1:44 PM 

SOCI 

’lEXTf.htm 

~unc.edu> 

favor, and please feel t?ee to say no.. would you be available to do a SOCI review for 

A 

on Wed night? He has an exam on Thursday. let me know -- thal~kS! 

ArW Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel th[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kle ssle ~uncaa unc.edu 

ConfidentialiU Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:51 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: schedule 

Attach: ’IENTf.httn 

I will find out from 
A 

and get right back to you -- thanks! 

Amy Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and m~U contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

@hve.unc.edu>          12:05 AM >>> 
Amy - Did you :find out if I need to come in on Sunday? As I understand it may not be in this week - I need to check with but I just thought I would ask you about Sunday 

since you were the POC on the email. 

Thank you, 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:46 AM 

To: ~email xmc.edu 

Subject: "tutoring materiaJs 

Attach: ’IENTf.httn 

Good mornin!! I hope that you are doing well :) 

I am hoping that you can help me -- I am trying to track down some EXSS    review materials I used to have but now calmot find. They are anatomy flash cards -- some ~vere small, roughly 
3x5, and some were enlarged to 8xl 1 and laminated I think they had a green border, but I am not sure about that detail! You wouldn’t happen to have these, would you? Let me know -- 
thanks so much! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 31, 2012 9:47 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennit~r Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

review materials 

TENTI’.httn 

Good morning -- 
I am hoping that you can help me -- I am tlying to track down some anatomy review materials I used to have but now cannot find. The?- are anatomy flash cards -- some were small, roughly 
3x5, and some ~vere enlarged to 8xl 1 and laminated I think the?- had a green border, but I am not sure about that detail! You wouldn’t happen to have these, ~vould you? Let me know -- 
thanks so much! 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:44 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tonight 

’I~NTI’.httn 

be attending his usual Tues 7PM DRAM session with 
let me kno~v. 
thanks 

or is he going to the play? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 10:45 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Sociology exam Thursday 

’I~EXTI’.httn 

wrote down her availability for Wednesday on her feedback form yesterday do you have the feedback forms? They haven’t made it to me yet 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any artachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Waliy Richardson 9:58/’d\A >>> 
Amy, 
Can          go a session with                at 7pm on Wednesday and at 8pro [’or     on Wednesday evening? 

Wall?" Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes 
(;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chape[ Hill 
919-%2-9893 (W) 

>>> Jaimie Lee 1/30/2012 1:30 PM >>> 
i would say- yes to that if she is available 

*for discussion purposes only* 

Jaimie Lee 

Academic Co~mselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

c 

j aimielee@ancaa.unc, edu 

Confidentially" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Amy Kleissler          12:48 PM >>> 

(tutor) has a regular SOCI 
mght. Let me know. thanks 
A 

Mondays at 7PM (there are presently- 4 students in there tonight) or I can see if can do an extra session with them Wednesday- 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Wa lly Richardson          10:46 AM >>> 
We will have to take a look and see if we can get a review Both are getting two sessions before the exam on Thursday. is not. Will have to see if someone is 
available Wednesday night to do review 

Wall?- Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



(;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 

(c) 
>>> Jaimie Lee 10:27 AM >>> 
Hello all, 

I am wondering if there can be some specific SociologT 
it. Thanks ! 

Jaimie 

exam revie*v Jk~r Shanahan’s class on Thursday. I am worried about how it’s going to go. are all in 

*for discussion purposes only* 

Jaimie Lee 
Acadernic Co~xselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Univcrsity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

j aimielee@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: toNght 

TENTI’.httn 

a~vesome --- tl~x 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Wally Richardson          10:58 AM>>> 
I am working on finding out...He will be here at 12 to meet with       ..Can find out then & communicate to 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program ]2)r Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 

(c) 
>>> 2,my Kleissle~          10:44 AM >>> 
Will be attending his usual Tues 7PM I)R~kM session with 
let me know. 
thanks 

or is he going to the play? 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

To: @email. unc.edu-~ 

Subject: flash caxds 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

Good morning! I hope that you are doing ~vell :) We miss you!! 

I am hoping that you can help me -- I am trying to track do~vn some EXSS    review materials I used to have but now calmot find They are anatomy fiash cards -- some were small, roughly 
3x5, and some were enlarged to 8xl 1 and laminated. I think they had a green border, but I am not sure about that detail! You ~vouldn’t happen to have these, would you? Let me kno~v -- 
thanks so much’. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:49 AM 

To: @med.unc.edu"~ 

Subject: RE: flash cards 

Attach: ’IEXTl’.httn 

Thanks for getting back to me so quickly -- take care! 
A 

Am?- Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                            ~med.unc.edu>         11:16 AM >>> 

Hey Amy, 
I do not actually I[Slm sorw to say[ I donl2t kno~v that I have ever used them If you do want to find some ne~v ones there are Netter Anatomy l!lashcards that we use. ’]’he?" are really detailed 
(maybe too much) but the?, have everything that you could ever hope for with labels of structures and definitions 
Let me know if there anything else I can help with 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(ir)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:04 ./Y\’I 
To: 
Subject: :flash cards 

Good raorning! I hope that you are doing well :) We raiss your! 

I am hoping that you can help me - I am trying to track down some          review materials I used to have but now cannot find. They are anatomy flash cards -- some were small, roughly 
3x5, and some were enlarged to 8xl 1 and laminated. I thirtk they had a green border, but I am not sure about that detail! You wouldn’t happen to have these, would you’.’ Let me know -- 
thartks so rauch! 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, Februagr- 1, 2012 9:09 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sunday, Feb 5 study table 

TEXTf.httn 

No Katherine G this Sunday 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

> From: "Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl 2 nc.us>" <kgardocki@chccs.kl 2 nc.us> 
> Date: February 1, 2012 8:06:12 AMEST 
> To: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: Sunday, Feb 5 study table 
> 

> I will not be able to come early on Super Bow[ Sunday [] 
> 

> K ath erine [] 

> On Mon, Jan 30, 2012 at 8:45 A]VI. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> (3 ood morning-~ 
> Although Olympic sports has canceled evening study hall due to the Super Bowl, football would like to see if you are available to work the 3-5pm window instead (next Sunday only). [] No 
worries if you are unable, just let me know 
> Thanks t 
>A 
> [] 
> [] 
> [] 

> Am?’ Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> [] 
> Loudermilk Center fnr Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road. Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC[] 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>~ 
> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cortfidential and privileged irfformation. [] Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. [] If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

> Katherine Gardocki 
> System Level 3 Class 
> Chapel Hill High School 
> 919-929-2106 X 42143 
> 

> All mail COlwespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
> City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
> Law, xvhich may result in monitoring and disclosme to third 
> parties, including law- enforceraent. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 11:58 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday staff’mtg 

’IENTf.httn 

Jaimie relayed to me that she ~vas speaking ~vith 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 12:50 PM 

Kim Lindekugel <klindekugel@chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

Re: W-2 Form 

TEXT.httn 

I will attach it to your feedback form tomorrow night. 

thanks’. 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inl~rmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Kim Lindekugd <klindekugel@chccs k12 nc.us> 2/1/2012 10:18 AM >>> 
Hi Amy, 

hope you are having a ~w~nderful day! I was just wondering when we ~vill be getting our W-2 forms 

K~n Lindekugel 
All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel tIill- Carrboro Ci~" Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records La~v, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
pames, including law enlk~rcement 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:21 PM 

To: @live.unc.e&~ 

Subject: RE: schedule 

Attach: ’I~EX-f.httn 

I’m sor~- - I sent you a note but it must not have gone through. Yes, 
Thanks 
A 

says that will be there 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I.hdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>>                         ~))live unc.edu>        2:10 PM >>> 

Amy - I haven’t heard back from you so I assume that I am not meeting with on Sunday Is that right? 

Thanks, 
t"rom: Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:50 AM 
To: 
Sut~iect: RE: schedule 

I will find out l?om 
A 

and get right back to you -- thanks! 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffiduntiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclostae or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                         @live.unc.edu>         12:05 AM >>> 
Amy - Did you find out if I need to come in on Sunday? As I understand it may not be in this week - I need to check with but I just thought I would ask you about Sunday 
since you were the POC on the email. 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 2, 2012 9:12 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

today-- 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I do not have my phone so I am not able to contact       -- ~vould you be able to let him kno~v that 
for him when he is able to make up for the session, let me know. 
thanks 
A 

and will not be able to meet with him? I can make myself available 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Febma~ 2, 2012 9:43 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

this sunday 

’I~XTI’.httn 

brad 
a favor to ask .. could i switch with you and do study table this sunday instea d of the 12th? there is an event at church that I would like to work on the 12th. no worries if not -- let me know 
thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleassle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 2, 2012 9:44 AM 

Kim Lindekugel <klindekugel@chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

Re: W-2 Form 

TENTI’.httn 

I gave your W-2 to Steve Blackwell last night so he will have it at school for you. 
thanks’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Kim Lindekugel <klindekugel@chccs k12 nc.us> 2/1/2012 1:28 PM >>> 
Excellent! Thank you! 

On Wed, Feb 1, 2012 at 12:49 PM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will attach it to your feedback form tomorrow night. 

thanks! 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Kim Lindekugel <klindekugel@chcc s.k 12.nc .us> 2/1/2012 10:18 ~,x&~i >>> 
Hi Arny, 

I hope you are having a wonderful day! I was just wondering ~vhen we will be getting our W-2 fOly~ls. 

Kim Lindekugel 
All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Cit7- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Cit7- Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
patties, including law enforcement. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 2, 2012 9:46 AM 

Elizabeth Andrews <eandrews@chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 

DRAM 160 

’I~LNYI’.httn 

Elimnbeth, 
Just in case I forgot to send you this link: 

http://quizl et com/subiect/drama 160/ 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Thursday, Februa~ 2, 2012 9:51 AM 

Stephen Blackwell <sblackwell@chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

HIST 

TEXTI’.httn 

Steve, 
It was great talking to you last night[ I will keep you posted on those notes when I hear 

I am not positive that this is the same course/section but ust in case it could be a possible resource for your HIST 
Thanks’. 
A 

http://quizlet.com/subiect/hist-151/ 

student 

Amy Kleiss[er 

University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, N(2 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 2, 2012 9:53 AM 

Kim Lindekugel <klindekugel@chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

DISREGARD LAST EM_AIL 

TENTI’.httn 

have your W-2 here and will attach it to 
A 

feedback form so that she can bring it to you Is that ok? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 2, 2012 10:01 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@emml.unc.edu:~ 

RE: this sunday 

’IEXT.httn 

a~vesome -- thanks! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit?’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 2/2/2012 9:53 AM >>> 

No problem 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel t lil[, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C !            I F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(&uncaa.anc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Februa13~ 02, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley- Richard 
Subject: this sunday 

brad 

a favor to ask.., could i switch with you and do stu@ table this sunday instead of the 12th? there is an event at chmch that I would like to work on the 12th. no worries if not - let rue know 

thanks 

A 

Am?’ Kleissler 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-8,43-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:48 AM 

@bellsouth.net>; 

~gmail.com> 

Subject: W-2 

I have it in my office for you :) 
Thanks 

A 

Sent from my iPad 

~gmaJl.com>; ~gmail.com>; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:09 AM 

~gmafi com> 

Re: If ever needed, a link to some PSYC 

TgXTI’.httn 

flashcards 

I have told them about quizlet -- it is simply a website that essentially provides a template for anyone to make interactive flashcards, that are then accessible to anyone on the internet. I 
found it because someone in my Kis;vahili class put the vocab from our class on there and told the class so that we could all use it if it would help us. I have since then learned to search it 
for ANYTHING! You can search for simply "spanish" and comb through the search results for what you could use, bnt students have told me that the?, have searched for specific courses 
here at L~,-C and have found material Ex, DRAM     It is great because then the student have the precise vocab for their class and not a larger subject in general (say anatomy vs. 
anatomy-muscles of the hand),     uses it for Latin vocab at home :) 

if the student doesn’t like to use flashcards, the website also generates lists so I had a student who found it helpful to print out the list ofvocab, then studied the list. 

thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

University uf North Carulina at Chapel }Jill 

Academic Suppurt Program fur Student-Athletes, Fuotball 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 u 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmation Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributinn is prohibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe original 
message. 
>>>                    @gmail com:~         10:43 AM>>> 
’]7hanks! I)u you give the link to yuur students? 

On Thu, at 9:48 AM, 2,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrute: 

If ever needed, a link to some PSYC fiashcards 

http ://quizlet .corn/sub i ect/pss, c- 101/ 
Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:13 AM 

To: @hotmail .com~; 

Subject: W-2 

Attach: TEXl’.httn 

~bell~uth.net> 

I have ?’ours in my office 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

Meiss[e@uncaa.unc.edu 

Co~t~tdentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review use, disc ~sure ( - distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, p ease contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Febma~ 2, 2012 11:33 AM 

Wally Richardsou <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill New User Notification 

TEXT.htm; The University of North Caroliua at Chapel Hill New User Notification.~nsg 

I assume you did this -- thank you’. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<sa£ai@groups.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 11:13 AM 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill New User Notification 

Greetings, kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu: 

Welcome! You have been added to The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakaJ.unc.edu) by Deborah Stroman. 

This email contains your password information. 

Please go to http://~kaJ~.unc.edu and click the "Non-Onyen Log In" button. 

Your password is: 

To change your passwold to something that is easier to remember, please go to your MyWorkspace tab and click the "Account" menu item. Ne:d, click the "Modify 

Details" button and enter your new passwold re, ice. Your password should be at least 6-10 characters in length. 

Thank you for your collaboration and pa(ticipation. 

Kind regards, 

UNC Sakai Support Team 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 2, 2012 2:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: today 

’I~NEI’.httn 

you pick the place to meet and we will send you a text as soon as we are done. sound good? 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged in:gormation Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>> Beth Bridger 2/2/2012 1:48 PM >>> 

SURE 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>> .~y- Kleissler 2/2/2012 11:22 .~M >>> 
we have staffmtg at 230 so after 3 would be best. let us know :) 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center fi~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Comfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 2, 2012 8:43 PM 

Elizabeth Andrews <eandrews@chccs.kl 2.uc.us> 

Re: DRAM 160 

TEXT.httn 

Did you not get my email? Hnmlmm. I’m a space cadet If you can come we are doing it 3-5 instead of 7-9 Let me know if you can come’. 
Thanks 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Feb 2, 2012, at 4:48 PM, "Elizabeth Andrews <eandrews@chccs kl2.nc us>" <eandrews@chccs kl2.nc us> wrote: 

> >hny- 
> 

> Just to get clarification on this (Super Bo~vl) Sunday’s sessions .. will ! still need to report ~2~r general stu@ table/checklist duty"? [] rm assuming that is still on, too, but just wanted to 
double check and make sure. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Elizabeth 
> 

> On Thu, Feb 2, 2012 at 9:46 AN{ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Elizabeth, 
> Just in case I forgot to send you this link: 
> [] 
> [] 
> [] 

> http://quizlet com/subiect/drama160/ 
> [] 
> [] 
> [] 
> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> [] 
> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC[] 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
>~ 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cotffidential and privileged information. [] Any 
unauthorized revie~v, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. [] If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-nrail and destroy- all copies of the original 
nressage. 
> 
> 

> All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
> City Schools is subject to the Nol~h Carolina Public Records 
> Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
> parties, including la~v enforcement. 
> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu-~ 

Frida5 11:52 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: :Stor 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Thanks 
A 

holds a review- for STOR Thur at 8PM so I will book into it 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kIelssle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply" e-mail and destroy’ all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Wally Richardsor 11:05 AM >>> 
Amy’, 

has requested a tutor for Stor     I know that we don’t have any :[‘ootball tutoring for that class, but I hope there is an existing session he can participate in. Please check into this 
for me and let me know what we can do Thanks ]2~r your help. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes 
(;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Univcrsity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:30 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

check lists 

’I~NTI’.httn 

B 
I can just as easily make copies as you can but while the idea popped in my head, I wanted to mention it before it popped right out again :) We need to replenish the check lists do~vn in the 

stud?’ hall room. Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle~uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Friday 1:34 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Biol 

’I~XTI’.httn 

is not available when is unfortunately does a session Mondays at 6PM. How about that one? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may" contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply" e-mail and destroy’ all copies of the original 
message 
>>> 8:53 AM >>> 
Amy, 
Is there another Biol tutor that t can work with He does not like wit/ md really’ wants to work with someone else Please let me know if he could work with Jimmy 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes 
(;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (W) 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 12:33 AM 

To: @gma~l.com> 

Subject: Re: Monday, 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 3:43 PM @gmaihcom>" :@gmail corn> wrote: 

> Is rankm a t~esllman? 

> Sent from my fPhone 
> 

> On at 1:22 PM, "2,my Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Good afternoon -- 
>> Due to CR[~ED for all freshmen student-athletes this coming Monday night, 
scheduled. Thank you very much! 
>> 2,my 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Academic Support Program ]2~r Student-Athletes, Football 

>> Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
>> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@uncaa uric edu 

>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including aW attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

your 7PM session is canceled. Please note that your 8PM appointment will still take place as 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday~ 8:34 AM 

To: @hotmail.com> 

Subject: TttlS MORNING 

Attach: ’I~ENTI’.httn 

I am going to tW to call you but 

son?,’ for such late notice 
A 

lust sent me message that has to go to doc this morning so no meet with you at 10 

Amy Kleissler 
l~Yniversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge [~oad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }Iill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 8:39 AM 

To: @hotmail.com> 

Sub.jeer: today -- 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

don’t wor~¢ though -- if you are already on your ~vay, we can find things to do to fill ?,our hour :) 

A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inl’ormation Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday, 8:43 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

RE: TttIS MORN1NG 

TENJI’.httn 

a~vesome! Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>>                       ~hotmail.com~         8:40 AM >>> 
no worries, not even in shower yet lol! 

I will plan to be there at 1 for - thanks for the heads up! 

[)ate: Mon,           08:34:13 -0500 

From: kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:      @hotmaii.com 
Subject: THIS MORNING 

Chris 
I am going to try to call you bm j ust sent me message that reggie has to go to doc this morning so no meet with you at 10 

sorry for such late notice 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:21 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Bert Wartski <bwarkski@chccs.kl2.nc.u~~; David Bennett @gmail.com>; 

Elizabeth Andrews <ea~drew@chccs.kl2.nc.us>; Ema Temu         @gmail.com>; Eric Stotti~egen <estotti~egen@chccs.kl2.nc.u~; 

Frank Felicelli <fi~a~k.felicelli@orange.kl2.nc.ns>; Hmma ttumphrey <hhnmpl I @email.unc.edu-~; Jackson Curtis 

<jrcnrtis@chccs.kl2.nc.ns>; Megan Anderson < @gmo~l.com>; Stephen Blackwell <sblacbvell@chccs.kl2.nc.us~, 

Wednesday night 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning-, 

I wanted to give you a heads-up that this Wednesday night is the Dook game, and although it does not start until 9PM, I wanted you to be aware Thanks! 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudetmilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februaw 7, 2012 8:26 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@emml.nnc.edtr’~ 

Re: Today’s Meeting 

TEXTI’.httn 

I have 10 open due to students being on class field trip. let me know 
thanks 
A 

Am?" Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tli[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is ]2)r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 2/7/2012 8:23 AM >>> 

Are you all free to meet any time this morning? I [~]d like to make some suggestions :[’or today and explain what II55lve put together. Look in the Spring 2012 folder at the Word an d PowerPoint 
documents titled 1551Student Difl’iculties[Z 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

] F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, Februaw 7, 2012 8:54 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Updated Player Contact List 

TENTI’.httn 

thank you’. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any artachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>> Wally Richardson 2/6/2012 3:58 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Per your request earlier today.. 

Wall?" Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
(;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (W) 

(c) 
>>> Andre Williams 2/6/2012 3:56 PM >>> 
Please find attached .... 

>>> Wally Richardson 2/6/2012 2:26 PM >>> 
Andre, 
When you get a chance, could you please email me a copy of the updated player contact irdom~ation (i.e. phone numbers). Thank you in advance. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Studunt-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-%2-9893 (VV) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februaw 7, 2012 9:13 AM 

tom <tom.kleissler@genworth.com> 

Fwd: 2012 Men’s and Women’s Basketball ACC Tournament Tickets 

TEXT.htln; 2012 Men’s and Women’s Basketball ACC Tournament Tickets.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

l,~telSS le~a;’uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Ticket Office <~webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februaw 7, 2012 9:11 AM 

-Eve~one <- Everyone@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

2012 Men’s and Women’s Basketball ACC Tonmament Tickets 

TENTI’.httn 

With 2012 Men’s Basketball ACC Tournament quickly approaching, Carolina Athletics is able to offer you the opIx~fPanity to purchase tickets for the tonmanrcnt. This 

year’s tonmanrcnt is Thursday, March 8th to Sunday, Mal~ch 1 lth m~d roll be played at Philips Arena in Atlanta. All ticket booklets are $297 each and include a ticket 

to each session of the tournament. 

Tickets are al~ available tbr the 2012 Women’s Basketball ACC Tournament. The tournament roll take place at the Greensboro Coliseum from Thursday, March 1 st 

to Sunday, March 4th. All ticket booklets are $99 each and include a ticket to each session of the tournament. 

Tickets are avmlable now by calling the Ticket Office at 962-2296. All orders are based on availability. 

Go Heels’. 

UNC Ticket Office 

Emie Williamson Athletic Center 

P.O. Box 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

ww~-.tarheelhlue.com 

1.800.722.4335 

Regular Business Honrs: M-F from 8am- 5pm 

Phone Hours: M-F from 8:30am-4:30pm 

Join us on Facebook!: www.facebook.com/UNCTicketOffice 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, Februaw 7, 2012 9:44 AM 

To: Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: one more EXSS :thought 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Not to beat a dead horse, but of the other two problem children in that session, ~vhile both have attention issues, only one has a LD issue 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 7, 2012 10:01 AIVl 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

i’m offthe document 

rm off-- thanks! 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loude~wnilk C~nt~r for Excellence 
344 R~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-~;43-8635 o 

kIeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Conhdentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure ( r distributinn is prohibited. If? ou are not the intended recipient, please c~ nt ~ct the sender b?’ reply e-mail and destro?’ all copies of the nriginal 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, Februa~ 7, 2012 10:08 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: i’m offthe document 

TEXTf.httn 

that I am reading it? Hmmm not sure. tly again? sorry, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
UniversitT of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 
>>> Wal[y Richardsun 2/7/2012 10:06 AM >>> 
Amy, it says it is still only read only.. 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Cuunseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 

>>> 2,my Klelssler 2/7/2012 10:00 
I’m off-- thankst 

Amy Kleissler 
University of Noith Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Coiffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: Fridays 

Attach: TE~I’.htm 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,               10:52 AIvl 

@unc.edu~- 

Hello my friend’. 

Wally wanted to see il"you are available to work with 
Thanks! 
A 

on Fridays at 1PM for SOCI Let me know. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, b’ootbal[ 

Lnudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauth(~rized review, use, disc(nsure nr distribution is prohibited. Ifynu are not the intended recipient, please cnnt ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXTI’.httn 

can do 1:15PM on Fridays 
that ok? 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Wally Richardson         7:49 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Car~ ; get a 2nd Soci session witln 

original 2nd appt was scheduled. 

on Friday’s at 1 pm? Is she available? His 2nd appt didn’t rescheduled. He has bounceback on Wednesday afternoons when the 

Wally 
Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program 12)r Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (VV) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu- 

Tuesday, 1:40 PM 

Wall?’ Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Fridays 

TEXT.htm; Re Fridays.msg 

F2q! -- hiccup with 
thanks 
A 

working on SOCI with THIS Friday. Let me/her know 

Amy Kleissler 
University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al~ copies o17 the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Febma~ 7, 2012 1:53 PM 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

~hedules/ti~res to consider 

Deby, 
Thank you so much -- this is fantastic! Before I book I wanted to ask one question -- what does it do to the ticket if we depart Raleigh on Sunday July 8th? 
Let me know your thoughts when you can -- thanks again. 
Am?’ Kleissler 

Sent from my iPad 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:51 PM 

To: ~gmafil.com> 

Subje~’t: Appts 

WouNd it be possible for you to give me a list go how many times you met with ryan in Nov/Dec/Jan? I ~vas a bad girl and didn’t keep track but kept sending $ to Susan because I ~vas so 
nervous that I would be late paying!!’. 

Thanks so much, 
Amy 

Sent from ray iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaaa~nc.edu’- 

Wednesday,               8:36 AM 

~gmaSd.com 

Fwd: Re: Appts 

TEXT.htm Re Appts.msg 

I hope this helps -- thanks! 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 R, dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, p ease contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 12:18 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re 

TENTI’.httn 

I am open MW 11-1, does an?- time there ~vork? I’m not the best at 402 but I will try :) 

Let me kdm~V 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Jermifer Townsend 10:57 AM >>> 
Hey, 

I know your plate is :gull, but do you have any time at all to help one of my 
Just let me know either way.. 

girls wi~h ? She is in 402, but doesn’t have a tutor because apparently we are without one right now. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 9, 2012 11:45 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.uuc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu-~; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Lyons <emlyous@uncaa.uuc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Today 

TEXTI’.httn 

I am until 335 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 2/9/2012 11:33 AM >>> 

In my last email, I said 4:00, but I meant 3:00. Are you a]l :tree then? 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and ~Vriting Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

] F (919) 962-8247 
br~dle~.bethel@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 10:55 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Fwd: Question 

’I~NTI’.httn 

b 
this is a great question but since you know how long i can make emails i am going to wait on it til tomorrow -- wanted to give you the opportunity for input, my short ans~ver is to use 
examples and analogies, never the problems themselves, but i think he gets that part of it. lets you and i talk? 
tl~x 
a 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "William Richards <wrichards@chccs kl 2.nc us>" <wrichards@chccs.kl 2 nc.us> 
Date: February 9, 2012 8:16:06 PM EST 
To: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Question 

Hi 2,my, 
I am not quite sure tu whom I shuuld be directing this question, so you get tu be the recipient How much help can I prnvide on humework problems? Can I walk them thruugh a problem or 

am I unly allowed to answer pointed questions? Or neither? Or somewhere in between? 

Thanks, 
WR 

All mail currespundence to and frum the Chapel Hill- Carrburu 
City Schouls is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in munitoring and disclusure tu third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 10, 2012 3:48 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaxd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Homework 

’I~NTI’.httn 

didn’t mean for you to have to take this on. 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Feb 10, 2012, at 7:33 A’~L "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Bill, regarding your question about homework problems, which course are you referring to? My answer will depend on the course 

Bradley RH. Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C            i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@ unc.edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 11:26 AM 

To: ~bellsouth.net> 

Subject: Re: my schedule 

Attach: TENF.httn 

thanks      -- have a GREAT trip wherever you go! The advisors ~vill be in touch if they ~vould like to take you up on your generous offer -- I swear you are the first tutor that 
not only willing, but eager, to work for! 
thanks 
A 

has been 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 5:51 PM, @bellsouth net> wrote: 

I will be out of town Mi~nday         . I will let my students know on Monday. Kthey would like, I could come Friday the 
0:00 and 11:00 appts? I will let their Academic counselors know too. Let me know if there is anything else I should do. 

Thanks, 

And have a good weel<end friend{[[ 

anytime l~om 9-noon. Should I offer thatKlat least to my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:57 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Wally, 
I will get these taken care of Thanks 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

, at 8:42 AM. "Wally Richardson" <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Amy, 
> I wanted to bring your attention to appointments on Friday with the t;vo students listed in the subject line¯ 
and noon¯ Please remove him from the 10am appt with you He is going tl~rough the checklist at noon with 
your 10am session also¯ Let me know- if you have any questions¯ Thank you. 
> 

> Wall?- 
> 
> 

> Wally Richardson 
> Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> (;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
> College of Arts & Sciences 
> Universi~ of North Carolina-Chapel Hil[ 
> 919-962-9893 (\V) 

currently has two appointments scheduled on Friday with      at 10am 
¯ Also,         has a class at 10am on Fridays He should be removed from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:50 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re 

thanks[ we can do it at our 2:30 mtg 
A 

Sent iicom my iPad 

On , at 10:37 AM. "Wally Richardson" <wricha@unc aa.unc, edu> wrote: 

Amy, 
You can do that through me. Between the two of us, we should be able to figure out a time on Thurs when he can meet with you. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Couaaseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Universi~ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-c~2-989~ 

> >>> Amy KIei ssl er <kl eissle@uncaa.unc, edu> 10:19 AM >>> 
> WaIly, 
> l wanted to let you know that on ’]2aursday I need to go to an                   , but will be back by 2:15PM Unfortunately this means that I will miss my 1PM appointment with 

for PSYC which I do not want to do l would like to work out another time to meet with him this week -- should I arrange that through you or Tia (l didn’t know if it would be more 
el![icient to work with you since Tia is out of the office, or if she knows his schedule better)? Let me know. 
> Thanks[ 
>A 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:10 AM 

Anna Sabatino ~asabatin@email.unc.edtr~; 

~gma~l.com>; 

PSYC 

’I~NTI’.httn 

~gmail.com> 

@gmail.com~ ~hotmail.com>; 

Good morning-- 
Looking at the overall performance on the first PSYC exam, we wanted to see about getting all of us who work with students on PSYC together in order to brainstorm and strategize together 
how to help the students absorb the material better Please let me know your availabili~ this week to meet for roughly 45 minutes. Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re 

’I~NJI’.httn 

excellent -- thanks when i see him tomorro~v, I will fix it ~vith him for Thursday. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Wally RichardsoF 10:40 AM >>> 
Amy, 

~hould be able to meet with you at 3:30pro or 4pro according to his schedule on Thursday. Let’s try to nail down one of those times. 
Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College o17 Arts & Sciences 
University’ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 (W) 

>>> Amy KlelSSlCr <kleissle@~mcaa.unc.edu;" 10:19 AM >>> 
Wally, 
I wanted to let you know that on Thursday I need to go to an                    but will be back by 2:15PM. Unfortunately this means that I will miss my 1PM appointment with 
for PSYC ~vhich I do not want to do. I would like to ~vork out another time to meet with him this week - should I arrange that ttnough you or Tia (I didn’t know if it would be more efficient to 
work with you since Tia is out of the office, or if she knows his schedule better)? Let me know-. 
Thanks! 
A 

Sent from ray iPad 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 13, 2012 11: 53 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

a~chived emml trash 

’I~NTI’.httn 

B 
do you know how- to access it? 
Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, Februa~ 13, 2012 4:28 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Re: Attached 

TEXTI’.httn 

Brad, 
Thanks -- could you please email me the FLAG doc from two weeks ago? N~ne was slimed on the kitchen counter by sesame chicken, thanks’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 2/10/2012 3:18 PM >>> 

Sorry. tlere it is. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel t lil[, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

] F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

M+ SecttreStor Stored: total 25789bytes; 
File NameExpi13~ DateSize 
Ball State Study Table.docx (http:i/archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/24dddOOf5b55704e2FO2624633feb70b)Thu, 10 May 2012 16:52:39 -040025789bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 13, 2012 5:23 PM 

Lauren Loga~ <llogan@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Thursdays 7PM 

TEXTI’.httn 

Lauren, 
I wanted to let you know that you will have ’ 
forward :) 
Thanks! 
A 

for EXSS Fhursdays at 7PM I will get you a copy of the syllabus -- essentially, you are simply making sure he is moving 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, ):25 AM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: PSYC 

Attach: TEXTf]~ttn 

-- BIG week for you’. I will get back to you 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kIelssle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 

>>~" ~gmail.com> 11:42 PM >>> 

Hey Amy, 

I’m submitting my first draft of my                   this week, so I’m not sure if I can meet with the 
the group. I could meet you before one of the sessions this week. I have 9 o’clock appointments each 
day but Friday. Feel :tree to text me what day works for you. 

On Mot at 11:09 AM, Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

Good raorning- 
Looking at the overall perfomxance on the first PSYC exam, we wanted to see about getting all of us who work with students on PSYC together in order to brainstorm and strategize together 
how- to help the students absorb the material better. Please let me know yo~ availabili~" this week to raeet for roughly 45 minutes. That,:s! 
A 
Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (teh919-843-8635) o 

l~lelSSleQ@mncaa.unc, ectu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including an?, attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February. 14, 2012 9:26 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: PSYC 

TEXT.htm; Re PSYC.msg 

Did you happen to pick up thewhite piece ofpaper where I had noted the availability’ofthe LAsforthis PSYC gettog~her?(there are a nmnber ofpieces ofpaperstapledtog~her-l~ me 
know.) 
Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mai[ and destroy aH copies of the original 

message. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:42 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: PSYC 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hey Amy, 

I’m submitting my fil~t draft of my dissertation proposal this week, so I’m 

not sure ifI can meet ruth the 
the group. I could meet you betbre one of the sessions this week. I have 9 

o’clock appointments each 

day but Friday. Feel t?ee to t~x’t me what day works tbr you. 

On Mon, tt 11:09 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> Good morning~ 

> Looking at the overall performance on the firfft PSYC exam, we wanted to 

> see about getting all of us who work with students on PSYC together in 

> order to brainstorm and strategize together how to help "the students absorb 

> the material better. Please let me know your availability this week to 

> meet tbr roughly 45 minutes. Thanks! 

>A 

> Amy Kleissler 

> University of North Cm~olina at Chapel Hill 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 

> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 

> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

> message.**** 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:51 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tonight 

TENTI’.httn 

I just realized tha 
Thanks 
A 

is already in there with at 7 :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

l,~telSS le~a;’uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February. 14, 2012 11:34 AM 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

SUN/WED 7PM 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Jaimie ~vanted me to let you know that 
instead meet with you in that 7PM time slot 
Thanks! 
A 

has dropped his BIOL so you will not meet with him anymore However, we have moved from the 8PM EXS S session to 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 12:22 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Cricket Lane <crickeV~:uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfiatarc@uncaa.unc.edtr~; 

Jemlifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Thm~k you! 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Dear Cupid ~-~ 
Thank you f,ar being my Valentine’. 
much love, 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, 1:57 PM 

Kendra ttancock <khm~cock@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Re: FB No Show List 

TEXTI’.httn 

Already did. He is going to do EXSS with 
Thx 
A 

in that slot now 

Sent licom my iPad 

On at 1:10 PiVl, "Kendra Hancock" <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Am’>’, 

Can you cancel the BIOL tutorial [’or 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 

(919) 962-9146 
khancoc k@uncaa.unc edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 
>>> Jahnie Lee         1:08 PM >>> 

-BIOL (Did he drop this class? Cancel appt?): YES he is dropping 

*for discussion purposes only* 

Jaimie Lee 
Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 

this change? 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
> 

> >>> Kendra Hancock 1:05 PM >>> 
> Hello All, 
> 

> From Stmday night... 
> 

> BIOL (Did he drop this class? Cancel appt?) 
> -EXSS (2x) 
> ~-EXSS 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Kendra 
> 

> 

> Kendra Hancock 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> (919) 962-9146 
> khancock@uncaa.unc edu 
> If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 4:19 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.nnc.edu-~; Tia Overstreet ~a~verstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wrich~uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: [ EXS5 Announcement ] CSBC Speaker - BaJden 

TEXT.htm; [ EXS5 Announcement ] CSBC Speaker - Bgden.msg 

FYI 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"TheUniversityolNorthCarolinaatChapelHill" <no- reply@sakai.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 2:29 PM 

EXSS <no-reply@sakai.nnc.edu-~ 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

[ EXSS: Announcement ] CSBC Speaker - Ballen 

TEXT.htm 

An announcement has been added in fl~e "EXSS 

1 fd0-4ce9-a7c0-6381 fddei23b) 

.SP12" site at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/clb68925- 

Subject: CSBC Speaker- Ballen 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hi Heels! 

Friendly Reminder: Martin Ballen, CFO of UNC athletics, is speaking tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. in Felzer 106. 

Interested in learning more atx~ut the Club? Money mad college athletics? 

This auto~natic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:i/sako~.unc.edtr/portal) from the EXSS 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > PreiErences. 

.SP12 site. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 9:45 PM 

home < ~nc.rr.com> 

notes 

TEXT.htln; Module 4 Reading Notes.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:17 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

im down with and he is attempting to read articles on     He logged in using the Beth Bridger info but it is not giving him full access. Do you know what the correct log in il~’o is? I kno~v 
an email was sent out with this info, but I have it saved on my work computer but am on my personal one down in the study table room 
thanks! ! 
A 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 15, 2012 9:55 AM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

hole ptmch 

Nate, 
Good morning! Staples question for you -- is it possible to order at least one 3 hole punch, item 799809 model 10574 ($1049)? We need one in the football independent study room, and 
another in the computer lab (stapler in there BTW). I know they probably tend to sprout feet and disappear so I will try to brainstorm some way to secure them in the room. 
let me know. 
Thanks! 
A 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday,                  1:03 AM 

Fwd: FW: INTERNSttIP PROCESS & POSITIONS AVAILABI.E 

TEXT.htm; FW INTERNSHIP PROCESS & POSITIONS AVAILABLE.msg 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program f~r Student-Atlaletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please c~ nt ~ct the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:05 AM 

To: b)email.unc.edtr< 

~gmml .com>; ’ 

Subject: Re: PSYC 

Attach: ’I~NTI’.httn 

~gmail.com> 

~gmail.com>; ~hotmail.com>; 

Good mornin!! 
In the end ~ve were unable to find a good day/time that would ~vork for all of us to get together to brainstorm Instead, let’s utilize the forum on our sakai site and share our questions and 
ideas! thank you for wurking su well together un this! 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University uf North Carulina at Chapel ttill 

Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student-Athletes, Fuotball 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 
>>> Amy Kleissler 11:09 AM 
Guud murning-, 
Luuking at the uverall performance on the first PS YC exam, we wanted to see abuut getting al [ uf us who wurk with students un PSYC together in order tu brainsturm and strategize tugether 
huw tu help the students absurb the material better Please let me know yuur availabili~ this week to meet for ruughly 45 minutes. Thankst 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Prograru fi3r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kle~ssle(~uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 16, 2012 8:23 AM 

William Richards <wrichaxds@chccs.k12.nc.u~~ 

Re: Sick 

’I~XTI’.httn 

William -- 
You rest and I’ll let them kno~v. Take care and thanks for letting me know 
Peace, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>> William Richards <wrichards@chccs.k 12.nc.us> 2/16/2012 7:40 AM >>> 

Hi ~ny, 

Sony, I am at home sick and I left my UNC info at school, so I don’t remember who to contact about this I won’t be able to come in tonight due to my illness. If you wouldn’t mind passing 
this on to the appropriate person or letting me know who that is so that ! can contact them, I’d appreciate ~t. 

Thanks, 
William Richards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday,                11:29 AM 

~b~llsouth.net:~ 

Re: work on Monday 

’It{Xi’.httn 

Absolutely -- I"’m constantly trolling to tD’ to find new- tactics -- I’ll keep y ou posted whenever I find something! I just let the advisors know to encoua-age all tlaeir students to look at 
www khanacademy.org It only has a little bit that ;vould be helpful for ANAT under their BIOL section My sons use the site for the math, biol and chem classes and have found that the 

videos are really helpfuh 
Thanks for all of your hard work! 
A 

Amy K]eissler 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 

Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss[e@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: ’]?his e-mail message, inc]uding any attachments, is for the so]e use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inll)rrnation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. ]f you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destro’! all copies of the original 

message 
>>;                           @bellsouth.net>          10:26 ~\’I >>> 

Hi Amy-thanks for showing the guys the anatomy app. 

Do we tutor on Monday, 
’]?hanks. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, Februa~ 16, 2012 11:57 AM 

Kim Lindekugel <klindekugel@chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

Fwd: Excu~d Absences-TONIGHT 

TEXT.htm; Excused Absences-TONIGHT.msg 

FYI for 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Febma~ 16, 2012 11:53 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wrich~uncaa. unc.edu> 

Excused Absences- TONIGHT 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Good Morning, 

and l 

Tia 

roll not be in study table tonight. They both roll be attending the play, Henu V. 

Tia Overstreet 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Coaolina- Chapel Hill 

919-843-4400 w 

overstve@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:32 PM 

~bellsouth.neV~ 

Re: work on Monday 

TENTI’.httn 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 4:32 PM, ~bellsouth.net>" {~bellsouth net> wrote: 

> so there is tutoring on monday, presidents day. 
> 

> From: ~Mnv Kleissler <kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu> 
> To ~@bellsouth.net> 
> Sent: Thu, i 11:28:49 AM 
> Subject: ?uff-8?B?UmU6IHdvcmsgb24gTW9uZGF5 ?> 
> Absolutely -- I"’m cunstantly trulling to try te find new tactics -- I’ll keep yuu posted whenever I find sumething! I just let the advisurs knuw to encourage all their students tu luok at 
www.khanacademy.org It only has a little bit that wuuld be helpful fur ANAT under their BIOL sectiun My suns use the site for the math, biol and chem classes and have found that the 
videos are really helpful. 
> Thanks for aH ofyuur hard work! 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Umversity uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Suppurt Program for Student-Athletes, Foutball 
> 

> Luudermilk Center fur Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Ruad. Campus Bux 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-~g43-8635 u 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
> 

> >>~ ~bellsouth.net> 10:26 .,x&~i >>> 
> Hi Amy-thanks for sho~ving the guys the anatomy app. 
> 

> Do we tutor on Monday, 
> Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, Februaw 19, 2012 12:31 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Math 

TEXTI’.httn 

Thanks Wally rll be in the office around 530 and will look then to let you know. In the meantime if he needs help tonight, 
on one. Will keep you posted. 
Tt~x 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 19, 2012, at 12:05 PM, "Wally Richardson" <wricha@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

> Hello Amy, 
> Do we have another Math utor available at 7pro on Mon & Wed to work with 
hour I know that      and        work ~vith            at 7, but      ~ets at 8pm with 
Let me know what I can do to help with this request. ’]?hanks 
> 

> Warty 
> 

> Wall?’ Richardson 
> Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> (;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
> College of Arts & Sciences 
> Universi~ of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9893 

is fantastic He does the drop in but handles it like one 

He needs tutorial support for this class It would be great if someone is available at the 7pm 
for HistoW They are in the same course, but have different instructors. His 7pm block is open. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, 2:27 PM 

Bert Wartski <bwa~tski@chccs.kl2.nc.u~~;                          ~email.unc.edu>; Fra~k Felicelli 
<ti’ank.t~licelli@orange.k12.nc.u~; Jack~n Curtis <jrcurtis@chccs.k12.nc.u~; Kathryn Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 

Tonight 

Update-- study hall is moving forward tonight as scheduled. 
Thanks’. 
Amy 

Sent from 1;qy iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 19, 2012 6:52 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Math 

TEXYI’.httn 

and 
thanks 
A 

meet ?n TR nights at 7. Could do TR at 8? No one is avail MV~r nights for math Let me know. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Luudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I, hdge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 
>>> Wally Richardson 2/19/2012 12:05 PM >>> 

Hello Am?’, 
Do we have another Math ator available at 7pm un Mien & Wed tu wurk with 
I knuw that      ~nd        work with            at 7, but    "neets at 8pm witt 
me knuw what t can du tu help with this request. Thanks 

’ He needs tutorial support lbr this class It would be great if sumeone is available at the 7pm hour. 
fur Histopy They are in the same course, but have different instructurs. His 7pm bluck is open. Let 

Wally 
Wall?" Richardsun 
Assuciate Directur, Academic Suppurt Prugram :[’or Student-Athletes 
Center [’or Student Success & Academic Counseling 
Cullege uf Arts & Sciences 
Univcrsity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (’Ar~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:52 PM 

~emml.unc.edu 

Wally Richardson <wrich~uncaa.unc.edu> 

CLAS 

TEXT.htm 

i wanted to see if you were available to tutor a student in CLAS Mondays at 7PM He is a bright student who works hard, but the time period is very unfamiliar to him. It is 
a survey of Roman civilization from the beginning to the late empire. Let me know your thoughts when you can 
Thank you 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina ut Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, 9:34 PM 

@gmafil .com> 

Re: work l,~morrow 

On the news ~Vhatever the univ does, we do such as two hour delay. We absolutely understand ifu don’t want to drive though -- keep me posted. 
Tt~’; 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

Ot at 9:29 PM }gmail.com>’ b~gmail corn> ;vrote: 

Hi AIW, 
>~ 

I was just wondering ifUNC ever has delays or cancellations for snow-. ~ How can I find out before I need to leave tomorrow- morning? 
>~ 

Hope you’re enjoying the snow3~- evening’. [] My guys LOVE~ it[ 
Thanks, 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 12:24 PM 

To: @bellsouth.net> 

Subject: EXSS 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

I nave a hard copy of the nervous system slides for you in my office I also have saved all of the other class powerpoints onto a thumb drive so if you bring your laptop to work on your next 
shift, you could copy them onto your computer 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~ach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~’ 20, 2012 2:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS 141 

TEXi’ .htm 

B 
Jaimie ~vas asking if you knew of any other EXSS 141 materials other than ~vhat is on the U drive? She is looking for a review for exanm 1 (said that the document on there that is labeled 

’exam 1’ is actually exam 2). Let me know 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University o[" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

C,:mf~de~tiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Monday, 2:54 PM 

To: @live.tmc.edu"~ 

Subject: Re: k~Nght 

Attach: ’IEXSI’.httn 

poor boo, feel better soon! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>>                             ~qlve.unc.edu>          2:37 PM >>> 

Hi there! 
I’m sorp£ for doing this short notice, but I’m afraid I won’t be able to come in tonight I’m not feeling that great I cancelled my session this mormng with Jenn’s guys and went to the doctor 
hoping they could give me something and I could pull it together, but I don’t think I’ve improved much 

Again, really sorry :for doing this on short notice. Would you mind letting the students know? And I’m sorW for missing the meeting with Coach F 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, February 20, 2012 3:38 PM 

Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.kl2.nc.u~- 

Re: Meeting Coach Fedora Tonight 

TENTI’.httn 

Third floor of our building 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Feb 20, 2012, at 2:58 PM, "Katherine Gardocki <kgardocki@chccs.k12.nc.us>" <kgardocki@chccs kl2.nc us> wrote: 

> Hi Amy, 
> 
> Where will be the meeting be held’? 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Katherine 
> 

> On Mon, Feb 20, 2012 at 2:55 PM, Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 
> Just a reminder of the meeting tonight with Coach Fedora at 630PM-- we hope that you can come -- he would like to tha~ you for aH of your contributions to ow program~ 

> Cheers, 
> Amy 
> [] 
> [] 
> [] 
> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel ttiH 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> [] 
> Loude~iik Center l~r Excellence 
> 3~ Ridge Roa& Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC[] 27599 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> [] 
> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irfformation. [] Any 
unauthorized review use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. [] If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

> Katherine Gardocki 
> System Level 3 Class 
> Chapel Hill High School 
> 919-929-2106 X 42143 
> 

> All mail COl~espondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
> City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
> Law, ~vhich may result in nronitoring and disclosme to third 
> parties, including law- enforcement. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:3 8 PM 

To: ~ ~gmail.com:~ 

Subject: Re: Meeting Coach Fedora Tonight 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

You too’. 

Sent ficom my iPad 

O at 3:02 PIVI. 

> I’ll be there! It was good seeing you this morning. 

> 

@)gmail corn>" @gmail.com> wrote: 

On Mon,             at 2:55 PM, 7’,my Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
Just a reminder of the meeting tonight with Coach Fedora at 630PM -- we hope that you can come -- he would like to thank you for all of your contributions to our program! 
Cheers, 
~ny 
El 

El 
Amy Kleissler 
Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program ]br Student-Athletes, Football 
El 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC [] 27599 
919-~g43-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information [] An?’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. I~] If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:41 PM 

Re: Meeting Coach Fedora Tonight 

TEXTI’.httn 

@unc.edu> 

Third floor of our building 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On i at 3:10 Pi~ @uric. edu> wrote: 

> V, qaat room? ThalicS :) 
> 

> From: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Mon, 14:55:34 -0500 
> To: .~r)bellsouth.net>, < ~bellsouth.net>, <bmelega@chccs kl2.nc us>, <bwartski@chccs kl2.nc.us>, <eandrews@chccs.kl2 nc.us>, <estofl’regen@chccs.kl2.nc us>, 
<kgardocki@chccs.k 12.nc.us>, <k~ones@chccs.k 12.nc.us>, <klindek~gel@chccs.k 12.nc.us>, < llogan@chccs.kl 2 nc.us>, <sblackweH@chccs.kl 2 nc.us>, <wrichards(@chccs kl 2.nc us>, 

~email.unc.edu>, ?’)era aH.unc.edu> ;~}emait unc.edu>, ~email uric edu>, ~email unc.edu>, < ~email uric edu>, 
~email unc edu>, < ~email.unc.edu>, < ~email.unc.edu>, < ~gmail corn>, < ~)gmail.com>, <, ~gmail.com>, ~)gmail.com>, 

k~)gmail.com>, . @gmail.com>, < .2))gmail.com>, ~ @gmail corn>, < ~gmail corn>, ~,’)gmail.com>, 
@gmail corn>, ~)gmail.c ~gmail.com>, ~hotmail corn>, ~hotmail.com>, < ~hotmail corn>, 

< ~)live uric edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, ~llve.unc edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, <frank.felicelli@orange.k 12.nc.us>, ~physics.unc.edu>, 
< @unc edu>, ~))unc edu>, ~r)unc edu>, ~unc.edu>, ~unc.edu>, Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>, ~yahoo corn> 
> Cc: Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Sut~iect: Meeting Coach Fedora Tonight 
> 

> Just a reminder of the meeting tonight with Coach Fedora at 630PM -- we hope that you can come - he would like to thank you for all of your contributions to our program! 
> Cheers, 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program ]br Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> Loudem~ilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> KielSSleQ~uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 8:49 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wally Richardson <wrich~uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: CLAS 

TEXT.htm 

-- no worries, that is fantastic! Please plan on meeting 
again. 

Amy 

Mi~ndays at 7PM. When you arrive next week, the room assignment will be on your feedback form. rI1qanks 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> ~email.unc.edu> 9:44 PM >>> 
Dear Amy, 

SorlN fi~r the delayed response. I had a busy- day today. I thirtk that I would be able to tutor for this course. Roman history is not my specialS’, but I would do my best to treat it like any 
other history course. I also have the benefit of tutoring t~vo students now in the more advanced Roman history course. Let rue l~mw ~vhat you third:. 

Thanks, 

From: ~y- Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu] 
Sent: Sunday-, 7:51 PM 
To: 
Cc: Wally Richardson 
Subject: CLAS 

I ~vanted to see if you ~vere available to tutor a student in CLAS     The Romans, Mondays at 7PM. He is a bright student who works hard, but the time period is very- ~m~aruiliar to him. It is 
a survcy of Roman civilization froru the beginning to the late empire. Let me l~mw your thoughts when you can. 
Thank you. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 12:20 PM 

William Richards <wrichaJds@chccs.k12.nc.u~"~ 

Re: Believe it or not... 

’I~NTI’.httn 

William, 
You need to follow your gut instinct Thank you for giving me advanced notice -- I will get word to the counselors so that they can let their students know. I hope you feel better soon. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: Th~s e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and mat" contain confidential and prtvileged ml\~rmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>> William Richards <wrichards@chccs.kl2 nc.us> 2/21/2012 12:13 PM 
Hey there Amy, 

Believe it or not, I don’t think that I should come in tonight. This illness is ridiculous. I don’t feel terrible, but I don’t want to get your players sick sitting in that tiny room with them. What do 
you think? 

-William Richards 
All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which mat" result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 12:29 PM 

David Bennett < ~gmail.com> 

Re: Meeting Coach Fedora Tonight 

TEXTI’.httn 

David, 
Thank you for letting me know Wally will be getting back in touch with you ASAP 

Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may" contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unanthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply" e-mail and destroy’ all copies of the original 
message 
>>> David Bennett ~gmail corn> 2/21/2012 10:54 AM >>> 
Quick concern,    and have some ~pe of online quiz they take in a class I don’t tutor them in and once they tried to work on it together at the same time. rm pretty sure that that 
type of thing got some of the Florida State kid sin huge trouble years ago. Someone may want to have a quick chat with them Mi~ybe forward this to Wally? Not quite sure of the protocol 
here. 

Thanks for your help with the trip this weeekend. 

On Mon, Feb 20, 2012 at 2:55 PM; Amy’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just a reminder of the meeting tonight xvith Coach Fedora at 630PM -- we hope that you can come -- he xvould like to thaN< you for all of your contributions to our programt 

Cheers, 
Amy 
Amy Kleissler 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 12:36 PM 

Annie Sulliva~ < ~bellsouth net> 

Re: Spring break 

TEXTI’.httn 

Congrats! Yes, no sessions the week of UNC spring break -- whoop whoop’. 

A 

Am?- Kleissler 
Universit?’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel till1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> "Armie Sullivan" <      .2))bellsouth net> 2/21/2012 12:33 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, I am scheduling some law work and want to confirm that there will be no LA sessions the week of UNC Spring break [5] March 5th [5] is that correct? 

Thanks, 

Annie 
The Law Office of Annie L. Sullivan 

~bellsouth.net 



Fl’om 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, FebruaD’ 21, 2012 2:35 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edt~-~; Tia Overstreet ~a~verstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wrich~uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: EXSS 89 - Entrepieneurship 

TEXT.htln; EXSS 89 ~ Entrepreneurship.Insg 

Amy Kleissler 
Uni~,ersiV of North Carolina at Chapel I][ill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please cont ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 2:08 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

EXSS 89 - Entrepreneurship 

TEXT.hm~ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 9:00 AM 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: Save the date 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Thanks Bert[ 

The academic advisor for you~          ts Beth Bridger, bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu -- you should contact her regarding setting up any tutoring, and then she will have me book it in the 
database if she decides to schedule the appointments. Thanks’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Foutbal[ 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

Ktelss te~a;’uncaa.unc, edu 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 

>>> Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl 2 nc.us> 2/22/2012 7:57 AM >>> 
Amy, 

I hupe you are duing well. I’m not writing abuut the tutorin thing .... 

If you have the time, we’d love tu see you. 
Bert 
All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Ci~" Schouls is subject to the North Carolina Public Recurds Law, which may result in momturing and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,                 1:43 PM 

,~i)~physic s.~tnc .ed u 

MATtt TR 8PM 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I wanted to see if you are available to tutor MATH TR at 8PM follo~ving your 7PM appointments? It is a different teacher than the students in your 7PM session. Let me know. 

Thanks 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, t;ootball 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel ttiH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 ~? 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Ifyoa are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, 4:05 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wally Richardson <wrich~uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: MATH TR 8PM 

TEXT.htm 

Great -- thanks! You will be meeting witl~ 
’]?hanks again, 
Amy 

tlis academic advisor is Wally Richardson if you have any questmns. 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> }email.unc.edu> 1:53 PM >>> 
Amy, 
Yes I am available to tutor then. 

From: .~y- Kleissler [kleissle(~,,uncaa.tmc. edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 1:42 PM 
To        }physics.unc.edu 
Subject: MATH TR 8PM 

I wanted to see if you are available to tutor MATH 
Thanks 
Amy 

TR at 8PM following your 7PM appointments? It is a different teacher than the students in your 7PM session. Let me know. 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information An.v 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Febma~ 23, 2012 8:52 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edtr-~; Tia Overstreet ~a~verstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wrich~uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: EXSS 89 - Eutrepreneurship TODAY 

TEXT.ht~n; EXSS 89 - Eutreprenemslfip TODAY.msg 

FYI 

Amy Kleissler 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use o[’ intended recipient(s) and may contain confictentia{ and privileged ia1\~rmatinn. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please cont ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, Febma~ 23, 2012 8:20 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

EXSS 89 - Entrepreueurship TODAY 

TEXT.hm~ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 23, 2012 9:57 AM 

Wally Richardsou <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 2 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I need to ask a favor -- would it be ok with you if I took off next Friday? I am not trvin~ to ~et to the beach earlier to work on my spring break tan :) 
The only flights to Syracuse (because no one in their right mind walrts to go 

to Syracuse) are vely’ early in the morning Please let me know your thoughts. 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student-Athletes, Fuotball 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tti[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmatiun Any 
unauthuriz~d review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 23, 2012 10:46 AM 

Wally Richardsou <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday, March 2 

TEXTI’.httn 

thank you’. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Wally Richardson 2/23/2012 10:01 AM>>> 
Amy, 
That is not a problem at all. Family comes first 

Wally 

Wall?" Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes 
(;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (W) 

>>> Amy Kleisslcr 2/23/2012 9:57 AM >>> 
Wally, 
I need to ask a favor - ~vould it be ok with you if I took offnext Friday? I am not trying to get to the beach earlier to work on ray spring break tan :) 

The only flights to Syracuse (because no one ~n ~ne~r r~gm rmna warns m go 
to Syracuse) are very early- in the morning. Please let me l~mw your thoughts. 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program fi~r Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, February. 23, 2012 10:55 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

fl~oughk~ 

TEXTI’.httn 

Brad -- 

Good morning 

1.         scheduled to meet       tomorro~v morning at 8AM and then me at 9AM. Instead, he needs to start taking his on line quiz then. It is due at 10AM and unlimited time. Today is 
jammed packed in his schedule so that ~vas the best time. Let me know 

2. Lets talk about the match up. I’m wondering if she ~vouldn’t be a better match with or else to take a group to lighten your load. Wed/Fri I have and I don’t want to 
cancel that. 

3.            :ame to talk with me RE PSYC ideas (he was unable to locate a forum for PSYC on the Sakai site) I showed him the textbook website for the self-tests, review activities, vocab 
lists, outline, etc. He had a good idea -- he has been Jk~cusing and the small boxes that are littered thoughout the chapters that are marked "key learning goals" FYI, is is available to 
work the first summer session 

4. Any possibility’ that we could move our 3PM meeting to 245PM? Unfortunately I have to run out at 340PM for a 4PM appt. Let me know 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ill1, N(2 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 24, 2012 8:36 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@emml.nnc.edtr’~ 

Re: Meeting Time 

TENTI’.httn 

aye 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@emaihunc.edu> 2/24/2012 7:36 AM >>> 

Learning Services Team, 

Given that our staffmeetings are aheady every other Tuesday at 3 PM; why don [5]t we schedule our learning services meetings on the alternate Tuesdays? Awbody oppose? 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 

Cha’0el t lil[, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

] F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, February 24, 2012 9:10 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.nnc.edu-~; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@nncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Time 

TENTI’.httn 

i can do 4 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

1,2telSS le~a;’uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is :For the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu> 2/24/2012 8:54 ~\I >>> 
Our associate directo meetings are at that time. Could we do 4? 
Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
From: "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc edu> 
[)ate: }:ri, 24 Feb 2012 12:36:52 ~ 0000 
To: Amy Kleissler<kleissle@uncaa unc.edu>; Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons<emlyons@uncaa uric edu>; Bridger, Beth<bridgerb@email uric edu>; Jennifer 
Townsen d<jtownsend@uncaa.un c edu > 
Subject: Meeting Time 

Learning Set, rices Team, 

Given that our staffmeetings are already every other Tuesday at 3 P-’vL ~vhy don~t we schedule our learning services meetings on the alternate Tuesdays? Anybody oppose’.’ 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sunday, Februao~ 26, 2012 5:10 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tonight 

Wally, 
I have a huge favor to ask -- I asked Tia but she has her nephew-. I am working tonight because I took the shift for Brad so that he could do something tonight I sound like a train wreck but 

I can ask Brad, too. Let me know 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
L~NC-Chapel Hill 

klelssle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, FebruaU 27, 2012 12:55 PM 

Kim Lindekugel <klindekugel@chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

Re: Tuesday Evening 

’IEXTf.htm 

Kim 

I will let the advisors know -- thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 I~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Kim Lindekugd <klindekugel@chccs k12 nc.us> 2/27,’2012 8:50 AM >>> 
Amy, 

I wanted to ask if it *w~s okay if I miss my Tuesday evening sessions 

notice and will understand if it doesn’t work out 
Please let me knmv if this is okay. I apologize for the short 

Thanks so much and have a wonderful Mi)nday! 

Kun Lindekugel 
All mail correspondence to and fi-om the Chapel Hill- Carrboro Ci~" Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records La*v, which may result in momtoring and disclosure to third 
pames, including law enforcement 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, February 27, 2012 6:53 PM 

Eric Stoffregen <estoffregen@chccs.k12.nc.us-~ 

Re: Tutor Monday 

TEXT.httn 

Eric 

Thanks. In future so that ~ve can make sure that the students are notified pls also email the advisors Wall?’, Tia, and Jaimie. I have let them kno~v re tonight. Thx 
Feel better 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 27, 2012, at 2:19 PM. "Eric Stoffregen <estoffregen@chccs kl2.nc us>" <estofJ~icegen@chccs.k12.nc.us> wrote: 

> Good afternoon 2.my, 
> 

> I am sorp)~ to say that my illness persists. 
> Please pass on my regrets to my students. 

> Thanks very much. 
> 

> Fsic 

> Eric Stofl?egen 
> Science Instructor 
> Chapel Hill High Schoo[ 
> esto~?egen@chccs k 12.nc.us 
> @19~29-2106 x 1203 

> All mail co~espondence to and from ~e Chapel Hill- Ca~boro 
> City Schools is subject to the Noah Carolina Public Records 
> Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
> pa~ies, including law enforcement 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:46 AIvl 

To: ~gma~l.com> 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

shoot me now you don’t want to know why i called you .... in my email last night., when I read the email, I was taking a break from playing W~VF ~vith my friend 
sad excuse for I don’t know- what! Please forgive me -- too many wheels turning in my head all at once! 

As an aside, I will keep you posted re 
A 

so that you have a lay of the land before you go into your session with him tomorrow night THANKS again, 

.lama 

Amy KleissIer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter f,or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>: ~gmail.com~ 10:49 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 

I had a bad experience tonight and I am in need of a second opinion. Tonight     md I needed to read a section of his novel in order to understand the prompt for a mid-term paper. The 
pages were 11-19 and     said he had tried to read them on his own but without understanding, so we reset to the beginning. But he spent the time sighing and whispering under his breath, 
j uggling his cell phone, and just generally being rude. I was asking him questions at the ends of paragraphs to check him comprehension and he hadn’t listened enough to answer even the 
most basic questions About halfway through the session, he got up in the middle of a paragraph and told me he was going to the bathroom, but sort of, stormed out the door. When he 
came back we had sort of a Come-to-Jesus, where I told him that I wouldn’t tolerate being disrespected ~2~r the second half, of the session and that if he would rather do it himself, we could. 
He argued that reading the preceding pages had been a waste of’his time and that he’d had a bad day, but eventually I think we got to a good place 

My question is this: Should I have put that all in the feedback form? I didn’t because It is long and drawn out, for one. For two though, as an educator, I know how far forgiveness can go in 
the development of a relationship. My only hang up was that as I left, it occurred to me that maybe wouldn’t even realize any of this. Maybe he’s too impetuous to notice that I let it go 
and moved on without holding a grudge. 

I hope that you’ll email me a response rather than going straight to I’m just looking for some guidance on this issue. 

Thap2Ks for yota time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 28, 2012 8:48 AIvl 

Beth Bridger <bridgerl~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: report 

TENEI’.httn 

B eth, 
just printed it for you and slipped it under your door. 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Beth Bridger 2/27/2012 8:22 PM >>> 
Do we still have            testing from Football about 2 years ago? 
If not, can we contact Lyn to get it? 

’]7hanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-,’43-5669 

bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:08 AM 

Bradley Richaxd Bethel <bbethel@emml.unc.edtv 

~gmail.com> 

PSYC 

~gmail.com>; ~gmail.com>; 

good morning! 
I wanted to let you know- that /nd I are putting together some materials that may be helpful in your sessions to help the students relate the overall concepts to the larger picture of the 
course, and from there, the smaller concepts and vocabulaW within the chapters ---> 

there will be one set of index cards with the larger concepts in one color (blue), ~vith another set of cards with the telrnS/concepts in green. Together with the cards we ~vill have ~vritten down 
some ideas for how to use them such as: make a grid on the board, and place one of the blue terms in each of the squares the student(s) has the deck of green cards, and must place them in 
the correctngrid box with the proper term. Simple, I kno~v, but really seems to help the students visualize the connections we have been talking about, and gives them a mental picture to 
keep in their head during stu@ing and testing. 

i hope this helps. Please let me kno~v if you need anything! 
thanks 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: PSYC 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

as soon as nd I have finished them I ~vill let you know, but yes, they’ll be in my office Thanks! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                   ~)gmail.com>         11:55 AM >>> 
Thanks Amy! This sounds great. When I have my next session working with Psych, should I just come 
by your office to get the cards’? 

On Tue, at 11:08 AM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

good morning! 
I wanted to let you lmow that ~nd I are putting together some materials that may be helpful in your sessions to help the students relate the overall concepts to the larger picture of the 
course, and from there, the smaller concepts and vocabulary within the chapters ---> 

there will be one set of index cards ~vith the larger concepts in one color (blue), with another set of cards with the terms/concepts in green. Together with the cards ~ve will have written down 
some ideas for how to use them such as: make a grid on the board, and place one of the blue terms in each of the squares, the student(s) has the deck of green cards, and must place them in 
the correctngrid box with the proper terra. Simple, I know, but really seems to help the students visualize the coimections we have been talking about, and gives theru a nrental picture to 
keep in their head during stu@ing and testing. 

i hope this helps. Please let me know if you need anything! 
thanks 
A 

Sent from ray iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 28, 2012 5:03 PM 

home ~nc.rr.com> 

NOTES 

TEXT.htln; Chapter Six reading notes.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

K[elss [ e ~/~’ uncaa, unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Chapter Six reading notes 

Kohlberg’s theory focuses on moral reasoning, the cognitive component of moral 

behavior. 

Kohlberg saw moral development as representing "the transformations that occur 

in a person’s form or structure of thought with regard to what is viewed as right or 

necessary. 

Rest: stressed that moral behavior consists of three additional components: 

® Moral sensitivity: interpreting a situation involving the welfare of another as 

a moral problem and identifying possible alternatives. 

® Moral motivation: deciding to follow the moral path 

o Moral action: implementing, and carrying out a moral plan. 

Rest asserted that an understanding of moral b ehavior requires investigating each 

component and the interactions among components. 

Gilligan: two different moral orientations --> care and justice. 

o Since encouraging moral behavior is an important developmental goal of 

higher education, understanding and facilitating the development of moral 

reasoning is an important first step. 

Kohlberg’s Theory of Moral Development 

o Focusing on the process of how individuals make moral judgments, not the 

content of these decisions, Kohlberg saw such judgments as having three 

qualities: an emphasis on value rather than fact, an effect on a person or 

persons, and a requirement that action be taken. 

o Structure criterion: at a given stage, individuals exhibit a similar reasoning 

pattern regardless of the content or situation. 

o Sequence criterion: stages appear in a specific order, regardless of setting or 

experience. Not all individuals advance through the stages, and not all will 

move through the stages at the same rate. 

o Hierarchy criterion: each successive stage is more highly developed than the 

previous one because it incorporates aspects of all earlier stages. 

o Two domains of cognition are related to moral reasoning --7 more general 

cognitive structures and social perspective taking (the ability to put oneself 

in another person’s place means understanding what someone is thinking). 

o Conditions facilitating moral stage development -7 exposure to higher- 

stage thinking and disequilibrium. 

Kohlberg’s Stages of Moral Reasoning 

Level 1 - preconventional 

® Stage 1 - Heteronomous Morality: what is right is defined as obeying rules 

o Stage 2 - Individual&tic, Instrumental Morality: follow rules if it is in their 

interest to do so 



Level 2 - conventional (member-of-society) 

o S~age 3 - Interpersonally Normative Morality: right is defined as meeting the 

expectations of those to whom one is close and carrying out appropriate, 

acceptable social roles. - maintaining a "good person" image. 

® Stage 4 - Social System Morality: individuals view the social system as made 

up of a consistent set of rules and procedures applying equally to all people. 

Level 3 - postconventional (principled, prior-to-society) 

o Stage 5 - Human Rights and Social Welfare Morality: laws and social systems 

are evaluated based on the extent to which they promote fundamental 

human rights and values. 

o Stage 6 - Morality ofUniversalizablej Reversiblej and Prescriptive General 

Ethical Principles: morality involves equal consideration of the points of view 

of all involved in a moral situation. 

Rest’s Neo-Kohlbergian Approach 

Developed an objective measure of moral development, the Defining Issues Test 

(DIT) 

Stage 1 - Obedience (do what you are told) 

Stage 2 - 

Stage 3 - 

Stage 4 - 

Stage 5 - 

Stage 6 - Nonarbitrary social cooperation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 6:48 AM 

~gma~l.com 

Re: 

Feel better :) 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Feb 29, 2012, at 5:39 ANL ~gmail.com>" .~gmail.com> wrote: 

> All, 
> I ;vill be coming in later this morning. I am not feeling well 1 ;vill be m late morning/early afternoon. 
> Wally 
> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerO, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 9:41 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

flmrsday moming 

Brad 
Tomorrow morning I have PT 930-10 ~vhich means I’m gone 920-10:10. I have 
I’ll send him to Wally Let me know 
thanks 
A 

Sent from ray iPad 

cheduled with me 920-9:50 are you available to have him come meet with you then instead? If not, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 9:45 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday 

’IENTl’.httn 

Tomorrow morning I have PT 930-10 ~vhich means I’m gone 920-10:10. I have 

instead? If not, let me know. 
thanks 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

scheduled with me 920-9:50. are you available to have him come ~vork in your conference room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, i 10:10 AM 

@hotn3ail.com> 

Re: today 11 am 

TENTI’.httn 

hope he feels better     is home ~vith the same thing -- going around :( 
ENoy the rainy day at home! 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 9:5 8 AM, -@hotmail.com> @hotmail corn> wrote: 

> Jaimie, 
> 
> Urffortunateiy, I have a sick boy at home...throwing up since about 4am I will not be able to meet with 
> 

> Sorry, 

today at 11 am. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:27 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday 

TENTI’.httn 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

OnFeb 29, 2012, at 10:14 AM, "Wally Richardson" <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

That will be fine Amy 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-.’962-9893 (W) 

> >>> Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 2/29/2012 9:45 ~\~i >>> 

> 

> Tomorrow morning I have PT 930-10 which means I’m gone 920-10:10 I have 

instead? I£not, let me know. 

> thanks 

>A 

> Sent from my iPad 

scheduled with me 920-9:50. are you available to have him come work in your corfference room 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 1~ 2012 8:57 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

notes 

’I~N2I’.httn 

As I mentioned yesterday, 
send an email to ’ 
others? Let me know’. 
thanks 
A 

are not showing notes being posted,        worked ~vith Jaimie yesterday to 
said that he used to have notes, but then they ’disappeared.’ I did not see this my own eyes Can you pass these names up the way you did the 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mai[ and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 5, 2012 8:46 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: S~mday, Maxch 11 th tutoring. 

Wally, 
I sent a similar email last week as ~vell Frank confirmed that he is available, 
Thanks 
A 

and Bert were checking availability. I’ll keep you posted il" I hear anything more 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Mar 5, 2012, at 10:41 AM. "Wally Richardson" <wricha@uncaa uric edu> ~vrote: 

> Hello All, 
> I wanted to ask if you ~vill be able to tutor for football at 7:30pm this coming Sunday, March 1 lth. There is a team meeting scheduled for 6:30pm and I wanted to make sure that our 
students have ample time to make their appointments and receive their allotted time. You would have your appointments at 7:30pm & 8:30pm instead of the normally scheduled times. Please 
let me know if you will be able to make this change. Thank you in advance for your help’. 
> 

> Wally 
> 

> 

> Wally Richardson 
> Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> (;enter for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
> College of Arts & Sciences 
> Universi~ of North Carolina-Chapel Hil[ 
> 919-962-9893 (\V) 
> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 6, 2012 7:05 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: S~mday, Maxch 11 th tutoring. 

Absolutely! Better two heads than one :). Enjoy your as well 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Mar 6, 2012, at 5:55 PM. "<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>" <~vricha@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Amy, 
Thanks for that I hadn’t heard anything so I just follo~ved tap Enjoy the rest of your week. 
Wally 
...... Original Message ...... 

From: kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: Wally Richardson 

?utf-8?B?UmU61FNlbmI~heSwgTWFyY2ggMTF0aCB0dXRvcmluZy4 ?> Sent: Mar 5, 2012 8:46 PIVl 

Wally, 
I sent a similar email last ~veek as well. Frank confirmed that he is available, 
Thanks 

>A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 5, 2012, at 10:41 ~M, "Warty Richardsnn" <wricha@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hello All, 

and Bert were checking availabili~. I’ll keep you posted if I hear anything more 

>> 

>> Wally 
>> 

>> 

>> Wall?" Richardson 
>> Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> (;enter :[’or Student Success & Academic Counseling 
>> College of Arts & Sciences 
>> Unwersity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-9893 (W) 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

>> I wanted to ask if you will be able to tutor for 12~otball at 7:30pm this cnming Sunday, March 1 lth. There is a team meeting scheduled for 6:30pro and I wanted to make sure that our 
students have ample time to make their appointments and receive their allotted time You would have your appnintments at 7:30pm & 8:30pro instead of the normally scheduled times Please 
let me know ifynu wi ll be able to make this change Thank ynu in advance for your help! 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 6:59 PM 

To: Annie Sullivan ~bellsouth.net>; 
@gmaJd.com>; 

Subject: Monday, 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

~gmail.com> 
~email.unc.edu>: ~gmail.com>; 

Welcome back! Personally, rm sure we all could use another week! 

I wanted to let you know that I will be out of the office tomon-ow (FINALLY                                  so if you need the PSYCH book, Brad has it in his office ~2~r you. Together 
with the book you will find a large grey index card box I have completed the flashcards on consciousness, intelligence, learning, and memory. If you have any questions during the day, feel 
free to ask one of the advisors. Thanks -- see you Wednesday! 
A 

Amy KleissIer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 8:40 AM 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

monday, march 12 

TENTI’.httn 

kendra 
all of my appointments ~vere excused for yesterday because i was, 
Thanks 
A 

I met ~vith and ~n Sunday night to make up for it. 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Foutbal[ 

Luudermilk Center fur Excellence 
344 I.hdge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 



FrOlil~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: ThaJ~k you! 

Attach: ’lF2XI’.htm 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~- 

Tuesday,              9:13 AM 

~)unc.edu> 

Thank you so much for agreeing to do a review session for the exam I know you are yew busy --- congratulations by the way! You are truly in the homestretch 

A 

Arny Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the snle use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If? ou are not the intended recipient, p ease c( nt lct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 9:16 AM 

home @nc.rr.com> 

~ve reading notes to KSU file 

TEXT.htln; Chapter Six reading notes.docx 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Chapter Six reading notes 

Kohlberg’s theory focuses on moral reasoning, the cognitive component of moral 

behavior. 

Kohlberg saw moral development as representing "the transformations that occur 

in a person’s form or structure of thought with regard to what is viewed as right or 

necessary. 

Rest: stressed that moral behavior consists of three additional components: 

® Moral sensitivity: interpreting a situation involving the welfare of another as 

a moral problem and identifying possible alternatives. 

® Moral motivation: deciding to follow the moral path 

o Moral action: implementing, and carrying out a moral plan. 

Rest asserted that an understanding of moral b ehavior requires investigating each 

component and the interactions among components. 

Gilligan: two different moral orientations --> care and justice. 

o Since encouraging moral behavior is an important developmental goal of 

higher education, understanding and facilitating the development of moral 

reasoning is an important first step. 

Kohlberg’s Theory of Moral Development 

o Focusing on the process of how individuals make moral judgments, not the 

content of these decisions, Kohlberg saw such judgments as having three 

qualities: an emphasis on value rather than fact, an effect on a person or 

persons, and a requirement that action be taken. 

o Structure criterion: at a given stage, individuals exhibit a similar reasoning 

pattern regardless of the content or situation. 

o Sequence criterion: stages appear in a specific order, regardless of setting or 

experience. Not all individuals advance through the stages, and not all will 

move through the stages at the same rate. 

o Hierarchy criterion: each successive stage is more highly developed than the 

previous one because it incorporates aspects of all earlier stages. 

o Two domains of cognition are related to moral reasoning --7 more general 

cognitive structures and social perspective taking (the ability to put oneself 

in another person’s place means understanding what someone is thinking). 

o Conditions facilitating moral stage development -7 exposure to higher- 

stage thinking and disequilibrium. 

Kohlberg’s Stages of Moral Reasoning 

Level 1 - preconventional 

® Stage 1 - Heteronomous Morality: what is right is defined as obeying rules 

o Stage 2 - Individual&tic, Instrumental Morality: follow rules if it is in their 

interest to do so 



Level 2 - conventional (member-of-society) 

o S~age 3 - Interpersonally Normative Morality: right is defined as meeting the 

expectations of those to whom one is close and carrying out appropriate, 

acceptable social roles. - maintaining a "good person" image. 

® Stage 4 - Social System Morality: individuals view the social system as made 

up of a consistent set of rules and procedures applying equally to all people. 

Level 3 - postconventional (principled, prior-to-society) 

o Stage 5 - Human Rights and Social Welfare Morality: laws and social systems 

are evaluated based on the extent to which they promote fundamental 

human rights and values. 

o Stage 6 - Morality ofUniversalizablej Reversiblej and Prescriptive General 

Ethical Principles: morality involves equal consideration of the points of view 

of all involved in a moral situation. 

Rest’s Neo-Kohlbergian Approach 

Developed an objective measure of moral development, the Defining Issues Test 

(DIT) 

Stage 1 - Obedience (do what you are told) 

Stage 2 - 

Stage 3 - 

Stage 4 - 

Stage 5 - 

Stage 6 - Nonarbitrary social cooperation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 11:18 AM 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.~mc.edtr~ 

Fwd: EXSS 89 - Entrepreneurship TODAY 

TEXT.httn; EXSS 89 - Entreprenemship TODAY.msg 

FYI 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 10:46 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

EXSS 89 - Entrepreneurship TODAY 

TEXT.hm~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday March 13, 2012 2:21 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

GEOL 

’lEXTI’.lmn 

Jenn, 
I see in the database that you have 
Thanks’. 
A 

booked "~W at 11AM and then at 1PM Does that mean he is free noon-lPM or is that hour booked? Let me know. 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudenmlk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disc osure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,              2:30 PM 

@bellsouth.net> 

diges~6ve 

TEXT.him; Digestive System update.ppt 

Amy Kleissler 
Unh~ersiV of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hil~, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inlbrmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disc osure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destro’~’ all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:31 PM 

@bellsoufla.net> 

endocFirle 

TEXT.htm; Endocrine ~ systeln.pptx 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:31 PM 

@bellsoufla.net> 

rlervolls 

TEXT.htm; ner~’ous v3.ppt 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:05 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

REGEOL 

It appears that 
like to schedule. 
Thanks’. 
A 

is available M~V at noon (but is that a bad time for :lue to classes bumping right tap to noon, and then practice?), or TR nights 6 or 9PM. Let me know how you would 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel }Jill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:16 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re 

’I~XTI’.httn 

yes, Tuesday Thursday at 9PM with 
you posted. 
Thanks 
A 

I will send an email and ask he contact to confirm whether he can stay for the 9PM session tonight, or start on Thursday I will keep 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>> <wricha@uncaa unc edu> 3/13/2012 3:06 PM >>> 
Let’s ~ry 9pro. ]s that on rues and/or thurs. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
From: "]’,my Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
[)ate: Tue, 13 Mar 2012 15:04:39 -0400 
To: Wally R ichards on <wricha@ uric aa. unc. edu> 
Subject: 

RE(]EOL 

It appears that 
like to schedule. 
Thanks! 
A 

is availab]e MW at noon (but is that a bad time [’or due to c]asses bumping right up to noon, and then practice?), or TR nights 6 or 9PM Let me know how you would 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi%" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infommtion. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Tuesday,              3:20 PM 

~unc.edn 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa. unc.edu> 

new tutoring sessions, TR 9PM 

TEXT.htm 

I wanted to let you knmv that we have added new sessions to your schedule: Tuesday/Thursday 9PM with ~2~r GEOL If you have am’ questions, please feel free to contact 

Wally Richardson academic counselor Please let me know if you can begin this session tonight, or wait until this Thursday, Thank you! 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Pddge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-gd-q-R(;qS o 

kIeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Conftdentiality Notice: ’]7his e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, discl~sure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please cont ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 9:03 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

book 

’I~NTI’.httn 

did i loan you a book, How Minori~z Students Experience College? 
Let me know. 
Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:35 PM 

To: @gma~l.com> 

Subject: Re: thank you 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

My pleasure -- good hack! 
A 

Sent licom my iPad 

On at 6:34 PM. .~gmail.com>" @gmail corn> }Vl-ote: 

> >hny, 

> 

> I just picked up my letters and wanted to thank you again for taking time uut ufyuur busy schedule tu write a recummendation for me I can’t tell you huw much I appreciate yuur kind 

words and willingness to speak with potential empluyers on my behal£ I will bring yuur letter tu my interview this weekend and plan tu scan and send it out with my future applications. 

> 

> Best, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 9:23 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

’I~37I’.httn 

B eth, 
I lost my calendar ~vhen my hard drive crashed when is my Friday?!?! 

Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 9:32 AM 

Wally Richardsou <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FYI 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Moving to 1245 means that I amnot availto do the EXSS 89 session, which honestly doesnt need to be anything more than a check in, which Brad might be able to quickly do. We can 

discuss at staff mtg? 

Am)’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic S~pport Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tti[1, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 9:49 AM 

To: .~gmail.com> 

Subject: lbod 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

I lost my calendar but I kno~v that you and I are to cook Friday breald’ast on the same day -- what day do we have??? 
Thanks!! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 10:59 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

RE: LA vacmacies 

TENTI’.httn 

sorry -- I meant to say, any other ideas for the Tuesday slots? I don’t ;vant to bring LA’s here for just an hour. Also, we need to get the LA’s copies of the books the students have chosen 
A 

Am?- Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email uric edu> 3/15/2012 10:51 AM >>> 

They canl~lt do Thursdays because that[~ls when the class is. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991T (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Aray Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(&uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thttrsday, March 15, 2012 10:50 A)¢I 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Jaimie Lee; Tia Overstreet; Wally Richardson 
Subject: RE: LA vacancies 

do you want these sessions only on Thursdays, or Tuesday & Thursday. 

Thanks 

A 

Aray Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Radge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NCl 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 3/15/2012 10:40 AM >>> 

~re going to need the most help with their [~DUC ~ook reports and studying for the :final Here are my suggestmns: 
For the final, Beth Bridger put together a study guide based on the syllabus Let[5]s schedule these three guys for a Thursday 8 PM session with to help them work through the study 
guide. 
For the book report, letl~]s put in the Thursday 7 PM session with And then let[~ls figure out whether Amy or I can adjust our schedules to help and ~’ith the 
report, or whether we should schedule them with a learning assistant ts now done with her thesis and would love to have more hours, if we need her. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 

Charnel Hill. NO’ 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
7 (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(~uncaa.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2012 10:05 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Jairnie Lee; Tia Overstreet; Wally Richardson 
Subject: LA vacancies 

Due to recent changes, the following LA sessions are OPEN: 

TR 7PM (due to 

TR 8PM (clue tc dropping lab) 

Amy Kleissler 

Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

LoudelTnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is :For the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged informatinn. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 11:05 AM 

Wally Richardsou <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

delete all of his appointments? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, l 1:32 AM 

To: ~gmaJd.com> 

Subje~:t: Tonight 

Yes[ 
Thanks 
Amy 

Sent from my iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleiss|er <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Thursday, 12:52 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday Breakths~t 

’IENSl’.httn 

thanks! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

KlelSSle ~uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> 12:27 PM >>> 
Hi ~Mny, 

We sponsor breakfast on 

~uncaa unc.edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle~a~)mcaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Friday, 9:37 AM 

To: @liYe.unc.edu> 

Sub.je~’t: worksheets tbr ch 10 

A~acl~: TEXT.htm; 093140439.pdf 

Thank you for last night o- that was fantastic! I hope that you are not too tired today, Here are the worksheets for chapter 10. Just in case you ever need them, I put hard copies of the other 

remaining chapters in the feedback form box for Raphael to hand you next week 
Again, thank you for ev’erything. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Uni~’ersi~ o[’North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program [’or StudentoAthletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

l;tmss ~eLa;unc aa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia and prtviteged inl~rmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b?’ reply e-mail and destro?’ all copies of the original 

message 



NAME DATE 

Find the next 4 terms of each sequence. 

1. 3, 7, 1I, 15 .... 

4, 4& 12, 

72 9, 16, 25, 36 .... 

5.2,!,4,1,8,1 .... 

8. 101, 2002, 30,003 .... 

3, 10, 110,11!0, .. 

Find the 3rd, 6th, and lOth terms of each sequence.~ 

:tO. gn = 3n - 2 11. tn = 3n2 
2~ 

12. tn - n + 1 13. & = 2n - 2n 

14. gn = (n - t)3 :tS. r~ = 7 l/,~ 16. & = n(n + 3) 

18, tn == 2n 19. ~n = (-1)n + t 20. tn = Ni2n + 5 

17. tn=4. l0n 

21. tn = 

Write a formula for tn. 

22. 50~ 46, 42, 38 .... 23. 3, 9, 27, 81 .... 24. -5, 5, -5, 5 .... 

l 357 
25. 2’ ~’ ?’ ~ .... 26. 7, 14, 2~, 56 

28. 5"S//~, 10, 10V~, 20, 29. 70,-7, 7 7 "" " ~o’ m0 

3 3 3 3 

5’ 10’ 15’ 20’ "’" 

1 3 7 t5 

2’ 4’ 8’ 16’ "’" 

Tell whether it is possible to find the next 3 terms of each sequence. Explain: 

31. The temperatures (°F) at r~oon on successive days in March: 37°, 42°, 46~, 

39°, .... 

32. The distance (m feet) aa objec~ wili fall in 1 s, 2 s, 3 s, and4 s: 161 64, 144; 
256 ..... 

33. The prices of whole numbers of pounds of applcs at a supermarket: $.89, 
$1.78, $2.67, $3.56 .... 

34. The riumbcr.of.pcoplc attending a movie on the first 7 days of its run at a 
certain theater: 785. 824, 913,779 .... 
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NAME                                               DATE 

Tell whether each sequence is arithmetic, geometdc; or neitker, 

1. 6, 4.5, 3, 1.5 .... 2. 16, 24, 36, 54 

5, 5, -10, 20, -40 .... 

7. 4,-4,4,-4 .... " 8. -2, 1,4,7, 

555 5 11 1 
t0. 2’ 4’ 8’ 16 .... "11. 1, 4’ 9’ 16’ 

:1.3. For each arithmetic sequence in Exercises 1-12, find: 

a, the common difference b. the 12th term 

:1.4. For each geometric sequence in Exercises i-12, find: 

a. the common ratio b. the 12th term 

3, 6, 8, 12, 18, ... 

6.- 33 3331-, 
3’ 3~    ’ .3 "~" 

9: 7, 0.7, 0.07, 0.0007, ... 

"12. -3, -1.25, ,0.5, "2.25 .... 

For each pair of numbers, find: 

a. the arithmetic mean b. the geometriC mean 

2 3 

15. 4, 36                               16. 5, 45                                17. ~, 8 

19.25, 81 20. 6, 30 21, 0.8, 7.2 

23. The numbers, called f-numbers, that are used to designate the size of the tens 
opening of a camera form a geometric sequence. For a camera with what is 
called an "f-2 lens," these f-numbers are 

24, 

a. Write the first five terms for this sequence of f-numbers, 

b. What is the common ratio of the sequence? 

c. What is the next f-numbei- below 2? What is the next f,number above 8? 

Open-ended Problem Do you.think it :is possible tbr a sequence.to be both 
arithmetic and geometric? If so~ givean example of such a sequence and 
describe al! sach sequences. :If not, explain why such a sequence cannot 
exist. 
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NAME DATE 

~or each sequence: 

Find the first 4 terms. 
Write an explicit formula. 

t1 =5                 2. t! =--4 

12t =7 , 6. q=2i 

3. q = 16 

7. 121 =-9 

tn = tn- 1 + 0.5 

4. t1 = 2.5 

8:t2! = 6 

Write a recursive formula for each sequence, 

9. 5, 1,-3, -7 ..... :tO. 13~ 26, 52, I04, ... 11. 
4 8. !6 32 

3’ 9’ 27’ 81’ *’" 

:t2. -16, -24, -36, -54, "... 

15. 3, 0.5, -2, -4.5 .... 

:!.3. 0.4,-2, i0, 750 .... 

:t6. 1, t.1, 1.11, t.1!! .... 

’~.4. 4, 12i,-36,-!08i, ~... 

zT, V5, 6, I2V5, 72, ... 

18. t~ = 5 - 6n 19. tn = -2(10n) 
3 

20. tn = 
2n 

2:t. Marvella has a job ,that pays her $35,000 per year. Her employer has offered 
her either of two salary plans: Plan A gives her a $2500 raise every year; 
Plan B gives her a 4% raise every year. 

a, Write a recursive formula for Marvetta’s salary after n years in both 
Plan A and Plan B. 

b. Which plan gives her a larger salary in her 5th year? 

22. Early in the season the fish population of a certain lake increases by 40% 
over what it was when the fistfing season ended the previous year. During 
each year’s fishing season, fishing in the lake reduces this population by 
about 2500. 

a. Suppose.the fish poptflatiou is initially 9000. Write a recursive formula 
for the fish population at the beginning of the scason based on what it was 
at the begriming of the preceding season. 

b. Prcdict the fish population at the beginning of each of the first 4 years. 
Does the fish population increase or decrease over time? 
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NAME 
DATE 

Find the sum of each series. " 

1, 546+7+8+.,.+59 2. -1 +4+9+ 14+...+84 

3. t8+ 1!.+4+(-3)+... +(-31)      4,55+52+49+46+...+1 

5, -6+ 5 + 16 + 27 + ,.. + 93 6. 200+ 192+ 184+ + 104 

The sum and the first four terms of a finite arithmetic series are given. Find the 

last term of each series, 

7. 2-~21- " 31- ’" = +3+ +.o.+ 2_;Sn=186 8. 16+15+14+ +?;Sn 133 
2 2 

9. -8 + (-5) + (-2) + + 9 S~=1065          :tO. 1+ +2~t+...+ ?-;$n =176 3     3 

Expand each series: 
5 7 6 4 

1J,, 2 4k2          :1.2, 2 (2n + 5)        13, ~. (7 -3m)       t4, 2 (3k3 - 1) 
k=l n=l m=i ~’=l 

Write each series in sigma notation and find the sum. 

15.7 + i5+ 23 + 31 + ... + 55 

±7. 12 + 5 + (-2) + (-9) + ... + (-37) 

16. 0.5 + 1.6 + 2.7 + 3.8 + ... + 14,8 

18. -1 + 5 + 11 + 17 + .,. + 65 

t9, a. Find th~ sum of the arithmetic series 1 + 3 + 5 + ... + (2n - 1). Your 
answer should be in terms of n. 

b. Use the diagram at the ’right to explain why the answer to part (a) comes 
out the way it does. 

20, Open-ended Problem Thi~ pattern in whicli.pi~s are placed in bowling 
illustrates the arithmetic series 1 + 2 +3 + 4 }. 5. Find as many other reai- 

world examples that can be modeled by finite arithmetic series as you can. 
,Giv~ specific values for the first and last terms and the common difference 

of eac[~ series, and find the sum of each, " 
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Find the sum of each series. 

1, 3+6+12+24+.. +384 

3. 0.256 + 0.64 + 1.6 + 4 + ... + 62.5 

4 
2. 500+ 100+20+4+ .... + 

25 

4. 1 + ~+ 2 + 2~/~+,.. + 16V~ 

... -+ + + (-3) + ... +- 

io                                 8 

7. 24(1.2)n-1             8. 26 

IO 

9. ~ 250(0.2)~- 1 
n=[ 

Find the sum of each infinite geometric series, if the sum exists, If a series 
does not have a sum, explain why not. 

:tO, 12 + 6 + 3 + 1.5 + ... :I.1. -0.32 + 0.24 + (-0.18) + 0.i35 + ... 

8 
J.2. 18 + !2+8 + +... 

3 

~.4, 1000.+ 600 + 360 + 216 + .,. 

+     +    +      + 
5 5- "° 

15, 0.64 + 0.96 + 1.44 + 2,!6 + .,. 

l&~20(O.2)a 1 ~7. ~-16(0.8)~ 1 
t~=! 

~ O. l(_l.Ol)n - 1 

Express each repeating decimal as a fraction. 

19, 0.444.., 20. 0.363636._ 21. 0.324324324.,. 

22.6.212121... 23. --4.090909... 24. 2.450450450 .... 

25. a. After being dropped, a robber ball bounces up 3 ft from the ground on its 
2 

first bounce. On every succeedi~ag bounce, the ball bounces up .~ o1~ the 

height of its preceding bounce. Assuming i~fi~litely many bouuces, what 
total vertical dista~.ce does the ball cover during its upward bounces? 

Suppose the ball was initially dropped ffom a height of 4.5 ft. What total 
vertical distance does it cover going upward and downward? 
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Multiply. 

~.. O~ - 5)(4x + ?) 

4. (. + 2)(,2_ 4. + 2i 

2, (2t + 5)3 

5. (n + t)(n-’l)(n +4) 

3.. (y - 3)(.72 + 2y = 15) 

~. (x2 + 2x + 2)(x2 - 2x + 2) 

Divide, 

v -2v~-llv+10            k3 kz-81:+t3              x4+x~+i 

v+3               8,      k-2                9, x+l 

Plot each pair of complex numbers and their sum in the complex plane. 
Find their magnitudes. " 

10.4,3i             11.5 2i, 3+i        12.4i, 2+3i 

Plot each pair of complex numbers and their product i~ the cdmplex plane. 

Find their magnitudes,. " 

14. -i, 1 -~ 3i 15. 2i, 4 - 3i 16. 1 + i, -2 + 2i 17. 2 + 3i,.2 - 3i 

Write an equation for each hyperbola. 

19, 20. 

A compare.y that makes gas-po~ered lawm-nowers produces two models: a deluxe 
model and a regular model. The co.mpa,~y can produce at most 30 mowers of both 
types per day. B~cause of the organization of the assembly process, it must produce 
at least as many regular mowers as deluxe mowers per day, but the number of 
regular mowers cannoi, exceed the number of deluxe mowers by more than 10. 

Le~ x = {l~e numbe, of deluxe mowers, and let y = tlie m.m~ber of regular 
mowers that are produced per day. Write a system of inequalities to express 
the above constraints. 

Graph the feasible region and label the cor~er points. 

Suppose the company makes a profii of $120 on every deluxe mower and 
$90 on every regular mower that it produces. How many mowers of each 
kind should it produce in order to maximize its profit? 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:41 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Geog    tutor 

TENTI’.httn 

Sunday 8PM with 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Luudermilk Center fur Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 
>>> Wally Richardson 9:32 AM >>> 
Amy, 

~an’t tuto~ for the Geu~ class he needs support fur. ! tuld yuu the class was geolugy instead uf geography We need tu schedule with a geugraphy tutor Thanks. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program ]2)r Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Cuunseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of Nurth Carolina-Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 16, 2012 12:08 PM 

hom~ ~nc.rr.com> 

ma~h 

TENTI’.httn 

http://www.classzone con’v’c 72index htm 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday 1:57 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu 

Subject: address 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

Campus Location 
2305B Ram Village Building Two, 550 Paul Hardin Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27514 
USA 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:01 PM 

@gmafil .com> 

and i conferenced re the paper we feel the best approach is for 
will work with him, and then I will ~vork with him at 8PM 

to spend the weekend continuing to write, he is at 6pp, needs to get to 10. Suaaday at 7 (he will skip PORT) 

In the meantime, I have left some notes regarding the plays themselves in your mailbox for him in order to help him get the two plays straight in his mind. this is relevant to the first page and 
a half of his paper. 

sound good? 
Thanks, 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday 5:52 PM 

To: @gmafil .com> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Oops this email was meant for sorW 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 4:53 PM. @gmail.com>" ~ > wrote: 

> Hi Amy, 
> I was working ~vith on psych and he dropped the course so I don’t 
> see him anymore. 

> 

> O~ at 4:01 PJ~ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> ~vrote: 
> 

>> 

>> ~nd i conferenced re the paper we feel the best approach is for t~ spend the weekend c~ntinuing t~ write, he is at 6pp, needs t~ get t~ ~ ~. Sunday at 7 (he wi~ skip ~RT) 

will work with him, and then I will work with hun at 8PM. 
>> 

>> In the meantime, I have left some notes regarding the plays themselves in your mailbox for him in order to help him get the two plays straight in his mind this is relevant to the first page 
and a half of his paper. 
>> 

>> sound good? 
>> Thanks, 
>> A 
>> 

>> Sent :[’rom my iPad 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, March 18, 2012 8:28 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: YES! 

TEXTI’.httn 

No...it ends in a "y" 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Mar 18, 2012, at 7:59 PM, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uaacaa uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

All 

Staff Meeting this Tuesday at 3pr!! 

Please send me your agenda items[ 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support :[’or Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:56 AM 

l@gmml.com> 

Re: Monday night 

I completely forgot that is taking all of the boys to Bruce Springsteen tonight. I’m sorry II 
Forgot to tell you earlier[ 
A 

Sent Ii’om my iPad 

On , at 10:17 PM. ~gmail corn>" ~)gmail corn> wrote: 

Hi Amy, 

Does tomorrow- night (Monday) at 5:30 work for tutoring? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:27 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tia Overstreet ~a~verstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wrich~uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: EXSS 

TEXT.ht~n; EXSS: 

FYI 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 19, 2012 10:20 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

EXSS 89 - Entrepreneurship 

TEXT.hm~ 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Sent: Monday~ 3:33 PM 

To: @gmml.com> 

Subject: question tbr you 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

Hi! I hope that you are having a good day :) 

I wanted to see if you are available this week for two extra sessions: 

Wednesday 9AM to do stud,/hall ~vith 
has an exam in this class or 

Please let me know your thoughts when you can -- thanks! 
A 

Then, at 12:30PM the same day to work with on his reading for GEOG -- he 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel }Jill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: extra session 

Attach: ’lEXTf.httn 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edtt’- 

Monday,              3:34 PM 

@unc.edu> 

It was great seeing you today :) 

Question for you -- ~vould you be available to pick up an extra hour this week while I am out? It would be to work with 
Salesman. Let me know! 
Thanks 
A 

this Friday 9-10AM on DRAM reading of Death of a 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, p ease c( ~t ~ct the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 3:38 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wally 
I know you alread,v know this, but the clock is going tic-toc m my ear regarding GEOG which makes me nervous!-- next week has the second of three exams in this class. He is not 
keeping up with the reading on his own, feels that the lecture goes over his head, and is struggling against a mind set that he can’t pass the class, thoughts? 
let me kno~v. 
thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 

University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Suppurt Program fur Student-Athletes, Fuotba[l 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cumain confidential and privileged infurmation Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is prohibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monda? 3:41 PM 

To: ~gmml.com:~ 

Subject: one more 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Friday at 9AM to work ~vith 

thanks’. 

A 

on DRAM Again, let me know 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu-- 

Monday, 4:25 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Amy out of the office 

’IEXTf.htm 

thanks for the update’. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit?’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
@gmail com>        ~ 3:53 PM >>> 

I hope tl~at it goes wetl ; ) Just an fyi, I was going over exam #2 with       today and so far 
out of 15 questions, 2 of them were in chapters the test ~w~s supposed to cover If I find awmore 
then I’ll be sure to let you know 

CDF 

On Mon, at 3:28 PM, Am?" Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon! 
I wanted to let you know that I will be out of the office this Wednesday, 
during that time, please contact the acadernic advisors. Thanks! 
A 
Arny Kleissler 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Suppmt Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

- yipee! If you have any questions or concerns 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Monday 4:28 PM 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

TONIGttT update 

TENTI’.httn 

I apologize for the late notice but some of the students just made plans to attend a play tonight for their COVflVI or DRAM class. Consequently, you will not have 
not need to come tonight until 8PM Again, sorW for the inconvenience. 
Thanks 
A 

at 7 so you do 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday, March 19, 2012 4:36 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

we’ll hook up tomorrow :) 

TENTI’.httn 

thanks! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 7:05 PM 

To: @gmaJd.com> 

Subject: Re: Monday night 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Yea, thanks’. 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 5:44 PM. " ~gmail.com>" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

> Amy, 
> 

> Would tomorrow (Tuesday) at 6 PM work’? 
> 

> Thanks, 

> On Mon, at 6:56 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I completely forgot that is taking al[ of the boys to Bruce Springsteen tonight [5~I’m sorry 
> []t"orgot to tell you earlier[ 
>A 
> 

> Sent grom my iPad 
> 

> On at l 0: ] 7 PM @gmail.coln>" 
> 

> > Hi Amy~ 

> > Does tomo~ow night (Monday) at 5:30 work for tutoring? 

@gmail.com> wrote: 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu-- 

Sent: Monday, ! 7:05 PM 

To: ~gmml.com> 

Subject: Fwd: Monday night 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

}:rom: @gmail corn>" ~@gmail. corn > 
Date: i 5:44:20 PMEDT 

To: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Monday night 

Am’>’, 

Would tomorrow (Tuesday) at 6 PM work’? 

Thanks, 

On Mon, at 6:56 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I completely forgot that is taking all of the boys to Bruce Springsteen tonight [5~I’m sorry II 
[]}:orgot to tell you earlier[ 

>A 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On at 10:17 PN{, @gmail.com>" < 

> Hi Amy, 
>> 

> Does tomot*ow night (Monday) at 5:30 work for tutoring? 
>> 

@gmail.com> wrote: 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:46 AM 

To: @gmml.com> 

Subject: Re: Monday night 

Attach: ’I~XFI’.httn 

Ugh Ok 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

Or at 12:41 A’~i, ~gmail.com>" @gmail.com> wrote: 

I have rugby 

Sent from my fPhone 

On at 7:05 PM, "Amy KleissIer" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 

>> Begin t’orwarded message: 
>> 

>>> From @gmai I corn: @gmail corn> 
>>> Date:                5:44:20 PMEDT 
>>> To: "Amy KIeissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>>> Subject: Re: Monday night 

>>> Amy, 

>>> Would tomorrow (Tuesday) at 6 PM work? 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> On Mort, at 6:56 AM, Am?" KIeissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

>>> I corapletely forgot that t is taking all of the boys to Bruce Springsteen tonight. ~I’m sorry" II 
>>> ~Forgot to tell you earlier! 
>>> A 

>>> Sent from my iPad 

>>> Or: at 10:17 PM, @gmail.c ore>" 

>>> > Hi Amy, 

>>> > Does tomorrow night (Monday) at 5:30 work for tutoring? 

~gmail.com> wrote: 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, ; 9:03 AM 

To: @gmml.com> 

Subject: Re: Gamrade 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermllk Center [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>>~ @gmail.com: 12:57 PM >>> 

Nathan, 
Will you please ask Amanda to get 5 cases of Oatorade to cover games? That’s the total for jv and varsity I’ll pick them up either Thursday or Friday. 

’]?hanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle,’~,uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, 7:18 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Family Eme~ency 

TEXTI’.httn 

Solry Wally I just now- checked email 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

Begin forwardedmessage: 

> From: :@me.corn>" 
> Date: 6:43:06 PM EDT 
> To: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subject: ?uff-8?B?RndkOiBGYWlpbtYkgRWllcmdlbmN5 ?> 
> Hi Amy, I know you’re out on 
you forward it. 
> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

>> From: @gmail.com> 
>> Date: 4:06:44 PM EDT 
>> To: bbethel@email unc edu 
>> Subject: Family Emergency 
>> 

>> Hi 
>> 

~me.com> 

so I am sorry to bombard you, but bradley didn’t respond and I can’t seem to find anybody else’s email- etc If you get this, could 

>> 

>> I am sooooo sorry for the poor timing 
>> 

>> Thanks [’or your understanding, 

> 

>> I am sorry this email comes so late in the day. I’ve been called to my family home in Winston-Salem on account of a family illness I won’t be able to make it to study table tonight 

>> 

>> And while I have you here I won’t be able to work the week of my county’s spring break (April 2 and 4), I have a vacation that was scheduled before my schedule here was cemented 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 3:49 PM 

To: ~nc.rr.com 

Subject: housing at IYNC 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

http ://nscpp.uaac edu/first-year-student s 

Here is where you go to sign up for housing. They stated taking applications March 2nd so you should submit yours soon -- it’s an easy process, you browse their site to check out the 
different dorm-type options, then answer questions about preferences, etc 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, i 11:05 PM 

To: ~gmafil .com> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

checked in game last sat. Went back to school today 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 11:01 @gmail.com>" .2~gmail corn> ~Vl-ote: 

Hi Amy, 
>D 

just told us thal 
>D 

Hope he’s improving quickly! 

has a concussion. ~ Is he ok?D How did it happen? 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu’- 

Sent: Friday, 9:49 AM 

To: @ema~l.unc.edu 

Subject: FUGARD TICKETS 

Attach: ’l~NSI’.httn 

Good morning, 
I have let’t a message on the box office machine but wanted to make sure that I got word to the box office. I have two seats reserved tonight for the Athol Fugard event, but I must cancel I 

have so I ~vill not be able to attend. I apologize for the inconvenience. 

thank you ve~z much, 
Am,,’ Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excel]ence 
344 Ridge R~)ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chape] Hi[], NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentia]i~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by rep]y e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina] 

message. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, 1:00 PM 

Braxtley Richard Bethel <bbethel@emml.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Tutor 

TEXTI’.httn 

done 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Pddge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu~          12:34 PM >>> 

Amy, will you enter a new session [’or on Tuesday 7 PM, for SOCI with ? Thanks. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel t lil[, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu"~ 

Saturday               7:45 PM 

~gm£1 .corn> 

Re: Booster club Reimbursement? 

TEXTf.htm 

I’m new- to all this., that’s the receipt the red bics, cle gave me for the JV lax Gatorade. I guess you reirnburse them? Let me know 

Thanks’. 
A 

Sent from lrly iPad 

On at 4:14 PM. ~gmail corn>" @gmail corn> wrote: 

> }Ii 
> I have a[5] Sam’s Club receipt with some gatorade purchases highlighted. The envelope says Kleissler, so I’m assuming you need to be reimbursed for this from men’s lacrosse. Did you pay 

[’or this v, ith your persona cred t c ~rd? Can yo’a send me your address and I’l[ get a check to you ASAP. 
> 
> Thanks. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 26, 2012 11:14 AM 

nc.rr.com> 

leave msg tbr dr hooker!!!!!!!’.!!!!’.!! 

TENTI’.httn 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday 8:15 AM 

To: ~gmml.com> 

Subject: Re: Orange 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

I did not!!’. You would be a savior! I have it all iced in my garage and my sitter could bring it to your house at 340PM. Is that too late for you? If not, I have let the office know that I have to 
be out of here by 5PM so I should be OK in the end Let me know. 
Thanks so much! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> @gmail.com~ 7:53 AM >>> 
Amy, 
Did you :find help for today with the Gatorade delivery? I am available. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 8:37 AM 

Bradley Bethel -~-bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tia Overstreet ~a~verstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wrich~,~uncaa. unc.ed~~ 

Fwd: EXSS 89 - Tras~’on MaxtAn 

TEXT.ht~n; EXSS 89 - Tra?~’on Martin.msg 

FYI 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

c 

k[eiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: ’];his e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 26, 2012 7:14 PM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

EXSS 89 - Tmyvon Mea~fin 

TEXT.hm~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Tuesday 9:22 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wally 
have my appointment tomorrow and I’m worried that if it runs long I will miss my session with (exam Friday). 

Do you think he could come in here today at 2 or 3 instead? Let me know-. 
Thanks 
A 

Amy KleissIer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:50 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXTI’.httn 

thx 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu          9:39 AM >>> 
I think he should be able to. I will call him after his 930 class 
Sent from m’~’ Verizon Wireless Blacl<Berry 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <k]eissle@uncaa. unc edu> 
[)abe: Tue,             09:21:56 -0400 

To: Wal]¥ Richardson<wricha@uncaa unc.edu> 
Sut~iect: 

Wally 

have lay appointment tomorrow and I’m worried that if it runs lung I will miss my session with (exam Friday). 

Do you think he could come in here today at 2 or 3 instead? Let me know. 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 11:57 AM 

Bradley Bellie| <bbe~thel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimie|ee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Over.street ~overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wrich~uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: EXSS 89 - Your Blog 

TEXT.htln; EXSS 89 - Your Blog.msg 

FYI 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachrnents, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<dstro@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 11:20 AM 

Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

EXSS 89 - Your Blog 

TEXT.hm~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 12:03 PM 

Mark Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa. unc.edtr~ 

Re: UNCAA Password F~xpiration - 14 days 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Hello, 
At first I thought I did not remember my pass~vord correctly, but when I tried the "forgotten password" route, it does not recognize my user name, 
I am not doing correctly? Thanks so much, 
Amy 

Do you have an?- thoughts I what 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Carolina at Chapel }Jill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> <admin@uncaa uric edu> 3/27/2012 8:00 AM >>> 
’]?he password for the UNCAA account ’Am?" Kleissler’ is set to expire in 13 days 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

http://ss.uncaa.~mc.edu:8888 

After your pass~vord expires, you can still access the above site to change your password, though you will not be able to use your UNCAA password to access any other L~x,-CAA- 
authenticated services until you change your LrNCAA password. 

Once you change your UNCAA password, it will ~vork for another 90 days before it expires again. 

If you think you might forget your pass~vord, consider setting up a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few- personal questions BEFORE you forget your passwurd. Later, if you can 
answer these questions again, you can get a new- password without having to contact Athletics Coraputer Support. Just log in to the URL above and click "Enrollment" at the top of the 
page mentioned above and follo~v the instructions. 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this issue, contact Cl~istina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks and they’ll be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email at 2 ~veeks, 1 ~veek, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

Please go to any mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or Android and change your email password on it. 



Fron~: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:48 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Thursday 

Attach: ’l~EXI’.httn 

Thanks again for working with 
Thanks’. 
A 

on Sunday. ~at time is best for you on Thursday? Let me know. 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t IiIl, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiality’ Notice: This e-mail message, including am’ attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 12:53 PM 

Mark Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa. unc.edtr~ 

Re: UNCAA Password Expiration - 14 days 

’IF2XYI’.httn 

Thanks! 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> Mark Brooks 3/27/2012 12:43 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 

I have changed your password to "unc2012!" and it should prompt you to change your password upon Iogin. The "forgot my password" route usually won’t work because we have no way 
to send you the password through your email address, at least to my knowledge. Let me know if this works for you. Thanks 

Mark Brooks 
ITS Technology Support 
UNC Athletics 
(919) 636-8988 
mark brooks@unc.edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler 3/27/2012 12:02 PM >>> 

Hello, 
At first I thought I did not remember ray passwurd correctly, but when I tried the "forgotten password" route, it does not recognize my user name, kleissle. Do you have any thoughts I what 
I am not doing COl~ectly? Thanks so much, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
University" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center fi~r Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> <admin@uncaa unc edu> 3/27/2012 8:00 AM >>> 
The password for the UNCAA account ’Am?- Kleissler’ is set to expire in 13 days 

Visit the following web site to change your pass~vord or for information on ho~v to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

http://s s. unc a a unc. edu: 8888 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site to change your password, though you will not be able to use your L~ICAA password to access ant’ other U~x,’CAA- 
authenticated services until you change your UNCAA password. 

Once you change ?’our UNCAA password, it will work Ibr another 90 days beIbre it expires again. 

If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up a "Challenge/Response" ~vhere you ans~ver a few personal questions BEFORE you forget ?’our password. Later, if you can 
answer these questions again, you can get a new password ~vithout having to contact Athletics Computer Support Just log in to the LrRL above and click "Enrollment" at the top of the 
page mentioned above and follow the instructions 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this issue, contact Christina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks and they’ll be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 



Please go to an?’ mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or Android and change your email password on it 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:31 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fa~nily Eme~ency 

Keeping in track in what way/for what purpose? The database can sho~v us Indiv tutor info such as hours worked. I can check with Brent -- I bet the db also can tell us missed session #’s. In 
the past we never kept track because absenteeism wasn’t a problem. We had upcoming absences on our radar through a couple of means: 1) knew the school breaks for the various school 
systems and which staff members taught in ~vhich district 2) as I ran study hall each day I was able to talk to each tutor; between those conversations and my daily responses to their 
feedback forms I either had more advanced notice of scheduled absences or had contingency plans if I sensed a learning assistant was having a tough time. for example, struggles 
at work last semester Does is help? 
Let me klm~V. 
Thanks 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 9:06 AM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This is from last week, but also let me kno~v she won’t be here next week. Have you been keeping track? 

Bradley RH. Bethel 
Reading and Writing Specialist 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Universi~,, of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Email: bradley.betheI@unc edu 
Office: 919-962-2237 
Ceil: 

From: @gmail cam] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:06 P 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
SubJect: Family Emergency 

tli Bradley, 

I am sorry this email comes so late in the day I’ve been called to my family home in Winston-Salem on account of a family illness. I won’t be able to make it to stu@ table tonight. 

And while I have you here, I won’t be able to work the week of my county’s spring break (April 2 and 4), I have a vacation that was scheduled before my schedule here was cemented. 

I am sooooo sorW for the poor timing. 

Thanks for your understanding, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, 9:38 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday 

TEXTf.httn 

No one else has informed me that they will be out -- probably a good idea to poll to verify 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 9:10 AM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> So far has told me she won’t be here at all, and 
> 
> Bradley R.tI Bethel 
> Reading and Writing Specialist 
> Academic Support Program l~r Student-Athletes 
> Umversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 

> Email: bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
> Office: 919-962-2237 

> From: ~gmail com] 
> Sent: Monday 3:48 PM 
> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

> Subject: Friday 
> 

> Hi Bradley I just want to let you know, I will be out of town Next Friday, april 6, so will not be able to tutor 

won’t be here on that Friday ~Vho do you have absent next week? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 10:27 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday 

TEXT.httn 

Just to clarit) -- In saying that I kno;v of no other absences next week, I was mentally figuring you had on your ra dar that yesterday I folavarded you an email Ii~om 
will be out due to break. Sorry 

Sent from my iPad 

at 9:10 AM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> So far has told me she won’t be here at all, and 
> 

> Bradley RH. Bethel 
> Reading and Writing Specialist 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> Universi~, of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 

> Email: bradley.bethel@unc edu 
> Office: 919-962-2237 

> From ~))gmaik coral 
> Sent: Mi~nday, 3:48 PM 
> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
> SubJect: Friday 
> 

> Hi Bradley. I just want to let you know, I ~vil[ be out of town Next Friday, 

won’t be here on that Friday. YVho do you have absent next week? 

, so will not be able to tutor that day 

that he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 3:05 PM 

Mark Brooks <mmbrook2@uncaa. unc.edtr* 

Re: UNCAA Password F~xpiration - 14 days 

TBNZf.httn 

It did -- thanks! 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 28, 2012, at 2:41 PM, "Mark Brooks" <mmbrook2@uncaa uric edu> }Vl-ote: 

> Hi Amy, 
> 

> Were you able to change your password and get everything working alright? Just wanted to check on you Thanks 
> 

> 

> 

> ~{ark F~ro;ks 
> ITS Technolo~’ Support 
> UNC A~letics 
> @19) 636-8988 
> mafl~ brooks@~c.edu 
> 

> >>> Amy Kleissler 3/272012 12:52 PM 
> Thanks t 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> Loude~ilk Center fi~r Excellence 
> 3~ Ridge Roa& Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-~3-8635 o 
> 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Cotffidemiali~ Notice: ~is e-mail message, including aW attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidemial and privileged itfformation. AW 
unauthori~d review, use, disclosme or distribution is prohibited. If yon are not the imended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destrW all copies of the original 
message. 
> 

> >>> Mark Brooks 3/27/2012 12:43 PM >>> 
> Hi .~y, 
> 

> I have changed your password to "unc2012t" and it should prompt you to change your password upon login. The "forgot tW password" route usually won’t work because we have no 
way to send yon the password tNongh your email address, at least to my knowledge. Let me know if this works for you. ~a~s. 
> 

> 

> 

> Mark Brooks 
> ITS Technolo~ Support 
> ~’C A~lctics 
> (919) 636-8988 
> markbrooks@~c.edu 
> 

> >>> ~y Kleisslcr 3/27/2012 12:02 PM >>> 
> 

> Hello, 
> At first I thought I did not remember my password co~ectly, but when 
what I am not doing correctly? ~a~s so much, 
> ~y 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Umversi~ of NorN Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> LoudemaiN Cen~r tbr Excellence 
> 3~ Ridge Roa~ Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-N3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 
> 

> CoN’identiali~ Notice: ~ais e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged iN~l~ation. Any 
unauthori~d review, use, discloswe or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



> 

> >>> <admin@uncaa.unc.edu) 3/27/2012 8:00 AM >>> 
> The password for the I~YNCAA account ’Am?’ Kleissler’ is set to expire in 13 days. 
> 
> Visit the following web site to change your password or for information on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 
> 

> http://ss uncaa, unc edu:8888 
> 

> After your password expires, you can still access the above site to change your password, though you will not be able to use your UNCAA password to access any other UNCAA- 
authenticated services until you change your L~TCAA password. 
> 

> Once you change your UNCAA password, it will work for another 90 days before it expires again. 
> 

> If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions BEFORE you forget your password. Later, if you 
can answer these questions again, you can get a new- password without having to contact Athletics Coraputer Support. Just log in to the URL above and click "Enrolhnent" at the top of the 
page mentioned above and follow the instructions. 
> 

> If you have questions or need additional assistance with this issue, contact Christina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks and they’ll be glad to assist you. 

> We send out these Password Expiration Notices via eruail at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

> Please go to any mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or ~amdroid and change yore email password on it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 3:41 PM 

Subject: next week 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Good afternoon! 
I hope that you are able to get outside and enjoy a bit of this beautiful day-- 
I wanted to make sure I have an accurate head count of any learning assistants ~vho will be out next ~veek Could you please let me know ASAP, even if you have already sent me word? This 
will help me triple check so I can plan accordingly 

If you ARE working next week, I need to let you know that on this end there are two updates that may impact your regularly scheduled sessions: 
* no study hall Thursday evening, April 5th for football due to team travel 

* no sessions Friday, ¯ -- university classes canceled for Good Friday. 

Thanks so much’. 
Cheers, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
UniversitT of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 u 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmation Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is prohibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe original 
message. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle,@,uncaa,unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:43 PM 

Subject: Re: next week 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

ugh -- please ignore this email -- typed instead of in the "to" line VVhoopsadaisy! I hope you are doing well’. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

ConI)dentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Ant’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Amy Kleissler 2 3:40 PM >>> 
Good afternoon! 
I hope that you are able to get outside and enjoy a bit of this beautiful day-, 
I wanted to make sure I have an accurate head count of any learning assistants who will be out next we& Could you please let me know A SAP, even if you have already sent me word? This 
will help me triple check so I can plan accordingly 

If you ARE working next week, I need to let you know that on this end there are two updates that may impact your regularly scheduled sessions: 
* no stu@ hall Thursday evening, April 5th for football due to team travel 

* no sessions Friday, -- university classes canceled [’or Good Friday. 

Thanks so much! 
Cheers, 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Ri~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 10:12 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

RE: next week update 

will let him know so you don’t need to. 

~re going to meet with Mrs Bell on Friday morning so lets hold off on you meeting with 
wouldn’t happen to be available the 9th would you? Let me know. 
Thanks’. 
A 

tomorro~v until we know what her advice is. He will be gone next week -- you 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> 3:10 PM >>> 
A - I would like to cancel my Wednesday evening session for next weel Do I need to inform Wally too? 

From: Am?- Kleissler [kleissle(~,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent Wednesday,               3:43 PM 

Sut~iect: next week update 

Good afternoun! 
I hupe that you are able to get outside and enjuy a bit ufthis beautiful day-- 

I wanted to make sure I have an accurate head count of any learning assistants who will be out next we& Could you please let me know A SAP, even if you have alrea@ sent me wurd? This 
will help me triple check so I can plan accordingly 

If you ARE working next week, I need to let you know that un this end there are two updates that may impact yuur regularly scheduled sessiuns: 

* no study hall Thursday evening, April 5th fur fuotball due to team travel 
* nu sessions Friday, April 6th -- university classes canceled for Guod Friday. 

Thanks so much! 
Cheers, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AM 

To: @live.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: 

A~tach: ’I~EXTI’.httn 

Good morning tlciend! I miss you! ~’nat class are you teaching in the I mentioned to that I kne~v a fantastic teacher in the PSYC department :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

LoudelTnilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain conlidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>                           ~@live.unc.edu>         9:24 AM >>> 

Hey Brad[ 

I’m around this if you need help My data collection &rys [’or my dissertation are Wednesday and Friday but that’s all that is really set in stone as of now. 

P.S. Another     grad student,                is interested in also getting invotved. ’]?he 
recommend to you guys. 

From: bbethel@emaihunc.edu [bbethel@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:59 AM 
Subject: 

will most likely be my last term tutoring I’m trying to lind other good people to 

To: Learning Assistants Group 

From: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistants: 

We are currently planning the schedules. Please respond if you are interested in working this , and indicate the dates you would be available and what hours. 

If you are interested in working this please indicate what and how many hours you’d be available. If you will be available in the cvening, please indicate whether or not you would be 
willing to work until 10 PM. 

Finally, please provide feedback on what has worked and what hasn’t. You can either send me a private email or post in the Fortnns. 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply- to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training ( https://sakai.unc.ed~"~p~rta~/site/547~8f54-7f8a"~69~-9edf-bb32afc2fcb8/page/f35339ab-7~c848ca-9dd5-754bf85cda99 ). 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, 10:44 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu"~ 

Subject: RE: 

A~tach: TEXFI’.httn 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inlk~rmation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>>                           ~@live.unc.edu>         9:33 AM >>> 

Likely either PSYC or PSYC Out- department coordinator is being ridiculously slow letting us all know what class assignments we all have 

From: 2,my Kleissler [kleissle(a)uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

Good morning friend! I miss your VCnat class are you teaching in the mentioned to that I knew a fantastic teacher in the PSYC department :) 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                           @live.unc.edu>         9:24 AM >>> 

Hey- Brad! 
I’m around this " if you need help. hl¥ data collection days for ray dissertation are Wednesday and Friday but that’s all that is really set in stone as of now. 

P.S. Another     grad student              , is interested in also getting involved. The 
recommend to you guys. 

From: bbethel@emaihu~ac.edu [bbethel@emaihu~ac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:59 AM 
Su’qject: 

will most likely be my last term tutoring I’m trying to find other good people to 

To: Learning Assistants Group 
From: Bradley- Bethel 
Learning Assistants: 

We are currently planning the schedules. Please respond if you are interested in working this , and indicate the dates you would be available and what hours 

If you are interested in working this please indicate ~vhat and how many hours you’d be available. If you will be available in the evening, please indicate whether or not you would be 
willing to work until 10 PM. 

Finally, please provide feedback on what has worked and what hasn’t You can either send me a private email or post in the Forums. 

This fbrwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training ( https://sakaiunc.edu/p~rta~/site/547~8f54-7f?,a~q~9~-9ed~.-bb32afc2fcb8/page/f35339ab-7~c8~8ca-9dd5-754bf85cda99 ). 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sent: Thursday, 10:59 AM 

To: @emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE: next week 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

We miss you! Hope all is well with you! Come visit if ever able 
take care, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>>                      @era ail.unc, edu>         10:26 AM >>> 

i loved seeing your name pop up in my inbox! hope all is well!    From: Am?" Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:42 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: next ~veek 

ugh -- please ignore this email -- typed instead of in the "to" line. Whoopsadaisy! I hope you are doing well! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?" 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>> Amy Kleissler 3:40 PM >>> 
Good afternoon! 
I hope that you are able to get outside and enjoy a bit of this beautiful day~ 
I wanted to make sctre I have an accurate head count of any learning assistants who will be out next week. Could you please let me know ASAP, oven if you have already sent me word? This 
will help me triple check so I can plan accordingly. 

If you ARE ~vorking next ~veek, I need to let you know that on this end there are two updates that raay impact yoctr regularly- scheduled sessions: 
* no study hall Thursday evening,         for        due to team travel 

* no sessions Friday, -- university classes canceled for 

Thanks so much’. 
Cheers, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 





From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Thursday, 3: 5 8 PM 

To: ~gmml.com:~ 

Subject: Re: next week 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Awesome! I told        that you will be working with him, and 
check with    that morning to see if could get in by 12. 
thanks again. 
A 

will be working with him in the morning The EDUC ppr is due Tuesday night Since I will be out of the office, you can 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> @gmail corn:" 12:12 AM >>> 
Hi Amy! 

I will be more than happy to work with on AFAM    ! I can emai[ you after each session to let you know what we covered and what he has left over ftom the session. 

I am also available to work with next Tuesday If he cannot come at 12, I can clock out, grab lunch, then come back at 1. It’s no problem at all! 

On at 12:07 A]VI. "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> 

> I am SOl~y tny email regarding the change in your sessions with and came to you so late yesterday. My email was too short so I wanted to give you a better idea now. Since 
you will now only have       during that ho~ that used to be all dedicated to study table activities of w-orking through the checklist, you will now- just spend the first part of the sessiun 
doing that with      , and then the two of you can focus the rest of the sessiun on AFAM    . He has been working diligently to prepare for tomorrow’s test so fingers crossed :) There is 
a binder that has some material in it that raight be of help to you, and I can also get you in touch with             , the LA who has been working with othcr students in AFAM    at 
night. I know you are an AFAM minor so you have a thorough handle on the subject, but just in case you needed to know what has been going on in the lectures, etc. Let me know. I will be 
working with him on the same class on TR at 2PM so what would be a good way for me to piggy back on what you are doing with him? You could leave me a note, shoot me a tcxt/email, etc 
whatever xvorks best for you, and let me know what you guys did, and hoxv you would like me to continue your earlier xvork xvith him into our 2PM session? You let me kmow what works 
best fi~r you and we’ll make it happen! thanks! 
> 

> 

> Next thing, I am out next Tuesday so I wanted to see if you xvould you be available to stay- past 12PM session on Tuesday? I normally work with at 1 but I am going to see if he 
can come in at 12 instead -- he and I are reading Tony Dungy’s book The Mentor Leader for his EDUC’    book report. It is a great book that is easy to digest and I think you will really 
enjoy it. -- no worries if you are unavailable so please be honest! It is definitely a book he can read independently. 
> 

> 

> let me know your thoughts when you can. 
> thanks ! 
>A 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Friday, 8:38 AM 

Kendra ttancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Re: 

TENTI’.httn 

I’ll figure it out and alter the system, thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Kendra Hancock 8:11 AM >>> 
Amy, 

is scheduled to work with and at 7 PM on Thursdays. [’or CMPL and lbr EI)UC . Is this right? 

It was pointed out on the check-in sheet from last night 

thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9146 
khancock@unc aa.unc, edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 30, 2012 8:42 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: F ulbright 

TEXTI’.htm; Fulbright.msg 

F22 -- remember him?? He asked me to write his Fulbright recommendation Guess I did a good job Now if I could only remember what I said.. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

ConfidentialiW Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Befl~el, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Mmch 29, 2012 6:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyon@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Jennit~r 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy K|eissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

MSLQ 

TEXT.hm~; Pintrich _MSLQ.pdf 

Hele’s the manual for the MSLQ You can skip the intl~oduction and just read the individual paragraphs explaining each subscale. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialisnt 

University ofNort~ CaJcolina at Chapel 

Academic Suptx~rt Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center tbr F~xcellence 

344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C          ] F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@t~nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 31, 2012 6:34 PM 

nc.rr.com 

Fwd: FORMAL NOTICE: Reminder Regarding Enchancing the Security of the Campus Network 

FILE.msg 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
EEx,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, April 2, 2012 12:33 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: STAFF MEETING 

TEXTI’.httn 

I can leave SC in time to be there if you think I should, no problem, just let me kno~v. Also, for our learning team Thursday mtgs, I camaot participate in the one on the 12th obviously, but I 
could Skype on 19th, and then plan field trip in to office for the 26th just for that mtg as a way to ease my back "back" into work 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Apr 2, 2012, at 12:23 PM. "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

All 

We will meet tomorrow for staff meeting. Please email me any agenda items. 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support :[’or Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Monday, 12:55 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Desir 

Study Gui& for Quiz 3.docx 

ally, 
I wanted to make stare that you are in the loop in case overlooks anything on Blackboard re SWAH The syllabus says the final quiz is this Wednesday, and I do not seek an?’ 

announcements on BE that say the date has been changed I have attached to this email the stud~v guide the professor posted. All of the vocab for this quiz is laid out in the powerpoints 
that the professor has posted (and      has hard copies of). I have given      worksheets that break down the steps for describing the locatinn of peopl.e/things, and also a worksheet 
for his practice. B est of all, all of the items listed on the "Study Guide for Quiz 3" have been covered in class so there are plenty of examples in the powerpoints 

I hope this helps. Let me knuw 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



For our LAST Quiz (3) you should be familiar with the following: 

1. a) Sehemu za nyumba (parts of a house): e.g. ukuta, dari, sakafu, mlango, 

dirisha, etc. 

b) Vyumba mbalimbali (Dift~rent rooms) 

c) Vitu mbalimbali katika vyumba (Different things in rooms) 

2. Describing your apartment or house. If you live in a dormitory, please describe 

your house at home. Include the following details: 

1. Jina lako 

2. Nyumba yako iko wapi? 

3. Nyumba yako ni ndogo au ni kubwa? 

4. Kuna vyumba gani? 

5. Kila chumba kina vitu gani? 

6. Unapenda chumba gani? Kwa nini? 

3. Assume your friend wants to sublet his/her apartment to you. Find out 5 things 

about this apartment. 

4. Asking where different members of the family are and what they are doing. 

5. Saying where different things and people are according to the picture given. 

6. Giving directions from one place to another (e.g. from school to home or t?om 

home to school). For this question, ! will give you the directions in English and 

you should say them in Swahili. 

Good luck! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 8:46 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: smart board 

’I~N2I’.httn 

love a good field trip! I have students tap til 130 and then going to see Dr Hooker at 130 I could go anytime aI’ter say 230 Is that good? 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 

>>> Beth Bridger 4/3/2012 1:39 PM >>> 

Amy 

(;an we take a trip over to football tomorrow to check up on our smart board? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.anc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 8:46 PM 

home < @nc.rr.com> 

resend all those docs or else print at home 

TENTI’.httn 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 12:31 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

availabili~ 

Bradley, 
As soon as you have the availabili~z for all of the LA’s for reviews during final exams, could you let me know? I will have a list of all of the sessions that the advisors ~vould like to have, so 
once we have the LA availabili~z, ~ve will work to find a compromise for anything that does not work at first glance. Let me know 
thanks, 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2X-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:00 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

does 

TEXT.htm; 

I didn’t have anything really on my computer -- eye.thing on U drive. Here is a folder ~vith the few things i found on nay computer. 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Luudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Bux 3107 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cunfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfidentia[ and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the uriginal 
message 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

To: @gmml.com:~ 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: ’I~XTI’.httn 

Good catch! Yes, he can get copies from two other teammates, and they are both fine with that. I can also access them for him usually. While I am still in the office through 
do that. After that, you can tell him to ask his advisor to help him if the tean~nate is forgetting :) 
Thanks 
A 

I can 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Universit’y’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> @gmail corn> 11:54 AM >>> 
Hi ~/~ny, 

and I noticed that the notes he has been receiving through the notes services are from AI,’RI    instead of AI,’AM    . He said he never in]2~rmed anyone of the issue, tIis solution 
is to get the notes from a teammate be]2~re coming to our sessions on Mondays and Wednesdays, I told him I thought that would be ]fine, but I wanted to run this by you. Please let me know 
what you think 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:25 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

You were busy with your meeting and I could not raise him by phone -- 
your box. 
Thanks 
A 

did not show for his appt with me today :( He has a 3 page paper due ¯ Details in the package I put in 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message¯ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 3:31 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tonight 

TENTI’.httn 

do you need me or no? 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 9:18 AM 

Marc D Cohen <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thank you 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Marc, 
It was so great to see ¥©Ut Please keep in touch -- I have faith that the bunaping road will smooth out for you soon I can only imagine that it will be hard to leave Carolina if you end up 
doing that, but I truly believe that it simply means you will be taking your talents to just as worthy (and nee@!) a classroom. You will end up learning new skills and aspects of yourself that 
are as yet untapped. 

Remember, I didn’t start this job until I was 39! Never in my life would I have envisioned that I would someday work in education, but that bumpy road dumped me here, and thank God it did! 
I can’t imagine my life without this work It used to make me very’ sad to think that I might not have a future working with these students, but somehow that sadness turned to resolve -- ifI 
can’t be here, then I am confident that I ~vill always find a way to fill that part of me, and the same is true for you! There are so many places where students would simply flourish under your 
skills, both part-time and full-tune -- traimng other teachers, fostering the skills of students at NC Central or Durham Tech, preparing high school writers for college, mentoring with at-risk 
programs, or best yet, tutoring in our department part-time! No matter where you end up job-wise, both you and your family have all you need within you already. I am confident that you 
will find your niche, your employer will value you, and your family will continue to have a great life! 
Take care, keep in touch, and all the best, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 

>>> "Cohen, Marc D" <coheumd@email unc edu> 4/5/2012 8:23 AM >>> 

Dear Wally, Jaimie, Brad, and ~y, 

Thank you for the role you played in the visit by the professors to practice. Everybody that I talked to enioyed the experience. I think that these things are excellent for building student- 
professor relationships (not to mention relationships between Academic Suppolt and the coaches with the professors). I saw professors around the room who were meeting the players in 
their classes for the first time, and others who were getting their first opportunity to have an extended discussion with their players. This can only be a good thing. 

Thanks, as al~vays, for the great ~vork you folks do in a very- difficult job, 

Marc Cohen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 2:08 PM 

rdooley@email .unc.edu; @nc.rr.com 

Re: ticket tonite in your name! 

TENTI’.httn 

Rebecca and Ray -- thank you so much! I’ll be there :) 

’]7he students who saw it last night loved it! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ihdge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> <            @nc.rr.com> 4/5/2012 12:51 PM >>> 
Amy, sorpf for late notice--there’s a ticket [’or tonite’s "Noises Ofl~’ 

~n your name, curtain at 7:30[! 
Confirm with Ray if you have time: rdooley@email.unc.edu. 
Have funt!!tttt Rebecca 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 2:19 PM 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

parking 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Nate, 
I hope this isn’t out of line, but I thought it wouktn’t hurt to ask :) My parking pass is for Craig Deck, but due to my back situation I have not been able to walk that far since New Years. 
Instead I have been either car pooling with Jaimie, or paying to park in Rams Deck. That $1 l/day is killing me. Would it be possible to get on the waiting list for a spot on stadium drive? No 
worries if not -- I will be out for a couple of weeks starting next Thursday, April 12th, for my surgery Let me know your thoughts ~vhen you can. 
THANKS! 
A 

Amy Kleissier 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:11 AM 

Re: hello 

@unc.edu> 

Perfect! I’ll see you then 
A 

Sent Ii’om my iPad 

On , at 12:52 AIVl, " @Ulac.edu> wrote: 

>Hi- Thank you :) 
> 

> I am pretty open but next Mon-Thurs I am going to be in DC but I can take 
> some this week and the ~veek after.. 
> 

> Want me to swing by Monday beibre my lpm/after my lpm and we can go 
> through it all? 
> 

> Hope you have a great Easter :) 
> 

> 

> On 7:39 PM. "Amy Kleissler" <kleiss le@uncaa.unc, edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Happy Passover :) 
>> 

>> 

>> Quick question for you -- what is your availability over the coming 
>> weeks??? My last day in the ol!fice is this We&aesday and I have a couple 
>> of sessions I would love to take over :[’or me if you were available. Let 
>> me l~ow your thoughts when you can 
>> Thanks so mucht 
>> A 
>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program ]2~r Student Athletes 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> C 

>> kleissle@un caa.unc, edu 
>> 

> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Sunday, 11:40 PM 

@bell~mth.net>; @live.unc.edu-~; Bert Wartski < 
~gmail.com>; David Bennet’t              @gmail.com>; Elizabeth Andrews 

~gmml.com>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@ancaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stol~?cegen ~ 
< ~omnge.kl2.nc.u~;>; ~emaikunc.edu>; 

~hotmail.com >; Jackson Curtis ~ ~chccs.kl2.nc.ns>; 

@chccs.kl2.nc.u~~; 

~chccs.kl2.nc.u~; 

~chccs.kl2.nc. u~; Frank Felicelli 
~!y~hoo.co~n ~- 

~gmail.com>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathrvn Gardockd <         bichccs.kl2.nc.us>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kim Jones ~chccs.kl2.nc.usv,; Kim Lindekugel 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com>; Lauren Logan < ~chccs.kl2.nc.us>; 

@gmaAl.comg Bill Melega <      ~}earthlink.net>              ~gmall.com;                    ~gmail.comg; 

Stephen Blackwell ~         @chccs.kl2.nc.us>; San@ Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>i 

~unc .eduv; Tony Yount <t,~n~young~uncan.unc .edu>; ~gmail.com>; Spencer Welbom 

<welbom@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com>; William Richards ~ ~chccs.kl2.nc.u~; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Out of the office 

Hello~- 
hope that you had a great ~veekend! 

I wanted to let you know that this Thursday,           at looooong last,                            I ~vill be on house arrest, I mean recovering at home, for a couple of weeks but hope 
to return to the office during exams If you have an?- questions or concerns ~vhile I am out of the office, please contact Wally and Bradley. 

Thanks so much, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:00 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

1PM 

TENTI’.httn 

will not be at the EXSS 1PM session because he has to be on the field early Jaimie knows and has OK’ed 
thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:24 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

GEOL 

’I~NTI’.httn 

I wanted to let you klm~V about GEOL materials in nay office to help you with your ~vork ~vith beginning next Monday. 

On the top shelf of the first bookcase in my office there is a cop?’ of the course textbook, Earth: Portrait of a Planet. Next to it you will find a textbook that I purchased, Exploring Geology 
because it contains much better diagrams and illustrations I have used this book to supplement discussions with students when they have had trouble imagining the concept described in 
their own textbook. An example would be faulting 

Also, please know that in the notebooks on the shelf labeled GEOL    (1 of 2 or 2 of) there are materials from when I took the class. The first notebook has my class notes, and the second 
notebook has summaries that I made for myself of the chapters. The second notebook also has worksheets I made for all of the topics -- although the?- are labeled by chapter for that course, 
each worksheet was a different geologic topic and so useful for anyone looking to test their depth of understanding of any g~ven topic You will also find games such as "sedimentary rock 
bingo." 

PLEASE NOTE: at the back of the second notebook are old tests that the students in that class were encouraged by the professor to use. ’]7he professor gave back each exam because he 
wanted the students to use them to prepare for the cumulative :final In addition, Professor Benniger posts all of his old exams, going back several years, which he encourages students to 
use for exam prep Similar to taking the practice quizzes on the textbook companion web sites, these old exams are a helpful way for students to see how professors expect students to be 
able to connect concepts. If found this helpful in getting students to push beyond simply spitting back definitions. As you say, "make connections with the material " If you decide to make 
any review activities for the final, you may or may not find these materials. 

Let me know if you need awthing else. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu; 

Sent: Monday, 1:55 PM 

To: @gmml.com> 

Subject: Re: Today at 5:30 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

a~vesome! thanks -- let me know. 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk (;enter [’or Excellence 
344 Ridge R~ad, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 
>>> @~cnail.com> 1:50 PM >>> 
Hi Amy[ 

No problem---let me check my schedule, we will figure out a time to meet later this week. I’ll email back soon with some possible t~nes. Glad 
hope he’s hanging out outside[ 

has a long break---it’s a beautiful day so I 

On Mon, at 1:39 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

i’m such a knucklehead!      does not go back to school until tomorrow (loooong spring break) so he actually doesn’t have awthing to work on, unless you can think of things you feel he 
needs to work on. Otherwise, are you available at all later in the week? 
sorry about this 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 (te1:919-843-8635) o 

(tel: )c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 
>>>                     @~ail.cora>        1:33 PM 

Hi Arny, 

Hope you all had a good spring break! rm planning to come today at 5:30--let me know- if that doesn’t wurk, otherwise rll see you then. 

Thanks, 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Monday, 6:17 PM 

To: @gmml.com:~ 

Subject: Re: update 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

This Wednesday is my last day. 
Tkx 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On , at 4:28 PJV~ " @gmail.com>" < @gmail corn> }Vl-ote: 

> Ok sounds good! Am I beginning with this week or next week? 

> 

> 

> 

> On , at 2:36 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> 

>> OK -- on Monday stop by Wally’s office to remind him that on N/iondays those guys will be with him, and not you? 

>> ~Ihanks 

>> A 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Amy Kleissler 

>> Universi~ nfNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> Academic Support Program :[’or Student-Athletes, Football 

>> 

>> Loudermilk Center for [gxcellence 

>> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Bo× 3107 

>> (Napel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> c 

>> kleissle@un caa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited¯ If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

>> >>> @gmail.corr~> 2:30 PM >>> 

>> No problem at all in working with on Tuesdays and Thursdays! 

>> I currently work xvith from 9-11 on Mondays, but I don’t see him until 10 on Wednesdays, so I can do the stu@ table on Wednesdays, but Monday may not work. 

>> Please let me know if any other sessions need to be covered¯ Thartk you, 

>> On , at 12:25 PM, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.~xc.edu> wrote: 

>>> I hope that you had a nice break[ Again, I really appreciate you covering some of my students while I am out :) 
>>> has class until 12:15PM on TR so he xvill not be able to meet you until 1PM on those day-s for EDUC 
>>> 

>>> Will you also be able to do: 
>>> MW 9-10AM study table with and ff so, you will meet thcm in Wally’s office starting next Monday, but y’all can ~vork down in the big reading room. 
to have access to the coraputer lab so he can print materials for class¯ I have materials for each of the guys so that you will know what they are up to and have on their horizons¯ 
>>> 

>>> Let me lcaow 
>>> Thanks! 
>>> A 

>>> .~my Kleissler 
>>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

>>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>>> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>> 919-843-8635 o 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?’ attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited¯ If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message¯ 

¯ Thanks for being so accormnodating with that meeting time. 

likes 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaaa~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 8:01 PM 

To: @ive.unc.edu"~ 

Subject: Re: Drama Paper 

A~tach: ’lEXl’.httn 

It looks great. Can you come to me lbr 8am study hall and we can look it over for final polishing? It wont take long and then you can get back to bead’s stu@ hall. Let me "know 

Thanks’. 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 7:49 PM. " @live.unc edu>" < @live unc edu> wrote: 

Dear Amy, 
I hope you like it and thank you for helping me. 

Sincerely, 

<MJdsun~ner night dream paper docx> 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:33 AM 

To: @unc.edu 

Subject: I~)RT graJnma~ 

Attach: TENTI’.httn 

Here is the ~vebsite I showed you that has ve~z good explanations of PORT grammar if it would help: 

http ://w~vw learningportuguese.co uk/grammar/ 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 I~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b’~’ reply e-mail and destro’~’ all copies of the original 
message 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:50 AM 

Kendra ttancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Re: PORT- -Cancel 

’IEXT.httn 

done 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

LoudelTnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rnad, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 
>>> Kendra Hancock 9:13 AM >>> 
Hi Amy, 

should be canceled from PORT tutoring 

Thanks, 
Kendra 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
UniyersiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9146 
khancock@unc aa.unc, edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, 8:53 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LA’s 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Brad 
Did you email 
let me know 
thanks 
A 

or do you need me to? 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, 8:53 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LA’s 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Brad 

Did yon email 

let me lo~ow 

thanks 

A 

or do you need me to? 

Amy Kleissler 

University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudennilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&t 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail mes~ge, including may attachinents, is Ii)r the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain contidential and privileged 

infom~ation. An?, unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dis~tribution is prohibited. If you me not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy all copies of the original ,nessage. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 10:03 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: LA’s 

TENTI’.httn 

Sure. I will cc you and ask them to reply to both of us in case they reply when I’m out of cormnission Thanks. Al~vays let me know ifI can help you in an?’ way. 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

at 9:44 AM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbeflael@email uric edu> wrote: 

> If you have a chance, that would be great. IDve been working on a couple projects, and this end-of-the-semester stuff is overwhelming me. 
> 

> 

> 

> Bradley R.H Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 

> Loudermilk Center J2~r Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd i Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

> C            i F (919) 962-8247 
> bradley bethel@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(h?uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 8:53 AM 
> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
> Subject: Fwd: LA’s 
> 

> 

> orl ? 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Acaderuic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 

> Loudcrmilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> ChapelHill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and ruay contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
nressage. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 11:17 AM 

@email .unc.edu> 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

availabiliVy 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning sunshine! I hope that you are doing well :) 

I have a question J2~r you -- Jaimie told me that you may have some upcoming daytime availability As you know, I will be out of the office (starting tomorrow) through the end of the 
semester for back surgery Consequently, I am looking [’or coverage my students Let me know if you would be available, starting this week or next, to do either or both of these: 

MW 12:30PM -1:45PM to work with (Currently this session ends at 1:45PM due to 2PM practice. Starting next week Wall?" may extend this session until 2:30 if you are able) 

TR 2PM - 3PM t~ work with 

Due to spring ball ending this week, thus making the students available post-2PM for the remainder of the semester, Brad or one of the academic advisors may look to add sessions for their 
students if you are available during the time before or ~[~ter the times listed above. 

Let me know your thoughts -- 
Thanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Unb,,ersi~ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes, Football 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged irffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure o1 distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edus’- 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

To: @gmail.com-~ 

Subject: :) 

Attach: ’lEX~l’.httn 

I wan~ed to share something with ynu.. the grades are coming in for the exam your students took last week~ and the gra des are mu ch improved. To quote one of the advisors, " 

money!" Kudos to you for all of your hard work and dedication to all of your students 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Footbal~ 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 R~dge Road, Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

Coafldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa,unc.edu; 

Thursday. 8:24 AM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: FW: revisions for Wed (Out of the once) 

will be out of the office from ulatil . If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email uric edu > 08:23 >>> 

Jaimie, the note below is actually something positive you can send to coach! 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, b,-C 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
C         ] F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc edu 

From: Cohen, Marc D 
Sent: Thursday, 8:02 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sut~iect: RE:          revisions for Wed 

Brad, 

I’m happy with the dwi--he really delivered on that--and I can see lots of evidence of growth in that final draft. If I see growth and a sincere effort to learn, then I’m happy. There’s alway s 
more to work on, especially in the case of        , but knowing where he was at the beginning of the semester, and considering his relative rate of learning compared to his classmates, I 
really cannot ask for more. My only regret is that I don’t have one more semester to work with him, so that you and I could address the major outstanding issues. 

THANK YOU, Brad, :[’or evewthing you’ve done to help him achieve what he has since Janua~ I hope you will count his success in my class as one of your major professional 
accomplishments of the semester. 

All best, 

Marc 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Thursday, 7:41 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: RE: revisions for Wed 
Marc, how was DWI? I told him he had 13 issues to address, and I had him pull up the papers with those issues. However, I never got to see his DWI before he turned it in. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, i’~T’ 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
C         I F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu<mailto:bradley.bethel(&unc.edu> 

From: Cohen, Marc D 
Sent: Monday, 11:17 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject:          revisions for Wed 

Hi Brad, 

Here’s hoping that your sickness has passed and that you’re feeling better 

This note is an ~zi that we workshopped paper today and that foul- groups sent him con~aents via email. The final draft is due at 5am on Wed. 

All best, Marc Cohen 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 7:08 PM 

William Richards ~ @chccs.k12.nc.u~"~ 

Re: Last day (Out of the ottice) 

will be out of the office from April 12th until April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> William Rlchards ~chccs.kl 2.nc us> 04/12/12 19:07 >>> 

Hello, 
I was trying to make a plan for prepping my guys f,ar their final exam and I 
was wondering what day ~vould be my last session with them. 

Thanks, 
William Richards 

All mail COlTespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
La~v, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 13, 2012 8:40 PM 

no reply@unc.edu 

Re: FORMAL NOTICE: Suspected causes of mumps (Out of the office) 

will be out of the office from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> "noreply@uaac.edu" <noreply@unc edu> 04/13/12 20:22 >>> 

Dear Campus Commumty: 

Over the last week there have been two UNC students suspected of having 
mumps The risk of becoming infected from this exposure is low However, 
we want to provide you with information about mumps and provide guidance 
on ~vhat to do. If you were in close contact with these students, you 
may have received a separate email notifying you of possible exposure. 

About mumps: 
Mumps is a viral illness ~vith symptoms that may include low-grade fever, 
muscle aches, unusual tiredness, loss of appetite, headache, s~velling of 
the face, on either side or both sides, in front or below the ear or 
jaw. Though medical complications can occur, most people fully recover 
from mumps. 

How mumps is spread: 
Mumps is spread through direct contact with respirato~ droplets (from 
coughing and sneezing) and sahva from an infected person. Symptoms 
usually begin 16-18 days after e×posure, but the range can be as short 
as 14 days and as long as 25 days fi-om the exposure People with mumps 
are most infectious 2 days before their symptoms begin but may be 
infectious as much as 7 days before the onset of symptoms 

What you can do: 
1) Monitor yourself for symptoms of mumps between now and May 4, 2012. 
If you develop symptoms of mumps, (especially facial swelling on one or 
both sides), you should stay home, away from others, and contact Campus 
Health (919-9(;~5-6573) immediately. 

2) Check ~2~r evidence of your itmnum~ to mumps as soon as possible 
Evidence ofimmuni~ includes: 
*    Documentation by the physician who diagnosed you with mumps, if you 
had the disease in the past, 
*    Documentation of two mumps-contmning vaccines (usually MMR) given on 
or after your first birthday and administered at least 1 month apart, or 
*    Documentation of a posiuve mumps titer (a blood test showing 
immunity). 

If you were born before 1957 you are likely ~mmune to mumps and do not 
need additional evidence of immunity. People in this age group have 
likely- had mumps in childhood. 

For additional information, please visit the CDC ~vebsite 
http ://www. cdc.g ov/mumps/. 
For questions or concerns, call Campus Health Sel~ices at 919-966-6573 
to speak with a nmse or Sue Rartkin, RN at 919-245-2340 or Judy Butler 
at 919-245-2425 at the Orange County Health Departnrent. 

Ma~ Beth Koza, director of Environment, Health and Safety 
Mary Covington, director of Campus Health Sel~’ices 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Environment, Health and Safety 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edw- 

Saturday, April 14, 2012 3:02 AM 

ttelp <help@unc.edu> 

Re: Password tbr Onyen ’kleissle’ expires soon. (Out of the office) 

will be out of the oftice from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Help <help@unc.edu> 04/14/12 03:01 >>> 

The password for the ©nyen ’kleissle’ is set to expire 
at this date and time: Sat Apr 28 11:34:15 2012 

Visit the following web site to change your password or for 
information on how- to have it reset if it was forgotten: 

https ://onyen unc. eduicgi-bin/unc id~’chpw pl 

After your password expires, you can still access the above site 
to change your pass~vord, though you ~vill not be able to use your 
Onyen to access any other Onyen-authenticated sel~zices until you 
change your password. 

Once you change your pass~vord, it will ~vork for another 90 days 
before it expires again. If you never use your Onyen, then 
disregard this notice. 

Your new ©nyen password will be copied automatically to the 
AD.UNC.I,~;DU domain l,[’you have any Laptop, l,)esktop, or handheld 
device which uses your old Onyen password to automatically login 
or re-authenticate to sep~ices using the AD.UNC EDl‘J domain 
(Exchange, for example), be sure to [ogout of those services and 
login again with your new ©nyen password within 10 minutes of 
changing it. Kyou don’t, and your devices continue to attempt 
to re-authenticate using your old ©nyen password, your 
AD.UNC EI)U account wi]l be locked for l 0 to 20 minutes, just as 
if you repeated]y tried to ]ogin with a bad password, l‘)wing 
that time you wi[] not be able to login 

If you think you might forget your pass~w~rd, consider setting up 
a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions 
BEFORE you forget your password Later, if you can answer these 
questmns again, you can get a new password without having to 
visit one of the password reset sites on campus. Just click 
"Challenge-Response" at the top of the page mentioned above and 
follow the instructions. 

Answers to many common questions and a list of some ©nyen 
related services can be found by visiting the web site: 

http:i/help.unc.edu,’3247 

If you have questions or need additional assistance with this 
issue, contact the ITS Response Center at 919-962-HELP and we’ll 
be glad to assist you. 

We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email 
at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

This message is being sent to the electronic mail address 
associated with the Onyen ’kleissle’ in the LrNC Campus Directory. 
If this address is not your preferred electronic mail address, 
you may change it by visiting the Campus Directory web site: 

http://dir.tmc.eduidir/homei 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu"~ 

Monday,             8:44 AM 

@gm~fil.com> 

Re: Mondays at 5:30 (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the oftice from until 

@amail.com> 

¯ If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel¯ 

08:44 >>> 

Hi Am?’, 

I hope your surgery last week ~vas successful and that your recovery 
going well! 

I’m plamaing to work with     today at 5:30, so let me kiaow if that will 

be alright Now that spring break is over, are Mondays usually a good 
time? I can check in evew week to make sure, or just sho~v up on Mondays 
at 5:30---either way is fine 

Thanks, and good health wishes-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 16, 2012 8:50 AM 

Google Ca]endax <calendar-notificafion@google.com:~; Amy Byrne Kleissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Reminder: send ont TIMS reminder @ Mon Apr 16 9ran - 9:30am (Tntors/Meutors) (Out of the office) 

I will be out of ~]ae office frorn April 12th ur~til April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wall?’ Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 04/16/12 08:50 >>> 

more details ~<https://www.~oogle corn/calendar/event? 
action VIE;V&eid cH~rk~Td~bTBvYn©4biR2MG8xcXZw~Tk~NTI~v~A~‘cMiA~MTZL‘~T~wMDAwW~2dHJmaW12~C,t~%~N~k4Z%~biNxd~BZ~n> 
send out TIMS reminder 
When 

Mon Apr 16 9am ~ 9:30am Eastern Time 
Calendar 

Tutors/Mentors 
Who 

kleissle@email.unc.edu - creator 

Invitation from Google Calendar<https://www.goo~le.com/calendar"> 

You are receiving this email at the account kleiss]e@email unc.edu because you set a reminder ~2)r this event on the calendar Tutors/Mentors. 

You can change your reminders for specific events in the event detai]s page in https:i/www.~oogIecom/calendar/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, April 16, 2012 1:36 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: RE: today’s meeting (Out of the office) 

will be out of the oftice from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Beth Bridger 04/16/12 13:36 >>> 

reading pleasure... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Lr>,-C -Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc a a uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, April 16, 2012 4:47 PM 

Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Welcome to the N4A! (Out of the otfice) 

will be out of the office from April 12th until April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Megan Albidrez <mcalbidr@ncsu.edu> 04/16/12 16:46 >>> 

Hello, 
I wanted to send a quick email welcoming you to the N4A. I am the Region 
II Representative and ~vould be happy to answer any questions that you have 
about the organization. I hope that you are able to make it to the 
National Conference in Buffalo. Please make sure you register for it and 
book your hotel room asap because it is filling up quickly Here is the 
link for more information about the National Convention: 
http://nfoura org/convention/Hope to see all of you at the Region iVleeting. 

Megan 

Megan C Albidrez 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
North Carolina State University 
300 Case Academic Center 
Campus Box 7104 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7104 
919-515-4501 
919 -515-1619 (l~x) 
megan~ albidrez@ncsu.edu 
http ://ncsu edu/aspsa/ 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business that 
are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 
Records Law They are retained and may be disclosed to third parties" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 9:33 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richm’d <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: GEOL 

TEXTI’.httn 

Wally 

Sent iicom my iPad 

On , at 9:00 AM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Amy, are you recovering as hoped? I hope so. We miss you. 

Question: Do you remember if we found someone to take your £~P#,TF 10 AM study table session with 

Bradley RH. Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 

Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C            i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@ unc.edu 

From: >~any Kleissler [mailto:kleissleO~uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:24 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: GEOL 

I wanted to let you know about GEOL materials in my office to help you with your work with 

and a couple others? 

beginning next Monday 

> On the top shelf of the first bookcase in nry office there is a copy of the course textbook, Earth: Portrait of a Planet. Next to it you will find a textbook that I purchased, Exploring Geology 
because it contains nmch better diagrams and illustrations. I have used this book to supplement discussions with students xvhen they have had trouble imagining the concept described in 
their own textbook. An exanrple would be faulting. 
> 

> Also, please know that in the notebooks on the shelf labeled GEOL (1 of 2 or 2 of ) there are materials frora when I took the class. The first notebook has my class notes, and the 
second notebook has summaries that I made for myself of the chapters. The second notebook also has worksheets I made for all of the topics -- although they are labeled by chapter for that 
course, each worksheet was a different geologic topic and so useful for anyone looking to test their depth of understanding of any given topic. You xvill also find games such as 
"sedimentalT rock bingo." 
> 

> PLEASE NOTE: at the back of the second notebook are old tests that the students in that class were encouraged by the professor to use. The professor gave back each exam because he 
wanted the students to use them to prepare for the cumulative final. In addition, Professor Benniger posts all of his old exanrs, going back several years, which he encourages students to 
use for exam prep. Similar to taking the practice quizzes on the textbook conrpanion web sites, these old exams are a helpful way for students to see how professors expect students to be 
able to cotmect concepts. If found this helpful in getting students to push beyond simply spitting back definitions. As you say, "make connections with the material." If you decide to make 
any review activities for the final, you may or may not find these materials. 
> 

> Let nre know- if you need anything else. 
>A 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, Football 
> 
> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Road, Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including an?- attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged infolrnation. An?, 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr’- 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 11:16 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.mac.edu> 

Re: Dennis Cmddock Retirement Celebration (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the oftice froln April 12th tmtil April 30th. If you need assistance dtu-ing this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Be*}l 3~ller 04/17/12 11:14 >>> 

On behalf of Bubba Curmingham, I would like to invite you to attend a retirement celebratioa ti)r Dermis Craddock on May 7, 2012, from 12:00 p.m - 2:00 p.m. in Bowles Hall. 

Please RSVP tl~rough the link provided below. 
~7new evite.co*rg?utm source=other email&utm medium=email&utm content=text&utm campaian=h°st conf~view invite:eid=0220.a~ARBSZI3CIAZ2EPBQKCEKKISB4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:09 PM 

Tom TimmermaJ~s <timmerma~s@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CCI laptops (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the oftice from uaatil . If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Tom Timmermans 12:08 >>> 

All, 

Can you please let me know ~vho from the below is graduating and not returning next year. 

Thanks, 

Tom 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 9:16 PM 

OUC - RCP <research compliance@unc.edu> 

Re: FORMAL NOTICE: PROHIBITION ON USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS (Out of the oltice) 

will be out of the office from April 12th tmtil April 30th. If you need assistance dm-ing this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> OUC - RCP <research compliance@tmc.edu> 04/18/12 21:04 >>> 

IVIEMORANDLrM 

PROHIBITION ON USE OF SOCJAL SECLff~ITY ik~rMBERS 

and 

COLLECTIOik\ RETENTION and DISPOSAL OF RECORDS CONTAIik~qG SOCIAL SECUff~ITY 

NUMBERS and SENSITIVE, IDENTIFYING I~FOP~IATION 

To: Deans, Directors and Department Chairs 
CC: Admissions Officers Business Managers HR Facilitators 
Infomaation Technology Staff 
Research Administration Staff 
From: University Committee on the Protection of Personal Data 
Juliann Telmey, HIPAA Privacy Officer, Chair and 
Stan Waddell, Executive Director & Information Security- Officer, 
Information Technology Services 

Date: April 19, 2012 

Umversity departments and employees are not permitted to collect or 
retain social security numbers. This rule is subject to only two 
exceptions: (1) a governmental authority requires the collection or 
retention of social securi~ numbers, or (2) a department has a 
previously approved business reason to do so Confirming an 
individual’s identi~ using a social security number is prohibited 
unless a department satisfies one of these two exceptions. 

Any department that collects or retains social security numbers must 
file a disclosure statement Instructions to complete this statement may 
be 12~und at: http://wwwunc.edu/depts/legalissn/Existing records, 
documents, and files that contain social security numbers or other 
sensitive and identifying iNk~rmation must be handled with care An?" 
such materials that must be retained pursuant to a department’s archival 
procedures should be redacted unless a governmental authority or 
approved business reason requires the use of social security numbers If 
it is not possible to redact archlved records, documents or files, they 
must be stored securely. 

If records, documents, or files that contain social security numbers or 
other sensitive and identi~ing m[’ormation need not be retained under a 
department’s archival procedures, they should be shredded without delay. 

For more itffom~ation call the Research Compliance Program at 
919-843-9953 or write to researchcompliance@unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Research Compliance Program 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. April 19, 2012 6:27 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaxd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <blidgerb@email.unc.edu-~; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@nncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Mission, Philosophy, New Objectives 

TEXT.htm 

Brad and the gang, 
I apologize for being slow to reply. I think the group has craRed a unique and foundational piece from which the program can build -- 
> a clear mission to the campus academic commum~ 
> a clear message to coaches and students 
> and finally, sets forth a clear mandate for how the department must structure, staff; perform, and monitor itself. 

Thanks for including me in the process 
Amy 

Sent from m5’ iPad 

On Apr 18, 2012, at 12:54 PM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethe]@emai].unc.edu> wrote: 

> See attached. 

> 

> Bradley R.H. Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

> 

> Loudcmfilk Center for Excellence 

> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (9195 962-2237 

> C            i F (919) 962-8247 

> bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

> 

> <Working Draft Learning Enhancement Program. docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Thursday. 7:22 AM 

@gmail.com:~ 

Re: ExaJn Week Tutoring (Out of the office) 

will be out of the oftice from uaatil . If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> @gmail.com> 07:21 >>> 

My guys wanted to keep the same times for exam week that we use now on M-W, 
their exams are on Thursday. 
M& W 7-8 and : and 
Desir - Af-~n 
M&W 8-9 and : - Indian Histo~z 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:06 PM 

Eric Stoffregen < ~chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

Re: Rocks & Minerals (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the oftice from April 12th until April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Eric Stoffregen ~chccs kl2.nc us> 04/19/12 14:05 >>> 

Good afternoon Amy, 

Would it be possible to get your box of rocks & minerals to use tonight 
from 7-9 PM? 
Thanks veW much. 

Eric 

Eric Stoffi-egen 
Science Instructor 
Chapel Hill High School 

@chccs.kl2.nc.us 
(919)929-2106 x 1203 

All mail correspondence to and fi-om the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
CiD" Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:16 PM 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Fwd: Rocks & Minerals 

TENTI’.httn 

Top shelf of bookcases in my office 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

Begin forwardedmessage: 

> From: "Eric Stoffregen < @chccs kl2.nc us>" @chccs kl2.nc us> 
> Date: April 19, 2012 2:05:48 PMEDT 
> To: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subject: Rocks & Minerals 
> 

> Good a~ternoon 2,my, 

> Would it be possible to get your box of rocks & minerals to use tonight from 7-9 PM? 
> Thanks very much. 

> Fsic 

> Eric Stolt?:egen 
> Science Instructor 
> Chapel tliH High Schoo[ 

>          @chccs k12.nc.us 
> (919)929-2106 x 1203 

> All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
> City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
> Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
> parties, including law enforcement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Friday, April 20~ 2012 6:33 AM 

PAYROLLNOTIFY@unc.edu 

Re: YOUR CHECK STUB IS AVAILABLE (Out of the ottice) 

will be out of the oftice from April 12th u~atil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> "PAYROLLNOTIF’Y@unc,edu" 4pA’I’ROLL~’NOTWY@unc.edu> 04/20/12 06:05 >~> 

Today- is a payday for the Biweekly Payroll. To access your pay itfformatton, go to 
h_ttp :i/finance.unc.edu/universit’~’-controller/payroll-services/welcome html 
and select the E-Pay/Direct Deposit Paystub Log In under Quick Links. After you 
login using your Onyen and Onyen password, select View Current Paystub under the 
Employee Menu to access your pay information for today’s payroll. 

Please note that your leave information is now being provided to you in the upper 
right hand corner of the stub. These amounts are your leave totals as of the end 

of the prior pay cycle. 

Thank you. 

Payroll Set, rices 
The Universit2~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 6:28 PM 

@gmail .com> 

Re: Summer school (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the oftice from until . If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> @gmail.com> 18:28 >>> 

Hi Am?’, 

This is          one of the tutor and I am email you also to see if you 
need any stammer assistance for the summer school. Please let me know and I 
will be glad to help 

Thank you 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu~ 

Sunday, April 22, 2012 8:34 PM 

Elizabeth Giduz <      ~nc.rr.com> 

Re: Phot~ from Apr 22, 2012 (Out of the ottice) 

I will be out of the office from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>~,> Elizabeth Giduz < ~nc.rr corn> ~4/22/12 20:33 ~>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sunday, 10:12 PM 

@chccs.kl2.nc.us-~ 

Re: monday tutoring (Out of the once) 

will be out of the oftice from uaatil If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>>                         @chccs kl 2 nc.us> 22:11 >>> 

Amy, I will not be able to attend monday night’s tutoring session. 
I will be out of town helping my inlaws who are ill. I told Wallly 
last wed. but ;vanted to let you know I will be back for Wed night 
thanks, 

All mail COlTespondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
La;v, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, 10:28 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: monday tutoring 

TEXTI’.httn 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: " @chccs.kl2.nc.us>" < 
Date: 10:11:37 PMEDT 
To: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: monday tutoring 

Amy, I will not be able to attend monday night’s tutoring session. 
I will be out of town helping my inlaws who are ill. I told Wallly 
last wed but wanted to let you know I will be back for Wed. night. 
thanks, 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Can-boro 
City’ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 

@chccs.k 12.nc.us> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, April 23, 2012 12:44 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [ EXSS89.001 .SP12 - Announcement ] IMPORTANT - Final Comm~mication 

TEXTI’.httn 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "TheUmversityofNorthCaroIinaatChapelHiH" <no-reply@sakai unc.edu> 
Date: April 22, 2012 11:00:29 PMEDT 
To: "EXSS89 001 SP12" <no-reply@sakai unc.edu> 
Subject: [ EXSS89.001 .SP12 - Announcement ] LV2PORTANT - Fina[ Communication 

An announcement has been added in the "EXSS89 001 .SPl 2" site at The Umversity of North Carolina at Chape[ Hill (https://sakai.uncedu/portalisite/cl b68925-1fd0-4ce9-a7c0- 
6381 fddef23b) 

Subject: IMPORTANT - Fina[ Communication 

Group: Site 

Message: 

See attached. 

Attachments: 
EXSS 89 Final Communication.pdf: https://sakai.unc.edu/access/content/attachmentic 1 b68925-1 fd0-4ce9-a7c0-638 lfddef23b/Annotmcements/188eab7c-c9el 4b7b-930d- 

04580dSbfSa5/EXS S%2089%20Fmal%20Conmatmication.pdf 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.eduiportal)from the FNSS89.001.SP12 site. 
You can modi£¥ how- you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:29 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: EDUC 

’I~N2I’.httn 

I don’t know...ifyou all needed a drama review or something, or or anyone else could use some attention 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On , at 6:07 PM. "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> I feel like this may be a violation of doctor’s orders .what exactly do you think you will come and do? 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridget 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
> >>> Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 4:16 PM >>> 
> Hi all, 
> How are you?! Believe it or not, but today is actually the first day where I have felt sort of human[ I know y’all came to visit me last week, I remember eating your yummy meal, and I have 
your beautiful flowers here next to my bed, but other than that, evepithing else about the last we& is pretty much bst in in?’ memory bank. I can’t decide if I feel more human today because 
of the brisk breeze when I took my PT walk, or the Starbucks latte that a friend brought me :) 
> 

> I wanted to see if you need me for anything. My will be meeting for math tutoring at the Academic (;enter 5-7 this Wednesday so I could come with him, and then he 
can simply find a spot in the building to keep working on his own while i work for as long as you need me Let me know what you think. 
>A 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 

> On at 3:50 PM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Beth and I will hold revie~v sessions for EDUC at the following tirnes: 
>> Wednesday 6 PM 
>> Thursday 12 PM 
>> Thursday 6 PM 
>> Friday 12 PM 
>> Bradley R.H. Bethel i Reading and YVriting Specialist 
>> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> Loudem~ilk Center for Excellence 
>> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (.919) 962-2237 

>> C            i F (919) 962-8247 
>> bradley.bethel@unc, edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday, 9:41 PM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: EDUC 

TENJI’.httn 

As I said, why don’t I come in for we’d 7pm? I find the delay on Skype makes conversations stilted. Or could do bef 7pm? 

Sent Ii~om my iPad 

On at 9:00 PM. "<wricha@uncaa uric edu>" <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hello Amy Glad to hear you are coming along. I would like to know it’you are willing to sk)’pe ;vith for a 7pm session this wed in preparation for his friday swahili final 
> Wall?- 
> Sent :From lay Verizon Wireless BlackBelTy 

> From: ""Am?" Kleissler "" <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> 
> Date: Mon,             16:16:39 -0400 
> To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard<bbethel@email unc.edu> 
> Cc: Jaimie Leeqjaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet--.overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subject: ?uff-8?B?UmU6IEVEVUMgNDQx ?> 
> Hi all, 
> How are you?! Believe it or not, but today is actually the first day where I have felt sort of human[ I know y’all came to visit me last week, I remember eating your yummy meal, and I have 
your beautiful flowers here next to my bed, but other than that, everything else about the last we& is pretty much lost in my memory bank. I can’t decide if I feel more human today because 
of the brisk breeze when I took my PT walk, or the Starbucks latte that a :Friend brought me :) 
> 

> I wanted to see if you need me for anything. My will be meeting for math tutoring at the Academic (;enter 5-7 this Wednesday so I could come with him, and then he 
can simply find a spot in the building to keep working on his own while i work ~k~r as long as you need me Let me know what you think. 
>A 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 

> On , at 3:50 PM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Beth and I will hold review sessinns for [~DUC at the following t~nes: 
>> 

>> Wednesday 6 PM 
>> Thursday 12 PM 
>> Thursday 6 PM 
>> Friday 12 PM 
>> 
>> Bradley R.H. Bethel i Reading and YVriting Specialist 
>> Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> 

>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T @19) 962-2237 

>> C            i F (919) 962-8247 
>> bradley-.bethel@unc, edu 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:13 AM 

Wally Richardson <wrich@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: EDUC 

’I~XTI’.httn 

I see surgeon tomorro~v. Will talk to him and let u know. I would be driven on Wednesday and I want to begin to get a gauge of what my stamina is like 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 10:42 PM. "<~vricha@uncaa.unc.edu>" <~vricha@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Amy, 
> I donwant to be responsible for you having a setback inyour recovery Skype is fine if you are able. He has a review session for educ @ 6 on wednesday I would like for him t ~vork 
with you at 7 if that works for you. 
> Wally 
> Sent from lay Verizon Wireless BlackBelTy 
> From: ""Amy Kleissler "" <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> 
> Date: Mon,             21:54:56 -0400 
> To: Waliy Richardson<wricha@uncaa.unc edu> 
> Subject: ?uff-8?B?UmU6]B’~;’~.JMgNDQx ?> 
> Talked with Wed at 5, 6, or 7 at the AC for fabby definitely preferable for me. Give me a chance to test my sea legs outside of the house :) 

>A 

> Sent from my iPad 

> On , at 9:00 PM. "<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>" <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hello Amy Glad to hear you are coming along. I would like to know if you are willing to skype with for a 7pm session this wed in preparation for his friday swahili final 
>> Wally 
>> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
>> From: "" Amy Kleissler "" <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> 
>> Date: Mon,             16:16:39 -0400 
>> To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard<bbethel@email.unc.edu> 
>> Cc: Jaimie Lee<jaimielee@uncaa.unc edu>; Tia Overstreet<overstre@uncaa.unc edu>; Wally Richardson<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> Subject: ?utf-8?B?UmI~NIEVEVUMgNDQ~ ?>> 
>> Hi all, 
>> How are you?t Believe it or not, but today is actually the first day where I have felt sort ofhmnant I know y’all came to visit me last week, I remember eating your yurmW meal, and I have 
your beautiful flowers here next to my bed, but other than that, evelNthing else about the last week is pretty much lost in my memory barN. I can’t decide if I feel more haman today because 
of the brisk breeze when I took my PT walk, or the Starbucks latte that a friend brought me :) 

>> I wanted to see if you need me for anything. My     will be meeting                for math tutoring at the Academic Center 5-7 this Wednesday- so I could come with him, and tl-lcn 
he can simply find a spot in the building to keep working on his own while i work for as long as you need me. Let me know- what you think. 
>> A 
>> 

>> Sent from rrly iPad 
>> 

>> On , at 3:50 PM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Beth and I will hold review sessions for EDUC at the following times: 
>>> 

>>> Wednesday 6 PM 
>>> Thursday 12 PM 
>>> Thursday 6 PM 
>>> Friday 12 PM 

>>> Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and YVriting Specialist 
>>> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

>>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>>> 344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

>>> C             ] F (919) 962-8247 
>>> brad ley.bethel@unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 10:17 AM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EDUC 

’I~NSI’.httn 

Hi five! Read that same Chronicle alticle arid was mentally high-fiving you. The comment chain convo was veli’ interesting as well. I am actually taking field trip to the of~t)ce today at 5 -- jack 
has math tutoring with See you then or this wknd. 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 9:55 AM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> Amy, I hope te come visit you this weekend. I have a lot to tell you. We miss you, but stay home and keep recovering High fives! 
> 
> Bradley RH. Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

> C,            i F (919) 962-8247 
> bradley.bethel@ unc.edu 
> 

> From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday,              4:17 PM 
> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Beth Bridget 
> Cc: Jaimie Lee; Tia Overstreet; Wally Richardson 
> Subject: ?uff-8?B?UmU6]EVI~VUMgNDQx 7> 
> Hi all, 
> How are you?! Believe it or not, but today is actually the first day where I have felt sort of human! I know y’all came to visit me last week, I remember eating your yummy meal, and I have 
your beautiful flowers here next to my bed, but other than that, everything else about the last week ~s pretty much lost in my memory bank. I can’t decide if’[ feel more human today because 
of’the brisk breeze when I took my PT walk, or the Starbucks latte that a friend brought me :) 
> 

> I wanted to see if you need me for anything. My ~,dll be meetin~ for math tutoring at the Academic Center 5-7 this Wednesday so I could come with him, and then he 
can simply lind a spot in the building to keep working on his own while i work for as long as you need me. Let me know what you think 
>A 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 

> On at 3:50 PM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Beth and I will hold revie~v sessions for EDUC at the following times: 
> 

> Wednesday 6 PM 
> Thttrsday 12 PM 
> Thursday 6 PM 
> Friday 12 PM 
> 
> Bradley- R.H. Bethel i Reading and ~Vriting Specialist 

> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

>               F (919) 962-8247 
> bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

Sub jet�: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc,edu’- 

Wednesday,             2:04 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Student-Athlete Graduation     [RSVP ASAP] (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the oflice from . If you need assistance dm-ing this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>: 14:04 >>> 

Good Afternoon, 

You are receiving this email because all or most of your student-athletes have not yet RSVP’d for the Student-Athlete Graduation on 
@ 2:30PM in the Alun’mi Center. Please 

encore-age them to respond "yes" or "no" before 12noon tomorrow ( 

Here’s the Link: ~,/paperlessl,,~/HQ2WZ2 

Thank you, 

Graduate Intern in Student-Athlete Development 
Graduate Student in SociologT 

~uncaa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 3:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: celebrate the last day of classes... 

TEXTI’.httn 

Save me a piece for 5pm! 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Apr 25, 2012, at 2:55 PM, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

WITH CHOCOLATE 

Enjoy, in the breakroom! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support :[’or Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 8:42 AM 

Kent Pem~ington <kp@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: there axe some apps on your computer that I need to update (Out of the office) 

will be out of the oftice from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Kent Pelmington 04/26/12 08:42 >>> 

There are some applications on your workstation that I need to update. The process should take a few minutes. Please go to http://support uncaa unc.edu at your earliest convenience and 
click on my name and download~’l-Uaa the installer and allow shared control when prompted. I am available until 11 am and then from 1 to 2pm. schedule subject to change should I get called 
a~vay 

Thanks for your attention and time. 

All I do is update’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 9:44 AM 

Kent Pem~ington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: there are some apps on your computer that I need to update 

’I~XYI’.httn 

I’m out of office but will be in for a few hours next week. I can give you my pass~vord if you want to get on there now. Let me kno~v. 
Thanks. 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 26, 2012, at 8:42 AM, "Kent Pennington" <kp@uaacaa uric edu> wrote: 

> There are some applications on your workstation that I need to update. The process should take a few minutes. Please go to http://support.uncaa.unc.edu at your earliest convenience and 
click on my name and download/run the installer and allow shared control when prompted. I am available until 11 am and then from 1 to 2pro schedule subject to change should I get called 
away. 
> Thanks [’or your attention and time 
> Kent 
> 

> All I do is update! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 9:56 AM 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: there are some apps on your computer that I need to update 

TENTf.httn 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 26, 2012, at 9:48 AM, "Kent Pennington" <kp@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

> you can do that and I can run over and take care of it. enjoy your time away. 
> 

> >>> Amy Kieissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/26/2012 9:43 AM >>> 
> Kent, 
> I’m out of office but will be in for a few hours next week. I can give you lay password if you want to get on there now. Let me know 
> Thanks 
>A 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 
> On Apr 26, 2012, at 8:42 AM. "Kent Pennington" <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> ~[]aere are some applications on your workstation that I need to update. The process should take a few minutes. Please go to http://support uncaa.unc.edu at your earliest convenience 
and click on my name and download/run the installer and allow shared control when prompted. I am available until 1 lain and then from 1 to 2pm. schedule subject to change should I get 
called away 
>> Thanks for your attention and time. 
>> Kent 
>> 

>> All I do is updatet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, April 27, 2012 5:39 AM 

Bert Wartski < ~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: Sunday (Out of the 

will be out of the office from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Bert Wartski < @chccs kl 2.nc.us> 04/27/12 05:38 >>> 

Good morning, 

I hope you are well I was a bit confused last week on when I was supposed 
to be where. I thought that Wednesday (4/25) was my last day at UN(?, so I 
made plans to travel to Myrtle Beach for my daughters Soccer Tournament (I 
couldn’t go in the fall because of UNC). Then I found out that we were 
supposed to work until the students had their final. Man, I hate being 
confused! 

I don’t think rll be able to make it Suaaday, but will be able to work on 
Wednesday. I’m sorW about being such a bonehead! 

Bert 

All mail con-espondence to and Iicom the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:12 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Hey Amy. I~s, (Out of the office) 

will be out of the oftice from 

>>~" ~@hve.unc.edu> 

If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

22:11 >>> 

Hey Am?-. This is                       sent me the text you sent. The plays are: Fences, The Good Woman of Setzuan, Waiting for Godot and Angels in America. If you could, noti~z me 
what time you are reviewing on Monday for Drama 

Exercise and Sport-Science Major/ 
Universils’ of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Saturday, 11:15 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Hey Amy. I~s 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

I’m pretty- sure noon See u there 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On at 10:11 PM. @live.unc.edu>’ @llve.uaac.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Hey Amy This is sent me the text you sent. The plays are: Fences, The Good Woman of Setzuan, Waiting for Godot and Angels in America. If you could, notit) 
me what time you are reviewing on-Monday for ~kama 
> 

> 

> Exercise and Sport-Science Mi~jori 
> Universi~,, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>         @[ive.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 12:16 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: a "new" tradition 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Oooooo! I’m gomaa make it my goal for the week to walk there! rll see ?"all there. Keep me posted on time 
Miss you Have ?’our dishes I have pt at 9 this Thursday with dr hooker Will u be in around 10 for me to give them to u? I could leave with someone else of your choice ifu aren’t in. 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On May 1, 2012, at 12:01 PM. "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa unc edu> ~vrote: 

Not that has been stated as a tradition thus far, but we may have started one 

Staff End of Finals Celebration 

Lunch at the DiHo (~.xmadillo Grill) on FRIDAY!! 

I would say, plan to leave around 11 so we can get there before the lunch crowd by 1130! 

All are welcome, let me know if you are interested! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:16 AM 

Lauren Loga~ < @chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: ECON (Out of the of~e) 

will be out of the office from If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel¯ 

>>> Lauren Logan ~ .~chccs kl2.nc us> 07:16>>> 

Good morning eye,zone, 

I met with                 last night and we mapped out a study plan for 
their final on Friday I think that the?’ would be better served spending 
time on Thursday evening looking over practice problems rather than having 
a session with me (and each other)¯ Going over terms,etc, in a group format 
will probably not be helpful the night before their exam. I told them that 
I would run this by you, but I think that they should spend that time 
stu@ing individually. I know that I do not have an earlier session 

¯ has finished with his semester) and do not think that it makes sense to 
come in for the 8 session with 

think that they can do well on this exam if they prepare in the way that 
we discussed¯ :) 

Thanks so much and please let me know if this sounds like an acceptable 
arrangement¯ 
Have a fantastic day, 
Lauren 

*Lauren Logan* 
*Social Studies Teacher* 
*Chapel Hill High School* 
*(919) 929.2106 x1243* 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Ci~" Schunls is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Friday, May 4, 2012 5:59 AM 

S usan Antaki <          ~b~gmail.com> 

Re: Invoice (Out of the ol’I]ce) 

I will be out of the office froln April 12th m~til April 30th. If you need assistance dm-ing this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Susan Antaki < @glnail.com> 05/04/12 05:58 >>> 

Hi Amy, 
I have not sent you an invoice in quite a while. Sorry about that. iVly 
daughter was married two weeks ago and it was extremely busy before and 
even a week after so [ will ser~d you one via email today It will cover 

Feb. iVlarch, April and any sessions projected for May 
Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 11, 2012 10:08 AM 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.unc.e&~> 

Re: 2012-2013 Parking Permits (Out of the office) 

will be out of the oftice from April 12th until April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> "Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email uric edu> 05/11/12 10:07 >>> 

By now- you should have received your 2012-2013 Parking Permit Application, if not I’ve attached a blank application. 

The allocation for our units are: 
Cralge Deck (CD) 
Smith Center (S 11) 

Please send me your completed application by Friday, May 18th so that I can process your application. If you choose not to use one of our locations, please send me an email letting me 
know-, that way I won’t be looking for your application 

If you would like to em-oll in the CAP (Commuter Alternative Program), you ~vill be able to register online at ,a~vw.@s.unc.edu<http://www.dps unc.edu> beginning July 16th - mark your 
calendars 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr [’or Student Success & Academic Counseling 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 2203 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-10d6 (ph) 

919-843-5341 Ok) 

kaHison@email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 8:55 AM 

Kent Pem~ington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ipad email 

Kent, 
Good morning, 
I hope you are doing well. I just got a ne~v iPad, but forgot to look up the account info for receiving my L~,-CAA email on my old one before all the information on it was wiped 

Would you be able to send me the directions so that I can receive my work email through nay iPad? 
Center tomorrow, Monday, May 14th from @11AM to 3PM and I ~vill have the iPad with me if that would be easier for you. 

but plan on being at the Academic 

Please let me know your thoughts when you can Thank you so much, I hope that you enjoy your weekend and are not swept up in all the graduation activities! 
Cheers, 
Am?’ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kle~ssle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 3:38 PM 

Kent Pem~ington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ipad email 

Kent, 
You are brilliant’. Thank you so much! 
Have a great day, 
Am?’ 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
LEX-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Kent Pemaington 05/13/12 9:36 AM >>> 

go to settings: mail, contacts, calendars: add account... : microsoft exchange: enter your email, usemame, password and description of UNCAA. leave domain blank and hit next. then hit 
continue and enter mobile uncaa.unc.edu in the sel-,zer address and next. make sure all selections are on and click done. 

>>> Amy Kleissler 5/13/2012 8:54 A~/I >>> 

Kent, 
Good morning, 
I hope you are doing well I just got a new iPad, but forgot to look up the account info for receiving my UNCAA email on my old one before all the information on it was wiped. 

Would you be able to send me the directions so that I can receive my work email through my iPad? 
(;enter tomorrow, Monday, May 14th from @ 11 AM to 3PM and I will have the iPad with me if that would be easier liar you 

but plan on being at the Academic 

Please let me know your thoughts when you can. Thank you so much, I hope that you er~ioy your weekend and are not swept up in all the graduation activities! 
Cheers, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaaa~nc.edu-~ 

Sunday,             3:38 Plvl 

@gmaJl.com 

Re: out of town Monday 

Thanks 
A 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

Hi Amy, 

1:49 PM >>> 

I think I mentioned it last ~veek, but this is ust a reminder that I’ll be 
out of town in          this Monday               I’ll get in touch 
mid-week about maybe meeting another day 

Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 11:38 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: thinking abxmt you 

TEXT.httn 

B eth, 
Thank you so much for your note! I swear if I had a daily dose of your optimism that would carry me tl~rough anything! So glad that I will see you tomorrow I need to find one floor/office 
to camp out in so if you are around, I’ll pick yours and the girls will just have to step all over me! 

Thanks again for everything! 
A 

Sent from mY iPad 

On May 13, 2012, at 8:42 P]VI, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

> z’,~\,f Y 
> 

> However, I know you are strong and will corae through this like a champ. My only complaint is not having you at work. Just isn’t the same. But don’t worry about work, we want you back, 
but when you are completely healthy and tea@! 
> 

> Please let me know what I can do to help! I ara al~vays good for some spaghetti pie! 
> 

> LOVE YOULOTS! 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridget 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNTo-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 3:56 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaacd <bbethel@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Plmming Ahead 

’IEXTf.httn 

Ok, when is it, the weekend of the 9th? That sounds good. Hope I’m creative enough! You ~vill have to give me ideas :) 
A 

Sent from lrly iPad 

On May 15, 2012, at 3:49 PM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Amy, I realize how important it is for you to keep busy, and so I will think of some tasks for you to do from home How ~vould you feel about turning my PowerPoint presentation for N4A 
into a Prezi show? 
> 
> Bradley RH. Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

> Chal~el Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 
> C,            i F (919) 962-8247 
> bradley.bethel@ unc.edu 
> 

> From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 3:04 PM 
> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
> Cc: Jaimie Lee; Tia Overstreet; Wally Richardson 
> Subject: ?uff-8?B?I2mU6WBsYW5uaW5nIEFoZWFk ?> 
> I can do Friday outside of the hours of 10:30-1:45 Let me know The quick and dirty is no, they are easier due to fewer classes, but sometimes there is a hitch finding someone who can 
hold a worthwhile review session :[’or a class that we do not do daily tutoring for. If you know what classes might fall inte that category, I’d say begin to reach out to tutors we have during 
the fall/spring who aren’t doing summer, but might be willing to do reviews. Just a thought. 
> 

> Also, I would love it if you had any work that I can do li’om home...I’ve exhausted everything I could possibly ever want to watch on Nefflix so ! will need some thing interesting to focus 
on while still enabling me to "plank" in my own home! Think about all those charts you do, the making of individual schedules, training materials for learning assistants, filling out your tax 
forms, WHATEVER! Let me know. Next week I’ll be useless but after Memorial day would be good. he is veu free to come to you in order to 
retrieve/drop-off materials. Let me know- yore thoughts xvhen you can. 
> 

> Thanks 
>A 
> 

> Sent from rny iPad 
> 

> On May 15, 2012, at 12:27 PM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Now that Session 1 has started, xve better start planning for exams and Session 2, right’.’ 
> 

> Seriously, I do want to ask whether exam reviews in the stunmer are as painstaking to plan as dming the school year. I want to be better prepared. Can we meet either Friday or Monday 
morning to talk about that and Session 2? Session 2 will be here before we know it. 
> 
> Bradley R.H. Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Acadernic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 

> Loudcrmilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

> C,            F (919) 962-8247 
> bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 3:57 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaacd <bbethel@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: Plmming Ahead 

’IEX-f.httn 

You and I need happy hour again .... 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On May 15, 2012, at 3:49 PM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Am?’, I realize how important it is for you to keep busy, and so I will think of some tasks for you to do from home. How would you feel about turning my PowerPoint presentation for N4A 
into a Prezi sho~v? 
> 

> Bradley R.H Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 
> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd i Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

> C            i F (919) 962-8247 
> bradley bethel@unc.edu 
> 

> From: >~any Kleissler [rnailto:kleissleO~uncaa unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 3:04 PM 
> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
> Cc: Jaimie Lee; Tia Overstreet; Wally Richardson 
> Subject: ?uff-8?B?UmU6II,Ia.sYW5uaW5n]EFoZW[:k ?> 
> I can do Friday outside of the hours of 10:30-1:45. Let me l,mow. The quick and dir~" is no, the?" are easier due to fewer classes, but sometimes there is a hitch :finding someone who can 
hold a worthwhile review session ]2~r a class that we do not do daily tutoring for If you know what classes might fall into that categolT I’d say begin to reach out to tutors we have during 
the fall/spring who aren’t doing summer, but might be willing to do reviews Just a thought 
> 

> Also, I would love it if you had any work that I can do from home...I’ve exhausted everything I could possibly ever want to watch on Nekfli× so I will need some thing ~nteresting to focus 
on while still enabling me to "plank" in my own hornet Think about all those charts you do, the making of individual schedules, training materials for learning assistants, filling out your tax 
forms, VVItATEVERt Let me know Next we& I’ll be useless but aRer Memorial day would be good. he is very free to come to you in order to 
retrieve/drop-off materials. Let me know your thoughts when you can. 
> 

> Thanks 
>A 
> 

> Sent from nry iPad 
> 

> On May 15, 2012, at 12:27 PM. "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.mxc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Now that Session 1 has started, we better start planning for exams and Session 2, right? 
> 

> Seriously, I do want to ask whether exam reviews in the summer are as painstaking to plan as during the school year. I want to be better prepared. Can ~ve meet either Friday or Monday 
nrorning to talk about that and Session 2? Session 2 will be here before we know it. 
> 
> Bradley- R.H. Bethel i Reading and ~Vriting Specialist 

> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Acadcmic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

> C              F (919) 962-8247 
> bradlcy.bethel@unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 10:43 PM 

Susan Antaki < ?~bgmail.com> 

Re: Check 

It was ust returned to me in today’s mail! Pls give me your full correct address, including zip code Thanks, 
Am?’ 

Sent Iiom my iPad 

On May 16, 2012, at 7:131 PM, "Susan Antaki @gmail.com> @gmail.com> wrote: 

> Hi Amy, 
> Just wanted to let you know that I have not received the check yet. 
> Susan 
>D 
>D 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 18, 2012 9:13 AM 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Parking Permit for 2012 - 2013 

TENTI’.httn 

K 
Thanks. Yes, still temp Do I have to do that by today? It’s ok, my husband can take me Tl~x 
A 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On May 18, 2012, at 8:10 AM. "Allison, Kim A" <kallison@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> tli Amy, 
> 

> I wish you a spee@ recovery![ 
> 

> I’m attaching a blank parking application; however, if I remember correctly, in the past you’ve always had to go over to parking to obtain your permit because you were a temporary 
employee has your status changed? 
> 

> 

> From: ~Mny Kleissler [maiito:kieissle~uncaa unc edu] 
> Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 12:20 AM 
> To: Allison, Kim A 
> Cc: Nate Yarbrough 
> Subject: Re: Parking Pe~it ]2)r 2012 - 2013 
> 

>~. 
> I apologize for the late notice -- i just received this noti:fication. I have been out of the ofifce s~nce 

How can I obtain a copy of this application? can stop by the athletic dept to pick up a copy anytime after 
12pro tomon-ow and I can email it back ASAP. 
> Thanks, 
> Amy Kleissler 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 
> On May 16, 2012, at 10:48 ~ "Allison, K~n A" <kallison@email.unc.ed~> ~vrote: 
> 

> ~ER 
> 

> If you haveng~V~t done so alrea@, please send me your completed application by Friday, May 18th so that I can process yo~ application. If you choose not to use one of ore locations, 

please send me an email letting me ~ow, that way I ~vong~Vut be looking for your application. 

> 

> The allocation for ow ~its are: 
> Craige Deck (CD) 
> S~th (;enter (S11) 
> 

> Kyou would like to e~oll in the CAP (Co.minter Alternative Program), you will be able to register online at ~w.@s.~c.edu bcgirming J~ly 16th g¢" mark yow calendars. 

Thanks, 
>Kim 

Kim Allison 
Department Manager 
Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
450 Ridge Road, State 2203 
Campus Box 113106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-962-1046 (ph) 
919-843-5341 OR) 
kallison@email uric edu 

<uncblankapp.pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 18, 2012 3:36 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richaxd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Coaching the Mind 

’I~NTI’.httn 

Awesome! High five!! 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On May 18, 2012, at 12:56 Pi~ "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Team, 

Please see my new blog for student-athlete support sep~ices and consider subscribing: http://coachin~themind.blo~spot.com/2012/05icoachin~-mind-educatin~-student.html 

Bradley R.H Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd i Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C            i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley bethel@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 25, 2012 4:13 PM 

Bethel, Bradley RichaJcd <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Trafining 

’I~NJI’.httn 

Brad, 
Fantastic!! High fives! 

I hate to say it, but I have little memory Iicom April 12-May 20.,,                                 so I’m hoping I remember evewthing from here on out. Sadly, I can’t remember if you 
ever sent me the materials for your N4A presentation for the prezi. I am not able to find anything on my iPad, and I have a new- laptop. Could you please update me? Thanks. 
Hope you have a good long weekend, working this ~veekend, has others in SC, and I’m on the couch watching Band of Brothers and catching up on paperwork. 
Cheers, 
A 

Sent from my iPad 

On May 25, 2012, at 4:00 PM. "Bethel. Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Learning Team, 
> 

> First, I want to let Amy and Beth L. know I recently submitted a proposal to fund four graduate learning assistants, and the proposal was accepted I[~ve attached the job description, and 
I can tell you more about it in person 
> 

> I[~]m planning training 12~r us and the four G.L.A.s the week bel2~re Fall classes start So far !i~lve booked three Education professors to do workshops on self-regulated learning, academic 
motivation and self-efficacy, and reading strategies, ll~lm planning to book a few more, and Il~ld like for us to work together to do our workshops Il~lm really excited about this opportunity to 
expand our learning team and to put in place some great training 12~r us. 
> 

> We[~ill talk more, soon 
> 

> Have a great weekend and find somebody to high five! 
> Bradley R.H Bethel i Reading and Writing Specialist 
> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd i Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

> C            i F (919) 962-8247 
> bradlcy.bethel@unc.edu 
> 

> <Graduate Learning Assistant Position.pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:01 PM 

~live.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Summer II (Out of the office) 

I will be out of the oftice from If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> " .2~llve.uaac.edu> 14:00 >>> 

Hi Everyone’. 

I have some bad news about Summer Session II There have been a lot of changes in my schedule in the lab and days on which we’re able to collect data now (.we’re no~v able to see more 
families than previous weeks). I also have been given more responsibilites in the lab on top of applying for Post-Doc fellowships and doing prep-work for my class in the fall. 

Unfortunately, I don’t think rll be able to help out during Summer Session II. I’m son5’ for this, I know that I had said I’d be arouaad I wanted to let you know before you start scheduling 
tutoring sessions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:37 PM 

UNC-CH PTR <2-help@unc.edw~; UNC PTR <arsys@remedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Re: Ticket 2310347 Follow-up Response (Out of the office) 

will be out of the office from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> UNC PTR <arsys@reme@05.isis.unc.edu> 05/29/12 16:36 >>> 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 05/29/12. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short sua-cey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Phone Sel-cices group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/survev followup.pl?ticket 2310347 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Kevm (magnumpi) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NA~\~E: amy 
LAST NAME: kleissler 
LOCATION: 
EMAIL ADIfRESS: kIeissle@emaiLunc.edu 
PItONE: 
DEPART?,/ff~NT: ath academic counselor 
TICKY~T N[22{[3 ER: 2310347 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Onyen Password Reset 

Onyen password reset 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-t IEI2 
http :,’,’help unc.edu 

’Like’ us at http://www fiacebook com/unchelpdesk, to get important updates for campus technology and outages. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 9:29 AM 

Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: I noticed... 

Kent, 
Sor~z about that 

Just redid my pw yesterday so is good for a while. Thanks, 
A 

My onyen is kleissle and pw is 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On May 30, 2012, at 7:43 .~’,A, "Kent Pelmington" <kp@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 

your computer has not been online in quite some time and therefore some apps are out-of-date. Have you been out? Will you be returning soon? If not, can you send me your pass~vord 
so I can go over and update it? 

thanks! happy summer! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy. 

Best, 
Amy 

Sent from my iPad 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 7:51 AM 

Suik~, Christy H. <Chriffty Suits@unc.edu> 

Re: Out of ottice thin Monday 

> Hello evelyone, 
> 

> Hope your having a good week. I have been struggling this week with 
please contact Mark or Kent for immediate assistance. 
> 

> Mark 
> mmbrook2@uncaa uric edu 
>919-636-8988 
> Kent 
> kp@uncaa.unc edu 
> 919-962-7620 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 

> Christy 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 

will be able to return emails as I can but 

On .un ,, 201~, at 7:03 AM. "Suits, Cl~risty H." <Cba-is~ Suits@uric edu> ~vrote: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 7:52 AM 

Chfsty H. Suiks <Christy Suit@unc.edu> 

Re: Automatic reply: Out ofoltice thin Monday (Out of the office) 

will be out of the oftice from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wally Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> "Suits, Christy H." <Christy Suits@unc.edu> 06/07/12 07:51 >>> 

I am out of the office today. If you need irmnediate assistance please call Mark Brooks at 919-636-8988 or email at mmbrook2@uaacaa unc.edu. 

Thank you, 

Christy Suits 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 12:27 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Employee: Amy Kleissler 

TENTI’.httn 

Robert, 
Thanks for sending this to me! I completely forgot about my permit. I ~vill call them today 

I hope that all is going well ~vith you and your family. 
Best, 
Amy 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jun 13, 2012, at 11:12 ~\~i, "Robert Mercer" <rmercer@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 

I will forward to Amy and have her call. RJM 

>>> Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa unc edu> 6/13/2012 10:22 AM >>> 
Is Amy still working/on payroll? 

Sent via I)roickX2 

..... Original message ..... 
From: "Dodson, Melissa (Public Safety)" <mhdodson@psafe~’.unc edu> 
To: Corey L Holliday <choiliday@~c.edu> 
Sent: We~ J~ 13, 2012 14:05:29 GN~I’ ~00:00 
Subject: Employee: Amy Kieissler 

Hey Corey, 
Haven’t talked to you in a while now Im in the Billing Dept. ttope all is welh I do have a question. I wanted to see if you could help me out. One of your employees ( Amy ) is not being 

payroll deducted for her CI) pe~nit. I am showing her in the payroll system and everything looks ok. She is showing Active in payroll [5]~ Is she still with the Dept? Right now she is behind 
on the permit by 91 00 I have been re-instating it in hopes it would pick up, but it won’t deduct Any information you have would be helpful Thanks 

Thank you~ 
Have a most wonder fu[ Day 
Miss?’ Dodson 
Accom~ts Receivable Coordinator 
Dept. Of Public Safc~- 
285 Marming Dr. 
CB# 1600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
PH: 919-962-3097 
Fax: 919-%2-2572 
Email: t~dodson@psafe~’.m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 3:43 PM 

Kent Pem~ington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: backup update 

TEXTI’.httn 

I am still out of the office so my computer is Iicee ~vhenever you need. 
Thanks 
Amy 

Sent from 1;qy iPad 

On Jun 12, 2012, at 11:43 AM, "Kent Permington" <kp@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I need to update the backup software on your workstations Please go to http://support.uncaa.unc.edu click on my name and download/run the installer and allow shared control when 
prompted. The update takes about 5 minutes. 
> 

> ’]’hanks for your time! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 18, 2012 11:52 AM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Fwd: UNCAA Password Expiration - 7 days 

TEXTI’.httn 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin J2~rwarded message: 

> From: "<a~nin@uncaa unc. edu>" <A~nin@uncaa unc. edu> 
> Date: June 18, 2012 8:00:14~LM EDT 
> To: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subject: UNCAA Password Expiration - 7 days 
> 

> The password for the UNCAA account ’Amy Kleiss[er’ is set to expire in 7 days 
> 

> Visit the following web site to change your password or J2~r irfformation on how to have it reset if it was forgotten: 
> 

> http:i/ss.uncaa.unc.edu:8888 
> 

> After your password expires, you can stil[ access the above site to change your password, though you will not be able to use your UNCAA password to access any other UNCAA- 
authenticated services unti[ you change your UNCAA password 
> 

> Once you change your UNCAA password, it will work for another 90 days before it expires again. 
> 
> If you think you might forget your password, consider setting up a "Challenge/Response" where you answer a few personal questions BEFORE you forget your password. Later, if you 
can answer these questions again, you can get a new password without having to contact Athletics Computer Support. Just log in to the URL above and click "Enrollment" at the top of the 
page mentioned above and follow- the instructions. 
> 

> If you have questions or need additional assistance with this issue, contact Christina Hanson Suits or Mark Brooks and they’ll be glad to assist you. 

> We send out these Password Expiration Notices via email at 2 weeks, 1 week, and 2 days prior to the expiration. 

> Please go to any mobile device such as iPhone, iPad or Android and change your email password on it. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:09:30 PM 

Team meeting 

8/24/2009 2:45:00 PM 

8/24/2009 4:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:11:11 PM 

tutor training 

8/25/2009 9:00:00 PM 

8/25/2009 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:11:26 PM 

classes begin 

8/25/2009 4:00:00 AM 

8/26/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:11:52 PM 

1st Frosh study table 

8/26/2009 11:30:00 PM 

8/27/2009 1:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:12:31 PM 

print tutor/Sl schedule 

8/26/2009 12:30:00 PM 

8/26/2009 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:12:57 PM 

Picnic-Navy Field 

8/31/2009 11:00:00 PM 

9/1/2009 1:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:13:27 PM 

Department Lunch - Pope Box 

9/2/2009 3:00:00 PM 

9/2/2009 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:14:20 PM 

Staff Meeting 

9/2/2009 7:00:00 PM 

9/2/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:14:47 PM 

Baddour Meeting 

9/10/2009 6:00:00 PM 

9/10/2009 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:14:57 PM 

coaches meeting 

9/14/2009 2:00:00 PM 

9/14/2009 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:15:10 PM 

CREED 

9/14/2009 11:00:00 PM 

9/15/2009 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:15:24 PM 

staff meeting 

9/15/2009 7:00:00 PM 

9/15/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:16:14 PM 

football lunch 

10/2/2009 4:00:00 PM 

10/2/2009 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:17:49 PM 

Football v. The Citadel 

9/5/2009 10:00:00 PM 

9/6/2009 2:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:18:12 PM 

Football at Connecticut 

9/12/2009 4:00:00 PM 

9/12/2009 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:18:36 PM 

Football v. ECU 

9/19/2009 4:00:00 PM 

9/19/2009 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:20:36 PM 

football v. virginia 

10/3/2009 4:00:00 PM 

10/3/2009 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:21:01 PM 

football at (3eorgia Tech 

9/26/2009 4:00:00 PM 

9/26/2009 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 3:22:47 PM 

staff meeting 

10/6/2009 7:00:00 PM 

10/6/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:45:28 PM 

coaches meeting 

10/26/2009 2:00:00 PM 

10/26/2009 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:45:54 PM 

university closed - no classes 

9/7/2009 4:00:00 AM 

9/8/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:46:14 PM 

coaches meeting 

9/28/2009 2:00:00 PM 

9/28/2009 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:47:07 PM 

m 

9/21/2009 12:00:00 PM 

9/21/2009 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:49:19 PM 

CREED 

10/5/2009 11:00:00 PM 

10/6/2009 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:49:48 PM 

Football at (3eorgia Southern 

10/10/2009 4:00:00 PM 

10/10/2009 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:50:20 PM 

University Day 

10/12/2009 4:00:00 AM 

10/13/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:50:28 PM 

coaches meeting 

10/12/2009 2:00:00 PM 

10/12/2009 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:50:44 PM 

staff meeting 

10/20/2009 7:00:00 PM 

10/20/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:51:03 PM 

football v. Florida State 

10/22/2009 i0:00:00 PM 

10/23/2009 2:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:51:21 PM 

FALL BREAK 

10/22/2009 4:00:00 AM 

10/26/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:51:32 PM 

coaches meeting 

10/27/2009 2:00:00 PM 

10/27/2009 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:51:49 PM 

Football v. Virginia Tech 

10/29/2009 11:00:00 PM 

10/30/2009 3:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:52:28 PM 

CREED 

11/3/2009 

11/3/2009 I:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:52:45 PM 

staff meeting 

11/3/2009 8:00:00 PM 

11/3/2009 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:53:04 PM 

football lunch 

11/6/2009 5:00:00 PM 

11/6/2009 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:57:25 PM 

football v. Dook 

11/7/2009 5:00:00 PM 

11/7/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:58:38 PM 

coaches meeting 

11/9/2009 3:00:00 PM 

11/9/2009 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:58:52 PM 

football v. Miami 

11/14/2009 5:00:00 PM 
11/14/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:59:02 PM 

staff meeting 

11/17/2009 8:00:00 PM 

11/17/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:59:20 PM 

football at Boston College 

11/21/2009 5:00:00 PM 

11/21/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:59:29 PM 

coaches meeting 

11/23/2009 3:00:00 PM 

11/23/2009 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 8:59:51 PM 

TURKEY BREAK 

11/25/2009 5:00:00 AM 
11/30/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:00:22 PM 

staff meeting 

12/1/2009 8:00:00 PM 

12/1/2009 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:00:39 PM 

ACC Championship at Tampa Bay 

12/5/2009 5:00:00 PM 

12/5/2009 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:00:48 PM 

coaches meeting 

12/7/2009 3:00:00 PM 

12/7/2009 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:00:59 PM 

last day of classes 

12/9/2009 5:00:00 AM 

12/10/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:01:10 PM 

reading day 

12/10/2009 1:00:00 PM 

12/10/2009 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

reading day 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:01:21 PM 

reading day 

12/10/2009 5:00:00 AM 

12/11/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:01:52 PM 

Final Exams 

12/11/2009 5:00:00 AM 
12/19/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:04:38 PM 

staff meeting 

12/15/2009 8:00:00 PM 

12/16/2009 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:08:51 PM 

CHHS DELAYED OPENNING 

9/17/2009 4:00:00 AM 

9/18/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:09:07 PM 

CHHSNOSCHOOL 

9/28/2009 4:00:00 AM 

9/29/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:09:54 PM 

DELAYED OPENNING 

10/15/2009 4:00:00 AM 

10/16/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:10:08 PM 

CHHS NO SC 

10/23/2009 12:00:00 PM 

10/23/2009 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

CHHS NO SC 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:10:15 PM 

CHHSNOSCHOOL 

10/23/2009 4:00:00 AM 

10/24/2009 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:10:43 PM 

CHHSNOSCHOOL 

11/2/2009 5:00:00 AM 
11/3/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:10:58 PM 

CHHSNOSCHOOL 

11/11/2009 5:00:00 AM 
11/12/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:11:24 PM 

CHHS DELAYED OPENNING 

12/10/2009 5:00:00 AM 
12/11/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:11:52 PM 

CHHS NO SCHOOL 

1/4/2009 5:00:00 AM 

1/5/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:12:21 PM 

CHHS NO SCHOOL 

1/4/2009 5:00:00 AM 

1/5/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:13:02 PM 

CHHS CHRISTMAS BREAK 

1/4/2009 5:00:00 AM 

1/5/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:13:21 PM 

BREAK 

1/4/2009 5:00:00 AM 

1/5/2009 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/21/2009 9:14:00 PM 

CHHS BREAK 

12/21/2009 5:00:00 AM 
1/1/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/22/2009 3:35:57 AM 

HilIRAP workshop 

10/9/2009 10:00:00 AM 

10/11/2009 10:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/22/2009 3:37:43 AM 

HillWrite workshop 

11/3/2009 1:00:00 PM 

11/5/2009 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

8/24/2009 6:02:39 PM 

check w/beth re discussion of weekly mtgs 

8/27/2009 3:00:00 PM 

8/27/2009 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

1/11/2010 1:00:00 PM 

1/11/2010 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

1/25/2010 1:00:00 PM 

1/25/2010 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

2/8/2010 1:00:00 PM 

2/8/2010 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

2/22/2010 1:00:00 PM 

2/22/2010 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

3/8/2010 1:00:00 PM 

3/8/2010 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

3/22/2010 12:00:00 PM 

3/22/2010 12:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

4/5/2010 12:00:00 PM 

4/5/2010 12:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

4/19/2010 12:00:00 PM 

4/19/2010 12:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

5/3/2010 12:00:00 PM 

5/3/2010 12:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

5/17/2010 12:00:00 PM 

5/17/2010 12:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

1/5/2010 5:48:23 PM 

TIMS approval week 

5/31/2010 12:00:00 PM 

5/31/2010 12:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

2/3/2010 7:08:43 PM 

check olympic ff PM 

2/4/2010 1:30:00 PM 

2/4/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

6/9/2010 6:56:32 PM 

Out of the office 

6/10/2010 4:00:00 AM 

7/14/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

I will be out of the office 6/10/10 until approximately 7/13/10. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please direct them to Beth Bridger (bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu), 
Jaimie Lee (jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu), or Tia Overstree (overstre@uncaa.unc.edu)t. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

9/16/2011 4:04:10 PM 

Jaimie Lee [jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu]; Kendra Hancock [khancock@uncaa~unc~edu]; Tia Overstreet 

[overstre@uncaa.unc.edu]; Wally Richardson [wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Subject: Monday sessions 

Start: 9/16/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Monday night is chapel Hill High school open House which, unfortunately, will 

our sessions. In addition,        will be out: 

7-9PM 

at 7, at 8 
and , at 7 (8 is open at moment) 

at 7 
at 7 and           at 8 

at 7 and        l at 8 
OLYM students at Pope box and then at 8PM (at Pope Box) 

impact a large number of 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 
Klelssle~uncaa.unc.edu 

confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Amy Kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 

9/16/2011 4:10:49 PM 

@email~unc~edu 

reviews 

9/16/2011 4:30:00 PM 
9/16/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

I had to switch your HIST     review session -- it is now Thursdays at 8PM with 
Tony if you have any questions. 
Thanks! 
Amy 

Please 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
qlq-R4q-R63q o 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended 
recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Sent: 9/29/2011 2:37:45 PM 

Subject: Out of the office 

Start: 9/29/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/4/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

I will be out of the office until Tuesday, october 4th. 

contact Kendra Hancock or Brent Blanton. 
Thank you. 
Amy 

If you have any questions or concerns, please 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 14, 2010 4:31 PM 

Jtdy t~stivities 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissle~kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 10:32 AM 

Kendra Hancock <khm~cock@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

today 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 6:38 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

SI S12 

’I~NTI’.httn 

one of our LA’s might be a good SI person She ~vas a middle school teacher so doesn’t have an?- particular academic background, but she is bright, conscientious, and has 
done a good j ob this semester. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 23, 2011 10:10 PM 

we are planning to hold training for learning assistants on Tuesday and Thursday, January 10th and 12th at 6PM for one hour 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissle~kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 5, 2012 2:59 PM 

~email.~mc.edw~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Janua~ 16, 2012 11: 50 PM 

8381 
The NACADA Concept of Advising began as a process to develop a brief, concise definition of academic advising After a first draft was authored based on the theow, research, and 
applied practice regarding academic advising in higher education, the initial DdefinitionD was vetted to the membership of NACADA The result after two years of work is the concept 
paper in your readings for Module 1 Based on your readings for Module 1, why do you think that it was not possible to end up with a brief, concise definition of academic advising rather 
than the Concept of Advising? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 12:08 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: contract per~n clarification 

TEXT.htm; IC Contractor Detemfination Checklist - Done prior to work 2.pdf 

This is the information I need from the independent contractor I need to fill several sections and fax to get approved 

>>> Amy Kleissler 12/2/2009 11:12 AM >>> 

Sherron, 
Just to refresh my memoW regarding having a speecl~’language person on ’stand-by’ so to speak that we ~vould bring in on an as-needed basis. Do I simply get her SS # from her, or should 
for~vard some tax/other forms to her to have her fill out in order to have her up and running? Let me know your thoughts when you have a moment, thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Employeellndependent Contractor Determination Checklist 

NOTE: This form must be completed by the department and reviewed and approved by 
Material & Disbursement Services BEFORE making a commitment to an individual to be paid 
as an independent contractor. 

This checklist must be completed to help Material & Disbursement Services determine 
whether an employer!employee relationship exists for federal, state and FICA tax purposes. 
The questions below will provide information as to the degree of control and the degree of 
independence in the relationship between the individual performing services and UNC at 
Chapel Hill, although additional information may be requested to make the appropriate 
determination. Final determination is made by Material & Disbursement Services in 
conjunction with Human Resources and is based on consideration of all the known facts and 
not any one answer alone. 

Sections 1 and 2 may be completed by the requesting department or by the individual 
performing service. 

Section 2 requires only one part (A, B, or C) to be completed 
Part A is for guest lecturers 
Part B is for high level researchers such as co-principal investigators on sponsored projects 
Part C is for all other individuals 

Section 3 must be fully completed by the department and signed by the individual 
performing services. All signatures are required prior to submission to Material & 
Disbursement Services. Incomplete forms will be returned to the originating department. 

NAHE OF SERVICE PROVIDER 

[SECTTON :t ] Current Employer/Employee Relationship 

A. Is this individual currently employed by UNC - Chapel Hill, or any other State agency? 
If yes, what agency? [                                                             I 

B. Was the individual on the UNC - Chapel Hill payroll (regular or temporary appointment) during 
the 12 month period prior to the date these services are to begin? 

C. Does UNC - Chapel Hill plan to hire this individual as an employee soon after the period of his 
or her services as an independent contractor? 

D. Is this individual currently working as an independent contractor for UNC- Chapel Hill, and/or 
has he/she worked as an independent contractor for UNC - Chapel Hill within the past 12 
months? 

YES NO 

[SECTION 2] COHPLETE ONLY ONE PART (A, B, OR C) 
depending on the services to be provided by the individual 

Part A: Lecturer/Instructor 
NOTE: If the guest lecturer/instructor’s visit to UNC = Chapel Hill will be for less 
than two weeks, contractor status is possible. (Nine or fewer working days) 

1. Is the individual a "guest lecturer", e.g., an individual who lectures at only one or two 
class sessions? 

2, Is the individual the primary instructor in a department course being offered for academic 
credit toward a university degree? 

3. Is the individual responsible for the content of the lecture/presentation (versus 
presenting materials that have been prepared/dictated by the University)? 

Part B: Researcher 

YES NO 

Because Research is a key function of UNC - Chapel Hill, individuals engaged to 
perform research services for a department or sponsored program will generally be 



treated as employees, unless they are faculty at another research institution or YES NO 
University. 

1. Will the individual serve in an advisory or consulting capacity with a University faculty 
member or director in a "collaboration between equals" type arrangement? 

2. Will the individual perform research in an arrangement whereby an UNC - Chapel Hill 
faculty member or director serves in a supervisory capacity? 

Part C: Individuals who are not Instructors/Lecturers or Researchers 

1. Does the individual routinely provide the same or similar services outside of UNC - Chapel 
Hill to the general public as part of a continuing trade or business? 

2. Will the Department provide the individual with specific instructions, supplies, and 
equipment to perform the required work, rather than rely on the individual’s expertise, 
supplies and equipment? 

3. Will the University set the number of hours and/or days of the week that the individual is 
required to work, as opposed to allowing the individual to set the work schedule? 

4. Will the University pay the individual an hourly rate similar to what other employees are 
paid on campus for similar work? 

5. Does the individual engage in entrepreneurial activities in an established business at risk 
for loss? 

6. Does the individual have his/her own insurance for work=related injuries? 

7. Does the individual provide similar services to other clients? 

8. Are the services performed on campus? Ifno, indicate the appropriate percentage of time 
the individual spends on campus.                 % 

YES 

[SECTION 3 1 General Znformation (PLEASE PRZNT CLEARLY) 

Service Provider’s Name Social Security Number 

Service Provider’s Mailing Address 

Specific services to be provided (add pages if necessary): 

City State Zip Code 

Location where services will be provided: 

Start Date: End Date: 

How fee is determined: Fee is Fixed_ 

Total Fee $ 

Milestone Based. D Hourly Rate Other 

[ SECTION 4 ] Certification of service provider 

I certify that all the information provided in this document is correct. 

Signature of Individual Performing Services 

[ SECTION 5 ] Certification of UNC at Chapel Hill Department 

Department Representative Name (Please Print). 

Department Representative Signature: 

Department: (Please Print) 

Date: 

(Rate) (Describe method) 

Date: 

Department #: 



Form Prepared By: (Name). (Phone) 

Revenue Rulinq 87-41 

TWENTY FACTOR TEST FOR DETERMINING INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR OR EMPLOYEE STATUS 

Worker’s Name: SSN: 

PLEASE CHECK ONE BOX FOR EACH ITEM 

1. Is the worker free to perform services for a number of firms at the same time? 

2. Are the worker’s services regularly made available to the general public? 

3. Must the worker devote substantially full-time to the work? 

4. Can the worker realize an economic loss for non-performance other than the 

loss of payment for personal services? 

5. Is the worker free to establish his/her own hours? 

6. Has the worker invested in facilities or equipment in order to perform the service? 

7. Will a significant portion of the work be done in UNC - Chapel Hill facilities? 

8. Will the worker receive training of any type? 

9. Does a continuing relationship exist between the worker and UNC - Chapel Hill? 

10. If assistants are needed, will these be provided by UNC - Chapel Hill? 

11. Will the University determine or have the right to determine the order or 

sequence of the tasks to be completed? 

12. Are progress reports required periodically? 

13. Will the worker be paid on an hourly, weekly, monthly, or other periodic basis? 

14. Will the worker be reimbursed for incidentals? 

15. Will UNC - Chapel Hill furnish tools other than specialized equipment? 

16. Is the worker required to comply with instructions about where, when, or 

how he or she is to work other than general parameters? 

17. Does the success of the project hinge on the performance of the worker? 

18. Must the service(s) be rendered personally? 

19. Can the worker be discharged for convenience as one would an houdv 

employee as opposed to discharge related to contract requirements? 

20. Can the worker unilaterally terminate the work prior to completion without liability? 

YES NO 



Material 8~ Disbursement Services Assessment 

SECTION 61 SUBMISSION & RETURN OF ASSESSMENT 

Please send completed Checklist: 

CAMPUS MAIL: Independent Contractor Assessment 
Disbursement Services, CB # 1220 

FAX: 919-962-2356 

E-HAIL: ic_review@unc.edu 

Departmental Preference for Return Response: 

CAMPUS MAIL 

FAX 

E-MAIL 

**To Be Completed By Disbursement Services** 

Assessment Notes: 

Assessment By: 

HR Concurrence By: 

Phone: 

Phone: 

Date: 

Date: 



"Bringing It All Together" 

Tutoring Coordinator: 
Elisabeth Galperin 

(919) 932-7160 

egcsll@gmail.com 

Mailing Address: 
C SLL 

PO Box 2712 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Street Address: 
1703 Legion Road 

Suite #201 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517-2371 

109 Millstone Drive 

Suite B 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

~ 
Ce~ter 

Speech, Language 
& bearni~g 

  
Cent=er 

Speeeh, Language 
& Lea iag 

Tutoring 

Academics Supported by 

Focus, Recall and 
Organizational Skills 

Locations 

Chapel Hill 
1703 Legion Road 

Suite #201 

Hillsborough 
109 Millstone Drive 

Suite B 

Phone: (919) 932-7160 

Fax: (919) 338-1086 
Website: www.nc-csll, corn 

E-mail: nc. csll@gmail, com 



Readiest 

We take the guess work out of reading for 
your student. Learning sessions target 
accuracy of phonics and comprehension. 
Your student will benefit from our expertise 
in the areas of phonetics, auditory 
discrimination and comprehension. 

Word attack skills will be emphasized 
along with strategies such as prediction, 
determining important from less important 
information and recall of information for 
improved comprehension. Your student will 
gain confidence in reading and will be able to 
verbally summarize more efficiently what 
has been read. 

La~gt~age Arts 

Learning sessions focus on a broad range 
of language and analytical thinking skills to 
support students at all levels in becoming 
effective and confident writers. Students will 
learn how to identify and express facts, ideas 
and concepts through the written word. 

Reading comprehension skills will help 
your student identify key words on the page 
and in passages. Writing sessions will teach 
your student techniques for brainstorming, 
sentence formation, and editing for 
organization, grammar and spelling. 

Our Tutoring Philosop~y_h 

Our tutoring philosophy is to 
approach subjects such as science, 
social studies, math, reading, and 
language arts      from a 
linguistic/cognitive perspective. Our 
goal is to improve upon foundational 
skills such as attention, organization, 
recall, efficient processing of 
information, and abstract thinking 
skills. We teach these skills through 
utilization of the student’s curriculum 
material. 

Our team of Educators is uniquely 
qualified, possessing degrees in 
education, special education and most 
with certification in areas such as 
Spanish, ESL, Math, Science, Reading, 
and related areas. 

Our tutors receive intensive training 
from the specialists at the CSLL in the 
areas of language development and 
cognitive functioning so that delivery 
of tutoring is most effective and 
uniformly delivered. We use pre- and 
post-testing to ensure that the most 
appropriate goals have been set and are 
achieved by your student. 

Math 

Your student will not only grow confident 
in his/her ability to understand the 
vocabulary of mathematics but also increase 
foundation skills supporting math skills. 

Mathematical competence relies upon 
sustained attention, recall, and application of 
temporal and spatial concepts. Sequencing 
skills are required to solve math problems, 
and anal~ical thinking skills assist in 
problem solving and word problems. 

Science 

Our language-based learning sessions will 
help your student grow confident in the 
vocabulary of the sciences. Science work 
sessions will emphasize your student’s 
understanding of key concepts such as cause 
and effect, hypothesis formation and 
scientific evidence. 

We teach your student how to clearly and 
effectively express his/her scientific 
conclusions with emphasis on organization, 
attention to relevant details and using newly 
learned vocabulary. 

Your student will learn strategies to 
improve the skill of determining what is most 
important versus less important, and to order 
that information in a priority fashion, making 
information easier to recall. 

The skill of prioritization allows your 
student to create effective outlines and helps 
to improve study skills for recalling events, 
people and dates. Analytical thinking skills 
are taught to help with understanding the 
relevance of events in History and to be able 
to answer a question of relevance such as 
"How does this event affect me today?" 



The Program 

The focus at the Center for Speech, 
Language & Learning is to help students 
achieve in their academic subjects by 
improving foundational skills such as 
attention to task, organization of material, 
and recall of information. 

We offer this unique language therapy 
program which incorporates these skills in 
the classroom to high school students when 
there is a need or desire to include or 
maintain speecManguage therapy on a 
student’s IEP as an Indirect Service. 

We are also able to provide our consultative 
services at the RTI phase ~vhere 
intervention in the classroom is more likely 
to succeed given our particular expertise in 
language and cognition. 

We design a program that best meets the 
needs of your student based upon testing and 
input from the teachers and others on the 
support team. 

We consult with and provide teacher 
training, including SLPs when appropriate, 

in how to best implement the tailor-made 
program to help improve the student’s 

ability to generate ideas and write essays, 

problem-solve, perform abstract thinking 
tasks and develop an organizational 

approach to doing research. 

We measure the student’s performance in a 
particular domain pre- and post-therapy for 
accountability and to determine whether a 
student should continue with the program or 
is ready to be dismissed from therapy 
services within a prescribed period of time. 

Test and TeachTM 

Teaching Skills to Improve: 
Attention * Listening * 

Speech 
Social Skills * Language 

Test and TeachTM 
~:~ ~..,,,"~ ~: 

Teaching Strategies for: 
Reading * Writing * Science 

Language Arts * Social Studies 
Study Skills * Organization Skills 

Test and TeachTM 

Report Writing * Research Skills 
Reading Skills * Time Management 

Test-Taking Strategies 

Phone: 919.932.7160 
Fax: 919.338.1086 

E-mail:nc.csll@gmail.com 

Website: 
www,testandteach,org 

*Available in other communities within and 

beyond North Carolina* 

Test and Teach-, 
High School 

& 
College 

Test and Teachr~ 
Where Attention, Memory and Learning 

Meet Academic Success 

1703 Legion Road #201 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

109-B Millstone Drive 
Hillsborough, NC 27278 

~ 
Center 



The Team 
Susan A. Khan, MA/CCC-SLP 

Elisabeth W. Galperin, MA/CCC-+ZP 
Lyn Johnson, PhD Neuropsychologist 

A4e#ssa Butler, PhD C#nical Psychologist 

Reading Skills 

Test-Taking Strategies 

Speech 
Language 
Therapist 

*For more information about the each team 
member and her specialties, please visit our 

website: 

www.testandteach.org 
Essay Writing 

Report Writing 

Resource 
Teacher 

Attention Stu@ Skills 

Organization 

Academic 

Abstract thinking 

Problera Solving 

Instructor 

Presentation Skills 

Research Skills 

Time Management 

Test and TeachTM 
helps bring it 
all together. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Friday, 9:59 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle.uncaa.uncathletic~ 

Fwd: 

TEXTl’.httn 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> cyndem <cyndem@emaiLunc.edu~ 1:48 PM >>> 

Dear i 

I am writing to inform you that your appeal has been approved and you will be on Academic Probation for the Spring semester. 

You must complete the steps outlined at www.studentsuccess.unc edu. 

Additionally, if you have any questions during your probationary semester, I encourage you to contact academic advisor, Andrea Caldwel[ (andreac@emad.unc.edu). She will be overseeing 
the probation program during Spring 

Based on your record and your appeals letter, I strongly encourage you to consider your major selection You do not appear to be making sufficient progress in your major courses. 
Additionally, your spring course schedule is incomplete Please meet with an academic advisor as soon as possible to choose the best courses for your success in the spring semester. 

You will receive further communication from me and Ms. Caldwell in the coming we&s Please read this information carefully. We are concerned about your academic progress and hope to 
see you succeed! 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Retention Coordinator 
Office of Undergraduate Education 
UNT’ Chapel Hill 
3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
(919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Janua~~ 10, 2010 2:20 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle.uncaa.uncathletic~ 

S 10 accommodations sheet 

’IF2XTI’.httn 

looks good 
itook out grads 

also, for math/fl sub sheet 
canyou do something a little simpler like 
math sub--list guys 
FL sub--list guys-- 
then indicate for those who have it approved 
(ie powell for for lang) 

thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uucaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 11:11 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle.uncaa.uncathlefic~; 

Fwd: Re: Online Course problem with student 

TEXTI’.httn 

~email .unc.edu 

[’ollo~v through ~vith this asap! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> cbartek <cbartd;@email.unc.edu> 10:09 AM >>> 

Hello Beth: 

I understand the situation, but please have 

from now on. 

contact me directly 

Assignments generally cannot be made-up in this class. However, because 
other students had browser compatibility issues last week, he will be able 
to take the quiz he missed last week (Lesson 1 and 2 Quiz) in addition to 
the one due this week (Lesson 3 quiz) by the end of the grace period this 
Friday at 11:50 PM. 

Fie will have missed the Lesson 1 and Lesson 2 discussion forums, but I can 
exempt him li’om these. He will not be exempted from this week’s (Lesson 3 
discussion forum). 

agrees with this plan, and understands he must catch up this 
week to remain in the class, I would happy to have him in the class. 

Carrie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:10 AlVl 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle.uncaa.uncathlefic~; 

Fwd: Re: making sure 

TgXTI’.httn 

~email .unc.edu 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> cbartek <cbartek@email.unc.edu> 10:46 AM >>> 

Hello 

Below I pasted in all of the correspondence I forwarded to you on Monday 
I do not know why you have not received it. 

Please go to the CCO course homepage and read it. You need to submit the 
Lesson I and 2 quiz and the Lesson 3 quiz by 11:50 PM on Friday. You also 
need to beg~n posting to the discussion board by the end of today. 

If you cannot agree to or are unable to complete this work this week, you 
should not enroll in the course 

CS Bartek 

Hello 

As I emailed Beth Bridger (below), its O.K. with me for you to add the 
class given the conditions I indicated. 

You will need to be added ASAP to coraplete the indicated work this week. 

CS Bartek 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Online Course problem with student 
Date: Mon,            10:09:43 -0500 

From: cbartek <cbattek@email.unc.edu> 
To: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.anc.edu> 

Hello Beth: 

I understand the situation, but please have contact me directly 
from now on. 

Assignments generally- cannot be made-up in this class. However, because 
other students had browser compatibility- issues last week, he will be able 
to take the quiz he missed last week (Lesson 1 and 2 Quiz) in addition to 
the one due this week (Lesson 3 quiz) by the end of the grace period this 
Friday at 11:50 PM. 

He will have missed the Lesson 1 and Lesson 2 discussion forums, but I can 
exempt him from these. He will not be exempted from this week’s (Lesson 3 
discussion forum) 

If        agrees with this plan, and understands he must catch up this 
week to remain in the class, I ~vould happy to have him in the class. 

Carrie 

On Fri, 15:17:02 -0500, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Professor Bartek-- My name is Beth Bridger and I am an advisor in the 
Academic Support 

Program 

for Student-Athletes I am emailing on behalf of one of my students, 
After speaking ~vith       , I told him I would 

email 



you as this situaion is a bit of my fault        was enrolled in your 
MW[~" Geo[    section tie is a senior, and needs 16 hours to graduate this 
May. I had brainstormed an idea with him to switch his (i eo[    section to 
online in order to manage his case load of classes better On top of this, 
it is not his first time taking (leo[ and of course, he needs it to 
graduate in May I failed to 

understand 

some of the adding proce&tres of online courses for out scholarship 
athletes, and therefore he was dropped frora the class. Would you be willing 
to add        back to your online course? I understand he may ha’,~e missed 
an assignment at this point, but I would be diligent in making sure he 
completes any raissing assignments to catch up. Thatfi( you for your time. 
Beth Beth Bridger Assistant Director/Learning Specialist Academic Support 
for Student-Athletes lJ~NC-Chapel Hill (w) 919-843-5669 (c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 

Carrie Bartek, _’via 
Instructor 
Department of Geological Sciences 
University ofNotthCarolinaatChapelHill 

On We& 09:15:11 -0500, @emaihunc.edu> 
wrote: 

> I am just resending a email to you to make sure that it went through 
about 
> adding me to your online geo class again thank you for taking time and 
> reading my messages, you can get back to me by email or phone my tmmber 
is 

and ray email is       @email.unc.edu thartk you so much. 

Carrie Bartek, MA 
Instructor 
Department of Geological Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"UNC-CH Inteflibrary Bormmng" <uncilb@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 3:01 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILLiad New U~r Registration Notification 

Thank you for registering for interlibrary borrowing and campus delivery services at the 
Academic Aft’airs Libraries of L~NC-Chapel Hill. 

You provided the following information. 

Customer Information for kleissle 

Name: Am?’ Kleissler 
Department: L~NC General Administration 

Your Mailing Address is: 

You can modify this information at any time by logging onto your account and clicking the 
’Change User Inf,armation’ button. 

You may want to save this message for future reference. 

You can return directly to the login page by going to: 

https:i/iHiad.lib uric edu/NOC/ 

As a first time user, you may want to review the Borrowing FAQ at 
http:i/www.lib.unc.edu/ils/bon-owinfo.htm[ and the Carolina BLU 
(campus delivery services) FAQ at 
http ://www. lib. un c edu/circ/doc dehverv/ 

Questions about Interlibrary Borrowing? 

Contact the ILB office at uncilb@email uric edu or 919-%2-1326. 

Questions about Carolina BLU (the campus delivery service)? 

Contact Davis Circulation Desk at daviscirc@]istserv.unc.edu or 919-962-6201. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com> 

Friday, January 15, 2010 3:04 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edw~; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

RE: TIMS approval 

TEXF.httn 

Amy and/or Sherron, 

I noticed my time card is messed up It appears that one of my teletime check-ins on Thursday did not register. I went ahead and approved the time card, but it needs to be adjusted. 

’]7he hours for Thurs and Frida ’ should be: 

Thurs: 
10:57am-12:15 
8:41pm-9:56 

Ffi: 
7:47am-~:5Z 
10:01am-12:44p 

Thanks, sorry :[’or any confusion. 

Date: Thu, 14 Jan 2010 17:25:11 -0500 

From: ldeissle@uncaa unc edu 

We did it! We made it through the first ~veek! Now we only have a fe~v more to go :) 

Please rernernber that this is a TIMS approval week so if you have worked this week, please approve your time sheet by Sunday night at midnight. Let me know if you need anything, and 
thank you! 
A 

Arny Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.anc.edu 

Your E-mail and More On-the-Go. Get Window-s Live Hotmail Free. 

http:i/clk.atdrnt.com/GBLigoi196390709/direct/01 / 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Febmmy 24, 2010 12:24 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Compliance <-Compliance@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [connectcaxolina] Imtx~rtant News about ConnectCarolina -- Major Go-Live March 3 

TEXT.httn; [connectc~xolina] Important News about Co~mectCmxalina -- Major Go-Live Ma~rch 3.msg 

Hello All, 
Thought you might find this of some interest. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma loy 
Assistant Athletic Director [’or Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-%2-9892 (office) 
919-%2-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<donotreply@coursesmart.com> 

Wednesday, September 8, 2010 10:18 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your New CourseSmart eTextbook Subscription 

Dear Amy, 

Your new CourseSmart online eTextbook, Racial Domination, Racial Progress: The Sociology of Race in America, ISBN 0077375076 is available for you now on your My CourseSmart page. 
Please retain the following receipt for your records 

Col~filynation Number: 3110239 

Item: Racial Domination, Racial Progress: The Sociology of Race in America 
ISBN: 0077375076 
Payment Meflaod: Redeemed Code SA423JL52386L43A9E4L 

Getting started with CourseSmart is easy Just follow these steps: 

1. Go to http://www.coursesmartcona" and Sign In. Your User Name is kleissle@uaacaa.unc.edu and your password is the one you entered when you created your CourseSmart account If 
you can’t remember your password, use the "I forgot my Password" link on the Sign In window. 
2. Click the "My Bookshell~’ link at the top of the page. You’ll find your new- eTextbook in the My eTextbooks list. 

Help Resources 
We’re sure you’ll find your new CourseSmart eTextbook a convenient and powerful tool to help you achieve success in your course. Additional help and customer support links are 
available on our website. 

Note: This message has been sent frum an account which is not monitured Please do not reply. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<sa£ai@groups.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, February. 2, 2012 11:13 AM 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill New User Notification 

Greetings, kleissle@uncaa.unc edu: 

Welcome! You have been added to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https ://sakai uric. edu) by Deborah Stroman. 

This email contains your pass~vord information. 

Please go to http://sakai.unc.edu and click the "Non-Onyen Log In" button. 

Your password is: 

To change your password to something that is easier to remember, please go to your MyWorkspace tab and click the "Account" menu item Next, click the "Modify Details" button and 
enter your new password twice. Your password should be at least 6-10 characters in length. 

Thank you for your collaboration and participation. 

Kind regards, 

UNC Sakai Support Team 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bfidgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~’- 

Monday, September 26, 2011 6:16 PM 

Jennifer Town~nd <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~> 

Fwd: Exss 141 ch.2, 5, 6 

’lTEXTf.htm 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 
>>> " @email uric edu> 9/26/2011 11:56 AM >>> 

Here you go! 

M t SecureStor Stored: total 48872bytes; 

File NameF.xpilT DateSize 

EXSS 14l Ch. 2.docx ( http :i/archive02.uncaa uric edu~,e9e0f72c9cc26621 bedfabl dfeb71100 )Sun, 25 Dec 2011 10:56:33 -050016259bytes 

EXSS 14~ (N 5.docx (lattp://arcla/ve02.uncaa unc edu/lcc7433e0b3bbScTf9d42c9629386115 )Sun, 25 Dec 2011 10:56:33 -050016639bytes 

EXSS 14l Ch. 6.doc× (http:i/archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/0ff85c lbfe833121d5000d6~0aa2286 )Sun, 25 Dec 2011 10:56:33 -050015974bytes 



Flnm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 26, 2011 6:17 PM 

Jennifer Town~nd <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: EXSS ch. 4 

TENTI’.httn 

think it says ch 9 on sheet, but should say 4 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director,’ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 
>>~" ~emaii.unc.edu> 9/12/2011 3:15 PM >>> 

Ch. 4 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 15364bytes; 

File Nalr~eExpiry DateSize 

EXSS 141 Ch 4.docx (http:/iarchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/c5eddda4ade030dbc2512e437566cb9f)Sun, 11 Dec 2011 14:15:47-050015364bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bfidgerb@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

Monday, September 26, 2011 6:17 PM 

lennifer Town~nd <jtownsend@uncaa unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc.edu~> 

Fwd: EXSS 141 ch. 1 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 
>>> ~email uric edu> 9/12/2011 2:31 PM >>> 

Here you go 

k/It SecureStor Stored: total 12806bytes; 

File NameI{xpilT I)abeSize 

EXSS 141 Ch. 1 .docx ( http:i/arch~ve02.uncaa.unc.edu/22bd5a025726bl f4a37f0be487c0742b )Sun, 11 Dec 2011 13:31:16 -050012806bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:40 PM 

Am?’ klei ssler <ldeissl e@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridger~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mentor Feedback Form: 

a~ached! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109568bytes; 

Attachment Link: lattp://archive02.uncaa.uaac.edu/e019d3t2705t34413503fcb4blecc0d9 
File Name doc 

Expi~’ Date: Tue, 19:39:56 -0500 

Size: 109568bytes 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, September 1, 2010 9:05 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 9.1.10 

He?’ Amy, 
I’m not really sure who I am supposed to send this to since I am tutoring 
Olympic Sports so rmjust sending it to you. 

Also, there REALLY needs to be a monitor on the 5th floor of the Pope 
Building ALL the time. I spent a good portion of my time walking around so 
that other people would stop disturbing my girl More importantly-, when the 
monitor was tap here, he didaa’t do anything to help the situation. It’s 
definitely- different here than in football. 

On Wed, 01 Sep 2010 10:34:31 -0400, "Am?’ kleissler" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Good morning allt 
> 

> I wanted to let you know that we will not be holding stud?- table this 
> Sunday or Monday nights due to the Labor Day holiday weekend. I hope 
that 
> you have a good weekend that doesn’t involve wind and driving rain :) 
> 

> Unfortunately the database is not up and running yet where it can process 
> our feedback forms so in the meantime, please use the forms I have 
attached 
> to this emai[. They are really easy to use, just tab through and type 
your 
> info, then save as a new document Please title the document with the 
(for 
> tutors) subject and date, or (for mentors) the student’s last name and 
> date For example, SOCI 101 9-1-10 or Smith 9-1-10 
> 

> Please let me know if you need anything else. Thank you for all of your 
> hard work and patience this week as we get the schedule ironed out and 
> stu@ table up and running. 
> thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109056bytes; 
Attacl~nent Link: http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/610eO118aa27d8145fi:4c94acfla47ca 
File Name:      9.1.10.doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 30 Nov 2010 20:05:27 -0500 
Size: 109056bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 9:19 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday Night- Mentor Forms 

TEXTI’.httn 

~unc.edn> 

Hey Amy, 

The guys ~vere great tonight! Here are my mentor forms. Under suggestions, 
wrote the tasks I thought they should be working on during study table on 
Thursday. 

Also, I will not be able to Tutor on Wednesday, September 15th because of a 
lecture I need to attend for class 

Thanks, 

iX/It SecureStor Stured: rural 102477bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/d88fd95e350c:~0e7cc76~f6cd1324d6 
File Name: Mentor form9 1EF.DOCX 
Exptry [)ate: Tue, 30 Nov" 2010 20:18:55 -0500 
Size: 51377bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa unc edu/c46c464532340c581b470fd152edeblb 

File Name: Mentor form9 1 QA DOCX 

Expiry Date: ~[~e, 30 Nuv 2010 20:18:55 -0500 

Size: 51100bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, September 2, 2010 2:43 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jaimie I ~ee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu~>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uucaa.uuc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@ uucaa.unc.edw- 

FF 09-01-10 

TEXT.htm 

Hello, ladies! 

Here’s my form Jk~r last night. 

inot sure of his last name;        referred to him as    ") spent the 
session working on his SPAN lab He left around 8:40ish to take his syllabi to 
Jaimie. 

I’ll see you this eve! 

5/I~ SecureStor Stored: total 82944bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/cf3e70d13db69cb040dOe88795b47bla 
File Name: 
Exptry [)ate: \Ved, 01 Dec 2010 13:43:20 -0500 
Size: 82944bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, 5:59 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleiss]e@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: PSYC 

TEXT.htm; TEXT 1.htm 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 

From: @email uric edu> 

Date: 11:45:06 AM El)’]? 

To: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, Jaimie Lee --.jaimie[ee@uncaa.unc.edu 

>, Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa. unc edu>, Am?" Byrne K[eissler <ldeissle@email.unc.edu 

>> 

Sut~ject: PSYC 

Feedback fi-om last night! 

]VI~ SecureStor Stored: total 53861bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://arch~ve02.uncaa.unc. edu/98120d8920c8 d105edb2c 81 da7bed2[’7 
File Name: TutorEeedbackForm PSYC 
Exptry [)ate: \Ved, 16:59:29 -0500 
Size: 53861bytes 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:59 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~email.unc edu 

~gmail.com 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109568bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa anc edw’05ae897da3ecS005b3d2b0429565aa77 
File Name: 
]_Lxpiry Date: Wed, 1 

Size: 109568bytes 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:04 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: I~)RT 

Amy, 

Here is tonight’s feedback form      rm not sure if I should email it to 
you, but I figured I ~vould anyway just in case! 

Please let me know ~vho I should send it to if rm mistaken! 

Thanks, and have a good weekend, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 110592bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://arch~ve02.uncaa.unc.edu/ffSe791alc0eA15781f47d0e6c018d75 
File Name: : 
Expi~’ Date: Wed, 19:04:28 -0500 
Size: 110592bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc,edu~ 

Thursday, 10:07 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms 

Hi Am?’, 
I couldaa’t remember if you were the correct person to email these too or 
not. 1£ not, let me know! 

Thanks 

On Wed,            10:34:31 -0400, "Am?’ kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Good morning allt 
> 

> I wanted to let you know that we will not be holding stud?- table this 
> Sunday or Monday nights due to the Labor Day holiday weekend. I hope 
that 
> you have a good ~veekend that doesn’t involve wind and driving rain :) 
> 
> Unfortunately the database is not up and running yet where ~t can process 
> our feedback forms so in the meantime, please use the forms I have 
attached 
> to this emai[. They are really easy to use, just tab thruugh and type 
yuur 
> info, then save as a new document Please title the ducument with the 
(for 
> tuturs) subject and date, ur (for mentors) the student’s last name and 
> date For example, SOCI 101 9-1-10 ur Smith 9-1-10 
> 

> Please let me know if you need anything else. Thank you for all ufyour 
> hard work and patience this week as we get the schedule ironed uut and 
> stu@ table up and running. 
> thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 221696bytes; 
Attacl~nent Link: htrp :i/archiveO2.uncaa.unc.eduid5b4cb 176812d0709el e7addb442b4c9 
File Name: 
Expiry Date: YVcd, 21:06:36 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/2b4d73562e114032548047c386ec 1 la4 
File Name: 
Expiry Date: Wed, 21:06:36 -0500 
Size: 111616bytes 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

~yahoo.com> 

Friday,                 12:23 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jaimie I,ee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu~; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXI’.httn 

Hi, ladies! 

Here’s my ]2~rln for tonight’s session. 

I can hardly wait for the game! 

Wo o-hoo! 

]VI~ SecureStor Stored: total 83456bytes; 

Attachment Link: htt,0://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/47b55369f6317f~a4bf27310776651d3 

File Name 

Exptry [)ate: \Ved, 23:22:47 -0500 

Size: 83456bytes 



From: @emai|.unc.edu~" 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:39 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uneaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Porl 

Mq SecureSt)r Stored total 55878bytes 
Attachment Link: http:/iarchiveO2.uncaa unc edu~/62fO lfc9ad9833f23a2caf83bf42edbd 

File Name: Port 
Expiry Da~.e: Mort, 20:38:56 -( N)0 

Size: 55878bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:05 PM 

Amy Heissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Chapel Hill 

}email.unc edu 

Mq SecureStor Stored: tota149512bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa uric edu/5279bbdec4b 8728bb464f08bd9b91541 
File Name: 
Expiry Date: Tue, 22:04:33 -0500 
Size: 49512bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bfidgerb@uucaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 9, 2010 4:45 PM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: PSYC feedback 

’IENTI’.httn 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>>                @email uric edu> 9/9/2010 3:23 PM >>> 
http://archive02 uncaa unc edu/67c f6a6d8428 dSb81 ebcl fe0260e67c0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:37 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms- 

H~ 

Attached are nay feedback forms for Sept9 Have a great ~veekend! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 220672bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa uric edu/cec91634c4086b36ecdc5f5aSbb2ed65 
File Name: DOC 
ExpiW Date: Wed, 20:37:30 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa.unc.edu/002382ab5617949alfSb5dT0228450b1 
File Name: DOC 
Expi~’ Date: Wed, 20:37:30 -0500 
Size: 110592bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 10:52 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tutor Feedback 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 55822bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa uric edu/dabb084b94e3721"l ce00ac949c7ac401 

File Name: Port docx 

]_~xpi~., Date: Wed, 21:52:08 -0500 

Size: 55822bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:27 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor feedback, COMM 

TEXT.htm 

Sorry for the delay, I had forgotten that you said the database was not yet 
up and running. 

Very Best 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 56298bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa unc edu/8869cb4bc2dbca6ece3adba4edbe28c3 

File Name: COJVfk4~ . .DO(2X 
Expiry Date: r~[]au, 01:27:22 -0500 

Size: 56298bytes 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:14 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: FF 

attached 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109568bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/7e71f6d17fcPo77612ba65c259e921c5 
File Name: 
Expiry Date: Sat. 21:18:47 -05(X) 
Size: 109568bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, 9:02 PM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Feedback Forms 

TEXTI’.httn 

~unc.edu> 

Hey Amy, 

Here are my feedback forms- Have a great night :) 

Just a reminder that I have to go to a lecture on Wednesday night, so I 
wonDt be here. 

Thanks, 

M t SecureStor Stored: total 102097bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/787b2102381d44cc49852ebSddi3fead 

File Name 

Exptry [)ate: Sun, 20:02:03 -0500 

Size: 50902bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc, edu/i~5940c 1035c 1 dbeb90b565b 1 dS0bbbee 

File Name: 

Expiry Date: Sun, 20:02:03 -0500 

Size: 51195bytes 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:15 PM 

To: Am)’ kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: FF 

Attached, 
also, I love the idea of having short little tutorial sessions about 
writing- I think that’s exactly ~vhat they need, and its perfect for them. 
Perhaps you could do a citation one, talking about plagiarizing and the 
different folrnS of MLA, Chicago, APA citations. That’s just an idea- plen~ 
more where that came from! 
Have a good night :) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109056bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/c0284bbfabf5151~104ea61 ab5bdg~ca 

File Name: 
Expit3’ Date: Sun, 20:14:55 -0500 
Size: 109056bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu:, 

Monday,                  9:47 PM 

Jennil~r Town~nd <jtown~n@u ~caa.unc.edu~; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF- 

Thanks! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 51328bytes; 
Attachment Link: http :/iarchive02.uncaa uric edu/d75c0be54eefe742a1789f8366~egbd 
File Name: FF- 
Exphy Date: Sun, 20:47:15 -0500 

Size: 51328bytes 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 11:17 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.~mc.edu:~; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF, 

’IEXT.httn 

Hi, ladies - 

Here’s my form from last night 

Please see my comments about 
Yikes 

Thanks - 

and the ]-)RAM stud?, guide 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 87552bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa unc edu/29587[~%3dcc08efgbc3058c56b43a2d 

File Name: 

Expiry Date: Mort, 10:16:33 -0500 

Size: 87552bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 12:09 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.~mc.edu:~; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

TEXT.httn 

Hello, ladies! 

Here’s last night’s form--cnllectiveiy nne of our best evenings to date! 

Yay~ 

See you soon - 

]VI~ SecureStor Stnred: total 87552bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://arch~veO2.uncaa.unc.edu/a3fa9128b847380eSdcbe:O20daeSa4d 

File Name ?c 

Exptry [)ate: Tue, 11:09:01 -0500 

Size: 87552bytes 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:52 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Subje~’t: FF’ 

attached 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109056bytes; 

Attachment Link: h_ttp://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/ee5e2 lc477c983dc353bllc030£’o334c 
File Name 
Expi~ Date: Tue, 20:51:42 -0500 

Size: 109056bytes 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  10:21 PM 

Jerrmler Town~nd ~town~nd@ u ~caa.unc.edu>, Amy klelssler klelssle~i@uncaa, unc.edu~ 

FF- 

Thanks! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 102336bytes; 

Attachment Link: http:i/archlve02.uncaa.unc edu/6afdfd5003639e6de271d011babeb6cc 
File Name: 
Expiry Date: Wed, 21:20:45 -0500 

Size: 51140bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.mac.edu/89db00d020fd99d535a40a912I:452a3c 
Fde Name: D©CX 

Expiry Date: Wed, 21:20:45 -0500 

Size: 51196bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:12 PM 

Jennil~r Town~nd <jtown~nd@m~caa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF. 

did veW well tonight’. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 51200bytes; 

Attachment Link: httr~://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/97a0122db50546674634b693f432172e 

File Name: FF-( 

Expi~’ Date: Sat, 20:12:04 -0500 

Size: 51200bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, September 20, 2010 8:36 PM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms for 9/20 

TEXTI’.httn 

~unc.edu> 

Hey Amy- 

The boys were great tonight :). 

Here are the feedback forms 

Thanks. 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 102564bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa uric edu~,4a4f9bbl a83908e376787cc0blccfa3c 

File Name 

Expiry Date: Sun, 19 Dec 2010 19:35:44 -0500 

Size: 51246bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc edu~,5d4868792b95161ac53eecbe418227f2 
File Name 
Exptry [)ate: Sun, 19 Dec 2010 19:35:44 -0500 
Size: 51318bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 20, 2010 10:39 PM 

Jennil~r Town~nd <jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa. unc edt~> 

FF- 

Thanks 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 51134bytes; 
Attachment Link: ht~tD://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/626c60880c0be2cf6e4117a370593a5e 
File Name: FF. 
Expiry Date: Sun, 19 De~ 2010 21:41:01 -0500 
Size: 51134bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, September 21, 2010 12:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.~mc.edu:~; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 09-20-10 

TENfI’.httn 

Hi, ladies. 

Here’s my form for last night. 

Check out my note on 

See you this evening! 

performance. I also had a productive chat with 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 90112bytes; 

Attachment Link: http:i/arch~ve02 uncaa uric edu/fc6950:t’3365b89:[’6828806269b736281 

File Name 

Expiry Date: Mort, 20 Dec 2010 11:06:04 -0500 

Size: 90112bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 12:35 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pori 9-21-10 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 55667bytes; 

Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa uric edu~,db27d6b09dd51 d2d5235223593e84b 83 

File Name: Tutor Feedback Form-1 docx 

Expiry Date: Mort, 20 Dec 2010 23:35:10 -0500 

Size: 55667bytes 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.corn> 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 12:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Jaimie I ,ee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~F 09-21-10 

TENTI’.httn 

Hi, ladies! 

Here’s my form for last night. 

Check out my notes on 

See you this evening - 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 89600bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/cc91978e02ab949f858860ab5fb2b474 

File Name: 

Exptry [)ate: Tue, 21 Dec 2010 11:06:1~; -0500 

Size: 89600bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:40 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Feedback tbnns 

’I~NTI’.httn 

That’s it. Thanks! The FF is attached! 

On Wed, at 5:09 PM. Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>~vrote: 

Is this the one you mean? Thanks! 
>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ t Jill 
919-~g43-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

>>> :@emaiLunc.edu> 5:03 PM >>> 

Hi, Amy. Can you please send me a copy o17 the multiple students feedback 
:ff)nn ? 

Thanks, 

On Wed: 

>> Just a reminder regarding feedback forms: 
>> I cannot stress enough the importance of the irfformation you provide by 
>> completing these forms after each of your sessions Based on your 
>> obsel~’ations or concerns, we are able to attend to issues before they- become 
>> problerns, and keep the coaches update on the progress of their students, h~ 
>> order to be effective, the coaches require that we bring to their attention 
>> any problerns or concerns by the end of the following day-. Consequently, if 
>> you are not doing so alrea@, please submit your feedback forms by noon of 
>> the following day of your session. 
>> If you are behind in your forms, please get them to nre as soon as you 
>> can. Thanks. 
>> Lastly, please send your feedback forms to all four of us: 
>> Amy Kleissler kleissle@ancaa.unc.edu 
>> Beth Bridger bridgerb@uncaa.m~c.edu 
>> Tia Overstreet overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> Jairnie Lee jaimielee@tmcaa.unc.edu 
>> Thank you so rnuch for your hard work and positive attitude! 
>> Please let rne know if you need anything, 
>> 
>> Arny Kleissler 
>> Acadenric Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 
>> c 

>> kleissle@m~caa.unc, edu 
>> 

at 4:41 PM. 2.my kleissler <kIeissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 56265bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc edu~’41fc893f6ec976dSelacf3223ea082ca 

File Name: docx 

Expi~’ Date: 16:39:59 -0500 

Size: 56265bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Thursday, 12:08 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.uuc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@ uucaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

’IJdXTI’.httn 

Hi, ladies! 

Here’s my form for last night. 

Check out outburst[ Yikes. 

Both                      let curse words slip during 
attendance/announcements. My note on          is pretty comical 

checked out with me at 8:41 I [ore this kiddo! 

See you this evening - 

M~ SecureStor Stored: total 90112bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa.unc.edu/ab2c2852:g)81809c67ae605e6329c618 

File Name Group FF doc 

Expiry Date: Wed, 11:07:53 -0500 

Size: 90112bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, 10:16 PM 

Jennil~r Town~nd <jtown~nd@m~caa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF- 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 102826bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa uric edu/11 ac7ad4084938a0ed93ad4c9425dlec 

File Name: }:F. DOCX 

Expiry Date: Wed, 21 : 15:58 -0500 

Size: 51257bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/42808017cac08c388c8237cc93eb2caa 
File Name: [:t:- DOCX 
Exptry [)ate: \Ved, 21 : 15:58 -0500 
Size: 51569bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  9:38 PM 

JermilEr Townmnd <jk~wnmnd@uncaa.unc edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF- 

Thanks! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 51622bytes; 
Attacba~ent Link: ht~12//archiveO2.uncaauncedu~’ab4aO62albfc43ce5a5g)53299e9081a 

File Name: .DOCX 

Expi~’ Date: Sat, ~ 20:37:35 -0500 

Size: 51622bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, 12:09 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.~mc.edu:~; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

TEXT.httn 

Hi, ladies! 

Here’s my form from last night 

See you this evening! 

]VI~ SecureStor Stored: total 89600bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02uncaa.unc.edu/Te39cSceldc7387622c354aSdelb8942 

File Name: Group doc 

Exptry [)ate: Sun, 11:08:35 -0500 

Size: 89600bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

~email.unc.edu-- 

Monday,                  8:30 PM 

Jertnil~r Townmnd <jtown~nd~>uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF- 

Thanks! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 51572bytes; 

Attac[unen~ Lir&: ~/arch~,eO2.uncaa.unc.edu/+2ca5086853a43cfefSb8587888d99464 

File Name: FF. DOCX 

Exph~’ Date: Sun, 19:30:28 -05cO0 

Size: 51572bytes 



Froln: 

Sent: Monday, 9:21 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: t~edback forms 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

~unc.edu> 

Here you go! 
Thanks, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 101706bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa unc edu~’6a6fl 6f2223eb8158ca9ef4a7c121595 
File Name: DOCX 
Exptry [)ate: Sun, 20:21:36 -0500 
Size: 51044bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa uric edu~,fa6bb6493108dad36e3fed8712b7c84f 
File Name: DOCX 
]b;xpiry Date: Sun, 20:21:36 -0500 
Size: 50662bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~-~nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, 7:09 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleiss]e@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: t}edback fom~ 

TEXT.htm~ TEXT 1.htm 

Begin Jk~rwarded message: 

From: @email.unc.edu> 
Date: 11:31:15 AMEDT 
To: <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
>, Amy Byme Kleissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu>, Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu 

>> 

Subject: feedback form 

Here is my feedback form for last night I tried to use the internet 
form 
but it kept telling me the characters I ~ped in didn’t match. 

]VI~ SecureStor Stored: total 107520bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa unc edu~,acca0dcSbd633cf91 dd2b91 a4137ac86 
File Name: HIST and CLAS: doc 
Expwy Date: Mon, 18:09:21 -0500 
Size: 107520bytes 



From: ~nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, ,7:09 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <ldeissle@ unc~a.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: 

Attach: TEXT.htm; TEXT 1.htm 

Begin J~r~w~rded message: 

From : @emaih unc. edu> 
Date: 8:52:32 AM El)’]? 
To: Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, Jaimie Alexis Samatha Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>, Amy Byrne Kleissler 

<kleissle@email unc.edu>, Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sut~iect: 

Hi [~veryone, 
I apologize AGAIN{ We are working from home today b/c our server is 
getting moved and our computers are getung something done to them 
that I 
don’t understand. ’lNat means I don’t have the form b/c it’s on my 
computer 
at work. I have attached a Word I)oc on which I tried to replicate 
the 
we use. Hope it’s what you need. Maybe next time I will actually 
have the 
r~gN lk~rm on a properly ~nctioning computer. :) 

Pret~ good session last night. One thing I have noticed is that 
the guys 
are gravitating to the sides and back of the room again (this isn’t 
news). 
As we all realize, that makes it hard to walk aro~md and easily see 
what 
they are up to. Most of them stayed on task and were fine, but 
there were 
a couple who used their strategic location to their advantage. But 
Ido 
have to give a ro~d of applause to 
both of 
them worked really hard and got a lot done{~ 

Let me ~ow if you need any more i~o. Have a great day~ 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 31232bytes; 
Attacl~nent Lit~:: http:i/archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/O6eea3702a373286cccd4blb3f6a2b4a 
File Narne: doc 
Exphy Date: Mon, 18:09:58 -0500 
Size: 31232bytes 



From: ~unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, ,9:24 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Feedback Form 

Attach: ’IEXTI’.httn 

Hey Amy- 

Here is my feedback form- 

Thanks, 

Mq SecureStor Stored: total 50614bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 uncaa.unc.edu/c0ea4dfe72857b4d4c2808b27ecfbb2b 

File Name: IX)CX 

Expiry Date: Tue, 20:24:01 -0500 

Size: 50614bytes 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:46 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Por~t 

Sorry this is late, I completely forgot about it 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 55772bytes; 
Attachn~ent Link: http://archiveO2.va~caauncedu/6559bd593781567f4dlffO54390270e5 

File Name: Port docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 19:46:20 -0500 
Size: 55772bytes 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:03 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: ff 

Amy, 

Sor~¢ about that, I did not see that email in my- box until you pointed it 

out. I’ll make sure to do in paper format in the I~ature. 

On iVlo~            20:46:42 -0500, "Amy kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Julianna, 
> I got your form for tonight, but FYI: 
> Beginning this Sunday you ~vill no longer submit 
> your feedback forms via email, nor through the link on Tar Heel Blue; 
> only in hard copy format. There will be copies of the feedback 
> forms for you on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center 
> For KFC, next to the computer you will :find a blue folder labeled 
> [5]blank[Sl which will contain blank mentor and tutor feedback forms. At 
> the end of your shift, before you sign out, please locate the 
> appropriate form, fill out completely, and place in the green folder 
> marked 1551completed. [5~ 
> If you prefer to type your feedback forms, there will be copies of 
> these documents on the desktop of the computer on the 5th floor of KFC 
> You can type up your feedback, print it out, and place it in the 
> [~completed[~l folde 
> Tt ]liSE FORMS MUST BE COMPM£TED BEF()R[~ YOU LI;~Vt~; THE BU]L]-)ING! 
> Attached to this email you will find blank copies of the feedback forms 
> if you would like to print them out yourself to keep with you. If you 
> have any issues or concerns with your student(s), please speak directly 
> with the staff person on duty that day/night. 
> 

> 

> If you have any questmns or concerns, please feel free to contact me. 
> Thanks, 
> >~any 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<michele mahr@med.unc .edtc, 

Monday, Januao~ 25, 2010 8:47 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TENTI’.httn 

I did not get their last names today. Sorw! If you guys could send me their last names, I will save them in nay contacts 

Thanks’. 
Michele 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:10 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: scheduling review ~ssions tbr finals 

Hi Amy, 

I just checked the calendar on the registrar’s website and it looks like 
their exam is the very first one--Sam on Friday,         ! Oy.... 

As for my schedule ..I mentor at the AC on Wednesdays nights so I probably 
won’t be able to make it then On Thursday during the day I’m leading 
Formal Chapter for my sorori~z from 10:30-1:30ish. Other than that rm 
free all day, but it looks like that’s during the window you were looking 
for. Sorry’ this isn’t more helpful! 

On Mon,             15:22:46 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 

< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 

wrote: 

> Hello! 

> I hate to say it, but it is actually ume to start scheduling review 

> sessions for exam! This means that I need some information from you guys 

> .... 

> 

> when is the :final exam for the two sections of MATH    ? 

> when are you available :[’or review sessions in the days leading up to the 

> exam? 

> 

> This is what I was thinking for review sessions -- you tell me how it 

> [’or you: 

> You will already be meeting with the guys on Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday 

> evenings, ~’          & . Would you also be able to work sessions 

> Wednesday evening and Thursday during the day? We are interested in the 

> daytime window of anytime in between 10A-2PM that works for you 

> Let me know your thoughts when you can Thanks so much{ 

>A 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:08 AM 

Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Meeting ruth 

just found out that he has a game on Wed so we cannot meet at our 
normal time He wanted to meet tonight, but I tutor Math on Tues and 
Thurs I told him to go to the writing tutors tonight if he needs help 
with the research/outline. We are going to try to meet on Thurs at 2 
though if he still needs more help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:28 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: final exams review sessions 

Hi Am?’, 
I’m almost positive that his exam is at 12:00 on Saturday 

I’ll talk to him tomorro~v when we meet about when would be good for us 
both to get together I have 2 exams on that day, so as much as I hate 
it, I’m not sure how much I will be able to meet with him, palticularly 
the night before I will definitely do my best to prepare him for it. 
He also has a group of people from his class that he studies with, so 
that will help. 

I’ll let you know when I discuss it with him 

Amy Kleissler ;vrote: 

I hope that you had good break’. 

I hate to say it, but it is actually time to start scheduling review 

sessions ]~r e×am! This means that I need some information from you .... 

when is the final exam ~r     MATH? You can work directly with to 

schedule review sessions with him leading up to the exam. We usually 

plan starting 2-4 days out from the day of the exam, and the day be:tore 

the exam we do both daytime and evening sessions. Do you think that is 

what    will need? Let me know your thoughts, and what you plan out so 

that I can put it on our master schedule 

Let me know your thoughts and if you have an?’ questions or concerns. 

Thanks so much. 

Amy 

Am?" Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto :k leissle(~uncaa.unc, edu> 

UNC Class 

BA. in Mathematacs 



From: @email.unc.eduv 

Sent: Thursday, 5:17 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sub.ie~:t: Re: re¥iews 

Hi Am?’, 
I will definitely be able to meet with on that Thurs and Fri, just 

not that Friday night. I didn’t get a chance to talk with him much 
about it when we met yesterday, but I will over the weekend or on Monday 
at the latest 

I found out today that I got into LrNC so I am definitely going here! I 
am a Tarheel! I will have classes during the second summer session from 
9:45-2:45 evew day, but I will be available any time around that, so 
use me whenever you need to! 

Thanks! 

Am?’ Kleissler wrote: 
> 

Thanks so much for your email letting me know about your availabili~z 
and your exams on Beth wanted me to double check with you to 
see if you might be able to fit in just one session for on Thursday 
and Friday,          and     ? It would absolutely be around your 
schedule and could take place at FB center, AC, library, etc. to make it 
convenient for you. Let me know your thoughts when you can 

Any firm word from UNC?? Soooo glad for you :) 
thanks, 

>A 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

> ,c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto :k leissle(~uncaa.unc, edu> 

UNC Class 
BA. in Mathematics 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:27 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: tinal exam review ~ssions 

TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I am not sure what the upcoming schedule will be for the Soci classes. 

Currently I have the following schedule: 

Socil 
Stu@ Table Wed 7-Spm 

M,%V 10am- 11 am 
rib 9:30-10:30am 

Olympic SI Thurs 8-9pm (very limited ~ttendance) 

Soci 
Stu@ Table Wed 8-gpm 
Tues 9:30-10:30am 

Olympic SI Thurs 7-Spin (1united atten&mce- note instructor will hold review at AC 7-Spin) 

- Soci M/W 9-9:50am (been hit or miss) 

Let me know if and when we will add any review sessions- I do have some concerns for the 

Thanks- 

[)ate: Mt)n 09:22:58 -0400 

From: kleissle@uncaa unc edu 
To:      @hotmail corn 
Subject: RE: final exam review sessions 

players that I only meet with lx/week- and 

If I were you, I’d stay- in xvith my brain in Cancun! This is helpful - I’ll keep you posted as to what we put together for the review schedule. 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> ~hotmail.com> 8:33 PM >>> 

Hi Am?’, 

Thanks, had a good time. 

Soci Final 8am 
Soci Final 8am 

Soci ) Final    12pm 

As far as I know the finals are scheduled in the current classrooms- I have not heard about any- changes 

I am not sure yet what to expect on these finals...I expect to gain a better feel after this ~veek, by sitting in class and speaking to professor/instructor. 

Soci is supposed to get a stu@ guide yew soon (if not already released)- that will give me a good idea of the material 

Soci - there is supposed to be a lot of material covered on this exam.8 textbook chapters and a novel, but not sure if she will include all 8 chapters..will tl~- to find out from her. 

Soci - unfortunately I do not go to this class, so I rely heavily on word and his notes..I will touch base with this week to see if she will provide a study guide. 

Sorry, not much help..my brain must still be in Cancun- I expect to have a better vie~v of things at the end of the ~veek I will make myself available to get through these last weeks. 

Talk ~vith you soon- 



[)abe: N’ion:            16:30:02 -0400 

From: kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:      @hotmai[.com 
Subject: :final exam review sessions 

I hope that you had good break! 

I hate to say it, but it is actually time to start scheduling review sessions :[’or exam[ This means that I need some irfformation li’om you guys.. 

when are the final exams for SOCI and ~ ? rm not positive whether or not you tutor for different sections so if so, are the exam times different? 

when are you available for review sessions in the days leading up to the exam? 

Based upon your opinion of the guys and their competence level, how many days ahead do you think we should begin scheduling review sessions? two days out? Four? Daytime and 
evening sessions? Begin with once a day and then increase to daytime and evening as we get closer? 

Let me know- your thought and availabilib" as soon as you can. Thanks so much. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UN(2-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

The New Busy is not the old busy. Search, chat and e-mail froru your inbox.. Get started. 

Hotmail is redefining busy- with tools for the New Busy. Get more froru your inbox. 

http:i/~vww.windowslive.com,’campaign/thenewbus,~".’ocid PID28326::T:WLMTAGL:ON:WL:on-US:WM Hix~IP:042010 2 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:29 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Co: ~email. unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: reviews 

That looks good to me! 

As for the evening session, is it okay if we play it by ear? We are 
planning to make a review packet for each of them with problems to work 
through so if they are at different places we may want to split them up 
anyways. We’ll see how it goes! 

On Tue,            17:22:24 -0400, "Am)’ Kleissler" 
< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 
wrote: 
> and 
> i lcnow you sent me an email but I cant find it!!! I think i have it in 

mY 
> head that     couldn’t work Thurday morning, 
> this and tell me if it works for y’al[? 
> 

> Thursday 10AM with 
> with and at 11 AM 
> 

> then 
> 

> that night at 7 with and , and with 
> and 
> 

> thanks so much for being patient with me! 
>A 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Can you look at 

at 10 and then 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, 8:46 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: GEOL finaJ review 

TEXl’.httn 

I e-mailed you a day or so ago and it seems to not have sent. It’s sitting in the outbox and won’t go! What’s up ~vith that? 
Anyway, I said that although it would be nice to have a big group and have some fun (games and stuff), I’m thinking that some of the guys would really benefit more fi-om smaller groups 
(     especially). 

[)abe: Mon,             16:43:14 -0400 

From: kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:          @hotmail corn 
Subject: GEOL final review 

For the night before the exam, would you prefer to have the guys all as one group, or broken down into smaller ones? Let me know 
thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu 

The New Busy is not the old busy-. Search, chat and e-mail from your inbox.. 

http://w~vw~vindowslive.com/campaign/thenewbusy?ocid PII)28326::T:~&K.N~FAGL:ON:WL:en-US:WM HMP:042010 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Jolms~n < ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, August 24, 2010 11:24 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

You’re welcome. I will send i soon 

On Tue, Aug 24, 2010 at 9:04 AM, ~vny kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> ThalJcS Lyn! 
>A 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program fur Student Athletes 
> LrNC-Chapel Hill 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

>>>> Lyn Johnson < @gmail.com> 8/24/2010 8:40 AM >>> 
>Hi, 
> Here’s         report. I wasn’t able to get much out of him about his 
> family background or academic problems. Let me know if you have an?- 
> questions or you have trouble opening this 
> Lyn 
> 

> 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D 
Cugnitive Neuropsycholugy, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chape] Hill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:41 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Paperwork 

CV.doc 

Hi 
So sor~z I’m late sending this to you It’s a copy of my professional CV 
that our department requires to have for advisoW committee meetings. It’s 
the closest thing to a resume that I have I hope this suffices. 

Let me know if you need anything else! 

On Thu,            13:20:40 -0400, "Amy KleissIer" 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

wro be: 

> If you and I have not yet met, let me introduce myself My name is Amy 

> Kleissler and I will be working with you this semester in the mentoring 

> program In preparation of our kick -off meeting next week, I need to 

make 

> sure that we have all of your paperwork up-to-date in our files so that 

we 

> are in compliance 

> My files indicate that I do not have a copy of your resume. Could you 

> please either send it to me via email, or else bring a hard-copy to our 

> meeting next week. Let me know. 

> Thanks so much and I can’t wait to see you next week. Go Heels[ 

> Cheers, 

> ;Mny 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Cha~el Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday.               8:41 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

TIMS and new positions 

Hello again, 

I was wondering if we ~vould kmow when we are working in time to know 
whether to approve our time cards on Friday or on Sunday of this week? Or 
should we go ahead and approve the card before noon tomorrow either ~vay? 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 12, 2010 1:51 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Paperwork 

2009-2010 ExrF PAPERWORK.pdf 



COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

ACAD£~IIC SUPt~OIgLT PROGIKAM 

l~OR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

STUDENT ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT CENTEIk 

CAMPUS BOX 8550 

PO BOX 2126 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27515-2126 

T 9~9.966.4~o~ 

F 9~9.96z.8247 

Academic Honesty Testimonial " 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

U niversity of North Carolina 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes would like to thank you for your investment in our program 
and student-athletes. Your work is invaluable and one ofonr most important services offered. In accordance with 
ACC requests, and in efforts to remain compliant with NCAA regulations, we now ask that you complete this 
testhnonial as a way to complete your time of service for this semester. 

Academic integrib’ must be maintained by otlr office. As stated in our Tutor Handbook aud Academic Honesty 
Policy,, the form you signed at the term’s beginning, the following are examples of extra benefits and fraudulent 
academic activity: 

writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 
completing assignments fbr the student-athlete 
taking exams for the student-athbte 
any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the stndent’s 
conducting research for the student-athlete 

This Iist in not all-inclusive by any means, but it does provide concrete examples of impermissible activity. We 
ask that yon now h~itial the following two statements if you can attest to its content and sign below. Again, thank 
yotl for yotlr investment in our program and all that yon do for our stuclents. 

I attest to the fact that I ueither committed nor witnessed any academically fraudulent behavior according 

to NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistance policies m~d regulations,__ ~i~’,~i~i:i~ 

1 attest to the fi~ct that I did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of 
any extra benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as stated in the NCAA Manual and presented in 
training procedures by the Academic Support Center and Athletics Compliance Office. __ 

Print Nan~e 

Signature Date 

NCAA Compliance 2009-2010 



ACADEMIC INTEGRITY STATEMENT ADDENDUM 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Your feedback helps us shape our program for the future, so your candid responses to the following questions are greatly 

appreciated. 

:1. Did you ever feel pressured by student-athletes to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

2. Did you ever feel pressured by athletic department staff to provide unethical academic assistance? If so, in what way? 

3. Did you feel you were given adequate training on NCAA rules relating to academic integrity, extra benefits, gambling and 

other applicable legislation? If no, what would you like to see done differently? 

4. If you saw issues affecting academic integrity, were you able to bring your concerns to the academic support staff? If you 

did, were your concerns handled appropriately? Explain. 

5. What type of interaction have you had with faculty? 

6. Are you aware of any gambling behaviors among student-athletes? If so, what types of gambling? 

7. Are you aware of any inappropriate "extra" benefits provided to student-athletes? If so, please discuss. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:27 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Table 

Amy, 

Was this schedule just for Football? I mentor Sundays, Mondays, and 
Wednesdays and I wasn’t on there at all Am I missing something? 

Thanks, 

On Tue            11:36:38 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> I hit "send" on my last email to you before explaining that I have also 
> attached to that (and this! ) the master chart [’or all tutor and mentoring 
> sessions. On this chart you will see all sessions scheduled during the 
> week so that you are able to verify which students are scheduled to meet 
> with you, and when. Please be sure to mark on your feedback forms any 
> absences. 
> Thank you 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Student-Athlete Academic Support 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 5:58 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Review schedule tbr Olympic 

Amy, 

two questions, 

1. I’m also assigned (tues/thurs) idk if it’s neccessaW 
to have on the master schedule. 
2. told me Cynthia is her new- counselor. Should I keep 
sending my feedback forms to you and Brent, or should i send them to you 
and Cynthia. ( I also don’t have Cynthia’s email) 

Thanks! 

Amy KleissIer wrute: 
> Attached yuu will find the master schedule J2~r the Olympic sports since 
> the last chart I sent yuu was only fur fuotbaH 
> Sorry about that! 
>A 
> 

> 

> Student-Athlete Academic Suppurt 

> kIeissle@uncaa unc.edu <mailtu :kleissle(fr)uncaa unc. edu> 
> 



From: ] @email.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 9:30 AIvl 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Subject: no last night 

wasn’t at stu@ table last night becuase he was doing 
something with coach da,zis. No feedback form today. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 11:48 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re:~ 

Attach: ’I~EXYI’.httn 

It ~vas finished Last semester his English teacher let him email 
things in and I think he assumed that this professor would also 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:06 A2vl, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
wro be: 

Thanks -- do you know why 
in hard copy? Did he go to class or not have it finished? Just 
curious. 

Thanks! 
>A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

>>> ;@gmail.com> 

emailed it rather than handing ~t ~n 

10:32 AM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu~ 

Sunday, 12:12 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring Wedne~tay night 

He?’ Amy, 

I was ~vondering if it would be ok for me to miss tutoring on Wednesday 
and I will be ~vorking really hard tonight on a paper that’s due 

Wednesday, but we won’t have anything else important to do for the rest of 
the ~veek I have a really difficult math assignment due on Thursday morning 
that ~ve will learn how to do on Tuesday and I have a huge math test Could 
we cancel session? Please let me know what to do I’ll see you 
tonight’. 

Thanks, 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, 8:35 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: little chaJ~ge 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edn> 
Date:                  6:15:58 PM EDT 

To: <kleissle@email uric edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Re: little change 

I~.ETH 

Beth Bridger 
Learning Specialist, Football 
UNC-Chapel }{ill 
919-843-5669 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> < @email unc.edu> 5:21 PM >>> 
Beth, 

I hate to do this at the last minute, but rm not feeling too well 
rm s~tre I’ll feel better tormn, but I have the three frestwnan 
softball players tonight and I don’t thiJok I can make it. I 
couldn’t find amy’s email to cmail her. 

Sorry to cancel at the last minute. 

...... Original Message ...... 
To: Beth Bridger 
Subject: Re: little change 
Sent:             4:35 PM 

Yes that’s fine :) 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Beth Bridger 
To: 
Subject: little change 
Sent:             4:28 PM 

you will have       ~ on Sunday-s at 830-930ish she has a tutor 
session at 730 that ok’.’ BETH Beth Bridger Learning Specialist, 
Football UNC-Chapel Hill 919-843 -5669 bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu 
Sent on the Sprint [] Noxv Network from my BlackBerry [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edtc, 

Saturday, 8:04 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Drama play viemng 

Hi Amy, 

Do the guys have a scheduled day to go see it, and is there a way we can 
go ~vatch it with them or would we have to pay for our own tickets? 

Thanks, 

Amy Kleissler ~Vl-ote: 
> I have attached to this email some thought I had for the DRAM students before they go see the play Opus at Playmakers. I thought you might ~vant to take a look at these thoughts so 
that you are tap to speed as to where the students should be. 
> 

> I have geared the sheet toward the    paper because remembering the details of the play will be important to their paper, but the same advice holds true for the students in DRAM 
and    . Although    and    will not have to write papers on this play, the students in these classes ~vill be tested on the production. 

I will be attending the play myself next Thursday, 

Please let me know if you need anything. 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

if you have any questions come up. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday,                  4:22 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 

’I~Xl’.httn 

GroupFeedback Form[l ] 

think that would be great. As long as the?’ are being productive. Also, could you make sure she sends feedback to me. Thanks 

Kyrn 

>>:~ Amy Kleissler 3:33 PM >>~- 

Kym, 
I wanted to mn this request for more sessions with 
Amy 

by you Is it ok with you to set up additional sessions for 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

and on Wednesday nights? Let me know. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:03 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.docx 

See attached. No pool last night 

Quoting Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

This note pertains to those students in Protl Adamson’s Drama 
class, but thought that students in the other class might find it 
helpful if you think you could use it. 

Attached is a worksheet that may help the guys pull out some of the 
~mportant topics that Pro:t~ Adamson has highlighted in his lectures 
Not all of the material can be found in the book, only his lectures. 
The students can dig on the intemet to find the material if they 
didn’t pick it up in the lectures I have attached an answer key 
for you ! 

Let me know if you could use a copy of the handout "helpful hints for 
taking multiple choice exams". 

One helpful way to review the plays would be to have the student make 
a list of each of the characters and settings for each play, then 
list out details for each. For example, the character Lampito (in 
the play Lysistrata by Aristophanes) is an older woman who is 
representing the other Spartan woman from her homeland. In the 
translation of the play we read her lines are spoken with a Southern 
accent to make her sound more ignorant than the other female 
characters in the play. Details, details, details. If the?" really 
know the stories, they will be ok. Knowing the stories cannot be 
achieved by one reading of a summary of the play. 

I have also attached an outline of all the material covered in the 
syllabus and in class up to the first exam. 

let me know- if you need anything else, 
Arny 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:28 PM 

@email.unc.edu; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

’I~NZI’.httn 

Thanks amy. Also what do you think I should do about 

Sent on the Sprint[] No;v Network from my BlackBeny [] 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[)ate: Mon, 09:44:21 
To: @emaihunc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

not wanting to be there? 

’]?here is a binder in the bookcase (bottom shelf) in the copy room here at the AC labeled ~ SYCII . It is the material from    back in     . You are welcome to look through there to see if 
there is something that you can use (not :For the student to use though). ]f there isn’t awthing already made up in there, you might be able to cobble together something from the material in 
there. ]n the meantime, I’m checking other sources to see if we already have awthing. I’1l let you know as soon as I do. 
Thanks! 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 9:34 PM >>> 
feedbacl< form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @gmail.com> 

Monday, 12:15 PM 

@gmail.com; Kleissler, Amy <klei ssle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Group Study Form 

That would be great Can she please leave them in her office and I pick them up this evening 
...... Original iVlessage ...... 

From: Am?’ Kleissler 
To:        @gmail.com 
To: Beth Bridger 

To: ccknorr@uncaa.u~c edu 
Subject: Re: Group Study Form 
Sent:            12:11 PM 

Beth has a cop?’ of the notes I took on the production elements of Opus that might help you Let me know 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> 12:26 A2vl >>> 
Hello All: 
Study group went well. I had a question. Is there an?’ way to obtain any 
sturdy notes :[’or the play ()pus? I looked in Beth office and I did not find 
anything. I think that we assist me in helping understand how 
to approach this paper. Thank you 

Sent fi-om my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, 5:09 PM 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor/Mentor Get-Together Date Change 

TEXT.hm~; IMAGE.BMP 

I will plan on being there. Thanks for putting this together! 

,@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Am?" Kleissler 10:26 AM >>> 
Good morning, 
Unfortunately we will need to reschedule our get-together from Sunday, 

Please RSVP for this new date I apologize for the inconvenience. 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

~)uncaa.unc. edu 

to Sunday, same time, same place! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:04 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

session tonight 

Hello, 

I’m sorp)~ to get to you all so late, but I hoped that I’d be feeling 
better. I’ve been sick all weekend, and I’m afraid that I’m going to have 
to cancel my mentor session Jk~r tonight I have all freshmen, and I know 
that they have to be at their meeting from 7-8, but they’d regularly meet 
with me after. I’m going to try to reach all of them, but in case I can’t, 
here are the kids who are e×pecung me: 

I’m so sorry to have to miss these appointments, but I also don’t want to 
meet with them and risk eveuone being as sick as I’ve been this weekend :( 

I’ll offer 12~r all of them to meet with me tomon-ow night. 

Thanks, and let me know if there’s anything else I need to dot 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 8:33 AM 

Reyuolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

and I will be meeting on 

Thanks, 

instea d of today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 7:47 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

also did not attend the Monday mentoring session because of 
CREED and meetings. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaikunc.edu;, 

Monday, 4:03 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Work Tuesday 

Hi~ 

This Tuesday is the Tuesday of the month that I won’t be able to come to 
work. I hope this will not be a problem. 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 8:33 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: S~mday 

Hi Am)’, 
I will be able to attend the meeting on Sunday. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@email.une.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:41 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Make up tbr missed Get Together 

Hey Amy ! 

So the meeting’s only tbr mentoring 
sports? I only have    and        .. 

Thanks ;) 

, and not the other 

Amy Kleissler ~Vl-ote: 
> Good morning -- 
> WitJa any hack, I’ll have FINALLY sent this email to the correct people! 
> ffyou are not a mentor for football just let me know! 
> 

> I wanted to let you know that if you are unable to attend the Get 
> Together/mentor training this Sunday night you will need to schedule a 
> time make up the session with Beth. Let me know. 
> 
> Thanks [’or your patience. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
> C 

> kleiss e@uncaa unc edu <m ~i to kle ss e }unca ~ unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 12:49 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Make up tbr missed Get Together 

TEXi’.httn 

Hey Amy, 

Per your email, I just wanted to let you know that I am not a mentor 
for       . My mentees are all olympic sports athletes ( 

) I will get in touch with Beth about rescheduling 
because I’m going to be out of town Thanks for all of your support 
-- I can’t even begin to tell you ho;v much I value being part of this 
program! 

Thanks, 

On , at 12:04 PM, ~nny Kleissler wrute: 

G uod murning -- 
With any ]uck, rH have FINALLY sent this email tu the currect 
people! Ifyuu are not a mentur for Jk~utball just let me knuw! 

I wanted tu let you know that if you are unable tu attend the Get 
Together/mentur training this Sunday night you will need tu schedule 
a time make up the sessiun with Beth Let me knuw. 

Thanks for your pauence 

Thanks, 
~nny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program lk~r Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 4:33 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Session Last Night 

told me that he had no assigranents due until aI’ter fall break and I 
had two papers to finish, so we cancelled our session last night 
Thanks, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Brenda Jackson" <BJackson@chccs.kl2.nc.us~ 

Monday, November 9, 2009 9:42 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Ques~tionairre 

’I~N2I’.httn 

Answers to your Questionairre, Sor~ I had trouble returning the attacl~nent, it could not be saved and I lost the questionairre each time I tried to 
send it. 

1. To support their IEP goals/support inclusion in regular classroom 

2. Support for academic skills, social skills, transitions 

3. Follow the teacher’s lead, ask for suggestions 
Meet to discuss strategies & issues 

4. Back upp from EC teacher; inservices available on various skills 

5. Talk to EC beacher 

6. Need individualized attention in classrooms 
EC assistant support; resource supporL many materials 
Stron parent involvement 

7 Yes 

8. Takes time [’or the students to learn- slow process 
Opportunities for a small group & after school 

9. Work together as a team 
Clearly establish guidelines 
Work for children 

Good leadership 

10. More time for communicating 

Hopefully Ms. Kleissler this will help, Sorp)~ [’or the delay. I’ve had a lot of technical problems with this computer! 



From: ~emaikunc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:47 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: hours 

Amy, 

I am having trouble deciding hotv many’ hours I should work next semester. I 
think I could probably handle what I am working now .. Sunday, Tuesday, 
Thursday-, or maybe just Sunday or Tuesday/Thursday Or, I could be willing 
to fill in as needed throughout the semester. Wednesdays are not good 
nights for me Monday- is also fine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,(~email.tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, ~ 8:45 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

s~mdy hall next sunday 

he?’ am?-, 

i ~vas just wondering if there was going to be stud?- hall next sunday 
after thanksgiving. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:25 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

Spling Availability 

Hi Amy and Beth, 

This spring I would like to pick up more hours I am available to work 
Tuesday-Thursday nights and Sunday nights More simply put, ever,v night but 
Monday night because I have an evening class. 

However, as I discussed with Beth, I won’t be able to start this schedule 
until the ;veek of 

@email uric edu 



From: "_c}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:39 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Tonight 

He?’ Amy, 
I tried to send you a message last night, but I’m not sure if it went 
through or not I reminded        in class today that we are planning on 
meeting tonight at 7 even though he usually gets Mondays off We will need 
to work on his sociology paper. We added tonight’s session because it was 
supposed to be due on Wednesday and we weren’t going to meet again before 
it was due However, in class today he changed the due date to be Friday. 
We are definitely coming on tonight to tiy to work on it, but I am having a 
bit of a dilemma 

and since he is coming in tonight, I would let Dwight have Wednesday night 
ofil 

Let me know, what you think I need to do. Thanks 

UNC Mathematics/Latin American Studies 

))email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, i 7:12 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring planning 

I think I’ve already sent you my availability, but here it is: I’d 
like to work 3-4 nights a week, not on tuesday That’s all I got for 
ya Thanks! 

Quoting Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hello -- 
> I hope that your week is going ~vell If you will be joining us for 
> the spring semester, could you please for~vard me (unless you alrea@ 
> have) your specific hourly ability. Study Table will be the same, 
> 7-9PM. so if you are available then, you only need to tell me that 
> you are available for the evening If you are available during the 
> day, could you please let me kno~v days/times please. We are 
> interested in 9AM-4PM Monday-Thursday possibly 
> 

> Please let me know as soon as you can so that I can put together the 
> schedule. As al~vays, let me kno~v if you have any questions. 
> 

> Also, please remember that this is a TIMS Approval week so please 
> approve your timesheet. 

> Take care, 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:29 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Spring plamm~g 

Attach: TEXYf.httn 

I hope all is well. I ~vant to come back next semester. I would like to 
mentor on Sundays, Mondays & Wednesdays. It is interesting how I have 
developed such a bond ~vith my mentees They made healing all the better by 
checking on me all the time. YVhen is the NC.~ paper due? I will ~vork on it 
on Friday and fax it to you. 
Happy Holidays 

On Thu, at 1:59 PM Amy Kleissler <k eiss e@unc la unc edu>wr ~te 

Hello 
I hope that your week is going ~vell. If you will be joining us for the 
spring semester, could you please forward me (unless you alrea@ have) your 
specific hourly ability. Study Table will be ~e same, 7-9PM; so if you are 
available then, you only need to tell me that you are available [’or the 
evening If you are available during the day, could you please let me know 
days/times please. We are interested in 9AM~PM Monday-Thursday possibly. 

Please let me know as soon as you can so that I can put together the 
schedule. As always, let me know if you have any questions 

Also, please remember that this is a *TIMS Approval week* so please 
approve your timesheet 

Take care, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

willingh <willingh@email.unc .edu’- 

Monday, April 5, 2010 12:56 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

On Mol~ 05 Apr 2010 11:31:07 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ma~¢, 

> 

> Quick question for you -- has there been any word yet on 
request 
> for foreign language substitution7 Let me know your thoughts when you 
can, 
> thanks, 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chat~el Hill 

c 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

MaW Willmgham 
Assistant Director 
(;enter :[’or Student Success and Academic Counseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 



From: Lyn John~n - @gmail.com7 

Sent: Monday, 10:44 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: .doc 

I added an accommodation about    problems with writing mechanics, 
history of problems with foreign languages, LD in reading. I think 
he needs to write an impact statement to send with his request for 
alternative coursework.. I’m not sure if the failing grade in the 
foreign language can be removed ti~om his transcript, but it never 
hurts to ask. Let me know if I need to do anything else. Hope you had 
a goodweekend, 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, Ph D. 
Cognitive Neuropwcholog~q PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel }[Jill, NC 27517 
919.918 1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"_c}email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:18 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Letter A "tachment 

letter to request foreigu lm~guage replacemeut classes.docx 

Sor~z I forgot to attach this earlier. 



From: ~hotmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:23 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjet~: FW: emafil 

A~tach: ’IE37f.htm 

From: .2))hotmail corn 
To: @email.unc edu 
Subject: email 
[)abe: Wed, 08:15:10 -0400 

Can’t open attachment-- 

’]?he other problem is what transpired throughout the semester The tutor report forms would document that you didn’t see me on a regular basis-- i.e, at least once a week Anyone with a 
learning disability would obviously come 12~r help a minimum of 16 times a semester, showing that he is putting 12~rth the sufficient effort to understand the material and prepare for tests If 
memory serves, that didn’t happen. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <~emlyons@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 11:38 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: returning accommodations 

Hi Am?’, 
Have the students fill out the accoms form requesting notes- please make 
stare they have gone to class and there are no other ways to receive 
notes Once that is established and I have received the request, I ~vill 
send it on to Katie for processing. 

Am?’ Kleissler wrote: 
Beth, 
It ~vas good to meet you last week when Beth Bridger brought me up to ASP 
to learn the ropes 

I wanted to confirm ~vith you the procedure for setting tap note-taking 
and testing accommodations for the students who have been receiving 
these accommodations for at least two consecutive semesters 

For note-taking, is this done on-line by following the link on 
Disabili~z Ser,Aces for Books-Notes, or should they call/email you or 
Katie Collins? 

How about for re-establishing test taking accommodations? 

I truly appreciate you helping me with my learning curvet Thank you. 
Amy Kleissler 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto :k leissle(~uncaa.unc, edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 7:23 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: checking iu 

Amy, 
I finished up evelything with I haven’t scored anything, but 
he seems pretty’ smart. 

,. I’ll get 
report to you the first of the week when I get back. Did you 

ever get the BAI and BDI on ? He’s on my ’to do’ list. 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

On Thu, Sep 24, 2009 at 11:00 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> ~vrote: 

> I saw             here this morning and I sent him around to 227, but ~vas 
> never abie to get over and say hello to you Did it all go ~vell? Thank you 

> for being so accommodating with these guys! I also wanted to check on the 
> report for               I know he ~vas just tested a few weeks ago but 
> checking was on my ’to do’ list so there ~ve go! Let me know your thoughts 
> when you can. 
> Thanks, 
> Amy 

> Student-Athlete Academic Support 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph D. 
Cognitive Neuropwcholog~, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Smte 206 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27517 
919.918 1009 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:30 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: speecManguage therapist 

’I~NJI’.httn 

I will speak with our business office about how- we might be able to make this happen Do you know of a speech therapist that you would recormnend to fill this role for us? Why don’t you 
start looking for someone, and I’ll try to figure out ho~v we can pay hilt’her? 

Thanks, 
Am?’ 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD :[’or Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9199627853 (office) 

919.9626002 (Jilx) 

aj schae@unc aa unc. edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 2:14 PM >>> 

Dear Amy, 

My name is Amy Kleissler and l am working with as a Learning Specialist this year. ! have a question :[’or you regarding one of our Learning Disabilities students. 

We have had a request from Coach Kauffman and a number of the GA’s that one of their students receive speecl~danguage therapy because they have a very difficult time understanding 
him when he speaks. When I hear him speak is sounds as though he is speaking with a mouth full of marbles, as if he has a hard time forming the words. 

Is it possible to obtain the services of such a therapist, essentially have them on a retainer to use as we need, much in the way we have Dr Lyn Johnson? Dr. Johnson perl2~rms all of the 
psychoeducational testing for our student-athletes that demonstrate possible learning disabilities We have the services of Dr. Johnson out of the Student-Athlete Opportunity Fund Is this 
possible? If so, do you the steps needed to make this happen? 

Let me know at your convenience. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 6, 2009 11:03 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Fwd: speecMm~guage therapist 

Text.htm; Mail.msg 

See attached. Once you decide on a vendor for these services, let me know and we’ll start the process. But it appears that it can either be a business or an independent contractor. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Josh Boone <~jboone@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:09 AM 

Hemmn, Amy <aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu> 

York, Aaron <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Fwd: speech/language therapist 

TEXT.htm 

Amy - I think we need to differentiate whether or not your speech therapist would qualify as a business (Federal Tax ID #) or as an Independent Contractor (Social 
Securi~ #). 

Once we do that, we can decide on how to actually pay flint person. 

I ti~ink the Dr. Johnson payments are being made k) "Cognitive Neuropsych" in fire system. This ~ems to be possible since he is paid as a business. 

Either way, it shouldn’t be a problem to process payments out office SAOF account. 

Joshua N. Boone 
Assistant Director of Business Operations 

Athletic Business ONce 

UniversiU of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-5200 

Fax: 919-962-0125 

w~v.taxheelblue.com 

s 

>>> Amy Herman 

Josh, 

1:33 PM ~>> 

See below. We’re hoping to use a speech therapist to work with one of our       players, bVhat do we need to do from a Business Office perspective to do this? 

We wouldn’t need to set up a standing order like we have ruth Lyn Jolmson, since we’ll only use it on occasio~L but I need to know what we need to do from your 
perspective to sta(t paying an outside enti~ tbr speech fl~erapy tbr student-athletes out of SAOF. 

Thank~ 
Amy 

>~> A,ny Kleissler 2:14 PM ~>> 

Dear Amy, 

My name is A~W Kleissler and I am working with 
students. 

as a Learning Specialist tiffs year. I have a question for you rega~ting one of our Learning Disabilities 

We have had a request from Coach KauflNan and a number of the GA’s that one of their s~adents receive speecManguage therapy becaus~ they have a very difficult 

time understanding him when he speaks. Whan I hear him speak is sounds as though he is speaking with a mouth fifll of marbles, as if he has a hard time forming the 

words. 

Is it possible to obtain the ~rvices of such a ti~erapist, es~ntially have them on a retainer to use as we need, much in the way we have Dr. Lyn Johnson? Dr. Johnson 

pertbrms all of the psychoeducationa] testing tbr our s~tudent-atNetes that demonstrate possible learning disabilities. We have the services of Dr. Johnson out of the 

Student-Athlete Opportunity Fund. Is this possible? If so, do you tile steps needed to make this happen? 

Let me know at your convenience. I look fora.ard to hearing fiom you soon. 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu 



From: Lyn Jolms~n @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:13 AM 

To: ~bellsouth.net 

Co: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

H~ 
My name is Lyn Johnson. I recently tested your son, at the UNC 
Academic Support Center for Student Athletes. He told me that he had 
previously been evaluated and that you might have the report. It 
would be helpful to have the previous diagnoses and history to include 
in my report Please give me a call or send an email when you have a 
chance My cell # is if you can’t reach me at my oftice 
number 
thanks, 
Lyn Johnson 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel t Jill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



From: < ~nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Sunday~ 7:04 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: 

A~tach: TEXT.htm; final.doc; TEXT 1.htm 

Begin Jk~r~w~rded message: 

> From: Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 
> Date: 3:46:18 PM EDT 
> To: ~nc rr corn 
> 

> ttere’s report. 
> Lyn 

> Lyn Johnson, PhD. 
> Cognitive NeuropsychologT, PLLC 
> 1703 Legion Road 
> Suite 206 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
> 919.9181009 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson < ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, 10:55 AM 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: reports -- MLAT 

Amy, 
didn’t finish the test. He said he had to leave about 

halfway through. Mary told me that the LD team is not requiring the 
MLAT anymore, so he may not need to if a good case can be made that he 
is likely to have difficulty based on his past experience, spelling, 
etc. I’ll take a look at my report and see ~vhat I wrote 
Lyn 

On Wed, at 4:05 PJ~ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I wanted to check in with you regarding the MLAT testing for 
We have to register them for spring classes on 

November 5th, so ~ve would like their alternate foreign language requests to 
go to the Cormnittee next Tuesday,             Do you think it would be 
possible to have their reports by this coming Monday? If we don’t have them 
approved by the Cormnittee by November 4th then we will have to register them 
for PORT in the spring 

Let me know your thoughts. 
Thanks, 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson -~ ~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 7:07 PM 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Another one! 

Amy, 
I can come this Friday at 10 to get stalted ~vith her. 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

On Wed, at 3:13 PJ~ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I have another student who ~vould like to schedule testing with you. She was 
> tested in high school and the doctor recommended that she take medication 
> She declined at that time because she went to a small school, but she did 
> receive extended time on tests. She has been experiencing difficulty, most 
> notably she said when she sits do~vn in the library to work. Her name is 
>           She is available 
> Let me know your availability and I’ll have her here for you. 
> Thanks so much, 
>A 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

Lyn Jnhnson, Ph D. 
Cognitive Neuropwchnlog~, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Smte 206 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27517 
919.918 1009 



From: Lyn Johnson @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday 12:57 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: ~etx~rt 

Hi Am3’, 
Here’s report. I ~vill send it to Dr and let 
know he can make an appointment Let me know if you have an?- 
questions 
Lyn 

Lyn Jolmson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsycholog?-, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



From: Lyn Johnson < ~gmail.comv 

Sent: Wednesday, ~: 14 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Will do. 
Lyn 

On Tue, at 2:10 P2~ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.uaac.edu> wrote: 

> Would you be able to fola~’ard a copy of your report on           to the 
> team doctor, Dr. Brickner? His email is tom brickner@unc edu Thank you so 

> An~y 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph D. 
Cognitive NeuropsychologD~, PLL(7 
1703 Legion Road 
Smte 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918 1009 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 14, 2010 5:46 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle.uncaa.uncathletic~ 

ld testing stuff" 

’I~NTI’.httn 

lets talk on Monday and i will bring up at staffmtg 

other counselors know the policy and shouldaa’t be bringing you walk ons without telling you--not for you to know! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 



From: Lyn Jolms~n ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:25 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: checking in 

Amy, 
just wants to do the      part now. I told her to let you know 

if she wanted to do the psychoed part later. BCBS has conI)rmed that 
the check went to NC Neuropsychiatry. 
Thanks, 
Lyn 

On Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

I didn’t get to see you after you finished ~vith      last Friday so I 
wanted to check in and make sure that evels’thing went ok with her. Also, do 
you need anything from me as far as checking into that payment tlcom BCBS? 
Please let me kno~v if you need anything from my end Thanks so much! 
An~y 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ t Jill 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsycholog?’, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel t Jill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

willingh <willingh@email.unc .edu~ 

Wednesday, February 17, 2010 2:04 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: billing 

Let Shelly deal wifla this - tell Robert that is how it is going. She is 
waiting for the ins. to let her know what is up. maiN 

On ;Ved, 17 Feb 2010 11:59:38 -0500, "Am?’ Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ma~, 
> IDm wondering if you could give me some direction regarding a 
> billing/reimbursement issue that Robert wanted me to chase down with 
> Lyn, but Lyn says it is not on her Apparently Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
> sent a reimbursement check to NC Neuropsychiatly for $687.01 that 
> actually needs to be signed over to L~NC, and they will reimburse. The 
> charges are for and apparently were part of a larger 
> payment made in December 
> 
> ’]2aoughts? Is this a simple task ufme dealing with the billing 
> department o17 NC Neuropsychiatry? Let me know when you can 
> Thanks so much, 
>A 

Mary Willmgham 
Assistant Director 
(;enter for Student Success and Academic Cuunseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 



From: ~gmaikcom> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:43 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Di~bility Services 

Attach: TENTf.httn 

Ms Kleissler, 

I am now realimng that I was confused as to what \@. Kessler had asked of 
me. I was suppose to sign a piece of paper he had attached in an email. I 
attached the form and typed in the blanks Will this be acceptable? If not I 
will just let me klm~V and I will come ba ck by and drop off a handwritten 
copy. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 1:31 PM 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: something old and something new 

doc 

I sent it to Mary in Januar,v. 
for 

accommodations. Anyway, here it is. I have another student I need to 
see next week, so let me check with him, but I think Tues or Thurs 
will work. 
thanks, 
Lyn 

On Thu, at 11:44 AM, Amy Kleiss[er <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

l,yn, 

I hope that you get out to enjoy the sun today :) 

Two things: first,                                            came by to 

see if he could get a copy of your report’? You could email it to me and 

I’ll make him a copy of that works for you He believes he was tested on or 

around 

Next, Tony has a student by the name of that is reporting 

symptoms of across 

the board in the fall semester. The only days she has availability due to 

practice is Tu or Th after 11 AM. Would you be available at all next week to 

meet with her? Let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks, 

~ny 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chape[ tliH 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Ncuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson @gmail.com~ 

Friday, 11:20 AM 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: something old and something new 

Amy, 

Tuesday after 11 will work. Have a good weekend 

thanks, 

Lyn 

On Thu, ~ at 11:44 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu> ~vrote: 

> I hope that you get out to enjoy the sun today :) 

> Two things: first,                                        came by to 
> see if he could get a cop?, of your report? You could email it to me and 
> rll make him a co’0v of that works for you. He believes he was tested on or 
> around 

> Next, Ton?’ has a student by the name of that is reporting 
> symptoms of across 
> the board in the fall semester. The only days she has availability due to 
> practice is Tu or Th after 1 l~vl Would you be available at all next week to 
> meet with her? Let me know your thoughts 
> Thanks, 
> Amy 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel t Jill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:14 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&t>; 

E&tcational Testing 

~email. unc.edu 

Hi Am?’, 
That sounds great. Thank you[ 

Have a great weekend! 

Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Jolms~n ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 12:22 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Amy, 

I think I will be over there tomorrow I am *vaiting to hear back from 

a couple of students. I will email you the report or bring it 

thanks, 
Lyn 

On Tue, Mar 2, 2010 at 11:26 A2~L Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

just stopped by to check on the results of her testing, but I was out 
> the end of last week so I was not sure of the status. I was not sure of you 
> would be for~varding a copy of her report to me in addition to her counselor, 
> Brent Blanton, and the team doctor,      thought that she needs to 
> schedule a time with you in here to go over her report. Fridays are good 
> for her if they are good for you Let me know your thoughts when you can 
> Thanks so much 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ 

> kieissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph D. 
Cognitive Neuropwcholog3,, PLL(2 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27517 
919.918 1009 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Jolms~n ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 12:41 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Sure, anytime before 12:30 or at’ter 3:00 
Thanks, 
Lyn 
p s-ho*v was the workshop at the Hill Center? 

On Tue, Mar 2, 2010 at 12:32 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Great -- thanks Would you like me to see if I can get her here to meet 
> with you tomorrow-? 

> Am?- Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UN-C-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 

>>>> Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 3/2/2010 12:22 PM >>> 
> Amy, 
> I think I will be over there tomorrow I am waiting to hear back from 
> a cuuple of students l will email you the report ur bring it 

> thanks, 
> l,yn 
> 

> On Tue, Mar 2, 2010 at 11:26 AM, Am?" Kieissler <k leissie@ uncaa uric edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Lyn, 

just stupped by tu check un the results of her testing, but I was 

>> the end uf last week su I was not sure ufthe status. I was not sure uf 

>> wuuid be furwarding a copy ufher report to me in additiun to her 

>> Brent Blanton, and the team doctor,     thought that she needs tu 
>> schedule a time with you in here to go uver her report. Fridays are goud 
>> fur her if they are guod fur yuu Let me knuw your thoughts when yuu can 
>> Thanks so much. 
>> 2,my 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program ]2~r Student Athletes 
>> I ~N-C-Char~el Hill 

>> kleissle@tmcaa.unc, edu 

> Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
> Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
> 1703 Legion Road 
> Suite 206 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
> 919..918.1009 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Ncuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaikunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:51 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: testing 

hi, I ha~’e practice from one till about 4.45 so I guess today isn’t ideal. 
Can she come tormnorow? 

On Tue,            16:37:40 -0500, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 

I spoke with Dr. Johnson. She can be at the Academic Center tomorro~v, 
Wednesday either before 12:30 or after 3PM. Let me know 
Am?- Kleissler 

Am?’ KleissIer 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ ttiH 

c 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson - ~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, March 3, 2010 11:57 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Not long, 30 minutes should be plenty’. It ~vill have to be aI’ter 3:00. 
thanks, 
Lyn 

On Tue, Mar 2, 2010 at 12:49 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.uaac.edu> wrote: 
> how much time do you need? 

> 

> Am?- Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> U2x,-C-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 
> 

>>>> Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 3/2/2010 12:40 PM >>> 
> Stare, anytime befor~ 12:30 or after 3:00 

> Thanks, 
> Lyn 
> ps-how was the workshop at the Hill Center? 
> 

> On Tue, Mar 2, 2010 at 12:32 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>> Great -- thanks. Would you like me to see if I can get her here to meet 
>> with you tomorrow? 

>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program ]2~r Student Athletes 
>> UNC-Chape[ tliH 

>> kleissle@un caa.unc, edu 

>>>>> Lyn Johnson 9gmail.com> 3/2/2010 12:22 PM >>> 
>> Am?’, 
>> I think I will be over there tomorrow. I am waiung to heat- back :From 
>> a couple of students. I will email you the report or bring it 

>> thanks, 
>> Lyn 

>> On Tue, Mat- 2, 2010 at 11:26 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>>> Lyn, 
>>> ust stopped by to check on the results of her testing, but I was 

>>> the end of last week so I was not sure of the status. I was not sure of 

>>> would be fo15varding a copy of her report to me in addition to her 

>>> Brent Blanton, and the team doctor      thought that she needs to 
>>> schedule a time with you in here to go over her report. Fridays are good 
>>> for her if they are good for you. Let me know your thoughts when you 

>>> Thanks so much. 
>>> 

>>> Amy Kleisslcr 
>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>> Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
>> Cognittve Neuropsychology, PLLC 
>> 1703 Legion Road 
>> Suite 206 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
>>919918.1009 

> Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
> Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 



1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Etill, NC 27517 
919.9181009 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Ncuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 



From: Lyn Jolms~n @gmail.com-’- 

Sent: Friday, 11:13 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: student testing 

Amy, 
How about Tuesday at 10:00? Sorry I wasn’t able to make it over 
yesterday I will go ahead and send report, but if she 
is around on Tuesday I could talk to her then. 
thanks, 
Lyn 

On Fri, at 11:09 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@tmcaa unc.edu> wrote: 

> Spencer Welborn has a student, that he would like to have 
> tested for . He was tested when he was 
> much younger and was diagnosed with, Due to his paperwork being out of 
> date, we need to have him tested again. He is in town and free all of next 
> week except for Wednesday Do you have any availabili~? Let me kno~v. 
> Thanks so much, 
> An~y 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program lk~r Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ ttill 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

Lyn Juhnsun, Ph D. 
Cognitive NeurupsychulogD~, PLL(7 
1703 Legiun Road 
Smte 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918 1009 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer B. Welbom <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 2:14 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Testing 

TENTI’.httn 

The afternoon will work better, around 2:00? 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 
welborn@uncaa unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto :welbom(a)uncaa unc.edu ) 

>>> Am?" Kleissler        11:14 AM >>> 
How would Tuesday at 1 0AM due for       t? ~I]ae testing will last approximately 2 hours, and they will need to schedule a second day to do the other hall’, tie should make sure that he is 
rested and has eaten beforehand. Let me know, and I’ll conl~irm with Lyn. 
Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 

>>> Spencer B Welbom 3:49 PM >>> 
Am?-: 

I have a student, that I would like to have tested for He was tested when he was much younger and was diagnosed with 

Due to his paperwork being out of date, ~ve need to have him tested if possible. Should I contact Dr. Johnson? or is this something that you do? 

He is actually here during Spring Break, so we could do it next ~veek if it works for Dr. Johnson. 

Thanks 

Spencer 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 

welbota@unc aa.unc, edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

( mailto :welborn@uncaa.unc.edu ) 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer B. Welbom <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu;> 

Monday, 1:00 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Testing Tue~tay, March ~h 

’IEXTI’.httn 

Still ~vaiting to hear back ticom i 

My number is 

.I will let you know as soon as I find out. 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 

welbom@uncaa unc.edu 
www.tarheeiblue.com 

( mailto :weibom(a)uncaa unc.edu ) 

>>> Am?" Kleissier        8:40 AM >>> 
2PM is good for Lyn on Tuesday She wil[ try to get it all in but if not, then the?" will schedule another day to finish it up. I am getting her cell # so that you can have it. What ~s yours so that 
I can give it to her? Let me know. 
thanks! 
A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 17:38 AM 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tesling Tuesday, 

H~ 
IVly cell # is 
touch with 
thanks, 
Lyn 

Give me a call if you aren’t able to get in 
Other~vise I’ll plan on coming at 2:00 

On Mon, at 4:28 P2~ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
@bellsouth.net 

Here is Lyn’s emai[ so that you can be in direct touch with her as well. Thanks, 
~ny 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

>>>> Spencer B. Wdborn         12:59 PM >>> 
Still waiting to hear back from         I will let you know as soon as I find out 

My number is 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counsdor 
Academic Support :[’or Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 

welborn@uncaa unc. edu 
w~vw tarheelblue com 

( mailto :welbom(d~m~c aa .uric. edu ) 

>>>> Amy Kleissler        8:40 A_’vl >>> 
> 2PM is good for Lyn on Tuesday. She will tW to get it all in but if not, then they xvill schedule another day to finish it up. I am getting her cell # so that you can have it. ;\~at is yours so 
that I can give it to her? Let lne knoxv. 
> thanks ! 
>A 

> Student-Athlete Acadernic Support 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Ncuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27517 
919918.1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 11:17 AM 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: notes accommodations 

’IJdXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I had a great spring break- hard to get back into the routine though! Hope 
the same for you. 

As for i , his name is not familiar to me and I don’t believe I have a 
record of him Has he been working with our office fbr notes? We can most 
certainly set up a non-ONYEN user name for him to access the notes, that 
would be no problem. 

On Tue, at 10:21 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> I hope that you had a good spring break[ 

> I have a student,                , who has been experiencing persistent 
> problems with his ONYEN He is working with ITS to get it :fixed, but it 
> appears to be a problem that is taking some time to reme@. Consequently, 
> he has not been able to access the notes that have been posted for him in 
> two classes: SOCI    and SOCI     Is there any other way in which he 
> could obtain or access the notes? Let me l,mow your thoughts 
> Thank you, 
> ~ny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ tlill 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 8:36 PM 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: notes accommodations 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Yes, contacting Beth is definitely the best option Its concerning to me 
that it is over halfway through the semester and he had requesting notes so 
long ago but is just looking into it now He wouldn’t be able to pull up 
notes, even if his ONYEN was working since I haven’t added him to any 
groups Hopefully we can figure this out’. 

Thanks 

On Tue, at 1:04 PM, ~Mny Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> no -- he hasn’t been able to pull up notes at all I’ll contact him 

> right now about getting in touch with Beth Lyons to make sure his approval 

> goes through. I’ll let you know the results when I hear back from him 

> thanks [’or your help on this! 

> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> UNC-Char~el Hill 

> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 

> 

> 

> >>> ))~nail corn> [ 2:34 PM >>> 

> Yes, that would probably be best. It could have been a mistake on my 

> part but I haven’t seen his name in the approved database I believe I have 

> already hired someone for one of the SOCI classes, but not for the other. 

> Has he been telling you he’s been getting notes? 

> 

> 

> On Tue ’at 11:21 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Back in roughly the second week of the semester he sent in his 

>> accorcanodation request forru for notes, extended time, and separate setting 

>> for these two SOCI classes. Is there no record of his having submitted this 

>> request? Should I have him contact Theresa’s office? Thanks for getting back 

>> to me so quickly. 

>> 

>> Arny Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

>> UNC’-Chapel Hill 

>> c 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> 

>> >>> @gmaih corn> 11 : 17 AM >>> 

>> Hi Amy, 

>> I had a great spring break- hard to get back into the routine though! 

>> Hope the same for you. 

>> As for         his name is not familiar to rue and I don’t believe I 

>> have a record of him. Has he been working with our office for notes? We can 

>> most certainly set up a non-ONYEN user name for hiru to access the notes, 

>> that would be no problem. 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, at 10:21 AM. Am?- Kleissler <kleissle@uaacaa uric edu>wrote: 
>> 

>>> I hope that you had a ~ood s~rin~ break’. 

>>> I have a student,                  who has been experiencing persistent 

>>> problems with his ONYEN. He is working with ITS to get it fixed, but it 

>>> appears to be a problem that is taking some time to remedy. Consequently, he 

>>> has not been able to access the notes that have been posted for him in t~vo 

>>> classes: SOCI    and SOCI     Is there an?- other way in which he could 

>>> obtain or access the notes? Let me know your thoughts. 

>>> Thank you, 

>>>Am?- 

>>> Am?- Kleissler 

>>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>>> c 

>>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>> 

>> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, May 25, 2010 3:23 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle.uncaa.uncathletic~ 

Fwd: thanks again tbr the lift 

TEXT.htm;    UTF-8 CSSAC Procedure for Requesting Course Substitutious Sep; ~t 28 2009.doc 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c)’ 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> willingh <wil[it~gh@email uric edu> 5/25/2010 3:21 PM >>> 

Attached is an updated copy of the ’procedure’ for requesting replacement 

classes :[’or FL and Math. 

Mary Willingham 
Assistant Director 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
2206 SASB North 
CB#3106 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 
919-843-8698 



Procedure for Requesting Course Substitutions 

Spring 2010 

The following is the process all students will follow when requesting course substitutions for 

meeting the Math and/or Foreign Language Requirements. 

1. In most cases, students cannot request a course substitution unless they have already 

attempted a Math or Foreign Language course at the college level and have experienced 

failure. 

2. The student writes a petition letter requesting a course substitution. This petition letter 

should include: 

a. Specific information describing the student’s failure experience taking a college 

level Math or Foreign Language course. Include detailed information about the: 

i. Difficulties the student experienced including the types of learning 

problems encountered in class, doing assignments and taking exams. 

Specific information about grades on quizzes, tests and assignments as 

well as the overall course grade needs to be included. 

ii. Interventions the student used to deal with these difficulties 

b. A brief history describing the student’s experiences taking Math or Foreign 

Language prior to college and interventions used. This description should 

include specific information on the types of learning problems encountered and 

grades received. 

3. The student should submit documentation from other sources to support the request. 

For example: 

a. Statements from professors, TAs, tutors or other individuals who witnessed the 

student’s learning difficulties at the college level. 

i. If the student has diagnosed disabilities that are directly impacting 

his/her learning of Math or a Foreign Language, then a letter from the 

appropriate professional explaining how the disability adversely impacts 

the student should be included. These letters must specifically explain 

how the student’s disability is impacting learning in math or foreign 

language classes. 

ii. Students working with the Department of Disability Services or the 

Academic Success Program for Students with LD/ADHD can request staff 

in these offices to write letters of support. 

iii. Students not working with these offices can include letters from the 

professionals who diagnosed their disabilities. 



4. The student submits the letter and supporting documentation to Mr. James Kessler in 

the Department of Disability Services. His office is in room 2126 SASB, email is: 

jim_kessler@ unc.edu, fax: 919-962-4748. 

5. Mr. Kessler copies this information and distributes it to the documentation review 

committee which meets on a regular basis. 

6. The committee reviews the student’s request and documentation to determine whether 

there is sufficient information to indicate that the student will not be able to meet the 

Math or Foreign Language Course requirements. 

7. The committee’s opinion is forwarded to Dean Harold Woodard, Director of the Center 

for Student Success and Academic Counseling along with the students supporting 

documentation. 

8. Dean Woodard reviews the committee’s recommendation and the student’s petition 

and makes the final determination regarding whether to grant the student a course 

substitution. 

9. Dean Woodard contacts the student in writing regarding his decision. 

10. When Dean Woodard approves a course substitution, he sends a copy of the letter with 

his decision and a copy of the course substitution list to: 

a. Advising: if he has granted a course substitution (He will work with advising to 

ensure this letter gets to the student’s advising folder) 

b. To ASP or DDS if the student is working with this office, to be included in the 

student’s folder. 

Dean Woodard’s contact information: 

Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

2203 Student Academic Services Building North (SASB), UNC-Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106, 

Emaih harold_woodard@unc.edu phone: 919-962-1046 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~hotmail.com> 

Monday, 12:11 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Print stuffplease 

TEXT.htm; Chapter 13 Conley.doc; Chapter 14 questions.doc; Chapter 5 Conley.doc; Chapter 6 Conley.doc; Chapter 7 Conley.doc; 

Chapter 8 Conley.doc; Chapter 9 Conley.doc; Chapter 10 Conley.doc; Chapter 11 Conley.doc; Chapter 12 Conley.doc 

’]7he New Busy think 9 tn 5 is a cute idea Combine multiple calendars with tlotmail 

http://ww~wind~vs~ive.c~m/campaign/thenewbus¥.ti~e=n~u~tica~endar&~cid=~ID283~6::T:~VL‘x‘~TAGL:~N:WL:en-US:V%M H2v~:042010 5 



Soci 101: Spring 2009/10, Professor Hastings 
Textbook: You May Ask Yourself 
Author: Dalton Conley 

{PAGE } 

Chapter 9: 

Chapter Title: 

Paradox: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com> 

Monday, 12:13 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Soci 

TEXT.htm; Syllabus, Sociolog5 docx 

"]’he New" Busy isnot theold busyl Searchl chat and e-mail from yourinbox 

http://ww~windo~vslive.con’v’campaign/thene~vbusy?ocid PID28326::T:V~LMTAGL:ON:WL:en-US:~vl HIVIP:042010 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 20, 2010 8:57 AM 

Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

do we have these on file 

TEXT.htm; Copy ofUNCFB2010 1.xlsx; Copy ofUNCFB2010 1 color coded.xlsx 

do ~ve have these on file 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson -~ @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday,, 11:42 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Am?’, 
Here’s i report. I don’t think I have his email 
address Could you let him kno~v that I sent his report to Mario 
Ciocca, so he can go ahead and schedule an appointment over there. 
Also, I think he may be LD in reading, so may want to complete the 
eval at some point Hope you are doing well, 
Lyn 

Lyn Jolmson, Ph.D 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919918.1009 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 20138bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archlve02.uncaa.unc.edu/b83a6087e169d4168f761:~c 13358c4c3 

File Name: docx 

Expiry Date: Mo~ 10:43:00 -0500 

Size: 20138bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:35 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: LD question 

TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 
The answer officially is the student should make contact ASP has a reading software program they can load onto his computer which can read scanned/web, etc articles. It is ve~- user 
friendly and Mal5’ or Michael can quickly get the student up to speed ( I find the students adapt to this technology much quicker than I do) 
If this is part of his "accormnodations" all he needs to do is contact ASP and request and appointment to have Kurz~veil ( the software) loaded If he made contact today I am sure he could 
be seen quickly 
As for you recording reading; I am pretty’ sure that would have to go through ASP and not Athletics. 

Beth 

Beth Lyons 
Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc edu 
>>> Amy Kleissler 3/15/2011 11:25 AM >>> 
Beth, 
Good morning! I have a quick question fur you (rm a big baby!) -- I need to ask a question over at ASP and I’ve emailed Mary befure and 
slapped my hand and said that the students should cuntact them, nut me. Here are my questions [’or yuu: 

and each uf them have at various times 

1. whu can be contacted regarding audio text accommudatiuns? 
2. who should du it, me ur the student? 

What I need tu know is this: I have a student with this accummodation, but the reading for his class is mostly articles that are posted un Blackboard. I am happy tu make a recording of me 
reading the articles aloud, but wanted tu make sure this was the proper thing to du. Let me know yuur thoughts when yuu can. 
Thanks! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes, Foutball 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

CorKidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged ilffom~ation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intcnded recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DisaNlily Services <uncnotetaldng@gmaJl.com> 

Friday, 9:14 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: queslions tbr notes 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

I hope you are doing well. I have a couple ideas about how to fix the 
situation but can’t do an?’ of them ~vithout the students name and email 
address. If you could have the student contact me directly, that would be 
great 

Best, 

> Good morning[ I have a question :[’or you. A student came to me this 
> morning asking ifI could help him because he was having trouble accessing 
> the class notes. I watched him fiddle with it fi~r a while, but he couldn’t 
> make any progress so I offered to get in touch with you while he was at 
> class. 

> ’]?he problem he is having is that he can’t get past the "update your 
> profile" page. Every time he clicks update, the page recycles and asks him 
> to enter more info about himself2 He typed in an entire paragraph about 
> himself, and the same thing kept happening Do you know how he gets past 
> this page so that he can access the Note Taker Exchange Service? Thank you! 

> Cheers, 
> Am?" Kleissler 

> Am?" Kleissler 
> Academic Support Prograru for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
> privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. K you are not the intended recipient, please 
> contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original 

Graduate Assistant 

UNC-CH Departraent of Disability Services 

uncnotetaking@gmail.com 

(919) 962-8300 

Disability Sel~’ices 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Suite 2126, SASB Nolth 450 Ridge Road 
CB#7214 
Chapel Hill b,-C 27599-7214 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday 12:17 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring planning 

Hi, Amy I was hoping that I could keep mentoring            on 
Wednesday nights from 7-9 pm. But is it possible to work sometime 
between 12 pm and 3 pm on Mondays? 

Thanks, 

Am?’ Kleissler wrote: 
Hello -- 
I hope that your week is going welh If you will be joining us for the 
spring semester, could you please forward me (unless you already have) 
your specific hourly abili~z. Study Table will be the same, 7-gPM. so 
if you are available then, you only need to tell me that you are 
available for the evening. If you are available during the day, could 
you please let me know days/times please. We are interested in 9AM-4PM 
Monday-Thursday possibly. 

Please let me know as soon as you can so that I can put together the 
schedule. As al;vays, let me kno;v if you have any questions. 

Also, please remember that this is a *TIMS Appruval week* so please 
appruve your timesheet. 

Take care, 
Amy 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Suppurt Prugram fur Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto :k leissle(~uncaa.unc, edu> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu-- 

Friday, 12:20 PM 

Klei ssler, Amy <kl ei ssle@uncaa.unc .edu>; lfaJ son@email.~mc.edu 

Re: Spring plamm~g 

TEXTf.httn 

Hi Amy, 

For the spring semester, I am available Sunday-Thursday evenings for Study 
Table. 

Best, 

On ’]Thu, at 1:59 PM, >~a:ny Kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

ttello 
I hope that your week is going well. If you will be joining us for the 
spring semester, could you please Jk~rward me (unless you aheady have) your 
specific hourly ability Sturdy Table will be the same, 7-9P~ so if you are 
available then, you only need to tell me that you are available for the 
evening. If you are available during the day, could you please let me know 
days/times please We are interested in 9AM4PM Monday-Thursday possibly 

Please let me know as soon as you can so that ! can put together the 
schedule. As always, let me know i:[’you have any questions. 

Also, please remember that this is a *TIMS Approval week* so please 
approve your timesheet. 

Take care, 
Amy 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program k)r Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  3:21 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@ancaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring planning (alittle late) 

He?’ Amy, 
Sor~’ I’m so late. 
I’ll have to do review sessions for the MATH class I’m SI-ing for on 

Tuesday and Thursday nights nost like>2, but I’m available Monday and 
Wednesday afternoons 12-4 and could also do Sunday, Monday and We&aesday 

night study table 
I hope your break is going well and I wish you a happy holiday season! 

Thanks’. 

UNC Mathematics/%atin American Studies 

a)email.unc.e&t 



From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:01 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Spring planning 

Attach: ’I~XYI’.httn 

Sor~z I didn’t get back to you sooner. I am definitely interested in 
joining the program for the Spring Semester I don’t really have a 
good handle on my availability yet, but I know that Sundays ~von’t work 
next semester. I might be interested in ~vorking during the day -- I 
know- Wednesdays are out, but I’m not stare about the rest of the week 
yet. Most week night evenings should be fine. 

I realize this hasn’t been very infonnative, but I do want to continue 
with the mentoring program if possible and I will update you soon as 
to what my availability looks like Thanks a million and Happy 
Holidays! 

Take care. 

On at 1:59 PM. Amy Kleissler ~vrote: 

Hello 

I hope that your week is going well If you ~vill be joining us for 

the spring semester, could you please forward me (unless you already 

have) your specific hourly ability. Study Table will be the same, 

7-9PM. so if you are available then, you only need to tell me that 

you are available for the evening If you are available during the 

day, could you please let me l~ow days/times please. We are 

interested in 9AM~4PM Monday-Thursday possibly 

Please let me know as soon as you can so that I can put together the 

schedule. As always, let me know if you have any questions. 

Also, please remember that this is a TIMS Approval week so please 

approve your tiraesheet. 

Take care, 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC’-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edtc, 

Tuesday, 3:23 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring planning 

Hi Amy, 

I’ll definitely be able to ~vork Sunday, Monday, and Wednesday nights. I 
have an interview on 

but if that doesn’t work out then I’ll also be available on 
Monday and Wednesday during the day SorW I’m not definite on that yet, 
but the intervie~v had to be rescheduled due to a conflict with the head 
of school 

Thanks, 

Am?’ Kleissler wrote: 
Hello -- 
I hope that your week is going well. If you ;vill be joining us for the spring semester, could you please forward me (unless you already have) your specific hourly abili~. Stu@ Table will 

be the same, 7-9P2~k so if you are available then, you only need to tell me that you are available for the evening. If you are available during the day, could you please let me know days/times 
please We are interested in 9AM-4PM Monday-Thursday possibly 

Please let me know as soun as yuu can su that I can put tugether the schedule. As always, let me know if you have any questiuns. 

AIsu, please remember that this is a TIMS Approval week su please appruve your timesheet 

Take care, 
Amy 

Am?’ Kleissier 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ tliH 

C 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 



From: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: ffmdy hall 

Amy, 

Soro~ this is so late .. I have not been checking my work or school email 
regularly! 

But I am free to tutor/mentor whenever. I’ll have to check in with Cricket 
of course, but I just wanted to let you know! 

Happy Holidays! ! 

Sport Administration MA 

Graduate Intern, Student-ithlete Services 

.i~)uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:41 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring plamm~g 

Hi Amy, 

I’m sorlT that it has taken me so long to get back to you! I think I 
finally have my schedule figured out for next semester no~v’. Here’s when 
I’m available as of now: 

Sunday: evening 
Monday: 9am-1 lain, 2:30pm-4pm 
Tuesday: evening 
Wednesday: 9am-1 lain, 2:30pm-4pm 
Thursday: evening 

I am plalming on dropping at least one class though so I will let you know 
if I free up more time! If possible, I would like to only work 2 days next 
semester. I love working with the students, but I have made a few more 
commitments next semester as well[ 

tIave a wonderful holiday season! See you in January! 

On Thu,            13:59:09 -0500, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wro be: 
> Hello 
> I hope that your week is going welh If you will be joining us for the 
> spring semester, could you please forward me (unless you already have) 
your 
> specific hourly ability Sturdy Table will be the same, 7-9P,N% so if you 
> are available then, you only need to tell me that you are available for 
the 
> evening If you are available during the day, could you please let me 
know 
> days/times please We are interested in 9AM4PM Monday-Thursday 
possibly 
> 
> Please let me know as soon as you can so that I can put together the 
> schedule. As always, let me know if you have any questions. 
> 

> Also, please remember that this is a TIMS Approval week so please approve 
> you* timesheet. 

> Take care, 
> Arny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNT’-Chapel Hill 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:14 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Spring Planning 

Amy, 

Sorry it took me so long to get back to you As soon as I turned in 
my mentor paperwork, I went into finals mode and since then I’ve been 
bumping around between family gatherings. 

Next semester I am student teaching and planning a wedding I would 
still like to work and I think that I could handle the same schedule I 
had this past semester (Man. and Wed. study tables) 
mentioned to me that the?- ~vould love if I could work with     again 
This would be a great situation for me With student teaching and only 
being able to work 2 nights per week, it would be great if I didn’t 
have to "learn" a new student-athlete If this could work out, I’d be 
ecstatic. 

I hope your break is going well. See you at the start of the semester 

(it seems so close now!) 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email,unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:42 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring semester mentor trmning 

Amy, 
The UNC v VT game is that night and it is the first basketball ticket 
that I have gotten this semester, is there any way that I could do it at 
a different time? I hope that you have been enjoying the holidays! 

Am?’ Kleissler wrote: 
Welcome back’. 
I hope that you had a restful and relaxing break -- it is hard to 
believe that the*/spring/*semester is here! 

There will be a *MANDATORY *NCAA and mentor training session this* 
Sunday, 6:45PM* m the Rams Room of the Academic Center 
Each semester you * must * participate in this NCAA training *before* 
you are permitted to work with student-athletes. Returning mentors as 
well as new mentors must attend this training. 

Please be prompt -- the training will last appro×imately 2 hours. You 
are paid for this time so please remember to stamp in on TIMS. 
Unfortunately, due to budgetary constraints we are not able to provide 
food for this session so be sure to eat before you come Let me know if 
you have any questions and I’ll see you Sunday. 
~ny 

>I 

Am?" Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto :k leissle(~uncaa.unc, edu> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaikunc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 6:12 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NCAA and mentor trmning 

Amy, 

I got tickets to the basketball game on Sunday night, which is at the same 
time. I realize how important this is, but I’m afraid with my hectic 
upcoming schedule, that I will not be able to go to man?’ other games I 
just wanted to check with you before I give my ticket away to see if there 
is any possible way that I could make this meeting tap another time. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:57 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring semester mentor trmning 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Hey Amy, 

I have an inter~dew in         on the 10th and probably won’t be able to 
make it back in time. Can I schedule a meeting with the person who does the 
NCAA stuff instead? 

Sorry! 

On Tue, at 4:51 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa uric edu>wrote: 

Welcome back[ 

I hope that you had a restful and relaxing break -- it is hard to believe 

that the* spring *semester is here! 

There will be a *MANDATORY *NCAA and mentor training session this* Sunday, 

,6:45PM* in the Rams Room of the Academic Center. Each 

semester you *must* participate in this NCAA training *before* you are 

permitted to work with student-athletes. Returning mentors as well as new 

mentors must attend this training. 

Please be prompt -- the training will last approximately 2 hours. You are 

paid for this time so please remember to stamp in on TIMS Unfortunately, 

due to budgetapy constraints we are not able to provide food for this 

session so be sure to eat before you come. Let me know if you have any 

questions and I’ll see you Sunday. 

~ny 

>I 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC’-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

UNC Chapel Hill i Deparm~ent of Housing & Residential Education 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 
@tmc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gm~l.com> 

Sunday, 9:42 PM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Please approve my TIMS 

TEXT.htm 

Sherron, 
I want to apologize I have forgotten my log in I have been gone since 
November due to        If you could approve my hours I would greatly 
appreciate it. It there a way I can obtain my log in and reset my password 
so I will not have to bother you? Thank you again. I have also CC Amy so she 
can also know about this. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:55 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle.uncaa.uncathletic~ 

Fwd: Re: Second Semester 

TEXTI’.httn 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> < @gmail corn> 11:33 AM >>> 
Hi Beth, 
I completely understand I did a lot of thinking and decided over the weekend it would probably be best for me to take this semester off Things are settled but not solid I will try to come in 
so I can take care of loose ends next week at some point either Tuesday or Wednesday after school 

On Thu, at 6:20 P2% Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

We need to set up a meeting to talk. There are some serious underlying issues that need to be discussed if we were to allow you to work this semester. 
Please let me know when you are l?ee. 
Beth 
Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/l,earning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c~ 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> < ~gmail.com> 11:30 ~x~i >>> 
Hi Amy and Beth, 
I am so SOl~y that I have been so out of touch, things got really crazy_ in my life all of a sudden. I know I could have just come to you about it. Things are much more settled now and I am 
available this semester if you still need me! Let me know. Again ray apolgies. 



From: < @emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:18 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: AFAM notes clarification 

Helllllloooo Amy! Hope you’re having a wonderful day! So just take 
notes on the readings? Yep, sounds good’. 

Quoting Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu>: 

I just realized that I wasn’t very clear -- sorry about that! I need 
notes for the reading not class notes. Let me know- your thoughts 
when you can. 
thanks 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-ChaDel Hill 

C 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~gm~l.com> 

Monday, 12:09 AM 

Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

Can you please input my tilne 

TEXT.htm 

Sherron, 
I promise this is the last time but can you punch me in :[’or Sunday 

¯ The tune will be @m-7pm. My password expired so now I have fixed 
my password and I am good to go. Thank you very much¯ I appreciate all 
your help 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 11:18 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle.uncaa.uncathletic,9- 

Fwd: sick:( 

TEXTI’.httn 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> < ~email.unc.edu> 10:46 AM >>> 

Bad news, 

1 went to student health today and they told me [ may have so i’m 
not allowed to leave my room until . I’m 
feeling a lot better but ! don’t want to risk getting any of the 
athletes sick. I’m going to email my mentees with their to-do lists so 
they can stay on track 



From: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 12:01 PM 

To: <~ ~yahoo.com> 

Bcc: Amy Klei ssler <kleissle@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Subject: on Thurs 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Hey 

Just wanted to touch base with you about what I am reading and listening to about Thursday night. 

First, keep one thing in mind. I want the relationships with the mentors to be a positive one. It is easy for mentors to get caught up in the "discipline" when guys are late, unprepared etc. 
However, this is the job of my :gull time staffto handle We are the "disciplinarians" (as much as we can be). I am not saying to not address these issues, but you should not feel you are 
responsible too, or get too upset when these issues arise. 

Some of the beau~ of being a mentor is to help them learn, be supportive, learn from mistakes, but then move on and try to accomplish something posiuve out of the all the negative. Again, 
let my staff wor~, about the reprimands. 

Also, when a student has gotten a "beat down" and have actually told you that is what happened, be aware of their mind set. Man?’ times it is to be left alone, isolated etc, it isn’t like a 
heavy punishment workout is a happy thing. I think the "miscommunication" of being late was that he couldn’t get to his phone, to call and wasn’t trying to purposefully be rude or 
disrespectful. We have to understand the whole picture For     , it has been a HUGE deal he has even been coming to study table---and that is kudos to you as well!      last semester 
wouldn’t have even come after the workout, he would have just gone home. So in a sense, this is a situation of picking battles and the balance between the gas and the clutch. 

Lets talk some more tonight at sturdy table I think part of learning this position and the kids is the balance of their personalities and when to have those teachable moments 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-,’43-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @email,unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:25 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgertQa)uncaa.unc.edu:~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lost Sunday Night Mentee 

Hi Beth and Amy, 

hope you had a great weekend. 

I have been mentoring                (           ) on Sunday nights, but 
I showed up tonight only to learn that she has quit the team I was 
wondering if and hoping that there would be someone else I could help out 
on Sunday nights, either at or I’d love to be able to 
keep those extra hours. 

Thanks for your help, 

@emaii.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer B. Welbom <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:51 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgertQa)uncaa.unc.edtv~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mentor Cancellation 

TENSI’.httn 

Beth and Amy: 

Is there anyway that we can cancel the mentor session between and ? It is nothing that 
anticipated and says he is handling everything on his own 

is a 3.00 student and the mentor was not required, but he wanted to see if it would help him out. He said he really likes 
him (according to him). 

Sorry for any corffusion but the good news is that was already working with on Monday/Wednesdays. 

Thanks, 

Spencer 

was or was not doing, but has a much lighter load than 

but coming evew ;veek was sometimes a little much for 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu 
www tacheelblue.com 

( mailto :welbom (@uncaa.unc.edu) 



From: < @email.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:41 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: a tbw requests :) 

he?’ amy i just have t~vo things that i need. 
1) last semester beth had some calenders that looked like the pass book 
that the student athletes could ~vrite down their readings Do we have 
one for this semester and could I get a copy either electronically or a 
hard copy? 
2) is there an?’ way we can get an extension cord or two for the ram’s 
room? there are two oddly placed plugs in the rams room and it’s so hard 
to charge our laptops. 

thanks, 



From: <~ @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 10:20 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Summer/F~ll Availabili~ 

He?’ Amy, 

I am graduating in May however I will be in the            program here so I 
will back starting in earl?- June. I could do review sessions for Stammer 
Session I exams and all of Sunmaer session II and Fall 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              3:30 PM 

@emaiLunc.edu; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: update from the Academic Center 

AMY!!!!! 

you are just amazing! 

i am available all day Iicom               I ~vill then be leaving for 
let me know if this helps at all! 

Thanks, 

On Wed,            11:57:24 -0400, "Am?- Kleissler" 
< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 
wrote: 
> I hope l don’t blow it by saying this but ..... I think spring might 
> finally be on its way!!!! I’m holding onto that hope so don’t shatter my 
> illusions (you know" how much l live my life on illusions!) because I have 
> to go to          tomorrow and I KNO\V that spring is not for 6 months 

> up th ere :) 
> 

> I wanted to give you an update on things going on at the Academic Center: 
> Sherron has moved on to pursue other interests so Beth will be handling 

> ~ssues with TIMS (missed punches, etc) ~-~ so let’s all be extra diligent 
> with our TIMSt I have so many TIMS reminders to myself all over my life 

> sticky note on my steering wheel, sharpie on my hand, etc -- that I’m 
> afraid I don’t even see the reminders anymore! oops I’m working hard 
at 
> it though so please do so as well 
> Construction of the new building, our ol!fices will be vacating this 
> building by May 10th The football staff (mysell; Beth, Jaimie and Tia) 
> will be relocated to the suites on the 5th floor of the funtball center, 
> and the rest of the staff/academic counselors will be moving to the Pope 
> Box Further details to follow as we get closer 
> As we begin to get a better idea of which students will be taking which 
> classes during Surrm~er Session I (May 11-June 15) and S~tmmer Session II 
> (Jane 17 - July 23), I need to link up out needs with your availability: 
> classes run Monday-Friday. If you are available for either or both 
> sessions, as best you can please give me your availability (day-s and 
> times). If you will need to miss more than one or two days due to travel 
> plans conflict, etc., please let me know that as welh 
> That’s all the news from here for now- ~- please get back to me ASAP 
> regarding availability details, and let me know- if you need anything. 
> Thanks for everything ~ you are the backbone of our program!t 
> Arny 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC’-Chapel Hill 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 
Political Science 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<      ?}email,unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              6:14 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Summer Availability 

He?’ Amy, 

I sent this email to Beth last night about my availabili~ for the summer, 
but I just wanted to forward it to you so you have my info too. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Summer AvailabiliPy 
Date: Tue, 19:29:28 -(;490 
From: < @email.unc.edu> 
To: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc edu> 

Hey Beth, 

I’m emailing to remind you that I would like to help out in both first and 
summer sessions however you can use me. 

So, I’m assuming that will probably not 
allow me to be an SI for COMM in first session since I’ll be missing a 
whole week. Is there a way I could still be of use during that first 
session though? 



From: ~}gmafil.com> 

Sent: Monday, 6:43 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: TIMS reminder 

Attach: ’IJdXYf.httn 

Hi Amy, 

A couple things: 
1. I ~vill be around this summer for both sessions If this changes I will 
let you know 
2. Fm not sure what TIiVIS approval week is all about. Would you mind 
explaining what it is I have to do to approve? 

Thanks, 

On Mon, at 12:32 PM Amy Kleissler <k eiss e@unc la unc edu>wr ~te 

The end of the semester is just around the corner . only 18 days of 
class remain in the spring semester! This is a TIMS approval week so 
please remember to approve by ’ Noon on Frida~. *If you are working 
S~day night approve by *midnight Sunday.* 

’]’hank you for all of your eflk~rts this semester -- we have a couple of busy 
weeks ahead of us so please give me a shout if I can help you in aW way 

thanks, 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
~’C-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: < ~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:58 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Summer a~d Fa]l availabilib~ 

He)’ Amy, 

As of right now I think I might be able to work both summer sessions, I 
am just in the process of finding another job for the summer. If I am 
able to work, it would be eve~zday. I am not sure whether I can do 
afternoon or evening hours yet, but I will keep you updated! 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Education 

:@email uric edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Monday,               12:12 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle.uncaa.uncathletic~ 

@gmaikcom 

Fwd: PID 

TEXT.htm 

please ado to mentor list/stu@ table monitor list 

PID is included below 
~)gmail.com 

Also, add @gmaib corn 

Soon to come: 
-~ @chccs.kl2 nc.us> 

< @ahoo.colll > 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 

(w) 919-843-5&’~9 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> < ~gmail.com) 12:07 PM >>> 



From: < ~unc,edu.; 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:10 AM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: final exams review sessions 

Hi Am)’, 

The final exam is Thursday,       at 8:00 ALl I only tutor Dr 
Jordan’s Psyc    class, and to my knowledge, they only ever place 
athletes in her class. 

I am going to make the guys take a practice final. Given that the 
final is the , I think one review session on the    and two on the 

would be good. My tentative plan would be to review in the evening 
on the , have a daytime session on the    where we do a practice 
final, and then meet again in the evening on the    fbr any last 
minute questions/review. My last exam is , so I will be free to 
do more sessions if needed. 

Thanks. 

On Tue, at 10:58 AM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uaacaa uric edu> wrote: 

I hope that you had good break! 

I hate to say it, but it is actually time to start scheduling review 
sessions for exam[ This means that I need some information from you .... 

when is the final exam :For PS YC    ; I’m not positive whether or not you 
tutor for different sections so if so, are the exam times different? 

when are you available :For review sessions in the days leading up to the 
exam? 

Based upon your opinion of the students and their competence level, how many 
days ahead do you think we should begin scheduling review sessions? two 
days out? Four’? Daytime and evening sessions? Begin with once a day and 
then increase to daytime and evening as we get closer? 

Let me know your thoughts and availability as soon as you can. Thanks so 
much. 
~ny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ?}email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:08 PM 

@email.unc.edu; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~    ~email.unc.edu> 

Re: final exams review sessions 

’]7he HIST exam is on at 8 am. I think it would be best to have 
them work about four days out and set up with a few sessions together and 
egin with once a day and then increase to daytime and evening as we get 
closer That way they can set up individual times if needed to work on the 
essays more specifically. Let me know what you think 

Also, I am still trying to figure out my exam schedule Unfortunately all 
of my exams were scheduled in a 2 day period, so my professors and I are 
working out an alternative exam schedule 

Thanks! 

On Tue,            11:58:52 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Sor~, for all o:[" the con:[’usion yesterday -- I am always terrified of 
making 
> people come in when the)’ don’t need to, or telling them to stay home when 
> the)’ need to be here!!! ~fhanks for being patient with me :) I hope 
that 
> you had good breakt 
> 

> I know that I sent you an email like this yesterday, but then I 
> realized that you and     will be working together for HIST reviews. 

> I hate to say it, but it is actually- time to stalt scheduling review 
> sessions for exam! This means that I need some information from you guys 

> when is the final exam for HIST? rm not positive whether or not you 
tutor 
> for different sections so if so, are the exam times diffcrent? 
> 

> when are you available for review sessions in the days leading up to the 
> exam(s)? 
> 

> Based upon your opinion of the guys and their competence level, how many 
> days ahead do you thitfi( we should begin scheduling review- sessions? two 
> days out? Four? Daytime and evening sessions? Begin with once a day 
and 
> then increase to daytime and evening as we get closer? 

> Let me know your thoughts and availability as soon as you can. Thanks so 
> much 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> krNC-Char~el Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 
Political Science 



From: < ~emaikunc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:57 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjet~: Re: final exams review sessions 

Attach: ’I~ZNTI’.httn 

The EXSS is in three different sections so the exams are at different 
times. I am in section and my exam on the syllabus says 8 am on Saturday 

- but the    is a Sunday so I don’t know exactly the day, I will find 
out the exam times of the other guys tonight and let you know ~vhen those 
are. 

The final is the same as our other 3 tests only covering the m[’ormation 
since the last test. I think that it might be good to have 2 or 3 sessions 
to review They seemed to do better this time with 2 review sessions. 

I have a final on Friday at 8 but other than that I don’t have anything on 
the days before I will let you know tonight or tomorrow about the other 
sectmns. 

Vanessa 

On Tue, at l 1:46 AM; Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa unc edu>wrote: 

I hope that you had good break! 

I hate to say it, but it is actually ume to start scheduling review 
sessions for exam! This means that I need some information from you .... 

when is the final exam for EXSS    ? rm not positive whether or not you 
tutor for different sections so if so, are the exam times different? 

when are you available ]2~r review sessions in the days leading up to the 
exam? 

Based upon your opinion of the guys and their competence level, how many 
days ahead do you think we should begin scheduling review- sessions? two 
days out? Four? Daytime and evening sessions? Begin with once a day and 
then increase to daytime and evening as we get closer? 

Let me know- your thought and availability as soon as you can. Thanks so 
much. 
2uW 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: < ~(}gmafil.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:21 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: final exams review sessions 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Ahoy, 

I foresee about 3 sessions to prep for the final exam It" I could have all 
my guys together for at least an hour in these sessions, I think we would be 
able to get through a lot of reviewing I hope this helps your planning..I 
will let you know if anything changes 

On Tue, at 5:33 PM. Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

a-,choo[ I hope that you are enjoying this beautiful Chapel Hill spring 

It may seem hard to believe, but the semester is quickly winding down which 

means that it is time to start thinking about reviews for final exams. We 

will be posting review sessions for classes that we regularly hold review 

sessions :For. Once we post the review session schedule, ffyou want to work 

with your student(s) more, please arrange this directly with them. Let me 

know what you have scheduled so that I can then add it to the master 

schedule. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Remember, this is a T[MS approval week so remember to approve your timecard 

by Friday at noon, or if you work Sunday night, when you are done with your 

shift on Sunday night. 

Thanks so much! 

Amy 

Am?" Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC’-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:45 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: final exams review sessions 

Amy, 
For my guys the final is Thursday, at 8. On the    [ have a 
final at 12 and on the    I have a final at 4. Other than that, I’m 
free for reviews an?’ time Based on competence level, I think we need 
as much time as possible. I don’t want to have the guys cramming and 
burn out the night before, and we need to work on writing skills a lot. 
I think moving to daytime and evening as it gets closer is a good idea 
too 



From: < ~email.unc.eduv 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:12 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: MATtt    review sessions 

Hi Am?’, 
I don’t know what your plans are for the MATH review- sessions, but I 
will not be available to work on Saturday because I am going 
home for a bluegrass festival after my exams on Saturday (Sore/I didn’t 
tell you this sooner, it just dawned on me that you should probably 
know- this!) My guys’ (       and       ) final isn’t until the last 
day, so I ;vill be available really any time on Wednesd<,~         until 
the day of the test (the , I think) to squeeze in as much review as 
possible before the big day. 

Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.... < ~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 8:32 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: summer availability 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Hi! How ~vas the Glee part?- last night? 

Beth mostly told me the drill m terms of being an SI. I was asking 
more about a formal meeting for eyeD’one before SS1 starts, like the 
one we did at your house before spring semester started. Anything like 
that going on? 

Thanks and have a good night! 

BA. African Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
Phone: 
Email:        @gcnail.com 

On 

wro be: 

, at 9:48, "Amy Kleissler" <kleiss e@uncaa unc edu> 

I can go over with you what SI is like -- when ~w~uld be a good time 

for you to come in’? I am not available this Friday, or next 

]Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. I am totally free tomorrow, Monday 

or next Friday. let me know, 

Thanks! 

>A 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapd Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> .... <        ~gmail.com>         2:05 AM >>> 

I am doing SWAH 1-2 during surcaner session 1, so I can do all day 

every day- for that! And any help you might need for AFRI 101 too. I 

can’t do sunm~er session 2. 

Will there be a meeting or anything special before SS 1 starts’.’ 

Thanks! Hope you are having a good week so far! 

B.A. African Studies 

Universit~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 

Email:        @gmail.com 

On at 13:00, "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~vrote: 

>> Hello ~- 

>> Please ignore this email if you are not able to work this 

>> summer ..... 

>> 

>> If you are, could you please let me know specifically what days and 

>> times you are available. First session is 

>> and second session begins the following week. Thanks, 

>> Amy 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Am?’ Kleissler 

>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

>> UNC-Chamel Hill 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:41 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: availabili~ 

Amy, 

I should be fine to tutor HIST 140 but I would say that it is definitely 
not my specialty. And the best night for me to tutor would be on Tuesdays 
but I can probably work on other nights too- I now- have another job and 
that may interfere with the other nights of the week 

On Mon,            11:53:03 -0400, "~vny kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> (;an you do ttIST 140’? World Histop), since 1945? Let me know ASAP. 
THanks, 
>A 
> 

> Am?’ KleissIer 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chape[ tliH 
> C 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> 

>>>> < ~email uric edu> 10:08 AM >>> 
> 

> Amy, 
> 

> I am definitely interested in histop), tutoring. I would say that I 
> specialize in American or general World History, but can probably tutor 
> most subjects if I am given some general information to refer to. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Sun, 20:37:35 -0400, "Am?" kleissler" 
> < k leissle@uncaa.unc edu> 
> wrote: 
>>      , 

>> I wanted to see if you had a chance to think about whether or not you 
are 
>> interested in tutoring histoly? Let me know your thoughts ~vhen you can. 
>> Thartks! 
>> 
>> 

>> 

>> Arny Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> UNC’-Chapel Hill 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: < ~email.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:24 PM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@unc~a.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tut~ng 

Hi Amy, 

I was given your name by             and            , who are both 
enjoying working as language tutors. I have been looking for a tutoring 
position, and I was informed that your prograra hires french tutors. I would 
lo\’e to tutor french; I’ve studied the language for about seven years, and 
I spent a year abroad in Belgium working on my language skills, rm 
currently studying Spanish as well 
If you have any room for another tutor, I would be extremely happy to jom 

your team 
If there is someone else I should speak with, please let me know 
Thank you so very much for your time’. 



From: < @email.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:58 AM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: mentoring this ~mester 

Attach: ’EEXTf.httn 

Hello, 

I’m sorry that I won’t be able to ~vork with you all this semester, but I 
understand ~vhy the department has that rule. I’ll have finished my 
English    class, as ~vell as others, by next year, so I ~vill be better 
equipped to help others with their education. 

The program seems great though, and I’m glad that you thought I’d be a 
good match ]’or it I don’t l,mow what my summer plans are as of right 
now, but I have applied for a few things, so I will have to wait and see 
how those opportunities turn out before I can commit to anything. ]’m 
definitely interested in talking to you again for next fall though, and 
I’ll be sure to send you an emai[ before then to talk to you again 

Thanks again ]br meeting with me, I had a really el~ioyed it 

Thanks, 

On 6:18 PM. Amy kIeissler wrote: 
> 
> Thank you so much ]2~r coming in to talk with me this afternoon about 
> our program and your interest. I just spoke with Beth and it turns 
> out that unl’ortunate]y there is a steadfast department rule that you 
> must be a junior in order to work in the program I am so sorry -- I 
> really eNoyed getting to know you and had an instant feeling that you 
> will make a terrific mentor for our student-athletes. You are 
> energetic, inquisitive, and dedicated -- three crucial keys to success! 
> Having said that, would you then be interested in mentoring during the 
> sutmner? It is a great time to ’get your feet’ wet within our program, 
> working with the incoming freshmen with their sutmner English classes. 
> We would love to have you if you think you may still be interested 
> then. If not, we xvould definitely love to have you in the fall! 
> Again, I apologize that we won’t be able to hire you onto the staff at 
> this tirne, but we hope that you will consider us for the sunmxer or 
> fall semesters. Let me kmow your thoughts when you can. 
> I look forward to hearing from you soon, 
> 2uW 
> Amy Kleissler 
> Acadernic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto:kleissle(&uncaa.mxc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:12 PM 

@gma~l.com 

JennitEr Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.tmc.edu:~ 

mentees 

TEXT.htm 

You will be working with 2 players this semester 

Sundays 7 

Sundays 8 

We will start next Sunday and you will be at the Pope Box, 3rd floor I believe 
More details on that coming soon ..Also, their counselor is Jenn Townsend--a good person to touch base with on them academically. 

They will be more plan and organize meetings. They will miss some Sundays so I thought your fle×ibility with W or T[I would be good if they need to reschedule or meet extra. 

Let me know if any more questions--i will have details of pope box policy and procedure next week..See you Thursday at NCAA training. 

B eth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~’- 

Friday, 12:20 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Jennit~r Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Tony Yount <towyounV<~:uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

mentees 

TEXT.htm 

You will have 2 memees this semester 

, ’17~ 7pro 
Counselor: Jenn Townsend 

, TR 8pro 
Counselor: Tony Yount 

There can be some overlap with these sessions, so no worries there if that happens. Please feel :tree to check in with the students’ counselors for any in[’ormation on their class schedules 
and academic tendencies. 

We will start the week of the 23rd. You know the drill---Pope Box, 3rd floor, more details to that at the NCAA meeting on Thursday Thanks for being great and we look [’orward to an 
awesome spring semestert 

B eth 

Beth Bridget 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.tmc, edu 



From: .... < @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 11:19 AM 

To: Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: tuk~ring 

Attach: ’IENTI’.httn 

Hey Amy, 

Thanks Ibr thinking of me’. I’m still in the same boat this semester, but I’d be more than happy to reconsider a tutoring position in the summer (if applicable) or perhaps in the falh Hope things 
are well ~vith you and Beth and again, thanks for considering me. 

Best, 

From: Am?" kleissler [kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 
To: 
Subject: tutoring 

My name is Amy Kleissler and we met in September when you did the training to be a tutor [’or the student-athletes in the Academic Success Program for Student-Athletes I know that you 
were not able to tutor last semester, but I wanted to check back in with you and see if you might be interested in tutoring CO2/2[\/I this spring? We are looking for someone for Monday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday, 7-9PM Let me know your thoughts when you can. I look forward to hearing from you soon 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleiss [e@un caa.unc, edu<mailto: kleissle(~ uncaa.unc.edu> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<       ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               2:47 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb/~mcaa.unc.edu> 

this sumnler 

Hit 
So this might seem really early and way ahead of the game, but you kno~v me- 
I like to stay on top of things 

I just found out from my professor’s that they are not able to fund me 
(basically support me) this summer. Faculty members ~pically pay graduate 
students over the summers so that we can still work on research and be 
around on campus without having to look ll)r the stereotypical summer job 
that will eat up our time. Unll)rtunately, that’s not the case this summer 
for a lot of us. So I just wanted to give the way-in-advance heads up that 
I’ll be around this summer and very interested in working again if you’ll 
still have me? I will be there as many hours as you’d like, tutor whatever 
you’d like, and see whomever you’d like! 

I just wanted to let you guys know. Like I said, I know this seems beyond 
super early and summer is not even a faint light in the distance yet 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:55 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: exam review 

Hey Amy!’. 

I had a quick cluestion. Would it be possible for me to miss tutoring 
on Sunday, ( 

i; Thursday, and Sunday 
)? 1£ this is a problem, please let me know and I will see 

what I can do. 

Thanks, 

Quoting Am?’ kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.uaac.edu>: 

> thanks 
>A 
> 

> Am?- Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> Uix-C-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 

>>>> < @email unc.edu> 4:56 PM >>> 
> ttey! 

> I can mN~e it at that time[ 

> Quoting Amy kleissler <kleissIe@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Hit 
>> I wanted to see if you are available to come in at 645PM on the 
>> for review [’or the exam? It would be held as a group in Swalli~rd 
>> Auditorium. Let me know. 
>> thanks[ 
>> 2,my 

>> Amy KIeissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
>> UNC-(Napel Hill 
>> 919-843-8635 o 

>> kleissle@m~caa.unc, edu 



From: < ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:21 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tut~ring 

Amy, 

Thanks, I really appreciate your understanding. 

As soon as I can free up Tuesdays & Thursdays again, I definitely will 
(provided the guys still need help). 

Thanks again!! 



From: < @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:12 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Summer Tutoring Position 

He)’ Amy, 

After talking with you on Friday, I have decided that I would love to tutor 
this stanmer. 

On a side note, I am pret~ good friends ~vith one of the guys that plays 
; would it be OK ifI request not to be paired with 

him? 

Thanks so much!, 



From: < @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:14 PM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: checking in 

Thanks so much for ),our message[ 

I agree that we never really got to chat at the meeting, and I am happy to 
at least tell you now what a fantastic job this is[ I adore the students, 
and I feel like we are really making progress The envirol~aent is 
incredible It inspires me to be a better student as well, and I am not 
just saying these things. I am so honored and thrilled to be working with 
these students! I can’t wait for the stammer and next year. 

Thanks fbr checking in’. 

Talk to you soon, 

On Fri,           11:59:55 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 
wrote: 
> Good morning sunshine! 
> I feel like I never got a minute to really stop and catch up with you at 
> the mentor meeting so I wanted to touch base with you and see how you are 
> doing inside and outside of your work with our student-athletes! The 
study 
> table atmosphere keeps getting more and more producuve -- thank you so 
> much with all of your help making that happen! It has been a crazy year 
> dealing with the construction and the space issues over at the Pope Box 

> really appreciate your ability to "go with the flow" and make it all 
work! 
> I hope you are doing well -- please let me know if you need anything, and 
> thank you for all of your hard work and dedication to our program :) 
> 

> Cheers, 
> Amy 

> Am?’ KleissIer 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chape[ Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and nray contain confidential 
and 
> privileged ir~formation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-nrail and destroy- all copies of the original 
> message. 



From: < @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 7:19 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: during finals 

Hi, Amy! 

If I give you my schedule, could you let me know when I am needed to help? 
I absolutely am willing to help anyone with anything! I just need to let 
you know- when rm busy 

On (Friday), I have a computer exam at 12:00pm. 
On (Saturday, I have a math exam at 12:00pm and work at the 
libra~z from 5:00pm - 8:00pm. 
Or         (Tuesday), I have an English final at 8:00am and another English 
final at 12:00pm (CRAZY). 
On (;Vednesday), I have work at the library from 1:00pm - 4:00pm. 
On (Thursday), I have work at the same time at Wednesday 
On (Friday), I have work at the hbrary from 3:00pro - 6:00pm 

Any other time of the day/night would be fine!! 

Thanks! 

PS. When do we find out who we will be working with over the summer? I am 
so excited! 

On ~Ihu,            19:27:00 -0400, "Amy Kleissler" 
< k leissle@uncaa unc.edu > 
wrote: 
> Good evening, 
> We will be holding our regular study hall schedule through the last day 

> classes. Beginning the thllowing morning we will begin review sessions 
for 
> a number of courses If you are interested in working aW daytime or 
night 
> time hours during the reading days/exam period, please let me know I 

> be putting together a list of students who will be in need of nrentors to 
> finish up papers/proj ects/dedicated study tinre. 
> 

> Thanks t 
> A~W 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Acadernic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> Corffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any- attachments, 
is 
> for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and nray contain confidential 
and 
> privileged imformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
> distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please 
> contact the sender by reply e-nrail and destroy- all copies of the original 
> message. 



From: < ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday,. 11:04 AM 

To: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: summer tutoring 

Attach: TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Anay, 

I’ll be at home next Friday but I could come in Tuesday after 12:30, Wednesday after 2:15, or Thursday after 12:30 I could also come Tuesday morning if mornings are better for you-I have 
class at 11 but anytime before then would ~vork Just let me know ~vhat day and time is best for you[ 

Thank you, 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

On , at 10:27 AM. "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thank you -- are you available next Friday morning? Let me know. If not, let me know your availability otherwise. 
> Cheers, 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> ~ eissle@uncaa unc edu 
> 

> Confidentiality Notice: ’lNis e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged inJ2mnation. Any 
unauthorized review, use, discloswe or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy aH copies of the original 
message. 

> >>> < (@emaik~c.edu> 10:08 PM 
> Hi 2~y, 
> 

> I have attached my res~e. I am actually going to be om of town this coming Friday and I was planning on going home next Thursday nigM for Easter weekend. Is there any other time 
you would be available for an intet~iew? I’m free most afternoons. 
> 

> Thank you, 

> On Tue, at 3:55 P)~ Amy Kleissler <kleissle@~caa.~c.edu> wrote: 
> Dear 
> Beth Bridger folwarded me yot~ email regarding su~m~er tutoring as I work with o~ mentor/tutor program. ~a~ you for contacting us~ I have. questions for you: could you please send 
me yo~ res~e, and would you be available to come in for an inte~’iew either this or next Friday, anytime after noon? Let me ~ow yore thougMs when you can. 
> Thank you, 
> Amy Kleissler 
> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
> ~’C’-Chapel Hill 
> 919-~3-8635 o 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> Co~identiali~ Notice: ~is e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged i~ormation. Any 
unauthori~d review, use, disclos~e or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

> L~C Chapel Hill Class of 

> M+ SecureStor Stored: total 48640bytes; 

> File Name ExpilN Date Si~ 
> resume.doc Mon, 22:08:19-040048640bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uucaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 8:49 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: prob question 

TENZI’.httn 

get them to do it again..they need to t~ to get to prof office but email as well 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler          8:48 AM >>> 
for the guys with incompietes --           final, Soci , etc -- how do they resolve this? Contact the professor? Is the process airea@ in the works or do I get on this with them? 

Amy Kleissier 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kieiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 19, 2010 4:08 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Bounce back reply t~om robert 

TgNTI’.httn 

oh s~veet j esus we did what you told us to and now you change 
i hate this freakin run around! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>> 2,my Kleissler 1/19/2010 3:52 PM >>> 
I think Beth should contact Amy at Counseling and Wellness directly. I wonder how many sessions will they miss (spring practice) if they stay in the Thursday 4-5 session I know there is a 
certain # of absences allowed As for the other available sessions, if the time works then go for it It may be best not to have all 3 in the same sessions anyway RJM 

we can talk about this at study table 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Amy Schmitz- Sciborsld" <sclmailzs@email.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 1:13 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Bounce Back 

TENTI’.httn 

Hi Amy- 

Thales for all the information. 

Yes, you have the correct info regarding which section the students are 
registered for. 

I will move to Mondays at 3:30 no problem[ Sor~- to hear about 
I’ll let his group leader know he’ll start next week. 

Thanks for your help with this, Amy. I will ask them to sign a Release of 
Info 12~r Athletics so I can be sure to communicate with you regarding 
attendance. 

I’m sure we’ll be in touch! 

Amy 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:k [eissle(~uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:37 PM 

To: s chmitz_s @email.unc. edu 
Subject: Bounce Back 

Dear 

My name is Am?" Kleissler, and Beth Bridger has asked me to work with the 
football student-athletes that are on probation this semester: 

I wanted to check with you to see if the information they have given me 
regarding the Bounce Back sessions the?" signed up for matches with the 
irfformation that you have for them: 

Tuesday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Presently              is scheduled in the Thursday 4-5PM section, but I 
wanted to see if it would be possible to move him to the Monday 330PM 
section. 

One last thing, will miss the session tomorrow- due to 

Please let me know if you have an?- questions or concerns, and please be sure 



to let me know if there are any issues with any of these students such as 
attendance, attention, homework, etc. I will be sure to get right on them. 
Thank you so much for your help, and I look foreword to talking with you 
soon 

Sincerely, 

Amy Kleissler 

Arny Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Amy Schmitz- Sciborsld" <sclmailzs@email.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 11:41 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Bounce Back attenda~ce 

TEXTI’.httn 

Hi Amy- 

So will       and       still be attending Bounce Back? If not, let me 

know so I can cancel them so that the?, don’t get No Sho;v fees! 

has attended 2 of the 4 groups 

has attended 1 of 4 groups 

attended 3 out of 4 groups 

attended 3 out of 4 

attended 4 of 4 

attended 5 of 5 (and I hear particularly great things about 

his participation! [) 

Hope that helps, 

Amy 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:k [eissle(~uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:37 PM 
To: Amy Schmitz-Sciborski 
SubJect: Bounce Back atten&mce 

Dear Arny, 

I wanted to check in ~vith you regarding the Bounce Back attendance of the 
students I am working with this semester,               and 
are no longer on probation, but here is the schedule I have for the other 
five students who are on probation: 

Thursday 4-5 

Th~trsday 4-5 

Monday 330-430 

Tuesday 

Monday 330-430 

Tuesday- 

Please let me know your thoughts ~vhen you can. 

Thanks so much, 

Amy 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

L~NC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:07 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Bounce Back resche&fling 

’I~NJI’.httn 

So---Andre asked you to get their sessions changed? 
I totally disagree with this. They are on PROBATION, therefore as PUNISHMENt2 they should be missing any f,aotball related activities. 

Also, the FB program does not want to be the thorn in the side of Bounce Back I think we are asking too much ~vhen the other students aren’t able to do this. Also, this is like group 
counseling, you can’t just change groups..we need to discuss ASAP’. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Directur/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> Amy Kleisslei 10:24 PM >>> 

Andre, 

First, please accept my apulugies fur drupping the bah on contacting the Bounce Back people regarding the conflicts ]~r workuuts this week I have leK a message explaining 

absence tod~ff and will let you knu~v as soun as I hear back l~um them. 

As fur rescheduling, there are hopefully two pussible optiuns. I say hopefully because these sessiuns are normally full, but ! have asked fur permission for      and        to attend 
these uther sessions due tu the circumstances they are facing. One optiun for      is tu attend the 11AM session un Thursday. The only option fur        is to attend the 4-5PM session 
tomorruw, ’]Tuesday, but this will bump up against his 515PM workuut, ls that uk with yuu’? Please let me knuw your thuughts when yuu can. 

I will be out ufthe office un Tuesday at a training wurkshup, but accessible by text and email 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Amy Schmitz- Sciborsld" <schrnitzs@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Bounce Back attenda~ce 

’I~NFI’.httn 

Hi Amy- 

Don’t worry life happens! I do wonder if it may- help to just ask the guys to 
call and cancel themselves (so you aren’t juggling all that responsibili~). 
They get an email reminder the night before, so they- should be able to keep 
tap on it. 

That being said, I think I can erase       No Show fee (and I already 
cancelled        :[’or this Thursday) Unfortunately, at this point in the 
semester, there are no "make up classes" Bounce Back isn’t really a drop-in 
group different classes are at different points in the curriculum and 
members have shared personal things with each other so to have a new person 
suddenly in there disrupts that cohesion. I do appreciate their wil [ingness 
to make up, but with the way things are set up, that just isn’t an option. 

Hope that makes sense! Let me know if you have any questions- 

Best, 

Amy 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(i~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:46 PM 
To: Amy Schmitz-Sciborski 
Subject: Bounce Back attendance 

I made a mistake that I am hoping you can help me with. The workout 
schedules for some of our athletes switched this week which prohibited 

from making it to his Bounce Back session today-. I was supposed to let 
you guys know this last week, but I completely forgot. He even called me 
this afternoon to double check that it was all clear, but I was out of the 
office and didn’t have your number. Is it possible to have him 
retroactively excused for today’s session that he missed due to practice? 
He can attend later in the week if that meets your approval - with the 
Thursday 11AM-12noon class. Please let me know- your thoughts when you can. 

is in the Thursday 4-5 Bounce Back sessions and has a 
workout this Thursday at 345PM which will force him to miss as well. 
Unfott~mately he has class at 11AM on Thursdays so will not be able to 
attend that session. Do you have any sessions on Wednesdays this week? 

I apologize for the late notice, and thaak you for your patience. 

Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Amy Schmitz- Sciborsld" <sclmailzs@email.unc.edu; 

Monday, 3:20 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Bounce Back attenda~ce 

’IF2XTI’.httn 

Hi Amy- 

I meant to respond right after getting this, but the ;veek got a;vay from me! 
I completely hear you with ho;v you have to juggle the players, the coaching 
staIt; administration, etc NOT an easy task! And I totally get that the 
players just can not make it to all the sessions.they can’t clone 
themselves. I think if the?’ make it to "most" then the powers-that-be will 
look fondly on that. I kno;v Robert and Cynthia were going to talk about that 
before she left for               so hopefully that happened 

Thanks for all your doing getting the students to attend Let me know if you 
hear any :Feedback from them.positive or negative that may help the program. 

All the best, 

Amy 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(i~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:55 AM 
To: Amy Schmitz-Scibors~i 

Sut~iect: RE: Bounce Back attendance 

Amy, 

You and I are on the absolutely on the same page! My reply to the student 
when he approached me on Monday afternoon regarding the conflict was that it 
was his responsibility to take care of it ahead of time. It is part of my 
j ob to help problem solve when situations arise, but ultimately evelything 
is always in the hands of the student. This conftict arose on Monday 
because football staffthought it was an issue that could be taken care of 
for the student, rather than by him. 

We here at Academic Support are absolutely on board ~vith the programming and 
goals of Bounce Back, and ncver intended for this to become an issue. We 
agree that these sessions are vital to the success of probation students, 
but sometimes o~tr football coaching staff doesn’t see things the same way. 

Please let me know if you need anything 

Am?’ Kleissler 

Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> "Am?- Schmitz-Sciborski" <scl~nitzs@email unc.edu> 8:50 AM >>> 

Hi Am?’- 

Don’t worry.life happens! I do wonder if it may help to just ask the guys to 
call and cancel themselves (so you aren’t juggling all that responsibility’) 
The?’ get an email reminder the night before, so they should be able to keep 
up on it. 

That bein~ said. I think I can erase       No Show fee (and I alrea@ 
cancelled        for this Thursday). Unfortunately, at this point in the 



semester, there are no "make up classes." Bounce Back isn’t really a drop-in 
group.different classes are at different points in the curriculum and 
members have shared personal things with each other so to have a new person 
suddenly in there disrupts that cohesion I do appreciate their willingness 
to make up, but with the way things are set up, that just isn’t an option. 

Hope that makes sense[ Let me know if you have any questions- 

Best, 

Amy 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle(~)uncaa.anc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:46 PM 
To: Amy Schmitz-Sciborski 
Subject: Bounce Back attendance 

Amy, 

I raade a mistake that I am hoping you can help me with. The workout 
schedules for some of our athletes switched this week which prohibited 

from making it to his Bounce Back session today. I was supposed to let 
you guys kmow this last week, but I completely forgot. He even called rae 
this afternoon to double check that it was all clear, but I was out of the 
office and didn’t have your nmnber. Is it possible to have him 
retroactively excused for today’s session that he missed due to practice? 
He can attend later in the week if that meets your approval -- with the 
Thursday 11AM-12noon class. Please let me know your thoughts when you can. 

is in the Thursday 4-5 Bounce Back sessions and has a 
workout this Thursday at 345PM which will tbrce him to miss as well. 
Unfortunately he has class at 11AM on Thursdays so will not be able to 
attend that session. Do you have an?’ sessions on Wednesdays this week? 

I apologize for the late notice, and thank you for your patience 

Am?’ Kleissler 

Am?’ Kleissler 

Academic Support Program lbr Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

k[eiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,              2:13 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: bounce back 

TEXT.htm 

it will, but that is on him...he can still go, just isn’t considered as a "frequent attender" 
i would say leave it be...guys MUST contact TttEM if they will miss for spring ball or otherwise endure the charges 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support 15r Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler         11:51 AM >>> 
Just cunous -- how did we leave it with the guys and spring ball? My last email from Amy said that she understands that the guys 
have conflicts, and that "the powers that be" will look kindly upon the guys as long as they make it to a majori~ of the sessions. For 
someone like        who alrea@ has 2 absences, if he misses 4 more due to spring ball, does that put him in jeopardy with BB? 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
[ JNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Amy Schmitz- Sciborsld" <sclmailzs@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:02 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Bounce Back at’tenda~ce 

Hi Amy- 
Hope you got a little down time last week! Here goes for the attendance up 
to this point of the semester: 

attended 3 out of 6 
~ attended 5 out of 6 

; attended 4 of 6 
attended 6 of 7 
attended 6 of 7 

Much thanks- 
Amy 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: Am?’ Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:56 PM 

To: schmitzs@email uric edu 
Subject: Bounce Back attendance 

Is it possible to get a check on the attendance of my guys? Let me know 
what you think 
Thanks so much, 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

919-843-8635 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Amy Schmitz- Sciborsld" <sclmailzs@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:05 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: registration holds 

TENSI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 

Did it say ~vhy there is a hold? If it is due to a "no show charge" (which I 
know has had) they have to pay that and then the hold will be lifted 
I kno~v with we erased his since there was that miscon~munication about 
when he was stopping Bounce Back, but it seems like an?- No Shows for the 
other would be because the?- didn’t call and cancel an appointment Just so 
you know, we have been really good about reminding students they need to 
call if they can’t make it! ’]’he?, also get an email the night before that 
reminds them of this, so we really try to cover all the bases 

If the hold is for different reasons, just let me know and we can go from 
there[ 

Best, 

Amy 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:k [eissle(~uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, _ 10:45 AM 

To: s chmit;’~s @email.unc. edu 
SubJect: registration holds 

Dear 

The Academic Advisor for two of our probation students,              and 
let me know that the?" have holds on their accounts preventing 

them from registering for Fall     classes. Is it possible to have these 
holds removed so that they may register today’.’ Please let me know your 
thoughts. 

Thank you, 

Amy Kleissler 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Amy Schmitz- Sciborsld" <sclunilzs@email.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 8:55 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: end of the semester t~edback 

TEXTI’.httn 

Ok, Amy’.got the rest of the inJ2~! 

only" attended 5 of the 13 groups 

attended 10 of 13 

attended only’ 4 of the 13 

So, Olfice of Undergrad Ed "counts" Bounce Back as completed if they attend 
75% of the classes. So fingers crossed that      and        get off 
probation and don’t have to appeal or they may’ run into some problems The 
rest are looking good. 

Keep me posted! 

Amy 

From: Arny Schmitz-Sciborski [mailto:schmitzs~,emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:10 P_’vi 
To: ’Amy Kleissler’ 
Subject: RE: end of the semester feedback 

Hey" AtW. 

I hear you.things are crazy- fast (I guess that is what happens when you go a 
million miles an hourt ). Hopefully we can both slow down this summer. 

It was great to work with you as well this semester. We should get together 
this smnmer and talk more. Things ease up here a lot come end of May/June. 

So I am writing back with only some of the itffo you need.waiting for the 
attundance sheets from some of the other groups so I’ll get that to you ASAP 

attended 11 of the 13 groups 

attended 12 of the 13 

More info to comet 

Amy’ 

From: Amy Kleissler [mailto:kleissle@uncaa.uaac edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:21 AM 

To: schmitzs@emaihunc.edu 
Subject: end of the semester feedback 

Amy, 

It seems hard to believe that we are already into the month of May -- what 

happened?! I’d swear that I missed Febmaw! 

Before the semester is truly completed I ~vanted to reach out and thank you 
for working with me this semester as I learned the ropes of the probation 
process with my students. You were always quick to respond with all the 
in:[’ormation I needed -- thank you! 

I wanted to get any feedback you might have on glaring issues with the 
students such as attendance or participation, as well as your thoughts on 
working with this population group. I am always eager to gain new 



perspective on how best to work with these students so that they can become 
independent, success[u[ students I have heard back from             and 

that they all successlhll~" completed the r~ro~ram, but I have not had 
word yet fi-om Do you know their status? 
Let me know your thoughts when you can 

Please l~elfree to get in touch with my awtime, with anythingthat you 
need. Again, thank you for all ofyom support this semester. 

Sincerely-, 

ArayKleissler 

Amy Kleissler 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:50 AM 

@gmail.com>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <ldeissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~ema~l.unc.e&~ 

Mentors for Probation program 

TEXT.httn 

I am copying the both of you on this email to connect you with our Learning Specialist for Olympic Sports, Beth Lyons. 

Beth will be running a program for some of our probation students for the Spring semester. ! have assigned you to this program One, you have great experience with our Olympic Sport 
athletes and have backgrounds that are favorable to what Beth needs. [ have you slated for SM~V (    /and MW (       ). She will talk to you more in depth about time frames. 

Beth would like to meet with you before the program gets started to talk strategy and how she wants to things to be organized. Please be ready :[’or her email and to meet to get this semester 
started. 

Any questions, please let me know You will both be great for this program! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.u,¢, 

Monday, December 5, 2011 9:03 AIvl 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

question/concern 

’IF2XFI’.httn 

I hope you are doing ~vell. The other night, as I worked as an LA, I saw 
something that you might find interesting. I saw an LA making up flash 
cards for his/her student. I asked him/her ~vhat s/he was doing and s/he 
told me that s/he ~vas making up flash cards for a student/athlete. I told 
him/her that s/he couldn’t do that I continued and told her/him that in 
our training we were told that the student needed to produce his/her o~vn 
flash cards and that we had to "put uur pencil down." A discussiun un what 
we cuuId ur couldn’t dn uccurred. 

S/he told me that s/he would discuss things with her/his student and write 
duwn the infurmatiun and then g~ve the paper tu the student. I, again, 
told her/him that s/he couldn’t do this. If s/he had to make a list with 
the student, s/he should du it un the white board and then the student 
cuuId write it down in his/her uwn wurds. 

As yuu can probably guess, I don’t want tu identi(y the learning 
assistant However, I find myself in a bit of a pickle For us, the 
semester ends this week I was wundering, if we have any training fur the 
new semester, if you cuuld luther emphasize what we can and cannut do .. 

Am I right, ur am I bluwing sumething out of pruportion? I’ve been known 
to do that every-on ce-in-a-while 

Bert 

All mail cun-espundence tu and ffum the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schuols is subject tu the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monituring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enfurcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Bert Wartski <bwartski@chccs.kl2.nc.u,¢~ 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 8:56 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

help... 

’l~XI’.h*an 

I’m m a bit of a pickle (I’m more partial to the Bread and Butter...). 
When I had the conversation with the LA (about the things we can and cannot 

do), I told hin’v’her that I didn’t want to drop the dime on him/her, iVly 
email to you was a request to have more trainmg on the things that we can 
and carmot do (frankly, I don’t know how you can’t know..you ~vere pretty, 
specific). I feel tom. Could I email the LA and tell hilt’her the 
situation? That way, I could give her/him the opportum~’ to come forward 

Bert 

All mail correspondence to and fi-om the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
Ci~" Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Emily Davis <elrlavis@chccs.kl2.nc.us~ 

Thursday, Januao~ 5, 2012 9:33 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

This Semester 

’I~XTI’.httn 

Hi Amy, 
Happy Ne~v Year! I hope you had a restful break! 
I have had a couple things come up in my life in the past couple of days 
and I’m not feeling that I will be able to commit the time and energy 
needed to beinga learning assistant this semester. I’m sorry for coming 
to this conclusion so late in the game, and if it’s not possible to back 
out no,v, I will stay on this semester and make it work But, if it’s 
possible for me to take a break, I think that would be best. 
Let me know what you would like me tu do! 
Emily 

Emily Davis 
Transitiun Facilitator 
Chapel Hill High Schuul 
919-929-2106 x41127 
919-969-2455 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrburu 
City Schouls is subject to the North Carulina Public Recurds 
Law, which may result in munitoring and disclusure tu third 
parties, including law enforcement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@em~il.unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 1:35 PIvl 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: meeting 

Dear Amy, 

I got my calc test back today and it ~vas a lot worse than I thought it 
was going to be. I think it might be a good idea to drop it and start 
with a lower math next semester because most of the problem is with the 
older math that is required and not the new- material. Also, is there a 
writing tutor, and, if so, what are the hours? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:20 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: meeting 

Dear Amy, 

Do you know how I can get a drop/add fbrm? I know I’m supposed to get 
one from my adviser in the Steele Building, but I e-mailed flaem and 
haven’t gotten a response. Thank you for your help today as ~vell. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:55 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: mis~d meeting 

Amy, Im So1Ty about this morning i just completely forgot. I have not 
received my music     grade back yet i should get that Wednesday. Star 
is a work in progress ive spoken with the teacher and my hw grades have 
gotten better so hopefully sorry again about missing the meeting this 
morning. Hope you have a great evening. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~em~il.unc,edu> 

Monday, 1:27 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tuesday, 

Dear Amy, 

I know Iicom mid-term progress reports that I have a C in Spanish 
but that is very, easily brought up Also, from my own opinion I have an 
A in                     , an B+ to and A in English    , and a solid 
B in Poli    , so I am looking at a 3.0 to 3 25 GPA for this semester. 
I do know what classes I want to take next semester because I have a lot 
of b-school pre-reqs to fulfill, but I still need to meet with Beth 
sometime this ~veek I’ll probably e-mail her in a second about that. 
Hope all is going well with you. 

Thanks, 

Am?’ Kleissler wrote: 
I have to be out of the office again for training tomorro;v and I know 
that you are scheduled to come see me, so I wanted to get an update on 
how- things are going for you via email How are classes? Do you know 
what you are registering for in the spring? If you have any questions, 
get in touch ~vith Beth or Jaimie, whichever one is your advisor. 

Give me a grade update and let me know how I can help I will be in the 
office on Thursday and Friday if you need to come see me. 

Thanks, 
~ny 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ 

C 

kleissle@uncaa unc.edu <mailto :kleissle(~r)uncaa unc. edu> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, 5:26 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

’IEXF.h~m 

Begin forwarded message: 

> Erom: @emaiLunc.edu 
> Date: 1:40:00 PM EST 

> To: kleiss[e@emaiLunc.edu 
> 

> He?" sorry for missing the meeting, here are my grades 
> Portugese: 
> 79 on and 83 on midterm 
> Drama: 
> 78 on test 
> History: 
> 79 on test 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:19 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: checking in 

He?’ Amy, 
I found out that i made a 86 on my portuguese test and thats about it 
that i know about I know i’m not doing well in econ but we dont have 

much work due eve~ class so i don’t know what i could do with the 
tutor to help me in the future 
Quoting Am?’ Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc edu>: 

I didn’t see you at our regularly scheduled meeting -- please give me 
an update on your grades, ~vhat you are registered for in the spring, 
have you been to see your main campus advisor, etc. Let me know[ 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Am?- Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C-Chapel Hill 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:09 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

here are my grades 

hist : 83.2 
stor : 72 
drama i have not received any grades back since the midterm 
music the last gradde i got back was my paper and i got a 78 on it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, l:01 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: End of the Semester wrap up 

He?’ Amy, 
This is my updates about my grades. 
English: B- 
Econ: C 
Psyc: B 
Drama: A 
Thanks, 

On Thu,            17:42:53 -0500, "Amy Kleissler" 

<kleissle@unca a unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Please send me an update on your final grades. Have a good break! 
> Thanks, 
> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 



From: < @unc,edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:37 PM 

To: @unc.edu; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: checking in 

A~tach: ’I~37f.httn 

It was great, ho~v was yours? The incomplete has been changed to a C+ because strong forgot to record nay midterm grade. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 13:19:00 
To: @email.unc. edu > 
Subject: checking in 

I hope that you had a good break. I wanted to check in with you regarding the incomplete you have in DRAM . Have you been in touch with Professor Strong or the department to get 
this straightened out? Any idea what happened? Let me know when you can. Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program [’or Student Athletes 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

c 

kleissle@uncaa unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com q)-tdirec@nytimes.com> 

Monday, May 28, 2007 6:57 AM 

flwiley@emml.unc.edu 

Today’s tteadlines: Militm~ts Widen Reach as Terror Seeps Out of Iraq 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http:/A,¢ww.nytimes.com/todaysheadlines 

{ Compiled 2 A2~I E.T.              I                                         ~ 

In This E-Mail: 

World i US. i Washington i Business ] Technolo,-v ] Sports ] Arts ] New York/Re~ion i Media & Advertisina ] 
Editorials i Op-Ed ] 

Customize Today’s Headlines i Search 

i Militants Widen Reach as Terror 

Seeps Out of Iraq 
{ By NHCHAEL MOSS and SOUAD MEKHERfNET 

i The Iraq }var, which for years has drawn militants from around the world, is begim~ing to export fighters and 
i tactics to neighboring countries and beyond. 

iI Wealthy Enclave Offers VVindfall for Candidates 
iI By ALISONLEIGH COWAN 

i Awash in money fi-om hedge funds, Greenwich, Conn., has joined New York, Los Angeles and Silicon Valley 
i as must stops on the 2008 fund-raising tour. 

{ Lost Chances for Suave, Before ~d ARer a Stroke 
~ By G[NA KOLATA 

~ From diagnosis to treatment to rehabilitation to preventing it altogether, a stroke is a litany of missed 
~ opport~ities. 

~ ¯ NYTimes.com Homepa~e Back to Top 

"I called 911, but nothing would come out of my mouth. I said ’stroke’ in this long, horrible voice." 

DIANA FITE, an emergency room doctor in tIouston, recalling the stroke she had after years of ignoring high 

blood pressure 

Photographs: In Memoriam 

The countr,v began its Memorial 

Day observances., 

I 777 1 Campaigning for History 
: : [ Jean Edward Smith examines 

[ presidents who expanded their 

I 
[p ...... 

during wartime., 

As Allies Turn Foe, Disillusion Rises in Some G.I.’s 

i By MICHAEL KA_’vIBER 
:: In interviews with more than a dozen soldiers, most expressed disillusionment toward the situation in Iraq. 

{ Olmert Warns Humus, as Rocket Kdlls Civilian 

i By STEVENERLANGER 
An Israeli man in the town of Sderot died from a Qassam rocket launched by a Hamas squad on Smlday. 

Roadside Bombings Kill 2 More G.I.’s in Iraq 
By D.A2vIIEN CAVE 
Two more ~merican soldiers have died from roadside bombs, which could soon make May the deadliest 
month of the ?’ear to date. 

"More World News Back to Top 

Opposin~ Iraq War Protests Share Silence 
By IAN URBINA 
Supporters of both sides in the debate over the war in Iraq have gathered in a Delaware toxvn every week since 
September 2004, sharing a faith in the power of silence. 



Outbreak of Eve Infections Puzzles Officials 
tJy LATVRENCE K AI.TMAN 
Officials are puzzled by an outbreak of a potentially blinding eye m[’ection that led to the remowd of a contact 
solution :[’rom stores. 

With Tuition \¥aiver~ Maine Invests in Its ’First People’ 
By KATIE ZEZNIA 
A scholarship at the University of Maine pays for tuition, fees, room and board for any student who can prove 
membership in a state or federally recognized tribe. 

¯ More U.S. News Back to Top 

A Devil ill the Details, but Not the ~ [ ..... ] 

Constitution nytimea.com/travel 

By LINDA G [~EI~X’[ IOUS E 
More than half the cases the Supreme 
Court agrees to hear are not 
constitutional, but statutory. But that 
does not make them less challenging or 
less important. 

As Allies Turn Foe, Disillusion 

Rises in Some G.I.’s 
By MICHAEL KA_MBER 
In interviews with more than a dozen Also in Travel: 
soldiers, most expressed disillusionment [] Sea why Madrid is Spain’s coolest city 
toward the situation in Iraq. 

[] 6 undiscovered Mediterranean islands 

[] A tour of South African wineries 
Opposin~ Iraq War 15’otests 

Share Silence [~ [~ 

Supporters of both sides in the debate over the war in Iraq have gathered in a Delaware town every week since 
September 2004, sharing a faith in the power of silence. 

u i~:~i S ..... 2007 

Check out this summer’s must-see destinations for the 

world traveler 

:: * More Washington News Back to Top 

At BET~ Fi~.hting the Rerun 
By GERALDINE FABRIKANT 
Despite being the largest African-American cable channel, BET has developed few- of its own marketable stars 
and virtually no breakout programs. 

NBC Said to Be in Talks to Remove I ro~’mn Chief 
i By B1LL CARTER 

NBC Universal is in talks to sever its ties ~vith Kevin Reilly, several executives said Sunday 

h~ Fierce Competition, Goop.le 7inds Novel Ways to Feed Hirin~ Machine 
By MIGUEL HELFT 
Pizza parties, treasure hunts and programming contests are meant to create excitement around a company and 
impress potential recruits as young as college freshmen. 

"More Business News Back to Top 

2~FA2ItNOLOGY 

In Fierce Competition, Google Finds Novel Ways to Feed Hiring Machine 
By ~ffGUEL HELFT 
Pizza parties, treasure hunts and prograruming contests are meant to create excitement around a company and 
irapress potential recruits as young as college frestunen. 

Millions of Addresses and Thousands of Sites, All Leadin~ to One 
By BOB TEDESCHI 
"¢~at Intemet business has raised $120 million in financing in the last year and owns 725,000 Web sites? 

An A~ressive Telecom Investor Looks East and West for Quarry 

By VICTORIA SHANNON 
Altimo wants to expand by buying phone assets in Asia and Western Etu-ope 

* More Technology News Back to Top 

Less Than 500 Is Just Fine ~ith Franchitti 
By- DAVE C.~LDWELL 
Dario Franchitti won the 91st r~ning of the h~dianapolis 500, which was delayed for about three hours after 
113 laps because of rain, then was stopped for good after 166 laps. 



James Changes Everything for the Cavaliers 
By IJ~ I~OBBrNS 
From his first thundering drive and rim-rattling dunk to his last clinch shot in the fourth quarter, LeBron James 
elevated his game, his team and this series with a dominating performance. 

Vintage Mussina Is Not Enough to Avoid Sweep 
i ByB~LL FLNLEY 

A nightmarish performance from Yankees reliever Scott Proctor and another lackluster perfom~ance from the 
offense led to a loss and capped a three-garae sweep for the Angels. 

¯ More Sports News Back to Top 

i In Cam~es, a Romanian Takes Home the Fronds 
iI By MANOHI.A DARGIS and A. O. SCOTT 
:: In its closing ceremony, the Cannes Film Festival gave two of its most important prizes to Romanian films. 

i New CDs 
By THE NEW YORK TLMES 
New releases from R. Kelly, the Braveq-, Richard ~ompson, Von Sadetffed, Chick Corea and B~la Fleck and 
Perry Ferrell’s Satellite Parb-. 

Plunge in CD S~es Shakes Up N~ Labels 
By m~ LEEDS 
Music may still be a big force m pop culture, but the music business’s own comeback attempt is falling fiat. 

* More Arts News Back to Top 

For Chan~jng Queens, Lessons in Talk of the Streets 
:: By ELLENBARRY 

Some Flushing residents are studying Mandarin to be able to communicate with their new neighbors. 

Rows of New Markers, and Untold Sacrifice by Civil War Soldiers 
By GLENN COLLINS 

i Over 1,200 Civil War veterans will get new tombstones as the result of a five-year investigation into lost 
graves in Green-Wood Cemete~. 

Nodiesd Makers See OppormN~ as New York Seeks Greener Furore 

An in&strial strip of land along Newtown Creek may soon be home to one of the largest biodiesel fuel 
manufacturing plants in the countW. 

¯ More New Yorlc/Region News Back to Top 

At BET, Fighting the Rerun 
By GERALDINE FABR~KA~f 
Despite being the largest African-American cable channel, BET has developed fe*v of its o*vn marketable stars 
and visually no breakout programs. 

NBC SMd to Be in Tal~ to Remove Pro~’~ Chief 
By B~L C~R 
~C Universal is in talks to sever its ties with Kevin Reilly, several executives said Sunday. 

OMG~ Cute Boys, Kissin~ Tips ~d Lots of Hcs~ as Ma~ines Find a Niche 
By EL~.~E~ OLSON 
With a faitN~l audience in the millions, magazines for the early teenage years are in over&ive. 

¯ More Media & Advertisin~ Ne~vs Back to Top 

Fixing the :Mternative Tax 
True re:[’orm must lift the alternative-tax burden from *vrongly afflicted taxpayers while enacting a fair way to 
raise tens of billions of dollars in annual revenue that will be forgone 

An Even Better Farm Bill 

Legislators are o:[’fering an approach to re:[’orming the country’s [’arm bill that actually improves on the Bush 
adrninistration’s. 

Mr. Spitzer s DNA Proposal 
Gov. Eliot Spitzer is right to want to expand New York State’s use of DNA evidence to solve crimes and 
exonerate the innocent. But his proposed plan includes an unrelated and unworthy new provision. 



What the History of Memorial Day Teaches About Honoring the \Var Dead 
By A[)~L\’f COtIEN 
h4emoria[ Day is a day not only of remembering, but also of selective forgetting a point to keep in mind as 
the Iraq war moves uneasily into the history books 

° More Editorials Back to Top 

[] The Educated Giant 
By NI(NOLAS D. KalSTOF 
One reason China is likely to overtake the U.S. as the world’s most important country in this century is that 
China puts more effort into building human capital than we do 

[] Trust and Betrayal 
By PAL’L K[ZUG~N 
Future historians will shake their heads over how easily America was misled into war 

[] Israel and the Price of Blindness 
By ROGER COHEN 
A three-minute Palestinian movie says what needs to be said about estrangernent and violence in the Middle 
East. 

living on h’aq Time 
By 5~ KO~OR 
~ile most people ~mk of Memorial Day as just a day off from work, for families lke mine the day is a fmther 
reminder that o~ loved one is gone forever. 

¯ Go to Editorials/Op-Ed Back to Top 

On May 28, ] 984, President R eagan led a state funeral at Arlington National Cemetepy for an unidentified 
American soldier killed in the Vietnam War. 
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Today’s tteadlines: Lawmakers Push tbr Big Subsidies for Coal Process 
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Customize Today’s tteadlines i Search 

Lawmakers Push for Bi~ 
Subsidies tbr Coal Process ..... 
By F, DMUND L. ANDREWS 

The push for coal-to-liquid fhels reflects a tension bet~veen slowing global warming and reducing dependence 

on foreign oih 

Bush m Ti~ten Fiscal Penalties A~ainst Sud~ 

President Bush will also press the United Nations for additional actions to end the violence in Darfur, two 

senior administration officials said. 

lr~i Refugees Tm~ to the Sex Trade ~ Syri~ 
By KATHERINE ZOEPF 

As a group, prostitutes represent one of the most visible symptoms of an Iraqi refugee crisis that has exploded 

in Syria in recent months 

:: . NYTimes.com Homepage Back to Top 

"For every person I help, there’re seven more I can’t reach. But I’d be reaching a lot more if my hands weren’t 

tied" 

RON DANIF, LS, director of Washington’s only private needle- exchange program 

i27 ] Audio & Photographs: Alone in a 
[ [ City’s AIDS Battle 

i [ Ron Daniels is director of the only 
[ [-needle exchange program in 

i l [ Washington. 
Related Article, 

Video: On the North Korean Border 

] North Koreans are escaping to 

]_China in search of freedom. Nicholas 

[ D. Kristofh .... id .... port., 

U.S. and Iranian Officials Meet in Baghdad, but Talks Yield No Breakthroughs 
By KIRK SEMPLE 

The United States and Iran held the first high-profile, face-to-face talks in nearly three decades Monday, 

adhering to an agenda that focused strictly on Iraq. 

Spain Arrests 16 North Africans Accused of Recnfitin~ Yfilitants 
By VICTORL~ BURix~Tr 

The 16 men are suspected of recruiting and sending volunteers to fight in Muslim militant groups based in 

North Africa and Iraq. 

Rise in Violence in North Shows M~lanistan’s Fra~jli .ty 
By ABDLrL WAHEED YVA~’A and CARLOTTA GALL 

Supporters of Gen. Abdul Rashid Dostum clashed with the police, and a suicide bomber attacked a convoy of 

foreign security contractors. 

More World News Back to Top 

Alone in a Ci .ty’s AIDS Battle, Hopin~ for Backup 
By IAN L~,BINA 
Washington is the only city in the com~try barred frora using local tax ruoney for needle exchange programs. 



Giuliani Tempel~ Tou~h Image on Campaign 

By- MICHAEL POWELL 
The Rudolph W. Giuliani on the campaign trail is a disciplined fellow ~vho has abandoned his gruff tendencies 

A Bridge Restores a Lifeline to a Battered Town 
By ADAM NOSSITER 
A new span across the copper-colored St. Louis Bay is a hopetbl link to the return of better days. 

More U S Ne~vs Back to Top 

+ u,..+.m Windf.n O~ens C~oices [~                              [~ 
for the Ener~’ Dept. 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 
Now- that uranium prices have increased 
tenfold, the goverlm~ent has a precious 
co~odi~ and some tough questions 

on its hands. 

~one ~ a C~’s AIDS BaSle, 

Hoping for Bac~p 

[ 
nytimes.com/tech 

i~i Perfect in Pixels 

Get tighter abs, smoother skin and brighter teeth - at least 
:: Washington is the only ci~z in the country in an imafle 

baited from using local tax money ibr 

:: needle exchange programs. Also in Technology: 

[] In TV qames, preschoolers learn as they pedal 

:: (]l~lllge on Immi~’ation Turns [] A robot that cleans your pool in 90 minutes 

i Senator Kyl Into Lio.3tming Roll [] Can the new Toshiba notebook actually please everyone? 
By iVY[CHAE]L LUO 

Angry callers have been inflamed by the ~1 

role of Senator Jon ~yl, an Arizona Republican, in shaping a bipartisan ~mmigration compromise. 

More Washington News Back to Top 

War Fears Turn to Cvberspace in Estonia 
By MARK LAiX~LER and JOHN MARKOFF 
The removal of a Soviet statue in Estonia prompted cyberassaults that nearly crippled the country 

N~ Landlord Close m DeN for a REIT In New York 
By A~)REW ROSS SO.IN and ’E~RRY PRIST]N 
Tishman Speyer and Lehman Brothers are near a deal to buy Archstone-Smith Trust for more than $20 billion. 

GooSe Deal S~d m B~g U.S. Sc~finy 
By S’rEW~ LO[~R 
The F.T.C has opened an antitrust investigation into Google’s planned $3.1 billion pwchase of I)oubleC]ick. 

More Business News Back to Top 

War Fears Turn to Cvberspace in Estonia 
By ~L4RK LA~DLER and JOHN MARKOFF 
The removal of a Soviet statue in Estonia prompted cyberassaults that nearly crippled the country. 

Google Deal Said m B~g U.S. Sc~finy 
By S’rEW~ LO[~R 
The F.T.C has opened an antitrust investigation into Google’s planned $3.1 billion pwchase of I)oubleC]ick. 

Silicon Valley ~Wide-Eyed Over a Bride 
i-By KATIE HAFNER 
:: Arme Wojcicki has captured Silicon Valley’s attention with her marriage to a co-founder of Google, and with a 
i biotech company she recently coqk~unded 

More Technoloas’ News Back to Top 

Words Fail Yankees as Skid Reaches 4 

A 50-minute pregame meeting proved to be nothing but talk for the Yankees, who fell meekly to the Toronto 
Blue Jays Monday night, their fourth loss in a row and 12th in 17 games. 

Mets’ Lineup Is Preparing for MasteD" and Mystery 
By B+,’.~ StmlC;I~L 
Anyone spending too much time jeering Barry Bonds Tuesday night at Shea Stadium may miss the Giants’ 

i two intriguing pitching attractions, Tim Lincecum and B&rry Zito. 



Duke’s Comeback Season Ends Short of the Title 
By PETf{ THAMEL 
Duke overcame a six-goal halftime deficit but could not conve~ two shots to tie the score in the :final seven 
seconds of the N.C.A A. men’s lacrosse title game against Johns Hopkins. 

More Sports News Back to Top 

Re~si~g Rou~t’s Sta~ed-Gl~ss World 

A show at Mitchell-I~es & Nash invites us to reconsider the virtues of this underrated painter. 

~rates’ Ha~ So Far Es~ated at $401 ~on 
By StIARON WA~N 
~Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End" set new industu benchmarks with its aggressive global release on 
Memorial Day weekend 

A Tho~nd S~lendid S~s 
By MICH]KO KAKIf[’AN7 
Kha[ed Hosseini’s latest novel, which J2)cuses on women and family, starts off programmatica]]y and gains 
speed and emotional power as it slowly unfurls. 

More Arts News Back to Top 

Opposites V~ho Attack Share Power in Albany 
By DANNY HAKIM 
Evidence of the antagonism between Gov. Eliot Spitzer and Senate Majority Leader Joe Bruno accumulates 
daily 

The Lure of See~ a Hushed Ci~ at ~Vater Level 
By T[MOT~IY WILLIAMS 
City Hall is considering regulating kayaking for the first time, an idea being met with both optimism and alarm 
by New York’s close-knit community ofkayakers. 

Gi~a~ Tempe~ Tou~ knave on Camp~ 
By MICIL~EL POk~I£LL 
The Rudolph W. Giulmni on the campaign trail is a disciplined fellow who has abandoned his gruff tendencies. 

¯ More New Yorlc/Re~ion News Back to Top 

~VVill Warming Lead to a Rise in Hurricanes? 
By CORNELIA DEAN 
As the annual hurricane season begins, scientists are pressing on a number of fconts to learn how to tell }vith 
greater precision when and where the)’ wi]l strike 

Can Science Outwit Storms Like Katrina? 
By JOHN SCt]%VARTZ 
The Arm)" Corps o:[’Eng~neers is rethinking the way it assesses hurricane risk. 

S tin~ The Redolence of~ p " ,,. Call It Essence of Nitrogen 
By NATALU{ ~NG ]ER 
Joining together the humus, the posthumous and the devious is nitrogen, a chemical element that is essential 
to our survivah 

¯ More Science News Back to Top 

i EDITORI~N 

Make a Bad Bill Better 
The problems with the restrictionist provisions of the Senate immigration bill are serious and many. 

GettinR to a Colombia Trade Deal 
Before Congress approves the Co[ombm trade agreement, the Uribe government must expand its investigauve 

ii eflbrts, ~mprove its conviction rate and send a clear message that terrorism will no longer be tolerated 

Forget Ethics, Remelnber Politics 
The Bush administration’s never-ending push to turn federal agencies into ~vor-filled partisan clubhouses 
has j ust been confirmed in red-handed detail at the G eneral Services Administration. 

From Donald Trump to Eliot Spitzer: Still Battlin~ Over a "Wasteful La~, 
By- DOROTHY SA_bft~L S 
I think of the Wicks Law as the ridiculous state mandate that helped make Donald Trump something of an 
urban hero. 



More Editorials Back to Top 

[] Small Incidents Are Creating a Bi~ Problem \Vith the N.Y.P.D. 
~3y }3o{~ mmm{RT 
’]?he police need the confidence and cooperation of law-abiding yo~g people Systematically demeaning 
is hardly the way to achieve that. 

~ The V~ean Utopia 

By DAVID BRK)OKS 
A] Gore’s impe~ousness [o rea[i~" is no[ the most strikinz J%amre of his new book It’s the chilliness and 
sterHfly of his worldview. 

Dan~er: Play,formal Ahead 
By ALLISON ARIEFF 
With surc~ler about to begin, I asked four people artists, architects and designers to iruagine 
playgrounds that could attract the modern adolescent. 

¯ Go to EditorialsiOp-Ed Back to Top 

On May 29, 1953, Mount Everest was conquered as Edmund Hillary of New Zealand and sherpa Tenzing 

Norgay of Nepal became the first climbers to reach the summit 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc,edu 

Monday, 

~emailxmc.e&~ 

ATT00203.txt 

7:03 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc,edu 

Friday, 4:51 PM 

~email.~mc.e&~ 

ATT00251 .ha; ATT00254.bX 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: ~email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Psyc Notes 

A~tach: ATT00197.txt 

1:05 PM 

The psyc notes from class today are attached Let me know if there’s anything 
that doesn’t make sense! 



From: .~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:23 PM 

To: @email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Psyc Notes 

A~tach: ATT00209.bX; ATT00212.bX 

Hey       I hope you are having a good day and I hope you were able to 
sleep in this morning. Attached are the psyc notes from today’s class. 
Instead of cutting and pasting what you need, I am just attaching everything 
(the section on Perception and the section on Sensation). We did not get 
tl~rough everything on Sensation but he says we will try and cover it before 

the exam, however if we don’t the material is in our book. We will start 
Chapter 5 on Thursday so our homework is to read Chapter 5 Let me know if 
you have an?- questions. Have a great day[ 



From: .~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: ~ema~l.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Revised Unit Proj ec’t 

A~tach: ATT00218.txt 

2:25 PM 

Hi               I hope you are having a good day Here is my revised 
draft of my unit project. If you get a chance to look over it over the next 
couple days, that would be wondelful! I hope you have a great weekend’. 
Thanks so much’. 



From: ~emaJl.unc.edu 

Sent: Salurday, 

To: @emafil.unc.edu 

Subjet’t: Re: Revi~d Urtit Project 

4:33 PM 

I am son3’ to bother you again but I think I have understand what you want me 
to do to my paper but I am not sure if I am fixing my paper the correct 

way. Could you please let me know if I could meet you on Monday 
sometime and if not 
that’s free because I have already asked you to read my paper twice. But, I 
do think I get the gist of what you are trying to tell me. Thanks[ 



From: @emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 3: 5 8 PM 

To: @EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Subject: Re: hey 

Thank you so llquch[ [ [ This helps tremendousN! I hope you had a .great 

weekend! I’ll see vou tomorro~v! By the way, 
Thanks agai!! 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: ~email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Psyc Notes 

A~tach: ATT00224.txt 

12:18 PM 

Hey       i hope moving day is going well! Let me know/[’there’s anything 
I can do for you. I am sure it’s very stressful. Attached are the psyc notes 
from today. I am attaching the whole document, so it’s a continuation of your 
notes the other day. Let me know- if you have any questions! Have a great 
day ! 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: Education Majors 

3:41 PM 

Hi, my name is              and I am a freshman here at L~,-C. I am currently 
trying to double major. I would like to major in elementary education and 
communication studies ~vith an emphasis on speech and hearing sciences (speech 
pathology~ ) I met with both advisors recently and they told me conflicting 
stories about double majoring The Comm Studies advisor told me that a 
double major in these t~vo fields ~vas completely possible and with some stammer 
school it could be done in four years However, the Education advisor told me 
the completely opposite thing and said it was basically impossible to do both 
Even if I did, graduate school ~vould be necessaw She proceeded to tell me 
that most teachers after 5 years are burnt out and either quit or go back to 
college. This is not exactly the most encouraging thing I have been told. 
With all this in mind, I would like to meet ~vith you and figure out exactly 
what is going on. Email me with your availibility Weekdays aI’ter 11, I am 
free. I would really appreciate your help ~vith clearing tap some 
misunderstandings. Thank you! 

PS. - Here is my PID number just in case you need it           and my phone 

number is             Thalql,;s again! 



From: ’@emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: @email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Psyc Notes 

11:33 AM 

I hope you are having a great day! I have attached the psyc 
notes as usual. Just so you know he said he won’t have the revie~v sheet 
posted before fall break but he ~vill try to have it posted by the end of the 
week At the latest he said it would be posted Monday morning Hopefully it 
will be posted before then so I car1 start the review guide. In the meantime, 
he says to just revie~v the chapters and class notes. Also, I was wondering 
if you might go on Tuesday to class since there won’t be class Thursday and 
the following Thursday we have a test? He said to come with questions for 
review but I don’t think it’s necessaw for both of us to be there if the 
review is like it was last time. Also the format on the test is the same, 
just multiple choice questions Let me know what you think. I hope you have 
great fall break and I am sure I will see you over fall break! 



From: .~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: ~email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Re: Psyc Notes 

A~tach: ATT00230.txt 

1:23 PM 

Hey, I am so sorry! I completely forgot!’.! Anyway, the?, are attached this 
time! Thanks’. 



From: @emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: @ema~l.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Citatious 

1:27 PM 

I talked to you earlier about citing a t.v show 
transcript and you said to send you an email reminding you. The website is: 
http:/7,aavw.foxnews.colr~storv/0,2933,144758,00.html 
Also, my workshop group went so much better today’.! actually wrote his 
paper and like you said he really is a good writer and .~ave me some 
good feedback. So, things ~vere much better today than they had been in the 
past I hope you have a great fall break’.!! 



From: @emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

To: ~ema~l.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Questions about bibliography 

He?’, I am uploading my paper with what I think is the correct way to cite a tv 
transcript found online Since, you didn’t send me the email yet, I have no 
clue ifI did it right. If you want to send me the email later, I can 
correct it if it’s wrong and upload it again. Thanks 



From: @emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: @email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Psyc Notes 

12:18 PM 

He)’, here are the psyc notes from today. I hope you have a great day and 
enjoy your relaxing day hopeIi~lly! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday 

@emafil.~mc.edu 

Re: Film~ pre~ntations, etc 

12:33 PM 

Quoting ~email unc.edu: 

I just wanted to remind all of you about the film being sho~vn tonight 
in Dey Hall (To?’ Lounge 4th floor). The film is L’Auberge espagnole 
and it will begin at 6:45pm 
Here is the schedule for the other films: 
Monday Nov. 7 Le papillon 
Wednesday Nov. 9 Ca con~aence aujourd’hui 
Also, I would like all of you to consult the course website for 
reformation concerning the upcoming group presentations. The?- are 
scheduled to begin next week but we will probably start the following 
week. 
More infolrnation to follo~v, 

have a question...I missed class on Monday. So I am just curious if we have 
to go see the movie tonight or we get to pick from the 3 days? Thanks[ 



From: @emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: @ema~l.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Unit 2 Project 

11:07 AM 

I looked over nay paper and I think it is fine the ~vay it is So, don’t wor~ 
about taking it off so I can re upload it. I wanted to check for my "to be" 
verbs but I only use "is" 3 or 4 times. But thanks anyway[ 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:12 PM 

To: ~email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Psyc Notes 

A~tach: ATT00260.lxt; ATT00263.lxt 

Hey       I hope you are having a good day We finished chapter 7 today in 
psyc and started chapter 11. I will attach both to this email. I promise i 
won’t forget this time[ As always, let me kno~v if you have any questions[ 



From: ¢@emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: ~emafil.unc.e&t 

Subjet’t: Re: No Class Thurs 

1:03 PM 

Quoting @email unc.edu: 

> Just what you’ve all been waiting to hear--I have to cancel our in 
> class workshop tomorrow However, you will still be required to meet 
> with your group to revie~v your drafts for the presentations Tues of 
> next week. To ensure that all groups do meet, I will require you to 
> turn in your draft essay, marked with peer evaluations, at the time 
> of your presentation I will post the workshop guidelines on 
> blackboard later tonight to help instruct your peer evaluations. 
> Remember, that in addition to this being a research project, it is 
> also an argumentative assigmnent so you must incorporate persuasive 
> speaking skills into your presenation. And, as usual, the workshop 
> guidelines ~vill reflect the rubric I will use to grade your 
> presentations 
> Please use this extra time ~visely because I will take into account 
> that you’ve had a bit more free time to research and write. 
> I ~vill be available Monday from 12-2 in the student union for anyone 
> who wishes to see me with specific questions about their presentation 
> On Tues, you will draw numbers to determine the order for the 
> presentations so you all need to be prepared to go. 
> I think that covers everything to prep you for Tues’ class Just 
> check your email over the weekend in case I have other words of 
> ~visdom to impart. 

I was wondering how ~r ;~m ~n~,~,c,~d t(~ get in touch with my work group? Could 
you please give me                  emai[ addresses so that I can get in 
touch with them before Tuesday Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 

~ema~l.unc.edu 

Bib 

ATT00269.txt 

5:18 PM 

bib 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 

@emml.unc.edu 

Re: 

11:07 PM 

Quoting ~email.unc.edu: 

When would be the best time to meet up? 

It doesn’t matter to me, whenever is best for your schedule. I don’t have my 
outline yet so later would be better if that’s ok. I don’t know how- Sunday 
or Monday would be for you. Just let me kno~v. I am very flexible Thanks 



From: @emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 11:09 AM 

To: @email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Re: 

Quotin8 ~email unc edu>: 

How about Sunday evening sometime? 

@email.uaac.edu wrote: 
>~ Quo}in~ gd)email.unc.edu: 

>> 
>>> When ~vould be the best time to meet up? 

>> 

>> It doesn’t matter to me, whenever is best for your schedule I 
>> don’t have my 
>> outline yet so later would be better if that’s ok. I don’t kno~v how Sunday 
>> or Monday would be for you. Just let me know. I amveW flexible Thanks 
>> 

That’s fine with me, just let me know when, also do you have email 
address or have you talked to him? 



From: @emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Thursday 11:15 AM 

To: @email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Re: 

Quoting ~email unc edu>: 

How about Sunday evening sometime? 

@email.uaac.edu wrote: 
>> Quotin8 @email.unc.edu: 
>> 
>>> When ~vould be the best time to meet up? 

>> 

>> It doesn’t matter to me, whenever is best for your schedule I 
>> don’t have my 
>> outline yet so later would be better if that’s ok. I don’t kno~v how Sunday 
>> or Monday would be for you. Just let me know. I am very flexible Thanks 

Sorry to bother you again, but don’t forget to submit your annotated 
bibliography on bIackbuard befure 5! 



From: @emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 12:15 PM 

To: ~@email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Re: 

Quoting ~email unc edu>: 

Thanks, I did not know we had to submit them on Blackboard. Did you 

mean do I have      email? I do, I sent hina the same email that I 
sent you the first time, & I haven’t heard back from him. 

Sorry, that’s ~vhat i meant. So, you haven’t heard from him? Well then I 
guess we can go ahead and shedule a time and then hopefully you ~vill hear 
back tlcom hnn soon Just let me know- what time you want to meet. 



From: @emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Sunday~ 9:23 PM 

To: @email.unc.e&~ 

Subjet~: Meeting 

He?’, we need to meet ASAP’. !! Please let me know- when you can meet Monday!!! 
Thanks’. 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: ~email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Psyc Notes 

A~tach: ATT00275.lxt; ATT00278.lxt 

[2:48 PM 

Here are the psyc notes from Tuesday We wrapped up Chapter 11 and started 
Chapter 8. Hope you are having a good day! 



From: ~emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Wednesday 

To: ~ema~l.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Questions about Ling 

1:17 PM 

I wanted to get a jump start on studying but I am kind of at a loss 
as to ho~v best to study for this exam I know you will probably go over this 
on Friday, but I ~vould like to as I said, go ahead and start studying. 
Semantics and phonetics make sense to me but the phonology chapter makes no 
sense at all. Well the book makes sense, but I am having trouble following 
the lectures. Is the test going to be applying knowledge again like the last 
one meaning I need to know- examples as opposed to definitions? Thanks for 
your help in advance! 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 1:23 PM 

To: @email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Re: feeder 3.2 

Quoting ’@email unc edu>: 

> ~et to it when you can..if it’s required, thanks. 

I filled out the sheet so I ;vill just give it to you on Tuesday in case we do 
end u~ having to turn it in if thats ok? I hope you are having a good day’. 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 

To: @ema~l.unc.e&t 

Subject: Re: Preparation tbr Friday’s Recitation 

Quoting ~)email unc.edu: 

Hi, everyone- 

Well, ~ve have quite a bit to go over this week in recitation in 
preparation for the exam. To help speed things along in class (and 
to give you all practice on your own), the other TA’s and I have 
selected a few exercises tlcom the textbook that you might ~vant to 
look at before Friday’s class. They are Ch.6 #8,9 and Ch7 #8. 
They’re not mandatory, of course, but I would suggest giving them a 
tl~- so that you will have specific questions about them 
Also, please e-mail me with an?- phonetics/phonology questions that 
have come tap this week. I know that man?’ people were confused today, 
so I’d really like to know what the most confusing areas are 
Finally, I’ve been toying ~vith the idea of having a kind of review 
session over the weekend because I think that we have a lot more to 
cover than we will have time for in class. I’m not stare how 
organizing this sort of thing ~vorks, but I’ll look into it. It would 
probably be Saturday afternoon. Anyway, I’d appreciate it if people 
who are interested would e-mail me. If I don’t hear from awone, 
that’s fine-more free time for me! :) 
Please send me your questions and comments about a possible review 
session by tomorrow evening. 

See you on Friday! 

hey      Thanks for your feedback yesterday! I am definitely interested in 
having a review session over the weekend j ust to let you know. I hope you 
are havin~ a ~ood day[ Thanks again[ 



From: @emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 

To: ~ema~l.unc.edu 

Subject: Group Project 

1:37 PM 

I am just reminding you that       and I are going to stop by Monday at 1:30 
to let you look over our script for the group projects. Let me know if 
an,/thing comes tap during that time. 



From: @emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 

To: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Subjet~: 

4:36 PM 

Hey      I had a question about the answers that were posted on blackboard. 
First, the)’ look nothing like mine and I think its because different symbols 
from the book are used. My question then is are those different symbols and 
if so do we have to those symbols for the test as opposed to the ones in the 
book? Thanks! 



From: @em~JA,unc,edu 

Se~t: Sunday, 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subje~t: Re: my paper 

10:54 PM 

call me when vou get a chance so i can meet you tomorrow .m’i number is 

I will be tap really la~e stu@ing so den’t hestitate to 

call. Thanks. 



From: ~/~mai|,un¢.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: ~email.tmc.edu 

Subject: French Project 

8:54 PM 

Here is the soap opera typed up. I hope evelything is typed up right, but 
there might be some missing accents because the french dictionary doesn’t 
always put them in. Anyways, I hope you have a great Thanksgivng and ~ve will 

figure out a time to meet and practice after Thanksgiving break! 



From: ~iem~3l,unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 8:55 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Sore, lbrget to attachthe document!!! 

Attach: ATT00284.txt 

here is the document 



From: .~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: French Project 

Attach: ATT00290.txt 

8:56 PM 

Here is the soap opera typed up I hope everything is ty-ped up right, but 
there might be some missing accents because the french dictionary doesn’t 
always put them in. Anyways, I hope you have a great Thalg:sgivng and we will 
figure out a time to meet and practice after Thanksgiving break! 



From: ~ernaiLunc Mu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: dpenr~@email.unc.edu 

Subject: Psyc E~m Scores 

10:57 AM 

Hi Dr. Penn. Today you mentioned in class that the exam scores r,¢ere posted 

but I have yet to see my exam grade The website says it’s possible that I 
could have entered my PID number wrong. If you don’t mind checking that {’or 

me, I would appreciate it My name is              and my" PID number is 
Thanks! 



From: .~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: ~email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Psyc Notes 

A~tach: ATT00296.txt 

3:15 PM 

Hey       here are the pysc notes from yesterday. As ahvays, let me know if 
you have any questions. 



From: ~emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: @emafil.unc.edu 

Subject: Questions about Ling 

7:39PM 

I ~vas reviewing today and going over the most recent stuff we 
covered in class since the last exam. I am coni~ased about the difference 
between the dike.rent tTpes of variation (morphological, syntactic, phonetic, 
etc) and the different tTpes of change (morphological, syntactic, phonetic, 
etc). I don’t understand why they are classified as two diit’erent things or 
is there not really a difference? Just let me know ~vhen you get a chance! 
Thanks! 



From: ~emoil.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday~ 

To: dpenn@emaiL unc.edu 

Sub.jet’t: psTc Exam 

6:04 PM 

Dr. Penn, I had a question about how grading works for your class. I aln 
tlTing to figure out what I need to make on the final in order to have 
grade I ;vant. I wanted to know if you automatically round up exam scores if 
it’s like a 91 67 to a 92 and also for the final grade in your class, do you 

round up the grade if it is a 897, ~¢ill you mark the grade for the class as 

an A or a B+? Thanks for your help. 



From: ’@emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subjet~: Final Grade 

12:32 PM 

For the 10% of our grade that is composed of discussion questions, one set of 
discussion questions was given as a 1 because we only had to complete 9. 
However, that 1 is not sho~ving up on blackbaord. But, if we are trying to 
calculate our grade, we just add 1 to our discussion questions correct? 
Thanks! 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: Blackboard assignment 

5:44 PM 

Hey’, I was trying to review the articles on same-sex marriage today and when I 
logged onto Blackboard, the links for those articles ;vere missing. Is there 
anyway I can get to them before tomorrow just to review them? Thanks[ 



From: ~emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: @yahoo.com 

Subject: Recitation 

2:03 PM 

Hi, my name is              and I am enrolled in your philosophy class 
But, I have a conflict. I signed up for the 10am recitation on Fridays. 
However, my Histol3’ professor informed my class today that we would be having 
lecture instead of recitation sometimes on Fridays The time slot for the 
class is MW 10-10:50, therefore when there is lecture instead of recitation 
it will be Fridays at 10. But, I am signed up for your Phil recitation at 
10am and need to get into a Phil recitation at 11 am. I have checked 
blackboard multiple times and the 11 am recitation is never open Can you 
somehow let me into an 11 am recitation other,vise I will have to drop your 
class which I would rather not do. Thanks for your help! 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 

To: ~ema~l.unc.edu 

Subject: Homework #1 

1:14 PM 

Today in class, we turned in our homework #1 assignment I turned mine 
in. But after being somewhat confused in class, I realized that ~vhen I 
printed off the Douglass speech, not all of it was printed. I accept 
full responsibility for this. I was trying to get ahead and went to 
the library to print off everything. With everyone else printing stuff 
and people shuffling through papers, some of the documents for your 
class got separated Therefore, my paper only reflects through 
paragraph 24 I realize that I missed a huge chunck of the speech. I 
am very sorry and I will definitely read the rest of the speech this 
weekend. If you could just let me know if you would like me to write 
another paper after reading the rest or if you just ~vant to deduct from 
what I turned in. I realize this is not the best way to start off the 
semester but I definitely am going to go through to make sure I have 
all the pages of everything else now Thanks 



From: ’@emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: @emafil.unc.edu 

Subjet~: ENGI_ 21ass 

ll:04AM 

Hi, I just wanted to let you know that I will not be in class today I 

My suitemate is 
so she said she would fill me in with ~vhatever I miss But, I just 
wanted to let you know that I won’t be in class today I hope you are 
having a good day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc.edu 

Sunday, 

~eaxthlink.net 

ATT00308.txt 

g:41 PM 

heres 



From: }emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: ~ema~l.unc.edu 

Subject: midtenn 

Attach: ATT00320.txt 

2:46 PM 

Heres’ the midterm attached., good hack! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc,edu 

Sunday, 

~email.unc.edu 

, story 

ATT00089.txt 

g:33 PM 



From: ~,@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: Portfolio Pa~ject 

3:17 PM 

Hi.. I was wondering if I could meet with you sometime about my speech 
I am having trouble finding sources on my speech and I was wonderir~g 
if you could gi’~’e me some ad\~ice as to where to search. Umrortunately, 
I ha~-e class ’~vIWF from 8-12, so I cannot meet during your offices hours 

But, my schedule is pretty flexible after 12 eveuday Let me kno~v 
what times are best for you. Thanks, I really appreciate your help! 



From: ~emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Wednesday 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Co: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: Engl 3roup Project 

3:30 PM 

Hey                  how are you all doing? I am              and 
we are i£a group i’or the Raisin in the Sun presentation in english 

class. Our presentation is April     s-hich is about three weeks a~vay 
I wanted to send out an email early to see when would be the best 
time to meet possibly next w~k W~ hsv~ to, hnv~ nt l~ast 3 meetings 
and the second one is with                          is also in our 
group but she is not on the roster on blackboard so I don’t have access 
to her email address and honestly I don’t know which one she is. 
Either email me back with what days are best to meet for you or we can 
talk before or after class on Friday. I don’t know if either of you 
had read A Raisin in the Sun before. I read it a cuuple times in high 
school and had to write a plot summary with characters, themes, 
nnportant quutes, etc. and if it would be useful, I can email it yuu 
all. I hope yuu both are had a great spring break and are having a 
pretty guod first week back I’ll louk forward to hearing from you 
soon. Thanks 



From: ~emaikunc.edu 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: jaj@emai.unc.edu 

Subject: Ara~e Moody Reading 

2:0l PM 

Hi Proi~ssor Jackson. I have a question about the reading of Anne 
Moo@ due for Wednesday. On the syllabus, it says Chapter 14 to the 
end. Do you mean to the end of part 2 (the high school section) or the 
end of the whole book to chapter 29 which is 200 pages after chapter 
14 If so, 200 pages is a great deal of reading due for one class 

period! Thaaks for your help. 



From: ’@emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Saturda), 

To: I@email.unc.edu 

Subject: Anne Moody Reading 

2:12 PM 

He?’ I wanted to express some concerns that I am having right 
now in Hist I was looking over the syllabus this morning and 
realized that Professor Jackson has assigned 200 pages of reading due 
Wednesday in addition the 100 pages she has due Monday Also, I looked 
ahead to see that the other book we are reading has over 100 pages of 
reading due for each class. Don’t you think for a histo~- class that 
is supposed to be a perspective class, that’s quite a bit of reading 
I understand that much reading for grad school, but we take other 
classes that assign reading too. I am taking into consideration that 
many times we only have a couple pages to read. But one of my 
complaints in the course evaluation was that she doesn’t spread out the 
reading as best she should because sometimes we have hardly any reading 
and sometimes we have enormous amounts of reading. I don’t mean to 
complain and gripe, but ~vith a paper coming up soon as well, this 
timing for the reading doesn’t seem best. Also, I would recon~mend that 
we are warned a couple weeks ahead of time about how much reading ~ve 
have due so that we can get a jump start In all fairness, I doubt 
many people have even realized how much reading we have this ~veek 
Thanks for listening. 



From: @emai|.une.edu 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: jaj@email,unc~edu 

Subject: Amle Mood?’ Reading 

2:13 PM 

Hi Professor Jackson. I have a question about the reading of Anne 
Moo@ due for Wednesday. On the syllabus, it says Chapter 14 to the 
end. Do you mean to the end of part 2 (the high school section) or the 
end of the whole book to chapter 29 wNch is 200 pages after chapter 
14 Jd’so, 200 pages is a great deal of reading due tbr one class 

period! Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’@emafil.unc.edu 

Saturday, 4:42 PM 

Jernm Jackson <jaj@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Anne Moody Reading 

Quoting Jerma Jackson <jaj@email unc.edu>: 

Hi Jelmifer, 
Thalzks for your emaih I did intend for you to read the 200 pages 
for Wednesday, though your question does give me pause Before I 
think about cutting the reading back, let me ask you this question: 
have you read the book? I ask that because 200 pages sounds like a 
lot but this book quickly--or at least I think it does So tell me 
have you read any of the book? If so, did it move fast compared with 
the other readings you have had to do in the course. Or, did it 
typify the other readings? I appreciate your honest feedback on this 
issue. 

>jaj 

@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Hi Professor Jackson. I have a question about the reading of Aline 
>> Moody due for Wednesday. On the syllabus, it says Chapter 14 to the 
>> end. Do you mean to the end of part 2 (the high school section) or 
>> the end of the whole book to chapter 29 which is 200 pages after 
>> chapter 14. If so, 200 pages is a great deal of reading due for one 
>> class period! Thanks for your help. 

Jerma A. Jackson 
Associate Professor 
Department of History 
CB ¢¢3195, Hamilton }Jail 
University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Yes, I have alrea@ read the reading for Mond~U Honestly, I did find 
~t easy to read and quick. I also it was very interesting. At the 
same tune, 200 pages does sounds overwhelming to me. I am not sure the 
rest of the class has realized how much reading has been assigned if 
the?" have not looked ahead, as probably most tend not to do. I ~vill 
admit that I have e~ioyed this reading more than the HuH House and I 
do think this book is reading much faster than Hull House did I hope 
this helps. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil,unc,edu 

Saturday, 4:49 PM 

Jernm Jackson <jaj@email.unc.edu> 

Sorry, I tbrget to mention a suggestion 

Quoting Jerma Jackson <jaj@email unc.edu>: 

Hi 
Thanks for your email. I did intend for you to read the 200 pages 
for Wednesday, though your question does give me pause Before I 
think about cutting the reading back, let me ask you this question: 
have you read the book? I ask that because 200 pages sounds like a 
lot but this book quickly--or at least I think it does So tell me 
have you read any of the book? If so, did it move fast compared with 
the other readings you have had to do in the course. Or, did it 
typify the other readings? I appreciate your honest feedback on this 
issue. 

>jaj 

@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> Hi Professor Jackson. I have a question about the reading of Alme 
>> Moody due for Wednesday. On the syllabus, it says Chapter 14 to the 
>> end. Do you mean to the end of part 2 (the high school section) or 
>> the end of the whole book to chapter 29 which is 200 pages after 
>> chapter 14. If so, 200 pages is a great deal of reading due for one 
>> class period! Thanks for your help. 

Jetma A. Jackson 
Associate Professor 
Department of HistoW 
CB g3195, Hamilton }Jail 

University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Sorry, I :[’orget to include this in my last email. But just a 
suggestion for the readings is that it seems like we go through spells 
of short reading assignments and then really long reading assignments 
Maybe if some of the shorter ones were combined together, more time 
could be left to spread out the longer readings Also, I don’t want 
you to think that I just don’t want to do the reading I have always 
been prepared for your class and I do put a lot of work into your 
class. It has been shown by in?’ grades and I have done very well in 
your class. The majority of the time I don’t struggle in your class 
and ! do think you do a very good job at presenting the information we 
need to know. Hope this helps. Let me know if you have any other 
questions. 



From: @emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Saturday 4:55 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: Anne Moody Reading Again 

Nevermind ..after I sent you an email, I sent one to Professor Jackson 
and she has already responded and we are now discussing the reading. 
But thanks for your help 



From: @emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: @email.unc.edt~ 

Subje~’t: Re: sma31 question 

I:10PM 

Quoting ~email.unc.edu: 

> Hey folks, 
> 

> I seem to have made a mistake in my e-mail gathering this week. 
> Would the person who wrote me e-mails entitled "Anne Moo@ reading" 
> and "Anne Moody Reading Again" do me the courtesy of writing me an 
> telling me what’s on their mind? Without an?’ intention of doing so, 
> I deleted and expunged both e-mails. 
> 

> Your FaithI~l Cold Warrior, 

Hey        I emailed Professor Jackson aker I emailed you. I was 
explaining ho;v I thought 200 pages of reading due for Wednesday was a 
bit much considering we have a paper due soon and we already had about 
100 pages of Anne Moo@ due today. She took that into consideration 
and cut back the reading somewhat, even though it’s still a lot, I’ll 
take 150 over 200. But no need to WOlT,V, I ;vas just expressing how 
unbalanced our reading is sometimes with only a couple pages and then a 
lot of reading. Anyway, problem has been dealt with. But thank you 
anvwav 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Co: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Jus~t a Reminder 

8:32 PM 

Hey guys, I hope you all had a great weekend. I just ~vanted to remind 
you that we decided to meet tomorrow, Tuesday, at 3:30 outside the UL 
Have a great night[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc,edu 

Tuesday, 1:46 PM 

~email.~mc.e&~ 

Presentation 

ATT00101 .bX; ATT00104.e~; ATT00107.e~; ATT00110.txt 

presentation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, 3:00 PM 

~EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Re: schedule tbr meetings 

Quoting ~EMAIL.UNC.EDU: 

Attached is a list of times I have open, a list of students alrea@ 
scheduled, and a list of students I don’t need to see primarily 
because I’ve already chatted with you at some point and feel 
com[’ortable with your progress on the assiglmaent. If you don’t see 
your name, get in touch ASAP (first come, first sel-,ze) for available 
times If none of these work for you, ~ve can make other 
arrangements, possibly on Thursday, though rm still working out my 
schedule on that day.. 

Can I meet with you on Wednesday at 1 ? 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 1:24 PM 

To: ~@email.unc.edt~ 

Subject: Re: paper 

Quoting ~email unc edu>: 

Hey 
I’m sorry its taken me so long to send you this. Get to it whenever 
you have the time The rubric and whatnot is just to give you an idea 
of what she’s looking for, you don’t have to use it at all if you 
don’t ~vant to. The easiest way to edit, is to go to "view" & make 
sure "markup" is on. You can turn "track changes" on iicom there so it 
will make your changes distinguishable. You can insert comments thru 
that too. I know I just wasted of time explaining something you 
probably already knew. I just need you to put your initials at the 
end for me. THANK YOU SO MUCH. take it easy. 

here is your paper I hope my comments help But, overall 
I thought it ~vas vecz good and I didn’t have too much for you to 
change My initials are at the bottom of page 5. Let me know- if you 
have any questions If not, then good luck with your paper and with 
your exams next week[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, 4:57 PM 

Deni~ Ryan <~ryan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [communication- studies- ficeshman] Internship Intb: Schmap Inc. 

Quoting Denise Ryan <dawan@email unc.edu>: 

Dear Communication Studies students, 

Please see the information below and the attached document about an 
internship with Schmap, Inc. 

Denise Ryan 
Student Services Assistant 
Department of Communication Studies 
Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
114 Bingham Hall 919-962-4981 

Schmap Inc., is a software and mapping company- with offices in Be~jing, 
Hong Kong, the UK, and here in Carrboro We produce tlcee travel guides 
that are available at www.schmap.com The internships we are offering 
involve both the marketing of the guides as well as some editing work to 
be done on the guide content Thanks for your help, and feel free to 
contact Donald IVlcMillan ~vith any questions. 

Donald McMaH an 
Business Devel opment 
Schmap Inc. 
605 W. Main Street, Suite 109 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
(919) 246-0199 

--- You are currently subscribed to communication-studies-freshman 

as:      @email.unc edu 

I am not longer a communication studies major with an emphasis on 
speech and hearing sciences. Please remove me from your list serv 
Thank you! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc,edu 

Wednesday, 

~email.~mc.e&~ 

Comm tx~r~Xblio 

ATT00134.txt 

ll:14PM 

You are done’.!! 



From: .~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, l 1:17 PM 

To: ~emailxmc.edu 

Subjet’t: Comm porttblio (OPEN THIS ONE!) 

Attach: ATT00140.txt 

Yay!’.! you are done!!’. 



From: ~emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Thursday. 9:49 AM 

To: ~email.unc.e&~ 

Subjet~: Comm porttblio (OPEN THIS ONE!) 

A~tach: ATT00146.txt 

YAY!! ’. YOU ARE 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: ~email.unc.e&~ 

Subjet~: F1NAL PORTFOLIO 

A~tach: ATT00152.ixt 

ll:56AM 

t~RE IS THE FINAL PORTFOLIO!!! 



From: @emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Monday~ 12:31 AM 

To: @ema~l.unc.edu 

Subjet~: Comm 

Material Rhetoric 
? ?Reproducing Civil Rights Tactics? article 
? Spatial rhetoric; what does rhetoric do; what is the effect 
? Argument for public artwork that performs, is commemorative; it has 
an effect on you 
? Less on symbolism and more on materialism; what it actually does 
? Not representations, but enactments 
? A memorial has just as much rhetoric involved as a speech; memorial 
itself is a black body 
?    More like sit-ins, murders; Holocaust Museum in DC; W-\VII article too 

Normativity 
?    ?Disciplining the Transgendered: Brandon Teena, Public 
Representation, and Normativity? 
? Disciplined into social norms 
? Linked with social controversy 
? Masculine and feminine are social codes loaded with expectations 
? Expectations have become the social norm 

hope this helps! 



From: ’@emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Monday 

To: @unc.edu 

Subject: Comm 

12:44 AM 

Material Rhetoric 
-?Reproducing Civil Rights Tactics? article 
-Spatial rhetoric; what does rhetoric do; what is the effect 
-Argument for public artwork that performs, is commemorative; it has an 
effect on you 
-Less on symbolism and more on materialism; ;vhat it actually does 
-Not representations, but enactments 
-A memorial has just as much rhetoric involved as a speech; memorial 
itself is a black body 
-More like sit-ins, murders; Holocaust Museum in DC; ~%VII article too 

Normativity 
-?Disciplining the Transgendered: Brandon Teena, PuNic Representation, 
and Normativi~z? 
-Disciplined into social norms 
-Linked with social controversy 
-Masculine and feminine are social codes loaded ;vith expectations 
-Expectations have become the social norm 

hope this helps! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu 

Thursday, 1:48 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

I am not on the listserv for small group leaders! 

. I’m                         blavarded the email to me 
because I guess I am not on your listserv yet Any~vay, I will be a 
sophomore and I am an elementalN education m~ior ~vith a focus on 
language and literature. 

excited about leading small group next year and I look for~vard to 
working with you My email is      @email uric edu My cell phone 
number is My screenname is Have a great 
surmnert 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc,edu 

Thursday, 5:35 PM 

~emaJl.unc.e&~ 

Re: I mn not on the lis~tserv tbr small group leaders! 

Quoting @email.unc edu>: 

I’m so SOlTy that you didn’t recieve the email from me’.! "¢~qaen 
realized that I had left some people ofi~ I went back to correct it 
and entered your email address as     ~@email and not 
email. I’m glad       went ahead and forwarded it to you. Thales 
for sending me your information. Once again, please forgive my 
mistake. I have definitly corrected the listsel~! Looking for~vard 
to getting to know you - will you be at            ? Thanks[ 

> Quoting ~email.unc.edu: 
> 

>> Hey I’m forwarded the email to me 
>> because I guess I am not on your listsel~ yet. Anyway, I will be a 
>> sophomore and I am an elementary- education major with a focus on 
>> language and literature 

>       I am really excited about leading small grour~ next year and I 
>> look forward to working with you. My email is     @email.unc.edu. 
>> My cell phone number is , My screenname is 
>> IIave a great summer[ 

> 

> 

> 

~@email uric edu 

Thanks, un]2~rtunate]y I cannot go to           because I had already 
made other vacation plans since I was not originally selected as a 
small group leader. But I am sad that I can’t go and hopefully I will 
be able to go next year. 



From: ~emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Sunday, 10:22 PM 

To: @hotma~l.com> 

Subject: Re: FW: RE: Granville move-m 

Quoting ~hotmaih corn>: 

> Here is the deal for Granville move-in. Please read both emails If 
> a small group leader won’t be available to help, it would be great if 
> you can recruit someone to take your place. 
> 

>> Ten would be great - We will just have assignments made for InterVarsity 
>> 1, 2, ect. and passes ready. We open up at 9 a.m. and close move-in at 
>> 5:00 p.m o Thanks for your help We look forward to working 
>> ~vith your group 
>> 
>> Dermis Emy 
>> General Manager 
>> Granville Towers 
> 

>> > 

>> > 

>> >Thanks t;ar inquiring about move-in help at Granville Towers. We have 
>> >this process courdinated with uur staff and uther vulunteers and groups 
>> >just "shuwing up" have caused prublems in the past. We have arranged 
>> >with the Orange Curmty Boy Scouts Troup to assist residents with 
>> >move-in They bring their own muving carts and parents and work all 
>> day 
>> ;>at assigned statiuns to assist in muve-~n. They are w~lunteers but use 
>> >this event as their main fund raising actiw~ fur their annual 
>> >jamburee When uther gruups like yours show up unscheduled it creates 
>> >prublems with uur arrangements and schedules. 

>> >We wuuld be glad tu accept your gruup’s offer uf helping the freshmen 
>> >during move-in We would distribute your gruup among the three floors 
>> >in the three tuwers tu assist students and parents in breaking duwn 
>> >their cardbuard boxes and bringing them to the proper areas. Please 
>> >pruvide us with the number and names ofyuur gruup so that we can 
>> >prepare assiguments and get yuu passes for the muve-in buffet 

>> >Dennis [~rny 
>> >General Manager 
>> >Granville Towers 

> [~][~;}~; ~;p-up bIu~king with~he~;w MSN Tu;Ib~; ~ get ]~ nuwi 

> http ://tuoIbar ansn cIi ck-urh cum/gu/onm00200415ave/direct/01 / 

Hey    I will be movin~ in the     so I will be able to help 
freshman move in the     . Just let me know what I need to do or what 
time I need to help. Thar2~zs! I hope you are doing well! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

l@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 2:03 PM 

Stephen S Birdsall <bird~ll@email.~mc.edtr~ 

S?tlabus 

Hi Professor Birdsall. I was in your class today and then I checked 
blackboard for the syllabus and the dates for assigmnents haven’t been 
updated from last semester. It looks like it was a Tuesday/Thursday 
class last semester so I am a little confused about the reading and 
what reading needs to be done for Friday. Thales for your help! 



From: ’@emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Monday~ 

To: @ema~l.unc.edu 

Subject: Bid Lab Outline 

2:49 PM 

He?’, my name is              and I am in your biol       on 
Tuesdays at 9:30. I }vas working on my outline today and then I got to 
the results section and I am a little confused. Are we supposed to 
count how many colonies we see with our eyes or are we looking for the 
results on lab next Tuesday under the microscope? Also, the guy next 
door to me said his TA told them to follow the example lab report of 
handsoap and make up results until they look at them under the 
microscope Thanks for your help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ema£unc,edu 

Tuesday 7:52 PM 

DeaJ~ Staus <staus@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Biol Lab Outline 

Quoting Dean Staus <staus@emaihunc.edu>: 

Hey 

I would like you to docunaent the colony gro~vth on your plate and 

record this in your results, as described in your lab manuah Please 

don’t make tap results, you will further examine the colonies next 

week to identil~ what ~pe of bacteria they are Hope this helps, 

just e-mail if you have any other questions 

Dean 

.......................................................... 

Dean P. Staus 

Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7155 

CB# 7525 
.......................................................... 

Ok, I have une mure questmn Do you count each individua[ circle on 
the plates as une colon?, ur a gruup of circles that are clustered 
tugether as one culuny? Thanks! 



From: @emaJl.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: History Paper 

1:34 PM 

I was unable to make your office hours yesterday and today 
because of class and my biol lab. But, I ~vas wondering if you would be 
willing to meet with me one day before Friday to talk about the paper 
due. I just want to make stare my thesis is improved from the last one 
and it is more coherent than the last one. If it’s easier for me to 
send it over email, that’s fine but I would prefer to meet in person. 
I have class tomorro~v from 9-1 and then I don’t have classes on 
Thursday. Thank you so much for you help! 



From: ~emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subjet~: Re: HisR~ Paper 

3:52 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Quotin~ @email.unc.edu>: 

> H 

> Lets meet tomorro~v at 1:15 at the daily grind. Let me know if that 

> works for you 

> Quotin, ’@email unc edu: 

>> Hey      . I was unable to make your office hours yesterday and 

>> today because of class and my biol lab. But, I was wondering if you 

>> would be willing to meet with me one day before Friday to talk about 

>> the paper due. I just want to make sure my thesis is improved from 

>> the last one and it is more coherent than the last one. If it’s 

>> easier ibr me to send it over email, that’s fine but I would prefer 

>> to meet ~n persun. I have class tumurrow frum 9-1 and then ! dun’t 

>> have classes un Thursday Thank you so much ~2~r you helpt 

That works fine Thank yuu su much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: Crra~aville open house 

11:36 PM 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

Hey, 
I guess it would be good if i actually included the time for the open 
house tomnmro~v night. It will be tommorow night We will need to be 
in the agora at 8:30 and we should be done about 10:30 I’ve had a 
fe~v people let me kno~v that the?’ could come, I want to split it up so 
that we’re not all there for the ~vhole time. Let me know tonight 
please! 
Thanks, 

Hey     , I can help later if needed but        and I have small group 
tomorrow night at 7 and I don’t klmw exactly when we ~vill finish. Just 
let me know if you need me! 



From: @emafil.unc,edu 

Sent: Thursday, 3:59 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu>; 

<       @emafil .unc.edu-~; 

Subject:       Granville fair 

@email .unc.edu-~; 

@ema~l.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu 

He?’ girls! I hope you all are doing well and not getting to stressed 
by ~vork that is stalting to pile up.      gave me the list of people 
that signed up for IV at the fair last night. So, I was just going to 
pass on the girls names and their emails to ya’ll so we can hopeIi~lly 
get in touch with these girls.                      @email uric edu 

@email.unc.edu 
@email.ua~c.edu 

@email.unc edu 
I hope small groups are going great and I’ll see ya’ll hopefully 
tonight at IV. Have a great rest of the day[ 



From: orientation@unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, May 27, 2005 4:23 PM 

To: jlwiley@emailxmc.e&~ 

Subje~’t: Orientation confim~ation 

Thank you for registering for Your Carolina Sunmaer Orientation! 
You are registered to attend Sunmaer Orientation tlcom 06/23/05 to 06/24/05 

Your credit card has been charged $335.00. 

You can always go to Applicant Central (http://applicantcentrahunc.edu) 
to confirm your registration. A few days before your Summer Orientation 
session, you should visit the "Before You Amve" section of the Office 
of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs website at http://orientation.unc edu 
for updated information pertaimng to your session. If you have any questions 
or concerns about your Summer Orientation please [’eel free to contact our 
office at (919) 962-8304 or by em ail at orientation@unc.edu. 

We look forward to seeing you this summer! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Browu <bmwnmc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2005 3:29 PM 

bro wnmc@ema~l, uuc.edu 

June 23rd-24th CTOPS Confirmation 

Welco,ne to the Universi~ of North Caroliua at Chapel Hill! The Office of New Smdeut a~d Carolina Parent Progrmns would like to re,niud you that you axe 

confim~ed to atteud CTOPS on: 

June 23rd-24th 

If the above date does not match your records, please notify’ us ASAP. 

Please go to our website at http:/iofieutatiou~unc.edu and review all information under "Before You Arrive" about when m~d where to arrive for check-in and what 

items you need to bring ruth you. 

We look forward to your amval. See you soon! 

ONce of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs 

(919) 962-8304 

Office of New Student 
& Carolina Parent Programs 
Lr>TC-Chapel Hill 
CB#5490, Nash Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 
919-962-8304 (of*ice), 919-962-4725 (~?x) 

l_~__t_t_t?_:_/_/__o_ L i~!kt _a__t_i__o__n_=_t_kn_ ~_:_e__d__t_L orientation@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Brown <bmwnmc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 16, 2005 5:35 PM 

bro wnmc@ema~l, unc.edu 

June 23rd-24th CTOPS Reminder! 

We are looldng fol-vvard to seeing you at your upcoming CTOPS session! In prepaacation for your visit, we are writing to you about five vely impo(tant itelns. 

1. In order to be fully prepared for your course registration, please thoroughly read the Academic Advising Guide for First-?ear Students’ online at 
w~v.unc.edu,’advisino/before you come to CTOPS. You will receive a cow of the guide at CTOPS; however, it is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT to read this 

information prior to asriving on-campus. Section 1 The Carolina Cuniculum roll provide you ruth an introduction to General College requirements. Section 2 

Get Ready to Register will guide yon in choosing appropriate classes for the fall semester. After you identify some courses you want to take this fall semester, we 

HIGHLY recommend that you read their course descriptions in the Undergraduate Bulletin online at ~x~x~v~unc.edw’uaradbulletin/. 

2. You must have your ONYEN and password for CTOPS; you need to create your ONYEN prior to your arrival to CTOPS in order to pick up your CCI laptop 

and register tbr classes. 

3. At CTOPS, you will need to get your UNC One Card (student ID) made. In order to do so, you will need to bring your driver’s license (or ~mother valid photo ID) 

with you. 

4. We strongly recommend that you bring a blanket to CTOPS (rF CAN BE VERY COLD IN THE ILESIDENCE HALL WHERE YOU WILL BE SLEEPING). 

5. If you are not purchasing a CCI laptop, please review our information on how to configure it to Caxolina’s campus network at http;//help:auc#dtr/’?id~924. If you 
have difficul~ completing this process from home, please bring yonr laptop to receive assista~ce during CTOPS. 

For additional tips and information, please refer to our website http:#orientation.unc.edui. 
Again, we look forward to seeing you soon! 
Regards, 
The Ottice of New Student and Carolina Paacent Programs 

Office of New Student 
& Carolina Parent Programs 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB#5490, Nash Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 
919-962-8304 (office), 919-962-4725 (fax) 

htt~://orient ation.unc.edu, orientation@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Browu <brownmc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 27, 2005 5:51 PM 

bro wnmc@ema~l, uuc.edu 

Post CTOPS Informatiou! 

Dear Caxolina Student, 
We hope that you had a pleasant CTOPS experieuce and a sa£e trip home. If you left behind auy items at CTOPS, please contact our office at 9n._e_._n_~g~q._n_2~i._u_ .n_c_’:_e_._d__t! or 

(919)-962-8304~ 

Please assis~t us in planning and providing the best orientation possiNe by giving us feedback on your CTOPS experience. The following questionnaire should take you 

about 5 minutes to complete. Your feedback is vegr- impo~at in helping us to improve our program. 

By completing the evaluation, you aace entering to win a $250 Gift Certificate to UNC Student Stores, which you can use to purchase te~books, electroNcs, UNC 

appaxel, and more! The evaJuation can be li)und at fl~e following link: 

http://orientation.unc.edu/survey 
Aud please have your paacents complete the evaluatiou as well if they attended, as that counts a.s another chauce for you to win! 

Ouce again, Welcome to the Carolina family and we’ll see you in the t~]l! 

Office of New Student 
& Carolina Parent Programs 
WNC-Chapel Hill 

CB#5490, Nash Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 
919-962-8304 (office), 919-962-4725 (Ihx) 
ht q) ://orientation. unc.ed~ orientation@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Holiday 

Start: 4/6/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/7/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Classes End 

Start: 4/25/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/26/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Spring Commencement 

Start: 5/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Start: 7/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 8/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Classes cancelled during ceremony 10 a.m.-1 p.m 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Fall Break 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins October 17 (5 p.m.); classes resume at 8 a.m. October 22 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Classes End 

Start: 12/5/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Fall Comencement 

Start: 12/16/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/17/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: New Year’s Eve 

Start: 12/31/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: New Year’s Day 

Start: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 1/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 

Start: 1/21/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Break 

Start: 3/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 8, 2013 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 18 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/30/2012 11:16:50 AM 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Classes cancelled during ceremony 10 a.m.-1 p.m 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Break 

Start: 3/2/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 2, 2012 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 12 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:00 AM 

Subject: Spring Commencement 

Start: 5/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:00 AM 

Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Start: 7/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 8/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Classes cancelled during ceremony 10 a.m.-1 p.m 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Fall Break 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins October 17 (5 p.m.); classes resume at 8 a.m. October 22 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Classes End 

Start: 12/5/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Fall Comencement 

Start: 12/16/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/17/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: New Year’s Eve 

Start: 12/31/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: New Year’s Day 

Start: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 1/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 

Start: 1/21/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Sprin8 Break 

Start: 3/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 8, 2013 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 18 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Holiday 

Start: 4/6/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/7/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Holiday 

Start: 4/6/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/7/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Classes End 

Start: 4/25/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/26/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Classes End 

Start: 4/25/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/26/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Spring Commencement 

Start: 5/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Spring Commencement 

Start: 5/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Start: 7/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Start: 7/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 8/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 8/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Fall Break 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Fall Break 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Classes End 

Start: 12/5/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Classes End 

Start: 12/5/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Fall Comencement 

Start: 12/16/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/17/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Fall Comencement 

Start: 12/16/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/17/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: New Year’s Eve 

Start: 12/31/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: New Year’s Eve 

Start: 12/31/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: New Year’s Day 

Start: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: New Year’s Day 

Start: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 1/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 1/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 

Start: 1/21/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 

Start: 1/21/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Break 

Start: 3/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Break 

Start: 3/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/30/2012 11:16:50 AM 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/30/2012 11:16:50 AM 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



Early Warning System 

Academic Early Warning Alerts are email notices and checklist items a student receives from 

faculty when there is a concern about performance in class. Faculty select an academic early 

warning for a student through a new Academic Early Warning page when the student has 

frequent absences, missed assignments or exams, or is handing in late work. The academic 

early warning alert will also update the student’s Advisor Notes. 

Early Workflow 
1. Academic early warning fields activate in the 4th week of the term. 

2. Faculty access the academic early warning fields through a link on their Faculty Center 

>> Class Roster page. 

3. Starting on the first day of the 4th week, an automated process will run each night to: 

a. Update the student’s Advisor Notes with the academic earlg warning. 

b. Post an academic early warning checklist item to the student’s Student Records 

checklist. 

c. (3rag out the early warning selections for the student on the Academic Early 

Warning page. 

4. Advisors will see the academic early warning in the Advisor Notes once the automated 

process has run. 

5. The student will receive an email communication notifying him that he has a Student 

Records checklist item on his Self Service page that needs to be reviewed. 
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Early Warning System 

Facility Access 

Faculty can access the Academic Early Warning page by clicking on the ’Academic Early 

Warning’ link located on their Faculty Center >> Class Roster page. 

Important: The early warning columns are always visible on the Academic Early Warning page, 

but the fields are only active between the 4th week and 7th week of the term. 

~,’~,~ ~ ........................................ ::i ............................................................................................ 

The screen shot above shows a roster with some warnings entered and some fields still open 

for entry of warnings. At the end of the 7th week, all fields will gray out, but the entries will still 

be visible to faculty. 
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Early Warning System 

Note: Graduate/professional courses will have the fields on the roster, but they will never be 

open for data entry (so UGRDs in a GRAD/PROF course will not get early warnings for that 

course). Also, GRAD/PROF students will be grayed out on a class roster for any classes 50-699. 

The warnings that can be selected are listed below. 

Important: To complete entering the academic early warning alert, faculty should click the "OK" 

button at the bottom of the list. The "OK" button saves any changes and takes the faculty back 

to the Class Roster page. The "Apply" button saves any changes and keeps the faculty on the 

Academic Early Warning page. The "Cancel" button takes the faculty back to the Class Roster 

page without saving any changes. 

The faculty can enter 1to 2 warnings during the 4-7 week period for a student until midnight of 

the last day of the 7th week. 

During the 4 - 7 week period, the automated process will run each evening to: 

:1. Apply the Advisor Note. 

2. Send the communication regarding the checklist availability. 

3. Gray out the row for that student, which will no longer be available for warnings for that 

course for that term. 

Note: Faculty may only submit warnings for a student once during the 4-7 week period for a 

given course. 
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Early Warning System 

Adv~so~° Access 
Advisors will need to access the 

Advisor Notes for the student 

during an advising session. 

Advisors can access advisor notes 

by going to Self Service > Advisor 

Center > Advisee Student Center. 

To access Advisor Notes: 
:i. Choose a career 

2. Select Go to Advisor Notes 

Advisors will see the following advisor note for the student the day after submission by faculty: 
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Early Warning System 

Stu~le~ts 

A student will receive an email communication notifying him that he has a Student Records 

Item on his Self Service page that needs to be reviewed. A copy of this email communication is 

included below. 

A student will also have a checklist item added to his ’To Do List’ as shown below. To view 

checklist items, a student can log into his Student Center and view his To Do Items (located on 

the right-hand side of the page). 
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Early Warning System 

When a student clicks the checklist item’s link, it takes him to the To Do Items checklist. Clicking 

the early warning item takes the student to that particular warning message. 

When a student updates the To Do Items (mark the checkbox and save), the checklist 

disappears from the Te Do List and the student is taken back to that page in Self Service. In 

addition, the Early Warning table is updated with the response as a ’Y’. 

De:el Studerlt, 

This is ar~ Academic Ea~, Wami:~g co,’-~ceming ’y’oc~r performance ~ the foiio,/,~g course: 

~n~tructor, a~d brin~ a li~t of your ~uest~ons. ~f you are e Fri=d~¢ Center 
schedule an appo~qtment w~ erie d ~e academic a~sor~ atthe ~:nd~y Ce~er. 

The LJ~sivers}t£ =af No}th Cai’.alina at Chapel Hilf has impteme~sted a~s Academic 8ar!y Wam}~]9 9yst.ern to give 
you the oppo~lu.’i~i to, improve your academic sit~.~atJo~s bdore the semester eods. Use this 
~dte~;t on yo~.~r a:cedemic pe#o..’mac.ce a~i-~d take action it} a timely 

Sir~cerei’:,t, 

The Office of Unde~,..~adi~ate Educatio~] 
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Early Warning System 

If a student does not respond, all Early Warning checklists can be deleted at a desired time 

during the term or at end of term and the table would populate with a ’N’ to indicate they 

never acknowledged/responded. 

The class rosters and Early Warning table data will remain by term until a purge process date or 

schedule is determined by Records and Retention. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc,edu> 

Tuesda5                  4:08 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emafil.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Ale,s Sa~natha <jaimielee@email.~mc.edu>; Richaxdson, Wally 

<wrich@email.unc.e&c~; Over, tree’t, Tia <overstr@email,unc.edu> 

Geo and Geog 

Massey article review sheet #2.docx; Key Temps            docx 

Just reiterating that I won’t be at study hall on Thursday and Sunday night (the 15th and 18th respectively). I’ll be out of town. 

I’m attaching a reading guide for the Massey article for Geog    and a key terms worksheet that they should be able to fill out from their notes in class. They should also 

continue reading the Harvest book, 

Geo guys have reading to do too.An the book. Thanks and I’ll see you Tuesday night! 



Masse¥ article - A Woman’s Place 

Reading Guide 

Geog225 

1. What country does this article discuss? 

2. What issue does this article focus on? 

3. What are the four areas in the UKthat Massey focuses on? 

Coal 

4. What were the opportunities for women here? 

5. What was the social significance of this? 



6. Post war, what have been the changes that women have seen here? 

7. What has been the social impact? 

Cotton 

8. What were the opportunities for women here? 

9. What was the social significance of this? 

10. Post war, what have been the changes that women have seen here? 

11. What has been the social impact? 



Sweated Labor (inner London) 

12. What were the opportunities for women here? 

13. What was the social significance of this? 

14. Post war, what have been the changes that women have seen here? 

15. What has been the social impact? 

Agriculture in the Fens 

16. What were the opportunities for women here? 

17. What was the social significance of this? 



18. Post war, what have been the changes that women have seen here? 

19. What has been the social impact? 



Global cities 

Mega cities 

Time-space compression 

Turnover time of capital 

Relational Thinking 

Key Terms - 8/25-9/8 

Geog225 
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Social construction 

ColoniaL Migration 

Indenture 

Chain migration 

Labor migration 

Race, creation of race, ’science of race’ 
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Uneven development 

Home 

Place; home-place 

Activity space 

Geol~raphy of power 

Identity 
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Geography of rejection/exclusion 

Boundary 

Purified community 

Spatial division of labor 

Gender division of labor 

Sex/gender 
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Body 

Social reproduction 

Latina/o 

Bracero/H2A 

Neoliberalism/NAFTA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:20 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Correction 

meant to say last email 
Is it possible to schedule me with more than one person on Sunday nights? 
So I can meet for at least two hours? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waily Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 19, 2011 4:03 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Engl 

Amy, 

Can we talk about getting 

Wally 

some more help for English. Two 30 minute sessions per week is not sufficient for him. Let me know your thoughts. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rams Club New Kenan <newkenan@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 23,2011 12:28 PM 

Rams Club New Kenan <newkenan@unc.edu-~ 

Join us in Celebrating the Opening of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 10:03 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting with Bradley 

Do you want to meet with Bradley at 2 on Wednesday? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 5:11 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

DRAM tutoring 

Hey, 

Just a reminder about tutoring in DRAM 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

~tarting on Thursday at 1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 5:12 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Learning assistant 

Also, can we talk aboul learning assistant situation when you get a chance? 

Thanks, 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 5:38 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Learning assistant for 

Hey, 

Do you remember who you planned to schedule 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

with for her replacement mentor? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 31, 2011 4:39 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sorry one more thing 

Hey, 

Could you meel [omorrow at 1 to work on paper? He still hasn’t seen the second play yet. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elastic EmaJl ~-maJler@elas~ticemail.com> on behalf of 
scmyers@aux- s~vices.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 5:04 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.m~c.edu> 

Caa~pus Dining Survey - Opportunity to win a $100 in Dining Flex’. 

Carolina Dining Services is conducting a customer satisfaction survey to evaluate campus needs. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable insight to help improve your 
campus experience. This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes and your responses are confidential. You must type in the code below in order to enter to win the cash prize. 
By responding to this survey you will automatically be entered to win one of five prizes of $100.00 in Dining Flex. 
Code: 221AHC9YJ 
Click on this link to begin the survey: 

htt p://www.nacufscustomersu rvey.com/ 
If you cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser address bar and hit enter. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hancock, Kendra <khancock@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, [ 10:24 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@emaJl.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@ema~l.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally 

<wficha@email.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Today’s session 

Football St.q ft; 

cannot make it for his COMiVl session with 

Please let me know 
Thanks, 

Kendra Hancock 
Academic Support Program [’or Student-Athletes 
UniyersiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-914,5 
khancock@uncaa, unc edu 
If you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 

today, he can come in tomorrow from 1-2, if that ~vorks for the students. 

From 

Sent: Thursday, 9:55 AM 
To: Hancock, Kendra 
Cc: kleissle@ uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Today’s session 

IIi Kendra, Ill Amy, 

I’m sorry to do this on such short notice, but I have to cancel my session today. I have a class presentation today that I’m behind on... [ need the extra time to finish. 

I’d be happy to reschedule for tomorrow (rm not sure if you do Friday sessions?)... ! can come by li*om 1-2 Let me kno*v if that *w)rks for you, and again, I apologize for this 

Many Thanks and VeW Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, L 10:30 AM 

Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email.unc.edu >; Hancock, Kendra < khancock@email.unc.edu >; Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

< kleissle@email.unc.edu >; Overstreet, Tia < overstre@email.unc.edu >; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Today’s session 

Kendra, 

Do not worry about rescheduling the Comm session for tomorrow afternoon. We are ok with the guys not having the session tomorrow. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
:c) 

> > > "Hancock, Kendra" <khancock@email.unc.edu > 10:24 AM > > > 

Football Staff, 

cannot make it for his COMM ~ session with 

Please let me know. 

Thanks, 

today, he can come in tomorrow from 1 2, if that works for the students... 

Kendra Hancock 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962 9146 

khancock@uncaa.unc,edu 

if you believe in your dreams, you can achieve them! 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, I 

To: Hancock, Kendra 

Cc: kleissle@uncaa,unc,edu 
Subject: Today’s session 

9:55 AM 

Hi Kendra, Hi Amy, 

sorry to do this on such short notice, but I have to cancel my session today. I have a class presentation today that I’m behind on... I need the extra time to finish. 

i’d be happy to reschedule for tomorrow (i’m not sure if you do Friday sessions?)... I can come by from 1 2. Let me know if that works for you, and again, i apologize for 

this, 

Many Thanks and Very Best, 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, December 17, 2011 11:08 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lislserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Open Letter to Chancellor Thorp 

The following letter was sent to Chancellor Thorp about two weeks ago: 

December 5, 20:~I 

Dear Chancellor Thorp: 

Since the beginning of the economic downturn, SEANC District 25 has sought to assist even more employees with grievances and many other concerns. We have written to you 
previously about some of these concerns, and you instructed Brenda Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources, to meet with our representatives. She has ignored your 
directive. 

Recently, there has been an upsurge in complaints. These include: 

> race, gender, and age discrimination 

> failure to honor veteran’s preference 

> hiring temporary employees and students to replace career employees 

> failure to honor reduction-in-force priority 

> failure to provide lateral transfers to avoid layoffs 

> disciplinary actions against employees for incidents that happened months ago 

>failure to honor our public records request 

> failure to establish accurate affirmative action goals 

> requiring employees to work overtime without noting it on time sheets 

> retaliation for our employee advocacy 

Some are violations of state law and policies, some also violations of federal laws, and the last is a clear violation of the U.S. Constitution. 

Previously, Vice Chancellor Richard Mann assured us that your administration would abide by laws and policies. As President Ross seeks to eliminate the rights and protections 
of career employees under the State Personnel Act, he has tried to reassure us that our legal rights and protections would not be violated. At the same time, it is has become 
apparent to us, and to the community of labor attorneys, that the philosophy of UNC HR is to protect management at all costs and force employees to go to court. UNC’s left 
hand doesn’t seem to know what the right hand is doing. 

We applaud your actions that produced the PRM Report and subsequent actions in Housekeeping. We will continue to follow the implementation of PRM’s many 
recommendations. However, we note that the report was not favorable toward UNC HR, outlining their complicity, sometimes active and sometimes passive, in failing to protect 
the rights and interests of employees. This situation is not limited to Housekeeping. It is widespread. 

We would hope that UNC could come out the other side of this economic downturn with an intact, productive, and relatively happy work force. Instead, your HR department is 
endorsing a race to the bottom, the treatment of long-time, dedicated staff as if they are disposable, and conflict with employee advocates. SEANC District 25 plans to ramp up 
our efforts on behalf of employees. 

Very truly yours, 

~’-’i Description: C:\Users\Hutton\Desktopksmh signature.jpg 

Steven M. Hutton 

Communications Chair 

SEANC District 25 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: @yahoo.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.org> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Tuesday, January, 3, 2012 4:18 PM 

ASPSA Tutor Training <no-reply@s~Xai.uuc.edu> 

[ ASPSA Tutor Training - Announcement ] Training 

An annouucement has been added in the "ASPSA Tutor Traiuing" site at The University of North C~coliua at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/port~Jisite/54708f54- 

7f8a-4690- 9edf- bb32afc2fcbS) 

Subject: Training 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Our online trainiug site is now up mad running, and you ca~l uow post your responses to the PLAN activity. Visit https:/Tsakai.unc.edw’portal to log in. 

Training will be on the 10th and 12th from 6 PM to 7 PM. Please bring a three-riug binder; notebook paper, and a writing uteusil. 

We are excited about the new semester and look forward to seeing you next Tuesday. If you have further questions, email me at bmdley.bethel@unc.edu. 

This automatic no~ffication message was sent by The University ofNort~h Caxolina at Chapel ttill (https:#saJaai.unc.edu/portaJ) from the ASPSA Tutor Trmniug site. 

You can modify, how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Prei~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Friday, January 6, 2012 2:11 PM 

To: Felicelli, Frank 

F~om: Bradley Bethel 

Bert, Bill, Frank, and Kim: 

A while ago, Amy asked you ifyoffd be willing to give one or two ten-minute lectures during a note-taking workshop we’re going to conduct tbr rome ofonr student- 

athletes. We plan to conduct the workshop next week on Thursday, 7 - 9 PM. We’ve become aware of how busy you teachers are going to be next week, with final 

grades and ruth the training we’re asking you to do, and so I wmat to ask M~ether yon a~e still available tbr the lectures. If you have to decline because of next week’s 

exceplional busyness, we completely understand, ttowever, if you are still available, let me know, and I will ~nd yon details. Either way, we appreciate your 

contributions to the program here. 

Sincerely. 

Bradley 

This folavarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages l~om the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~a~email unc.edu 

Monday, 

PLAN article 

1:42 PM 

To: All Po~icipants 

From: 

I agree with a lot of the other commems on the article, PLAN. I think the strategy and idea behind it is a good but is a bit tedious for college students to nse on a 

regular basis. Sometimes it can be a bit challenging to get the s~dent athletes to sit down and complete a simple outline. So having them to create a PLAN based map 
for a textbook chapter may be a bit much especially because a lot of the time they may wait unhl the las~ minute to begin studying [br a~ exam or an assigmnent. I think 

that PLAN ca~ be an option to use for smaller assignments or readings but trying to get the students to u~ it all of the time may not work. 

I liked the Simpson article because it offered lots of different ideas and approaches that can be used because all students don’t comprehend information the same. I 

think it has to be based upon what works best for that particular student which reqnires a little trial and error. As for myself when I was reading this article for me it 

works best when I read through it with a highlighter then went back and re-read over those areas. I think this article is a bit too long to tD~ to use the PLAN approach. 

Overall I like that we are bminstomfing and coming up with different ideas and suggestions to use. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from file "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tntor Training. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}gmail.com 

Tuesday, 2:05 PM 

Response to Essays on Reading 

To: All Paxticipants 

From o:p~<o:p> 

<o:p> 

The authors of"PLAN" pre~nt an interesting approach to the teaching of reading, an approach that might profitably ~ used in a modified fom~ at [~C. Texas speMs 

fiiieen weeks teacNng this method, the first tbur "helping students recogn~e the ineffectiveness of~eir cu~ent a~empm to gmn and retain inlbnnation t~om reading." It 

would be interesting to know what stops Texas rakes to help students recogNze their inett~ctiveness and why they s~nd four weeks on this step instead of jumping 

right into the PEAN. At [~C students could ce~inly begin their reefing ~signments by (P) predicting the content amd structure of their te~ by ~mking a carethl look at 

the chapter headings, (L) locating fl~e iniblmation that they’ve hemd of m~d that which is co~npletely unsown to them, (A) adding to their initial undemmnding by 

loo~ng up defiIfifions of u~amiliar words or concepts, and (N) noting new unders~nding and its probable u~i)lness in the t~k at h~d. Tlfis simple filst s~ep in ~y 

reading assignment would help students get offon the right foot.<o:~<7o:~> 

<o:~> ~’o:p> 

I agree with the authors’ view that most reading proNems stem from s~dents’ lack of interest in the su~ect ma~er rather than their lack of abili~ ~ comprehend it. For 

example, m~y students read and understand ~et~’ ruth NfficulD-. If ~vu ask them to read a ~em aloud, they o~en s~mble along, slopping at the end of lines where 

they should not stop, and ~unding as if they’re ~anslating haltingly fiom some s~ge lang~ge. The tether migN ~y a simple approach: Before presenting the ~em 

in its "~efic" fo~, simply FN the poem as if it were a le~er. Ask the sm&nts to tNnk of the "le~er" as if it’s from their bo~fiend or girlfriend. Remind them that they 

reM those letters by looking not only at what the words ~y but what they imply. They mM these love letters by loo~ng at the line, above the line, ~low ~e line, 

measuring the meamng ofeve~ woN, drawing ini~mnce~ amd ms~nding to eve~ possible nuance ofmeaming. In lhct, they employ ~e same reMing techniques that 

Nokes suggest students should employ in his aNcle, "The Observation/Inference Chaxt," Ntt they axe applying those techmques to the written word instead of to 

non~aditiona] texks. Most machem roll ~ pleasantly su~fi~d by the results of~is simple firs~ step in teacNng students to eNoy g)et~.<o:W</o:V~ 

<o:~> </o:p> 

We pro~bly won’t be &di~N with much poetD~; but ruth a bit of imagination on the ~tom’ N~, dl reading assignments cm~ be approached from a fresh perspective, 

one ofwNch is outhned in the PL~ approach. <o:>><7o:>> 

<o:p" </o:p> 
Lira Simon’s "Sca~blNng S~den~’ Engagement of Complex TexXs" suggests that role playing can 1~ e~}cfive in engaging s~den~ ruth tex~l envim~eNs u~amiliar 

to their own, and she demonsqxates how such a method can be used in teaching Wha~on’s The House of Mi~h, a novel ~t in the late 1800’s among New YoN’s N~ 

socie~ m~ all its social conventions and s~ricmres that am unsown to modem-&y students. By role playing, Simon is able ~ break down those barriers and pe~it 

s~&nts to see how. in many ms~cN, their own sociN groups are similar an& consequently, to acNeve a ~ller undemanding and appreciate of the sociN world 

portrayed by Edith Wha~on. <o:p>vgo:p> 

<o:~ 
Many high ~hool teachem employ Simon’s method m great advantage in teaching a Shakespearem~ play, tbr e~mple. They also employ Vm~eWeghe’s suggestions 

regarding cl~sroom discussions to promote reading comprehensio~ as well ~ his insistence that students use te~ual evidence to suppo~ whatever claims ~ey make 

about what they’re reading. <o:p></o:~ 

<o:~> ~’o:p> 

Finally, I would add that a teacher or ~tor needs to add a strong cNsh of enthusiasm to tNs ,nix. If sR~dents cm~ witness fimthm~d ~e excitement of learning by watcNng 

their mtoc a line of~at excitement and en~usiasm is likely to mb offon the student. N1 ~e good teacNng ,nethods in the world axe fruitless if the teacher lac~ 

enthusiasm. <o:W</o:p> 

<o:W ~o:p> 

<o:W ~o:p> 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply "to this message click 

this link to access Mesmges Ii)r this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



From: [@unc.directo~.lists.no.email.invalid 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:59 PM 

To: 

Subject: Article 

To: All Poxticipants 

I think that the PLAN article was alfight, after reading through the article, and employing the sCaategy I would only change one thing. I personally did not like having to 

define the areas that I already had an understanding of in the last step. It seemed too repetitive. However, I feel like it did help me organize my thoughts while reading, 

and definately helped me cut to the cha~ on what I did know vs. what I did not know. I teel as if this could be an effective strategy not only prior to reading, but M~en 

studying to organize intbnnation, and check tbr understanding. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@emailamc.edu 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 4:52 PM 

Reviewing Training 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Leamiug Assistants: 

First, thank you for your excellent questions and participation in last night’s traJming. I have expanded the PowerPoint slides to address some of your questions a~d have 

made the slides available in the Sakai Re~mrces. Please review those slides before Tuesday. 

Also, I have responded to each of your posts in the Forums. Please review my responses to each learning assistant’s post by Tuesday. 

Thanks again for your contributions. 

--Bradley 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages l}om the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, January 13, 2012 4:46 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Learning assistants 

Hi, 
Could I request Learning Assistants for ? If could work with again, that would be perfect. I think 

too if that works out. 
They definitely cannot do Wednesdays. Would like to stay away from Sundays if possible too but could do it if we have to... 

Two days a week preferably. 

Muchas gracias, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

~ liked (sp?) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Saturday, Janua~ 14, 2012 1:15 PM 

Updates 

To: Learuing Assis~aats Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistants: 

Because of MLK day on Monday, we roll not start ~mtil Tuesday. Amy will emaJd your ~hedules to you this weekend. 

For the a~icle on media multitasking, look in the Articles tblder under Learning Assistant resources. For the book on Gradual Relea~, see the references at the end of 

the training PowerPoint, in the Training tblder. 

Also, see the new forums I created for you to share ideas among yomselves. 

Have a great weekend. 

- -Bmdley 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages Ii)r this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@ saka~.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               3:17 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: ASPSA Tutor Training > Forums :> Learning Assis~nts > Your Personal Learning History > Amy Kleissler 

Author: i@gmail.com) 

Message Title: Re: Amy Kleissler 

Message Posted On: Snn 

I appreciated the story of your journey, Amy, and the way you acknowledge silence m~d struggle as the greatest teachers. I’m curious about what tbllowed the first 

les~n with l~he drama class -- how did you ultimately connect with the students, if you were able to at all? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 16, 2012 8:41 PM 

Some Final Suggestions 

To: Learning Assistants Group 

From: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistants: 

Thank you fi~r your participation and your t~edback during the past few weeks. Tomorrow we begin meeting with students, and I have full confidence that you will be 

able not only to adapt and teach the strategies we’ve learned but also to develop and teach complementary, strategies to help our students succeed. 

You should all have your schedules now, and so I want to give a few more suggestions. You may t~el flee to adopt and adapt these suggestions or discaxd them if you 

feel more comfortable lD’ing a different approach. 

1. During the first week or re, o, I suggest you choose a small enough section of reading that during every session you cain work through eve~ step of P-PLAN. This 

may be only five pages or so. That’s okay. 

2. Some students will catch on to P-PLAN quickly, and others will struggle. If at an early poim in the semester your s~dents seem to fully grasp P-PLAN and are 

actually using it independently, consider having them do P- PLA on their own, leaving N for your sessions. The Gradua] Release timeline I included in the PowerPoint 

was only a suggested timeline. Adapt according to the abilities of your students. 

3. Most of your sessions are twice a week (e.g., ECON 101, Monday and Wednesday 8 PM). However, some of you have sessions that are only once a week (e.g., 

EXSS 323, Sunday 8 PM.) Many, not all, of the once-a-week sessions are for students who are older or M~ose reading skills are not as limited as some of the other 

students. Therefore, you may be able to get your students using P-PLAN independently within a few weeks. If that is the case, as I suggested above, have them 

complete P-PLA on their own and leave N to co~nplete with you. 

4. I expect that those of you assisting with science labs will have some significant adapting to do. Students in the labs will often not have as much reading to do as they 

will have problems to work through. Therefore, you may want to devote one session a week to P- PLAN and the other session to problem- solving. As you adapt, 
please share your ideas and experiences in the forum I created for science labs. 

5. Because N is the final step and such a critical one, keep reviewing strategies to use during that step. Refer to both articles for strategies to use during N. The NY 

Times artAcle also has some good recommendations. 

Please share your questions and ideas with the rest of us. I created the thrums so that we would have a place to learn from each other. There will be challenges, but 

through collaboration we can overcome them. I’m looking tbrward to celebrating our successes, at the end of the semester. 

Sincerely, 

Bradley 

This fo~a~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages l~om the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 9:10 AM 

Study Table/Tutoring 

To: All Po~icipants 

F~om: Bradley Bethel 

To Football Student-Atheltes: 

Study Table and Tutoring begins today. We have full contktence that each of you roll experience academic success this semester. You should all have a schedule that 

lists when yonr sessions a~e. Maf:e sure you bring your binder to tutoring and your laptop to Study Table. You will be sent home tiom tutoring if you don’t have your 

binder, paper, a writing utensil, as~d books. Your tutors will be teaching you a proven system to take notes on your reading and ma~e reading easier. That’s why you 

need to have all your supplies. Follow their instructions, and you will succeed. We look forward to celebrating your academic sncces~ at the end of the semester. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Football" site. To reply to this ~nessage click this link to 

access Messages for this site: Footb~JA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 1:32 PM 

Follow-Up 

To: Learning Assistants Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

LemNng Assistants: 

Some of you who are assisting students with sophomore-level science courses have explained that your students seem to be reading on their own and that teaching 
PLAN mW not be the most effective use of the session. If you believe your students axe actually reading on their own--and doing so capably--then t}el free to structure 
the sessions as you see fit, as long as you continue to teach strategies tbr studying. The goal of the learning assistant should be to u~ "the course material to help 
students learn how to learn. Ultimately, we want the students to be able to study independently. So if in your science sessions you need to devote the session to solving 
problems or anabzing diagrams, instead of reading, that’s fine. Just model the strategies you use to solve the problems or anabze the diagrams, as yoffm doing so. Ira 
student has a question that you can’t answer right away, that’s okay. You can use the opportunity to guide the s~dent through the steps of solving a scientific problem. 
Again, the objective is to help the student develop the skills to s~dy independently. If the ~pe of course with which you’re assisting requires s~_rategies different fiom 
PLAN, adapt accordingly. Just keep Amy and me in the loop so that we can pass your ideas on to others. 

Please keep communicating your frustrations and your ideas, and sham them in the Forums. Thanks for thoughlfulness. 

- -Bradley 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply "to this message click 

this link to access Mesmges Ibr this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Thursday, January. 19, 2012 4:42 PM 

Tutoring 

To: All Poxticipants 

F~om: Bradley Bethel 

Football Student-Athletes: 

MaJae sure you bring all your materials to your tutoring sessions. Most of you have been cooperating and participating, but a few of you have not. At this point, your 

schedules should be set. Theretbre, there is no excuse tbr you not to have your materials at tutoring tonight. 

You have the ability to make this semester fl~e best that tbotball has ever had. Focus on learning something new every day, mad let’s see it happen. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Footboll" site. To reply to this ~nessage click this link to 

access Messages for this site: Footbdll. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Sunday, Januao~ 22, 2012 7:44 PM 

Why P-H,AN Works Better Than Highlighting Alone 

To: Learning Assistants Gl~oup 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistants: 

Most of the students seem to have reacted well to P-PLAN so far, but a t~w are somewhat resistant. Some have said, "I highlight, and that works tbr me." For a t~w, 

highlighting alone has worked. But Ii~r mos~t, it haan’t, despite Mint they think. Here’s why highlighting alone isfft sufficient tbr most of our students: 

1) Most of them axen’t in the habit of setting a purpo~ tbr their reading. They approach eve~ reading task as if all reading tasks were the same. 

2) Most of them do not assess text structure before they start reading. Research shows that developing an understanding of text structure helps students organize 

inforuialion logically. Most of us, as skilled readers, at least skim the table of contents before reading a book. or we skim the the sub-headings of an article before 

reading it. Our students do not. 

3) Mos~t of them do not monitor their comprehension. Even if they highlight, they of[en don’t ask thelnselves whether they really understand what they’re highlighling. 

4) Most of them do not review what they’ve read and think strategically about how to apply their new kilowledge to whatever academic tasks they have to complete. 

P-PLAN addresses each of these issues. So keep reinforeing the value of this reading-studying system. We appreciate your work ruth our student-athletes, and 

eventually they roll, too. 

- -Bradley 

This forwm~ted message was sent via The UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 12:05 PM 

Books 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistmats: 

We checked out the books listed below, from the campus library. They roll be available behind the receptioniffs desk each night. Please return them at the end of your 

sessions each night (I don’t want m have to buy them t?om the libraw’.). We are ti~cing ~mexpected budgetary retraints, and so gathering books has been a challenge. 

Tha~ks tbr your pa’aence and mllingness m adapt. 

AFAM 101 

Narrative of Frederick Douglas 

AFAM 102.2 

Two Nations 

COMM 63 

Open Door 

HIST 127 
Women, Rights Emerges 

Cherokee Removal 

HIST 128 

Ragtime 

A Rumor of War 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~l of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 24, 2012 3:23 PM 

More Follow-Up 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistmats: 

There has been some question about the duration of sessions. Sessions during the day should be tifty minutes, and evening ~ssions should be fitly-five. Please be sure 

to let yonr students out accordingly, so that they can get to their next appx)intment on time. 

Also, ifa student arrives late, please indicate how late he arrived, in your notes. 

Finally, thank yon for the notes yon have been writing. Whenever you have noted that a student showed up without sufficient materials or dismtpted the session, we 

have passed that infom~ation along to coaches. Consequently, some of the students have gotten good at crab walks during the last few days. Hopefully, the discipline 

helps. 

- -Bradley 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages [’tom the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages Ii)r this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@emailamc.edu 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 12:42 PM 

Study Table 

To: All Poxticipants 

F~om: Bradley Bethel 

Football Student-Athletes: 

Overall, this semester has started offon a positive note. Most of you have shown "that you axe committed to your academic success this semester. But there is still work 

to do. Stay focused on learning. The first round of exams is coming up, and that will be your optx~rtunity to show what you have learned. 

For those who attend morning Study Table: Some of you believe you need to leave morning Study Table eaxly, to eat breaJ~t~st. You should have plen~ of time 
between your morning rnn and Study Table to eat. Morning Study ’Fable begins at 8:00 AM and ends at 8:50. Begi~ming Thursday morning, I will staxt filling out an 

attendance sheet to tam in to coaches. 

Keep leea~fing and keep up the habits of a successful student. 

This fo~avarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Football" site. To reply to this message click this link to 
access Messages for this site: Football. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.nnc.edu 

Wednesday, Jannary 25, 2012 3:03 PM 

More Books 

To: Learning Assisqaants Gl~np 

F~om: Bradley Bethel 

We now have books for Sports Marketing, Public SpeaNng, Pefformm~ce Studies, and Geolo~. Check on top of the mailboxes or on the shelves in the mail morn. 

This ti)rwavded message v~as sent via The Uoiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "ASPSA Tntor Training" site. To reply to this mes~ge click 

this link to access Messages tbr this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Friday, January 27, 2012 11:04 AM 

Pay 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistmats: 

I apologize to tho~ of you whose paycheck did not include compensation for your two hours of online training. We will make sure you receive compen~tion on the 

next paycheck. 

Have a great weekend. 

--Bradley 

This fo~avarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fi’om the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:14 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Notes 

He?’ Amy, it’s        I came by to see you to talk about the notes but I came at the wrong time. I have still not gotten an?- ~vord back from anyone about the notes and I am starting to get a 
little behind Can you let me know ~vhat I need to do? Thales 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Tuesday, January. 31, 2012 3:50 PM 

Updates 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Thank you for the excellent assistance you’ve been providing this semester. We have seen a difi~rence in onr students’ performance, and we know your support has 

been a significant factor. 

Hem are a few reminders/updates: 

1. As midtenn exams approach, feel ti-ee to use your sessions for review. 
2. When you do not check one of the boxes on the tutor feedback tbnns, please explain why, so that we can address the issue accordingly. 
3. When you mrive at the Loudermilk, please pick up a "Phone Home" container for students’ cell phones (and be sure to mtum the containers at the end of the 

night). They will be with the markers at the fiont desk. If one is not avafilable, ask your students to place their phones in the middle of the table when they an-ive 
at your session, so that they are not tempted to tu to te~’~ during the session. We’re going to reduce their dependency on cell phones yet. 

Thanks again for your groat work with our students. 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply "to this message click 

this link to access Mesmges fi)r this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmafil.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 2, 2012 5:00 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@ema~l.uuc.edu> 

W-2 & Question atx~ut the summer 

HiAmy! 
I hope you are doing well and keeping things in ord er ~vith football. I miss you guys! rm not stare who to ask since Beth isn’t with football anymore, so I thought you were a great place to 
start. I haven’t received my W-2 yet, so an?- idea how- I can get a hold of that? 

Also, I am hoping to come back and work for the summer sessions. Do you think that is possible? I am wanted to get a head-start just in case I have to look elsewhere for work this summer. 

Take care! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@emailamc,edu 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 12:30 PM 

Cell Phones and Study Strategies 

To: Learning Assistants Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistm~ts: 

Spring BreaJa is almost here, m~d we are about half way throngh the semester. Thanks to your ettbrts, our tbotball student-athletes are in a much better position them 

they were at this time last semester. 

Please use the Forums to share your experiences. What strategies have you nsed? How have yon adapted PLAN? 

Also, please read and respond to the NY Times article "Forget What You Know About Good Study Habits". A few of you have already responded and obviously 

leaa-ned a i~w things. 

Finally, a reminder about students’ cell phones: If you have had a problem, even once, ruth students using their cell phones during your session, instruct them to either 

turn offtheir cell phones or place them on the table immediately upon arriving. If they refuse, either kick them out or find the fullt-time st~’on du~. Some of yon have 

reported s~dents texting during a whole session. That should never happen, because the student should either be kicked ont. the phone placed out of reach, or a fifll- 

time stalt’nolified. 

The same goes tbr students talking during sessions. If one student starts distracting another, either kick him out or find a full-lime s~lt’to deal with it. We should have 

zero tolerance tbr students distracting other students from learning. 

Thmiks again for all your contributions. This really has been a good semester all a~round. I am confident the second half will be even better. 

This forwm~ted message was sent via The UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tntor Training. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Magness <~magnes@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:01 Aivl 

Junk, Cheryl <tweeter@emaJl.unc.edu>; jtown~nd@uncaa.unc.edu; Kleissler, Amy Byrne <ldeissle@email.unc.edu-~; 

jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu-~; wricha@uncaa.unc.edu; Cousins, Brian 

<coussen@emaAl.unc.edu> 

student athletes with foaling grades 

Dear coaches, 
I am ~vriting to you because two of the student athletes ! 

in my class, RELL/CLA~/T¢,~ST failed 
the ILrst mid-term exam. Chelyl Junk in academic advising recon~mended 
that I contact you, to make stare that these students receive the 
assistance they need to improve their performance in the class 
Here is the information (the percentages are their grades on the 
mid-term, out of a possible 100%): 

3275% Fie only partially answered the 
IDS, and he did not write a single word for the essay portion, despite 
having the choice between two essays. 

: 49.2% He only partially answered the IDS; and 
while he put something for the essay, it did not address most of the 
questions asked of him and showed little to no knowledge of the topic. 

Please let me know if there is anything else I can do to assist. 
Best wishes, 
Professor Jodi Magness 
Religious Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Monday, Februao~ 27, 2012 9:56 AM 

New Feedback Item 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

F~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistmats: 

Please be advised there is a new item on the tutor feedback tbrms. The new item asks whether the student completed his or her notes or reading since the last session. I 

had this item added because mmay of you have reported that students are still not doing much outside "their sessions. Please mark or do not mark the new box 

accordingly. When students should have but did not complete some reading and/or take some notes since their last session, please indicate, in the comments section, 

what reading or notes they did not complete. This will help us continue to hold students accountable. 

Thanks and have a great week. 

This fo~a~-arded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages l~om the "ASPSA Tutor TraAning" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Holiday 

Start: 4/6/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/7/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Classes End 

Start: 4/25/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/26/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Spring Commencement 

Start: 5/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Start: 7/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 8/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Classes cancelled during ceremony 10 a.m.-1 p.m 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Fall Break 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins October 17 (5 p.m.); classes resume at 8 a.m. October 22 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:08 PM 

Subject: Classes End 

Start: 12/5/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Fall Comencement 

Start: 12/16/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/17/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: New Year’s Eve 

Start: 12/31/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: New Year’s Day 

Start: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 1/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 

Start: 1/21/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:09 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Break 

Start: 3/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 8, 2013 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 18 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 5 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Mar 5 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Max 19 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Mar ~9 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Yutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@emailamc.edu 

Monday, March 26, 2012 12:00 PM 

Summer and Fall 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistmats: 

We are currently planning the summer and liill schedules. Please respond if you are interested in working this summer, and indicate the dates you would be available 

and what hours. 

If you are interested in working this liill, please indicate what a~d how many hours you’d be available. If you will be available in the evening, please indicate whether or 

not you would be willing to work until 10 PM. 

Finally, please provide feedback on what has worked m~d what hasn’t. You can either send me a private e~nail or post in the Forums. 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages l}om the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@emailamc,edu 

Monday, March 26, 2012 12:03 PM 

Clasifica’6on 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Clarification: Please provide feedback on what has worked and what hasn’t worked ruth your students this semester. Thank you, 

This Ii)rwavded message was sere via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "ASPSA Tntor Trmning" site. To reply k~ fl~is mes~ge click 

this link to access Messages tbr this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/30/2012 11:16:50 AM 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Classes cancelled during ceremony 10 a.m.-1 p.m 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Apr 2 9am - 9:30am (Tutors’Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder m__ore details 

\,’vi?~m, Mon Apr 2 9am - 9:30am i.~s’,’.;l~m~ Tim~ 

!2:~’,l~I’,d~ :~ Tutors/Mentors 

Wi~:~ * kleissle @email.u nc.ed u . c~ ,~ ~..i<,.=- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.anc.edu 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 9:21 AM 

Tonight and Tomorrow 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

Dear Learning Assistants, 

Because of the high number of learning assista~ts on vacation this week we axe in need of some substitutes. Do any of you have exiJca avaJdability tonight or tomorrow? 

Thanks. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor ’][’mining. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@emailamc.edu 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 7:37 AM 

The Next Few Days 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

Fl~om: Bradley Bethel 

This is just a reminder: 

There is no s~tudy "table tonight. 

Tomorrow is a UNC holiday and therelbre there is no school or study table. 

Study table will resume Sunday night. 

I hope you all have a great weekend’. 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages l}om the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



bbethel@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, April 15, 2012 8:56 PM 

E~m Schedule 

To: Learning Assis~aats Group 

From: Bradley Bethel 

Leamiug Assistants: 

We are to~ing to maintain your normal schedules tbr exam ieviews. Please use all sessions Mter April 22nd tbr review. Unless otherwise notified, pla~ to keep each 

regulaxly scheduled session until the day of the final exam for that class. For example, if an exa~n is on April 27th, plan to keep all those sessions leading up to the 27th. 

Likewise, if maother class’s exom is on May 2nd, plm~ to keep all those sessions leading ap to the 2nd. Be sure to check each syllabus tbr the day of the tinal exam. We 

may ask a t~w of you to add a session or two during the last week and a halt’. Thank you for your elI’ort this semester a~ad these lafft couple weeks. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Tminina. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@nncaa.unc.edu-- 

Monday, April 16, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, A ny Byme <kle ssle@emaJl u~c e&>; Google Calendar <calendar-notitication@google.com> 

Re: Reminder: send ont TIMS reminder @ Mon Apr 16 9am - 9:30am (Tnlx~rs/Mentors) (Out of the office) 

will be out offlae office from April 12th uaatil April 30th. If you need assistance during this time, please contact Wall?’ Richardson or Bradley Bethel. 

>>> Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 04/16/12 08:50 >>> 

more details d<https://w*vwgoogle.com/calendar/event? 

action VIEW&eid cH2~k~Td~bTBVYn()4biR2MG8xcXZw~Tk~NTh~MiA~‘d~iA~MTZL~ITMwMDAxvWiA2dHJmaW~2~Gt~MTVkNik4Z~rkwbi~xdiI3Z~Bn> 
send out TIMS reminder 
When 

Mon Apr 16 9am 9:30am Eastern Time 
Calendar 

Tutors/Mentors 
Who 

kleissle@email.unc.edu - creator 

Invitation from Google Calendar<https://www.google.colrdcalendar/> 

You are receiving this email at the account kleissle@email unc.edu because you set a reminder for this event on the calendar Tutors/Mentors. 

You can change your reminders for specific events in the event details page in https:/i~vw~v.~oogle corn/calendar/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

bbethel(~ema~l unc,edu 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 9:58 AM 

AtteudaJ~ce 

To: Learning Assis~aats Gl~3up 

From: Bradley Bethel 

Learning AssistaJats: 

You may have a couple extra students in your review sessions. Plea~se note on the t~edback forms eve~one who attends each of your sessions liar the remainder of the 

semester. 

This forwarded message was seut via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "ASPSA Tutor Training" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tutor Training. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Apr 30 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder wore details 

Mort Apr 30 9am - 9:30am ~’~.~m 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleissle@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort May 14 9am - 9:30am (Tutors, Mentors) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, May 28, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort May 28 9am - 9:30am (Tutors, Mentors) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jun 11 9am - 9:30am (Tutors Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder gnore details 

C~md::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleissle@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, June 25, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jun 25 9am - 9:30am (Tutors Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder Lnore details 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleissle@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jul 9 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder mo_.._re details 

~2~’,l<~I’,d~ :~ Tutors/Mentors 

Wi~o ¯ kleissle @email.u nc.ed u . c~ ,~ ~..i<,.=- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Ju123 9am - 9:30am (Tutors’Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder more details 

Mon du123 9am - 9:30am ~::~;~~ "~’~m~ 

C.s~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleissle@email.unc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 8:50 AIVI 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Aug 6 9am - 9:30am (Tutors, Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder more details 

Mort Aug 6 9am - 9:30am ~::~;~~ "~’~m~ 

C.s~d::~ Yutors/Mento~ 

kleissle@email.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sakai@groups.unc.edu 

Saturday, Angust 18, 2012 1:18 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill Site Notification 

Hello and welcome’. Bradley Bethel has added you to a UNC Sakai site. 

To log in: 
1. Go to https://sakai.unc.edu and click the "Onyen Log In" button. 
2. Type your username (your Onyen) and password, and click Login 
3. You will "land" in your own personal My Workspace area. To go to your site, click on the site tab near the top of your screen (or in the "More" drop-down menu) 

Have a good day, 

UNC Sakai Support Team 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Aug 20 9a~n - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder wore details 

Mon Aug 20 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleissle@email.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:51 AM 

Feedback 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistants and Writing Tutors: 

Thank you to those who have completed assessments and restxmded to Forums qnestions. I’m ~rD’ I haven’t yet given all of you feedback. This week has been 

exceptionally bnsy. I will make sure I provide thedback to eyeD’one by next week, a~d I hope yon all will reslyond to each other’s comments a~d use the Sakai training 

site to share ideas throughout the ~mester. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North C~:rolina at Chapel Hill Messages from tile "ASPSA Tr~ning Fall 12" site. To reply to this ~nessage click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Trainin~ Fall 12. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel(~ema~l unc,edu 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 1:33 PM 

Forums 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistants and Writing Tutors: 

I just realized there was a glitch in the Forums preventing most of you t?om having access to the Forum topic on melacognition and thinking. Sakai technical support has 
inibnned me that you should now have access. Please complete the assessment mad response to the article on metacognition and thinking. You will be compensated tbr 

your time. Thanks. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of No(th C~xolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tr~ning Fall 12" site. To reply to this ~nessage click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Trainin~ Fall 12. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mailer- Daemon@gwmaJl.uncaa.unc .edu 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 5:14 PM 

prv~6085a29df kleissle@email.unc.edu 

Message Status - Undeliverable 

The message that you sent was uaadeliverable to the following: 

kleissle@uncaa uric edu ( Fatal error processing message) 

Information about your message: 
Sulziect:    Message log tag: 43257927 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Your ATP <youareatp@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 11:46 AM 

aharris@haacding.edu; Jennit~r.Hurd@cengage.com; rlj3595@kennemw.edu; lawhorsl@momsville.edu; mmcleod@clemson.edu; 

Angela.Meye@gpc.edu; pnaiduatp@gmail.com; BNikopoulos@dcccd.edu; mowens@nctc.edu; lindaskeetemccMlan@gma~l.com; 

jtm~heI@po-tx)x.esu.edu; twil@tjc.edu; karen.agee@uni.edu; jamal.ahmed@seatflecolleges.edu; jwaIton@tx~-box.esu.edu; 

edennis@ldlgore.edu; denise.alvarez@e,no~y.edu; joyce.anderson@fl~chs.edu; rlande~s@ucsc.edu; sms@pulaskitech.edu; 

aacendts@uwgb.edu; amoldn@aquinascollege.edu; kascani@abac.edu; eea4724@tmman.edu; ayazi@hnu.edu; boa4744@tmman.edu; 

stb2658@trumma.edu; aeb5885@tmma~.edu; geoff bafiley@uncg.edu; pbailon@cdlbaptist.edu; balcalj@felician.edu; 

dawn.baxretl@,narquette.edu; fbell@centralgatech.edu; series@bell-international.corn; megan.bergandy@,narymount.edu; 
rebecca.berge@mail.wvu.edu; eyberlcsteine@savannahtech.edu; joliba82@yahoo.fr; pbonbris@rc.edu; bondt@kellogg.edu; 

book@sc.edu; brenda.bourdon@baker.edu; Mboverie@collin.EDU; boylanhr@appstate.edu; d-boyle993@comcast.net; 

mbozeman@mgc.edu; jbrandstatte@swmich.edu; tbrantle@kennesaw.edu; brazier.jamie@alaoo.com; alissa.bressle@bfiarclifi~edu; 

dennis.broadwater@uaccb.edu; jennifer.brookinsking@minneapolis.edu; jeme.brooks@gpc.edu; tbrown@pulaskitech.edu; 

beth.bruce@uaccb.edu; cbtyan@oftc.edu; francie.bubna-walke@minnealyoIis.edu; aab2132@trumm~.edu; inii)@focusfirst.us; 

laurie@southwesterncc.e&t; rebecca.cagle@unt.edu; mcalhoon@unr.edu; rocaIlaway@kilgore.edu; jtiiga@semo.edu; 

ga~.campbell@slcc.edu; bamngton.campbell@central~.edu; kathy.caoIa@hennepintech.e&t; bcarr@nec.edu; dcarr@radtbrd.edu; 

casilla@illinois.edu; kcastagnol@mtaloy.edu; JuIie.Caudill@kctcs.edu; justine.chasmaac@gatech.edu; chismspecia~@ya]~oo.com; 
nchristian@sheltonstate.edu; yclarke@ithaca.edu; cocca@muhlenberg.edu; cc 131096@gdn.edu; denise.collins@nicholls.edu; 

acook@sheltonstate.edu; rcox.a~centennialcollege.ca; Ala~l.Craig@gpc.edu; dcrenshaw@dcccd.edu; ccrockett@paine.edu; 

Chris.Crum~.a~minneapolis.edu; tcupp@me.vccs.edu; sdarbyl@kennesaw.edu; roxm~ne@unt.edu; davidson.Ilka@jobco~ps.org; 

marcella.davis@kctcs.edu; davisamy74@gmail.com; hmdavi@uas.alaska.edu; wNvis@uncfsu.edu; dawson@missouriwes~tem.edu; 

lisa.degen@alvemo.edu; mickelr@lcc.edu; jeanteache@bells~uth.net; bdevlin@allegmay.edu; dorianne.dias@uaccb.edu; 

susand@northeast.edu; lilliann dittmer@jwcc.edu; ljd4742@truman.edu; ann2doiron@att.net; mdoney@jjay.cuny.edu; 

jdvorak@uwm.edu; cmdl4@psu.edu; deborah.edgerton@thchs.edu; bedmands@une.edu; kanedmun@emory.edu; skeggers@ku.edu; 

ceinloth@wju.edu; esantia5@fau.edu; dmothy.ellis@anns~trong.edu; cemonina@sheltonstate.edu; bepp@columbus.rr.com; 

pats3~.albertson@sIcc.edu; annfear@yahoo.com; axt25@psu.edu; mountaineeracademicprogram@ma~l.wvu.edu; afilzpatrick@mtaIoy.edu; 

dflannery@mml.utexas.edu; atberste@astate.edu; gcultf~ucf.edu; KWayneFoste@netscape.net; d.framenV~:hvcc.edu; 

mafreema~@southtexa~ollege.edu; temenoujka.thlle@central~.edu; marcus.gabrawy@minneapolis.edu; gggomez@hmc.edu; 

igandy@lourdes.edu; pgarciamarquez@cnm.edu; gardiner@methodist.edu; aJlyson.gaacdner,.~unt.edu; jgardner@mmc.edu 

kathygamson@clasrion.edu; Sarah.Gaspe@kctcs.edu; genserh@northwood.edu; sue.gillette@kctcs.edu; dave@teachingbydave.com; 

emgl6@psu.edu; steven.girardo@gatech.edu; agomy@lourdes.edu; beverlyn@po-box.esu.edu; bgray@nec.edu; 

membership@focusfirst.us; jlgrimes@tnsIate.edu; Josh.Grinolds@mi~meapolis.edu; knowbrit4589@go.kilgore.edu; 

jguevara@southtexascollege.edu; chrislie.hdll@slcc.edu; hallj@ohiodominican.edu; dhalperin@ccbc,nd.edu; sales@go-redrock.com; 

mary.hamilton@gpc.edu; hmp~jhtam8@aol.com; cecha@marietta.edu; phanowel@fsu.edu; matdgh@langate.gsu.edu; 

karen.head@lcc.gatech.edu; nkheinen@uwm.edu; rhenry@semo.edu; heather.hibbaacd~umontana.edu; jhicks@highlands.edu; 

phiggins@gdn.edu; drhollandj@gma~l.com; tacy.holliday@montgomerycollege.edu; vjhollow@ozarks.edu; host@colorado.edu; 

rhudson@mgc.edu; humphrie@buclcs.edu; colleen.ianuzzi@uas.alaska.edu; dana.jablonski@gatech.edu; jjanovyakl@iv.vtech.edu; 

jane.jm~sen@skagit.edu; shawn.japhe~ojc.edu; mjen~n@ithaca.edu; coraI.je~th-fot~nah@minneapolis.edu; 

wayne.johnmn@minneapolis.edu; jjolmston@hazding.edu; joe.johnston@suntmst.com; tjfam5Nuad4fun@q.com; tljordan@ualr.edu; 

mjoson@unm.edu; nortina@sbcglobal.net; kaJ~4528@trumm~.edu; iwyka~ninsky@yahoo.com; kanet~clemson.edu; 

bkeene@ncstatecoIlege.edu; keesIdo@earlham.edu; kellerp@cot~.edu; debora]~.kempe@uaccb.edu; jketron@me.vccs.edu; 

wnewby@e,no~y.edu; lkirby@nmsu.edu; marc.kivel@g,nafil.com; Kleissler, Amy Byme --~kleissle@emafil.unc.edu>; cknapke@lourdes.edu; 

jknecht@southtexascollege.edu; guesspen7358@go.kilgore.edu; dkohrman@kvcc.edu; Mary.kokemo@minneapolis.edu; 

skolkay@waubonsee.edu; kouklubi0114@go.ldlgore.edu; Mene krellwitz@fems.edu; Maria.Kulick@fiu.edu; klacomba@smwc.edu; 

rlang-overall@dcccd.edu; jlanyon@m~drew.cmu.edu; tlavende@m,nc.edu; blaw@om.edu; leem@muohio.edu; jllee2@cu.edu; 

cMeis01@exchange.louisville.edu; libechri0034@go.kilgore.edu; lingbeekc@kellogg.edu; p~’chobuhhda~yalaoo.com; sal@iup.edu; 

lupe.lopez@southcentral.edu; julie.s.loppache@emory.edu; rlovell@hicys.org; jlovell@hicys.org; gluck~lourdes.edu; 

joy.lumbly@minneapolis.edu; genel@sc.edu; charles.lyon@gpc.edu; night.rolls.in@gmail.com; sm126141@gdn.edu; ana.mack@ucf.edu; 

aJisonmcknz@yaJ~oo.com; rwmadden21 @msn.com; m.alsayed@qu.edu.qa; nnarleau@paulsmiths.edu; michaeI.marle@byuh.edu; 

chomngton@sheltons~tate.edu; lmartin@goshen.edu; nmartin@highlands.edu; nnassey@me.vccs.edu; christinna.mastley@minneapolis.edu; 

k-mathew@tamu.edu; lmauney@wpcc.edu; heather.shemmn@ti-anklin.edu; gail.mccain@gpc.edu; daacla.mccann@a~okaramsey.edu; 

nancy.mcdanM@gpc.edu; christine.Mcdermot@wesley.edu; mmcdonnell@massasoit.mass.edu; pstrizak@brookdale.edu; 
kmcin .lyre@lourdes.edu; mckeeh@kellogg.edu; dporte@mcneese.edu; smell@swmich.edu; bmiccio@po-box.esu.edu; 

ascheid@swmich.edu; millerd@hsu.edu; james.milliga~@gpc.edu; diana.mitchell@pcmail.maricopa.edu; moschell@sc.edu; 

~eremoe@gmafil.com; sohayla.mohebbi@gpc.edu; ,nmoo~e@gmdesfirst.co,n; finmoo~e@asub.edu; kaliesmoran@gmail.com; 

bmo~ehou@cotc.edu; susan.,nucha@southcentml.edu; lamurph@uas.alaslca.edu; hnance@cameron.edu; jn021245@gdn.edu; 

telesa.neubert@southcentral.edu; jneuburg@syr.edu; mm.Nguyen@minneapolis.edu; nielsenm@s~trose.edu; dmght.nimblett@fiu.edu; 

lnoakes@swmich.edu; knolt@yvcc.edu; hnorland@uoregon.edu; sobrent~(}emogr-.edu; mobriel4@nd.edu; moconnor@une.edu; 

jcoconn@emory.edu; odonneln@canisius.edu; connie.oleson@southcentral.edu; smoneil@uncg.edu; djo2277@truman.edu; 

sdparker@fgcu.edu; churs~nec.edu; arne.paulsen@gpc.edu; tpede@kennesaw.edu; zuleicamia@yahoo.com; 

a~nperigrine57@marianuniversity.edu; perkinskari@yaJ~oo.com; fpici@emory.e&~; pjphler@southtexascollege.edu; 

kmpolanska~uas.a]aska.edu; jane aApole@fems.edu; sponicsan@hodges.edu; porterh@sc.edu; gdpoulmn@southtexascollege.e&t; 

sprovisl @luc.edu; crajewski@lssu.edu; mchenitsa@yahoo.com; catherine.my@baJnbridge.e&t; alexisredding@gmail.com; 

reeds@kellogg.edu; dreedy2@cscc.edu; treineck@lourdes.edu; joresendezj@southtexascollege.edu; dreynolds@centralgatech.edu; 

cNvid@po-box.esu.edu; lori.richarc~c)!nicholls.edu; krichardson@hlg.edu; erchrd@clelnson.edu; mriley@dcccd.edu; 

alanaarivers@hotma~l.com; kroberson@me.vccs.edu; lrobert2@spehnan.edu; louise.robichaux@nicholls.edu; claire.mbinson@sc.edu; 

carol.rodger@eacc.edu; memdriguez@southtexascollege.edu; ,nary-roland@utc.edu; jmrolla~d@asub.edu; jrouch@swmich.edu; 

drousey@dcccd.edu; jea~lnie.mggerio@maconstate.edu; srumm6659@ozarks.edu; jessica.mssell@gbcnv.edu; mwem@uncw.edu; 

chrisline.~31an@mi~meapolis.edu; hillaD@northeas~t.edu; kschantz@alamo.edu; dj schle@emou.edu; rschotk@wellesley.edu; 

schradk@muskegoncc.edu; tscruggs@spelman.edu; seuelhn@kellogg.edu; mas8673@m~man.edu; k3de.shaffe@marquette.edu; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

ssin~box@southtexascollege.edu; joan.tutor@gmail.com; edskor@nac.net; sloank@gptc.edu; marie.slotemaker@mnsu.edu; 

ksmellze@harding.edu; smithb@chilyola.edu; bensmith@binghamton.edu; dsmith@haxding.edu; dsosa113@ozaxks.edu; 

wsthe3rd@illinois.edu; t~hirato@mtaloy.edu; gspearman@uscupstate.edu; beth.spence@gatech.edu; sss8885@trumm~.edu; 

taspradlin@asub.edu; kcs4541@truman.edu; chadene.stephens@wesley.edu; js127323@gdn.edu; stephenson@tindlay.edu; 

daveysteves@hotmail.com; stohrdu@missouri.edu; j stmnd3@d.umn.edu; lstrangward@mtroyal.ca; plstricldand@saumag.edu; 

ys3286@tmma~.edu; sungeun.a.bae@gmail.com; ksunshine@gwi~metttech.edu; kta~ley@al~ac.edu; asNey.tasker@mail.w~,u.edu; 

staylo@semo.edu; jtemp921@ozarks.edu; Janis.S.Teny@lonesmr.edu; ptenyl@southtexascollege.edu; lanisha.thoma@gpc.edu; 

thomash(&!savannahstate.edu; ntobaa@harpercollege.edu; maxcia toms@ncsu.edu; torlnccip@georgiaaa.edu; cynthia.torok@nncp.edu; 

mtorren@emo~.edu; tmceyn@bucks.edu; trisha.travi@yc.edu; ktrosen@eicc.edu; tulaasth0162@go.ldlgore.edu; 

xavion.turey@southcentral.edu; maulissey@alaoo.com; urban@unr.edu; kvaglienti@dcccd.edu; jcvalken@delta.edu; jwssili@mdc.edu; 

elvaughn@alcorn.edu; vega@hope.edu; anthony.velez@fresno.edu; rverry@millikin.edu; nvoge@princeton.edu; avolk@mtaloy.edu; 

ka~-alker@stetson.edu; swarfi01@baker.edu; wvarthen@kennesaw.edu; cwatkins@usouthal.edn; sw139293@gdn.edu; 
marilyn.webe@~uthcentraLedu; saxa.weerlz@m~gelo.edu; lwhisle@clemson.edu; jdwhite@harding.edu; mwhitesi@epcc.edu; 

lynell@umn.edu; ewillimn@laverne.edu; rwilliam@~uthark.edu; wittetha4940@go.kilgore.edu; rewoll@asub.edu; 

cmwood@~uthtexascoHege.edu; aaxon.wright@thchs.edu; mwygmm~s@binghmnton.edu; vzalite@~mo.edu; ~apata@emo~.edu; 

carol.zawacki@northwestcollege.edu; mzenanko@jsu.edu; sissycampbell@suddenlink.net 

jmwebb02@louisville.edu 

Check out the October edition of the ATP Newsletter! 

ATP Newsletter October 2012.pdf 

Hello ATP Members, 

We are excited to send you the October edition of the ATP Newsletter (see attached). In this edition you will find a review of 
upcoming annual conference information, the Call for Proposals, greetings from your board members, and some tips from 
tutors. Thanks to Amanda Haney-Cech for her good work serving as the editor-in-chief. 

The newsletter will also be posted on the ATP web site soon: www.myatp.or.o 

Happy reading and we hope to see you at the ATP conference in March[ 

Julie Hohmann & David Reedy 
The Association for the Tutoring Profession (ATP) 
Public Relations Co-chairs 
www.myatp.org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Friday, October 12, 2012 12:54 PM 

Fall Break 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistants: 

Fall Break is approaching, which means we are about half way through the semester. I couldn’t be happier ruth the support you’ve provided our s~tudents. To be 

specitic, I am especially impressed by your ability to adapt and tO, new approaches and strategies to help students learn. The questions you’ve asked me reveal your 

sustained etti~rt to improve, and the students have given us great retx~rts, too. 

Hourly learning assistants, tnany of you shrill haven’t completed the quizzes and forum responses here. We need to be consis~tent in our training requirements, and so I 

need you to complete those activities over Fall Break. As I’ve said before, you will be compensated for co~npleting them. Please m~ke sure you do over Fall Break. 

Graduate learning assistants, you do not need to complete the quizzes, but please respond to the forum prompts over Fall Break. 

Again~ thanks for yonr contributions. High five!! 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The UniversiF of North Ca;olina at Chapel Hill Mes~ges from the "ASPSA TraJming Fall 12" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Mes~ges Ii~r this site: ASPSA Training Fall 12. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 15 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Oct ~5 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:32 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@ema~l.unc.edu> 

MEETING WITH GOVERNOR MARTIN 

Good Morning Amy, 

Your meeting with Gov. Martin and one or two members of the company, Baker Tilley has been scheduled for Friday, October 26th at 10:00 a.m. in Room 3103 SASB 

North. 

Take care. 

Harold 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Your ATP <youareatp@gmail.com> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 2:44 PM 

What do you know about the lbllowing topics? 

IJVhat do YOU know about the following topics? 

¯ ¯ Reading Co~nprehension 

¯ ° Working witla Adult Learners 

¯ ¯ The Dishacted Student 

The above categories have proposals alrea@ subtnitted but you can still submit too! 

¯ Connecting students marketing to get them into centers ¯ Working with College Students with Dyslexia 

¯ Grants for Tutoring or Learning Centers Grant writing (where to find grants) 

Technology and Tutoring 

Working with ADD Students 

The Online Tutoring Revolution 

Myers Briggs Type Applications to Tutoring      * Tutor Training Activities 

Conducting research studies in your Tutoring Center ¯ Assessment Methodology (Retention, Grad rates, etc. tied to services) 

Diversity ~ Tutoring Math ¯ Adminislrator’s Roundtable 

Teclmology in Tutoring ¯ Faculty Engagement how to get faculty buy-in 

Es*aNishing and Maintaining relationships with campus s~keholders (especially funders!) 

Research on tutom~g and retention ¯ Working wifl~ studenk~ wifl~ disabilities 

How to pay your tutors benefits or different ways of paying ¯ Professional tutoring 

Evaluating and determining when to fire tutors; how to provide successful interventions belbre firing 

ATP Committee Information and duties 

Retention and tutoring: Proving it! 

Embedded Tutoring (Tutor in classroo~n) 

Research and evaluation 

Practical Tools for Working with Students who ttave Di~bilities 

Math Tutoring * Handling chaJdenging tutoring scena~os 

Topics above were suggested at Conference and presentations are needed! (PLEASE?) 

How about you? 

Ij~vou know a lot, come and present.! 

IJlvou know a little, consider working with a colleague to present and learn! 

lJ~vou don’t know about these but do about another, submit your proposal today! 

Ij~vou want to know more about them, mark.your calendar Jbr the ATP Conjorence in ~larch in Atlanta GA. 

¯ "      Proposals 

i...X.i Inline image 1 

are due in 2 weeks, submit yours today at 
http: iiww~v.myatp, orgi?page_id=720 

This email is intended for members of the ATP and anyone interested in, or involved with, the tutoring profession. For more information, please go to vx~x~v.mvatp.org 

President: Maria Owens (mowens@nctc.edu) 
President Elect: Tracey Williams (twil@.~c.edu) 



Public Relations Co-chairs: Julie t tohma~m (imwebb02(~:louisville.edu) & Dr. David Reedy (dreedy2~b~cscc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu; 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 2:37 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

wed 

Could you possibly meet mon or wed with for soci? In class writing on Thursday... 

She can do :130-330 tomorrow or 11/6-8 on Wed. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 

(w~ 91 
(c 
bridgerb@unc aa.~mc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Nov 12 9am - 9:30aJn (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Nov 12 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Your ATP <youareatp@gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 4:46 PM 

Early Bird Registration Deadline soon 

~ Inline image 1 



~ Inline image 3 

This email is intended for members of the ATP and anyone interested in, or involved with, the tutoring 



profession. For more information, please go to www.myatp_org 
President: Maria Owens (mowens@nctc.edu) 
President Elect: Tracey Williams (twil@tj c.edu) 
Public Relations Co-chairs: Julie Hohmann (imwebb02@louisville.edu) & Dr. David Reedy 
(dreedv2@cscc. edu.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

2/3/2013 3:04:27 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Hurry, FREE extra pages ends tomorrow! 

Hurry, FREE extra pages ends tomorrow! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Hurry, FREE extra pages ends tomorrow! 

2/3/2013 3:00:26 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

2/4/2013 1:49:54 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Feb 4, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Feb 4, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Feb 4, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

2/4/2013 1:49:52 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/4/2013 5:28:10 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Sexual Assault Reported Near Campus 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Sexual Assault Reported Near Campus 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Sexual Assault Reported Near Campus 

2/4/2013 5:20:49 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS-noreply <ITS- noreply@ad.unc.edu-- 

Monday, February 4, 2013 12:21 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Sexual Assault Reported Neaac Campus 

INFOI~VIATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Sexual Assault Reported near Campus 

The Chapel Hill Police Department is seeking assistance from anyone ruth infornmtion related to a sexual assault ofa fenmle which took place at the West End Wine 

Bar, during the early morning hours Sunday (Feb. 3). 

The victim, who was not affiliated with UNC, reported that a maJe suspect had staxted talking to her, then followed her into the women’s bathioom and sextmJly 

assaulted her. The suspect was described as "tall, wearing a collared blue shirt, jeans, and brown shoes. 

Chapel Hill Police reported Monday morning flaat they are aaking anyone with intbrmation abx~ ut "this incident, please call "the Chapel Hill Police Department at 919- 

968-2760 or contact "the Chapel Hill-Carrboro-UNC CrimeStoppers at (919) 942-7515. Calls are coniidential and anonymous. You can also submit inibrmation to 
Crilne Stoppers online at www.cfimestoppers-chcunc.org. 

Continue to monitor Ale(t Carolina website (alertcaacolina.unc.edu) for any updates in the inves~tigation into this incident. Call 911 immediately to report may and all 

suspicious activity on campus. For a list of sal’ety tips, see the following link thiough the Alert Caxolina page: 

http://www.alertcarolina.unc.edu/goidoc/1395/158078/ 

Abont Informational Messages: The University- sends an Informationa1 Message to inform the campus community abont a situation that is not an emergency, but is 

expected to be of significant interest to tim campus. An Intbrmational Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency 

communications pla~. Emergency Warning rei~rs to a siren activation for a signiticant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a continuing danger AND 

notification will not compromise law enti~rcement eltbrks. 

Sponsored by the UNC Department of Public Safe .ty 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Your ATP <youareatp@gmail.com> 

Monday, Februaw 4, 2013 1:02 PM 

Conference Checklist a~ad inlb’. 

¯ " 
Hello 

iNi Inline image 
1 

o 

We’re less than 50 days before the conference in Atlanta at the OMNI CNN HOTEL 

Here’s your ChccMist! 

1) Conference Registration complete? Conference Registration 

2) Agree to help as a moderator? email sissycampbell(a)suddenlink.nct 

3) ttotel Reservations made? Omm Hotel 

4) College campus visit outing registration complete? Click and scroll to bottom 

5) Networking options registered ATL-EXCURSION-OPTIONS 

6) Travel a~iangements made .... 

This emaA1 is intended tbr members of the ATP a~d anyone interested in, or involved with, the tutoring profession. For more information, please go to www.myatp.org 

President: Marla Owens (mowens@nctc.edu) 

President Elect: Tracey Williams (twil@~c.edu) 

Public Relations Co-chairs: Julie Hohma~m (imwebb02(~louisville.edu) & Dr. David Reedy (dreedv2,~’cscc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip0i.isis.unc.edu] 

2/4/2013 6:01:54 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Conference Checklist and info! 

Conference Checklist and info! 

Your message 

Subject: Conference Checklist and info! 

Sent: 2/4/2013 6:01:49 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. Tf the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228,246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

2/5/2013 8:00:34 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test -Tuesday, February 12 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test -Tuesday, February 12 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test -Tuesday, February 12 

2/5/2013 7:46:18 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS-noreply <ITS- noreply@ad.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 5, 2013 2:46 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Carolina Siren Test Tuesday, February 12 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Alert Caxolina Siren Test Tuesday, February 12 

Dear Studems, Facully and Stall’. 

The Universily will TEST the emergency sirens and text messages on Tuesday, Februaly 12th, between noon and 1 p. m. We test the sirens each semester to make 

sure the equipment works. 

During the test, anyone outside on or near campus likely will hear the sirens. (The sirens are not designed to be heard inside or while you are in a vehicle.) The sirens 

will sound on alert tone along with a brief pre-recorded voice message. When testing is complete, a dit][~rent siren tone and voice message roll signal "All clear. Resume 

regular activities." 

The sirens sound only for a major emergency or an ilnmediate safety or health threat such as: 

An armed and dangerous person on or near campus; 

major chemical spill or hazard; 

tornado warning for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro area issued by the National Weather Service; or 

dift~rent emergency, as determined by the Departmeut of Public Safely. 

The University a] so sends a text message to cell phone users M~o registered their numbers in the online campus directory. In an emergency, the University will post 

safety-related announcements on the Alert Carolina website, alertcarolina.unc.edu, along with updates. 

No action is required during the siren test. But we hope you have taken the time to review the poster, ’%:hat You Should Do For An Emergency Warning," posted in 

all campus classrooms and accessible online, http://w~x~.alert.unc.edu/extemal/c~ntenvd~c~ment~395/~255639/1/A~ertC~assr~mP~ster.pdf. 

The sirens are pa(t of the Universily’s Emergency Notification System and a communications slrategy that uses multiple ways to reach students, facally and s~alt; as well 

as visitors, local residents, txarents m~d the public. To support that syfftem, we laanched Emergency Notification Protocols that infoim the campus community using 
three lypes of notifications Emergency Warning (sirens). Timely Warning and Infommtional Message. 

In a real emergency, we strongly encourage students and employees to use the American Red Cross Safe and Well List to let their parents and families know they ale 

okay in the while keeping cell phone lines open for emergency calls. The Safe and Well list is especially helpful in communicating with family members who are outside 

the emergency area. 

You may also now access a mobile-friendly version of the Alert Carolina website daring an eme~ency at http:i/m.alertcarolina.unc.edu/ 

About Infom~ational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to infomi the campus communily about a situation that is not an emergency, but is 

expected to be of significant interest to the campus. An Informationdl Message is one of three tiers of communication under the Universily’s revised emergency 

cotnmunications plan. Emergency Warning refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Titnely Warning is issaed if there is a continuing danger AND 

notification will not compromise law enforcement eftbrts. Sponsored by the UNC Depaxtment of Public Safely 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Wednesday, Febma~- 6, 2013 5:38 PM 

Program Matefi als 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assis*ants, 

All the worksheets, including the Test Analysis tbrm, are now available in the Program Materials folder in the Re~urces ~cfion of our Sakai site. 

This Ii~rwarded message was sere via The University of North Caxolina at Chapel ttill Messages ficom the "ASPSA Training Fall 12" site. To reply to this message click 
this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tminin~ Fall 12. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/6/2013 10:38:05 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Program Materials 

Program Materials 

Your message 

Subject: Program Materials 

Sent: 2/6/2013 10:37:59 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. Tf the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228,246]. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@emai/.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 5:38 PM 

Program Materials 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assisiants, 

All the worksheets, including the Test Analysis fbrm, are now available in file Program MateriaJs folder in the Re~urces section of our Sakai site. 

This lbrwavded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill Messages t]com the "ASPSA Training Fall 12" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tminin~ Fall 12. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/7/2013 2:18:39 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: CONNECTCAROLINA REPORTS -SIGN-UP FOR DEMO /TRAINING SESSION 

[its cc obi sr base]CONNECTCAROLINAREPORTS-SIGN-UPFORDEMO/TRAININGSESSION 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

This is a listserv communication for the EA/ConnectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout. 

[its cc obi sr base]CONNECTCAROLINAREPORTS-SIGN-UPFORDEMO/TRAININGSESSION 

2/7/2013 2:17:43 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/11/2013 7:17:19 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: University Will Test Sirens Tuesday 

Reminder: University Will Test Sirens Tuesday 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: University Will Test Sirens Tuesday 

2/11/2013 7:08:58 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

2/12/2013 5:38:21 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Emergency Siren TEST Begins 

Emergency Siren TEST Begins 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Emergency Siren TEST Begins 

2/12/2013 5:27:17 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/12/2013 6:00:51 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: ALL CLEAR; RESUME NORMAL ACTIVITIES 

ALL CLEAR; RESUME NORMAL ACTIVITIES 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

ALL CLEAR; RESUME NORMAL ACTIVITIES 

2/12/2013 5:50:23 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

2/13/2013 6:41:36 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: ConnectCarolina Newsletter for February 2013 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina Newsletter for February 2013 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

ConnectCarolina 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina Newsletter for February 2013 

2/13/2013 6:40:52 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Your ATP <youareatp@gmail.com> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 10:55 AM 

ATP Conference Atlanta. 

We hope tiffs finds you having a fantasfic year. If you haven’t done so, please register for the coat’erence in Atlanta to&y. 

There ~xe a few rooms at the OMNI hotel still available but we have Inet ti~at goal! This is ti~e last call at regular price! http://www.mvatp.org/?page id 870 
Hope to see you soon. 

This email is intended for members of the ATP and anyone interested in, or involved mtk the tutoring profession. For more information, please go to vx~x~v.mvatp.org 

Presidem: Maria Owens (mowens@nctc.edu) 

President Elect: Tracey Williams (twil@.ijc.edu) 

Public Relations Co-chairs: Julie Hohma~m (imwebb02@louisville.edu) & Dr. David Reedy (dreedy2@cscc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Your ATP <youareatp@gmail.com> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 10:55 AM 

ATP Conference Atlanta. 

We hope tiffs finds you having a fantasfic year. If you haven’t done so, please register for the coat’erence in Atlanta to&y. 

There ~xe a few rooms at the OMNI hotel still available but we have Inet ti~at goal! This is ti~e last call at regular price! http://www.mvatp.org/?page id 870 
Hope to see you soon. 

This email is intended for members of the ATP and anyone interested in, or involved mtk the tutoring profession. For more information, please go to vx~x~v.mvatp.org 

Presidem: Maria Owens (mowens@nctc.edu) 

President Elect: Tracey Williams (twil@.ijc.edu) 

Public Relations Co-chairs: Julie Hohma~m (imwebb02@louisville.edu) & Dr. David Reedy (dreedy2@cscc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/18/2013 10:26:54 AM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: FORMAL NOTICE: Message from Chancellor Thorp 

FORMAL NOTICE: Message from Chancellor Thorp 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

FORMAL NOTICE: Message from Chancellor Thorp 

2/18/2013 10:09:55 AM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Februao, 18, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Feb 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?(:,~., Mon Feb 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/18/2013 1:50:03 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Feb 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Feb 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Feb 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

2/18/2013 1:49:50 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 



b:::R~m÷y~.‘3sx~W%ci:~gL~.‘Ck;~Yxcpk~i.ie~es6/~r~2eex9~SYTh9Sq~KsStS~%~M~-~‘u%~c 

x rece.t.ved:~ by £0~$8,£5R,I. 8 wi%h SH".i.’P i.d umi:::mr698398Rvebo.i. 9,1.36.i. Rg$3%OS24;: 
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auto.-- submi tced :: etch. o---genera teci 

R÷s en% ---From: <kie~ s sie @emaii. un¢: o e(iu> 

Con% en t ".i."ype :: 

MKNE---Ve r s .~.on :: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Februao, 18, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Feb 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?(:,~., Mon Feb 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/18/2013 2:46:34 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: IMPORTANT REMINDER: Sign Up to Attend Reports Training/Demo -- Feb. 21 or Feb, 22 

[its cc obi sr base] IMPORTANT REMINDER: Sign Up to Attend Reports Training/Demo - Feb, 21 or Feb, 22 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

This is a listserv communication for the EA/ConnectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout. 

[its cc obi sr base] IMPORTANT REMINDER: Sign Up to Attend Reports Training/Demo - Feb, 21 or Feb, 22 

2/18/2013 2:45:49 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

2/20/2013 5:00:22 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Possible cancellation of Friday reports demo 

[its cc obi sr base] Possible cancellation of Friday reports demo 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

This is a listserv communication for the EA/ConnectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout, 

[its cc obi sr base] Possible cancellation of Friday reports demo 

2/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 







oiltlect 
ROLl NA Agenda 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

Welcome and Remarks 

Chris Derickso~ 
U~iversity Registrar 



NA Campus Reports 

Welcome a~d 

Thanks and 

Step one 

Timeline, 

FERPA 

Remarks 

acknowledgements 

on the path to self-service reporting 

scope, high level approach 

Reminder 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA ata Warehouse Project 

New reporting environment 
Management (EPM) 

- Enterprise Performance 

New reporting tool 

Edition (OBIEE) 

-- Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise 

Initial release includes the 

Records (SR) Dashboard 

7 interactive reports in the Student 

Future 
human 

expansion will 
resources and 

encompass data from financial systems, 

several additional areas 



NA roject Team 

PeopleSoft EPM/OBIEE 

Sharron Bouquin (Team 

Data Warehouse 

Manager) 

Project Team: 

- Prakash Balakrishnan (Technical Analyst, OBIEE Dev/Security) 

- Jennifer Turpin (Functional Analyst) 

- Michael Nichols (Data Modeler / Architect) 

- Prakash Gadde (ETL Developer) 

- Premnath Bagahiagari (ETL Developer) 

- Mechelle Clayton / Jerri Bland (ITS Management Support) 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA What is a Data Warehouse? 

An online repository of information that is used for 

and analysis 

reporting 

Data from PeopleSoft is incorporated into a data warehouse, 
providing an institution-wide view of available data 

Users are then able to view, filter, and 
using intuitive dashboards 

search the information 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA Project Approac 

Requirements- What reports are needed by when 

Analysis- Delivered product vs. UNC needs 

Design- Customize product as needed 

Test- Unit test, System Test, End to End Testing, Performance 
Testing 

Deployment- Go-Live (release to Users) 

Post Production Support- Enhancements and additional 
subject areas and data marts 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA Campus Reports 

Campu.s Sol’,utions Warehouse 

Data marts are logical divisions within the Campus Solutions Warehouse and are comprised 

of subject-specific dimensional data models designed around a specific institutional process. 



NA Access 

How Do ~ Get Access? 

o Access to all UNC-Chapel 

at 
appropriate source system (i.e. 

Appropriate roles are: 

- Course scheduling 

- Student enrollment 

- Advisors 

If you do not have access, submit a 

OBI 

Hill dashboards is based on 
the University and corresponding authorization to 

PeopleSoft Campus 

,egistrar 

request to: 

,eports~ 

your role 

the 

Solutions) 





oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

Overview of Student Records 
Dashboard Reports 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate U~iversity ~egistrar 

,ecords a~d Reporting 



NA board 

A grouping 
criteria 

of data warehouse information based 

Dashboards 

as the Student 
query against: 

are created by the campus for specific 

Records Dashboard, which allows 

- term/class enrollment data 

- student program/plan/sub-plan data 

- class/instructor information data 

upon specific 

needs, such 
the user to 



C OIllleCt; 

.AROL I NA Common Landing Page 

Check back here o#.e~ ~or in~ormat{o~ on: 

New Dasi~boa[ds or RepoEs 

U~ates to Das~boa~:c~s or R:epocts 

14 



C OI]lleC[ 

.AROL I NA UNC-CH Student Records 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................... 

%&ge. welco~ you~r :~ug~ge:~i~=ns and feedback .on a~ng .of the S~a.de:~t Re.con~s    - 
~ ..... ~To acces~ the SAKAI D,~ W~#ehou~e gn~*ve:rs ~a::pp.o.~ p:~e, fi~.l~o~,~ the .~ep:~ below: re:p.o~s an:d~ ~.r ~ne: da~ d~ona:rt’, P:le:a:se send ~ne.se comme:n~ ~o: 

If ~’ou a:re expe.F~enc~no ~echni~:l d~oa~e.s, p::~ea:se :subm~ .a: Remedy ticket to 
{3, Login ~*v~h your Onyen e:n:su~e ~o:u~ ~s~e ~s routed to the cor~e~ 

our                                                   -: {~ Sha~ Repo~ 

15 
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~ 0 
0 c 



0 ~ 

0 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA Available R eports, 

Class TBA- This report shows any course sections for a term 
that do not have a meeting pattern 

Degree Candidates- The Degree Candidates report lists 
students that have applied to graduate 

Degree Recipients- The Degree Recipients 
that have been awarded a degree 

report lists students 

Term 
demograp 
eligible to 
academic 
business 

Enrollment - The Term 
hical and 
enroll for 
program 

day ago. 

Enrollment report lists the bio- 

academic information for all students 
a term. The report shows the student 

and the academic plan (major) as of one 

18 



0 0 

0 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

emonstra ion / Trainin 

Gila Coleman/Beth Ta~er 
Registrar Office 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA emo / Trainin 

Browser Configuration 

Internet Explorer 9 with 

How to access the Data 

Link (OBI Reporting) will 

Review of Delivered reports 

- Degree Recipients 

- Degree Candidates 

Tips 

Compatibility View enabled 

Warehouse Dashboard Reports 

be on the MyUNC main page after Feb 

Class Meeting and Class Instructor 

Term Enrollment 

The Input Prompts 

25 

use the logic operator AND 



NA 

Student Dashboard 

Demo~stratio~ 



NA 

Filtering ports Using xcel 

Office of 

Ben Haven 
Nick Siedentols 
Undergraduate Curricula 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

Trainin aterials 

Charles Smith 
Registrar’s Training Coordinator 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA Trainin aterials 

Where to find the Data Warehouse Answers 

Go to htt s: www.unc.edu sakai_/ 

Click the Onyen Login button 

Login using your Onyen username and password 

Click on the Campus Solutions OBIEE tab 

support site: 

Personalize your Profile. 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

Sakai Demo 



oiltlect 
ROLI NA Training Materials, cont’d. 

Requesting Access to the Data Warehouse Answers support site 

Please send an email request with ~/our full name and Om/en to 

obiregistrarreports~ 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

Wrap-up an Questions 

Chris Derickso~ 
U~iversity Registrar 



oiltlect 
ROLI NA 

Questions? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/21/2013 9:41:41 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Cancellation of Friday reports demo, presentation attached, info on Iogin page 

[its cc obi sr base] Cancellation of Friday reports demo, presentation attached, info on Iogin page 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

This is a listserv communication for the EA/ConnectCarolina-CSW OBIEE Student Records rollout. 

[its cc obi sr base] Cancellation of Friday reports demo, presentation attached, info on Iogin page 

2/21/2013 9:40:48 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

2/23/2013 4:32:44 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Permission to use you as a reference 

Permission to use you as a reference 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Amy Kleissler 

Permission to use you as a reference 

2/23/2013 4:32:43 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

2/24/2013 12:14:22 AM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Informational Message from Alert Carolina -- Student death 

Informational Message from Alert Carolina - Student death 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Informational Message from Alert Carolina - Student death 

2/24/2013 12:07:31 AM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Your ATP <youareatp@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 8:00 AM 

Your ATP Newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 4, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors, Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Mar 4,2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 4, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors, Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Mar 4,2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?a:,~., Mon Mar 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?a:,~., Mon Mar 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



May 8, 2013 
Con~ectCarolina Newsletter 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 

training will be delivered. 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems beginning at 5:00pm on Friday, 

May 17, and ending at approximately 8:00pm on Saturday, May 18. 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the .~.’.!~.[.~i:~ ~.[2~.~ ~. section of 

the project website. 



:May 22, 20I 3 
Cont~ectCarolina Newsletter 

You’ve been asking to see the new system and now 

you can!Join us for a demonstration of the new 

ConnectCarolina Finance system at a Town Hall June 

12, 3pm, Genome Science Building, room G100. 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to DepartmentlDs Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 

~ >:~ ~= ~s ~.> .,~ ~ :~ ~: ~ ~: ~:~ The speclflc detalls of the January 2014 go-hve are 

~ :~ ~ ~: ::* ~ :~ ~ = ~ ~ ~: still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

~ .............................. ...................... =~=~ ................................ :: ...................... =~=~ -/ 2014 - the weeks prior to and following go-live - will 

be a critical time. Schools and Divisions should begin 

now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live. 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 

training will be delivered 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.’~ 2 i!~!~!:=.~!!L!ii?.~::!~?.=:~ 2.~, 



Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the .i:’;p~.[;:~i:!~:=.~:!~:.!,~!!:} section of 

the project website 



2013 
Cont~ectCarolina Newsletter 

You’ve been asking to see the new system and now you can! Join us for a 

demonstration of the new ConnectCarolina Finance system at a Town 

Hall June 12, 3pro, Genome Science Building, room G100. 

Find out what the elephant has to do with the ConnectCarolina project -- 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.!’;~.~ ~/..,,". ~/.~-! ~.’.. ;~ ~.~.~.~ L~.I.~ ~.’.i.. 

i ~.,,~.,,<:----;;---~s---;~.,~, " "’ == still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

i .............................. [;. ....................... ,,,:::i: 2014 - the weeks pr or to and fo ow ng go- ve - w 

be a critical time. Schools and Divisions should begin 

now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live. 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 



training will be delivered. 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the .~::[:::~.:..~.~i:~ #.!]:~.~! }. section of 

the project website. 



.J~.~ne 19, 
Con~ectCarolina Newsletter 

presented by the Office of Human Resources and ITS, on Thursday, June 27, ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

10am to 11:30am, Hamilton room 100. 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems on 

Tuesday, June 25, beginning at 5:00pm and ending at approximately 

12:00am as part of the Summerll Census activities. More on the 

~S ?:~i!::.-’. .~k~i: ~.~! ¯ 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this ~,:==...:!~:..~.:~ and in the 

Find out what the elephant has to do with the ConnectCarolina project -- 



What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.’,:’.A~4 .~ ~i...’?.~.& h A=:u..’?£j. 

i ~:~ ,~= ,~ >> .,, ;; :~ ~: ..~ ~: ~:,~. The specific details ofthe January 2014 go-live are 

~ still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

j 2014 - the weeks prior to and following go-live - will 

be a critical time Schools and Divisions should 

begin now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 

training will be delivered 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jun 24, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?(:,~., Mon Jun 24, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

6/27/2013 3:14:48 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Big immigration vote this week! 

Big immigration vote this week! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Big immigration vote this week! 

6/27/2013 2:10:37 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [172.27.172.154]. 











From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jul 8, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TiNS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?(:,~., Mon Jul 8, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

7/8/2013 7:15:23 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: 

Untitled Attachment 

Your message 

Sent: 7/8/2013 7:15:23 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. Tf the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [172.27.172.154]. 
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August 14, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

~:[.!?...;:!.L!L=.{!!.~!.about the Executive Sponsors’ decision to postpone the go-live of 

ConnectCarolina for Finance and HR/Payroll in order to provide the highest 

quality system possible to the University community. 

Got quest ons about ConnectCaro na Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new .~.-~:’!~:.:.’%.have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 





August 28, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems on Wednesday, Sept. 4, 

beginning at 5:00pm and ending at approximately 12:00am as part of the Fall census activities 

Census is the official University enrollment reporting date ’_". ii:~k_i_~_~t_..’~t for the outage details. 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs 

More on testing in this P’:i ~!~ _-’.. 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

?:’.g.::L~.~ii?.~.~?.~:~i~.::~?.~i. 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: ~nd out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 2, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



Oct, 9, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

~ ITS is launching a new portal for Iogin to ConnectCarolina 

change, taking place Oct. ]8, affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and 

alumni. The MyUNC (http://my.unc.edu/) web page will be phased out. The portal is a wrapper around 

all of ConnectCarolina, and is necessary to prepare for the addition of the Finance and HN/Payroll 

~ieces to the Student Information and Administration ($1A) component. 

To review and update your directory information, please go to !?.ili[?...i!2:i,.,.::!:=.=:i!i:]i:!!.=:,’..i, click on Update 

Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and Iogin using your Onyen and 

)assword. You can also choose whether certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, 

is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Unlimited free access to the online video 

training library lynda.com is now available to all University faculty and staff UNC-Chapel Hill has 

licensed lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career development and technology training 

titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To 

access lynda.com, go to the ~:~!~!~:~!~‘‘‘~‘~=~L~‘~!!~i:!!!!~!~‘‘.~:!~!~L‘~:2~=~‘!~!~:~L‘~L~:!~1 and log on with your Onyen and 

password. 



Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new ~.!\~:,!~.have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs 

More on testing in this 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 



Oct, 24, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

The ConnectCarolina Executive Sponsors have 

announced the new go-live date for the Finance and 

HR/Payroll components These components will go 

live in October 2014. The project team is also 

reworking the schedule for training, which will take place in the August-October 2014 time frame. 

The new portal for Iogin to ConnectCarolina at the landing 

J page i!.~j~i:?.:L~.~J.~L~.~!!:.‘.~i~:‘.(~‘Li.i.~.~:‘..=~iLV.‘‘i.~.7‘i~L.(1=.L~.~!~:‘=L~(‘.‘(~.. This 

affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http:llmy.uncedul) web page will be phased out. 

To review and update your directory information, please log in at i[A]i£i,:=~{~ig.{~{}si:!iis?.{!ii£iiE{!=]==.[ig..£!:~.~iE’ and 

click on Update Personal Information at the upper left of your screen. You can also choose whether 

certain information, such as your home and!or dorm address, is publicly viewable in the directory. 

<:+ 

Unlimited free access to the online video 

training library lynda.com is now available to all University faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has 

licensed lynda corn’s library of more than 1,900 software, career development and technology training 



titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To 

access lynda, com, go to the L_!_I~__<~ ::~:!~ :.~ :.~!_~-!_L:,:,_!:’L:~ ..!_._-~ ~ _..’_’,~,’__~’i],’.,’_’~::=.L~ and log on with your Onyen and 

)assword. 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new [-..~Os have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs 

More on testing in this ::i:~i~!?. 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 



Nov. 6, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff 

connections to the ConnectCarolina application: off campus access to ConnectCarolina will require the 

use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) software and on campus access using wireless needs to be 

through the UNC-Secure wireless network These changes will go into effect in mid-November. More 

information here: i~!!:~.~ ~.~L~I~ ~u,,_’~_.’._~ _.’:_’_,~h_~i~.:’,,~.,’_’~::b’_’~_~=.i~ :~ ~~:~_.’,_,’_’~.:!:.:~:.:~ ~~! ~.~ 

The ConnectCarolina Executive Sponsors have 

announced the new go-live date for the Finance and 

HR/Payroll components: October 2014. The project 

team is also reworking the schedule for training, 

which will take place in the August-October 2014 time frame. 

~ Login to ConnectCarolina is nowthrough the landing page 

This leads to the new 

portal, and affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http:!lmy.unc.edul) web page will be phased out. 

i"~, ~ ~.-~--, ,~.. ~ ~.-~ ,,.~ ~ ............................................................................. 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus 

directory? Is your home address correct? Do you know that you can control what is displayed through 

the directory’s privacy se~ings? 

and 

click on Update Personal Information at the upper left of your screen, You can also choose whether 



certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new ~.[\~:=~.-:~.have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs 

More on testing in this 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.’., .2~ ~Z~:.,~ L~i~.~::.~...’?.=:~.=.. 



Nov. 20, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

There will be two outages during the Nov. 21-24 timeframe. 

Thurs., Nov. 21, 5pm to approx. 5:30prn 

Brief ConnectCarolina Outage (maintenance) 

Fri., Nov. 22, 4pro to approx. Sun., Nov. 24, 8pro 

Onyen Management Upgrade; Onyen and Guest ID update services will be unavailable; there is no 

impact on ConnectCarolina. 

~’~’" ~ ",C~ R’i’:.’..)ff 

ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff 

connections to the ConnectCarolina application: off campus access to ConnectCarolina will require the 

use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) software and on campus access using wireless needs to be 

through the UNC-Secure wireless network. More information here: 

Get the "big picture" of what is being done and when it is 

happening as the ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll 

project progresses View the new 

!i.?:~L=..=.[2.-’.....’.~ }.’:~L{. You can also download a version suitable for 

printing! 

The ConnectCarolina Executive Sponsors have 

announced the new go-live date for the Finance and 

HR/Payroll components: October 2014. The project 

team is also reworking the schedule for training, 

which will take place in the August-October 2014 time frame. 



~’: 
....... 

~ 

Login to ConnectCarolina is nowthrough the landing page 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J at }?.!i~LL£.:’A~.~!~?.!i!#.~:i!2 #.!:Z[!!i #..i!.:]!LA:!!.==,’.: This leads to the new 

po~al, and affects eve~one who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(h~p:!lmy.unc.edul) web page will be phased out. 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus 

directory? Is your home address correct? Do you knowthat 

you can control what is displayed through the directory’s 

privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please log in at i~:ip i~:;( m~!~cb:)i~:oh:ii~ tin(:. ~di.=i and 

click on Update Personal Information at the upper left of your screen. You can also choose whether 

certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, is publicly viewable in the directory. 



Dec. 4, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Tuesday, Dec 

17, starting at 5:00 pm and ending around 11:00 pm ConnectCarolina will 

be unavailable during this time frame. Details here: 

............................................. .: ~:: ~ .............. ~,,,’ ,,,...’,,.,~ ~ I~:..~,~\,:,<:,’,~ ~,,.’~I~ ~<::~ 

i~iI[!~I                Changes to faculty and staff access to the 

I ConnectCarolina application take place Dec. 

18 Off-campus access requires VPN, On-campus wireless access requires UNC-Secure. These 

changes protect the security of sensitive data in ConnectCarolina. Please note that on-campus wired 

access does not change. 

Get the "big picture" of progress on the ConnectCarolina 

Finance and HR/Payroll project. View the new 

~,,’_’~,j_~ !__i b’_’_,,’~ ii_,,’_’._~ __~ ,’~:!_L.-’_=. You can also download a version 

su tabe for pr nt ng 

i: ~*’" ""~" "~"~’~"q’¢’~ *" """ 

~ Login to ConnectCarolina is now through the landing page 

portal, and affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http://my unc.edui ) web page will be phased out. 





Dec. 4, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Tuesday, Dec 

17, starting at 5:00 pm and ending around 11:00 pm ConnectCarolina will 

be unavailable during this time frame. Details here: 

............................................. .: ~:: ~ .............. ~,,,’ ,,,...’,,.,~ ~ I~:..~,~\,:,<:,’,~ ~,,.’~I~ ~<::~ 

i~iI[!~I                Changes to faculty and staff access to the 

I ConnectCarolina application take place Dec. 

18 Off-campus access requires VPN, On-campus wireless access requires UNC-Secure. These 

changes protect the security of sensitive data in ConnectCarolina. Please note that on-campus wired 

access does not change. 

Get the "big picture" of progress on the ConnectCarolina 

Finance and HR/Payroll project. View the new 

~,,’_’~,j_~ !__i b’_’_,,’~ ii_,,’_’._~ __~ ,’~:!_L.-’_=. You can also download a version 

su tabe for pr nt ng 

i: ~*’" ""~" "~"~’~"q’¢’~ *" """ 

~ Login to ConnectCarolina is now through the landing page 

portal, and affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http://my unc.edui ) web page will be phased out. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Dec 9, 2013 9am - 9:30aJn (Tutors’Mentors) 

send out TiNS reminder more details 

\,’vi?(:,~,, Mon Dec 9,2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



Dec. 11, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

Special Edition 

Due to a request from the University Registrar to minimize possible impact 

on grading for Fall semester (grading deadline is Dec. 16), the 

ConnectCarolina outage has been moved to Thursday, Dec. 19, 5pm to 

11 pm (from Dec. 17). More information on this outage is available here: 

~:~:~:~:~:: ~P::N .......................... 

To protect the security of data in 

ConnectCarolina, ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff access to the ConnectCarolina 

application. Off-campus access must be through VPN. On-campus wireless access must be through 

UNC-Secure. These changes will go into effect on the evening of Dec. 18, 2013. 



Dec. 11, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

Special Edition 

Due to a request from the University Registrar to minimize possible impact 

on grading for Fall semester (grading deadline is Dec. 16), the 

ConnectCarolina outage has been moved to Thursday, Dec. 19, 5pm to 

11 pm (from Dec. 17). More information on this outage is available here: 

~:~:~:~:~:: ~P::N .......................... 

To protect the security of data in 

ConnectCarolina, ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff access to the ConnectCarolina 

application. Off-campus access must be through VPN. On-campus wireless access must be through 

UNC-Secure. These changes will go into effect on the evening of Dec. 18, 2013. 



Dec. 18, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Thursday, Dec. 

19, starting at 5:00 pm and ending around 11:00 pm ConnectCarolina will 

be unavailable during this time frame. Details here: 

i~iI[!~I                Changes to faculty and staff access to the 

I ConnectCarolina application take place Dec. 

]8 Off-campus access requires VPN, On-campus wireless access requires UNC-$ecure. These 

changes protect the security of sensitive data in ConnectCarolina. Please note that on-campus wired 

access does not change. 

Get the "big picture" of what’s happening on the 

ConnectCarolina Finance and HR!Payroll project. Viewthe new 

L_::~ n=~ i_L_::~_~ iin~L_~ ~ j~ ~_i:i~=~ ii~~L:’__~.< ~L.-’:,,_". You can also 

download a version suitable for printing! 

~ Login to ConnectCarolina is now through the landing page 

portal, and affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http://my unc.edui ) web page will be phased out. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Dec 23, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?(:,~,, Mon Dec 23, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Dec 23, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?(:,~,, Mon Dec 23, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Janual3, 6, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jan 6, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

send out TiNS reminder more details 

\,’vi?(:,~,, Mon Jan 6,2014 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Janual3, 6, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jan 6, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

send out TiNS reminder more details 

\,’vi?(:,~,, Mon Jan 6,2014 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



S~bjee~: 

Coni~ectCarolina < eoni~ ect.~m~lina_~n~b (;z ~] nc.edu > 
’]’hm’sday, January z6, 20z4 3:32 PM 

Kleiss[er, Amy Byrne <Meissle@emai].une.edu> 

ConneetCarolina Ne~,~qekker for January 1~5, 2ol4 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

CormeckCaro]ina Newsletter ] January 16, 2o14 ] ttappy New Year! 

An important mi]esto~e has been reached as the CormectCaro]ina pnoect 

the Systems Integration Testing (SFF) phase. For the first time, Finance, 

HRiPayro~l and Campus So]t~dous erwironmeuts are liM~ed for kestiug and 

b~siness o-whets are hands-on in the system, b:.~::.>:i 

Wondering how we make sure that 

ConneetCarolina is fial [y tested and 

tea@ for use? Check ot~t this 

ip.:~L.%r:.~p~.ic detailing how the system 

will be tested to make sure it ~,~:~rks 

for Canflina. 



257 Days to GooL~ve! 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc,edu 



S~ bjee~t," 

Beller, Debra L <eonneetearoH~ajnfo@une.edu> 
Thursday, January ~6, 2o14 3:32 PM 
Kleiss[er, Amy Byrne <Meissle@email.une.edu> 
ConneetCarolina Ne~,~v~Ie~er for JanuaW 1<~, 2ol4 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConnectCaro]ina Newsletter ] Jamlary ~ 6, 2o~4 ] ttappy New Year! 

There wil] be an outage affectb~g ConneetCaro]~na and other systems on 

Tht~rs&~y, &m. 23, begirmh~g at 5:oopm arm ending at approximately 12:ooalrl 

as pa rt of the Sp ring e~ nsus acti~qties. For details, 

An important m~]esto~e has been reached as the Cormect()aro]in¢~ pnoeet 

the Systems I:ntegration Testing (SIT) phase, For the first time, Finance, 

HR/Payroll and Campus Solutions em4ronments are linked for testing and 

business O-Whets are hands-on in the system, b:.~:: ad i:~ ~:~ t’t::~] .. ::~:~:-.,:. 

Wondering how we make sure that 

()onneetCarolina is fully tested and 

ready for use? Check out ~.his 

"ip.:Eb.K~::.~ph~.: detailing how the system 

will be tested to make sure it ~,~:~rks 

ff~r Carolina. 



257 Days to GooL~ve! 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc,edu 



1’0~ 

S~bjee~: 

Com~ectCarolina < eoni~ ect.~m~lina_in~b (~ u nc.edu > 
’Fuesday~ February 1S~ 2o]4 1:4.8 PM 

~leiss[er, .Amy Byrne <kle]ssle@emaiJ.une.edu> 

ConneetCarolina Newsletter ~br February 18, 2Ol4 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConneetCaroIina Newsletter ] February 1S, 2:Ol4 ] Post-&?owpocalypse 

There will be a maintenance outage afl’ccting ConnectCaro[ina and other 

systems on Tuesday, Feb. 25, begirming at 5:oopm and ending at 

Prqieet team staff and busi~ess owners are 

converging on "testing centraF’ in 

Manning building to test a[I the pieces of 

CormectCaro[i~a and how d~e pieces work 

toged~er. 

Wondering how we make sure that 

ConneetCarolffm is flal [y tested and 

tea@ 1;:)r use? Check out this 

~p::1: ::.[.F.:@~.[c detailing how the s),~tem 

will be tested to make sure it ~,mrks 

for Catalina. 



224 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



S~bjee~t: 

Beller, Debra L <eo,mectearoH~aj~do@u~e.edu> 
Tuesday, February 18, ~o~4 1:4.8 PM 
Kleiss[er, Amy Byrne <Meissle@email.u~m.edu> 
Connect(~arolina Newsletter fl:~r FebruaW 18, 2ol4 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

Con~eet.Carolina Newsletter ] February 18, 1.:Ol4 ] Post-&~owpocalypse 

There wil] be a mainte~mt~ee outage af~’ccth~g CormectCaro[it~a a~d other 

systems on Tues&~y, Feb. 25, begh~ing at 5:oopm ~md e~ding at 

Prqieet tea~-, staff a*~d busi~ess owners are 

converging on "testing centraF’ in the ITS 
Ma~ng buildb~g Lo teat all the pieces of 

CormectCaro[im~ a~d how the pieces work 

together. 

Wonderi~tg how we make st, re that 

()o,meetCarolina is fu] [y tested and 

ready for use? Cheek out this 

{p:ci: ::.{.;~:wi:::{~.i:.: det.aili~tg how the 

will be tested to make sure ~t ~,~:~rks 

~’or Caroli~ta. 



224 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



S~bjee~t: 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConneetCaroline~ Newsletter ] February 2 5, 2.~o14 

Want to know what 

ConnectCarolina will look like 

after Fin, race and } {1~/Payroll 

components go-live in October? Join us a~ the next Connec<CaroHna Town } tall 

~br demonstrations of tgnanee, Iium~m ]<esources, Payroll and repot’ring 

[unctions. 

I-’ro.ieet team staff and business owners are 

converging on ~testing central" in the ITS 

Manning building to test. all the pieces of’ 

CorumctCaro[ina and how tim pie~x~s work 

together, 



Wondel’ing how-w<~ make sure that 

ConnectCaroIina is fu][y tested and 

i’eady foi’ ~se? Cheek out 

vvfll be tested to make sur’e ~t wo,’ks 

for Carolina. 

on now and what’s coming up 

on the path to go.-live; . ~,.~:.~. 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



1’0~ 

S~bjee~t: 

Compeer.Carolina < eom~ eet.~m~lf ha_inCh (~ u nc.edu > 

Wednesday~ March ~2, 2o~4 ]2:44. PM 

Kleiss[er, Amy Byrne <kle]ssle@emai].unc.edu> 

Town } talI, Chm¢fields Webinar and More: (k~nnec~Caro]ina Ne~,~tqe~er March 12, 2014 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

March 19, ~o~4 - 3:oo- 

4:3oPM - Carrolill Hall 

Want to know what 

ConneetCarolina will look [fl~e 

after Finance and } tKi Payroll 

components go-live in October? Join us at the next (~onnectCaro[ina Town } tail 

fbr demonstrations of Finance, t {urnan Resources and ~’eporting fl~nctio~s (or 

watch via webcast). 

A new webfnar takes a deep dive 

into the chartfields that replace the 

dd FR.S aceoullt arid o]~ech It wit] be 

presented l~ve on Men., March ~7, 

2:3o-3:3o p.m. All ~mpus accounting and fi~ancial persom~d are im’il.ed to 

partidpate. 



The October expansion of 

ConneetCaro]i~a to include Fi~ance 

and ~ tRiPayroll will replace more 

than two dozen ~egaey systems with 

a single software. The integration of multiple business fi~c~ions into 

CormectCaro~ioa is a major change ff~r the Universffy - - and ooe with some 
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From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/2/2012 10:34:07 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Break 

Start: 3/2/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 2, 2012 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 12 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:00 AM 

Subject: Spring Commencement 

Start: 5/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:00 AM 

Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Start: 7/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 8/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Classes cancelled during ceremony 10 a.m.-1 p.m 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Fall Break 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
End: 10/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins October 17 (5 p.m.); classes resume at 8 a.m. October 22 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Classes End 

Start: 12/5/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:01 AM 

Subject: Fall Comencement 

Start: 12/16/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/17/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: New Year’s Eve 

Start: 12/31/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: New Year’s Day 

Start: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Classes Begin 

Start: 1/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 

Start: 1/21/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

5/12/2012 4:49:02 AM 

Subject: Sprin8 Break 

Start: 3/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 8, 2013 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 18 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/29/2013 8:02:21 PM 

Subject: Sprin8 Holiday 

Start: 3/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/29/2013 8:02:22 PM 

Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/29/2013 8:02:22 PM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Start: 7/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/29/2013 8:02:22 PM 

Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/29/2013 8:02:22 PM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/29/2013 8:02:22 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AMY BYRNE KLEISSLER (KLEISSLE)] 

3/29/2013 8:02:22 PM 

Subject: New Year’s Eve 

Start: 12/31/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 1/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:37 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: geog 

Yes -- we have SI for geography                              every 
Tuesday and Thursday, 12:30PM-2PM in room 226B at the Academic Center. 
Tomorro~v we will not be reviewing becuase we are going to start working 
on the paper that is due on          t. I will also send you some 
review materials that ~ve have dune during the past few SI sessions 
Usually ~ve go back over the notes done in class that day and tly to 
make sure that evelyone present ends tap with a complete set. I have 
the reveiw docs on my other computer so i’ll send you an email with 
them from there A more reliable email address for me is: 

~)nc rr.com 
Thanks, 
Amy Kleissler 

Quoting .~emaihunc.edu: 

Amy, 
I am a student-athlete and in Geog I did not do very well on my 
first Geog exam and I }vas wondering }vhat times you are available or 
ifyuu a]rea~dy had a set time for tuturing athletes. P]ease let me 
know because any supp]emental help wuu]d be great Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:49 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: geog 

I wanted to let you know that I left some materials for you on the 
bulletin board m the AC with your name on it. It is a list of all 10 
items that you should consider for your geography ~vith their 
definitions Have a good spring break. 

Amy Kleissler 

@nc.rr.cum 

Quoting @email unc edu: 

Amy, 
I am a student-athlete and in Geog I did not do ve~z well on my 
first Geog exam and I was ~vondering what times you are available or 
if you already had a set time for tutoring athletes. Please let me 
know- because any supplemental help would be great. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                 110:58 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: review 

Study Outline for first exam.doc; Drama 

attached are 2 docs there should be a big outline of stuff to stud,v, 
and then some questions i put together to use for a game that i played 
with the olympic student-athletes tonight, one correction on the game 
Q’s: the most famous morality, not mystery, play is EvelTman. 

see you tomorrow 
Amy 

Quoting @email. unc edu: 

hey amy this is           i was just wondering if you could please 
send me a review study sheet 

thanks, 



From: Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:44 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

I can’t get on blackboard because I was using         onyen and 
password and it expired, if you go on blackboard and check the 
syllabus, it says on there how he wants it cited. He isn’t too picky, i 
don’t think 

As for your extra credit paper: 

this is supposed to be like a movie review that you would read in the 
paper, no more than 2 pages. I saw plen~ of reviews that were only 
one page --> the key is to hit the following points: 

1. intro paragraph you need the who, ~vhat, where, when "Hannah Lee was 
performed by       on Thursday, November      at 4PM in the Elizabeth 
Kenan Theater on the campus of L,~’C Chapel Hill. Directed by     and 
written by      , Hannah Lee is a creative re-examining of the popular 
childhood song "Puff the Magic Dragon". 

2. give a BRIEF plot summa~- but don’t give a~vay too much this will 
help you because since it was a confusing play to you, you can just 
give a broad description of the play and just act like you are leaving 
the details out to create suspense for the reader[! 

3. now you need to pick some elements of the play and talk about them 
and be sure to mention the names of the people (use the program), the 
papers that the teacher rejected were because they didn’t mention 
names. So, start by mentioning the lead actors --> did you like the 
job the?’ did? did the?" sing well, or act well, were they comfortable 
in their role? OR did the?" totally suck (say it nicer than that!)? 

4. how about the puppets? those are very hard to make so if they used 
them you should mention them and mention the name of the person who 
made them 

5. was there anyone or anything else that struck you? One particular 
character that you liked alot or dislikes alot? 

6. conclusion paragraph --> would you recommend this play yes or no? 
This is the place to do some BS praising sort of sentence to wrap up 
the review and compliment the work of the cast members. 

Here is info that I found on the web about the play: 
HannahLee is a new play by UNC senior and the winner of the 

Sam Selden Prize for Playwriting. 

The play picks up where the song Puff the Magic Dragon ends, and 
considers what would happen if an adult Jack Paper xvere forced to 
reconcile with the deserted world of HarmahLee. 

Along Jack Papers journey he finds a number of HannahLeeans who are 
tlying to redeem THEMSELVES. He meets a beautiful girl who used to be a 
tree, a young prince who used to have a dad, and an all-powerful wizard 
who used to do magic. 

Produced by UNC’s Playwriting Studio and directed by Jaki Bradley- this 
production features: giant puppets, dragons, pirates, talking plants, 
shadow puppets, and your childhood split wide open. 

The cast is: 

: OAK LADY and CROAKIE 
CASHIER and PU74,PLE FLOWER 

ANDREA and PUFF 
THE UNTDERGROUND PLAN~F and CERRIS 
t EVELYN C~¢~RROW and LOBOTAE 
MS. SHEILA and CHERRY BUSH 

KING and OLDER NIKHIL 
YOUNGER NIKHIL and PIRATE JERRY 

BiLL and CERRIS al’~d PUFF 
INTIN~’IUS and SANNIUS 

JACK PAPER and PIRATE 
KIMBALL C.~,_ROW and PIRATE 

I hope all this helps I’m down in but you can send me text or 
email to this email address. Going to bed now but will check my email 
in the morning. 
take care, 
Amy 



Quoting @email.unc. edu>: 

> Can you tell me how he wants the information cited? (MLA, APA,etc.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:07 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: Check me out 

I made a couple of tiny changed just on the grammar and then put in one 
spot where you talked about the prince that you should mention the 
actor’s name, and double check that he was a prince and not a king. 
The copy of your paper attached to nay email has the changes in it and 
my note to you. Great job! 

Do me one last favor and read through your big paper before you hand it 
in to make sure it all flows ok the paper is 20% of your final grade 
so taking 5 minutes to do that will make all the difference if you 
catch anything that needs to be fixed. You are a veW good writer -- 
well done. Enjoy the rest of your day and I’ll see you Saturday at 
Dook 
Am?’ 

Quoting @email.unc. edu>: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:15 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Extra Credit Paper.doc 

I looked at your big paper -- the only thing I did was correct gran~mar 
and there ~vas one part where the font ~vas 11 instead of 12 so I 
fomaatted the entire paper to be 12 pt (now your paper is 7 pages[!’.). 
Good job. 

I’m worried that nay other email to you about the ec paper didn’t go out 
(you know how- new I am to all this technolo~ stuff!) so I’m attaching 
it to this email as well. I changed a few gratmnar things in it, and 
put a thing I wanted you to check on in bold great paper as well 

Q uoting @email.unc. edu>: 

> (;an you tell me how he wants the infonnation cited? (MLA,APA,etc.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ; 12:16 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

yikes, not sure your big paper was attached to the last email i suck 
at this. 
Quoting                    ~email.unc. edu>: 

> Can you tell me how he wants the information cited? (MLA, APA,etc.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:37 AM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

"text of note I ~nt to Jai mie 

I hope that I am not out of line in sending you this note If I ana, 
please let me know and I will mind my o~vn business! I am mentioning 
this to you not to get someone in trouble, but rather to temper an 
incident a little bit 

Yesterday      was ~vorking in Beth’s office on TRL I was working 
across the hall witk      with the door open. Toward the end of 
scheduled time there, I vaguely noticed that he ~vas in conversation 
with the other guys in the room. I do not know what they were talking 
about, but I did hear     ~ curse loudly. Oct heard it as well and got 
veW upset at      for his cursing and told him to leave Not that my 
opinion matters, but I think that Oct was right on the money. It was 
only luck that there weren’t any recruits ~vith their parents in the 
hall at that moment as there had been earlier that morning. 

The reason I wanted to talk to you was just to give      a little bit 
of credit for the work he had been doing tap until that point Not to 
get the other guys in trouble but they swear as much as he does, if not 
more, but       voice is naturally louder Standing at the white 
board in my room across the hall I noticed throughout the morning that 

had TRL up on the screen, was facing the screen, and keeping his 
chatting to a minimum. For all I know it was the same ~IT<L screen the 
enure morning, but Beth could check that[ In aW event, I just wanted 
to be fair tol     in some respect and give him credit for working well 
unsupervised for the majority of the morning. Whose behavior is worse 
in this situation: the guy who has been focused working and gets 
caught one of the few times he goofs offthat morning, or the guy who 
has barely worked and cursed quietly all morning? If     is going to 
get hauled in and yelled at, I wanted you to know that while his 
behavior was inappropriate, he had been focused on academics during the 

Again, I apo]ogize if I am out of ]ine. It is such a hard line to walk 
sometimes, and I care about both students and administrators Being on 
the outside I can’t understand the bigger picture in front of you, Oct, 
Beth and Cynthia, but my intention here is to be helpful to both sides 
Have a great weekend. 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~ 10:28 AM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 17, 2009 9:38 AM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

geog flash cards 

ENL~kM 2 flash cmds.doc 

could you print out these when you have a chance, thank you, 
amy 



Evaporation Transpiralion 
The process by which a liquid 

is transformed into gas 

The release of water 
evaporated to the atmosphere 

by plants 
~apotranspiration The amount of water 

evaporated over a given time 

Potential 
evapotranspiration 

It is a measure of water lost from a 
pond or a city reservoir or water 

used by plants in a field adequately 
supplied with water 

Actual evatxgffanspiration 

Soil surfaces begin to dry out 
& begin to wilt; their rate of 
evapotranspiration is called 

the actual evapotranspiration 

Saturation 

The upper limit to the amount 
of moisture that the air can 

hold at a particular 
temperature 

Dew point 
The temperature to which air 
has to be cooled in order to 

reach saturation. 
Relative humidity 

The ratio of the amount of moisture 
that the air is actually holding to 
that which it could hold before 

becoming saturated at the current 
air temperature 

Occurs when visibility is less 
than 1 kin. 

Heavy fog Has visibility less than .025 
miles 

iLess rigorously define but refers to 
any conditions where visibility is 

obscured but where it is possible to 
see further than 1 km 

l liative 

Forms on clear calm nights; 
primarily a nighttime and early 
morning phenomena; fog gets 

thicker and deeper throughout the 
night 

Advecfion fog 
Can occur when a warm~ 

moist air stream blows over a 
cooler surface 

~’vaporative fog 

Often occurs on a calm evening 
over water or a very wet land 

surface 
Cirrus clouds 

1 of the basic cloud forms; I of 8 
high cloud tyl~s, thin delicate ice 

crystal clouds, often appearing 
whispy 



Cumulus clouds 
The name given one of the clouds; 
develop vertically; billowy (fat & 

fluffy); often have flat bases 
Orographic uplift 

When air is forced to rise; the air 
slides up the mountain side, cooling 

as it rises 
Orographic precipitation 

When the water in the 
uplifted air reaches dew point, 

a cloud forms. In many 
instances precipitation occurs 

A dry area of the lee side 
of the mountain range 

Convection 

The transfer of heat by the 
movement of a mass or 

substance; it can only take 
place in fluids 

The warmer, less dense air 
stream rises over the colder, 

more dense air stream 

Cyclonic lift 

A bone dry separated air mass 
of difference densities one 
warming and often higher 
moisture content than the 

other 

Rain day 

An inward spiral airstream 
that slowly squashes the air in 

the center, usually rather 
gentle 

rrontal uplift 

A day with 0.01 or more 
precipitation 

Cloud seeding 

The introduction into clouds 
of particles for the purpose of 

altering the cloud natural 
development 

Precipitation 
augmentation 

The term cloud seeding for the 
process of rain making or more 
scientifically, the process called 

precipitation augmentation 

Deep drainage Water also drains out from the 
bottom of the soil 

Pield capacity 
There is a maximum amount of 

water that any soil can hold 
depending on its type, depth, and 

tillage 

Groundwater 

Collects in a saturated layer on 
the top of impermeable rock Subsurface runoff 

This loss will occur more or less 
continuously; it joins the horizontal 
flow of the soil water to become a 

subsurface runoff 



Base flow 
Closely associated with the water 
table level and like that feature, 
fluctuates only slowly with time 

Flood flow 

Refers to the flow and excess of the 
base flow and has no necessary 
connection with rivers bursting 

their banks causing death & 
destruction 

Stratus clouds Sheets or layers are over 
much or all of the sky 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 12:39 PM 

~email.unc.e&~ 

quiz addendum 

QL3Z 1 
greetings 
introducing oneself 
numbers 0-10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 12:5 8 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

one more quiz addendum 

don’t shoot me, he did two more sample conversations and changed the 
numbers to be 1-30. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:42 PM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Monday attendance 

always an-ires at 10AM instead of 945AM -- don’t know if it is excused. 

All here except for (still out for USA ) He called 
on who was absent two days last week for and when she 
didn’t do a good job with the review from last week, he gave a big 
lecture to the class on the amount of work involved in this course I 
felt bad for her. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:13 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

SWAtt exaJn 

Prof Mutima gave back the exams this morning - I am guessing that 
did not do well because he directly faced them when he made his remarks 

:( 

He said that he helped people as much as he could with the grading, and 
that because the process of grading is so time consuming, he will not 
be able to do this again. He stressed that the class is worth 6 
credits and that it will be difficult to pass the class if having 
failed this exam you don’t radically change ho~v you study. Hopefully 
yesterday’s come-to-Jesus will coincide nicely with a ne~v attitude for 

:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:46 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

"today in SWAtt 

Before I forget -- please pass on to Jan BIG gold stars for       I 
think Bwana Mutima was veW happy with them today They were focused, 
taking notes, volunteering to answer his questions, and answering 
correctly when called upon. 

Also,      wasn’t in class today but I still think you can be proud of 
him in this class thus far. Yesterday he overheard me speaking with 
another student about the trouble I was having with an on-line 
dictionary He came right over and offered to show me the one he uses, 
and carefully explained why he felt it is useiM -- he understood 
prefixes and tense markers Could he be turning into a real student?! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:13 PM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

B 
sent me some messages last night stating 

-- wouldaa’t outright declare that he would cancel 
today, as if ~vaiting for me to do it for him (picked the wrong girl for 
that! ) -- I ~vished him good health and asked him to text me if 
canceling. He did so this AM. Do you need me to come in for any other 
reason this afternoon? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:25 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

question of the day 

Can I ask you a question? We are describing the colors of clothing: 

I am confused about the prefixes for colors,       says we use the 
prefixes on back of your sheet listed under -eusi, but ~vhen Bwana 
Mutima is using nouns such as ’shoes’ or ’hat’ or ’shorts’ he is not 
using the prefixes tlcom that colu~rm --> i think he is using the 
possessive prefixes. 

Are there certain words that are just exception or am i using the wrong 
prefixes? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:46 PM 

obames@uncaa.unc.edu 

Octavus, 
sent me a text earl? this morning to let me know that he ate 

He let me know that he 
will not make it to our review session today 
Thanks, 
Am?’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:29 PM 

Octavus Barnes <obames@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday 

Both are ~vorking on             was slated to start     today. As of 
yesterday        only had 8 pages down -- he knows that we are moving 
onto (I think it is a much harder paper) so he has to step it up 
with on his own I will read it as he desires, but won’t use our 
SI time for it. 

As of my last meeting with      (last week) he had 2 pages. I have not 
had a response from him to my text/emails to determine his status to 
this point 
Quoting Octavus Barnes <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Okay, what paper are you working with ,it should be 
afam alrd afam 

>>>> <kleissle@email unc.edu> 12:46 PM >>> 
Octavus, 

sent me a text early this morning to let me know that he 
He let me kno~v that he 

will not make it to our review session today 
Thanks, 
Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:50 PM 

~gma~l .com> 

Re: question of the day 

vewcooh Thanks, 

knows his stuff in this class! he picks up all the exceptions 
and nuances quickly. Al~hh, how- much more quickly i could pick up this 
material if i didn’t hand over all my waking hours to the kids/job/grad 
school/house/dogs ..... Sometimes it really STINKS!! 

enough complaining licom me for one day -- enjoy this beautitM day!! 
thanks so much, 
A 

Quoting .~gmail com>: 

Hey Amy! 
It depends on the colors For -eusi, -eupe, and -ekundu you use those 
prefixes, but when you use any of the other colors, you are saying literally 
something of that color, so you use the prefixes you use ;vith of (-a) (which 
are the same ones that you use with possessives) 
Example: 
black shoes 
vlam vyeusi 
blue shoes 
vlatu vya buluu 

black skirt 
skati nyeusi 
blue skirt 
skati ya buluu 

Hope that helps[ 

On Fri, at 12:25 PM. <ldeissle@emaih unc edu> wrote: 

>> Can [ ask you a question? We are describing the colors of clothing: 
>> 

>> ! am confused about the prefixes for colors, says we use the 
>> prefixes on back of your sheet listed under -eusi, but when Bwana Mutima is 
>> using nouns such as ’shoes’ or ’hat’ or ’shorts’ he is not using the 
>> prefixes from that column --> i think he is using the possessive prefixes. 
>> 

>> Are there certain words that are just exception or am i using the wrong 
>> prefi×es? 
>> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:15 AM 

@gmml .com> 

SWAtt mon 

so I only went to the first half of swahili and I 
won’t be into the ac today. I felt as though i couldn’t afford to miss 
an entire swah session -- below are the notes for the first half of the 
class, they guys will be able to tell you what went on for the rest of 
the period, he made a point of letting the class know that they are 
responsible for evewthing on the list of verbs and ac~iectives that he 
gave out. thanks. 
A 

From Friday: 
From quiz: 
II. 
1. This one is my friend. 
Yule ni rafiki yangu 

2. He is going to the bus. 
Anakwenda kituo cha mabasi 

3. He does not have a car. 
Hana gari 

4. He does not watch TV. 
Haangalii televisheni. 

5. He is learning English and Russian. 
Anajifunza Kingereza na Kirusi. 

6. He does not like meat. 
Hapendi nyuma. 

7. He eats oranges, eggs and rice. 
Anakula machungwa, mayai, na wall. 

8. He studies a lot on Saturdays. 

Anasoma sana jumamosl 

9. He does not drink coffee. 
Hawwi kahawa 

10 He stays at a hotel. 
Anakaa hoteli 

1. ~,\~at is in the room? 
2. What is on your bed? 

From Monday: 
he went over conversation on checking into hotel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 3, 2009 11:42 AM 

stpeace@uncaa, unc.edu 

"lJ rile 

s 
Yes, I ~vill be working 130-3 Wed-Fri of this week. Thanks, 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 3, 2009 12:44 PM 

Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: time caxd 

cool -- i’11 do it as soon as i get to the AC.. thanks. 
A 

Quoting Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa unc.edu>: 

Review your time sheet and make sure its is correct 

>>>> <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 6/3/2009 11:41 AM >>> 
>S 

Yes, I will be working 130-3 Wed-Fri of this week. Thanks, 
>A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:16 AM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

aaaswer 

I can receive email on campus thru my home email address but can’t 
reply, thus this new email . . 

started in t2ae fall of 2005 with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:56 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu 

groceries 

were you able to locate the program that calculates ho~v much of these 
groceries I should buy planning for 44 people? 

©J 
Apple juice 

butter 
eggs 
bacon 
sausage 
coffee (1 package, ground) 
cereal, Cinnamon Toast Crunch, 1 large box (contains 2 bags) 
sugar (smallest bag they have) 

grapes, 2 boxes 
apples, 2 containers 

let me kno~v 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:00 PM 

@gmaJl.com:~ 

I’m sure you know this, but I think Bwana is checked out on 

He was going around the room today asking each person to say aloud what 
time they woke up today. ;Vhen Bwana got to     simply replied in 
English, "I got tap at the same time that she did" even though that was 
the case for just about evewone in the class Bwana simply said "ok" 
and moved on -- with everyone else he stayed ~vith them and pushed them 
to figure out the answer, did answer the next question tho and is 
taking notes’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnne 8, 2009 2:10 PM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

notes 

notes 6-8.docx; notes 6-4.docx 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            2:26 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

s’t udent movements 

ht~l?://www infoplease com/spot/civilri~htstimeline 1 .html 

student movements: 
~ ://w~vw watson or~/~.lisa/blackhistoryicivilrights-55 -65/sit-ins html 

AA histow: http:/i~vw~v.watson.or~./Aisa/blackhistory/indexhtml 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 10, 2009 9:48 AM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

no cell phone 

i forgot my cell so if you need me before 130PMjust send me an email 
to this address. 
thanks 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:48 AM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

no cell phone 

i forgot my cell so if you need me before 130PMjust send me an email 
to this address. 
thanks 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:05 AM 

~email. unc.edu 

no cell phone 

i forgot my cell so if you need me before 130PMjust send me an email 
to this address. 
thanks 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:57 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

attendance 

30 minutes late today. I believe he is        partner for the 
oral exam on Friday Let me know if I car1 help wit2a anything. 

I can’t stay for revie~v today because has an appointment, 
but here is what we did: 

-5 minutes of practice speaking ~vith other people in the room 

-review of the imperative: he put up aftirmative pl~rase, we had to 
create negative form Then had to translate out loud for the class. 

-translate from English to SWAH using the -me- tense 

-detailed review of the noun class system thru class 10 (just like the 
revu you did for us a fe~v weeks back). We then did practice sentences, 
and brainstormed as a class examples of nouns in each class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:48 PM 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

who was McCone 

From Spartacus.com: 
In 1965, a~er he resigned as Director of the CIA, McCone was appointed 
to investigate the Watts Race Riot. The McCone Commission report was 
published in December, 1965. This was not well received The California 
Advisory Committee to the US Commission on Civil Rights claimed that 
"the report is elementary, superficial, uaaorganized and 
unimaginative, and. a marked and surprising lack of understanding 
of the civil rights movement.. The McCone Cormnission failed totally 
to make any findings concerning the existence or nonexistence of police 
malpractices" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:46 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

watl’s riots 

http://wv~v.tcN edu/--blohna3/essay htm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 11, 2009 2:02 PM 

Mufima, Sin~mewe A ~mu’~ma@email.unc.e&~> 

An atx~logy 

Dear Bwana Mutima, 

I would like to apologize for not taking the time at the end of class 
today to properly thank you for allowing me to audit your class. 

You have given me an incredible giI’t in allowing me to audit your 
class. Although I was not able to learn the material as deeply as I 
would have liked due to my other commitments, I am grateful to have 
learned the foundations. I am not taking any classes for nay graduate 
degree during the second summer school session so I plan on going back 
over the course material in urder tu inure thoroughly absorb it. Once ! 
have dune that, I hupe tu wurk on cunversatiunal skills. 

I wish you and yuur family a guod summer. Thank you very much for this 
oppurmnity. 
Sincerely, 
Amy Kleissler 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:38 PM 

.~email. unc.edu 

voodoo description web site 

http:/~thealicocentricexperience.col~’index.php?option comcontent&vie~v article&id 98&Itemid 133&669ef60aSl~)12d23762851524cl~5ffe clc198d47c23d08d6af3097fccag037a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FF 

No problem. Thank you again for yesterday What is your mailing 
address there at the AC? 
A 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa uric edu>: 

ugh 
thalgzS for staying on him! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>>> <k]eissle@em ail.unc, edu~" 2:40 PM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:42 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks so much rll be there next Monday ready to go for 10AM. 
Thanks 
A 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

226B Kenan Field House 
CB 8550 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 

also, see me ~vhen you get back, i have a check for you 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
l~rNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa unc.edu 

>>>> <k]eissle@email.unc.edu>         3:10 PM >>> 
No prublem Thank you again [’or yesterday. What is yuur mailing 
address there at the AC? 

>A 

Quuting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

>> ugh 
>> thanks for staying on him! 
>> 

>> Beth 
>> 

>> Beth Bridger 
>> Assistant Directur/Learning Specialist 
>> Academic Support [’or Student-Athletes 
>> UNC-Chapel }{ill 
>> (w) 919-843-5669 
>> (c) 
>> bridger b@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

>> 

>>>>> <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 2:40 PM >>> 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:44 PM 

.~ema~l.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

http://wsu edu/--deeiCIVAFRCA/SWAHILI HTM ? describes early Swahili 
kingdoms; backgrouaad info on Arab-Africa relations. 

http:i/www.zan mn et.or~/swahili histo~ html 

http:i/www.pbsor~/wnet/africa/explore/swahili/swahili over, dew html 

http://www.~lcom.con~,hassan/swahili history.htm] 

http://www.pbs.or~/wondersiEpisodes/Epi2/2 wondr2.htm ? this has a 
video attached of a PBS series on the history of the Swahili coast, 
Arab-A[~rican relations. 

http:i/op¢illeienkins comJprofiles/swahili.html ’? statistics on 
present day population 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:24 PM 

@ema~l.unc.edu 

Assignment for SWAH .doc 



{PAGE } 

Assignment for SWAH 403 
Dr. Nyang’oro 

Please trace the evolution of Swahili culture on the East Coat of Africa 
from circa I A.D. to the present. Please highlight what you perceive to 
be the major milestones in its evolution. 

References: Please use three sources: 

John Middleton, _The Swahili_ 
Any book with a histow of Kiswahili language 
Any book on Arab/African relations on the coast of East Africa 

Your paper should be at least 20 pp. in length and is due in the 
department office by the last day of classes. 

Helpful websites: 

http:iiwsu.edui-deeiCIVAFRCAiSWAHILI.HTM --) describes early Swahili kingdoms; 
background info on Arab-Africa relations. 

http :iiwww.zanzinet.orgiswahili_histow.html 

http://www.pbs.or~wnet/africa/explore/swahili/swahili_overviewohtml 

http :iiwww¢.glcom.comihassaniswahili_histow.html 

http:iiww~,.pbs.orgiwondersiEpisodesiEpi2i2 wondr2.htm "-) this has a video attached 

of a PBS series on the history of the Swahili coast, Arab-African relations. 

http:iiorvillejenkins.comiprofilesiswahili.html --) statistics on present day population. 

library books: 

The World of the Swahili, John Middleton 
DT429.5 $94        Davis and Undergrad libraries 

Swahili + Sabaki: a linguistic histor~T Derek Nurse 
PL 8701 .N87       Davis Library 

The Swahili: reconstructing the history + language of an African Society 800-11500 Derek 
Nurse 

DT 365.45.$93 N87 Davis Libraw 



{PAGE } 

Describe the re~ion that is relevant to the Swahili culture. 
A. What countries of present day Africa does it encompass? Physical aspects of 

East African coast and interior. This will be important for trade. 

B. Where is this area in relation to the Indian Ocean Basin? 
C. Describe the geographical and political location of the East African/Swahili 

coast in relation to the Indian Ocean, the African continent, and the Indian 
Ocean dhow ports. 

D. What are the habitats of the people in East Africa -- Massai, Kikuyu, Gyriama, 
Swahili, Buganda, Mijikwenda, Yao, Ruanda, Burundi 

Pre-Swahili Indigenous People of the coast 
A. Who were the indigenous people? What were the East African kingdoms 

before the colonial era? 
B. What was their lifestyle like? 
C. What resources did they have that they could sell? What did they lack? How 

was trade conducted? 
I). Did they have cultural/belief systems that promoted trade? How did they 

contribute to the trading empire that would become so important and 
eventually lead to the creation of the Swahili culture? 

Trade Routes into the East African interior, across the Indian Ocean and Asia 
A. What were the important ports, gulfs, estuaries, etc. 
B. How did monsoon winds on maritime trading patterns in the Indian Ocean 

before 1500 
C. Why was East Africa desirable as trading ports? 
D. What factors enabled coastal Swahili to act as brokers in Indian Ocean trade? 

¯ Kiswahili language for interior; Arabic for exterior 
¯ Slaves and slavery 
¯ Money and bartering systems; shells, coins 
" Markets and transportation 

Legal structure - Muslim/African 

The Spread of Islam 
A. How did Islam help to build the Indian Ocean trade system? 
B. How did the Swahili difl’er from their African neighbors? 

C. Why did coastal people adopt Islam? 
D. How was Islam a key factor in developing Swahili identity? 

¯ Intermarriage 
¯ Advantages in international trade and society 
¯ Protection against enslavement 

The Colonial era 
A. Portugal 

B. Great Britain 
C. Germany 



{PAGE } 

The origins of the Bantu language: what is meant by "Bantu"? 

Discussion of the language 
A. The language has absorbed words from other languages. Which ones? Does 
this illustrate a timeline &invasions? 
B. How did the language spread to the interior of the East Coast of Africa? 

What factors contributed to the "Swahili" identity? 
A. Intermarriage 

B. Conquest 
C. Colonization 
D. Changing belief systems - indigenous, Muslim, Christian 
E. Political identity as related to power and importance 

F. Tourism 
G. Capitalism 
I-I. Internet/globalizati on 

What changes have taken place over time? What is the present state of Swahili 
culture? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:21 PM 

.~email. unc.edu 

latest versiou, Monday 2PM 

The Transatlantic Slave Trade - .updated Monday 2PM.doc 

here is the latest version of your paper from today Look at it, you 
still have to do your concluding paragraph (I put a red note there for 
you) The cites are all cleaned tap except for the one for Bout Let 
me know how I can help with that one. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:16 AM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: I need help 

sorly, i was on the road traveling yesterday so i just got your email 
give me a topic and i’ll do some research, do you have the book from 
the libraly? that should help a lot. text me. 

Quoting @email.unc. edu: 

Dear Amy, 

I need help i got 8 pages but when i search other sites its all 
saying the same thing as the sites and notes. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <ldeissle@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 4, 2009 8:22 PM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc~edu 

week of july 6 

Will not have email access until late night July 8 so if you need me 

please just send text. thanks, 
Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:18 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

voodoo 

more places to look for material for your paper: 

http :/ic sp org/chrestomathyisacred leaves.html --> very good article 
called "Sacred Leaves of Candombl~: ~aXrican Magic, Medicine, and 
Religion in Brazil" by Robert Voeks 

http://www.npr.org/templates/storg/story.php?storyId 1666721 

http://www.religioustolerance.org/voodoo.htm 

http://ibs sagepub.colrdcgi/content/reIis/37/5i775 

http://~w religion-cults, corcdAncient/Africa/Africal .htm 

"African Religions in Brazil, Negotiation, and Resistance 
A Look From Within" by Nei Lopes from the Journal of Black Studies 
(find this thru L~,-C Library website, e-journals, search under JSTOR) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:44 PM 

.~emml.unc.edu 

cites 

cites.doc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:03 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Paper Attached 

for some reason i can’t open your paper could you please send it to 
my home email?        @nc rr.com 

it must be a CBA computer bug that you have. 
A 

Quoting ~,email unc edu: 

Hey 

So I started my paper I dont knob, ifI want to say its rough, but 
its just kinda general at this point Just wanted to put a lot of 
il~fo down then kinda sort through and order it and add on etc. So 
please take a look and tell me what you thil~ It is in Courier Ne;v 
which is allowed because it doesnt say Times New Roman, it obviously 
gives me more pages. I have turned it papers like this to him before 
and didnt get docked for it 
So when you get a chance let me know what you think Thank you! 

GO BROTHERS, 



Subject: travel 

Start: 9/20/2010 

End: 9/20/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

ConnectCaroline Checpoint w/Dean James Dean 

4300 McColl Dean’s Conference Ro 

Start: 9/8/2010 8:15:00 PM 

End: 9/8/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Also attending: susan Kellogg 

assistant- Ann Vaughn 



Subject: travel 

Start: 9/13/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Travel 

Start: 10/7/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 10/7/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Location: 134E Franklin Suite 200 

Start: 9/13/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: A&S Foundation Board (Football Game) 

Start: 11/13/2010 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/14/2010 

Show Time As: Busy 

4/23/10: Faye posted to calendars 



Subject: A&S Foundation Fall Board Meeting 

Start: 11/12/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

4/23/10: Faye posted to calendars 



Subject: A&S Foundation Fall Board Meeting 

Start: 11/13/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/13/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

4/23/10: Faye posted to calendars 



Subject: SADs Meeting 

Location: 205 Conf Rm 

Start: 10/24/2011 7:00:00 Prvl 

End: 10/24/2011 9:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



Subject: A&S Foundation Board Dinner 

Start: 11/12/2010 11:30:00 PM 

End: 11/13/2010 3:00:00 AN4 

Show Time As: Busy 

4/23/10: Faye posted to calendars 



Subject: SADs Meeting 

Location: 205 Conf Rm 

Start: 10/27/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/27/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



Subject: 

Location: 

Institutional Data Governance Committee 

3020B Steele Bldg 

Start: 8/17/2010 i:00:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Institutional Data Governance Committee 

30203 Steele Bldg 

Start: 8/3/2010 1:00:00 PM 

End: 8/3/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

LumenData - Bobbi Owen 

3011 Steele Bldg 

Start: 8/17/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2010 2:55:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Phone call with Patty Courtright from Gazette re: FERPA 

Start: 8/16/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

A&S Foundation Capital Gifts Luncheon 

Grauer Living Room 

Start: 8/30/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Summer Reading Sessions 

Start: 8/23/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/23/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

UCC Dinner ---Canceled 

Washington Duke 

Start: 9/2/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/2/2010 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

** Hi Paula, 

We are having a reception at: 5:30pro and the dinner at: 6:30pmo 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPAC enrollment proj 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 9/8/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/8/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Nel Resendes 



Subject: EPAC 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 10/29/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2010 2:30:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Classes End 

Start: 4/27/2011 11:30:00 AM 

End: 4/27/2011 12:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Athletic Program(Woodard, Blanchard, Mercer) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 8/18/2010 8:30:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 8/4/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/4/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with CCannon 

Location: Rue Clef 

Start: 9/17/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 8/16/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 11/15/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/15/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 8/18/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 8/10/2010 4:00:00 PBA 

End: 8/10/2010 5:00:00 PBA 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 12/3/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch in Winston’s office 

Location: 112 Cart 

Start: 11/9/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/9/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 9/3/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/3/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 8/31/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Eileen Parsons 

Start: 11/3/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/3/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chairs’ BB Lunch 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 12/8/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/8/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 11/22/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Thanksgiving Lunch-potluck 

Start: 11/19/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: JCUE lunch 

Location: JCUE 

Start: 12/21/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/21/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 8/25/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/25/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 11/16/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/16/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch at C Inn Bar 

Location: Teagle/Spencer 

Start: 12/10/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 12/10/2010 7:00:00 PIV] 

Show Time As: Busy 

Pat and Jane - need budget numbers 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 9/7/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/7/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Travel to Duke 

Start: 8/18/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Hold for College Managers 

Location: Toy 

Start: 12/8/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/8/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

wendy Riley 



Subject: BOT 

Location: Freedom Forum, Carroll Hall 

Start: 11/17/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 11/17/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Fred Brooks 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/4/2010 3:00:00 P~I 

End: 8/4/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Curriculum Review 

Location: Steele-3011 

Start: 8/5/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 8/5/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Connect Carolina Issues 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/16/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Kevin Guskeiwicz 

Location: Panera Bread 

Start: 8/17/2010 12:00:00 PIV] 

End: 8/17/2010 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Dr King’s Day 

Start: 1/17/2011 

End: 1/17/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Religious Calendar meeting 

Provost Conf Room 

Start: 8/3/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8/3/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Hold for Drama Department Retreat 

Hyde Hall 

Start: 8/20/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/20/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Appointment off Campus 

Start: 9/20/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2010 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Appointment off Campus 

Start: 8/16/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2010 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Appointment off Campus 

Start: 11/1/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Appointment off Campus 

Start: 10/11/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2010 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Appointment off Campus 

Start: 8/23/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/23/2010 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Appointment off Campus 

Start: 9/13/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Appointment off Campus 

Start: 8/30/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 8/18/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Peter Orenstein 

Start: 8/17/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Discuss State Accounts 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/17/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Break 

Start: 3/7/2011 

End: 3/7/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 9/13/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Karen Gil to JCUE for 2 

Start: 8/17/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Stakeholders 

Start: 10/7/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/7/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Stakeholders 

Start: 9/2/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/2/2010 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Stakeholders 

Start: 10/28/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/28/2010 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Stakeholders 

Start: 10/14/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2010 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Stakeholders 

Start: 12/2/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/2/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Stakeholders 

Start: 11/4/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/4/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Student Stakeholders 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 8/5/2010 2:00:00 PBA 

End: 8/5/2010 4:00:00 PBA 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: SADS 

Start: 8/19/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Student Stakeholders 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 8/19/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: SADS 

Start: 8/26/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: SADS -Canceled 

Start: 9/16/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: SADS 

Start: 8/23/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/23/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: SADS 

Start: 9/2/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/2/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: SADS 

Start: 8/30/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 8/24/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/24/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

GJF to DR 



Subject: DUS 

Start: 9/17/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Meet with Pat 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/18/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Cold Stone 

8/25/2010 5:00:00 PM 

8/25/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia 



Subject: 

Location: 

College Annual Report Committee Meeting 

205 South Conf. room 

Start: 8/18/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: SACS in Louisville, KY 

Start: 12/6/2010 i:00:00 PN4 

End: 12/6/2010 i0:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Meet w/Andy Lang 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/19/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Advisor Meeting 

Location: 39 JCUE 

Start: 8/17/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Karen Gil at 2 



Subject: 

Location: 

C-step Fall Kick off (starts @ 5:30) 

Georl~e Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Start: 9/10/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2010 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Phone call with Pete Callahan (Parents Council) 

Start: 8/18/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Break 

Location: London 

Start: 3/7/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 3/7/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Break 

Location: London 

Start: 3/11/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/11/2011 I0:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Advisory Committee 

311 Peabody Hall 

Start: 8/26/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Per Andrew Hunt 



Subject: Laurie IVlcNeill 

Location: Kitchen at 5:30 

Start: 8/20/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 8/20/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Holiday 

Start: 11/26/2010 I:00:00 PN4 

End: 11/26/2010 I0:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Farrah at 1030 

Start: 8/25/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/25/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Gary Pielak 

Location: Campus Y for coffee 

Start: 8/16/2010 1:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: SADs Meeting 

Start: 8/12/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/12/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Laurie PS Query Training 9-4:30 

Start: 10/13/2010 

End: 10/13/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Hold to work on positions 

Mimi Keever at 10 for a minute or two 

Start: 8/16/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Mimi Keever at 10 for a minute or two 



Subject: Eemily 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/6/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/6/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Jim Lelouclis 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/3/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/3/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Steve Reznick-cancelled 

Steele 3011 

Start: 12/1/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/1/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Raymond Farrow 

Location: C Inn at 8:30 

Start: 8/5/2010 12:00:00 PBA 

End: 8/5/2010 2:00:00 PBA 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Academic Support Program 

5th Floor Noth Box 

Start: 8/17/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Transcript Task Force 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 8/4/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/4/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Mid-Year Commencement 

Start: 12/19/2010 

End: 12/19/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Angela Coley 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/18/2010 6:30:00 PBA 

End: 8/18/2010 7:00:00 PBA 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Meet w/Lee May 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/4/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/4/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

SADs Summer Retreat 

Rizzo, McLean Bldg, Rm246 

Start: 8/2/2010 1:00:00 PM 

End: 8/2/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Professorship Awards- Leave @5:30pm 

Hyde Hall 

Start: 9/14/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2010 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Jeremy Denk at Duke 

Start: 2/21/2011 
End: 2/21/2011 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Early Warnings 

Location: Steele-3020B 

Start: 8/3/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/3/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

IAH Annual reception marking the opeing of academic year 

Hyde Hall 

Start: 8/26/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2010 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Guest of Honor - Bruce Carney 



Subject: Meeting with Bobbi & Karen 

Start: 12/16/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Meeting with Bobbi & Karen 

Start: 8/4/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 8/4/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

New Faculty Orientation 

Hyde Hall - University Room 

Start: 8/23/2010 1:30:00 PM 

End: 8/23/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Meeting with Bobbi & Karen 

Start: 1/6/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/6/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Meeting with Bobbi & Karen 

Start: 11/22/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uW 



Subject: Meeting with Bobbi & Karen 

Start: 11/8/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 11/8/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: 8uW 



Subject: Meeting with Bobbi & Karen 

Start: 10/28/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/28/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Bob Thompson 

Location: Rue Clef 

Start: 8/18/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

www. ruec] er-durham, corn 



Subject: SADs Meeting 

Start: 8/9/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/9/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: SADs Meeting 

Start: 8/2/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/2/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Campus Contacts August Meeting (Bobbi or Nick) 

Porthole Building 

Start: 8/10/2010 12:30:00 PM 

End: 8/10/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Nick to serve as proxy. Bobbi is scheduled to be on vacation. 



Subject: SADs Meeting 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 8/5/2010 7:00:00 PBA 

End: 8/5/2010 9:00:00 PBA 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: SADs Meeting (Archie Ervin) 

Start: 8/16/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Robertson Scholars Program 

Carolina Inn 

Start: 12/9/2010 8:30:00 PM 

End: 12/9/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Robertson Scholars Program 

Smith Warehouse 

Start: 9/17/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Hello Members, 

Thanks for your patience. The UCC meeting will be held this Friday at 3:30pm at Smith Warehouse. 

The address is 114. South Buchanan Blvd. Durham, NC 27701. 

We are located on the second floor in bay 7. 

Thanks. 



Subject: 

Location: 

Robertson Scholars Program 

Graham Memorial 

Start: 10/29/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Harold Woodard 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/20/2011 5:00:00 

End: 1/20/2011 6:00:00 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Location: TBD 

Start: 4/14/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/14/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Bush/ 



Subject: Stakeholders Meeting 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 1/20/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/20/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Stakeholders / EACC Meeting 

3020 Steele 

Start: 4/14/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 4/14/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/13/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

G at Rex at 11:15 for Dr. Sharp 



Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/20/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 1/20/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: EACC Prep 

Start: 4/14/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/14/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 8/24/2010 i:30:00 PM 

End: 8/24/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 11/30/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 10/7/2010 i:30:00 P~A 

End: 10/7/2010 3:00:00 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 10/28/2010 I:30:00 PM 

End: 10/28/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 11/2/2010 i:30:00 PIV] 

End: 11/2/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 12/2/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 12/2/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 11/16/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 11/16/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 9/2/2010 1:30:00 Pk4 

End: 9/2/2010 3:00:00 PIV] 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 10/14/2010 1:30:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 9/7/2010 1:30:00 P~I 

End: 9/7/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 11/4/2010 i:00:00 Pk4 

End: 11/4/2010 3:00:00 Pk4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 11/18/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 9/14/2010 i:30:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Drama class meets 

Lucas on mezzanine 

Start: 11/23/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/23/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 10/26/2010 I:30:00 Pk4 

End: 10/26/2010 3:00:00 PIV] 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 11/9/2010 2:30:00 Pk4 

End: 11/9/2010 4:00:00 Pk4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 8/26/2010 i:30:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 10/5/2010 i:30:00 Pk4 

End: 10/5/2010 3:00:00 Pk4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 8/24/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/24/2010 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama class meets 

Location: CDA 

Start: 8/31/2010 i:30:00 PIV] 

End: 8/31/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 10/14/2010 12:00:00 P~4 

End: 10/14/2010 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 9/14/2010 12:00:00 PN4 

End: 9/14/2010 I:30:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 8/26/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2010 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 8/31/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2010 I:30:00 P~A 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 10/26/2010 12:00:00 P~A 

End: 10/26/2010 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 10/28/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/28/2010 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 9/2/2010 12:00:00 P~A 

End: 9/2/2010 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Stakeholders 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 12/16/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 9/7/2010 12:00:00 P~A 

End: 9/7/2010 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Travel to RTP for JES mtg 

Start: 8/27/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Travel from RTP for JES mtg. 

Start: 8/27/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Classrm Plcy Steering Comm (CPSC) 

TBA 

Start: 10/25/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/25/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina) 

105 South 

Start: 6/21/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 6/21/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina) 

105 South 

Start: 1/18/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/18/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

JES Executive Sponsors Meeting 

MCNC Bldg 3, Conf Room A 

Start: 8/27/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina) 

Canceled 

Start: 10/18/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/18/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina) 

Start: 8/16/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina) 

105 South 

Start: 7/19/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Break 

Start: 3/11/2011 

End: 3/11/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Owen in London with Hartlyn re Winston House/Kings College 

Start: 3/7/2011 

End: 3/7/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina) 

Start: 9/20/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Break 

Start: 3/10/2011 

End: 3/10/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Owen in London 

Location: London 

Start: 10/18/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/18/2010 9:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Break 

Start: 3/8/2011 

End: 3/8/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Break 

Start: 3/9/2011 

End: 3/9/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: London 

Start: 10/20/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/20/2010 9:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: London 

Start: 10/19/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/19/2010 9:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: London 

Start: 10/25/2010 12:00:00 P~A 

End: 10/25/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Start: 10/14/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Start: 8/19/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Start: 8/5/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/5/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Start: 11/4/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/4/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Start: 11/18/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 8/12/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/12/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Stakeholders 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 12/16/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2010 6:30:00 PIV] 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Start: 12/2/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 12/2/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Start: 9/2/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 9/2/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: University Day 

Start: 10/12/2010 

End: 10/12/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Atlanta for ACC UE meeting 

Doug Brown 

Start: 10/5/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/5/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Atl anta 



Subject: 

Location: 

Atlanta for ACC UE meeting 

Doug Brown 

Start: 10/6/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/6/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Atlanta, GA Tech hotel: 3808492 



Subject: Curriculum Committee 3-4:30 3020A 

Start: 3/16/2011 

End: 3/16/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: BOT 

Start: 11/18/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 8/19/2010 12:00:00 PN4 

End: 8/19/2010 2:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Classes resume 

Start: 3/14/2011 11:30:00 AM 

End: 3/14/2011 12:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Holiday 

Start: 4/22/2011 12:00:00 PIV] 

End: 4/22/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Commencement 

Start: 5/8/2011 1:00:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/27/2010 

End: 12/27/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Holiday 

Start: 11/24/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/24/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Fall Commencement 

Start: 12/19/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Classes Begin 

Start: 1/10/2011 12:30:00 PN4 

End: 1/10/2011 i:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Holiday 

Start: 1/17/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Holiday - Labor Day 

Start: 9/6/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Classes Resume 

Start: 10/25/2010 11:30:00 AM 

End: 10/25/2010 12:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Owen in London 

Start: 10/22/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/22/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Owen in London 

Start: 10/21/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/21/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Update B. Carney on Student Stakeholders 

South Bldg. 

Start: 8/18/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Owen on Vacation 

Start: 8/10/2010 12:00:00 PBA 

End: 8/10/2010 9:00:00 PBA 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Owen on Vacation 

Start: 8/13/2010 12:00:00 PN4 

End: 8/13/2010 9:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Owen on Vacation 

Start: 8/11/2010 12:00:00 PN4 

End: 8/11/2010 9:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Owen on Vacation 

Start: 8/9/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/9/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Owen on Vacation 

Start: 8/12/2010 12:00:00 P~4 

End: 8/12/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Classes End 

Start: 4/27/2011 

End: 4/27/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Steering Committee 

307 South 

Start: 8/17/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Classes begin 

Start: 1/10/2011 

End: 1/10/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Classes begin 

Start: 8/24/2010 

End: 8/24/2010 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Steering Committee 

307 South 

Start: 11/16/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/16/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Steering Committee 

307 South 

Start: 12/21/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/21/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Reinvention Center Conference 

Crystal City, DC 

Start: 11/12/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Reinvention Center Conference 

Crystal City, DC 

Start: 11/11/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/11/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Administrative Boards (LHolst3-5473) 

Steele-3020 A&B 

Start: 10/13/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/13/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: UAD Mtg 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/16/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/16/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Administrative Boards (LHolst3-5473) 

Steele-3020 A&B 

Start: 12/1/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/1/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Mtg 4-5 pm 

CDA Rml05 

Start: 8/30/2010 7:40:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2010 9:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Twenty minutes travel time to and from CDA 



Subject: UAD Mtg 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 4/26/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Mtg 4-5 pm 

CDA Rml05 

Start: 11/1/2010 7:40:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2010 9:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Twenty minutes travel time to and from CDA 



Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Mtg 4-5 pm 

CDA Rml05 

Start: 1/10/2011 8:40:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2011 10:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Twenty minutes travel time to and from CDA 



Subject: Drama Personnel Mtgs 

Location: CDA 

Start: 1/10/2011 4:40:00 PM 
End: 1/10/2011 6:20:00 PM 
Show Time As: Out of Office 



Subject: Drama Personnel Mtgs 

Location: CDA 

Start: 11/11/2010 4:40:00 PM 
End: 11/11/2010 6:20:00 PM 
Show Time As: Out of Office 



Subject: Drama Personnel Mtgs 

Location: CDA 

Start: 4/18/2011 3:40:00 PM 

End: 4/18/2011 5:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama Personnel Mtgs 

Location: CDA 

Start: 11/29/2010 4:40:00 PM 
End: 11/29/2010 6:20:00 PM 
Show Time As: Bush/ 



Subject: 

Location: 

Curriculum review update meeting (with Abigail) 

Steele 3020 

Start: 8/3/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/3/2010 7:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Gil, Karen [kgil@email.unc.edu] 

7/15/2010 3:12:41 PM 

Gil, Karen [kgil@email.unc.edu]; Owen, Bobbi [owenbob@unc.edu] 

Meeting with Bobbi & Karen 

9/30/2010 6:30:00 PM 

9/30/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen;Owen, Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/20/2010 5:20:01 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Stenross, Barbara [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stenross]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Early Warninl~s 

Steele 3011 

8/24/2010 3:00:00 PM 

8/24/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Stenross, Barbara; Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/24/2010 2:59:24 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

HHMI Grant Kickoff w/Dee Reid 

205 South 

Start: 9/3/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/3/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/25/2010 10:59:19 AM 

Hold for Owen 

9/3/2010 5:00:00 PM 

9/3/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/26/2010 4:10:43 PM 

Farrah at 10:30 

9/22/2010 2:30:00 PM 

9/22/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/26/2010 4:11:33 PM 

Travel 

10/27/2010 2:15:00 PM 

10/27/2010 2:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/26/2010 4:11:50 PM 

at 10:45 

10/27/2010 2:45:00 PM 

10/27/2010 3:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/26/2010 4:12:10 PM 

travel 

11/23/2010 4:30:00 PM 

11/23/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/26/2010 4:12:24 PM 

at noon 

11/23/20"10 5:00:00 PM 

"1"1/23/’20"10 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/27/2010 12:34:38 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Barbara Stenross 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/1/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 9/1/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Wednesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/27/2010 7:15:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Instutional Data Governance Cmttee 

236 Bynum Hall 

Start: 9/14/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 9:00 AM to I0:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/27/2010 7:53:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet wt 

Start: 9/1/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/1/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Wednesday from 1:30 PM to 2:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/30/2010 7:01:07 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Just Deserts FYS End of Semester Celebration 

TBD 

Start: 12/9/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 12/9/2010 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Stadler, Stephanie C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SSTADLER] 

8/31/2010 7:21:57 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

BGG& Term Prof Strategy Meeting 

Bill’s Office 

Start: 9/7/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/7/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Attendee: Bill, Bobbi, Stephanie 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 3:39:27 PM 

Mid-Year Commencement 

12/19/2010 5:00:00 AM 

12/20/2010 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/1/2010 3:39:29 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/25/2010 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:42 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

[*+] Institutional Data Governance Committee 

307 South Bldg 

Start: 8/31/2010 i:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: [*+] travel 

Start: 9/21/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2010 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

[*+] ConnectCarolina Checkpoint Meeting w/Dean Smith (LHolst) 

Knapp-Saunders Bldg Rm 2113 

Start: 9/21/2010 6:15:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2010 7:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

>> 

assistant- Beth Graves 962-8786 

Helene Davenport (Jerri Bland) 6-5999 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:46 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

BOT 

305 Carroll Hall Freedom Forum Room- See agenda below 

Start: 9/22/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/22/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL BOARD OF TRUSTEES SEPTEMBER 2010 
MEETING SCHEDULE *Some of the business to be conducted is authorized by the N.C. Open Meetings Law 
to be conducted in closed session. 
Wednesday- September 22 
10:00 a,m. 

12:00 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m. 

3:30 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 

5:00 p.m. 

7:00 p.m. 

Thursday- September 23 
8:00 a.m. 

Lunch 
>> 

Design Review Roundtable 
The Carolina Inn 
Chancellor’s Ballroom West 
Lunch with Dean Jim Dean, Kenan Flagler School of 
Business 
The Carolina Inn 
Alumni Room 
Tour of New Science Complex 
*University Affairs Committee 
305 Carroll Hall 
Freedom Forum Room 
*Audit & Finance Committee 
The Carolina Inn 
Chancellor’s Ballroom East 
Buildings & Grounds Committee 
The Carolina Inn 
Chancellor’s Ballroom West 
*Board of Trustees Meeting Convenes 
The Carolina Inn 
Chancellor’s Ballroom West 
Dinner with North Carolina State University Trustees 
The Carolina Inn 
Alumni Room 

*Board of Trustees Meeting Convenes 
The Carolina Inn 
Chancellor’s Ballroom East & West 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:46 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

[+] Drama Faculty Mtg 4-5 pm 

CDA Rml05 

Start: 9/27/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

>> 

Twenty minutes travel time to and from CDA 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:47 PM 

[+] Stakeholders 

9/30/2010 3:00:00 PM 

9/30/2010 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:47 PM 

[+] Lunch with Jerri Bland 

9/30/2010 4:15:00 PM 

9/30/2010 5:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:47 PM 

[+] Honors Advisory Board dinner 

9/30/2010 10:00:00 PM 

9/30/2010 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

>> 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/1/2010 5:41:47 PM 

Subject: [*+] travel 

Start: 10/4/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:47 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

[*+] ConnectCarolina Checkpoint Meeting w/Dean Folkerts 

Dean’s Suite 117 Carroll Hall 

Start: 10/4/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

>> 

assistant- Jo Bass 843-8288 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/1/2010 5:41:47 PM 

Subject: [*+] travel 

Start: 10/4/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:48 PM 

Subject: [+] Office Hours 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 10/7/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/7/2010 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:41:48 PM 

[+] Lunch with Jerri Bland 

10/7/2010 4:30:00 PM 

10/7/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

>> 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/1/2010 5:41:50 PM 

Subject: [*+] Classes Resume 

Start: 10/25/2010 11:30:00 AM 

End: 10/25/2010 12:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:53 PM 

[+] Curriculum Committee 3-4:30 3020A 

11/10/2020 5:00:00 AM 

11/11/2020 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/1/2010 5:41:56 PM 

Subject: [*+] Fall Commencement 

Start: 12/19/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:57 PM 

[+] Classes begin 

1/10/2022 5:00:00 AM 

1/11/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:57 PM 

[+] Curriculum Committee 3-4:30 3020A 

1/12/2022 5:00:00 AM 

1/13/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:58 PM 

[+] Dr King’s Day 

1/17/2022 5:00:00 AM 

1/18/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:59 PM 

[+] Curriculum Committee 3-4:30 3020A 

2/9/2022 5:00:00 AM 

2/10/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:00 PM 

[+] Break begins 5 pm 

3/4/2022 5:00:00 AM 

3/5/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:00 PM 

[+] Spring Break 

3/7/2022 5:00:00 AM 

3/8/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:42:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bobbi Owen in London with Hartlyn re Winston House/Kings College 

Start: 3/7/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/8/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:00 PM 

[+] Spring Break 

3/8/2022 5:00:00 AM 

3/9/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:00 PM 

[+] Spring Break 

3/9/2022 5:00:00 AM 

3/10/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:00 PM 

[+] Spring Break 

3/10/2022 5:00:00 AM 

3/11/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:00 PM 

[+] Spring Break 

3/11/2022 5:00:00 AM 

3/12/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:42:01 PM 

Location: London 

Start: 3/14/2011 12:00:00 PM 
End: 3/14/2011 9:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:01 PM 

[+] Curriculum Committee 3-4:30 3020A 

3/16/2022 4:00:00 AM 

3/17/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:02 PM 

[+] Curriculum Committee 3-4:30 3020A 

4/13/2022 4:00:00 AM 

4/14/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2020 5:42:03 PM 

[+] Classes End 

4/27/2022 4:00:00 AM 

4/28/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:42:03 PM 

[~+] Spring Commencement 

5/8/2011 1:00:00 PM 

5/8/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/1/2010 5:42:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina)-cancelled 

105 South 

Start: 11/15/2011 4:00:00 PM 
End: 11/15/2011 5:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

9/1/2010 7:09:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rebecca Egbert (6-3984) to call you 

3011 Steele 

9/3/2010 1:00:00 PM 

9/3/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Importance: High 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/1/2010 7:32:51 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

meet w/Robert Mercer 

4th Floor North Box 

Start: 9/8/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/8/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/2/2010 12:34:19 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Subject: Meet w/Erika 

Start: 9/2/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/2/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Lindemann, Erika 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/2/2010 3:00:17 PM 

Subject: Call John Blanchard---SEE NOTES 

Location: TBD 

Start: 9/2/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 9/2/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Extension for him is 29533, if he is not there, he can be reached on his cell number: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

9/2/2010 8:14:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Oscar Ribas University 

Location: 3020A Steele 

Start: 9/16/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Oscar Ribas University, Angola, and Portuguese translator 

Alberto Maba CHOCOLATE,Rector; 

Mr. Manuel Alfredo MIGUEL, Consultant 
Mr. Abel Domingos SEGUNDA, President 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/3/2010 11:53:45 AM 

Subject: Karen Stone at C Inn 

Location: 5:30 

Start: 9/7/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/7/2010 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/3/2010 12:56:23 PM 

Travel 

9/8/2010 8:00:00 PM 

9/8/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/3/2010 1:26:22 PM 

Subject: University Day 

Location: Memorial Hall 

Start: 10/12/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/3/2010 1:27:04 PM 

Owen headed to London 

10/15/2010 12:00:00 PM 

10/15/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/3/2010 8:49:44 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Parent’s Council at 11:00 

Sheraton Paris I-II 

Start: 10/8/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/3/2020 9:32:05 PM 

Subject: Retention Task Force 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 9/24/2010 i:00:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

9/7/2010 12:56:01 PM 

Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Clemmons, Jason [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jclem] 

HOLD - Search Committee for the Exec. Director of Business Operations 

South - 205 

9/13/2010 5:30:00 PM 

9/13/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Crimmins, Michael T; Taylor, Geraldine; Owen, Bobbi A; Clemmons, Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

9/7/2010 1:00:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

UAD Meeting (LHolst) 

3020 Steele A & B 

Start: 9/14/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 3:57:49 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

FPG Lecture Dinner 

JCUE Lounge Graham Memorial 

Start: 9/14/2010 9:30:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2010 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/7/2010 4:06:33 PM 

Subject: Holiday 

Start: 11/25/2010 1:00:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/7/2010 5:10:12 PM 

Subject: Early warnings 

Location: Steele Conf Room 

Start: 9/14/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 5:16:22 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Discuss positions 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/8/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/8/2010 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 

Angela’s position, and Retention Specialist .. if needed. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 5:21:51 PM 

Travel 

9/15/2010 4:30:00 PM 
9/15/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 5:22:21 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

ConnectCarolina Check point w/Dean Richman 

School of Social Work Suite #302 Rm. 303 

Start: 9/15/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/15/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 5:22:28 PM 

Travel 

9/15/2010 6:00:00 PM 

9/15/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/7/2010 6:13:24 PM 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 200B Carr 

Start: 9/8/2010 1:15:00 PM 

End: 9/8/2010 2:55:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 6:46:38 PM 

Travel 

9/8/2010 6:30:00 PM 

9/8/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

9/7/2010 7:12:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Barb Stenross (L Holst) 

3011 Steele 

Start: 11/9/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 11/9/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

9/7/2010 7:14:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Barb Stenross (L Hoist) CANCELLED 

3011 Steele 

Start: 10/5/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/5/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 8:01:52 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Kim Abels 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/8/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/8/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 8:41:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council Meeting 

Sonja Hanes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Start: 4/15/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/15/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 8:41:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council Meeting 

Sonja Hanes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Start: 3/18/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/18/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 8:41:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council Meeting 

Sonja Hanes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Start: 2/18/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/18/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

UG Admissions Report to be presented 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 8:41:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council Meeting 

Sonja Hanes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Start: 12/17/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/17/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 8:41:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council Meeting 

Sonja Hanes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Start: 11/19/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2010 8:41:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council Meeting 

Sonja Hanes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Start: 10/8/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 9/8/2010 5:20:09 PM 

Subject: Jan Bardsley calling 

Start: 9/8/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/8/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

9/8/2010 6:12:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Barb Stenross (LHolst) 

Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 9/14/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2010 1:07:17 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Phone call with Bill Krueger 

Phone---he will be calling my line 

Start: 9/15/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 9/15/2010 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 

Carolina Alumni Review 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2010 5:24:03 PM 

Travel 

9/16/2010 5:30:00 PM 
9/16/2010 5:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2010 5:27:33 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Checkpoint with Dean Boger 

Van-Hecke-Wettach Dean’s Suite Rm 5001 

Start: 9/16/2010 5:45:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2010 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/9/2020 6:39:00 PM 

Subject: Covenant Reception 

Location: Great Hall 

Start: 9/23/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/23/2010 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 9/9/2010 7:50:07 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Susan Harris 

Start: 9/10/2010 12:30:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2010 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/9/2010 8:35:43 PM 

Subject: Faculty Council 

Location: Stone Center 

Start: 9/10/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

9/9/2010 8:59:21 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Winston House Strategy Session 

3020 Steele 

Start: 9/24/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Winston House 

Strategy Session 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 13, 2010 12:16 PM 

Bentley, Margaret E <pbentley@unc.edu>; Peter Coclanis <cocla~is@email.unc.edtr~; Cohen, Myron S <myron cohen@med.unc.edu>; 

Farrow, Raymond Benja~nin <raymond.farmw@unc.edu-~; Ha~lyn, Jonath~m <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Kra~ner, Lloyd S 

<lkrame@email.unc.edu>; James Leloudis <Moudis@email.unc.edtv~; Mile~ Robert F <bx~b.miles@unc.edu>; Rhode~ Terry Ellen 

<RHODES@email.unc.edu:>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ron straus@unc.edu>; Vaclmdova, Milada A <vachudov@email.unc.edu>; Owen, 
Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Goodman, Paula --~pgoodman@email.unc.edtt> 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu>; Gil, Karen M <kgil@emaAl.unc.edu> 

Winston House Strategy Session 

Greetings - 

Tha~aks so much to you a]l for agreeing to serve on a working group to 

develop strategies to make Winston }louse as viable and central to 

Carolina as possible. We have identitied atime when Karen Gil, Dean of 

the College of Arts and Sciences, is able to join us. 

Please come if at all possible: Friday; September 24, 2010 from 

3-4:30pm in 3020 Steele Building (the conference roo~n on the third floor 

of Steele). 

We roll es~blish mutually agreeable meeting times for future sessions 

which will not be dependent on Dean Gil’s availability. Please let me 

(Bobbi) know to expect you or not. 

Cheers, 
Bobbi a~d Jonathm~ 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/10/2010 6:11:19 PM 

Subject: Meet w/John Blanchard 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/13/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/10/2010 8:13:04 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lunch at Carolina Crossroads Restaurant at the Carolina Inn 

211Pittsboro St Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Start: 9/14/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

owenbob@ad,unc,edu 

When: Tuesday, September 14, 2010 12:30 PM-2:30 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: 211Pittsboro St Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

This reservation is for 12:30 PM Eastern Daylight Time, local time at the restaurant. Bon app~tit! 

The Carolina Crossroads Restaurant is a rare Southern jewel. Nestled in the historic Carolina Inn, CrossRoads joins the 

graceful traditions of the South with Chef Jimmy Reale’s progressive new American cuisine - to create one of the finest 

dining experiences in the region. With an inviting, relaxed atmosphere and Mobil Four Star service, guests can enjoy a 

casual but elegant culinary experience. Begin with drinks in the bar, complete with leather chairs and a fireplace, and 

then move into the charming dining room for dinner and dessert exquisitely prepared by our Chef Reale and his staff. 

Menus change seasonally to emphasize the local and regional trends and to incorporate the freshest local ingredients. 

Profiles in Southern Living and Traditional Home magazines highlight and showcase this incredible dining experience. 

Seasonal Menus Released Quarterly - Please go to CAROLINAINN.COM to review. Carolina Inn also features Classic 

Afternoon Tea 

(919) 918-2777 
Confirmation Number: 2063719947 
Special Requests: 

Map: 
http://maps.google.com/?hl=en&ie=UTF-S&oe=UTF-S&q=211 Pittsboro+$t,Chapel+HilI,NC,27516 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

9/13/2010 1:20:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Laurie vacation 9/29 thru 10/04 

Start: 9/29/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/5/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

9/13/2010 1:37:59 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Discuss Accts 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/13/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 

When: Monday, September 13, 2010 2:00 PM-2:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: 3011 Steele 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

9/13/2010 3:24:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

HHMI Launch 

Toy Lounge 

10/15/2010 6:30:00 PM 

10/15/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

HHMI Initiative 

Launch October 15 

Dee Reid to follow up w/location; she will try and reserve the Campus Y 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 10, 2010 10:47 AM 

Pukkila, Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.unc.edu-~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu> 

HHMI Initiative Launch October 15 

Pat, 

The only time Holden is available for the launch celebrating the HHMI grant supporting undergraduate research in the sciences is Friday Oct. 1S at 2:30 p.m. He does 

not want to do it in the rotunda; he has established a new policy of not having events in the rotunda because it’s hard for visitors to get in and out. His office 

suggests the Campus Y, which Iql be happy to scout out for Oct. 1S, 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. What time will the followup meeting be? I’ll try to book 10S South for that if 

you think it’s large enough. 

I am copying Bobbi to put on her calendar and Jessica to put on Karen’s calendar. 

Dee 

Dee Reid (9~9) 843-6339 

Di rectx of Communi catio:~s 
College oi Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Builling, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 
Web : ~i~i~L£££££ikiL~£g!2_:_Si~i£:_i~!~£ 

Facebook: http : / iwww. facebook, com!UNC. Col ieGe 

Tw i tte£ : h t tp : //t:w:. tt er. cc’!u rK:co i 1 ege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/13/2010 3:54:20 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Ad Boards Prep Meeting 

Steele 3011 

9/13/2010 4:30:00 PM 

9/13/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/13/2010 4:18:51 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

CoStar Meeting 

ITS-Franklin Conf Rm 1311 

Start: 9/20/2010 1:00:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 9/14/2010 1:52:11 PM 

Subject: Travel- Duke ( Smith Warehouse) 

Start: 9/17/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TMCHALE] 

9/14/2010 4:49:12 PM 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Clemmons, Jason [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jclem] 

Search Committee Meeting: Executive Director of Business Operations 

South - 205 

9/20/2010 2:30:00 PM 

9/20/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Crimmins, Michael T; Taylor, Geraldine; Owen, Bobbi A; Clemmons, Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JLBLAN D] 

9/14/2010 5:21:37 PM 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Swanson, Kristen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Swansok] 

ConnectCarolina Checkpoint Meeting w/Dean Kristen Swanson 

UNC School of Nursing, Carring Hall Room 107 

Start: 11/3/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/3/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Swanson, Kristen M 

Scheduled: Dean Kristen Swanson, School of Nursing, 105 Carrington Hall, November 3rd, Wednesday, 3-4PM. Also in 

attendance will be: I(athy Moore, Dro Maggie Miller and Dr. Lisa Miller° 

When: Wednesday, November 03, 2010 3:00 PM-4:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: UNC School of Nursing, Carting Hail Room 107 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments. 

Agenda will be to specifically talk about activities occurring since last we visited and what will be impacting faculty in the 

months to come. I would really like to solicit from each dean the best ways to reach their particular faculty members - 

what will and won’t work. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/14/2010 6:20:40 PM 

Subject: for TGIF 

Location: TBA 

Start: 9/16/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Stadler, Stephanie C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SSTADLER] 

9/14/2010 6:49:34 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 9/14/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/15/2010 1:01:16 PM 

Lee May 

9/15/2010 4:00:00 PM 

9/15/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/16/2010 3:01:56 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Start: 9/16/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2010 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

9/16/2010 3:05:16 PM 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

ConnectCarolina Checkpoint w/Dean Rimer 

170 Rosenau Hall 

Start: 9/23/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/23/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bland, Jerri; Owen, Bobbi A 

Dean Rimer’s meeting out of town for 9/23 has been cancelled, so I’m rescheduling this same time frame. This is from 

1:45-2:45. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/16/2010 3:28:19 PM 

Travel 

9/23/2010 5:00:00 PM 

9/23/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/16/2010 4:45:42 PM 

Subject: FYS Service Indicators 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/1/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Nick Siedentop 

Chris Derickson 

Steve Farmer 

Steve Reznick 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/16/2010 6:22:41 PM 

[robertsonucc] UCC Dinner-Sept 2~L 

9/21/2010 11:00:00 PM 

9/22/2010 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Hello All, 

Helen Faison [faison@robertsonscholars.org] 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 9:19 AM 

ucc members 

[robertsonucc] UCC Dinner-Sept 21 

The dinner honoring Tony Brown and George Lensing will be on Tuesday Sept. 21 at 7pro at the 
Revolution. 

Here’s the address: 107 W. Main Street, Durham, NC 27701. 

Thanks for your patience with the scheduling. 

Have a great day! 

Helen Faison 

Program Assistant 

Robertson Scholars Program 

faison@robertsonscholars, org 

(919) 843-5494 (UNC) 

(919) 668-1438 (Duke) 



-- You are currently subscribed to 

robertsonucc as: pgoodman@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-27691119-13284529.7a0622ce0e93b8ce17352e8193917bdb@listserv, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/16/2010 6:22:45 PM 

Travel to Durham for Dinner @7pm 

9/21/2010 9:00:00 PM 

9/21/2010 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Rimer, Barbara K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRIMER] 

9/17/2010 3:14:52 PM 

Rimer, Barbara K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Brimer]; Mebane, Felicia E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fmebane]; Barboriak, Kathy [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barboria]; SPH - DO 

Visitor Parking Permit A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SPH_DO-permita,rmb]; Nunez-Wolff, Charlotte [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cnunez]; Potenziani, 

David D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dpotenzi]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bland/Owen/Mebane/CNW/DDP/BKR re ConnectCarolina update (l:30pm) 

SPH - Rosenau Hall- 171 

Start: 9/23/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/23/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Mebane, Felicia E; Barboriak, Kathy; SPH - DO Visitor Parking Permit A; Nunez-Wolff, Charlotte; Potenziani, David D; 

Bland, Jerri; Owen, Bobbi A 

When: Thursday, September 23, 2010 1:30 PM-2:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: SPH - Rosenau Hall- 171 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments. 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/20/2010 6:11:35 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Harold Woodard 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/22/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 9/22/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/20/2010 7:03:07 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Chris Derickson (Grade Demo) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 9/24/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

9/20/2010 7:40:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: (DTH) 

Location: call her @ lpm: 

Start: 9/21/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2010 12:59:46 PM 

Meet w / 

9/22/2010 12:00:00 PM 

9/22/2010 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/21/2010 4:25:39 PM 

dr ellis at 7 30 

5/10/2011 12:00:00 PM 

5/10/2011 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/21/2010 4:28:36 PM 

Subject: Dean’s Advisory Committee 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 10/26/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 10/26/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/21/2010 4:28:36 PM 

Subject: Dean’s Advisory Committee 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 1/31/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/21/2010 4:28:36 PM 

Subject: Dean’s Advisory Committee 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 4/26/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/21/2010 4:28:47 PM 

Duke/Carolina Football at Duke in Pres Box for Robertsons 

11/27/2010 5:00:00 AM 

11/27/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 9/21/2010 4:49:47 PM 

Subject: Travel to Friday Center 

Start: 9/21/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2010 4:50:31 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Checkpoint (Lowenthal) 

Friday Mengela Conf. Room 

Start: 9/21/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Scheduled: September 21, 2010, 4-5PM: Dean Norm Loewenthal, Friday Center, Mengela Conference 

Room. (Also in attendance: R.J. Vaccarelli and Tim Sanford. (If Jerri’s tentative meeting is cancelled she will also 

attend.) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2010 4:52:29 PM 

Travel 

9/22/2010 4:45:00 PM 
9/22/2010 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2010 4:53:23 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Checkpoint ( Dean McDiarmid) 

Peabody Hall, Dean’s Suite 101 

Start: 9/22/2010 5:15:00 PM 

End: 9/22/2010 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/21/2010 6:32:01 PM 

Travel to Appt 

9/22/2010 2:00:00 PM 

9/22/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2010 6:58:06 PM 

Office Hours-Drama 

9/21/2010 12:00:00 PM 

9/21/2010 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday and Thursday from 8:00 AM to 9:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/21/2010 7:07:43 PM 

Subject: ERP Sponsors 

Location: 307 South 

Start: 9/21/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/21/2010 7:08:00 PM 

Office Hours 

9/23/2010 12:00:00 PM 

9/23/2010 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2010 7:10:37 PM 

Travel 

9/28/2010 7:30:00 PM 

9/28/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2010 7:11:46 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Checkpoint- Dean John Stamm 

1090 Dental Building 

Start: 9/28/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/28/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Scheduled: Dean John Stamm, School of Dentistry, 1090 Dental Building, September 28Lh, Monday, 4-5PM. (His 

assistant is out on medical leave so he has the "agenda" at this time. He wrote to me to let me know he is completely 

unsure what this meeting is about. Hopefully the "agenda" will help. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2010 7:13:50 PM 

Travel 

9/30/2010 5:30:00 PM 

9/30/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2010 8:58:00 PM 

Subject: Dean’s Advisory Committee 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 9/27/2010 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 9/21/2010 8:58:39 PM 

Subject: Dean’s Advsisory Committee 

Start: 11/22/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2010 9:00:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dean’s Advisory Committee 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 2/23/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 2/23/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/22/2010 11:43:03 AM 

Class to 11 

9/23/2010 1:00:00 PM 

9/23/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/22/2010 11:43:30 AM 

Lunch 

9/23/2010 4:00:00 PM 

9/23/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/22/2010 11:43:56 AM 

Office hours and class 

9/21/2010 12:00:00 PM 

9/21/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/22/2010 11:44:13 AM 

Office Hours 

9/28/2010 12:00:00 PM 

9/28/2010 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/22/2010 11:44:36 AM 

Class 

9/28/2010 I:30:00 PM 

9/28/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/22/2010 11:45:01 AM 

Lunch 

9/27/2010 4:00:00 PM 

9/27/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/22/2010 11:45:14 AM 

Travel to RTP 

9/28/2010 4:00:00 PM 

9/28/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/22/2010 11:49:41 AM 

Lunch 

9/20/2010 4:00:00 PM 

9/20/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

9/22/2010 12:13:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Venable Hall. Murray Hall dedication 

3:30 remarks 4pm ribbon cutting 

Start: 10/12/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/22/2010 4:39:21 PM 

Subject: JES 

Location: RTP 

Start: 9/28/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/28/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

9/22/2010 5:35:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Chairs retreat 

Carolina CLUB, Alumni Hall I 

Start: 9/29/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/29/2010 I0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Carolina CLUB, Alumni Hall I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/23/2010 12:57:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Grading 

213 Drama 

10/1/2010 i:30:00 PM 

10/1/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/23/2010 2:09:44 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Summer Reading Committee-please see notes 

2511 ( Newer section of the Union) 

Start: 10/13/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/13/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Hi Paula, 

Thanks again for your assistance in coordinating Dean Owen’s schedule. I wanted to confirm that the Wed. Oct. 13 2pm- 
3pm time worked for the Summer Reading Committee. Our committee plans to meet from 2pm to 4pm; might it be 
possible for Dean Owen to attend the first part of the meeting to communicate the charge, etc.? Also, I have not yet 
established a location for the meeting so if Dean Owen is coming from one meeting and to a next meeting, I’m happy to 
schedule a location that is convenient for her. My initial plan is to schedule a space either in the Union or Steele Building. 

Thanks so much, 
Shandol 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/23/2010 8:03:32 PM 

Subject: Meet w/ 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/24/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/23/2010 8:06:11 PM 

Drama Class 

9/30/2010 I:00:00 PM 

9/30/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/23/2010 8:07:19 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= 

Subject: Meet wt 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/28/2010 3:15:00 PM 

End: 9/28/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:17:50 PM 

Lunch 

9/24/2010 4:00:00 PM 

9/24/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:37:48 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Instutional Data Governance Cmttee 

236 Bynum Hall 

Start: 9/14/2010 i:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:37:49 PM 

travel 

9/20/2010 

9/20/2010 3:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:37:49 PM 

Meet w j 

9/22/2010 3:30:00 PM 

9/22/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:37:49 PM 

SADS 

10/4/2010 7:00:00 PM 

10/4/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:37:49 PM 

Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 10/5/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/5/2010 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:37:57 PM 

University Day 

:i0/:12/20:I0 

10/12/2010 3:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:37:57 PM 

PS Query Training 9-4:30 

10/13/2010 

10/13/2010 3:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:37:57 PM 

SADS 

10/18/2010 7:00:00 PM 

10/18/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:07 PM 

Appointment off Campus 

11/8/2010 1:00:00 PM 

11/8/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:17 PM 

Curriculum Committee 3-4:30 3020A 

11/10/2010 

11/10/2010 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/24/2010 12:38:17 PM 

Subject: Piano Sunday at 8 

Start: 11/12/2010 

End: 11/12/2010 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:17 PM 

Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/16/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/16/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:17 PM 

Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/18/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:28 PM 

Subject: Office Hours 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/30/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:28 PM 

SACS is December 4-7 in Louisville, KY, 

12/3/2010 

12/3/2010 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:38 PM 

HOLD for Owen 

12/16/2010 1:00:00 PM 

12/16/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:38 PM 

Mid-Year Commencement 

12/19/2010 

12/19/2010 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:38 PM 

HOLD for Owen 

12/23/2010 1:00:00 PM 

12/23/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/24/2010 12:38:38 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2010 

End: 12/24/2010 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/24/2010 12:38:38 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/27/2010 

End: 12/27/2010 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/24/2010 12:38:49 PM 

Subject: Classes begin 

Start: 1/10/2011 

End: 1/10/2011 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:49 PM 

Curriculum Committee 3-4:30 3020A 

1/12/2011 

1/12/2011 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:38:49 PM 

Dr King’s Day 

:i/:17/20~.:I 

1/17/2011 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:11 PM 

Jeremy Denk at Duke 

2/2:1/20:1:I 

2/21/2011 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:11 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Stakeholders / EACC Meeting 

3020 Steele 

Start: 3/3/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:11 PM 

Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Location: TBD 

Start: 3/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/3/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/24/2010 12:39:23 PM 

Subject: Owen in London with Hartlyn re Winston House/Kings College 

Start: 3/7/2011 

End: 3/7/2011 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:23 PM 

Spring Break 

3/7/20:I~. 

3/7/2011 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:23 PM 

Spring Break 

3/8/2011 
3/8/2011 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:23 PM 

Subject: Spring Break 

Location: London 

Start: 3/8/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 3/8/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:23 PM 

Spring Break 

3/9/2011 

3/9/2011 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:23 PM 

Spring Break 

3/10/2011 

3/10/2011 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:35 PM 

Spring Break 

3/11/2011 

3/11/2011 4:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:35 PM 

Subject: Drama Personnel Mtgs 

Location: CDA 

Start: 3/14/2011 3:40:00 PM 

End: 3/14/2011 5:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:39:35 PM 

Curriculum Committee 3-4:30 3020A 

3/16/2011 

3/16/2011 3:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/24/2010 12:39:57 PM 

Subject: Piano at Duke Sunday 

Start: 3/25/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2011 12:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/24/2010 12:40:22 PM 

Classes End 

4/27/2011 
4/27/2011 3:55:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/24/2010 4:51:35 PM 

Travel 

11/3/2010 6:30:00 PM 

11/3/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/24/2010 4:52:08 PM 

Travel 

11/5/2010 4:30:00 PM 
11/5/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 9/27/2010 12:17:45 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Pat 

Start: 9/27/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 9/27/2010 2:09:56 PM 

Subject: Lunch w/Sibby Top of the Hill 

Start: 10/26/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 10/26/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/27/2010 2:31:15 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin] 

October 27th Event- Ice Cream Social 

Steele Bld~;. 

Start: 10/27/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 10/27/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Medlin, Randy W 

Attendees: 

From: Medlin, Randy W 

Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 9::10 AM 

To: allison @mapleviewfa rmocom 
Cc: Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: October 27th Event 

Hi Allison, 

We are planning an Ice Cream Social on 10/27/2010 starting at 2:00 pm and ending at 3:30 pm and 
would to have Maple View cater the event. Please check your calendar to see if the date is available 
and provide me with a quote for the following: 

2 scoops of ice cream for 60 people (chocolate and vanilla ice cream). 

Napkins, bowls and spoons. 

Servers for the social. 

Location will be at the Steele Bldg, 214 E. Cameron Ave. We will have a parking pass that you can 
use for the time period of the event. 

Thanks, 



Randy Medlin 

RANDY MEDLIN 

ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION 

CB# 3504 ROOM 3016 STEELE BLDG 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

PHONE (919) 843-5797 

FAX (919) 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/27/2010 2:58:24 PM 

Subject: PASAF 

Location: 104D South 

Start: 9/27/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2010 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JLBLAN D] 

9/28/2010 6:01:15 PM 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

ConnectCarolina Checkpoint Meeting w/Dean Marchionini 

203 Manning Hall, School of Information & Library Science 

Start: 11/2/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 11/2/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen; Bland, Jerri 

When: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 11:30 AM-12:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: 203 Manning Hall, School of Information & Library Science 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments. 

This was changed from 11/5. Wanted Jerri at the meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/28/2010 7:26:52 PM 

Subject: CPSC 

Location: 203 Campus Y re Andrew Hunt 

Start: 10/14/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/28/2010 7:46:16 PM 

9/28/2010 4:00:00 AM 
9/29/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/29/2010 2:38:25 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Randy-Vac see notes 

9/29/2010 4:00:00 AM 

9/30/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Wednesday and Friday 

Bobbi Owen 

When: Occurs every 2 weeks on Wednesday and Friday effective 9/29/2010 until 10/11/2010 (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time 

{US & Canada). 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Hi, 

Medlin, Randy W 

Wednesday, September 29, 2010 10:35 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 

Vacation Time 

I would like to request some vacation time on the following dates for October: 

10/1 About 3.5 hrs that will be on a Friday so I will not be in. 

10/8 About 3.5 hrs that will be on a Friday so I will not be in. 

10/11 All day, I can use 8 hrs and see how Friday will work out. 

I hope that the house will be completed by 10/15. 

I tentatively would like to also schedule 10/27, 10/28 and 10/29 as real vacation days for my annual 
golf outing. 



Please let me know if there are any problems. 

Thanks, 

Randy 

RANDY MEDLIN 

ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION 

CB# 3504 ROOM 3016 STEELE BLDG 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

PHONE (919) 843-5797 

FAX (919) 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/29/2010 2:47:34 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Randy-Vac 

Start: 10/11/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/12/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

When: Monday, October 11, 2010 12:00 AM to Tuesday, October 12, 2010 12:00 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada), 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/29/2010 5:45:56 PM 

Honors 

10/1/2010 12:00:00 PM 

10/1/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re: Friday 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jason Clemmons <j clem@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, September 30, 2010 8:38 AM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtp 

Re: Friday 

Honors Board Fall 2010 Agenda.docx 

Hi Patfla! 

Snre thing! I’m attaching the agenda, which shows the meeting beginning at 9:00am (breakl"ast at 8:30) and adjourning at 1:30pm. 

Jason Clemmons, University Administrative Manager 

The James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence and the Honors Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On 9/29/2010 3:05 PM, Goodlnan, Paula wrote: 

Jason : 

Bobbi’s calendar has had some difficulties lately, and it appears that the Honors meeting for Friday got deleted. Could you please provide me with 

that information? 

Thanks. 

919-8-13-9290 



Honors Program / James M. Johnston Center for 
Undergraduate Excellence External Advisory Board 

Peter Grauer, Chair 

James Leloudis, Associate Dean for Honors and Director of the 
Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

Rithchie Kendall, Assistant Dean for Honors 

Randi Davenport, Executive Director of the Johnston Center 
for Undergraduate Excellence 

Michelle Morgan, Assistant Director of Capital Gifts for Honors 
Arts and Sciences Foundation 

Kresge Common Room 039 Graham Memorial 

October 1, 2010 

AGENDA 

8:30 am Continental breakfast 

9:00 am Welcoming Remarks & Introduction of New Board Members - Peter Grauer 

9:15 am Karen Gil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 

9:30 am Honors Branding and Marketing 

Enrollment Excellence - James Leloudis 

Admissions Data Analysis - Kristin Gilbert 

Marketing Plan - Bob Manekin, Heather Boneparth, and Robert Brown 

11:00 am Break 

11:15 am First Year Fellows in the Johnston Center for Undergraduate 
Excellence - Randi Davenport 

11:30 am Board Terms and Rotation - Peter Grauer 

11:45 am Development Update - Michelle Morgan 

12:00 pm to 1:30 pm Lunch with Honors research fellows 

1:30 pm Adj ourn 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/30/2010 4:07:20 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Phone appt with Pat Turner 

Steele 3011 

Start: 10/4/2010 11:15:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2010 11:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/1/2010 4:14:25 PM 

Subject: Sitterson 

Location: 3020 Steele Building 

Start: 10/11/2010 12:30:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2010 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/3/2010 3:16:35 PM 

IAH Innovation from 4-5:30 

10/14/2010 8:00:00 PM 

10/14/2010 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/4/2010 1:51:23 PM 

Subject: Holden 

Location: His office 

Start: 10/7/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/7/2010 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/4/2010 4:53:53 PM 

Subject: Travel to Eileen 

Location: 307B Peabody 

Start: 11/3/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 11/3/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/4/2020 5:06:36 PM 

~****Pat Turner calling at home see below*~ 

10/4/2020 4:00:00 AM 

10/5/2020 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/4/2010 6:42:24 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

All Scholars Dinner-starts at 6:30pm 

Washinl~ton Duke Inn 

Start: 10/7/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2010 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/4/2010 7:04:49 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Stenross, Barbara [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stenross] 

Update Meeting 

Steele 3011 

10/8/2010 5:30:00 PM 

10/8/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Stenross, Barbara 

Update Meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/4/2010 9:33:14 PM 

Subject: Retention Revisited 

Location: 11 JCUE 

Start: 10/15/2010 1:00:00 PM 

End: 10/15/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/5/2010 2:18:26 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Meet to discuss Ad Boards 

Steele 3011 

10/11/2010 3:30:00 PM 

10/11/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/6/2010 5:39:09 PM 

Subject: Randy Vacation 

Location: Who knows? 

Sta rt: 10/25/20 i0 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/30/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/6/2010 8:34:36 PM 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Home Repair 

Start: 10/8/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

10/7/2010 1:18:45 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

breakfast w/Bruce Carney & Steve Farmer 

Carolina Inn 

Start: 10/13/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/13/2010 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steve will arrive by 8:15 

Steph 10/7/10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/8/2010 6:33:39 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

DUS 

Toy Lounge 

2/2/2011 7:00:00 PM 

2/2/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Hoist, Laurie C; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/8/2010 8:08:17 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Nick Vacation 

10/22/2010 4:00:00 AM 
10/23/2010 4:00:00 AM 
Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/10/2010 3:22:32 PM 

Subject: IAH Fall fete 

Location: IAH (autographing) 

Start: 12/8/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 12/8/2010 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/10/2010 4:12:05 PM 

Subject: GJF to Duke MD 

Location: C Inn 2=18 and 2-19 

Start: 2/18/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/18/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/10/2010 4:12:37 PM 

Subject: Parent’s Council 

Location: C Inn 2-18 and 2-19 

Start: 2/19/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/19/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 10/11/2010 12:39:37 PM 

Subject: Steve Reznick Calling 

Start: 10/11/2010 1:30:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2010 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

10/11/2010 3:19:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Symposium Lunch 

Hyde Hall, University Rm 

Sta rt: 10/25/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/25/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

10/11/2010 3:22:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Symposium Lunch 

Hyde Hall, University Room 

Start: 10/29/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/11/2010 8:54:26 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Rhodes Practice at 5:30 

Morehead House 

Start: 11/3/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 11/3/2010 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/12/2010 12:33:01 PM 

London 

3/16/2011 12:00:00 PM 

3/16/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/12/2010 12:33:19 PM 

London 

3/18/2011 12:00:00 PM 

3/18/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/12/2010 12:34:14 PM 

London 

3/17/2011 12:00:00 PM 

3/17/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Morgan, Michelle [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=EM MORGAN] 

10/12/2010 4:16:46 PM 

Morgan, Michelle [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emmorgan]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meeting with London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine 

Keppel Street Office 

Start: 10/19/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 10/19/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

James Leloudis; Bobbi Owen 

A meeting in the Director’s Office at LSHTM, Keppel Street (map here: http://www.lshtm.ac.uk/aboutus/location/). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

10/12/2010 7:59:34 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Randy 1/2 day vacation 

Mebane 

10/15/2010 4:00:00 AM 

10/16/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

10/13/2010 12:35:22 AM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lunch w/Abigail, Erika, Nick, Laurie 

Carolina Club 

Start: 11/8/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/8/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

10/13/2010 6:40:11 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Pick up Bobbi and Gordon 

Location: to Airport 

Start: 10/15/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/15/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen 

I’ll be at your house shortly after 3:30 on Friday, Oct. 15, to spirit you to the airport. Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/13/2010 6:58:03 PM 

Subject: Math FYS Quota 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/1/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steve Reznick, Peter Mucha. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/13/2010 8:08:01 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Sta rt: 10/22/20 i0 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/23/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/14/2010 3:08:33 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Medlin, 

Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Paula Vacation 

10/22/2010 4:00:00 AM 

10/26/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Demetriou, Cynthia; Medlin, Randy W; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/14/2010 5:52:12 PM 

Subject: Jade Bettin 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 10/26/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/26/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/14/2010 10:21:40 PM 

Subject: Stakeholders 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 1/6/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 1/6/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

10/18/2010 1:16:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Winston House Working Group 

3020A Steele 

Start: 11/1/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Confirmed attendees: Myron Cohen, Terry Rhodes, Ron Strauss, Molly CunninBham, Jim Leloudis, Martha Waters, Peter 

Coclanis, Bob Miles, Lloyd Kramer, Bobbi Owen, Jonathan Hartlyn 

Regrets: 

Milada Vachudova 

Peggy Bentley 

Sue Hobbs 

Raymond Farrow 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/20/2010 12:36:18 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

3+1 pilot program with Amy Burnett 

Steele 3011 

Start: 10/27/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 10/27/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/21/2010 2:39:45 PM 

Subject: Meet w/ 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/28/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 10/28/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/21/2010 3:30:19 PM 

Subject: Meet w/ 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/27/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/27/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/21/2010 6:08:18 PM 

Meet Percival 

10/26/2010 7:30:00 PM 

10/26/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/21/2010 6:46:13 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

EPAC presentation practice 

Steele 3011 

Start: 10/27/2010 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/27/2010 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/21/2010 6:59:54 PM 

Meet with 

11/3/2010 6:00:00 PM 

11/3/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/25/2010 3:05:23 PM 

Travel back 

10/27/2010 3:30:00 PM 

10/27/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

10/25/2010 4:59:35 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Nolan, 

Angela J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Anolan] 

Suder Foundation LOIs (CynDem, Angela Nolan) 

3010 Steele Building 

11/3/2010 2:00:00 PM 

11/3/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia; Nolan, Angela J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RRBLAN CH] 

10/25/2010 7:10:03 PM 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rrblanch]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

ConnectCarolina QA Review Meeting 

ITS Manning Room 4101 

11/5/2010 5:00:00 PM 

11/5/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen 



From: Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

Sent: 10/25/2010 9:03:39 PM 

Subject: Erika for update 

Start: 10/26/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/26/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/25/2010 9:38:36 PM 

Hold for Jamie May 

10/26/2010 7:00:00 PM 

10/26/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/26/2010 11:19:04 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: To Austin for Reinvention Center 

Start: 4/28/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/28/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/26/2010 3:31:34 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Nina Roi 

Location: steele 

Start: 10/28/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/28/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 

Would like to speak to you about Student Retention. She is from Education Dynamics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/26/2010 6:47:22 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Phone call with 

Steele 3011 

10/27/2010 5:30:00 PM 

10/27/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/26/2010 6:57:23 PM 

Subject: Arts Innovation 

Location: Union 3102 

Start: 11/19/2010 9:00:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Hogan Medlin invited me to talk about the curriculum review - from 3-4. 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/26/2010 8:11:59 PM 

Subject: Paul Godley 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/5/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/5/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

10/26/2010 8:42:32 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Lerch, Tae [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Lerch] 

Annual Report Committee 

South - 205 

11/9/2010 9:00:00 PM 

11/9/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan; Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Lerch, Tae 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/26/2010 9:01:34 PM 

To DC for Reinvention Ctr 

11/10/2010 i:00:00 PM 

11/10/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

10/27/2010 3:52:50 PM 

Erika re KGil Letter 

10/27/2010 8:00:00 PM 

10/27/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/27/2010 4:02:08 PM 

Homeward bound 

10/27/2010 8:30:00 PM 
10/27/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/27/2020 4:35:15 PM 

Cynthia in around ~L0, leaving at 2pm 

10/28/2020 4:00:00 AM 

10/29/2020 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/28/2010 2:46:45 PM 

Bring item for potluck tomorrow. 

11/18/2010 7:00:00 PM 

11/18/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/28/2010 4:19:31 PM 

Subject: Meet with 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/15/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 11/15/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/28/2010 4:34:06 PM 

Meet w/ 

11/2/2010 5:00:00 PM 

11/2/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/29/2010 5:56:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Sitterson Meeting 

CAS - Steele 3020 

11/23/2010 7:00:00 PM 

11/23/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/29/2010 6:23:30 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Barb Stenross and Lee May 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/2/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 11/2/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/29/2010 7:03:31 PM 

Subject: Pat Pukkila 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/2/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 11/2/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/29/2010 7:06:17 PM 

Meet with Alex Efird and Chris Woods 

11/3/2010 I:00:00 PM 

11/3/2010 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/31/2010 3:17:10 PM 

Travel Back 

11/5/2010 5:30:00 PM 

11/5/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/31/2010 6:43:17 PM 

Subject: George Lensing 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 11/5/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/5/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

11/1/2010 1:55:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chairs’ BB Lunch 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/10/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/10/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

11/1/2010 1:56:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chairs’ BB Lunch 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 1/12/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/12/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

11/1/2010 1:57:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chairs’ BB Lunch 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 2/15/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

11/1/2010 1:58:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chairs’ BB Lunch 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 3/16/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/16/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

11/1/2010 3:38:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: IDGC Meeting 

Location: 236 Bynum Hall 

Start: 12/7/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 12/7/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/1/2010 7:17:21 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Holst, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Canceled: Paula-PS Query Training 9-11 

Porthole Alley 

Start: 11/2/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 11/3/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Medlin, Randy W; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Demetriou, Cynthia; Hoist, Laurie C 

This is tentative, because I am on the waitlist, but was told to show up in case of last minute cancellations. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/1/2010 8:27:55 PM 

Robertson Selection Committee 

3/28/2011 12:00:00 PM 

3/28/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

11/1/2010 9:12:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bobbi and Jonathan: Winston Hse 

Bobbi’s office 

Start: 11/8/2010 3:15:00 PM 

End: 11/8/2010 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GTAYLOR] 

11/2/2010 2:28:05 PM 

Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bobbi & GT lunch 

Location: CC 

Start: 12/1/2010 4:45:00 PM 

End: 12/1/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

Dean, will this work for you? Tuesday (11/30) is also good for me but l’m in a meeting at Wilson Library until noon. 

GT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/2/2010 3:38:29 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Budget Meeting 

Steele 3011 

11/2/2010 4:30:00 PM 

11/2/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/2/2010 8:23:13 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Pat Pukkila and Janice De Cosmo 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/9/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/9/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/2/2010 9:01:14 PM 

Subject: Honors Advisory Board 

Location: JCUE 

Start: 4/29/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/29/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/3/2010 1:31:48 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee 

246 Davis Library 

Start: 11/30/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Hi all, 
Based on the responses to the Doodle calendar, the best date for the next Classroom Policy Steering Committee meeting 
and SPOTS training is Tuesday, November 30th from 3:00-5:00pm. Please mark your calendars. I will be in touch soon 

with a location. 

Thanks, 

Andrew Hunt 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

:!.04 South Building, CB# 3000 

phone: (9:19}962-2:198 

fax: (9:19) 962.-:1593 

hunan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/3/2010 3:13:23 PM 

Lang, Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Noel, Robert J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Noel]; Semone, Sean David [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Semone] 

Oasis check-in 

Steele 3011 

11/8/2010 6:30:00 PM 

11/8/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lang, Andrew; Noel, Robert J; Semone, Sean David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/3/2010 3:19:58 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Budget Meeting 

Steele 3011 

11/4/2010 6:00:00 PM 

11/4/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/3/2010 4:04:45 PM 

Perry, Christina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perrych] 

Meet w/Christina 

Steele 3011 

11/8/2010 2:30:00 PM 

11/8/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Perry, Christina 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/3/2010 6:33:39 PM 

Subject: Phone interview with 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/5/2010 i:00:00 PM 

End: 11/5/2010 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

With Carolina Week wants to discuss students not being able to complete degrees in 8 semesters (economical).. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

11/3/2010 8:13:34 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, 

James L [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Robert F [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles] 

Subject: Winston House 

Location: South - 205 

Start: 12/3/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Robert F 

Meeting at request of Bobbi Owen. Please reply. 

Thanks, 
Tiffany Clarke 

Assistant to Jonathan Hartlyn 

2-1165 

tclarke@email.unc.edu 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 11/4/2010 2:17:35 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Harold Woodard 

Start: 11/4/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 11/4/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/4/2010 7:39:27 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Pat and Steve 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/8/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/8/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/5/2010 11:40:38 AM 

Hold for Owen 

11/5/2010 8:00:00 PM 

11/5/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/5/2010 5:57:58 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Kelly, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RakelIy] 

Meeting w/Erika, Chris and Roberta 

Steele 3011 

11/9/2010 3:00:00 PM 

11/9/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Lindemann, Erika; Kelly, Roberta Anne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/5/2010 8:21:42 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Paula-Vacation 

11/8/2010 5:00:00 AM 

11/9/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hoist, Laurie C; Medlin, Randy W; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/6/2010 2:54:23 PM 

Lunch 21st and M (St. Gregory) at noon 

11/10/2010 4:00:00 PM 

11/10/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/7/2010 12:43:15 PM 

Farrah at 12:15 

12/22/2010 5:00:00 PM 

12/22/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/7/2010 8:05:17 PM 

Subject: Advisor Meeting at 10:30 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/23/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 11/23/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

IDST, Budget, 9th semester 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/7/2010 8:12:33 PM 

Drama 470 Final Exam 

12/17/2010 i:00:00 PM 
12/17/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

11/8/2010 3:59:59 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy]; May, 

James W Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=J may] 

Abbey Fellows 

South 205 

11/15/2010 7:30:00 PM 

11/15/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Kennedy, Shannon; May, James W Jr 

meeting Abbey 

Fellows 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 8, 2010 10:44 AM 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Kennedy, Shannon <shannon.kennedy@unc.edu>; May, James W Jr <james.may@unc.edu> 

meeling Abbey Fellows 

~essicB 

Bobbi may have mentioned to you that we need a meetingto talk about Abbey Fellows. Pleaseinclude Shannon and Jamiein the meeting. 

Thankyou 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgil@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

11/8/2010 8:03:45 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Hartlyn]; Leloudis, 

James L [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Robert F [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; Bentley, Margaret E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Mbentley]; Coclanis, 

Peter A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Coclanis]; Cohen, Myron S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mscohen]; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow]; Hobbs, 

Suzanne M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Havala]; Kramer, Lloyd S [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lkramer]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Rhodes]; Strauss, 

Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Vachudova, Milada A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Vachudov]; Cunningham, Molly [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mhcunnin]; Bean, 

Mary Katherine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=M kbean] 

Winston House Working Group 

3020A Steele Building 

12/10/2010 2:00:00 PM 

12/10/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Robert F; Bentley, Margaret E; Coclanis, Peter A; Cohen, 

Myron S; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin; Hobbs, Suzanne M; Kramer, Lloyd S; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Strauss, Ronald P.; 

Vachudova, Milada A; Cunningham, Molly; Bean, Mary Katherine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

11/9/2010 12:12:37 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hoist, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Randy in Traing 8:30 until 12:00 

Porthole Bldg 

11/10/2010 5:00:00 AM 
11/11/2010 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Hoist, Laurie C 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 11/9/2010 1:48:06 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Out 

Start: 11/8/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/9/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 11/9/2010 1:48:17 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-out 

Start: 11/9/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/10/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

11/9/2010 6:26:22 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Hoist, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Randy at Dr. after 11:00 

Out of Office 

11/15/2010 5:00:00 AM 
11/16/2010 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; Hoist, Laurie C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

11/10/2010 3:02:57 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Putney, 

Christopher R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crputney]; Koelb, Clayton T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ckoelb] 

Merger meeting 

South - 205 

11/16/2010 6:45:00 PM 

11/16/2010 7:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Andrews, William L; Owen, Bobbi A; Putney, Christopher R; Koelb, Clayton T 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/10/2010 9:16:48 PM 

Subject: Development Brown Bag 

Location: TBA 

Start: 1/10/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Re Shannan Kennedy moved from Jan 11. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/10/2010 9:18:45 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

CRAS Update 

Steele 3011 

11/15/2010 4:15:00 PM 

11/15/2010 5:15:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/11/2010 7:50:40 PM 

Grabs, Shawne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sgrabs]; Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan] 

Gift to Learning Success Program 

Steele 3011 

11/22/2010 3:00:00 PM 

11/22/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Grabs, Shawne; Maitland, Theresa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/11/2010 8:28:45 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Meet to discuss Budget 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/15/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/15/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Goodman, Paula 

Will be discussing Jack Kent Cooke, Lupton and all other accounts. Also, budget reduction spreadsheet 

Search Committee money 

Non-Personnel Requests 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/11/2010 8:51:09 PM 

Stenross, Barbara [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stenross]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Sanford, Timothy Rutledge [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Usford] 

CCO policy for A&S Students 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/24/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/24/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Stenross, Barbara; Lindemann, Erika; Sanford, Timothy Rutledge 

~Please let me know if this date and time does not work, I looked at everyone’s calendar that I have access to, 

and this seems to work.~*~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/12/2010 4:14:27 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewilIif]; Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmh] 

SERU conference call 

Steele 3011 

11/16/2010 6:00:00 PM 

11/16/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Williford, Lynn E; Hirth, Garrett Michael 

Fwd: FW: SERU 

(Student Experie... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 8:30 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: FW: SERU (Student F~xperience in the Resem-ch University) Consortium Webinar Invitation 

This is impormaat - and probably means you need to move stuff(unless class is keeping me tree). I told dean Gil I would pa(dcipate. 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:FW: SERU (Student Experience in the Research University) Consortium Webinaac Invitation 

Date:Wed, 10Nov 2010 18:07:59-0500 
From:Gil, Karen M <kgil@ema~l.unc~edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu~, 

Bobbi 

Are you ableto --.’ ~ -I- "~ 

Karen 

Karen M. Git, Ph.D. 

Dean, Co ege of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguishe~ Prof,::ssor of Pwchok~gy 

CB # 3100 
IJni~e~s~t3, of North Caro~n~ at Chap~ 

Cl~apel H~H, NC 27599-3100 

9.19-982-3082 

919-982-.I165 

919-952-2408 fax 

kgil@email.unc.edu 

From-" Collins Flannery [mailto:cfiannery.@. berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, November 08, 2010 4:29 PM 
To; Williford, Lynn E; Carney, Bruce William; Gil, Karen M 
Subject; SERU (Student Experience in the Research University) Consortium Webinar Tnvitation 

Dear Universi~ of North Carolina Colleagues: 

We invite each of you and those you wish to designate to participate in a short (30-minute) webina~c on Tuesday, November 16 conducted by the AAU SERU (Student E 

EVENT: AAU SERU CONSORTIUM WEB1NAR 

Date: Tuesday, November 16 

Time: 10 - 10:30 a.m. Pacific Standmd Time 

The purpose of the webinaac is to provide information about the SERU (Student Experience in the Rese~arch University) su~wey and AAU SERU Consortimn membership 

To Participate 

At 9:50 a.m. on the day of the webinar, please call 866-740-1260. We will send the webinar URL to participants the day before the event. 

WttAT IS TIlE AAU SERU CONSORTIUM? 

The AAU SERU Consortian~ consists of sixteen leading public research universities (Michigan, Florida, Texas, Minnesota, Rntgers. Pittsburg, Oregon, and the nine Univ, 

Using a comprehensive survey developed at the University of Caliibmia in 2003 and then extended to selected AAU punic research universities in 2008, the AAU SERE 

DetaAled ilffonnation about the AAU SERU Consortium is available here: 

And here is an example of how one Consortium ~nember--the UniversiLy of C~Jiibrnia, In,ine--m~Jces e:~ensive use of SERU results for academic program review, 

campns climate studies, and a lot more (note: The Universily of California refers to SERU as UCUES): 

http://www.assessment uci .edu,’undergraduate/UCU ES2008 .asp,#AcademicProgramReviews 

WHY ARE YOU INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE WEBINAR? 

To provide more comprehensive peer comparison data and to more fully represent the leading AAU public research universities, the AAU SERU Consortium is in the pr, 

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE WEBINAR OR SERU 
Please reply to this email or caJl SERU Coordinator Collins FlanneW at 510-643-3715. 

We hope that you will be able to join us on Nove,nber 16. 

Sincerely, 

Gregg Thomson 



SERU Principal Researcher 

Center tbr Studies in Higher Education 

Executive Director 

Office of Student Research mad Cmnpus Surveys 

University of CaJ~itbmia, Berkeley 

On beha]fo£ 

John Douglass 

SERU Principal Researcher 

Senior Research Fellow 

Center for Studies in Higher Education 

Steven Brint 

SERU Principal Researcher 

Center lbr Studies in Higher Education 

ProlEssor of Sociology 

Associate Dear~ College of Humanities, 

Arts, and Social Sciences 

University of California, Riverside 

Collins Flm~nery 
Survey Coordinator 

Office of Student Research and Campus Surveys 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

11/15/2010 2:47:54 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Jvpasion]; Stadler, 

Stephanie C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sstadler]; Oldham, Ann B. [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Aoldham] 

Undergraduate Ed tutorial 

307 South 

11/29/2010 7:30:00 PM 

11/29/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Pasion, Jessica; Stadler, Stephanie C. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/15/2010 6:29:57 PM 

Gates 

11/15/2010 7:00:00 PM 
11/15/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/16/2010 12:28:47 PM 

Subject: Jeanne Kirschner 

Location: Weathervane at 8:15 

Start: 11/17/2010 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/17/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/16/2010 3:35:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Oldham, Ann B. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Aoldham] 

Subject: Meet w/Lee May 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/19/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y; Oldham, Ann B. 

Can we might a slight change, and reschedule Bobbi’s and Lee’s meeting from 11:30 to 11:00, so Bobbi can take an 

11:30 phone call? Thanks so much, Laurie Holst 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/16/2010 3:36:11 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Lee May 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/3/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/16/2010 3:37:22 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Lee May 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/21/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/21/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/16/2010 3:37:58 PM 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Meet w/Lee May 

Steele 3011 

1/4/2011 7:00:00 PM 
1/4/2011 8:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/16/2010 3:38:31 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Lee May 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/21/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/16/2010 3:54:16 PM 

Subject: Jamie and Lanier 

Location: Holiday Lunch 

Start: 12/15/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/15/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

11/16/2010 5:00:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Laurie:Ad Boards Agenda 

Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 11/19/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2010 3:I0:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/16/2010 9:23:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Pat Turner CA 

Location: Phone 

Start: 11/19/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/16/2010 10:17:37 PM 

Ryan Greenway for coffee 

11/19/2010 2:30:00 PM 

11/19/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/17/2010 1:52:39 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Meet w/Nick 

Steele 3011 

11/17/2010 3:00:00 PM 

11/17/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

11/17/2010 2:10:25 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rep. Bordsen - Winston House 

Karen’s Office 

Start: 12/16/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@ad.unc.edu) 

http://www~ncga~state~nc~us/gascripts/members/viewMember~p~?nUser~D=333&sChamber=H 

Jessica has Visitor, S Pa~ki~g Pass ( 1:4 5 p m- 3:15 p m ) 

Contact: Sylvia @ (Mon, Tues, Thurs) 
Rep. Bordsen" 



From: 

Sent: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

11/17/2010 3:41:55 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

lunch mt8 w/Bruce Carney & Mike Crimmins 

Top of the Hill 

Start: 12/20/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steph 11/17/10 

Mtg is to discuss GA’s Cmte on College Readiness in Mathematics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/17/2010 6:52:56 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Retention and Graduation 

104D South Bldg, 

Start: 12/21/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/21/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 

Hi everyone, 

I’m writing to confirm the meeting between Bruce Carney, Bobbi Owen, Steve Farmer, Lynn Williford & Cynthia 

Demetriou on Tuesday, December 21, :1:30-2:30pm in :104D South Bldg. Please add to your calendars. (Cynthia, I hope 

you can meet at this time. I didn’t receive a response from you but wanted to get this scheduled today). Thanks 

everyone! 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/18/2010 5:36:52 PM 

Subject: G at MD 

Location: Rex 

Start: 11/30/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/18/2010 6:53:27 PM 

Subject: Karen Stone at 5:30 

Location: Kitchen 

Start: 11/22/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2010 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/18/2010 9:54:20 PM 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Happy Holidays 

Start: 12/22/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 12/22/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/19/2010 12:55:50 PM 

Hold for Owen 

12/22/2010 i:00:00 PM 

12/22/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/19/2010 12:57:55 PM 

Hold for Owen 

12/28/2010 i:00:00 PM 

12/28/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/19/2010 12:58:18 PM 

Hold for Owen 

12/29/2010 i:00:00 PM 

12/29/2010 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/19/2010 2:08:33 PM 

Harold Woodard in Steele 

11/19/2010 7:00:00 PM 
11/19/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/19/2010 8:48:40 PM 

Office Hours 

12/7/2010 I:00:00 PM 

12/7/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/19/2010 8:49:01 PM 

Class 

12/7/2010 2:30:00 PM 
12/7/2010 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 11/22/2010 2:06:14 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Out 

Start: 11/22/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/25/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/22/2010 7:43:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

O.EP Meeting 

CAS - Steele 3020B 

12/10/2010 3:00:00 PM 

12/10/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/23/2010 2:08:03 PM 

Subject: Meet with Maribel 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/23/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 11/23/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/23/2010 3:24:24 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Meet w/Erika Re: CRAS 

Steele 3011 

11/23/2010 4:00:00 PM 

11/23/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/23/2010 7:10:41 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Academic Planning Meeting(David Bevevino) 

105 South 

Start: 1/14/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/23/2010 7:16:13 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Coffee with Karen O’brien 

Graham Memorial First Floor- Starbucks ( lobby area) 

Start: 12/3/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/23/2010 9:28:53 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 11/24/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/24/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 2:34:30 PM 

BOT 

3/23/2011 6:30:00 PM 

3/23/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 2:35:55 PM 

BOT 

3/24/2011 12:00:00 PM 
3/24/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 2:43:24 PM 

BOT 

5/25/2011 6:30:00 PM 
5/25/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 2:43:47 PM 

BOT 

5/26/2011 12:00:00 PM 
5/26/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 2:44:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

BOT 

Chancellor’s Ball Room East and West 

Start: 7/27/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/27/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 2:54:48 PM 

Subject: BOT 

Location: C Inn at 3:15 

Start: 9/21/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 2:55:10 PM 

BOT 

9/22/2011 12:00:00 PM 
9/22/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 2:55:46 PM 

BOT 

11/16/2011 6:30:00 PM 

11/16/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 2:56:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOT 

Start: 11/17/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/17/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 6:15:08 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3020B 

Start: 2/8/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

This meeting is to discuss clarification of Arts and Sciences policy regarding distance education (online courses) and 

PT/FT degree seeking students. 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/24/2010 7:47:40 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Math 110 Placement 

Jackson Hall- Lobby Conference Room 

Start: 1/14/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/28/2010 3:54:16 PM 

Archie’s Party 

12/16/2010 9:00:00 PM 

12/16/2010 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/28/2010 3:55:59 PM 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Drafting reports 

Start: 11/29/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/29/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

11/29/2010 3:58:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Erika: Ad Boards Materials 

Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 12/1/2010 2:00:00 PM 

End: 12/1/2010 2:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/29/2010 4:16:35 PM 

Hold for Owen 

Farrah at 10:45 

1/19/2011 3:15:00 PM 

1/19/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

11/29/2010 4:58:33 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Owenbob] 

Randy On Vacation 

Home 

12/28/2010 5:00:00 AM 

12/30/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

11/29/2010 4:59:23 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Owenbob] 

Randy on Vacation 

Home 

12/23/2010 5:00:00 AM 

12/24/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:34:24 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Holiday Lunch with UE Heads intro Lee May 

Carolina 

Start: 12/17/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/17/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 11/29/2010 9:36:09 PM 

Subject: Hold for Grading 

Start: 12/17/2010 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/17/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2010 9:37:20 PM 

LUNCH 

1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

1/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM effective 1/3/2011, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 11/30/2010 3:03:40 PM 

Subject: Retention Specialist-Stacy Outlaw 

Start: 12/13/2010 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/13/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/30/2010 3:51:44 PM 

Laurie-Sick 

11/30/2010 5:00:00 AM 
12/1/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/1/2010 12:26:28 AM 

Travel to C Inn 

12/9/2010 8:00:00 PM 

12/9/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

12/1/2010 1:25:25 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Subject: Bobbi & Karen 

Location: Karen’s Office 

Start: 12/7/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/7/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/1/2010 1:45:33 PM 

Laurie-Sick 

12/1/2010 5:00:00 AM 

12/2/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 12/1/2010 4:05:46 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Retention Specialist Candidate (EC) 

Start: 12/10/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 12/10/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 12/1/2010 5:07:02 PM 

Subject: Meeting w/Retention Specialist Candidate Candice 

Start: 12/10/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/10/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/1/2010 7:57:23 PM 

Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Meeting Bobbi and Jim Leloudis 

Steele 3011 

12/10/2010 7:00:00 PM 

12/10/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Leloudis, James L 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/2/2010 2:38:49 PM 

Graduate Evaluation Drama 

12/13/2010 2:00:00 PM 

12/13/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/2/2010 2:40:26 PM 

Drama End of Semester- Costume Shop 

12/15/2010 7:00:00 PM 

12/15/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/2/2010 3:03:53 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Demetriou, 

Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Medlin, 

Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Brade, Laura Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradele] 

Breakfast 

Carolina Inn-Crossroads Restaraunt 

12/14/2010 i:30:00 PM 

12/14/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hoist, Laurie C; Demetriou, Cynthia; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Medlin, Randy 

Brade, Laura Elizabeth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

12/2/2010 4:10:26 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Andrews, William L [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Wandrews]; 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lewillif] 

Undergraduate Outcomes Assessments 

South - 205 

12/7/2010 7:15:00 PM 

12/7/2010 7:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Andrews, William L; Williford, Lynn E; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/3/2010 5:39:45 PM 

Subject: UCC- Robertson Scholars 

Location: Prez at 4:30 

Start: 2/4/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/4/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/3/2010 9:51:09 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Holden at Duke- Parking Reserved at Chapel Circle 

Ride with Holden at 11:30 

Start: 2/1/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/1/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Hello ladies, 

l have reserved 

on Feb. 2. 

a parking space at Chapel Circle for the Chancellor Thorp and Dean Owen for their lunch with Scholars 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

12/6/2010 2:50:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel to Duke 

Start: 5/6/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 5/6/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

12/6/2010 2:50:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Robertson UCC 

Location: Smith Warehouse 

Start: 5/6/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 5/6/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/6/2010 5:42:45 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula -Vacation Tuesday and Wednesday 

12/28/2010 5:00:00 AM 

12/30/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Medlin, Randy W; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

12/6/2010 6:05:27 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Randy on Vacation 

Home 

12/22/2010 5:00:00 AM 

12/23/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen; Goodman, Paula; Medlin, Randy W 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/6/2010 8:36:51 PM 

Subject: Bob Henshaw 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/13/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 12/13/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/7/2010 2:16:55 PM 

Subject: Meet w/ 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/13/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/13/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/7/2010 2:44:37 PM 

Subject: Meet w/ 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/8/2010 8:30:00 PM 

End: 12/8/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/8/2010 1:19:51 PM 

Subject: Meet w/ 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/8/2010 7:30:00 PM 

End: 12/8/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/8/2010 1:40:53 PM 

Subject: Bob Thompson 

Location: Weathervane 

Start: 12/22/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 12/22/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 12/8/2010 1:43:02 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/30/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/31/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 12/8/2010 1:43:22 PM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/31/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/1/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/8/2010 10:14:49 PM 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 1/12/2011 2:15:00 PM 

End: 1/12/2011 3:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

the second Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:15 AM to 10:45 AM 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 12/9/2010 5:32:21 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 12/28/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/30/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/9/2010 7:28:16 PM 

Lunch 

12/13/2010 5:00:00 PM 

12/13/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/12/2010 4:22:50 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Duke Robertson Switch Reception 

Student Union 3206 A&B 

Start: 1/10/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2011 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/13/2010 4:11:28 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sandra Coats Party 

Remarks C Room in Steele 

Start: 12/15/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/15/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/13/2010 6:59:33 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Brade, Laura Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradele]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Holst, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Joyner, Gordon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gjoyner]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Medlin, 

Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Payne, Ed [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Edpayne]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

Steele Building Closed except one card entry available on ground floor 

12/21/2010 4:45:00 PM 

12/21/2010 7:15:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Brade, Laura Elizabeth; Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula; Hoist, Laurie C; Joyner, Gordon; Lindemann, Erika; 

Medlin, Randy W; Owen, Bobbi A; Payne, Ed; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurr, Kim Weaver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/14/2010 9:03:50 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Phone call 

Start: 12/16/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2010 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 

She is calling because the GPA listed on Student Central is showing 3.4 and she was thinking it would be more like a 3.6. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

12/15/2010 1:19:01 PM 

Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Canceled: Academic Plan 

12/15/2010 2:00:00 PM 

12/15/2010 2:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Stadler, Stephanie C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SSTADLER] 

12/15/2010 8:41:45 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Cancelled, to be rescheduled Meet with Jim Leloudis 

Karen’s Office (205 South) 

Start: 12/15/2010 8:30:00 PM 

End: 12/15/2010 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L 

Discussion of strategic plan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/16/2010 1:07:41 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi 

A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Medlin, 

Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin] 

Canceled: Paula-Extreme Excel Class 

MBRB Room 6202 

Start: 12/16/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/17/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Hoist, Laurie C; Owen, Bobbi A; Lindemann, Erika; Demetriou, Cynthia; Medlin, Randy W 

ThursdayL i~/16 
Location: MBRS, room 6202 

Time: 8:30 to 5:00 (one-hour lunch break, due to location) 
Max. Capacity: 200 (current enrollment is 46) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

12/16/2010 9:30:15 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jim Leloudis 

Location: Karen’s Office 

Start: 1/4/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/4/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

Discussion of strategic plan 

RE: Rescheduling 
meeting with Dea... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leloudis, James L <Moudi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:23 PM 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Rescheduling meeting with DeaJ~ Owen and 

That work,~L It’,~; o~ my cale~dar, 

From: Pasion, Jessica 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 9:14 AM 

To: Leloudis, James L 
Subject: Rescheduling meeting with Dean Owen and Gil 

Good morning Dean Leloudis, 

It looks like both Dean Owen and Gil are available on January 4th at 3pro. Please let me know if that will work for your calendar. 

Thanks, 

Jessica 

Jessica Pasion 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3~00 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(9~9) 962-~65 

From: Gil, Karen M 
Sent: Wednesday, December ~5, 20~0 ~0:39 AM 

To: Leloudis, James L 
Co: Owen, Bobbi A; Pasion, 3essica 
Subject: RE: 
Good, thanka, Bes~: w~ahe~; for the holk~ays to you and yours as well 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, L’:ollegc! .:)[ Arts and S.::ienc:es 

Lee G. PedeR~en Dis~ingtdshed Professor of Psychology 

LJnive~sff:~ o~ North Carolina a[ Chapel 

Chapel H~I~ NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-~165 

9.19-9~2-240~ fax 

From: Leloudis, James L 
Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2010 10:25 AM 

To: Gil, Karen M 
Subject: RE: 

Ttmt ~s l~e. I hotx~ that you and ~e [~mily have a wonde~M ~o]ida~, season. 

Jim 

F~m: Gil, Karen N 
Sent: Wednesday, December 1S, 2010 9:24 AN 

To: keloudis, James k 
C¢: Owen, Bobbi A; Pasion, Jessica 
Subject: 

Jim 

since I will be out next week. There is no rush on my end, and hopefully this works for you. 

Best wishes for the holidays. 

Karen 

I suggest we move our meeting until after the holidays 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgilOemaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/16/2010 11:01:29 PM 

Erika re XList courses 

12/20/2010 7:00:00 PM 
12/20/2010 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Need to discuss unofficial cross-listed courses. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/17/2010 5:33:15 PM 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=              I 

Subject: Meet w/ 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/4/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/4/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:03 AM 

Fall Commencement 

12/19/2010 5:00:00 AM 
12/20/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 12/19/2010 9:44:03 AM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/25/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 12/19/2010 9:44:03 AM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/27/2010 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/28/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:03 AM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/30/2010 5:00:00 AM 
12/31/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:03 AM 

New Year’s Day 

12/31/2010 5:00:00 AM 

I/1/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:04 AM 

Classes Begin 

1/10/2011 5:00:00 AM 

1/11/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:04 AM 

Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 

1/17/2011 5:00:00 AM 

1/18/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:04 AM 

Spring Break 

3/4/2011 5:00:00 AM 

3/15/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 

Begins Friday March 4th at 5:00 p.m. Classes resume Monday March 14th at 8:00 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:04 AM 

Spring Holiday 

4/22/2011 4:00:00 AM 

4/23/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:04 AM 

Classes End 

4/27/2011 4:00:00 AM 

4/28/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:04 AM 

Spring Commencement 

5/8/2011 4:00:00 AM 

5/9/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:04 AM 

Memorial Day 

5/30/2011 4:00:00 AM 

5/31/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:04 AM 

Independence Day 

7/4/2011 4:00:00 AM 

7/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:04 AM 

Labor Day 

9/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

9/6/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 12/19/2010 9:44:04 AM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/24/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 12/19/2010 9:44:05 AM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/26/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 12/19/2010 9:44:05 AM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/23/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/24/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 12/19/2010 9:44:05 AM 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/26/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 9:44:05 AM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/30/2011 5:00:00 AM 
12/31/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 4:37:30 PM 

Headed home from SA and London 

3/22/2011 4:00:00 AM 
3/23/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2010 4:37:47 PM 

Headed home 

3/22/2011 12:00:00 PM 

3/22/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/21/2010 12:52:34 PM 

12/21/2010 8:00:00 PM 

12/21/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/22/2010 8:12:09 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Henshaw, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhenshaw]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Working Group 

Steele 3011 

1/11/2011 2:45:00 PM 

1/11/2011 3:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Tuesday from 9:45 AM to 10:45 AM 

Abels, Kimberly Town; Henshaw, Bob; Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/23/2010 4:41:54 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Stenross, Barbara [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Stenross]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Supplemental Ed for spring 

Steele 3011 

1/4/2011 6:00:00 PM 

1/4/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Stenross, Barbara; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: EPAC 

Location: 120 Vance Hall 

Start: 1/25/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 1/25/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/23/2010 4:45:36 PM 

Good morning EPAC members, 

Thank you for your prompt responses. Please block your calendars for the next meeting on: 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 

9:30 - 11:00 am 

Room 120 Vance Hall 

Meeting topics will include: "A deeper look at the Retention Report examining issues of in-state/out-of-state, 
financial aid, social and ethnic factors, and community college transfers" with presenters: Bobbi Owen, Lynn 
Williford, Shirley Ort, Cynthia Demetriou, and Steve Farmer. 

Thanks, and Happy New Year! 

Nelia R. Cooper 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

104 South Building, CB# 3000 

Phone: (9:19)962-2037 

FAX: (919) 962-1593 

nrcooper@unc.edu 

All - please HOLD the following on your calendars, since that’s the only time all 4 of you can meet: 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 

8:30 - 11:00 am 

will poll tile committee to see which 90-minute slot works best and try to get this scheduled! 

Lynn: you were not in my original email, but Cynthia thought you should also be there to help present, so I had Garrett 

hold the above time, 

Happy Holidays! 

Nel :o) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/23/2010 6:04:18 PM 

Hold for Owen 

1/5/2011 i:00:00 PM 
1/5/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/23/2010 6:05:08 PM 

Hold for Owen 

1/7/2011 i:00:00 PM 

1/7/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/23/2010 7:28:42 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Campus interviews Dean of Students 

Carolina Union room 3413 

Start: 1/11/2011 8:15:00 PM 

End: 1/11/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/23/2010 7:33:59 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Campus Interviews for Assoc, Vice Chancellor 

Carolina Union room 3413 

Start: 1/12/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/12/2011 8:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GM H] 

12/28/2010 8:16:47 PM 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gmh]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Johns, 

Andy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ajohns]; @wen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Padilla, Ramon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ramon Padilla 

(padillar)]; Petree, Phyllis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ppetree]; Seitz, Kevin Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Stabile, Regina [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstabile]; Turner, 

Dave [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Turnerjd]; Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs]; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Annewhis] 

Institutional Data Governance Committee 

236 Bynum Hall 

1/7/2011 6:30:00 PM 

1/7/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bland, Jerri (jerri_bland@unc.edu); Derickson, Christopher P (cderickson@unc.edu); Johns, Andy 

(andy_johnsOunc.edu); @wen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Padilla, Ramon (ramon_padilla_jr@unc.edu); Petree, 

Phyllis (ppetree@email.unc.edu); Seitz, Kevin Richard (krseitz@email.unc.edu); Stabile, Regina 

(regina_stabile@unc.edu); Turner, Dave (dave_turner@unc.edu); Waddell, Stan Adolphus (stan_waddell@unc.edu); 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell (Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/29/2010 7:28:04 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: I/3/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/31/2010 3:19:23 PM 

Kathy Perkins in town ~L-26-:~-30 

1/27/2011 10:00:00 PM 

1/27/2011 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/31/2010 3:19:44 PM 

Kathy Perkins in town ~L-26-:~-30 

1/28/2011 10:00:00 PM 

1/28/2011 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 1/3/2011 5:17:32 PM 

Subject: SADS is happening 

Start: 1/3/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/3/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 1/3/2011 5:17:59 PM 

Subject: SADS is happening 

Start: 1/10/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2011 lO:O0:O0 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Fortune, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ELIZABETH B. FORTUNE (EFORTUNE)] 

1/3/2011 9:15:51 PM 

Fortune, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Elizabeth B. Fortune (efortune)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: UE UBC 

Location: Owen’s office 

Start: 1/10/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

This was the earliest I could find a mutually agreeable time. Please let me know if another day would be more suitable. 

Best, 

Liz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/4/2011 1:56:52 PM 

Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Meet w/Steve Reznick 

Steele 3011 

1/18/2011 7:00:00 PM 

1/18/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

1/4/2011 5:30:48 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lunch w/Bruce Carney & Lynn W re: Eduventures & challenges of assessment & accreditation 

Crossroads, Carolina Inn 

Start: 1/21/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2011 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Also SACS 5th year report 

Steph 1/4/12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/4/2011 6:32:09 PM 

Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Meet w/Harold Woodard 

Steele 3011 

1/6/2011 7:00:00 PM 

1/6/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/6/2011 5:50:37 PM 

Hold for Owen 

1/6/2011 9:00:00 PM 

1/6/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/6/2011 6:04:51 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; ’May, Lee’ [Lee_May@unc.edu]; Outlaw, 

Stacy Edwards [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sredward]; LaMantia, Lisa [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LI] 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Meeting to discuss transfer credits 

Jackson Hall-small Media room 

Start: 1/26/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 1/26/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; ’May, Lee’; Outlaw, Stacy Edwards; LaMantia, Lisa 

Hi All: Thank you so much for responding with your availability for this meeting. I have tried working in conjunction 

with Admissions to find a good time, and this seems to work for the majority. 

~This meeting is to discuss ways in which we might be able to streamline the evaluation of transfer credit in the College 

for students who present courses for which we can’t readily identify a parallel course in our catalog. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/6/2011 8:18:55 PM 

Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa] 

Subject: Meet w/Apps Analyst 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/14/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Greenway, Ryan 

Attendees: 

Ryan, I will speak with Bobbi and get back with you on her decision. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/10/2011 3:58:48 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Undergraduate Research Symposium 

Frank Porter Graham Student Union 

Start: 4/11/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Fwd: [asddd] 

Undergraduate R... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 7, 2011 4:50 PM 

Goodman, Paula <pgoodmm~@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: [asddd] Undergraduate Research Symposium and Week of Activities 

For my calendar. 

B. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [asddd] Undergraduate Research Symposium m~d Week of Activities 

Date:Fri, 7 Jan 2011 21:23:15 +0000 
From:Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Reply-To:Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

To:All Deans, Directors, and Depaxtment Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <asddd(tblistserv.unc.ed~-~ 
CC:Richard, Monica L <mrichard~enmil:u!ac.edu>, Administrative Managers <asmgr~a~)listservatnc.edu~’~ 

To: Deans, Directors and Department Chairs 

From: Pat Pnkkila, Professor of Biolo~ 
Associate Dean and Director of the Office for Undergraduate Research 

Re: ~thAnnual Celebration of Undergraduate Research Symposium 

The Office for Undergraduate Research is looking forward to a very exciting spring 2Oll and invites you join us in supporting undergraduate research activities. 

The 12th Annual Celebration of Undergraduate Research Symposium will be held on Monday, April la, 2oa~ from 1-3pm in the ~[_r_~_~2~__t__~__o__r__t__e__r___t__3_!_’_a___h_j!_kn____S_’_t__~{!_e___n__t_. 

Union. Please add the date to your eMendar and plan to attend this symposium event that will showcase the diversity of research interests of UNC undergraduates. 

On November 16, 2OLO, the United States ttouse of Representatives declared the week of April ~1 Undergraduate Research Week. The symposium is our kick-off 

event. We will be capturing research related activities and events occurring across campus during that week on our website at _h__t__t_~_:,/_21~_~__u__~__u_::__u_n_c_:__e___d_!L/___d___e_~2~,(_9_U_r2. If 

you have something that you would like for us to include, please e-mail Monica Richard at mrichard (a)ema il.tlnc.cd u. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/10/2011 4:57:42 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Discuss Ad Board Agenda Draft 

Steele 3011-phone 

1/11/2011 2:00:00 PM 

1/11/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/10/2011 7:11:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewilIif]; Demetriou, 

Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

EPAC Presentation -Practice 

CAS-Steele 3020A 

Start: 1/19/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 1/19/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Farmer, Stephen M; Williford, Lynn E; Demetriou, Cynthia 

Just checking to see if all of you will be able to attend. Lynn, I know you are have accepted. 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/10/2011 7:32:29 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Campus Interview- Dean of Students 

1114 SASB North 

Start: 1/11/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/11/2011 6:50:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

January 11; Dr. Eric Norman, Associate Dean of Students and Director of the Office of Student Advocacy & 
Accountability; LSU 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/10/2011 7:33:47 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Campus Interview- Dean of Students 

1114 SASB North 

Start: 1/18/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/18/2011 6:50:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

January 18; Dr. Jonathan Sauls, Interim Associate Dean of Students, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/10/2011 8:28:52 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin] 

Meet to discuss JKC 

Steele 3011 

1/14/2011 2:00:00 PM 

1/14/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Medlin, Randy W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/10/2011 8:46:12 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Subject: Meet w/Cynthia 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/21/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 

I had put this on her calendar. Please let me know if this is not going to work for you. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/11/2011 5:00:42 PM 

Subject: MD B 

Location: Off Campus 

Start: 1/27/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/27/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12:17:31 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w. Student 

Steele 3011 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

4:30:00 PM 

5:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/12/2011 7:45:50 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Santos 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/21/2011 1:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/13/2011 5:07:55 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Holst, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

SPA Grievance Class- PAULA attending 830-430 

Pleasant’s Assembly Room Wilson Library 

1/24/2011 5:00:00 AM 
1/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Medlin, Randy W; Hoist, Laurie C; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Demetriou, Cynthia; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

1/14/2011 1:39:16 PM 

Erika for update 

1/14/2011 3:30:00 PM 

1/14/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

1/14/2011 4:08:59 PM 

Lee Y. May 

1/14/2011 7:30:00 PM 

1/14/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/16/2011 5:32:09 PM 

Subject: IAH Fellows Convocation 

Location: Hyde Hall 

Start: 1/20/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 1/20/2011 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 1/16/2011 5:53:25 PM 

Subject: Kathy Perkins on Saturday - dinner and Angels in America 

Start: 1/28/2011 1:00:00 PM 

End: 1/28/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/18/2011 2:13:57 PM 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Ad Board Prep 

Start: 1/19/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/19/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/18/2011 3:50:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Chancellor’s Awards 

Great Hall, Student Union 

Start: 4/12/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/18/2011 5:55:25 PM 

Subject: Pat Pukkila 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/21/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

12:50:21 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

calls Bobbi 

Phone Mtg 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

3:30:00 PM 

4:00:00 PM 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

phone number 

Subject: series classes for undergraduates 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/19/2011 1:51:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=£XCHANG£ ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bobbi Vacation 

Location: July 5-15 

Start: 7/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/16/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/19/2011 4:57:13 PM 

Subject: Farrah at 11 

Location: Off campus 

Start: 2/16/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 2/16/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

1/19/2011 4:59:47 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bruce Carney re: phone conversation 

104 South Bldg 

Start: 1/24/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/24/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/20/2011 1:43:25 PM 

Barbara Lucido 

1/21/2011 6:30:00 PM 

1/21/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/20/2011 2:15:51 PM 

Subject: Records ERP issues 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/27/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/27/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Bland, Derickson, Own 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/20/2011 6:44:56 PM 

Travel Time 

1/26/2011 3:00:00 PM 

1/26/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/20/2011 6:46:19 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Subject: CSSAC 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/26/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/26/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Abels, Kimberly Town; Woodard, Harold 

Dean Woodard asked if you would please schedule a meeting next week for Dean Owens, Dean Woodard, 
and Kim Abels (regarding Bobbi’s request to discuss Mimi’s departure). He said it should last an hour. 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/20/2011 8:24:01 PM 

Subject: John Mitchell 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/21/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

1/20/2011 9:14:17 PM 

Subject: Erika Ad Boards Followup 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/25/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/25/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/20/2011 10:25:19 PM 

Lunch 

1/24/2011 5:00:00 PM 
1/24/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 1/21/2011 12:57:09 PM 

Subject: Laura’s Appt ends on 05/15/2011 

Start: 4/8/2011 11:30:00 AM 

End: 4/8/2011 12:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 1/21/2011 3:04:13 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Out 

Start: 1/24/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Dentist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/21/2011 3:17:59 PM 

Cramer, Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=M rcramer] 

Meet regarding Smally 

Steele 3011 

1/24/2011 6:30:00 PM 

1/24/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Cramer, Richard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/21/2011 5:59:46 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Ad Boards 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 3/30/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/301’2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/23/2011 6:48:08 PM 

Subject: Appointment off campus 

Location: Md at 10 

Start: 2/2/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 2/2/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/23/2011 7:06:34 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Pat Turner, Bob Thompson, Lee Willard 

Clnn 

Start: 4/1/2011 1:15:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2011 10:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 1/24/2011 1:06:59 PM 

Subject: Katrin Baker calling 8obbi 

Start: 1/24/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/24/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/24/2011 1:49:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bill McDiarmid Phone conversation 

He will make call 

Start: 1/24/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/24/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/24/2011 7:05:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Summer Bridge Campaign 

Location: 0 Steele 

Start: 2/1/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/1/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Kelly Moore, James Wright 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/25/2011 1:28:00 PM 

Subject: NACADA Drive In 

Location: Student Union 

Start: 2/25/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GM H] 

1/26/2011 9:42:34 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Johns, 

Andy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ajohns]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Padilla, Ramon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ramon Padilla 

(padillar)]; Petree, Phyllis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ppetree]; Seitz, Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Stabile, Regina [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstabile]; Turner, 

Dave [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Turnerjd]; Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs]; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Annewhis] 

Data Coordinating Committee 

236 Bynum Hall 

2/1/2011 2:00:00 PM 
2/1/2011 3:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the first Tuesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Bland, Jerri (jerri_bland@unc.edu); Derickson, Christopher P (cderickson@unc.edu); Johns, Andy 

(andy_johns@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Padilla, Ramon (ramon_padilla_jr@unc.edu); Petree, 

Phyllis (ppetree@email.unc.edu); Seitz, Kevin Richard (krseitz@email.unc.edu); Stabile, Regina 

(regina_stabile@unc.edu); Turner, Dave (dave_turner@unc.edu); Waddell, Stan Adolphus (stan_waddell@unc.edu); 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell (Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GM H] 

1/26/2011 10:08:49 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Johns, 

Andy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ajohns]; @wen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Padilla, Ramon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ramon Padilla 

(padillar)]; Petree, Phyllis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ppetree]; Seitz, Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Stabile, Regina [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstabile]; Turner, 

Dave [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Turnerjd]; Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs]; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Annewhis] 

Data Coordinating Committee 

236 Bynum Hall 

5/10/2011 i:00:00 PM 

5/10/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bland, Jerri (jerri_bland@unc.edu); Derickson, Christopher P (cderickson@unc.edu); Johns, Andy 

(andy_johnsOunc.edu); @wen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Padilla, Ramon (ramon_padilla_jr@unc.edu); Petree, 

Phyllis (ppetree@email.unc.edu); Seitz, Kevin Richard (krseitzOemail.unc.edu); Stabile, Regina 

(regina_stabile@unc.edu); Turner, Dave (dave_turner@unc.edu); Waddell, Stan Adolphus (stan_waddell@unc.edu); 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell (Anne_Whisnant@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/27/2011 1:09:29 AM 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Wisconsin 

Start: 2/11/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/11/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/27/2011 1:55:26 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Administrative Boards 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/29/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/29/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/27/2011 1:56:52 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Administrative Boards see note 

3020 Steele 

Start: 9/27/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Karen cannot attend to welcome members 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/27/2011 1:59:09 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee 

Start: 9/12/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/12/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/27/2011 2:02:50 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/14/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/14/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/27/2011 2:03:50 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Curriculum Commitee 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 12/5/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 12/5/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/27/2011 2:53:52 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: FALL BREAK 

Start: 10/20/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/23/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/27/2011 3:48:02 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Erik Sugar 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/31/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/27/2011 4:06:40 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Curriculum Committee Meeting 

Steeele A &B 

Start: 10/17/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/17/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 1/28/2011 1:18:38 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-sick 

Start: 1/28/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/29/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/28/2011 1:46:41 PM 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Meet re: Budget ( Lee May) 

Steele 3011 

2/1/2011 3:30:00 PM 

2/1/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/28/2011 5:06:41 PM 

Md at 8:30 

3/25/2011 12:00:00 PM 

3/25/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

1/28/2011 6:35:15 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Carolina Women’s Leadership Council 

Pam & Jm Heavners, 740 Gimghoul 

2/24/2011 11:30:00 PM 

2/25/2011 1:30:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 

Cocktail Reception 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

1/31/2011 2:10:46 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen 

2/4/2011 2:30:00 PM 

2/4/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 

Re: [dptcrchairs] 

Review of Andy ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen. Bobbi A <owenbob(&unc edu> 

Sunday, JanuaD, 30, 2011 1:03 PM 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [dptcrchmrs] Review ofAndy Lang, Director of OASIS 

Jessica - 

I don’t seen any times soon when I have a meeting with Karen a~d would appreciate 30 minutes. During that meeting we could also discuss this review. 

Bobbi 

On 1/10/2011 2:09 PM, Gil, Karen M wrote: 

This message is being sent to Department Heads in the College of Arts and Sciences, with a copy to Managers. 

Dear Department Chairs, 

I am initiating a regular review of Andy Lang as Director of OASIS in the College of Arts and Sciences. I would like to invite input from department 

leadership in the College. If you would like to provide input, please send me written comments via letter or email by Januaq 20~ 2031.1. If you would 

prefer to arrange a time to meet or talk by phone, please contact my assistant, Jessica Pasion (jvpasion@email.unc.edu or 962-1:165), who will provide 

possible times on my schedule. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1155 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgi[@emaiLunc.edu 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dea~ ~or Undergradua~e Education, and 

Michael R. HcVaugh Distinguished Professor oi Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 30il Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 9~9 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/31/2011 2:12:44 PM 

Parents Council at C Inn Fri and Sat 

2/18/2011 12:30:00 PM 

2/18/2011 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/31/2011 3:06:28 PM 

Hold for Owen 

2/2/2011 i:00:00 PM 

2/2/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/1/2011 2:29:30 PM 

Nick re FL4 in BIOL 

2/1/2011 4:00:00 PM 
2/1/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/1/2011 3:18:22 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Phone call re: Drama Class 

Location: Steele 3010 

Start: 2/4/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 2/4/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 

Parent would like to discuss "anonymously" the play her child is having to participate in "Angels in America". She is 

calling my line, and I will put her through. She has already called Chancellor Thorpe’s office and Dean Gil and was 

referred to you. 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/1/2011 7:31:34 PM 

Subject: Meet w/John Blanchard 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/7/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/1/2011 9:14:13 PM 

Subject: Nominations Committee 

Location: Stone Center 

Start: 2/14/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/14/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/1/2022 9:25:35 PM 

Subject: Nominations Committee 

Location: Stone Center 

Start: 2/23/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/23/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/1/2011 9:16:17 PM 

Nominations Committee 

3/4/2011 i:30:00 PM 
3/4/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 2/1/2011 9:17:57 PM 

Subject: Hold for Owen (return from Wl) 

Start: 2/14/2011 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/14/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/2/2011 5:04:09 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Harold Woodard 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/3/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/3/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/2/2011 10:16:47 PM 

CoStar in Drama 

2/4/2011 6:00:00 PM 
2/4/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/2/2011 10:17:03 PM 

Subject: Pat Turner 

Location: Phone 

Start: 2/3/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/3/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

2/3/2011 2:55:17 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Randy out on 2/7 

Location: Aberdeen 

Start: 2/7/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/8/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Bobbi Owen; Goodman, Paula 

Randy is scheduled off Today 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/3/2011 8:38:58 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Summer Reading 

Carroll Hall-2nd Floor Forum Room 

Start: 2/21/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2011 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/5/2011 9:12:05 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lynn Roundtree for coffee 

3020 Steele (Y) 

Start: 2/15/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

2/7/2011 5:50:54 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Williford, 

Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lewillif]; Kramer, Lloyd S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lloyd S Kramer (Ikramer)]; Kier, William M 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BilIkier]; 

Lysle, Donald T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle (dlysle)] 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gmh]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

CONFIRMED: meeting with Dean Andrews regarding assessment 

South - 205 

2/9/2011 4:00:00 PM 

2/9/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Andrews, William L; Owen, Bobbi A; Williford, Lynn E; Kramer, Lloyd S; Kier, William M; Lysle, Donald T 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/7/2011 5:59:06 PM 

Subject: EACC Prep 

Location: Breakfast with Jerri at 7:30 

Start: 3/31/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/7/2011 6:01:21 PM 

Subject: Breakfast with Jerri Bland 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 5/5/2011 11:30:00 AM 

End: 5/5/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 2/7/2011 6:01:33 PM 

Subject: Stakeholders / EACC 

Start: 5/5/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/5/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

2/7/2011 7:32:17 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Hartlyn]; Leloudis, 

James L [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Robert F [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles] 

CONFIRMED: London trip review 

South - 205 

2/23/2011 8:15:00 PM 

2/23/2011 8:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Robert F 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/7/2011 8:17:38 PM 

Subject: Dinner at Hyde Hall 

Location: 6:30 at Hyde Hall 

Start: 2/28/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2011 i0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

2/8/2011 2:08:11 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lysle, 

Donald T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle (dlysle)]; Kier, William M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BilIkier]; Kramer, 

Lloyd S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lloyd S Kramer (Ikramer)]; Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lewillif] 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=G mh] 

Canceled: HOLD for meeting with Bill Andrews 

2/9/2011 i:00:00 PM 

2/9/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Andrews, William L; Owen, Bobbi A; Lysle, Donald T; Kier, William M; Kramer, Lloyd S; Williford, Lynn E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

2/8/2011 2:11:36 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lewillif]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kramer, 

Lloyd S [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lloyd S Kramer (Ikramer)]; Kier, William M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BilIkier]; Lysle, 

Donald T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle (dlysle)]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gmh] 

Canceled: HOLD for meeting regarding assessment 

South - 205 

2/10/2011 i:00:00 PM 

2/10/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Williford, Lynn E; Owen, Bobbi A; Kramer, Lloyd S; Kier, William M; Lysle, Donald T; Andrews, William L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

2/8/2011 2:14:10 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lewillif]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Kier, 

William M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BilIkier]; Lysle, Donald T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle (dlysle)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kramer, 

Lloyd S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lloyd S Kramer (Ikramer)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gmh] 

Canceled: HOLD for meeting re: Assessment 

South - 205 

2/10/2011 2:30:00 PM 

2/10/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Williford, Lynn E; Andrews, William L; Kier, William M; Lysle, Donald T; Owen, Bobbi A; Kramer, Lloyd S 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/8/2011 6:24:18 PM 

Bruce Carney 

2/10/2011 9:00:00 PM 

2/10/2011 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/8/2011 6:25:44 PM 

Subject: Paula 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 2/8/2011 7:15:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2011 7:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Futrell, Betty S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BFUTRELL] 

2/9/2011 6:49:53 PM 

Subject: Lukas Land 

Location: Costume Shop 

Start: 2/22/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 2/22/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Donations for Costar. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/10/2011 7:15:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Classroom Policy Steerinl~ Committee-cancelled 

Start: 5/24/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 5/24/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/10/2011 7:15:08 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee 

208 Campus Y 

Start: 4/26/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/10/2011 7:15:08 PM 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee 

3/22/2011 8:00:00 PM 

3/22/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/10/2022 7:25:08 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee 

208 Campus Y 

Start: 2/22/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/22/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3:17:09 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: 

coming to visit 

Undergrad Ed 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:15:00 PM 

7:45:00 PM 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/14/2011 3:49:56 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Phone call w/Pete Callahan ( calling my line) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 2/15/2011 i:30:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Bobbi, 

I hope you are ha~ng a great semester and we are looking forward to being with you at the upcoming Parents Council 
Meeting. Would you have any time early next week to talk by phone about the meeting’? I will also invite Debra Henandez 
to join us since this ~ll be the last meeting for Vicki and I. I don’t think we will need much time but I think it would be 
nice to touch base before the meeting. 

Please plan to stay on for lunch after our committee meeting. 

Thanks so much and I look forward to talldng next week. 

Pete 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/14/2011 5:46:24 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Holst, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Paula in SPA Grievance Training Part II 8:30am-4:30pm 

Wilson Library 

2/21/2011 5:00:00 AM 
2/22/2011 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Medlin, Randy W; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Demetriou, Cynthia; 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/14/2011 6:26:09 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Nick in Greenville, NC 

2/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 

2/26/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Randy Medlin; Bobbi Owen; Powell, Candice 

Sheilds Fleming 

Concert in Greenville, NC. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/14/2011 7:37:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin] 

Accounts 

Steele 3011 

2/17/2011 7:00:00 PM 

2/17/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Medlin, Randy W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/15/2011 1:38:52 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Meeting to discuss cross-listings (w/Jessica Wolfe) 

Steele 3011 

2/22/2011 6:00:00 PM 

2/22/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/15/2011 4:32:37 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Phone call from Terry Rhodes 

re MUSC 146 

Start: 2/15/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/15/2011 6:52:46 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Brade, Laura Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradele]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Holst, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Payne, Ed [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Edpayne]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/26/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Feb. 25th- Doors in Steele building not opening until 2:30pm please use One Card 

Required 

Attendees: 

Brade, Laura Elizabeth; Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Medlin, Randy 

Owen, Bobbi A; Payne, Ed; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurr, Kim Weaver 

From: Nichols, Julia 

Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 1:09 PM 

To: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Feb. 25th 

Hi Paula, 

I am not sure how much you know about the upcoming NACADA conference here on the 25th of 
Feb. We will not be opening the offices until 2:30 that day, and you’ve probably noticed the flier we 
posted yesterday. 

Just wanted to check in with you so the 3rd floor knows the ONE Card door will be locked until 2:30 
that day, as will the front doors. 



If you all have any concerns about this please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Julia 

Ms. Jufia Nichols 

Student Services Manager 

Academic Advising Program in the General College and the College of Arts & Science 

#2016 Steele Building, CB# 3110 

University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

http ://advising. unc. edu/ 

(T) 919-843-8909 

(F) 919-962-6888 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/15/2011 7:01:48 PM 

Breakfast with Jerri-Carolina Inn 

2/17/2011 12:30:00 PM 

2/17/2011 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/16/2011 6:12:48 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Pat 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/21/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/17/2011 2:46:52 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Anonymous Parent 

Steele 3011 

2/17/2011 6:30:00 PM 

2/17/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/18/2011 1:43:57 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Gidi Shemer 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/25/2011 3:15:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/18/2011 7:21:56 PM 

Subject: Parent’s Council Chairs 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 3/4/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/4/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

With Dean Gil and Lee May 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/21/2011 5:45:44 PM 

Travel time 

2/22/2011 7:00:00 PM 

2/22/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/21/2011 5:45:53 PM 

Travel time 

2/22/2011 8:30:00 PM 

2/22/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/21/2011 5:46:15 PM 

Hold for Owen 

3/4/2011 7:00:00 PM 
3/4/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 12:24:46 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Kim Abels 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/23/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/23/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 1:29:55 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Lee May 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/22/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/22/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 1:30:54 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Lee May 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 3/1/2011 4:15:00 PM 

End: 3/1/2011 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 1:33:51 PM 

Meet w/Lee May 

4/26/2011 2:30:00 PM 

4/26/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 1:33:51 PM 

Meet w/Lee May 

4/6/2011 1:00:00 PM 

4/6/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 1:33:51 PM 

Meet w/Lee May 

3/23/2011 1:00:00 PM 

3/23/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 4:21:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Slivka, Dara M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Slivka] 

Meet w/Harold Woodard 

Steele 3011 

2/28/2011 3:15:00 PM 

2/28/2011 4:15:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold; Slivka, Dara M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 4:22:20 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Meet w/Erika 

Steele 3011 

2/23/2011 4:00:00 PM 

2/23/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 4:34:52 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Meet w/Cynthia 

Steele 3011 

2/28/2011 7:00:00 PM 

2/28/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 5:49:49 PM 

Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Meet w/Steve 

Steele 3011 

2/28/2011 8:00:00 PM 

2/28/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 5:52:40 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Meet w/Nick 

Steele 3020 

2/24/2011 3:00:00 PM 

2/24/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/22/2011 9:19:45 PM 

EL&NJS on QR, QI 

2/23/2011 3:30:00 PM 

2/23/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/23/2011 1:40:53 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Pat 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/28/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/23/2011 2:55:22 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Jim Leloudis 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/24/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/23/2011 6:57:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Pukkila, Patricia J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila]; Reznick, 

Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROU P (FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Woodard, H arold [/O=U N C 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; 

Kirschner, Jeanne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kirschner, Jeanne]; ’Jeanne Kirschner’ [kirschner@robertsonscholars.org] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Breakfast w/UE Department Heads 

CAS - Steele 3020 

Start: 3/3/2011 1:30:00 PM 

End: 3/3/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Leloudis, James L; Lindemann, Erika; May, Lee Y; Owen, Bobbi A; Pukkila, Patricia J; Reznick, 

Steve; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Woodard, Harold; Kirschner, Jeanne 

Dean Owen would like you to join her for a light breakfast ( coffee and doughnuts). Please let me know if you will be able 

to attend. 

Thanks. 

Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/23/2011 9:41:41 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Meet w/Erika re: Ad Board Agenda 

Steele 3011 

2/28/2011 6:00:00 PM 

2/28/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/23/2011 9:54:35 PM 

Hold for Owen 

2/24/2011 I:00:00 PM 
2/24/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/23/2011 10:49:03 PM 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: G Duke at 2:00 

Start: 5/20/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 5/20/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/23/2011 10:50:31 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Ray Dooley Course Eval at 9:30 

104 CDA 

Start: 3/29/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/29/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/24/2011 7:21:48 PM 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Smith, Teresa T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7] 

Meeting to discuss transition 

Steele 3011 

2/28/2011 2:00:00 PM 

2/28/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y; Goodman, Paula; Smith, Teresa T 



From: Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

Sent: 2/24/2011 7:34:35 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

ConnectCarolina summit 

218 South Bldg 

Start: 3/4/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/4/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Attending: Bruce Carney, Steve Farmer, Steve Matson, Larry Conrad 

Steph 2/24/11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/24/2011 10:05:23 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Karen and Bobbi 

Karen’s Office 

3/1/2011 6:00:00 PM 

3/1/2011 6:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:24:34 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen Biweekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

3/24/2011 7:30:00 PM 

3/24/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:26:20 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen Biweekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

4/7/2011 3:00:00 PM 

4/7/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:28:23 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen 

Karen’s Office 

4/28/2011 7:30:00 PM 

4/28/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:29:44 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen Biweekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

5/9/2011 6:30:00 PM 

5/9/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:30:42 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen Biweekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

5/23/2011 6:00:00 PM 

5/23/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:31:27 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen Biweekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

6/6/2011 6:30:00 PM 

6/6/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:33:32 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen Biweekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

7/7/2011 6:30:00 PM 

7/7/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:34:36 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen Biweekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

8/4/2011 7:00:00 PM 

8/4/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:35:12 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen Biweekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

8/18/2011 7:00:00 PM 

8/18/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:37:23 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen Biweekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

9/15/2011 7:00:00 PM 

9/15/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/25/2011 1:38:55 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen Biweekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

10/11/2011 8:30:00 PM 

10/11/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

2/25/2011 3:15:20 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

11/12 LUPTON ALLOCATIONS 

3011 STEELE 

3/2/2011 4:00:00 PM 

3/2/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/25/2011 10:12:26 PM 

Subject: Owen in Drama (Honors) 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 4/5/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/5/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/25/2011 10:13:49 PM 

Subject: Owen in Drama (Honors) 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 4/7/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/7/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Mtgs 9-10 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/28/2011 10:09:01 PM 

Owen to NYC 

4/8/2011 12:00:00 PM 

4/8/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/28/2011 11:22:13 PM 

Subject: Julia Wood’s farewell 

Location: IAH 

Start: 4/6/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 4/6/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Friday, Februaly 18, 2011 2:21 PM 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpa~sion@email.unc.edu>; lee may >> May, Lee <l,eeMay@unc.edu"~ 

Fwd: RE: Monday, Febma~ 21 Meeting With 

FYI - 

Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: Monday, Februmy 21 Meeting With 

Date:Fri, 18 Feb2011 14:16:59 -0500 

From:Hrdlicka, Sheila D <hrdlick~,~email.unc.edu> 

To:Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

That will do just fine. Thanks so much Bobbi. 

Sheih~ 

From: Bobbi Owen [t_n_a_jJ_t_9_:_p__w_e_B__b_p_b__~___u___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 

Sent: Friday, February 18, 20J.J. 2:J.6 PM 

To: Hrdlicka, Sheila D 

~¢: ’Bobbi Owen (.9_A_e__n___b_q_b__@__e____m__a__[L~_n___c_~__e__d__@’; Pasion, Jessica 

Subject: Re: Monday, February 21 Meetin9 With 

Sheila - 

Karen Gil and I are both available between 11-12 on March 4. The Friday before Spring Break is the reason why! Will that work? I will check with Lee May as well. 

Bobbi 

On 2/:18/20:1:1 2:07 PM, Hrdlicka, Sheila D wrote: 

Hi Bobbi, 

I have been notified by              that something has come up in her department at work that will require her to return to Richmond on Sunday. They had 

been looking forward to this meeting on Monday at 2:115 and really hate to have to cancel at this short notice. They will be down to Chapel Hill again on March 4 so 

would you, Lee May, and Karen Gil have some time that you could give them on that Friday? 

Hope you received the agenda this morning. See you tomorrow. 

Sh i& 
Sheila Hrdlicka 

Assistant Director 

New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 5490, Suite 3318, SASB-South 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 5490 

hrdli ck,~(i~email.unc.e&~ 

parents~;unc.edu 

919.962-8304 (p) 

919-962-4725 

Behbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R~ McVaugh Distinguishe@ P~ofessor of Dramatic Art 

Unive~s:[ty of North Carelina aL Chapel Hil] 

CB# 3504, 301] SLeel} BuildJ~g 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3b04 

Phene: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 3/2/2011 2:34:57 PM 

Subject: Rebecca Egbert calling your direct line 

Start: 3/2/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/2/2011 7:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/2/2011 4:06:30 PM 

Hold for Owen 

3/2/2011 7:00:00 PM 
3/2/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/2/2011 5:01:23 PM 

HOLD for Owen 

3/2/2011 7:30:00 PM 

3/2/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/2/2011 5:46:10 PM 

Subject: EPAC 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 4/20/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 4/20/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Nel Resendes Cooper 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/3/2011 2:37:33 PM 

Subject: Renwick Celebration 

Location: Great Hall 

Start: 4/9/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/9/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

3/3/2011 8:18:37 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Hoist, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Randy off 

Using available comp 

3/11/2011 5:00:00 AM 
3/12/2011 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/4/2011 3:04:57 PM 

Subject: Robertson Finalist Weekend 

Location: Du ke 

Start: 3/28/2011 9:15:00 PM 

End: 3/28/2011 i0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

3/7/2011 6:42:30 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

ConnectCarolina summit 

104D South Bldg 

Start: 4/18/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/18/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Attending: Bruce, Steve F, Steve M, Larry C, Jerri B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/9/2011 2:32:36 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Medlin, 

Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Oldham, Ann B, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Aoldham]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi 

A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Paula- Vacation 

3/14/2011 4:00:00 AM 

3/15/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Medlin, Randy W; Oldham, Ann B,; Hoist, Laurie C; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Menon, Geeta; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LDCON RAD] 

3/10/2011 6:45:59 PM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad]; Carney, Bruce William [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bruce]; Mann, Richard L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rlmann]; Malone, 

Brenda Richardson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bmalone]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Matson, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smatson]; Farmer, 

Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Seitz, Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Baucom, Deahn H [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deahn H Baucom 

(deahn)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sthurman]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; 

McAuliffe, Samantha Lea [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smcaulif]; Pyecha, Missy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pyecha]; Broach, Jena Marie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbroach] 

Campus Solutions - Lunch meeting 

CIO Office - ITS Manning Suite 5708 

3/17/2011 4:00:00 PM 

3/17/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Carney, Bruce William; Mann, Richard L; Malone, Brenda Richardson; jerri_bland@unc.edu; Matson, Steve; Farmer, 

Stephen M; Seitz, Kevin R; Baucom, Deahn H; owenbob@unc.edu; Thurman, Stephanie J; Eubanks, Trevaughn B; 

McAuliffe, Samantha Lea; Pyecha, Missy; Jena_Broach@unc.edu 

Lunch will be provided. 

Attendees: 

Bruce Carney 

Dick Mann 

Brenda Malone 
Larry Conrad 

Jerri Bland 

Steve Matson 

Steve Farmer 

Kevin Seitz 

Deahn Baucom 

Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/10/2011 8:03:11 PM 

Robertson Scholars Weekend- see attached 

3/25/2011 7:00:00 PM 

3/25/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

IRE: Robertson 

Scholars Progra... 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeanne Kirschner <ldrschner@robertsonscholars.o~g> 

Sunday, March 6, 2011 8:53 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Goodman, Panla <pgoodman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Robertson Scholars Program - Finalists’ Weekend Invitation 

Dear Bobbi, 

Thank you again for agreeing to interview for the Robertson Scholars Program Finalists’ Weekend, March 27 - 28. You will be interviewing candidates at The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

We would appreciate your prompt response as we prepare for our weekend: 

Please either confirm or provide edits to the personal bio we have on file for you, copied below. This bio will be used in our finalist and interviewer 

materials. 

Bobbi Owen, Professor of Dramatic Art, is senior associate dean for undergraduate education in the College of Arts and Sciences at UNC, the Michael R. 

McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art, and serves as Chair of the Universities Coordinating Committee for the Robertson Scholars Program. 

In the Department of Dramatic Art, Owen serves as director of the honors program. Owen is an expert theatrical designer and is responsible for 

costume design for numerous productions. She is currently vice president for communications for the United States Institute for Theatre Technology 

and chair of its publication committee, as well as a member of the publications committee of the International Organization of Scenographers, 

Technicians, and Architects of the Theatre. She is the author of seven books and hundreds of articles about theatrical designers. Owen has a Master of 

Fine Arts degree from the University of Wisconsin at Madison. 

Please reply with your choice of entree for the banquet on Sunday: 

(please select one) 

c~ Pan Roasted Chicken Breast 

o North Carolina Trout Meuniere 
c~, Vegetarian 

A more complete packet including scholar finalist profiles and more specific instructions will be mailed to you in late March, but a function schedule for the 

weekend is included below for your planning purposes: 

SUNDAYt MARCH 27 

4:15 - 6:30 pm 

6:30 - 8:30 pm 

MONDAY~ MARCH 28 
8:30 am - 3:30 pm 

Interviewer Orientation and Social 

Washington Duke Inn 

Banquet at the Washinqton Duke Inn 

All Finalists, Scholars and Invited Guests 

Please note that you will be seated by committee with your[inalists 

Interview Sessions 

Specific interview times/locations will be listed on the front of your materials 

5:15 pm - 6:30 pm interview Committee Chair meeting - UNC-Chapel Hill 

R. David Thomas Executive Conference Center- Duke University 

We look forward to seeing you on March 27. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to email or call me directly at 919-668-6763 with any further questions. 

Best, 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Kirschner 

Associate Director 

The Robertson Scholars Program 

kirschner@robertsonscholars.org 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, December 19, 2010 11:41 AN 

To: Jeanne Kirschner 
C¢: owenbob@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Robertson Scholars Program - Finalists’ Weekend Invitation 

It is on my calendar. Note that I’d say no ifI thought you would turn around and invite Lt. Col. Paul ttolst or Business professor David Ravesncmft to rake my place. 

Cheers, Bobbi 

On 12/19/2010 12:31 AM, Jeanne Kirschner wrote: 

December 17, 2010 

Dear Bobbi, 

I would like to invite you to be a committee chair during the 8obertson Scholars Program’s Finalists’ Weekend on March 27-28, 2011. 

We seek exceptional students with the potential to develop as leaders who will make a difference in this world. Our ability to select the best candidates is pivotal 

to our program’s mission. Committee chairs guide the candidate interview sessions, lead the committee discussions to evaluate the candidates, and participate in 

the final decisions regarding the award of Robertson scholarships. 

Year after year we receive the feedback that interviewers are energized and inspired by their role in selecting the next class of scholars. As an interviewer and 

committee chair, you will have the chance to engage in lively conversations with exemplary high school students, current Robertson Scholars, fellow interviewers, 

senior university administrators, and faculty. We imagine that this experience will be personally rewarding and we hope you will agree to contribute to our 

program in this important way. 

This year, Finalists’ Weekend events will include the following events: 

Interviewer Introductions and Preparation (required) 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 from 4:00-6:00 p.m. 

Washington Duke Inn 

The Robertson Scholars Program Banquet 



Sunday, March 27, 2011 from 7:00-9:00 p.m. 

Washington Duke Inn 

Finalist Interviews 

Monday, March 28, 2011 from 8:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 

Locations at Duke and UNC-Chapel Hill 

Committee Chair Meetings 

Monday, March 28, 2011 

4:30-6:00 p.m. at Duke University 

6:30-8:00 p.m. at UNC-Chapel Hill 

Please contact Jeanne Kirschner (.[~-!-r--%c-~-h-~-n---e--r----@---r--~---b---e-~-r-t--s-~-~-~-n--s---c--h---~--[-a-~-r--s~---~-[g or 919-668-6763) no later than January 15, 2011 to respond to this invitation. If you are able to 

participate, you will receive additional information in January about the interview process, weekend events, and interview locations. 

I hope that you will agree to join us for this exciting weekend selecting the Robertson Scholars Class of 2015. Please do not hesitate to contact Jeanne if you have 

any questions. 

Sincerely, 

John Hood 

President and CEO, the Robertson Foundation 

Member of the Board of Directors, the Robertson Scholars Program 

Bobbi Owen 
Senio: AssociaLe Dean for Ur~dergraduate EducaLion, and 
Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27699-350~ 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LDCON RAD] 

3/10/2011 9:23:56 PM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad]; steve_haring@unc.edu; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Howell, 

Diane F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DfhowelI]; don_hepp@unc.edu; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; Thurman, 

Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sthurman]; McAuliffe, Samantha Lea [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smcaulif]; Jones, Don Edward Jr [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donje]; Owen, Bobbi 

A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Seitz, Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Broach, Jena Marie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbroach]; Pinkney, 

Dwayne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpin kney] 

Haring, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Srharing]; Hepp, Don [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhepp]; Johnson, Megan Abbot Marshall 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Meganja] 

Canceled: ConnectCarolina Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

307 South 

3/30/2011 i:00:00 PM 

3/30/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Monthly 

the third Tuesday of every 1 month from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM 

steve_haring@unc.edu; Bland, Jerri; Howell, Diane F.; don_hepp@unc.edu; Eubanks, Trevaughn B; Thurman, 

Stephanie J; McAuliffe, Samantha Lea; Jones, Don Edward Jr; owenbob@unc.edu; Seitz, Kevin R; 

Jena_Broach@unc.edu; Pinkney, Dwayne L 

All, 

This rescheduled meeting is being cancelled due to several people being out of the office. 

Diane 

Attendees: 
Larry Conrad 

Jerri Bland 
Don Hepp 

Dick Mann 
Bruce Carney 

Brenda Malone 
Matt Brody 



Bobbi Owen 

Kevin Seitz 

Dwayne Pinkney 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/16/2011 2:39:19 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Medlin, 

Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Menon, 

Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Subject: Paula-Vacation 

Start: 3/18/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/19/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Hoist, Laurie C; Medlin, Randy W; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Bobbi Owen; Menon, Geeta; Demetriou, 

Cynthia; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 

I have some personal appointments that I need to take care of, and rather than come in and leave I have decided to just 

take the entire day. I will be on email, as well as my personal cell phone Please do not hesitate to 
contact me either way. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/16/2022 3:09:07 PM 

Renwick Awards Ceremony -Saturday, April 9th from 22-2pm 

4/8/2022 4:00:00 AM 

4/9/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 3/16/2011 5:12:08 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 3/25/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/29/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/16/2011 8:24:38 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lunch with Lee May, Bobbi Owen and Karen Gil 

Carolina Inn 

4/12/2011 4:00:00 PM 

4/12/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@ad.unc.edu); May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

3/17/2011 4:02:30 PM 

Subject: Erika re Ad Boards 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 3/29/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/29/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/22/2011 2:42:56 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Kirschner, Jeanne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kirschner, Jeanne]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Pukkila, Patricia J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila]; Reznick, 

Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Lunch with Bobbi for UE Deans and Directors 

Steele 3020 

Start: 4/7/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/7/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Kirschner, Jeanne; Leloudis, James L; Lindemann, Erika; May, Lee Y; Owen, Bobbi A; Pukkila, 

Patricia J; Reznick, Steve; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Woodard, Harold 

Lunch will be provided. Please let me know if you will be able to attend. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/22/2011 3:43:50 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Kirschner, Jeanne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kirschner, Jeanne]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Pukkila, Patricia J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila]; Reznick, 

Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Slivka, Data M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Slivka] 

Lunch w/Bobbi- UE Department Heads 

Steele 3020 

5/12/2011 4:00:00 PM 

5/12/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Thursday of every 1 month from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Kirschner, Jeanne; Leloudis, James L; Lindemann, Erika; May, Lee ¥; Owen, Bobbi A; Pukkila, 

Patricia J; Reznick, Steve; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Woodard, Harold 

I have scheduled these through July, and will look at everyone’s calendar for the 2011-2012 Academic year to try and 

schedule these on a monthly basis. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/23/2011 12:40:16 PM 

Geeta 

3/23/2011 2:30:00 PM 

3/23/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/23/2011 3:30:28 PM 

Hold for Owen 

3/25/2011 3:00:00 PM 
3/25/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/24/2022 1:42:59 PM 

Laurie-Leaving at 2:30pm 

3/25/2022 4:00:00 AM 

3/26/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/24/2011 2:28:22 PM 

Subject: Butch Fellows Dinner 

Location: JCUE 

Start: 4/14/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 4/15/2011 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/24/2011 6:34:05 PM 

Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Collins, Marcus L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIinsm]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin] 

Summer Bridge 

Steele 3011 

3/30/2011 6:00:00 PM 

3/30/2011 6:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold; Collins, Marcus L; Medlin, Randy W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/24/2011 7:08:04 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: CEI= discuss 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 3/29/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 3/29/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Goodman, Paula 

Also talk about Reznick course release. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/24/2011 8:21:27 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Bobbi 

Owen; Medlin, Randy W; Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 

Paula-working 10:30-4:30pm 

3/25/2011 4:00:00 AM 

3/26/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Bobbi Owen; Medlin, Randy W; Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

3/28/2011 8:07:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bill Green (U Miami) 

Location: Canceled 

Start: 3/31/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

3/29/2011 12:35:43 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Laurie Vacation 

5/26/2011 11:30:00 AM 

6/1/2011 12:00:00 PM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J (nick_siedentop@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2022 4:38:50 PM 

Subject: Lunch with Pat Turner 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 3/30/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 3/30/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2011 4:57:47 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lynn Roundtree, Pat Turner 

3011 Steele (?) 

Start: 3/31/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2022 4:58:41 PM 

Subject: Pat Turner talk at 7 

Location: IAH 

Start: 3/30/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 3/30/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2011 8:07:38 PM 

Dinner wth Pat Turner 

3/31/2011 9:00:00 PM 

3/31/2011 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/30/2011 9:55:27 AM 

Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

Meeting with Kim Abels 

Steele 3011 

3/30/2011 5:00:00 PM 

3/30/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/30/2011 12:28:11 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Inaul~uration of Campus Leaders 

Great Hall at 5:30 

Start: 4/5/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/5/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

3/30/2011 1:01:51 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Randy on Vacation 

Who knows 

4/25/2011 4:00:00 AM 

4/26/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Daily 

every day 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

3/31/2011 2:47:50 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Deereid]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Lerch, Tae [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Lerch] 

Annual Report Cmte Meeting 

South - 205 

Start: 5/27/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/27/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Greenway, Ryan; Reid, Dee; Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Lerch, Tae 

Scheduled per R. Greenway’s request. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/31/2011 4:01:01 PM 

Hold for Robertson UCC 

4/13/2011 6:00:00 PM 
4/13/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/31/2011 4:01:18 PM 

Hold for Robertson UCC 

4/6/2011 6:00:00 PM 

4/6/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/31/2011 5:55:47 PM 

3/31/2011 6:00:00 PM 

3/31/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 3/31/2011 7:33:08 PM 

Subject: Nick-leaving early 

Start: 4/4/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/31/2011 7:47:32 PM 

Subject: Betsy Faulkner 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 4/4/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/4/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/1/2011 3:05:54 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Users Forum 

Dey Hall- Toy Lounge- speaking at beginning see below 

Start: 4/14/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/14/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Pau[a, 
Bobbi said that she would attend our next public ConnectCaro[ina Users’ Forum meetins. It wi[[ be 
on April 15 from 2-4 PM in the Toy Lounse (Dey Ha[[). She wi[[ only be speaMn8 for a few minutes 
at the besinnins, so I think 2-2:30 PM would be sufficient. Could you please put this on her 
calendar. 
Thanks. 
Roser 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/1/2011 5:19:50 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Discuss Inovation in the Arts and Sciences (Pat) 

Steele 3010 

Start: 4/6/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 4/6/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/3/2011 1:49:09 PM 

Subject: USITT 

Location: Long Beach 

Start: 3/27/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/3/2011 1:52:43 PM 

Subject: Venice Baroque 

Location: Duke at 8 pm 

Start: 4/7/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 4/7/2011 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/4/2011 4:21:09 PM 

Subject: EACC Summer School 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 4/7/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 4/7/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

4/4/2011 7:12:13 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 

Randy using 4hrs vac 

Mebane 

4/8/2011 4:00:00 AM 

4/9/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/5/2011 2:13:32 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

meet w/Friday center candidate 

218 South 

Start: 4/18/2011 2:15:00 PM 

End: 4/18/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/5/2011 2:14:08 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

meet w/friday center candidate 

218 South 

Start: 4/25/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 4/25/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/5/2011 5:17:43 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Meet w/Cynthia 

Steele 3011 

4/12/2011 2:00:00 PM 

4/12/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/5/2011 7:12:12 PM 

Travel 

4/29/2011 8:30:00 PM 

4/29/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

4/5/2011 7:50:33 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Gift Accounts 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 4/12/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen; Goodman, Paula; Medlin, Randy W 

Quick meeting to discuss establishment of Gift Accounts for CSSAC, Learning Center, Writing Center and Undergraduate 

Education. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/6/2011 4:37:36 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Covenant Reception 

Great Hall - Student Union 

Start: 4/27/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/27/2011 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/6/2011 5:06:56 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Phone call with Mika Galilee-Belfer 

Steele 3010 calling Paula’s line 

Start: 4/12/2011 6:15:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2011 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 

> Greetings ~rom Tucson, Arizona. 
> 
> My name is Mika Galilee-Belier and I am a doctoral student in the Center ~or the Study o~ 
Higher Education at the University o~ Arizona. 
> 
> I am working on a project entitled "Learning Disabilities, Course Substitutions, and 
Disability Frameworks." This project constitutes my dissertation research, which ~ocuses on 
academic policy ~ormation, impact, and evaluation. I am interviewing policy-makers and 
directors involved in substitution-related processes, both in disability services o£~ices and 
in academic program o~ices. I am also aiming to recruit students to interview ~rom each o~ 
~ive participating research sites. 
> 

> IRB permission ~rom the University o~ Arizona IRB has already been secured (#10-0737-02); I 
have also spoken with 3im Kessler, the Director o~ the Department o~ Disability Services, and 
with an Associate Dean at UNC. 
> 
> From the UNC website, I understand that you oversee all undergraduate curriculum in the 
College o~ Arts and Sciences. I am therefore very interested in hearing your perspectives on 
the issue o~ ~oreign language course substitutions, and would appreciate the opportunity to 
discuss this project with you. 
> 

> Might you be available ~or a phone conversation sometime in the next gew weeks? 
> 
> Thank you ~or your time and consideration. 
> 

> 

> Sincerely, 
> 
> Mika 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/6/2011 5:08:47 PM 

Hold for Owen 

4/12/2011 12:00:00 PM 
4/12/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/6/2011 8:21:35 PM 

Farrah at 1:30 

5/19/2011 5:00:00 PM 

5/19/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

4/7/2011 2:25:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Cell 

Robertson Scholar 

Start: 4/26/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/7/2011 5:18:21 PM 

Harold Woodard 

4/7/2011 6:00:00 PM 

4/7/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/7/2011 8:12:21 PM 

Subject: Meet w/ 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 4/13/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/13/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/7/2011 8:22:08 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Blanchard, Lynn White [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blanch]; Parkins, Leslie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lkirk] 

Meet to discuss Alternative Spring Break 

Steele 3011 

4/11/2011 3:30:00 PM 
4/11/2011 4:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Blanchard, Lynn White; Parkins, Leslie C 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 4/8/2011 2:35:22 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 4/13/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/14/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/11/2011 1:21:34 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Chris Derickson 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 4/11/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

Sent: 4/11/2011 2:34:30 PM 

Subject: Update Erika 

Start: 4/11/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/11/2011 4:07:38 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Spencer-Teagle at 11:00 am 

Duke Washington-Duke 

Start: 6/9/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 6/9/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Starts with lunch 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/11/2011 4:07:55 PM 

Subject: Spencer-Teagle 

Location: Du ke 

Start: 6/10/2011 4:00:00 AM 
End: 6/11/2011 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/11/2011 6:38:29 PM 

Subject: Dick Baddour 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 4/18/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/18/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/11/2011 9:05:58 PM 

Subject: Judy to NC State 

Location: Circle at Bynum 

Start: 4/12/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2011 i0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

4/12/2011 1:31:31 PM 

Erika re Ad Boards 

4/12/2011 3:30:00 PM 
4/12/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/12/2011 6:51:26 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 4/15/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/15/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/12/2011 7:45:15 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula; Holst, Laurie C; 

Lindemann, Erika; Medlin, Randy W; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J 

Cold Stone-Ice Cream Nick’s Birthday 

Franklin St Cold Stone 

4/19/2011 5:00:00 PM 

4/19/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Medlin, Randy W; Menon, Geeta; Owen, 

Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/12/2011 9:21:06 PM 

[asdeansoffice] Farewell to Stephanie Stadler 

4/13/2011 3:00:00 PM 

4/13/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [tiffany_clarke@unc.edu] 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 5:06 PM 

Arts & Sciences Dean’s Office 
[asdeansoffice] Farewell to Stephanie Stadler 

As some of you already know, Stephanie Stadler has decided to take a hiatus from work to complete 
some household projects and spend time with her family. Tomorrow will be her last day in the Dean’s 
Office. We certainly hope she will return to help us with special projects in the future; but for now, 
please join me in bidding Stephanie a warm farewell. We will have some tasty treats in Suite 205 
South Building tomorrow morning at 9:00 am in honor of Stephanie. Come enjoy with us! 

Tiff 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/14/2011 1:48:03 PM 

Subject: EACC (w/Carney) 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 5/19/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/19/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Provost Carney coming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/14/2011 1:48:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EACC prep (confirmed) 

Start: 8/25/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 8/25/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/14/2011 1:48:28 PM 

EACC prep 

8/4/2011 12:00:00 PM 

8/4/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/14/2011 1:48:28 PM 

EACC prep 

6/30/2011 12:00:00 PM 

6/30/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/14/2011 1:48:28 PM 

EACC prep 

5/19/2011 12:00:00 PM 

5/19/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/14/2011 1:49:13 PM 

Subject: EACC Prep 

Location: Breakfast with Jerri at 7:45 

Start: 6/9/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 6/9/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: EACC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 8/25/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/25/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/14/2011 1:49:26 PM 

Recurrence: Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from Ii:00 AM to 12:30 PM effective 8/25/2011 until 6/30/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time 

(US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/14/2011 1:49:26 PM 

Subject: EACC w/Carney 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 8/4/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/4/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/14/2011 1:49:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EACC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 6/30/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/30/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/14/2011 1:49:26 PM 

Subject: EACC w/Carney 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 6/9/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/9/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/14/2011 5:42:13 PM 

Subject: Honors Dinner 

Location: JCUE 

Start: 4/28/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 4/29/2011 i:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/14/2011 7:07:38 PM 

HOLD for Owen 

5/10/2011 6:00:00 PM 

5/10/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/14/2011 8:21:09 PM 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele Conference Room 

Start: 5/4/2011 1:15:00 PM 

End: 5/4/2011 2:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 4/15/2011 4:30:20 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 4/19/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/20/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/16/2011 3:21:40 PM 

Subject: User’s Forum 

Location: 104D South 

Start: 4/18/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 4/18/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Jerri and Larry to discuss after summit 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/16/2011 3:25:06 PM 

Subject: Folda’s to Cape Town 

Location: Campus Y 

Start: 4/21/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 4/21/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/16/2011 4:10:31 PM 

Subject: TAP Reception 

Location: JCUE 

Start: 5/13/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 5/13/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 

Remarks? 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/17/2011 3:03:19 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

CCI Computer exchange at 2:30 

213 CDA 

Start: 4/28/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/28/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2011 1:09:32 PM 

Subject: Laurie McNeill 

Location: C INN 

Start: 5/3/2011 9:30:00 PM 

End: 5/3/2011 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 4/18/2011 3:40:24 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 5/25/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/26/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/19/2011 2:01:46 PM 

Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Meet w/Geeta 

Steele 3011 

4/20/2011 2:15:00 PM 

4/20/2011 2:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Menon, Geeta 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 4/19/2011 2:10:12 PM 

Subject: Candice-Vacation leaving early 

Start: 4/19/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/20/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

4/19/2011 2:57:29 PM 

Erika re Ad Boards 

4/20/2011 I:00:00 PM 
4/20/2011 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/19/2011 4:00:32 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Steve Reznick 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 4/19/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 4/19/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/19/2011 8:12:43 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Reinvention Center Conference Call 

TBD 

Start: 5/11/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/11/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Reinvention Exec 

Board Conferenc... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

4/20/2011 12:56:23 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accounts 

3011 Steele 

4/20/2011 6:00:00 PM 

4/20/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 

Review Accounts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/20/2011 8:43:12 PM 

Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Meet w/Harold Woodard 

Steele 3011 

4/21/2011 1:15:00 PM 

4/21/2011 1:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

4/21/2011 2:34:06 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Administrative Boards Meeting 

3020 Steele 

1/24/2012 8:30:00 PM 

1/24/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

4/21/2011 2:35:12 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Administrative Boards 

3020 Steele 

2/28/2012 8:30:00 PM 

2/28/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J (nick_siedentop@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

4/21/2011 2:35:51 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Administrative Boards 

3020 Steele 

4/17/2012 7:30:00 PM 

4/17/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J (nick_siedentop@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

4/21/2011 2:41:30 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 1/17/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

4/21/2011 2:42:39 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 2/20/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

4/21/2011 2:43:27 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 3/19/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

4/21/2011 2:44:17 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 4/9/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/9/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/21/2011 3:18:53 PM 

Subject: Jerry and Linda Folda 

Location: Campus Y 

Start: 4/27/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 4/27/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/21/2011 6:27:04 PM 

Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan] 

Meet w/CSSAC 

Steele 3011 

4/25/2011 2:30:00 PM 

4/25/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold; Maitland, Theresa L 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/25/2011 4:16:23 PM 

Subject: Phone call w Johnsons 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 4/27/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/27/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/25/2011 4:51:58 PM 

Drama 

4/26/2011 12:00:00 PM 
4/26/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/25/2011 7:10:05 PM 

Subject: Karen Stone 

Location: Franklin Hotel 

Start: 5/5/2011 9:30:00 PM 

End: 5/5/2011 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 4/25/2011 7:35:13 PM 

Subject: User’s Forum 

Location: Canceled 

Start: 9/16/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Amanda Holliday 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/25/2011 7:36:13 PM 

Subject: Users Forum 

Location: Toy Lounge 

Start: 11/17/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/17/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Roger Kaplan and Amanda Holliday are the contacts 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/26/2022 12:26:22 PM 

Geeta leaving at :1:20pm 

4/27/2022 4:00:00 AM 

4/28/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

4/26/2011 8:57:35 PM 

Erika re Annual Rpt 

5/3/2011 2:30:00 PM 

5/3/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/26/2022 9:40:39 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Herb Davis Retirement Party 

Jackson Hall 

Start: 5/26/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 5/26/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JH PITTMA] 

4/27/2011 2:49:05 PM 

Pittman, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jhpittma]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Discuss Your Section Content on CAS Website 

Your Office 

Start: 5/2/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 5/2/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reid, Dee; Owen, Bobbi A 

This meeting is to discuss and review content for your section on the College website. We will meet in your office. 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 4/27/2011 4:18:54 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 5/4/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/6/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 4/27/2011 4:19:38 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 5/13/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/17/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/28/2011 12:36:07 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

ERP Steering committee combine 

105 South 

Start: 5/18/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 5/18/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re Larry Conrad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Moriarty, Thomas [thomas@unc.edu] 

4/28/2011 3:56:47 PM 

Moriarty, Thomas [thomas@unc.edu]; McCall, Scott; Bettin, Jade R; Bobbi Owen 

Subject: Jade Bettin, Transfer, Eco\19" 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 4/28/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 4/28/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

This computer is used by Jade Bettin and Bobbi Owen... 

CAS-DA-MJNAKM6 

152.19.189.155 

Owen, Bobbi / Bettin, Jade 

C66249 

owenbob / bettin    Faculty 213 

CAS-DA-MJNAKM6 19 in C66267 SV310620 

Thi nkCenter m90eco 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/29/2011 4:03:22 PM 

Call Lee May 

4/29/2011 5:30:00 PM 

4/29/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/29/2011 4:45:24 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Meet re: CSSAC transition 

Steele 3011 

5/6/2011 3:30:00 PM 

5/6/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Abels, Kimberly Town; Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/1/2011 2:24:09 PM 

Travel to Bob 

5/10/2011 3:30:00 PM 
5/10/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/2/2011 1:13:53 PM 

Subject: Drama for new computer 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 5/3/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 5/3/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

5/2/2011 1:31:58 PM 

NJS & EL Degree hierarchy 

5/3/2011 2:00:00 PM 

5/3/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 5/2/2011 5:58:40 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Woody Coley (Robertson Scholars) 

Start: 5/3/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/3/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RGREENWA] 

5/2/2011 6:22:46 PM 

Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GIs0164] 

UE Budget Analyst Introduction 

Steele - Dean Owen’s office 

Start: 5/3/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 5/3/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; McCoy, Gretchen L 

Let’s meet earlier instead. Please let me know if this time does not work for you. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/2/2011 6:49:01 PM 

Lisa Broome 

5/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 

5/3/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/2/2011 10:04:56 PM 

Owen away 

5/13/2011 4:00:00 AM 

5/14/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/2/2011 10:05:25 PM 

Hold for Owen 

5/12/2011 5:00:00 PM 
5/12/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/2/2011 10:05:59 PM 

Hold for Owen away 

5/16/2011 2:00:00 PM 

5/16/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/2/2011 10:07:01 PM 

Hold for Owen 

5/20/2011 12:00:00 PM 
5/20/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/2/2011 10:07:53 PM 

Hold for Owen 

5/27/2011 5:00:00 PM 
5/27/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/4/2011 2:35:26 PM 

Hold for Owen 

5/4/2011 7:00:00 PM 
5/4/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/4/2011 5:25:39 PM 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 8/31/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/4/2022 5:27:54 PM 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 9/28/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 9/28/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/4/2011 5:28:21 PM 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 10/26/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 10/26/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/4/2011 5:28:57 PM 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/30/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

5/5/2011 2:18:57 PM 

Subject: Pat Pukkila 

Location: Bobbi’s office 

Start: 5/5/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 5/5/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/5/2011 3:17:29 PM 

Hold for Owen 

5/6/2011 12:00:00 PM 

5/6/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 5/5/2011 3:59:39 PM 

Subject: Candice-Leaving at 2:30 

Start: 5/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/6/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

5/6/2011 12:04:44 AM 

John Blanchard 

5/9/2011 2:00:00 PM 
5/9/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

5/6/2011 2:10:30 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi A; Derickson, Christopher P; Asbury, Phillip Keith; 

Schmitt, Stephanie; Ort, Shirley A 

LING BA/MA and Morehead Scholar 

3020 Steele, Side A 

5/17/2011 7:00:00 PM 

5/17/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Derickson, Christopher P; Asbury, Phillip Keith; Schmitt, Stephanie; Ort, Shirley A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

5/9/2011 12:24:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: shot at 8:45 

Start: 5/17/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 5/17/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

5/10/2011 9:14:07 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Smith, Teresa T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7]; Wilshire, Collette [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Collette Wilshire 

(wilshire)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Faulkner, Betsy [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; 

Williams, Rebecca B [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RbwilI]; Pukkila, Patricia J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila] 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken] 

Introductions and Overview: OUR and CAS DO Business Ops 

South - 205 

Start: 5/27/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 5/27/2011 1:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Smith, Teresa T; Wilshire, Collette; Owen, Bobbi A; Faulkner, Betsy; Greenway, Ryan; Williams, Rebecca B; Pukkila, 

Patricia J 

Confirmed with Pat Pukkila, only has 45 minutes available 

Attendinp~: 

Betsy Faulkner 

Ryan Greenway 

Bobbi Owen 

Pat Pukkila 

Teresa {Smith) Wilkinson 

Collette Wilshire 

Becky Williams 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JYAIKEN] 

5/11/2011 1:30:15 PM 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; McCoy, 

Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Faulkner, Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

Bobbi/DO finance staff discussion of Academic Advisinl~ & Honors 

South - 205 

6/8/2011 6:30:00 PM 

6/8/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan; McCoy, Gretchen L; Faulkner, Betsy; Goodman, Paula 

Attending: 
Betsy Faulkner 

Ryan Greenway 
Gretchen McCoy 

Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

5/11/2011 2:30:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: dual degree 

Location: 105 South Bldg. 

Start: 5/18/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 5/18/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

5/11/2011 3:01:59 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; Faulkner, Betsy [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Bhfaulkn]; Williams, 

Rebecca B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RbwilI]; Smith, Teresa T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7]; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Slivka, Dara M [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Slivka]; Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken] 

Canceled: Introductions and Overview - CSSAC+CAS DO Business Ops Staff 

South - 205 

5/26/2011 6:00:00 PM 

5/26/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Greenway, Ryan; Faulkner, Betsy; Williams, Rebecca B; Smith, Teresa T; McCoy, Gretchen L; Owen, Bobbi A 

Attending: 

Betsy Faulkner 

Ryan Greenway 

Gretchen McCoy 

Bobbi Owen 

Teresa (Smith) Wilkinson 

Becky Williams 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/11/2011 9:15:22 PM 

Orlando for SACS 

12/6/2011 5:00:00 AM 
12/7/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2011 12:14:39 AM 

Subject: Lee May 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 5/12/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 5/12/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

5/12/2011 11:20:03 AM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accounts 

3011 Steele 

5/17/2011 6:00:00 PM 

5/17/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; Medlin, Randy W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

5/12/2011 1:05:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Parents Council Ug Academic Cmttee 

Side A 3020 

Start: 6/8/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 6/8/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Lee May, 

Meeting, then an early lunch hosted by the 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2011 1:43:34 PM 

Subject: Joe Templeton 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 5/17/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/17/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JYAIKEN] 

5/12/2011 4:00:23 PM 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; McCoy, 

Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Williams, Rebecca B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RbwilI]; Smith, Teresa T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7]; Faulkner, 

Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Slivka, Data M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Slivka] 

Introductions and Overview-CSSAC+CAS DO Business Ops Staff 

South-205 

6/3/2011 2:00:00 PM 

6/3/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan; McCoy, Gretchen L; Williams, Rebecca B; Smith, Teresa T; Faulkner, Betsy; 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

5/12/2011 5:20:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Steve Reznick 

Location: Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 5/17/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 5/17/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

5/12/2011 7:49:33 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; 

Faulkner, Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GIs0164] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken] 

Bobbi/DO finance staff discussion of CSSAC & OUR 

South - 205 

5/26/2011 6:00:00 PM 

5/26/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan; Faulkner, Betsy; McCoy, Gretchen L 

Attendinl~: 

Betsy Faulkner 

Ryan Greenway 

Gretchen McCoy 

Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

5/13/2011 1:35:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ashley Hall 

Location: Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 5/24/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/24/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Teagle/Spencer annual meeting preparation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JYAIKEN] 

5/13/2011 2:30:14 PM 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; McCoy, 

Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Williams, Rebecca B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RbwilI]; Smith, Teresa T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7]; Faulkner, 

Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

Canceled: Introductions and Overview - Learning Center + Writing Center with CAS DO Business Ops Staff 

South - 205 

6/22/2011 7:00:00 PM 

6/22/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan; McCoy, Gretchen L; Williams, Rebecca B; Smith, Teresa T; Faulkner, Betsy 

Attending: 

Betsy Faulkner 

Ryan Greenway 

Gretchen McCoy 

Bobbi Owen 

Becky Williams 

Teresa Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JYAIKEN] 

5/13/2011 3:04:12 PM 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; McCoy, 

Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Williams, Rebecca B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RbwilI]; Smith, Teresa T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7]; Faulkner, 

Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Oldham, Ann B. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Aoldham] 

Introductions and Overview - Academic Advising + CAS DO Business Ops Staff 

South - 205 

6/13/2011 5:00:00 PM 

6/13/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan; McCoy, Gretchen L; Williams, Rebecca B; Smith, Teresa T; Faulkner, Betsy; May, 

Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JYAIKEN] 

5/13/2011 6:36:09 PM 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; McCoy, 

Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Williams, Rebecca B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RbwilI]; Smith, Teresa T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7]; Faulkner, 

Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

Canceled: Introductions and Overview - Writing Center + CAS DO Business Ops Staff 

South - 205 

6/24/2011 2:00:00 PM 

6/24/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan; McCoy, Gretchen L; Williams, Rebecca B; Smith, Teresa T; Faulkner, Betsy; Abels, 

Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JYAIKEN] 

5/13/2011 7:10:20 PM 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; McCoy, 

Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Williams, Rebecca B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RbwilI]; Smith, Teresa T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7]; Faulkner, 

Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; Keever, Martha L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Learnctr]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

Introductions and Overview - Learning and Writing Centers + CAS DO Business Ops Staff 

South - 205 

6/23/2011 5:00:00 PM 

6/23/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan; McCoy, Gretchen L; Williams, Rebecca B; Smith, Teresa T; Faulkner, Betsy; Keever, 

Martha L; Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JYAIKEN] 

5/13/2011 8:57:40 PM 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken]; Smith, Teresa T I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7]; Williams, Rebecca B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RbwilI]; Owen, Bobbi 

A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Faulkner, 

Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Clemmons, Jason [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jclem] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

Introductions and Overview - Honors + CAS DO Business Ops Staff 

South - 205 

Start: 6/14/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 6/14/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Smith, Teresa T; Williams, Rebecca B; Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan; McCoy, Gretchen L; Faulkner, Betsy; Leloudis, 

James L; Clemmons, Jason 

James: 

Bobbi Owen and the Dean’s Office business operations staff would like to hold meetings with each of the Undergraduate 

Education units for the purpose of introductions (our business ops staff includes many new folks) and an overview of 

your unit’s financial and HR processes and data. 

Thanks 

Jessica Aiken 

Attending: 

Bobbi Owen 

Ryan Greenway 

Gretchen McCoy 

Becky Williams 

Teresa Smith 

Betsy Faulkner 

James Leloudis 

Jason Clemmons 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

5/16/2011 1:23:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Parents Council Ugd Academics at 11 

Sheraton-Chapel Hill 

Start: 10/14/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required May, Lee Y 

Attendees: 

Undergraduate Academics Committee will attend as well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

5/16/2011 1:24:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Parents Council Ugd Academics 

Carolina Club 

2/25/2012 3:00:00 PM 

2/25/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/17/2011 2:25:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

meet w/Harold 

Steele 3011 

5/19/2011 4:00:00 PM 

5/19/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

5/17/2011 4:06:55 PM 

Subject: Erika 

Location: CHIN concentration 

Start: 5/18/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/18/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 5/17/2011 4:29:27 PM 

Subject: Meditation Study place TBA 

Start: 5/31/2011 10:30:00 PM 

End: 5/31/2011 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/17/2011 6:26:05 PM 

Subject: Hold for Bob and Heather 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 6/15/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 6/15/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/18/2011 2:38:15 PM 

Accounts 

5/18/2011 5:00:00 PM 
5/18/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/19/2011 2:21:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 5/25/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/25/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/19/2011 4:02:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Robert Mercer [rmercer@uncaa,unc,edu]; Woodard, Harold 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Meet to discuss recommendations 

Steele 3011 

Start: 5/20/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/20/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Mercer, Robert J Jr; Woodard, Harold 

Robert: I know this is last minute but really needs to be discussed before next week. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/20/2011 1:28:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 6/1/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/2/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/20/2011 1:28:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 5/31/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/1/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/20/2011 3:11:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion]; Matson, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smatson]; Lerea, 

Leslie S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lerea]; McKinney, Nancy D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ndmckinn]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; ’Jacobson, 

Sarah’ [sjacobson@unc.edu] 

Graduation Processing 

Steele 3020 

6/2/2011 3:00:00 PM 

6/2/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Carrion, Maribel; Matson, Steve; Lerea, Leslie S; McKinney, Nancy D; May, Lee Y; Jacobson, Sarah 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/23/2011 11:59:49 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; ’Webster, Linwood’ [lwebster@email.unc.edu] 

Linwood re: Campus Health and Wellness Collaboration 

Steele 3011 

5/24/2011 7:00:00 PM 

5/24/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Webster, Linwood 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/23/2022 2:45:15 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Phone call 

Start: 5/27/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 5/27/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Meditation Study 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/23/2011 3:40:57 PM 

Hold for Owen 

7/22/2011 5:00:00 PM 

7/22/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/23/2011 5:22:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; ’Jacobson, Sarah’ [sjacobson@unc.edu] 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Graduation Processing- meeting with Sarah J. 

Steele 3011 

Start: 5/24/2011 12:30:00 PM 

End: 5/24/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; May, Lee Y; Jacobson, Sarah 

This is a smaller meeting that only includes 4 of you prior to the larger meeting being held on June 2, 2011. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/23/2011 7:38:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Robert Mercer- 

Location: Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 5/24/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 5/24/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JYAIKEN] 

5/24/2011 7:11:29 PM 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; McCoy, 

Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Williams, Rebecca B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RbwilI]; Smith, Teresa T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7]; Faulkner, 

Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn] 

CAS DO Business Staff + Bobbie Owen-Undergraduate Ed 

South - 205 

6/28/2011 1:30:00 PM 

6/28/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Greenway, Ryan; McCoy, Gretchen L; Williams, Rebecca B; Smith, Teresa T; Faulkner, Betsy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 5/24/2011 8:22:33 PM 

Subject: Summer Reading Sessions 

Start: 8/22/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/22/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cooper, Nelia Resendes [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RESEN DES] 

5/26/2011 1:33:08 PM 

Carney, Bruce William [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bruce] 

Subject: Meeting RE: 

Location: 104D South 

Start: 6/2/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/2/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

With Bruce Carney, Pam Joyner, Kara Simmons, Bobbi Owen, Shirley Ort/Phil Asbury, and 

Wendy Cox 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/26/2011 3:22:19 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Norman Loewenthal’s Retirement Reception 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education, 100 Friday Center Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 

Start: 6/30/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 6/30/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Will attend 
Norman Loewenthal’s Retirement Reception 
Event time: Thursday, June 30th at 3:30 PM 

To be held at: The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/27/2011 11:58:28 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; ’coley@robertsonscholars.org’ [coley@robertsonscholars.org] 

Meet w/Woody 

Steele 3011 

6/7/2011 2:00:00 PM 

6/7/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

coley@robertsonscholars.org 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/27/2011 5:51:12 PM 

Holden at his office 

6/1/2011 7:30:00 PM 

6/1/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/31/2011 6:20:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Meet w/Chris 

Steele 3011 

6/2/2011 6:30:00 PM 

6/2/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/31/2011 7:14:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Meet w/Harold 

Steele 3011 

6/2/2011 1:00:00 PM 

6/2/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/1/2011 5:53:30 PM 

Hold for Owen 

6/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 

6/3/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

6/1/2011 8:12:23 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Spurr, Kim 

Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Wandrews]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Subject: Convocation 6:45pm 

Location: Carmichael Arena 

Start: 8/21/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/22/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Gil, Karen M; Spurr, Kim Weaver; Crimmins, Michael T; Andrews, William L; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

New Student Convocation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

6/1/2011 8:28:18 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Spurt, 

Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Andrews, 

William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jvpasion] 

New Student Convocation 

Carmichael Arena, Rm 1515 (Media Rm/lst FI)/Parking @ Bell Twr 

Start: 8/21/2011 10:45:00 PM 

End: 8/22/2011 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A; Spurr, Kim Weaver; Reid, Dee; Crimmins, Michael T; Andrews, William L; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan 

Update 8/9/2011 per formal invitation to faculty (below) dated August 5th. 

***This event required an RSVP by August 5th to attend.*** 

I was on vacation that week and was not able to remind you. Please let me know if you did not RSVP; I will 

contact Stephanie Thurman to ask if I can do so now for you. 

Important details to note (full invitation with details attached below). 

¯ Park @ Bell Tower Lot (enter the area via the old drive next to the football center). 

¯ Faculty to meet @ 6:45pm in Media Room for robing (all faculty are asked to wear academic regalia). 

¯ The stage party formal processional will commence at 7:15 p.m. 

¯ Chancellor Thorp will take a moment to recognize you and others during the ceremony. 

Invitation attached below. 

[all-college-faculty] 

WebEvent Remi... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/2/2011 4:42:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CPSC 

Location: 203 Campus Y 

Start: 6/8/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 6/8/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/2/2011 4:51:19 PM 

Subject: All-advisor meeting 2-3:30 

Location: JCUE 

Start: 8/15/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/15/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Graham Memorial. Karen Gil too. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/2/2011 5:50:53 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Paula Stokes at 2 

Appontment off campus 

Start: 6/14/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 6/14/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/3/2011 12:20:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin] 

End of Year Luncheon for UE 

Carolina Club 

Start: 6/7/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 6/7/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Lindemann, Erika; Demetriou, Cynthia; Menon, Geeta; 

Goodman, Paula; Hoist, Laurie C; Medlin, Randy W 

I have not yet made the reservations for this yet, so please reply back to me if you are not going to be able to go. 

Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/6/2011 6:16:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Meeting to discuss Academic Calendar and Grade Submissions 

Steele 3011 

6/7/2011 I:00:00 PM 

6/7/2011 i:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/7/2011 3:28:27 PM 

Subject: Lynn Williford 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 6/13/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 6/13/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/8/2011 2:07:01 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer] 

UAD Meeting 

3020 Steele 

9/13/2011 7:00:00 PM 

9/13/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Farmer, Stephen M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/8/2011 2:08:33 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer] 

UAD Meeting 

3020 Steele 

11/8/2011 8:00:00 PM 

11/8/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Farmer, Stephen M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/8/2011 2:15:32 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer] 

UAD Meeting 

3020 Steele 

2/7/2012 8:00:00 PM 

2/7/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Farmer, Stephen M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/8/2011 2:16:41 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer] 

UAD Meeting 

3020 Steele 

4/11/2012 7:00:00 PM 

4/11/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Farmer, Stephen M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/8/2011 3:29:07 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

IDCC Meeting 

236 Bynum 

7/12/2011 1:00:00 PM 

7/12/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Out of Office 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/8/2011 3:29:47 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

IDCC Meeting (L Williford) 

236 Bynum 

8/9/2011 i:00:00 PM 

8/9/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Padilla, Ramon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RAMON PADILLA (PADILLAR)] 

6/8/2011 6:09:30 PM 

Padilla, Ramon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ramon Padilla (padillar)]; Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lewillif]; Hirth, 

Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmh]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Johns, 

Andy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ajohns]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Petree, Phyllis [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ppetree]; Seitz, 

Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Stabile, Regina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstabile]; Turner, Dave [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Turnerjd]; Waddell, 

Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs]; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Annewhis]; Howell, Diane F. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DfhowelI] 

IDCC Meeting 

236 Bynum Hall 

6/14/2011 1:00:00 PM 

6/14/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Out of Office 

Required 

Attendees: 

lynn_williford@unc.edu; gmh@email.unc.edu; jerri_bland@unc.edu; Derickson, Christopher P; Johns, Andy; 

owenbob@unc.edu; Petree, Phyllis; Seitz, Kevin R; Stabile, Regina; dave_turner@unc.edu; Waddell, Stan Adolphus; 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Howell, Diane F. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/8/2011 7:54:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Introduction- Abels 

Location: SASB North 

Start: 6/13/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/13/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/9/2011 2:15:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: IDCC Meeting 

Location: 236 Bynum 

Start: 9/6/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/9/2011 7:18:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet with Bettina Shuford 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/23/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/23/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Bettina is the new Assoc. Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/10/2011 11:53:37 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/14/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 6/14/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/10/2011 3:55:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Rosa Perelmuter re: MURAP 

Steele 3011 

Start: 6/29/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6/29/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

6/10/2011 3:58:30 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kg;il]; Spurr, Kim 

Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Wandrews] 

New Student Convocation this Sun. 

7PM, Carmichael Auditorium 

8/19/2011 4:00:00 AM 

8/20/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Gil, Karen M; Spurr, Kim Weaver; Crimmins, Michael T; Andrews, William L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/10/2011 5:00:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Coffee w/Amy Burnett 

Location: Steele Building 

Start: 6/16/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 6/16/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/12/2011 12:35:31 PM 

Hold for Owen 

8/9/2011 4:00:00 AM 
8/10/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/13/2011 1:07:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EACC Prep (confirmed) 

Start: 9/15/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 9/15/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/13/2011 1:09:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EACC Prep (confirmed) 

Start: 9/29/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/29/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/13/2011 1:10:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EACC Prep (tentative) 

Start: 10/13/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 10/13/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/13/2011 1:16:44 PM 

EACC Prep (tentative) 

11/3/2011 1:00:00 PM 

11/3/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 9:00 AM to 11:00 AM effective 11/3/2011 until 6/30/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time 

(US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/13/2011 1:21:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EACC Prep (tentative) 

Start: 9/8/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 9/8/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/13/2011 2:54:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Conference call Robertson 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/17/2011 1:00:00 PM 

End: 6/17/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

> Conference call it is. Please use our number: 

> 1866-846-3997 #141308 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 6/13/2011 4:47:53 PM 

Subject: Steve Farmer by phone 

Start: 6/14/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 6/14/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/14/2011 5:43:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Cross listed courses 

Steele 3011 

6/15/2011 6:00:00 PM 

6/15/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

6/15/2011 12:41:56 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Class standing info in UGB 

Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 6/15/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/15/2011 7:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

6/17/2011 1:34:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee May 

Location: Bobbi’s office 

Start: 6/17/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 6/17/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

6/17/2011 9:45:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Internships 

Steele 3011 

6/21/2011 6:00:00 PM 

6/21/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/20/2011 7:43:51 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

[asmgrs] CAS Business Operations meetings 

Toy Lounge 

6/28/2011 5:30:00 PM 

6/28/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faulkner, Betsy <betsy@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 2:58 PM 

All Administrative Managers in the College of Arts & Sciences 

[asmgrs] CAS Business Operations meetings 

The enclosed message and attachment are being sent to all deans, directors, department/curriculum 
chairs and administrative managers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

This is a reminder about the upcoming meetings that have been scheduled for the purpose of 
introducing the College of Arts and Sciences Business Operations employees to the various 
departments, curricula and programs within the College. All sessions will be held in Toy Lounge and 
will provide you with an opportunity to meet those in the Business Operations office who are assigned 
to support your unit, to learn about the new office structure and to ask any questions you may have 
about future support and service. 

Two sessions are offered for each CAS division--one morning and one afternoon. Please choose 
the one that best suits your schedule. Please note that the elevator in Dey Hall is not in service this 
week, June 20-24. 

Arts & Humanities; Undergraduate Education 

Tuesday, 6/21, 10-11 

Tuesday, 6/28, 1:30-2:30 



Natural Sciences; Dean’s Office 

Tuesday, 6/21, 3-4 

Wednesday, 6/29, 10-11 

Social Sciences; OASIS 

Thursday, 6/23, 2:30-3:30 

Thursday, 6/30, 10-11 

Betsy Faulkner 

Executive Director of Business Operations 

College of Arts and Sciences 

CB 3056, 014 Howell Hall 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919-962-0729 

betsy@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/21/2011 1:09:00 PM 

Hold for Owen 

6/24/2011 5:30:00 PM 

6/24/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LDCON RAD] 

6/21/2011 1:20:16 PM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Pyecha, Missy [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pyecha]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Breakfast Meeting re: EACC - Larry Conrad/Steve Farmer/Bobbi Owen/Chris Derickson 

Carolina Inn 

Start: 6/24/2011 11:00:00 AM 

End: 6/24/2011 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Farmer, Stephen M; Pyecha, Missy; owenbob@unc.edu; Goodman, Paula; Derickson, Christopher P 

On 6/17/2011 3:04 PM, Conrad, Larry D wrote: 

Bobbi and Chris, 
Steve Farmer and I were talking about some ConnectCarolina things earlier this week and one aspect that came up was 

how the Enterprise Applications Coordinating Committee is functioning. We’d like to have a conversation with the two 

of you as well about how we might move that committee to more of a strategic focus. I’ll have my office set something 

up, but wanted to give you both an inkling about what the discussion would be about. 

-Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/21/2011 5:11:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Summer School Administrative Board 

Summer School Conference Room. 134 E Franklin St, Room 200 

Start: 9/14/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/22/2011 3:27:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Phone call with Joe Lemaster w/the Education Advisory Board 

Steele 3011 

Start: 6/28/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/28/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

6/23/2022 12:52:36 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Steve Reznick (RE: CTOPS) 

Karen’s Office (205 South) 

Start: 7/27/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/27/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Reznick, Steve 

Discussion: academic perspective on Orientation 

RE: CTOPS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reznick Steve <reznick@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 10:51 AM 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu> 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edn> 

RE: CTOPS 

Jessica -Yes, 7/27 at 10:00 works for me. Please set us up for an hour to discuss our academic perspective on Orientation. 

Thanks, 

Steve 

From: Pasion, Jessica 
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 8:55 AM 

To: Reznick, Steve 
Cc: Owen, BobN A 
Subject: RE: CTOPS 

Steve, 

Please disregard the previous date I suggested, I did not realize Bobbi will be out of town that week. July 27th at lOam is another option, will this work for you? 

Thanks, 

Jessica 

Jessica Pasion 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-1165 

From: Pasion, Jessica 
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 8:52 AM 

To: Reznick, Steve 
Cc: Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: CTOPS 

Hi Steve, 

I hope my email finds you well, and that you will have some time to enjoy your summer! 

Karen and Bobbi are available on Monday, July 11th at 2pm. Does that time work for your schedule? If not, please send dates and times that do work for you. 

Best, 

Jessica 

Jessica Pasion 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-1165 

From: Gil, Karen M 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 1:36 plvl 

To: Reznick, Steve 

Cc: Pasion, Jessica 
Subject: RE: CTOPS 

Steve 

C-:lad to get together, in a fl-:~w w~-:~eks woukt probably be be,.~t for me. I’d like to include Bobbi in th~-:~ discu,.~sion Jessica can suggest some tim~-_~,.~ on my calendar. 

Best, 

Karen 

Karon M. Gil, Ph.D. 

[)eaIL College of Arts anlt 

Lee G. Pedersen Dis[inguished Professor of Psychok)gy 

CB ~ 3100 

Universk:g of Non:h Carolina 

Chapel Hil[, NC 27599-.3100 

919-952-3082 

919-962-11~5 

919-962-2408 fax 

From: Reznick, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 10:45 AM 

To: Gil, Karen M 
Subject: RE: CTOPS 

Karen -Thank you for the positive feedback. 

I’m sure that you’re busy, busy, busy dealing with budget issues, etc., but if you could find some time to meet with me, I would really like to hear your perspective 

on CTOPS "from the other side". An office meeting or lunch would be good. 

Thanks, 



Steve 

p.s. I’ve been trying to change the name for 5 years! I want to call it FOCUS [First-year Orientation for Carolina Undergraduate Students] rather than the 

anachronistic CTOPS [Carolina Testing and Orientation Program Sessions]. 

From: Gil, Karen M [mailto:kgil@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 9:46 AM 
To: Steve Reznick 
Subject: CTOPS 

Steve 

I was at CTOPS the past two days with my son Elliot. Very interesting to see things from the other side. 

You were fantastic. I thought the session you did was very informative and interesting. It is not easy to explain our curriculum, and I really liked how you did it. 

Great work and thank you. 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

k£~il@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/23/2011 4:36:55 PM 

Subject: Adam Versenyi in Drama 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 6/29/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/29/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/24/2011 4:31:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Semone, Sean [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Semone]; Lang, Andrew [alang@unc.edu] 

discuss Geeta’s duties 

Steele 3011 

7/1/2011 3:00:00 PM 

7/1/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Semone, Sean; Lang, Andrew 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/27/2011 1:41:25 PM 

John Blanchard 

6/28/2011 I:00:00 PM 

6/28/2011 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/27/2022 9:24:58 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hold for Mimi Keever retirement lunch 

Carolina Club 

Start: 7/25/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 7/25/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Robert Manekin [Robert.Manekin@Colliers.com] 

6/28/2011 3:08:45 PM 

Robert Manekin [Robert.Manekin@Colliers.com]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; hhboneparth@gmail.com 

Subject: Owen-Boneparth-Manekin 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 7/19/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Robert Manekin [Robert.Manekin@Colliers.com] 

6/28/2011 3:09:28 PM 

Robert Manekin [Robert.Manekin@Colliers.com]; hhboneparth@gmail.com; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Robert 

Brown [robert@rbpr.com] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Academic Advising Workshop 

Chapel Hill 

Start: 7/19/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/29/2011 8:17:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: GO see Dulcie Straughan 

Location: JOMC 

Start: 7/1/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/2/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/30/2011 3:06:08 PM 

Subject: Karen Stone at 5:30 

Location: Kitchen 

Start: 7/20/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 7/20/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/30/2011 5:51:58 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Lupton 

3011 Steele 

7/1/2011 2:00:00 PM 

7/1/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

6/30/2011 6:41:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs]; Stabile, Regina [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstabile]; Padilla, 

Ramon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ramon Padilla (padillar)]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Seitz, 

Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Johns, Andy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ajohns]; Petree, Phyllis [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ppetree]; Turner, 

Dave [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Turnerjd]; Tillett, Marc [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mtillett]; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Annewhis] 

Kozel, Mark R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mark R Kozel (mkozel)]; Howell, Diane F. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DfhowelI]; Broach, 

Jena Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jbroach] 

Data Coordinating Committee 

236 Bynum Hall 

7/12/2011 i:00:00 PM 

7/12/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

Occurs every month on the second Tuesday of the month from 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM effective 7/12/2011 until 

5/8/2012. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Derickson, Christopher P; Johns, Andy; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Padilla, Ramon; Petree, Phyllis; Seitz, 

Kevin R; Stabile, Regina; Turner, Dave; Waddell, Stan Adolphus; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Tillett, Marc 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/5/2011 6:19:20 PM 

John Blanchard 

7/5/2011 7:30:00 PM 

7/5/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 7/5/2011 6:54:52 PM 

Subject: CCC at 8:45 Saturday 

Start: 7/15/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/15/2011 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

7/6/2011 8:16:27 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Randy Off using Comp 

Outside 

7/8/2011 4:00:00 AM 

7/9/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/11/2011 5:25:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen- out of Town 

Location: Abu Dhabi 

Start: 10/24/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/29/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/13/2011 2:28:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

DUS= Fall Meeting HOLD 

Toy Lounge 

9/27/2011 12:00:00 PM 

9/27/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/13/2011 7:39:53 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Paula- Working 7am-10am 

7/15/2011 4:00:00 AM 

7/16/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Holst, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Demetriou, Cynthia; candicef 

(candicef@email,unc,edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/14/2011 8:13:12 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Faulkner, 

Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa] 

UE Accounts 

Steele 3020 

7/18/2011 2:00:00 PM 

7/18/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; McCoy, Gretchen L; Faulkner, Betsy; Greenway, Ryan 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/18/2011 5:47:52 PM 

Subject: Bruce Carney at 

Location: Provost Office 

Start: 7/19/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Importance: High 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2011 6:45:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CPSC 

Location: 103 Campus Y 

Start: 5/22/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 5/22/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2011 6:45:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CPSC 

Location: 207 Campus Y 

Start: 4/24/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/24/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2011 6:45:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CPSC 

Location: 203 Campus Y 

Start: 2/28/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2011 6:45:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CPSC Canceled 

Location: 203 Campus Y 

Start: 12/27/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/27/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2011 6:45:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CPSC 

Location: 203 Campus Y 

Start: 11/22/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2011 6:45:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CPSC 

Location: 203 Campus Y 

Start: 10/25/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/25/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2011 6:45:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CPSC 

Location: 203 Campus Y 

Start: 9/27/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2011 6:45:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CPSC 

Location: 203 Campus Y 

Start: 8/23/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/23/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 7/19/2011 1:18:12 PM 

Subject: Travel to app’t 

Start: 7/20/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7/20/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/19/2011 1:34:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Subject: Meet w/Lee May 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/21/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 7/21/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required May, Lee Y 

Attendees: 

Lee: 

Dean Owen should get back from her retreat before 5pro, so when she gets back you can start your meeting with her. I 

noticed you had something else at 5pro, is it possible to rearrange that? 

Thanks 

Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/19/2011 7:43:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164] 

Finance Meeting with Dean’s Office 

Steele 3011 

Start: 7/20/2011 1:00:00 PM 

End: 7/20/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McCoy, Gretchen L 

Gretchen: 

I just needed to get this on her calendar. 

Thanks 

Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/19/2011 8:36:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Monthly Meetings ( Harold Woodard) 

Steele 3011 

9/7/2011 2:00:00 PM 

9/7/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the first Wednesday of every 1 month from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/20/2011 5:58:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion] 

ERP Discussion 

Steele 3011 

7/26/2011 12:30:00 PM 

7/26/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Carrion, Maribel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/20/2011 7:45:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Connect Carolina Executive Steering Committee 

Cancelled 

Start: 8/23/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/23/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Cancelled per Diane Howell 8-21-2001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/20/2011 7:46:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Executive Steering Committee 

307 South 

Start: 9/22/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/22/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/20/2011 7:47:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Connect Carolina Executive Steering Committee 

307 South 

Start: 11/11/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/11/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/20/2011 7:51:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Stenross, Barbara [stenross@email,unc,edu] 

Meet to discuss student 

Steele 3011 

7/25/2011 2:00:00 PM 

7/25/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Stenross, Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/20/2011 8:14:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Monthly Meetings (Cynthia) 

Steele 3011 

9/7/2011 3:00:00 PM 

9/7/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the first Wednesday of every 1 month from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/21/2011 8:02:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Budget meeting (Demetriou) 

Steele 3011 

7/26/2011 3:00:00 PM 

7/26/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/21/2011 8:21:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Budget Meeting (Reznick) 

Steele 3011 

7/26/2011 2:00:00 PM 

7/26/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/21/2011 8:22:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Budget Meeting (Woodard) 

Steele 3011 

7/25/2011 6:00:00 PM 

7/25/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/22/2011 3:38:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; ’Abels, Kimberly Town’ [kabels@unc,edu] 

Budget Discussion (Abels) 

Steele 3011 

7/27/2011 3:00:00 PM 

7/27/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/22/2011 3:49:48 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

ConnectCarolina Steering Committee 

307 South 

Start: 8/15/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/15/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/22/2011 3:50:32 PM 

at 1:30 

8/17/2011 5:30:00 PM 

8/17/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/22/2011 3:53:51 PM 

at 1:30 

9/14/2011 5:00:00 PM 
9/14/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/22/2011 3:55:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Budget Meeting (Leloudis) 

Steele 3011 

7/26/2011 6:00:00 PM 

7/26/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Leloudis, James L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/22/2011 4:04:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Budget Meeting (Pukkila) 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/28/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/28/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/25/2011 3:03:06 PM 

Subject: Ron Strauss re 

Location: South Building 

Start: 7/26/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/26/2011 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/25/2011 3:11:52 PM 

Hold for Owen 

7/29/2011 4:00:00 AM 
7/30/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/25/2011 3:12:10 PM 

Hold for Owen 

8/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 
8/6/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/25/2011 6:42:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Provost re:summer term 

105 South Building 

Start: 4/26/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

7/25/2011 6:59:23 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Study Abroad, Winston House 

JH’s office 

7/26/2011 7:30:00 PM 

7/26/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/26/2011 12:13:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

FYS Course Enhancements 

Steele 3011 

8/2/2011 3:00:00 PM 

8/2/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Greenway, Ryan; Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/26/2011 12:16:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/28/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/28/2011 2:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/26/2011 4:59:06 PM 

G at MD 

9/12/2011 4:00:00 AM 

9/13/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GM H] 

7/26/2011 5:56:55 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Schmitt, Stephanie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sschmitt]; Baucom, 

Deahn H [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deahn H Baucom (deahn)]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Ort, 

Shirley A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort]; Asbury, Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Allison Legge (aleg~e@unc.edu) [ale~e@unc.edu] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Canceled: Student Data Stewards 

104D South Bid8 

Start: 7/27/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 7/27/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: Hil~h 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Wednesday from 1:30 PM to 2:30 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M; Schmitt, Stephanie; Baucom, Deahn H; Derickson, Christopher P; Ort, Shirley A; Asbury, Phillip 

Keith; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

7/27/2011 12:44:46 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewiIlif]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Baucom, Deahn H [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deahn H Baucom 

(deahn)]; Ort, Shirley A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Asbury, Phillip Keith [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; Schmitt, 

Stephanie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sschmitt]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Legge, Allison [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Aleg~e] 

Student Data Stewards 

104D South BId~ 

8/2/2011 5:00:00 PM 

8/2/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Baucom, Deahn H; Ort, Shirley A; Farmer, Stephen M; Asbury, Phillip Keith; Schmitt, Stephanie; 

Derickson, Christopher P; Le~e, Allison 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/27/2011 2:51:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: meet to discuss accounts 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/28/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 7/28/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/28/2011 3:39:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Budget Meeting (Kirshner) 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/28/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7/28/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/1/2011 1:27:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Gretchen (update on finances) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 8/1/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/1/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/1/2011 1:52:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Robert and Wally Richardson 

Steele 3011 

Start: 8/3/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/3/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/1/2011 2:52:15 PM 

Subject: Wally Richardson 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/3/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/3/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/1/2011 5:52:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet with Wil Leimenstoll 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/8/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 8/8/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/1/2011 7:04:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

meet w/Steve and Nick course evals 

Steele 3011 

Start: 8/2/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 8/2/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve; Siedentop, Nicholas J 

I had to change the time, due to a change in Bobbi’s schedule. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/2/2011 8:25:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Pat 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/18/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/2/2011 9:13:16 PM 

Hold for Owen 

8/3/2011 8:00:00 PM 

8/3/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/2/2011 9:15:29 PM 

Subject: Hold for Jay Smith 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/31/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/3/2011 12:24:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Meet w/Lee May 

Steele 3011 

8/4/2011 8:00:00 PM 

8/4/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

8/3/2011 8:05:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lynn & Bobbi 

Bobbi’s Office 

8/3/2011 8:00:00 PM 

8/3/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Wednesday from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/3/2011 until 12/28/2011. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time 

(US & Canada) 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@ad.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/6/2011 9:16:21 PM 

Subject: at 11:30 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/8/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/8/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/7/2011 4:03:20 PM 

London for Rhodes reception Thursday night 

10/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

10/6/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 8/7/2011 4:04:46 PM 

Subject: To airport for flight to London 

Start: 10/4/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Robert Manekin [Robert.Manekin@Colliers.com] 

8/7/2011 4:40:55 PM 

Robert Manekin [Robert.Manekin@Colliers.com]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen - Manekin 

Location: Conference Call 

Start: 8/8/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 8/8/2011 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Agenda - 

Status of Consulting Efforts 

Necessary Follow Up 

Morale-Input of the Advisors 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LDCON RAD] 

8/8/2011 8:57:05 PM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs]; Thurman, 

Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sthurman]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; McAuliffe, Samantha Lea [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smcaulif]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Petree, Phyllis [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ppetree] 

Subject: OSA Audit 

Location: 307 South Building 

Start: 8/19/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

jerri_bland@unc.edu; Waddell, Stan Adolphus; Thurman, Stephanie J; Eubanks, Trevaughn B; McAuliffe, Samantha 

Lea; Goodman, Paula; owenbob@unc.edu; Petree, Phyllis 

PIs arranse the meeting the Provost sugsests for after when Stan and I meet, PIs include Stan, myself, Jerri, Bruce, Dick, 

Brenda, Bobbi Owen, and Phyllis Petree. Topic is to review status of the State Auditor recommendations and discuss the 

apparent: coming follow-up audit° One hour...in the South Building...yet: this month, if you can get it. 

.-Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/9/2011 4:24:57 PM 

at 9:15 

8/23/2011 12:00:00 PM 

8/23/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:09:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: DRAM Faculty Mtg (4-5 pm) 

Location: 105 CDA 

Start: 8/29/2011 7:45:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2011 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:10:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: DRAM Faculty (4-5pm) 

Location: CDA 105 

Start: 9/26/2011 7:45:00 PM 

End: 9/26/2011 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:11:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: DRAM Faculty Mtg (4-5pro) 

Location: CDA 105 

Start: 10/31/2011 7:45:00 PM 

End: 10/31/2011 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:18:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: DRAM Faculty Mtg (4-5pro) 

Location: CDA 105 

Start: 1/9/2012 8:45:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2012 10:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:19:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: DRAM Faculty Mtg (4-5pro) 

Location: CDA 105 

Start: 2/20/2012 8:45:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2012 I0:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:20:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: DRAM Faculty Mtg (4-5 pm) 

Location: CDA 105 

Start: 3/19/2012 7:45:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2012 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:28:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

DDA Personnel Mtg (12-1pm) 

DDA Conference Room 

Start: 4/16/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/16/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:28:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

DDA Personnel Mtg (12-1pm) 

DDA Conference Room 

Start: 1/23/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:28:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

DDA Personnel Mtg (12-1pm) 

DDA Conference Room 

Start: 12/12/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:28:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

DDA Personnel Mtg (12-1pm) 

DDA Conference Room 

Start: 11/7/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/7/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:28:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

DDA Personnel Mtg (12-1pm) 

DDA Conference Room 

Start: 10/3/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/3/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/9/2011 7:28:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

DDA Personnel Mtg (12-1pm) 

DDA Conference Room 

Start: 8/29/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/10/2011 2:58:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa] 

Subject: UE Finances 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/26/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McCoy, Gretchen L; Greenway, Ryan 

I am going to schedule four of these, and then at the point please let me know how you would like to continue these. 

Thanks. 

Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/10/2011 2:58:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rgreenwa] 

Subject: UE Finances 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/16/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McCoy, Gretchen L; Greenway, Ryan 

I am going to schedule four of these, and then at the point please let me know how you would like to continue these. 

Thanks. 

Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/10/2011 6:01:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Meet w/Dean Woodard 

Steele 3011 

8/15/2011 5:00:00 PM 

8/15/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JYAIKEN] 

8/15/2011 1:07:35 PM 

Aiken, Jessica Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyaiken]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Canceled: Robertson Program Meeting 

Bill’s Office- 205 South Bldg 

12/13/2011 4:00:00 PM 

12/13/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Andrews, William L; Owen, Bobbi A 

FW: meeting in 

early Sept 

Attendees: 

Bill Andrews 

Bobbi Owen 

Marc Lange 

RE: Meeting abt 

the Robertson pr_. 

JA 8/15/11 



Fi~om: 

Sere: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tilti~ny D <tilti~ny clarke@unc.edu; 

Monday, Jnly 25, 2011 5:08 PM 

Aiken, Jessica Y <jyaiken@email.unc.edu> 

FW: meeting in early Sept 

Piease sci~edule meeting for Bili (see below), 

Thanks, 

Tiff 

From: Andrews, William L 
Sent; Monday, July 25, 201:~ 5:0:~ PM 
To-" Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject; meeting in early Sept 
Tiff, please schedule a meeting for Bobbi, Marc Lange, and me in early Sept. Half-hour. Topic: Robertson ethics course 

Thanksp 

E. Maynard ,~,dams Professor of English & Co~arative Literature 

Senior Assodate Oean for the F~ne A[’ts and mkHT~an~i:~es 
College of Arts & Sciences, CB #3100 

LJNC-C[~;~el Hil~ 27599-31.00 

Office: 919-962-9270 
College Offk:e: (~19-962-.l 1.65 

~ax: 9 ~9-9S2-.2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aiken, Jessica Y </O IJNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JYAIKEN> 

Monday, August 15, 2011 9:01 AM 

Lange, Marc B <mlange@email.unc.edu> 

Clmke, Tiflhny D <tiffany clarke@unc.edu>; Andrews, William L <wand~ews@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting abt the Robertson program 

This will be great I have your meeting with Bill and gobbi scheduled for Tuesday, December 13th from l:l.:OOam ---l:l.:3Oam, here at g@’s office k~ 205 South 

Building, 

Thanks, 

F~m~ Marc Lange [mail~:mlan~e~email,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Fridag, August 12, 2011 5:26 PN 

To~ Aiken, Jessica Y 
Ce~ Clarke, Tlffang D; Andrews, William L 
Subjeet~ Re: Meeting abt the Robe~son program 

How about ll AM on Tuesdag, December 13th? Thanks, 

MBL 

Harc Lange 

Bo~^s~an and Gordon Gray Distinguished Professor 

Phiios}phy DeperLment Chair 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3i25 -- Caldwell Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC USA 27599-3125 

919 962.3324 (o) 

On 8/12/11 9:27 AM, Aiken, Jessica Y wrote: 

Hello Marc, 

I have listed the times that Bill Andrews and Bobbi Owen are available to meet with you in mid-December. Please let rne know which date and tirne work best for 

you, and I wi~ sched@e this meeting accord~r@y. 

Monday, Dec. :[2th:    ~0:30am --. :H:OOam; 2:00pro---3:00pro 

Tuesday, Dec. [[~th: 

Wednesday, Dec. :[4th: 9:00am --12:00pro; t:OOpm --- 3:4Spin 

Thursday, Dec. :[sth: 9:00am - ~ 0:45a~ 

Friday, Dec. I6~h: 9:~am .-- 

Best, 

Jess~ca 

F~m: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 2:57 PN 

Te: Aiken, ]essica Y 
Subje¢t: ~: Meeting abt the RoberNon program 

P~ease set up meeting requested below, 

Thanks, 

Tiff 

Fmm~ Andrews, William L 
Sent~ Monday, August 01, 2011 4:25 PN 
To~ Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subjeet~ ~: Meeting abt the RoberNon program 

T~ff, when you get back, p~ease set up 8 meeting for M~rc, Bobbi, and me for mid-December 20I :[, ~s Marc requests, 

Thanks, 

WNiam L. Andrews 
E, Maynard Adams Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Senio~ Assod~te Dean [or [he Fh-le Arts arid I-tun~an~[}es 

College of Arts & Sciences, CB ~3100 

UNGChapel Hil~ 27599-3100 

Of[ice: 919-.962-.9270 

College ()[rice: 919-962d.165 

Fax: 919-952-2408 

F~m= Marc Lange 
Sent~ Monday, August 01, 2011 1:47 PN 

Te~ Andrews, William L 
Subject~ Re: Meeting abt the Robe~son program 

Dear Bill, 

Once the course has concluded, I will have the definitive feedback on how valuable it was for the students, the teachers, and the Department. So I will be 

prepared to meet anytime from mid-December on. 



Thanks, 

Max 

Harc Lange 

Bo~ar~ and Gozdon Gray Distinguished Professor 

Philosophy Department Chair 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3125 -- Ca~dweli Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC USA 27599-3125 

919 962.3324 (o) 

On 8/1/11 12:56 PM, Andrews, William L wrote: 

Marc, Bobbi and I a@ree that we can wait until later for this meetin@, Please select a time when you think it would make sense to discuss Philosophy and the 

Robert:son progr~m, and t haw~ ~t set up for the three of 

William L. An~rews 
E. Maynard Adams Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Senio~ Assodal:e Dean for the Fkm Arts and Humankk~s 
College of Arts & Sciences, CB #3~00 

UNC.-C~apel Hill 27599.-3100 

Office: 9~9-962-9270 

£olle~e Offk:e: 919~962d 165 

Fa~: 9 ~9-962-.2408 

F~ Marc Lange [mailto:mlan~e@email.unc.edul 
Se~ Saturday, July 30, 20[1 2:[9 PM 
T~ Andrews, William L 
S~b]eet~ Re: Meeting abt the Robe~son program 

Dear Bill, 

Thanks for ~ettin8 back to me. A~ain, I’m happy to meet, of course, but if the question is how willin~ Philosophy would be to offer this course under lower 

compensation or how much Philosophy would care if the course misrated, then the answer will depend heavily on how successful for the students and how 

satisfyin~ for the teachers the course turns out to be. I (and the teachers) won’t know any of that until nearer to the end of the semester. Wouldn’t it then make 

much more sense for us to meet then, when I can contribute sometNn8 useful? 

MBL 

Boo, nan and Gordon Gray Distinguished Professoz 

Philosophy Department Chair 

Univezsity of North Carolina aL Chapel HiM 

CB#3125 -- Ca] dwell Hall 

Chapel }{ill, NC USA 27599-3125 

919 962.3324 (o) 

On 7/30/11 12:13 PM, Andrews, William L wrote: 

Marc, maybe it would be better to wait, bu~ the main thin8 Bobbi and I wan~ed to tall< about is the policy ansfe~ We thousht we nl~sht as we~l find out about that as 

soon as we could. So questions ~ke to come up are: ~s the dept w~ng to continue offering the course based on the lowered compensatbn (down to ~30K from 

S40K afl:er 2011-2012}7 it’s my h~press~on that the Robert:son people have d~scussed running a s~m~iar ethk:s course through k:enan- Flagler (gobb~ may know rnore 

about: th~s) ~nste~d o~ PMIosophy Wo@d PM~osophy care if ~he course m~ra~ed to the B--School? ~a~so wanted ~or you ~md Bobb~ to meet ~md have an mil:h~ 

conversation about Lhe program, Philosophy’s stake in it, etc., since the Robertson Scholars program ~s really under her jurisdiction, not n~b~e~ She needs to know 

whsL you, as the deparLment chair, think about these matters. 

.............................................. 

WNiam L. Andrews 
E. Maynard Adams Professor of English & Comparative Literat:ure 

Senio~ Assodate Dean for the Fh~e Arts and Humanities 

Colk~e of A~ts &. Sciences, CB #B~.O0 
UNO-@aspel Hil~ 27~99--3100 

Office: 919-962-9270 

College Office: 9~9-.962--116~ 

Faro 91.9-962-2408 

~m= Marc Lange [ma~lto:mlange@emaiLunc.edu] 
8emt~ ~riday, July 29, 20M 5:~6 PM 

Te~ Andrews, William L 
8~bje¢t~ Fwd: Meeting with Bill Andrews 

Dear Bill, 

I just received the below about a meeting concerning the Robertson ethics course. Of course, I am happy to meet with you (and Bobbi Owen), but wouldfft it make 

more sens~ to wait until much later in the fall, or even after the course has concluded? We roll then have some idea of how the course has gone, how usefi~l it was to 

the Robert~)n students, and how eager Geoffis to teach it again. 

Cordia]ly, 
MBL 



Bowrr~an & Gordon Gray Distinguished Professor and 

Philosophy Department Chair 

University of Nerth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3125 -- Caldwell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27599-3125 
919 962.3324 (o) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Meeting with Bill Andrews 

Date:Fri, 29 Jn12011 16:51:10 -0400 
From:Aiken, Jessica Y ._~:jy_£@___e__r£~_e_~!~_l_:__u__r!_c_:__ej__u__2 

To:Linage, Marc B 5__n!!£__n_g_e_[~i__el_n_~i!=_t_Ln__c_’=_e_d!~£ 

Hello Marc Lange, 

I am assisting with scheduling meetings for Bill Andrews. Bill would like to schedule a meeting with you and Bobbi Owen, early September, to discuss the 

Robertson ethics course. The meeting will be about a half-hour, here in 205 South Building. I have listed his availability for the first week of September below. 

Please let me know what date and time work best for you, and I will schedule accordingly. 

Wednesday, Sept. 7th: 3:15pm - 3:45pm 

Thursday, Sept. 8th:    2:0Opm - 3:00pro 

Friday, Sept. 9th:       Open (excluding 12noon-1pm for lunch) 

Best, 

Jessica A. 

Jessica Aiken 

Office Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-1165 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/15/2011 1:13:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Drama review at 6:30 

Carolina Inn- Blue Ridge Room- Reservations in Bobbi Owen’s name 

8/29/2011 9:00:00 PM 

8/30/2011 12:30:00 AM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/15/2011 1:22:32 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Receptionist Area/Work Studies 

Location: 3018 

Start: 8/15/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 8/15/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/15/2011 1:28:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Robertson UCC 

Location: Smith Warehouse 

Start: 10/14/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/15/2011 1:29:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: UCC TT 

Location: From Smith Warehouse 

Start: 10/14/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/15/2011 1:30:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Robertson UCC 

DUKESmith Warehouse 

Start: 11/11/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/11/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

8/15/2011 1:30:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Robt TT 30 rain 

Location: to Duke 

Start: 11/11/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/11/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

8/15/2011 2:46:17 PM 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jvpasion]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

TEST Meeting 

8/15/2011 6:30:00 PM 

8/15/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/15/2011 4:46:04 PM 

Subject: Hold for Costar 

Location: Drama 

Start: 8/17/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day from 8:00 AM to 11:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/15/2011 5:15:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Marylide Parker story ideas for College for fall 

Steele 3011 

Start: 8/16/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2011 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/16/2011 12:38:03 PM 

Subject: IAH welcome back 

Location: Hyde Hall 

Start: 8/25/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/25/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:15:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Erika and Nick ( biology 190L) 

Steele 3011 

8/16/2011 5:00:00 PM 

8/16/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:16:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

First meeting of the SACS Steering Committee 2011-2012 

Steele 3020 

Start: 8/26/2011 12:30:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2011 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:49:40 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Waitlist Purge Policy- cancelled 

Steele 3011 

Start: 12/27/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/27/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:49:40 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Owen/Derickson 

Steele 3011 

12/12/2011 7:00:00 PM 

12/12/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:49:40 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Subject: Owen/Derickson 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/29/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/29/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:49:40 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Subject: Waitlist Purge Policy 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/15/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/15/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:49:40 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Subject: Waitlist Purge Policy 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/1/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:49:40 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Subject: Waitlist Purge Policy 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/20/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/20/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:49:40 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Subject: Waitlist Purge Policy 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/4/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:49:40 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Subject: NUS Transcript Meeting 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 9/20/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:49:40 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Subject: Waitlist Purge Policy 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/6/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 2:49:40 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Subject: Waitlist Purge Policy 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/23/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/23/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2011 6:14:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewilIif]; Matson, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smatson]; Andrews, 

William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews] 

Assessment Meeting 

Steele 3011 

8/24/2011 2:00:00 PM 

8/24/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Williford, Lynn E; Matson, Steve; Andrews, William L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/17/2011 12:23:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Coclanis, Peter A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Coclanis]; Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Hirth, 

Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmh]; Lewallen, Lydia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LIIewalI]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Pukkila, 

Patricia J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick]; Roberts, Lily [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmr12]; Sancar, 

Gwen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gsancar]; Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewilIif]; Yopp, Jan Johnson [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jyopp] 

QEP Meeting 

Steele 3020 

9/9/2011 2:00:00 PM 

9/9/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Coclanis, Peter A; Crisp, Winston B; Hirth, Garrett Michael; Lewallen, Lydia; Lindemann, Erika; Pukkila, Patricia J; 

Reznick, Steve; Roberts, Lily; Sancar, Gwen; Williford, Lynn E; Yopp, Jan Johnson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/17/2011 7:47:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Meet w/Nick 

Steele 3011 

9/6/2011 2:00:00 PM 

9/6/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the first Tuesday of every 1 month from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/17/2011 7:57:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Meet w/Lee May 

Steele 3011 

8/24/2011 3:00:00 PM 

8/24/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the fourth Wednesday of every 1 month from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/18/2011 9:12:35 PM 

Hold for Owen 

8/19/2011 7:00:00 PM 

8/19/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/19/2011 2:32:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion] 

Connect Carolina Status 

Steele 3011 

8/30/2011 6:00:00 PM 

8/30/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the last Tuesday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Carrion, Maribel 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/21/2011 3:37:32 PM 

Hold for Owen 

8/26/2011 7:00:00 PM 

8/26/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 8/22/2011 i:04:37 PM 

Subject: Steve Farmer by phone at 4:15 

Start: 8/22/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/22/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/22/2011 1:12:52 PM 

Hold for Steve Farmer 

8/30/2011 12:30:00 PM 

8/30/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/22/2011 1:13:07 PM 

Subject: Steve Farmer 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/1/2011 12:30:00 PM 

End: 9/1/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/23/2011 1:26:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Meet w/Erika (IDST Advising) 

Steele 3011 

8/23/2011 3:00:00 PM 

8/23/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

8/23/2011 2:55:07 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN--Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Professorships planning meeting 

Bill’s office 

Start: 8/25/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/25/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Andrews, William L; Owen, Bobbi A 

Meeting requested by Bobbi. 

Attending are Bobbi, Bill and Tiff. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/23/2011 4:26:04 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Covenant Scholars Reception 

Great Hall 

Start: 9/6/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2011 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/24/2011 2:04:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lunch Lee/May 

TBD 

8/26/2011 3:30:00 PM 

8/26/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/25/2011 2:23:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet with ASSOC. VC of Student Affairs (Shuford) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 12/9/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/9/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/25/2011 2:23:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet with ASSOC. VC of Student Affairs (Shuford) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/9/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 11/9/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/25/2011 2:23:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet with ASSOC. VC of Student Affairs (Shuford) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 10/12/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/25/2011 2:23:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet with ASSOC. VC of Student Affairs (Shuford) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 9/9/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

8/26/2011 6:08:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Deans’ Council 

Location: 105 South Bldg 

Start: 9/1/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/1/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

You will not need to be at the meeting the entire time. I can pinpoint more closely the time of your SACS presentation 

w/Lynn as the agenda is finalized. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/28/2011 11:55:07 AM 

Subject: Drama for CoStar 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 8/29/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: Drama for CoStar 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 9/19/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/19/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/28/2011 11:58:58 AM 

Recurrence: Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from i0:00 AM to 12:00 PM effective 9/19/2011 until 12/26/2011, There are 15 more 

occurrences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/29/2011 2:06:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Academic Support Staff meeting 

3rd Floor Pope Box 

Start: 9/6/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/29/2011 3:30:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Meet regarding USDOE &LFIT 

Steele 3011 

8/29/2011 6:00:00 PM 

8/29/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/29/2011 4:45:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Jonathan, Dee, Karen, Bobbi 

Deans office 

Start: 8/30/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LDCON RAD] 

8/30/2011 1:28:51 PM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad]; Padilla, Ramon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ramon Padilla (padillar)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gmh]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

EACC and IDGC - Larry/Ramon/Bobbi/Lynn 

Carolina Inn 

9/8/2011 11:30:00 AM 

9/8/2011 12:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Padilla, Ramon; owenbob@unc.edu; lynn_williford@unc.edu 

Participants: 

Larry Conrad 

Ramon Padilla Jr. 

Bobbi Owen 
Lynn Williford 

There is a key issue that I think we should take this opportunity of revisiting the Charter to resolve: that’s the perception 

of overlap/duplication with the Institutional Data Coordinating Committee on issues of reporting and data. I’ve added 

some verbiage in an attempt to help address this, but I really think you, Lynn Williford, Ramon Padilla, and I should get 

together over lunch soon to discuss how to keep the two committees in better sync on these. 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

8/30/2011 1:48:19 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Hartlyn]; Gil, Karen 

M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Gil/Owen/Reid/H a rtlyn 

KMG’s office 

9/1/2011 2:30:00 PM 

9/1/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Gil, Karen M; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/30/2011 5:05:29 PM 

Phone test w/G. 

8/30/2011 7:00:00 PM 

8/30/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/30/2011 7:19:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Sherry Salyer 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/6/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/31/2011 1:17:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Continuing Studies (NICK) 

Location: Steee 3020B 

Start: 9/19/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/19/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/1/2011 4:02:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/John Blanchard 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/1/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/1/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/1/2011 4:10:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen 

Start: 9/1/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/1/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/1/2011 7:39:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Phone Meeting with 

Location: Steele 3011 

( quick discussion re: summer reading) 

Start: 9/6/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

9/1/2011 9:15:48 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Miles, 

Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; Lebold, Daniel A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dalebold] 

NUS Joint Degree Program/ME in Biol 

South - 205 

Start: 9/9/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Miles, Bob; Lebold, Daniel A 

Per Jonathan, the purpose of this meeting is "to discuss the approval process j~or the NUS Joint Degree 

Program/me in Biology." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/2/2011 3:44:54 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: SACS committee-S.Thurman 

Start: 12/16/2011 I:30:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/2/2011 3:44:54 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: SACS committee-S.Thurman 

Start: 2/17/2012 1:30:00 PM 

End: 2/17/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/2/2011 3:44:54 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: HOLD for SACS committee-S.Thurman 

Start: 12/18/2011 I:30:00 PM 

End: 12/18/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/2/2011 3:44:54 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: SACS committee-S.Thurman-cancelled 

Start: 11/18/2011 I:30:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/2/2011 3:44:54 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: SACS committee-S.Thurman 

Start: 10/21/2011 12:30:00 PM 

End: 10/21/2011 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/2/2011 3:44:54 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: SACS committee-S.Thurman 

Location: Cancelled 

Start: 9/23/2011 12:30:00 PM 

End: 9/23/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/5/2011 1:21:29 PM 

Subject: Syllabus meeting (EPC) 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 9/20/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/6/2011 12:47:52 PM 

Dr Ellis at 10:30 

9/14/2011 2:30:00 PM 
9/14/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

9/6/2011 3:10:21 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewiIlif]; Strauss, Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Strohm, 

Leslie Chambers [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Strohm]; Matson, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smatson]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Runberg, Bruce L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Brunberg]; 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Oft, Shirley A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort]; Seitz, Kevin R 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krseitz] 

SACS Compliance Standards Reporting 

CAS - Steele 3020 

9/9/2011 8:00:00 PM 

9/9/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Strauss, Ronald P.; Crisp, Winston B; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Matson, Steve; Farmer, Stephen M; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Andrews, William L; Runberg, Bruce L; Derickson, Christopher P; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Oft, Shirley A; Seitz, Kevin 

Richard (krseitz@email.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/6/2011 9:46:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Frank Porter Graham Lecture 

JCUE - Memorial Hall 

Start: 9/26/2011 9:30:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2011 I:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Say words - Karen Gil can’t go. Dinner at 5:30 and lecture at 7:30. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2011 3:22:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Summer Reading 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 9/16/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 9/16/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

9/7/2011 4:57:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ENGL 105 update 

Location: Bobbi’s office 

Start: 9/9/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Owen, Bobbi A 

I’d like to update both of you on plans for the transition from ENGL 101/102 to ENGL 105. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

9/7/2011 8:31:21 PM 

9/7/2011 3:00:00 PM 

9/7/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/7/2011 8:34:36 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

9/8/2011 6:30:00 PM 

9/8/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/7/2011 8:41:01 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

9/9/2011 6:30:00 PM 

9/9/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/7/2011 8:43:41 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

9/14/2011 7:15:00 PM 

9/14/2011 7:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/7/2011 8:44:19 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

9/15/2011 7:30:00 PM 

9/15/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/7/2011 8:45:28 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

9/20/2011 6:45:00 PM 

9/20/2011 7:15:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/7/2011 8:48:13 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

9/19/2011 6:30:00 PM 

9/19/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/7/2011 8:52:49 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

10/3/2011 6:30:00 PM 

10/3/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/7/2011 8:54:38 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

10/11/2011 8:00:00 PM 

10/11/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/7/2011 11:55:51 PM 

Subject: OUR Fall reception 4:30-6 

Location: Campus Y 

Start: 9/27/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

said yes to invite 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/8/2011 3:06:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Subject: Monthly Meet w/Steve 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/13/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/13/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Reznick, Steve 

Attendees: 

Steve: 

My apologies but I need to move this meeting to 3pm. If this does not work for you, please let me know and I will find 

something else. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/8/2011 3:06:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Monthly Meet w/Steve 

Steele 3011 

11/18/2011 3:00:00 PM 

11/18/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/8/2011 3:06:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Monthly Meet w/Steve 

Steele 3011 

10/17/2011 6:00:00 PM 

10/17/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/8/2011 3:06:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Monthly Meet w/Steve 

Steele 3011 

9/28/2011 7:00:00 PM 

9/28/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Faulkner, Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BH FAU LKN] 

8:21:09 PM 

Faulkner, Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= I; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Psoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: 

UE Financials 

Steele 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

1:30:00 PM 

2:30:00 PM 

Required 

Attendees: 

McCoy, Gretchen L; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/8/2011 8:32:23 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jim 

Karen’s Office 

Start: 9/9/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L 

Karen is now available at 3pm; therefore, I have moved the meeting time. 

Best, 

Jessica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/8/2011 8:35:11 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jim 

Karen’s Office 

9/21/2011 2:00:00 PM 

9/21/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/12/2011 4:33:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

Meet w/Kim Abels 

Steele 3011 

9/16/2011 3:30:00 PM 

9/16/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/12/2011 10:11:20 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

University Day 

Memorial Hall (Old Well) 

Start: 10/12/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

processional the old well 10:30 a.m. in regalia. In case of rain, assemble on the first floor of 
Phillips Hall. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/13/2011 9:40:12 PM 

Subject: Reznick Rec 

Location: 3011 Steele to draft 

Start: 9/14/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2011 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/14/2011 12:11:30 PM 

Subject: Jerri Bland 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 9/15/2011 11:30:00 AM 

End: 9/15/2011 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/14/2011 12:11:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Meet w/Lee May 

Steele 3011 

9/15/2011 2:00:00 PM 

9/15/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

9/14/2011 12:31:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika Ad Boards 

Start: 9/14/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/14/2011 3:35:16 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Chancellor’s Open House 

Student Union 

Start: 10/10/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 10/10/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/14/2011 8:49:50 PM 

Travel time to office 

9/20/2011 I:00:00 PM 

9/20/2011 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/14/2022 9:05:06 PM 

Subject: Terri Rhodes 

Location: phone 

Start: 9/20/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/15/2011 4:50:26 PM 

Subject: Susanne Ortega - 

Location: at GA re NUS 

Start: 9/23/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/23/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/15/2011 5:44:41 PM 

Hold for Owen 

9/30/2011 6:00:00 PM 

9/30/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/15/2011 7:50:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for OUR interviews 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/26/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/26/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/16/2011 3:28:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Meeting w/Harold re: BOT 

Steele 3011 

9/16/2011 6:00:00 PM 

9/16/2011 6:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/16/2011 5:38:49 PM 

Travel to GA 

9/23/2011 2:30:00 PM 

9/23/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cooper, Nelia Resendes [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RESEN DES] 

9/16/2011 7:31:44 PM 

Strauss, Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Ron Strauss, Bobbi Owen, Larry Mayes re: SACS report 

104 South 

Start: 9/21/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/17/2011 7:11:54 PM 

Subject: G at 8:25 

Location: ACC (Cohen) 

Start: 9/27/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

9/18/2011 4:01:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Ad Boards new member orientation 

3020 Steele 

Start: 9/27/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

9/19/2011 12:28:51 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Pukkila, Patricia J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila] 

OUR Update with Bobbi Owen and Pat Pukkila 

Karen’s Office 

Start: 9/21/2011 1:30:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Pukkila, Patricia J 

Good morning, 

Please let me know if you are available to meet with Karen on Wednesday the 21st from 9:30-10am to discuss OUR. 

Thanks, 

Jessica 

Updating Karen 

about OUR 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@ad.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 19, 2011 8:25 AM 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu-~; Pukkila, Patricia J <PukkJl~r@bio.unc.edtr’~ 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Updating Karen about OUR 

Jessica - 

Can you find 30 minutes for Karen to meet with Pat Pulddla and me so we 

can update her about happenings in the Office for Undergraduate 

Research. I mentioned it to Karen and she was interested. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dra~natic Art 

University ofNorfl~ Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avemle 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Futrell, Betty S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BFUTRELL] 

9/19/2011 4:13:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/30/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 9/30/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

would like to meet with Bobbi to discuss his 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2011 2:56:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: 

Location: 

phone call with Dean Owen- she will be calling main line 

Steele 3011 

Start: 9/21/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Hoist, Laurie 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/22/2011 4:52:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meeting with Psychology 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/11/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Paula, 

I am writing to schedule a meeting with Bobbi Owen and a few members of the Psychology Department: Donald Lysle, 

Beth Kurtz-Costes and Kelly Giovanello. 

Don proposed meeting one afternoon around the middle of October. Could you let me know when Bobbi is available to 

meet for an hour? 

Thanks, 

Jennifer 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/26/2011 6:10:12 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/29/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/29/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/26/2011 6:50:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Coach Withers-here Corey Holliday or Andre Williams may be attending as well.. 

Steele 3011 

Start: 10/3/2011 I:30:00 PM 

End: 10/3/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2011 2:00:31 PM 

Subject: Distance Ed - cancelled 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/1/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2011 2:01:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Distance Ed meeting 

3020 Steele 

10/4/2011 3:00:00 PM 

10/4/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Low 

Monthly 

the first Tuesday of every 1 month from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM 

Re 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/27/2011 5:07:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w, 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/29/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 9/291’2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/27/2011 7:45:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Sitterson Meeting 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 10/11/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/28/2011 12:42:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/ 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/11/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/28/2011 3:10:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Meet w/Geeta 

Steele 3011 

9/30/2011 2:30:00 PM 

9/30/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Menon, Geeta 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 9/28/2011 4:01:50 PM 

Subject: Bobbi to Advisory Meeting with Dee Reid 

Start: 10/11/2011 12:30:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2011 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Confidentiality 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/28/2011 5:46:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

First Selection Meeting (Gray Committee) 

Steele 3020 

Start: 10/19/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/19/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/28/2011 7:34:28 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: Deans office 

Deadline 

Start: 10/17/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/18/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/28/2011 7:53:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Teaching Awards Nominations Due 10/1/2011 

Start: 9/30/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/1/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/29/2011 1:13:08 PM 

University Closed 

11/24/2011 5:00:00 AM 

11/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/29/2011 1:13:44 PM 

University Closed 

11/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 

11/26/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/29/2011 2:30:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GIs0164]; ’Jeanne Kirschner’ 

[kirschner@robertsonscholars.org]; Wilkinson, Teresa T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7] 

Robertson Scholar Finance Meeting 

Steele 3011 

10/19/2011 1:00:00 PM 

10/19/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McCoy, Gretchen L; ’Jeanne Kirschner’; Wilkinson, Teresa T 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/29/2011 7:51:25 PM 

Subject: in Drama 

Location: Costar Computer 

Start: 9/30/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/30/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/4/2011 2:20:39 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

11/10/2011 9:30:00 PM 

11/10/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/4/2011 2:21:34 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

11/15/2011 8:00:00 PM 

11/15/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/4/2011 2:22:11 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

11/21/2011 6:00:00 PM 

11/21/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/4/2011 2:26:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi, Dee and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

Start: 12/12/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2011 i0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 

12/12/11 

Karen must attend a meeting with the Chancellor at 2:45 on Tuesday, therefore, this meeting has been rescheduled for 

after SADs today. 

Thanks! 

Jessica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8:13:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Waiving Experiential Requirement ( 

Steele 3011 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

6:30:00 PM 

7:00:00 PM 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Futrell, Betty S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BFUTRELL] 

5:00:29 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

3:15-3:45 

3011 Steele 

Honors Thesis 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4:56:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Holst, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

[bradele@email.unc.edu] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Undergraduate End of Semester Breakfast 

Carolina Inn 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

1:00:00 PM 

2:30:00 PM 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Powell, Candice Sheilds 

Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; 



From: 

Sent: 

Futrell, Betty S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BFUTRELL] 

6:51:44 PM 

Subject: 9:00-9:30 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

2:00:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 

-Honors Thesis 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3:35:40 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Costa r 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:00:00 PM 

10:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

:1:54:28 AM 

Subject: 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/16/2011 10:40:02 PM 

Hold for Owen 

12/20/2011 i:00:00 PM 

12/20/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/16/2011 10:40:28 PM 

Appointment off campus 

12/20/2011 7:00:00 PM 

12/20/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

12/19/2011 6:42:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bruce Carney re: GA survey 

104 South Bldg 

Start: 12/21/2011 2:30:00 PM 

End: 12/21/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

12/20/2011 6:54:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J (nick_siedentop@unc.edu) 

[nick_siedentop@unc.edu]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Course Petitions 

Bobbi’s Office 

1/10/2012 7:00:00 PM 

1/10/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J (nick_siedentop@unc.edu); Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/22/2011 7:53:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Owen/Reznick 

Steele 3011 

1/17/2012 7:00:00 PM 
1/17/2012 7:30:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/3/2012 3:22:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Discuss COMP 393 

Steele 3011 

1/3/2012 7:00:00 PM 

1/3/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

I/3/2012 6:53:58 PM 

To airport to travel to London 

1/17/2012 9:30:00 PM 

1/17/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/3/2012 6:54:48 PM 

Hold for Owen 

1/23/2012 I:00:00 PM 
1/23/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/4/2012 8:36:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

Meeting Woodard, Abels, Owen 

Steele 3011 

1/5/2012 7:00:00 PM 

1/5/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold; Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/5/2012 2:03:29 PM 

Hold for Owen 

1/5/2012 8:00:00 PM 
1/5/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Faulkner, Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BH FAU LKN] 

1/5/2012 9:28:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McCoy, Gretchen L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GIs0164] 

UE Finance 

Bobbi’s Office 

1/11/2012 8:15:00 PM 

1/11/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

McCoy, Gretchen L; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

I/5/2012 9:59:28 PM 

BOT Academic and Student Affairs meeting 

1/25/2012 3:30:00 PM 

1/25/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/5/2012 10:00:02 PM 

Full Board 

1/25/2012 7:00:00 PM 
1/25/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/6/2012 7:07:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Holst, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Menon, 

Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

People Admin Training 8am-noon 

Center for School Leadership Development - Friday Center 

1/18/2012 5:00:00 AM 

1/19/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Hoist, Laurie C; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); Demetriou, Cynthia; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/6/2012 7:15:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Meeting May and Owen 

Steele 3011 

1/9/2012 4:00:00 PM 

1/9/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/6/2012 7:23:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Summer Reading Program 

101 Carr Conference Room 

Start: 1/13/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/6/2012 8:24:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Welcome Reception for Duke campus switch students 

3201 Student Union 

Start: 1/9/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/10/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/6/2012 8:24:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Duke’s Welcome reception for UNC Students 

Smith Warehouse Library Lounge 

Start: 1/10/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/11/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/6/2012 8:25:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Robertson Weekend ( Formerly Known as finalist weekend) 

TBD 

Start: 3/30/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/8/2012 5:18:51 PM 

Travel to Duke 

1/10/2012 I:00:00 PM 

1/10/2012 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/9/2012 11:07:12 PM 

Su bject: Costa r 

Location: Drama 

Start: 5/1/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 5/1/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/9/2012 11:07:27 PM 

Costa r 

5/8/2012 12:00:00 PM 
5/8/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/10/2012 10:14:31 PM 

Erika re ACCIAC 

1/11/2012 3:00:00 PM 

1/11/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/11/2012 2:11:00 PM 

Subject: Bruce Carney re EE 

Location: h is office 

Start: 1/13/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/11/2012 2:57:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta in late- DMV 

Start: 1/12/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/13/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/11/2012 7:47:43 PM 

Subject: Bob Miles for Lunch 

Location: C Inn bar 

Start: 1/26/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/26/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN ] 

1/12/2012 2:13:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Connect Carolina Town Hall- see notes! 

111 Caroll Hall 

2/29/2012 7:00:00 PM 

2/29/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Finance Feb 2012 

town hall flyer FI... 

Please release the time on Brenda, Bobbi and Matt’s calendars for the Town Hall meetinT we scheduled them for on 
Feb. 29th. The Town Hall meetinT for that date will on focus on finance. We will have a separate Town Hall meetin~ that 

will encompass H/R and that will be held at a later date. 

Brenda, Bobbi and Matt, of course, are more than welcome to attend the meetin8 on the 29th, They will not be 

required to present. If you have any questions please let me know as soon as possible. 

Best, 

Ba6 

Ch~%~#;I Hill= ~C 2 

bob blanchard~_.unc.edu 



new Finance ~steN for caNpus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/12/2012 6:46:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tatiana Dobrenko- discuss semesters (policy) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/13/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

919-806-6550 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

1/12/2012 8:57:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bruce & Lynn re: SACS 

Location: 104 South Bldg 

Start: 1/13/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steph 1/12/12 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/12/2012 10:13:56 PM 

Owen to Drama for Costar 

1/13/2012 6:30:00 PM 

1/13/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 1/12/2012 10:14:15 PM 

Subject: Head to Faculty Council 

Start: 1/13/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/13/2012 1:58:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Sick 

Start: 1/13/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/14/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/13/2012 4:18:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

May/Owen 

Steele 3011 

1/17/2012 4:00:00 PM 

1/17/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/13/2012 5:28:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Lincoln, Christian [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Clincoln] 

Wilshire, Collette [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Bus Operations Finance Meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/27/2012 3:00:00 PM 

1/27/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the fourth Friday of every 1 month from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

Goodman, Paula; Lincoln, Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/18/2012 7:49:27 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula- SPA Grievance Panelist 8:30am-12:30pm 

AOB 

1/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

1/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds 

Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2012 3:54:45 PM 

Dr Ellis at 7:30 

9/17/2012 11:30:00 AM 
9/17/2012 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2012 5:50:26 PM 

with Prospect 

3011 Steele 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:00:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

with , father of 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2012 5:51:27 PM 

Subject: Andrea Biddle 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/25/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 1/25/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/23/2012 2:57:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Confirmed Chancellor Thorpe and Owen for Spring Robertson meeting at Duke 

Start: 2/27/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/23/2012 4:05:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: re: 

Location: Steele 3011 

- referred by Cynthia Demetriou and Lee May- calling my line 

Start: 1/23/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/23/2022 5:55:41 PM 

Subject: Drama Personnel 

Location: McKay’s Office 

Start: 2/7/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/23/2012 5:55:48 PM 

Travel to Drama 

2/7/2012 6:30:00 PM 

2/7/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6:27:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Phone call w/ regarding her brother 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

,7:30:00 PM 

.8:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/23/2012 7:25:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Nominating Committee 

Campus Y 207 

Start: 2/21/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/23/2012 7:26:43 PM 

Drama for Costar with 

1/27/2012 7:00:00 PM 

1/27/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/23/2012 8:18:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Combined Sections 

Steele 3011 

1/24/2012 4:00:00 PM 

1/24/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/25/2012 8:41:48 PM 

London for HHV pgm. 

5/24/2012 4:00:00 AM 

5/25/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/26/2012 2:02:15 PM 

Travel time 

1/26/2012 4:30:00 PM 

1/26/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

1/26/2012 9:52:53 PM 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jvpasion]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Andrews, 

William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Chapman, 

Whitney C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=739bf269990c4894a4aceb2aO44c329f]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Meeting 

205 South Building 

1/27/2012 8:30:00 PM 

1/27/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M (kgil@email.unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Andrews, William L (wandrews@unc.edu); 

Crimmins, Michael T (crimmins@email.unc.edu); Clarke, Tiffany D; Chapman, Whitney C; Reid, Dee 

(deereid@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula 

Contact: Becky or Collette 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/30/2012 1:05:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Nick/Bobbi 

Steele 3011 

1/30/2012 4:00:00 PM 

1/30/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Carney, Bruce William [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BRUCE] 

1/30/2012 1:30:57 PM 

Carney, Bruce William [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bruce]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Canceled: Bruce & Bobbi Owen re: GA/CAO 

104 South 

1/30/2012 7:00:00 PM 

1/30/2012 7:45:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@email.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/30/2012 2:51:46 PM 

Subject: Bruce Carney 

Location: His office 

Start: 1/30/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/30/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

1/30/2012 3:46:40 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Karen & Bobbi 

Location: Karen’s Office 

Start: 2/2/2012 5:45:00 PM 

End: 2/2/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 

Paula - l’m changing the time to begin at :12:45pm so that Karen and Bobbi have a few minutes to walk over to Hyde Hall 

for their Dean’s Council meeting - I forgot the location changed! Anyway, the meeting is now 45 minutes, but some of 
that will be walking time, that OK? Thanks! JP 

Appointment(s) 

with Dean Gil 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Saturday, Janua~ 28, 2012 1:51 PM 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu> 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@anc.edu> 

Appointment(s) with Dean Oil 

HI Jessica - 

I can’t find any regular meetings with Karen oil on my calendar and 

things always come up (at the moment it is a matter concerning students 

with disaNlities). Can you find me 30 mim~tes this coming week? And, 

if at all possible can you create a ~ries of meetings as we have had in 

the past? Every two weeks ~ems to work fine (knowing you roll find 

additional times if somefl~ing critical ari~s; you have full access to 

my calendar and Paula can help rearrange things if needed. 
Thanks - 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Dis~tinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

1/30/2012 3:48:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Karen & Bobbi Bi-Weekly Meeting 

Karen’s Office 

2/16/2012 6:00:00 PM 

2/16/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Weekly 

Occurs on Thursday every other week from 1:00 PM to 1:30 PM effective 2/16/2012 until 12/31/2012. (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Owen, Bobbi A 

Appointment(s) 

with Dean Gil 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Saturday, Janua~ 28, 2012 1:51 PM 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu> 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@anc.edu> 

Appointment(s) with Dean Oil 

HI Jessica - 

I can’t find any regular meetings with Karen oil on my calendar and 

things always come up (at the moment it is a matter concerning students 

with disaNlities). Can you find me 30 mim~tes this coming week? And, 

if at all possible can you create a ~ries of meetings as we have had in 

the past? Every two weeks ~ems to work fine (knowing you roll find 

additional times if somefl~ing critical ari~s; you have full access to 

my calendar and Paula can help rearrange things if needed. 
Thanks - 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Dis~tinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/30/2012 8:14:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Houston, Terri C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Thouston] 

Meet w/Teri Houston re: Woodard Review 

Steele 3011 

2/1/2012 2:30:00 PM 

2/1/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Houston, Terri C 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/31/2012 4:55:11 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

To Duke with Chancellor Thorp 

South Bldg, 

Start: 2/27/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/31/2012 4:55:26 PM 

Travel back from Duke 

2/27/2012 7:00:00 PM 

2/27/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/1/2012 1:10:24 PM 

Hold for Owen 

2/2/2012 1:00:00 PM 

2/2/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/1/2012 2:08:01 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hold for Kathy Williams Teaching Eval 

103 Stone Center/111 Carroll Hall 

Start: 2/17/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/17/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/2/2012 1:44:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cyntha-sick 

Start: 2/2/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/3/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/2/2012 3:16:53 PM 

Subject: UG research Symposium 

Location: Great Hall 

Start: 4/16/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/16/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/2/2012 4:46:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bowman and Gordon Gray 

Steele 3020A 

Start: 2/24/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/2/2012 8:38:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel 

Start: 2/8/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/3/2012 1:32:11 PM 

Start: 2/1/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/1/2012 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/3/2012 1:32:28 PM 

Hold for Owen 

2/8/2012 i:00:00 PM 

2/8/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 2/3/2012 5:07:51 PM 

Subject: Travel to Faculty Council 

Start: 2/10/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 2/10/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/3/2012 8:21:32 PM 

Meet w/Lee May 

2/6/2012 3:30:00 PM 

2/6/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/5/2012 4:02:12 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Dick Cramer re student finishing 

3010 Steele 

Start: 2/6/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/6/2012 1:31:52 PM 

at 12:15 

3/2/2012 5:00:00 PM 

3/2/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/6/2012 3:22:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Paula leaving @lpm MD appt. 

2/14/2012 5:00:00 AM 

2/15/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds 

Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/6/2012 5:47:15 PM 

Subject: EPAC 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 2/29/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/29/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/6/2022 6:00:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woody Coley [coley@robertsonscholars,org] 

Subject: Coley and Owen 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/8/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Woody Coley 

Attendees: 

Do you think that Dean Owen might have a few mint~tes before or after the 2/8 luncheon t:o disct~ss how we might 

deepen our relationship with the UNc academic advisory professionals? Thanks, Woody 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/6/2012 7:22:23 PM 

Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Paula- in Records Management Class 9-1030am 

104 Airport Dr. 

4/8/2012 4:00:00 AM 

4/9/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds 

Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/7/2012 3:39:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bettina Shuford 

Location: 3010 Steel e 

Start: 2/15/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/7/2012 4:46:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

Woodard/Abels/Owen 

Steele 3011 

2/8/2012 2:00:00 PM 

2/8/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold; Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/7/2012 4:48:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel to Loudermilk 

Start: 2/22/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 2/22/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/7/2012 4:54:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel 

Start: 2/21/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/7/2012 4:58:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Friends of Playmakers Meeting @6pm 

Center for Dramatic Art Frey Rehearsal Hall 

Start: 3/1/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 3/2/2012 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/7/2012 5:25:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion] 

Monthly Touchpoint 

Steele 3011 

2/15/2012 7:00:00 PM 

2/15/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Carrion, Maribel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/7/2012 6:57:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel 

Start: 3/2/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 3/2/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/7/2012 9:08:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woody Coley [coley@robertsonscholars,org] 

Coley/Baker/Owen - Head of Programming 

3011 Steele Building 

3/2/2012 7:00:00 PM 

3/2/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woody Coley 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/7/2012 10:36:36 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Brown Bag with Development at 12:30 

208 West Franklin 

Start: 2/13/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Shaffer Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/8/2012 8:21:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Paula-leaving at 10 go to Duke will return around lpm 

2/9/2012 5:00:00 AM 

2/10/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds 

Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/9/2012 1:21:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; ’Jeanne Kirschner’ [kirschner@robertsonscholars.org] 

Breakfast w Jeanne @ 8:30am 

Carolina Inn 

2/10/2012 5:00:00 AM 

2/11/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Jeanne Kirschner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/9/2012 7:25:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Phone call with Jennifer Peluso calling Paula’s line 

Steele 3011 

Start: 2/13/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 

Paula, 

I am not sure whose office we FAU folks will make our call from on Monday, so I think we’ll just use my cell phone for backup 

if we have trouble with communication° My cell phone number is: 

Cheers! 

Jenny Peluso 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/9/2012 10:43:35 PM 

Subject: Jeanne Kirschner for breakfast 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 2/10/2012 12:45:00 PM 

End: 2/10/2012 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/13/2012 3:58:51 PM 

Subject: Candy Davies 5:30 

Location: Lantern 

Start: 2/15/2012 9:30:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/13/2012 8:28:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Meeting- Owen/Abels/Woodard/Demetriou 

Steele 3011 

2/15/2012 2:00:00 PM 

2/15/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Abels, Kimberly Town; Demetriou, Cynthia; Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/13/2012 10:06:26 PM 

Hold for Owen 

2/14/2012 I:00:00 PM 
2/14/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/14/2012 2:35:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: 

Location: 

- Honorary Society 

Calling Main Line- for Dean Owen 

Start: 2/14/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 2/14/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Hoist, Laurie C 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/14/2012 6:40:21 PM 

Erika re Master List 

2/14/2012 8:00:00 PM 
2/14/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/14/2012 7:14:08 PM 

Hold for Owen 

2/14/2012 9:00:00 PM 
2/14/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/15/2012 6:38:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Carol Tressolini calling 3:30pm re: email 

Start: 2/15/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/15/2012 7:42:54 PM 

Subject: To NYC for Irene Sharaff Awards 

Location: NYC 

Start: 5/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/15/2012 7:47:15 PM 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: at 10:15 

Start: 4/5/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/5/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/15/2012 8:24:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Ad Board Agenda 

Steele 3011 

2/20/2012 3:30:00 PM 

2/20/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/15/2012 9:09:40 PM 

Travel from Duke 

3/2/2012 8:00:00 PM 
3/2/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/15/2012 9:56:39 PM 

Subject: Laurie McNeill at 5:00 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 2/21/2012 9:30:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2012 i0:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/16/2012 1:38:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Course Enhancement Grants 

Steele 3011 

2/17/2012 6:00:00 PM 

2/17/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/18/2012 3:03:08 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Margaret Peot Lecture at 6:00 PM 

250 CDA 

Start: 2/27/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2012 i:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/20/2012 3:23:00 PM 

Subject: Kathy Perkins 

Location: Campus Y 

Start: 2/24/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/20/2012 3:44:40 PM 

Subject: Garrett Hirth 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 2/21/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Data base for program heads 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/21/2012 1:30:33 PM 

costal~ 

2/24/2012 7:00:00 PM 

2/24/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/21/2012 3:52:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Bickford, Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor] 

Bickford/Owen 

11Steele 30 

2/21/2012 8:30:00 PM 

2/21/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bickford, Donna M 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/22/2012 6:36:05 PM 

Subject: Gordon to MD 

Location: 1 1:45 

Start: 3/20/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2022 7:27:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

May/Owen 

Steele 30:[:[ 

2/27/2012 3:30:00 PM 

2/27/20:[2 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/27/2012 1:59:05 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Joe Templeton re Undergraduate Education 

O.uail Hill 

Start: 4/25/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/25/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

At 3:30 re Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/27/2012 4:45:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Demetriou/Goodman/Owen meet to discuss Admissions and Parents Council Funding 

Steele 3011 

3/1/2012 7:00:00 PM 

3/1/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/28/2012 6:21:41 PM 

Cinderella at Mem Hall at 7:30 

4/5/2012 11:30:00 PM 
4/6/2012 1:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Pre-show talk with Judy Adamson at 6:30 at Gerard Hall with Matt Harris per Reed Colver. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/28/2012 6:26:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-sick 

Start: 2/28/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/29/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/28/2012 6:48:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Fwd: You’re Invited to Lunch at the Carolina Club! 

Carolina Club 

Start: 3/8/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 3/8/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

From: Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2012 3:41 PM 

To: Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Fwd: You’re Invited to Lunch at the Carolina Club! 

You might enjoy this more than me - and I will give you a business card! 
Bobbi 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    You’re Invited to Lunch at the Carolina Club! 
Date: Mon, 27 Feb 2012 12:31:10-0500 
From:      Chapel Hill/Orange County Visitors Bureau <tifuller@visitchapelhill.orq> 
To: <owenbob@unc.edu> 

http://staticapp, icpsc, com/icp/Ioad im age. php/m ogile/5752/71 a55a3212el 27e9e33ffcbf9355cb66/im ag 
e/jpeg 

Let us coach you through 

"Meeting Madness" 

We appreciate your business and invite you to a special 

"Meeting Madness" buffet lunch prepared by Chapel Hill’s finest 



hotels and meeting facilities. 

Thursday, March 8th between 11:30AM and 1:00PM 

The Carolina Club 

(complimentary parking - Rams Head parking deck) 

Your business card is your pass to lunch, win prizes, 

and the opportunity to 

discuss your next event with professional representatives from the 

Chapel Hill Visitors Bureau, hotels and meeting facilities 

RSVP by calling Tina Fuller at 919-968-2060 or 

click reply 

No later than Wednesday, March 7th 

Sponsored by: 

The Chapel Hill/Orange County Visitors Bureau, 

Aloft Chapel Hill, The Carolina Club, The Carolina Inn, 

Courtyard by Marriott Chapel Hill, 

The Franklin Hotel, Hampton Inn 15-501, Residence Inn by Marriott, 

The Siena Hotel, Sheraton Chapel Hill, 

Extraordinary Ventures and North Carolina Botanical Garden 

Don’t forget your business cards! 



Chapel Hill/Orange County Visitors Bureau 

www.visitchapelhill.orq 

This message was sent to owenbob@unc.edu from: 

Chapel Hill/Orange County Visitors Bureau 1501 West Franklin Street I Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Email Marketing by iContact -Try It Free! 

Manage Your Subscription I Forward To a Friend 
http://click, icptrack, com/icp/track, php?m sgid=4571260&act=5G7 L&r= 1053475915&c=5752 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/28/2012 7:53:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

RE: Meeting with Jesse & Liz Zellner, PC National Chairs 

TBD 

2/29/2012 6:00:00 PM 

2/29/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

May, Lee Y; Owen, Bobbi A 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hi Paula, 

Hrdlicka, Sheila D 
Monday, February 27, 2012 22:23 AM 

Goodman, Paula 

Pasion, Jessica 
RE: Meeting with Jesse & Liz Zellner, PC National Chairs 

Does Dean Owen and Dean May have any free time on February 29 after 1 00 p.m.? I am still trying 
to schedule an hour appointment with them and Dean Gil. 

The Zellner’s officially became the Parents Council National Chairs as of February 25. 

Thanks for your assistance. 

Sheila 

Sheila Hrdlicka 



Assistant Director 

New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 5490, Suite 3318, SASB-South 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

hrdlicka@email.unc.edu 

parents@unc.edu 

919.962-8304 (p) 

919-962-4725 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/29/2012 1:45:28 PM 

Hold for Owen 

3/1/2012 i:00:00 PM 

3/1/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/29/2012 1:51:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Nick-sick 

Start: 2/29/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/1/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/29/2012 4:21:20 PM 

Subject: Jackie Pierce (Central Dev) 

Location: Starbucks 

Start: 3/8/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/8/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Renwick Fund, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/1/2012 8:02:34 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honors Board Dinner ~Dinner starts at 7pro 

TBD¯ 

Start: 6/7/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/7/2012 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~Location: TBD (tentative Provence) 
Re Anne Craighill 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/1/2012 8:03:38 PM 

Subject: Honors Board 

Location: TBD 

Start: 6/8/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 6/8/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

This meeting will occur through lunch 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/2/2012 2:47:14 AM 

Subject: Jeanne kirschner 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 3/2/2012 1:00:00 PM 

End: 3/2/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/3/2012 12:07:00 AM 

Spring Break 

3/2/2012 5:00:00 AM 

3/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 2, 2012 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 12 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/5/2012 2:27:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

May/Owen 

Steele 30:[:[ 

3/6/2012 7:00:00 PM 

3/6/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/6/2012 2:48:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard/Owen 

Steele 3011 

3/7/2012 3:00:00 PM 

3/7/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/7/2012 4:05:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Peter Grauer at 3:45 

Location: Phone 

Start: 3/14/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/14/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 

Per Ellie PRICE (BLOOMBERGi 731 LEXIN) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/7/2012 4:12:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard/Owen 

Steele 3011 

3/8/2012 2:00:00 PM 

3/8/2012 2:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

3/7/2012 5:43:58 PM 

Erika, IS task force 

3/7/2012 7:00:00 PM 

3/7/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/7/2012 10:25:37 PM 

Subject: John Blanchard 

Location: Owen office 

Start: 3/8/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 3/8/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/8/2012 1:17:08 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick in San Diego 

4/2/2012 4:00:00 AM 

4/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula; Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/8/2012 2:30:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard/Owen 

Steele 3011 

3/9/2012 2:00:00 PM 

3/9/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/8/2012 3:42:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- in this afternoon ( vacation a.m,) 

Start: 3/8/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/9/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 4:20:34 PM 

at 11:30 

5/9/2012 3:00:00 PM 

5/9/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 4:21:23 PM 

at 2:15 

6/7/2012 5:30:00 PM 

6/7/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 10:52:33 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/12/2012 2:00:00 PM 

3/12/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 10:52:59 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/14/2012 12:00:00 PM 

3/14/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 10:53:09 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/16/2012 12:00:00 PM 

3/16/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 10:53:24 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/13/2012 2:00:00 PM 

3/13/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 10:53:33 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/13/2012 6:00:00 PM 

3/13/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 10:53:44 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/14/2012 5:30:00 PM 

3/14/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 10:53:52 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/14/2012 8:00:00 PM 

3/14/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 10:54:03 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/16/2012 5:00:00 PM 

3/16/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 10:54:32 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/19/2012 2:00:00 PM 

3/19/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/8/2012 10:54:41 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/19/2012 6:00:00 PM 

3/19/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/12/2012 3:35:02 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Diane Marion in IR to review docs 

IR offices 

Start: 3/13/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/13/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/12/2012 5:51:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Academic Achievement Awards- Saturday ~L2-2pm 

The Great Hall 

Start: 4/13/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/13/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/12/2012 6:01:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Academic Achievement Awards 12-2pm 

The Great Hall 

Start: 4/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/15/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/13/2012 2:03:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Burch Fellows Program Dinner starts @ 6pm 

JCUE 

Start: 4/18/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/19/2012 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/13/2012 4:15:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Education Leave (4hours) 

Start: 1/19/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/20/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/13/2022 4:20:35 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Ken Stronl~ Galley Dedication at 5:30 

PGT 

Start: 3/23/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 3/23/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/13/2012 4:21:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Bobbi, Dee, Karen, and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

3/16/2012 6:00:00 PM 

3/16/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/13/2012 4:27:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Bobbi, Dee, Karen, and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

3/22/2012 6:30:00 PM 

3/22/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/13/2012 6:22:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Bobbi, Dee, Karen, and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

4/12/2012 5:00:00 PM 

4/12/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/13/2012 6:23:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Davis, 

Nancy K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nkdavis]; Strohm, Leslie Chambers [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Strohm] 

Subject: Arts & Sciences Meeting 

Location: South - 205 

Start: 4/17/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/17/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; Davis, Nancy K; Strohm, Leslie Chambers 

4/13/12: 

Meeting location has changed. Please plan to meet in 205 South. 

Thanks, 

Jessica 

CONFIRMATION: RE: 

Meeting on April ... times/schedule a... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 9:11 AM 

Moore, Tanya Topolka <tany%moore@unc.edu>; Davis, Nancy K <nancy davi@unc.edu> 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu>; Clarke, Tilthny D <tifl’any~laxke@unc.edw~ 

RE: times/schedule a meeting 

Thanks, Tanya and Nancy. 

Ym co#ying 1essica and Tiffany so they can put this Meeting with Nancy Davis and [es~e StaM on calendars for garen, Jonathan, Bobb~ and me. Apri~ 17, 2-3 pro, 

location tbd. 

Jessica and Tif[any, p~ease note th~s overlaps w~th an already sched@ed meeting that Karen, Jonathan, Bobb~ and ~ haw~, whk:h b fine with all But ~t wH~ add 30 

minutes to that rneetir]g. JessR:a, that means re-sched@ing our 2:30 4/17 commurdcations meeting with t(G to another time. 

Thanks, 

Dee 

:ee :<~id (~]9) 8z,<-633% 

Pac }p-( ] : http : / iwww. facebook, com!UNC, Co]]e@e 

%witter: http:!/twltter.co’!uElccoiiege 

F~m: Moore, Tanga To~olka 
Sent: Tuesday, April 0S, 20~2 S:00 PN 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Reid, Dee 
Subject: RE: times!schedule a meeting 
Les~e can do 2-3 on April 17. 

F~= Davis, Nancy K 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 20~2 4:08 PM 

To= Reid, Dee 
C¢= Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject= RE: times!schedule a meeting 
Tarwa, w~]~ you check? 

F~= Reid, Dee 
Sent; Tuesday, April 03, 20~2 3:57 PN 
To= Davis, Nancy K 
C¢= Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject= RE: times!schedule a meeting 

Wi]~ I.es~ey be avaHaMe too? 

:ee :<~id (~]9) 8z,<-633% 

Y’ac }:,-( J : http : / iwww. facebook, com!UNC, Coiie@e 

%w i t t er : h t tp : //twl tt er. (]c)’~’!~i [lCCO i i ege 

F~: Davis, Nancy K 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 20~2 3:44 PM 
Te: Reid, Dee 
¢~: Moore, Tanya Topolka 
S~bje¢t: RE: times/schedule a meeting 

[ (:arr’t do April 12, but I can change my s~:hedule for the ].7th 1:O [THHg[: [rom 

F~m= Reid, Dee 
Sent; Tuesday, April 03, 20~2 3:35 PN 
Te= Davis, Nancy K 
Subject= RE: timedschedule a meeting 
Nancy, 

We"ve been meeting wee]dy [or 30 minutes so t ]mow these times are good: 

Apd~ 12: I-- 1:30, we might be able to stretch ~t to 2 

Apri~ 17: 2- 3 pm looks good 

Dee 

2he ]l]iver J ty oiE N"Jlh CaKo] Jna ~11 Ch~p6] ~{iii 

Ch~peJ[ ?ii1] NC 27599-3100 

:: ~ H book: htto : //www. facebook, co’~/UNC. College 

T’,,,’i t:t:6 : : ht:t:T~ : //twfi t te r. col /uncco] ]eqe 



". ; 1.~’r N~i~ ~ h t tp : //VOU%U~O. co,~,!use r / NNCCol ie6~e 

From: Davis, Nancy K 
Sent; Tuesday, April 03, 20:~2 1:~:48 AM 

To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: schedule a meeting 

I think we need to schedule without Nolden, Do you want to get good dates/times from Karen and Jonathan? I think our goal is to finalize our set of questions and 

answers. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pasion, Jessica <,’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JVPASION> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 9:40 AM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu>; Davis, Nm~cy K <nancy davis@unc.edu>; Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; ttartlyn, Jonathan 

<hartlyn@unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strobm@email.unc.edtr~; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.e&~ 

Clmke, Tiffany D <tiflhny clarke@unc.edu>; Chapman, Whitney C <wcchapma@enm~l.unc.edu>; Goodman, Paula 

< pgoodnm~@e~nail.unc.edu>; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Holton, Carol G <cholton@email.unc.edu> 

CONFIRMATION: Meeting on April 17th from 2-3pm 

Dear all, 

I write to confirm your meeting scheduled for Tuesday, April 17th from 2-3pm in 218 South Building. An invitation has been sent via Outlook to your 

calendars named "Arts & Sciences Meeting". Please let me know if I can provide further assistance. 

Best, 

Jessica 

Jessica Pasion 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-1165 
From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 9:11 AM 
To: Moore, Tanya Topolka; Davis, Nancy K 
C¢: Pasion, Jessica; Clarke, lqffany D 
Subject: RE: times!schedule a meeting 

Thanks, Tanya and Nancy. 

~’m copying Jessica and Tiffam] so Lhey can puL this Meeting with Nancy Davb and Les~e SLaM on calendars for Karen, Jonathan, Bobbi and me. April 17, 2-3 

location tbd. 

.Jessica and Tiffany, p~ease note th~s overlaps w~th an already scheduled meetk~g that Karen, Jonathan, Bobb~ m~d ~ have, which ~s fine with all But ~t wH~ add 30 

minutes to that meeting. ]essk:a, that means re-scheduling our 2:30 4/17 communications meeting with t<G to another time. 

Thanks, 

Dee 

web: http ://colleqe.ur’c. edu 
Y’~ ::eb.~ >]: : htL~>://www.facebook.coz/JiqC.Coqqeqe 

F~m~ Moore, Tanya Topolka 
N~ntl Tuesday, April 03, 2012 5:00 PN 
T~ Davis, Nancy K; Reid, Dee 
Subjeet~ RE: times!schedule a meeting 
Les~e can do 2~3 on April 17, 

F~m~ Davis, Nancy K 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 03, 20~2 4:08 PN 
T~ Reid, Dee 
6~ Moore, Tanya Topolka 
N~j~t~ RE: times/schedule a meeting 

Tanva, w~]~ you check? 

F~m= ReM, Dee 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 03, 2012 3:57 PN 
Te~ Davis, Nancy K 
C¢~ Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Nu~jeCt= RE: t~mes!schedule a meeting 
Will kesby be avsHaMe too? 

web: http ://colleqe.unc, edu 
~’ac }:,o< ]< : http : / iwww. facebook, com!UNC, ColleGe 
:w :. !: !: er : h t t:~> : //Lwi tl: er. co’~’!u r~c:co i i eqe 

F~m: Davis, Nancy K 
~nt: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 3:44 PN 



To: Reid, Dee 
Cc: Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject: RE: times/schedule a meeting 

[ can"t do April 12, but I can chan,c:[e mv schedule for the 17th to meet [rom 2 to 

F~m: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 20~2 3:35 PM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Subject: RE: times/schedule a meeting 

W~’ve been meeti~ w~k~y for 30 minute~ 3o ~ k~ow th~s~ time~ are 

April 12: 1-- 1:30, we might be able to stretch ~t to 2 

gpr~ 27: 2- 3 pm looks good 

Dee 

Dee ~:~ Jc (9~9 4~-~~ 

20-~ SoHIh BhiJ]c:.n~ Cs, #3]00 

Wek : http : /!¢olleqe ~ unc. edu 
:,~ ~c~ book: httm ://www. faoebook~ co~/UNC. Coiieqe 
T’,,,’i t: t:~ ~1 : ht:t:n://twitte~’.co~/uncco]]eqe 

~m= Davis, Nancy K 
Se~t= Tuesday, April 03, 20~2 ~1:48 AM 

To~ Reid, Dee 
S~bjett~ schedule a meeting 
I think we need to schedule without Holden. Do you want to set [ood dates/times from Karen and Jonathan? I think our 8oal is to finalize our set of questions and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/13/2012 6:25:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Bobbi, Dee, Karen, and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

4/23/2012 8:30:00 PM 

4/23/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/13/2012 6:26:34 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Bobbi, Dee, Karen, and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

4/30/2012 6:30:00 PM 

4/30/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/13/2012 6:27:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Bobbi, Dee, Karen, and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

5/10/2012 6:30:00 PM 

5/10/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/13/2012 6:28:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Bobbi, Dee, Karen, and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

5/14/2012 6:30:00 PM 

5/14/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/13/2012 6:29:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Bobbi, Dee, Karen, and Jonathan 

Karen’s Office 

5/21/2012 8:30:00 PM 

5/21/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/13/2012 6:30:06 PM 

Subject: To RDU for London Flight 

Location: 6:00 PM. 

Start: 5/24/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 5/24/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/14/2012 5:54:19 PM 

Subject: Rob Bruce 

Location: Top of the Hill 

Start: 4/12/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/14/2012 6:54:17 PM 

Subject: Anselmo Lastra 

Location: Campus Y 

Start: 3/16/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/16/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2012 7:41:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- Educational Leave (4 hours) 

Start: 3/15/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/16/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2012 7:41:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia Educational Leave- 5 hours in around 2pm 

Start: 3/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/24/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/15/2012 4:03:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

UCC Meeting at 3 

Graham Memorial 011 

Start: 5/8/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/19/2012 2:38:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta- Doc appt at 9, in after 

Start: 3/20/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/19/2012 3:18:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ATLANTA 

Start: 3/26/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/19/2012 3:26:40 PM 

Travel time 

3/22/2012 2:30:00 PM 

3/22/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/19/2012 3:26:54 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/20/2012 12:00:00 PM 

3/20/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/19/2012 5:35:49 PM 

Subject: Suzanne Ortega at 5:30 

Location: C Inn porch 

Start: 4/4/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/4/2012 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/20/2012 6:45:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kaplan, Roger Jay [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rjkaplan]; Holliday, Amanda S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AsholIid] 

Users Forum Meeting (discussion) 

Steele 3011 

4/11/2012 5:30:00 PM 

4/11/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay; Holliday, Amanda S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/21/2012 3:27:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-vacation 

Start: 3/26/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/27/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/21/2012 3:28:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-vacation 

Start: 4/9/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/21/2012 5:03:19 PM 

To Milwaukee for USITT 

3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 
3/20/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/22/2012 1:28:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Norwood, 

Roberta A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy] 

Update on Operational and Statistical Progress 

Steele 3011 

4/5/2012 7:30:00 PM 

4/5/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Carrion, Maribel; Bland, Jerri; Kelly, Roberta Anne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/22/2012 1:43:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPAC 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 4/17/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 4/17/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/22/2012 7:26:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Stallings, Megan Brooke [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Megan Brooke Stallings (mstall)] 

Wright, Doug [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dewright]; Spano, Daniel Urban (dspano@email.unc.edu) 

[dspano@email.unc.edu]; Holst, Ronald Paul [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pholst]; Spano, Daniel Urban [dspano@ad.unc.edu] 

Veterans Credit for Service 

Steele 3011 

4/9/2012 6:00:00 PM 

4/9/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Stallings, Megan Brooke 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/22/2012 7:38:27 PM 

Hold for SACS 

3/23/2012 12:00:00 PM 

3/23/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/26/2012 3:12:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Menon/Owen 

Steele 3011 

4/4/2012 2:30:00 PM 

4/4/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/26/2012 7:05:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Ad Board Review 

Steele 3011 

4/9/2012 2:30:00 PM 

4/9/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/26/2012 7:08:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 5/2/2012 i:15:00 PM 

End: 5/2/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

3/27/2012 3:51:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: dinner w/Bruce, Ruth and Lynn Williford 

Start: 5/2/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 5/2/2012 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steph 3/27/12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/27/2012 6:26:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Meeting with VC Crisp and April Mann re: budget items 

Steele 3011 

4/4/2012 1:30:00 PM 

4/4/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/3/2012 4:02:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta- in around 12:30 

Start: 4/9/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/10/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/3/2012 6:31:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet with Julie from Capetown 

Steele 3011 

Start: 4/4/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/4/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/3/2012 6:39:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Owen/May 

Steele 3011 

4/11/2012 2:00:00 PM 
4/11/2012 3:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/3/2012 6:40:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Reznick/Owen 

Steele 3011 

4/10/2012 6:00:00 PM 

4/10/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/3/2012 6:41:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Owen/Woodard 

Steele 3011 

4/11/2012 3:00:00 PM 

4/11/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/4/2012 1:04:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr Michael Ray Strader (mstrader)] 

Strader/Owen 

Steele 3011 

4/13/2012 2:00:00 PM 

4/13/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Strader, Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/5/2012 11:59:57 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-working fom home 

Start: 4/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/6/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/5/2012 1:20:50 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Cinderella costumes tour 

Loading dock at Memorial Hall 

Start: 4/5/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 4/5/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/5/2012 1:23:09 PM 

Subject: Pre-show talk 

Location: Gerrard Hall 

Start: 4/5/2012 10:30:00 PM 

End: 4/5/2012 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GTAYLOR] 

4/5/2012 1:31:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

lunch- Dean & GT 

tba 

4/17/2012 4:00:00 PM 

4/17/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/5/2012 5:25:30 PM 

Subject: Hold for jeanne Kirschner 

Location: C Inn at 8:15 

Start: 4/13/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/13/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 1:32:06 PM 

Start: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 1:32:56 PM 

Start: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 1:35:59 PM 

EACC CONFIRMED 

6/7/2012 3:00:00 PM 

6/7/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Carney will attend from 10-10:30 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 1:40:10 PM 

Hold for Owen 

4/10/2012 7:00:00 PM 
4/10/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 4:18:55 PM 

Woody Coley [coley@robertsonscholars.org]; Pukkila, Patricia J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; ’Jeanne Kirschner’ 

[kirschner@robertsonscholars.org]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick]; Bickford, Donna M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor] 

UE Department Heads Luncheon 

Steele 3020 

4/20/2012 3:30:00 PM 

4/20/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Woody Coley; Pukkila, Patricia J; Leloudis, James L; Demetriou, Cynthia; May, Lee Y; Jeanne Kirschner; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J; Owen, Bobbi A; Lindemann, Erika; Woodard, Harold; Reznick, Steve; Bickford, Donna M 

This will be the last lunch of the semester, and Bobbi will be providing lunch. Please come and join. Send RSVP to 

pgoodman@unc.edu 

Hope to see you there. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 5:07:12 PM 

Subject: Lunch with Duke Robertsons 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 4/25/2012 3:45:00 PM 

End: 4/25/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Chancellor Thorp will attend - he has a meeting at 1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 6:24:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Administrative Boards 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 11/27/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 6:24:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Administrative Boards 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 10/30/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/30/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 6:24:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Administrative Boards 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 9/18/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 6:26:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curr, Committee 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 12/4/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 6:26:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curr, Committee 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 11/19/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 6:26:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curr, Committee 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 10/23/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/9/2012 6:46:53 PM 

Subject: Winston House 

Location: 104D South 

Start: 5/10/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 6:54:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Ad Boards 

Steele 3020 

4/16/2013 7:00:00 PM 

4/16/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Followed by C Inn party. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 6:54:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Boards 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 2/26/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 8:19:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curr.Committee 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 3/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 8:19:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curr.Committee 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 1/15/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 8:21:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Board Prep 

Start: 2/26/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 8:21:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Board Prep 

Start: 11/27/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 8:21:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Board Prep 

Start: 10/30/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/30/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2012 8:21:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Board New Member Orientation 

Start: 9/18/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/10/2012 12:44:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Lindemann/Owen 

Steele 3011 

4/10/2012 5:00:00 PM 

4/10/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/10/2012 2:45:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Mtg w/Provost re" degree competion reporting 

104D 

Start: 6/5/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 6/5/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

4/10/2012 5:40:47 PM 

Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews] 

Subject: SADs Meeting 

Location: 205 South Building 

Start: 5/10/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

4/12/12 -6/28/12 
Entered manually byJVP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

4/10/2012 5:40:47 PM 

Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews] 

Subject: SADs Meeting 

Location: 205 South Building 

Start: 4/12/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

4/12/12 -6/28/12 
Entered manually byJVP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

4/11/2012 5:48:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika re search 

Start: 4/11/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/11/2012 8:21:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=£XCHANG£ ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sheila Hrdlicka- Retirement 

Carolina Inn Hill Ballroom 

Start: 4/27/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 4/27/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/11/2012 9:13:16 PM 

Subject: Covenant Reception 

Location: Great Hall 

Start: 4/24/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/24/2012 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/12/2012 6:27:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: . discuss class 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 4/27/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/27/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/12/2012 7:20:30 PM 

Subject: Terry Rhodes 

Location: Phone 

Start: 4/13/2012 6:15:00 PM 

End: 4/13/2012 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

She will call Bobbi. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/12/2012 8:26:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Mercer/owen 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 4/17/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 4/17/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/13/2012 5:24:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr Michael Ray Strader (mstrader)] 

Strader/Owen 

Steele 3011 

4/23/2012 3:00:00 PM 

4/23/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Monday from 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM 

Strader, Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/13/2012 6:20:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hegeman, Terri S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hegeman] 

Hegeman/Becker 

Steele 3011 

4/16/2012 2:15:00 PM 

4/16/2012 2:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hegeman, Terri S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/16/2012 12:40:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Demetriou/Owen 

Steele 3011 

4/16/2012 3:00:00 PM 

4/16/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/16/2012 3:35:21 PM 

at 10:30 

7/5/2012 2:00:00 PM 

7/5/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/16/2012 7:55:13 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Ko, Peter [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pko]; Brade, Laura 

Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradele]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Morgan- 

Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula Vacation 

Home 

4/19/2012 4:00:00 AM 

4/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Ko, Peter; Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu); Brade, Laura Elizabeth; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret 

Paula vacation 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/16/2012 8:43:07 PM 

Hold for Owen 

4/20/2012 5:00:00 PM 

4/20/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/17/2012 2:20:04 PM 

Hold for Owen 

4/19/2012 5:00:00 PM 
4/19/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/17/2012 2:20:32 PM 

Reception for Ad Board 

4/17/2012 9:00:00 PM 

4/17/2012 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/17/2012 3:00:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Derickson, 

Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Tarheel Tracker 

Steele 3011 

4/24/2012 8:00:00 PM 

4/24/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; May, Lee Y; Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2012 2:56:33 PM 

Appointment off Camus 

4/19/2012 12:00:00 PM 

4/19/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2012 3:23:08 PM 

Subject: Tricia McAnany at 5:30 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 5/9/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 5/9/2012 I0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2012 4:01:40 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

David Adamson 

RDU Delta 1774 at 5:49 

Start: 5/7/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 5/7/2012 I0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/18/2012 5:45:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet with Pat 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 4/20/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/20/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/20/2012 1:33:56 PM 

Subject: Travel to Quail Hill with Joe 

Location: Parking Lot 

Start: 4/25/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 4/25/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/20/2012 5:21:36 PM 

Subject: Taffye Clayton 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 5/3/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5/3/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Start with her office. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TAFFYE BENSON CLAYTON (TAFFYE)C7B] 

4/20/2012 5:26:59 PM 

Clayton, Taffye Benson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Taffye Benson Clayton (taffye)c7b]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lunch Meeting/Taffye & Bobbi Owen 

The Carolina Inn 

Start: 5/3/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5/3/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

Ms. Goodman will walk to Dr. Clayton’s office and they will walk to The Carolina Inn together. 

Paula Goodman, Admin (39290) 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Wilshire, Collette [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=COLLETTE WILSHIRE (WILSHIRE)] 

4/20/2012 8:54:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Co llette 

Location: Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 5/1/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 5/1/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Discuss New Service Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/23/2012 2:34:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sam Halle and guests ( discuss Robertson Scholars) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 5/2/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 5/2/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/23/2012 5:10:24 PM 

Subject: CoStar 

Location: CDA 

Start: 4/26/2012 12:30:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/23/2012 5:26:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Wenhua Shi 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 5/1/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 5/1/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/25/2012 8:55:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Powell, Candice 

Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aOSddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Brade, Laura Elizabeth [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradele]; Peter Ko 

@gmail.com] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Undergraduate End of semester luncheon 

Carolina Club 

Start: 5/7/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 5/7/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Brade, Laura Elizabeth; Peter Ko I ~gmail.com) 

Please let me know if you can attend 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/26/2012 1:46:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chancellor 

Location: Chancellor’s office 

Start: 4/26/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/26/2012 8:42:56 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 5/2/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 5/2/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/26/2012 8:42:56 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 4/24/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 4/24/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/26/2012 8:42:56 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 3/27/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 3/27/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/26/2012 8:42:56 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 2/20/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/26/2012 8:42:56 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 1/16/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/26/2012 8:42:56 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 11/7/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/7/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/27/2012 6:48:57 PM 

Subject: Cross-list meeting 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 5/9/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 5/9/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/27/2012 7:17:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hold for Academic Advising Meeting 

JCUE 

Start: 8/14/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/14/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

With Karen Gil at the beginning. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/30/2012 1:52:13 PM 

Subject: Jaye Cable, etc. 

Location: C Inn porch 

Start: 5/14/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 5/14/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/30/2012 1:57:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Meeting Leloudis/Owen 

Steele 3011 

5/3/2012 3:00:00 PM 

5/3/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Leloudis, James L 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/30/2022 2:49:04 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Terry Rhodes by Phone 

She will call Owen 

Start: 4/30/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/30/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/30/2012 5:17:53 PM 

Sharon Jones from campus to home 

5/11/2012 5:30:00 PM 

5/11/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/2/2012 6:13:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

May/Owen 

Steele 3011 

5/10/2012 8:00:00 PM 

5/10/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

5/3/2012 8:53:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kozel, Marl< R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mark R Kozel (mkozel)]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JIbland]; Johns, Andy 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ajohns]; 

Giffin, Lawrence [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Joseph Lawrence Giffin (Igiffin)475]; Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs]; Tillett, 

Marc [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mtillett]; Gaidmore, Jay [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gaidmore]; Padilla, Ramon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ramon Padilla 

(padillar)]; Seitz, Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Stabile, Regina [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstabile]; Petree, 

Phyllis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ppetree]; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Annewhis]; Turner, Dave [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Turnerjd] 

Data Coordinating Committee 

TBD 

5/16/2012 7:30:00 PM 

5/16/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

Occurs every month on the third Wednesday of the month from 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM effective 5/16/2012 until 

5/31/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Bland, Jerri; Derickson, Christopher P; Owen, Bobbi A; Seitz, Kevin R; Padilla, Ramon; Petree, Phyllis; Waddell, Stan 

Adolphus (stan_waddell@unc.edu); Stabile, Regina (regina_stabile@unc.edu); Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Johns, 

Andy; Turner, Dave; Kozel, Mark R; Tillett, Marc; Gaidmore, Jay; Giffin, Lawrence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williams, Rebecca B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RBWILL] 

5/7/2012 12:19:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Appointment Reviews 

Bobbi’s Office 

5/21/2012 6:00:00 PM 

5/21/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/7/2012 5:50:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins] 

Karen, Mike and Bobbi 

Karen’s Office 

5/7/2012 7:30:00 PM 

5/7/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Crimmins, Michael T 

Bobbi and Mike, 

Karen has canceled SADs for today (you will be seeing an email soon), but would like to meet with you both at 3:30 in 

her office - will that work? 

Thanks, 

Jessica 

Meeting TODAY 

@ 3:30 with Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pasion, Jessica <,’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JVPASION> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 1:49 PM 

Crimmins, Michael T <cfimmin@emaJl.unc.e&~; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Meeting TODAY @ 3:30 with Kaxen 

Bobbi and Mike, 

Karen has canceled SADs for today (you will be seeing an email soon), but would like to meet with you both at 3:30 -will that work? 

Thanks, 

Jessica 

Jessica Pasion 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-i165 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/7/2012 6:54:26 PM 

Hold for Owen 

5/9/2012 12:00:00 PM 
5/9/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/7/2012 7:14:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 5/16/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 5/16/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/7/2012 7:19:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: UAD 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 9/11/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/11/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

the second Tuesday of every 2 months from 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/7/2012 7:24:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: UAD 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 2/13/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/7/2012 7:24:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: UAD Meeting 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 4/9/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 4/9/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/8/2012 2:52:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Distance Ed 

Start: 6/5/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 6/5/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Monthly 

the first Tuesday of every 1 month from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/8/2012 4:10:33 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Undergraduate Admissions Sub-group 

Jackson Hall 

Start: 5/16/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/16/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/8/2012 8:28:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Asbury, Phillip Keith [phil_asbury@unc.edu]; Oft, Shirley A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort] 

Satisfactory Academic Progress 

Steele 3011 

5/17/2012 6:20:00 PM 

5/17/2012 6:50:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Asbury, Phillip Keith; Ort, Shirley A 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/8/2012 8:50:02 PM 

Subject: Lee Willard 

Location: Phone 

Start: 5/9/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 5/9/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/9/2012 5:07:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Sherry Salyer 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 5/14/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/14/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/9/2012 6:56:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Abbey Stewardship- Del Helton 

Steele 3011 

Start: 5/17/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 5/17/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/9/2012 7:37:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard/Owen 

Steele 3011 

5/10/2012 I:00:00 PM 

5/10/2012 i:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/10/2012 6:42:59 PM 

Paula Stokes at 9:15 

5/22/2012 1:00:00 PM 

5/22/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/10/2012 6:43:56 PM 

Hold for Paula Stokes 

5/15/2012 I:00:00 PM 
5/15/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/10/2012 6:44:07 PM 

Hold for Owen 

5/15/2012 12:00:00 PM 
5/15/2012 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

5/11/2012 6:21:36 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Nick in Illinois 

Start: 6/11/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 

I’ll be visiting my relatives in Illinois from Saturday 6/9 to Monday 6/11. Nick 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:22 AM 

Spring Commencement 

5/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

5/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:22 AM 

Memorial Day 

5/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

5/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 5/12/2012 5:08:22 AM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Start: 7/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:22 AM 

Classes Begin 

8/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

8/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:22 AM 

Labor Day 

9/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

9/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:23 AM 

University Day 

10/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 

10/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Classes cancelled during ceremony 10 a.m.-1 p.m 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:23 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Fall Break 

Start: 10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins October 17 (5 p.m.); classes resume at 8 a.m. October 22 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 5/12/2012 5:08:23 AM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 5/12/2012 5:08:23 AM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:23 AM 

Classes End 

12/5/2012 5:00:00 AM 

12/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:24 AM 

Fall Comencement 

12/16/2012 5:00:00 AM 
12/17/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:25 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:25 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:25 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Winter Holiday 

Start: 12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:25 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: New Year’s Eve 

Start: 12/31/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:25 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: New Year’s Day 

Start: 1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:25 AM 

Classes Begin 

I/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

1/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:25 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 

Start: 1/21/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 5:08:25 AM 

Spring Break 

3/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 8, 2013 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 18 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/12/2012 1:31:18 PM 

IMPORTANT RE HONORS CTOPS WELCOME 

6/21/2012 12:00:00 PM 

6/21/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

5/14/2012 1:42:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Discuss catalog year guidelines document 

Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 5/15/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/15/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Owen, Bobbi A 

Attached, is the latest draft o£ the catalog year document. {No longer titled a "policy" or g~fidelines" document.) 

I removed ref-erences to pro~:essional schools. (Mainly because: the two examples on the previous document, J- 
School and GSPH, handled the program requirement term diff-erently when students are admitted.) 

Catalog Year 

Policy--NJS Edit... 
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Non-Traditional Readmitted Students ............................................................................................................................................... 3 
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Plan/Subplan ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 4 

Advancement ................................................................................................................................................................................. 4 

Changing Requirement Term ................................................................................................................................................................. 5 

Program Requirement Term .............................................................................................................................................................. 5 

Plan/Subplan Requirement Term ...................................................................................................................................................... 5 
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Catalog year refers to the academic year (typically fall through summer) for a set of requirements needed to complete a degree 

program at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH). All undergraduate programs are published annually in the 

Undergraduate Bulletin. Degree-seeking students must complete the appropriate requirements for a given degree as laid out in the 

bulletin that corresponds to their degree program’s catalog year. 

Each student entering UNC-CH as a degree-seeking student is assigned a catalog year in ConnectCarolina. This value is set as a term 

value called requirement term. This document explains how a student’s requirement term, and by extension, their catalog year is 

determined. 

ConnectCarolina uses requirement term to determine a student’s catalog year, This value is set to a particular term in the system. 

The catalog year can then be derived based on the requirement term value. See the chart below for a sample breakdown of catalog 

year by requirement term, 

Catalog Year Description Term Value 

Spring 2011 2112 

Spring 2012         2122 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Summer II 2012 2124 

Students with requirement terms set to 2109, 2122, or 2115 all fall into the 2010-2011 catalog year. Note that if there are two 

summer terms, they both belong to the same catalog year. This means they are subject to the rules and requirements from the 

2010-2011 Carolina Undergraduate Bulletin. 

The following section outlines how requirement term is set in the system based on admission type and timing. 

There are four types of entering undergraduate students that need to have their requirement term set properly: 

1. First-Year Students 

2. Transfer Students 

3. Readmitted Students 

4. Non-Traditional Readmitted Students (Includes non-degree to degree seeking) 



Students entering UNC-CH as degree-seeking first-year students receive a requirement term equal to the first fall or spring term 

they enroll in classes. 

This includes all first-year students who enroll in classes during the summer term prior to their ~irst fall term. These students will 

need their requirement term set to the first fall or spring term they enroll in classes at UNC-CH. 

Transfer students from either 2-year or 4-year institutions entering UNC-CH as degree-seeking students receive a requirement term 

equal to the first fall or spring term that they enroll at UNC-CH. 

This includes all students who enroll in classes during the summer term prior to theirfirst fall term. These students will need their 

requirement term set to the first fall or spring term they enroll in classes at UNC-CH. 

READMtTTED STUDENTS 

Readmitted students will retain their existing requirement term from when they were first admitted as degree-seeking students, 

provided there has not been a break in their enrollment greater than two calendar years. 

Students will be subject to a new requirement term that corresponds to the term for which they are readmitted if the break in 

enrollment is greater than two calendar years. In this instance the requirement term may be set to a summer term. Summer terms 

belong in the academic year that began with the previous fall term, except for entering first-year and transfer students. (i.e., 

summer 2012 is in the 2011-2012 catalog year) 

NON-.TRADITIONAL READMITTED STUDENTS 

Requirement term is set to the term in which the student returns to the University as a degree-seeking student. 

At the BCH level, all student requirement terms are set according to the section above (see "Entering Students"). For first-year 

students, this means that they will have the same requirement term at the program, plan and subplan levels for all items on their 

program/plan stack. 

PROGRAM 

The default requirement term value for a student’s program will be set to the first fall/spring term they enrolled in classes at UNC- 

CH. The following student was admitted, matriculated, and first enrolled in classes for the fall 2009 semester. 

~ Program... Prog. Req. Term Plan Subplan Req. Term 



ADVANCEMENT 

During the advancement to degree process, students move out of the BCH programs and into official degree programs. 

GENERAL COLLEGE AND THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Most non-transfer students enter the General College and College of Arts and Sciences when they first enroll in classes at UNC-CH. 

Since there is no change in academic organization from the BCH level to the BA, BS, BFA, or BM level in the College of Arts and 

Sciences, there will be no change in program requirement term at advancement. 

Thomas Wolfe entered as a first-year student at UNC-CH for the fall 2010 semester: 

Upon advancement to the ASBA program he will retain his requirement term: 

Plan and subplan requirement term values must match for each individual plan/subplan combo. 

Correct: 

incorrect: 

720000001 ~ BSBIOB 2099 i BiOBBIO 2099 

720000003[ .i BSBIOB 2099 .I BIOBBIO 2109 

ADVANCEMENT 

This section outlines the default plan/subplan requirement term values. 

GENERAL COLLEGE AND THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Most non-transfer students enter the General College and College of Arts and Sciences when they first enroll in classes at UNC-CH. 

Since there is no change in academic organization from the BCH level to the BA, BS, BFA, or BM level in the College of Arts and 

Sciences, there will be no change in plan/subplan requirement terms at advancement. 



PID Program Prog. Req. Term Plan Plan Req. Term Subplan Subplan Req. Term 

720000000 ASBS 2099 BSBIOB 2099 BIOBBIO 2099 

Students may choose to change their plan/subplan requirement term once they are enrolled in a program. See the Changing 

Requirement Term section for more details. 

The following section outlines the procedures for changing a student’s requirement term. In general, students may not change their 

requirement term while they are enrolled in a BCH program. 

PROGRAM REQUIREMENT TERM 

Students themselves may not opt to change their program requirement term. Program requirement terms may only be changed via 

the procedures set forth in this document or through administrative action. 

PLANiSUBPLAN REQUIREMENT TERM 

The following section outlines the policies for changing a plan/subplan requirement term. 

GENERAL COLLEGE AND THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

The following rules govern how and when students may request a change in their plan/subplan requirement term: 

Students must first meet with an appropriate academic advisor for the plan/subplan being changed and review how a 

change in requirement term will affect their progress towards degree completion. 

Under normal circumstances, students may only change the requirement term for a plan/subplan once during their career 

at UNC-CH. 

Students may only opt forward in requirement term. Furthermore, the student must be actively enrolled in classes during 

the new requirement term. Students may not opt into requirement terms beyond their graduation term. 

Students have until the first day to apply for graduation to request a change of requirement term. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/14/2012 8:26:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 6/7/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/9/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/14/2012 8:27:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 7/2/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/7/2012 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/14/2012 8:27:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 8/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/14/2012 8:31:54 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Karen & Bobbi (Review BOT Presentation) 

Karen’s Office 

5/17/2012 4:30:00 PM 

5/17/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 

Re: 30 minutes 

please 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 9:45 AM 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 30 minutes please 

Perfect. 

B. 

On 5/15/2012 9:29 AM, Pasion, Jessica wrote: 

> Bobbi, 
> 

> I’ve added your meeting on Thursday at 12:30 - do you need more than 30 minutes? 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jessica Pasion 

> Executive Assistant to the Dean 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> College of Arts& Sciences, Dean’s Office 

> 205 South Building 

> Campus Box 3100 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> (919) 962-1165 

Original Mes~ge ..... 

> From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbx~b@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, May 14, 2012 4:03 PM 

> To: Pasion, Jessica 

> Subject: 30 Ininutes please 
> 

> Jessica - 

> I need 30 minutes ruth Karen to review the BOT presentations. Thursday if at all possible (not tomorrow). 

> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 

> Senior Associate Dean lbr Unde~raduate Education, a~d Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

> 214 East Cameron Avenue 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

> Phone: 919 843-7773 

> FAX: 919 843-4775 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dem~ tbr Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Protester of Dra~natic Art 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/15/2012 1:56:36 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Tiani, DeSaix, Ray Angle 

3011 Steele, then Hanes 

Start: 5/22/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/22/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/15/2012 6:23:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Burnett Lecture 

Lunch at 11:45, lecture at 1 

Start: 11/1/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

https://secure~ww~~a~umnic~nnecti~ns~c~m/~~c/pub/UN~/event/sh~wEventF~rm.jsp?f~rm-id=13~126 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/15/2012 7:36:33 PM 

Subject: SACS meeting 

Location: Dallas 

Start: 12/7/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/8/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 

Hilton Anatole 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/16/2012 4:18:09 PM 

Hold for Owen 

5/22/2012 12:00:00 PM 
5/22/2012 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/17/2012 1:09:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Robert Mercer 

Karen’s Office 

6/5/2012 5:30:00 PM 

6/5/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A 

Reschedule 

Meeting with Dea... 

Meeting Request 

for Tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pasion, Jessica <,’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN JVPASION> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 4:43 PM 

Gil, Kaxen M <kgil@email.~mc.edu> 

Goldston, Linda R <linda goldston@unc.edt~- 

Meeting Reques~t for Tomorrow 

Karen, 

Robert Mercer has asked to meet with you tomorrow and was reluctant to tell me what in regards to. He asked that you call him directly for specific 

details regarding the meeting topic (962-9534). I’ve scheduled a 30 minute meeting at 2pm, but am happy to cancel or reschedule at your request. 

Thanks, 

Jessica 

Jessica Pasion 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-1165 



F~om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pasion, Jessica <,’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~JVPASION> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 9:08 AM 

Mercer, Robert J Jr <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Goldston, Linda R <linda goldston@unc.e&P~ 

Reschedule Meeting with Dea~ Gil 

Dea r Robert, 
Dean Gil has asked that Dean Owen also attend the meeting you have requested. In order to accommodate Dean Owen’s schedule, I must move the date 

of your meeting. Are you available on Tuesday, June 5th at ]_:30pm? 

Thanks, 

Jessica 

Jessica Pasion 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEEREID] 

5/17/2012 7:37:54 PM 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

BOT Advising Presentation Review 

205 South Bldg 

Start: 5/21/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 5/21/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; May, Lee Y 

Originally posted to Karen’s calendar in error; re-posted now to other attendees’ calendars. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWENBOB] 

5/18/2012 12:42:06 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=£XCHANG£ ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Reporting in College 

200B Carr Building 

Start: 5/23/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/23/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Laurie Maffley-Kipp re Katie Turner 
Faculty Governance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/18/2012 12:57:04 AM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Andrews, 

William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: A&S Meeting 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 5/21/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 5/21/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; Andrews, William L; Owen, Bobbi A 

Bobbi, 

Nancy Davis thought you should attend this meeting. 

priority over the Reporting meeting? 

Thanks! 

Jessica 

Shall I let her know you are unavailable? Or will this take 

Re: Bobbi at 

Monday meeting? 

5/:~7/:~2: Meeting to discuss BOT. Confirmed JVP 

Confirming 12:30 

p.m. Monday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moore, Tmaya Topolka <tanya moore@uuc.edtc, 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 11:02 AM 

leslie strohm@unc.edu; Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonaflmn <hartlyn@unc.edu~; Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu>; 

Yopp, Jm~ Johnson <jan yopp@unc.edu~; Davis, Nancy K <nancy davis@unc.edu> 

~iessica pasion@unc.edu’ 

Confirming 12:30 p.m. Monday 

The meeting will be in 105 South. Thanks. 

Tanya T. Moore 
University Relations 
102 South Building, Campus Box 6226 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6226 

(919) 962-4515 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <~kgil@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 5:40 PM 

Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu> 

jessica~pasion@unc.edu 

Re: Bobbi at Monday meeling? 

Yes, great idea. Thanks Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Prot~ssor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408fax 

k~il(~emNl.uuc.edu 

On May 17, 2012, at 5:21 PM, "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tanya mooie(~)unc~edu> wrote: 

Karen, 

Nancy asked me to see whether you thought Bobbi Owen should be invited to the :12:30 p.m. Monday meeting. 

Thanks, 

Tanya 

Tanya T. Moo[~ 
University Relations 
102 South Building, Campus Box 6226 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6226 

(919) 962-4515 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/20/2012 2:43:57 PM 

Subject: EPAC 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 6/8/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 6/8/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/22/2012 2:48:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Demetriou/Owen 

Steele 3011 

5/22/2012 5:00:00 PM 

5/22/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/22/2012 2:55:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 5/23/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 5/23/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/22/2012 3:23:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Summer Bridge Donor- possible visit-woodard, owen, strader, collins? lpm-2:30pm 

A&S Foundation Office 

Start: 6/19/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/23/2012 3:24:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Kevin Guskiewicz 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/6/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/6/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/23/2012 5:34:16 PM 

Mike Crimmins in South 

5/24/2012 5:30:00 PM 

5/24/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/23/2012 5:34:30 PM 

Hold for Owen 

5/24/2012 6:00:00 PM 

5/24/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/23/2012 6:58:22 PM 

Honors Advisory Board ~see notes below 

11/8/2012 5:00:00 AM 

11/12/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Fall 2012 Meeting 

Thursday, November 8, 2012, Dinner --- possibly at Jim and Ally Fergusson’s house 6pm tentative start 

Friday, November 9, 2012, 8:00AM-Lunch .... through lunch 

Saturday, November 10, 2012, UNC vs. Georgia Tech Football Game (For anyone who would like to stay in town an extra 
day.) ...... 12:30pm-3pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/23/2012 7:03:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Honors Advisory Meeting Dinner 

JCUE at 6:30 

Start: 4/11/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2013 1:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Date: Thursday, April 11, 2013 

Time: 6:30pm cocktails, followed by dinner and celebration at 7:15pm 

Location: Graham Memorial, chapel Hill, NC 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/23/2012 7:05:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Honors Advisory Board 

JCUE 

4/12/2013 12:00:00 PM 
4/12/2013 5:30:00 PM 
Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/25/2012 1:01:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Wil Leimenstoll an Karen Gil 

TBD 

Start: 6/6/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 6/6/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 11/26/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/26/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 10/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 9/24/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC)-Cancelled 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 8/27/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

105 South 

Start: 7/23/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7/23/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

CANCELLED 

Start: 6/25/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/25/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

CANCELLED 

Start: 5/28/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 5/28/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

CANCELLED 

Start: 4/23/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/23/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 3/26/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 2/26/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 6/26/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/26/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:56:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steerinl~ Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 7/24/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7/24/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:56:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 8/28/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/28/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:57:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

307 South 

Start: 9/25/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/25/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 7:57:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 10/23/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 8:00:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 1/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/22/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/1/2012 8:25:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) 

Campus Y, Room 103 

Start: 12/18/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/18/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

6/4/2012 6:36:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke] 

Upcoming BOG Mtg 

South - 205 

6/5/2012 8:00:00 PM 

6/5/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/4/2012 6:40:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOG Prep Meeting 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 6/13/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6/13/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/5/2012 2:04:24 PM 

Subject: Jerri Bland 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 6/7/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 6/7/2012 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/5/2012 8:57:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Paula vacation 

6/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

7/6/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Lindemann, Erika; Owen, Bobbi A; Haven, Ben; Demetriou, 

Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/6/2012 2:36:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Owen/May 

Steele 30:[1 

6/6/2012 5:00:00 PM 

6/6/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/7/2012 12:42:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Matson/Owen 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/11/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 6/11/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

6/7/2012 1:02:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

KG and CD Discussion 

Karen’s Office 

6/8/20~.2 6:00:00 PM 

6/8/20:~2 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi; Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/7/2012 1:47:23 PM 

Hold for BOG meeting 

6/15/2012 4:00:00 AM 

6/16/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEEREID] 

6/7/2012 3:13:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews] 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

BOG Presentation 

205 Conf. Rm. 

6/11/2012 7:00:00 PM 
6/11/2012 7:30:00 PM 
Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Andrews, Bill; Owen, Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/7/2012 4:40:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Barb Stenross- Retirement 

John Lindsay II Morehead II Lounge 109 Graham Memorial 

Start: 6/27/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/27/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/8/2012 3:30:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dee Reid/Owen 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/8/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/8/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/11/2012 1:37:44 PM 

Subject: Laurie McNeil at 5:30 

Location: TBA 

Start: 6/18/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 6/18/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/11/2012 3:54:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Malloy/Owen 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/11/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6/11/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/11/2012 3:54:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bradley Bethel/Owen 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/13/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/13/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/11/2012 4:06:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Miller, Gary A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gumption] 

Meeting with Owen 

Steele 3011 

6/18/2012 7:30:00 PM 

6/18/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Miller, Gary A 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/11/2012 4:31:08 PM 

Subject: Jennifer Kott 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 6/12/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6/12/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

6/11/2012 5:32:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lgoldsto]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Student retention program in UE 

104-D South Building 

Start: 6/28/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 6/28/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Gil, Karen M 

Attendees: Bruce Carney, Karen Gil, Bobbi Owen 

RE: Meeting for 

Karen, Bobbi and... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tiflhny D -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN TCLARKE> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 2:18 PM 

Thurma~, Stepha~ie J <’sthurman@emaJl.unc.edu~> 

I~E: Meeting for Kaxen, Bobbi and Brace 

Thar~k you! 

From: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 1:40 PM 

To: Clarke, Tiffany D 

Subject: RE: Meeting for Karen, Bobbi and Bruce 

(>:!rtainly! I’w:_! re~erw:_!d ~.04D South Bldg for their me,-:d:ing. 

From: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 1:33 PM 
To: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Subject: RE: Meeting for Karen, BobN and Bruce 

May we confirm Z:30-2pm on Jun 28 in Provost Carney’s office? 

From: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2012 1:20 PM 
Te: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: RE: Meeting for Karen, Bobbi and Bruce 

~i[f, sorry t was ou~: Thursday and ir:riday. ~h~-_~ only time that’ll work for Bruc~:_~ is ~hura, Jun,:_! 2_.8 be[:wee~] I:30-3pro. 

From: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2012 3:11 PM 
Te: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Subject: RE: Meeting for Karen, Bobbi and Bruce 

Stephanie, 

gobbi’s and Karen’s availability the weeks of June :l.8~h and Jun 25ti~ foIIows; any intersections with Bruce’s calendar? Karen says a 

half-.hour should be sufficient. 

~ Wed, Jun 20, 9-liL:3Oam 
~ Thu, Jun 21, l:30.-3:,’-}Opm 

e Fri, Jun 22, 

* Mon, Jur~ 25, 1:30-2:30pm 

* Wed, Jun 27, 
~ Thu, Jun 28, l:30-Spm 

~ Fri, Jun 29, 9-.:l.O:,:}Oam + 2--Spin 

Thanks! 

7[ff 

From: ~il, Karen M 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2012 1:58 PM 
Te: Thurman, Stephanie J 
Co: Clarke, Tiffany D; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: 

Stephanie 

Bobbi Owen and I would like a meeting with Bruce to talk about the student retention program in undergraduate education. I will be away a good part of next 

week and I understand that Bruce might be as well, so this could be the week of June 18 or later, if it works for Bruce. 

I am copying Tiff in our office to ask her to help with scheduling with you and gobbi’s office. 

Thank you 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgil@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/11/2012 5:39:14 PM 

Owen Vacation 

7/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

7/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/11/2012 5:39:51 PM 

Owen Vacation 

7/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 

7/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/11/2012 5:40:11 PM 

Owen Vacation 

7/11/2012 4:00:00 AM 

7/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/12/2012 12:20:05 PM 

Hold for BOG meeting 

6/14/2012 6:00:00 PM 

6/14/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/12/2012 1:57:31 PM 

Hold for Owen 

8/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

8/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/12/2012 2:53:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

Start: 9/17/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/12/2012 2:53:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

Start: 10/15/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 10/15/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/12/2012 2:54:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

Start: 11/19/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/12/2012 2:55:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

Start: 1/28/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 1/28/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/12/2012 2:55:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

Start: 2/18/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 2/18/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/12/2012 2:56:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

Start: 3/18/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 3/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/12/2012 2:56:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

Start: 4/15/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 4/15/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/12/2012 2:56:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

Start: 5/6/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 5/6/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/13/2012 12:49:52 PM 

Hold for Owen 

8/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
8/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/15/2012 7:41:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-sick 

Start: 6/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/15/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/17/2012 4:32:35 PM 

Subject: Andrea Biddle 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 6/19/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/18/2012 2:03:50 PM 

Subject: Matt Terrell 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 6/21/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6/21/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Re Athletics Strategic Plan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/18/2012 6:50:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lecture Advisors 

Carolina Club 

8/24/2012 4:00:00 PM 

8/24/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/19/2012 6:58:41 PM 

Subject: Leloudis 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 6/22/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 6/22/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

6/20/2012 12:03:10 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Bobbi & Karen 

6/20/2012 7:00:00 PM 

6/20/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/20/2012 3:39:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

SIGN FORM=ERIKA 

STEELE 3011 

6/20/2012 5:00:00 PM 

6/20/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/20/2012 8:56:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 6/22/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6/22/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/21/2012 6:31:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meet w/Bubba Cunnigham, Karen Gil 

Karens office 

Start: 6/22/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 6/22/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/21/2012 6:56:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

NCSSM articulation agreement (Steve Farmer) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 7/3/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7/3/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/22/2012 5:21:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lowry Caudill 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/25/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/25/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/22/2012 7:02:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Annual Eval/Demetriou 

Steele 3011 

6/26/2012 3:00:00 PM 

6/26/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/22/2012 7:03:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Annual Eval/May 

Steele 3011 

6/27/2012 2:00:00 PM 

6/27/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/22/2012 9:07:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Robertson Luncheon ( Baker, Owen, Chan) 

3011 Steele/Carolina Inn 

Start: 7/2/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 7/2/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Lunch at 11:30. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/25/2012 4:02:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Annual EvaI-Siedentop 

Steele 3011 

6/26/2012 2:00:00 PM 

6/26/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/26/2012 6:02:35 PM 

Subject: Hold for J. Lee 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 6/27/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6/27/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/28/2012 1:33:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Candice-sick 

Start: 6/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/28/2012 1:34:14 PM 

6/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 
6/28/2012 4:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/28/2012 5:18:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 8/29/2012 I:00:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 6/29/2012 1:26:41 PM 

Subject: Family 

Start: 7/3/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 7/3/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/2/2012 8:35:19 PM 

Subject: BOT 

Location: 21st C vision 

Start: 7/25/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 7/25/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/3/2012 11:59:01 AM 

Hold for BOG re Leslie Strohm 

7/20/2012 4:00:00 AM 
7/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/3/2012 5:32:52 PM 

Robert Mercer 

7/5/2012 5:30:00 PM 

7/5/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/17/2012 2:47:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: phone call 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/17/2012 5:15:00 PM 

End: 7/17/2012 5:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/8/2012 1:45:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: s at 9 

Location: Off campus 

Start: 8/21/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/21/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

8/13/2012 2:47:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 8/13/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 8/13/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/13/2012 6:11:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Weathervane 

Start: 9/21/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Confirmed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/15/2012 12:18:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 8/15/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/15/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/30/2012 3:27:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Phone Call with 

Location: Steele 3011 

( He is calling you) 

Start: 8/30/2012 8:45:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/30/2012 9:06:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: phone 

Start: 8/31/2012 I:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2012 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/20/2012 3:04:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Siedentop, Nicholas J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Academic Advising- Open House 3-5pm- See Dean May’s notes below 

Steele Building 

9/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

9/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 

For your information, we are serving up some cookies, PR, and good will next Friday afternoon for Family 

Weekend, We’ll see if we get some guests. Feel free to join us for a cookie and friendly chat! 

Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/20/2012 4:07:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/21/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/20/2012 6:45:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr Michael Ray Strader (mstrader)] 

Conference Call Katherine Perrot-Reeves 

Steele 3011 

10/4/2012 5:00:00 PM 

10/4/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Strader, Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/20/2012 7:36:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen/Leloudis 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/28/2012 I:00:00 PM 

End: 9/28/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2012 12:36:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bubba Cunningham 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/28/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/28/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2012 6:25:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Paula-Dentist at 8:30 will be in afterwards 

9/24/2012 4:00:00 AM 

9/25/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2012 6:25:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula-Vacation 

Virginia 

10/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

10/6/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/21/2012 8:33:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 9/24/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/25/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/21/2012 9:11:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for ASP Planning Meeting 

Start: 11/30/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re Michael Strader with Elizabeth Teal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TMCHALE] 

9/23/2012 3:20:01 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Enrollment Conversation 

218 South Conference Room 

10/3/2012 3:00:00 PM 

10/3/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

When: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 ii:00 ~I-12:00 PM. (UTC-05:00) 
Canada) 
Where: 218 South Conference Room 

Bobbi -- I think the invitation came Thursday (last week), but the meeting is Oct 3rd. 

Eastern Time (us & 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/23/2012 1:25:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Fall Break - Owen away 

Start: 10/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/19/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/23/2012 1:35:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ACCIAC 

Location: College Park 

Start: 2/11/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/12/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Begins Monday with dinner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

9/23/2012 3:32:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika re shared governance memo 

Start: 10/2/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 10/2/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/23/2012 4:35:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Parents Council Panel 

Location: Gear Hall 

Start: 9/29/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/29/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/25/2012 10:10:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jonathan Sauls by phone 

Start: 9/26/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 9/26/2012 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:07:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Board of Trustees: Models of Higher Education 

Clnn 

Start: 1/23/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:07:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Board of Trustees 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 1/24/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 1/24/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:07:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Board of Trustees 

Start: 3/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/27/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:07:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Board of Trustees 

Start: 3/28/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 3/28/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:07:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Board of Trustees 

Start: 5/22/2023 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/22/2023 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:08:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Board of Trustees 

Start: 5/23/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 5/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:08:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Board of trustees 

7/24/2013 5:00:00 PM 

7/24/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:08:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Board of trustees 

7/25/2013 12:00:00 PM 

7/25/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:09:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Board of Trustees 

Start: 11/20/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/21/2013 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:09:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Board of Trustees 

Start: 11/21/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/21/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:09:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Possible BOT 

Start: 2/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:09:38 PM 

Possible BOT 

2/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 
3/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:09:51 PM 

Possible BOT 

4/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

4/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:09:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Possible BOT 

Start: 4/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:10:27 PM 

Possible BOT 

6/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

6/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:10:34 PM 

Possible BOT 

6/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

6/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:10:50 PM 

Possible BOT 

8/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 
8/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:10:54 PM 

Possible BOT 

8/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

8/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:11:08 PM 

Possible BOT 

10/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

10/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:11:18 PM 

Possible BOT 

10/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 
10/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:11:30 PM 

Possible BOT 

12/18/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/19/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

9/26/2012 1:11:37 PM 

Possible BOT 

12/19/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/20/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/26/2012 2:03:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Shawne Grabbs with prospective student 

3011 Steele 

Start: 10/5/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/5/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/26/2012 3:08:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Memorial for Gill Cell on Nov 3. 

2:00 at Gerrard Hall, Reception at IAH 

Start: 11/3/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/3/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/26/2012 4:21:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold 

Start: 10/9/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/9/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hunter, Erik [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HUNTER ERIK (ERIKH)] 

9/26/2012 7:43:34 PM 

Hunter, Erik [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hunter Erik (erikh)]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Sauls, Jonathan C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jsauls] 

Disciplinary Suspension and SAP 

3011 Steele 

Start: 10/16/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/16/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Owen, Bobbi A; May, Lee Y; Sauls, Jonathan C 

Meeting to discuss disciplinary suspension, and its impact on SAP. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/28/2012 6:02:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Distinguished Alumna/Alumnus Awards Breakfast 

Gerard Hall 

Start: 10/12/2012 12:30:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/28/2012 6:03:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: University Day 

Location: Memorial Hall 

Start: 10/12/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/28/2012 8:14:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Owen to London 

11/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 

11/28/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/29/2012 5:01:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Undergradaute Research Celebration 

Start: 4/15/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 4/15/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/29/2012 5:12:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel to Inn 

Start: 10/30/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 10/30/2012 3:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/29/2012 8:07:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: GRC lOth Anniv celebratiion 

Location: C Club 

Start: 12/6/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/6/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/1/2012 1:55:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Demetriou/Owen 

steele 3011 

10/3/2012 8:00:00 PM 

10/3/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/1/2012 2:13:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Reznick/Owen 

Steele 3011 

10/24/2012 3:00:00 PM 

10/24/2012 3:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2:43:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Discuss Student Govt. Academic Affairs 

Steele 3011 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:30:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/1/2012 4:06:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Lunch with Bubba Cunningham, Vince llle, Bobbi, Jonathan, Karen 

Carolina Club 

10/16/2012 4:00:00 PM 

10/16/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hartlyn, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Steve McGraw [Steve.McGraw@saiglobal.com] 

10/1/2012 5:58:04 PM 

Steve McGraw [Steve.McGraw@saiglobal.com]; Owen, Bobbi A 

Subject: 

Location: 

Phone call with Compliance 360 

Steve to call Bobbi 

Start: 10/9/2012 1:00:00 PM 

End: 10/9/2012 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

When: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 9:00 AM-9:30 AM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Steve to call Bobbi 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments. 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. w~,.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/1/2012 7:59:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 10/9/2012 i:30:00 PM 

End: 10/9/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/2/2012 11:47:52 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 10/3/2012 I:00:00 PM 

End: 10/3/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/2/2012 11:49:02 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 12/5/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 12/5/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/2/2012 2:26:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

HDA - Honorary Degrees Advisory Committee-Cancel 

200B Carr Bldg, 

Start: 1/10/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

10/2/2012 6:44:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Nick-out of office, Wilmington 

10/19/2012 4:00:00 AM 

10/20/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Marian, Diane [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DIANE MARIAN (DMARIAN)] 

10/3/2012 1:01:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Diane & Bobbi review reports 

308 Carr 

10/5/2012 5:00:00 PM 

10/5/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/3/2012 4:28:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Katsaounis, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Katsaoun] 

Personnel Review Meeting 

Steele 3011 

10/24/2012 8:00:00 PM 

10/24/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Katsaounis, Stephen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/3/2012 4:31:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Allen Chan 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/9/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/9/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/3/2012 4:33:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Woodard, Gil, Owen BOG Prep 

Karen’s office 

Start: 10/5/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/5/2012 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/4/2012 2:46:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Pukkila/Owen 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/23/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/4/2012 7:16:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Rhodes Interviews 

Location: Morehead House 

Start: 10/29/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2012 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/4/2012 8:02:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 10/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/6/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/7/2012 9:12:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold 

Start: 10/8/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PERREIRA] 

10/8/2012 2:38:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS ICN=Owenbob] 

Discuss Assoc. Dean positions 

Daily Grind 

10/16/2012 i:00:00 PM 

10/16/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/8/2012 8:43:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta leaving at 1:30- appt. working until 7pm. 

Start: 10/8/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/9/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/9/2012 11:50:19 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

ACCIAC Meeting 

College Park - ends at lpm 

Start: 2/12/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/13/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/9/2012 7:57:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Summer Reading Program 

Location: Hanes 239B 

Start: 10/26/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/26/2012 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/10/2012 6:09:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Norwood, Roberta A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RakelIy] 

Phone Call ( Roberta will be calling Bobbi 

Steele 3011 

10/15/2012 7:30:00 PM 

10/15/2012 7:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kelly, Roberta Anne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/10/2012 9:00:56 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Meeting Health Policy Managment 

1101-F McGavran-Greenberg 

Start: 11/5/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/5/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

1101oF McGavran-Greenberg; it’s in the suite of offices off the Pittsboro Street entrance to the building 
(although you can enter that wing from the campus side). 
........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    An Invitation 
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 12:48:56 -0400 
From:      Files, Laurel A <Laurel Files@unc.edu> 
To: Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 
CC: Leatt, Peggy <!eatt@email.unc.edu> 

Bobbi-- 

Would you be willing and available to come to our monthly Faculty Meeting next month to 
discuss/answer questions regarding the requirement for keeping class hours at the time of the 
scheduled final exam? We have a very creative faculty in terms of hypothesizing different scenarios, 
and I think it’s risky of any one of us to try to interpret the policy. 

We’ll be meeting noon - 1 30 on Monday, November 5th, if there’s a block of time in there that works 
for you. Thanks so much! 

Laurel 

Laurel A. Files, PhD, MBA 

Associate Professor and Associate Chair 

Health Policy and Management 



Gillings School of Global Public Health 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 7411 Chapel Hill NC 27599-7411 

919-966-7353; 

Fax: 919-843-6362 

(cell) 

VISIT HPM HOMEPAGE http://www.sph.unc.edu/hpaa/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/11/2012 5:43:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Conf Call Michael Strader 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/12/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/11/2012 7:45:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Rob Bruce at 5 

Location: TBA 

Start: 10/25/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 10/25/2012 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/11/2012 7:55:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta leaving around noon for appt, will return 

Start: 10/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/11/2012 7:58:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Andrea Biddle 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 10/17/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 10/17/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/11/2012 8:14:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=£XCHANG£ ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lynn Roundtree. 

Location: Coffee - Campus Y 

Start: 10/24/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/24/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/11/2012 8:17:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Randi Davenport Celebration 

JCUE lounl~e 

Start: 10/25/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/25/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/12/2012 5:38:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Christine Stachowicz 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/24/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/24/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/12/2012 6:27:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Kelly Dalton 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 10/29/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/12/2012 8:35:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Hammer, Bradley Aaron [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhammer]; Bethel, 

Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)]; Danielewicz, Jane M 

[janedan@email.unc.edu]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Mosley, Layna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lmosley] 

Pyecha, Missy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pyecha] 

Subject: ENGL I01 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/17/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/17/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Farmer, Stephen M; Hammer, Bradley Aaron; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Danielewicz, Jane M; 

Lindemann, Erika; Mosley, Layna 

This is the same day that Fall Break starts (5pm). I am hoping that this will work for everyone. Please let me know if you 

cannot make it. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/15/2012 2:10:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Ad Board Meetings 

3011 Steele 

10/15/2012 3:30:00 PM 

10/15/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/15/2012 2:50:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: OCR meeting 9-10:30 

Location: Jackson Hall 

Start: 10/30/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/30/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re Kara Simmons will last 90 minutes. 

Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/15/2012 2:51:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: OCR 

Location: Jackson Hall 

Start: 10/23/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/15/2012 4:16:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 10/23/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2012 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/15/2012 5:28:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika et al 

Start: 10/30/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 10/30/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/15/2012 8:02:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 10/26/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 10/26/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

10/15/2012 8:30:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Cross-List Task Force meeting 

Steele 3020A 

Start: 12/6/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/6/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/16/2012 8:03:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Bickford, Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor] 

Kier, William M. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BilIkier] 

Meet to discuss OUR 

Steele 3011 

10/22/2012 6:30:00 PM 

10/22/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Bickford, Donna M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/17/2012 2:16:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Parent’s Council Spring meeting 

Location: TBA 

Start: 3/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/3/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/18/2012 3:41:17 PM 

Subject: PlayMaker’s last ball is Saturday 

Location: TBA 

Start: 2/8/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

10/18/2012 6:21:25 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Subject: 

Start: 11/7/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/8/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

OUC retreat: Erika, Ben, and Nick out of the office from 12pm-5pm 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Demetriou, Cynthia 

Erika, Ben, and I will be out of the office from 12pm-5pm on Wednesday November 7 for an office retreat. 

Thanks, 

Nick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/18/2012 6:48:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Allen Chan and Bobbi 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/31/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/31/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/21/2012 6:34:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Veteran’s Day Ceremony 

Location: Hill Hall 

Start: 11/12/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Invited David Adamson to join me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/22/2012 12:23:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Williford, Lynn E I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewilIif] 

Subject: Bobbi and Lynn 

Location: Karen’s office 

Start: 10/24/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/24/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Williford, Lynn E; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 

Lynn and Bobbi 
I am asking Alexis to find a time for the three of us to meet next week regarding the 21St visioning subcommittee on 

undergraduate education so that we can talk about the data issues. 

Thank you 

Karen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/22/2012 2:31:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erin S. 

Location: Bynum Conf Room 

Start: 11/1/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/22/2012 2:32:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Erin at 2 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 11/6/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 11/6/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

10/22/2012 3:30:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Ben meeting re: awards packets 

Steele 3011 

Start: 10/22/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/22/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/22/2012 5:42:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Meeting with Anne Roycroft 

Steele 3011 

10/26/2012 7:00:00 PM 

10/26/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/22/2012 7:57:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Testing 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 10/29/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

10/22/2012 8:54:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Committee on University Govt 

Bynum 236 

Start: 11/30/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/24/2012 2:04:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr Michael Ray Strader (mstrader)] 

Meeting to discuss DC trip (Strader) 

3011Steele 

10/31/2012 2:00:00 PM 

10/31/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Strader, Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/24/2012 3:21:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meeting with Steve Farmer and Layna Mosley 

Steves office 

Start: 10/30/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/30/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Davies, Candy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CDAVIES] 

10/24/2012 6:06:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Lloyd, Gary R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GrI1974]; Windham, 

Laura C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lwindham]; Roberts-Coleman, Joan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Joanrc]; McChesney, Robyn Williams [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcchesro]; 

Jacobsen, Jenny [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjacobse]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Bennett, Mimi [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mimib] 

Graduation processing requirments 

ITS-Manning Rm 2400 

10/31/2012 5:00:00 PM 

10/31/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Derickson, Christopher P; Lloyd, Gary R; Roberts-Coleman, Joan; May, Lee Y; Windham, Laura C; 

McChesney, Robyn Williams; Jacobsen, Jenny 

The purpose of the meeting is to review and finalize the requirements for students who have applied for graduation and 

have indicated that their major is incorrect. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/24/2012 7:09:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bruce Carney 

Location: South 

Start: 10/26/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 10/26/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/24/2012 8:42:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel time back to Campus 

Start: 10/31/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/31/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/24/2012 9:11:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel time 

Start: 10/25/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/25/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/24/2012 9:11:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel Time 

Start: 10/25/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 10/25/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/25/2012 12:39:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 10/23/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

10/26/2012 4:54:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika re Holland Proposal etc. 

Start: 10/29/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

10/26/2012 7:06:38 PM 

d Board Prep EL&NJS 

10/30/2012 5:30:00 PM 

10/30/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/28/2012 3:13:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bill Parke 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 10/31/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/31/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/28/2012 7:27:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel Time 

Start: 10/29/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/29/2012 3:50:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Advisory Committee question 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/2/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/2/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/29/2012 8:08:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Libations with Ad Board 

Location: Carolina Club 

Start: 12/14/2012 9:30:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2012 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/31/2012 6:57:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Models of Undergrad Ed mtg 

Hanes Hall 

Start: 11/15/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/15/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

10/31/2012 7:22:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Robertson Scholar Event/Dinner with Fred Krupp 

Rizzo Center 

Start: 11/12/2012 ii:00:00 PM 

End: 11/13/2012 2:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/31/2012 8:44:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Middle States Visit 

Location: Pittsburg 

Start: 4/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/1/2012 12:56:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCMANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee May 

Start: 11/1/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

11/2/2012 2:15:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

HDA - Honorary Degrees Advidory Committee 

Carr 200B 

Start: 12/6/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/6/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/2/2012 8:51:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland] 

Subject: Breakfast with Jerri Bland 

Start: 12/14/2012 1:00:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Bland, Jerri 

Attendees: 

It was supposed to be the 14th. My apologies! 

Jerri- I had to move your breakfast with Bobbi. Please let me know if this works for you. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/3/2012 4:01:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Voting 

Start: 11/6/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 11/6/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/4/2012 8:31:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Costar 

Location: Drama 

Start: 11/16/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 11/16/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/5/2012 3:51:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hanes with 

Start: 11/5/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/5/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/5/2012 7:41:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Self-Evaluation 

Steele 3011 

11/13/2012 4:00:00 PM 

11/13/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/6/2012 9:31:18 PM 

Start: 11/6/2012 I0:30:00 PM 

End: 11/6/2012 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/7/2012 1:30:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

BOT University Affairs 

C Inn at 3:15 

11/14/2012 8:00:00 PM 

11/14/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/8/2012 2:02:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Subject: Nick - vacation 

Start: 11/21/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 

Hi Folks - I’m driving to Mississippi for Thanksgiving so I’II be taking Wednesday off. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/8/2012 4:51:37 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PI~oodman] 

Subject: Peter- Korea 

Start: 11/17/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/8/2012 8:19:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/12/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/12/2012 7:16:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee May 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 11/13/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/13/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/12/2012 9:13:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Steve Matson 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/13/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/13/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/13/2012 8:38:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 11/21/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/14/2012 1:49:27 PM 

Hold for Farrah at 1 

11/21/2012 5:00:00 PM 

11/21/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/14/2012 1:50:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Appointment off campus 

Location: Farrah at 10 

Start: 12/21/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 12/21/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/14/2012 1:50:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Appointment off campus 

Location: Farrah at 1 

Start: 1/16/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/14/2012 2:28:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: K Gil 

Start: 11/14/2012 3:45:00 PM 

End: 11/14/2012 4:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/14/2012 4:15:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Woodard 

Start: 11/14/2012 4:45:00 PM 

End: 11/14/2012 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/14/2012 4:57:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Harold Woodard-vacation 

Start: 11/16/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/14/2012 5:22:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Siedentop, Nicholas J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Fire Alarm Testing 

Steele Building 

12/17/2012 5:00:00 AM 

12/18/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/15/20:12 5:57:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Pre Health Advising CANCELLED 

Steele 3020 

:1:1/27/20:12 6:00:00 PM 

:1:1/27/20:12 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/16/2012 4:50:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: To Airport 

Start: 11/27/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/16/2012 4:51:16 PM 
Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=£XCHANG£ ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Headed to airport 

Start: 11/16/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/16/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/18/2012 6:39:41 PM 

Subject: John Stephens 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 11/21/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 11/21/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/18/2012 6:41:02 PM 

Subject: Bruce Carney 

Location: His office then C Inn 

Start: 11/21/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/21/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/20/2012 5:37:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Director Breakfast- see notes below regarding agenda 

Carolina Inn 

Start: 11/27/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Please confirm on Bobbi’s calendar 8-.9:15 am for breakfast at Carolina Inn and 9:30 - :10:30 for meeting with candidate 

or~ November 27[h, 

Thanks, 

Faye 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/20/2012 5:40:12 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Subject: Paula- Vacation 

Location: Home 

Start: 11/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 

I am having a window installed at my apartment and will need to be there. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/20/2012 8:12:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Candice-working from home 

Start: 11/21/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/20/2012 8:34:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: UCC 

Location: Graham 011 

Start: 12/17/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 12/17/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/21/2012 3:30:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Arts and Sciences Foundation Holiday Luncheon 

Start: 12/19/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Arts and Sciences Foundation Holiday Luncheon 
Event time: Wednesday, December 19th at 12:30 PN 
To be held at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/21/2012 4:05:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Covenant Reception 

Location: Great Hall 

Start: 12/3/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2012 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/21/2012 4:36:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable 

Location: TBA 

Start: 12/18/2012 10:30:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2012 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/21/2012 4:39:48 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Advising Luncheon 

Location: Conference Room 

Start: 12/13/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/14/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/21/2012 7:20:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 12/5/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 12/5/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

11/26/2012 6:52:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meeting with Bobbi and Karen 

Bynum Hall 

12/3/2012 7:00:00 PM 

12/3/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 

They will k~ow what it is, so just meeting with Karen, 8obbi, Jonathan (except for Dec. 3, just Karen and Bobbi). 

Dee Reid (919) 843---6339 

Director c,f Coro!nunications 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of Nor~h Caroi[.i.n.a 

205 South ~uilding~ CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3i00 

at Chapel Hi.l]. 

Webs http:i!coi!:i!=egeou:nc.edm: 

Facebook: http://www, facebook.com/UNCoCollege 

Twitter: http:i!twitter.com!unccollege 

YouTube: http:!/youtube.com/user!UNCCollege 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 1:03 PM 
To-" Reid, Dee 
Subject: RE: Meeting Changes 

Dee - thanks for forwarding all this to me. 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 12:59 PM 
To-" Cline, Alexis L 
Subject: Meeting Changes 

What should I call this officially on the calendars? 

Alexis, 



The times I asked you to hold for meeting involving Karen, Bobbi and Jonathan on Dec. 3, 6 and 12, have been narrowed 

down as follows, please adjust their calendars: 

Dec. 3, 2 pm, Bynum Hall (Karen and Bobbi can do; Jonathan is out that day) 

Dec. 6:10 am, 105 South (we were holding 11-1, but only 10 am is available for others involved, please see if Jonathan, 

Karen and Bobbi can do it at that time). 
Dec. 12:3 pm, 105 South 

Thanks, 
Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

at Chapel Hill 

Facebook: http:iiwww, facebook.comiUNC.College 
Twitter: http:i/twitter.com/unccollege 
YouTube: http:i!youtube.com!useriUNCCollege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

11/26/2012 6:55:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Meeting: Karen, Bobbi and Jonathan 

105 South Building 

12/12/2012 7:00:00 PM 
12/12/2012 I0:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A 

They will know what: it: is, so just meeting with Karen, Bobb< Jonat:han (e×cep1: for Dec, 3, just Karen and Bobbi)o 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 

Director of CommunJ. ca~i.o~~.s 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The Ur:d.versity of North Caro]_ina 

205 South Buildi_r.’,.g; CB #3100 

Clhape.i. HilJ. NC 27599-3i00 

at Chapel Hill_ 

Web: http:iicollegeounc,edu 
Facelbook: http://www, facebook,com/UNC,College 
Twi.~ter: http:!/twitter,com/unccollege 
YouTube: http:iiyoutube,comiuseriUNCCollege 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 1:03 PM 
To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: RE: Meeting Changes 

Dee - thanks for forwarding all this to me. 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 12:59 PM 
To: Cline, Alexis L 
Subject: Meeting Changes 

What should I call this officially on the calendars? 



Alexis, 

The times I asked you to hold for meeting involving Karen, Bobbi and Jonathan on Dec. 3, 6 and 12, have been narrowed 

down as follows, please adjust their calendars: 

Dec. 3, 2 pm, Bynum Hall (Karen and Bobbi can do; Jonathan is out that day) 

Dec. 6:10 am, 105 South (we were holding 11-1, but only 10 am is available for others involved, please see if Jonathan, 

Karen and Bobbi can do it at that time). 
Dec. 12:3 pm, 105 South 

Thanks, 
Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Com~unications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

at Chapel Hill 

Web: http:iicollege.uncoedu 
Facebook: http:iiwww, facebook°comiUNC.College 
Twitter: http:i/twitter.com/unccollege 
YouTube: http:!iyoutube.comiuser!UNCCollege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2012 4:41:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Transfer Coord. Interview (Fisher) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 12/12/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2012 4:44:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Transfer Coordinator (Murphey-Brown) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 12/14/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

11/27/2012 7:54:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Teaching Awards Banquet - Final meeting and selections presented 

039 Johnston Center 

Start: 12/6/2012 4:45:00 PM 

End: 12/6/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Will be a little late due to Cross-List Task Force meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8:25:29 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; @gmail.com]; 

i/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ; Menon, 

Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= I; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr 

; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Holiday Activity 

Steele 3020 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:00:00 PM 

6:30:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; 

@gmail.com); 

Holiday Activity for 

Und Ed     pdf 



UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION 

Let’s celebrate the holidays this year by 
making a contribution to our North 
Carolina community. 

In lieu of a holiday lunch, we would like to do a group 
activity in support of the Early Head Start Program. 
This program is a collaboration among Durham’s 
Partnership for Children, the Chapel Hill Training- 
Outreach Project, and Healthy Families Durham. 

Early Head Start is a free, comprehensive child 
development and family support program for low- 
income families with children aged birth to three years 
old and to pregnant women. 

According to Durham’s Partnership for Children, almost 23 percent of the 15,600 children in 
Durham aged birth to 3 are living in poverty. Our activity will provided wrapped books to be 
given to young children living in poverty in our local community. 

Here’s the plan: 

1. Bring in an unwrapped board book or early reading book for children aged 0-5. Or, 
donate $1-10 cash (payable to Paula) and we will go shopping for some books. 

2. Join us for cookies, coffee, and gift wrapping on December 11th from 4pm to 5pro in 
the conference room. We will wrap all of the books at this time and enjoy some time 
together. 

tf you choose not to bring in a book or donate money; please stilt join us for giR 
wrapping and cookies! We will pick up a number of books from the Dollar Store and 
will need help gift wrapping. 

3. Cynthia and Paula will drop off the wrapped books to Melanie Busbee, a Carolina 
alumna and the Communications Manager at Durham Partnership for Children, by 
December 17t~,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2012 8:27:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dan Sherman 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/4/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/28/2012 12:55:14 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Donna hamilton 

Phone 

12/3/2012 6:00:00 PM 

12/3/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2012 4:50:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Paula-Vacation 

12/20/2012 5:00:00 AM 

12/27/2012 10:30:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Demetriou, Cynthia; candicef@email.unc.edu; Owen, Bobbi A; Lindemann, Erika; 

Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2012 4:52:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Policy Procedures/Rollout 

Start: 12/3/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Walk through assessment w/Bobbi and Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2012 4:53:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Policy Procedures/rollout 

Start: 12/6/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 12/6/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Walkthrough assessment gaps w/Bobbi and Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2012 4:54:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: policy/procedures rollout 

Start: 12/12/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Final Meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2012 6:52:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Breakfast with Steve and Candidate 

Also one on one 

Start: 12/13/2012 1:30:00 PM 

End: 12/13/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/30/2012 2:05:26 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Subject: 

Location: 

21st Century Vision Subcommittee 

Hanes Hall 

Start: 3/28/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/28/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=REZNICK] 

11/30/2012 4:33:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meet with Steve R. 

12/5/2012 8:00:00 PM 

12/5/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/30/2012 7:07:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Withdrawal date and process 

Vance 120 

Start: 12/18/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/18/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/3/2012 1:03:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Costa r 

Drama 

12/7/2012 1:00:00 PM 

12/7/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/3/2012 1:56:44 PM 

Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Harold Woodard 

Steele 3011 

12/4/2012 2:00:00 PM 

12/4/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/3/2012 2:08:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika updates 

Start: 12/4/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

12/3/2012 4:16:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Meeting per JH 

Location: 336 Bynum Hall 

Start: 12/4/2012 7:15:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A 

Tiff will give you materials in person 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

12/3/2012 9:49:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rivkin-Fish, Michele R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michele R Rivkin-Fish (mrfish)]; Tolpygo, Kirill S 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ktolpygo]; 

Olich, Jacqueline M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jacqueline M Olich (jmolich)]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Bryant, Chad C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chad C Bryant (bryantc)]; Jenkins, Robert M 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Robert M 

Jenkins (rjenkins)]; Robertson, Graeme B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Graeme] 

MA Merger Discussion 

SOUTH 104D 

12/14/2012 7:00:00 PM 

12/14/2012 7:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Bryant, Chad C; Robertson, Graeme B; Rivkin-Fish, Michele R; Tolpygo, Kirill S; Jenkins, Robert M; Olich, Jacqueline 

M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 

RE: Meeting to 

discuss merger o... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Tuesday, December 11,2012 8:32 AM 

BDant, Chad C <bD,antc@email.unc.edu>; Robertso~, Graeme B <graeme@email.unc.e&~; Rivkin-Fish, Michele R <mrfish@unc.edu>; 

Tolpygo, Kirill S <ktolpygo@email.unc.edu>; Jenkins, Robert M <rjenkin@email.unc.edu>; Olich, Jacqueline M 
~-jmolich@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan ~-~hartlyn@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edtp- 

Goodtnan, Paula < pgoodman@etnaiLunc.edu:> 

RE: Meeting to discuss merger of MA in Russian and East European Studies 

Helk) 

This email is to notify you that [his Friday’s MA merger discussion has changed locations. The meeting will now be ~n South 104D 0nside the Provost’s Suite). For 

e~ght people th~s w~H be a I~ttle b~t of a tighter fit than the prev~ously-p~m~ned ~ocat~on, but ~t ~s doaMe. ~ w~ update the Outlook calendar invitation I sent you to 

reflect this change. 

Plelase note ~:hat the l:kne has not changed. The mee~:ing will still be th~s Friday, December ].4 from 2--2:45pm. 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent~ Monday, December 03, 2012 4:48 PM 
To~ B~ant, Chad C; Robe~son, Graeme B; Rivkin-Fish, Michele R; Tolpygo, Kirill S; Jenkins, Robe~ M; Olich, ~acqueline M; Ha~lyn, Jonathan (ha~lyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi 
A 
~¢~ Goodman, Paula 
Su~jeet~ RE: Meeting to discuss merger of NA in Russian and East European Studies 

All, 

Right now there is just one hour that works for everyone----w~th the possible exception of Jacquelh~e O]ich, whom ~ haven’t heard from yet. Since we are shooth~g 

for a thee that maximizes attendance, ~ think this is 

Therefore I i~m schedu~k~g this meeting for ~dda% 9e~ember ~4 from 2~2:4~pm here in the 205 South Building con[erence room. ~’1~ send an Oul:h:~o]~ k~v~te to the 

group shordy 

I:rera: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:[;8 PM 
To: Bryant, Chad C; Robertson, Graeme B; Rivkin-Fish, Michele R; Tolpygo, Kirill S; Jenkins, Robert M; Olich, Jacqueline M 
~e; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 
Subject; RE: Meeting to discuss merger of MA in Russian and East European Studies 

Below are some dines during which we might hold this meeting regarding the MA merger. Please let me know your availability for all of the dines in question. 

With ~uck, there m~ght be a spot that works for everyone. 

Friday, December 7 

9a m-2 ::gOpm 

Monday., December 10 

2-3pro 

Tuesday, December 

3:30-5pm 

Friday, December 14 

9am-Spm 

Monday, December 

9am-:l.pm 

4-Spin 

Tuesdi~y, December ~.8 

9am-2pm 

Wednesday, December 

9am-12pm 

3-Spin 

Friday, December 2:1. 

].J :30~m~-.Spm 

Thanks for your he~p scheduling---- 

Cheers, 

Yu]~a 

YuHa Stdzheus 

Adm~nis~:ratiw~ Assists n~: 

O[fh::e o[ the Dean 

Coliege of Arts and Sciences 

UNC--Chape~ 

Campus Box 

Chapel H~l~, NC 27599-~:1£~ 

919/962.-].165 

yst rizh~ema~_un c. e du 

F~m= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 2:43 PM 
Te~ B~ant, Chad C; Robe~son, Graeme 
¢¢: Owen, Bobbi A; Strizheus, Yulia 



Subject: Meeting to discuss merger of MA in Russian and East European Studies 

Dear Bob, Jacqueline, Chad, Graeme, Michele and Kirill, 

Please work with ¥ulia Strizheus in the Dean’s office to find a time (45 minutes) in December, before the end of the semester to discuss the key option or 

options you are considering. 

I will review possible timetables and report back to you on that. 

By means of this email I am also asking Bobbi Owen to attend if her schedule permits. 

Indeed, given everyone’s schedule, it may not be possible to find a time in which all 6 of you can attend a meeting with me-if that is the case, I am sure 

Yulia will find the time that maximizes possible attendance. If I have left someone off this list inadvertently, do let Yulia and me know. 

Thank you for your understanding and I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Ha~tlyn 

The University of North Carolk~a at Chape~ H~I 

5en~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J~ Reckford Professor of Political Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3~00 

Chapel H~I[ NC 2759~-3t00 USA 

Ema~l: hartlynOunc.edu 

Office: 919 962--3.165 Fax: 929 9~2-.2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/4/2012 6:32:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hold to Theresa Raphael-Grimm 

3011 Steele 

Start: 12/5/2012 1:00:00 PM 

End: 12/5/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2012 6:47:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

SPA Grievance Hearing and Class 

AOB and Campus 

Start: 12/5/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 12/5/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 

This was a rescheduled hearing from last month. I am having to go to AOB, then leave early to make it in time for my 3 

oclock class on campus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/5/2012 3:57:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Discuss Award Luncheon 

Steele 3011 

12/6/2012 1:30:00 PM 

12/6/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Haven, Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/5/2012 10:21:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable by phone 

Start: 12/6/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/6/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/6/2012 3:08:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Linda Dykstra 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/14/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/7/2012 4:14:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ASP 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 4/12/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Confirmed re Michael Strader 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Matt Dankner [matthew.dankner@bakertilly.com] 

12/7/2012 5:34:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Review with Bobbi and Chris 

Bobbi Owen’s Office 

12/7/2012 8:00:00 PM 

12/7/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

When: Friday, December 07, 2012 3:00 PM-5:00 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 

Where: Bobbi Owen’s Office 

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments. 

Bobbi and Chris, 

I apologize for not sending this earlier. 

Regards, 

Matt 

I look forward to meeting with you to continue our review of the matrices. 

Pursuant to the rules of professional conduct set forth in Circular 230, as promulgated by the United States 
Department of the Treasury,, nothing contained in this communication was intended or written to be used by any 
taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer by the Internal Revenue 
Service, and it cannot be used by any taxpayer for such purpose. No one, without our express prior written 
permission, may use or refer to any tax advice in this communication in promoting, marketing, or 
recommending a partnership or other entity, investment plan or arrangement to any other party. Baker Tilly 
Virchow Krause, LLP Confidentiality Notice: This message is being sent by Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP. 
It is intended exclusively for the individuals and entities to which it is addressed. This communication, 
including any attachments, may contain information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential, including 
information that is protected under the HIPAA privacy rules, or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If 

you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message 
or any part of it. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by email and 
delete all copies of this message. This message is protected by applicable legal privileges and is confidential. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/7/2012 10:11:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOT meeting 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 12/20/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/7/2012 10:13:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOG Panel 

Location: GA 

Start: 12/20/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/7/2012 10:13:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for BOT prep 

Start: 12/20/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/10/2012 4:25:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 12/10/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/11/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/10/2012 4:53:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 12/13/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/14/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/10/2012 5:20:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Renwick Academic Awards- Saturday 

Great Hall 12-2pm 

Start: 4/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/13/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/11/2012 2:12:18 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Costume Shop end of year evals 

Drama 

Start: 12/13/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/13/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/11/2012 2:13:26 PM 

Hold for Owen 

12/21/2012 6:00:00 PM 

12/21/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/11/2012 8:39:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Phone Interview with Michele Lynn ( Carolina Arts and Science) calling my line 

Steele 3011 

1/14/2013 4:30:00 PM 
1/14/2013 5:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 

Dear Ms. Goodman, 

Kim Spurr gave me your name and contact information. I am the writer doing a profile on Pat Pukkila for the spring issue 

of Carolina Arts and Sciences magazine. I am writing to see if you can assist me in arranging a phone interview with Dean 

Owen for this profile. Below are some windows of time when I’m available. I would appreciate your letting me know if 

Dean Owen is available during any of these times as well as the best phone number to use to reach her. Ideally, I would 

love to have 20 minutes of her time although we may be able to complete the interview in less time. 

Monday, January 14 - any time between 9 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. or between 3 and 4 p.m. 

Wednesday, January 16 - any time between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. 

Thursday, January 17 - any time between 8:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. 

If none of these times work for her, I would appreciate your letting me know some that do. 

I also wonder whether Dean Owen could recommend one or two current UNC faculty colleagues of Professor Pukkila’s 

for me to interview. I would like to talk with someone who is familiar with her and who understands the value of 
undergraduate research. I appreciate any suggestions she can offer. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. I look forward to hearing from you. Thank you in advance for your 

assistance. 

Best, 
Michele 

Michele Lynn Communications 

919-624-6359 

michele@michelelynnocom 

www.michelelynn.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/12/2012 5:49:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 12/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/28/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/12/2012 5:50:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 12/28/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/29/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/12/2012 5:50:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/3/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/13/2012 4:04:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Demetriou, 

Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula Coming in late ( 10 or earlier) 

12/14/2012 5:00:00 AM 

12/15/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Demetriou, Cynthia; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu); Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/13/2012 4:32:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Core Group 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 12/14/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/13/2012 4:36:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Core Group Prep 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 12/19/2012 6:45:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2012 8:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/13/2012 6:06:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Matt 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/14/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/14/2012 2:38:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Advising Partnerships- see notes below regarding attendees 

Steele 3020 

Start: 1/8/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required May, Lee Y 

Attendees: 

tn addition to myself, Linda Beeber, Ron Strauss, Marc Cohen, and Rachel Myrick will be in attendance. Thanks for 

putting a room on hold for this as wello 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JLBLAN D] 

12/14/2012 5:00:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Corr, Suzanne D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Scorr]; Lopez, Cesar Alexander [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=1b450c7e4c5948c5b42aO38ac2e2ef47]; Tennyson, Robert [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rtennyso]; Harmes, 

Holly [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Harmes]; Rice, Roger M. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmrice]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Drake, Jen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jendrake]; 

Kinney, Rick [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rkinney]; Hammond, Jack Tracy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jthammon]; Kromhout, Ethan A. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kromhout]; Conrad, 

Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad]; Clayton, Mechelle C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smc]; Nichols, Michael Lee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mlnichol]; Carden, 

Roger W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rcarden]; Chek, Dan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dchek]; Bagahiagari, Premnath Reddy [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Premnath Reddy 

Bagahiagari (bagahiag)606]; Kang, Tejune [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tejune Lee Kang (tlkang)]; McGarrigle, John [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Soggy]; 

Balakrishnan, Prakash [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=A8517cffc7be4689b22dff20a65758dO]; Szabady, Paul G. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Szabady]; Barca, 

Vince [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vbarca]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Bouquin, Sharron H [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sbouquin]; Waddell, 

Bill [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WwaddelI]; Casey, Patrick J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pjc]; Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lewillif]; Lloyd, Gary 

R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GrI1974]; 

Turpin, Jennifer Lynn [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jennifer Lynn Turpin (jlturpin)725]; Gadde, Bhanu Prakash [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=90f4b18d84f347c480a96530e4b44c6f] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Warehouse/OBIEE Celebration Lunch 

The Carolina Club 

Sta rt: 

End: 

1/9/2013 4:30:00 PM 

1/9/2013 6:30:00 PM 



Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Clayton, Mechelle C; Kang, Tejune; Balakrishnan, Prakash; Turpin, Jennifer Lynn; Nichols, Michael Lee; Hammond, 

Jack Tracy; Gadde, Bhanu Prakash; Bagahiagari, Premnath Reddy; Lopez, Cesar Alexander; Corr, Suzanne D; Waddell, 

Bill; Harmes, Holly; Rice, Roger M.; Kinney, Rick; Drake, Jen; Chek, Dan; Bouquin, Sharron H; Kromhout, Ethan A.; 

Barca, Vince; Tennyson, Robert; Szabady, Paul G.; McGarrigle, John; Casey, Patrick J; Barker, Michael; Carden, Roger 

W; Conrad, Larry D; Williford, Lynn E; Derickson, Christopher P; Lloyd, Gary R; Owen, Bobbi A 

When: Wednesday, January 09, 
Canada) 
Where: The Carolina Club 

2013 11:30 A}{-I:30 PM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Scheduling time for us to have lunch together to celebrate the go live of the warehouse and OBIEE. If you are able to 

attend, I hope you will accept this meeting by January 1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/16/2012 3:39:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Su bject: Costa r 

Location: Drama 

Start: 1/7/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/7/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 10:00 AM to 12:00 PM effective 1/7/2013 until 5/8/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/16/2012 4:46:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Mitch Prinstein 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/18/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/18/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/16/2012 7:14:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chris Derickson 

Start: 12/17/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 12/17/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/16/2012 7:16:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Core Group 

Start: 12/18/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 12/18/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/17/2012 1:24:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lydia Hanchett 

Start: 12/18/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/18/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/17/2012 3:42:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Cynthia 

12/18/2012 6:30:00 PM 

12/18/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/17/2012 8:06:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Leloudis 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/18/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/18/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/17/2012 10:06:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Hold for Visit 

4/1/2013 4:00:00 AM 

4/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2012 4:27:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Andy and Sean 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/8/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2012 1:38:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Baker-filly 

Start: 12/19/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/19/2012 2:36:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Data Coordinating Meeting 

236 Bynum Hall 

Start: 12/19/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2012 8:43:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee May and Cyn Dem 

Start: 12/21/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/21/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/21/2012 12:36:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lunch with Lee May and Ray Angle 

C Club 

Start: 1/15/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/21/2012 8:16:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/4/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/5/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/21/2012 8:16:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/3/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/4/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/27/2012 7:39:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Pre-Health Advising 

3011Steele 

1/8/2013 7:00:00 PM 

1/8/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/1/2013 8:31:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

C-START class with 

Hamilton 420 

re UE 

1/16/2013 9:00:00 PM 

1/16/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/2/2013 11:52:56 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hold for Derickson - Broome 

3011 Steele 

Start: 1/7/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 1/7/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/4/2013 9:22:59 PM 

Hold for Owen - Winston House 

2/19/2013 5:00:00 AM 
2/20/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day effective 2/19/2013 until 2/23/2013, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/4/2013 9:57:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Owen/May 

Steele 3011 

1/8/2013 3:00:00 PM 

1/8/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

1/5/2013 8:26:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Subject: Jan Boxill 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 1/9/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Owen, Bobbi A 

This meeting is to discuss the Faculty Assembly Resolution on Minimum General Education Competencies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/6/2013 4:28:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Mitch Prinstein 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/7/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/7/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/7/2013 3:54:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dr. Ellis at 7:30 

Start: 2/26/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/7/2013 4:00:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel to FC 

Start: 1/11/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/11/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/7/2013 10:13:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for travel 

Start: 1/14/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2013 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/8/2013 1:13:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for 

Location: 218 South Bldg. 

Start: 1/11/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Owen reserved conference room. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/8/2013 1:14:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ken Brown 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/8/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

1/8/2013 3:46:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Pandemic Plan meeting w/Ben 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/9/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/8/2013 4:57:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Krista Perriera 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/9/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/8/2013 6:16:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/9/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2013 7:27:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Russell, Chloe [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cjrussel] 

Chloe 

Steele 3011 

1/11/2013 1:30:00 PM 

1/11/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Russell, Chloe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2013 8:06:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Paula and Ben assisting with Carolina Firsts Event from 10-12noon 

Carolina Club 

1/18/2013 5:00:00 AM 

1/19/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Owen, Bobbi A; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Demetriou, Cynthia; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/9/2013 3:27:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: to Minneapolis 

Start: 1/29/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/9/2013 6:21:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Middle States Visit begins 

Location: Pittsburg 

Start: 4/7/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2013 9:07:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/15/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2013 9:16:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Subject: Bobbi/Erika 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 1/11/2013 6:30:00 PM 
End: 1/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Required Lindemann, Erika 

Attendees: 

*~ Gen Ed Requirements~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2013 9:56:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Desserts at Blue Ridge Room @ 7pm 

Start: 1/10/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Shandol’s cell phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

1/10/2013 4:53:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Karen and Bobbi 

Karen’s office 

1/17/2013 6:00:00 PM 

1/17/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs on Thursday every other week from 1:00 PM to 1:30 PM effective 1/17/2013 until 1/2/2014. (UTC-05:00) 

Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/10/2013 9:52:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Mann, April Selena [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Asmann]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Orientation Discussion 

Steele 3011 

1/16/2013 3:30:00 PM 

1/16/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y; Mann, April Selena; Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/11/2013 6:28:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Honorary Degrees 

Location: Ca rr 

Start: 2/5/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/11/2013 9:50:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Subject: Nick - vacation (Lake Tahoe) 

Start: 7/18/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben 

50 mile trail race at Lake Tahoe! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/11/2013 9:50:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Nick - vacation (Lake Tahoe) 

7/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

7/20/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/13/2013 2:54:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen to Airport for London at 3:30 

Start: 2/19/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/19/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/14/2013 3:18:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard/Owen 

Steele 3011 

1/15/2013 3:00:00 PM 
1/15/2013 4:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/14/2013 4:14:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold Saturday for Parent’s Council meeting 

Start: 3/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/3/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

the appropriate time to talk about faculty evaluation, your efforts at improving tile quality of teaching, and ways that 

students mi~ht better communicate with faculty and improve student-faculty relationships (indudin~ mentodng, leaders 

of recommendation, lab and research assist:ant:ships, career advice, grad school planning). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/15/2013 4:08:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Owen/May 

Steele 3011 

1/18/2013 7:00:00 PM 
1/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/15/2013 4:20:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Owen/Demetriou 

Steele 3011 

1/25/2013 2:00:00 PM 

1/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/15/2013 4:52:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Pukkila, Patricia J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila] 

Owen/Pukkila 

Steele 3011 

1/31/2013 8:00:00 PM 

1/31/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Pukkila, Patricia J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/15/2013 6:57:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Owen/Reznick 

Steele 3011 

1/31/2013 6:00:00 PM 

1/31/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/15/2013 10:03:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Alan Lamborn 

Location: Phone 

Start: 1/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/18/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

He will call me 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/16/2013 8:15:52 PM 

Owen - vacation 

6/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 
6/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

Occurs every day effective 6/21/2013 until 7/16/2013, (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/16/2013 8:19:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Drew Coleman at 9:45 

Start: 1/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/17/2013 8:43:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Michael Strader, Marcus Collins, Harold Woodard 

Steele 3011 

Start: 1/22/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 1/22/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/18/2013 4:25:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for laurie Maffley-Kipp 

Location: phone 

Start: 1/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/18/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/18/2013 9:28:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Su bject: Costa r 

Location: Drama 

Start: 2/1/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/1/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2013 2:17:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOT University Affairs Meeting 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 1/23/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2013 2:18:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOG Panel 

Start: 1/25/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/25/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

1/22/2013 5:20:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Erika in Savannah for CEA 

Marriott Riverfront 912-233-7721 

Start: 4/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/7/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Haven, Ben 

Chairing session at the College English Association meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

1/22/2013 5:23:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bruce Carney, Lynn W, Chris Derickson 

104 South Bldg 

Start: 1/23/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2013 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

1/22/2013 9:41:48 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lewillif]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lynn & Bobbi 

Bobbi’s Office 

1/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

1/25/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/23/2013 4:49:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Fort Collins for RC 

Start: 6/6/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/7/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/23/2013 4:49:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ft Collins RC 

Start: 6/7/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/24/2013 4:15:12 PM 

Breakfast with Jerri Bland 

1/31/2013 12:30:00 PM 

1/31/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/24/2013 4:55:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Nominatinl~ Committee 

Campus Y 207/208 

Start: 2/5/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/24/2013 4:56:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Nominatinl~ Committee 

Campus Y 207/208 

Start: 2/13/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/24/2013 4:57:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Nominatinl~ Committee 

Campus Y 207/208 

Start: 2/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/19/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/24/2013 4:57:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Nominatinl~ Committee 

Campus Y 207/208 

Start: 3/6/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 3/6/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Kielt, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CHRISTOPHER L. KIELT (KIELT)E52] 

1/24/2013 5:24:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meet and Greet Chris Kielt 

3011 Steele Building 

Start: 2/6/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2013 4:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

Chris Kielt, Assoc. VC for Administrative Systems and Business Transformation 

Bobbi Owen, Associate Dean, Arts and Sciences Dean’s Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/25/2013 7:14:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable at 5:30 

Location: TBA 

Start: 2/5/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2013 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/30/2013 4:10:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Krista Perreira 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/5/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/30/2013 7:41:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Grade Reporting-Andrew 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/1/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 2/1/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/31/2013 12:51:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/31/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/31/2013 1:22:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

UNC Winston House Invitation 

Winston House, 3 Bedford Square, London WClB 3RA 

Start: 2/21/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

UNC Winston House Invitation 
Event time: Thursday, February 21st at 7:00 PM 
To be held at: winston House, 3 Bedford square, London WC1B 3RA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/31/2013 7:23:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Cheryl Cardell 

Location: Arrive at noon 

Start: 3/5/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/31/2013 8:00:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Visit 

Start: 4/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

1/31/2013 8:31:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Nick - arriving late, 9:30am 

2/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 

2/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/31/2013 8:57:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Allen Chan @gmail.com) 

~gmail.com]; Bickford, Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Pukkila, Patricia J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira]; Coleman, 

Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)]; chan@robertscholars.org; Fisher, Annice E 

[fisherae@email.unc.edu] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Brown Bag Lunch- Deans and Directors with Bobbi Owen 

CAS - Steele 3020 

2/25/2013 6:00:00 PM 

2/25/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the fourth Monday of every 1 month from 1:00 PM to 2:30 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town; Allen Chan ~gmail.com); Bickford, Donna M; Demetriou, Cynthia; Leloudis, James L; 

Lindemann, Erika; May, Lee Y; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Pukkila, Patricia J; Reznick, Steve; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Woodard, Harold; Perreira, Krista; Coleman, Drew S; chan@robertscholars.org; Fisher, Annice 

E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

1/31/2013 10:45:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lynn & Bobbi 

Bobbi’s Office 

2/5/2013 3:00:00 PM 

2/5/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/1/2013 7:10:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Stephanie 

Location: 104D South 

Start: 2/7/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/1/2013 8:39:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bruce Carney 

Location: Walk to C Inn 

Start: 2/7/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2013 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/1/2013 9:24:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Pandemic-Test 

Location: U E 

Start: 2/15/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Haven, Ben; Goodman, Paula 

We will need to pull our Pandemic Plan together and do a test run on this date. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/2/2013 6:57:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Randy Earle 

Starbucks on Franklin St. 

2/6/2013 7:00:00 PM 

2/6/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

(none) 

my cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/3/2013 3:56:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lissa and Chris 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 2/6/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/3/2013 7:00:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Claudia Neuhauser 

Location: Phone 

Start: 2/4/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/4/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

She will call me re Reinvention Center. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/5/2013 1:48:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Matrix 

3011 Steele Building 

2/6/2013 6:00:00 PM 

2/6/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WADDELLS] 

2/5/2013 1:53:13 PM 

Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Phone Call: Stan Waddell and Bobbi Owen 

Stan to call: 919-843-9290 

2/6/2013 1:00:00 PM 

2/6/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/5/2013 1:55:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Su bject: Costa r 

Start: 2/8/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

2/5/2013 3:59:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lynn & Bobbi 

Bobbi’s Office 

2/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

2/13/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Wednesday from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM effective 2/13/2013 until 4/1/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time 

(US & Canada) 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/5/2013 6:56:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Patty Courtwright 

3011 Steele 

2/6/2013 8:30:00 PM 

2/6/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/5/2013 9:05:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee Baker-calling 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/13/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/6/2013 12:56:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 2/7/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/6/2013 3:38:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lissa Chris Bobbi 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 2/13/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

2/6/20:13 4::17:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Orientation Meeting 

Steele 3020 A & B divided tables, but no divider 

Start: 3/4/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/4/2013 7:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Reserved by Cynthia Demetriou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

2/6/2013 7:05:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bruce, Leslie, Lynn, Chris 

104D South Bldg 

Start: 2/8/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/6/2013 7:35:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Biology 101L CI Requirement 

Steele 3011 

2/13/2013 2:00:00 PM 

2/13/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/6/2013 9:45:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 2/19/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/19/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/6/2013 9:51:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: at 9 

Start: 2/26/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/6/2013 9:51:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 3/1/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 3/1/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/7/2013 1:57:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dan Gitterman’s induction 

Location: JCUE 

Start: 2/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/7/2013 1:57:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Gitterman ~ Long Leaf Pine 

Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence (Graham Memorial Hall) 

Start: 2/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Gitterman ~ Long Leaf Pine 
Event time: Wednesday, February 27th at 1:00 PM 
To be held at: Johnston center for undergraduate Excellence (Graham Memorial Hall) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

2/7/2013 3:53:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bruce, Lynn, Chris, Leslie 

104D South Bldg 

Start: 2/15/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steph 2/7/23 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

2/7/2013 3:56:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bruce, Lynn, Chris, Leslie 

104D South Bldg 

Start: 2/21/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steph 2/7/23 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

2/7/2013 3:58:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bruce, Lynn, Leslie, Chris 

104D South Bldg 

Start: 3/1/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/1/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steph 2/7/23 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/8/2013 1:14:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Susan Cates 

3011 Steele 

2/13/2013 1:00:00 PM 

2/13/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/8/2013 2:59:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Harold Woodard 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/8/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: Semester Online 

Location: 3011 Steele Building 

Start: 2/13/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Cain, Kelly [Kelly_Cain@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/8/2013 3:01:27 PM 

Cain, Kelly [Kelly_Cain@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Cares, Susan; Owen, Roberta (Arts & Sciences Dean’s Office); 

Goodman, Paula (Undergraduate Education); Siedentop, Nicholas (Undergraduate Education); Brinker, Jessica 

Canady, Joseph 

Required 

Attendees: 

Cates, Susan; Owen, Roberta (Arts & Sciences Dean’s Office); Goodman, Paula (Undergraduate Education); 

Siedentop, Nicholas (Undergraduate Education); Brinker, Jessica 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Owen, Bobbi A [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 8:17 AM 
> To: Cates, Susan 
> Cc: Cain, Kelly; Goodman, Paula (Undergraduate Education); Siedentop, Nicholas (Undergraduate Education) 
> Subject: RE: meeting on wednesday 
> 

> Susan - 
> How about 8-9 Wednesday in my office, 3011 Steele Building (near South). 
> Hope this works for other members of your team; I expect to include Nick Siedentop from mine. 
> Bobbi 
> 
> From: Cates, Susan [Susan_Cates@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2013 6:10 PM 
> To: Owen, Bobbi A 
> Cc: Cain, Kelly 
> Subject: meeting on wednesday 
> 
> Bobbi, 
> 
> I’d be happy to meet on Wednesday, and I have several open times that day. Ideally, I’d like to involve one of the 
operations folks on my team who will be working very closely with me as we move through the various processes, but let’s 
set a time based on our schedule and I’ll see if that will work for Jessica or Joe. 
> 
> I’m free early morning on Wednesday any time before a 9:30 meeting at our East 54 offices, and would be happy to 
host you there if you’d like to come see where our MBA@UNC team lives and works. I’m then open again starting at 
10:30 (or 11:00 if I’m coming to you on main campus) and free until a meeting at McColl at 1:30. I’m free again between 
3:30 and 4:45, at which point I have to pick up my daughter. 
> 
> Do any of those times work for you? If they do, let me know if you’d prefer to meet in person (always better if it works 
for you) or by phone, and where would be most convenient, and Kelly Cain (copied) will set up logistics for us - either a 
room to meet in and directions to our offices if you’d like, or a call-in number if we’re meeting by phone. 
> 

> Thanks so much, and I look forward to working together on this. 
> 
> Best regards, 
> Susan 
> 

> Susan E. Cates ¯ President and Associate Dean, Executive Development ¯ Executive Director, MBA@UNC ¯ UNC 
Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3445 . Paul J. Rizzo Conference Center, Loudermilk Hall. Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3445 
> 919.843.4786 ¯ fax 919.962.1667 ¯ sec@unc.edu<mailto:sec@unc.edu> ¯ www.kenan- 



flagler.unc.edu<http://www.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu/> ¯ www.execdev.unc.edu<http://www.execdev.unc.edu/> ¯ 
www.onlinemba.unc.edu<http://www.onlinemba.unc.edu/> 
> 

> Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/9/2013 2:51:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 2/14/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/14/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/9/2013 5:57:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Madeline Levine -lunch 

C Inn bar at noon 

Start: 3/7/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 3/7/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JLBLAN D] 

2/11/2013 2:30:28 PM 

Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Davies, 

Candy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cdavies]; Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion] 

Subject: CC Grade Uploads 

Location: Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 2/27/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Derickson Christopher P; Davies, Candy; Carrion, Maribel 

When: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:30 PM-3:30 PM. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 
Canada) 
Where: Bobbi’s Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/11/2013 9:48:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cpayne] 

SASB Space 

Steele 3011 

2/15/2013 9:15:00 PM 

2/15/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Payne, Christopher A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/12/2013 2:21:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/19/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/19/2013 4:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/12/2013 4:51:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

EL & NJS re Ad Boards 

Steele 3011 

2/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

2/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/12/2013 7:02:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula- People Admin Training 8:30-11:30am 

Center for School Leadership 

2/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

2/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Powell, Candice Shields 

Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/12/2013 8:47:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Harold Woodard 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/13/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cain, Kelly [Kelly_Cain@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

2/13/2013 6:53:54 PM 

Ort, Shirley A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort]; Pinkney, Dwayne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpinkney]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Asbury, Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Sabiston, Susan R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ssabisto]; Boudler, Laurie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie Jean Boudler (boudler)3f9]; Pyecha, Missy 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pyecha] 

Semester Online and Financial Aid 

South Building - Room 218 

2/22/2013 1:00:00 PM 

2/22/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Pinkney, Dwayne L (dpinkney@email.unc.edu); Ort, Shirley (Scholarships & Student Aid); Farmer, Stephen 

(Admissions); Asbury, Phillip (Scholarships & Student Aid); Owen, Roberta (Arts & Sciences Dean’s Office); Siedentop, 

Nicholas (Undergraduate Education) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

(Admissions) 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Cates, Susan 
Tuesday, February 12, 2013 2:57 PM 

Pinkney, Dwayne (Provost); Oft, Shirley (Scholarships & Student Aid); Farmer, Stephen 

Carney, Bruce (Physics-Astronomy); Cain, Kelly 

meeting re: Semester Online and Financial Aid 

Steve, Shirley and Dwayne, 

At Bruce Carney’s suggestion, I’m reaching out to ask for time with the three of you to discuss 
Semester Online, the proposed undergraduate online consortium program that UNC is exploring 
being part of as of this fall, and how it would interact with financial aid for UNC students. I’m copying 
Kelly Cain in our MBA@UNC office to coordinate a time for us to talk about this at a high level as 
soon as we can find a time. rll be happy to come to main campus to meet wherever is most 
convenient for you all, and thank you in advance. I look forward to seeing you all. 

Best regards, 

Susan 



Susan E. Cates [] President and Associate Dean, Executive Development [] Executive Director, 
MBA@UNC [] UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3445 [] Paul J. Rizzo Conference Center, Loudermilk Hall [] Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3445 

919.843.4786 [] fax 919.962.1667 [] sec@unc.edu [] www.kenan- 
fiagler.unc.edu [] www.execdev.unc.edu [] www.onlinemba.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/13/2013 7:04:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meeting with Karen, Bobbi and Bruce 

Bruce’s office 

2/15/2013 6:30:00 PM 

2/15/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/14/2013 2:17:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmh] 

Owen/Hirth 

Steele 3011 

2/15/2013 2:00:00 PM 

2/15/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hirth, Garrett Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/14/2013 6:30:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Erika/Owen 

Steele 3011 

2/18/2013 2:00:00 PM 

2/18/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/14/2013 8:31:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Terry (by phone - she will call you) 

Start: 2/15/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/14/2013 9:55:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: KP letter 

Start: 2/15/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/15/2013 2:21:13 AM 

Subject: M brown 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 2/15/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/15/2013 2:35:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Teachinl~ Awards Banquet 

C Club at 6:30 

Start: 4/22/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/23/2013 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/18/2013 2:45:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard/Owen 

Steele 3011 

2/18/2013 5:00:00 PM 

2/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/18/2013 6:22:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Chairs Bag Lunch-cancelled 

Steele 3020 

Start: 3/5/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/5/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/18/2013 6:22:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chairs Bag Lunch 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 4/10/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/10/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/18/2013 6:48:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Barb Stenross 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/25/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/18/2013 10:52:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bruce Carney 

his office 

2/19/2013 6:00:00 PM 

2/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

With Theresa R-G 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

2/19/2013 4:23:37 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LewiIlif]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Seitz, Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Padilla, Ramon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ramon Padilla 

(padillar)]; Petree, Phyllis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ppetree]; Waddell, Stan Adolphus [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WaddelIs]; Stabile, Regina [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstabile]; Whisnant, 

Anne Mitchell [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Annewhis]; Johns, Andy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ajohns]; Arnold, Rich [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wrarnold]; 

Gaidmore, Jay [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gaidmore]; Giffin, Lawrence [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Joseph Lawrence Giffin (Igiffin)475]; Tuomala, 

Meg [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mtuomala]; Weiss, Meredith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mlweiss]; Kozel, Mark R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mark R Kozel 

(mkozel)] 

Data Coordinating Committee 

302 Carr Bldg 

6/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

6/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

Occurs every month on the third Wednesday of the month from 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM effective 6/19/2013 until 

12/31/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Bland, Jerri; Derickson, Christopher P; Owen, Bobbi A; Seitz, Kevin R; Padilla, Ramon; Petree, Phyllis; 

’waddells@email.unc.edu’; ’rstabile@email.unc.edu’; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; Johns, Andy; Arnold, Rich; Gaidmore, 

Jay; ’lawrence.giffin@unc.edu’; Tuomala, Meg; Weiss, Meredith; Kozel, Mark R 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/19/2013 7:38:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet with 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 2/25/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/25/2013 7:13:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Honors Thesis discussion 

Start: 3/1/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 3/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/25/2013 8:22:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: IS report for FC 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 2/26/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/25/2013 8:39:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Reinvention Center Teleconference 

See Below 

Start: 5/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5/3/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Friday, May 3 

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM (Central Time) 
866-767-9978 

Passcode: 9958464# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/25/2013 9:10:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, 

Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula-vacation 

3/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

3/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/26/2013 2:28:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Reinvention Center Conference Call 

See below 

Start: 3/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/18/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Monday, March 18 
1:00 - 2:00 PM (Central Time) 
866-767-9978 

Passcode: 9958471# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/26/2013 3:43:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Reinvention Center Teleconference 

See below 

Start: 4/9/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/9/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Tuesday, April 9 
2:00 - 3:00 PM (Central Time) 
866-767-9978 
Passcode: 9958472# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

2/26/2013 4:21:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Erika in Las Vegas, CCCC Mtg 

3/13/2013 4:00:00 AM 

3/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/26/2013 5:05:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Wyrick, Marilyn J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wyrick] 

Owen/Wyrick 

Steele 3011 

2/27/2013 7:15:00 PM 

2/27/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Wyrick, Marilyn J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/26/2013 7:18:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Lindemann/Owen 

Steele 3011 

2/27/2013 2:30:00 PM 

2/27/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/26/2013 8:15:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Demetriou/Owen 

Steele 3011 

3/1/2013 4:00:00 PM 

3/1/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/27/2013 12:54:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold 

Location: SACS 

Start: 3/4/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/4/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/27/2013 12:55:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for SASCS Prep 

Start: 3/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/27/2013 12:55:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for SACS trip to Atlanta 

Start: 3/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/27/2013 5:45:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Lindemann/Owen 

Steele 3011 

2/27/2013 9:30:00 PM 

2/27/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/27/2013 8:15:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 4/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/27/2013 9:13:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion] 

Monthly Touch Point 

Steele 3011 

3/26/2013 3:00:00 PM 

3/26/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the fourth Tuesday of every 1 month from 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM 

Carrion, Maribel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/28/2013 3:09:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Farrah at 10:15 

Start: 5/8/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/28/2013 3:10:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dr. Ellis at 7:30 

Start: 6/19/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/28/2013 4:44:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Middle States 

Location: Phone 

Start: 3/15/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 3/15/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

We are set for a conference call next Friday, March 15, at 10:30am eastern 
time. The call-in number is (800) 346-2923, and the entry code is 746746. 
If any team mezioer experiences problems on the call, they are welcome to 
call Dr. Guerrero on his mobile: 

Genine Leogrande 
Executive Assistant to the President 
Berkeley College 
44 Rifle Camp Road 
Woodland Park, NJ 07424 
# 973-278-5400 XII02 
gil~g @iberke:i!:eyco:l=i!:ege. ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/1/2013 4:21:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Demetriou/Owen 

Steele 3011 

3/7/2013 3:00:00 PM 

3/7/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/1/2013 4:41:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Honorary Degrees 

Location: Ca rr 200B 

Start: 4/12/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/1/2013 4:47:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Visitor’s Bureau Luncheon 

Carolina Club 

3/14/2013 3:30:00 PM 

3/14/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yopp, Jan Johnson <janDlopp@unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 12:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@emaJd.nnc.edu> 

Maymester caJendar change 

Dear Bobbi, 

The University Calendar Committee met this morning to consider the academic calendar for 2014-15. Just as a headsup, the plan is to add a day between graduation 

and the first day of Summer School starting in 2015 that will push the last of summer session 2 to the Monday and Tuesday, July 27 and 28, rather than exams 

ending the previous Friday. 

The committee, including the faculty members, did not feel having those days at the beginning of the next week--and not pushing into August--would be an 

issue. It allows more time between the summer sessions, something students had complained about on the student satisfaction survey we do. Final exams in 

Summer Session One would end on a Thursday, then there would be a three-day break before classes in summer 2 started the following Monday. This revised 

schedule also allows Housing more time to clean residence halls between the 6 p.m. Sunday graduation date when all students have to move out and noon the 

next day when residence halls open for summer (this issue has been a recurring one). And gives a business day (Friday) at the end of summer i for housekeeping 

to clean out released residence hall space at the end of that session. 

This extra day at the start would mean reducing Maymester from 13 days (including the exam) to 12 days. Right now the 13 days, with class meetings 3 hours and 15 

minutes (95) minutes allows 2,535 minutes, more than the 2,250 minutes required for a 3-credit course. The 12 days would reduce that to 2,340, still above the 

2,250 needed to meet the 3-credit-hour class academic requirement. From my perspective, I would want to make sure that any faculty teaching in Maymester are 

absolutely aware of the condensed time frame and encourage them to be in contact with students prior to the start of any Maymester session about the challenges 

of a shortened time frame. 

I just wanted you to be aware of these changes. No surprises. If you see any potential issues, please let me know. I told Chris Derickson I would share with you 

before he does the final schedule to the chancellor. 

Best, 

Jan 
Jan Johnson Yopp 

Dean, Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9.t9.962.8266 
Fax: 919.962~2752 
Walter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:~9~962.4083 
Fax: 919.962.0620 

jyopp@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/1/2013 8:24:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Robertson Scholars Lunch ( Duke Scholars) 

JCUE Room 011 

Start: 3/20/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/1/2013 8:24:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Robertson Scholars Program 

Duke Faculty Commons 

Start: 3/26/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/1/2013 8:25:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel To Duke 

Start: 3/26/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/3/2013 6:47:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for SACS 

Start: 3/7/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 3/7/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/3/2013 6:48:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for SACS 

Start: 3/7/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/7/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/4/2013 2:12:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Placement Exams 

Steele 3011 

3/4/2013 8:00:00 PM 

3/4/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

3/4/2013 4:15:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bruce & Steve Farmer 

Start: 3/4/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/4/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/4/2013 7:05:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Middle States 

Location: Pittsburg 

Start: 4/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/4/2013 7:06:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Middle States 

Location: Pittsburgh 

Start: 4/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

3/4/2013 9:46:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Marilyn Wyrick meetin 

Location: Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 3/5/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/5/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/5/2013 1:39:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Karen Gil 

Start: 3/5/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/5/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/5/2013 1:43:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Mucha, Peter J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mucha] 

Pre Meeting with Alston Gardner, Bobbi Owen, Peter Mucha, and Karen 

Karen’s office 

3/25/2013 8:00:00 PM 

3/25/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Mucha, Peter J (mucha@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/5/2013 9:58:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 3/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/6/2013 12:48:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 3/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/6/2013 12:48:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 3/14/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/6/2013 1:18:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta- in later this morning 

Start: 3/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/6/2013 4:55:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Su bject: Costa r 

Location: Drama 

Start: 3/8/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/8/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/6/2013 4:55:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Peer Teaching Evaluation 

Drama - Jphn Patrick 

Start: 3/8/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/8/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

3/6/2013 5:55:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Ben in Utah; 

4/1/2013 4:00:00 AM 

4/6/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Erika Lindemann (ulinde@email.unc.edu); Siedentop, Nicholas J; Bobbi Owen 

(owenbob@ad.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/7/2013 1:41:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Menon, 

Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Birthday Chocolate Pie 

Steele Conf Room 

3/7/2013 2:30:00 PM 

3/7/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Please join me in celebration of my birth! Homemade chocolate pie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

3/8/2013 2:33:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

weekly mtg w/Bruce, Lynn, Leslie, Chris 

104D South Bldg 

Start: 3/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/12/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

3/8/2013 2:35:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

weekly mtg w/Bruce, Leslie, Lynn & Chris w/lunch 

104D South Bldg 

Start: 3/19/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

3/8/2013 2:37:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: weekly mtg 

Location: 104D South Bldg 

Start: 3/26/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/11/2013 3:28:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira]; Pukkila, Patricia J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila] 

Meet w/Bobbi 

Steele 3011 

4/19/2013 5:00:00 PM 

4/19/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Perreira, Krista; Pukkila, Patricia J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/11/2013 5:33:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lincoln, Christian [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Clincoln]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Financial Planning 

Steele 3011 

3/20/2013 2:00:00 PM 

3/20/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 3 weeks on Wednesday from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

Lincoln, Christian; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/11/2013 6:34:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; ~ .~email.unc.edu] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 4/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

I have had to change the meeting. Please let me know if this does not work for you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/12/2013 12:05:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 3/13/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/13/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/12/2013 1:31:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Tar Heel reporter 

Location: phone 

Start: 3/13/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 3/13/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/12/2013 7:30:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chancellor’s Cabinet 

Start: 3/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/12/2013 7:30:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chancellor’s Cabinet 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 3/26/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/12/2013 9:05:19 PM 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick - out of office (Richmond) 

4/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

4/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Lindemann, Erika; Owen, Bobbi A; Haven, Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/12/2013 9:05:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Nick- out of office (Cleveland) 

5/20/2013 4:00:00 AM 

5/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/13/2013 11:36:39 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Mike Barker (Sakai) 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 3/19/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/13/2013 8:54:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Chancellor’s Award Ceremony 

Great Hall Student Union 

Start: 4/18/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/18/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/13/2013 10:50:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 4/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2013 8:08:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Willingham 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 3/22/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/22/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/18/2013 12:46:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bob Thompson-reservation confirmed 

Weathervane 

4/17/2013 3:30:00 PM 

4/17/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/18/2013 5:32:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ft. Collins, RC meeting 

Start: 6/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/18/2013 5:32:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Ft. Collins - RC mtg 

Plane lands at 7:30 pm 

Start: 6/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/18/2013 8:21:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy committee 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 4/1/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/19/2013 1:34:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Beth Dobie - re Pitt 

Location: Phone 

Start: 3/20/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Her office: 607-871-2705 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/19/2013 5:43:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: University Holiday- University Closed 

Start: 3/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/20/2013 12:14:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel to JCUE 

Start: 3/20/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/20/2013 12:14:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Back from JCUE 

Start: 3/20/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/20/2013 1:12:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable at 5:30 

Location: TBA 

Start: 4/17/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/17/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/20/2013 7:19:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Leloudis/Owen 

Steele 3011 

3/22/2013 1:30:00 PM 

3/22/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Leloudis, James L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/20/2013 7:20:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Owen/May 

Steele 3011 

3/21/2013 2:00:00 PM 

3/21/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GTAYLOR] 

3/20/2013 8:24:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS ICN=Owenbob] 

lunch with Dean Owen 

tba 

4/24/2013 3:30:00 PM 

4/24/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/20/2013 9:00:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Davies, Candy [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cdavies]; Katsaounis, 

Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Katsaoun]; Jackson, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kkj]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Eitas, 

Carly [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ckristia] 

Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion] 

Tarheel Tracker Modification 

Steele 3011 

3/21/2013 4:00:00 PM 

3/21/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; May, Lee Y; Davies, Candy; Katsaounis, Stephen; Jackson, Kim; Derickson, Christopher P; Eitas, Carly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/21/2013 2:55:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lisa Broome 

Start: 3/26/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2013 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

3/21/2013 7:02:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hayden B Renwick, Academic Achievement Awards Ceremony 

The Great Hall, Student Union Building 

Start: 4/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/13/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/25/2013 1:00:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Dee 

Bobbi’s office 

3/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

3/25/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/25/2013 1:00:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Menon/Owen 

Steele 3011 

3/25/2013 3:30:00 PM 

3/25/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/25/2013 3:35:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Siedentop/Owen 

Steele 3011 

3/26/2013 1:30:00 PM 

3/26/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

3/25/2013 8:57:31 PM 

Wilkinson, Patti D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pdwilkin]; Wampole, Mark A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wampole]; Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmh]; Schuettpelz, 

Erin C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eculbret] 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Visit Logistics 

302 Carr Bldg 

3/26/2013 8:00:00 PM 

3/26/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Hirth, Garrett Michael; Wilkinson, Patti D; Wampole, Mark A; Schuettpelz, Erin C 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

3/26/2013 1:00:02 PM 

Reception for Chancellor, Carolina Inn Ballroom 

4/22/2013 7:30:00 PM 

4/22/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/26/2013 2:46:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Deans’ dashboard demo for Karen with Bobbi and Chris Derickson 

South 205 Conference Room 

4/2/2013 5:30:00 PM 

4/2/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/27/2013 7:33:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

ERP Executive Steering Committee 

3020 Steele 

Start: 4/10/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 4/10/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/27/2013 7:47:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ERP Sponsors & Key Staff 

Location: 104D South 

Start: 6/26/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 6/26/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/27/2013 9:38:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 4/1/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2013 8:10:55 PM 

Spring Holiday 

3/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

3/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2013 8:10:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Memorial Day 

Start: 5/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 3/29/2013 8:10:55 PM 

Subject: Independence Day 

Start: 7/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2013 8:10:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Labor Day 

Start: 9/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2013 8:10:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Thanksgivin8 

Start: 11/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2013 8:10:55 PM 

Winter Holiday 

12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2013 8:10:56 PM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/31/2013 5:00:00 AM 
1/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/30/2013 3:45:39 PM 

To NYC for TCG awards 

5/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 
5/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 

6:30 at Hudson Theatre 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/1/2013 12:19:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Drama 

Start: 4/5/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 4/5/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/1/2013 9:37:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Mtg #1 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 4/2/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 4/2/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TAFFYE BENSON CLAYTON (TAFFYE)C7B] 

4/1/2013 9:37:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Mtg.w/Bobbi Owen 

9K South 

4/4/2013 6:00:00 PM 

4/4/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/1/2013 9:37:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Mgt #2 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 4/2/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 4/2/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/2/2013 3:17:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr Michael Ray Strader (mstrader)] 

Strader/Owen 

Steele 3011 

4/5/2013 3:00:00 PM 

4/5/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Strader, Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/2/2013 3:24:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Prep RRT 

Start: 4/3/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 4/3/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/2/2013 3:24:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meeting #3 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 4/3/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 4/3/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/2/2013 3:25:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meeting #4 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 4/3/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 4/3/2013 7:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/2/2013 3:25:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold 

Start: 4/3/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/3/2013 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/2/2013 3:25:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold 

Start: 4/3/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/3/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/3/2013 12:13:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Location: 

= calling Paula’s line for Bobbi 

Steele 3011 

Start: 4/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 4/3/2013 3:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/4/2013 11:53:32 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Exit interview at !0:30 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 4/4/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 4/4/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/4/2013 5:40:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

WC/LC Structure 

Steele 3011 

5/28/2013 6:00:00 PM 

5/28/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold; Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/4/2013 5:40:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

WC/LC Structure 

Steele 3011 

5/9/2013 6:00:00 PM 

5/9/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold; Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/4/2013 5:40:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

WC/LC Structure 

Steele 3011 

4/26/2013 6:00:00 PM 

4/26/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold; Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/5/2013 8:51:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: UAD 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 4/30/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 4/30/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/8/2013 5:17:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Owen/Demetriou 

Steele 3011 

4/11/2013 4:00:00 PM 

4/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2013 9:01:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Honors Thesis 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 4/19/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 4/19/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/10/2013 5:07:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Follow up meeting 

104D South Building 

Start: 4/11/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 4/11/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Update regarding visit. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/11/2013 4:14:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: (SEE NOTE) - CANCELLED 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 4/12/2013 8:15:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

This meeting is concerning a student. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/12/2013 1:36:59 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Homburg, Mark [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr Mark Homburg 

(homburg)]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aOSddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

ImageNow Software 

your office 

4/18/2013 1:30:00 PM 
4/18/2013 2:30:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Hornburg, Mark; Fisher, Annice E; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; Lindemann, 

Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J 

Please see below 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Paula 

Loyola, Jimena 

Wednesday, April I0, 2013 10:49 AM 

Goodman, Paula 
ImageNow Software 

I need to install the software ImageNow (Scan project) to: 

Cynthia Demetriou 

Mark Hornburg 

Annice Fisher 

Candice Powell 

Morgan-smith..???l don’t know the first name 



Paula Goodman 

Bobbi Owen 

Erica Linderman 

Nick Siedentop 

Ben Haven, is ready. 

I was thinking to go tomorrow morning around 10:00am. The installation take around 10 min. 

Do you think is OK? 

Jimena Loyola 

OASIS Computing Specialist 

Ioyola@email.unc.edu 

(919) 265-8405 

eggs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/15/2013 6:06:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Faculty Council 

Start: 4/26/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/15/2013 7:10:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Owen/Woodard 

Steele 3011 

4/18/2013 4:00:00 PM 

4/18/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

4/16/2013 3:56:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=P~;oodman]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Subject: 

Start: 5/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/16/2013 5:57:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Graduation is Sunday; 

Start: 5/10/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/16/2013 5:58:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Honorary degrees is Sat Night at 6:30 

Start: 5/10/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/16/2013 6:14:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Rawlings session 1-3 

Location: G202 Murray Hall 

Start: 4/19/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/19/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/16/2013 6:26:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: FYS Luncheon 

Location: TBD 

Start: 5/7/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5/7/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

4/16/2013 6:31:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: SACS follow up 

Location: 104D South Bldg 

Start: 4/18/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 4/18/2013 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/16/2013 8:42:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honorary Del~ree Reception Saturday @ 6:30pm 

Quail Hill 

Start: 5/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/17/2013 1:18:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Farrah at 3:00 

Start: 5/30/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 5/30/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/17/2013 1:20:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Farrah at 10 

Start: 6/20/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 6/20/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/17/2013 5:42:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

All-Advising Meeting 

039 Graham Memorial 

Start: 8/13/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/13/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Talk and take along. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2013 11:31:01 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for SACS prep 

Start: 4/24/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/24/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2013 5:56:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Holden, etc. 

Location: h is office 

Start: 4/22/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 4/22/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2013 6:14:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EACC (confirmed) 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 7/18/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 7/18/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2013 6:14:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EACC prep 

Start: 7/18/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 7/18/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2013 6:14:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EACC (confirmed) 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 8/29/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2013 6:14:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EACC prep 

Start: 8/29/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/18/2013 6:49:25 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Undergraduate Admissions Advisory Committee 

Steele 3020 

Start: 10/8/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/18/2013 6:53:47 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Undergraduate Admissions Advisory Committee 

Steele 3020 

Start: 1/14/2014 8:30:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/18/2013 6:55:56 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Undergraduate Admissions Advisory Committee 

Steele 3020 

Start: 4/15/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 4/15/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2013 7:18:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

UVP meetinl~ at NC State 

10/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

10/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/18/2013 7:26:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: SACs follow up 

Location: I04D South 

Start: 4/30/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 4/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/18/2013 7:27:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: SACs follow up 

Location: 104D South 

Start: 5/10/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/18/2013 7:29:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: SACs follow up 

Location: 104D South 

Start: 5/17/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 5/17/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/18/2013 7:36:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: by phone 

Location: 919 918-2619 

Start: 4/19/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 4/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/18/2013 7:42:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: SACs follow up 

Location: I04D 

Start: 5/23/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/23/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/18/2013 7:42:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: SACs follow up 

Location: 104D South 

Start: 5/31/2013 1:15:00 PM 

End: 5/31/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/18/2013 8:03:11 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Undergraduate Admissions Advisory Committee 

Steele 3020 

Start: 11/12/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/18/2013 8:21:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Undergraduate Admissions Advisory Committee 

Steele 3020 

Start: 3/18/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/18/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

4/18/2013 8:40:58 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lewillif]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lynn & Bobbi 

Bobbi’s Office 

4/22/2013 2:00:00 PM 

4/22/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/21/2013 4:31:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Boards 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 9/24/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/21/2013 4:32:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Board meeting 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 10/29/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/21/2013 4:32:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Board Meeting 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 12/3/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/21/2013 4:33:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Board Meeting 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 1/28/2014 8:30:00 PM 

End: 1/28/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/21/2013 4:33:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Board Meeting 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 4/22/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 4/22/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/22/2013 12:51:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Owen/May 

Steele 3011 

4/22/2013 6:30:00 PM 

4/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/22/2013 2:00:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Karen Gil 

Location: Her office 

Start: 4/22/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 4/22/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/22/2013 5:54:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee FYI 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 3/25/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/25/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/22/2013 5:54:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee FYI 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 2/25/2014 8:30:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/22/2013 5:54:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee FYI 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 1/21/2014 8:30:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/22/2013 5:54:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee FYI 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 11/19/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/22/2013 5:54:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee FYI 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 10/22/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/22/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/22/2013 5:54:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Curriculum Committee FYI 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 9/17/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/23/2013 1:05:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: - phone 

Location: 

Start: 4/23/2013 6:15:00 PM 

End: 4/23/2013 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

NC State - re retracting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/23/2013 3:45:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Carolina Firsts- SATURDAY @ 10 am 

Carolina Inn 

Start: 5/10/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/24/2013 2:37:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Townsend, Jenn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jjtowns] 

Townsend/Owen 

Steele 3011 

4/25/2013 7:00:00 PM 

4/25/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Townsend, Jenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/25/2013 12:26:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ]fO] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Meet with 

Steele 3011 

5/7/2013 2:00:00 PM 

5/7/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/25/2013 1:28:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 4/26/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/25/2013 8:26:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee May 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 4/29/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 4/29/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/25/2013 8:33:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: SACS prep 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 5/1/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 5/1/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/28/2013 2:24:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Semester Online 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 4/29/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 4/29/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/29/2013 4:57:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Steve Lerner 

Location: Phone - he will call me 

Start: 4/29/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/29/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/30/2013 4:45:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: To Colo for RC meeting 

Location: 8:40 AM 

Start: 6/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/30/2013 4:55:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honors Carolina Advisory Board Dinner 

Venable (Carr Mill) 

Start: 10/24/2013 ii:00:00 PM 

End: 10/25/2013 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Venable Rotisserie Bistro 

200 N. Greensboro St. 

Historic Carr Mill (Weaver Street Market side) 

Carrboro, NC 27510 
919.904.7160 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/30/2013 4:55:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honors Carolina Advisory Board Breakfast 

TBD 

Start: 10/25/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 10/25/2013 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/30/2013 4:56:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honors Carolina Advisory Board Meeting 

Graham Memorial, room 039 

Start: 10/25/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 10/25/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/30/2013 4:57:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Time TBA: UNC vs. Boston College Football Game (see note) 

UNC Stadium 

Start: 10/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

This is for Honors Carolina Advisory Board 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/30/2013 4:59:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honors Carolina Advisory Board Dinner 

TBD 

Start: 5/1/2014 ii:00:00 PM 

End: 5/2/2014 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/30/2013 5:00:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honors Carolina Advisory Board Breakfast 

TBD 

Start: 5/2/2014 12:30:00 PM 

End: 5/2/2014 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

4/30/2013 5:02:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honors Carolina Advisory Board Meeting 

Graham Memorial, room 039 

Start: 5/2/2014 i:00:00 PM 

End: 5/2/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/30/2013 7:40:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard/Owen 

Steele 3011 

5/1/2013 2:00:00 PM 

5/1/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/1/2013 3:01:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: IAH from 4-5:30 

Start: 5/8/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/2/2013 12:53:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 5/20/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 5/20/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

Sent: 5/2/2013 5:15:18 PM 

Subject: BOT vision meeting with Karen and Alston 

Start: 5/7/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 5/7/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

5/3/2013 2:07:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika re brochure 

Start: 5/6/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/6/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/6/2013 4:51:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Models of Undergrad Ed 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 5/22/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 5/22/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/6/2013 8:53:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Owen/May 

Steele 3011 

5/13/2013 3:00:00 PM 

5/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/7/2013 1:37:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 5/8/2013 11:30:00 AM 

End: 5/8/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Beattie, Kristen R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN R BEATTIE (KRBEATTI)EIO] 

5/7/2013 4:17:36 PM 

Beattie, Kristen R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kristen R Beattie (krbeatti)e10]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Textor, 

Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO] 

Introduction Meeting with Laurie Textor 

3011 Steele Building 

5/10/2013 5:30:00 PM 

5/10/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Textor, Laurie J; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/7/2013 6:45:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Robertson 

Location: JC;UE Sat at 4 

Start: 5/10/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/7/2013 8:34:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Owen/Lindemann 

Steele 3011 

5/8/2013 5:30:00 PM 

5/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/9/2013 7:26:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD 

Start: 5/10/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 5/10/2013 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/10/2013 4:46:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 5/17/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 5/17/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/13/2013 1:49:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for SACS prep 

Start: 5/13/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 5/13/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/13/2013 1:50:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for SACS prep 

Start: 5/14/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 5/14/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/13/2013 6:44:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 27:~ 

2/17/2014 5:30:00 PM 

2/17/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/13/2013 6:45:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

3/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

3/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/13/2013 6:45:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

4/14/2014 4:30:00 PM 

4/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/13/2013 6:46:05 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Council of Chairs Meeting 

Hamilton Hall 271 

5/5/2014 4:30:00 PM 

5/5/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/13/2013 8:00:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for SACS prep 

Start: 5/14/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 5/14/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/14/2013 12:21:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 5/21/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 5/21/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/14/2013 12:23:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- sick 

Start: 5/14/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/14/2013 3:48:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 5/15/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/15/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/14/2013 7:53:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: at 5:30 

Location: Kitchen 

Start: 5/23/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 5/23/2013 I0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/15/2013 7:02:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Salad potluck luncheon (advising) 

Steele 3020 

Start: 5/22/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5/22/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/19/2013 2:44:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen away 

Start: 5/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/20/2013 12:20:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)]; Siedentop, Nicholas J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Paula-MD appointment in around 9:30-10 

Mebane 

5/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

5/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Menon, Geeta; Lindemann, 

Erika; Partier, A. T. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/20/2013 4:15:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: To Oslo 

Start: 6/30/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 6/30/2013 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/20/2013 4:15:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Back to London 

Start: 7/3/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/3/2013 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/20/2013 5:36:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen to RDU for flil~ht to London 

Start: 6/21/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6/21/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/20/2013 6:48:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Position allocations 

Karen’s office - or phone 

Start: 7/8/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/20/2013 8:05:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier 

(partier)] 

Abbey, Cynthia, Dean Owen 

Steele 3011 

5/21/2013 i:00:00 PM 

5/21/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Panter, A. T. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/20/2013 8:19:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 5/21/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 5/21/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Warren, Travonte Jaquan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TJWARREN] 

5/23/2013 4:10:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Accounting Tech Interview 

Steele 3010 

5/28/2013 2:00:00 PM 

5/28/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Second Accounting Tech Interview for Kristen Smith. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/23/2013 7:36:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steerinl~ Committee 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 6/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/11/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/23/2013 7:52:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta- in around 9:30 

Start: 5/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/23/2013 8:25:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Homburg, Mark [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr Mark Homburg (homburg)]; Morgan-Smith, 

Mary Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Huerta, Carmen 

(chuerta@unc.edu) [chuerta@unc.edu]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

End of the Year Breakfast 

Carolina Inn ( Blue Ridge Room) 

6/12/2013 12:30:00 PM 

6/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hornburg, Mark; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Huerta, Carmen (chuerta@unc.edu); Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, 

Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields 

Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/29/2013 2:35:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HHMI 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 7/22/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/22/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/29/2013 3:00:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Annice in @ 10 

Start: 5/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/29/2013 8:28:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Owen/May 

Steele 3011 

5/30/2013 4:30:00 PM 

5/30/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/30/2013 3:18:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/17/2013 3:15:00 PM 

End: 6/17/2013 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/30/2013 5:27:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 5/31/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 5/31/2013 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/30/2013 6:40:13 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula in Training 9am-12:30pm 

AOB ( Business Writing Skills) 

6/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

6/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/30/2013 7:19:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Wilshire, Collette S, [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire 

(wilshire)] 

Call Collette re: Accounting Tech 962-6218 

Steele 3011 

5/31/2013 2:30:00 PM 

5/31/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Wilshire, Collette 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/30/2013 7:38:38 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Paula at Employee Forum Retreat 9am-3:3Opm 

School of Journalism ( 3rd floor Carroll Hall) 

6/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

6/6/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/31/2013 12:26:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: MM 

Start: 6/18/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 6/18/2013 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/31/2013 12:26:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: MM 

Start: 7/2/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/2/2013 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/31/2013 12:26:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: MM 

Start: 7/16/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/16/2013 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/31/2013 1:01:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/3/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6/3/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/31/2013 5:45:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 7/19/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/31/2013 7:18:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Online Education and the College (Will Tricomi) 

Steele 3011 

6/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

6/12/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/31/2013 7:51:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/12/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/12/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/3/2013 4:24:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hold for Derickson and Broome 

3011 Steele 

Start: 6/12/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 6/12/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/6/2013 7:40:49 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Emergency Drill 

Davis Library - Please see below 

6/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

6/20/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Chief Jeff McCracken: June 19 Emergency Drill 

June 4,2013 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

As part of our ongoing efforts to enhance campus safety, we’ll conduct an emergency drill at Davis Library on 

Wednesday June 19, between 7 a.m. and 2 p.m. Our Department of Public Safety is coordinating the exercise, which will 

include local law enforcement and response agencies. 

The drill will focus on how the University works with local emergency responders if there is an actual emergency on 

campus, particularly if the situation occurs in a high-traffic centrally located facility. 

During the drill there will be no access to the 7th and 8th floors of Davis Library. I encourage you to use other campus 

libraries during this time if possible. You can find information about the hours for each campus library at 

http://hours.lib.unc.edu/. 

The area surrounding Davis Library will be blocked to pedestrians and vehicles, and Chapel Hill Transit service will be re- 

routed. Much of Raleigh Street will be blocked, and vehicles will be routed down Country Club Road. There will be access 

to the Cobb parking deck. 

During the drill, actors will portray gunmen, hostages and victims to simulate the University’s response to an actual 



emergency on campus. Police officers will be stationed around the perimeter of the emergency drill area, which will be 

clearly marked with barricades and signs explaining that a drill is in progress. Emergency vehicles and personnel will be 

visible in and around the library area, and uniformed responders will react as they would in an actual emergency. 

Unfortunately, we live in a world where bad things occasionally happen. Recent national events such as the Boston 

Marathon bombing show the importance of this kind of emergency preparation. You only have to scan the headlines to 

see examples of tragedies on college campuses, and we haven’t been immune on our campus. It’s crucial that we are 

prepared to deal with a worst-case scenario. That’s why emergency planning exercises are a key part of the University’s 

efforts to enhance campus safety. As a result of what we learn during regular siren tests and emergency drills, the 

University continuously updates communication plans. 

You’ll receive more details and reminders about the drill in the coming days. Be sure to check alertcarolina.unc.edu for 

the latest information about this drill and other important information about campus safety. 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jeff McCracken, Director of Public Safety 

About Informational Messages: The University sends an Informational Message to inform the campus community about 

a situation that is not an emergency, but is expected to be of significant interest to the campus. An Informational 

Message is one of three tiers of communication under the University’s revised emergency communications plan. 

Emergency Warning refers to a siren activation for a significant emergency. And a Timely Warning is issued if there is a 

continuing danger AND notification will not compromise law enforcement efforts.Sponsored by the UNC Department of 

Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/12/2013 8:04:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lissa Broome and Chris Derickson 

3011 Steele 

Start: 6/17/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6/17/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/13/2013 4:00:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chris Derickson 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 6/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6/18/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/14/2013 6:11:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Co-star 

Start: 8/26/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 8:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/14/2013 6:13:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Owen/Demetriou Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

8/21/2013 1:00:00 PM 

8/21/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/14/2013 6:48:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Owen/May Monthly Meeting 

Steele 3011 

8/21/2013 3:00:00 PM 

8/21/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/14/2013 7:15:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Available if needed 

Start: 6/21/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 6/21/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/14/2013 8:30:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Interview Minority Male Candidate 

Steele 3011 

Start: 6/20/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 6/20/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

6/17/2013 2:13:04 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Farmer, Stephen M I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

4:15 Meeting with Steve Farmer, Bobbi Owen, Dee Reid, and Karen Gil RE: BOT orientation 

Steve’s office, 102 Jackson Hall 

6/18/2013 8:15:00 PM 

6/18/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Farmer, Stephen M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/17/2013 2:37:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel Time 

Start: 6/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 6/18/2013 8:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/17/2013 5:03:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Minority Male Candidate 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/21/2013 3:15:00 PM 

End: 6/21/2013 3:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/17/2013 7:01:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Minority Male Candidate 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/20/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 6/20/2013 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/17/2013 8:11:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 6/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/18/2013 2:46:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Daily Grind 

Start: 6/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/19/2013 2:13:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dr. Winokur at 7:30 

Start: 8/13/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

6/20/2013 8:30:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 6/21/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 6/21/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/21/2013 2:03:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/16/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/16/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Work on Lee’s Reappointment/review. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

6/24/2013 8:56:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meeting with 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/18/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7/18/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/28/2013 1:12:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Owen/Derickson 

Steele 3011 

7/17/2013 3:00:00 PM 

7/17/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/1/2013 6:04:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/18/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 7/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/3/2013 7:14:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Start: 7/8/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/8/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/8/2013 7:53:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

owen/siedentop 

Steele 3011 

7/15/2013 3:00:00 PM 

7/15/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/9/2013 12:52:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

New Hires-Continuing Education 

205 South 

Start: 8/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/1/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/9/2013 4:03:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Distance Education Policy Task Force 

South 205 

Start: 8/6/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/6/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/11/2013 1:30:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: UAD Special Meeting 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 9/6/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/11/2013 9:35:46 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 213 CDA 

Start: 7/15/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 7/15/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/12/2013 6:19:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben Haven 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/16/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 7/16/2013 8:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/12/2013 8:37:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Smith, Shannon Hood [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shannosh] 

Shannon meet with Dean Owen 

Steele 3011 

7/17/2013 5:00:00 PM 

7/17/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Smith, Shannon Hood 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/15/2013 1:42:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 8/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/15/2013 1:45:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Leslie Strohm 

Start: 7/15/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/15/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/15/2013 2:35:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- working from home 

Start: 7/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/15/2013 3:52:56 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Paula at Task Force Meeting at Friday Center. Leaving at 8:30am 

Friday Center 

7/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

7/18/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Bobbi Owen; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); Demetriou, 

Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E 

I am not sure if this is going to be half day or entire day. I believe it depends on how things come along. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/15/2013 7:11:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Schoenfisch, Mark H [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mark H Schoenfisch (mhschoen)] 

Owen/Schoenfisch 

Steele 3011 

7/17/2013 1:00:00 PM 

7/17/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Schoenfisch, Mark H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/16/2013 12:57:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Edwards, Melissa [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mredward] 

Panic button training 

Steele 3011 

7/17/2013 12:30:00 PM 

7/17/2013 1:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Edwards, Melissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/16/2013 1:48:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard/Owen monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

8/6/2013 3:00:00 PM 

8/6/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the first Tuesday of every 1 month from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TERRY ELLEN RHODES (RHODES)] 

7/16/2013 5:49:45 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meet with 

Terry’s office 

7/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

7/18/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/17/2013 4:05:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 7/17/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 7/17/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/17/2013 4:48:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

BOT orientation session 

1:15 to 3:15 pm at 106 Jackson Hall 

Start: 7/23/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/23/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

7/17/2013 5:36:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Jim Dean & Chris Kielt re: EA leadership 

104 South Bldg 

Start: 8/8/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 8/8/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2013 5:12:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

owen/woodard 

Steele 301:1 

7/22/2013 3:00:00 PM 

7/22/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

7/18/2013 5:47:02 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi and Karen 

Karen’s office 

7/25/2013 6:00:00 PM 

7/25/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

7/18/2013 9:34:08 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lewillif]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Lynn, Bobbi, & Chris 

3011 Steele Building 

7/23/2013 8:00:00 PM 

7/23/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/22/2013 8:09:29 PM 

11/18/2013 5:00:00 AM 
11/18/2013 5:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/23/2013 2:19:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

honors Brunch at 10 on Sunday, August 18, 2013 

Alumni Center 

Start: 8/18/2013 I:30:00 PM 

End: 8/18/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/23/2013 2:19:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Convocation at 7 

Location: Smith Center 

Start: 8/18/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2013 I:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/23/2013 3:59:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Broome and Derickson and Owen 

3011 Steele 

Start: 8/14/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/14/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/23/2013 6:31:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira/Owen Bi-weekly 

Steele 3011 

8/26/2013 3:00:00 PM 

8/26/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Monday from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/23/2013 6:37:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira/Owen 

Steele 3011 

8/5/2013 3:00:00 PM 

8/5/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/23/2013 7:58:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Wilshire, Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)]; Smith, Kristen Rae 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen Rae 

Smith (krsmith3)da2]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

UE End of Fiscal Year Reports 

Steele 3011 

7/30/2013 3:00:00 PM 

7/30/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Wilshire, Collette; Smith, Kristen Rae; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/24/2013 12:48:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Summer School Administrative Board Meeting 

Summer School Conference Room; 134 E. Franklin St. upstairs 

Start: 9/11/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/11/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/24/2013 7:19:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Schoenfisch, Mark H [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mark H Schoenfisch 

(mhschoen)] 

Schoenfisch/Demetriou/Owen 

Steele 3011 

8/1/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/1/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Schoenfisch, Mark H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/25/2013 8:54:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: by Phone 

Location: he will call 843-7771 

Start: 8/1/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 8/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/26/2013 12:56:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Jimena coming to install Microsoft Endpoint Protection 

Steele 3011 

Start: 7/30/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/30/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Lindemann, Erika 

Attendees: 

Jimena will be here to install anti-virus on your desktops, also you have a laptop please bring that as well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/29/2013 1:03:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben in Atlanta 

Start: 8/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/29/2013 6:44:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Monthly Meetings with Jim Leloudis 

Steele 3011 

8/26/2013 5:00:00 PM 

8/26/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the fourth Monday of every 1 month from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM 

Leloudis, James L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/29/2013 8:43:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: IAH welcome back recception 

Location: IAH 

Start: 8/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/22/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=KEVIN M GUSKIEWlCZ (GUS)] 

7/30/2013 12:42:29 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Bobbi and Kevin 

Kevin’s office 

8/5/2013 4:30:00 PM 

8/5/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Strizheus, Yulia 

Appt made by phone, ¥S, 7/30/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/30/2013 1:47:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ron Lumbra 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/15/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 8/15/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Parents council leads 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/30/2013 1:51:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

Monthly meeting Owen/Coleman 

Steele 3011 

8/28/2013 5:00:00 PM 

8/28/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the fourth Wednesday of every 1 month from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM 

Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/30/2013 2:03:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Honorary Degrees 

Location: Ca rr 200B 

Start: 9/27/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

7/30/2013 4:22:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika 

Start: 8/1/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/1/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/30/2013 5:39:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Joy Rennet 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/30/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 7/30/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/31/2013 9:18:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Travel to ULEAD orientation at 1:30 

Friday Center 

Start: 8/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/20/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/1/2013 12:39:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Biomedical Engineering Major 

Steele 3011 

Start: 8/22/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/1/2013 7:37:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Pending Items (Lindemann) 

Steele 3011 

8/6/2013 8:00:00 PM 

8/6/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/2/2013 2:50:57 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Daily Grind 

for coffee 

Start: 8/6/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 8/6/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/2/2013 6:38:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Schoenfisch, Mark H [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mark H Schoenfisch (mhschoen)]; Farmer, 

Stephen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer] 

HHMI Proposal ( Owen, Schoenfisch, Farmer) 

Steele 3011 

8/7/2013 1:00:00 PM 

8/7/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Schoenfisch, Mark H; Farmer, Stephen M 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/4/2013 2:47:49 PM 

Subject: Mary Willingham 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/7/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 8/7/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/4/2013 3:50:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Open House 

Location: Alumni Center 

Start: 8/17/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

RSVP’s to Steffi Kinton, to attend Open House at the Alumni Center on Saturday, August 17 sometime between :i - 3 

p.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/5/2013 1:01:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: J. Cleveland 

Location: She will call me. 

Start: 8/5/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/5/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/5/2013 1:53:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meeting the Assistant Dean for Finance Laura Yurco 

South 205 

Start: 8/6/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 8/6/2013 2:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/5/2013 8:50:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/16/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/6/2013 3:46:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Teaching Awards selection meeting 

039 JCUE 

Start: 12/5/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 12/5/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/6/2013 3:47:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Teaching; Awawrds banquet 

Carolina Club at 6:30 

Start: 4/9/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/10/2014 1:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/6/2013 8:55:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for LM review 

Start: 8/7/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/7/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/7/2013 2:21:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for 

Start: 8/7/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/7/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/8/2013 3:12:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Legislative Review 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 8/14/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/14/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

With at 10:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/12/2013 1:32:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Wyrick, Marilyn J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wyrick] 

Appeal Discussion 

Steele 3011 

8/13/2013 5:00:00 PM 

8/13/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y; Wyrick, Marilyn J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Beth Owen [beth.owen@duke.edu] 

8/12/2013 3:36:58 PM 

’Beth Owen’ [beth.owen@duke.edu]; Allen Chan [chan@robertsonscholars.org]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O:UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Christoph Guttentag [christoph.guttentag@duke.edu]; Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:REClPIENTS/CN=Wbcrisp]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O:UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer]; Stephen 

Nowicki [snowicki@duke.edu]; Lee D. Baker, Ph.D. [Idbaker@duke.edu] 

Michele L Jones [mljones@duke.edu] 

UCC Meeting 

UNC Campus - 011 Graham Memorial Building 

8/30/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/30/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Please note: the locatim~ fox" the August 30th meeth~g is confirmed as 011 Graham Memmqal Buildh~g, UNC Campus, 

A follow-up UCC meeting is long overdue. Friday, August 30th, at 3 pm is a proposed time that works for a few 
members of the committee, but we understand timing may not be great for all, given Labor Day weekend. 

Please let me know if this time works for you. Another possibility is Wednesday, August 28th, at 3 pm. 

Location TBD. 

Thanks! 

Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/13/2013 2:15:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Report Draft 

Start: 8/16/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 4:11:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen Rae Smith (krsmith3)da2]; Wilshire, 

Collette S. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire (wilshire)] 

Lupton Account Discussion 

Steele 3011 

8/15/2013 6:00:00 PM 

8/15/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Smith, Kristen Rae; Wilshire, Collette S. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 7:40:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Dept. personnel meeting - SEE NOTE 

CDA conference room 

Start: 8/26/2013 4:40:00 PM 

End: 8/26/2013 6:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Meeting scheduled from 1-2pm 

Additional time added in for travel to and from. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 7:43:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Dept. personnel meeting - SEE NOTE 

CDA conference room 

Start: 10/7/2013 4:40:00 PM 

End: 10/7/2013 6:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Meeting scheduled from 1-2pro 

Additional time added in for travel to and from. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 7:45:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Dept. personnel meeting - SEE NOTE 

CDA conference room 

Start: 11/25/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 6:50:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Meeting scheduled from 1-2pro 

Additional time added in for travel to and from. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 7:46:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Dept. personnel meeting - SEE NOTE 

CDA conference room 

Start: 1/27/2014 5:40:00 PM 

End: 1/27/2014 7:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Meeting scheduled from 1-2pro 

Additional time added in for travel to and from. 



From: 

Sent: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 7:46:59 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Dept. personnel meeting - SEE NOTE 

CDA conference room 

Start: 2/24/2014 5:40:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 7:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Meeting scheduled from 1-2pm 

Additional time added in for travel to and from. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 7:47:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Dept. personnel meeting - SEE NOTE 

CDA conference room 

Start: 3/31/2014 4:40:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2014 6:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Meeting scheduled from 1-2pm 

Additional time added in for travel to and from. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 8:08:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Harold Woodard 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/14/2013 1:15:00 PM 

End: 8/14/2013 1:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 8:26:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Meetings 

CDA, room 105 

Start: 9/9/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 8:27:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Meeting IMPORTANT 

CDA, room 105 

Start: 11/18/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 8:29:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Meeting 

CDA, room 105 

Start: 1/13/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/13/2013 8:29:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Meeting 

CDA, room 105 

Start: 3/17/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/17/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/13/2013 9:04:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: at Top of the Hill 

Start: 8/30/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2013 I0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/14/2013 6:52:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: C-Start Kick Off 

Location: Blue Zone 

Start: 9/9/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2013 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/15/2013 12:36:29 PM 

Subject: Jcc re mw 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/15/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/15/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/15/2013 2:54:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Collins, Marcus L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIinsm]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Owen, Woodard, Collins Meeting 

Steele 3011 

8/20/2013 i:00:00 PM 

8/20/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Collins, Marcus L; Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

8/16/2013 6:09:41 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Workshop for new DUSs 

Steele conference room 

10/2/2013 1:00:00 PM 

10/2/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/16/2013 6:17:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Kim Abels 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/30/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/30/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/16/2013 6:18:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Kim Abels 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/19/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/18/2013 12:22:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Judy Adamson 

Start: 8/23/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/23/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/19/2013 5:37:01 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Laurie Hoist stopping by for a minute 

Steele building 

8/20/2013 2:00:00 PM 

8/20/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Demetriou, Cynthia; Goodman, Paula; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu) 

~Just letting you all know that Laurie is stopping by for a few minutes. She has a dentist appointment at 11, so she won’t 
be here long. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/19/2013 6:31:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/20/2013 12:15:00 PM 

End: 8/20/2013 12:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/20/2013 12:38:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Undergradudate Education 

Steele 3020 

Start: 9/5/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/5/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:03:35 AM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A 

Subject: Meet with Abigail 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/21/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/21/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

when: wednesday, August 21, 2013 
where: steele 3011 

10:00 AM-10:30 AM. (UTC-05 : 00) Eastern Time (US & canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/21/2013 12:49:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable at 5:30 

Location: Kitchen 

Start: 8/29/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 1:57:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 8/21/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/21/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 10/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/31/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 10/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 10/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 10/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 10/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 10/14/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 10/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 10/7/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 10/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 9/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/1/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 9/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2023 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 9/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 9/18/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 9/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 9/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 9/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 9/6/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/7/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 9/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 8/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/31/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 8/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 8/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:04:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 8/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:08:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/12/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:08:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 12/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:08:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 12/4/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/5/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:08:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 12/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/3/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:08:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 11/25/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:08:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 11/20/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/21/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:08:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 11/13/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/14/2013 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:08:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 11/11/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/12/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:08:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 11/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2013 3:08:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Here 

Start: 11/4/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/5/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/22/2013 2:11:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ice Cream Social 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 8/29/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/23/2013 4:46:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

NS Lunch speak for 5-10 minutes 

3020 Steele 

Start: 9/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Please add to each of the next bal~ lunches (and al~ain, once a year) for SADs to remind the chairs that faculty who are 

instructors of record and/or have a faculty rank must meet minimum credentials (l~et the table from the chairs’ 

manual). Perhaps, invite Bobbi to the first 10 minutes of each of the lunches. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/23/2013 4:48:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

SS Lunch - speak for about 5-10 minutes 

Steele 3020 

Start: 9/18/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Please add to each of the next bal~ lunches (and al~ain, once a year) for SADs to remind the chairs that faculty who are 

instructors of record and/or have a faculty rank must meet minimum credentials (l~et the table from the chairs’ 

manual). Perhaps, invite Bobbi to the first 10 minutes of each of the lunches. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/23/2013 8:24:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Paula- Forum Meeting 

Wilson Library 9-11:30am 

Start: 9/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/26/2013 6:33:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Laurie McNeill 

Location: C Inn porch? 

Start: 9/4/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/4/2013 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/27/2013 12:34:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Mark Crescenzi 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/4/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/4/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Distinguished Scholarships 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/27/2013 12:51:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cheryl Junk 

Location: 3011Steele 

Start: 8/28/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 8/28/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/27/2013 1:45:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Friday Center Chair’s Discussion 

Friday Center 

Start: 11/15/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/15/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Per Tim Sanford 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/27/2013 1:49:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lunch ( Lee and Bobbi) 

TBD 

9/3/2013 3:30:00 PM 

9/3/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/27/2013 1:53:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Joe Templeton 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/3/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/3/2013 i:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re Distinguished Scholarships 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goldston, Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LGOLDSTO] 

8/27/2013 3:39:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Rehearsal w/Dee for Oct. 4 

Dee’s Office 

9/16/2013 6:30:00 PM 

9/16/2013 6:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Shuford, Bettina C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BETTINA C SHUFORD (BCSHUFOR)] 

8/27/2013 5:23:47 PM 

Shuford, Bettina C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bettina C Shuford (bcshufor)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lunch with Bobbi Owen 

Meet in the Bar at the Carolina Club 

8/30/2013 3:30:00 PM 

8/30/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

8/27/2013 5:32:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Jim Dean re: cost of test prep 

104 South Bldg 

Start: 9/4/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 9/4/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/27/2013 6:04:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben out of office 3:30-end of day 

Start: 8/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/31/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/27/2013 6:25:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben out of office 2:45-5pm 

Start: 9/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/6/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/27/2013 8:06:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Mike Mullen 

Location: N C State 

Start: 9/5/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 9/5/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/28/2013 12:17:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 8/28/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/28/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/29/2013 12:23:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

ULead Presentations- Leave before 11 

Sunflower Room, Friday Center 

Start: 11/22/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Cynthia’s presentation is at 11:15. Will leave to be back to office by 12:30pm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/29/2013 12:24:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

ULead graduation at noon 

Carolina Club 

Start: 12/4/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Graduation 2013 

very short Agend... 



Graduation 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 
The Carolina Club, Hill Alumni Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Participants Process Their Experiences in ULEAD 11:00 

Lunch with Guests in Dowd Harris Room 12:00 

Words of Welcome from Kathy Bryant 12:40 

UMA President Chris Meinecke 12:50 

ULEAD 2013 Class Speaker 12:55 

Special Guest Speaker Chancellor Carol Folt 1:00 

Presentation of Certificates by Vice Chancellor Brenda Malone 1:15 

Closing and Group Photograph 1:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/29/2013 2:17:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Murrill, 

Verita L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Verita]; Birmingham, Joy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lisa Anne Birmingham (jbirming)] 

OD meeting 

Steele 3011 

9/12/2013 6:00:00 PM 

9/12/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Abels, Kimberly Town; Woodard, Harold; Murrill, Verita L; Birmingham, Joy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/29/2013 5:56:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta- MD appt. in around noon 

Start: 8/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/31/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/29/2013 7:42:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Mark Schoenfisch 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/30/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/30/2013 2:16:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 8/30/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/30/2013 6:25:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Ort, Shirley A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ort]; Asbury, Phillip Keith [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Student Aid Compliance 

Steele 3011 

10/2/2013 3:00:00 PM 

10/2/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Ort, Shirley A; Asbury, Phillip Keith; Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/3/2013 2:16:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: JCC 

Location: phone or in person 

Start: 9/3/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/3/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/3/2013 7:15:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Candice-Vacation 

Start: 9/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/7/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/3/2013 8:11:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Learning; Center Advisory Board (ADHD/LD) 

C Inn 8-2 

Start: 11/1/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 11/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/4/2013 11:58:23 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Rand Lecture at 5:30 

Location: Hanes Art Center 

Start: 9/12/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 9/12/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/4/2013 12:55:45 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sitterson Awards Committee - NOTE 

Steele 3011 

Start: 10/11/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

(and potentially 

session in your office. 

) will be coming to this Sitterson Awards Committee make-up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/4/2013 1:13:36 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sitterson Awards Committee - NOTE 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/6/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/6/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

NOTE:                will be unable to make it to the full Sitterson Awards group meeting on Wednesday, November 

6, so he will meet with you today to give you the results of his student surveys. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/4/2013 1:16:44 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sitterson Awards Committee 

Steele 3020 

Start: 11/12/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/4/2013 6:59:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020B 

Start: 9/12/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 9/12/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/4/2013 6:59:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020B 

Start: 11/14/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/14/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/4/2013 7:57:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Winston House Meeting 

104D South Building 

Start: 9/18/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=KEVIN M GUSKIEWlCZ (GUS)] 

9/4/2013 7:58:08 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Kevin/Bobbi lunch 

Carolina Club 

9/25/2013 4:00:00 PM 

9/25/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Strizheus, Yulia 

Kevin/Bobbi lunch 

September 25 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:58 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu:~ 

Good,nan, Paula <pgoodman@e~nail.unc.edu:> 

Kevin/Bobbi lunch September 25 

Kevin and Bobbi, 

This email is to let you know that I rescheduled your lunch for Wednesday, September 25 from 12-1:30pm at the Carolina Club. I’ll send Outlook invites shortly. 

Kevin--Bobbi has had a conflict come up. She needs to attend Terry’s Chairs’ Luncheon in Steele Building during the time you’d originally planned to lunch 

together next week. 

Best, 

Yulia 

Yulia Strizheus 

Administrative Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

(:olleg~:_~ of Arts and Sciences 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel ~H, NC 27599-3:1.C~ 

919/962-:1.:[65 

ystr~zh @ernail.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/4/2013 8:08:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOT Meetings 

Start: 9/25/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/25/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/4/2013 8:42:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Adamson’s C Shop party 

Start: 9/9/2013 9:30:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2013 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/5/2013 1:21:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: OUR SURF reception 

Location: Union Art gallery 

Start: 9/24/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/5/2013 1:31:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Flight at 8:30 am 

Start: 10/16/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/16/2013 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Return Sunday night at 7 pm 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/5/2013 7:33:04 PM 

Subject: Jaye Cable 

Location: Daily Grind 

Start: 9/6/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/6/2013 6:38:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard/Owen 

Steele 3011 

9/9/2013 4:00:00 PM 

9/9/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/6/2013 7:02:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meeting re: DV 

Location: 110 Bynum 

Start: 9/9/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2013 7:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/8/2013 3:13:40 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Friedericka Seeger 

Phone 2-9680 or 919 260-0593 

Start: 9/9/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/8/2013 3:15:13 PM 

Subject: Mary Floyd-Wilson 

Location: 3011Steele 

Start: 9/11/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 2:31:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Lindemann/Owen 

Steele 3011 

9/10/2013 6:00:00 PM 

9/10/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 3:06:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira/Owen 

Steele 3011 

9/16/2013 3:30:00 PM 

9/16/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 3:46:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHIANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHIF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; ’chan@robertsonscholars.org’ 

[chan@robertsonscholars.org]; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman 

(dcoleman)] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Brown Bag Lunch (Undergraduate Education) 

Steele 3020 

10/31/2013 3:30:00 PM 

10/31/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Demetriou, Cynthia; Leloudis, James L; Perreira, Krista; 

Woodard, Harold; May, Lee Y; ’chan@robertsonscholars.org’; Panter, A. T.; Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 4:03:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

paula @ title IX Interview from 1:00-2pm 

Franklin Street 

Start: 9/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 4:40:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Summer Reading 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 10/1/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

*** Just need to be there for first 15-20 minutes*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 7:55:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council (see note) 

Pleasants Room of Wilson Library 

Start: 4/25/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/25/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Admissions report 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 7:55:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council**** 

Pleasants Room of Wilson Library 

Start: 2/14/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/14/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 7:55:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council 

Pleasants Room of Wilson Library 

Start: 1/17/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 7:55:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council 

Pleasants Room of Wilson Library 

Start: 12/13/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/13/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

CAS_Chron DDD [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS - CHAIRS ARCHIVES689] 

10/10/2013 1:59:36 PM 

CAS_Chron DDD [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS- Chairs Archives689]; CAS_Chron DDD [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS_Chron 

DDDbdd]; CAS_Chron Mgrs [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS_Chron Mgrs407] 

Staffing Worldoad Due 5 pm 

10/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

10/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

CAS_Chron DDD; CAS_Chron Mgrs 

Staffing Workload 

open; Report Du... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yurco, Laura <laura~urco@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 1:28 PM 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgr@unc.edu"~ 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-dd&~unc.edu>; Pugh, Nicole Fontaine <npugh@email.unc.edu> 

Staffing Worldoad open; Report Due October 25th 

StM’fingWorkload-QuickReference Guide 10-1-13.docx 

This message is being sent to all managers in the College of Arts and Sciences, and copied FYI to all Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

The Dean’s Office has opened the Staffing Workload system for the fiscal year 2012/2013 reports. Academic departments and curricula must submit their 

reports by Friday, October 25, 2013; making sure that the system remainder equals the carryover (shown on the "Save & Spend" report). If you do not think 

that you will not be able to meet the deadline, then please email me to request an extension. 

Programs, centers, and units in Undergraduate Education do not need to use the Staffing Workload system. 

The remainder of this message includes details on the purpose of the system, the training schedule, and how to get help. Please contact me with 

questions. 

Purpose of the System 

The Staffing Workload System tracks the workload of your faculty and the sources and uses of your instructional. After entering unit funding, faculty salary 

savings (buy-outs and leaves), and adjusting course workloads, you must make sure that your carryover equals the remainder of the system, which also 

reconciles to FRS. 

Training Schedule 

We will offer training for the Staffing Workload report during the following dates and times - all meetings will take place in 307 Health Sciences Library. I 

highly recommend you attend to see and hear about our new enhancements that will make filling out and reviewing these reports much easier. 

¯ Formal training: 

o Monday, October 7, 2:00-4:00pro - please RSVP to Nicole Pugh npugh@ernail.unc.edu 

o Tuesday, October 8, 2:00-4:00pro - please RSVP to Nicole Pugh npugh@emaiLunc.edu 

Help with the System and Your Report 

instead of drop-in sessions, if you have questions feel free to email, call, submit a Remedy ticket or schedule one-on-one help with your budget analyst. 

Departments and curricula must submit their reconciled report by October 25 or email me to request an extension. 

Also, please refer to the attached sheet for general information about the system and what to do. 

Thanks, 

Laura 

Laura Yurco, M BA 

Assistant Dean for Finance 

College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

007 Howell Hall, CB#3056 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone {919) 962-9275 

Fax (919) 843-3531 



Staffing Workload System Quick Reference Sheet 

Purpose: Why fill out the report? 

The Staffing Workload system contains important information regarding your instructional expenses: 

¯ Record of teaching responsibilities for faculty and instructors on state funds 

¯ Sources & uses of instructional funding 

¯ Provides the course data for each instructor and faculty member 

¯ The Dean’s Office uses the data when performing an instructional budget review (every 5 years or when you 

request additional instructional funding) 

Steps to successfully complete your staffing workload report 

Please check the following to ensure that you have completed all of the steps necessary for your report: 

1. Carryover = Remainder - Check that both amounts are equal on the "Save & Spend" report 

2. Course Duplicates Report - This report lists who taught each course; add a comment on the faculty/instructor 

page to explain any exceptions from the rules below: 

a. Only one primary instructor per section 

b. TAs & IAs should have 50-60 students per section; add comment on the page for the instructor of record 

c. Recitations should only occur for courses with larger enrollments 

3. PERM/EPAworkload- does FTE = the number of courses taught? If not then add a buyout/leave or comment 

a. Please check to ensure fixed term faculty and tenure track faculty’s workload meets your department’s 

standard in the assigned course section plus any admin appointment and savings. If it does not (ie: the 

number is lower or higher) ensure that the classes are assigned correctly. If they are assigned correctly 

please include a comment explaining why. General worldoad guidelines are as follows: 

i. Fixed Term (3-3) 

ii. Tenure-Track (2-2, 1-2, or 1-1) 

4. Instr Spending workload - make sure that they taught the correct # of courses for the stipend paid and their FTE 

is correct (1.0 FTE = full course load). (Please refer to 3a for additional workload details). 

A. Unit Funding: Sources of your instructional budget in addition to permanent allocation 

You can check the 02X transactions from the fiscal year to find any additions/reductions in your budget 

¯ Dean’s Office funding automatically loads into the system. These transfers come from our commitments records 

¯ You must enter funding from/to other departments, including budget cuts 

B. Savings and Expenses: Chair, Perm EPA, and Instructional sections 

The chart below explains what you need to enter for each employee type 

Check course workload** 

Enter buyouts/leaves 

...L~.n2~.~.s.!g.n..~.0~ ~.~e.s..n.0~..�.~.~.~!.l~t.!n.g.~. v~.~.~k!.~.~d ............................................ 

x 
(must equal FTE) 

x 
(course wkld = FTE = amount paid) 

Wednesday, November 02, 2011 



(example: Doctoral Thesis, recitations, 

dissertations) 

*Please send a Remedy ticket if the courses are missing; OASIS can research the issue and potentially add courses on the back-end. 

**See estimated workload on detail reports to ensure correct courses are assigned and unassigned 

C. Reports: Review your changes and prepare to submit the report 

Please review these reports at a minimum: 

Course Duplicates - check for multiple instructors on the same course (& un-assign), comments needed for small 

enrollments with recitations 

Save & Spend - does the remainder = the carryover amount on this report? If not then you have left out Unit 

Funding or Faculty buyouts/leaves 

No Course Work - add a comment on the faculty/instructors page with the reason they did not teach 

= Teacher of record-Ensure rank is correct and inactive employees are appointed correctly 

When you have finished checking your data, then hit submit! Don’t forget to have the chair review after you submit! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/10/2013 2:13:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Paula in Brown bag with Managers 12-1pm 

Steele 3020 

Start: 10/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/10/2013 5:38:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Paula in Executive Committee Meeting on Franklin Street from 11:30-1:30pm 

Employee Forum 

Start: 10/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/11/2013 8:08:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Navalinski review at 11 

DRAM 160 in PGT 

Start: 11/26/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 11/26/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/12/2013 2:28:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Mucha, Peter J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mucha] 

Follow up on 

Steele 3011 

10/29/2013 3:00:00 PM 

10/29/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Mucha, Peter J 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/13/2013 11:10:33 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 10/14/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/15/2013 1:36:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Rhodes finalist Interviews at 5:30 UNINVITED 

Morehead House 

Start: 11/5/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 11/6/2013 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/15/2013 2:36:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 10/15/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/15/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/15/2013 6:19:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: DUS 

Location: Pleasant Family Room 

Start: 2/19/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/19/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/15/2013 8:05:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dinner with ASP board 

Location: TBA 

Start: 10/31/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 10/31/2013 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/18/2013 5:39:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/21/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 10/21/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/21/2013 1:01:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Ad Board Agenda 

Steele 3011 

10/22/2013 2:00:00 PM 

10/22/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/21/2013 5:59:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: calling ( My line) 

Location: Steele 3010 

Start: 10/22/2013 8:15:00 PM 

End: 10/22/2013 8:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/21/2013 6:47:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel time to C Inn 

Start: 11/6/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/6/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/23/2013 2:40:48 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi and Karen 

Karen’s office 

10/23/2013 5:00:00 PM 

10/23/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/24/2013 12:13:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 10/24/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 10/24/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/25/2013 5:59:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Boston-UVP 

Start: 6/9/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/16/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/25/2013 6:00:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Washington DC UVP 

Start: 11/12/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/17/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/28/2013 3:13:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Dean Gil 

Start: 10/28/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/28/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

10/29/2013 5:52:54 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

FW: Annice at CSRDE 

San Diego, CA 

11/4/2013 I:00:00 PM 

11/7/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

..... Original Appointment ..... 
From; Fisher, Annice E 
Sent; Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject; Annice at CSRDE 
When-" Monday, November 04, 2013 8:00 AM to Thursday, November 07, 2013 5:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 
& Canada). 
Where; San Diego, CA 

Good Morning, 
I am at the CSRDE conference next week. 
Annice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/29/2013 9:23:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Provost’s Cabinet 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 11/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Per Stephanie Thurman - re Ed Board Co report. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/30/2013 5:56:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 11/19/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/30/2013 7:17:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Paula in Forum meeting 9:15-11:30am 

Pleasants Family Room 

Start: 11/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: Monthly 

the first Wednesday of every 1 month 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/31/2013 1:48:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3020B 

Start: 12/11/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/31/2013 2:27:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Campus Y 

Start: 10/31/2013 6:15:00 PM 

End: 10/31/2013 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/1/2013 6:21:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/1/2013 6:47:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu) 

[candicef@email.unc.edu]; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Krome-Lukens, Anna [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Anna Krome-Lukens 

(annakl)]; Huerta, Carmen (chuerta@unc.edu) [chuerta@unc.edu] 

UE Holiday Luncheon 

Carolina Club- details to follow 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 PM 

12/17/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); Panter, 

A. T.; Fisher, Annice E; Demetriou, Cynthia; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Krome-Lukens, Anna; Huerta, Carmen 

(chuerta@unc.edu) 

Dean Owen would fike to invite you to join her for a holiday luncheon at the Carolina Club. Hope to see you aft there! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/3/2013 3:43:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ad Board Social 

Location: C Club 

Start: 12/3/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2013 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/3/2013 6:42:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Travel Prep 

Start: 11/12/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TERRY ELLEN RHODES (RHODES)] 

11/4/2013 9:36:09 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Prep for Friday and Saturday presentations 

311A South Building conference room 

11/6/2013 4:00:00 PM 

11/6/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/6/2013 2:57:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: High Impact Carolina 

Location: C Club 

Start: 2/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re Candice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/6/2013 3:03:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel to Drama 

Start: 11/18/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/6/2013 9:18:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen return 

Start: 12/16/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/7/2013 7:24:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Deans Meeting (Advising) 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 11/25/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Restructure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

11/8/2013 1:14:25 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meeting with Jim Dean, Karen and Bobbi 

Jim’s office 

11/11/2013 2:00:00 PM 

11/11/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/11/2013 4:37:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -VPN 

Start: 11/12/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

11/11/2013 6:08:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sitterson prep meeting w/Ben 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/12/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/12/2013 4:48:36 PM 

Start: 11/14/2013 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/14/2013 5:30:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/12/2013 7:05:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Ad Board Prep 

Steele 3011 

11/21/2013 3:00:00 PM 

11/21/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DERICKSO] 

11/14/2013 8:47:21 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy] 

Semester Online Enrollments and Grading 

Bobbi’s office - 3011 Steele Buildinl~ 

11/21/2013 9:00:00 PM 

11/21/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Owen, Bobbi A; Norwood, Roberta Anne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

11/15/2013 7:45:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Farmer/Owen GA FSS debriefing 

3011 Steele 

Start: 12/4/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

11/16/2013 8:37:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Lee/Erika debrief FSS 

3011 

11/18/2013 6:30:00 PM 

11/18/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/18/2013 3:48:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: possibly here 

Start: 11/19/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/20/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/18/2013 3:48:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Here 

Start: 11/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/23/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/18/2013 3:58:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/19/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/18/2013 6:23:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 11/18/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/18/2013 7:55:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Advisor mtg 

Location: 1011 Steele 

Start: 11/22/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/19/2013 7:14:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; ’Alperin, 

Marc J’ [alperin@email.unc.edu] 

Marine Sciences Minor 

Steele 3011 

11/20/2013 3:00:00 PM 

11/20/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Alperin, Marc J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/20/2013 4:11:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Menon/Owen 

Steele 3011 

11/21/2013 8:00:00 PM 

11/21/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/21/2013 4:36:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jan Yopp 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 11/26/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 11/26/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re AP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/22/2013 2:18:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel to drama 

Start: 11/25/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/22/2013 3:58:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Demetriou/Owen/Asbury/Derickson 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/25/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia 

Cynthia can only be there for 30 minutes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/22/2013 5:08:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

IAH Fellows reception and Books 

Hyde Hall 

Start: 1/15/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2014 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/22/2013 5:39:38 PM 

11/22/2013 2:00:00 PM 
11/22/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/25/2013 11:31:50 AM 

Su bject: Costa r 

Location: Cda 

Start: 11/25/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/26/2013 12:59:33 PM 

New Event 

11/21/2013 12:00:00 PM 

11/21/2013 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/26/2013 5:15:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chris Derickson re SAP 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 11/27/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 3:29:12 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Castrejon, Leslie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Castrejo]; Chong, Christine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chongcd]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Huerta, 

Carmen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chuerta]; Krome-Lukens, Anna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Anna Krome-Lukens (annaM)]; Ley, Megan 

Brandy Patricia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mley]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Owenby, 

Jennifer [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jowenby]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (panter)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurr, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

***Fire Drill*** 

Steele Building 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Castrejon, Leslie; Chong, Christine; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, Carmen; Krome- 

Lukens, Anna; Ley, Megan Brandy Patricia; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, 

Bobbi A; Owenby, Jennifer; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurr, Kim Weaver 

Please see below: I did not get a time frame. However, once the alarm goes off, you 
will need to leave the building. The test cannot be completed until all occupants have 
left. 

We are NOW conducting full fire drills in every campus building and will conduct 
full evacuations for every drill event. Some buildings HAVE NOT been 
evacuating properly during fire alarm activations so EHS feels that conducting 
full drills is the most effective method for ensuring proper evacuation methods 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 4:46:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 12/4/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/27/2013 5:44:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Asbury, 

Phillip Keith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pkasbury]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

SAP 

3011 Steele 

12/3/2013 3:00:00 PM 

12/3/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Asbury, Phillip Keith; Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/27/2013 6:33:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Honorary Degrees 

Location: 213 Carr Bldg 

Start: 2/13/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/1/2013 3:46:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Costar 

Start: 12/11/2013 I:00:00 PM 
End: 12/11/2013 4:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/2/2013 3:26:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Rachel Pollock re wig 

CDA costume shop 

Start: 12/4/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Importance: High 

For Jennifer (provost office) 

2-2:167 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/3/2013 4:45:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/11/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/3/2013 6:53:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Alexis 

Location: Bobbi’s office 

Start: 12/4/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 6:03:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Summer Reading - Desserts 7-7:30pm 

Carolina Crossroads Restaurant 

Start: 1/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/10/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:00:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Frank Kessler-luncheon 

Location: Carolina Club 

Start: 12/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2013 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:29:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 5/8/2014 i:00:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2014 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:29:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 4/10/2014 I:00:00 PM 

End: 4/10/2014 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:29:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 3/20/2014 I:00:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2014 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:29:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 2/13/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/13/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/4/2013 9:29:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPC 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 1/16/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/4/2013 10:15:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee May 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/5/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/5/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/5/2013 2:03:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

ASP Advisory Board meeting at 8:30 

Clnn 

Start: 2/21/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/22/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/5/2013 2:38:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia 

Start: 12/5/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 12/5/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

12/6/2013 2:23:10 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Barker, Michael [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Bachman, 

Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Partridge, 

Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6]; Eatman, Debra H. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deatman]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subcommittee on Classroom Priority 

Steele 3020B 

Start: 12/12/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Barker, Michael; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; Partridge, Chris; deatman@unc.edu 

All, 

I believe this meeting time allows everyone to come for most of the meeting if not all. Your participation is much 

appreciated! 

The goal for us is to prepare recommendations for principles related to the use of departmental priority, for the 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee for their January meeting. In order to complete our work in that timeframe, a 
suggestion has been made to possibly meet again in the week of December 16th, SO please check your calendars for 

available days/times. 

Thanks to Paula Goodman for finding us a room on 12/12! 

Roberta 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/7/2013 3:16:57 PM 

12/11/2013 9:00:00 PM 

12/11/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/9/2013 2:55:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Welborn, Spencer [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spencer Brooks Welborn (swelborn)]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Exam (proctored) 

Steele 3011 ( Bobbi’s office) 

12/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 
12/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Welborn, Spencer; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

12/10/2013 4:23:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Karen wants to meet with you 

Start: 12/12/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/10/2013 6:14:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Data Studies Curriculum Faculty Working Group 

104D South 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

12/19/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/11/2013 4:04:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: SA info 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/19/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

60 minutes - Broome, Derickson, Mosley, Strohman, Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

12/11/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika at home 

12/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

1/6/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KRISTEN RAE SMITH (KRSMITH3)DA2] 

12/12/2013 12:59:54 PM 

Smith, Kristen Rae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kristen Rae Smith (krsmith3)da2]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

FYS Meeting 

Steele Building 

12/12/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

12/12/2013 5:04:43 PM 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Kang, Emil [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emilkang]; Kasson, 

Joy S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jskasson]; Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ashackel]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Honors Minor Meeting 

Porthole Conference Room 

12/19/2013 7:30:00 PM 

12/19/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Leloudis, James L; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

12/12/2013 7:54:08 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Payne, Christopher A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman 

(dbachman)ee3]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Subcommittee on Dept Priority 

Steele 3020A 

Start: 12/17/2013 i:30:00 PM 

End: 12/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Payne, Christopher A; Barker, Michael; Platz, Gina B; Bachman, Dianne L; Partridge, Chris 

Thank you for the discussion today! Chris and I will provide the additional data requested today and look forward to 

our meeting next week. 

Roberta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/16/2013 3:20:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 12/17/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/17/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/16/2013 8:12:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: UE - Breakfast 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 12/17/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 12/17/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/17/2013 7:21:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 12/18/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/18/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re drama grades 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steering Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 12/3/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 12/3/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steering Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 11/5/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 11/5/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steering Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 10/1/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steering Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 9/3/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/3/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steering; Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 8/6/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/6/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steerinl~ Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 7/2/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 7/2/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steerinl~ Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 6/4/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 6/4/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steerinl~ Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 5/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 5/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steerinl~ Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 4/2/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/2/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steering Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 3/5/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 3/5/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steering Committee)- CANCELLED 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 2/5/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 2:21:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

CPSC (Classroom Policy Steering Committee) 

103 Campus Y 

Start: 1/8/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 3:06:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/18/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/18/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/18/2013 9:33:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Muller, Eric L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EmulIer1]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abil]ail T Partier 

(partier)] 

Critical Thinking 

Steele 3011 

12/20/2013 1:30:00 PM 

12/20/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Muller, Eric L; Panter, A. T. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2013 10:41:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 12/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/31/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2013 10:41:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 12/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/31/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2013 10:41:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/2/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2013 10:41:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/4/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2013 10:42:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: University Holiday 

Start: 12/31/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2013 10:42:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: University holiday 

Start: 1/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/2/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/19/2013 10:42:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Summer Reading Selection 

C Inn - for dessert at 7-7:30. 

Start: 1/9/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 I:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2013 4:28:23 AM 

New Year’s Day 

I/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 

I/2/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2013 4:28:23 AM 

Martin Luther King Jr. Day 

1/20/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/21/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2013 4:28:23 AM 

Spring Holiday 

4/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

4/19/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2013 4:28:23 AM 

Memorial Day 

5/26/2014 4:00:00 AM 

5/27/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2013 4:28:23 AM 

Independence Day 

7/4/2014 4:00:00 AM 

7/5/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2013 4:28:23 AM 

Labor Day 

9/1/2014 4:00:00 AM 

9/2/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 12/20/2013 4:28:23 AM 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Start: 11/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/29/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2013 4:28:24 AM 

Winter Break 

12/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 
12/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2013 4:28:24 AM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/31/2014 5:00:00 AM 
1/1/2015 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/2/2014 6:22:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Owen/May 

Steele 3011 

1/6/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/6/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 10:22 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbo~unc.edu~; Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc.edu-~; Miles, Bob <bob.miles@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlamber@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good,nan, Paula < pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Marcinowski, Erin J. ~-erin mal~inowski@unc.edu>; Hamtlyn, Jonathan <hamtlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Proposed meeting in Jax~uary regarding p~Jgraxmning of study abroad programs in Africa 

All, 
This ernail cont:irms the meeting regarding study abroad programs in Africa on: 

Thursday, January :1.15 

2:30-3:30pm 

3,2?7 South Bu~lchng 

Please note tha~: this meeting wil~ be m the d~ird floor conference room ~n South Building< S~gns at the entrance of d~e suite will d~rect you to the ~)ew Ioci~tb:)~ of 

the conference roorn. I’fl send an Oudook inviLe shordy to get th~s on everyone’s calendars. 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2024 2:59 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Michael C 
Cc: Goodman, Paula; Marcinowski, Erin ~, 
S~bject: RE: Proposed meeting in 3anua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Wh~[e ~ am woddn~ ~ ~npoint the bes~ dine, wo~d you ~ase hold d~e fol~owin~ dmefrarnes on your c~l~ndar~? These appea~ ~o be d~e ~est dates ~or th~ 

majority of 

Thurs, Jan t6 

2:30- 5pro 

Mort, Jan 27 

1Oam-2pm 

Best, 

Yu~a 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent~ Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:13 AM 
Te= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, N~chae~ C 
¢¢= Goodman, Paula; Narcinowski, Erin J. 
$ubject~ ~E: Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Please ~et me know what your avaHaMlity ~ooks ~ike for a one hour meeting regarding study abroad programs it~ Africa during the fo~owing timeframes: 

Weds, Jan ~5 

ihurs, .Ji~ I6 

9-10a rn 

2:30-5pm 

Fri, Jan :1.7 

:l.O~m-2:3Opm 

Tues., Ja~ 2~ 

].Oam.-].2pm 

Fri, Jan 24 

lOam--Spin 

Mort, Jan 27 

:[Oam-2pm 

4-Spm 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

Yu~is Str~zheus 

Office of the Dem~ 

College of Arts and 5dences 

UNC-Chape~ 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--3~ 

919/962-:1.:[65 

ystHzh@email.unc.edu 

F~m= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent-" Friday, December 06, 2013 3:24 PN 
To= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Niles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Nichael C 
C¢= Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Dear all, 

I would like to propose a meeting in January for all of us to come together and discuss the best ways to achieve effective coordination and programming ol 

study abroad programs in Africa and to maximize the appeal of all these programs. It may be useful to know what current and possible proposed programs are 

being considered. 

I will ask Yulia ~n the Dean’s office to arrange a time that works for all of us (~ hour -lunch provided if it works out that way). 



Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

1/3/2014 9:29:20 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Payne, 

Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Platz, Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael 

Partridge (cpartrid)2e6] 

Subcommittee on Departmental Priority 

Steele 3020 

1/7/2014 5:00:00 PM 

1/7/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Payne, Christopher A; Bachman, Dianne L; Barker, Michael; 

Platz, Gina B; Partridge, Chris 

It looks like the majority of the group is available at noon on Tuesday, 1/7/14. 

Thank you, again, to Paula, for providing a meeting space. Chris and I are finalizing our notes to incorporate with Mike’s 

and will send them out to the group on Monday, :I/6/14. 

The Classroom Policy Steering Committee will next meet on Wednesday, :1/8/:14 so the timing is good for our meeting. 

Roberta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/4/2014 2:40:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Wash U visit 

Start: 11/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/20/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/6/2014 2:31:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for JCC 

Location: TBA 

Start: 1/8/2014 3:30:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re Mary Willingham 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/6/2014 2:51:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Wash U visit 

Start: 11/17/2014 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/6/2014 7:51:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Demetriou, Cynthia 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; 

’Allen Chan’ [chan@robertsonscholars.org]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; 

Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; May, Lee Y 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; 

Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)]; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu) 

[candicef@email.unc.edu]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Bickford, Donna M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Floyd- 

Wilson, Mary L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Floydwil]; Collins, Marcus L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIinsm]; Faison, Christopher [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cdf333] 

Dean Owen Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

1/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

1/17/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Friday of every 1 month from 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM 

Panter, A. T.; Demetriou, Cynthia; Allen Chan; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Woodard, Harold; Perreira, Krista; Lindemann, 

Erika; Leloudis, James L; May, Lee Y; Coleman, Drew S; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); Fisher, Annice E; Abels, 

Kimberly Town; Bickford, Donna M; Floyd-Wilson, Mary L; Collins, Marcus L; Faison, Christopher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 2:19:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Retention Retreat ( Candice, Cynthia and Annice out until 12noon) 

Start: 1/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 3:08:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Siedentop Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/8/2014 2:00:00 PM 

1/8/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 3:16:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Demetriou Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/15/2014 2:00:00 PM 

1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Demetriou, Cynthia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/7/2014 4:14:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lee May Monthly meetings 

Steele 3010 

1/10/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/10/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Friday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

I/8/2014 1:14:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

May/Owen 

1/8/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/8/2014 6:2,0:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2014 1:43:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis] 

Leloudis monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/15/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/15/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Wednesday of every 1 month from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 

Leloudis, James L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2014 1:52:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Woodard Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the fourth Tuesday of every 1 month from 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/8/2014 1:57:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman (dcoleman)] 

Coleman Monthly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

1/14/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Tuesday of every 1 month from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM 

Coleman, Drew S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

1/8/2014 3:58:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

DUS workshop 

Steele 3011 

1/13/2014 8:15:00 PM 

1/13/2014 8:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/9/2014 6:12:18 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; South - 205 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=South_south205.rmb] 

Department Request Meeting 

205 South conference room 

1/16/2014 9:00:00 PM 

1/16/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Norwood, Roberta Anne; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); South - 205 

Topic: classrooms for Asian Studies 

RE: Department 
Request Meeting 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Ynlia -4’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 4:06 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Hartly~, Jonathan <ha~tlyn@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu;~; Norwoock 

Roberta Am~e <raJaelly@email. unc.edu> 

Goodtnan, Paula <pgoodman@etnail.unc.edu> 

RE: Del~rtment Request Meeting 

All, 

I must now turn around snd reschedufe Lhis meeting for later nexL week. I’fl be sending you an updated Oudook inviLe t:or the fo~ow~ng rime: 

Thursday, January 

4-5pm 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

~= Strizheus, Yulia 
SeBt~ Thursday, January 09, 201~ 1:35 PM 
Te~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Ha~lyn, ~onathan (ha~lyn@unc.edu); Owen, BobN A (owenbob@unc.edu); No~ood, Robe~a Anne 
¢¢~ Goodman, Paula 
8~bjeCt~ Depa~ment Request Meeting 
All, 
This ema~l is to inform you that I have scheduled a meeting regarding classrooms for Asian Studies TOMORROW on: 
Friday, January i0 
9-10am 
205 South Building 
FII send Outlook invites shortly to the group (Kevin Guskiewicz, Jonathan Hartlyn, Bobbi Owen, Roberta Norwood). 
Best, 
Yulia 
Yurts Str~zheus 
Of~:~ce of the Dean 
College of Arts and Sdences 
UNC---Chape~ HN 
Campus Bo’.4 3100 
Chapel H~]~ NC 
919/962- ~65 
2str~zh @emaHAmc.edp 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Eunice Sable. Ph.D 

Chair, Departmem of African and Afro-American Studies 

Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

University ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

Tel. 919-962-2341 

Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, i 10:50 AM 

@unc.edu> 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: Salurday, 

To: 

Sub.je~’t: Dnrbma 

5:28 AM 

~!unc.edu> 

Dea~ 

I now have a Durban phone and here we go: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, June 1, 2012 3:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Edwards Not Guilty on One Count; Mistrial on Five Others 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................... .To.d.ay.is...H.eadi.i.nes .................................................................... 
~l)c N’t’~= ~rk ~%~,~ June 1, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Edwards Not Guilty on One 
Count; Mistrial on Five 
Others 
By KIM SEVERSON and JOHN SCHWARTZ 

The lone verdict in the federal campaign 
finance ease against former Senator 
3ohn Edwards came on a charge 
involving a $2oo,ooo cheek from the 
heiress Rachel Mellon. 
¯ . Times Topics: John Edwards 

Appeals Court Turns Back 
Marriage Act as Unfair to 
Gays 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE and ETHAN 
BRONNER 

A case dealing with federal benefits for 
gay couples - not with the legality of 
their marriages - could be flae first 
involving same-sex marriage to reach the Supreme Court. 

, ~ Appeals Ruling Against Defense of Marriage Act 

¯ . Gay Marriage Ban Challenged in Illinois 

Recall Election Could Foretell November Vote 
By MONICA DAVEY 

The Wisconsin vote pitting Gov. Scott Walker against Tom Barrett will send a message about Americmas’ 
attitudes toward candidates who cut collective bargaining rights. 

:’ ~_.;~ Video: Recall in Wisconsin 

. ~ Slide Show: The Vote Is Local, but the Implications Are Not 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 did an awful, awful lot that was wrong. I am responsible. I don’t have to go any further than the mirror. 

It’s me and me alone." 

JOHN EDWARDS, former senator from North Carolina, after a jury acquitted lfim on one comat in lfis trial 

on campaign finance charges and a a nfistrial was declared on the other counts. 



~J’~ SLIDE SHOW: The Vote Is 
Local, but the Implications 
Are Not 
As Wisconsin residents gear up to vote 
on Gov. Scott Walker’s recall, political 
observers are watching the contest for a 
larger message about the nation’s labor 
debate. 

OPINION 

OP-DOCS 
Black Women’s 
Transitions to 
Natural Hair 
By Zl NA SARO-WIWA 

A video on black women’s 
decision to embrace their naturally 
kinky hair, rather than use chemical 
straighteners. 

A visit with James Earl Jones 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Who will they thank? 

The critics make their Tony Award picks 

nFlimes,~o.m TH EATiER 

WORLD 

Russian Church Is a Strong Voice Opposing Intervention in Syria 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Leaders of the Russian Orthodox Church say protecting Syria’s Christians means supporting the rule of 
Bashar al-Assad. It’s a position the govermnent cannot ignore. 

Clinton Says Russian Inaction May Lead to Syrian Civil War 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS and J. DAVID GOODMAN 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton pressed Russia and Clfina to back decisive action against the 
Syrian president before the violence draws neighboring eomatries into flae conflict. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
For the White House, a Wary Wait as Syria Boils 
By PETER BAKER 

President Obama is loath to engage in new military actions, but with each passing incident, the scale of the 
crisis in Syria grows. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Another High-Profile Failure for a Justice Dept¯ Watchdog 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The mistrial in the John Edwards case was the second time this year that a highly visible prosecution by the 
public integrity section of the Justice Department has collapsed. 

Obama Order Sped Up Wave of Cyberattacks Against Iran 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

Even after the Stuxnet computer worm became public, President Obama accelerated cyberattacks against 
Iran that had begun in the Bush administration, temporarily disabling a,ooo centrifuges. 
~ ~’~ Graphic: How a Secret Cyberwar Program Worked 

, ~ Video: TimesCast Politics: Confront and Conceal 

Cases Close for Philadelphia Diocese Official 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Lawyers made closing argmnents Thursday in the case of Msgr. William J. L3am, the clergy secretary who is 
accused of shielding predatory priests and exposing children to sexual abuse. 

’- ~ Timeline: Philadelphia Archdiocese Trial 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



On Facebook, ’Likes’ Become Ads 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

Many companies pay Facebook to generate ads when users click to "like" their brands or reference them in 
some other way. 

:. ~_ Post a Comment 

A New Class of Cancer Drugs May Be Less Toxic 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Experimental treatments use an antibody to guide a toxic chenaotherapy agent to cancer cells, limiting the 
toxin’s attack to the cancer and minimizhag side effects. 

China Lets Currency Weaken, Risking New Trade Tensions 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

A cheaper renminbi makes Chinese exports more competitive in overseas markets, but it could worsen trade 
friction with Europe and particularly the United States. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 3: THUNDER 102, SPURS 82 
After 20 Straight Victories, the Spurs Take a Tumble in Oklahoma City 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

Behind Kevin Durant, Russell Westbrook and a renewed defensive aggressiveness, the Thunder beat the 
Spurs to put an emphatic end to one of the great winning streaks in N.B.A. history. 

" ~, Box Score I Play-by-Play 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
Rondo Provides Vision of the Celtics’ Future 
By HOWARD BECK 

With his 44 points, lO assists and 8 rebounds in Game 2 against the Heat, point guard Rajon Rondo asserted 
his place in Boston’s plans for seasons to come. 

ON BASKETBALL 
Big Day for Hornets and Conspiracy Theorists 
By HARVEY ARATON 

When New Orleans won the N.B.A. draft lottery on Wednesday night, the result seemed too good to be true 
and sappy enough to be scripted, a longtime lottery tradition. 

" Hornets Land Top Pick in N.B.A. Draft 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Summer Series That Come and Go 
By MIKE HALE 

This summer’s television shows include the final seasons of award-winning series like "Breaking Bad" and 
"The Closer," as well as new shows and imports from Britain. 

Visiting the Suburbs Without the Drive 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

Miniature golf, trivia nights, chain hotels - you too can experience the suburban vibe in Manhattan. 

ART REVIEW 
Making Quite a Show of Dying 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

Figures of theatrical artists cast in brick are part of the historical exhibition "Theater, Life, and the Afterlife" 
at China Institute. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SNOW WHITE AND THE HUNTSMAN’ 



The Darker Side of the Story 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Snow White and flae Huntsman," directed by Rupert Sanders, puts some menace back into the classic tale. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’HIDE AWAY’ 
Seeking Balm for Soul in Boat Going Nowhere 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

Scarred by tragedy, a software executive seeks solace by fixing up a boat in tlfis fable. 

:’ Interview: Josh Lucas 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’5 BROKEN CAMERAS’ 

A Palestinian Whose Cameras Are Witnesses and Casualities of Conflict 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"5 Broken Cameras" is a personal docmnentary about life in a Palestinian village up against the Israeli 
security fence. 

-’ From Unyielding Cameraman, an Acclaimed Film 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Blame Game, European-Style 
Political leaders in Europe need to adinit their cotmtries’ complicity in the financial crisis and tell fl~eir 
citizens the hard truths about what it will take to dig out. 

EDITORIAL 
Florida’s Discriminatory Voter Purge 
Republicans in Florida are still trying to keep minorities and poor people, groups that tend to vote 
Democratic, from the ballot box. 

EDITORIAL 
The Rights of Female Soldiers 
A Senate committee vote has moved Congress one step closer to revoking an insulting law that makes 
servicewomen who are raped pay for their own abortions. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Clouded Forecast 
By HEIDI CULLEN 

What’s the weather going to be like? It’s going to get harder to predict, which cotfld well spell disaster for us 
all. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Austerity Agenda 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

In America and in Britain, the push for austerity is not really about debt and deficits. It’s about using deficit 
panic as ma excuse to dismantle social programs. 
¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Segmentation Century 
By DAVID BROOKS 

How do you govern a diverging world? The answer to that question might help in dealing with the economic 
crisis in Europe. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 1, 1968, author-lecturer Helen Keller, who ealaaed a college degree despite being blind and deaf 



most of her life, died in Westport, Conn. 

¯ See This Front Pag& 
¯ Bu)~ This Front Pag~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com 

Monday, July 9, 2012 12:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

It might be useti~l. 

782350.pdf; ATT00001 .c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Thursday, July 26, 2012 10:29 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 

RE: WRAL-TV Request 

DearJoseph, 

The main response has been to refer them to Dee Reid at the Dean’s office. 1 am not sure if this report visited your home today, but did stop by many of our homes. 

From= Jordan, Joseph F 
Sent= Thursday, July 26, 2012 10:27 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Fwd: WRAL-TV Request 

How have we responded to these requests 

Sent ti~m my little magic thin~ 

Begin forw~:rded tnessage: 

From: "Hartness, Efin" <ehartness~wral.com> 

Date: July 26, 2012 5:44:30 PM EDT 

To: ’"il]ordan~f~email.unc~edu’" <if!ordan~ema~l.unc.edu> 
Subject: WRAL-TV Request 

Professor Jordan, 

I hope you are well. We are continuing to follow the story about the past problems in the African and Afro American Studies Department. We are 

interested in interviewing current faculty members in the Department. Is there concern about the Department’s reputation? Would you be willing to 

speak with us? 

Thanks. 

Erin 

Efin Ha:rtness 

Reporter 

ehartness(i~wral.com 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kerr, Randall <rkerr@wral.com~ 

Monday, August 6, 2012 10:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

~RAI, Question 

Professors Sahle and Regester, 

We’re getting ready to do a story on Independent Studies classes that were heavily attended by athletes. The two of you are instructors of record (AFAM 

Summer Session i     Regester & AFRI    Summer Session 2     Sahle). We have questioned the university about number of students in these independent 

studies classes and have other faculty members who have concerns about the number of students enrolled in each class. 

University records show there were only 5 football players who were AFAM majors 

Do either of you have any recollection of working with these young men? While it’s not unheard of, we’re told it is rare for a student to take an 

Independent Studies course outside of their major.. 

Thanks, 

Randall 

Randall Kerr 

Senior Producer, WRAL Investigates 

Cell:              Ottice: (919) 821-8742 

rkerr@wral.com or investigate~wral.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 7:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - Science Educators - Fall Discount tbr PBS Environmental Series 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 2,500 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. 

is hosted by Matt Damon and features environmental visionary Lester Brown, Nobel Laureate Paul Krugman, 
Prize winner Thomas Friedman, former Governor and Secretary Bruce Babbitt, along with other scholars 

Back to School Special 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 
State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click ._h____e___r__e__. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, 
e-mail screensco with your request. 

"i;.= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Courtright, Patty <patt¥_courtright@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 3:30 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krianken@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

<hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Departmental updates for Gazette and UNC homepage 

Gazette Article_Departmental Changes.docx; Sable Spotlight for UNC homepage.docx 

Eunice, Kenneth and Reginald -- 

Thank you again for speaking with me last week about all the important changes for the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. I am attaching two draft documents 

for your review. 

One is the Q&A for the upcoming issue of the Gazette. We covered quite a lot of ground in our conversation, and the best way to convey that is to use as much of what you said as 

possible; that’s why [ decided to use a O,&A format. I had to edit some of your comments to fit the format and the space we have, so please let me know if I need to correct or 

clarify anything. 

Then, we’d like to include a story for the UNC homepage that describes the fundamental changes and links to the Gazette O.&A for more details. That’s the second document I’ve 

attached. Those stories are geared more for the general reader and often link to other University websites for additional information. The Daniel Kreiss story that’s currently 

featured (www.unc.edu)is a good example. 

1’11 need your feedback for both stories by the end of the day next Wednesday, Sept. 5, please. I also will forward the stories to a few other colleagues, particularly so people in the 

College have had a chance to see them, but I wanted to get everything in your hands as quickly as possible. 

We’ll need good visual elements for the stories. I had asked about having Dan Sears take a photo of the three of you sometime tomorrow since he is on vacation next week. His 

schedule is filling up, but first thing in the morning (8:30 to 9:00) is still open, and he is also available between 11:00 and noon, then again at the end of the day. If you can let me 

know later today if any of those times will work, that would be very helpful. And I apologize for the short timeframe. 

Also, i’m going to ask our designer to create a world map that pinpoints the areas where your faculty members have their research interests concentrated (based on the maps you 

gave me last week). We’d like to include that map with both stories. 

Thank you for wading through this long email message. Don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 

Patty 

P.S. If you’d rather call me, I’m al 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 7:05 PM 

~live. unc.edtr~ 

Reick Dee <deereid(c)!unc.edu>; Harflyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <l~.anken@emafil.unc.edu> 

Follow up - RE: DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Wednesday, 5: :tO PM 
To-" 
C¢; Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Dear Mr. 

This is in response to your email below and your conversation today with Professor Kenneth Janken, the Director of Undergraduate Studies in our department. 

Based on a story in your paper last week commenting on my remarks at the Board of Governors’ panel, I concluded that DTH was aware of the significant reforms that the 
department has instituted since last fall. Please see attached the remarks pertaining to developments and reforms in the department that I highlighted at that panel. In 
addition, I am resending the Contract for Independent Studies Courses that the Dean’s office sent to DTH a while back. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Eunice SaNe 

From; Nlive.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tues~day 9:35 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: DTH Inquiry about AFAM changes 

Hi Eunice, 
My name is and I am contacting you on behalf of the Editorial Board of the The Daily Tar Heel. On Thnrsday, we are running an editorial abont the 

name change of the AFAIvl depaxtment. We are going to come from the angle that we think that the department should show transparent change over the conrse of the 

ne~ few months and it should show change than jnst the name. Are you able to tell us of some paNcular changes that roll be coming? These can be oft-the- record if 

you would like. If you are unable to respond via email or would rather talk on the phone, I am available tomorrow fiom (11-2), if you could let me know beforehand. 

My phone number is 

Thank~ 



FIXRII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Indian Books Utxtate - ~-Atii ca/12F 12t t 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

--~& fl-ic a/12F 12H 

Here is a one recent title on the area/s of your specialisation added to 
our database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 20 Oct 2012**. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin ~vhile ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

2012 

Terrorism : Understanding the New Security Challenges / Nlral~jan Dass 1 st 
ed. New Delhi, M. D Publicatinns Pvt. I,td 2012. viii, 304 p. 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 45.80 (Ubd.) Your Price: $ 41.20 (Ubd) 
ISBN: 9788175333659 KK-105291 

Others 

1. Agriculture in Development of Select African Countries : Linkages with 
Trade, Producuvity, Livelihood and Food Security. Jaipur, CUTS Consumer 
Uni~" and Trust Socie~’. 2011. 
List Price: $ 34.60 (Ubd.) Your Price: $ 31.20 (Ubd) 
ISBN: 9788182571426 KK-104262 

2. Competition Policy : Essential Element [’or Private Sector Development in 
Eastern and Southern Africa / Udai S Mehta and Rijit Sengupta. Jaipur, 
CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment & Economic Reg 2008. 
List Price: $ 25.00 (Ubd.) Your Price: $ 22.50 (Ubd) 
ISBN: 9788182571143 KK-104273 

3. Competition Regimes in the World : A Civil Society Report / Dadeep S 
Mehta. Jmpur, CUTS Centre for Competitinn, Investment & Economic Reg. 2006 

List Price: $ 20000 (Ubd) YourPrice: $180.00 (Ubd) 
ISBN: 8182570(~t6      KK-104290 

4. Epidemiology of HIV/AIDS in South At~ica / Santosh Kumar. 1st ed. 
Gurgaon, Hope India Publications. 2011. 230 p. ills. maps. 22 cm. 
ListPrice: $45.80 YottrPrice: $41.20 
ISBN: 8178711583 KK-106781 

5. From the Bottom Up : Capacit’y Building on Competition Policy in Select 
Co~xtries of Eastern and Southern Africa. Jaip~, CUTS Centre for 
Compctition, Investment & Economic Reg. 2007. 

ListPrice: $55.00(Ubd.) YourPrice: $49.50(U~od.) 
ISBN: 9788182570825 KK-104268 

6. Pan-African Event, India and Antarctica / N. C. Pant. Kolkata, 
Geological Survey of India. 2008. (Geological Sur,~ey of India, Special 
Publication - No. 91). 
ListPrice: $26.90(Ubd.) YourPrice: $24.20(U~od.) 

KK-104130 

7. A Time for Action : Analysis of Competition Law Regimes of Select West 
African Countries. Jaipur, CUTS Centre for Corapetition, Investment & 
Economic Reg. 2010. 
Vol. 1. The Gambia, Ghana and Nigeria. 
ListPrice: $65.00(Voh 1)(U~od.) YourPrice: $58.50(Vol. 1)(L~od.) 
ISBN: 9788182571402     KK-104264-v.001 

8. A Time for Action : Analysis of Competition Law Regimes of Select West 
African Countries. Jaipur, CUTS Centre for Competition, Investment & 
Economic Reg 2010. 
Voh 2 Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal and Togo. 
List Price: $65.00 (Voh 2)(LNd) YourPrice: $5850 (Vol 2)(L~od.) 
ISBN: 9788182571433     KK-1(;,4264-v.002 

9. Towards iVlore Inclusive Trade Policy Making : Process and Role of 
Stakeholders in Select Aticican Countries Jaipur, CUTS Consumer Ul’~i~- and 
Tlqast Society,. 2009. 

ListPrice: $26.90(Ubd) YourPrice: $24.20(L~od.) 
ISBN: 9788182571235 KK-1(;,4261 



10. Trade-development-poverg~" Linkages : Reflections J~com Selected Asian 
and Sub-Saharan African Countries / Razzaque, A. Mohammad and Selim 
Raihan. Jaipur, CUTS Consumer 12nity and Trust Society 2008 
List Price: $ 65.00 (Ubd.) Your Price: $ 58.50 (Ubd) 
ISBN: 9788182570979 KK-104297 

Prices indicated are in US dollars 

Libraries & institutions ruay straight raise their purchase orders third our 
sites, e-ruail, fax or post and pay- routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thru our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K.AGENC1ES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our coraprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.coru>, 
<w~’.kkagencies.co.in> & <wa~w.GetIndiatff3ooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Niittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
F,-mails: kkagencies@snl.com, info@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: ~wzw.kkagencies.co.in, www.kkagencies.coru 

www. GetIndiatff3 ooks.c om 
More sites: www.kkagencies co.irdsitemap 
Phone: (~0091/11)25465925 Fax: (+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you ~vish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinman <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 4:05 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: [wmst] "ElseM~ere" -- an Opera about Women 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [wmst] "El~where" -- an Opera about Women 

Date:Sun, 30 Sep 2012 15:29:45 -0400 

From:Karen Booth <kmbooth(a)email.unc.edu> 
Reply-To:The wms~t ma~ling lis~ <wms~)lis~serv.unc.edu> 

Organization:Depa~ment of Women’s and Gender Studies, UNC-CH 

To:The wms~t ma~ling lis~ <wms~)lis~serv.unc.edu> 

Elsewhere, a CelloOpera with Maya Beiser, cello 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 - 7:30 PM at Memorial Hall, UNC-CH campus 

Tickets: 

Single: $25 

Student Single: $10 

***if you arc interested in taking your students as a group, please contact Joy Kasson (jskasson(~email.unc.edu) for assistance in 

arranging for group at possibly reduced ticket cost**** 

Created by Maya Beiser and Robert Woodruff 

Elsewhere is a "CelloOpera" by Maya Beiser, a viituosic cellis~ and diva of the avant-garde, and director Robert Woodmfi; iEaturing vocalis~ Helga Davis. The work 

is a haunting new multimedia pertbnnance that stages two dramatic interpietations of apoca]yptic visions. 

The initial movement unfolds in a series oflette~ from a woman watching her world sloMy coming to an end, evoked in a lush composition by Eve Beglarian that 

features text by the Belgian Snrrealist Henri Michaux. 

The second act presents the story of Lot’s wife, who mnst bear witness to the violent end of her world, creating a conversation between two women who are separated 
by distance and time, and yet are joined by the urgency of their questions about the brutal nature of the world. 

Featuring an assemblage of original video, choreography ~md stage environments under the direction of Robert Woodrutt~ Elsewhere is a s~tunning showcase of 

postmodem collabx~mtion, with tihns by Peter Nigfini; scenic design by Pdcca~do Hem~mdez; costumes by Kasia Walicka Mmmone; and lighting design by Mamti 

Evans. 

For more information, go to: 

https://www.car~inaperf~rningarts.~rg/perf~rmances~event.aspx?id~fdc2d9f-4~-4 78a-82fe-8da ~ a ~ 2d4e ~ 2 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul:~ 

sej-faculty as: <a href "maJlto:eanice@emaAl.unc.e&t">eunice@email.unc.edu~a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br> 

emaA1 to <a hte~"m~Alto:leave-32224992- 3692316.5edd0fl2bib180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32224992- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 9:09 AM 

Leslie Strohm [leslie strohm@unc.edu] 

l~L: Contact 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 i0:55 All 

To-" Leslie Strohm [leslie_strohm@unc.edu] 
Subject: Contact 

Dear Leslie, 

Call me - 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

- when you have a moment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ncsu.edu> 

Monday, 1:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Question ficom student 

Ms. Sable, 

My name is~              and I am at N.C. State. I’m writing a paper for a journalism class on the UNC AFAM department and its history. Could I set up an 
interview time ruth you before December? 

I’m also hoping to get ~me statistics, if that is OK. 

In short, iu the wake of the academic scalldal, all everyone has looked at is the athletics side. I’m curious what has happened to the department because not only is it an 
academic issue, but given the subject matter of the depaxtmenl, some have inevitably made it a race issue, whether they should have or not. 

1. Wheu was tile UNC AFAM department fouuded? 

2. Could I get the demoglaphics of the depa(tment for the past 10 years? 

3. Could I get job placelneut numbers for the past 10 years? 

4. Could I get the number of applications to the department for the past 10 years? 

I looked at the records the universi~ keeps online and they don’t give enrollment numbers by college or major. They give demographics, but only on the universi~ as a 
whole. 

I will probably also give you a call. I know it is Thanksgiving week, but my paper is uot due until and fl~is can’t be a "night-of’ paper. 

I mn pertEctly aware I will probably need to maI:e the drive to Chapel Hill a couple times wNle I mn writing. 

Sincereb; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, ;4:11PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:55 PM 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu>; McGowa~, John <jpm@email.unc.edu~; Hirschfield, James <jhirscht~email.unc.edu>; 

Weisert, Lee <weisert@email.unc.edu>; Simpson, Bland <bsimpson@email.unc.edu~; Colver. Reed <rcolver@unc.edu>; Meai~a, Jetti~ey 

<mea~za@email.unc.edu>; Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@email.unc.edu>; CoNe, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu-~; Taylor, Beverly W 

<btaylo@email.unc.edu>; Sdtde, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Scales, Ti~n <tscales@e~nail.unc.edu>; Pollock~ Della 

<pollock@email.unc.edu>; Alexander Cra£t, Renee Jacqueline <renee.alexa~der.cmft@unc.edt~-; Mumby, Dennis K 

<mumby@e~na~l.unc.edtt>; Kalz, Mark <mkatz@e~nail.unc.edu>; Weiss, Ken <kweis@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Adviso~)~ Committee for the Process Series 

Partners and Members of the Advisory Board for the Process Series: 

This is        . Joseph’s workstudy student and the                                  Below is a link to the Doodle poll to schedule the first Advisory Board 
meeting. Please fill this out, and I will send an email in a few days with the final time. It will be held at IAH no matter what time the meeting is. Please note that there is an "If 
need be" option so that you can make note of which available times might be more difficult. 

http: !/www.doodle.com!7 hyu N briq mp259k 

If you need anything, you can reach me at this email address or at ~gmail.com. Thank you! 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence [megel@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday,              :t:46 PM 
To: McGowan, John;Hirschfield, James; Weisert, Lee; Simpson, Bland; Colver, Reed; Meanza, Jeffrey; Navalinsky, David B; CoNe, McKay; Taylor, Beverly; SaNe, Eunice; 

Scales, Timothy; Pollock, Della; Alexander Craft, Renee; Mumby, Dennis; Katz, Mark; Ken Weiss 

Subject: Advisory Committee for the Process Series 

To our new partners and members of the advisory committee for the Process Series. 

Hope the beginning of the year has treated you well. 

We are planning a meeting the week of Feb. 4th or llth. 

My work study student,          will be sending you a google schedule doc (or similar scheduling tool) to determine when the best time for our next meeting for the new 
Advisory Committee the Process Series. It will be held at the IAH. 

These are are current representatives as far as 1 understand, If you have different or another member to recommend please let me know (including any at large suggestions). 
Though we want to keep the committee to a reasonable number. 

From IAH John McGowan 
From Drama David Navalinsky (McKay CoNe chair) 
From Art Jim Hirschfield 

From Music Lee Weisert <weisert(d)email.unc.edu> (Mark Katz chair) 
From English & Comparative Lit Heidi Kim & Bland Simpson (Beverly Taylor chair) 
From Comm Studies Della Pollock and Renee Alexander Craft (Derails Mumby chair) 
From African American/African Studies Eunice Sahle chair 
From Playmakers Jeff Mem~a 

From CPA Reed Colver 

At large members: 
Jules Odendahl James - Duke 
Ken Weiss 
Tim Scales. mmketing specialist 

The agenda for the meeting includes: 

1. Selection and budgeting for next yeax 2013-14 (we have $16,000 in hand at this point with more to raise) 

2. Student Selection 

3. ~vV1 & Water Projects 

4. Development - funding (strategic partners/residency grant,endowment) 

5. Swain Hall - raJsing funds ibr flexible seating black box mad creating a "slnaxt stage" - digital media m~d performance space (in partnership with CPA?) 

Please bring ideas for possible selection for next year (or coming years). Check in with your faculU for ideas. Look at visiting artists that might be aheady coming. 

I will also send you proposals for projects that are already in the works. 

Thankyou, 

Joseph Megel 



Director of the Process Series 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:~9-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <proquestmai199@proquest.com > 

Monday, FebruaD~ 18, 2013 8:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Free Access to Explore the Emancipation ProclaJnation 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

:~.; ProQue~tl 

Celebrate Black History Month 

with free access and trials of key ProQuest resources 



~i: ProQuest2 

Celebrate the 150th Anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation with free access and trials 

of ProQuest resources during Black History Month. 



Gain valuable insightr~from first-hand accounts before the Emancipation Proclamation and how it 

has changed history through present day. 

Complimentary access to the following resources through February: 

ProQ~uest Historical News agApersC - Black News apAgers--See 

the actual coverage of the Emancipation Proclamation on 

January 2, 1863 in the NewYork Daily Tribune and coverage of 

events that provide the complete story in eight more full-image 

titles that are cross-searchable with other ProQuest Historical 

Newspapers, ProQuest Civil War Era, and with the Black 

Studies Center. Access it free now 

Black Studies Center_- Read Dr. Chad Williams-- (Brandeis 

University) essay on the historiography of African Americans 

and the Military to understand howthe Emancipation 

Proclamation fundamentally shaped the relationship of Blacks 

and the military. Access it free now. 

.~.i books 

ProQuest Civil War Era--Comprehensive, full-image primary 

source materials cover a vast range of topics that led to the 

abolitionist movement and emancipation. Access it free now. 

ProQuest African American Herita(le--Search records critical 

to African American family research in this groundbreaking 

digital resource. You may find records on ancestors dating back 

to the time of the Emancipation Proclamation. Access it free 

now. 

Explore slavery with key ProQuest History Vault modules: 

Slaverv and the Law 

Southern Life and African American Histow, 

1775--1915 Plantations Records 

Black Freedom Stru(l~lle in the 20th Centurv 

NAACP Pagers Collections ... skin up for the webinar 

tomorrow, 11:00 a.m. ET and the webinar on Women 

during the Civil Rights Era, March 5, 11:00 a.m. ET 

Forward this message, and ask your librarian to sign up for free trials of ProQuest History Vault. 

Plus, see all of the ProQuest History Vault modules and LibGuides 

Explore the issues relating to colonial plantations and slave trade in the West Indies between 1563 

and 1757 in Colonial State Papers. And see original written accounts of Emancipation 

Proclamation celebrations across the country from South Carolina to San Francisco, in rare 

publications in Black Abolitionist Papers. Ask your librarian to sign up for free trials. 

Be sure to also check out complementary ebrary Black History Month resources and our 

additional diversity databases: Ethnic Newswatch, African American Biographical Database, 

African American Poetry, Twentieth-Century African American Poetry, and more. 



~ii ProQuest3 

ProQuest, 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message. 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Se~t: Tuesday, 9:22 AM 

To: @unc.edu-~ 

Sub.iet’t: Cumculum questions 

Dear 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

Just a quite note to let you know that the Business Officer 03a Williams) and the Administrative Assistant (Travis Gore) are not involved in curriculum issues in the department. 
If you have any questions concerning curriculum matters, kindly contact me. In case I am away, Professor Kenneth Janken usually stands in for me in his role as the DUS. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 1:51 PM 

Hello 

~unc.edu> 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am wondering if you could help with tr 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday,              7:04 PM 

~liYe.unc.edu:~ 

1~: AFAM classes 

t;rom: 
Sent: Friday, 
37o: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: AFAM classes 

4:35 PM 

Eunice Sahle, 

I was looking to enroll in an AFAM or AFRI class [’or next semester, however I can’t fred any classes on connect carolina. Whenever I search for an AFAM or AFRI class, no matter what 
the course number is, it also comes up with the message that states "the search returns no results that match the criteria specified" My advisor recommended that I email someone in the 
department to check and see what this means. Have the classes not been posted yet? Are there none being offered next semester? Or could this possibty be a problem with connect 

carolina? 

I really hope you can help me figure this out. I was really looking forward to taking some of these classes. 

Than ~ so much and hope you’re having a wonderful holiday weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Business Leaders Pushing Election of Council Allies 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Friday, May 31, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Editorials 

I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Business Leaders Pushing Election of Council Allies 
By RAYMOND HERNANDEZ 

The group Jobs for New York plans to get involved in up to 25 Council districts, 

backing candidates who support jobs, building affordable housing and an 

improved economy. 

Colleges Show Uneven Effort to Enroll Poor 
By RICHARD PI~REZ-PE~A 

Colleges say they are eager to find and enroll low-income 

students, but with the cost high, some do a lot more than others. 

The Questions Keep Coming for Rutgers 
By STEVE EDER 

New details about the vetting process for Rutgers’s new athletic 

director, Julie Hermann, raise serious questions about how she 

was chosen to restore a tarnished program. 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes,com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: ’Expo 1: New York’ 

A look at the multisite show featuring works by Olafur Eliasson, 

Chris Burden and others. 

: Related Review 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Getting a Fair Share From Multinationals 
How can the United States government get more tax revenue 

from global corporations while letting them stay competitive? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If I give them blood, I will learn where my father is, 

which body is his." 

HASIBUk ISkAM REAZ, lO, whose father is presumed to have been killed in the collapse of a 
factory building in Bangladesh. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Grim Task of Identifying Factories’ Dead 

Overwhelms Bangladeshi Lab 
By JIM YARDLEY 

Anger over the Rana Plaza collapse has intensified the pressure 

on a small lab struggling to make DNA matches with the remains 

of about 300 unidentified victims. 

Assad Warns Israel, Claiming a Stockpile of 

Russian Weapons 
By ANNE BARNARD and NElL MacFARQUHAR 

President Bashar al-Assad of Syria spoke confidently in an 

interview with Hezbollah-owned television as his opposition 

appeared to be fracturing further. 

¯ American Woman Killed in Fighting With Rebels, Family Says 

U.N. Court Acquits 2 Serbs of War Crimes 
By MARLISE SIMONS 

In a surprise verdict, two close aides of the former Serbian President Slobodan 

Milosevic were found not liable for crimes committed by secret combat units 

they had commanded. 

................................................................................................ (0~ r~re ~0dd r~e~s, g0 to N¥~irne~�om!Wor!d ~ 

U.S. 

Is ’No Fun’ Sign Next? California Beach Bonfires 

May Be Doused 
By IAN LOVETT 

Air quality regulators, citing pollution and health risks, have 

proposed removing more than 800 fire pits that dot the coastline 



of Los Angeles and Orange Counties. 

BURLINGTON JOURNAL 

Bridge Collapse Tears at a Town’s Economy 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

With cars and trucks detoured after the collapse of an Interstate 

5 bridge, a Washington town of 8,5oo is struggling. 

Holder Weighs Tighter Rules on Prosecutors in 

Leak Cases 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr., under fire over investigative 

tactics at the Justice Department, has opened internal 

discussions over new limits on seeking information that could identify reporters’ 

S0uFces. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Broadway babies 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

After the applause comes homework 

A conversation with: John Malkovich 

Business 

A New Step in Wrestling With the Bra 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Jockey has devised a new way to measure bra sizes and offers a 

$20 kit to help women get a better fit. 

Unions Press to End Special Trade Status for 

Bangladesh 
By IAN URBINA 

After several deadly factory disasters in Bangladesh, Obama 



administration officials remain conflicted over what measures 
would work best to improve labor conditions there. 

¯ U.S. Retailers Announce New Factory Safety Plan 

, Grim Task of Identifying Factories’ Dead Overwhelms Bangladeshi Lab 

Promising African Development Fund Collapses 
By BARRY MEIER and RUN NIXON 

A program financed by the Agency for International Development is dissolving 
because of mismanagement, insider dealings and a lack of federal oversight. 

................................................................................... EO r r~ ore b ~lsir~ e ss r~e~s! go tP N ~T!mes:�om~Bu s! nes Stt 

Sports 

METS 3, YANKEES 1 

Where No Mets Have Gone Before 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

In 16 previous years of interleague play, no Mets team had swept 

a season series from the Yankees. Yet one of the most ill- 
equipped Mets teams finally did. 

¯ ~. Box Score I Returning Teixeira Will Displace Valuable Contributor 

¯ Roundup: Cubs’ Wood Solid on Mound and Even Better at the Plate 

GAME 5: HEAT 90, PACERS 79 

James Leads Third-Quarter Charge as Heat Gain 
Edge 
By HOWARD BECK 

LeBron James scored 16 of his 3o points in a critical third 
quarter, as Miami took Game 5 over Indiana to move within a victory of its third 
straight N.B.A. finals. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

McIlroy’s Struggles Continue in First Round of 
the Memorial 
By KAREN GROUSE 

Rory McIlroy, the former world No. i coming off a missed cut last 
week on the European Tour, shot a six-over 78, 13 shots behind 

the leader, Chaff Schwartzel. 

............................................................................................. F0~ ~re sp~rts r~e~’s! g~ t~ N’~~imes~�0m~Sp0rts ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Artist’s Force Field, Frozen in Time 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The cast-iron building in SoHo where Donald Judd lived and 
worked has been restored and will be open to public tours, 

starting on Monday. 



Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE’ 

A Little Groucho Marx, a Little King Solomon 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Christopher Lloyd stars in "The Caucasian Chalk Circle," a 

fablelike play by Bertolt Brecht about a woman who impulsively 

adopts a baby abandoned by its mother. 

On Tabloid Tours, the View Is Tawdry 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

Two bus tours take riders on a tabloid excursion around 

Manhattan to revisit the sites of celebrity mayhem and mischief. 

For more arts news~ go to NYTimes,comlArts ~ 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE EAST’ 

Falling for the Anarchy She Was Sent to Fight 
By A. O. SCOTT 

A group of anarchists near the Mason-Dixon line are determined 

to hold the poisoners and polluters of the executive class 

accountable for their actions. 

. ~’~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’The East’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SHADOW DANCER’ 

Watch Your Back, Even in the Family 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

Politics, secret agents and strained family relations are part of 

"Shadow Dancer," a thriller set in Britain. 

¯ They’re Called ’Troubles’ for a Reason 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’AFTER EARTH’ 

A Father-Son Outing Goes Terribly Wrong 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"After Earth," the Will Smith-Jaden Smith vehicle directed by M. 

Night Shyamalan, a boy and his dad crash-land on a planet that 

their ancestors ruined and fled. 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes.comlMovies ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Going Public With Cancer 

While attending a young adult cancer conference in Las Vegas, 

the Life, Interrupted columnist Suleika Jaouad reflects on how 

revealing her cancer experiences has helped her build a 

community. 



~ VIDEO: Resisting Conformity in Thailand 
Thai schools are a drill sergeant’s dream. Discipline and 

conformity rule, but some students have begun calling for the 

abolition of the "mechanistic" education system. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Policy Lessons From Texas 

Evan Smith, editor in chief of The Texas Tribune, on how the 

83rd Texas legislative session may inform the national debate on 

Medicaid expansion, immigration policy and the Tea Party. 

............................................................................................................. E0[ mor# ~!d#0, g0 ~0 NyTimes~c0m/Video )t 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

No Replacement for Corporate Taxes 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Corporate income taxes need to be reformed, not abolished. 

EDITORIAL 

Attacks on Muslims in Myanmar 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The government must speak and act against extremist violence ifMyanmar 

wants to realize its democratic aspirations. 

EDITORIAL 

Hate Speech on Facebook 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The company has finally moved to further restrict hate speech directed at 

women, but its slow response may be indicative of a deeper problem in 

technology companies. 

.................................................................................................... E0r m0[e 0p!r~i£r~, go t0 N~’T!mes,�om!Op!nion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Heights of Fancy 
By THOMAS LESLIE 

What is America’s tallest tower? It’s not as clear as it seems. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Romantic Advantage 
By DAVID BROOKS 

China may be the world’s second-largest economy, but when it 

comes to branding, the United States still wins. 

¯ Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

From the Mouths of Babes 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The ugly and destructive war on food stamps, which do good for 

both families and the economy, doesn’t make sense. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

..................................................................................................... FOE I~10r~ 0pir~!0r~! gO t£ N~Tirnes:�0n!!OpinJ0n 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 31, 1889, more than 2,000 people perished when a dam break 
sent water rushing through dohnstown, Pa. 
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FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I !!iiiii!:: @NYTimes I ::i~!~i:~ Pinterest 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Iranan, Education Portal <sar~education-portaLcom> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 11:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Over 4,000 online lessous to help your students 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Education Portal has over 4,000 online lessons that you can use to supplement and strengthen your instruction. Our videos are bite-sized (5- 
10 minutes long), taught by subject matter experts and available to you at no cost. With summer fast approaching, I hope that you keep 
these resources in mind as you prepare for your next semester. 

See all 4,000 video lessons here: http://education-portal.com/academy/course/index.html 

You can also browse our lessons by subject: 

Science (882 videos) 

Humanities (60 videos) 

Foreign Language (19 videos) 

Math (322 videos) 

English (24s videos) 

Business (438 videos) 

Social Science (366 v deos) 

History (2s6 videos) 

About Education Portal Lessons 

¯ No cost to you or your students 

° 4,000+ lessons 
¯ Short, bite-sized videos (5-10 minutes long) 

¯ Taught by subject matter experts 

What’s the catch? 

We understand you may think this seems too good to be true, but there’s no catch - really! Our mission at Education Portal is to make 

education accessible to everyone, everywhere. Because of that mission, our courses are completely free for anyone to use with no barriers to 
access and they will always remain that way. 

Try one and tell us what you think 

We offer a wide range of subject areas and are adding new lessons every day. Search for lessons by subiect area. We’re always open to 
feedback and I would love to hear what you think! 

Share them with your students 

Our lessons are a great resource as your students prepare for final exams. You can share them with your students by sending them this link: 

http: //education-portal.com/academy/course/index.html 

I hope you will also keep them in mind as you plan your lessons for next term. 

Check back for new lessons 

We’re adding over 60 new video lessons per week, so check back frequently! 

Questions? 

If you have any questions or hesitations please feel free to contact me. I love to hear how professors are using our lessons and answer their 

questions. 



Best regards, 

Sara [nman 

Education Portal 

About Education Portal 

Education Portal is dedicated to using technology to make education accessible. We’ve been around for ten years and our free video lessons 
are our newest and boldest way to achieve this goal. Our lessons are and always will remain completely free to use with no barriers to access. 

1[’o unsubscribe, click here 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

julius chogawana ~yahoo.co.uk> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:48 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

e-mail address for seudi white ofmalawi 

may you please provide me the e-m~l address for seudi white of molawi, i would like her to assist ~ne with ~naterials on women’s fights issues in malawi. 

thanks, 

julius. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearfl~ <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 10:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - Summer Cumcnlum Review - Environmental Series 

In a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental 
issues, Journey to Planet Earth is a 12-episode DVD series that fulfills that challenge 
-- perfect for educators or media libraries, 

Through an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical 
sciences and draw connections to politics, economics, sociology, and history. 
Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the most 
popular environmental series in North America. Matt Damon hosts the series. 

[.~iii j2pe: thestateof theoceansanimals 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must 

buy for media libraries." -- School Library Journal 

"A valuable addition to any environmental library. Works weft either as an introduction to current 

environmental problems or as the springboard for further discussion after the topics have been 

presented in greater detail."-- NSTA Recommends 

"High Quality. Stimulates critical thinking and facilitates the integration of biology, botany, economics, 

environmental studies, ecology, and sociology." -- California Instructional Technology Clearinghouse 

Special Summer Curriculum Offer 

Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Episodes Free 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Episodes Free 

Individual Episodes Available 

More Details About the Special Offer 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearfl~ <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Environmental Series 

In a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental 
issues, Journey to Planet Earth is a 12-episode DVD series that fulfills that challenge 
-- perfect for educators or media libraries, 

Through an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical 
sciences and draw connections to politics, economics, sociology, and history. 
Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the most 
popular environmental series in North America. Matt Damon hosts the series. 

[.~iii j2pe: thestateof theoceansanimals 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must 

buy for media libraries." -- School Library Journal 

"A valuable addition to any environmental library. Works weft either as an introduction to current 

environmental problems or as the springboard for further discussion after the topics have been 

presented in greater detail."-- NSTA Recommends 

"High Quality. Stimulates critical thinking and facilitates the integration of biology, botany, economics, 

environmental studies, ecology, and sociology." -- California Instructional Technology Clearinghouse 

Back to School Special Offer 

Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Episodes Free 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Episodes Free 

Individual Episodes Available 

More Details About the Special Offer 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:34 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Let Freedom Ring with Trials of Black Studies Resources 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

This year, we’re celebrating the 50th anniversary of the 

Civil Pdghts March and P1artin Luther King’s hbtodc speech 

at the L~nco~n NemoriaL In ~act, some ~cky ProQues[ 

empbyees attended the CMI R~ghts March celebration 

he~d ~n WasNngton D,C, 

~ I~ra~’~an t~ ~¢J~ ~ f~ f~ee t~~al~ of an array of 
complementary digi[ized resources with contort[ that isn’[ 
available anywhere else, 

Provide access to profoundly personal documents thaL 
i]]aminate the adtistic, social, scientific, al?d political thinkJng 
and actMsm from the people of that time. Pdmary 
sources promcCe a deeper anderstanding of h~stoG, as ~t 
really happened ~ and encourage additbnal research that 
devebps crNcN thinking sMIB and changes perspectives to 
continue to influence h~s~orv, 

~] freedomring 

"History Vault is an absofute first<ate research tool, the 

single best on-line resource in Afl°ican-American and 20th 

centary Mstory I have ever encountered," 

- Dr, Eric Arnesen (George Washh~gton Unive~s~W) 

proQ~est, 789 E, Eisenhower P~’vy. A;m Arbor, 1’4:~ 48108 

I~ yoa woald p..’eter ..",or lo receiv8 fudi:e~ messsges flora this se..",de..’, plsase Click Here and co..",fi..’m your reques.L~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rucker, Walter C <~wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 8:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Final Exam question 

A!LAJ) 290 Final Exam A Fall 2013.doc 

Dear Eunice, 

I have attached the exam to this email, To make it simple, I did not create two different versions of the exam. All 21 students will complete version A, The exam 

will be held in Wilson Hall Room 2:[7 from 8 unti~ t:l.a. ~f students finish early, they are norma~V free to ~eave, 

~ wil~ con[:act them ~ia S~;k~ to cotwey ~n[ormation about l:he~r rem~n~ng grade items, 

Thank ¥ot~ for your ~ssis~:ance, }~opeft~lV the will have ~; s.:?h.~tkm for me ~:omorrow, 

Best, 

Wa~ter 

Aliic~m~ Ali’ic~m ~erican, & Diaspora Studies 

107 Battle Hall 
Cha~)ei Hill NC 27599-3395 
ht~)s:/,’sJtes.Aoo~Ie.co~rb’site/<kwultem~cke~;’ 

Fmm~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Nonday, December 09, 2013 6:38 PN 
Te~ Rucker, Waiter C 
Subject= Re: Fina~ Exam question 
Dear Walter, 
I am ve~’ sony to hear about tNs development. 

Kindly send the exam k~ me tonigN ~d I will deal with the proctoring issue. 

Take care and get well ~on, 

EuNce 

On Dec 9, 2013, at 6:28 PM, "Rucker, Walter C" <~ntcker@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope all is well. Over the weekend, I 

My dilemma is "that my final exam is al~ ~heduled tbr tomom~w fa)m 8a to 1 la. Getting a proctor at this late hour will be difficult. I know there 

accreditation issues regarding the minimum number of contact hours that extend into final exams at UNC. Since I haven’t left the house since returning 

from on Saturday, I know I roll not be able to proctor the final tomorrow. Would it be possible tbr me to change the final exam to a 

take- home exam? 
Thanks in advance for your reply. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African, African American, & Diaspora Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle tlall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
httl~s:/,’sites.y~oo~4]e.cor~site/~hwaIlem~cker/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 6:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Urgent - Your outstanding research paper 

Dear 

My course records indicates that your research paper is still outstanding. Thus, this is to let you know that since you did not submit your research paper, you will be receiving a 
zero for this part of the course. 

Please confirm receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 1:59 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

From-" 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: AAAD 

1:32 PM 

tli, this is        again. I was writing to see if you would allow me to switch ti~om           Ms. Reges~ter said if you approved she would allow me. Could you 

plea~ let me know betbre Tuesday so I will know whether I can attend the class or not. Please allow me to switch. Thank you! 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 3:40 PM, ’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, this is again. I talked to Ms. Reges~ter and she ,said she would allow me to enroll in the class if it’s aJright with you. Please and thanlcs! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 11:14 PM, (a)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

My name is 

today instead of going to 

be approved by the department. I hope that you will allow me to make this change. I can definitely tell that I will enjoy 

more than    Please and Thanks. 

and I was writing to ask for permission to swap from AAAD    to AAAD    . I attended AAAD 

with hopes that the instructor could just add me to the class, but she informed me that this had to 

a lot 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 1:59 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

From-" 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: AAAD 

1:32 PM 

Hi, this is        again. I was writing to see if you would allow me to switch ti~om           Ms. Reges~ter said if you approved she would allow me. Could you 

plea~ let me know betbre Tuesday so I will know whether I can attend the class or not. Please allow me to switch. Thank you! 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On , at 3:40 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, this is again. I talked to Ms. Reges~ter and she ,said she would allow me to enroll in the class if it’s aJright with you. Please and thanlcs! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:14 PM, ,~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

My name is 

today instead of going to 

be approved by the department. I hope that you will allow me to make this change. I can definitely tell that I will enjoy 

more than    . Please and Thanks. 

and I was writing to ask for permission to swap from AAAD    to AAAD     I attended AAAD 

with hopes that the instructor could just add me to the class, but she informed me that this had to 

a lot 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural DiplomaW <mmouncment@culturaldiplomaw.org> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 7:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Call for Applications - The Seychelles African Econemics Congress 2014 (The Seychelles, Victoria; May 3M - 6th, 2014) 

- Carl for Appfica#ons- 

Forthcoming Academic Programs & International Conferences 
The Seychelles African Economics Congress 2014 

(The Seychelles, Victoria; May 3rd- 6th, 2014) 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

We are writing to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting oppo~Lmifies in the field of CulturM D~plomacy, as well as information about our upcoming InternsfionM 

Conference and Young Leade~’ Weeklong Sem~na~, to be hosted by the Academy for CulturM D~plomacy ~n pa~nership with ether ~eading organizations, You csn learn more 

about these opportunities and programs by readi£g the information shown below. 

those who you think could be interested in pmticipafing, 

S~ncerely, 

~ark C, Donf~ed 

Dffector General 

Mstitate for O~lt~ral Bi#lo~a~y 

Facebook >>:; ~#Z_~L; ~[£~_~#_~. 

info~cu~turaldip~omacy or9 

www.culturaldiplomacy or~ 
What/~ C:u/¢u~/D~b~omacy? Cl~ck Here 

CALL FOR APPLiCATiONS 

Te view the cernplete, recently announced ICD calendar of events for 20f 4, please click here. 

See also: www icd-conferences.orq 

The Academy for Cultural D~p~omacy o~ganizes a number of h~ternafional conferences, wMch take place throughout the year and areund the world, The conferences provkJe an 

oppo~unity fer larger audiences to actively pad~c~pate and engage ~n ~eclums, debates and discussions featuring high-prefi~e figures from the fields of ~ntemational po~tics, 

diplomacy, cuRure, academia, and the private sector. The events have an inclusive pad~cipafion policy and are open to indiv~duMs from all academic, cultural and profess~onM 

backgrounds. 

The Seychelles African Economics Congress 2014 

(The Seychelles, Victoria; May 3rd- 6th, 2014) 

With an average GDP gro~h rate of 5% [n 2012 and projections of significant acceleration, the current ’Rise of Afdca’ has surpassed all grov~h expectations or previous 

economic forecasts, effectively positioning Aft[ca as the worM’s fastest growing economy. Accompanied by decreasing h~flafion, heightened macroeconom~c stability and 

microeconom~c reforms, these treads have translated ~ato rapidly dropping pove~y rates and a growing middle c~ass thus paving the way towards the continent’s sustainable 

developmenL The possibilities are now endless ~o~ Africa’s ’Economic Lions’. 

~e acknowledging the contempot~ path to prosperity Afdca has embarked on, the Forum will seek to [u~ther accelerate gro~e~h rates ~n a sustainable and ~nc~usiona~ 

manner, so that the weaRh accumulated tdck~es down to ordh~a~ citizens and firmly secures the prosperity of generations to come. WMle gro~h ~s real and steady, ~t must 

be ensured that ~he benefits of this am reaped by all members o~ society, Thus, the conference wi~ focus on ways ~n which to ~ncmase the pad~c~pation of youth and women 

in the economy, harnessing the immense human capitM boasted by the Afdcan continent and unlocking the fu~ potential of the economic g~ant that is Afdca. Furthermore, the 

Forum w~l address the ~ssues of political stability necessa~ to fester economic gro~e~h. All these e~ements wil~ take into account the application of Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 

activff~es in Mdh~g current and future strategies of gro~h, therefore affording the conference a multi-faceted and dynamic character. 

Speakers & Delegates during the congress wi~ include amongs~ other, leading politicians and economists, senior diplomats, sen~or academics, renowned authors, 

journM~sts, and representatives fl’em the private sector. These speake~ will ~nc~ude a large number of individuals [rom the ICD Adviso~ Board. Te learn morn about the ~CD 

Adv[so~ Board, please click here. 

Speakers for the Congress ~nc~ude: 

. Minister Jean PaufAdam - MinisterofFo~ign Affairs of Seyche#es 

. Minister Pieffe Lapo~e - Minister of Finance of Seychefles 

* Sir James Mancham - Forff~er Pre.sqdent of Seychelles 

* Rupe~ Sin,,on - CEO of Seychelles Investment Board 

* Steve Fanny - CEO of Seychelles International ~us#~ess Authority 

~ GovemorCa~fineA~f- Govemorofthe CentralBankofSeychelles 

Symposium on CuRural Diplomacy & Religion 2014 

(Rome & Vatican City; March 31st- April 3rd, 2014) 

~.intedaithdialo~ue.de 

The Strasburg Conference on InternationM Law & Human Rights 

(Strasburg; April 8th - 10th, 2014) 

~.icd-masterprogram.or9 

~ BA P¢og¢~m in Pofltical Science with concentration on Cultural Diplemacy 

Combh~ed BA-MA Program in Po#tical Science, Global Governance and Cultural Diplomacy 

One Year MA in International Relations & Caltural Diplomacy 

One Year MA #~ Giebal Gevemance & Caitaral Diplomacy 

MA in Globa#zation & Cdtut~l Dipiemacy with concentration on Intematienai Relations 



MA Program in Analj4ic Philosophy with a Concentration in Cultural Diplomacy 
MA in international Rela#ons & Cultu¢~l Diplomacy 

MA h~ International Economics & Cultaral Dip#macy 
, Online MA in International Relations & Cultutal Diplomacy 

PhD Pro#ram in International Reladon & Cu#u~al Diplomacy 

~,.ccds-berlin.de 
~ International Relations & Cu#ural D~p#macy 

G#bal Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 
~ Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 

~ Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & #~e G#bal Markets 
~ Cultural D~p#macy by #~e Aft& Music and Cinema 

Cultural Dip#macy & the Eutopean-Af#can Affiance 
Weeklon# Seminars in Cultural Dip#macy 

~ ccds-dista nce-learainq.de 
~n~emat~onal Relations & Cultu~a~ Diplomacy 

Global Governance & Cultural D~plomacy 
Cultura~ Diplomacy, Susta~aaMe Development & the Global Ma[kets 

~ Cultural D~plomacy & the New Media 
Cultural D~plomacy & Conflict Zone Med~atbn 

~ Cu~tura~ Diplomacy for D~plomats 

~ oyed.or~ 
The OYED Young Leaders’ Forums are ~nternafiona~ networks of like-minded young ~nd~viduals w~th an ~nterest in developh~g, supposing, and sustaining intercultural relations, 
Ove[ the past decade, the OYED Young Leaders’ Forums have grown to become one o~ Europe’s ~argest independent, cultura~ exchange o[ganizations, hosting programs that 

facilitate ~nteracfion among young ~ndividuals d a~ cultural, academic, and professiona~ backgrounds from across the wodd. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

3/11/2014 7:57:16 PM 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McFarland, Michael B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcnews]; Memory, 

Ashley [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amemory]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Helton, Del Hunt 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Del] 

Director of Communications Committee - post-interviews discussion 

South - 205 

Start: 3/12/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/12/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McFarland, Michael B; Memory, Ashley; Sahle, Eunice N; Helton, Del Hunt 

Attached are the evaluations I have received from interviewers thus far. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hall, Ishna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=IHALL1] 

10/2/2012 7:47:59 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Wendell McCain 

[wmccain@onsetcapitalpartners.com]; Hildebrand, Reginald F [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reginald F Hildebrand (hildebra)] 

Dinner with Wendell McCain, Eunice Sahle and Reginald Hildebrand 

Elements - 2110 Environ Way Chapel Hill, NC 27517 - 919-537-8780 

Start: 10/4/2012 11:00:00 PM 

End: 10/5/2012 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Wendell McCain; SaMe, Eunice N; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

Looking forward to dinner on Thursday. Please call my cell if you have any conflicts. Here is a link to the restaurant’s 

website - http://www.elementsofchapelhill.com/ 

Ishna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

6/12/2013 5:38:22 PM 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Kramer, Lloyd S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lloyd S Kramer 

(Ikramer)]; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Maffly]; Aldrich, Howard E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)]; Woodard, Harold 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Ashby, Valerie S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle 

(eunice)]; Sahl, Lars E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sahl]; Carelli, Regina M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Regina M Carelli (rcarelli)] 

Candidate for Assistant Dean, Finance, 

3020 Steele 

6/20/2013 3:00:00 PM 

6/20/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Kramer, Lloyd S; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F.; Aldrich, Howard E; Woodard, Harold; Ashby, Valerie S; Sahle, Eunice N; Sahl, 

Lars E; Carelli, Regina M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=STEPHEN BARBER (SGBARBER)] 

2:22:53 PM 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stephen Barber (sgbarber)]; Bartram, Jamie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbartram]; Boxill, Jan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M 

Boxill (jmboxill)]; Castillo, Karl David [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kdcastil]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= ]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Coclanis, Peter A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Coclanis]; Cone, 

Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Cooper, Nelia Resendes [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Resendes]; Ed Kerwin [ekerwin@owasa.org]; 

Hee, Carol Ann [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chee]; Hornstein, Donald T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dhornste]; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Martin23]; Mitchell, 

Courtney J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cjmitchl]; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pavelsky]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schwemle]; Smith, 

Kennetha Ariel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kennetha Ariel Smith (kennetha)c31]; Strasser, Joe [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jhs11]; Strauss, 

Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Styers, Randall [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstyers]; Villemain, Kyle [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KvilIema]; Yaqub, 

Nadia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nadia Yaqub (yaqub)] 

’Hee, Carol’ [Carol_Hee@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Nolan, Angela J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Anolan]; Bruce, Rob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Robert Gray Bruce Jr 

(rgbruce)]; Madill, Valerie S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MadilI] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Water Theme Steering Committee Meeting 

Dey Hall 205 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:00:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 



Required 

Attendees: 

Bartram, Jamie; Boxill, Jan; Castillo, Karl David; ; Cline, Alexis L; Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, 

Judith; Cooper, Nelia Resendes; Ed Kerwin; Hee, Carol Ann; Hornstein, Donald T; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait; 

Mitchell, Courtney J; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Sahle, Eunice N; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei; Smith, 

Kennetha Ariel; Strasser, Joe; Strauss, Ronald P.; Styers, Randall; Villemain, Kyle; Yaqub, Nadia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=STEPHEN BARBER (SGBARBER)] 

8/12/2013 2:23:10 PM 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stephen Barber (sgbarber)]; Bartram, Jamie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbartram]; Boxill, Jan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M 

Boxill (jmboxill)]; Castillo, Karl David [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kdcastil]; I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN: ]; Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Coclanis, Peter A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Coclanis]; Cone, 

Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Cooper, Nelia Resendes [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Resendes]; Ed Kerwin [ekerwin@owasa.org]; 

Hee, Carol Ann [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chee]; Hornstein, Donald T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dhornste]; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Martin23]; Mitchell, 

Courtney J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cjmitch1]; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pavelsky]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schwemle]; Smith, 

Kennetha Ariel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kennetha Ariel Smith (kennetha)c31]; Strasser, Joe [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jhs11]; Strauss, 

Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Styers, Randall [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstyers]; Villemain, Kyle [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KvilIema]; Yaqub, 

Nadia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nadia Yaqub (yaqub)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Water Theme Steering Committee Meeting 

Carroll Hall 128 (NC Hall of Fame & Scholarships Room) 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:00:00 PM 

8:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bartram, Jamie; Boxill, Jan; Castillo, Karl David; Cline, Alexis L; Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, 

Judith; Cooper, Nelia Resendes; Ed Kerwin; Hee, Carol Ann; Hornstein, Donald T; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait; 

Mitchell, Courtney J; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Sable, Eunice N; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei; Smith, 

Kennetha Ariel; Strasser, Joe; Strauss, Ronald P,; Styers, Randall; Villemain, Kyle; Yaqub, Nadia; Barber, Stephen 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=STEPHEN BARBER (SGBARBER)] 

8/12/2013 2:23:42 PM 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stephen Barber (sgbarber)]; Bartram, Jamie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbartram]; Boxill, Jan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M 

Boxill (jmboxill)]; Castillo, Karl David [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kdcastil]; [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN= Cline, 

Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Coclanis, Peter A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Coclanis]; Cone, 

Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Cooper, Nelia Resendes [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Resendes]; Ed Kerwin [ekerwin@owasa.org]; 

Hee, Carol Ann [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chee]; Hornstein, Donald T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dhornste]; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Martin23]; Mitchell, 

Courtney J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cjmitchl]; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pavelsky]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schwemle]; Smith, 

Kennetha Ariel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kennetha Ariel Smith (kennetha)c31]; Strauss, Ronald P. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Styers, 

Randall [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstyers]; Villemain, Kyle [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KvilIema]; Yaqub, Nadia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nadia Yaqub 

(yaqub)]; Ki, Crystal [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Aagf61f81aeb4d36849d lb4b474e2a43] 

’Hee, Carol’ [Carol_Hee@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Nolan, Angela J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Anolan] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Water Theme Steering Committee Meeting 

Carroll Hall :~28 (NC Halls of Fame and Scholarships Room) 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bartram, Jamie; Boxill, Jan; Castillo, Karl David; Cline, Alexis L; Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, 

Judith; Cooper, Nelia Resendes; Ed Kerwin; Hee, Carol Ann; Hornstein, Donald T; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait; 

Mitchell, Courtney J; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Sable, Eunice N; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei; Smith, 



Kennetha Ariel; Strauss, Ronald P.; Styers, Randall; Villemain, Kyle; Yaqub, Nadia; Ki, Crystal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

8/26/2013 3:48:52 PM 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rfarrow]; Kang, Emil [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emilkang]; Kasson, Joy S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jskasson]; 

Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ashackel]; Cone, Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Gless, Darryl J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Glessd]; Hirschfield, 

James [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=James Hirschfield (jhirschf)]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; McGowan, 

John [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jpm]; 

McNeil, Laurie E. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mcneil]; Moeser, James [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jmoeser]; Muller, Eric L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=EmulIerl]; Nisbet, 

Peter [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pnisbet]; Pollock, Della [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PolIock]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siegariz]; Steiner, 

Niklaus Andreas [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nsteiner]; Strauss, Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Anversen]; Joyner, 

Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail E. Joyner (etjoyner)Oc3]; Nelson, Mark Z [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mark Zachary 

Nelson (mznelson)]; Johnson, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michaelj]; Karmelita, Marnie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Karmelit] 

Arts@TheCore Faculty Advisory Committee 

Gerrard Hall 

9/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

9/23/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Kang, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Cone, Judith; Gless, Darryl J; Hirschfield, James; Leloudis, James L; 

McGowan, John; McNeil, Laurie E.; Moeser, James; Muller, Eric L; Nisbet, Peter; Pollock, Della; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; 

Sahle, Eunice N; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; Strauss, Ronald P.; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel; 

Joyner, Elizabeth; Nelson, Mark Z; Johnson, Michael; Karmelita, Marnie 



Colleagues: 

You will be receiving a formal letter in campus mail soon, but on behalf of Emil Kang and Joy Kasson and all of us at 

Carolina Performing Arts, thank you for agreeing to serve on our Faculty Advisory Committee for Arts@TheCore. We are 

planning the committee’s first meeting for Monday, September 23, from 12-1:30 p.m. at Gerrard Hall. We will provide a 

delicious lunch to help nurture (and nourish) our committee’s deliberations. 

More details to follow. Let me know if the date and time proves problematic for any of you. 

Cheers. 

Raymond B. Farrow III I Director of Development and Strategic Initiatives 
Carolina Performing Arts I Universitv of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P: (9±9) 843-3307 I C:,               I raymond farrow@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/31/2013 8:13:52 PM 

Dialogue 

1/10/2014 3:30:00 PM 

1/10/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



E-mail: @gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 10:49 PM 

~gmaJl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, _ 8:27 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: AFRI    Response Paper #1 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your response paper for today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Sent; Thursday, :t2: IS AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: AFR] Response Paper #:t 

Thanks, see you tomorrow in class! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesdm 8:41 AM 

@email,unc.edu> 

ILS: Tuesday’s Class 

Dear 

Feel free to come and discuss exam prep with me either during my exam office hours~ 

On another note, I do not have your fourth response in my records. Please resend as soon as possible to that I can tally your grade for this part of the seminar. 

With best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent= Weclnesclay 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Tuesday’s Class 

4:48 PM 

Hey Professor SaNe, 

As I’m sure you know, Obama came to UNC Tuesday and I missed your class in order to attend the event. I emailed my group members in order to see what I missed, but 
none have yet to email me back. I was curious to see if there were any vital points you made about the final exam or paper? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, 

Alfi 

2:48 PM 

~emaS~l.~mc.e&~> 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: Saturday 

Subject: ’It’ is coming... 

4:25 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

and thanks for your support and patience. 

More stortly 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 3:51 PM 

Durban Elephant 

2- Durban acco~nmodation - Eunice SaNe 

Dear 

Here we go below: 

Kindly acknowledge receipt of the emails. 

Thanks. 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 3:53 PM 

Durban Elephant              ~gmail.com> 

ILE: Durban accommodation - Eunice S~Ne 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, May 13, 20.t2 3:50 PM 
To; Durban Elephant 
Subject; Durban accommodation - Eunice SaNe 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. I am sending a detail that you need - in 2 emails - and I look forward to seeing you and this coming week. 

And I hope the taxi arrangements are still on for Tuesday May :15 - you have my travel schedule and wanted me to remind you about the taxi arrangements before my 

departure, 

Thanks and see you soon. 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, May 21,2012 2:54 PM 

Pierce Freelon @gmaJl.com> 

IrE: Freelon - Durham News ~zticle where I mention the dep~ztment 

From: Pierce Freelon        @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, May 21, 2012 2:50 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" l=reelon - Durham News article where I mention the department 

Greetings Dr SaNe, 

I have written an unvublished ~ticle and I wanted to ~,et some feedback from you before considering submittino it to the Durham News. In the article, I make reference 

to the Departtnent. [’he only relationship to the department that I 
mention in the ~Ncle, is the fact that I am an alum. 

I want to re-iterate that I have not published, or even submitted this article for review. I wanted to run it by you first to get your feedback. I am curious if you think the 
article is appropriate, and/or if it has yonr blessing. 

Best, 

Tar t Ieeled and Feathered 

Like many Durhamites I am also a Tar Heel - born and raised in the Bull City and educated at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. I am proud of my dual citizenship, and even think of our respective alter-egos as bovid brothers. Durham’s Wool E. Bull and Ub~C’s 
Ramses the Ram wear their horns like crowns. The triangle is their throne, and I’m comfortably nestled between my hometown and alma 
mater like a member of the royal family. At least that’s what I keep telling myself. 

Much of my patriotism grows from sincere appreciation for both the city and the univet-sity. Durham is such an integral part of my 
identity, and I feel like I’ve grown to emulate the city. As Durham has become more enterprising, creative, and robust - so have I. I also 
draw inspiration from the rich African American heritage of the city. There is a long legacy of Black struggle, entrepreneurship and 
resiliency in Durham and I’m honored to bloom here, where I was planted. 

My loyalty to UNC is tethered, in large part, to the academic department that I graduated from: African and Afro American Studies. I 
haw? long held the conviction that it is one of the most progressive and rigorous departments on campus. It helped mold me as an 
academician and global citizen, and set a standard of excellence which has added value to my career as a professional musician and 
educator. 

Not everyone shares my affections. 

As an undergraduate at UNC many of my peers were equal parts offended and frightened by Durham and its residents. One might 
expect this tension to have been rooted in the Duke/Carolina rivalry, but it seemed to be driven more by race and class stereotypes. 
After learning that I was from Durham, it would not be uncommon for me to hear the follow up question, "have you ever been shot?" 
This had less to do with Duke, and more to do with the pervasive perception that Durham was a poor, violent and black city. To some 
people, being from Durham was synonymous with being "ghetto". I would often hear students tell tragic stories about a friend of a friend 
who got lost in Durham once, and met some perilous fate. Misconceptions were fueled by negative media, hearsay and veiled racism. 

As the semesters rolled on, defending Durham became a daily chore. And though it was taxing, the around the clock routine of 
championing the Bull City made me adept at articulating Durham’s many fine attributes. Eventually I became something of an 
ambassador, leading envoys of timid U)<C students to view the city through corrective lenses. The more I showed off and talked up 
Durham, the deeper my own appreciation grew. 

A decade later, I am now a professor at University of North Carolina. I teach in the Music Department, and still glow with pride when 
people ask where I’m from. I also get passionate when I am asked what field my degree is in. African American Studies is a discipline 
born from struggle. When Civil Rights-era students, faculty and activists demanded that college campuses explore the histories and 
cultures of Black people, programs like U~’C’s Afri-Afam department were born. The department nurtured my rigorous work ethic and 
provided an interdisciplinary space for critical thought, for which I am ever grateful. 

In recent months the Afri-Afam department has been embroiled in an academic integrity scandal. As reports alleging egregious 
violations surface, the lines bet~veen legitimate, constructive criticisms; and judgements/generalizations are being blurred. In 
conversations across campus and online, I’ve listened to a number of people talk about the department with scorn. It reminds me of the 
way some of my classmates, many of whom had never stepped foot in Durham, used to talk about the city. 

Some of us here in the tar heel state are quick to tar and feather irrstitutions and communities with whom we have very little experience. 
So I fancy myself an ambassador. Someone with knowledge and insight who can contribute to the narrative from a personal perspective. 
My perspective is that of a young Durhamite and Tar Heel who is strong, only because of the struggle, strength and resiliency of the 
communities that reared him. 

Professor Pierce Freelon 



University of North Carolina a’t Chapel 

Norl~h Carolina Central University 

919-697-7728 

"this summer I will be teaching a Beat Making Lab in the Congo" 

Watch: http:/i~v.voumbe.com/watch?v~ MTMcADR3cA 
Support: http:#www.indieaogo.com/uncbeatmakin~lab?~540262 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 5:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ILE: Durbaaa 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, May 13, 2012 3:40 PM 
To-" Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject; Durban 

Dear Jonathan, 

I will send you my Durban cell phone number once it is activated this week, but in the meantime here are my contact details: 

I will be staying at the Durban Elephant and you can always leave a message for me with (the wonderful owners) and here is the website: 

http:!/www.durbanelephant.co.za! 

My Skype address is and I will leave my Skype on when T at the Durban Elephant just in case you need to call me~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesda? l 5 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Course syllabus 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Wednesday: 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: RE: Course syllabus 

7:51 AM 

Dear Georges, 

As of Monday morning, I have been relieved of my duties as Associate Chair AW inquiries regarding course management should be forwarded to Eunice and Travis from this point 
forward. 

will forward your other emails about course management issues to Eunice. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chape[ }{ill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:44 AM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: FW: Course syllabus 

Hi, Walter. Is there a way for her to get back into my section? 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-Arnerican Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

Fron @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 10:00 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: Course syllabus 

HL 

I dropped your class by accident and now I really wish I hadn’t after reading online about how you are so knowledgeable and great teacher. Is there any~vay { can get back in? 

Thank you for taking the time to read this, 

From: nzongola@email.unc.edu [nzongola@email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:11 PM 
Subject: Course syllabus 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Dear AFRI 

Welcome to my section of AFRI 

Professor Nzongola 

for which the syllabus is attached. Please print a copy and bring it to class on 

A[~NI Syllabus 
. docx<https :i/sakai unc.edu/accessicontent/ attachment/954b5afl~-5ee6-~9ae-ab l d-4fb949fl ef6aiMessa~esifdSfd22d-2f5a-4NN-bbOb-9179aO5ff24a/Ab~I% 



20101-002%20Syllabus%2C%20Fal[%202012 docx> 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill Messages from the "AFRI             ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: AFRI             h ttps://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/954b5 afb-5ee6-49ae-ab 1 d-4:Po949fl ef6a/)a~e/d429b 1 b7-ba7a-4bl 4-a84b-bl e076efab29>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:01 AM 

Li~a, Esther Mukewa <lisa~a@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Swahili    Registralion (adds) 

From-" Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 22, 2022 9:28 plVl 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Swahili    Registration (adds) 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope all is well. I have iust learned from Walter that I should forward course management issues to you. Therefore, the following request: Please may you add the following 
students in mv Swahili    ;ections: 

Thank you very much, 
Esther 



A 

1 Du Bois Conference 

3 Date: 
4 Location: 
5 
6 Total Budget 
7 Estimated Expenses 
8 Actual Expenses To-Date 
9 Available Budget 
10 
11 

12 Speakers 
13 

29 





3 

4 
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LWI LWJ LWK LWL LWM LWN LWO LWP LWQ 
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LYT LYU LYV LYW LYX LYY LYZ LZA LZB 
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LZC LZD LZE LZF LZG LZH LZI LZJ LZK 
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MBN MB© MBP MBQ MBR MBS MBT MBU MBV 
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MBW MBX MBY MBZ MCA MCB MCC MCD MCE 
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MCF MCG MCH MCI MCJ MCK MCL MCM MCN 
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MCO MCP MCQ MCR MCS MCT MCU MCV MCW 
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MCX MCY MCZ MDA MDB MDC MDD MDE MDF 
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MDG MDH MDI MDJ MDK MDL MDM MDN MDO 
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MDP MDQ MDR MDS MDT MDU MDV MDW MDX 
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MDY MDZ MEA MEB MEC MED MEE MEF MEG 
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MEH MEI MEJ MEK MEL MEM MEN MEO MEP 
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MEQ MER MES MET MEU MEV MEW MEX MEY 
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MEZ MFA MFB MFC MFD MFE MFF MFG MFH 
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MFI MFJ MFK MFL MFM MFN MFO MFP MFQ 
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MFR MFS MFT MFU MFV MFW MFX MFY MFZ 
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MGA MGB MGC MGD MGE MGF MGG MGH MGI 
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MGJ MGK MGL MGM MGN MGO MGP MGQ MGR 
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MGS MGT MGU MGV MGW MGX MGY MGZ MHA 
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MHB MHC MHD MHE MHF MHG MHH MHI MHJ 
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MHK MHL MHM MHN MHO MHP MHQ MHR MHS 
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MHT MHU MHV MHW MHX MHY MHZ MIA MIB 
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MIC MID MIE MIF MIG MIH MII MIJ MIK 
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MIL MIM MIN MIO MIP MIQ MIR MIS MIT 
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MJD MJE MJF MJG MJH MJI MJJ MJK MJL 
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MJM MJN MJO MJP MJQ M JR MJS MJT MJU 
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MJV MJW MJX MJY MJZ MKA MKB MKC MKD 
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MKE MKF MKG MKH MKI MKJ MKK MKL MKM 
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MKN MKO MKP MKQ MKR MKS MKT MKU MKV 
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MKW MKX MKY MKZ MLA MLB MLC MLD MLE 
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MLF MLG MLH MLI MLJ MLK MLL MLM MLN 
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MLO MLP MLQ MLR MLS MLT MLU MLV MLW 
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MLX MLY MLZ MMA MMB MMC MMD MME MMF 
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MMY MMZ MNA MNB MNC MND MNE MNF MNG 
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MNH MNI MNJ MNK MNL MNM MNN MNO MNP 
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MNQ MNR MNS MNT MNU MNV MNW MNX MNY 
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MNZ MOA MOB MOC MOD MOE MOF MOG MOH 
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MOR MOS MOT MOU MOV MOW MOX MOY MOZ 
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MPA MPB MPC MPD MPE MPF MPG MPH MPI 
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MPJ MPK MPL MPM MPN MPO MPP MPQ MPR 
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MPS MPT MPU MPV MPW MPX MPY MPZ MOA 
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MQB MQC MQD MQE MQF MQG MQH MQI MOJ 
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MQK MQL MQM MQN MQO MQP MQQ MQR MOS 
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MQT MQU MQV MQW MQX MQY MQZ MRA MRB 
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MRC MRD MRE MRF MRG MRH MRI MRJ MRK 
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MRL MRM MRN MRO MRP MRQ MRR MRS MRT 
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MRU MRV MRW MRX MRY MRZ MSA MSB MSC 
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MSD MSE MSF MSG MSH MSI MSJ MSK MSL 
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MSM MSN MSO MSP MSQ MSR MSS MST MSU 
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MSV MSW MSX MSY MSZ MTA MTB MTC MTD 
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MTE MTF MTG MTH MTI MTJ MTK MTL MTM 
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MTN MTO MTP MTQ MTR MTS MTT MTU MTV 
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MTW MTX MTY MTZ MUA MUB MUC MUD MUE 
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MUF MUG MUH MUI MUJ MUK MUL MUM MUN 
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MUO MUP MUQ MUR MUS MUT MUU MUV MUW 
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MUX MUY MUZ MVA MVB MVC MVD MVE MVF 
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MWQ MWR MWS MWT MWU MWV MWW MWX MWY 
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MWZ MXA MXB MXC MXD MXE MXF MXG MXH 
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MXI MXJ MXK MXL MXM MXN MXO MXP MXQ 
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MXR MXS MXT MXU MXV MXW MXX MXY MXZ 
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MYA MYB MYC MYD MYE MYF MYG MYH MYI 
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MYJ MYK MYL MYM MYN MYO MYP MYQ MYR 
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MYS MYT MYU MYV MYW MYX MYY MYZ MZA 
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MZB MZC MZD MZE MZF MZG MZH MZI MZJ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday 1:32 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: recommended readings? 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, I:1:20 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; recommended readings? 

Hi Mama Sable, 

I imagine yoffre very busy with your new department head responsibilities (congratulations!), but I was wondering if you had a moment ~) recommend some readings 

for tne. I’tn s~dying public heedtk m~d we briefly touch upon international govemance’s roles and responsibilities in advocating for and securing access to health as a 

haman right. We don’t discuss the theoretical foundations for these organizations (e.g. WHO, UNAIDS), and I am interes~ted to find out more about the most itnportaaat 

support and critiques of this globaJ~ approach. Do you h~ow any good works or authors offthe top of your head that I should consider? 

Hope you are well! 

Asante, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, I 1:58 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

3:08 PM 

Dr, SaNe, 

Do you have office hours or would you be willing to meet with me sometime soon? I’d like to talk to you in person if that’s possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 9:18 PM 

the program is Bachelor of Law, BCL&LLB) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 8:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

I~E: C~Jtl 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 
To; 
Subject; Call 

8:48 AM 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Yesterday turned out to be very hectic. I will you call today between 3.00pm-3.15pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, January. 3, 2013 4:58 PM 

Your teaching schedule (2013-2014) 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. Here is your teacNng schedule for 2013-20:~4: 

Fall 2013: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, Janua~., 8, 2013 10:18 AM 

Perry tM1 < ~gmail .corn> 

I~E: wording ofe~nafil 

From:Perry Hall [       @gmaibcom] 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 3:28 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: wording of emai[ 

Does this work? 
ph 

Dear Joshua 

One of the members of our search committee will, unJ2~rtunately be absent - during your visit to UNC - 
because of an international commitment. To give the whole committee a chance to diak~gue with Because we feel that it is 
important ]k~r the entire committee participate in your interview, we 
hoped we could interview you in advance of your presence here, by Skype, 
on Wednesday, January 16, between 12:15 and 2 pm Eastern time. 

Please let us know if and how we can make such arrangements as soon as 
possible. 

Thanks 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 1:53 PM 

Andrew Reynolds <asreynol@ema~l.unc.edu> 

M~:rkstein, Lara <l~xam@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Chim~an~aada confirmation 

Dear Andy, 

Apologies for the delayed response. We are in the midst of a search in contemporary African-American politics in the department. 

At any rate, (Global Studies major) will be helping me with the logistics of our facul~/student working group on human rights and global issues 

In terms of Chimanda’s visit, our working group plan to meet with her on Monday February 25 to discuss her novel ’Half of a Yellow Sun’ through the lens of human rights especially the 
concept of self-determination and citizenship in post-colonial Africa. We plan a 2 hour dialogue with her over dirmer Liz will be in touch with Lara about location next week 

With 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 6:32 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Conference Program 

Dear Shelby, 

Thanks for your email and the draft of the program. 

Dr. Hildebrand and I will review in the next couple of days and I will be touch. Next week is very hectic for both of us, but I would be very grateful if spared 15-20 minutes 
early i n the morning on Tuesday to review the program with Dr. Hildebrand and I. Both of us can meet with you on Monday if you are in Chapel Hill. 

Here are the sponsors: 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Office of Executive Vice-Chancellor and Provost 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The Stone Hayes Center for Black Culture and History 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
African Studies Center 
The Institute for African-American Research 

F~om; 

Sent; Friday,. 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Conference Program 

6:27 PM 

Dr. Sahle, 

Here is a draft of the program. ’][’he format is that it will be a long and n~ow card stock and glossy page. There is a space for sponsors that I can fill in when you send 

me intbnnation from     about who should get tnore pmtninent recognition or not. For the flyers and poster I plan to use the same itnage that is already on the 

website. I can take these files to fedex kinkos and make sure that the image will come out crisp. 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, 1:05 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

ILE: human rights & global issues worldng group 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, :t:t: :tO AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice ~ 
Subject: human rights & global issues working group 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
I am interested in the new faculty/student working group. I am in geography, and received the email from Dr. Pickles. Please keep me posted! 
Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 6:24 PM 

tta~tlsq~, Jonathan <h~]lJlyn@unc.edu> 

Prig: joining some dots 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 5:04 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" b-W: joining some dots 

Eunice, Especially since the GRI is in the GEC, I think it would be appropriate if there is a roundtable for the African Studies Center to be a co-sponsor with the 

DepartmenL-anv objecl:h:ms? rh~m~s, 
,Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University ot: North Carolina at Chape~ 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Sociat Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .L Reckford Professor of Political Sdence 

205 So{~th Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~H NC 27599--S~00 USA 

Ema~l: b_&E~]_yn @ unc.edu 

O~ce: 9~9 962<H65 Fax: 9:[9 962-2408 

~1 Rhodes, Ter~ Ellen 
$eat= Tuesday, 5:00 PN 

~¢1 Ha~lyn, 3onathan; SaNe, Eunice N; Bantam, 3amie; }gmail.com 
Sabject= RE: joining some dots 
Thank yo{~,        and ~hanks, too, for the cJarification 

Weql awaR your news after you speak wi~h 

Terry 

CC Ha~tJyn, Sable 

Terry Etlen Rhodes 

Senior Assodste Dean, Fh~e Arts and Humanities 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Professo~ of Music 
205 Sou[h Building, CB # 3100 

University of North CarN~na at Chape~ H~ 

Chapel H~I~, NC 2759%3100 

919-952-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

rhodesOemaiLunc.edu 

Sent= Tuesday, 4:58 PM 
To~ Rhodes, Ter~ Ellen 
¢¢~ Hartlyn, Jonathan; SaNe, Eunice N; Bantam, Jamie; @qmail.com 
Subjeet~ RE: joining some dots 

Dear [errv - grea[ meeting w~th you d~[s morning and thanks so much ~or thb follow up. ~ am glad ko hear that our colleagues at the Department o~ 

and Afro-American Studies are ~nterested - this is great news. 

One c~arification is ~mportant however- the invitees to the meeting we are planning on March Sth are not Finance Ministers, but rather sen~or Finance 

M~nistry offidals that are responsible for briefing Finance Ministers~ We are ~ooking at the process by which advocac~ ~nformation gets turned into 

compelHng briefir~gs by civil servants and ~n turn resu~s in the commitment of the M~nister to engage with the water and sanitation sector. 

As ] mentioned, so gar we have acceptances from Uganda, Nigerfa., The GamNa and 51erra Leone. We are sdH following ~p with 5~dan, South Sudan, 

Zimbabwe and Liberia. 

~ understand d~at Prof Nzongo~a has very kind~v already spent some tfme w~th one of.]amfe’s post-docs who is doing some background 

research for me on the governmenk struckures in each of the par[;cipan[ countr;es. 

~’H discuss more wi[h komorrow and get back [o ~,ou. ~ look gorward to meek[ng Eunice and Jonathan ;n due course~ 

Best wishes 

University of North Carolina 

tel: - 
" @live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, 8:01 AM 

~gma~l.com> 

ILE: Materials for Thursday 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:54 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Materials for Thursday 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

tlere are clips a~d articles. Let me know if you would like me m look for more’. 

Scream for Bloody Murder clips: 

Especially this one (end of the movie): http://www.voumbe.com/watch?v q3revyWnbZM 

hlv0://~-~-~v.;,onmbe.com/watch?v 81YXS9pmiZQ (Bosnia-Herzegovina) 

http://~-w.voumbe.com/watch?v qea0KZA1GvI (Rwanda) 

Articles on the ICC: 

http:i/www:i stor.orgistable/20672661 

http://mu se .i hu.edu/i oumals/l~’q/v025/25, hna,iert~ld.html 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

LINC Class of 

S4Si 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Snnday, 7:15 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Response 1 - graded 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Study Guide Reminder 

12:54 PM 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

This is the reminder for the Study Guide! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:36 AM 

I~W: Contract Infommtion 

}gmail com] From: Rona[d Vvqlliams II I 

Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 5:32 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Contract InformaUon 

Eli Eunice, 

I hope all is well. 

Who should I talk to so that I understand the payroll process Jk~r new faculty Is this a Tia question? I know the appointment starts July 1 However, it will be helpfial to know when I can 

expect to the first payroll date. 

Please let me know what you know. 

Many thanks. 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, 7:30 AM 

@a~m.com> 

Your tmper question 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Either style is fine as long as you are consistent throughout your research paper. A cover page is OK but not necessaly for this assignment 

From: ~@aim.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:58 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD New student urgent 

Good afternoon Professor Sable, 

I was j ust wondering if our research papers should be in mla or apa format and if you want us to include a cover page? 

Thank you, 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 9:20 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

ItS: Your research paper 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:18 plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Your research paper 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you tbr the clarification. You are correct, I significantly misinterpreted the li)cus of the prompt. 

Again, I really appreciate the opportuniVy to fix this problem. I roll get the paper to you on Tuesday, 

Best, 

Sent from my JPhone 

On 1 at 9:12 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <etmice~;emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Here my responses: 

[ so just to clarify, the paper shouid be a case study of eradicating extreme poverty in South Africa and the possibilities and limitations of this goal, only 
specific to South Africa’?] ]~..r-4.~;" 

Further~ how much of the paper should focus on: 

[The MDGs as a framework?] .~J_~__~R~_~_~_~_~_~_~I 

[Goal one: eradication of e’,<treme poverty on a global ~evel?] ~ ~s not necessar~ because tNs is not a e~~}~ezt at this 

~eve~- ~ou can make a comment in a ~ootnote or endno~:e[ 
[South A~:ricsn case study of erad~cat~n~ extreme poverty?] ~A~#..[#~.~A 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Your research paper 

8:59 PN 

Dear Dr. SaMe, 

t really appreciate your [eedback and for offering this extension un~:il Tuesday 

Whi~e I have obviously been worldng on this ~ssue since your first ema~l, ~ appredate havh~g the dine unt~f Tuesday Lo make this paper the best it can 

be. I am a d~gent student and know I am capable of quality work; I want tMs paper to reflect my abilities. 

h~ my four years at UNC, I have honestly never m~sinterpreted an assignment to th~s degree, so just to clarify, the paper should be a case study of 

eradicating extreme poverty ~n South Africa and the possibilities and Hm~tat~ons of th~s goal, only specific to South Africa’? 

r:ur~:her, how much of the paper should locus 

The MDGs as a framework? 

Goa~ one: eradication of extreme poverty on a globa~ leve~? 

South African case study of eradicating extreme poverty? 

~ just want to make sure that as I am redoh~g tMs paper I have the correct key question. 

~ hope you are enjoying the holiday wRh your family. Again, ~ appredate you bringing tMs my attenth:m before grading t:he paper. 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:32 PN 
To: 
Subject: Your research paper 
Dear 

Thanks for your response. 

Please submit the paper on Tuesday 



Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: I 
Sent: Wednesday, I 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Urgent: research paper 

7:16 PM 

Dear Dr. SaMe, 

Thanl~s for the nob-:~. Clearly f misundersto.:_~d the ass~gnmenL f worked for weeks on tMs paper, and felt that there w~s so much to discuses regardin~ 

the MDGs that perhaps ~ spent too ~ong on d~s parL ~ d~dn’t realize it was supposed to be an introduction. ~ w~l~ get as n~uch work as possiMe done on 

revising this be~:ore the due date in a few hours, Thank you for bringing this to my attention~ ~ am so sorry for the m~sunderstandin~, 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:56 PM 
To: 
Subject: Urgent: research paper 

Thanks for sending your paper. 

I just opened it and noticed that it focuses a lot on discussing MDGs in general and only explores the required case study of South African in 3 pages. I just want 
to check and see if you attached your final draft or this was a mistake for the paper departs significantly from the prompt. Please let me know as soon as 
possible before I grade the paper you sent. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent-" Wednesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: research paper 

11:37 AM 

Dear Dr. SaMe, 
Please see my attached research paper. I am at home in 
should be the correct email. Thank you and have a great break! 

Best, 

and had trouble sending the previous emails due to a poor connection, so this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 10:26 AM 

FW: Outs~nding McCain Undergraduate Resea~eh Conference in Afficaaa, Africml-Americaa~ and Diaspora Studies 

From: Cairns, Bruce A 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 i0:11 AM 
To-" Folt, Carol Lynn; Dean, Jr., James W.; Gil, Karen M 
(::c: Hartlyn, Jonathan; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Outstanding McCain Undergraduate Research Conference in African, African-American and Diaspora Studies 

Dear Chancellor Folt (Carol), Provost Dean (Jim) and Dean Gil (Karen): 

I am writing to share with you the outstanding work presented at the inaugural McCain African and Diaspora Student Undergraduate Research Conference this past 
Friday/Saturday. 

Initiated by Chair Eunice SaNe and strongly supported by faculty and other units on our campus including the Office of Undergraduate Research and funded by a special grant 
this year from Wendell McCain, son of Franklin McCain, this program highlighted outstanding research efforts by 10 undergraduates in the Department of African, African- 
American and Diaspora Studies (AAAD). 

On Friday evening, a distinguished 1986 UNC graduate of the AAAD curriculum, Professor Herman Bennett, CUNY presented a sophisticated discussion on the unique social and 

cultural issues facing blacks during the 17th century in Mexico and Latin America in general. Just as importantly, Professor Bennett expressed his enormous appreciation for the 
mentorship and support that he received from the AAAD curriculum while he was an undergraduate at UNC in the 1980s. 

Prof. Bennett’s talk was followed Saturday morning by presentations from 10 UNC undergraduates: 
Each talk was compelling and addressed important issues in North Carolina and across 

the globe. Very impressive indeed. 

Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn closed with a very nice summary of the benefits of interdisciplinary undergraduate research as reflected in the papers presented by 
students. 

I thought this was important to share because to me this conference reflects what the AAAD Department is really all about- past, present and future. Truly a Carolina treasure. 

Thank you for your support of this work in AAAD and the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Sincerely, 
Bruce Cairns 

Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 
John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 
101 lvlanning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7600 

Phone: (919) 966-8159 
Fax: (919) 843-6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 
Lynn West (Imwest@med.unc.edu) 
Administrative Coordinator 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, October 30, 2010 3:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headliues: U.S. Hunts tbr More Suspicious Packages 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 0~0/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .F~5 j On This r.)a~, 

Oetober 30, 9010 

TOP NEWS 

U,N, Hunts l’or l~’iore 

The two packages seized in Britain 
and Dubai contained PETN, the same 
chemical explosive used in a foiled 
Christmas Day bomb plot last year. 
That plot was also hatched in Yemen. 

~ 
Transcript: Obama’s Rernar~s 

In Nevada, It’s Hold Nose and Cast Vote 

Senator Harry Reid and his G.O.P. challenger, Sharron Angle, are united by the same problem: 
most voters do not like either of them. 

~[~ V~deo: A Battle for Votes 

The New Face of the GoOoP.? Grizzled Veterans 

Despite the attention paid to insurgent challengers, there is a wealth of prior experience among 
many likely Republiean victors. 

~ McDonald’s Workers Are rold Whom to Vote FOF 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ROSS K. BAKER, pro[essor o[’ political science ~t Rutgevs Universib’, ou Republie~n challengers Joy 

Semite scats who h;we long ~)olitieM e~pericuee. 

MULTIMEDIA 

for E~ery Vote 
Will the tea party wave 
swamp ttamy Reid’s organization? 
The answer lies in the hard-hit 
suburbs of ][,as Vegas. 

OPINION 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

r’ri ’a e School 
Ci~i!i ty G~ p 

While education reform 
is getting plenty of 
attention, the trouble with tolerance 
among the private school set is being ignored. 

A budget travel pioneer 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >~ 

Lost i~ ireland 

Going 1:o the G~,~l~pag,’ls 



~ Columnist Page 

WORLD 

Yemen Emerges as Base for Qaeda Attacks o~ 

The world’s attention turned to Yemen, where American citizens appear to be helping the local 

branch of A1 Qaeda take aim at the United States. 

THE GRF-&T DEFLATION 

UoSo Hears Echo of Japa~’s ~Woes 

The confidence U.S. policy makers had that the country could avoid the economic fate of Japan is 
now waning. 

Baghdad’s Shllte Heart Beats Freely as W~ar Ebbs 

As restrictions and repression ease, Baghdad’s Sadr City has moved from black-clad militiamen and 
Islamic codes to weddings, music, movies and games. 

More World News 

Exp|oslx~s in Cargo Renew Debate on Scree*fing 

Despite increased scrutiny, there are far fewer safeguards for packages when loaded on cargo-only 
planes. 

Gmm~a~ Has Grievance ~qth Marines, F.BoI, Says 

Investigators in the capital region said that shots fired at the Pentagon and other military sites in 
Virginia were connected. 

Halllb*~Yton Rejects Bhmte for BP Cement Job 

The company issued a statement on Thursday after a panel said a failed cement job on the well had 
eontributed to the blowont. 

~ Panel Sa~s Firms Knew o[ C~ment Flaws Befor~ Spil~ 

BUSINESS 

~M’ler Chh~a~s Rare Earth Embargo, a New Cal~uh~s 

Alarmed by China’s recent embargo, many countries are now set’ambling to develop new mines or 
renovate ones hmg eonsidered not to be worth the effort. 

Pontlae~ 84, Dies of I~differe~ee 

The brand that invented the muscle ear will endure a lonely death on Sunday after about 4o 
million in sales. 

~ Slide Show. Pontiac: Cars 8,~d ::ulture 

U,S, Says Genes Sho~ld Not Be Ellglb|e fl~r Patents 

The new position, a shift in longstanding federal policy, will impact medicine and the bioteehnology 
industry. 

S P O RTS 

The Rangers’ C|ean and Sober Ba~ing Champion 

No player has bared more on baseball’s biggest stage than Josh Hamilton, who nearly lost his career 
to drugs and alcohol. 

In ~,~ake of Inquiry: Selig Resets Precedent 

Baseball’s commissioner went outside normal procedure in responding to the federal drug inquiry 
into Giants outfielder Jose Guillen. 

Vgith Serious ’I’o*le~ AIderso~t Takes Over Mets 



The Mets’ new general manager said he will start to interview managerial candidates next week 

but will not be a big player in the free-agent market. 

o More Sports Nev,,s ~> 

ARTS 

Since Mario Vargas Llosa won the Nobel Prize he has continued to challenge students at Princeton. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW I ROCK BAND 3 

The music-making experience moves toward a greater reality in the newest Rock Band ~ame. 

Dreaming of Second BoJt of Lightning 

"AfroCubism" carries out the producers’ intention when "Buena ~,ista Social Club" was recorded. 

TRAVEL 

In Vietnam, Ha Giang, a Region of Beauty and Ethnic Traditions 

In Vietnam’s fat’ north, Ha Giang province is a region of dazzling slopes, serrated ridges and hanging 

valleys just opening up to foreign visitors. 

36 Ho~rs h~ Ve~fice 

Despite its enormous annual influx of tourists, Venice is filled with in-the-know restaurants and 

bars, qniet piazzas and a cool art scene familiar mainly to its residents. 

~E:] Slide Show 

O~d World but Oil I~ch h~ Azer]baljan 

Dating from antiquity, the capital of Azerbaijan, a post-Soviet petro-state, contains a blend of old 

and new, moneyed and poor. 

[] Siide Show: A .Jet Set Emerges in Saku, Azerbaijan 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

E~ough Ga~e-Playh~g 

The more protracted the impasse in Israeli-Palestinian peace talks, the harder it will be for the 

parties to get back to the negotiating table. 

EDITORIAL 

Judges aM d Money 
States that hold judicial elections must adopt public financing and strict rules barring judges from 
cases inwflving major financial supporters. 

EDITORIAL 

The Noise Abo~t Public Radio 

Ending federal support for all public broadcasting over NPR’s firing of Juan Williams would be the 

worst possible outcome of the situation. 

EDITORIAL 

Voth~g on the Fine Prh~t 

Our suggestions for two yes-~r-no questions about changing the city’s charter that are on the back of 

the ballot. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How to Keep ¢Kgents Off the F~ekl 

Colleges shonht sne rogne agents to protect their student-athletes. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Name ’I’ha~ Ca~dldate 

How well have you been paying attention to the stars of Campaign 2o~o? Take the pre-Election 

Day qniz. 



The Sha~ne of New York 

An extensive report filed with a class-action lawsnit asserts that many of New York City’s police 

stops are nnconstitntional. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 30, 5974, Muhammad Ali knoeked out George Foreman in the eighth round of a 15-round 

bout in Kinshasa, Zaire, to regain his world heavyweight title. 

See This Front Page 

gnu,’ This Front Pa;4e 

You received this message because you signed up for N’{]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu~-- 

Saturday, 12:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Endgame - Our seminar’s schedule (see next week’s agenda): INTS 001 .FALL: 

Hi Dr. Sahle 

I have an Asian Studies course on Tuesdays Dora 5 to 7:3opm. is there a ~ay I may make up this event? 

Tt~ank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, October 31, 2010 3:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Sees Complexity of Bombs as Link to Qaeda Group 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 0~l/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP-.2~A I onr~is Day 

October 31, 2OlO 

TOP NEWS 

Group 
::;..:. MAi?:.:: L:A222::5 i ::::::: ::.bb ;5:. ::: 

Yemen arrested a woman suspected 
of sending two packages with 
unusually sophisticated bombs, 
further evidence that AI Qaeda is 
improving its ability to strike on U.S. 
soil. 

Democioats Fight to Keep Se~late From G,O,P, Gains 

With Republicans in a strong position to capture the House, President Obama began a multistate 
campaign swing to rally support for Democrats. 

Tea Pa r~" Kingma ke~* Becomes Power" Unto Hi~n self 

G.O.P. senator Jim DeMint champions conservative causes, with a marketer’s touch. 

~ Palin Campaigns for GO.P in Wes[ Virginia 

~ Caucus: Obama Raiiies Democrats ~ Obarna Heckled by Protesters 

~ Tracki~g Twitter E~ect~on Traffic 

~ Where Tea Party Candidates Are Runrfing 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

FAY YINCENT, the former baseb~dl commissioner, on Ch~m~pagne-soaked postseason parties bx the 

clubhouse. 



3N~-ee~ted (and Retweeted) 

Tracking Twitter users and the 

number of posts related to candidates 

nmning for governor or the Senate. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION 

Prevail? 

It’s 15o ),ears ago, and 

New York State looms 

large in Abraham Lincoln’s election 

prospects. 

WORLD 

Chlna% Fast R~se Leads Neighbors to Join Forces 

China’s military expansion and assertive trade policies have set off.jitters across Asia, prompting 

many of its neighbors to build alliances. 

Serengefi Road Plan Lined With Prospecl and Fears 

Scientists fear a planned road cutting through the Serengeti will disrupt animal migrations with 
potentially dire results. 

IAS. ~No~’ks to Ease China-Japan Confllc~t 

Tensions between the countries over claims to a cluster of islands spilled out at an East Asian 

summit meeting. 

More World News 

Obama VCalks Fine Political Line on Terror Threat 

Obama advisers want to look engaged in responding to a peril, but not as if they are seizing on it to 

win votes, 

Old Foes Square Off Over Issue of Puppies 

A Missonri balh)t measure that wonh] more closely reglflate businesses raising and selling dogs has 

set off a battle between animal rights groups and farm interests. 

At Rally~ Thonsands - Billions? - Respo~Ht 

Crowds joined Jon Stewat~ am| Stephen Colbert for the "Rally to Restore Sanity and/or Fear." 

~ Rally’s Lesson in Med~a C:~itic~sm 

~ Rally Recap I Transit Frustration,s at Rally ~ ~ Slide Show 

BUSINESS 

\~hy Twitter’s C.E.O. Denmted Himself 

Evan Williams may embody a classic Silicon Valley type: the inspired entreprenenr with good ideas 

for a start-up, bnt not the leader to execnte a sophisticated business strategy. 

Fox and Cable~slo~l Deal Retu~’~s Signal 

Fox comes back to life in three million homes served by Cablevision just before Game 3 of the World 

Series. 

~E] F’ost a Comrnent 

Malting Sure Nickelodeon Hangs V¢ith Cool Kids 

For the first time in years, Nickelodeon has momentum. It is searching for new franchises to fend off 

Disney Channel and cement its popularity with children and young teenagers. 



S P O RTS 

The Rangers’ ginge~ale parties are providing an example to baseball as it tries to limit alcoholic 

celebrations. 

A~gresMve Compulsh,e: Harrison M~alk~ Alone 

The Steelers’ James Harrisom who was fined by the N.F.L. for a hit on a receiver on Oct. ~9~ says he 

plays hard but not dirty. 

F~nd~ng Her ~Aray a Step at a T~me 

Alicia Shay has returned to rnnning three years a~ter her husband, Ryan, died while competing at 
the marathon Olympic trials in Central Park, 

ARTS 

ARTS & LEISURE PREVIEW 

Candy-Colored BowZF~ed Redemption 

Paul Reubens’s effort to redeem Pee-wee Herman, his man-child creation has brought him to 

Broadway. 

~QgA: Meet the M~n Behind Pee-wee Rerman i ~ Slide Show 

ARTS & LEISURE PREVIEW 

TM~e l~ly B~llg,~r]an Joke Book. Please. 

Gabrovo, Bulgaria~ once regarded as the Communist capital of humor, is trying to build on the 

legacy of Rs House of Humor and Satire. 

Garry and Larry and Jeffrey and Hank 

Garry Shandling and Jeffrey Tambor talk abont "The Larry Sanders Show," which has just been 

released on DVD, 

MAGAZINE 

The N,BoA,’s Oligarch a~d H~s Power Games 

The lowly New Jersey Nets score the next best thing to LeBron - Mikhail Prokhorov, a Russian 

billionaire with a lust fi~r life. 

What’s even better than getting Lady Gaga to play your Election Day rally? Sending out a mailing 

that applies a subtle dose of peer pressure. 

The Cancer Sleeper" Cell 

The hope to cure cancer rests on finding the right kind of drug. But what if we have to first find the 

right kind of cell? 

More From the Macazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Drowning ~n Ca~npalgn C~sl~ 
Shrill political attacks have saturated the airwaves for months, but behind them is the real 
problem of this demoralizing election: the dark flow of dollars. 



EDITORIAL 

’Rebalane~ng~ China 
Beijing has resisted demands to allow its currency to rise against the dollar, but a new proposal 
could offer a way out. 

EDITORIAL 

It is past time to pull the |)lug on the "virtnal fence" that the federal government has been trying to 

erect on the border with Mexico. 

EDITORIAL 

Prince Sixte-Henri de Bourbon-Parme of France has made clear his distaste for Takashi Murakami’s 
exhibition at Versailles. But to us, the sculptures look like a cheerful extension of Louis XIV’s 
remarkable patronage of the arts. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Grand O|d Plot Agah~st the Tea Pa~ty 

I1m ordinary Americans in the Tea Party movement lack the nmnbers and financial clout to 
muscle their way into the back rooms of Republican power. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ca~ the D~de Abide? 

Now The One must overcome The Many; it’s the Know-R-All versus the ICnow Nothings. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

H+s Meriting h~ India 

When America slips into a bad mood, everyone notices. India, for one, has. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Give Obama a ~reak 

Let’s not lose perspective on President Obama. Economic problems notwithstanding, he has some 

solid achievements. 

~- KD ~NTRIB~OR 

The 15e-Year ~r 

The American Civil War, the clash between the North and Smith, still has so much t~ say to ns. 

tiP- ED CXDNTRIBUTOR 
How tim Bankn 1[ ut the Economy Underwater 

The m(u~gage mess goes well beyond foreelosnres amt "robo~igners." 

tiP- ED CXDNTRIBUTOR 
Scariest Sight on Halloween’; GrowmUps 

Halloween used to be just for children, not any more. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 

Sharhag Secrets at Arm’s Length 

Among The Times’s challenges in handling the "War Logs": keeping distance between itself and 
WikiLeaks. 

~More 
Public Editor Columns 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 3~, ~984, Indian Prime lVlinister Indira Gandhi was assassinated near her residenee by two 
Sikh seenrity guards. 

See This Front Page 
Buy This Front Page 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, " 4:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting Monday 

Dr. SaNe, 

I finish class at 12:50pro s~ I roll come directly’ to your office; I appreciate you finding time to meet ruth me, and I am looking forwaxd to it’. 

Best, 

O11 Sun, at 2:42 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I roll be in my office between the horns of 10.00am-4.00pm tomorrow. Thus, feel free to s~top by and I hope this works from your end. My office is 302 Battle Hdtl. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe. 



From: ~email.unc.edu; 

Sent: Sunday, 5:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Afri. Paper Meeting 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are having a great weekend! 
I am looking for~vard to talking with you about my paper tomorro~v. I am only 
available between 1 and 2; I ~vill come during that time and if you are ~vith 
other students for the hour I will contact you again and see if I can come 
during office hours this ~veek 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 3:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s tteadlines: Parties Ramp Up Appeals on Last Weekend of Campaigning 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/01/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 
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TOP NEWS 

Pa~¢~es Ramp Up Appeals on 

La st %~eekend of" 

Campaigning 

Republicans made final arguments 
for capturing control of Congress, as 
the ranks of vulnerable Democrats 
deepened and the White House 
sought to minimize the damage. 

Bomb Plot Shows Key Role 

Played by I*~telllgenee 
f.::: M/d,b. M/.ZZ:.?I, ~:i>f.:i./.:i F 

The foiling of the package plot was a 
sobering reminder to officials around 
the wm’ld that quick response to 
timely intelligence rules the day. 

~E] 
Graphic i Jews in Chicago Feel 

~E[] V~deo: Yemen Bor~nb Suspect 

~ I~ore r c~ g om ]he Lede 

Co*~ser*~at]*~e Do*~o~os Lay a Base for 2.o12 Elections 

Buoyed by the impact that their anti-Democratic campaigns have had, two lat’ge, new 
conservative groups are planning to keep pushing their agenda. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wi!’r¢~ going to bm~e n big night o~ T~esda~.l night - n reaIlg big nighL " 

REI*RESENTATI~E JOItN A. ][~OEIINER OF OH IO~ who is poised to become speaker 

Republieans win the House. 

OBITUARIES 

Last Word: 

Theodoric Co 

Theodore C. Sorensen, who died 
Sunday, was President John F. 
Kennedy’s political strategist, 
confidant and his faw)rite 
speeehwriter. Mr. Sorensen helped 
eragt some of the president’s most 
memorable lines. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR       I :’";:: 

The Tea Party Last I 

What the election of    I 

~9~o has to say about 
the election of 2o~o. 

Domesticities: Robert Evans 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Dr [ ogue’s ~mazing e~rbuds 

Sign up [or Focus, a video aI~d rrlul~imedia weekly e-mu’il 



WORLD 

After Delays,, Citizens Vote for a President in lvory Coast 

The incumbent president, Laurent Gbagbo, 65, whose term ended in 2oo5, ehmg to power amid 
rebellions and dispntes including the inability to agree on a voter list. 

Guard Led 3 kanerlcans Across Iran Border~ Released Hiker Says 

Sarah E. Shourd, a teacher Deed in September after nearly 14 months in Tehran’s Evin prison says 
the group inadvertently crossed into Iran. 

Iraqi Forces Storm a Ch~rch ~,V~.th Hostages in a Day of B~oodshed 

A government source said that the police had arrested eight gumnen believed to be affiliated with 
the Islamic State of lraq, a militant organization connected to A1 Qaeda in Mesopotamia. 

More World News 

Findi~ag Commo~ Groined 

It seemed the perfect set-up for a clash of two cultures when Mr. Sang-ngag, a high-ranking 
Buddhist monk, came to a remote part of Montana a decade ago. 

Young Voters Say They Feel Abandoned 

Former Obama volunteers say that they are less involved in and more ambivalent about polities. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Rally to Shift the Blame 

At his Rally to Restore Sanity, don Stewart was unwilling to take a stand in the culture wars. So he 
opened fire on a bystander: the news media. 

BUSINESS 

Lost the Remote? Another Reason to Use an App 

The locus of control in the family romn is being replaeed, mostly by smartphones. 

Debt Collectors Face a Hazard: Vgrlter’s Cramp 
i.::., LA’..’i.., 
Lawyers who defend consumers in debt-collection eases say debt buyers used questionable tactics 
well before the recent foreclosure mess. 

Awaiting Fed’s Plans, Markets A~’e in Lhnbo 

Whatever the election outcome, the Federal Reserve is widely expected to take new steps this week 
to spur the nation’s snail-paced recovery. 

~ ~sisn Stocks Gain Amid Fed Expectations 

SPORTS 

GIANTS 4, RANGERS 0 
Rook~e’s Gem Has Giants on the Verge of a T;.tle 

Madison Bumgarner, the youngest pitcher to start a World Series game since ~98~, pitched eight 
scoreless innings. 

PACKERS 9, JETS 0 

~d’ler Bye Week, acts A~°e Off, a~t~d ~Winn;a~g Streak is Over 

The acts outplayed the Packers by the nnmbers, yet were still shut out for the first time sinee 
November 2oo6 beeanse they made erneial mistakes as if eolleeting them. 

~2 Reviews Cost Jets in Game of Position 

PATRIOTS 28, VIKINGS 18 



Patr~ots K~ock O~t i,’avre and G~oab Cont~ool of 

Brett Favre needed eight stitches to close a cnt on his chin, and the Vikings sank to 2-5 after losing 
to the Patriots. 

Roundup: GaHard alld Jaguars AdrJ [o the C~VbO~S’ Woes 

ARTS 

The Underbelly Projeet, an exhibition of street art in an abandoned New Ym’k snbway station, is 
extravagantly out of reach of the public. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’F~°a~k~ The "Vo;.c& 

With "Frank: The Voice," 3ames Kaphm has chronicled Sinatra’s life with all the emotional detail 

~II~e Sta~ twins’ rooftop sculpture, "Big Bambfl," at the Metropolitan Musemn of Art, was hard work 
and a bit of a struggle. And now it’s coming down. 

o Mere A~s News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Spielbe~g and DreamWorks E*~erg~ze the Magic Machine 

After two years and a thorny overhaul, Steven Spielberg and DreamWorks are aiming high with a 
lineup of new releases. 

A Do~atlo*~ Clo~ds F~*x News Repo~t 

Questions are being raised over the Fox Business Network’s failm’e to disclose the News Corporation’s 
$1.3 million donation to defeat Proposition 24. 

ADMERTISING 

Fo~" l~a~,kete~,s~ Ch~’istmas Sta~¢ed Last 

The sluggish economy is raising the stakes for the Christmas shopping season. Some retailers and 
marketers hope to pull demand forward by moving up the start of their pitches. 

Mere Media & AdverLisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
]M{ol’e o~ t]~e ~IoFt:gage 
Even after the financial meltdown and taxpayer bailont-and all those vows abont aecmmtability - 
regnlators are still behind the curve. 

EDITORIAL 

So~’vy State of 

Lawmakers who oblige the gun lobby need to ask themselves: Is this really why I was elected? 

EDITORIAL 

The Co|o~’ado R{ve~"s F~tm’e 

The findings of a study on the Colorado River basin cannot eome a moment too soon. 

EDITORIAL NOTEBC]OK 

Arid Now They ’I’h~nk They’re Importa~at 

A new book celebrates Hugh Carey, former governor of New York, whose wit abont Albany has 
proved prophetic. 

OP-ED 

Mttgged by the Mo~oallze*os 

More and more voters are convinced that what we need is not spending bnt more punishment. The 
irony is that they will end up pnnishing themselves. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 



How We Got Here 

For nearly two decades, America turned steadily more liberal. But that changed abruptly when 

President Obama took office. 

~ Columnis{ Page [ Biog 

~ More Oph~on >, 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 1, 1952, the United States exploded the first hydrogen bomb, in a test at Eniwetok in the 

Marshall Islands. 

¯ See This Ihxmt Page 
¯ Buy rl’~ctis Fro~ctt Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

office hours 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
Would it be OK if I come by your office hours around 2 this afternoon? 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Monday, 12:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

He?’ Pro£ Sable, 

How- are you? I don’t know if you remember me, but I took your AFRI 
class this past surnmer during the second summer session. I saw 

that you are teaching AFRI     next semester and I am ve~: interested 
in taking this class and another class with you. I noticed that is 
almost full. Are these slots already taken or are they being 
reserved? Would there be any chance of me joining the class after the 
semester stalts? I hope you have a good week’. 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, ~ 3:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: RE: Atl-i    Paper Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

I will be available on Friday afternoon an)’ time begilming at 1:30 pm. 
Please let me know when you would like for me to come by to discuss my 
paper. 

Thank you’. 

On Sun,          21:25:23 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
< eunic e~)ema ~t.unc. edu > 
wrote: 
> Thanks for the heads up 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> [~’rom: ~a)~maii~un~ed~] 
> Sent: Sunday, 5:1 () PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Aft-i, Paper ?,/leering 
> 

> Dear Dr. Sable, 
> 

> I hope you are having a great weekendt 
> I am looking ~2~rward to talking with you about my paper tomorrow. I am 
only 
> available between 1 and 2; I will come during that time and if you are 
with 
> other students for the hour I wil [ contact you again and see if" I can 
come 
> during ol![ice hours this week. 
> 

> 

> Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@gmaJl.com~ 

Monday,                 3:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edt~-; Griest, Laura Snow ~-|auragriest@unc.edu-~ 

Gillya~d, Dominique ~dgillya@emaik unc.edw~; ~gmml.com> 

Event Details anent Envimi~en~l l~ghts P~el 

- tentative &~ls sheet.docx 

Hi Eunice, 

Just wanted to cont]rm some details about your event. As we mentioned in the meeting, we only have the capability’ to use 4 hand held microphones. We need to know 

ifKamoji Wachiira is a panelist member or will be giving brietly spea]dng ti~r 10 minutes before the panel begins? This determines how we will ~t-up the auditorium 

and dis~tribute the microphones. For this reason, we’ve attached a te ~tative details sheet for the event. If you have any corrections, please let us know as soon as 

possible. 

Also, we need to do a sound check before the event stmnts, and we will thereibre need the DVD for the event in advance. Conld you possibly drop it offat Laurds 

office beforehand or we could have someone come to pick it up from your office instead. Just let us know. 

Thanks, 

FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Comm~mication Studies Major 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 4:54 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Paper once hours 

Dr. Sahle, 

I’m sorry I didn’t make it to your office hours. I had class during most of your time m~d also would like to do more resemxah before presenting you with an outline. I 

would like to meet sometime soon to talk it over if you have time. I might come by your office hours ne~ week to go over things and have you take a look at my plan. 

Hope it all went well today’, and I will see you tomorrow! 

Take care, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 5:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv> 

Subject: Afri    research paper 

Dr. Sahle, 

I’m sorW that I was unable to come by your extended office hours to 
discuss my research paper today I had class today at 10, 12 and a 
chemistly lab at 1. I have ahvays gotten out of my chemistry lab 
around 3, so my plan was to come see you as soon as I got out of my 
lab. Ul~fortunately, today’s experiment lasted well beyond our usual 
experiment time, and I did not leave Morehead labs until 4:30. Is 
there any way I can meet with you later this week? Perhaps brieIly 
after class tomorrow-? Please let me know when is convenient for you 
and I will make it work! Hope you’re having a great Monday. 

Best, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 6:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: office hours 

Dr Sahle, 

I had a pretty buu day today and was unable to come to your extended off~ce hours to discuss the paper. I was wondering ifI could come tomorrow? And what 

exactly should I come ptepaxed ruth? 

Thanks, 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 3:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: Finding Clues to the Future in Flood of Mktterm Data 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: htt,o:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/g2/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S j Business I Spots i Arts j Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This Day 

Novelnber 02, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

Finding Chins to the F~lture 

in Flood of Mid*erm Data 

Beyond the results of the more than 
5o0 House, Senate and governor’s 
races, the nation will be looking at 
the returns for answers to bigger 
questions. 

Church Attack Seen as Strike 

at Iraq’s Core 

The worst massacre of Iraqi 
Christians since the war began 
unraveled yet another thread of the 
country’s once eclectic fabric. 

~Fq Video via Reuters 

~At 
War: Premonitions of Danger 8t 

Baghdad Church 

Da[a Elusive on Low-Level Crime in New York City 

As rates for major crimes continue to fall in the city, statistics on the lesser crimes remain largely 
unreported. 

o NYlimes corn Home 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Th~qt crime ~o kfll lr<~q, no~ lr<~qfs, "l’h~!~ crime ~o kfll the spfrit of h’~q," 

~AgS.~I g.&~I, on gnnmen who killed 58 people at a chm’eb in Baghdad, 

TB e Front Row         ~.r. 
respo ~d rthe    I zor I 

president ha~ e traveled I     " ~"    I 
the campaign trail this eleetion 
season: Obama One fires up the 
party faithful and Obama Two has to 
fill the Democrats’ coffers fro’ the 
home streteh. 

OPINION 

t~’rom the Elect}on 

Cycle 
David Shipley, the Op- 
Ed editm’, and Gail Collins, an Op-Ed eohlmnist, discuss the role of money, women and the Tea 
Party in the midtevm elections. 

WORLD 

Earlier FHght May Have Been Dry Run for Plotters 

U.S. intelligence officials tracked shipments from Yemen to Chicago in September, two officials said 
Monday night. 



~E~] 
Graphic 

~Bon h Plct ha,’ 
. Role Played by intelligence 

New ~druptlon Drives More Indoneslans to Shelter 

The latest eruption of Mount Merapi sent locals who had term’ned to tend to abandoned livestock 
and fields baek down the slopes in panic. 

~Vi teo via Reuters 

~M’ghan Police Unit Defects to Talihan, Lea~4ng Bnr~fing St~ttlon Behind 

In a volatile area southwest of Kabul, the police on duty Monday morning appear to have sacked 
and burned their own station and then disappeared. 

o More World News 

Federal Appeals Convt ~We]ghs AHzona Law on Immigrants 

Gov. Jan Brewer defended Arizona’s strict new immigration law in federal appeals court, while 
lawyers from the austiee Department called it unconstitutional. 

Child Soldier fl*r AI Qaeda ~s Sentenced fl~r War Crimes 

Omar Khadr was sentenced to 4o years in custody for war crimes, but he might be released in fewer 
than three years, the Defense Department said. 

A Gut Reno~,atlon, !4"ith the Secret Sere,ice V~ratchlng 

Next door to the Obamas’ Chicago home, there are blockades at each end of the block, and signs 
warn contractors that they need permission from federal authorities to go any farther. 

BUSINESS 

SecnHty 

Several transportation experts say that full screening of all air cargo would cause the system of 
express air delivery to grind to a halt. 

Gene Patent Rtdlng Raises Questions for lndt~si~T 

The ,lustiee Department’s new stance that genes should not be eligible for patents is causing 
consternation in the bioteehnology industry. 

Fed is Poised to Pdd Eco*~omy, bnt lmpact Is Clondy 

Some economists doubt the Federal Reserve’s expected resumption of buying Treasuries will have a 
big effect. 

* More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

GIANTS 3, RANGERS 1 

Edgar Renteria hit a threewun homer, and Tim Lineeeum pitched eight stellar innings as the 
Giants won their first title sinee moving west in ~958. 

~Huff 
Followed Winding Road to World Series 

BATS 
Rangers Owner Rips Yankees t~’ans, Tllen Apologizes 

With the Cliff Lee free-agency sweepstakes set to begin, one of the Texas Rangers’ new owners 
criticized Yankees fans for their "violent" and "apathetic" behavior during the A.L.C.S. 

On Baseball: As Rangers Pursue Lee a Lesson ~n O¢erpaying 

Fans want to name a street for Willie Mays, but eity rnles prohibit that honor being bestowed on 
anyone still living. 



ARTS 

An honorary Osear for the filmmaker Jean-Lue Godard has awakened charges of anti-Semitism. 

I-Ionori*~g the Mo~ne~tt ~Vher~ Music Met Moog 

Four decades ago, Robert Moog came up with a synthesizer that gradually changed the face of 

music. A three-day festival Asheville, N.C., marked the achievement. 

MUSIC REVlBN 

St*oa~tss’s Take o*~ the Life of Stra~ss 

Richard Strauss’s "Intem~ezzo" was presented by New York City Opera at the David H. Koch Theater 

on Sunday afternoon. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

T~’ill]ons of Reaso~s to Be Excited 

Physicists are tracking the subatomic chaos of protons colliding 3oo feet underground in the bowels 
of a giant particle detector at the Large Hadron Collider. 

BASICS 

Seeh~g tlhe Natm’a] V~%~]d ~Nith a Physicist’s Le*~s 

Scientists have identified and mathematically anatomized an array of processes that reveal the 
superb efficiency of natural systems. 

BOOKS ON SCIENCE 

~rrapped in Data a~d Diplomas, It’s St~]l S~ake 

"Bad Science" by Ben Goldaere skewers quack health claims and other deliberate deceptions 
perpetrated in the name of science. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Voite 
There are critically important decisions to be made about whether the country moves ahead or 
backward. We urge all Americans to vote. 

EDITORIAL 

Disaster Ave~ed 
The discovery of two explosive devices packed aboard airplanes reminds us that A1 Qaeda remains 
eager to attack the United States and other nations. 

EDITORIAL 
Choices in New Yo~q( and Co~mec{icut~ and A~’om~d the Natlo~ 
Our recommendations in maim’ races in New York and Connecticut, and in other major national 
races. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Seco~d Marriage 

?mother Republican majority in the House is likely to be one that has developed a sense of modesty. 

= " " Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fast T~ack to I~equallty 

A new book offers the best explanation to date for the extreme concentration of wealth and income 
in the U.S. 

~ Columnist Pa~3e 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How to Keep Te~’ro~ism G~om~ded 

We should track air cargo the same way we monitor ship containers. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 



Sign, Sign, Everywhe~oe a Sign 

Though an eleetion isn’t snpposed to be a yard-sign contest, it comes close this year on the lawns of 
npstate New York. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

At the midpoint in his term, the president still has not passed the eritical authentieity test. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 2, 1976, former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter defeated Republiean inenmbent Gerald R. 
Fro’d, beeoming the first U.S. president from the Dee[) Sonth since the Civil War. 

See This Frmtt Pa~e 
Buy ~I’his Ftioxtt Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 7:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2010-11 - 02 

Your reservation request for Chronicle of a genocide foretold [videocassette] from 2010-11-01 through 2010-11-03 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Chronicle of a genocide foretold [videocassette]: 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 11-02-2010 07:22 am 
...... Mail generated at Nov.02.2010 07:11:00 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklaus Andmas <nsteiner@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 10:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

huma~ fights 

Hi Eunice, 

Given your interest in human rights, I want to make sure you saw this announcement about our anti-conference this Saturday. Also, please let your students know. 

Niklaus 

Description: cid:8DDBF3AC40854075-A 116-57D977F7C643 

Nov. 5, lOam-3pm 

FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro Street; Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

http:iiunc.edu/vhr I vhr@unc.edu I +1919 962 3094 

Join the Center for Global Initiatives and Dick Gordon for this Third Annual Anti-conference to reflect, create, celebrate, and think about human rights. The day will 

include on-demand human rights t-shirt printing, collaborative art making and a free lunch by Vimala’s Curryblossom Car& 

Reserve your FREE ticket here: http:!iunc.edu!vhr 

I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 5855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: 
._hAp__;!Lc:g_LU__L~__c_:__e__d___u_ I [kl_t_E;!Lf__a___c_’#__b_qg___k_:__c_9__t_n__/__u__r_)£_c_’g[ I _h__t_!~_;Z!t_v_tA#_r_,__c:_o__m!_U__L~__c:_c_’N 

Description: http://cgi.u nc.ed u/ima ges, migration -horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: hl:tp:il~rnzrl.com/041 .,772990 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton ~ @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 10:50 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Wed. SEANC event 

A SEANC representative will be at here: 

Wednesday November 3, 2010 

10:00 12:00a.m and 2:00 4:00p.m. 

Room 475, Brauer Hall, School of Dentist~z 

Come by for the presentation and receive information about legislative issues, member discounts, scholarships and low rate insurance programs If’you are not already a member, this is your 
opportunity to join SEANC, yotu- only voice in Raleigh. 

(The first half hour or so of each session will be for the presentation 
and Q & A The remainder ibr ~valk-ins. Join us whenever it fits yotu- 
schedule. Pizza available during hmch period on first-come basis as 
long as it lasts.) 

THE STATE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION OF NORTH CAROLINA: 

Defeated 20 days of furlough without pay! 

Aw~ided massive layofJ~t 

Killed an effort to impose a 5% pay cut! 

Retained SPA rights for university employees! 

Is fighting to eliminate the State Health Plan’s bo@ mass index requirementt 

Is pushing legislation to move oversight of the health plan from the General Assembly to the Department of Insurancet 

Expects legislators to suggest that active and retired state employees pay part of their own health insurance premium 

ARE YOU SUPPORTING T[tlS GR~)UP TIIAT IS FIGHTING FOR YOU? 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

<www.seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-28033083-28586557.85afS0d02e09cab3d8949e018885e,454@listse1~!.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:29 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Need advisor for new club at UNC-AtiJcan lbcus 

My name is. I’m a at UNC majoring in Communicafions with an African Studies minor. I’m cunently, a non-profit 

organization called that is serving as an umbrella organization to bridge the gap between those willing to serve and the needs of 

the developing world. My and I have decided to start a club at UNC under our non-profit. The reason for starting this club was to have more 

access to college students, our target group, as we carry out our mission to bridge the gap between those wanting to serve and the needs of the 
developing world. Below I have included a description of what this club roll entail. The last thing we need to gain University Recognition as a club is an 

advi~r, which much be a full-time facul~ or stu~’member of UNC-CH. There are no requirements placed on the adviser by the Universi~ and 

essentially all they would need to do is sign our governing document. 

I’ve been having trouble timing an advisor for our club and I was hoping you would be able to suggest some ~:aculU or staff~nembers that ~nay be 

interested in helping. 

is a club that equios studems to do work on the mission field all over the world. This club roll work very closely ruth 

its parent organization. ]                      ., is a Clmst centered non-profit organization that is bridging the gap between those willing to 

serve and the needs of the developing world. As an umbrella organizalion, they are currently working on several projects, including building o~phanages in 

Uganda and improving water purification in communities throughout Uganda and Kenya. will give students a way to get involved with these 

project~ as well as, teacNng them howto ett~ctively serve locally." 

Thank~ 

@email.unc.edu 



;mail.corn on behalf of 
Fmln: email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:23 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Sick 

Attach: otltline.doc 

Sorts.~ that I did not make it to your office hours yes~terday; I have [men sick for the past two days. My whole body aches I am just hoping it is not the flu, but I am 

going to the doctor today to see. Attached is my outline and I will not be able to make it to class today, lfyou want me to meet with you later on in the week to talk 

about it I can most definitely do so. 

Sony for the inconvenience, 

Hope all is well, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beatriz Pdelkohl <rielkohl@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 2:34 PM 

Open list tbr Latin American Studies major~ prospective major~ and interested lhculty. <ba-ltam@lisl~rv.unc.edu>; intl- 

duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: armouncelnent for listservs 

Wednesday, at 3:30pm 

Bull’s Head Bookshop, Chapel Hill, NC 

Latinos are no longer just visitors to the state but part of the inevitably changing, long-term makeup of North Carolina’s 
population. Exploring the larger social forces behind demographic shifts, Gill shows in her new book both how North 
Carolina communities are facing the challenges and opportunities presented by these changes and how migrants 
experience the economic and social realities of their new lives. 



From: ?}email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: a£ri, class 

Pro£ Sahle, 

I had to leave campus- the fever is back, unfoltunately. HopetMly I’ll be 
all better by Thursday and sor~ I can’t make it today. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Research paper 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I’m so sorry to have missed class today, but I had a migraine and had to shut myself in a dark room for a couple of hours. I also completely missed the research paper 
meetings yesterday...I must have just missed it on the syllabus. I know it’s a lot to ask, but could we potentially find a meeting time to talk about my paper? I have class 
during your normal office hours, but I’m available every morning during the week before noon and every afternoon either after your class or after 2 on MNV/F. Again, I’m so sorry 
to have missed the meetings (and, of course, class). Just let me know. 

Best, 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Sick...Again 

Hi Professor Sahle, I have checked in to Campus Health again. I’m not 
feeling too well I will be in class on Tuesday Also, I went to Battle 
Hall on Friday and Monday and could not find the person I ~vas meant to see 
for a make up exam. Is there an email address I can get? 

University of Nolth Carolina- Chapel Hill, 
Department of Peace, War and Defense 
Department of Social and Economic Justice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sherryl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Ints 

Etmice: 

I can’t believe this course isn’t listed[ I assumed that your courses already were on the list. In fact, I went through the bureaucracy to add a 
lot of courses and would have added this. Should I add it next year? 

Best, Sherryl 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Ires 

Date:Tue, 14:17:30 -0400 

From:Andrew Lu ?~gmail.com> 

To: kleilmaan@emailxmc .edu 

Hello Pm£ Kleinman, 

I am looking at the course offerings for Social mad Economic Justice mino~; and I did not see the Ints class listed as a course that fits m~der any of the three 

categories. I believe that the course, taught by Dr. Eunice SaNe 

The course covers 

I appeal to you that this class should count toward a requirement for the Social and Economic Justice minor. 

Thanks! 

In the Carolina Spirit, 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 

(Office) 
(Mobile) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 10:03 PM 

inll - duncpla.s@duke .edu; tia- residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival Wedne~tay at NC Central U and UNC-Greensboro 

An exploration of the effects of globalization and neo-liberal policies in Haiti as reflected in the lives mad daily s~tmggles of 5 Hailian women living in Port-Au-Prince. 

These women tell compelling stories about their experiences working in factories producing items for export for wages that are far from sufficient to meet the cost of 

living, highlighting the ways in which Haiti has come to serve as a reserve pool of cheap labor for the global marketplace. The film explores themes snch as the 

contraction of the agricultural sector, increased urbanization spawned by neo-libeml policies, the lack of basic services such as healthcare and edncation, and the 
gendered dimensions of the violence spawned by widespread poverty in Port-Au-Prince. With narration by Edwige Daaticat. English andHaitian Creole with 

English subtitles. 

Introduced by protEssor Joshua Nadel. Director Global Studies, NCCU 

Buan Bnilding, Room 160, Universi~ of North Carolina at (heensboro 

Terras/ Lands 

Maya Da-rin. (Brazil, 2009)75 min. 

::x:: 

Three countries, m,o towns~ the fores~t. On the triple frontier between Brazil, Colombia and Peru, the twin towns of Leticia and Tabatinga fom~ an urbon island 

smrounded by the AInazon rain-ibrest. Cut-off from the economic centers of its respective countries by the fores~t and tile distance, this border is characterized by the 

constant transit of people and exchange of goods, the incessmat sound of motorcycles and radios, the mixture of traditional and technological knowledge and the 

presence of different cnltures and nationalities. Following the ordinau events and the constant coming and going of people along the border, Terras portrays the 

presence and the influence of the frontier on the lives of its inhabitants. Portuguese a~MSpanish with English subtitles. 

Trailer at: http://~,w.youtube.cona/watch?v=- Ru8OwScvMk 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Ints 

OK. But rll give credit to the student (as a ’special case’). I do this 
a fair amount for students who find a course not listed in the minor. 

On       9:13 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Shel~ 1, 
> 

> Thanks for the interest in adding this course to the minor 
> 

> Unfortunately, I developed this course specifically to achieve the aims of the mandatoW core course required for the cluster on human rights. Thus, please do not add it to the minor for 

the duration of the cluster which is the next two ?’ears 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> From: Sherryl Kleinman [kleinman@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 8:51 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> SubJect: Fwd: Ints 
> 

> Eunice: 
> 

> I can’t believe this course isn’t listed! I assumed that your courses already were on the list. In fact, I went through the bureaucracy to add a lot of courses and would have added this. 
Should I add it next year? 
> 

> Best, Sherryl 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject:    Ints 
>Date: ~[~ae, 14:17:30 -04C0 
> From: 5@~mail cam> 
> To: kleinman@email.unc.edu<mailto:kleinman(~r)email.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> tlelb Pro[" Kleinmal~, 
> 

> I am looking at the course offerings for Social and l:.conomic Justice minor, and I did not see the Ints class listed as a course that :fits under any of the three categories. I believe that 
the course, taught by Dr l:.unice Sahle, extensively covers 
> 

> 

> 

> I appeal to you that this class should count toward a requirement for the Social and Economic Justice minor. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 
> In the Carolina Spirit, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> The University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 
; (Office) 
; (Mobile) 

> 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 4:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: G.O.P. Captures ][louse, but Not Senate 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/03/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld j U.S~ ] Business I Snor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] ,Op-E£~ I ,On This 

Novelnber 03, 2OlO 

TOP NEWS 

Not Sea,ate 

Republicans rode a tide of voter 
discontent to take control of the 
House of Representatives and expand 
their voice in the Senate in elections 
Tuesday. 

C~mmo Cruises to Vein in 

New "fork Govern or~s Race 
f.h: .ii:.i;?.::.% ..:©b. 
Attorney General Andrew M. Cuomo 
completed a painstakingly plotted 
comeback from political ruin. 

~News 
APaiys~5: Cuomo on a Collision 

Course With Unions 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

In l¢.ep~fl~llca~ Vic~orles, Tide "l’ur~s Star "ldy 

~Ilxe apostle of change became its target, engulfed by the same discontent that vaulted him to the 

White House. 

~ Obama Is Kxpecte J to _ rge Coopera[ion on Kconom~ and an EnrJ to Vi[dol 

, NYFimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

TONV PERELLI~ 75~ voting in Chicago. 

Co~nplete Eleetlo~ 

Coveral~e 
Interactive maps, 
video, graphics, photos, 
analysis and full results 
for the midterm 
elections. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION :~] Antebell 
UF,q [~relln:~n itlon at 

Vicksbu Vick~b~rg 

Exactly 15o y ...... go, I r9 

the future Confederate 

president prophesied a "harvest of 

death" - on a spot soon to be watered 

with blood. 

WORLD 

Brltlsl~ MHitary Expands Link~ to t~’rencl~ Allies 

New deals envisage a force of 5,ooo service members from each nation, with rotating commanders 



and land, sea and air components. 

Coor(|h~ated Bon~bh~gs St~olke Across Bagttda(| 

Insurgents set off more than a dozen coordinated bombs, upending security throughout Baghdad. 

Shanghai Expo Sets Record W’ith 73 Million ~’~sltors 

tilde Chinese government made sure that the World Expo would reach its target of 7o million 
visitors and break the record set by aapan in 197o. 

o More World News 

Tea Par~- Comes to Power o~ a~ Unclear Mandate 

The movement has a stated distaste for the compromises of legislating and a wary relationship with 
G.O.P. leaders. 

~Tea 
Party Demonstrates Wide Appeal 

Tight Deadline for New Speaker ~o Deliver 

Having led his party to midterm trimnph, Representative aohn A. Boehner is now at the beginning 
of a harder fight. 

~ Times Topics: John A Boehner 

G,OoP, Makes Gains Toward Narrowing tl~e Gap ~n the Senate 

Democrats managed to hold on to a few states that Republicans had eyed hungrily, but the G.O.P. 
gained at least four seats. 

~ 
S;~de Show: Tea Party Candidates Pick Up Senate Victories 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

So|ar-PaneI Maker to Close a Factory and Delay Expansion 

Solyndra, the Silicon Valley company that won a federal grant to build a robotic factory, faces stiff 
price eompetition from Chinese manufacturers. 

Cotton Clothing Price Tags to i~ise 

Chinese amt American demand is up, but the er0p was hurt by flooding in Pakistan and bad 

weather in China and India. 

I~ G,MJs Comeback Story, a Big Role f~r }Vashingto~ 

The Obama administration distanced itself Dom day4o-day management of G.M. but played an 
important role in decisions on leadership and strategy. 

Waitin~ for G.M. i P.O. News? HOM On a t.ittle Longer 

SPORTS 

New Ow~ers, Less Debt Give Texas a Shot at Lee 

Texas went Dom borrowing $4o million from baseball to stay afloat to vowing to aggressively 
pursue their Dee-agent pitcher, Cliff Lee, against certain competition Dom the Yankees. 

A New/\ce for a New Era 

At age ~6, Tim Lineeeum has two Cy Young Awards, the most strikeouts for a pitcher’s first four 
seasons and a signature World Series perfm~nanee. 

~A~er 
S~;asons of A{~ony, Ecstasy in San Flar~cisco 

~Ba 
s ~ Keep ng Score: Series Highlighted Dominant Pitching ~ ~ Commer~ts 



Debris Falls at Garden, Postponing Knlcks Game 

Asbestos-related material fell fi’om the ceiling overnight, and Madison Square Garden officials 

postponed Tuesday’s game "out of an abundance of caution." 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

A Cu|tural Leap Across a PoI[t]cal Divide 

American Ballet Theater anti members of City Ballet travel to Cuba for the 22rid International 
Ballet Festiwd in Havana. 

A discnssion of the American-Cuban jazz connection and its history~ in light of the loosening of 
Washington’s travel restrictions to anti fi’om Cuba. 

John Collins, the director of "Gatz," has yet to miss a performance of his nearly seven-hour show. 

o More A~s News 

DINING & WINE 

IN THE K]TCHEN WlTH I ADAM RAPOPORT 

ANew Flavor for Bon App{~tlt 

Adam Rapoport is cool in the kitchen, a quality that will stand him in good stead as the new editor 

in chief of Bon App6tit magazine. 

Hopi~g Chefs ~’i~l Melt for Tcho Chocolate 

Teho’s aim is to win the hearts of chefs in New York with its gastronomic chocolate. 

Chasing Stingray AlI Over Tm~-n 

With an expert, chasing a Southeast Asian dish all over New York City. 

~ Recipe: Sambal Stingray in ganan~ Leaf 

More Dinin,q & Wk~e ;~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Voters in Tuesday’s elections sent President Obama and Congress a loud message. Will it be heard? 

EDITORIAL 

Major Technical 1)iff~cnltles 

The federal statute requiring phone and broadband carriers to ensure their networks can be 

wiretapped is being overhauled behind dosed doors in Washington. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. Ba~ Pulls His Preaches 
The United Nations secretary general, Ban Ki-moon, has been shamefully silent on China’s poor 
human rights record and its unjustified imprisonment of Liu Xiaobo. 

EDITORIAL 

They Really Ave Giants 

Let’s remember, for as long as we can, this long-haired, farm-raised, mostly home-grown and 

organic World Series. 

EDITORIAL 

Katrina’s Unfil~ished B~si~ess 
Blighted neighborhoods in New Orleans ave hindering the city’s recovery. 

o MoreOp[nion >~ 

OP-ED 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 

~rhere Do Democrats Go Next? 

The Democrats can recover from the disappointments of the midte~a’n election, if they learn fi’om 

the results, Evan Bayh writes. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Republican Party 
i.: :: :i:,...iRLi..F. 
A Speaker-to-be explains why no one gets to take America away fi’om Americans. 



~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

1)o Believe t]~e Hype 

On a visit to India, seeing how one star,t-up is helping people move their bank branch from the 

mattress to the eellphone. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 3, 1936, President Franklin D. Roosevelt was re-elected in a landslide over Repnblican 

Alfl’ed M. "A1U Landon. 

See This Front Page 
Buy This Front Page 

About This E-t~’~ail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsletter. ,’ks a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy plegram, we are committed to protecting yoLir privacy. 

Ma!lage Subsc[iptions I Unsubscribe I Cha!lge Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve[tise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mandy Maas <mandymaas college@mcgmw-hill.com> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 5:03 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

McGra~v-Hill Values Your Opiuion - ANNUAL EDITIONS: Developing World 11/12 

THiS IS AN AUTO-GENERATED MESSAGE, - DID NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE. 

Visit the catalog page to view the 

Table of Contents 

This textbook is also offered 
as an eTextbook! 

Related Titles: 
Environment and Geography 

~ Global Affairs 

~ Political Science 
~ Sociology 

If you need further assistance, please contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative 
or McGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscribe, click here 

~McGraw-t till Education respects your privacy. Click the link to UN- SUBSCRIBE from McCrraw-Hill Education commercial e-mail messages. You can go to 

http://prelEreuces.mheducation.com or write to Privacy Official, McGraw-Hill Education, 148 Princeton-Hightstown Road, N- 1, Hightstown, NJ 08520-1450 to 

exercise other privacy choices, to review your data, or to ask questions. View The McGraw-Hill Compmfies Cuslomer t rivac5 t olicy at http://~wwv.mcgraw- 

hill.conv’pfivacy.httnl. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sammy Slade ~            ~hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 11:44 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01@listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] US Grassroots response to grasstops acknowledgement of failure 

I am forwarding bwo recent pieces that reflect the current state of climate change organizing in the U.S., one from the grasstops and the other, in response, from the 
grassroots. These are especially key, since, after these mid-term elections, gridlock that has happened for real action on climate change may become even more 
entrenched ... or worse ... there may be some movement by the corporate par~ies now that the Democrats actually have the other parb/in power in the House and now may 
more ’legitimately’ claim the need for ’bi-partisanship’ for the sake of moving things anywhere .... 

An Open Letter From 1 Sky to All People and Organizations Working to Combat Climate Change 
http:i/www.huffingtonpost.com/gillian-caldwell/an-open-letter-from-lsky b 673798.html 
Open Letter to 1 Sky From the Grassroots 
hit p ://www~c~rist.orcj!a rticle!2010-10- 23- open- letter-t o- 1- sky- from-t h e- cjra ssroots 

- -Sammy 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28042407-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~.c~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 12:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2010-11 - 04 

Your reservation request for Own VHS [videocassette] from 2010-11-03 through 2010-11-10 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Own VHS [videocassette]: Taking Root (film from Duke) 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 11-03-2010 12:39pm 
...... Mail generated at Nov.03.2010 12:11:26 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Muslims for Palestine <info ampalestine.org@mcsv 158.net~ 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 1:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

TaJae Action Now: Dema~d immediate dismis~l of UN official ] AMP honors victims of ethnic cleansing 

American Muslims for Palestine 

Take Action: Demand immediate dismissal of UN officiN Andrew WhNey 
for his comments betraying PaMstinian refugees 
(CHICAGO ! 1 032010) .-- Tile Ameriaan Musiims for Palesl:me is outraged al: ,’:ommen[s made by 

Andrew Whitiey, head of the New York Office for the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestin 

UNRWA was estabiished ~s a result ef tile massive ethnic cleansing of Palestini~ns in !948 by Zionist 

Jews who established the state of israel its mission is to work with the refugee population until it is 

repatriated [o the horaeland from whi,’:h millions of P~lesl:inians [ociay ~re exiled. 

On Oct 22, Whitley made a statement to the National Council of US-Arab Reiations that the Palestinian 

refugees should not entertain the "cruel illusion" that they will ever exercise their inalienable Right of 

Return and that they should start considering "their own role in the societies where they are"~ or 

While UNRWA has oFiciaiiy distanced i[sel[ from ’v’~hil:iey’s ,’:orr~ments in ~n Oct 25 sl:a[ement, AMP 

nonetheless joins with other Palestinian and human rights groups calling for his immediate dismissal 

[rorq his UNRWA post 

Whitley’s statement is a grave breach of duty and betrayai of the trust vested in UNRWA by the world 

community and, particuiady, by the refugees themselves As a UN officiai, Mr. Whitiey undermined the 

integrity and the credibiiity of UNRWA and exposed himself as the enemy of the very people he is 

supposed to serve. In 1948, The UN General Assembly passed Resolution 194 which calls for the 

return of the Palestinian refugees to their homes, and affirmed this resolution 110 times so far 1his 

sarqe resolution created UNCCP 1:o repatriate tile refugees 

TAKE AC:TION 

and ask for Mr AndrewWhitley’s immediate dismissal 

AMP honors victims of ethnic c~e~nsing by redouNing efforts for justice 
National 9rassroots group remembers date of Balfour Declaration 

(CHICAGO 1 I.,’03/2010) - Ninety-three years ago, on Nov. 2, 1917, Lord Arthur .lames Bailout issued the 

now-infamous Balfour Declaration, paving the way for a Jewish national homeland in the sacred land of 

Palestine. The short, three-paragraph letter affirmed Britain=s "sympathy with Jewish Zionist 

aspirations;" and so set into motion the series of events that resulted in the partition of Palestine and 

the beginning of the ethnk; cleansing of [i~e Palestinian people 

Today. 9 rrfiiiion Palestinians live in e>:ile --. either outside their homeland er as internally displaced 

persons ln refugee camps Palestmians make up 40 percent of the world’s refugees - the largest 

today with Israel’s continuai home demoiitions, settlement expansion t~e continued construction of the 

Apartheid Wall and murderous campaigns agains[ civilians, whether conducted by the Israeli military or 

militant illegal settlers 

The American Musiims for Palestine (AMP) marks the anniversary of the BaFour Declaration somberly 

and in remembrance of the countless people who have lost their lives or are still suffering today under 

redouble our effo.,’ts to bring justice to the Palestinian people so they wiii not have suffered and died in 



www.an!paiestine ore 

~ 
Foiiow us on Twitter ........................................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders -Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 2:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Call for Papers--Special :ssue of SWB 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Dear SSF Think Tank Colleagues: 

The editors of Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences (SWB)--a double-blind, peer=reviewed electronic journal 
devoted to cutting-edge research on human rights and public goods--invite you to submit manuscripts for a special issue on Human Rights 
Pedagogy, Service Learning, and Civic Engagement. 

The basic contours of the CFP are as follows: 

Since the advent of the public sociology initiative in 2004 and the founding of the Section on the Sociology of Human Rights of the American 
Sociological Association in 2008, sociologists have increasingly embraced the human rights framework in their research, teaching, and 
service. In the same time period, universities have increasingly prioritized service learning and civic engagement as components of 
undergraduate and graduate education and training. The special issue of SWB will be devoted to the relationship between the sociology of 
human rights--understood as the use of sociological theories, methods, and knowledge to identify human rights abuses and promote social 
change--and the growing emphasis on service learning and civic engagement in universities. The editors are particularly interested in the 
following questions: How should sociologists teach human rights to students? How might service learning projects contribute to students’ 
understanding of human rights issues? How might sociologists contribute to the debate on civic engagement? 

The deadline for submissions is January 15, 2011. 

For the submission guidelines see: http:/isocietieswithoutborders.orgisubmissions/ 

Please submit manuscripts as e-mail attachments to: submissions@societieswithoutborders.org 

Submissions will be subject to the regular review process of SWB. 

We do hope that you will consider submitting your work to Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences. You can visit 
our website at htt~o:!/societieswithoutborders.orq/Meanwhile, should any questions arise, do not hesitate to contact us at 
submissions@societieswitho utborders.o rg. 

Sincerely, 

David L. Brunsma, Keri E. lyall Smith, and Mark Frezzo 
Editors, Societies Without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/~g source=msg mes network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:48 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Uhuru Child Student Organization 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
My name is I am part of a group of students who are 

starting a student group here on campus with the purpose of building 
schools in nee@ communities in Kenya. We will be affiliated with the 
national nonprofit organization l~Nuru Child (uchildonline corn) The 
organization’s main goals are to develop relationships between the 
con~aunity in Kenya and here in the United States, ap.d to build schools 
providing children the opportuni~z to an education that can break the cycle 
of poverty. This stammer the organization will be building a school in the 
Jikaze displacement camp Some of the projects we are excited about getting 
started here on campus include a pen pal project ~vith students in Kenya, 
and fundraising to eventually start our own school in Kenya. At a 
preliminaw interest meeting earlier this semester 25 students expressed 
~nterest in helping this organization be active here on campus We are very 
excited about getting this group started so we can begin helping the 
community in Kenya 

In order to be recognized as a student organization on campus we need to 
have an advisor who is a full time facul~" or staffmember. Because of your 
interest inhuman rights and social justice, we believe the orgamzauon 
would benefit greatly by having you as an advisor. As the advisor of our 
organization, the only thing you would be required to do is rewew and sign 
the "statement of purpose" of our organi/~tion. As an organization we 
would be self-sclNcient, but would enthusiastically welcome any additional 
help you wish to provide. If you are interested in being our advisor, is 
there a time that we could meet to talk more about the organization and 
review the "statement of purpose"? If not, do you know of any other 
professors that may be interested in helping us7 

Sincerely, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 3:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Fed to Spend $600 Billion to Speed Up Recoveo, 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/04/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines N°vember °4’ 2°1° 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Sb, deI Editorials i Op-E~,, ion T 5 s Day 

TOP NEWS 

Fed to Spend 86o~ BHilo~ to                         ~ 

Npeed Up Recovery 

The Fed’s move is an effort to nurture a fragile recovery ahead of battles that will dominate polities 
over the next two years. 

Deep RiIts Di~4de Obama and Republicans 

A day after Democrats got what the president called a "shellacking," both parties explored the 
reshaped political terrain. 

Democrats Outrun by a ~-=Yeav G,O,P, Comeback P|an 

The balanee of power shifted in a campaign marked by Republican plotting, Democratic 
miscalculations and a new dynamie out of both par’ties’ control. 

~E] interactive T~meline: How the Comeback Developed 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, discussing Tm~sday’s e]ee~ion results. 

FEATURE: The 2.O~O 

Replfl~llcan 

Con~eback: How It 

DeveJoped 
On Election Night, the Republican 
party nearly succeeded in its goal to 
capture control of Congress only two 
years after a Democratic sweep. 

OPINION 

OP N ONATOR I HOME F RES 

A call to veterans,      I 
families and friends to 
submit a recollection of wartime 

Vanessa Redgrave in ’Driving 
Miss Daisy’ 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Chris ROCK ~kes on Broadway in ’Hat’ 

Review: ’R~in: A Tribute to [he Beatles On Broadway’ 



WORLD 

Yelne*~’s Drive on AI Qaeda F’aces iuter*~al Skepticism 

As Yemen intensifies its military campaign against A1 Qaeda’s regional arm, it fares a serious 
obstacle: most Yemenis consider the group a myth or a ploy. 

Oveece Halts Overseas Mall as Born bs Cross Borders 

A wave of explosive devices sent across Europe unnerved authorities, who are already trying to 
assess risks to the air cargo system. 

YouTube ~Aqthdraws Cleric’s Videos 

American and British officials pressed for the removal of videos featuring rails to jihad by Anwar al- 
Awlaki. 

More Worid News 

Ouster of Iowa d udges Seuds Sig~aI to Bet~ch 

Proponents of an independent judiciary were alarmed at a vote to remove three Iowa justices who 
were part of a unanimous derision to allow gay marriage. 

Boehuer Becomes the Lead Character as Roles ~Moe Reversed i*~ the Capitol 

Mr. Boehner, the speaker in waiting, now commands the attention onee given to Nancy Peh)si. 

Ir~ Rub[o, Some See Rise of the ’Great l~ght Hope~ 
i:::, :b:’.:v /7..~/.:,Vii 

Senator-elect Marco Rubio of Florida has gone from no-name former state lawmaker to inspirational 
leader. 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

The Road Ahead Turns R~ght 

The G.O.P. is expressing its intention to revisit issues like health rare refm~, financial regulation 
and tax ruts. 

~ Fiscal Issues [ E~wironrne~t 

Ge*~entech Offers Secret Rebates for Eye Drug 

The rebates were used to promote the drug Lueentis even though another of the company’s options 
costs far less. 

Cauada Blocks BHP~s Purchase of Potash 

The derision was only the second time that the Canadian government had turned down a bid in the 
25-year history of the current foreign investment law. 

S P O RTS 

For NoF.L. Players~ A~other Risk: Heart Disease 

A former quarterback turned surgeon runs a cardiovascular screening program for fro’met players. 

~M’ler 5a Years ofWalth~g, O*~e Delirious Day 

San Francisco, known for its alternative flair, hosted a giant party to celebrate that most American 
of championships: a World Sm~es title for the Giants. 

Keeper of Gia~ts’ Bats a*~d of Team’s History 

Mike Murphy, the Giants’ equipment manager, has been with the team since ~958 and embodies its 

52-year quest to bring a title to San Francisco. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 



Taylor Swift i~bum ]is a Sales T~qumph 

Taylor Swift’s new album, "Speak Now," sold over a million copies in its first week, the latest in a 
string of successes for country mnsie. 

THECAUCUS 

The "IW ~atch: Politics a~d St~ow Bu,~i~mss 

While Sarah Palin gh)ated over Tea Party victories on Fox News, her daughter Bristol floated across 
the stage of "Dancing With the Stars." 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Decision Points~ 

President George W. Bush looks back on his years in offiee in a new memoir. 

o More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

THE GIMLET EYE 

Fro" the Vietoria’s Secret show, the casting for modds brings ont the fit and the beanfiful. 

Fo~" Fashlon*s Bad Boy, No Secrets 

Olivier Zahm has become a mascot of the fashion world with his magazine, Purple, and his blog. 

SKIN DEEP 

A Safc~y Kink in Haho Relaxing°? 

A process of straightening frizzy hair produces unpleasant odors, but is it dangermls, especially to 
the stylists? 

o More Fashion & Slyle >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

If Republicans are serious about accepting the election’s mantle, they will join in governing and not 
simply posturing. 

EDITORIAL 

Meanwhile~ il~ Alb~ly 
Attorney General Andrew Cuomo, the governor-elect of New York, will have to use the power of his 
margin of victory wisely, and qniekly. 

EDITORIAL 

New Ene*°gy Outfoxes Old hi Callf~on~a 
Voters in California proved that dean energy policy can be a political winner. Washington should 
take note, 

EDITORIAL 

HMIoween ~ Afterlife 
Soon the skeletons and zombies will be packed away. But for a little while longer, the stoops are in 
full regalia. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

C:P- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I~i~Hst~ Rabbi’s ~vVo~°k 

Reealling the lessons of the Israeli leader - 15 years after his assassination. 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

The Day At’tee the Day zM’te~o 

Detain:rats, we know you are sad. But it’s time to roll up your sleeves. The yaehtless American 
dream depends on yml. 

~ Columnist Page 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

M~°, Obama~ It’s Time fo~" Some Poetey 

President Obalna needs to lose the emil reserve and start sweating, and slugging. 

~ Columnist Page ~ Blog 

@NTRIBUTING COLUMNIST 

To SaYe Money, Save {l~e Health Care Act 

The incoming Republican leadership should work to deploy the health eare law’s eostmontainment 
measures fnlly rather than try to repeal them. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 4, 2008, Baraek Hnssein Obama was elected the 44th [)resident of the United States, as the 
eonntry chose him as its first [)lack chief executive. 

* Sei; This Front Page 
, Bu,z Th{s Front Page 

About This g-I~laH 

YOU receiwsd this message because you signed up for N’¢limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plagram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Mat~age Sdbsc~Jptions ~ Unsc~bscdbe ~ Chat~ge Your E-Mail ~ Pdvacy Policy j Contact ~ Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 8:44 AM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; ti:- residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival tonight: Oliver Stone’s South of the Border at Carolina Theatre in Durham 

All Latin American Fihn Festival events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festiw2l schedule, directions to the venues, and other infom~ation, visit the 

Latin American Film Fes~tiw2t web site at http://latinfilmt~s~valnc.com/ 

Carolina Theatre, Cinenm 1, Durham, NC 

South of the Border 

Oliver Stone. (Venezuela/USA, 2009) 102 min. 

There’s a revolution underway in South America, bnt most of the world doesn’t know it. Oliver Stone ~ts out on a roM trip across five countries to explore the social 
and political movements as well as the ma~nstream media’s misperception of South America while interviewing seven of its elected presidents. In casual convemations 
with Presidents Hugo Chavez (Venezuela), Evo Morales (Bolivia), Lula da Silva (Brazil), Cristina Kirchner (Argentina), as well as her husband and ex-President 
Ndstor Kirchnm; Femando Lugo (Paraguw), Rat:ael Correa (Ecuador), and Raul Castro (Cuba), Stone gains unprecedented access and sheds new light upon the 
exciting tmnsfom~ations in the region. Englisl~ and Spanisl~ with English subtitles. 

http:i/southoftheborder.doc.comi 



From: ~gmafil.com> 

Sent: Thursday 12:09 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Today’s class 

Dr, Sahle, 

After it mined on me all morning m~d I was already fighting a cold, I do not feel ve~31 well. So i think I’m not going to come to class today. Sorry for the inconvenience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Nix, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 12:36 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

It’s About Time 

Dear ONE Member, 

[n two weeks, Congress could give African farmers the chance to pull 
themselves out of poverty. 

Tt’s about time to give these farmers the tools that they need--and 

deserve. 

Will you help me ask Congress to fund the fight against hunger 
today? 

The petition reads: 

Dear Congressr 

Please help farmers around the world earn their way out of poverty for 
the long term by committing $1.3 billion to support smart agriculture 
programs. 

When Congress meets in just ~. I days, they’re considering cutting 
the budget for the current fiscal year. And you know which poverty- 
fighting program stands to take the biggest hit? Agriculture--even though 
it’s proven to be one of the smartest investments our government can 
make to help farmers grow more food for themselves and their families. 

We think we have a real shot at saving these funds, but only if we 
can catch Congress’ attention before they head home for 
Thanksgiving, That’s why we need your support right away. The more 
names we add to our campaign, the stronger our case to Congress will be. 

It’s about time to unleash Africa’s agriculture potential--but we can’t do it 
without you. 

Add your name and help fund smart agriculture programs in the 
world’s poorest countries today, 

http: //www.one.org/us/actnow/ag 2010/o,pl ?id = 2023- 709283 - 
OUYTgtxS~t = 2 

This Thanksgiving, I’d love to give thanks for offering farmers, their 
families and communities a real chance to beat poverty. Thanks for your 
support. 

Sheila Nix 
U.S. Executive Director 



I 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:49 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Class today 

Dr. SaNe, 

I am unable to make it to class today because I feel ill. 

Thanks! 

In the Carolina Spirit, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Tanya Kinsella <tekinsel@email.nnc.edtc, 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 2:11 PM 

Sahar Amer @gmail.com>; Gokaiksel, Pervin Banu <banug@email.unc.edu>; Eros% C~xl W <CERNST@email.unc.edu-~; 

Safi, Omid <omid@emml.unc.edu>; Vanberg, Georg S <gvanberg@unc.edu>; Langston, Richard E <relangst@email.unc.edu>; Wegel, 

Christina J <wegel@emml.unc.edtv~; J~xausch, Hannelore L <hlj~xaus@email.unc.edw~; Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; 

Hage~nann, Karen <hagemann@unc.edu>; Didow, Nicholas M --~nick didow@nnc.edu>; John Chasteen <chas~teen@unc.edu>; Sosa- 

Velasco, Alfredo J. <aj sosav@unc.edu>; Cooke, Amy E <acooke@email.unc.edu>; Gangi, Gregory J --~ggangi@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, 

Eunice N ~-eunice@email.unc .edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc .edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamo~rame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Yaqub, Nadia <yaqub@email.unc.edu>; Escobm; Armro 

<aescobar~email.unc.edu~; redfield@unc.edu; Peacock, Jmnes L III <peacock~unc.edu>; Smith-Nonini, Sand.’,, C 

<SCSMITH@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Stewm% John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edn>; Degnzman, Maria <deguzman@email.unc.edu>; Cravey, 

Altha J <cravey@unc.edu>; Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email.unc.edu>; B~ant, Chad C <b~antc@email.unc.edu~; 

kjbums@email.unc.edu@smtp.unc.edn; Jarausch, Konrad H <jaransch@email.unc.edu>; Lloyd Kmmer <lkr~mer@unc.edu>; Lee, 
Christopher J <cjleel @email.unc.edu-~; McReynolds, Loui~ <louisem@email.unc.edu>; Radding, Cynthia <radding@emml.unc.edu>; 

Reid, Donald M. <dreidl@email.unc.edu>; Cresce~i, Mark J <cresce~i@anc.edu>; kmcguire@email.unc.edu; Robertson, Graeme B 

<graeme@emml .unc.edu>; Se~ng, Donald D <~aring@unc.edw~; Vachudova, Milada A <vachndov@email.unc.edtp; Nielsen, Francois 

<francois niel~n@unc.edtp; Hershfield, Joaane L <hershfld@email.anc.edu>; Bums, Elizabeth Jane <ejbums@em~il.unc.edu-~; Fan,r, 

Annegret <fauser@email.unc.edu>; Cante, Rich~cd C <rcante@email.unc.edu>; Bentley, Mmgaret E <pbentley@unc.edu>; Van Vliet, 

Gretchen L. <gretchen vanvliet@unc.edu>; Gulledge, Suzanne Allen <sgulledg@em~£unc.edu>; Glaziel; Jocelyn A 

<jocelyng@email.unc.edtp; Rong, Xue L --~xrong@elnail.nnc.edtc>; Stone, Lynda <lstone@email.unc.edu>; Trier, James D 

<jtfier@elnail.unc.edtp; Veitch, James E <veitch@unc.edu>; Darla Deardorff <~t.deardorff(c))duke.edtp 

Kinsella. Tanya E <tekinsel@email.unc.edn> 

INTS 789: Teaching Languages Ac~oss the Curriculum 

Dear Faculty, 

Could you please encourage your graduate students to enroll in my Spring 2011 Teaching L/tC course? 

The course meeting time will be set according to student availabiliU. 

Interested students should contact Ine at ldnsella(dbunc.edu. 

A flyer is available for printing or download at: http:#wv~v.unc.e&r’areastudies’degreeprograms/lac/documents’ints789-2011 flier.pdf 

Thank you, 

Tanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Cente~ for European Studies 

FedEx Glehal Education Center, Rm 3213 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602~ fax 919-962-5375 

gleba].unc.edu/eurepe (Center fer European StkKties) 

www.unc.edu/iac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

www.unc.edu/deptsieu~ope/~-ajor (ENRO Major) 

INTS 789: Teaching Languages Across the Curriculmn 

Spring 2011 - Day/Time TBA - Tanya Kinsella 

’][’his course focuses on the pedagogy and practice of teaching Languages Across the Curriculum (LAC) at the postsecondeacy level. Broadly defined, LAC integrates 

the use of languages other than English into courses outside the traditiona] language/literature repertoire. LAC takes a wide variety of names m~d folms, depending on 

cumcnlar and ins~titutional priorities, student needs and proficiency levels, and specific disciplinary godts. LAC courses or programs are offered by numerous institutions 

nationwide, at research universities, comprehensive fonr-year colleges, libera] axts colleges, professional and technical schools, and communily colleges. Given the 

Modem Language Association’s May- 2007 Foreign Language Report advocating interdisciplina~’ collaborations in higher education, the significance of LAC is likely’ 

to increase in the future. 

Through course readings, visiting speakers, and collaborative workshops, 1NTS 789 provides graduate students with the knowledge and skills required to teach LAC 

ettEctively. We will exaanine the history and objectives of the Languages Across the Curriculum movement, compare primary LAC models and methods, and explore 

administrative issues including program implementation, funding, and assessment. The course al~ offers hands-on instructions] experience in syllabus design, course 

materials selection, and strategies for thcilitating classroom discussion. Students are required to complete a research project and a teaching port~blio for use on the 
academic job Inarket. 

This course is open to graduate and professionoJ students froln any depea~tment who eae interested in teaching interdisciplinary courses in second languages other than 
English. 

INTS 789 is reqnired for students purs@ng the Graduate Certificate in LAC Instruction (see details at www.unc.edu’lac). 



For more information, email kinsella(d~unc.edt~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SM3,VG UNC <socialmovements@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 3:21 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Room Change tbr tomorrow’s event ruth CMos Rosero GEC 2010 

Please join us for an mt’onnal conversation ruth Carlos Rosero on activism/academy collaboration and 
interfaces. 

Friday, November 5, Noon- 1:45 

Global Education Center Room 2010 

Please feel tiee to bring your lunch! 

About Carlos Rosero who gave a public talk earlier this week: 

Carlos Rosero is one of the founders of the Colombian Proceso de 

Comunidades Negras (Process of Black Communities, PCN), and a tn~n black 

political and intellectual leader in Latin America. He has been invited to 

participate in seholmly, NGO, and political meetings in many parts of the 

world, including Europe, North America, and Africa. He is a ve~’ 

well-known and sought after activist, anthropologist, and expert on 

Ati~o-Colombian and Afro-Latin American s~tmggles and studies. In this 

talk, he will examine contemporary s~tmggles of afro- descended communities 

against mining, setting them mthin the context of black cultural and 

territorial autonomy since colonial times to the present. The talk 

anaJ~w, es the centrality of resource extraction to nationa] and global 

economies at present, arguing tbr a post-extmctivist eva tbr Latin 
American development. 

An event of the Latin American Political hnaginaries Working Group, 
co-sponsored by Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~, 

Department of Anthropology 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28052966-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26tb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.uuc.edu> 

Thursday 5:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Paper meeting 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I’ve taken a look at my schedule and I can definitely do tomorrow afternoon after my 2pm class. I can also come by on Monday any time before my class at noon or any time 
after my class at 2. I just wanted to talk to you about my paper idea to see if it’s something you think I can do (since I’ve only spoken with about it). Just let me know 
when is good for you! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edtv~ 

Friday, November 5, 2010 7:08 AM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; ti:- residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival today: 4:30 pm at Duke, hnages of Decolonization: Rebel Shadows 

All Latin American Film Fesfival events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festival schedule, directions to the venues, and other infom~ation, visit the 

Latin American Film Festival web site at http://latinfilmtEs~valnc.com/ 

Note today’s screening begins at 4:30 pro. 

Richard White Auditorimn, Duke Universi~, Durham, NC 

Images of Decolonization: Rebel Shadows 

Curated and introduced by guest director Raul Moarquech Ferrera-BalatNuet 

Total running Time: 89:08 min. 

Much’ tal Jedz. Colectivo TU1LIX(2009) 

> E1 Silencio hnperial: Una opera Xican@/Imperial Silence: A Chicana Opera, Act I and Act II (2008). 

John Jota Leafios ÷ Colecfivo Burning Wagon (Chicano/USA) 21 ~nin. 

Act I Los ABCs: is a five-minute Xicano docu-animation cataloguing the real-life testimony of skeletons that have returned to tell their stories of life and death at war. 

Sing along ruth this group of animated Mariachi social documentarians who roll guide you through a histo~ that roll make you laugh, cry, and wonder why. Deadtime 

Stories with Mariachi Goose and his Friends is Act II in the animated Xican@ Opera, ’Imperial Silence’. It chroNcles the longest day of the year in Muertolandia 

where dead nurse~ @me characters converge to attend the Crran Solstice concert where the overnight sensation, ttumpty MaJciachi Dumpty, was to pertbnn his hit 

huapango, "Quisiera Vivir" at the fundrmser for the Great Wall. 

More info at: http://www.leanosnet/l~roiects.html 

> Lix cua raliro/Tus tortillas mi amor/Your toNllas my love (2004). Sandra Monterroso (Guatemala) 12:30. 

A Mayan women sits at the table chewing ears of corn as she perfornis a ritual pronouncing Mayan proverbs and spitting the corn into a mi:dng bowl. 

> Inventario de Sombra/Inventory of Shadows (2007). Joeser Alvarez (Brazil) 12:56 min. 

Brazilian arfis~ts from Porto Velho paint their own shadows. 

> Roaming (2005). Nayda Collazo (Puerto Rico/USA) 5:18 min. 

In Roaming we seem to travel though a web-like strncture without any particular purpose or definite destination. It invites the viewer to visuaJdy navigate thix3ugh a series 

of interconnected lines, not unlike the mental with its multiple hypeflink associations. 

> Aguasmalas/Bad Waters (2006). Patricia Villalobos (Nicaragua/USA) 6:20 min. 

The single, isolated bo@ drifts, tmattached, at the edge of an unidentified coast, and is interspersed with footage from the 2007 presidential inauguration of Daniel 

Ortega in Nicaragua. Clips of the recent uprising in Managua following municipal elections, and the bombing of Iraq, serve to reframe locally occurring issues within a 

transnational context. 

> Much’tal Jedz (2009). Colectivo TURIX (Mexico), 35 min. 



Much’tal Jedz focuses on the movemen’t tbr Mayan autonomy in the 1930s, an era when the "rebel" Mayans spiritually, tx~litically, diplomatically, and militaxily resisted 

the low intensity war waged against "them by the Mexican Army mad rural schools. This is a counter-hegemonic story that questions the nation-state’s relationship to 

indigenous cultures within the national territory and it’s pre-Columbian past. 

More iat’o at: http://turix.yoochel.o~p_/ 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

I’m sorry to say that I will not be able to meet with you this 
afternoon, as I have work from 2-11 pm On Monday I could meet with 
you before my 10 am class, briefly after my 10 am class but before my 
12:00 class, or after my chemistry lab My chemist*3, lab is scheduled 
Iicom 1-4 pm, but typically we get out closer to 3 pm. Unfortuaaately I 
have no ;vay of knowing exactly when I will get out of my lab, as it 
varies from week to week. My schedule is much more open on Tuesday, 
if you are on campus I can meet before 12:30 pm, between 2 pm and our 
class at 3:30 or after our class I am also available to meet anytime 
after 1 pm on Wednesday. I hope that one of these times works for 
you! rm sorr,v to be so difficult, my schedule this semester is a 
little bit crazy Please let me know when you ;vould like to meet! 

I look folavard to hearing back ticom you. 

Best, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:47 PM 

To: 

Subject: Carl Wilkens 

Carl Wilkens, the only American to stay- in Rwanda during the genocide in 
1994, is coraing to speak Saturday,        in Hanes Alt Center at 6pro. 
Below is a link to the event on facebook. He has some incredible stories 
that relate to issues we have talked about in class so I definitely 
recorrm~end going! 

http://wa~w.facebook.corrgevcnt, php?eid 113662978697794 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, ~3:00 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: RE: At?-i    Paper Meeting 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Monday sounds great’. I am available between 1 and about 2 on Mondays 
I hope your day finishes well and you are able to have a relaxing weekend! 

Thank you, 

On Fri, : 18:51:54 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> De~x i 
> 

> It has been a ve~z hectic day thus I ~vrite to kindly request that we meet 
> on Monday. Let me know what times would work from your end. 
> 

> Have a great weekend. 
> Dr Sahle. 
> 

> 

> 

> [~’rom: ~)email uric edu] 
> Sent: Mi~nday, 3:29 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> SubJect: RE: Afri, Paper Meeting 
> 

> Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> I will be available on Friday aRemoon any time beginning at 1:30 pro. 
> Please let me know when you would like for me to come by to discuss my 
> paper. 
> 

> Thank your 

> 

> On Sun, 21:25:23 ~ 0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
> < eunice@em aibunc, edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Thanks for the heads up 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sahle. 
>> 

>> 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: S~day, 5:10 PM 
>> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>> Subject: Afri Paper Meeting 
>> 

>> Dear Dr. Sahle, 
>> 

>> I hope you are having a great weekend! 
>> I am looking forward to talking with you about my paper tomorrow. I ara 
> only 
>> a’,~ailable between 1 and 2; I will come during that time and if you are 
> ~vith 
>> other students for the hour I will contact you again and see if I can 
> come 
>> during office hours this week. 
>> 

>> 

>> Thank yunt 
>> i 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, November 5, 2010 3:30 PM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; ti:- residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival this weekend: Duke and NCSU Saturday, UNC-CH and E1 Centro Hispano de Durham Sunday 

All Latin American Film Festival events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festival schedule, directions to the venues, and other infom~ation, visit the 

Latin America~l Film Festival web site at http://latinfilnffestivalnc.conv’ 

Note dilt~rent times for Saturday screenings. 

Richard White Auditorium, Duke University, Durham, NC 

Images of Decolonization: The Other Side of the Ocean 

Curated and introduced by guest director P, anl Moa~rquech Ferrera-Bala~lquet 

Total mrming Time: 100 min 

Do Ou/ro Lado Do Rio/From the other side of the river. Lucas Bambozzi (Brazil), 2004 

> Pasaje de las Bonitas @roma (2010). Elias Falla & Ilse Morfin (Mexico/Yucatan) 5:46 min. 

Fragments of eve~day life from the mMcet Lucas de Galvez are intercut with drawings and special effects to show a unique representation ofmesti2~e 

and the social conditions of a landscape encompassing several his~torical times. 

> La Huaychiva de YaxcopoiliThe Tale of Yaxcopoil (2008). Jose Luis Rodriguez (Yucatan/Mexico) 6 min. 

The result of an art and na~ative workshop with Mayan youth in the town of Yaxcopoil, Yucatan. The as~imation tells the story of a woman who became a 
witch when her husband sleeps. Narrated by Jamin Novelo Montejo. 

> Poporo (2006). Luis Cantillo (Colombia)4 min. 

A video animation exploring the complex cosmology of Colombian indigenous culture. Inspired by the collection of the Gold Museum in Bogotfi. 

> Candide (2005). Patricia Montoya (Colombia/USA) 13 min. 

An experimental narrative video about lesbian love and emigrant longing performed on a rooftop in Tijuana. By superimposing memoiy and chance, 

theatricali~ and documentary, with the specifici~ of color, landseape, language and architecture the video builds contrasting impressionistic and 

expressionistic visual and aural representations of Tijuana and San Diego. 

> Sabana de la Mac/Sea Shore (2003). Scherezade Garcia (Dominican Republic/USA) 4 min. 

Interrogating migration out of the Caribbean, from the ~a shores of the DR, Haifians and At?o Dominicans jump into the waters looking for a better life 

beyond the horizon. 

Tmdler at: http://w~vv.scherezade.net!sabana web.mov 

> Do Outro Lado Do Rio/From the other side of the river (2004). Lucas Bambozzi (Brazil) 89 min. 

In a borderline ambiance, between Brazil and French Guym~a, small stories reveal the slate of discontent of several residents who see themselves, in an 



obsessive way, only beyond the borderline. 

.. ~ .~ ~7~ ~ ~..~.....~... ~ ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Campus Cinema, Witherspoon Student Center, North Carolina State Universi~, Raleigk NC 

South of the Border 

Oliver Stone. (Venezuela,LISA, 2009), 102 rain. 

There’s a revolution underway in South America, but most of the world doesn’t know it. Oliver Stone sets out on a road trip across five countries to 

explore the social and political movements as well as the mainstream media’s misperception of South America while interviewing seven of its elected 

presidents. In casual conversations with Presidents Hugo Chfivez (Venezuela), Evo Morales (Bolivia), Lula da Silva (Brazil), Cristina Kirchner 

(Argentina), as well as her husband and ex-President Ndstor Kirchner, Femando Lugo (Paraguay), Rafael Correa (Ecuador), and Raul Castro (Cuba), 

Stone gains unprecedented access and sheds new light utx~n the exciting transformations in the region. E~glish. 

http:/isouthotthetx~rder.doc.com/ 

COMMUN~ ]W SCREENING 

El Centre Hispano de Durham, Durhan~, NC 

Ladron que roba a ladmn/Thieves robbing thieves 

Joe Menendez. (USA/Latino, 2008), 98 min. 

A pair of professional Latino thieves find their co,nplex plan to take a millionaire and popular Latino television gum for all he’s worth co,nplicated by the 

fact that their old crew wants no part of the high-risk job in this tense cri,ne caper. Emilio and Alejandro have hatched a plan for the perfect crone, but in 
order to caret’ out their caper the diabolical duo will need a crack crew who can stealthily inject themselves into the inner circle of their wealthy mark. 

Moctesuma Valdez is a man of power with many personal servants, and if Emilio and Alejandm’s team can simply assume the guise of gardener, maid, or 

chauffer, they roll be in the perfect position to strike when Valdez least expects it. When the skilled members of the regular tean~ all reject the plan, Emilio 

and Alejandro are forced to hire "real" immigrants to get the job done. Spanish with English subtitles. 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium, Fedex Global Education Center, University of North Carolina, Chapel t till, NC. 

Memories at the Crossroads: Raul Moarquech Fenera-Bedanquet 

Total Running Time: 63 min. 

Ferrera-Balanquet’s creative trajectory interrogates immigration, mestizaje, cultt~ral/sext~al identity, and desire to develop an audiovisual language 



encompassing the violent clashes of his personal experiences against the ~ciological landscape of Cuba, the United States and Mexico. He brings the 

audiovi sual disco urse to a historical level, tracing a composite portrait of the diverse roots of his hybrid dia~sporic self and traveling to deeper level s of the 
subconseions where the reconstruction of these experiences allows him to t]cee t]com the oppressions stored in his social and personal body. 

> Nubes Soleadas at the Crossroads. (Cuba/Mexico/USA, 1996) 28 min. 

A recollection of fragmented memories from childhood to the present me intercut with historical and fictional events to reconstruct the exile self of a Cuban 

immigrant. After years in the exile, Emesto wants to tmders~ad how his emotional instabili~’ is linked to the present. Colliding, jnxtaposing, spinNng from 

and jumping into different levels of narrative, the video creates a layering of images recreating the accumulation of experience and the multiplicity of the self 

forced by the exile. Shot in Havana. Cuba; Merida, Yucatan/Mexico; Chicago and Iowa Ci~’, United States. 

> Merida Poscrita. Raul Ferrera-Balanquet and Enrique Novelo Caseante, (Cnba/MexicoiUSA, 1990) 7 min. 

When one of the lovers refuses to kiss, a narrative unfold exploring the past of the chmacters, the imposition of heterosexual roles in Latino men’s 

relationships, classism and the ~xcheology of desire. 

> Olufina Abuela Balanquet (1995). Video Art, 4 min., color 

An altar to Shango, the Yoruba deity of the sky, serves as a point of entry into a reflected territo~ where the camera finds the lost image of the artist’s 

maternal great grandmother. 

> Soldados de la Memoria/Soldiers of Memo~ (2010). Experimental Narrative, 24 min. color. 

Traveling into the lives of fonr male characters, the video creates an intersection of historical times to interrogate Native American cultures, colonial 
history, and sociological issnes such as AIDS, domestic violence, hate crime, the law and economics, all affecting our cultural territories and the lives of the 

characters. After fifteen years, Nac and Aaron re-encounter at La Calle de La Sirena. Xochique~al, a transsexnal character who personifies a wom~m on 

stage, as well as a Mesoamerican deity protector of male prostitutes, opens the narrative to the ritual of remembering: a t]cesco painting representing two 
Mayan men embracing with their erect penis tbund in the cave ofNac Tunich in Guatemala, how the Conquistador Balboa set his dogs upon Native 

American transsexuals in 1594, and how the congress of the State of Yucatan killed a proposal to recognize same-sex tn~rriage and women’s rights. 

Filmmaker and artifft Raul Ferrera-Balanquet will be present. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday ,4:41 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: INTS 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

My parents are t~ing to work out my transportation home for thaulcsgiving break and I noticed on the syllabus that tlae 23rd was a research and writiug day for our 

papers but I wasn’t sure if it was an in class research and writing day or out of class? If you could just let me know as soon you get a chance, that would be great! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 7:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Nov. 9 event dinner gathering after~vaxd~ etc. 

Thanks, Eunice. Unfortunately, I, therefore, ~vill be coming to dinner alone. 

I ju st tried to call you but the number I had is apparently no longer operational. Some of my students cannot make it to the film screening Tuesday night. Is the film available for viewing at 
another time, or is it accessible through the Intemet? 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 7:30 PM 
Tu: NzongoIa-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sut~iect: Nuv. 9 event dirmer gathering afterwards, etc. 

[)ear Georges, 

Greetings. 

As I mentioned last week, a gruup of us will be juining Kamuji for dinner folIuwing the viewing ufthe ducumentary :film and the panel discussiun un Tuesday. 

It wuuld great if you and Jean joined the gathering. Let me also mention that we are no longer alluwed tu spend muney on loud by the University. Thus, in contrast to the prosperuus past 
each ufus wil[ paying :[’or their dirmer. Un]2~rtunately, these the new times 

Have a great weekend 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mandy Maas <mandymaas college@mcgmw-hill.com> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 5:03 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

McGraw-Hill Values Your Opinion - GLOBAL STUDIES: Latin American and the Caribbean, 14ie 

THIS iS AN AUTO-GENERATED MESSAGE, DO NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE. 

If you need further assistance, please contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative 
or McGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscribe, click here 

~McGraw-Hill Education respects your privacy. Click the link to UN- SUBSCRIBE from McGraw-Hill Education commercial e-mail messages. You can go to 

http://preferences.mheducation.com or write to Privacy Oiticial, McGraw-Hill Education, 148 Princeton-Hightstown Road, N- 1, Hightstown, NJ 08520-1450 to 

exercise other privacy choices, to review your data, or to ask questions. View The McGraw-Hill Companies Customer Privacy Policy at htlp://www.mcgraw- 

hill.comiprivacy.html. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

MPSA Posters <IvIPSA@conference-info.i~fft~ 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 7:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Proposal deadline 12/3. MPSA Conference 

View this email as Webpa~e 

Poster submission deadline: December 3, 2010 
lhe 69th Annual l~4PSA Conference will be heldJ?om March 31-April 3, 2011 at the Palmer House Hilton in Chicago, IL. The Program Co-ChairsJbr 

the cotference are: Christoffbr Green-Pedersen (Aarhus University, Denmark), Laura A. Reese Olichigan State University), and 7)’acy Sulkin (~)~iversity of 

Illinois Urbana-Champaign). P~wposals may be ~tbmitted to several sections exclusively for posters: Section 58, Methodology: Section 59, Ame~qcan 
Politics: Section 60, Comparative Politics; Section 61, lnternational Relations,&! nb~p; Section 62, Public Policy/Public Administration; andSection 73, 

Political Theory. 

Please ,s~tbmit a proposal to present at the 2011 ~IPSA National Conference. All sessions will take place in the centrally located newly restoredPalmer 

House Hilton in Downtown Chicago. In 2011, there will be many networking opportunities, including an Opening Reception on Wednesday night, and 

Exhibitor Reception on Thursdco~ evening and the President’s Reception on Saturday night. 

Discussants and Chairs needed for MPSA Conference http:iiwww.mpsanet.org 
The Program Committee is still assembling the panels, and they need experienced scholars willing to serve as discussants or chairs on a panel. IJ)~ou 

are interested in this role, please go to our website and offer to serve, lf you lo~ow of colleagues who might be interested in serving in these roles please 

fomvard them this email and encourage them to serve. 

Please fo~’ard this Call for Papers to colleagues’ you think may be interested, f’ounded in 1939, the I~4PSA is located in Bloomington, lndiana (320 

West 8th Street, Suite 218). Visit our website at www.mpsanet.or~ 

Comments from Past Participants: 

"The substantial intrinsic pleasures of being in Chicago aside, the ~IPSA ’s tremendous variety of paneLs’ means ready opportunities for collegial 

inleraction. " 

-Charles Rubin, Duquesne Universi& 

"The MPSN is one of the largest and most dverse poli#cal science conJOrences, providng scholars with great opportuni#es to exchange i~as, nem, ork, 

and 6pend aJkw days in one of the most enjoyable cities an3~,here. " 

-D,widF. Damore, Universi& ~fNevada, Las Vegas 

"High qualiO, work without thefrenziedJkeling ~f a latger cor~erence. It makes Midwest a lot more relaxed andJhn than other conJkrences of similar 

qua#&." 

-Ethan Scheiner, Univemi& of CaliJbmia, D~is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helene <helene@ email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 3:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Bonjour! 

Hi Eumce, 

Good to see you yesterday        did so well I hope it won’t take 
another defense for us to comaect again! Please let me know when your 
France plans develop I will for sure be there most of the year in 2011 
to do my fieldwork 
Have a great ~veek end, 
Helene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 2:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: While Warning About Fat, U.S. Pushes Cheese Sales 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/07/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP.f-~Z I Onr~is Day 

Novetnber o7, 2OlO 

TOP NEWS 

~VtlHe \~arnlng ~3~out FaL                              ~ 

U.S. Pushes Cheese Sales 

When sales of Domino’s Pizza were lagging, a government agency stepped in with advice: more 

cheese. This is the same government that, for health reasons, is advising less cheese. 

~ Graphic i~ Documents 

~ Post a Comment 

G,OoP, Plans to Use Purse Strings to F~ght Hea|th Law 

Republicans acknowledge that they do not have the votes to repeal President Obama’s health rare 
overhaul, but they plan to use spending bills to block some of its provisions. 

Obama invokes GandhL "Wtlose Ideal Eludes Moderii india 

Gandhi is revered in India, but his eMls for personal anstefity and nonviolence have proved 

antithetical to the goals of an aspiring eeonomie and military power. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

sign~[~em~ ~hm~ ~his m~teorie ris~ i~ etw~s~ e~sump~im~." 

DR. NEAL D. BARNARD, presiden[ of the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine, which 

chM]euged a federal ;~geney’s elaim tha~ e;~ting dairy produets can help dieters lose weight. 

EDUCATION 

EDUCATION LIFE 

I~flatlon 

Do colleges really need 

go,ooo applications to 

find ~,5oo great 

students? 

~3o lo E Jucation Life 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBLrI-ORS 

Six poems to mark the 

end of daylight saving 

time. 

ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Keifer Sutheriand and Jason Patric coming to Broadway 

Review: ’Middletown’ 

WORLD 

In India, Obama Courts Corporate America 

President Obama arrived in Mumbai for a ~o-day, four-nation swing through Asia that will 

emphasize opening markets to American goods. 

~Fq Slide Show: Obamas in India 

Savoring Baghdad, VVl~ere Eacl~ Night Is a Battle 



A night on Baghdad’s streets offers little certainty about which side is prevailing, 

In Vene~.uela~ a New VCave of Fore~gners 

Merchants and laborers have found some prosperity, as scientists, doctors and engineers have 
headed elsewhere. 

More World News 

’I’akh~g :and Mo~gage to Pay the Fo~*eclosm-e Lawyer* 

Some defense lawyers call the mortgages crass. Yet they solve a vexing issue: How can clients who 

are broke pay? 

Lessons to teach acceptance of homosexuality, which have gained urgency after suieides, are 
causing eulture wars. 

Fi~-st Openly Gay Ep~seopM 

Bishop V. Gene Robinson said an international uproar had taken a toll on him and on his New 
Hampshire diocese. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Chasing Ph’ates: I~aMde M~crosot~t’s War Room 

Mierosoft’s theft fight has implications beyond the bottom line in an industry that relies on 
intellectual property. 

VChen a Rig Moves In Next DooP 

In states accustomed to its risks, dlilling for natural gas is seen as an economic lifeline. But in the 
Northeast, some residents fear the long-term environmental impact. 

Ber*~a~tke ,~Alempts to Soothe Doubters 

At a conference, the Fed chief, Ben Benmnke, says, "Out’ ptwpose is to provide some additional 
stimulus to help the economy recover and to avoid, potentially, additional disinflation." 

S P 0 RTS 

Ze*~yatta Misses Histo*oy by a }lead 
f.::: ,.’L ..,R~:,PL 

Looking to win her final raee and retire nndefeated in 2o starts, Zenyatta fell to Blame in the 
Breeders’ Cup Classic. 

~The 
Rail: What Racing Needs Most Are New Owners 

~ 
Post a Comment at The Rail B~og 

After 90 Nqvaclo*~s Years~ What’s zMaothe~° Maratho~a? 

Upon completing the New York City Marathon on Sunday, 3on Mendes would become the ninth- 
oldest finisher in the race’s history, but he has a bigger goal for ~o14. 

~ Behind the Scenes, a Race of Logistics 

~-)n 
[he Run Biog. Gdt[y Pioneer Recalls Ma:athons Past I The Man Who Made the Mara[hon 

~More 
Coverage From the On the Run Blog >~ 

New NIa~gi~fi Embraces Old One 

The Browns’ Erie Mangini has reshaped his physique and returned to his core principles, however 
tenuous his job status. 

Mere Spo~ts News 

ARTS 

Hearing ~4,qtlh the Hea~’t 

The rich oeuvre of the Broadway composer Stephen Sondheim took hold of the business writer doe 
Noeera and never let him go. 



Oscar Catches Up \qi[h Uncle Ell 

Eli Wallaeh (or Uncle Eli, as he is known to A. O. Scott) is abont to nsher in his 95th birthday with a 
lifetime achievement Oscar. 

~[~] Videe: At Home With Eli Waiiacil 

ABROAD 

A Clima~e of Unease for Artists ~ S)a-~a 
L~: MX.5 :’-=:.L L .!M~2.MAb. 

Syrian artists are contending with both omni[u’esent censors and growing eommercial 

globaliza/hm. 

MAGAZINE 

The Other Oil Clea~up 

Trial lawyers like Tony Buzbee got rich putting the screws to corporate Ameriea. But in the wave of 
gulf-spill litigation, they’re stvnggling to not get cut m~t of the action. 

Debra ~,~Tinger Drops Back In 

The actor fled from fame and into happy obscurity. More than a dozen years later, she’s tiptoeing 

back into view. 

The R~se of the Tao 

China is in the grips of a religious revival. But can the country handle the return of its most 
venerable faith? 

More From the Ma¢azine ~> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

P~e~l~" of~Vork ~k~r the I,a~ne Duck: The $4 Tri~llon Question 
The Bnsh-era tax ents ave set to expire at year end. That means the lame duek Congress has tough 

ehoiees to make and not a lot of time to make them. 

~ Pie:lty of Wo:k for [be Lame Duck: And Other Urgent Business 

EDITORIAL 

Plenty of VVork for the Lame l)~_~ck: And Other Urgent Bt~M~ess 
Taxes are not the only heavy liRing fro" Congressional leaders in the lame duck session. There is a lot 
more of the people’s work leR to do. 

~ P~enty of Work for the Lame Duck: The ~4 Trillion Question 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

The Co,~t of a Vote Goe,~ Up 

How much is spent per voter? More and more every time. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Barack Obama, Phone Home 

President Obama can make a comeback, but only if he figures out what he has to emne back frmn 
and where he has to go. 

’Bli~dsided~: A Preside~t’s Story 

The Decider decides to do a personal memoir that both endears and elides. 

~ Cokimnist Page 

Long Live Lady 

We have dodged several terrorism disasters, but no one should expect that to last. 

~ Columnist Page 

Our Banana Republic 

No need to nndertake dangerons travel to see what banana republic-style inequality looks like. Jnst 
look around. And posteleetion, it may get worse. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Divided V~% Tbrive 



Americans were smart to vote against single-party eontrol. 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Th~’owh~g the B 

Is our polities coming to resemble the stagnation of the Gilded Age? 

Compo~dh~.g a Confl}ct of 

A Times journalist wrote a colmnn about Hewlett-Packard and then wished he could take it back. 

Instead, he made the problem worse. 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 7, :917, Russia’s Bolshevik Revolution took place as forces led by Vladimir Ilyich Lenin 

overthrew the provisional government of Alexander Kerensky. 

About This E-Mail 

You [eceived this message because yoL~ signed u~ for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet~e[ As a rnembe[ o~ 

the YRUGFe privacy program, we are commi~ed te protectin9 your privacy 

Manage Subscdptbns I Unsubscr~be ~ Change Your E-MailI Privacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Liz Mason-Deese @gmaiLcom> 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 8:32 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Reminder: MeTzadra Lecture Tuesday 

Please distribute: 

Please join us for 

Dr. Sandro Mezzadra 

University of Bologna 

Speaking on 

Postcolonial Capitalism and the Autonomy of Migration 

November 9, 5:15pm. 

1009 Fedex Global Education Center 

(Please note that parking is available at the Fedex Building after 5) 

Sandro Mezzadra, a key contributor to debates on capitalism, politics and activism in Italy in recent decades, works as Associate Professor of 

History of Political Thought at the University of Bologna, where he teaches "Colonial and Postcolonial Studies" and "Frontiers of Citizenship." 

His research has focused on classical modern European political philosophy (especially on Hobbes, Spinoza and Marx), and on several key 
issues (e.g., citizenship) in the development of contemporary political theory. His most recent projects have involved W. E. B. Du Bois, the 
global financial crisis, and "Border as Method." 

Co-sponsored by Departments of Anthropology, Communication, Geography 
Romance Languages, the Center for European Studies and the ghost of the University Program in Cultural Studies. 

*Please email socialmovements@qmail.com if you would like some supplementary readings. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28068270- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b261657fc7~listserv .nnc .edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Osterweil @gmail.com> 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 10:03 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] "Memory, Culture, ~md Organ~ing in Mexico" Friday 5pm 

Memor3~, Culture, and Organizing in Mexico 

ERIDAY NOV. 12TH AT 5PM 

GARDNER 309 

Speaker Edith Ldpez Ovalle roll be joined by a representative from the Mefico Solidarity, Network and both roll discuss: 

- The historical and present-day context of the imprisonment, disappearance and assassination of political dissidents in Mexico. 

- The role of azlis~ic and cultural intervention~ as well a~s political organizing, in confronting human lights abuses. 

Sponsored by Feminist Students United 

www.i~minis~tudentsunited.or~ 

Edith Ldpez Ovalle is a 25-year-old artist and co-founder of Hijos por la Identidad y la Justicia contra el Olvido y el Silencio (HIJOS), a human rights organization 

made up mostly of the children of political prisoners and activists who were killed or "disappeared" in the 60s, 70s and 80s. 

Edifl~’s mother was imprisoned for her work with a dissident political organization. HIJOS works to reconstruct the history, of assassinations and disappearances of 

social actors, celebrate the memory of the victims, and demand that the perpetrators of human rights abuses are jus~dy punished. Edith ~md HIJOS have been active in 

the Otra CampmSa the network of Mexican social movements initiated by rebel indigenous communities in Chiapas since it began in 2005. 

Edith works with HIJOS on its Committee on Art and Politics, designing creative public events to draw attention to human rights violators. In %scraches," protestors 

hold vigils or demonstrations in front of the homes or o~fices of human rights violators, calling public attention to their illegal acts in front of neighbors and fellow 

workers. Last year, HIJOS targeted Oaxaca Governor Ulises Ruiz for numerous human rights abuses with a mock "liling" at the state government office activists 

hung signs reading "Office of the Oppressor" and painted bo@ outlines reminiscent of a crime scene on the building. HIJOS also renmnes streets, replacing the names 
of known human rights violators with dissident heroes. 

HIJOS is a multi-national organization founded in Argentina and with chapters in Guatemala, El Salvador, Colombia, Chile and Me,co. For more information on 

HIJOS, see ~vw.hiiosmexico.org. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28068447-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26tb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 2:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Today’s Headlines: Now in Power, G.O.P. Vows Cuts iu Stale Budgets 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/0g/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines November 08, 2010 

THIS E-MAIL 

~Norld I U.S~ ] Business I S~o~s i Art__s ] Medi~ & Advertisin~ I Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This 

TOP NEWS 

Now ~n Power, G.O.Po Vows 

C~lts in State Budgets 

States face huge deficits and 
Republicans who have taken over 
state capitals are promising to 
respond to crippling budget deficits 
with an array of cuts. 

D,EoA, Deployed Mumbal 

Plo~er Despite 

U.S. officials sent David C. tleadley 
to work for them in Pakistan after 
Sept. ~, 2OOl, despite a warning 
that he sympathized with radieal 
groups. 

Fo~° Afghan VVives~ a 

Desperate, Fiery Diay Out 

Many Afghan women set themselves on fire to escape lives of smwitude and almse. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

her h~sb(md, jkom ker.J~dwr-b~-.Iaw,.~om her molfier-.fi*.4aw m~d sis/er--iw-~rm~," 
DR. NHAFIQA EANIN, a p[astic surgeon a~ a hospital in Afghanistan that oRen treats women who 
bm’ned themseDes or were burned by rela~ives~ 

S P O RTS 

FEATURE: F~ees ~lt 

the Finnish 
There were 45,344 
runners in the marathon. Here are 

99 of them right after the}’ crossed 
the finish line. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

York 

Finding a home in a 
city that belongs to the 
world as much as it belongs to 
America. 

Robots to guard your home 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Get the Personal Tech e-mail newsletter 

WORLD 

Some Skeptics Qnestlonlng Rosy Repo~ots on War Zone 

As a White House review of President Obama’s strategy in Afghanistan and Pakistan begins, offieials 
are debating new reports of progress in Mar.ja. 

Fo~" Family of Slai~ Acti’~ist, No End in Sight fo~ CaGe 



The family of Rachel Con’ie, who was killed by a military bulldozer in Gaza in 2003, is exhausted 

but unbent as they push a civil case against the Israeli Army. 

Greek Premier Claims Victory h~ Local Elections Seen as a Referen0um on 

A~ster~ty 

As Greece’s prime minister struggles to convince the world that he can enact reforms, there is one 
obstacle in his path: Greeks. 

o More ’v’Vorld News 

Kin dn ess of a Stranger That Still Resonates 

A man in Ohio brought together a recipient and descendants of people who received small gifts from 

his grandfather during the Depression. 

Mental Hea[t|+ Visits Seen Rising as Parent Deploys 

Children in military families are about ~o percent more likely to see a doctor for mental health 

eoneenas when a parent is deployed, a study found. 

NEDERLAND JOURNAL 

V~qaere Marijuana Is a Point of PrMe 

In an outpost of comaterculture and medical marijuana, cannabis has been mainstream since the 

days of Cheech and Chong. 

BUSINESS 

Irlsb Debt ~A;oes Revive Concern About Europe 

Even as global sleek markets rallied last week, bond market .jitters were a reminder that investors 

remained wary of Enropean sovereign debt. 

~ Greek E;ect~ons Seen as a Referendum on Aus er y 

BEYOND FOSSIL FUELS 

Cost or" Green Power Makes Projects Tougher Sell 

Clean energy is still a goal but falling prices for conventional energy make the competition tighter. 

Web Browsing Takes a Soelai Turn 

A new browser from RoekMelt integrates sites like Twitter and Faeebook and makes it simple to keep 

in toueh with friends also logged in. 

o More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

Learning Fro*n the Sadness 

Fred Mueller’s analysis of more than 1,ooo fatal, paralytic or otherwise ghastly injuries in sports 

has improved safety for athletes. 

GIANTS 41, SEAHAWKS 7 

Giants Pnt Together a Highlight Show, Ushig the Seahawks as Extras 

The Giants took a 35-o lead at halffime and never looked hack against the Seahawks. 

JETS 23, LIONS 20, OT 

The Jets i,inally Get Gohig With a i-hirey-Up Offense 

On a day when they weren’t very good, the dets won as Niek Folk tied the score with a field goal 

with four seconds left in regnlation, then kicked the winner in overtime. 

~SHde Show: Jets Beat Liops, and ~iants Batter Seahawks 

ARTS 

A Cuban-.Mneriean Cull,~ra]l Exchange Co*nes FnH Ch0ele 

Ameriean Ballet Theater and font of its principals ended their visit to Hawma this weekend and 



said they hoped to find ways to eontinue the enltnral exchange with Cuba. 

~E~] Slide Show 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

New Books by 3ohn Grisham and Stephen King 

John Grisham’s "Confession" is abont a man wrongly eonvieted of murder and the man who claims 

to be the killer; Stephen King’s "Fnll Dark, No Stars" contains four short stories. 

AN APPRAISAL 

Clayburgh~s Unforgettab|e ~Unmarrled ~Voman~ 

The aetvess ~ill Clayburgh, who died on Friday, had the gift of resembling a real person nndergoing 

life-altering change. 

~ 
~ ~ Photos i Times Topics: Jill Cla,tburgh ~ Obituary 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Memoir Puts Bush Back in View and Burnishes NBC 
~.::., ~.5~: ::.;q .U~L..~:.~: 

George W. Bnsh will end a self-imposed silence about his presideney in an NBC prime-time special 

with Matt Lauer on Monday, the eve of the release of his memoir. 

Bad News for L[berals ~ay Be Good News for a L~beral Magazh~e 

HistmT hints that opposition in the Capitol could help the bottom line at The Nation. 

High Hopes for Co*~a~ O°Brien% Deb~t 

High ratings are expected for the host’s first show on TBS, but the network says its only long-term 

goal is for him to attract a younger audience than before. 

More Media & AdverLisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Next Campalg~ 

Lawmakers who really want to change Washington’s broken system shonld demand a fairer, more 

()pen contest in the new campaign. 

EDITORIAL 

South Korea Is a Start 

We welcome President Obama’s new commitment to winning approval of a free-trade pact with 

South Korea. 

EDITORIAL 

Two Mi~es 

Much remains to be done to improve both the safety praetices and the environmental performanee 

of the mining indnstry. 

EDITORIAL 

A New Leader for the Democrats 

Is Nancy Pelosi really the best leader the Democrats can come up with as they slip into the 

minority? 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

Doing It Aguin 

As Ben Bernanke, the Fed chairman, tries to use monetary policy to aid the economy, he is getting 

the Obama treatment - and making the Obama response. 

The Unready Repnhllca~s 

The Republican Party is back fi’om the wilderness, but it is still in search of an agenda that can 

meet the nation’s challenges. 

ON THIS DAY 

On November 8, ~96o, Massachusetts Senatm" John F. Kennedy defeated Vice President Richard M. 

Nixon for the presidency. 

See This Front Page 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~ach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Monday,                 5:56 AM 

The olticial listserv of the UNC Program in [,atin~/o Studies <unc~rogmm in latina o studies@listserv.unc.e&t~>; intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

Poet Mart~n Espada at UNC: 6 PM Wednesday University Room, tlyde Hall 

Martin Espada.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

The L~NC Latina/o Cultures Speakers Series presents: 

The Republic of Poetry: A Reading by Martin Espada 

6 PM Wednesday 
Universi~z Room, Hyde Hall, Institute for the Arts & Humanities, UNC-C’hapel Hill 
Q & A and book-signing to follo~v the talk 

Called "the Latino poet of his generation" and "the PabIo Neruda of North American authors," Mart~n Espada was ~c, rn in Brooklyn, New York in 1957. He has published seventeen books in 

all as a poet, editor, essayist and translator. The Republic of Poetry, a collection ( ~ poems published by Norton in 
received the Paterson Award for Sustained Literary Achievement and 

was a finalist for ~he Pu[itzer Prize His next collection, ’]’he Trouble Ball, is forthcoming from Norton in spring A collection of essays, The Lover of a Subversive is Also a Subversive, 

was just released by the Universi~ of Michigan. He has received numerous awards and fellowships, including the American Book Award, the Robert Creeley Award, the National Hispanic 
Cultural (;enter Literary Award, the PF, N/Revson Fellowship and a Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship. His ~w~rk has been translated into ten languages; collections of poems have been 

published in Spare, Puertt~ Rico and Chile Espada is a pro[essor in the Department of English at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst. 

Sponsored by the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies, the Institute for the Arts & tlumanities, and the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iec~: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 9:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Intb about Atii 

Hell Mrs. Shale, nay name is              and I was thirNing abou~ becoming 

an Alico-American studies major so I would like to ask for your permission 
to take you class so that I may enroll on connect carolina. Thank you so 

much and please let me know ASAP 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edtv~ 

Monday, November 8, 2010 9:40 AM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; ti:- residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival tonight at Duke with Generation Exile by Rodrigo Dorfman 

All Latin American Film Festival events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festivdl schedule, directions to the venues, and other infom~ation, visit the 

Latin American Film Fes~tivdl web site at http://latinfilnffestivalnc.conv’ 

Griitith Film Theater, Bryan Center, Duke Universi~, Durham, NC 

Generation F~xile 

Rodrigo Dorfman. (USA!chile,~ 2009) 71 Inin. 

When Rodrigo Dorfman was 6 years old, he was forced i nl~) exile because of the revolutionary activities of his thther, Chilean writer Ariel Dorlinan. Now, 35 years 

later, Rodrigo Dortinan weaves his ex~rience of exile through the eyes of 4 women: a Taiwanese pimaist haunted by nightmares of her pas~t; an Afico CaJdbbem~ 

Whiffing Dervish on a pilgrimage to Turkey; a Latina artist mourning the destruction of her colnmunity and a young American woman caught in a web of spiritual abuse. 

Spanning 4 continents and 100 years of personal histo~, GENERATION EXILE is a meditation on our search for identi~ in a world full of pa~n and wonder. English. 

With introduction by Director Rodrigo Dorfman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:48 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@gmail.com> 

Research on Tm~zania m~d South Africa 

doc 

Dr. Sahle, 

and I hmTe met to discuss the research and had several questions. First we decided to outline the structure of the chapter to mirror that of our Tm~ania paper by 

discussing the history aM role of privat~ation of water resources in South Africa and the effects this haa on the hea]th of individuals who are disenfranchised and still 

lack water access. Then we would place both of these case studies within the broader debates regarding water as a human right m~d the use ofneolibera] reibrm such 

as privatization in order to promote economic developnrent. We were wondering if you would be able to meet this week to give us further guidance? We axe planning 

to have a first draft of our section on South Africa ready by Wednesday m~d are both free before 9:30ran and from 11-12pm. Also, we wanted to be clear about the 

timeline for this piece, when we e-~nail our version to you on the 19th will there then be time for editing by yourself and Dr. Galvin or do we need to have those edits 

complete by the 19th? 

Also, in terms of research we had several quesntions that we asked Dr. Bond about     should coW you on that ema~l) but we also wondered if you or Dr. Ga]vin had 
any more resources to recommend? We were more specifically concerned with finding the most current information on the debates in both countries because without 

being in either country we are concerned that we may miss developments that are not documented on websites. For instance, TGNP’s most recent update on the water 

debate on their website is from last years gender festival. If you have any ideas as to how we can make sure we are cognizant of the current debates in both countries 

please let us l, mow. AdditionaJly, we realize that our paper from Tm~zania will need revision before our final draft and we were wondering if you had any comments or 
recommendetions for improvement from Mren you graded it? ( I have attached it to this email) 

Additionally, we did not know how to proceed with contacting Dr. Galvin so if you could help advise us with how to include her in this process that would be helpful. 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, ~                11:18 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu*> 

readings for fl~is week aM the speaker 

Hi Professor Sable, 

1 hope you had a great weekend! I was just wondering if you could clarify which readings we’re supposed to do for each day this week (1 think you mentioned 

dropping one of them). 

Also, I ~vad some information online abont Kamoji Wachiim0 but if you have the biography for him you mentioned in class, that would be g~vat too! 

Thank~ 



From: ~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:18 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

I was wondering how to get permission to enroll in this class since 
ConnectCarolina says I need a permission number or something? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 12:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

FW: TORONTO STAR ARTICLE: OBAMA TOO SMART, TOO BLACK FOR DECLINING AMERICA 

From: Deborah Adams           _~verizon.net] 
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2020 12:44 AM 
To: Deborah Adams 
Subject: FW: TORONTO STAR ARTICLE: OBAIVlA TOO SMART, TOO BLACK FOR DECLINING AMERICA 

.... imagi~e, this is how the wodd ,~;ees ~he ot~ce great repuNic. 

Gwyn: Obama too smart, too black, for 
declining America 
Published On Fri Sept. 10, 2010 - "[’oro~lto S~.ar 

By _R__i_c__t)AI_Ld___Q y_G Ln_ 

Barack Obama has ~o be one of the smartest, eloquent, calm and cool 
and psychologically weR-bMa~ced (think of BiR Clinton, George 
Bush or Richard Nixon) AmeNcan presidents of modern times. 
He’s also one of *he toughest, although he nei*her ~ounds R nor looks 
it. SB~wdly~ and s~rpfisingly candidly, an aide has recently described 
him as "the most unsentimental man Fvc ever met." 
comes easily to Obama, that’s to say, which is what it t~ok Nr him to 
beat a presidentiM nomination rival as tou~ as HiHa~T Clinton. 
~d yet his populaNty is draggMg down toward 40 per cent and by all 
the omens his Democrats are about to get trounced in the November 
congressional elections. 

Obama does have some serious problems. He’s black. 
Unquestionably, a lot of Americans hate their national leader being 
Mack, and, worse yet, a black who is the smartest man around, it’s a 
varhmL incomparably uglier, of the widespread loathing of John F. 
Kennedy Nr making people feel bad by being ~o handsome and 
sophisticated, so~ of a presidential Clark Gable. 
Then there’s the economy. The lack of jobs is serious and perhaps even 
more so is ~he widespread insecuriV among ~hose who do have jobs. A 
double-dip recession is a real prospecL 

Yet the tlx~th -- admittedly a near-irrelevancy in politics -- is that 
Obama headed off a near-depression caused by Bush and e~rp~rate 
g~ed and arrogance and smpidi~’~ and by his stimulus package 
brough~ ~he economy back at least to consciousness. 
IncNded in this was financiM re~lato~ reNrm and reNrm of the auto 
companies (it’s worMng unexpectedly well). Also heaRh~care ~form. 
Now he~s attemptMg a ~econd ~timulus package. It’s been blocked by 
the Republicans, who are insisting that planned tax cuts be extended to 
the weaRhy (incomes above 5250,000) as well as to the middle class. 
This blockage of a second sfimuN~ is bcNg cheered on by the populist 
Tea Par~" movement. Go fi~re that, other than that many Tea 
Partier~ undoubtedly can’t staml the fact that he’s black. 

This is the point. Obama’s problem, which indeed is sizeable, doesn’t 
reside in himself, although he needs to learn the art of faking sincerity 
that Clinton, with his "l feel your pa~" pitch, was so good 
Obama’s problem resides in America. It’s become a near- 
dysNnctional society. 
The Tea Party~ which is a genu~e grassroots movement, confirms it. it 
stands for "freedom." No more big government. No more meddling 
people’~ lives. But ~stead, Sarah Pal~. 



That a si~,eable number of people should want Pali~a for president 
irrefutable evidence their society has gone dysfunctional° She’s 
rater~ excep~ ~n demagoguery (and in faMng shaceri~y). Paris l[-l[ilto~ 
would do the job as well probably bet~ero 

Why should this be so? ~�~[y guess is that Tea Par~.i members and a lot 
of o~hers, ~nclu ding ~hat Florida evangelical m~n~ster who wanted 
burn the Qur~a~, even though it w~uld have put a l~t ~fAmer[can 
soldiers at r~sk, have actually got onto something ~mp~r~ant. 
Tha~ some~h~n~ ~s ~hat fl~e U.S. today ~s clearly ~ dec~ne~ Th~s 
sh~uld~’~ be exaggerated~ America~s have an astou~d~g capacity 
resilience. Once there was humiliation i~ Vic~a~. Once a]] the experts 
were saying Japan was about to become N~. L Bo~h are now histo~% 

The [LS. will always be powerful and wcal~hyo But it wil~ never 
bestride fl~e world like a colossus ~ower~g above all o~hers~ I~ w~ be~ 
zather~ a b[~ guy ~ a crow& 
Amer~ca’~ conce~t of"except~onai~sm," or of being better ~han anyone 
else and fundamentally different from all ~fl~er societies and countries, 
can no longer be susta~ed. It’s exhausted i~s quota, a very large one 
indeed~ of bright, confiden~ ~ornings. 
Obama~ problen~ ~hus is stark and simple: He~ ~he r~ght ~y at 
wrong time. 
Richard Guyn ~s column apl~ear~~ every other Friday, 

COMMENT: 

You are hearing from political pundits that the 
party of President Obama, the Democratic Party 
will not do well during the upcoming election. It’s 
an easy call based on historical fact (the party in 
power always loses seats). A big reason according 
to a poll by the Pew Research Center is that we 
(minorities) tend to not vote in mid-term elections. 
Let’s change that 
It’s clear that the Republican Party has no interest 
in helping the President fix the economy or 
anything else and if they regain power the country 
will be in far worse shape. We all know that the 
withering attacks that this President faces daily 
are really racially motivated. In spite of how the 
media couches their words we know that white (tea 
party) America does not believe he should be 
President under any circumstances. 
The President has done some good things and he 
deserves our support. 
This could be the most important nfidtern~ of our 
generation~ encourage your fanfily and ~¥iends to 
participate; the party that got us ~nto th~s mess are 
~ry~ng ~o compound wha~ they d~d~ do no~ allow 
~his to happen. If the Democrats lose control of the 
Congress the Republicans will not help Obama to 
govern, ~hus he becomes a lame duck and the 
country w~ll be headed over the cliff~ Keep this 
ema]l going it w~ll help~ create your own or add 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmad.com> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 1:29 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Deax Dra. Eunice Sable 

Dear Dra. Eunice, 

I am a researcher and co-coordinator of a research group on health of the black and maroon in Brazil, which belongs to a public university,, and Fin very interested to 
be visiting your tmiversi~, and meet other researchers and teachel~ who have ffmdies on black people or african-Americans. 

I had the opportuniF to do internship at Elon University in North Caroliua for a month in 2008, where he had contact ruth the health anthropology, and in 2011 we axe 

trying to verify the IX~ssibili~ of visiting universities and iesearchers Americans who study- the issue of inequities and inequalities ethnic / racial and the problem of access 

to the health of the black population, which is one of the great problems we have in Brazil too. 

The idea is to try to schedule a visit in May or June 2011, and we have availability we get up to a week, or maybe a little more, and so we could be exchanging 
experience and can show what we have studied in Brazil with communities black in rural areas. We ~ ~uch ~nt~st y~ ~ re~v~ them 6~ tl~ g~ud~ ~em~l~g 

tfi ro ~i~ ~i~ nti ti ~ ~ xc hang ~nd w~ axe s~ii maki ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ nt~j oi nt ~ ~ a~ ~ proj ~ ~ arti ~i an~ ~v ~ rythii~ ~ii~ ~ ~ ~i cali~ v i~N i f iii~ h~ d~ ~i~ i nt~ re st 

Researcher AMARO S~RGIO MARQUES 
Research Group on the Health of Blacks and Maroons at No(th Minas Gerais State - BRASIL 

State University of Montes Claros-UNIMONTES- Minas Gerbils- Brasil 

e-mail: ,~mail.com 
link u~,.unimontes.br 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmml.com> 

Monday,                 2:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunic~email.unc.edtv> 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu:~ 

Arrival Time for Environmental Rights Event 

Hi Eunice, 

Do you think you will be able to arrive tomorro~x bv 500pm~ We ~x ant to make to make sure all the technolog’~~ runs smootNy for your event, so arriving at 5:00pm 

allows us to mn through a sound check. Let me know asap please! 

Thanks, 

UniversiW of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: "_c}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI 

Professor Sable, 

My name is          and I am            at the umversi~z. During 
registration, I attempted to enroll in your section of AFRI scheduled 
for next semester. I was saddened when I learned your class was full I am 
emailing you to see if there is a possibili~ for me to be added to your 
class’s wait list and ultimately enroll. 

My situation and interest in your class also entails somewhat of a crisis. 
I am planning to                           next fall, and your class is 
a prerequisite for the ~entnre I believe having a firm background in the 

histol5’ and geopolitics of the continent will ensure I am most successful 
during my semester residency. This is why I am requesting your permission 
tu be one uf your students next semester. 

At yunr earliest cunvenience, please let me know if there is a set protucul 
at this point for enrolling in your class. Any assistance would be greatly 
appreciated. Ifyuu have any questmns ur concerns, du nut hesitate tu 
cuntact me by e-mail Take care, and I luuk forward to hearing from yuu. 

All the best, 

University uf North Carolina at Chapel tli[l { 
Schoul uf Junrnalism and Mass Communication 
Cullege ufArts & Sciences, Carolina Entrepreneurial Initiative 

;@email unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 2:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s tteadlines: Countering China, Obama Backs India for U.N. Council 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/09/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ j Business I Spots i Art__s j Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This Day 

Novmnber 09, 2OlO 

TOP NEWS 

Coimterlng Chi~la, Obama 

Backs I~dia fl~r UoNo Com~c]] 

Amdysts say that China has been 
cool to the idea of permanent 
membership on the U.N. Seeuvity 
Council for rival Asian powers. 

Repeal of ~DoWt Ask, Don~t 

’I’elP Faces Str~ktkgle in 

Congress 

~Ilxe repeal of the policy on gay service faces new unee~ainties as time runs out for the Senate and 
strong objections remain among Republicans and senior ranks of the military. 

At I,egM Fri~ge, Empty Ho~ses Go to tim Need)" 

Hundreds of vacated houses in Florida are being claimed by strangers citing a law from the 18oos. 

. NYTimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is a verdict f!-,r fl~stice. The defenda~tjbees far more serioas pimishment ffom the Lord than he can 
ever faee ffom manki~d~" 
DR. WILL~M A, PETIT aR., on the death sentence of Steven & Hayes, who was convicted of 
killing Dr. Petit’s wife and two daughters. 

SCIENCE 

FEATURE," Voices: 

}Vlmt’s Next 

Here are 

prognostications for science in 2Oll 

fi’om ~o leading figures in ~o widely 

scattered disciplines, from genomies 

to mathematics to earth science, 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Compete on Rare 

Earths? 
China is the world’s 
leading producer of rare earth 
minerals. Should the U.S. be 
concerned? 

~E] post a Comment 

WORLD 

Frlendslfip I arallels a Strategic t artnershlp 



Historical forces have shaped the relationship between India and the United States; their leaders 

have played a role, too. 

First Lady’s Dance Moves V~;oo indian Crowds 

The Indian public and news media have become exuberant Michelle Obama fans, in large part 

because of her dancing talent and hugs. 

The plan comes as the United States attempts to renew a freeze in settlement construction and get 
stalled peace negotiations back on track. 

More World News 

Gay Cow,pies Begh~ Attack on UoSo Marriage Law 

Two new lawsuits are part of an effort to strike down the Defense of Marriage Act, a 1996 law that 

prohibits the federal government fi’om recognizing man’iages of same-sex couples. 

FoDoAo Urges Two Steps for Safer CT Scans 

The Food aml Drug Administration says manufacturers must do a better job of training operators, 
including issuance of warnings about high radiation. 

Investigator F~nds No E~-idence That BP Took Shortc,lts to Save Money 

Fred It. Bartlit ,It., a prominent trial lawyer hired to lead an inquiry, disputed the findings of other 
investigators, including plaintiffs’ lawyers and members of Congress. 

~Oij 
TraveleJ Up the Gulf Food Chain, Scientists Say 

~ Times Topic: Gulf or Mexico SpN 

BUSINESS 

Low Rates H*~rt Bonds for Ho*~Mng 

Housing projects used the interest they earned on spare cash to hell) them pay off their bonds, but 
those earnings have now shrunk. 

The Flash Crash, ]n M~nlat~re 

Sines the so-called flash crash in May, some stocks have had mini flash crashes, which could foretell 
a new plunge. 

Company Accused of Firh~g Over Facebook Post 

The National Labor Relations Board said a company fired an employee illegally after she criticized 
her supervisor. 

S P O RTS 

Remote in Hand~ Manning Quietly Takes Control 

Eli Manning has become an unquestioned leader of the Giants, a status that belies his laid-back 
demeanor. 

ANALYSIS 

Phillips Takes the Fall for a Season in Ruins 

After a 1-7 start to the season, Cowboys owner aen’y aones fired Wade Phillips as coach, the first 
time the impetuous owner changed his head coach midseason. 

~E] 
Rost a Comment [ F~fth Down Slog 

Jets-Browns Is Next Battlegronnd for Ryan vso Ryan 

Rex and Rob Ryan will take their sibling riwfiry to a new level when the Jets play the Browns on 
Snnday. 

~RyanGr 
sps o 7~ ysto ecuce Jets P nalh 

~gast 
Foea, ard: Banned Hits Return to N.FL 

ARTS 



HD technology lind movie theater broadcasts are changing the way performing arts are produced. 

rIlle Warner Music Group is unearthing a cultural trove in its vast archives. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

~Le|:|:e~,s~ 

Although Saul Bellow repeatedly apologizes for being a hmsy em~’espondent in this volume of his 
eolleeted letters, he shows himself to tie a gifted and emotionally voluble letter writer. 

~ Me~e Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

ICa~.e I-I]ts and Heaps of Misses to Pay For 

Research is not the risk-free business that might easily be supposed from the promises of scientific 
spokesmen or the daily reports of new advances. 

Qt~a~tu m Corn put~ng Rea ches for T["u e Power 

Three major technologies all have the potential to move from demonstration computers to 
practical, highly powerful machines. 

l~,~[~n lug the Seafl oor for Ra~,e-Eartl~ Minerals 

China ended its embm’go on rare-earth minerals late last month, but the hunt for other options 
continues. 

~ 
..... ,, , " " ,, : C , t e ..’ C . e on R~re ~arths? 

~Rc3mForDebate 
~n h US omoet 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The plea deal in the ease of Omar Khadr, a former child soldier being held in Guantimamo Bay, 
Cuba, is not a legal vietory anyone can be proud of. 

EDITORIAL 

Br~tai~ and 1,’rance Make a Dear 
The initiative to cooperate on military matters makes sense, but it does not address the need for 
stronger commitments to NATO. 

EDITORIAL 

A Blow to the Comets 
drudieial elections are supposed to be as apolitical as possible. It didn’t work that way this year in 
Iowa, or in many other states. 

EDITORIAL I THE RURAL LIFE 

Seasonal Slippage 

tilde elements may say that it’s November, but the mind says something else. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Kashmh°’s Fruits of Disco~°d 

Seeing harvest and youthful resistance on a recent visit to a beautiflfl valley on the Pakistani 
border. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The C~0ossroads N a~on 
i.::,, f. ,r.’...ii., 

Fcom Bill Clinton’s bridge to the 21st century to President Obama’s new foundation, the next 
American century is often described vaguely. Here’s why. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ~mposMble Dream 
i.::., f.: ;?i.:: 

There can be no coherent conversation about deficit reduction if tax increases are off-limits and the 

country is still lit war. 

~ Columnist Page 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A~ U~k~owt~ So,tiler 

This is a moment of great uncertainty in an America troubled by economic anxiety and talk of a 

third war. 

o MoreO~inion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 9~ 1965, the great Northeast blackout occurred as several states and parts of Canada were 

hit by a series of power failnres lasting up to 23 2/2 horn’s. 

¯ See This Froot Page 
¯ Buy This F~’ont Pagi; 

You received this message because you signed Lip for NYTimes col’o’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 

~he TRUST~ privacy prograrn; w~ are committed to p[otec~irlg your privacy. 

Manage Subscrip~io!~s I U!~subscribe I Ct~arlge You[ E-Mail I Privacy Poiicy i Con~ct i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alice Link ~:alicelink college@mcgraw-hill.com> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 3:08 AM 

Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

McGraw-Hill Values Your Opinion - GI,OBAL STUDIES: The Middle East, 13/e 

THIS iS AN AUTO-GENERATED MESSAGE. DO NOT RE.PLY TO THIS MESSAGE, 

If you need further assistance, please contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative 
or McGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscribe, click here 

~McGraw-Hill Education respects your privacy. Click the link to UN- SUBSCILIBE froln McGraw-Hill Education commercied e-mail messages. You can go to 

/ ) http:/i preferences.Inheducation.com or write to t rivacy Official, McGraw-Hill Education, 1481~ i’inceton-Hightstown Road, N- 1, Hightstown, NJ 08520-1450 to 

exercise other privacy choices, to review your data, or to ask questions. View The McGraw-Hill Compmfies Cus~tomer t fivac? t olicy at http:#www.mcgraw- 
hill.com/privacy.html. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:40 AM 

Meeting today: AFRI 

Deal 

Apologies for the delw in finding a time for ns to meet. Can we meet todw after our seminar? 

All the bes*, 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 19:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Meeting today: AFRI 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Today after our seminar will work for me! Thank you! 

See you this afternoon, 

On Tue,           06:39:56 -0500 (EST), EUNICE N SaNe 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear i 
> 

> Apologies for the delay in finding a time for us to meet Can we meet 
today 
> after our seminar? 
> 

> AH the best, 
> Dr SahIe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}gmail.com > 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Re: End of term preparation and today’s events: AFRI 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
’][’he Rene Lemoxchand link on blackboard pulls up the Susanne Buckw-Zistel reading, not the Rene Lemamhand reading. I’m sure this was just a little blooper so I wanted 
to let you know. 
See you soon, 

On Tue, 

Dear All, 

at 7:43 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

A quick update on the follomng: 

1 ) Based on requests by most of you who attended my extended office hours last Monday aimed at discussing the requirements and progress of your term paper, 

please note that I have extended the due date tbr the research paper outline (Nov. 24) and the submission date for the paper (Nov. 30). 

2) As promised last Tuesday, I have posted our schedule for the reminder of the term. 

3) Afri public event: Viewing of’Faking Root and panel discussion. 5.30pm-7.30mn Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx GlobaJ Education Center 

4) Our guest speaker Kamoji Wachiira a leading botanist, former Ix~litical prisoner and one of those involved in environmental rights and human rights in Kenya, and 

the film we will be viewing later in day arrived here over the weekend and is looking forward to visiting our class. He will give a brief lecture about human rights 

struggles in Kenya and then we will have a Q and A. 

Kamoji Wachiira - a brief bio 

For over 30 yea’s Kamoji Wachiira has been intently active in Kenya’s long fight against authoritarian. In 1982 he was imprisoned without trial by President Moi’s 

government tbr his role in democratic and human rights advocacy. He was released in 1985 tbllowing concerted international cmnpaigns led by Amnesty 
Intemationdl. Kamoji is a 

botanist and plant ecologist by training. He taught environmental and nmrurdl resource management in the Geography Departlnent of Kenyatta Universi .ty, Nairobi, 

Kewa from 1972 until his arrest in 1982. 

Since 1988, Kamoji has worked with various organizations in 
international development and enviroranental conservation, most recently with the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). Between 2005 and 2007 he 

was seconded as Senior Fellow with the Consensus Building Ins~dtute (CBI - see htm:~/www.cbuilding.o~). His responsibilities at CBI include training in 

negotiations, and research on conflict resolution in envim~maent and natural resource management. CBI is atfiliated to the MIT-Harvard Progran on Dispute 

Management under ProtEssor Lany Susskind. Part of Kmnoji’s field work at CBI included a conflict risk as~ssment su~’ey in northern Somalia and "the autonomous 

regions: Punlland and Somaliland. Kamoji’s previous field experiences include development programming in South Asia, Eastern Africa and Latin America including 

the Caribbean region. From 1999 to 2002 he was CIDA Head of Aid ( i.e. Resident Rep) tbr Guyana and Suriname. 

Between 1988 and 2004 Kmnoji was board member for the Green Belt Movement International. In 2004/5 he was advisor on global environmental issues to the 
Nobel Peace Laureate Dr. Wangari Maathai - his long-time colleague and fellow activis~t in enviroranent and human rights in Kenya. During 2004/5 he headed her 
Nairobi-lmsed Nobel Secretariat. Kamoji was later closely involved in the production of the now widely’ acclaimed documentary film Taking Root: The Vision of 
Wangari Maathai as Senior Advisor. 

Kan~oji attended Washington State Universi~ (Pullman, Botany and Plant Ecology); UniversiU of Washington (Seattle, ForesW and Natural Resources 

Management) and McGill UniversiU, Montreal, for doctoral studies in Regional Planning. Kamoji is currently on leave of absence 

from CIDA and is working and living in Pretoria ruth interests in natural resources and co~tlict. 

See you in class. 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 12:13 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Environmental Justice and Latin Amefca~ Film Festiw] 

donziger flyel5.pdf 

Hello eye,zone, 

We are honored to invite Steven Donziger to Duke and UNC for a few events this 
coming Sunday and Monday 

I~Lr. Donziger is one of the lead attorneys representing 30,000 indigenous 
Amazonian residents in Ecuador against Texaco-Chevron for one of the 
worst oil contamination disasters on the planet. This case is 
unprecedented and could alter natural resource extraction policy 
internatiunally in the future. It is an incredible clash of indigenous 
rights, the environment, and curporate investur rights 

Please join us ]2~r one ur all of the fullowing events! 

1) Litigating Indigenous Rights and the Enviromnent in Latin 
America: Latest from the Battlefields of the Ecuadorian Amazon 
(a talk with Steven Dunziger) 

Sunday Nuv. 14th 6-7pm 
FEDEX Gluba] Education Center, UNC-CH 
Ruum 1005 
301 Pittsboro Street (corner ufMcCauley and Pittsboro) 
Free Parking Available 

*pi72a and drinks served 

2) Screening of the award-winning documentary CRUDE 

Sunday Nov. 14th 7pm-8:30pm 
FEDEX Global Educatiun Center I~YNC-Ctl 
latirffihnfestivalnc.com for directions 

Followed by Q/A with Steven Donziger and a reception 

3) The Clash of Indigenous Rights, the Environment, and Corporate 
Investor Rights: The Landmark Aguinda legal case in Ecuador 

(talk by Steven Donziger) 

Monday Nov. 15th 
12:15-1:15pm 
Duke Law SchoolRoom 4055 
210 Science Dr. 

*Cosmic Cantina Burritos set’,~ed 

These events are sponsored by the L~’~’C-Duke Consortium in Latin American 
and Caribbean Studies, the NC Latin American Film Festival, the Duke-lo_~lC 
Working Group on Envirot~nent in Latin America (WGELA) and the Envirotwnental 
Law Society at Duke. 

For more information, contact: 
Antonio Arce 
Academic Program Coordinator 
Duke Center for Latin American& Caribbean Studies 
919-681-3981 phone 
919-681-7966 fox 

ama2@duke.edu 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:12 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Film tonight 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I was just told by a fellow student that the film screening tonight is required. On the syllabus, it didn’t say the time so I just thought it was optional. I have official 

, and I have to give 5 days notice to skip it. is there anyway I can watch the film on my own at some point? I’m really sorry about 
this. I w~uld have Iove~t t~) see the movie at 5:30 tonight but I have . Please let me know what you’d like me to do. 

Thanks, 

UNC-CI- , International Studies and Political Science 

. ~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kimme .carlos@africanstudies.o rg 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 6:18 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA’s first Presidential Fellow 

[)ear ASA Membership, 

It is with great pleasure that I announce the arrival of ASA’s first Presidential Fellow, Dr. Dominica Dipio, Senior Lecturer at Makerere University and head of the Literature Department. 

The ASA Presidential Fellows Program continues the Association’s legacy of providing support for scholars from Africa to visit the United States, be resident at a host campus, and 

attend the Annual Meeting. Dominica was nominated by the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) and the Center for African Studies at Rutgers University is serving as her host 

during her stay. Those of you attending the Annual Meeting in San Francisco will have the opportunity to extend a warm welcome to Dominica. During the meeting she will be hosted by 

Charles Ambler, President of ASA, who initiated this exciting program. 

While at Rutgers, Dr. Dipio will meet with students and faculty, attend lectures and classes, and visit nearby campuses. Later this week, I will be accompanying Dr. Dipio to New York 

City to visit the ACLS office. You can reach Dominica at: dodipio@yahoo.com 

Information will soon be posted on the ASA website for campuses interested in applying to host future ASA Presidential Fellows. 

Regards, 

Karen 

This e=mail was sent from African Studies Association (kimme.carlos@africanstudies=org) to eunice@emaiLunc=edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kimme .carlos@africanstudies.o rg 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 6:39 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA Annual Meeting New Information 

The African Studies Association is pleased and excited to be kicking-off the 53rd Annual Meeting at The Westin St. Francis Hotel on November 18-21, 

2010. Outlined below is exciting and important final conference information. Further information can also be found on the ASA website Annual Meeting 
page at: b~t~t~p~/~vy~vy~a~f~1i~c~a~n~s~t~u~d~i~e~.~%~g~p~/~c~.~[~/~[~d~f~Ld~=~4~ 

Audio Visual 
The ASA does not provide audio visual equipment for panels and roundtables. All meeting rooms will be outfitted with screen packages and individuals 
are welcome to either bring equipment or rent equipment onsite for their own use. The ASA is not responsible for audio visual equipment used onsite. 
For rental equipment please contact: 
Swank Audio Visual Services at The Westin St. Francis Hotel 
Contact: Gerald Boege at 415-774-0359 or email at gboeqe@swankav, com 
Hotel: The Westin St, Francis 
Sleeping rooms are still available at The Westin St. Francis Hotel. Please see reservation information below: 
The Westin St. Francis Hotel 
335 Powell Street 
San Francisco, California 94102 
Hotel Room Rates 
Single: $178 per night 
Double: $178 per night 
Reservations can be made by contacting The Westin St. Francis at: 
Phone: 800-937-8461 

415-397-7000 
Fax: 415-774-0124 
Or by visiting the ASA’s reservation website at: 

htt p :!iwww.sta rwood meeting.com/Bookiafrica n studiesassociation. 
Interview Space 
Interview space is available on a first come, first serve basis in the Colonial Ballroom Balcony. Please see below: 
Colonial Ballroom Balcony 
Available During Listed Times Only 
Thursday, November 18: 
7:30 am - 12:30 pm and 5:00 pm - 10:00 pm 
Friday, November 19: 
7:00 am - 8:00 am and 7:00 pm - 10:00 pm 
Saturday, November 20: 
7:00 am - 9:00 am and 7:30 pm - 10:00 pm 
Sunday, November 21: 
7:00 am - 9:00 am 
Meetings and Events 
The Annual Meeting Meetings and Events are now listed on the ASA website at: http=/~www.africanstudies.or_q/p/cm/!d/fid=4. 
Onsite Annual Meeting Registration Rates 
Registration: 
Members with income $35,000 and above $180~ 
Members with income 34,999 and below $105. 
Students with valid ID $105. 
Non-Members with income $35,000 and above $240. 
Non-Members with income $34,999 and below $135. 
Non-Member Students with valid ID $135. 
Day Pass= 
Individuals $140. 
Students with valid ID $ 70. 
Exhibit Hall Pass - New! 
Individuals $125. 
Students with valid ID $ 30. 
Payment may be made by check or money order payable in US dollars or by American Express, Discover, MasterCard or Visa. Please make check or 
money order payable to African Studies Association, 

Panel/Roundtable Chair Guidelines 
The Chair Guidelines are listed on the ASA website at: http://www.africanstudies.org/p/cm/Id/fid=4. 
STA Travel 
The African Studies Association’s official travel partner for the 2010 annual meeting in San Francisco is STA Travel. STA Travel is a global travel 
specialist with over 30 years of experience specializing in the educational travel market. We are excited to announce that STA has negotiated on our 
behalf a special discount of 5% off of airfare to San Francisco for the conference on both American Airlines and United Airlines. The special discounts 
are only available for ASA conference attendees and can only be booked by calling STA Travel at 800-495-5832 or 480-295-0544. Additionally, 
requests can also be emailed to STA Travel by sending your request to corporatetravel@statravel.com. 

STA Travel 
800-495- 5832 Domestic 
480-295-0544 International 
corporatetravel@statravel.com 
Secretariat Closing 
Please note that the ASA Secretariat office will be closed beginning Monday, November 15 as the staff heads to San Francisco. The office will 
officially re-open on Monday, November 29, 2010. Secretariat staff can be reached onsite at The Westin St. Francis Hotel at the registration desk 
beginning at 5:00 pm Wednesday, November 17. 



This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (kimme.carlos@africanstudJes.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 2:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s Heaxtlines: In Curt F~xchange, U.S. Faults Israel on ][lousing 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:/lw,~vw.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l l/!0/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

~/’#orld j U.S~ ] Business I Snorts i Art__sI Dininq &’~NineI Editorials ] Op-~ I On This 

November 10, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

In Curt Exchange; 

Fa~llts Israel on Housing 

The office of Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu rejected 
criticism of Israel’s plans from 
President Obama and others. 

New York Schools 
Chance|lot Ends g-Year Run 

Cathleen P. Blaek, the Hearst 
Magazines chairwoman, will be the 
New York City sehools chancellor, as 
aoel L Klein leaves to work for the 
News Corporation. 

~ aoe~ Kiein’s [enure 

U,S, Says Holocaust Fm~d ~gas Defrauded 

Fake documents and a knowledge of Holocaust history were used to defraud a fund of more than $4~ 
million. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

rich p~ople, e~ther. A b~t *~peop~e m’~ puttiag 3o to 35 p~reo~t @their ~et wor& i~ 9o~d, the]t are scared 

to put mot~e]t in paper assets." 

NARN OL[AR[, chief executive of CNT Iuc., a M a~acbu~etts coin broker. 

MOVIES 

Picks: ’American 

Psycho’ 
A. O. Scott looks at 
Mary Harron’s film adaptation of the 
Bret Easton Ellis novel about a Wall 
Street serial killer. 

~ Movie Overview [ [] Comment 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Backto a Gold 

Standard? 
Does linking adjustable 
exchange rates to the 
value of gold make 
sense in this economic climate? 

~E] post ~ Comment 

The new kids in town 
ALSO IN OPINION >> 

Saving Sociai Secu~-ity 

Can the i,epubhcans avoid gridlock? 

WORLD 

Challenge~ Await U,S, at Group of 2o Meeting 
f.::: .:,:.’did f. S,:.? ,.:. 
With China leading the critics of Ameriean eeonomie poliey, officials acknowledge that President 



Obama is going to have a diffienlt time winning any kind of consensus strategy. 

Currency Move Cha~tges So Korea Phm 

The Federal Reserve’s decision to pump $6oo billion into the American economy has put South 
Korean government officials in a difficult spot. 

~G-20 Event to Showcase South Korea’s Ardval 

Obama, in Indonesia, Pledges Expanded Ties ~Nith M~sllm Nations 

The president said that American relations with the Muslim world should not focus "solely on 
security issues." 

Mere World News 

Scr~tlny Takes a Toll o~ For-Proflt College Company 

The Kaplan group, owned by the Washington Post Company, faces legal complaints and 
Congressional inquiries. 

After a PersonM Scandal, a Bit era PolltlcM Upswing 

Mark Sanford, who confessed last year to having an affair with an Argentine wmmm, has grappled 
since to save his politieal career and earn the pnblic’s forgiveness. 

Teacher’s Death Exposes Tensions in Los zMrlgeles 
~.::.. F:.’i b"..’,;a~r 
The snieide of a teacher whose poor ewdnation was pnblished has stirred all sides in the school 
reform debate. 

BUSINESS 

In These Lean Days, Even Stores Shrink 

Some retailers are cutting the size of stores aid inventory to limit costs and provide a focused 
shopping experience. 

A ~4-Karat Safety Net for I~vestors 

Investors worry that a Fed move to add $6oo billion to the banking system may undermine paper 

Dealbook: A Female V~ralI St. Financial ChiefAvolds Pitfa|ls That Stymied 

Others 

Ruth Porat is trying to excel not only during difficult times for Morgan Stanley, but also in the face 
of a terrible track record for top women on Wall Street. 

SPORTS 

SPORTS BUSINESS 

~V~thon[ L~fers Like Je~er, Yankees Lose Their Aura 

The Yankees, a team fiercely proteetive of its history, need to figure how mneh in money and years 
is the right amount to bestow upon a Yankees lifer like Derek 3eter. 

~ Bats. aeter’s 5th Gold (:Glove an Error. Merge Says ~ Buehde’s Go~d Glove Announcement Is Sobbled 

~ PosarJa to }-lave Knee Su;gery 

Mets ~/on’t N ecessarily Follow Moneybal Path 

~II~e team that helped spawn the Moneyball legend in Oakland is reunited, but not necessarily 
focused on statistics. 

Nm+~on Faced Suspension at Florida 

Cam Newton’s academic problems contrast with the story that he and his father have perpetuated 
as he has evolved Dom an unknown transfer to the Dent-runner for the Heisman ~’ophy. 

~ Colol’~do Fires Coach aRd Looks to its Past 

o Mere Sper[s News 

ARTS 

MOMIE REXzIEVV I ’MORNING GLORY’ 



Ple*~ty of Pe~°ky~ Event ’I’h~s Early 

Rachel MeAdams plays a television prmtueer in the romantic eomedy "Morning Glory." 

~ Profiie Article: Rachel McAdams 

In B*oooldym Dramat[zhtg Real D~sco*°d 

~II~e Civilians are preparing to stage "In the Footprint," a layered portrait of the debate surrounding 
the Atlantic Yards project in Brooklyn. 

~V~deo 

ARTSBEAT BLOG 

In its 1,irst Night, ’Co*~an’ Is a Champion 

In his debut on TBS, Conan O’Brien (who, yon may have heard, had a network gig before moving to 
basle cable) drew 4,15S,ooo viewers. 

~ E]inte;active Tirneline 

¯ More Airs News 

DINING & WINE 

UNITED TASTES 

T|~e Holiday Tt~key Steps Out for a Smoke 
f.::: ,21 ?i i Li.".:,7 

Thanks to a daylong swirl in smoke, birds fi’om Greenberg Smoked Tin’key in Tyler, Tex., deliver 
the sueeulenee that ew~des many holiday cooks. 

£MNES OF THE TIMES 

Dark or White? (Not tl~e Ttwkey) 

When it eomes to big holiday gatherings, why fool around? Have plenty of different red and white 
wines on hand, and even rose. 

Chefs’ Tips for the Tha*~ksgiving Meal 
i.::y %~.b" 
Professional chefs in New York have mueh adviee to offer on how to prepare a tnrkey, and the rest of 
the feast too. 

o More Dining & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

States O~t of 
The Republican Party’s most visible election triumph was in the House, but the more lasting result 
was in statehouses across the country. 

EDITORIAL 

The Fed vs. tlhe O-ao 
Rather than criticize the Federal Reserve’s plan to pump money into the weak Ameriean economy, 
the G-2o should work on eomplementary policies. 

EDITORIAL 

CT Scans fo~" Ltmg C,a~teer 
A new study suggesting annual CT scans could reduce the mortality rate from lung cancer in 
heavy smokers raises serious questions for patients and doctors. 

EDITORIAL 

dusfiee Stevens on ~In’~{d~ous Prejudice° 
Fm’mer Jnstiee ,lohn Paul Stevens delivered one of the sanest and most instvnetive arguments for 
tolerance that we have heard in a long time. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

~Arhy Rtisl~ to C~t N~kes? 

The Senate should heed the will of the voters and either reject the New Start treaty m’ amend it so 
that it doesn’t weaken onr national defense. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Kevh~ Rubs lit h~ 

A Dowd view from inside the Red Zone: Pdosi should give back her government jet. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Contalnment-I.ite 



There is a lot of buzz about the C-word after visits to Asia by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and 

President Obama. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. lO, 1982, the newly finished Vietnam Veterans Memorial was opened to its first visitors in 

Washington, D.C. 

About This Eo~laii 

You [eceived this message because you signed up for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette[ As a membe[ o~ 
the TRUSTe prwacy program, we are cornmitted ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 8:57 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

TODAY: Novemberl 0 Book Launch at Duke: Pedro Lasch Black Mirror-Espej o Negro 

PRESS RELEASE: International Fall Book Launches and Exhibitions for ’Black Mirror / Espejo Negro’ by Pedro Lasch 

Following the production of the first segmem of Pedro Lasch’s project tbr the AND AND AND Plattbrm ofDocumenta 13 in September 

(http://www.documenta.deiandandand30.html?&L 1 ), we are plea~d to announce the international launch of the artist’s first book ’Black Mirror / Espejo Negro." 

The follomng cities and venues will hold launch events this tall, some of which will be accompanied by an exhibition of the works included in the book. Events for the 

Spring will be announced in Janua~ 2011. 

The artist will be present at all of the following launches, in some cases, so will several of the book’s co-authors. 

New York, NY, USA: Saturday November 6, 5-7pro, Stephan Stoyanov Galle~. http://v~v.stephansto’~anovgallerc.com,’ 

Durhaln, NC, USA: Wednesday November 10, 6=8pro, East Duke Building Gallery at Duke University 

In conjunction with an exhibition of photographs from the ’Black Mirror / Espejo Negro’ suites (Nov 4, 2010 - Mar 13, 2011). 

http:i/www.duke.eduiwebiar ti 

Bogotfi, Colombia: Sfibado 13 de noviembre, 5-7pm, Museo de Arte Modemo de Bogotfi (MAMBO) 

En coordinacidn con la exposicidn ’Esldticas Decoloniales’ (9 nov - 15 dic de 2010). http:/iwww.mambo~ota.com/ 

London, UK: Friday November 19, 6-9pm, Stephen Lawrence Gallery 

In conjunction with an exhibition of photographs from the ’Black Mirror / Espejo Negro’ suites ibr the exhibition ’Revolution and Diaspora’ (Oct 25 to Nov 28, 2010). 

http:/www.gre.ac.uldpr/slg 

Manchester, UK: Monday November 22, (time TBA), Centre for Latin American & Caribbean Studies, Universi~ of Manchester 

In conjunction with the artist talk 3qaturalisations and Black Mirrors’. http:i/ww~.llc.manchester.ac.uk/clacs/ 

Marseille, France: Wednesday November 24, 6-8pm, Galefie ofMaxseille, http:/Twww.galerieoihaaxseille.conY 

Madrid, Espafia: Martes 30 de noviembre, 3-5pro, Museo de Arte Reina Sofia. 

En coordinacidn con el evento ’Memorias Dismptivas’ de la ’Red Conceptualismos del Sur’ http://wu~u~nuseoreinasofia.es~redes/concepmalismos-&l-surime~norias- 

dismptivas.htufl 

A full description of the book in English and Stmnish me included below. 

Copies of the bilingual book will be available for purchase at all lannches. There will also be oi~ter forms to nmke orders by mail or online. 

For morn information or updates on latmches, visit the above venues’ websites directly or these two links: 

http://www.pedrolasch.com/blo.g/(Black Mirror or Events categou) 

or 

http://www.espej onegro.com/ 

Black Mirror/Espejo Negro 

Pedro Lasch, editor 

The provocative three-part project Black Mirror/Espejo Negro by the artist Pedro Lasch encompasses a museum installation, photographs of the installation, and this bilingual book, 

including many of the photos, the artist’s statement, and critical commentaries The project began as an installation commissioned by the Nasher M useum of Art at Duke University to 

accompany the exhibition El Greco to Velazquez: Art during the Reign of Philip Ill. In a gallery adjacent to the exhibit of Spanish Golden Age masterpieces, Lasch placed black rectangular 

mirrors on the walls, each with an image of a Spanish Renaissance painting behind it. Pre-Columbian stone and ceramic figures chosen by Lasch from the museum’s permanent 

collection of Meso-Ameri- can art, stood on pedestals facing toward each mirror and away from visitors entering the room. Viewers were drawn into a meditation on colonialism and 

spectatorship when, on looking into the black mirrors, they sawthe pre-Columbian figures, seventeenth and eighteenth-century Spanish priests and conquistadores, themselves and 

the contemporary gallery environment. The book Black Mirror/Espeio Negro includes full-color reproductions of thirty-nine photographs of the installation, as well as the text that Lasch 

wrote to accompany it. In short essays scholars reflect on Lasch’s work in relation to current debates in art history and visual studies race discourse, pre-Columbian studies, 

postcolonial theory, and de-colonial thought. 

Contributors. Srinivas Aravamudan, Jennifer A. Gonzalez, Pedro Lasch, Arnaud Maillet, Waiter Mignolo, Pete Sigal 

Pedro Lasch is an assistant research professor in the Department of Art, Art History, and Visual Studies at Duke University. He has shown his work in many venues, includ- ing the 

Queens Museurn o~ Art. the Walker Arts Cerlter in Mirlneapolis, the Royal College of Art (Lorldon), Centro Nacional de las Artes (Mexioo City), the Singapore Art Museum, and the 

Gwangju Biennale (South Korea) 



Publication of the hasher MuseuM of art at Duke uniw.~iLy anD the franklin huManiLies insfituLe at Duke unwelsity, With aDDitional suPPell freM the Jean Mitchell feunDation 

2010. 128 pages, 41 celor illus~ralJons 

978-.0-.938989-34.-9, hardcow)r ,$3500 

Bilingual editien (English 11 Spanish) 

Black Mirror / Espejo Negro 

Pedro Lasch, Editor 

Este provocador proyecto del aNsta Pedro Lasch se titula Black Mirror/Espejo Negro y comprende tres partes~ una ins~lacidn muselstica, una sefie fotogrfifica 

basada en la instalacidn y este libro bilingtie que incluye muchas de las fotografla~ asl como escritos del artista y comentarios criticos. E1 proyecto comenz6 cua~do el 

Nasher Museum comision6 la instalacidn para acompafiar la exposicidn De El Gleco a Velazquez: Arte Dumnte el Reinado de Felipe III. En una galerla conjunta a 

esta muestra de obras maestras del barroco espafiol, Lasch coloc6 gmndes espejo negros rectangulazes en la pared, cada uno con una imagen de un cuadro colonial 

detrfis. Diecisdis esculluras antropomd~licas precolombinas pertenecientes a la coleccidn del museo y seleccionadas por Lasch, fueron puestas sobre pedestales, pero 

mimndo hacia el espejo y mostrando su espalda a los visitantes de la galefia. Despuds de algfin tiempo de mirar estos espejos y las figuras en frente, el pfiblico entraba 

en una meditacidn sobre el colonialismo y el consumo del arte, ya que su propio cuerpo e imagen ~ vdan colapsados en un mismo plano sobre el espacio de la galeria, 

los retratos de conquistadores y religiosos del barroco y las figuras precolombinas. E1 libro Black Mirror/Espejo Negro incluye treinta y nueve tbtogratias a todo color, 

asi como los textos escritos por el artista para acompaaSar la instalacidn. En ensayos cortos, acaddmicos con distin~s especializaciones retleccionan sobre la relacidn 

del trabajo de Lasch con debates sobre el arte contemporfineo, el discurso de la r~a, el arte barroco y los estudios precolombinos, asl como la teorla postcolonial y el 
pensamiento descolonial. 

Contribuyentes: Srinivas Aravmnuda~ Jem~ifer A. Gonzfilez, Amaud Maillet, Waiter Mignolo, Pete Siga~ 

Pedro Lasch es profesor e investigador asistente en el Departamento de Arte, Historia del Arte, y Estudios Visuales de Duke Universi~’. Su obra se ha mostrado en 

muchos espacios internacionalmente, entre ellos el Queens Museum of Art. el Walker Art Center en Mineapolis, el Royal College of Art (Reino Unido), el Centre 

Nacional de las Artes (Mdxico), el Singapore Art Museum (Singapur). y la Gwangju Biennial (Corea del Sur). 

Publicacidn de el Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University y el Franklin Humanities Institute de Duke University, con apoyo adicional de la Joa~ Mitchell Foundation. 

Tflulo: Black Mirror / Espejo Negro (no subtitle) 

2010. 128 p~ginas, 41 iluslraciones a color 

978-0-938989-34-9, tapa dura, US$35.00 

Edicidn bilingfie: espafiol-inglds 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Appointment 

Professor SaNe, 
I am sorry I have been out of touch for so long. I think about emailing or talking with you often, but somehow between thinking about emailing you, and actually sitting down 
and doing it- I get distracted,      mentioned that you were hosting an environmental rights conference yesterday, and I realized that I really should talk to you. I now have a 
more solid idea of the kind of work I want to do, and have started at looking at graduate programs. I would really appreciate any advice you have, and just catching up! I 
believe you have a class on T-TH until 4::t5, would you be able to meet afterwards? 

I look forward to speaking with you! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Afri    Spring Semester 

Good Morning Prot?ssor Sable, 

Hello. I am a sophomore with a major in African American Studies I am 
required to take Atlci    for the major and I am really looking forward to 
taking your tues/thurs class in the spring. 
Unfortunately, the class is closed for enrollment. Is there any way I can 
still enroll in your class or at least added on a waitlist? 
Thal~ you in advanced for taking the time to read nay email Have a great 
day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Osterweil <l @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 1:26 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Beehive Collective on "The True Cost of Coal" at Internationalist Books TODAY at 6pm 

If you have never seen a presentation by this group, they are really amazing! 

Beehive Design Collective - Mountaintop Removal: The True Cost of Coal 

Stmnt: Nov 10 2010 - 6:00pm 

End: Nov 10 2010 - 8:00pm 

Come join us at Internationalist Books for an exciting event on Mounta~ntop Relnoval with the Beehive Design Collective! 

With a gigantic portable mural teeming with intricate images of plants and animals from the most bio-diverse temperate forest on the planet, the Bees will share (and 

seek) stories of how coal mining and Mountaintop Removal affect communities and ecosystems throughout Appalachia and beyond. 

This graphic also looks to the future, raising questions about resistance, regeneration, and remediation while celebrating stories of straggle from mountain communities. 

The TRUE COST OF COAL will challenge all of us who casually flip on a light switch to examine our own connections to MTR- and to think about what we can do 

to stop it l]com within our own communities. 

Long exploited as a resource-extraction colony within the US, the Appalachian Mountains are home to a fight for snrvival whose outcome will determine in paxt the 

industrial power of this country. Without coal there would be no ’cheap’ electrici .ty. Today’s energy corporations and govem,nent bodies are continning to show the 

extent of their violence and greed as they push their e:~ractive agendas in the "New Coal Rush." 

Our insatiable demand for cheap power has lead to the most extreme, devastating form of coal mining yet, Mountaintop Removal (MTR). The TRUE COST OF 

COAL graphic uses MTR in Appalachia as a lens through which to understand the historical and contempormy sto~ of ENERGY, RESOURCE EXTRACTION and 

of AIVIERICAN EMPIRE accelerating throughout the world. We will expose the DECEPTIONS of CLEAN COAL technologies and bring to light the ensuing 

CLIMATE CHAOS facing the world today. 

Learn more about this graphics campaign as it untblds at: beehivecollective.blogspot.com. 

More about the Beehive Design Collective after the jump... 

’][’he Bees have spent 10 yeaxs developing an innovative and sto~y-based education strategy that we share through a variety" of interactive, image-based picture-lectures 

and graphic workshops. We believe that axt is a tool for populaac analysis, education and organizing- and that the complex and overwhehning issues that face our world 

can be broken down and understood in simple pictures. 

In our workshops and presentations, we use giant, portable murals to deconstruct issues as far-reaching as globalization, climate change, colonization and resource 
extraction. We strive to provoke discussion, raise hard questions, and share hopeful stories about the small-scale changes and actions we can undertake to build a 
better world. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

stnwg01 as: ennice(~!etnafil.unc.edn To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28095421 - 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7(g)listserv .unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 3:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Update: Kibera Development Fellowship, International Careers Networking 

Carolina for Kibera FeUowship 
Applications Due: Sunday November 21 

The CFK Fellowship offers UNC graduates and undergraduates engagement in grassroots participatory 

development in the Kibera slum of Nairobi, Kenya through a year-long project designed at Carolina implemented in 

Kibera. 

Responding to Human Trafficking: a student exhibition from Art 428 - Book Art 

Exhibition: November 16-30 

John & June AIIcott Undergraduate Gallery Hanes Art Center 

Opening Reception: Friday, November 19 6:00 -8:00 PM 

Book Art students tackle the issue of human trafficking by exploring artists’ books as media for social change 

through persona[ responses, advocacy and consciousness-raising. 

Events 



Applications Due: Friday November 12 

Advocates for Grassroots Development in Uganda 

(AGRADU) has internships available for all majors and 

minors! 

._P__r___o_~r___a___m______2___o____!_~_ 
Applications Due: Monday November 15 

The Critical Language Scholarship (CLS) Program 

provides overseas intensive summer language 

institutes in critica~ need foreign ~anguages. Programs 

offer fully-funded group-based language instruction 

and cuttura~ enrichment for 7-10 weeks for U.S. citizen 

undergraduate and graduate students. 

East-West Center International 

Graduate Student Conference on 

the Asia Pacific ReRion 
Abstracts 8 Grant Submissions Due: November 22 

Conference: February 17-19 2011 

Honolulu, H awai’i 

Call for Proposals: "Islamic 

Traditions and Muslim Societies in 

World Contexts" ............................................. 
Deadline: Friday December 3 

Academia in the Public Sphere: Islamic Traditions and 

Muslim Sodeties in World Contexts 

The SSRC online application portal is open, you can 

apply here. 

Foreign Language and Area Studies 

Fellowships 
Deadline: January 28, 2011 

Info Sessions: Monday, November 15 IO:OOAM, 

Tuesday, November 16 3:00PM 

Room 3009 in the G~obal Education Center 

FLAS fellowships fund the study of Less Commonly 

Taught Languages and area studies coursework. These 

Academic year and summer fellowships assist graduate 

students and advanced undergraduates in foreign 

language and area studies. 

Work for Social and Economic 

Justice in the South 
Applications Due: February 7, 2011 

The Autry FeUowship provides a fuji year paid position 

at the MDC to promote economic developmen% equity 

and education, and building inclusive civic cultures. 

Graduating cogege seniors and graduates from the 

past 2 years are eligible. 

Aweek to inspire students to turn their ideas into 

reality, to think big. 

Kickoff discussion: Buck Go~dstein 
Monday November 15 5:00 - 6:30 PM 

Carolina Union West Lounge 

Join the conversation with University Entrepreneur in 

Residence and Senior Lecturer in the Department of 

Economics, Buck Goidstein on how Carolina can 

innovatively address the world’s problems. 

International Careers NetworkinN 

Tuesday November 16 5:15 - 6:45 PM 

FedEx Global Education Center Atrium 

Meet with local working professionals in an informal 

environment to make contacts and {earn about 

careers. 

Innovate ® Carolina Student Forum 
Wednesday November 17 5:00 PM 

Anne Queen Lounge at the Campus Y 

Join in the discussion about innovation, 

entrepreneurship and the Innovation Roadmap. 

Social Innovation at UNC: What’s 

working, what’s missing? 
Wednesday November 17 

Carolina Union Time TBD 

(Registration required Tony.Patterson~unc.edu) 

This session witt be an interactive conversation with 

Ctinicat Assistant Professor of Sociat Innovation, Micah 

Gitmer, about the state of various services and 

supports for sociat innovation at UNC. 

Innovation Roadmap...Grab a sticky, 

.O___a__r_~_Le__,____a____q__d____y___o__!_£_e___Z_o___u____r____o__ _p_!__n_Lo___n__ 
Thursday November 18 10:30 AM - 1:00 PM 

Between the Union and Union Annex 

The community can post their thoughts, concerns, 

feetings and anything else related to innovation and 

the Innovation Roadmap. Krfspy Kremes end hot 

chocolate 

The Center for Global Initiatives offers graduate students at any level a Certificate in International Devetopment 

to demonstrate speciatization in development and social change in communities and nations around the wortd. 

There is no cost, credit, or grade associated with this certificate. Its 8oat is to foster interdisciptinary 

approaches to devetopment and to engage in peer [earning, especiatty through the Spring workshop. 

Applications Due: January 7, 2011 

At the Crossroeds: Globalfzetfon, the Economfc Crfsfs, end the Future of North Cerolfna 

The Gtoba[ Research Institute(GRI) wit[ offer a timited number of one semester fettowships in 2011-12 to non-UNC- 

Chapel Hill and to UNC-Chapet Hill facutty and staff working on research themes germane to the development of 

innovative new strategies for rebuitding and renewing the state’s economy. 

Thi ...... g ....... t from Center for Global Initiatives t .... ice@email ...... du. It ...... t from: Bevin Tighe, 301 Pittsboro St Ste 3002 Campus I i~i iContac~_ Try It 
Box 5~.45, Chapel Hill, NC 27599. You can modify/update your subscription via the link below ........ 

Free! l I 



[] Manage your subscription 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 4:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2010-11 - 12 

Your reservation request for The corporation [videorecording] Iicom 2010-11-11 through 2010-11-15 ha s been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
The corporation [videorecording] : 65-DVD2578 c. 1 pt. 1 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

Your reservation request for The corporation [videorecording] from 2010-11-11 flarough 2010-11-15 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the \~C as early as 8am the first day of your reservation. 

Staff Notes: 

The corporation [videorecording]: 65-DVD2578 c. 1 pt.2 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

’]7his automated emai[ was sent at ] 1-10-2010 ] 6:08 pm 
...... Mail generated at Nov. 10.2010 16:11:01 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Ints 

Professor Sahle, 

I was writing to ilfform you that I had decided to withdraw from school this 
semester (Effective      ). It probably is not a shock to you This 
semester I have been trying to balance taking 15 hours and working 3 jobs. 
And I unfbrtunately coukkn’t master both in a ~vay that would warrant a 
positive outcome. I should have withdrawn a few weeks ago but I was hoping 
that I could salvage what was left of this semester. I ~vould like to meet 
with you in you office to fill out the neccesal3’ paper work Please let me 
know- what time is more convenient for you Tuesday befbre 12 or on Friday at 
some point Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ) 9:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Interview 

He?’ Professor Eunice I hope you are having a good week! I was 
wondering if you had time for me to come by during your office hours to 
interview- you on a research paper I am doing for nay english class My topic 
is covering the effects of reality television shows (mainly The Real World) 
on certain stereotypes. The main stereotype that I am disussing is the 
effect on people of African ~vnerican background. If you have any time at 
all I would really appreciate intel~’iewing you to get a more in-depth 
understanding on my topic. Thank you for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

karen.jen kins@africanstudies.org 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 10:23 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA’s first Presidential Fellow 

Dear ASA Membership, 

It is with great pleasure that I announce the ardval of ASA’s first PresidentiaJ Fellow, Dr. Domihica Dipio, Senior Lecturer at Makerere Universib, and head of the 
Literatme Depa~t~ment. 

The ASA Presidential Fellows Program continues the Association’s legacy of providing support for scholaxs fi~om Africa to visit the United States, be resident at a host 
campus, and attend the Annual Meeting. Dominica was nominated by the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) mad the Center for Atiican Studies at 

Rutgers University is serving as her host during her stay. Those of you attending the Annual Meeting in San Francisco will have the opportuni~ to extend a warm 

welcome to Dominica. During the meeting she will be hosted by Charles Ambler, President of ASA, who ini’dated this exciting program. 

While at Rutgers, Dr. Dipio will meet with students and faculty, attend lectures and classes, and visit nearby campuses. Later this week. I will be accompanying Dr. 

Dipio to New York City to visit the ACLS office. You can reach Dominica at: dodipio(~)’~’ahoo.com 

) Information will soon be posted on the ASA website for catnpuses interested in applying to hos~ futme ASA t ~esidential Fellows. 

Regards, 

Karen Jetfldns 

Executive Director 
African Studies Association 

Tel: 732-445-8173 x17 

Fax: 732-445-1366 
Emai]: l,’aren.j enldns@africanstud ies. org 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (karen.jenkins@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gm~Jl.com> 

Thursday, 1:32 AM 

Social Movements Working Cramp <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] SOA Vigil 

Hi gd, hope this email finds everyone well. 

This upcomiug weekend is the School of the Americas (SOA) Vigil in Fort Berating, Georgia. If anyoue else is interesting in going, please let me lmow and we can 

coordinate. Thank you! 

For more infom~ation about the SOA and the movement worldng to close it, please see: 

http://~-, soaw.orgi 

Peace, 

Ph.D. Student 
Department of Geoglaphy 

The University ofNo(th Caroliua, Chapel Hill 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28099554-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b261657fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 2:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headliues: Panel Seeks Social Security Cuts and Tax Increa~ses 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/! l/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Sb, deI Editorials i Op-L~,, ion T 5 s Day 

November 11, 2OlO 

TOP NEWS 

Panel Seel~s Social Secneily 

C~lts alid Tax hicvea,~es 

President Obama’s bipartisan 
commission on reducing the national 
debt outlined a politically 
provocative and economically 
ambitious package. 

~ Document: The Report 

I " " Times Topics Commission oR Fiscal 

Responsibility 

Teiitallve Deal in I~°aq Keeps 

MMIM in Power 

Iraq’s leaders reached a tentative 
agreement to end an eight-month politieal impasse and return Nuri Kamal al-Maliki to power. 

Wal-Ma~ot Says ’Try This Oil’: F~°ee Shipping 
i.::., ":..T :.v i::. Ri :. CM :F ".;" i." :r~d Ci..r’if’? :’. ,.:~:,i’-i b i Lf.R 
Starting Thursday, Wal-Mart phms to offer free shipping on its Web site, a move that may create an 
expectation among consumers and a threat to smaller retailers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’iProj~ssionaf psgchiatr~sts m Chiaa m’e ,ik~ pandas. 7I~er~ m’e onlg e fl~w thousm~d qf ~s." 

ZHANG YALIN, assistant director of ~be mental heaI~b reseat’ch institute at Cenh’a[ South 

University’s medical sehoo]. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
~ ~ ~ [ ;~ Madoff’s 
±yla(lo[[’,~ "~,%,’alt°e8~ [ ::: Wares 
Jewels to Jnnk, Go ,Jewels 

Now is your chance to 
buy Bernard L. MadofPs 
monogrmmned velveteen slippers - 
fro" what the U.S. Marshals Service 
expects to be a steep price. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATORIHOMEFIRES [ : :          [ 

Recollections and I I 
photographs of 
members of the United States Armed Forces in acknowledgment of Veterans Day. 

Desigr~ and Living issue 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >~ 

Bottega Veneta’s new watch 

How bartenders stay tucked m 

[ ........ 

WORLD 

Life in Shadows foi° Mentally ill in China, \~7i[h Violent Fla~0es 

Psychiatry has been revived in China, but mental health remains a medical backwater, 
desperately short of financing, practitioners and esteem. 



UoSo Tweaks Message o~ Troops [n Af~ha~fista~ 

The Obama administration is emphasizing the idea that the United States will have forces in 
Afghanistan until at least the end of 2o~4, which is a change in tone. 

UoSo-South Korea Trade Pact Skill Not Set 

Despite a face-to-face meeting on Thursday, President Obama and President Lee Myung-bak had yet 
to reach an agreement. 

~ Obama War~s North Korea ~n Speech 

More Worid Ne~,vs >> 

F.D.A° U~vdls Proposed GrapMc V~ar~fiug Labels for C~gare~te Packs 

Designed to cover half the sm’face area of a pack, new proposed labels are meant to vividly remind 
smokers of tobacco’s dangers. 

Comr~ulfitles Er~brace Veteran, s of Vietr~am War 

Many who feel scarred by the experienees of war and homecoming dnring a tumnltnous time are 

now being embraced by their eommnnities, 

In San Francisco, stone salons are moving to identify establishments that use a so-called toxic trio of 
chemicals. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Drug Su~ts Raise Q~msfions for Doctors~ and 0h~rles 

As recent lawsuits suggest a long-term risk, doctors and drag makers are debating the use of 
osteoporosis drugs. 

DEALBOOK 

Negofiafio~s ~,4,r]th Ba~kn Begi~ for Tro~bled Assets 

Hedge funds and private equity firms have been hunting for bargains in the wreckage left from the 

financial crisis. 

Com~trles See Hazards it~ Free Flow of Capital 

Foreign capital in emerging markets has played a crucial role in development, but some are 
questioning its benefits. 

S P 0 RTS 

V~itla New Coacl~, Cowboys Hope to Stop Their Free Fall 

Jason Garrett led his first practice as the Cowboys’ interim eoaeh Wednesday, stressing a return to 
fundamentals. 

~For 
Now a Rebel Just Wants to Fit ~n 

Add Edwards to List of Jets-Browns Story Lines 

The arts reeeiver, who was traded from the Browns last season, does not expert a fond weleome 
Sunday when he returns to his former home. 

GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS 122, KNICKS 117 
I~ Ret~rn~ Lee Spar~% a~d Savors, a Victory 

David Lee, who scored a season-high 28 points, left Madison Sqnare Garden with a broad smile after 
leading the Golden State Warriors to a vietory over his former team. 

~ Knlcks and Fans Honor Lee on His Return 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
f?or Nashville’s Royalty, the Sl~ake-Up Goes O~ 

Victories for Blake Shelton and Miranda Lambert at the Country Music Awards were only some of 



the signs that Nashville is coming to terms with a new establishment. 

Rapper Finds Order h~ Orthodox J uda~sm h~ Israel 

Shyne’s jonrney from shooting in Times Square to observant Jew in Jernsalem, and from Jamal 

Ba~7"ow to Moses Levi. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

~The Emperor of ~MI Malad~es’ 

Dr. Siddhartha Mnkherjee writes a "biography" of eancer and of those who have fought R 
thron~hout history. 

~ Excerpt ] Profile or S~ddha~tha Mukherjee 

FASHION & STYLE 

Women who populate the mastheads of the fashion magazines have become a new breed of Web- 
based reality stars. 

THE GIMLET EYE 

At the Perfor~na Gala, the Gtmsts ~Wore Red 

The New York arts m’ganization party was attended by Anne Hathaway and Alan Cumming, 

among other luminaries. 

CRITICAL SHOPPER 

Mo~opoly by Marc Jacobs 

The clothing designer strings a collection of shops across the West Village 

o Mere Fashion & Sb,,le ~> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

So~ne Fisca~ Reality 
A draft proposal from leaders of President Obama’s deficit-reduction commission frankly 
acknowledges that shared sacrifice will be required. 

EDITORIAL 
Waiting for Seawater }1~cCait~ 
It is a particular disappointment that Senator John McCain is vowing to filibuster a Pentagon bill 
unless a measure repealing "don’t ask, don’t tell" is stripped ont. 

EDITORIAL 

Transition in New York’s Schools 
The resignation of Joel Klein as New York City’s schools chancellor comes at a challenging time. 

° Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 
JefTerso~’,n Army of Natlot~ Bulk|er,n 

West Point should offer a em~’ieulum that keeps its founders’ belief that the soldier’s role was to 
build, not just to destroy. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

What E~r?~hi~g lVleans 

Popmulture parallels to the midterm elections and America’s past history are more prevalent than 

you might think. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Girl, a School am.l Hope 

Finally, a ray of hope for Pakistan. The middle class is stirring, and a girl named Zahida is able to 
get a great education. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

~- ED ~NTRIB~OR 

A program for unstable veterans facing criminal charges could put them on a path tmvard 
recovery without forcing them to also navigate the penal system. 

° Mere Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 11, 19~8, fighting in World War I came to an end with the signing of an armistice between 

the Allies and Germany. 

YOU received ~his message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlit~es newsietter. As a member of 

the TRUSIe privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage SubscdptioRs ~ URsubscr~be ~ Change You[ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:27 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: 1NTS    today 

Hi, I was emailing you to let you kmow that I woke up in the middle of last 
night                   , my other roommates have all had it in the r)ast 2 
weeks, and it only lasted 24 hours for the, but right now 

Unless I have a miraculous recove~ in the next few hours, I do 
not think I will be able to be in class. I just ~vanted to let you know the 
reason for my absence. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:36 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Steve Kelly <srkl 4@duke.edtr~ 

Spring 2011 Duke course on "Nolth America: Our Neighbors, Our Future" 

S Kelly North Alnerica course flyer Spring 2011 .pdf 

Please circtflate the course description below among your students. Thin,k!! 

Spring 2011 course at Duke 

CANADIAN 150.01 / PUBPOL 196.05 / POLSCI 199B.01 / ICS 140.03 

North America: Our Neighbors, Our l;uture 

Instructor: Stephen R. Kelly 

Tu Th 11:40 am - 12:55 pm in Franldin Center Room 230/232 

North America is the mos~t important continent mofft Americans know virtually nothing about. And most of what they do know is wrong. Canada is our largest oil 

supplier by thr, and Mexico is No. 2. Canada is our largest export market by thr, and Mexico is No. 2. Some 60 percent of our border with Mexico is water, as is 40 

percent of our border with Canada. Yet we hardly ever fight about water, in contrast to most of the rest of the world. Who knew? 

"North America: Our Neighbors, Our Future" looks at these issues, along with the border, drugs, immigration and continental security, through the eyes ofa U.S. 

Foreign Service Officer who has served in both Mexico and Canada. We will get behind the eyeballs of C~adi~s and Mexicans to see how the U.S. looks to them, 

and why they act the way they do. Why won’t Canada allow an American to open a bookstore in Canada? Why won’t Mexico let a foreigner invest in an oil well? 

Who was in charge at the North American Aerospace Defense Comlnand on 9/11 ? (Answer: A Canadian). Can Mexico get a grip on the drug violence that has seen 

more than 30,000 people killed since 2006’? 

Like U.S. diplomats, we won’t just learn about the issues, we’ll also discuss possible solutions. Fresh thinking here is key, especially the students’. We’ll also focus on 

oral presentations, memo writing, and teamwork, essential skills not just for diplomacy, but for a wide variety of other professions as well. 

Please contact srkl 4~b~duke.edu tbr more in[brmation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

5~gmail.com’- 

Thursday, 2:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Doctoral exam report form 

Dear Eunice, 
How are you? I hope ~vell. 
I finally got the "Doctoral exam report form" signed by Wen@, and I 
would be grateful if we can meet, so that you can put your signature 
as well. 
I just need less than one minute of your time for that. I am leaving 
Chapel Hill on              , in the evening, and any time between now 
and than would be good for me. 
The only comittment I have in my agenda is today, between 3 and 8 pm. 
If you kindly let me know ~vhen you are available, and where would you 
like to meet, I ~vill be glad to bring the form to be signed 
Thank you in advance, and have a good day. 
Best reagards 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
at Chape[ tliH 
Department uf Geography 
’]Tel: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Oltice Hours 

Hi Dr Sahle, 

I was hoping that I could meet with you to discuss nay grad school 
application. I have been getting feedback Ileum Prof Tyson, but she 
suggested that I also get a second opinion. I believe you have office hours 
on Tuesday until around 2pm. However, I have class on Tuesday/Thursday from 
9:30am-1:45pm. Do you have office hours on a different day or is there 
another time we could meet before the Thanksgiving break? However, my 
12:30pm-1:45pm class is a large lecture so I could skip it if need be 

Thanks, 



From: ~emaikunc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI. 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
I can’t seem to access Robin Attfield’s book The Ethics of the Global 
Environment online. Is that the right e-book? Thal~ you! 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Alii 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
I really hope to take your Afri course this 
spring on Tuesday/Thursday from 2:00-3:15. Is there any way I can be added 
to a waiting list? 
Thank you so much! 



From: The Communication Academy <sendout@thecommacademy.com > 

Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 5:23 AN 

To; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc.edu> 
Subje~: Public Speaking & PRESENTATION SK]:LLS - Confident Communication Workshop 

HOW TO PREBENT - teaches the required skills to giving a successful presentation 

CONFIDENT COMMUNICATION - teaches you to communicate amongst a group 

BODY LANGUAGE IN COMMUNICATION - teaches you tone, eye contact and language skills 

PRESENT~rNG W~[TH CONF~[DENCE AND EFFECTIVE USE OF THE VOfCE TRA[NfNG: 

SERVICES SETA ACCREDITED WORKSHOP AND FACILITATOR: 

The course looks at the following 

aspects: 

Haking a good first impression. 

How to appear professional and confident 

when speaking. 

Using the voice correctly when speaking 

Overcoming nerves when speaking How to 

write a speech / presentation. 

The importance of eye contact and 

gestures when speaking 

Thinking on your feet 

listening skills 

Using power point to your advantage not 

disadvantage. 

Impromptu speeches; prepared speeches 

and sighbreading 

How to prepare for a presentation. 

Pronunciation problems will be pointed out, 

Course worth attending, as communication plays a 

vital role in every company. Nelson Maadela 

Metropolitan Council 

would do the workshop again. The Star Newspape 

feel more confident and professional. Otis (Pry) 

Ltd 

What a wonderful workshop, and for a change a 

workshop has delivered on what it promised. 

Multichoice 

The energy throughout the workshop is amazing ar 

uplifting. Extremely motivating. Highveld Steel 

REGISTER ONLINE NOW - Click 



and corrective exercises given. 

You will learn to come across more 

confidently when in a group of people. 

Preparing you for future presentations and 

meetings. 

All speeches are video recorded allowing 

the speaker to watch improvements and 

correct problems. 

The videotapes are yours to keep, as well 

as all literature in the files. 

Workshop Details: 

Time: 

08h30 to 16hO0 

Venues: 

Midrand - Pheasant Hill House 

Port Elizabeth - V & A Guest house Walmer 

(refreshments and luncheons hosted) 

R 3900.00 (Excluding VAT) 

Here 

VISIT OUR WEBPAGE - Click Her~ 

rhe delegates will also be presented with an audio 

:raining CD that is included in the workshop price, 

:-xercises have been put onto a CD for you to listen tc 

and practice along with, to ensure bad habits are 

:orrected. 

the CD consists of : 

Daily workout 

English vowel sounds 

Voice: breathing and modulation madness 

If you do not want to receive any more newsletters, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.~ 

Friday, November 12, 2010 9:59 AM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; tE- residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival tonight at Duke: Pascua La~na (abxmt Chilean mining indus~try) 

All Latin American Film Festival events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festivdt schedule, directions to the venues, and other infom~ation, visit the 

Latin American Film Fes~tivdt web site at http://latinfilnffeslivalnc.conv’ 

Join us tonight for the film and flee pizza after the screening. 

John }tope Franklin Center, Room 240, Duke University, Durhmn, NC 

Pascua Lama. A contemporary quest tbr E1 Dorado 

Carolina Gaxcia, Gloria Garcla. (Chile, 2007) 64 min. 

"Pascua Lama: A Contemporary Quest tbr E1 Dorado" explores the complicated dyna~nics of the mining indus~try in Chile. Focusing on the mining prqiect called Pascua 

Lama, being developed by the Canadi~m Bamck Gold Corporation in Northern Chile, this documenta .ry dives into the reality of developing countries which, due to 

unwilling goveiImients who lack long-term visio~ sell their natural resources mthout considering sustainable developlnent strategies for their communities, thus fostering 

a new model of colonization sponsored by the coi’ioorate developed world. Spanish andEnglish witlt Ertglish subtitles. 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 2:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AI~ e~m~llment 

Proi?ssor Sahle, 
I am a student that wants to enroll in Afri I kno~v its a online course 
and was wondering if this class ~vas available to undergraduates, and what 
steps I should take to enroll 

v/r 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 4:11 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Friday: office hours- 3.30pm-5.00pm: AFRI .FALL 

Dr Sahle, 

I came by your office a few minutes ago and your door was locked. I was wondering if you were going to be in anyiilne later this afternoon. 

Thanks in advance, 

On Fri, at 9:02 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dea~ All, 

The time ti~ame tbr one of my administrative meetings on campus today has been extended. Thus, my office hours will be 3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, November 13, 2010 3:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Pakista~ Slow to Rebuild Swat Valley a Year After Ottbnsive 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l l/!3/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

VVorld j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .E~J j On This Day 

November 13, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

Paldstan Slow to l¢.eb~fild 

Swat ~,~lley a Year After 

Offe~sh’e 

The lack of progress on schools and 
running water after the military’s 
campaign against the Taliban has 
fed frustration at the government, 
raising fears of renewed militancy. 

Looking to 2o12~ 

Republicans Vie for Big 

DOltOl$ 

Some potential candidates are pursuing outsize contributions using state political action 
committees, which, unlike federal PACs, have no spending limits. 

IoRoSo Sits on Data Pointing to Missing Children 

Privacy laws prevent the I.R.S. from disclosing data that could be helpful in finding thousands of 
missing children. 

. NYTimes corn Home Pao~e 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The nMhorides don ’~ seem ~o ~m~’erslm~d ~he w~y Twitter work~. Ther~¢s no provi~io~ in lhe ~awjbr 

PADRAIG REIDY, news editor of Inde~ ou Censorship, a Loadon magazine tha~ covers h’ce-.speech 

WORLD 

Generation in 

Swa t Va ] ley 

The Pakistani 

government has yet to rebnild any of 

the ~59 flflly destroyed schools that 

were bombed by the Taliban. As a 

resnlt, students are furious. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
~ IWrote ] 

I ~Wrote It, Must I It~ Must 

A talk-show host turns        ~o 
author and gets a taste 
of his mvn medicine. 

Los Angeles on $100 a day 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >~ 

Phone apps i:o navigate i:ru, fgic 

38 Hi,’a!s irl St: Martin/St Ma~rien 

WORLD 

De~’ing Trend, Canada Lures More Migranls 

Provinces like Manitoba have won new power to bring foreigners in, handpieking ethnic and 
oecnpational groups. 



[] Slide Show: immigrants Welcome 

Paul J. Chamber#s joke on Twitter about blowing up an airpm~ got him eonvicted, but he is now a 

cause c~l~bre~ 

The $69.5 million for a ~Sth-century vase, found in a family home, is believed to be the highest 
ever paid at auction for a Chinese antiquity. 

More Wodd News 

Fo~" Catholics, interest it~ Exorcism is Re~ived 

American bishops are teaching clerics how to determine who really is possessed and who really 
needs medical care. 

While Haitians in the United States have long played a role in Haitian elections, foreigners have 

emerged as a key constituency after the January earthquake, 

lBa~ o~ Gays h~ the Mii[tm’y Stays h~ Effect 

The military’s "don’t ask, don’t tell" policy will remain while a legal challenge is being considered by 
a federal appeals court, the U.S. Supreme Court declared. 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Whether smart electric meters are ripping off consumers by overstating electricity use is now a 
matter of debate. 

M~n ~ clp~ ~ Bon d Ma rkelt Sh ~d tiers 

While the declines were relatively small, the bond slump was swift enough to leave investors 
wondering if this was a brief setback or the start of something worse. 

Oban~a E~ds G-2O Sun~m~t V~zlth C~qt~cisn~ of Chi~a 

President Obama said major economies had not acted assertively to address global economic 
imbalances and left little doubt that he considered China the source of the problem. 

S P 0 RTS 

Hand ~A,’raps D~*aw Boxi~g~s Eye, and Sc~*~tlny 

Antonio Margarito’s 2009 suspension has spotlighted hand wrapping in Saturday’s fight with 
Manny Paequiao. 

Bloc "ld~g, Tac "Idling a~d Sl~*~dylng Diseases 
i.::....-:....~..;q 
Owen Mareeie, the only two-way player in Division I, starts at fnllbaek and linebaeker and is an A 
student studying infeetions diseases. 

~rhe 
Quad: H~gh Praise for Marecic 

~]he 
Quad: College Football Matchups ~ top 25 Schedule 

ESSAY 

A Relentless Opponent StMks the Locker Room 

Carl Ehrlieh, the captain of the ~oo9 Harvard football team, eontemplates the heartbreak of a lost 
rival and the eonseqnenees of brain trauma on the football field. 

ARTS 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW I CALL OF DUTY: BLACK OPS 

Call of Duty: Black Ops reflects a keen intelligence and a rigorous understanding of each individual 

element of modern game design. 



~ E[] Videc, 

THEATER REVIEW I ’NOTES FROM UNDERGROUND’ 

Dos~oye~’sky~ ’S~ck l~’Ian~ H~s Yo~(l’ube 

Yale Repertory mo nnts a "No [es ~[’om U~Ser~rom;d" tot the Internet 

Fih~ of Fa ul Bowles Short Story Rediscovered 

A film by the director Sara Driver that was believed to be lost was flmnd in a dnsty Mm’occan house. 

¯ More Airs News 

The Frugal Traveler discovers the first rule of saving in the city of highways: rent a bike. 

Under a design-obsessed mayor, the city has been spiffed up with everything from sleek bus shelters 

to decked-out bridges. 

A number of restaurants are making the Sichuanese food scene new, reviving forgotten recipes, 

cooking old dishes with new health-conscious techniques, applying familiar spices and styles to new 

ingredients. 

More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

If Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel is willing to make the hard choices necessary [’or 

making peace with the Palestinians, it’s not evident these days. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr¯ Cuom&s Job 

When he was a gubernatorial candidate, Andrew Cumno made hundreds of campaign promises. 

There’s no time like the present to start fulfilling them. 

EDITORIAL 

The Supreme Comb’s decision to allow the "don’t ask, don’t tell" policy to remain in effect is a victory 

for theory over reality and a defeat for demoeracy. 

EDITORIAL 

OUt h~ the Co~d 

Washington’s plan to allow only people with ties to the dish~ct to enter homeless shelters would put 

the lives of many vulnerable people at risk this winter. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Thro’wh~g FPee Tr,~de Overboard 

Will the Tea Party demand a new wave of protectionism? 

Believing i~ Barack 

In spite of present<lay challenges, being sure that both President Obama and the New York Mets 
will prevail. 

K~|llng and Ds"ing 

A film about an Army platoon in Afghanistan captures the profound physical and psychological toll 
of combat. 

The Blas~ Mandate 

Could voters already be experiencing a bit of bnyer’s remorse after the midterm eleetions? A new 



poll suggests that might be the case, 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 13, 1956, the Su[u’eme Cout’t struck down laws calling for racial segregation on [mblic 

[)uses. 

* See This Front Page 

, Buy Th~s Front Page 

About This E-I~IaH 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’¢limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plagram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Ma!lage Sdbsc~iptiorls I Unsc~bscdbe ~ Chatlge Your E-Mail ~ Pdvacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Saturday, 9:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Doctoral exam report form 

Dear Eunice, 
Thank you for your message, and for your availabili~z. 
I will pass by at 12:20pm on Tuesday 
Have a good weekend 
With mv best regards. 

On Sat, at 7:49 AM. Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email unc edu> wrote: 
Dear 

I ~vill be in my office (Battle Hall 302 on the 3rd floor) on Tuesday between 12 20pm-1.00pm Thus feel free to drop by so that I can sign the form. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: ~)gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: Doctoral exam report form 

Dear Eunice, 
How are you? I hope well. 
I finally got the "Doctoral exam report form" signed by Wen@, and I 
would be grateful if we can meet, so that you can put your s~gnature 
as well. 
I just need less than one minute of your time for that I am leaving 
Chapel Hill on              , in the evening, and any time between now 
and than would be good for me. 
’]’he only comittment I have in my agenda is today, between 3 and 8 pro. 
If you kindly let me know when you are available, and where would you 
like to meet, I will be glad to bring the form to be signed 
Thank you in advance, and have a good day. 
Best reagards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~mail.com on behalf of 

~em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Friday: office hours- 3.30pm-5.00pm: AFRI, .FALL 

Dr. SaNe, 
I was wondering if you could provide me ruth the full name of the book by Patrick Bond for my paper on pove~’, MDGs and the effects on South Africa. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, at 9:02 AM, EUNICE N SaNe <eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deax All, 

The time ti~ame tbr one of my administrative meetings on campus today has been extended. Thus, my office hours will be 3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, November 14, 2010 3:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Cigarette Giants in a Global Fight on Tighter Rules 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l l/!4/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP..2~Z I Onr~is Day 

November 14, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

Cigaret[e Gianis ~n a GlobM 

Figl~t on Tigl~ter Rtfles 

Giant tobacco companies are 

stepping up efforts around the world 

to fight tough restrictions on the 

marketing of cigarettes. 

~ Map: Resbicth~g Ads 

TMe Elsewhere 

B~irmese D~sslden[ Is Freed 
After Long Detention 

Daw Atmg San Suu Kyi, a Nobel 

Peaee laureate who was confined 15 

of the last 21 years, was fi’eed from house at’t’est. 

~ ]imeline: Two Oeca6es in Confinement 

~ Photos i ~ V~deo Report 

~lh Lede: Video of a Free Aung San Suu ~v 

~[imes Topics: Daw Aung San Suu 

Nazis %fete Given ’Safe Haven~ in UoSo, Report Says 

A report, which the Justiee Department has tried to keep seeret, provides new evidenee about 

notorious Nazi eases. 

~ Document Reader: Justice Dept Report 

~ ~nterartive Reader: An lncomp;ete History 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DA~" AUNG SAN NUU ~ Myamnar’s pro--democracy leader, speaking to supporters after 

speudiug seven and a half years m~dev house arrest, 

WEEK IN REVIEW 

FEAT URE: B udget 

P~zzlle: Yo~ 
the B~idget 

Today, you’re in charge of the 

nation’s finances. Make your own 

plan for closing the 2o~5 and 2o3o 

budget gaps, then share it online. 

OPINION 



ALSO IN DINING &WINE >> 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION~. TPav~].s of a 
Dark or white? (Not the turkey) 

Teenage Vegetarian~ vegan and gluten-free recipes 

~rince ...... ] I ......... 
A royal tour draws to a 
wet and seasick close, Adam Goodheart writes. 

I 

WORLD 

Bu~omese Dissident Tells Crowd Not to Give Up Hope 

One day after being freed from house arrest, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi addressed thousands of wildly 
cheering supporters. 

~E] 
Timeline Two Decar~es in Confinement 

~ 
Photos i ~ VMeo Report 

~ 
The Lede: Video of a Free Aung San Suu 

~ T~rnes Topics: Daw Aung San Sun Ky~ 

Neta~Lvah~ 2ggrees to P~sh fl*~" Freeze h~ Settlements 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel agreed to push his cabinet to freeze most construction 
in the West Bank for 9o days to break an impasse in peace talks, an official said. 

TEMPERATURE RISING 

As Glaciers Melt, Scientists Seek New Data on R~h~g Seas 

Researchers have been startled to see signs of rapid melting in Greenland and Antarctica, but lack 
enough data to precisely calculate how much coastal flooding could result. 

~ VMeo. Tracking Greerfiand’s G~ac~e;s 

~ interactWe Graphic: Restless Ice [ ~ GrapMc: Rising Seas, Vulnerable Areas 

~ G:een Biog: A Nighttime ~piphany on Sea Level 

Mere World News 

CROSSROADS COUNTY 
~M’ler M~dte~oms, Evea Opposites Ca~ Souad AI~ke 

In Larimer County, Colo., people on both sides of the political spectrum see a call to action in election 
results. 

~ Previous Articles in the Sedes x 

A Jour*~ey 1,’tom Lawmake~° to Lobbyist and Back 

Dan Coats will be swept back into the Capitol Hill fold after he spent years advancing companies’ 
interests. 

~ Document Reader I Times Topics: Dan Coats 

Democrats Reach Accord o~ Leadership h~ the House 

Representative aames E. Clyburn of South Carolina agreed to fill a new No. 3 post, leaving Steny H. 
Hoyer of Maryland unchallenged for the job as minority whip. 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Zagat Survey Aims to Regah~ Its O~lh~e Ba~a~ce 

The founders of Zagat Smwey hope that the rise of apps will help prove its pay model correct. 

~E] Post ~ Comment 

Ca~a Microlet~d~ng Save Haiti? 

Since the January earthquake, mierobanks are struggling to keep credit flowing to Haitians who 
depend on loans to remain self-sufficient. 

Asia-l[ acetic Leaders Vow to ~Zork for Freer Trade 



The leaders endorsed a blueprint for future growth that calls for pnshing ahead with free trade 

agreements and rolling back protectionist measnres. 

S P O RTS 

Br(fish~g V~;ir~ by Pacquhm P[ts Speed Over S~ze 

Against his largest opponent yet, Manny Pacquiao earned the vacant 154-pound title by 

unanimous decision. 

Ta|dng Care in RMMng a Rookie 

When St. Louis plays at San Francisco, the Rains’ Sam Bradford will illustrate how a rookie 

quarterback can be nurtured for early success with a rebuilding team. 

AUBURN 49, GEORGIA 31 

A~bu r~ Ig~ores Al|egatlon s a nd Ste~ mrol ~ s Over Geo~] a 

Auburn quarterback Cam Newton, whose eligibility is in question, burnished his Heisman ~l~’ophy 

credentials in a victory over Georgia. 

, Mole Spe~ts News 

ARTS 

The Sugarphm~ D~et 

The author is touring produetions of "The Nutcracker" across the United States. 

~ ArLsSeat The h,!~athop Be~ips 

~E] $hare ’~u~cracke¢ Photos 

ABROAD 

Cu|t*~res United to Honor Separatism 

In the Corsica region of France the tug of war between local identity and globalization creates 

tension, and the desire to preserve a regional culture is closely aligned with similar sentiments 

among other nationalists and separatists. 

WATCHLIST 

A Parallel Universe to ~IW and Movles 

Web series are cheaper and quicker than television and film. ~Ilfis new column considers a few 

examples. 

" Mole Airs News 

MAGAZINE 

The Great Cyberlmlst 

Inside the mind of Albert Gonzalez, America’s most notorious computer hacker. 

House,s{yes of God 

Priscilla Shirer believes a Christian woman should submit to her husband’s authority. But while 

she’s teaching the gospel, Mr. Shirer doesn’t mind doing the dishes. 

Can a Nerd Have Soul? 

The new soul men are mostly white, a little geeky and claiming a cool, classic idiom as their own. 

~[~] Music Exclusive: Eli (Paperboy) Reed 

More Frorn [he Maqazine >; 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Try SometM*~g Hard: Oovernh~g 
House Repnblieans’ vows to tie up the Obama administration ave not going to solve any of the 

country’s problems. 

EDITORIAL 



Vghat the Director Needs 

The director of national intelligence is supposed to provide strategic direction and tame rivah’ies 
among agencies, but Congress has hamstrung the job. 

EDITORIAL 

No amount of bluster, or fearflflness, ean paper over the damage eaused by the eheap renminbi 
poliey. 

EDITORIAL 

A literary marathon of sorts puts the lie to the myth of the lonely writer. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Who xvV~ll Stand Up to the 8upe~’~’ich? 

The issue is whether the country ran afford the damage being done by the eve>growing income 
inequality between the wealthiest Americans and everyone else. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Si~’ens, Egyp~ia~ a~d Equine 

In a bad year for women in polities, a look at two enchantresses who knew how to win. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

I Believe I Can Flly 

There’s a lot of shortsightedness going around these days. aust look at the Middle East or the G.O.P. 

~ Cokwnnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Her&s a Woman F~ghth~g Terro~-ism, ~,V~th ]~{ieroloans, 

Creating oppo~unities for women in places like Pakistan is the way to snuff out terrorism. Just ask 
a mierofinanee warrior named Roshaneh Zafar. 

~ Columnis{ Page [ Biog 

@- ED ~NTRIB~OR 

~he~’e ~ViI~ the G,O,P. Go 

Here are 9 investigations Darrell Issa’s House Oversight Committee is likely to take up - and 
more that we really need. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Leaves of Grass 

A day after California said no to marijuana, my bookstore got an errant shipment of premium bud. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How to Make the Dollar Sound Agah~ 

Why the United States should consider returning to the gold standard. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Smoke Got ht Theh° Eyes 

Back in the dab,, cigarettes were said to be good for you. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 

Nan~es in the News, Before They Ca~ Read 

Should a newspaper publish the name of a 45earmld being sued in a personal injury ease? 

~Vgeb Journal 

* More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 14, 1972, the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed above 1,ooo for the first time, ending 
the day at 1,oo3.16. 

¯ See ~[l:is Front Page 
¯ Buy T~ctis Front P;]ge 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, November 14, 2010 9:31 AM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; ti:- residents@duke.edu 

Latin Americm~ Film Festival "tonight at [YNC-Chapel Hill: CRUDE, the real price of oil and guest speaker Steven Donziger 

All Latin American Film Festival events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festivdl schedule, directions to the venues, and other infom~ation, visit the 

Latin America~l Film Fes~tivdl web site at http://latinfilnffestivalnc.conv’ 

Note: At 6:00 pm today, preceding the film screening, we will present a talk by Steven Donziger, lead US attorney representing the Ecuadorian plaintiffs in the 17-year- 

running Aguinda vs. Chevron-Texaco lawsuit. In m~ hour long ,session Mr. Donziger will discuss the profound questions this landmark casc raises about indigenous 

rights, environmental law, investor rigNs, foreign policy, public health policy, and the abiliF of legal processes to provide redress to victims of ecological disas~ters. 

The talk will be held in the UNC FedEx Global Education Center, Room 1005. Pizza will be scrved tbr dinner. 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium, Fedex Global Education Center, University. of No(th Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Crude: The real price ofoil 

Joe Beflinger. (Ecuador/USA, 2009) 90 min 

This film is the epic story of one of the larges~t and most controversial environmental lawsuits on the plmaet. The inside story of the infamous °’Am~on Chernobyl" case, 

Crwde is a real-life high staJaes legal drama, set against a backdrop of the environnrental movement, global politics, celebrity activism, human rights advocacy, the 

media, Inultinational corporate power, mid rapidly-disappearing indigenous cultures. Presenting a complex situation from multiple viewpoints, the film subverts the 

conventions of advocacy fihnmaldng, exploring a complicated situation fiom all migles while bringing a~ importaa~t story of envirormiental peril mad huma~ sull~ring into 

focus. The landmaxk case takes place in the Alnazon jungle of Ecuador, pitting 30,000 indigenous and colonial rainforest dwellers against the U.S. oil giant Chevron. 

The plaintiffs claim that Texaco which merged with Chevron in 2001 spent three decades systematically contaxninating one of the ~nost biodiverse regions on EaCh, 

poisoning the water, air and land. The plaintiffs allege that the polhnion has created a "death zone" in an area the size of the Rhode Island, resulting in increased rates of 

cancer, leukemia, birth defects, and a multiplicity of other health ailments. They further allege that the oil operations in the region contributed to the destruction of 

indigenous peoples m~d irrevocably impacted their traditional way of life. Chevron vociferously fights the claims, charging that the case is a complete fabrication, 

perpetrated by "enviroranental con men" who are seeking to line their pockets with the company’s billions. English m~dSpm~ish with E~glisk subtitles. 

With introduction to film and Q&A alter by attorney Steven Do~iger 

Reception to tbllow 



From: ~gmafil.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:23 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Oltice Hours 

Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering if you had time to meet with me maybe a little before your office hour. I have a class at 12:30 on Tuesdays m~d Thursdays so I was wondering ifI 

could meet with you maybe at 12, this Tuesday the    , to talk about my research paper. 

Thank you 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 2:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Pla~ Offers Path to Ending Combat in Afgharfistan 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:/lw,~vw.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l l/!5/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines N°venlbeI" 15’ 2°1° 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

~/’4orld I U.S~ ] Business I S~o~s i Art__s ] Medb & Adve~isin~ ~ Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This 

TOP NEWS 

U.S. Pia~ Offe~°s Path [o                                 ~ 

Ending Combat ~n 

z~ghanlstan 

A phased four-year plan to wind down American and alfied fighting in Afghanistan by 2o14 will be 
presented at a NATO summit meeting in Lisbon later this week. 

BEIq-ING ON JUSTICE 

Put~ing Mo~ey on Lawsuits, I~vestol’s Share in the Payouts 

Investors are pumping hundreds of millions of dollars into medical malpractice and divorce eases, 
among others, in the hope of sharing winnings. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

A 9o-Day Bel~ on Mideasl~ ’£alics 

A pledge by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahn of Israel to push for a fi’eeze on some settlement 
building is an effort to keep the Palestinians at peace talks. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’ilf go~ waist to ~se tke ei*ff, justice s~stem, you haw~ to have moue~. Ij’there’s less mommy, gould kave 

less Iitigatiou. B~t tkea .qo~ ’d also ha)~e less.justice." 

ALAN Z Ii~][I~1I.;Ni~][,~kN, founder’ of the Lawt:inmtee Gron[x, a litigation fin;race com[}mxy. 

OBITUARIES 

~Wo~’d i Ted I(hee~ 

For decades the 

mediator Ted Kheel was 

a dominant force in labor dispntes. 

He developed his uniqne teehniqne 

mediating teacher, transit and press 

strikes. 

OPiNiON 

CONTRIBUTING COLUMNIST 

Secm’ity 

The bipartisan defteR- 
reduction commission 
is offering progressives in Congress a 
rare opportunity to reform Social 
Security without privatization. 

Top 10 must-have iPhone 
apps 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Resisting the online tracking programs 

WORLD 

School Fights for Life in Battered Haiti 

Nonpublie sehools like the College Classique F~minin, central to a post-earthquake plan for 
education reform, remain largely unfunded. 

..... ~ S~de Show: Haitian School Fights to Survive in Battered System 



Myanmar D]sMdent Calls for Change 

A day after being freed from house at3"est, Daw Anng San Suu Kyi told thousamts of cheering 
supporters she was listening to their needs. 

~ Timel~ne: Two Decar~es h~ Corffinemer~t 

~ Photos ~ Video Report 

Chole~0a Deaths Up ~ Haiti, Vgith Worst to Come 

Cholera, which can spread rapidly and kill quiekly, is now reported in 6 of Haiti’s lO provinces. 

o More World News 

Oldahoma S~trprlse: Islam as a~ Electlo~a 

~m amendment on Islamic law put Democrats of a secular bent at odds with conservative Christian 
Republicans. 

For Ema~uel, Obstacles i~ Path to Chicago Mayor 

Rahm Emanuel has had some reminders of what Chicago polities looks like: gritty, petty and 
racially complicated. 

Prlvate-College Chiefs See Rise in Pay 

The Chronicle of Higher Education found in its annual survey, 78 percent of all presidents had total 
compensation packages of less than $6oo,ooo. 

BUSINESS 

G,M, Retirees V~elgh Buying lts Stock Again 

Thousands of frowner workers whose stock in the eannaker was wiped out must decide whether to 
buy shares again. 

Great Holiday Expectatlo~ts for E-Readers 
::27 . Ji 12 ::2 2.23:.!.~:i, 
Not many book buyers have an e-reader, but publishers and booksellers expect this holiday season 
to change that. 

Irela~d Rejects European Bailout Effi:*rts 

The Irish govm~ment has insisted it does not see the need for a bailout from Europe, but speculation 
that one will be necessary has driven bond yields to ever-higher levels. 

SPORTS 

PATRIOTS 39, STEELERS 26 
gmharrassed Last ~Week, Patriots Do the Hmnbllng 

Facing one of the N.F.L.’s toughest defenses, the Patriots re-established themselves as a top team, 
with Tom Brady passing for 35o yards. 

COWBOYS 33, GIANTS 20 
Coa~-boys Mask Their Flaws by ExpoM~g the Giants’ 

A 3 3-20 loss ended the Giants’ fiveName winning streak and highlighted the inconsistency of their 
secondary. 

JETS 26, BROWNS 20 
Jets VqH~ in Overtime for Seco~td Week Ht a Row 

The acts overcame three missed field goals when Mark Sanehez and Santonio Holmes connected for 
a touehdmvn with 16 seconds left in overtime. 



ART~ 

THEATER REVIEW I q-HE MERCHANT OF VENICE 

Love and Dirty, Sexy Dncats 

Daniel Sullivan’s production, full of clarity and subtlety, makes its premiere on Broadway after a 
summer in Central Park. 

THEATER REVIEW I’ELP 

NotCh Pole Na~fTr~es t~ Thaw Hearts 

The Broadway musical "Elf," at the Al Hirschfeld Theater, is the latest seasonal stocking stuffer and 

pocket picker in the mold of "White Christmas." 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

Laura Hillenbrand, the author of "Seabiseuit," wrote a biography of Louis Zamperini, Olympic 
athlete and World War II hero. 

More Airs News 

~EDIA & ADVERTISING 

With studios reluctant to finance movies, investors are stepping in. And with state incentives and 
rights sales, they are doing nicely. 

Tools to Help Compau~es Manage Their Social M[edla 

A number of new services can help companies archive their social media posts or keep track of what 
employees are saying on sites like Faeebook or Twitter. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Newsweek V~eds Daily Beast? Good Luck V~’ith ’[’hat 

Putting together The Daffy Beast an<] Newsweek makes no sense financially or editorially. Still, it 
cmfld be tim to watch. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

]immigration Hardbal| 

Americans want Congress and the president to fix what’s broken and to spend less. The G.O.P.’s 

restrictionist immigration doctrine fails on both counts. 

EDITORIAL 

A Cultm-e of Careless~ ess 
A presidential commission is beginning to confirm that the gulf oil spill was the result of bad 
decisions by eompanies with dangerously skewed priorities. 

EDITORIAL 

Ethics ~n the New House 
Taxpayers should be dumbfounded that Representative 0 ohn Boehner is reportedly talking about 
dismantling the Office of Congressional Ethics. 

THE CITY LIFE 

Grand Central gets grandeL Penn Station stays penal: ’][’hat is a rule of New York City. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

The ~Norld a,n He F~ds It 

President Obama was not, it turns out, prepared to deal with the world he faced when he took office. 
And it still seems as if he isn’t. 

~ Cokimnist Page j BIo~ 

The ~[ arty of No 

The defter reduction commission’s ideas were met with knee-jerk opposition from Democrats. 



~ Columnist Page I Blog 

More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 15, 1969, a quarter of a million protesters staged a peaceful demonstration in Washington, 

D.C., against the Vietnam War. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Front Page 

You received this message because you signed Lip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 

tile TRUSTe ~dvaoy p[ograrn; we are committed to protecting yodr privacy. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, November 15, 2010 6:27 AM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; ti:- residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival continues tonight: The 2 Escobars at Duke and E1 General at Gull fi0rd College 

All Latin American Film Festival events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festivdl schedule, directions to tile venues, and other infomlation, visit the 

Latin American Film Fes~tivdl web site at http://latinfilnffestivalnc.conv’ 

Griltith Film Theater. Bryan Center, Duke University, Durham, NC 

The Two Escobars 

JeffZimbalist, Michael Zimbalist. (Colombia/USA, 2010 ) 102 min. 

When Colombia stepped into tile spo(ts spotlight, Pablo Escobar’s Medellin Cartel was the focus of the U.S.’ war on drugs. He was said to be tile world’s richest 

cfiminaJ~ mad ce(tainly was tile most powerful man in Colombia. However bloody his rule, he was a savior to tile poor, building housing in place of flimsy shacks and 
installing neighborhood soccer fields, where the stellar players of the 1994 team had first distinguished themselves and folmd escape from povel~. Soccer proved to be 

perfect for money laundering, and the tug-of-war between drug lords somefimes ended in a referee’s murder. The mra~ler at the center of this sto~ involves Andres 

Escobar, beloved captain of Nacional. With his humble, soft-spoken demeanor and good looks, he was dubbed the Gentleman of the Field. His infamous "own goal" - 

- the blunder that scored for the other team and cost the thvored Colombians their shot at the World Cup -- led to his death at age 27. But the Zimbalists show, too, 

the cause and ett~ct between Andres’ death mad that of Pablo six mouths earlier. They build their ca~ convincingly using real footage, especially of games, and in their 

present-day interviews with Andres’ teammates, sister and fiancee as well as with Pablo’s relatives, colleagues and enemies. English andSpanish with English 

subtitles. 

Frank Family Science Center. Guilford College, Greensboro, NC 

El General/The General 

Natalia Almada. (Mexico, 2009) 60 min. 

The past and the present collide as fihnmaker Natafia Ahnada brings to life audio recordings about her great-grandtZather Plutareo Elias Calles, a revolutionaD’ genera] 

who became president of Mexico in 1924. In his time, Calles was called E1 Bolshevique and E1Jefe Maximo (the Foremost Chief). Today, he is remembered as E1 

Quelna-Curas (the Priest Burner) and as a dictator who ruled through puppet presidents until he was exiled in 1936. Through recol~tings by Calles’ daughter, El 

General moves between the memories of a daughter grappling witll histou’s portrait of her father and the weight of that same man’s legacy in Mexico today. Time is 

blurred in this complex and visually a:rres~ting portrait ofa fmnily and count .ly living in tile shadow of the past. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 6:47 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 15 Nov: Zoellick, Zim, Durban COP17, Brit protest, Goolam/Ashwin, Amisi, SDS party, Sofie Hellberg, Israel BDS 

Ashrams, Fine, Newlnan SA crisis.pdf; SR2011 launch HM conference 13 Nov 2010.jpg; SR 2011 :iPg; Desai Vahed snapshots.doc; 

Wolpe Valaed Desai.JPG; Zap Israeli organ trade.gif; Eniglna of Capitakjpg; Harvey DN.jpg; Milonalds Fine.jpg 

Hi comrades, 

* Below are a cuuple of my articles un Rubert Zoellick’s whacky 
suggestiun fur a gold-related currency @esterday’s Sunday Independent) 
and on the Zimbabwe cunference (Links). A~er lunch with Leo Zeilig 
cumpar~ng nutes un At’rican sucial movements, I’m just leaving Lundon 
today, fur ’]’he ttague. And tomorrow, after a talk un climate j ustice 
there, Fm presenting sume ideas via skype tu a PE cunference in honour 
of Martin Legassick, about SA political economy (tu be circulated soon, 
it’s nearly dune), and then unward to Oslo and the Attac network uf 
climate justice campaigners 

* There was a great deal uf political ecunomy discussed at the 
ttistorical Materialism conference, including the Socialist Register 
panels I participated in Very intriguing arguments abuut Suuth Africa 
are in Sam Ashman’s, Ben Fine’s and Susan Newman’s chapter, attached; 
Ben (2nd from right in pic) presented it at the jam-packed SR launch un 
Saturday. More info is at 
http://sucialistre~istercum/indexphp/srv/issue/view/1097 And uf great 
merit is the annual Deutscher Prize, won by Ben and his colleague 
Dimitri N/lilonakis (pic) last year (with a wonderful talk about 
neoclassical economic bankruptcy), and this year the winner is David 
Harvey fur The Enigma of Capital (pics), yay! 

* Other interesting debates tuok forward my understanding of climate 
politics - isn’t it interesting that Durban was chosen as the 2011 
Climate Sunm~it host?, just as another ANC Chancellor House coal scam 
emerges (below) - as well as of the ghastly- British austerity. Richard 
Scyruour’s excellent talk on Cameron’s ’Big Socie~" scam is below, 
followed by reflections on how those 50,000 student protesters in London 
last week might move the resistance project forward. 

* For the tribme to Fatima Meer (pic attached), the venue change - back 
to Ho~vard College Auditoritm~ - for tomorrow’s Wolpe Lecture by Ooolaru 
Vahed and Ashwin will make it a more aesthetically- pleasing event, since 
I gather there’s cultural expression and photographs to be analysed. 
Some similar write-ups xvere in the Sunday Tribune recently, attached. 

* Aruisi is also doing a skype seruinar on xenophobia to Roskilde 
University, on Wednesday- around 3pm, if you’d like to listen in 
(probably- from ray office). 

* And on Thttrsday, CCSers are welcome at the lovely gathering at Ike’s 
for SDS students. Wish I could join you, I’ll be shivering in No15vay. 

* Former visiting scholar Sofie Hellberg just arrived back froru Sweden 
for final doctoral research on the xvay water politics have emerged in 
Mzinyathi, so welcome! The Durban water debates, e.g. over paying to 
pee, are going to get more and more interesting. 

* A debate I hope gets going soon regards Israel’s use of Durban’s St 
Augustine and Netcare as an organ trading room, as Zapiro nicely puts it 
in a cartoon from Friday More on BDS is below- from the cun-ent issue of 
International Socialism. Durban’s mentioned a few times. After that, you 
can find a note about some silly huckster in the CT Opera Company 
desperately scrambling for legitimacy as he takes the company into a 
major violation ofBDS - and the Palestinians are quick to reject the ploy. 

Cheers, 

Patrick 

Dear All You are invited to the Class of 2010’s end of year function at 
~ke’s this Thursday- evening, 18 November at six. We look fur~vard to 
having you there. Please RSVP to Cathy or Priya Thanks Cathy and Nompu 

Catherine (Oelofse) Sutherland School of Development Studies Ho~vard 

College Campus Universi~ of KwaZulu-Natal Durban 

4(;,41 Tel: 031 260 3274 

So fie tIellberg is a Phi) Candidate li’um Umversity of Gothenburg Sweden. 
She is doing research [’or her Ph.D Dissertation on water and water 
service delivery in eThekwini Municipality The dissertatiun takes its 
point of departure from the notion of biopolitics and looks intu huw 



instruments of policy implementation are restricting and/or making 
possible certain ways of life and how these are interpreted incorporated 
and/or contested in the local contexts of ])urban as they are manifested 
in people everyday lives 

h ttp : //www.sunda¥independent. co.za/index php ? fArticleId 5728687 

Sunday Independent Returning to the gold standard is not a good idea 

November 14, 2010 Edition 1 

Patrick Bond 

Should we take seriously the idea, pro]noted by World Bank president 
Robert Zoellick, to partially root the global monetary system in gold? 

Is gold, as he claims, an "elephant in the room" because it raight play a 
constructive role in reducing speculative turbulence and structural 
imbalances - or instead, is the fast-rising gold price merely a 
speculative bubble based on financial sector fears that authorities like 
US Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bemanke - who promised to push another 
$600 billion into the anemic US economy last xveek - won’t pelTorm their 
jobs in the ways bankers want? 

"Bob Zoellick not only has a lot of historical perspective, but he also 
understands the global dynamics better than most," remarked Jim O’Neill, 
chairman of Ooldrnan Sachs Asset Management. 

The so-called "gold bugs" who proraote the gold standard are also cheering. 

Zoellick has a certain perspective, to be sure, fusing neoconservatism 
and neoliberalism, but does he really understand the way the world works? 

Zoellick’s background includes: # A role in destroying the US 
Savings&Loan industry while a leading official at the US TreastuTy’ 
Deparment during the late 1980s; # Connivance in dangerous 1990s 
financial deregulatoQz strategies while serving as the second-ranking 
banker at top US housing lender FannieMae (which effectively went 
bankrupt in 2008); # Fotmding membership of the neocon Project for a New 
American Centtuy (now fore, ally defianct but by the late 1990s a crucial 
think tank for war-mongering against Iraq); # Vote-co]rating duties in 
Florida on behalf of George W Bush in December 2000; # AdvisolT 
relationships to Euron and Alliance Capital just before their earl?’ 
2000s demise; # Wreckage of the World Trade ©rganisation at Cancun in 
2003 while serving as Bush’s no-compromise trade representative; # 
Mismanagement of US foreign policy (not to mention the deaths of over a 
million Iraqis and Afghanis) as deputy to Condolleezmq Rice at the US 
State Department in 2005-06; # International executive management at 
Goldman Sachs just before the world financial crisis in 2006-07; arid # 
Running the World Bank since 2007, claiming to transform it into a Green 
Bank and receptacle for clnnate finance, while in remit?’ dramatically 
increasing coal lending (its largest-ever loan ;vas in April to finance 
the world’s fourth-largest coal-fired power plant, South Aticica’s own 
Medupi). 

How much more damage can Zoellick do? A fi~rmer US financial official and 
now a widely cited University of California professor, Brad de Long, 
called him "the stupidest man in the world" when the Financial Times ran 
Zoellick’s arguments for rooting money in gold last Sunday 

It would be equally stupid :for South African officials to entertain his 
idea, as Pravin Oordhan appeared to do last week. 

What happened the last time we suffered a gold standard, in the years 
prior to 19327 

In 1929, South At’rican bankers were extremely bullish about the local 
economy. ’]?heir ratio of loans to deposits soared fi-om 63 percent in 1926 
to 85 percent in 1930, with half the increase in 1929. Land speculatinn 
meant that "in some districts the value attributed to farm property 
looked to be 50 percent too high," according to Standard Bank’s 
historian (And today SA suffers the world’s highest property bubble, 
four times the size of the US bubble at its peak, says The Economist) 

To illustrate the strain between local and international financial 
forces, Standard Bank was under a great deal of pressure to export funds 
to its London head office ][’he Reserve Bank intervened, imposing a levy 
for bank remittances and increasing the interest rate it charged local 
banks. (Likewise today, SA’s outflows of profits, dividends and interest 
put us at the highest level among emerging markets, so high that last 
year The Economist rated SA the world’s riskiest of 17 peer economies.) 

The October 1929 crash was initially felt mainly by the diamond 
merchants, since rich New Yorkers’ panic liquidation of their personal 
assets flattened diamond prices. As the general price level of most 
goods fell over the next few years, agricultural products bore the br~xt. 

When exports decline, one antidote is to devalue the currency. But xvhen 
a countu is on the gold standard, the currency is valued according to 



how much gold the country has in reserve. When such countries go deeply 

into debt and import more than they export, gold stocks decline to make 

payments. 

Most major countries adopted the gold standard in the last quarter of 
the 19th century, mainly because of pressure li*om comanercial capitalists 
to have convertible currency, to lubricate international trade. But 
during the 1930s, too many countries simply couldn’t afford to back 
their currencies with gold, and in 1932, aRer Britain - still at the 
centre of international finance - abandoned the gold standard, 32 
countries followed, with only France, Belgiunr, Switzerland and the 
Netherlands holding out until 1936. 

As the world’s leading gold producer at the time, South Africa had no 
technical difficulties remaining on tile standard. But because the value 
of the currency remained high relative to other currencies, exports 
suffered. At the same time, investors were shifting enormous amounts of 
nroney out of South Africa. By the end of 1932, tile tensions xvere 
overwhelming and the countly~’s social fabric was tearing, so mining 
houses led the charge to abandon the gold standard and devalue the 
currency. 

After South Africa ditched tile gold standard in 1932, the tie to tile 
currency- was broken, and nrore gold could be mined xvithout xveighing doxvn 
the rest of the econorrly. 

But in a world xvhere G20 leaders welcome tile presence of men like 
Zoellick, as Jacob Zuma just did in Seoul, a much stronger push front 
labour and social movements will be needed to dislodge blockages to 
progress, including velT zany ideas. # 

Bond is senior professor of development studies at LPKZN and a visiting 
scholar of the University of California-Berkeley Departrnent of Geography 

Will Zimbab~ve again regress? 

By Patrick Bond, Bulawayo 

November 12, 2010 - Links International Journal of Socialist Rene~val - 
If leaders of a small Aficican countly stand up with confidence to 
imperialist aggression, especially from the US and Britain, it ~vould 
ordinarily strike an?’ fair observer as extremely compelling. Especially 
when the nightmare of racist colonialism in that count~z is still be to 
exorcised, ~vhites hold a disproportionate share of economic power and 
state’s rulers appear serious about changing those factors. 

But that countlT:,’ needs a second glance ;Vhat may seem to some a 
progressive and brave government is upon closer examination a tyralmy 
whose leader repeatedly acts against grassroots and shop-floor social 
solidarity, and notwithstanding rhetoric about land redistribution, is 
ultimately ver,v hostile to its own socie~z’s poor and working people, 
women, youth, elderly and ill. 

"Progress in Zilnbabwe" was the title of a four-day conference in 
Bulawayo last week, gathering mainly academics but also leading civil 
society, strategists It ~vas organised by University of Johannesburg 
political economist David Moore and by Showers Mawowa of the Universi~ 
ofKwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) School of Development Studies and the Zimbabwe 
Coalition on Debt and Development. 

Said Moore, "For many analysts, the end of progress is signified in the 
political prctjects of Robert Mugabe and Zimbabwe African Nation 
Union-Patriotic Front [ZANU-PF] - not to mention the Government of 
National Unity." It has been two years since South Africa’s 
then-president Thabo Mbeki negotiated dysfunctional power-sharing 
between Mugabe’s junta and Morgan Tsvangirai’s Movement for Democratic 
Change (MI)C) 

Just before the deal tnnk effect in early 2009, the local currency 
collapsed entirely, and is no longer used. On the upside, that move 
ended hyperin:tlation and empty’ shop shelves. The tin?’ elite is happier, 
as is the World Bank (not yet lending, but carefully lnnking over the 
state’s shoulder). Yet without any ability to earn hard currency, what 
is a peasant or the unemployed person (90 per cent of the workforce) to do? 

A related problem: monetary policy is now set in Washington and 
Pretoria, since the US dollar and South Aftican rand are now Zimbabwe’s 
core currencies The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe carmot stimulate the 
sickly economy because its governor, Gideon Gono, gave Zimbabwe 
"monetary gonorrhea", a corrupting disease transmitted from his 
overworked printit~g press to the economy" as a whole. 

A $2 billion bill for Gono’s leftover local debt is being negotiated and 
another $5 billion plus in foreign debt remains unpayable. Progressives 
writing the National People’s Convention Charter in Februars" 2008 
demanded a debt audit before any World Bank and International MonetalT 
Fund (IMF) loans are serviced and, as happened sirrlilarly in Ecuador in 
December 2008, "the right of the people of Zimbabwe to refuse repayment 
of any odious debt accrued by- a dictatorial government". 



Politically, progress against Mugabe’s dictatorship is terribly fragile, 
as the army is now being deployed in many hotly contested peri-urban and 
rural areas. Since paramilitary violence forced Tsvangirai to pull out 
of the mid-2008 presidential run-off election (after winning the first 
round - but, claimed Mugabe’s vote counters, with less than 50 per 
cent), a constitutional rewrite outreach process has provided space for 
4000 meetings in recent weeks. 

Many were marred by intimidation. Worse, a mid-2011 election announced 
by Mugabe promises a return to bad habits: outright violence, including 
nrurder, ending in poll thievery. The nrost likely scenario, according to 
leading cormnentator John Makumbe, "The MDC will win and Zanu (PF) will 
again refuse to concede power." So back they will go into the cul-de-sac 
of renewed power-sharing talks. 

History reviewed 

Hence the "Progress in Zimbabwe" conference was devoted mainly to 
recording regress not progress, g~ven Zimbabwe’s deep phmge History 
needed revie~ving, for after all the most bana 1 measure of progress, that 
of the economics profession, is per person gross domestic product (GDP) 
and the point it began declining may surprise 

Per capita GDP didn’t begin its slide in February 2000 when President 
Robert Mugabe lost his first election (a constitutional referendum) and 
unleashed war veterans on white farmers. Nor was it on November 1997’s 
Black Friday, ~vhen the Zimbabwe dollar lost 74% of its value in four 
hours, a world record Nor was it when the Washington-sponsored 
structural adjustment program began in 1991, nor ~vhen independence in 
1980 meant the small economy’s re-articulation with hostile global 
capitalism after 15 years of sanctions. 

If one thinks of progress in this conventional way, as GDP per person, 
then Zimbabwe began shrinking in 1974, as indeed was the case in most of 
Africa, as the world slowdown hit the poorest continent hardest, at a 
time when most African leaders had succumbed to neocolonialism. In 
Zimbabwe, overproduction of luxury goods, machinery and steel for a 
limited market left fl~e economy with huge excess capacity at a time of 
shrinking confidence in Ian Smith’s racist Rhodesian Front regime After 
liberation was won in 1980, the economy then recovered some of the lost 
ground in a growth spurt from 1984 to 1990. 

Income in 1990 was much better distributed than under Smith’s white rule 
- or than under Mugabe’s kleptocracy after it became avaricious in the 
mid-1990s. A small black middle class had emerged mainly through the 
expansion of Zimbabwe’s civil service, though the World Bank 
successl~lly insisted that it shrink by 25% during the 1990s. 

Sorting out the politico-ideological confusion in historical context 
requires, according to Sheffield-based Zimbabwean Ian Phimister, a 
~distinct paradigm of radical historiography" But Muchaparara Musemwa 
lamented that their discipline still lacks cohesion and purpose 
Phimister recomanended the new book, Becoming Zimbabwe - featuring work 
by Alois Mlambo, Brian Raftopou[os and younger historians, which treats 
the contemporary degeneration in historical context 

By all accounts, a central challenge in an era of Mugabe’s 
state-sponsored "Patriotic History" - a mirror image of Rhodesia’s 
racist settler history - is recovery of the liberation tradition from 
damage done even be[~ore Independence in 1980, a task aided by the coming 
publication ofWilf Mhanda’s autobiography. Mhanda’s leadership of the 
Zimbabwe People’s Arm?’ offered an alternative [iberatory trajectory, one 
Mugabe violently suppressed two years before signing the Lancaster House 
compromise deal that maintained the repressive state and white-biased 
property relations entirely intact. 

Mugabe’s overarching need, it seems, is control of the telling of 
history - as a way to remind his subjects there was once a time when 
ZAi’~--PF was indeed a popular force, like fish swinm~ing in the sea of the 
people. Regurgitation of that memory is what motivates the "talk left, 
walk right" proj ect of crony nationalist capitalisnr, which Mugabe and so 
nrany other post-colonial despots adopted, as Frantz Fanon predicted in 
his 1961 book The Wretched of the Earth. 

Today- the main legacy of this struggle is "securocrat" control of the 
state. As Joshua Mpofu remarked, "Talking about political parties is 
like chewing gravel. Military culture never died, and a lot of public 
institutions are headed by brigadiers and generals." 

Land 

Another nrenrory is of a tinre when indigenous Zimbabweans controlled their 
land. According to Blessing Karurabidza, whose recent UKZN doctorate 
describes post-independence land experiences, there will be "a truly 
restructured and dynamic farming sector if and only if the support 
mechanisras and institutional regimes necessary for land and agricultural 
rationalisation are put in place". 

That’s not happening insists University of Zimbabwe (UZ) geographer 
Esther Chigumira : "Bifurcated land ownership continues, not by race but 



by class, favouring elites who are politically connected." Those 
natinnalists, recalled former war veteran and now UZ sociologist Wilbert 
Sadomba, emerged from internecine liberation movement feuds and 
"h~iacked that revolution, in connivance with international capital. We 
war vets are opposed to both ZAN1J-PF elites and MDC elites We see 
neither being able to take the country forward." 

Added leading liberation-era intellectual Ibbo Mandaza, "rI1nere was a 
ZANU-PF that we were part of, the liberation movement, and then there 
was _Mugabe’s ZAiX~J-PF, which is very different. Mugabe is essentially 
right wing, notwithstanding the anti-iraperialist rhetoric." As for his 
own role, Mandaza confessed, "We helped in many respects dress up an 
essentially right-wing regime in leRist clothing." 

Raftopoulos agreed: "This discourse threw offmany African scholars, 
most importantly in the Mamdani debate. " He was referring to the great 
Ugandan political scientist Matm~ood Mamdani’s 2008 London Review of 
Books defence of Mugabe. The two most prominent scholars who are 
supportive of land redistribution, Mamdani and Sara Moyo, were invited 
but could not attend. In their place, Ben Cousins from the University of 
the Western Cape promoted the post-2000 land reform’s "changing 
structures of ownership and new- agrarian structure", concluding, "The 
positives probably outweigh the negatives." 

In the main A1 land program, he said, "about a third of the new farmers 
are succeeding, a third getting by, and a third getting out". The 
negatives in Cousins’ list include "the collapse of large-scale 

commercial farms, which contributed to wide-scale economic decline; the 
motor force of land refom~ was the ZANU-PF power grab; the decline of 
the role of law-; violence." Added Zimbabwean human rights advocate 
Elinor Sisulu, "food security-, environment, HIViAIDS, and the gender and 
class dimensions." 

No matter how Zimbabwe needed to end white domination of good farms 
before 2000, an overall judgment on the land invasions (which 
sporadically continue because 10 per cent of 4000 white farmers hung on 
by hook or by crook) will wait for long-term evidence. The spate of new 
research by those associated with Moyo and Cousins does show- a few 
selective sites of success, especially in Masvingo province near the 
ancient Great Zimbab~ve empire’s capital, but critics argue this is not a 
typical region 

IVIDC criticised 

But opposition policies came in for equally harsh critique "In the 
1990s the motivation for the MDC was the struggle for social and 
economic justice - and that’s the crucial unique character of the MDC’s 
origins", said Hope;veil Gumbo of the Zimbab;ve Coalition on Debt and 
Development "But the trend to neoliberalism within the MDC means we 
will not see progress. We need to look for new alliances and new 
formations" 

But the terrain is u~even, Harare-based urban civic organiser Mike 
Davies pointed out the profusion of petit-bourgeois suit-and-tie 
professionals among the capital’s NGO cadre: "They acquire a 
self-preserving aspect perhaps more concerned with continuation than 
i~ction The?’ became more remote from their members, even elitist, 
losing their accou~tability, more concerned with meeting donor 
aspirations and requirements than serving the needs of their members." 

According to Davies, "opportunistic elements make every effort to 
presep~e their positions, often at some cost to their member 
organisatinns and undermining their stated goals. In my opinion, we 
failed to identit~y and contain these elements as well as the vehicles 
that carry them As a result, the super-NGOs captured the w~ices of 
civics and domesticated them ~k~r the consumption of an increasingly 
externalised audience of international donors and Zimbabweans in the 
diaspora." 

How then can progress emerge against both a sell-out to the Washington 
Consensus (by either or both of the leading parties) and Mugabe’s fake 
populist language and violence-prone deliver?, - short of awaiting his 
death, and then the inevitable ZANU-PF power straggle (between the 
Mujuru and Mnangagwa factions) that could be even more disruptive? 

Mass action, solidarity 

An answer came from the leading trade unionist present, Kumbirai 
Kudenga: "In terms of mass action, we need people without fear. If 
you’re not used to going to the ground, it’s hard. Mass actinn is for 
people who are used to the ground." 

She even provided a new vehicle: "We have a Democratic United Front for 
the workers, especially for mass action. What we need is support. Can 
you take down our email: zimlabour@grriaihcora. That is if you are 
serious, we are there to act." 

For the rest of us, according to Raftopoulos, a renewed "international 
labour solidarib" discourse is one of the best antidotes to Mugabe’s 
rhetoric", especially the "exemplai~- solidarity-" shown in April 2008 
when in Durban, South Africa’s transport workers refused to unload 3 



million bullets destined for Mugabe’s army from the Chinese ship An Yue 
Jiang. 

Even if the con:terence was way tou tup heavy with talking heads and 
NGOers, all agreed that a new surge of such solidarity will be needed 
next year, when regress again trumps prugress in Zimbabwe. 

[Patrick Bond is on sabbatical from the UKZN Centre for Civil Sucie~ 
He now based at University of California-Berkeley Department of 
Geography. His books include Uneven Zimbabwe and Zimbabwe’s Plunge.] 

The Mercury 

10N climate surcanit for 2011 Dttrban gets ’the ibig one’ 

November 15, 2010 Edition 1 

Suren Naidoo &amp; Oliver Meth 

DURBAN has scooped hosting rights to the l~Eg’s world climate change 
surrm~it, the 17th session of the Conference of Parties (COP 17), beating 
stiff competition from Cape Town for the event. 

The government announced the decision as part of a general cabinet 
statement last week, which surprised officials from both cities. 

Between 30 000 and 40 000 international and local delegates including 
heads of state, government officials, climate change activists and 
business leaders are expected to descend on Durban for the summit in 
December 2011. It is estimated that the surrm~it would inject RS00 million 
into the economy and generate huge publicity for Durban. 

Officials at the eThek~vini muincipality were at first t~ght-lipped about 
winning the bid, saying the?’ were awaiting an official almouncement by 
the Department of Enviromnental Affairs 

However, municipal manager Michael Sutcliffe said at a dirmer on Friday 
that "Dtu-ban has got the big one" 

Sutcliffe also revealed that Durban ~vould host the seventh World 
Conference on Sport, Culture and Education next month, an event 
organised by the International Olympic Committee and the LEg. 

KZN Premier Zweli IVlkhize said yesterday that Durban had again done the 
province proud. 

Mayor Obed Mlaba said securing the bid was a "wonderful coup and honour" 
for Durban. 

"The size of our International Convention Centre has given Durban the 
edge in winning this massive global conference," 5gtaba said 

Durban-KZN Conventions Bureau CEO James Seymotu- said: "This is a 
tremendous achievement for Durban. COP 15 in Copenhagen last year 
reportedly attracted more than 40 000 people and unprecedented global 
publicity. COP 16 starts in Cancun, Mexico, at the end uf November, but 
COP 17 in Durban is likely to be huge." 

Jump 

’]?he conference cuuld be another oppurtumty :for wurld leaders to agree 
un a climate change deal tu curb greenhuuse gases. 

The present Kyuto Protocul ends in 2012, and climate change ubservers 
duubt that a new binding agreement will be reached in Cancun 

Greenpeace IntematiunaFs Durban-born executive directur, Kumi Naidou, 
said: "It’s up to the wurld’s guvernments to chuose whether they take 
the oppurtunity Durban will offer to j ump towards a clean energy fature, 
ur be limited instead by the fossil fuel industry, du little and accept 
climate chaos" 

(In the guod ol’ days fighting apartheid in Joburg, 1990-94, when 
everything was black and white, I worked alungside Andrew at the NGO 
Planact, and he regularly helped strategise with the urban sucial 
movements, including how tu pull of[’mass protests Not any more, as yuu 
see frum his remark about taming clvilised suciety One commentator says 
that Dttrban won because protesters can be kept at bay. Yet 15,000 
marched right to the door on 31 August 2001, against LEg capitulation to 
the US and Israeli delegations’ demands that reparations and Zionism not 
be raised at the World Conference Against Racism. Can Durban ban 
protesters? The City Manager, Mike Sutcliffe, regularly tries to, but I 
think it’ll be a very hot sttrmner in Dttrban next November-December.) 

http://www.andrewboraine.corrV2010/11/ca pe-town-loses-bid-t o-ho st-un-cliraate-chan<e-confer ence-in-2011/ 
Cape Town loses bid to host 10N Climate Change Conference in 2011 



12 November 10 3 Corrm~ents 

The South African Cabinet annonnced rather strangely yesterday that the 
2011 UN Climate Change CorKerence (aka the 17th Conference of the 
Parties for the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change or COP 17) will 
take place in the "KwaZulu-Natal province"¯ I assume by this it is meant 
that it will take place in eThekwinii Durban, as Cape Town has been in a 
bidding process with Johannesburg and Durban for the past five months. 

It’s a disappointing outcome for Cape Town, especially as the UNFCCC 
site inspection did not take place as promised¯ In fact, the whole bid 
process has been less than satisfactory from a transparency point of view. 

3 Conm~ents 

1. Rashiq Fataar 12 November 10 at 09:53 # 

Political decision. 

2. Mik 12 November 10 at 17:38 # 

No logistics decision with the high levels of security required the 
cticc falls way behind the icc complex in durban, you can lock it down 
completely and keep the over the top protesters well a~vay from the high 
level attendees cape town can’t oiler this, instead the idea was eco 
walks and what not and lets be honest eve~zthing in life has a 
political element but to lay that as the only reason durban got it, not 
because its actually better seems a bit like sour grapes 

3. Andrew 12 November 10 at 21:43 # 

I take your point that there could be technical issues involved¯ I also 
think that the amount of money that the bidding cities were able to put 
on the table played a role. Ho~vever, I would refute that the CTICC 
cannot be made secure for VIPs. It has been done many times in the past 
seven years, and the Cape To~vn delegation was able to prove this 
succesfully during the bidding process¯ Cape Town’s proposal for a 
’walkable’ COP17 in the Central City took into account the need to be 
able to lock down certain areas :[’or government delegations and VlPs. 
However, a strength of the CT proposal was that both government 
delegations and civil society/NGOs could be accommodated in proximity 
to each other (with civil society for example in the Good Hope Centre) 
rather than segregating them completely as in previous COPs. 

http://www.info.gov.za/speech/DynamicAction?pa~eid 461&sid 14485&rid 24198 

Statement on the Cabinet meeting, 10 November 2010, Cape Town 

11 Nov 2010 

Cabinet held its ordinary meeting in (;ape To~vn on 10 November 2010. 

Cabinet noted and supported a hybrid funding solution to enable Eskom to 
continue with its Build programlne to ensure the securiW of supply of 
energy¯ The hybrid solution consists of increasing the guarantee 
framework from R176 billion to R350 billion to enable the utility to 
continue with its committed Build Programme up to Kusile Power Station 
and an equity injection of R20 billion over three years starting in the 
2011/12 financial year. The equity injection of R20 billion will be 
funded through the Minister’s conm~ittee on the Budget as part of the 
budgeting process¯¯¯ 

Cabinet approved the publication of the draft National Climate Change 
Response Green Paper and the Second National Communication for public 
conm~ent. Following public cormnents, a white paper will be corapiled at 
the beginning of the year for further comments and Cabinet is expected 
to finalise the policy by- the end of the first quarter of 2011... 

Cabinet noted the steps taken by the Department of Trade and Industry 
(the DTI) to implement its Export Development and Promotion and 
Investment Promotion and Facilitation Strategies in order to enhance 
South Africa’s global footprint¯ The strategy provides, among other 
things, a framework on how government and the exporter and investor 
cormnnnities can engage with the global corrmmnity to ensure that South 
Africa enters new high growth markets with competitive products; ensure 
that we keep our levels of trade in conventional markets; and to ensure 
that an environment is created in South Africa to facilitate the entry 
of new investors. 

The meeting noted and agreed that South Africa hosts the 17th Session of 
the Cotffcrence of Parties (COP 17) which will also sel~ze as the Meeting 
of Parties at the beginning of December 2011 in the KZN province. 

Cabinet noted the report on the outcomes of the Eighteenth Session of 



the United Nations Commission on Sustainable I)evelopment (CSD 18) that 

took place :[’rom 3 to 14 May 2010 in New York that focused on mining; 

transport, chemicals, waste and sustainable consumption and production. 

Business Day 

TIlE THICK ENID OF THE WI~;]-X}E: tit I[1 Ii]-)E[’OR’S NOrIEBO()K 

SO, THE African National Congress’s (ANC’s) in-house baak, Chancellor 
House, has been out doing xvhat it probably likes to call "business" again. 

PETER BRUCE 

Published: 2010/11/15 07:30:39 AM 

SO, THE African National Congress’s (ANC’s) in-house barN, Chancellor 
House, has been out doing what it probably likes to call "business" 
again. That is, it has bought a part of a coal mine by reminding the 
sellers, in this case (that~ks to the Stmday Times) Xstrata, how much 
good it would do thera if they were seen to have done a deal with the, 
er, palty. 

All political corruption begins and ends with party funding and the ANC 
just isn’t special enough to be different. This deal, in which the mine 
is expected to be able to supply Eskom, is no different from the one in 
which Chancellor House bought a stake in a Hitachi subsidial-~" just 
before it landed a R30bn Eskom contract. That was con.apt and so is this. 

That makes the way the ANC ftmds itself corrupt, which raises all sorts 
of questions about President Jacob Zuma’s supposed fight against 
corruption. How can you stand up for xvhat is right when the very- floor 
you stand on is held together by corrupt business practices? Chancellor 
House is a funding vehicle for the ANC It acquires these funds by 
investing cheaply in businesses anxious to get on the right side of 
government. The companies are then miraculously awarded contracts over 
which the government has a direct or indirect say, and the consequent 
profits to Chancellor House flow back to the party. Neat, huh? 

Except it has to be a form of racketeering. V~aat is the difference 
bet~veen the way Chancellor House does business and, say, the way ANC 
Nolthem Cape boss John Block does his? Block is no~v on trial for 
racketeering As I understand them, the charges against Block are that 
he co-o~vned a company that sold water purification technology to 
provincial goven~ment facilities over which Block had direct or indirect 
control 

Can’t quite spot the difference? That’s because there isn’t any. 

I’m told the ANC is terribly embarrassed about Chancellor House but 
despite promises it would be sold that has, sadly, not yet been 
possible. That’s because (and how’s this fbr BS?) there would be a 
clamour among senior ANC members themselves to buy it[ You bet there 
would be. You could double the bluff\ It is apparently thought best to 
keep it under its current arrangement. Including, I presume, its 1rID, 
Mamatho Netsianda, who told the Sunday Times, when approached for 
cormnent about the coal mine acquisition, "I don’t have anything to talk 
to you about. I don’t care . I’m saying I don’t care." 

Well, neither, in a way, does anyone else But please don’t kid yourself 
you’re running a business, Mamatho. Chancellor House, as the new and 
irritating wisdom goes, "is what it is" A lie. 

Sunday, November 14, 2010 Historical Materialism on the ’Big Society’ 

Richard Seymour 

Well, that was interesting. You can view the transcript of my talk below 
this post, but the debate deserves to be outlined, little as I can do it 
real justice Nicola Livingstone of tteriot-Watt Umversity in Edinburgh 
opened with a discussion of charity, specifically retail charity, in an 
attempt to theorise its role within late capitalism, so that we can 
better understand the kinds o:[" organisation that the government 
supposedly wants to deliver public services 

The argument traced the development of’retail charity from the salvage 
shops in poorer districts in the 18()0s, through the launch of Oxfam, to 
the professionalised and ’profit-ma×unising’ organisations o:[’today 
They have become very marketing conscious, and the proliferation of high 
street branches - increasingly in xvealthy areas, xvhere most volunteers 
can be attracted to work, and most revenues raised - is an aspect of 
this development, as retail shops are an efficient way of raising ftmds. 
Charity itself becomes cormnodified, as it is in the consumption of 
retail goods that one expresses social solidarity. 

Based on voltmtary labour, the organisations xvork - so it is argued - 
not by extracting value from the volunteers, but by using the volunteers 
to realise the exchange value in the merchandise itself. The volunteers 



themselves are typically not in empl(ument. Only 5% ofw~lunteers are in 
full-time employment, with the bulk either retired or unemployed. They 
also tend to be on lower incomes, with most on under £15,000 per year. 
There are antagonistic relations between managers and workers, the 
former under enormous pressure to get the most out of the volunteers 
with few resources. The workers have more leverage than in the typical 
capitalist firm, in that they" are compelled neither by economics or 
direct coercion to be there 

When asked why they volunteer, a typical answer involves "giving 
something back to society-", though it is never clear what exactly is 
being given..amother cotnmon phrase is "conscience salving". There is no 
particular attachment to any one charity. Most volunteers choose the 
retail charity outlet nearest to them. There is little questioning of 
the framework in which the charitable act takes place, how effective it 
is, what might be better than charity.., certainly-, there is little 
questioning of the capitalist social relations that make it necessary 
that some should give up their free time. These are organisations that, 
one would gather, are ill-equipped to run public services. Voluntary 
labour is no replacement for waged labour, and corrm~odified 
"conscience-salving" is no substitute for social solidarity’. 

Marina Kaneti (I didn’t get what institution she was from, but I think 
this is her), then gave a talk completely in contrast to the above, 
arguing that social entrepreneurs are not necessarily co-opted by 
capitalism, and can act as an oppositinnal force, challenging the 
structure in some ways. Arguing fiom Mike Davis’ Planet of Slun~s, Kaneti 
argued that there were large parts of the world that were ’radically 
excluded’ from the capitalist ecotlomy, where the activities of big 
populations do trot feed into capital accmnulation or generate profit. 
Among these would be the slun~-dwellers who numbered 921 millon in 2001, 
and will nunaber 2 billion by- 2030. 

It is in these areas that social entrepreneurs can build, channelling 
people’s creativity, changing social patterns, impacting the structures 
of the system - and this, she maintained, does not have to be coopted by 
capitalism To back up this point, she cited the patron of social 
entrepreneurs (and old Reaganite arch-capitalist), William Draper, 
pointing out that social entrepreneurs solve social problems, not 
economic problems They engage in non-market activities to improve 
lives. They allow for local empowerment, al’~d capability-development that 
may be able to elude capitalist enclosure. A short video clip from one 
of those TED talks was shown to illustrate the point. The ’Blackbel~.V’ 
logo appeared on screen, then a rather lively host with a headset spoke 
from a vast stage, inviting a man to join him from the floor. The man 
was from Malawi, and he had become a ’social entrepreneur’ by building a 
windmill from instructions in a book found in a nearby library The 
story is, he just had this idea of building a windmill to electrify, his 
home, so went looking for the information, fouaad it, and built it with 
the materials available to him. He was eventually able to power his 
local commuinty with the assistance of overseas investors. 

I dicha’t agree with the talk, and I was squirming at the video. I 
thought it was patronising, racist rubbish It was like an Israeli 
foundation getting a Palestinian to talk about social activism without 
mentioning the occupation. The whole semiotics of the clip was 
appalling, with the presenter smarmily gushing, and the audience 
whooping and hollering, and no mention of the social context in which 
this ’entrepreneurialism’ took place -just this atomised individual, 
devoid of political views or any relationship to Malawi’s trade unions 
or socialist left, which would be challenging capitalism in different 
ways. I really disliked it I think it’s fair to say" most of the 
audience did as well, as someone complained to me a~erward that people 
were rather unfairly aggressive toward Marina. 

On the other hand, John Holloway, speaking from the floor, loved the 
presentation. He was very enthusiastic about it, seeing it as an 
excellent antidote to the idea of marxism as a ’theory of dominatinn’, 
which I suppose he saw reflected in the presentations by Nicola 
L~vingstone and myself. He argued that marxism had to be a theory of 
antagomsm, and the key’ antagonism in capitalism is between use value 
and exchange value, between abstract and concrete labour. The key 
antagomsm of capitalism, then, centres on despair, frustration and 
alienation, and social entrepreneurs by unleashing our capabilities can 
help overcome this I was neither surprised nor particularly" moved by 
this, considering.. 

Anyway, here’s my talk: 

Thoroughly Modern Tories? From ’One Nation’ to ’The Big Society’ Richard 
Seymour 

In search of tradition The Tories have a habit of justifying whatever 
they’re doing in terms of an ancestral tradition, of which they are the 
legatees. Some examples. V~nen Sir Robert Peel, in effectively founding 
the modern Conservative Party, embraced industrial capitalism and the 
Great Reform Act of 1832, he signalled his acceptance of the new order 
with the ’Tamworth Manifesto’. It is a rather dull document to read, 
written for a bye-election. But it acknowledged the reform as both 
final and irrevocable settlement of a great constitutional question" and 
at the same time as trothing more than a "careful review" of existing 



institutions to root out "abuses", the better to presep~e "ancients 
rights" and "deference to prescriptive authority". 

When Benjamin Disraeli led the Tories toward the Second Reform Act of 
1867, which enfranchised a section of the working class, he asserted 
that the 1832 Act had "abolished all the franchises of the working 
class" which were "as ancient as those of the Baronage of England". 
Thus, adapting to mass democracy was not a reluctant last-ditch embrace 
of reform to mitigate its effects and claim its benefits, but the 
restoration of a tradition which the Tories had, mysteriously, forgotten 
about. Embracing the ideology of social reform, Disraeli asserted that 
raising up the condition of the people was one of the three pillars of 
the Tories’ historic mission. Stanley- Baldwin, in tul~, embracing 
certain fledgling forms of welfare and palliation, grounded his appeal 
in a ’One Nation’ tradition going back all the way to Disraeli. Harold 
Macmillan, embracing social democracy, asserted that Toryism is nothit~g 
other than "paternal socialism". He harked back to Disraeli. The New 
Right, whose rise coincided with some fresh thinking on Disraeli found 
that they were able to claim him as an ancestor too. And of course, 
David Cameron, positioning himself as a quasi-egalitarian, a social 
reformer concerned with poverty, considers himself an advocate of Tory 
radicalism in the tradition of Beniamin Disraeli. 

There is in fact no coherent tradition here, no unbroken lineage that 
resolves the many turbulent shifts of official Tory doctrine and 
practise into a solid body of accumulated wisdom. There are constant 
conm~itments - but these are not to tradition, and the familiar, as so 
many Tory apologists vouch. ;\~ether opposing mass democracy or 
acquiescing to it, whether red-baiting social democrats or mimicking 
them, whcther raising spending or cutting it, the enduring ideological 
commitraent of the Consel~’ative Party is to inequality, hierarchy and 
domination. 

Or, to put it in less abstract terms, the capitalist mode of production, 
the system of Burke’s veneration, the system that made the Tory 
landowning class rich (for it was still largely an agrarian system when 
the Conservative Part?’ first emerged in its modem form), and the system 
whose technological expansion made the Peel family rich, as the?’ were 
original investors behind the spread of the ’Spinning Jenny’. In the 
ma~ist idiom, the Consel-,zatlve Party is a bourgeois party’, a party that 
exists to wage political struggles on behalf of the capitalist class 
into which it is integrated. And if this is right, then the shifting 
orthodoxies of official Conser~atism will not merely express the 
changing interests, composition and cohesion of the ruling class, but 
also its relations with the rest of society, its relative power with 
respect to the working class, and so on 

So, it is on that basis that I want to outline the patterns of the 
shift, from the post-war consensus to Thatcherism, and now- the 
post-Thatcherite neoliberal consensus that has a near monopoly on our 
parliamentary system. 

’One Nation’ The Tories’ acceptance of the social democratic state, 
which Labour constructed out of the materials of the war state, was at 
first reluctant. Lord Hailsham’s famous warning to parliament at the 
height of war m 1943 urged that: "If you do not g~ve the people social 
reform they are going to give you a social revolution." This ~vas a 
recognition that the war-making state had mobilised millions of ~vorkers 
in a collecuve effort, under the direction of a state that had showed 
that it could engage in planning. It was also a recognition of the 
radicalism that was sweeping the country during the war, something that 
Paul Foot describes in his posthumously published book, The Vote. But 
while social reform was on the agenda, it was no part of the Tories’ 
agenda in 1945 to dehver social democracy 

There was bipartisan agreement, coming out of the war, that there should 
be some form of social safety" net. Capitalism would be re-organised to 
~ntegrate a labour movement with a specifically reformist, 
anti-communist orientation into the institutions of goverrunent - a 
process that really began in the 1840s in response to the challenge of 
Chartism Importantly, there is nothing inherent in the welfare state 
that ’free market’ Tories should oppose. Its basis is liberal, rather 
than socialist. ~flae Beveridge report, composed in 1942, out of the work 
of an obscure reconstruction cotranittee, builds on the Liberal refi~rms of 
1906 Welfare was not conceived of as an obligation of a society to its 
members, but a commodity, traded between contracting parties. It was 
intended to provide a subsistence-level minimum income rather than to 
fundamentally redistribute the balance of wealth and power But the idea 
of economic planning, of a corporatist state with a set of national ised 
industries at its core enabling the government to orchestrate demand, 
and integrating the demands of the working class through the absorption 
of the trade union bureaucracy, was fiercely opposed at :first 

Nor did their subsequent experiences automatically change their 
opinions. If the scale of the defeat in 1945, halving the Tories’ 
parliamentary representation, reducing their share of the vote from 
53.7% to 39.8%, briefly empowered those in the Conservative Party who 
wanted to rnnve in the direction of sornn moderate industrial planning, by 
the time the Cold War was being launched in 1947, the Tories, led by 
Winston Churchill, had lapsed into a red-baiting crusade for capitalist 
freedom. Churchill vituperated that social democracy was a half-way 



house to communism Ills allies and advisors, such as Ohver Lyttelton, 
argued -in ways that fi~reshadowed the ~New Right’ - that planning of the 
economy must involve pl anning the lives of individuals, not I ust in 
Britain, but in all those countries that Britain traded with (or 
possessed as colonies). According to such earl?" neo-liberal thought, 
planning was absurd, tyrannica] and unworkab]e The 1951 election was 
fought on the basis of opposing government intervention, 
denationalisation, restoring capitalist freedom "Set the people free", 
ran the slogan. And had the distribution of seats been proportionate to 
the vote, the Tories would have lost the election, as Labour 
consolidated its support with 51% of the vote -proving itself to have a 
durable electoral basis. 

In office, very little ~vas done to reverse Labour’s reforms. Platming 
was nraintained, unemployment remained miniraal, below half a million for 
8 of 13 years of Tory rule, public spending was kept up, a few 
abridgments notwithstanding. Working class wages kept up with 
productivity - in fact, when it coraes to incomes policies, workers 
tended to do slightly better under Tory than Labour administrations. The 
reasons for the Tories’ acquiescence are varied. Such planning as had 
been institutionalised was not platming in any strong, radical Keynesian 
sense, but in the weak sense of evening out irabalances in the econotW 
and manipulating proportions of activity in accordance with an overall 
strategy. Such industries as had been nationalised had been handsomely 
recompensed, were iraportant to the UK’s industrial performance, and it 
was not obvious that the?" ~vould survive in the private sector. Above 
all, the Tories did not want to risk being tufted out again in 1955. 
It’s important to recall ho~v terrified they were of losing their 
hegemonic position. They- were vein well aware of the urgent need to 
consolidate a mass base - a problem the Tories had faced since 1867, and 
which manil;ested itself after 1945 with a poll-driven strategy- to win 
over the lower middle class and the ’skilled’ working class. So the 
modernisers around Harold Macmillan were able to win the argument for 
social democracy. 

This did not, to repeat an earlier point, signal the accession of some 
’One Nation’ tradition to the leadership. The ’One Nation’ faction in 
the Tory part?- has never been identical with its paternalist 
’left-wing’. Rs early members included reactionaries such as Enoch 
Po~vell and, later, Keith Joseph. Its recent advocates have included 
Thatcherites like Ian Duncan Smith Acquiescence in the social 
democratic state was a conscious adaptation to the strength and cohesion 
of the working class as a political force, the challenge of socialism, 
the relative ~veakness of the British ruling class, and the new needs of 
British capitalism in an era of global decline and bipolar international 
competition Accepting the social democratic state enabled the Tories to 
continue to act as a hegemonic party of capitah Studies of ~vorking 
class support for the Tories carried out in the Sixties tended to 
interpret it as deferential, but an important component of that elusive 
phenomenon was the belief that the Tories ’looked after’ the working 
classes. 

However, the corporatist instruments refined under Eden, Macmillan, and 
Douglas-Home were unable to protect Br~tish capitalism from a number of 
endemic problems. First of all, the relative decline of Britain could 
not be overcome by corporatist modernisation projects adopted by both 
Wilson and Heath. The public spending projects embraced in the Sixties 
and early Seventies actually tended to produce lame ducks. Capital was 
a]so finding it increasingly possible to sidestep social democratic 
constraints, partly because of increased international mobility -this 
problem was one of the reasons for the reformist Left’s attempt to 
produce a new settlement, the Alternative Economic Strateg~ which formed 
the basis of Labour’s 1974 general election strategy. Secondly, socia] 
democracy could not overcome the tendency of the rate of profit to fall, 
and that tendency did begin to manifest itself in the late 1960s and 
earl?’ 1970s Reduced profit rates meant lower private sector investment, 
slower growth, higher unemp]oyment, and the beginnings of a crisis of 
the system. Lastly, corporatist instituuons such as incomes policies, 
and repeated attempts at curbing the right to strike by both Labour and 
Tory administrations, could not contain labour militancy and wage 
c]aims The explosion of radicalism, and the shop stewards movement, led 
to the second major crisis of the Tories’ ability to act as a hegemonic 
party, which the Heath administration cripp]ed and ultimately broken by 
mass strikes Out of this humiliating de:teat, a combative new Right, 
eschewing the integument of social democracy, arose. 

The restoration of capitalist freedom Mrs Thatcher’s ]eadership of the 
Consep~atlve Part?" was seen by many big business advocates as a 
scandalous ideological deviation, a short sharp route to the dead end of 
being a middle class protest party, much as UKIP is today There is an 
e]ement of truth in this. There had been a growing revolt by the middle 
classes against high taxes since the Fillies The ’new Right’ that 
consolidated first around Powell and then Thatcher had its roots in the 
Freedonr League and the Institute of Economic Affairs, and in the 
reactionary, petit-bourgeois rightist bedrock. Throughout the 1980s, 
moreover, the most solid Tories were the petit-bourgeoisie, 70% of ~vhonr 
consistently backed Thatcher - the only class to back Thatcher by a 
majori:y. 

But the Hayekian doctrines guiding the Conselwative leadership were not 
just the cri de coeur of the middle class. They- contained a serious 



analysis of, and remedy" for, the ’British disease’. Powell had shown 
that it was possible for the Tories to build a mass base without 
accepting social democracy, by espousing an authoritarian politics of 
’the nation’ allied with economic liberalism -protecting national 
identity, restoring national competiuveness, asserting British national 
interests in Ireland and elsewhere, etc. But it would be no good doing 
so if the Tories could not by these self-same means et’fectively restore 
British capitalism and continue to act as a hegemonic party, of capital 
Since this ability’ was already in question, the Tory leadership was 
prepared to take a gamble on a radical new policy mix. 

Thatcher knew that the corporatist state depended on health?" revenue 
streams, but that its ability to inter,~ene and generate those revenue 
strearas was by then seriously weakened. Higher public spending did not 
reduce unemployment. It just added to inflation. Price controls were 
ineffectual, and the ’winter of discontent’ would later sho~v that wage 
controls were just as ineffectual. Notably, it was during that period in 
1978 that big business first rallied behind Thatcher in a nrajor way. In 
their place, capitalist freedonr xvould be restored. Collective bargaining 
was out, incomes policies and price controls were out, demand management 
and job-creation was out. 

In the new neoliberal statecraft, the government would spend less, and 
such money as was spent would be channelled through market-based 
delivery nrechanisms, and undemocratic bodies such as quangos. The boss 
of Sainsburys xvas brought in to write a repolt which led to the 
introduction of internal nrarkets in the N~IS, irNating achninistrative 
overheads dramatically. The major macroeconomic objective of goverrwaent 
would be to control inflation, which meant controlling wages. That was 
to be achieved primarily through high unemployment, and a co-ordinated 
attack on the bargaining power of labour. Defeating the unions achieved 
this objective, of course, but it also had the intended effect of 
devastating the social forces best placed to resist Thatcher’s agenda 
and obstruct social democracy’s adaptation to the ne;v order 

The rentier would be rewved, and sound money would replace cheap money. 
The City’s speculative activities would drive capitalist investment by 
increasing the rewards of such investment, while integrating a section 
of the working class by allo;ving them to borrow- against their property - 
which, owing to rationing in the provision of housing, would perpetually 
increase in value. Enough people would feel wealthy- enough to form a 
viable political constituency in favour of the new- settlement. Until 
about 1989, the politics of ~the nation’ thus configured could con~mand 
between 42 and 44% of the vote, a slight recove~z from Ted Heath’s 1974 
low of 35%, but still well below- the post-war performance - in fact, 
votes of the Thatcher scale would have resulted in defeats in the 1950s 
and 1960s. 

By the time of the poll tax riots, however, it was clear that 
Thatcherism could no longer command an electoral plurality. Not only- 
that, but Thatcherite combativeness was exhausted as an option after the 
poll tax riots The last major confrontation that the Tories risked with 
the labour movement, for example, ;vas w~th the signal workers in 1993 
The capitalist class threw hundreds of millions into supporting British 
rail in that dispute. The Institute of Directors and the CBI mucked in 
But the strike was fairly solid, and the employers were defeated. This 
suggested that the militancy and cohesion had not been completely 
knocked out of the working class, and that the ruling class now had to 
turn to other means to get its way. Swinging behind New Labour was the 
mmn way it sought to do this Some Tories lived in denial about this 
for years. ’l’hey blamed John Major, and his pro-[iuropean allies for their 
difficulties. If he hadn’t joined the ERM, and been such a wet, the 
locomotive of the ’l’hatcher rew~lution would still be charging through 
the polity today, the?’ maintained. It took three successive election 
defeats, twice with hard right leaderships pandering to the 
petit-bourgeois base, saving the pound and stopping immigrauon, and all 
leaving the Tories with just over thirty percent of a shrinking vote, to 
disabuse them nf this idea. The Tories had kept the petit-bourgeois 
base, but the?, had lost many of the skilled workers Cameron belongs to a 
faction of the Conservative Party that is loyal to Thatcher’s 
accomplishments, and has repeatedly" paid verbal tribute to her legacy, 
but is realistic about the need to detoxi~ the Tory brand of those 
associations. And that’s how we get to the ’Big Society’. 

The Big Society" No one knows exactly" what the ’Big Society’ is It is a 
childishly surrey locution, the sort of thing a children’s television 
presenter in dungarees and a stripy" rainbow sweater might gush about. 
BeFore its emergence as an electoral talking point, though, Cameron was 
g~ven to lachrymose jeremiads about the ’broken society’ And if we look 
at the background to the ’broken society’, it might disclose some of the 
contours of the ’big society’ The :first signs of the attempt to fashion 
a m~re ’compassionate conservatism’ were evident under Ian Duncan 
Srnith’s watch between 2001 and 2003. It was during this period, you’ll 
recall, that Theresa May warned Tories that the?" ~vere seen as the "nasty 
party". 

The Tories believed that they had ~von the fight over the fundamentals of 
the free market economy, but now stood accused of being callous ~vith it, 
of not having a compassionate social policy to complement their emphasis 
on capitalist efficiency. If anything, free nrarket econonrics seemed most 
compatible with shameless elitism and social Darwinisnr. Keith Joseph’s 



bid for the TuW leadership against Ted Heath had fluundered when he 
argued that "the balance uf uur populatiun, uur human stock, is 
threatened" by high birth rates amung the underclass; and that greater 
birth control was needed tu contain it. Pust-Thatcherite social policy 
wuuld have to ubliterate all traces uf such ideolug?" in the public mind. 

’]7he trouble fur the Cunservatives was that despite their attacks on the 
welfare state while in office, despite under-funding the public sectur, 
and despite variuus reforms intended to make the public sector more like 
the market, they had trot succeeded in keeping overall spending down. One 
reason for this was that tire high unemployment resulting from their 
economic policies drove up the cost of social security. The other plark 
of their policy designed to cope xvith just this problem was workfare. 
This involved changing the benefits structure to ’reward work’ and 
irrtroducing welfare-to-work schemes designed to change individuals’ 
capacity to find work in the labour market. Such policies made no 
lasting impact on employment, and thus did trot reduce tire social 
security bill. As f~ar as tire Tories were concerned, the tax bill that 
paid for public spending xvas still a drain on capitalist dynamism, and 
the further erosion of the xvelfare state xvas essential: it was just not 
politically- popular. 

Fortunately for tire Tories, New Labour’s acceptance of the neoliberal 
policy mix extended to accepting world’are, privatization and fiscal 
austerity. This automatically drew tire sting out of any attack on such 
policies from tire centre-lek, leaving only the question of how to 
define the Tory brand, creating the perception of ’clear blue xvater’ 
between themselves and New Labour. Staking out a traditionalist stance 
on homosexuality, the family, drugs, and race was trot an option - though 
in troth, Cameron did tly in his early days as an MP to do just this, 
his latter day reinvention as a social liberal notwithstanding. It 
wasn’t popular, and it divided the Tories - beyond tire old Tory 
’left-wing’, there xvere a section of Thatcherite ’muds’ (as distinct 
from the ’rockers’), ;vho later became known as the Nutting Hill set, ;vho 
believed that market liberalism should lead logically- to social 
liberalism on drugs, race, sexuality and so on So, it transpired that 
the best strategy for the Tories was to become cloyingly touchy-feely in 
public, lock the old hard-nosed self-made Thatcherite bruisers in the 
coffin, and hug a hoody 

Under Ian Duncan Smith, the new dispensation declared that society did 
exist The centrist ToW intellectual David Willets was put in charge of 
welfare policy, with a remit of discussing how amid general prosperity 
there was such terrible deprivation in parts of the countw But IDS 
could not carry his party over support for gay adoption, and was 
unceremoniously chucked in favour of the charismatic old ha~vk, Michael 
Howard, who stuck to an old hard right script. After the glorious Howard 
interregnum, Cameron took over the process of liberalisation. He was 
instructed to do so by Lord Ashcroft, whose money it was he was playing 
with. He talked up the party’s green credentials, and promised to stick 
to Labour’s spending con~rnitments if elected. IDS’s thil~-tank, the 
’Centre lbr Social Justice’ set up in 2004, provided the soundtrack on 
social policy. 

The ’broken Britain’ spiel, developed in successive reports by the CSJ, 
argued that the problems of poverty, teen pregnancy, drug abuse, crime, 
ill health, and economic inactivity, were the result of cultural habits 
that needed to be broken with These cultural habits made the society’ 
more unequal by creating an environment that deprived the ’underclass’ 
of uppurtunity. To uvercume these habits, and thus distribute 
uppurtunity more equally, it wuuld be necessaW to undertake a number uf 
reforms that would buost sucial virtue: improve schoul discipline and 
expand schoul places by allowing charities, parents and vuluntaW 
organisatiuns to set up new schouls (that’s ’free schuols’); workl’are, 
with a new set uf incentives and penalties to make the benefits system 
less attractive and thus erode ’welfare dependency’; tuugher pulicing uf 
anti-social behaviuur, with higher sentencing for knife-crimes and such, 
tu attack an lmpurtant environmental ubstacle to opportunity; and give 
more suppurt tu families thruugh the welfare system in order to boust 
social cuhesinn. All uf this would be accompanied by ufficial 
encouragement of charities, sucial enterprises and NGOs, whose 
flourishing would help resture a lust social sulidarity That’s the ’Big 
Society’. 

I think it’s plain from this list that very" little distinctive in the 
way of pulicy is being offered here Almost all of it is cuntinuous with 
New Labour, whu in turn were faithfully fi~lluwing Thatcher. The state 
wuuld cuntinue to be rationalised and downsized at roughly the same pace 
as under New Labuur, and the refi~rms tu welfare and the public sector 
wuuld be ruughly as New Labuur intended What is distinctive is the 
branding, and the problem it was suppused to remedy Camerun suught tu 
situate himself as a ’prugressive’, interested in equality, sumeone who 
could be trusted not to utterly savage the public sector, and someone 
who was open to trade unions as a potential partner rather than a 
punching bag. And in fact, his leadership saw bye-elections where the 
Tory- candidate outflatked New- Labour to the left on Post Office 
closures. This effort was very costly, and tire results were 
ideologically- incoherent and diffuse. But it did contribute soften tire 
Tories’ iraage and, for tire first time since ERM and the 1992 miners’ 
strike, the Tories found theraselves with a sustained lead over Labour, 
their support hovering around 40%. 



The Tories’ decision to ’turn nasty’ again, using the issue of the 
deficit and New Labour’s compliance with City demands that fiscal 
rectitude be restored at the earliest convenience, cost them 
electorally. That they could still only get just over a third of the 
vote with a weak incumbency amid the deepest crisis since the Depression 
says a great deal. Only a fraction of the skilled working class and 
professionals returned to them. They- did not get a mandate, even in the 
tetras of this gerryraandered electoral system. Nevertheless, the decision 
of Nick Clegg’s Liberals to ally with the Tories, helped along by an ad 
hoc set of ’rules’ contrived by senior civil servants, helped overcome 
this problem and has probably done more to detoxi~ the Tory brand than 
all the ’Big Society’ stuff. But all this raises an important point, 
which I’ll finish on. 

Cameron’s leadership is operating in a situation in which two key 
difficulties beset the party’s ability to act as, as I say, a hegemonic 
party of capital. First is the secular tendency for its electoral base 
to decline, ;vhich is actually obscured a bit by the declining turnout, 
which is concentrated mainly among former Labour voters The actual 
share of Tories among the total electorate may be closer to a quarter 
than a third To overcome this, Cameron has had to triangulate, 
pacifying the core vote while appearing to oiler something to the centre 
and centre-left. The second problem is the gro;ving gap between the 
interests of the hard right base, the lower middle class, and those of 
the capitalist class, particularly the dominant financial fraction. This 
demands a second triangulation, though where there is a conflict, 
capital tends to win. If it did not, big business would ;vithdraw its 
support and its funding. Cameron’s position on Europe - allying with the 
parties of the far right, while implementing the policy of big business 
- is typical of this strategy 

These two difficulties are combining to produce a long-tem~ crisis for 
the Tories, notwithstanding their present lead in the polls (which isn’t 
usually greater than 5%) Thus, the reinvention of the ’Big Society’ as 
a mantra for spending cuts, welfare cuts, and faster privatization, is 
part and parcel of a gamble by the Tol3z leadership that a repetition and 
further entrenclmaent of the Thatcher revolution will rewve British 
capitalism and restore their position in it, as the dominant part?, of 
business. It is, as the students have shown, a gamble that has the 
potentml tu backfire hurribly on them. 

Student protests set stage fi)r winter wave of unrest 

Millbank occupation caught police badly prepared, and fuel led belief un 
Labour’s left and among unions that direct actiun will bring results 

* Tuby Helm, Mark Townsend and Anushka Asthana 
* The Observer, Sunday 14 November 2010 

Few "occupations" have been mure swiftly and widely condemned. ’]?he 
storming by students of Conservative party headquarters in London last 
week drew lhrious comment frum acruss the political spectrum. ’]?he Tory 
party chairman, Baroness Warsi, said: "()f course it is right that 
governments make policies and people have a right to protest when the?" 
disagree. But when that protest turns ugly and resurts tu violence, that 
helps nubody and certainly does nut take the debate forward" 

But as the arguments about the limits uf legitimate prutest raged, a 
mure supportive analysis of the possibilities of direct action began to 
emerge frum elem ents of Labour’s left and in trade union circles. "J ust 
shows what can be dune when people get angry. We must build on this," 
said the Labo~tr gAP John McDonnell on Twitter. 

The battle of tuition fees is now- in the public mind as never before. As 
Britain prepares for a series of public protests of a kind not seen 
since the early 1990s, the lessons drawn from the biggest student march 
of recent times will be crucial in determining just how nasty the 
coalition’s coming "winter of discontent" may be. 

It felt like a fun day out as thousands of students marched past the 
House of Corrmmns at Wednesday lunchtime. The din of protest rang out as 
the?" sang anti-government songs, banged drums and blew ~vhistles. Many 
held banners aloft that were less than subtle. 

But at first everything seemed good-humoured. When one student suddenly 
broke from the crowd and ran ahead, it was not to cause trouble but to 
take a photograph of some friends. Police leaned on the security 
barriers that protect the Palace of Westminster from terrorists, their 
body language displaying little amxiety. 

The same could not be said of the mood inside the Commons. There, Nick 
Clegg, standing in for David Cameron at prime minister’s questions, was 
dodging verbal darts h~trled at hint by Labour’s Harriet Hammn. "In April 
this year the deputy prime minister said that it was his aim to end 
university tuition fees," she said menacingly. "Can he update the House 
on how his plan is progressing?" 

Clegg, struggling to check his anger, talked about difficult decisions. 



Harman then stuck the boot in with a sarcastic invitation to address 
those in the street outside "I’m glad he thinks it’s so fair Perhaps 
he’ll tell that to the students and lecturers marching on Westminster. 
In April he said increasing tuition fees to £7,000 a year would be a 
disaster What word would he use to describe £9,000?" 

It was not until well after 2pm that everything changed The march had 
reached To~ headquarters at Millbank, further down the river l~com 
parliament. A large fire had been lit outside. Windows were being 
smashed. By late afternoon students were pouring into the building and 
onto the roof. The mood was ugly and the police were struggling to cope. 
One student wrapped a scarf around his face and pushed past a policeman 
into Millbank tower. He was punched twice in the face, breaking his 
glasses, and once in the stomach. But to hina it was worth it. "We were 
inside To~ HQ," he said laughing, as he recalled the moment of 
occupation. "Honae of the classic enemy of the people." 

The student is an anarchist and has been protesting for 10 years. He 
rejects the idea that the attack was pre-planned. "I saw 10 or 15 
anarchists - but the vast majori~ were students." The violence was, he 
maintained, largely the result of spontaneous, combustible anger. 

Inside the Colrurions, gAPs rushed to occupy the naoral high ground. The 
angt?, words of Baroness Warsi were echoed by Labour. Even the president 
of the National Union of Students, Aaron Porter, condemned the scenes. 

Four days on, however, the politicians and those urging moderation have 
not won the day. The students - while regretting much of what went on at 
Millbatf~ - have not been shamed into submission. Some leftwing Labour 
2vfl~s, like McDonnell, have praised them and called for wider action frona 
other groups afi;ected by cuts. 

Some union leaders are stepping up plans for co-ordinated protests 
across the public sector. But the big question is to what extent the 
students’ march represented the beginning of a far bigger protest 
against government austeri~ - and, equally, against politicians who 
told voters one thing before the election and then did another afterwards 

One former student who was inside Tol~- headquarters ~vas Thomas Barlow, 
27, no~v a club promoter in Manchester He believes that without some 
aggression the protests will achieve nothing. "We know from Stop the War 
and the march on top-up fees that walking from A to B doesn’t get you 
anywhere. It might have made the front page of the Independent but that 
would be it. Instead we’ve all been getting messages of suppolt from 
France, Australia, New Zealand and America" 

Barlow argues that an?- violence on Wednesday ~vas within reasonable 
limits: property ~vas damaged but people were not inured "I don’t think 
an?’ social movement in histoo’ has ever made change without damage to 
properlo’. All great movements have had leaders who were accused of being 
terrorists or violent: from Emmeline Pankhurst to Nelson Mandela." 

A spokesman for the Universi~z and College Union (UCU), which jointly 
organised the march, said that ~vhile it made headlines the?’ were the 
wrong ones "Wednesday’s demo ensured that the issue of education cuts 
was back on the agenda. That much ~vas clear as the debate raged during 
prime minister’s questions," he said. "But the events at Millbank tower 
changed the focus. We need to take people with us and get back to what 
50,000 people marched for." 

One senior source inside the NUS said he remained "genuinely unsure" of 
whether the action had helped or hindered the cause The union’s 
president, Porter, was clear. "It has been disappointing that I have to 
spend time rightly condemning the violent perpetrators when what I want 
to concentrate on are the cuts to education and the proposed trebling of 
tuition fees." 

Within the wider union movement, there is also division The issue of 
strikes and co-ordinated action has split the leading candidates in the 
election to become general secreta~ of Unite, ~he result of which will 
be aunounced next week. Whoever wins the post - arguably the most 
powerful in the history of UK trade unionism, following the merger of 
the Transport and General Workers Union and Amicus - will have a key 
role in determining how the entire union movement responds 

Les Bayliss, a moderate, argues that co-ordinated national strikes are 
not the answer Instead he says there should be local, peaceful 
campaigns that will win public support and win the argument "We need to 
box clever," he said. 

ttis main rival, "Red" Len McCluskey, a former supporter of Militant in 
the 80s, has rather differem views. "54?, experience is there is no such 
thing as an irresponsible strike. Workers take action because the?, 
genuinely feel there is nothing else the?" can do." 

Mark Serwotka, general secretary of the Public and Commercial Set’,,ices 
Union, said yesterday the anger shown by students was encouraging. "To 
me the fact that there were 50,000 students showed that people are not 
prepared to lie down and accept it." 

What must also wort?, the coalition is the response of police who 



themselves face pay freezes, being forced into early retirement and job 
cuts There is a moment, caught on YouTube, when a trio of police 
officers is seen striding almost casually away from the entrance to 
MilIbank Behind them, a crowd of students bawls at the retreating 
officers. One of them has lost his helmet in the melee. ’]’he youngsters 
can barely believe their luck. 

Even before the glass was cleared from MaIlbank, Scotland Yard’s 
commissioner, Paul Stephenson, was confessing that his officers had lost 
control of the capital’s streets. An internal inquilN into the force’s 
failings will be published as early as this Wednesday. Police sources 
pinpoint two principal reasons why they failed to respond more 
effectively to last Wednesday’s event. 

The first is the "intelligence gap". Officers monitored blogs, 
politically extreruist websites, the usual suspects, but failed to 
identi~" evidence that troublemakers would hijack proceedings. One view 
suggests that it was actual students, not anarchists, who 
rioted.Certainly, ruost of the 56 arrested are bona fide students. 
Another is that the anarchists have learned not to operate through 
social networking sites, knowing the police are onto thunr. Whatever the 
reasons, just 225 officers were assigned to the rrlarch, corrlpared with the 
cohort of more than 1,400 sent to contain the English Dcfence League 
deruonstration in Leicester last month. 

The second reason, they say, can be traced back to the G20 protests in 
April last year, which triggered accusations of hea’,~’-handed and 
occasionally violent tactics. The news vendor Ian Tomlinson died after 
being pushed by an officer and the subsequent fallout, two parliamentalN 
inquiries and a national review of public order policing tactics, 
profoundly changed the way police deal with protests. Peter Smyth, 
chairman of the Metropolitan Police Federation, eruphasised the 
psychological inrportance of Tomlinson’s death for police officers. He 
said: "G20 nmst have been a factor in cverybo@’s minds last week." 

The Met’s ne~v softly-softly approach was evident just 10 days earlier 
when disorder erupted at a central London rave Despite antagonistic 
elements within the crowd, officers largely kept their distance. People 
were allowed to move liceely through police lines, a strategy in stark 
contrast to the notorious "kettling" tactic in which protesters are 
forcibly kept in a restricted space. 

One senior police figure said the student violence had helped police: 
~To be frank, this will have done the commissioner a favour In the past 
we’ve been criticised for being too provocative. During the next demo no 
one can say a word. 

~ You cam~ot stand by and let people commit acts of vandalism, threaten 
public property, damage public property. We have a right to stop that 
and sometimes we have to do that by using the appropriate force, and we 
have to be allowed to do that" 

Smyth, who has warned that cuts could leave up to 40,000 officers out of 
a job and result in rising crime figures, agreed with the consensus that 
the UK was heading towards a ~vinter of protest "If the British are not 
going to protest now, they are never going to do it You don’t have to 
be an analyst to ~vork out a lot of unions are going to come to the fore, 
perhaps non-union members are going to get agitated. I think we are in 
for a lot of marches and I’m sure mos~ of them start with the best of 
intentions, but some of them will get hijacked. Are we in for more than 
we saw last Wednesday? It’s inevitable." 

Already students are planning more protests in London, Manchester, 
Essex, Sussex and Glasgow. As the Observer reports today, this week the 
NUS will launch plans to ~arget Liberal Democrat MPs who they fear will 
break their pledge to vote against any increase in fees, aiming 
ultimately to get them out of parliament. 

Top of the hit list is Nick CIegg. The plan is to use the coalition’s 
own policy - which wil[ give constituents a "right to recall" MPs - to 
attempt to have the Lib Dem leader sacked In London, students wil[ 
focus their efJk~rts on Simon tlughes, Sarah Teather and Lynne 
Featherstone - first trying to persuade them to w~te against the plans. 
But if that fails they wil[ then move to "political action". 

The TUC has been arguing in recent weeks about how to co-ordinate 
action, and has decided to hold a mass demonstration against the cuts on 
26 March next year. But many in the movement believe public anger will 
erupt before that in many parts of the country. 

Serwotka says it is not just about individual policies, or the effects 
on particular groups, but an anger about "politicians telling lies" He 
says he is against violence, but not against rrlany of the tactics used by 
the students on Wednesday. "I do thirtk that occupation is a legitimate 
forru of protest," he says. 

Recalling the epic struggle of shipyard workers on the Clyde in 1971, 
when plans to close the yard and axe 6,000 jobs were successfully 
thwarted, he said occupation had "a vein proud history". 

That kind of language suggests that last week’s scenes are likely to 



become a more familiar sight than ministers would like to believe. 
FI.ASt]POINTS 

24 November 

There has been a call for a mass walk-out of lectures by staff and 
students A number of individuals have called for undergraduates and 
others to take part in further direct action that day 

27 November 

There is no suggestion of protests, but future dates could be planned at 
the national conference of the Coalition of Resistance. It brings 
together trade unions, campaigners, academics, students and more who 
want to oppose the cuts. 

4 December 

UK Uncut are planning a national day of mass direct action against tax 
evaders. Expect high street stores to be occupied. The group previously 
focussed on Vodafone after claiming that it had avoided £6bn in tax 

8 December 

There has been a call in Manchester for people to take part in 
demonstrations outside council nreetings. Whether the action will be 
replicated elsewhere is so far unclear 

The "South Africa raoracnt": Palestine, Israel and the boycott 
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Israel faces a new challenge-one the country’s leading strategists 
consider increasingly eft’ective This does not come mainly- from the 
towns and refugee camps of the West Bank or Gaza, but from an energetic 
global movement of solidarity with the Palestiniuns Since its launch in 
2004 the campaign for boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS) has 
stimulated a host of collective actions across five continents, 
demanding an end to military role and to Israel’s occupation, and 
raising impoltant questions about the Zionist movement and imperial 
power in the Middle East 

The invasion of Iraq in 2003 refocused attention on imperialist 
interests in the region, highlighting the complex ;veb of relationships 
through which the US and its allies maintain access to oil and strategic 
territory. With support from Egypt, Turkey and the Gulf States, the US 
mobilised overwhelming military force against Iraq’s Ba’athist regime. 
At the same time it made enormous efforts to exclude Israel from the 
confrontation Even the most strident neoconsel~’at~ves among advisers of 
President George W Bush ;vere aware of the d anger to US allies of direct 
Israeli engagement in the Arab world 

Bush renewed his commitments to the Israeli government, therefore, 
supporting its policy of colonisation of the West Bank and increasing 
military aid that was already at historically high levels. The quid pro 
quo was an Israeli assurance to stay out of the war zone, at least 
publicly. 1 [t nonetheless dramatised the historic links between the US 
and Israel: one result was that protests over the invasion worldwide 
made Palestine a central anti-imperialist issue t~verywhere the 
keffiyeh-the Palestinian headscaff-was worn on demonstrations as a 
symbol of resistance and as a statement of solidarity with both Iraqis 
and Palestinians. 

’]?his support was timely for Palestinian activists, who faced acute 
difficulties. Successive Israeli governments had ensured there could be 
no meaningful "peace" agreement in which Palestinians would control even 
a fi-action of the land to which they had a historic claim At the same 
time the Israeli government pursued aggressive settlement of the West 
Bank, the ghettoisation of Gaza and discrimination against Israel’s Arab 
population. [t was aided by a Palestinian national leadership determined 
to contmn mass activism and increasingly reliant on a CIA-trained 
security force.2 ~Ihe national movement was weaker than at any time s~nce 
the establishment of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) in 1964 

In 2004, aware of new possibilities on the international scene, a small 
group of academics and writers launched the Palestinian Campaign for an 
Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel (Pacbi). This eNoyed immediate 
success and the following year a Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions 
Campaign natmnal committee ~BNC) was established, calling for a 
worldwide boycott of Israeli products and firms and for action agmnst 
companies trading with or investing in Israel. It also called for 
governments and international bodies to impose economic sanctions 
directly- on Israel. The ne~v moveraent focused on human rights and 
international law, pointing to Israel’s discrimination against Arab 
citizens, its illegal settlements, the military regime in the West Bank 
and the siege of Gaza. It asked goverrwaents, including Israel’s closest 
allies, to require the same conduct on the part of Israel as that 
expected from other states. 



The BNC has called on trade unions and student unions, NGOs and 
organisations of civil society to organise boycotts and campaigns for 
divestment, and to apply pressure for official sanctions. It encourages 
collective action that can be organised in the workplace, on campuses, 
in trade union branches and in communities, tithe movement has mushroomed, 
providing Palestinian activists with an opportumty to build coalitions 
of so[idarl~ worldwide. ’]’he BNC now embraces almost 200 Palestinian 
organisations-marking unprecedented unity across a society in which 
there have been extremes of factionalism and conflict-and has won 
tangible support in Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia and North Arnerica. 
This article examines the background to these developments, the lessons 
from previous campaigns for boycotts and sanctions, and the implications 
for the Palestinian movement. Double standards 

The call for boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS) has emerged in the 
context of a historic crisis of the Palestinian national movement in 
which the key- issue is the ability of Palestinians to act as sole agents 
of their liberation. For decades leaders of the movement insisted that 
national liberation was a matter exclusively for Palestinians. They 
expressed scepticism about external involvement and often actively 
opposed the participation of those who wished to engage alongside them. 
While they requested solidari~" in principle they opposed concrete 
action, especially when this involved collective activity in the Arab 
states. This had the effect of isolating the Palestinians and containing 
the radicalising impacts of Palestinian struggle, notably the intifadas 
of 1987 and 2000. The BDS campaign has reversed this trend, promoting 
collective action which links those involved both with the Palestinians 
and with others engaged in solidari~ worldwide. One index of the 
effectiveness of the new- approach is the furious reaction in Israel, 
where the campaign has engaged much media attention and where, in July 
2010, merabers of the Knesset (parliament) introduced a bill to penalise 
Israelis and others deemed to have endorsed calls for BDS.3 

According to the Reut Institute, an Israeli think tank, BDS has become 
an important element in what it calls the global "delegitimisation" of 
Israel: 

The effectiveness of Israel’s delegitimisers, who represent a relatively 
marginal political and societal force in Europe and North An~erica, stems 
from their abili~ to engage and mobilise others by blurring the lines 
with Israel’s critics They do so by branding Israel as a pariah and 
"apartheid" state; rallying coalitions around "outstanding issues" such 
as the "Gaza blockade"; making pro-Palestinian activity trendy; and 
promoting grassroots activities such as boycotts, divestments and 
sanctions as a way to "correct Israel’s ways".4 

For Reut, the "Delegitimisation Net~vork tarnishes Israel’s reputation, 
constrains its military capabilities, and advances the one-state 
solution".5 It views the BDS campaign as an important part of networks 
with potential to pose an "existential threat" to Israel-"a systemic, 
systematic, and increasingly effective assault on its political and 
economic model" .6 

This assessment is important: Reut is a "national securi~z" policy group 
close to the state that expresses the vie~vs of leading Israeli 
politicians and strategists It recognises, in effect, that BDS raises 
issues about occupation, dispossession, racist exclusion and persecution 
of the Palestinians which are not only subversive of Isra eli policy but 
of the histories that sustain it. Reut also notes, "Israel has been 
successfully branded by its adversaries as a violem country that 
violates international law and human rights".7 tithe BDS campaign has 
highlighted Israel’s double standards and those of governments which 
present themselves as guardians of freedom and rule of law, but ignore 
the j udgements of their own courts in relation to Israel 8 "Creeping 
apartheid" 

The Israeli writer (iershom Gorenberg, a historian of the post-1967 
settlement process, sees occupation of the West Bank and Gaza in 1967 as 
Israel’s acqmsiuon of"an empire".9 By the end of 2008 the West Bank 
(not including East Jerusalem) contained 121 settlements viewed by 
Israel’s Interior Ministry as official "communities", plus 12 other 
large settlements and small settlement points on land annexed by Israel 
in 1967 and made part of Jerusalem ~iInere were, in addition, some 100 
unrecognised settlements usually described in the Israeli media as 
"outposts". 10 The number of settlers in the West Bank stood at 
479,500.11 They have been part of a long-term plan, says (iorenberg, "to 
create ~cts that would determine the final status of the land, to 
sculpt the political reality" 12 

In one respect the project has been successful-Israel has implanted 
communities that are forward bases in areas many Zionist leaders long 
wished to annex outright. These have been integrated into Israeli 
territory "proper". They are connected administratively and physically 
to Israel’s major cities, with many effectively forming suburban 
cormnuter zones. But settlement has not achieved all the aims set out by 
its architects, among whom expansionist zealots hoped to incorporate 
swathes of territory by establishing colonies which would populate 
"Erctz Israel" ("the Land of Israel" or "the ;\~ole Land of Israel") and 
evict its existing inhabitants. 13 Jewish communities of the West Bap2~ 
have remained a small minority araong the wider Palestinian population, 
reliant upon an array of occupation to facilitate land grabs and the 



seizure of water resources, and to suppress local resistance 

For 20 years after Israel’s invasion of the West Bank and Gaza, 
colonisation continued as "slow-motion annexation" supported by 
~ntensive repression: mass arrests, collective punishments, 
assassinations, curfews, closures, demolitions and military invasions of 
villages, colleges and university campuses. 14 [n 1987 there was a 
national upr~sing-a remarkable movement in which ever?, Palestinian 
comanun~ was involved in mass action which echoed the first intifada 
against British rule and Zionist settlement in the 1930s. But neither 
this raovement nor a further intifada in 2000 slowed the pace of 
colonisation. Settlement of the West Bank accelerated. According to the 
Israeli human rights group B’Tselem, between 2000 and 2008 the number of 
settlers in the West Bank increased at a rate of 12,000 a year. By the 
end of the decade several "settlements" had populations of more than 
30,000.15 Jewish-only zones encircled East Jerusalem, while other large 
population centres were strategically placed to render impractical the 
plans of Palestinian leaders who held out hopes for a West Bat~: state. 
Israel was cormnitted to what Israeli geographer Oren Yiftachel calls 
"creeping apartheid., uncoraproraising attempts to Judaise the entire 
Israel/Palestine space". 16 The Palestinians were to be confined to Gaza 
and to fractions of territory in the West Bank in the expectation that 
pover~ and despair would finally exhaust their resistance. 

These developments slowly produced a reassessment by Palestinian 
activists of how to address issues of national independence in general 
and international solidarit7- in particular. It necessitated a sharp move 
away from strategic principles that had dominated Palestinian national 
politics for more than 40 years. In 1964 President Nasser of Eg~’pt 
prompted conser~,~ative Palestinian leaders to establish the PLO-an 
attempt at cor~tainment and management of those irapatient with his record 
vis-g-vis Israel. The organisation quickly came under the imquence of 
Palestinians who had a difi;erent agenda. Yasser Arafat and his 
organisation A1-Fatah had begun armed attacks on Israeli forces, 
attracting thousands of young activists to their guerrilla stl-ate~z. 
When Fatah joined the PLO it soon took control and set out to lead the 
movement along the lines of conventional nationalism, aiming to 
establish a Palestinian state that would e~lioy parity with other Arab 
states of the post-colonial era 

The mass of PL© activists came Iicom refugee camps and from impoverished 
urban areas of the Palestinian diaspora. Ararat and his colleagues, 
however, represented the Palestinian elite Almost ~vithout exception 
they were businessmen or professionals, among ~vhom a number had become 
wealthy as a result of their role in the development of the Gulf States 
during the 1950s and 1960s This produced a strategic difficulty: 
although Palestinians ~vere scattered across the states of the Arab east 
and the GulI; where their economic and political weight was 
considerable, PLO leaders were determined not to alienate the region’s 
rulers, with whom they believed they had much in commun. The PLO 
leadership thereibre resolved to maintain a policy of 
"non-interference", giving undertakings that Palestinian struggles would 
not affect politics ~vithin the states of the region The organisation 
intended to use financial and military support from the Arab regimes to 
sustain armed struggle against Israel along the lines of the Algerian 
resistance, which had recently succeeded in ending French rule 
Following the 1967 war, and Israel’s occupation of the West Bank, Gaza 
and other Arab territories, key figures in Fatah proposed that the?’ 
could emulate the Algerian and Chinese models of guerrilla warfare: 

The fact that there were now nearly one million Palestinians under 
Israeli occupation suggested that conditions were right for a popular 
war of liberation. Those who entertained this idea believed the?, could 
now apply Mao Zedong’s thoughts about revolutionary armed struggle. The 
one million Palestinians under Israeli occupation would be the 
revolutionary sea in which Mao’s fish-in this case Palestinian 
guerrillas-would swim. 17 

The idea was implausible. Palestine was a tiW country in which rural 
warfare had little chance of success and where the Zionist movement had 
long been able to call on a large and efficient military machine. In 
1967 Fatah attempted to lead an armed uprising in the West Bank It was 
a costly failure: the guerrillas lost hundreds nf fighters and Arafat 
barely escaped with his life. The PL© was now locked into a dual 
strategy certain to cause problems. It was committed both to the 
principle of"non-interference" in the Arab states and simultaneously to 
armed struggle against Israel-a corztIict in which its fedayeen would 
fight against overwhelming odds. 

In 1969 Fatah leaders convinced King Faisal of Saudi Arabia to provide 
more arms and :financial support, including by means of a "liberation 
tax" of 5 percent on the earnings of the many Palestinians working ~n 
the kingdom. The quid pro quo was a renewed assurance not to intelwene 
in domestic affairs of the Arab states. Arafat biographer Alan Hart 
comments, "The significance of Saudi Arabia’s support for Fatah cannot 
be exaggerated. As time proved, w-ith Saudi Arabia on its side, Fatah was 
indestructible-as long as it was pursuing policies the Saudis could 
endorse". 18 

Fatah was heading towards the first of several tragic confrontations, 
not just with Israel but with the Arab rulers. Thousands of young 



activists had joined Fatah or the radical "fronts" of the Palestinian 
left. 19 [n Jordan, where some two thirds of the population consisted of 
displaced Palestinians, they" were confi-onted by the forces of King 
tIussein After a long standoff during which Arafat’s anxiety about 
~interference" in Arab domestic politics in effect kept the king in 
power, tlussein brutally attacked the movement in 1970-an act of 
repression that came to be known as "Black September". The PLO as a 
whole retreated to Lebanon but never recovered. For the next ten years 
it was harassed by Lebanese ]2)rces and by the Syrian state. Israel also 
attacked savagely, notably during its invasions of Lebanon in 1978 and 
1982. 

Throughout this long period Ararat clung to "non-interference" as a key" 
organising principle. He also insisted that national liberation was a 
matter for Palestinians alone: others should endorse the liberation 
struggle but must not engage in any action that might disturb the 
political agenda of their own rulers. This approach amounted to an 
obsession. Although the presence of Israel affected the population of 
the whole region, Ararat and his colleagues continually discouraged the 
mass of the people in Arab states from linking their predicaments with 
those of the Palestinians. The Fatah leaders were determined to maintain 
relations with the region’s rulers, with whom they- believed they enjoyed 
social and political parity. They acted in effect as a bourgeoisie 
without a state, confining their "own" population to a strictly 
nationalist agenda. This was congenial to the kings, emirs and 
presidents of the region, who used formal backing for the PLO as part of 
a chorus of rhetorical opposition to Israel, the better to maintain 
their own privilege. 

Tabitha Petran conm~ents on the impact in Saudi Arabia, where 
Palestinians contributed a significant proportion of the labour force 
and had led historic oilfield strikes in the 1950s: "Aid to al-Fatah 
[was] a means of preserving social peace at home.. A by-product of 
al-Fatah’s organisation of Palestinians in the Gulf could be a 
’well-behaved’ labour force" 20 Determined to integrate the PLO into the 
state system of the Arab world, Arafat and his friends succeeded in 
isolating the Palestinian movement from those who identified most 
closely- ~vith it: the mass of people in neighbouring states and, most 
importantly, the workers whose struggles against their own rulers were 
suppressed by those calling for "national unity" in the face of Israel 
and imperialism. Intifada 

This policy reached a further disastrous conclusion in the late 1980s. 
Expelled from its base in Lebanon after the Israeli invasion of 1982, 
the PLO had been reduced to a shadow of the movement that galvanised 
young activists a generation earlier Israel meamvhile stepped up 
colonisation of the territories occupied in 1967, integrating the 
Palestinian population into its economy-. The West Bank and Gaza had 
become bantustans on the South African model-reservoirs of cheap labour 
from which workers commuted daily to Israeli factories and farms under 
conditions that recalled the pass laws of the apartheid system. When an 
uprising began in 1987 it engaged the mass of Palestinians in all manner 
of collective actions. There was an immediate response across the 
region Millions of people identified with the youth of the intifada, 
contrasting their courage ~vith the empty promises of the Arab rulers. 
Demonstrations were organised in the Gult; in Turkey arid in North 
Africa. In Sudan there was a brief general strike. The regimes took 
fright. In Kuwait police ~vere ordered to attack a large march, with a 
local newspaper declaring such events "could be exploited by those who 
fish in troubled waters to create disturbances" 21 

In Egypt there was a national work stoppage followed by demonstrations 
in the key industrial city of Mahalla al-Kubra ttere workers not only’ 
backed the Palestinians but attacked the ][~;gyptian regime and its 
servitude to the US and the International Monetary Fund The interior 
minister accused demonstrators of"sabotage and incitemem" 22 But the 
movement spread, with mobilisations of students and professional 
syndicates in Cairo and AI exandria-developing the kind of momentum 
regimes throughout the region feared, in which identification with the 
Palestinians stimulated confidence to address poverty, inequality and 
repression. The Egyptian government warned that its forces would "sever 
any foot that attempts to march in demonstrations".23 Its reaction ]2rand 
support among PLO leaders, Arafat making a symbolic visit to the Gulf to 
embrace Kuwaiti leaders and declare local demonstrations "a tactical 
mistake".24 Within weeks, an Arab summit in Algiers had backed Ararat 
with high rhetoric and a pledge to the PLO to provide $1 million a day25 

Palestinians were again at the centre of regional politics, their 
struggles stimulating solidarity and a desire to emulate the resistance. 
But PLO leaders rushed to put out the flames, protecting regimes which 
connived in Israel’s repression or which undertook their own offensives 
against the movement, isolating Palestinians from those most eager to 
support them. 

By 1994 Arafat was back in Palestine as leader ofa statelet in Gaza and 
the West Bank. He soon concentrated power in the hands of leaders who 
would become a bywurd for corruption. Using aid frora the Gulf regimes 
and training from the CIA, he created a security apparatus committed to 
the suppression of the yotmg people who had energised and directed the 
intifada. Fatah succeeded in isolating and demobilising the most 
effective mass movement in Palestinian history, setting the scene for 



the emergence o1! ttamas as the first mass Islamist orgamsation in 
Palestine, and encouraging Israel to accelerate its policy of colonisation. 

In 1998 Israeli foreign minister (soon to be prime minister) Ariel 
Sharon broadcast on national radio, encouraging the Jewish settler 
movement to seize the initiative before peace talks which might give 
Ararat notional authority in limited areas of the West Bank. He told 
them, "Grab more hills, expand the territory. Everything that is grabbed 
will be in our hands Everything we don’t grab will be in their 
hands".26 Between 1997 and 2001 the settler population in the West Bank 
(excluding East Jerusalem) increased by about 50,000 people as "creeping 
apartheid" increased its grip.27 Towards BDS 

This is the context in which a new generation of Palestinian activists 
addressed questions of international solidarity. They were encouraged by 
discussions at the World Conference against Racism, Racial 
Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance, organised by Unesco 
in Durban in 2001, at which a draft statement opposed "movements based 
on racism and discriminatory ideas, in particular the Zionist movemunt, 
which is based on racial superiority".28 

In debate veterans of the anti-apartheid straggle identified parallels 
between Israeli practice and that of the racist South African state, 
recorrm~ending BDS campaigns similar to those that played a key role in 
their international strategy. For the first time in 50 years 
Palestinians engaged directly with activists cormnitted to solidarity 
organised from below and which could deliver concrete outcomes. The 
reaction from Israel gave testimuny to the impact of the Durban debates. 
Foreign minister Shimon Peres described the cunfcrence as a "bizarre 
show", "a farce" and a "bomb.. not made of explosives, but made of hatred, 
of extreme anti-Israeli expressions".29 

For Palestinians, the new relationships were of great importance. At 
home the Ararat administration was disintegrating. In one sense Fatah 
had achieved its goal-authority over territories in which it exercised 
formal controh But Palestinian society ~vas being suffocated by Iicesh 
seiza-es of land and water, restrictions on economic activity and 
comprehensive controls on movement By 2002 hundreds of military 
checkpoints divided the West Bank into separate areas, making 
meaningless the idea of progress to a state with territorial integrity. 
Israel had also begun to construct its "Separation Wall", planned to run 
for 680 kilometres through the West Bank, involving the largest single 
annexation of land since the 1967 occupation, and leaving less than 12 
percent of historic Palestine to the indigenous population. 30 Some 
95,000 people-4.5 percent of the population-were to be isolated from the 
West Bal~k, and 200,000 in East Jerusalem ~vould be entirely separated 
from Palestinian territory 31 

For South Africans, the conclusions were obvious: Palestinians ~vere 
being confined to enclaves in a process familiar from the apartheid 
years. Following the Durban cunference, Rormie Kasrils and Max 
Ozmslg--leading figures in the anti-apartheid struggle-asked Jewish 
South Africans to join them in a declaration of suppolt for Palestine. 
Their statement, "Not in My Name", made the similarity of apaltheid and 
Israeli policies explicit. In 2002 Archbishop Desmond Tutu told a 
conference in the US about his visit to the Occupied Territories: 

I’ve been very deeply distressed in my visit to the Holy Land; it 
reminded me so much of what happened to us black people in South Africa 
I have seen the humiliation of the Palestinians at checkpoints and 
roadblocks, suffering like us when young white police officers prevented 
us from moving about.32 

Tutu also issued a call for an international boycott. He argued: 

The end of apartheid stands as one of the crowning accomplishments of 
the past century, but we would not have succeeded without the help of 
international pressure-in particular the divestment movement of the 
1980s. Over the past six months a similar movement has taken shape, this 
time aiming at an end to the Israeli occupation. If apartheid ended, so 
can the occupation, but the moral force and imemational pressure will 
have to be just as determined. The current divestment effort is the 
first, though certainly not the only, necessary move in that direction.33 

For a younger generation of Palestinians, parallels with apartheid and 
calls for BDS made much sense. They had been deeply affected by Israel’s 
colonisation of the West Bank and (iaza, witnesses to the most recent 
phase in construction of what Israeli historian Ilan Papp~ terms 
"Fortress Israel"-an attempt "to construct and then defend a ’white’ 
[Western] fortress in a ’black’ [Arab] world".34 Encouraged by the South 
Africans, in 2003 Palestinian academics called fi~r a boycott of Israeli 
academic institutions In 2004 Pacbi was launched fi~rmally in Ramallah 
In 2005 the BNC brought together 170 organisations in Palestine and the 
diaspora with commitments to raise active support for BDS worldwide, 
including-significantly-in the Arab states. 35 Gaza and after 

International initiatives directed at academic and consumer boycotts 
grew steadily. In December 2005 the regional council of Sor-Trondelag in 
Norway declared for a cormprehensive boycott of Israeli goods. In 
February 2006 an Anglican parish in Britain divested from the Chrach of 
England’s Central Board of Finance over ownership of shares in 



Caterpillar-a company profiting from the illegal occupation. In May 2006 
the conference of Natfhe, the lecturers’ union in Britain (a predecessor 
of the University and College Union, UCU), voted ~2~r action against 
Israeli academic institutions, and the Ontario section of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees (CUPE) condemned Israel’s "apartheid wall" and 
announced its own BDS policy. Willie Madisha, president of the Congress 
of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) applauded CUPE, declaring the 
issue of Palestine had finally entered the arena of workers’ 
internationalism: 

It is time for the global wurkcrs’ movement to stand firm and principled 
against hypocrisy and double standards. We cannot remain silent any 
longer. It is time to stand in word and in deed with the peoples of the 
Middle East and heed their call to support the struggle against 
occupation. There will be no peace in this region and in the world, 
without justice.36 

In August 2006 the Dublin Festival of World Cultures ended its 
sponsorship by the Israeli embassy, Venezuela withdrew its ambassador in 
Israel, the Locarno International Film Festival reno~xced support from 
the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Greek governing body 
for fihn pulled out of the Haifa h~ternational Fihn Festival. In 
September 2006 61 hish acaderrlics from a varie~ of disciplines wrote to 
the Irish Times calling for a moratorium on European Union support for 
Israeli academic institutions until Israel abided by United Nations 
resolutions and ended occupation of Palestinian territories. Irl October 
2006 the University- of Michigan Student Government demanded the 
university divest from Israel, and the Belgian hi-tech company U2U 
ceased cooperation with its Israeli partners because of Israeli war crimes. 

In 2007 a series of British trade unions including the National Union of 
Journalists, Unison, the Northern Ireland Public Serv’ice Alliance and 
the Transport and General Workers’ Union (now part of Unite) adopted 
policies on BDS. The Congress of UC’U voted overwhelmingly to circulate 
its members with the Palestinian boycott call, encouraging them to 
examine the moral unplications of links with Israeli academic 
institutions 37 Weeks later the Irish Congress of Trade Unions voted for 
BDS. 

The invasion of Oaza in December 2008 changed the pace of events. For 
weeks a formidable armed force pounded Palestinian towris and refugee 
camps, razing industrial, cormnercial and residential areas. The 
population was defenceless: alrea@ strangled by an Israeli boycott 
imposed when Hamas won an election victocz in Januacz 2006, it was no;v 
blitzed from the air, land arid sea. The BNC issued an emergency statement: 

[We call] upon international civil socie~z not just to protest and 
condemn in diverse forms Israel’s massacre in Gaza, but also to join and 
intensify the international Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions campaign 
against Israel to end its impunity- and to hold it accountable for its 
persistent violation of international la;v and Palestinian rights.38 

BDS campaigns proliferated. Social workers in Mauritius; city, 
councillors in Birmingham; the Maritime Union of Australia; the World 
Cotmcil of Churches; Galway City Council in Ireland; the Scottish Trades 
Union Congress; the Edinburgh International Film Festival; the Nor~vegian 
Government Pension Fund; the Municipal Council Ibr Cooperation of 
Bilbao, Spain; Danske Bark in Denmark; the Dutch pension fund ABP; and 
Italian supermarket chains COOP and Conad, all adopted boycott positions 
or began the process of divestment. 

In a significant development, the South African Transport and Allied 
Workers Union, part of Cosatu, resolved that its members would not 
unload an Israeli ship due to dock at Durban Shortly afterwards the 
Western Australia branch of the Maritime Union of Australia resolved to 
boycott all Israeli vessels and all vessels bearing goods arriving from 
or going to Israel The BNC identified a shift from "traditional, mostly 
symbolic, solidarity" to "a new, qualitatively advanced phase of BI)S".39 
Initiatives were under way, it said, in Norway, Sweden, Britain, 
Ireland, Turkey, Canada, Belgium, Malaysia, Spain, the US, Brazil and 
New Zealand. The committee declared, "Our ’South Africa’ moment has 
arrived".40 Boycott-a short history 

For those engaged in building solidarity in the form of BDS, questions 
arise about how such campaigns have been organised and targeted, and 
what lessons can be learnt from their long history 

What is a boycott? The term encompasses all manner of actions in which 
there is collective abstention from relations with individuals or 
institutions: most boycotts from below are organised on such a basis but 
can be differentiated in respect o17 the nature o17 the target, those who 
are its specific focus and the operation of the campaign. Boycotts may 
be primaD’ or secondary, targeting producer or consnmer; they may be 
direct or indirect; they may target inputs, products or the whole 
process of production and distribution.41 While a primary boycott 
targets the offending firm, organisation, institution or country, a 
secondary boycott attempts to ostracise or isolate those who trade or 
otherwise associate with the target. A direct boycott targets the 
offender explicitly, while an indirect boycott lists conditions for 
legitimate and illegitimate trade or association. A consttmcr boycott 
aims to hamper the sales of goods by the ofi;ender through dissuasion. An 



input or material boycott aims to impede the production process by 
interfering with the acquisition of inputs to the production process. 

The idea of boycott first became important in the late 18th century as 
part of efforts by British abolitionists to discourage use of 
slave-produced sugar.42 When in 1791 parliament rejected a bill to 
abolish slavery, abolitionists argued to abstain fi-om use of 
slave-produced sugar and rum from the West Indies. The campaign involved 
some 300,000 people against products "soaked in the blood of slaves".43 
In 1824 the radical abolitionist Elizabeth Heyrick wrote a pamphlet 
addressed to the elite abolitionists of the Society- for Efi;ecting the 
Gradual Abolition of Slavery (the "Anti-Slavery Society"), arguing that 
gradualism was a hypocrisy that played into the hands of the planters.44 
She argued for immediate abolition and for a popular sugar boycott-a 
call which proved important to the nromuntmn of the emancipation 
movement. Similar campaigns emerged in the US as slave-produced 
commodities were targeted by Quaker and Free Black abolitionists. At the 
same tinre, however, Northern merchandise was boycotted by Southern 
supporters of slavel~/-an example of retaliatol~/abstention that often 
developed in this period. 

The term "boycott" emerged in rural Ireland in 1880. Captain Charles 
Cunningham Boycott was land agent and manager of the estate of Lord Eme 
in Coun~ Mayo. Taking advantage of the dearth of alternative 
employment, Boycott reduced the wages of tenant fam~ers who, organised 
by the Irish Land League, withdrew their labour. When he attempted to 
undermine the strike the local comnr~i~" inrposed a campaign of 
isolation-no one spoke to him or set’,~ed him in shops, and his mail was 
not delivered. Boycotts have since developed as a tactic deployed by- a 
host of political parties, trade unions, pressure groups and campaigning 
movemunts.45 Forraalised as state policy, they may take the form of legal 
or quasi-legal embargoes sanctioned by statute and enforced by state 
power or international bodies. When organised front below boycotts are 
typically initiated by those who lack other means to secure their aims, 
usually because of an extreme disproportion in power bet~veun the 
contending parties and/or particular difficulties in implementing 
alternative tblrnS of action Consumer boycotts 

The boycott became a familiar tactic in North America in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries, in part through the eli’,arts of James Redpath, 
an American journalist who had observed the Mayo campaign. It ~vas 
deployed widely in the US by labour movement organisations ~vhich 
distributed "u~fair lists", identifying firms tlcom which consumers 
should refuse to buy One of the most successful consumer boycotts took 
place in 1902, when t2ae price of kosher meat on the Lower East Side of 
New York rose sharply as ~vholesalers cornered the market. Fanny Le,~y, 
wife of a unionised cloth worker, and Sarah Edelson, proprietor of a 
small restaurant, mobilised for a consumer "strike" targeting butchers’ 
shops and were joined by 20,000 women. Meat already purchased was 
confiscated and destroyed The Ne~v York Times called for the repression 
of this "dangerous class [of] women. [~vho] mostly speak a foreign 
language" 46 The boycott spread to Brooklyn, Harlem, Ne~vark, Boston and 
Philadelphia. Small butchers joined the protest and refused to sell. 
Prices eventually fell. The American Jewish Historical Socie~z notes the 
tactic was used in rent strikes in 1904, 1907-8, and in food boycotts in 
1907, 1912 and 1917.47 Participants formed a National Consumers’ League, 
awarding a "~vhite label" or "union label" to firms complying with their 
conditions, and campaigned over conditions in textile s~veatshops, 
domestic manufacture and the use of child labour.48 

During the inter-war period the tactic was adopted by opposing forces. 
In the 1920s the Ku Klux Klan organised boycotts of Jewish and Roman 
Catholic businesses.49 At the same time labour unions and consumer 
boycotts targeted "over-priced" goods in "buyers’ strikes". The League 
of Women Shoppers (LWS), founded in 1935, provided information about the 
wages and conditions of workers producing goods and identified stores 
trading with Nam Germany, Mussolini’s Italy and Imperial Japan 50 It 
developed a "Don’t buy where you can’t work" campaign aimed at 
African-American consumers. The LWS and the American Federation of 
Hosiery Workers campaigned against Japanese and German goods and 
services By 1940 their efforts were supported by prominent individuals 
Albert Einstein became an enthusiastic supporter The six largest chain 
stores in the US eventually undertook not to buy Japanese manufactured 
goods. These campaigns were supported abroad by the Indian National 
Congress, the CGT in France and the ’YUC in Britain.51 

Similar developments were under way in [{urope. In 1890 brewery workers 
in Berlin organised a beer boycott as part of a labour dispute. Their 
success led employers to form a brewers’ consortium In 1894 a farther 
dispute erupted, with brewery workers supported by the Social Democratic 
Party.52 Political tensions around use of the law to curtail boycotts 
led the German Imperial Court to recognise the legitimacy of the tactic 
in 1906.53 In 1901 the 2,msterdam water transport leagues tried to 
organise an international boycott of British shipping in an attempt to 
und the Boer War, and to protest at British use of concentration camps 
in South Africa.54 

Beyond Europe, the most dramatic use of the boycott was in the Swardeshi 
nrovement, part of the Indian raovunrent for independence. Initiated in 
Bengal in 1905 in protest at partition of the province, the campaign 
aimed to convince consumers to use Indian products rather than British 



imports. It was already a popular and developing movement when the 
boycott was adopted by Gandhi and the Indian National Congress, which 
targeted British products and urged Indians not to use British schools 
or courts and not to work for the colonial a&niinstration or use 
official British titles It was also used successfully against the 
colonial administration’s salt tax, mobilising huge numbers of people in 
demonstrations 

Gandhi’s strategies strongly influenced Martin Luther King, who visited 
India in 1959, declaring that "non-violent resistance is the most potent 
weapon available to oppressed people in their struggle for fieedom".55 
King had alrea@ mobilised sustained campaigns in the US, notably 
ttnough a bus boycott which began in Montgomet?~, Alabama, in 1955, and 
which launched the Civil Rights Movement. After almost a year, and 
following police intimidation and bombings by- white segregationists, the 
Supreme Court upheld a ruling by the Federal Court that transport 
segregation was unconstitutional, reasserting the boycott as a key 
weapon of the oppressed. 

Boycotts could be mobilised for other purposes, however. The rise of 
anti-Semitism in Europe in the late 19th century produced a series of 
campaigns against Jewish businesses and products. In Warsaw, Jewish 
businesses were boycotted in 1912 after the Jews of the city supported 
the election of a socialist deputy to the Russian Duma. Jewish-owned 
conm~ercial operations were also targeted after German military 
withdrawal florr~ Poland in 1918.56 In 1936 a boycott of Jewish businesses 
was backed by both the Polish government and the Catholic Church. In 
1928 the Nazis initiated regional boycotts against Jewish shops in 
Gem~any, and frora 1933 they coordinated nationwide campaigns in which 
Jewish businesses were targeted for attacks soon sanctioned by state 
policy. In the US a boycott of German goods and services met a 
counter-boycott of Jewish-owned stores. Front 1938 ur~til the US entered 
the Second World War, the pro-Nazi Christian Front, a Catholic 
organisation, boycotted Jewish businesses in Irish neighbourhoods of the 
American north east.57 Apartheid, boycott and sanctions 

Boycotts are not ends in themselves-and they- are not always the 
appropriate means to achieve specific objectives The relevance of a 
boycott depends on the nature of the objective, the balance of forces 
and the feasibility of particular tactics In addition, the effect of a 
boycott is typically not the attainment of the overall objective but 
rather a contribution to the latter. These issues are illustrated in the 
most important of recent boycott campaigns-that against apartheid South 
Aiicica. 

After the Sharpeville massacre of 1960, when 69 people ~vere shot dead by 
police, anti-apartheid campaigners called for l_,~," sanctions against the 
South African regime, a demand opposed by successive British and US 
governments. In 1976 state-sponsored killings during the uprising in 
So,veto stimulated further international condemnation of apartheid, 
intensil~ing the boycott campaign In 1977 the UN- finally adopted 
Resolution 418, imposing a mandatoly’ arms embargo on South Africa. 
Piecemeal economic sanctions followed until in 1994, following the 
formal end of the apartheid regime, the UN lifted its arms embargo and 
South Africa was readmitted to the General Assembly-. 

These were formal actions of states and international bodies-but the 
boycott campaign was driven by grassroots activism. In Britain the 
Anti-Apartheid Movement (AAM) initiated consumer and sports boycotts as 
well as pressuring the government for formal economic sanctions 58 The 
AAM initiated the "secondary" boycott against British companies 
operating in South ~’d’rica, notably Barclays Bank and Shell/BP. It also 
targeted sport, with striking success: there were high-profile 
mobilisations against South African teams visiting Britain, with pitch 
invasions, destruction of cricket squares and many clashes with police. 

In the trade union movement it was slower going-it was easy to pass 
resolutions against apartheid but more difficult to commit union 
branches to a ban on South African goods or contacts. Union leaders were 
reluctant to support formal consmner boycotts, arguing that this would 
affect j obs in the UK, and employment possibilities and working 
conditions :[’or black South Africans. It was 15 years from the 
commencement of the campaign to bnycott and isolate South Afi-ica before 
the TUC supported mandatory economic sanctions and an effective boycott 
of goods. 

In the case of South Africa, campaigns fi~r boycott moved gradually from 
consumer boycotts to producer boycotts, and from the primary boycotts of 
goods, artists and sporting ties to secondary boycotts of companies 
trading with, investing in or otherwise profiting from the apartheid 
system. In addition, activists encouraged campaigns calling for official 
government economic and financial sanctions on the South African regime 
There were several outcomes: 

1 increased public awareness, particularly in Europe and the US, of the 
realities of the racist reginre; 

1 reassurance for South Africans engaged in the struggle that their 
predicament and sacrifices were not invisible, together with concrete 
demonstrations of solidarity; 



I growing sensitivity’ in the circles of global capital that long-term 
risks of’association with the apartheid state might outweigh short-herin 
financial advantages; 

I growing anxiety among senior agents of apartheid that a crisis ~vould 
intensify as long as the structures of their system remained in place. 

Those in struggle were strengthened and emboldened industrially and 
politically. Millions of people worldwide embraced the South Al~cican 
cause through practical actions that also strengthened their own resolve 
to resist exploitation and oppression. 

The pivotal nroment in the fight against apartheid did not conre ~mtil the 
mid-1980s. It was closely- tied to risings in the townships between 1984 
and 1986 and attenrpts at the repression of the nrovement that were 
broadcast worldwide. Lntemal struggle, in the form of a popular mass 
movement rather than armed resistance or sabotage, insistently 
registered not only the oppression but also the courage and dignity of 
those engaged in resistance. This growing international awareness 
transformed the boycott into a serious political issue, notably in the 
US where the Democratic Part"5, organised pickets outside the South 
African enabassy and a massive divestment campaign spread across American 
universities. In August 1985 South African president PW Botha made his 
notorious "Rubicon" speech, refusing to make reforms or to free African 
National Congress (ANC) leader Nelson Mandela. The result was a massive 
flight of capital from South Africa, partial default by the regime on 
its foreign loans, and a sharp fall in the value of the rand. 

Renewed access to capital markets-a necessity for the South African 
economy-came to depend on attainment of a political settlenrent. Although 
the township risings were eventually defeated by the apartheid state, 
they had fundamentally altered the strategic situation. Sections of the 
South African ruling class, realising that the apartheid systenr could 
not survive, began to reflect on how a transition could be accomplished 
with the least loss of their wealth and power. It ~vas against this 
background that the "Boycott Barclays" campaign finally succeeded. The 
most high-profile international financial parmer of the apartheid 
system sold off its South African subsidiary in 1986. 

The history of the South African struggle is not simply- an inspiration 
or an example of the kind of contribution to liberation that can be made 
by international solidarity movements. It also contains important 
lessons about relationships between internal resistance to oppression by 
the oppressed and external solidarity that can be organised in support 
of that resistance Whatever the differences between struggles against 
South African and Israeli versions of apartheid, the similarities loom 
large Outright military victory was and is not a viable aim in either 
case, and negotiations could not take place or have an?’ prospect of 
progress until those with po~ver foresaw that the cost of stonewalling 
would exceed the cost of meaningful compromise. In South Africa the 
mutually reinforcing factors of internal mass mobilisation and external 
solidarity pressure for divestment and boycott produced a change in the 
balance of forces. Without external pressure on companies and 
governments internationally, the risings might now be remembered as 
heroic but not regime changing. Without mass struggle internally, and 
the repression it exposed, the external BDS movement would not have been 
able to develop ~videspread support among trade unions, students, 
activists and eventually growing numbers of politicians. 

The bnycort movement was a profound expression of international 
solidarity, animated from below It began as an argument about moral 
responsibility comparable to the anti-slavery campaigns of the 18th and 
19th centuries, but came to target those who traded and associated with 
the apartheid regime-campaigners arguing that such activity made 
participants complicit in apartheid. This was a moral argument with 
political intent A boycott of Israel 

Do the campaigns against apartheid South Africa provide a model for 
action in solidarity with the Palestinians? Veterans of the 
anti-apartheid struggle maintain that they do. In December 2009 an 
international trade union conference on BDS, organised by the UCU in 
London, heard from Ronnie Kasrils, for maW years a key figure in the 
ANC. For Kasrils, the differences between South Africa and 
Israel-including their contrasting colonial histories-are less important 
than their similarities His recent visits to Palestine, he said, were 
"a surreal trip into an apartheid state of emergency". ]~;ven hardened 
South African activists were unprepared for what they encountered. He 
recalled the illegal settlements, roads reserved 12~r the use of 
settlers, multiple checkpoints and a "m on strnus" wall: "I can’t recall 
anything quite as obscene in apartheid South Africa".59 

In the same vein and at the same event Cosatu international secretary 
Bongani Masuko and head of campaigns George Mahlangu offered their 
support to tim Palestinian struggle as "a global symbol of resistance 
against apartheid, occupation and colonialism in our age".60 On the 
Cosatu website the identity and corcmonality of the two struggles are 
registered: 

Their [Palestinians’] struggle is for the sanre cause as that heroically 
waged by South Africans against apartheid not so long ago. It is in this 
light that South Africans have always and shall continue to support 



these sister peoples in their quest for justice and dignity.61 

(;an BDS be applied to Israel much as the AAM directed its strategy 
towards South Africa-and can it have a similar impact’? A consumer 
boycott is unlikely to bring crisis to the Israeli economy, a 
socio-economic system supported by massive US aid It will, however, 
bring to worldwide public attention the circumstances of the 
Palestinians-which have been obscured by decades of ideologically 
distorted reporting and by the efforts by partisans of Israel to dismiss 
the Palestinian case. An academic boycott will not terminate research 
and development within Israel, not least because of the umbilical 
relationship between industrial, military and political activity on the 
one hand and most academic research on the other.62 It will, however, 
focus attention on ideological, infrastructural, technical, 
psychological and military support for the occupation provided by all 
Israeli universities, pem~itting scholars and scientists outside Israel 
to consider whether they wish to make themselves complicit with 
oppression at second hand by collaborating with Israeli institutions. 

Cultural and sporting boycotts will not promptly make Israel a no-go 
area for visiting celebrities. They- can, however, show that some people 
refuse to perfom~ in a tortured land where millions are denied not only 
entertaitm~ent but land, water and basic rights. The cumulative efi;ect 
can not only reinforce networks of international support around the 
Palestinians but also project into Israeli society an awareness of how 
vast numbers worldwide view the occupation. It is in this context that 
Israeli peace activist Udi Aloni, a supporter of BDS, argues, "It is 
time for clarity; who is on this side and who on that side. The other 
side are the ambassadors of the occupation".63 

Anti-apartheid activists point out that, in addition to mass 
mobilisation by the workers’ movement, their struggle required an 
international solidarity movement that took decades to develop. Efforts 
began in the late 1950s but did not become effective for almost 20 
years. In the case of Palestine events have recently progressed quickly, 
with the formation of many local BDS campaigns, the emergence of 
international BDS networks, and a number of high-profile successes in 
the cultural arena.64 A group of Israelis has created Boycott! 
Supporting the Palestinian BDS Call from Within, involving ~citizens of 
Israel, [who] join the Palestinian call for a BDS campaign against 
Israel, inspired by the struggle of South Africans against apartheid".65 

Arab organisations in Israel have begun ~vork on a boycott of 1,000 
companies based on or linked with illegal settlements. In May 2010 even 
Palestinian president Mahmoud Abbas endorsed a law banning trade in 
goods produced in the settlements in areas under the Palestinian 
Authority-a reluctant response to mass campaigns for boycott in which 
Palestinian youth have called for all homes and con~munities to be 
cleared of illicit Israeli products 66 The significant impact on Israeli 
businesses was described by hard-hit Israeli factol~- owners as 
"insufferable" and by the settlers’ Yesha Council as "economic 
tel~orism".67 

Of these developments, the most important is the impact on the 
Palestinian movement at large. The establislmnent of the BNC is highly 
significant. Its website has been named Global BDS Movement, an 
initiative unthinkable in the 1990s when Palestinian society was 
controlled by leaders convinced that politics must remain local and not 
be projected onto agendas elsewhere.68 The BNC celebrates the fact that 
BDS initiatives "have been multiplying all over the world", and calls 
for extensive engagement of Palestinians with transnational activists 69 
Formal leadership of the Palestinian national movement still lies with 
Fatah, which retains shaky authority in the West Bank through control of 
the Palestinian Authority, and with the more stable Hamas in Gaza But 
local leadership has been distributed more widely and Palestinian 
cowanunlties, schools, colleges, universities, workplaces, trade unions 
and other activist groups now have complex links abroad, including 
through BDS networks. 

Confined physically by Israel, Palestinians are emerging from the 
restrictive political enviroumem associated with decades of 
self-imposed isolation This goes some way to addressing the historic 
problem of the national movement: its inability to confront the chronic 
weakness of Palestinian political lk~rces acting alone and its 
leadership’s unwillingness to align Palestinian struggles with those of 
the mass of people in the region This opening comes at an important 
moment when Arab politics in general has become somewhat less 
introverted MJlitapf interventions in the region, world crisis, 
democracy activism and the strong workers’ movement in ][~;gypt have all 
had an impact, prompting Palestinian activists to look beyond 
traditional organisations. When the BNC held its Second National 
Congress in Nablus in May 2010, delegates addressed directly the 
challenge of "encouraging civil society worldwide to join the global BDS 
movement".70 They face fom~idable problems but are moving fast, 
achieving a momentum which is alam~ing Israel’s strategists. To this 
extent they have indeed reached a "South Africa nmment". 
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66: For a critique of Abbas’s involvement in BDS activity" see Abunimah, 
2010. 

67: Fq-kberg, 2010. 

68: xvwav.bdsmovement .net 

69: BE’(-’, no date b. 



70: BNC, 2010b 
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.......... Forwarded message .......... From: Palestinian Circus school 
<palestinian.circus@googIemail cam> Date: 14 November 2010 12:05 
Sut~iect: We at the PaIestinian Circus. very sad To: Palestinian 
Circus School <palestinian circus@googlemail.com> 

We at the PaIestinian Circus Schoo[ are very sad of being abused by the 
(;ape Town Opera trying to show the international community how the?’ are 
not only wanting to work with Israel but also ’engaging’ with 
’Palestinian partners’. On November 4, 2010, the Palestinian Circus 
Schoo[ received an emai[ from the Cape Town Opera, inviting some of our 
younger scholars "to attend one of their performances free of charge to 
experience the unique opportunity of seeing South Africa’s only 
repertory conrpany perform this moving opera". They mention that "these 
scholars would also get to nreet sonre of our singers after the 
performance" A message that stayed unanswered by the Palestinian Circus 
School. h~ The Mail and Guardian Online of November 4 
(htt p://w~’.mg.co.za/article/2010-11-04-israel-opera-tour-g oe s-ahead-with-a-difference) 
nranaging director Michael Williams was quoted saying: ’the company 
determined to turn the now controversial tour into soruething 
constructive. He wrote to Tutu apologizing that "we were not able to 

accede to his wishes", and has since been in contact with several 
Palestinian organizations that the company will visit and work with on 
their tour. This includes the West-Eastern Divan youth orchestra, which 
trains young Palestinians, the Barenboim-Said Foundation, and a 
Palestinian circus school. Young people frora the school will be flown 
into Israel, taught African dancing and would be included in the 
performance." This report is not only totally unfounded but is currently 
being legally backed to get public retraction by the Cape Town Opera. We 
state that there is no cooperation whatsoever with the Cape Town Opera, 
and we demand a public apology of the company in abusing our name to 
whitewash their unilateral engagement with Israel. The lies they are 
spreading are an attack of our institutional integrity and put at risk 
our credibility and reputation in front of our corumunity. We support the 
Academic and Cultural Boycott and subscribe their and Desmond Tutu’s 
appeal to the Cape Town Opera to cancel their performances in Tel Aviv. 

The Palestinian Circus School. E-mail: Palestinian.circus@gmail.com 



website: www.palcircus ps Tell: + 972 (0) 54 56 71 911 

972 (0) 59 99 26 107 Ramallah, Palestine. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <studentstores@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 10:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Online Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00148320] for Eunice Sahle has been received 

The following adoption(s) were submitted: 

20111 AFR1101 001 
0-534-56769-X AFRICAN POLITICS+S OCIETY SCHRAEDER 
9780865439993 2~kTIGARI NGUGI 

R Neoliberalism and Globalization in Atlcica    Joseph Mensah 
Notes from the Hyena’s Belly: Memories of my Ethiopian Boyhood Nega Mezlekia 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number 

Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summ~-I 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, p]ease contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank BeHamy: 962-8123, f~ellamy@email uric edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 



From: @email,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:56 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: exajn2 

Pro£ Sahle, 

Will ,~ou be holding office hours today? I came by on Friday to pick up my 
exar£, but you had already left I also don’t mind waiting until tomon-ow’s 

class time. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.; 

Monday, November 15, 2010 11:35 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

[Fwd: Fellowship: Ladn American Security, Drugs a~d Democracy] 

digital osi-flyer 2010-2011 .pdf 

Latin American Security, Drugs and Democracy Fellowship 
The Latin American Security, Drugs and Democracy (LASDD) Fellowship supports postdoctoral and dissertation-level research on organized crime, drug 
policy, and related topics across social science and related disciplines. The fellowship seeks to develop a concentration of researchers who are interested in 
policy relevant outcomes and are willing to become members of a global interdisciplinary network. 
ELIGIBILITY 
The competition is open to graduate students at the dissertation stage and recent Ph.D. recipients worldwide conducting research on organized crime, 
drug policy and related issues in Latin America. Dissertation research applicants to the LASDD Fellowship competition must have an approved dissertation 
prospectus but cannot have completed writing for final submission. Post doctoral applicants must have completed the Ph.D. within 5 years of January 
2011. 
FELLOWSHIP TERMS 
The LASDD Fellowship provides support for up to 12 months of continuous research. Fellowship amounts vary depending on the research plan; however, 
support will be provided for travel and living expenses as well as associated research costs. The fellowship includes mandatory participation in two 
interdisciplinary Open Society fellows workshops, one preceding fellowship research and one upon completion of the fellowship tenure. Workshops will be 
organized by the Universidad de los Andes in Bogota, Colombia. Travel and accommodations will be provided. 
Applications will be available online mid-November at http://soap.ssrc.org. Deadline: January 20, 2011. 
The LASDD Fellowship is funded by the Open Society Foundations’ Latin America Program and Global Drug Policy Program. The program is a partnership 
between OSF, the SSRC, and Universidad de los Andes in Bogota, Colombia. 
If any questions, please contact: 
,lessica Mack 
Latin American Security, Drugs and Democraq, Feftowship Program 
Social Science Research Council 
.l Pierrepont Plaza, .15th Floor 
Brooklyn, NY :1.:[20:[ 
Tef. 718-517-3656 
mack@ssrc.org 
http://www.ssrc.org/progra ms/lasdd/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, ~:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

research topic 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have been debating several different topics for my research paper and I 
think I have teased out what I want to do. I just wanted to shoot you my 
idea before I make headway on the research paper rm not stare if you have 
ever read the book "Disposable People" by Kevin Bales, but it is a book I 
have read for a previous class and absolutely love. Basically it is about 
new-age slaver?- that has prospered and developed concurrently with the 
global economy. There are several case studies in the book (one of which is 
on exploited ~vorkers in Brazil and one is on debt bondage in India) so I 
wa s wondering if I could use one of these cases that I have studied before 
as my topic for the paper. Basically, I would use this information (and 
possibly a bit more research from the internet) to provide general 
knowledge that I can then apply Wettstein, Pogge, etc. to. Will this work? 
(I wish I could stop by to talk to you about my idea but I work all day on 
Mondays and have class/work all day Tuesdays; I’m really hoping to get my 
major outline done by tomorrow evening so I thought an e-mail would be the 
best way to ask ) 

’]7hanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~em~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Re: RE: research topic 

Okay, sounds good. Thank you. I will go ahead and start doing research but will yon be on campus before 1130 on Wednesday so I can maybe expand on my 
thoughts? 

On _ :30 PM, Sahle, Eunlce N <eunice,@~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

> Dear 

> I think that if you flame the question/s through theories of rights and justice it could work. 
> 

> Hopefully we can meet this week betbre our class on Thursday. 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sahle. 

> From: a~email.nnc.edul 

> Sent: Monday, 3:01 PM 

> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: research topic 
> 

> Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> I have been debating several different topics for my research paper and I 
> think I have teased out what I want to do. I just wanted to shoot you my 

> idea before I make headway on the reseaxch paper. I’m not sure if you have 

> ever read the book "Disposable People" by Kevin Bales, but it is a book I 

> have read for a previous class and absolutely love. Basically it is about 

> new-age slave~ that has prospered and developed concurrently with the 

> global economy. There are several case studies in the book (one of which is 

> on exploited workers in Brazil and one is on debt bondage in India) so I 

> was wondering ifI could use one of these cases that I have studied before 

> as my topic for the paper. Basically, I would use this intbrmation (and 

> possibly a bit more research t?om the internet) to provide general 

> knowledge that I can then apply V~ ettstein, Pogge, etc. to. Will this work? 

> (I wish I conld stop by to taJk to you about my idea but I work all day on 

> Mondays and have class/work a]l day Tuesdays; I’m really hoping to get tny 

> major outline done by to~norrow evening so I thought an e-m~fil would be the 

> best way to ask.) 

> Thanks’. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu-- 

Monday: 3:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 
Marlin [,uther King Jr. Event 

Dear Professor Sahle 

My name is              and I am a student at UNC Chapel Hill, as well as 
an active member of the Executive Board of the Campus Y. Every year the 
Campus Y, the largest student service organization on campus, partners with 
other student groups to put on a week of events commemorating Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. The Campus Y admires your work with human rights and is 
veW interested in hosting you to speak to the students about your role in 
global political economy, development, and social justice. The program will 
consist of a panel of 5 to 6 speakers, from different fields and areas of 
expertise, speaking on the application of Martin Luther King’s ideals in 
today’s world. The program will be titled: iVlLK, Today. The pulToose of the 
program is to establish that iVlLK’s legacy did not die ~vith him, but is very 
much alive and relevant tu 21 st centuW issues The purpuse of this 
prugram is to raise awareness of the contempurary issues of internatiunal 
aid and development, primarily in Central and Eastern Africa, so that UNC 
students may be educated and empowered to affect change and become 
responsible glubal citizens. It will take place on            at 7pm We 
hope yuur schedule alluws for you to come fur this event. We wuuld be 
honored with your attendance tu our program. Please let us know if you have 
any questiuns ur concerns. Thank you for your consideration uf our request 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Pew A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Monday, 4:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Fxent 

If you have the energy, I don’t see why not 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 3:56 Pivl 
To: Hall, Pelry A 
Subject: FW: Martin Luther King Jr. Event 

Colleague: 

Uuh. "iVlartin Luther and global justice.. :Interrupting coloniality" 

Should I participant? It is the first time I have been ask to lil~ his work with the stuffthat focus on 

Cheers, 

From: @emad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Munday, 3:51 PM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: Martin Luther King Jr. Event 

Dear Prufessor Sable 

My name i~               and I am a student at UNC Chapel Hill, as well as 
an active member of the Executive Buard of the Campus Y. Every year the 
Campus Y, the largest student sep¢ice organizatiun un campus, partners with 
other student gruups tu put un a week uf events cummemurating Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. The Campus Y admires yuur wurk with human rights and is 
very interested in hosting you tu speak to the students abuut yuur role in 
global political ecunumy, develupment, and sucia[ justice. The prugram will 
consist uf a panel uf 5 to 6 speakers, frum different fields and areas uf 
expertise, speaking un the applicatiun uf Martin Luther King’s ideals in 
tuday’s world. ~Ihe program will be titled: MLK, Today. ’]’he purpuse of the 
prugram is to establish that MLK’s legacy did not die with him, but is very 
much alive and relevant tu 21 st centuW issues The purpuse uf this 
prugram is to raise awareness uf the contempurary issues of internatiunal 
aid and develupment, primarily in Central and Eastern Africa, so that UNC 
students may be educated and empowered to affect change and becume 
responsible glubal citizens. It will take place un            at 7pm We 
hope yuur schedule alluws for you tu come fur this event. We wuuld be 
hunored with yuur attendance tu our program. Please let us know if you have 
any questions or concerns. Thank you for your consideration of our request. 

Sincerely-, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 9:59 PM 

Early office hours tomorrow and tomorrow’s agend e: INTS 

Dem All, 

For those who wish to see me before my office hours, please note that I roll be in Battle Hall 302 between 10.30am- 1.00pm. 

Tomorl~oWs seminar: Overview 

1. Globalizing environmental concerns: Key developmenks 
2. Global governance and environment: Smnple ii Conventions 
3.Human fights, environment a~d sus~inable development 
4. Biocentrism, consequentialism and cosmopolitan ethics 
5. SusIainable development 
5. Sustamability now a~d the furore: Attfield and Dr. Wangm-i, etc. 

Bes~t wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 10:09 PM 

Early office hours tomorrow and tomorrow’s agenda: AFRI. 

Dem All, 

For those who wish to see me before my office hours to discuss fi~rther progress on their research papers, please note that I will be in Battle Hail 302 between 

10.30am- 1.00pm. 

Tomon~w’s seminar: Overview 

1. Sources of environmental stress in At~ca, ett}cts and responses (institutional and civil society) 
2. GlobaJizing environmental concerns: Key global and Aliican developments 
3. Global govema~ce and environment issues: Sample ~] Conventions 
4.Human rights, environment and sus~fiuable developmeut 
5. Bioceutrism, consequentialism a~d cosmopolitan ethics 
6. SusIainable developmeut: Attifield, Dr. Waugari Maathai, Green Belt Movement, etc. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Religious Observa~ce: Eid 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I hope all is going well. 

I will not be able to attend class tomorrow due to observance of Eid 
al-Adha. 
I apologize for the late email’. 
I hope the seminar tomorrow will be veW productive and thought provoking. 
The past few class sessions have been extremely interesting. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:53 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Re: Early office hours tomonow and tomorrow’s agend e: INTS 

Hi Dr. Sahle! 

I can meet on Thursday or Friday moruing before 11 am. I have class / work after that. Are you available on those morniugs? 

I’m sorry I don’t have much free time - this is my senior year, it’s just not fair! Next semes~ter should be better though. :D 

Th~ks! 

O11 

Dem All, 

21:58, EUNICE N Sable <emaice~{email.mac.edu> wrote: 

For those who wish to see me before my office hours, please note that I will be in Battle Hall 302 bem, een 10.30aa~- 1.00pm. 

Tomon~oWs seminar: Overview 

1. Globalizing environmenta] concerns: Key davelopments 

2. Global goveruance and envimnmem: Smnple Conventions 

3.Human rights, environment a~d sus~inable development 

4. Biocentrism, consequentialism and cosmopolitan ethics 

5. Sustainable development 

5. SustaJnabili~, now a~d the thture: Attfield and Dr. Wangaad, etc. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:38 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Research on Tanzania and South Africa 

Dr. Sahle, 

I can meet on the 3rd but I have a class at 10am and 12 on Friday’s so I am available any time other than those on that date. In the meantime should we continue our 

research and revisions based on our previous conversation in which we structure the analysis as a case s~ud~v of South Africa and Tanzania regarding health and water 

as a human right? I will be out of the country, during the mater break so I will need to get the bulk of this completed beibre I leave on the               . Also, 

should we be including Dr. Galvin in the revising process or getting her opinion on sources to include? I would like to include her experti~ and gmdance m constructing 

this chapter but I do not want to be insensitive to her situation. Please let us know how to proceed aa t?~x as including Dr. Galvin’s knowledge in this chapter. 

ENoy your travels’. 

Best, 

On Tue, 

Dear 

at 7:44 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Given time constraints because preparations tbr pre~ntations abroad beginning this Friday, let’s plan to meet after my return ti-om Germany and Kenya the week of 

the 28. Friday morning about 10.00am on       vould be perfect. Let me know if this date works tbr you. At the meeting we will discuss additional material and 

also a plan to wrap up the chapter before school opens in Janua~. 

Best wishes and Happy Thanksgiving! 

Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~)gmail.coml 
Sent: Sunday. 8:37 PM 

To: 

Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Research on Tanzania and South Africa 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have a class that meets at 5:00 on Tuesday, so I could only meet for 

15 minutes (although I can be a few minutes late to class, also). Do 

you feel that this will be sufficient’? I know that     can certa~hiy 

relate anything else back to me. Unless you feel that it won’t work, I 

look tbrward to meeting with you all Tuesday. 

On Sun, at 6:00 PM, 2~Inail.com> wrote: 

> Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> I hope that your event went well; I am available to meet Tuesday at 4:45, 

> and I am looking forward to getting more advice for shaping this chapter. 

> Best, 

> On Sat, at 8:04 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~b.email.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
>> 

>> Dea~ 
>> 

>> I was hosting a guest lecturer involved in several events at UNC this week 

>> hence this delayed response. 



>> Can we meet on Tuesday to discuss the way forward? We can meet at 4A5pm 

:~> at the Graham Memorial. Kindly let me know if this time would work liar you. 

:~> On another note, given the health issues ruth Dr. Ga]vin we have decided to 

:~> postpone submitting "the manuseript to the publishers nntil mid-January to 
>> given her time so there is sotne time to work on your chapter. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 

>> Dr. Sable. 

>> From: C~gmafil.com] 

>> Sent: Monday 10:47 AM 

>> To: SaNe, EuNce N 
>> Cc: Benjamin Pierce 

>> Subject: Reseaxch on Tanzania and South Africa 

>> Dr. Sahle, 

>> Ben and I have tnet to discuss the research and had several questions. 

>> First we decided to outline the structure of the chapter to tnirror that of 

>> our Tm~zania paper by discussing the history and role of privatization of 

>> water resources in Sonth Africa and the effects this has on the health of 

>> individuals who are disenfranchised and still lack water access. Then we 

>> wonld place both of these case studies within the broader debates regarding 
:~> water as a human right and the use of neoliberal reform such as 

:~> privatization in order to promote economic development. We were wondering if 

>> you would be able to meet this week to give us further guidance? We are 

:~> planning to have a first draft of our section on South Africa ready by 

>> Wednesday and are both free before 9:30am and from 11-12pm. Also, we wanted 

>> to be clear about the timeline for this piece, when we e-mafil our version to 

>> yon on the 19th will there then be time for editing by yourself and Dr. 

>> Galvin or do we need to have those edits complete by the 19th? 
>> Also, in terms of research we had several questions that we asked Dr. Bond 

>> about (Ben shonld coW you on that email) bnt we also wondered if yon or Dr. 

>> Galvin had any more resources to recommend? We were more specifically 

>> concerned with finding the most current information on the debates in both 

>> comatries becanse without being in either coantry we are concerned that we 

>> may miss developments that are not docnmented on websites. For instance, 

>> TGNP’s mos"t recent update on the water debate on their website is t?om last 

>> years gender tbstival. If you have any ideas as to how we can make sure we 

>> are cognizant of the cuirent debates in both countries please let us know. 

>> Additionalls~ we realize that our paper from Tanzania will need revision 

>> before our final draft and we were wondering if you had any comments or 

>> recommendations for improvement from when yon graded it’? ( I have attached 

>> it to this email) 
>> Additionally, we did not know how to proceed with contacting Dr. Galvin so 

>> if yon could help advise us with how to include her in this process that 

>> would be helpful. 

:~> Thanks so nmch, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 3:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

my grades in 1NTS 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

this time I wont accidently sendj ust the first line of my email 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I wanted to write you at1 email not to complain or to try to change my 
grades, but to apologize and explain ~vhy my performance on your tests has 
been mediocre. I am normally a veW engaged and dedicated student, and I 
have in fact read the vast majority of the reading this semester, and am 
working on catching tap on evewthing else. I do not want you to think that 
my exam grades are a reflection of my interest in your class. I find you 
veW engaging as a professor and enjoy this topic immensely I also have 
dedicated a huge amount of time to studying for your tests. Unfortunately, 
this has been a ve~ personally difficult semester for me, and the timing 
of the exams has been unfortuaaately timed with personal events in my life 
The first exam took place two days after my boyfriend of 2 years 
unexpectedly broke up with me, and the second exam took place 3 days after 
the unexpected death of my best friend since middle schuo[, and one day 
befure his l~neral I am nut writing this email tu try to illicit sympathy 
from yuu, I am just writing it because I fee[ badly about my perfurmance. I 
don’t want yuu to think i am an apathetic student who is uninterested, the 
opposite is true. I just felt that I needed to explain this to you. I am 
embarrassed that I have allowed lay persunal life to effect my academic 
perfurmance, but it is harder to avoid that than I thought it would be. 



F~m: @gmail,com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email,nnc.edtv"~ 

Subject: class today 

Hi Professor Sable, 

I am not feeling well and have decided to go home for the rest of the afternoon. I’ll get the class notes from another student. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro <marissa.delfierro@universi~readers.com~ 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 6:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Available to chat about upcoming course material deadlines? 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

I’ve been talking with instructors at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill who are concerned with bookstore and materials deadlines, and want more time to 
choose materiaJs for the upcoming terms. 

We work ruth thousands of professors who need to noti~ the bookstore in advance of their plans. Our services allow you to create course packs using your choice of 

content from any publisher. We offer flexible distribution options - - you can make yonr course pack available throngh the campns bookstore or our e-commerce 

website (we ship directly to your students). And, while your course pack is being prepared, we can provide you with an order number to give yonr bookstore or 

include in a materials order ti~rm. 

I’d love the opportunity to learn more about your course needs and see how we can work together. Please contact me by email or let me know when may be the best 

day and time to reach you over the phone. You can also receive a complimentaD’ In[i~Kit to learn more about our services. 

Thanks and I look forward to hearing from you! 

Ve~ best, 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 

Acquisitions Editor 

Universi~ Readers, Inc. 
3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Suite 500 i San Diego, CA 92121 

marissa.delfierro@universityreaders.com i ph. 800.200.3908 x543 

P.S. If you’ve teaching other classes with high enrollments, ask about onr new Cognella imprint. ~Ve publish marketable anthologies and original manuscripts for 

professors nationmde. 

www.universityreaders.com 

This is a commercial message, and University Readers is an entirely independent company. If you do not wish to receive emails l]com University Readers, please send 

an email to removal@universi~,readers.com with "Remove" in "the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:01 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: this time I wont accidently send jus~t the tirst line of my email 

Thank you for getting back to me, I would really appreciate talking to you 
about preparation for the finah I ~vould be able to come to your office 
hours on Tuesday the ls. I really appreciate this 

On Tue,            23:50:24 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dea~ 
> 
> Thanks for letting me know the context of your performance in INTS 
> Let’s meet aI’ter the Lo discuss preparation for the final exam and 
> your paper. 
> 

> Take care and I am so sorry to hear about what you have been going 
through 
> in the last couple of months. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle. 
> 

> 

> t;rom ,@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday: 3:18 P]VI 
> To: SahIe, Eunice N 
> Subject: this time I wont accidently send just the :first line of my emai[ 
> 

> I)ear Dr SaNe, 
> I wanted to write you an emai[ not to complain or to try to change my 
> grades, but to apologize and explain why my performance on your tests has 
> been mediocre I am normally a very engaged and dedicated student, and 
> have in fact read the vast majority of the reading this semester, and am 
> working on catching up on everything else I do not want you to think 
that 
> my exam grades are a reflection of my interest m your class. ] find you 
> very engaging as a professor and enjoy this topic immense]y I also have 
> dedicated a huge amount of time to stu@ing for your tests 
Unfortunately, 
> this has been a very personally difficult semester for me, and the timing 
> of the exams has been unfortunately timed with personal events in ray 

> The first exam took place two days aRer ray boyfriend of 2 years 
> unexpectedly broke up with me, and the second exam took place 3 days 
after 
> the unexpected death of tW best fiiend since middle school, and one day 
> before his funcrah I ara not writing this email to try- to illicit 
sympathy 
> from you, I am just writing it because I feel badly about ray performance. 
I 
> don’t want you to think i ara an apathetic student who is uninterested, 
the 
> opposite is true. I just felt that I needed to explain this to you. I am 
> embarrassed that I have allowed ray personal life to erect my academic 
> perfom~ance, but it is harder to avoid that than I thought it would be. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 2:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.umc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: G.O.P. Opposition Dims Hope tbr Arms Treab, With Russia 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:/lw,~vw.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l l/!7/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq &’~NineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This 

November 17, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

G,O,P, Opposition Dhows [tope 

President Obama’s pursuit of a treaty 
with Russia appeared to come 
undone as the chief Senate 
Republican negotiator moved to 
block a vote. 

~ Post a Comment 

Do|an Chosen as President of 

UoSo Bishops~ Group 

Archbishop Timothy M. Dolan of 
New York will lead the United States 
Conference of Catholic Bishops. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

One ~Nay to Trhn Deflelt: cu]lth’ate Growth 

Economic growth, if it is not cut, would go a long way toward reducing the deficit. 

. NYTimes corn Borne Pao~e 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ARCIIB~S~IOP TIMOTHY M. DOLAN OF NE~ YORN, who is abont to begin a three- year tet’m 

as preside~t of ~he U~fited States C(m{’erenee of Catholic Bishops, 

DINING & WINE 

[] VIDEO GALLERY 

’I’hanksgi~4ng Cooking With 

Mark Bittm an 
MinimMist videos for Thanksgiving 
recipes and other dishes that would 
fit perfectly at the holiday feast. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Couple Be a 

Modern Family? 

The barriers that stand 
in the way of Prince William and 
Kate Middleton leading "normal" 
lives as husband and wife. 

~E] Post a Comment 

WORLD 

To Save Lh,es, NATO Is Razing Booby-Trapped Afghan Homes 



In districts abandoned by the Taliban, estimates of the number of buildings destroyed by American 

troops begin in the hundreds. 

~E] Photographs: Destroying to Ssve Lives 

Obama Sa~Is Trade Sea~ ~Arhere Friends Are Foes 

Making progress on trade will require the president to navigate opposition fi’om his own part)’, and 

could test how far he will go to build new coalitions. 

Diana’s R~ng Seals Prince Vfill~am’s Marriage Plans 

The announcement of the engagement ended years of speclflation, while kicking off a new round of 

cheers and royal guessing. 

Roya s Show L ;e Atfn y for Rank as " he,~ ake Spouses 

A Costly Quest for th e Dark Heart of the Costa os 

Scientists at NASA hope that the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer will lend important insights into 

what makes np the universe. 

Rare Honor for a Lh4~tg Servke Member 

President Obama gave a Medal of Honor to an A:~y staff sergeant who placed himself in the line of 

fire in Afghanistan. 

CHICAGO JOURNAL 

A Hurried Announcement for a New Michdlu City 

In their first guide covering Chicago, Michelin leaders deemed two restam’ants worthy of their 

highest rating, putting the city on par with San Francisco and not so far behind New York. 

BUSINESS 

Currency Fight With CNna Divides UoSo B*lsiness 

American businesses that import Chinese goods face higher prices, but exporters are predicting 

sales growth. 

FoDJ~ Panel Backs Dr~lg for Lupus 

Benlysta would be the first approved drug to treat lupus ix: decades. 

Shares Drop on }Va~l Street Anfid Gbbal Worries 

Worries about Europe’s debt crisis and possible moves in Asia to slow fast-paced growth there pushed 

the markets lower. 

S P O RTS 

Army-Notre Dame Stirs Ya~kee Stadium Ghosts 

Army (6-4) and Notre Dame (5-5) will resume their historic football rivalry at the new Yankee 

Stadium, the first game in the Bronx between the teams since ~969. 

UCONN 65, BAYLOR 64 

By Slimmest Margin, UConn Exte~Ns Streak 

Maya Moore scored 3o points in top-ranked UConn’s rousing victory over No. 2 Baylor to narrowly 

extend the Huskies’ winning streak to 8o games. 



~ Men’s College Basketball Roundup 

A Roun(labout Ro~rte to Colu~nbla~s Coaching 3 ob 

Kyle Smith played at ttamilton, failed to get a job at Rensselaer Polytechnic, and made a name for 
himself at St. Mary’s 

* More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Aeo~stic,~ Meet Excess on Road to ~Vbo K~ows ~he~e 

Sn(jan Stevens, who performed at the Beaeon Theater on Monday nighL the last show in his latest 

American tonr~ offered an ever-expanding crazy4lnilt of inflnences. 

~ Pr,sfi~e ot Suf]an Stevens 

HUMANITIES 2.0 

Digital Keys foe Unlocking the Humanities’ Riches 

Digitally savvy scholars are exploring how technology ean enhanee nnderstanding of the liberal 
arts. 

Co~rting \qo~ne~a~ Playboy TV Puts E~phasis on hafi~nacy 
~.::y ~’.:R O O K:.’: 

In dannary, the subseription ehannel Playboy ~ will begin shifting its male-driven eontent with a 
higher-quality, female-friendly slate of reality shows. 

* More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

THE CURIOUS COOK 

Is It Thne for an Oil Change in the K~tehen? 

A test of cooking oils revealed that even expensive extra-virgin olive oils lose their flavor when 

heated. 

P~e to C~pcake: ’FitneSs Up 

Suddenly, New York and San Francisco are national centers of pie innovation, with flavors and 
techniques that can easily be adapted by Thanksgiving cooks. 

~[~] Slide Show: Recipes for Pies and Tarts 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I THE HURRICANE CLUB 

Pon~p and Pu Pu a~d :~11 That No~se 

A new restaurant featuring a hnx Polynesian menu of sticky, sweet, fi’ied and wok4ossed dishes is 

surprisingly winning. 

~ S~ide Show on Diner’s Journal ~ ~ Post a Comment 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The I’;n~pty Earmarks Pledge 

Eliminating earmarks alone won’t fix the country’s fiscal ills. 

EDITORIAL 

Accou~tabilib- fo~" To~¢u~’e (in B~*itai~) 

Britain has decided to compensate former detainees at Gnanthnamo Bay, Cuba. Meanwhile, the 

United States is still operating the prison camp, with no end in sight. 

EDITORIAL 

For Katrlna V~cfim s, Relief at Last 
It took five long years, but the federal goven~ment has persuaded Mississippi to do right by 
Hurricane Katrina survivors. That kind of delay should never happen again. 

EDITORIAL 

All Together" Now 

Adding the Beatles catalog to iTunes provides a cnltnral wdidation of a kind that Ap[fle has rarely 

needed from anyone else. 



OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Pretty Good for Govern merit VVork 

Thanks are in order for an economie meltdown averted. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

T]~e V~ay "1"~ ey 

Robert and Barbra and Dick and W., reuniting to celebrate The Way We Were. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Too Go~d to Cheek 

This tall tale just had to be repeated. And repeated. And repeated. The facts had to wait till 

.~nderson Cooper checked them out. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 17, 1973, President Nixon told an Associated Press managing editors meeting in Orlando, 

Fla., that " "people have got to know whether or not their president is a crook. Well, I’m not a crook." 

See This Front Page 
Buy Tihis F~’ont Page 

You received this message because you signed Lip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 

{he TRUSTe ~rivaoy program; we are commit{ed to pmtec{ing yodr privacy. 

Manage Subscrip{ions I Unsubsoribe I Change You~ E-Mail I Privacy Poiioy i Con~ct i Adver{ise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campus Health <campus health@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 9:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Core Research Study 

Dear L~,-C Faculty/Stall; 

You are one of the LrNC facul~z/staff members who have been randomly selected to participate in an anonymous online campus alcohol research study examining perceptions and attitudes 
Your participation and honest answers are veW important. The information will be used to create and evaluate educational programs and to improve prevention and treatment services for 
students. 

The online survey will take approximately t~ven~z-five minutes to complete. The survey is located at ~vww.coresurvey.com; the L2xlC 5 digit login code 17929. If you choose to participate, 
you can complete the survey right now, or anytime up until 11/30/2010. 

To assist our campus in being the best environment it can be, please answer all questions honestly. 

*The survey questions ask about your perceptions regarding alcohol & other drugs at L~’C Chapel Hill 

*This survey is completely voluntaly’. You may- choose not to participate or not to answer an?- specific questions. You may skip an?- question you are not com[’oltable answering. You can 
decline to participate in this survey without aIt’ecting your employment at UNC. You will not be offered or receive an?- special consideration if you take part in this research. 

*The survey is anonymous. You can be assured that your responses ~vill never be matched with your name, since IP addresses will be removed from the survey when it is submitted The 
record of all e-mail invitations delivered will be kept separate Iicom all responses received, and will be destroyed once the survey is complete. 

*Your privacy and research records will be kept cunfidentia[ to the extent ufthe law. The st~ff ufthe UNC Institutional Review Buard, the Office of Institutiunal Research, and Campus 
Health Services may review" the cumulative data, but cannot use this data tu identi[~,! specific individuals. 

*’]7his stu@ assumes nu significant risk to participants. The purpuse of the stu@ is tu gain new knowledge to impruve the campus cummunity. Huwever, yuu may nut benefit persunally 
from this research study 

*The results ufthis study may be published as broad-based UNC trends. ~I]ae data obtained from you will be cumbined with data from others in the publication. The published results will 
not include yuur name or any uther informatiun that wuuld persunally identify yuu in any way 

*Ifyuu feel that answering specific demugraphic questiuns would reveal yuur identi~, you may chouse tu leave them blank. 

*If you have any questiuns about your rights as a research participant you can contact, anonymously if yuu wish, the Institutional Review Board at 919-966-3113 or by email tu 
IRB subjects@unc edu. 

If you have any questions abuut this survey or about alcohol and ur other drugs, please cuntact Dean Blackburn, Assistant Dean of Students, at blackburn@unc edu. 

Thank you fur taking the time and thuught to complete this survey We appreciate yuur participation. 

Sincerely, 

Dean Blackburn 
Assistant Dean of Students 
Office uf the Dean uf Students 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 9:06 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Librarian Position at University of Illinois, Urbana-ChampaJgn 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [clasp] Position at Unive~ity of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 

Date:Tue, 16 Nov 2010 17:44:05 -0600 (CST) 
From:Angelina Coffer <coffe<~,illinois.edu> 

To:CLASP <clasp@uflists.utexas.edu> 

International and Areas Studies Librarian and Head, International and Area Studies Library and Professor of Library Administrat 

University of I1 I i noi s at Hrbana-Champaig~ Li b~a~y 

Position Available: Position is o~en until filled. This is a full-time~ twelve-month~ tenure-system faculty appointment. Ra 

Duties and R}spensJbJlities: Reperting t) the UriJvei[sity Librarian, the Head o[ th} InterrHR:ional and Area StuJi}s (iAS) Libr 
well as the study of distinct nations and regions. 

The s’icoessfu] candidate wJ ] ] : 

Provide leadership for the successful integration of personnel and core activities supporting collections and public 

Ov}fsee eperations and establish prierJtJes for oere servic}s ii] the IAS Library, including reference s}fvice, co]]ec 

Collaborate collegially and cooperatively with other personnel in the IAS Library, other unit heads, the AUL for Serv 

Evaluate/coach/mentor personnel ; 

Direct the selection, training, evaluation, and deployment of support staff members and graduate assistants!hourly st 

Prepare regular and on-demand reports for the IAS Lib<ary, including but not limited to strategic plans, annual goals 

Provide collection deveioDment, reference service, and bibliographic instruction for general international areas. De 

Coo=diNate IAS web siLe managen}nt, digital p:ojeoLs, developmenL a~d manag}menL ef additienal ce]lections, specJ[ic 

Perform other related duties as assigned. 

Qualifications: Required: Experience leading and managing in an academic or research environment , particularly in area studi 

n 

-English languages; Comnitm~’i]t to mentoi[ing and training ; Evidence of strong tean-l~’adershJ~ skills; Demensti[atHJ excellent c 

Salary and Rank: Sala<y co~saensurate with credentials and experience, and will include an administrative component for the five 

To Apply: Please co~’plete your candidate p<ofiie at htt~s://jobs.illinois~edu! Upload letter of application and complete resuK 

Deadline: Position is open until filled. A~plicant submissions will be reviewed beginning 12/14/2010. in order to ensure full 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TLLINOIS IS AN AFFIRIiATIVE ACTIONiEQNAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

Angelina Cetler, Ph.D. 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin A~’erican and Caribbean Studies 

Lemarm Institute fer Brazilian StL]dJes 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
206 International Studies Building 
910 South Fifth Street 
Champaign, IL 61820 
217-333-8419 (tel) 
217-244-7333 (fax) 
http://~w.clacs.iilJ~K)is.edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 9:11 AM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; ti:- residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Fihn Festival conlinues tonight at Durham Tech and [YNC-Crreensboro 

All Latin American Film Festival events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festival schedule, directions to the venues, and other infom~ation, visit the 

Latin American Film Fes~tival web site at http://latinfilnffestivalnc.conv’ 

ERC Auditorium, Main Cmnpus, Duflmm Technical Commnnity College, Durhmn, NC 

Los Que se Quedmr/Those Who RemaJm 

Juan Carlos Rulfo y Caxlos t tagennan. (Mexico, 2009) 91 min. 

::x:: 

Mexico is now the world’s largest exporter of its people, with up to halfa ~nillion people each yem crossing the US-Mexico border in search of work. The toll this 

explosion in emigralion has taken is particulaxly evident in centraJ~ Mexico and in southern states like Chiapas and Yucata~ where entire cities and towns have been 

depleted. Half of the population of the state of Zacatecas, for exan~ple, now lives in the United States. What happens to the fmnilies that s~y behind? This is a film 

about the families that are left behind when their loved ones leave home in search of a better life abroad. Spanish with English subtitles. 

Bryan Building, Room 160, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, NC 

i, Que pasa despues de la coca?, Coca Lives 

Roberto Lanza, Juan C. Gomez Millo. (Bolivia, 2006) 88 min. 

Today, there are 70,000 fmnilies in Bolivia whose lives depend exclusively on the ancestral farming of the coca lea£ This practice has been declared illegal for the past 

12 yeaxs in Bolivia. The US has monitored the application of the law and has engineered consistent military and economic pressure. What are the real motives and 

consequences behind the US campaign to wipe ont the coca leaf cnlture? Spanish, Quechua, A)~nara with English subtitles. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Jesse A. Hardin <jahardin@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

Institute of African American Research <iaarlist@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[iaarlist] Fwd: Fwd: Fellowship opportunity 

From: Paul Leslie <pleslie~e~nail.unc.edu> 

Date:                  3:55:55 PM EST 

To: aanth grad listserve <anfllropolog-~’-graduate,@]istserv.unc.edu> 

Co: Armro Escobar <aescobar(~email.unc.edu>, Brian Billman <bbillman~email.unc.edu>, Carole Crumley <cmmlev~email.unc.edu>, Charles Price 

<cprice l(~email.unc.edu~, Chris Nelson <Clnels~n(~email.unc.edu~, Dale Hutchinson <dhutchin~email.unc.edu>, Donald Nonini 
<dnonini(a)email.unc.edu>, Dorothy Holland <dholland4~unc.edu>, Michele Rivkin-Fish <mrfish@email.unc.edu>, Glenn Hin~n <ghin~n@unc.edu>, 

Jim Peacock <peacock@unc.edu>, "Colin T. Wes~t’’ <colin.ol:west@gmail.com>, Karla Slocum <kslocum@unc.edu>, Margaret Wiener 

<mwiener~b~email.anc.edw~, Margie Scarry <scany@email.unc.edu>, Mark Sorensen <m~rensen(a)unc.edu>, Norris Johnson 
<norris iolm~n(~unc.edu>, Patricia Sawin <~win~unc.edu>, Paul Leslie <pMeslie(a)unc.edtr~, Peter Redfield <rediield,@.email.unc.edu>, Robert 

Daniels <robe(t daniel ~s~unc.edu>, SiMa Tomaskova <to~nas(~unc.edu>, Terence Evens <tmevens~)email.unc.edu>, V~J~erie Lambert 
< vlambert({bunc.edu>, Rudi Colloredo <mdi-colloredo({bunc.edu>, Vin Steponaitis <vin(~unc.edu >, Patricia McAnany < Incananv~email.unc.edu>, 

Amanda Thompson <~althomps~email.unc.edu>, Fatimah Jackson <fatilnohi@email.unc.edu>, Jean Dennison <ieand@email.unc.edu>, Anna Agbe 

<ap, be - davies~,unc.edu> 

Subject: Fellowship opportunity 

The TIAA-CREF Ruth Simms Hamilton Research Fellowship 

"recognizes graduate academic achievement and research at the cutting edge to further the stu@ of the African Diaspora." 

More information: 

http://www.tiaa- cretinstitute .org, m~,ards/hamilton.html 

Application deadline is 

-- Paul 

Paul Leslie 

Professor and Chair 
Depar~anem of Anthrotx~logy 

University of North Carolina. Chapel ttill 

919-843-8978 

pMeslie(~unc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to 

iaarlist as: etmice~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28139572-2005155.98079c5596eaTa lc806eael f0f324044,@]istserv.unc.edu 

TNs email is being forwarded to the Listserv of the Institute of African American Research, located at the Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. TNs lis~tserv 

periodically lists i~fformation on upcoming IAAR programs, related organizations, and constituents. For more i~fformation, please contact the IAAR Programming 

Coordinator at 919.962.6810. 



From: @emaila~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday 12:18 PM 

To: 

Subjet~: slides t?om tuesday: AFRI 

Hi Professor S~Ne, 

I just wanted to remind you about the slides from class on Tuesday. I think there were two: "Globalizing Envimtm~ental Debates: Key Developments" mid "Envirotm~ent: 
Examples of Conventions." See you in class tomorrow’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Estrada, Oswaldo <oestrad~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 12:24 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke, edu (intl- dunc~las~)duke.edu): isa-t~ulty@liskserv.unc.edu; Romance Languages Facul~ 

(romlangihc@listserv.unc.edu); @emml.unc.edu>; Veronica Grossi ( @gmail.com); 

~gmml.com; samonde@uncc.edu; Brian Price (pricebl@wfu.edu); Yuri Herrem       @hotmail.com); Catalina Arango 

)@g~nail.co~n) 

Sobre "Ca(tografias del siglo XXI" Abs~tract... 

This Friday at UNC: 

"Cartografias del siglo XXI" 

Jos~ Ram6n Ruis~nchez y Oswaldo Zavala 

Esta conversacidn propone un panorama cr~tico de la narrativa latinoamericana de la primera d~cada del siglo XXI. Desde Argentina a M~xico, se discutir~n los principales 
proyectos literarios que implican a la vez continuidades y rupturas de las distintas tradiciones nacionales. La propia obra narrativa de Jos~ Ramdn Ruis~nchez servir~ de punto 
de partida para este an~lisis a dos voces. 

WHEN: FRIDAY, @ 5pro 

WHERE: Toy Lounge 

Nos vemos!!! 

Oswaldo Estrada 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n)~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 2:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, The New DealBook, ttoliday Gift Guides and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimes comladsiemaiiads/editpromo!20101 1171attimes.htmi 

[ii.~ N .... ber 17, 2010 @Times- 

DealBook                                              ~ 
DealBook is tile tr~sted go-to for insiders and wannabe 
insiders on the must essential business news of the day. 
Nuw expanded with more breaking news~ real-time analysis, 
market ~pdates, video and daily e-mail newsletters and alerts~ 
Visit the new mobile site, fullow ~s un Twitter and eunnect with 
us on Faeebook tu stay plugged in to the most important news of 
the day~ 

Holiday Gift Guides                                   ~ 
Searchiug for the perfect gift? Dou’[ miss the Hohdav Gift 

Nnd the perfcet coffee table books, graphic books and see the best 
fltustrated chi[dve~Ys books of 2om~ See which tec~ h-.re[ated gifts 
David Pogue recommends for each room in yore" hm~se and much 

, Los Angeles on Sine a Day 

, Chefs’ Tips for the 
Thanksgiving Meal 

* ~s Ovoupou Good {’of Small 
Businesses? 

, A1 Paehm in ’The Met’ebaat o[ 
Venice’ on Broadway 

* Katt Lagev[’eid: ~n His Own 
Words 

more v~ith our Gift Guides, 

Join the Conversation = Room for    ~ 
Debate 

~6 %~,~ays to Cut the Deflelt 

"With the,federal deficit nou~ $~. ~ trffIion - about ~o peree~* o] 
gross domesde product - bo~h Democrats a~M Republicans are 
pa~dng forward plans to reda~ee ~he fiscal shor~jbl[. David 
Leonhard~, wri~ng in the Week m Review, examines the mang 
optiotts on the table, l~t this discussion, experts offer some spec~c 
u~ags, large a~M small, to reduce spet*di~g or raise revem~es." 

~ SLIDE StlO’~,* Diane 

Keatoffs Disappearing Acts 
The actress has spent the better 
part of a near 4o-year film 
career playing an assortment of 
tentative, endearingly flighty 
characters, masking her allure 
beneath layers of cloth. 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: 
Budget Puzzle: You t,ix the 
Budget 
Today, you’re in charge of the 
nation’s finances. Make your 
own plan for closing the ~o~5 
and ~ogo budget gaps, then 
share it online. 

"Iu veadiug a[] of the ~6 ways to cut the deficit, tbeveis one that 

is missing: The 5o% Soda[ Security bombs awarded to non-- 

wot’king spouses, Since there are more two--wot’king fami[ies 

money for ’stay.-a t-home’ womem The least that out’ politicians 

could do is to eliminate that extra 5o% on an ’a bility-to-.pay’ 

.... Posted b# 

"Guod s~ggestiom And tax all financial transactions, That would 

discourage excessive risk and dis-ineentivize the ~se of the high- 

speed computers in dark pools. Not only would it generate 

revenue for deficit red~etiom it wo~dd also restore a bit of 

faivm~ss to a playing field that is a travesty, right 

.... Posted b# Joe 

~ Join the Com, ersat~on ~> 

Top 5 Viewed Features on NYTi ...... 

(Wednesday, November i0, 2010- Tuesday, November 1.6, 2010) 

~ VIDEO; 

Si:hoo[, Iuterrnpted 
College Classique Feminin is 
widely considered to be one of 
the best schools for Haiti’s 
struggling middle class. Now, 
just as it starts a new school 
year, CCF is in jeopardy of 
closing. 



~. Top ~(i ~[ust-H:~ve Apps for the iPhone, and S~oae Rmmet’s-Up 

2. Nazis Wet’e Given ’Safe Haven’ h~ U.S., Report Says 

3. [~ch: Who Wi~ Stand Up to the Superrich? 

4, The O~@m St~kes C~mie Gold WiH~ Biden Spool’s 

5, The Price 2o-Somethings Pay to Live in the City 

Connect with Room for 

Debate orl Faceboek. 

Sign up ~o~ Sophistica[ed 

8hopper and be the first to 

know about sebctive 
sabs, in-store promotions 

and ~’nore. 

ABOUT THiS !~-MA~ L 

@..Times comes to you from the N’~l-imes.com marketing department 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe ] Change Your E..Mail [ Privacy Policy [ Contact [ Advertise 

Copyright 2010 [ he h ew York "rues Company ] NY[imes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



Dear Eunice, 

We’d like to welcome you back to The New York Times with a special deal 

reserved for returnin~ subscribers. Save 50% for 6 full months - that’s twice our 

standard offer - and enjoy easy 

"Get back into the conversation~ for 50% less." 

Find out what people are talkin~ about - insightful discussions on 8[obal 

news, the economy, travel~ business, culture and so much more 

Savor the paper with convenient early A.M. delivery to your home 

Rediscover the exclusive Times sections and content you once enjoyed, 

from The Sunday Masazine and Week in Review to Science Times, 

Thursday Styles, Travel and more 

So restart your subscription now and start savins! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 5:10 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Spring 2011 Graduate Course on Modem Latin American & Caribbean History at Duke 

DUKE HST 312.01: ILEADINGS IN MODERN LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY 

Professor John D. French 

Monday 7:15-9:45PM, Carr 229 (East Campus) 

Theory 

Sartre, Jean Paul. SearchJbr aA~ethod. New York: Vintage, 1968. 

Wars of Independence 

Lynch, John. Simrn Bolivar: A Life. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006. 

Eric Van Young, The Other Rebellion: Popular Violence, Ideology, and the Mexican Struggle for Independence, 1810-1821. Stanford. Calif.: Stanford University 

Press, 2001. 

Dominican Republic 

Richard Lee Tufits, Foundations of De~sl)oti.s~n: Peasants, the Trujillo Regime, and AJoderniO~ in Dominican History. Stan~brd, C~]if.: Stanford University Press, 

2003. 

Robin Derby, 7kte Dictator’s Seduction: Politics and the Popular Imagination in the Dominican Republic. Durhmn: Duke University Press, 2009. 

Mexican Revolution 

Katz, Friedrich. The Life and Times of Pancho Villa. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998. 

Enviromnental Issues 

Rogers, Thomas D. The Deepest ~¥ounds: The Laboring Lands’capes of S~g~w in Northeast Brazil. Chapel Hill: University of Nort~h Carolina Press, 2010. 

Miguel Tinker Sala~ The Enduring Legacy: Oil, Cullure, and Sociely in Venezuela. Durhan: Duke University Press, 2009. 

Urban Life & Politics 

Mark Alan Healey, 2Ire Ruins of the New Argentina: P eronism and the Remaking of San Juan @er the 1944 Earthquake. Durhmn: Duke University Pres~ 

2011. 

Brodvwn Fischer, A Pove~D, of Rights: Citizenship and Inequality in Twentieth Century Rio de Janeiro. Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 2008. 

\Vorking-Class Politics, Populis~n and Oral History 

French, John D. The Brazilian ~Yorkers’ABC: Class Conflicts andAlliances in A~odern S~o Paulo. Chapel ttill: University of North Carolina Press, 1992. 

Jody Pavilack, MiningJbr the Nation: The Politics of Chile’s Coal Communities from the Popular Front to the (Told ~Yar. State College: Penn State University 

Press, 2011. 

CulmrM Itistory and Oral History Methodology 

Christopher Thomas Gaffi~ey, Temples of the Earthbound Gods’: Stadiums in the Cultural Landscapes of Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires. 1st ed. Austin: 

University of Texas Press, 2008. 

Daniel James, Do~aMaria’s Story: Life History, ~lemory, andPoliticalIdentiO,. Durham: Duke University Press, 2000. 

Please note that the list of readings is tentative and subject to change in terms of student interest. For more intbm~ation, contact me at: jdfrench(a)duke.edu 

John D. French 

Professor of History and African and Affican-A~nerican Studies 

Duke University 

For more information on my activities, and copies of my publications, please consult my departmenta] web page at 



http://fds.duke.edu/db!aa~Nst~r~/facul~/jdfrench 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

MPSA <MPSA@conference - info.i~ffo~ 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 8:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Call tbr Posters Deadline Dec 3. MPSA ContErence 

View this email as Webpa~e 

Undergraduate Poster submission deadline: December 3, 2010 
7he 69th Annual MPSA Conference will be heldJ?om March 31-April 3, 2011 at the Palmer House Hilton in Chicago, 1L. Several years ago, we added 

a section where advanced undergraabmte students can present a research project during a poster session. It is a great opportuni~Jbr students interested in 

attending graduate school, since it gives them experience at an academic conference. If you have any qualified undergraduate students completing a 

capstone project, please encourage them to submit a proposal. 

Discussants and Chairs needed for MPSA Conference http://~.mpsanet.org 
The Program Committee is still assembl#~g the panels, and th~ need f!tcul~ willing to serve as discussants or chairs on a panel, lf you know of 

colleagues who might be interested in sera,ing in these roles please forward them this email and encourage them to se~we. 

Founded in 1939, the 3/[PSA is located in Bloomington, hMiana (320 West 8& Street, Suite 218). 

Comments from Past Participants: 

"The substantial intrinsic pleasures of be#~g in Chicago aside, the MPSA ’s tremendous varie& of panels means rea@ opportunitiesJbr collegial 

inleFacIion. " 

-Charles Rubin, Duquesne UniversiO, 

"The AIPSA is one of the largest and most ~verse poli6cal science conferences, providng scholars with great opportunities ~o exchange i~as, nemork, 

and ~end a few ~w’ in one of the most enjoyable cities anywhere." 

-D~,id F. Damore, Universi& of Nevada, Las ~gas 

"High quali& work without th@enziedjbeling of a larger co@fence. It makes ~[i&vest a lot more relaxed and fim than other conferences of similar 

qualiO~ ,, 

-Ethan Scheiner, U~ffversi& (f CaliJb~tia, D~is 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 8:14 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Early office hours tomorrow and tomorrow’s agend e: INTS: 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I hope you axe having a good week. I noticed that the syllabus said there would be Inore details about the outline on Blackbom~t but I cannot seem to find anything 

there. Would you mind explaining how detailed you would like the outline to be? Thank you so much. 

See you tomorrow, 

O11 Mon, 

Deax All, 

at 9:58 PM, EUNICE N Sable <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

For those who wish to see me belbre my oitice hour~ please note that I will be in Battle Hall 302 between 10.30am- 1.00pm. 

Tomorrow’s semina~r: Overview 

1. Globalizing environmental concerns: Key developments 
2. Global governance and environment: Smnple Conventions 

3.Human fights, environment and sus~Jnable development 

4. Biocentrism, consequentialism m~d cosmopolitan ethics 

5. Sustainable development 

5. SustaJnabili~, now a~d the future: Attfield and Dr. WangaJd, etc. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



Fi%)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 3:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Detainee Acquilted on Most Counks in ’98 Bombings 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l l/!g/todayshegdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WogdI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Styk~. I Editorials i Op-~.~,. ion T 5 s Day 

November 18, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

De~Mnee Acquitted on Mos~ 

The first former Guantfinamo detainee tried in a civilian court was acquitted of all but one charge 
in the bombings of American Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. 

~ Trial Omitted Statements bg Ghailan~ 

U,S, Taxpayers Recover Billions in Sale of GoMo Sf~ock 

Taxpayer ownership of General Motors was halved after the nation’s largest initial stock offering 

For Califor~lla, a New Monih~ a New Deficl[ 

Five weeks after California elosed a budget gap, it has sunk baek into yet another fiscal crisis. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

{5)urt pessages the u,c~y the~ used to." 

FRED R, SHAPIRO, an associate librarian at Yale Law Sehoo~ and the editor of The O~ford 
Dicti0nary of American Legal Quotations. 

SPORTS 

Doltni]il~eail 

Pipeline 
American businessmen 
are investing in baseball academies 
in the Dominican Republic and 
trying to sell teenage players to 
Major League Baseball teams. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR 
~ The 

The Tao of" Tsool 
Moonbe Moonbeam 
+ 

Jerry Brown might be 
just the penny-pineher 
California needs in a governor. 

Asked & Answered I Anna 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

When butchers, baristas and chefs overshare 

Shopping ~,:,il:h 1:he .’:osturrle de.signer of ’Mad Men’ 

WORLD 

The govermnent’s heavy-handed efforts to control the story of a fatal accident involving a police 
official’s son have been sem~ed by many Chinese. 

Be]ji~g~s Foc~s o~ Food P~-ices Ig~ore,~ B~-oader I~flatlo~ RIM; 

Chinese policy makers are striving to curb inflation, but their approach em~’ies risks. For one thing, 
their plan flies in the face of steps the U.S. has been urging. 



I~dla Mieroeredlt Faces Collapse From Defaults 

Borrowers in an Indian state stopped repaying microloans as politicians accuse the sector of 
profiteering. 

¯ More World News 

THE ROBERTS COURT 

Jusfice~ Are Lo~g on ~,~ords but Sho~ 

The Snpreme Court led by Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. has been eritieized for the quality of its 
jndicial craftsmanship. 

Publicist’s Nilling Is a Los ~M~geles Mystery 

After a well-known publicist was slain on the street, a stunned Hollywood started scripting 
scenarios of its own. 

M~rkowsld ~,~/h~s Alasl~a Senate Race 

Senator Lisa Murkowski won a historic victory in her long-shot run for re-election as a write-in 
candidate. 

Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Taxpayer ownership of General Motors was halved after the nation’s largest initial stock offering 

Chrysler Falls BeMnd as GoMo and Ford Recover 

As General Motors prepares to go pnblie and investors bid up Ford’s stock, Ch~Tsler is increasingly 
being east as the odd man out in Detroit’s resurgence. 

For E uro Na tlo~ts, There ~,~e Strings Attached 

Few economists predict the euro zone will splinter, but many more see some breakup risk. ttowever, 
for strong and weak member’s, a retm’n to national currencies wmfld be painfifi. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

For Eagles, a "Winning Mix of ~flr~d, Biodlesel and Solar 

On Thursday, the Philadelphia Eagles will announce green initiatives that will make Lincoln 
Financial Field the first stadium capable of generating all of its electricity. 

KNICKS 113, KINGS 106 
Stoudernlre Helps Ka~icks Stop Slide 

A six-game losing streak that threatened to ruin a new era was extinguished as the Knieks 
overcame a slow start for a victory over the Kings. 

A~ NoB.A. Move Thzt Crossed an Oeea~ 

It is common in today’s N.B.A. to see players using basketball moves, most notably the Euro step, 
that originated outside the United States. 

~ \/ideo Dwyane W~de - The Art of The Two Step (Yourube~ 

More SpoC:s News 

ARTS 

Homecomh~g for Stark Record of Apartheid 

Ernest Colds harrowing pictorial record, once banned in South Africa, is being displayed in 
Johannesburg. 

Pardon Bid for Jim Morrlson Rellghts Old Fires 

Chm’lie Crist, Florida’s departing govenmr, seems ready to pardon Jim Morrison of the Doors for a 
197o conviction, and old animosities are resurfaeing. 

National Book Award for Patti Smith 

The rock musician Patti Smith won the National Book Award for nonfietion night for "Just ~ds," a 
memoir. 



FASHION & STYLE 

Her look amt celebrity have made her a brand. Bnt what, exactly, does she represent? 

THE GIMLET EYE 

i.’ologet Him? No Way 

Cee Lo Green celebrated his new album at the W hotel, which, like other hotels, has replaced the 

club as the place to throw a concert party in style. 

~ Times Topics: GnaHs BarKiey 

UP CLOSE 

Fashlol~ on eBay, Spokel~ by A~nabei Tollman 
i.::., .:j. i..X ,’.:ii. 

The auction site’s most visible stylist-to-theanasses is attempting to rebrand it as a style 

destination. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Party of National Security? 

’]?he world’s nuclear wannabes should send a thank you note to Senator don Kyl, who is trying to 

block ratification of a new arms control treaty with Russia. 

EDITORIAL 

What It ~V~H Take to ~ave [re]a~ 

Move than anything, the eountvy needs a plan to vestvneture the nnsustainable debt of its banks. 

EDITORIAL 

Ba~,]~ng Ot~t New Jersey 

Gov. Chris Christie is the darling of the Republican right for bleeding his state budget and rebuffing 

federal funds. At home, the picture is different. 

EDITORIAL 

ttelp fl’om The New York Times Neediest Cases Fund allowed a woman with multiple sclerosis to 

savor a key moment in her son’s life. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 

The Ghosts of ’O|d GoMo~ 
i.::,, P::’ Li .:i. :. ,’ii..;,i,:i 

The Genera] Motors LP.O. may soar, but that will mean little to Detroit’s unemployed workers and 

abandoned faetories. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Alaska Speak,~. 

At last! We finally know who will represent Alaska in the U.S. Senate, and it isn’t Sat’ah Palin’s pick. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Hedge Fm~d Republic? 

Do we want to become a country mostly owned by the richest 1 percent? Oops. ~ e already are, 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 18, 1976, Spain’s parliament approved a bill to establish a democracy after 37 years of 

dictatorship. 

See This Front Page 
Buy T:his Front Page 

About This E-Marl 

You received this message because you signed Lip for NYTimes ool~Is Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 



the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Msnage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chsnge Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Advettise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 6:58 AM 

inll - duncpla~s@duke .edu; ti:- residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival continues tonight at NC State U and E1 Centro Hispano de Carrboro 

All Latin American Film Festival events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festivdl schedule, directions to the venues, and other infom~ation, visit the 

Latin American Film Fes~tivdl web site at http://latinfilnffestivalnc.conv’ 

Campus Cinema, Witherspoon Student Center, North Carolina State Universi~, Raleigh, NC 

E1 Secreto de Sus Ojoff The Secret in Their Eyes 

Juan Jose Campanella. (Argentina, 2009) 129 min. 

A retired legal counselor writes a novel hoping to find closure Ibr one of his past unresolved homicide cases and for his unreciprocated love with his superior - both of 

which still haunt him decades later. In 1999, retired Argentinian federal jnstice agent BeNamin Esposito is writing a novel, using an old closed case as the source 

material. That case is the brutal rape and murder of Liliana Coloto. In addition to seeing the e~reme grief of the victim’s husband Rica~lo Morales, Benjamin, his 

assistant Pablo Sandoval, and newly hired depextment chief Irene Menendez-Hc~stings were personally affected by the case as Benjamin and Pablo tracked the killer, 

hence the reason why the unsatisfacto~ ending to the case has always bothered him. Spa~ish with English ~btitles. 

E1 Centro Hispano de Carrboro, Cm~boro, NC 

Los Que se Quedan/Those Who Rema~n 

Jnan Carlos Rulfo y Carlos Hagerman. (Mexico, 2009) 91 min. 

Mexico is now the world’s largest exporter of its people, with up to half a million people each 5,ear crossing the US-Mexico border in search of work. The toll this 

explosion in emigration has taken is particnlarly evident in central Mexico and in southern states like Chiapas and Yucatar~ where entire cities and towns have been 

depleted. Half of the population of the state of Zacatecas, for example, now lives in the United States. What happens to the thmilies that s~ay behind? This is a fihn 



about the families that are lett behind when their loved ones leave home in search of a better life abroad. Spanish with English subtitles. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

karen.jen kins@africanstudies.org 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 11:41 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Graduate Student Caucus 

Graduate Student Caucus You are cordially invited to an Africanist graduate student meet and greet in the East Room of the Westin St. Francis Hotel, Friday November 20th 
at 9:30 PM. Come, unwind, and socialize with your colleagues in a friendly atmosphere. Discuss the possibility of forming a graduate student caucus within the African 
Studies Association. To be followed by an excursion to the Union Square Association: Gold Dust Lounge on 247 Powell Street for drinks and merriment 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (karen.jenkins@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 3:55 PM 

infl-duncplas@duke.edu; tE-residents@duke.edu; latinolis~duke.edu 

Join us Saturday, November 20.4pm tbr a special LA Film Festival closing event 

Please join us on Saturday for a very special closing event for this year’s NC Latin American Film Festival! 

Presentation of/perfo~nance by KIDZNOTES and Screening of the film TOC:~R Y LUCHAR (To Play and to Fight), with a Latin .Mnerican reception to 
follow in the court yard. 

kidZNotes and El Sistema in Durham, NC 

EL SISTEI~U~ is the Inethod developed in Venezuela to create umphonic orchestras while chdllenging social stigmas a~d empowering children in the process. 

KidZNotes is North Caxolinds first E1 Sistema inspired orgmiization and a leader of developing E1 Sistema programs in the U.S. Led by Katie W~’att, a member of the 

firs~t class of Abreu fellows from the United States to live and work in the orchestras of E1 Sistema in Venezuela. KidZnotes is a pal~er of the East Durham Children’s 

Initiative, m~d has an orchestra of 60 children m~d ~:amilies froln 3 Title 1 schools in Durhaln. 
Violist and Abreu Fellow Katie Wyatt will present KidZNotes and share a short video fiom her time in the El Sistema orchestras of Venezuela. w~-.kidznotes.org 

Mike Truzy leading his KidZNotes week 1 class, naming the pmts of the violin 

Screening of 

Tocar y Luchar/To Play and To Fight 

Alberto Arvelo. (Venezuela, 2006) 70 min. 

Tocar y Luchar presents the captivating story of the Venezuelan Youth Orchestra System - an incredible network of hundreds of orchestras 

formed within most of Venezuela’s towns and villages. Qnce a modest program designed to expose rural children to the wonders of music, the 



system has become one of the most important and beautiful social phenomena in modern history. The documentary portrays the inspirational 
stories of world class musicians trained by the Venezuelan system, including the Berlin Philharmonic’s youngest player Edicson Ruiz and 
world renowned conductor Gustavo DudameL VVith interviews with many of the world’s most celebrated musicians including the great tenor 
Placido Domingo, Claudio Abbado, Sir Simon Rattle, Guiseppe Sinopoli, and Eduardo Mata, the film is an inspirational story of courage, 

determination, ambition, and love showing us that.., only those who dream can achieve the impossible. Spanish with k~glish ~btitles. 

IYhat is E1 Sistema? 

The Venezuelans have created the most advanced music education system in the world based on m-o promises: (1) Eveu child is an asset (2) it’s fun. Social reform is 
the top priori~’: they train and educate children of eveU social stratum on a national level. Children am empowered to own the program. They teach each other; they 
"compete" to improve as a whole. And we’ve all experienced the product of this formula. 

Several people have joked that "the secret of E1 Sistema is that there’s no sys~tem. Them is some mith to that. Each nucleo is flexible, providing the arlJstic director with 
m’mJ~ creative freedom. Yet, the vision is unwavering. Even nucleo janitors understand that they am aiding social change. In a pyramid of creativity, Abmu empowers the 
directors to empower the teachers who empower the children. These children inspire social change in their communities. At eveu level of E1 Sistema them is a sense of 
pride, a feeling of ownership, and undeniable purpose. 

See ,nom about E1 Sistema USA 

Watch the 60minutes special on EL SISTEMA 

Watch TED Talks on EL SISTEMA 

Watch TEDX on EL SISTEMA DURIIAM 

About Jose Antonio Abren 

Jose Antonio Abmu is the charismatic founder of a youth orchefftra syfftem that has transformed thoumnds of kids’ lives in Venezuela. Hem he shares his amazing stoU 
and unveils a TED Prize wish that could have a big impact in the US and beyond. 

Jose Antonio Abmu fotmded El Sistema ("the system") in 1975 to help Ix~or Venezuelan kids learn to play a musical infftrument and be part of an orchestra. 30 years 
on, E1 Sistema has seeded 102 youth... Full bio and morn links 

Ted Talk by Abreu 

Latin American Reception to follow in the court yard. 

How to get to the Holton Center 

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC! - Free Parking 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, November 19, 2010 9:04 AM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; ti:- residents@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival tonight at E1 Centro Hispano de Durham and Guiltbvd College in Greensboro 

All Latin American Film Festival events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festiw2l schedule, directions to the venues, and other infomlation, visit the 

Latin Americ~l Film Fes~tiw2l web site at http://latinfilnffestivalnc.conv’ 

El Centro Hispano de Durham, Durham, NC 

Los Herederos/The Inheritors 

Eugenio Polgovsky. (Mexico, 2009) 90 min. 

Los herederos is a portxait of the young children in tile Mexican countiyside who begin to work at an early age. Tile film focuses on their daily straggle for survival and 

their activities in framing, ,sculpting and paAnting alebrijes, shepherding, making bricks, weaving, looking after their siblings, collecting water, harves~dng tomatoes, chilis. 

ma]ze, and laboring in a myriad of other activities. They have inherited tools and techniques from their ancestors, but they have also inherited their day-to-day hardship 

because, as generations pass, child workers seem to remaAn captive in a cycle of inherited poverty. Spanish with E~tglisk subtitles. 

http:/iwww.tecolotefihns.com 

Frank Family Science Center, Guilford College, Greensboro, NC. 

Generation E:dle 

Rodrigo Dorfman. (USA/Chile, 2009) 71 min. 

When Rodrigo Dolfmma was 6 years old, he was foreed into e:dle because of the revolutiona~ activities of his fathel; Chilean writer Ariel Dorfman. Now, 35 years 

later. Rodrigo Dorfman weaves his experience of exile through tile eyes of 4 women: a Taiwanese pianist haunted by nightmares of her trust; an Afro Caribbean 

Whirling Dervish on a pilgrimage to Turkey; a Latina artist mourning the destruction of her communi~ and a young American womma canght in a web of spiritual abuse. 

Spanning 4 continents and 100 years of personal histoly, GENERATION EXILE is a meditation on our search for idenh~ in a world full of pain and wonder. English. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Muslims for Palestine <info ampalesfine,org@mcsv 187.net~ 

Friday, November 19, 2010 10:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

One Week Left for the AMP 2010 Cont~rence i Register Today 

i.~.i header amp 

SCHEDULE 
POSTED 
Check out the full ~[#gram from 

Friday threu~lh Sur~day 

i~ alison weir 

alison weir 

[~ bazian 

X:: qata i ::~:+:;:: hano 
....... nani J ...... oti 

weir 

~i aliso i i~i kristin 
n i 
weir 

SOLD OUT~. 

Menl:}on the AMP rate for 

See a map of New Brunswick, NJ 

Map your trip on the NYC MTA 

Nearby Airports 

it’s not too Mte to enter the JerusNem co,test! 



CONFERENCE 

~ter t~e 

\/isif t~ie AM~-~ 20~ 0 Conference sit~ for more 
¢o~ference,ampalestine.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, November 20, 2010 2:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: Over 95 Percent of9/11 Workers Approve Settlement 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/20/todaysheadlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials i Op-.~A i On This Day 

November 20, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

Over 95 Percent of 9/~                               ~ 

X4Zorkers Approve Settlement 

The approval by workers who sued the city and its contractors over health damages dears the way 
for payouts totaling at least $625 million. 

Unions Yield on Two-Tier ~A,’age Scales to Preserve Jobs 

Even at eompanies that are profitable, union workers are reluctantly agreeing to contracts that 
create two levels of pay on a permanent, rather than temporary, basis. 

No Boo-boos or Cowlicl, cs? Only in School Pictures 

~Ilxe practice of altering photos has trickled down to the school portrait, as more parents 
increasingly choose retouching. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’:’;c;tel~ite "U¢ progrems such as ~hose broedeast on ~iwsi ~ destro~ the chasti~q and honor of our.[amil~es 

and encourage the young to take up ~ow~rnak~t~g, wine drinkin9 and Setan worship." 

NOIIA~AI)-’I’AGItI RAH BAR~ a nmmbet’ of Iran’s Pay[lament, on comedies and dramas 

broadcast from Dubai into ]ran by the News Corpot’ation and a [~romieeet Afghan [amily. 

DINING & WINE 

Recipes and 

Articles From the 

Dining Section 
A collection of videos 
and slide shows with recipes for the 
bird and everything else. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE Getting 
THREAD [ouchv 
Getting Touchy at at the ’ 
the ?drport Airport 

Travelers are furious 
with the T.S.A. But are we safer in 
the air’? 

Meet Groupon’s founder 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Investors bankroll iawsuits for profit 

Attend the "Your Money" event with Ron Lieber 

WORLD 

Haltlans Phmge Into R~vers of M~mk to Stem Choler~ 

Workers must dean out by hand the canals and ditches that pass as Haiti’s sewers, dealing with the 
squalor that helps spread cholera. 

TV Channel Part Owned by Murdoch, Gets Threats in Ivan 

The campaign against FarsiI illustrates the growing fear in Iran over the intrusion of private 
broadcasters onto the country’s airwaves. 

NATO Agrees to Build Missile Defense System 

NATO leaders agreed to establish a shield that would cover all member states, and on Saturday 
expect Russia to agree to discuss the possibility of eoopevating. 



The $8S billion plan and the long commitment to upgrade nnelear weapons is at the center of the 
standoff. 

Debt Rising, a City Seeks Dog, affords i~a Michigan 

The mayor of Mount Clemens sent a letter to 35 tax-exempt groups asking them to contribute to the 
city’s general fund. 

I~dia~mpolis Opens Musem~ to Ho~or Its I.ite~’a~y Native 

The author Km’t Vonnegut’s friends and family agree that his museum belongs in Indianapolis, the 
hometown with which he had a complicated and not always complimentary relationship. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Estrella Family Creamery’s battle is symbolic of a larger fight between small food producers and 
regulators. 

~.As 
Cheesemakin~ Blooms, So C~n Listeria 

~s heesemakm~ Blooms, So C~n [.isteria I ~ Slide Show 

A New Look it~ Detroit 

General Motors is eomplefing its makeover, which includes redueing the government’s stake in the 
company and changing its signs. 

DEALBOOK 

No Threats Here~ Firms Tell the 
i.M ~.::i.? p#o i.:.::.. 
BlaekRock, Vanguard and other leading money managers and mutual funds have a message for 
Washington: We may be big - but we aren’t too big to fail. 

S P 0 RTS 

Patie*~ee at Not,oe Dame Despite a ’l’~Thag Seasor~ 

Notre Dame players are faced with unavoidable pressure, bnt this year’s graduating (:lass has been 
unable to tm’n the program around. 

Laws~fit Claims ATP Y, haew Stars ~We~°e Tied to Betti~tg 

A lawyer for players disciplined for wagering on matches said the ATP knew of gambling accounts 
tied to higher-ranked players but did nothing. 

Quarterback Mark Sanehez, for all his red-carpet good looks, has gained the respect of his 
teammates by showing his toughness. 

o Mole Sports News 

ART$ 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

"Brain: The Inside Story" is an ambitious and interactive exhibition at the ~eriean Museum of 
Natural History. 

Ma~’k Twai~’s Autoblograp~qy Flying Off the Slmlves 

The book’s publisher cannot print copies quickly enough, leaving bookstores stranded as holiday 
shopping begins. 

~ Excerpts: ’Autobiography of Mark Twain’ 

THEATER REVIEW 

Kelli O’Hara plays the big-hearted telephone operator in a revival of "Bells Are Ringing." 



¯ More Airs News 

TRaVeL 

Mendoza is Latin America’s largest winemaking region, home to more than 800 wineries, about 
lOO of which receive tourists, 

36 Hours ht Can~brldge~ Engla~d 

More than a eenturies4)ld venerable university town, Cambridge boasts quirky art hangouts and 
lively watering holes and has even opened its dormitories to visitors who wish to stay awhile. 

In italy~ Ln~ury T~°a~lsforn~s Caves Into Hotels 

In the Basilieata region of southern Italy, a hotel in Matera that has turned old cave dwellings into 
ehie rooms and a hotel to be opened nearby by Francis Ford Coppola are bringing a new buzz. 

~E~] 
Siide Shove: From Povert;, to Luxur;, 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Opt-Out IIInslon 
Before any more politicians get excited about the idea of dropping out of the Medicaid program, they 
need to consider several basic issues. 

EDITORIAL 

Honori~g Li~ Xiaobo 

The Nobel committee has rightly decided to proceed with the awards ceremony for the imprisoned 

democracy activist. 

EDITORIAL 

The Uproar Over Pat-Downs 
There is no excuse for the arrogant way the government has handled complaints about its new 
body-scanning machines and more aggressive pat-downs. 

EDITORIAL 

Nh’, [aterso~ a~d the (Latest) CaMm:* 
The imminent end of Oov. David Paterson’s term hasn’t stopped him from making a bad deal to 
build a casino in the Catskills. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 
A Fa|se Target ~n Yeme~ 

Anwar al-Awlaki may be American, but he’s not the real threat we face from A1 Qaeda in the 
Arabian Peninsula. 

Tl~e Zombie Jambo~oee 

Welcome to the era of zombie polities: uninfected humans have to band together and do whatever it 
takes to fend off the irrational undead. 

~ Columnist Page 

Hiding From Reality 

The nation is in denial about the true extent of its problems, from the economy to the deficits to the 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Let’s Rescue ti~e Race Debate 

A new poll suggests that most white conservatives believe that discrimination against whites has 
become as big a problem as disemnination against blacks. Where’s the prooD 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 20, 1945, 24 Nazi leaders went on trial before an international war crimes tribunal in 
Nuremberg, Germany. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Saturday, November 20, 2010 10:02 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu; tE- residents@duke.edu 

Join us TODAY 4 pm tbr a special LA Film Festival closing event 

Please join us tiffs afternoon for a very special closing event for this yea~r’s NC Latin America~ Film Festival! 

Presentation of/perfo~nance by KIDZNOTES and Screening of the film TOC:~R Y LUCHAR (To Play and to Fight), with a Latin .Mnerican reception to 
follow in the court yard. 

kidZNotes and El Sistema in Durham, NC 

EL SISTEI~U~ is the Inethod developed in Venezuela to create umphonic orchestras while chdllenging social stigmas and empowering children in the process. 

KidZNotes is North Caxolinds first E1 Sistema inspired orgmffzation and a leader of developing E1 Sistema programs in the U.S. Led by Katie W~’att, a member of the 

firs~t class of Abreu fellows from the United States to live and work in the orchestras of E1 Sistema in Venezuela. KidZnotes is a pal~er of the East Durham Children’s 

Initiative, mid has an orchestra of 60 children mid ~:amilies froln 3 Title 1 schools in Durhaln. 
Violist and Abreu Fellow Katie Wyatt will present KidZNotes and share a short video fiom her time in the El Sistema orchestras of Venezuela. w~-.kidznotes.org 

Mike Truzy leading his KidZNotes week 1 class, naming the pmts of the violin 

Scree~ffng of 

Tocar y Luchar/To Play and To Fight 

Alberto Arvelo. (Venezuela, 2006) 70 min. 

Tocar y Luchar presents the captivating story of the Venezuelan Youth Orchestra System - an incredible network of hundreds of orchestras 

formed within most of Venezuela’s towns and villages. Qnce a modest program designed to expose rural children to the wonders of music, the 



system has become one of the most important and beautiful social phenomena in modern history. The documentary portrays the inspirational 
stories of world class musicians trained by the Venezuelan system, including the Berlin Philharmonic’s youngest player Edicson Ruiz and 
world renowned conductor Gustavo DudameL VVith interviews with many of the world’s most celebrated musicians including the great tenor 
Placido Domingo, Claudio Abbado, Sir Simon Rattle, Guiseppe Sinopoli, and Eduardo Mata, the film is an inspirational story of courage, 

determination, ambition, and love showing us that.., only those who dream can achieve the impossible. Spanish with k~glish ~btitles. 

IYhat is E1 Sistema? 

The Venezuelans have created the most advanced music education system in the world based on m-o promises: (1) Eveu child is an asset (2) it’s fun. Social reform is 
the top priori~’: they train and educate children of eveU social stratum on a national level. Children am empowered to own the program. They teach each other; they 
"compete" to improve as a whole. And we’ve all experienced the product of this formula. 

Several people have joked that "the secret of E1 Sistema is that there’s no sys~tem. Them is some mith to that. Each nucleo is flexible, providing the arlJstic director with 
m’mJ~ creative freedom. Yet, the vision is unwavering. Even nucleo janitors understand that they am aiding social change. In a pyramid of creativity, Abmu empowers the 
directors to empower the teachers who empower the children. These children inspire social change in their communities. At eveu level of E1 Sistema them is a sense of 
pride, a feeling of ownership, and undeniable purpose. 

See ,nom about E1 Sistema USA 

Watch the 60minutes special on EL SISTEMA 

Watch TED Talks on EL SISTEMA 

Watch TEDX on EL SISTEMA DURIIAM 

About Jose Antonio Abren 

Jose Antonio Abmu is the charismatic founder of a youth orchefftra syfftem that has transformed thoumnds of kids’ lives in Venezuela. Hem he shares his amazing stoU 
and unveils a TED Prize wish that could have a big impact in the US and beyond. 

Jose Antonio Abmu fotmded El Sistema ("the system") in 1975 to help Ix~or Venezuelan kids learn to play a musical infftrument and be part of an orchestra. 30 years 
on, E1 Sistema has seeded 102 youth... Full bio and morn links 

Ted Talk by Abreu 

Latin American Reception to follow in the court yard. 

How to get to the Holton Center 

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC! - Free Parking 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inkanations International EIRL <inkanations@hotmail.com> 

Saturday, November 20, 2010 11:56 AM 

THE BEST STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM IN PERU 

DEAR PROFESSOR: WE ARE STIM. OFFERING THE; BEST AND i~EAST EXPENSIVE STUDY PROGRAM IN PERU, 

YOi }RS. MA’,’~)( )OS G()].,[)[~A RB, ’,’~i tD 

The place ~o study Spanish and experience the wonde~ oF ~he Inca 

Empire is Lima, Peru. The Programs are located at the Universidad 

National Mayor de San Marcos Main Campus or at Unive~idad Cien~ifica 

del Sur, only a few bloc~ from Mira~ores mare square. Cla~es normally 

meets for 4 hou~ per day. Can sta~ on any Monday. 

COSTS INCLUDES: 

Tuition and fees 

Home-stays: Breakfast and dinner 

Lunch 

On-site support with resident staff 

Educational excursions in Lima. 

Week and weekend field trips at no extra cost. (*) 

Computer lab, including ports for personal laptops 

Educational excursion Reservas de Paracas, Cusco and Macchu 
Picch and Huaraz. 

Intensive Spanish language courses 

Courses in Latin American Literature (English/Spanish) 

Spanish for the medical profession 

(*) EveI¥ weekend we offer a dynamic, lively and imaginative program of 
free extracurricular activities, which are the perfect complement to your 
Spanish studies. 

http:iiwww.in ka nations.orq, pe 

http:llwww, inkanations.orq.pelhome.html 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, 10:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Research paper prompt 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I was wondering if you could add the initial paper you gave out detailing the research paper. I seem to have misplaced it, and I’m sure many other students have as 

well! 

Thanks, and hope you’re having a good time in Belgium. 

@gmail.com 



From: ~email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Sunday~ 11:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: 1NT5 Outline 

Attach: Outlin~ doc 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
I hope your travels are going well. Best of luck with all your papers and 
presentations. I’ve attached a copy of my outline. I hope it is ~vhat you 
were looking for. 
See vou after Thanksgiving! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, November 22, 2010 12:18 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

[Fwd: Upcoming Event - Erica James, "Gender-Ba~sed Violence, Trauma, a~d the Politics of Hnmanitafiarfism in Haiti"] 

The Haiti Lab and the Duke Law- School Present 

Erica James, Department of AntN-opology, M.I.T. 
Author of "Democratic Insecurities" 

"Gender-Based Violence, Trauma, and the Politics of Humanitarianism in Haiti" 

December 7, 2010, 12 

@ The Garage, Bay 4 

F.tl I, Smith Warehouse 

http://va,cw.flai, duke eduihaitilab 



From: "_c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 10:07 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: request 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

My name is                 and I am a senior Public Policy 
undergraduate student currently workin~ on mv honors thesis I am 
researching the following question: 

I realize 
that this is a big iavor to ask--especially during th~s busy time of 
year--so I am more than willing to accommodate you in an)’ way that 
would make this process easy for you Thank you very much ~2~r your 
time, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best regards, 



From: ?~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday~ 11:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

My name is          and I am a sophomore at the umversitv. During 
registration, I attempted to enroll in your section of AFRI     scheduled 
for next semester. I was saddened when I learned your class was full I am 
emailing you to see if there is a possibili~ for me to be added to your 
class’s wait list and ultimately enroll. 

My situation and interest in your class also entails somewhat of a crisis. 
I am plalming to stud?’ abroad in South Africa next fall, and your class is 
a prerequisite for the venture I believe having a firm background in the 
histol5’ and geopolitics of the continent will ensure I am most successful 
during my semester residency. This is why I am requesting your pennission 
to be one of your students next semester. 

At yonr earliest convenience, please let me know if there is a set protocol 
at this point for enrolling in your class. Any assistance would be greatly 
appreciated. If you have any questmns or concerns, do not hesitate to 
contact me by e-mail Take care, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

All the best, 

~@email unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 2:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s tteadlines: Ta]iban Leader in Secret Talks Was aJ~ Impostor 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lw,~vw.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/23/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

~Norld j U.S~ j Business I Spots i Art__s j Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This Day 

November 23, 9010 

TOP NEWS 

’I’allb~l Leader i~l Secret 

TMks V~as an Impostor 

American and Afghan officials say 
that a man purporting to be Mullah 
Akhtar Muhammad Mansour, a key 
figure in negotiations who was paid 
by the West, was faking. 

Irish Debt Crisis Forces 

Collapse of Ooverm~ent 

A day after signing off on a $1oo 
billion bailout, Prime Minister Brian 
Cowen said he would dissolve the 
government next month. 

~ The Lede: Cowen Statement 

THE RADIATION BOOM 

Children are vulnerable to radiation, but dentists use X-ray fihn requiring high levels of it, and 

orthodontists are embracing technology that emits more radiation. 

~ Video: The Price of a Smile 

~ Multimedia: Dentists’ New Device 

C 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

Price of a Smile 
Dentist and 
orthodontists have 
embraced a new technology in 
dental radiology. But with virtually 
no regulation, some experts are 
concerned about excessive radiation 
exposure among younger patients. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Do Body Sca~ne~os 

NIake Us Safer? 
Travelers are resisting 
new airport security 
measures. Are there 
better options? 

~ Post a Comment 

Denis O’Hare in 
ALSO IN THEATER 

The dancers still kick, the soldiers still topple 

Photos from ’Radio City Ct~ristmas Spectacular’ 



WORLD 

NotCh and South Korea Excha~uge Doze~]s of Artillery Shells 

North and South Korea exchanged artillery fire on Tuesday after artillery fired from the North 

struck a South Korean island near the countries’ disputed western sea border. 

Campt~s That Apartheid Rt~led Faces a Policy 

The University of Cape Town is engaged in a searching debate about just how far affirmative action 

should 

In Sliver of Indouesia~ Public Embrace ofdudaism 

In the largest Muslim population in the world, pro4ewish sentiments ;ire on public display. 

THIS LAND 

At a CheckpoluL Terror Fears a~d Testy Travelers 

It can be argued that the T.S.A. has failed in cnstomer relations. 

~Fvehry~gh :Shf n Pub cVewson r.SA 

~-:7 !LL UA,.~7 .::b:L:PEF: 

The Transportation Security Administration chief said that the agency wonh] consider changes to 
its new security measnres. 

Effort for Liberal ]~alance to OoOoP, Groups Begi~ts 

David Brock has amassed $4 million in pledges and is moving to set up what he hopes will become a 

permanent liberal counterweight over the air waves to Republican-leaning outside groups. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

F°BAo Agents Rald 3 Hedge Ftm,ct Offices 

F.B.I. agents raided the offices of three hedge funds, the government’s latest salvo in an escalating 
investigation into insider trading on Wall Street. 

~D Post a Comment 

J, Crew Nears Sale to Clxalrman and B~lyout Firths 

J. Crew was said to be near a deal with the buyout firms TPG Capital and Leonard Green & 
Partners. 

Fed Adopts Political Tactics on Critics 

Facing a hyperpartisan environment, the central bank is trying to defend its policy moves without 
becoming overtly political, and is adopting insider strategies to do so. 

SPORTS 

Age~t~s I,oa~s to Poor Players Pose Co*~cer*~s 

Payments by the agent Scott Boras to prospects in the Dominican Republic are raising worry about 
exploitation. 

Tnrnovers rankle Giants Coach Tom Coughlin, but he usually pinpoints running backs, not his 
quarterback, when it comes to fumbles. 

FAST FORWARD 

It’s About Money~ Not the Extra dames 

A large gulf remains between N.F.L team turners and players on the centerpiece of their collective 
bargaining negotiations: how revenue will be divided. 



ART~ 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Decoded’ 

"Decoded" is less a eonventi(mal memoir than an elliptieal collage. 

THEATER REVIEW ] THE BREAK OF NOON’ 

He’s Born-Again b~t Still Obnoxious 

The road to salvation is fiat and natTow in "The Break of Noon," Nell LaBute’s single-tone study 
starring David Dnehovny. 

\qhlte Light: Is It Driven by the Soul or by Sakes? 

The classical music crities of The New York Times disenss festivals as a means to attract new 
listeners, nsing the White Light festival as a jumping-off point. 

¯ More Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

lEE Cyberflmrapy, Avatars Assist With Healh~g 

Patients can experience and work through social challenges without real-world consequences. 

BASICS 

ReIAile~s PeUStore Looks Belle its ’rr~asslc Appeal 

A New Zealand reptile, the tuatara, is unlike any other vertebrate alive. 

SCIENTIST AT WORK 

AMaEE From V~fhom Viruses Can’t Hide 

When a virus is eausing havoc, Dr. W. Ian Lipkin often gets the call. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Energy aEld the Lame D~Eck 
There may not be time for a breakthrough on energy and environmental issues in Congress’s 
remaining weeks, but it is still possible to pass some important legislation. 

EDITORIAL 

The Power of the Hispa~Eic Voter 
Anti-immigrant demagoguery worked in a number of Republican victories in Arizona this year. 
But as the Hispanic electorate eontinues to grow, it will prodnee an angry reaction. 

EDITORIAL 

The Citizens United ruling is the most dramatic recent example of how differently the Supreme 
Court is functioning compared with its predecessors~ 

EDITORIAL 

Co~mt tJhe Ballots 

Five races in New York State are still not settled. Connting the paper ballots is the best way to 

gnarantee a fair and swift resolntion. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Mhoacle oE~ 33rd S~reet 

Why New York’s reviled Penn Station is really a triumph. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sin and Taxes 

For all of Washington’s talk, we are not on the verge of a bndget breakthrongh if a political strategy 
remains elusive. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Olf~ From Long Ago 

We wonld do well to pay renewed attention to the lofty ideals of a president elected 5o years ago this 



month. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cameron tilts the speeia[ relationship in a new direetion. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 23, 1943, (luring World War II, United States forces seized control of the Tarawa and 

Makin atolls from the ,Japanese. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Front Page 

Yoti ieceived this roesssge becatise yo~ signed up for NYTJmes corn’s ]oday’s Headliqes ~ews~e~er As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program; we are commi~ed to protecting your pdvacy 

Manage Subscrip~iot~s ] Ut~subscdbe ~ Change Your E-Mail ] Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 9:38 AM 

a~al?am@email.unc.edu; agbedavi@emaJl.unc.edu; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

FW: Book Reception tbr "The Intersectional Approach" on December 1 

intersecliondli .ty.pdf 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2010 9:33 AM 

To: afriafam@email.unc.edu; ~gmail corn; Brown, Niasha; Hogan, V~jaya K; eseaton@unc.edu; monika.gosin@duke edu; Rr~’kin-Fish, M~chele R; mromanisler@med.unc.edu 
Subject: Book Reception for "The Intersectiona[ Approach" on December 1 

Dear Colleagues: 
I am sending information for a book reception that I will participate in for a new book entitled "The Intersectional Approach." The reception will take place on December 1 at 4 pm at UNC’s 

Campus Y. 

Best, 
Kia 

Intersectionality Across Disciplines: Three Surprising Ways ~t ~s 
Transforming Your Scholarship and Teaching 
Wednesday, December I i 4-5:30 pm i Campus Y Faculty Comanons 

Join us for a book reception featuring a brief reading and discussion of the 
newly published The Intersectional Approach: Transforming the Academy 
through Race, (;lass, & Gender (UNC Press, 2010), edited by Michele Tracy 
Berger (Associate Professor, Department of Women’s Studies, UNC Chapel 
Hill) and Kathleen Guidroz (Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, 
Mount Saint Mary’s University). Several contributors will also 
be present to discuss how- intersectionality (or the consideration of race, 
class, and gender, etc.), is changing how they approach their disciplines, 
scholarship, and teaching. Light refresl-unents ~vill be provided. Co-sponsored 

by the Carolina Women’s (;enter and the Department of Women’s Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campus Health <campus health@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 1:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Core Research Study 

Dear L~,-C Faculty/Stall; 

You are one of the LrNC facul~z/staff members who have been randomly selected to participate in an anonymous online campus alcohol research study examining perceptions and attitudes 
Your participation and honest answers are veW important. The information will be used to create and evaluate educational programs and to improve prevention and treatment services for 
students. 

There are 7 days left until the survey closes. (If you have already completed the survey, please disregard this e-mail.) 

The online survey will take approximately t~ven~z-five minutes to complete. The survey is located at www.coresurvey.com; the L2xlC 5 digit login code 17929. If you choose to participate, 
you can complete the survey right no~v or anytime up until 11/30/2010 

* To assist our campus in being the best envirol~ment it can be, please ans~ver all questions honestly 

* The survey questions ask about your perceptions regarding alcohol & other drags at UNC Chapel Hill. 

* This survey is completely voluntaW. You may choose not to participate or not to answer any specific questions You may skip any question you are not comfortable answering. You can 
decline to participate in this survey without aIt’ecting your employment at UNC. You will not be offered or receive an?- special consideration if you take part in this research. 

* The survey is anonymous. You can be assured that your responses will never be matched with your name, since IP addresses ~vill be removed from the survey when it is submitted The 
recurd of all e-mail invitations dehvered will be kept separate frum all responses received, and will be destruyed once the survey is cumplete. 

* Your privacy and research recurds will be kept confidential to the extent of the law The staff of the UNC Institutiunal Review’ Board, the Office uf Institutiunal Research, and Campus 
Health Services may review" the cumulauve data, but cannot use this data tu identi[~,! specific individuals. 

* This sturdy assumes nu significant risk to participants. The purpuse ufthe study is tu gain new knowledge to improve the campus cummunity. Huwever, yuu may nut benefit persunally 
from this research study 

* The results uf this study may be published as broad-based UNC trends. The data obtained from you will be cumbined with data fi-om others in the publication The published results will 
not include yuur name or any uther informatiun that wuuld persunally identify yuu in any way 

* If you feel that answering specific demographic questiuns would reveal yuur identity, you may chouse tu leave them blank. 

Ifyuu have any questions abuut yuur rights as a research participant yuu can cuntact, anunymuusly if you wish, the Institutiunal Review Buard at 919-966-3113 ur by emai[ tu 
IRB subjects@unc edu. 

If you have any questions abuut this survey or about alcohol and ur other drugs, please cuntact Dean Blackburn, Assistant Dean of Students, at blackburn@unc edu. 

Thank you fur taking the time and thuught to complete this survey We appreciate yuur participation. 

Sincerely, 

Dean Blackburn 
Assistant Dean of Students 
Office uf the Dean uf Students 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Essay Outline 

INTS Final Outline.docx 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I have attached my finaJ essay ontline below. Please let me know if there is anything else that I need to send to you. 

Sincerely, 



From: ~(}email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: 1NT~ Research Paper Outline 

A~tach: Outline.docx 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my outline for the research paper. Have a wonderful trip! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, ’:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

final paper outline 

final paper outline.docx 

Happy Thanksgiving! At leas~ you won’t spend this one on a bus for 9 hours. 

Hope all is well in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

1NTS esearch paper outline 

lesearch paper outline.docx 

Hello proI?ssor! 

I’ve attached the outline for my research paper to this email. I hope this 
is what you were looking for in the outlines, rll be sure to continue my 
research over break. 

Have a good holiday’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on beholf of 

~ email .unc .edu> 

Tuesday                  8:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Paper outline 

Outline.docx 

He?- Dr Sahle, 

I hope you are having a good time traveling, and that you aren’t too 
busy or too jetlagged. Attached is my paper outline, though by the 
enc~ of the break ][ will have read the piece by Pogge on gendered 
development, and will :lSnd a place for it in the paper. 

Have a good time on your travels, and I will see you soon, 



From: "c~ mnail .com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:32 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: 1NTS    Term paper’s outline 

Attach: -Outline .doc 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

The outline for my term paperis attached. When do you think you’ll have comments back by, if you are commenting on them? 

Thanks, 

@gmail.com 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 2:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:> 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. to Send Career for Joint Exercises OffKorea 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/24/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

~/’#orld j U.S~ ] Business I Snor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed I On This 

Novetnber 24, 2OlO 

TOP NEWS 

U.S. 1o Send Carrier for J olnt 

Exerelses Off Korea 

President Obama and South Korea’s 
president agreed to hold joint 
military exercises as they struggled 
to keep a Noah Korean provocation 
from escalating into war. 

~T~e Lede. ~ Vioee o[ Damage I A 

DMly Pill Greatly Lowers 

AIDS Risk, Study Fhxds 

An antiretroviral drug that is already available proved more than 9o percent effective for faithful 
users. 

~ I-lealth G~ide AIDS 

DEALBOOK 

\~a]llets OuL Wall S~reet Dares to i~dnlge 

’lM-o years aRer the onset of the financial crisis, the stock market is recovering and Wall Street’s 
elite are splurging. 

~ Video ~Jall Street Regains Its Swagger 

~ Post a Comment 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wi! ’re i~ a m!w ~oorld." 

THE REV, JON ][:ULLER a physician, on the pope’s ;~cknowledging ttmt the need to prevent 

dise;~ses fike AIDS could outweigh the church’s long opposition to tim use of condoms. 

WORLD 

FEAT UI-{E: T~lle 

Nortll Korean 

Challe~ge 
North Korea, a dictatorship armed to 
the teeth but unable to feed its own 
people without foreign aid, has 
specialized in provoking the 
international eommunity fro’ 
snrvival. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
~ w .... 

V~]or ~e Tllan Than 
Vletn a m v e n8 m 

The dangers of waging 
war to contain 
terrorism, 

The new Harry Potter 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Diane Keaton, hiding in plain sight 

1he visual design of ’Megamind’ 

[ ....... 



WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

China Faces a Nettlesome Neighbor in Noah Korea 

North Korea’s unending appetite for confi’ontation has complicated relations with China, its 
supposed patron, 

A Day After Is|and SheIling~ Anxiety Sett~es in Seou| 

To many residents of the South Korean capital, the North’s violent attack on a distant, tiny island 

seemed largely contained ant] unthreatening. 

New Zeahmd Miners Feared Dead From ")~ad Bh~st 

Authorities say a second explosion in a New Zealand coal mine would have killed any of the 29 
miners who survived the first blast. 

o Mere World News 

Somalis i~ T~¥i~ Cities Shaken by Charges of Sex Trafficking 

Twenty-nine people were charged with drawing girls into prostitution over the last decade. 

As A~ger Over Body Scammrs GrmYs, Theh" Developer Comes to Theh" Defense 

The full-body scanner being used in many airports was developed 3o years ago, and right fi’om the 
beginning there were those who did not rare for it. 

Aggrieved Fllers Ask, ’~Nha~ Now?’ 

After fees, disappearing amenities, higher fares and full flights, fliers may find tonghev seenrity the 
last straw. 

~Vgeb Sites to Check Before You Leave 

~No 
Bomb FouRd at ~oston .Airport After 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

SAC and a Mutnal F~mds S~d)poe~aed 

The subpoenas came a day after F.B.L agents raided three hedge funds as part of an accelerating 
investigation into insider trading on Wall Street. 

Ordered to 1 ay Oracle 8,.3 Billlon 

federal jury awarded Oracle $~.3 billion in damages in its copyright infringement ease. 

Fed Debated at Target for 

The Federal Reserve has debated setting a formal inflation target, as *veil as press briefings to 
explain its derision-making, minutes of recent meetings show. 

S P 0 RTS 

Big HRs~ No Flags 

Despite the N.F.L.’s threats to suspend players for helmet-to-hehnet tackles, ahnost every head-on- 
head collision remains not just condoned but also part of football. 

Agent Denies Baseball Prospect Loans Broke Rules 

The agent Scott Boras told Yahoo Sports his company’s loans to a Dominican prospect were within 
the rules set out by baseball’s players union. 

~H~mi 
ton Named M V P Of he Amer car keag e ~ Bats: MVP. Debate 

~ Roundup Huff s Staying With the Giants 

Church Has Role in Ne~ma Inquiry 

As the N.C.A.A. investigates the recruitment of Cam Newton, Auburn’s star quarterback, a central 
figure in the unfolding story is his father, Cecil Newton, and the Georgia church he runs. 

~Pars 
yzed Rutgers P ayer Breathing on H s Own 



¯ More Spolts News 

ARTS 

OPERA REVIBN 

The Mett’opolitan Opera has to be pleased, overall, with its new staging by the eminent English 

director Nicholas Hytner in his company debut. 

~ Video Excerpt ~ ~ Slide Show 

’Splder-Man’ Star~s to E~nerge Frona Secrecy 

The creators of the delayed "Spider-Man: Tm~a Off the Dark," the most expensive show ~n Broadway 
history, say they can see it taking shape. Bnt time is running out. 

~ A~tsBeat. VMeo o[ ’Spider-Man’ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Galnh~g a~ Edge h~ i,’er~ale Rap Race 

N~cki M~naj’s new album~ "Pink Friday/’ disappoints, while with "Cannibal" Kesha threatens to 

beeome the mos[ influen[ial female rapper of the day, or at least the most popnlar. 

¯ More Airs News 

DINING & WINE 

Chefs Look for ~Wild ingredients Nobody Else Has 

Increasingly, the ingredients that chefs are seeking out are not the ones everyone can order; they’re 
the ones few have ever heard of. 

~ Slide Show 

DE GUSTIBUS 

In ~ese hind-mad times, have the eeonomieally privileged among us gone too far in turning simple 

acts of nourishment into complicated rituals? 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I LINCOLN RISTORANTE 

Because the Fat Lady Has to Eat 
i.::y ":.J.b" :.:I~T’..? 

At Lincoln Center, Jonathan Benno and the Patina Oronp built a place in whieh one can eat well 

without t’eally having a good time. But golly, is stone of the food good. 

~The Scoop App: Oovcnload For More Dirfi;lg Recornme;ldations 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Very R~sky Game 
The international community -above all China -has to quickly come up with a strategy for reeling 
in North Korea. 

EDITORIAL 

Conservative attacks on the Obama administration for trying too hard to protect America from 
terrorists are a remarkable spectacle of contortion. 

EDITORIAL 

If there is any hope of repealing the military’s discriminatory "don’t ask, don’t tell" policy, 
legislative action must begin immediately. 

EDITORIAL 
Sa~Sng the ~a, qld T~ger 
Unless countries pt’otect their existing populations of tigers and crack down on the international 
trade in tiger parts, the animals will go extinct. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBLq-OR 

Peace~ Love a~d I urltanlsm 

Nathaniel Hawthorne’s pot’trait of progressive Pilgrims was unfair and inaccurate. 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Great Game Impostor 

The Great Game is now about conning the Americans who have come to help, 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNiST 

What does texting have to do with the unemployment rate? The connection is surprising. 

CP- ED CONTRIBbTOR 

No Country for Second Chances 

Why has the president been so unwilling to use his pardon power? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 24, 1963, Jack Ruby shot and mortally wounded Lee Harvey Oswald, the accused assassin 
of President Kennedy. 

See This Front Page 
Buy This FFont P~gi; 

Abou~ This 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes coF0’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 

[he TRUSTe ~rivacy program; we are commit[ed to p~otec[ing your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

E,’~ra book for research paper 

Professor Sable, 
I have searched for the book by Patrick Bond Zum’s Own Promise: How South Africa Lost the War on Poverty, unsuccessfully. I tried our librmy, Duke, Florida ruth 

no luck, I also went to see if I could order it at Barnes and Nobel. None of these options worked. I was wondering if you had any other suggestions for books, I l~ow 

Bond has written several others on Poverty and South Africa in general. Shonld I look into these or is the~e another author? Thmaks for all your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, November 25, 2010 2:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edm~ 

Today’s Headlines: Ex-House Leader DeLay Found GuilD in Texas Case 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/25/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I Spor[s i Art__sI Fashion & Styk~. I Editonals i Op-~ ion T ~ s Day 

November 95, 9010 

TOP NEWS 

Ex-House Leade~° DeLay                                ~ 

Fom~d Guilty in Texas Case 

A Texas jury found Tom DeLay, the former House majority leader, guilty in a moneydaundering 
trial involving contributions to political campaigns. 

V~qfite Hot~se Seek~ Chinese Help ~Arith N, Korea 

As American officials pressed China, they said that the attack did not appear to be the start of an 
extended military eampaign by North Korea. 

~0 hmeline i[~ Map 

A PARISH TESTED 

Many Haitians in their home country and in the United States answered the suffering from 
January’s earthquake by embracing charismatic Catholicism. 

~0 SHde Show: Haiti’s New Normal 

, NYrimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"1fit’s going to keep me and others s~zjb, I’m all for it. I’m 50; I’m proud of what I’ve got." 
’[’HE REV. GEOI~GE OBEI~LE~ a Lutheran minister who said he had gladly submitted to a body 
scan at an airport. 

STYLE 

DINER’S JOURNAL BLOG 

’I’hank~gi~,ing Help Line I~ 

Ope~ 

Let the questions begin. The answers 
will soon follow. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATORI DISUNION 
Li~leoln: A Beard       photogr 

spher 

One hundred and fifty 
years ago today, a 
photographer recorded the first 
image of the world’s most famous 
chin whiskers. 

~ 
S;ide Show: Evolution oI a Beard 

Everything you need for the 
perfect Thanksgiving feast 
ALSO IN DINING &WINE >> 

Video: How to carve the turkey 

Sam Sifton iive bk~,.3cjincj fe! Thanksgiving 

WORLD 



Ireland Unveils Austerity P~aii to He~p Secure Bailout 

Spending would be cut by $2o billion over fimr years and taxes wonht go up as Ireland rebuilt its 
finances. 

Karzai (?,over~m~e~t Challe~ges Electio~ Results 

President Hamid Karzai’s government vowed to challenge parliamentary results endorsed by 
international officials. 

Damaged Jewish C~nter Is Disported R Y~ars A~ter Mm~bal Attacks 

.at issue is who will renovate the building that housed the center - the family of the rabbi who was 

killed there along with his wife or its parent denomination, Chabad-Lubavitch. 

More Worid News 

Sweet Potatoes Step Out From Under Marshmallows 

A Southern tradition has its incarnation as a fl’y to thank for its growing popularity. 

Mistakes Still Prevalent i~ Hospital Care, Study Finds 
~-h: 3L? 9:..:, b:,i." 

Efforts to make hospitals safer are falling short, researchers report, in the first large study in a 
deeade to analyze harm from medical eare and track it. 

U,S, to Drop Color-Coded Terror Alerts 

~II~e color-coded system was long the subject of jokes, and critics said it did little good. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Nett~ix’s Move Onto the Web Stirs Rivalries 

Netflix has a strong grip on movie and television distribution -a grip Hollywood and cable TV want 
back. 

Sqni~kles Maker Savors Demand for Holiday’s Hot Toy 

A tiny company saw a need this year for affordable, collectible toys. It created a squishy toy, and 
now it can’t keep up with demand. 

DEALBOOK 

G,M, Offeri~g Price (}ave Treas~ry a To~gh Call 

For the government, which owned most of O.M., the decision over the public offming p~iee was a 
gamble that could define the success or failure of Detroit’s 85o billion bailout. 

o Mole BusJr~ess News 

S P O RTS 

16:Year:Old Who Needs Transp|ants Opens Richardson’s Heart 

The Jets’ Tony Richardson has developed a fl’iendship with 16-yearmld Tyler Nelson, who 
desperately needs lung and liver transplants. 

~ Riddle otthe W~nd at Meadowiands Stadium 

~lhe 
FiSh Down: lhursday’s Games 

actress Agent Has Low Profile and a ~,VeI[-Known Task 

Casey Close, Derek deter’s agent, is a fonrter minor league and college player who hopes to persuade 
the Yankees to pay deter more than they have offered. 

Leach Expects Depositions in Texas Tech Suit to Clear His Name 

Mike Leach, Texas Teeh’s former head coach, says filings in his lawsuit over his firing will dear his 
name; the other side says the same doemnents are devastating to his ease. 

~ Documents: Mike Leach Vs Texas Tech 

* More Sports News 

ARTS 

Art Infh~tion: Macy’s Murakam[s 

Kaikai and Kiki, two creations of the J apanese pop artist Takashi Murakami, will join Macy’s for its 
Thanksgiving Day parade. 



TH E TV WATCH 

A TV Vote Seaso~aed \~ith Pol~t~es 

dust by making it to the finals Bristol Palin brought huge audiences - and a weird jolt of political 

animosity -to the hit dance show that on ’I~msday closed its nth season. 

~ Relates ABC a ChamfAon, Too, Than~s to BHstol Palm 

~ Post a Comment 

Kanye West performed his new album, "My Beautiful Dark ’I~,visted Fantasy," at the Bowery 

Ballroom to a star-studded crowd. 

FASHION & STYLE 

The Barbershop Renaissance 

Authentic-looking barbershops have popped up all over Lower Manhattan for men who want classic 

cuts in a nostalgic, manly setting, far from the salon. 

D~g Out Those Pocket Combs 

The comb is a friend to any number of haircuts, including the classic military "high and tight," the 
Elvis, the Steve McQueen, the greaser and all the longer styles. 

THE GIMLET EYE 

Trad~g o~x Se~th~e~at at Donfi~ck D~n~xe~s Estate Sale 

Some of the writer’s things are worth more than others, in real terms. 

More Fashion & Sb/le ;> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A 0h~’y Co~vk~ts To~ DeLay 

After a year of depressing news about the influence of big money in political eampaigns, a victory 

for honesty in campaign finance. 

EDITORIAL 

The Mayor and the Chancellor 

If Mayor Bloomberg wants his nominee to lead the city’s public schools, he should accept the 

compromise being offered by state officials. 

EDITORIAL 

Greece, ]rela~d, at~d The~? 

The baihmt recipe for Greece and now Ireland has a fnndamental problem. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

Inspiring words fcom a rave leader in a ~936 proelanmtion. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

G~ve ’Fha~ks for ,oo Eel? 

This holiday, try serving the forgotten fish that saved the Pilgrims. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bless the Orange Sweet Potato 

Without enough vitamin A, children can go blind ov even die. New high-teeh ~oods now deliver it. 

~- ED ~NTRIB~OR 

North Korea ~ll Never Play N~ce 

Letting Kim Jong-il get away with aggression will only embolden him. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 25, ~986, the Iran-Contt’a affair erupted as President Reagan and Attorney Genet’al Edwin 

Meese revealed that profits fi’om secret arms sales to h’an had been diverted to Niearaguan rebels. 



See Th~s Fro~t Page 

Buy Th~s Fro~ Page 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.coin> 

Thursday, November 25, 2010 3:35 PM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 25 Nov: Cancun, S.Durban, Norway, UCT research, India&migration, microcredit, Alliance politics, Mabhida white elephant, 

water/healtk poll- econ, Story of Electronic s 

Bond Legassick poll econ confelence paper.pdf; AEON06 lev Energy Report series 2 2010 LoRes.lxlf; Bond india Inigration conference 

paper.pdf; Buy Nothing Day.j pg; Story of Electronics take it back~ipg; bond dorsey climate j uslice Nov 2010 Australian Journa] of Political 

Economy.pdf, anti-Eskom IRP 2 protests in Tshwm~e.JPG; Horace Amina Patricia.jpg; Bluffwhaling.jpg; blnff- 1.jpg; Bluffwhaling 

stalion.png; Bond RRPE Water Health and the Commodification Debate.pdf; Cnltule, Politics and Economics of South Asian migration.pdf 

Hi comyades, 

* The Cancun climate summit starts next week, though ! won’t get there 
until the 7th Although a fortnight ago I escaped the stench of dear 
beloved South Durban 12~r Berkeley via Europe, the activists in the ’hood 
are fighting hard against breathing toxic air emitted by FFC and the 
petrochemical complex Tomon-ow, Des D’Sa and SDCEA lead a group of 
angry energy consmnnrs from across Durban to the IRP2 energy policy 
hearing downtown for an input and protest, and they’ll do so again on 
December 4 in solidarib" with Cancun clinrate activists (details to 
come). I hope you can join them. An inspiring photo of Earthlife 
Africa’s Women, Energy and Climate Change FOl~lrr~ protest against the IRP2 
process in Tshwane today is attached. CJN[ SA has a strong statnrent 
against the IRP2, below, and there are important statements about Cancun 
below that. On the same topic, last weekend I penned a couple of 
thousand words (1/2 of which went into the Mercttry on Tuesday) about how 
oily Not~egian itr~igrants to Durban did sonre damage a centuiy ago 
(peweee, rotting blubber!), and today, continue in the sanre tradition 
(innnediately below). Luckily- there are superb Norgies in Attac and other 
groups trying to get the petroVikings to kick their fossil fuel habit. 

* Skype is my- way to continue connecting to many of you, and yesterday 
thanks to Jol~m’s help, we had a very good Clinrate Justice Now! KZN 
nreeting in the CCS office, in part to talk through how L34_ZN might serve 
as one of the options for an alternative climate sunm~it venue in Nov-Dec 
2011. The last one in Copetkhagcn, ’Kliraaforum’, had 50 000 visitors, and 
there are four different ones in Cancun planned. I gather front Rehana 
that the Durban municipal plan is to house the large-scale 
lobby-oriented NGO scene in the cricket staditmr, but I suspect we’ll be 
called upon by the movenrent to provide a different set of options 
(either 2~fPB + Rick Turner Hall + residences or maybe DUT for proximi~" 
to the ICC). Your ideas are very welcome; next week we want to get a 
formal proposal rea@ for national movement consideration We’re lucky 
that aside from a few- supplemental exams, students will be gone and 
leave us large chu~ks of residences and halls in which we can meet and gab. 

* Also on the CJ front, Dartmouth prof Michael Dorsey and I have also 
put a draft analysis together for the Journal of Australian Political 
Economy, attached (comments welcome beibre Su~day), trying to map out 
both political traditions within CJ and the ways that our campaigning 
against World Bank loans for SA coal tell a stoW with potential 
victories ahead, not~vithstanding that painful defeat suit’ered in April. 
There are lots of solidarity stories about climate below, including the 
sad stoW of Danish state repression of t~vo spokespeople for last year’s 
protests (Stine and Tannie), who were convicted of incitement this week. 

* An exceptionally powerful research statement about SA’s degenerate 
environment policy has just been produced by Maarten de Wit and 
Stephanie de Villiers at UCT, attached. It’s a large file but really 
worth the ban&vidth, for it provides some of the finest technical 
information about energy, water and climate, and comes to the same 
conclusions we do about coal. Bravo to brave researchers, who are biting 
the hand (the SA state) that feeds them. I wish there were more. 

* Ok, there ~vas definitely some justified tlmstration in that CJN!KZN 
s~zpe meeting, because the line from UKZN to ’Maritzburg (groundWork) to 
the South Coast (Rehana) to Berkeley (me) kept dropping, so we will need 
some investment in higher-quality skypecasting in future Another skype 
effort, late last night (indeed lasting fi-om 8pro-midnight for me) was a 
paper I delivered to a Delhi conference on migratmn We got cut off 
about 15 times bel2~re finally getting a good connection, so I delivered 
a 30 minute version of the attached paper and then had an extremely 
rewarding, challenging discussion about political economic theory and 
practice, with superb Indian and expat researchers gathered by Simon 
Chilvers and Kurnar Sanjay (programme below/attached). 

* I hope we can continue learning from the Indians, especially with the 
150th anniversary of indentiture now drawing to a close, and 
Ashwin/Goolam/Thembisa Waetlen having had such great success with their 
books (reports below). The latest book of photos draws on the CCS Wolpe 
Lecture that Goolam and Ashwin presented last week. Also of interest to 
those following India is the imminent collapse of the microfinance fad 
there (even the NY Times concedes), and a blog (below) has linked it to 
some of the reasons I’ve been investigating for the past few years. 



* I didn’t really follow that zany debate within the Alliance about the 
controversial conference of civilized society (i.e. excluding the 
uhraleft social movements) held in early November. But there’s quite a 
long Cosatu statement today about what’s going on in the jockeying for 
influence ahead of the 2011 elections. ’l’he input by Jeremy Cronin 
against Cosatu has also attracted an anmsing critique by Bryan Rostrmn 
in Business Day-. You can read the tea leaves below; I really can’t make 
nruch of it, raysel£ Just lots of deckchair shiRing on the 
Alliance-Titanic, it seems to me. 

* The Mabhida Stadium is, as predicted by many of us (especially- the 
late great Dennis Brutus - who would have turned 86 on Sunday), a white 
elephant. With the rugby team giving it a miss, 2v{ike Sutcliffe’s 
repeated promises that Mabhida would earn its keep are, like the Point 
development and ICC, reduced to more crony-capitalist subsidies. He’s 
hoping to get the 2020 Olympics, and the City has already issued a stern 
warning (below) for us nay-sayers to behave when the IOC visits in July. 
They raust be sweating already. 

* A couple more papers are attached if you’re bored: a study of water 
and health published this week in a US progressive economics journal, 
and that paper I delivered (also via skwpe) to Martin Legassick’s Port 
Elizabeth conference last week, about poli-econ debates in SA dating to 
old Trotskyists and questioning the ’intermediate concepts’ of the 
Regulationists and even Ben Fine’s terrific group. This leaves us, then, 
with ’uneven and combined developnrent’ - but lots more to do to put nreat 
on those bones. 

* Finally, a po~vefful critic of US imperialism, Chalmers J&mson, just 
died. He had a good nretaphor for the US approaching Niagara Falls but 
partying on, below Today is what’s known as Thanksgiving here, and 
tomorro;v is Black Friday - the day retailers go from ’red’ to ’black’ 
(i.e. they- enter profitability on an annual basis, as huge sales begin 
for the maniacal ,’cmas consumption season) So with good timing, our 
Story of Stuff family has a great new hit film achieving 200 000 
downloads since launching on Nov 9 - called Story of Electronics, plus a 
couple of Huffington Post pieces by Almie Leonard to explain ;vhy we’re 
all getting ripped offby the capitalist ’designed for the dump’ 
mentality. I also thil~K of the eastern DRC where five million are dead 
thanks to society’s nnquenchable desire for cellphones and gold. Annie’s 
next film (for Febmai~’ e-distribution) is about corporate power over US 
elections, a formidable problem as ;ve saw three ;veeks ago, when $300 
million swooped in from big business to confound voters and bribe the US 
Congress into climate denialism, anti-regulatory threats and 
pro-austerity economics against the interests of the masses of duped 
Americans ;vho support Tea Party Republicans (40% according to an exit 
poll., groan). So here’s some Berkeley antidotes to some of the morbid 
symptoms of US capitalism: 

latest film: http://storvofstuit’, orb/electronics/ 

http://www.huffin~tonpost.com/annie-leonard/the-storv-of-electronics b 780978.html 
(and belo;v) 

http://wwwhuffin~tonpost.comiannie-leonard/choose-farrfllv-over-frenmz b 787597.html 

* Our event on Sunday at (I mean against) the At’rican Studies 
Association was jammed, so Horace Campbell, Amina Mama, Patricia Daley, 
Shailja Patel and ! were very pleased. A pic 

Cheers, 

Patrick 

A climate conference, old and new oil curses, and Norwegian ’Good 
Samaritans’ 

(published on 22 Nov by Connterpunch, ZNet, Links, etc) 

By Patrick Bond 

The stench nf rotting blubber would hang for days over The Bluff in 
South Durban, thanks to Nol~,~eglan immigrants whose harpooning skills 
helped stock the town with cnnking fat, margarine and soap, starting 
about a century ago The fumes became unbearable, and a local uproar 
soon compelled the Norwegians to move the whale processing factor?, from 
within Africa’s largest port to a less-populated site a few kilometers 
southeast. 

There, on The Bluff’s glorious Indian Ocean beachfront, the white 
working-class residents of Marine Drive (perhaps including those in the 
apartrnent where I now live) also complained bitterly about the odor from 
flensing, whereby blubber, meat and bone were separated at the world’s 
largest onshore whaling station. 

Ever since, our neighborhood has been the am~pit of South Africa. A bit 
further south and west, in a black residential area, the country’s 
largest oil refinery ~vas built in the 1950s, followed by the production 
and on-site disposal of nearly every toxic substance known to science. 



The whalers gracefully retreated into comfortable retirement in the 
mid-1970s, their prey ttneatened by extinction. Conservationists had 
mobilized internationally-, and thanks to the OPEC cartel, the cost of 
oil for ship transport soared in 1974, so the industly ceased operating 
in Durban. Even apartheid South Africa signed the global whaling ban in 
1976. 

What’s left is a snrall Bluff Whaling Museunr where you sense the early 
Norwegians’ Vikingesque stance: brave, defiant, urfforgiving to those 
they" raped and pillaged, and utterly unconcerned about the 
sustainability" of the environment they" had conquered. The Bluff’s 
world-class surfing waves regularly toss ashore decayed fragrrlents of 
sperm, blue, fin and humpback ~vhales’ skeletons; tens of thousands were 
killed 

D~j~ vu, earlier this month, when an invisible cloud sufIiased with a 
cat’s-piss ammonia stench floated from the South Durban petro-chemical 
complex the continent’s largest acrossthe stillracially-segregated 
belt of 300,000 residents. Once again the communi~z’s salt-of-the-earth 

rabble-rouser, Des D’Sa of the South Durban Communi~z Enviromnental 
Alliance (SDCEA), called a picket against an uncaring municipal 
bureaucra cy on November 12, and in the next t~vo weeks further protests 
are plauned in Durban against inadequate national energy policy and 
global climate policy-. 

The unbearable smell, apparently emanating from the po~verful COlT)oration 
FFS, lasted for days, reappearing again last Friday night Further 
south, the rotten-egg sulfur odor from petroleum refine~z SO2 emissions 
is a permanent feature. These persistent pollution crises are a visceral 
reminder: we must follow the example of Norwegian ~vhalers on The Blul’l; 
gracefully retreating tlcom capitalism’s reckless dependence upon oil, 
coal and gas It is a task that society’ cannot avoid much longer, as a 
devastating climate change tipping point looms sometime in the next decade. 

So nearly evewone was pleased, a fortnight ago, with the choice of 
Durban to host the 2011 Conference of the Parties (COP) 17, the world 
climate summit Competitinn was tough The con[~erence centre in 
beautiful Cape Town was r~iected, according to a guest post on former CT 
City" Manager Andrew Boraine’s blog, because of"the high levels of 
security required. The CT International Conference Centre (ICC) fails 
way behind the ICC complex in Durban. You can lock it down completely" 
and keep the over-the-top protesters well away from the high level 
attendees." 

Boraine, a Johannesburg NGO colleague of mine two decades ago when he 
helped Alexandra Township civic associations defend their over-the-top 
protests against apartheid, is now a public-private parmership 
facilitator "Cape Town’s proposal," he rebutted, "took into account the 
need to be able to lock down certain areas for government delegations 
and VIPs." 

Sor~,, I don’t accept the need for to safely insulate these rascals, for 
last December in Copenhagen I witnessed how badly the VIPs performed 
when tasked with making binding emissions cuts. Not only were none made 
but even the 1997 Kyoto Protocol’s minor five percent cuts (measured 
fi-om 1990-2012) were completely undermined 

SA and US presidents Jacob Zuma and Barack Obama joined Chinese, Indian 
and Brazilian leaders in wrecking the last vestiges of UN democracy and 
threatening their own societies (especially Zulu and Luo kinfolk who are 
on the climate frontline), on behalf of the (mainly white-owned) fossi [ 
fuel indust~" and (mainly white) frequent fliers (like mysell). Chief 
negotiator for the G77, Lumuml~a Di-Apeng, poignantly asked, "What is 
Obama going to tell his daughters? That their [Kenyan] relatives’ lives 
are not worth anything?" 

At the COP 16 clinrate surcarlit, lasting through December 11 in Canc~, 
Mexico, these VIPs definitely need a strong wake-up slap - as activists 
there gave World Trade Organisation negotiators in 2003 - not a quiet 
meeting place where they’ll just back-slap. 

Actually, the strategy many in civil society considered around this time 
last year, was what Boraine unintentionally advocated: ’locking down’ 
(and in) the world leaders inside Copenhagen’s Bella Centre, so they 
would finally- feel the pressure to sign a real deal, instead of the 
sleazy- Copenhagen Accord. 

This would have involved blockades preventing delegates from departing 
last December 19, the way activists did in September 2000 at Prague’s 
ancient palace, where SA finance minister Trevor Manuel chaired the 
World Bank’s annual meeting. The Vit~s barely scampered to safety- from 
global~iustice protesters, after again doing nothing to reform 
globalisatinn. 

The plan to lock down the clirrlate-negotiating VIPs in Copep2aagen was 
considered and then abandoned when Danish police turned semi-fascistic 
It’s not even an option worth discussing in Durban given that Ci~ 
Manager Mike SutcliIt’e regularly’ denies permission to peacefully protest 

But come to think of it, on 31 August 2001, a march of 15,000 to the ICC 



led by the [ate Fatima Meer and Dennis Brutus against a pathetic I_2N 
racism conference came close to barging in on the lethargic delegates 
Recall the activists’ valid complaints then: no I_2N discussion of 
reparations needed for slavery, colonialism and apartheid, and no action 
against Israeli racial oppression and occupation of Palestine. 

The reason why next year, leading climate activists may decline the 
opportumty to appeal to ICC elites either asking politely, or 
amplified with a chorus ofvuvuzelas is simple: rapidly-rising disgust 
with filthy leaders who cannot even clean up the world’s fouled 
financial nests, judging by tile recent South Korean G20 nreeting, nmch 
less planet-threatening enrissions. 

The Cancun COP will again demonstrate that US and EU rulers will spend 
trillions of dollars to paci~- the world’s richest speculators in 
financial markets, frora Wall Street in 2008 to those holding state bonds 
in Athens, Dublin and Lisbon this nronth. But they’ll balk at a few 
hundred billion required annually to save tile planet. 

"If planet Earth was a bank, they’d have bailed it out long ago," 
British climate campaigner Jonathan Neale remarked to laughter at the 
Norway Social Formn’s opening session last Thursday. The money is 
certainly available in Oslo, thanks to a petroleura rainy-day fund worth 
$500 billion, the world’s second largest sovereign hoard. 

Norwegians in tile campaigning group Attac with whom I spent tile last few 
days are also intent on fighting what a workshop leader, Heidi 
Lundeberg, last Thursday termed Norway’s "Good Samaritan masking the 
face of ore new- oil imperialism". Lundeberg’s edited collection for 
Attac, Klima for ny Oljepolitikk (Oslo, 2008), denrolishes Norway’s image 
as responsible global citizen. 

Universi)- of Bergen eco-social scientist Terje Tvedt has also 
complained that Oslo’s spin-doctoring generates "an aura of 
moral-ideological irrefatabilit?-". It’s especially irritating ~vhen 
accompanying a revitalized eco-Viking rape-and-pillage mentalit?-, such 
as grooving collaboration with the likes of the World Bank, led by one of 
the ~vorld’s most destructive men, Robert Zoellick. 

The fake Samaritan tendency, evident when former prime minister Gro 
Harlem Brundtland rari a 1983-87 world ~sustainable development’ 
cormnission, is being taken to extremes by current prime minister Jens 
Stoltenberg and environment/development minister Erik Solheim 

Workshop debate immediately ensued with the outraged director of the 
Oslo government’s Oil for Development fund, Petter Nore, who back in 
1979 coedited a great book, ©il and Class Struggle. "We are NOT the 
Samaritan face of imperialism!", he clamoured, yet his own reports 
reveal the fund’s role in occupied Iraq and Afghanistan, donating 
millions to lubricate the US looting of petrol and gas, and supporting a 
stable of venal oil-rich African dictators. 

Nore’s office also promotes carbon trading to mitigate the flaring of 
gas at oil wells. He rewards both Northern financiers and Big Oil 
polluters with ’Clean Development Mechanism’ payola, buying ’emissions 
reduction credits’ for the Norwegian state in order to reform extraction 
systems in which, at possibly the ~vorld’s worst site, the Niger Delta, 
flaring has been declared illegal in any case 

As do so many ex-leftist Scandinavian technocrats, Nore has capitulated 
to the worst global trends He’s using Norway’s oil-infused cash-flush 
aid to reward corporations ~2~r what the?’ should be doing free Activists 
from Port Harcourt’s Environmental Rights Action movement, led by Nnimmo 
Bassey (co-wirmer of the Right Livelihood Award last month) know better, 
demanding that carbon trading must not legitimize illegal flaring. 

The same problem can be found in another Norwegian Clean Development 
Mechanism strategy: planting alien invasive trees in plantations across 
several East African countries. ’]’his wrecks local ecology and pushes out 
indigenous people, as my colleague Blessing Karumbidza from the Durban 
NGO Ttmberwatch recently reported: "the Norwegian firm Green Resources 
has entrenched itself in the Southern Highlands of Tanzania where it 
looks to acquire at least 142 000 hectares of land. to plant exotic 
trees (varieties of eucalyptus and pine) for the purpose of selling an 
expected 400 000 tons of carbon credits to the Norwegian government" 

Along with Norway’s serious environmentalists and development advocates, 
I find it heartbreaking that the government’s wonderful Soria Moria 
declaration is being trashed by Stoltenberg and Solheim The 2005 
manifesto promised a U-turn, :[’or example, through shifting fanding from 
the World Bank to the United Nations. 

Even in the North’s nrost left-leaning government, it was all fibbery, as 
shown when Bank executive directors had a chance to turn down tile 
notorious $3.75 billion Medupi coal loan in April. The Norwegian 
representative only managed a limp abstention, not the "no[" vote 
demanded by a South African-led global coalition of 200 concerned groups. 

When Note told the workshop that fift-v governments had conre to his 
agency for assistance in managing oil resources, including South Africa, 
I flashed back to South Durban’s oil gricvances: 



¯ massive greenhouse gas emissions which contribute to SA’s emissions of 
CO2 per unit of per person GDP being twenty times worse than even the US, 
¯ regular fires, explosions, and devastating oil pipe leaks, 
¯ the world’s highest recorded school asthma rates (Settlers Primary) 
and a leukemia pandemic, 
¯ extreme capital-intensity in petro-chem production and extreme 
unemployment in surrounding communities, 
¯ a huge new pipeline to double the oil flow from Durban to Johannesburg 
(alrea@ two children were killed after falling into unprotected 
trenches), and 
° an old airpmt earmarked for expansion of the petrochemical, auto and 

shipping industries. 

South Durban is one of the world’s extreme sites of clinrate change cause 
and effect: well-paid managers r~m lea~’-bucket toxic factories by day 
and escape to plush suburbs by night, and gasping residents either 
slowly die from the exhaust or wake in fear when the refineries erupt 
with noxious furnes late at night. Yet thauks to one of Africa’s finest 
eco-social campaigning groups, SDCEA, the area can become an inspiring 
site for fighting petro-power and visioning alternatives. 

Consistent with a global consensus that whales should be left in the 
ocean, the only solution to the climate crisis is one that genuinely 
decent Norwegian comm~xity residents, fisherfolk, environmentalists and 
social activists are promoting in their own petrol-rich Lofotcn region. 
The demand there is identical to one rnade by South Durban residents fed 
up with srnells far more damaging than the decomposing blubber of 
yestetTear: "leave the oil in the soilt" 

(Patrick Bond, based at the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil 
Society http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za - and University of California-Berkeley 
Department of Geography, co-edited a 2009 L~N Press book: Clirnate 
Change, Carbon Trading and Civil Society.) 

http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.a sp? 11,65,3,2173 

Bond, Patrick (2010) Uneven and combined development, migration and 
xenophobia in Southern Africa Presented to the conference on Indian 
FOlrnation : 1-46. 

Summary’ 

It is a great honour to participate in a discussion with progressive 
Indian intellectuals, aiming to surface some of the theoretical and 
political problems that we in South Aiicica when migrant labour comes 
into contact ;vith one of the world’s most militant proletariats. In a 
post-colonial settler state still suffused with racist 
socio-geographical patterns and still reliant for a great deal of 
surplus value extraction iicom migrant workers in mines, factories and 
plantations, and with neoliberal ’class apartheid’ replacing ’racial 
apartheid’, little wonder that South Africa has amongst the world’s 
highest social protest rates. But as we conclude, it is yet more tragic 
that as one response to structural conditions, extreme forms of violent 
xenophobia broke out in 2008 and 2010, leaving scores of immigrants dead. 

I will, in this paper, first briefly outline roughly a half-century of 
theoretical developments in political economy that explicitly or 
implicitly grappled with migration. Then we review the main empirical 
aspects of labour migration over a century of regional 
proletarianisation. Next, contemporary economic crisis trends are 
sketched. And finally, an indication of why social resistance to 
neoliberalism has taken both qeff’ and ’right’ turns, the latter in the 
form of xenophobia. ~Ilqere is, it will be clear, an ~uneven and combined 
development’ of capitalism, and also of anticapitalism. 

FULL DOCUMENT ATTACtlED 

CULTIJRE, POMT[CS AN’[) ECONOMICS OF SOUTH ASIAN ]Vf[GRATION 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS: MI(I[ZATION IN SOUTHERN AI,T([CA 
PA~I1Z[CK BOND, UNIVERSYFY OF KW2d/.ULU-NATAI, (VIA VIDEO-LINK) 

CON~EE R[{NCE PROGR2d\AME 

DAY 1 : WEDNESDAY 24TH NOVEMBER 

9:30AM SESSK)N l: CIRCUITS OF CROSS-BORDER MIGRATK)N 

TREATMENT OF UN~VVELCOME GUESTS: THE STATE OF ROHINGYA REFUGEES LN BANGLADESH 
NAS1R UDDIN, ULNIVERSITY OF CHITFAGONG 

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE STRUCTURING OF A MOBILE WORKING CLASS: EVIDENCE 
FROM THE TAMIL REGION 
~v~N h~EVAN & R. V~YASAG~ ~STI~ OF DE~LOPh~N~ ~RNA~¢~S / 
~XCEF 

DISPOSITIONS & DESTINATIONS: A MODEL FOR MIGP~.TION FROM THE BENGAL DELTA 



JOYA CttATFERZI, UNIVERSITY OF C~MBRIDGE 

SttAP]NG TttE MI(]RATK)N REGIM[i IN NEPAL: BETWEfiN ECONOMIC IMPERATIVES & 
S()CI~kL JUSTK;E 

BANDITA SIJAPATI, NEPA SCHOOI~ OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND tlUMANITIES 

- LUNCtt- 

2:00PM SESSION 2: MIGRANT LD’E-CYCLES & REPRI)DUCTION OF COKd]kdRJNI’I~[iS 

THE DL~.SPORIC PURSUIT OF HOME: A TRANSNATIONAL PLrNJABI CO2vZ%IUNITY STEPHEN 
TAhZOR. UNT~rERSITY OF NORTHLrMBRLA 

FA2~LIAL BONDS OF INDIANS 1N THE L2qITED STATES: A STL~DY OF VISITING PARENTS 

AJAYA SAHOO, UN~I~;~RSITY OF HYDERABAD 

INTERSECTION OF CIRCU1TS OF MIGRATION 
2~RGARET WALTON-ROBERTS, VVILFRID LAURIER UNXVERS1TY 

- TEA - 

4:30PM SESSION" 3: (RE)CREATION OF MIGRANT COIVLMUNITIES 

DISPLACEMENT IN" NARI~ZDA VALLEY: CASE STUDY OF TAWA DAM 
YOGESH DEVAN, PEOPLE’S RESEARCH SOCIETY 

CONSERVATION & DISPLACEMEN~I’: THE IMPACT OF TIGER RESER\~S ON INDIGENOUS 
FOREST DYVELLERS 
BABA MAYARAM. SOCL~L ACTIVIST 

FORCED RE-NflGRATION TO SETTLEI~IENT COLONW: A CASE STUDY OF ~NNAGI NAGAR 
CHEN~NAI DILIP DIV~AKAR, JAYVAHARLAL NEHRU L2qIVERSITY 

DAY 2: THURSDAY 25TH NO’~MBER 

9:30AM SESSION 1: iVlIGRATION & SPATIAL FOPdvIATIONS 

MIGRATIONS FROM & INTO KERALA: SOME CONCEPTUAL ISSL~S 
k~IVlUNA SL~rkrY, PEOPLE’S RESEARCH SOCIETY 

IVffGRATIONS, TEXTS & MAPPING OF SPACE IN THE BRAHMAPUTP, A ’gALLEY 

MANJEET BARLTAH, LNDIRA GAN~bHI NATIONAL OPEN LrN~IVERSITY 

MARXIST & NON-IVL&P.XIST APPROACHES TO MIGRATION IN- KARN AT AKA 
S~MON CH~LVERS, INDIAN- FORIX/IATION RESEARCH SOCIETY 

12:30PM COMPAP, ATIVE ANAL YSIS: MIGRATION IN SOUTHERN- AFRICA 

PATRICK BOND. UNIVERSITY OF KYVAZULU-NATAL (VIA ~ffDEO-LLNK) 

- LU~!CH - 

2:00PM SESSION 2: DdPACT OF MIGRATION ON REGIONAL & LrPd3AN CHANGE 

THE SOCL4L & ECONOMIC EMPACT OF EdIGRATION: A CASE STUDY OF V~UkYANAD DISTRICT 

JACOB THONDALIL, SOUTH ASIA STUDY CENTRE 

CONDITIONS OF 2vIIGRANT WORI-~RS IN- HOSUR, TAM1L NADU 

A MARX, PRESIDENCY COLLEGE, CHEN2N!AI 

ECONOMIC CRISES, LABOUR MOBILITY & WE] ,FARE: EVI]-)ENCE FROM T]RRIJPUR 

M. VIIAYABASKAR, MADRAS INSTITUTE OF DEVE] ,OPMENT S~I"UDIES 

MIG RAN~ LABOUR, WORKERS’ RIGHTS & CW.G. CONSTRIJCTION PROJECTS 
SAW EQBAL, JAW~kItARLAL NT.t IRU UNIVERSITY 

4:30PM SESSION 3: POLE[’[CS OF MIGRATION, NATION & BELONGING 

Mr[GRAT[ON & CFPIZfiNSHIP RIGItTS 
MAD[tAV! PUTREVU~ HUMAN RIGttTS FORUM 

TItt,’.ORET[CAL UNDERST~KN-D]NG OF NEPAL-INDIA MIGRATION 

KESItAV BASttYAL, JAWAtIARLAL NEttRIJ UNIVERSITY 

IMMIGRA;~PS, CITIZENS & JUSTK;E: PRfiDICAMENT OF TItE NEPAL[S IN [N~DIA 

SWATAHSIDDtIA SARKAR, UNIVERSITY OF NORTtt BENGAL 

M]NI-]NDIA? POST-COIX)NIAL PERSPfiCTIVES ON TttE P()LK[’[CS OF MIGRATION IN 

TtlE ANI)AMAN ISLANDS 

PHE,]PP ZEtlMISCtt, LUDWIG MAXI~dr[LIANS UNIVERSITAT 

DAY 3: FRIDAY 26TH NOVEMBER 

9:30AM SESSION 1: ORIGINS & IDENTITIES OF IVffGRAN~F COiVI)¢R2NrITIES 

INDIAN MIGRATION TO THE WEST INDIES DLg.~ING THE COLONIAL PERIOD: A STL~DY 

OF THE TRANSFORDL~TION OF IDENTITY AMONG INTOENTLT-LED LABOLT-LERS 
GHAN SHY.,XaM. BANARAS HINTDU UNIVERSITY 

MIGRATION, IVIEMORY & POLITICS IN NORTH EAST INDIA 



SAR>kI I ttlLALY, RAI[V GANDHI UNIVERSITY 

Tt]Iv. IMPIV.RIAI, ROOTS OF PUNIABI N~kRRATIVES OF MOBILITY 

ANJALI GF, ERA ROY 

SOCIAL & POLITICAL EMBErX)EDNESS OF ECONOMIC X~f[GRAT[ON: SYI"UATING NEPAL[ 

MARWARIS W[TItIN TIIE BROADER MARWA2R[ COMMUNITY OF SOUTIt ASIA 

MAL],II<b~,. SHAKYA, UNIVF.R SITY OF OXFORD 

- LL ~-NCrft - 

2:00PM SESSION 2: GENDER. SOCIAL STRUCTURES & MIGRATION 

WOMEN & CHILD TRAS"FICKING IN- NEPAL: EXPLOITATION OF INNOCENTS 

VIN-OD K. BHARDYVAJ & WANGSH~IEi’~LA ZAMIR. GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE CHI~NPL~.A / 

NAGALAND U~,IIVERSITY 

’A PART YET APART: .AN" OVERVIEW OF SOU’I’H ASIAN FEbiA_LE LMMIGRATION IN" 
CANADA & ITS SOCIO-CULTURAL ~v~PLICATIONS 

SWAGATA BHATTACHARYA, JADAVPUR UNIVERSITY 

THE POLITICIZATION OF THE 1NDO-CANADIAN DIASPORA: A FOREIGN POLICY CASE 

STI~TDY A_NITA SINGH, DALHOUSIE U~ffVERSITY 

100 YE.~S OF SOL’I~I ASIAN MIGRATION: RACE & GENDER 1N THE CANADIAN ~4AGINARY 

SUN-ERA THOBANI, LrNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLU~IBIA 

4:30PM SESSION 3: MIGRATION & CO2vLML2NITY LABOUR 

THE EVI]-OLICATIONS OF MIGP~.TION FOR GENDER RELATIONS & COLLECTDJE ACTION: 

LESSONS FRObI CO)¢LMUNITY FORESTRY IN THE MIDDLE HILLS OF XrEPAL 
BEvfBW-LA SIJAPATI BASNETT, NEP~ SCHOOL OF SOCL4L SCIENCES AND HUIVIANITIES 

MIGRATION & SOCL4L TRANSFORMATION IN THE NEPAL-INDIA BORDERLANDS 
FRASER SUGDEN, UNIVERSITY OF STIRLIN’G 

BEYOND THE HYDRAULICS OF DEMAND & SUPPLY: A CASE STUDY OF BHIL MIGRATION 
KLEvIAR SANJAY SINGH, LrNIVERSITY OF DELHI 

Book revie~v of a new book by Ash~vin, Goolam and Thembisa Waetjen 

The Witness 

Intimae pictures of a communitT 
18 Nov 2010 
Nalini Naidoo 

AUTHORS Goolam Vahed and Ashwin Desai’s latest offering Many Lives: 
150 years of being Indian in South Africa, is a beautifully crafted 
photographic essay that will add value to any bookshelf or coffee table 

This time the duo ~vho wrote the seminal ~vork, Inside Indenture: A South 
African Story 1860-1914, have teamed up with University of KwaZulu-Natal 
historian Thembisa Waetjen. 

Over 700 phutographs interspersed with anecdotes and vignettes uf 
m[’omatiun u:ffer a panuramic glimpse intu the history of the Indian 
Con-anunity in South A[’rica. It’s not just the big events that are 
recorded but the everyday, the funny, the bizarre and the historic. ! 
was surprised to find the photograph uf twu 1967 Pietermaritzburg 
debutantes Constance Naidoo and Pauline Peters featured in the buok 
There is also the smile-inducing photugraph uf Yusu:[’Dadou, cuoking 
while smoking a pipe and dressed in an apron. It is these unexpected 
photugraphs, unearthed by the authurs, that give the buok a lblksy, 
intimate feel while not detracting frum its bruad histuric sweep 
Pietermaritzburg publishing firm Shuter and Shuoter have done a sterling 
job in the quality’ of the production, from the attractive cover to the 
superb layuut 

Many Lives is a fitting cummemorative memento uf this year’s 150th 
anniversary of the arrival of Indians in Suuth Africa. 

http://blo~ p2pJk~undation.neffauthor/michel 

The Microfinance Fallacy 

Michel Bamvcns 

24th November 2010 

The impending collapse of the microcredit sector in India, in the 
context of lender and farmer suicides, makes it irmperative to review the 
critiques of the modeh 

Thanks to J. Martin Pedersen for the suggestions. 



1.Hans Schuhn~acher: 

"Microfinance attracted considerable attention in recent years, not 

least due to the conferment of the Nobel Prize to Mvhammad Yunus, the 
founder of the Grameen Bank. Its subsidiary, Grameen Shakti, utilises 
microcredit for the implementation of solar nrodules on houses in 
Bangladesh for years. Meanwhile, a nmltitude of MFIs ttnong in the 
market. The strength of nricrocredit is its ability to reach those who 
are classified as anbankable and do not have access to credit under 
reasonable conditions. The volunre of a single microcredit ranges from 1 
EUR and 10.000 EUR. MFIs can be specialised finance institutions, but 
also NGOs. 

Interest rates typically range between 15% and 40%, run durations are 
short. Payback and monitoring are usually organised by groups of 
borrowers. The Grameen Bank, like many other MFIs, grants new credits 
when the old ones are repaid This brings about tight social control 
which, in turn, results in ve~z few dead losses. Activities financed by 
means of microcredit are usually labour-intensive and require minor 
material expenditure 

Microcredit, however, cannot bring about sustainable economic 
development on its own ~vhen infrastructure, healtcare and access to 
education, training and qualification are deficient or not present at 
all.6 There is also the problem ol; in places, extremely high interest 
rates (in some cases up to 70%) which are accounted for inflation, high 
administrative costs and the difficulties involved with aquiring capital 
by the MFIs in question. 

Disproportionate interest rates can affect the application potential of 
mcrocredit for technology cooperation negatively Success of technology 
cooperation also depends on mid-term and longterm solvency of local 
partner entrepreneurs and companies and on their capability to prosper 

Therefore. technology companies wishing to employ microcredit in 
technology cooperation projects should choose with care a MFI and 
collaborate with it. The interest rates of this MFI should be oriented 
towards sustainability This applies both to financing of economic 
activities that are part of the project and to credits in the project’s 
environment It is advisable to take into account the national or 
regional rate of inflation when evaluating interest rates, the ,,real" 
interest rate may in fact be lower than the figures indicate It should 
be possible that microcredit debtors obtain positive accounts in credit 
in the long run in order to strengthen local purchasing power 
Furthermore, microinsurance for loan loss should be available under 
advantageous conditions 

In case there is no suitable MFI present in the region, institutional 
investors may play this role or found special MFIs, so lang as the asset 
managers of institutional investors are increasingly bound to invest in 
sustainable proj ects. 

Another possibility would be the founding of special MFIs by alrea@ 
existing MFIs or joint ventures in developing countries. Appropriate 
education and training of students and interns from developing countries 
may bring about functioning banking systems in regions where there is a 
lack of them, led by executives who understand local environments" 

2. The danger of Grameenism, October 2010, excerpted from Patrick Bond 

Far ftom being a panacea %r fighting rural poverty, microcredit can 
impose additional burdens on the rural poor, without markedly improving 
their socio-economic condition: 

"Gramccn’s origins are sourced to a discussion Yunus had with Sufiya 
Begtan, a young mother who, he recalled, ’was making a stool made of 
bamboo. She gets five taka from a business person to buy the bamboo and 
sells to him for five and a half taka, earning halfa taka as her income 
for the day. She will never own five taka herself and her life will 
always be steeped into poverty. How- about giving her a credit for five 
taka that she uses to hny the bamboo, sell her product in free nrarket, 
earn a better profit and slowly pay back the loan?’ Describing Begunr and 
the first 42 bol~owers in Jobra village in Bangladesh, Ytmus waxed 
eloquent: ’Even those who seenringly have no conceptual thought, no 
ability to think of yesterday or tomorrow, are in fact quite intelligent 
and expert at the art of survival. Credit is the key that unlocks their 
humanity." 

But what is the current sitnation in Jobra? Says Batenran, ’It’s still 
trapped in deep poverty, and now- debt. And what is the response from 
Grameen Bank? All research in the village is now- banned!’ As for Begtan, 
says Bateman, ’she actually died in abject poverty in 1998 after all her 
many tiny income-generating proj ects came to nothing.’ The reason, 
Bateman argues, is simple: ’It turns out that as more and nmre 
’poverty-push’ raicro-enterprises were crowded into the same local 
economic space, the returns on each micro-enterprise began to fall 
dramatically. Starting a new trading business or a basket-making 
operation or driving a rickshaw required few skills and only a tiny 
amount of capital, but such a project generated yew little income 
indeed because everyone else was pretty much already doing exactly the 



same things in order to supdve ’ 

Contrary to the care[’ully cultivated media image, Yunus is not 
contributing to peace or social justice. In fact, he is an extreme 
neoliberal ideologue. To quote his philosophy, as expressed in his 1998 
autobiography, Banker to the Poor, 

I believe that ’government’, as we know it today, should pull out of 
most things except for law enforcement and justice, national defense and 
foreign policy, and let the private sector, a ’Orameenized private 
sector’, a social-consciousness-driven private sector, take over their 
other functions. 

Yunus has long argued that ’credit is a fundamental human right’, not 
just a privilege for those w-ith access to bank accounts and formal 
employment. But reflect on this matter and you quickly realise how 
inappropriate it is to compare bank debt a liabili)- that can be 
crushing to so many who do not suxvive the rigours of neoliberal markets 

with crucial political and civil libelties, health care, xvater, 
nutrition, education, envirormrent, housing and the other rights 
guaranteed in the constitutions of countries around the world. 

Microcredit mantras By early 2009, as the financial crisis tightened its 
grip on the world, Yunus had apparently backed away from his long-held 
posture. At that time, he told India’s MicroFinance Focus magazine the 
very opposite of what he had been saying: ’If somebo@ ~vants to do 
microcredit fine. I wouldn’t say this is soraething everybo@ should 
have’ (emphasis added). Indeed, the predatory xvay that credit was 
introduced to vulnerable US commmtities in recent years means that Yunus 
must now- distinguish his Grameen Bank’s strategy of ’real’ microcredit 
from microcredit ’which has a different motivation’. As Yunus told 
MicroFinance Focus, "¢~q~enever something gets popular, there are people 
who take advantage of that and misuse it’ 

To be sure, Yunus also unveiled a more radical edge in that intelwiew, 
interpreting the crisis in the following terms. ’The root causes are the 
wrong structure, the capitalism structure that ~ve have,’ he said. ’We 
have to redesign the structure we are operating in ;Vrong, unsustainable 
lifestyle.’ Fair enough. But in the next breath, Ym~us was back to 
neoliberalism, arguing that state microfinance regulation ’should be 
promotional, a cheerleader.’ 

For Yunus, regulators are apparently anathema, especially if they clamp 
down on what are, quite frankly, high-risk banking practices, such as 
hiding bad debts. As the Wall Street Journal conceded in late 2001, a 
fiflh of the Grameen Bank’s loans were more than a year past their due 
date: ’Grameen would be showing steep losses if the bank followed the 
a ccounting practices recommended by institutions that help finance 
microlenders through low-interest loans and private investments’ A 
typical financial sleight-of-hand resorted to by Grameen is to 
reschedule short-term loans that are m~paid after as long as two years; 
thus, instead of writing them ofl; it lets borro~vers accumulate interest 
through new loans simply to keep alive the fiction of repayments on the 
old loans. Not even extreme pressure techniques such as removing tin 
roofs from delinquent women’s houses, according to the Journal report 
unproved repayment rates in the most crucial areas, where (irameen had 
earlier won its global reputation among neoliberals who consider credit 
and entrepreneurship as central prerequisites for development. 

By the earl?’ 2000s, even the huckster-rich microfinance industry had 
felt betrayed by Yunus’ tricks ’(irameen Bank had been at best lax, and 
more likely at worst, deceptive in reporting its financial performance,’ 
wrote leading microfinance promoter J D Von Pischke of the World Bank in 
reaction to the Journal’s revelations. ’Most of us in the trade probably 
had long suspected that something was fishy’ Agreed Ross Croulet of the 
African Development Bank, ’I myself have been suspicious for a long time 
about the true situation of (irameen so often disguised by Dr Yunus’s 
global stellar status.’ Several years earlier, Yunus was weaned off the 
bulk of his international donor support, reportedly USD 5 million a 
year, which until then had reduced the interest rate he needed to charge 
borrowers and still make a profit. (irameen had allegedly become 
’sustainable’ and self-financing, with costs to be fully borne by borrowers 

To his credit, Yunus had also battled backward pariarchal and religious 
attitudes in Bangladesh, and his hard work extended credit to millions 
of people. Today there are around 20,000 Grameen staffers servicing 66 
million borrowers in 45,000 Bangladeshi villages, lending an average of 
USD 160 per borrower (about USD 100 million/month in new credits), 
without collateral, an unpresslve accomplishrnem by any standards. The 
secret to such high turnover was that poor women were ~pically arranged 
in groups of five: two got the first tranche of credit, leaving the 
other three as ’chasers’ to pressure repayment, so that they could in 
turn get the next loans. 

At a time of new competitors, adverse weather conditions (especially the 
1998 floods) and a backlash by- burrowers who used the collective power 
of non-payment, Grameen iraposed dramatic increases in the price of 
repaying loans. That Gramecn was gaining leverage over women instead 
of giving them economic liberation is a familiar accusation. In 1995, 



New Internationalist magazine probed Yunus about the 16 ’resolutions’ he 
required his borrowers to accept, including ’smaller families’ When New 
Internationalist suggested this ’smacked of popuhtion control’, Yunus 
replied, ’N0, it is very easy to convince people to have fewer children 
Now that the women are earners, having more children means losing 
money.’ The long history of fi~rced sterilisation in the Third World is 
often justified in such narrow economic terms. 

In the same spirit of commodifying everything, Yunus set up a 
relationship with the biotectmology giant Monsanto to promote biotech 
and agrochemical products in 1998, which, New Internationalist reported, 
’was cancelled clue to public pressure.’ 

The Nexv York Times / November 17, 2010 

India Microcredit Faces Collapse From Defaults By LYDLa. POLGREEN and 
VIKAS BAJAJ 

MADOOR, India - India’s rapidly growing private microcredit industry 
faces irmninent collapse as alrnost all borrowers in one of India’s 
largest states have stopped repaying their loans, egged on by 
politicians xvho accuse the industry of earning outsize profits on the 
backs of the poor. 

The crisis has been building for weeks, but has now reached a critical 
stage. Indian banks, which put up about 80 percent of the money that the 
companies lent to poor consumers, are increasingly worried that after 
SUl~’iving the global financial crisis rnostly unscathed, they could now 
face serious losses. Indian banks have about $4 billion tied up in the 
industry-, banking officials say-. 

"We are extremely worried about our exposure to the microfinance 
sector," said Sunand K. Mitra, a senior executive at Axis Balzk, speaking 
Tuesday on a panel at the India Economic Summit. 

The region’s crisis is likely to reverberate around the globe Initially 
the work of nonprofit groups, the tin?’ loans to the poor kno;vn as 
microcredit once seemed a promising path out of poverty- for millions. In 
recent years, foundations, venture capitalists and the World Bank have 
used India as a petri dish for similar for-profit "social enterprises" 
that seek to make money while filling a social need. Like-minded 
industries have sprung up in Africa, Latin America and other parts of Asia. 

But microfinance in pursuit of profits has led some microcredit 
companies around the world to extend loans to poor villagers at 
exorbitant interest rates and ;vithout enough regard for their ability- to 
repay Some companies have more than doubled their revenues annually. 

Now- some Indian officials fear that microfinance could become India’s 
version of the United States’ subprime moltgage debacle, in which the 
seemingly noble idea of extending home ownership to low-income 
households threatened to collapse the global banking system because of a 
reckless, grow-at-any-cost strategy 

Responding to public anger over abuses in the microcredit industry - and 
growing reports of suicides among people unable to pay mounting debts - 
legislators in the state of Andhra Pradesh last month passed a stringent 
new law restricting how the companies can lend and collect money. 

]~*;ven as the new legislation was being passed, local leaders urged people 
to renege on their loans, and repayments on nearly $2 billion in loans 
in the state have virtually ceased Lenders say that less than 10 
percent of borrowers have made payments in the past couple of weeks. 

If the trend continues, the industry faces collapse in a state where 
more than a third of its borrowers live. Lenders are also having trouble 
making new loans in other states, because banks have slowed lending to 
them as fears about defaults have grown 

(iovernment officials in the state say the?" had little choice but to act, 
and point to women like Durgamma Dappu, a widowed hborer from this 
impoverished village who took a loan from a private microfinance company 
because she wanted to build a house. 

She had never had a bank account or earned a regular salary but was 
given a $200 loan anyway, which she struggled to repay So she took 
another from a different company, then another, until she was nearly 
$2,000 in debt In September she fled her village, leaving her family 
little choice but to forfeit her tin?’ plot of land, and her dreams. 

"These institutions are using quite coercive rnethods to collect," said 
V. Vasant Kumar, the state’s rninister for rural developrncnt. "They 
aren’t looking at sustainability- or ensuring the money is going to 
income-generating activities. They are just making money." 

Reddy Suhratm~anyam, a senior official who helped write the Andhra 
Pradesh legislation, accuses microfinance companies of making 
"hyperprofits off the poor," and said the industry had become no better 
than the xvidely despised village loan sharks it was intended to replace. 



"The money lender lives in the communi~," he said. "At least you can 
burn down his house. With these companies, it is loot and scoot." 

Indeed, some of the anger appears to have been fueled by the recent 
initial public ofi;ering of shares by SKS Microfinance, India’s largest 
for-profit microlender, backed by famous investors like George Soros and 
Vinod Khosla, a co-founder of Sun Microsystems. 

SKS and its shareholders raised more than $350 million on the stock 
market in August. Its revenue and profits have grown aro~md 100 percent 
atmually in recent years. This year, Vikram Akula, chairman of SKS 
Microfinance, privately sold shares worth about $13 million. 

He defended the industty’s record before the India Economic Summit 
meeting, saying that a few rogue operators may have given improper 
loans, but that the industly was too important to fail. "Microfinance 
has made a tremendous contribution to inclusive growth," he said 
Destroying microfinance, he said, would result in "nothing less than 
financial apartheid" 

Indian microfinance companies have some of the world’s lowest interest 
rates for small loans, iv11- Akula said that his company had reduced its 
interest rate by six percentage points, to 24 percent, in the past 
several years as volume had brought down expenses 

Unlike other officials in his industu, Vijay Mahajan, the chairman of 
Basix, an organization that provides loans and other services to the 
poor, acknowledged that maW lenders grew too fast and lent too 
aggressively. Investments by private equity firms and the prospect of a 
stock market listing drove firms to increase lending as fast as they 
could, he said 

"In their quest to grow," he said, "the?- kept piling on more loans in 
the same geographies." He added, "That led to more indebtedness, and in 
some cases it led to suicides." 

Still, he said, the number ofborro~vers who are struggling to pay off 
their debts is much smaller than officials have asserted. He estimates 
that 20 percent have borrowed more than the?- can afford al’~d that just 
1 percent are in seriuus truuble. 

One uf India’s leading social workers, Ela Bhatt, whu heads the 
Self-Employed Women’s Associatiun, or SEWA, said micrufinance firms had 
lost sight ufthe fact that the puor needed more than luans tu be 
successful entrepreneurs. They need business and financial advice as 
well, she said. 

"They were more cuncerned abuut growth - not growth of the hvelihouds 
and ecunumic status of the clients, but unly the institutions’ growth," 
she said. 

Mr. Mahajan, who is alsu the chairman ufthe Micrufinance Institutiuns 
Netwurk, said that the industpf was now planning tu create a fund to 
help restructure the luans of the 20 percent of burruwers in Andhra 
Pradesh whu were struggling. 

He alsu said the industry, which has been reluctant tu accept outside 
help, would share its client databases with the government and was 
negotiating restrictiuns un retail lending that did nut go through the 
nonprufit self-help lending groups. 

The cullapse of the industry could have severe consequences :[’or 
burrowers, who may be forced to resort to muney lenders unce again. It 
is tough to find a household in this village in an impoverished district 
of Andhra Pradesh that is not deeply in debt to a for-profit 
microfinance company. 

K. Shivanwna, a 38-year-old I:armer, said she took her first loan hoping 
to reverse several years of crop failure brought on by drought. 

"When you take the loan the?" say, ’Don’t worry, it is easy to pay back,’ 
" Ms. Shivamma said. 

The man from Share, the company that made her first loan, did not ask 
about her income, Ms. Shivarrm~a said. She soon ran into trouble paying 
back the $400 loan, and took out another loan, and then another. 

Now she owes nearly $2,000 and has no idea how she will repay it. The 
television, the mobile phone and the two buffaloes she bought with one 
loan were sold long ago. "I know it is a vicious circle," she said. "But 
there is no choice but to go on." 

Lydia Polgrecn repotted from Madoor, and Vikas Baj~i from Mumbai, India. 
Hari Kumar contributed reporting from Madoor. 

Statement of the COSATU Central Executive Con~mittee 
held on 22-24 November 2010 



The Central Executive Committee (CEC) of the Congress of South Alicican 
Trade Unions held a scheduled meeting on 22-24 November 2010, attended 
by National Office Bearers, and representatives of its affiliates and 
provincial structures. 

On 1 December 2010, COSATU will be proudly celebrating its 25th 
anniversary, a qualter of a century of battling for workers’ rights, 
democracy and liberation, 25 years of unbroken straggle ~vith and for the 
working class and the poor. 

On 4th December 2010 we ;vill hold the mother of all birthday parties - a 
rally and a workers’ festival - at Johalmesburg Stadium. As well as top 
speakers from government, our allies, and of course COSATU itselt; there 
will be music from the finest South African artists, including Jonas 
Owangwa, Letta Mbulu, Vusi 2vlahlasela, DL Cleo, Big Nuz, Ntando, Rebecca 
Malope and lhhashi Elimhlophe. And that is less than half the list! 

At the event COSATU will also launch its 2011 Local Government Election 
campaign in support of the ANC 

Transport has been laid on from all over the country and we want ;vorkers 
to cume there with their partners and families and enjuy this historic 
fesuw~l uf workers, and we urge the media tu publicise this momentous 
event tu your readers, viewers and listeners. 

The CEC meeting was addressed by three government ministers F.brahim 
Patel, Manister of Ecunomic Development, Mildred Oliphant, Minister of 
Labour, and Nathi Mthethwa, Minister of Police Cullins Chabane, 
Minister in the Presidency, had to tender his apulugies and will be 
invited tu a future meeting. 

1. Pulitical situation 

The CEC recalled that in its last session held in August it issued a 
discussiun paper titled "The Alliance at a Crossroads- the battle 
against a predatory elite and political paralysis" 

The August CEC had concluded that: 

"The pust-Pulokwane period has been highly cuntested. On paper, 
Pulukwane prumised key advances in its cummitment to an ecunumic pulicy 
based un decent work, proposals fur a new gruwth path, a new high impact 
industrial policy, natiunal health insurance, cumprehensive sucial 
prutectiun, comprehensive rural develupment strategy etc But progress 
on these areas has been very mixed, and un the whole disappointing. The 
centrepiece of the new economic policy, the Growth Path doc~tment 
couldn’t be adopted at the July Cabinet Lekgotla, and has been referred 
to a Cabinet Committee. There are no time frames set for this process 
suggesting that it may hang in there forever." 

The CEC analysed a nmnber of political events that took place since ~ve 
made this conclusion as follows: 

ANC NC42 

The CEC agreed that for COSATU the ANC NOC in Septcmber 2010 was a huge 
success! The members of the ANC took the opportunity to assess progress 
in iraplementation of the ANC 52nd National Cotffcrence resolutions and 
took a number of progressive resolutions including on the following: 

1. It reaffirmed all the econoraic resolutions of Polokwane as 
surrmrarised in the five ANC manifesto priorities. It adopted the 
framework for the New Growth Path which emphasised the need for 
transformation of the economy to achieve the goal of creating decent 
work and eradication of poverty. 

2. Further, the Declaration reaffirraed "the ANC’s approach that the 
transformation of the South African economy- should al~vays be holistic 
and comprehensive, covering all sectors of the economy. In this regard, 
the ANC should ensure greater state involvement and control of strategic 
sectors of the economy, such as mining, energy, the financial sector and 
others." 

3. The NGC moved decisively to state that "the implementation of NHI 
should be fast-tracked. The ANC must lead the implementation of the 
N-HI and its promotion amongst the general populace", adding that "the 
involvement and support of the Alliance is crucial." 

4. The NGC categorically stated that it must go down in history as 
~the gathering that marked a decisive turning point in tackling, 
arresting and reversing the negative tendencies that have eroded and 
tl~reaten to erode the political integrity and moral standing of the ANC 
among our people. The NGC ~;vent beyond condemning sins of incumbency and 
other misbehaviour such as ill-discipline and factionalism" and promised 
that decisive action will be taken ~against any tendency to erode the 
character, principles, core values and culture of the ANC" 

COSATU totally agrees 

The ~new tendency’ of tenderpreneurs ;vas isolated and exposed and their 



progratmne completely disrupted. Just like the 1996 class project it does 

not mean that the?’ have been defeated It will however take blunders and 
a series of own goals by the leadership to allow a return to the 
pre-2010 NGC political environment 

In our view the NGC on the whole constituted not only a defence of 
Polokwane but significant pro-worker pro-poor adwmces, even though 
there remain some worrying elements. 

The overriding lesson we have however learnt ttnoughout our 25 years of 
existence is that paper accepts anything written on it. It will all 
depend on consistent and decisive leadership to take forward tile clear 
pro-poor and pro-wurking class policies that emerged from the NGC. Our 
challenge is to use a combination of strategies to continue to push for 
fundamental transformation. 

Overall the fralnework emerging from the NGC should have ended paralysis 
emboldened the leadership and brought the alliance formations closer to 
one another. 

Strategic Political Centre 

An area of disappointment emerging from the NGC was resolutions on tile 
Alliance. COSATU has long said that the ANC leads the Alliance, which, 
as OR Tambo said, "is not an elite pact signed in conference tables but 
an organic and unique entity- born out of struggle and cemented with 
blood of our people". COSATU fully agrees with this theoretical 
perspective, and that "each Alliance component enjoys political 
independence from one another". 

COSATU has not contested the fact that the ANC is the strategic 
political centre precisely because it leads the alliance and the rest of 
the democratic forces. COSATU however insist that since the ANC has 
formed a strategic and not tactical alliance with SACP and COSATU, it 
goes with without saying that since the ANC is the strategic centre, the 
alliance as a whole under the leadership of the ANC is also a strategic 
political centre. 

To find a solution to unblock this stalemate, ~ve must spell out what we 
mean by a strategic political centre. This has already been spelt out in 
a detailed May 2008 Alliance Summit resolution that agreed that we must 
develop a joint programme driven by Alliance leadership structures at 
all levels to mobilise our membership and society as whole behind the 
demands of the Freedom Charter and for implementation of the manil~sto 
commitments 

There should be maximum levels of consultation including on key 
government progran~mes and deployment of cadres. In short the Alliance 
must not return back to the marginalisation of other components, 
including ANC members and our people. 

The ANC-led alliance must dr~ve transformation, and government leaders 
and bureaucrats cannot continue to be the strategic centre of power, as 
they have been over the last 16 years. 

Disagreement on this critical matter including the fact that there is no 
progrannne to mobilise our people behind the manifesto priorities and for 
transformation means that the alliance is still at cross roads. 

Bi[aterals with the SACP 

The CEC received a report on successful bilateral meetings with the 
SACP. The CEC concluded that: 

l. It would be an exaggeration to suggest that all our problems that 
have caused uneasiness have been resolved Both COSATU and the SACP have 
the responsibility’ to act decisively to close the gaps and ensure that 
maximum unity, amongst these two biggest socialist formations. The 
biggest loser in the deterioration of the relationship between COSATU 
and the SACP is going to be the working class and the struggle for 
socialism. 

2. In the past the CEC has expressed the CEC view is that the SACP 
General Secretary must return to SACP Head Quarters and lead the party 
on the full time basis so that it can confi~ont the challenges facing the 
working class. The CEC reiterated that view. This is a plea not a command! 

3. COSATU will be discussing a formula that can ensure that the SACP 
develops resources that can help it develop human resource capacity and 
is help to run campaigns effectively 

Bi[aterals with the ANC 

The CEC expressed concern at tile tone of the ANC responses to COSATU, 
which are adopting an increasingly antagonistic and paranoid posture, 
and questioning of bonafides, which is slowly, if not faster, taking us 
to the pre-52nd Polokwane conference era, where all were under scrutiny 
and suspected of being manipulated by the imperialists and or other 
forces hostile to the NDR. 

A trend is developing where COSATU is subjected to ridicule, 



caricatured, dismissed and misrepresented, to advance an argument that 
the Federatinn is being oppositionist and generally problematic and not 
loyal to the Alliance. The CEC called for this to stop. 

Personalisation of the role of the General Secretary 

The COSATU General Secretary concedes now that his armouncement that he 
will not stand in the next congress was a mistake, more so his statement 
that he would now make himself available for the NEC and Central 
Committee of the ANC and the SACP, even though not for the position of 
the secretaries of these organisations. 

This has unleashed speculation about where he is going and what role he 
will play. Already, he has been attacked by some in the ANC as having 
launched the succession debate tl’uough this announcement. The ANCYL has 
also not missed the opportunity to ridicule, suggesting that he wants to 
j ump straight to the top leadership instead of first j oining a branch of 
the ANC and making his way up. 

The media, with the help of some I:aceless persons within the affiliates, 
launched a COSATU succession debate and named possible candidates. The 
union officials behind this debate for their own reasons sought to 
profile and rubbish their preferred candidates and those they- did not 
prefer. 

This forced the May 2010 CEC to announce that there is no succession 
debate in the federation until the right time. This has however not 
stopped some in the raedia from continuing to conduct this debate. 
Regrettably this may destabilise the unit?" of the federation by 
undermining personal relations between comrades, who are pitted against 
each other by faceless people. 

Secondly the raedia, which has its own agenda, have sought to present the 
COSATU General Secretary as some kind of Messiah, writing editorials and 
articles praising him outside the collective that he represents when 
articulating the federatiun’s positions. Regrettably there is now- in 
some quarters a fear of"his agenda". 

In a co-ordinated whispering and gossip campaign it is suggested that: 

1) He aims to be in the top six of the ANC 

2) He is positioning himself to be the next General Secretary of the 
SACP 

3) He wants to use COSATU to form a new workers or a South African 
’MDC’ political party as it has happened in Zimbabwe, Malawi, Namibia 
and Zambia. 

The truth is that the General Secretary is no individual operating 
outside the discipline and policy of the federation. COSATU is committed 
to the Alliance and has no agenda whatsoever to form an MDC. This does 
not mean that COSATU must give in to the blackanail and refuse to discuss 
the political environment it finds itself operating in 

The reaction of COSATU to this can’t be to say that it must close all 
discussions because that ~vould be playing to the agenda of the paranoid 
sections of Alliance leaders The General Secretary is the chief 
spokesperson of COSATU and the CEC will not give ~n to the agenda of 
isolating and destroying him He will remain the public face of COSA’~J. 
COSA~I~U will defend its General Secretary and all its leaders against 
unwarranted attacks. 

The General Secretary has stated his preference with regard to the next 
congress. What will ultimately happen there remains an issue that the 
affiliates and their members will discuss at an appropriate time The 
General Secretary will not, because of paranoia, issue a declaration 
that he will not stand :[’or this and that position :[’or fear that this is 
compromising relationships with paranoid individuals. 

Civil society conference 

Successive COSA’~J National Congresses have called on the federatinn to 
work more closely with other civil society’ formations. Informed by this, 
COSATU has convened two major civil society conferences to broader ~ts 
jobs and poverty campaign in recent years. 

The August 2010 CEC adopted a programme which said: "The CO SATU 
post-World Cup Declaratinn is gaining broad support. We need to create a 
bigger profile ~2~r this, and convene a platform of organisations to 
focus on the issues raised in the Declaration We can use this to unite 
South Africa around a positive campaign of social renewal". 

This led to the Civil Society Conference on 27-28 October 2010. Close to 
60 corcanunity based organisations, NGOs and the mass democratic moverr~ent, 
including SANCO, attended the highly successful gathering. 

The CEC expressed shock and regret at the reaction of the ANC iX~VC. The 
ANC has never attended an?, of the three previous maj or summits convened 
by COSATU and in fact refused to attend at least one of these when it 
was invited to obselwe. Today, informed by- an uninforraed insecurity and 



paranoia it suddenly smells a rat and develops all manner of conspiracy 
theories 

COSATU in particular is angered by a baseless accusation that it is 
fomenting a regime change in South Africa There is no difference 
between what the NWC of the ANC is accusing COSATU of. and what the late 

James Nkambule accused three prominent leaders of the ANC, Cyril 
Ramaphosa, Tokyo Sexwale and k/rathew Phosa of plotting a regime change. 

Comrade Jeremy Cronin, DGS of the SACP, has also fclt it appropriate to 
launch his own tirade against the Civil Society confcrence in Umsebenzi 
Online. 

It is regrettable that Cot~ade Jeremy’s contribution to the debate on 
the role of civil society is full of ideological confusion, baseless 
insinuations and self-contradictmT assertions. More worryingly the SACP 
DGS did not once engage COSATU to indicate that he has a problem with 
mobilisation of civil society. 

It is based on total misconceptions of the nature of the Civil Society 
Conference, which have already been clarified in COSATU’s response to 
the ANC National Working cormnittee which raised similar, and equally 
unjustified, charges, a response which Jeremy presumably has not read, 
since he repeats the NV~rC’s false assertion that SANCO was not invited to 
confcrence (they were and did participate.) 

Ironically- much of Cde Jeretw’s introductory paragraphs, dealing with 
the nature of civil society, justin" COSATU’s stance and contradict his 
own. He is quite right to identify the different tendencies within civil 
society-. Some, which he describes as "centre-leR leaning, NGOi social 
movements", veer towards the side of the national democratic revolution, 
and others, who are right-wing, free market, anti-majoritarian liberals, 
tend to align with the counter-revolution. 

This reflects the pressure exerted on civil society groupings by the t~vo 
dominant classes, the capitalists and the working class, each competing 
for their allegiance That is why for years, as Jeremy concedes, it has 
been the policy of not only COSATU and the ANC, but also the SACP in 
particular, to build broad alliances with civil society organisations, 
in order to create and strengthen a hegemony of progressive forces 
within civil society and ~veaken the counter-revolutiunalT forces. 

As Cde Jeremy says, "the SACP in practice has also ahvays sought to work 
with a wide range of social liberal forces - whether ~vithin the ANC and 
our broader movement. Over the past ten years with our successive Red 
October campaigns ~ve have, likewise, worked ~vith and learnt from active 
campaigning together with a wide range of forces, including many 
NGO/social movements and faith-based formations, around transforming the 
financial sector, or land reform, or dealing with the scourge of 
corruption." 

The ANC adopted the same strategy with its Alliance with SANCO, and its 
leadership of the fomaer mass democratic movement 

October’s C~vil Society Conference was located squarely within this 
tradition and was indeed a classic example of the same stl-ategy’. It ~vas 
attended by 56 organisations represented from a wide range of church, 
community, NGO and special interest Ibrmatiuns 

It is worth repeating some of COSA’]7.;r’s response to the ANC NWC: 

"COSATU remains firmly committed to its alliance with the ANC, SACP and 
SANCO, mandated by many Natinnal Congress resolutions. It has however 
also always been, and will remain, a trade union federation, independent 
of the ANC, the state and capital, with the right to meet and interact 
with any organisation, as long as this advances the interests of the 
working class 

"COSATU has no need to seek permission from anyone to meet and work with 
friendly organisations. We are not an unti-ANC and anti-government 
coalition. We are not here to begin a process to form any political 
party, not- to advance the interest of any individual" 

"Contrary to the impression given by the AN(; statement, speakers at the 
conference went out of their way to heap praise on the ANC government’s 
achievements. COSATU, and the overwhelming majority of civil society 
organisations, are fully cowanitted to working with, not against the ANC 
and the government. United together, the liberation movement and civil 
society are an invincible force for change and national liberation. Let 
us unite and work together to achieve our shared aims!" 

The CEC agreed to continue to organise provincial civil society 
conferences next year and called on the leadership of the federation to 
move with speed to organise the Conference of the Left of all forces 
coramitted to the goal of socialism in cunjunction with the SACP. 

COSATU CEC reiterated that COSATU is an independunt organisation free to 
pursue it congress resolutions. 

Cabinet reshuffle 



The CEC noted that on 30 October 201, the President announced the 
biggest cabinet reshuffle in the history of our democracy. We welcome 
his comment that "Given the fact that we still face serious challenges 
of unemployment, poverty and inequality in the country, government has 
to work at a faster pace to change the hves of the poor. Our people 
need to see a visible improvement in the dehvery of’water, electricity, 
health care, education, social security, c~vic services, safety and 
security and a host of other basic needs." 

COSATU reject totally the suggestion by some in the media that the 
President sought to cement his position by packing the Cabinet with 
people from one province KwaZulu Natal. COSATU totally rejects tribalism 
and will fight this and other divisions whenever they rare their ugly heads. 

COSATU corrm~its to working closely with all the new ministers and 
deputies, and has already begun to do this at this CEC meeting. 

Preparations for the Alliance Summit 

The Alliance Secretariat has set the date for the next Alliance Sunm~it - 
29-30 Janual~/2011. Whilst we still have to finalise the agenda, the 
following will feature prorainently: 

1. Alliance progranm~e 

2. Conceptualisation of the alliance including the strategic 
political centre 

3. 2011 local government elections 

2. Towards establistwaent of Corruption Watch 

Since the decision was taken to build a powerful anti-corruption 
institution of civil society Corruption Watch - involving a team of 
la;vyers, accountants, auditors, etc, 

The meeting discussed in detail the formation of a Section 21 company 
and the balance of power bet;veen the directors and members It was noted 
that there must be a proper gender and race balance on the board of 
directors and that a person of exceptional integrity needs to be 
identified as a candidate for the position of Executive Director/CEO. 

COSATU and its affiliates will hold a majority of the legal membership 
of the company, with civil society organisations holding the balance. 
The legal requirement is 7 members, but the CEC decided to have 15 
members, 10 of ;vhich would be COSATU members, the others would represent 
civil society organisations. 

The CEC considered the political challenges of ACU and affirmed that 
this is an initiative intended to support govermnent’s efforts to combat 
corruption, that it will aim to enhance the eft’ectiveness of statutory 
bodies such as the NPA and ;vork ;vithin the framework of the 
Convention against Corruption, which SA has ratified 

It was agreed that it would be important to meet with the Minister of 
Justice and other key Ministers and that ACU will only have the 
confidence of the public if it is seen to be effective in fighting 
corruption It will have to find ways of protecting whistle-blowers and 
the information they provide as well as those individuals involved in 
the ACU 

3. Amendments of legislation dealing with labour brokers 

The CEC recalled that in its August meeting it expressed concern at both 
delay in addressing the pressing matter and the content of’the draft 
Bill rejected by Cabinet which sought to ensure that the ANC commitments 
to workers are taken forward. 

Subsequently little progress was made to it taken this forward. 

Since then Mildred Oliphant a former SACCAWU shop steward from Northern 
KZN has since been appointed as Minister of Labour She addressed the 
CEC. COSATU hopes that the Minister will move with speed to introduce 
amendments to ban the labour brokering identified as a problem by the 
ANC manifesto. 

4. Special Courts Bill 

The CEC discussed the revised Bill which was gazetted in May 2010 for 
public comment The revised Bill appears to address many of Labours 
concerns including: 

1. Ensuring that NEDLAC has a role in determining judges appointed to 
the Labour Division 

2. Trade union representatives retain their right of appearance in 
these courts, thereby allowing them to continue representing workers. 

3. Separate arrangeraents are provided in respect of labour appeal 
matters, which will be heard by Labour judges. 



4. Labour judges would be appointed for life 

However, the following serious concerns remain: 

a) The definition of the substantive j urisdiction of the I~abour 
Courts is narrowly limited to matters arising from Department of Labour 
(DOL) legislation Yet there are a number of pieces of legislation that 
have direct implications for labour rights but which are not the 
responsibility of the DOL. Similarly business rescue provisions in the 
new Companies Act, which is the responsibility of the dti, would allow 
for the renegotiation of employment conditions as long as this is in 
compliance with the LRA. Accordingly the jurisdiction of the Labour 
courts should be sufficiently wide enough to take into account relevant 
non-DOL legislation. 

b) A key objective of the Bill is to create a single High Court 
system raade up of specialist divisions (including the Labour Court) and 
the general division, control and management of the High Court is 
centralised under the Judge President of the High Court. This raeans that 
in fut~uce there will raerely be a "head" of the labour division as 
opposed to the full position of a Judge President, amounting to the 
downgrading of the position. Labour Judges would be unlikely to be 
allowed to consider ordinary non-labour raatters unless appointed to the 
general division in respect of which they would have to show adequate 
generalist legal experience, and which raost specialist labour la~iers 
oRen do not have. 

This raises the concern that in the long-term the quality and 
sustainability of the proposed Labour Divisions will be brought into 
question since labour judges will not have the option to progress 
further including through appointments to the Supreme Court of Appeal 
and Constitutional Corot. The Labour Coquet Judge President (Mlambo) has 
already given indications that he would leave if this is implemented. 

COSATU CEC called for a resolution of the remaining two areas with the 

Minister of Justice, JeffRadebe 

5 AARTO 

COSATU supports measures that will end the carnage on our roads by 
punishing oit’enders and ending the culture of impunity. Workers should 
however not be punished for the non-roadworthiness of the vehicles that 
do not belong to them. The demerits system must punish owners and not 
workers 

SATAV~2J appealed for support for their campaign against AARTO, especially 
its impact on track, bus and taxi drivers who face the possibility of 
losing their licences and therefore their jobs under the provisions of 
the demerit system. Many employers impose time limits ibr journeys, 
which can only be met by speeding. 

The CEC expressed support for SATAWU but decided to unpack the 
provisions of the new- Act, some of which seek to crack down on speeding 
and the use of urccoadworthy vehicles, and streamline the collectiun of 
fines, which aim to reduce the number of accidents and save hves. 

COSATU welcome the postponement of the implementation of AARTO until all 
legitimate concerns have been addressed 

6. ~f"ne Ne~v Growth Path 

The CEC was addressed by the Manister of Economic Development, Ebrahim 
Patel, on his proposed New Economic Growth Path strategy, which he 
tabled in Parliament on 23 November 2010. 

The CEC has welcomed the tabling of the document which it will now 
engage with. COSATU affiliates will study the document a workshop will 
be held on the 14-15 December COSA~f"(J will measure the document against 
its own proposals published in September, the AN(; NGC resolutions, and 
the AN(; 52nd National Con:[’erence resolutions that call fi~r restructuring 
of the economy, decent work, eradication of poverty and an end to 
monopolies. We shall also check if the New Growth is capable o:[" creating 
the type of society envisaged by the Freedom Charter 

The CEC noted the new growth path framework document and has raised 
concerns about some aspects of the framework, including but not limited 
to, the macroeconomic policy framework that supports the new growth path 
and the proposals relating to wage moderation. 
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Red Alert 

Whose Terrain’.’ 

Jeremy Cronin, SACP deputy general secretary "In the art of war, each 
belligerent chooses the terrain considered most advantageous for its 
battle for the offe~sive and tries to impose that terrain on its 
adversary, so that it is put on the defensive. The same goes for 
politics..." (Samir Amin, "The Battlefields Chosen by Contemporary 
Imperialism") The truth of Samir Amin’s observation is particularly 
evident in the current South .adrican reality. Those in our society who 
are opposed to ti~ndamental transfolTnation naturally seek to shift 
politics onto a terrain that they calculate is most favourable for them 
to put us onto the defensive. They seek to produce a particular reading 
of South Africa that, the?, hope, ;vill dominate on the air-waves, in the 
print media columns, and generally hegemonise public debate If you 
succeed in shaping the terrain, then you shape ho;v most of us then often 
unconsciously begin to understand our challenges and ho~v we respond to 
them in practice. 

As things have shifted, these anti-transformation forces have adapted 
their tactics. For instance, with the implosion of COPE, they- have once 
more s;vung much of their attention and hopes away from the palty 
political terrain and back towards "civil society" But the underlying 
strategic agenda remains the same - to constrain the democratic state, 
to weaken and &vide the ma3ority, to sow- popular demoralisation about 
government, and to mobilise against what is supposed to be a dire threat 
to our constitution emanating from the "ruling elite". 

We should, of course, not be in denial about the serious gaps opened up 
for this line of attack by real weaknesses ;vithin the state and the ANC 
and our alliance formations In particular, there is a compradorial and 
parasitic rent-seeking stratum within our movement, often linked to a 
demagogic populism that has little respect for legality or the 
constitution As we have argued elsewhere, anti-major~tarian liberal 
forces are happy to provide a media megaphone fi~r this demagogic 
populism - the better to be able to condemn us all. The existence of 
this phenomenon (what we have called "the new tendency") creates space 
fi~r all manner of anti-ANC ~2~rces. ’]?his is why it is absolutely 
imperative that the government, the ANC and its alliance parmers 
together lead the process of dealing firmly, and without fear or favour, 
with the scourge of corruption and demagogy. 

However, using the gap created by this minority "new tendency" within 
our own ranks (and seeking to present its antics as the "real" ANC), the 
anti-trans]2~rmation forces seek to displace the liberation movement’s 
strategic hegemony with their own anti-majoritarian liberalism. In 
essence this consists in trying to displace the idea of an ongoing 
national democratic revolution with a politics of "civil rights claims". 
This is done by establishing a false dichotomy between the realisation 
of civil rights in SA and the NDR, with the latter portrayed as the 
"enemy" of civil rights and the Constitution. 

Civil rights "versus" the national democratic revolution - a false 
dichotomy Liberalism exists in SA in two basic forms - a right-wing, 
free market, anu-majoritarian liberalism and a more centre-left 
leaning, NGO/"social movement" liberalism. ’]’here are differences 

between these currents of liberalism, but the?" share a common 
fundamental paradigm and, for a variety of reasons, there has been a 
growing practical convergence between them in the recent period. In our 
current reality liberalisru (in both its versions) seeks to shift the 
centre of our national debate: 

* From the necessity for a radical structural transformation of our 
society (notably-, placing our economy onto a "ne~v growth path").., to a 
debate about defending civil rights. (As if radically- transforming our 
econotW was not fur~daruental to the real consolidation of civil rights 
for ALL South Afiicans.) From the necessity of urganising and building 



people’s power both outside and INSIDE of the state.., to defending 
individual rights by organising "civil society" as a watchdog against 
the state For right-wing liberalism the emphasis is on restricting the 
state, for social liberalism the emphasis tends to fall more on 
demanding that the state "deliver" on its constitutional mandate (ie. 
an essentially "redistributionist" rather than transformational agenda). 
This largely redistributionist approach quickly plays into a right-wing 
liberal agenda that says - fine, but to redistribute you need the 
private sector to "grow the size of the cake". Whatever the differences 
of emphasis, both currents tend to "blame" the state (and ruling party) 
one-sidedly for all short-comings and problems (xvhether a lack of 
delivery or corruption). Linked to this, is the attempt to move the 
debate and strategic programme - From an analysis of ALL power relations 
in our society including the power of capital...to an analysis that 
suggests that all (or most) poxver vests with the state and the rest of 
society is "civil society" a collection of powerless individual citizens 
(or at best rrlinorities) xvhose private property (according to right-wing 
liberalism) or basic social rights (the social liberals) are constantly 
under threat from the state and political elites. We get a politics that 
masquerades as a-political, an anti-politics politics that regards 
political-politics as fundamentally "dirty". This anti-politics politics 
is, in turn, linked to the attempt to shift us programmatically - From a 
radical and popular NATIONALISM that is inclusive (i.e. non-racial and 
non-tribalist), that organises and mobilises on the basis of the black 
majority’s extensive traditions of struggle and ongoing (and legitimate) 
sense of national grievance...to a discourse about the "tyranny of the 
majority-" and Afro-pessirrlisrrl. In this discourse we are increasingly 
getting choral interplays betxveen right-wing liberals and social 
liberals, like the duet pioneered by RW "Bill" Johnson and Khchla 
Shubane (chunwny partners in the Business Day’s long-running "Dear 
Bill/Dear Khehla" series). Lately-, cde Kadcr Asmal’s soprano declaration 
"it is time to scrap the NDR", has been warmly responded to by a 
right-wing liberal chores (eg. Paul Hofl)~an, "Asmal is right: it’s time 
to abandon the ’revolution’", Business Day-, 8 Nov 2010). Linked to xvhich 
is the attempt to displace the national debate and our programmatic 
agenda.. 

* From locating our own national democratic struggle ~vithin the 
wider context of an internationalist struggle against imperialism and 
the head-long destruction of our planet by capitalism’s 
profit-maximising imperative of resource-depleting compound growth..to 
the idea of "post"-colonialism (i.e. oppression of the South is 
supposedly no~v more or less over, any problems can be ascribed to Third 
World/African political elites) 

The SACP, socialism and liberal values 

Historically, the SACP has always understood that we should incorporate 
what we might call "liberal values" into our strategic prograrmne 
Indeed, it ~vas the Communist Party in SA that was decades ahead of any 
other political formation in advancing the call for one-person one:~ote 
in SA. It ~vas the CPSA ~vay back in the 1920s that pioneered in theory 
(and in practical, day-to-day organisational work) the fmadamental 
principle of individual equality, regardless of race or gender And it 
was the CPSA that was in the forefront of struggles around freedom of 
speech and media freedoms We were in the vanguard in SA on these civil 
liberties precisely because we understood them to be part and parcel of 
a wider revolutionary stluggle for democracy (and socialism). We 
understood then (as now) that democracy in SA cannot be advanced, 
deepened and defended unless there are major socio-economic structural 
transformations of our society. Indeed, placing our economy onto a new 
job-creating and more egalitarian growth path is not incidental to 
democracy, it is the KEY (national) democratic task of our time. 

Linked to this approach to "liberal values", the SACP in practice has 
also ahvays sought to work with a wide range of social liberal forces - 
whether within the AN(; and our broader movement, or, as in the 1970s and 
80s, with many such forces that formed part of the international 
anti-apartheid movement. Over the past ten years with our successive Red 
October campaigns we have, likewise, worked with and learnt from active 
campaigning together with a wide range of forces, including many 
N(iO/social movement and faith-based formations, around transforming the 
financial sector, or land reform, or dealing with the scourge of 
corruption. In all of our campaigns, while respecting the independence 
and diversity of other formations, we have always endeawmred to locate 
the campaign within our strategic perspective of advancing the national 
democratic revolution. 

For this reason, we have always invited, as a key priority, our Alliance 
partners to participate in these campaigns. And while, generally, COSATU 
and its affiliates have done so, most often the ANC has supported the 
campaigns in theory, but there has been very little practical engagement 
from its side. 

In fact, however, it is the ANC that should really be leading a wide 
range of progressive, "civil society" forces in popular campaigns to 
transform the financial sector, or for land reform, or against the 
scourge of corruption. But this has not happened for many reasons, 
related mainly to the problematic transformation of the ANC ttuough the 
latter half of the 1990s and into the 2000s from a movement into an 
electoral machine often beset with competing groupings narrowly focused 
on electoral lists and factional slates. The ANC collectively is very 



much aware of these negative developments - as the recent resolutions of 
the N(IC attest. 

The COSATU-convened "Civil Society" Conference" 

It is against this overall background that the SACP appreciated COSATU’s 
convening of a "civil society" conference involving over 50 formations 
on the 27th and 28th of October. The SACP also noted the assurance given 
by COSATU that this was not an anti-government or anti-ANC alliance 
gathering, nor, we were ass~tred, was it aimed at eventually establishing 
a new "workers’ party". The SACP also welcomes the positive elements 
contained within the subsequent "Declaration of the Civil Society 
Conference". 

However, in the light of our preceding discussion about the dangers of a 
deepening convergence between right-wing anti-majoritarian liberalism 
and social liberal NGO c~trrents, a nun~ber of critical issues do arise 
concerning the "Civil Society Conference". These critical issues 
essentially revolve around one major issue: What exactly were the 
STRATEGIC assumptions underpinning the conference’.’ 

"Civil society" and the NDR 

In response to criticism of the Conference made by the ANC’s secretary 
general, Cde Gwede _Mantashe, COSATU was quoted in the media saying that 
Cde Mantashe failed to "understand the nature and role of civil society 
in the national democratic revolution." But what IS the role of "civil 
society" in the _N,rDR? Certainly, nowhere in the conference’s Declaration 
will you find any explanation - in fact, you will not find any reference 
whatsoever to the NDR. The NDR (the core strategic platform of the 
ANC-led alliance and of all COSATU congress resolutions going back to 
its formation in 1985) is nowhere to be found in the Declaration. Of 
course, it shouldn’t just be a question of using the words "national", 
"democratic" and "revolution", but the absence of the NDR as an 
organising CONCEPT in the Declaration is symptomatic of a wider issue 
that relates to the notion of "civil society". 

So what about the other core concept that the ANC supposedly doesn’t 
understand - "civil society"? If the N-DR has disappeared ti’om the 
Declaration, the notion of "civil society" is to be found everywhere. 
Here are a few examples from the Declaration: 

* "as well as backing the government’s efforts to investigate 
cormptinn allegations, we need a civil society anti-corruption 
mechanism [that] should be a civil society owned initiative." 

* "The conference agreed to the concept of a Social Justice 
Charter, which can be used as a campaigning tool to mobilise society, 
particularly workers and communities, around issues of social justice... 
Any- new Charter must. reflect civil society values It can’t simply 
repeat principles already- in the Constitution but must expand on 
principles such as public palticipation to enforce social justice." 

* "It [the proposed Charter] must reflect the duty of civil society 
to hold government accountable..while expressing the need for 
solidarity and unity- of civil society." 

* "There will be almual meetings of labour and civil society to 
take forward the social justice movement" 

But ~vhat exactly IS "civil society" ? 

The confusion around this concept is immediately apparent in the very 
last quotation cited above referring to annual meetings of "labour AND 
civil society". Does this mean that "labour" (ie. presumably, organised 
labour) is not PART of "civil society", but rather an "ally’" of "civil 
society’"? Elsewhere the Declaration is clearly using the concept of 
"civil society’" to embrace labour But this is merely a minor symptom of 
a much bigger problem 

"Civil society" is a core liberal concept supposedly designating that 
part of society which is "non-state" Within a liberal paradigm the 
"state" is, basically, a necessac)~ evil - "civil society" (ie. the 
"market") requires some regulatinn and policing (but preferably not too 
much) "Civil society" is, by contrast, supposedly" a realm of "freedom", 
of individual choice, creativity and entrepreneurship 

Academic and media commentator Prince Mashele (~vho was a participant in 
the "Civil Society Conference") usefully exposes precisely all of these 
liberal assumptions about "civil society" in his defence of the 
Conference against the criticisms of the ANC’s secretary general, who, 
he says, was: 

"demanding that the ANC or the government must always be present 
whenever ordinary citizens meet [of course, cde Mantashe made no such 
ludicrous demand at all]...What is wrong with ordinal~ South Africans 
meeting to declare war on corruption? Is there something seditious about 
powerless non-govertm~ental organisations who call for an ethical 
society?" - "C1~ freedora and let loose the ANC hounds such as Mantashe", 
Sunday Independent, 7 November 2010) There are a host of problems in 
Mashele’s argun~ent here. What disqualifies non-invitees like the ANC, 
the SACP and SANCO from being "non-governmental" organisations? And what 
makes COSATU, the TAC, or the Social Justice Coalition suddenly 
"powerless non-governmental organisations"? And notice ftuther the 



slippage between these supposedly "powerless" (but well-funded) 
formations and the idea that this was a meeting of "ordinary 
citizens, ordinary South Africans". Above all, note how what Mashele is 
doing here is exactly the liberal manoeuvre that we noted at the 
beginning of this intervention - turmng a strategic question (what was 
the transformational agenda of the Conference?) into a "c~vil rights" 
matter (COSATU and others have the "right" to meet whenever and with 
whomsoever they choose - of course they do! But that isn’t the issue) 

Mashele goes on to ask what motivated the ANC’s concerns around the 
Conference. And he answers his own question thus: 

"While there could be nmnerous other explanations, the most compelling 
seems to be in the dirt?" politics of post-colonial Africa. Many things 
have now occurred to burst the bubble of South African exceptionalism. 
We are a typical post-colonial African state." 

Again notice how other core themes of the current liberal offensive 
against the NDR are picked up - Afro-pessimism, the idea of 
"post-colonialism", and the supposedly inevitable "dirtiness" of African 
politics. 

It might be argued that these are all Mashele’s individual views. 
Unfortunately, however, there are raoraents when, for instance, Cde 
Zwelinzima Vavi appeared to be falling into the same paradigm. For 
instance, could it be a similar assumption of inherent dirtiness that 
infom~ed cde Vavi’s explanation for why the ANC and SACP were not 
invited to the conference: "We kept the gathering CLEAN and did not 
involve political parties." (Sunday Times, 31 October 2010). Perhaps 
this was just an unfortunate metaphor? Maybe. But in his prepared 
written speech to the Conference, cde Vavi told delegates: 

"we are making our political parties new battlegrounds where we have 
replaced the apartheid regime in killing and poisoning...Look what is 
happening in COPE, WP Now even Lucas Mangope is not safe Look what is 
happening in the ANC in some provinces. Look at the number of splits in 
EVERY political part?-. Genuiness is fast becoming a rare commodit?’!" 

Although, "every" political par~ is accused here, notice how the 
political parties cde Vavi actually mentions are all those that are 
predominantly black parties This anti-politics politics ~vith its hint 
of Afro-pessimism, unintentionally no doubt, plays straight into the 
hands of anti-majoritarian right-~ving liberals - in fact, it represents 
their hegemony 

Apart from "cleanliness", Cde Vavi explained the exclusion of political 
parties from the Conference on the grounds that if some were invited all 
the others would also ~vant to be invited. But why does this not also 
apply to the tens of thousands of potential "civil society" invitees who 
were not on the guest list? After all, De Beers and Afrifomm are also 
part of "civil society" And if big corporations and relatively 
successli~l (if conservative) social movements like Aliciforum are also 
part of "civil society", then what exactly does the Conference 
Declaration mean ~vhen it calls for "the ... solidarity and uni~z of 
civil society"? 

Of course, in dra~ving up the invitation list the organisers quite 
correctly included some and excluded others, i.e they made POLITICAL 
decisions. And so, again, we return to the same question: what precisely 
were the underlying political (i.e strategic) assumptions that informed 
the guest list and everything else about the Conference? Perhaps these 
were not clearly thought through on the side of COSATU, but what about 
the other leading participants? 

The Treatment Action Campaign, Section 27, and the Social Justice 
Coalition Apart from COSATU, three NGO ~2~rmations quickly asserted a 
co-convening posture - the TAC, Section 27 and the Social Justice 
Coalition Notwithstanding a passing genuflection to COSATU’s economic 
policy paper, it is the language and campaigning demands of these three 
formations that dominate the Declaration. These three formations are 
basically run by a handful of overlapping personalities Section 27 and 
the SJC morphed out of the TAC at a time when, thanks to the det’eat of 
AIDS-denialism (in which the TAC’s progressive campaigning played a 
major part), the single focus of the TAC had lost some of its traction. 
The leading personalities in all three formations overlap and 
inter-connect. Many also share an activist history going back to the 
1980s when they were involved in the "Marxist Workers’ Tendency" - a 
left-wing entryist formation that sought to transform the ANC into a 
workers’ par~’. 

While the Declaration of the "C~vil Socie~ Conference" speaks of 
working WITtt government, this isn’t necessarily how some of these 
formations appear to position themselves. For instance, in a web-posting 
calling for volunteers to apply- for internships, the SJC tells us: 

"The organization focuses on the failure of government in the areas of 
set.ice delivery, corruption and accountability, and the attacks from 
political leaders on the Constitution and Judiciary." 

How does that differ from the FW De Klerk Foundation? We accept cde 
Vavi’s assurances that there was no oppositionist, anti-government, or 



anti-Alliance agenda on COSATU’s part in cunvening the Con:terence. The 
position of the leadership core of the TACiSection27/SJC is less clear. 
But it would certainly be e×tremely surprising if the major funders of 

these latter furmations (both domestic and international), whu have also 
been majur funders of COPE, did not have an agenda that was a wee bit 
m ore than j ust philanthropi c. 

We are not saying something crass like "these furmations are simply 
unperialist agents". Nor are we remotely alleging that they are part of 
some "major conspiracy". Nor are we saying that we should never w-ork 
with them in their respective campaigns - on the contrary. 

But ~ve ARE saying that, as Alliance partners, ~ve need to be very careful 
that we are not manipulated into someone else’s strategic agenda, 
particularly when that agenda is itself increasingly hegemonised by a 
much more right-wing, anti-m~ioritarian liberalism. 

Business Day 

BRYAN ROSTRON: Cronin is ’like a cuttlefish squirting out ink’ 

A SIMPLE law of politics is that unintelligible statements often signal 
an attempt to hide something. 

Published: 2010/11/24 07:05:32 AM 

A SIMPLE law of politics is that unintelligible statements often signal 
an attempt to hide something. Last week, Depu~" Transport Minister 
Jeremy Cronin said: "As alliance partners, we need to be very careful 
that we are not manipulated into someone else’s strategic agenda, 
particularly when that agenda is itself increasingly hegemonised by a 
much more right- wing, antimajoritarian liberalism." 

Cronin, depu~ general secretary of the South African Communist Party 
(SACP), wrote this in his party’s online newsletter. It does not appear 
to be in ant’ of our 11 official languages. 

He was referring to the civil society conference last month, including 
the Treatment Action Campaign and the Social Justice Coalition, which 
highlighted escalating levels of official corruption The gathering was 
attended by the Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu). This 
independent initiative has been denounced by the African National 
Congress (ANC), which was outraged by Cosatu general secretary 
Zwelinzima Vavi’s talk of "hyenas" looting the public purse. 

The lickspittle nature of the SACP is shown by Crnnin falling into line 
and j oining the shrill chores of condemnation. He suggested that the 
unions were flirting with "right-~ving" formations. He also chucked in 
nebulous catch phrases such as "antipolitics" and "hint of Afropessimism" 

Of course, Cronin has paid his dues. In 2002, after referring in an 
interview to the "Zanuficatiun" of the ANC, he was subjected to a 
vicious campaign of personal and racial abuse Then he was hauled before 
a disciplinary hearing - after which he apologised "¢,qaat has changed 
since then? Has the ANC suddenly taken a big leftward swing? Not 
according to Cosatu. No, what has occurred in the meantime is the 
"Zumaficatiun" of the ANC. 

There have been few progressive steps s~nce the "Zanufication" fiasco. 
Indeed, corruption has increased and an assertive sucial cunservatism in 
govermng circles is now inure evident. Perhaps most regressive uf all is 
the ANC’s stated desire to place statutory controls on the press. It is 
such authoritarian tendencies that the civil socie~ corfference 
addressed - an initiauve Crunin, in cunvoluted rheturic, now 
characterises as "right wing". 

Cronin is a good writer. He is a fine puet and splendid essayist. So 
what un earth comes over him when he alleges unspecific "agendas" with 
formulaic, paranuid and opaque pruse? 

The classic answer comes from George Orwell, whu spent a great deal uf 
time decuding such Stalinist guo. "The great enemy uf clear language is 
insincer~," he wrote in his great essay, Politics and the English 
Language "When there is a gap between une’s real and une’s declared 
aims, one turns as it were instinctively to long words and exhausted 
idioms, like a cuttlefish squirting out ink." 

Right wing? On the day that Cronin’s unline smear was repurted un page 
three of Business Day, the page fuur headlines were: "Graft straining 
police resuurces" and "State failing whistle-blowers". 

Meatm~hile the front page recorded that the government’s secrecy laws are 
already effectively in place before any laws are passed - defence 
officials refused to reveal to MP s the state of readiness of air force 
pilots on the grounds that this compromises national security. 

Cronin is part of this increasingly secretive and reactionary 
administration. No wonder he must rush to its defence with such tortuous 
claptrap. 



But Orwell also wrote: "The real enemies of the working class are not 
those who talk to them in a too highbrow manner, they are those who try 
to trick them into identifying their interests with those of the 
exploiter." 

This is exactly the trick the ANC is trying to pull off: to convince 
workers "we are all in this together" - the millionaire as much as the 
garbage collector. Of course, Cronin’s boss, Blade Nzimande, the general 
secretalN of the SACP, has a R1,1 m ministerial BIk’DV and stays at luxury 
hotels. 

In his poem, The Trouble with Revolutionism, Cronin wrote: "having 
abolished the bosses,/We became the bosses./(In the narue of the 
workers, of course.)" He was being ironic. I think. Today-, the gap 
between satire and arubition is hard to detect. 

- Rostron is a freelance journalist and author 

DRAFT 

CJNSA statement on IRP 2010 

The Integrated Resource Plan 2010 is disastrous If carried through, it 
will: 

Contribute to accelerated global climate change and the destruction of 
local environments to the detriment of people’s health and well-being; 

Drain the country’s economy to the benefit of energ?! intensive users, 
most of whom are transnational corporations, and at the cost of people; 

Entrench inequality and poverty; 
Sustain the bias for coal and nuclear over renewables, for centralised 

over dispersed and locally controlled energy systems, and for capital 
intensive over labour intensive options; 

Impose impossible costs from nuclear waste on fixture generations; 
Privatise substantial capacity, mostly in the hands of transnational 

corporations. 

The IRP was produced from a process that privileged industry 
participation notably through the technical working group and 
discouraged community participation. The result reflects the continued 
subordination of policy to the interests of energy intensive industry 
and Eskom 

This is not really an integrated resource plan but is better understood 
as a power expansion plan. It exaggerates future demand growth and tops 
it with a sp~nmng margin of 30% - twice the international norm This 
demand projection then justifies a build programme which, if carried 
through, will drain the national economy. It also suggests that the 
commitment to DSM will not survive the supply crisis Demand projections 
in the Medium Term Risk Plan are particularly exaggerated and appear 
designed to induce panicked decisions. The costs will be placed on 
society as a whole and those with least power to defend themselves will 
carry the greatest burden. 

We have been here before. In a context of global recession, Eskom kept 
building through the 80s to meet demand prcliections which did not 
materialise The consequent debt was passed on to the state and 
contributed to the burden inherited by the post-apartheid government 
This was then used to justif~y tight fiscal policies and the imposition 
of’cost recovery’ on services to the poor. Eskom meanwhile cut deals 
with intensive energy users, notably BttP Billiton’s aluminium smelters, 
to soak up its surplus. The result was a below cost supply and to some 
of the world’s richest corporations who took their windfall profits out 
of the country for investment elsewhere. Global capital thus benefitted 
at the cost of poor South Africans. 

The present global depression is much ruore serious than the recession of 
the 80s. The consequences of Eskom over-building will also be more 
severe. South Africans are already aware of the extraordinal~ costs of 
Medupi and Kusile. Treasury stands surety for R350 billion, mostly for 
these two plants, on top of the R60 billion equity provided in 2008. The 
IRP’s big base load is designed for energy intensive industry but the 
escalation of tariffs is iraposed on all. For the poorest 60% of South 
Africans the MYPD2 tariffs are unaffordable. Eskom says that similar 25% 
annual hikes are needed into MYPD3 to sustain its new build. 

The proposed nuclear fleet will compour~d the problem several times over. 
It is simply not affordable. The IRP itself corm~ents, "There is a strong 
probability that the costs could be higher than those assttmed" [p.20]. 
But even its ’higher cost’ scenario allows only- a 40% increase on its 
capital cost assumption, whereas the record of nuclear building shows 
cost escalations of 300% and more. ~Vhereas the IRP is advertised as a 
work in progress, Eskom’s deruand for a decision on nuclear in 2011 
indicates that the nuclear commitment will be written in stone. 

The ~RP takes no cognisance of peak oil and its impacts on fuel prices 
coal, nuclear, gas and diesel for peaking plant. In consequence, the 
’levelised costs’ for these options are unrealistically low An 
escalation of fi~el prices will leave them as stranded assets well before 



the end of their expected life-span. ’]’his would compound the levelised 
cost [1 ] 

IRP 2010 massively expands Eskom’s environmental footprint The present 

new" build adds over 70 million tounes (rot) of CO2 to Eskom’s 2009 
emissions of 225 mt ProJected coal fired power from independent power 
producers (IPPs) will add over 10 mt more Air, land and water pollution 
will also intensi~" both from power plants and from expanded coal 
production. The Olifants watershed is already sacrificed, the Vaal is in 
serious jeopardy and the Waterberg is being lined up as the next 
sacrifice zone. Water demand from the new plants cannot be met without 
draining Lesotho. 

Nuclear is promoted as low carbon. This is true only at the point of 
generation. Carbon costs in mining, fuel fabrication and waste disposal 
are high and rise as higher grade ores are mined out. More ircanediately, 
several rivers on the western Rand are already poisoned by radio-active 
pollution resulting fiom gold and uranimn mining. Govertwaent and the 
mining corporations have done nothing to address this and there can be 
no confidence that they- will do so as the nuclear supply chain expands 
in the future. Nor is there any plan for the long terra disposal of high 
level nuclear waste from the power plants. 

South Africa already owes a massive ecological debt both to the rest of 
Africa and internally to the poor in South Africa. The IRP adds 
substantially to this debt. 

The IRP appears, for the first time, to give serious consideration to 
renexvables but finally reflects Eskom’s traditional hostility to them. 
In contrast to nuclear, it over-estimates costs. Further, it shoxvs that 
renewables are accompanied by a massive reduction in water demand but 
takes no account of savings on water infrastructure or reduced 
pollution. The I:avoured scenario makes do xvith the minimum renewables 
compatible with international credibili)- which is itself a poor 
yardstick. 

The IRP creates a privatised generation sector at public expense. 
Already, it appears that Sasol will be paid to generate power for 
itsel£ Other IPPs are lining up to burn coal and will be looking for 
cheap options at the expense of the enviromnent. Renewables are left 
almost exclusively to the private sector. Civil society- demands for 
people’s power small scale dispersed renewable systems under local 
democratic control and supporting local jobs are entirely ignored The 
considerable potential for household scale generation is similarly 
ignored. 

The IRP displays the continued po~ver of the corporations at the centre 
of the minerals-energ3~ complex to shape development to their own 
interests. For the people of South Africa and the enviroun~ent, it is 
catastrophic. It crowds out renewables in favour of coal and nuclear and 
obstructs the necessary transition to a low carbon future that provides 
for all. 

[1] Levelised cost calculates capital, operating and input costs per k;Vh 
over the life-time of the plant. 

With Durban hosting COP 17, this is a really great chance to become 
aware of direct action debates that happened a year ago, and the 
~mplications of implementation in what was, at least briefly, a Danish 
Police State (No explicit solidardy action requested, just be aware of 
this important cause) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [climate09-int] Solidardy with the two climate 
spokespersons Stine Gry and Tannie Nyboe 
Date: Tue, 23 Nov2010 16:39:08 k0100 
From: Sigurd <sigurdkj@gmailcom> 
To: climate09-int@lists.riseup.net 

Solidarity’ with the two climate spokespersons Stine Gp)~ and Tarmie Nyboe 

On Thursday the 25. of November at 9.00 in Copenhagen City Court the 
verdict will be announced in the trial against the two spokespersons 
Stine Gry Jonassen and Tannie Nyboe from the global network "Clunate 
Justice Action" (CJA) 

You are invited to show your solidarity" on Thursd~U at 09.00 in front of 
the Copenhagen City Court, Nytop¢ There will be music, food and 
solidarity in the air. After the verdict you can come by the warm and 
cosy Caf~ Under Construction in Folkets Hus, Stengade 50. People not in 
Copenhagen can get updates during the day on xvwxv.climatecolletive.org 

Why Stine and Tannie? 

CJA organised several non-violent civil disobedience protests during the 
climate sttrmnit in Copenhagen last year, including the "Reclaim Power - 
Push for Climate Justice" onl6th of December. Stine GU and Tannie xvere 
the public faces of the moverr~ent. Now they stand accused of being 



organisers and instigators of violence and vandalism. 

Several hundred people were arrested in relation to the action, but none 
of these have since been accused of anything illegal only the 
spokespersons. 

It is evident that Stine Gry and Tannie Nyboe were charged because they 
acted as the public faces of CJA. To accuse the spokespersons is a 
disturbing way of trying to silence the w~ices, which have a critical 
opinion towards the international climate negotiations. It is a way of 
frightening people frora using their right to protest and organise 
politically. 

About Reclaim Power 

The purpose of the "Reclaim Power" demonstration was to have a public 
assembly. Here protesters from the outside and accredited participators 
from the Bella Center, were to create a platform for the people and 
groups mostly affected by the climate change. Therefore the same people 
who were not heard in the official negotiations. 

Reclaim Power was a non-violent demonstration and the purpose was never 
to achieve confrontation with the police. CJA has spoken openly about 
this during the whole process, both in the media and in 
dialogue-meetings with the police. 

I also Shouted PUSH campagne: htt’0:/ialso.climatecollective.ora 

CJA webpage: w~’.climate-j ustice-action, org 

Backgrotmd alticles (in Danish): 

Modkraft: http :i/modkraft. dk/spip, php ?article1456 7 

Arbej deren: 
http://arbeideren.dk/artikeli2010-10-07/1-rmnelpakke-mod-talskvinde 

Pol dk: 

http :/ /p~1itiken. dk/ind~and/ECE1~ 76893 /ank~ager-sarmnen1igner-k~imadem~-med-d~edsu~¥kke-i-r~ski~de-/ 

*Climate spokespersons sentenced guilt?-: This is a giant defeat for 
democracy * 

Today, the Copenhagen District Court fouaad Stine GI~,’ Jonassen and Tarmie 
Nyboe guilt?, in charges of being organisers and instigators of violence 
and vandalism. The incident took place on 16th of December at Bella 
Center last year during the climate summit in Copenhagen. The two women 
were sentenced to four months of probation. One of the judges disagreed 
with the verdict and thought the accused should be fi’eed of all charges 

Stine Gry and Tamale Nyboe both acted as spokespersons for the Global 
Network "Climate Justice Action" (CJA). 

During the Cop15 last year, CJA organised several non-violent civil 
disobedience protests, including the "Reclaim Power - Push for Climate 
Justice" rally on 16th of December. The two women were both the public 
facesof the movement and they are now found guilty in charges of being 
organisers and instigators of violence and riots. They are both deeply 
shocked by the outcome of the trial and are now considering an appeal 

Stine Gry considers the whole trial absurd: 

*"’]’here has been a clear political rationale with these trials. It is 
obvious that Tannie and I were accused because we acted as public faces 
of the movement This trial sends a significant message: if you have the 
nerve to stand up and express a critical point of view of society, the 
authorities will do whatever the?’ can to silence you It is absurd that 
a large public movement as CJA is criminalised because the?" - as one of 
the few - dared to criticise the ongoing climate negotiations during the 
summit; especially in the light of how poorly things turned out with the 
negotiations and how criticisable Demnark’s role was. The verdict is a 
defeat for democracy because it hinders politically engaged people in 
using their democratic right to demonstrate and express themselves 
critically." * 

Tannie explains: *"It** is an evident political attempt to limit the 
opportunity to criticise the negotiations during the summit and the 
whole bedrock of the climate process. The right to demonstrate is an 
essentialpart of democracy, despite it is the existing political system 
that is being criticised I really hope that people will still use their 
democratic rightto express themselves critically, though one might risk 
being accused personally by the court. However, I fear that this case 
will scare people from protesting and organising themselves politically 
in the future. Consequently it is just as big a defeat for the political 
work and democracy in Derwaark, as it is for us personally." 

For further information, intcrviews etc. contact the Climate 
Collective’s press group: 



Ph~ne: ~5) 50 58 87 51 

]~mail: media@climatecollective org 

*www.climatecollectlve.org/pus h* <http://www climat ecullective urn/push> 

*Backgruund:* 

Climate Justice Action (CJA) is a global network of social ruovclnents and 
groups, which ruobilised and called out for protests during the climate 
stmwnit in Copenhagen in December last year, in order to challenge the 
insubstantial political negotiations at the Bella Centre and demanding 
just solutions to the climate problems. On 16th of December, CJA 
organised the deruonstration "Reclaina Power - Push for Climate Justice" 
to give voice to the people mostly affocted by climate changes - the 
same people who were not heard inside the Bella Centre. 

At the time, Stine Ory and Tannie were spokespersons for the ruovement 
and argued for the right to protest and for the freedoru of speech. They 
are now found guilty in planning the "Reclaina Power" demonstration and 
of plotting violence against an official in function, of severe 
vandalism, of serious disttabance of public peace and order, and of 
illegal trespassing. Several hundred people ~vere arrested in relation to 
the action, but none of these have since been accused anything illegal. 

The trial of the t~vo spokespersons took place in Copet~hagen City Corot 
on 6 th, 27th, and 28th of October 2010 at 9.30 AM. 

Background alticles (in Danish): 

Modkraff: http://www.modkraf’t dk/spip.php?article14567 

Pol.dk: 
http://politiken dk/ind~and/ECE1~76893/ank~ager-san~men~igner-k~imadem~-med-d~edsu~vkke-i-r~ski1de-/ 
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Mobilise all over the world: 

Thousands of Cancuns for climate justice! 

Social movements tlcom around the ;vorld are mobilising for the 16th 
Conference of the Parties (COP 16) of the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) that will take place in Cancun 
from 29 November to 10 December 2010. 

Thousands ofwumen and men, peuple affected by the destructiun of the 
environment, farmers, landless, Indigenous Peoples and activists fi-om 
all sectors uf suciety will gather in Cancun to prupuse thousands of 
solutiuns to confront climate change. ’l’hey will show the world leaders 
their oppositiun to the false solutions to climate chaus discussed by 
the UNFCCC, such as market-based proposals on carbun trading and REDD, 
agrufuels and geo-engineering 

Meanwhile, echoing the Via Campesina call for thuusands of Cancun, we 
call on social muvements, popular urganisatiuns and all peuple of ~he 
world tu amplify the resistance in Cancun and to organise thuusands uf 
protests and actions to r~ject false sulutiuns and tu suppurt a peuple’s 
agenda for climate justice We declare uursetves in permanent 
mubilisation during the 1UNFCCC conference and especially un December 7, 
the date of the mass farmers prutest in C ancun and Intern atiunal Day uf 
Actiun "Thuusands of Cancuns". 

Wherever yuu are: Join us! 

Mobilisations can take many shapes: direct actions, parties, markets, 
festivals, discussiuns ur exhibitiuns... They can take place in an?’ 
city, village, schoul ur community. 

Let us know what you are planning tu du (when and where) by sending us a 
note before November 25. 

And send us your posters, anno~mcements, articles, pictures, videos... 

They will be posted on the Thousands of Cancun ~veb page. 

Write to: 

<boa.monj ane@viacampesina, org> 



<alessandra@raarchemondiale.org> 

<david.heller@foeeur ope.org> 

Share your videos by sending thenr to www.wsftv.net and freely use the 
other videos on line to create our alternative TV channel... 

World March of Woraen 

Friends of the Earth International 

La Via Campesina 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [climate justice now! ] SIGNON: militarism and climate change 
Date: Mol~, 22 Nov2010 17:14:55 -0500 
From: Rachel Smolker <rsmolker@riseupneD 
To: CJN! <cjn@lists.riseup.net> 

Hi CJN 

Below is a signnn statement on the connections between militarism arid 
war This is especially with respect to US militarism - but signon for 
all[ We hope to bring attention to this important - essential 
connection, largely missing from discussions of climate change, in 
Cuncun and beyond. Thanks for your support 

WAR CLIMATE CHANGE YVAR CLIMATE CHANGE TEvlE TO BREAK THE CYCLE! 

There can be no solution to the climate crisis and no "clunnte justice" 
so long as the US military continues to pollute unabated, and to 
squander lives and resources. Likewise, there will be no end to war so 
long as global warming continues to accelerate. It’s time to break the 
cycle and end the death spiral’. 

Please join us in Cancun and beyond: "System Change" means No to War and 
No to Wamaing. 

Please sign on in support (organizations only please) by Dec 6 2010 
(send organizatinn - including country, contact name, title and email 
address to rsmolker@riseup.net). This statement will be delivered to US 
delegates and others in Cancun at the UNFCCC COP16, to the White ttouse, 
and to the Media 

US Militarism: The Enormous "Elephant in the Living Room". 

The US Military, through its imperial wars and military actions 
(overt and covert) around the world, has inflicted massive suffering and 
civilian casualties 

It is the largest single source of greenhouse gas emissions on 

the planet, yet these emissions are exempted from reporting requirements 

Access to more oil, the burning of which is fundamental cause of 
climate change - is the primary underlying motive 12~r current wars. 

Both warfare and climate change are rendering large areas 
uninhabitable - displacing millions of people as refugees, and yet the 
rights of immigrants are increasingly limited, threatened and abused. 

Climate change is likely to result in far more wars, being a 
"threat multiplier" and now recognized as the greatest looming threat to 
"securi~". Access to resources including land, food, xvater is 
already, becoming increasingly challenging, and scarcities will likely 
trigger conflict and further displacunrent in the future. 

The US Military is also the largest source of toxic chemical and 
radioactive poisoning of peoples and environment around the globe, and 
play-s a major role in promoting false solutions that only worsen the 
problems (biofuels, nuclear tectmologies, clinrate geoengineering etc) 

° The US economy- is in shambles, funding for a "just transition" 

to ensure that people are not negatively impacted by the necessary 
transitions, is not forthcoming, "green" jobs remain scarce, millions 
lack access to basic healthcare. 

° The US has meanwhile stymied progress among nations, consistently 

refusing to pay its "ecological debt", owed to nonindustrialized 
countries and their peoples.. All while spending trillions on fmthering 
war in Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan and elsewhere. 

° Our global coramons (air, water, forests) is being bought and sold 

in carbon markets under the guise that this is the ONLY feasible nreans 
of gunerating funds to take necessary actions to prevent and adapt to 
inrpacts of climate change. The result is further concentration of xvealth 
and power, at the expense of the planet. 

We will not accept the death spiral of militarism, war and climate 



change. It is time to break the cycle[ In Cancun and beyond, ~ve Demand: 

1. An end to oil and resource wars, and reinstatement of diplomacy 
and respect over use of force in US foreign relations 

2. Troops brought home, military bases abroad closed down and 
cleaned up, those on US soil dramatically reduced and cleaned up. 

3. Redirection of’the vast majority of military funding to fand 
services needed to ensure decent quality of life, payment of ecological 
and climate debt, and compensation to countries and peoples damaged by 
US nfilitarism. 

4. Dismantling of the rmlitary-industrial complex. Corporations 
stripped of personhood. Clean elections mandated. 

5. Full and transparent accounting of direct and indirect emissions 
from railitary activities: no exemptions. 

6. Implementation of"real" as opposed to "false" solutions, with 
urgency, to end the use of fossil fuels, and restore and protect public 
and environmental health. 

FOR MORE I~O including background document: 
contact: Maggie Zhou <ra7J~ouus@yahoo.com> or <rsmolker@riseup.net> 

Sunday Tribune 

Footing stadium bill outrages ratepayers 

November 21, 2010 Edition 3 

IVLASOOD BOOMGAAP, D 

Durban ratepayers’ associations are outraged that the?- ;vill be picking 
up the bill for the millions of rands needed to maintain Moses Mabhida 
Stadium The Sharks say the?- ;vill not move to the new stadium. 

"As things stand, evewthing is final. And it’s been that way fbr fbur 
years. Nobody from the city has put anything on the table," Sharks rugby 
CEO Brian van Zyl told the Sunday Tribune yesterday. 

"I told (city manager) Dr Sutcliff’e in the letter I sent him that we 
made the decision to protect our business. And that decision should be 
respected," Van Zyl said. 

This week’s decision to stay put follo;ved weeks of negotiations over a 
possible move, which would have meant the city did not have to pick up 
the tab for the stadium. 

According to estimates by the city, the stadium will incur costs of R48 
million between opening in November 2009 and June 2011. That effectively 
means a monthly upkeep of R2.4m, of which only Rlm is generated by the 
stadium through sports, music and other events, tours, the Skycar and 
retail areas 

Kerr?" Warburg o:[" the Westville Ratepayers’ Association said Moses 
Mabhida stadium would pose a "problem" for ratepayers. "We’re not 
getting the services and we’re being forced to :[’ork out for somebody’s 
little idea. It’s an unnecessary expense." 

Clairwood Ratepayers’ Associatinn chairman Rishi Singh slammed the city 
for not doing its homework 

"They should have figured out at the beginning what was going to sustain 
the stadium in the long run It really has been shortsightedness on the 
part of the city. ’]?he?" should have ensured that they had a plan in place 
in the event that the Sharks didn’t move," Singh said 

"The man on the street is going to be absorbing the losses that are 
sustained." 

For the Sharks the pressure to move has coincided with new sponsorship 
negouatmns expected to be announced in January It is understood that 
it would not be possible to sign a sponsorship agreement for one stadium 
and then move. 

’]?he name of Moses Mabhida stadium may also be problematic for a 
potential sponsor Recently FNB turned to the courts to en]2~rce the name 
FNB Stadium for what was known internatinnally as Soccer City during the 
World Cup. 

Van Zyl said: "We are debt-free and our balance sheet shows a stadium 
that is insured for R500m. Our lease expires only in 2056. 

"We are also at an advanced stage of securing stadiun~ naming rights and 
needed to have certainty on our future." 

Durban Deputy Mayor Logie Naidoo expressed regret at the Sharks’ 



decision not to move to the World (;up stadium, but said the council’s 
doors remained open¯ 

"It’s in the long-term interests of ~KZN rugby and its supporters for 
them to make the move and it would be wonderful to have rugby played at 
one of the most modern stadiums in the world¯ Moses Mabhida is far 
superior to Absa stadium," Naidoo said 

The Met cms~ 

Durban’s time to shine 

November 24, 2010 Edition 1 

GUGU MBON.~X~ABI 

DURBAR" S chances of hosting the 2020 Olympics will depend on impressing 
Olyrnpics officials who will descend on the city for the International 
Olympics Corc~ittee (IOC) session in July next year¯ 

Addressing the eThekwini municipality’s executive corrm~ittee yesterday, 
the president of the National Olympic Committee of South Africa, Sam 
Ramsamy said the 2020 Olympics "is there for the taking". 

Ramsamy was accompanied by South African Sports Confederation and 
Olympic Corrm~ittee (Sascoc) president Gideon Sam. 

Sam said the International Conference on sports, education and culture 
would also be held at the ICC in Durban from December 5-9. 

"We will be talking about issues of education and culture and how this 
impacts on the youth. The IOC does not just stand for sporting issues. 
We also align ourselves with issues that the L~ik- is grappling with," he said 

Sam said the IOC session to be held in Durban in July was the "big fish" 

Sam said that "in all probability the delegates ~vill be looking around 
at what happens in Dtu-ban, so ~vhen we put up our hand for the 2020 
Olympic bid they will say we’ve been there"¯ 

According to Ramsamy, International Olympic Committee president Jacques 
Rogge will also attend the July session. 

"We are certain that eThekwini will put their best fbot fbr~vard so we 
can impress them? The president normally doesn’t attend these sessions¯ 
He is the highest authority of sports in the world. So we have to 
impress him," he said. 

The host for the 2018 Winter Olympics will be announced at that session 
in Durban. The contenders are Munich (Germany), Annecy (France) and 
Pyeongchang (South Korea) 

Ramsamy said both events would inject huge revenue in the hospitality 
industry. 

Mayor Obed Mlaba said the city was excited about both events. 

http://www.thenation.con~,blo~/156598/chalmersq ohn son-and-patriotic-stru~le-a~ains t-empire 

Chalmers Johnson and the Patriotic Struggle Against Empire 

Johnson, who has died at age 79, was no liberal idealist. He was the an 
old Asian hand who had chaired the Center for Chinese Studies at the 
University of California-Berkeley from 1967 to 1972 and then served as 
president and co-founder of the Japan Policy Research Institute¯ 

¯ .Johnson, in his last years, became a hero to old-right conservatives 
and new-left radicals, who recognized the truth of his observations 
about "the sorrows (of empire that are) alrea@ invading our lives, 
which [are] likely to be our fate for years to come: perpetual war, a 
collapse of constitutional government, endemic official lying and 
disinformation, and finally bankruptcy." 

"The United States today is like a cruise ship on the Niagara River 
upstream of the most specacular falls in North America," Johnson warned 
"A :[’ew people on board have begun to pick up a slight hiss in the 
background, to obser~e a faint haze of mist in the air on their glasses, 
to note that the river current seems to be running slightly faster. But 
no one yet seems to have realized that it is almost too late to head for 
shore¯ Like the Chinese, Ottoman, Hapsbmg, imperial Gerrnan, Nazi, 
imperial Japanese, British, French, Dutch, Portuguese, and Soviet 
empires in the last centul"~’, we are approaching the edge of a huge 
waterfall and are about to plunge over it."... 



http://www huffin~tonpost.com/annie-leonard/the-sto~-of-electronics b 780978 html 

Annie Leonard 

Director, th e Story of Stuff Prc~iect 
Posted: November 9, 2010 11:57 AM 

Along with the changing fall leaves, there’s another thing Americans can 
count on each November -- the flood of electronics sales advertisements 
in our ruailboxes, email spam filters and newspaper pages that presage 
Black Friday. 

The low prices promised in these ads are meant to entice us to buy 
gadgets we don’t really- need, or, to replace gadgets that are still 
working with slightly newer versions. 

As I explain in my new movie, The Stor~" of Electronics, product 
designers and stuff-pushers call this "shortening the replacement 
cycle." That rueans, getting us to buy new stuff faster and faster. And 
with electronics, it’s really tempting. It seems every few ruonths a new 
version of my phone is out with more features. 

And do we ever oblige. Industly analysts expect that Americans will 
spend more than $8.5 billion on consut:ner electronics this t:nonth alone! 

But isn’t that good for the economy? $8.5 billion dollars ruaking the 
rounds? What’s not to like? 

Plenty-. 

Making all these gadgets takes an enormous environmental and public 
health toll. Mining the metals trashes the environment in communities 
fiom Congo to Indonesia; assembling the gadgets uses huge amounts of 
water and energy_ and exposes workers to a host of toxic chemicals; and 
getting rid of them when ;ve’re on to the next, newer, better model 
creates mountains of old electronics -- what’s called e-;vaste. 

In the U.S. we ttn-ow away about 400 million electronic gadgets each year 
-- more than one per person. Only about 20 percent of e-waste in the 
U.S. is collected for recycling; the rest goes to landfills and 
incinerators where the toxics leach out to contaminate our air, water 
and commtmities. 

And the 20 percent destined for recycling isn’t all that great either. 
Investigations have found that 50 to 80 percent of this stuff is shipped 
overseas to Asia and Africa where it is broken apart by workers to 
extract the small bits of valuable metals In addition to those pieces 
of gold and copper, today’s electronics routinely contain toxic 
chemicals like lead, mercury,, PVC, chlorine, and bromines that end up 
poisoning workers and their communities in the impolting countly. 

The good news is that while the production, consumption and disposal of 
short-lived, toxics-laden electronics are a really big problem, the 
solution is pretty simple: Make them Safe, Make them Last, and Take them 
Back. 

IVIAKE THEM SAFE! We know it’s possible to make electronics a whole lot 
less toxic because some companies are already moving in that direction 
And the entire European Union has banned a host of toxic materials fi-om 
all electronics sold there. [f Europe can do it, why can’t we? 

]VI~XKE THEM LAST! My friend says that the only consumer product with a 
shorter life span than a cell phone these days is an ice cream cone. 
Slight exaggeration, but if the current trajectory continues, we’ll be 
there soon 

The average life of a cell phone in the U.S. these days is about 18 
months, and the major~ are chucked and replaced while they still work. 
The average laptop lasts longer -- about three to five years -- before 
being replaced, but that still leaves us throwing away more than 100,000 
computers in the U S every day In addition to making them safer, 
companies need to make electronics more durable, and modular, so we can 
upgrade or repair components as needed, rather than chuck the whole 
thing to buy another 

TAKE ’]fflEM BACK! Innovations in reducing toxics, design 12)r recyclability 
and modular components for easier upgrades are all great for new 
gadgets, but what about the millions stored in all of our basements, 
closets, drawers and garages? Those are eventually going to be tossed 
out, leaving local govermnents to figure out how to deal with them 
safely Unless, that is, we get better Product Take Back laws 

Take Back holds manufacturers responsible for their products at the end 
of their useful life, preventing theru from externalizing the cost of 
recycling or disposing of these hazardous products onto local 
governments, comruunities and the environment. VCny should taxpayers pay 
to safely recycle every toxic, poorly designed, short-lived piece of 
electronic gadgetry that comes through the system? That’s like being an 
enabler in a @sfunctional relationship. It is tirue xve hold electronics 
manufacturers responsible for their product design decisions. 



]~;veryone has a role to play in solving this problem. You can resist the 
upgrade, take good care of your electronics, make them last as long as 
possible and, when you finally have to throw them out, find an 
}>stewards certified recycler to take it 

Federal and state governments can enact and enforce meaningful laws to 
protect worker health and the environment and to prohibit hazardous 
waste exports to developing countries. 

Local governmunts can stop acting as the electronics industly’s garbage 
man by forcing companies to deal with their own mess. 

And businesses can invest as much or more in making their products safe 
and durable as they do in other areas of innovation. 

Billions of us want access to the incredible web of irfformation and 
entertainment that electronics offer. But it’s the access we want, not 
all that toxic garbage. 

So let’s send the "design-for-the-dump" mentality to the dump where it 
belongs and start building an electronics industry -- and a global 
society -- that’s designed to last. 
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........... ] Today’s Headlines 
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World I U.S ] Business I 8~or[s i Arts ] Movies I Ed~orials i Op-~ i On this Day 

November 26, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

South Korea Reassesses Its 

Defenses After Attack 

President Lee Myung~)ak annonneed changes as he accepted his defense minister’s resignation, bnt 
he has little maneuvering room in responding to North Korea. 

l~,ont-I,ine City, in Vipginla Nta~¢s Taciding Rise in Sea 

As sea levels rise, tidal flooding is disrupting life in Norfolk and all along the East Coast, a 
development many el|mate scientists link to global warming. 

THE VANISHING MIND 

In a ;[,and of the Aging, Children Counter Alzheimer°s 

South Korea is training thousands, including children, as "dementia supporters," to recognize 
symptoms and care for patients. 

, NYFimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We or~ lhe.frm~t ~#~es ~e~imot~! ch~ge. No o~e who h~s o house here is o .skeptic." 

J IN SCHULTZ, of Norfolk, Va., where tidal flooding is ;~ growing problem. 

HEALTH 

Dementia 
In South Korea, 
thousands of people, including 
children, are being trained to help 
care for dementia patients. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR BLOG The 
The P~lblle ~qll,’lPe Public 
Goes Mobile 

I    Square ] 

In a new program, Mr, hil~ 

citizens harness 
technology to offer np solutions to 
problems in their eommnnities. 

WORLD 

GoO,Po and Tea Pa~- Gains Are Mixed Blessing tk~r Israel 

Fresh Republican support for the Israeli government after the U.S. midtenu elections may be offset 
by Tea Party suspicion of foreign aid. 

V~’estern V~’all Feud Heightens Israeli-Palestlnlan Tensions 

Israel’s prime minister denolmced the challenge to Jewish claims on the iconic holy site, as tensions 
with the Palestinians appeared to worsen. 

Malild Gh’en 30 Days to Form Government hi Iraq 

The nomination had been delayed to give Nuri Kamal al-Maliki time to cobble together an Iraqi 
government from deeply divided factions. 



¯ More World News 

rIlle auto-obsessed city has embarked on the biggest expansion of its mass transit system in decades. 

HOOPER JOURNAL 

A PiE Stop for U,FoOo’s~ and i-imna~s Who Love Them 

From a watchtower in Hooper, Colo., all manner of hmmms look fro" any manner of extraterrestrial 

life. 

~Audio Slide Sho,~: The Bei~eve~ 

In Los A~geles, Mayoral iUde Weighs Bid for Higher City Hall Perch 

’]?he potential candidacy of Austin Beutner is the latest example of a City Hall turning to the private 

sector for assistance navigating public water. 

More LJS. News 

BUSINESS 

Fam]~y°s Fall From Affhmnce Is Swff~t a~d Hard 

A SN million windfall was lost to extravagant spending and the recession in little more than a 

decade. 

For Retailers, Black Friday Expectations Are H~gh 

Aualysts say discounts and eager shoppers could result in the beginning of a strong holiday season 
for retailers. 

DEALBOOK 

A group of buyout firms led by Kohlberg Kravis Robe~s will pay $~9 a share for the pet foods 

company - not to be confused wi~ the fruit seller of 

o Mete BusJr~ess News 

S P O RTS 

JETS 26, BENGALS 10 

Jets SVi;q ~/ithout Last-Gasp £}rama 

With the victory over the Bcngals, the Jets improved to 9-2 and set the stage for a potentially epic 
A.F.C. East clash next week against New England. 

Auburn ls Seeh~g Crlmsot~ Over Questlot~s and R~valry 

As allegations against its star quarterback threaten to doud Auburn’s quest for a national title, its 
rivalry game with Alabama this year has been drawn into sharper relief. 

Dilemma for Spanish Federation h~ Co~tador Case 

The federation is faced with the awkward task of having to decide whether its biggest star should be 
sanctioned. 

ARTS 

MOMIE REv’IEVVI THE KING’S SPEECH’ 
The KingSs Et~gllsh~. Albeit V~*ith Twisted Tongue 

"The King’s Speech," a buddy story about aggressively charming opposites -Colin Firth as the 
stntterer who would be king and Geoffrey Rush as his speech therapist. 

No Need Go Kvetch~ Yiddish Lives On in Catskills 

Every December, hnndreds of people get together in the Catskills to breathe some warmth into a 
dying eultnre. 

THE TIPSY DIARIES 

zM~t That’s ]gest Seen ’£hrough the BoRom of a dlass 

There have long been bars in Manhattan with murals and paintings. Now two bars on the Lower 
East Side have conceived of - and advertised - themsdves as spaces for the exhibition of art too. 



¯ More Airs News 

MOVIES 

New Relea~e~ o~ DVD 

A look at new releases on DVD for the holiday season. 

Seasonal DVDs 

Seasonal DVDs for the holiday season. 

DVDs for Cinephiles 

DVD picks for those who deeply love the einem& 

More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Handgl~s ~r t B-Year-Ok|s? 
The N.R,A.’s argument that people ~8 to 2o years old have a constitutional right to buy weapons 
and carry them in publie is breathtakingly irresponsflfie, 

EDITORIAL 

¥’oth~g h~ a New Haiti 
Reports suggest there is still a lot of wm’k to do to ensure a peaceful, credible vote in Haiti. 

EDITORIAL 
1VIr, Fehflmrg a~d the Spill 

Kenneth Feinberg is making solid progress as the administrator of BP’s $2o billion compensation 
fund for victims of the gulf oil spill. 

EDITORIAL 

Still No~ i,’Pee 
Even Iranian officials are aeknmvledging that the ease against two Americans, Shane Bauer and 
aosh Fattal, is baseless. Iran should send them home. 

, Mole Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Elections on Sunday are unlikely to produce a president who can address the country’s multiple 
woes. 

PAUL KRUGMAN 

Eath~g the Hqsh 

That "bailout" fro" h’eland mostly seems to be about the government imposing even more pain on its 
people, in exchange fro" a credit line, It’s not a workable strategy. 

DAMID BROOKS 

Dese~’ipfio~ Is 

One hundred years after Tolstoy’s death, measuring his lasting influence. 

ROGER COHEN 

The Real Tin’eat to Ame~’iea 

I1~e fear industry has engineered security’s victory over freedom. 

~ Cokamnist Page 

o More Opinion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 26, ~942, President Roosevelt ordered nationwide gasoline rationing, beginning December 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jane Duncan < @ru.ac.za> 

Friday, November 26, 2010 5:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Silence 

Hi Eumce, 

I hope you are feeling much better than when we last corresponded. Would it 
be possible to send me the contents page for the book I am attending to the 
revisions, after an extremely bus?’ crush of work. 

Regards, 

Jane 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: eunice@email.uaac.edu [mailto:eumce@email uric edu] 
Sent: 22 October 2010 01:29 PM 
To:~ ~ru.ac za 
Subject: Silence 

Dear Jane, 

At any rate, I will send the :finalized table of contents shortly. There 
is an outstanding chapter that I need confirm its status today. 

I am sorry for the delay in responding to your emails but it has been a 
scarily and confusing time More soon. 

In solidari~’, 
Eunice 
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Today’s tteadlines: Iraq’s Troubles Drive Out Refugees Who Came Back 
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........... ] Today’s Headlines 
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World I U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials i Op-.~A i On This Day 

November 27, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

Iraq’s Troubles D*°i.ve 

Refl~gees ~,rho Ca~ne Back 

Iraqis who fled the height of the war 
and then returned are leaving in a 
second exodus, fueled by violence 
and unemployment, that shows how 
far Iraq remains from stability and 
security. 

Deal for Deputy for 

Academics Cleat’s V~5~y for 

Schools Chief 
~.:::...~.,.’.<.r.~ c 
Mayor Michael R. Bloombevg 
reached a deal to save the tottering 
eandidaey of Cathleen P. Black, 
agreeing to appoint a career 
edneator to serve as her second in 
command. 

~The 
r,~an W~[h C:[edent~als to Complement CatMeen B~ack 

~ Ca[h~ee~ Black’s Top DeputTs Duties in the C~ty’s Schools 

~ Times Topics: Cathleen P. Black 

~ Post a Comment 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Building Museums, and a Fresh Aeab 

In Abn Dhabi and Qatar, large-scale eultnral projects, particularly museums, are being planned 
and built in an effml, to reshape corners o1" the modern Arab world. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

ANAR AL=OBEIDI, who fled Iraq once, ;rod pbms to do so agaim 

ARTS 

FE~’I’U R E: 

Asch~tects Take 

Doha a~d Ahu Dhabi 
I.M. Pei, Frank Gehry, Norman 
Foster and dean Nouvel discuss their 
wm’k in the Persian Gulf. 

OPINION My ow~ private (rentS} island 



ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 
JAMES STEVENSON I LOST 

AND FOUND NEWYORK Hoiiday gifts for a 91obetrotter 

Passengers push for child4ree flights 
INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: Night at ...... ] I ........ 
the Museum 
The artist remembers a gem heist at the American Museum of Natural History. 

WORLD 

Brazil Military Says It Cornered Rio Drug Gangs 

Soldiers struggling to take control of a violent slum had managed to trap the traffickers inside, a 
spokesman said. 

China Addresses Rising Korean Te~lsions 

China engaged in a flut’t’y of diplomatic activity to calm rising tensions between the Koreas, but 
with a swipe at the United States. 

R~ssla~ TV Ko~tows to Kremlin, Critic Says 
~:::.." ::~ 15, :: ’:’.R :- 

A ’l~z personality delivered a blistering critique of Russian television for bending to the will of the 
government. 

o More World News 

Hea Ith Law Fa c es Threat of Underc~tt From Co~wts 

If state challenges to the constitutionality of the insurance mandate are successful, it may stall the 

health care overhaul, officials say. 

ATLANTA JOURNAL 

Bin-gets Selling Fast, but the Restat~rant Is Not 

Patrons wait for hours for a Ghetto Burger at Ann’s Snack Bar in Atlanta, but the restaurant is still 

waiting for a buyer. 

Drug Tunne| I~ Found at Border 

Twenty tons of marijuana was found less than a block from another passage where 32 tons was 

found earlier this nmnth. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

GoMo Finds a More Receptive Public 

Evidence is emerging on car lots that consumers are starting to feel more positive about General 

Motors. 

Shoppers Flock Back to the Mall to I-~u~t Deals 

On this year’s Black Friday, retailers and analysts said they saw a surge in traffic at stores over last 
year. 

To Help Do~ors Choose~ ~vVeb Site Alters How it Sizes Up Char]tles 

Charity Navigator, a Web site and organization, is overhauling itself and how it evaluates 
charitable organizations. 

SPORTS 

Uni’~rs~fies Tell H~gh SchooLn Logos A~’e Off Lh~ts 

If a high school’s logo can be confused with a university’s, or if it is capable of diluting its value, 
universities often demand changes. 

Nevada Stmis No, 3 Boise State 34-3:~ 

Following two botched Broncos field goals, Nevada fans stormed the field to celebrate the No. 19 
team’s upset overtime victory of the B.C.S. national title contender. 

NO. 2 AUBURN 28, NO. 9 ALABAMA 27 

Ne~+-ton Leads Aubm’n to Comeback Win 



Cam Newton helped to erase a 24;point Alabama lead to give Anburn the biggest comeback victory 

in its history. 

¯ More Spolts News 

ARTS 

ART 

Frtfitft~l Talent ~A;ho Made A~ World 

Robert Rauschenberg’s prolifie career is on display at Gagosian Gallery in a show whose work is 

mostly for sale. 

~ Slide Show 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

A remarkable selection of Old Babylonian tablets at New York University shows how sophisticated 

the society’s mathematics was and how many similarities to later Western systems existed. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

~.::., .:J.A g~ ~:.~ " b ;..?~:.~. L::.’ 

At the start of a "Nuteracker Marathon" tour, prodnctions by the Joffrey Ballet and Moscow Ballet 

demonstrate separate versions of this classie story. 

TRAVEL 

In snmmer, Venice is torrid, stnffed to the gills with the 18 million tourists that overwhelm it each 

year. But in winter, it is a city of chnreh bells, haze and a slow pace that reveals its soul. 

~ S~de Show: Enicying V,Jinter’s Chili in Venice 

36 Ho~trs ]~ Fort La uderda~e~ 

This resort town eontinues to matm’e beyond its spring-break days, now offering a sophisticated 

evening that doesn’t involve neon bikinis and syrupy daiquiris. 

~1~ Siide Show: A Weekend in Fort Lauderda[e 

R&R Challenges for tt~e Camouflage Set 

For adrenaline-charged R & R, some tour operators are offering packages specifically designed for 

military personnel. 

o More ]ravel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The zM~bltratlon War 
A Supreme Court ease involving AT&T Mobility is about a small amount of money and the huge 

principle of being able to enforce eonsm~ers’ rights in eourL 

EDITORIAL 

Memo to Albany: It’~ Your dob 
Some state legislators are grumbling about being called back to Albany to tie up some loose ends. 

They need to stop whining and get to work. 

EDITORIAL 

Outstandh~g Debt From 9/~ 

At last head count, a bill that would provide health care and economic compensation to sickened 

rescue workers is a vote short in the Senate. Will one more senator step up? 

EDITORIAL 

Mark "lM’aln s Big Book 
The publisher of Twain’s autobiography may have been surprised that it’s selling out at bookstores, 

but the reasons aren’t hard to find. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

T 

Wall Street may be smiling, but extreme inequality is a recipe for social instability. 

Columnist Pa~3e 

Mere Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 27, 1973, the Senate voted 92-3 to confirm Gerald R. Ford as vice president, succeeding 

Spiro T. Agnew, who’d resigned. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

citing lectures 

If I want to include an idea you presented to us during a lecture in my 
research paper do I need to cite that information as lecture, including the 
title of the lecture, the date, etc.? 
SOl~V to bother you over break, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 2:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: F.B.I. Says Oregon Suspect Plmlned ’Gra~d’ Attack 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: htt,o:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/2g/todayshegdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S ] Business I S~or[s i Arts ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP.L~A I onr~is Day 

November 28, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

F,B,I, Says Orego*~ Suspect 

Pla~med ’Grand’ Atl-aek 

F.B.I. officials said that a Somali- 
born snspeet thought he was 
detonating a ear bomb in a 
Christmas tree lighting ceremony in 
Portland, when in fact he had been 
set up in a sting. 

New Chairman Seel~u More 

Power for U,S, Vgatchdogs 
f.::: .:A’.:IL ".~i di..i.XiZi2Ni 
Representative Darrell Issa, the 
Republican who will lead ttouse’s 
chief investigative committee plans 
to wBtly expand scrutiny of the 
Obama administration. 

SMARTER THAN YOU THINK 

Vgar Machh~es: Recruiting Robots for Combat 

New robots - none of them very human-hmking - are being designed to handle a broad t’ange of 

tasks, despite controversy about the impact on future warfare. 

~E] Inte;actb;e Graphic: A New Gene;ation of Robotic Weapons 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

VALENT~NO ACHAK DENG, OUe Of many ymmg me~ who fled civil war in Sm]au decades 

and are retur~ing ~(~ w~te in a refereudum (m sp]ittiug the comaH’y. 

GRAPI[I[I Ca A New 

Generation of 

Robotic Weapons 
Several manufacturers and research 
facilities are changing the face of the 
battlefield with robots designed to 
help transport equipment, gather 
intelligence and attack enemy 
forces. Distingnishing fi’iend fi’om foe 
is especially challenging. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBLFFORS    7~ 

Dear First Lad3, 

Michelle, 

A eolleeti ..... f I 
ehildren’s letters to 

MieheHe Obama. 

Rent out Nicole Kidman’s condo 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Brisk holidays in Washington 

Vacation rentals in idaho 

WORLD 

UoSo and South Korea Begh~ 3olnt Naval Exercises 



During the planned exercises, which were meant as a warning to North Korea, artillery was heard 

on an island the North attacked last week, althongh no shells landed. 

[inles Topics: North Korea i South Korea 

The ferocity of the attack on Yeonpyeong Island appears to have started a shift in South Koreans’ 

conflicted emotions about their countrymen in the Nm’th. 

Fo~" ’Lost Boy~’ Vute h~ Sudan Is Homecoming 

Southern Sudanese will soon hold a referendum to decide if they will split from the north. On the 
occasion of the vote, aoseph Oatyoung Khan came home. 

More World News 

This Holiday Season, Tradifio~s ~,V~th a Twist 

For all its well-worn ruts, the Christmas season can create new traditions when you least expect 
them. 

SUPREME COURT MEMO 

Ex-J~st~ce Explahxs Cha~xged Death Penalty Statute 

Justice 3ohn Paul Stevens said he found the death penalty unconstitutional because of racism, 

polities and hysteria. 

Senator Richard O. Lugar of Indiana is standing against his party on signifieant issues at a 
politieally dangerous time. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

A Bully F~nds a Pu|p~t on the V~reb 

Vitaly Borker weleomes eustomer eomplaints, saying they vault his business higher in Internet 
search results. 

De~nonstralo~os ~n Ire~a~d ~ totest Ausler~ly Pla~ 

Protesters voiced dismay and outrage over planned cuts to jobs and welfare spending. 

SCENE STEALER 

A Casth~g Call for Hullywood’s Chief Lobbyist 

Hollywood has been searching for almost a year for a new chairman for the Motion Pietnre 

Association of ~erica. 

S P 0 RTS 

ANALYSIS 

Bu~se State Drups Out of Race as Sea,on Nea~ I*~n ~sh L~ne 

If Auburn wins the SEC ehampionship, and Oregon wins at Oregon State~ they will play for the 
national title. 

NATIONAL ROUNDUP 

Ok|ahoma Has SurprLne Shot at 

No. 4 Texas Christian capped its second straight undefeated regular season with a second 
consecutive Mountain West Conference championship, beating host New Mexico, 66q7. 

~No 
8 Ohio State 3~, M’ichigan 7: Ohio State Routs Michigan; Big ]en Has 3-Way ]ie at Top 

~Game 
is LacKing Glamour, but for lush It’s a Treasure 



~ UConn is Savoring a Season Saved 

Assault on a FormidaMe Passing Peak 

Throngh lO games, quarterback Philip Rivers is on pace for 5,083 passing yards, a mere yard short 
of the record. 

ARTS 

RLM 

"l’|~at~s/Vie on Screen~ hut | Sti|] l)id~’t Do It 

The real estate millionaire Robert Durst, the women he may have killed and the man he did are 
examined in Andrew dareeki’s film "All Good Things." 

Cult of Motherhood: The Co*ffesMonal 

"The Talk," a new daytime show on CBS, is the other wmnan of daytime television, a fresher model 
of "The View," now in its 14th year on ABC. 

Those Undulati~g Swa~ Arr~as? Not So Easy to Do 

Natalie Portman trained hard for the role of lead ballerina in Darren Aronofsky’s "Black Swan," a 
psychological thriller centered on a performance of "Swan Lake." 

~ Trailer: ’Black Swan’ 

o More A~s News 

MAGAZINE 

h~ China, e~ltlvatlng the IJrge to Np~urge 

Building a consumer society in China won’t be easy, but the health of the world eeonmny depends 
on it. 

~ 
Slide Show The Shoppers’ Repablic of China 

The I~mred~b~e Fly{~g Nonagenarla~ 

Olga Kotelko, 91, is shattering track-and-field records -in her age group -and testing theories about 
aging. 

The Professor of Micropopu[ari{y 

dames Sehamus of Focus Features makes the most successful "small" nmvies m’ound. His secret? 
Spiking the mainstream with just a touch of weird. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The U~employed Held Hostage, .&gain 
President Obama should excoriate phony deficit hawks who say that jobless benefits are too costly-, 
even as they pass expensive tax cuts for the rich. 

EDITORIAL 

What the GoOoPo M~ssed 
Republican senators apparently failed to notice the breakthrough on European missile defense at 
the recent NATO meeting in Lisbon. 

EDITORIAL 

Untenable JrudlciM EtMcs 
Pennsylvania’s highest court, and the nation’s, should hold themselves to higher ethical standards. 

EDITORIAL NOTEBOOK 

Note to Hugh Prather 

A little self-help wisdom, before self-help became a way of life in America. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

FRANK RICH 

Still the Best Co~gress Mo~ey Car~ Buy 

%~o years after the economic meltdown, most Americans now recognize a caste system where 
everyone remains (at best) mired in economic stasis except the very wealthiest sliver. 

THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 



Americans understand that we need nation-building at home, and we need it now. 

NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

The odyssey of a Chinese-Kin’ran woman shows how hmnan trafficking snrvives, even in Midtown 
Manhattan. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

’Fo Fight CIh~a{e Change~ Clear the Air 

To speed progress against global warming, diplomats at the climate conference should hmk beyond 
carbon dioxide and rednee emissions of soot, ozone, methane and HFCs. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Rather than wait for international diplomacy to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, America should 
build on the efforts that many states are making to develop cleaner sources of energy. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

ka~ A]manac of Extreme V~eather 

The unexpected forces that reshaped my farm. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Remains of the Day 

Thanksgiving reminds us that turning Thursday’s dinner into Friday’s breakfast was once an 
American way of life. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 28, 1943, President Roosevelt, British Prime Minister Winston Chm’chill and Soviet leader 
Josef Stalin met in Tehran during World War II. 
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Buy This Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 6:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
ASA Human Rights Section--Membership 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Dear SSF Think Tank Colleagues: 

In my capaciF as SecretaWTreasurer of the ASA Section on Human Rights, I am writing to urge 

you to join the section for the 2011 calendar year. 

To join the section, please go to the tbllowing url: 

https:/iwww.e - noa~h.net/ASA/login.asp 

For morn information on the section: 

http://www.asanet .o~isections/humanright s.cfin 

Mission Statement 

The Section on the Sociology of Human Rights seeks to promote and support scholarship, 

teaching, and the fofftering of an interdisciplina~; international, and 

critical engagement in both the sociological s~ady of human rights as well as 

establishing a human rights approach to the sociological enterprise. The 

Sociology of Human Rights is conceived broadly mad inclusively as a scholarly 

and human pursuit of understanding the social, political cultural, and 

comparative construction of human rights his~tories, institutions, discourse~ 
and futures as well as the social structures, relation~ and practices that 

will mofft fully support the realization of hranan rights in the world. ’][’he 

Section on the Sociology of Human Rights encourages the groulh of dialogues 

regmding human rights as method, as epistemology, as theo~% and as praxis in 

the sociological understanding of the world in which we live. TNs section roll 

strive to bring international perspectives to the Sociology of Human Rights 

globally and to the United States. 

The Section will t~cilitate these goals through the active support of and creation of 
structures, activities, mad practices "that promote: 1) the t?ee exchange of 
ideas, experiences, research findings, pedagogical strategies~ and best 
practices in the research on the sociology of human rights and the discussion 
of human rights within the sociological enterprise; 2) the collaborative 
development of resources dedicated to enhancing research, teaching, and 
practice of the sociology of human rights; 3) communication among members both 
nationally and internationally rega~’ding events, practices, experiences, 
resea~’ch, and teaching on the sociology’ of human rights; 4) the forging of 



linkages and relationships with ~ciology of Mman rights ~holars across the 

globe, including commuNty activists, grounded movements, communities, and 
individuals; and, 5) opportunities tbr the dis~mination, distribution, and 

publication of reseaJcch in the sociology of human fights across the world. 

Section Officers 2010 - 2011 

Chair: John Hagan, Northwestern University 

Chair-Elect: Judith Blau, Universi~ of North Carolina 

Sec~etmuTreasurer: Mark Frezzo, Florida Atlantic University (’13) 

Council: 

Claudia Chaufan, University of Calitbmia, San Francisco (’13) 

Mm~isha Desai, Universi~ of Connecticut (’12) 

LaDawn Haglun& Arizona State University (’13) 

R. G. Lenlz, McGill Universi~ (’11) 

Linda Maj ka, University of Dayton (’ 11) 

Sara Smits, Saint Ansehn College (’ 12) 

Website Director: Rachel B~’ant, Case Western Reserve University 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http:/[www.ssfthinktank.orq/.Txq source=msq mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 9:39 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Reminder: Friday Dec 3 is Deadline for 2011 Consortium ContErence submissions 

http://clacs.aas.duke.edu/program//conferences/document¢2011ConsortiumConferenceCall.php 

Call for Proposals 
2011 UNC-Duke Consortium Spring Conference- February 10-12, 2011 

Bice~enniM ~" ideal.s: dependence, irideperidence, o., 

Submission Deadline: December 3, 2010 
The UNC - Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies is pleased to invite you to participate and’or nominate graduate students to the 7th annual 

ConsortAum Conference to take place on February 10, 11 & 12, 2011 at Duke UniversiF, John Hope Franklin Center and UNC-Chapel Hill, FedEx Global 

Education Center. 

In 2010 at least eight Latin American countries celebrated the bicentennial of their independence. Two hundred years of ideals, struggle~ victories, and detEats. Mexico 

also celebrated the centennial of the 1910 Revolution. The IYNC and Duke Consortium Conference welcomes submissions that examine these and other nation-building 

struggles, as well as modem and contemporary issues related to the region from rill areas of s~mdy. 

The topic is not restrictive, but inclusive. We invite submissions for panels and/or short presentations by individuals, pairs, collectives, or worldng groups related to the 

main conference the~ne. Panel proposals are strongly encouraged. 

Please submit your proposal electronicdlly no later than Friday, Decem bet 3, 2010 to conference organizer Miguel Rojas- Sotelo at mlr34@duke.edu (please use as 

subject: 2011 Consortium Conference). Your proposal should include a title and a brief (250 word) description of the topic to be addressed, as well as name(s) and 

affiliation(s) of the participant(s). Attachments in Microsoft Word are prefelred, but if you send the infonnation in the body of an e-mail message, be sure that your 

formatting includes international characters. 

The conference welcomes also multimedia presentations, exhibitions, film screenings, and performances by participants. 

For more information, contact mlr34@duke.edu, ~ih@duke.edu or fielkohl@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 2:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Today’s Headlines: Cables Obtained by WikiLeaks Shine Light Inl~) Secret Diplomatic Chmmels 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: htt,o:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 1/29/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines N°vember 29’ 2°1° 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.8 ] Business I 8~or~s i Arts ] Medi~ & Adver[ish~ I Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This 

TOP NEWS 

Cables Obtained by                                   ~ 

Secret Diplomatic Chammls 

A huge trove of State Department communiques offers an extraordinary look at the inner workings, 
and sharp elbows, of diplomacy. 

~A 
Note to Re~oe~s: The Decision to Publish D~p~omafic Documents 

~ 
Document Viewer: A Selection From the Cache of Dispatches 

U,S, Expands Role of Diplomats in Sp34ng 
::2./L:Ai?:< %’:.ZZ::2~ ;i 
State Department personnel were told to gather the credit card and frequent-flier numbers, 
schedules and other personal data of foreign officials. 

Arom~d the W5 ~rld, D~stress Over Iran 

Cables show how two presidents have dealt with Iran and how President Obama built support for 
harsher sanctions. 

. NYTimes corrt Borne Page 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is an earthquake of an election. This will divide the country, not unite it." 
LESLIE ~!OL’FAIRE~ one of a dozen presidential candidates in Haiti ~ho complained of voting 
fraud. 

WORLD 

Fears ofa N~lclear 

Iran 
Middle East leaders 
speak abmtt their powerful neighbor 
with a dit’ectness seldom, if ever, 
heard in public. 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Scholars I,ove 

Colleges 
More money, more 
fl’eedom, more competitive energy - 
what drives the academic global 
marketplace? 

WORLD 

Iran Forgiles Its 2~se~al ~Nith the Aid of Nor[h Korea 

American intelligence assessments say that It’an has obtained adwmeed missiles from North Korea 
based on a Russian design that are much more powet’ful than its other missiles. 

Chh~a Seeks Talks to Ease Korean TenMon 

After the United States and South Korea began naval exercises as a warning to North Korea, China 
called for a meeting of six nations. 

HMfian Ca~dldates Call to V~id E~ectlo~ 
::? ).’.b’i J ::;A- a’:d i.:,;.i.ii~s . ;./:.?::;-ili!:Oi. 
Even before the polls dosed, m of 18 presidential candidates said that the results could not be 



trusted. 

[] Slide Show: Chaos at the Polls in Haiti 

Suspect h~ Orego~ Bomb Plot Is Called Co~fl~sed 

Mohamed Osman Mohamnd seemed to be well-adjnsted, bnt those who know him said he had 
changed recently. 

~Fhe 
al Sting Suspect’s Mosque 

~M’ler ’I’ttwarted Attack, Questlo~ Is ’Wt~y po~otland?’ 

Portland’s Mayor Sam Adams is reconsidering his opposition in 2oo5, to cooperating more fully 
with the F.B.I aoint Terrorism Task Force. 

Rhonda Kallman said the order to stop selling her brew, Moonshot ’69, because caffeine is added to it 
is "prohibition in 20 lO2’ 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

I~ Magazi~m W~**~qd~ a New Crop of Chlefs 

For the magazine business, ~o~ will be a year to watch: the four largest magazine companies in 
the country will all have new leaders and a verdict can be rendered on their regimes. 

Now a Gia~t~ Google V~orks to Retain Nimble Minds 

The paee at a big company is far slower than at a start-up, a difference that matters to the 
entrepreneurial spirit. 

Robust Sales for Holiday 

The average amount spent per person Dom Thursday to Sunday was more than a 6 pereent 
increase over last year. 

S P 0 RTS 

I~t Las Vegas, Synchronized Swimmi*~g as a Show 

Mm’e than 3o world-class synchronized swimmers perform increasingly acrobatic routines. 

GIANTS 24, JAGUARS 20 

A spnttering, depleted offense finally came to life, and a soft defense finally stiffened, as the Giants 
eked out a 24-2o victory. 

Fo~ome~o Nets Toy to Put Losing Seasoii Betfind Them 

11fifteen players who spent at least part of the dismal 2oo9-1o season with the Nets are no longer 
with the organization. 

~No 
Rest in Ber~ o; on Bench [or Felton ~r~ Knicks 

~NS.A 
Roundup: The Spurs ConLk~ue to Sizzle, Rallying PasL New Odeans 

¯ More Spolts News 

ARTS 



MUSIC REVIEW 

,Sur~4.’vors Celebrate a ~am~y Re~mhm 

The Diplomats, a group emblematic of Harlem rap, played the Hammerstein Balh’oom, its fh’st 

concert after reuniting. 

*Sp~der-Ma~’ Takes Off~ With Some Bumps 

Catcal|s and technical problems marred the preview performance of "Spider-Man: Turn Off the 

Dark," the most expensive production ever staged on Broadway. 

Scholar Has Theory o~ Mo~,avt the Debtor 

A late-life lawsuit against Mozart has long had musicologists guessing. Now, a possible explanation. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Ma rketers Discover Trucks Can Deliver More Than Food 

That strategy -pairing a brand’s message with a food truck -has been increasingly employed in 

recent months, with major advertisers using trucks as rolling sandwich boards. 

BP to Comufiss~on F~lm About O~l ~p~ll 

The film, intended for an internal audience, is meant to archive "a momentous event in the 

company’s histmT," according to a BP spokesman. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

A Very ~SoNoLJ Greeting 

The Sunset Tower Hotel enlisted Andy Samberg, Akiva Sehaffer and Jorma Taeeone to make its 

holiday video greeting card. 

More Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Oklahoma w)ters, misled by demagogues, banned the use of Islamic law in state eourts - as if that 

had ever happened. It is up to federal courts to end this hatred. 

EDITORIAL 

The Fed and Foreclosures 

Despite mounting evidence of borrowers’ mistreatment, the Federal Reserve has proposed a rule 

that would disable the most effective legal tool they have to fight foreclosures. 

EDITORIAL 

V~olf Po~fics 

Bills to remove the gray wolf from the endangered species list, either in some states or all, would set 

a terrible precedent. 

EDITORIAL 

Repatrh~thlg "lhlt 

An exhibition in Midtown Manhattan shows that the commercial fascination with King 

Tutankhamen is thriving. But at least this time~ Egypt’s government is a partner. 

o MereOD[nion >> 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

A Stalle Food Fight 

Why the Senate should pass the food safety bill. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Bpan~sh Prisoner 

Trapped by the cure, Spain has no good options for economic recove~T. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The P~rt[san 

The body-scanner debate would have played out very differently if it had occurred during the Bush 

administration. 

Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 29, 1947, the U.N. General Assenlbly passed a resolution calling for Palestine to be 



partitioned between Arabs and Jews, 
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Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:27 AM 

Dr. Sable: Greetings ti-om London and Agenda tbr Tue~ay: 

Dem All, 

Hope you had a wonderful break. I am in London enronte to Chapel Hill. 

Tuesday: 

Read at least the first 2 chapters by Nigel Dower. For our seminm" tomorrow, we will have an introductory discnssion of ethics in the context ofconlfict. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Re: Dr. SaNe: Greetings t?om London aM Agenda for Tuesday: 

Dr. SaNe, i have a question about the citations for the reseaxch paper. For a lot of the stuff we reacL/taJ~ked about in class, many ideas were the same ideas reiterated 

again and again. For example, Wettstein describes justice as intersubjective and egalitarian throughout Chapter 2. Can I cite that chapter as a whole of do I need to find 

specific page numbers? I understand all of the concepts and theories expressed, but I’m not sure on all the pages in which they are explained in the book. 

Before I get through with my paper I wanted to make sure I was doing my works cited right. 

Thanks! 

On Man, at 3:27 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Dem All, 

Hope you had a wonderful break. I mn in London enroute to Chapel Hill. 

Tuesday: 

Read at least the first 2 chapters by Nigel Dower. For onr seminar tomorrow, we will have an introdnctoU discussion of ethics in the context of conflict. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 3:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@gmail .com> 

Re: Research on Tmazania m~d South Africa 

Dear Dr Sahle and 

I apologize for being out of touch on this, but yes, the at 9am 
works for me. See you all then. 

On Tue, at 10:58 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 
> 

> I)ear 
> 

> Continue as we discussed and any questions you have just forward them to me and I will discuss them with Dr. Galvin - deepending on how she feels on a given day 
> 

> I will write to her later today to see ff she can send whatever material she has or recon~nendations and suggestions at this point. I will cc you and to the email 
> 

> Let’s plan to meet at 9.00am (if this time works out for on the at Jack Sprat on B Franklin. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> From ~)gmai c ~m] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:37 AM 
> To: Sah[e, Eunice N 
> Cc: 
> Subject: Re: Research on Tanzania and South At’rica 
> 

> Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> I can meet on the 3rd but I have a class at 10am and 12 on Fridays so I am available an?’ time other than those on that date. In the meantime should we continue our research and revisions 
based on our p 
> rcvious conversation in which we structure the analysis as a case study of South Africa and Tanzania regarding health and water as a human right? I will be out of the country during the 
winter break so I will need to get the bulk of this complcted before I leave on the                 Also, should we be including Dr. Galvin in the revising process or getting her opinion on 
sources to include? I would like to include her expertise and guidance in constructing this chapter but I do not want to be insensitive to her situation. Please let us know how to proceed as 
far as including Dr. Galvin’s knowledge in this chapter. 
> Enjoy- your travels[ 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, ~t 7:44 A_’vL Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice(~email.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Given time constraints because preparations for presentations abroad beginning this Friday, let’s plan to meet aRer ray rettan from Germany and Kenya the week of the    Friday morning 
about 10.00am on would be perfect. Let me know if this date works for you. At the meeting we will discuss additional material and also a plan to wrap up the chapter before school 
opens in JanuaW. 
> 

> Best wishes and Happy Thanksgiving! 
> Dr. Sahle. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: ~gmail com<mailto 
> Sent: Suaaday, 8:37 PM 
> To: 
> Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Research on Tanzania and South Africa 
> 

> Dr Sahle, 
> 

> I have a class that meets at 5:00 on Tuesday, so I could only meet for 
> 15 minutes (although I can be a few minutes late to class, also). Do 
> you feel that this will be sufficient? I know that     can certainly 
> relate anything else back to me. Unless you feel that it won’t work, I 
> look forward to meeting ~vith you all Tuesday 
> 

> 

> On Sun, at 6:00 PM. @gmail.com<mailto 
>> Dr Sahle, 
>> 

>> I hope that your event went well; I am available to meet Tuesday at 4:45, 
>> and I am looking forward to getting more advice for shaping this chapter 

~gmail.com>] 

@gmail.com>> wrote: 



>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sat, 
>> wrote: 

>>> Dear 

>>> I was hosting a guest lecturer involved in several events at L~C this week 
>>> hence this delayed response. 

>>> Can we meet on Tuesday to discuss the way forward? We can nreet at 4.45pnr 
>>> at the Graham Memorial. Kindly let nre know if this time would work for you. 
>>> On another note, given the health issues with Dr. Galvin we have decided to 
>>> postpone submitting the nranuscript to the publishers until mid-January to 
>>> given her time so there is some time to work on your chapter. 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Dr. SaNe. 

>>> From: @gmail.cora<mailto: (d~,,gmail.com>] 
>>> Sent: Monday, 10:47 AM 
>>> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
>>> Cc: 

>>> Subject: Research on Tanzania and South Africa 

>>> r~.. SaNe, 

>>>     and I have met to discuss the research and had several questions. 
>>> First we decided to outline the structure of the chapter to mirror that of 
>>> our Tanzania paper by- discussing the histot?~ and role of privatization of 
>>> water resources in South Africa and the effects this has on the health of 
>>> individuals who are diselffranchised and still lack water access Then we 
>>> would place both of these case studies tvithin the broader debates regarding 
>>> water as a human right and the use of neoliberal reform such as 
>>> privatization in order to promote economic development. We tvere wondering if 
>>> you would be able to meet this tveek to give us further guidance? We are 
>>> planning to have a first draft of our section on South Africa ready by 
>>> Wednesday’ and are both free before 9:30am and from 11-12pm. Also, we tvanted 
>>> to be clear about the timeline for this piece, when we e-mail our version to 
>>> you on the 19th will there then be time for editing by yourself and Dr. 
>>> Galvin or do we need to have those edits complete by the 19th? 
>>> Also, in terms of research we had several questions that we asked Dr. Bond 
>>> about     should copy- you on that email) but tve also wondered if you or Dr 
>>> Galvin had any more resources to recommend? We were more specifically 
>>> concerned tvith finding the most current ilfformation on the debates in both 
>>> coua~tries because without being in either country we are concerned that we 
>>> may miss developments that are not documented on tvebsites. For instance, 
>>> TGNP’s most recent update on the water debate on their website is from last 
>>> years gender festival. If you have any ideas as to hotv we can make sure we 
>>> are cognizant of the cun-ent debates in both countries please let us know 
>>> Additionally, tve realize that our paper from Tanzania tvill need revision 
>>> before our final draft and we were wondering if you had any comments or 
>>> recon~rnendations for improvement from when you graded it? ( I have attached 

>>> it to this email) 
>>> Additionally, we did not knuw how tu proceed with cuntacting Dr. Galvin so 
>>> if you could help advise us with how tu include her in this prucess that 
>>> would be helplSl. 

>>> ’]’hanks so much, 

at 8:04 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice!~email uric edu>> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beacon Press <marketing@beacon.org> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 3:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

New books race m~d education -- ideal tbr courses 

New Books on Race and Education 
Ideal for Courses 

cover 

Ideal for courses in: 
[~ African American 
Studies 
~ Chicano Studies 
~ Race and Ethnicity 
F] Education and Race 
F] Education Reform 

[~ Education in 
American Society 
F] Sociology of 

Education 

Read an excerpt 

Table of contents 

Quality Education as a Constitutional Right: Creating a Grassroots Movement to 
Transform Public Schools 
Theresa Perry, Robert P. Moses, Joan T. Wynne, Ernesto Cortes Jr., and Lisa Delpit, editors 

Paperback I 978-0-8070-3282-4 1232 pgs 

$16.00 I EXAM COPY PRICE: $3.00 

A passionately argued case for a new civil rights movement--centered on schools. 

"A wonderful, energizing tour of the landscape of the struggle for what is truly the new civil rights issue of 
our times: access to a high-quality public education... No other democracy in the world allows the 
inequities that our society allows, inequities that disproportionately affect African Americans, Latinos, and 
the poor. This is a blueprint, from some of our most visionary leaders in education, for a national movement 
to create a revolution in the way vve think about schools and a map for a new American future. A crucial 
book." --Linda Darling-Hammond, professor of education, Stanford University, author of The Flat World and 
Education 

"It is a must read for anyone who teaches in urban and under resourced schools as well as for anyone 
committed to the centuries old battle for justice. I highly recommend it." -Garret Virchick, Boston Union 

Teacher 

"Educators and school administrators will appreciate the perspectives and passionate rhetoric evident 
throughout this collection." -Library Journal 

Another Kind of Public Education: Race, Schools, the Media, and Democratic 
Possibilities 
Patricia Hill Collins 

Paperback 1978-0-8070-0025-0 [ 256 pgs 

$21.00 I EXAM COPY PRICE: $10.50 

An examination of how schools, race, and the media intertwine in the twenty-first century= 

Ideal for courses in: 
[~ African American 
Studies 
~ Chicano Studies 
~ Media Studies 
F] Race and Ethnicity 

F] Education Reform 

[~ Sociology of 

Education 

In Another Kind of Public Education, sociologist Patricia Hill Collins shows us how racism as a system of 
power works in four distinct yet intertwined domains-structural, disciplinary, cultural, and interpersonal. 
Drawing examples from schools, politics, pop culture, personal experience, and more, she demonstrates in 

eye-opening ways how racial inequality is manufactured and reinfomed, even as we publicly espouse an 
ideology of color-blind fairness. 

"Patdcia Hill Collins skillfully melds high theory with everyday practice. This is a timely book as we stand 
on the precipice of new national leadership and a call for a recommitment to public service and active 
participation in our democracy. This book is both a treat and a treasure." --Gloria Ladson-Billings, Kellner 
Professor in Urban Education, University of WisconsinqVladison, author of The Dreamkeepers: Successful 
Teachers of African American Children 

Read an excerpt 

Table of contents 

Examination copies of Beacon Press books are ayaiiabie ffom Random House Academic Resources: Exam copies a~e 50% 
off fo[paperba~kbooks whose iist price is$200O or mole Formo[e!n formaI!en on ordering exa m cop!es p!ease v!sff l heRa ndom 
HeuseAcademicResour~swebsffe E~amcopiesmaybeordet~denlinewffhacredi~ard You may a!so submit your [equest in 
w~!nqoncoiiege!ette~SeaastatingthenameandiSBNe~thetffie ceu~ename anae~pectedenrN!me n~ P!easemakecheckso~ 

~ "w~,A~.beacon.org I Beacon Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. Beacon Press is distributed by Random House Publishing Services. 

This is a commercial message¯ 



If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-m~il 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming your removal. 



F~)m: ~email,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 4eunice@email.unc.edw) 

Subject: outline 

Allach: paper.docx 

Here is my paper outline! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com on behalf of 

<       ~email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 6:00 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Fwd: [geoggmds] Wed Dec 1 talk by              SovereignS, Indigeneity, and Territory in Mexico’s Zapatista Movement 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: <kirsch(~email.unc.edtc, 

Date: Mon, at 12:40 PM 
Subject: [geoggrads] Wed ’talk by 

To: geogthculty(~a)listserv .nnc.edu 

Cc: geoggrads~a)listserv.anc.edu 

Sovereignty, Indigeneity, and Territo~ in Mexico’s Zapatista Movement 

Please join us for a ~esearch presentation by , Future Facnl~" Post-Doctoral Fellow, UNC Depext~nent of Geography 

Wed @ 4pm, Gardner 007 

Sovereignty, Indigeneity, and Territory in Me~co’s Zapat~sta Movement 

Abstract: 

Unive~si~ ofNortfi C~xolina-Chapel Hill 

~email.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28207306- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fl~57 fcT~,~]ist serv .nnc .edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.a~aol.colrl 

Monday, November 29, 2010 9:12 PM 

ervin@ncuc.net; ervin@ncuc.net; esc.ui.ne@ncmail.net; esc.ui.net@ncmail.net; Sable, Em~ice N <~em~ice@email.unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; feedback@aJight.com; feedback@alight.corn; tireott~r@mx1930.aa04.com; fireolt~rs@mx1930.aa04.com; 

tiael@invcity.com; ficael@invciW.com 

http://w~v.sinitel.net/super.php?vahooID 627 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

MPSA <MPSA@conference - info.i~ffo7 

Monday, November 29, 2010 9:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Proposal Deadline Dec 3. MPSA Cont~rence Chicago 

View this email as Webpa~e 

Poster submission deadline: December 3, 2010 
lhe 69th Annual ~4PSA Conference will be heldJ?om March 31-April 3, 2011 at the Palmer House Hilton in Chicago, IL. The Program Co-ChairsJbr 

the cotference are: ChristoffbrGreen-Pedersen (Aarhus University, Denmark), Laura A. Reese Olichigan State University), and 7)’acy Sulkin (~)~iversity of 

Illinois Urbana-Champaign). P~wposals may be ~tbmitted to several sections exclusively for posters: Section 58, Methodology: Section 59, Ame~qcan 
Politics: Section 60, Comparative Politics; Section 61, lnternational Relations,&! nb~p; Section 62, Public Policy/Public Administration; andSection 73, 

Political Theory. 

Please ,s~tbmit a proposal to present at the 2011 ~IPSA National Conference. All sessions will take place in the centrally located newly restoredPalmer 

House Hilton in Downtown Chicago. In 2011, there will be many networking opportunities, including an Opening Reception on Wednesday night, and 

Exhibitor Reception on Thursdco~ evening and the President’s Reception on Saturday night. 

Discussants and Chairs needed for MPSA Conference http:iiwww.mpsanet.org 
The Program Committee is still assembling the panels, and they need experienced scholars willing to serve as discussants or chairs on a panel. IJ)~ou 

are interested in this role, please go to our website and offer to serve, lf you lo~ow of colleagues who might be interested in serving in these roles please 

fomvard them this email and encourage them to serve. 

Please fom,,ard this Call for Papers to colleagues’ you think may be interested, f’ounded in 1939, the ~4PSA is located in Bloomington, Indiana (320 

West 8th Street, Suite 218). Visit our websile at www.mpsanet.or~ 

Comments from Past Participants: 

"The substantial intrinsic pleasures of being in Chicago aside, the ~IPSA ’s tremendous variety of paneLs’ means ready opportunities for collegial 

inleraction. " 

-Charles Rubin, Duquesne University 

"The MPSA is one of the largest and most diverse political science conJ~rences, providing scholars with great opportunities to exchange ideas, network, 

and 6pend a few days in one of the most enjoyable cities an3~,here. " 
-D,rcidF. Damore, University ofNevada, Las Vegas 

"High quality work without thefrenzied feeling of a larger corference. It makes Midwest a lot more relaxed andJhn than other conferences of similar 

quali.ly. " 

-Ethan Scheiner, Universiiy of CaliJbrnia, Davis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:03 AM 

Dr. Sahle Today’s agenda: 

Dem All, 

Welcome back to and I hope you had a wonderful break. 

Today’s agenda: 

Our focus will be all introductoU discussion on the ri~ and issues pertaining to humm~ rights civil society groups in East Atiica. Come "to class ready to discuss insights 
from MaJaau Mutua’s text (first chapter). We will continue with the rest of the material on ThursdW. 

See you soon. 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: ?(}gmail.com > 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:31 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Re: Dr. Sahle Today’s agenda: 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I just wanted to let you know that I have all interview today at 2ptn. I don’t expect to be late to class, but just in case the interview runs long I wanted to let you know. 

See you later today, 

On Tue, at 6:03 AM, EUNICE N SaNe <eunice(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dea~ All, 

Welcome back to and I hope you had a wonderful break. 

Today’s agenda: 

Our focus roll be all introducto~ discussion on the rise and issues pertaining to human rights civil society groups in East Africa. Come to class ready to discuss 

insights from M~kau Muma’s text (fi~st chapter). We will continue with the reset of file material on Thmsday. 

See you soon. 

Dr. SaNe. 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.e&~>; 

Subject: Outline 

A~tach: Outline A[’ri .docx 

@email. unc.edu> 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

I hope you had a great break and sat~ travels[ 
I have attached my         paper outline. 

See you this afternoon, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <timesreade@em~J!.ne¥~’orktimes.com> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 1:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Introducing the enh~mced NYTimes app tbr iPadTM 

The new Times app for iPad. You’ll never look at journalism the same way again¯ 

~Ki Downloadtoday-freefora limited time only 

introducing the enhanced NYTimes app for iPad -- free until early 2011. Now you can get 
unlimited access to all the sections, articles, videos and photos you expect from The New 

York Times. 

Once you download the app, you’ll instantly get access to four sections: Top News, Most E- 
Mailed, Business Day and Video. To get full access to all sections, log in with an existing 
NYTimes.com account, or simply register for free within the app. 

~ 
~Enjoy full access to over 25 Times sections, from Travel to Technology, 

Science to Style, World News to Top News. Plus, get posts from more than 
50 of our blogs. 

~Watch our journalism come to life with new, beautifully designed sections for 

Photos and Video. 

IGet Breaking News Alerts, to keep you on top of the story even when the app 

is closed. 

~Share articles, videos and photos through Facebook, Twitter and e-mail. 

~..-i: The NewYork Times 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 1:58 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

[Fwd: Zemurray-Stone Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellows in Latin American Studies at TulaJ~e University] 

Zemunay-Stone Post Doc Ad (final).doc 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    Zemurray-Stone Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellows in Latin 
American Studies at Tulane Umversity 
])ate: Tue, 30 NOv 2010 09:54:53 -0600 

From: Carter, Barbara L <bcarter@tulane.edu> 

Attached please :find the job posting ]2~r the Zemurray-Stone 
Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellows in Latin American Studies at Tulane 
Umversity. Your help in posting this advertisement is greatly 
appreciated. For more in]2~rmation please contact James Huck at 
j huck@tulan e edu <m ailto:i huck~tulane, edu>. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 2:14 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

12/7: Duke Provost’s Lecture Series speaker - Edouard Duval-Camie] 

promo- flyer Duval- Carrie.pdf 

ht~p:L/wwnv.provost.dukc.edu/s peakcr seriesiindex.html 

Edouard Duval-Carri~ 
Haitiaa~ artist 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 at 5:15 p.m. 
(NOTE NEW DATE - This lecture was previously scheduled for December 9) 

’The Garage’ - Smith Warehouse, C105 Bay 4, first floor 

This lecture is co-sponsored with the Franklin Humanities Institute Hai~ Lab and the Vice Provost for the Arts 

Haiti: History Embedded in Amber 

Haitian-born artist Edouard Duval-Carrid leapt into action after the Janua~ 12, 2010 earthquake in Haiti, es~blishing the Haitian Art Relief Fund and curating exhibits 

of Haitian art. He also further integrated disaster into his own rudely exhibited art. For his Provost’s Lecture, Duval-Cardd suggested bringing the Duke community 

together around the idea of disaster in Haiti through a collaborative amvork ruth students mad faculty, completed at the Franklin Humm~ities Institute’s Haiti Lab over 

the cour~ of the semester. In ’°ttaiti: Histo~ Embedded in Amber," Edouaxd Duval-Carrid presents the sto~ mad documentary video of this collective response to 

disas~ter in ttaiti. A reception tbllowing the talk t~atures an exhibit of the work. 

Parking: Enter the Smith South parking lot at Buchanm~ and Maxwell or Campus Drive and Maxwell. Starting 5pm, Duke thculty, staff; aM students can swipe into 

the gated proking area with your ID caxds. Visitors pexldng is available along the front of the building (free) and in the metered parking axeas (first 30 minutes free, 

$2/hour therea£ter). For more infolmation, see: .I1t.g?](.~.!~i:~...u~k..e.~..e..d...u..!’.a.~?..u..t.!~.~..r.~j..t..h..-.~?2~!~R~1.~ 

Questions? Contact ~_u__~:_~?~?t__[_~__(a_~_d__t_~__l_!_e__:_e_~t__u__ 



i.~.i EDC po~ter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:33 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Outline for Research Paper 

Outline.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

I have attached my outline for my research paper to this email. I hope you enjoyed your break m~d I will see you shortly! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 2:55 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Monday Dec 6 - 2010 Brazilian Elections event at Duke 

Brazil electiou event 6 December adv.pdf 

The 2010 Brazilian Elections Event Mon. 6 December 4PM, Room 130/132 Franklin Center (Duke) 

Duke CLACS cordially invites you to a panel to discuss the 2010 election resulks with Dr. John French and Dr. Alexandre Fortes who co-directed a 2007-2009 

project at Duke to assess the Lula presidency. The event begins at 4PM and will be followed by a short reception at 5:30PM. 

Assessing the 2010 Brazilian Elections and kula’s Presidency: 

Nurturing Hope, Deepening Democracy, and Combating Inequalities 

I~onday 6 December @ 4:00-5:30PfVl, Room I30/~32, Franklin Center (Duke) 

with Dr. John D. French (Duke University) and 

Dr. Alexandre Fortes (Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro) 

Sponsored by the Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies in cooperation with the Gallatin Graduate and 

Undergraduate Council (NYU) 

For more information contact ]dfrench@duke.edu 

John D. Freuch 

Professor of History aud African and Africm~-Americau Studies 

Duke Unive~iU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,                  4:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edt~"~ 

RE: Dr. Sahle today’s agenda: 

Powers Paper Outline.docx 

Dr. Sable, 

I have attached my paper 

Thanks, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:03 AM 

To:, 
Subject: Dr. SaNe Today’s agenda: 

Dea~ All, 

Welcome back to and I hope you had a wonderful break. 

Today’s agenda: 

Our focus will be an introductoo, discussion on the rise and issnes pertaining to human fights civil socie~ groups in East Africa. Co~ne to class ready to discuss insights 

from Makau Mutua!s text (first chapter). We will continue with the rest of the material on Thursday. 

See you soon, 

Dr. SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

paper outline 

paper outline.doc 

Gender, Ghana, and Human Rights 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

outline, 

outline for Protl Sahle.docx 

Hi Professor Sable, 
My outline is attached, but it is veiN simple. I have a longer outline, 
but it would not fit on one page. I also have 9 of the 10 pages written 
for the paper. Please let me know if you would rather look at either of 
these instead[ 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

ouilirle 

Education in Tanz~a Outline.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
Here is my outline’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Outline 

a£ripape~OUTLINE.doc 

Outline 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 3:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:* 

Today’s Heaxtlines: Europe Examines Ways to Quell Its Debt Crisis 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lw,~vw.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 2/01/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq &’~NineI Editorials ] Op-E~ ] OnThis 

Dec.ember 01, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

Enrope Examines "Ways to 

Quell Its Debt erlsls 

The concerns in the bond markets 
are further straining the decade-old 
monetary union. 

~[.ow 
Taxes Attract Foreian Comoanies 

to a Geneva St;etched Thin b~ the 

Dda3"~ng Vote, Debt Panel Splits on Taxes and Spending 

Disagreements within President Obama’s debt-reduction commission underscore the reluctance of 
both parties to risk shmt4erm political backlash in pursuit of long4erm fiscal health. 

~ Political Times: Debt-Busting issue May Force Obama Off Fence 

Nuclear Fuel Memos Expose VVary Dance VVith I aklstan 

Diplomatic cables highlight Washington and Pakistan’s differences over the Taliban and A1 Qaeda. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"l, igl~ting the bar on fire w~s not par* <f the original 1.~siness plnn." 
HEATHER T]ERNEY, co-owner of Apoth(;ke in Chinatown, where a barteader was charged wi~h 
attempted arson. 

Correction: "l~esda~’.s Quot<~tio~ of the D<~IL o~ a report ~ndicnt~ng that calci~m~ and vitamin D 

s~pplernents m~g be ooer-prescribed, was mis~tlributed il to Vmentb~o Achak l)eng, The stnternent u,~s 

m~de b~t Dr. ,r, Christopher Gallagher, ’. 

DINING & WINE 

~ MULTI3,IEDIA FEATURE: For Every Holiday Party, the Right Drink ::~:: 

Cocktails that will match the food, match the company-, match the feeling in the air. 

~Go 
to the Holida~ Drinks ~ssue 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION 

The AssasMn~s Deb~ 
i.::., .:,i.~:.?.. :.."..."..Di iL.r.i.ii 
A soon-to-be famous young actor gives a career-changing - and strangely prophetic - 
perfm’manee on an Alabama stage. 

~E] interactive Yimeline The Civil War 

Wilkes 
~3ooth 

WORLD 



Blackwater tried to find business offering protection from Somali pirates and sought the aid of the 

American Embassy in Djibouti, a 2009 eable said. 

Leaked cables offer an assessment of President Nicolas Sarkozy as a friend of Amm~ca and erratic 
figure. 

U,S, Opposed Release ofN~mlea~~ Deale~~ 

The United States opposed Pakistan’s release of the nuclear seientist Abdul Qadeer Khan fi’om house 
arrest, diplomatie cables show. 

More Worid News 

College Campuses Are Producing a New Style of AIDS Acti~-ist 

Unlike the first generation of patient-activists, this crop is composed of public health scholars, 
mostly heterosexual. 

Pe~rtago~t Sees Little R~sk h~ ~dlowi~g Gay Men arid Women to SePve Ope~fly 

An exhaustive study said that 7o pereent of surveyed service members believe that the impact on 
their units would be positive, mixed or of no consequence at all. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

’FePror Cases Strain Ties ~Arith Some ~&rho Cat~ Help 

Many Muslim leaders apphmded the F.B.I.’s efforts in the failed bombing plot in Porthmd, Ore., but 

some said that eases like that one risk undenrfining the trust of Muslim communities. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Ooogle’s Gambit fo~ OPot~po~ Raises ConcePns 

Buying an online coupon company could help Ooogle dominate local advertising, but the $6 billion 
deal won’ies investors because of its price. 

DEALBOOK 

Couple Accused of Trading InsldeP Tips 

The S.E.C. has accused a couple who worked for Deloitte of leaking information about deals to family 

Befo~-e Busi~ess Leaders, Berna~ke Discusses U~mmployment~s Toll 
Amen’leans 

Faster growth and recovery are being held back by uncertainty created by the high level of 
joblessness, the Fed chairman said. 

S P 0 RTS 

Spo~’ts T~’ai~h~g Has Begm~ fo~" Babies and Toddle~’s 

Exercise and sports programs and DVDs for babies and toddlers are being marketed, but some 
experts in youth athletics are skeptical of their value. 

~l--IVdeo Born to 

deter- Resumes Talks ~Vith Yah ks 

The Yankees have resumed talks with Derek aeter after contentious public posturing early last 
week, with the sides meeting Tuesday in Tampa, Fla. 

~ Baseball Roundup: Cashman to Become an ~lf on a Building 

Hit No. 3,000: A Moment Fi~aally Tailor-Made for Pinstripes 

Derek Jeter, who is in tense eontraet negotiations, eould become the first to join the 3,ooo-hit 
fraternity as a Yankee. 



ARTS 

ABROAD 

Art’s Surv~vors of HP~Ier~s ~&rar 

Sculptnres once reviled by the Nazis as "degenerate" art have snrfaced in a building site near Berlin 

City ttall and are on view at the Neues Museum there. 

U~kested M*~si~als "Fake Ove~0 B~0oadway 

Of the 11 new musicals coming to Broadway in the 2OlO-ll sellSOll, lO feature original songs, but 

investors seem ready to put their money up. 

86o MiRion Radio Deal for Seacresl 

Ryan Seacrest will try to expand Clear Channel Communications’ Web presence and develop a 

record label after signing a new contract with that radio giant. 

, Mole Airs News 

DINING & WINE 

For Every Holiday Part)~, the ldght Drll~k 

An Apple Smash for your visiting relatives, a classic punch for the gang and, for sipping privately, 

a spicy quaff. 

The Bavtet~der Played V¢itl~ Fh*e 

Sensational headlines and court documents have painted the haute Apoth~ke bar as a lurid 

demimonde of leaping flames, physical confrontation and imprisonment. 

THEPOUR 

Po~-t Is a VCeicome G~m,~t at CocktM1 

A fo~ified wine long seen as fusty wants to update its image - and leave the cheese platter behind. 

More Dinin,q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

T~e Pe~tago~ Pm’sui~g 0)h~stice 

The long-awaited report on "don’t ask, don’t tell" and the secretary of defense have made it clear that 

the law should be repealed immediately. 

EDITORIAL 

Winancla| Steroids’ 

With insider trading becoming an all too common way of doing business, one federal attorney’s 

vigilance is particularly welcome. 

EDITORIAL 

Befl:~’e tl~e Boon~ 

According to cnrrent theory, nothing existed before the Big Bang. Two prominent scientists now say 

that may not be so. 

EDITORIAL 

HMfi AI’ter the Vote 

For all the flaws of Sunday’s elections, the vote has been deemed fundamentally sound. Now it’s 

time to press ahead with an open and honest ballot count. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Hamfld~b, Reldndled 

Why it’s so hard to get excited about a holiday with the Hasmoneans. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

From ~kiChlna 
::;’.; ":" -i 2’M :’.:: 

What if WikiLeaks got hold of a cable from China’s embassy in Washington? Here’s some of the "good 

news" that may have been sent hmne to Beijing. 

~ Cok,mnist Page 

Maureen Dowd i~ oft today. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 1, 1959, representatives of m countries, including the United States, signed a treaty- in 

Washington setting aside Antarctica as a scientific preserve, free from military activity. 

¯ See ’l’l’t~s Fcont Page 
¯ Buy This Front Pa¢4c 

YOU received this message because you signed up for NY]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUS]e privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Msnage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chsnge Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary. Galvin @mail.ngo.za~ 

Wednesday, 8:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

~email.unc.edu>; 

Re: Follow-up - Water chapter - Tmazania and South Africa 

@email. unc.edu> 

Dear Eunice, and t: Great’. Am back at my desk and looking forward to offering suggestions and edits. Best, Ma~ 

SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Mary, 

Greetings. 

and I have had conversations about the chapter. They have been working on it and are committed to working with you as time and energy permits. In 
light of what has happened, I suggested they focus on revising their paper on Tanzania and writing a draft on South Africa using the frame of human rights as 
they did in Tanzania. What is going in Ghana could be including in the conclusion, introduction or in a footnote. 

I write to kindly request that you send suggestions or material you have on the South African case. This would be very helpful. We are also hoping that you can 
offer suggestions and edits as the chapter progress. As I have indicated to and I will work closely with them to have the chapter done by December. 
The book manuscript will be submitted to the publishers in January. 

Thanks for all your help when you have a moment. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Urgent: MaJ(au Mutua’s book 

Dr. Sahle, 

You can absolutely borrow- my book. I get out of class at 3 : 15 for the day. 
When would be a convenient time for me to drop it 

Also, just to double-check, which chapters will we be discussing tomorrow? 

Thank you, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eumceCJ)email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:32 AM 
To: 
Subject: Urgent: Makau Mutua’s book 

Dear 

My luggage was delayed in London and airline officials irfform me that I will 
receive by the end of week. 

I need the above-cited text to finalize material for tomorrow and thus I 
write to kindly see if I can borrow your copy for today and return it 

Thanks so much and please let me l~ow if this possible as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:42 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: te~ 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
Yes of course. "¢~qaen would be a good time for me to bring it to you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

(no subject) 

No problem at all. I will make stare to do so. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kara Todd @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 10:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Follow-up - Water chapter - Tanzania and South Africa 

Dr. Sahle, 

Looking forwa~l to meeting with you on Friday; I was wondering if you had submitted my recommendation before leaving the count~y-? The LSAC website says it still 

has not received it so if you did not have a chance to I hope you can please submit it soon as my applications will not be complete without it. 

Thanks so much! 

Kara Todd 

On Wed, Nov 17, 2010 at 2:09 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(a)emml.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mary, 

Greetings. 

Kam. Ben and I have had conversations about the chapter. They hm~e been working on it and are committed to working with you as time and energy permits. In light 

of what has happened, I suggested they focus on revising their paper on Tanzania and writing a dra£t on South Africa using the frame of human rights as they did in 
Taa~zania. What is going in Ghana could be including in the conclusion, introduction or in a footnote. 

I write to kindly request that you send suggestions or material you have on the South Aiiic~m ca~. This would be very helpful. We are al~ hoping that you can oiler 

suggestions and edits as the chapter progress. As I have indicated to Kara and Ben I will work closely with them to have the chapter done by December. The book 

manu~ript will be submitted to the publishers in Janualy. 

Thanks for all your help when you have a moment. 

With bes~t wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:31 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Urgent request from Dr. Sa~hle : Makau Mutua’s text 

Dr. Sable, 
I am so sorry that I cannot help but I did not bring my book to campus and I will not be returning to my house until around 7 this evening. I hope fl~at yon are able to 

find a copy ,so our class can proceed as planned. Also I checked the student store and Tarheel Book Store for extra copies bnt neither has one. Again I am veD~ sorry! 

Sincerely; 

On Wed, at 9:05 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(~:email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Deal 

My luggage was delayed in London m~d airline officials i~ffOlm me that I roll receive it by the end of week. 

I need the above-cited text, which I had carried with me in my travels, to finalize material for tomom~w and thus I write to kindly see ifI can borrow your cow for 

today and remm it tomorrow. 

Thanks s~ much and please let me know if tl~is is possible. 

Best m shes. 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                 10:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc .edw~ 

Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering if you l~ad any suggestions for my outline? I want to make sure my paper is focused and I’m having some trouble finding artic|es that pel~ain the subject 

of women in education in Kenya currently. 

Th~nks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 12:39 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Duke Haiti Lab Spring Courses 

Please share tiffs with interested s~dents. Thanks! 

DUKE HAITI LAB SPRING 2011 COURSES 

Representing Haiti 

Romance Studies 145.01 and ISIS 115.01 

Mon.-Weds. 2:50-4:05 

Earthquakes, zombies, hnmanitarimlism, cholera, carnival: How is Haiti represented in world Inedia, literature, mid art? Join us in reading the novels of two visiting 

Haitiml writers, Edwidge Danticat and Lyonel Tronillot, at Duke in the Spring of2011. Along with mlalysis of literary representations of Haiti, in tiffs course, you will 

also explore Haiti in cyberspace. How cml new media mid intemet technologies shape our perceptions of Haiti, past, present, and future? Yon will learn to unpack 

existing representations mid build your own using google maps, virtual worlds, and web technologies. Research projects associated with Haiti Lab initiatives. No 

experience necessary. Course taught in English by Deborah Jenson and Victoria Szabo. CCI, R, STS, C, CZ. 

Black Atlantic Literature: Toussaint Louverture and Jean-Jacques Dessalines 

French 200s.02, Weds. 4:55-6:55 

How did Toussaim Louverture and Jean-Jacques Dessalines, tbrmer slaves and leaders of the Haitian Revolution, make their voices heard in a colonial world? This 

course studies the oeuvres oftw’o neglected thunders of Afro-diasporic philosophy. We will assess the validity of the yardstick of alphabetic literacy tbr former slave~ 

and we will compexe the Inediation of Toussaint’s and Dessalines’s voices by secret~es with both file genre of the slave nmxative and with Inilitary and political texts 

produced by Euro-Alnerican leaders. Ultimately. we will situate the work of Toussaint Louverture mid Jean-Jacques Dessalines with regard to other Inajor figures, 

philosophies, and chronologies in file literary production of the African Diaspora in the black Atlantic sphere. This class is the in-depth pedagogical counterpart of a 

virtual seIninar with Haitiml faculty that will be raffolding over the course of the spring seminar by telecoIfferencing in the FHI Haiti Lab. Students will have file 

oppo~Vanity (but not the requirement) to sit in on virtual conversations with Jean Casimir, La~nnec Hurbon, Michel Degmf£ and others. The course will be taught in 

French. Students from non-French majors’degree programs will have the option of doing their written work in English. 

French 199.01 

Haitian Creole for the Haitian Recovery 

Jacques Pierre 

This introducto~ course in Haitian Creole, taught by Haitian Creole linguist Jacques Piene, provides linguis~tic skills and cultural sensitization for potential futare 

participents in the Haitian Recove~ from tile earthquake of January 2010, or for students of Africml diasporan languages, or students of C~xibbean cultures. It also 

serves as all introduction to the culture of international relief and development in Haiti. The class is particularly geared toward language learning for work in tile health 

care domain, but other professional and educational fields are also represented. Students will participate in the collective research and educational projects of the FHI 

"Haiti Lab" co-directed by professors Laurent Dubois and Deborah Jenson. The textbook, Haitian CreoleforHealth Care, is supplemented by materials ranging 

from Haitian public service videos to a video tour of downtown Port-au-Prince to jokes and folklore. This course was featured in national media ranging from CNN to 

NPR join the fun! With Jacques Pierre, students will attain a level of proficiency in Creole that is unusual in the US. Course taught in Creole. NO PREREQUISITES. 

French 193.01 

Creole II/Krey61 Studies II 

Jacques Pierre 

A second seInester course on Haitian Creole lmlguage and culture, taught by Haitian Creole linguist Jacques Pierre. The textbook, Ann pale Kreybl, will be 

supplemented by cultural nnits on the histo~ and regional identities of Haiti. Students will participate in the collaborative research and educational projects of the FHI 

"Haiti Lab" co-directed by professors Laurent Dubois and Deboral~ Jenson. Pre-requisite: Creole I or Haitian Creole for the Haitian Recovery or a comparable level 

of previous Creole language experience, such as Dnke Engage experience in Haiti or familial background in Creole. Course taught in Creole. 

Creole III 

Jacques Pierre and Deborah Jenson 

Contact Deborah Jenson at Deborah.jenson(~duke.edn to enroll in a group independent s~dy course on Haitiml literature and culture in Creole. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 1:29 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Position Opening at U of Georgia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [clasp] Position Opening 

Date:Wed, 01 Dec 2010 18:22:16 +0000 
From:Doris Y Kadish <~:lkadish(d~uga.edu> 

To: clasvf~ utlists.utexas.edu < clasp~uflis~s.utexas.edu> 

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA. The Department of Sociology and the Latin American mid Ca~bbean Studies Institute (LACSI) invites applications tbr an assista~t 

protester position. We are looking for outstanding scholars whose empirical research and substantive interests tbcus on Latin America. All sub-fields of sociology 

be considered. The successful candidate will be able to teach not only in sociology but substantive courses in Latin American and Caribbean studies. Preference will be 

given to candidates who can assist in the development of a Spanish LAC (Language Across the Cumculnm) program. We seek candidates with a reco~ of high quality 

research and who show promise of securing e:~emal funding. Faculty members are expected to support the college’s goals of creating and snstafining a diverse and 

inclusive leaxning environment. We invite interested ca~ldidates to visit the web sites of the Sociology Department (http:i/www.uga.edu/soc/) and the Latin American 

and Caribbean Studies Institute (http:/iw~,~, Jacsix~ga.edu). Please send a letter of application, a c.v., a research statement, a statement of teaching experience and 

interests, samples of written work, and three letters of recommendation to the chair oftbe recruitment committee: Dr. Doris Y. Kadish, Director of LACSI, Department 

of Romance Languages, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602-1611. E-mail applications are also welcome. The Franklin College of Arts and Sciences. its many 

units, and the Universi~ of Georgia are committed to increasing the diversily of its faculty and s~dents, and sustaining a work and learning envil~onment that is inclnsive. 

Women, minorities and people ruth disabilities are encouraged to apply. The University is an EEO/AA institution. Review of applications roll begin Januaw 15, 2011, 

and will continue anlil the position is filled. 

Doris Kadish 
Distinguished Research Professor of French and Women’s Studies 
Director of Latin American Studies 

706 583-0618; Fax 706 542-3287 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vlimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 1:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, State’s Secrets, David Pogue’s Holiday Gift Guide and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 0! 20!/a mes 1 Y 

berl,2010 J 

State’s Secrets -A cache of co~de~tia! dip!ornate cables 
provide a chronicle of the United States’ reIa~ons with the 
world. 

The New York Times is p~blishing State’s Secrets, a series of 
articles abo,t a trove uf more than 25o,ooo American 
diplomatic cables that were originally obtained by WikiLeaks, an 
organization devuted tu expusing official secrets. The cables 
reveal the daily traffic between the State Department and more 
than 270 diplomatic outposts around the world and uffer a secret 
chronicle of the United States~ relations with other nations in an 
age of war and terrorism. 

Start with a note to readers on fl~e decision to publish the 
diplomatic doemnents, view a selection from the cache uf 
diplom;~tie, dispatches, submit your questions ;rod read answers 
to re;~ders’ quesfions~ Stay tuned to The Lode for up-to--date 
coverage on t~ he reaetios ~o the leaked domm~ents. 

Join the Conversation - Room for 
Debate 

Does [t Ivlatter Vqhere Yo~ Go to College? 

"W}ll you ha~e a better l!fe !f you graduate ffom art elite school? 

Sb~dents and their parents think the answer is yes, and compe~tion 

for slots at top-ranked (and costly) schools seems higher than ever. 

Having a big name college on gout resume can impress employers, 

f!’ie~ds a~d the opposite sew in the mean~me, what should se~sible 

a~td antbitious students keep in mind abo~i~ where they go to 

sehoolT"" 

"I submit theft the network of successful Mum~i is ~ erRie.~fl[y 
important marker for a prospectiw~ student ~o chee.k ore. There 
are ~ mm~ber of e>:ce]hmt co[loges below the e[ite s~atus theft are 
wet] known for their vital ahmmi networks." 
.... Posted bfl 

’I always tell this to peuple and they never act on it. State 
schools are the best option for all of uur kids. We’re already 
supplementing the oust via taxes too~ Two of my kids went to big 
name schouls; U of Miami and U uf Michigan and they both feel 
the pain right now. N o great jobs, not better equipped than the 
kids that went to State and in fact have loans to repay they wish 
they didn’t have?’ 
-- Posted by 

~ Join the Com, ersa[~on 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res o~ ~4~r~ ........ 

Don’t Miss 

, ’Spider-M an’ Takes Off, With 

Some Bumps 

o ~oo Notable Books of 2ozo 

, For S~arbueks ~md KrafL a 

Food Nght Looms 

, A Patt’io/ic Farewell to Leslie 

Nielsen 

, The MomenVs Holiday Gift 

Guide 

~ SLIDE SI[IO’~: Swimming 

to Las Vegas 
Synchronized swimmers have 
found a home in the theatrical 
pursuits of Las Vegas, in shows 
like "Le R~ve" and Cirque de 
Soleil’s "O." 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEA’FURE: 
Architects T~tkc On Museums in 
Doha ~md Abu Ilbabi 
’lNvo cities on the Persian Gulf, 
Doha and Abu Dhabi are the 
settings for vast construction 
projects, including major new 
museums designed by some of 
the world’s most celebrated 
architects. 

~ YqDEO; 

D~vid Pogue’s Ilolid~ty Gift Guide 

The New York Times tech 

columnist makes his pieks for 

this year’s holiday season’s best 

teeh gifts. 



(Wednesday, November 24, 2010 - Tuesday, November 30, 2010) 

~, Leaked Cables Offer Raw Leek at U.S. Di[~Iorm~ey 

2. A Dying B~mker’s Last Instructions 

3. A Bull), Finds a Pn[pit on the Web 

4. Family’s Fall Frem Affh~ence Is Swi{~ ;rod Hard 

5. Krugmm~: Eating the Irish 

Connect with DealBook on     ~ 
Facebook 

Sign up for Today’s 

Headlines and wake up 

eac~ morning to today’s 

top news, analysis and 
opinion delivered to you[ 

in- box. 

@Times comes to you frem the NYTimes corn marketing depal!ment. You received this messaqe because you signed up 

for NYTil’nes corn’s @Times nevcsletter. 

Manage .q.ubscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~sn~qe Your E-Mail I privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The blew Yorl~ Times Cempa~-~y I Copyright 2010 I NYTimes.col~-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New "fork, bJ’f 10018 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Nation Magazine <message@thenalion.com> 

Wednesday, December l, 2010 4:43 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Scare the Dickens out of Rush 

The...N.~l~.9.r! magazine needs progressives to battle the right-wing nuts coming to Washington next 
year and their cheerleaders in the mainstream media. 

2011 will be a momentous year for this country. 

Please consider a Aift At~b~[iption to a friend, relative or co-worker who’d love getting The Nation 
this coming year. 

You are receiving this message because you are a member of The Nation community. If you want to stop receiving 

_ messages like this from us, replying to this e-mail will not work. Instead, £J.LG.[<~..13#.~A.~g..~J?.~#.t;A.~%.g.~..~?3.~j.i..R~A[A~AD~A~. or __ 

To reach a specific department at The Nation, click he:e. 

The Nation, 33 Irving Pl, New York, NY 10003 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aol.com 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 5:58 PM 

ervin@ncuc.net; ervin@ncuc.net; esc.ui.ne@ncmail.net; esc.ui.net@ncmail.net; Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; feedback@alight.com; feedback@alight.corn; tireofl~r@mx1930.aa04.com; fireolt~rs@mx1930.aa04.com; 

tiael@invcity.com; ficael@invci~.com 

http://720x576.ru/super php?PageID 833 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 9:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Readings for 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

As we prepare for our final exam, would you be able to put together a document of all the readings that will be covered on the exam? I’m a little confused by the 

updated syllabus since we don’t follow it very closely. I’d like to start rereading and reviewing the readings. 

Also, what are we supposed to read for tomorrow? 

Thanks, and see you tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Wednesday,                 10:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Question 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I hope you are doing ~vell. I had a quick question about the research paper. 
When we are writing about the basic conceptual tlcameworks our case stu@ 
will deal with--such as moral obligation or COlT)orate social 
responsibility--do you want us to specifically cite pages from Pogge, 
Wettstein, etc? Or is it okay if I just write from my head, i.e what rye 

learned in class? Thanks for the help 



From: ~(}email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday, 1:13 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: fin~ ex~Jn 

Hi iVlama Sahle, 

I am emailing you because over the sun~aer and throughout the semester I 

will conflict with our official 
scheduled exam time. I do have a formal exam excuse ~vhich I can bring to 
you tomorrow to class. I am hoping I can take the exam sometime before 
break if possible whenever is most convenient for you. The only other time 
I have an exam, at this point, is        at 7 pm and can take it up until 
the    -which definitely ~vorks for me! 

I’m sorry for the inconvenience I can honestly say that I would MUCH 
rather be taking the exam at it’s scheduled time! 

see you tomorrow! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: "_c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:24 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: paper 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I was wondering if you would be avaJ, lable a£ter class tomorrow for about 10 tninutes or so to discuss certain aspects of my paper. I have a lot of differeut iufonnation 

and I think it would help me to make a more cohesive paper and a stronger thesis ifI could discuss it ruth you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 2:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: F.T.C. Backs Plan to Honor Privacy of Online U~rs 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 2/02/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpaRs i Art__sI Fashion & Styk~I Editorials i Op-E~,, iOn T 5 s Day 

December O2, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

}",’I’oC, Backs Pla~ to Honor                           ~ 

Privacy of aniline Users 

.~m F.T.C. framework would let consumers decide if they wanted Web sites and advertisers to track 
them, a potentially big change for the online ad industry. 

UoSo Halts Plan to Drill in Eastern Golf 

A decision to allow offshore oil drilling in the eastern Gulf of Mexico and along the Atlantic Coast 
will be rescinded. 

Below Slirfaee, U.S. Has Din~ View of Plitin and R~issla 

~II~e United States harbors a low view of the Russian leaders and little hope that Russia will beemne 
more democratic or reliable. 

Comment 

¯ NYTiFnes.com Home Paqe >; 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There ~ a growi¢~g sease that the oalbae ad htdusb’g is o~t of eoatrol from a privacy perspective acid that 

sorm~ rMes aeed to b~ put i¢~ ph~ee." 

MAR(; ROTEN]RERG, the executive director Jar the Eleetrooic Priv;~cy [nforma[ioo Cartier. 

GREAT HOMES AND 

DESTINATIONS 

Houses for 

Million 

A Frank Lloyd Wright 

house in California, a 19th-eentury 

equestrian property in New York and 

a loft in Minneapolis. 

OPINION 

Miracle Toilet 
Nicholas D. I.a’istof 
reports from Haiti 
about toilets that aim to address the 
sanitation problems that lead to cholera, while also providing fertilizer to help farmers. 

~ Related Column 

’SpideroMan~ takes off 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Cirque du Soieii’s ’Wintuk’ 

Billie Joe A!Irrlsi:ror~g returning to IArrlerican Idiot’ 

WORLD 

Blon[ a~td Bhtstery, Puti~l Responds to SIate Departn~e~t[ Cables o*~ R~sMa 

On Larry King Live, the prime minister responded sharply to criticism of Russia in leaked American 
diplmnatie cables. 

Embracing Georgia, U.S. Misread Signs of Rifts 
B:¢": J 2-m./12::.~ 
American diplomats often embraced Georgian versions of disputed events, like the 2oo8 conflict 
with Russia. 

Diplomats Noted Canadian Mistrust Toward 

Cables suggest that American diplomats think Canadians "carry a chip on their shoulder" and feel 



overshadowed. 

~ cotangent 
~1 : : I Post a Comment 

¯ 

A ~fiss~o~ to "fra~sform Baltimore% Beaten Schools 

Andres Alonso~ a Cuban immigrant with a tlarvard degree, brought sweeping changes that upset 
some people but helped ~mprove one of the worst school systems W the eountq. 

830 Milllo~ is Awarded Over Abuse by Priest 

A Delaware jmys award is said to be the largest granted to a single victim of clergy sexual abuse. 

Ma~ in h~q~firy h~ P~fl~llckt% Death sll~oots Hh~se~f 

A man apparently linked to the killing of Ronni Chasen, the Hollywood publicist, shot himself on 

Wednesday evening as police tried to execute a search warrant, 

o Mole US. News 

BUSINESS 

Obeslh., S~rgery May Become Opfio~ for Ma~y More 

Food and Drug Administration advisers will consider a request by a pharmaceutical company to 
lower how obese someone must be to qualify for surgery using its device. 

Fed Documents Breadth of Emergency Measm-es 

Efforts to hell) stabilize the markets at the height of the financial crisis reached far beyond Wall 
Street and deep into the eeonomL newly released data show, 

~Fed 
Documents on Use of Emergenc,~ Financin~ (federalresep,,e gov) 

~ DealBook: Pimco and BiackRock Rece~¢ed Fed Help 

~ Fresh Details on the Fed Rescue of A.I.G.’s insurance Units 

V~%rrles About Italy a~d Belgium in E~roZone 
~.::,, ~:.:: 
Few people thi~k the conntfies will default, but they must muster the polWeal eohesio~ needed to 
assm’e markets that they ean reduce their debt. 

~ Spain Offers New Plan to Distance itself Fron~ F~iling Euro Economies 

S P 0 RTS 

Rmmer Crawls to Finish to ~h~ ’Iifle for Her ?dllng Coach 

A state ehampionship was at stake for one of the most smzessflfl cross-country programs in 
Califl)rnia. 

Greeting Jamesl Jeers and ,o, Laughter? 

Given the anger that LeBron James inspired by leaving for Miami this summer, there has been no 
shortage of ideas for how Cleveland fans should react to his return on Thursday. 

U,K Emphasizes Dh’erslty in ~¥orld Cup Bid 

In their bid presentation, officials from the United States said they could assist FIFA in its social 
mission to use soccer as a unifying global force. 

~ Putin Sees Conspiracy il~ Criticism of FiFA 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

Sq~figgly, Ta~gly a~d Ang~flar 

Who said a line had to be flat? A new exhibition at MoMA, "On Line," explores all possible 

dimensions. 

Da~ce Theater Merges Yflth Bill To ,Io~es Troupe 

Dance Theater ~ orkshop and the Bill T. ~lonesiArnie Zane Dance Company will fm~n a producing 



and presenting entity, ealled New York Live Arts. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Lord of M~srule~ 

Jaimy Gordon’s National Book Award-winning novel set at a low-s’takes horse-racing track, ~s itself 
a w~nner: assured, exotie and impossible to categorize. 

¯ More Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

A Look That’s Vqor~h a MHIIo~ Hit,s 

Fashion sites search for models who will sell to the 3 a.m.-in-slippers crowd. 

~ Times Topics: MorJeis 

O~ee a~ Editor, Now the Subject 

Two new books explore aaequeline Kennedy Onassis’s career as an editor. 

SCENE CITY ] ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH 

Pa~yhtg Gets a ,Jtm~p Start~ NighI O~e 

Miami Beach can barely accommodate the hordes of dealers, collectors, artists, designers, 

photographers, journalists and hangersmn that descend en masse for a quick pre-holiday sun and 

high4ieket spending. 

~ Slide Show 

~Ar~s Bea~: Art Basel MiamL Day -)he The Calm Serore the Storm 

~T Magazine, Art Basel Miam~ Beach I The Art or Par~es 

¯ More Fashion & Stl,’le ;> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The U~-Se~sib|e Common Orom~d 
The nation’s leaders need to develop and enact a plan to put the budget on a sound path. They are off 
on the wrong foot. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

Exph:*rlng the ]MIea~ing of ’Constlt~th:ma! Co~se~’vatlsm’ 

What is constitutional or conservative about the llght’s new slogan? 

EDITORIAL 
Lea~ng lit fo~" the Next O~y 
A possible power shift in the New York State Senate offers Mbany Democrats an excuse for punting 
on bmtget euts. 

EDITORIAL 

Google a~d E~rope 
The European Commission did the right thing when it opened a formal antitrust investigation into 
Ooogle. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Too Big to S~eeeed 

Despite financial reform legislation, the biggest banks still pose a threat to the American economy. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Haiti, Near~y a Year Later 

Nearly a year after a devastating earthquake, Haiti is still crippled, aobs and trade are needed to 

break its cycle of poverty. 

~E] Photographs The Cholera Outbreak in Haiti 

~ Columnis~ Page [ Biog 

@-ED COLUMNI~ 

~ame Dl~eks Goi~e Mad 



The Senate passed a bipartisan bill this week. The world must really be coming an end. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 2, 1954, the Senate voted to condemn Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy, R Wis., for "conduct that 

tends to bring the Senate into dishonor and disrepnte." 

See This Front Page 
Buy Th{s Front Page 

About This ~-I~laH 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’¢limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Sdbsc~iptions I Unscloscribe [ Change Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:04 AM 

- Today’s agenda: 

Dear All, 

In our seminar today will be drawing on insights from the follomng material in onr com~e outline: 

1) wrapping up remaiNng material from Nigel Dower’s material for this week - chapters 2- 3. Core elements of chapters 1 and 4 were embedded in my introductory 
lectule on issnes of war, peace and hnmanitarian intervention on Tuesday. 

2) Nigel Dower, Chapter 1-4 

Raphael Lemkin (ed), [JGenocide as a crime under international Law [], in Mark Lattimer, Genocide ~md Human Rights (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing, 2007). 

David B. MacDonald, ~; Serb~ Croats, and the dismemberment of Yngoslavia: war and genocide in the twentieth centur3, ~], in David B. MacDonald, Identity Politics 

in the Age of Genocide (London and New York: Routledge, 2008) 

2) Film:(ifwe have time watch a few segments of the film on genocide - Scremn Bloo@ Murder 

3) Richard Falk (Commentator: Thomas G. Weiss) [] Humanitarian Intervention after Kosovo [], in Julie Mertus and Jeffrey W. Helsing (Human Rights and Conflict: 

exploring the links between rights, law and peacebuilding (Washingtor~ DC: US Institute of Peace Press, 2006). 

Note: We will discuss, the following material t?om today’s reading lists on the cour~ outline on Tuesday next week. 

Geofficey Robertson and Kemmth Roth, I~ The International Criminal Court ~;, in Geofl?ey Robertson and Keimeth Roth, Crimes Against Hmnanity: The Struggle tbr 
Global Justice (New York: The New Press, 2006). 

Patrick Hayden, [] Repudiating Inhuma~ .ty: Cosmopolitan Justice and the Obligation to Prosecute Human Rights Atrocities [], in John K. Roth, Genocide and Hmnan 
Rights (Houndmills, Basingstoke [Englandl: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005). 

Best wisbes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 1:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@enm~l.unc.edu>; Colwell, Sarah ttill <scolwell@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Essay 

uafta paper.doc 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
I’ve attached my paper. I hope you’ve been able to ms~t up after all your adventures. 
See you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu>; 

Final Paper 

¯ Gen&r Rights in Ghm~a.docx 

~email. unc.edu> 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

I have attached my paper. Please let me know if there are any issues! 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

i@gmail.com on behalf of 

~(}email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                ,3:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Class today 

Pro£ Sahle~ 

My throat is sore and I am fighting something once again. I thi~c it is best that I reset thus I will not be in class today. 

See you on Tuesday, 
Hope all is well, 



From: ~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Cc: @gmail .corn 

Subject: : Essay 

Attach: E-Waste Essay.docx 

Hello Professor, 

Here is my essay. 

Thank you for your time examimng it! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Osterweil l@gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 4:37 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Reminder: Ethnography in a "Crowded Field" TOMORROW Dec 3, please note there has been a room change. 

Please forward 

Etlanography in a "Crowded Field": 

A discnssion on the politics, pitfalls, and possibilities of mathropological engagement 

Da~a E. Powell 

PhD Ca~didate, Depaxtment of Anthropology 

UNC- Chapel 

Friday, December 3, 2010 

2:00-3:30pm 

FedEx Global Education Centre; Rm 3009* 
(Please note the roo~n change) 

Please join the Social Movements mad Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group for an informal discussion ruth Dana E. Powell on central themes of her 

recently defended dissertation. Dm~a will reflect upon the persistent and complex question of the "what for?" of ethnographic research on contemporaD, global 

problems, such as energy, production on the Navajo Nation. This discussion roll raise these concerns at once methodological, epistemological, and political asking 

whether and how contemporary critical eflmographies might intbm~ the work of social/environmental movemenk~, situate knoMedge into alternate network~ and help 
illnminate what is at staJae in urgent strnggles over the uncertain thture of particular territories. 

The brief presentation will be followed by comments and a~ open discussion exploring some key issues of engaged intellectual work, as pa~t of ongoing discussions 
within these working groups a~ld related depa(tments and programs. 

Morn on Dana’s talk 

Having successfiflly defen&d her dissertation, "Landscapes of Power: An Ethnography of Energy Development on the Navajo Nation," tlfis presentation will include a 

brief overview of the dissertation project followed by a critical reflection on anthiopological "engagement" in the changing conditions of fiddwork twday. When the 

object ofinquiey shifts from the classic, ethno-logic of studying "a people" toward instead studying "a problem," anthropology becomes one critical voice among many 

in increasingly crowded fields of research m~d action. In particular, the discussion will explore how emergent objects of common concern (in this case, a coal-fired 

power plm~t proposed for the Navajo Nation) assemble diverse, differently invested, trans-local publics, challenging the anthropologist to articulate her own theoretical, 
empirical, mad political distinctiveness. 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

s,nwg01 as: eunice~!e,na~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28233302-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(gblistserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtc> 

Thursday, 10:39 PM 

Altha Cravey. @gmail.com>; Escobm-. Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.e&t>; John Pickles <jpickles@unc.e&t>; Grossberg, 

Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu>; Renee AlexaMer Craft <invictus@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gokm-iksel, Pervin Banu 
<banug@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gabriela Valdivia <valdivia@email.unc.edu>; Whitmore, Thomas M <whitmore@emaJl.unc.edu>; Palls, Joseph 

<pali@email.unc.edu>; Kitsch, Scott L <ldrsch@emafil.unc.edu>; Robin Kirk <rights@duke.edu>; Smith, Sara H 

<shsmithl@e,nail.unc.edu>; Wise, Erika K <ekwise@email.unc.edu>; Arnold Bauer --~ajlmuer@ucdavis.edu>; Peter Evans 

<pevans@berkeley.edu>; Candace Slater < cslate@berkeley.edu>; wachte@demog.berkeley.edu; John Dale--~jdale@gmu.edu>; 

Warren, Kay <Kay Warren@brown.edu>; Lute, Catherine <Catherine Lutz@brown.edu>; Paja Faudree <Paja Faudree@brown.edu>; 

Jessaca Leinaweaver <Jessaca Leinaweaver@brown.edn>; Gutmann, Matthew <Matthew Gutmam~@brown.edu.--; Lester Kurtz 
<leskurte@gmail.com>; Jim Peacock <jlp@ema~l.unc.edu>; Sahle, Ennice N --~eunice@email.unc.edus>; Walsh, Stephen J 

<swalsh@email.unc.edu>; Song, Conghe <csong@email.nnc.eduv; Moo@, Aaron <aaaconm@email.tmc.edu>; Meade, Melinda 

<meade@ema~l.unc.edu>; Martin, Nina <ninam@email.unc.edu;>; Kom’ad, Charles E <cek@ema~l.unc.edu>; Havice, Elizabeth Ruth 
<havice@email.anc.edtr>; Gray, Clark L <cgray@email.unc.e&t>; Florin, John W <jflorin@email.unc.edtr>; emch@ema~l.unc.edu; Doyle, 

Martin W <mwdoyle@email.unc.edu>; Birdmll, Stephen S <birdsall@email.unc.edtr>; Band, Lawrence E <lband@email.unc.edu>; 

Cobarmbias, Sebastian Philip <sebcob@email.unc.edu> 

Deax Faculty: Petition to Stop FBI Repression of anti-waac activis~ts 

Dear Faculty, 
Hope this email finds you all well. Please see the following link to a 
petition by professors and academics to stop FBI repression of anti-war and 
solidarity- activists: 

http://www stopfbi net/petition/dear-collea~ue/professors-and-academics 
Thank you so much for your support’. 

Sincerely, 

University uf North Carulina, Chapel Hill 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:55 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: a~bheads? 

Dr. SaNe, 

How do you feel about subheads in a paper like this one? 

Thanks! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 2:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Seeking Aid for Jobless in Any Deal on Tax Cuts 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 2/03/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~onals i Op-~ i On ]his D, av 

Deeember 03, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Seeking Zdd for 

Jobless i~ Al~y Deal o~ Tax 

The deal calls for jobless aid and tax 
breaks, but it is unclear how much 
leverage the White House has. 

An Rangel Stands Silently~ 

Despite an impassioned plea for 
mercy frmn Representative Charles 
B. Rangel, the House voted 333-79 to 
censure him for ethics violations. 

~E] Post a Comrnenl 

Cables Depict Hea~T Afgha~ Graft, Starting at the Top 

Corruption in Afghanistan is dispiriting for American officials trying to build support for the 
government. 

, NYTimes corn Eome Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"1 know times are dght and oits t2re needed, b~t go~ can’t c~t h~mtan li~Jes. }bi~ fl~st can’t do thaL " 

FLON FELIX, whose husband, Francisco, 34. was denied a liver transplant because of state budget 

cuts to Medicaid benefits in ~M’izona. 

MOVIES 

~ INTEFc~CT1.VE 

FE AT URE: All ato ~ y 

of a Scenic: ’Black 

Dan’en ~’onofsky discusses an 
audition scene from "Black Swan," 
featuring Natalie Portman, Vincent 
Cassel and Mila Kunis. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATORI LINE BY I]I~ ~ 
LINE 

I ...... R O~ d ~O ~ The Road to ’Te~ ’Ten 
[Y~lk~lo’wn s* Unknow 

The series on drawing 
concludes with an account of the creation of a theater poster. 

Opening obesity surgery to more 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

A dying ban~:er’s last instructions 

Sign up fo! the Your Maney ~)Ir[lai~ newsietter 



WORLD 

Cables Offer Slfiftlng Portrait of Karzal 

Reports show the trajectmT of the Afghan president from a leader anointed by the West to an 

embattled one. 

Swedish Court Confirms .~.rrest V~arrant for V~:ildLeaks Founder 

Sweden’s highest conrt refused on Thursday to grant permission for Julian Assange to appeal an 

~Mnazon Cites ’l’erms of Use in Expulsion ofWl "ldLeaks 

Amazon canceled its relationship with WikiLeaks not because of "a government inquiry," but 

because of a violation of the terms of service. 

o More ’v%’orld News 

Arlzo~m Cnts Financing ft~r Transplant Patients 

Budget cuts ended payments for certain transplants, a decision that amounts to a death sentence 

for stone patients. 

M~crobe Fh~ds A~’senic Tasty; Redefhms ;[,~fe 

Researchers said that the bacterium was trained to grow without phosphorus, one of six elements 

considered essential for life, 

A Killlng (a First) in a Town Produced by Disney 

Residents of Celebration, Fla., the town that Disney built, have found they ave not immune from 
major crime. 

BUSINESS 

Cross Section of Rich Invested ~Arith the Fed 

Hundt’eds of wealthy bnt lesser-known investors participated in the Federal Reserve’s emergeney 

lending pt’ogram. 

~ limes [opics: Federal Reserve System 

THE NEW POOR 

Unemployed, and Likely to Stay That X4ray 

The longer people stay out of work, the more trouble they have finding new work, adding to the 

challenge for’ [)olicy makers t]Ting to t’ednce joblessness. 

~ Tougher limes for the Unemployed 

~E on 3ml AiII loday’s Unemp ,Dyed Become " cmorrow’s Unemp oyab e? 

Enrop~ Baiik Ex~ends Emergency S*lpport 

The European Central Bank said it wmfld delay plans to withdraw emet’gency measures, but 

investors had hoped for’ a stronger display of snpport. 

~Euro Zone Is imperiled by North-South Divide 

~ EconomE<: How L~kely ~s Default in Europe? 

~ Markets Push Higher for a Secon~ Day 4:14 PM ET 

S P O RTS 

HEAT 118, CAVALIERS 90 

After the Decls~on~ the l)r~_Ibbh~g 

Six months after the jerseys burned and the fury raged, after the "Decision" and the betrayal, 

LeBron dames reintroduced himself to his hometown and indulged the hatred. 

~E] Post a Comment 

Rivera and Yanks Near "l~’o:~ear Deal 



The Yankees and Mariano Rivera are close to agreeing to a two-year contract for about $30 million 
that will keep him with the only major league team for which he has played. 

Fre~ach Captain Still ~rowed by Cup 

Guy Forget is now happily in his 11th year as France’s Davis Cup captain, helping to define the 
competition that still defines him. 

o Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

MOMIE REVI EqN [ ’BLACK SWAN’ 

In "Black Swan" Natalie Portman plays an ambitious ballerina straining to handle stardom. 

’Last Suppers for the Laptop Generation 

"Leonardo’s Last Supper," the traveling Peter Greenaway painting-einema-leeture-installation- 
whatever-it-might-be extravaganza, has come to New York. 

A WORD WITH: MARK MORRIS 

Crackh~g Ope~ A Holiday Clas,~c 
The choreographer Mark Morris disensses "The Hard Nnt," his take on "The Nutcracker," which has 
beemne a classic in its own right. 

o More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW ]’ALL GOOD THINGS’ 

Assorled Acts of Betrayal zM~to~tg the Moneyed a*~d Dysfuactio~ta~ 

Andrew Jarecki revisits a decades-old crime in "All Good Things," a somewhat4rue tale of the 
moneyed and dysfunctional. 

~ Related Article 

MOVIE REVIEW I’1 LOVE YOU PHILLIP MORRIS’ 
A V~u~iug Smile Makes the Scammlug a Breeze 

"I Love You Phillip Morris," based on a realqife story, stars aim Carrey as a charismatic con man. 

~ Related Article 

i’.:y A. O SD’.;’~ " 
The Romanian Film Festival, this weekend at Tribeea Cinemas, shows that tf{umphs of movies like 
"The Death of Mr. Lazareseu" were not anomalies. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

North Korea is becoming more belligerent by the week, but China is still playing cynical 
diplomacy-as-usual. 

EDITORIAL 

Advances o~ the AIDS Front 
Promising scientific developments to prevent AIDS, not just treat its victims, have sparked hope. 

EDITORIAL 

From Cope~hagen to Cancfi~ 
In the global climate talks under way, the promises made a year ago must be turned into something 
real. 

EDITORIAL 

The House Rebukes Mro Rangel 

The tragic tale of Representative Charles Rangel’s ethics violations has ended with a deserved w}te 

of censure by his peers in the House. 



OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Se~:~’et laves of 
i.::,, :-:’-’.Ui. v’/. 

Seerecy, not sunshine, is vital to successflfl international relations. 

~ Dangerous 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

F’~eez~g Out Hope 

After the pummeling in the midterm elections, has President Obama suffered a moral collapse? 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Tax Ref(~’m V~Mon 

Republicans need to learn to build bridges or else om" country will go bankrupt. Tax reform would 
be a great place to start. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

.~\me~’~ea~ Diplomacy ReveMed - a~ Os~od 

The State Department cables released by WikiLeaks will undem~ine America’s diplomats, but they 
emerge with high honors. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Da~gerous LiMsons 

The trove of cables released by WikiLeaks reveal many of the underhanded dealings of Aineriean 
Diplomats. But they are nothing emnpared to what ambassadors did in the past. 

~The 
Secret Lives of Nations 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 3, 1984, more than 4,000 people died after a cloud of gas escaped from a pesticide plant 
operated by a Union Carbide subsidiary in Bhopal, India. 

About This t~d~aH 

You ~eceived this message because you signed uP for N~qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette~ As a membe~ o~ 

the TRUSTe prwacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:32 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

PAPER - MEETING 

-SENT IT - KTBP water.doc 

SEE ATTACHED 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 9:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Meeting: uqent 

Dr. Sahle, 

and I have class conflicts that will prevent us from finding a 
time to meet today, given your schedule and ours. Although we’re a bit 
unsure as to ~vhat stage ~ve should be at at the moment, ~vhat we’re 
thinking is that the two of us will meet over the weekend and have a 
draft to you by Monday morning Should we email it to both you and Dr. 
Galvin? Our biggest concern at the moment is that our work is perhaps 
not up to caliber for a peer-review journal article. Any feedback from 
both you and Dr. Galvin, as well as ideas for additional research 
sources, would be much appreciated. As exams start next week, our 
schedules ~vill be even more hectic than the?- are currently, but we 
hope we can meet at least once before the semester is over to discuss 
this in person. 

Looking at our schedules, the week after next seems to be the most 
possible. Either Monday the     or Wednesday the     work the best, 
and most anytime during that day. Do you think that if we email you 
the draft by Monday morning you (and Dr. Galvin?) will have sufficient 
time to look it over and provide feedback? Please let us know your 
thoughts. 

Sincerely, 

On Fri, at 8:46 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I am delayed in a meeting in Durham The earliest I can be on campus is 945am today. I will be there until about 1 .()0pm. 

Let me know ifa meeting is still possible 

Apologies and hope to see you soon. 

Dr. Sahle 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 10:3 6 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Paper! 

A~tach: Research Paper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Whew! All done. Thank you ve~ much for extending the deadline, it made a big difference. 

Have a great weekend, 



From: writing center@unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 12:56 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Writing Center summary liar 

Dear Protl Sable, 

and I agreed ~ve should send you a short summals’ of the 
conference we had today. 

brought in a draft of her paper on MDGs in South Africa with concerns about flow, consistency of argument/thesis, and gran~aar After reading tl~rough her paper, we talked about 
the organizational structure of her paper, and I suggested that she tweak her thesis statement to reflect the full tl-ajecto~z of the paper, and to more explicitly identify the different sections 
throughout We then went over some sentence-level issues and discussed proofreading strategies 

Writing Center Tutor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 1:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Final Paper 

Research Paper.docx 

Final Paper 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 1:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Whoops! Actual Final Paper 

Research Paper.docx 

The first email didn’t have the version with the bibliography. SorW to 
clog your inbox. 

Cheers, 



i@gmail.com on behalf of 
From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, ,4:24 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv> 

Subject: Term paper 

Attach: termpaperforafi~, .doc 

It is attached. 

Hope all is well, 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, ,4:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: [@email .unc.edu> 

Subject: AFRI Paper 

Attach: - AFRI Paper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

I have attached my final paper Please let me know if you have any questmns 
or need any additional items. 

Thank you, and have a great weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Reearch Paper- 

Research Paper.docx 

Hi Professor Sable. Here is nay Research Paper. Enjoy your weekend. 

Universi~z of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI    Ta~zanian Education Paper 

Education in Tanzania.docx 

Professor SaNe, 
Here is my research paper on education in Tanzania. 

Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

- Research Paper 

Gender Rights in Sudan.docx 

Gender Rights in Sudan 



From: ?}email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Friday, 5:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: INTS - Research paper 

Attach: Research Paper.docx 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Attached is my research paper for INTS 

Best, 

Happy reading! 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday,                6:07 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc,edu>; 

@email.unc,edu~> 

Term Paper 

Domes~iic Violence in Gho~aa.doc 

@gmaJl.com>; 

Dr. SaNe, 

Here is my term paper on domestic violence in Ghana. Hope you have a 

great weekend! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; 

Term Paper...Again 

Domes~tic Violence in Ghmaa.doc 

@gmaikcom 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I am resending the term paper from my U~,~’C account to make sure it doesn’t 
go into your spam folder! Hopefully you will receive one or both e-mails 
See you on Tuesday! 

Best, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:12 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: class slides 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
Before I forget, I want to remind you about the slides from class on 
Thursday. I am pretty sure the only slide needing to be posted was the one 
describing the Rift valley and Moi’s political stronghold I will be 
e-mailing you again in the morning! Have a great weekend 
Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 9:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

final exam date + nay letter to maya a~gelou 

mama sahle, 

would monday        be a good day for me to take the final exam? i would 
be able to take it at an?- time. if that day isn’t convenient, anytime on 
tues         ~vorks for me as ~vell. should i take it outside your office? 

on a rely dirt?rent note, my step-dad called me today and told me that he 
worked today on a interview with maya angelou apparently he was talking 
about me and mentioned the fact that i was thil~ing about applying to wake 
forest for graduate school, well, after the interview she asked him to 
write my name down and told my step-dad to tell me to write her a letter[[ 

can you imagine?! i don’t even know what to say! as a fellow professor and 
feminist is there anything you suggest i should say? 

apparently she is a very very warm and 
inviting person, so i was thinking the letter could be a bit irfformal i am 
also not sure if i should hand-write it or type it and how long it should 
be .what do you think? obviously my mother has many suggestions for me, 
but i thought you would have a good idea of what to do and what’s expected 
in this type of situation. 

Umversay o~ Nortta t;arolma at t;laapel Hill 
(;lass of 



From: ?}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subje~’t: paper 

Prof Sahle, 
It looks like I’m going to be late m handing in the paper. I’m son)’ for 
the delay I’ll get it to you as soon as possible[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~(~ email .unc ~edu> 

Friday, 11 : 52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Paper 

YermPaper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Attached is my paper. I hope that (in spite of all the grading) you 
have a good weekend[ 



From: 
@gmail.com on behalf of 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 1:33 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Africa    paper 

Attach: Afri paper revised.docx 

Hey Professor Sahle, 

Son)l for the late hour of this email, I hope you eNoy my paper and I roll see you Tuesday. Enjoy your weekend! If you have any problems with the email let me 

know. 

Thank~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, December 4, 2010 3:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Few New Jobs as Jobless Rate Rises to 9.8% 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 2/04/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I Snor[s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .E~J j On This Day 

Deeetnber 04, 9010 

TOP NEWS 

Few New Jobs as Jobless Rate 

Rises to 

The economy added only 39,ooo jobs 
in November, dampening hopes that 
a recovery was building. 

~ Economix: So Much for Momentum 

Comparing Recoveries 

DEALBOOK 

Silicon Valley Shows Sig~s of 

a New Dot-Corn Deal Frenzy 

Social netwm’king and mobile apps 
have venture eapitalists raeing to 
invest, but some wonder if 
teehnology start-ups are headed 
towards another big bnst. 

~ Groupop sais [o Reject Goo~le’s Ogle; 11:37 PM ET 

Yemeii Sets Terms of a \~ar oil AI Qaeda 

Cables offer an intimate view of the Yemeni leader, who has become steadily more aggressive 
against A1 Qaeda. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

N.Y. / REGION 

CJeaning Up ’Tim 

Dellee’ 
After go years of 
redevelopment, Times Square has 
cleaner streets, new office buildings 
and renovated landmark theaters, 
but many landmarks remain. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

A murder in 
Celebration, Fla., reveals the reality of Disney’s planned community. 

Travel Gifts from $10 to $60 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >~ 

Dodging those pesky airline fees 

Searching for authentic [hal cuisine 

WORLD 

U,S, Prided Mexlean Drug War~ ~Nith 

Documents depict Mexiean offieials conceding to failnres in their military strategy for fighting the 
drug war. 



Leaked Cables S~ir Rese~tme~lt a~d Shr~gs 

The days of disclosm’es seem to be leaving many leery of baring their sonls to Ameriean officials. 

~E] 
Documents I More Coverage 

Cli~to. Says Leaks Don’t Strain Gulf State Ties 

In Bahrain, the secretary of state and leaders of the kingdom display a unified front in concerns 

o More World News 

Millions Bracing for C~toff of Unemployment Checks 

Federal extensions of benefits for tim long-term jobless have been customalT in past recessions, but 
they have become ensnared lately in political jousting over the soaring budget deficit. 

Teacher Ratings Get New Look, ]Pushed by a R~ch ~Natcher 

Bill Gates is financing research by dozens of social scientists and thousands of teachers to develop a 

better system for evaluating classroom instruction, 

Among I.ieutena~t Governors~ Humor and Secret Hopes 

Mostly lacking real duties, seconds in command have plenty of time for making jokes at their own 

BUSINESS 

YOUR MONEY 
~Arhy Savl]~gs Account Rates Are So Pathetic 

Financial institutions are paying next to nothing on savings accounts and not much more on 
certificates of deposit. What’s a saver to do? 

DEALBOOK 

Groupon Said to Reject a6 Billlm~ Goog~e Offer 

Groupon has walked away Dom Google’s $6 billion takeover offer, according to a person dose to 
Groupon. The rejection at least temporarily thwarts Google’s efforts to buy the social buying site. 

In Smartphone Era~ Point:and=Shoots Stay Home 

The point-and-shoot camera is being shoved aside for the smartphone camera that improves with 
each new model. 

S P 0 RTS 

On Eve of B~rt~er-D~|ke Ii~ Passlo~s Still iqam Deep 

Half of the starters from last season’s national championship game have moved on, giving them a 
nniqne perspective on Saturday’s game. 

~ Men’s College Roundup. Walker’s Tdp~e-DouL~le Leads Connecticut 

For Cashman and Ya~flmes, One Down, Jeter to Go 

Besides dosing in on a deal with Mariano River& Brian Cashman and the Yankees appeared to be 
making significant progress in the negotiations with Derek aeter. 

~ Rive, a ano Yanks Near a T’,’/~Yea~ Deal 

~ Ya~kees GM. F’ract~ces His Swoopin~ Descents 

Patriots Thrh;e on Diet of Di~k and Dunk 

The Patriots have scored more points per game than any other N.F.L. team (3o.4) despite having 
an offense that is ranked 13th with 349.~ yards a game. 

~aets 
Safety Leonhard to M~ss Patriots Game 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

Blue Sides a~d Bhm-Chip Sales at Art Basel Miami 



"The art market is back!" was the chorus this week among most of the major dealers at Art Basel 

Miami Beach. 

HUMANITIES 2.0 

A~+a[vzh+g Lite~oat~re by Words, b~t Also by tl~e Nn~bers 

A new statistical project will count the frequeney of key words in books to provide insight into the 

Victorians. 

A +Splder:Ma~++ Actress is h+j ured Backstage 

Natalie Mendoza, who plays Arachne, was standing offstage at the first preview performance on 
Sunday night when a rope holding a piece of equipment struck her in the head. 

TRAVEL 

A Book I,o’~r~s San Francisco 
In the home of many of the very technologies that have drawn a bead on the book, visitors will find 
a haven for readers that, though it has surely heard the news of its own demise, isn’t buying it. 

~E~ 
Slide Show: Literary San Francisco 

36 i-ion~°s in Da~nascns 

It claims to be the world’s oldest inhabited city, bnt the age-old metropolis has never looked so fresh. 

~E:] Siide Show: A Weekend in Damascus 

In Malaysia, Tou~oists Ave L~red by George Town’s Colorfl~l Past 

George Town, now a Unesco World Heritage Site, is reviving itself with hotels, cultural events and a 
vibrant food scene. 

~ S~i te Show�: George Town Builds on Its H~sto~ic Past 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

I~slde the Beltway: A ]Deficit of Purpose 
A sense of resolve and a clear purpose should not be partisan commodities~ yet, in Washington~ only 
the Republicans seem to have them. 

~ Inside the Beltway: Nationsi Security Held Hostage 

EDITORIAL 

Inside the Bell~,ay: National Security Held Hostage 

Politics is never pretty. But this horse-trading is disgraceflfl: nuclear weapons cuts versus tax cuts 

for the rich. 

~ I~side the Beitway A Deficit of Purpose 

EDITORIAL 

One Fem~y More a Found 
Fair trade is finally coming to the tmnato fields of Florida. 

EDITORIAL 
Facing Healtl~ Problems (and Bedbugs) 
Help from The New York Times Neediest Cases Fund allowed a morn with a heart ailment and 
breast cancer to buy a new bed for her youngest son. 

OP-ED 

z~xlzo~a Strikes Agai~ 

Remember all the talk about pulling the plug on grandma? Well look at what’s happening in 
Arizona. 

She Who Muse Not Be Na~ned 

The left talks about Sarah t alin more than the right does. Why feed the machine? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Dec. 4, 1945, the Senate approved U.S. participation in the United Nations. 

See This Frm~t Page 
Buy This F~’ont Page 

You ~eceived this message because you sl~ned tip for NY[imes com"s loday’s Headli~les newsleLRe~ As a member of 

the TRUSTs privacy program, we are coml’ni~ed to protecting your plivacy 

M~rla~le Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Ch~rl~e Yout E-Mail I Privacy Poiicy i Con "[.ac,’_ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Saturday, 

term paper: AFR] 

Tem~ Paper fina3.docx 

@email.unc.edu~ 

4:58 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, ,2010 5:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AFRI paper 

AFRI paper.docx 

Here is my AFRI paper! Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

;~gmail.com on behalf of 

~}email.unc,edu> 

Saturday, 9:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Graded INTS Paper 

Dr Sahle, 

I have received the paper. 

See you on Tuesday, 

Evelyn 

On Sat, at 8:13 A~{, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Evelyn, 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes for the end of term. 
Dr Sahle. 

t~’r~mi @~il~om i~gmail ...... ] on behalf of 
Sent: Friday, 11:52 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: 

Subject: Paper 

Dr. Sahle, 

Attached is my paper I hope that (in spite of all the grading) you 
have a good weekend[ 

@email uric edu] 



From: @emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 2:22 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Re: Graded INTS - paper 

Thank you yew much for gettig back to me quickly. 
On Sat, 17:20:40 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emaihuaac.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Please find attached your graded INTS research paper. Kindly 
ackno~vledge 
> receipt. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle. 
> 

> From: @emaihunc edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 5:29 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: my final paper is attached 
> 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 2:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 
Subject: Finaly Paper 

Attach: Paper.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I have a~achedthe finalversion ofmy papertothis e-maillwillsee 
youon Tuesday! 

Thank you, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 4:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Re: Graded- INTS Essay 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I received my graded essay fio~n you. Thank you. Stay wam~! 

See you Tuesday, 

On Sat, 
Dear 

at 2:12 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <’eunice~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Please find attached your graded INTS research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:38 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject: INTS : Essay 

Hi ProtEs~r SaNe, 
I’ve attached my paper. I hope you’ve been able to rest up aIter all your adventures. 

See you 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 4:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv> 

Subjet~: 1NTS - Paper 

A~tach: Paper FINAL.doc 

Dr, SaNe, 
Sorry for the delay in getting my paper to you. I hope you am having a good weekend and eNoying the snow! 
Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 6:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your INTS research paper - Graded 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

I wanted to send you an email letting you know that I had received the graded essay. 

On Sat, at 11:09 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~gmaJ~l.com I ~gmail.com] on behaJfof 

Sent: Friday, 9:30 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Essay on the Issue of Global Poverty 

@email.unc.edu| 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I’ve attached my essay below. Please let me know ifI need to send you m~hing further. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~em~dl.unc.edu> 

Saturday~ 6:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~email.unc.edu> 

Human P, ights Paper 

paper.docx 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

My research paper is attached I hope you have a good weekend! 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 7:39 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N ~euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: 1NTS Paper 

Attach: INTS paper.docx 

@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
I hope this message finds you well. 
I have attached my term paper. I hope it’s not too terrible to read[ 
Have a ~vonderful ~veekend 
Best, 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 7:41 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Subject: 1NTS    Final paper 

Attach: final 1.docx 

Dr. Sahle, 

Attached to this ema~l you roll find my final research paper. 

Thank you. 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Saturday, 10:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu>; 

Subject: 1NTS Paper 

Attach: INTS FinalPaperlNDIA.docx 

@email.unc.edu> 

Hello Professor, 
Here is my paper.See you in class on Tuesday. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Saturday, 11:26 PM 

SaNe, Em~ice N <eunice@email.~mc.eclu:~ 

Hi mama sahle, 

I am emling you £t¥om mv phone because the internet at my house has not been working for a while and I have been unable to fix it. I think is a system wide thing because when I tried calling 

them there ,£as a long wa~it I’m doing my best but bc its so’late and I don’t have a car I’m having a hard time findit~g an alternative. 

if nothing else ;vorks ill go to walk to campus as soon as possible in the morning and send it to you. 

I’m really sorry this is an inconvenience 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday,                11:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Reading Trouble 

Hi Professor S~Ne0 
I’m sorry to bother yon again but I’m having some troub|e finding the Robertson and Roth reading. It doesn’t seem to be on blackboard and all of the copies in the 

library have been checked out. 

Do you have m~y suggestions? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@email. unc.edu> 

Research Paper 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
I’m sorry to get this to you so late/close to the deadline. I was surprised this morning by a bit of a fainting spell...not something I usually deal with, so it did slightly throw off 

my well-laid plans for finishing up the paper today. I sincerely hope you don’t have to spend much of your Sunday grading it, but I do appreciate the deadline extension! It’s 
been complex but a very interesting assignment to write. I’m not entirely sure I’m cut out for this justice philosphy business, though! 

On a somewhat unrelated note, but while I’m e-mailing you and have this on my mind, I was hoping to look for some research opportunities next semester. If there is any 
chance I could talk to you about any good opportunities/channels you know of, I’d love to talk to you about some areas I’m looking at. 

In any case, I apologize for the late and long e-mail, but hope your weekend has not been too entirely dominated by papers. 
Best, 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Sunday, 12:25 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: INTS    Paper 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Here’s my paper! 

Thanks, 

UNC-CH International Studies and Political Science 
@gmail.com 



From: @gmaikcom~ 

Sent: Sunday, 2:45 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: Re: 1NTS    Paper 

Attach: INTS Paper.docx 

Oh my goodness! I didn’t attach it! I swear I finished it at midnight! 

On 12:25 AM, @gmail.com>wrote: 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Here’s my paper! 

Thanks, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emafil.unc.edn> 

Sunday, 5:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

oh nay goodness - attachment 

INTS    paper final.docx 

Dr. Sahle, 
I just realized I forgot to attach the paper last night!!!! Yikes! Well, in any case, here it is. Dock any points necessary for tardiness. Again, sorry to throw a paper into your 
Sunday! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Graded paper - 1NTS 

Thank you’. 

On Sun, 14:25:42 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Deal- 
> 

> Please find attached your graded paper Kindly acknowledge receipt 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle. 
> 

> 

> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Saturday, 4:34PM 
> To: SahIe, Eunice N 
> Sut~iect: INTS - Paper 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dr. Sahle, 
> Sorry for the delay in getting my paper to you. I hope you are having a 
> good weekend and enjoying the snow! 
> Thank you so much! 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 11:04 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded paper - 1NTS 

Dr.Sahie, 

I received my paper and read your comments. Thank for letting me know where I could have included information to s~trengthen the paper. Your comments were very. 

helpful! 

See you on Tuesday, 

O11 Sun, 

Dear 
at 5:51 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @clmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 7:42 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: iNTS    final research paper 

Dr. Sable: 

I know this paper may seem long (longer than 12 pages), but it is mostly due to the foot notes talcing up a great amount of space at the end of each section. 

Let Ine know if there is anything I need to change, mostly in regards to the way I cited things. 

Thanks and have a good weekend, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

International Studies, Political Science, Spanish tbr the Prot~ssions 

University. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
International Studies, Political Science, Spanish Ibr the Prot~ssions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Graded paper - 1NTS 

Dr. Sahle, 
I’ve received the graded paper. Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc.edu> 
To: @email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, 9:27 
Subject: Graded paper - INTS 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: ~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:39 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: oh my goodness - attachment 

Dr. Sable, 
I just realized I forgot to attach the paper last night!!!! Yikes! Well, in 
any case, here it is Dock any points necessary for tardiness. Again, sorry 
to throw a paper into your Sunday[ 
Best, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:34 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv’~ 

Co: @email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: AFRI    research paper 

Professor Sable, 
Here is a copy of my research paper. Recently, I have had issues ~vhen 
tp)dl~g to send attachments, please let me know if there are any problems 

this time Thank y~m again 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 3:03 AIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Bush Tax-Cut Deal With Jobless Aid Said to Be Near 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 2/06/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines December o6, 2OlO 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Media & ’A, dverlsi:~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This r.’)~v 

TOP NEWS 

B~lsh Tax-Cut Deal \’Vith 

Jobless Md SMd to Be Near 

Congressional Repnblieans and 
administration officials said they 
were dose to a deal to keep the Bush- 
era tax ruts temporarily. 

Ca sh FI ow to Terrorlsts 

Evades UoSo Efforts 

American officials say that millions 
of dollars are going to extremist 
gt’oups and that some Middle East 
allies are not helping to stop it. 

,~ U,S, Leaves~ Iraqls Suffer 

Economic Toll 

Iraqis who made their living working for the American military and contractors are already 
feeling the effects. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

AII~IED NA[~ one ef ~ens ef Hmusands o~’ fans who attended a pau-Ar;~b seecer tourn;~men~ in 

Yemem which is tFyi~g to change its t’eput;~tion for viohmee, 

T MAGAZINE 

~-Iollday zo,o 
The latest holiday issue 
of T makes its debut 
with offerings both 
ruminative and retail, 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE STONE 
Nsvigati 

N~vigath~g Past n9 Psst 

NihiIisln N ~ sm 

Thirty years befm’e 

Nietzsche pronounced 

God dead, a great Nnerican novelist 

was ohm’ring a eom’se out of the 

abyss, 

David Pogue’s holiday gift guide 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

WaN Street regains its swagger 

WiXileaX’s ne×t target 

WORLD 

Meddling Neighbors Uudercut Iraq Stability 

Interference threatens to aggravate Iraq’s sectarian divisions and undercut efforts by Iraqi leaders 
to overcome rivalries and build a stable government. 

Europe VVary of UoSo Bank Mouitors 

When Europeans halted a program used to monitor international banking transactions, the United 
States had to scramble to regain support for it. 

Huudreds of WildLeaks Mirror Sites Appear 



The United States urged Switzerland not to provide safe haven for the site’s founder, who was 

accepting donations to a bank account there, 

Mere Worid News 

Noah’s Ark, the Theme Park 

Facing a rising tide of joblessness, the govm~or of Kentucky has found one solution: build an ark, 

Doctor Faces Suits Over Cardiac Stents 

One Baltimore doctor and his hospital have been sued by hundreds of patients who claim they 
received unneeessary implants. Their story has led to many other inqniries. 

Same-Sex initia~ive Reaches NeW H*~rdle 

A feleral three:iudle panel will beli~ headnI arlm~e~ts Mo~lay o~ Propositio~ I, California’s ba~ 
of same-sex marriage. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Tax Fear May l~,~ove Bomises Earter 

Worried that lawmakers will let taxes rise for the richest, firms have studied whether to move their 
payouts from next year to this month. 

N{adoff S~fit Cites HSBC ~ s a Helper 

A suit seeks 89 billion fl’om several defendants headed by HSBC, the London-based financial giant. 

~ Madoff Case Lingers as Menace to Mets 

A Belgian minister and the Inten~ational Monetary Fund want a stronger scope of measm’es to 
stabilize the euro. 

S P O RTS 

D, roods Is Upstaged in Last Shot of Year 

Tiger Woods’s loss to Graeme MeDowell at the Chevron World Challenge marked the first time 
Woods had gone winless over a season since he turned professional in ~996. 

ANALYSIS 

Title Game Promises to lie Sprint {o the Finish 

The B.C.S. title game, featuring two of the top eontenders for the Heisman, will be a shmvease for 
the spread offense. 

~ Notre Dame vs Miami Is Back 

GIANTS 31, REDSKINS 7 

In Bitter ~,~eather, Giants Get Comfortable 

The Giants rolled to a thorough if sleepy rout against the Redskins, allowing them to keep pace with 
the Eagles atop the N.F.C. East. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

Museum Sells Pieces of Its Past, Reviving a Debate 

A Philadelphia museum’s sale of art and artifacts has stin’ed an old debate about the ethics of 
deaeeessioning. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Fantastical "I’hrt~st (and Hair Color) 

My Chemical Romance performed songs from its new album, "Danger Days: The ~’ue Lives of the 

Fabulous ~lljoys" at Roseland Ballroom. 

Once o*~ This [Mand, a DAoY, z~t Show 

The curator Shamim Momin and a group of artists mmmted a one-afternoon exhibition on Flagler 



Memorial Island off Miami Beach. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Studios Battle to Save Navnla (F~oom Grip of Sequel Fatigue) 

If "The Voyage of the Dawn ’Preader" does not succeed, it is unlikely that the remaining four books in 

the sm~es will be produced. 

~Wanlng S~pport fo~, College Radio Sets Offa Debate 

As some colleges find cost savings in selling their radio stations, the need for their esoteric 

programming is being debated. 

A Bleak B~dget Outlook for P~bl~c Broadcasters 

Public broadcasters are grappling with deep cuts at the state level, while facing the possibility of 

losing federal financing, too. 

More Mecfla & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The CHine of Pmfishme~t 
The Supreme Com’t should uphold a lower couWs remedy for addressing the horrors of California’s 

prisons. 

EDITORIAL 

Comcast a~d NBC 

The F.C.C. and the Justice Department must carefully assess any potential threats to competition 

posed by a merger between Comcast and NBC Universal. 

EDITORIAL 

’]7he Senate Ethics Committee has a responsibility to the public and to its own reputation not to duck 

the violations of Senator John Ensign, 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

The Co~.u]dt]e’~" C,a~ Learn a Lesson b’~oom These Students 

~I]~e power of turmeric and a strong science curriculum. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Europe’s Piecemeal Fa~h~re 

The continent won’t stop the economic mdtdown one crisis at a time. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Changi~g C,~tu~oe ~Va~° 

Middle America retreats Dom marriage, and religion. 

@-ED COLUMNI~ 

Let’s Not Make a Deal 

Democrats should not give in to Repnblican blackmail on extending tax cuts. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 6, 1923, a presidential address was broadcast on radio for the first time as President Calvin 
Coolidge spoke to a joint session of Con~’ess. 

See This Front Page 
Buy This FFont Page 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYFimes cem’s ]oday’s Headlines newsle~er As ~ member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change You[ E-Mail I Privacy Peiicy i Con "~ct i Advertise 





From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Monday, 8:38 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Re: Graded - INTS    Final paper 

Dr. SaNe, 

I received my graded paper. Thank you veD’ much aud see you tomonow! 

O11 Mon, 
Dear 

at 8:01 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

from: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 7:40 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject: INV5    Final paper 

Dr. Sahle, 

Attached to this ema~l you roll find my final research paper. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group (USA) <academic@penguin.com> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 10:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

A Paradise Built in ttell Examination Cow 

New in Paperback: 

A Paradise Built in He~l 
The E×traordi~ary Communities 
that Arise in Bisaster 

By Rebecca Solnit 

The National Book Critics Circle Award-winning 
author examines how disaster throws people into 
a temporary utopia of changed states of mind and 
social possibilities, as well as looking at the cost 
of the widespread rnyths and rarer real cases of 
social deterioration during crisis. 

::X:: A Paradise Built in Hell bookshot 

A Paradise Built h~ Hell is an investigation of the 
moments of altruism, resoumefulness, and generosity 
that arise amid disaster’s grief and disruption and 
considers their implications for everyday life. It points to a new vision of what society could 
become--one that is less authoritarian and fearful, more collaborative and local. This is a timely 
and important book from an acclaimed author whose work consistently locates unseen patterns 
and meanings in broad cultural histories. 

..... ~ook Review Notable 

Penguin ¯ 368 pp. ¯ 978=0-14-311807-7 ¯ $t6,00 

For related titles, please view our Sociology catalog 
at http:llus.pencluinctroup.cornlsubjectcatalo~:ls 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For rnore inforrnation, please visit http:llwww.pen~uinspeakersbureau.corn 

or ernail speakersbureau@us.pen,quingroup.corn. 



A Paradise Built in Hell 

Penguin Group USA 
375 Hudson St. 

New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message, 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one addilional e-mail message confirming your removal. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:05 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Co: @email.unc.e&~> 

Subject: RE: AFRI    research paper 

Attach: AFRI T~a~zpaper.docx 

apologize, and I have tried again. 

On Mon, 12:02:13 + 0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc edu> 
wrote: 
> ]~)ear 
> 

> Please send your paper. It was not attached to this email 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle. 
> 

> 

> From: @email uric edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 1:34 AM 
> To: SahIe, Eunice N 
> Cc 
> Subject: AFRI research paper 
> 

> Professor SahIe, 
> Here is a copy of my research paper Recently, I have had issues when 
> trying to send attactm~ents, please let me know if there are any problems 
> this time. Thal~k you again. 
> 

> Best regards, 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday~ 11:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

office hours 

Pro£ Sahle, 
Is there an?- ~vay that I could you meet you today outside of your regularly 
scheduled office hours? I would like to speak to you as soon as possible 
if you have a spare minute Thanks 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Monday, 12:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Missing- outline tbr your 1NTS    Paper 

Attach: INTS outline.docx 

Dear Professor, 

I searched or my original email but could not find it. I’ve been having troubles with my computer so it might have disappeared during that. I’m sending the outline I sent 

to you over thm~ksgiving, so hopefully this time it gets to you. Thank you for emailing me that you didn’t have it. 

Sincerely 

On Mort, 
Dear 

at 7:31 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@emafil.anc.edu> wrote: 

My records indicate none submission of your paper’s outline. As indicated in the course syllabus this is a requirement and part of your paper’s grade. If your sent when it 
was due and it got lost in email records, please resent it the original email with the outline. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, :t0:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject: INTS    Paper 

tlello ProtEssor, 
Here is tny paper.See you in class on Tuesday. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:38 PIvl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Re: Graded paper - 1NTS 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I got my graded paper. Thal~ you’. 

On Mon, 18:26:05 +0000, "Sahle, F.unice N" <eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Please find attached your graded paper Kindly acknowledge receipt 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sah[e. 
> 

> [~’rom: i@email~unc~du] 
> Sent: Saturday, 6:53 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Cc 
> Subject: Human Rights Paper 
> 

> [Fear Professor Sahle, 
> 

> My research paper is attached I hope you have a good weekend! 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Problems with your INTS research paper 

Hi I)r. Sable 

I apologize for the mistake, The paper was edited by a friend of mine, but I assumed when I saved my final drafk ik ~as withouk the krack 
changes, Would ik be possible for me to prink ouk the paper t?~r you tomorrow? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Graded paper - INTS 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Graded research paper received Thankyou for your promptness! 

On Mort, 17:59:16 +0000, "Sable, Eunic e N" <eunice@email.unc. edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Please find attached your graded research paper Kindly ackno~vledge 
> receipt. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr SahIe. 
> 

> 

> From: @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: 11:15 PM 
> To: SahIe, Eunice N 
> Subject: INTS term paper 
> 

> Hello Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> I’m sorry its so late, but at least its bet’ore 12. :) 
> 

> Have a good weekend 
> 

> 

> 



From: @email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 3:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Graded- INTS Paper 

Professor Sable, 

I recieved the receipt Thank you. 

On Mon, 19:50:58 +0000, "Sahle, Eumce N" <eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Please find attached your graded paper Kindly acknowledge receipt 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr SahIe. 
> 

> 

> From: (@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Saturday, 2:06 PM 
> To: Sable, Eunice N; Arnold, Christie 
> Su~iect: INTS Paper 
> 

> Paper on Poverty in Zimbabwe. 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, 4:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Graded - research paper 

Hi Professor S~Ne, 
Thank you for your commems! 

On Mon, 
Dear 

at 4:19 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: @cjmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:45 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Christina Lynch’s IN-IS    Paper 

Oh my goodness[ I didn’t attach it! I swear I finished it at midnight] 

On 12:25 AM, ~>wrote: 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Here’s my paper! 

Thanks, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 5:30 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

Subject: Re: Graded- INTS Paper 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I got the paper and grade. 

Thanks and see you tomorrow, 

On Mon, at 2:29 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(~a)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @c~mail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 5:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: INTS Final Paper 

Hi Dr. Sal~le, 

Here is my final paper. I wasn’t sure if we were suptx~sed to email it to you or use the digital droptx~x. Hope you are having a good weekend! 

Thanks, 



From: "_c}gmaiLcom> 

Sent: Monday, 8:18 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: AFRI    final paper 

I’ve received the graded paper. Thanks & see you tomorrow, 

On Mon, 
Dear 

at 8:06 PM, SaNe, Ennice N <eunice(~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 10:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI    final paper 

Hi Professor SaNe, 
Here is my final paper. Son3, that it is a little over 10 pages, that happened as I was putting in the footnotes. See you next Tuesday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Graded paper - Ati~ 

Dr. SaNe, 

Thanks’. Got it 

O11 Mon, 
Dear 

at 6:39 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, " 10:36 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Research Paper 

Hey Dr. SaNe, 

Attached is my term paper. Didn’t quite finish it by 5pm (I was close!) bm here it is. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Graded paper - Ati-i 

Thanks Dr. Sahle! 

On Tue: 00:31:55 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" <eumce@email.uaac.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> From: @email uric edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 1:30 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Sut~ject: Whoops! Actual Final Paper 
> 

> The first email didn’t have the version with the bibliography. Sorry to 
> clog your inbox. 
> 

> Cheers, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Graded paper - Ati-i 

Thin,ks for your feedback Dr. Sahle! 

On Mon, 
Dear 

at 7:01 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, I0:36 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Paper! 

Dr. Sahle, 

Whew! All done. Thank you very ~nuch for extending the deadline, it made a big difference. 

Have a great weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 6:38 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

TODAY: Duke Provost’s Lecture Series speaker - Edouaxd Dural-Came 

promo- flyer DuwJ- Carrie.pdf 

Edouard Duval-Carri~ 
Haitian ~tisl 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 at 5:15 p.m. 
(NOTE NEW DATE - This lecture was previously scheduled for December 9) 

’The Garage’ - ~__n_!i_t__h___W__Lu_:e___h_o_u_~_e_., C105 Bay 4, first floor 

This lecture is co-sponsored with the .t_!L~_L@__!_i__rL!L{_tLn_r_a_~_:~_i_t_i__e_s_i!__n_~_t_i_~_g~_~_~{!~_!_:~ and the Vice Provost for tile Arts 

Haiti: History Embedded in Amber 

Haitian-born arlAst Edouard Duval-Carrid leapt into action after the January 12, 2010 earthquaI:e in Haiti, establishing the ttaitian Art Relief Fund and curating exfiibits 

of Haitian art. He also further integrated di~ster into his own widely exhibited art. For fiis Provo~’s Lecture, Duval-Camid suggested bringing flae Duke commanity 

together around fire idea of disaster in ttaiti through a collaborative art~vork with students and thculty, completed at flae Franklin ttmnanities Institute’s ttaiti Lab over 

the cour~ of the semester. In ’°ttaiti: Histo~ Embedded in Amber," Edouaxd Duval-Carrid presents the sm~ mad documentary video of this collective response m 
disaster in Haiti. A reception following the talk features an exhibit of the work. 

Parkhig: Enter the Smith South parking lot at Buchanan and Maxwell or Campus Drive and M~_xwell. Starting 5pm, Duke faculty, stai~ and students can swipe into 

the gated proking area with your ID c~yds. Visitors peyking is available along the front of the building (free) and in the metered parking oxeas (first 30 minutes free, 
$2ihour thereafter). For more information, see: http:/iflli.duke.edu/al:~:~ut/smith-warehouse 

Questions? Contact susan.k~oth(a)duke,edu 



i.~.i EDC po~ter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Graded- Ati-i    Paper 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I received my graded paper. Thank you’. 

See you this afternoon, 

On Tue, 16:10:06 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear i 
> 

> Please find attached your graded research paper. Kindly acknowledge 
> receipt 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> From: @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: ’l’hursday, 3:07 PM 
> To: Sable, Eumce N? 
> Subject: Afri Final Paper 
> 

> I)ear Dr SaNe, 
> 

> ] have attached my paper. Please let me l,mow if there are an?" issues[ 
> 

> Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: AFRI 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I am just responding to ackno~vledge that I received your feedback on my 
paper. 

Thank you for your informative feedback and quick grading. 

Sincerely, 

On Tu e, 15:57:00 +0000, "S ahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc edu> 
wrote: 
> ]-)ear 
> 

> Please find attached your graded paper Kindly acknowledge receipt 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle. 
> 

> From: @email uric edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 4:37 P]VI 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Cc: 
> Su~iect: AFRI 
> 

> Dr Sahle, 
> 

> I have attached my final paper. Please let me know if you have any 
> questions 
> or need aW additional items. 
> 

> Thank you, and have a great weekend, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Graded - Afri~ paper 

Dr. SaNe 

Thank you for your prompmess in grading! It is veD~ refreshing to have something returned that quickly mad I rash ,some of your colleagues here would be as attentive. 

Thank you again and I have love your class this semester! 

O11 Tue, 

Dear 

at 12:54 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please find attached your graded paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

F~om: : @gmail.com ~gmail.com] on behalf of ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, 1:33 AM 

To: Sable, Eunico N 
Subject: Africa    paper 

Hey Prot~ssor Sahle, 

Sorry for the late hour of this email, I hope you enjoy my paper and I will see you Tuesday. Enjoy your weekend! If you have any problems with the etnail let me 

knOW. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 5:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your paper 

thal~ you professor sahle for giving me this opportunity, ultimately, i 
think that you are right 

i will be sure to ~vork on the paper over the winter break as far as the 
paper goes, do you recormnend i engage more with the material we discussed 
in class? 

thank you, 

On Mon, 20:19:36 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@emaihunc.edu> 
wro be: 

> I)eal 
> 

> I have read your paper ]2~r INTS~ and I must say it is not a reflection 

> your excellent scholarly capabilities. I strongly believe this is as 
result 
> of the health issues you have been dealing with this term 
> 

> This is my suggesuon on the paper: Given your upcoming surgery and the 
> fact that you will here next semester, I am giving you another chance to 
> work on this assignment and submit it next semester. As ]2~r your grade in 
> INTS: I will then give you an ]N which means that you will have 8 weeks 
> to finish the paper. 
> 

> Let me know if this proposals works from your end. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 

> From: ~@emaikunc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 8:42 KM 
> To: Sahle, Eumce N 
> Subject: paper, finally 
> 

> hi mama sahle here is my- paper i’m sotW i couldn’t turn it in last 
night, 
> but here it is. i corapletely understand if your ethical conscious corapels 
> you to take points off. 
> 

> see you tuesday 

> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Class of 

Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 3:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Defends Tax Deal, but His Party SWs Hostile 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes com/indexes!2010/l 2/0g/todayshegdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq &’~NineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Deeember 08, 2OlO 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Defends ’Fax Deal, 

bu~t His Pa~y g~tays Hostile 

President Obama strongly defended 
his tax-ent deal with Republieans, 
insisting it was "a good deal for the 
Ameriean people." 

For New York~ Teachers Still ~n Idle Limbo 

Teachers no longer languish while the school system tries to fire them, but the new system is not 
ideal. 

As a feud with Attorney General Andrew M. Cuomo grew, the financier Steven L. Rattner became a 
possible suspeet. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Thal sou~ds ~ike good ~ews to me," 

DEFENSE SECRETARY ROBERT M. GATES, after Julian Assauge~ [’ounder of the WikiLeaks 

Web si~e, s~rrendered to BFitisb authmi~ies and was jailed on eharges related to a case in Sweden. 

political 

Elizabeth Edwards, the 
wife of former Senator John 
Edwards, had a life of idyllic 
successes and crushing reverses 
before she died of cancer on Tuesday. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION 
;~] A 

A Ge*~tleme*~’s :: Gemiem 
kggreement at the en’s 

With his word of honor, 
the president buys time. 

How bullying pays 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Delayed childrearing, more stressful lives 

WORLD 

U.S. Drops Bid to Sway Israel 



The White House ended its effort to get Israel to renew a freeze on the construction of Jewish 

settlements. 

Julian Assange, the founder of WikiLeaks, said he would resist extradition to Sweden, where he faces 

questioning in conneaion with alleged sex offenses. 

~ln Swer~eq. Sex Assault Gets Little To~e~anc~ 

~The Lede: Assange F’ubHshes Article 

J~lst]ce Departme~t Studies ~V~kH,eaks Prosec~lt~on 

Espionage is only one of the possible charges being considered by prosecutors looking into the 

WikiLeaks ease. 

o More World News 

At California School, Parents Force an OverhauI 

Using a new state "trigger" law, McKinley Elementary, a struggling school, will be taken over by a 

charter school operator. 

ELIZABETH EDWARDS, 1949-2010 

A Po~fical IM’e F~lled ~W~th Cruel Reversals 

Mrs. Edwards, a s~vvy advise]" and the wife of ex-Senator John Edwards, shared his quest for the 

White House as she struggled with cancer, and, secretly, his infidelity. 

Children’s hospitals have been told by drug companies that they will no longer ~et discounts for 

medications known as "orphan drags," 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Rigs in Gulf Ready to Drill. but There’s I,itt]e V~*ork 

A slow permit process has idled oil rigs and threatened prospects for rig owners, despite the end of 

the moratorium on drilling in the Gulf of Mexico. 

% 
At CNN, Talk Show Tensions 

Despite flat ratings, CNN exeeutives say the "Parker Spitzer" talk show is gaining traction. 

Central Bank a*ld Financiers Fight Over F’ate of the Et~ro 

The European Central Bank is spending billions to prop up bond markets as investors bet against 
those same bonds. 

S P 0 RTS 

~dttfies Issues Don~t Deter S. Korea~s Olymple Bid 

Four leaders prmnoting Pyeongehang’s bid to host the uo~8 Winter Games have been convicted of 

financial malfeasance or political corruption. 

P~blle Snlph~g h~ Talks ;[,eft Jeter Feeling Angry 

Derek aeter, the Yankees’ shortstop, spoke at a news conference three days after he agreed to a 

three-year, $5~ million contract with a player option for 2o~4. 

Mets Stand Pat Now to Fh~anee the Future 

They’re seraping the bargain bins this winter, but the Mets hope to be players in the free-agent 

market in the future. 

~ Bats: Ruling in McCourt Case Could Force Dodgers Sale 



¯ More Spolts News 

ART$ 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Fuccini’s V~estern~. in Searcl~ of Lyrlcal Gold 

The Metropolitan Opera pt’esented Pnccini’s "Fandulla del West" in a centennial production starring 
Deborah Voigt. 

~ Video ~ Related Article 

Tr~s~afion as L~t~a~y 

Hoping to increase their tiny share of the American book mat’ket, foreign governments and 
foundations are phmging into the publishing fray in the United States. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’i-hm~orlsts: From [-Iogar~h to Noel Coward’ 

A British scholar writes his appreciation of the chuckle-and the guffaw-producing. 

¯ More Airs News 

DINING & WINE 

A new batch of cookbooks b~ng brilliant recipes and ideas for right now: at this time of year, even 

enthusiasts may grow weary of the kitchen. 

~Go to the Holir~ay Gift Guir~e 

Jm~k Food Is a So,tree of Comfl*rt on Capitol Hill 

The area surrounding the Capitol is newly awash in milk shakes, grilled cheese sandwiches and 

mildly baroque pizza. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Re,~taura~t Owners Who 1-<~fle the Di~ing Room 

The death of Elaine Kaufman, who ~led Elaine’s for the better pa~ of five decades, was a blow for a 

struggling population in the ecosystem of Manhattan restaurants: the owner who is also a host. 

More Dinin[a & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Voting for an Odious "I’a~ Deal 
The Democrats should vote for extending the income tax breaks, because this deal is the only one 
they are going to get. 

EDITORIAL 

Europe’s leaders are failing to confront the scale and urgency of the Continent’s financial crisis. 

EDITORIAL 

Loose Money in AI]ba~y 

The system of passing out millions of dollars to fi’iends and favored institutions in New York is in 

need of drastic reform. 

APPRECIATIONS 

John Lennon 

Thirty years after he was shot and killed outside the Dakota, still grieving all the transformations 

we lost with the Beatle of the Beatles. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Tea Maker 

Remembering laughing late into the night with aohn Lennon. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pass the Carlbo~ Stew 



A president and a caribou stray from their herds into the waiting sights of opportunistic 

Republicans. 

~ Columnist Pat3e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

While Washington is arguing over who won the tax-cut war, the United States is getting out- 

hustled and out-educated. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

When I was a 17-year-old student, John Lennon’s voice cut through all the nonsense and sent a 

message to me to go for my dreams. 

o Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 8, 1941, the United States entered World War II as Congress declared war against Japan 
one day after the attack on Pearl Harbor. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Final to complete AB Grade l’rom Summer Sessiou: Complete 

Dr. Sahle, 
I just wanted to touch bases with you to let you know that I took the final 
exam for your class this week. Just to refresh your memo~, I had an AB 
from this previous surmner session II in Afri    due to medical reasons. 

placed the exam in your mailbox I believe Based on reformation 
on Blackboard, I used four readings to prepare for the exam and realized 
quickly that the lecture information I missed would have been extremely 
helpful on the longer essays. As I mentioned before, I am in the process of 
applying to grad school and needed to get my AB resolved but now I fear its 
been at the expense of getting a poor grade in your class. I ~vas wondering 
if you would take into consideration that I missed the last two weeks of 
lecture and the fact that this material was presented to me over 4 months 
ago when grading. I would really appreciate it Thank you again for 
allowing me to take the exam 



From: ~gmai!.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: SA part 

Attach: water.docx 

Dr. Sahle, 

I apologize for turning this in a couple of days late. The past few 
days or so have been extremely hectic with exams and final projects 
for the journalism school, but it’s now slo~ved do~vn a bit so I’ll have 
a bit more time to focus on the chapter. What rm sending you is the 
new material that I have on South ~aXrica; one thmg that     and I 
really waisted to take care of was to get a finalized structure/outline 
from you (and Dr. Galvin). Thus what I have here is definitely in a 
rough state at the moment; I think meeting with you Monday will be 
vely beneficial. If you have an?’ questions in the meantime please let 
me know. 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: ttackers Attack Tho~ Seen as WikiLeaks Enemies 
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TOP NEWS 

Hackers ~:[[ack Those See~                             ~ 

as ~ViMI,eaks Enemies 

Activists attacked sites of companies like Mastereard that took action against WikiLeaks; a 
counterattack on hackers’ sites followed. 

~1~ Selected Dispatches 

~Go 
to Complete Coverage > 

r Election ~, iolence Flares i~l :Haiti 

Preliminary election results set off violence amt vote rigging qnestions. 

Pi*oates’ Cateh Exposed Route of ~,~ms in a TeRse Sudan 

.M’ms transfers to southern Sudan, which will soon vote on secession, were revealed when Somali 
pirates found the weapons on a captured fl’eighter. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s easier t*) check out som~ nangMy litth~ t~th~ onlb~e thntt in a brick-and-mortar store wh~re gout 
pastor eoMd step up i~ l~m~ behind you." 
BARB PERFETTI, the chief financial officer of A]I Romance, an onhne retailer that sells only e- 
books. 

MAGAZINE 

~VIDEO 

FEATURE:I4 Actors 

Ac[ing 
A gallery of classic 
screen types. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I TOWNIES    ~ Th e VVorst 

Bath~’oom in New 

Ycmk 

What I learned from a 

year reporting on the city’s most 

distressed buildings. 

WORLD 

China Resisted UoSo Presstiee on Rights of Nobel VVinner 

Western support for Liu Xiaobo has led China to wage a campaign against other governments. 



American officials pressured Germany not to enforce arrest warrants regarding a German who was 
kidnapped. 

Karzai’s Respo~se to Cables RelieYes U,S. 

A cache of leaked American diplomatic cables quoted Lt. Gem Karl W. Eikenberg¢, the United States 
ambassador to Afghanistan, describing President Hamid Karzai’s "inability to grasp the most 
rudimentary principles of state-building." 

Mere World News 

Colleges That Retrofit Veteran s Gar~er Profits an d Scr~tlny 

A year after payouts began on the so-called Post<)/11 G.I. Bill, it has turned into a bonanza for 
commercial colleges. 

Ur~common Cold Strikes in Georgia 

Night temperatures in the 2os and day temperatures barely reaching the 4os can really mess up a 
Southerner. 

~ Miamians Bundle Up ~ CoD] I.e~ves Detroit Unfazed 

Publlcist~s Death Could Be Random 

The police said they believed the murder of the Hollywood publicist Ronni Chasen was a "robbery 
gone bad" by a man who had been convicted of other crimes. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

UoSo Union Backing Helps Korea Trade 11 act Chalices 

Two unions have broken with organized labor’s traditional opposition to free-trade agreements. 

Hackers Give Web Companies a Tesi of Free Speech 

Faeebook and ~’itter face tough decisions aronnd how they shmdd handle situations as politically 
eharged as the WikiLeaks developments. 

Smelling a~ Opport~mHy 

’Fide Dry Cleaners is a new chain of franchises, and a way for Procter & Gamble to expand the Tide 
brand name. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

ON BASEBALL 

Power Shift: Re(l So~K Sig~ Crawford 

The Yankees lose their possibility for a Plan B if they fail to sign Cliff Lee. 

Yankees Offer Cliff Lee ~-4o MHlio~ 

The Yankees proved their interest in the coveted pitcher with a lucrative proposal, as another top 
player, Carl Crawford, reached a long-term deal with the Red Sox. 

ANALYSIS 

O~ Beltran, Mets Are All Ear’s 

The Mets are trying to figure out what their next move should be with Carlos Beltran. 

o Mere Sper~s News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

’Nutcracker~ Nat]or~: Yes We Ca~a.~ 



The "Nutcracker" is an American staple, but what is American in the many productions from coast 

to coast? 

~E] Slide Show 

L~s[y Tales and Ho~t Sales: Romance E-Books Thrlwe 

Romance novels are the fastest-growing segment of the e-reading market, ahead of mystery and 
science fiction. 

Oerman Dh’ector Plm~ges Beyond His Comfort Zo~e 

Florian Henekel yon Donnersmarek, the Oscar-winning director of "The Lives of Others," is making 
his Hollp*ood debut in the raper film "The Tourist." 

FASHION & STYLE 

Azzedh~e AlaXa: The Master of the Female Form 

M’ter 45 years as a fashion designer, Azzedine Alaia remains at the top of his game. 

~E] 81ide 8how 

Bold Crossings of the Gender Lh~e 

There are visible bits of evidence that ~OlO will be remembered as the year of the transsexual. 

A~ Eye for Detail and Plenty of Pop 

susanna Lau has created Style Bubble, a fashion blog that has gained eultlike status among 
designers, stylists and civilians. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Follow the Mo~ey 
Recently released State Department cables show that Persian Gulf states still aren’t doing enough to 
stop rash from flmving to ten’orist groups. 

EDITORIAL 

A Somld Trade Deal %Vith South Korea 
,lobs and national security are two of the reasons why Congress shouht approve the free trade 
agreement with Seoul. 

EDITORIAL 

Good E~er;~w Subs~dies~ a~d Bad 
Last-minute negotiations over the tax package could send America’s energy policy in exactly the 
wrong direction. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 
Sarah Pa|h~’s Alaska~ Rhapsody 

Other politicians have found new ways to reach core voters, but having one’s own hagiographie 
reality show is a chapter in an entirely new playbook. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

Fal~i~g Offthe Ba~dwago~ 

The Democratic base has been urging our president to get really mad. And this week he did. 

~ Columnist Page 

Framed for Murder? 

Califm~ia is poised to execute Kevin Cooper, who federal judges say was framed. Will Governor 
Sehwarzenegger save him? 

~ Columnist Page j BIo~ 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

No Deflc~t of Com’age 

President Obama’s move to the middle over taxes is drawing a lot of comparisons to Bill Clinton. A 
more apt analogy lies with George H.W. Bush. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Words a Ce~l Ca~’t Hok| 



The reeipient of the 2olo Nobel Peaee Prize has been forbidden to travel to the award ceremony by 

China. This poem was translated fl’om the Chinese. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Des’.. 9, 1992, Britain’s Prince Charles and Princess Diana annmmced their separation. 

See This Front Pa~4e 

B~v This Front P;]~e 

You ieceived this message because you sl~ned tip for NY[Vnes com"s loday’s Headlines newsle~e~ As a membei of 

the ~RUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your plivacy 

t,/lanaf~e Subecriptions I Unsubscribe I Ct~an~e Your E-MailI Privacy Poiicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: ?(}gmail.com > 

Sent: Thursday, 11:54 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI    readings 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I was woudering if you had had a chance yet to detail which of the Muttm chapters roll be on the fiued. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

asnc- durhamcounis@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Lisa Townsend            @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 12:42 PM 

Orange-Chathan~ Chapter of Autism Society <asncoc@yahoogroups.com>; Durhaan CO ASNC ~asnc- 

durhan~county@googlegmups.com> 

{ASNC-DurhamCounty} Autism Research Project - Useful Speech Study 

USSFlyer.pdf 

Please see below for a study being condncted at UNC...parents will receive financial compensation as well as assessment reports. 

Lisa 

Subject: Autism Research Project - Useful Speech Study 

Hello, 

I am a resea~rch assistant at UNC Chapel Hill School of Medicine, Allied 

Health Sciences, Division of Speech and Hearing Sciences. In conjunction 

with Vanderbilt University, we are conducting a 16-month longitudinal 

stady entitled the Useful Speech Sta@. Dr. Linda Watson is the 

principal investigator for UNC- CH and Dr. Paul Yoder is the principal 

investigator at Vanderbilt Universi~. 

We are recruiting chiktren between 24 mad 47 months of age with a 

diagnosis of autism, and who use no or veiy t~w words consistently m 
communicate. We axe investigating the characteristics that affect the 

development of useful language in young children with autism through a 

vaxie~ of play-based assesstnents. These assessments are designed to 

measure and track the development of communication, language, social 

play, motor~ and cognitive development. The children should participate 

for 5 visits over the 16-month period, at our spa@ site located in 

Research Triangle Park directly offI-40. 

I was hoping that you would post our flyer on a bulletin board that 
parents may see or distribute the flyer to parents who may have children 

that meet the qnalifications of our study. It would be up to the parents 

to contact us if they were interested in more in[bm~ation about our 

study. Parents will receive financia] compensation and assessment 

reports following each assessment period. 

I have attached a flyer for your review. However; please e-mail me at 

~tned.unc.edu if you have any additional queffdons. In 
addition, please let me know if you would prefer hard copies of the 

flyer to pass out at meetings and I will be happy- to drop those by your 

oltice or mail them to you. 

Thank you so much for your time. I look ti3rward to hearing from you. 

Research Assistant - 

School of Medicine Department of Allied Health Sciences 

UNC Chapel Hill 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Gronps "ASNC-DurhmnCounly" group. 

To post to this group, send email to asnc-durhanlcoun~@googlegroups.com. 

To unsnbscribe from this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounU+unsubscribe@googleg~onps.com. 
For more options, visit this group at htip://groups.google.com/group/asnc-durhamcounty?hl~en. 
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December 10, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

Obama "Weighs Tax O~erhaul                          ~ 

i~ Bid to Address Debt 

The overhaul would aim to lower rates and raise revenues in an effort to begin addressing the 
growth of the national debt. 

EoP,Ao Delays Tougher Rt~les on Emissions 
i.::’, .’.. i ,i .! L:i,e....:i..i,: ::, :.: ii..i,Pr. X::":" 
The Obama administration is retreating on environmental emissions as it adjusts to a changed 
political dynamic with more G.O.P. opposition. 

Vgeb Attackers Poi~lt to Cause i~l VVildLeM~s 

Loosely united eyberpranksters have evolved into a politieal movement for an unfettered Intevnet. 

~Yhe 
Lede: WikiLeaks Founder Denies Calling [or Attar’ks 

~E] 
Selected Dispatches j Cornpiete Coverage >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

CHOI CHEOL-YEONG, a toun of{]eia[ OU Yeonpyeong Island, Sou~b Korea, which was bombarded 

by Not’th Korea. 

DINING & WINE 

D~arles: 

Experiments VVitl~ 

Eggnog 
Frank Bruni, a former restaurant 
critic for The Times, challenges three 
bartenders to find new versions of 
the old holiday drink. 

OPiNiON 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Can V~’~kiI,eak~ Be 

D~pJicated? 
Will others sueeeed in 
flooding the world with 
spilled seerets? 

~ Post a Comment 

Rabbit ears make a comeback 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >~ 

Google opens doors to e-bookstore 

Zuckerberg makes giving pledge 

WORLD 

Europeans Cri~clze F~erce IJ ,S, Response to Leaks 

For many Europeans, Washington’s reaction to the leaks of diplomatic cables displays imperial 

~E] 
Selected Dispatches I Cornpiete Coverage ~> 



An agreement opening the door to greater civilian nuelear cooperation between the two countries 
cleared its final hurdle in Congress. 

Af{er Operation, Riots Forces Greeted by ~Vari~ess 

Residents in a Rio de 3aniero slum who welcomed a drug crackdown now accuse the police of 
robberies and abuses. 

More World News 

At least 30,000 illegal itmnigrants stopped in traffic cases in the last three years have ended up in 
deportation. 

[] G~aphic. Unlicensed DHve~s and Fatal Crashes 

J~ry Co~cts 3 Officers h~ Post-Katrh~a Death 

The officers were found guilty in an emotionally charged case that painted a grim portrait of police 
in New Orleans. 

Long Road for Lawyer Defendi~g the Health Care Law 

Ion Gershengorn has been busy defending the administration against nearly two dozen legal 
challenges to the health care law. 

BUSINESS 

On Christmas Shopping Lists, No Credi~ Slips 

More consnmet’s are shnnning eredit cards for holiday shopping and using cash to keep themselves 
on budget. 

Tata’s Nano, the Car That Few Waat to Buy 

The ear intended for millions in lndia has been hurt by delays and safety concerns, and questions 
about how to eater to people of modest means. 

DEALBOOK 

Commonalty Health Ur~veils 83,3 Bili~o~ Bid for Tenet 

Community Health’s offer for Tenet Healtheare is an effort to become a leader in the for-profit 
hospital sector. 

~ Post a Dominant 

S P 0 RTS 

Spo~ts Stars Seek Profit ht Catchphrases 

More athletes are seeking trademark protection for names or eatehphrases -like Ten’ell Owens’s "I 
Love Me Some Me" and "Geteha Popcorn Ready." 

In Lee Sweepstakes, Ya~ks Make Bid Comet 

Less than u4 hours after offering Cliff Lee a six-year contract worth about $14o million, the 
Yankees sweetened the deal by adding a guaranteed seventh year. 

~With 
P tchers’ Contracts, 7’s an Uniucky Number 

Former N,B,Ao Ce*~ter Plays to a Different Crowd 

More than a decade since his last N.B.A. game, Rony Seikaly has re-emerged as an up-and-coming 
D.J., playing a growing number of gigs at trendy dubs Dom Los Vegas to Ibiza, Spain. 

~ V deo Former Basketball Star’s New Spin Move 

o Mo~e Sports News 

ART$ 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE FIGHTER’ 
~uys~ Kiss Morn a~(l Come Out Fighting 

Mark Wahlberg and Christian Bale are brothers in the new David O. Russell film "~II~e Fighter." 

~ Pro~ie Articies: Christian Bale ~ M~rk WaMberg 

ART REVIEW 

~lora & Calzadilla’s "Stop, Repair, Prepare: Variations on ’Ode to aoy’ for a Prepared Piano" at the 
Museum of Modern Art is a classic. 

Fleming Adds New Role, Helph~g G~ide Opera 

The soprano Ren0e Fleming is signing on with the Lyric Opera of Chicago as a creative consultant, 
becoming the latest in a spate of musicians who are dipping toes into institutional waters. 

o More A~s News 

MOVIES 

MOMIE REVIEWI "THE TOURIST’ 

Gallivaltth~g Across E~lrope h~ High Heels altd High Dttdgeo~t 

Angelina aolie and aohnny Depp star in a thriller set in Europe, where an American visitor falls in 
with a gorgeous woman of questionable motives. 

~ RelBted Article ~ ~ B~Me Bhow 

MOMIE REVID4V I "THE COMPANY MEN’ 

Perils of the Corpoioate La(|der: It Hur~s ~he~t Yo~t Fa~l 

Ben Affleek and Chris Cooper play characters who learn that, in a company concerned about the 
bottom line, almost evewone is expendable. 

MOVIE REVIEW I’THE CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: THE VOYAGE OF THE DAWN TREADER’ 
E~¢hanted iq:eah~, Aq~a~ic View 

Directed by Michael Apted, this third "Narnia" film takes its crew of children, animals and wizards 
to the high seas. 

Mere Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Senate Sta~ds fo~o Inj~stice 
Failure to repeal "don’t ask, don’t tell" is only one of the reasons why Thursday was one of the most 
shameful days in the modern histm’y of the Senate. 

EDITORIAL 

Haiti’s CIoaded F, lection 
There is still time for Haiti to achieve a measure of credibility for its controversial presidential 
election. 

EDITORIAL 

~Val-Ma~°t v. Class Ac~io~ 
The definition of class action is under scrutiny in a high-profile sex-discrimination lawsuit against 
Wal-Mart. 

EDITORIAL 

Lobbying fop Go~d i~ Albany 

Tougher lobbying laws are needed in order to change Albany’s relentlessly corrupt culture. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CONTRIBUTING COLUMNIST 

MaM~g Disability "W+wk 

How to make sure disability insurance doesn’t keep people unemployed forever. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama’s Hostage Dea~ 

The ramifieations of the recent tax-cut deal are stirring a bad feeling about next December. 

C J; - Page [ Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Oba~na’s Very Good Week 



To get things done in Washington, the president is living in the real world. He hasn’t abandoned his 

principles, 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

T}~e ’Real Jew’ !Debate 

Israel-right-or-wrong continues to be the core approach of major U.S. aewish organizations. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. lO, 1948, the U.N. General Assembly adopted its Universal Declaration on Human Rights. 
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From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Paper 

Hi Dr Sable, 
I hope you’re having a great week. I was wondering if you’d had a chance to 
look over my paper? I know you said to look for an email from you on 
Tuesday so I ~vasn’t stare if I just might have missed it. If you haven’t had 
time there is no rush, I know- its a vel)’ busy time. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

;mail.com on behalf of 

i@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Dr. SaNe - Final exam, etc: AFRI .001 .FALI~ 

I have not received my paper back yet. Just curious as to when I roll receive it? 

Hope all is well, 

On Sat, at 8:33 AM, EUNICE N SaNe <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deax All, 

Plea~ note that a study guide indicating the focus of the final exam and other important issues pertaining to the final is available on Blackboard. 

Best rashes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: @emaikunc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 10:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

Hello, How are you?                      a      and Political Science 
major here at UNC, and I am emailing you because I wanted tried to register 
for your AFRI 1 class but it was full, so I wanted to know that if a 
space opens up, could I be added to the class. Please get back to me, I 
would greatly appreciate the gesture and opportunity. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, i 5:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

research paper 

Hi Dr Sable, 
I was just wondering if I would be able to get my research paper sometime 
this week before the exam I totally understand if not, I was just curious. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

do-not-reply~causesmail.com on behalf of 

Nick Cirpala <no-reply@causes.coin> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 6:15 AM 

no-reply@causes.com 

A holiday invitalion’. 

Hello, and thanks for checking out my Holiday Wish! 

During this holiday season, I’m hoping my friends and fanfily will join me to raise $1000 tbr 

gppd.net. It’s a great cause that Will help Orphans this Christmas and Is a place to Post 

Tenders, sponsorships, investments, grants on gppd.nek Partnerships Portal or Find 

International Partner to business, government, media, nonprofit, church, sport, science, 

health, arts, travel etc. organizations the only place for investment, tender, grant, sIx~nsor, buy 

and ~11. 

I chose gppd.net because... In December we support orphans children.This Christmas 

between the homes there are about 800 children who are hardly able to have their basic 

needs met much less an appropriate Christmas. Children are the most vulnerable of us and in 

order for them to be heaivl, they need help fiotn caring individuals like you. For Christmas 

this year, give a gift that counts and donate to help the orphans of Moldova know that 

someone cares. 

Please consider giving to my Holiday Wish, and together we can make the world a better 

place. If ~ ou can t afford to donate, I d really appreciate if you d share this page with your 

friends. 

Thanks ~ much, 

-Nick 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emai/.unc.edtc, 

Monday,                  11:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Request aboat Lecture 

Professor Sable. 

During lecture on Thursday we ran out of time to write the 

questions at the end of class. If it is possible, I’m wondering if you 
could please post the questions from that lecture onto Blackboard so we can 

review them? It ~vould be a big help! 

Thank you, 



From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 3:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AFRI    paper 

Altach: Education in Tanzania.docx 

Professor Sahle, 
I emailed you my paper a few minutes after 5pm and I didn’t 
use my webmail account. I thought I’d cc :ed myself so I ~vould know if it 
went through, but I guess after sending it I got distracted and didn’t 
check to see. I’m worried you haven’t received it since I haven’t heard 
back from you. rm not really sure how to prove that I sent it on time. 
This is copied from the sent cop?’ I have. 
from ~gmail.com> 
to eunice@email unc.edu 
date };ri, i at 5:11 PM 
subject AFRI Tanamian Education Paper 
mailed-by gmail.cum 
hide details (10 days ago) 
Prufessur Sahle, 
Here is my research paper un education in Tanzania 
Thank yuu su mucht 

Education in Tanzania ducx 

22K View Do~vnload 

Please let me knuw what I should du. I’m su sotW this happened I 
attached the paper to this email 
Thank you so much, 



From: "_c}emaila~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:02 AM 

To: 

Subject: slides t]com lecture on AFRI 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I don’t think I ever sent you aaa e-mail to lemind you to post slides from lecture on 

Regime, as well as a slide ruth a heading: Gender and Development, Son)’ about that’, 

The slides you reques~ted were about the Intemation~J Human Rights 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 3:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Judge Voids Key Element of Obama Health Care Law 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2010/12/!4/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 
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TOP NEWS 

Judge "Voids Key Elemen~ of                           ~ 

()|)ama Health Care Law 

A prmdsion requiring most Americans to obtain health insurance starting in 2o14, which has 
survived two prior court challenges, was found unconstitutional. 

~Just 
One Ruling, but an Outsize One 

~ Document Reader: The Judge% Ruling 

RICHARD C. HOLBROOKE, 1941-2010 
Strong American Voice in Diplomacy and Crisis 

Mr. Holbrooke made a career that started with Vietnam, had a highlight with Bosnia and ended in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

Killlngs of Afghan Reil ef ~¢rorkers Stir StrategT Debate 

Aid groups wonder if the American military strategy in Afghanistan is putting their workers at 
risk. 

. NYTimes corrt Home Paqe 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Even as the go~ernment cedes control over large parts c~f the economy, its grqft-ridden ¢zppro¢zch to 
pri~adza6on con[d lem~e longqasting sears that hold Indm back f!’om reaching its poten6aL " 
ESWAR S. P~SAD, a professor of trade policy at Comell University and an adviser to India’s 
Finance Ministry~ 

THE OBAMA HEALTH CARE LAW 

~ INTEY~CTIVE FEATURE: 

The Growling LegM 

PolltlcM Opposition 
On Dee. 13, ~OlO, a federal judge in 
Richmond., Vs., ruled that a key 
provision in the Obama health care 
law, which requires that most 



Americans obtain health insurance, 

is nnconstitutional. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I FIXES A 

The success of [    ~ ~’~’ [ 

premature infants has shown that simple solutions are sometimes best. 

A Facebook "welcome" that 
may not be 
Also on NYTimes corn 

Top test scores from Shanghai stun educators 

U.S revises report on commercial colleges 

WORLD 

The attack emfld have been devastating, said Swedish police, who also eonfirmed the bomber’s 
identity. 

~E~ 
The kede: Audio of Th;eal Sent Before Bombing 

Taimour Abdulwahab al-Abdaly was described as a friendly man who sought an audience for 
extremist views. 

Telecom gca~dal Plm~ges I~d~a H~to Po~itlcal 

Mlegations of bribery, abuse of power and privatizafion of public wealth have sent the Congress 
Party into a tailspin. 

Mere Worid News 

CREEDE JOURNAL 

A graduate student and her sister are bracing for the onslaught of cold that will keep Creede, Colo., 
in a long embrace. 

SIDEBAR 

About once a year, the Supreme Court appoints a lawyer to defend decisions the parties have 
abandoned. 

Execution :tSO Years Ago Spurs Calls for Pardo~ 

Thirty-eight men were hanged, but President Lincoln had spared one, and now an effort is taking 
root on campuses and Capitol Hill to keep the story alive. 

Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Speculators Are Eager to Bet o~x 

Lawsuits filed by the trustee seeking money for Bernard L. Madofl’s victims are catnip for a breed of 
traders speculating on the bankruptcy case’s outcome. 

~ Madoff Won’t Be Attending His 8on’s Funera~ 

~ Post a Comment 

Tax Breaks Bring Hope for Hiring 

The cuts in the Obama administration’s plan that are intended for businesses may prompt 
manufacturers to spend on hiring and capital improvements. 

Fed’s Co~atrarla~a Has a V~rary Eye on tl~e Past 

Thomas M. Hoenig fears that the Fed’s efforts to move the recovery along quickly will ereate the 
conditions for repeating past mistakes, like spnrring inflation. 

S P 0 RTS 

Lee Accepts Late Bid by Phil~ies 

cliff Lee, the biggest name on the free-agent market this off-season, agreed Monday night to return 
to Philadelphia. 



~ Darek Braunecker, Agent for Cliff Lee, is Getting Noticed 

GIANTS 21, VIKINGS 3 

The Giants (9-4) found a way to navigate a nnique situation in Detroit, beating a Favreqess 

Vikings. 

~Photo Replay Giantsvs Vikings 

~ Favre’s Consecutive-Start Streak Ends ~ Photos: Brett Favre ~ ~ Comment 

~With Deflated Dome, Vikings Still Need a Home ~ ~ Video of Collapse 

Contrite ,Jets Snspend Coach After Nide|hae Tr~p of Do|pMn 

The stt’ength and conditioning coach Sal Alosi was suspended without pay and fined $25,ooo. 

[] Post a Comment 

i ~~~ 

ARTS 

ABROAD 

V~hen Overlooked Art Turns Celebrity 

The excitement surrounding artworks discovered to be by masters raises a fundamental question: 
Why do we want these win’ks to turn out to made by great artists, since the art is the same either 
way? 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

M~ckey l~Ioves to Another Screen 

Disney Epic Mickey, the new video game from Disney, is a lot more fun to watch than to play. 

McCa~ney Plays the Apo[|o,~ H~s ~Ho[y OraiF 

Paul MeCavtney played the Apollo Theater on Monday night, and was demonstrably promt to do so. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

BASICS 

Mnsk Oxen I.~ve to °I’el~ a Survh~ors~ Tale 

Scientists are seeking to understand how the musk ox has managed to persist through repeated 

climate shifts and habitat upheavals. 

More Basics Columns :,> 

FINDINGS 

ReM E~idence for Diets That Are dust Imagh~ary 

When people imagined themselves eating M & M’s or pieces of cheese, they became less likely to 
gorge themselves on the real thing, research shows. 

~More 
Findings Coiumns ~ 

REMARKABLE CREATURES 

I~ a Sing~e-Cell Pred,~tor, Clh~es to the Animal Kh~gdom’s Bh’th 

Recent studies suggest that ehoanoflagellates are among the closest living single~elled relatives of 
animals. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A college education does eorrelate with higher pay and better job prospects, but it isn’t a cure-all for 
joblessness and income inequality. 



EDITORIAL 

The La~es~ HeaI~h Care l)ec~s~on 

A federal judge declared a provision of the health care law unconstitutional. Yet there is still hope 

for reform because his decision limits the scope of the ruling. 

EDITORIAL 

A Supreme Court case raises questions abont how Congress and the court should interact in gh4ng 

meaning to statutes. 

EDITORIAL 

Sweden’s Near ~ss 

After a would-be terrorist detonated a car bomb in Stockholm, Sweden’s prime minister rightly 

declared that the country’s open society is worth defending. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

?m~erica should focus less on losing its star status and more on defending and preserving the gospel 

of middle-class dignity. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

U.So Ilh~s~ons h~ Leba~o~ 

The West’s optimism has been undercut by a resurgent Hezbollah and the reality that a U.N. 

tribunal’s verdict on a prime minister’s murder will come too late. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Addh~g Fairness to ~he Tip 

How to settle wage disputes between restaurants and waiters. 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

\Vhat Ike Got I~gh~ 

Why his warning against the military-industrial complex still matters. 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 14, 1981, Israel am~exed the Golan Heights, seized from Syria in 1967. 
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El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 11:14 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 14 Dec: Cancnn summaries, WB corruption, Graeber. London students, Tariq All, WSF, Nature Inc, Amandla on civ soc 
conference, Durban 2010 protests 

Mendez on Cancun.jpg; altereco4.pdf; Bongani IrlVC ILO.doc 

Hi comyades, 

* My sum-up of Cancun (for usual-suspect ezines) is just below; I think 
a short version is in rfhe Mercury but at the little cheapo beach 
bungalow I’m in now, it’s hard to tell. But a few other things about 
Cancun have come in via email worth passing along: 
- KhadJja Sharife continues to write the most insightful material I see 
anywhere, so it’s great that once again she has nailed carbon trading 
(in Africa Report, below). 
- the Bolivians did a great job of speway aking truth to power, and the 
last statement made by Evo Morales is below. 
- Tom Ooldtooth and others were e3 ected, and there are more stories from 
the frontline, below and attached. 
- the best sum-up is the cartoon by the Cuban Robert Mendez, belo~v. 

* The World Bank is playing anti-corruption theatre, while its 
pro-corruption lending for South African coal+payola continues apace. 
More of the $3.75 bn frora the Barn to the SA Treasury- - then to Hitachi 
and then to ruling party’s coffers - happens this month. Will the 
look into it? I don’t thili~ so: the Eskom deal was set up under Thabo 
)~fbeki, and he had the most loyal conceivable Scorpions boss, Leonard 
McCarthy. So guess ~vho is no~v in charge of ~4rB corruption investigations? 
Yup. (More below.) 

* Starting with refineW blockading, a crucial piece of the climate 
justice stluggle, see the beautiful essay below- by- David Oraebcr - noted 
academic of anarchisru - linking oil, activism and ’productivisru’ 
(belo~v). And if you don’t like oil then you’ll like this amazing essay 
of gloriously filth?" photos, at a Washington museum: 
http :i/www. corcoran, org/exhibitions/pr ess burtynslc~’/ 

* Another excellent essay from London - by Richard Seymour, a young 
fellow- Northern Irish socialist whoru I met at last raonth’s HM conference 
- follows that, dealing ~vith the British students’ inspiring resistance 
to austeri~ and the tripling of universi~" fees. 

* There’s inspiring resistance to Norwegian elite notions of’peace’ 
(going back to winners such as Kissinger, Peres, DeKlerk, Yunus, Obama) 
in an essay about Liu Xiaobo by Tariq All, below. 

* The saga of WikiLeaks continues, and hopefully weql get man?’ more US 
diplomatic cables about Southel]l Ailcica, to better understand the 
vagaries of imperialism Meantime here’s a Swedish (english-language) 
doccie on Assange et al: 
http://svtplag se/v/2258254/dokument inifralvwikirebels - the documentary 

* Please remember the Nature, Inc. conference abstract deadline of 15 
December (attached) and also the World Social Fola.un Dakar Feb 2011 
process which is kicking ofil Bongani Masuko of Cosatu - who critiques 
the International Trade Union movement very- compellingly, attached - has 
a nice essay (below) but just neglects one crucial factor in Dakar: 
Samir Arnin At 79, he’s still punishing like a rebellious youth, with 
great old classics reissued last month by Fahamu Press. More on Samir’s 
contributions in a special post next month; he’s gathering the Third 
World Forum network so let me know if you want to get involved 

* Coming back to SA, there’s an interesting report-back, below, by 
Amandla’. magazine comrades about last month’s civil(ised!) society 
conference (none of the ultraleft were welcome, apparently) Cosatu 
president Sidumo Dlamini did a 25th anniversaw speech at the 
celebrations earlier this month reprinted below And a Daily Maverick 
piece is below about a quirlcy~ list by Alexander Parker (new to me) of 
fifty South African jerks. I)o your favourites make the cut? @ couple of 

mine do ) 

* John’s pulled together many more protest stories at the CCS website, 
so I’ll try" to pull them together in the next Update, but is there 
anything missing there? In addition to borrowing from Patrick Craven’s 
Cosatu media updates on strike action, the method John uses is normally 
to enter the word ’protest’ into the googie search and hope that 
journalists have been doing their job Lots of good material comes up, 
but there are certainly gaps, too For 2009 and 2010 in [)urban, a first 
cut at the list of protests in the news is way below. But I’m sure we’re 
missing some, and because we want to prepare the ground properly for the 
COP 17, do please pay attention to this list and help fill in the gaps, 
thanks 



* I hope the film "Uprising of Hangberg" was a great hit at CCS a bit 
earlier today. As far as I can tell the next/last CCS event Jk~r 2010 is 
the party on Monday, so have fun! I’ll be in touch again, though 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

http ://links. org. au/node/2041 

’Climate capitalism’ xvon at Cancun - everyone else loses 

by Patrick Bond 

CANCLrN, MEXICO. The December 11 closttre of the 16th Conference of the 
Parties the global chn~ate sttrmnit - in balmy Cancun was portrayed by 
most palticipants and mainstream j ournalists as a victolT, a ’step 
forward’. Bragged US State Department lead negotiator Todd Stern, "Ideas 
that were first of all, skeletal last year, and not approved, are now 
approved and elaborated." 

After elite despondency when the Copenhagen Accord xvas signed last 
December 18 by five countries behind the scenes, resulting in universal 
criticism, there is now a modicum of optimism for the next meeting of 
heads of state and ministers, in steamy Durban in the dogdays of a South 
African surcaner a year frora now. But this hope relies upon a revival of 
market-based climate strategies xvhich, in reality, are failing 
evelTwhere they have been tried. 

The elites’ positive spin is based on reaching an international 
consensus (though Bolivia formally dissented) and establishing 
instruments to manage the climate crisis using capitalist techniques. 
Cancun’s defenders argue that the last hours’ agreements include 
ackno~vledgements that emissions cuts must keep ~vorld temperature 
increases below- 2’~C, with consideration to be given to lowering the 
target to 1.5°C 

Negotiators also endorsed greater transparency about emissions, a Green 
Climate Fua~d led by the World Bank, introduction of forest-related 
investments, transfers of technology for rene~vable energy, 
capacity-building and a strategy for reaching legally-binding protocols 
in Ihture. According to L,~" climate official Christiana Figueres, 
formerly a leading carbon trader, "Cancun has done its job. Nations have 
shown they can work together under a common roof. to reach consensus on 
a common cause" 

Status quo or step back? 

But look soberly at what was needed to reverse current warming and what 
was actually delivered. Negotiators in Caricun’s luxury Moon Palace hotel 
complex failed by an?- reasonable measure. As Bolivian President Evo 
Morales complained, "It’s easy for people in an air-conditioned room to 
continue ~vith the policies of destruction of Mother Earth We need 
instead to put ourselves in the shoes of families in Bolivia and 
worldwide that lack water and food and su£fer misery and hunger People 
here in Cancun have no idea what it is like to be a victim of climate 
change" 

For Bolhna’s I_7N ambassador Pablo Solon, Cancun "does not represent a 
step forward, it is a step backwards", because the non-binding 
cotmnitments made to reduce emissions by around 15 percent by 2020 simply 
cannot stabilize temperature at the "level which is sustainable :[’or 
human life and the life of the planet." 

Even greater anger was expressed in civil society, including by Meena 
Raman of Malaysia-based Third World Network: "The mitigation paradigm 
has changed from one which is legally binding the Kyoto Protocol with 
an aggregate target which is system-based, science based to one which 
is voluntary, a pledge-and-review system" As El Salvadoran Friends of 
the Earth leader Ricardo Navarro lamented, "What is being discussed at 
the Moon does not reflect what happens on Earth. The outcome ~s a 
Cancunhagen that we rqject." 

Most specialists agree that even if the unambitious Copenhagen and 
Cancun promises are kept (a b~g if),, the result will be a cataclysmic 
4-5°C rise in temperature over this century, and if they are not, 7°(2 is 
likely. Even with a rise of 2°C, sc~enusts generally agree, small 
islands will sink, >~mdean and tlimalayan glaciers will melt, coastal 
areas such as much of Bangladesh and many port cities will drown, and 
Afi-ica will dry out or in some places :flood so much that nine of ten 
peasants will not survive. 

The politicians and officials have been warned of this often enough by 
climate scientists, but are beholden to powerful business interests 
which are lined up to either promote climate denialism, or to generate 
national-versus-national negotiating blocs destined to fail in their 
race to gain most emission rights. As a result, in spite of a bandaid 
set of agreements, the distance between negotiators and the masses of 
people and the planet grew larger not smaller over the last two weeks. 



WikiLeaking climate bribery 

To illustrate, smaller governments were "bullied, hustled around, lured 
with petty bribes, called names and coerced into accepting the games of 
the rich and eruerging-rich nations," says Soumya Dutta of the South 
Asian Dialogues on Ecological Democracy. "Many debt-ridden small African 
nations are seeing the money that they raight get tl-trough the scheming 
designs of Reduced Eraissions frora Deforestation and forest Degradation 
(REDD), and have capitulated under the attack of this REDD brigade. It’s 

a win-win situation, both for the rich nations, as well as for the rich 
of the poor nations. The real poor are a burden in any case, to be kept 
at arms length - if not further." 

Bribing those Third World governments which in 2009 were the most vocal 
critics of Northern climate posturing became corcanon knowledge thanks to 
WikiLeaks disclosures of US State Department cables from Februacy 2010. 
Last February 11, for example, EU climate action commissioner Connie 
Hedegaard told the US that the Alliance of Small Island States "’could 
be our best allies’, given their need for financing." 

A few months earlier, the Maldlves helped lead the campaign against lo~v 
emissions targets such as those set in the Copenhagen Accord. But its 
leaders reversed course, apparently because of a $50 million aid package 
arranged by US deputy climate change envoy Jonathan Pershing According 
to a February 23 cable, Pershing met the Maldives’ US ambassador, Abdul 
Ohafoor Mohamed, who told him that if ’tangible assistance’ ~vere given 
his cou~try, then other affected countries would realise "the advantages 
to be gained by compliance" with Washington’s climate agenda. 

The promised money is, however, in doubt. Hedegaard also noted ~vith 
concern that some of the $30 billion in pledged North-South 
climate-related aid Iicom 2010-2012 eg. tlcom Tolcy~ o and London, she 
said would come in the form of loan guarantees, not grants. Pershing 
was not opposed to this practice, because "donors have to balance the 
political need to provide real financing with the practical constraints 
of tight budgets." 

Even while obselwing Washington’s tendency to break financial promises, 
Ethiopian prime minister Meles Zena~vi, the leading Atlcican head of state 
on climate, was also unveiled by WikiLeaks as a convert to the 
Copenhagen Accord. This appeared to be the outcome of pressure applied 
by the US State Department, according to a February 2 cable, with Zenawi 
asking for more North-South resources in return. 

REDD as wedge 

Besides Bolivian leadership, the world’s best hope 12~r contestation of 
these power relationships rests with civil society. Along with La Via 
Campesina network of peasant organizations, which attracted a 
Mexico-wide caravan and staged a militant march that nearly reached the 
airport access road on the morning of I)ecember 7 as heads of state flew 
into Cancun, the most visible poor peoples’ representatives were from 
the Indigenous tinvironmental Network (IBN). On December 8, IF.N 
spokesperson Tom (iol&ooth was denied entry to the UN fi~rum due to his 
high-profile role in non-violent protests 

According to Goldtooth, Cancun’s ’betrayal’ is "the consequence of an 
ongoing US diplomatic offensive ofbackroom deals, arm-twisung and 
bribery that targeted nations in opposition to the Copenhagen Accord." 
For (iol&ooth, an ardent opponent of RF.DD, "Such strategies have alrea@ 
proved fruitless and have been shown to violate human and Indigenous 
rights. The agreements implicitly promote carbon markets, olt~ets, 
unproven technologies, and land grabs anything but a commitment to 
real emissions reductions Language ’noting’ rights is exclusively in 
the context of market mechanisms, while failing to guarantee safeguards 
for the rights of peoples and cotnnmnities, women and youth." 

The founder of watchdog iN’GO REDD-Monitor, Chris Lang, argues that 
attempts to reform the system failed because, first, "Protecting intact 
natural forest and restoring degraded natmal forest is not a ’core 
objective’ of the REDD deal agreed in Cancun. We still don’t have a 
sensible definition of forests that would exclude industrial tree 
plantations, to give the most obvious example of ho~v protecting intact 
natural forest isn’t in there also ’sustainable management of forests’ 
is in there, ~vhich translates as logging." 

Second, says Lang, "The rights and interests of indigenous peoples and 
forest corrmmnities are not protected in the Canc~m REDD deal they are 
dernnted to an armex, ~vith a note that ’safeguards’ should be ’promoted 
and supported’. That could mean anything governments want it to mean." 

During the Cancun negotiations, positioning on REDD came to signal 
whether climate activists were pro- or anti-capitalist, although a 
difficult in-bet~veen area ~vas staked out by Oreenpeace and the 
International Fol~.lm on Olobalisation ~vhich both, confusingly, advocated 
a non-market REDD arrangeruent (as if the balance of forces would allo~v 
such). But they and their allies lost, and as Friends of the Earth 
chapters in Latin America and the Caribbean explained, "The new texts 
continue seeing forests as mere carbon reservoirs (sinks) and are geared 
towards emissions trading." 



In the same tvay, the Green Fund was promoted by World Bank president 
Robert Zoellick, whose highest-profile speech to a side conference 
promised to extend the REDD commodification principle to broader sectors 
of agriculture and even charismatic animals like tigers, in alliance 
with Russian leader Vladimir Putin. On December 8, protests demanded 
that the World Bal~K be evicted tlcom climate financing, in part because 
under Zoellick the institution’s armual fossil fi~el investments rose 
from $1 6 billion to $63 billion, and in part because the Bank promotes 
export-led growth, resource extraction, energy privatisation and carbon 
markets with unshaken neoliberal dogma 

According to Grace Garcia iicom Friends of the Ealth Costa Rica, ~Only a 
gang of lunatics would think it is a good idea to invite the World Bank 
to receive climate funds, with their long-standing track-record of 
financing the tvorld’s dirtiest projects and imposition of 
death-sentencing conditionalities on our peoples." 

Unforttmately, however, some indigenous people’s groups and Third World 
NGOs do buy into REDD, and well-funded Northern allies such as the 
market-oriented Enviromnental Defense Fund have been using 
divide-and-conquer tactics to tviden the gaps. The danger this presents 
is extreme, because the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) strategy set 
in place by Al Gore in 1997 when he mistakenly (and self-interestedly) 
promised that the US would endorse the Kyoto Protocol if carbon trading 
was central to the deal may well continue to fracture climate advocacy. 

REDD is one of several blackmail tactics from the North, by which small 
sums are paid for prc~iects such as tree-planting or forest conservation 
management. In some cases, as well as through CDMs such as 
methane-extraction from landfills, these pr~iects result in displacement 
of local residents or, in the case of Durban’s main CDM, the ongoing 
operation of a vast, environmentally-racist dump in the black 
neighbourhood of Bisasar Road, instead of its closure. Then the Northern 
corporations which buy the emissions credits can continue 
business-as-usual without making the major changes needed to solve the 
crisis 

Climate debt and command-and-control 

Many critics of REDD and other CDMs, including Morales, put the idea of 
Climate Debt at the core of a replacement financing framework. They 
therefi~re demand that the carbon markets be decommissioned, because 
their fatal :flaws include rising levels of corruption, periodic chaotic 
w~latility, and extremely low prices inadequate to attract ~nvestment 
capital into renewable energy, and more e:t?Scient transport. Such 
investments minimally would cost the equivalent of ~50/tonne of carbon, 
but the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme fell from ~30/tonne in 
2008 to less than ~10/tonne last year, and now hovers around ~15/tonne. 
This makes it much cheaper for business to keep polluting than to 
restructure. 

Having spent an afternoon at Cancun debating these points with the 
world’s leading carbon traders, I’m more convinced that the markets need 
closure so we can advance much more efihctive, efficient 
cormnand-and-control systems. Rebutting, Henry Derwent, head of the 
International Emissions Trading Association (IETA), claimed that markets 
ended acid rain damage done by sulfur dioxide emissions. Yet in Europe 
during the early- 1990s, state regulation was much more effective. 
Likewise, corcanand-and-control ~vorked well in the ozone hole emergency, 
when CFCs were banned by the Montreal Protocol starting in 1996. 

The US Environmental Protection Agency now has command-and-control power 
over GreenHouseGas emissions, and its top a&ninistrator, Lisa Jackson, 
can alert around 10,000 raajor CO2 point sources that they must start 
cutting back innnediately. But without more protest against the Agency, 
as pioneered by West Virginians demanding a halt to mountaintop coal 
removal, Jackson has said that she will only- begin this process in 2013 
(after Obama’s reelection campaign). On the bright side, IETA’s lead 
Washington official, David Hunter, cotffirmed to me that the US carbon 
markets were in the doldrttms because of the Senate’s i:ailure to pass 
cap-and-trade legislation this year. Thank goodness for Washington gridlock. 

However, Washington’s Big Green groups have admitted that they pumped 
$300 million of foundation money into advocacy for congressional carbon 
trading, in spite of Climate Justice Now! members’ campaigning against 
this approach Critique has included the film "The story of cap and 
trade" (,w;vw storyo£stufii org), which over the past year had three 
quarters of a million views. The vast waste of money’ corresponded to a 
resource drought at the base. 

In October, three well-resourced environmental groups 350 org, 
Rainforest Action Net;vork and Greenpeace concluded that more direct 
action would be needed It’s happening alrea@, of course. Two dozen US 
groups, including IEN, Grassroots Global Justice and Movement 
Generation, argued in an October 23 open letter that "Frontline 
communities, using grassroots, network-based, and actions-led strategies 
around the country have had considerable success fighting 
climate-polluting industries in recent years, with far less resources 
than the large envirol~mental groups in Washington, D.C. These 
initiatives have prevented a massive amount of new industrial carbon 



from cuming on board." 

Climate j ustice instead of c limate capitalism 

But by all accounts, one reason the climate capitalist fantasy toured 
ahead at Cancun su decisively was the fragmented nature of this kind uf 
resistance Crucial ideolugical and geugraphical divides were evident 
within Mexicu’s prugresslve furces, a problem which must be avuided in 
the coming periud as the healing of divisions over market-related 
strategies proceeds. Grassrnots activists are unimpressed by Cancun’s 
last-gasp attempt at climate-capitalist revivalism. 

Indeed, the limited prospects for elite envirot~’nental management of this 
crisis cotffirm how badly a coherent alternative is needed. Foltunately, 
the Peoples’ Agreement of Cochabamba emerged in April from a 
consultative meeting that drew 35 000 mainly- civil socie~ activists. 
The Cochabamba confurence call includes: 

50 percent reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2017 
stabilising temperature rises to I°C and 300 Parts Per Million 
acknowledging the climate debt owed by developed countries 
full respect for Human Rights and the it~herent rights of 

indigenous people 
universal declaration of rights of Mother Earth to ens~tre 

harmony with nature 
establishmunt of an International Court of Climate Justice 
rejection of carbon markets and cotmnodification of nature and 

forests tl-trough REDD 
promotion of measures that change the consmnption patterns of 

developed countries 
end of intellectual proper)- rights for technologies useful 

for mitigating climate change 
payment of 6 percent of developed cotmtries’ GDP to addressing 

climate change 

The analysis behind these demands has been ~vorked out over the past fe~v 
years. But now- the challenge for climate justice movements across the 
world is to not only continue and dramatically ratchet up vibrant 
grassroots activism against major fossil fuel emissions arid extraction 
sites, ranging from Alberta’s tar sands to the Ecuadoran Amazon to San 
Francisco refineries to the Niger Delta to West Virginia mountains to 
the Australian and South African coalfields In addition, if Cancun 
revives financial markets for the purposes of Northern manipulation of 
the climate debate, then Goldtooth’s warning is more urgent: 
"Industrialized nations, big business and unethical companies like 
Goldman Sachs will profit handsomely from the Cancun Agreements while 
our people die" 

Durbari ~vill offer the next big showdo~vn bet~veen unworkable capitalist 
strategies on the one hand, and the interests of the masses of people 
and the planet’s environment. The latter have witnessed long histories 
of eco-social mobilization, such as the 2001 World Conference Against 
Racism ~vhich attracted a protest of 15,000 against Zionism and the UN’s 
failure to put reparations for slavey, colonialism and apartheid on the 
agenda. 

It will be a challenge to maintain pressure against REDD and the carbon 
markets, but by next Nuvember it shuuld be clear that neither will 
deliver the gouds ttence, as versed by Friends uf the Earth 
International chair and Niger Delta activist Nnimmu Bassey, a winner uf 
the Right Livelihuud Award this year: 

The uutside will be the right side in Durban 
What has been left undone 
Will pruperly be done 
Peoples’ suverelgnty 
Mass movement cunvergence 
Something tu louk fopa, ard to[ 

http ://www.theafricarepurtcum/t’~,peri~hter/indexphp?post/2010/12/10/Unpackin~-t h e-hot-air-indust~ 
Unpacking the hot air industp 
The Africa Report 
Friday, December 10 2010 

The first priority :[’or develuping countries when it comes to climate 
change mitigatiun should be reducing puver~, but the market-based 
appruach of carbun trading is doing little tu alleviate imbalances in 
the system 

By 2009, more than 17 years after the non-binding UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (LrNFCCC) was adopted at the Rio Earth 
Suramit, developed cotmtries had channeled just $3bn in climate funding 
to developing countries. In contrast, developed governments chiefly 
the US invest over $700bn each year in global fossil-fuel subsidies, 
using taxpayer funds to externalise the true costs of carbon-intensive 
economies. Cotmtries, like Nigeria, that experience oil-related 
ecosysteru degradation estimate the cost of damage to the environment at 



$5bn per year 

Studies from the University of Berkeley attempt to measure the impact of 
’ecological debt’ between rich and poor countries. ’l’hey argue that ’rich 
countries’ owe the developing world $2.3trn for things such as 
deforestation, the depletion of:fisheries, ozone layer depletion and the 
conversion of mangrove swamps to e×port-oriented fish ~rms between 1960 
and 2000. 

By repackaging climate finance under the umbrella of ’aid’, developed 
countries exploiting the ’atmospheric commons’ have managed to 
delegitimise the issue of ecological debt. This debt which is managed 
by reraote-control in a globalised world is crucial to diagnosing the 
problem of climate change. 

Pay your way 

In the process, entire continents, like Africa, which produce just 3-5% 
of global emissions, will be forced to bear the brunt of 
carbon-intensive global economic systems. By 2020, it is estimated 
Africa could lose 50% of its rain-fed agriculture harvest, while by 2100 
the continent could lose as much as 90% of net revenue from crops thanks 
to climate change. Even Africa’s major emitters such as Nigeria generate 
emissions chiefly through ’rich country’ corporations such as Shell, via 
gas flaring which accounts for over 50% of industrial emissions. At 102m 
tonnes in 2005, the company’s emissions were larger than those produced 
by 150 individual countries. 

Yet in Nigeria, as in many developing nations, Shell’s emissions count 
as the country’s emissions. 

The many hidden contours of the system precipitating climate change 
range from the illegitimate debt (acquired by the continent’s 
anti-democratic leaders, resulting in the double-edged sword of debt 
repayment ’made possible~ through the World Bank’s structural adjustment 
prograrmnes (SAPs) generating hard currency for repayment) to the impact 
of SAPs designed to develop export orientations to provide cheap cash 
crops to developed markets. Over 70% of Africa’s water, for instance, is 
’virtually’ exploited for monocultures. It takes over 2,000 litres of 
water to produce just 300 grams of cotton. 

Yet the Bank’s policy of expolt-orientation renders the continent’s most 
unequal societies as the product of political economies dependent on 
revenue from exhaustible resources chiefly oil. From Nigeria to 
Equatorial Guinea, Angola, Sudan and Gabon, countries ’healthy’ GDPs and 
considerable growth are characterised by militarisation, clientelism, 
rentier states, autocratic regimes and tremendous poverty and inequality. 

Market solutions for market problems 

Proponents say that carbon trading is the solution to global warming in 
a market-based context Through carbon permits and the commoditisation 
of’pollution~, the world’s largest polluters are able to circumvent 
emission reductions, shifting the responsibility to underdeveloped 
nations. Permits establishing property rights over the atmospheric 
cormnons actually distract ilcom the concept of emission reductions 

Instead, though as much as 90% of emissions traded by some European 
countries using the EU’s Emission Trading System is estimated as 
fraudulent, major multinationals and developed govermnents continue to 
promote carbon trading as a viable source of climate funding Carbon 
trading is being put down to supply over 40% of the funds required to 
help mitigate and adapt to climate change. 

A further 20% of climate change funding will be sourced under current 
terms fi~om developing countries themselves, while just 20% will be 
supplied by developed governments, chiefly through loans or repackaged 
aid cotranitments This was the case with the UK’s commitment to provide 
$800m in Copenhagen (or ’Hopenhagen’ as it was called) for climate 
funds, financing that was already pledged in 2007 

A ]Snancia[ ecosystem 

It was at the Rio Earth Summit, where the UNFCCC was adopted, that the 
Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX), self-described at "the world’s first and 
North America’s on[y legally-binding integrated emissions reduction, 
registry and trading system", delivered a paper advocating "a 
market-based solution to global warming". Founded j ust prior to the 
signing of the Kyoto Protocol by Richard Sandor, an economics professor 
known as ’Mr Derivatives’, the CCX owns the European Climate Exchange, 
is intimate[y linked to former US Vice President AI Gore and had ties to 
the upper eche[ons of the UN. 

The founding members of CCX includes major companies such as Ford, 
DuPont and Goldman Sachs which were instr~unental in designing the carbon 
market system. The revolving door between ’development’ bodies such as 
the World Barn is too close for comfort: Ken Newcombe, for example, 
helped shaped the Bank’s Prototype Carbon Fund. Gore, one of the chief 
proponents of the Kyoto Protocol, co-founded Generation Investment 
Management, specialising in corporate ’green investments’ such as carbon 
offsets a process of offsetting pollution in underdeveloped co~rtries 



as a means uf evading emissions reductiuns. 

In May 2010, CCX, alungside the European Climate Exchange and the 
Chicago Climate Futures Exchange, was purchased by the 
IntercuntinentalExchange, an electrnnics futures and derivatives 
platfi~rm specialising in over-the-cuunter trading, a move that pusitions 
the system cluser and cluser to the ’tuo big tuu fail’ syndrome 

Puisunuus dealings 

Like the derivatives bubble that caused the global recession, the carbon 
nrarket and that of Clean Development Mcchanisru (CDM) projects are both 
vulnerable to garuing. A 2009 paper, "Scaling The Policy Response To 
Climate Change," by Benjamin Sovacool and Marilyn Brown, revealed a 
~24.7bn scant structured around trifluoronrethane (HFC-23), a greenhouse 
gas used as a refrigerant. More than 70% of CDM projects were based on 
HFC-23, deliberately produced in excess by corporations that then 
clainred to ’offset’ it in order to receive financial benefits via 
certified emissions reductions (CER) certificates. 

The UNFCCC has registered 2,582 projects and issued 476,762,324 CERs. 
The carbon-offsetting organisation Carbon Retirenrent revealed that 28% 
of total funds received for CDM projects went to developing countries; 
30% was received by barns and investors; 17% to company shareholders; 
and the remainder to taxes. 

The rrlentali~" of the ’market solution’ industly was disclosed by Jack 
Cogen, president of Natsource which claims to be the world’s largest 
buyer of carbon credits with $1bn in ’natural assets’, who stated, "The 
carbon market doesn’t care about sustainalqe developruent... All it cares 
about is the carbon price." 

Upsetting offsets 

The I_,~x,~FCCC system, in addition to that of other initiatives such as the 
Kyoto Protocol, legitimises "flexibility points" mechanisms that 
include carbon trading as well as the CDM, promoting the of J2set 
strategy. Annex 1 countries (or developed countries that are leading 
polluters) pledged, via a ’noted’ but not binding accord pushed through 
by an exclusive group of countries in Copenhagen, to reduce emission by 
12-18% of 1990 levels by 2020. China, an emerging countl3Z that could be 
classified as ’developing’ - also rivalling the US for emissions, has 
committed to financing its own climate change requirements Yet China, 
crucially, threw its weight behind the Group of 77 nations to demand 
that Annex 1 GDP countries spend 1 5% of GDP for climate finance, the 
equivalent of $600bn annually. 

The World Bank has proposed, through the Climate Investment Funds unit, 
that the Bank levy a fee of $350,000 for each investment project, 40% 
more than standard development prc~iect fees. The Bank’s President Robert 
Zoellick has promoted the Bank to developing countries as the ideal 
vehicle to engage in climate financing, a strate~z embedded in leaked 
World Bank documents. 

But it is not only through the World Bank that the foreign policies of 
developed nations are implemented - aid represents another key vehicle 
As Wikileaks recently exposed, US under-secretary of state for democracy 
and global affairs Maria Otero urged the Ethiopian premier and head uf 
the Africa Uniun climate change negutiatiun’s team, Meles Zenawi, to 
sign the Copenhagen accord, as it represented a point uf departure fur 
uther discussiuns, or else 

As the UNFCCC noted, the first priurity uf develuping cuuntries 
concerning climate change mitigatiun should be poverty reductiun, yet 
capital flight firmly prevents poverty reduction from being realised 
Irnnically, thruugh similar developed-country policies, over 50% of 
small island jurisdictiuns on the frunt line of climate change, are 
tax havens. 

Take fi-om the rich, give to the pour 

][~;ven wurse, the financing that developed countries persistently claim 
cannut be raised, cuuld be easily generated thruugh a small financial 
transactiun tax alsu known as a Robin Huod Tax on cruss-border 
financial fluws Campaigners say such a tax could generate $400bn, 
chiefly from develuped cuuntries. Not only would this require 
infurmation sharing un a multilateral basis as implemented within 
international agreements, but it would also alluw fi~r developing and 
developed nations tu track and recuver stolen wealth. 

The issue uf climate must be broadened beyund ’adaptation and 
mitigation’ to a systemic overhaul, begirming at the fault line: the 
lack of political will on the part of systemically powerful pollution 
nations to correct inrbalances of power in the rrlalket and the unregulated 
nature of international trade and financial transactions. 

For the UNFCCC to have more legitimacy, these issues fundamental to 
political econonries integrated within the global financial architecture 

ruust be acknowledged and made legally binding. 

Khadija Sharife is Southern Africa correspondent for The Africa Report. 



Press Release 
Plurinational State of Bolivia 

Bolivia Decries Adoption of Copenhagen Accord II Without Consensus 

December 11, 2010 (Cancun, _Mexico) - The Plurinational State of Bolivia 
believes that the Cancun text is a hollow- and false victory that was 
imposed without consensus, and its cost ~vill be measured in hmnan lives. 
History will judge harshly. 

There is only one way to measure the success of a climate agreement, and 
that is based on ~vhether or not it will effectively reduce emissions to 
prevent runa;vay climate change This text clearly fails, as it could 
allow global temperatures to increase by more than 4 degrees, a level 
disastrous for humani~z. Recent scientific reports sho;v that 300,000 
people alrea@ die each year from climate change-related disasters. This 
text threatens to increase the number of deaths armually to one million. 
This is something we can never accept. 

Last year, everyone recognized that Copenhagen was a failure both in 
process and substance Yet this year, a deliberate campaign to lower 
expectations and desperation for any agreement has led to one that in 
substance is little more than Copenhagen II. 

A so-called victory for multilateralism is really a victory for the rich 
nations who bullied and cajoled other nations into accepting a deal on 
their terms. The richest nations offered us nothing new in terms of 
emission reductions or financing, and instead sought at every stage to 
backtrack on existing con~aitments, and include every loophole possible 
to reduce their obligation to act. 

While developing nations - those that face the worst consequences of 
climate change - pleaded for ambition, ;ve were instead offered the 
"realism" of empty gestures Proposals by powerfial countries like the US 
were sacrosanct, ;vhile ours were disposable. Compromise was always at 
the expense of the victims, rather than the culprits of climate change. 
When Bolivia said we did not agree ;vith the text in the final hours of 
talks, we were overruled. An accord where only the powerful win ~s not a 
negotiation, it is an imposition. 

Bohvia came to Cancun with concrete proposals that we believed would 
bring hope for the furore These proposals were agreed by 35,000 people 
in an historic World People’s Conference Cochabamba in April 2010. ’]’he?, 
seek just solutions to the climate crisis and address its root causes 
In the year since Copenhagen, the?" were ~ntegrated into the negotiating 
text nfthe parties, and yet the Cancun text systematically excludes 
these w~ices. Bolivia cannot be convinced to abandon its principles or 
those of the peoples we represent. We will continue to struggle 
alongside affected communities worldwide until climate jusuce is achieved 

Bohvia has pamcipated in these negouations in good faith and the 
hope that we could achieve an effective climate deal. We were prepared 
to compromise on many things, except the lives of our people Sadly, 
that is what the world’s richest nations expect us to do. Countries may 
try to isolate us for our position, but we come here in representation 
of the peoples and social movements who want real and effective action 
to protect the future of humanity and Mother Earth. We feel their 
support as our guide History will be the judge of what has happened in 
Cancun. 

http ://www.democracvnow.org/ 

Bolivian President Evo Morales at Cancim Climate Sunwnit: WikiLeaks 
Cables Reveal "Diplomacy of Empire" 
Morales 

A)~- GOODMAN: It’s climate countdown. We’re broadcasting from Cancfin, 
Mexico. In a speech at the U.N. Climate Change Conference, Bolivian 
President Evo Morales warned Thursday against throwing out the Kyoto 
Protocol, saying such a move could result in ecocide or genocide. 
Bolivia has become a leading critic of how the climate talks have 
developed and of last year’s U.S.-backed Copenhagen Accord. 

Soon after Morales spoke, I had a chance to ask him a question at a news 
conference. He was also asked to respond to recent criticism from Nobel 
Prize winner Mario Vargas Llosa. 

ANPZ" GOODMAN: I’m Amy Goodman from Democracy Now! in the United 
States. A State Department cable was recently leaked by WikiLeaks that 
quotes a top \Vhite House official saying that countries like Bolivia and 
Ecuador and others need to be neutralized, co-opted or marginalized. I 
wanted to get your comment on this, on the fact that the U.S. cut off 
funding for Bolivia after you refused to sign the Copenhagen Accord, and 
where you think the Cancfin accord is going and needs to go 



PR[~SIDENT Eva MORALES: [translated] Well, the topic of WikiLeak, 
the WikiLeak documents, WikiLeaks, we realize how espionage from the 
U.S government takes place, before Obama and aRer Obama Happily, we 
are not sorry, because there ~s a stop to this ~’pe of 
unposition espionage, threats, intimidation trying to break up the 
economies and the policies and also our identities. Happily and timely, 
we announce this constantly. ! am happy to have started to provide 
dignity to the people of Bolivia, men and women. 

In the fourth conference of the defense ruinister of Atnerica, where 
the Secretary of Defense of the U.S. was present in Santa Cruz last 
nronth, I decided two things. It’s Evo’s knee or the digni~" of the 
people. I prefer the dignity of the people than Evo’s knee, to tell you 
the truth. And after that conres this information from WikiLeaks 
confirming everything that we denounced before that, that’s the 
diplomacy of the empire. They try to shut down, to persuade, by using 
some presidents from Latin Anrerica. I ara certain that they have an 
intention, and their intention is to generate lack of trust Eva with 
Cristina, Eva with ChSvez, or Eva with Correa. At this time, we are no 
longer children, and we are not srualh That will not generate any- lack 
of trust. That will not generate any confrontation between presidents. I 
respect and admire Cristina, the president of Argentina, as well as our 
colleague Chfivez, Correa, Lula. 

They" said that they had he had a tumor on the nose because he had a 
problem in the nose, but not a tumor. I reached the conclusion that the 
intelligence agents frora the U.S. lack intelligence. And they speak 
foolishness that I have a rumor. They- want to cause daruage. They" won’t 
be able to do it. But these type of operations ~vill continue, of course, 
although we have started to provide dignity- to the people of Bolivia, 
men and women, no matter the fact that we are a country" that is labeled 
as underdeveloped or developing, well above whatever our economic, 
cultural situation is. Above all of that, there’s our digni~. 

And I’m not sorry for having expelled the U.S ambassador at the 
time when we expelled the U.S. ambassador. Since then, there’s no 
conspiracy against democracy. There’s no more attempts of coup d’4tat 
What our journalist friends have to know is that wherever the U. S. 
goverun~ent has monopolic interests through their ambassadors, there’s no 
guarantee neither of democracy, there’s no guarantee for development, 
there’s no guarantee of the integration of peoples. V~ether Obama 
accepts it or not, with the U.S., with the American empire, we are three 
to one, if;ve talk about democracy. We must recognize, with the coup 
d’~tat in Honduras, Obama beat us. But the empire has lost in Venezuela, 
in Bolivia and in Ecuador with their attempted coups d’4tat. That the 
Latin American people is beating the empire three to one goals, that’s 
good They will always we’ll always have one goal against us, but that’s 
the U.S 

And then WikiLeak is mentioned [inaudible]. They, can do it; it’s 
their right. If we ;vere not in govermnent, we ;vould also be organized to 
permanently fight against capitalism, neoliberalism, against 
colonialism. That’s our right that we have But they are not even able 
to control their intelligence, their forms of control or their forms of 
espionage. I believe that even in that situation, the US is decadent. 

RF~PORTER: [translated] From Millem~ial paper m Mexico, Maria 
Vargas Llosa has just said that you headed a government which was a 
joke, you were the clown He considers you a clown. Two, regarding the 
Kyoto Protocol, the Mexican chancellor and the United Nations secretary 
for the environment, they say" that due to the polarization of the 
parties, that’s why they’ are trying to find a midpoint, so that the 
Kyoto Protocol doesn’t die completely’. What do you think about these two 
positions? 

PRES[DENT Eva MOR~XLES: [translated] Now, regarding Vargas Llosa, I 
believe that sometimes Nobel Prize laureates nfeconomics economy, 
physics, the Nobel Peace Prize laureates, those prizes are ~2~r people 
who are political dissidents. I don’t understand that a writer, a 
novelist, can make these ~pe nf comments, but indigenous peoples have 
ahvays been victims of some educated people, some writers or some 
novelists Patience, to be able to be resilient to discrimination how 
can somebody receive a Nobel Prize, somebody who refers to me as a 
clown? If you talk about a person is a clown to my brothers at the 
grassroots, how will they see this writer? The world people should 
wonder what kind nf people are receiving Nobel awards We leave this for 
the debate and analysis of the peoples of the world 

We have learned how to [inaudible] country or death. It’s for 
country’, and therefore, now we are no longer saying country, or that now 
it’s planet, or that either capitalism dies or Mother Earth dies We 
were ~ry~ng to find if we try" to find an intermediate exit is to try to 
nrake fools of o~trselves, trying to find some kind of compronrise using 
sonre indigenous brothers to convince with carbon bombs or with 
resources, that’s practically, tried to cheat mankind and cheat the hopes 
that the peoples of the world have placed here in Canc~. 

AMY GOODMAN: Bolivian President Eva Morales speaking yesterday at a ne~vs 
conference aRer his speech at the plenary of the U.N. smnmit on climate 
change. He ~vas translated. 



Evo Morales speech in COP16 Plenary, December 9 2010 

For nre Copenhagen was not a failure. It nray have been for the poxvers of 
the xvorld, but not for the peoples of the world xvho became conscious .... 
Hope for the peoples of the world is cooling the world, lowering the 
temperature. 

Everyone one of us, governments, delegates, must put us in the position 
of people who are victims of clinrate change. And xvhat is it like to be a 
victinr of climate change? Let us think of a family who doesn’t have 
set’,qces like heating, xvho lacks water, because of climate change, 
global warming, without work, and in extreme pover)-. A family like this 
dies daily in the world. Don’t know how to smwive, because no water in 
their community, region, feels powerless to do anything. Think of this 
family, or those on islands, small states that ~vill disappear V~hat will 
they do? 

Yet at fl~ese levels, we have policies like US or EU that ~vant to expel 
climate refugees, even though these refugees are often caused by- climate 
change 

Here to represent victims of climate change, natural disasters So call 
on leaders to take responsibility,, and make history, representing 
peoples and not winning at expense of peoples. We also must look at the 
cause of global warming which is capitalism We took about effects and 
not causes of the multiple crises we face: climate crisis, food crisis, 
energy crisis. Climate crisis is one of the themes here, nature, 
enviromnent, this is one of the crises of capitalism If~ve discuss and 
address these crises, we are are being responsible to our sons, 
grandsons, talking about future generations 

For that reason, we have a responsibility not just for now- but for 
future generations If we are responsible, we must change policies. Must 
change causes of global warming. Of course deal with effects It is an 
obligation of large powers to pay the ecological debt. But more 
important is to change the causes of global warming. 

We have discussed considerably internationally, regiunally, meetings of 
social movements, it is an ubligatinn huw can we guarantee, develup, 
meeting second period of KP. Temperature nuw is 0.8 but must luwer it tu 
guarantee guod temperature. 

Have tu think of family, can’t refresh themselves, because uf rains 
don’t have shade of trees. We are talking about prufound issues If we 
from here, send to the Kyutu Prutocul to the rubbish bin we are 
respunsible fur ecucide, genucide because sending humanity tu death If 
we are responsible as the elected guvernments uf peuples, we must 
express their demands We must adopt the decisions of peoples ufthe 
wurld. Su can’t behind clused dours luuk at develuping documents that 
don’t express thinking of peoples, that dun’t comes frum suffering uf 
peuples. We have obligation tu listen to peuples who tell us huw to cuol 
the earth. 

We know there is a big debate in the US how tu end extreme puver~’. ~I1qe 
best way to reduce poverty’ is cuoling the earth. Fur this reason, take 
this upportunity ufthis wurld conference abuut global warming. Cuncrete 
proposal tu reduce tu I degree centigrade is the most impurtam. 
According tu the prupusals fi*um some powers, talk abuut 2 degrees and 
think even uf arr~ving at 4 degrees. Imagine what uur planet wuuld look 
like with an increase in temperature uf 2 degrees or 4 degrees given at 
0.8 degrees we have seriuus prublems in the wurld One sturdy released 
here by scientists estimates that 300,000 alrea@ die each year for 
climate change, could arrive at 1 million per year because of climate 
change ......... 

Second proposal that nature is our home, land is our life. I ara 
convinced that human being can’t live without planet, but yes planet can 
exist without human beings. We are not in the epoch of struggle of 
classes any more; we are debating hoxv to live in harmony with the Mother 
Earth. Mother Earth has its rights. In past decades, UN approved human 
rights, then civil rights, economic, political rights, finally a few 
years ago indigenous rights. This new centulT is tinre to debate and 
discuss rights of Mother Earth. These include the rights to regenerate 
biocapaci~, to have life clean without contamination, right to 
equilibrium and if goverl~ents don’t guarantee this, we are all 
responsible for ecocide. We knoxv that some measles and laws are very 
important to obey. Laws must be complied with, which is ~vhy with nmch 
wisdom, peoples have proposed creating International Climate Justice 
Tribunal. We all know how important it is to create one to ensure 
compliance with KP. If government don’t defe*~d nrother earth rights, we 
can make sure they do. (Applause) 

We came to Cancun to save nature, forests, planet earth, not here to 
convert natuxe into commodi~’, not come here to revitalise capitalism 
with carbon nrarkets. Forests are sacred for indigenous peoples, cant 
have new policies which merely survival of capitalism If don’t tackle 
cause of clin~ate crisis which is capitalism there will be lots of 
meetings but never will tackle the problem. 



If governments don’t do it, will be people who force governments to do 
it The social forces are matrix force that changes policies, ends 
empires, brings down large powers. If social forces advance, then 
progressive governments allied with social movements can guarantee life 
of future generations. 

Presidents, I came to share some thinking of peoples and my same 
suffering. I am convinced that if Presidents take on their 
responsibility’, not to certain powers, TNCS, companies, but instead to 
peoples, social movements we can advance. In this millennium ~ve have an 
enormous responsibili~z to defend life. Thanks for my palticipation and 
hope for full participation of all the peoples of the world Thank you 

Interview- with Bolivian Lead Climate Negotiator Pablo Soldn 

Cancun, Mexico - On the antepenultimate (scheduled) day of the COP 16, I 
sat down with Bolivia’s climate negotiator Pablo Soldn to discuss how 
the COP 16 negotiations were proceeding, ~vhat Bolivia’s demands ~vere at 
the conference and how they were being received. 

What are Bolivia’s demands at the COP 167 

We are seeking the inclusion of key points of the People’s Agreement 
that came out of the World People’s Conference on Climate Change, 
convened in Bolivia in April by President F.vo Morales 

The People’s Agreement included the following items, which have been put 
forward for inclusion in the UNFCCC draft negotiating text: 

1. a declaration on the rights of nature; 
2. an inclusion of mention of a respect for human rights; 
3. an inclusion of mention of a respect for the rights of indigenous 
peoples; 
4. a definition of forests that does not include plantations or 
genetically modified trees; 
5. a rejection of market mechanisms; 
6. a rejection of the UN program to Reduce Emissions through 
Deforestation and Forest Degradation or REDD; 
7. a mention of the impact of war on greenhouse gas emlssmns; 
8. and the creation of a climate justice tribunal. 

How are these demands being received? 

We were deeply disappointed with the initial draft text that was 
circulated last weekend. 

It was imbalanced and excludes the proposals of Bolivia and many other 
developing nations. It left out many things that Bolivia called for, 
coming out the World People’s Conference on Climate Change. 

There have been accusations that Bolivia is stalling the negotiations. 
We have come to seek an accord for humanity and for nature in its 
totality~. The most c~trrent research indicates that 300,000 people die 
each year due to nat~tral disasters and climate change. We are playing 
with human lives, if we do not produce an accord. So we are not blocking 
the process. Our proposals are motivated simply by a desire: to prevent 
the kind of disastrous rise in temperatures that would condenm humanity 
to death. 

There are also rumors that Bolivia will walk out of the negotiations. 
Let me say that we will never close ourselves off from any kind of 
negotiation among parties. 

How are the negotiations proceeding? 

Well, yesterday at 2:30 pro, we received an invitation to attend an 
informal meeting where about 40-50 people would be meeting and we vets~ 
respectfully said, we have a problem. An informal meeting cannot replace 
the official negotiating structure of the COP [Conference of the 
Parties, the supreme body of the UNFCCC, which meets amaually]. That is 
why ~ve have expressed our apologies to the chair but ~ve left that 
meeting stating our signal is a clear sign of our decision to officially 
re-establish the meeting where we have all 192 nations present, where 
there is no one who is left outside. Our people did not come here on 
vacation The?’ came here to negotiate. 

We have announced three projects: 1 on services; 2. on forests; and 3. 
on different approaches, ~vhich has to do with mitigation, where we 
wanted to discuss mainly the market option. 

We hope that this signal ;vill contribute to an official, formal, actual 
negotiating process. These consultations or extra meetings are all 
welcome but are supplemental5, and will never replace this formal 
negotiating process. We presented these three projects in a press 
conference and wanted to inform people of because we have always acted 
in the most transparent ;vay 

In the UNFCCC there is a process and you have to respect that process 



We are not sure what the structure of the process is currently But it 
is necessary to have a formal and inconclusive process of negotiations 
through which mechanisms are submitted. 

We do not want to go into ant’ process of f~nger pointing. We want to 

find a positive solution. There are negotiating meetings al!t~iliated with 

the two tracks and the two working groups The discussions and the texts 

come from within the working groups It cannot be that the negotiating 

groups negotiate and that we are then presented with a different text. 

We do not want to repeat the situation we had in Copetthagen where we 
were working with the G77 and then we learned an agreement had been 
reached. There has to be a roadmap for official negotiations and there 
has to be a text we all know about. 

Tina Gerhardt is an independent journalist and academic, who has covered 
international climate change negotiations, most recently in Copetthagen 
and Bomb. Her work has appeared in Alternet, Grist, In These Times and 
The Nation. 

Democracy Now-[ 

December 10, 2010 
Guardian Reporter John Vidal: With Clm~ate Talks on Verge of Collapse 
"You Could Argue that Anrerica Has Done Very Well Out of This" 
Copl6 

On the final scheduled day of the U.N. Climate Change Cotffcrence, 
negotiations remain deadlocked, and negotiators are scrambling to corae 
up with some form of agreement to prevent the talks froru collapsing. We 
speak to John Vidal, the environment editor at The Guardian newspaper. 
[includes rush transcript] 

AMY GOODMAN: This is climate countdown, and we are broadcasting from 
Canc’&n, Mexico. I’m Amy Goodman. 

Today is the final scheduled day of the U.N climate sun~ait here in 
Cancim. Negotiations remain deadlocked. U.N negotiators are scrambling 
to come up with some form of agreement to prevent the talks from 
collapsing Thousands of delegates from around the world have been 
meeting at the plush Moon Palace seaside resort, which has been 
surrounded by a tightly controlled security cordon. 

More than 20 miles away, in do}vntown Cancfin, thousands of peasant 
farmers, indigenous people and social movements from across the globe 
have gathered at an alternative summit organized by Via Campesina 
Bolivian President Evo Morales spoke at the Via Campesina gathering last 
night before a festive crowd Democracy Now[ was there to cover 
Morales’s speech 

As we drove over from the UN. summit to the rally, we }vere joined in 
the car by John Vidal, the environment editor at The Guardian newspaper. 
He spoke about the state of the U.N. talks but began by talking about 
the differences between the United Nations summit and the Via Campesina 
gathering 

JOHN VIDAL: [[’here’s two worlds. ’]’here’s the world of lobsters, 
which people eat in large quantities out in what I call the Hall of 
Doom, which is where the U.N is having these climate talks, and there’s 
world the beans, which is where we’re going now. And there, people live 
on floors in an old converted basketball camp, and they’re having an 
extraordinary meeting about climate change, but seen very much from the 
grassroots, l?om the victim’s point of view. 

AMY GOODMAN: How are these kept apart, these worlds, at the COP16 
that’s supposed to be well, supposedly, bridging them? 

JOHN V]DAL: The world of lobsters and the world of beans are kept 
apart by the military, by the police, by money You have no access 
remotely to the U.N talks. They’ve deliberately kept people away from 
it And there’s very little access, even for c~vil society groups, let 
ahme the indigenous peoples and the marginalized peoples who are left 
to without any money at all, to stay where the?’ can in one of the 
poorest parts of this burgeoning city. 

AMY GOODMAN: Via Campesina, this group that President Mi~rales is 
addressing today, explain who they are. 

JOHN VII)AL: Via Campesina is a network of about 150 groups from 
around the world of small farmers, of indigenous peoples and activists, 
on every continent. It’s grown. It started off in Belgium 20-odd years 
ago. It is now based in Indonesia, and it’s become very" much a 
developing country ruovcment, very powerful intellectual voice for the 
sustainable farming and the, if you like, the peasant movement of the world. 

AMY GOODMAN: And where we are right now in these talks, though it 
could change at any minute you have been covering these talks 
extensively what do you know? 



JOHN V[DAL: Well, the more you think you know, the more you realize 
you don’t know very much, actually, because, I mean, the only 
informatinn we get coming out of it are people flitting from meeting to 
meeung, and the?, you know them, and they tell you a little bit. And 
then that’s contradicted by somebody else who will tell you something 
different. So it’s very hard to actually grasp what’s happening. A few 
governments are g~ving briefings to journalists, the local journalists 
or whatever, so you’re getting some sense, but that’s ahvays with the 
governments’ spin on it The NGOs have access to some of their 
delegations, and that’s good. 

YVhat is happening right now is that we’re talking on a ministerial 
level. There are small groups of ministers meeting and preparing, ~ve 
think, draft texts, which are going to be presented either later tonight 
or tomorrow-. And on this, the whole thing will depend. If they get it 
right, there is just a chance that they’re going to get it through. It 
doesn’t look very- good. I mean, my bet is, actually, as o~tr environment 
secretary said this morning, basically we could be in for a big car crash. 

AMY GOODMAN: What does a car crash mean at the global warming SUlfa’nit? 

JOHN VIDAL : Well, initially, it means a total failure of the talks 
and no agreement ~vhatcver. And that has enormous repercussions right the 
way down the line, because that would be the second of two major climate 
summits in a row, and a lot of people would then start to argue whether 
the U.N. process is enough, is up to actually working out something as 
complex as climate change. 

AMY GOODMAN: Do you think that is on pulT, ose, that the U.N. is 
being subverted? 

JOHN VIDAL: I think there are good points to be made about how 
difficult it is to reach consensus of 193 different countries. I mean, 
but if that’s what it takes~obody has come up with a better solution to 
this one And so, in the absence of that, you have to go through the 
U.N process And I think that is no problem ;vhatever. And I think it’s 
absolutely right that ever?, cotmtry in the ;vorld should have a say. YVhat 
we’re seeing at the moment in these talks is a lot of countries are not 
having a say And so, how- they respond to what is proposed by the U.N 
or by the Mexican presidency later today will be very interesting 

AMY GOODMAN: The significance, John Vidal, of Japan saying it will 
not sign on to an extension of the Kyoto Protocol? 

JOHN VIDAL: I think Japan is I mean, it’s not a new position by 
Japan, but it ;vas a position which was restated, and restated very, very 
vehemently at a very critical point in the talks And it has thrown 
everybody into some confusion It is the most extreme statement which 
we’ve heard from anywhere And they are no;v under intense pressure to 
soften their views. And we heard this morning that perhaps they are 
ready, because the)’ do not want to be seen to be the country, the one 
country, which has effectively brought the talks down. And so, they’re 
deeply embarrassed. And I happen to know that world leaders, including 
our great Cameron, is on the phone to the in fact, he’s planning to wake 
up the Japanese prime minister to personally beg him to get out of bed 
and sort this one out The trouble is Japan has taken the position and 
finds it very, very difficult to back down now. So 

AMY GOODMAN: And why ~s it so significant that the), have taken this 
position? 

K)HN V[DAL: It’s vet,), convenient, shall we say. I mean, I think 
Japan is terrified of China, of th e economic growth, and the?" do 
genuinely believe that if China is allowed to get away without emission 
caps and cuts and pledges, then Japanese industry will be under severe 
disadwmtage. And I think this makes the point that these talks, in the 
end, are nothing really to do with climate change These are very, very 
convenient talks, which are actually about enormous geopolitical 
significance and the way that countries and regional blocs develop over 
the next 20, 30 years. So these are talks really about money, about 
capitalism, about the :future of countries’ economics over the next 20, 
30 years That’s why so much is at stake. ~,[lqat’s why they can’t get 
agreement. That’s why the talks could well fail. 

AMY GOOI)MAN: The role of the country not signed on to the Kyoto 
Protocol, the United States, in all of this? 

JOHN VI]DAL: Can’t believe its luck. It’s just sitting back like the 
big fat cat, sort of sloughing the cream It’s having all its wofl~ done 
for it It’s just waiting for the thing to fall apart. It’s waiting to 
the last minute The Copenhagen Accord, the slightly dodgy deal, which 
was put forward at the end of the last major meeting, will be presented 
eff;ectively, and it will be part of U.N. policy, xvhich is exactly what 
America has wanted. You could argue that America has done very, very 
well out of this. 

AMY GOOD_’vD~N: That was the Guardian envirot~’nent editor Jol-m Vidal 
speaking to us here in Cancfln, Mexico, at the U.N. climate change talks. 
The Guardian newspaper, for whom he writes, is a British newspaper that 
is one of the partners with WikiLeaks in releasing the State Department 
cables. 



Statement By Tom Goldtooth, Leader of the Indigenous Enviroun~ental 
Network Delegation to IJ~x,~’CCC COP-16 Negotiations 

"The Voices of those \Vho Speak for Mother Earth Must Not Be Silenced" 

Dec 9, 2010 
Media Contacts: (interviews available in Spanish & English) 
IEN media hotline: +52 998 108 0748 Email: ienCopl 6media@gmail.com 

I have come to the UNFCCC COP-16 climate talks in Cancun, Mexico as a 
member of Grassrnots Solutions for Climate Justice -- North America a 
delegation of Indigenous Peoples and representatives from fossil fuel 
impacted communities who are on the frontlines of addressing the climate 
crisis On Tuesday Dec 7th I spoke at a Via Campesina press conference 
of social movement and civil society’ leaders inside the Moon Palace, 
hosted by our allies at the Global Justice Ecolog?- Project. Together 
with my brothers and sisters from Via Campesina, Friends of the Earth, 
Grassroots Global Justice Alliance and allies from around the ~vorld we 
expressed our solidari~ with the man?’ diverse communities and movements 
participating in the "Thousand Cancuns Day of Action for Climate 
Justice" I also stated my deep concerns that the COP negotiations are 
failing to address the core issue of reducing emissions and have instead 
become a trade sho~v for promoting false solutions and generating 
capital. We were honored to be joined by Pablo Solon, the UN ambassador 
from Bohvia and together we left the talks to join the thousands of 
people rallying outside in the streets in a People’s Assembly addressing 

the real, communi~ led solutions to the climate crisis 

On the Wed December 8th when I returned to the Moon Palace to continue 
my role in the negotiations I was denied entry, inforn~ed that my 
accreditation had been suspended and then removed from the grounds I 
also learned that over a dozen of my brothers and sisters from other 
accredited civil socie~ organizations were also denied entry. I am 
please to report that due to the support of both government and civil 
society~ allies who advocated on my behalt; that as of this morning, my 
a ccreditation has now- been re-instated To evel)’one ~vho assisted the 
Indigenous finvironmental Network and myself we issue our deepest thanks 
and gratitude. 

However, even though I have been fortunate enough to regain my personal 
access to the negotiations, the treatment I received is indicative of a 
larger and disturbing pattern in which the voices of civil socie~ are 
being silenced within the United Nations process. ’]’he UNFCCC has 
drastically limited the number of civil society’ representauves allowed 
inside the talks and increasingly our freedom of speech and right to 
peaceful protest is being withdrawn We must stand united against this 
type of censorship that is designed to silence the massive opposition to 
the co-optation of the UN process by an unholy alliance of short-te~n 
thinking, denial and greed. ! have included below a statement from the 
members of our delegation who were ejected on the 7th of December and 
conunue to be denied access to the talks. 

Both inside and outside the UN process the w~ices of Indigenous peoples, 
social movements and the communities most directly affected by our 
fossil fuel dependency must continue to be heard as we r~iect false 
solutions like the carbon market mechanisms of REDD. We demand that the 
Cochabama People’s Agreement be acknowledged as a path forward towards 
addressing the real solutions to the climate crisis based in traditional 
Indigenous knowledge, conwnuni~-based practices, Indigenous and human 
rights and the rights of Mother Earth. 

Tom Goldtooth the Executive Director of Indigenous Environruental Network 
(IEN) a network of Indigenous Peoples empowering Indigenous Nations and 
commm~ities towards sustainable livelihoods, deruanding environruental 
justice and maintaining the Sacred Fire of our traditions. IEN has 
brought 17 Indigenous leaders to Cancm~ as part of the Grassroots 
Solutions for Climate Justice -- North America Delegation m~iting 
representatives frora fossil fuel impacted conm~unities who are on the 
frontlines of solving the climate crisis. To book interviews or get 
further background itfformation on Nolth American cliruate justice 
organizing contact the IEN Media Hotline: +52 998 108 0748 

http:i/redroadcancun.org http:i/grassrootsclimatesolutions.org 

Statement from rnembers of Global Grassroots Justice Alliance and Youth 
for Climate Justice \:~2~o were expelled from COP-16 

Media Contacts: (interviews available in Spanish & English) 
Grassroots Global Justice Alliance & Youth 4 Climate Justice +52 998 108 
0758 
Grassrnots Global Justice Alliance & Youth 4 Climate Justice +1 
213-618-2851 
htt~ :/&rassr ootscliruatesolutions.or~ 
<http:i/grassrootsclimatesolutions.org/> 

We are representatives of Grassroots Global Justice Alliance and Youth 4 
Climate Justice who 
were a part of an organized and peaceful demonstration inside the Moon 



Palace on Dec. 7, to draw attention to the serious dangers of false 
solutions such as REDD and the carbon market. [n response the 1UNFCCC, 
silenced our w~ices and ejected us from the Convention. All three of us 
are representauves of communities who are alrea@ being 
disproportionately impacted by climate change and the ur~iust social and 
economic conditions that have created this crisis. By penalizing and 
ejecting us as individuals the UN is also silencing the collecuve 
voices of our communities. We stand firmly rooted in our principles to 
lift the voices of women, young people, and Indigenous peoples 
throughout the world and to advance the real solutions to cooling the 
planet found in our grassroots movements. We stand in solidari~ with 
the thousands of people who took action on Dec. 7, as part of the Global 
Day of Action. 

Quotes from the 3 Banned Climate Justice Organizers: 

"Our delegation came to the L~’~’CCC to bring forward our conwnunities’ 
solutions to the climate crisis, to give testiruony about the shifts 
happening to create local, place-based economies and reconnect to our 
mother earth. \Vhat we found were negotiations that excluded our 
participation so we took action to ensure our voices were heard." -- 
Joaquin Sanchez Jr. Youth for Climate Justice, Oakland, CA, USA 

"How am I supposed to register the concerns of hundreds of Asian 
families poisoned by the Chevron oil refinery in Richmond, CA when the 
UN has selectively denied me access to the convention? The L~’~" is 
systematically silencing the voices of irapacted cormnunities. We are 
experts in our own right, we l~mw these issues all too well. Those who 
are on the front line of 
the probleru also need be on the front line of the solutions." -- Mari 
Rose Taruc, Asian Pacific Environmental iX-etwork and Grassroots Global 
Justice Alliance, Richmond, CA USA 

"I came to COP16 representing the public health concerns of low-income 
con~munities of color living in Los Angeles being impacted by toxic 
emissions Throughout the past two weeks I have seen how the UNFCCC 
meeting has systematically limited and suppressed voices of dissent to 
programs being promoted through the UN such as REDD which will only 
increase the poisoning of the communities I represent back home." -- 
Sunyoung Yang, Bus 
Riders Union and Grassroots Global Justice Alliance, Los Angeles, CA USA 

### 

Hallie Boas 
New Voices Coordinator 
Global Justice Ecology Project- West Coast 
www.globaljusticeecolo~z.org 
www.climatevoices.wordpress corn 

THE WORLD BARK ARiD CORRUPTION 

If you want a jab at the World Bank, here’s an easy one: knocking off 
the hyperbolic, pro-poor, corruption-fighting hat a domed by the 
remarkably-incompetent neoliberal-militarist Robert Zoellick (biography 
way below). No matter what cynics might say, it is perfectly logical for 
Zoellick to have hired, as the head of the World Bank anti-corruption 
unit, a top political operator for the machiavellian former South 
African president, Thabo Mbeki. His name is Leonard McCarthy, and he was 
involved in an apparently illegal conspiracy to undermine the current 
president, Jacob Zuma (also apparently corrupt), simply to play 
politics. Moreover, requests by opposition parties in the SA parliament 
to the World Bank, to investigate the openly corrupt deal by which SA’s 
ruling party benefits from a World Bank loan for the world’s 
fourth-largest coal-fired powerplant (an energy deal set up under 
Mbeki’s rule partially to benefit the political party he then ran), have 
gone unanswered. And with these kinds of contradictions augmented by 
righteousness, we are meant to take announcements on the WB’s website 
seriously’? 

www.worldbank org 
Corruption Hunters Leave the Washington Meeting with Renewed Energy and 
Vigor fi~r Action 
Submitted by Dina Elnaggar on Wed, 12/08/2010 - 18:01 

The energy that members of the International Corruption Hunters Alliance 
(ICHA) brought to their first rueeting is beyond words. "Stealing is bad 
enough, ripping off the poor is disgusting." With those words, the World 
Bank President kicked off a 2-day momentum for the Corruption Hunters to 
"draw strength, learn frora one another and create their global 
alliance." And rightly so, they did. A "marketplace" showcasing select 
countly experiences offered sorue space for some delegates to speak 
firsthand of their challenges and lessons of success and failure. 

The virtual discussions that were launched between alliance members 



before the meetings were resumed (this round face to face at the World 
Bank headquarters) only a few hours upon the arrival of more than 240 
participants from 134 countries Priorities for action were discussed 
raising some of the tough questions: what are the limitations when it 
comes to enforcement in both developing and developed countries? How can 
the alliance help, facilitate and advance progress? What can the Bank 
and other development partners offer? How can ICHA members rally their 
collective ]2~rce against some of the tougher transnationa[ fraud and 
corruption crimes’? The show of force and energy was a profound backdrop 
to the loud voices vowing to stronger action. 

The energy that these Corruption Hunters brought to their new alliance 
inspired more than 300 participants. Many spoke with the irapatience and 
determination that drives success, and all spoke with the reass~ing 
commitment that they will not give up. The nrajority expressed the 
frustration of having to navigate their fraud and corruption battles on 
their own and all recognized that in sticking with an international 
alliance, there is a shortcut for success to be sustainable and change 
to be progressive. 

The fom~al and infom~al relationships that were developed between 
nrenrbers of the ICHA will be guided by the spirit of action that this 
meeting generated. The Integri~" Vice Presidency (INT) of the World 
Bank also signed 3 cooperation agreements with the anti-corruption 
agencies in Thailand and Uganda in addition to the I~rN. These agreenrents 
will ensure that the momentun~ continues but this is not the only outcome 
of the meeting. Over the next year, INT will continue to reach out to 
the Corruption Hunters on each of the 4 themes that the alliance 
identified as priorities. So there is more to corae and we will continue 
to update you on the experience of this new- and promising initiative on 
our webpage: wwa~.worldbank.org/integrity 

World Bank monitors McCarthy claims 
CAPE TOYVN, SOUTH AFRICA Apr 07 2009 11:44 

The World Bank, current employer of former Scorpions boss Leonard 
McCalthy, said on Tuesday it was closely monitoring the situation 
relating to African National Congress (ANC) president Jacob Zuma’s 
former corruption case in South Africa 

However, it gave no indication that it intended taking any action 
against him 

On Monday acting National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) head Mokotedi 
Mpshe laid blame for the collapse of the case against Zuma squarely at 
McCarthy’s door, saying he felt personally betrayed by his former colleague. 

Mpshe said McCarthy had abused the legal process against Zuma for 
"collateral and illicit purposes", and that his conduct "offends one’s 
sense of justice". 

The bank said in a statement on Tuesday that a number of claims and 
counter-claims were being made "in a very heated political envirol~ment 
in South Africa". 

"We are continuing to closely track the situation there, where we 
understand the matter is being referred to the justice department :[’or 
further assessment," it said 

It said before McCarthy *wis appointed, it had conducted extensive due 
diligence on him 

It had fi~und him to be a man of high integrity and high professional 
standards 

McCarthy had had a global reputatmn, and a record of aggressively 
fighting corruption and other criminal wrongdoing in South A[‘rica, often 
against powerful vested interests. 

"Fighting corruption is not a popularity contest, and the holders of 
these positions often make enemies," the bank said 

McCarthy took up his post, as vice president of the bank’s department of 
institutional integrity, on June 30 last year after Mbeki released him 
from his Scorpions position 

The department investigates fraud and corruptmn in development projects 
financed by the bank. 

The Wall Street Jottrnal repotted on Tuesday that during his year at the 
bank, McCarthy has gained a reputation as a blunt-spoken advocate for 
the importance of taking corruption seriously. 

It said he had increased the nuraber of blacklistings of companies 
engaged in corruption conrpared to the previous txvo years, and he was 
about to release a manual for World Bank employees on spotting graft and 
corruption. -- Sapa 



Zuma tapes split 5,~PA 

PEARLIE JOIJ-BERT, STEFAANS BRtL’vflVIER, NIC DA\~ES, SA_’vI SOLE AND ADRL~_AN 

BASSON - Mar 27 2009 07:07 

The National Prosecuting Authority is reeling over "devastating" 
evidence of collusion betxveen its former officials and fom~er president 
Thabo Mbeki in the prosecution of Jacob Zuma -- but iX~PA leaders are 
divided about whether the charges against the ANC president are affected 
and should be dropped. 

Zttma’s lawyers handed the evidence -- recordings of tapped phone 
conversations involving former Scorpions boss Leonard McCarthy and 
former NPA head Bulelani Ngcuka, among others -- to the NPA earlier this 
year as part of their representations as to ~vhy Zuma’s corruption case 
should be dropped. 

There was fhrious lobbying and damage control this week by both the ANC 
and the Congress of the People (Cope) as news leaked out that Zuma’s 
dossier to the NPA included the recordings. 

The recordings are a double-edged sword. They present the ik~PA with its 
biggest scandal yet, allegedly showing that this independent institution 
was abused politically But the fact that the recordings were made and 
came into Zuma’s possession also implies abuse of the state’s 
intelligence apparatus. 

Ngcuka and prominent businessmen who feature in the recordings are now 
associated with Cope 

Two daily newspapers repolted last week that the NPA was about to drop 
the fraud and corruption charges against Zuma following his team’s 
representations The NPA denied that a decision had been taken, but 
confirmed it had "recently been supplied with additional information by 
Zuma’s lavqzers which has necessitated further investigation, 
verification and careful consideration". 

The M&G revealed last week that the information put before acting NPA 
head Mokotedi Mpshe included "evidence" of wrongdoing by Mbeki, relating 
both to his role in the arms deal and to his alleged interference with 
the Scorpions, a division o:[’the NPA. 

It appears some of those featured in the recordings became aware o:[’it 
during the NPA’s "verification" of the information Zuma’s lawyers 
presented. Two sources who have been briefed on the contents o:[’the 
recordings said this week that reports that Mbeki himself was tapped 
were probably wrong -- rather, it is the references others make to him 
that are damaging. 

The M&G’s sources, one sympathetic to Zuma, the other not, said: 

* The recordings date from around the ANC’s Polokwane conference in 
December 2007, when Zuma ousted Mbeki as AN(; president; 

* Mi)st are of N/icCarthy conversing with Ngcuka Businessmen Saki 
Macozoma and Mzi Khumalo, both close to Ngcuka, also feature, as do 
other NPA o:fficials; 

* The conversations are "deeply compromising" and "devastating"; and 
* Deputy NPA boss Willie ttofmeyr, distraught about the implications 

for the NrPA and the fact that his former colleagues were not open with 
him, is leading the campaign to have the Zuma charges dropped 

A legal source said this week that the debate raging in the NPA pitted 
Hofmcyr against Billy Downer, the chief prosecutur in the Zmna matter, 
and to some extent Mpshe’s other deputies, who believe that while 
decisions taken during Ngcuka’s occupancy were tainted, the subsequent 
decisions to charge Zttma were not. 

Ngcuka declined in 2003 to prosecute Zttma despite saying there was a 
"prima facie case" against hint. The Zuma camp interpreted this as 
intended to convict him in the court of public opinion. 

Ngcuka’s successor, Vusi Pikoli, decided to charge Zuma in 2005 after 
Schabir Shaik’s conviction. Mpshe took the decision to recharge Zuma 
last year after the matter had been struck off the roll. Nothing in the 
recordings, said the source, tainted Pikoli or Mpshe’s own decisions. 

The source said Hofmeyr was extremely influential in the iX~PA and 
described Mpshe, who nmst make the final decision about the charges, as 
"weak". 

The source added that the Zmna la~5~-ers’ representations were 
"unconvincing" and did not warrant "a second look" at the charges. 

However, a Zttma strategist said the recordings tmnrped part of the 
Supreme Cottrt of Appeal judgment this year which reinstated charges 
against Zuma after they were thrown out by High Court Judge Chris 
Nicholson 



The SCA ruled that contact between politicians and the NPA ;vas not wrong 
unless there ;vas an ulterior motive and that a prosecution is not 
wrongful merely because it is brought for ari improper purpose Now, said 
the strategist, an ulterior motive had been revealed. 

A second legal source said the Zuma strateg3z, was clearly to convince 
Mpshe the tapes were so damning that the iX~PA should drop the charges now 
and save face. If it did not, the recordings would be introduced to the 
high court in August as part of Zuma’s application for a permanent stay 
of prosecution. 

If the battle shifts to that venue, Zuma’s legal team will have to sho;v 
the recordings were properly obtained and that the?, undermine any chance 
of a fair trial. The NPA would counter by saying the motive does not 
affect the merits of the case. 

The recordings are understood to include material showing McCarthy’s 
overly- political understanding of his role. 

He allegedly makes statements, including "Mbeki is my president, he will 
always be my president". After IVPoeki’s Polokwane defeat, he allegedly 
said: "We must wipe the bloud uff uur faces, it is time 12~r a 
come-back strategy." 

Alsu in the recurdings: 

* McCarthy allegedly refers to Mbeki’s instructions that neither 
Zuma nor police cummissiuner Jackie Selebi should be charged before 
Pulokwane, as the perception of victimhoud would work to their advantage; 

* ’]’here was reference to Zuma allegedly reneging un a 2003 deal to 
retire frum politics in exchange fur the drupping of the prusecution 
against him A Zuma insider tuld the M&G that there had been such an 
appruach tu Zuma, but that it had gone nowhere because he was affronted; and 

* ’]?here was reference to X/ibeki urdering a third draft of the 
Scorpions’ "Browse Mule" report, which investigated allegedly illicit 
foreign funding fur Zuma, even thuugh Mbeki’s u:t?Sce publicly cundemned 
the report. 

McCarthy’s secretary at the Wurld Bank in Washingtun, DC, where he is 
vice-president fur integrity’, tuld the M&G on Thursday that he was out 
of the office but had instructed that if reporters called, he was "nut 
interested" in comanenting. 

Mbeki’s spokesperson, Mukoni Ratshitanga, was quoted by 702 Talk Radiu 
as denying that Mbeki had discussed the case with McCarthy He told the 
M&G there was no statement from Mbeki. 

The recordings appear to be the fruit of intelligence gathering by both 
the National Intelligence Agency and the police crime intelligence 
division. NIA spokesperson Lorna Daniels said the agency would neither 
coiffirm nor deny its involvement. 

The police crime intelligence leg of the s~trveillance was apparently 
conducted aRer a legal warrant had been secured to monitor McCarthy. 

The M&G previously reported that police intercepted McCarthy’s 
conversations in October 2007. 

Police spokesperson Sally- de Beer refused coinment. 

http:/;’www.legalbrief.co.zaiarticle.php?story 20100426162454872 
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The enolTnity of the corruption issues facing South Africa has been 
highlighted by the Eskom expansion plan for which the World Bank 
approved a $3.75bn loan, writes Legalbriei~ 

A week later, the Alia]can National Congress (ANC) changed its tune about 
its relationship with Hitachi The ANC’s investment arm, Chancellor 
House Holdings, owns a 25% stake in Hitachi The ofiicial opposition 
Democratic Alliance (DA) has slammed the ANC turnaround on its 
investment, saying the ruling party is ’playing the country for fools’ 
DA leader Helen Zille has written to the Competition Commission to 
investigate possible collusion between Hitachi and Alstom over the 
tender. According to a Mail and Guardian Online report, Zille wrote in 
her weekly newsletter SA Today that Hitachi and Alstom appeared to have 
’stood back’ to allow each other to win a part of contract, ;vhile 
’maintaining the faCade’ that this was a competitive process. ’The 
evidence, although very powerful, must still be tested,’ Zille said. ’I 
have written to the Competition Commission to request that it 
investigates the possibility that there was collusion in this tender 
process.’ Earlier, in another lviail & Guardian Online report, Zille 
claimed that President Jacob Zuma cannot act against corruption in 



government because he is held in ~vhat has been called a ’corruption 
gridlock’. ’Zuma cannot get tough on corruption, even if he wanted to,’ 
she said. ’The cronies he relies on for political support benefit from 
corruption tnn much. Not only this, the AN(; benefits. Most of all, Zuma 
and his family benefit.’ 

The ANC has reacted to the allegations of corruption by saying the 
country has inherited a ’corrupt and a wrong value system’, which it was 
currently managing. ’What we inherited actually corrupted us and 
therefore xve are actually managing a corrupt system and a wrong value 
system ... The nexv order ... inherited a xvell-entrenched value system 
that placed individual acquisition of wealth at the very centre of the 
value system of our society as a whole,’ said ANC secretary-general 
Gwede Mantashe, according to a Mail & Guardian Online report. 

Corruption in South At~ican business stems from its historical culture 
of being closed to the world, said Sekur~ialo Investment Group executive 
chair Dr Iqbal Surve. Addressing a conference on corporate governance in 
Cape Town last xveek, he said his experience in the more than 10 years 
since starting the empowerment investment group xvas that South African 
business was ’corrupt to the core’. Business Day reports that Sulwe said 
Sekunjalo, a listed black-owned group with more than 130 investments, 
was arrlong the first black economic empowerment (BEE) groups on the JSE 
and had managed to sur,~ive xvhere many others had failed. ’Corruption is 
a two-way thing ... often big business stands silently by in the 
expectation of corruption. We would rather lose a big contract than be 
corrupt,’ Surve said. 
Full Business Day report 

Veteran political conmxentator Allister Sparks says the extent to which 
the ruling ANC has lost its hold over its own core principles is 
astonishing. In a Business Day coltnnn, he says the rot has been evident 
for some time, spreading ever deeper into the very soul of the 
organisation, but the speed of its acceleration over the past fexv days 
with the ’consummation of the biggest corruption deal yet’ has poisoned 
the national atmosphere to a degree not seen since pre-democracy days. 
’We have become a corrupt country. Why is all this happening? ~’ay has 
corruption become so endemic? The answer lies in what might be called 
the Law of Creeping Corruption If corruption, verbal or monetary’, is 
not dealt with the moment it manifests itself, the corrosion ;vill 
spread And the more it spreads the harder it becomes to stop The arms 
deal was the ANC’s original sin. 

Business Day (Johannesburg) 

Paul Hoflinan 

26 April 2010 

Johannesburg THERE was a considerable fluiD- in the dovecote of 
Parliament when Democratic Alliance NIP Pieter van Dalen arrived at an 
energy, select committee hearing concerning Eskom with a large binder 
marked ’secret’ It contained embarrassing details about Eskom’s 
dealings with its most favoured (below-cost) customers. 

Questions about the secret file were ruled out of order by ~,)ztjie 
Mentor, the redoubtable committee chairwoman, and their subsequent 
publication elicited denials of their veracity and accuracy fi-om Eskom. 

Why these matters should be regarded as confidential or secret is a 
mystery It is not as though Eskom has an?’ competitors that could gain 
an unfair advantage li*om knowing the ins and outs nfthe favouritism 
that Eskom has indulged in over the years with its ’sweetest’ corporate 
customers. Keeping ’dirty little secrets’ from public scrutiny when a 
state-owned enterprise, which enjoys a monopoly, is providing a public 
service, purportedly in the public interest, is simply not on in an open 
and democratic dispensation in which the values of openness, 
transparency, accountability and responsiveness to people’s needs are 
all foundational values enshrined in the constitution 

F.veryone in SA is entitled to an envirornnent that is not harmful to 
health and wellbeing This is a right guaranteed to all in the bill of 
rights. ’l’he burning of coal to generate electricity is the single most 
noxious polluter of the atmosphere over our corner nfthe global 
village. SA generates more air pollution than the rest of Africa combined 

The long-overdue Eskom expansion plans, aimed at getting to grips with 
the shortage of electricity that has long been anticipated by experts 
and equally long been ignored by politicians, are based on the burning 
of coal and the use of nuclear sources of energy. ’l’he clean and 
renewable sources have been generally regarded as too inefficient or too 
expensive or both, without proper regard to the new employment 
opportunities that would be created by harnessing the s~x, wind, tides, 
biomass or xvater to supply the ever increasing demand for electricity. 

The downside of burning coal, which comprorrlises out life-sustaining 
atmosphere, and of going nuclear, with its ever present risk of 
radiation, are played down by Eskom, as are the cost of coal, the 
infrastructure damage transporting it causes and the ultimate non- 



sustainabi[iW of relying on finite sources of energy when there are 
free and unlimited sources waiting to be harnessed 

Eskom’s two gigantic new coal-fired power stations are in the pipeline 
for construction. The boilers for both will be built by Hitachi, a 
Japanese multinational corporation that has spread its tentacles 
throughout the world After a long silence, the spokesmen of Hitachi 
Power Africa have now sought to explain how it came about that they have 
managed to land these two lucrative contracts with a combined value of 
R38,5bn. 

They protest that they- were innocent of all knowledge of the connection 
between their BEE partner, Chancellor House, and the African National 
Congress (ANC) when they tendered for the boiler contracts. The?, would 
have the world believe they sold 25% of the equity in Hitachi Power 
Africa to Chancellor House for ’over Rlm’ and that the dividend stream 
on this miniscule ir~vestment will be R50m over the next eight years. A 
truly remarkable return on an im~estment in which the only intangible 
brought to the table was the BEE credentials of Hitachi’s mysterious 
partner of unknown pedigree. 

Hitachi is quick to point out that the tender process it won has been 
certified ’fair’ by accountants. What is not revealed is that Hitachi 
has directors in common with Chancellor House, deployed cadres of the 
ANC, and that the Eskom tender committee was chaired by another deployed 
cadre, Valli Moosa, who at the time was on the national executive 
conm~ittee of the ANC. 

Scratch the surface of most of those who were on the tender cor~wnittee 
and fulther deployed cadres will doubtless be revealed. (Remember how 
the disgraced MD of Eskom ran to President Jacob Z~nna for support after 
he resigned and to his great consternation his resignation was accepted.) 

The conflict of interests inherent in this cadre raerry-go-round has only 
to be stated to be seen It renders the granting of the tenders 
irregular, and the contracts concluded antecedent and pursuant thereto 
are verb, arguably voidable in law as an alrns-length transaction would 
have been dift?rent. 

Hitachi, obviously feeling the heat from its decent shareholders 
worldwide, is now constrained to explain how none of the proceeds of the 
tenders ~vill find their way into ANC coffers. Protesting a trifle too 
much, the?, proclaim that the trust that owns Chancellor House has 
amended its beneficiaW categories so that only previously disadvantaged 
’natural persons’ may benefit from the dividends to be paid to 
Chancellor House. Presumably these persons will naturally not be members 
of the ANC and will naturally not vote so that no political party may be 
seen to benefit tlcom Hitachi’s considerable largesse, which in a mere 10 
years is able to grow the clever BEE investor’s initial investment 50 times 

To add insult to injurb,, Eskom applied to the ostensibly independent 
National Energy Regulator of SA (Nersa) for a tariff increase so that it 
can make long-suffering consumers of energy pay for these shenanigans A 
brief peek at the Nersa ~vebsite reveals ~vhat cynics by no~v expect: the 
over~vhelming majority- of the regulators are deployed cadres of the ANC 
and proud of it. None recused themselves and heft?- tariff hikes were 
foisted upon the long-suffering consumers of electricity from Eskom. 

All this while well-heeled large corporate consumers enjoy the benefits 
of electricity at below cost, in accordance with individual tariffs 
specially negotiated when energy, was available in abundance in the early 
1990s. What went down around these deals is not difficult to imagine 
Other large consumers of electricity who do not find themselves in the 
favoured categorb’ are furious that they should have to compete in the 
mafl~et place with competitors so favoured. The anticompetitlve 
nnpIications are self-evident. 

’]?his whole debacle follows inevitably ~vhen the cadres at Luthuli House 
tell the cadres at Chancellor House to go influence- peddling and 
Hitachi provides a convenient vehicle for turning over their 
’investment’ 50 times in 10 years with the tender help of the cadres at 
Eskom and the hugely hiked tafifl; determined by the cadres at Nersa. 
The only losers are the ordinary consumers of electricity, a 
disorganised and powerless lot quite incapable of standing up to the 
cadres of the national democratic revolution No wonder Mentor 
disallowed reference to Eskom’s dirty’ secrets in parliamentarb, debate 

’]?he issues here are bigger than environmental degradation, conflicts of 
interests, collusive dealings, anticompetitive behaviour, the irrational 
choice of coal before renewable sources of energy" and the public 
poIicy/constitmiona[ considerations that call in question all of the 
contractua[ arrangements and administrative steps in the scheme. 

At issue is the vet?, fabric of multiparty democracy based on openness, 
transparency, accountability and responsiveness to the needs of the 
people. Despite the venal attractions of the deal, there are fortunately 
members of the ANC, led by treasurer-general Mathews Phosa, who can see 
the bigger picture and recognise that there is much more to be lost than 
gained in the deal. May the rule of law and good sense prevail. 

Hoffinan is with the Institute for Accountability in Southern Africa. 
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Business Report 

Take You Q: It’s time for Hitachi to pay the price for moral tuxpitude 

28 April 2010 

Quentin Wray 

Given its half-baked efforts to ’set the record straight’ last week, 
would you still happily buy a Hitachi product or would you, given the 
choice, rather buy another brand? 

In case you have been trapped on top of a mountain ~vith no contact with 
the outside world, Hitachi Power Africa held a press conference last 
Tuesday during which it claimed: 

<li> that it didn’t know that Chancellor House was a front for the ANC 
when it signed it up as a partner; 

<1i> that Chancellor House paid a fair price of more than R1 million for 
its 25 percent stake in the South African operation; and 

<li> that Chancellor House would make a mere R58m out of the Eskom deal 
over the next eight years or so. 

Apart from that, the ANC, as a political party,, would not benefit Iicom 
the deal, Hitachi said, as the money would go to ’natural persons’ 

If the Hitachi blokes who conducted the press conference weren’t lying, 
I want to know when they’re going to get fired for naivete unbecoming of 
an executive. 

After all, ifI were going to do business worth nearly R40 billion, I 
know- that I ~vould want to kno~v exactly who I ~vas getting into bed with. 
But, to be honest, I am struggling tu believe Hitachi’s story’. 

Let’s face it, ANC-aligned business people are not known 12~r hiding the 

fact that the?" are assuciated with, and have access to, massive amounts 

uf state puwer 

Often, it is the unly thing ufvalue that they bring into a deal There 
is no reasun to believe it would have been any different in this case 

And do Hitachi’s top brass have such a low upiniun uf Suuth Africans 
that they think we will believe that the money will nut flow intu the 
AN(; culi’ers if Chancellur House is an ANC-uwned company ? 

Come un, how dumb do the?’ think we are? I knuw that Julius Malema has 
dominated the headlines fur the last few years but do the?" really think 
that he is this country’s intellectual benchmark? 

But, sadly, the reality is that Hitachi and Chancellur House’s Eskum 
cuntract is guing ahead no matter how unpalatable it is. 

The awarding of the tender has passed muster and, besides, there are no 
laws on the statute bouks that require that political parties and 
cumpanies behave ethically 

In anuther country,, a scandal such as this might well have bruught the 
government down or, at the veu least, have changed the way things were 
done. 

Not here. 

The the ANC is too powerful and too arrogant to care about how this all 
looks. 

The l~dling par)- will therefore continue to rake in money that should 
have gone to real black businesses, the supposed beneficiaries of black 
economic empowerment, wl-lere it could have uplifted some real people and 
done some good. 

Instead, these millions xvill flow into the ANC’s own bank account where 
they- will do nothing of any value. 

All that will happen is that the ANC’s efforts to retain and further 
entrench its dominance of the local political scene will be boosted. 

Although it is clear that nothing can be done to derail the deal at this 
late stage what xve, as citizens and consmners, can do to protest it is 
boycott Hitachi’s products. 

So next time you want a fridge, microxvave, breadrnaker, futon duer, air 
conditioner, shaver, television, camcorder, DVD player, computer or 
elevator, just walk past the Hitachi stand and go buy ticom an?- one of a 



myriad other suppliers. 

’]?ell the salesman why you are shunning his products and foreword this 
message to as man?’ people as you can 

Maybe then Hitachi will realise that its reputation should have been 
worth more to it than the profits - which Hitachi Power Africa has 
claimed are very small in any case - from one power station. 

As a friend said to me last week: ’I am amazed that people think that 
what happens in South Africa stays in South Afiica. It doesn’t.’ 

He agreed with ray call for a protest of Hitachi products but took it one 
step further, suggesting that the next time Hitachi is involved in 
global projects where funding is required from bodies such as the World 
Bank or the LrN, ’I suspect questions will be raised that could torpedo 
Hitachi’s involvement.’ 

He has more faith in the governance processes of these multilateral 
organisations than I do, but I hope he’s right. 

It takes two hands to shake on a deal and it doesn’t seem right that the 
ANC and Eskom are the only parties to this abomination suffering the 
reputatiunal fallout. Hitachi must pay the price too. 

Chancellor House to profit by R50m frora Eskom contracts - Hitachi 

Hitachi Power Africa 

20 April 2010 

Company says that to date no dividends have been paid to ANC’s funding 
vehicle 

Hitachi Po;ver Africa sets the record straight 

Hitachi Power Africa, the main contractor for the boilers on the Medupi 
and Kusile Projects, has set the record straight around its shareholding 
and stakeholder partnerships in South Africa. 

To date Hitachi Power Africa has paid no dividends to Chancellor House 
When d~vidends are paid to Chancellor House in the future it is likely 
to be less than R50 million for both contracts over the next eight 
years If they in turn declare and pay a dividend to their shareholder, 
the Chancellor House Trust, any- distribution made by the Trust to 
beneficiaries will go to natural Black persons only - people belonging 
to specific categories such as youth, ;vomen, rural and disabled. This 
excludes benefits being paid to political parties 

Speaking to journalists today at the company’s offices in Sandton 
Hitachi Po;ver Africa chief executive, Johalmes Musel noted that 
Chancellor House Holdings would not earn billions of Rand as a result of 
its interest in Hitachi Power Ati~ica. ’Contract value, in this case 
R385 billion for both the Medupi and Kusile boiler contracts, does not 
equal profit’ 

The company in a consortium with its holding company, Hitachi Power 
Europe, successfully bid l~r, and won ~he Medupi Power Station boiler 
works contract in October 2007 The Kusile Power Station contract was 
awarded two months later. An independent audit report by Deloitte & 
Touche (which is on the public record) 12~und the tender evaluation to 
have followed due process and the subsequent award of the contracts to 
be fair. 

In terms of the Eskom contracts Hitachi Power Africa is required to be 
B[¢E compliant. For this reason HPA had to ensure that the Trust Deed of 
the Chancellor House’s shareholder, the Chancellor House Trust, 
stipulated beneficiaries who are natural persons. 

Musel said, ~Our main focus is the successful executinn of the projects 

and the fulfilment of the ASGISA contract obligations. These obligations 
call for 60% local content, preferential procurement, skills development 
and investment in South Africa 

These contracts will benefit local industry through kno~v-how transfer 
and skills enhancement in a highly specialised engineering field’. 

’We are satisfied that our corporate governance structures are sound and 
we are committed to South Africa and to working with our customer, local 
partners and stakeholders to contribute to bring the nation the 
electricib" it needs to power growth 

If we can achieve this, then the socio-economic benefits to the country 
will be substantial.’ Musel said. 

B ackground information 

Hitachi Power Africa was established in October 2005 as a private 
company. Hitachi Power Europe OmbH, the holding company, responsible for 



the Aliqcan market within Hitachi global, was interested to enter the 
local market and to participate in the planned electricity generation 
expansion programme. The holding company, ~n anticipation of the new 
business order in South Africa, recognised the need for local 
empowerment shareholders and business partners to meet Eskom’s capacity 
planning ~ntentions. 

At the end o:[’November 2005, a shareholders agreement between Hitachi 
Power Europe, Chancellor ttouse Holdings and Makotulo Investments was 
signed and all shareholders paid for their shares in full. 

Work on both projects began inwnediately and orders placed with local 
companies for the man,fracture of boiler parts and other components have 
effectively revived the boiler making industry in South Africa. Hitachi 
Power Africa has, between the two projects, generated 3 000 jobs to 
date. At peak, an estimated 6 000 jobs would be created. Medupi is 
scheduled for completion in late 2015 followed by Kusile in 2017. 

State of the art technology is being applied at both power stations. 
Medupi and Kusile will be approximately 20 percent more efficient than 
existing plants and would therefore result in considerable savings in 
coal and emissions. 

Statement issued by- FD Media and Investor Relations on behalf of Hitachi 
Power Africa, April 20 2010 
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Fire, s and Financial Institutions; Co~tries and the Climate? 
What Will Robelt Zoellick Break Next’.’ 

By PATRICK BOND 

There are two theories about Robelt Zoellick, and they’ll be tested next 
month by a World Bank vote on a massive South African coal-fired 
generator loan. 

The 57-year old Bank president is a nerdy man who served as number two 
at the Bush State Department and then in 2007 replaced the disgraced, 
nepotistic Paul Wolfbwitz. One theory is that Zoellick is brilliant and 
effective. The other which I’ll defend - is that nearly everything he 
touches, he breaks 

In one comer, writing in CounterPunch in 2005, is US foreign policy 
analyst Tom Barry: "At first glance, Zoellick could be mistaken for an 
ideologue, as an evangelist for free trade and a member of the 
neoconservative vanguard. But when his political trajectory is more 
closely observed, Zoellick is better understood as a can-do member of 
the Republican foreign policy elite - a diplomat ~vho abvays keeps his 
eye on the prize, namely the interests of Corporate America and U S. 
global hegemony." 

Ideologically, the man stood hand in hand with Cheney, Rttmsfeld, Perle, 
Wolfowitz, Bolton, Negroponte and the other maniacs, admits Barry: 
"Zoellick was perhaps the first Bush associate to introduce the concept 
of evil into the construct of Bush’s radical overhaul o:[’US grand 
strategy A year befi~re Bush was inaugurated, Zoellick wrote: ’A modern 
Republican foreign policy recognizes that there is still evil in the 
world - people who hate America and the ideas :[’or which it stands.’" 

This, the argument continues, ~s merely banal Washington rhetoric. It 
should not distract us from Zoellick’s deeper capamty to reproduce and 
restructure imperial power. As Central American activist Toni Solo put 
it in CounberPunch in 2003, "Zoellick is neither blind nor crazy.. 
s~mply has no interest in the massive human cost, whether in the United 
States or abroad, of his lucrative global evangelical mission on behalf 
of corporate monopoly capitalism" 

The other theory is more skeptical of Zoellick’s el!ficacy, concluding 
that he’s not particularly good at what he does. Indeed, Zoellick is 
mainly of interest because he represents a global trend of Empire in 
crisis since the Millennium, featuring at least three self-immolating 
traits which he brings to next month’s climate showdown at the Bank. 

First is the ideological fusion of neoconservatism and neoliberalism 
that Zoellick shares with his predecessor Wolfowitz Both strains are 
bankrupt, by any reasonable accounting. Representing the former, 
Zoellick was at the outset a proud member of the ProJect :[‘or a New 
American Century, and as early as January 1998 he went on record that 
Iraq should be illegally overthrown. 

As for the latter ideology-, ’Washington Consensus’ dogma, Zoellick and 
IMF managing director Dominique Strauss-Kahn had to spend 2009 beating a 
hasty retreat from the austerity-oriented economics their institutions 
intrinsically favor, so as to maintain global effective demand with 
crony-Keynesianism during capitalist crisis. 

Second is Zoellick’s inability to cut global-scale deals required to 



manage the US Empire’s smooth dismantling. ’l’his we already witnessed in 
the World Trade Organisation’s (WTO’s) demise, on his 2001-05 watch as 
the US Trade Representative Zoellick’s bumbling was on display at the 
Cancun ministerial summit in 2003, in disputes with the European Union 
over the US genetic engineering fetish, and in his insistence upon 
bilateral and regional alternatives to multilateralism, which has 
generated durable anti-Washington economic sentiment across Latin America. 

Next, as one of the most seninr Bush Administration officials in 
2005-06, Zoellick achieved practically nothing, aside from fulther 
wreckage of the US irrlage abroad. And as Bank president, appointed after 
Wolfowitz’s fall by Bush (in what is likely the last unilateral 
imposition of a US petro-militarist in this role), Zoellick’s efforts 
during the 2008-09 G20 deliberations on the world economy and at the 
Decerrlber 2009 UN Copet~hagen clm~ate sutmrlit were equally unsuccessful. 

Actually, dating to the 1996 Montreal Protocol banning 
chlorofluorocarbons, there have been approximately zero global-scale 
deals that affirmatively solve major world problems. Thanks to Zoellick 
and his brothers, US Empire-in-decline is just not conceding the 
resources and power required to fix trade, finance, climate, migration, 
military, public health, multilateral governance, and similar 
global-scale crises. 

An example is the international carbon market, founded by tl-lcn US 
vice-president A1 Gore in 1997 at Kyoto through tricking the world into 
thirtking Washington would sign the Protocol if US firms were given 
perrrlission to keep polluting at planet-threatening rates, tl’uough 
offsetting their emissions with trades and ’Clean Development Mechanism’ 

(CDM) investments. 

Zoellick’s World Bank strongly protnotes carbon markets, even though they 
contain so much corruption, speculation and stupidity that the carbon 
price crashed from a high of g.33/tonne in mid-2008 to ~213 after 
Copenhagen, and on two European markets all the way down to #~1 50 after 
yet more fraud scandals last week. 

Third, at a more profound level, is Zoellick’s tendency to deal with 
economic and ecological crises by shifting and stalling them, while 
stealing from those least able to defend. 

(As a theoretical aside for political-economy fnndis, what I call the 
shifting-stalling-stealing strategy is at the heart of the problem, and 
can be summed up in David Harvey’s phrase: ’accumulation by 
dispossession’ This stage arrives when capital exhausts the options it 
usually has to address crises - such as 1973-75, 1980-82, 1989-92, 
1997-2001 and 2007-09, with more to come - through traditional means: 
work speed-up [absolute surplus value], replacing workers with machines 
[relative surplus value], shifting the problems around geographically 
[the ’spatial Iix’], and building up vast debt and blowing speculative 
bubbles so as to stall crises until later [the ’temporal fix’] At this 
stage, capital needs to also loot the non-capitalist spheres of society 
and nature through extra-economic, imperialist techniques, the ;vay Rosa 
Luxemburg described stealing so ;vell a centtuy ago in The Accumulation 
of Capital and Naomi Klein has updated in Shock Doctrine.) 

To shift-stall-steal in a three-piece suit, Zoellick’s neocon-neolib 
worldvie;v gives excellent cover, yet only up to a point, which we now 
appear to be reaching. ’]?hat point comes sooner than later in part 
because the institutions needed to keep the game in play are cracking up 

To illustrate, Fannie Mae, Enron, Alliance Capital and Goldman Sachs 
were all crucial US imperial banksters, instrumental in generating the 
fictitious capital in real estate, energ3~ and other sectors which proved 
so important to the Clinton-[3ush era’s internal displacement and 
eventual amplification of crises. Goldman continues in this role today 

’]?he first suffered Zoellick as its mid-1990s executive vice president, 
following his several-years stint as a senior aide in James Baker’s 
Treasup), (at one point Deputy Assistant Secretary for Financial 
Institutions Policy), just prior to the 1988-90 Savings&Loan crisis, 
itself a function of the financial-deregulatory era that gave us 
mortgage-backed securities. By the middle of the last decade, Fannie Mae 
was so far in the red due to subprime lending through those securities, 
that a massive state bailout was needed. 

(And speaking of Baker, Zoellick served as his main assistant in the 
notorious December 2000 presidential vote recount in Florida, so 
destructive of those last vestiges of US democracy, thanks to the open 
racism and right-wing bullying of Zoellick’s thugs.) 

’]?he second firm, which cracked in 2002, boasted Zoellick as a senior 
political and economic advisor in 1999 Records are not available as to 
how- implicated Zoellick xvas in Enron’s electricity garrlbles, so pairdul 
to Californians and investurs. Hoxvever, as Board member of the third 
firm, Alliance, Zoellick was party to late 1990s oversight of Alliance 
Capital’s investments in Enron which led to multiple fraud lawsuits and 
vast losses for Alliance’s clients, including the state of Florida. 

The fourth bank, Goldman Sachs, which Zoellick served as a leading 
international official in 2006-07, has done well only tl-lrough illegal, 



immural deals and crony-capitalist bailuuts linking Bush and Obama 
econucrats. In the prucess, Goldman Sachs has cume tu enjoy an 
unprecedented amuunt uf popular brand awareness in the US and Eurupe, 
albeit nut particularly favorable 

What gives any observer hope frum Zoellick’s cv. is its pure, 
consistent, wurld-class geopolitical, economic, environmental and 
diplomatic self-destructiveness tie is su bad, he has zeru credibility 
among sensible people. 

Moreover, if the World Bank joins Fam~ieMae, Euron, Alliance Capital, 
Goldman’s reputation, the WTO, Bushite foreign/military policy (not to 
mention a million Iraqis and thousands of US soldiers), and other 
notches on Zoellick’s belt, future generations may be spared the 
implications simply because he will utterly foul his own nest. 

This process will become glaringly evident as early as April 8, when 
Zoellick attempts to sell his Board’s Executive Directors an 
incompetent, corrupt, ~xderdevelopmental, eco-disastrous loan to a 
corrupt regime, the African National Congress (ANC). It will add 5% to 
the foreign debt, which has soared since 2006 due to outftow of capital 
and amongst the world’s highest cttrrent account deficits. 

Wirmie _’vladikizela-Mandela, the ex-wife of our first post-apartheid 
president, Nelson Mandela, last week revealed to an Italian jottrnalist 
(whether on or offrecord is in dispute) how the ANC leadership sold out 
to white business elites. 

The current South African president, Jacob Zuma, pressured the countlT’S 
national prosecutor to drop scores of corruption charges against him 
just days before last year’s election. (That must have really impressed 
Zoellick, whose institution issued a new- Afiica Development Indicators 
report last week, ironically entitled ’Silent and lethal: How quiet 
corruption undermines Africa’s development eftbrts.’ The new coal loan 
should be Case Stud?’ #1, but instead the Bank mainly blames teachers and 
doctors for slacking off) 

Such context clarifies why the ANC continued the apartheid-era gift of 
the world’s cheapest electricity, to the world’s biggest mining/metals 
companies, such as Anglo An~erican Corporation (formerly based in 
Johannesburg, no;v London) and BHP Billiton (also ex-SA, now Melbourne). 
This multibillion dollar gift is anticipated to continue in coming years 
when Zoellick’s proposed $3.75 billion World Bank loan helps the 
Pretoria goverl~ment build the world’s fourth largest coal-fired power 
plant, leaving the apartheid deals intact. 

Corruption is rife, with a reported $700 million scheduled to flow into 

ANC coffers from Hitachi, fur its successful tender on a multi-billion 
dollar contract to build boilers for the $18 billion Medupi plant 
(boilermaking is not a ty-pical ANC staffer’s speciality but ever,vone can 
learn new trades). 

The borrower, a parastatal corporation called Eskom, began raising 
prices to retail consumers by more thari triple the inflation rate in 
2008. From 2007 to 2012, tJae price of a month’s normal electricity- use 
in an ’average township household’ is anticipated to rise 127% in real 
terms, according to Eskom. These price increases ;vill have an extreme 
adverse impact, leading tu massive disconnections (and illegal 
recunnections, hence electrucutions) of pour households 

Irunically, World Bank staff insist that the propused Eskum luan will 
have a ’developmental’ impact. An international cualitiun uf mure than 
200 gruups led by 65 red-green urganizations in Suuth Africa, viguruusly 
object, and prutests are mounting. Many recall the Bank’s last luans to 
Eskorr~ from 1951-67, when zero black South Africans received 
electricity’, which was reserved fur white business and huuseholds 

’]?he World Bank is in an untenable pusition. Zoellick is soun to issue a 
new Bank energy policy and he is alsu campaigning to take un additional 
responsibilities for channeling finance related to climate change. ~llqe 
prupused Eskum luan should disquali~ the World Bank frum any further 
rule in climate-related activities. 

In advance uf the Bank’s $180 billiun recapltalization bid at the April 
24-25 Spring Meetings, critics are ready tu take even mure vigorous 
action against the bank itself. This could include revival of the ’Wurld 
Bank Boycott’ which cost the institutiun support from many majur 
bundholders uver the past decade (including the world’s largest pension 
fund, the cities of San Francisco and Cambridge, the Calvert Group and 
many university, labor and church endowment funds) 

Back tu our upening question: is Zoellick clever or a pompuus 
self-saboteur? From this angle he appears anxious, as ever, to defend 
the shortest-term of Empire’s interests, and once again, in the process 
break a great deal more. 

Against Kamikaze Capitalism: Oil, Climate Change and the French refinely~ 
blockades 



by David Graeber, published online November 2010 

On Saturday, 16th October 2010, some 500 activists gathered at 
convergence points across London, knowing only that they were about to 
embark on a direct action called Crude Awakening, aimed against the 
ecological devastation of the global oil industry, but with no clear 
idea of what the?’ were about to do. The plan was quite a clever one. 
Organizers had dropped hints the?" were intending to hit targets in 
London itsell; but instead, participants who had been told only to bring 
full-charged metro cards, lunch, and outdoor clothing were led in 
brigades to a con~nuter train for Essex. At one stop, bags full of white 
chemical jumpsuits marked with skeletons and dollars, gear, and 
lock-boxes mysteriously appeared; shortly thereaRer, hastily appointed 
spokespeople in each carriage received word of the day’s real plan: to 
blockade the access road to the giant ColNton refinery near 
Stanford-le-Hope the road over which 80% of all oil cons~tmed in London 
flows. An affini~- group of about a dozen women were already locked down 
to vans near the refinery’s gate and had turned back several tankers; we 
were going to make it impossible for the police to overwhehn and attest 
them. 

It was an ingenious feint, and brilliantly effective. Before long xve 
were streaming across fields carrying thirteen giant bamboo tripods, 
confused metropolitan police in toxv. Hastily assunrbled squads of local 
cops first seemed intunt on provoking a violunt confrontation seizing 
one of our tripods, attempting to break our lines xvhen we began to set 
them up on the high~vay~ut the momunt it became clear that we were not 
going to yield, and batons would have to be employed, someone must have 
given an order to pull back. We can only speculate about what mysterious 
algoritl-mr the higher-ups apply in such situations like that ~ur 
numbers, their nttmbers, the danger of embarrassing publici~’, the larger 
political climate~ut the result xvas to hand us the field; our tripods 
stood, a relief parW backed up the original lockdown; and no further 
tankers moved over the access roa~a road that on an average day carries 
some seven hundred tankers, hauling 375,000 gallons of oil for the next 
five hours. Instead, the access road became a part?,’: ~vith music, clowns, 
footballs, local kids on bicycles, a chol~lS line of Victorian zombie 
stilt-dancers, yarn webs, chalk poems, periodic little 
spokescouncils~ainly, to decide at exactly what point ~ve would declare 
victory and leave. 

It ~vas nice to ~vin one for a change. Facing a world where security 
forces Iicom Minneapolis to Strasbourg seem to have settled on an 
intentional strategT, of trying to ensure, as a matter of principle, that 
no activist should ever leave the field of a major confrontation with a 
sense of elation or accomplishment (and often, that as many as possible 
should leave proibundly traumatized), a clear tactical victory is 
nothing to sneeze at. But at the same time, there was a certain ominous 
feel to the whole affair: one which made the overall aesthetic, with its 
mad scientist frocks and animated corpses, oddly appropriate 

The Coryton blockade was inspired by a call from indigenous groups in 
South America, tied to the Climate Justice Action network, a ne~v global 
network created in the lead-up to the actions in Copenhagen in December 
2009 for a kind of anti-Columbus day, in honor and defense of the earth. 
Yet it ~vas carried out in the shadow of a much-anticipated announcement, 
on the 20th, four days later, of savage Tory cuts to the tattered 
remains of the British welfare state, from benefits to education, 
threatening to throw hundreds of thousands into unemployment, and 
thousands already unemployed into destitution ~the largest such cuts 
since before the Great Depression. The great question on everyone’s mind 
was, would there be a cataclysmic reaction? Even worse, was there any 
possibility there might not be? In France it had already begun French 
Climate Camp had long been planning a similar blockade at the Total 
refinery across the channel in Le Havre; when they arrived on the 16th, 
they discovered the refiner?, already occupied by its workers as part of 
a nationwide pension dispute that had already shut down 16 of Frances 17 
oil refineries. The police reaction was revealing. As soon as the 
enviromnemal activists appeared, the police leapt into action, forcing 
the strikers back into the refiner?, and establishing a cordon in an 
effort to ensure that under no conditions should the activists be able 
to break through and speak with the petroleum workers (after hours of 
efforts, a few, on bicycles, did eventually manage to break through.) 

"Environmental justice won’t happen without social justice," remarked 
one of the French Climate Campers afterwards "Those who exploit 
workers, threaten their rights, and those who are destroying the planet, 
are the same people." ’]’rue enough. "We need to move towards a society 
and energy transition and to do it cooperatively with the workers of 
this sector. The workers that are currently blockading their plants have 
a crucial power into their hands; every litre of oil that is left in the 
ground thanks to them helps saving human lives by preventing climate 
catastrophes." 

On the surf:ace this might seem strikingly- naive. Do xve really expect 
workers in the petroleum industry to join us in a struggle to eliminate 
the petroleum industry? To strike for their right not to be petrolemn 
workers? But in really-, it’s not naive at all. In fact that’s precisely 
what they were striking for. They were mobilizing against referees aimed 
to move up their retirement age from 60 to 62 that is, for their right 
not to have to be petrolemn workers one day longer than the?" had to. 



Unemployment is not always a bad thing. It’s something to remember when 
we ponder how to avoid falling into the same old reactive trap we always 
do when mobilizing around jobs and industly and thus, find ourselves 
attempting to save the vet?~ global work nrachine that’s threatening to 
destroy the planet. There’s a reason the police were so determined to 
prevent any" conversation between environnrentalists and strikers. As 
French workers have shown us repeatedly in recent years, we have allies 
where we might not suspect we have them. 

One of the great ironies of the twentieth centmy~ is that evety~where, a 
politically mobilized wurking class whenever they did win a modicum of 
political power~id so under the leadership of a bureaucratic class 
dedicating to a productivist ethos that most of them did not share. Back 
in, say, 1880, or even 1925, the chief distinction between anarchist and 
socialist unions was that the latter were always demanding higher wages, 
the former, less hours of work. The socialist leadership embraced the 
ideal of infinite growth and consumer utopia offered by their bourgeois 
enemies; they simply’ wished "the workers" to manage it themselves; 
anarchists, in contrast, wanted time in which to live, to pursue folrnS 
of value capitalists could not even dream of. Yet where did 
anti-capitalist revolutions happen? As we all know from the great 
Marx-Bakunin controversy, it was the anarchist constituencies that 
actually rose up: whether in Spain, Russia, China, Nicaragua, or 
Mozambique Yet evely’ time they did so, they ended up under the 
administration of socialist bureaucrats who embraced that ethos of 
productivism, that utopia of over-burdened shelves and consumer plenty, 
even though this was the last thing they would ever have been able to 
provide. The iron?- became that the social benefits the Soviet Union and 
similar regimes actually were able to provide~ore time, since work 
discipline becomes a completely different thing when one effectively 
cannot be fired from one’s job~ere precisely the ones they couldn’t 
ackno~vledge; it has to be referred to as "the problem of absenteeism", 
standing in the way of an impossible fiature full of shoes and consumer 
electronics. But if you think about it, even here, it’s not entirely’ 
different. Trade unionists feel obliged to adopt bourgeois terms m 
which productivity’ and labor discipline are absolute values and act a s 
if the freedom to lounge about on a construction sites is not a hard-won 
right but actually a problem. Granted, it would be much better to simply 
work four hours a day than do four hours worth of work in eight (and 
better still to strive to dissolve the distinction between work and play 
entirely), but surely this is better than nothing. ~I]ae world needs less 
work. 

All this is not to say" that there are not plenty of working class people 
who are justly proud of what they’ make and do, j ust that it is the 
perversi~" of capitalism (state capitalism included) that this ve~ 
desire is used against us, and we know it. As a result, the great 
paradox of working class life is that while working class people and 
working class sensibilities are responsible for almost everything of 
redeeming value in modem life from shish kebab to rock’n’rol[ to public 
libraries (and honestly, do the administrative, "middle" classes ever 
really create anything?) they are creauve precisely’ when they are not 
working that is, in that domain of which cultural theorists so 
obnoxiously refer to as "consumption" Which of course makes it possible 
for the administrauve classes (amongst whom I count capitalists) to 
simultaneously’ dismiss their creativity, steal it, and sell it back to them 

The question is how to break the assumption that engaging in hard 
work ~nd by extension, dutifully’ obeying orders is somehow an 
intrinsically moral enterprise This is an idea that, admittedly’, has 
even affected large secuons of the working class. For anyone truly’ 
interested in human liberation, this is the most pernicious question. In 
public debate, one of the few things evepfone seems to have to agree 
with is that only those willing to worker even more, only those willing 
to submit themselves to well-nigh insane degrees of labor 
discipline~ould possibly- be nrorally deset’,~ing of anything that not just 
work, work of the sort considered valuable by financial markets~s the 
only legitimate moral justification for rewards of any sort. This is not 
an economic argun~ent. It’s a moral one. It’s pretty obvious that there 
are many circumstances where, even front the economists’ perspective, too 
much work and too much labor discipline is entirely counterproductive. 
Yet every time there is a crisis, the answer on all sides is always the 
same: people need to work nrore! There’s someone out there working less 
than they could be handicapped people who are not quite as handicapped 
as they’re making themselves out to be, French oil workers who get to 
retire before their souls and bodies are entirely- destroyed, art 
students, lazy porters, benefit cheats and somehow, this must be what’s 
ruining things for evelNone. 

I might add that this moralistic obsession with w-ork is vein much in 
keeping with the spirit of neoliberalism itself, increasingly revealed, 
in these its latter day-s, as very much a moral enterprise. Or I think at 
this point we can even be a bit more specific. Neoliberalisnr has always 
been a form of capitalism that places political considerations ahead of 
econotnic ones. How else can we understand the fact that Neoliberals have 
nranaged to convince everyone in the world that economic growth and 
material prosperi~ are the only thing that mattered, even as, under its 
aegis real global growth rates collapsed, sinking to perhaps a third of 
what they had been under earlier, state-driven, social-welfare oriented 
forms of development, and huge proportions of the world’s population 



sank into poverty’. Or that financial elites were the only peuple capable 
uf measuring the value uf anything, even as it propagated an economic 
culture su irrespunsible that it allowed thuse elites tu bring the 
entire financial architecture ufthe global ecunumy tumbling on top of 
them because uftheir utter inability tu assess the value uf 
anything even their uwn financial instruments Once one cuttuns unto it, 
the pattern becumes unmistakable. Whenever there is a chuice between the 
political goal of undercutting social movements especially, by 
convincing everyune there is no viable alternative to the capitalist 
order and actually running a viable capitalist order, neoliberalism 
means always choosing the first. Precarity is not really an especially 
effective way of organizing labor. It’s a stum~ingly eft~ctive way of 
demobilizing labor. Constantly increasing the total amount of time 
people are working is not vel?~ economically efficient either (even if we 
don’t consider the long-term ecological efi;ects); but there’s no better 
way to ensure people are not thinking about alternative ways to organize 
society, or fighting to bring them about, than to keep them w-orking all 

the time. As a result, we are left in the bizarre situation where almost 
no one believes that capitalism is really a viable system any more, but 
neither can they even begin to imagine a different one. The war against 
the imagination is the only one the capitalists seem to have 
definitively won. 

It only- makes sense, then, that the first reaction to the crash of 2008, 
which rcv-ealed the financiers so recently held up as the most brilliant 
economic minds in history to be utterly-, disastrously inept at the one 
thing they" were supposed to be best at calculating valu~was not, as 
most activists (myself included) had predicted, a rush towards Green 
Capitalism that is, an economic response~ut a political one. This is 
the real meaning of the budget cuts. Any competent economist knows what 
happens when you slash the budget in the middle of downturn. It can only 
make things worse. Such a policy only makes sense as a violent attack on 
anything that even looks like it might possibly provide an alternative 
way to think about value, from public welfare to the contemplation of 
art or philosophy (or at least, the contemplation of art or philosophy 
for any- reason other than making money). For the moment, at least, most 
capitalists are no longer even thinking about capitalism’s long-term 
viability. 

It is terrifying, to be sure, to understand that one is facing a 
potentially suicidal enemy. But at least it clarifies the situation And 
yes, it is quite possible that in time, the capitalists will pick 
themselves up, gather their wits, stop bickering and begin to do what 
they al;vays do: begin pilfering the most useful ideas from the social 
movements ranged against them (mutual aid, decentralization, 
sustainabili~) so as to turn them into something exploitative and 
horrible. In the long telTn, if there is to be a long telTn anyway, 
they’re pretty much going to have to. But in the meantime, ;ve really- are 
facing a kind of kamikaze capitalism~ capitalist order that will not 
hesitate to destroy itself if that’s what it takes to destroy its 
enemies (us) If nothing else it does help us understand what ;ve’re 
fighting for: at this moment, absolutely- eveszthing. 

This makes it all the more critical to figure out a way to snap the 
product~vist bargain, if we might call it that that it is both an 
ecological and a political imperative to bring about that meeting that 
the police in Le Havre were so determined to prevent. There are a lot of 
tl~reads to be untangled here, and any number of pernicious illusions 
that need tu be exposed. ! will end with only une. What is the real 
relation between all that muney that’s suppusedly in such shurt supply, 
necessitating the slashing ufbudgets and abrugatiun uf pensiun 
agreements, and the eculogical devastatinn uf our petruleum-based energy 
system? Aside from the obviuus une: that debt is the main means uf 
driving the global work machine, which requires the endless escalatiun 
uf energy consumption in the :first place. In fact, it’s quite simple. We 
are luoking at a kind of conceptual back-flip Oil, ~fter all, is a 
limited resource. There is only su much of it Mi~ney is not. A coin ur 
bill is really" nothing but an IOU, a prumise; the unly limit tu huw much 
we can produce is huw much we are willing to promise une another. Yet 
under contempurary capitalism, we act as if it’s just the oppusite 
Muney is treated as if it were uil, a limited resuurce, there’s only’ so 
much of it; the result is tu give central bankers the power to enforce 
ecunumic pulicies that demand ever mure work, ever increasing 
production, in such a way that we end up treating uil as if it were 
money: as an unlimited resource, something that can be freely spent tu 
puwer ecunomic expansion, at ruughly 3-5% a year, furever. The mument we 
cume tu terms with the reality, that we are nut dealing with absolute 
constraints but merely prumises, we can no longer say’ "but there ] ust 
isn’t any muney" the real question is whu uwes what tu whom, what surt 
of promises are wurth keeping, which are absulute a government’s prumise 
to repay its crediturs at a predetermined rate uf interest, ur the 
promise that it’s workers can stup working at a certain age, ur uur 
promise to future generations to leave them with a planet capable of 
human habitation. Suddenly the morality seems very diffcrent; and, like 

the French unvironmentalists, we discover ourselves with friends ~ve 
didn’t know we had 

http://w~vw.leninology.blogspot, com/ 



Friday, December 10, 2010 

I am the mob posted by lenin 

David Cameron demands that the "mob" must be punished. The Metropolitan 
police are in trouble with the "party of order", who are aghast, simply 
aghast, that the royal Daim[er has been scuttled by oiks. The Met Names 
and condenms "the outrageous and increasing levels of violence that some 
nfthe protesters are now involved in" Now there is casual talk of 
using firearms, as if it is only the virtue and "restraint" of armed 
officers and security officials that prevents those protesters from 
getting their heads justly blown off. Tile frenzy has been as relentless 
as it is familiar. Tile established players know- their lines well. Their 
royal we-ness maintain a dignified, somewhat benmsed silence, while the 
rottweilers go to work, ostensibly on their behal~ Yes, you have a 
perfect democratic right to protest, they say with patronising 
assurance, but violence is intolerable and will not be tolerated. Yes, 
most people were peaceful, but there were some people determined to 
restort to destruction. And those who flout the law nmst be exposed to 
the full penalty of the law. And, well, under difficult circumstances, 
sonm officers may lash out to protect themselves and their colleagues, 
and someone may be injured or die as a result. And the state will, if 
anything, err obsessively on the side of probity, subjecting those poor 
officers to investigation before finding them completely innocent. 

We are probably witnessing a move to re-tool the state, the better to 
cope with civil disobedience and strikes. Police have deployed a 
strategy of provoking violent confrontations with small bands of 
protesters. By using pre-emptive kettling, by charging at protesters 
with mounted police, by staging baton charges, and by lashing out at 
peaceful protesters with almost lethal force, the police have set up 
physical confrontations. They- have then attempted to use their 
overwhelming superiority of urganisation and force to coerce protesters 
into retreating into preemptively kettled territory. This would 
galvunise a small minority who would physically seek to break out, but 
would be effectively held back. Thus intimidated and physically coerced, 
the?- ~vould come to resent the minority isolated as ’prol?ssional 
troublemakers’ and wait meekly to go home in the late hours of a chili 
December evening, resolving never to attend a protest again. This 
strategy is based on the assumption that protests break down into a well 
meaning but duped and passive mass, and a nefarious, organised 
conspiracy of upstarts, and that the police can prise the two apart. 

But it didn’t actually go do~vn like that Most of those protesters ~vho 
did end up in direct combat with the cops are, as Paul Mason points out, 
working class sixteen and seventeen year olds tlcom Britain’s banlieues. 
They are not the committed anarchists that the law- and order mob are 
braying about, and they were not resented by other protesters. More 
wor~ingly for the police, when the?- did attempt to baton charge, they 
were often effectively resisted. Using whatever ad hoc instruments were 
at their disposal, large numbers of protesters physically out-manouevred 
police on numerous occasions Sometimes, for example, they used the same 
crowd control barriers that were intended to pen them to push back ranks 
of baton-wielding, helmeted and shielded riot police And when the 
police attacked people, they often fought back. They were not co~ved, 
despite the physically imposing stature and superior weaponiy’ of the 
cops, and despite the horrifying record of the Territorial Support 
Group So, far tlcom protesters blaming a small minority of troublemakers 
for the violence, they are almost unanimous in reporting tha~ the police 
engineered the violence And because the police didn’t get it all their 
own way, the FT’s headline today was: "Police lose control of street 
protests" 

Now the language of the ’mob’ is back in vogue, and the prospect of 
lethal violence against protesters cheerfully bruited. Now the state is 
worried that the protests have started to be effective, and might become 
even more effective in future Now they’re worried about what might be 
unleashed. The technologies of repression and unntainmem need to be 
updated for an age when it isn’t as easy to fabricate a serious division 
among protesters, between cunning manipulators and a gulled majority. 
The government is having to play a game of catch-up It introduced 16% 
cuts to policing in its spending review, suggesting that it anticipated 
a relatively easy ride over the cuts, and that it wouldn’t need the 
particular loyalty of police departments. And if these protests were 
flash-in-the-pan, localised, and self-contained, that calculation might 
have a modicum of realism to it. But they have proven to be anything 
but. They have accelerated, and spread, and added new energy and vigour 
to every anti-cm campaign, every left-wing party and coalition, every 
meeung and rally in the country. Now a Conservative leadership that 
hasn’t had a serious light on its hands since the early-to-mid Nineties 
is having to run to the police for help, and I suspect that means the 
police are about to get a lot nfnew powers and perhaps a relief in some 
of the cuts coming their way. 

Inevitably, the ’mob’ - the subject of official invective - is depicted 
as an opponunt not merely of a policy, but of "democracy". But democracy 
is not law- and order. Democracy is the mob; the mob is democracy. 
Democracy is supposed to mean popular sovereignty, not the ummpeded 
rule of a no-mandate government. It is supposed to mean that the will of 
the majority governs, not the interests of the rich. It is supposed to 
mean at minimum that people get the policies they vote for, not those 



they are uverwhelmingly hustile tu. In liberal democratic theury, the 
people are sovereign inasmuch as their aspirations and prerugauves are 
effectively mediated through a pluralist party-pulitical state. They may 
not get all that they want all of the time, but the decision-making 
process will be guided by the public muod, which rival parties must 
cumpete tu capture and express. Yet this system has unly ever been 
effective tu the limited extent that it has been when it has been 
supplemented by militant extra-parliamentary pressure, by the threat uf 
dispruptiun to stable governance and profit-accumulatiun. Tu the extent 
that the parliamentary systenr is ever really democratic, it is parasitic 
on a nmch more fundamental popular democracy-. 

Frances Fox Piven (along with her late partner Richard Cloward), has 
long argued that the electoral-representative system is most democratic 
when the working class and the poor are deliberately disruptive - when 
they are organised, but not institutionalised. This distinction is made 
in a particular way that it’s inrportant to get right. By 
’institutionalised’, Piven nreans incorporated into the state. Thus, the 
lesson of the 1930s, she argues, is that the working class was most 
effective when it withdrew its participation, went on strike, took 
wildcat action, performed sit-ins, etc. The bosses of the big steel 
corapanies and car manufacturers responded, just as the Federal 
government did, by trying to institutionalise industrial action, turning 
it into a regulated, far nrore predictable and nranageable occurrence, and 
incorporating organised labour into a deliberately- de-escalating 
machinel~/. But there are other examples of being institutionalised in 
this negative sense - being incolxoorated into a parliamentarist or 
electoralist machinery, for example. Or you nright add being coopted by 
conservative NOOs, ~vherein politics becomes a kind of showmanship, a 
spectacle where the main thing that counts is media reception and public 
relations. ~i~"natever happens, you become absorbed into the tacit rules 
that actually reproduce social power, rather than effectively rebelling 
against it. 

By contrast, what Piven calls ’disruptive power’ is that which shuts 
down processes and events that make capital and the state run 
efficiently Closing down a main road with a sit-down protest is an 
example of this. Occupying a public building, or flash-mobbing a retail 
outlet, or blockading a nuclear facility, are also examples of 
disruptive power. Withdrawing one’s labour is another, and picketing to 
obstruct the effective utilisation of the means of production is 
another. This disruptive power doesn’t have to be particularly noisy or 
violent or attention-grabbing in and of itselii Nor is it necessary that 
it should be meek, amiable and nonviolent. An?’ question of noise and 
street theatre is a secondary tactical question, and an?, violence is a 
matter of exigency rather than principle But what ’disruptive po;ver’ 
exploits is the fact that economic and political power in complex 
capitalist societies rely on a series of intricate interdependencies and 
specializations, which distributes the capacity to disrupt the system 
rather widely Diit’erent agencies ;vill be better placed to exploit this 
than others, because the?- are differently endowed ;vith the relevant 
structural capacities, and each situation involving this capitalist or 
that state authority will open up different opportunities. And there 
will al;vays be subjective difficulties in adapting the repertoire of 
learned methods of resistance to an?’ new- situation. But the exercise of 
this disruptive power has been the hallmark of the ’mob’ throughout 
histow, and it has also accompanied every democratic breakthrough. 

We are now in a situatiun where the ruling classes are uneasily 
realigning their forces, scrutinising their techniques of dominance, 
restless abuut their ability tu huld the line in the new situation. 
Meanwhile we are coming out uf a generation that has spent many years 
going through defeats, and only occasional and partial victories, and we 
are trying tu find out what works and what does not. Listening to 
prutesters, yuu hear peuple say that the lessun uf the last decade is 
that the tactic of the big march and rally didn’t wurk, even with uver a 
milliun people and mure in attendance. ’]?he media spectaculars didn’t 
wurk either, even with Snoup Dogg in attendance So now people are 
trying uut occupations, sit-down protests, flash-mubs, and other :Forms 
of disruptive prutest. They are learning what their legal pusitiun is if 
the?" du protest, and if they’re arrested They’re learning how to handle 
the press The question of what kinds of industrial action is must 
effective loums uver us again. The one day general strike? Sustained, 
indefinite walk-uuts by strategically important gruups of workers? 
Recurring strikes of lengthening duratiun? And what kind uf picketing is 
effective? How tu handle the media and the police’? What to accept in 
negutiatiuns? And su on The mob is re-learning, applying and 
reinvenung the principles of demucracy. And the law is having unce 
again tu prepare itself tu resist the threat of demucracy. 

Coanterpanch December 13, 2010 

"Bush Was Right to Go to War" 
Does Liu Xiaobo Really Deserve the Peace Prize? 

By TARIQ ~4LI 

Last year’s recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize escalated the war 
in Afghanistan a fexv weeks after receiving the prize. The award 



surprised even Obama. ’]’his year the Chinese government were 
foolish to make a martyr of the president of Chinese PEN and 
neo-con Liu Xiaobo. He should never have been arrested, but the 
Norwegian politicians who comprise the committee, led by Thorbjom 
Jagland, a former Labour prime mimster, wanted to teach China a 
lesson. And so they ignored their hero’s views 

Or perhaps the?’ didn’t, given that their own views are not 
dissimilar. The cotmnittee thought about giving Bush and Blair a 
joint peace prize for invading Iraq but a public outclN forced a 
retreat. 

For the record, Liu Xiaobo has stated publicly that in his view: 

(a) China’s trage@ is that it wasn’t colonised for at least 
300 years by- a Western po~ver or Japan. This would apparently have 

c~vilised it for ever; 

(b) The Korean and Vietnam ;vars lbught by the US were ;vars 
against totalitarianism and enhanced Washington’s ’moral 

credibili~’; 

(c) Bush was right to go to war in Iraq and Senator Kerry’s 

criticisms were ’slander-mongering’; 

(d) Afghanistan? No surprises here: Full support for Nato’s war. 

He has a right to these opinions, but should they- get a peace prize? 

The NOl~’egian jurist Fredrik Heffermehl argues that the committee 
is in breach of the will and testament left behind by the inventor 
of @namite ~vhose bequests fund the prizes: 

’The Nobel conm~ittee has not received prize money for free 
use, but was entrusted with money to give to the pivotal element 
in creating peace, breaking the vicious circle of arms races and 
military power games. From this point of view the 2010 Nobel is 
again an illegitimate prize awarded by- an illegitimate corcanittee.’ 

Tariq Ali’s latest book "The Obama Syndrome: Surrender at Home, 
War Abroad’ is pulqished by Verso. 

Africa hosts the World Social Forum, Dakar Senegal in 2011 

The next World Social Forum (WSF) shall take place in Dakar, Senegal, 
06-1 lth February-, 2011. For the second time in the history of its 
existence, it is being hosted on our continent, after the 2006 Nairobi 
one, hence the importance of our participation and critical role as a 
critical part of the progressive movement on the continent 

B ackgrouaad 

Dakar is a reno;vned ci~ on the African continent for both its 
historical role and the depth of its intellectual contribution to the 
development of our continent and the liberation struggle It is the same 
city that played host to the historic talks in 1987 between the ANC and 
prominent white South Africans drawn from the business, academic and 
other sectors of South African society’, ;vhere they pledged to end 
apartheid, thus laying the basis tbr the decisive breakthrough a fe;v 
years afterwards 

However, for our purposes we shall relate two important factors in this 
regard; 

1. Goree Island, a historical site of the transatlantic slave trade 
for all Africans and the 

2. Cheikh Anta Diop University, named after a well known Senegalese 
physicist, antl~ropologist, linguist, archaeological and historian rated 
amongst African intellectual giants 

Brief background to the (ioree Island is that it was built in 1776 by the 
Dutch, the slave House at the site is one of several places on the 
island where Afi-icans were brought to be ]oaded onto ships destined, 
particularly, for the western world. The owner’s residential quarters 
were on the upper floor of the house ’];he lower floor was reserved for 
the s]aves who were weighed, fed and held before departing on the 
transatlantic ] ourney. ~f]ae Slave House with its famous "Door of No 
Return" has been preserved in its original state. The island is 3 
from Dakar city, its where thousands of Africans passed through the 
fortress located on the continent’s bulge. 

The date of the WSF in I)akar con-esponds with the death of Cheikh Anta 
Dinp (After whom the University of Dakar was named to become the Cheikh 
Anta Diop University), who passed away on the 7th February, 1986. He was 
regarded as one of Afi~ica’s illustrious sons, who argued that Africa was 
the cradle of civilisation. 



He is regarded as a towering African intellectual ~vho proved that 
European archaeologists and anthropologists beJ2~re and after the 
decolonization had understated and continued to understate the extent 
and possibility’ of Black civilizations. He further posed important 
questions about the cultural bias inherent in scientific research 

Process towards Dakar. 

It is important that all organisations in thecountry and Southern 
African region start working on their delegations, particularly because 
we are told accommodation is already about to be a problem. We further 
are expected to play a critical role in an .adrican WSF, otherwise, we 
are bound to forfeit leadership of the continent to forces outside the 
continent, bent on advancing and deepening their hegemony to the 
detriment of the working and poor people of the continent. 

There will also be a South Africa Preparatory process, as well as a 
Southern Africa preparatory process whose dates shall be atmounced. 

In this regard, we are organising a briefing session for all COSATU 
affiliates on the processes, both substantive and logistical and hope 
the same goes for all organisations keen to be part of the event. 

Issued by the International Department, COSATU 

Bongani Masuku (International Relations Secretary) 

A challenge to the ANC? 

December 10, 2010 

South African politics have been in flux since the ouster of former 
President Thabo Mbeki in 2008. As the key architect and administrator of 
South Africa’s pro-business, neoliberal policies, Mbeki was pushed out 
after pressure from the African National Congress (AN(?) and its partners 
in the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) and South African 
Communist Part?’ (SACP). But since then, MSeki’s successor, President 
Jacob Zuma, has been uaader fire for a series of scandals and for 
pursuing aggressively pro-business policies at the expense of working 
people 

Tensions between Zuma and COSATU erupted in September with a 
public-sector general strike that ;vent on nearly three ;veeks--perhaps 
the biggest social comqict in South Africa since the fall of the 
apartheid system. In the aftermath of the strike, COSATU and its allies 
called a Civil Society Conference that excluded not only the ANC, but 
also the SACP, ;vhich has followed the government’s line. 

Here, the editorial team of Amandla! , a socialist magazine in South 
Africa, reports on the conference and its significance for the South 
African labor movement and the left. 

Hundreds of thousands march in Cape Town during a COSATU-led strike in 
2008Hua~dreds of thousands march in Cape Town during a COSATU-led strike 
in 2008 

WHILE A lot of noise has been made regarding the African National 
Congress’ (ANC) reaction to the Congress of South African Trade Unions 
(COSATU) holding a conference with civil society, to which the ANC and 
other Alliance partners were not invited, not much information and 
analysis has been forthcoming on the corfference itself. Amandla! seeks 
to correct this with this ovep~iew of the COSATU Civil Socie~ Conference 

’]?he organizers of the October 28-29 COSATU Civil Socie~" Conference owe 
a debt of gratitude to AN(; Secretary General Gwede Mantashe and the ANC 
National Working Committee. Without their paranoid response, the 
conference would have been confined to media obscurity. Now there is 
considerable ~nterest among wide sectors of society on what COSATU and 
its partners’ next move will be Will the corfference be a one-off event, 
or will it lead to popular mobiliz~tion and a possible realignment of 
forces? 

COSATU disillusionment 

The background to the conference is the growing disillusionment of 
COSATU in the Zuma government. The failure of the Zuma administration to 
break with the class project of the Mbeki era is at the nub of COSATU’s 
growing sense of betrayal. After all, COSATU played a very significant 
role in removing Mbeki and getting Zuma elected president of the AN’C’. 
The hope was that this would not just put the Alliance at the center of 
policymaking, but that COSATU, together with the increased influence of 
the SACP in the ANC, could bring about substantial econotnic and other 
policy shifts. 

With the nationalist forces in the ANC using the AN’C’ Youth League as a 
battering ram, the influence of the Alliance left in the ANC has been 
blocked as Zuma cleverly plays one faction off against the other to 



consolidate his hold over the center. In additinn, the Treasury and the 
Reserve Bank remain very much in control of macro economic policy, 
buttressed by the power of international finance and Zuma’s fear of 
p~ssing offthe markets. 

Crony capitalism and corruption linked to a predatory elite with 
increased influence in the leading structures nfthe ANC has become a 
major concern for COSATU. The struggle for the heart and soul of the ANC 
~s being lost, even though COSATU, with others, was successful in 
getting rid of Mbeki. 

Of further concern to COSATU has been the neutralizing of the SACP as a 
force for popular mobilization. Having been given senior representation 
in government both nationally and provincially, the SACP would seem to 
be more concerned with maintaining the delicate balancing act of winning 
space in the cabinet and the ANC’s executive committees than the 
day-to-day class struggles fought at the workplace and in the coramunity. 

The breaking-up of the coalition that put Zuma in the Union buildings 
[the seat of the South African government] has pitted COSATU in a bitter 
battle against the ANC Youth League and other nationalist/popular forces 
in the ANC. This has particularly played itself out in the National 
Working Committee of the ANC, where the populists have the n~tmbers. A 
key moment was ~vhen the National Working Conrmittee threatened to bring 
disciplinary- action against COSATU’s General Secretary Zwelinzima Vavi 
for COSATU’s attack on allegedly corrupt cabinet ministers. 

And if corruption, cronyism and nepotism was a feature of the Mbeki era, 
the one-and-a-half years of Zmna’s presidency has indicated just how ~ar 
the floodgates can be opened. The fear of COSATU is that if a major 
effort to expose and fight corruption is not undeltaken--and for COSATU, 
this must be a civil society effort--then the predato15, elite will 
capture the state, killing off the possibility of a progressive, 
state-led development agenda. 

Against this, it was not surprising that three issues dominated the 
agenda of the conference, namely fighting con-uption, addressing 
inequality--especially in relation to education and health--and drafting 
a social justice charter that can give a new direction to c~vil society’ 
struggles and act as the glue of a labor-c~vil society, coalition 
COSATU’s new- grow;h plan document also featured as a major discussion item. 

Participants 

Over 300 delegates attended the conference ~Vhat was interesting ;vas the 
broad range of organizations that attended. Firstly, COSATU was well 
represented. At least 40 percent of those who participated were from 
COSATU If not eve~ COSATU affiliate then clearly most aflhliates sent 
delegations, ;vith representation from different regions. Most of 
COSATU’s provincial secretaries attended, and the head office sent a 
strong delegation, including national office bearers and heads of 
departments 

"¢~qaile the majority, of civil socie~z delegations were from Gauteng, 
because travel and accommodation costs were not subsidized, there was a 
vei~’ diverse range of organizations present Section 27 (formerly the 
AIDS Law Project), together with the Treatment Action Coalition (TAC), 
were the co-convenors and were well represented. The Social Justice 
Coalition and Equal Education--closely aligned to TAC--were also well 
represented and geared-up for the conference. 

’]?he wide range of civil socie~ organizations that came to participate 
ranged from Congress of Traditional Leaders (CONTRALESA), the South 
African Council of Churches, the Anti-Privatization Forum and the Soweto 
Electrici~ Crisis Committee, just to name a few. 

Underrepresented were organizations from the land and rural sector, as 
well as many of the new social movements that have been at the forefront 
of important service delivery" protests This may be because many of 
them, such as the Landless People’s Movement and Jubilee South Africa, 
have weakened and fractured since the hea@ days of the big social 
movement march during the Summit for Sustainable Development in 2002. 
Others may have not participated because of their mistrust of COSATU and 
its alliance with the ANC, which they label as neoliberab 

Abashlali baseMjondolo did not attend out of choice, as they have been 
recently attacked by COSATU and some c~vil society organizations in the 
Western Cape for their direct mass action campaign in Khayelitsha. 

What was remarkable and illustrative of the openness and constructive 
nature of discussions was when Vavi was asked from the floor why is it 

that COSA’I~J is criticizing social movements like Abahlali, he refused to 
use the platfoma to defend COSATU, but said that the platmed meeting of 
Abahlali, COSATU and others should go ahead to sort out differences. 
This set a really iraportant tone for the meeting and signaled to all 
participants the constructive atmosphere in which the conference was to 
be conducted. 

Political orientation 

There was a refreshingly strong anti-neoliberalism and anti-capitalism 



in the plenary inputs and contributions from the :tloor. rIlne conference 
had a radical flavor also reflected in the opening addresses of COSATU’s 
General Secretary Zwe[inzima Vavi and Section 27’s Mark Heywood. While 
Vavi was at pains to dismiss AN(; concerns that the Conference 
represented the first steps towards forming a new workers par~, he 
stated boldly that: 

We have only one enemy--neolibera[ism, that has condemned our people to 
poverty and unemployment. We want to roll back neoliberal advances and 
struggle for the adoption and implementation of alternatives. Our 
struggles have to be both defensive and offensive. 

The putpose of the confurence was captured by Vavi when he said: 

The high levels of poverty and inequality aggravate many other 
anti-social phenomena which we see increasingly--violent con~nunity 
protests, xenophobia crime, corruption and the collapse of social and 
moral values. We face not just personal and family disasters, but a 
national catastrophe, a ticking bomb, which has already begun to explode 
in our poorest communities. 

This was our reasoning behind calling this sutmnit. We can’t stand there 
making speeches without developing a program that will mobilize our 
society to stop this ticking bomb from exploding. 

Heywood, in his input, placed inequality as the central issue that a 
movement must be built around. He emphasized that the confurence should 
not be a talk shop, and that we must not replicate the Grand Old D~tke of 
York syndrome, where initiatives are started and not followed through. 

For the left, they could take conffort from Heywood’s strong emphasis on 
mobilization and movement building and his critique of the market. 
Perhaps of concern was his strong emphasis on civil society using 
constitutional provisions and legal forms of struggle. His skepticism of 
nationalization and socialism is some~vhat more wor~ing However, since 
socialism is not exactly on the agenda, given the current balance of 
forces both nationally and internationally, agreement on prioritizing 
movement building and militant folrnS of struggle is much more important. 

The conference broke up into three conm~issions, focusing on developing a 
social justice charter, campaigning against inequality with specific 
references to health and education and taking forward COSATIYs economic 
policy document, "A Growth Path Towards Full Employment." 

The commissions ~vere also marked by constructive and open discussions 
with high levels of consensus being achieved and with strong 
participation of both the unionists and utvil society participants. Some 
of the spirit of cormnission discussion ~vas captured by an input of Sam 
Mashinini, COSATU free state provincial secreta~, when he asked in the 
Growth Path Commission, "V~nno are the civil society formations in the 
Free State [province], we need to replicate this discussion in the Free 
State." 

The commission debating the development of a social justice charter 
agreed that such a document could be a powerful instrument, especially 
if it emerged out of struggle and popular consultation. It could serve 
as a powertM means to unite broader civil society and overcome its 
current weakness and lack of purpose. Analogies ~vere made with the ANC’s 
1955 Freedom Charter, both in terms of how it was produced through 
popular mobilization and how at a particular moment in the struggle 
became a powerful force to lead in the struggle for national liberation 

While the COSATU Growth Path for Full Employment was endorsed, a nutnber 
of valuable points were made on how the document can be strengthened 
The conference urged COSATU to advance a social solidarity economy, 
particularly in regard to workers in the informal economy. Decent work 
programs should be ~k~rmalized, with workers dictating the agenda The 
right to work should be constimtionalized as part of the struggle to 
overcome unemployment. 

The conference expressed concerns about the idea of a social pact. 
Workers should not be coerced into pacts with government or employers 
that will lead to lower wages or worse working conditions It was also 
the view coming from this commission that the tax-to-GDP ratio in South 
Africa is far lower than other comparable countries. There is space to 
~ncrease taxes, which could furnish the government with billions of 
rands more to implement important programs, such as National Health 
Insurance (Nit[), and help to eliminate inequality. 

An important weakness of the current document is that it needs to be 
clearer on the idea of the "green economy" and sustainable development 
We need to move towards sustainable energy, to migrate the economy 
one based on a coal to a low carbon or possibly carbon-free econoray. 

In terms of taking forward the ideas of the Growth Path, the confurence 
resolved that 2011 should be declared a year of mass mobilization on 
economic policy and against unemployment, poverty and inequality. 

The need for mass mobilization and joint campaigning was a strong theme 
of the cormnission that dealt with rights to health and education. The 
cormnission called for the establishment of a campaigns cormnittee that 



will coordinate the campaign for an NHI that would overcome current 
inequality in the health system 

The commission felt strongly that the model of the NHI must be one that 
strengthens that public health care system and not private health care. 
The conference endorsed the view of the commission that community health 
workers must be formally brought into the health care system as 
employees of the Department of Health and unionized 

The conference agreed to a national campaign on education to ensure the 
proper functioning and resourcing of schools. In addition, the 
conference felt strongly that public officials must enroll their 
children in public schools and use public health institutions. This 
would be the impetus to ensuring decent public schooling and healthcare. 

Where to from here? 

The conference has created expectations that labor and progressive civil 
society will collaborate in building campaigns directed against 
inequality and for social justice. The conference strongly endorsed the 
idea of annual meetings, and that the conference is replicated at a 
provincial and regional level where campaigns and joint struggles can be 
implemented. 

While COSATU ~vas at pains to deflect potential concern from its Alliance 
partners that this initiative was not aimed at building an alternative 
political front, nevertheless, this is the suspicion of the ANC and SACP 
leaderships. Their fear is that should COSATU proceed ~vith building this 
process and develop real campaigns with progressive civil society, the 
dynamic that will be unleashed will displace the ANC and the SACP as 
COSATU’s strategic reference. This is why the conference was greeted 
with such hostility by the ANC and the SACP. 

It remains to be seen ho~v this will impact on COSATU’s enthusiasm for 
the conference and the potential alliance ;vith progressive civil 
society. However, what is clear is that the global crisis will narrow 
the space fbr the Zuma administration to implement radical reforms that 
address worsening inequality and unemployment. 

This, ultimately, will play a large role in determining how COSATU will 
go forward The real question, given the anger at the base of society, 
is whether COSATU can aflbrd not to build a broader movement against 
neoliberalism and for social justice. Politics is becoming once again 
interesting on the left side of the spectrum 

Embargoed unti 1 lh00, 4 December 2010 
Check against delivery 

COSATU President Sidumo Dlamini’s Speech at the COSATU’s 25th 
Anniversa~z Celebration, Johannesburg Stadium, 4 December 2010 

Comrades and friends, we are here today to celebrate 25 years since the 
launch of CO SATU on 1 December 1985 Cyril Ramaphosa was prophetic when 
he declared that "a giant has arisen!" That giant has grown from 130 
000 members when it was launched to ;vell over 2 million paid up 
membership today. 

While still barely walking, the young giant launched itself into titanic 
battles against employers and the apartheid regime. In his speech at the 
launch, founding President Elijah Barayi gave P.W. Botha a six-month 
deadline to do away with passes. Indeed Botha succumbed and the hated 
pass laws that had humiliated millinns of decades were scrapped. Today 
we caw), proper identity documents. 

That Barayi speech and resolutions led us into countless other battles 
We were in the forefront of the campaign for the release of Nelson 
Mandela. We battled against the bantustans, the black authority stnnges, 
the tri-cameral parliament, the apartheid laws. Today we are celebrating 
all these victories in the company of our mayors, premiers and 
President, all elected by ourselves! 

Whilst we were battling against the apartheid state, we were confronting 
apartheid in our workplaces. Barely six months after we were born, we 
launched a campaign for the recognition of May Day as a paid Public 
Holiday In just two years we won that demand. Today Miiy Day, with 11 
other public holidays including August 9, June 16, March 21 are all paid 
public holidays. 

Today we gather here in Johannesburg to remember all these titanic 
battles workers have waged for so long We remember the 1946 
mineworkcrs’ strike led by JB Marks, leader of the African Mineworkers 
Union that rocked the mine bosses and the apartheid state. 

We trace our history to the militant traditions of our predecessors in 
SACTU who, but for the apartheid regime would have been 55 years old 
this year. We are the children of the Corrobrick workers whose strike 
spread like wild fire from Durban to every corner of our conntty in 1973. 

We are here to remember the heroes of the 1986 Kinross Mine disaster and 



all the other thousands of mineworkers who have perished underground. We 
remember the militant traditions of the OK Bazaars Strike of 1987 that 
lasted for over six months. That strike showed that women’s place is in 
the forefront of our militant unions. 

We are here to celebrate the 1987 railway strike led by SARHV~’U which is 
today SATAWU. We remember how the regime unleashed violence and killed 
workers. Who could ever forget the 1987 mineworkers’ strike involving 
over 300 000 workers who for 21 days stood toe-to-toe with the brutal 
private array of the Chamber of Mines? 

We know that we suffered serious losses in that strike in which 50 000 
of our members took part, including the COSATU General Secretary-, 
Zwelinzima Vavi, but that that strike laid the foundation for today’s 
organisation and the many gains and victories we made since 1987. 

We remember the sacrifices, resilience and tenaciW of our members, who 
not only sacrificed their wages and jobs but their lives. Today we 
recall that the very first Uir~honto we Sizwe (MK) to be hanged by the 
regime was leading unionist Vuyisile Mini. 

We recall that the first person to die in detention was a leading 
unionist, Looksmart Ngudle, that the very first cadres to swell the 
ranks of the glorious MK people’s army, were leading unionists such as 
Raymond Mhlaba, Wilton Mkwayi and Walter Sisulu. 

We are here to celebrate the unbreakable worker/?’outh alliance seen in 
the 1976 student uprisings and the body punches that brought the monster 
of apartheid to its knees throughout the 1980s and 1990s. Today we also 
celebrate the role of the United Democratic Front and other progressive 
forces who organised thousands of community organisations into a single 
powerful movement. 

We are here to celebrate our strategic alliance with the ANC and the 
SACP, ~vhich has lasted for many decades, predating even the creation of 
SACTU and COSATU. Together with the ANC and the SACP, we were part of 
the final push between 1990 and 1994 that guaranteed 27 April 1994 

As ~ve turn 25 years this year, we know that the fallen heroes ~vho 
participated in the 1973 strikes, the fearless students of the 1976 
revolt, the thousands of MK soldiers whose bones are still buried in 
foreign lands, those who dedicated their efforts in building organs of 
people’s po~ver would thump their chests in pride ~vhen they look at the 
formidable organ that COSATU is today 

Comrades, this year is indeed an important year for the working class 
movement. We salute one of the founding unions of COSATU and the Food 
and Allied Workers’ Union, which gave the labour movement astute leaders 
like Jay Naidoo, COSATU’s founding General Secretary and Chris Dlamini, 
COSATU’s founding 1 st Deputy President. 

This year we also celebrate the 20th birthday of SADTU and remember the 
contribution of so man?’ teachers in our movement, from Leslie Masina, JB 
Marks, and Mathew Goniwe to today’s 240 000 members of SADTU. 

We salute the tremendous role played by our predecessors in SACTU, 
including John Nkadimeng, Steven Dlamini, Moses Kotane, JB Marks, Ray 
Simons, Oscar Mpetha, Rita Ndzanga and Gana Makhabeni. 

We must also never forget Yure Mdyogolo, Moses Mabhida, Bill?’ Nair, Liz 
Abrahams, Cumick Ndlovu, Archie Sibeko, Leslie Massina, Chris Dlamini, 
John Gomomo, Violet Seboni, and Alina Rantsolase, Mbuyiselo Ngwenda and 
countless more 

We remember the ordinary members of COSATU, the unsung heroes without 
whom nothing could have been possible. We remember the shop stewards 
who, like true commanders have remained the backbone of our movement We 
remember Jabulile Ndlovu, the NUMSA shop steward who was brutally killed 
by warlords in KwaZulu Natal. 

We remember MAWU shop steward Phenenus Sibiya and the other ]2)ur 
passengers of the car set alight by the warlords on the way to the 
COSATU launch from Phophomeni. We remember Selby Mayise of the NI~M, Sam 
Ntambane, killed on the day he led a march to a police station on the 
day Chris Hani was assassinated Through them we remember the role of 
all shop stewards of our unions. 

We remember Sam Ntuli, the NUMSA organiser killed by a apartheid sniper 
and Bheki M1angeni, the COSATU lay, fief killed by a bomb We remember all 
workers and our people who were killed by the enemy in particular in 
KwaZulu Natal throughout the 1980s and here in Gauteng in the 1990s in a 
war engineered by the third force that killed thousands. 

We remember all our members who died at work and or were maimed by 
asbestos and dangerous chemicals we are exposed to at work. We remerrlber 
those killed by the HIV and AK)S and rededicate ourselves into a 
struggle to defeat this epidemic. 

Let us all stand and take a minute of silence in remembering all these 
heroes and heroines of our struggle. 



’]?his histoW is more than enough proof that ours was never a sectarian 

struggle only for increasing wages and improving conditions of work for 

labour but a struggle to advance the interests of the working class as a 

whole and liberate human beings from all the evil s of apartheid and 

capitalism 

Our struggle for better wages and improved conditions of employment is 
the same straggle waged by workers and communities for better houses, 
affordable, accessible and safe transport and better schools and hospitals. 

It is because COSATU made this tremendous contribution to our struggle, 
that today we are crarmned into this stadimn to celebrate our victories. 
The police are here not to teargas us but to protect us. They are our 
members! Today we have ambulances on standby provided by our local 
government. Today we are addressed by our own President whom we elected. 
Today we have a new- constitution that enshrines our rights as workers, 
including our right to strike and to bargain with our employers. 

Yet we know that for a growing nmnber of workers, whose j obs have been 
casualised and outsourced or are employed by those human traffickers, 
the labour brokers, the Constitution and all labour laws have no meaning 
whatsoever. Their reali _ty is that of daily brutalisation and humiliation 
at the hands of farm bosses and fly-by-night pseudo employers. 

There have been significant iraprovements in the lives of millions of our 
people. In 1996, only 3 million people had access to social grants; 
today it is 15 million. A massive 25% of our population depends on these 
social grants today. In 1996, 58% of the population had access to 
electricitT-, today- 80%. In 1996, 62% of the population had access to 
rutming water, today 88%. We have built 3.1 million subsidised houses, 
giving shelter to over 15 raillion people. The celebration of COSATU’s 
25th atmiversary is also a celebration of these achievements. 

Comrades and friends 

It would be a big mistake for us to praise ourselves triumphantly 
without taking stock of the challenges we face today. Despite ~vorkers 
having made significant inroads, the context within which we gained our 
liberation ~vas inibrmed by a hostile global balance of forces In 1985 
when this giant was born, the Soviet Union, the horizon of hope for the 
working class across the globe, was still a formidable Ibrce standing as 
the alternative idea of development and civilization. 

Capitalism has proven over and over again that it has no answer to 
humanity. We facing a mounting crises of unemployment, with close to 
four from every ten people who want to ~vork unable to find jobs This 
was ~vorsened by the financial market crisis Iicom 2008 Between 2009 and 
2010 alone, more than 1 1 million people have been thrown out of their 
jobs. Since each worker supports an average of five dependents, this 
means that 57 million were relegated to poverty. 

Unemployment affects black people, women and young people most Today 
73% of all unemployed people are below 35. The youth bolT~ in the same 
year as COSATU no~v bear brunt of neoliberal policies and the capitation 
to global market forces. 

Indeed if we look today through the eyes of the youth, we see how this 
generation is continuously brutalised by- the despotic capitalist system. 
This youth has been turned into a sweatshop army in factories, retail 
giants such as Shoprite and Pick n Pay, in the private security 
industry, the call cemres and the hospitality sector 

In every area of life we see the class, race and gender fault lines we 
bequeathed from apartheid still in place. The top 20 paid directors in 
JSE-listed companies earned 1728 times the average ~ncome of a South 
African worker in 2008; even state-owned enterprises paid 194 times an 
average worker’s income. 

Meanwhile 48% of South Africans live on less than R322 a month and 25% 
now survive on state grants An average African man earns R2 400 per 
month, whilst an average white man earns RI 9 000. Most white women earn 
around R9 600 per month, whereas most Al?ican women earn R1 200 per month. 

Whilst we have made ma~or progress in improving access to education, in 
particular for the girl child, we have not transformed the education 
system we inherited from the apartheid regime. Children in black 
township schools are still victims of an unequal education system. ~fhey 
live daily with the fear of failure whilst watching their white 
counterparts ~n private schools top the list of achievers year after year 

It is the same story in healthcare. While the mainly white wealthy can 
buy world-class healthcare in the private sector, 86% of mainly black 
poor have to struggle to get any selwice at all in an under-funded, 
understafi;ed puhlic sector where patients are told to bring their own 
bedding and with only- panado available as an antidote. Nurses are 
overworked and underpaid. 

The HIV and AIDS epidemic has worsened our situation with 
life-expectancy dropping from 62 years in 1992 50 in 2006. Today- people 
leaving with HIV and AIDS occupy 73% of all hospital beds. 



The life expectancy of a white South African now stands at 71 years and 
that of a black South Afi-ican at 48. 

Faced with these realities, we have adopted the 2015 Plan to build 
COSATU and its affiliates, strengthen the ANC and SACP on the ground and 
build the Alliance and the developmental state. We have called on our 
members to swell the ranks of the ANC and the SACP to ensure that these 
strategic allies of the workers retain their bias towards the workers 
and the poor. 

Organisationally we still face a challenge to strengthen our affiliated 
unions so that they- can be a true spear that Chief Luthuli spoke of when 
addressing a SACTU congress. We know that some shop stewards are not 
well trained and do not defend our members from the bosses. We know- that 
some organisers are easily bribed and corapromised by the employers. We 
know too that some of our leaders are useless and do not deserve the 
cotffidence members have placed on them. 

We know we are far from achieving our historic goal of creating One 
Country, One Federation and One Union One Industry. We know we have not 
achieved the principle of worker control. Worker control does not only 
talk about internal democracy where workers are in charge. It also talks 
to the political system where workers will be in charge of their destiny. 

On this anniversary, let us recorrm~it ourselves to building a conscious 
cadre of COSATU, that can be an instrument in the fight against social 
injustice, landlessness and the commodification of basic services. We 
must invest all efforts in building a cadre that knows that the 
shop-floor and the cormnunity are part of the same theatre of class struggle. 

My dear comrades and friends 

The 25th anniversary of COSATU does not take place in a vacuum. The 
SACP, the Party of Socialism, celebrated its 89th birthday this year and 
we are left ~vith 2 years to the ANC centenaw. We want a strong ANC, a 
strong SACP and a strong SANCO. We will continue to play our role into 
ensuring this goal is realised 

We are encouraged by the recent successful ANC NGC. The tenderpreneurs’ 
agenda was isolated and exposed and their programme completely 
disrupted. It will take blunders arid a series of own goals by the 
lead ership to allow a return to the pre-NGC political environment of ill 
discipline, disorder and paralysis. 

Delegates to the NGC categorically stated that the NGC must go do~vn in 
history as "the gathering that marked a decisive turning point in 
tackling, arresting and reversing the negative tendencies that have 
eroded and threaten to erode the political integrity and moral standing 
of the ANC among our people." 

Importantly, the NGC reaffirmed all the economic resolutions of 
Polok~vane, summarised in the five ANC manifesto priorities. The 
framework of a ne~v growth path emerged from NGC, committing the ANC to 
the principle of creating decent work opportuthties. 

Further, the NGC Declaration "reaffirms the ANC’s approach that the 
transformation of the South African economy should always be holistic 
and comprehensive, covering all sectors of the economy. In this regard, 
the ANC should ensure greater state involvement and control of strategic 
sectors of the economy, such as mining, energy, the financial sector and 
others." 

At the time when we were concerned that government was giving in to the 
agenda of capital and other interest groups mobilising against the 
introduction of the National Health Insurance, the NG C moved decisively 
to state that "the implementation of NHI should be fast-tracked". 

We all hope that the New Growth Path, after a proper process of 
consultation and engagement, will provide a way forward to build an 
economy based primarily on manu£acturing industry, so that we 
beneficiate our own resources, using them to add value by turning them 
into manufactured goods and begin to reach the government’s goal of 
creating :give million decent, sustainable jobs over the next ten years 

The NGC constitutes not only a defence of Polokwane but significant 
pro-worker and pro-poor advances, although there remain some worp)dng 
elements. The overriding lesson we have learnt however, throughout our 
25 years of existence is that paper accepts anything written on it. Our 
challenge is to use a combination of strategies to continue to push for 
fundamental transJk~rmation. 

The tensions in the Alliance are often not caused by policy difference 
but by lack of political will by government to implement ANC and 
Alliance resolutions and the manifesto. 

Overall the framework emerging from the NGC should bring alliance 
fom~ations closet. It will all depend on consistent and decisive 
leadership to take forward the clear pro-poor and poor-working class 
policies from the NGC. 

Comrades and friends, 



In a few raonths people will be queuing at the polls to one again choose 
their representatives in the local government elections. The local 
governruent system that we have today in South At~ica is a product of a 
bitter and bloo@ struggle against the unrepresentative, corrupt and 
racist apartheid local government system. 

Today also serves a launch of our local govermnent elections campaign in 
support of the ANC. As tile COSATU General Secretary told tile ANC 
conference yesterday "This will once and for all remove any lingering 
doubts as to whether COSATU remains solidly- in support of the ANC, with 
whom we have worked closely together in every one of our first 25 years, 
since 1 December 1985." 

Yes we sometimes are very disappointed by our councillors’ inaction. 
Yes, at times we have disagreeruents with the ANC government and we even 
march against them ~vhen necessary. But no other par~ could have 
imagined achieving as much as the ANC government has 

Look at the Western Cape and you will see the disaster we will face if 
the Democratic Alliance gains ant’ ground next year. The open toilets 
saga and mass eviction of poor communities are just the t~vo best 
publicised examples of the DA’s war against the poor. It remains the 
party of the rich and privileged. 

One issue which crops up in virtually every community protest is 
corruption. There are ~videspread perceptions true or false - that 
local cou~cillors and ofticials are exploiting their public positions to 
promote their business interests and to enrich themselves at the expense 
of the pubic they are supposed to serve. 

We warmly welcome recent indications that the government is now taking 
more decisive action and turning its verbal condemnation of corruption 
into deeds, including Pravin Gordhan’s commitment that the government 
"will clamp down on crooks by introducing new public disclosure roles 
for all prospective govermnent contracts and imposing stiff penalties on 
companies and in&viduals involved in tender corruption". We welcome 
that the goverun~ent is investigating up to R25 billion rands that may 
have a~varded fraudulently by the state employees. 

We applaud Richard Ba[oyi’s special anti-cormpuon umt, which will 
~nvestigate senmr government ol!ficials with undeclared business 
interests in dealings with government, per]k~rming remunerative duties 
outside public service, soliciting bribes and receiving grants or 
benefits unlawfully. 

He was absolutely right when to say that "Corruption is the single most 
threat to good governance; it has the propensity to collapse an economy" 

But all these promises will turn out to be hollow if those involved in 
the biggest of all the corruption scandals - the arms deal - are not 
~nvestigated, and anyone found to be implicated is prosecuted and punished 

COSATU’s two past congresses have said that we will not give the ANC a 
blank cheque and will refuse to campaign or support candidates l~own to 
be corrupt or lazy. 

We are calling on the ANC, the Alliance and the people as whole, to 
ensure that candidates meet strict criteria of integrity, ffthe ANC 
unp[ements the processes it has agreed, it will help us achieve this 
goab But this process must create space ]2~r Alliance structures to 
ensure that every candidate is indeed honest and conscientious, 
interested only in serving our people. I urge all local Alliance 
structures not to let anyone intimidate them into loosening this criteria. 

The ANC ruanifesto must talk to these challenges. Our ruembers must not to 
be spectators but active participants in the candidate selection processes. 

I wish you peaceful and restful festive season. Let us always reraeraber 
to drive safely and do not fall victim to the road carnage. Let us 
always practise our ABC which means abstinence, be faithful and 
condomise. Let us protect women and children and ensure that the 16 days 
of activism against women and children abuse is t~dn throughout the year. 

Let us return next year we ruore energy to confront all our challenges. 

Daily Maverick 

Fifty people who stuffed up South Africa (or tried to) 

What do DF Malan, Kevin Pietersen, and Jackie Selebi have in corumon? 
They all feature in Alexander Parker’s latest book, "50 People 
St~fffed Up South Africa". And yes, in case you’re wondering, Thabo Mbeki 
and JZ are in there too. By THERESA MALLINSON. 

Parker is candid when it corues to admitting how he carue up with the 
concept for his book. "A gut" in Britain (Daily Mail columnist Quentin 
Letts) wrote a book called ~50 People Who Buggered Britain’," he says. 
~I liked the idea more than I liked his book. I thought his book felt a 



bit sort of birter and not as edil}’ing as it could have been. I :felt 
South Africa was citing out for a book like this" 

Parker’s take on Letts’ book is that he was "really having a go at 
people who were still alive", but his own book takes a different 
approach. "You can’t write about any of the current politicians without 
context, and of course, the context is apartheid Where did it come 
about? Where did nationalism come from? Then you start talking about the 
Boers, and British colonialism, and all of a sudden you’re back in 
1652." Parker’s selection of people to profile runs the gamut of South 
African histoiT, from Jan van Riebeeck, who lived from 1609 to 1677, to 
Khanyi Mbau, born in 1985 and still very rauch alive. 

A lot of debate went into choosing the nasties that made it into the 
final 50. "When we first got into that process I realised how rauch fun 
it was going to be," says Parker. "I think a lot of people wrote their 
own entry into this book. There was no doubt that there would be people 
like Vetwoerd and that lot. YVhat I found interesting was, with the ANC 
people, it was quite difficult, because the context is so differont. 
You’re talking about Manto (Tshabalala-Msiraang), and there’s no way she 
couldn’t go into the book because of the damage she caused, but there’s 
so much she sacrificed, which is why I tried to pull my punches a bit 
with some of those guys." 

Despite its subject raatter, "50 People Who Stuffed Up South Africa" is 
just as much fun to read as it must have been to write largely because 
of Parker’s pithy and oRen hmnorous s~’le. In the brief descriptions 
that start off each chapter, Sepp Blatter is the "modem coloniser of 
South Africa", PW Botha is the "Rubicon non-crosser", and Schabir Shaik 
is a "medical miracle". Of course, a huge part of the fun is coming up 
with your own list of people you think should’re been included. How 
about Iv?, Matsepe-Casabm~ci (who s~’mied economic development by 
strangling the conwnunications industry), Clive Derby-Low-is (one of Ctnis 
Hani’s killers), or Kader Asmal (remember outcomes-based education’.’). 

Parker says there seems to be a general consensus that the list is about 
right. One person that he has taken a lot of fiak for excluding is 
Wiunie Madikizela-Mandela. "iVly publisher and I had a fairly long debate 
about Winnie Mandela, and I eventually put my- foot do~vn and said: ’I 
can’t; rm not going to put her in’." says Parker "EveiTone knows about 
Winnie’s crimes, but she gave up too much and suffered so much. South 
African stuffed her up, not the other way around." 

On the surface, Parker’s book can be pigeonholed as a classic 
Christmas-stocking filler, but, owing to the historical depth and 
breadth of the stuffer-uppers he included, it’s much more than that. In 
fact, if you’re not ~vell-read in South African histoiT, it could 
certainly- serve as a decent primer. "I thought I was going to write more 
of a polemic," Parker says. "(But) I ended up really feeling it was 
important I wrote about (Lord) Camarvun and (Lord) Kitchener and 
(Bartle) Frere. Most South Africans haven’t heard of those guys, because 
of the historically poor nature of history teaching in South Africa. 
They played a huge role; they’re why Zululand is like it is now, why 
South Africa is even a countiT:,’ it always goes back to that era" 

The sketches of British colonialists, apartheid villains, and corrupt 
post-1994 politicians is deftly balanced with the inclusion of some 
not-so-serious baddies: Randall Abrahams, Khanyi \{bau, and "that guy I 
sat next to at the polo", among others. "I had a lot of fun writing 
about taxi drivers and Julius Malema and Steve tJofrneyr, the base idiots 
of our society," Parker says "Malema and tJofmeyr are the same person 
really." 

Although the concept of"50 People Who Stuffed l.Jp South Africa" is an 
inherently depressing one, Parker’s lightness of touch means one ends up 
laughing more often than crying at the cast of characters that people 
his book This is, of course, greatly added to by the cartoon portraits 
that accompany the majority of entries by none other than Jonathan 
Shapiro "My publisher and I were discussing the fact that we wanted to 
get it illustrated (and) we just sent Zapiro an email To our delight he 
said ’yes’, and he actually became really involved," Parker says. 

Parker didn’t want his book to be a bitter one, and he deftly pre-empts 
criticism of his book by the good news brigade with his heartfelt 
introduction. "I can’t say that I agree with the premise (of the 
title)," he writes. "It’s j ust th at 50 People Who Tried Their Damndest 
To StuffUp South Africa But Coul&a’t Quite Manage It In The End isn’t 
as catchy, is it? So, while the various characters featuring on these 
pages may have done their best to stuffup this fine land in which we 
live, I must declare their collective failure. It’s why I choose to live 
here. ! love the place." 

We’re not quite sure if any of the living people included in the book 
will love Parker if they ever get around to reading it. So far, he 
hasn’t received a response from an?, of them, but jokes: "rm waiting to 
hear from Steve Hofmeyr". Truth is, Stove’s probably too busy writing 
angry letters to his friend Julius to bother with the likes of Parker. 
But wouldn’t it make a great Christmas present for both of them? DM 

The "50 People "A~o Stuft?d Up South Africa" (in alphabetical order) 



1. Randall Abrahams 
2 Coleman 2mdrews 
3. Wouter Basson 
4 Richie Benaud 
5. ’l’he bitter expat 
6 Sepp Blatter 
7. PW Botha 
8 Lord Carnar~on 
9. Bheki Cele 
10. Leonard Chuene 
11. Hansie Cronje 
12. Eugene de Kock 
13. Dingane 
14. Alec Erwin 
15. Battle Frere 
16. The guy I sat next to at the polo 
17. Steve Hofmeyr 
18. Sol Kerzner 
19. Lord Kitchener 
20. Louis Luyt 
21. DF Malan 
22. Julius Malenra 
23. Ananias Mathe 
24. Khanyi Mbau 
25. Thabo Mbeki 
26. Lord Milncr 
27. The minibus taxi driver 
28. Joe Modise 
29. Patrice Motsepe 
30. Robert Mugabe 
31. Essop Pahad 
32. Kevin Pieterscn 
33. Andries Pretorius 
34. Cecil Jotm Rhodes 
35. Jackie Selebi 
36. Schabir Shaik 
37. Shaka 
38. Stella Sigcau 
39. Rudolph Straeuli 
40. Mike Sutcliffe 
41. Eugene Terre’Blanche 
42 Mark Thatcher 
43. Andries Treurnicht 
44 Manto Tshabalala-Msimang 
45. Jan van Riebeeck 
46 Marthinus van Schalkwyk 
47. Hendrik Verwoerd 
48. BJ Vorster 
49 Snuki Zikalala 
50 Jacob Zurna 

Durban protests, 2009-10: a citizem)’ primed t;ar environmental struggle 

Recent protests in the COP 17 host city have been passionate, especially 
against polluting industries and a neoliberal, repressive municipali~, 
which regularly denies demonstrators their rights to freedom of expression. 

2009. In January 2009, the Qadi people at Inanda Dam revolted over their 
uncompensated land claim, and were denied permission to protest at the 
Dusi Canoe Marathon. Durban Umversity of Technology (DUT) staff and 
students went on strike over salary and fee grievances. In February, DUT 
was joined by UKZN students, while there were municipal service protests 
in Ntuzmna and protests against police violence in Umlazi. In March the 
DUT students protested again, as did bus commuters and the South Durban 
Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA), angry at lack of state 
regulation of the oil industry ]n April, community activists tackled 
inadequate housing in KwaMashu and Lamont-ville, while traders at the 
Warwick Junction Early Morning Market put the city on notice that a 
shopping mall would not displace their century-old institution. In May 
there were protests against lk~rced removals and inadequate housing in 
Slyanda, Marianhill and Lamontville, while SDCEA tackled Shell Oil, and 
Warwick traders continued their protests In June, there were 
demonstrations by victims of electricity disconnections and shack :fires 
at Kenne@ Road and of substandard housing in Lindelani, as well as 
conflicts over conditions in the Umlazi hostels. ’]’he local chapter of 
Zunbabwe’s Movement ]2~r Democratic Change protested at Home Affairs and 
won concessions. In both June and July, the Early Morning Market 
protests grew more intense. PuNic sector doctors were on strike. And 
National Union of Mineworkers members fought lk~r higher wages from 
Mabhida Stadium building contractors, as did Durban bus drivers, who 
demanded the retention of routes that the failed pr~w~tization 
threatened to close. Residents j oined the bus drivers protesting Durban 
transport in July, and SA Municipal Workers Union struck the 
municipality. Hungt?,, the SA Uneraployed People’s Movement protested in 
two major do~vntown food stores, eating while sitting-in, suffering more 
than 100 arrests but making a visceral point. In August, Warwick traders 
continued their struggle against eviction. Other public sector workers 
on strike included the Communications Workers Union against the Post 
Office, Telkom workers versus Telkom, and social workers against the 



provincial goverr~nem. There were protests by Lamomville residents 
against poor housing, while nearby, Clairwood and Bluff residents 
protested truckers. In September, Durban’s tow truck drivers protested 
Johannesburg competitors in the context of weak regulation. In October, 
the Abahlali base Mjondolo movement evicted fi~om Kennedy Road the 
previous month won a court victor?, over the provincial Slums Act. In 
Chatsworth, communities protested the toxic BulBul dump, eventually 
leading to prosecution of the corporation running the landfill and 
ultimately winning closure in 2010. Mangosuthu University of Technology 
students protested fees, and ratepayers associations complained about 
electricity price increases. In November, residents of Wentworth and 
other South Durban communities marched in central Durban against 
low-quality, high-priced sel~ice delivery, while residents of 
Hammarsdale and Mayville also demonstrated for better Sel~’ices. 
Marrianridge activists demanded housing, and Phoenix residents were in 
up in atrns over poor treatment at the Mahatma Gandhi Memorial Hospital. 
University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) workers began regular protests 
against labour broking. 

2010. In 2010 protests were even more intense, given labour unrest 
mainly over wages and outsourcing. In Januar?~, Mangosuthu Tech and DUT 
students demanded lower tuition fees. South Durban residents protested 
municipal regulation of truckers, while Urnlazi hostel residents demanded 
urgent upgrading. In February the students continued demonstrating. In 
Vemlam, traders attacked the mtmicipality over rental policy. In the 
south, SDCEA began national protests against the $3.75 billion World 
Bank loan to Eskom. Inner-city flatdwellers and bus commuters also 
protested municipal policies. In March, there were outsourced labour 
protests against UKZN security and transport operations and against food 
prices at the Durban University of Tecl~mloE~’, as well as by Abahlali 
baseMjondolo against state repression. In April these were joined by 
UKZN students demanding better accormnodation and an end to 
financial-based exclusions, while the SA Municipal Workers Union 
embarked on a strike and the SACP marched against rampabnt state 
corruption. In May the SA Transport and Allied Workers Union had a 
successful strike that paralysed the harbour, leaving hundreds of boats 
at sea, unable to unload. In June, there were two protests against the 
World Cup: by Stallion Security companies over pay at the first match 
held in the R3.4 billion Mabhida Stadium, and then by Durban con~munities 
against the ~vhite elephant stadium In July, communities gathered to 
protest xenophobia (and its causes in state and business policies) and 
fisherfolk ~vere arrested after being denied access to the main piers 
In August, the massive public sector strike began, affecting especially 
health facilities and schools, as well as Home Affairs There were also 
protests against sweatshops in the vicinity of Durban, and in Umlazi 
there were sel~’ice dehvew protests In September, UKZN accon~modation 
protests were followed by South Durban environment demonstrations in 
November and December, the latter as part of the ¯ 1000 Cancuns’ called 
by Via Campesina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 2:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Intelligence Reports Offer Dim Views of Al~han Wax 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2010/12/!5/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] OnThis 

D~tornize~@dav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Deemnber 15, 9010 

TOP NEWS 

I~t[elllgenee Reports Offe~ 

Dh~ ~ews of Afghan ~,~a r 

As President Obama prepares 
strategy review, two reports say 
there is a limited chance of success 
unless Pakistan hunts down 
insurgents. 

To Conquer Wind Power% 

China W~01tes the Rnles 

Competing for China’s lucrative business means playing by house rules that are often stacked in 
Beijing’s favor. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Opposi[ion to Health Law is Steeped in T~’adlilon 

Resistance to the expansion of the social safety net stems from tension between two competing 
traditions in the American economy. 

DINING & WINE 

Decorate Holiday 

Cookies 
Melissa Clark, the 
anthor of the Good Appetite column, 
demonstrates how to make and 
decorate festive cookies the fast and 
easy way. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATORITHE STONE 
~] E×tende 

E_x[ended Mind d Mind 
Rednx: A 

!edux: Response :~ 

Answering readers’ 
questions about why loeating the mind might be like locating the adorableness of a kitten and other 
cognitive matters. 

How to find ski deals 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Holiday gifts fo! a giobetrotter 

Kiteboarding in the Dominican Republic 

WORLD 

Polities Enables Mexican Fugitive to Defang a Law 

The status of a legislator elected 15 months before he vanished from public view comes with a perk: 
immunity. 

Ai~ Force Blocks Sites That Posted Secret Cables 

Air Force personnel cannot view the Web sites of news organizations that have posted cables 
obtained by WikiLeaks while at work. 



Release o~ BM1 of %vik~Leaks Fore,tier Is Delayed by Appeal 

Julian Assange was ordered released on $3m,ooo bail as he challenges a Swedish prosecutor’s 
demand for his extradition but remained in custody pending appeal. 

~The 
Le de: Prosecutor RNses Ext[ad~fion of Assange to U S. 

, More World News ~> 

Effort Falters on Sa~ Francisco Bay Delta 

Four years into an effort to re-engineer a delta, the distance between competing water 
constituencies has been widening as self-imposed deadlines come and go. 

Im~n]gra~ts Make Paths to Sub~rbla, Not Cities 

Immigrant populations rose more than 6o percent in neighborhoods where immigrants made up 
fewer than 5 percent of the population in 2ooo, new census data show. 

Emam~el Gets a Gril|]~g by CMcagoans Who TM~k He~s Not Chicagoan 

Enough 

Rahm Emanuel, who is known for his sharp tongue, offered ~Niet, controlled responses in a heaNng 
about his eligibility to run for mayor. 

BUSINESS 

U.S. Called Vulnerable to Rare Earth Shortages 

A report fl’om the Energy Department says that it emfld take ~5 years to break Ameriean 
dependenee on Chinese supplies of critical mannfaeturing minerals. 

Save the Children BreM;s ~W]th Soda Tax Effort 

Save the Children said a halt in support of efforts to tax soda was unrelated to a grant it wants from 
Coea-Cola. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

SPORTS OFTHETIMES 

The Ph~llles 2~a’e Now the Hmrted 

The Phillies are now expected to win the World Series. Anything less will be failure. Sound familiar? 

Lee Heads to Philadelphia; Yanka at~d Rangers Move On 

In retrospect, the teams that lost out on the fl’ee-agent pitcher Cliff Lee said it made sense he landed 
with the Phillies. 

85 Years Ago, Pro Hockey Roared Into the Oarde~ 

The Rangers are celebrating 85 seasons in the N.H.L., but before they arrived, there was another 
team in New York, the Americans. 



¯ Mere Spolts News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Despite an onstage kick to the head, Usher made it tht’ough a danee-filled show at Madison Square 

Garden. 

MUSEUM REVIEW 

Reopening a Hoarse That’s Stil| l)ivided 
i.::,, :.3v~;A~,~D RO ~ ~’:., f.~ ,~ 

In "The President’s ttouse" in Philadelphia lay an opportunity to explore the tensions between 

~erica’s histories of liberty and of slavery. That opportunity was squandered. 

MeCar~ey Plays Apollo, His ’Holy GrMP 

Paul MeCartney played the Apollo Theater on Monday night, and was demonstrably proud to do so. 

o Mere A~s News 

DINING & WINE 

Brooklyn," The Brand 

Small restaurants and large companies alike are hitching their wagons to Brooklyn’s D.I.Y. chic. 

~,~Z]tho~t Blood Sa~sage, It 3~st ~,Vo~ld~’t Be Christmas 

A group of Estonian-Americans recently gathered to make traditional blood sausage, which is 
boiled, frozen and saved as a treat for Christmas Eve. 

DINER’S JOURNAL 
Holiday Cookies: If It’s Festive, It Files 

A selection of holiday cookie recipes, all submitted by Times readers, were tested and tasted. 

Mere Dining & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Advise a~d Obstruct 
The Senate’s power to advise and consent on federal judicial nominations is not a license to exercise 
partisan influence. 

EDITORIAL 

A Last Chance to Make H~story 
Congress should pass a fast-track bill to repeal "don’t ask, don’t tell" and put an end to the military’s 
discriminatory policy. 

EDITORIAL 

How to ’I’ur~ Off Voters 
There are numerous problems with the voting process in New York that need fixing before the next 
election. 

APPRECIATIONS 

R~chard Holbrooke 

The iconic diplomat saw how America could be dangerously shortsighted but never stopped 
believing in its goodness. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Give Up on the Estate ’;Fax 

America seems to have lost interest in preventing wealth eoneentratiom So why not give up on the 
estate tax altogether -and tax inheritances as income? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Usurper in Chlet~ 

So much for the Birthers bringing down a presidency in dramatic fashion during a court-martial. 

= " " Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



~V&ve O~ly Got A~e~qca A 

A rising superpower (think China) and a rising group of superempowered individuals (think 
WikiLeakers) are currently challenging the world system. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

What Richard Holbrooke saw in the aftermath of the Balkan wars. 

~ Edited~l I Appreciations 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. ~5, ~9~6, the French defeated the Germans in the World War I Battle of Verdun. 

You received this message because you signed up [er NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. As a member of 

the TRUS]e privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscnbe [ C~ange Your E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy [ Contact ~ Ad~e~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 10:03 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulletin 12-15-10: More Fellowships, Intn’l Development Certificate, & The Story with John Conroy 

Dead[ine: January 28, 2011 
FLAS fet[owships fund the study of Less Commonty Taught Languages and area studies COUFSeWOFk. These Academic 
year and summer fettowships assist graduate students and advanced undergraduates in foreign tanguage and area 
studies. 

international Development Certificate 
The Center for Global Initiatives offers graduate students at any ~evel a Certificate in International Development 

to demonstrate specialization in development and social change in communities and nations around the world. 

There is no cost, credit, OF grade associated with this certificate. Its goa[ is to foster interdisciplinary 

approaches to development and to engage in peer ~earning, especiaUy through the Spring workshop. 

To [earn more, \4sit our site. 

Awards ~ Fellowships 
The Faiths Act 

Fellowship 
App[ications Due: 

December 3~ 

The Faiths Act 

Fe{~owship is a year long 

paid opportunity for 

young {eaders to work 

towards the UN’s 

.................................................................................................... MNennium Development 

Goals (MDGs) to end the scanda{ of extreme poverty. 

Fellowsh!p} 
Appfications Due: January 7, 2011 

At the Crossroeds: Globelizetion, the Economic Crisis, 
end the Future o]: North Cerolina 
A [imited number of one semester fe[[owships in 2011 - 
12 are available to non-UNC-Chapel Hill and to UNC- 

Chapel Hi{[ faculty and staff researching themes 

germane to the devetopment of innovative strategies 

for renewing NC’s economy. App[y !]_e_r__e: 

Humanity in Action Fellowship 
Deadline: January 10, 2011 

Amsterdam . Berlin ¯ Copenhagen ¯ Paris . Warsaw 

Study minority rights and produce research exp[oring 

how and why individuals and societies, past and 

present, have resisted intolerance and protected 

democratic values. Apply .h___e_[__e.. 

$10,000 for Davis Proiects for Peace 
Applications Due: January 18, 20i 1 

$10,000 will be awarded to undergraduate groups or 

individuals who design grassFoots projects to 

imp[ement during the summer of 2011. Be the 5th UNC 

student to win! Submit apptications to ccps@unc.edu. 

APPLES Service-Learning Internship 
Applications due: Friday, February 4, 2011 

Work this summer with one of many nonprofits OF 

governmental organizations that address global issues, 

including: ChuFchwor[d Services, E[ Centro Hispano, 

Nourish Internationa[, and Student Action with 

Farmworkers. Earn $2,500 in funding and 3 hours of 

academic credit for 6-10 weeks of work 40hrs/ week. 

Contact Rache{ Namm namrnc~emaiLunc.edu. 

Events 
International 

Coffee Hour 
Tuesday, January 11 

5:00 - 6:00 PM 

4003 Fedex Global 

........................................................................................ Education Center 

Join us for a monthly socia[ hour for internationa[ and 

American students, scho[aFs, facutty, staff and 

families. Chat about resources, opportunities and 

challenges on campus. Each month is hosted by a 

different office with exce[lent resources to offer. 

January’s host is the Center for Gtoba[ Initiatives. 

gr.~.e.~.a.~.k.1..n.~ga..r.~.r1..e.~.r..s.~.a.~.k.1~.n.~N.s.~.t.~..~.....~ 
UNC Women in the Humanities and 
Social Sciences since the 1960s - A 

Roundtable Conversation 
Monday, January 24 5:00 - 7:00 PM 

Hyde Ha{I, Incubator Room 

with John ...... 

Conroy 
Listen to Dick Gorden 

interview John 

Conroy, recorded 

~! !~ ~J~,~,~,~-~ ! .................................................................. 

GPS: Global Projects Showcase 
Wednesday, February 23 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM 

4003 Fedex G{oba{ Education Center 

Want to trave{ this summer? Want funding for your 

g~oba{ project? Come enjoy a showcase of students’ 

research, experiences and tFave~ stories from a 

variety of fields and globa~ destinations. Learn more 

about past projects CGI has funded from the students 

themse{ves, and meet the program officers who select 

them. Win a GPS device and enjoy lunch whi~e you {earn 

more about what’s possible with Center for Globa~ 

I ni tiatives awards. 



__P___r___o_ j__e___c___t_____G____u___a___n____a_ j u ato 
App{ications Due: January 21, 20i i 
Join the 2011 summer team for Project Guanajuato, an undergraduate 
internship program of the UNC Latino Migration Project! Live and work with 
families in rura[ Guanajuato, ~Aexico. Engage with local youth to support viable 

economic and socia~ a{ternatives to emigration. UNC undergrads with Spanish 

fluency are e{igib~e. Estimated $1,500 for airfare~ room and board. 

Matchin.~ Funds 
Dead [ine: Ongoin~ 

As a catalyst for the innovative work of faculty and students at UNC, the Center for G~obaL Initiatives welcomes 

proposats for campus and community projects that deepen understanding of our comple× world. Preference is 

given to proposals invotving muttip[e departments or schools to encourage interdisciplinary work, and to proposats 

engaging faculty, student% and staff. 

Box 5145, Chapel Hill, NC 27599. You can modify/update your subscription via the link below. 
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From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  10:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

slides? 

Hi Dr Sable. 
I was looking over nay lecture notes from 

and noticed that you 

were going to post a few slides on blackboard about key developments and 

conventions. I didn’t see these, am I looking in the wrong place? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 5:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Your paper- Graded 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I recieved the paper, thank you 
Best, 

On Wed,            17:28:06 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Please find attached your graded research paper Kindly ackno~vledge 
> receipt. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sah[e. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 2:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Democrats Yield as Senate Passes Tax Package 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2010/12/!6/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 
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Deeember 16, 2OlO 

TOP NEWS 

Democ~0a~s Yield as Sena[e                           ~ 

Passes Ta x Pa ckage 

The 8858 billion tax plan was the first concrete product of a new era of divided govm~ment and 
acid compromise. 

TMiban Extend Reach to NoNh, ~rhere Armed Group~ Reign 

The growing fragility of the Afghan north highlights the limitations of the American effort, 
hampered by waning political support at home and a fixed number of troops. 

UoSo Rethinks Strateg~j flu* the Unthinkable 

The Obama administration wants to convey how to react to a nuclear attack but is worried about 
seeming alarmist. 

Every Block 
Browse data from the 
Census Bureau’s American 
Community Survey, based on 
samples from ~oo5 to 2009. 

OPINION 

Mick without moss 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >) 

Asked & answered j biicki Minaj 

The Moment’s holiday gift guide 

OPINIONATOR I TOWNIES 

Begging for Y~ a~ ~" Pay 

For freelaneers, it can be an excruciating and hmniliating experience to chase after 

owed wages. 

Begging 

~r y~ur I 

WORLD 

NATO Push Deals TMihan a 

Stepped-up NATO operations in Afghanistan’s Kandahar Province appear to have turned local 
residents against the insurgents, and left the Taliban struggling in parts of their southern 
heartland, 



For Red Cross, Aid Conditions in Afghanistan Hit New Low 

U,S, T~°k~s ~o Build Case ~or Conspiracy by "~VildLeaks 

Proseentm’s tryin~ to bnild a ease a~ainst Julian Assan~e fro’ his role in the release of dasMfied 
doenments are seeking evidence that he helped aeqnire government files. 

Civil unions confer most of marriage’s benefits and protections, and some French couples prefer 
them. 

More VVorld News 

SKIDMORE JOURNAL 

’I’ow~ Mh~te for 30 Years About a B~dly~s Killh~g 

A county prosecutor will end his career leaving the ease of the shooting death of Ken Rex MeElroy 
unsolved. 

Los Angeles Schools to Seek Spin,sots 

~Ilae district is not the first to look for p~{vate dollars to dose public budget gaps, but it is by far the 
largest. 

Ki|patrlck Indicted in Criminal Ring 

Kwame M. Kilpatriek, the fm~aer mayor of Detroit imprisoned on a probation violation, was 
charged under a federal racketeering law. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Chlna~s Push Into Bqnd V~or~qes U.So Indust~*y 

Proponents say China should be welcomed to the American wind industry, but others see a threat, 

New Estimates of Food Poison h~g Cases 

scientists say the new numbers are a better guess on how many foodborne illnesses occur in the 
United States. 

~[imes 
Topics: Food Safety 

Bloomberg to Publish Editorials 

Bhmmbevg L.P. will begin publishing editorials in an effort to broaden its influenee on national 
affairs. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

CELTICS 118, KNICKS 116 
Iga~cks C.a~’t Beat Buzze~ or Celtics 

i.:7 o.i.:,i}~.:+. 
Amar’e Stondemire sank a a-pointer a split-second too late to count, and fl~e Knieks fell to a Boston 
comeback. 

~Heat 
and Cava;iers Pass in the Night 

Bob Fellerv Whose Fast]bali Dazzled, Dies at 92 

Feller, a Hall of Fame pitcher, was a Cleveland Indians fixture and one of the hardest throwers in 
the game. 

~[~1 Video Last Word: Sob ge~er 

RANGERS 4, PENGUINS 1 

4-Goal Burst by Range*os "l’alms Focus Off Pe*~gtd*~s 

The eome-Dom-behind victory over the Pengnins revealed the Rangers as legitimate contenders. 

ARTS 



That Lady \~ith the Sca~es Poses for Her Portraits 

A new book examines the ieonography of Lady Justice and her blindfoht. 

~ SIMe Show 

For Ke~4*~ Spacey~ a Reviled Lobbyist Is No Mere VHlai~t 

Kevin Spaeey plays the disgraced lobbyist Jack Abramoff in his new film, "Casino Jack," opening 
Friday. 

~ VMeo. Carpetbag~e; at the ’True Grit’ P;emiere 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

It’s 1)ak~ NighL a~d Lots of Strangers Are A~o~g for the l~de 

~Igvo dating4heme shows, "Miss Abigail’s Guide to Dating, Mating and Marriage" and "Blind Date," 
require participation by the willing and almost willing. 

o More A~s News 

FASHION & STYLE 

In New York, puffy" jackets, heavy sweaters and fur vests are replacing coats, making city streets 
look like snowy slopes. 

~¢ratchlng ’The F~sh’ Fade to Black 

M’ter 2~ years, a bar that captured the spirit of the Lower East Side is going. 

UP CLOSE 

A-List Parties: h~ore Taste~ I,ess Flash 

Bronson Van Wyek, a top event designer, knows when sensitivity is required. 

Mere Fashion & Sb/le ;> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

On Borrowed T~me 
President Obama and his advisers must do more to secure a commitment from Islamabad to go after 
the Taliban. 

EDITORIAL 

Italy’s Cris~s of Co~f~de~ee 

ltaly needs a new government bold and credible enough to undo the damage of the Berluseoni era. 

EDITORIAL 
The Polltlc]zatlo~ of a Respected Court 
New Jersey’s Gov. Chris Christie should respect the state’s tradition and renominate Justice John 
Wallace. 

EDITORIAL 

Congress, enthralled with the gun lobby, has done nothing about a loophole increasingly at the 
heart of the Mexican drug wars. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

A Green Detroit? No~ a G~xzzli~g O~e 

G.M. and Chrysler, post-bailout, are profitable only because of pickups and S.U.V.’s. 

The Crying Game 

John Boehner is able to overcome his emotions on matters nnrelated to John Boehner and the 
American Dream. 

C, ,, " Pace 

Muslim fanatics give their faith a bad name. Then there’s Dr. ttawa Abdi, who has been described 
as "eqnal parts Mother Teresa and Rambo." 

CP- ED OONTRIBLFFOR 

Get the Lead Ot~t of Hm~ting 



To prevent the poisoning of wildlife, switch to copper bullets. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 16, 195o, President Trnman proclaimed a national state of emergency in order to fight 

"Communist imperialism." 

You ~eceived this message because you sl~nsd tip for NY[imes com"s loday’s He~dli~les newsleLRe~ As ~ member of 

the TRUSTs privacy program, ws are comrni~ed to protec[ing your privacy 
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From: ~gmafil.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:36 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Today’s exam 

Dr. SaNe, 

I live at                                      Its atx~ut miles fiom campus. The roads over here were not salted and because it is a count~ road it is ve~ 

dangerous to drive when there is ice on it. I am hoping that the conditions get much better by four, but what should I do if they don’t? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 11:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

quick question 

Dr. SaNe, 

I have a quick queslion. I was woudering if you were still going to give us that extra poiut on the second exam that you had mentioned you would give to everyone in 

the class? I’m t~dng to gage my grade s~ I was just wondering ifI could count on that. Thanks and see you in a bit! 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: Final Ex~n 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I just wauted to check and be sure that our exam is in our nomml classroom? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 12:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

~hotm~Jl.com>; 

small objects/gm~es for box on Keny~ Independence? 

~emml.unc.edu> 

Dear Eumce: 
The Center is finishing some "learning boxes" for North Carolina 
teachers to use in middle school classrooms. One of the boxes has 
materials on the independence movement in Kenya, focusing on a young 
adult novel (Beverly Naidoo’s Burn my Heart) about two young boys, one 
the son of British settlers, the other a Kikuyu youth (a strong book 
which does not provide a simple vie~v) In addition to books, dvds, 
recipes, and maps, we try to put a few hands-on objects in these boxes, 
like clothing, cloth, games, etc (our other boxes concern South Africa 
, Senegal, Mali, and Egy. pt). I am wondering if you have any small 
objects from Kenya that you would like to donate to the box? Not to 
worry if you don’t, but we’re doing a little fishing.. 

The other quesuon we have J2~r you is to ask if you can share with us a 
couple of games you may have played as a child (we’ve learned that in 
Dakar, children play many of the games that ;~nerican children are 
familiar with--tag, blind-man’s-bluJi; etc.) Do you remember something 
like this that we could include in the box to help middle-schoolers 
connect with Kenya in the 50s/60s? ~Ihanks! Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education (;enter 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global un c edu~,africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Dr. Sa~hle - Final exam, etc: AFRI, 

Dr. SaNe, 
I was wondering if you would tell me what my score for the participation and attendance section of our class is s~ I can have aJ~ idea of my grade going into the exam. 

See you tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

On Sat, at 8:33 AM, EUNICE N SaNe <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deax All, 

Please note that a stu@ guide indicating the focus of the fina~ exmn and other itnportant issues pe~Jning to the final is available on Blackboard. 

Best rashes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:40 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@hotmail.com> 

quick question re date for Dr. Firoze Manji 

On 

is a Sunday¯ Would Dr~ Manji want to speak on the or on the ? Thanks! B 

11:56 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

Thanks to you and Mike for this! Your contribution of $500.00 works. 

From recent discussions with Firoze, he will be in the Triangle area the week of             So he can present at the Carolina Seminar forum Thursday the 
¯ I will be talking to him over the weekend and I will confirm the date on Monday¯ I will also ask him to sent an abstract for his talk asap for publicity purposes. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:47 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Nyang Oro, Julius E; Lambert, Michael C 
S,,bject: Re: Dr. Firoze Manji - Pambazuka News and Fahamu publishing (in Chapel Hill, 

Dear Eunice: 

Mike and I are ve~ interested in pursuing this. We have about $500 left in our budget for the Carolina Seminar, which can be used for travel, honorarium, 

or for accommodations for Dr. Manji. This is not much, s~ if you think he will come to can~pus ans~vay, please contact him for possible dates. I’ll see then 

when we can reserve a room, and then will work on the rest ruth you. Thanks for presenting this opporttmity. Barbara 

On l 0:12 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara and Julius, 

Happy Holiday Greetings. 

As he moves to launch the North American wing of the acclaimed Pambazuka News, the famed Kenyan-British scholar-activist, Dr. Firoze Manji will 
be visiting the Triangle Region the last week of March. He has already launched a very successful Portuguese version of Pambazuka News and 
keeps publishing (through Fahamu publishing and Pambazuka News) important works by Africanists - our own distinguished Professor Selassie had 
a piece in Pambazuka recently - African diaspora schoolars. 

If at all possible, I think that it would be wonderful if he gave the March Carolina Seminar talk on the theme of media and social struggles in 
contemporary Africa¯ In addition, a dialogue with faculty in our department and graduate students and faculty from other departments working on 
African and Diasporic issues would be excellent. 

I am attaching his brief bio for easy reference. 

Kindly let me know your thoughts on this when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

Barbara Shaw ARdersoR 

Associate Director, African Stb~dies Center 

~ecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of N~rth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b ande rs }~@LI~C . edu 

%~,,~. gi D~ al . unc . edu/africa 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate ~irector, African Studies Center 

Airican Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 



University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

www. @~lobal. unc. edu!af rica 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Your Graded paper - AIM. 

Hi Dr Sable, 
I’ve got it! I was wondering if all the slides you were planning on 
posting are up on blackboard. I didn’t see all of them 
Thanks, 

On 5:38, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Hila~z, 

Please find attached your graded paper Kindly acknowledge receipt 

Best wishes, 
Dr Sahle. 

From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:23 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: research paper 

tli Dr Sahie, 
Here is my paper! Have a great weekend 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 11:24 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv> 

Subjet~: FinaJ paper 

Attach: final paper.doc 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Here is my final paper! 

Thank you tbr a~a interesting and irdbrmative semester. I hope you have a great holiday, and let’s keep in touch! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Nation Magazine <message@thenafion.com> 

Friday, December 17, 2010 11:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Join Thom Haxtmanffs Call to Help Build Independent Media 

Building Independent Media Together 

Join our urgent call to action now! 

Dear Friend, 

In the wake of conservative victories in the recent mid-term elections, the right wing is today 
flexing its muscles, threatening to turn back the clock on social progress and economic justice and 
planning to return the country to the dark days of American apartheid and unbridled corporate 
dominance. And a spineless national media, concerned more about their profit margins than 
their moral and constitutional obligations to report the truth, continue to kowtow to the far-right 
pressures with their decidedly pro-conservative day-to-day coverage of national affairs. 

More than ever, America today needs a new progressive movenlent, a courageous and 
sustained resistance effort involving millions of people of all colors and creeds and supported by a 
democratic media infrastructureSespecially a national, independent television network that can 
embolden and mobilize the progressive forces. 

You rely on Free Speech TV for programming you can trust. You 
believe in independent nledia, because you understand that the 
mainstream outlets compromise their content for the sake of profit 
and on behalf of their sponsors, who control, oversee, and ’spin’ all 
information released to the public. Free Speech TV is a network 
eonlmitted to providing a real, truth-based alternative to the 
corporate media by broadcasting the unfiltered voices of 
independent media producers, such as The Thorn Hnrtmnnn Progrmn, 
GRITty, and Democracy Now!, to more than 35 million U.S. homes 
daily and to the world via freespeeeh.org. 

Our progressive network has served the public for more than 15 years 
without airing a single corporate commercial and completely free of 
government influence. How is this possible? Free Speech TV can do 
what no other network has done, because of the unwavering support of thousands of committed 
members. We’ve done the impossible, because our members believe that The People can produce 
better and more relevant media than corporations. 

Support Free Speech TV with vonr melnbershlp today. 

With your support, Free Speech TV traveled to Detroit and 

was the only network to broadcast the voices of thonsands of 

activists at the U.S. Social Forum; partnered with 

hundreds of grassroots organizations to bring you six honrs 

of uninterrupted coverage of the One Nation March; anti 

provided you with nnprecedented coverage of the U.S. 

Midterm Elections, featuring in-depth analysis from a 

variety of progressive-thought leaders. 

While mainstream media outlets continue to expand their 

corporate-funded influence on our society and shape our 

public policy, Free Speech ’lW fights to keep our volee 

strong and independent. On this last week of our End of Year Membership Drive we find our 

fundraising goals unmet. When you become a member of FSTV you will contribute to building 

a democratic media movement, with the capacity to become the antidote to the daily lies and 



slander foisted on the American people by Fox News and its powerful t’ight-wing propaganda 

machine. 

On behalf of Free Speech TV, The Thorn Hartmann Program, mlr members, and onr staff, we th~nk 

you for accepting this challenge and joining our movement. Together we have done great 

things. We look forward to a bright future for our network and for independent media. 

Best regards, 

Thom Hartmann 

Host/Producer of the The Thom Hartmann Program and PDA Advisory Board member 

Don Rojas 

Executive Director, Free Speech ’I3~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, December 18, 2010 2:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Deal Reached to Recover $7.2 Billion tbr MadoffVictims 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2OlO/12/!g/todaysheadlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .E~J j On This Day 

C,~tornize T@dav’~ j:]~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

December 18, 2010 

TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 

Deal Reached to Recove~ 

87.2 Billion foil" Madoff 

Victims 

The trustee charged with recovering 
assets in the Bernie Madoff 
bankruptcy and federal prosecutors 
have obtained a civil settlement 
with the estate of one of Madoffs 
investors. 

A Budge[ Battle Looms Ne?~t 

Year 

Republicans hailed their ability to 
derail a $ L2 trillion spending 
measure put forward by Senate Democrats. 

~ Obama Signs Tax Plan h?to Law 

Pakistani Role Is Suspected in Revealing U,So Spy’s Name 

The C.I.A. station chief in Islamabad left after his identity was exposed. Some Ameriean offieials 
suspeet that Pakistan’s military intelligenee agency deliberately blew his eover. 

~US. 
Official K×presses Contidence ~n Pakistan 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE ~ Demh THREAD 
o[ an 

Death of an 

Omnibus sOmn bu 

Who won the great 

budget showdown of 2o~o? (Hint: 

the president,) 

MULTIMEDIA 

V~DEO." Ou tl~e ....... 

More than 2,000 people I 
cavorted in Santa garb 
last weekend for SantaCom after a [ ::,~: 
blast of arctic air set fashion on a 
winter track. Heads were sealed in hats and scarves. 

An avalanche survival guide 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Resorts fer skiers ef every type 

Where to find ski deals 

WORLD 

Newly Built Ghost Towns Haunt Banks in Spain 

The wreekage of Spain’s once booming construction industry is everywhere, and mneh of it sits as 
bad debt on the books of Spain’s banks. 

Beneath the Dead Sea, Scientists ~e D~oiHing for Natural History 
f.h: id;J.:: f.L 
Scientists ave extracting a record of elimate ehange and earthquake history, and their early 
findings are "changing everything we thought we knew." 



Mexica~ Leader’s Crime Effort Fails to Adva*~ce 

The Mexican Congress adjom~aed without moving on President Felipe Calder6n’s effort to reorganize 
police forces and clamp down on money laundering. 

o More World News 

THE VANISHING MIND 

Early Tests for .4~zhe~mer’s Pose Diag~os~s D~lemma 

Since there is no treatment, doctors wonder if they should tell people, years earlier, that they have 

the disease, or a good chance of getting it. 

U~ease Grows z\bo~xt Fut~re of F~nat~clng fi>r Pe]l Gra~ts 

There is growing uncertainty about the future of Pell grants, the nation’s most significant financial- 
aid program for college students. 

Lesbla~ CoachSs Exit From Belmont U, Has Nash~i|le ’Falk~g 

A small Christian university’s growth has not come without growing pains. The recent departure of 
a soccer coach who is a lesbian has made headlines. 

BUSINESS 

Santa ~da Cellphone: Shopping Online "W~thout a Computer 

This holiday season, consumers are beginning to shop and make purehases on their mobile phones 
and tablet eompnters. 

Best Buy Fee~s the Pressure of I{ivals o~t the V~:eb 

Best Buy is emphasizing the personal touch and service to buyers of eonsmner products, but its 
earnings and sales are deefining. 

Two States S~m Bank of America Ox~r Mortgages 

The two states contend the bank misled customers about their eligibility for modifications on their 
hmne mortgages. 

SPORTS 

HEAT 113, KNICKS 91 

Vilified by Fa~s, |)~t Exiting Victorious 

LeBron names was greeted with boos and interrogations, but he later demolished the Knieks and 

underlined the talent gap between the rivals. 

~Hea~ 113. KnicRs 91: James Looks at Home on Garden Floor 

~ Pho~o Replay. Heat Tops Krficks a~ Madison Square Ga[den 

~NS.A Rouqdup. Stress Fracture Wi~I ~nd Yao’s Season 

h~troduced by ~qdeo and Hired i~ NoFoL 

Since ~998, the N.F.L. has encouraged participation in the program, which allows teams that are 
hiring to encounter hopeful coaches or executives they might otherwise miss. 

~Fiffh 
Down: Week 15 N F.I.. Mstchups 

Broncos~ Fall Hits Denver Hard 

Denver has always boasted of two things: the mountains and the local N.F.L. team. The Rockies are 
still standing but the team has been racked by suicide, arrests, firings and losses. 

o Mole Sperts News 

ARTS 

Pa|dsta~’s Palette of Blood and Tears 

Violence is a thread running through "The Rising Tide," a new exhibition of contemporary art in 
Karaehi. 



~E~] Slide Show 

ART REVIEW 

~’o shows - one at Peter Blum and one at Salon 94 ~ showease the work of Huma Bhabha. 

New York Flop Becomes a ]Hit EvePywhe~oe Else 
i.::y C.~.F:;. ;©" 

"Almost, Maine," which closed shortly after it opened Off Broadway, is now popuhn" abroad and in 
high sehools. 

* More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

O~fly h~ Madagascar 

Where else can one find dancing lemurs, pirate graves, untouched beaches and tropical rain forests 
along with Paris-grade baguettes? 

Slide Show: !!ladagascar’s UnHue 

36 Hours in Pa~’is 

The city’s bohemians may be harder to find, but there are fashion-forward hangouts even in the 
center, and modern takes on the classic bistro and boulangerie, which never go out of style. 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 

Airport Apps P~t Y(m Fh’st i~ I,h~e 

From finding parking to giving you early gate information, m travel apps that can save your 
vacation. 

o More ]ravel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Games ~’s, 
Repealing "don’t ask, don’t tell" and ratifying the New Start treaty won’t be accomplished unless a 
handfid of Republicans set aside partisanship. 

EDITORIAL 

Proteetlng th e I~ter~ et 
The F.C.C. must guarantee access to the Internet but also the smwival of competition. 

EDITORIAL 

Chole*°a a~d i-ia~ti 
.~m urgent appeal from the United Nations for aid is being overlooked. The international 
community cannot walk away fi’om Haiti now. 

EDITORIAL 

’Things A~e Coming Together’ 
The Times Neediest Cases Fund helped a mother of four pay one month’s rent and ease a tough time. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Postman z~dways Pings ’I’w~ee 

Adding data gathering sensors to the Postal Serviee’s network of trucks could save the U.S. mail. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Gh~grlch Who Stole Christmas 

Here’s a holiday gift guide for those especially excited about the Republican presidential primary 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Vghose Parly Is It’? 

The division exposed over President Obama’s tax-ent compromise makes you wonder if the 
Democratic Party has a big enough tent for everyone. 

~ Columnis{ Pa~e 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

T~lrr~ h~ Ymlr Bh~ Lade~s 

The sooner the global economy moves to a cashless system, the safer the world will be. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 18, 1957, the Shippingport Atomic Power’ Station in Pennsylvania, the lit’st civilian 
nuclear faeility to generate electricity in the United States, went online. 

See This Ft’oxtt Page 

Buy This F~’tmt P~t~e 

Yoti ieceived this message becatise you sl~ned tip for NY[imes COF."I"S loday’s He~dli~les newsle~e~ As ~ membe~ of 

the ~RUSTe privacy program~ we are commi~ed D pro~ec[ing your plivacF 

t,~anage Subscriptions ] Unsubscribe ~ Ct~an~e Your E-Mail] Privscy Poiicy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve~ise 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Senate Repeals ’Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’ 
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Deeember 19, ")OLO 

TOP NEWS 

5e~late Repeals ’Don’t dL~k, 

]-)on ’t Tell’ 

The Senate repealed the ban on gays 
serving openly in the military. 

~1-1 Fderactive Graphic. The Vote 

Politics in Iraq Casts Dot~bt 

As contingency planning for any 
lasting American military mission 
has continued, the political 
landscape in both countries has 
made it more possible that the 
withdrawal could truly be total. 

~ Photographs: A New Front Line 

Padbment Vote Puts lraq Closer to a New Government 

THE ROBERTS COURT 
d~lstlees Offer Reeeptive Ear to Business Interests 

The percentage of business eases on the Supreme Court docket has grown, as has the percentage won 
by business interests. 

WORLD 

Pro~Sdlng Medleal 

Peam~ts 
Since cash remains scarce in rural 
Zimbabwe, the barter system has 
helped keep both Chidamoyo 
Christian Hospital and its patients 
alive. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

&galnst Slavery 

"Paul Revere’s Ride" was 
a rallying cry for the 
coming Civil War. 

~ Op-Ed" Gone With the Myths 

Golden Globe Nominees 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Golden Globes show iove and snubs 

Complete coverage of .Awards Season 

WORLD 

Zimbabwe Health Care, Paid ~With Pea*~uts 
i.::., ci..M,:, v’.f. 
For many rural people, cash is so scarce that the 85-bed Chidamoyo Christian Hospital allows 
bartering. 



~[:3 V~deo: Providing Medical Services for Peanuts 

A U,So Crew*s Urgent Flight i~lto the Afghan Desert 

American helicopters and medical evacuation crews at small outposts help injured soldiers but 
often aid civilians. 

B~ry Coast President Orders U,No to I,eave 

The president, who has defied international calls to step down since he lost an election, ordered 
United Nations and Den& peaeekeepers to leave immediately. 

More World News 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Imnfigratio~l Vote Leaves o]bama’s Policy in Disarray 

A Senate vote blocking a bill to grant legal status to illegal immigrant students set back an 

emerging movement and rebuffed the administration’s policy. 

~ interactive Graphic. The Vote 

Senate Re~ects Ame~dment BIoddng New Start Treaty 

~II~e Senate beat back the most serious Republican effort to block approval of a new am~s control 
treaty with Russia. 

~ 
~teractive Graphic: The Vote 

~ Times Topics ~iew 8ta~t Treaty 

Wrestler Sees Legal Move; Prosee~tov Sees 

In California, a dispute over whether a high school sports maneuver crossed the line into sexual 
battery. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Oprah’s H~gimst Hurdle 

Oprah Winfrey’s new network is starting Jan. 1, but for the first few months her attention will be 
divided. Her talk show will end in September. 

Online Detectives Can Unmask Mro or Ms. V~roug 
i.::y ST:.Pi i;.141ff i O:.::..iL:i..",© ?.. 
Never mind whether your date is smart or goodqooking. How do you know you aren’t flirting with a 
felon? 

Soattl Korea Go Try to Slow Flow of Fordgn Mo~ley 

South Korea plans to impose a levy on non-deposit foreign currency debt held by domestic and 
foreign banks, financial authorities said. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

Bring Father Helps Lead Jets’ Holmes O~R of H~s Shell 

A star receiver shows his rare emotional side when talking about his sons, one of whmn has sickle 

cell anemia. 

ANALYSIS 
\V[th Two Trades, the Magic Bets oll the Prese111 

Orlando reaequired forward Hedo Turkoglu, who helped the Magic reach the N.B.A. finals in 2oo9, 
and added Gilbert Arenas. 

CAVALIERS 109, KNICKS 102, OVERTIME 
Road No Relief for 1¢aficks~ and Losi~lg Streak ~Jrows 

Amar’e Stoudemire and Raymond Felton each scored 23 points for the Knieks, who have lost three 
straight after winning ~3 of 14. 

~Nets Bringi;lg a Touch or TMZ to the NB.A 

More Sports News 



ART$ 

THE YEAR IN CULTURE 

2010 AllthelllsI Fl°Oll’l a Kiss:Off to 3olts of Ht+pe 
~.h: ,.’N P/,R:. . ++. 

Some of the mm’e striking albnms of 2ore: Arcade Fh’e’s "SubuH}s," Janelle MouSe’s "+~’ck+ndroid," 
Joanna Newsom’s "Have One on Me" and more. 

~More 
Lists: Ben Ratliff ] Jon Caramanica ~ Nate Chinch 

The Chmmatle Sitate of Thh~gs 

A handful of postulates on the year, based on the blurry light cast on our lives by movies, good and 
bad alike. 

~ A:tsBe~t: You: ::ultural Favorites From 2 

Big Bucks and Been-There Fa+’e 

The lows and highs of the art year 2olo, when some of the more metnorable art-related events were 
at a distance from New York -in Washington, China and Haiti. 

+ MOEe AIrS News 

MAGAZINE 

The Yea~" hi Ideas," The :~ oth A~mh;ersary Spee[aI 
A high-to-low, silly-to-serious selection of ingenuity and innow~tion from the past year. 

Best ideas of a Decade 
An audit of the past nine years. 

In Pu*osult of the Perfect 

Corporate America wants help coming up with Desh ideas. Can a new breed of eonsuRant teach 
companies how to think? 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Tax=Cut Dea| 
Unless President Obama develops a plan to rebut calls for premature spending cuts, the tax-cut deal 
will not do as much good as he says it will. 

EDITORIAL 
Corn eback Agah~ st Ma! ar~ a 
There has been enormous progress over the past three years in distribnting the means to prevent 
and treat malaria. But rich nations need to do more. 

EDITORIAL 

,Just’~ee Sca[ia and the Tea Party 

It was a bad idea for Justice Antonin Scalia to accept an invitation to speak at tile Tea Party’s 

inaugural Conservative Constitutional Seminar. 

EDITORIAL 

4oo Horn’s a~d Cmmth~g 
The latest batch of tape recordings of Richard Nixon have shown him to be a fred-spirited bigot. 

OP-ED 

The Bipartisa*~shlp Racket 

The No Labels political organization is well intentioned, but its leaders seem utterly clueless abont 
why Americans of all labels are angry. 

A Gay Commander hi Chief," Ready or Not? 

~Ille last political taboo: The 2oo8 election broke one presidential barrier, but are we on the cusp of 
breaking more? 

There’s a green revolution going on in the Navy and Marines. 

~ Columnist Page 



TI~ Gift~ of Hope 

A Humanitarian Gift Guide: Nothing says "Happy Holidays" like a scarf from a brothel survivor. 

~ Columnist Pat3e I BIog 

C~- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Gone WSth the M~ths 

Even after 15o years full of grief and pride and anger, we greet the sesquicentennial of the 

beginning of the Civil War wondering, why did the South secede? 

~ Op-Ed" Paul Revere’s Ride Against SlaveG~ 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 

A column on comments from readers draws plenty of - you guessed it - comments from readers. 

~;Neb Journal 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 19, 1984, Britain and China signed an accord returning Hong Kong to Chinese sovereignty 

on July 1, 1997. 

About This E-I~lail 

You received this message because yes signed u~ for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsletter As a member o~ 

the TRUSTe prwacy program, we are commi~ed te protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Poiicy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve~ise 
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TOP NEWS 

Democrats Scramble to Save 

Votes to Ratify Nuclear Pact 

The top two Senate Republicans 
vowed to vote against President 
Obama’s treaty with Russia as the 
bipartisan spirit of last week’s tax 
deal devolved. 

V~elglfing Costs, Companies 

Favor Temporary Help 

There is concern that temporary 
employees will become a more 
entrenched part of the work force. 

Private Links in Lawmaker*s 

Trip Abroad 
::7 ~/F@’: i i " ":’1 ? 

Members of Congress, like Representative Dana Rohrabacher of California, at times use their access 
to top foreign leaders to advocate for homegrown economic interests. 

DINING & WINE 

FEATURE: Zlle 

Holiday 

Entertalni~g 

Arsenal 
A eolleetion of videos and photos with 
recipes for drinks, hors d’oeuvres, 
eookies and more to feed a [esfive 
crowd. 

~ How to Make a Prime Rib Roast ~ ~ 

Decorating Holiday Cookies 

OPINION 

Tech gifts for the home 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Gilt Guide Netbooks & rlotebeoks 

Gift Guide: Music accessories 

ROOM FOR DEBATE Io~ I 
~Zh ~- Remarry? 
~wo out of three seeomt 
marriages end in 
diw~ree, and 
eohabitation is 
increasingly aeeepted. Why make a relationship official? 

WORLD 

So~th Korea Conducts ;[,~ve-Fire Drills Near the NotCh 

The artillery exercises escalated a eonfl’ontation with North Korea on Monday as international 
efforts at last-minute mediation came up short. 

Clerlc’s Anfi-U,S, Forces Poised for Gains in Iraq 

Moktada al-Sadr’s party, still Iraq’s most fiercely populist and anti~_meriean bloc, is trying to 
recast itself as able to deliver badly needed services. 



~E] 
Slide Show Reinventing the Sadrists 

Gas Prices Soar in Iran as Subsidy Is Reduced 

Riot police guarded filling stations around Tehran as deep cnts in snbsidies on fuel and other 
essential goods took effect. 

Backing ’Don’l z~sk’ Repeal, Vgith Reservations 

Most Marines interviewed did not object to gays serving openly but said it conld be a problem in 
combat units. 

A How-]’o Guide for a ~ ew M ary 

Serio~s Mental Health :Needs See*~ Growing at Colleges 

Surveys show that nearly half of students who visit counseling centers have serious mental illness. 

Proposed Amendme~t ~Vo~ld Enable States to Repeal Federal Law 

~Ilmse behind lawsuits to dismantle Obama’s health care overhaul propose the constitutional 
amendment, in which two-thirds of state legislatures could vote to overturn an act of Congress. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

This Bombs Season o~ Wall Street, Many See Zeros 

Traders, bankers and brokers face a bonus of nothing, and if their salaries have doubled, that is 
little consolation. 

Online Stores Start to VCea~ Shoppers Off Sales 

Online retailers are offering fewer sales this holiday season bnt are reaping plenty of revenue. The 
disconnts that are awdlable are strategic and narrow. 

Google TV Faces Delays 2unld Poor Re*dews 

Google is planning revisions and has asked TV makers to delay introductions, catching some off 
guard. 

S P 0 RTS 

ON FOOTBALL 

In Eagles~ Comeback~ a Dark Omen for C(mghlln 

What happened Snnday may eventually be recalled as another careermhanging occurrence for 
Giants Coach Tom Coughlin. 

~ X Comment 
::: Post a Comment ~ Slide Show: Eagles vs Giants Replay 

~ Eagles 38 Giants 31: Eagles Stun Giants on Game’s Final Play 

~Vick 
Made the Difference in a Dramatic Comeback 

JETS 22, STEELERS 17 
Re~4ved Jets Back Up Ryan~s Words 

The aets’ offense regained its rhythm, and the defense held off a Pittsburgh rally for a surprising 22- 
17 win. 

ANALYSIS 

Saints and Colts Find the Sledding a Little To~gher 

Deep into December, only three N.F.L teams have so far secured playoff spots in the 12-team field. 

o Mo[e Sports News 



ARTS 

MUSIC REVlBN 
Real Stra~ge~mss 

Simon Rattle made his Metropolitan Opera debut on ~’iday, conducting Debussy’s "Pell~as et 
MOlisande," with what he described as a dream east. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

~K~1lePigRll Ro,get 

"American Rose," a biography of Gypsy Rose Lee, often focuses more on its subject’s times than her 

life. 

MUSIC REVlBN 

Weezer played songs @om its self-titled debut albmn and @om "Pinkerton" during its Memories Tour 
stop at Roseland. 

Move A~ts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

.&f’gha~ War Just a Slice of U.S. Cove~’age 

The war has accounted for just 4 percent of the nation’s news coverage in major outlets this year, 
and covering it has been a complex proposition. 

A Hollywood Brawl: How Soon Is Too Soon for Video on Demand? 

A smattering of specialty films are going to video on demand before a run in theaters. But is that 
applicable to big commercial releases? 

The Top Att~oactlo~ on TV? No ScripI~ but Ple*~ty of Action 

At a time when little or nothing on television inereases its audience, the N.F.L. is still finding new 
viewers. 

* More Media & Adveltisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Senate vote to allow open service by gay and lesbian soldiers was one of the most important 
civil rights votes of our time. 

EDITORIAL 

Bor~’owers as Prey~ 
The Fed has proposed a rule that would weaken important oversight of reverse mortgages. The 
proposal should be withdrawn. 

EDITORIAL 

A Practical Push for Civil Legal Services 
New York State’s chief judge rightly argues for increasing civil legal assistance for low-income 
people. 

EDITORIAL 

Not So Happy Meals 
The Happy Meal is np for some wellKleserved scrutiny. 

* MoreO~!nion >~ 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

There Goes the 

What is the winter solstice, and why bother to eelebrate it, as so many people aronnd the world will 
tomorrow? 

\a!he~t Zo~nb~es 

Free-market fundamentalists have been wrong about everything -yet they now dominate the 
political scene more thoroughly than ever. 

~ Columnist Page [ Bieg 

A Tough Season t~r Believer’s 

Christmas is hard for everyone. But it’s particularly hard for people who actually believe in it. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

Mere Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 2o, 1989, the United States launched Operation Just Cause, sending troops into Panama to 

topple the govermnent of General Manuel Noriega. 

YOU received [his message because you signed up rer NYTimes.com’s Today’s Head]it~es newsietter. As a member of 

the TRUSIe privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr~be ~ Change Your E-Ma~ ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <studentstores@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 20, 2010 7:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your account intbrmation tbr UNC Student Stores 

Hello’. 
You have recently requested that your password to be sent to this account 
Your pass~vord is: underdevelopment# 
If you have an?’ further problems accessing your online account, 
please contact us by replying to this message. 

(Please disregard this email if it was sent to you by mistake.) 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI    class - semester 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I am e-mailing you regarding your Introduction to AIicica course offered 
this spring. I am a      at U~’~’C, and while I am a journalism major, the 
history of Africa and its people has long been a subject that has 
fascinated me. 

I am 
scheduled to graduate in the       but before I apply for a job I am 
plalming to visit Africa again this summer in a similar ~pe of service 
function. The reason I am writing you is that I was wondering if you will 
be opening any additional sections of your AFRI    class or adding extra 
seats as all the existing sections are currently closed. I feel like the 
backgrouaad I would gain tlcom your class would be incredibly valuable not 
only as I travel to Africa this summer but also as I maintmn an interest 
and passion for its people for the rest of my life I greatly appreciate 
your time, hope you have a wonderful holiday season, and will look forward 
to hearing from you if you get a chance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~lime s.com> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 12:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Last Minute Gifts, Holiday Entertmning a~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 0! 222/a mes 1 Y 

Last Mh+ute Gif~ ideas 
It’s not too late to find the perfect gifts for everyone on 
your lisL "Fake a louk at the Holiday Gift G~ide featuring 
recommendations from New ~urk ’Finaes reporters and editurs~ 
See the best books of ~om, 25 hume and decorating gifts for 
u~der $25~ David Pogue~s reeummendations for each room in 

your home a~d mute on nytimes~eom/giftgmdes~ 

Holiday E~+tertai~fi~g 
~M’m yourself with recipes for hers d’oeuvres, drinks, 
main com’ses as([ dcsseAs te feed a small festive dinsev 
pav~y or a big holiday crowd. Videos, shde shews and 
interaefiw~s provide addi~ion;d ideas o~ ~ytimes.c.om/dining. 
Also[ ~ cheek out The Times’s Feed page on 
Faeeheok/nytimesdini~g for more. 

Join the Conversation - Room for    ~ 
Debate 

~Ar]h y Remarry? 

~’December m¢zy be ~ popnIm" monthjbr marri¢zge proposMs, bnt 

hasn’t been the seasonjbr nnivers~I q~b’mations of the insti~aion 

itse~: ~his rise is not simply a r~lection oj the decision by the young 

and never married to deh~9 taking the big step. ~e nnmber qf 

conples living together who were previousl~t married is also on the 

rise, both mnong those who are s~lI raising children and mnong 

older partners. More second nmrriages fidl tlmn first marria~es~ 

~th the increasing acceptance qf eohabita~on, wh!~ remarry? 

risk that nighbnare alI oeer a~ain?"~ 

"This viewpoi~t covers the topic t horm~gbly~ and with 
What’s new to me is the gemfine impact that marriage stability 
has o~ ehildre~.--a ’template’ Joy the adult children’s own 
retatienships~ All the arguments have gone dif[evenfiy in recent 
yeses, so this is good te heac." 
.... Posted bg 

’My personal opinion is that those who plan to have children 
should marry~ They should marry for the sake of the children 
and to provide as much social, economic and psychological 
stability for the children as possib[e~ Fur those who have been 
diwmmd am] don’t pla~ te have more children I don’t see any 
adwmtage te marrying." 
.... Posted by C~u’ieus George 

~ Jok~ t~e Conve[sation ~ 

~’=~op 5 Viewed Features 0n ~¥r~ ......... 
(Wednesday, December !5, 20!0 - Vuesday, December 2!, 2010) 

g6 P]eurs in Paris 

How I Saved My Company: 
Oeeanblue Divers 

Ch~s~oph Niemann: Le~ It 
Deugh~ 

gell Brantley’s Top lo of 2o:to 

*A ~ear at War 

~ SLIDE StlO’~: Men in 

"Fights 
Images of a performance by the 
all-male troupe Les Ballets 
Troekadero de Monte Carlo. 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEA’FURE: 
The ttohday Entertaining 
Arsenal 
A collection of videos and photos 
with recipes for drinks, hers 
d’oeuvres, cookies and more to 
feed a festive crowd. 

~ VIDEO; 

Is Nexus S the One? 
Google’s new phone could be fl~e 
best Android phone to buy, 
according to The New Ym’k 
Times’ technology columnist. 

Connect witi~ Modern Love 

on ~acebook. 

Sign up for DeaIBook to 
receive the lates~ financial     ~2771 

news delivered before t~e 

opening bell and ater the 



~. Senate Repeals Ban Against Openly Gay Military Personnel 

2. Is Going ~o an Elite Collegia" Worth ~he Cost? 

3. [ha[groan: When Zombies Win 

4. Carol Anne Riddeil and John Partilla 

5. Thanks fur the Tax Cut~ 

AE~OUT TH~tB E-1V1A~L 

@Times comes ,:o you From [he N’(Times corn marketing departmerlL YeLl received this message because yell aignecl Lip 

for NYrimes corn’s @Times newsle,ff, er, 

Manaf~.e Su#sc[iptior~s ! U nsqbscdbe I C41an#leYoclr K-MailI Privacy Pojic~,, I Advertise i 

Tile New York Times Cornr)any I Copyri#h[ 2010 I NYTimes corn 820 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 6:52 PM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 23 Dec: thin,ks tier 2010, DenNs Brutus Cancun-Durban, protests, CCS reporL Nyerere 

Bond Nyerere critique December 2010.doc; FoE Cancun critique.pdf; ccs 2010 annual report.pdf; Newcastle Rising Tide.jpg 

Hi comrades, 

* A huge thanks for all you’ve done in 2010 especially at CCS, Vishnu 
for Acting Director duties the last four months, and Shauna for picking 
up the baton for the next five, and of course the admin stall; our 
researchers, community scholars, visiting scholars and all the friends 
and allies who have been contributing to local-national-regional-global 
progressive civ soc work and play’. Let’s make 2011 a spectacular year 
fusing social, economic, environmental and cultural politics 

* The memory, a year ago today, of talking by phone to Dennis Brutus 
about Copenhagen’s elite-fi~ilure (it satisfied him, as he had asked us 
all to ’seattle’ the climate summit), followed by news of his death ~2~ur 
days later, makes me sad. But reading Beverly Bell’s tribute now on 
our homepage and way below, at the bottom is heartwarming. We will put 
the seven Brutus doccies we have online in early" January, as it turns 
out the UKZN technology has improved to the point that Dennis’ tribute 
website can really come alive. It also appears that a major Brutus event 
at Nelson Mandela Metro University will be held on Feb 23, so I’ll see 
you in Port Elizabeth [’or that one. 

* The fallout from Cancun continues. The climate summit review I did was 
reposted on about 400 other websites and blogs (in Spanish too, and even 
Bangladeshi: http://links.or~.au/nodei2060), and a request came fi-om 
Business Day to follow up last year’s critiques of Copenhagen 
http://www.businessday co za/ArticlesiContent.aspx?id 89232 and 
http://wwwbusinessda;,.co.za/Articles/Content.aspxTid 90233 with one 

on Cancun carbon markets (below) I did a radio interview about Cancun 
last night on an Australian station - 
http://backstorg.orgauiwordpress/?p 755 and another a short while ago 
at http://wv,~,.kpfa.org (soon to be posted at 
http://www, againstthegrain, org) in which I had an inten se debate with 
Joe Rormn, an inside-the-Beltway neoliberal who was Vel~/cross with me 
for opposing the cap and trade strategy of the Big Green groups. I 
celebrated US congressionial gridlock (as does Janres Hanson) and called 
Canc~m ’a step backwards’, following the Bolivian statement and global 
CJ logic. He took the opposite view. There are a great nrany more 
interesting analyses of Cancun way below, of which the toughest are the 
Bolivian government, the Indigenous Enviromnent Network and Friends of 
the Ealth. To make matters a bit easier, find below- the short statenrents 
of critique frora the Bolivian state, plus the short list of CJ demands 
developed at the Cochabaraba conference. These are the documents I’ll 
find most useful to pass arom~d prior to COP 17. 

* Meantinre, debate about how best to host the Durban COP 17 alteruative 
surrmrit is getting interesting, with a couple of CJN!KZN members nraking 
clear suggestions about the ways forward (see emails by David Hallowes 
and Wally Menne, below), particularly in light of an attempt (nrisguided 
in my view) to generate an untenable civil society ’unity’ over the next 
eleven months. There are, essentially, two main positions: insiderism 
that acconrmodates carbon trading, REDD, inadequate emissions cuts and 
the end of the Kyoto Protocol (the Climate Action Network perspective); 
as distinct from the Climate Justice Now! movement’s more foundational 
critique and turn to national regulatoW and grassroots alternatives 
(while ’keeping an eye on what’s happening inside’)(and yes, there are 
plenty of nuances in the CJNt crowd, as Michael Dorsey and I spelt out 
in that Journal of Australian Poli Econ alticle). This will make for a 
somewhat predictable split or more optimistically, division of labour 

that will be geographically reflected in the ICC building having veW 
tough security (like Copenhagen’s Bella Centre and Cancun’s Moon 
Palace), and a segregated site Ibr civilised society’ in the ICC’s 
Exhibition Centre across the road, and then an off-site alternative 
summit site. I laid out a few thoughts on how- this might work, but 
they’re still tentative to be worked out with feedback from yourselves 
and CJN!KZN contraries. There are notes below from the Dec 11 meeting 
reflecting global CJN! strategic thinking about Cancun and Durban And 
also find info below about the courageous stance that Australian CJ 
activists (in Rising Tide) are taking in Newcastle, blocking ships at 
the harbour for an hour. The corporations are suing, damn them 

* Find a month’s worth of CCS’s Social Protest Obser~ato~ info 
collected by John, below 

* Over to Joburg, tbr another big congrats to Prishani, who received 
ve~ positive reviews on her CCS PloD thesis about Orange Farm social 
movements and Joburg poverty policy from three external reviewers, all 
world-class She’s Dr Naidoo and hopefully now- a tMl-fledged lecturer 
at Wits Sociology 



* Shauna and I have had a go at doing a rough 2010 annual report, 
attached. Comments are vepf welcome. 

* I’ve just finished a critical remembrance (attached) oft he last SA 
speech given by Julius Nyerere, upon request from comrades in Dar Any 
modifications needed? 

Cheers, 

Patrick 

The Durban Climate Summit (Cotfference of the Patties 17): 

Climate justice versus market narratives 

(comrenor: Patrick Bond, Centre for Civil Society at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal School of Developmerlt Studies) 

KEYWORDS: 

Emissions trading, REDD (Reducing Emissions tl~trough Deforestation and 
forest Degradation), climate justice 

The COP 17 will be held in Durban in November 2011. Judging from the 
Copenhagen and Cancun events, the struggle over the extunt of market 
penetration in global climate policy will continue to intensify. That 
struggle left Copei,2aagen with a vague Accord and a demoralized set of 
emissions markets, which left carbon prices in the doldrums, a US Senate 
paralysis on ’cap and trade’, and the demise of the Chicago Climate 
Exchange, in addition to increasing prosecution of widespread emissions 
market fraud in Europe and doubts about UN regulation. Yet a 
revitalization of the markets seemed inevitable a year later when the 
Cancun Agreements used REDD as a legitimation strate~z for markets and 
olt’sets European reticence (due to potential glutting of emissions 
credit supplies) was joined by outright civil socie~ opposition based 
partly on Polanyian double-movement, decommodification principles VVhat 
is the trajectory of the competing narratives going into the crucial 
Durban meeting, as global climate managers attempt to shift carbon 
trading from the Kyoto Protocol to the Copenhagen Accord as part of 
Northern self-interested pressure? 

Cancun text: A backwards step 

Document effectively kills of the only binding agreemel~t, Kyoto 
Protocol, in favour of a completely inadequate bottom-up voluntaw approach 

Increases loopholes and flexibilities that allow developed 
countries to avoid action, via an expansion of offsets and continued 
existence of’surplus allo~vances’ of carbon after 2012 by countries ltke 
Ukraine and Russia which elt’ectively cancel out any other reductions 

Finance Commitments weakened: cormnitment to "provide ne~v and 
additional financial resources" to developing countries have been 
diluted to talking more vaguely about "mobilising [resources] jointly", 
with expectation that this ~vill mainly be provided by carbon markets 

The World Bank is made trustee of the new Green Climate Fund, which 
has been strongly opposed by many civil society groups due to the 
undemocratic makeup of the Bank and its poor environmental record 

No discussion o f Intellectual Property rights, repeatedly raised by 
many countries, as current rules obstruct transfer of key 
climate-related technologies to developing countries 

Constant assumption in favour o f mark et mechanisms to resolve 
climate change even though this perspective is not shared by a number of 
countries, particularly in Latin America 

G reen light given 12~r the controversial REDI) ~Reducing Emissions 
from Deforestation and Forest Degradatinn) programme which often ends up 
perversely rewarding those responsible for deforestation, while 
dispossessing indigenous and forest dwellers of their land 

Systematic exclusion of proposals that came from the historic World 
Peoples’ Conference on Climate Change including proposals for a Climate 
Justice Tribunal, full recognitinn of indigenous rights, and rights for 
nature 

Cochabamba Peoples Declaration demands for climate justice: 

¯ 50 percent reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2017 

¯ Stabilising temperature rises to 1C and 300 Parts Per Million 

¯ Ackno~vledging the climate debt owed by developed countries 

Full respect for Hun~an Rights and the io-herent rights of indigenous 



peuple 

Universal declaratiun uf rights of Muther Earth to ensure harmuny 
with nature 

Establishment ufan ]mernatiunal Cuurt ufClimate Justice 

R~iection of carbun markets and commodification o f nature and 
forests thruugh the REDD prugramme 

° Promotion of rueasures that change the cons~tmption patterns of 

developed countries 

° End of intellectual property rights for technologies useful for 

mitigating climate change 

° Payruent of 6 percent of developed countries’ GDP to addressing 

climate change. 

HOSTING OF CLIiVL~TE JLTSTId’E ACTIVITIES 

Proposal skeleton: 

¯ CJN-KwaZulu-Natal will provide the option of an alternative space for 
a "Climate Justice Indaba" (name proposed - please feed back on this) 

¯ the proposal will consider: 

- assun~ptions about logistics 

- space needs and availability 

- potential costs 

- potential fbr mass action against uaasatisfactory climate summit 

- potential fbr reality’ tours to Durban commumties 

Assumptions: 

We are going forward with planning an alternatives space based on these 
a ssumptions: 

¯ the Durban municipality will host role the COP 17, and will plan to 
channel NGOs into a controlled tent space (eg. cricket stadium) 

¯ Durban municipality’ will have firm plans for ’lock down’ protection of 
delegates at the ICC so that a Cancun-style segregation will be achieved 
in practice no matter the physical proximi~ of the NGO space 

¯ Durban mumcipality will potentially allow one or two large c~vil 
socie~z mobilisations, potentially even in the fk~rm of a march near the 
ICC, perhaps stalting from the South Beach amphitheatre (where the Fifa 
Fanfest park was held next to the Tropicana Hotel) 

¯ mainstream NGOs will probably use the officially-provided spa ce, but 
like Copenhagen, will be lucked uut uf the main negutiating halls a few 
days before a final ducument is discussed by delegates 

¯ ve~ little ’alternative’ low-cust accomanodatiun (i.e less than 
R200/night) will be available anywhere in central Durban aside from a 
few backpacker [udges (which have fairly high traffic at that time ufyear) 

Space needs and availability 

¯ a centrally-lucated (and easy to identify) site is required, within 10 
minutes drive uf the ICC, with easy/sa:[’e public transpurt optiuns 

¯ the site shuuld have extensive meeting roums o:[’variuus sizes, ranging 
from a maj ur hall that cuuld huld 1500 peuple, tu smaller theatres (100 
to 300 seats) tu duzens uf smaller breakaway ruoms, with several 
lugistics roums J2~r securi~, cuordination, media suppurt (including 
latest IT and wifi access), banner-making and cultural backuffices, etc etc 

¯ the site shuuld have several hundred residential ruums within 5-10 
minutes walk 

¯ at present, UKZN Huward Cullege campus - especially the Memurial Tower 
Building, Rick Turner Hall and Howard College Auditurium - appears tu 
fit these requirements, and in addition there is the possibili~ of the 
DUT Biko campus as a fall-back, along with the Botanical Garden 
(advantage - much closer to ICC) 

Potential costs 

¯ if’CPKZN Howard College is used, the facilities will essentially be 
free, although sorue additional security/cleaning costs will be needed 

¯ inexpensive food (e.g. R20/meal) will be ver~" easy to arrange, using 



existing microentrepreneurs who supply UKZN during the school year 

* residemia[ accommodation costs are in the region of R200/roon’~night, 
I think (not sure, will have to find out), and a system could be 
established to have these paid for ahead of time by visiting delegates 

* transport by taxi to the ICC costs around R50/trip but much cheaper, 
collective systems can be arranged 

Mass mobilisation (at least once): 

* depending upon xvhether a permit is granted (in 2002 permission was 
withheld ~xtil the final moment), it may be possible to have at least 
one, raaybe more, m~ior marches to the ICC, to protest climate injustice 
and inaction - but it may be more fun to have a march away from the ICC 
(to show- that we’re giving up on the elites inside), e.g. a brief rally 
at Speaker’s ColTlcr and then a spirited, liberated march along Old Fort 
Rd about eight blocks to North Beach, for a syrabolic farewell ceremony 
(to the receeding beach) and a mass rally at the site of the World Cup 
fan park (space there got tight after about 25000 participants, a good 
crowd to try to attract for Dec 2011), so an application to acquire that 
march route and space on the Saturday before the final days would be 
useful at this stage, or sometime soon.., perhaps that could go into the 
12 Feb plamxing process, but it seems to me that CJN should start 
publicising this event at the earliest oppoltunity 

Potential climate-reali~ tours or communit’y host sites for sessions: 

* D~ban’s unique cormnunity settings xvill be excellent sites for 
revolving events, e.g. : 

- South D~ban (most sophisticated comm~xib" group working on climate 
and most severe causes of climate change) 

- Bisasar Road (main CDM, with enolrnOUS damage to local communities) 

- \@inyathi (site of major Durban dam, ;vith struggles over community- 
a ccess to ;vaterisanitation) 

- Cato Manor (potential biogas digester alternative energy supply - it" 
it’s working by then) 

- Chats;vorth (potential linkage of energy/electricity struggles in 
flats/shack settlements) 

- ilmercity (potential demonstration of the xenophobia problem and local 
resistance by immigrants - which may be crucial if clunate change leads 
to massive migration trends) 

- others?? maybe Timberwatch sites to visit near Durban? 

http://backstorv org.aui;vordpress/?p 755 

Patrick Bond on the Cancun Climate Summit 

December 22, 2010, 7:21 pm 

Given the outcome of the Copenhagen summit last year, and despite the 
positive media spin li*om Cancun this year, it seems to be the case that 
global governance has completely failed on the issue of combating 
climate change. 

I spoke to Patrick Bond from Mexico about the suwanit and the future 
prospects for climate justice. 

Patrick Bond is based at the University of KwaZulu-Natal and is the 
director of the Centre for Civil Society in [)urban, South Africa. He is 
the author of Climate Change, Carbon Trading and Civil Society’. 

The ’Story of Cap and Trade’ can be found here, while the Climate 
Justice Now Network can be :found here 

This interview was broadcast on Radio Adelaide on the 22nd of December 2010. 

Business Day 

From renewed climate hope to unrealizable market expectations 

By Patrick Bond 

The Cancun Agreements’ fatal flaw is simple: faith in fickle markets. A 
year from now in D~ban, the apparently unifying strategy of combining 
ever-broader emissions trading xvith a modicum of Nolth-South aid to 
resolve contradictions between national blocs will again become a 
destructive wedge. 

As world negotiators stared into the abyss of failure, markets became a 



lifeline. ’]7he World Bank was everywhere in Cancun, applying neoliberal 
economic theory where it’s rarely gone befi~re: into new Chinese 
emissions markets, lurking within tropical forests, burrowing into the 
topsoils of agricultural land, and even tackling large ’charismatic’ 
endangered species. All are sites for extended corporate investments and 
offsets against planet-threatening emissions. 

The idea is lowering business costs of transitinning to a post-carbon 
world After a cap is placed on total emissions, high-polluting 
corporations can buy- ever ruore costly carbon permits froru those which 
don’t need so many, or which are willing to part with theru for a higher 
price than the profits they make in production or energy-generating or 
transport activities. 

However, a global civil society network the Durban Group for Climate 
Justice formed in 2004 as a critical mass opposed to ’the 
privatization of the air’. We worried that the main test case, the EU’s 
Emissions Trading Scheme, not only failed to reduce net greenhouse gases 
there, but suflhred extreme volatility (five major crashes from 
2006-10), an inadequate price of~215/tonne (down from a high of 
~230/tonne 30 months ago and far less than is required for post-carbon 
transition investments), and worsening fraud scandals. 

The ruarket fix is also being tried in the Third World through Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM) projects, whereby investruent strategies to 
prevent ’additional’ pollution also qualified for carbon credits, 
reaching around 6 percent of total trading at peak in 2008. But 
illustrating the pitfalls, Sasol argued that its Mozambique gas 
pipelines, fay less damaging than burning Mpurualanga coal, were 
’additional’ because they wouldn’t have been built without CDM 
incentives. The specious claim was rejected by UN authorities aRer a 
2009 complaint by Eatthlife Africa. 

With Europe as the base, world emissions trade grew to more than $130 
billion in 2008 and while flat since then due to economic meltdotvn, 
corruption investigations and then Copenhagen-induced despondency, the 
market is projected to expand to $3 trillions’year by’ 2020 if the US 
signs on. Last month, a new- estimate of up to $50 billion in North-South 
market-related transfers and oflisets each year emerged from a United 
Nations financing con~mission which included SA planning minister Trevor 
Manuel World climate managers evidently hope to skimp on grants and 
instead beg business to push vast monies into CDMs instead 

Durban is an important guinea pig, for at SA’s lead CDM pilot, the 
Bisasar Road landfill, methane from rotting rubbish is cunverted to 
electricity. After helping set it tap, the World Bank refused to take 
part in marketing or purchasing Bisasar Road emissions credits Local 
activists say the reason was grotving awareness of Durban’s notorious 
environmental racism. 

In early 2005, just as the Kyoto Protocol came into force, a Washington 
Post front-page story revealed how- cormnunity organizer S@da Khan 
suffered cancer tlcom Bisasar Road’s toxic legacy. Back in 1980, the 
landfill Aiicica’s largest was plopped in the middle of Durban’s 
Clare Estate suburb, across the road iicom Khan’s house, thanks to 
apartheid insensitivity’. 

Instead of honoring African National Congress politicians’ promises to 
close the dump in 1994, the municipality kept it open when R100 million 
in emissions :financing was dangled. A~er Khan died of cancer in 
mrd-2007, civic pressure subsided and Durban began raising ~14/tonne for 
the prc~iect from private investors. 

Similar controversy surrounds the Reduced Emissions from Deforestation 
and forest Degradation (R[~DD) programme. In theory, REDD sells investors 
forest protection But it’s seen as a boon to voracious commercial 
forestry" and a danger to indigenous peoples, given that proper 
safeguards were not adopted in Cancun. 

And evewone from EU climate commissioner Cormie Hedegaard (a Danish 
conservative who hosted the sumanit last year) to Greenpeace warns that 
R[~DD could wreck fragile carbon mafl~ets, not only due to 
socio-ecological forest controversies but because a fresh glut of 
credits would again crash the price. 

Financial gaming also remains rife in the EU, and on Wednesday,, even the 
ordinarily pro-trading World Wild Fund for Nature and ()ko-Institut 
attacked steel producers ThyssenKrupp and Salzgitter as fraudulent 
carbon profiteers, demanding that "the ]~;U put a halt to the use of fake 
offsets." 

In short, last week’s market mania was a dangerous diversion li’om a 
daunting reality: the US, China, South Afidca and most other big 
eruitters came to Cancun to avoid making the binding commitments required 
to liruit the planet’s 2000’s temperature rise, ideally below the 1.5°C 
that scientists insist upon. Naturally the (binding) Kyoto Protocol is a 
threat to the main emitting countries, which want to replace it with the 
voluntalN, loophole-ridden Copenhagen Accord. 

And naturally, the North’s failure to account for its vast ’climate 
debt’ continued. Pakistan suffered $50 billion in climate-related flood 



damage alone this year, yet the total on offer from the North to the 

whole world is just $30 billion for 2010-12 

And even that’s funny money, according to Hedegaard. When last February 
she complained (according to WikiLeaks) that Tokyo and London were 
trying to pay their share partly in the form of loan guarantees, not 
grants, US State Department deputy climate negotiator Jonathan Pershing 
registered his approval: "Donors have to balance the political need to 
provide real financing xvith the practical constraints of tight budgets." 

The Copenhagen Accord, signed by Jacob Zuma, Barack Obama, Wen Jiabao, 
Lula Ignacio de Silva and Manmohan Singh, is alrea@ compromised by 
bribery. The Maldives and Ethiopia once leaders in the G77 and Africa 

soon dropped their resistance to that shod@ deal in exchange for 
payola, WikiLeaks revealed. 

After Hedegaard told Pershing that the Alliance of Small Island States 
"’could be our best allies’, given their need for financing," he quickly 
provided a $50 million aid package to the Maldives. The sirtking island’s 
US ambassador, Abdul Ghafoor Mohamed, told Pershing on February 23 that 
if’tangible assistance’ were given his country, then other affected 
co~xtries would realise "the advantages to be gained by compliance" with 
Washington’s climate agenda. 

Whether or not a comprehensive Durban deal replaces Kyoto, the ongoing 
climate market failures and xvorsening corruption are distracting the 
world from the more serious work required to go post-carbon: state 
’command and control’. To save the ozone hole from growing, an outright 
ban xvas required against CFC emissions, and after the Montreal Protocol 
did so starting in 1996, there’s our model for serious mitigation action. 

Given South Africa’s own extreme carbon addiction and the lamentable 
role Pretoria climate negotiators play, self-interestedly slowing 
progress, Cancun’s desperate turn to the market will backfire loudly 
next year In Durban, an uncivil society starved for a decent mix of 
climate change mitigation and the rerouting of cheap electricity from 
guzzling metals smelters to the powerless masses will be especially noisy 

FROM: Wally Meune 

Dear Nicola and all 

Thank you for the update on Cancun. 

Certainly all South African CJN members are looking for~vard to hosting 
our global colleagues here in Durban next year. 

There has been some discussion about setting up a local secretariat / 
c o-ordinating group to help arrange things in advance of COP 17, 
especially looking at finding suitable accon~modation etc, but this will 
depend on availability of funding 

There have already been 3 "combined" COP 17 preparatory meetings in SA 
this year (including the whole spectrum of local NGOs) but I feel we 
should focus on CJE,"s needs from now- on. 

So if people who are planning to come to Durban have any observations or 
questions, please don’t hesitate to ask 

Best wishes 

Wally 

Wally Menne 

plantnet@iafrica.com 

Tel: k27 (0)82 4442083 

Skype: *vally.menne 

From: Nicola Bullard 

Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 10:10 PM 

To: CJN! 

Sutzject: [climate justice now!] Notes from CJN! wrap up and planning 
meeting 11 December 2011 

Climate Justice Now[ Network Meeting 

Canc~x, 11 December, 2011 

(That~:s to Mark Randazzo for the notes and Brooke Lehman for facilitation) 

Present: Dorothy Guerrcro (Focus), Deepak Rughani (Biofuel Watch), 
Brooke Lehman (Yansa), Hallie Boas (GJEP), Li@ Nacpil (JS/APNIDD), 
Kirsty Wright (\TVDM), Soun~ya Dutta (BJVJ), Mattreen Santos (Fase/REBRIP), 



Tom Kucharz (Ecologistas en accion), Roxanna (;hen (Focus), Becky Leonard 
(Focus), Nicola Bullard (Focus), Maxime Coombs @’rench CJN Coahtion), 
Russell Charlton (Public Interest Alberta), Kevin Buckland (350.org), 
Maggie Zhou (Climate SOS), Gebremedhine Birega (BthioscopiABN), Fanny 
Simon (AI’I~;C), Sophie Chapel[e (journalist), Hindou Oumarou Ibrahim 
(IPACC), 2ma Filippini (WRM/Gender CC), Beverly Keene (Jubilee South), 
David Simpson and Jane Lapiner (Human Nature), Christophe Aguiton (ATTAC 
France), Chaitamya Kalevar (Just One World), Genevieve A~m (ATTAC 
France), Janet Redman (Institute [’or Public Policy), Luther Alley 
(Direct Action for Rights and Equality), Anne Petermaun (GJEP), Orin 
Langelle (GJEP), Mark Randazzo (FNTG). 

Agenda 

1. POLITICAL ANALYSIS/CJN STATEMENT 

Some of the obsel~’ations of what had occurred in the 
negotiations: 

What was decided yesterday- took all of the key 
elements of the Copenhagen Agreement and made it an official text of the 
UNFCCCC. 

The big winners are the US and China (no cormnitment 
for US, China agreed to verification in KP which has not yet been 
renewed). 

In finance the fund is under the L2NFCCC but World 
Bat~: is trustee. YVhile designing group has a majority of developing 
countries, the Board will be 50/50. 

Bolivia’s statement decrying the process and the 
inadequate outcomes seems to express well the general sentiments of most 
in the room. 

Regarding the CPN statement, it should: 

Focus less on a blow-by-blow analysis and on teclmical 
issues (although broad areas like LLrLU(2F and REDD should be noted). 

Be grounded in what took place, reiterate support for 
processes like Cochabamba, emphasize the misuse of UN principles, 
underscore/support Bolivia’s opposition 

Be directed towards movements around the world, 
emphasize common grou~ad, and be useful to movement organizing and 
outreach (a call to movements. ) 

Emphasize what should have happened vs what did 

Stress how rich countries got their ;vay through 
coercion, ;vhile emphasizing not only the role of governments but also of 
business and industry-. 

Decl3z expulsions of civil society. 

Take from/reference key points from the statements of 
CJN member movements and networks. 

Some felt there was a need :[’or a separate statement 
specifically addressed to developing country delegations (we’d need to 
compile a list of key people within them), to let them know that there 
are hundreds of movements supporting positions of governments trying to 
resist, holding them accountable. Maggie, Chai and Tom would move this 
process fopa, ard. 

At the same time, a cautious note was sounded, that we 
be careful to not make the statement read as though movements agree 
full?’ with governments, even governments whose positions we generally 
support. ’]’here was disappointment, for example, in ALBA not objecting 
to the agreement, and not supporting Bolivia’s resistance 

The Statement [)raRing Group is to include Nicola, 
Lidy, Kirsty, Maggie and Janet. 

Process: :first draR will be sent to the people in this 
meeting and aRer comments have been collected, to the full list. 

2. ASSESSMEMT OF CJN’S EFI:[£C’]TV[gXP2{SS 

Weaknesses/Areas needing improvement 

It would have been useful to intel~zene in more venues 
(including business venues, etc); Side events with companies offer 
opportunities to develop contacts and potential allies and shouldn’t be 
ignored completely 

We weren’t able to analyze what was going on in the 
COP to the extent we could in Copet~hagen, because some of the policy 
experts xvere not as involved, because the Mexican groups were divided 
(Espacio/Via). 



We essentially- worked in two different/separate spaces 
more international/English speaking discussion in the Messe in the 

mornings, more Latin Americat~!Spanish speaking in the evenings in the 
Espacio). 

Morning meetings conflicted with government and 
outside meetings, making it difficult to participate in daily meetings 
of CJN 

Language issues make it difficult for Latin American 
and other non-English speakers and we failed to get more Latin American 
movements involved in the network 

Night meetings should be coordinated better; 
inside/outside coordination was better in Copenhagen 

Overlapping meetings with those of member groups and 
networks made things difficult 

Alter Eco’s name is problematic 

Confused situation of Mexican organizations made 
outside work complicated and weakened inside/outside efforts To be 
more effective in Durban, we need to be thinking about all this now, and 
in Dakar 

Strengths/Areas ~vhere we did well 

Listerv was useful in getting support/input when 
groups needed help (although it was hard to follo~v given so many postings) 

Website is better; it is Facebook/Twitter friendly, 
easier to add posts 

AlterEco issues were excellent 

Media efforts by various CJN members were much 
improved, and reports/stories/photos were picked by many media outlets 

Daily meetings inside gave consistent time for check-ins 

The reception party was excellent, as it really gave 
people a chance to meet and build 

Relationship with YUNGO inside youth was great, 
and should be encouraged further 

hnprovementsiRecommendations for future work 

Media and communications could be better still with 
earlier planning by the Comms team, by getting better press conference 
spaces (not the 9 am slot) in the COP, and by planning out/setting up 
the press conferences earlier 

Better coordinaion of forces (logistically) was 
needed; we need to map out issues six months ahead of time and try to 
identify who can accompany which ones 

The is a need to refine what we focus on outside, 
inside lobby, media, communication - to rethink priories. Our key role 
is to offer our movements a different interpretation of events 

Lack of resources is a reflection of demobilizaions 
in many of our own co,retries, that’s why we need to focus on movement 
building, building relationships 

Having clearer objectives will make it easier to 
com~ect with movement members 

The intel~’ention text should be planned ahead of time 

We need to significantly increase African involvement 

KCJN isn’t doing events in its own name, we need to 
be more proactive and coordinate and share better, and support each 
other’s actions (Open letters, press statements, etc.. ) 

We need to consider that man?, CJN members are also 
organizing their oxvn delegations, we need to organize CJN activities 
with this in mind 

In addition to sharing itffo on who will be in Durban, 
we should share what we know- about our activities and events 

We should build on these observations to develop a 
concrete list of lessons learned from Cancun for Durban 

3. FACILITATION GROI~-P 

Current Members 



Christophe and Amelie (ATTAC France) 

Asad, Lucia and Joe (Friends of the Earth) 

Beverly, Lid?’ and Fabrina (Jubilee South) 

Tejo Pramono (Isabelle Delforge also on list) (Via 
Campesina) 

Mithika Mwendo (Pan African Climate Justice Allliance) 

Nicola and Dottie (Focus on the Global South) 

Janet (Institute for Policy Studies) 

Tomoko (Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law and Development) 

Ces (People’s Movement for Climate Change) 

Background and iVlandate 

The Facilitation Group was formed in Bangkok m Sept 

2009, and re-activated in June 2010. It met in Bonn to assess its work, 
and acknowledged the need [’or a more organized approach 

Issues raised included listserv protocols, principles, 
how ~o strengthen the Facilitation Group, strengthen pamcipation of 
under-represented groups 

FG is also responsible for liaison with the UNFCCC 
secretairait and is responsible for organizing interventions, secondary 
badges, meeting room, etc 

Monthly phones calls organized to prepare :[’or Cancun 
were sometimes well attended, sometimes not (language ~s an important 
reason [’or this) 

Current Facilitation Group’s mandate is until the 
proposed CJN conference planned for earl?’ 2011. 

Membership Issues 

There are around 700 organizations and networks in CJN 

Members agree to principles developed in Bali 

C.Eq principles did not explicitly- come out against 
nrarkets, but positions against carbon markets, off-sets, etc have been 
emphasized in subsequent statements. 

The Conference should take up the issue of updating 
core principles, and membership should be tied to them 

The is a need to clari~- what CJN is: A network, an 
alliance, a coalition.. ? 

On listselws, ~ve will adcK’develop a working group list 
for those who want to help plan the Corderence, but otherwise maintain 
list status quo until then 

CJN Conference 

We will hold a Conference during the first quarter of 
201 l(or possibly May’.’) 

We discussed whether it should be connected with 
another major event (to save travel time and money), or be held 
separately- when people are less distracted and tired 

Facilitation team xvill work on vcnues, dates and agenda 

Alicica Biodiversit?- Network and India Climate Justice 
will be invited to have a member on the facilitation team, along with 
Indigenous Environment Network (North America) and Grassroots Global 
Justice (US) 

The WSF in Dakar at the beginning of Feb is not a good 
time to hold the Conference, but those who are there can use the space 
to organize and recruit for it 

A key issue for the Conference is to determine what 
role CJN plays - ~¢~q~at do people want and what are people willing to do 
to make things happen. 

Next Gatherings (and who now plans to be there) 

Dakar (Focus, Jubilee South, ATTAC, Biofuel Watch, 
Global Forest Colaition, French CJN Coalition, GGJ, IE~N) 

We will look at the program, see ;vhat African groups 



are proposing to do, and work with them and other African groups to 
propose sessions; 

Proposals will be discussed Jk~r a tribunal in Durban, 
Dakar will serve to get info out, build a base for this initiative 

PACJA is *vorking with World Council of Churches on 
climate elti~rts m Dakar 

ATTAC can propose a space for a broader CJ convening at 
the WSF (but this should be led by African groups and networks) 

(Rcminder WSF/Dakar is organized so first day focuses 
on Africa, 3 days of self organized activities, 1 day of convergences) 

Bonn (Gender and Climate Change, 350, Biofuel Watch, GFC) 

Durban (ATTAC, Global Justice Ecology Project, JS, 
French C.]N, Ecologistas cn accion, Biofuel Watch, GFC, World Development 
Moveraent, Focus, Institute for Policy Studies, IEN) 

According to Patrick Bond there is a very accessible 
venue in Durban for possible venue for CS events 

Avoid splits and emphasize unity between organizations 
and movements, avoid divisions we experienced in Mexico 

Coordinate closely with CJN! South Africa and other 
South African and African networks 

We need to send a formal letter to the I~2NFCCC raising 
our concerns about the separation of spaces 

Appreciations were expressed for those that liaised 
with Lr>,TCCC Secretariat 

General Thoughts 

In our ongoing processes, as CJN we don’t want to limit 
ourselves to the negotiating process, and should seek to build 
collaboration in other spaces (G-8, G-20) 

There is a need for CJN to be stronger, not just to go 
from meeting to meeting, but to build the strength and voice of climate 
justice from below 

A key CJN dynamic is that it is developing into 
alliance of civil society organizations whose policy directions are set 
by the members accountable to grassroots communities and to community 
struggles. Viva[ 

........ ©riginal Message ........ 

Sulziect: SAVE THE DATE: COP 17 civil society- meeting 27/28 January 2011 

Date: Tue, 21 Dec 2010 14:41:07 +0200 

From: Melita Steele <melita.steele@greenpeace org> 

To: abmwestemcape@abahlali org, annie@ecoci~.org.za, 
wendy@indigo-dc.org, blessingjk@gmaihcom, armadylan@gmail.com, 
owenndidi@gmaihcom, hannelie@hanneliecoetzee corn, 
j acqvunm ey@telkomsa.net, j anni@lucidpictures.co, za, 
larakruger@yahoo.com, maxambelloyd@gmail.com, [uvenora@ahoo.com, 
m twani@ahoo.co.uk, Pare sidinana@gmail corn, Romy chevallier@w~ts ac.za, 
sannrais@conservation org, liziwe@mweb.co.za, andreavm@350.org, 
brenda@90x2030.org za, Trus t.maksile [e@gm all. corn, 
Laura.j.tyrer@gmaihcom, afracch@gmail.com, info@accc.org.za, 
info@ali*icaunite.org za, crollin@awfafricanng, thembeka@aidc org.za, 
brian@amandla.org.za, drdalet@mweb co.za, iNairu@hotmail.com, 
rose@biowatch org.za, mbangulam@gmaihcom, bondp@uk zn.ac za, 
david@c hurchland.co.za, Mandeep.tiwana@civicus org, 
hallowes@telkomsa.net, Labramg@gmail.com, muna@iafrica.com, 
Yvette@cge. org za, matseran e@ cos atu. org. za, Daniloh017@gin aih corn, 
Bandile gumbi@gmaihcom, shalesofonea@yahoo corn, mandlasib@gmail.com, 
mpumi mhlalisi@gmail corn, makoma@earthlife.org.za, mpressend@gmail corn, 
alan@ecopeace.co.za, Zuckyecumenical@ahoo.com, Stephen@emg.org.za, 
thembela@esset.org.za, media@fedusa org.za, dorah@gendercc.net, 
rehana@greenit co za, Rianne.teule@greenpeace.org, 
bobby@groundwork.org.za, nmohlakoana@hsrc.ac.za, lanceg@id org.za, 
gpienaar@idasa.org.za, aubreylt@gmail.com, Inga.strydom@inhco.za, 
zerowaste@iafrica.com, cmashilo@graaihcom, zimasaanay@gmaihcorrx, 
treddy@issafrica.org, aduba@iziko.org.za, itffov@~jungletheatre.co.za, 
B ongani.xez~vi@gmail, c ore, saliera@lrs.org.za, 
Cynthia.renders@meeti.org.za, info@nactu.org.za, rea@naledi.org.za, 
skhova@iafrica.com, lsekano@numorg.za, motebangr@nmnsa.org.za, 
nomalizox@grrxaihcorrx, belynda@oneworldgroup.co.za, Inkata@Oxfam.org.ttk, 
Pierr elouis, lcmercier@gmaih com, astridwaa~@googlcmaih com, 
bossmchasa@gmail.com, Rmalnetwork.kzn@gmaihcom, fcbbie@rss.co.za, 



education@sacwu co.za, GeolZ davies@safcei org.za, 
Outreachl @safeage.org, skeibrenda@gmail corn, timbela~@gmail corn, 
pedo@magicmaiI.co.za, yourdreamscomethrough@gmail.com, 
Sadec2@mail.ngo.za, peta@sustainable.org.za, sowetocris@telkomsa.net, 
yoni@sjc.org.za, Lorraine@southsouthnorth org, Nkosi.octavial@gmail.com, 
ushaseejarim@gmail.com, r.odonoghue@ru.ac.za, timberwatch@iafrica.com, 
Gabeba.baderoon@uc t.ac za, kylalIiandavis@gmail.com, 
mi[ravanda@gmail.com, rworthington@wwl~org.7~, G06k1066@campus.ru.ac.za, 
s~zwe@yepclan org.za, eIiasndonga@gmail corn, y.ngqokombe@gmail corn, 
Jail. clN’ord.holmes@gmail, corn, zar d~@~micr olit~:, zm, 
gracebwalya@ahoo, corn, mmusode@zela.org 

CC: julia.sanche@tcktcktck.org, Tigere Chagutah 
<Tigcre@boell.org.za>, Paul Horsman <paul.horsman@tcktcktck.org>, Siziwe 
Khanyile <siziwe@groundwork.org.za>, Sibusiso Gumede 
<sibusiso@cosatu.org.za>, Tristen Taylor <tristen@earthlife.org.za>, 
Wen@ Tsotetsi <wntsotetsi@gmail.com>, David Le Page 
<david.lepage@gmail.com>, Antonie Nord <Antonie@boell.org.za>, Kulthomn 
Omari <kulthoum@boell.org.za> 

Dear civil society friends, colleagues and cot~ades, 

Following the COP 17 civil society prcparatolN meetings hosted by the 
Heinrich Boell Fo~mdation (Hk3S) and Earthlil’e Aftica earlier this year, 
a follow-up meeting was set for the 27/28th of January 2011 in Durban. 
As you know-, an interim planning committed was appointed to map out this 
event in November, and we are working to pull it together, with the 
support and paltnership of HB S and GCCA (TckTckTck. org). 

This email is being sent to one representative from each organization 
that has participated/been invited to the previous rueetings - please 
circulate the information to the other relevant people in your organization. 

Details of venue and participation will follow. In the meantime, this is 
a reminder to please: 

set aside 27/28 Januai~’ 2011 in your diary 

email us your COP 17 related plans for 2011 

send us proposals for a civil society platform or manifesto in 
response to COP 17 (targets for ourselves, for goverl~aent, and for the 
international community) 

send us any specific proposals you would like to table at the January 
meeting, e.g, for a march for climate justice 

advise us of organisations that ~vere not present at the previous 
meetings, but that should be included or ~vish to be included in this 
process (see attached list of participants). We feel that it would be 
particularly useful to build on the number of organizations based in 
Durban itself 

- advise us of any organizations that have participated in the 
preparatory meetings in 2010, and have inadvertently been left offthe 
circulated participation list 

advise us of any needs or expectations you may have of the January 
conference 

NB: Financial constraints may dictate that the meeting be held in 
Johannesburg. Also, those attending will most likely need to cover the 
costs of their own travel and accommodation. Some funds may be available 
to support those who cannot afli~rd this. These points will be clarified 
as soon as possible in January 

Thanks, regards, and best wishes for the holidays, 

The COP 17 civil socie~ interim planning committee: 

Sibusiso Gumede (Cosatu) 

Siziwe Khanyile (groundWork) 

David Le Page (SAFCEI) 

Melita Steele (Greenpeace Africa) 

Tristen Taylor (Earthlife Africa) 

Wen@ Tsotetsi (Youth in Agriculture Association) 

Melita Steele 

Climate & Energy Campaign 

Greenpeace Africa 

Mobile: +27 (0) 725608703 



Tel: +27 (0) 11 482 4~96 

Fax: +27 (0) 86 585 5209 

sk’ype: melita steele 

www.greenpeace, org/africa/en/ 

Greenpeace is an independent global carupaigning organisation that acts 
to change attitudes and behaviour, to protect and conser~,~e the 
environment and to proruote peace. 

It comprises 28 independent national/regional offices in over 40 
co,retries across Europe, the .~ericas, Africa, Asia and the Pacific, as 
well as a co-ordinating body, Greenpeace International 

Name Email address Organisation 

Abahlali baseMjondolo abmwesterncape@abahlali, org 

Annie Sugrue annie@ecocity org za 

Wendy Annecke wendy@indigo-dc.org 

Blessing Karumbidza blessingjk@gmail.com 

Dylan McGal~- armadylan@gmail.com 

Eastern Cape F~nvironmental Network o~vermdidi@gmail.com 

Harmelie Coetzee ham~elie@hanneliecoetzee.com 

Ja cqu eline van Meygaarden j acqvarm~ey@telkomsa.net 

Janni Younge janni@lucidpictures co.za 

Lara Kruger larakluger@ahoo.com 

Lloyd Maxambela maxambelloyd @gmail. com 

Evelyn Bassey luvenora@yahoo.com 

Mabhelandile Twani m twani@yahoo co.uk 

Pamela Sidmana Pamsidinana@gmail.com 

Romy Chevallier Romy cheval[ier@wits.ac za 

Sarshen Marais s.marais@conservation.org 

Liz Mc Daid liziwe@mweb.co.~ 

Andrea van Meygaarch andreavm@350.org 

350.0rg 

Brenda Martin brenda@90x2030.org.za 

90x2030 

Sthembiso Cele n/a Adams Mission 

Trust Matsile[e Trust.matsile[e@gmail.com 

ADI 

Laura Tyrcr Laura.j.~’rer@gmail.com 

Adopt-a-negotiatur 

afracch@gmail.com 

Africa Action on Climate Change 

Maxmillian Chilufya info@accc.org.za 

Africa Consurtium on Climate Change 

Ntombi Mcoyi info@africaunite.org, za 

Africa Unite 

Cktristina Rollin crollin@a~4al?ic a. org 

Africa Wildlife Foundation 

Thembeka Majali therabeka@aidc.org.za 

AIDC 



Brian brian@amandla.org.za 

Amandla 

Dale McKinley drdalet@mweb.co.~ 

APF 

~Na~ru@hotmail.com 

Artwork Collective 

Luc~ S&gobela ~,’a BagaleAgricultwe 

Rose Williams rose@biowatch.org.za 

Biowatch 

Meshack 2~oangula mbangulam@gmail.com 

B~ 

Patrick Bond bon@@~.ac.za 

Centre for Civil Socie~" 

David Ntseng david@chmchland.co.za 

Ch~ch Land Programme 

Mandeep tiwana Mandeep.tiwana@civicus.org 

C~CUS 

David Hallowes hallowes@telkomsa.net 

independent researcher 

Lebohang Mokoena Labram9@gmail corn 

C~ Gauteng 

Muna La~ani muna@iafrica.com 

C~ Western Cape 

Yvette Abrahams Yvette@cge.org.za 

Con~ission lk)r Gender Equali~ 

Matserane ~va Mapena matserane@cosatu org za 

COSA~" 

Danilo Daniloh017~gmail corn 

Datacentrix 

Bandile G~bi Bandile.gumbi@gmail.com 

Dead Revolutionaries Club 

Shale Solk~mea shaleso]2mea@ahoo.com 

Development lk~r Peace Education 

Mandla Sibeko mandlasib@gmail corn 

DRPA 

Mpum~Mhlalisi mpumi.~lalisi@gmail.com Earthlil%A]~icaCapeTown 

Makoma Lekalak Ma 

makoma@earthlffeorg 7~ Ea~hlfge SECCP 

Michelle Pressend mpressend@gmail corn 

Economic Justice Network, Trade Strate~~ Group 

AlanMmphy alan@ecopeace.co.za EcopeaceParb~ 

Keke Khakhana Zuc~ecumenical@ahoo.com 

Ecunemical Women’s Prayer and Act 

Stephen Law Stephen@emg.org.~ 

EMG 



Thembela Njenga thembela@esset, org.za 

ESSET 

FEDUSA media@fedusa.org.za 

FEDUSA 

Dorah Lebelo dorah@gendercc.net 

Gendcr CC SA 

Rehana Dada rehana@greenit.co.za 

Green IT 

Rialme Teule Rianneteule@greenpeace.org 

Greenpeace Africa 

Bobby Peek bobby@groundwork.org za 

Groundwork 

N. Mohlakoana nmohlakoana@hsrc.ac za 

HSRC 

Lance Greyling lanceg@id.org.za 

I13 

Gary’ Pienaar gpienaar@idasa org.za 

IDASA 

Aubrey 2v"mcameni aubreylt@gmail.com 

Imbadu Youth Development 

Inga Stry’dom Ingastry’dom@inl.co.za 

Institute for Zero Waste zerowaste@iafrica.com 

Institute for Zero Waste 

Christopher Mashilo cmashilo@gmail corn 

International Climate Change 

zimasa.may@gmai[.com 

Islwa Lesizwe Theatre Company 

Trusha Reddy tred@@issafrica.org 

ISS 

Albertus Duba aduba@iziko org.za 

Imko, (;ape Town 

itffo@j~mgletheatre, co.za 

Jungle Theatre 

B ongani.xem~,i@g~ail, corn 

Landless People’s Movement Oauteng 

Saliem Patel saliem@lrs.org.za 

LRS 

Cynthia Rcynders Cynthia.renders@meeti.org.za 

MEETI 

irffo@nactu.org.za 

NACTU 

rea@naledi.org.za 

NALEDI 

Stephen Makhanya skhova@iafrica.com 



Nkomazi Development Partnership 

Lesego Sekano lsekano@num.org za 

NUM 

Motebang R alake 

motebangr@numsa.org.za 

NUMSA 

Nomalizo Xhoma nomalizox@gmail.conr 

Off the ground 

Belynda Petrie belynda@oneworldgroup.co.za 

One World Group 

Iunocent Nkata INkata@Oxfarn.org.uk 

Oxfam GB 

Pierre-Louis Lemcrcicr Pierrelouis.lemcr cier@gmail, conr 

Renewable Energy- Centre 

Astrid Wigstrom astridww@googlemail.com 

Resource Africa 

Mzwekhaya Mchasa bossmchasa@gnrail.com 

Rural Development Forum 

Rurakaetwork kzn@gmail, corn 

Rural Network KZN 

Febbie Masanga febbie@rss.co za 

Rural Support Services 

Lindiwe Ngobese education@sacwu.co.za 

SAC~VU 

Geoff Davies Geoff.davies@safcei org.za 

SAFCEI 

Zukiswa Nomma Outrea chl@safeage.org 

SAFEAGE 

skeibrenda @gmail corn 

Sakha Uluntu Youth Development 

Timbela Zama timbelaz~a)gmai I corn 

Sakhulunt Youth 

Peter Le:[’era pedo@magicmail co.za 

SANEP 

Jimmy Gotyana yourdreamscomethrough@gmail.com 

SANG OCO 

Bongi Motahane n/a SCBO 

Lushendre Naidoo Sadec2@mailngo.za 

SDCEA 

Peta Wolpe peta@s ustain able org. za 

SEA 

Nellah Tshabangu sowetocris@telkomsa.net 

SECC 

Yoni Bass yoni@~ic.org.za 

Social Justice Coalition 

Lorraine Lorraine@southsouthnor th.org 



South South North 

Thupa Ntuli Nkosi.octavia 1 @gmail.com 

Springs Eco-Friends 

Usha Seejarinr ushaseejarm~@gmail.com 

SUCH INITIATIVE 

r. odonoghue@ru, ac. za 

The Sustainability Conmmns 

Wally Mctme timberwatch@iafrica.com 

Timbelavatch 

Oabeba Baderoon Oabebabaderoon@uct.ac za 

UCT/PSU 

kyla lliandavis@gmail corn 

Wellworn Theatre 

Millard A Makwenble milravanda@gmail.com 

WLA 

Richard Wolthington rworthington@wwt\ org. za 

WWF-SA 

ThabisileMono rda YCCF 

Alexander Kammski O06k1066@campus m ac m 

YECO 

Si~a,e Matoti sizwe@epclan.org.za 

YEP Clan 

Elias Mk_hwananzi eliasndonga@gmail.com 

Youth Empowerment Network 

Yolanda Ngqokombe y.ngqokombe@gmail.com 

Youth End Poverty Cape Town 

Jai Clifford Holmes Jail.clffford.holmes@gmail.com 

Youth Enviromnent Coalition 

Grace Bwalya zard@microlink zm 

gracebwalya@yahoo, com 

ZARD 

Mutuso Dhliwayo mutusode@zela.org 

Zimbabwe Environruental La~v Association 

*** 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: [CJNt SA] Top 10 for Durban 

Date: Wcd, 22Dec 2010 16:20:44+0200 

From: David Hallowes <hallo~ves@telkomsa.nct> 

To: ’Nigel Crawhall’ <kalahari.culture@gruail.corn% ’CJ-SA’ 
<cliruat~iusticesa@googlegroups. corn> 

Hi all, 

Thanks for the interesting exchanges & suggestions. A couple of points 
conrii~g out of the CJN meeting in Jo’b~trg in November - I’nr sure others 
will coi*ect nre if I’ve got anything wrong. 

First, for CJNSA, the priruary purpose of activities around the Durban 
CoP is engaging with people to build a movement - that is, it is 
basically and outside strategy. The inside bit has two purposes: to 
monitor what the?- are up to, & expose & block (in so far as we can) bad 
agreements 



Behind this was the view that the international process is a dead space 
in which the basic condition for agreement is that it should be 
ineffective in climate terms. That view- was not based just on 
Copenhagen, but on the history of the negotiations We observed that the 
primary intention of national delegates was to protect their respective 
(if nnequal) interests in global capital (Bolivia seems to be the 
exception),& that capitalism requires economic growth & is not 
compatible with addressing climate change If that is going to change, 
then people will need to drive the change - hence the priority for the 
outside strategy 

We also had in mind that civil society participation in the negotiations 
to date has tended to be restricted to international level networking 
without really connecting with people (that’s not a novel view of course 
- the point has been repeated often enough by people on the inside). 
That participation has been increasingly ’realistic’ in terms of what 
can be achieved within the negotiations So, having lambasted ~zoto, 
they- ~vere theri ~vhipped into line at by Jan Pronk (the Dutch minister) at 
Bonn and put ’save Kyoto’ buttons on their lapels; and from that, 
they’ve been driven back on almost every detail: cdm, land use ofi~ets, 
ccs, redd, etc (Our objection to redd is taken from the position of the 
International Indigenous Forum on Climate Change, amongst others, who 
object that it is premised on trading & will be the means of 
dispossessing people, not empowering them) 

The top 10 idea is interesting - but within CJN it would seem to me that 
the primary objective would be to use it for building movement and to 
get it out of a dialogue that includes people beyond NGOs. I am not 
convinced by something which is about NGOs talking to each other about 
lobbying positions. That doesn’t mean that I am not interested in NGO or 
expert views and i would certainly be interested in IPACC’s views on 
redd I:[’we can envisage this within a broader process, that would be great 

Cheers, 

David 

Cuban statement on Cancun deal 

December 15, 2010 

"The Bolivian delegation is speaking here in the name of the peoples of 
Our America and deserves consideration and recognition in Cuba’s opinion" 

Speech by Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodrtguez, in the closing session 
of the 16th UN Envirotm~cntal Surrm~it. 

Thank you very much, dear Patricia [Mexican Foreign _’vYnister Patricia 
Espinosa, chair of the Sunm~it] 

I should like to acknowledge Mexico and your cffective presidency that 
has brought us to this point. 

I understand the tiredness of all of us in this room and I also 
understand your enthusiasm. 

I believe that this conference stands in sharp contrast with the failure 
of Coper2aagen in terms of the nniversal participation in democratic and 
transparent procedures. 

One year has passed since Copenhagen, a year of undue pressure, 
political imposition, financial pressure on the part of a group of 
countries to try to legitimate that non-agreement, that disagreement, 
which was translated into a sad document in that long night, longer than 
this one, in Coperthagen. 

It has been made clear in secret docnn~ents recently disclosed, that 
there has been a degree of conspiracy among certain powers in the 
words of the document itself to marginalize, neutralize or co-opt some 
countries, among which Cuba is mentioned, as are Venezuela and Bolivia 

In Latin America and the Caribbean, the Plurinational State of Bolivia 
exercises a fundamental leadership, and represents for us the 
vindication of the original peoples, of the original cultures of America 

President Evo Morales is an Aymara leader, a leader of the social movements 

A democratically elected president, who has been subjected to 
undemocratic attempts to expel him from govennnent, who is at times 
attacked by the right with arrogance and racism 

We are learning from original cultures what I think is a universal value 
today, which is the need to attain a balance between humans and nature. 
I also understand that the peoples have to be heard in this hall and 
lament the fact that, in these summits, there if often little popular 
participation. 

I consider that non-governmental organizations, the social movements 



must have a part in these processes. 

And that in every major decision, such as the one *vhich concerns us 
today, there should be consultation with the peoples, because we are 
talking about the supdva[ o:[" the human species, no more nor less, we 
are talking about the survlwil of human beings. 

The Bolivian delegation is speaking here in the name of the peoples of 
Our America and deserves consideration and recognition in Cuba’s opinion 

We Cubans are dissatisfied with the documents presented, I am going to 
argue on the basis of ttnee elements which I consider essential: first, 
because it does not include any clear or adequate greenhouse gas 
reduction targets, and we know fiom the course of the discussion that 
has taken place in this conference that they would lead by 2020, in the 
worst of cases, to a 6% increase in emissions by the developed countries 
based on 1990 levels, or in the best of cases to a reduction of only 
16%, which would iraply an increase in temperature superior to 2.5 
degrees up to 5 degrees. 

Speaking of average teraperatuxes, there are today more than 20 million 
hungry people on this planet, island nations at risk. 

What xvould happen on the planet if a teraperature increase should be 
produced such as the one described and about which there is 
unquestionable scientific evidence? I consider that this is an issue of 
extreme urgency and of profo~xd concern, which the documents do not 
fulfill and that xve should try to compile adequate and emergent formulas 
in future sessions, before the next conference in Durban. 

Secondly, it seems to rrie that key to this process is the agreement that 
there is going to be a second period of cormnitments to the Kyoto 
Protocol is key in this process, and it is my delegation’s 
interpretation that what is reflected in these docmnents is a clear 
con~mitment that we are going to go to that second period of the Kyoto 
Protocol. 

I am a realist, I understand that tonight we are not going to be able to 
establish quantities or specific national commitments, but that we are 
confirming in this meeting the principle of common but differentiated 
responsibilities, according to the capacities of states, and that here 
there have been agreements that we are going to a second period of Kyoto 
commitments 

And thirdly, I am concerned at the way in which contributions and 
finances are being approached; I recall the figures of that 
unprecedented night in Copenhagen, the language of the documents, I 
recall that ambigui~z and note with conceiT* that when $100 billion is 
mentioned, one is talking of mobilization efforts, that ~vhen $30 billion 
is mentioned, one is talking of an approximation to that figure, and I 
have not seen here any concrete commitment regarding the source of those 
funds 

I understand, I interpret that what the documents contributed by your 
presidency say, is that there is a commitment on the part of the 
governments of the developed countries to contribute these figures. On 

the basis of these considerations, ivladam Chair, I ~vould first like to 
make a request to respect the consensus, and to listen to the proposals 
of the Bolivian delegation, and I would also like to support the 
proposal of the Venezuelan delegation, likewise supported by Saudi 
Arabia, that the corresponding working groups make a decision on these 
documents, before doing so, that is to say, directly in this plenary. 

Once again, Madam Chair, I reiterate my acknowledgement of the 
contribution o1! Mexico and your own, Patricia. 

Thank you vep), much 

Translated by Granma International 

Intellectual Property Watch 

14 December 2010 

UN Climate Talks Find Make-Do Solution; ]P Rights Dismissed 

By Catherine Saez @ 5:25 pm 

The United Nations climate change conference closed at dawn last 
Saturday, with a make-do package of decisions advantageously labelled 
the "Cancun Agreements". Intellectual property rights have all but 
disappeared from the texts as Bolivia stood alone in disagreement and 
was shush-gavelled. 

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change held its 
Climate Change Conference from 29 November to 10 December, in Cancun, 

Mexico. The conference covered the 16th Colfference of the Parties (COP), 
the 15th session of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Colur’nitment for 
Annex I parties under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP), and the 13th session 



of the Ad ttoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action under the 
Convention (AW(I-LCA). 

Imellectual proper~ rights issues relating to environmentally friendly 
technology, transfer were mostly ignored during the whole meeting. 
is a contentious issue as developed countries want IP rights to protect 
inventions as they claim it promotes ~nnovation, research and 
development, and attracts ~nvestment, while developing countries say 
that IP rights stand as a barrier to technologi~ transfer and then 
j eopardise climate change mitigation and adaptation in developing 
countries needing it the most. 

IP Receding in Texts 

The AWG-LCA negotiating text, discussed at the Tianjin LrN climate change 
conference, held in China from 4-9 October, contained references to IP 
rights but mainly bracketed (IPW, United Nations, 29 Novenrber 2010). 

The chair of AWG-LCA, Margaret Mukahanana-Sangatwe of Zinrbabwe, provided 
a note to the Cancun cotffcrence with "possible elements of the outcome." 
In the note, IP rights were just mentioned as being viewed differently 
by parties and it underlined the importance of continued dialogue in 
2011, in the light of technology innovation and access. 

In the outcome of the work of the AWG-LCA [pdf], adopted on Saturday, 
the mention of IP rights disappeared. Paragraph 117 of the document 
mentions the establishn~ent of a Tecl~mlogy Mechanism, which would 
include a Tecl~mlo~" Executive Corcanittee. Paragraph 119 indicates that 
this cormnittee should f~trther iraplement the technology transfer 
framework described in Article 4, paragraph 5 of the Convention [pdf]. 
The latter calls for developed countries to take "all practicable steps 
to promote, facilitate and finance, as appropriate, the transfer of, or 
access to, environmentally sound technologies and know-how to other 
parties, particularly developing country parties." 

Bolivia Stands Alone on IP 

During the plenary meeting on the AYVG-LCA, in the early hours of 
Saturday, Bohvian Ambassador Pablo Solon rejected the text as 
inadequate for several reasons, including the absence of ret?rence to IP 
rights in the text. In most cases, Solon said, over 70 or 80 percent of 
patents on clean technologies are in the hands of developed countries. 
How can it be, he asked, that the Technology Executive Committee would 
not consider ]P issues when this is a repeated request from developing 
countries? 

But despite the firm rejection of Bohvia, COP President Patricia 
Espinosa, adopted the text, encouraged by countries such as Colombia who 
said that "flexibility ;vas the only way to reach consensus", that the 
absence of an agreement would not prevent the effects of climate change, 
and the right of veto should not be given to one country. 

The same scenario ;vas repeated during the plenary, ;vhich adopted the 
Cancun agreements Espinosa disregarded Bolivia’s objection and said the 
rule of consensus did not mean complete unanimity. She characterised the 
Cancun agreements as a new- era of climate change. 

A source close to the Bolivian delegation told Intellectual Proper~ 
Watch that "Bolivia consistently asked for ]2~ to be included in the 
sections of text on technology transfer, but it was not done in Cancun" 

In a press briefing, Bolivia later denounced what it called a 
"Copenhagen Accord II" without consensus, and said "a so-called victory 
for multilateralism is really a victory for the rich nations who bullied 
and cajoled other nations into accepung a deal on their terms An 
accord where only the powerful win is not a negotiauon, it is an 
imposition." 

IP issues were very polarised, and N(iOs pushed :For discussions to be 
undertaken in the AW(I-LCA concerning the barriers lhn diffusion and the 
deployment of climate friendly technologies, according to Tirthankar 
Mandal, Climate Action Network technology co-chair. ’l’he Umbrella Group, 
was reluctant to discuss IP rights under the UNFCCC, he told 
Intellectual Property Watch. According to the UN[~’CCC, the Umbrella Group 
is a "loose coalition of non-[~U developed countries which ~2~rmed 
following the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol." There is no ~k~rmal list, 
but the group usually comprises Australia, Canada, Iceland, Japan, New 
Zealand, Norway, Russia, 1;Nraine and the US. 

’]?he International Chamber of Commerce ([CC) hailed the outcome of the 
conference and said "the Cancun agreement provides a strong signal that 
governments have heard the private sector will be needed, including the 
elaboration of the technology mechanism..." ICC said its work during the 
conference denronstrated "the vital role of business as a source for 
tecl~mlogical innovation and dissemination, as well as for investments." 

The 17th session of the COP and the 17th session of the COP setting as 
the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol will take place in 
Durban, South Africa, from 28 November to 9 December 2011. 



The World Barn at Cancun A Sttrrm~ary 

The World Bank was a prominent presence at Cancun, although obviously a 
lot of activity took place behind the scenes. Below is a s~unmary of the 
public activities and ammuncements which it took part in. 

The ’Green Climate Fund’ 

The final agreement of the Long Terra Cooperative Action working group 
specifies the creation of a Green Climate Fur~d. The working group’s 
corurnuniqu~ states that the fund will be ’accountable to and functions 
under the guidance of the Conference of the Parties ’, and be governed 
by a ’board of 24 members comprising an equal nun~ber of members from 
developing and developed country Parties.’ 

However, the Bank has been invited to act as the fhnds trustee, ’to 
manage the financial assets of the Green Climate Fund, maintain 
appropriate financial records and prepare financial statements and other 
reports required by the Board of the Green Climate Fund’ This is an 
interim role subject to review three years after the fbnd has become 
operational. 

It remains unclear what really constitutes this ’trustee’ role, and ~vhat 
the implications are for operations, project selections, performance 
standards, safeguards, and other issues The fiend will be designed by a 
’Transitional Committee’, made up of 15 developed countries and 25 
developing cour~tries The U2NFCCC will be tasked with ensuring staff are 
seconded to the committee from ’relevant United Nations agencies, 
international financial institutions, and multilateral development 
banks’ The Bank will undoubtedly play some sort of role on the 
cormnittee and so in the design of the fund 

The Partnership for Market Readiness 

Bank President Robert Zoellick aunour~ced a new funding paltnership to 
help developing countries establish carbon markets. The initiative has 
alrea@ attracted pledges from Australia ($20 million), the US ($5 
million) and the European Con~mission (5 million F~uros). 

’This new Partnership which brings together developed and developing 
nations will help countries get rea~dy to put in place domestic trading 
schemes and other market-based instruments to meet national m~tigauon 
objectives’ said Zoeflick. [[’he Bank states that the scheme ’will provide 
a platform for sharing experience, flustering new and innovative market 
~nstruments, harnessing financial :flows, and building market readiness 
capacity fi~r countries to scale up their climate change mitigation 
effi~rts.’ [[’he Partnership is plarming to include an array of different 
market instruments, including renewable energy and energy el![iciency 
certification and using the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), as wefl 
as helping build domestically oriented schemes, including through 
capacity building for Monitoring, Reporting and Verification (R~fRV’s), 
and establishing regulatory frameworks. It is aiming for a total 
capitalisation of $100 miflion and is expected to become operational in 
earl)’ 201 h 

Small Island States Initiative 

The Bank signed a memorandum of understanding with the Alliance of Small 
Island States, the government of Demark, and the United Nations 
Development Programme (I~YNDP), to increase access to renewable energy 
sources fi)r small island developing states. The agreement aims to help 
these states ’scale up their renewable energy efforts and shift to 
greater energy efficiency’ by reducing reliance and spending on imported 
fossil fuels The World Bank, along with the UNDP, will manage the trust 
fund expected to be established frora the MOU. 

Agriculture Roadmap 

Robert Zoellick, President of the World Bank, and other global leaders 
announced a Roadmap for Action: Agriculture, Food SecuriW and Climate 
Change. The Bank says the roadrnap is aimed at ’getting the right 
policies and programs in place that will increase farm productivity and 
incomes; make agriculture more resilient to variations in climate (and 
thus promote stability and security); and make the sector part of the 
solution to climate change by sequestering more carbon into the soil and 
biomass.’ 

Concerns have been raised that this is largely a plan to draw 
agriculture into carbon markets and that extremely important adaptation 
needs in agriculture are being overlooked. The plan is a result of 
discussions at the Global Cotffcrence on Agriculture, Food Security and 
Clm~ate Change held in the Netherlands in November. Zoellick highlighted 
Fast Start financing, and the level of international financial 
corurnitment to REDD+ and the Climate Investment Funds as evidence of the 
potential for increased funding to agriculture under the roadrnap. 

REDD+ and Conselwation 

Although there were no new concrete policies or projects announced by 
the Bank on REDD+, Zoellick was very vocal on the need for an 



international deal to be reached, and J2~cussed on the need to ’link 
REDD~ with biodiversity [sol it would provide the stable :financing for 
the conser~ation of wildlife and tropic forests.’ He emphasised a plans 
for a new Bank policy, the W~ldlife Premium Market Initiative, which 
will aim to protect charismatic forest species. He said that ’Under 
future REI)r) ~ regimes, countries where these species live could earn 
carbon credits J2~r reducing emissions from de~2~restation and degradation 
below a recognized baseline By introducing wildlife premium into the 
mix, countries, provinces, and local communities could earn additional 
payments as the range of species in question expands to include former 
habitat above some established baseline.’ 

He went on to stress that ’at the World Bank, we’re trying to set up and 
explore new financing vehicles for REDD+, including the BioCarbon Fund, 
the Forest Carbon Paltnership Facility, the Forest Investment Program, 
jointly with our friends at the Regional Development Banks and in 
partnership with the Global Enviroranental Facility.’ 

(EspaiSol abajo) 

Morales: Bolivia was not alone in Cancun, it stood xvith the people in 
defense of life 

By Adalid Cabrera Lemuz 

La Paz, Dec 20 (ABI) President Evo Morales denied Monday that Bolivia 
stood alone at the climate change conference in Cancun, saying instead 
that it preferred "to be on the side of the peoples of the world that 
defend life in the face of aggression toward the environment and the 
planet." 

Morales said Bolivia refused to sign the Cancun Accord "based on the 
principle of responsibility and the need to defend iVlother Earth, which 
is under attack from the irrational politics of industrialimqtion of the 
developed nations." 

"It is unfbrtunate that the industrialized countries fail to assume 
their responsibility and expect developing countries like Bolivia to 
carlTy’ on their shoulders the crisis generated by capitalism," he said 

The Ambassador of Bolivia to the United Nations, Pablo Soldn, lamented 
that developed countries "attempt to pay their climate debt with credits 
that force poor countries to assume the problems affecting the plunet 
due to environmental contamination" 

The diplomat denounced the fact that industrialized countries ;vant to 
create "fictitious markets to purchase vouchers for greenhouse gas 
reductions." 

Soldn said "Bolivia believes this stance is not aimed at defending 
nature, since the?- prefer to spend 10 dollars to buy a reduction 
certificate for one ton of carbon dioxide, instead of 50 dollars to 
comply ;vith that obligation ;vithin their o;vn countries." 

Based on reports, President Morales said that the decisions approved in 
Canctm "are worse than those of the conference in Copenhagen last December." 

"Copenhagen established a limit to global temperature increase of 2 
degrees Celsius and a 23 to 40 percent reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions, while in Cancun, that obligation was reduced to just 13 to 17 
percent," said Morales. 

Morales also said that if reducing greenhouse gases by 40 percent would 
cause a temperature increase of 2 degrees Celsius, the decisions made ~n 
Cancun would in turn put the world on the verge o:[" a rise in temperature 
of 3 to 4 degrees 

"Global warming has alrea@ had consequences for the world, putting life 
on the planet in jeopardy due to increased droughts, floods, and ever 
more :frequent natural disasters," he said. 

Morales said that drought prevents the production the food humanity 
needs to survive. 

He lamented the indolence of governments that do not listen to the voice 
of the people and instead prefer to maintain policies that commercialize 
the Earth without taking into account the fact that, by choosing this 
path, they are causing the gradual destruction of the world 

Morales said Bolivia will stand :firm in its struggle to defend the 
environment and Mother Earth and demand that industrialized countries 
change policies that kill the planet and humanity. 

Last April, Bolivia organized a World People’s Conference on Climate 
Change and the Rights of Mother Earth, which took place in Tiquipaya and 
produced various recommendations for preserving nature. 

Some 35,000 people representing 147 countries participated in that 
event, including government figures, international organizations, and 



social movements from around the world 

Among its recommendations was the creation of a Climate Justice Tribunal 
to sanction countries, corporations, and individuals that threaten the 
environment. 

The conference also demanded that industrialized countries pay back the 
climate debt they have accrued based on their over-exploitation of 
natural resources and failure to benefit the development of the peoples. 

Why Bolivia stood alone in opposing the Cancitn climate agreement 

We were accused of being obstructionist, obstinate and unrealistic. But 
we feel an enormous obligation to set aside diplomacy and tell the troth 

by Pablo Solon 

guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 21 Decunrber 2010 15.54 GMT 

Diplomacy is traditionally- a game of alliance and compromise. Yet in the 
earl?, hours of Saturday 11 December, Bolivia found itself alone against 
the world: the only nation to oppose the outcome of the United Nations 
climate change summit in CancOn. We were accused of being 
obstructionist, obstinate and unrealistic. Yet in truth we did not feel 
alone, nor are we offended by the attacks. Instead, we feel an enormous 
obligation to set aside diplomacy and tell the truth. 

The "Canchn accord" was presented late Friday- afternoon, and we were 
given two hours to read it. Despite pressure to sign something 
anything inwnediately, Bolivia requested further deliberations. This 
text, we said, would be a sad conclusion to the negotiations After ;ve 
were denied any opportuni~ to discuss the text, despite a lack of 
consensus, the president banged her gavel to approve the document. 

Man?- commentators have called the Cunchn accord a "step in the right 
direction" We disagree: it is a giant step backward. The text replaces 
binding mechanisms for reducing greenhouse gas emissions ;vith volunta~z 
pledges that are wholly insufficient These pledges contradict the 
stated goal of capping the rise in temperature at 2C, instead guiding us 
to 4C or more. The text is full of loopholes for polluters, 
opportumties for expanding carbon markets and similar mechanisms like 
the forestlT scheme Redd that reduce the obligation of developed 
countries to act. 

Bolivia may have been the only country to speak out against these 
failures, but several negotiators told us privately that they support 
us. Anyone who has seen the science on climate change knows that the 
CancOn agreement was irresponsible 

In addition to having science on our side, another reason we did not 
feel alone in opposing an unbalanced text at Cancim is that we received 
thousands of messages of support from the women, men, and young people 
of the social movements that have stood by us and have helped inform our 
position. It is out of respect for them, and humani~ as a whole, that 
we feel a deep responsibility not to sign off on an?’ paper that 
threatens millions of byes. 

Some claim the best thing is to be realistic and recognise that at the 
very least the agreement saved the I~YN process from collapse. 

Unfortunately, a convenient realism has become all that powerful nations 
are willing to offer, while the?" ignore scientists’ exhortations to act 
radically now. The l~YN’s ]mergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has 
found that in order to have a 50% chance of keeping the rise in 
temperature below 1.5(2, emissions must peak by 2015. The attempt in 
Canctin to delay critical decisions until next year could have 
catastrophic consequences. 

Bolivia is a small country. This means we are among the nations most 
vulnerable to climate change, but with the least responsibility for 
causing the problem Studies indicate that our capital city ofLa Paz 
could become a desert within 30 years What we do have is the privilege 
of being able to stand by our ideals, of not letting partisan agendas 
obscure our principal aim: de:tending life and Earth We are not 
desperate for money Last year, after we rejected the Copenhagen accord, 
the US cut our climate funding. We are not beholden to the World Bank, 
as so many of us in the south once were. We can act freely and do what 
~s right. 

Bolivia may have acted unusually- by upsetting the established way of 
dealing with things. But we f~ace an unprecedunted crisis, and false 
victories won’t save the planet. False agreements will not guarantee a 
future for our children. We all must stand up and dunrand a climate 
agreemunt strong enough to match the crisis we confront. 

* Pablo Solon is the ambassador of the Plurinational State of Bolivia to 
the United Nations. 
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Statement by the Indigenous Environmental Network 

Canc6n Betrayal: U2NFCCC Urmaasked as WTO of the Sky’ 

Real Solutions to the Climate Crisis Will Come From Orassroots Movements 

Canc6n, Mexico As representatives of Indigenous peoples and 
communities already sufl?ring the immediate impacts of climate change, 
we express our outrage and disgust at the agreements that have emerged 
from the COP 16 talks As was exposed in the Wikileaks climate scandal, 
the Cancun Agreements are not the result of an informed and open 
consensus process, but the consequence of an ongoing US diplomatic 
olt’ensive ofbackroom deals, arm-twisting and bribery, that targeted 
nations in opposition to the Copenhagen Accord during the months leading 
up to the COP-16 talks. 

We are not fooled by this diplomatic shell game The Cancun Agreements 
have no substance They are yet more hot air. ’l’heir only substance is to 
promote continued talks about climate mitigation strategies motivated by 
profit. Such strategies have alrea@ proved fi-uitless and have been 
shown to violate human and Indigenous rights. The agreements implictly 
promote carbon markets, offsets, unproven technologies, and land 
grabs anything but a commitment to real emissions reductions. 

’]?he Voices of the People ?,/lust be Respected 

Indigenous Peoples from North to South cannot afford these unjust and 
false ~solutions’, because climate change is killing our peoples, 
cultures and ecosystems We need real commitments to reduce emissions at 
the source and to keep fossil fuels in the ground Because we are on the 
front lines of the impacts of climate change, we came to COP-16 with an 
urgent call to address the root causes of the climate crisis, to demand 
respect for the Rights of Mother Earth, and to fundamentally redefine 
industrial society’s relationship with the planet. Instead, the Climate 
COP has shut the doors on our participation and that of other impacted 
communities, while welcoming business, industp),, and speculators with 
open arms The IF.S., Industrialized nations, big business and unethical 
companies like Goldman Sachs will profit handsomely fi-om these 
agreements while our people die. 

Women and youth in our communities are disproportionately burdened by 
climate impacts and rights violations. Real solutions would strengthen 
our collective rights and land rights while ensuring the protection of 
women, youth and vulnerable communities. \Vhile the Cancun Agreements do 
contain sorue language "noting" rights, it is exclusively in the context 
of market mechanisms, while failing to guarantee safeguards for the 
rights of peoples and communities. 

The failures of the UN talks in Copenhagen have been compounded in 
Cancun. From the opening day to the closing ruoments of the talks, o~tr 
voices were censored, dissenting opinions silenced and dozens ejected 
from the corderence grounds. The thousands who rallied outside to r~iect 
market mechanisrus and demand recognition of human and Indigenous rights 
were ignored. 

The Market Will Not Protect Our Rights 

Market-based approaches have failed to stop climate change. The?" are 
designed to corrm~odify and profit froru the last remaining elements of our 
Mother Earth and the air. Through its focus on ruarket approaches like 
carbon trading, the LFNFCCC has become the WTO of the Sky-. 

We are deeply concerned that the Cancun Agreements betray both our 
future and the rights of peoples, women, youth, and vulnerable 



populations. While the preamble to the Cancun Agreements note a call for 
"studies on human rights and climate change," this is in effect an empty 
reference, with no content and no standards, that will not protect the 
collective rights of peoples The market mechanisms that implicitly 
dominate both the spirit and the letter of the Cancun Agreements will 
neither avert climate change nor guarantee human rights, much less the 
Rights of Mother Earth. Approaches based on carbon offsetting, like 
REDD, will permit polluters to continue poisomng land, waber, air, and 
our bodies, while doing nothing to stop the climate crisis. Indeed, 
approaches based on the commodification of biodiversi~, CO2, forests, 
water, and other sacred eleruents will only- encourage the buying and 
selling of our htm~an and envirotwaental rights. 

The Cochabaruba People’s Agreement Points the Way Forward 

There is another way forward: the Cochabaruba People’s Agreement 
represents the vision of cvecy-day people from all corners of the globe 
who are creating the solutions to cliruate change from the ground up, and 
calling for a global framework that respects htm~an rights and the Rights 
of Mother Earth. 

If any hope emerges from Cancun, it corues from the dramatic 
demonstrations we saw in the streets and frora the deep and powerful 
alliances that were built aruong indigenous and social movements. The 
Indigenous Environmental Network joined thousands of our brothers and 
sisters to demand real cliruate solutions based in the rights of 
Indigenous Peoples, the rights of Mother Earth, and a just transition 
away from fossil fuels. We will continue to stand with ore allies to 
demand climate justice. The cormnunities on the frontlines of the 
problet~ those who face the daily irapacts of the climate crisis are 
also on the frontlines of the solutions. Communi~-based solutions can 
cool the planet[ 

The fight for climate justice continues. We are corumitted to deepcning 
our alliances with indigenous and social movements around the world as 
we build m our communities and mobilize toward COP-17 in Durban, South 
Africa. Social movements in South Africa mobilized the world to 
overthrow Apartheid and create powerful, transformative change The same 
mass-based movement building is our only hope to overturn the climate 
apartheid we now face We look forward to working with our African 
brothers and sisters and tribal cormnumties in Durban. 

We only have one Mother Earth As L~digenous Peoples, we will continue 
our straggle to defend all our Relations and future generations. 

Indigenous Environmental 5,-et~vork (IEN) is a net~vork of Indigenous 
Peoples empowering Indigenous Nations and communities to~vards 
sustainable hvelihoods, demanding enviromnental justice and maintaining 
the Sacred Fire of our traditions IF~N brought 17 indigenous leaders to 
Cancun as part of the Grassroots Solutions for Climate Justice North 
America Delegation uniting representatives licom fossil fuel impacted 
cormnunities ~vho are on the frontlines of solving the climate crisis. A 
complete archive of the delegations statements and activities can be 
found at http://redroadcancun.com and http:/&rassrootsclimatesolutions.org 

Cancun Success or Failure Compared to "¢~at? 

by Tom Athanasiou December 14, 2010 

Cancun was not a surprise. Nor was it a failure. This much is easy to say. 

But was it a success? This is a more difficult question. ! used to have 
an irritating friend Eve~ time you made a strong, implausibly simple 
claim something like "Cancun was a success" he would reply "Compared 
to what?" It was a pedantic device, but it worked well enough. It made 
you think, which, I suppose, is why it was irritating 

Compared to what the science demands, Cancun was obviously a failure. 
The Climate Tracker crew made that clear in an evaluation :filed before 
most people even got home if the pledges in the Cancun Agreements are 
delivered upon, but only just barely, the result would be at least 3.2(; 
of warming, and possibly far more the CO2 concentration of the 
atmosphere would be about 650 ppm in 2100. 

Why then wasn’t Cancun a failure? Because, just maybe, it will put us 
onto a better road. Because it was so meticulously (though 
undemocratically) managed that, even in the face of immense discord and 
multi-polariW, it produced a weak though still substantive 
agreement. Because we’ve lived to fight another day, and the UN-based 
multilateral climate negotiations have been relegitimized, at least for 
the moment Which is why most of the assembled NGOs, citing a 
pre-raeeting stu@ by UK thirf~ tap2~ E3G, decided that the Cancun outcome 
met the qualifications for the "Lil’eline scenario": 

"Skilful diploruacy led by the Mexican Presidency provides just enough 
substance to move the process forward; and does not corupromise 
environmental integri~ of reaching a global deal in the future.. This 
scenario provides sufficient moveruent on key issues and rolls the 
negotiation process forwards another year, but must contain a high 



degree of trust and confidence to prevent moving back into Zombie." 

The Zombie scenario, suffice it to say, would have been worse. 

As for the "high degree of trust and confidence," the jury is still out 
For one thing, the Agreements go a long way towards locking in a 2020 
financial support target of $100 billion per annum But this, believe it 
or not, is a ridiculously small sum that has absolutely no relationship 
to the likely costs of emergency climate transition. Moreover, the signs 
point to a future in which, despite the severity of the climate crisis, 
the wealthy world muddles fol~vard by xvay of funding strategies in which 
small offers of public finance are padded out with loans, repurposed and 
non-additional "aid," and of course a great deal of private (profit 
seeking) money. 

And there’s an even deeper concern, that, in the words of the South 
Centre’s Martin Khor, "Cancun may be remembered in future as the place 
where the I~FCCC’s climate regime was changed significantly, xvith 
developed countries being treated more and more leniently, reaching a 
level like that developing countries, while the developing countries are 
asked to increase their obligations to be more and more like developed 
countries." Nor is this a pet~zerse reading of the Agreements, which for 
all their surface complexity are built upon simple and frightening 
truths: The Kyoto Protocol is passing axvay, there’s not yet anything 
global on the table to replace it, and the battle to ensure that the 
coming global accord is actually a fair one that it ensures 
developmental justice around the world has barely been joined. 

There’s much to be said about the flaws in the Cancun Agreements, and 
about their adoption. The difficulty is that, in the last instance, 
these flaws do not argue that the Agreements were a mistake. This is 
because, finally, the case for the defense rests on appeals to realism, 
and such appeals cannot be refuted in any simple way. The reason that so 
man?- people are celebrating the Agreements is because they believe that, 
setting aside the details, they capture the only agreement that was 
possible. The euphoria of the last plenary, in other words, was actually 
desperation The details, beyond the basic requirement to keep the 
future open, were entirely secondary 

What, then, of the strong and inspiring agreement we need? The one that 
will establish trust, and build momentun~, and allow us some real measure 
of honest hope? Here the most useful answer is perhaps a call to arms, 
and a ;varning: The climate movement since Copenhagen has spend 
altogether too much time calling for the protection of the Kyoto 
Protocol, and altogether too little explaining why that protection is so 
critical. 

Which is to say that Kyoto, alone on the negotiating table, represents 
the obligations of the wealthy world, obligations that must be affirmed 
if we’re to lay the foundations of a fair global climate regime. And 
that de-emphasizing this admittedly difficult aspect of the Kyoto 
storyline was always unwise. Doing so opened space for analytic 
opportunists (see for example the boys at the Breakthrough Institute) to 
argue that Kyoto deserves its inevitable death, and, critically, it 
established a fatally do;vnsized public political agenda 

Now ;ve get another chance. No;v there will be a new round of 
negotiations, one that grinds though another exhausting year of 
inter-national meetings and culminates, in December of 2011, in Durban, 
South Africa, where we’ll have our next big chance for a meaningful 
breakthrough. There’s a lot to say about Durban, but there will be time 
to say it later. For the moment, just keep in mind that, after Cancun, 
we’re closer, and perhaps much closer, to the debate we should have had 
twenty years ago The one that begins by asking what would be fair 
enough to actually work. 

Tom Athanasiou, Author and director of Earth Island Prqject EcoEquity 

"The Cancdn Agreement: Not Worth Cheering", COP 16 and the role o:[" the EU 
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The Canc~ Agreement: Not Worth Cheering 
Friends of the Earth Ettrope’s briefing ’The CancOn Agreement, Not worth 
cheering’ is available at: 
http:/iwww.foeeurope.or£/climateidownload/Cancur~ 20 12 2010.pdf 

European envirorm~ent ministers met today in Brussels for the first time 
since the LrN climate cotfference earlier this nronth in Cancun, Mexico 
made a weak agreement to tackle climate change. The ministers 
acknowledged the outcomes of the Canctln talks, failing to recognise that 



the agreement has a dangerous lack of substance, and opens up loopholes 
for the EU and other developed countries to avoid their commitments. 

Friends of the Earth Europe warns that although the deal kept the 
international climate negotiatinns ahve, it leaves the world further 
away from a just and strong agreement on tackling dangerous climate 
change, r~[Ine international grassroots environmental network is calling on 
the EU to strengthen its positinn in the coming months. 

The Canctln Agreement - supported by all countries except Bolivia - 
includes emission reduction pledges that would put the world on track 
for a temperature rise of up to 5°C, risking catastrophic climate 
change. It also risks dismantling tire system of binding emission 
reduction targets included in the Kyoto Protocol. The deal allows 
developed countries to continue avoiding making cuts in their greenhouse 
gas emissions - by expanding the use of carbon markets and the use of 
irrternational carbon offsetting. Overall, the deal means that rich 
industrialised countries can avoid rrieeting their obligations, while 
imposing more obligations on tire developing world. 

David Heller, climate campaigner with Friends of the Earth Europe, said: 
"Tire outcomes of the Cancnn conference fall far short of what science 
and justice demand. The European Union cannot just hide behind the 
inaction of other rich industrialised countries. The outcomes of Canctln 
lack ambition in terms of emission reductions and climate finance and 
also open up dangerous loopholes through expanding the role of carbon 
markets. Despite the positive reaction given to the agreement, there is 
really nothing to cheer about. In tire coming months, the European Union 
has an opportunity to strengthen its position. The EU must ensure that 
COP17 in South Africa at tire end of 2011 brings us closer to achieving a 
just and strong agreement to tackle dangerous climate change." 

An important next step for the EU will be the decision to increase the 
KU’s target for greenhouse gas emission reductions by 2020. The EU’s 
current pledge to cut emissions by 20% by 2020 represents little more 
than ’business as usual’ and falls far short of the scale of at least 
40% domestic emission reductions that are needed to avoid catastrophic 
climate change Research conducted by Friends of the Earth Europe and 
the Stockholm Environment Institute shows that emission reductions of at 
least 40% by 2020, ~vithout oit’setting, are possible and att’ordable. 

In the absence of fair arid legally binding aggregate emission reduction 
targets at EU or UN level, individual EU member states can meet their 
share of the climate challenge by setting legally binding targets for 
emission reductions through implementing strong and just national 
climate legislahon. 

Compromise Trumps Justice and Science 

IBON Statement on the Cancu~ Climate Summit 

Despite the optimism placed on them, the Cancnn Agreements of the 2010 
UN Climate Summit do not represent a success for multilateralism; 
neither do they put the world on a safe climate pathway that science 
demands, and far less to a just and equitable transition towards a 
sustainable model of development. They represent a victory for big 
polluters and Northern elites that wish to continue with business-as-usual. 

The Agreements’ two main planks the outcomes of the Convention and 
Kyoto Protocol negotiation tracks merely anchor the pledges in the 
Copenhagen Accord into the UN climate process, and promise to continue 
talks on Kyoto’s second commitment period until 2011 in South Afidca. 

This means there is still no certainty on the future ofKyoto - the only 
legally-binding instrument J2~r mitigatinn, whose first round lapses 
2012, and which big developed countries such as the US and Japan have in 
word or deed abandoned despite the fragile pledge to keep talking and 
ensure the first and second rounds of cuts carp), on seamlessly 

This also means that the unjust Copenhagen Accord which progressive 
governments and movements fought tooth and nail inside and outside the 
talks is now firmly installed in the UN process, this time in official 
and more elaborate form 

In terms of mitigation architecture, the Agreements set up a 
pledge-and-review system that exempts the largest historical polluter US 
from taking on Kyoto-style obligations, while tasking poor countries to 
submit their mitigation actinns to reporting and international analysis 
Cancun is a step closer to the dismantling of the wall of equiW and 
historical responsibility that has heretofore set apart Southern 
obligations from those of the North, despite tire North’s fail~uce to keep 
their end of the bargain. 

The?" further water down the North’s emissions conmritments by installing 
a REDD mechanism that make forest reraovals of carbon courit to meeting 
obligations, and further risk tire violation of rights of 
forest-dependent conm~nnities. 

In terms of mitigation arabitinn, the vet~i low level of emissions cuts 



pledged from last year remain so to date and if implemented could lead 
to catastrophic warming of 3-4°C by 2100. ’]’he 2°C limit to warming the 
Agreements set is dangerously conservative, and lowering it to 1.5°C in 
2013 through review would be too late. Global emissions will have to 
drop to zero by 2050 for the world to have any chance to return to 
350ppm by 2100. 

In terms of finance, the Agreements lock in the Copenhagen Accord 
pledges of raising $30 billion over 2010-12 and $100 billion by 2020, 
which do not only fall short of poor countries’ needs, but will also 
conre from non-nrandatory public and private sources, including carbon 
offsetting and double-counted aid. Trle Agreements establish a Green 

Climate Fund but invite the World Bank to be its interim trustee, 
despite the Bank’s lack of democracy and transparency, and its long 
record of ecologically harrnful lending. 

Without certainty on the finance side of things and without relaxing 
stringent global intellectual property rules restricting free tecl-mology 
transfer, the Adaptation Framework and the Technology Mechanism the 
Agreements create will have little broad impact. 

The Agreements also flash the green light on the eligibility of risky 
carbon capture and storage proiects to receive carbon offset credits, 
giving polluters more ways to ’meet’ conwnitments without abandoning 
carbon-based fuels and technologies. 

Finally and most importantly, the Agreements are not grounded on a 
coramitment by govemnrents to steer the world in a new- direction 
towards a model centred on ending poverty, improving the quality of 
life, and ensuring basic nraterial and social needs for all, rather than 
on endless growth, corporate accmnulation, and overconsumption of the few. 

We have little time left to accomplish a just and sustainable transition 
and the planet cannot ~vait for the foundering international negotiations 
to work. The ball is now- in the hands of peoples, communities, and 
social movements in the North and the South to mobilize to resist big 
business, push governments, build alternative systems, and set the world 
on the path to sustainability from the ground up. 

Third World Network 

Cancun texts adopted, overriding Bolivia’s objections 

Cancun, Dec 13 (Meena Raman) Two decisions under the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (krix,~CCC) and the Kyoto Protocol, 
which the Mexican host goverl~ment dubbed as "the Cancun Agreements", 
were adopted in the early hours of the morning of Saturday, December 11, 
despite a lack of consensus follo~ving objections by Bolivia to their 
adoption. 

The outcome was heralded by Mexican Foreign Affairs Minister, Patricia 
Espinosa, who presided over the Cancun climate conference, as "a new era 
of international cooperation on climate change." The conference 
comprised two main meetings, the 16th meeting of the Conference of 
Parties (COP 16) and the 6th Cont?rence of the Parties serving as the 
meeting of Parties to the Kyoto Protocol (CMP 6). 

The two draft documents had been put together by the Mexican presidency 
of the Conference, and were "clean texts" (without square brackets or 
options) They were issued on a "take it or leave it" basis as a final 
package, and not as drafts for possible amendments. 

The documents were initially presented by Espinosa at an informal 
plenap)~ meeting of the COP and C2/2P convened at 6 pm on Friday, 10 
December Delegates were g~ven 3 hours to review the texts be:tore the 
next informal plena~ at 9 15 p.m ~I]ae first plenary had been 
scheduled at 830 am but the draft texts were not ready 

The draft text for the Ad-hoc Working Group under the Kyoto Protocol 
(AWGKP) outcome was issued around noon, while that fi~r the Ad-hoc 
Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action (AWGLCA) was distributed 
around 5pm. The notes at the front of each of the draft texts state that 
the documents "had been prepared in direct response to requests from 
Parties urging the President to present a text that covers all the 
issues and paints the whole picture of the outcome." 

At a later informal plenary of the COP/CMP which started at 9.15 pm on 
Friday, Espinosa said that these texts were the product of a collective 
exercise of drafting and that any change needs the support of others. 
At the start of this informal plenary, and at various times of the 
night, Espinosa received a standing ovation front large sections of the 
participants, and there was an atmosphere of near euphoria. This was 
understood to be a sign by advocates of the documents to urge all 
delegations to adopt them. 

However there was not unanimity, as Bolivia raised strong obj ections to 
the adoption of both the documents, first at the infom~al plenary- of the 
COP/CMP, then at the formal sessions of the AWGKP and AWGLCA and then at 
the final plenary" meetings of the COP and the CMP. Bolivia’s Ambassador 



to the United Nations in New York, Pablo Solon, presented detailed 
reasons why he found both texts unacceptable. 

While many delegations urged for the documents to be adopted without 
changes, some requested that Bolivia should be allowed to voice its 
concerns in the spirit of inclusiveness. Bolivia insisted that there 
was no consensus as it objected to the documents. However, Espinosa 
gaveled both decisions, signifying adoption, after indicating that the 
objection from one delegation did not constitute a lack of consensus. 

After the adoption of the documents, Norway said that many in the 
audience shared Bolivia’s concerns but these concerns could be addressed 
in years to come and that this was not the final agreement but a major 
step in the right direction. 

Many countries, both developed and developing, expressed support for the 
two texts, saying they reflected balance, pragmatism and compromises, 
while many also used qualifications such as that they" ~vere "imperfect" 
or that they felt "guarded optimism". A few countries, notably Cuba and 
Ecuador, raised concerns over several issues in the texts. Several 
countries also said that following the failure to reach agreement in 
Copenhagen, the Cancun outcome restored confidence in the multilateral 
process. Other countries were even more upbeat. Australia called the 
agreements "a game changing moment for the climate change." 

The mood among many" delegations appeared to be that the texts should be 
adopted in order to avoid the collapse of another climate conference, 
following the failure of the Copemhagen conference last year. Several 
delegates privately said that another failure would further dent the 
iraage of the I~2xlFCCC and multilateralism, and that it would be difficult 
for the talks to regain momentum. In this atmosphere of having "all or 
nothing", many developing countries decided to go along ~vith the drafts 
even though they- had concerns on various parts. 

The highlight of the long night’s proceedings was an intense exchange 
between the COP President and the Bolivian delegation over the 
President’s gaveling of the decisions as being adopted despite the 
objection, giving rise to argument as to ;vhat the meaning of consensus 
was. In the practice of the L~ik~FCCC, decisions have been taken on the 
basis of consensus. 

Bohvia’s Ambassador Solon said that consensus required the absence of 
explicit rejection or objection to a decision proposed for adoption and 
that consensus did not mean a majority’ being in favour to adopt a 
decision. In contrast, Mexico’s Foreign Minister Espinosa was of the 
view that consensus did not mean unanimity or a right of a Par~ to veto 
a decision 

Joining the exchange on this issue was US climate envoy, Todd Stern who 
supported the adoption of the agreements and suggested that the 
"practice in this body has been general agreement rather than consensus." 

At the conclusion of Cancun meetings, Mexican President Filipe Calderon 
said that ~a good agreement is one in which all Parties are left equally 
dissatisfied." 

The t;allowing are highlights of the various meetings in the final 
plenal~,’ meetings 

’]?he CIVrP meeting 

When the draft decision on the Kyoto Protocol process under the AWGKP 
was presented by Espinosa for adoption under the CMP, Bolivia gave its 
reasons why it was opposed to the decision Solon said that this 
decision did not represent a step forward but was a step backwards as 
what was being done was to postpone indefinitely a decision under the 
Kyoto Protocol and it opened the doors to a regime which will be 
flexible and w~luntary for a pledge and review approach and not a system 
where all Annex 1 Parties will fulfill a set target. 

Referring to paragraph 3 of the text where Parties took note of 
~quantified economy wide emission reduction targets to be implemented by 
Annex 1 Parties as communicated by them and contained in document 
FCCC/SB/2010/INF X", S alan sai d that this do cum ent did not exi st and 
that Parties "do not know what these commitments will be and if these 
con~mtments will lead to a stabilization of greenhouse gas emissions 
which will be sustainable :[’or human life and plants." 

He added that if what was being referred to in the document were the 
Copenhagen Accord pledges, this would only’ amount to a 13 to 17% 
reductions in emissions compared to 1990 levels, which will lead to a 
temperature rise of 4 degree C. 

[Earlier, at the 9.15pm informal plena15~ COP/CMP meeting held by 
Espinosa, Solon said that such a temperature level could lead to a 
situation of"genocide and ecocide." Bolivia could not agree to an 
agreement "which will put more hmnan lives in a situation close to 
death." Bolivia had come to Cancun to ensure that there would be a 
decision to guarantee a second corcanitment period under the Kyoto 
Protocol and this document did not guarantee that.] 



Solon at the CI’,/fP plenary said that his government wanted modifications 
to the text, which was, received just hours ago and which it was asked 
to be adopted without any modification or amendment "If" the document 
represented a step forward, we would have supported it What is going 
to emerge is not a stronger regime for reducing emissions in mitigation 
but a voluntary regime which is less demanding on developed countries 
that are responsible fi~r global warming," he added. "We represent a 
small country which has principles and will not sell our country and we 
speak with the peoples o:[’the world. There is no consensus for approval 
of this document." 

Espinosa in response said that the text xvas tire result of collective 
work and the concerns of Bolivia would be reflected on the record. She 
then said that if there was no other opinion on this, the text would be 
approved. She gaveled and announced tire adoption of the decision. 

Solon took the floor again and said that consensus meant that no state 
was explicitly stating objection or rejection to tire decision. He 
added: "You cannot say there is consensus. You can only take note. This 
is an attempt to violate rules of the Convention and the United Nations. 
Consensus is not by a majority. There must be an absence of explicit 
rejection of a decision. Despite ottr obi ection, the decision was 
adopted. We are going to apply- to all international bodies to preserve 
the rules of consensus. We came here to negotiate and trot to gavel an 
irrjustice. Not even in Copenhagen was this done and there was respect 
for the rule of consensus. The (Copenhagen) Presidency did not have the 
gall to harmner through a decision. Now- there is a violation of rule. 
This is an unhappy conclusion. I ask you to review your decision and 
return to the path of laxv." 

In response, Espinosa said that that on the matter of procedure, 
consensus did not mean unanimi~, and far less does it mean the right of 
veto. At this point, she said that she could not disregard the request 
of 193 Parties to adopt the decision, which had been duly- adopted. 

The COP meeting 

At the final session of the COP, Parties were asked to adopt the 
decision of the AWGLCA. 

Bolivia, represented by Rene Orellana, said that his delegation had 
already given their arguments fk~r why they could not agree to the 
fk~r~varding of the proposed draft text fbr adoption of the COP at the 
meeting of the AWGLCA. 

He said Bolivia had opposed the approval, as the text did not represent 
the discussions in which they had been engaged in. He stressed that 
Bolivia was in no way expressing the right of veto. Bolivia had asked 
fk~r an opportunity to discuss issues with technical arguments, 
scientific data and legal arguments and not political positions It 
said that it respected those ~vho opposed its views but felt that its 
positions had not been properly considered. He asked the President to 
respect the fbrmal mechanism fbr approval. 

He said that in relation to the issue of technolog?- transfer, Bolivia 
had wanted Parties to address the issue of intellectual property’ rights 
As a compromise to the various proposals on IPRs on the table, Bolivia 
said that it had requested fbr at least a workshop be held and a process 
for discussions to begin in 2011 on the IPR issue. Even this basic 
proposal was disregarded and he questioned how democratic this process 
was Bolivia wanted a formal process where doors were not closed to the 
proposals it had presented. 

Espinosa said that the concerns of Bolivia would be reflected in the 
record of the COP and proceded to gavel the adoption o:[’the agreement. 

[Earlier, at the session of the AWGLCA (chaired by Margaret Mukahanana 
Sangarwe of Zimbabwe) to consider the draft text, Solon had elaborated 
on Bolivia’s opposition. He said that Parties did not mandate anyone to 
produce the document, and that the August 13 text was the negotiating 
text which contained Parties’ positions On substance, Bohvia could 
not support the 2 degree C temperature goal as according to various 
studies, this would mean a 3 degree C situation :[’or Ali*ica. Referring to 
the IPCC fourth assessment report, a 2 degree C target would mean a 50% 
chance of stabilizing the climate and said that no one would send his or 
her child on a plane if’it had a 50% chance of crashing. 

[He referred to the text on the mitigation comanitments of developed 
countries where paragraph 36 refers to taking note of"quantified 
economy wide emission reduction targets to be implemented by Annex 1 
Parties as communicated by them and contained in a document 
FCCC/SB/2010/INF X." He said that this document was yet to exist and 
that it xvas not possible to have a decision that states that the list is 
to be drawn up later. He asked how- much is the commitment of reductions 
and over what period of time and upon what baseline. "This is tire crux 
and must be circulated so we know- what is being listed. We cannot come 
here and have a blank cheque where the Amrex 1 Parties fill up whatever 
they- want which is not related to tire shared vision." 

[Solon said that on the financial mechanisrrl, the text states that $100 
billion per year would be mobilized by 2020 but does trot state whether 



this will come frum developed cuuntries or frum the carbon markets 
Referring tu the Green Climate Fund to be established, Solun said that 
huwever well designed a Fund is, it cannut be effective without funds. 
Further, the text invites the Wurld Bank tu serve as the interim trustee 
and Bulivia could nut accept this as the Bank was an institution 
dominated by donors 

tOn technulugy" transfer, Solon said that the new Technolog3, Executive 
Committee to be established is nut even able tu address IPR issues. He 
said that in rnnst clean technologies, 70-80% of that is in the hands of 
developed counties and it is they who held the patents.] 

Australia said that the package of decisions adopted in Cancun was a 
garue changing moment for the climate regime. Pakistan said that the 
agreement reflected pragruatism and hope. It cannot satisfy- all Parties 
but it was no doubt a decisive step to the future. It also stressed the 
need for a more solid outcome by adopting a second corrm~itment period for 
Annex 1 Parties under the Kyoto Protocol. 

Irdorrual plenary of the COPiCiVK~ (held before the formal meetings of the 
2 working groups and of COP and CMP) 

Bolivia said the documunts did not include its proposals. The Kyoto 
Protocol paper did not guarantee a second comrmtment period. It iruplied 
a list of pledges that would lead to a 4 degree global temperature rise. 
It could not go along with a text with these t~vo features, as it ~vould 
make us responsible for genocide ecocide. The text allows the KP’s 
market mechanisms to continue, whereas countries that do not accept a 
second comruitmunt period of the KP should not be allowed to use 
flexibility mechanisms like emissions trade and Clean Development 
Mechanisra. Bolivia ~vould not accept a document, ~vhich means a 
temperature increase that puts hnruan lives close to death. It had come 
here to guarantee a second KP period instead. 

Grenada welcomed the texts f;ar adoption saying that though the 
imperfect, the "perfect should not be enemy of the good" The Minister 
from Grenada said it was "not a done deal but we can say we leave Cancun 
with something we can live with" 

Switzerland, speaking for the Environmental Integrity Group said that 
the solution was a compromise. Australia, indicating support for the 
AWGLCA outcome called it well-balanced 

Nicaragua, (referring to Bolivia’s concerns) said that it was important 
to make last eftblts to hear positions of all Parties with flexibility 
and mutual understanding. Saudi Arabia agreed on the need for all 
Palties to be included to agree, and that the two working groups could 
discuss minor details and thns guarantee that all Parties can agree 

Lesotho for the LDCs said the package laid a good foundation for further 
work at the next COP in Durban. It supported the recognition for the 
adequate treatment of the issue of~¢~lnerability, the adaptation 
framework and committee and the establisl~ment of the Green Climate Fund 
and applauded the inclusion of LDCs in the Transitional Committee of the 
Fund. 

Cuba, referring to the Bohvian leadership of President Eva Morales, 
said that it represents the demands of the indigenous peoples of the 
Americas. It said that Bolivia speaks on behalf of mnvements in Latin 
America and therefure deserves attentiun. 

Cuba expressed dissatisfactiun with the text of the AWGLCA. It said that 
the text did nut have clear GtIG emission reduction guals. Referring tu 
the pledges under the Cupenhagen Accord, it said that the emissions 
cuuld rise by 6% cumpared tu 1990 levels (taking intu accuunt the 
luupholes) and cuuld lead to temperature rise of 2.5 tu 5 degree C It 
expressed profound cuncerns uver the ducument It said that it is key to 
have the second cummitment periud under the Kyuto Protocul. On the issue 
uf finance, it said the language in the ducument was ambiguuus un the 
suurce ufthe $100 billiun for the Green Climate Fund. 

India’s iVhnister of [{nvironment, Jairam Ramesh quuted a Mexican heru fur 
saying that Mexico is "far frum God", but that coming fi-om a country 
that had many Guddesses, he wuuld say that tunight a Guddess has been 
present. He said Espinosa had restored confidence in the multilateral 
process at a time when cur~fidence was at an historical luw. He said that 
Parties could confidently louk ahead and approach the challenge uf 
climate change in a spirit u:[" constructive compromise. He said that not 
all Parties had gained and that all had compromised Esplnusa in 
response said that Ramesh’s propusals were key tu unlucking difficult 
gridlucks in the negotiations 

Singapore said the text was not perfect but in any negotiations, not 
everyone will get what the), want. It said that there ~vere sorue missing 
eleruents that would need to be clarified. It said the docmnnnt was not 
end hnt a step forward for a legally binding outcome in Durban. 

EU Climate Corcanissioner, Connie Hedegaard said that multilateralism had 
sho~vn results. The EU came to Cancun hoping for a balanced package that 
has been achieved. 



Bangladesh said that the text did not fully reflect the concerns of 
LDCs Nevertheless, it was a good outcome as there was agreement on the 
Adaptation Framework and committee and the Green Climate Fund. 

The US said that the text was not perfect but it provided a good basis 
to move forward. Parties had agreed to launch the Green Climate Fund; 
there was a technology mechanism and progress in adaptation and on the 
issue of reducing emissions from de[’orestation and degradation (REDD); 
and the anchoring of mitigation pledges and a system of MRV (measuring, 
reporting and verification) and an ICA (international consultations and 
analysis). 

The Philippines corrm~ented on the process and said that there was 
confusion that enveloped the venues and postponement of meetings. It 
received the text with guarded optimism. It said that the Green Climate 
Fund was a progress. Kenya said that text was not perfect text but was 
a delicate balance. 

China represented by Minister Xie Zhenhua said that Parties had 
demonstrated good political will for a balanced result. The texts 
provided a sound basis for future negotiations. There were short-comings 
but it was satisfied that the negotiations had adhered to the Bali Roadmap. 

Afghanistan said that though it had concerns in relation to the issue of 
finance and the vulnerability of mountainous systems, it was flexible in 
making progress. Japan expressed support for the text. 

Algeria on behalf of the African Group said that confidence in the 
multilateral system was shown. The text did not meet all its 
expectations but it could support it. 

Ecuador said that it did not like all the results and said that Parties 
must redouble their efforts to ensure the health of the planet. It 
stressed the need for the second commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol 
to be confirmed and to come into effect after 2012 It said that the 
Green Fund should be established and for effective technology transfer, 
it was important to have fiexibilities as regards IPRs. It supported the 
observations of Bohvia on the various deficiencies in the text and said 
that it must be improved. 

Zambia thanked Mexico for lifting the spirits from the depression of 
Copenhagen and for restoring confidence in the multilateral process 

Brazil said that the document was balanced in essence although not 
perfect and there was a sense of realism and pragmatism. 

.......... For~varded message .......... 
From: Jonathan Moylan <jonathan.moylan@optusnet com.au> 
Date: ~Ved, Dec 22, 2010 at 9:08 AM 
Sulziect: [climate09-int] Rising Tide 7 pursued for victim’s compensation 

To: climate09-int@lists riseup.net 

Hi all, 

Please distribute widely and scroll to the bottom for ways to write a 
support statement or support in other ways. 

http://risin~tide7.wordpress.com/ 

Seven Australian activists are being pursued by Port Waratah Coal 
Set, rices, which is made up of Rio Tinto and Xstrata, for AU$619,331 in 
"victim’s compensation" as a result of a non-violent blockade of the 
world’s largest coal port on September 26 last year. 

Five climbers suspended themselves thirty-five metres in the air from 
each of Newcastle’s three coal loading terminals and four others locked 
on to the loader arm Thirty-two people occupied coal piles at the 
newest loader. The action stopped all coal operations at the port :[’or 
ten hours and the coal industry claims that two ships’ worth o:[’coal 
were prevented from being loaded, which can never be recovered due to 
the full capacity of the port 

According to the Stern report’s figures, Rising Tide’s action prevented 
$364 million worth of damage caused by the burning of coal. ~flais figure 
is an attempt to put a dollar amount on the priceless value of people’s 
lives, homes, communities, health, access to safe food and water and the 
Earth that we all depend on to survive. 

The action was part of a campaign to stop all coal expansion in 
Australia in favour of a just transition to renewable energy. 

The coal industrv’s claim is a new twist on Strategic Lawsuits Against 
Public Participation - in this case, the industry is misusing laws 
designed to compensate victims of violent crime tl-trough the criminal 
courts to suppress dissent, and the claim can be etff’orced by license 
cancellation, property seizare, or custodial sentencing. 

We are seeking statements of support from people around the globe - you 
can read more at http:i/risingtide7.wordpress.comisuppolt 



Donations to cover legal costs are appreciated but our main goal is to 
spread the word and ensure that corporations are never allowed to make 
such claims again. 

Jonathan Moylan 
Rising Tide Australia 
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_NL~viSA Ends BHP Billiton Industrial Action 
NUMSA 16 December 2010 

The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (Numsa) National 
Office Bearers (NOB’s) led by the General Secretary and Deputy General 
SecretaD’ Cde(s) Ir~dn Jim and Karl Cloete respectively held ;vage 
negotiations with the BHP Billiton with an intention to brokering a 
settlement to end the nine (9) day industrial action by our militant and 
fighting members. 

The industrial action by our conscious and united members forced the 
employer to come back to the table with a revised and better oiler for 
settlement This has re-affirmed that Numsa is a genuine representative 
of the ;vorkers at the point of production and society broadly. The 
employer’s revised offer to Numsa is a pinch of salt to Solidarity, who 
settled with the employer at the start of the dispute at 75%. This is a 
lesson that the continued fragmentation of the ;vorkers undermines its 
power and unity to coniicont the logic of capital and ruling class We 
are making a plea and not a command to those members to join Numsa in 
line ;vith Cosatu’s commitment of one industry, one union and one country 
and one federation. 

The new- and revised offer has been presented to our members at BHP 
Billiton We are pleased that the oiler was subjected into a democratic 
process and ;vas unanimously accepted by the Numsa members ;vho were on 
strike The offer is in line with our struggle for equal distribution of 
wealth at the point of production. 

’]?he settlement offer is as follows; 
¯ Year 1 - 8% 
¯ Year 2 - CPI + 2% 
¯ Year 3 - CPI + 2% 

Other matters related to the settlement, such as the phasing out of 
labour brokering, fulltime Health and Safety Numsa Shopstewards and 
Medical Aid will be processed and finalised within 6 months. 

Contact: 

Irvin Jim, General Secretary - 073 157 63 84 

begin of the skype highlighting 073 157 63 84 

end of the skype highlighting 

Karl Cloete, Deputy General Secretau - 083 389 0777 

begin of the skype highlighting 083 389 0777 

end o1~ the skype highlighting 

Community beats up alleged rapists 
Independent Newspapers 14 December 2010 

Sharpeville residents beat up two men who allegedly kidnapped a 
14-year-old girl to rape her, Gauteng police said on Tuesday. 

"Yesterday (Monday) evening, at 10.30pro a 14-year-old nrinor xvas sent to 
the shops and while on her way, two suspects grabbed her and forced her 
to a nearby shack," said Warrant Officer Aubrey Moopeloa. 

One of the nren raped her, and when the second one wanted to do so, she 
screamed. 

"The neighbours canre to the rescue. The txvo guys were arrested by- the 
corcan~mity and they were beaten up." 

The police were called to the scene and the two men, aged 29 and 40, 
were arrested in Tshepiso North extension 3. 

"The txvo nren are behind bars now." 

The pair was expected to appear in co~t soon. He urged parents to be 
cautious and not send their children out late at night, making thera 
vulnerable to crime. - Sapa 
ww~v.iol.co.za 

GS presstatement Plantation Strike 1 
FAWU 14 

The leadership food and allied workers union (FA\:VqS), accompanied by the 
President of COSATU, xvill be distributing food hampers to workers of 
Plantation Farm ~vorkers who were on strike from the 10th Dec till the 
31 st March 2010 but were illegally locked-out when workers reported for 



duty on the 01 st April 2010 following termination of strike by the union. 

’]?he event will be held at the open grounds next to the Dawn Park police 
station and not far from the Plantation Farms workplaces We hope that 
the whole 132 workers ~t’fected by this barbaric treatment by Plantation 
Farm owners will all be there at 14h30 today (14th December 2010) when 
the COSATU President, Sdumo Dlamini, address them with message of support 

Please call the Provincial Organizer, Mr Joloza, at 071 682 5939 for 
nrore itfformation. 

Katishi Masemola 
FAWL; General Secretary 
082 467 2509 begin of thes~’pe highlighting 

end of the skypehighlighting 
082 467 2509 

Lonmin on the verge of a massive strike action 
NUM 14 Deccmber 2010 

The ;vage dispute between the National Union of Mineworkers (NL2~4) and 
platintm] producer Lonmin rages on. The parties met at the Comnrission for 
Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCiVLa_) yesterday and failed to 
reach a resolution. The NLrM demands a wage increase of 10,5% down fiom 
11% whilst the employer ofthrs 7,5% up from 7,2%. Lol~]in argues it would 
ofl;er workers an undisclosed amount of bonuses should workers agree to 
lo;ver their wage demands to below- double-digit. The NL~-M will tonrorrow 
meet with its members to give them a full briefing and would on Monday 
nreet with Lonmin at the CC_’vLa_. The union represents 12 000 of Lonmin’s 
18 000 worldi~rce. "We can only hope for a resolution. We need the 
company to come to the part3,- and leave inflation rhetoric out of the 
negotiation picture" says Erick Ocilitshana, the NLrM’s Chief Negotiator 
at Lotwnin. Should the parties be unable to reach a resolution next week, 
a certificate of non-resolution nray be issued paving the way for a 
massive strike action against Lomnin. 

NPC prepares to strike against NJ~rM 

NUM 14 December 2010 

The Nationa 1 Union of Mineworkers (NL,~ and Natal Portland Cement (NPC) 
have disputed over wages. The company approached the Commission for 
Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) for the resolution of the 
wage dispute and has yesterday been awarded a certificate of 
non-resolution, paving the way for the company to strike against the 
workers. The NU2vl demands a wage increment of 10% across the board, a 
R1000 housing allowance, a R1200 shift allowance, a moratorium on 
outsourcing as well as an agreement on agency shop. The company offered 
a 4% wage increase and a 7% on the current shift allowance It offered 
nothing on housing allowance with no offer on agency shop and 
outsourcing "It is historic that a company can declare a dispute with a 
trade union and receive a certificate to strike. Let them strike, the 
ball is in their court" says Bhekani Ngcobo, the 5,~’NI’s Regional 
Coordinator in Kwazulu-Natal The NUM calls on the company to come to 
its senses and accede to the ;vorkers demand. The National Union of 
Mine;vorkers (NUlWr) is a;vare that the company plays tricks due to lack of 
demand for cement as well as due to the festive season "Their time will 
come, we will give them something the?- ;vill never forget. The time for 
games will be over" says Ngcobo. 
Bhekani Ngcobo- 071 670 6349 
Lesiba Seshoka-082 803 6719 begin of £the skype highlighting 

082 803 6719 end of the skype highlighting 
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Mineworkers march to 2mglo American 

NUM 10 December 2010 

Thousands of mineworkers belonging to the National Union of Mineworkers 
(NUM~ will tomorrow march through Johannesburg to the o:t?Sces of Anglo 
American Thermal Coal to present a memorandum The marchers will gather 
at Beyers Naude Square as from ten o’clock Thousands ofmineworkers 
will be bussed from the NUM’s HighveId region to present a memorandum to 
the Chief E×ecum’e O:t?Scer of Anglo Thermal Coal Workers demand the 
phasing out of the SAP System which ensured that many workers are 
incorrectly paid and that their leave days disappear. "We call on the 
company to abandon the SAP system and revert back to the old system" 
says Lefty Mashego, the NUM’s Regional Treasurer in Highveld. 

Workers further demand that Anglo should recall workers from its Global 
Shared Sel~’ices and end labour contracting. The mineworkers will deliver 
their meraorandura to Anglo tonrorrow molTling. The details are as follows: 

Meeting at : Beyers Naude Square @ 10H00 ant 

For f~trther information, please contact: Lcfb" Mashego- 082 536 6792 
Lesiba Seshoka- 082 803 6719 

ANC women to picket outside Sugarcane serial killer trial 



Eyewitness News 9 December 2010 

Members of the ANC Women’s League were expected to hold a protest 
outside the Scottburgh Magistrates Court in KwaZulu-Natal on Thursday. 

They will hand over a memorandum to the police as the alleged Sugarcane 
serial killer wraps up his case in court Thozamile Taki is accused of 
robbing and killing 13 women. His girlfriend was charged as an accessory 
to the robberies. 

Taki would dump the bodies of his victims in sugarcane plantations in 
Umzinto and in tea plantations in the Eastern Cape. 

"The ANC Women’s League is calling upon corrmmni~" men and women to come 
out in nmnbers to support," said the ANC’s Mth~zi Gumede. 
www.eyewitnessnews.co.za 

Makhaza residents protest as the toilet saga continues 
Rafiq Wagiet 7 December 2010 

A group of Makhaza residents started protesting on Tuesday as word 
spread that the ci~" was set to re-erect toilets in the area. 

Last week, a Western Cape High Co~t ruling ordered the ci~ to put up 
enclosed toilets in the area after they were torn down by residents in 
May- this year. 

"No to Zinc toilets" and "Down with the DA" were some of the slogans 
being chanted by- residents who blockaded the road into Makhaza with 
refuse bins. 

There was no sign of ANC Youth League members who were accused of being 
behind the destruction of the structures earlier this year. 

The residents said they would not allow the ci~z to erect the structures 
for a second time 
(Edited by Lisa Bartlett) 
www.eyewitnessnews.co.za 

Protesters converge at child porn trial 
IOL News 8 December 2010 

At least 30 protesters from various civil society, organisations, trade 
unions and political parties gathered outside the Pretoria North 
Magistrate’s Court on Tuesday ahead of a child porn case 

Court Room F was packed with journalists and representatives of activist 
organisations on the second day of the bail hearing of eight people 
arrested in connection with a string of child pornography charges 

State prosecutor Tania Carstens was expected to oppose bail before 
Magistrate Pierre Wessels 

On iVlonday, in statements read to the court seeking bail, the accused, 
aged between 26 to 61, denied an?- ~vrongdoing. None of them had previous 
convictions. The professions of the three women and five men ranged from 
pig farmer to house~vife and car guard 

They face charges of rape, indecent assault, sexual grooming of chi ldren 
and possession, manufacturing and distribution of child pornography. 

Those arrested included a grandfather, 58, grandmother, 57, their t*vo 
sons from previous relationships, aged 34 and 36, the grandfather’s 
brother, 61, and his wife, 42, and their mentally disabled son The 
26-year-old wife of one of the sons was also arrested. 

According to reports six children, from the age of four and older, were 
allegedly used in sex movies which were then distributed. 

Social ~w~rkers became suspicmus after two ~2~ster children - who were 
removed from the families in March and October - started doing badly at 
school. - Sapa 
w~v.iol.co.za 

Metrobus drivers back at work 
IOL News 8 December 2010 

Johannesburg Metrobus drivers were back at work on Wednesday, managing 
director Herman van Laar said. 

"Buses are operaung and everything seems to be normal," he said. 

Bus drivers went on strike earlier this week to protest against changes 
in the shift rosters. 

But Metrobus secured a labour court interdict ordering the members of 
the SA Municipal Workers Union (Samwu) and Independent Municipal and 
Allied Trade Union (hnatu) to go back to wurk. - Sapa 
ww~v.iol.co.za 

Metrobus drivers back on the road 



IOL News 7 December 2010 

Johannesburg Metrobus drivers are set to return to work after management 
obtained an urgent court order compelling them to do so, the bus service 
said on Tuesday. 

~r,[his morning bus operators were informed of the ruling and they have 
now heeded instructions to return to work and operate their shifts," 
Metrobus said in a statement. 

"The bus selwice is gradually returning to normal and by tomorrow 
[Wednesday] it should be 100 percent operational." 

This was after Metrobus drivers continued striking against shift changes 
on Tuesday, despite a court interdict ordering them back to work, 
officials said earlier. 

"No buses left the depots this morning," said Metrobus managing director 
Herruan van gaar. 

Van Laar said the changes were meant to address "inefficiencies" in the 
current schedules. "The change is not that drastic." 

Independunt Municipal and Allied Trade Union (Imatu) spokesperson Simon 
Riekert said shop stewards xvere busy informing workers about the court 
interdict. 

"We are gathering at the depots to infomx members of the interdict... 
The problem is ~ve still feel the employer hasn’t come to the par~- as 
far as negotiations are concerned." 

The SA Mtmicipal Workers Union was not irc~ediately available for comment. - 
Sapa 
wuav.iol.co.za 

BHP Billiton workers down tool! 
NUMSA 8 December 2010 

A tN-ong of the NATIONAL UNION OF METALYVORKERS OF SOU’I’H AFRICA (Numsa) 
members working at the foreign and capitalist owned BHP Billiton have 
started with their protected strike as from this morning Wednesday 08 
December 2010. The strike action has been triggered by big-headed and 
apartheid bass mentality by BHP Billiton oligarch?’ to accede to the 
demands of workers 

Since April 2010, our bargaining team has been engaged in a process of 
protracted negotiations over wage increases and improvement in working 
conditions of members. The negotiations were conducted to achieve a 
one-year agreement since the two-year agreement expired on 30 August 
2010. The negotiations reached a deadlock in August 2010. After the 
deadlock the company chose to coerce workers to accept the wage 
settlement reached with the yello~v union Solidariry of 7, 5% increase. 

The conduct by BHP Billiton indicates they continued intentions of 
retaining and reproducing racialised and poverty, wages in an effbrt to 
consign workers to the same old apartheid employment and living 
conditions. We will never allow imperialist o~vned precious metals and 
steel companies to pay workers apartheid and precarious wages in the 
midst of huge profits levels that are of[’-[oaded to imperial Stock 
Markets in the USA, Europe and Melborne. 

These are our legitimate demands geared towards equitable distribution 
of income at the point of production: 
¯ 12% wage increase across the board; 
¯ 50% employer contribution to the Medical Aid scheme; 
¯ 12% Shi]~ Allowance; 
¯ R50000 Gratuity Pay; 
¯ R50000 Study Assistance in the event o:f retrenchments; 
¯ Total banning and prohibition of Labour Brokers; 
¯ Six months :full paid maternity leave; 
¯ Full-time Health and Safety Shop stewards; 

We strongly believe that these demands by workers can be achieved by BHP 
Billiton, given the fact that BHP Billiton has bloated millions in 
rewarding its executives. These demands are consistent with the Freedom 
Charter, the over-arching policy document of our revolutionary ANC which 
called for work and securdy for all 

Our members will embark on militant action and halt production until 
their demands are met. We are incensed that BHP Billiton instead of 
addressing the legitimate demands o:f workers they bring scab labour in 
the interest of profit margins and production targets We will never 
cortfotru to apartheid povelty xvages whilst our members and their extended 
families are feeling the pinch as a result of the high cost of living 
and meager xvages paid to them by the golden boys and spoilt girls of 
monopoly capital. 

Contact: 
2v~euso Ngubane, Regional Secretary 079 502 3242 
Or 
Castro Ngobese, National Spokesperson 073 299 1595 



Over a 1000 mincworkers march for CHANGE 
NUM 7 December 2010 

Over 1000 ruineworkers will tomorro~v afternoon march at Crocodile mine 
(Barplats) outside Brits in Northwest to deliver a memorandum to 
manageruent over a plethora of issues which includes aruongst others the 
following: 

- Lack of transformation at the mine 
- Lack of employment of black woruen in senior positions 
- Victimization of XTL2~I branch leadership 
- Salary disparities between black and white employees 

The march will further call on management to abolish labour brokers. The 
march is set to corrm~ence at 15H00 from the bus raak at the ruine. "We are 
tired of our leadership being victimized by this company We want change 
now! says Jongikaya Vanya, the Nrr~rM’s organizer in Rustenburg. "The tinge 
to act is now If the company does not want to play ball, it must close 
business" says Vanya. Crocodile mine is situated some eight kilometers 
from Brits in Nolthwest and produces platinum The National Union of 
Mineworkers calls on the company to listen to the voices crying for 
change before the sun sets on them. 

Jongikaya Vanya- 082 802 44"58 
Lesiba Seshoka (NL,~/I Spokesman)- 082 803 6719 

Racism behind’ farm murder 
IOL News 6 December 2010 

Lindley farmers and a group of FFPlus members were on blonday protesting 
outside the Free State town’s magistrate’s court while waiting for six 
men to appear on murder charges 

The six ;vere arrested in connection with the murder of the Potgieter 
family on a falTll outside Lindley last week 

Attie Potgieter, 40, his ;vife Wilna, 36, and their three-year-old 
daughter Willemien ;vere found murdered on their farm on Thursday last 
week It seemed Potgieter had been stabbed, ;vhile his ;vife and daughter 
were shot. 

Freedom Front Plus leader Pieter Mulder was outside the court while 
par~ members were waving placards asking :[’or the return of the death 
penal~ 

"We are here to express our anger and frustration," said Mulder. 

"For what other reason would you kill a two-and-half-year old baby. it 
is difficult to explain this other than an act of racism" 

Mulder said a further frustration *wis that the governing ANC party had 
not said one word about the crime. He said the country’s leaders should 
publicly condemn such killings, no matter who the victims were. 

’]?he ANC government should wake up and declare farm attacks as a priority 
crime, just as transit heists and murders recently, Mulder said. 

Free State police spokesman Sergeant Mmako Mophiring said police were 
monitoring the protest outside the court. - Sapa 
w~v.iol.co.za 

Pagad urges ’drug dealers’ to stop 
Aziz ttartley 6 December 2010 

About 70 Pagad (People Against Gangsterism and Drugs) supporters visited 
suspected drug dealers in Seawinds near Muizenberg on Saturday night to 
demand they stop selling drugs. 

At about 1 lpm, a 25-vehicle convoy arrived in the area and went to two 
suspected drug houses. Pagad senior executive member Osman Sahib said on 
Snnday that the?" had gone there to deliver a "ruessage". 

"We decided to go into Seawinds to give the message that drug dealers 
must stop. One dealer was not at home when we arrived and we asked his 
neighbours to convey- the message to him. Last night’s activity was not 
advertised. We’ve had a lot of activities over the last few- weeks in 
many areas. It is in response to a call froru residents," Sahib said. 

He said that two weeks ago his organisation ruet Lavender Hill and 
Seawinds residents who wanted Pagad branches established in the areas, 
Another meeting would be held next week. 

Among Pagad members at the visit to drug dealers was its national 
c o-ordinator, Abdus Salaam Ebrahim, xvho in 2002 was convicted of public 
violence. After serving nine years in prison, Ebrahim was released on 
strict parole conditions in September, 2008. The conditions, which 
included house arrest, were lifted in October. 

"He is now completely Iicee," Sahib said, adding that Pagad would 
continue to confront dlqag dealers and would meet residents of Mitchells 



Plain, Manenberg and other places nver the next few weeks 

While messages left for Steenberg police spokesman Stephen Knapp were 
not returned, Seawinds Neighbourhood Watch member Rita Jacobs said the?’ 
knew nothing of Pagad’s visit to the area. 

~! have no idea of Pagad being in Seawinds We do have a serious drug 
problem in Seawinds The community is suffering because of drug dealers. 
Mothers are crying as they lose their children to drugs," Jacobs said - 
Cape Times 
www.iol.co.za 
aziz.hartley@inl.c o. za 
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No Metrorail strike - for now 
IOL News 3 December 2010 

A possible strike by Cape Town Metrorail train drivers has been halted 
for now aRer a court ruling in this regard was made on Friday afternoon. 

"The interim relief was granted to Metrorail for no strike action to be 
taken from Monday-," said United Transport and Allied Trade Union (Utata) 
general secretary Chris de Vos. 

"Final judgment will be made on Thursday." 

The Passenger Rail Agency of SA (Prasa) applied to the Labour Court to 
have the Cape Town strike declared unlawful. 

On Th~trsday, Prasa and the unions would have to submit full arguments on 
the matter. 

Utatu and the SA Transport and Allied Workers’ Union (Sata;vu) embarked 
on strike action in Cape To;vn earlier this ;veek to protest against 
changes to their shift roster. 

Most Utatu members had returned to work by Thursday, but Satawu 
indicated its members ;vould strike again on Sunday, which would then 
have impacted on Monday morning services. 

Utatu members were set to strike from midnight on Su~day. 

On Friday, De Vos said the union ;vas disappointed that the resolution to 
this issue had to be made in a courtroom 

"We should rather sit around the table and resolve the problem." 

However, Satawu regional secretary Thandubuntu Roto said that his union 
had in any case already resolved the issue out of court with management. 

He said the?, had called offtheir strike after it was agreed upon not to 
implement the new roster 

"Management agreed with us to go to the old roster. We ;vithdrew our strike" 

However, Prasa spokesperson Nana Zenani said that "very very intense 
negotiations" around the new roster system had already taken place in May. 

"We cannot go back to the old roster We had an agreement That 

agreement was reached through negotiation" - 

COSATU North West and NI~?[\/I action 

Cosatu 2 December 2010 

The Congress of South A[~rican Trade Unions and its a:t?51iate NUM will be 
marching to the compaW called Kopane Bricks to demand a full detailed 
response on the memorandum submirted to the employer on 26 November 2010. 

The all-B F.[~ company, which has exploited workers J2~r years and has not 
paid workers for the past four months. Wofl;ers are working under bad 
conditions, which include non-compliance on the OHS, BCEA and LRA. ~I1ne 
worst is discrimination against workers who belong to NUM 

’]?he company is leading the campaign for union bashing. Workers will be 
marching fi-om Khuma township to Kopano Bricks company in Stilfontein 
(Mi~tlosana) on 3rd December 2010 from 10h00-14h00. 

’]?he action is part of COSATU fighting for the rights of workers on the 
street and the continuation of exposing super-exploitation of our members. 

Media is invited to the protest action at Kopano Bricks main gate 
Stilfontein. 

For more information feel free to call COSATU ~NvVV provincial secretary 
Solly Nani Phetoe on 082 304 4055 begin of theskypehighlighting 

082 304 4055 end of theskypehighlighting 



14 MEMBERS OF EARTHLIFE ILLEGALITY ARRESTED FOR PICKETING AT DEPARr[N/2ENT 

OF ENE[ZG Y’ S IRP2 PUBLIC HEAR]NG S IN M-[DRAND 

EarthLife 2 December 2010 

Ear]ier today, fourteen members of Earthlife Africa (Johannesburg) were 
illegally arrested for participating in a legal picket in front of the 
Department of Energy’s (DOE)IRP2 Public Hearing in MJdrand. The 
fourteen have been charged with ~illegal gathering’ and ’public 
indecency’ and are presently being held at the Mrdrand Police Station. 

Despite the fact that according to the Gatherings Act of South Africa, 
any gathering of less than 15 people does not require prior ’approval’ 
from police, Earthlife Africa (Johaunesbttrg) had applied for and 
received, ~vritten approval for the picket from the JMPD several days 
ago. Nonetheless, when the activists began their picket to protest 
against the DoE moving forward with further coal-fired power generation 
projects and its stated intent to expand South Africa’s nuclear power 
generation they were sunmxarily arrested by Mi&and SAPS and forcibly 
carted off to the police station. Evidently, the charge of ’public 
indecency’ xvas applied because the picketers were wearing bright clothing! 

Earthlife Africa (Johannesburg) Director, Tristen Ta?qor has conderrmed 
the arrests as "a shocking example of abuse of police power .. We were 
engaged in a legal protest over crucially important issues of interest 
to the South African public .. this kind of action is totally unacceptable." 

For further infornration and comment contact: 
TRISTEN TAYLOR on 084 250-2434 beginof the skypehighlighting 

084250-2434 end of the sb’pehighlighting 

Strike at Earl?" Bird Chickens 
Cosatu 2 Decernber 2010 

2000 members of the Food and Allied Workers Union (FAVVU) employed at 
Early Bird Chickens at Olifantsfontein have been on strike action since 
24th November 2010, following a failure by the company to meet their 
demands. 

They are to hold a meeting at the factoiT today, 2 December 2010, at 
13h00, which will be addressed by COSATU President~ Sidumo Dlamini The 
address of the factory is 15, I~dustrial Road, Olifantsfontein. 

The union’s two main demands are 8% wage increment and permanent 
employment of 1 170 casual workers ~vho have been ~vorking on permanent 
basis for several years now, in addition to medical subsidy 

The?’ are also demanding that the company stop illegally using their 
industrial premises as a hostel for scab workers. 

Meanwhile, the union has begun to mobilize the rest of its members to be 
rea@ to support a call of solidarity actions in support of Early Bird 
striking workers 

Please call the FA;VU Gauteng Provincial Chairperson, Norman Chauke, on 
083 420 5553 begin of theslcype highlighting       083 420 5553 

endof the skypehighlighting or COSATU Gauteng Provincial 
ChailToerson, Phutas Tseki, on 082 498 5840 
beginof theslcype highlighting       082 498 5840 
end of ithe skype highlighting, for more information. 

No end in sight for train strike 
IOL News 1 December 2010 

The unannounced industrial action by Cape Town’s Metrorail staff’, which 
resulted in no trains rurming today, has plunged transport in Cape Town 
~nto chaos. 
W atch Vi deo 

Trains back :[’or now 
Metrorail services to resume Thursday 
IOL News 2 December 2010 

Trains are to run again on Thursday after Wednesday’s wildcat strike, 
but unions warn a legal strike is to follow within days. 

’]?he illegal strike over shift changes and overtime pay caused havoc for 
tens of thousands of Me~rorail commuters. 

Unions have given Metrorail 48 hours notice of the intention to go on a 
legal strike. 

’]7his after about 160 000 cotmnuters were le[‘t fuming and had to use taxis 
or buses to get to xvork yesterday when members of the United Transport 
and Allied Trade Union (Utatu) and the SA Transport and Allied Workers 
Union (Satawu) downed tools over shift changes and overtime pay. 

Following ttrgent talks with Metrorail and the conrpany’s warning that it 
would interdict them, union leaders said the strike was "suspended until 
further notice". 

Metrorail said the relief for con~’nuters may be short-lived, and it xvould 



challenge the legality of the strike notice. 

"Trains will start to operate as and when train operations staff return 
to work. Metrorail continues to advise people with urgent appointments 
or students writing e×aminations to make alternative arrangements. 
Metrorail apologises [’or the unintended disruptions and the 
~nconvenience to commuters," Metrorail spokesperson Riana Scott said. 

While Satawu provincial secretary Thandubuntu Roto defended the illegal 
strike, Utatu general secretary Chris de Vos said: "We received a letter 
front Metrorail’s lawyers that if we did not return to work, they will go 
to court." 

Transport and Public Works MEC Robin Carlisle slammed the unions and 
Metrorail for failing commuters. He said they" should have resolved their 
dispute without inconveniencing cormnuters. He slanrmed the unions’ action 
as "irresponsible". "It is outrageous. They- are playing with the needs 
of over 160 000 cormnutcrs." 

Carlisle said contingency raeasures used &ucing the Metrorail wage strike 
in May were being reintroduced. 

This includes Golden Arrow buses operating extra peak time trips, taxis 
helping ~vith extra trips and employers being asked to stagger work hours. 

"I suspect we have another strike conring up next week. We are ready for 
all eventualities, but this is an unsatisI:actory situation," Carlisle said. 

Roto said union members had decided to strike in response to Metrorail’s 
intention to inrplement shift changes that ~vould result in reduction of 
overtime pay. 

"Metrorail wanted to implement it today. We said the issues were 
negotiated nationally" so why can’t we go back to national and negotiate 
it there The strike is suspended and members will return to work 
(Thursday,)," he said 

About the illegal strike’s impact, Roto said: "Why should we give 
notice? We are saying the strike is legal. Inconvenience to commuters 
was by Metrorail not us." 

Commuters interviewed yesterday criticised Metrorail and the unions for 
being inconsiderate. "All these people care about is making money, they’ 
don’t think about the customers Yesterday I bought two monthly tickets 
for myself and my wife, now ~ve have to pay extra money on taxis. They 
could have told us," said Thabile Mabala who was waiting for a taxi to 
Khayelitsha at the chaotic taxi rank. 

Chve Manuel, ;vho had to walk from Claremont to the city yesterday to 
get to work, said: "There ;vere no trains and the queues at taxis were 
long. I’m going to walk again tonight because it doesn’t look any better 
than this morning 

"We can’t ;vork like this." 

Some commuters scrambled to get into taxis first A group jumped the 
queue Some people shoved one another around for a ride home. 

Golden Arrow Bus Services spokesperson Bronwen Dyke said its services 
were stretched yesterday, but the company assisted Metrorail passengers 
who had valid weekly or monthly train tickets They could use their 
tickets on buses from 8am to 3.30pm and l?om 630pm to 5.30am, during 
the rail strike 

"This is done in fairness to Golden Arrow customers and to avoid 
overcrowding," Dyke said. 

"Rail commuters boarding a Golden Arrow bus outside of these hours will 
have to pay the cash/’are. 

"Golden Arrow will operate additional trips to and from the areas where 
there is the greatest demand and we will continue to operate until all 
passengers waiting at bus stops have been assisted," she said. 

Meanwhile Cape Chamber of Commerce said many companies had reported that 
workers arrived late :for duty yesterday" and had to be released early so 
they could find transport 

Chamber president Mrchael Bagraim said: "Public transport should be 
declared an essential service as strikes in the industry could cause 
massive disruptions, undermine productivity and lead to major financial 
losses. In cases like this it is the public, workers in other industries 
and businesses that are h~uct and not the employer." - Cape Tm~es 
www.iol.co.za 

Metrorail nranagement must urgently, resolve Cape Town train strike! 
S actwu 1 Decenrber 2010 

COSATU’s largest trade union in the Western Cape, the Southern African 
Clothing & Textile Workers’ Union (SACTWU) has taken note of the 
unexpected train strike in Cape Town today,. We are very concerned about 



the effect that this strike will have on the clothing, textile and 
leather industry. We have been briefed this morning by our sister COSATU 
union, the South African Transport & Allied workers’ Uninn (SATAWU) 
regarding the matter and have been advised that the dispute involves a 
unilateral attempt by Metrnrail management to unpose a new train shift 
roster on Metrorail workers. We call on Metrorail management to urgently 
meet with SATAWU to find an urgent resolution of this matter. 

In our press release of earlier this morning, we stated that we were 
conducting a snap SUl~’ey about the efl;ect of the strike on our industry 
and might issue a further statement later today-. 

We confirm that we have now completed the snap sut~’ey and the outcomes 
are as follows: 

-the survey was telephonically conducted by SACT\VU Head Office stafl~ 

-the sur~cy information was supplied by factory production managers; 

-the sur~cy meas~tres attendance at work as at 10h30 today; 

-a total of 57 clothing factories in Cape Town metro area were s~,~eyed; 

-the sur,~eyed factories employ 13 104 workers, of which 1710 (13%) were 
either late or absent; 

-the normal average absentee rate at the factories covered in out SUlwey 
is about 5%. 

The percentage late or absentee breakdown by industrial area was as follows: 

¯ Cape Town CBD: 26% 
° Elsies River : 10% 

¯ Epping: 15% 
° Maitland: 24% 
° Obsel~atolSz: 26% 
° Salt River: 9% 
° Woodstock: 22% 

SACT’¢,~ does not support unilateral changes to terms and conditions of 
employment and we urge Metrorail management to settle their dispute with 
our sister union SATA~2J as soon as possible. 

Issued by 
Andre Kriel 
SACT;VU 
General Secretary 

If fulther comment is required, kindly cuntact Fachmy Abrahams, 
Co-ordinator in the Office of the General Secretary on 021 4474570 
beginof theskype highlighting 021 4474570 
end of theskypehighlighting. 

Sactwu calls on Metrorail to urgently resolve Cape Town train strike 
Sactwu 1 December 2010 

COSATU’s largest trade union in the Western Cape, the Southern African 
Clothing & Textile Workers’ Uninn (SACTWU) has taken note of the 
unexpected train strike in Cape Town today We are very concerned about 
the effect that this strike will have on the clothing, textile and 
leather industry. We have been briefed this morning by our sister COSATU 
union, the South African Transport & Allied workers’ Union (SATAWU) 
regarding the matter and have been advised that the dispute involves a 
unilateral attempt by Metrorai[ management to impose a new train shiR 
roster on Metrorail workers We call on Metrorai[ management to urgently 
meet with SATAWU to find an urgent resolution of this matter. 

SACTWU is in the process of conducting a snap survey about the effect of 
the strike on our industry and might issue a further statement later today. 

Issued by 
Andre Kriel 
SACTWU 
General Secretary 

If further comment is required, kindly contact Fachmy Abrahams, 
Co-ordinator in the Office of the General Secretary on 021 4474570 
begin of the skype highlighting       021 4474570 
end of the skype highlighting The SATAWU Regional Secretary in the 
Western Cape can be contacted on cell number 0780386791 
begin of the skype highlighting 0780386791 
end of theskypehighlighting. 

Boksburg informal settlement unrest 
IOL News 30 November 2010 

Residents living in the Boksburg area blocked entrances and exits to 
Reigcr Park and Ramaphosa itffomaal settlcmcnt on Tuesday, Ekurhuleni 
police said. 
Metro police spokesman Kobeli Mokheseng, said the entrances and exits to 



R eiger Park and Ramaphosa were blocked with rocks, "foreign objects", 
and burning tyres from 9am. 

Mokheseng said the unrest was caused by different groups of people 
claiming to live within the vicinity. 

The affected intersections were Archie Jonas and Old Elsburg, Leon 
Ferreira and Commissioner, including Old Elsburg and Cowanissioner. 

"It is not clear at this stage what the protest is all about and we are 
closely monitoring the situation to ensure safety and security," 
Mokheseng said in a statement. 

The Ekurhuleni public order policing unit was attending the scene for 
crowd control purposes, along with police and merabers of the "red ants". 

Motorists were advised to use alternative routes. - Sapa 
ww~v.iol.co.za 

Boksburg protesters block roads 
News24 30 November 2010 

Johannesburg - Residents living in the Boksburg area blocked entrances 
and exits to Reiger Park and Ramaphosa informal settlement on Tuesday, 
Ekurhuleni police said. 

Metro police spokesperson Kobeli Mokheseng, said the entrances and exits 
to Reiger Park and Ramaphosa were blocked with rocks, "foreign objects", 
and burning tyres from 09:00. 

Mokheseng said the unrest was caused by different groups of people 
clam~ing to live within the vicinity. 

The aflhcted intersections were Archie Jonas and ©ld Elsburg, Leon 
Ferreira and Commissioner, including Old Elsburg and Connnissioner. 

"It is not clear at this stage what the protest is all about and we are 
closely monitoring the situation to ensure safety and security," 
Mokheseng said. 

The Ekurhuleni public order policing unit was attending the scene for 
crowd control purposes, along with police and members of the "red ants". 

Motorists ~vere advised to use alternative rotates. 
www.news24 corn 

Animal activists protest against animal cruelty 
Gatvol 28 November 2010 

Animal activists reported that they are outraged by people who are still 
not taking responsibility for the products they buy 

Several anti-animal cruelty’ groups took palt in an anti-fur 
demonstration at the Hyde Park shopping centre in northern Johannesburg 
on Saturday 

Splattered in fake blood and displaying themselves as in cages, the 
activists said it is not only wild animals that are being skinned for 
their fur, but domestic animals such as cats and dogs as well. 

The :Fur and skins of these animals can be found in the children’s toys 
like stuffed animals 

Radio personality, Jeremy Mansfield took part in Saturday’s demonstration 

"It is a sick business and that is why we are trying to get as much 
publicity out there as we can, so that people can understand what they 
are actually buying," he said. 
www.gatvohco.~i 

COSA~IIJ fight against bail for three racist farmers 
Cosatu 30 November 2010 

The Congress of South Africa Trade Unions in the North West, with the 
farm workers and the community of Ottosdal will be back at the Ottosda[ 
magistrates court during the bail hearing of three white racist who 
allegedly assaulted farm workers very badly 

The three racist farmers were denied bail last week Tuesday on 23 
November 2010 at the same magistrates court. 

C©SATU and the community of Ottosdal will be picketing, to demonstrate 
their anger outside the magistrate court demanding that the three racist 
must not be granted bail 

C©SATU demands that the NPA should show- their side of defending the 
South Africans or defending their friends in particular those who have 
the power of money to corrupt our system. 

COSATU is demanding that the police should arrest all those white 
racists farmers who belong to the so called Noord wes Plaaslike 



Veilegeheid ~vho are busy" assaulting and killing farm woAers including 
racial attack against African black community of Ottosdal. 

COASr~[IJ is calling the farmers to indicate to the public what is their 
real issue against the farm workers and is cal]ing al] farmers who are 
prepared to engage with the federatinn to do so and they wil] are 
we]corned to deal with those challenges. Those who have decide to be the 
enemy of the working class we will fight them back in due course 

We have been complaining about the racial killing of farm workers. We 
have handed memorandums to the police, including the NPA and there is no 
action 

The continuation of the killing and assaulting of farm workers in racial 
attacks and racial evictions is a clear picture that our provincial and 
national go’,,emment are underraining the poor faith workers and that thcy 
care about those who are white with capital 

Media is invited to the demonstration from 9H00 to 15H00 

For more inforrnation contact Solly Phetoe, COSATU Provincial Secreta~ 
of North West at 082 304 4055 beginof theskypehighlighting 

082 304 4055 end of thes~’pehighlighting 

NEWS FROM OTHER WEBSITES 
Aid to be slashed for the LprK’s poorest 
By Robert Stcvens 
4 December 2010 
The British Conservative/Libcral Democrat government has unveiled a 
green paper which heralds the end of the 60-year-old system of Legal Aid 
in England and Wales. httl~ :/iwsws.or~/articles/2010/dec2010iukla-d04.shm~l 
WikiLeaks document exposes US complicity in Sri Lat~an war crimes 
By K. Ratnayake 
4 December 2010 
One of the diplomatic cables from the US embassy in Colombo released by 
WikiLeaks this week shows that the Obarna administration ~vas well aware 
of the war crirnes committed by Sri Lankan President Mahinda Rajapakse 
and his regime in the final stages of its war against the separatist 
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) 
http://wsws org/artic les/2010/dec 2010/sril-d04. shtrnl 
State Dept. Bars Staffers from WikiLeaks, Warns Students 
The U S. State Depaltrnent has irnposed an order barring employees from 
reading the leaked WikiLeaks cables. State Departrnent staffers have been 
told not to read cables because they were classified and subject to 
security clearances. The State Department’s WikiLeaks censorship has 
even been extended to universi~ students. An email to students at 
Columbia LTniversity’s School of International and Public Affairs says: 
"The documents released during the past few rnonths through Wikileaks are 
still considered classified docurnents. [The State Department] recommends 
that you DO NOT post links to these docurnents nor make comments on 
social rnedia sites such as Facebook or through T~vitter. Engaging in 
these activities would call into question your ability to deal with 
confidential infom~ation, which is part of rnost positions with the 
federal governrnent." http://w~vw.democracvno~v.orgi2OlOi12/3/headlines#5 
End to unions in SAN-DF imminent 
iV£’.flANALEDI MA%&BOGE - Dec 03 2010 10:58 

In a wide-ranging interview with Mmanaledi Mataboge Defence \iinister 
Lindiwe Sisulu reveals that she is considering a constitutional 
,amendment to ban unions from the military and blames the media JS~r the 

death of Retlabusa Mokonyane, the son of Gauteng premier Nomvula 
Mokonyane. 
http://www.rn~ co.z;~/arficle/2010-12-O3-end-to-unions-in-sandf-unminent 

Spain declares ’state of alarm’ over air chaos 
M.%DRID Spain declared an unprecedented "state of alarm" Saturday" to 
try to end an air traffic controllers strike that has largely closed the 
country’s air space and stranded hundreds of thousands of travelers, 
threatening jail terms for controllers who refuse to go back to work. 

http://news.vahoocom/siapi20101204/ap on bi ge/eu spain airport closures 
Arrest Warrant Expected for Julian Assange 
CH4: Britain’s serious crime agency is expecung an arrest warrant 
application from Sweden for WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange 
http://www.therealnews.comA2/index.php?optinn corn content&task view&id 31&Itemid 74&iumivM 5955 

Dennis Brutus: A Small Tribute to a Giant Man 

Beverly Bell begin of the skype highlighting 
end of the skype highlighting 22 December 2010 

The luminary Dennis Brutus - freedom fighter, economic and environmental 

justice activist, professor, and poet - died last year on December 26. 
We republish this eulogy because of the transcendent lessons Dennis’ 
life offers to Haiti, the US, and all places where people seek greater 
justice and hurnaneness 

How does one pay tribute to Dennis Brutus? To do so appropriately would 



take a short book ur a very long poem. Sumeone shuuld attempt the feat, 
both because Dennis deserves it and because it would help spread the 
power of his life, wurk, and words. And spread is what Dennis’ life, 
wofl;, and words must cuntinue tu do, for in them lie the essentials for 
a more just, nurturing, equitable, and envirunmentally sustainable wurld. 

’]7he Dalai Lama is repurted to have said, "Let your life be your 
message" Dennis’ was, in the humili~" with which he carried himsell; 
the kindness with which he treated uthers, and the wisdum and clarity of 
those words. His message, and his life, lay- also in the strength of his 
convictions and the energy with xvhich he worked for them, whether the 
cause be liberation from oppressive regimes; reparations to victims of 
Apartheid from corporations that made profits off the systeru; the 
dissolution of the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and World 
Trade Organization; or control over corporations creating climate change. 

I met Dermis in the early 80’s when we were both fighting the Duvalier 
dictatorship in Haiti, during which time he was also fighting for his 
own political asylum from South Africa. Our collaboration deepened in 
the 90’s through the global boycott of the World BarN, and through our 
joint engagement with the Center for Economic Justice. Though reaching 
the Center’s board meetings in the remote city of Albuquerque required 
many hours of travel, and tl-mugh he oken had meetings or presentations 
in other countries on the front and back ends, and though his 
participation was often for no more than a day, still he came, for 
Dem~is was faithful to whatever he committed to. The same was tree of 
the World Bank boycott: Dennis appeared for most any" xvorkshop, 
presentation, or meeting we requested, raising high the flag xvith all 
his strength and brilliance. 

He lobbied us all to involve ourselves, to turn out, to unite our voice 
and strength, to do more than we were already doing. The man was 
tireless and fearless, and gently urged us to be, too. 

He ahvays showed up with his most pressing passions and politically 
urgent campaigns. 

I recall running a workshop on strategies to challenge the World Bank’s 
power in a church in Washington during a week of protests, iVlaking a 
cameo appearance, Dermis asked for the floor and proceeded to make a 
long appeal for everyone to join him at another gathering on another 
topic in another country, many months out. As he ~vent on about that 

gathering, a wuman hissed at me that the speaker was off-message and 
that I should cut him u:ff. I was pulite while denying her request, but 
what I really wanted to say was, "Do you have any idea who is speaking? 
You should just feel hunored Listen very carefully tu what he has to say" 

The schedule he kept was remarkable fi~r anyune of any age or state uf 
health, but I never heard him cumplain ur make excuses. On he plugged 
even after he had surpassed 80, when his health had diminished, when his 
~tinerary exhausted him, when his memory had wandered. I ran intu him at 
the World Sucial Fumm in £/iumbai in one of his final years when he was 
clearly weary of body and mind. After sharing a big hug, he said, "! 
must gu nuw because I have a meeting. I can’t remember with whum, or 
where it is, but I know I have one." And uff he went thruugh the 
thrungs, tenacity and a :fierce commitment to ubligation trumping 
personal challenges. 

When we were lucky, Dennis had the time and inclination fur a stury. The 
narrative was ahvays marked by his beautiful verbiage, exqmsite 

oration, enlivened eyes, and -if a good story- delight, or -if one of 

injustice- calm. iVly favorite stories were of his and his comrades’ 
fierce fights against Apartheid. So much courage and creativity- they 
bespoke He found humor in unexpected places, and always understated his 
own suffering. 

There ~vas the tale of attempting to flee guards as he was being 
transported from one prison to another, jumping out of the police car at 
a red light and setting off in a dash "That was when I learned what a 
through-and-through wuund was," he said ufthe bullet which pierced his 
chest and went out his back. tie tuld of lying un the ground bleeding, 
"’in the shadnw of the Anglo American Corporation, apprupriately enough," 
waiting for the ambulance. ~2~rr~en a whites-only ambulance arrived by 
mistake, he xvas not allowed in it and had to lie on the verge of death 
for another long period awaiting a second ambulance, this one for 

s o-called coloreds. 

He told of his comrades’ breaking into the hospital to free him after 
the shooting, as he barely survived on life support, and of his 
stealthily ~vriting on his hand, "Abort mission," sure that he would die 
in the attempted rescue. He told of being under house arrest with guards 
parked in ticont of his home around the clock, ~vhile he climbed out the 
side window to attend political meetings. 

During one of his narrations in my living room, I noticed that the 

self-deprecating chortle that usually punctuated his stories had 
vanished. Dennis was quietly crying. A tear ran down his nose and hung 
at the tip, where it remained throughout the rest of his tale of horrur 
and brutality Like Dennis’ life, the sadness and frustration behind 

that tear never stopped his truth-telling. 



Poems were easy to get frora him, whether he read them during a public 
presentation or shared them in a cahn moment. ~A~ncnever Dermis had a new 
book (he published 13), he carried copies around and freely gave them 
out, after adding a warm inscription in his exquisite calligraphy. 
Dennis was perhaps most full in his poems, which merged the personal and 
the political, which never denied the existence of tyranny but always 
brought his breath of hope that the ~vorld can be diit’erent if~ve 
organize to make it so 

It is perhaps easiest to remember Dermis the fighter, but I was ahvays 
equally impressed with Dennis the human being. No matter how ugly the 
political fight, Dennis’ anger remained streamlined on the unjust 
systems and policies, not wasted on the individuals behind them. He kept 
his eyes on the prize: the principles at play. 

The same was true with his approach to social movements. "¢,~en comrades 
and allies arotmd him made errors, when internal politics divided, his 
response ahvays shone like a beacon. He seemed to kno~v better than most 
that we are all limited and imperfect, and that the benefit of the doubt 
or the possibility- of change is a grace we need for humanity’ to continue 
to evolve. Or perhaps it was simpler: perhaps he believed that he was no 
one’s judge. Or maybe he just knew that the world was harsh enough 
alrea@, as he expressed in his poem "Somehow- We Survive": 

All our land is scal~ced with terror 
rendered unlovely and unlovable 
sundered are we and all our passionate surrender 
but somehow 
tenderness survives. 

Dermis wrote his own simple obituary in 2009 as he discussed the 1960 
Sharpeville massacre. ~I was committed to the struggle and I would if 
necessary die in the cause of liberation: ’Freedom or death.’ It was a 
very simple resolve." He did indeed die in the cause of liberation, 
though fortunately not violently or prematurely. Every single thing that 
Dennis did was in the cause of liberation 

I would say I will miss Dermis, but he’s not going anywhere. He’s in all 
of us who care proformdly for justice, humanity, and the planet 

(Bell directs Other Worlds: 
http:i/xvwxv.otherworldsarepossible.org/beverly-bell-bio ) 
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Holiday Gifts that Rescue Lives 

G:ve a ~o::day G:ft that car~ Rescue a Life 

[:~’:: Give Birthing Kits         [:~::: Give Blankets 

Mosquito Nets 

Dear Friend of the IRe, 

My name is Gerry Martone. For the past 18 years, I have worked for the I RC, 

spending much of that time leading our emergency response efforts in crisis 

situations around the world. 

Throughout my tenure at the IRC, in the wake of war or disaster - and often at a 

moment’s notice - I have traveled to global hotspots like Haiti, Darfur, Iraq and 

Congo. Across these continents, countries and crises, I’ve seen one constant - 

basic tools and simple comforts make a critical difference in the lives of people 

who are experiencing unimaginable suffering. 

o~es. We will mail your personalized, printed card within 48 hours of receiving 

your order. E-cards will be sent right away or on the date you specify. 

In the hands of skilled IRC workers the items we feature can mean the 

difference between life and death, health and sickness and surviving and 

thriving. 

~!os<~ito r~e~.s t~at cost $t~.; can save a child from malaria. Bieth:r~ kits t~:a~ 
e,~>.’~t.’~ $24 can ensure a safe birth for a child born in a crisis zone. Et~mk~.~ts for 

can shelter an uprooted family from the cold. 

Supporters like you are a source of inspiration and hope to the remarkable 



people I’ve been fortunate enough to assist. On behalf of all of us at the IRC, 

thank you for your help in leading the way from harm to home. 

Martone 

Sincerely, 

Gerald Martone 

Director, Humanitarian Affairs 

International Rescue Committee 

P.S. The IRC is proud of the recognition we have earned for 

our good stewardship of donated funds. Once again Charity Navigator gives us 

four stars, its highest rating. The American Institute of Philanthropy rates us 

A+, a rare distinction. And Forbes Investment Guide named IRC one of 10 

"Gold Star" charities. Ple;~s~ ~:<~side;~" ~ ho~i~y ,~if~ to~y. 

I ~ Submitthe Petition 

i~’{ IRC Footer 
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TOP NEWS 

UoSo Approved Business VV~[h 

A little-known office of the Treasury 
Department has permitted 
American companies to do billions of 
dollars in business with Iran and 
other countries blacklisted as state 
sponsors of terrorism. 

CoIoA. Sect*ors Could Su~ace 

in Swiss N~|clear Case 

.~m effort to hide the C.I.A.’s relationship with a Swiss family hit a snag when a magistrate 
recommended charging the men with nuclear smuggling. 

Economists Nee Signs of Strongee Recovery 

The tax-out compromise, rising corporate profits and an increase in consumer spending are some of 
the reasons for optimism. 

, NYrimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’FHERESA VANDERNAUSE, visitiug O~r Lady of Good Help chapel in Wisconsin 

WORLD 

FEATURE: Licenses 
Gray, ted to 

Companies Run 

the G~mut 
Over the last three presidential 
administrations, the Office o[ Foreign 
Assets Control has granted nearly 
~o,ooo special lieenses allowing 
almost 4,000 American companies. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION 
oGfhosts Ghosts of a 
ch,~_~[ 

At the last antebellum Yuletide, Americans - slave and free - observed a holiday both bitter and 

WORLD 

Parcel Bomb Attacks Strike at ~ Embassies in Rome 



Two people were woumted in explosions at the Swiss and Chilean Embassies, amt an Italian 

anarchist gronp claimed responsibility for at least one of the attacks. 

~[he Lede: M~p of the Attacks 

Etwope’s Bad ~vVea~ther Adds to Heathrow~s 

Five inches of snow this week virtually shut down Heathrow Airport, and while most flights were 
back on track, bad weather caused new problems. 

Plan to Ease Beljh~g Trafitle Hits a Bump 

A record splurge on new-ear purchases by Beijingers, who apparently anticipated that the city was 
about to tackle its traffic jams by limiting registrations of new vehicles. 

More Wodd News 

~Wisco~sin on the Map to Fray ~qth Mary 

A rural chapel is the first site in the United States that church leaders deem to have been visited by 
Mary. 

BOSTON JOURNAL 

Shaquille O’Neal has gone out of his way to eha~ Boston since signing with the Celtics this 

EoPoA, Says It V~]II Press on V~ith Gree~xhouse Gas Regulatlo~x 

The agency anmmneed a timetable on Thursday for issning draft rules limiting greenhouse gas 
emissions from new or refl~rbished power plants and oil refineries. 

BUSINESS 

Jewelry Sellers Thrive o~t Last-Mh~tte Me~ 

Spending on jeweh’y aecmmts for a sales spike at the end of the holiday shopping season. 

Tax h~q*firy Shifts to Small Swiss 
i.:7. : ;q? .E’r 
Under investigation are regional banks suspected of helping Amerieans ew~de taxes despite a 
crackdown. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
S~tt~g Out the Chh~a Trade Battles 

Western companies, eager for access to China, are loath to cry foul even amid evidence that Beijing 
may be flouting international trade laws. 

SPORTS 

Shlve~olng Then and Shaken Now~ Gia*~ts Look to 

Eli Manning leads the Giants back to Green Bay, the site of one of the biggest wins of his career, on 
Sunday. 

~ Jets’ Ryan ~s Not So Sure That Sanchez Wi~ Start 

~ f’4 F.L. Roundup: F’a;~thers Do Li~e to S~,’¢ Stselers’ March Towa;d a Sye 

Bro~x? Cooperstow~? Pettltte Is a Mu~ of Mu*~y Questions 

M~dy Pettitte’s decision about pitching next season, and beyond, for the Yankees could influence his 
possible election to the Hall of Fame. 

~’{~nkees 
and Damo~ May Not Fit 

Lieberma~ Is Back iu Men’s Ga me, i~ New Role 

Nancy Lieberman, a popular player in the women’s game who once dared to dribble among men, is 
coaching an N.B.A. D-League team in Texas. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

Bey(rod I opph~g Cork% the Som~ds of the New Year 



Here are the choices of the pop and jazz critics of The New York Times for this year’s most promising 

New Year’s Eve events in the New York metropolitan area, 

TH E TV ’WATCH 

The traditional yule log now burns in 3-D on some cable systems. (A 3-D television set and special 

glasses required.) 

MOVIE REVIEWI ’THE ILLUSIONIS’T 

The director Sylvain Chomet adapts a Jacques Tati screenplay in "The Illusionist," about the 
fl’iendship between a struggling magician and a teenage girl. 

MOVIES 

MOV’IE REVIEW I ’GULLIVER’S TRAVELS’ 

Jonathan Swift takes a long trek to assess the modern cinematic take on his most famous creation. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Sch~oo~i~g i~ tlhe Se~>vlee of a~ Oscar 

In a wide field with no obvious two-film showdown, potential Oscar nominees jockey for recognition. 

DVDS 

Holiday time can seem like Bing Crosby time. On DVD the recent "Bing Crosby Collection" 
emphasizes the early, formative part of his career. 

o More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

C, hh~a and h~lellectual Properly 
China’s infringement of copyrights, patents and trade secrets has, in many instances, gotten worse. 

EDITORIAL 

Requiem for a Dream 
The defeat of the Dream Act in Congress should not be the end of meaningful repair of the 
immigration system for President Obama. 

EDITORIAL 

A Good Ba~k~°uptcy Law 

A new law will go a long way toward ensuring that bankruptcy or debt collection do not strip people 

of all they own. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

Five days in Afghanistan offered fl’equent reminders of the overwhelming challenges that remain 
in the war. 

OP-ED 

EP-ED CONTRIBUTOR I HOLIDAY FICTION 

A Christmas story about an unexpected gift. 

EP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Sid~aey Awards 

Drum roll please. The annual awards for the best magazine essays of 2o~o go to ... 

The Humb~g Express 

The production of humbug has become a systematic, even industrial process. Just listen to some of 
the recent speeehes of Republican presidential hopefuls. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

S~ow! Hit the Pa~fic II~tto~ 

A few inches of snow have cast Europe into chaos. Britain has joined the third world with France in 



hot pnrsuiL 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On De(’.. 24, 1992, President gnsh pardoned former Defense Seeretary Caspar Weinbet’ger and five 

others in the Iran~ontra scandal. 

* See This Freest Page 

* Buy T]~s F~’o~ Page 

About This ~-I~aH 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’¢limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 
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TOP NEWS 

Taliban Fighters Appear                              ~ 

A deadly group of Taliban fighters in Afghanistan has not conducted a complex large-scale attack in 
Kabul for seven months, as AmerieanBed commandos have escalated raids. 

Hurdles Emerge in Rising Effort to Rate Teaclaers 

Once an internal measure that principals eould choose to heed or ignore, the city’s teacher ranking 
system has been thrnst into the spotlight, bringing its relewmee into question. 

Huge Blizzard Italts Travelers on East Coast 
f.b" to£:i..R f. 
A monster two-day blizzard caused the eaneellation of more than ~,4oo airline flights in the New 
York area alone and left shopping malls nearly deserted on the day aRer Christmas. 

~ 
Slide Show~ ~ Video 

~ 
Readers’ Photos j Submit 

City Room: A B~zzard Transportation GuirJe 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’iBdt~r to t, tm~e p~f~!e s~o~ s~fe ~h~re tke~ or~h despit~ the i~co~nie~e." 
CLIFF COLE, ~m Am~rak spokesman~ on the decision to caner{ tr~i~ service in ma~y aFe~s of the 
F.ast (;east beem~se of the winter s[orm. 

WORLD 

\~7omen Who 

X&rork: Struggling 

to Provide 
The Times’s Adam B. Elliek examines 
the rise of lower-class women 
working service jobs in Pakistan - 
despite baekk~sh from male relatives. 
It’s economic desperation vs. 
religious traditions. 

OPINION 

A weekend away in Paris 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >~ 

[ravei deals for Mexico 

@fly in M~,,dagas,qar OPINIONATOR I THE STONE On 
On Forglvene~s 

In order to forgive 
others, victims mnst 
put aside revenge. But 
what are the other conditions of trne [orgiveness? 

WORLD 

\’qMtors See North Korea Still Stuuted by Its Isolation 

A carefully monitored visit to North Korea offered hints of why its leaders might be eager to resume 
international aid and trade. 



~1~] V~deo: Inside North Korea 

South Korea’s President Vo,~, s Retaliation if North Attacks 

Necessity Pushes Pakistani ’~on~en Into dobs a~d Peril 

Women in Pakistan are entering service sector jobs to suppm’t their families, pitting their religimls 
and cultural traditions against eeonomie need. 

~Video 
Str~ggling ~o Provide 

Conflict Owner Squatters Divides Arge~tlna 

As squatters, mostly immigrants, have moved onto public lands in Argentina’s capital, local 
residents have protested, at times violently. 

o More World News 

TARGET CANCER 

E~sti~g t~e Dying ~or Clues to 8ave Ot~ers 

Researehers are inereasingly relying on the very patients a new class of eaneer drugs failed to eure. 

~ Previous Ar{~cles in {he Sedes x 

Hnge Blizzard Snarls Travel al~d Transit in ~[~e Northeast 

~II~e monster storm swirled over the New Ym’k region and the Northeast, disrupting air, rail and 
highway travel. Millions of commuters were told to expect nightmarish slogs. 

~ Readers’ Photos I Submit 

C ’" Room: A BHzzard Transportation Guide 

A Battle OYer I3ra~]~m~ Bodes Ill for U,S, Debate 

A conflict over a plan to process uranium ore in Colorado highlights the difficulty of moving away 
from fossil fuels. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

Holl}3~’ood Moves Away From Middlebrow 

Moviegoers have sent a message that seems obvious but has often been forgotten: make a good 
product, or we won’t buy. 

Online Bazaar Builds on Its Base ~azith Sense of Commtmlty 

Started as a way for hobbyists and erat~y types to sell their goods, Etsy has blossomed into a 
thriving e-commerce site. 

Gadgets Brlt~g New Opportunities for Hackers 

As Web-ready devices proliferate, consumers may run into new seams that play off the products’ 
featm’es. 

S P 0 RTS 

A parade of pros looking to hone their shot have wound their way to the program at the Suwanee 
Sports Academy northeast of Atlanta. 

~ Gritfin Leads C;ippers to First Victory Over Suns in 10 tries 

BEARS 38, JETS 34 

News of Playoff Berth Tl~aws Glnm Clublmuse 

The Bears won in a dramatie comeback, but the aets advaneed to the playoffs when the aaguars 
lost. 



Post a Comment I Slide Show: Jets Replay: Dec. 26 

PACKERS 45, GIANTS 17 
G~ants’ Post-season Hopes h~ J eopardy After Loss 

The Giants committed six turnovers in the loss, setting up next week as a must-win to keep their 
playoff hopes alive. 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Innovative restoration projects in the ancient city- of Aleppo, Syria, could become a blueprint for 
preservation in the Middle East. 

Scholars Say Chronicler of Black Life Passed for ~,qfite 

In the introduction to a new Norton edition of dean Toomer’s "Cane," Henry Louis Gates dr. and 

Rudolph P. Byrd contend that Toomer was "a Negro who decided to pass for white." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

’Fro~d~les That Ring "Fr~e for D,:ome~ of" a Certain Age 

"Men of a Certain Age" is gaining an audience, especially among women, with a more realistic view 

of middle-age angst. 

Mete Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Japanese Universities Draw Forelg)~ Students V~ith Manga 

Programs in the dapanese medium are becoming a ma.jov attraction as universities vie for a 
dwindling pool of students, creating a talent pool for local businesses. 

CaHfor~fia Stations Grapple With PBS Scheduling 
L:: i.’.LL::ALi.’.i ! 
KOCE-TV is picking and choosing which PBS programs to take over from KCET-TV, which can no 
longer afford to pay PBS dues. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

Pararno*mt SeeKs Film Buzz From MHiiary Screenh~gs 

"~Ik’ue Grit" was helped along by 2o advance screenings on military installations that included the 
Marine Corps base at Camp Pendleton and other bases in California. 

o More Media & AdveC;isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

How to Derail b’ina~clai I-I~form 
Progress is slowly being made to stabilize the financial system. And it’s dear that House Republican 
leaders want none of that. 

EDITORIAL 

The Repeal Ame~dme~t 

The Tea Party is building political power by" selling the promise of a retm’n to a mythic past. 

EDITORIAL 

Defea~ for Ce~sus Reform 
The Obama administration and a minority in the House did government a disservice in defeating a 
bipartisan measure to reform the Census Bureau, 

EDITORIAL 

You TalMn’ to 
Cabbies in New York City are getting a new dress code, dust don’t expect to see too much change too 
soon. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-CHART 



It is fairly straightforward to summarize the past year in Iraq and Pakistan, bnt a more 

complicated matter for Afghanistan. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The I,’~fite ~Norld 

World commodity prices have risen by a qnarter in the past six months. What’s the meaning of this 

snrge? 

C 3; - Page j Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The lame-dnck session bronght back bipartisanship to Congress. 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ Blog 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 27, ’979, Soviet forces seized control of Afghanistan. President Hafizullah Amiu, who was 

overthrown and exeeuted, was replaced by Babrak Karmal. 
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TOP NEWS 

New York Struggles as 
Blizzard’s Impact Chastens 

Bloomberg 
By RUSS BUETTNER 

With many streets still unplowed and 
the City Commil planning hearings, 
Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg 
acknowledged that the elemaup had been 
slower than expected. 

" After Disruptions on Rails and at Airports, 
Halting Steps Toward Normal Service 

~’ Plowed? Yes. Salted? Sure. Cleared? That’s 
Murky. 

," [i[~ Slide Show: Struggling to Dig Out I ~:::~ 

Readers’ Photos 

Insurgents Set Aside 
Rivalries on Afghan Border 
By THOM SHANKER 

Rival militant groups on both sides of 
the Afghanistan-Pakistan border are 
teaming up, military officials say. 

" Accounts Diverge Sharply in Night Raid Gone Wrong 

’Doubling Up’ in Recession-Strained Quarters 
By MICHAEL LUO 

The surge in households where relatives and friends live together as a last resort is one of the most 
maderexplored demographic shifts of flae recession. 

’. ~5.~ Slide Show: Close Quarters 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 was just thinking, ’Is it ever going to end?’ I thought I was done raisin9 my kids." 

JIM MAGGI OF FORT PIERCE, FLA., whose two daughters and their families moved in with him and 

his wife after losing their jobs in the recession. 

DINING & WINE 

~ INTERACTIVE 



FEATURE: Sam Sifton’s Best 
Dishes of 2oao 
The restaurm~t critic for The New York 
Times describes the a5 best dishes he ate 
in the city this year. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Our Prediction 
Addiction, Part 2 
Jaron Lmfier, Robert J. 
Shiller, Elif Battmmn, 
David Ropeik and Sherry 
Turkle discuss the joys and perils of 
forecasting the future. 

. ~’~ Related Feature: Seriously Off Track 

How a small business 
becomes a big business 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

The general theory of reservations 

Getting your product onto retail shelves 

nytim.es.�om       ~ ~ 

WORLD 

Some Israelis Question Benefits for Ultra-Religious 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

State welfare subsidies for full-time Torah study by ultra-Orthodox men have become the subject of a fierce 
debate. 

Suspicious Death Ignites Fury in China 
By XIYUN YANG and EDWARD WONG 

Gruesome online photos have led to accusatious that Chinese officials killed a man to silence his campaign to 
protect villagers in a land dispute. 

" Milk Scandal Protester Reported Free 

Investigative Reporter Dies After Beating 

French Deal to Sell Ships to Russians Is Criticized 
By DOREEN CARVAJAL 

Critics say France’s sale of assault slfips to Russia may have pioneered the way for other Westen~ cotmtries to 
sell Russia whatever they have to offer. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THE RADIATION BOOM 
A Pinpoint Beam Strays Invisibly, Harming Instead of Healing 
By WALT BOGDANICH and KRISTINA REBELO 

A fast-growing form of radiation therapy injures patients when its pinpoint beam is allowed to spread too 
far. 

¯ ’ ~. Interactive Graphic: Making a Complex Machine Even More Complex 

Previous Articles in the Series 

Making It Clear That a Clear Parking Space Isn’t 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

The streets of South Boston were lined with chairs, tables and shopping carts, all meant as walafings: This 
shoveled-out space is mine. Occupy it at your own risk. 

," ~,~ Slide Show: Scenes from the South Boston Parking Wars 

" Storm on East Coast Is Local News in West 

-’ Thanks to Blizzard, More California Sun 

. Travelers Improvise to Find a Way Home 

. After Disruptions on Rails and at Airports, Halting Steps Toward Normal Service 

¯ . ~ Readers’ Photos 

LEGAL MEMO 



Terrain Shifts in Challenges to the Health Care Law 
By KEVIN SACK 

Congress’s power to pass laws "necessary and proper" to carrying out its assigned responsibilities is 
becoming m~ issue in the legal challenges to the health care overhaul. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

In the Rearview, a Year That Fizzled 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

This year, the economy started to recover, then sputtered. We look back at 2OlO and look ahead, through 
charts. 

Wi-Fi Overload at High-Tech Meetings 
By VERNE G. KOPYTOFF 

Technology conferences would seem to be a natural for great Wi-Fi access, but the teclmology was not 
intended for large rooms and crowds. 

Share Rules Could Push Facebook Offering 
By PETER LATTMAN 

A surging shadow market in the privately held shares of Facebook could spur the company to go public. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

VIKINGS 24, EAGLES 14 
To Governor, Postponing a Game Is for Losers 
By MARK VIERA 

Gov. Edward G. Rendell of Pennsylvania said the N.F.L.’s two-day postponement of the Eagles-Vikings game 
illustrated the "wussifieation of America." 

¯ . Vick Is Named Starter for N.F.C. in Pro Bowl 

In NBC’s Shadow, Comcast Ponders an Olympic Plunge 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Comcast, which is poised to buy control of NBC, may be more cautiotts than the network’s current owner, 
General Electric. 

HEAT 106, KNICKS 98 
Knicks Get Another Hard Lesson From Heat 
By HOWARD BECK 

Dwyane Wade scored 40 points for Miami, which defeated NewYork for the second time in two weeks mad 
sent a dear message to the IOfieks. 

, Parker Leads Spurs Past Reeling Lakers 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ANOTHER YEAR’ 
Injustice, British and Otherwise 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Mike Leigh’s "3mother Year," like many of his fihns, is about the casualties of British class consciousness. But 
it also trains its eye on another form of tmfaimess: the unequal distribution of happiness. 

Spider-Woman Is Leaving Troubled ’Spider-Man’ 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Natalie Mendoza, who has been recovering from an injury sttstained during a performm~ce of ’Spider-Man 
Tuna Off the Dark," is leaving the production. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’BLUE VALENTINE’ 
Chronicling Love’s Fade to Black 
By A. O. SCOTT 



"Blue Valentine," starring Ryan Gosling mad Michelle Willimns, plays on time in exanfining love lost and 
found. 

" ~ Anatomy of a Scene I Related Article 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Dishes That Earned Their Stars 
By SAM SIFTON 

The 15 best things The Times’s restaurant critic ate in NewYork City in 2010. 

’- Interactive Feature: Sam Sifton’s Best Dishes of 2010 

, Favorite New Restaurants 

Betting on the Next ’It’ Pig 
By GLENN COLLINS 

The curly bristled Mangalitsa hogs are the most corpulent and unusual in a parade of breeds that have fom~d 
favor among chefs for their richer taste. 

A Critic’s Choice of Restaurant Newcomers 
By SAM SIFTON 

The Breslin, Torrisi Italian Specialties and Recette were among the critic’s favorite new places in 2OLO. 

¯ More Dining. & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
An Iraqi Government, Finally 
The leadership, which includes all of Iraq’s major communities, must now work hard to nmke progress on 
the country’s many problems. 

EDITORIAL 
What Rule of Law? 
Everything about Mikhail Khodorkovsky’s latest prosecution suggests Russia’s judiciary is still under 
Vladinfir Putin’s thumb. 

EDITORIAL 
A New Day for Wilderness 
In a very welcome move, the Interior Department reversed one of the worst enviromnental moves made by 
the Bush adininistration. 

EDITORIAL I APPRECIATIONS 

No-No Boy 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

Courage takes mm~y fonns. Frank Enfi, a defiant World War II inten~ee, had the steadfast kind. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Senate’s Next Task: Ratifying the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty 
By MIKHAIL GORBACHEV 

The New Start agreement to reduce nuclear stockpiles was a step in the right direction. Now the U.S. Senate 
should ratify the test ban treaty. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Dec. 29, a94o, during World War II, Germmaybegan dropping incendiary bombs on London. 
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From: The Communication Academy <sendout@thecommacademy.com > 

Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 2010 6:39 AN 

To; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc.edu> 
Subject-" MAKE YOUR MED][A COVERAGE POS]~T]~VE! TRAfN[NG WORKSHOPS 2011 

bte~view with .she media, to eni:alice coni~an’i and pe.."sonai image through .si:e media, and how .so devetoD b{= 
media liet~.,,~orks. A must for government officials as well[ 

The b-’..polta~:ce of professionaiism, alid i:ow t~- come a¢.."oss professionally 

Howto deal with the media confidently 

How to handle an interview - Radio, television and telephonically 

Answering questions and surviving the really tough ones - Bloopers and how to survive them 

Listening skills 

How to stay in control of the issue and interview 

Critical issues to be considered when dealing with the media and the rules in a public relation crisis 

Facing the media - the cardinal mistakes we make such as - there is no such thing as "off the record 

The press release 

Body language for television appearances 

Voice techniques for radio, television and over the phone 

Self motivation and state control for interviews and better all round performance - you will learn you 

control these yourself 

Thinking on your feet techniques - the art of quick thinking 

Checklist for an effective press release 

What to do when you cannot comment 

Television and radio checklist 

Special TV tips 

The importance of company brand or team brand, image and sponsors. 

gHOW’I"]~1E: Deiegates wiii ¢ondu~:t industry specific iive interviews on ~:a.mera, 

The media can b{-~ a positive niark{_~ting tooi or a liightmare, 



~me:    08h30to16h00 

Venue: Midrand - Pheasant Hill House 

(refreshments and luncheons hosted) 

R3600,00 (Excluding VAT) 

t: will defbitely face the tx’(~ss with mo.~e 

cosfid(m,’:e, 
Parliamentary Whip Democratic aJliance 

Golden Lions rugby union. 

South Cape College 

Wonde..fful workshop ~hat has deiivered on what 

w~s t.xomised 

Kloofzicht Lodge 

I iea..",t so much and it conbibuted a iot to my 

SA Rugby Referees 

SA Rugby Management 

INCLUDED CD VALUED AT R2S0.00 

The delegates will also be presented with an audio training CD that is inck 

in the workshop price. Exercises have been put onto a CD for you to liste 

and practice along with, to ensure bad habits are corrected The CD 

¯ Daily workout 

¯ English vowel sounds 

¯ Voice: breathing and modulation madness 

In-house available 10 or more delegates. 

We also offer Professional speech writing. 



you do not want to receive any more newsletters, ti~i. 
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TOP NEWS 

Disappearances With 
Reported Ties to Pakistan 
Worry U.S. 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

The Obama adininistration is alarmed 
by reports that thousands of political 
separatists and Talibma insurgents have 
disappeared into the broads of Pakistan’s 
security forces. 

" ~ State Department Report 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
African Unity Faces a Test in 
Ivory Coast 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

Ivory Coast has become a test case of 
whether the global eommmfity can 
impose its will on leaders who refuse to 
recognize elections they lose. 

-’ Lobbyist Quits Ivory Coast Job 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
New Look for Mecca: Gargantuan and Gaudy 
By NICOLAI OUROUSSOFF 

Construction projects in the center of Mecca are reshaping its historic core in ways that mm~y here find 
appalling, sparking m~usually heated criticism of the Saudi govermnent. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: Reshaping Mecca 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The worst you could possibly imagine is what it’s like." 

CARLOS TORRES, a Budweiser delivery man, on the snow-clogged streets of Queens. 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: Working 
(Part Time) in the 
21st Century 
In the Nefl~erlands 



professional women have been able to 
work part-time for years. Now many 
men are doing the same, leaving them 
with more time for fanfily. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Can Air Travel Be 
Improved? 
In bad weather, how can 
chaos be averted? 

" ,~_ Post a Comment 

WORLD 

MEMO FROM NEW DELHI 
India Digs In Its Heels as China Flexes Its Muscles 
By JIM YARDLEY 

Points of tension between the Asian giants - trade imbalances, the disputed border and Kashnfir - are 
growing worse. 3rod the Indian foreign policy establislnnent is taking a harder line. 

An Election Gone Wrong Fuels Tension in Kabul 
By CARLOTTA GALL and RUHULLAH KHAPALWAK 

Afghan officials and losing candidates wan~ that seating the new Parliament could fuel the insurgency and 
even the kind of ethnic strife that nfight lead to civil war. 

Shanghai Schools’ Approach Pushes Students to Top of Tests 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

Discipline helps explain why the city’s students outperformed those from about 65 other cotmtries. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A High-Tech City’s Down-Home Hero 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Jake Locker, who arrived at the University of Washington as a savior for its football progrmn, plays his final 
college game Thursday. His impact goes beyond a team’s win-loss record. 

’ ~ Slide Show: A Final Game for a Local Hero 

For Some Travelers Stranded in Airports, Relief Is in a4o Characters 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Some travelers stranded by the great snowstorm of 2010 discovered that when all else fails, Twitter nfight be 
the best way to book a seat home. 

-’ Inaction, Delay and Late Pleas by NewYork as Storm Loomed 

:’ Bloomberg Takes Blame for Response to Snowstorm 

For Kodachrome Fans, Road Ends at Photo Lab in Kansas 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

On Thursday, at a photo studio in Parsons, Kan., the last Kodachrome processing maclfine in the world will 
be shut doma to be sold for scrap. 

, Lens: A Color-Saturated Sun Sets on Kodachrome 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 



Hancock Tower Sold for $930 Million 
By CHARLES V. BAGLI 

The remarkable turnaround of tl~e Boston landmark - a barometer for tl~e commercial real estate boom and 
bust - provides a template for other deals. 

In China, Illegal Rare Earth Mines Face Crackdown 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Rogue mining operations produce m~ estimated half of tl~e world’s supply of tl~e most valuable rare eartl~ 
minerals. 

. Main Victims of Mines Run by Gangsters Are Peasants 

Flights at J.F.K. Sit on Tarmac for Hours 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

In tlae wake of tlae blizzard, at least 28 international flights were stranded, including one for close to 11 hours. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Rough Two Weeks for Giants? Rough Decade for Redskins 
By JULIET MACUR 

Since capturing a division title in 1999 - Dan Snyder’s first year as oua~er - tl~e Redskins have become a 
definition for dysfunction, including this season. 

o Sports Of the Times: Reeling Giants Must Rediscover Art of Intimidation 

:’ Giants Back Coughlin and Say the Season Is in Their Hands Alone 

Favre Is Fined $5o,ooo but Not Suspended 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The N.F.L. said tl~at Brett Favre’s behavior toward Jem~ Sterger dich~’t violate league policy, but he was fined 
for not cooperating with the investigation. 

" With Sanchez, Jets Weigh Momentum and Rest 

¯ ’ Garrard Out as Jaguars Face Texans 

Stanford Poses a Challenge to UConn and Its Streak 
By JER[~%o LONGMAN 

The Stanford women’s basketball team was tlae last to beat tlae Huskies and would love to snap tlaeir 90- 
game winning streak when they play Thursday night. 

" With Win, Krzyzewski Is Second to One 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Worth the Wait? Just Ask Her 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Ms. Lauryn Hill, who appeared at tl~e Music Hall of Williamsburg, always stirs up strong feelings. 

’- ~Video: Late in Brooklyn 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Weathering Survivalist TV, Like ’Man vs. Wild’ 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

Reality television, especially on Discovery, trumpets techniques for surviving tl~e wildela~ess, pre- or post- 
apocalypse, with programs like "Man vs. Wild." 

’- ~ Slide Show: Survivalist TV 

Billy Taylor, Jazz Pianist, Dies at 89 
By PETER KEEPNEWS 

Dr. Taylor left his mark on jazz less as a musician tl~m~ as a proselytizer, spreading tl~e gospel of jazz as an art 
forlll. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 



The aao Things New Yorkers Talked About in 2OlO 
By STUART EMMRICH 

From Chelsea Clinton’s wedding to Willow Snfith’s "Whip My Hair" video, here are the top topics on the 
nfinds of New Yorkers this year. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

. ~ Video 

THE GIMLET EYE 
History Moves in Tutus and Greasepaint 
By GUY TREBAY 

Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo gives a dancer a chance to pursue graceful dance steps and 
choreographed pratfalls. 

’ ~ Slide Show 

The Many Faces of Stella 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

With Stella Schnabel’s role in the fihn "You Wont Miss Me," she seems to be stepping out of the downtown 
haute bohenfian scene to embark on a serious career. 

¯ More Fashion & .S..ty.I..e..??. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Deficit Hypocrisy 
The budget rules House Republicans intend to adopt will codify their fantasy flaat tax cuts do not deepen the 
deficit. 

EDITORIAL 
Germany’s Responsible Military Reform 
Germmay’s sensible plan links reduced spending with modenfizing reforms that will let it contribute more 
troops to NATO operations. 

EDITORIAL 
A Frozen City Boils Over 
Many outer-borough neighborhoods, still paralyzed after the post-Christnms blizzard, now seem even 
further from Gracie Mmasion. 

EDITORIAL 
Speech, Cranky and Free 
All of us who value free speech, even when it is obnoxious, benefit from a recent appellate court ruling. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Prosperity Starts With a Pea 
By JESSICA B. HARRIS 

How an African legume came to star in an American New Year’s dish. 

NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 
Primero Hay Que Aprender Espafiol. Ranhou Zai Xue Zhongwen. 
By NICHOLAS O. KRISTOF 

That headline says: First learn Spmfish. Then study Chinese. 

. Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 30, 1972, the United States halted its heavy bombing of North Vietnam. 
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FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

do-not-reply~cansesmaiLcom on behalf of 

Nicolae Cirpala <no-reply@causes.com> 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 5:56 AM 

no-reply@causes.com 

Happy New Year! 

Hello, and thaaaks for checking out my Holiday Wish! 

During this holiday season, I’~n hoping ~ny fi’iends m~d th~nily will join me to raise $1000000 

for Give the Gift of Love. It’s a great cause that helps This New year children who are 

between the homes there a 800 children who are hardly able to have their basic needs. 

Spread the word. Ever?- invitation counts: 

I chose Give the (Jilt of Love becanse Currently there are orphaned children left who need 

sponsors. 

OR Donate online http:/iirflind.awardspace.intb 

Please consider giving to tny Holiday Wish, and together we can make the world a better 

place. If you can’t att’ord to donate, I’d really appreciate if you’d share this page with your 

friends. 

PS. Suported by Global Partnerships team invite yon to Post Tenders, sponsorships, 

investments, grants on Partnerships Portal or Find International Partner to bnsiness, 

govenunent, media, nonprofit, church, sport, science, health, arts, travel etc. organizations the 

only place tbr investment, tender, grant, sponsor, buy and sell on http://gppd.net 

So plea~ check out Nicolae’s ttoliday Wi sh, spread the word, and make a donation if you 

can. 

Thanks so much’. We’re so lucky to have such awesome friends. 
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TOP NEWS 

Political Battle on Illegal 

Immlg~’atlo~ Shlgts to States 

Legislators in at least six states said 
they would propose bills similar to 
Arizona’s law to fight illegal 
immigration. 

In Ivory Coast, Bid to Ease 

Out Deflator Leade~¯ 

Lauvent Gbagbo mocked the 
intensifying ealls for him to step 
aside, while the United States said he 
was rnnning out of time to take an 
offer to leave peacefully. 

Iraq Moves to I}a~l Toy Gm~s 

as Play ’I’tirns Real 

The Health Ministry is concentrating on a cheap plastic air pistol that has caused hundreds of eye 
injuries in Iraq. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Whate~er flour vice is, we’re flourjbgks," 

TENA AI,ONZO, director of research at Be~ fitudes mu’sing home ia Phoenix, which gives 

A]zheimev’s patients whatever they wahl 

WORLD 

SLIDE SHOW:    I world’s 
R~nglng In 2o~1~ ceiebrati 

People gathered to 
celebrate the new year, from 
Australia to Moscow to New York. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

This Yea~’, Cha~,ge 

Don’t leave learning to 
the young. Older brains 

2010, in the rearview mirror 
ALSO IN ARTS ;> 

Gu, rri.~;on Keilk~ ev ws "Aa o ogap~ y of M~rk Twain" 

The 10 best books of 2010 

WORLD 

Paldstanis Rally in Suppo~ of Blasphemy Law 

Religious leaders warned the government against amending or repealing a law that has been used 
sinee the 198os to persecute minorities. 

Tallban Leader ~/as Killed, A~ghaiis Say 

Coalition forces killed the top-ranking Taliban official in restive Kunduz Province during an 
overnight raid, according to Afghan police and a local governor. 



Brazil’s New Leade~" Begins i~ Slladow of Fredecessor 

Dilma Rousseff’s challenge is to continue the economic gains made by the man she succeeds, Luiz 
In~cio Lula da Silva. 

More Worid News >> 

THE VANISHING MIND 

Gi~4~g Alzheimer°s Patients Tlmir %’ay, Eve~ Cl~ocolate 

A Phoenix nursing home has found that unlimited chocolate, and other comforts, go a long way in 

reducing patients’ distress. 

~SHde Show 

~ Previous Artk;les in the Sedes >~ 

On New Year’s Day, the Baby Boom Generation’s oldest reach birthdays fraught with sociological 

significance. 

Power Slfift Toward G,O,Po Resonates i~ 3 States 

A look at three states where political change in the governor’s mansion -including one that will go 

from Republican hands to Democratic -may change how Americans live. 

~ ;l,,/isconsin Slste VVorkers Fret, as G.O.F’ Takes Over 

~A Push le F’rivatize Permsyivania Liquor Stores 

~lr, California. Few Signs of Transition 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Stror~g l~’i~Hst~ Oives Paulso~ Fm~d ~V~i~g Year 

Big bets on companies that will benefit Dora an economic npturn gave the fund about a ~4 percent 
gain for the year. 

In 2OlO, unemployment lingered in America and some European economies tottered, but investing 
in gold, industrials and many technology stocks turned out well. 

Career Shi~ O~en Means Drop ~ Li~g Standards 

A study surveying jobless workers over ~5 months found nearly 7o percent of those entering new 
careers had to take a cut in pay. 

Mote Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

The theme of this year’s Winter Classic, to be played at Heinz Field between the Pittsburgh Penguins 
and the Washington Capitals, is mainly about Sidney Crosby and Alex Oveehkin. 

Next Stop~ Orange Bowl 

Few at Stanford would be sm’prised if Jim Harbaugh, who has led the Cardinal to the Orange Bowl 
and an 1~-1 record, stays put, bolts for a blue-chip program or heads to the N.F.L 



Schedule & Scoreboard 

Oregon’s Chip Kelly and Wisconsin’s Bret gielema, both single, illustrate the subtle shift away fl’om 
a longtime nnspoken requirement fro’ head football eoaehes. 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Ciitadel of C~ltu~°e Shows a i,’r~e~dller Face 

The newly renovated Lincoln Center campus makes a good ease for having a complex of cultural 

institutions. 

The Brooklyn Museum wants to return thousands of pre-Columbian artifacts to the National 
Museum of Costa Rice, which welcomes them but lacks the money for shipping. 

MUSIC REVIEVV 
The Hammond B-3 Lion Roars, Backed by His P~’ide 

Dr. Lonnie Smith led his new ~4-pieee big band through its debut on Tuesday at Jazz Standard. 

TRaVeL 

Syd~ey°s Conx~ct Pant 

A sybaritic, sophisticated city today, Sydney was founded as a dumping ground for convicts shipped 
fl’mn England. Amid its carefl’ee bars and beaches, visitors can still find evidence of its grisly past. 

36 Hours in Sancta Cruz, Cal]fi 

No longer just a sleepy college town with a boardwalk and surfers, Santa Cruz has been stirred by 
the tech boom in nearby Silicon Valley. 

~S de Show AWeekend in Santa Cruz 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

/\ New ~ork City $~eeke~d for $1oo 

’lNvo days of theater, museums and experimental film, plus meals and a few beers, too. The Cost? A 

C-Note. 

o More lravel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Ne_v~ Treaties 

With the New Start treaty nearly wrapped up, President Obama should begin discussing other, 

more farq’eaching deals with Russia. 

EDITORIAL 

Success a~d l~’alhwe on the 
States need to invest much more heavily in programs that prepare people for the G.E.D. The 
livelihoods of millions of Americans depend on it. 

EDITORIAL 

The system of oversight for the country’s intdligenee agencies needs reform. Instead, Congress is 
continuing to reshnffle the status qno. 

EDITORIAL 

A Year A~ew 
Why does ~on still sound like an annum out of science fiction? 

° More Opinion 

OP-ED 

The End-of-the-Year Quiz 

Let’s see how well you followed the news in ~o~o. No cheating! 

~ Cokimnist Page 



The governor of Mississippi has finally freed the Scott sisters fi’om prison, But that does not mean 

they have received justice. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 1, 1959, Fidel Castro led Cuban revolutionaries to victory over Fulgencio Batista. 

See ’~his Front Page 

Buy This Front Page 
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From: ~emaikunc,edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 10:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFAM 

Hello, 

I hope you are eRioying your holidays. I am interested in joining your AFAM 
class next semester. I am a sophomore with a major in international 

studies and this class sounds extremely interesting and also counts to~vards 
my major. 

I have been t~’ing to join eve~z semester but it I has been hard to I was 
wondering if it is still possible to join? 

Thal~ You 
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TOP NEWS 

G.O.P. Newcomers Set Out to 

Undo Obama Victories 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER and ROBERT 
PEAR 

House Republicaus plan to make good 
on a campaign vow: voting to repeal 
President Obama’s health care overhaul. 

Cuomo Plans One-Year 
Freeze on State Workers’ Pay 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

As part of his emergency fiscal plan, 
Gov. 3mdrew M. Cuomo is expected to 
take aim at rations during his State of 
the State address on Wediaesday, 
officials in lfis administration said. 

" Graphic: The Cuomo Team 

¯ " Cuomo’s Twitter Feed? Something’s a Little 

Off 

Goldman Invests in Facebook 
at $50 Billion Valuation 
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN and EVELYN M. RUSLI 

The new money will give Facebook more firepower to steal away employees, develop products and possibly 
pursue acquisitions, all wiflaout being publicly traded. 
o I~ Post a Comment 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecL~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The smartphone is the most lethal weapon you can get inside a prison." 
TERRY L. BITTNER, director of security products with the ITF Corporation, on prisoners who smuggle in 

the phones to coordinate crimes and gang violence. 

ARTS 

~ VIDEO: Babylon: ........................................................... 

Ancient Site, 
Modern Problems 



Nearly eight years after the Americma 
invasion of Iraq, matiquities officials and 
restoration experts still face the difficult 
task of halting the ravages of nmn and 
nature before restoring macient 
nlonunlents. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I ...... 
DISUNION 

~;!:i:i;i :i’:::: ::    :::-: 

War in the Cabinet .~.%,.. 
By JAMIE MALANOWSKI 

Maderson’s actions at ................. : ::: ...... 
Fort Smnter, and a 
beleaguered Buchm~m~ is pressed into a 
decision. 

WORLD 

Diplomats Help Push Sales of Jetliners on the Global Market 
By ERIC LIPTON, NICOLA CLARK and ANDREW W. LEHREN 

Sales campaigns for commercial jets on the global market often include politicking and cajoling at the 
highest levels of govelaunent. 

~ ~ Document Reader: Selected Dispatches 

THE GREAT DEFLATION 
Japan Keeps a High Wall for Foreign Labor 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

hnnfigration provides one remedy to Japan’s lethargic economy, but Tokyo is resisting accepting young 
workers. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Peaceful Vote on Sudan Appears More Likely 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

While there is still a possibility of conflict after southena Sudma’s referendmn on independence, both north 
and south have much to lose if fighting breaks out. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Worries Follow Route of High-Speed California Line 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

Some see a $5.5 billion rail project as a threat to fanns mad small-town life, despite the botmty ofjobs it 
pronfises. 

Outlawed, Cellphones Are Thriving in Prisons 
By KIM SEVERSON and ROBBIE BROWN 

Smuggled smartphones have given prisoners Intenaet access and even the ability to coordinate a prison 
strike. 

Scenes Cut From Film Find New Role in Court 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ and DAVE ITZKOFF 

Chevron’s lawyers are using outtakes from a docmnentary fihn to fight an environmental lawsuit in Ecuador. 

’: ~ Documents: From Cutting Room to Court Room 

Video: Clips From the Documentary 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Facing WikiLeaks Threat, Bank Plays Defense 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

Since WikiLeaks threatened to "take down" a major American bank, officials at Bank of America have been 
htmting for any sign that its systems have been eompronfised. 

Columbia Pictures Hopes to End Oscar Drought 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

If "The Social Network" wins, the movie about the Facebook co-founder Mark Zuckerberg will end some 23 
years of Colmnbia going without top honors on Academy Awards night. 

3-D Wrinkle for Portable Gaming 
By MATT RICHTEL and HIROKO TABUCHI 

Portable devices are less necessary for garners with smartphones, but gadget makers intend a comeback, 
with Nintendo using three-dimensional graplfies. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GIANTS 17, REDSKINS 14 
Giants Win but Don’t Get Help They Need 
By JULIET MACUR 

For a playoff spot, the Giants had to beat the Redskins. They did. But they also needed the Bears to beat the 
Packers. 

. ~ Post a Comment 

¯ . Slide Show: Giants Replay: Week 17 

¯ . Coughlin Is Assured of Another Season as Coach 

JETS 38, BILLS 7 
Rested Jets End Regular Season in a Preseason Atmosphere 
By GREG BISHOP 

Quarterback Mark Sanchez played one possession and did not throw a pass, and several other Jets starters 
were inactive for a rout of Buffalo. 

¯ . Slide Show: Jets Replay: Jan. 2 

’: Favre to Sit Out Season Finale 

PACKERS 10, BEARS 3 
Packers Rally to Beat the Bears in a Grudge Match and Claim a Wild-Card Berth 
By ROB REISCHEL 

Green Bay’s victory against a longtime rival that had nothing to play for knocked the Giants from postseason 
contention. 

’: Roundup: Falcons’ Big Win at Home Ensures Chance for More 

’: Seahawks 16, Rams 6: Mediocrity Can’t Stop the Playoff-Bound Seahawks 

¯ Colts 23, Titans 20: Colts Avoid the Unthinkable and Make the Playoffs 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

A Triage to Save the Ruins of Babylon 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS 

Archaeologists and preservationists are turning to ancient sites in Iraq to combat any further deterioration. 

". ~ Video: Iraq Antiquities I At War Blog: A Tour of Ancient Sites 

OPERA REVIEW 
Timeless Tragedy in Modern Guise 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

An audacious staging strips Verdi’s opera of its period trappings to foctts on the characters. 

¯ ~ Video 

ARTSBEAT BLOC 
A No Cynicism Zone on Oprah’s Network 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

OWN’s progranmfing is full of people finding their truths mad livh~g their own best lives, with an absence of 
malice or mockery. 



¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

TV Viewing Continues to Edge Up 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Americmas watched more television thma ever in 2OLO, according to the Nielsen Company, and the 
generation-long shift to cable from broadcast continued. 

A Strong Crop of Documentaries, but Barely Seen 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

Feature documentaries had combined ticket sales of about $45 million in 201 o, roughly matching sales for 
"Saw 3D," a modest horror hit. 

DRILLING DOWN 
Feeling Powerful and Taking Risks 
By ALEX MINDLIN 

A study in the Jounaal of Cousumer Research looks into the murky crossroads of risk and societal status. 

¯ ..M_o..r..e....M_e_d.La....&....A..d...v..e.r.t.Ls.Ln..g. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Reform and the Filibuster 
The new Senate will face a momentous decision: a vote on whether to chm~ge its rules to prohibit the 
widespread abuse of the filibuster. It should seize the opportmfity. 

EDITORIAL 
What Century Are We In? 
For all their 21st-century savvy, some high-tech compmfies are using emplo)anent tactics that cm~ seem 
better suited to the feudal era. 

EDITORIAL 
Endangered Predator 
A relentlessly htmted species - sharks - may finally be catching a break. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 
For Many Returning Veterans, Home Is Where the Trouble Is 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

The web of support for ex-soldiers needs to be wider and stronger. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Chewing Gum for Terrorists 
By DAVID COLE 

Refolan laws govelafing material support for rogue organizations. 

Deep Hole Economics 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

There’s a danger in policy makers’ overreacting to a few positive economic indicators. It’s jobs, not G.D.P. 
numbers, that matter to 3aneriean families. 
" Columnist Page I Blog 

The Unborn Paradox 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

In America, there’s been tragic contrast between the burden of unwanted pregnancies and the burden of 
infertility. 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 



How to Stay Friends With China 
By ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

When they meet this month, Obmna and Hu must find a way to get beyond the boilerplate. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 3, 1959, President Eisenhower signed a proclamation admitting Alaska to the Union as the 49th 

state. 

¯ See This Front Pa_gg~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Platz, Gina B <gin~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD, 3,2011 1:40 PM 

[hculty tech rooms <spring2011 rooms~listserv.unc.edu> 

[spring2011rooms] Welcome back Spring 2011 Faculty and Instructors 

Hello all, 

Welcome back everyone! I have created this listserv from the classroom scheduling data for the Spring 2011 term in order to communicate better with you all, the 

faculty and instructors who are using technology enhanced classrooms during the Spring semester. If you are on this listserv by mistake, please let me know. 

Please contact our office via phone or website (962.6702 or http:iihoLline.unc.edu ) to schedule a technology demonstration of any room that you are scheduled to 

teach in during the Spring semester. Our demos usually take ~15 minutes and can save you valuable class time once the semester begins. 

We appreciate your support and feedback - please let me know if you have any questions about the technology found in the classrooms. 

Thank you, 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http:!!hotline.unc.edu 

919.962.1450 (v) 

(c) 
919.962.8349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

gina@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to spring201 lrooms as: eu~ice(E~email.uuc.edu. 

Tounsubscribec|ickhere: l~ttp://|ists.unc.edu/u?id 3551412g.3ag6a3a3312a002b262c950edcf9ac85&~ T&I spring2011rooms&o 28394447 

(It may be necessa~ m cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-28394447-35514128.3a86a3a3312a002b262c950edcI~:)ac85~;listserv.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Librmy Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 4, 2011 10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Bliss, Jessa<jessa bliss@unc.edu> 

Notification: Course Reserves Added For AFRI101.990 Spring 2011 

Hello, 

We have processed the reserve materials you requested for AFRIlO1.990!SPRING 2011. 

To view your electronic reserve items, click: 

ht[p://eres.lib.unc.edu/eres/coursepage.aspx?page=pm&cid=3432 

You may also see the items by clicking on "Reserves" on the library homepage and searching for your course. Please Note: The eMctronic items may not be 

viewable until a few days before the semester begins for copyright reasons. 

If there are any problems or inquiries regarding your reserves, please let us know. 

Thank you, 

Reserves Processing 

Undergraduate Library Reserves 

R.B. House Undergraduate Library, CB# 3942 

reserve reading@unc.edu 

919.962.1355 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 5, 2011 3:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Killing of Governor Deepens Crisis in Pakistan 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O1/O5/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] OnThis 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

JanuaD~ 05, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Killhig of Goveiouov Deepens 

Crisis in Pakistan 

The assassination of a politieian by 
one of his guards highlighted the 
threat of militant infiltration. 

B~ethr~ght Ciilzensh~p Looms 

Hard4iners want an end to "anchor babies," despite mixed evidence about why parents cross the 
border. 

Resuvgen~ Turkey Flexes Its Muscles Around Iraq 

Turkey’s aseent may prove its biggest sm:eess so far in an effmnt to project its heft across a region 
long suspieimls of it. 

~A~er 
a Court Ruling [urkey Frees 23 Suspected Militants 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

,IORGE DA ,~II.¥A, alter poppiug a Brazilian delicacy, a giant ant, into his mouth. 

WORLD 

B~,azillan 

Tradition of 

Eating z~ts 

In the tmvn of Silveiras, Brazil, the 
fl’ying and eating of queen ants dates 
back centuries, but pesticides used 
by the booming paper industry are 
now threatening the insects. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 

Friends "~ ~th Benefits 

The year in ears 
ALSO IN AUTOS ~> 

James G. Cobb’s top I 0 cars of 2010 



Why Goldman doesn’t care whether 
[ ~.f 

~ 
j 

Facebook is really worth $5o billion. 

WORLD 

Israeli Military Officials Challenge Acco~mt of Palesfinlan ~roman’s Death 

The Israeli military is casting doubt on Palestinian accounts that a woman died fi’om tear gas. 

Sudan~s Leader Reaches Out Ahead of a Vote 

The president who led a war against the south offered a conciliatory message before an 

independence referendum. 

Ivory Coast Leader Softens Posltlm~ in 

f.h: .~:. f..:..! 
Lanrent Gbagbo still refuses to relinquish power, bnt agreed to lik a bh)ckade on the headqnatters of 

Alassane Ouattara, the president-elect. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, Atters Rule oR Paying for E~ldmf-Life Planning 

~II~e Obama administration will revise a Medicare regulation to delete references to end-of-life 

planning as part of the annual examinations covered under the new health care law, officials said. 

Firs fhr the Fish (and the F~shermen) 

Donated Christmas trees, bundled and secured to the bottom of a lake, become covered with algae, 
which attract aquatic insects, fish and, ultimately, fishermen. 

Publisher Thakers ~,~ith Twain 

A new edition of "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn" makes a change in language~ 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

American Airlhms in Fee Battle ~Arith ~,~eb Age~cles 

American Airlines is emphasizing its own ticketing technology, which can help it firing in more 

money from travelers and redm:e its costs. 

Taldng DNA Seq*mnchlg to the Masses 

Jonathan Rothberg has created several companies that lower the eost of DNA sequencing and 

broaden its usage. 

Gee,P, Asks Businesses Which R~les to Re~’ite 

In a letter, ~5o businesses, trade groups and research organizations were asked to say which federal 

regulations they would want fixed. 

SPORTS 

KNICKS 128, SPURS 115 

K~fick~ V~;hl a Shootout/kgah~st a Top Team 

Wilson Chandler had 3~ points and Amar’e Stoudemire and Raymond Felton added 28 each as the 

Knicks (2o-~4) scored m8 against San Antonio (29-5). 

A Sp~rs Rookie Excels hy Being a Man of Mystery 

The San Antonio rookie guard Gary Neal has helped the Spurs build the best record in the N.B.A. 

After Acquittal, Player Gets Senior Season Back 

Jimmy Wilson had a bitter journey back to college football after his arrest in the shooting death of 

his aunt’s boyfriend in 2007. 

o Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

As a Hot TickeL V~ilI ~True Grit’ Sway the Oscars? 

As "True Grit" shows signs of being a breakout hit, it is reviving the question of whether the 

audience gets a vote. 



~ Movie Review: ’]rue Grit’ i [] Carpetbagger Video 

Escaped l,’rom Beh~r~s~ Aeto~os Raise Voices 

Members of a persecuted theater troupe have managed to escape Belarus to perform at the Under 
the Radar Festival in New York. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Bird 

The Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist Annie Proulx recounts building her dream home in Wyoming. 

~ Essay Adapted F;om ’Bird Cioud’ 

DINING & WINE 

The Now-Yo~-See4t Resta urant 

In opening a restaurant that he estimates will only be for open for nine months the chef aohn 
Fraser can - and must -keep his investment low. 

The H~m]b~e Pla{e of Hash Has Nobler Ambltlo~s 

As meat becomes larded with high status, and as diner food is reinvented, hash is coming up. 

RESTAURANT REVIBN 

Milleslme 

Millesime, a brasserie in the Carlton Hotel, is devoted to the pleasures of the sea. 

~E] 
.Sii te Sb~r,,¢ oq Diqer’s Journal i [] Post a Comment 

~The 
Scoop App: Download [or More Dkfing Recomme;~dations 

Mere Dinin[] & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Pomp; and LiZZie Circ~ms~ance 
Americans who hoped to observe the Republican plan to revive the economy in action will have to 
wait until party leaders finish their insider ritual of self-glm’ifieation. 

EDITORIAL 

A Brave Ma~ Kil|ed 
The assassination of Salman Taseer, the governor of Pakistan’s Punjab province, is a tragedy for all 
who nnderstand that just and stable societies need honest debate and fnll respect for minorities. 

EDITORIAL 

There He Goes z~galn 
It is dismaying to hear austiee Antonin Sealia espouse the notion that the promise of equal 
protection in the Constitution does not extend to protecting women against sex discrimination. 

EDITORIAL 

A New, Safer L~fe 
The New York Times Neediest Cases Fund helped an lraqi refugee when he fell behind on rent. 

Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 5, ~914, Henry Ford, head of the Ford Motor Company, introduced a minimum wage scale 
of $5 per day. 

See ’£h~s Front }’age 
Buy This Front Pa~e 

About This E-I~lail 

YOU received this message because yell signed up ~er NYTieaes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsietter. As a member of 

the TRUSIe privacy program, we are commiRed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ] Unsubscr~be I Change Your E-Mail ] Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universal Printing <info@universalprinting.com > 

Wednesday, January 5, 2011 12:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Winter Special available only to UNC tZaculty and staff 

Deal Eunice, 

Special!!! 
UNC discount pricing 

CallNOVi: 919-361-5809 ext 126 

- or- 

Email your f!les to lw~n s,@~universalprint#~g.com 

- Business or Personal Use 

- Price per side 8.5x11 on 60# paper 

- Add $05 for Glossy Paper 

- Simply double 85xl 1 for 1 lx17 price 

- No exlm dlm-ge for heavy coverage or bleeds 

- If you want booklets add $20 per booklet 

Offer erpires February 28, 2011 

Buy Loca1 & Support small business. 

¯ Brochures & booklets (offSet & digital color) 
¯ Posters, b~mners & signs 

¯ Stationery" (letterhead, envelopes, & business cards) 

¯ havitatious 

¯ Pocket folders 
¯ Full color Printing or b&w copies 

¯ Direct Mail 

¯ Super Fast turn around on design and priut. 

Call for Pricing 

Go GREEN - Recycled Gloss or Uncoated paper at no extra charge 

For morn than 30 years Universal Printing has been your local lull service 
printing company. We specialize in universi~; medical center and ca~mpus- 
wide collateral. 

We’re hapw to come to your office at your convenience to discuss and 
help plan any project. We want to help you come up with the most cost 

efficiently way to pro&me your next design, print, direct mail or poster 

proj ect. 

Please contact Lynn Stephenson at 919-361-5809 ext 126 or email at 

lym~ ~ universalprinting.com 

Thank you, 

UniversaJ~ Printing 
Gmcol G7 Master Printer Qualified 
2410 Hwy 54 E 
Durham, NC 27514 
919-361-5809 
~x~x~v.universalprinting.com 

Sa£e Unsubscribe 
This emml was sent to by univer~lprinting.com. Your email address was 

tbund on UNC’s website. Your email information roll not be shared with 

anyone. If you no longer wish to receive special discount offers please 

click here to be removed. 

Powered by MindFimlnc 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, January 5, 2011 12:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5 of 2010, the Year in Arts and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0105/a mes 1 Y 

l .~:iI ¢Times-J ..... ~yS, 2011 

Tl:e Year in Arts 

Take a look back at the best nmvies according to 

ScotL Manehla Dargis and Stephen Hulden. Don’t miss 

Ben Branfley and ChaNes Ishe~,ood’s selection of the top 

shows uf 2o~o, in theater. See the year in mashed-up pop~ 

notable books of 20~o and nmeh nmre o~ nytimes.eumiarta 

Personal l[’eeimology                                  ~ 
David Pogue picks The Pogie Awards for the best teeh 
ideas of 2o~o and asks whether the phrase "sustainable 
electronics manufaetm’ing" is almost an o>;ymoron, sparking a 
lively (e a e o ’e )e iug g dge s mong his @PogueTuitter 

2o:to: The Year th Pietm’es 

The loth Annual Year in Ideas 

Inexpensive Restaurants That 

The Year’ in Questions 

2me: Tlxe Lives They Lived 

foliowi;rs, Discover all of this and more on 

nytim es.eom i~echnology. 

Resolved: Eat Less, Lose ~/elght 

~ SLIDE SItOSV; The Most 

Popular Moments of 2OlO 
New Ym’kers had a lot to chew on 
this year. Here are some of the 
highlights of the most talked- 
about things, 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FE AT tIRE: 

Sam Sifl:on’s Best Dishes o[’ 2OlO 

bloek maq help ~o~ meet 

"For the chocolate eaters, let me offer a saggestion. Instead of 
ordinary American chocolate, which has a trace of cacao dilated 
with a great deal of fat & sugar’, get chocolate that’s 7o% plus 
cacao. You may well fred, as ] did, that you eat tnaeh less to 
attain the proper blood~:hocolate level. And if aI1 else fails, 
remember that ehocoIate [S a fl’aiW 
--posted by ,lm~es 

"Cmmt the eah)vies of everythiug that goes into your mouth 
(liquids and soik[s). For women start with ,25o (more if you are 
exeveisiug) and dedm’.t calories as the day goes on. Try protein 
smoothies [’(~r one or two meals wiH~ fruit or w~ggies." 
.... posted b~ Gobi 

~ Join the Conversation ~> 

Top $ Viewed Features of 2:01 
(Between January ! - December 31, 2010) 

L Meet Mikey, 8: U.S. Has Him on Watch List 

2.4-Year-Old Can Be S~ed. Judge Rules in Bike Case 

3. U.S. Identifies Vast Mineral Riches in A{’ghauistan 

4. ’Family Guy’ Voice Aetm’ Says Palin ’Does Not Have a Sense of 

5. Laura Bush Opens Up About Crash 

The restaurant eritie for The 
New York Times describes the 15 
best dishes he ate in the city this 

ear. 

~ VIDEO: 

What New Yorkers Talked About 

Twenty of the 11o things New 
Yorkevs talked about in ~om. 

Connect with Modern Love 

on Faceboek. 

Sign up for DeaIBook to 

receive the latest financial 

news deliveied before t~e 

opening bell and ater the 
market close 



@Times comes to you from ~he N~Times corn marketing depar,’_menL Yecl received this message because 

for NY[imes COl]Y~ ~limes newsle,ff, eR 

The Ne,,v York Times Company I Copyrighl 2011 I NYTimes corn 820 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(~mafil.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 10:29 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Colectivo Situaciones, Notes on the Latin American Political Anoma155 5:30, GEC, UNC 

Please Forwmd Widely’. 

The Institute for t]~e Study of the Americas presents: 

Notes on the Latin ~Am~erican political anomaly based on the Argentinean Experience 
A talk by Colectivo Situaciones 

,5:30 PM, Global Education Center, UNC, Room 1005 

Reception to follow in GEC 1st Floor Lobby 

During the last decade Latin America has been ch~acacterized by a wave of anti- neoliber~] movements that implied a rupture with the direct command of the global 

elites. Colectivo Situaciones will analyze the current direction aa~d force of these movements and the new playing field created by the appearance of’°progressive" 

governments throughout the region, with a pa~icular tbcus on the Argentinean experience. 

Colectivo Sitaaciones is a militant rese~:rch collective based out of Buenos Aires~ Argentina with a long histo~ ties to Argentinean social movements. Their mos~t recent 

book, Conversation,s in the lmpasse is a series of conversations with intellectuals worldwide on the ~anbiguous contemporary globa~ political moment. The other work 

includes essays and books, most famously La Hipdtesis 891, and Genocide in the Neighborhood (soon to appeax in English). More of their work can be accessed on 

their website www.simaciones.o~g. 
This event is co-Sponsored by the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, The Social Movements Working (ihoup, the Geo-graphing Justice Working 

Group, and the Counter Cartography Collective. 

Ph.D. Candidate 

Department of Geography 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

~b~ema~l.unc.edu 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

s,nwg01 as: eunice~)e,na~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28412648-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(gblistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 11:03 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Colectivo Situaciones--some ~eadings and previous visit 

In preparation for the talk and reception with Colectivo Situaciones on           , people may want to re-visit the conversations that were begun in the workshop that 
SMWG organized with Situaciones in 2009 so that we can continue that conversation with them. The full t~cordings of that visit are available at: 

http://wvwv.countercartoglraphies.org/component/docman/cat view/34-audio/36-colectivo-sit uaciones-workshop 

A video interview with some members of the group and some background readings are available at: 

htt p://wvv’wJa b.or.q .uk/index .php/cultures/518-cNectivo-sit uaciones 

And and English translation of a summary/excerpt of their latest book is available here: 

http://turbulence.org.uk/turbulence-5/disquiet-in-the-impasse/ 

I hope that everyone can participate! 

Best, 

Ph.D. Candidate 
Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28412891-4140465.0c3d4556662f(~045bfd361 b26fb57fcT~listserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.-- 

Thursday, Janua~ 6, 2011 3:19 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

IE- residents@dnke.edu 

Welcome Mellon Visiting Professor Catherine Walsh! 

Please help us to welcome our 2011 Mellon Visiting Professor, hosted by 
the Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS) for the 
Spring semester 

Professor Catherine Walsh is a socially con~mitted and engaged 
intellectual and scholar, long involved in processes of social justice, 
struggle, and change first in the United States and the last 15 years in 
Latin America, and most specifically Ecuador (where she permanently 
resides since 1995). 

In the United States, her work crossed the areas of education, law, 
sociolinguistics, and the social sciences, with ties to African American 
and ethnic studies. In l,atin America, Walsh’s socially engaged 
scholarship is well known. She has a long record of collaboration with 
indigenous organizations, and more than a decade of close ties with 
Afro-descendent organizations throughout the region She is presently 
senior professor and the founding director of the doctoral program in 
Latin American Cultural Studies at the Universidad Andina Simon Bohvar 
in Ecuador She also coordinates the Afro-Andean Document Fund, the only 
archival fund of its kind in the Andean region. Amongst other recent 
activities, she has advised the recent National Constituent Assembly in 
Ecuador, worked on the conceptualization of a national program of 
affirmative action, and is presently engaged in efforts and debates 
towards the construction of an intercultural and plurinational state. 

CI,ACS is pleased to have the opportunity to host Professor Walsh as the 
2011 Mellon Visiting Professor For the Spring 2011 semester she is 
teaching two courses at Duke: 

L ATAMER 198 S. 01 (Capstone) Changing Nature of Resistance in Latin 

America, ’r/Tfl 10:05 ll:20AM 

(cross-listed as ICS 130ES.01, CULANT[t 180S.01, POLSC1199BS.01 ) 

and 

LATAMER 200S.01 Interculturalit3,-, Social Movements and the State in the 
Andes, W 7:30PM- 10:00 PM 
(cross-listed as CULANTH 280S.01, ROMST 200S.03) 

Professor Walsh’s office is Room 139 Frartklin Center, office phone 

919-681-2548, e-mail address cew32@duke.edu 

For more irfformation about Professor Walsh and her work, go to her page 

on the CLACS web site, htt p :i/clacs. aas. duke. edu/peo ple/CatherineWalsh.php 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Univer si~ 
140 Fraaklin Center, 2204 Era’in Road 
Box 90254 
Durhara, NC 27708-0254 

Phone 919-681-3983 
Fax 919-681-7966 
njh@duke edu 
http :/ic lacs. aa s duke. edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Osterweil < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, January. 6, 2011 5:28 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Garrett Fitzgerald of the RNC 8 Speaks on the Criminalization of Dissent 

Garrett Fitzgerdld of the f~’NC 8 Speaks on the Crilninalization of Dissent 

7 pm 

Wednesday, Januao, 19 

Intemalionalist Books, 405 West Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Diimer catered by Vimala of Curry Blos~m Cafe 

Immediately betbre the 2008 Republican National Convention, police camed out dawn raids and snatched protest organizers offthe street. Eight of the arrestee~ 

collectively known as the RNC 8, were charged under the Minnesota version of the US PATRIOT Act with "conspiracy to riot in furtherance of terrorism" on account 

of public organizing activity.. After a lengthy support camp~gn, the prosecutors were forced to drop the terrorism charges, eventaally dismissing charges entirely against 

three of the defendants and accepting ~nisdemeanor pleas with the lemaining four. 

Having spent two and a half years on the front lines of one of the most import~lt civil liberties court cases in recent US hifftory, Garrett will spe~k about how dissent is 
being criminalized in the US. Don’t miss’. 

More i~ffo~rnation: www.rnc8.org 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~b~emaAl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28415603-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361626fb57tizT~listserv.unc.edu 
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Today’s Headlines: Pentagon Seeks Biggest Military Cuts Since Before 9/11 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/01/07/todaysheadlines/index.html 
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TOP NEWS 

Pentagon Seeks Biggest 
Military Cuts Since Before 
9/11 
By THOM SHANKER and CHRISTOPHER 
DREW 

The Wlfite House ordered the Pentagon 
to squeeze ahnost all growth from its 
spending over the next five years, 
Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates said. 

Mayor Says, This Time, City 
Will Be Ready for Storm 
By ANEMONA HARTOCOLLIS and AL BAKER 

With a few inches of snow predicted in 
New York City, Mayor Michael R. 
Bloomberg promised a high-level attack, 
and reassigned two Sanitation 
Department supervisors. 

. ~ Post a Comment 

U.S. Cautions People Named in Cable Leaks 
By MARK LANDLER and SCOTT SHARE 

Officials say hundreds of rights activists, foreign officials m~d businesspeople have been warned of potential 
threats to their safety. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Chemical signaling is a form of language. Basically what we’ve found is the chemo-signaling word for ’no’ 

- or at least not now. 

DR. NOAM SOBEL, a researcher for a study about ma effect women’s tears have on men. 

MAGAZINE 

~.~.: INTERACTIVE 
:~L~TURE: The 

Recombinant DNA 
of the Mash-Up 
A timeline of milestones 
in sonic marriages over the past lO4 



years. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Last Call at the 
Bunny Roundup 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Why are we cheering 
Hugh Hefuer’s 
engagement? 

Movies worth another look 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Talking with the Coen ’boys’ 

And the nominees should be... 

nylimes,�om       ~ -- 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Blast Awakens Egyptians to Threat From Religious Strife 
By MICHAEL SLACKMAN 

A fatal blast at a church has forced leaders to acknowledge that Egypt is plagued by religious extrenfism that 
could undernfine stability. 

~ Times Topics: Egypt 

Sadrists Project Confidence in Iraq 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

A day after the retula~ of Moktada al-Sadr, supporters spoke with certainty about their future. 

AT WAR BLOG 
The Islam That Hard-Liners Hate 
By HUMA IMTIAZ and CHARLOTTE BUCHEN 

Sufism, Pakistan’s most popular branch of Islam, has seen a rise of attacks against its worslfipers at shrines. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A Son of the Bayou, Torn Over the Shrimping Life 
By AMY HARMON 

At 19, Aaron Greco was struggling with whether to follow his father and become a gulf fisherman when the 
BP oil spill made the decision more difficult. 

Georgia Facing a Hard Choice on Free Tuition 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The state’s popular Hope college scholarship program, wlfich pronfises free college tuition to students with a 
B-average, is facing cuts because of a budget shortfall. 

Ex-C.I.A. Officer Named in Disclosure Indictment 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The Justice Department mmounced the indictment of a fonner Central Intelligence Agency officer accused of 
giving classified information to a reporter. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

The Downsizing in Detroit 
By BILL VLASIC 

The Big Three automakers have made strides in fuel economy but still rely on light trucks and S.U.V.’s for 
profits. 



U.S. Inquiry Said to Focus on Calpers 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH and LOUISE STORY 

The Securities and Exchange Conmfission is said to be investigating whether California violated securities 
laws and failed to provide adequate disclosure about its giant public pension fund. 

Toyota Aims to Remain King of the Hybrids 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

Toyota will introduce an addition to flae Prius lineup of gas-electric vehicles at the Detroit auto show. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Stoudemire’s Knee? So Far, So Good 
By HOWARD BECK 

There may be visible cringing in Phoenix on Friday night, when Amar’e Stoudenfire, whom the Stms let go 
because of his knee, makes his first appearance as a IOfiek. 

Eagles’ a96o Victory Was an N.F.L. Turning Point 
By JER[3%o LONGMAN 

The Eagles and Packers will meet Sunday in an N.F.L. wild-card matchup, 50 years after Plfiladelphia 
handed Vinee Lombardi his only playoff defeat with Green Bay. 

" N.F.C. Wild-Card Matchups: Packers @ Eagles I Saints @ Seahawks 

After Slump, Manning’s Season Looks Up 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

After a trying season, Peyton Manning and the Indimmpolis Colts have rarely looked more vulnerable as they 
prepare to play the Jets on Saturday. 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
Sincerest Forms of Flattery for British Shows 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Three new series - "Downton Abbey, "Shameless," and "Episodes" - continue the Britislfification of American 
TV. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Light Out, Huck, They Still Want to Sivilize You 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

A new edition of "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn" that replaces the word "nigger" with "slave" does the 
original Twain novel a disservice. 

’ Room for Debate: Does One Word Change ’Huckleberry Finn’? 

ART REVIEW 
New Sparkle for an Abstract Ensemble 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

"The Jewel Thief," a show at Skidmore College, messes with given definitions of painting, drawing, sculpture 
and architecture, and by doing so breaks those folans open. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’COUNTRY STRONG’ 

I Am Woman¯ Hear Me Sob, Y’All. 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Gw)aaeth Paltrow plays an alcoholic comatry-western star in Shana Feste’s new fihn, "Country Strong." 

Marilyn’s Manhattan, Both Public and Private 
By PAT RYAN 

One of the 2oth century’s biggest stars shot some famous scenes in Manhattan, but she also lived 
periodically in the city. 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’GO GO TALES’ 
A Bar Where Everybody Knows Your Pole Dance 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In Abel Ferrara’s "Go Go Tales," a Manhattan strip club owned by Willem Dafoe and run by Bob Hoskins 
faces eviction by Sylvia Miles. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Failure in the Gulf 
A report by the presidential commission investigating the oil blowout in the Gulf of Mexico is a powerful 
sumnaous for stronger regulations. 

EDITORIAL 
The United States Consti ...tion 
Members of the House might have thought they were bringing the Constitution alive by reading it aloud. But 
they made a crucial error by excising its history. 

EDITORIAL 
A Good Place to Start Cutting 
To get fl~e Legislature to agree to shut tmneeded prisons, Governor Cuomo will have to push back hard 
against the unions that have fl~warted reform. 

EDITORIAL I APPRECIATIONS 
Morris Cohen 
By LINCOLN CAPLAN 

A tribute to one of America’s great scholarly librarians. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Best Present Money Can Buy 
By VIVIANA A. ZELIZER 

Next year, why not spare loved ones the trouble of returning gifts, and give cash instead? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Buckle Up for Round 2 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The health care crackup is coming, no matter how much people wish the issue would just go away. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

The Texas Omen 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Another conservative economic miracle bites the dust, with implications for the nation. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Exiled by Ike, Saved by America 
By ROBERTO GONZALEZ ECHEVARRIA 

Marking 50 years since the day Cubans could no longer return "home." 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 7, ]979, Vietnamese forces captured the Cambodima capital of Phnom Penh, overthrowing the 
Khmer Rouge govenunent. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Friday, Jannary 7, 2011 1:36 PM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Upda’te, 7 Janna~: happy new yeax, world economy, WSF, microiinance, Ashmn, Zaps, Bolivia, climate justice, carbon trading, Kenya 
politics 

FinaJAgendaGlobalTransformatio~AG.pdf; Principles for Rio Collection.doc; Press Statement CDL National Co~fference Jan 2011-1 .pdf; 

Bangla micro finance crit.pdf, Desai Vahed Indian market Sana.doc; UNCSD-Booklet-Maldng-it-Happen(Final-PageFo~mat)-3- 
December-2010[5].pdf 

Hi comyades, 

* Happy new year! 

* The Wurld Social Forum luoms next munth (in Dakar) and there’s 
enthusiasm for setting up CCS as une of the sites for a distance 
"Extended WSF" event on 12 Feb, when it appears (still to be cunfirmed) 
we’ll have a climate justice teach-in and strategy sessiun fur the 
alternative Nov-Dec 2011 Conference of the Parties There’s much more 
beluw un defining climate justice (various statements) 

* The Conference for a Democratic Launch’s press statement is attached, 
~ ust ahead of the founding cunference in Joburg. 

* There’s more rmcrofinance craziness to share, mainly from Bangladesh 
(below and attached). 

* Important, critical news about the Zapatistas, the Bolivian state and 
Kenyan politics can be interspersed below. 

* Ashwin and Goolam have a poignant analysis of the Indian market in 
Durban, some of which was published in the Trib~me last month (attached). 

* rm at a small corKerence in NYC this weekend, about Rio+20 and 
sustainability debates. Info is attached, and below also find the list 
of other major globo-gov events in the next year. 

* And I am researching intensively on world economy prior to returning 
to Africa, climate and related studies. Below is a little teaser of the 
(predictable) line, from this week’s Mercury colmnn. A much larger 
statement is nearly ready for circulation. 

Patrick 

Another economically miserable year ahead 

Patrick Bond 

Eye on Civil Sociery column 

The 2vlercury, 4 January 2011, p.7 

http ://themercury.newspaperdirect. com/epaperivie~ver aspx 

Do any of your New Years resolutions depend on better economic health? 
If so, be ready to shed tears in 2011 

"As I have been saying repeatedly," insisted Yale University sociologist 
Irmnanuel Wallerstein on Janualy 1, "we are not in a recession but in a 
depression" In these circumstances, "politicians look for quick fixes. 
The?- call for ’austerity,’ which means cutting pensions and education 
and child care even further." 

Wallerstein, former president of the International Sociological 
Association, delivered the UKZN Wulpe Lecture fourteen months ago and 
will do so again six months from now He warns, "The governments of 
Russia, India, and South Ali’ica are all facing rumbling discontent from 
large parts of their populations who seemed to have escaped the benefits 
of presumed economic growth." 

He predicted cuntinuing "sharp rises in the prices uf energ~, flood, and 
water, and thus a strugg]e [’or these basic guods, a struggle that could 
turn deadly" 

Because of Eskum’s repeated 25 percent tariff increases, thousands die 
annually frum TB spread by dirty energy ~hence particulates in the air 
that carry respiratory illnesses), frum shack :[ires caused by paraffin 
spills, and fi’um electrocutiuns due to badly-wired illegal electricity 
connections 

Thuusands more perish li’um shucking levels uf malnutrition. And ongoing 
epidemics of diarrhoea and other water-burne diseases, sume taking tIIV+ 
status to full-bluwn AIDS, can be blamed on inadequate and expensive 



municipal water supplies, again with thousands of (preventable) deaths 
anticipated in 2011. 

Money worries are also hitting the middle class, even in sites such as 
Ireland thought to be amongst the world’s leading capitalist success 
stories Currency volatility will continue, with imbalances in trade and 
payments still at all-time highs. ’]’he November G20 meeting in Seoul 
narrowly avoided a currency war between the US and China, because no one 
would support Washington’s saber-rattling rhetoric. 

The Obama administration lost credibility after Federal Reserve Board 
(’Fed’) chair Ben Bernanke pushed $600 billion ttuough the banks a few 
days earlier. Yet even Goldman Sachs economists opined that $4 trillion 
more of this ’quantitative easing’ would be required to pull the US 
economy out of its stagnation. 

Other governments are stuck even deeper in the mire. But unlike the US, 
which has the power to print dollars, the central bankers of Portugal, 
Ireland, Italy, Greece, Spain (the rplIGS’) and even Belgium are trapped 
by Eurozone membership: they can’t run the printing press. 

From increasingly uncivilized European society, expect more riots as 
austerity worsens in these sites, as well as in Britain with its 
revitalized student movement unwilling to accept the extreme 
Tory-Liberal tuition hikes and France due to retirees’ resistance to 
longer work-lives. 

Other troubling economic weaknesses are finally being noticed within the 
alleged world ’recovery’. US real estate continues to rot, even though 
Bernanke bought over $1 trillion worth of mortgage-backed securities 
fiom banks that would have gone belly-up otherwise. Residential 
properties and commercial real estate especially shopping malls keep 
shrinking in value. 

Explained one of the very few outspoken US politicians, Vermont’s 
independent socialist Senator Bernie Sanders, "After years of 
stonewalling by the Fed, the American people are finally learning the 
incredible and jaw-dropping details of the Fed’s multitrillion-dollar 
bailout of Wall Street and corporate An~erica " 

A munth ago, it was finally revealed that between March 2008 and May 
2009, Bemanke not only pumped $3 trillion into the US economy as 
emergency liquidity, but also secretly lent $9 trillion to bail out 18 
financial institutions deemed ’too big to fail’ Citigroup, Merrill 
Lynch and Morgan Stanley were in such bad shape that they approached 
Bemanke for cheap loans on more than 100 occasions Even Gol&nan Sachs 
went 84 times. 

It was not only the US taxpayer and all holders of dollars who lose in 
the process. As Sanders continued, ordinaw homeowners are victims: 
"Banks are foreclosing on u~told numbers of families who have never 
missed a payment, because rushing to foreclosure generates lucrative 
l~es for the banks, whatever the costs to families and investors" 

According to leading New- York research analyst Meredith ~Vhitney, 
municipal and state debt has reached $2 trillion. "Next to housing this 
is the single most important issue in the US and certainly the biggest 
threat to the US economy. There’s not a doubt on my mind that you will 
see a spate of municipal bond defaults. You can see fifty to a hundred 
sizeable defaults more. ~I1nis will amount to hundreds of billions of 
dollars’ worth of defaults." 

It’s not just Detroit, but also great European cities Madrid, 
Florence, Barcelona, Lisbon, Naples, Budapest and Istanbul which are 
now sinking in debt to the level of junk-bond status 

The worsening balance sheets demonstrate the limits not only of creditor 
wisdom but also of the mainstream economic theory which endorses 
liberalized finance "A few economists challenged the assumption of 
rational behavior, questioned the belief that financial markets can be 
trusted and pointed to the long history of financial crises that had 
devastating economic consequences," wrote Nobel Prize laureate Paul 
Krugman in his New York Times column. "But they were swimaning against 
the tide, unable to make much headway agmnst a persuasive and, ~n 
retrospect, foolish complacency." 

University of Texas professor James K. Galbraith had an even harsher 
reaction, calling his colleagues’ mindset "a kind of Politburo for 
correct economic thinking As a general rule, as one might generally 
expect ftom a gentleman’s club, this has placed them on the wrong side 
of every unportant policy issue, and not just recently but for decades." 

Galbraith continued, "They oppose the most basic, decent and sensible 
reforms, while offering placebos instead. They are always surprised when 
soraething untoward, like a recession, actually occurs. And when finally 
they sense that some position cannot be sustained, they do not reexamine 
their ideas. They do not consider the possibility of a flaw in logic or 
theory. Rather, they simply change the subiect." 

These are the people still guiding the US Treasury, International 
Monetary Fund, Fed and nearly all other finance ministries and central 



banks, including Pretoria’s Until economists are given the same 
prufessional respect accurded to quack A[DS-denialists, and until glubal 
financial vulatility is resisted by impusition of strong exchange 
cuntruls, the problems caused by neoliberals and bankers will worsen. 

Finance minister Pravin Gurdhan and SA Reserve Bank governur Gill Marcus 
are, huwever, guing with mainstream wisdom and pulicies, su most u:[" us 
can expect 2011 tu be econumically miserable. 

*** 

DATES IN ECO-SOCIAL GLOB.~L GOVERNANCE 

2011 

January 10th - 11 th Earth Surrmrit 2012 intersessional meeting, New- York 

January 13th - 14th 10 Year Review of SCP, Panama 

January 26th - 30th World Economic Forun~, Davos, Switzerland 

Febl.dary 21 st - 25th UNEP Governing Council, Nairobi, Kenya 

Febl.aalN 28th - 4th March CSD Intergovernruental preparatory meeting, New 
York 

March 7th - 8th Earth Stmrmit 2012 second preparatory corun~ittee meeting 

April 1 lth-15th FAO Council, Rome Italy 

April 16th -17th Spring Meetings of the World B atfi( Group and the 

International Monetary Fund and Development Cormnittee meeting, 

Washington DC 

April 27th -30th World Economic Forum on Latin America, Rio Brazil 

May 2nd - 13th U~." Commission on Sustninable Development, New York, USA 

May 23rd - 26th Global Environment Facility 40th meeting 

June 6th to 17th UNFCCC, Bolm, Germany 

July 1 st European Presidency: Poland 

July 4th - 5th FAO Council, Rime, Itnly 

August/September Stockholm, Acting on the urban challenge (date TBC) 

October - December Regional preparatolv meetings for Ealth Surnrnit 2012 

October 10th - 21 st lgN Col~vention to Combat Desertification, Changwon 
City, Republic of Korea 

November 14th - 16th Second Earth Stunmit 2012 Intersessional, New York 

November 21 st - 25th FAO Council, Rome, Italy 

Nuvember 28th - December 9th UNFCCC COP-17, Durban, South Aftica 

December Bonn Water Dialugues ~ 10 

*** 

http ://openfsm.net/pruiects/wsf-e×tended/pruiect-hume 

Huw to start and prepare your partic~patiun in Dakar Extended/WSF 
extended? 

At this early stage, desire to urganize/participate is clearly more 
unpurtant than very finalized ideas 

1 .Write tu facilit.space wsf extended (at) gmail corn. 

This is the cullective address uf facilitation team J7~r the Angluphune 
"welcume and infu space :[’or WSF extended" 

In your message You describe shortly the activity that you are 
considering, here are sume indications 

WHIle;RE will the activity take place ? WtI[~N? WHO will urganize ~t ? W[Ttt 
WHOM as distance partners?(if be the case) ~Z,~HAT will be the topic ? HOW 
will it proceed? What will be its type? (local activity, distance 
encounter, distance participation ) 

2. Dakar extended team includes the info contained in your message in 
the list of WSF extended activities intentions, and someone will be 
your ~ accompanying person ~, in contact with you until the after the 
dates of the forum when you make the memory of your extended activity 



3. ’]"his person then makes contact with you, welcome and first contact 
items helps you if need be to create an account of instantaneous 
messaging, and creates a page :[’or your actlviW She keeps you 
m[’ormed and can give advice about organizing your activities based on 
accumulated experience and assists you when you register your activity 
in Dakar site, can be with you during your preparation and look for a 
partner in WSF201 

You also can share information on a public mailing list with other 
activib" organizers 

Looking forward to your contacting us and telling your intentions about 
dakar extended 

*** 

MKNUI~ES OF THE PRE-WORLD SOCIAL FORUM CONSLFLTATIVE MEETING HELD ON 4TH 
JANUARY, 2011, AT ACK CENTRE LrPPER HILL. 

Present 

N~x~JE ORGNAZATION EMAIL ADRESS 

1 MORRIS ODHL~MBO National Civil SocietN Congress (NCSC)/Centre for 
Law and Research International (CLARION) & ruod4~iambo@cliarion-kenya.org 

2KIAMAKAAR~ KenyaDcbtReliefNetwork(KENDREN) Kiama.kaara@aho.com 

3 TOMAOSA NationalCouncilofCommunity-basedOrganisations(CBO) 
Info@ngo-council.org 

40NYANGO OLOO SAiX~,iAIL~ CENTRE Onyango.oloo@garaihcom 

5 DANiXW ~°~U~!GU PACL/SAY KENYA 

dirungu@gmail corn 

6 DAVID OBU~U University ofNairobi davidobum@gmail.com 

7 GEORGE K1NYUA Kenya Union of Small-Scale Tea Owners (KUSSTO) 
ASSICL4TION Kinyuageorge77@ahoo.com 

8 JOSEPH NGONDI Kenya Climate Change YVorking Group - KCCWG 
j osephngondi@gmaih com 

9 MITHIIZ,24 MWENDA Pan Afi’ican Climate Justice Alliance PACJA 

mwemithika @ahoo.com 

10 SOLOMON GICHIRA All Africa Conference of Churches AACC 
Solomon@aacc-ceta.org 

11 JESSE MUGAMBI World Council of Churches WCC jl~mugambi@gmail corn 

12RAELAWOUR Universi~zofNairobi/Reuters raoawour@gmailcom 

131VIBUI NGA’NGA’ Vendors Federation of Kenya (VE~FEKE/Informal 
Settlements 

14 SAND[~ OYOLO SAY Kenya initiative sandae@saykenya.org 

15 ISAIAH KUBA[ 

Central OrganisationofTradeUnions-CO~f"U(K) Isaiah.kubai@ahoo.com 

16 KAWIVE WAMBUA Constitution Reform Education Consortium (CRECO) 
kawlve@cre-cokenya, org 

Agenda 

1 Preluninaries 

2. Background and Histo~ of Kenya Social Forum, Status briefs 

3. Way forward 

4 AOB 

Absent with apologies : 

Ruth MJtei 

AGENDA ITEM ISSI~ES DISCUSSED 

Minl/KST 1/2011: 

Preliruinaries Mithika Mwenda welcorued the participants and thanked 
thenr for finding tirue to attend the brainstom~ing nreeting. He obser,~ed 
the following: 

PACJA is continental network on cliruate justice issues in 45 countries 
in Africa 



A document on concept circulated. 

2007 Kenya hosted the World Social Forum ¯ 

Onyango Oloo, Kiama Kaara, ProfMugambi, Mithika and other merabers ¯ 
present were participated in the 2007 WSF in Nairobi, with some being at 
the centre of the planning for the forum We need to hear from them. 

Mithika met some leaders from Nigeria in Brussels who were concerned ¯ 
and expressed the need for Kunya to take cuntre stage in the WSF processes. 

Wondered whether there is an active Kenya Social Forum to actively ¯ 
address social-economic and political issues as an alternative? 

The consultative targeted key Kenyan net~vorks in an efl’ort to lay a ¯ 
foundation for a vibrant and formidable platt;arm to address issues of 
concern such as the current climate and financial crises 

This meeting is for a reflection on coming together. (A cop?’ of the ¯ 
concept on the matter ~vas shared. It touched on the climate change 
problem, and as well on the larger Social issues at hand. Members were 
to look at it and give any inputs). 

There are so man?’ issues, and a crisis in the ~vorld and Kenya in ¯ 
general that require people to chat and then agree on ~vhat must be done. 
Where is the Kenya Social Forum? 

He invited members to share their perspectives. ¯ 

Min2/KSFT 1/2011 : Backgrou~d arid Histo~z of Kenya Social Forum, Status 
The people who were involved in the Kenya Social Forum gave Briefs ¯ 
the background information about the KSF status and their views about 
how to get the Kenya Social Forum Organized: 

ONYANGO OLOO (Sankara Centre, former Coordinator, Kenya Social Forum): 

Mr Oloo gave a personal experience on his involvement : 

He was called from Canada where he was working to help organize the ¯ 
WSF in Nairobi in 2006/7. ~I1nere were others involved eg Kiama Kaara, 
among others There were other such forums in Africa before eg one in 
Mali and Guineas Conakp)~, previously 

There was an East African Organizing Committee. Other countries also ¯ 
tunk place. It was regional, continental and Global Secretariat. 

KSF being dormant or not is interesting for it was a coming together 
It was then an umbrella of about 15 networks; KENDREN; COTU, 
Environmental groups, and others who were hosted at Social I)evelopment 

Network (SODNK~;T) secretariat, which hosted the Secretariat fi~r WSF-2007. 

It was more towards/focused on social change in Kenya, looking at what 
was happening then. ¯ 

Other peop]e also had a parallel forum outside the secretariat. It 
became the usua] scramble for donor funds ¯ 

Brazilian and Canadians were like the original owners of social 
forums, usually. ~I1nis is because they had/still have the strongest 
social forum movements They participated lowly in the process. ~I1ney 
wanted that Africans raise money locally, and other continents were not 
ve~ willing to fund persons and frontiers in ~’d’rica. Racism also seemed 
to play a key role- which is a world reality. 

It created tensions and other issues e.g of corruption, transparency 
et.c. were raised, for the Kenyan group ¯ 

He refcred members to social networks such as google where he posted his 
repolt and analysis of WSF-2007. ¯ 

The other people/powerful personalities also wanted to benefit, e.g one 
would take people from the plane to their houses! ¯ 

However it was the largest meeting on the Kenyan social. All kinds of 
people participated in the Social Forum. ¯ 

Umoja (unity) peace tent in Samburu, for example houses people 
marginalized by their husbands. ¯ 

It was thought we would drive the agenda of 2007 elections, but there 
was acrin~ony in Kenya in 2007 and 2008. ¯ 

However we got exposed 

We learned alot of things, including how not to organize ourselves. It 
left a bitter test to some of us. ¯ 

Things went quiet in Kenya ever since. ¯ 

Racists say Africans are too disorganized to be able to organize these 



kind of events. People have not decolonized their minds about Africa yet. 

National Civil Society Congress needs to be there, among other forums 
for citizens of Kenya. ¯ 

KIAMA KAARA (K][IN’DREN): 

He emphasised the importance for Kenyan presence in Dakar this year ° 

Social forums and ideas are supposed to be the anti-processes as they 
exist globally. ° 

Questions like ’Hoxv does Africa define its struggles’.’ Need to be asked. 

There are donor interests and how the?" viexv Africa. There is an attitude 
among them, and all have their agenda. 

KSF- SODNET, Kenya Debt relief Netwurk et.c bare been there. ° 

The 2007 WSF showed that Africa could organize, at least that way. 

Is there a coherence- anti-capitalistic and antiglobilasation view and ° 
pursuits for us? There should be a national process connecting the 
greater global agenda. We need to define this process. 

We need to catch on the global trends and define ourselves as we should. ° 

This initiative is great, but let us extend this consultation to ° 
others, as there are other actors also, who are working towards Dakar. 

It is organizing and tack xve need to use ° 

Let us have a Kenyan chapter well can work with. ° 

PROF. MUGAMBI (WCC): 

He noted that there is always a Social Space and how it has imquenced 
our histolTy’. ° 

As a ;vay of introduction, he said that he has worked with those who ° 
struggled for fteedoms in South Africa, Zimbabwe and iVlozambique. 

Our meeting is more nnportant than just preparing for Dakar or reviewing 
2007. ° 

This Social space must remain and must be protected ° 

We have interest in personal growth; and Classroom and parent ° 
education are not enough We need to commit ourselves that we do not 
break up after this consultative meeting. 

He moderated/Chaired the CARITAS/AACC Platform towards the U2NFCCC-COP12 
in Nairobi in 2006 and 2007 World Social Forum ° 

Social processes function like a market- Organized by sellers and ° 
supported by buyers. If sellers are disorganized then there is confusion 
in the market 

He regretted that the CARITAS/AACC Platform was disbanded immediately 
after 2007! 

We must educate each other, and not loose each other, for long term ° 
purposes. Let us widen, then, this forum to educate each other. 

What will happen when we go to Dakar, if we go to Dakar? African ° 
countries are not homogeneous ][’he French behave differently as they are 
socialized differently from the English speakers. 

How we proceed: we need to be able to work out a way of ensuring that we 
meet our obj ectives. ° 

Do we target Dakar as an event or as a process? ° 

MORRIS OD[tIAMBO (NCSC): 

Due to prior commitments, we won’t be there in Dakar but urged support 
for those going to WSF. ° 

Use the :forum to profile the ]<)ca] issues, and take them up when we come 
back ° 

’]?here ought to be a lot of clarity on the engagement and the ° 
involveruent and the various sectors participating. Climate Chat~ge for 
instance seem to be the agenda of the meeting, and the subject is a bit 
coruplex to tmderstand and many people don’t understand. There is the 
politics of polluter pay and carbon markets where poor countries are 
being victiruised, yet there seerus to be mis-lil~k on these processes with 
maj ority of people. 

After Dakar then what? What do we want to do post Dakar? Let us clearly 
and define this agenda. ° 



If we see all these contradictions all around us should we bother to try 
to organize? 

A post Dakar meeting is important. 

MITHIKA M~;VENDA (PACJA): 

Sought to clarify- that though the consultation was organised through 
the effort of climateMeaning actors, it did not necessarily mean that 
it focuses on cliruate change narrowly. He reminded members that climate 
change is a cross-sectoral issue with impacts on all aspects of life 
the purpose ~vas thus to prompt a conversation among stakeholders on 
critical issues aff;ecting the society, and climate change stands 
currently as the central theme. 

Climate has been faced by all these contradictions. Let us discuss 
broadly-. 

He gave as an example the det)nct National Convention Executive ¯ 
Cotmcil (NCEC), a social movement in Kenya which played a p~votal role 
in spearheading campaigns for a new constitution in Kenya, which led to 
the overhaul of the Pre-independence constitution in a referendum after 
around 20 years of struggle. 

Through the climate change windo;v we have managed to convene each 
other to discuss how we could move forward to build a platform for 
continuous engagement 

What are we taking to Dakar? 

Kenya is seen to have been with vibrant civil society. How do we 
re-organize ourselves? 

SOLOMON: 

He emphasised the need to keep linking all these processes in Kenya and 
elsewhere 

If we don’t speak for ourselves those in charge will speak for us The 
prucesses that link tu one another should be linked ¯ 

F.verybody is louking at Kenya as an example, but what example are we ¯ 
giving- hupefully not of having to share puwer after a flawed electiun[ 

Gave an example of the IvuW Coast situation which he nuted dues not 
auger well for Africa’s democracy 

We need tu lay goud foundations :[’or the cuntinem ¯ 

ISAIAt] KUBAI (COT[J) 

CO’D[7 participated e[’fecuvely in 2007 WSF and remains silent until ¯ 
nuw. We are nut be organized, nut even ~nteracting in Kenya ourselves 
we don’t even talk to one another. 

We need to have cuncrete issues and prioritise them, then urganize 
ourselves. ¯ 

Let us have a common agenda and have trade Uniuns and NGOs working 
together. ¯ 

MBUI NGA’NG’A (VE[~]~;KE): 

Kenyans have no sucial assets, ur we have abused this privilege as the ¯ 
civil society. We approach it froru a use and &tmp manner. 

We need to look at having a position for Kenya, just like the Climate ¯ 
Change positions we take to the negotiations. We need to remain credible. 

We need to change tact, and our ways of conducting business. 

Let us put together the agenda for Dakar and concretise the thought for 
sustainable social movements in Kenya. 

It ~vould be wise to avoid creating rescue packages for ourselves, as 
usually happens. 

Let us organize materials and go to Dakar. 

YV~4MBUA ~\VIVE CRECO): 

Let us identify Issues to be done and plan on who is to do what and when. ¯ 

Let us have a preparatory meeting for Dakar. 

It would be good to take man?, people to Dakar, clear about out 
objectives and purpose, but avoid going since someone sent us. ¯ 

DAN IRUNGU (SAY KENYA): 



WSF should luster solidarity. How do we create linkages? Social Forums 
are not necessarily meetings, but social gatherings and interactiuns. 

How can we utilise infurmation technolugy to concretise these ideas. ¯ 

Pre-iPost Dakar thuughts are needed ¯ 

RAEL AVv2iOR (UON): 

We need to proceed together in a consultative ruanner on climate and 
social issues ¯ 

I agree we need to think about how we proceed after Dakar. ¯ 

The youth need to be well mentored and revolved in this process. 

ONYANGO OLOO (SANKAIL~ CENTRE): 

Information sharing is needed ¯ 

Civil society does not mean NGOs even trade ¯ ~mions are civil society. 

Make this as part of our national agenda- we need to brainstorm on how- ¯ 
we as Kenyans fit ourselves into the world now-. It is abroad agenda 
which needs many perspectives to be considered. 

We need to fit ore new constitutional space in Kenya in this as well- 
what are the values we live by. Let us refine them. ¯ 

Min3/KSFT 1/2011: 

Way Forward Members discussed and agreed on the following way Forward: 

Dakar is to be viewed as a process, not an event. 

Connect all the possible actors in the process of reviving the Kenya 
Social Forum 

We need to share information continuously. ¯ 

Convene a folio;v-up consultative meeting on 1 lth Januaw and invite 
other key actors. ¯ 

The meeting will pick an interim steering committee which will spearhead 
the revitalisation of the Kenya Social Forum. 

A Pre-WSF meeting will be held on 21st January 2011, and the plalming 
committee will take up the role of organising. ¯ 

Have a calendar to plan and prepare Kenyans for the Dakar event ¯ 

Sieve the issues and agree and uniI},’ the voices. ¯ 

Elaborate the link between COP17 and the Dakar WSF. ¯ 

Organizations during the Pre-WSF will share what they stand for 

Plan for more frequent education and reformation sharing fol~lms 
cuntinuuusIy. 

Efli~rts shuuld be made tu be as inclusive as possible. 

The minutes of the Cunsultatlve meeting should be circulated by 5th 
January 2011 . 

Key segments of the society, such as artists should be involved tu make 
the message dissemination more effective. ¯ 

Gender should be uf paramount importance in planning. ¯ 

There being no other business, the meeting ended at 940 am 

1) Principles and demands articulated at Rights of Mother Earth 
conference, Cochabamba, April 2010 

¯ 50 percent reductiun of greenhouse gas emissiuns by 2017 

¯ stabilising temperature r~ses tu 1 C and 300 Parts Per Million 

¯ acknuwledging the climate debt owed by developed countries 

¯ full respect fi~r Human Rights and the inherent rights uf indigenuus 
people 

¯ universal declaration of rights of Mother Earth to ensme harmony ~vith 
nature 

¯ establishtnent of an International Co~trt of Climate Justice 

¯ rejection of carbon markets and comruodification of nature & forests 
through REDD 



¯ protnotion of measures that change the consumption patterns of 
developed countries 

° end of intellectual property rights for technologies useful for 

nritigating climate change 

¯ payment of 6 percent of developed countries’ GDP to addressing climate 
change 

2) Climate Justice Now! founding statement, Bali, December 2007 

December 14, 2007 

Peoples from social organizations and movements from across the globe 
brought the fight for social, ecological and gender justice into the 
negotiating rooms and onto the streets during the UN climate surmnit in 
Bali Inside and outside the convention centre, activists demanded 
alternative policies and practices that protect livelihoods and the 
envirol~ment. 

In dozens of side events, reports, impromptu protests and press 
conferences, the false solutions to climate change - such as carbon 
all’setting, carbon trading for forests, agrofuels, trade liberalization 
and privatization pushed by governments, financial institutions and 
multinational corporations - have been exposed 

Affected communities, Indigenous Peoples, ;vomen and peasant farmers 

called for real solutions to the climate crisis, solutions which have 
failed to capture the attention of political leaders. These genuine 
solutions include: 

* reduced consumption. 

* huge financial transfers from North to South based on historical 
responsibili~z and ecological debt t;ar adaptation and mitigation costs 
paid for by redirecting militaD’ budgets, irmovative taxes and debt 
cancellation. 

* leaving :Fossil fuels in the ground and investing in appropriate 
energy-el!ficiency and safe, clean and community-led renewable energy. 

* rights based resource cunservation that enfi~rces Indigenous land 
rights and promotes peoples’ suvereignty over energy, ]2~rests, land and 
water 

* sustainable family farming and peoples’ fi~ud suvereignty. 

Inside the negotiations, the rich industrialized cuuntries have put 
unjustifiable pressure on Southern guvernments tu cummit to emissions’ 
reductions. At the same time, they have refused tu live up tu their own 
legal and mural ubligations tu radically cut emissions and suppurt 
developing cuuntries’ el!Forts to reduce emissions and adapt tu climate 
nnpacts. Once again, the majuri~" wurld is being ~2~rced tu pay for the 
excesses of the minority 

Cumpared to the outcumes of the ufflcial negutiatiuns, the majur success 
of Bali is the mumentum that has been built towards creating a diverse, 
global mnvement ~2~r climate justice. 

We will take uur struggle furward not just in the talks, but on the 
ground and in the streets - Climate Justice Now[ 

Carbon Trade Watch, Transnational Institute; Center for Environmental 
Concerns; Focus on the Global South; Freedom from Debt Coalition, 
Philippines; Friends of the Earth International; Oendercc - Women for 
Climate Justice, Global Forest Coalition; Global Justice Ecology 
Prniect; International Fore.mr on Globalization; Kalikasan-Peoples Network 
for the Environment (Kalikasan-PNE); La Via Campesina; nrembers of the 
Durban Group for Climate Justice; Oilwatch; Pacific Indigenous Peoples 
Environment Coalition, Aotearoa/New Zealand; Sustainable Energy and 
Economy Network; The Indigenous Environmental Network; Third World 
Network; WALHI/Friends of the Earth Indonesia; World Rainforest Movement. 

3) Durban Group for Climate Justice, Durban, October 2004 

The Durban Declaration on Carbon Trading 

As representatives of people’s movenrents and independent organisations, 
we reject the claim that carbon trading ~vill halt the climate crisis. 
This crisis has been caused more than anything else by the mining of 
fossil fuels and the release of their carbon to the oceans, air, soil 
and living things. 

This excessive burning of fossil fuels is no~v jeopardising Earth’s 
ability to maintain a liveable climate 



Governments, export credit agencies, corporations and international 
financial institutions continue to support and :finance fossil fuel 
exploration, extraction and other activities that worsen global warming, 
such as forest degradation and destruction on a massive scale, while 
dedicating only token sums to renewable energy. It is particularly 
disturbing that the World Bank has recently defied the recommendation of 
its own Extractive Industries Review which calls for the phasing out of 
World Bank :financing for coal, oil and gas e×traction. 

We denounce the fmther delays in ending fossil fuel extraction that are 
being caused by corporate, government and United Nations’ attempts to 
construct a ’carbon market’, including a market trading in ’carbon sinks.’ 

History has seen attempts to commodify land, food, labour, forests, 
water, genes and ideas. Carbon trading follows in the footsteps of this 
history and turns the earth’s carbon-cycling capacity into property to 
be bought or sold in a global market. Tl-trough this process of creating a 
new cormnodity carbon the Earth’s ability and capacity to support a 
climate conducive to life and human societies is now passing into the 
same corporate hands that are destroying the climate. 

People around the world need to be made aware of this cormnodification 
and privatisation and actively intel~’ene to ensure the protection of the 
Earth’s climate. Carbon trading will not contribute to achieving this 
protection of the Earth’s climate. It is a false solution which 
entrenches and magnifies social inequalities in many ways: 

¯ The carbon market creates transferable rights to dump carbon in the 
air, oceans, soil and vegetation far in excess of the capacity of these 
systems to hold it. Billions of dollars worth of these rights are to be 
awarded free of charge to the biggest corporate emitters of greenhouse 
gases in the electric power, iron and steel, cement, pulp and paper, and 
other sectors in industrialised nations who have caused the climate 
crisis and already exploit these systems the most. Costs of future 
reductions in fossil fuel use are likely to fall disproportionately on 
the public sector, communities, indigenous peoples and individual 
taxpayers 

¯ The Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), as well as 
man?- private sector trading schemes, encourage industrialised countries 
and their corporations to finance or create cheap carbon dumps such as 
large-scale tree plantations in the South as a lucrative alternative to 
reducing emissions in the North. Other CDM projects, such as 
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC) -reduction schemes, focus on end-of pipe 
technologies and thus do nothing to reduce the impact of fossil fuel 
industries’ impacts on local communities. In addition, these projects 
dwarf the tin?- volume of renewable energy proj ects which constitute the 
CDIVI’s sustainable development windo~v-dressing. 

¯ Impacts from fossil-fuel industries and other greenhouse-gas producing 
industries such as displacement, pollution, or climate change, are 
already disproportionately felt by small island states, coastal peoples, 
indigenous peoples, local communities, fisherfolk, ~vomen, youth, poor 
people, elderly and marginalised communities. CDM projects intensit) 
these impacts in several ways. First, they sanction continued 
exploration for, and extraction, refining and burning of fossil fuels. 
Second, by providing finance for private sector projects such as 
industrial tree plantations, they appropriate land, water and air 
alrea@ supporting the lives and livelihoods of local comnnunities for 
new carbon dumps for Northern industries. 

¯ The refusal to phase out the use of coal, oil and gas, which is 
further entrenched by carbon trading, is also causing more and more 
military contlicts around the world, magnifying social and environmental 
injustice This in turn diverts vast resources to military budgets which 
could otherwise be utilised to support economies based on renewable 
energies and energ~ efficiency 

¯ In addition to these injustices, the internal weaknesses and 
contradictions of carbon trading are in fact likely to make global 
warming worse rather than ’mitigate’ it CDM projects, for instance, 
cannot be verified to be ’neutralising’ any given quantity of fossil 
fuel extraction and burning. Their claim to be able to do so is 
increasingly &mgerous because it creates the illusion that consumption 
and production patterns, particularly in the North, can be maintained 
without harming the climate. 

¯ ]n addition, because of the verification problem, as well as a lack of 
credible regulation, no one in the CDM market is likely to be sure what 
they are buying Without a viable commodity to trade, the CDMmarket and 
similar private sector trading schemes are a total waste of time when 
the world has a critical climate crisis to address 

¯ In an absurd contradiction the World Bank facilitates these false, 
market-based approaches to climate change through its Prototype Carbon 
Fund, the BioCarbon Fund and the Cormnunity Development Carbon Fund at 
the same time it is promoting, on a far greater scale, the continued 
exploration for, and extraction and burning of fossil fuels many of 
which are to ensure increased emissions of the North. 

In conclusion, ’giving carbon a price’ will not prove to be any more 



effective, democratic, or conducive to human welfare, than giving genes, 
forests, biodiversi~ or clean rivers a price 

We reaffirm that drastic reductions in emissions :from fossil fael use 
are a prerequisite if we are to avert the climate crisis. We al!t~irm our 
responsibility to coming generations to seek real solutions that are 
viable and truly sustainable and that do not sacrifice marginalised 
communities We therefore commit ourselves to help build a global 
grassroots movement for climate justice, mobilise communities around the 
world and pledge our solidari~ with people opposing carbon trading on 
the ground. 

10 October 2004 

Glel~ore Centre, Dttrban, South Africa 
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Argentina; Lina Htillstl-6m, Sweden; Lorna Salmnan, USA; Luis E 
Silvestre, Puerto Rico; Luis Edoardo Sonmni Meroi, Nicaragua; Ing 
Mabel Vullinud, Argentina; Manuel Pereira, Portugal; Marcelo Bosi de 
Almeida, Brasil; Maria Benedetfi, Cayey, Puerto Rico; Maria de Ffitima 
Marques, Portugal; Maria Fernanda Pereira, Colombia; Maria Jes~hs Conde, 
Spain; Dra. Maria Luisa Pfe~l’fer, Argentina; Martha L. Downs, USA; Dr. 
Martin Mowforth, UK; Mary Galvin, South Afi-ica; Matheus Ferreira Matos 
Lima, Brasil; Maurice Tsalefac, Professor, Uinversit~ de Yaound~, 
Camerun; Michaeline Falvey, USA; Miguel Parra Olave, Chile; Mike 
Ballard, Australia; Mike Berry, UK; Nick Gotts, Scotland; Norbert 
Suchanek, Germany; Nuno Miguel O. P. Matos Sequeira, Portugal; Oya Akin, 
North Cyprus; Pablo Alarcdn-Chfiires, Mexico; Patrlcia Angelo Batista, 
Portugal; Patricia Raynor, USA; Paulo Cesar Scar~n, Brasil; Pedro 
Ribeiro, Portugal; Peter R achl elf, Professor, Mac al ester Col lege, U S A; 
Peter Sills, USA; Dr. Philip Gasper, USA; Prakash I)eshmukh, India; 
Priscila Lins P F do Amaral, Brasil; Rafael Arturo Acufia Coaquira, 
Bolivia; Rafael Ch umbimune Zanabria, Peru; Rafael Renteria, USA; Raj 
Patel, South Africa; Ray Hajat, Malawi; Robin Clanahan, South Africa; 
Roger de Andrade, France; Rogerio M Mauricio, Brasil; Roxana 
Mastronardi, Argentina; Ruth Zenger, Canada; Rufino Vlvar Maranda, 
Mexico; Sajida Khan, South A[’rica; Sandra C. Carrillo, USA; Sara Hayes, 
USA; Saul Landau, USA; Sheila Goldner, USA; Sister Aloysia Zellmann, 
South Afidca; Steve Wheeler, UK; Tobias Schmitt, Germany; 
Haberkom, USA; Usman Majeed, Canada; Wak Kalola, C 

WikiLeaks / Cablegate: French Say Legally Binding Treaties Will Never Be 
Passed 

December 27, 2010 by enviroleaks Leave a Cormnent 

It is apparent that no treaties that reach the table of an?" 
international climate negotiations have a chance of halting or even 



slowing climate change, much less the ones that do actually reach 
agreement. Those that are agreed upon by the majority of industrial 
nation governments are those that do not bind the parties to anything 
even financially significant This lack of binding agreements has become 
the "accepted" norm (accepted among political leaders, that is), and no 
wonder if discussions between politicians and diplomats as below 
pre-empts an?’ agreements with this assumption. 

The cable below clarifies the French position on binding agreements, 
with special reference to the Copenhagen Accord, the document agreed by 
the parties at the Copenhagen Sunm~it in 2009 that famously includes the 
infinitely open-ended statement, "We should cooperate in achieving the 
peaking of global and national emissions as soon as possible.." The 
highlighting of economic mechanisms over any actual tangible reductions 
is also notable but not surprising. 

Reference ID: 10PARIS 183 

Created: 2010-02 -17 11 : 11 

Released: 2010-12-1021:09 

Classification: CONFIDENTIAL 

Origin: Embassy Paris 

C O NF I D E N T I A L P.~Xff~IS 000183 

SI])DIS 

EO. 19528: DECL: 12/03/2019 

TAGS: SEik~.~ KGHG ENRG FR 

SUBJECT: CLD~IATE CHANGE - BORLOO SAYS DROP "LEGALLY BINDING" 

REF:09 Paris 1635 

Classified by Amb. Charles H. Rivkin for Reasons 1.5 (b)(d) 

Stunmary 

~-1 (C) French Environment Minister Jean-Louis Borloo told the 

Ambassador that the key to advancing climate negotiations is to drop 

the notion of a legally binding treaty in favor of a system of 

national commitments He also argued that it ~vould be up to a small 

group of eight or ten heads of state, and their sherpas, to negotiate 

implementation of the Copenhagen Accord Borloo attributed the 

European obsession with legally binding treaties to its post-war 

history and experience in creating the EU by progressively ceding 

sovereignty via treaty. The key to reaching this kind of deal would 

be credible action on tradable quotas, forests, and finance including 

irmovative financing mechanisms The Copenhagen Accord was not a 

failure, but allowing the means to become the ends was a trap. End 

Summary. 

~i2 (C) Ambassador Rivkin called on Minister of State for Sustainable 

Development Jean-Louis Borloo on February 11 to review the Copenhagen 

Conference and next steps on the Accord They had last met on the 

eve of the conference (reffel.) Borloo expressed in several 

different ways the idea that Copetfiaagen had gone off track because 

its approach had been too Western and too European. Major emerging 

countries were not prepared to cede sovereignty to a treaty, while EU 

members saw this as both nom~al and essential. Borloo observed that 

Copenhagen had, in fact, established a possible global deal on 



emissions reductions by- the United States, China, and Europe. We 

will not get beyond this balance at the next Conference of the 

Parties (COP) in Cancun, he said. 

¶3. (C) Borloo insisted that L~’~’FCCC COP negotiaturs did not have the 

ability to close a deal after years of ongoing negotiations. It was 

now up to the major heads of state. He suggested a group of eight or 

ten: Gerruany and France for Europe, the United States, China, h~dia, 

Brazil, Algeria and Ethiopia (and possibly South Africa). Once these 

leaders, working through their sherpas or personal representatives 

agree on an implementation plan for Copenhagen, it will be largely 

a cceptable to, and accepted by, the rest of the world, and can then 

be returned to a UN forum to be finalized. (Borloo dismissed the 

role of Spain as the current EU Presidency country, saying that Spain 

has exceeded its Kyoto Protocol targets by 50 percent and is mired by 

its internal economic situation. The United Nations also did not 

have ant’ leadership capacity to advance the negotiations, he said) 

~4. (C) Borloo argued that the key to implementing the "equilibrium" 

revealed at Copenhagen was an arrangement that would be voluntary but 

also automatic in implementation and would include tradable emissions 

quotas (with linked carbon markets), a forestry mechanism (REDD 

Plus), and financing, including innovative financing and a fast start 

mechanism. He commented that China would agree to such a system as 

far preferable to a U S and EU carbon border tax or tariff 

arrangem ent 

¶5. (C) Borloo thought that adhesion to the Copenhagen Accord would be 

more than adequate to establish its acceptance, and he expected most 

of Afi~ica and three quarters of the island states to sign on. He 

relayed that France continues to advocate adhesion and said that he 

personally was travelling and meeting with key country counterparts, 

including China and India 

¶6. (C) COMMENT: Borloo conveyed a strategic view of these 

negotiations that has changed significantly We note especially his 

assessruent that a legally binding instrmnent is not only unnecessalN 

but also impossible. He stressed that unlike some Europeans, the 

French understood the USG position and had not been critical of the 

United States at Copenhagen. In fact, he said, the success of the 

Copenhagen Accord for the USG had been the direct engagement of 

President Obama. END COMMENT. 

*** 

Press Release: MALL SEC’LNITY PERSONN~EL ARRESTED 

This press release was emailed out at : 06 Januac~, 2011 17:58 

At 1 lh30 today, Metro Police arrested 10 security guards at China Mall 

(formerly known as The Wheel Shopping Centre). The security guards, ~vho 
are foreign nationals, ~vere found not to be registered as security 
guards and some were also found to be in the countlSZ illegally. 



All the suspects are being detained at Point SAPF station. The mall 

management has express~ed shock at the revelations, but has been very 
co-operative with police.A Metro police will continue with crime 
prevenuon exercises, which include the rooting out of illegal security 
guards. 

The Head of Metro Police, Commissioner Eugene Nzama, said that it was 
disturbing that the very same people tasked with ensuring safety and 
security in the City were involved in illegal activities. 

For more information contact Metro Police Spokesnran, Eugene Msorui 

(031 ) 311 2809/072 840 1031, e-mail MsomiE@durban.gov. za 

.~. Issued by the eThekwini Municipalitygs Conrmunications Unit, contact 

Vuyo Gxvala on 031 311 4838, 073 250 5704 or email gwalav@durban.gov.za 

http:i/opinion.b&~ews24.cotr~’2011/01/04/cr edit-is-a-human-right-is-debt/#more- 1425 

Tom Heinematm 

Credit is a hun~an right. Is debt? 

January 4, 2011 

The heading is not nrine. The first portion is a quotation from Mr. 
Muhanwnad Yunus and challenged by Thomas Dichter one of the development 
experts xvho participates in my fihn, "Caught in Micro Debt" which was 
aired in the Norwegian Television on November 30. 

The film was the Norwegian version of an upcoruing international film on 
microcredit which we have been working on over the last couple of years. 
The new version, which will be named, "The Micro Debt" will be released 
at the end of January in both Sweden and Del~mark. From there we can only 
hope that other countries will air our film Thomas Dichter’s retort, 
"Is debt?," pinpoints what our film actually is about: does microcredit 
really eradicate poverty? Is poverty just a matter of handing out a 
small amount of money and then letting "the market" do the rest? 

After talking to scores and scores of poor people in Mexico, India and 
Bangladesh I do not believe so. 

One billion poor people in the ;vorld need access to money just like 
you and I but ;vhen the poor have to pay interest rates ranging from 
around 30-200 percent one could with good reason question how this is 
being done. And that is what we have done. Asked questions. We have 
studied loan books, and we have seen some of the consequences of an 
unfettered market, where poor loan takers tell us about harassment, 
intimidation and threats. What the?, told us is a million miles from the 
smiling faces ;ve see depicted in the many websites and adverts which 
hail microcredit as the number one solution to poverty problem. As far 
as I kno;v it is the first time ever that a TV-documentaD- has turned the 
lens the other way, and tried to look at the other side of the coin 
the fiipside ;vhere people drink poison or burn themselves to death in 
India or ;vhere poor Mexican women who have lost evewthing because the?, 
are so indebted with loans with 200 percent interest rates or where the 
small villages in the area of Dinajpur have not moved themselves one bit 
o ut of pover~ 

On the contrary in order to sepdce the debt, houses have been sold and 
people have fled to big cities Embroidery, jeweller?’, pots and pans 
even the tin-sheets from the roofs are being sold to pay the weekly 
instalments. Not only to the NOO’s and banks but also to the local loan 
sharks who still exist and have better days than ever. 

One little feather and the five chickens 

A part of our stou is about Orameen Bank and Mr Yunus and without 
being personal, I can conclude after almost a month in the centre of 
the enormous media attention in the Bangladeshi and international medias 

that the famous Danish poet, Hans Christian Andersen’s fair?" tale of 
the feather that became five chickens is not only right it’s also ver?’ 
scary 

However, and because not many journalists in Bangladesh, France, Italy 
and the UK are fluent in the Norwegian language, I can understand that 
some misunderstanding can occur. But that cannot and should not be an 
excuse for not doing the j ob properly! 

I have seen and read so many wrong things, that most of my times have 

been spent correcting various journalists and conmxentators spreading 

rtunours about Grarueen Bank and Mr. Yunus. I’ru therefore glad that 

bdenews24, corn has given nre the opportunity to clarify a few of the nrany 

misunderstanding/misinterpretations of what nry filru is actually saying: 

¯ We have never said nor claimed that the transfer of nroney front 
Orameen Barn to Orameen Kalyan was done to emich iklr. Yunus and/or 
Oramecn Barn 



¯ We have never said nor c]aimed that corrupuon or any misuse of 
the money has occurred 

¯ We have never said nor claimed that Grameen Bank broke any law. 

However, we have said and we still do: 

¯ The transfer was violating the agreement between Norway and Bangladesh 

° The official report from Norway does NOT give any substantial answer 

as to what happened with tile remaining NOl~’egian donation to Grameen Bank. 

° We are still puzzled as to what tile so-called "compromise" actually 

contained. 

° We have published a number of documents that were stamped 

"Confidential" at tile offices of Norad and at tile Norwegian embassy in 
Dhaka. We have asked: If there was no problem with tile transfer, why 
were the docttments kept axvay from the public? So far no one has come 
up with an answer to that question. 

° We are still puzzled as to wily the First SecretalT at the Ministry of 

Finance’s ERD-division turned 180 degrees after initially deciding that 
all the nroney should be transferred back frora Oramecn Kalyan to Orameen 
Bank. We still don’t know why. (However, I have read that Mr. Yunus said 
that all the money finally (when?) was later transferred back. If so, 
wily- was that done, xvhen it has been said that nothing wrong xvas done in 
the first place?) 

° The transfer was done for tax reasons. A point that was one of the 

major concerns in the documents frora Norad and tile Norwegian embassy in 
Dhaka. 

° We are still puzzled about the "taxation-questions". To my knowledge, 

~gr. Yunus has shifted from saying the transfer ~vas not done for 
tax-reasons to that it was We only quote from his personal letter and 
we would still like to know- why or what motive was behind the transfer 

° YVhen the Nola~’egian aid to Orameen Bank finished in the mid 90’s, it 

was agreed, that there should be made a joint evaluation (NOT an 
independent evaluation) where both Grameen Bank and the Norwegian 
embassy participated V~hy did the evaluation not mention one single word 
about the transfer of money? 

According to the head of the evaluation, it was not part of the 
agreement. We have never received an answer as to why. Who decided the 
terms of reference for the evaluation? 

I have with interest read Grameen Bank’s official response on their 
website as I have for almost six months asked \@. Yunus and Grameen Bank 
for an official inter~dew on camera He and the Bank decided not to 
participate. It is their decision. I can only regret that one of the 
most dedicated promoters of microcredit rej ected the oppoltunity to 
answer the many critical points I presented to them in email after email. 

Let’s "Grameenise" the society 

In an earlier response on bdnews24, com, NEt. Afsan ChowdhulT correctly 
concludes that microcredit is merely a simple loan system and not the 
miracle solution to alleviation of poverty that it has been sold as by 
aid agencies and Grameen Bank and the plethora of ewmgelistic 
microcredit organisations. 

’]?he way microcredit works in almost all developing countries is 
unfortunately not as simple as it looks The IPO’s in India (SKS) and 
Mexico (Compartamos) have highlighted that there is big money to be made 
out nf poor people. And in Bangladesh the facts and :figures from e.g. 
UNDP contradicts the glorious path em’isioned by Yunus which purports to 
"see pover~ in a museum" In the Human Development Report from UNDP 
1990, more than 84 percent of the population in Bangladesh lived below 
the official pover~ line 29 years later, the annual report from UNDP 
said that ahnost 81 percent of the population of Bangladesh lived 
(su~’ivedt) on less than 2 USD a day 

After three decades of microcredit and being the world’s motherland of 
microcredit, one should expect that the figures would have dropped 
dramatically in Bangladesh. Sadly the?’ did not. The reason is that 
poverty is not simple at all. People are poor for a lot of reasons, and 
to "Grameenise the private sector" is not the answer: "Not all of us can 
become Bill Gates. Why do we believe that poor people are better 
entrepreneurs than you and I", asks Thomas Dichter in our :film 

The Scandinavian welfare model has shown that creating a xvell 
functioning socie~ means that the state needs taxes to provide free 
education, free healthcare, good infrastructure and provide j obs and 
basic rights for the it~habitants of the country. That development has 
been achieved over generations and is or should not be in the hands of 
liberal marketers and gree@ loan sharks whether they are private or 
NGO’s/banks. 

It can seem almost nrasochistic to pay frora 50-60 percent in income tax, 



but that’s the reality in Scandinavia On the other hand, my children 
can become doctors and professors without paying one single taka They 
even get money from the state to study. I can get a heart surgery for 
free and if ! lose my job, the state will give me money for my food and 
basic expenses 

When confronted, most say that offering microcredit is a costly affair 
The banks/NGOs have to employ numerous people to administrate the system 
and that is why they" "have to" charge the exorbitant interest rates I’m 
asking: is that the poor people’s fault that the system is built in that 
way? Do the loan officers have to be paid in tcrms of how many weekly 
payments they can collect or how- many loans they can hand out? Is their 
"success rate" based on the fact that most of the borrowers we met had 
from 3-7 loans at various banks/NGOs and the main reason was the fact 
that defaulters were offered a new loan just to cover the old one in 
order to make the proclaimed "success rate" higher than even Danish 
banks can flash. 

And what about basic cons~tmer rights’.’ Do they exist when it comes to 
microcredit? Almost all we met in the villages in Bangladesh and India 
can’t read or write. We asked: So if you do not know how to read and 
write, how do you know what’s said in the loan documents you signed? 

"The loan officer told us", they" said. 

It’s like asking a blind man to cross a highway ensuring him that 
evets~thing will be fine. 

)¢h’. Asfan Chowdhury asks for better and more thorough investigations 
into these issues. I totally agree. Howcver, there are lots of 
evidence-based and imperative reports that have addressed the 
"not-so-success-full" side ofmicrocredit. 

The problem is, hardly- anyone likes to listen. 

It is about time they did 

Tom Heinemann is an independent journalist and filmmaker based in 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 

*** 

GRAMEEN DEAL 

Top civil society leaders react 

Tue, Jan 4th, 2011 1:40 pm BdST 

Dhaka, Jan 4 (bdne~vs24 com~Prof Muzaffer Ahlned, a top economist and 
former chairman of the trustee board of Transparency International, 
Bangladesh, has sharply reacted over the Grameen Bank controversy in 
selecting beneficiaries 

"I do not consider it an act of any moral standards," said Prof Ahmad 
who has spearheaded the national anti-corruption campaign for years as 
head of Transparency International Bangladesh. 

"Nor was it legal," he said. 

"Grameen Bank was mandated to dispense micro loans for poor people 
Getting into such a contract with a fi~mily business was not morally 
right," said Ahmad. 

Muzaffer, also chief of Sujan, a citizens’ platform for justice, asked, 
"Why didn’t Bangladesh Bank take any action then? Why’ didn’t those who 
run the government at the time take any steps?" 

A form er head of chief of the state-run B angladesh Sangbad S angs tha, 
Foyez Ahmed, was fiercely critical. 

"The deal must have something to do with personal interest," he told 

bdnews24.com. 

"The fact that the firm is family owned obviously has certain 
undertones," he said 

"A lot about him is just myth," said the octogenarian journalist and 
added that the Nobel lattreate "had ncver been selfless in any of his 
initiatives". 

Citing Y~xus’ activities beside Grameen Bank, he said, "His [Yunus] 
other activities should also be questioned." 

Though there were several opinions against microcredit, Grameen Bank 
managing director Yunus was recently subjected to widespread debate on 



siphoning foreign funds of the bank to another orgamsation 

The criticisms did not end as the latest report on controversy over 
selecting beneficiaries was published on bdnews24.com 

According to the report, a Chittagong-based packaging company appointed 
Grameen Bank as its managing agent in a deal, struck 20 years ago, 
giving the bank a job having nothing to do with its core business. 

Yunus signed the deal for Grameen Bank, granting the micro-lending 
entib" all rights~ust ownership aside~o run and manage the packaging 
business. 

His father, M~thammad Dula Meah Saodagor, represented Packages 
Corporation as its managing director, in an apparent case of conflict of 
interest. He along with his sons owned the company incorporated in 1961 
as Pakistan Packages Corporation. 

The family owns the company, and Yunus still sits on its board as a 
shareholder director, according to documents obtained by bdnews24.com. 

Signed on June 17, 1990, the contract was initially valid for 15 years. 
Three of Yunus’ brothers Muhammad Ibrahirr~, Muharmnad Azam and Mtthanm~ad 
Jahangi~signed as witnesses to the contract between the father and the 
son who would secure a Nobel peace prize 16 years later. 

The Grameen Bap2~ managing director has evaded bdnews24, corn requests for 
a face-to-face interview. 

Under the 1990 deal, Packages Corporation was allowed to deploy Grameen 
Batf~ employees and managers, to be sent on "deputation" from the 
Yunus-run non-profit, to boost dividends for the family business. 

Gramecn Bank told bdnews24.com that six managers or executives had gone 
on "deputation" so far. 

The deal also created room for Grameen Bank to invest in Packages 
Corporation. According to the contract, such investments would be 
considered as loans given by Grameen Bank to the business. 

The Bank said on Monday it did not lend any money- to Packages but that 
Social Venture Capital Fu~d (SVCF) of the Bank gave the loans 

The SVCF fund chaunelled to Packages until 1993 amou~ted to Tk 30 
million, the Bank told bdnews24 corn 

For the last 17 years, Grameen Fund has been lending Packages 
Corporation. The Grameen Bank responses to bdnews24.com queries did not 
include the loan figures after 1993. 

The contract farther says that any profits generated from any printing 
work done for Grameen Bank ~vould be diverted to Grameen Trust Such 
profits would be calculated in consultation with the Trust 

Grameen Bank said on Monday that no money had been donated in the last 
20 years to Grameen Trust. 

bdnews24.COl~’mhcipcimi/ost/ec/bdi1640h 

Tue, Jan 4th, 2011 2:13 am BdST I)ia12000 from your GP mobile for 
latest news 

Dhaka Jan 04 (bdnews24 corn) A Chittagong-based packaging company 
appointed Grameen Bank as its managing agent in a deal, dating back 20 
years, giving the poor borrowers’ bank a j ob having nothing to do with 
its core business. 

Muhammad Yunus signed the deal for Grameen Bank, granting the 
microlending entity all rights ~ust ownership aside to run and manage 
the packaging business 

His father, Muhammad Dula Meah Saodagor, represented Packages 
Corporation as its managing director, in an apparent case of conflict of 
interest He along with his sons owned the company incorporated in 1961 
as Pakistan Packages Corporation 

The family still owns the company, and Yunus still sits on the board as 
a shareholder director, according to documents obtained by bdnews24.com. 

Signed on June 17 1990, the contract was initially valid for 15 years. 
Three of Yunus’ brothers iVIuharcanad Ibrahim, M~thanm~ad Azam and Muharmnad 
Jahangi~signed as witnesses to the contract between the father and the 
son who would secure a Nobel peace prize 16 years later. 

In 1997, the management of the packaging business was handed over to 
Orameen Shamogree, a sister concern of Orameen Bank. 



"The handover," Grameen Bank deputy managing director Nu~iahan Begum 
said in response to bdnews24.com queries sent to Yunus, was executed 
"with consent of the owners" of Packages Corporation. 

The Grameen Bank managing director has evaded bdnews24.com requests :[’or 
a face-to-face mterwew. 

Under the 1990 deal, Packages Corporation was allowed to deploy Grameen 
Bank employees and managers, to be sent on "deputation" from the 
Yunus-run non-profit, to boost dividends for the family business. 

Gramecn Bank told bdnews24.curn that six managers or executives had gone 
on "deputation" so far. 

The deal also created room for Grameen Barn to invest in Packages 
Corporation. According to the contract, such investments ~vould be 
considered as loans given by Grameen Bank to the business. 

The Bank said on Monday it did not lend any money to Packages but that 
Social Venture Capital Fund (SVCF) of the Batfi( gave the loans. 

The SVCF fund channelled to Packages until 1993 amounted to Tk 30 
million, the Barn told bdnews24.com. 

For the last 17 years, Grameen Fund has been lending Packages 
Corporation. The Grameen Bank responses to bdnews24.com queries did not 
include the loan figures after 1993. 

Grameen Barn was given the right to hire new employees for Packages 
Corporation "to efficiently conduct production and commercial 
operations" but the family corapany would be under no compulsion to 
retain such employees once the contract ends. 

The agreement clearly stated that the deal would not change the 
ownership of the company, of which Yunus, other siblings and father ~vere 
shareholders. After his father’s death, brother Muhan~mad Ayub took over 
as managing director of the Packages Corporation. 

The 1990 agreement appointed H I Latifee, the then associate professor 
and chairman of the economics department at Chittagong Universi~, as 
the arbitrator. 

Four years later, in 1994, Latifee j oined Grameen Tru st, a sister 
concern of Grameen Bank, as managing director. 

Latifee has headed Grameen Trust, touted Grameen Bank’s international 
arm, fbr the last 16 years. It could not be known if he still would 
arbitrate in case of a dispute bet~veen the Bank and Packages Corporation 

Grameen Bank has said there has been no dispute so far. 

Latifee, as a student, was a contemporary of Yunus at Dhaka University 
and, as a teacher, at Chittagong Universit?’ where the Grameen Bank 
fotmder also taught economics before General H M Ershad facilitated the 
launch of the microfinance outfit in 1983. 

According to the 1990 contract, after-tax profits as well as 
losses would be shared equally bet~veen the Packages Corporation and 
Grameen Bank (50:50) 

Neither party, however, would pay in cash to spilt losses. Any losses, 
says the contract, would be adjusted against profits in the following 
years 

DONATING EARN’[NGS }:ROM GRAMEEN BA]x?K 

The contract further says that any profits generated from an?’ printing 
work done for Grameen Bank would be diverted to Grameen Trust Such 
profits would be calculated in consultation with the Trust 

Orameen Bank said on Monday that no money had been donated in the last 
20 years to Grameen Trust. 

"There’s been no question of sharing earnings since Packages could not 
accumulate any profits, and there’s been no chance for Grameen Trust to 
receive any donation," Grameen Bank said in a written response to 
bdnews24.com 

In 2009, Packages Corporation made Tk 2.4 million in net profit In 
2008, the profit figure was ~Ik 3.7 mithon. 

’]?he company has been making money quite steadily since 1998, barring two 
lo~vs in 2000 and 2002 ~vhen it lost money, according to figures provided 
by Oramecn Bank. 

The Barn claims the accumulated losses for Packages at the end of 2009 
was Tk 14 million. 

See the links for Grameen Bank statements and texts of responses to 
bdnews24.com queries. 



Click here to comment in our blog 

bdnews24.con~,aam/rhn/pd/gn aibd/0050h 

*** 

()pen Letter to Evo Morales and ~lvaro Garcta Against the Gasolinazo and 

for the Self Governance of Our People 

The People Come First, not Numbers nor Statistics 

By Oscar Olivera Foronda, Marcelo Rojas, Abraham Grandydier, Aniceto 

Hinniosa Vfisquez and Carlos Oropeza 

Bolivia 

December 30, 2010 

Cochabamba, (La Llajta) December 30, 2010 

Sirs; 

Evo Morales Ayma and 

Alvaro Garcla Linera 

La Paz.- 

We speak to you through this open letter although it probably won’t be 

read because you don’t hear of it or because it doesn’t interest you. 

However, although you may ignore it, although it may not exist, we want 

to tell you how we, like man?’ of our people, feel today. We tell you, 

Sirs, because years ago you ceased being our brothers and compafieros, 

you distanced yourselves from the people, and thus you don’t know what 

happens down here, below. Your defects and not your virtues that ~ve 

know have multiplied ten times in a worrisome, indignant and sad manner. 

We still remember when we marched, together ~vith you, F~vo, for our 

people, when we campaigned to get Alvaro out of prison; when the ancient 

textile workers’ building in Cochabamba became our headquarters to 

conspire against the bad governments that today look a lot like yours: 

You quickly forgot that we sent you into the government not to 

administrate, but, rather, to transform and change the lives of the 

people. Today we see all of you transformed and the lives of the people 

have changed, but badly so, from bad to worse. 

Since that December 22 of 2005, when you cried, Evo and AIvaro, you have 

only busied yourselves making traditional and privileged politics, 

subordinating and coopting social and union leaders, military and police 

officials, with money, with positions, disqualit~,!ing and stigmatizing 

evep)~thing that has criticized you, everything we said we wanted to do 

away with. Some of us had the luxury to r~ject your offers and you 

converted us into your enemies or simply behaved as if we did not exist. 

We asked you: Change the economy, worry about the people more than your 

political enemies, create jobs, industry, work, build solidari~, 

brotherhood and generosity-. 

Where is your "obedience leads" slogan that was invented by the 

Zapatistas? Did the people send you there to pact with the right in the 

Constituent Assembly? Did the people send you there to fill your cabinet 

with neoliberals, opportunists, incompetents and advisors for 



international organizations that we never saw in the struggles of the 

people, in the streets, the highways, the communities, the hunger 

strikes and factories? ~2~lcre were most of the members of your cabinet in 

2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2005’.’ Did the people send you there to 

invite your ruayors, governors, "beauty pageant contestants," and 

neoliberal te&micians into the government? YVho decides in this 

government? The people? Or the llar~k’us (a Quecha indigenous word for 

lackeys and adulators) that surround you in order to not lose the 

privileges that gives them power? 

Who continues controlling the economy of our count~z? The indigenous and 

~ social movements"? Or the multinational oil and mining companies and 

large bankers who today have made more money than during any previous 

government to yours, those which you affectionately call "parmers"? 

They are partners in the conditions of anguish and poor living to which 

we have been subjected during these last five years. "¢~ere are the 

billions of dollars in fiscal reserves that you constantly tell us are 

there? 

What about the nationalizations that have been a trick against the 

population, indemnifying the multinational looters with the people’s 

money? These businesses are being administrated by the old neoliberal 

and corrupt bureaucracy. 

Where is ~he industrialization of gas in the coumry? Where is the new 

economy based on respect for Mother Earth and the balance and harmonious 

relation with Pachamama that you always proclaim? Haven’t you delivered 

thousands of acres to the multinational oil and mining compames so they 

can keep exploiting Mother Earth? tlave you g~ven the New Political 

Constitution of the State to the plantation owners of the Eastern region? 

The economic model continues being extractionary, neoliberal, 

capitalist, all of it contrary to your speeches 

Was it the people who sent you to buy a private airplane lk~r $40 million 

when millions off’your people" do not have housing nor basic services? 

Did the people send you to tolerate narcotraff~cking like never before 

and that, sooner or later, will turn our city into a Ciudad Jufirez or a 

Medellln? Maybe the sarue coca leaf that you promoted so that you could 

be president will be the sarue leaf that takes that privilege away frora you. 

Do you know- what it’s like to have to wait on line overnight to sign 

your sons and daughters into school or to receive inadequate medical 

attention in the public hospitals? The people don’t have private and 

privileged insurance for the clinics of the rich. 

Are you familiar with what it is to get on a public bus or taxi and 

listen to the sentiments of our people? Have you gone to the ruarkets to 

bargain the prices of basic foods that each day are harder to obtain to 

calm the hunger of our families? 

Did the people send you there to have so many privileges, bodyguards, 

assistants, cabinet chiefs who make it impossible to speak directly to 



buth of you? Whu pays you? Whu pays your loud, yuur transpurtation, your 

health insurance, your security, yuur planes, your costs? We du: the 

peuple which yuu were once part ut2 

Did the people send yuu to impose such a brutal, irratiunal, arrugant 

and neuliberal "gasolinazo" (an 82 percent hike in gasuline prices) that 

will make the people, who barely sm’,,ive if they have the luck to have a 

stall in the market or a job, even poorer? 

You always said that neoliberalism has failed. Is the gasolinazo a 

revolutionary and popular measure? Or is it that your economic model has 

failed? 

Why must you like all the governments previous to yours have done 

carry out your faiRtres behind the backs of the population, notably over 

those making minimmn wage whose median income is fift3" times less than 

yours and whose needs are one hundred times greater than yours’.’ 

What a pain that you always say that power is in the hands of the 

people, that this is an indigenous-popular govertwnent, what a pain that 

all of this is a lie: LLULLAS! (A very strong indigenous Quechua word 

for "liars") 

Luckily, thanks to the struggles in which ;ve have been together, ;ve 

learned something ver,v important. We learned to think and act for 

ourselves so that never again would anyone tell us what we must do, so 

that nobody ever again would be able to trick us so that the popular 

vote, trust and hope that has come in recent times from the most 

impoverished and humble sectors would be converted into a party for the 

rich, the well-ofi; the neoliberals in sheep’s clothing, the "beaut?’ 

pageant contestants" The process is not propaganda, it is not a speech, 

it is not about marketing: the process is to change the lives of the 

people. And read this well, because we won’t allow ourselves to be 

tricked again by anybo@ That’s the way that people who come, like 

you, frum the breast uf’]?he Peuple are. 

We would like tu finish by saying something that an Aymara elder said: 

The indigenous are nut defined by physical traits, nor language, nor 

last name, nur culture. The indigenous come frum an attitude uf 

generosib’, of respect, of reciprucity, transparency, o17 listening to 

uthers. 

We ask yuu: Du yuu have that? From beluw and to the left, as the 

Zapatistas say, we see arrogants who decide everything, whu dun’t listen 

to anyune, whu discriminate, who insult, who disquali(y, who defame, ls 

that huw you want tu remain in puwer :for many years? 

The prublem is that yuu don’t understand the enormuus responsibilib" 

that yuu assumed as part of this process with our peuple and uther 

peoples ufthe wurld: of demunstrating that it is possible tu guvern 

ourselves, that it is possible to lead by obcying, that it is possible 

to construct another model of dcvelopment, of"good living," that 

another world is possible. This was a process that delivered itself to 

you with hope and joy. The legitimate owner of this process is the 



Bolivian people, the girls and boys, men and women, youths, elders, from 

the country and florrl the city-, whose effort cannot be worn down, 

diverted, usurped, expropriated, betrayed or subordinated by- anyone, 

even less by you and those who equivocally decide for us. 

We don’t care about governments. We care about the people and this 

process is losing the social base that it cost us so much to construct 

while returning it to the right against which we fought and will fight. 

To make you understand that we exist we must mobilize and this we will 

do, do not forget it. 

But ~ve will not mobilize to fight among brothers and sisters in the way 

that you’ve been encouraging in these years in your incapacity, and the 

result is in Huanuni, Cochabamba, Pando, Yungas, Sucre.. ~vhere so man?’ 

brothers and sisters, all children of Mother Earth, have hated and died 

A1varo, we already told you: The people come first, and later the 

numbers and statistics. 

Do not confront us. Do not provoke us. Do not divide us or ignore us. We 

exist We are dignified. We will straggle against everything that harms 

our daily lives. We seek: 

-The repeal of your anti-popular and nefarious Decree 748 

-The decolonization of the Plurinational State 

-That no political party’, nut ufthe left, the center or the right, can 

benefit from or inw~lve i~self in our actions and decisions 

-Like in 2000, like in 2003, Cuchabama and El Alto defeated the 

anu-popu[ar policies. 

()scar Olivera Furun&~ 

Marcelu Ru~as 

Abraham Grandydier 

Aniceto Hinojusa Vasquez 

Carlos Orupeza 

*** 

Taxing lessons uf a flawed ETS 

* Jack H. Barnes 

* From: The Australian 

* Decembcr 30, 2010 12:00AM 

CONNIE Hedegaard, the EU Climate Commissioner, appeared on these pages 
on Monday promoting the outcomes of the Cancun climate smnmit and 
offering to work with Australian Climate Change Minister Greg Combet. 

Combet, for his part, is coramitted to putting a price on carbon. 

What Hedegaard didn’t mention in her piece, but to which Corabet and 
Australia should pay close attention, is that the Danish tax authori~ 
has been robbed blind by a carbon trading scandal that has rocked the 
market for carbon offsets. While the story saw some coverage a year ago, 
significantly higher losses have since been reported and this has 
largely been ignored. 

The Danish auditor general is on the case now as the scope of the crime 
has become obvious, and grown exponentially since it was first reported. 
Originally discussed as a quasi-small-time dollar scam, the reality a 
year later is a lot larger: Europol is estimating a value on the case of 
38 billion kroner and the values seem to keep going up. 

Hedcgaard, then Del~ark’s Climate and Energy Minister, helped set up and 
manage a system ~vhere there ~vere no background checks on the listings of 
permitted traders This removal of identification was done even though 



the EU requires at least a passport This helped a group of fake, rogue 
traders set up a program that looted the Danish economy of up to 2 per 
cent of its GDP in lost VAT taxes. 

Here’s How: 

The Denmark (202 pennit registry was set up with extremely lax rules and 
regulations, possibly intentionally In 2007, Hedegaard removed the 
requirement for identification and in a very short period of time 
traders figured out the loopholes and started to back up the proverbial 
truck. How? To put it simply: you could roared robin CO2 credits, booking 
the VAT as a bonus each time. 

What is painfully obvious is that more than 1100 of the 1256 (about 88 
per cent) of the registered traders listed in their system were 
illegally set up for fraudulent activi~’. The traders have since been 
delisted as the scope of the crime becomes obvious. 

The fake but registered traders used made up, ~mique addresses for their 
business: in one famous case, a trader was listed as trading out of a 
parking lot in London. In another, the trader took the name of a dead 
Pakistani national. 

The fraud centred on the use of VAT as a mechanism to generate real 
non-taxed cash flow. An international trader would buy VAT free credits 
from one nation, and then resell them to a VAT added customer in a 
second nation, pocketing as much as 25 per cent of the cost of the trade 
as a personal commission. The trader then kept the VAT diff;erence in 
lieu sending in the VAT to the necessary tax system, effectively 
arbitraging the VAT system (See, e.g., Cap and Trade; Leaving Las Vegas, 
"The Hole You’re In"). This trade was coined a "carousel" as the traders 
would re-export the credits, claiming the VAT only to re-import the 
credits and reselling them again with a new VAT assigned. They- could 
wash, rinse and repeat booking up to a 25 per cent VAT in the process 
each time. 

The Danish Emissions Trading Registry CR User Manual explains how to do 
it. It should provide a guide to Australia of how not to do it 

Jack H Barnes was named the audited Top Stock Picker in 2005 by- Forbes’s 
"Best of the Web". He is a retired hedge f’tmd manager He now- writes 
about Global iVlacro Economic issues at jackhbarnes.com. 

NZ announces review of carbon trading scheme 

Thu Dec 23, 2010 3:30am GMT 

By David Fogarty 

SINGAPORE Dec 23 (Reuters) - The ~vorld’s only national carbon trading 
scheme outside the European Union will be revie~ved in 2011, New 
Zealand’s government said on Thtu-sday, with a key fbcus on what other 
nations are doing to fight climate change. 

The government released the terms of reference for the review, mandated 
under legislation, fbr the scheme that covers about half the country’s 
greenhouse gas emissions during its first phase that runs until the 
start of 2013. 

A government statement said key areas for the review would be how to 
change the scheme’s design to match any possible new global deal to 
fight climate change, whether to ramp up the scheme and to include new 
sectors. 

The review panel would also look at whether to include powerful 
synthetic greenhouse gases produced by industry. 

(For a factbox on the main points of the scheme, click on [][D:nSGE6600L6]) 

The government has faced criticism from some business groups, 
particularly agriculture, saying the scheme should not be ramped up when 
competitors, such as the United States and neighbouring Australia, have 
failed to put a price on carbon. 

Australia shelved its emissions trading scheme (ETS) in April after 
fierce political opposition blocked its passage through parliament The 
government ~s now reviewing how best to price carbon, either through a 
tax, a limited emissions trading scheme or a hybrid and has pledged to 
make a decision next year. 

"All the international evidence confirms that pricing emissions is the 
most efficient way of addressing climate change," New Zealand’s Climate 
Change Minister Nick Smith said in a statement. 

"However, we need to keep a close eye on international developments and 
how- the ETS is working in Nexv Zealand to ensure we keep doing ottr fair 
share on climate change at least cost to consuraers and businesses." 

Nexv Zealand’s scheme, considered by green groups as too soft on big 



polluters, allocates up to 90 percent of pollution permits for free to 

energy-intensive firms that export their goods to nations without carbon 

caps. Each permit represents a tonne of carbon emissions. 

Power generators and transport firms receive no free permits. But until 
the start of 2013 all :firms covered under the scheme have the option of 
buying permits for a fixed NZ$25 (about $1850) a tonne and will only 
have to surrender one permit ]2~r every two tonnes of emissions. 

The review, to be corapleted before end-2011, will look at whether the 
scheme will roll back some of the sweeteners after 2012. 

Agricultnre, which is responsible for half the country’s greenhouse gas 
emissions, mainly methane from livestock, is excluded until 2015. The 
sector welcomed the review but ttrged caution on changes that would 
increase costs. 

"It’s important the review panel asks the right questions about how we 
are managing our emissions and how it corapares to what our trading 
partners are up to," Don Nicolson, Federated Farmers President, said in 
a statement. "In a world stuck in economic crisis these types of schemes 
have definitely gone on the backbumer," he added. (Editing by Ron Popeski) 

Reuters 

California gives green light to carbon trade 

By Peter Henderson 

SACRAMEixE’O i Fri Dec 17, 2010 8:25am EST 

SACRAMEix,’TO (Reuters) - California on Thursday approved rules for a 
multibillion-dollar carbon market, in what proponents hope and 
detractors fear ~vill be a turning point for the United States toward 
building a national program to address global ~varming 

After Congress failed to pass a climate change law last year, California 
is the vanguard of the nation’s effort to address global warming and its 
bid to build alternative energy and related industries 

California has mandated that a third of its electricity come from 
renewable sources like solar and ~vind. It is also encouraging "low 
carbon" auto fuels, like some biofuels and natural gas, and on Thursday 
approved roles for the carbon market. 

"This is what makes us the leader," Governor Arnold Sch~varzenegger, who 
signed the state’s climate change law in 2006 and helped convince voters 
to crush a ballot box challenge to it last month, told regulators. 

California is struggling with a budget shortfall, but it is creating 
"green" jobs and garnering the lion’s share of vunture capital 
investment thanks to its environmental efforts, he said. 

The rules adopted by the Air Resources Board, the state’s climate change 
regulator, limit emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases 
and let power plants, factories and eventually refiners and others to 
trade pennits to pollute in a program generally known as cap-and-trade. 

California will become the second-largest carbon market in the world, 
following a European system Point Carbon, a Thomson Reuters company, 
forecasts the market will grow from $1.7 billion in 2012 to nearby $10 
billion in 2016, w~th prices rising from $10 a metric ton in 2012 to $18 
per ton in 2016. 

Environmentally, Cali]2~rnia’s move could rank ~vith U.S efforts decades 
ago to clean up air and water, said Gary Gero, President of the Climate 
Action Reserve. "We will say this was when the United States started 
seriously building a program ]2~r climate change," he said. 

Calls to force companies to buy permits at auctions have largely been 
rebuffed due to the weak economy ?,/lost permits will be given away, 
especially in the first three-year period. 

Factories and power producers will be able to bear some of the burden 
for cutting emissions with credits for projects that soak up carbon, 
known as of]~ets. There is already a market in such ofl~ets, and prices 
have jumped in the last several weeks to about $8 a ton, traders said. 

WOR[~D WATCHES CAL[FORN’[A 

"The world is watching what California is doing," said Louis Blumberg, 
director of the California Climate Change Team at the Nature Conselwancy 
environmental group. 

A snhstantial nttrnher of mantffacturers still view the program as a 
disaster that will raise costs and hurt the state’s corapetitiveness. 
Companies will have to buy more and more pem~its at auctions as the 
rrmlti-year program continues. 



"’]?his is going to dampen their enthusiasm to grow and invest in 
California," Dorothy Rothrock, head of govermnent relations at the 
California Manufacturers and Technology Association, told the board. 

A number of studies have shown the net effect on the economy of 
cap-and-trade wifl be modest, but it could be disruptive in the short term. 

Some environmentalists also criticized the plan, raking aim at offset 
creation rules that let lumber companies level stands of trees, called 
clear cutting, if the?" preset~!e other stands and raise total carbon held 
in a prqiect area. 

"To me, clear cutting looks a lot like deforestation," SietCa Club 
member Karen Maki testified. 

Canadian provinces Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia are working to 
join California in 2012. They are members of a group called the Western 
Climate Initiative, and some California backers hope to join forces with 
a small U.S. Northeast plan and a developing Midwest program. 

http:i/wwav.reutcrs.con:falticleiidUSTRE6BK1ZQ20101222?pagei’~\traber 1 

Japan seen shelving carbon emission trading scheme 

By Kiyoshi Takenaka 

TOKYO I Wed Dec 22, 2010 6:30amEST 

TOKYO (Reuters) - Japan is likely- to shelve a plan to introduce carbon 
emissions trading as the troubled 1.aling Democratic Party bow-s to 
powerful business groups still recovering from a costly downturn. 

If confirmed, it tvould be a massive reversal by the part?,’, which has 
backed one of the toughest emissions reduction targets of any major 
economy and said emissions trading was a key way to achieve that goal 
and drive greater energy efficiency at home 

It would also be a blow to hopes more top greenhouse gas polluting 
nations outside the European Union would usher in emissions trading, 
after efforts in the United States and Australia were shelved. 

The party said last week the scheme, supposed to be introduced into 
parliament early- next year, could hamper investments in key- industries 
and that the government needed to carefully stud?- it further. A Cabinet 
Office official also told Reuters on Tuesday the government would look 
carefully at the issue 

Analysts said this is tantamount to recommending the plan be frozen. The 
government, tvhich aims to decide its stance by the end of this month, is 
expected to follow the Democratic Party’s proposal. 

"The Democratic Part?,’ is a ruling par~ If the part?- makes such a 
decision, the government calmot help respecting it," said Kazuo 
Matsushita, professor of the Graduate School of Global Environmental 
Studies at Kyoto University. 

"So far I have not seen any strong leadership :[’rom Prime Minister 
(Naoto) Kan on the environmental front." 

The part?" pledged in an election last year to set up a carbon trading 

market to help the nation meet a target to cut greenhouse gas emissions 

by 25 percent ]?om 1990 levels by 2020. 

But Kan, who is struggling with plunging popularity, faces a weak 
economy, punic debt twice the size of Japan’s $5 trillion economy, 
territorml disputes with China and Russia, and a divided parliament. 

][{ven if the carbon emissions trading scheme is approved by the 
government, it would need opposition help to pass the bills in 
parliament. And the government’s top priority ~s to have budget-related 
bifls passed by the end o:[’the current fiscal year to March 31 

Some powerful business groups have said a tough emissions reduction 
target and a trading scheme could increase costs, hurting the 
competitiveness of big exporting firms when competitors such as the 
United States have so far ]’ailed to win agreement on trading schemes of 
their own. 

Naoyuki Yamagishi, YV~ Japan’s head of climate change, said a narrowing 
distance between the Democratic Party and Japanese businesses has 
something to do with the expected about-face. 

"Negative impacts of the economic crisis are still being felt in many 
fields, Japanese industries in particular. That’s one reason," Yamaguchi 
said. 

"People in the industries are beginning gain access to the Democratic 



Party That’s the other reason These two factors, as a result, seem to 
have helped the party produce an outcome that is considerate to the 
business sector." 

Japan’s already efficient economy emits only hall! as much carbon dioxide 
(CO2), the main greenhouse gas blamed for global warming, as the EL1 or 
the United States per unit of economic output. 

’]?he powerful Nippon Keidanren business lobby insists aW new scheme in 
Japan, the world’s fifth-biggest emitter, allows caps on emissions per 
unit of production, which it says would encourage companies to invest in 
renewable energy and energy conservation while still allowing them to 
increase output. 

The lobby includes steelmakers and power firms and accounts for half the 
nation’s greenhouse gas emissions. Some big polluting sectors have 
argued that an emissions cut target of more than minus-8 percent from 
1990 levels by 2020 would force energy-intensive industries offshore, 
driving up unemployment. 

In a recent business-friendly policy step, the Democratic Party-led 
government cut the efi;ective corporate tax rate by 5 percentage points 
to 35 percent, despite Japan’s massive public debt. 

Under emissions trading, a price is placed on carbon dioxide emissions 
from industry through the issuance of tradable pollution permits tied to 
emissions reduction targets. The idea is to drive investment in cleaner 
energy generation or energy efficiency. 

Over time, the number of permits per tonne of emissions declines, 
driving up the price and acting as a reward for polluters that beat 
their targets, which can then sell excess permits to firms that fail to 
meet their mandatopy- cuts. 

(Reporting by K~yoshi Takenaka; Editing by David Fogalty) 

Emissions trading: Questions and Answers on enhanced market oversight 
for the European carbon market 

Written by: Eurasia Review 

Share 

What is market oversight and why is it important? 

The European carbon market has grown significantly both in size and 
sophistication during its first six years of operation, but it remains a 
relatively young market. The purpose of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme 
(EU ETS) is to ensure that the greenhouse gas emission reductions that 
are necessary in the participating sectors are made at least cost It is 
therefore important to ensure that the market can continue to expand and 
be relied upon to give an undistorted carbon price signal. It follows 
that there needs to be an appropriate market oversight framework, the 
main purpose of which is to secure fair and efficient trading conditions 
for all market participants. This is achieved by way of transparency 
requirements as well as by preventing and sanctioning market misconduct, 
in particular insider dealing and market manipulation However, the 
framework should be broader than that and also provide safeguards to 
minimise the risk that the carbon market is used as a vehicle for other 
illegal activities, such as VAT fi-aud (see also the reply to the last 
two questions). 

Why has the Comanission issued a Communication on carbon market oversight? 

Arti c le 12 ( 1 a) of Directive 2003/87/EC 1 provides that the Commi ssi on, by 
31 December 2010, shall examine whether the market :for emission 
allowances is sufficiently protected from insider dealing and market 
manipulation 

In this Communication the Comanission g~ves a first assessment of the 
situation. 

What is the Commission’s conclusion at this stage? 

The carbon market in Europe has developed well since the launch of the 
EU Emissions Trading Scheme in Janua~ 2005. From a market oversight 
perspective, it can be concluded that a major part of the carbon market 
is subject to appropriate market regulation already, namely the trading 
in derivatives of allowances and other units that can be used 
compliance in the EU ETS (currently C[¢Rs and [¢RUs), which largely falls 
under financial markets regulation. However, the spot trading in 
emission allowances is currently not regulated at EU level, while a 
handful of Member States have decided individually to extend rules 
applicable to trading in financial instruments to such allowances when 
traded on spot markets established within their jurisdictions. The spot 
market is relatively limited and represented no more than 20-25% of the 
total trading volume in the European carbon market in 2009. More details 
on the structure of the carbon market are given in the Con~nunication 
itsel£ 



What are the next steps? 

During 2011, the Coramission will examine in greater detail the current 
level of market oversight and in particular the options available to 
enhance it (incl. the classification of allowances as a financial 
instrument). 

How will stakeholders be involved? 

An internet-based stakeholder consultation will be conducted in the 
first halt" of 2011. Stakeholders who are familiar with the carbon market 
and its interactions with energy" and financial rrlarkets are encouraged to 
respond to the stakeholder consultation and advise the Conwnission on the 
best way to protect this market from any form of market misconduct. 

In addition, an ongoing public stakeholder consultation2 relating to the 
review of the iVlarket in Financial Instrun~ents Directive3 (MiFID) also 
addresses the carbon market, notably the option to classil}’ emission 
allowances as a financial instrument The consultation is open until 2 
Februal)’ 2011. 

Will the Commission issue a legislative proposal and if so, when can it 
be expected? 

If the results of further work and consultations indicate that the level 
of market oversight should be enhanced, the Commission would present 
such a proposal in 2011. 

Any legislative proposal to introduce an enhanced oversight framework 
for the carbon market must be based on careful analysis and impact 
assessment. The benefit of an?- safeguards ensuring market integrity will 
be weighed carefully against ant’ negative impacts on liquidity and on 
access to the carbon market for different participants (notably small 
emitters, SMEs). The Commission will strive to ensure maximuln 
consistency between financial markets legislation, ener~z markets 
legislation and any rules to be developed for the carbon market 

How does the work done on carbon market oversight relate to the work on 
energy market oversight and financial market oversight? 

In view of the structure of the carbon market as regards products traded 
(derivatives), trading venues (often multilateral trading facilities or 
regulated markets under financial markets regulation) and participants 
(large share of financial intermediaries), the ongoing work on enhancing 
the oversight of:financial markets will directly enhance the level of 
oversight in the carbon market as well. While the Commission’s proposal 
for an integrity and transparency framework for the energy markets does 
not apply directly to any part of the carbon market, it is relevant in 
the sense that it concerns a market with significant linkages to carbon 
trading Its introduction may have a disciplining effect on the overall 
market conduct of certain actors with presence in both the energy and 
carbon markets 

What are the options for enhancing the carbon market oversight framework 
at this stage? 

A priori, the Commission has identified a number of options, the costs 
and benefits of which will be assessed in a sturdy. One option is the 
inclusion o:[’the European carbon market under financial markets 
legislation, e.g. by replacing the currently existing spot trade by 
trade in "spot futures"4 admitted to trading in regulated markets. ’]?he 
option to define EU ETS compliance units as financial instruments will 
also be explored, with particular focus on the suitability and 
proportionali~ of such an approach. Bringing spot transactions in EU 
ETS corapliance units as instruments in their own right under the 
ambit of rules set out in the Market Abuse Directive and,’or the Markets 
in Financial Instruments Directive as well as any other financial 
markets legislation necessary for the efficiency and integrity of the 
carbon market is an alternative that will also be studied. 

Would any- market oversight rules adopted for the EU ETS apply only to 
emission allowances or also to CERs and ERUs that can also be used for 
compliance in the EU ETS? 

This question will be studied in more detail in 2011, but it is likely 
that any new market oversight provisions would apply to all ~xits that 
can be used for compliance in the EU ETS. 

Will the introduction of large-scale auctions of allowances in phase 3 
not create new risks for the integrity- of the market? 

No, despite the fact that auctions of phase 3 alloxvances will be spot, 
the Auctiuning Regulation contains specific provisions that apply to 
auctions which protect the integrity- of the market. In addition unly 
"regulated markets" are alloxved to function as an auctiun platform. A 
"regulated market" is the ty-pe of multilateral trading platform which is 
subject to the most comprehensive regulatiun under financial markets 
legislation. 

What fraudulent behaviour has occurred in the carbon market arid what did 



the Commission do to address it? 

During 2009 and 2010, three types of incidents occurred in the carbon 
market, which illustrates the wider range of risks that need to be dealt 
with: (i) Value Added Tax (VAT)fraud, (ii) so-called "phishing attacks" 
on holders of accounts in the electronic registry, and (iii) resale by a 
Member State of Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) that operators had 
alrea@ used J2~r compliance under the EU ETS If used credits re-enter 
the European carbon market, market actors do not know whether any one 
credit can still be used fi~r compliance, or whether it has already been 
used once. Such uncertain)- must be avoided. 

The Corm’nission reacted swiftly to all of these incidents, and will not 
hesitate to do so again, should new- risks emerge in the market. 

Firstly, a Directive enabling Member States to apply reverse charging of 
VAT to allowances and other units that can be used fi~r compliance under 
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme was adopted in March 2010 and entered 
into force in April 2010. 

Secondly, a number of amendrnents have been made to the Registries 
Regulation5. These measures formally entered into force in October 2010 
although some could be applied earlier. The measures include reinforcing 
the requirements for opening an account in the electronic registry and 
giving National Ackninistrators the power to refuse to open a new- account 
in the registry. National Administrators are also able to suspend or 
close accounts, subject to an appeals procedure. Finally, the Regulation 
now clearly states that CERs or ERUs that have been surrendered fi~r 
compliance can only be transferred into a retirement account and may not 
be surrendered again nor transferred to an operator account or personal 
holding account in the EL- ETS. 

Analysis: Carbon price recovery hinges on climate deal 

By Nina Chestney 

LONDON I Wed Dec 8, 2010 11:11 am EST 

LOiN~DON (Reuters) - European Uriion carbon emissions pelrnit prices are 
unlikely to rise high enough to drive crucial investment in low-carbon 
energy generation before 2013 and what happens then depends on a global 
climate deal being secured 

"If the market does not go global and stays as it is today, we ~vill 
never see a recovery," said Marius Frunza, head of structuring at French 
trading company Sagacarbon 

"If there is no global agreement the price may touch 20 to 25 euros; if 
we do have an agreement the carbon price could touch 100 euros," he added 

United Nations talks in Mexico, ending on December 10, look unlikely to 
deliver the framework for such a global agreement, deferring the chances 
of a deal until late 2011 at the earliest. 

The EU emissions trading scheme (EL" ETS) caps the greenhouse gas output 
of Europe’s heavy industry and distributes a set quota of carbon permits 
called EU Allowances (EUAs) which can then be sold or bought over 
exchanges by plants that have a surplus or shortage. 

Average EUA prices for the scheme’s third phase, which runs from 2013 to 
2020, could be anywhere between 18.6 euros ($24.8) a tone and 40 euros a 
tone, according to analysts polled by Reuters. 

This is way below the minimum 50 euro price some experts say is 
necessary to spur new investment in nuclear power An even higher price 
is needed to prompt widespread uptake of cutting edge technologies such 
as carbon capture and storage. 

Even the higher level of analysts’ price forecasts is only 10 euros 
above EUAs’ peak of nearly 30 euros reached in July 2008, before the 
economic slowdown hit. 

NO’]7 t]2G H ENO[X3H 

EUAs were trading below 15 euros a tone on Wednesday. Their decline is 
due to the effects of the economic slowdown, the impact of incidents of 
value-added tax fraud in the spot market last year and the absence of a 
legally binding global climate pact 

Time is running out for prices to recover soon enough to help Europe 
achieve loxver emissions targets by its 2020 deadline. 

French utility EDF has said it needs to make an investment decision by 
2011 in order to build its first nuclear plant in the UK in 2018 as 
planned. 

In the face of low prices, Britain plans to introduce a carbon price 
floor but some doubt this would be set high enough. 



"We think a carbon price floor is essential but that alone is not a 
silver bullet. We need other mechanisms put into place," an EDF 
spokeswoman said. 

Three main factors should support prices from 2011 but will not deliver 
the levels clean technology investors need, analysts said. 

Firstly, signs of economic recovery in 2011 could help liJ~ prices 

"The big change will occur between March and April when the first signs 
of real economic recovery will show. After that I don’t see prices going 
much higher," said Matteo Mazzoni at Italy’s Nomisma Energia, who 
forecasts 2011 average prices at 16.70 euros a tone. 

Secondly, utilities will stop receiving EUAs for free from 2013 and 
permits will be auctioned, leading to increased demand. 

"Utilities will be fighting for every EUA they can lay their hands on in 
auctions. That very fact alone will drive prices higher," said 
Alessandro Vitelli, director at IDEAcarbon. 

"It will take two or three years (from 2013) before we actually get into 
a rhyffun for Phase 3 but I am convinced prices will be considerably 
higher." 

Fmther support for EUA prices from 2013 could come from an EU plan to 
restrict the use of some United Nations offsets in its ETS from January 
1 that year, which will tighten offset supply and increase the need for 
more EUAs. 

The U.N. scheme, which allows western firms to gain credits for 
investment in clean energy projects in poorer countries, has been 
accused of being open to abuse. 

That could drive prices toward 40 euros by 2020, said Ermnanuel Fages, 
carbon analyst at Societe Generale/orbeo. 

However, more extensive gains ~vould only be achieved under a global 
climate deal 

The European Union has pledged to cut emissions by 20 percent under 1990 
levels by 2020 and said it would move to a 30 percent goal if other 
cou~atries committed to similar ambitions at Cancu~a or at talks clue in 
South Africa’s Durban next year 

"Under a 20 percent target, the market is long until 2020 and prices 
have no reason to increase, beyond the temporary tightness created by 
late Phase 3 auctioning," said Fages 

If there was a 30 percent target this would arouse greater need and 
demand for credits, pushing up prices 

"The problem is the targets aren’t stiff enough. We are still at the 
stage where we haven’t got a carbon price ~vhich gets us to the first 
step on the ladder," Vitelli added 

(Additional reporting by Henning Gloystein; Editing by Anthony Barker) 

Analysis: Carbon markets to struggle after Cancun 

By Timothy Gardner 

CANCUN, Mexico [ Sun I)ec 12, 2010 12:06pm EST 

CANCUN, Mexico (Reuters) - Global carbon markets will struggle after the 
deal reached at annual U.N climate talks did little to ensure mandatory 
emissions caps would be extended next year. 

The modest deal forged after two weeks of talks in Cancun commits rich 
countries, from 2020, to :finance $100 billion a year in climate aid for 
poor countries It also sets a target to limit the rise in average world 
temperatures to less than 2 degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees Fahrenheit) 

But it delayed the extremely difficult task of extending the 1997 Kyoto 
Protocol until next year’s talks in South Afi-ica. In Cancun, Japan, 
Canada and Russia said they would not support a second phase of Kyoto if 
it did not include caps on the United States and rapidly developing 
countries like China. 

Kyoto, which expires in 2012, obliges all developed countries -- except 
the United States, which never ratified it -- to cut emissions blamed 
for warming the planet or face penalties. 

It ~vas the pact’s binding emissions cuts, and expectations of tougher 
ones after a first phase, that gave birth to the European Union’s 
Emissions Trading Scheme, the world’s only carbon raarket that operates 
at national levels, as a way for businesses to meet mandatory caps. 

The outcome of Cancun does not change the fact that raost of the 



unportant work of cutting emissions will be driven outside the U N. 
process," said Michael Levi of the Council on Foreign Relatinns in New 
Ynrk 

But after a bleak year, carbon markets will not do that work either. 

Banks let go many emissions traders even befi~re the U.S climate bill 
failed in July. Canada’s Senate failed to pass a climate bill, Australia 
postponed legislation and Japan is struggling to set up a cap-and-trade 
market. 

The Cancun agreement locked into the U.N. process a pledge last year by 
China to reduce its emissions intensity, or amount of carbon released 
for every unit of economic output. But it paved no path for the world’s 
largest coal producer and greenhouse gas emitter to embark on mandatory 
emissions targets. 

Cancun also did little to cheer barriers and brokers trying to build a 
global carbon market who had hoped the world would now be on its way to 
a trillion dollars or more per year of emissions transactions. 

If carbon markets remain weak and fragmented, they will do little to 
tackle global warming because they fail to push the price on carbon high 
enough to force emitters to make billion-dollar clean energy investments 
vast wind and solar farms, nuclear energy and carbon capture and 
sequestration (CCS). 

BRIGHT SPOTS 

The U.N. deal provided some bright spots for carbon markets, like taking 
steps to reform the Clean Development Mechanism, in which polluters in 
the EU market pay- for emissions-cutting projects, known as offsets, in 
developing co,retries to get credit at home. 

The deal also allowed CCS to be counted as an ott~et, which could lead 
to advances in the teclmologv, where carbon is siphoned from coal plants 
and factories and buried underground in hopes it will never reach the 
a tmosphere. 

And advances were made in reducing emissions fi-om forest degradation and 
deforestation, or REDD, an UN. offset program 

So far the program has generated only voluntary carbon credits as 
businesses look to enhance their green image and prepare for carbon 
pollution limits expected sometime in the future. But carbon traders and 
envirol~mentalists believe it can slowly be turned into a mechanism to 
help save carbon-storing forests in the Amazon, Indonesia and the Congo 
basin. 

But progress could be slow. 

"Lack of specifics on finance, including future use of carbon markets, 
is a concern," Abyd Karmali, global head of carbon markets at Bank of 
America Merrill Lynch, said about the Cancun deal. 

Carbon prices in the EU market, now hovering arotmd 145 euros or $19.20 
a tonne, ~vere expected to react more to EL" policies than anything that 
happened in Cancun. Those prices are less than half of what would be 
needed to drive polluters that burn coal to invest in nuclear energy and 
CCS at home. 

"For the market, the expectations were low for Cancun, because the 
expectations of the negotiators were low," said Evan Ard, a spokesman 
fi~r Evolution Markets, an emissions and energy brokerage "The market is 
now focused on the sub-national and regional developments." 

Developers in the United States, where emissions markets were invented, 
have much work to do 

California will launch a carbon market in 2012 but growth will be slow 
as the struggling economy has already pushed emissions down 

Prices in regional emissinns market on the U.S. East Coast have sunk to 
a low below $2 per ton. Toughening the region’s emissions cap would 
raise prices. B ut governors from the 10 states in the pact have showed 
no signs the?" can do that during hard economic times. 

"Neither the United States nor China .. look willing to take leadership 
roles in tackling greenhouse gas emissions," Robert Johnston, director 
of energy and natural resources at the Eurasia Group, wrote in a 
research note. 

"Ongoing disagreements between developed and developing countries ... on 
burden sharing are likely to impede progress at the next U.N. sunmfit in 
South Africa." 

(Reporting by Timothy Gardner; Editing by- John O’Callaghan) 

Reuters 



Factbox: Carbon trading schemes around the world 

LONDON I Tue Dec 14, 2010 8:14am EST 

LONDON (Reuters) - Companies and governments around the world are 
turning to emissions trading as a weapon to fight clinrate change and 
join a global carbon market wurth $144 billion last year. 

Under cap-and-trade schemes, companies or countries face a carbon limit. 
If they exceed the limit they- can buy allowances from others. Testy can 
also buy carbon offsets from outside projects which avoid greenhouse gas 
emissions, often from developing countries. 

Folloxving is a list of established and proposed schemes: 

ESTABLISHED SCHEMES 

1. Kyoto Protocol: Mandatoo- for 37 developed nations, excluding the 
United States which never ratified the pact. 

Launched: 2005 

Covers: All six main greenhouse gases. 

Target: 5 percent average cut in 1990 emissions in 2008-2012 first phase 

How it works: Rich countries cut greenhouse gases at home or buy 
emissions rights from one other -- if one count~z stays ~vithin its 
target it can sell the difference to another emitting too much. Or they 
can buy carbon offsets from prqiects in developing countries under 
Kyoto’s clean development mechanism. 

The present round of the Kyoto Protocol expires in 2012 and U.N. climate 
talks in Mexico last week put off decisions on cutting emissions to next 
year 

2. European Union Emissions Trading Scheme: 

Launched: 2005 

(;overs: Nearly half uf all EU carbon emissions. Mandatory for all 27 EU 
members. 

Target: 21 percent cut below 2005 levels by 2020 

How it wurks: Member states allocate a quuta uf carbon emissinns 
alluwances to 11,000 industrial installatinns. Companies get must 
permits free now but many electricity’ generators will have tu pay fur 
all these frum 2013. 

Companies can buy carbon ofi~ets frum develuping countries if that works 
uut cheaper than cutting their uwn emissiuns 

3. New Zealand emissiuns trading scheme 

Launched July 1, 2010 Mandatory. 

Cuvers: Furestry started :first Electricity, industrial prucess 

emissiuns and transpurt pul[ution were included from July. Waste tu 

start in 2013 Agriculture to start 2015 

Target: The guvernment has pledged to cut greenhouse gas emissions 

between 10 and 20 percent by 2020 un 1990 levels 

How it works: Emissions units are allocated based on an average of 
production across each industry. From July 1, 2010, to JanualT 1, 2013, 
emitters have the option of paying a fixed price of NZ$25 per tomxe of 
carbon, and ~vill only have to surrender 1 unit for evepy- 2 units of 
emissions. Such assistance will be gradually phased out. 

4. Northeast U.S. states’ Regional Greerdaouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) 
Launched: Janualy~ 2009 

Covers: carbon from power plants in 10 northeast states. Allows offsets 
fiom five different ~’pes of clean energy projects including capturing 
nrethane front landfills and livestock nranure. 

Target: 10 percent cut below 2009 levels by 2018 

5. Japan: To~’o metropolitan trading scheme 

Launched: April 2010 

Covers: Around 1,400 top emitters 

How it works: Tokyo ci~" sets emissions linrits for large factories and 
offices to meet by using tecl-molog~" like solar panels and advanced 
fuel-saving devices. Target: Japan ainrs to cut emissions by 25 percent 
by 2020 from 1990 levels The government hopes to pass a climate bill in 
parliament early next year that would include a national trading scheme, 



starting 2013 at the earliest Details are still being debated. 

Japan is also pushing ahead with a bilateral of J~ets scheme by promoung 
emissions reduction projects in developing countries. 

PR~)POSfiD 

1. Australia: Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) 

The govemraent is pushing for a decision next year on how to price 
carbon emissions. It will need support frora Greens and independent 
lawmakers. 

The government failed to pass the CPRS, a national trading scheme that 
had been planned to start mid-2011. It is now expected to opt either for 
an initial carbon price, a trading scheme that starts with the power 
sector or a hybrid. 

Target: National target to cut greenhouse gases by 5-25 percent below 
2000 levels by 2020, depending on what other countries commit to. 

2. Californian clm~ate change law 

Launch: Law passed in 2006; carbon trade to launch 2012 

Covers: Economy-wide emissions, from power plants, manufacturing and, in 
2015, transportation fuels. 

How it works: Would give away most of its credits to polluters in the 
early years of the plan. 

Target: To cut the state’s emissions to 1990 levels by- 2020. 

3. Western Climate Initiatb,~e (WCI) 

Lauaach: Phased introduction from 2012 

Covers: 11 U.S. states and Canadian provinces. 

Target: 15 percent cut below 2005 levels by 2020 

How it works: Emitters such as power plants would have to buy offsets to 
cover flaeir emissions from 2012. The offset limit will be calculated as 
a percentage of compliance to allow the WCI to be more easily linked 
with other trading systems. Transport ~vould be included in 2015. 

5. South Korea emissions trading scheme 

Launch: Phase 1 runs flcom 2013-2015 

Covers: About 470 companies or operations that emit more than 25,000 
tonnes of carbon dioxide annually and are collectively responsible for 
60 percent of the country’s emissions All sectors to be covered 

Government expected to introduce laws into parliament by end December 
and to pass them during 2011 

Target: Government has set a 2020 emissions reduction target of 30 
percent below forecast "business as usual" levels. 

6. TalWan 

Launch: Possibly 2011 

Covers: Nearly 270 companies responsible ~2~r more than half of Taiwan’s 
greenhouse gas pollution have agreed to supply emissions data to the 
government to help it launch a carbon offset scheme Legislation to 
limit greenhouse gas emissions has straggled to get through parliament 
since the government introduced a bill in 2008 The bill envisages a 
three-stage plan that would lead up to a fully-fledged mandatory 
emissions trading scheme. 

Target: Taiwan aims to cut (202 to 2005 levels by 2020 

7. India: Perform, Achieve and Trade system. 

Launch: April, 2011 Trading from 2014. 

A mandatory energy efficiency trading scheme covering more than 700 
companies ~n nine sectors responsible J2~r 65 percent of India’s 
industrial energy consumption 

How will it work? Details are being finalized but, based on historical 
perfunnance, aunual efficiency targets will be allocated to firms 
according to individual baselines or performance bands. Firms that beat 
their targets will be credited for their reductions. Those that don’t 
will pay a penalty or buy credits from finns that are more efficient. 

Target: India has pledged a 20-25 percent reduction in emissions 
intensity frora 2005 levels by 2020. 



(Sources: Reuters, Point Carbon, IDEAcarbon, California Air Resources 
Board, Western Climate Initiative) 

(Compiled by Nina Chestney and David Fogarty in Singapore) 
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Seven Days in December: Kenya’s Parliament Rejects the International 
Criminal Coult and the Citizens Reject Palliament 

"This is stripping the innocent Internally Displaced People naked. The 
2~fl~s just got a curse from God."(from blog posting on the Daily Nation 
website, 23 December 2010) 

Leigh Brownhi11 and Terisa E. Turner 

The International Criminal Corot’s naming of six Kenyans suspected of 
corcanitting crimes against humanity has opened up a gulf between raerabers 
of the countly’s political class and ordinary citizens. The sources 
quoted here decry the erosion of democratic gains in Kenya after 
parliament reacted to the naming of suspects by voting to withdraw from 
the International Criminal Court (ICC). This review of seven days in 
December (20-27) heralds the emergence of evermore forceful demands for 
a new democratic turn in Kenya. 

Decenrber 28th is known by nrany as Innocents’ Day, or the Feast of the 
Day of Innocents. It cormnenrorates the deaths of infants massacred in 
Bethlehem by King Herod, who had been told that a baby (Jesus) had been 
born who would one day- challenge Herod’s rule. To protect his power, the 
king ordered the killing of all children under the age of two. 

Innocents’ Day 2010 takes on a special meaning in light of recent events 
in Kenya. In a Christmas Day sermon, Mombasa Archbishop Boniface Lele 
reminded parishioners of Herod’s slaughter of the innocents "Jesus ~vas 
born in a situation of violence and if it was today, He will be born in 
an IDP (internally displaced persons) camp to empathise with us" (,Nation 
Team, "Cler~z ask politicians not to protect suspects from justice," 
Sunday Nation (Nairobi), 26 December 2010). 

Three years ago, between 28 December 2007 and the end of February 2008, 
some 1,500 Kenyans ~vere killed and more than 500,000 evicted from their 
homes after a disputed presid ential election. On 15 December 2010, the 
International Criminal Court named six men who chief prosecutor Luis 
Moreno-Ocampo suspects hold highest responsibility for the crimes 
committed in Kenya bet~veen December 2007 and February 2008 Ocampo 
requested that ICC judges indict them on charges of crimes against 
humanity. The suspects include three Members of Parliament, Uhuru 
Kenyatta, Henry Kosgey and William Ruto; the former Chief of Police, 
Mohammed Hussein Ali; the head of the Civil Service, Francis Muthaura; 
and a vernacular language radio show host, Joshua arap Sang. 

If found guilty the suspects ~vill become "hostis humani generis, or 
"enemies of humanity-." Ocampo’s news was received very peacefully by 
Kenyans, even in Eldoret, a presumed centre of tensions, ~vhere John 
Githongo reported the town as "totally- cool, cahn and collected" 
(Githongo, John, "Now that Ocampo has dropped his bombshell, we must 
watch our step," The East Afidcan (Nairobi), 20 December 2010). The 
press had covered the potential threats to the peace largely to the 
exclusion of the more vibrant, popular and widespread workings and gains 
of country-wide peace movements. 

The post-election violence of 2007-2008 had a particular impact on 
women. Nairobi doctors who treated an estimated 500 rape survivors 
within the first weeks of the post-election chaos, said that 95% of 
these patients had been gang-raped Scores of women were feared to have 
been infected with HIV. 

At the same time, Kenyan women were the key peace makers both during and 
after those violent months. For instance, in early January 2008 at the 
height of ongoing attacks, two hundred women in the Nairobi slum of 
Kibera joined together across party and ethnic lines to march through 
the streets and call :[’or peace and reconciliation. 

A woman politician, who in Januau 2008 led healing circles at a camp 
for internally displaced people in the Rift Valley, asked displaced 
women when they felt they were "at peace" The refugees answered that 
they had peace "when the?’ are able to provide food, shelter and health 
to their families, including being able to educate their children" 
(Ringera, Karambu, "The tIeart of the Kenya Violence and Peace," 
Pambazuka News, Issue 341,31 January 2008). 

These are anrong the hundreds of peace initiatives that ordinaly Kenyans 
laurxched in efforts to forestall further violence. Behind these 
initiatives are thousands of long-standing, multi-ettmic, social, 
cultural, ecological, spiritual and political organizations, both formal 
and itfformal, many fotmded and autonomously organized by women. 

These peace initiatives did not stop in February 2008, when the 
post-election crisis xvas brought to an end by a negotiated settlement 



brokered by Kofi Annan. Arman helped construct a coalition government 
and secured assurances that the Kenyan parliament would set up a local 
process to try the masterminds of the post-election violence. If the?" 
failed to do so, Annan said, he would refer the Kenyan case to the 
International Criminal Court in The ttague. Annan’s willingness to refer 
the Kenyan case to The Hague was the first formal acknowledgement of 
suspected high-level culpability for the violence. 

In 2008 and 2009, partisanship and :tears of political interference kept 
lawmakers from coming to any- kind of agreement on setting up a local 
tribunal. Consequently, the case ended up at The Hague. For the first 
time, those allegedly bearing "highest responsibility" for the eruption 
of election-related violence in Kenya (there xvere several previous 
elections with violence) xvere going to be brought to book. 

December 2010 saw a dramatic erosion of the legitimacy of the Kenyan 
goverl~ent. This followed upon the naming of the Ocampo Six. It was 
intensified by the astonishing reaction of Kenyan parliamentarians to 
the possibility of some of their members facing justice in The Hague. 

Immediately upon the naming of the six alleged raasterminds, President 
Kibaki declared that the suspects would not be asked to step aside or 
resign from their public posts, contrapy- to the new constitution’s high 
ethical bar for all holding public office. They would stay in office 
unless and until ICC judges confirmed the prosecutor’s charges against 
them, some time in early 2011. 

This xvas quickly followed by an announcement by Prime Minister Raila 
Odinga’s party, the Orange Democratic Movement (ODM), offering six 
suspects "moral" support. Within day-s, politicians from across party 

lines called for harambees (fundraisers) to raise the hundreds of 
millions of shillings (approximately Canadian $1,240,000) required by 
each suspect to hire the best legal defence teams. 

The next day, December 17th, parliamentarians introduced a motion 
seeking to withdraw Kenya from the Rome Statute which binds the country 
to the International Criminal Court. The House Speaker dismissed the 
motion as unconstitutional. Some MPs called the motion "mundane" and an 
attempt to "save friends" Within days it was resubmitted with minor 
modifications 

Vice President Kilonzo Musyoka intervened to have the motion considered 
late in the day on 22 December At that point, all Parliamentarians 
present in the House, except one, Martha Karua, voted in favour of the 
motion. 

Speaking in support of the motion to ;vithdraw, ener~z minister Kiraitu 
Murungi said "It is only Africans from former colonies who are being 
tried at the ICC. No American or British will be tried at the ICC and ;ve 
should not willingly- allow- ourselves to return to colonialism. The fears 
that we had when we were introducing the international criminal justice 
system are no longer there. There is nothing we caunot handle. As a 
sovereign cotmtry, no other Kenyan ;vill be tried on foreign land Let 
the six go but we have no;v learnt our lessons" (Regene, Njeri, 
"Parliament pulls Kenya from ICC treaty," Daily- Nation, 22 December 2010). 

The legal procedure for withdrawal licom the Rome Statute is outlined in 
Article 127 of the Lqternatiunal Crimes Act. A state seeking to withdraw 
must write to the UN Secreta~ General Such withdrawal can only take 
effect one year after the Security Council receives the submission. All 
cases begun before the date of the submission remain intact 

fiven if Kenya’s Principals request withdrawal, the ’Ocampo $5";’ will be 
spared The Hague trials only under specific conditions. Amongst these 
are that the same suspects be tried in a local tribunal with the same 
charges, and that the ICC prosecutor’s office approves the fimnation o17 
the local tribunal or other legal mechanism established to address 
election-related crimes. 

For the six, the next move rests w~th three ICC judges, who will confirm 
Ocampo’s charges, modify them or rqject the charges altogether If the 
judges do assent to charging the suspects, a possible modification would 
be to issue arrest warrants for the suspects rather than the simple 
summonses now being sought by Ocampo 

Ocampo’s action contributed to a confluence of crises within the ruling 
class (these include Wikileaks revelations and politicians’ reactions; 
constitutional logjams; along with corruption and drug cases among 
government X/iinisters and other officials). These tensions are splitting 
old alliances, and at the same time bolstering new ones The tidal wave 
of delegitimization has now engulfed evep),one li*om the president who 
refused to ask the suspects to step aside, to the politicians and state 
officers who have voxved to support the suspects "morally" and 
"financially," to parliamentarians xvho passed a Motion on 22 December 
2010 to withdraw from the ICC process, aker which they agreed to 
adioulTl for "an indefinite recess." 

The government has been inundated by legal challenges. Over 50,000 cases 
were pending before the passage of the new constitution on 4 August 
2010. With the new rights enshrined in the constitution, the government 
is worried about an "avalanche" of further cases (see cartoon). 



Standard, 28 December 2010 

A flurry of court cases for the dissolution of parliament began in 
mid-Noveraber 2010. Litigation was spurred by parliament’s failure to 
hold to deadlines for the establishment of key corrm~ittees for the 
implementation of the constitution. The calls for parliament’s 
dissolution began with the peoples’ demand for the preservation of the 
sanctity-, including the deadlines, of the country’s popular new 
constitution. 

The second ro~d of questioning of the legitimacy of the 
parliamentarians’ right to hold office followed seamlessly in 
ntid-Deceraber 2010 a~er MPs moved to withdraw Kenya from the 
International Criminal Court (see Appendix below). 

The ICC has forced the opening of political space in Kenya. Three years 
after the election that prompted a Herod-like slaughter of ilmocents, 
the possibility of justice has given rise to a new popular anticipation 
of positive changes in the dispensation of power 

Ng’ang’a Mbugua, in a 26 December Sunday Nation article tellingly 
entitled "Change of seismic proportion is on the way," reminded readers 
~that the number of political vacancies has increased tremendously with 
the coming of county governments." Even more political vacancies are 
promised by the popular demand that those now- in office step down. Polls 
indicate most NIPs will not be re-elected 

The demand for the benefits of peace is growing day by day. The 
momentous Kenyan events take place in the context of an approaching 
ret?rendun~ for the succession of southern Sudan in Januaw 2011, a hotly 
contested presidential election in Uganda in 2011 and the approach of 
Kenya’s next presidential election in August 2012 (in which two of the 
I(?C’s named suspects had hoped to stand). Additional geo-political 
developments in the region include oil discoveries, pipeline route 
negotiations, new enclosures due to carbon trade projects, new GMO field 
trials, bio-fuel plantations and ramped-up military manoeuvres. 

Beneath the drama ul~folding at the level of Kenyan parliament and the 
International Criminal Court is the mobilization of vital grassroots 
movements for peace and participauon These are poised to alter the 
political landscape significantly in the coming year. 

The focus here has been on seven days in December Among the issues that 
will emerge more prominently in the near future are responses by Kenya’s 
Executive to parliament’s demand to get Kenya out of the [CC; the 
d~verse political strategies employed by multitudes of grassroots 
actors, especially women; and class and factional conflict amongst those 
rushing to fill the vacancies created by the delegitimization of the 
incumbent section of the political class. 

Appendix: Voices opposing Kenya’s parliamentary decision to withdraw 
from the 

These excerpts fi~om online Kenyan newspapers (Standard, East African and 
Daily Nation), largely fi~om 20-27 December 2010, show that Kenyan 
parliamentarians’ actions are widely at variance with the views and 
demands of the citizenry that is challenging the government’s 
legitimacy. Our comments are included in italics. 

Letters to the Editor 

"For a minister to confidently face the cameras and suggest that 
taxpayer money be used for the convenience of people suspected to have 
instigated the violence that killed many, and displaced thousands who 
still live in misery is sad indeed. Widows, widowers, orphans and people 
who were maimed are crying out for justice." (Chagema, Alexander, 
"Asking widows and widowers to bail out suspects insensitive," Letter to 
the Editor, Daily Nation (Nairobi), 21 December 2010). 

"I had long felt that an NIP’s job was to represent constituents. How 
wrong I was. The?" vote to withdraw fiom ICC, yet opinion polls show a 
large majority in favour of ICC. Tirne to invoke the recall clause." 
(Gittens, Anthony, "Recall Clause," Letter to the Editor, Daily Nation 
(Nairobi), 23 Deceraber 2010. 

"The decision by- Parliament to pass the Bill withdrawing Kenya from the 
Rome Statute is tantamount to equating the countly to the Ocampo Six. 
This is unacceptable. Even if half of the current crop of leaders were 
to be indicted, Kenya must remain. ~2~at we should be asking these 
fellows is to tell the truth about what happened during our darkest 
hour. Therefore, the NIPs pushing for the exoneration of the suspects at 
whichever cost, including spoiling the good name of the nation, are the 
greatest enemies of Kenya and not M~ Moreno-Ocampo" (Bernard A~nera, "MPs 
who want Ocampo Six exonerated are public enemies," Letter to the 
Editor, Daily Nation (Nairobi), 27 December 2010) 

"They are talking of a local mechanisra, which they first miected, 
presun~ably because they thought the ICC would bring suspects to book in 
2090 No one has said the named suspects are guilty; what is required is 
the due process of the law to take its course Let the suspects being 



referred as sacrificial lambs gu and tell the ]mernatiunal Court ~vhom 
they" were working fur instead uf stirring :[’utile ethnic passions It 
seems they have left Gichugu MP Martha Karua tu be the only vuice of the 
voiceless in the House The best New Year’s gift President Kibaki can 
give the nation is to dissolve Parliament because it has become an 
eyesure" (Apullu, Joab, "Dissulve Huuse; it’s become an eyesore," Letter 
to the Editur, Standard (Nairobi), 27 December 2010). 

Public statements 

"Speaking on behalf of the NGO Council, activist Ken Wafula said that 
the nrove by Parliament "smacks of betrayal of the public nrandate 
accorded it. Kenya signed and ratified the Rome Statute voluntarily. 
With the International Crinres Act in place, one arm of governnrent can 
not purport to decide on behalf of the country on a nratter as hea~3,- as 
our ICC membership." He challenged the Mt~s to subject the issue to a 
public referendunr." (Daily Nation, "Parliament nrove draws criticism," 
Daily Nation (Nairobi), 23 December 2010). 

"It’s a showy of utmost cowardice. ~;~’ny think of pulling out [of the ICC] 
when there is a problenr yet the suspects have an opportunib" to clear 
their nantes and conre out as heroes?" posed Prof Wangari Mwai, a lecturer 
at Kenyatta University. (Nation Correspondent, "Scholars fault move to 
pull out of accord," Daily Nation (Nairobi), 23 December 2010). 

Joab Okello, a Kenyan-Araerican administrative judge for the US State of 
New York, asked Kenyans to protest the decision by- the legislators: 

"I was outraged by that move because Kenya cammt afford to be a pariah 
state. We are one of the most important countries in Africa, and ~ve’ve 
maintained that for years. And, for Parliament to pass this Motion, just 
because six people have been indicted, is outrageous," he said. "The six 
individual must still ans~ver to the ICC. "A~at they- are trying to do is 
protect these people so that they" are not arrested. So, that means the 
ICC can only arrest the individuals if they leave the country-. But, if 
Kenya was a signatory, (to the ICC), then Kenya would have to an-est 
them if needed." (Standard Team, "The Hague: Ocampo ~vorks on despite 
politics," Standard (Nairobi), 24 December 2010). 

The Executive director of the Kenya Human Rights Commission, L Muthoni 
Wanyeki, wrote m a 27 December 2010 editorial: 

"The last week has been a sickening show of both contempt for and 
ignorance of the law by the House its members proving themselves to be 
blithely unconcerned about their lack of suppolt among the public. The?- 
have not been representing the public in their actions They have been 
representing themselves and their disgusting calculations to retain 
power ibr those they have latched their financial and political fortunes 
to come 2012. The statements emanating from the MPs and, lower down, 
the Councillors who have, in turn, attached their o~vn financial and 
political fortunes to them have been almost unbelievable .... 

"The cause for disgust and nausea: How dare the Grand Coalition 
Government even consider utilising public fiends (our funds, our 
hard-earned taxes) to pay- for the legal defence of any of the accused? 
How dare the ethnic-political cabals on either side of the House ask 
"their" constituents and supporters to fundraise to this end? It is not 
the Grand Coalition Government that’s been summoned. Neither is it the 
pames to ~he Grand Coalition Guvernment And it is especially’ not the 
ethnic communities deemed to be homogenuusly in suppurt of the would-be 
presidential candidates apparently being foisted upon them 

"Our two Principals should also be ashamed uf themselves. Once again, 
they have failed tu whip their parues intu shape and lead. Once again, 
they" have let parliament run rogue. Once again, they’ have, apparently 
meekly and weakly but, in fact, ever su calculatedly, let parliament get 
its hands dirty in their name So they can throw up their own hands, 
supposedly helplessly, and say’: Sorp)~, we ourselves of course understand 
the need tu move forward, but these helpless hands of ours are tied. We 
are a demucracy, after all. And parliament needs tu check the executive 

"~ilqey are all sick. They are sick with the assumption of being above the 
law. They are sick from having, tou maW times, been able tu get away 
with whitewashed investigations, whose feeble and ineffectual :findings 
are quickly swept under the carpet and eventually, if not forgurten, at 
least rendered unable to touch them. 

"But it is unly check, not yet checkmate. Pulitically, yes, in the 
shot t-term, parliament’s mnve will give the executive what it needs to 
drag its feet on cu-uperation with the ICC. But, in the lunger-term, 
parliament has alienated itself farther from the people and the world it 
wishes tu remain part uf than it seems to realise. And legally’, 
parliament’s move is meaningless. Utterly meaningless. ~;~’nether the 
International Crimes Act is eventually repealed and whether the 
executive does nrove to disengage fiom the Ronre Statute, the fact is that 
the latter had jurisdiction at the material time. The cases will 
continue. And only the strength of the Prosecutor’s evidence and 
witnesses and the relative strength of the defence matter at this 
point in time." (Wanyeki, L. _’viuthoni, "Our 2vfl~s really should be ashamed 
of themselves," The East African (Nairobi), 27 December 2010). 



On 26 December 2010 in an upiniun piece in the Sunday’ Nation, Furmer MP 
and political prisuner, Kuigi wa Wamwere stunmed up the clamour J2~r a new 
pulitical dispensatiun: 

~At last, violent reactiuns by Parliament tu the naming of The tlague Six 
have confirmed that our President and Prime Minister, ethnic elite and 
]VF~s are incurrigible self-preservatiomsts with impunity saturating 
their bluod. When our MPs saw Luis Morenu-Ocampu wuuld not retreat, they 
saw red, threw all caution tu the wind, shed democratic pretensions, 
embraced the Hague Six, threw out the ttneatening Ouko report and 
hurriedly passed a Motion to withdraw Kenya from the Rome Statute for 
self-insulation against prosecution for crimes against humani~" or 
genocide... The Minister for Planning wants the State to foot their 
legal bill. Even more shockingly, some IDPs want to contribute their 
beggared coins for the legal fees of some billionaires who may have put 
them where they are today[ Most important, President Kibaki and Prime 
Minister Odinga have offered The Hague Six an economic lifeline. ~2~ile 
ministers suspected of corruption are asked to step aside, the suspects 
of greater crimes against humanity have their jobs guaranteed! The 
defence of The Hague Six is, however, not couched in justification of 
crime, but in clever, yet warped moral appeal for sympathy to human 
suffering rendered equally" to killers and their victims!" (wa Wamwere, 
Koigi, "With the Hague Six," Sunday- Nation (Nairobi), 26 December 2010). 

Internally Displaced People (IDPs) 

"Internally displaced persons (IDPs) living in Central Province 
criticized MPs for suggesting that money be raised to hire lawyers for 
Uhuru Kenyatta [who hails frora the area]. "We have now spent three years 
in camps and yet the MPs do not think about us. All they" want is to 
fight for political positions and yet we voted for them," noted the 
IDPs’ chairperson Martin Ndung’u. "It is a shame that the leaders who 
made us live in camps do not think about us anymore. Uhuru can afford to 
hire prominent la’~iers but we who are in camps caunot even afford a meal 
for ourselves," he said. 

"According to Beatrice Nyokabi, the chairlady [of] Ebenezer Camp in Mai 
Mahiu, the three years have been punishing for the IDPs.. For Nyokabi, 
the plan to raise funds for Uhuru Kenyatta’s defence and other suspects 
is like rubbing salt into a festering wound. "Does it mean that the 
lives of six suspects are more important than the hundreds of IDPs 
languishing in poverty and enduring hardship?" she posed "We are in the 
camps because of these politicians, yet they have the audacity to tell 
us to raise funds for the suspects:" Nyokabi chuckled" (Munyeki, James, 
"IDPs tell offIvIPs over ib.nds drive for Uhum," Standard (Nairobi), 19 
December 2010). 

Polls 

"Most Kenyans tvill not opt for their current MPs were elections to be 
held today, a new opinion poll has shown The latest Infotrak SUl~ey 
released yesterday shows 56 per cent of Kenyans were of the view that 
they would not re-elect their MPs, 28 per cent said they- would tvhile 16 
per cent were tmdecided" (Dmango, Beauttah, "Most voters won’t re-elect 
their Vfl~s,’’ Standard (Nairobi), 24 December 2010). 

~ Six out often Kenyans want the trial of the six suspected masterminds 
uf pust-election violence by the International Criminal Court tu gu on 
uninterrupted, according to a new poll .... ’l’he poll is alsu unanimuus 
that the I(;(2 suspects as well as uthers nut in the list shuuld face 
j ustice. ’l’he poll shuws that a fairly large proportiun uf Kenyans (73 
per cent) are optimistic that the trial of the suspects named by ICC 
Chief Prnsecutur Luis Morenu-Ocampo will take place" (Menya, Walter, 
"Kenyans want Ocampu Six tried in tlague," Daily Nation (Na~rubi), 24 
December 2010). 

Daily Nati(m, 27 December 2010 

Clergy 

"Mumbasa Archbishup Buniface Lele appealed to the President to consider 
the possible repercussions that wuuld befall the country if ustracised 
by the international cummunity. "We feel cheated by Parliament uver the 
motiun uf pulling Kenya uut of its international obligatiuns just to 
protect some uf their culleagues mentiuned as suspects of the 
post-electiuns violence," he said" @lwajefa, Mwak era, "Kibaki urged to 
r~iect ICC motion," Sunday Natiun (Nairobi) 26 December 2010). 

Diplumatic Envuys 

"British High Comanissioner Rob Macaire warned that if Kenya walked away 
from the ICC, after all the public demands for The Hague to come in, it 
would be terribly damaging to the country’s reputation. "The ICC is an 
impartial bo@: You have to ask questions about the motivation of 
parliamentarians who have suddenly decided that the court is biased or 
political. These were the very MPs who called for the ICC’s ir~volvement, 
and voted out a local tribunal[ Perhaps what they are really saying is 
that they just want to prevent anyone being held to account for crimes 
against humanity," Mr Macaire said." (Daily- Nation, "Parliament move 
draws criticism," Daily Nation (Nairobi), 23 December 2010). 



"Kenya has been rebuilding its international image since the 
post-election violence. Withdrawal frora the ICC process potentially 
risks all this," the envoys front the United Kingdom, Belgium, Canada, 
Detwnark, Finland, France, Greece, Italy, the Republic of Korea, the 
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland, said in a statement... The 
envoys, whose countries are state parties to the Rome Statute that 
established the ICC, .. urged the goverl~ent to allow The Hague 
prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo to go on with the prosecutions of the six 
people he believes bear the most responsibility- for the post-election 
violence in 2008. They" also called for reforms in the Judiciary to try 
other suspects." (Namunane, Bernard, "13 envoys oppose plan to ditch 
ICC," Daily Nation (Nairobi), 24 December 2010). 

Members of Parliament 

Kenyan MPs are now coming out against the motion to withdraw- from the 
Rome Statute: 

"Justice and Constitutional Affairs minister Mutula Kilonzo urged 
President Kibaki and Prime Minister Raila Odinga to ignore the 
recommendation by Parliament for Kenya to sever its relations ~vith the 
world court" (Namunane, Bernard, "13 envoys oppose plan to ditch ICC," 
Daily Nation (Na trobi), 24 December 2010) 

Prime Minister Raila Odinga eqmvocated: "The Hague is not one’s own 
house ~vhere he can go in and come out at wilh We must give one-year 
notice and still it won’t help the suspects" At the same time, he said, 
Kenya ~vould form a local tribuaaal to try the Ocampo Six and other 
suspects The ICC would have to inspect and approve the credibility’ of 
the tribunal before it accepted to hand over the six suspects to be 
tried locally. "¥Vhether we pull out of the ICC or not, Moreno-Ocampo 
will still have them But after the inspection, if things ~vill be fine 
then they will try our people locally-," he said" (Anyuor, Nicholas, 
"Raila: We can run but not hide," Standard (Nairobi), 27 December 2010). 

"On 27 December 2010, ministers James Orengo (Lands), Otieno Ka~wang’ 
(In,migration) and Education Assistant Minister Ayiecho Olweny challenged 
the approval of the motion, arguing Kenya should not withdraw licom the 
ICC. "We signed the protocol because of its benefits and we shall 
protect it because we need it," said Kajwang’. ©rengo urged Kenyans to 
give ICC unwavering support ’"]’hose implicated should cart5’ their own 
cross," he added Ayiecho said, "It is unfortunate [’or Kewa to pull out 
of the I(;(2 because of the list of the six suspects.""(Anyuor, Nicholas, 
"Raila: We can run but not hide," Standard (Nairobi), 27 December 2010" 

Blogs 

In the on-line version of Kenya’s daily’ newspapers, readers can submit 
comanents on particular stories. Within 18 hours of the MPs vote, more 
than 200 people had written in to the Daily Natinn decrying the move to 
withdraw from the Rome Statute The selection below represents numbered 
postings as they’ appeared on the Daily Nation website on 23 December 
2010. (see growing list of contributions to this blog at 
http:i/www nation co.ke,’New’s/politics/Parliament%20puIls%20Kenya%20from%20ICC%20treatyi-/1064/1077336/-/v0uyxszJ-iindex.html): 

1. This is unbelievable. Talk of sovereignty is nonsense and 
short-sighted. We have murderers and rapists among our leaders The 
remainder of the leaders are people who want to protect them. All 
political parties have failed Kenyans here. Support the wealthy’, 
criminals holding us hostage through parliament. Business as usual. I 
weep [’or my country. (;an this be repealed’? (;an Kenyans come together and 
act? 

2. and how many MPs were present to debate such an important matter’? 
This is almost like a constitutional issue that requires a referendum.. 
two-thirds 

21. Kibaki should override the parliament on this vote. Or the court 
should rule the parlianrent unconstitutional 

22. These thugs don’t pay taxes and yet they expect us to pay for the 
circus in our local courts/tribunals in the name of a sovereign state 
trying its beloved 6 thugs. ICC is offering the trial for free and their 
fellow thugs not on the six list are willing to foot their 7star 
accorrmrodation and legal team at Hague. Since the 6 are all innocent, 
they will get a free holiday in Europe and return with a hefty package 
as damages after successfully suing ICC for tainting their good image. 

24. This is legislative banditry and judicial hooliganism. By 
domesticating ICC WE made it OI~R court. The claim that ICC is foreign 
and colonial is utter gibberish! t These are rascals out to vandalise the 
Constitution as they did with the Westminster one. 

28. It is impunity for the rich and no justice for the poor. 

30. My- only worlw is, how can we keep these crooks in Parliaruent up to 
2012? Is there a way all of them, except Hon. Martha Karua, can be 
recalled back to their villages, to avoid further damages and sharue to 
our Country? Is there a way?? 



42. rI1qe 6 will still go to The Hague as the process to withdraw takes 
one year Meanwhile the ICC machinery continues with the two cases. In 
fact, this move by M-Ps wil [ probably strengthen the resolve of the ICC 
to not politely "summon" the suspects but rather issue arrest warrants 
instead as it is now evident that the government is not cooperating with 
the ICC 

66 It shows the political elite is untouchable, that regardless of 
tribe the?’ have a common agenda, that the?’ eat donors’ money like no one 
else but at the same time call them neocolonialists - the peak of 
hypocrisy, etc. Please note: Sovereignty is based on legitimacy and this 
parliament has lost its legitimacy in representing Kenyans. 

104. No reasons the mps give make any sense. ICC seems to be on trial 
for PEV. Parliament should be dissolved so that Kenyan can elect mps who 
can save our country. (House Speaker Kenneth) Marende should lead them 
home. People were killed, raped and displaced, nobody cared, but when 
the suspected killers are named evets~ single cent will be collected for 
their defence. We are sick. It is time for the Kenyans to storm 
Parliament and close it. It is a house of shame. 

135. OMG someone please tell me how to sue the Kenyan Government, ara 
tired of being an ]DP (internally displaced person), how else will I get 
my rights as a Kenyan if the big fishes are covering for each other. I 
ara so sick and tired of being a second class citizen. 

149. Fellow Kenyans, I suggest that a referendun~ be sought by Martha 
Karua to seek for public view on this matter. It is not safe at all to 
leave this important matter in the hands of these hooligans we have 
always known as such. 

150. Do these Lords of Impunity expect us to trust them with a local 
tribunal?? What purpose does withdrawing sel+~’e? It does not take effect 
until one year after GOK (Government of Kenya) notifies l~J~N-. And cases 
begun before withdrawal are not affected. Moreover judges now have an 
a dded reason to issue arrest warrants instead of summons to appear- that 
is the price the six will pay for the ignorance and stupidity of their 
friends. 

152 This thoughtless, knave action proves our MPs, with a couple of 
exceptions are all at heart tribalists, rapists, arsonists and chicken 
brained. Will they now- go ahead proscribe ICC or sack its prosecutor? 
Kenya is in the vice grip of impunity C~, My Beloved Country! 

154. Over 1300 citizens lost their lives and no~v some 222 persons are 
standing in the way of justice? The time for Kenyans to exercise their 
right of recall is now. Under the new constitution, Article 104 of 
Chapter 8, Kenyans have a right to recall their MPs. Other MPs ~vant to 
fundraise to defeat justice same way they did to kill Kenyans Let them 
know- that Kenyans now have a way out Perpetrators must be brought to book. 

158 Now!!! This government needs to be ovelthrown and ~viped out 
completely and this is not a joke. I mean it 

167. And we KPC (Kenya People’s Court) have identified the ENEMIES of 
the people and Kenya, we kick them out en-masse come 2012! And Kenya 
will remain in the ICC, wapende wasipende (whether they like it or not), 
they are the ones to be seeing Bunge (Parliament) from outside, selfish 
unjust k [eptos they are 

178. \Vhat?? No the?’ DID NOT[ If what I am reading is true - then ]k/Ix 
President the best you can do for Kenya is something called VETO Do not 
send my motherland to the dogs. ’]’he Ocampo six are not more human beings 
than the over thousand lives that were lost. Justice aside, but it is 
immoral ~2~r the parliament to amend the law to benefit themselves. 
Media, please be the voice of the voiceless on this one. Inform Kenyans 
including the 212 waheshimiwas ("Honourables" the MPs) the pros and 
cons of pulling out from ICC Martha Kama is the only sane representative 

181 WTFt[ go on protect your o+vn, you are air guilty in our eyes, 
you’ve just confirmed that wananchi’s (citizens’) interest are not 
represented in parliament. There has to be a way to get these guys to 
the Hague, pliz someone confinn this is true! 

183. The X/;Ps, by voting that Kenya be out of the Rome statute, have 
proved that never worthy to represent Kenyans They shoutd be voted out 
save [’or Martha Karua. 

187. ’l’hese self-seeking, half-brained, sell! serving nincompoops have 
done it again! Now since the?" realize that the system might work against 
them so it must be bad{![ Why didn’t the?’ pull out before there was ever 
a case? Sovereignty my ]2>ot[ Just how stupid are these peopte but worse 
we people :For recycling them over the years!!! 

196. We can only+ end impuinty by voting out all these MPs corae 2012. 
The?" do not deser~,,e to make decisions on behalf of this nation. All 
their decisions are made to defend the pet~oetrators of PEV. 

200. Now, Kenyans prepare and vote in all new MPs so +ve can get back on 
the Rome statute. 
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VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES WITH EL KILOMBO COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION--please tbrward 

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES WITH EL KILOMBO COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION 

El Kilombo Intergalfictico (~v.elkilomtx~.org) is an all-volunteer run nonprofit organization in Dnrham dedicated to bringing together people from student, migrant. 

low-income, and people of color communities to tackle the challenges we fuce in Durham, NC. We s~rengthen capacities tbr taking collective decisions on importa~at 

issues that attEct us and create cooperative proj ects that address concrete needs in the areas of learning, health, housing, and employment. 

VOLUNTEER NEEDS: We are seeking volunteers to assist with vaJdous free programs ottEred at our social center. Please see details below. All volunteers must 

colnmit to volunteering 3- 4 Inonths. Sta(t date can be Jan. 17, Jan. 24, or Jan. 31 (the earlier the better) with a required orientation scheduled prior. Please email 

intb(i~elkilombo.or~, if interested preferably by Wed. ~lan. 12. A short application and interview roll follow. Thank yon for your interes~t! 

Engfish as a Second Language (ESL) Instructors: Volunteer with a unique adult-ESL program with a social-jus~tice focus. Work with Spanish-spealdng adults to 

learn vocabulary and basic grammar and gaAn greater spoken proficiency with a curriculum relevant to daily life concerns. Classes are schednled twice a week in the 

evening. Teachers must be able to commit 4-6 hours per week. Training and supplies roll be pl~ovided and no fom~al experience is necessary. Spanish language skills 

are not required but are helpful. 

Homework tlelp Tutors: Provide homework help to one or two consistent elementary, middle, or high school-age student(s). A minimum 2-hour commitment twice 

a week is expected. 

Child Care Pro~4ders: Provide childcare while parents are taking classes at the Center on a weekly basis. Responsibilities include taJaing care of 3-5 chiktren ranging 

in age frown 2 10 years old. Volunteel~s) must commit to an agreed upon semes~ter long regular schedule. 

Kids’ Literacy and Youth lh’ogram Helpers: Do you love working with kids and helping them to learn to read in a supportive and fun way? Volunteer to assist with 

an afterschool kids’ literacy class once a week focused on kids ages 6-10 years old. 01. do you have experience working with middle school and high school youth? 
Volunteer to assist with various youth-centered programs. 

Co~nputer Hterac3" Instructors: We are looking for Spanish-language and English-language instructors for beginning compnter classes. Areas of instruction may 

include: navigating the intemet for practical uses like getting news, using email, chat paying bills, searching for information, uploading photos, using social nemorking 

sites, office applications like Word, typing, etc. Familia~ty with open source software and/or LINUN;,IJbunta operating systems a plus bat not necesmry. 

Computer Maintenance Technician: Volunteer(s) will be responsible for the basic maintenance of 6-10 computers and a printer and ensuring that the lab is 

adequately equipped as a community resource. Volanteer(s) must have t?~niliarity with LINUN/Ubuntu operating systems and be able to commit 2 hours a week. 

Additional responsibilities may include: draNng recommendations for i~nprovement of the lab, overseeing the expansion and upgrade ofcompnter facilities, or special 

projects to ~neet the organization’s other technology needs. 

Spanisl~iEnglish Translators and Interpreters: Needed for specific projects and/or as-needed basis. Written translation includes flyers, handouts, articles, and 

website content. Interpreters are needed for health service days and other communi~ workshops or events. 

Dance Benefit Event Organizing Assistant: Help organize and promote a monthly Latin Dance benefit as a fundraiser for community pl~ograms. Responsibilities can 

include developing and implementing marketing s~trategies (including contacting media outlets, creating and dis~ibuting publici~ materials, social networking), forming 

partnerships, ~md assisting on site during the event with setup and with the welcome table. 
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Please participate in the conference, or 

Circulate this announcement in your department, institute or association. 

Call for Papers 
The World Congress for Korean Politics and Society 2oll 

* Organizer: Korean Political Science Association 

* Main theme: Korean Politics in Global Contexts: Theories and Practices 

* Date: August 23 to 25 (Tue-Thr), 2on 

* Venue: lncheon Songdo, South Korea 

* Submission Deadline for Paper and Panel Proposal: April ~, 2on 

Dear Colleagues, 

We are pleased to announce that the Korean Political Science Association (KPSA) is holding the World Congress for Korean Politics and Society 2Oll on 

August z3-25, 2Oll in Incheon Songdo. The KPSA is the most prestigious academic organization in Korea that represents Korean scholars of political 

science, public administration, and other related di! sciplines in social science and humanities. Founded in 1953, the KPSA has grown into the largest 

academic organization in Korea with active membership of over 2,000 individual scholars and institutions. 

The main theme for the Congress is "Korean Politics in Global Contexts: Theories and Practices." Contributions are invited for the congress that 
aims at vigorous discussion of the latest political developments in and around Korea covering, but not limited to, a varieD, of themes of study such as: (1) 
Research methodology of Korean polit! ical science: theories and issues; (2) Korean political studies: views from the outside; (3) Democratic process and 
national governance; (4) Rule of the law and social conflicts; (5) Social polarization and fair society; (6) Dynamics of the state, market, and civil society’; 

(7) Political and social thoughts: the classic schools of thought and their alternatives, the universal and the particular, and the East and the West; (8) 
Continuity" and discontinuity! in Korean political history: global implications; (9) Political leade rship and political ethics; (lo) World economy and Korean 
political economy; (11) North Korean regime and inter-Korean issues; (12) World security system and peace in the Korean peninsula; 03) The changing 
East Asian order and Korean politics; 04) Human security and global governance, 05) Multi-cultural and multi-religious society and identity politics; (16) 
Welfare and political economy in the aging society; (17) Gender equality and social justice; (18) Local politics and glocalization; 09) Presidential and 

parliamentary elections in 2o12 and the future of Korean politics. 

Please submit a paper or panel proposal with an abstract not exceeding 300 words through the KPSA homepage (w~*z.kpsa.or.kr/congress2oll/) to 

present at the 2Oll World Congress. 

For more information, please refer to the attachment, and we will appreciate if you are kind enough to forward this Call for Papers to colleagues you think 
may be interested. 

For further information concerning the conference and the application process, please contact the Program Director, Dr. Ji-Whan Yun, at 

kpsa2oll@gmail.com. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

The Korean Political Science Association 

1ool Daechi-Dong, Gangnam-Gu, Seoul, South Korea 

ww~v.kpsa.or.kr 

82-2-961-9464 

kpsa2on@gmail.com 



Attached: http://www.kpsa.or.kr/congress2 011/download/call_for_paper_E.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emoJl.unc.edu> 

Monday,               12:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edt~’~ 

Office Hours Question 

My name is              and I am a former stude~’~t of yours; I took AFRI 
with you m              I was wondering if 1 could meet ~vith you very 

briefly sometime this week or earl?’ next week. I don’t know ~vhen and where 

you are holding office hours this semester, but if you could provide that 
infbrmation I would be happy to meet during one of those times. Thanks so 

much for youa- tftme. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib.unc.eduv 

Monday, Januao, 10, 2011 1:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2011-01-13 

Your reservation request for Africa [videocassette] from 2011-01-12 through 2011-01-14 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Africa [videocassette]: 65-V3086 cl v.3 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

Your reservation request fur Africa [videocassette] from 2011-01-12 through 2011-01-14 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation. 

Staff Notes: 

Africa [videocassette]: 65-V3086 cl v.1 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked uut to the person that appears un the buoking furm submitted tu the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questiuns you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu ur by phune at 962-2559 

Yuur reservatiun request for Africa [videucassette] from 2011-01-12 thruugh 2011-01-14 has been approved. 

Yuu may pick up the film at the N/;RC as earl?’ as 8am the first day ufyour reser~ation. 

St al![" Nutes: 

Africa [videocassette]: 65-V3086 cl v.2 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked uut to the person that appears un the buoking furm submitted tu the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questiuns you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu ur by phune at 962-2559 

’]?his autumated emai[ was sent at 01-10-2011 13:54 pm 

...... Mail generated at Jan. 10.2011 13:01:32 



12th Annual 
MOCHE-UNC FIELD SCHOOL IN PERU 

Anth 453 Field School in South American Archaeology 
June 6 - July 7, 2011 

Interested in spending a month in Peru excavating an ancient town? 

Learn how to do archaeological excavation and lab analysis 
Visit world world-famous archaeological sites and learn about the prehistory of Peru 
Tour the north coast; visit the sites of E1 Brujo and Tflcume; see the Lord of Sipan museum 
Earn 6 semester hours of UNC-Chapel Hill credit for Anthropology 453 
Or same program without credit at a reduced price. Contact Brian Billman at: bbillman@email.unc.edu 
Fulfills four General Education requirements: (1) Historical Analysis, (2) Beyond the North Atlantic, (3) The 
World Before 1750, and (4) Experiential Education. 
No prerequisites. Spanish not required. Non-majors accepted. 

PROGRAM The field school is designed to provide students with training in archaeological excavation and 
laboratory methods as well as instruction in the prehistory of Peru. The program begins with workshops on 
archaeological methods and the prehistory of Peru. After this, students work five days a week excavating an ancient 
town in the foothills of the Andes. Student live on the beach in Huanchaco, a quiet fishing village and resort, 300 
miles north of Lima north. On Saturdays, we tours of archaeological sites, and Sundays are free. The last week of the 
program, we tour the north coast of Peru. 

Fieldwork involves the excavation of noble and commoner households at the site of Cerro Leon. The site was a 

Moche town dating to AD 400-700. It has well-preserved household compounds containing Moche fineware 

pottery, jewelry, and metal objects. Through excavation, analysis, readings, and group discussions, we examine how 

ethnicity, class, and economic relationships are manifested in household remains. 

On Saturdays we tour of local museums and archaeological sites, including Chan Chan, Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la 
Luna, and Cerro Oreja. Sundays is unscheduled free time. 

TRAVEL 
tours. 

In addition to field and lab work, the program includes a 3-day tour of the north coast and Saturday 

INSTRUCTORS Brian Billman (Associate Professor, UNC-Chapel Hill), Jesfis Bricefio (INC Peru), and 
, (PhD candidate at UNC-Chapel Hill) have more than 70 years of archaeological experience on 

a wide range of sites in Peru and the US. 



LOCATION     The field school is based in Huanchaco, a pleasant fishing village and beach resort just a few miles 
outside of Trujillo, a large city on the north coast of Peru. Students live in a rental house in Huanchaco and are 
provided with group meals six days a week. Beaches are located across the street from the hotel, and the Andes 
Mountains are close by for free-time activities. 

ABOUT THE MOCHE ORIGINS PROIECT The field school is part of the Moche Origins Project directed by Professor 
Brian Billman.                 (UNC-Chapel Hill), Jestls Bricefio (Instituto Nacional de Cultura). The project goal is 
to examine how highland-coastal relationships, social stratification, and warfare influenced the development of the 
Southern Moche state. Beginning in 1997, the project involves household excavations, analysis of collections of 
human remains, ceramic sourcing, pedestrian survey of the Moche Valley, and environmental reconstruction. 
Flourishing from AD 200-800, the Southern Moche state was a highly centralized, hierarchically organized political 
system in which leaders exercised considerable economic, military, and ideological power. Leaders of the state 
directed the construction of some of the largest public monuments in the Americas, led the conquest of neighboring 
valleys, and organized the production of finely-crafted ceramics, textiles, and metal objects. Although one of the 
largest and most complex prehistoric political systems in the Americas, the origins and socioeconomic structure of 
the Southern Moche state are poorly understood. 

COSTS     For credit $4,060* non-credit for $3,060* 
This covers instructional fees, application fees, lodging, three meals a day six days a week, all site and museum 
entrance fees, health insurance, and a 3-day tour of the north coast. Cost does not include airfare to Peru, 
transportation to Huanchaco, meals on Sundays, laundry service, or personal expenses. 

APPLICATION    Enrollment is open to students from any college or university. Out-of-state students pay the 
same fees and tuition as in-state students. No prerequisites. Spanish is not required. Space is limited to 14 
students. 

APPLY ONLINE AT For credit program: http~/istudyabroad.unc.edu 

Non-credit program: bbillman_@email.unc.edu 

DEADLINE     12 February 2011. If not full, we continue to accept applications after deadline. We encourage 
students to complete their applications as soon as possible. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

For program details: 

Professor Brian Billman 

Department of Anthropology 

CB#3115, 201b Alumni 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

(919) 962-9348 

bbillman@ email.unc.edu 

http:i/rla.unc.edu/Teachingimop/default.htm 

For registration and administrative details: 
Landry ]ones, Advisor 
Study Abroad 
Fedex Global Education Building, CB#3130 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3130 
{919) 962-5078 
landry.jones@unc.edu 
http:i/studyabroad.unc.eduiprograms.cfmTpk=1750 

*The quoted cost is based on prices and exchange rates as of September, 2010. The costs and details of the program 
itinerary are subject to change. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sahle@ema~l,unc,edu 

Monday, 9:42 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr 

Fwd: AFRI 

..... Forwarded message from       @emaihunc.edu ..... 

Date: Fri, 16:51:45 -0500 
From: ~@emaihuaac.edu> 

Reply-To: @emaihunc.edu> 
Subject: AFRI 

To: Eunice N Haben Sable <sahle@email uric edu> 

Professor Sahle, 

I am a and ewolled in AFRI section but for some reson that 
section was canceled Is there any way I can be added to your section? 

Thanks 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

-Where there is a Will there is Way- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 11,2011 3:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Shooting Suspect Waives Bail and Is Ruled ’a Danger’ 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes corn/indexe!!2011/01!! l/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

VVerld j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This [-?~V 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Januai~ 11, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Shooti*~g Suspect Vgaives 

Bail and Is Ruled ’a Danger’ 

aared L. Loughner was assigned an 
attorney, audy Clarke, a public 
defender who has handled the eases 
of Theodore & Kaezynski, who was 
convicted in the Unabomber attacks, 
and Zaearias Moussaoui, the A1 
Qaeda operative. 

In Giff~uods*s District, a Loilg 

History of Tension 

Tensions have long run high in the 8th Congressional Distriet of Arizona, a classic swing district 
that shares a n4-mile border with Mexico. 

In Tucson, G~ms Have a Broad Constituency 

Representative Gabrielle Giffords once boasted: "I have a Gloek 9 mm and rm a pretty good shot," 
highlighting a passionate gun eultnre that crosses political lines. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Paqe >; 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tf you looked at the two of them right aext to each o&er s}ttb~g i~ space, they wo~dd hmk to be exaet~] 

MICHAEL E. BRO~VN~ a professor o[ pIanetary astronomy at the Caligorni;~ Instit~tte o[ 
Technology, on the eontitming debate over the t’ela[ive sizes og Plnto and the dw;~t’g planet Eris. 

VVashington,      ,~r4~o~ 
.~izona React    ,~ ;~ 
to Tucson 
Tragedy 
An outpouring of grief eonld be seen 
in ~’izona and Washington, D.C., on 
Monday as people reacted to the 
shooting on Saturday that left six 
people dead and ~4 others wounded. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Amer] ca n History 
What’s the tie between 
political speech and the 
violent acts of 
unbahmeed individuals? 

~ &,in the Discussion 

How to eat an ant 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

The year of the tablet again 

Putting a price tag on Facebook 

] 



WORLD 

Pakistan Faces a D[~Sde of Age on Muslh~ Law 

The same young lawyers once seen as a force for democracy are now rallying behind the confessed 
killer of a provincial governor. 

Amid Riotit~g, Tmfisia Clones Universities at~d Schools 

The country’s president promised to create more jobs, but also to stamp out violence, as public anger 
over poverty and unemployment continued to stoke disturbances. 

FORT-AU- PRINCE JOURNAL 

A S~bol of Hope for Ha~tl, 

The Iron Market, a landmark in Port-au-Prince, has been rebuilt and is to be inaugurated, a rare 
bright spot in Haiti’s reconstruction after last aanuary’s devastating earthquake. 

More W0rid News 

Red Flags at a College~. bt~t Tied Hat~ds 

Even in the wake of the Virginia Teeh murders, experts say institutions and employers are seldom 
set up to handle such potential threats. 

Palln, Amid Criticism, Stays in Electrotfic Comfo~ Zone 

Even some Republicans sympathetic to Sarah Palin suggested she had to step out Dora behind 
Twitter and Faeebook to eonh’ont eritieism that her rhetoric ]night have helped create a climate for 
violence. 

At Victim’s School; Shock~ Sorrow and Nightmares 

As classes resumed at Christina Green’s elementary school, officials encouraged her classmates, 
many of whmn had starting having nightmares, to talk about their sorrow and fears. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

J~dges Berate Bank :i,a~Ters i*~ Foreclosm-es 

In many opinions, judges have accused lawyers of processing shoddy or even fabricated paperwork 
in foreclosure actions when representing banks. 

A Resurge~t ClnTsler Says It Is Here to Stay 

Chrysler is in the midst of a new-product blitz that includes revamped models, as well as smaller 
models it will get from Fiat. 

~ Fi~t’s StaRe n Chrysler Rises to 25% 

~Ford 
Plans to Hire More Than 7000 Workers 

It~ Detroit, Toyota Vows to Earn Trust 

Akio Toyoda, Toyota’s president, made his first appearance at an American auto show, and said his 
company was committed to gaining the trust of consumers. 

S P 0 RTS 

AUBURN 22, OREGON 19 

Twists, Tm’~s a~d O~e Roll Give A~b~rn the T~tle 

An iron-dad defense and two huge late runs by the freshman tailback Michael Dyer led Auburn 
over Oregon to win its first national title since 1957. 

~ I.ive Analysis: B.CS Title Game I Slide Show 

Ooil~g From Yale {o Swede~ a~d Back {o Reach No. 1 

Under Coach Keith Allain, the Yale men’s hockey team is ~4q and ranked No. ~ in the country for 
the first time. 



Latest, Three-’l’ea~u Trad<~ Effort Co*fld S<~ud ~,M~tho~y to th~ Nets 

A eomplicated three-team trade might tiredly satisfy Carmelo Anthony’s primary objective, but 

with mixed results on the rest of his wish list. 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Sounds of the V~or|d, $ousaphoues lue[uded 

Thirteen groups and many more styles fill Webster Hall for the annual world music showcase. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’LIGHTS OUT’ 

"Lights Out," a new FX series, is a first-rate tale about a boxer’s comeback that includes sly, 

convoluted twists on family politics, elass and New Jersey emTuption. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Los ~geles Philharmonic offered a live HD broadeast in movie theaters on Sunday afternoon. 

Will it begin a trend? 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Now, researehers say that the rival to Pinto that was discovered six years ago is aetnally smaller 

than Pluto. 

~ Slide Show: The Saga of Pluto 

The love and trust that oxytoein promotes are not toward the world in general, just toward a 

person’s in-group. 

You Might Already Know This .oo 

A report on ESP to be published this year has inflamed a debate on the standard technique used to 

analyze data in much of social science and medicine. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Members of Congress are concerned about their safety. But they should be no less wmTied about the 

effect of their inaction on gun control on the safety of Americans. 

EDITORIAL 

Not So Cheap for chh~a 

Beijing would be wise to stop tailm’ing economic policy to satisfy its exporters and start thinking 

about the big picture, starting with its own people. 

EDITORIAL 

There is little hope for democratic change in Belarus unless its president, Aleksandr Lukashenko, is 

fm’ced to pay a stiff price for his abuses. 

EDITORIAL 

A "~A lfiff of Sprlng 

You can practically smell spring coming in the well-thumbed, dog-eared pages of seed catalogues. 

More Opinien >> 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Sweet I-Iou~e ~°izoua 

Renewal and consolation at the end of Tucson’s darkest year. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



The Pol~tlc~zed Mind 

The political opportunism occasioned by the Tucson massacre has ranged fronl the irrelew~nt to the 
irresponsible, all while we ignore the most productive qnestions. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A F~ood Tide of 
~-~7 i.:: ..4.~ i i.i.::~.i~: i 

The attack in Tncson is jnst the latest wave in Amet’ica’s endless ocean of violem’.e. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

V~Zhy Po~itlc~ans Need to Stay Out in th~ Op~ 

There can never be fl’eedom withont risk, and it’s always worth it for elected representatives to 
meet with their constituents. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 11, 1935, aviator Amelia Earhart began a trip from Honolulu to Oakland, Calif., becoming 
the first woman to fly solo across the Pacific Ocean. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Front Page 

Yoti received this message b,scatise you signed tip for NYFimes cenq’s loday’s Headlines newsie~er As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe ~ Change You[ E-Mail I Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: @email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:07 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI 

Hello, 

My name is i and I’m a here at U~’C and 
would really like to enroll in your AFRI class. I wa s m the first 
position on the waiting list for this class. I will be attending class 
today and hope to get in[ Thal~ks for your time! 



From: @email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Africa 

Professor Sable, 

I am that is enrolled in you 
Africa on Tuesday and Thursdays. I am emailing because I 
did not want to be dr~pped from the roll today, however, the road that I 

live on is a solid sheet of ice. I can neither drive nor walk safely upon 
it so I will be absent today, however, I will be in class on Thnrsday 
(weather permitting) 

Thank you so much for your understanding, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Alii 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I am interested in adding your Afri     lecture to my schedule, but it’s 
closed out. The course satisfies a requirement I need, and nay 

, so I’m rely interested in learning more about 
the continent. I plan on sitting in on class on thursday, and if there is 
anything I can do to get into the class could you please let me know? 

Thank you, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:18 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

Dr. SaNe, 

Thanks. It was great seeing you today. 3:30 on Tuesday is perfect. I’m looking forward to it. Should I meet you in your office’? I saw they were doing construction on 

Battle Hall, is your office slill in 

Thanks again, 

On Wed at 8:49 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eanice(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Welcome back. 

Let me know if we can meet on Tuesday at 3.30pm to discuss the way forward with assignments. 

Best rashes, 

Dr. SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

i@emaiLunc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 8:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I just wanted to touchbase this week to figure out when you and I should meet to talk about my independent study. I kind of got some new ideas over the last semester, and I 
would love to run them by you. My availability is as follows: 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday before :t:tam and after 2pm 
Tuesday between :t:30pm- 3: :tSpm, after 4:45pm 
Thursday between :t2:30pm-3::tSpm, after 4:45pm 

This Friday rm meeting with some people in the afternoon, but other than that, this week I’m available during all those times. I hope we can touch base soon! 

Class of 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 12, 2011 7:32 AM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat~m] Language courts 

Dear Travis: 
Monday!Wednesday!Friday 10-10:50 AM, 12- 12:50 PM, and 2-2:50 PM would be a time slot for the Wolof and Swahili. They will be teaching 3 classes, one of them might be 
intro to Africa. But for now, give them three language courses. I might teach the introductory course of Wolof, which will be 10-10:50 AM. 
Thanks, 
Mamarae 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2011 9:35 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FvV: A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

Froro: Kassahun Checole [      @verizon.net] 
Sent; Sunday, January 09, 2011 11:08 AM 
To:       @gmail.com 
Co: ’Senait Kassahun’ 
Subject: A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

Many of you may recall that we had successh.dly published ~:he first part Dr. Berket Habte Selassies at~:ob~ographical boo]~, The Crown and the Pet~. We are now 

pleased to announce the puN~cat~on of ffis second vokm~e entitled, ~Wounded Nat~on._". P~ease find attached details on this, and we are hoping that not only 

wi~ you buy a copy for yourself, but you w~ll also spread the word to other friends, colleagues and I~braries. 

For ordering purposes, you may reach our web s~te at the fo~]owi~g: 

http:iiwww.a fr~caworld pressbooks~comiserv~et/Detai~?no=528 

?hank you and bes~: w~shes for the New Year[ 

Kassahun Checo~e, 

Publisher 

Africa World Press & The Red Sea Press, ~nc. 

54I West in,ham Avenue, Suite B 

irent:on, NJ 

Tek (609) 695-320~ 

Fax: (609) 695--6465 

k.checole@africaworldpressbooks.com 

htt p:i!www.a fricaworld pressbooks.com 

You are cu~nfly subscribed to a[fiM~m as: mseck(~email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscfi~clickhe~e: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361635.~22e471kla21Bc~75dac07816c2767d6&n T&I al~afam&o 28433946 

(It may be neces~y m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Uank emafil to 

You are currently subscribed to a~iafam as: euNce~emml.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfi~ clickhere: hRp:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I a£~iafam&o~8450661 

(It may be neces~- to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email m leave-28450661-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listse~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sock, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 12, 2011 7:37 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [aliiafam] A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

Dear All: 
Please disregard previous email about language courses, it was addressed to Travis. 
Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, January 10, 2011 9:35 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

From: Kassahun Checole [      ~verizon.net] 
Sent: Sunday, January 09, 2011 11:08 AM 

@gmail.com 
C¢: ’Senait Kassahun’ 
Subject: A New Book by Dr. Bereket Habte Selassie 

Dear Frier~ds: 

Many o[: you may recall that we had successfully published d~e first part Dr. Berket ~-[abte SNassies autobiographical book, The Crown and the Pen. We are now 

pleased to announce the publication of his second voklme entitled, "Wounded Nat~on...". Please find attached details on this, and we are hoping that not only 

wi~ you buy a cop}’ for yourself, but you w~l~ also spread the word to other friends, colleagues and I~braries. 

For ordering purposes, Vou may reach our web s~:e at the fo~k)wing: 

http:/iwww.a fr~caworldpressbooks.com/serv~etiDetai~?no=528 

Thank you a~d besL w~shes for the New Year[ 

Kassahun Checo~e, 

Publisher 

Africa World Press & The Red Sea Press, 

54I West: ingham Avenue, Suite g 

Tre~LorL NJ 08538 

Tek (609) 695-320~ 

Fax: (609) 695-6466 

k.ch ecole @a fdcaworld pressbooks.com 

htt P:iiwww.a fr~caworld pressbooks.com 

You aze cu~nfly subscribed to a~afam as: mseck@email.unc~edu. 

To unsubscfi~ click here: http:/,’lists.u~c.e&t,’u?id=32361635.a22e47[da2[6ca275dac07816c27b7d6&~=T&l=a[~atiam&o=28433946 

(It may be neces~D~ to cut and paste the aNwe URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28433946-32361635.a22e4.7f&~2f6ca275dac07816c2767d6(t~listse~.u~c.edu 

You aze cun~nfly subscribed to a~afam as: 

(It may be neces~D~ to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or seud a Nank emaJl to leave-28450675-32361608.egTa91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~listserx,.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               12:21 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ thculW] Fwd: 

Hamj ambo Mamfiki! 

1 hope that you all had a fantastic break! We are excited to continue with                  this semester. We are looking forward to exploring more Swahili health 

vocabulary, doing basic tr~mslations, and just practicing our conversation skills. We hope you all can make it this semester! Please visit doodle 
(http://doodle.com/kSi6eu4shrpza3c~ and we will try and determine a time that works well tbr most of us. 

Best, 

I~gmail.com 

MPH Candidate 

University of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 1:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr: 

The Lm~guage of Art and Music: "An Interuational Symposium on the Potential for Artistic Expression to Cross Cultural Barriers" (Berlin, 

17th - 20th February. 2011) 

Call for Applications 

The Language of Art and Music: 

"An International Symposium on the Potential for Artistic Expression to Cross Cultural Barriers" 

(Berlin, 17th = 20th February 2011 ) 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

"The Role of the Arts in Shaping Europe’s Future" 

(Berlin, 14th - 20th February 2011) 

Dear Friends & Colleagues, 

On behalf of the ICD, I am writing to bring to your attention the next two major programs hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. We are currently 
accepting applications to attend these programs, and I would therefore be grateful if you could share the announcement within your network and fonmard the information below 
on to anyone who you feel may be interested in attending. 

The Language of Art and Music: "An International Symposium on the Potential for Artistic Expression to Cross Cultural Barriers" 

(International Conference, Berlin, 17th-20th February 2011) 

www.icddan.q ua.geofarta ndmusic.or.g 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders 
"The Role of the Arts in Shaping Europe’s Future" 

0Neeklong Seminar, Berlin, 14th-20th February 2011) 

www.icd-a rtascult u raldiplomacy .or.g 

* Palticipants in tb, e AR as Cultural Diplomacy Weeklong Seminar will also take pair in the International Conference: ’:The Language of AR and M uNc: "An International Symposium on the Potential for ARistic 

Expression to Cross Cultural Barrieis" (Beriin~ 17[h - 20th February, 2011) 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation and support in raising awareness of our upcoming event. 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku datum Karree (3rd Fioor/Hochhaus) 
Ku#Ors~endanlm 207-8 ~eriir~, Germany- !0719 

Phone: 00.49 (0)30.2360-7650 
~:a~<: 00 49.(0)30 2360--76~1 ! 
~:~_~[~ ~ L~[~ J~J~_~ ~_Y_~ r~q 

info~culturaldiplomacy.or9 

ICD Calendar 2011 (More>): 

The Language of Art and Music > (Berlin, 17 - 20 February 2011) 

The ICD Acaderny for Cultural Diplornacy - February Session > (Berlin 17-23 Februa~ 2011} 

Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy > (Bedin, 06 - 12 March, 2011) 

The Berlin International Econornics Congress> (Berlin, 09 - 12 March, 2011} 

The Language of Art and Music: 
"At~ International Symposium on the Potential for Artistic Expression to Cross Cultural Barriers" 
(International Conference, Berlin, 17th -20th February, 2011 ) 
www.icddanguageofarta ndmusic.org 

"The Language of Art and Music" is an international conference taking place in Berlin from 17th - 20th February 2011 that will explore the potential for art and music to offer a 
neutral platform for cultural exchange. Artists and speakers from the fields of cinema, musicology, cultural anthropology, art history, literary theory, and other related 
academic disciplines will shar~ their perspectives alongside politicians, diplomats, civil society practitioners, musicians, artists, and other stakeholders. 



The use of culture and art to promote dialogue and understanding is a field which, although it has been the subject of much scholarly attention, has had little impact on the 
behavior and activities of national governments and other stakeholders in international relations. Moreover, whilst there is a widespread agreement of the value of culture and 
art in raising awm~ness of cultural differences, ther~ is less understanding of the potential for culture and art to offer a neutral platform for cultural exchange, to transform 
cultural differences and unite people through emotions. "The Language of Art and Music" will work to bridge the gap between theory and practice by bringing together 
academic experts and key figures in international relations to discuss the importance of these artistic disciplines. An interdisciplinary discussion on the theory behind cultural 
exchange will be followed by analysis of diverse case studies from across the world. 

Conference Participants 
The conference audience will consist of cultural figures from international cinema, music, performing art, visual arts, national and international cultural institutions, young 
professionals, students and scholars, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, and other interested stakeholders from across the world. 

The onNne application form can be found under: 

!~t!p://wvw~.cult u raldip!o[~acy.org/acd/![~dex.php?er!_ylf application-form 

Speakers 
The speakers attending the Conference will include internationally award-winning artists, prominent cultural figures and leading experts from international cinema, music, 
performing art, visual arts, heads of national and international cultural institutions, and nominees from the 61st Berlin film festival 2011. These speakers will include leading 
figures and experts from international politics, academia, the diplomatic community, civil society, and the private sector from across the world as well as number of individuals 
from the ICD Advisory Board (for further information about the Advisory Board please click here_). 

Certificate of Attendance 
All conference participants will be awarded an official certificate of attendance at the end of the program. This certificate will confirm attendance and provide details of the 
speakers who took part during the program and the topics discussed. 

Participant Papers 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages research and progressive thought into the fields of culture, globalization and international relations. In this regard, the ICD 
welcomes participants of the Conference to submit papers on this subject. The papers can cover any topic within these fields, according to your own particular interests and 
passions. Participants can submit work that they have completed in the past for other purposes, ongoing research or a paper written specifically for the conference. Groups of 
students are also allowed to submit collaborative pieces of work. 

Sustainable Network 
Conference participants will become part of a growing international network of people from across the wodd with different fields of interest and levels of experience, who share 
a commitment to intercultural exchange. Participants will be able to remain in touch with each other through the ICD Online Network. 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders 
"The Role of the Arts in Shaping Europe’s Future" 
(Weeklong Seminar, Berlin, 14th-20th February 2011) 
L~_t_!p ://wvwv. cu Itu ra Id i9 J__o_ E~_’_a___c_ y <__o__r.g_/_’_a___c__d__/_[!)__d__e___x_ <9_h__ p__?__e__ L~_.y_l_f_ 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders (ACD) is a nelwork of young influential individuals from across the world, who have an interest in art, music, 

cultural studies, international relations, political science, peace studies, diplomacy and beyond as well as those interested in exploring the potential for art to serve as a 

catalyst for cultural diplomacy at both local, national and international levels. Art has a unique role in cultural diplomacy; Whether visual arts, literature, film, music, dance or 

theatre they have the power to transcend political borders and cultural barriers. The arts can appeal to universal feelings, thoughts and ideas that everyone can understand, 

but also can be specific to certain times, places and political climates. The forthcoming CDA Weeklong Seminar will be held in Berlin from 14th - 20th February 2011, and will 
focus on the following theme: 

"The Role of the Arts in Shaping Europe’s Future" 

The weeklong seminar is an international and interdisciplinary gathering of young professionals and students from across the world who are looking to develop a career in the 
cultural sector. The seminar provides an excellent opportunity for young people to expand their knowledge about current and future developments in the field, meet with current 
and former key cultural players, build sustainable networks with each other and experience Berlin and its rich and diverse cultural life. The program will consist of speeches, 
panel discussions and workshops by leading figures from the fields of performing arts, visual arts, film, literature, architecture, academia, diplomacy and policymakers. 
Speakers will offer a range of perspectives on curr~nt and conceptual issues in the development of cultural policy and arts administration within an international context, and 
the current and future potential of the arts as a diplomatic tool. 

Participants 
The seminar is open to individuals from across the world, who have an interest in art, music, cultural studies, international relations, political science, peace studies, 
diplomacy and beyond as well as those interested in exploring the potential for art to serve as a catalyst for cultural diplomacy at both local, national and international levels. 

The online application form can be found under: ..h.t.tp~j./~.c.~.t.~.r..a.~..d.~..~.~.~..m...a..c.~.:.~...rg./..a..c...d../~.n..d.~.e..~.‘~p..~R~&~L79R~&~Q~. 

[n particular, the next ACD Weeklonr..I Seminar will focus on the followin~ issues: 

The role of culture in the process of European integration: opportunities and challenges 

Engaging with diversity: artistic responses to multiculturalism and integration 

European identity, active citizenship and access to arts & culture 

The differences belween cultural diplomacy and propaganda 

Berlin - an exploration of the political and cultural capital with its turbulent history 

How social, legal and financial conditions affect artistic activity 

Leadership initiatives: How to develop your own initiatives 

The institute for Cultural Diplomacy 
www.cultu raldiplomacy.orq 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany. The goal of the ICD is to promote 
global peace and stability through strengthening and supporting intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade the ICD has gr~)wn to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, whose pro)grams facilitate interaction between individuals of all cultural, academic, and pr~)fessional backgr~)unds, from across 



the world. 

Previous Eyelets 

Previous events held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy include "A World without Walls: An International Conference on Peacebuilding, Reconciliation and Globalization in 

an Interdependent World", which marked the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall (’www.world-without-v~alls.org). Speakers in this event included Lord Anthony 
Giddens (Baron Giddens, of Southgate) - Professor Emeritus at the London School of Economics; Former Director of the London School of Economics; Janez Jan~a - 
Former Prime Minister of Slovenia; Joaquim Chissano - Former President of Mozambique; Former Chairperson of the African Union; and Lord Jack McConnell - Former 
First Minister of Scotland. 

In May 2010 the ICD hosted The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy 2010 (~,wv.icddnterantionalsymposium.org). Speakers in this event included Bertie Ahern - 
Former Prime minister of Ireland; Emil Constantinescu - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Romania; Sir Malcolm Rifkind - Former Foreign Secretary of 
the United Kingdom; Kjell Magne Bondevik - Former Prime Minister of Nowvay; and Dr. Vaira Vfl~e-Freiberga - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Latvia. 

In February, 2010, the ICD hosted the Berlin International Economics Congress: An Interdisciplinary Analysis of the Roles of Global Politics & Civil Society in International 

Economics (wvwv.biec.de). 

For more information on speakers who have attended previous ICD events, please click here. 

For any additional information please address any queries to info@culturaldiplomacy.or.q 

With warm regards and gratitude, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku datum Karree (3rd Fioor/Hochhaus) 
Ku#Qrs~endamm 207-5 ~eriir~, Germa!ly- !0719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 

Fax: 00 49.~0)30 2360-76811 

info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - click here 
Keep up-to-date with the ~atest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - click here 

Become a membef of ~he bCD end ~e~r~ c[eate a s~ron9 Cu~tuta~ Oiplomacy cort, munity- click here 

1his e-mai~ contains prM~eged ;~nd confider~a~ ~nformal:ion ~ntended on~y 

for the use of the ~nd~v~dua~ or ent~ named above. ~f the =’eader of th~s 
e-ms~ ~s not the ~ntended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 

~o~ routing i~ ~e the k~ten~ed recipient; you are hereby notified that any 

p=’ohibited if you have received this e-ma~l in erro=’, please rep~y to the 
sender of such end deiete the e-maJ~ in ~ entJre~’ ihsnk you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Wedne sday, 2:5 8 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Dr. SaNe Cour~ outline:AFAM : AFAM 

Dr. Sahle, 

Has there been any word about the class? I need to know whether or not it~ll be cancelled because I would need to find another to replace it. 

Thanks so much, 

From: EUNICE N Sahle [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,              9:57 AM 
Subject: Dr. SaNe Course outline:AFAM        : AFAN 

Dear All, 

Welcome to AFAM 

Plea~se note "that the course ontline is available on Blackboaxd. Fnrther, because of budgetary issues cour~ ontlines are no longer printed out a~d distributed in class, 

thns print out fl~e conrse outline and bring to our first cla~ss. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Automatic reply: Breald~s~t with 

I am out of the office from Saturday, to Thursday I will have infrequent access to the internet, but will be checking emails regularly. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 5:33 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; latinolist@duke.edu 

HaJmah Gill Book reading tomorrow at Regulator in Durham 

Book reading at the Regulator Bookshop, Durham, NC, Thursday, Janualy 13, 2011 

"The Latino Migration Experience in Nolth Carolina: New Roots in the Old North State" 

From Independent Weekly: 
"North Carolina’s grade school textbooks have long noted the influx of European immigrants, but they may need to be updated for the rising numbers of Latinos. Haimah Gill’s new book, 
The Latino Migration Experience in North Carolina: New- Roots in the Old North State, looks at how Latino migration has come to the Southeast, and sheds light on the arrivals in North 
Carolina in particular The book also examines what this means for globalization and various facets of the culture at large. Gill knows her stuff: She serves as assistant director of the Institute 
for the Study of the Americas and works as a research associate at UNC’s Center for Global Initiatives. The free event begins at 7 pm; she’ll discuss the issue and sign copies of her book - 
Sarah Ewald 

Location: Durham 720 Ninth St, phone (919) 286-2700, ~vww regulatorbookshop corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday 2011 5:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AFAM 

Hi, I am in your class and I wa s ~vondering if we would be remaining in the 
same classroom? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:52 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Reminder: Colectivo Situaciones’ talk this Friday 

The Institute for the Study of the Americas presents: 

*Notes on the Latin American political anomaly based on the Argentinean 
Experience*** 

*A talk by Colectivo Situaciones* 

5:30 PM, Global Education Center, UNC, Room 1005" 

*Reception to follow in GEC 1st Floor Lobby* 

During the last decade Latin America has been characterized by a wave of 
anti-neoliberal movements that implied a rupture with the direct cotranand of 
the global elites. CoIectivo Situaciones will analyze the current direction 
and ~2~rce of these movements and the new playing field created by the 
appearance of"progressive" governments throughout the region, with a 
particular focus on the Argentinean experience. 

Colectiw~ Situaciones is a militant research collectwe based out of Buenos 
Aires, Argentina with a long history ties to Argentinean socia[ movements. 
Their most recent book, *Conversations in the Impasse* is a series of 
conversations with intellectuals worldwide on the ambiguous contemporary 
global political moment The other work includes essays and books, most 
famously La Hipdtesis 891, and Genocide in the Neighborhood (soon to appear 
in English). More of their work can be accessed on their website 
www.situaciones.org. 

This event is co-Sponsored by the Latin American Political Iruaginaries 
Working Group, The Social Movements Working Group, the Geo-graphing Justice 
Working Group, and the Counter Cartography Collective. 

-- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank eruail to leave-28457521-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listser,~.anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

AFRI - Weekly Forum Question 

Dr. Sahle 
I’m not able to locate your ~veekly forum question on Blackboard. Can you please direct me to where tlfis information is posted? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, 10:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

s~tudent with disabili~ in AFRI 

Hello, my name is             and I’m a      in your online Afri 
course. I have worked with Disability Services over the past 
years to accommodate                                This requires 
me to have Disability Services e-mail notifications to all of my 
professors for test scheduling purposes There is a time limit during 
which this can be done and once that window is closed, I can’t schedule 
tests with Disability Services. 

After reading the syllabus and putting into consideration this is an 
online course with generous time frames to complete tests, I do not 
think I will need extra time However, I wanted to mn this by you 
first. Would you like me to submit your course to Disability’ Sel-,zices 
for an?’ precautionary reasons or do you think it is unnecessary? 

I veW much look forward to your course this semester. 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

calmot locate "Questions liar Further Discussion" 

Are there any questions for further discussion from your commentary on 
lesson 1 ? If so, I carmot find them on blackboard or the course 
website. I even looked under the discussion forum too. Where can I find 
these questions if there are an?- for lesson 1 ? 



From: @email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 12:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu > 

Subject: A~i 

Prof. Sable, 

IVly name is PK): . I am very interested m taking 

your afri class, but it will not allow me to em-oll in it on colmect 
carolina Is there any way that I can still enroll in your class this 

semester? 

Thank you very much, 



Froin; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 13, 2011 2:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Your problem ticket 1954989 has been ulxtated 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new reformation. 

Worklog Ently: The VCR was not turned on. The professor turned it on and the VCR started to work fine. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the follo;ving link h_ttps://www.uncedu/ar-bin/websub/index.pl?pa~e=check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 13, 2011 2:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 1954989 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : The worklog of your problem ticket has the following new reformation. 

Worklog Ently: The VCR ~vas not turned on. The professor turned it on and the VCR started to work fine. 

Follow-up email was sent. 

If you need to update this ticket or no longer wish to receive this email, please go to the follo~ving link https://www.uncedu/ar-bin/websub/index.pl?page check 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Assoc.o£Woman.Faculty.&.Professionals@mxp2.isis.unc.edu 

Thursday, 4:07 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <awfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[awfpall] Breaking Barriers - Making History rouMtable on 

Bmaldng Ban-iers - Maldng Histou-          .pdf 

The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals is co--sponsoring, "g~’eaki~g Barriers--- Making History/’ We hope to see you Lhere, 

Beth MillwooO 

AWFP President, 

UNC Chapel Hill Seminaac aud Workshop Series "Gender, Politics and Culture in Europe and Beyond" in cooperation with the Worldng Group iu Feminism and 

His*o~y 

Co-sponsored by,: The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals, the Carolina Women’s Center, the UNC Chapel Hill Departments of Histou and Women’s 

Studies, the UNC Center for European Studies, the Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

BREAKING BARRIERS - MAKING HISTORY: 

UNC Women in the Humanities and Sodal Sciences since the 1960s - A Roundtable Conversation 

Monday, 5:00 - 7:00 pm 

Room: UNC Institute for the Arts and Humanities, Incubator Room 
While women as a whole have made gains in academia in recent decades, women thculty still lace inequality in their attempts to attain promotion and tenure and reach 

full professorship. Academic women face incmasiug challenges presented by a changing academic landscape regarding tenure and promotion and the demands of 

balancing work and fanfily life. This roundtable with UNC women fiom dilt}mnt generations will discuss the experiences ofwomeu in the academy in general and at 

UNC iu pmlicular and explore how womeu’s place in the academy has changed over the last fifty >’ears. 

Invited Participants: 

- Prof. Michele Tracy Berber 
(UNC Chapel Hill, Department of Women’s Studies, Associate Profes~r) 

(UNC Chapel Hill, HistoD, Department, Graduate Student) 

- Prof. emeritus Gillian T. Cell 

(UNC Chapel Hill, tlistory Depa~ment, first full-time m"firmative action officer in 1983, retired Provost and Prot}ssor of Histor3, Emerita, College of Willimn & Mary, 

and Chair) 
- Prof. aacquelyn tlail 

(UNC Chapel Hill, Histou Department, Julia Chew Spmill Professor and Director of the Southern Oral Histou Program) 

- Prof. emeritus Barbara Harris 
(UNC Chapel Hill, History Department, Professor aud Director of the UNC Cumculum for Women’s Studies fio,n 1993 to 2007) 

- Prof. Milada Vachudova 
(UNC Chapel Hill, Depamnent of Political Sciences, Associate Professor and Director of the Center for European Studies) 

Moderation: 
- Prof. Karen Hagemann 
(UNC Chapel Hill, HistoU Department. since 2005 James G. Kenan Distinguished Professor of History, Co-founder and Co-director of the Center for 

Interdisciplinary Studies of Women and Gender at the TU Berlin in 1995) 

Reception to tbllow 

For morn intbrmation see the attached flyer and the website: 

http:,%wwv.unc.eda/gpci 

Aims mid Agenda: 
Over the last thn%~ years, the percentage ofwomeu receiving a graduate degree at an American university has dramatically increased. Since 1966, the humanities have 
been one of the fields with the most balanced gender dislribution of degrees at the master’s level. During the stone period, the percentage of female faculty in American 
colleges and universities has also increased significantly, with the rate of increase varying across institutions. Nevertheless. females remain underrepmsented relative to 
their share of new doctoral recipients at America’s research universities. The American Association of University Professors released a telling faculty- gender equity- 
report in late 2006 s~ting that, in the 2005-2006 academic year, 39 percent of all fifll-time professors and 48 percent of all part-time professors were women; in 
addition, of the 39 percent of full-time female prot}ssors, only 31 percent had obtained tenure. The mlaxy advantage held by male tgculty over female faculty holds 
across all ranks and all institutional types. On average, women earn 91 percent of what men earn. The earnings gap between male mad female faculty is largest at 
doctoral-level institatious like UNC and smallest at two-year colleges without rank. While women as a whole have made gmns in academia in recent decades, them 
have also been significant decliues. Academic women thce increasing challenges presented by a changiug academic landscape regarding tenure and promotion and the 
demands oflmlanciug work and family life. Women faculty" still Face inequality in their attempts to attain promotion and teuure and roach fall professorship. Iu addition, 
they are ofteu morn likely to remain in adjuuct or lecturer positions after eamiug their doctorate, despite the fact that women now earn morn graduate degrees than men. 
A forthcoming report commissioued by the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education also highlights the unique challenges faced by minority 
women in tenure-track positious. In the light of these developments w’e would like to discuss the following throe questions: 
1. How has the position of women (undergraduate and graduate students as well as faculty) changed in the humanities and social sciences since the 1960s in general 
and especially hem at UNC? Which factors influence these changes? 
2. What am the mosl important current proNems of women in the humanities and social sciences in general and especially hem at UNC? How can we further improve 
the situation? 
3. ttow have ethnic, social and cultural as well as generational dil~}muces att~cted, and continue to alt~ct, the positiou and experience of women in academia? 
Organize~: 
- Karen Hagemann (hagemann@uuc.e&0, in cooperation with: t (UNC Chapel Hill ttistory 
Deparlanent ) 
"Well behaved women rarely make history" 



You axe subscribed to this lisk awfpall, because you have been identified as a femaJe t:aculty or professional st~£f member who is eligible to join or paxticil~te in 

activities sponsored by the UNC Association for Women Faculty and Professionals. We use this general list very sparingly only to invite you to the four or five events 

we sponsor throughout the year. If you would like to be unsubseribed, please email anne whisnant@unc.edu. 



UNC Chapel Hill Seminar and Workshop Series "Gender, Politics and 
Culture in Europe and Beyond" 

Breaking Barriers - Making History: 

UNC Women in the Humanities and Social Sciences since the 1960s- A 
R oundtable Conversation 

Monday, ,5:00 - 7:00 pm 

Room: UNC Institute for the Arts and Humanities, Incubator Room 

Roundtable with UNC women from different generations about the experiences of women in the 

academy in general and at UNC in particular and how women’s place in the academy has changed over 

the last fifty years. 

Invited Participants: 

Prof. Michele Traey Berger 

(UNC Chapel Hill, Department of Women’s Studies, Associate Professor) 

(accepted invitation) 
(UNd Chapel Hili, History Department, Graduate Student) 

Prof. enteritus Gillian T. Cell (accepted invitation) 

(UNC Chapel Hill, History Department, first full-time affirmative action officer in 1983, retired 

Provost and Professor of History Emerita, College of William & Mary, and Chair) 

Prof. Jaequelyn Hall (accepted invitatiolO 

(UNC Chapel Hill, History Department, Julia Cherry Spruill Professor and Director of the 
Southern Oral History Program) 

Prof. emeritus Barbara Harris (accepted invitation) 

(UNC Chapel Hill, History Department, Professor and Director of the UNC Curriculum for 

Women’s Studies from 11993 to 2007) 

Prof. Milada Vaehudova (accepted invitation) 

(UNC Chapel Hill, Department of Political Sciences, Associate Professor and Director of the 

Center for European Studies) 

Moderation: 

Prof. Karen Hagemann 
(UNC Chapel Hill, History Department, since 2005 James G. Kenan Distinguished Professor of 
History, Co-founder and Co-director of the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies of Women and 
Gender at the TU Berlin in 1995) 



Reception to follow 
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Aims and Agenda: 

Over the last thirty years, the percentage of women receiving a graduate degree at an American 
university has dramatically increased. Since 1966, the humanities have been one of the fields with the 
most balanced gender distribution of degrees at the master’s level. While master’s degrees were 
awarded somewhat more often to men than women in the mid-1960s, by 1970, gender parity had been 
achieved. Women subsequently went on to become the majority of humanities master’s recipients, 
garnering 61 percent of all degrees awarded in 2007. At the beginning of the 21st century, only 
education/social service professions and the health sciences awarded a substantially greater percentage 
of master’s degrees to women than did the humanities. Similarly, the PhDs from American universities 
have dramatically increased in recent decades. In the mid 1960s, the humanities, like all other 
academic disciplines, awarded only a minority of doctoral degrees to women. Though they fared better 
in the humanities than in nearly all other fields, women still received only 19 percent of humanities 
doctorates at that time. Throughout the 1970s, however, this percentage increased steadily so that 
women represented approximately 45 percent of all new humanities doctoral degree recipients by the 
1980s. Today more women than men finish a dissertation in the humanities. 

During the same period, the percentage of female faculty in American colleges and universities has 
also increased significantly, with the rate of increase varying across institutions. Nevertheless, females 
remain underrepresented relative to their share of new doctoral recipients at America’s research 
universities. The American Association of University Professors released a telling faculty gender equity 
report in late 2006 stating that, in the 2005-2006 academic year, 39 percent of all full-time professors and 
48 percent of all part-time professors were women; in addition, of the 39 percent of full-time female 
professors, only 31 percent had obtained tenure. The salary advantage held by male faculty over female 
faculty holds across all ranks and all institutional types. On average, women earn 91 percent of what 
men earn. The earnings gap between male and female faculty is largest at doctoral-level institutions 
like UNC and smallest at two-year colleges without rank. 

While women as a whole have made gains in academia in recent decades, there have also been 
significant declines. Academic women face increasing challenges presented by a changing academic 
landscape regarding tenure and promotion and the demands of balancing work and family life. Women 
faculty still face inequality in their attempts to attain promotion and tenure and reach full 
professorship. In addition, they are often more likely to remain in adjunct or lecturer positions after 
earning their doctorate, despite the fact that women now earn more graduate degrees than men. A 
forthcoming report commissioned by the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher 
Education also highlights the unique challenges faced by minority women in tenure-track positions. 

In the light of these developments we would like to discuss the following three questions: 

How has the position of women (undergraduate and graduate students as well as faculty) 
changed in the humanities and social sciences since the 1960s in general and especially here at 
UNC? Which factors influence these changes? 

2. What are the most important current problems of women in the humanities and social sciences 
in general and especially here at UNC? How can we further improve the situation? 
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How have ethnic, social and cultural as well as generational differences affected, and continue 
to affect, the position and experience of women in academia? 

The event is organized by: 

Karen Hagemann, 
(UNC Chapel Hill History Department ) 

Main contact: 
Karen Hagemann, Email: hagemann@unc.edu 

The event is supported and co-sponsored by: 

UNC Chapel Hill History Department 
UNC Chapel Hill Department of Women’s Studies 
UNC Chapel Hill Center for European Studies 
UNC Chapel Hill Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
UNC Chapel Hill, The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals 
Working Group in Feminism and History 

"Well behaved women rarely make history" 



From: ’@gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:18 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

I’m son),. Your email safid you wanted to meet on tuesday. I should have double checked since you had said Thursday in class. Is next Tuesday ok to meet? 

hn son)~ if you wafited long tbr me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On. , at 3:57 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

It is about 3.56pm on Thursday. I will be leaving my office shortly so let’s try to meet next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:18 plVl 

To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Mleeting 

Dr. SaNe, 

Thmaks. It was great seeing you today. 3:30 on Tuesday is perfect. I’m looking forward to it. Should I meet you in your office? I saw they were doing 
construction on Bat0~e Hall, is your once still in there? 

Thax~ks again, 

On Wed, at 8:49 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~)e~na~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Welcome back. 

Let me know if we can meet on Tuesday at 3.30pro to discuss tJae way forward witJa assig~maents. 

Best wishe~ 

Dr. Sable. 



From: @emaiLunc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 6:22 PM 

To: infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Subject: NACLA is Hiring 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: North American Congress on Latin America <info~nacla.org> 

Date: Thu,            at 2:46 PM 
Subject: NACLA Update        - NACLA is Hiring / Bolivia Pension Law/Brazil’s Favelas 

To:       ~@gmaJl .corn 

NACLA is Hirinq! 
The Horth American Congress on Latin America (HACLA) is currently 

seeking to till three full-time staff positions. A Director-Publisher to 

lead the organization into its next phase of institutional development, 

an Associate Editor to assist the Editor in producing our bimonthly 

magazine on Latin American politics and U.S. relations with the region, 

NACLA Report on the Americas, and a Circulation and Sales Manager to 

assist in the promotion, publication, distribution and sales of the 

NACLA Report. 

Read More 

Bolivia: New Pension Law Lowers Retirement Aqe, 
Raises Expectations 

On President Evo Morales promulgated Bolivia’s new 

pension law at the headquarters of the Bolivian Workers Central (COB), 

the country’s militant national trade union federation. The 

unprecedented and highly symbolic event culminated a four-year 

negotiating process, during which the COB agreed to suspend its 

mobilization for higher wages in exchange for comprehensive pension 

reform. 

Read More 

Brazil: The ’Security Threat’ of Rio’s Favelas 

From police and military staged Rio de 

Janeiro’s largest armed offensive against drug traffickers in decades. 

The operation has been hailed as a turning point in Rids efforts to 

improve security before it hosts the 2016 Olympic games. However, the 

perception of greater public safety in Rio is credible only to those 

willing to look past both the human rights abuses carried out in its 

midst and the systematic corruption among Rio police that is linked to 

much of the major crime in the city. 

Read More 

Your subscription is vital to our 

work Suppo~ NACLA today 

by subscribing to Lhe award.- 

winning NACLA Report 

NACL.A Needs Your Suppog:i 

~ VJsiLthe NACLA 

Store to purchase back issues 

of the Hepo~., books, and 

more 

To unsubscdbe please repiy to 

this e-mail with 

"un.aubscribe" in the subject 

line. 

One step opt out 



Ph.D. Candidate, ] 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3265 

~b~email.unc.edu 

, (U.S. voicemail) 

cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Friday, Jannary 14, 2011 6:43 AIVI 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 14 Ja~uau: re~urce right~common~ climate, Eskom, Khadija on Marange/China, solidarity, SutcliflE, Inanda Dam, entrapment, 

Amin award, Duncan v Habib, CCS se~ninar 

SA govenmaent climate change gleenpaperl.pdf; Harvey on the Colnmons.pdf 

Hi comrades, 

I’m writing from Washington, DC, in the middle of a very inspiring inv 
soc corfference on resisting resource extractmn The hosts are my old 
friends at the US’s premier lefty Institute of Policy Studies Several 
are amongst our leading global economy and climate strategists, and 
though I only worked at ]~PS li*om 1988-89 be[ore permanently relocating 
to Southern Africa, it still feels just like home amongst all these 
comrades. I was flattered to be asked to do the lead-offpoli-econ 
statement which both promoted and questioned resource rights, and I’ll 
try to write up the notes I talked from properly. But meantime, it was 
interesung that the :first day’s discussion inexorably moved to 
con-anons-rights (not individual-liberal strict-constitutionalist rights), 
so a very important new contribution to the debate about commoning by 
[)avid Harvey - attached - reminded m e of the complexities of this 
concept (which we’d explored at CCS in our own November 2009 conference: 
http://ccs.ukzn ac.za/files/ccs%20crises%20and%20Commons%20Nov%204-7%202009 pdf). 

I took a break at lunch yesterday to walk south a few blocks from 
DuPont Circle and join 25 protesters - including groundWork’s US rep 
Sunita Dubbey, 
http:i/www llickr.com/photos/[’oeaction/setsi72157625815969652/- at the 
US Export-Import Bank, which is going to decide in the next three-six 
months abotu financing the ghastly Kusile power plant’s import of 
eqmpment from Wisconsin companies. The reporter I talked to from 
Milwaukee (below) ~vas very jejune in thit~:ing that Kusile could be made 
’eco-friendly’ - a farcical claim by the US Ex-M~ Bar~:’s head. So it 
looks like 2011 begins as did 2010: fighting Eskom’s stupidity in 
cotuributing to climate change 
(http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/files/WB%20eskom%20press%20clips%20Jan-Mav. pdf). 
I think we have a chance to defeat this financing, and if we don’t it 
will be easier to make the case that the Dttrban negotiations should 
occur in a Washington-free zone, given how much the US government and 
World Bank pollute climate negotiations with their dir~ cash for 
Eskom’s filthy expansion. It’s good to work with two major ituernational 
enviro NGOs which are doing solidarity: Friends of the Earth (~vhose SA 
chapter is grotmdYVurk) and Sierra Club: 
http:i/sierraclub.ts~pepad.com/compassi2011/O1/protesters-whv-lock-the-world-into-a-coal-po~vered-future.html#r~ore 

Elsewhere on the climate frotu, the SA Green Paper on climate (ugh 
attached) is open for comments and there’ll be a Durban wurkshop later 
this month, and details will be coming soon. One of the Durban COP 17 
civ soc planning meetings - announced by Greenpeace and Heinrich Boell 
Stiftung - will be some~vhere in Durban in late January (see below). 
Another will be held at CCS in conjunction with a Wolpe Lecture and 
teach-in on Feb 12. (And another Wolpe Lecture has been scheduled for 3 
March, with Hein Marais ~vho is doing several Wolpe’s around SA that week 
on his new SA politics book.) 

And speaking of resources, yet another fantastic article by Khadija is 
in yesterday’s Pambazuka, below-: on the bloody Marange diamonds. She’s 
always breaking new- ground, this time by tracking the money back to 
China via iVlauritius And meantime the Kimberley Process looks absolutely 
pathetic (below-). (And meantime, it may be that another anti-Zimbabwean 
xeno wave breaks out since only 250 000 otu of an estimated 1.5 milliun 
Zimbab~veans in SA signed up for legal residency by the end of last 
month, as you see belo~v.) 

Africa’s looting continues in other ways, and the Tunisian and 
Algerian activists are resisting as best they can. Washington is openly 
biased towards both pro-western repressive regimes, of course. 

There are so man?’ other ways to build global civ soc solidarity- right 
now With people facing veW extreme repression in various countries, 
I’ve signed tl~ree petitions/letters where we’ve been told by trusted 
comrades that it will really help to raise the profile of the oppressed 

At http://www.ipetitions com/petitiol~/solidarite-iafar-panahi/you can 
protest the jailing of two great Iranian filmmakers who have screened at 
the Durban International Film Festival: Jafar Panahi and Mahamad 
Rasoulov. Please take 3 seconds to add your signature to the petition 
Then if you have time, please write t~vo letters, to the Korean judicial- 
(via a socialist party-) and the Nigerian police (via the High 
Conwnission) regarding, respectively, several activists jailed for 
thought crimes, and assassination tl~reats The intb is below 

Does Mike Sutcliffe deserve another five years as Durban’s de facto 
mayor? He thinks so (below). Meantime one of the areas he failed to 
resolve - the stolen land beneath the ]nanda Dam - is again a site of 



struggle as ©’Brien Gcabashe’s courageous activists again threaten 
disruption of the Dusi canoe marathon (below) 

There’s a challenging review o1! a ne~v book on energy/climate which 
Trevor and I published a chapter on, below. 

In:[iltration and police entrapment are being exposed across the ~vorld, 
from Islamic groups in Oregon (’terrorism!’) to anti-war groups in 
Mitmesota to climate activists in Britain. One of the latter 
infiltrators just went native, turning against the state, to the horror 
of the British coal industry and prosectors (below). 

Meantime one of the greatest climate activists in the US, Judy Bonds, 
died of cancer in early Janual~. An obit is below-. 

Fahamu/Pambazaka has opened up a Samir Arnin award for poli-econ 
writing, with a deadline of April to submit. 

Jane Dtmcan debates Adam Habib on Zumaism, below-. 

And Amandla! magazine - looking better every issue - is asking for a 
roster of radical experts for their website (way below). 

Finally, the Finns do great solidarib-, especially frora the Network 
Institute for Global Democratization and Urfiversity of Helsinki, which 
last year hosted Trevor. There’s a seminar that Shauna has set up on 
January 25 with Teppo Eskelinen about global justice movements, with the 
announcement just below. 

Cheers, 

Patrick 

CCS Seminar: Global justice - some emerging topics and responses 

Date: Tuesday 25 Janua~z 2011 

Time:12:30-14:00 

Venue: CCS Seminar Room 602, Level 6, IvrrB Tower 

Speaker: Dr Teppo Eskelinen 

Topic: 

The global financial crisis and its social implications have shaken the 
Leftist political agenda in Etu-ope. The role of the state is 
strengthening, paradoxically along with increased austeri~ measures 
Goverl~ments are falling into a debt trap and GDP growth is ever more 
often called into question as a social objective. New movements related 
to slowing down the financial markets and protection of basic services 
are rising. Shortly, in a world in which Europe is still massively 
overusing natural resources and maintaining neo-colonialist measures in 
for example trade policy-, an increasing number of Europeans are feeling 
ever more precarious, poor, and marginalized I will discuss, what 
conclusions can be drawn ftom these processes 12~r global justice, on the 
levels of both theory and practice. 

Speaker Bio: 

Dr. Teppo Eskelinen completed his PhD in political philosophy at the 
University of Jyvgskyl~, Finland tie has published widely on recent 
forms of capitalism and is based at the Left Forum, which is a Leftist 
think tank in Helsinki, Finland tie also works as a journalist, writing 
regularly on economics, globalization and social movements for several 
Finnish newspapers. As an activist, he is the fi~rmer chairperson of 
Attac Finland, active with NIGD and social 12~rums tie is also a 
long-time third world debt cancellation activist. 

Promoting Resource Rights in the Global Economy 

January 13-14, 2011 

SEIU building, 1800 Massachusetts Ave, NW 

Washington D.C. 20036 

8:30-6:00 pm (Thursday), 8:30-4:00 @’riday) 

Goals: 

To develop a common understanding of the issues, challenges and ¯ 
opportunities that currently- exist in promoting cormnunity rights to 
natural resources at the global economic level; 

To identify effective strategies for promoting resource rights that ¯ 
may have broad application among the participants’ organizations; 



To identify- overarching themes among the goals and activities of the ¯ 
different groups who work at this intersection of issues, and to 
identify particular strategic areas where interests and activities overlap; 

To create synergies and lay the groundwork for possible strategic ¯ 
collaborations, and to outline a schedule for further activities, action 
steps and/or dialogues to deepen the strategy discussions initiated at 
this meeting. 

Agenda 

Day One: 

8:30 am- 9:00 am: Break£ast, greetings. 

9:00 am-9:45 am: Intro: Why ~ve are here and getting to 
know- each other 

9:45 : 11:00: Moderated discussion of the status of resource 
rights, ~vith questions directed to a specific panel -- status within 
difi?rent disciplines, e.g. : economics, la~v, commons. 

Moderator: Mona Khan, Fund for Global Human Rights 

Participants: Marcos Orellana (legal recognition 
of resource rights) 

Patrick Bond (resource rights status in the 
economy- - global, national, local) 

11:00-11:15: Break 

11:15-12:00: Case study presentations and group discussion: (Moderator: 

The Bechtel Case in Bolivia. Investor State mechanisms and advocacy 
(Jim Shultz, the Democracy Center) ¯ 

Palm oil, Indonesia. The World Bank and Agribusiness (Marcus Colchester, 
The Forest People’s Programme) ¯ 

Fracking Ban in Pittsburgh, PA Local advocacy and legislation (Marl 
Margil, Cfi[~D[~’) ¯ 

12:00-12:30: Group discussion of case studies 

12:30- 1:15pm: Lunch 

Thematic panels (presentations by participants) 

1:15 -2:45 Participant Pane[ I (Water, Food, Extractives, Commons): 

Presenters will briefly address: 

- The background on their issue and its resource rights implications, 

- the limitations confronted ~key recent victories, key strategies), 

- tools and strategies they have fimnd to be the most effective, and who 
these may have changed over time 

- the strategic openings ~n the next 2-3 years, 

- why people who work on other sectors should care about their work, 

- what iraportant implications in their field isn’t widely understood, and 

- what opportunities are there for involvement and/or collaboration. 

8 ruin per presentation rest of the time for questions and discussion 

2:45 -3:00 Break 

3:00~4:15 pro: Participant Panel II (Corporate Accountability, 
Investment and Trade, International Finance and Climate.) 

4:15 -5 : 15 : Small group discussions (inter disciplinaty~) to synthesize and 
digest, what have we learned, iruplications to out work, identify gaps 
that have emerged so far and whether anyone’s work or experience fills 
those gaps. 

5:15-5:45: Wrap up, brief synopsis of small group conversations. 

6:00 Adjourn 

Day Two: 

8:30 am- 9:00 am: Breald’ast 

9:00-9:20 am: Summing up of important points from the previous day (John 



Cavanagh) 

9:20-10:50: Power mapping exercise how has the world changed in the 
past 10-20 years on the issues that we work on? What is different? What 
are the new players, new institutions, new factors? Have our strategies 
evolved to keep up with these’? (John Cavanagh, IPS) 

10:50-11:10 am: Break 

11:10am- 12:30 pro: Idcntifying small groups from power mapping. Small 
groups break off interdisciplinary groups to discuss common 
opportunities, potential strategies and tools 

12:30-1:15 Break for lm~ch 

1:15-3:30 Moderator, Jirn Shultz 

Report backs then identifying plans and approaches for moving forward on 
these issues and plans and better coordination amongst groups, starting 
with a report back from small group discussions. Discussion of 
effective tools that have been identified and how they could be used by 
the various groups, organizing ideas such as: listsel~e, further 
strategizing discussions, irtfom~ation sharing, other meetings or 
dialogues that ruay be needed for identified strategies or tools. 
Development of basic plans for further project activiF- based on above. 

3:30~:00: closing/wrap-up/thank yous, etc. 

Protnoting Resource Rights in the Global Economy Project 

Core Participants and Advisors (Partial List) 

Sarah Andcrson, Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) 

Nikil Aziz, Grassroots International* 

Patrick Bond, Centre for C~vil Socie~ 

Millie Buchanan, Jesse Smith Noyes Foundation* 

Aldo Caliari, Center for Concern 

John Cavanagh, Institute for Policy Studies (IPS)* 

Michelle Chan, Friends of the Earth 

Marcus Colchester, Forest People’s t5-ogramme 

Ellen Dorsey, Wallace Global Foundation* 

Seamus Finn, Massionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate 

Arvind Ganesan, Human Rights Watch 

Paulina Garcia, Amazon Watch 

Kevin Gallagher, Global Development and Environment Institute 

Corinna Gilfillan, Global Witness 

Jo Marie Griesgraber, New R~les for Global Finance 

Karen tIansen-Kuhn, Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP) 

Charlotte Hess, Syracuse University 

David ttunter, American Umversity 

David Kane, Maryl~ol[ Office for Global Concerns 

Jonathan Kaufman, EarthRights International 

Mona Khan, Fund for Global Human Rights 

Maria Khoulouris, Global Rights 

Jamie Kneen, Mining Watch Canada 

Josh Lichtenstein, Bank Information (;enter (BIC) 

Mari Margi[, Community Environment Legal Defense Fund (C][~;LDF) 

David Mattingly, Fund for Global Hurnan Rights (FGHR) 

Laurie Mazur, Population Justice Project 

Vince McElhinney, Bap2~: Irffomaation Centcr 

Daniel Moss, Our Water Commons 

Anil Naidoo, Council of Canadians 



Peter O’Driscoll, ActionAid International, USA 

Darcey O’Callaghan, Food & Water Watch 

Anne Pel~cault, Center for International and Environn~ental Law (CIEL)* 

Manuel Perez Rocha, Institute for Policy Studies 

Shira Saperstein, the Moriah Fund* 

Mark Randazzo, F~mdcls Network on Transfom~ing the Global Econnmy (FNTG) 

Katie Redford, EarthRights International 

Janet Redman, Institute for Policy Studies 

Jim Shultz, Democracy Center 

Lori Wallach, Global Trade Watch 

An@ YVhite, Rights and Resources Initiative 

Tim Wise, Global Development and Environment Institute at Tul’ts University* 

Emira Wood, Institute for Policy Studies 

Daphne Wysham, Institute for Policy Studies 

*Project committee 

*** 
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For Immediate Release 

Januaw 13, 2011 

Contact: 

In the U.S.: Kelly Trout, ~ 1 202-222-0722, ktrou@foe org 

In South Afi-ica: SizJwe Khanyile, +27 73-83-08173, siziwe@groundwork.org za 

Environmental groups urge U.S. Ex-Im Bank to vote no on financing 
massive coal plant in South Afi-ica 

Activists gather outside Ex-Im to voice concerns about project 

\VASH]NGTON, D.C. Environmental and social justice groups demonstrated in 
front of the U S. Export-Import Bank today, urging Ex-Im’s board of 
directors to vote against a proposal to finance the construction of a 
4,800 megawatt coal plant in South A[’rica Demonstrating groups included 
Friends of the Earth U S, the Sierra Club, Jubilee USA Network, 
groundWork/Friends of the Earth South Africa, the [)urban Centre ]2~r 
Civil Society, KwaZulu-Natal Climate Justice Now! chapter and Paci:[ic 
Environment 

The coal project, named Kusile, behmgs to South Afi-ica’s state-owned 
power utility, Eskom If financed, it would create what could be the 
third-largest coal plant in the world, spewing 36 8 million tons of 
carbon dioxide equivalent into the air annually, as well as dangerous 
toxins and hea~T- metals such as arsenic and mercury. With over $80 
billion in foreign debt, one of the world’s highest current account 
deficits, and a projected Eskom cash shortfall of $25 billion over the 
next seven years, South Africa’s financing of Kusile would exacerbate 
alrea@ severe econoinic tensions. 

Moreover, this plant would provide little to no economic benefit to 
South Africa’s impoverished residents. Most benefits will go to 
multinational corporations, which already pay- some of the world’s lowest 
electricity rates due to apartheid-era special pricing deals that are 
subsidized by inflated rates on the poor. Electricity costs for the poor 
are already skyrocketing, and they would likely go up further a result 
of this project. 

Photos fiom the demonstration are available 
http ://www.flickr.corrVphotos/iheactior~;sets/72157625815969652/ 

Dispute puts mining deal in jeopardy 

Environmentalists try to stop project sought by Bucyrus, Joy Global 

By Rick Barrett of the Jam-hal Sentinel 

Jan. 13, 2011 ](1)Connnents 



Mihvaukee’s two mining machine companies are caught in a new 
international di sp ute involving hundreds of millions of do llars an d 
nearly three years’ worth of equipment manufacturing. 

Bucyrus International and Joy Global Inc. want to know whether the U. S. 
fixport-lmport Bank will help finance a $19 billion coal-fired power 
plant in South Africa. It would be one of the largest power plants in 
the world - nearly ~2~ur times bigger than the just-completed We Energies 
plant in Oak Creek. 

If the plant gets financed, either Bucyrus or Joy Global would likely 
win a contract to build a coal mining dragline - a huge nrachine that 
Bucyrus says would take 30 months to manui:acture at a cost of roughly 
$120 million. 

It is work that could be started this year, said Bucyl~dS CEO Tim Sullivan. 

"We know the mine would need a dr agline," he said. "If the Export-hrrport 
Barf~ processes this decision the way xve hope they will, it nreans jobs in 
Milwaukee one way or the other." 

Bucyrus and Joy- Global make the world’s largest nrining machines, 
dominating the market for draglines and electric mining shovels used in 
dozens of countries on six continents. 

The companies enrploy thousands of people worldwide and nranufacture much 
of their equipment in Milwa~tkee. 

The financing they are waiting on for the Kusile poxver plant is similar 
to a recent Export-hnport Bank decision that provided loan guarantees 
for a power plant and coal mine in India. 

The Indian orders for Bucyrus mining equipnrent were at risk of falling 
through after the bank, citing envirormrental concerns, denied the loan 
guarantees The bank later reversed the decision after pressure from 
Wisconsin’s congressional delegation and the V’,~ite House 

Now, environmental groups are asking the U.S. government-funded bank to 
deny financing for the South African project, saying the power plant 
annually ~vould spew greenhouses gases with a global warming potential 
equal to 36.8 million tons of carbon dioxide, as well as dangerous 
toxins and heavy, metals such as arsenic and mercuaj~ 

"The Export-Import Bank should resolve to end its fossil-fuel binge and 
reject the massive Kusile plant," said Karen Orenstein, international 
policy coordinator for Friends of the Earth in Washington 

"We have congressional leverage, potentially," she added, since the bank 
is up for reauthorization by Congress this year. 

The Export-Import Bank has given some earl?- approvals for the South 
African project that it says has eco-friendly features, including ~vater 
conservation and pollution abatement technologies. 

"By working together, we can help South Africa ramp up its energy 
production," bank Chairman and President Fred Hochberg said in a news 
release in Johannesburg. 

It could take another three to six months :[’or the bank to make its final 
decision on the South Afi-ican financing. 

’]7hat gives opponents time to lobby against the deal, which they say has 
many shortcomings, including raising electric rates in impoverished areas. 

"The poor will pay at a time when South Africa has become the ~w~rld’s 
most unequal society," said Patrick Bond, a senior professor in the 
School of Development Studies at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in 
;)urban, South Afi-ica. 

"Bucyrus has political clout, and on the Sasan project in India, the 
corporation showed it could yank members of Congress to reverse the 
bank," he said. 

’]?he project is meant to empower black South Afidcans, according to the 
South African government, by creating opportunities ]2~r disadvantaged 
people and satisfying an increased need fi~r infrastructure development. 

It would use Export-Import Bank financing that’s meant to support U.S. 
objectives globally, including the interests of American companies 

"The bank process triggers everything," Sullivan said. "Our 

congressional delegation, on both sides of the aisle, should be all over 

this one." 

A spokeswoman for Sen. Herb Kohl (D-Wis.) said the senator’s office had 
not yet been told about the South Afiican deal. Kohl xvas instrunxental in 
getting approval for the Indian project. 

Joy Global said it was actively engaged in discussions in South Africa 
and declined to corament for this article. 



"An order of this potential size is meaningful and would certainly be a 
boost to whichever company secures it," said analyst Charles Brady with 
BM© Capita[ Markets. 

More importantly, he said, the Export-Import Bank decision will send an 
important signal to other nations 

Bucyrus is soon to be owned by Caterpillar Inc., the world’s largest 
construction eqmpment-maker 

The Peoria, Ill., company also stands to gain from the South African 

coal mine, which would need millions of dollars worth of trucks and 

bulldozers in addition to ruining equipment. 

Thursday, environmental groups held a protest at the Export-hnport 
Bank’s office in Washington, urging the bank to deny financing for 
coal-fired power plants. 

Similar deals are at risk in h~dia and Turkey if they don’t meet the 
barN’s environmental guidelines, which require more eruphasis on 
financing renewable energy prqi ects. 

Environmentalists are pressuring Congress to get involved. 

"It’s not the most friendly atmosphere for us now, but I think Congress 
is concerned about financing hatruful projects in other countries when 
there’s a shortage of money to do things here," said Orenstein with 
Friends of the Earth. 

http :i/unvw. isonline, com/businessi113 544664.htm1 

A second large South African coal plant reignites criticism of Ex-Ina Bank 

(01/11/2011) 

Lisa Friedman, E&E reporter 

The U.S. Export-Import bank is facing another decision over whether to 
help finance a major coal-fired po;ver plant in a developing countl3Z. 

The debate over the 4,800-megawatt Kusile power station in South Africa 
again puts the United States in the middle of a fierce fight over global 
emissions growth. It shines a spotlight on South Africa’s ener~z growth 
as it prepares to host a major United Nations climate change conference 
at the end of the year. 

Environmental groups have been battling the Kusile plant since last year 
when the project passed Ex-Im’s carbon policy. Activists said they have 
been in meetings with Ex-Im staff and plan to raise the issue with 
Chairman Fred Hochberg when he speaks today at the Center f,ar Strategic 
and Internationa 1 Studies about U. S export growth in Asian markets. 

"The?’ have a carbon policy that doesn’t cut carbon and an energy 
portfolio that is overwhelmingly Ibssil fuel-based," said Doug Norlen,, 
policy director Ibr Pacific Envtronment 

He also criticized South Africa for failing to invest more heavily in 
renewable energ3,, saying: "I think it sends a rather embarrassing 
message that some countries still feel that the most greenhouse gas- 
~ntensive energy source in the world is viable, even in the context of 
worsening global climate change." 

The Kusile power station is the second being built by the South African 
utility Eskom. The first plant -- Medupi -- found itself in the eye of a 
stormy global debate over responsibility for rising global emissions 
when Eskom sought and won $3 75 billion in funding from the World Bank. 

E’;-Im Bank officials have released few facts about Eskom’s application 

for financial assistance, other than to say the transaction will finance 

the sale of engineering sep¢ices by Kansas-based Black & Veatch. 

But GaD’ Morrow,, Black & Veatch’s senior vice president and director of 
generatmn sep¢ices, said yesterday Eskom is seeking a loan of between 
$700 million and $800 million to help pay for the management and 
construction work. He said the company has been working on Kusile since 
~ts inception, providing jobs to approximately 250 people in the United 
States and Americans working in South Africa. 

Meeting newly ’rigorous’ standards? 

Morrow- noted that the coal plant will employ cleaner, supercritical 
techrmlogy and said Eskom also is ramping up its production of renewable 
energy. But, he argued, it’s impossible to ignore coal as an energy 
solution in a country that is expanding its economy. It still has 
millions living without access to electrici~" and suff;ers froru rolling 
blackouts due to energy shortages. 

"It is at the point where the?" are xvorried about it affecting their 
economy- and growth," Morrow said. "VCnen you think about electrici~" 



demands, renewables will not make it up. Renewables ~vill help, but for 
baseload demands, you’ve got to use coal" 

According to the Sierra Club, the Kusile plant would emit 36.8 million 
tons of greenhouse gases, increasing South Africa’s total contribution 
to climate change by 97 percent. The site, environmentalists argue, 
already exceeds allowed sulfur pollution levels. 

Justin Guay, an associate with the Sierra Club’s international climate 
program, said he is concerned that President Obama’s National Expolt 
Initiative aimed at boosting economic growth and doubling U.S. expolts 
will have disturbing repercussions if fossil fuel projects like the 
Kusile plant are at the center of the plan. 

"We are financing massive coal plants that are exacerbating climate 
change, and at the same time the j ob creation impacts of fossil fuel are 
lower than solar," he argued. 

Under the climate change policy Ex-Im bank developed last year, the 
institution vowed to adopt a "rigorous enhanced due diligence process 
for all high carbon intensity projects." Officials plan to categorize 
projects based on their carbon intensity levels. "High" intensity 
proposals producing between 700 and 850 grams of CO2 per kiloxvatt will 
be required to meet certain standards, like using the "best appropriate 
technology." 

Last year Ex-Im rejected financing for a coal plant in h~dia on the 
grounds that the projected carbon footprint was too high. The 
institution reversed itself under pressure from Wisconsin laxvmakers and 
others who supported jobs expected to be created at the Milwaukee-based 
Bucyrus mining equipment giant. 

C~rcntly the Ex-Im bank is conducting a broader environmental due 
diligence of Kusile as xvell as a financial due diligence to see if 
financing meets its standards Morrow said he is hopeful the deal comes 
through. 

"You can complain about the environmental issues, and we’re all 
concerned about that. But they are building the cleanest plant 
technology has today," he said. "I understand there’s some issues, but I 
think at the end of the day, common sense is going to prevail here." 

Eskom hits the road in bid to secure financing for projects 

In part with its tbnding plan, Eskom has begun an international road 
show to secure additional funding for future projects. 

SISFIiO NJOBENI 

Published: 2011/01/13 07:27:33 AM 

ESKOM has begun an with an international road show in a move to secure 
money for its projects in the global international financial markets for 
its proj ects. 

International financial markets are an important source of funds for 
Eskom and are part of the utility’s funding plan. 

Eskom’s top management, that includes including (TE Brian Dames and 
financial director Paul O’Flaherty, are currently on participating in 
the an international road show 

"The (provisional) Baa2 rating reflects the strategic importance of 
Eskom to SA (rated A3) as its dominant vertically integrated utility, 
but at the same time incorporates the execution risks related to a large 
and prolonged programme of capital investment needed to build out 
essential electricity infrastructure in SA," said Moo@’s lead analyst, 
Helen Francis,on Tuesday 

The agency said Eskom had suffered from a weakened financial profile in 
recent years "although results for the :first half of the financial year 
represent an ~mprovement over those of the first half of the previous year". 

"Additionally, a number of measures were taken in 2010 to strengthen the 

company and enable it to continue its investment programme" 

These measures included the government’s decision to increase its 
guarantee limit fi~r Eskom debt from the previous R 176bn to R350bn 

The ~ncrease in the govermnent guarantee and the proposed government 
equity injection of R20bn over three years improves Eskom’s overall 
liquidity and financing prospects, Moody’s said. 

It said the government measures to support Eskom were indicative of 
Eskom’s strategic impoltance to the South African economy. 

Other measures were the 25% electricity tariff increases in the period 
between last year and 2013, "although tariffs are not yet fully 
c ost-reflective". 



Moody’s said the evaluation of Eskom’s financial profile over the medium 
to longer term would be influenced by, among others, tariff increases 
for the third multi~’ear price detem~ination after 2013, "effective" 
control of operating, primary energy" and foreign exchange costs and the 
pace and scale of committed capital expenditure projects. 

Business Day 
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COP 17 civil society meeting 27/28 January 2011 

David I January 10, 2011 at 2:01 pm I Categories: Uncategorized i L~,_L: 
http://w%meip 1 d6C5-1K 

Below, the text of the reminder sent out in December An update should 
follo~v very soon. Feel ticee to make enquiries in the cormnents. 

Dear civil society Iiciends, colleagues and comrades, 

Following the COP 17 civil society preparatory meetings hosted by the 
Hemrich Boell Foundation (HBS) and Earthlil’e .Afl-ica earlier this year, 
a follow-up meeting was set for the 27/28th of January 2011 in Durban. 
As you know, an interim planning committed was appointed to map out this 
event in November, and we are working to pull it together, ~vith the 
support and partnership of HBS and GCCA (TckTckTck org) 

This email is being sent to one representative from each organization 
that has participated/been invited to the previous meetings - please 
circulate the information to the other relevant people in your organization. 

Details of venue and participation will follow In the meantime, this is 
a reminder to please: 

set aside 27/28 January, 2011 in your diary 

email us your COP 17 related plans for 2011 

send us proposals for a civil society platform or manifesto in 
response to COP 17 (targets :[’or ourselves, for govermnem, and for the 
international community) 

send us any specific proposals you would like to table at the January 
meeting, eg., for a march for climate justice 

advise us of organisations that were not present at the previous 
meetings, but that should be included or wish to be included in this 
process (see attached list of participants). We feel that it would be 
particularly useful to build on the number of organizations based in 
Durban itself. 

- advise us of any organizations that have participated in the 
preparatory meetings in 2010, and have inadvertently been left of f the 
circulated participation list 

advise us of any needs or expectations you may have of the January 
conference 

NB: ~Ilqose attending will most likely need to cover the costs of their 
own travel and accommodation. Some funds may be available to support 
those who cannot afford this 

Thanks, regards, and best wishes, 

The COP 17 civil society interim planning committee 

Zimbabwe: Power lies to the East 

Khad{ia Sharifc 

2011-01-13, Issue 512 

http ://pambazuka. orgienicategot54fcatures/70049 

I bmnped into him when another young fellow kindly offcred to liberate 
me of my shoes..amxious to buy some time, I itfformed the fellow let’s 
call him the Artful Dodger that he would have to pttrchase ray shoes for 
ZAR50, moncy for the taxi home, as I could not walk barefoot in the 
heat. From behind me came the sound of booming laughter. Shooing the 
resentful empty-handed Dodger away, the sottrce approached me smiling. 

’Just call me Bob,’ he said, steering me to a safer corner outside South 
Africa’s Department of Home Afihirs Like me, he was in the process of 
handling passport issues After chatting about my shoes and the price 



they would fetch the I)udger on the streets, I commented that Bob was 
prubably not the greatest of names fur a Zimbabwean. 

’Yuu people have short memories,’ he said, ’He *wis a real hero once upon 
a time’ 

While we both leaned against the frame of a shiny black burning hot 
jeep, slowly roasting under the sun, Bub mentioned that althuugh he had 
no desire to go back to ’sume kind of hell’, he missed his cuuntry ’like 
a child does his mama.’ 

He had no idea as to whether the unity government between Zanu PF 
(headed by- Robert Mugabe) and the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) 
would be successful, given that ’the old man xvas still in power and 
behind him, too many more just like him.’ 

According to him, the strength of Zanu PF was not in Mugabe but in the 
army and corporate executives that wanted to keep him there, so that 
they- too could remain in power and ’eat the money’. These days, said 
Bob, ’Mugabe usually points to the East.’ 

Indeed, the price of Bmiing’s fiiendship, as in most of Africa, is 
resources: Specifically oil, iron ore and, in Zimbabwe’s case, diamonds. 
The Shanghai Diamond Exchange (SDA), one of txvenb’-eight bourses 
globally, intends to become the xvorld’s fish largest by 2013. During 
the past year, China has become the world’s second largest diamund 
market, with 40 per cent of brides in major Chinese cities accepting 
promises of ’forever’ in the form of diamonds unly. 

But geostrategic control of resources is less often about who has access 
than who doesn’t. In Zirnbabwe’s case, although the US remains the 
world’s largest market for diamond jewellery, it is China that has 
directly secured the pipeline. 

This was not the case until recently, when one of the two active joint 
ventures (JV) Canadile, a public-private partnership between the 
Zimbabwe ivlining Development Corporation (ZMDC) and South African company 
Core Mining and ivlinerals, was removed from the equation through the 
arrest of key Canadile representatives such as L ovemore Kurotwi, as well 
as the now suspended head of the ZIVIDC, Dominic Mubayiwa. 

It is alleged that Kurotwi was directly interviewed by Mugabe about the 
source of Canadile’s development capital said to be US$2 billion, 
allegedly iicom Israeli billionaire Ben?, Stemmetz via the Beny Steil~metz 
Group Resources (BSGR). 

Although it was meant to be a secret, once the information was leaked, 
BSG, active in diamund-rich countries such as Botswana and Sierra Leone, 
issued strong statements separating itself from Canadile. 

And even though the Mubayiwa admitted that it ;vas the minister of mines, 
Obert Mpofu, ~vho had personally approved Canadile above the heads of the 
ZDMC, stamping out the company and seizing its equipment, appeared to be 
purpose enough. K B SGR’s involvement as chief capital provider was 
true, openly associating with Mugabe’s regime and Zimbabwe’s ’blood 
diamonds’ ;vould certainly not be good news ibr the company, as the 
Steimnetz Diamond Group, one of the De Beers’s largest clients, remains 
a key global supplier of rough and munufactured diamonds to the 
internatiunal markets; it is also engaged in joint ventures with 
respectable jewdlelT market-makers such as Sotheby’s. 

BSGR however allegedly had nu qualms accepting Rio Tinto’s iron-ore 
Simandou cuncession in Guinea, when the then-president and dictatur of 
almost two decades, Lansana Cont,, decided to strip Rio of half its 
rights. ’]?he difference was that irun-rich Guinea is a little known 
country when it comes tu one ufthe must crucial factors affecting a 
curporatiun’s financial buttom line: ’]’he Zimbabwe-focused ’blood 
diamond’ f~xated media. 

Nor would BSGR have had an easy time: Mugabe recently openly rqjected 
ArcelorMittal’s proposal tu purchase 53 per cent ufthe state’s ailing 
Zimbabwe Iron and Steel Company (ZISCO) due to the fact that M~ttal’s 
head was cluse friends with his enemy, Britain’s Tuny Blair. 

Shutting duwn Canadile therefore appeared to also lock out the presence 
of Western interests on Zimbabwe’s most crucial and easy-tu-access 
source of wealth: Marange’s alluvial diamonds. 

According tu the government, Core Mining had entered into the juint 
venture fraudulently the same charge levelled against African 
Cunsolidated Resources (ACR), which discuvered the alluvial diamunds 
field in 2006 While Zimbabwe’s Supreme Court declared that ACR legally 
owned the rights in 2009, folloxving governmunt opposition, the decision 
was reversed. To clear Marange fields from artisanal miners, the 
govelt~rrlcnt la~xched Operation Hakudzokwe in November 2008, estimated to 
have left hundreds dead, and tl-lousands maimed and raped. 

Yet if the controversial and alleged B SGR interest had been concrete, 
its intentions would not have been difficult to fathom: Zimbabwe’s 
finance minister, Tendai Biti, has called Marange’s diamond field ’the 
biggest find of alluvial diamonds in the histolT of mankind.’ It is 



estimated to produce US$1 1.7 billion in revenue annually. To date, 
around $1 billion in diamond revenue is thought to have been silently 
looted by the army and political elites at the hehn of’the state, 
through Indian, Arab and Chinese purchasers, be:tore release into 
international markets through the usual industry players. 

China, for instance, present via Anjin Investments, has been tinning 
diamonds at Chirasika for the past seven months, despite the concession 
only becoming active at the end of 2010. ’l’his was admitted to the 
Parliamentaq- Portfolio Conm~ittee on Mines and Energy by _Mr _Musukutwa, 
who stated in response to an MP’s query on the Chinese corapany, ’I would 
like to corffirm there is a third company, Anjin, raining in Chiadz~’a.’ To 
date, there has been no accounting of diamonds extracted, volunms 
exported, or revenues remitted. Chinese employees, believed by- closely 
counected source to be Chinese milital?~, dressed in red uniforms, 
oversee operations. 

Zimbabwe’s Antonov An-12 light cargo plane operating on the 1.2 km 
runway at Marange’s fields transports rough diamonds to Harare, to one 
of scveral destinations including the Charles Prince Airport, Harare 
International Airport where Ml~ada Investments (see below) has a storage 
facility or a private military base outside Harare. 

According to the krK’s Daily Mail, five Chinese people (Deng Hongyan, 
Jiang Zhaoyao, Zhang Hui, Zhang Shibin, and Cheng Qins) are silcnt 
beneficial partners of Grandwell Holdings, a Mauritian-based tax-free 
Global Business Catcgo~- II (GBCII) entity the private arm of another 
JV with the ZDMC, Mbada Investments. As _Mubayiwa admitted to the 
Parliamentary Poltfolio Connnittee of Mines and Enerbw, ’it would have 
been difficult to do clue diligence on Grandwell because it is a paper 
company registered in Mauritius’, one of the world’s leading secrecy 
jurisdictions. 

Mbada Investments is chaired by Robert Mhlanga, the Sandton-residing 
former personal helicopter pilot to Mugabe. Grandwell is o~vned by a 
South African company, the controversial New Reclamation, alrea@ 
buddy-bud@ ~vith the ZDMC through a decade of exploiting allegedly 
with no tender contract, renewal or monitoring Zimbabwe’s iron 
reserx:es via the Zimbabwe Iron and Steel Company (ZISCO) Mhlanga is an 
old ZISCO hand, and the lead broker on the ZISCO ’steelgate’ deal 
(2006), characterised by systematic looting alleged to have extended to 
the highest echelons of the state including Vice President Joyce Mujuru 

Mujuru’s rise to power, through an episode known as the ’night of the 
long knives~ ~vas largely at the behest of her husband, General Solomon 
Mujum, Mugabe’s most feared rival within Zanu PF Like Mugabe, Mujum 
has claimed o~vnership to Zimbabwe’s diamonds through another mine, River 
Ranch, illegally seized by Mujum and Sheik Aujan. Mujuru put his power 
to good use by obtaining the approval of the Kimberley Process 
Certification Scheme (KPCS), allegedly by removing Priscilla 2vfupfm~ira, 
then head of Zimbabwe’s M~neral Marketing Corporation (IVIMCZ), ~vhich ~vas 
responsible for providing KP-certification. 

His partner, Aujan, heads a company called Rani Investments based in the 
tax haven of Dubai, a jurisdiction on the receiving end of illegally 
peddled Marange diamonds Diamonds are traded by Rani Investments 
through the company’s Finer Diamonds Trading Company Although the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE) has balmed Marange’s diamonds, according to a 
source, Marange diamonds may likely be channelled and sold under River 
Ranch’s tag ]n September 2010, a consignment of diamonds, valued at 
4,000 carats, smuggled to Dubai, was mysteriously returned to the ZMDC 
and MMCZ, while another consignment with a clean Dubai KP certificate, 
was reportedly being held at the Antwerp World Diamond Center. 

’High-ranking Zimbabwean government officials and well-connected elites 
are generating millions of dollars in personM income by hiring teams of 
diggers,’ revealed US diplomatic cables released by WikiLeaks. ’Whether 
bought first by regime members or not, eventually the diamonds are sold 
to a mix of Belgians, Israelis, Lebanese (the largest contingent), 
Russians, and South Africans,’ stated the cable authored by US 
Ambassador James McGee ’Once sold to foreigners, the majori~ of the 
diamonds are smuggled to Dubai and sold at the Dubai Multi Commodities 
Centre Authority, a dedicated economic free-trade zone created in 2002 
for the exchange of metals and commodities, most notably gold and diamonds’ 

Noting that Mujuru and others like Gideon Gono made several hundreds of 
thousands of dollars each month from diamond revenue, the cables also 
illustrated that the diamonds were not sold to regime members and elite, 
but instead, diamonds ~sold directly to foreign buyers, actnally 
constitute the majority of the diamond trade in Chiadzwa.’ 

Yet disclosing the role of con-upt officials in Zimbabwe is unlikely to 
find a receptive audience through institutional channels: Farai Maguwu, 
head of the Marange-based Centre for Research and Development (CRD), was 
arrested in June, and his relatives tortured, for allegedly possessing 
documents drafted by the army deemed ’prcjudicial to the state’ after 
South ~4frican KPCS monitor Abbey Chikane according to Maguwu ’set 
him up’. Maguwu infom~ed Chikane that bunyan rights violations were 
taking place at Marange. Describing Chikane as part of the Zanu PF 
’gra’,~" train’, Maguwa stated to the media, ’Little did I know that the 
meeting was to set me up so that Chikane can create a stole/out of the 



meeting and resulting in all these problems that we are facing now, 
emanating from a meeting that I had with one person and in close 
confidentiality,’ he said. 

’To the surprise of everyone he (Chikane) is very arrogant tie is saying 

I passed a State security, document and he is saying that I knew that it 

was a crime to possess that document, so I am 100 percent responsible 

for the consequences,’ stated Maguwu. Though the case against Maguwu was 

dropped, circumstances surrounding CRD’s activities remain perilous 

The value of Marange’s reserves are pegged at US$800 billion, labelled 
by a survey report from De Beers as more than eight times higher than 
average diamond fields at a ratio of more than 1000 carats per hundred 
tonnes (CPHT). The report, prepared for De Beers by noted geologist John 
Ward, draws Rio Tinto’s concession in Zimbabwe’s Midland province, 
estimated at CPHT 120. 

Gideon Gono himself stated, ’A reliable estimate shows that US$1.2 
billion per month would be realized from diamond sales in the country, 
enough to solve the economic challenges the co~try is currently facing.’ 

But little of tl-lis will reach Zimbabweans. Moreover, mass evictions for 
families residing at Marange has begun, with the displaced to be housed 
at the Arda Transau Farm resettlement area. Though diamonds have been 
exploited for the past fo~ years by the Zimbabwean military and the 
ZMDC, not a cent had been deposited to the state’s national tax base, 
save for recent tithes thanks to the Kimberley Process-approved auction. 
Later, Tendai Biti corrlplained that as much US$30 million was missing 
frorrl the proceeds of the KP supervised sale. 

The KP definition of blood diamonds is limited to ’rough diamonds used 
by rebel movements or their allies to finance armed conflicts aimed at 
undermining legitimate governments.’ 

Yet the mechanisms at the helm of the diamond industry have not only 
locked out the MDC but have also facilitated the concentration of power 
and resources in the hands of Zanu PF through the drivers of Zimbabwe’s 
p olihcs: The Joint Operation Command (JOC). [ 1] The most influential 
member of the JOC the secretive inside guard controlling all facets of 
security and intelligence is the head of the Zimbabwe Defence Forces 
(ZDF), General Constantine Chiwenga. It ~vas Chiwenga who allegedly 
negotiated the arms-for-diamonds deal, as well as permits for Chinese 
nationals particularly those with links to the army to mine Marange. 

Certification is crucial for the diamond industly: As Andrei Polyyakov, 
spokesperson of Russia’s diamond agency Alrosa, the world’s largest 
diamond producer stated, ’lt’you don’t support the price, a diamond 
becomes a mere piece of carbon.’ To ensure controlled supply, Gokbran, 
Russia’s stockpiling agency, has set aside a budget of US$1 billion for 
2010, vaulting three million carats of gem quality diamonds each month. 

The threat to tmdermine ’controlled supply’ (a system of slow release 
created by De Beers to manufacture artificial scarcity) has already been 
proposed by Zimbabwe’s political elites. Supa Mandiwanzira, a 
representative of Z imbabwe’s Diamond Consortium said ’we have the 
potential to destroy the whole industry’ by flooding the markets. 

The other alternative, strenuously backed by Zimbabwe’s KP monitor 
Chikane who is eager to certi~ Marange’s diamonds as KP-approved, is 
that Zimbabwe’s Zanu PF-controlled political economy will soon be 
conveniently legitimised under the guise of the unity gnverr~nem, and 
Marange’s diamonds, systematically legalised through certification. 

And yet, even if Afi-ica produces more than 65 per cent of the world’s 
diamonds, valued at US$8.5 billion annually, for Bob the Zimbabwean 
outside Home Affairs in South Africa and others like him, some 
passports are still worth more than others. 

BROI.X3tIT TO YOU BY PAMBAZUKA NK~IWS 

* Khadija Sharife is the southern Africa correspondent for The Africa 
Report magazine and a Visiting Scholar at the Centre for Civil Socie~ 
(CCS) based in South Africa. 

* Please send comments to editor@pambazuka org or comment online at 
Pambazuka News. 

SW Radio Africa news - The Independent Voice of Zimbabwe 

Kimberley Process denies clearing Zim diamond sales 

By Alex Bell 

05 January2011 

The international diamond watchdog, the Kimberley Process (KP), has 
reportedly- denied giving Zimbabwe permission to carry on selling 
diamonds from the controversial Chiadzwa fields. 



According to the news set, rice for the US based Rapaport Diamond Trading 
Network (RapNet), a KP representative has refuted the claims made by 
Mines and Mining Development Deputy Minister GiR Chimanikire. 

"No decision has been made yet," said a spokesperson for the new KP 
Chairman in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) The DRC took 
over the Chairmanship of the KP from Israel on January 1,2011 with 
Yamba Mathieu Lapfa Lambang assuming the Chairman’s position. 

Zimbabwean media reported on Tuesday- that Deputy Mines Minister 
Chimanikire said that the KP recently wrote to the government, 
corffirming that it could market its diamonds. 

"The KP wrote to us conmxunicating that diamond sales should proceed," 
Chimanikire is quoted as saying on Monday. 

But the KP spokesperson told Rapaport News that the new Chairman is 
waiting for a response from all KP participants to an amendment to a 
draft agreement on Zimbabxve’s trade future. That agreement xvas 
originally turned down by the government when it was &afted in November 
last year. The ~ Chairman set a deadline of January 10 to get a 
response from all KP participants about the nexv araended agreement. The 
KP spokesperson reportedly said that should the amendment be accepted by 
the participants, the revised proposal will be forwarded to Zimbabwe for 
approval. 

Zimbabwe was suspended from trade in 2009 over human rights abuses at 
the Chiadzwa alluvial diamond fields, where the militalT has been 
accused of violence, forced labour, snruggling and murder. The KP, which 
was started to end the trade in blood dianronds, resisted pressure to ban 
the countly completely. Instead, mining authorities were given a six 
nronth deadline to fall in line with international trade standards. That 
deadline was accompanied by a ’Join Work Plan’ xvhich included the 
demilitarisation of the Chiadzwa area. 

This has not happened and there have been ongoing reports of smuggling 
and harassment by military officers Despite this, the KP has continued 
its lenient treatment of the Zimbabwe situation, allo~ving two auctions 
of stockpiled diamonds last year. The sales were meant to pave the way 
for full exports to resun~e, but Y,2P members have not reached the 
necessary consensus on whether to allow full exports to resume or not. 

Eff,arts by SW Radio Africa to contact both the KP and Minister 
Chimanikire were unsuccessful on Wednesday 

South Africa May Deport 1.2 ivlillion Zimbabweans for Missing Legal Deadline 

Almost 255,000 Zimbabweans applied to legalize their residency before 
the December 31 deadline Picture AFP 

By Brian Latham 

South Africa may start deporting more than 1 2 million Zimbabweans in 
April after they missed a deadline to legalize their residency, La~3~-ers 
For Human Rights said 

Almost 255,000 Zimbabweans applied to legalize their residency before 
the Dec. 31 deadline, South Al?ica’s govermnent said while ruling out an 
extension to the process 

A "conservative" estimate by Johannesburg’s University of’]?he 
Witwatersrand is that there are 1 5 million Zimbabweans in South Africa, 
Kaajal Ramjathan-Keogh, the head of the refugee and migrant rights 
program :[’or La’a3~’ers for Human Rights, said. 

"~Ilqis leaves a very significant number of people unprotected," she said 
in an interview from Johannesburg. After the applications have been 
ac~judicated by about April, deportations are likely to begin, she said, 
adding that the group has lobbied unsuccessfully for the deadline to be 
extended. 

Zimbabweans started flooding into neighboring South Africa fol lowing the 
collapse of their economy and an upsurge in political violence sparked 
by President Robert Mugabe’s policies of forcibly acquiring mainly 
white-owned commercial farms, which began in 2000, and a series of 
violent elections 

Mugabe’s Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front party, has ruled 
the country in coalition with the Movement for Democratic Change since 
February 2009 and elections are due to take place this year. 

"Those who have not applied deliberately took the decision not to 
regularize their status and xvill have to bear the consequences," Ronnie 
Manroepa, a spokesman for the Departraent of Home Affairs, said today by 
phone from the capital, Pretoria. "We must noxv adiudicate the 
applications." 

’Arrest and Deportation’ 



Lines of as long as 2.5 kilometers (1.6 miles)formed outside some Home 
Affairs offices in Joharmesburg last week as Zimbabweans tried to get 
registered, Business I)ay newspaper reported on Dec. 29 

~rI1qe Department of Home Affairs has infi~rmed us that while applications 
are being processed there will be no deportations, however these persons 
wil l be vulnerable to arrest and deportation in the near future," 
Ramjalhan-Keogh said in a separate statement on Dec. 29 

Many Zimbabweans in South Africa are not eligible for residency permits 
because they are unemployed or have part-time jobs, according to Braam 
Hanekom, director of People Against Suffering, Suppression, Oppression 
and Poverty, an organization that aims to assist irmnigrants. 

Job Competition 

The presence of foreign migrants has sparked resentment among South 
Africa’s poor who view them as competitors for jobs and housing. 
Xenophobic violence in May 2008 claimed more than 60 lives and drove 
thousands from their homes. 

South Africa’s goverl~ent in September rescinded an April 2009 decision 
not to deport illegal Zimbabwean irrmrigrants and gave them until the end 
of the year to request work or business permits, student visas or 
refugee status. Applicants had to show proof that they had applied for a 
Zimbabwean passport. 

"The Zimbabwean authorities have been very slow to cooperate," Hanekom 
said by phone today from Cape Town. "None of the Zimbabxveans down here 
in South Africa are likely to vote for Mugabe, so denying them 
passports" is in his interest. 

The Zimbabwean government rejected an ofl;er of a passport- making 
machine that would have helped produce the documentation, said Theresa 
Makone, Zimbabwe’s joint home affairs minister and a member of the MDC. 

Chased, Killed 

"It is regrettable that the offer was turned down by the registrar 
general’s office," she said today in telephone inter~dew from Harare, 
the capital. "They cited security concerns, but what those concerns are 
requires further investigation." 

Tobias Mudede, Zimbabwe’s registrar general, did not answer three calls 
to his office in Harare. Zimbabwean human rights organizations Sokwanele 
and the Zimbabwe Election Support Network have accused Mudede of bias 
toward Mugabe’s part?’. 

"The situation is desperate," said Nixon Kaseke, ~vho sells Zimbabwean 
art along South Aiicica’s east coast with his brother Brezhnev. "We have 
no papers for South Africa, but business here supports our families back 
home, where there is no business and no tourists to buy art." 

The brothers, ~vho operate from the back of a pickup truck outside 
shopping malls, plan to remain in South Africa until they are deported. 

With South Africa’s current unemployment rate at 25.3 percent, the 
highest of 62 countries tracked by Bloomberg, the continued presence of 
illegal migrants may spell more unrest 

"There is no work here, why should we welcome foreigners?" Siyabonga 
Tshabeni, a part-time gardener in Scottburgh, 80 kilometers (50 miles) 
south of the eastern port city of Durban, said in an intep¢iew today. 
"If the government doesn’t chase them way, we will chase them away and 
some will be killed." 

- By Brian Latham and Mike Cohen 

(Under the IMF report’s "Strengthening resilience" section at the end, 
way below, there unfolds a 1~11 neolib programme.) 

Washington ~s not part of Tunisia unrest: Clinton 

Tunisia anger grows as 50 reported killed in riots 

Tuesday, 11 January 2011 

Anger over a crackdown on protesters in Tunisia grew Tuesday as a union 
official said 50 were killed in three days of unrest while artists and 
hospital sta:ffj oined demonstrations 

Locals reported looting in the town of Kasserine overnight and said 
demonstrators xvere fired upon frora rooftops. 

Meanwhile schools and universities across the country were shut as the 
goverrmrent tried to quell weeks of protests centered on unemployment. 

A union official told AFP that at least 50 people xvere killed over three 
days in Kasserine, one of three remote, farming areas with high rates of 



youth unemployment that have seen the worst of the violence. 

"The number killed has passed 50," said Sadok Mahmoudi from the regional 
branch of the Tunisian General Union of Labor (UGTT), citing tolls 
issued by medical staff in the regional hospital. 

The Paris-based International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) said at 
least 35 people were killed in the weekend unrest. 

"We have a list of the names of the 35," FIDH president Souhayr 
Belhassen told AFP. "The total figure is higher. It’s somewhere around 
50, but that’s an estimate." 

The authorities have adrnitted that 14 people were killed but insisted 
that security forces acted in self-defense. 

Artists demonstrating 

Police meanwhile broke up a demonstration of artists and actors outside 
a rnunicipal theatre in the capital, an AFP journalist said. 

The gathering was "to condemn the violence and excessive use of force," 
theatre employee Fadhel Jaibi said. "We wanted to peacefully express our 
anger and our indignation," he said as police rnoved him oft’. 

Two actresses were beaten by- security forces. "Shame on you!" shouted 
one of thern, Sana Daoud, as another was shoved to the ground. 

"It our right to demonstrate," protested another actress, Jalila Baccar. 

Tension was high in the city with students calling for rnass protests on 
Facebook pages that showed the Tunisian flag stained in blood, while 
people shared irnages said to be of the dead and wounded in Kasserine. 

The rare ;vave of protests in tightly controlled Tunisia was unleashed by 
the December 17 suicide attempt of a 26-year-old graduate ;vho set 
himself on fire after police prevented him from selling fluit and 
vegetables to make a living. 

Mohamed Bouazizi died in hospital last week m the central Sidi Bouzid area. 

Another suicide was reported Tuesday in the same area, ;vith relatives of 
23-year-old unemployed university student, Allaa Hidouri, saying he had 
electrocuted himself. It ;vas the fifth suicide linked to the protests. 

The European Union, France, the United Nations and the United States 
have expressed alarm over the crackdo;vn, and called on President Zine E1 
Abidine Ben Ali’s regime to show restraint 

In reaction to the protests, Ben All announced the creation of 300,000 
jobs in a televised address on Monday on top of 50,000 alrea@ pledged 
for the regions. 

But he described the protesters as "gangs of thugs" who had sold out to 
"terrorism and extremism". 

Stemming the urest 

To try to stem the unrest, the government has closed all schools and 
universities from Tuesday until further notice 

’]?he European Union and France called for restraint and calm as the new 
protests broke out Monday UN. Secretap)~ General Ban Ki-moon called 
restraint, dialogue and :gull respect for fi-ee expression 

U.S Secretary o17 State Hillary Clinton, told AI Arabiya that Washington 
has no involvement in the cvurrent situation inTunisia 

"There are no current contacts between Washington and the Tunisian 
authorities, but we will contact them once the state of unrest in the 
country calms down," said Clinton, who is cun-ently on a tour of the 
Gulf region. 

But Tunisia summoned the U.S. ambassador Gordon Gray after Washington 
last week condemned the crackdown on rioters. 

The United States last week raised concerns with Tunisia about its 
handling of the unrest and called for "restraint" 

It also expressed concern over apparent "interference" with the Internet 
by the Tunis government, accused of arresting dissident bloggers and 
hacking and blocking certain websites 

Tunisia’s unemployrnent rate is officially 14 percent, but the percentage 
of graduates without work is about double that. 

http :i/www.imf org/external/pubs/ft/su1~ ey iso/2010/carO91010a.htm 

Survey Magazine: Cotmtries & Regions 



Textile worker in Tunis: the govemraent is developing an export 
protnotion strategy designed to spur growth (photo: AFPiGet~ 
ImagesiFethi Belaid) 

Related Links 

¯ Read the report 

¯ Tunisia: Selected issues 

¯ Tunisia and the IMF 

¯ Policy effectiveness in MENA 

ECONOMIC HEALTH CHECK 

Tunisia Weathers Crisis Well, But Unemployment Persists 

By JoOl Toujas-Bernate and Rina Bhattacharya 

IMF E/fiddle East and Central Asia Department 

September 10, 2010 

° Structural reforms, prudent policies lessen impact of global crisis 

° High dependence on Europe brings uncertain~z to short-term outlook 

° Key meditun-term challenges are to boost employment, strengthen 

financial sector 

Tunisia’s economy fared relatively well during the global crisis, but 
the country’s key challenge is to boost job-generating growth and lower 
unemployment, say IIVIF economists. 

In its annual health check of Tunisia’s economy, the I\ff: said that 
growth is expected to reach 38 percent in 2010, after slowing to 3 
percent in 2009 as the global do~vnturn took its toll. But unemployment 
has begun to rise, after having fallen to 12.4 percent in 2007, and at 
133 percent, remains relatively high, particularly among the educated 
youth. 

"Tunisia’s growth cou]d increase gradually and reach an average of about 
5 percent over 2010-14, provided that policies and reforms planned by 
the authorities aimed at enhancing Tunisia’s competitiveness, developing 
new markets, and supporting new sources of growth in sectors with high 
added value bear fruit," the IMF report said. 

Slowdown in Europe poses risk 

Over the past two decades, the North Al~ican nation has undertaken 
wide-ranging structural refi~rms aimed at enhancing its business 
environment and improving the competitiveness of its economy. These 
re:[’orms, accompanied by prudent macroeconomic management, have reduced 
the Tunisian economy’s vulnerability to shocks including the global 
financml crisis and provided more options for the authorities to 
respond to them. 

But with growth in Tunisia’s main trading parmers prqiected at a mere 
1.2 percent in 2010 and 1.5 percent in 2011, the country’s economic 
recovery remains on fragile fi~oting. Moreover, downside risks to 
prospects :[’or recovery in Europe :by far Tunisia’s largest parmer in 
terms of exports, tourism receipts, workers’ remittances, and foreign 
direct investment~ave risen significantly in recent months, posing 
risks to the country’s short-terra outlook, the LMF assessment found. 

Thanks to prudent macroeconomic nranagement, Tunisia still has some 
leeway to deal with such potential external risks, particularly on the 
fiscal policy front. But the authorities will need to remain vigilant in 
the face of potential inflationary pressures, a recent deterioration of 
the current account balance, and declining external reserves. 

Mediunr-term challenges 

To achieve Tunisia’s raediunr-terra objectives of boosting 
employment-generating growth and lowering unemployment, the authorities 
are developing an export promotion strategy that seeks to diversify 
target markets and products. To that end, they have signed a 
preferential trade agreement with the West African Economic and Monetary 
Union and are currently negotiating free trade agreements with the 
Central African Economic and Monetary Cormnunity-. Bilateral negotiations 
with the European Union are also under way to extend the Association 
agreement to selwices, agricultural products, and processed food; the 
agreement currently- provides for free trade for industrial products. 

The authorities have also identified a number of reforms to labor market 
policies, the educational system, and public employment sel~’ices that 
will serve to f~acilitate labor mobility and reduce mismatches between 
demand and supply in the labor market. The implementation of these 
reforms ;vill be supported by several World Bank Development Policy Loans. 



Strengthening resilience 

Maintaining a stable macroeconomic environment that promotes employment 
and gro~vth also requires determined expenditure control, the INK" 
assessment said. Key for success in this area is the reform of the 
social security system. To this end, the authorities are in discussion 
with social partners on pension reforms to buttress the pension system’s 
financial sustainabili~z. The government should also explore ways to 
contain subsidies of food and fuel products, the report noted. 

The authorities are also undertaking reforms to make the tax regime more 
business friendly. International comparisons with other emerging market 
economies show that the tax burden on businesses is relatively high in 
Tunisia and that there is scope to increase the yield from consumption 
taxes. To promote private investment and employment, the authorities 
intend to reduce tax rates on businesses and to offset those reductions 
by increasing the standard VAT rate and expanding the tax base through 
the elimination of exemptions, the report noted. 

Tunisia’s growth-enhancing strategy also includes a package of measures 
to strengthen the financial sector through consolidating the financial 
strength uf banks, enhancing the role of banks in the econumy, 
restructuring the public banking system, and bolstering the presence of 
Tunisian banks abroad. The aim, ultimately, is to transform Tunisia intu 
a banking services hub and a regional financial market 

To strengthen the cuuntry’s ability to adapt to changes in the global 
ecunumic enviromnent, the authorities a[su intend to modernize the 
munetary pulicy framework by intruducing inflation targeting and tu 
implement convertibility of’the dinar and capital accuunt liberalization 
by 2014. The IMF assessment said that this strategy would require 
significant preparatory work, particularly further strengthening uf the 
banking system and deepening of the foreign exchange, money, and capital 
markets. The report alsu nuted that the authurities wuu[d need to take 
additional steps to ensure increased reliance on interest rates as the 
operational target uf munetary policy. 

Amid Rioting, Tunisia Cluses Umversities 

Eurupean Pressphoto Agency 

A demunstrator shuuted at police un a street in Regueb, near Sidi buu 
Zid, Tunisia, on Munday. 

By DAVID D. KIRK]-)ATRICK 

CAIRO The Tunisian govertm~ent ordered the closing of all schools and 
universities in the country on Monday until fmther notice in an attempt 
to quell escalating riots over poverty and unemployment. 

At least 14 people have died in the riots, according to the official 
Tunisian news agency, which also reported the school closings. Opponents 
of the govertm~ent contend that riot police officers have shot and killed 
many more since the riots broke out three weeks ago. 

Presidcnt Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali, in a televised address, promised to 
create more jobs, but also to stamp out an?" violence. He blamed 
unspecified enemies abroad for the rioting. 

"The cvents were the work of masked gangs that attacked at night 
government buildings and even civilians inside their homes in a 
terrorist act that cannot be overlooked," he said, according to A1 Jazeera. 

Citing criticism from the State Depaltment for its handling of the 
riots, the Tunisian government summoned the American ambassador to 
express its "astonishment," Tunisian state television reported. 

A State Department spokesman, Philip J. Crowley, described the meeting 
as "a fbllo~v-up discussion" with the Tunisian government "We, again, 
affirmed our concerns not only about the ongoing violence, the 
importance of respecting freedom of expression, but also the importance 
of the availability of infolTnation," ~’vIr. Crowley said. 

The riots began about three weeks ago after a 26-year-old man with a 
college degree, in despair at his dismal prospects, committed suicide by 
setting himself on fire. He had been trying to sell a container of 
fruits and vegetables, and the police confiscated his merchandise 
because he had no permit. 

His self-immolation unleashed the pent-up anger of Tunisia’s educated 
and underemployed youth, and soon that of others as well 

On Monday, security forces surrounded a university where hundreds of 
students were tlying to protest, according to Reuters. The rioting 
showed signs of spreading from provincial towns toward the cities of the 
Mediterranean coast ~vhich are central to the tourist industry, Reuters 
reported. 



’]?he riuts are believed to have spread in part thruugh sucial-media Web 
sites, and the Tunisian government repurtedly directed Internet set, rice 
providers to hack intu the accounts of individual users. As the riots 
mounted uver the weekend, the State Department expressed concern about 
intrusiuns intu the privacy of Tunisian custumers uf American cumpanies 
like Facebouk, Yahuo and Gougle. 

The United Natiuns secretary general, Ban Ki-moun, urged restraint and 
respect fur freedum of expression. 

Since taking poxver in a bloodless coup more than two decades ago, 
President Ben Ali has enforced strict censorship and tolerated little 
dissent. Although Tunis markets itself as a peaceful tourist haven, it 
earns dismal marks from international hmnan rights groups. 

Official figures put unemployment at about 14 percent, with much higher 
levels among young people. 

Unrest Spreads to Algeria 

By Emad Mekay 

CAIRO, Jan 9, 2011 (~S) - At least three Algerians have died and 
hundreds have been injured in four days of protests over housing 
shortages, rising food prices and failing economic policies that only 
three months ago won praise by the International Monetary Fund and other 
Western financial institutions. 

The protests in Algeria corae as similar demonstrations continue unabated 
in the neighbouring Nolth African nation Tunisia, also hailed previously 
as an economic success story by- Western banks and investors. 

At least four Tunisians have died during the ongoing protests against 
the poor economic performance of Western-backed autocratic ruler 
President Zine el Abidine Ben Ali. 

The protests in both Arab countries were initially ignored by the 
Western media and Western governments but as the protests escalated 
Washington began to take note 

A ivliddle East advisor to former U.S. president George W. Bush and 
leading neo-conser~ative Elliott Abrams said on his blog at the Council 
on Foreign Relations that Tunisia was an "unimportant" country, but 
expressed concern that the fallout from the demonstrations could be 
dangerous for other Arab nations. 

The spillover from Tunisia was quick to come in neighbouring Algeria, a 
country that provides Europe with 20 percent of its gas needs and is the 
world’s sixth largest natural gas producer after Russia, the United 
States, Canada, Iran, and Norway. 

The UlXCest in Algeria, saw thousands of young people hurl stones at the 
police, set tires on fire, storm mail offices and government banks, and 
demand better living conditions and a greater share of the country’s oil 
wealth 

The unrest was widely reported in the Arab region and was seen as a 
symptum of gruwing impatience with regimes cunsidered in the West to be 
"moderate" for toeing Western policy lines but that are in fact 
dictaturial and brutal towards their own peuple. 

"The prutests in Tunisia are a warning message tu all Arab rulers," 
wrute columnist Fahrny tloweidi in several Arab newspapers, just days 
before the unrest spilled over to Algeria. 

"’l’he revolution uf the hungry and the deprived cuuldn’t be ignored any 
more.. The message from Tunisia is that tyranny can extend the life ufa 
regime but it cannut keep it alive forever. All Arab countries suffer 
similar cunditions tu the unes that started the Tunisian protests," 
Huweidi said 

Nuw the Algeria and Tunisia "uprisings", as the?’ are being called in the 
region, are front page stories in many independent Arab newspapers 
including Masrav,9’, a popular portal and AIMesryuon, an online daily 
newspaper in Egypt, the Arab world’s most pupulated country, as well as 
tup pan-Arab news portals such as A[jazeera net and Alarabiya net. ]~;ven 
Yahuo’s Arabic version cuuldn’t ignure it fur long 

Like uther Arab countries, the regime uf President Abdelaziz Buuteflica 
in Algeria ~s perceived as corrupt and inept despite high oil revenues. 
Algeria, a member of the Organisation of Petroleunx Exporting Cour~tlies 
(OPEC), saw its oil income rise sharply in 2010 as a result of higher 
oil and gas prices, but the benefits didn’t trickle to the 
disenfranchised Algerians. 

Similarly, Ttmisia’s President Ben Ali has worked to develop the 
touristic coastline, leaving the majori~" of Tunisians mired in poverty 
and tmemployment. 



Both countries see conspicuous display of wealth by the rich, spread of 
bribery to obtain government benefits such as housing, as well as 
nepotism issues that have inflamed public sentiments for years. 

Many of Algeria’s 36 million people find it hard to get by on daily 
basis, with many complaining about the difficulties of finding housing 
and providing fi~r their families. 

Algeria’s state-owned energy giant Sonatrach was hit in 2010 with a 
nrajor corruption scandal after several senior officials and menrbers of 
their families were found to have illegally tampered with contract 
awards for personal gain. 

More specifically, the trigger for this week’s riots in Algeria came at 
the beginning of the month when staple food prices such as flour, 
cooking oil, milk and sugar averaged a 30 percent increase in the fo~tr 
days prior to the break-out of the protests. 

Algerians, who had admiringly watched Tunisians shrug off their decades- 
long iraage of meekness during weeks of protests, also took to the 
streets venting their frustration at several government offices, mail 
offices and some banks. 

Algerian Trade Minister Mustai~a Benbada was forced Saturday to act to 
bring down rising food prices. He announced that the goverl~ent will cut 
food prices by 14 percent, the official Algerian News Agency said. 

Several blogs fiom Algeria said the protesters were still upset at the 
corruption, the widening gap between the rich and the poor and the abuse 
by the Western-backed ruling autocratic regime. Protests continued in 
several cities in Algeria. 

"All over the Arab world, we are left to be eaten by the wolves," said 
one Algerian blogger named Bousaad. 

"Algeria has turned into a jungle where the beastly eats the weak," a 
blogger named Rabei wrote Sunday "The gap between the rich and the poor 
is getting larger by the hour" 

"The Arab nation is looking to you, young people, who are cany’ing out 
the protests for change," said another blogger, Sawan (END) 

Please Sign the Petition 

http :/i~vw~v.ipetitions. c om/petition/so lidarite-iafar-p anahi/ 

ENGLISH \,~.RS ION 

We have just learnt, with great anger and concern, about the judgement 
of the Court of the Islamic Republic in Teheran, heavily condemning 
Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi. 

The sentence: six years of imprisonment without remission, accompanied 
by a ban of t;ven~z years on writing and making films, giving interviews 
to the press, leaving the territory, or communicating ;vith foreign 
cultural organisations. 

Another filmmaker, Mahamad Rasoulov, has been likewise sentenced to six 
years in prison Jafar Panahi and Mahamad Rasoulov are going to join the 
many prisoners now rotting in jail in Iran in a state of total distress. 
Some are on hunger strikes, while others are gravely ill 

What does the Iranian government reproach Jafar Panahi ~vith? Having 
conspired against his country and carried out a campaign hostile to the 
Iranian reg~ne. 

The truth is that Jafar Panahi is innocent and his only crime is wishing 
to continue to freely exercise his profession as a filmmaker in Iran. 
Over the last few months the Iranian government has put into place 
against him nothing short of a machine of war in order to destroy him, 
while locking him up to silence him 

Jafar Panahi is a reno~vned filmmaker and his films have been shown all 
over the world Invited by the greatest fihn festivals in the world 
(Cannes, Venice,Berlin), he is today prevented from pursuing his work as 
a filwanaker The hea,©’ sentence inflicted upon Jafar deprives him of his 
freedom, while preventing him both physically and morally from carrying 
out his work as a filmmaker. Henceforth, he must remain silent, refrain 
from any and all contact with his fellow filmmakers both in Iran and 
anywhere else in the world. 

Through this sentence inflicted upon Jafar Panahi, it is manifestly all 
of Iranian cinenra which is targeted. 

This sentence both revolts and scandalises us. So, let us call upon all 
filmmakers, actors and actresses, screenwriters and producers, all 
nrotion-picture professionals as well as every man and woman who loves 
fieedom and for whom human rights are fundamental, to join us in 
demanding the lifting of this sentence. 



Join the call alungside of le Festival de Cannes, la SACD, la 
Cin&~ath~que fran~aise, I’ARP, la Cindmath~que suisse, le Festival 
intematiunal du film de Locamo, le Fol~n des images, Positif, la SRIv, 
les Cahiers du cinema, Ci~philo (Lille), France culture, la Mostra 
Internazionale d’Arte Cincmatogafica di Venezia, Culturesfrance, la 
Quinzaine des Rdalisateurs, Sarajevo Film Festival, Cindma Gindou, 
Centre Audiovisuel Simone de Beauvoir, Centre Culturel Pouya. 

http:i/w~.stakeholderdemocracv.or~/index.l~hp?nract News,cntnt01,detail,0&cntnt01articleid 271&cntnt01ori~id 67&cntnt01returnid 122 

ANLNESTY INTERNATIONAL 

Patrick Naagbanton, Coordinator of SDN partner organisation the Cuntre 
for Environment, Hunaan Rights and Development (CEHRD) in Port Harcourt, 

Rivers State, has received a number of death threats in the last two 
weeks. Amnesty International believes his life to be in danger 

On 30 December 2010, two people followed Patrick Naagbanton into the 
offices of the CEHRD and threatened him with death in front of another 
staff member A third staff member reported that she had also been 
threatened by the same individuals The following day, at around 1 lpm, a 
third individual telephoned Patrick Naagbanton and demanded a sum of 
money be delivered to them before 1 January 2011. 

On 1 Janual3z 2011, Patrick Naagbanton received a call ordering him to a 
local shrine in Rivers State. The caller warned that he ~vould be killed 
if he did not attend Patrick Naagbantun attempted to contact the 
Con~missioner of Police for R~vers State, but ~vas unsuccessful Later 
that day, and again on 2 Janua~z, Patrick Naagbanton received two more 
death threats by phone. 

Amnesty International believes the death threats to be linked to Patrick 
Naagbanton’s work as a human rights defender 

CF~HRD works to respond to environmental, human rights, health and 
underdevelopment problems in the Niger delta region 

BACKG ROI.JND INFORMA’~ON 

Human rights defenders and journalists in Nigeria regularly face 
intimidation, harassment and death 

On 29 December 2010, Chidi Nwosu was shot dead by unknown gunmen in his 
house in Abia State. He was the President of Human Rights of Justice and 
Peace Foundation (HRJPF) and was known :[’or his work against corrupuon 
and human rights violations. 

Several journalists have been killed in suspicmus circumstances in 
recent years. Bayo Ohu, the Assistant News Editor o:[" The Guardian 
newspaper, based in Lagos, was shot dead in 2009. In October 2008, 
Eiphraim Audu, a radio journalist with the Nasarawa State Broadcasting 
Sep~ice, was shot by six unknown gunmen near his home in Lafia, central 
Nigeria In August 2008, Paul Abayomi Ogunde1i, a member of the 
editorial board of the newspaper Thisday was killed by unknown gunmen in 
Lagos. He was the second member o:[’the Thisday editorial board to be 
m urdered in two years. Godwin Agbroko, the chairman of Thisday’s 
editorial board, was killed in similar circumstances in December 2006. A 
chief witness in the inquest into the death of Ogundeli was also killed 
by unknown gunmen in her house in ()gun state in June 2009. 

PLEASE WRITE I~VfN~fEI)IATF,[.Y in English or your own language: 

Expressing concern for the safety of Patrick Naagbanton. 

Urging the authorities to take immediate and effective action to protect 
Patrick Naagbanton, and any other CEHRD staff merabers who may be at 
risk, in consultation with the persons concerned. 

Calling the authorities to order an irc~ediate, thorough and independent 
investigation into the threats made with the results made public and 
those responsible brought to justice. 

Runrinding the authorities that hunran rights defenders have the right to 
carry out their activities without any restrictions or fear of 
reprisals, as set out in the LEg Declaration on the Rights and 
Respunsibilities of Individuals, Groups and Institutions to Pronrote and 
Promote Universally Recognised Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 

PLEASE SEND APPEAL S TO: (Time difference GMT + 1 hrs / BST as I~K) 

Commissiuner of Police for Rivers State 

Suleiman Abba(Jan 2007) 

Commissioner of Police Rivers State Corc~and Headquarters 

Moscow Road 



Port Harcourt 

Nigeria 

Salutation: Dear Commissioner of Police 

And copies to: 

Inspector General of Police 

Hafiz Ringira 

Force Headquarters 

Loius Edet House 

Shehu Shagari Way 

Area 11 Garki, AbNa 

Nigeria 

Salutation: Dear Inspector General 

PLEASE SEND COPIES OF YOUR .~PPEAL TO: 

His Excellency Dr Dalhatu S. Tafida, 

High Coromissiun for the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 

Nigeria House, 9 Northumberland Avenue, 

London WC2N 5BX. 

Fax: 020 7839 8746 

E-mail: chancery@nigeriahc.org/informatiun@nigeriahc.org uk 

*** 

On 2011/01/13 05:43 PM. Soo Haeng Kim wrote: 

Dear Comrades, 

I wish all of you A Happy New Year. 

After receiving the following message, I decided to circulate it to you. 
I was on the court as a witness to defend their cause One of them, Oh 
sei-chull, is a professor emeritus in the Yeunsei University and the 
leade of the group. 

Please send your support to them. 

Soo Haeng Kim, Ph.D.@on) 

Former Professor, Seoul National Universi~¢. 

Distinguished Professor, SungKongHoe University, Seouh 

Urgent Appeal: Eight South Korean I,abor Activists Face 5-7 Years in Prison 

On Dec. 3 of last year, the prosecutor in the Seoul Central District 
Court demanded prison terms of 5-7 years fi~r Oh sei-chull and other 
members (Yang Hyo-sik, Yang Joon-seok, Choi Young-ik, Park Joon-seon, 
Jeong Won-hyun, Oh Min-g~,u, and Nam-goong Won) of the Socialist Workers’ 
Alliance of Korea (SWLK), a revolutionary socialist group. These 
activists in the Korean working-class movement were indicted under South 
Korea’s notorious National Security Law (passed in 1948 and 
theoretically still stipulating the death penalty lbr "pro-North" 
activities) The eight militants of the SWLK, who as internationalists 
advocate working-class revolution in both Koreas, were accused of no 
specific crime except being socialists, but in reality the indictment 
resulted from their intervention in several strikes and movements going 
back to 2007 This is the :first instance of such harsh repression under 
the National Security Law in many years It occurs in the larger context 
of the hard-right turn (such as the smashing of the Ssangyong Motor Co. 
strike of 2009) of South Korean President Lee Myong Bak’s government 
since he took office in early 2008. (In fact, leaflets of the SWLK 
distributed during the Ssango!ong strike were key evidence in the trial.) 

Prosecutors have attempted to indict members of the SWI,K several times 
since 2008, and prior to December, the prosecutors’ case was thrown out 
of court each time. It is not impossible that a barrage of e-mail 
protests to Judge Hyung Dun Kim of the Seoul Central District Court will 
help reduce or obviate the pending sentences altogether, when final 
sentencing will take place on Jan. 27. 

Let Judge Kim know your feelings in your own words about this crackdown 
on "thought crirue" by writing to 

swlk@jinbo.net 



The e-mails nrust be received by 06:00 AM on Monday January 17th 2011 
(Seoul time), so that the S~ArLK’s la’aTer can forward them to Judge Kim 
prior to sentencing. 

Please distribute this appeal as widely as possible. Messages in 
languages other than English are welcome. 

Loren Goldner 

For further details on this case, contact me at lrgoldrler@gmail.com 

SUT(2LIFFE: FD LIKE TO STAY 

MICHAEL Sutcliffe wants to stay on as city- boss. 

His contract expires in July, but Sutcliffe has given the clearest 
indication yet that he would not hesitate to extend his reign as 
eThekwiin municipal manager. 

Should he stay on, these are the key items on his agenda in 2011 : 

- Finding a new- use for the old Durban International Airport, most 
likely a mixed-use development incorporating a ne~v dug-out port; 

- Putting Durban in the running Ibr an Olympic Games bid; and 

- Hosting more than 50 000 delegates including heads of states at 
the International Olympic Committee meeting in July and the United 
Nations climate change summit in December. 

Sutcliffe told the Sunday Tribune that he had yet to have talks with the 
ANC about his future, but that he would like to continue in his post. 

"I’ve been deployed by the ANC, and if that’s the view (that he 
continues), then I would accept that. Absolutely. I love what I do.." he 
said during a wide-ranging intervie~v on Friday 

This is likely to depress many in Durban who have been angered by 
Sutcliffe because of rising rates bills, the street renaming saga, the 
loss of Blue Flag status :[’or the city’s beaches and allegations of 
favouritism for ANC-aligned individuals and businesses. 

Sutcliffe said this week that 2011 was a big year for Durban, not just 
because of local government elections in the first quarter o17 the year, 
but because of several "critical" decisions that had to be made the 
first being the future of the [)urban International Airport site. 

If this was purely up to him, the site would be used mainly as a dugout 

port. Should this happen, he said it would require a R300 billion 

investment over the next 15 years. 

"It is a decision that needs to happen this year. All the work done to 
date points towards three things, the first being a dug-out port on 
(most of) the land. as Durban is the only place in Africa that can 
become a ’super port’. There is no site as strategically important as 
this one and no other site can have an impact on the economy of southern 
Africa like this one can," he said. 

A second option was for the city to relocate some industries from 
residential areas in Clairwood and Merebank to the airport site. The 
third consideration was to merge two existing fuel refineries into one 
bigger refinery as a result of Transnet’s new multifuel pipeline that 
runs nearby. 

Apart frorrl this, Sutcliffe said it was important for the city to decide 
whether it was worth bidding for the 2020 or 2024 Olynrpic Games. 

"In the next month or two we need to look seriously- at it. It has to be 
part of a national dcvelopnrent plan. With the new minister (Sports 
Minister Fikile Mbalula) it will be useful to start seeing his view and 
that of the cabinet in terms of whether that (the Olympics) is part of 
our 10-year plan. 

"It can’t be seen as a purely local initiative, it’s too costly as an 
event. Even if the country wants to go ahead xvith it, as a city you need 
to be very careful. We need to be factual and honest in our reporting on 
it and its benefits. There are social issues, environmental issues, 
economic and financial issues that need to be considered it’s not just 
financial," he said, adding that any risks needed to be mitigated. 

Sutcliffc said the decision would have to be made before the 
International Olympic Corc~littee (IOC) meets in Durban in July. At that 
conference, Durban would have a chance to showcase itself as a potential 
host city to the I©C’s voting delegates and to other influential figures. 

However, it is the United Nation’s clinrate change cotfference in December 
which, for Sutcliffe, is the most crucial event in Durban this year. He 
described it as being "important for the city and for the world.. It is 



probably more important :[’or us than the Fifa Wurld Cup not to diminish 
the World Cup, but in the end, the World (;up is just an event". 

"The significance of the climate change conference is that uur very 
existence on this planet could be determined by whether ur not a deal is 
finalised at this cunference," he said 

"The climate change conference is the big une," he said. 

About 30 000 to 40 000 delegates, including heads of state were expected 
to attend. 

But before then, Sutcliffe will have to deal with local governrnent 
elections and find out if he will, in i:act, still be at the hehn of the 
city. 

OLYMPIC HOPEFUL 

ML~ICIPAL raanager Michael Sutcliffc has recently shed 15kg, started 
cycling txvice a day and hitting the gym three times a xveek. It’s almost 
as if Durban’s nrost controversial raan is getting into fighting shape for 
the six months ahead possibly the most crucial of his career and the 
city’s future. 

"It’s about your head. You have to think it," said Sutcliffc on his 
noticeable physical transformation. ’Tve put my mind to losing weight. 
What I’m doing now- is raore to keep fit. I cycle in the morning and the 
evening (and) go to E~’m three tinres a week. I’ve lost about 15kg and I 
want to lose about 20kg. It’s nice." 

\Vhile shedding a fexv raore kilograms would be a welconre distraction from 
his acrinronious divorce front his wife of long standing, Felicity, at the 
forcfront of Sutcliffe’s mind will be finalising the city’s 
nmltibillion-rand budget, upcoming local government elections and two 
major international conferences. 

And this while still being uncertain over whether his contract as city 
boss will be extended beyond July. Sutcliffe ~vould not say whether 
negotiations had taken place over his future 

"This is an issue the ANC will discuss with me at an appropriate time. 
The ANC isn’t an employment agency, so Dr Sutcliffe has not got an 
appointment ~vith the ANC to chat about his job. What would need to 
happen and what is happening now is that the ANC would have to look 
at the political and a&ninistrative transitions, over the next three, 
four or five years, and what the plan will be," he said 

Asked if he wanted to continue in his job, Sutcliffe was emphatic. 

"Absolutely 1 love ~vhat I do and I think at the moment it’s important 
that all of our (government) institutions keep the institutional memoLv 
while bringing in enough new ideas" 

He added later in the interview that he ~vould like to assist in 
governance at some level "for as long as possible". 

Speculation is rife over ~vho will replace Sutcliffe when he does 
eventually step down, but he would not talk about any grooming ~vithin 
cuuncil, or whu his successur might be 

"I don’t get im’ulved in personal discussions around that. The media 
always says, ’If Michael gues, who replaces Michael?’ It’s nut abuut who 
the individuals are It’s nut a Machael Sutcliffe discussion. The media 
shuuldn’t turn it intu that. 

~Tm nut applying :[‘or a jub. It’s nut like I’m walking around with my CV 
in my hand And equally there are nut people in my management whu are 
thinking like that," he said. 

Should Sutcliffe not stay on as municipal manager, there is widespread 
speculation that he would take up a key pusitiun in the city’s pussible 
2020 or 2024 Olympics bid. 

While he would nut pruvide specifics, he hinted he would like to be 
invulved in sume way. Sutcliffe said the bid would be 

divided intu two parts, the first being led by the country’s president, 
Jacob Zuma, and by SA Olympic Committee buss Gideon Sam, whu would have 
tu cunvince voting Intematiunal Olympic Committee members tu bring the 
(}ames tu Durban. 

The second part *vas where he would come in. 

"If we happen to bid, then our city would obviously be involved and I 
would be involved in that sense. I would have strengths in certain 
functions, but not in others. Fm probably not diplomatic enough, 
because I don’t like corruption (and) I don’t like some of those things, 
like having to wine and dine people. I’m not necessarily that type of 
person. 

"There are other things I can do, like developing presentations and 



arguing our case and that type of stuff. You’re going to have to have 
pret~" big teams. I’ve looked at other bid teams and they’re vep)~ 
diverse," he said. 

http://www.thenewa~e.co za/7756-1010-53-Dusi Marathon faces extomon bid by evictees 

Jan 12 2011 8:31AM 

Dusi Marathon faces extortion bid by evictees 

Chris Makhaye 

Members of the communities who were removed to make way for the Inanda 
Dam are threatening to disrupt the atmual 120km Dusi Canoe Marathon. 

More than 2000 paddlers take part in this three-day race that starts in 
Pictermaritzbmg and ends in Durban. This year’s marathon is scheduled 

for Febl.am)~ 17 to 19. 

The marathon started in 1951. In the past participants were only whites, 
but now- a nmnber of black paddlers participate. 

About 1000 families from Ngcolosi, Emaphephethweni and Emaqadini who, in 

1985, were forced to move out of their homes to make way for the 
construction of the massive Inanda Dam, nolth of Durban, have fanned the 
Inanda Dam Evicted Families Corcanittee (DEFC). 

The cormnunities claim compensation promises by successive governments 
hasn’t happened. 

O’Brien Gcabashe of the IDEFC said last week the?’ wrote a letter to the 
Unlimited Dusi Marathon Association, asking to meet them to discuss 
their plight. 

"The marathon runs through land fi-om which we were removed We still 
have no compensation for that land and various promises of alternative 
land have come to naught," he said 

"We want to meet with the marathon’s organisers so that we can map the 
way forward, because we feel that we must benefit from the activities 
that take place on our land," added Gcabashe. 

He said con~munities planned to stage a protest along the Inanda Dam 
during the marathon to highlight their plight. During last year’s race, 
the communities were prevented from staging mass action by the Ethekwini 
MunicipaliW and police were stationed near the r~ver to prevent it. 

Dusi Marathon’s Ray de Vries confirmed receiving a letter fi-om the 
displaced communities: "I’ve since passed that letter on to the 
executive committee of the Dusi Marathon" 

De Vries said while as organisers of the marathon they sympathised with 
the plight of the communities, they could not resolve the problem. 

"We understand their plight, but we’re only a sport organisation and we 
can’t compensate them ]2)r their loss of land and proper~’. Their problem 
is political and so needs a political solution and they can resolve that 
with the government," De Vries said 

He said more than 2000 paddlers took part in the marathon, some of whom 
are youngsters from the villages near the rivers on which the marathon 
take place 

Michael Sutcliffe, the Ethekwini municipality manager, said he was 
unaware of any planned protest against the Dusi Marathon. 

"We have not received ant’ letter requesting a right to protest. 
Obviously the people are allowed to express their views, but they have 
to lbllow the right channels But if there is any disruption against the 
marathon, we’ll have to take action," Sutcliffe said 

The hdercury 

Impasse nearly over as land is earmarked for Qadi clan 

May 27, 2009 Edition 1 

NATHI OLWANT 

THE DEPARTMENT of Rural Development and Land Affairs is to buy 76 
hectares of farm land in the Inanda Valley for the Qadi clan, bringing 
to an end a 23-year impasse. 

The Qadis were forcibly- removed from the banks of the Umgcni River in 



1986 to make way for the construction of Inanda Dam and 317 families 
were affected. ’]"he?, had originally occupied 532ha of land. 

Qadi clan convener O’Brien Gcabashe, who has been the most vocal 
proponent of’the return of their land, said he was pleased "The land is 
being evaluated in terms of price and suitability fi~r human settlement," 
he said. 

Gcabashe said 76ha was better than nothing after 23 years of struggle. 
He had been informed that more than 1 000 families could occupy the land. 

KZN land affairs spokesman Sipho Dlaruini could not be reached for 
comment, but a departmental official cotffim~ed that talks with the land 
owner were nearing finality. 

Land owner Moharcaned Sullivan said nothing had been finalised with the 
department and talks were continuing. 

Statement by O’Brien Ocabashe, spokesperson of the Qadi Families Evicted 
froru Inanda Dam organisation 

3:30pm on Saturday, 17 January" 

The Qadi clan, who lost land during the impoun&nent of the Inanda Dam 
which supplies D~trban w-ith water, have suffered indignity again. I was 
shocked that this morning, our constitutional rights to expression were 
denied us by the Durban Metro Police and SA Police Set’,~ice. 

Police repression against a small group of protesters followed the 
rejection of our application for a permit to hold a large rally at 
Inanda Daru, at the tirue the Dusi Canoe Marathan was passing through the 
area this morning. 

Permission was denied by the Durban City Manager, Michael Sutcliffe, on 
Wednesday The reason given in the letter was as follo~vs: "Credible 
information under oath has been brought to the attention of the 
Responsible Officer that there is a threat that the gathering in 
question will result in serious disruption of vehicular traffic, injur)’ 
to participants in the gathering ands’or other persons, and extensive 
damage to property and that the SAPS and DMPS will not be able to 
contain the threat" 

We dispute this, as it is ridiculous in eve~z respect, and we challenge 
Sutcliffe and the police to prove these claims 

Yesterday I wrote a letter to the Durban Metro Police (Officer 
Sewpersad), faxed (with confirmation), copied to a variety of other 
police stations The letter stated that we would come to the dam site 
with fewer than 15 people, in accordance with the Gatherings Act, which 
permits such protests We had no reply, written or oral, to tell us not 
to come. 

This morning at 7:30am, a group of us were 1 km licom Inanda Dam, on 
Hillcrest Road, when roughly 50 police officers in 15 vehicles stopped 
us. The police did not listen to us, and simply denied us our right to 
travel further, to demonstrate near the road, to sho~v our signs, or to 
sing/dance tlad we done these things, which are permitted in our 
Constitution, the police said the?" would have arrested us 

We had only 14 members of the Qadi Families Evicted from ]nanda Dam 
organisation there to protest, and hence were not violating the 
Gatherings Act. After being detained at the side of the road, only at 

10am were we allowed to proceed to the Inanda [)am, after the canoeists 
in the Dusi Marathan had left. 

Our intention was simply to show signs and visible bodies, to illustrate 
that the land below the water originally belonged to us. We wanted the 
canoeists and media and citizens to know of our plight. We also wanted 
to go the dam banks to pray fi~r our ancestors. 

But we will certainly be back at our ancestral home, on the banks of the 
Inanda [)am We intend to fight for our democratic rights of protest. And 
fi~r the land that was stolen from us by an apartheid government. 

O’Brien Gcabashe 

072 101 4238 begin 5):[" the sl~’pe highlighting 072 101 4238 
end of 2the skype highlighting email: obrien.gcabashe at mactrading.co za 

BACKGROUND PRESS INFORMATION 

A video about the plight of the Qadi people: 
www.y outub e. c omgwatch?v 3vox53e10Lg 
http ://www.m’~ideo.co.za/videoiinanda-flooded-for~otten- 1-3 



The Mcrcury 

Land threat to Dusi Tribes to ’claim what is o~trs’ 

January" 07, 2009 Edition 1 

2vfl~lj~lE MADLAL A 

T~ people who had ~eir land taken away from them in 1986 to make way 
for the Inanda Dam, are determined to disrupt the Hansa Poxverade Dusi 
Marathon on JannaU 17. 

[NO~ BY O’BR~N GCABAS~: ~is is ~tlne, we never had aW imemion to 
disrupt the Dusi, simply to make our case ~own more widely.] 

Three tribes - the AmaQadi, the AmaNgcolosi and the AmaPhephethe - were 
forcibly removed *?om their homes so the Nanda Dam could be built 

The 317 families were promised compensation Ik~r fl~eir land, bm aker 

22 years they are still waiting 

They now live in infom~al settlements in N2uaama and KwaMashu 

O’Brien Gcabashe, a spokesman for the afI~cted families, clawed that 
R56 million was paid to a headman m 1994 by tke Depar~ent of 
Traditional Ail3irs, but the money was never passed on to the af*~cted 
I3milies 

Gcabashe said there was also no accountabili~ *?om gover~ent 

"For 22 years we have been fighting this battle and no-one has come to 
our aid. All we have received are emp~# promises 

"What has made us even more disappointed is that Ray de Vries, the 
organiser of the marathon, did not keep his promise to help us," he said 

Denied 

At a meeting with the AmaQadi last year in November, De Vries had said 
he would help, claimed Gcabashe. 

De Vries denied he had promised to help the people, but had been 
sympathetic to their plight at the meeting 

"We have, as the (Dusi Marathon) association, decided not to get 
involved in the matter on a land issue that we do not know much about it. 

"We will let all the relevant authorities involved handle the matter," 
he said 

Gcabashe said that on Januaw 17 they would go to Inanda Dam, and this 
time they would not stand outside the gate, but would go inside as they 
believe they have the right to be there more than anyone else, as ~t ~s 
still their land 

"I was told by one person from this dam that the water was not ours 

"We obviously know that and they can take their water with them. We just 
want our land back if they are not going to pay us," he said. 

Gcabashe said the people were fi-ustrated and now believed that their 
only hope was in ANC president Jacob Zma 

"We have sent out a letter to the par~"s secretalT for him to come and 
meet us, so we can tell him about our problem because govermnent has 
really failed us," he said. 

Fools 

Gcabashe said that on Januav~" 17 they would arrive in buses and would 
make their way inside the dam 

"We have been made fools of for far too long and we are very tired. 
Nobo@ knows how sad this issue has made us," he said. 

On November 23 last year, Gcabashe and others of the Qadi tribe went to 
the dam to hand out pamphlets to visitors to the dam, stating that the 
cot~i~" believed corrupt officials had stolen the money that was meant 
for them 

The department said yesterday they were willing to place the affected 
families on a housing list, but said the issue of compensation was 
complicated because the iNustices were cot~itted by the apartheid regime. 

Letmox Mabaso, spokesman for the Department of Traditional Afl3irs, 
said: "We xvere not there before 1994 so we don’t ~mxv what happened to 
the money they say was paid to our department, but if they feel strongly 
about it, they are more than welcome to take this matter to court 



"We have only been in this office lbr lbur years and most of the people 
who knew about this matter are no longer here. 

"We, however, have committed ourselves to building homes :[’or the people 
because we understand they are living under difficult conditions while 
some are homeless. We do want to help," Mabaso said. 

Sunday Independent 

Flooded and forgotten while Durban drinks 

September 23, 2007 Edition 1 

By Liane Greeff 

Try to imagine that it is night-time on September 27 1987. You are 
asleep in bed when you are woken up. There is a sto1T~l outside. It has 
been raining for days. Everything is ~vet, and then the water comes in 
through your front door. 

You light some candles to see what is happening - your ~vorld has turned 
to water. Yo~uc neighbours are shouting in the dark, the dam is rising. 
You and your family run away from your honre to higher grotmd. 

The next day-, when the da~vn breaks, you look down over the valley to 
where your home was, and all you can see is ~vater. ~;~rr~ere once there was 
your world, now- there is water. You have nothing except the clothes you 
were sleeping in. Everything else is gone - your house, your clothes, 
your furniture, your menrories, your chickens, your goats, your cattle, 
your ploughed fields and the crops that were growing. Even the new car 
you had just bought. 

This is the testimony of Paulos G~vala of the Mphephetheni Tribal 
Authority in the Valley of a Thousand Hills, outside Durban. The dana is 
the Inanda Dam, which was constructed in 1987 to provide Dul-bari ~vith 
drinking water. The error is a human error, a govermnent error The dam 
wall should not have been built before the people were moved 

Both the Mphephetheni and the Ngcolosi communities who lived on opposite 
banks of the Mgeni R~ver suffered the same fate when the waters of the 
dana rose unexpectedly and flooded evewthing that belunged to them. 

That was 20 years ago. After the flood the affected members of both 
communities were given shelter in schools and churches. They were then 
moved into township-style tin houses - the IVlphephetheni moved to Ntuzuma 
G. Others chose to remain in the valley but without homes - they begged 
accommodation with family higher up the slopes. 

The Ngcolosi were moved to Molweni and K~vaDinabakubo, otherwise known as 
Tin Town after the tin shacks that were erected there as temporal~- shelter 

Twen~z years later, many people are still living in the same shacks - 
tortuous accormnodation in the KwaZulu-Natal heat. 

"For 19 days we stayed in the church hall. On October 17 we moved to 
Mol~veni. That’s where ~ve started suffering, until today," says Jabulani 
Msomi, a member of the Ngcolosi community 

The land that was promised never materialised. Not only did they lose 
their possessions, they also lost their lifestyles and livelihoods. They 
were llooded and then forgotten. 

The story of a third community - the AmaQadi - difl’ers only slightly. 
’]7he AmaQadi were moved to what was to be temporary housing at Ntuzuma (i 
and were paid compensation 

The government was negotiating to buy land for their permanent 
settlement but the site earmarked was already occupied by squatters who 
refused to move. 

The government could not find other land, so they gave R5,6 million to 
Chief Nkosi MzoNani Ngcobo of the AmaQadi - R5 million was for the 

317 households to be resettled and R600 000 was compensation to the 
chief for tribal land that was inundated. The 317 families never saw the 
money 

Instead, it went from the hands of the chief to the KwaZulu government, 
then back to the chieJ; and then into a development fund, where it was 
allegedly misspent 

O’Brien Gabasche, the community leader chosen to represent the rights of 

317 AmaQadi families, tracked the nroney and has copies of the forensic 
audit that was undertaken. 

This year O’Brien took the matter to the KwaZulu-Natal provincial 
standing committee on public accounts and was promised that the issue 
would be resolved within two months. That was six months ago. 



Last month, nrore than 200 members of the AmaQadi corrmruni~" marched to 
the offices of the departnrent of housing, local govemraent and 
traditional aft’airs to voice their protest. Again, they are waiting for 
a response. 

This is the pattern that has been repeating itself for the past 20 
years. The three corrmrunities presented to the Southern African hearings 
for conmmnities affected by dams in 1999, which had the World Corrmrission 
on Dams as its audience. 

The WCD was a global evaluation of large dams initially funded by the 
World Bank and chaired by Professor Kader Asmal, then the minister of 
water aft’airs and forestry. 

The findings of the WCD confirmed that dams have brought benefits - in 
the case of Inanda Dam, improved water supply to Durban - but that too 
often the price, in terms of environmental and social effects, has been 
unacceptably high and ~vas avoidable 

A South African multi-stakeholder forum, mandated to contexualise the 
WCD for South Africa, visited the dam and tin to~vn at KwaDinabakubo in 

2003, as did Ronnie Kasrils, then minister of water aft’airs Again, 
there was acknowledgement of the pain and the suffering experienced by 
those affected by the dam and the need to compensate them 

An Inanda Dam reparations forum was established under the auspices of 
eThekwini municipality in 2003, but it has achieved nothing in the four 
years to date, perhaps because it has no teeth. And, as politicians 
change portfolios, so the story begins again. 

All these processes have brought raised expectations and, as time 
passes, dashed hopes 

This is a human-rights story, and it bridges the old and the ne~v South 
Africa. It is a story about how a small group of rural people lost 
everything and a large group of urban people have benefited for 20 years 
at their expense. 

It is a problem that needs a solution. 

One viable solution is that of benefit sharing, whereby those affected 
by a dam become the first in line to receive its benefits. It has been 
used successlially in countries such as Canada and China to remedy the 
social impact of dams. 

In the case of [nanda Dam, this could be part of its revenue stream. The 
dam has been successful in that it has provided water ~2~r the I,)urban 
metropole 

Umgeni Water manages the dam and provides eThekwini m umcipality with 
the raw water The water is then sold to the residents of Durban by the 
municipality at a cost calculated to cover the costs of supply 

The cost of compensation for the losses experienced by those affected by 
the dam is also a legitimate cost of the dam, the same as the cost of 
the concrete that built the dam wall 

The selling of water is a very lucrative component of local govemmem 
services, which is in part why there has been such controversy and 
debate about the privausation of water services both globally and 
nationally. 

If a minute fraction of the cost of the water was earmarked as 
compensation for those who first "owned" the resource, it would go a 
long way to ending the two decades of waiting and suffering of ahnost 

1 000 families. 

Then, and only then, will the people of Durban be able to drink the 
water that gushes frora their taps with a clear conscience. 

# Liane Greef is progranm~e manager for the Water Justice Environmental 
Monitoring Group. 

All Power to the People: Energy Production and the Climate Crisis 

A review of Sparking a Worldwide Energy Revolution: Social Stluggles in 
the Transition to a Post-Petrol World, edited by Kolya Abramsky. 
(Oakland: AK Press, 2010). 

One of the most intimidating aspects of climate change is its scale. 
When we imagine it as a thing in itself, it becomes monstrous, far out 
of proportion to our ability to stop or even slow it in its path of 
im°luence. We cannot petition or strike against it. We cannot use rocks 
or molotovs or even guns to slow it down. It is alrea@ happening: the 
earth is warming, little by little, and with that shift ~ve witness a 
seemingly endless chain of results, from catastrophic storms and 



droughts to changes in human and animal migration patterns, 
disappearance of species, and altered ocean chemistry. [n the face of 
these effects, it is easy to feel overwhelmed, and to turn one’s 
attention to those problems which seem more solvable, and less 
apocalyptic Yet it is important to remember that the engine behind this 
global dilemma is human activity, and is therefore human in scale. The 
better we are able to break the issue down to its parts, the closer we 
will be to understanding how we can fix it, and thereby confront the 
enormity of the issue in a manageable, intentional way In the process 
of exanrining the sources of climate change, we find the sources of nrany 
other human issues as welh Not only does this effort trace a nrap of the 
way out of ecological disaster, but it may also lead to a more just and 
equitable world order. 

A great deal of literature exists on many of the pieces of this giant 
puzzle: the physical mechanism behind a warming planet, the present and 
future effects of climate change, renewable energy technologies, and the 
politics of fossil fuel economies; yet little has been done to explore 
the concept of energy front a radical perspective. A new collection from 
AK Press, Sparking a Worldwide Energy Revolution: Social Stluggles in 
the Transition to a Post-Petrol World, edited by Kolya Abrams~’, seeks 
to fill this gap by bringing together analyses of energy" production and 
consumption frora a broad spectrum of views around the world, frora the 
progressive to the anti-capitalist Left. 

As Abramsky says in his introduction, "This is not a book about climate 
change. It is a book about ener~<"(1) The central thesis of the 
collection is that energy is the lynchpin of a potential transition to a 
new and better world; recapturing the commons and disassociating local 
and global economies frora hydrocarbon energy resources are vital 
challenges for a successful revolutionary project. The book delves into 
the problems cotffronting the transfom~ation of global and local energy 
systems, and unearths the tensions between alternative visions for the 
distribution of both energy- and power. In light of declining natural 
reserves of both coal and oil, renewable energy- production may form a 
new field of contest for control of resources ~Vhile man?’ see the 
transition to these renewables as an opportuni~ to adopt a 
decentralized model of social organization, capital recognizes the need 
for industrial scale generation to maintain its hegemony over the energy 
sector. 

Abramsky says that the intention of the book is to "trace some of the 
material processes and human relations on which the energy system is 
based Importantly, it seeks to show that a transition to a new energy 
system requires a material process of building new social relations and 
not just a shift of ethical and cultural values "(2) The investigation 
of the material processes at ~vork is the greatest strength of this 
collection One chapter that stands out is Tom Keefer’s essay-, 
"Machinery and Motive Power: Energv.. as a Substitute for and Enhancer of 
Human Labor" Keefer reinvigorates some basic Marxist principles in 
clear tem3s without oversimplil},’ing them, and describes industrial 
energy consumption through a history of automation and efficiency models 

"V~at is manifestly absent from most ecological economist thought is a 
critique of capitalism as a historically-specific economic system that 
is not only based on ever-increasing expansion, but is also compelled to 
substitute machinery (and the energy these machines require) for human 
labor in its quest to achieve higher margins of profit and to undercut 
tendencies towards working-class self-organization and resistance."(3) 

Keefer reminds us that capitalism is not just a simple product of 
technological innovation so much as the result of a constellation of 
social relations that require increasing levels of exploitation to 
remain in motion The introduction of machinery and new energy sources 
replaces certain job tasks and devalues hutnan labor, thereby weakening 
the position of workers in production. Then, the competitive market 
continues to favor those systems that increase energy efficiency and are 
able to exploit labor at higher rates. "Every capitalist is in 
competition with many other capitalists, and seeks ever higher profits 
to reinvest in production, the key to continued accumulation lies in 
increasing the productivity’ of labor power purchased fi-om the 
worker "(4) ~I1nis, in turn, translates to ever greater levels of 
exploitation, and as capital imposes its organizational forms and 
duplicates its social relations on a global scale, a world system of 
imperialism is the result. 

This world system requires increasing amounts of cheap energy to 
maintain its hegemony. A key question at this moment in time is: Does 
capitalism have the capacity to achieve another round of 
~revolntionizing" the means of production as it has in the past? That is 
to say, can it shift to a different source of energT, without disrupting 
its power? Or can a new order acquire control of what remains of the 
fossil fuel reserves in time to use that energy for a transition both to 
renewable resources and a new and more equitable means of distribution? 

"A point of crisis will be reached with capital will no longer be able 
to externalize its contradictions. This will provide a whole new set of 
opportunities for revolutionary forces seeking to transcend the 
capitalist economic system.. With the depletion of easy- to access fossil 
fuel reserves and the impacts of global climate change, humani~ will be 
required to build an alternative to capitalism under conditions of 



declining labor productivity and under solar energy constraints 
momentarily transcended by twentieth century industrial capitalism 
Consequently, the implications for our theory and practice are 
significant, and deserve to be put at the center of any anti-capitalist 
revolutionary project."(5) 

At the same time as the global economic system has been suffering 
internal shocks due to credit crises and other destabilizing elements, 
climate change and peak oil may constitute new threats to capitalism’s 
supply- of cheap energy. Of course, while peak oil and global clinrate 
change are new developments, history is not without precedents, even for 
this. In "Everything Must Change So That Everything Can Remain the 
Same," George Caffentzis reminds us that "this is not the first time 
that capitalist crisis coincides with energy transition, as a glance at 
the previous transitions [from coal to oil and natural gas, and, 
unsuccessfully, from oil to solar] in the 1930s and 1970s indicate."(6) 
Caffcntzis suggests that capital and tire state recognize this moment of 
weakness for what it is, and resist efforts on the part of revolutionary 
movements to utilize this period of transition as an opening for a 
restructuring of social relations: "Tire ultimate purpose of the Obama 
administration is.. to preser,~e the capitalist systenr in very perilous 

times. "(7) 

Caffentzis goes on to outline tire stages of a transition to renewable 
energy resources and the considerations that should be made. "Tire first 
element in the transition is to recognize that there will be irrter-class 
resistance to the transition frora those who stand to lose."(8) Tire 
second element, he says, is to recall that non-hydrocarbon energy 
sources, i.e. renewables like wind and solar, are not necessarily in 
opposition to a capitalist structure. Indeed, capitalism and colonial 
expansion led to "tire genocide of the indigenous Americans, tire African 
slave trade, and tire enclosures of the European peasantry [all of which] 
occurred with tire use of alternative renewable energy!"(9) Thirdly, 
while oil and coal are extremely efficient resources for generating 
surplus value, renewables will not irmnediately be in a position to 
replicate the same level of production, which indicates that a 
transition is likely to lead to a great upheaval in terms of the process 
of production of energy, in particular for worker transitions and 
retooling. Lastly, he notes that, in light of the frequency ~vith which 
capital has been able to recover from prior crises, the question 
remains: "Will this transition be organized on a capitalist basis or 
will the double crisis, opened up on the levels of energy production and 
general social reproduction, mark the beginning of another mode of 
production?"(10) 

Are climate change and the threat of peak oil posing a genuine crisis 
for capitalism? On the one hand, the trend to~vard "green capitalism" 
seems to suggest not As Tadzio Mueller and Alexis Passadakis remind us 
in "Another Capitalism is Possible?," "crises are not necessarily bad 
things from the perspective of capital...While serious crises always 
entail the massive destruction of capital, as well as transformation in 
the matrix of social power, this destruction of capital is precisely 
what is necessary for capital(ism) to maintain its irmovative, 
revolutionary power."(11) However, for this power to maintain its 
primacy, it must use its o~vn position of control to begin a more 
concerted shift to renewables now, in order to maintain its stranglehold 
on the means of production throughout the process of transition. 
Nonetheless, in light of actions such as the expansion of drilling ~n 
the Gulf post-I)eepwater Horizon, and the pursuit of extraction in 
Alberta’s tar sands, "it is increasingly clear that rather than the 
market rising up to develop solutions for climate change., we are 
witnessing what can only be described as the irrational, frantic push of 
markeM2~rces in their most naked form, precisely at a time where 
reductions and radical transformation is required."(l 2) 

Since capitalism is not likely to meet this challenge, it is an ideal 
opportum~ for radical social transformation. "The historical record 
shows very clearly that deep, enduring changes in energy industries 
require the mobilization of mass social movements We cannot simply wait 
for visionary politicians to forge the way "(13) While the book does not 
g~ve any precise recommendations for how these social movements are to 
come about, it does relate a number of efforts at transition and 
resistance to capital’s appropriation of energy resources and the 
coturnons around the world 

In these p~eces we find the tangible evidence of a movement here is 
the inspiration, and the begirming experiments and models, both positive 
and negative, ~2~r how the future may look. Particularly inspiring are 
the accounts of resistance in South Africa, the ef~rts of the FARM~ 
collective to build self-manageable energy systems with Zapatista 
communiues, and the details of in&vidually and communally owned wind 
generators in Denmark The book is at its best in this regard when it 
lets people speak for themselves and their own experiences, as in 
Patrick Bond and Trevor Ngwane’s piece, "Community Resistance to Encrgy 
Privatization in South Africa," which includes an intet’,~iew with a 58 
year old woman who describes her decision to have her electricity 
illegally recormected by a neighborhood team of"bootleg technicians" 
after she was laid off and then unable to keep up with nrounting energy 

bill hikes. Here the hunran interest shines tktrough, while sinmltaneously 
providing a clear and relatable example of active resistance within a 
familiar political and econotnic setting, with practices and tactics that 



can be applied in a number of cuntexts. 

Alsu uf interest are the global surveys of struggle: Chapter 42, "Some 
Brief News Reports frum Direct Actiun-Based Resistance Around the 
Wurld," and Chapter 46, "Two Mini Case-Studies: 1 ) The End of One 
WinNnill Couperative 2) Chinese Peasants Killed in Land Curfflict Over 
Windmills." These additiuns to the collectiun serve to underscore the 
tensiun between decemralizatiun and community control of resources. In 
this situatiun as evidenced by struggles in Mexicu, Canada, Nigeria, and 
elsewhere the general outlines of capitalist social relations are easily 
recognizable: tearing people from the land and the basis of their 
material reproduction through the enclosure of collective resources; the 
conversion of the survivors of this process to a disenfranchised 
proletariat; the physical destruction of the natural environment; and 
the use of violence to maintain the new arrangements. The more 
qualitative pieces are valuable for their direct-account format and the 
detail they offer about corrm~ities and their struggles. There are some 
good, rich stories here, but they" are often merely" anecdotal and lack 
analysis and context. Chapter 40, for example, "Dynamics of a Songful 
Resistance," loses the impact of its message of forced displacement of 
communities along the coast of Columbia in the sentimentality of its 
internal metaphor: "Together, we built a fraternal fire and shared a 
small artisanal boat in which we ate together as equals and gently" s~g 
ourselves into dissonance."(14) 

One thing that is missing frora this book is the voices of workers. 2T~is 
collection includes a number of position papers written by unions for 
example Chapter 10, "For Democratic, National Development of North 
America’s Energy Resources," which lists as its author "Various Energy 
Sector Trade Unions and Other Organizations"; or Chapter 41, "Call for 
an Inm~ediate Moratorium on EU Incentives for Agrofuels, EL- Iraports of 
Agrofuels and EU Agroenergy Monocultures," by "Diverse Organizations." 
US labor has no representation in the collection at all, beyond the 
endorsement by the United Steel Workers of the statement issued in 
Chapter 10.(15) The majority of these pieces are formalized statements 
issued by union leadership, and so may or may not reflect the interests 
or concerns of the ~vorkers themselves. In these pieces we see statements 
of reform and the defense ofj obs; we don’t see examples of a real 
threat to capitalism, or a dedicated concern for environmental justice 
within organized labor 

Another criticism is that while Abramsky clearly lays out a 
revolutiona~¢ intent in his introduction, the book draws much of its 
material from groups who are more closely aligned with the tasks of 
energy transition than with radical politics. Unions, liberal academics 
and members of parliament figure prominently among the contributing authors. 

Beyond simple questions of content, ~ve identified several areas in which 
the book fails to completely’ meet our basic standards of clarity, 
readability, logical presentation, fairness, and usefulness First are 
the book’s organizational structure and length. Abramsky states in his 
introduction, "the book has been carefully structured to be read as a 
whole, from beginning to end."(16) Ho~vever, despite short introductions 
to each section, the thematic components that arise are overshadowed by 
the experience of reading the text itsel~ Sparking a World Energy 
Revolution is more than 650 pages long, and though the individual 
chapters are nearly’ all ve~ short, as a whole they do not produce the 
linear and progressive narrative that Abramsky intends. The thesis of 
the bouk is lost in a jumble uf details with works that are 
simultaneously tou specific and yet nut specific enough; or rather, 
their relatiun tu the whole is lost in the minutiae uf their individual 
purpuse(s) While Abramsky clearly" has a radical motive in mind, this 
cummitment emerges greatly diluted from the uverall span of the 
perspectives included. 

In addition, the cullectiun is lopsided in filvor uf a few prolific 
cuntributurs. As the buok’s editur, Abramsky may be excused for 
contributing a long introductiun and conclusion. But sume other writers 
cuntributed surprisingly" large numbers uf articles as well �here are 
three by Geurge Caffentzis, fuur by Sergiu Oceransky, and six by Preben 
Maegaard (arguably the must prublematic contributur in the buok, 
pulitically and stylistically), lfa diverse spectrum of opinions and 
vlewpuints was the goal, perhaps it cuuld have best been presented by an 
actually diverse representation of interests, rather than simply an 
array uf topics cuvered by a small collection of men. 

Anuther criticism is that many of the authurs frequently rely upon 
highly specialized jargun withuut offering explanatiuns or glusses. It 
is unfair tu expect that ever?, reader will know what the Gini 
coeft~icient(17) indicates, for example, or what it means to measure an 
uil "reserves-to-productiun ratio" in "years "(18) In the interest of 
making the material and cuncepts more available tu a larger audience, 
the inclusion of either a glossary or expanded footnotes would greatly 
improve the usefulness of this edition. Because Sparking a New Energy 
Movement fails as a linear, progressive narrative, and because the 
quality and tone of the chapters are so varied, the book is best used as 

a reference text; the addition of an index would therefore be valuable 
for enhancing the accessibility- of a future edition. As Bruce Pobodnik 
says in Chapter 3, "Building the Clean Energy_ Moveruent," "this 
inclusivity is important, because individuals ~derstand and respond to 
different kinds of messages about energy-related dangers. If the clean 



energy movement can build a diverse coalition of leaders, each of whom 
can speak efi’ectively to constituencies from all across the political 
and ideological spectrum, it will more likely spread deep roots into 
societies throughout the world."(l 9) 

Ultimately, the book’s strengths and utility as an educational overview 
of issues in the energy sector far outweigh its shortcomings of focus 
and readability. Much of its value lies in what it does not include; 
what is missing from this text indicates areas we need to investigate as 
a movement. For this reason, Sparking a Worldwide Energy" Revolution 
serves a dual purpose. On the one hand, it assembles possibly for the 
first time4he most comprehensive and wide-reaching array" of thought and 
action taking place on the Left regarding energy and energy production. 
For this reason alone, the book is an essential addition to any serious 
reading list aimed at forming a more complete picture of the world today 
and the project before us. On the other hand, its deficiencies delineate 
the questions we have yet to ask and answer as a movement. Exactly how 
can an anti-autl-loritarian, anti-capitalist social organization make the 
energy- transitions necessaly without creating devastating gaps in food 
production? What role will nation-states (or centralized authori~ 
structures) play, if any, in those transitions? On what economic models 
can we reliably build a free society? How do we make it happen? 

Lara Messersmith-Glavin is an educator and writer based in Portland, 
Oregon. She is a member of Parasol Climate Collective and is on the 
board of the Institute for Anarchist Studies and the editorial 
collective of Perspectives on Anarchist Theory. She also publishes the 
nonfiction journal Alltopia Antholozine. 

Parasol Climate Collective is a stu@ and outreach group based in 
Portland, Oregon. They" have developed a 5-part curriculum composed of 
approximately" 500 pages of text and 35 minutes of video that explores 
anthropogenic climate change from a radical perspective. The materials 
they have collected and outlined, through learning objectives and 
suggested discussion questions, encourage stud,,, participants to consider 
the origins of the ecological crisis as it is rooted in the capitalist 
system, and the ways in which it is linked to other social and economic 
struggles around the world. The materials are intended to direct 
participants to envision workable, equitable alternatives to the current 
social structures and build a movement capable of putting those 
structures in place. Parasol also performs COlnmunity outreach and 
education by meeting with other groups engaged in a wide spectrum of 
social justice ~vork and by facilitating discussions on the ways in which 
a warmer world may affect their issue(s) of Ibcus. As their o~vn goals 
are educational, they have read this book as a group and evaluated its 
successes and weaknesses through the lens of the text as a learning tool 

Parasol Climate Collective is Paul Messersmith-Glavin, Lara 
Messersmith-Glavin, Ian iVlcBee, and Emily-Jane Dawson. To obtain a free 
copy of the curriculum, or to schedule a workshop, please contact: 
parasol pcLx@gmail.com, or visit parasolpdx wordpress.com. 
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The police spy who switched sides: 

After operation costing £2m, officer goes native to defend eco-warriors 

By Andrew Malone 

Undercover: With his Tattoos, long hair and hat, Kennedy fitted in with 
the group of eco-activists 

With his long, lank hair, gold earring and body plastered in tattoos, 
Mark Stone fitted in perfectly when he approached the green protesters 
at a ’spiritual sanctualN’ on a farm in Yorkshire seven years ago. 

The newcomer was welcomed as a potential recruit for Earth First, a 
shadow?’ group of hard-core activists committed to direct action. 

Crucially, at this meeting, ’Mark’ was friendly and made clear he had 
money and a car, meaning he could afford to transport protesters to a 
series of high-profile events being secretly planned. 

So, as they smoked cannabis and listened to music at the camp during the 
heatwave of August 2003, the group’s leaders agreed that the 33-year-old 
stranger ~vhom the?’ nicknamed ~Flash’ on account of the bundle of cash 
he always had in his wallet could join them. 

But ’Flash’ stood no personal risk of arrest over any illegal activities. 

Mark Stone was, in fact, Mark Kennedy, an undercover police officer who 
spent seven years at the heart of these secretive groups relaying 
every detail of their activities to his superiors 

Using a fake passport supplied by his police handlers, Keune@ travelled 
to more than 22 countries posing as a con~mitted green ~anarchist, while 
drawing a salary of £50,000 tlcom the Metropolitan Police. 

But the astonishing double life of PC Mark Keunedy ~vas last night blown 
wide open after a high-profile trial collapsed ~follo~ving allegations 
that ’Flash’ crossed the line and acted as an agent provocateur. 

It appears the young officer was too perfect a choice for the job and 
had gone too far by organising and directing the very protests the 
police had hired him to help stamp out. 

Unsuspecting: ’Mark Stone’ spent seven years undercover with the group 
without any of them realising The operation cost £2million 

’]?he case against six people charged with ’conspiring to shut down the 
coal-fired Ratcliffe-on-Soar power station in Nottinghamshire in 2009 
was dropped 

It came amid fears by the police and Crown Prosecution Sep~ice that the 
trial would expose sensitive details of the undercover operation. 

More. 

Trial of green activists collapses after undercover policeman 
’switches sides’ 

And even more damagingly, defence lawyers claimed he was willing to give 
evidence in court for the protesters. 

Last year, 114 activists, including PC Keunedy, were arrested when 
police raided a building. The?" ~vere gathering at the Iona School in 
Sneinton, -Nottingham, on the morning of Easter Monday, April 13, before 
they could shut down the nearby plant. 

Mark Schwarz, representing the six accused activists, last night 
revealed the case was abandoned after he had requested further 
irfformation on the role of PC Kennedy, saying prosecutors had opted to 
abandon the case rather than have ’murky’ evidence about the police’s 



involvement heard in public 

Climbing the tower: Pc Mark Keune~dy (circled) on a ladder as a banner is 
unfurled at Didcot Power Station 

Bizarrely, the undercover policeman is reportedly consumed with remorse 
over his ’betrayal’ of his fellow ’activists so much so he has 
resigned from the police and is said to be considering making a 
’personal apology, to those arrested. 

Indeed, imrrlediately after the at*est of the power station protesters, 
Stone was seen almost in tears at another activist’s house. Slmnped on 
the stairs, his head in his hands, he apparently- decided his 
infiltration had been ’really xvrong’. 

He was last night reported to have contacted one close fiiend, telling 
h~: ’I’ll just say I’m sor~ for evepy-thing. It really h~trts.’ 

Now in hiding abroad, Mark Kennedy’s bewildering case also prorrlpted 
questions about whether he should ever have been selected for such a 
sensitive job, as police colleagues revealed he had ’clearly gone native’. 

In academic studies, undercover policemen often report identifying 
closely with their targets and can be overcome with reruorse after 
spending long periods with those they- ’betray’ a fact cortfirrued by 
Dotmie Brasco, the famous undercover officer who infiltrated the Mafia 
and was ~ormented for years. 

Dr Gleun Wilson, Visiting Professor of Psychology at Gresham College, 
said: "The only xvay they can do it (go under cover) effectively is 
inmxersing themselves and becoming part of the group they are spying on. 

’It is not a recipe for rrlental well-being, running txvo identities. It 
can be psychologically damaging while you maintain the deception 
telling the truth is a much more straightforward process and can 
create COl~fusion in the individual as their personality is, in effect, 
split in two’ 

In fact, soon after going undercover, the policeman became one of the 
most enthusiastic members of the anarchist movements, attending 
virtually every, event across Europe, including trips to Iceland and 
Italy-, and even training his fellow protesters for the Ratclilt’e power 
station attack. 

He helped gather 114 other anarchists at a private school and they 
planned to hit the power station at dawn. If they had succeeded in 
storming the power station, they- could have shut down electricity to 
much of the East Midlands 

But, unknown to his supposed allies, ’Flash’ had already tipped off 
police, who carried out a dawn raid on the school and arrested all the 
activists Charges against ’Mark Stone’ were later dropped 

Alex Long, a member of an anarchist group called the Wombles, last night 
reflected bitterly on how ’Flash’ had duped them all. 

’He was too good to be true the perfect activist. If he walked in now, 
I’d say to him "Mark, how you going?" and then only seconds later I’d 
think: "Oh, I forgot, you’re a cop," ’ he said. 

’Flash’ was present and agitating for direct action at all the most 
’controversial demonstrations in recent years, many of which descended 

into bloodshed and violence 

Dressed in his trademark jeans, T-shirt and fur ’trapper’ hat, he was 
among those at the bloody G20 ~protests in April 2009, which led to the 
death of innocent bystander Ian ~Tomlinson as police and protesters 
clashed repeatedly. 

Prosecutor Felicity Gerry told Judge John Milmo the Crown invited him to 
return not guilty verdicts for, from left, Oliver Knowles, I)aniel 
Chivers, Brody Stevens, Anthony Mullen, Simon Lewis and Spencer Pawling 

Indeed, activists last night told the Mail ’Flash’ also played a central 
role in protests at tieathrow airport, Kingsworth power station and in 
the hijacking of a coal train. To demonstrate his cotmnitment to the 
cause, he risked his life to climb a crane and hang a banner from Didcot 
Power Station, which stated: ’Climate crime[’ 

Increasingly part of the trusted inner circle, he was arrested :for a 
series of minor offences at green climate camps and once chained 
himself to the ’railing at a nuclear power station but, mysteriously, 
was let offby the police. 

By the middle of tl-le last decade, his reputation was such that he was on 
first-name terms with an underground global netxvork of ~anarchists. 

Having spent seven years using taxpayers’ cash to help xvith these 
events, Kennedy even carrie to be regarded as the protest groups’ official 
driver. 



’We needed someone who could drive and someone we could trust,’ says 
Bradley Day, 23, one of the undercover officer’s fellow acuvists ’Mark 
felt like that kind of person.’ 

Stone earned more trust when he used his fake driving licence and 
passport supplied when he was selected to go undercover in 2003 to 
pay £778 for the hire of a 7.5 tonne truck to transport equipment for 
breaking into the ,Ratcliffe-on-Soar power station. 

So who is the real Mark Kem~edy? Now aged 41, he has a wife in London 
as ~vell as an ~mwitting girlfriend in Nottingham said to be ’in tatters’ 
on discovering her supposed activist and mountaineer lover had been 
lying to her all along. 

Ratcliffe-on-Soar power station: The trial of six protesters accused of 
trying to shut down the station for several days has been abandoned amid 
claims Mr Ketmedy offered to give evidence on their behalf 

PC Kennedy was recruited by the Met’s National Police Order 
~h~telligence Unit set up in 1999 and now- with an annual budget of £50 
million and 70 staff in 2002. He had left the police training ~college 
at Hcndon in 1994. 

A secretive police unit based at Scotland Yard, its officers are 
specially- selected from other forces and are deployed to ’perform an 
intelligence f~mction in relation to politically-motivated disorder’. 

But PC Kermedy’s big breakthrough came when he managed to stage his 
meeting with Earth First, amid a haze of catmabis smoke, at their ~arm 
camp in Yorkshire seven years ago. 

Having made contact with his ~targets, and after discussions ~vith his 
superiors, Kenne@ began his full-time life as Mark Stone, a meat-eating 
anarchist whose ~vealth and regular disappearances made some others nervous. 

Stone moved to Nottingham from his home in London so he could be close 
to other protesters, and secretly fed back information about planned 
protests. He attended training camps and clandestine meetings across 
Europe as he forged links with anti-po~ver, animal rights and anti-roads 
a ctivists. 

Bradley Day, ;vho was one of 20 protesters found guilW of conspiring to 
shut down the power station earlier this year, told the Mail he had 
never questioned the undercover of Jihcer’s dedication to the 
enviromnental cause, having seen the keen climber arrested a number of 
times 

’He was always keen to provide practical help, both as a climber and 
driver,’ said IVLr Day. ’He wasn’t someone hiding in the corner, but 
someone who actively took part in orgainsing these protests. 

’He was ;villing to trespass, he’d been arrested a number of times and he 
seemed like someone with an active conscience. The night we were 
released from custody, he took me for a pint and told me how upset he 
was that we had failed. We never suspected a thing.’ 

PC Kennedy-: Recruited by the Met’s National Police Order Latelligence 

Uint in 2002 

He added that ’X/lark Stone’ had been a key player in the power station 
plan from the beginning. 

’He carried out reconnmssance and drove us round the power ~station, 
showing us all the good footpaths to use. At that point, the police must 
have known about the shutdown as, ’presumably, he told them’ 

Of course, fellow activists now say they ~vere always suspicious about 
his rea@ money and expensive cars not to mention his frequent 
unexplained disappearances to London (where he would spend as much time 
as possible with his wife, who is understood to have known bare details 
of the operation). 

Some activists say they dubbed him Detective Stone, as their doubts 
about him crystallised, claiming he did nothing to prevent them taking 
more and more risks in ~pursuit of the ’green cause’. 

But the policeman’s betr~ual has also provoked :Fury among many ~2~rmer 
anarchists. Intemet sites were bombarded with expletive-filled 
messages, denouncing ’Flash’ and members of his family in the vilest 
terms. One raged: ’Oh, Mark! WHY! ? We shared a particularly brotherly 
experience once . .. or so I thought. It’s actually worse than someone 
dying, in many ways I’m really angry as well as mourning for a lost 
friend.’ 

Another said: ’This guy, Mark Stone, was involved in many movements 
recently. He was at Ainmal Rights gatherings, UK and international in 
Italy, connected with anti-~ascism and emdronmentalism ... please 
pass this irfformation on to anyone who may have been in contact with 
Mark in the last decade, both in the UK and abroad.’ 

Not surprisingly, the disclos~tres of the policeman’s role in the 



collapse of the trial have also prompted political outrage Not least 
because the cost of Mark’s seven-year operation is estimated at more 
than £2 million. 

Senior Labour backbencher ][)avid Winnick called for Home Secretary 
Theresa May to make a statement to the blouse. He said: ’The concern is 
not the fact that the Metropolitan Police, and possibly other police 
forces, use undercover agents. My concern is the manner in which it has 
been alleged that Kenned?, acted almost as an agent prow~cateur ’ 

Critical: Green Party ME Caroline Lucas said the operation raises 
questions about the motivations of police and Government 

Caroline Lucas, MP for Brighton Pavilion and leader of the Green Party, 
also referred to the allegations over his role: ’That the undercover 
officer here was an agent -provocateur rather than a mere observer 
raises alarming questions about the intentions of the police and, 
ultimately, the Govermnent. Such anti-democratic forces have no place in 
our society.’ 

Jenny- Jones, a Green Party ~member of the Metropolitan Police Authority, 
said: ’I will be asking the connnissioner how many more Met oJ~gicers are 
spending their lives embedded within environment groups and to publish 
the guidelines given to officers about the difference between collecting 
itfformation and acting as an agent provocateur.’ 

Mark Stone’s secret life came to an end soon after the raid on the 
~Nottingham school. Fellow anarchists confronted him after discovering a 
passport with his real identity on it. He admitted his role then fled. 

Now his whereabouts are a closely guarded secret. His e-mail addresses 
and mobile phone numbers have been deleted. His Facebook page has been 
de-activated. 

Yet, incredibly, the lawyer fbr the ficeed activists yesterday revealed 
that PC Kennedy had agreed to offer evidence in support of the 
defendants rather than the police force. 

’He was willing to speak to me with a view to assisting the defence,’ 
said the lawyer ’We took the issues to the prosecution in the autumn of 
last year and asked them fbr ~information of his involvement’ 

Last night, Nottinghamshire Police referred the case to the Independent 
Police Complaints Commission, while the Metropolitan Police refused to 
discuss it 

But lff’e may become even more ficaught fbr ’Flash’ from now on.Animal 
rights activists warned ~several years ago they will not tolerate ant’ 
undercover police or private detectives fbund in their midst. 

Not that many of f;armer PC Kenne@’s woes will bring a tear to the eye 
of any former police ~colleagues ’He would have been pri~?- to hundreds 
of bits of information,’ said one police source. 

’He will be looking over his =shoulder for the rest of his life.’ 

Read more: 

h ttp://www, d ailvmaih c o.uk/news/a rticle-13459697Policv-s p v-Mark-s t o ne-swit ched-sid es-d e fend-e c o-warriors-court.html#ixzzl A~kS 

UK trial collapses amid police clauns 

Updated: 07:16, Tuesday January 11,2011 

The trial of six activists accused of trying to shut down a British 
power station collapsed on Monday, with their lawyers claiming a police 
infiltrator had been prepared to give evidence on their behal:t~ 

The environmental activists were charged with conspiring to shut down 
the coal-fired Ratcliffe-on-Soar power plant outside Nottingham, central 
England, in April 2009 Twenty people were convicted last year. 

The Crown Prosecution Service (CPS), which is responsible ]k~r 
prosecuting cases in England, said new information had emerged which 
meant there was no point continuing the trial 

However, the CPS insisted the new" information was ’not the existence of 
an undercover officer’. 

A BBC television investigation claims that police constable Mark Kennedy 
spent a decade under cover in the environmental protest movement. 

Lawyers for the six accused claim it was their pressme for full 
disclosure about his role which brought about the collapse of the trial. 

In a statement, the CPS said: ’Previously unavailable itfformation that 
significantly undermined the prosecution’s case came to light on Wednesday. 



’The CPS reviewed the case and decided there was no longer su[’ficient 
evidence for a realistic prospect of conviction’ 

They decided to ’offer no evidence, thereby discontinuing the case’ at 
Monday’s hearing at Nottingham Crown Court. 

Defence lawyer Mike Schwarz said he represented 113 of the 114 people 
arrested in a police swoop ahead of the alleged planned descent on the 

power station. 

’The 114th, we now know, was PC Kennedy, an undercover police officer,’ 
he told reporters outside court. 

The CPS’s new irtformation ’came at a time when the prosecution were 
informed that we planned to pursue disclosure of the evidence relating 
to PC Kennedy before the trial judge’, he said. 

’The two are obviously connected. The timing speaks for itsel£’ 

Asked whether he thought Kennedy had ’tinned native’, Schwarz replied: 
’It’s speculation but I think he did. I think he was persuaded by the 
arguments about the pressing nature of climate change.’ 

The police said they were ’not prepared to discuss’ Kennedy. 

*** 

http:i/www.manchesterwired.co.uk/news.phl~/121274-Undercover-Pc-Mark-Kennedv-reallv-sorrv-for-betraval 

Undercover Pc Mark Ketmedy ’really- sorry for betrayal’ 

Published: 1 lth Jan 2011 00:05:25 

An undercover officer who infiltrated a group of green activists 
apologised to them for his "betrayal" months before they were due to go 
on trial. 

In taped conversation obtained by BBC Newsnight, Pc Mark Kenned,v told an 
activist he was "soro-" and "wanted to make amends". 

The trial of six activists, accused of conspiring to shut down a power 
station, collapsed on Monday. 

Mr Kennedy had offered to give evidence on the campaigners’ behalf. 

Nottinghamshire Police has asked the Independent Police Complaints 
Commission to investigate the circumstances leading to the collapse of 
the case 

The six environmental activists were accused of conspiring to shut down 
the Ratcliffe-on-Soar power station in Nottingham 

In the taped phone conversation, which was made in November, Mr Kennedy 
admitted he had been in the police, but said he was not now. 

He said: "I hate myself so much I betrayed so many people 

"I owe it to a lot of good people to do something right for a change. 
I’m really sorry. 

"If I can help in any way then I’d like to." 

tte also suggested there were other undercover policemen involved in the 
protest movement 

"I’m not the only one - not by a long shot," he said. 

k/Ix Kennedy had been intimately involved in the green movement since 2000. 

He told the campaigners’ defence team he would be prepared to help them, 
and the prosecution then offered no evidence before the trial was due to 
get under way. 

Speaking outside Nottingham Crown Court after the collapse of his 
clients’ trial, solicitor Mike Schwarz said police need to answer 
"serious questions" about k/Ix Kennedy’s actions and efforts to charge the 
activists were a "serious attack on peaceful, accountable protest". 

tte said: "My clients were not guilb’. They did not agree to join in any 
plan to occupy the power station. The evidence of Pc Kennedy presumably 
confirmed this 

"Yet that evidence, had it been kept secret, could have led to a 
miscarriage of justice." 

A CPS spokeswoman said that "previously unavailable information that 
significantly tmdermined the prosecution’s case" had come to light on 5 
January. 

From a short-back-and-sides police officer to a tattooed and 
pony-tailed eco-warrior, for seven years Pc Mark Kennedy lived deep 



undercover at the heart of Britain’s enviror~nental protest movement - 
but as well as his appearance, his loyalties changed" 

She said: "In light of this informatinn, the Crown Prosecution Service 
reviewed the case and decided there was no longer sul!ficient evidence 
for a realistic prospect of conviction." 

The Met Police are refusing to comment officially on Mr Kerme~d.y and 
would not say whether or not he is still a police officer. 

Twenty protesters were sentenced to a mixture of community orders and 
conditional discharges last week, after being convicted of conspiracy to 
commit aggravated trespass at Ratcliffe. 

)~k Schwarz said the case raised "key questions" over the cost of 
deploying the undercover officer and whether it was reasonable to incur 
"hundreds of thousands of pounds". 

He added: "One expects there to be undercover police on serious 
operations to investigate serious crime. This was quite the opposite. 

"This is civil disobedience which has a long history in this country and 
should be protected." 

Defence lawyer Mike Schwarz: "These events beg wider, serious questions" 

Mr Schwarz had earlier said he had "no doubt that our attempts to get 
disclosure about Kennedy’s role has led to the collapse of the trial". 

He added: "It is no coincidence that just 48 hours after ~ve told the CPS 
our clients could not receive a fair trial unless they disclosed 
material about Kennedy, they halted the prosecution." 

Danny Chivers, who was one of the six defendants in the ~ailed case, 
said Mr Kennedy was not just an observer, but an agent provocateur 

"We’re not talking about someone sitting at the back of the meeting 
taking notes - he was in the thick of it" 

Mr Keunedy hved a double life as Mark Kennedy of the Metropolitan 
Police and as Mark Stone, green activist, based in Nottingham 

Climate activist on undercover officer and why he was nicknamed "Flash" 

He was known within the green campaign as Mark "Flash" Stone, having 
earned the nickname because he always seemed to have more money than the 
other activists 

But in October 2010, Mr Kelmedy was confronted by some of the activists 
after they found documents which revealed his true identity. 

He a&nitted he had been a Met Police officer and had inIhltrated their 
organisations, before then disappearing 

Speaking about the Ratcliffe-on-Soar protest, Mr Chivers said: "Mark 
Stone was involved in organising this for months - the?, could have 
stopped it at the start" 

Instead, Mr Chivers said the police officer helped recruit as many 
people as possible 

He also drove a reconnaissance party to the power station in his van and 
then hired a truck ~2~r the main protest, X/it Ch~vers added. 

The activists’ plan was to try to shut down the coal-fired power station 
for a few days as a protest against global warming 

But in April 2009, when 114 people had gathered for a meeting at the 
Iona School in Nottingham, hundreds of police swooped on the building 
and arrested them all for "conspiracy to commit aggravated trespass". 

Ratcliffe-on-Soar was one of many actions in Britain and across Europe 
which Mr Kennedy was involved in, including the protests against the G 8 
summit at Gleneagles in 2005 which helped give birth to the Climate Camp 
movement. 

When confronted, iX/Ix Kenne~d.y told the activists he left the police aRer 
the Nottingham arrests in 2009 

It is unclear whether this ~s true, or where he is now. 

][)avid Wiunick, a Labour member of the House of Comanons tlome Affairs 
Select Cormnittee, has called for Home Secretary Theresa May to make a 
statement to MPs on the case, saying his concern was "the manner in 
which it has been alleged that Kennedy acted almost as an agent 
provocateur". 

http ://blogs. alternet.orgispeakeasy/2011/01/04/thousands-p a~,~-tribute-t o-iud~,~-b onds-godmother-of-anti-mount aintop-removal-movement/ 



Thousands Pay Tribute to Judy Bonds Godmother of Anti-Mountaintop 
Removal Movement 

She was a tireless, funny, and inspiring orator, and a savx9’ and 
brilliant community organizer. She was fearless in the face of’threats. 
As the godmother of the anti-mountaintop removal movement, she gave 
birth to a new generation of clean energy and human rights activists 
across the nation In a year of mining disasters and climate change set 
backs, she challenged activists to redouble their efforts. 

As one of the great visionaries to emerge out of the coalfields, Julia 
"Judy" Bonds reminded the nation that her beloved Appalachians had been 
to the mountaintop and in her passing last night, thousands of 
anti-mountaintop removal rnining and New Power activists from around the 
countly are reminding the Obama administration and the country’s 
environmental justice movement of Bonds’ powerful legacy and patting 
words to "don’t let up, fight harder and finish off-" the outlaw ranks of 
Big Coal and end the egregious crime of mountaintop removal. 

In a special ernail message last night, Coal River Mountain Watch 
director Vernon Haltom announced the passing of Bonds, the Goldrnan Prize 
wim~er and Executive Director of Coal River Mountain Watch. Bonds, 58, 
had battled advanced stage cancer over the past several months. "One of 
Judy’s last acts was to go on a speaking trip, even though she was not 
feeling well, shortly before her diagnosis," Haltom wrote. "I believe, 
as others do, that Judy’s years in Marfork holler, where she rernained in 
her ancestral home as long as she could, subjected her to Masscy 
Energy’s airborne toxic dust and led to the cancer that wasted no time 
in taking its toll. Judy will be missed by all in this movement, as an 
icon, a leader, an inspiration, and a friend." 

Here’s a clip from a special tribute to Judy by On Coal River filrmnakers 
Adams Wood and Francine Cavanaugh: 

Judy Bonds from On Coal River on Vimeo. 

A little more than a decade ago, sitting on the coal dust-swept front 
porch with her grandso~the ninth generation of their family to reside 
in Marfork Hollow in West Virginia Bonds was outraged to hear her 
7-year-old grandson describe an escape route should a nearby massive 
coal waste dam break and flood their valley "I knew in my heart there 
was really no escape," Bonds told an interviewer in 2003 "How do you 
tell a child that his life is a sacrifice for corporate greed? You can’t 
tell him that, you don’t tell him that, but of course he understands 
that no~v." 

Forced by an encroaching strip mine to move from her family’s ancestral 
land, Bonds spent the next decade as a fall-time crusader (and coal 
miner’s daughter) to bring her grandson’s message of central 
Appalachia’s role as a national sacrifice zone from the devastating 
impa ct of mountaintop removal strip mining to millions of Americans 
across the countl?,’. 

For fellow activist Bo Webb, ;vho went to jail and organized side-by-side 
with Bonds fbr years in the Coal River Valley, ~the death of Judy Bonds 
Inspires a call to rise." Webb added: "In the mortal world death implies 
an ending, a decisive finali~z. The death of Judy Bonds leaves a void in 
the hearts of all who knew and loved her, but her death shall not 
signi(y the end of her work, nor shall it imply a pause in our fight for 
the abolition of mountaintop removal Judy’s passing from this mortal 
world shall serve as a call to rise. Her work will not be finished until 
we finish it for her Although Judy has physically le~ our earthly 
world, let us acknowledge her spirit to hve within each of us Judy 
sometimes quoted "you are the one you have been waiting for" Let us now 
call upon unity in this movement; big greens, grass roots, top to 
bottom, bottom to top, to speak with one w~ice, to rise to a new level, 
re-energized, re-focused as never before." 

For Webb: "I can feel Judy nudging each of us; "Hey Guy’s, We are the 
ones We have been waiting for." Let us :[ill the w~id in our hearts with 
Judy’s strength of mind to fight on. Let her passing serve as 
inspiration to hundreds of thousands of Appalachians and activists 
throughout our nation to unite in solidarity to demand the abolition of 
mountaintop removal" 

~Judy Bonds was our Hillbilly Moses," added Bob Kincaid, president of 
the Coal River Mountain Watch board. "She knew better than anyone that 
we WILL make it to the Promised Land: out of the poisonous bondage of 
coal companies. She will not cross over with us on that great day, but 
her spirit will join us, and inform the freedom that sings from our 
hearts Mother Jones, meet Judy. Judy, Mother" 

In a special Living on Ealth radio interview with Jeff" Young in 2003, 
Bonds recalled her grandson holding a handul of dead fish contaminated 
by coal waste. "And I looked around hirn and there were dead fish laying 
all over the stream. And that was a slap in the face." 

Frorn the United Nation to the halls of Congress, and at universities 
and conferences frorn Maine to California, Bonds testified to the ravages 
of strip rnining on her conmmnity’s waterways, econorny and culture. Her 
riveting speeches galvanized activists from the hollers to the urban 



neighborhuods, and amung natiunal environmental urganizations. 

"Ju@ was a strung, puwerfal vuice that always sang wisdum, inspiration, 
passion and determination tu my suul," wrote Chris Hill, the National 
Field Organizer :[’or the Hip Hop Caucus in Washingtun, DC "She was a 
voice that will forever speak volumes tu the reasons why I fight fur 
j ustice fi~om the mountains to the inner cities" 

"Ju@ uften remarked how she proudly stoud shoulder to shoulder with 
outside groups like Rainforest Action Network," added Scott Parkin, 
Senior Campaigner for RAN’s Coal Campaign. "During an E.P.A. action last 
March, I saw her beaming with a big smile and much excitement as we 
worked together to make mountaintop removal a national issue and take 
the fight to end it out of the hills and hollers of Appalachia into 
offices of the power-holders in Washington D.C." 

"She inspired thousands in the movement to end motmtaintop removal and 
was a driving force in making it what it has become," Haltom wrote in 
his email message to national activists. "I can’t count the nmnber of 
times someone told me they got involved because they heard Judy speak, 
either at their university, at a rally, or in a documentary. Ju@ 
endured much personal suffering for her leadership. ;\~ile people of 
lesser courage would candy-coat their words or simply shut up and sit 
down, Ju@ called it as she saw it. She endured physical assault, verbal 
abuse, and death threats because sire stood up for justice for her 
cormnuni~’." 

"One of the happiest days oftW life was when we announced the funding 
for a new school to replace Marsh Fork Elemental~/," said filrrunaker and 
activist Jerry Cope, who worked with Coal River Valley residents to move 
a school imperiled by coal dust and a dangerous coal slurry impoundment. 
"Without Judy’s inspiration, I would have never become involved and she 
will forever be a source of inspiration to me." 

In a special tribute to Ju@ by filrmnakers Jordan Freeman and Marl-Lynn 
Evans, Judy asked for the right to go home "I miss my home," she 
pleaded. "I ~vant to go home." 

Like generations before her, Judy Bonds has finally gone home to her 
Marfolk Holler 

And thousands of coalfield residents, activists and leaders will 
continue the battle to ensure that Coal River Mountain the last 
mountai~remains in her view, and mountaintop removal is abolished once 
and for all. 

Jeit’Biggers is the American Book Award-~vinning author of Reckoning at 
Eagle Creek: The Secret Legacy of Coal m the Heartland (Nation/Basic 
Books), among other books Visit his website: www jeffbiggers corn 
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Pambazuka News is pleased to annuunce the call for submissinns for the 
first armual Pambazuka Samir Amin Award. This award, launched tu mark 
Samir Amin’s 80th birthday in 2011, pays tribute tu the extraurdinary 
contribution Samir Amin has made tu uur understanding ufthe 
expluitatiun of the peoples of Africa and the global Suuth 

Pambazuka News is pleased to annuunce the call for submissinns for the 
first armual Pambazuka Samir Amin Award. This award, launched tu mark 
Samir Amin’s 80th birthday in 2011, pays tribute tu the extraurdinary 
contribution Samir Amin has made tu uur understanding ufthe 
expluitatiun of the peoples of Africa and the global Suuth 

Entrants are required to submit an essay showing uriginal thinking and 
of nu lunger than 10,000 wurds on the subject of’Accumulatinn by 
dispussession : the African experience’ Essays may be geographically 
fucused un une or more cuuntrles, or about the continent as a whole; 
the?" may address the tupic thematically (fur example, focused on the 
mining sector, ur agriculture, etc) ur histurically Submissions are 
limited tu une per person. 

Submissiuns are upen tu citizens uf African countries who un the clusing 
date are under the age of 35 years. 

A panel of leading African intellectuals frum acruss the continent will 
select up to five contributors to receive this year’s award. The chosen 
essays will be published as a book by Pambazaka Press, and smnmaries 
will appear in Pambazaka News. 

The award-winners will be invited to a ceremony (to be held in either 
Dakar or Nairobi) where they will present their papers and meet 
Professor Amin and representatives of the award panel. The winners will 
receive a selection of Professor Amin’s publications personally signed 
by him; they will also be interviewed by the media. Travel and 



accommodation costs will be covered by the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation. 
Awardees may also be offered fel lowships to enable them to spend periods 
at selected research or academic instituuons in Africa; full details 
will be announced later. 

Please submit your essay, written in clear English or French, using aW 
common word-processing software, together with a summary of no longer 
than 500 words, and a copy of your CV. Please follow the author 
guidelines (.doc and .pdf) and the Pambazuka News style guide (doc and 
.pdf) or write to awards@pambazaka.org to obtain copies. 

Essays should be submitted by 6pro GM’T on 30 April 2011 and sent to: 
awards@pambazuka.org. The results will be atmounced in September 2011. 

www.sacsis.org.za 

The ’Gatvol’ Factor 

By Jane Duncan 

Date posted: 10 January 2011 

View-this article online here: http:i/sacsis.org.za/site/article/599.1 

In a recent opinion piece entitled ’A threefold crisis, but Zuma is 
listening’, political analyst Adam Habib argued that the balance of 
power has shifted towards the poor ~der Jacob Zunra’s presidency, 
leading to the trade union movement and the South African Conm~unist 
Party (SACP) having more of a say in the affairs of the country. 
Furtherraore, Zmna has proved to be much more responsive to public 
opinion than his predecessor, Thabo Mbeki, in the process paying 
attention to citizen and stakeholder concerns. However, several factors 
frustrated his ability to dehver according to expectation, such as 
state capacity 

The problem with a great deal of political c ormnentary in the media, 
including Habib’s article, is that it is insufficiently informed by the 
realities on the ground. Much commentary lacks a research base Rarely 
are working class viewpoints canvassed to establish what the?- are 
actually thinking and feeling about the performance of Zuma’s 
administration 

The hegemony of middle class interpretations of politics in public 
discourse is dangerous, as it fosters a society that is unable to see 
itself properly. Such a society may lack the early ~varning systems to 
recognise problems on the ground and to respond to them as they emerge. 

In key respects, Habib’s argument that Zun~a is more responsive than 
MSeki is at least t~velve months out of date Last year, evidence mounted 
of a lack of responsiveness, and in some cases, outright intolerance on 
the part of the Zun~a administration of the sort that made Mbeki 
notorious. Furthermore, there are signs ofgrassroots sentiment shifting 
against the Zuma administration much more rapidly than it did against 
Mbeki, as more ~vorking class formations form the vie~v that the 
’listening president’ is big on listening, but not veiN big on acting 

This shift in sentiment could be read in the outpouring of anger during 
the public sector strike, expressed at times in language and imagery so 
vulgar that the trade union leadership felt the need to apolog~se to 
government officials. More people took part in strikes and protests than 
in recent memory. 

The repressive face of the Zuma administration also revealed itself last 
year Evidence emerged of blanket and wholly illegal bans on gatherings 
in the troubled Vaal, in the vicinity of the Union Buildings in the wake 
of the soldiers’ 2009 march, and in the run up to the World (;up. 

Furthermore, in a series of moves, Zuma has enhanced the coercive 
capacity of the state by tightening control of the security cluster, 
which lies at the heart of his power base. His administration eroded 
spaces for public scrutiny and accountability of the cluster last year, 
including Parliamentary oversight of the cluster’s activities, which has 
greatly increased the chances of the sorts of abuse of the security 
cluster that occurred under Mbeki. The Zuma achninistration also launched 
a fall-scale assault on press freedom, in the form of the Protection of 
Information Bill and the Media Appeals Tribunah 

These developments unsettle Habib’s claims about greater responsiveness 
and imply that the Zuma administration recognises that its persuasive 
powers may be on the decline. Furthermore, Habib needs to ask himself 
why Zmna has become so obsessed with the need to protect national 
security if the balance of class forces have, in fact, changed. If this 
were the case, then tl~eats to internal stability, fuelled by class 
coat~ict, should surely have diminished. 

In order to test Habib’s argument about Zunra’s responsiveness more 
carefully, it is instructive to examine Zun~a’s handling of the 
anti-incorporation struggles in Moutse, Matatiele, Ba Ga Mothibi and 
Balfour. In his initial responses to these struggles, Zmna turned in an 



exemplary performance as a responsive President, strongly suggesting 
that Zuma’s ascent to power had, in fact, shifted the political 
opportumty structure towards greater openness. 

During Mbeki’s term of office, the unilateral incorporation of these 
communities from one province to another - following a decision to 
abolish cross-border Municipalities - became emblematic of his top down 
approach to gnvernance The fierce, often violent, struggle in Khutsong 
became an emblem of working class resistance to this style of politics, 
eventually leading to Mbeki conceding the conwnunity’s demand to move 
back to Gauteng 

On the whole, the affected con~anunities make corapelling cases for a 
reversal of the initial decisions, citing unhappiness with levels of 
service delivery in the provinces the areas were located to, as well as 
concerns about the distances involved in accessing provincial set.ices 
frora their new provinces. Resistance struggles have been waged in 
various ways, including Constitutional Court challenges and direct 
action (violent and non-violent). 

Determined to stand Mbeki on his head, the ne~v ANC leadership fell over 
themselves to address the issue, seeking meetings with the affected 
communities. In the wake of violent protests in Balfour, convoys of 
Ministers and even Zuma himself have visited the area to discuss the 
communi~.’s grievances. Views testing exercises were conducted in 
Matatiele and Moutse. 

However, after this proruising start, the Zutna administration still has 
not decided on their i~ate; so there is no indication yet that this shift 
in the political opportunity structure has yielded fruit. One year 
later, the results of the views testing exercises have still not been 
released, prompting activist Zamicebo Mjobe to ask, "Has this become 
another Zimbabwe?" 

As a result, the mood in the affected areas is changing rapidly from 
hope to frustration, even anger, leading to a radicalisatiun of protest 
action Activists ;vho campaigned for Mbeki’s replacement by Zuma felt 
deflated by Zun~a’s lack of delivery on the matter. One activist has 
suggested that the ANC’s lack of seriousness in resolving the conflicts 
around these areas is because "Khutsong was burning more than Moutse and 
Matatiele." Furthermore, the areas are rural while Khutsong is more 
urbanised Thus, the ANC’s decision betrayed an urban bias 

Activists also suspect that local politicians and businesspeople had 
developed vested interests in remaining in their new provinces, leading 
to pressure on the ANC leadership to let the status quo remain: 
according to Moutse activist Seum Mogotji, "The politics of the moment 
is the politics of the stomach, not the politics of principle." 

Largely, the affected communities have chosen the non-violent direct 
action route, combined with making submissions to formal structures like 
the Demarcation Board This approach ;vas described by Ba Oa Mothibi 
activist Masego Khumalo as the "civilised route," which he felt ;vas the 
most appropriate technique of protest for a "listening government" But 
there is evidence that this approa ch is being reconsidered. 

In a significant turn-around of sentiment on the part of the Moutse 
cormnunity in the by-election held in May 2010, the Chairperson of the 
Moutse Demarcation Forum and regional SACP chairperson Mothiba Ramphisa 
- who contested the local government elections in 2006, and lost against 
an ANC candidate - won the Ward in the most recent by-elections. The 
Moutse communi~" are also returning to the Constitutional Court in March 
this year to force a decision on the issue 

SACP activists in Ba Ga Mothibi decided to vote for the ANC in the 2009 
National Elections to help the par~ stave offthe electoral threat 
posed by the then-newly termed Congress of the People (Cope). But 
according to Khumalo, "Now we couldn’t care less We will only vote if 
our people are in the Northern (;ape." 

Since the AN(; conceded Khutsong, some activists have adopted a tactical 
rather than a principled stance towards the use of direct action, even 
violence, although there is no unanimity on the issue. Khumalo said: 

"Our route has been to follow procedure. We have never had an?’ violence. 
People who get into a march and start to do these things [violent acts], 
we then call the police if they do these things, but in future we won’t 
stop people from going this route. ’]’he government will listen only when 
tyres and Councillor’s houses are burnt You have ~2~oled us into 
believing that this is a government that listens. ’l’he utvilised route 
has not worked..We will not participate in the census and we won’t 
participate in local government elections. We will make the area 
ungovernable." 

Corumenting on the Matatiele commanib"s bitterness about the fact that 
the ANC had cunceded Khutsong (a violent struggle), while not conceding 
Matatiele (a nonviolent struggle), Mj obe stated, "The nature of out 
struggle being non-violent is being taken advantage of [The] people of 
Matatiele will have to choose ~vhatcver strategy we need to get our ~vay. 
We are capable of being violent, but have decided to use the correct 
legal means." 



This shift in sentiment should be taken seriously, as the 
anti-incorporation struggles are clearly nowhere near at the top of 
their protest cycles. If the Zuma adnrinistration were responsive to 
working class demands, then it would listen and act accordingly-. 
Instead, tellingly, the Departnrent of Co-operative Governance has argued 
that votes are not the only consideration in taking the final decision. 

There can be little doubt that there have been shifts in the political 
cor~iecture towards greater openness, leading to Zuma listening to 
working class concerns nrore than Mbeki did. But listening does not nrean 
hearing. After all, hearing would require tacking the systemic 
constraints on redistribution, which are nmch nmre intractable than the 
obstacles to delivery identified by Habib. 

While Zuma can afford to listen, he cannot aft’ord to hear, because he 
knows that he cannot possibly meet the expectations he has raised. 
Habib’s assertion of a structural shift in the balance of power is 
somewhat naive and reproduces the Zuma a&ninistration’s spin, rather 
than considering the empirical evidence 

Noam Chomsky has argued that the responsibility of a writer is to bring 
the truth about matters of human significance to an audience that can do 
something about them Intellectuals, ~vho have the resources, training, 
facilities and opportunities to speak and act elt’ectively, have a 
particular responsibility to do so. South Alicican public intellectuals 
will not rise to this challenge until they themselves take the time and 
trouble to uncover the truth 

Professor Duncan is Highway Africa Chair of Media and Ilaformation 
Society, School of Journalism and Media Studies at Rhodes University 

www.moneyweb, co za 

Soapbox 
Adam Habib*I 
28 December 2010 01:43 
A threefold crisis, but Jacob Zuma is listening 

The balance of power in South Africa has shifted But the State is weak 
as a result of funding constraints and the loss of critical skills and 
institutional memory, a problem aggravated by the deployment system. 
Continuing inequality is another m~ior problem Unlike its predecessor, 
Mr Jacob Zuma’s government is more responsive to citizen and stakeholder 
concerns. 

Although the poor brought the ANC to power, they have had very little 
leverage and business in fact has had more. This is because when the ANC 
came to power it inherited a bankrupt state and faced an investment 
strike. So it had to make a series of economic concessions to stimulate 
investment and growth The result was the growth, employment, and 
redistribution (G[~AR) strategy’. However, the ANC’s conference at 
Polokwane in 2007 brought about a more equitable balance of power. 

The Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) and the South 
African Communist Party (SACP), having played a central role in bringing 
Jacob Zuma to power, now have a significantly strengthened voice. 

Three big questions need to be examined 

The :first is that of state capacity and service delivery. ’]’here is a 
huge crisis. Affirmative action and the deployment policy have been 
identified as problems, but at the same time there is a need for 
diversity-. \~2~at went wrong was not only that state spending was cut but 
also that the Government got rid of people, so there was no transfer of 
skills and therefore no nrentorship. 

However, lack of money has also been a problem. GEAR required cuts in 
state expenditure, which meant fewer state employees at the very time 
when the State had to be denrographically transformed and made 
legitinrate. As blacks were being recruited to the civil service, white 
incunrbcnts were allowed or even encouraged to exit the system. Not only 
did this cause a loss of institutional memoir/, it also sabotaged the 
skills transfer process. The very people who could have played the role 
of mentors were no longer in the public service. Black recruits, 
particularly- newly qualified young tmiversity graduates, were set up for 
failure as they entered the public service. 

Party deployment aggravated the problem. 

Moreover, there were too many individuals who were deployed for the 
wrong reasons, such as procuring state tenders. As a result, corruption 
spread through the entire state system. This further compronrised the 
State’s capacity and delegitinrised it particularly at the local level. 
The process of losing skills played itself out most tragically in the 
Department of Education. The only departments which seenr to have avoided 
a loss of skills are the National Treastu-y and the South African Revenue 
Set, rice. 



The problem arising from the absence of a transfer of skills is now 
being recognised Cabinet ministers want white civil sept’ants back. You 
can see this fi-om j ob advertisements in newspapers 

It is imperative that we reestablish the mentorship dimension of the 
skills transfer process This requires the implementation of a more 
nuanced aflSrmative action policy, as well as a more expansive fiscal 
agenda that is directed at expanding the public service and building a 
developmental state 

A second serious problem is inequality. The Oovernn~ent is giving serious 
thinking to this. Previously the dominance of the National Treasury was 
a big probleru. The third issue is acco~mtability. 

The most obvious contrast between the Zuma adruinistration and that of 
Thabo Mbeki is that Zuma’s is responsive to public opinion and pays 
attention to citizen and stakeholder concerns. This is partly reflected 
in the Zuma administration’s incipient econoruic policy-, which will 
maintain the gradual shift to the Left that began in the last fcw years 
of the Mbeki government. The recent cabinet reshuffle shows that the 
performance of ministers is now taken seriously. 

Several poor ministers (though not all) lost their jobs. 

Adam Habib. Professor Habib is deputy- vice-chancellor of research, 
innovation, and advancement at the Universi~ of Joharmesburg. Prior to 
that he ran the democracy and governance prograrmne at the Human Sciences 
Research Council. 

AIDC is producing a directoq- of’alternative voices’ - organizational 
spokespeople and individual ’experts’ that promote social justice and 
are oRen denied space in the mainstream media. 

The Alternative Voices director?- aims to enable alternative opinions 
greater access to the wide array of media outlets across the country and 
internationally We will produce a print edition of the director?- and 
send it to all the media houses and communi~ media projects in SA. 

Please consider adding your details to this directoU by completing the 
simple fo1Tn at 
http://~w communi~media.org mq/communication-activist-network/ioin-alt-voices 

Alternatively, complete the form below and email it to mark@aidc.org ran. 

Please share this invitation with other comrades who you think appropriate 

All the best for 2011, 

Mark Weinberg 
t O214472525 
c 074103674 
mark@aidc org.za 
www aidc org.za 
www. aman d[a. org za 
www communi~,media org.za 

Amandla Alternative Voices - Registration Form 

PLEASE SUBMIT COMPLET}{ FORMS TO mark@aidc.org.za BE}"ORE 15/2/2011 

Contact Detail s 

Organisation: 

Position: 

Telephone: 

Ce]l Phone: 

Emai]: 

Focus Areas: (delete those that do not apply) 

Education 

Envirot~ent & Climate 

Gender 

Health 

Jobs & Economy 



Media & Culture 

Service Delivery 

Solidarity & International 

Par~" Pohtics 

Rural Development 

Youth 

Other: 

Language/s you speak (delete those that do not apply) 

Afrikaans 

English 

IsiNdebele 

IsiZulu 

IsiX’~aosa 

Sesotho 

Sctswana 

SiSwati 

Tshivenda 

Xitsonga 

Geographical focus (delete those that do not apply) 

South Africa 

International 

Eastern Cape 

Free State 

Gauteng 

KwaZulu Natal 

Limpopo 

Mpulna langa 

Northern Cape 

North West 

Western (7ape 

PLEA SE SU[3MIT COMPLET[~ FORMS TO mark@aidc org za BE[~’()R[~ 15/2/2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Friday, Jannmy 14, 2011 2:18 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

RE: Pauli Murray Project 

Dear Eunice, 

It’s good to hear from you. 

I’ll check into ticke~:s for F~-’_~b. 4 and let you Imow what I [~nd out 

~ had an interesting (and productive} meeting with Julius yest:erday. ~’[~ update you when [ see you. 

Best, 

Kia 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ ~4, 20~ ~:4~ PN 

Te; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subjeet: RE: Pauli Murray Project 

Dear K[a, 

Happy 2011! 

Anyway, because of a heavy work schedule I have decided not to attend the WSF this year so if it OK with you Feb. 4 would be an excellent day to see the Pauli Murray play. 

Greetings to your family. 

Kind regards. 
Eunice. 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 05, 2011 3:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Pauli Murray Project 

Hi Eunice, 

Happy New Year! I hope you had a greaL holiday. Please let me know if you would still like to see the Paufi Murray play. Before you mer~tioned that Lbe January 

dates would work best for you. Nease ~et me know the exact date that w~l work for you. 

Best, 

E~m: Barbara Lau [mailto:balau@duke.edu] 
Seat: Wednesday, Janua~ 05, 2011 2:~ PN 
Te: paulimurrayproject@duke.edu 
$~bjeet: Pauli Murray Project spot on 620AM tonight during 6 - 7 p.m. pre-game coverage 

The Pauli Mu~ay P~Riect, Hidden Voices and our new play, TO BUY THE SUN: THE CH~LENGE OF PAULI ~R~Y will be feam~d in a spot afing 

tonight, Tuesday, Jmmmy 5, on 620AM as a pa~ of the pre-game coverage tSr Duke Men’s B~ketbaJl. 

Listen in tonight or download the spot at: .[Lg_t_p_?_/_,{_t_i__r_~?i_uj2!:__c_~_?__nk{~OR_@_<j~t 

TICKETS ARE ON SALE NOW: 

January 28-30, 2011 Hayti Heritage Center- w-vvw.havti.otg 

February 4-5, 2011 Carrboro Arts Center - w~vw~art,_~enteflive.org 

Invite your tiiends; spread the word! 

Celebrate her history; create onr future. ,loin us as we commemorate the 100th anniversaxy of Panli Murray’s birth with a new play that explores the life and legacy of 
one of North Carolina’s own. 

Barbara Lau 

Director, Pauli Murray Project 

wv~v.paulimurravproi ect o~;p, 

To build a better- Durham the Pauli Murray Project engages a diversity o~residents to/i;~t up the vision 
and legacy o~activist, scholar; i’eminist, poet, and Episcopal priest Paufi Murray in order to tackle enduring 
inequities and injustice in our community. 

To join our mailing list, please send your email to balau@duke.edu 

Look for us on Facebook 

Office Address: 

Smith Warehouse, Bay 5, ~st Floor 

~4 S. Buchanan Blvd. 

Durham, NC 277o~ 



Mailing Address: 
Box 90403 
Durham, NC 27708 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disabili~ Services <disabili~ser~dces@tmc.edtc, 

Friday, 3:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Student in Class- Accommodations 

Professor SAHLE -           , is enrolled in your AFRI        class for the      and has a disability or medical condition that may require additional 
time and possibly an alternate location for examinations. These accommodations should not alter the manner in which you normally conduct your 
course. 

Our office is prepared to assist by being available to proctor any quizzes or examinations if the student is unable to complete this activity with the 
rest of the class. The guidelines for alternative testing are available for review on our website at: 

http://disa bi~ityservices.unc’edu/f~r-students/academic-access/academic-acc~mm~dati~ns.htm~ 

The student, copied on this notice, will contact you in a timely manner about scheduling examinations. 

The student will then schedule examinations on-line, and 

¯ We will inform you approximately 2-3 days prior to the examination with the name of the student(s) for whom we will be prepared to proctor the 

exa m. 

Examinations can be uploaded to the "Faculty - Test Drop Box" (secured) on the front page of our website: http:i/disabilityservices.unc.edu. 

If the student has not communicated and made arrangements with you, please expect them to take the exam with the rest of the class with the 
normal allotted time. 

As a courtesy, we ask that you respect the confidentiality of the student in this matter. If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions, please 
feel free to contact us at 962-8300 or stop by our office, located on the second floor (Suite 2126) in the Student Academic Services Building at your 
earliest convenience. Thank you for your time and consideration regarding this matter 

Jim Kessler- Director 
Tiffany Bailey- Assistant Director 
Cynthia Hopkins - Administrative Assistant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, Januao~ 15, 2011 3:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Tunisia Leader Flees and Prime Minisler Claims Power 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O1/!5/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .E~J j On This Da~, 

C,~tornize T@dav’~ j:]~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

January 15, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Tlmisla Leader Flees and 

President Zinc el-Abidine Ben All has 
left the country amid protests, 
diplomats say, and the prime 
minister went on state television to 
say he is in charge. 

~E] US Cables on Tunisia 

For Giffords, ’£ueso~ Roots Shaped Views 

In Tucson, it is clear how much Gabrielle Giffords’s political views have been shaped by her 

hmnetown. 

From Bloody Scene to EoRo, Life-Sa~,i~g Choices in Tucso~ 

In a race to save lives, emergency workers and doctors made split-second decisions and families 
prayed for information. 

, NYrimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Wh~t hnppened here is goi~g to uj~,.’4 the who~e Arub woHd. " 

ZIED ~ItlIRI~I, ;~ doctor m ’Ftmis~a, whose autt~ot’itarian president fled. 

FASHION & STYLE 

GOLDEN GLOBES 

l Jeff: 
~ INTERACTIVE Natalie 

Po tma FEA’F URE ." ~xS 2~’avd 

Season Begins, So l 

Does the Seco~d-G~lcsslng 

If you’re betting on who will wear 

what, there are several faetm’s to 

eonsidev. See if yonr predictions 

match those of Erie Wilson, fashion 

reporter. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION 

Tl~e Hellcat 

As Lineoln tries to save the union, his 

wife gollows her own better angels to a New York shopping spree. 

41 places to go in 2011 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >~ 

Ski for a bargain 

Restaurants worth a plane ride 



WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Joy as Tnnlshm President Flees Offers Lesson to z~ab Leaders 

The fall of ~nisia’s president marks the first time that protests have overthrown an Arab leader. 

For Lebanes% Crisis Has Become a Way of Life 

Since 2005, Lebanon has weathered more months without an effective government than with one. 

Jolm Paul H to Be Beatified in the Spring 

Pope Benedict XVI moved his beloved predecessor one step closer to sainflmod on Friday. 

More World News 

Police Describe B~sy Hours Before a Gunman’s Attack 

Officials also said that they had photos of ~ared L Loughner posing with a Gloek semiautomatic 

pistol while wearing a red G-string. 

Diffk’rences in Federal and State Systems Could Complicate Prosecution 

The relatively clear ease against Jared L. Loughner now faces sharply different requirements in 
federal and state court. 

I~ an Online Game Forum~ Tucson Suspect Lashed Out 

Jared L. Loughner’s t’ants in an online fot’nm showed a young man who had become frustrated by 
his inability to find a job and who viewed his early edncation as tantamount to slavery. 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Solar Panel Maker Moves Work to China 

Evergreen Solar, a leading maker of panels in the United States, is laying off 8o0 people and 
shifting production to China. 

BP Forms PaPtnershlp to Explore in Russia 

The arrangement is expected to speed exploration of Russia’s Arctic continental shelf. 

DEALBOOK 

:\oLG. Look~ Toward Big Stock Sale 

A.LG. paid off its obligations to the New York Fed, paving the way for the insurer and the "lYeasury 
Department to plan for a huge sale of stock this spring. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

In Pittsburgh, a Qnarterback Split 

Not everybody in town will be cheering for the quarterback in Saturday’s divisional playoff game. 

~ S~turday M~tchups: Ravens @ Steelers and Packers @ Falcons 

For Matthews Clan, N.Fd.o Is All in the Family 

Five Matthews men, bridging three generations and including Packers linebaeker Clay Matthews 
III, have played in the N.F.L. And there are more in the pipeline. 

~A~ Turner Soars So Do the Falcons 

,Jets GoMo Follows His Binder to Success 

Mike Tannenbaum has long used data analysis and spreadsheets to inform his decision making, 



~ Jets’ Ryan Keeps talking but Iniuries Are a Worr7 

~ Seahawks’ [atupu Hasn’t Been Cleared to Face Bears 

~From 
a Boy ~n a Revolt to the Patriots’ Punter 

~ Sunda7 Ma chups: Je s @ Pa ro s and Seahawks @ Bears 

ARTS 

FESTIVALS IN REVIEW 

~,~,q~’;~g Rela~ives and 0~’oMng Rabbis 

Four plays at two New York festivals, Under the Radar and Coil, offer a range of themes, styles and 

even language. 

’Spldee-Ma~’ Producers Say Delay Is Justi~ed 

The producers of "Spider-Man" said the delay of the opening was j nstified by the complexity of the 

T*°o*~ Frar~ch]se~s Cyberprese~t~ Looks a Lot Like the Past 

The new "’lYon" film and its spinoff video game aren’t nearly as groundbreaking as their 
predecessors. 

~E~ Slide Show 

~ Movie Reviews: ’Tron’ I ’Tron: Legacy’ 

o More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Ir~d~a, Through a B~rder’s Eyes 

15~’om the cold lakes of the Himalayas to the sand dunes of western Rajasthan to the tropical rain 
forests in the south, India hosts a dizzying variety of birds. 

~ Slide Shows: Sirdmg in India [ Mee{ Some of India’s Sirr3s 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 

Narrowi~g the Choices, OMi~m 

New Web sites are offering fewer trip options but adviee Dom experts. 

OPENINGS 

8 Hotels to Look O~ for D~ 

From Miami to aaipur, new hotels hope to be noticed for distinctive touches. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

With the world’s help, several things can be achieved this year for Haiti’s difficult but possible 
reconstruction. 

EDITORIAL 
B~d for Imlmn~ty 
Hezbollah’s power play against unity must be resisted by Arab governments and have support from 
the international eommnnity. 

EDITORIAL 

Pr~so~ Sule~des 
A troubling increase in prison suicides in the State of New York suggests that inmates may still be 
falling through the cracks. 

EDITORIAL 

Fi~,st the Oat}~, The~ the Cl~eeks 
Members of Congress should remember that fired-raising must not take precedence over 
lawmaking, even though too many members behave otherwise. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Sacrificing M[icrocredlt for Megaprofits 



Commercialization has been a terrible wrong turn for microfinance, and it indicates a worrying 

"mission d~fY’ in the motivation of those lending to the poor. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Preside~tia| Pri~ary Book Chub 

It’s time to start reviewing the latest books from the Republican presidential hopefuls. First up is the 

new one from Tim Pawlenty. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

We seen] unable to take even the most steps to curb the horrific toll of gun violence in the United 

States. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Tucso~ %~tch H~t 

Within hours of the massacre in Arizona last week, there was a rush to link the shooter to the 

rhetoric of the right. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. ~5, ~967, the first Super Bowl was played as the Green Bay Packers of the National Football 

League defeated the Kansas City Chiefs of the American Football League, 35-~o. 

You received ~his message because you signed up ~or NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsietter. As a member of 

the TRUS]~ ~r~vscy program, w~ are commi~ed to protecth~g your privacy. 

Msna#e Subscriptions ] U~subscr~be ~ C#sn#e Your E-Mai~ ] Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adw~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}gmail.com on behaJf of 

Beatriz Llenin-Figueroa <~cbl5@duke.edu> 

Saturday, January 15, 2011 6:50 PM 

Reminder 8th Colloquium on Women in PR 

Convocatoria Propuestasrev.pdf; Call For Papers.pdf 

Jus~t a ~eminder about the Colloquium on Women to be held at the Universi~ of Puerto Rico- Mayaguez Campus on April 5-7, 2011. Again, the deadline to submit 

proposals (please find CFP attached) is next Monday, Jmauary 17. 

Thanks in advance aJ~d please help spread the word. 



Viii Coloquio sobre las Mujeres 

Propuestas, reflexiones y luchas contra la violencia hacia las mujeres 

5 al 7 de abril de 2011 
Universidad de Puerto Rico 

Recinto Universitario de Mayag~Jez 

El equipo coordinador del VIII Coloquio sobre las Mujeres invita a la comunidad en general a someter propuestas 

para participar u organizar actividades din~micas que promuevan el di~logo y la interacci6n entre I@s 

participantes sobre temas relacionados a las mujeres en y fuera de Puerto Rico. 

Se considerar~n propuestas para actividades tales como: ponencias, talleres, mesas de informaci6n o exhibici6n, 

tableros, actividades teatrales y performeras, peliculas V documentales y participaciones musicales. Las 

propuestas pueden ser para participar individualmente en alguna de las actividades antes mencionadas o para 

organizar una de ellas. Se considerar~n propuestas relacionadas con los siguientes temas y otros afines a los 

objetivos del Coloquio. 

[] Mujeresysolidaridad [] Mujeresysexualidad(es) 

[] Mujeresymedios [] Lesbianismo 

[] Mujeresyviolencia [] Mujeres, tecnologia yciencias 

[] Mujeresytrabajo [] Ni~asyadolescentes 

[] Mujeresysalud [] Feminismoy(re)socializaci6n 

[] Mujeres, clasey raza [] Mujeresydi~sporas 

[] Mujeresyuniversidad [] Mujeresenlaliteratura 

[] Mujeresyarte [] Mujeresyfeminismos 

[] Mujeresa trav~sde la historia [] Mujeresymulticulturalidad 

[] Mujeresyespiritualidades [] Mujeresyglobalizaci6n 

[] MujeresymUltiplesmilitancias [] Mujeresycontra-culturas 

[] Mujeresytestimonios 

Exhortamos a que las propuestas promuevan la interacci6n entre l@s participantes y propongan iniciativas para 

impulsar politica p~blica. La extensi6n m~xima de la propuesta son 250 palabras. Las ponencias propuestas no 

deben exceder las 8 pp a doble espacioo Una selecci6n de las mismas ser~ compilada en las actas del evento. 

Las propuestas deben enviarse electr6nicamente en o antes del 17 de enero de 2011 a la siguiente 

direcci6n electr6nica: @yahoo.com. Para m~s informaci6n pueden comunicarse con Lissette 

Rol6n a la direcci6n electr6nica: lissette.rolon@upr.edu. 



8th Colloquium on Women 

Proposals, Reflections, and Struggles against Violence towards Women 

April 5th- 7th, 2011 

University of Puerto Rico 

MayagOez Campus 

The organizing committee of the 8th Colloquium on Women invites the general community to submit individual 

proposals or to organize group activities that promote dialogue and interaction among participants concerning 

topics related to women within and without Puerto Rico. 

We will consider proposals for events such as: talks, workshops, exhibitions, poster presentations, theatrical and 

performative activities, films and documentaries, and musical interventions. Proposals should consider the 

following topics, among others related to the Colloquium’s objectives. 

[] Women and Solidarity [] Women andSexualities 

[] Women and Media [] Women and Lesbianism 

[] Women and Violence [] Women, Technology, and Sciences 
r~ Women and Work r~ Girls and Teenagers 

[] Women and Health [] Feminism and (Re)Socialization 
[] Women, Class, and Race [] Women and Diasporas 

[] Women and the University [] Women in and through Literature 

[] Women and Art [] Women and Feminisms 

[] Women in and through History [] Women andMulticulturalism 

[] Women and Spiritualities [] Women andGIobalization 

[] Women and Multiple Struggles [] Women and Counter-Cultures 

[] Women and Testimonials 

We encourage proposals which promote interaction among participants and suggestions for public policy 

initiatives. Proposals should not exceed 250 words. Proposed lectures should not exceed 8pp double spaced. A 

selection of materials will be compiled for publication. 

Proposals should be sent no later than January :~7, 20~.1 to the following email address: 

@yahoo,com. For more information, please contact Lissette Rol6n at lissette.rolon@upr.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Sunday, January 16, 2011 8:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
A modest proposal 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Greetings all, 

The Tank is a Global Tank, but Americans outnumber others. I would like to encourage folks from other countries to start discussions 
and, even, provoke the Americans. Of course, we are never sure about the national identities of members of the Tank, but we do want 
to have plural voices. 

Thank you all, _Judith 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/,’hxq source=msg mes network 

click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, Januao, 17, 2011 3:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Budget Worries Push Governors to Same Mind- Set 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O1/!7/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines ’January 17’ 2°11 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I SDor[s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin,q I Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This Day 

~ornize~ciav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

Budget \Vorries Push 

Gover~lors to Same Nllnd-Set 

The dismal fiscal situation in many 
states is forcing governors, despite 
their party affiliation, toward a 
consensus on what medicine is 
needed going forward. 

~E] 
SUde Show: In Inaugural Speeches 

CMna Leader’s Limfts Come 

Into Focus as U,So Visit 

Nears 

President Hu dintao is preparing to 
visit to defuse tensions with the 
United States, but he might not be 
able to keep relations from growing worse. 

YOUR BRAIN ON COMPUTERS 

In New Military, Data OverJoad Can Be Deadly 
::2./:.ibt/~!.::I,~::::tR ::-::- :.!.:: i 

Raw information helps determine what targets to hit and what to avoid, but sometimes the data is 

overwhelming. 

~ g,:evious A:ticles i:1 the Series 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

dr~t~. And the cost oj’ke~tpb~g this house is more thon ttw fim~il]t con ~ford." 

JOHN KITZHABER~ the new go~,eEnor or Oregon, comparing his state, which has a projected 

budge~ deficit of $3.5 billion, to an old house in need of an overh;ml, 

ARTS 

~ SLIO~ SHOW: 

Red Carpet at the 

Go]lden Globes 

A look at the fashions, 
plus complete coverage of the 2Oll 
Golden Globe awm’ds. 

~ =8ocial Network’ Dominates Golden 

~rV 
Watch: Master of Ceremonies, Not 

Civility 

Winners 

How a Verizon iPhone differs 
ALSO IN TECH >) 

Facebook’s few friends in Japan 

Downsizin9 at MySpace 

...... ] I:-; : : 1 



~Full 
Coverage on lhe Carpetbagger Blog 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I SPECIMENS 

DYING FOR DISCOVERY 

THE EXPEDITIONS OF PIONEERING NATURALISTS OFTEN TURNED FATAL, BUT THEIR 

SACRIFICE VVAS OUR GAIN. 

...... Gentr/ 

WORLD 

Iran has embarked on a sweeping program of euts in its ineffieient system of subsidies on fuel and 
other goods that has held back economic progress for years. 

dean-Claude Duvalier returned to Haiti after 25 years in exile, but his reason was not immediately 

~{[l~ta~y Backs New Leaders h~ 

New battle lines appeared to take shape in Tunisia as the military backed the nascent interim 

government. 

Times Topics: Tunisia ~ Zhle ~-Abid~ne Ben 

o More World News 

H~sband~s Message About Giffords: ~She’s a F~Bhte¢ 

Mark Kelly, the husband of Representative Gabrielle Giffords, said she was "improving a little bit 

each day" as he spoke publicly for the first time since the shootings in Tucson. Her condition was 

upgraded. 

Follow~ng the S~rens, Ready to Help 

Members of the vietim services division of the Pima County attorney’s offiee, mostly volunteers, 

rush to crime scenes and poliee incidents to help people cope with crisis. 

In an Onllue Ganfing World, Tucson Suspect Gave Hints of Problems 

Among the many traees left on the Internet by 3ared L. Loughner, the man eharged with the 

shooting spree in Tueson, were postings that reveal a deeply troubled individual. 

BUSINESS 

BETTING ON JUSTICE 

Lawsuit Loans Add New Risk for the h~j nred 

[,ending to plaintiffs is nsually unregulated, leaving the industry fi’ee to ignore laws that proteet 

~ Previous A~icles in the Series 

Big Retailers Fill More ~k~sles Wlth Groceries 

Stores known for selling clothes or aspirin, like Walgreens, CVS and Target, are expanding into the 

grocery business. 

Europe’s Challenge: Fostering Growth ~anid 2msterlty 

Weaker euro zone members are taking hard steps to stabilize their finances, but the strains on a 

currency that must serve both solvent and wavering eeonmnies are visible. 

~ Irish Leader Rejects Push to Resign as Part~ Chief 

SPORTS 

JETS 28, PATRIOTS 21 

Last ’Word Goes to Jets 

The acts avenged their loss at New England and set up an A.F.C. championship matehup with 

Pittsburgh. 



~For 
a S ond ¢’~e k th e s ~ ake an EI~ e ~u rt rb ck oo~{ u din y 

BEARS 35, SEAHAWKS 24 

On a snowy day in Chicago, the Bears dominated and set up a matchup with their rival, Green Bay, 

in the N.F.C. championship. 

In At~anta~ Litt|e to C]~eer After All That |Progress 

A ~3-3 record gave the Falcons home-field advantage, but mistakes cost them dearly in their first 
playoff game. 

ARTS 

"The Social Network" took the prize for best drama, Colin Firth was named best dramatic actor for 
"The ~ng’s Speech" and Natalie Portman danced away with the award for best actress. 

~ 
Slide Shows Red Carpet I ,~nners 

~ 
]The Carpetbagger ~ ...... Ust of Nominees a~d V2~nRers 

~ Complete Coverage: Awards Seaso~ 

THE TV V’~,TC H 

~eky Ge~ais, host of the Golden Globe ceremony, was merciless from the start, mocking actors and 
the event’s sponsor, the ttollywood Foreign Press Association. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

The Law? She’ll Do It Her %~ay,~ Tl~a~k You 

TWo new television shows, "Harry’s Law" and "Fairly Legal," featnre [emale lawyers leaving the 
flawMess soup kettle o[ big-firm casework for odder pastures. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

P~er~ Morgan Nets Himself as Larry King’s Opposite 
i.::,, f.:R .~:’ ;,i 

Piers Mm’gan, whose CNN talk show begins on Monday, is different from [,ar~T King in many ways: 
obnoxious, obsessively prepared and a big self-promoter. 

’The Game’ is a ~,Vim~er, Helped by BET Loyallsts 

~zffter being canceled by the CW network, the faltering siteom found its niche and high ratings on 
BET. 

2. AOI, Tech BIogs Face Off i~ a ~’V~r of I~s~[ts 

Michael Arrington, founder of the TeehCruneh blog, started a two-day sparring session with 
Engadget, a sister blog on AOL. 

More Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
r ~lllno~s ~ akes Up 

The states cannot fill their huge budget shortfalls by either cutting or taxing ahme. Illinois is finally 

figuring that out, but too many other states are in denial. 

EDITORIAL 

A~izona, i~ the Classroom 
Parents and educators should resist the new state law that restricts ethnic studies classes. 

EDITORIAL 



The case of a Dallas man exonerated after 30 years in prison cries out for mandating long-term 

storage of DNA evidence nationwide. 

EDITORIAL 

They Co~ld Be S~btler 

Banks could, of conrse, try to improve [heir pnblic relations. Bnt what’s really needed is 

acconntability. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Wa~ o~ Logic 

A Republican report about the "cost" of health care reform points to spending that would occur even 

if we didn’t have reform. 

~-ED COLUMNI~ 

Why Sarah Palin and the media may need a trial separation. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The one thread leading to the past 5o years of human suffering in Congo begins with the 

assassination of Patrice Lumumba. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. ~7, ~893, Hawaii’s nmnavchy was overthrown as a group of lmsinessmen and sugar 

planters forced Qneen Liliuokalani to abdicate. 

* See This Front Page 

* Buy This FFont Pagi; 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes cem’s ]oday’s Headlines :qewsle~er As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program: we are cemmi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Yeu~ E-Mail I Privacy Peiicy i Con~ct i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday,               10:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

New Addition to yonr Afril    Class. 

Dr. Sable, 
i just wrested to introduce myself as a new addition to your Afri 

class. Due to personal circumstances I was just able to sign uP for y°ur class last 

Thursda’/. As I am a ~vmming student, it has taken until today for UNC to reinstate me with o~a onyen/password and friday center homepage access. I fully intend to 

work diligently to get up to speed with class assignments so that I am in a position to enjo’/the class rather than play catch- np. 

SinceMy, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.of.Women.Faculty.&.Professionals@mxp 1 .isis.unc.edu 

Monday, 1:53 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~vfpall] correction: Breaking Bamers-Making His~tory at ’tachment 

flyer breakin~ baxriers full.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

The wrong attachment was sent with my notice for the roundtable discussion, Breaking Barriers - Making History. Attached you’ll find the correct one. 

Hope to see you there. 

Beth Millwood 
AWFP President 

Elizabeth A. Millwood 
Outreach Coordinator 
Southern Oral History Program 
4:t0 E. Franklin St. CB#9:127 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9:127 

9~9.962.0560 

You a~re subscribed to this lisk awfpall, because you have been identified as a femaJe ~:aculty or professional st~£f member who is eligible to join or paxticitmte in 

activities sponsored by the UNC Association for Women Faculty and Professionals. We use this general list very sparingly only to invite you to the four or five events 

we sponsor throughout the year. If you would like to be unsubscribe& please email anne whisnant@unc.edu. 



B "eakiing Barriers 
Makiing History: 
UNC Women in the Humanities and 

A RoundtabIe Conversation 

With Michele Tracy Berger,               , Gillian T. Cell, 
Jacquelyn Hall, Barbara Harris and Milada Vachudova 
(UNC Chapel Hill). Moderation: Karen Hagemann 

UNC Institute for the Arts and Humanities, 
Incubator Room 

O~iganizers: 

(UNC Chapel Hill) 

, Karen Hagemann, 

Sponsored by UN©Chdpel Hitt (Carolina Women’s Center, 

#~stitute for the Arts dnd Humanide$ History Dept, Center for 

European Studies, Dept ofWomenS Studies The Associddon for 

Women Fdcutty and Professionals) and the ~4,brking Group in 

Feminism and History 

While women as a whole have made gains in academia in 

recent decades, women faculty still face inequality in their 
attempts to attain promotion and tenure and reach full 
professorship, Academic women face increasing challenges 

presented by a changing academic landscape regarding 
tenure and promotion and the demands of balancing work 

and family life,This roundtable with UNC women from differ- 
ent generations will discuss the experiences of women in 

the academy in general and at UNC in particular and explore 
how women’s place in the academy has changed over the 
last fifty years, Reception to follow, 

Main Contact: Karen Hagemann 

Re.gistration is n~.c~.ssar). 
The deadline for registration is: 

Please ser~d ar~ email to: 

For more information see the website: www.unc.eduigpc 

"Weft behaved ~’~omen rare~y make history" 



Over the last thirty years, the percentage of women receiving a graduate degree at an American university has 

dramatically increased. Since 1966, the humanities have been one of the fields with the most balanced gender 

distribution of degrees at the master’s level. During the same period, the percentage of female faculty in AmerF 

can colleges and universities has also increased significantly, with the rate of increase varying across institu- 

tions. Nevertheless, females remain underrepresented relative to their share of new doctoral recipients at 

America’s research universities.The American Association of University Professors released a telling faculty 

gender equity report in late 2006 stating that, in the 2005-2006 academic year,39 percent of all full-time profes- 

sors and 48 percent of all part-time professors were women; in addition, of the 39 percent of full-time female 

professors, only 31 percent had obtained tenure.The salary advantage held by male faculty over female faculty 

holds across all ranks and all institutional types. On average, women earn 91 percent of what men earn.The 

earnings gap between male and female faculty is largest at doctoral-level institutions like UNC and smallest at 

two-year colleges without rank.While women as a whole have made gains in academia in recent decades, there 

have also been significant declines. Academic women face increasing challenges presented by a changing 

academic landscape regarding tenure and promotion and the demands of balancing work and family life. 

Women faculty still face inequality in their attempts to attain promotion and tenure and reach full professor- 

ship. in addition,they are often more likely to remain in adjunct or lecturer positions after earning their doctor- 

ate, despite the fact that women now earn more graduate degrees than men. A forthcoming report commis- 

sioned by the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education also highlights the unique 

challenges faced by minority women in tenure-track positions, in the light of these developments we would 

like to discuss the following three questions: 

1o How has the position of women (undergraduate and graduate students as well as faculty) changed in 

the humanities and social sciences since the 1960s in general and especially here at UNC? Which 
factors influence these changes? 

2. What are the most important current problems of women in the humanities and social sciences in 

general and especially here at UNC? How can we further improve the situation? 

3. How have ethnic, social and cultural as well as generational differences affected, and continue to 

affect, the position and experience of women in academia? 

(UNC Chapel Hill, History Department, Graduate Student) 

(UNC Chapel Hill, History Department, first full-time affirmative action officer in 1983, retired Provost and 

Professor of History Emerita, College of William & Mar),) 

(UNC Chapel Hill, History Department, Julia Cherry Spruill Professor and Director of the Southern Oral History 

Program) 

(UNC Chapel Hill, History Department, Professor and Director of the UNC Curriculum for Women’s Studies from 

1993 to 2007) 

(UNC Chapel Hill, Department of Political Science, Associate Professor and Interim Director of the Center for 

European Studies during 

(UNC Chapel Hill, History Department, since 2005 James Go Kenan Distinguished Professor of History, 

Co-founder and Co-director of the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies of Women and Gender at the TU Berlin in 

1995) 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:28 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Reminder: Social Movements Working Group meeting this Wednesday 

Apologies for double posting 

Dear all: 

Just a reminder that the Social Movements Working Group’s first meeting of 
the semester will be this Wednesday            at 5:00 pm in the Anthro 
Lounge (3rd floor of Alumni Building by the photocopying machine). 

Below is the original message explaining the purpose of the meeting in case 
you want to read it again 

We would like to invite evewone interested to join us; we welcome new 
ideas and interests to enrich discussion and events. We will 
plan for several events we will be holding this semester including a panel 
at the UNC-Duke Consortium Conference on Latin America and other series of 
events on one of our main topics for this semester: "Neglected Subjects and 
Postponed Demands: Political Imaginaries and Practices after 200 Years of 
Formal Independence." In addition, we plan to coordinate events and work 
together with other working groups on campus such as the Critical 
Cartography Collective at the Geography I)epartment 

So, come to the meeting if you would like to participate/know more about 
SMWG and/or are interested in doing joint pro~ects with us! 

About S~/P, VG: The SMW(I is a research-action project based at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill We seek to understand and 
re-envision social movements. Many of us work within acuvist networks as 
well as across and beyond academic disciplines to challenge the divide 
bewceen acuvism and the academy. We situate our work within broader 
struggles [’or change and social justice. 

ttope you will j oin us on Wednesday! 

Cheers, 

-- You are currcntly subscribed to smwg01 as: e~mice@email.unc.edu To m~subscribe send a blai,,k email to leave-28487559-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listser,~.anc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaikunc.edu 

Monday, 10:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Blackbx~ard trouble 

Professor Sahle, Hello I am a student enrolled in your Afri 
course. However I am not able to access blackboard at the time. I did 
contact the friday center and they said that due to my late 
registration it would be a few days until I would be able to access 
blackboard Is there anything I can do about the discussion I missed 
last week? Should I email my responses for Lesson 2 to you? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 4:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Jobs TaXes Sick Leave at Apple Again, Stimng Questions 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O1/!g/todayshegdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

January 18, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Jobs Takes Sick Leave at 

Apple Agaln, Stirring 

Questions 

steven P. Jobs, the chief executive of 
Apple is taking leave a year and a 
half after a liver transplant. 
Timothy D. Cook is to oversee day4o- 
day operations. 

~ Video groin Reuters 

~ Times Topics: Steven P. Jobs ~ 

’I’~mlsia Unrest Stirs Passions 

Aeross North Africa~ Region 

Six North Africans have set themselves on fire since the self-immolation that set off the uprising in 
Tunisia. 

C~t OfT, Ivory Coast Chlef Is Scraping for Cash 

President Laurent Gbagbo is intent on paying two groups vital to his hold on power: the military 
and civil servants. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"He’sjnst now getting better and better. He’s onIg been in the league for two gears, and like I said !ast 

~tear, he ~ not going to be looked ~t as the u, eakm, ss of the team, bnt as the strengtlL " 

COACH REX ~Y~ OF THE JETS~ speaking about Mark Sanchez, the team’s quarterbaek~ 

MOVIES 

~ v~o; Critics’ ~ Picks: ’Rosemary’s 

Baby’ 
A.O. Scott looks back at 
a movie probing themes of paranoia, 
persecution and motherhood. 

~ Mo’de Overview 

OPiNiON 
Top 10 composers 
Also on NYTimes.com 



OPINIONATORI FIXES :~ The Adull:ery in the marilal beci 

a Have,1 ~&~.,c’;]ty I    Ac~dem I Can Europe be saved? 

~’o organizations hell) 

keep ex-prisoners on track by surrounding them with others committed to stay out of jail. 

WORLD 

UoSo to Take Bolder" Tack for Chinese Lea der’s V’lslt 

Officials say President Obama will take an assertive stance as he greets his biggest global economic 
rival on Tuesday. 

Haiti’s former dictator, dean-Claude Duvalier, huddled with his advisers at a Port-au-Prince hotel a 

day after his stunning return to the country, but canceled plans to speak to reporters. 

Paklstan~s Falhwe to H~t MiI[tant Sauctuary HaG Positive Side fo~ 

Pakistan’s refusal to attack militants in an area on its northwest border has made it easier for 

American drones to strike them. 

More World News 

Makeshift Memorla~s Pop Up 

A memorial outside the hospital where Representative Gabrielle Giffords is recovering has become 
the focal point for grief, 

~At 
Sharpton Forum, a Focus on Gun Miclence 

~]he Caucus: Palin Defends ’Blood Libel’ Phrase 

~ ]irnes Topics: Arizona Shooting 

Shooting Suspect Had Bee~ Known to Use Potent~ and Legal~ Hallucinogen 

Federal drug o[ficials have warned that the typical effects of smoking salvia eould elosely mimic 
psychosis. 

THECAUCUS 

h~ Co~cHhrtory Tones, Palln Echoes Call for Ch’H~ty z~-Vter Shoofiugs 

Sarah Palin said she agreed with bipartisan calls for civility in the wake of the Tucson shootings, 
but vowed not to be deterred from political debates while deciding whether to rim for president. 

BUSINESS 

A Deep Bench of Leadership at Apple 

A deeision by Steven P. Jobs, the ehief executive, to take leave puts a spotlight on several 
exeeutives, in partieular Timothy D. Cook, who will take over day-to-day operations. 

~Jobs 
TaKes Sick Leave at Appie A~ain, Stir;lug Questions 

Goldman E~chldes U°S° htvestors From Facebook 

Goldman Sachs said it was restricting participation in its Faeebook investment fund to clients 
outside the United States, in the wake of intense media attention. 

Ex-Ba ~ker Gh;es Data on Taxes to ~,V[kiLea ks 

A former executive with aulius Baer said he had given details of more than 2,ooo individuals and 
companies. 

SPORTS 

Jets’ ~{a]’k Sa~chez Starts to Lead by Not Losing 



At first, quarterback Mark Sanchez was asked not to lose; now he is starting to play a leading role in 

winning. 

N.F.L. FAST FORWARD 

NO. :~S Out as Sixth Seeds Celebrate 

The Packers and the Jets are still alive in the N.F.L. playoffs while the top-seeded Falcons and 

Patriots are out, once again illustrating the league’s parity. 

Little Talking, but Much RespecL Greets Stee|ers 

In contrast with their bluster concreting the Patriots, the Jets seemed to see a lot of themselves in 

their next opponent. 

o Mo~e Sports News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIBA/I ’CYMBELINE’ 

Simply Shakespeare, No Tangled %Veb 

A plucky little troupe is breezily overcoming many of the problems that appear to be plaguing 

"Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark," which is next door. 

Dramatizing Camelot 

Concm~s about accuracy led the History channel not to run "The Kennedys," a scripted mini-series 

starring Greg Kinnear. 

More Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

A border collie knows 1,o22 nouns, a record that displays the unexpected depths of the canine 

mind. 

ESSAY 

Remembering Fermilat;s Tevatron particle accelerator, which the Department of Energy 

annonnced will be shut down as scheduled in September. 

RNDINGS 

Hea~T Doses ofDNA Data~ V~’ith Few S~de Effects 

Most people say they’ll pay for genetic tests even if the predictions are sometimes wrong, and most 

people don’t seem to be traumatized even when they receive bad news. 

~ Me,re Findings Ce~umns >~ 

Mote Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

President Hn Comes to ~Vashi~gto~ 

China comes seeking respect as a major power. It will earn the recognition by behaving responsibly. 

President Obama must relay that message. 

EDITORIAL 

I~dla~a’s ~£~swer to Prison Costs 

States wondering how to keep up with skyrocketing prison budgets could start by looking at what 

Gov. Mitch Daniels is doing. 

EDITORIAL 

"Faxat[o~a ~A;[thout Represe~tafio~a, I~deed 

With the pendulum shift of prover in the House goes the vote of the Dist~ct of Colmnbia’s elected 

representative. 

EDITORIAL NOTEBOOK 

The Insa~fi/y Defense, Post-Hh~cldey 

Polities entered the fray in a legal debate after J ohn Hinekley Jr. was found not guilty by reason of 
insanity for trying to kill President Reagan. 

More Opinion 



OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ch~na’~ Cur~°ency Isrdt O~r Problem 

A stronger renminbi won’t save many jobs or help U.S. exports. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

f.:i U ;:,’TH.,. 

"Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother" may denounee soft Ameriean~tyle parenting, but its author 
shelters her children from the trnly ardnous experiences necessary to achieve. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

How Many Deaths ¢Mee Er~ough? 

f.:i u: .., f.: ~ ~. u:f.R T 

We’ve allowed the extremists to carry the day when it eomes to guns in the United States. It seems 

as if they care more about guns than people. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

"F|~e Arab Gdansk 
f.::~ ~: ..,’: :.i,i .:Oi IL? 

The West must stand up for Tunisian demoeracy - Islamists and all. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Me and Ivly Algorithm 

If the Web is supposed to know us based on our profiles and e-mails, it’s time to start wm’rying based 
on these results. 

ON THIS DAY 

On ,Jan. 18, 1912, English explorer Robert F. Scott and his expedition reached the Smith Pole, only 
to discover that Roald Amundsen had gotten there first. 

See This Front Page 
Buy T:his Front Pagi; 

You received this message because you signed up for NYFimes cem’s ]oday’s Headlines newsle~er As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscrip[iens I Unsubs~ribe I Change YOLI~ E-Mail I Privacy Peii~y i Con’[act i Adver[ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 8:14 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 18 January: climate, Congo, commoNng, resource rights, Tunisia, CDL, WikiLeaks, Zim diamonds, WSF, Jolm Ross RIP, Zumds 

Own Goal, Neville Alexander 

SA uro~nium.doc; Bond resource rights notes.lxtf; Durbm~ COP dlternatives.pdf; Durban CJ.pdf; john ross.jpeg; Zumas Own Go~] NYC 

launch.pdf 

Hi comyades, 

* The year is getting warm already (in usually foggy Berkeley, the sun 
burnt offthe clouds enough for ultimate frisbee this weekend, and oh 
are my bones creaky). I think COP climate politics will be hottest of 
all, including in the inevitable internecine debates about whether civil 
society goes civilised within the confines of the International 
Convention Centre, or goes uncivilised. Organised/t’unded mainly by 
Hei~ich Boell Stiftung, there’s a big strategy meeting on 27-28 January 
at Diakonia, with details below, and I trust lots ofCCS ftiends and 
allies will be there. Please please send in your RSVP to Tigere at ttBS 
by Thursday, thanks 

* Much more is happening on this front: 
- in the California capital of Sacramento on Thursday night, I’ll be 
looking at whether the state’s attempt to ramp up carbon trading and 
ofi~ets will revitalise that justifiably dead strategy: 
http:i/www in dyba’~’, org/n ewsitems/2011/01 / 15/18669252. php 
- immediately below, I wrote up some thoughts on climate and coal 
yesterday (about 1100 words of which are in The Mercury this morning, 
but 900 more are added in the article below which is on ezines like 
Climate&Capitalism). 
- the two 1 -pagers that we circulated in Cancel about the Climate 
Justice alternatives at COP 17, are attached j ust to remind. 
- just below that, see the ambitious South Durban Conwnuni~ 
Environmental Alliance list of workshops across various neighbourhoods 
in coming weeks (SDCEA will be a critical site for COPl7 Reality Touring 
and also getting the grassroots ruessage into the ICC and world CJ 
movement and media). 
- I just talked with Anshu Padayachee at Sanpad about some potential 
climate/energy policy-oriented research in this area that would link up 

to India, China and Holland (with a late March New Delhi conference), so 
let me know if you’d like to be involved in that. 
- one of the vital areas to contest in next week’s Cliruate Green Paper 
hearing is SA’s infatuation with nuclear. Largely because of Mariette 
Liefe~ink’s extraordinary work, we know- lots more about the way uranium 
and mines tailings in Gauteng create havoc (see attached file). So 
there’s lots to struggle over in this climate-energy-economics nexus. 

* And another article in an excellent ezine, CongoNova 
(http://revue.con~onova.or~/L recaps the ruore general resources debate 
and SA-DRC subimperialist relations. Last weekend in Washington our 
’Resource Rights’ workshop had great debates about how to push forward 
with critique of resource extraction, and I raised the matter of’limits 
to rights’, in the notes attached. Do those bullet points capture the 
questioning that man?- of us - including the Sowetan activists - have 
been doing about liberal-individualism? Is there a ’commoning’ strategy 
instead? For a vie~v from another direction, warning of the culture of 
dependency when we talk about state resources, see Neville Alexander’s 
latest article, ~vhich I put way at the very bottom His questioning the 
culture of entitlement from the left is unusual, and continues to raise 
the problems of scale-politics of the commons that David Harvey drew our 
attention to in the Radical History Revie~v article I attached last time 

* What a fantastically hot, quick-and-dirty (too much so, probably) civ 
sac revolution in Tunisia last week, eh?! Robert Fisk and a few other 
analysts of the turmoil have contributions below. 

* And in SA, the Conference of the Democratic Left gets going in a 
couple of days, and a call for discussing a ’United Democratic Left 
Front’ ~vas made on Saturday (below). My gut feeling is that this may be 
premature until the ’left front’ components do more to get organised at 
base level. But who am I to kno~v, sitting in California (at least until 
11 Feb when I take a couple of week’s of home leave). 

* Isn’t it interesting how WikiLeaks can liceak out the ~vorld’s governing 
and now business elites? The project will soon be wasting the ~vorld’s 
wealthiest people, about 40 who engage in extreme tax fraud through 
Swiss banks 
~ht~p:/Twww dailykos.com/storvon[~/2011/l/17/936985i-Wiki[eaks-]nformationthreadM0:-The-Handover:-UPDATE 
.. and you can see Assange’s entrance to the press conference around 
minute 39). John Pilger has a wonderful summary of the politics, and 
quite a sophisticated analysis of the ’movement’ behind it is written by 

Alistair Davidson (fall article below): "Wikileaks is the first concrete 
realisation of the crypto-anarchist dream: completely anonymous leaking, 
dealing blows to tyranny tIowever it has also highlighted the weak 
points in the free internet, surviving dangers to freedom of speech and 



the new mode of production Perhaps the most obvious is that large 
corporations control the physical infrastructure of the internet -- the 
big servers and all the actual wires from place to place. Another danger 
is the monopolisation of some services -- social networking by Facebook, 
searches by Google. And with the recent cutting-off of Wikileaks fands 
by PayPal, Visa and Mastercard, the danger of state-corporate action to 
deny funds has become starkly apparent. As is ~’pical, the hacker 
community has been working on solutions for some time There are 
projects to create wireless "mesh" networks, and prelects to create 
distributed, open alternatives to Facebook and Google." 

* The main leaker of information about Zimbabwe’s blood diamonds is 
Farai Maguwu, a fom~er student of raine from Africa Universi~-, now 
leading Mutare’s Centre for Research and Development. An update of his 
work is beloxv. 

* There’s a call for participation in the geography j ournal Antipode’s 
’3rd Institute for the Geographies of Justice’ in Georgia in late 
May/early June, where I’ll be as well (below). 

* The World Social Forum looms from 6-11 Feb and although we haven’t yet 
been confirmed, it appears there’ll be some CCS panel oppoltunities to 
netwurk with other like-rainded people we are yet to identify 
(suggestions xvelcome). We’re still determining whether our enviro 
justice research project will provide a couple of plane fares for 
CCSers, and hope to learn for sure today when I consult our Bergen, 
Norway partners. Ottr three proposed panels are: 
- The 2011 Durban climate suramit: climate justice critiques and alternatives 
- South African and Southern African capitalism: xvhat’s going wrong with 
the ecotlomy and xvith social protest 
- African austerity, resource curse and resistances: social movements 
versus iraperialist states, the Bretton Woods Institutions, transnational 
capital and corrupted local elites 

* On a sad note, after spending several weeks in Mexico last month, it’s 
terrible news that one of our greatest chroniclers of that amazing 
country, John Ross, just died. Here’s an obit: 
http://www.counterpunchorg/bardacke01182011 .html and info on his last 
book: http:/i~vww.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1568584245/counterpunchn~aga 

* rll be back in NYC for a booklaunch of Zuma’s Own Goal plus some 
NYC-Washington meetings next week; if you have friends who can come out 
to join us next Monday, please send them the attached notice, thanks. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

Dethroning King Coal in 2011, from West Virginia to Durban 

January17,2011 

http://climateandcapitalism.col~’?p 3742 

by Patrick Bond 

South Africa’s crust was drill-pocked with abandon since Kimberley 
diamonds were :found in 1867 and then Witwatersrand (Johannesburg) gold 
was unearthed in 1886 But the world’s interest in how we trash our 
enviror~nent perked up again last week for two reasons: 

* the shocking revelation that acid mine drainage is now seeping into 
the Johannesburg region’s ’Cradle of t]umankind’, home of hominid fossils 
dating more than three million years, where our Australopithecus 
ancestors’ earliest bones are now threatened by the area’s 
pollution-intensive mining industry; and 

* hot contestation of new United States financing for South Africa’s 
proposed Kusile power plant, which will be the world’s third largest 
coal-fired facili~. 

In parallel battles, though, the beheading of King Coal is underway in 
West Virginia, where nine days after the January 3 cancer death of 
heroic eco-warrior Ju~dy Bonds, the Environmental Protection Agency (BPA) 
overturned the Army Corps of Engineers’ prior approval of Spruce No. 1 
mine, the world’s largest-ever ’mountaintop removal’ operation. Coal 
companies have been blowing up the once-rolling now-stumbling 
Appalachians. [n order to rip out a ton of fossil fuel, they dump 16 
tons of rubble into the adjoining valleys. 

After an avalanche of pressure by mountain communities and 
envirol~entalists, the EPA ruled against the "unacceptable adverse 
effect on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds and fishelT areas 
(including spawning and breeding areas), wildlife, or recreational 
areas." According to leading US climatologist James Hansen, quoted in 
Bonds’ New York Times obituary last ~veek, "There are many things we 
ought to do to deal with climate change, but stopping 
mountaintop-removal is the place to start. Coal contributes the most 
carbon dioxide of any energy" source." The EPA also took a stance in late 
December to belatedly begin regulating greenhouse gas emissions. 



Ttnough activism and legal strategies, US coramunities and the Sierra 
Club have prevented construction of 150 proposed coal-fired power plants 
over the last couple of years, a remarkable accomplishment (only a 
couple got through their net). 

But in South Africa, the fight is just beginning. The national 
goverrwaent in Pretoria and municipal officials in seaside Durban will 
continue invoking several twths in defense of coal, Kusile and the 
’COP17’, the November 28-December 9 climate suramit officially- called the 
’Cortference of the Parties 17’ (but which should be renamed the 
Conference of Polluters). Here are some strategies of the SA state and 
big business meant to blind us: 

* in Durban, aggressive ’greenwashing’ will attempt to distract 
attention from vast CO2 emissions attributable to South Durban’s 
oft-exploding oil refineries and petrochemical complex, Africa’s largest 
port, the hyperactive tourism promotion strategy (in lieu of any 
bottom-up economic development), uaaending sports stadia construction and 
ulmecessa~z new King Shaka international airport, electl-ici~z going to 
the very’ dangerous Assmang ferromanganese smelter (the city-’s largest 
power guzzler by far at more than a half-million megawatt hours per 
year), sprawly new suburban developments, and inefficient electl-ici~z 
consumption and transport because of state failure to provide adequate 
renewable energy and mass transit incentives; 

* ’offsets’ for a tiny fraction of Durban’s emissions will again be 
fatuously marketed to an unsuspecting public, as during the 2010 World 
Cup, including mass planting of trees (though when they die the carbon 
is re-released) and municipal landfill methane capture even though the 
increasingly-col~cupt offset industly and European carbon markets tvhich 

market our emissions credits are now ridiculed across the world, and in 
economic terms are failing beyond even the most pessimistic predictions; 

* tvhaclcy,, untvorkable ’geo-engineering’ strategies are going to multiply, 
such as biomass planting to convert valuable food land into fodder for 
ethanol fuel, or mass dumping of iron filings in the ocean to create 
carbon-sucking algae blooms, or ’Carbon Capture and 
Sequestration/Storage’ schemes to pump power-plant CO2 underground but 
which tend to leak catastrophically and which require a third more coal 
to run, or the nuclear energy revival notwithstanding more shutdowns at 
the main plant, Koeberg ~[’lve years ago the industry, minister, Alec 
Erwin, notoriously described as ’sabotage’ a minor Koeberg accident that 
cost the ruling party its control of Cape Town in the subsequent 
m umcipa[ election); and 

* South African ’global climate leadership’ will be touted, even though 

Pretoria’s reactionary United Nations negotiating stance includes 

fronting for Washington’s much-condemned 2009 Copenhagen Accord, which 

even it" implemented faithfully, by all accounts, will roast Ali*ica with 

a projected temperature rise of 35°C. 

As even the government’s new Natinnal Climate Change Response Green 
Paper admits, "Should multi-lateral international action not effectively 
limit the average global temperature increase to below at least 2°C 
above pre-industrial levels, the potential impacts on South Africa in 
the medium- to long-term are significant and potentially catastrophic." 
The paper warns that under conservative assumptions, "al~er 2050, 
warming is prc~iected to reach around 3-4°C along the coast, and 6-7°C in 
the interior" which is, simply, non-survivable 

If President Jacob Zuma’s government really cared about climate and 
about his relatives in rural KwaZulu-Natal villages who are amongst 
those most adversely affected by worsening droughts and floods, then it 
would not only halt the $21 billion worth of electricib- generators 
being built by state power company Eskom: Medupi is under construction 
and Kusile will begin soon. Pretoria would also deny approval to the 
forty new mines allegedly needed to supply the plants with coal, for 
j ust as at the Cradle of Huraaakind and in West Virginia, these mines 
will cause permanent contamination of rivers and water tables, increased 
merc~y residues and global warming. 

More evidence of the Witwatersrand’s degradation comes from tireless 
water campaigner Mariette Liefferink, who counts 270 tailings dams in a 
400 square kilometer mining zone. With gold nearly depleted, as 
Lieffermk told a Joburg paper last xveek, uranium is an eco-social 
activist target: "Nowhere in the world do you see these mountains of 
uraniun~ and people living in and among them You have people living on 
hazardous toxic waste and of course some areas are also high in 
radioactivity." 

The toxic tailings dams are typically unlined, unvegetated and unable to 
contain the mines’ prolific air, water and soil pollution. Other 
long-term anti-mining struggles continue in South African locales: 
against platinum in the Northwest and Limpopo provinces, against 
titanium on the Eastern Cape’s Wild Coast, and against coal in the area 
bordering Zimbabwe kmown as Mapungubwe where relics from a priceless 
ancient civilization will be destroyed unless raining is halted (as even 
the government agrees) 

There’s another reason that the power of what is termed the 



Minerals-Energy Complex continues unchecked, even as treasures like the 
Cradle and also the priceless Kruger Park’s surface water plus 
millions of people’s health are threatened: political bribep)~ In 
addition to supplying the world’s cheapest power to BHP Billiton and 
Anglo American Corporation smelters by honoring dubinus apartheid-era 
deals, Eskom’s coal-fired mega-plants will provide millions of dollars 
to African National Congress (AN(;) party coffers through 
crony-capitalist relatinns with the Japanese firm Hitachi 

Last year, Pretoria’s own ombudsman termed the role of then Eskom 
chairman and ANC Finance Cor~wnittee member Valli Moosa ’improper’ in 
cutting the Hitachi deal. As a result, even pro-corporate Business Day 
newspaper joined more than 60 local civil society groups and 80 others 
aronnd the world in formally denouncing $3.75 billion World Bank loan to 
Eskom which were granted by neoconservative-neoliberal Bank president 
Robert Zoellick last April. 

Other beneficiaries of Washington’s upcoming trade finance package for 
Eskom include two desperate multinational corporations: Black & Veatch 
from Kansas and Bucyrus frora Wisconsin. The latter showed its clout last 
October when in order to fund machinel~ exports to the huge Sasan 
coal-fired plant in India with US Expolt-hnport Bank subsidies, the 
Milwa~tkee firm yanked members of Congress so hard that they in turn 
compelled the Bank to reverse an earlier decision not to fund Sasan on 
climate grounds. 

But now, after the EPA’s slap-down of Spruce No. 1, Bucyrus must be 
really netwous. Forty years ago, John Prine wrote the haunting song 
’Paradise’ about the strip-mining of his Kentuc~" homeland, with this 
verse describing a creature kno~vn as ’Big Hog’: 

Then the coal company came with the world’s largest shovel 

And they tortured the timber and stripped all the land 

Well, they dug for their coal till the land was forsaken 

Then the?’ wrote it all down as the progress of man. 

Big Hog was a Bucyrus-Erie 3850-B dragline shovel. With West Virginia 
coal companies no longer buying these monsters, the company is fanatical 
about overseas sales As a result, last Thursday, t;vo dozen of us 
gathered by Friends of the Earth and Sierra found ourselves shouting 
slogans against Eskom and Bucyrus outside the Ex-In~ Bank’s Wa shington 
headquarters 

The Mil;vaukee corporation rebutted that Ex-Im financing was justifiable 
because of a Johannesburg Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) paltner plus 
Wisconsin steelworkers jobs, even though this means that South African 
counterparts especially- a Joburg company, Rham, that will apparently 
fire scores of local employees lose out Bucyrus’s 2010 contract to 
supply- Eskom with coal mining equipment became a scandal subject to a 
parliamentary investigation last September Given the Wit;vatersrand 
area’s historical world leadership in mining equipment, businesses there 
claim there’s no obvious reason why local firms cannot supply Eskom at 
much lower cost (one third of Bucyrus’ in that particular case). 

Most importantly, the poor will repay this finance at a time South 
Africa has become the world’s most unequal society and unemployment is 
raging. For Eskom to cover interest bills on Medupi and Kusile loans 
requires a 127 percent electricity price increase for ordinary consumers 
over four years. This has already raised power disconnection rates for 
poor households, and on Monday, Durban police made 25 arrests of 
shack-dwellers for electricity theft. 

’]?his multiple set of interlinked climate-energy-economic travesties can 
only be reversed by grassroots and labor activism. At the [)urban COP 17, 
don’t expect a global deal that can save the planet, given prevailing 
adverse power relations. Instead of relying on paralyzed politicians and 
la~ bureaucrats, South Africa’s environmental, community, women’s, 
youth and labor voices will be demanding serious action to address the 
greatest crisis of our tim es: 

* major investments in Green Jobs would let metalworkers weld millions 
of solar-powered geysers, for example, thus allowing Eskom to switch off 
power to Bt]P Billiton’s aluminum smelters and to halt new powerplant 
construction without net job loss; 

* new public transport subsidies should reconflgure apartheid-era urban 
design and pull us willingly from single-occupant cars; 

* an employment-rich zero-waste strategy would recycle nearly everything 
and compost our organic waste so as to eliminate methane emissions at 
the remaining landfills; 

* more direct-action protests against maj or emissions point sources 
Eskom, Sasol (apartheid’s wicked coal-to-oil company), the Engen 
refinery in South Durban and the new- Durban-Joburg oil mega-pipeline, 
for instance should better link micro-environmental struggles over 
local air, water and land quality to climate change; 



* more ambitious Air Quality’ Act regulations would label and then 
phase out carbon dioxide, methane and other greenhouse gas 
’pollutants’, as with the US Clean Air Act; 

* government plarming and utility board decisions would halt willy-nilly 
suburbanisation and ungreen ’development’; and 

* instead of North-South financing via destructive carbon markets, the 
demand :[’or ’ clim ate debt’ wo ul d permit the flow of s trings-free, 
non-corrupt and effective adaptation funds. 

Through urgent adoption of genuine post-carbon strategies like these, by 
the tirne the COP17 rolls around, the world could see in Durban a state 
and society conm~itted to reversing climate change. 

But get real. Since none of these will be considered much less 
implemented by the current ruling crew, instead we’ll see a mass 
democratic movement rise, aiming to do to the climate tineat what we did 
to apartheid and the deniers of AIDS medicines: defeat thern at source, 
when respectively, old white politicians and their international 
business buddies, and Thabo Mbeki and Big Pharma, had to stand back and 
respect a new morality, a new bottom-up power. 

(Durban-based academic Patrick Bond’s book The Politics of Climate 
Justice will be released later this year, and recent articles are posted 
at http:/iccs.ukzn, ac.za/default.asp ?4,80.) 

SDCEA CO?v£’vlL2X!ITY MEETINGS ABOLF CLLMATE (proposed) 

Workshops 
19th February 2011 all community youth including Mangosthu University 
and UNISA 
22nd Febma~ 2011 All Secondacz Schools Umlazi 
1 st March Isipingo All secondacz schools in Isipingo ,Folweni, 
Amanzimtoti ,Kwa Mkuthata and Adams Mission 
8th March Merebank All Secondacz Schools Merebank 
,Lamontville,Wentworth, Muntclair, Bluff and Clairwood. 

Climate Change Road show 
15th Februal?,’ 2011 ---Clairwood 
16TH FebmalT 2011 ~entworth 
23rd Februa~9’ 2011 Isipingo 
24tJ~ FebmaW 201 l~dams Mission 

24th Februa~9’ 2011 CCS 
27tJ~Februal~- 2011---Chats~vorth 
28TH Februal~- 2011 ~urban University of Technology 
1 st March 2011---Merebal~ Settlers School 
2nd March 2011 ..... Bluit" 

KZN Provincia 1 Workshop on COP 17 
12tJ~ March 201 l~enue to be decided 

Speakers identified 
Wally Menne, Patrick Bond ,Sizi~ve K~anyile Rico, Musa ,Rehana Dada, 
Vanessa Black ,Lushendrie Naidu, Lisa Ramsay, Ravanya Naidoo, Baharitu 
Tugh ,Bobby 

Coordinators/Assistants 
Bongani Mthembu, Nawaal Domingo, Lushendrie Naidu ,Desmond D’Sa 
, Susanne, Ravanya 

http://revue.convonova.or~/index.php?option corn content&view article&id 124:de-la-de~radation-a-la-rehabilitation-de-lenseivnement-en-rdc&catid 34:yootheme&Itemid 154 

GEST[ON DES RESS(~URCF.S NAT{IREL] ,ES 

Africa is still being pillaged: Debating ’Resource Curse’ economics with 
the World Bank and debt with Pretoria 

Prof Patrick BONED, University of KwaZulu-Natal I)urban, RSA 

"2d’rica’s elites, together with the West and now China are still making 
the masses progressively poorer, mainly due to the extraction of raw 
materials Reinvestment is negligible and the prices, royalties and 
taxes paid are inadequate to compensate the wasting away of Africa’s 
natural wealth. Communities’ anti-extraction campaigns are the only hope 
for a reversal of these neocolonial relations. The Congolese are some of 
the most important Africans to learn from, oiler solidarity to, and 
respect the leadership (7:[’." 

"L’dlite africaine, avec l’Occident et maintenant la Chine, continue de 
rendre les masses progressivement plus pauvres, principalement ~ cause 
de l’extraction des mati&es premidres. Le r~investissement est 
ndgligeable et les prix, les redevances et les taxes payds sont 
insuffisants ~ compenser le gaspillage des richesses naturelles de 
l’Afrique. Les compagnes anti-extractives des organisations 
communautaires sont le seul espoir pour renverser ces relations 
ndocolonialistes. Les Congolais sont parmi les nornbreux Africains qui 



apprerment de ce leadership, solidarisent avec et le respectent. >> 

Even the World Bank’s own economists, in the institution’s main study of 
natural resource economics, admit that Africa is being looted. Last 
August, I debated this point with the World Bank’s chief economist :[’or 
Africa, Shanta Devarajan, on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
(CBC). Devaraj an accused me o:[’incorrect ’facts’: 

Patrick Bond: Africa is suffering neocolonialism, and that means the 
basic trend of exporting raw materials, and cash crops, minerals, 
petroleum, has gotten worse. And that’s really left Africa poorer per 
person in much of the continent, than even at independence. The idea 
that there’s steady growth in Aftica is vel-~" misleading, and it really 
represents the abuse of econotnic concepts by politicians, by econornists, 
who factor out society and the environment. And it’s mainly a myth, 
because, really-, the extraction of non-renewable resources those 
resources will never be available for future generations. And there’s 
very little remvestrnent, and very little broadening of the economy into 
an industrial project or even a services economy. 

CBC: Mr Devarajan, how would you respond to that view? 

Shanta Dcvarajan: First, I just want to correct one of the facts, which 
is that the continent is not poorer per person. GDP per capita is not 
lower today than it was ten to fifteen years ago. In fact, it is 
considerably higher. 

Here, Devarajan abuses the discussion about African poverty by- using the 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) measure, even though just seconds earlier I 
had warned against doing so. African economies suffer extreme 
distortions caused by the export of irreplaceable minerals, petroleum 
and hard-~vood tirnber. Were he honest, Devarajan would confess that GDP 
calculates such exports as a solely positive process (a credit), without 
a corresponding debit on the books of a country’s natural capital. 

Seeking a less biased wealth accounting i.e. by factoring in society 
and the environment so as to calculate a cotmtry’s ’genuine savings’ 
from year to year - we find that Africa gets progressively poorer This 
was demonstrated in the World Bank’s own book, YVhere is the Wealth of 
Nations?, published four years ago (and still available on the Bank 
website). 

According to the book’s authors, "Genuine saving provides a much broader 
indicator of sustainability by valuing changes in natural resources, 
environmental quality, and human capital, in addition to the traditional 
measure of changes in produced assets. Negative genuine saving rates 
imply that total wealth is in decline." 

The researchers are conservative in their assumptions, yet once the)’ 
factor in society and the environment, Africa’s most populous countly, 
Nigeria, fell from a GDP in 2000 of $297 per person to negative $210 in 
genuine savings, mainly because the value of oil extracted was 
subtracted its net wealth. (No information about the DRC is provided 
because the data are so hard to collect, but the outflow of wealth is 
probably just as wicked.) 

As commodity prices soared from 2002-08, the outfio;v of wealth was 
amplified. But dating to the independence of so man)’ countries over the 
past five decades, the story is the same: Africa looted in a manner that 
even World Bank environmental staf!! are openly confessing, even if 
Devarajan has (consciously or subconsciously) ignored their research 
Hence it is misleading to the point of mischiewmsness for Devarajan to 
contradict my assertion that Africans are getting poorer. 

The interview then turned to public policies associated with the looting 
of Ali*ica 

CBC: The World Bank gets a lot of heat for your structural readjustment 
programme from some quarters. And that is when you offer to countries 
interest-free loans but they’re contingent on some pretty’ severe 
austerity measures that some people say can be counterproductive because 
they hurt the economies in question more than they help them And you’ve 
been criticized, notably, by economists like Patrick Bond and Fd like 
you to listen one more tune to something he’s told us. 

Patrick Bond: The World Bank and also the International Monetary Fund, 
the?" sort of fi~oled us, in 2008-2009, because the?" seemed to shift their 
ideology away from a very hard-core agenda of promoting markets above 
everything else. And for a time it seems they were promoung government 
deficits and a Keynesian strategy: government should step in when the 
private sector fails. But now it seems like it’s back to business as 
usual, namely export orientation and austerity’. And the World Bank, led 
by President Robelt Zoellick who had come frorn the Bush Adrninistration - 
he worked for Enron and for Goldman Sachs this sort of leadership, and 
the Northern orientation and the banker mentality, means that the only 
way forward is to get away from these institutions, rnaybe to default on 
their debt, to kick thern out of the country. And Latin America provides 
a good model for doing both of tl-mse things. 

CBC: And in fact some Latin American countries, Argentina, successfully 
told the institutions like yourself and the LMF to take a hike, and in 



fact it ended up doing them a lot of good. So how do you respond to 
someone like Patrick Bond? 

Shanta Devarajan: Oh I think again that we have to look at the ~cts. 
There’s no question that the structural adjustment policies of the 1980s 
and early 1990s received a lot of criticism But then ask the question, 
’what changed?’ As I was saying, the growth has accelerated since the 
1990s. We can’t hide from that fact. And you look at what changed And 
it’s that these countries adopted exactly the Washington Consensus 
policies in the mid- 1990s, the African countries. The difihrence is that 
they- did it out of their own accord, out of domestic political 
consensus, rather than imposed from Washington or Paris or London. And I 
think that’s the point that people are not recognizing, that the actual 
policies that are generating the growth, are actually- very similar to 
what was criticized in the structural adjustment era. 

Again, African GDP growth may have accelerated as cormnodity prices rose, 
but Africa became poorer once we calculate the net wealth efi;ect and 
genuine savings. Dcvarajan can’t hide from that fact. 

To disguise this by saying that structural adjustment did not work 
before the mid-1990s because it was ’imposed’ by Dcvarajan’s colleagues, 
but did work after the mid-1990s because it was adopted tl-trough a 
’domestic political consensus’, is the most bizarre clam~ I’ve ever 
heard about African macroeconomics. There has never been a political 
consensus to structurally-adjust Africa, aside from the permanent 
problem of tmpatriotic elites ~vho are more closely allied with 
Washington, Paris, London, Brussels and Beij ing string-pullers than with 
their subjects. 

The Bank’s 2006 book mentions one obvious policy conclusion, learning 
from a country xvith petroleum resources that did not fall victim to 
resource curse: "Norway has used the flow- accounts for energy and 
greenhouse gas emissions to assess a policy that many countries are 
considering: changing the structure of taxes to increase taxes on 
elnissions and resource use." 

But liberalization imposed by the World Bank’s lending staff does 
precisely the opposite. 

In this context, the only encouraging signs are the myriad of challenges 
to extractive industries by- activists who often put their bodies on the 
line in sites of sustained state and corporate violence like the Eastern 
DRC ~vhere human rights watchdogs struggle to document the murder of 
approximately five million people, Zimbab~ve’s Marange diamond mines, 
South Africa’s Limpopo arid Northwest Province platinum fields and the 
Eastern Cape’s titanium-rich Xolobeni beaches, the Niger Delta’s 
oil-soaked creeks and Chad’s oil fields, Firestone’s Liberian 
plantations, Lesotho’s dams supplying Johannesburg’s hedonistic water 
consumers, and other dam displacement zones including Gibe in Ethiopia, 
Mphanda Nku~va in Momqmbique and Bujagali in Uganda, to name just a few 

Because World Bank officials can be counted on to ignore their own 
research and hence continue promoting non-renewable resource exports; 
because this arrangement suits multinational corporations and donor 
agencies; arid because African elites will contiriue taking this advice 
(often with s~veetener bribes as was the case of the African National 
Congress’ role in the Medupi power plant controversy, funded by the 
Bank’s largest-ever project loan, for $3.75 billion, in April 2010), 
Africa will grow progressively poorer. 

The additional factor to recognize is that the World Bank and IMF, 
Northern governments which work under the creditors’ cartel known as the 
Paris Club, and now the Chinese too, use debt to destroy Africa The 
partial debt relief associated with the Gleneagles G8 meeting in 2005 
was inadequate and rife with conditionalities. 

From South Africa, a good illustraion of how political control is 
connected to debt repayment was provided in the momentous financial deal 
on June 26 2002, between Pretoria, Kinshasa and the IMF. According to a 
South African Cabinet announcement: 

"The lneeting noted the provision by South Africa of a bridge loan to the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo of Special Drawing Rights (SDR) 75 
million (about R760 million). ’l’his will help clear the DRC’s overdue 
obligations with the IMF and allow that country to draw resources under 
the IMF Poverty Reduction and Growth Facili~" 

Crystallized economic oppression was accomplished in this act: the 
earlier generation of IM-[V loans made to Mobuto Sese Seko, driven with 
corruption and capital flight to European banks, would be codified by 
Pretoria The people of the DRC were previously victims of Pretoria’s 
apartheid-era allegiance xvith Mobuto, an arrangement that especially 
suited ecology-destroying mineral extraction corporations headquartered 
in Johannesburg. The people’s struggle against oppression had initially 
spawned another ruler in 1996, Laurent Kabila, who unfoltunately refused 
democracy and later fell to an assassin’s bullet. The result on 25 Jtme, 
thanks to his then unelected son Joseph Kabila’s connections in 
Pretoria’s Union Buildings and finance ministry, was a triple backlash 
against the people of the DRC: 



the old odious Mobuto loans would not be repudiated but instead be 
honoured, and serviced thanks to new credits; 

repayment of the new credits would be backed up, if not by :[’ormal 
collateral, then probably one day by the $5 billion in high-tech arms 
that Pretoria was in the process of purchasing; and 

IM[v stalK’would be allo*ved back into Kinshasa *vith their own new 
loans, and with neoliberal conditionalities again applied to the old 
victims of Mobuto’s fierce rule. 

The same day’s Cabinet announcement from Pretoria also rev-ealed that 
South Africans would generously fund the World Bank’s main lending 
subsidiary for impoverished African countries, on behalf of a special 
c onstituency: 

"Cabinet approved South Africa’s contribution to the replenishment of 
the resources of the [Bank-subsidiary] International Development 

Association (~DA), to the tune of R83 million. This amount, xvhich would 
be drawn down over a nine year period, would benefit our private sector, 
which would be eligible to bid for contracts financed from these resources. 

Here we find underway the recapitalisation and legitimisation of perhaps 
the most hated, powerful institutions in Afiica, the D¢IF and World Bank, 
with Pretoria politicians running cover for both Washington financial 
bureaucrats and Johannesburg capitalists. These elite linkages, the 
protective Washington gear and Mbeki’s capaci~ for reproducing 
neoliberalism in such hostile conditions xvere, together, intimidating. 
The African masses would, as ever, pay- the bills. 

The story did not end with Mbeki’s January 2003 to Kinshasa to assure 
access to minerals by Johatmesburg capital, nor with the tens of 
thousands of Eastern Congolese refugees who landed in South Africa over 
the subsequent years, nor ~vith ongoing World Bank and IMF missions ~vhich 
keep the DRC subordinated to the logic of capital. 

The story will only end when those who are victimized by the pillaging 
most of the DRC’s peoples find ;vays to fight back. That can inspire, 
too, the other Resource Curse victims across the region, including in 
South Africa where the continent’s most regular protest occurs, although 
without the ;visdom that Congolese have gained about the structural 
forces at work. 
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Tunisia: the revolution begins 

Fri@, 14 Januaw 2011 19:55 

Written by Joseph Daher 

President Ben Ali has fled the country amid violent protests, and the 
Tunisian people have achieved a fantastic success But until the 
economic system that condemns Tunisians to poverty and unemployment has 
been overtl~rown, the revolution is incomplete. 

Maltese air traffic controllers have said that Ben Ali is bound for 
Paris Mohamed Ghannouchi, now the interim president, declared that 
since the president is temporarily unable to exercise his duties, it has 
been decided that the prime minister will exercise the presidential 
duties. The state of emergency announced by the president this afternoon 
is still on, erfforced throughout the country, with curfews from 5pro to 
7am Emergency measures mean that gatherings of more than 3 people 
during the day are banned, and the police have the right to shoot awone 
who fails to comply. 

It is clear that the regime wants to use the abdication of Ben Ali to 
crack down They want to preserve the structure of the regime even 
though its most unpopular figure has gone. The revolution is now faced 
with a series of choices: will it press forward and get rid of the whole 
regime and force a democratic solution? Will it go beyond a 
democratic revolution and begin a social revolution that will be able to 
tackle the economic issues which began the revolution in the first 
place: unemployment, inflation and poverty? 

As Friday’s developments show, the revolution certainly has the power to 
challenge the whole Tunisian social structure What happened today? More 
than 10,000 demonstrators gathered in greater Tunis Friday morning 
following the call for a general strike by the General Union of Tunisian 
Workers (UGTT). Students j oined the protest in massive numbers 

The protesters started their march from Mohamed Ali square, passing 
across Habib Bo~guiba Avenue, the main artery" of the capital. They" 
pushed through police lines placed along the way and managed to reach, 
for the first time ever, the headquarters of the Ministry of Interior 
where they gathered in front of heightened security presence that 
surrounded the building. 

Men and wonren, young and old, sang the national anthem and chanted 
slogans demanding "freedom and a national government," and called for 
President Ben Ali to quit. Other slogans were "The Interior Nfinistry is 
a ministry of terror," "tribute to the blood of martyrs" and "no to the 
Trabelsi (fanrily of the wife of the president) who looted the country’." 

By late morning the denronstration was dispersed by the police with tear 
gas. Arnry tanks were deployed in front of the Ministry of Interior, 
while security forces chased down young demonstrators in the stairs of a 
residential building and of a mall, where they have withdrawn. The 
atmosphere on Habib Bourguiba Avenue was unbearable because of the tear 
gas as police reitfforcements arrived. 

Demonstrations spread all arotmd the country, in Sidi Bouzid, a city in 
the south west where the crisis began a month ago, 1,500 people marched 
and chanted "Ben All out" while at Regueb, close to Sidi Bouzid, 700 
people also raised slogans hostile to the president. In Kairouan, a city 
in the centre of the country, as well as Gafsa, a town in the southwest, 
demonstrators also shouted "Ben Ali out," according to union sotu-ces. 



Following the general strike called by the UGTT and its repression by 
the regime, President Ben All decided to sack his gnvernment and to call 
new elections in six months. The events of the day happened despite the 
his televised speech the previous night, in which he said that he has 
understood the Tunisian people. 

It was the third time since the begirming of the movement, which started 
on 17th December and which has now caused the death of 66 people 
according to unions and human rights groups, that he addressed the 
people through a televised speech. The tune and the content of his 
speech were clearly different and a feeling of resentment in Ben Ali’s 
voice was clearly perceptible. He also called for a ceascfire, adding 
that he has understood the demands about unemployment, the demands about 
basic necessities, and the political demands for more freedoms. 

He attempted to assure people that he was "misled" on the analysis of 
the social crisis and said that he unjoined the composition of an 
indepundunt investigation cormnittee that would establish the 
"responsibilities" of everyone and evets~ single party" involved in the 
violence. He ordered prices slashes on sugar, milk and bread, as well as 
an increase in the budget of social support to the people, while 
promising total freedom of information and complete access to internet. 

As a result of this speech, websites that are normally" blocked in 
Tunisia, including Dailymotion and YouTube, were working again. Ben Ali 
declared that he had issued orders to the Interior Minister that no more 
bullets are to be fired on protesters, unless security forces were under 
threat. He said that he would not accept another drop of Tunisian blood 
to be spilt. He also declared that the 75-year age limit on presidential 
candidates should remain untouched, and that therefore he would not 
change the constitution to mn for a sixth mandate in 2014, himself 
being already 74 years old. 

Early’ this morning, the Tunisian Foreign Minister on French radio said 
the establishment in his count~z of a national unity- government was 
"quite feasible" and "very normal" The mobilisation and the 
demonstrations of the day- have shown the poor results these declarations 
had on the determination of the people to go on with the protests. 

But many tvere left asking how relevant the words of a dictator are when 
he has not listened to the people, jailing or exiling many’ opponents for 
more than 23 years? The events of the day show how irrelevant Ben Ali’s 
promises for more freedom tvere: the demonstrations in Tunis were 
dispersed with tear gas and protestors shot by security forces; people 
were assured he would not run for a new presidential mandate in 2014 and 
respect the constitution; but this is the same man that changed the 
constitution in 2002 through a so-called "referendum" and won with 99% 
of the votes to allow an unlimited number of presidential terms 

And although he called for a ceasefire declaring he didn’t want to see 
any’ more Tunisian blood, after his speech 13 civilians were killed by 
security’ forces in Tunis and its suburbs, according to medical sources. 
In Tunis a journalist was also hit in the leg by police gunfire as 
rioting youths clashed with police, according to witnesses present at 
the scene 

Ben Ali has pursued a policy that has condemned himself to failure. We 
have already talked of the brutality and the absence of democracy of 
this regime, as well as its economic failure, leaving one-third of those 
under 30 without employment, while graduates represent 50 percent of the 
unemployed. 

One of the main sins of this regime is its corruption, especially 
concerning the Trabelsi family, to which the wife of the President 
belongs. His daughters married :four of the wealthiest heirs in the 
country,. His second wife, Leila, symbolises the greed nfthe family in 
the eyes of the Tunisian population. His brother, Belhacen Trabelsi, who 
married the daughter of a leading Tunisian boss, took control of a 
private bank through the intervention in his faw)r of the governor of 
the central bank 

The Tunisian people know all these things, and this is why the Trabelsi 
family has been a target for demonstrators, not only" in slogans but as 
well in direct actions. Several properties, including businesses and 
industries belonging to the Trabelsi family across the country’, have 
been physically attacked by demonstrators The wife of the president, 
Leila Trabelsi, fearing the fall nfthe regime and a Ceausescu scenario, 
had actually left the country with her daughter yesterday’ before her 
husband’s speech. 

President Ben All understood that he could not to rely" indefinitely on 
the security’ forces to crush the movement because the vast majority of 
the countts~ is noxv opposing the authoritarian regime. Moreover, 
according to some opposition sources, the Army Chief of Staff, General 
Rashid Arrm~ar has been sacked by the president few days ago. He 
repoltedly refused to order the soldiers to quell the riots and 
expressed reservations about excessive use of force, sources said. 

He was replaced by military intelligence chief Al-uned Cl-lbir, according to 
information which could not be confirmed officially-. President Ben Ali 
will also not be able to count on the long term Western support to 



maintain its authoritarian regime. ’]’he imperialist powers are once again 
guilty" of silence in the face of repression of the Tunisian people by" 
the security" forces The West has continued to show its disregard 
human rights when it comes to a friendly authoritarian regime. 

People have understood that they’ cannot trust the words of Ben All. Now 
he is gone, but regime is still in place. So questions remain: is the 
departure of Ben All enough, and can the Tunisian people trust his 
counterparts now ~n power? Is a change in the structure of the regune 
enough? 

Clearly prices cuts, rnore freedorn of itfformation and internet access 
were not enough to appease the frustration and anger of tile Tunisian 
people. This is why tile nationwide protest movernent continued today. 
Will the depalture of Ben All frorn power and the call for elections in 
six nronths tirne appease the Tunisian people? Nothing is less sure; 
people do not believe in the sincerity of Ben Ali’s counterparts, 
although the ex-president was tile main target of dernonstrators’ slogans. 
The corning days will be crucial, as well as the reaction of the rnovement 
to these new elements. 

Ben All declared last night that the situation today necessitates 
profound change. For once he is right, and this profotmd change has been 
partially achieved with his departure. But his counterparts also need to 
resign from power now, not in 2014, as tile Ttmisian people demonstrating 
in the streets reiterated today. 

Can i:air and democratic elections be held in an authoritarian regime, 
even a weak and shaken one? Is it a trick of the co~lterparts of the 
regirne to put an end to the resistance of the Tunisian people and stay 
in power? Or is this a sincere call for a democratisation of the regime? 
This is for the Ttmisian people and the rnovement to decide. 

What is undeniable is that the Tunisian people achieved a fantastic 
success in pushing Ben All out of power; the regime is injured, but it 
still exists. We have observed a change in the structure of the 
authoritarian regime, but not a social revolution The revolution is not 
completed until the fall of this regime and until the economic system 
that condemns Tunisians to poverty and unemployment has been overthrown. 

People of Tunisia have to decide where to take the struggle now. Since 
1989 many’ revolutionary upheavals have resulted in transitions from 
dictatorship to democracy - Eastern Europe in 1989, South Africa in 
1992, Indonesia in 1998, Serbia m 2000 But the new "democratic" 
leaders continued to exploit class diit’erences and enforce poverty’, 
inequality and unemployment. The task of the Tunisian revolution, with 
one of the best organized working classes in the Arab tvorld at its 
heart, is to meet the challenge of social exploitation as well as 
political oppression. 

Workers and the students have definitely shown that they are the power 
of tomorrow in Tunisia They- have shaped this movement of protest and 
acctunulated victories over a brutal and authoritarian regime. They are 
definitely able to shape a true social and democratic Tunisia in the 
future The "Jasmin Revolution" as we call the movement of protest no~v 
in Tunisia, has never been so close to achieve a complete revolution. 
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Tunisia unrest a ~wfl;e-up call for the region 

Bloody street clashes in Tunis trigger fears of a domino effect that 
could shake other authoritarian states 

o Ian Black, N/fiddle East editor 

o guardian.co uk, Friday’ 14 Januapf 2011 17.38 GM~[’ 

o Article history 

A Tunisian demonstrator throws a rock after police ]’ire tear gas during 
demonstrations in the capital, Tunis. Photograph: Fethi Belaid/AFP/Getty 
hnages 

Echoes of Tunisia’s unprecedented mass unrest are reverberating across 
the Arab world which is watching in fascination as one of the most 
repressive regimes in the regions makes far-reaching concessions to 
people power 

Protests over rising ]2~od and fuel prices triggered emergency economic 
measures from Jordan to Libya and Morocco this week as drarnatic scenes 
of street clashes in the small north African countly~ fuelled official 
nervousness about a domino effect that could shake other authoritarian 
states short on jobs, hopes and freedorns. 

"Every Arab leader is watching Tunisia in fear," tweeted one Egyptian 
corcanentator. "Evel~ Arab citizen is watching Ttmisia in hope and 
solidarity." 



The impact of Tunisia’s unrest is all the greater because Zine 
al-Abidine Ben All known to his long-suffering subjects as "Ben A Vie" 
("president [’or life") had been seen as one of the most effective of 
Arab autocrats. His announcement on Wednesday that he will not stand ]2~r 
another term is a huge boost for re]2~rm, whatever happens next. 

’]?he obvious contrast is with Egypt, the most populous of Arab countries 
ttosni Mubarak, 82, who like Ben All keeps Islamists :firmly out of power 
and tolerates only weak secular opposition, is seeking another 
presidential term next year- when he will mark three decades in po~ver. 

If Ben Ali, 74, is on his way out, that will be a democratic advance and 
a ringing ~vake-up call for a region where a trend towards republican 
dynasties in Syria, Libya and Egypt sits alongside the hereditary 
monarchies and erairates of the Gulf and Morocco. 

Arab excitement has been maintained by al-Jazeera, the freest and 
feistiest TV channel in the region, which has broadcast riveting 
pictures of Tunisian crowds facing do~vn ~vell-equipped security forces. 
Twitter, Facebook and blogs have circun~vented state censorship to 
provoke excited debate about the impact of the resonantly-named "Jasmine 
Revolt" or "youth intifada" ~vith its homage to Palestinian resistance 
to Israel. 

"For all the other Arabs: thanks for your support," one exhilarated 
Tunisian tweeted. "Inshallah, freedom will be ours from the [Atlantic] 
ocean till the [Arabian] Gulf." Another message read: "To my- Tunisian 
brothers and sisters: keep it up, all Arab peoples are watching you ~vith 
admiration and envy." 

Jerky mobile-phone images of blood spreading from the fatal gunshot 
wound of one Tunisian demonstrator provided Arabs with their own 
equivalent of Neda Agha-Soltani, the yotmg Iranian ~voman killed in 
Tehran during protests after the disputed 2009 presidential elections. 

Arab pundits often point bitterly to the contrast between the sympathy 
of western countries Ibr tJae Iranian Greens and their normally firm 
backing Ibr the Arab dictatorships. So US and British criticism of Ben 
Ali’s repression has been greeted with delight. The Wikileaks 
revelations about the scathing private views of the US ambassador in 
Tunis were widely read across the region and, some argue, even helped 
prepare the ground for the current unrest. 

Viewed from the Arab world, Tunisia’s problems are depressingly 
familiar. Algeria, which saw days of rioting and half a dozen dead 
earlier this month, is protected by its greater wealth its energy a 
steadier earner than its smaller neighbour’s tourism though both are 
almost twice as rich as Syria, Morocco and Egypt. 

All face the Arab scourge of having the highest unemployment rate 
worldwide ari average of 14.5% in 2007/2008, compared ;vith an 
international average of 57% and endemic corruption, cronyism and a 
lack of transparency and democracy No wonder Ben Ali’s fate and 
Tunisia’s future are being so closely watched. 
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’]?he Political Economy of’Democracy Promotion’ 

Where are the ’democracy promoters’ on the Tunisian uprising’?, asks Marc 
Lynch. It’s a fair question: 

"[t]hus far, a month into the massive demonstrations rocking Tunisia, 
the Washington Post editorial page has published exactly zero editorials 
about Tunisia. For that matter, the Weekly Standard, another magazine 
which frequently claims the mantle of Arab democracy and attacks Obama 
for failing on it, has thus far published exactly zero articles about 
Tunisia". 

More generally, Guardian journalist Brian Whitaker observes that 
"[c]onsidering the horrific violence meted out by the police over the 
weekend" Western media are giving the Ben All regime "an extraordinarily 
easy ride." I suspect that a comparison of mainstream coverage of the 
’Green Revolution’ in [ran and the uprising in Tunisia would reveal a 
textbook example of the propaganda model in operation 

To be fair they’ve not been entirely absent. In an op-ed today, Jackson 
Dieh[ offers a rare moment of candour: 

The most irrmrinent tineat to U.S. interests in the Middle East, however, 
is not war; it is revolution." 

Diehl is right to portray this as a "threat" to U.S. interests, once we 
translate doctrinal jargon into conventional English so that "U.S. 
interests" refers to the interests of the elite that overwhelmingly 
determines U.S. foreign policy. The threat posed by the Tunisian 
dictatorship is that of contagion, which is why the Gulf dictatorships, 



who happen to be the U.S.’s closest allies in the region, are growing 
increasingly nervous. Diehl frets that it "may be too late for the 
United States to head off a rolling social upheaval in the Middle East", 
chastising the Obama administration fi~r not preempung the threat of 
Arab democracy by pressuring allied dictators to enact controlled 
’reforms’ 

For its part the U.S. government has been forthright in expressing its 
concern over "cyber . attacks on the Government of Tunisia’s websites", 
adding: 

"~V’]e’re concerned about government actions, but we’re also concerned 
about actions by the demonstrators, those who do not have peaceful 
intentions". 

No stirring rhetoric about freedom and tyranny here. 

In his response to Diehl’s piece Lynch plays it coy, asking why Diehl 
portrays "the demonstrations against Ben Ali only [as] a ’threat’ to 
U.S. interests and not an opportunity for the democratic change about 
which we hear so much?" The New York Tirues gestures towards reality, 
arguing that 

"[n]ot so long ago, the United States and other Western countries 
considered Mr. Ben Ali, and other secular tyrants, indispcnsable allies 
in the fight against extreruists. Washington now appears to recognize 
that 2~fi. Ben Ali’s repression and deafness to his people’s needs only 
add to the anger and make it more combustible." 

Again, the criticism here seerus to be that the Tunisian dictator has 
been incompetent, overzealous in his repression so as to unnecessarily 
provoke his subjects into revolt. The NYT is correct to explain 
"Washington’s" (again, the usual translation is required) support for 
tyrannical regimes in the Middle East in the context of its hostility to 
"extremists", once ;ve understand that ’extremist’ is a teclmical term 
referring to anyone who resists US control The NYT understands this 
well enough After the CIA conspired with British intelligence to 
overthrow Iran’s elected Prime Minister after he nationalised the 
Iranian oil industry, its editorial board crowed: 

"Underdeveloped countries with rich resources now- have an object lesson 
in the heavy cost that must be paid by one of their number which goes 
berserk with fanatical nationalism. It is perhaps too much to hope that 
Iran’s experience will prevent the rise of other Mossadeghs in other 
countries, but that experience may at least strengthen the hands of more 
reasonable and more far-seeing leaders." 

The general silence or apologetics from the ’liceedom warriors’ about the 
Tunisian uprising should not, then, come as a surprise. It is of a piece 
with the histo~ of U.S. ’democracy promotion’ efforts, which have been 
characterised, as leading specialist on the topic Thomas Carothers 
obser,,es, by a "strong line of continuity": 

~ [w]here democracy appears to fit in well with US security and economic 
interests, the United States promotes democracy. Where democracy clashes 
with other significant interests, it is downplayed or even ignored." 

Similarly, we are soberly informed, U. S ’democracy promoters’ "did not 
want to control" Latin America, but equally they "did not want to allow 
developments to get out of control". That’s what the ’threat’ of 
Tunisian democracy amounts to - a challenge to US. control and that’s 
what explains the striking reluctance of the ’democracy promoters’ to 
support it. 

Tunisia’s intifada topples tyrant: ’Yezzi lock!’ 

On January 14, the BBC reported that the mass uprising in Tunisia had 
toppled that country’s Western-backed tyrant after weeks of protests and 
government repression, which has cost the lives of dozens of Tunisians 
According to the BBC: 

Tunisia’s President Zine al-Abidine Ben All has stepped down after 23 
years in power, amid widespread protests on the streets of the capital 
Tunis. In a televised address, Prime Minister Mohammed Ghannouchi said 
he would be taking over from the president A state of emergency was 
declared earlier, as weeks of protests over economic issues snowballed 
into rallies against Mr Ben Ali’s rule. Unconfirmed reports say Mr Ben 
All and his family have left Tunisia The reports suggest that the 
deposed president is looking fi~r a place of asylum, with French media 
saying that French President Nicolas Sarkozy has turned down a request 
for his plane to land in France. 

The articles below explain sorue of the background to the uprising. 

Tunisia’s former president Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali in happicr days. 

By Rob Prince 



January 13, 2011 -- Counterpunch -- "Yezzi fock!" (It’s enough!), this 
slogan has become the theme of the nationwide protests in Tunisia which 
continue unabated. "Enough" refers to the high levels of unemployruent in 
the country, the pervasive corruption, especially of the two ruling 
families and the decades of seething repression which has kept Zine Ben 
Ali in power now for 23 years. And with that, protesters in different 
parts of the country are tearing down President Zine Ben Ali’s portrait, 
a harbinger of things to come perhaps. 

Triggered originally on December 17, 2010, by the suicide of Moharued 
Bouazizi, a 26-year-old university graduate who had had his unauthorised 
fruit and vegetable stand confiscated in Sidi Bouzid and who soaked 
himself with gasoline and lit a ruatch. The protests have intensified, 
despite governruent attempts to suppress them continue. 

If anything, the situation is deteriorating as the opposition is only 
intensifying in the face of growing, if not mass~ve repression As 
"Kerym", my unknown but insightful Tunisian COl~espondent comments, the 
demonstrations ~vill continue because: 

The people kno~v very well that he’s (Ben Ali) trying to cool things 
down, and once the situation returns to normal, he will betray them 
again, just like he did before. In other words, this people happen to 
distrust this weird man and his mobster gangs. Therefore quitting the 
protests now-, means more repression and more arrests to be expected, and 
unemployment will remain an unsolved issue in Tunisian society. So far, 
the situation is snafi~, but not without hope. 

Among the confirmed reports, artists joined Tunisia’s law3~ers to take to 
the streets and joined the calls for an end to the repression and 
corruption, along with calls for the government to deal with the 
unemployment crisis. A number of the country’s leading cultural figures 

artists, rappers and leading intellectuals have been arrested. 

The trade union confederation in Sfax, Tunisia’s second largest city 
after Tunis, have joined the protests, calling for a strike in the city 
The Tunisian government has closed all the high schools and universities 
in the country "until further notice" in an attempt cool what started as 
a "youth rebellion" over unemployment, but which spread to broad sectors 
of the population 

At least some of the weapons being used against demonstrators are made 
in the USA, including tear gas. 

Unconfirmed but worrisome 

In Kasserine, where a number of people were killed by security forces 
last weekend, the govermnent employed snipers on building tops who shot 
~nto the demonstrations, killing people at random There are reports 
that the snipers are not from the Tunisian military but fi-om a special 
unit of Ben Ali’s security police called the Brigaude de l’Ordre 
Publique (BOP) Formed in the 1980s, the BOP is based upon a French model 

Demonstrations have now erupted in the interior agricultural centre of 
B~ia, in Djendouba and the northern coastal city of Bizerte. According 
to one source, in Beja the police station, the local ol!fices of the 
ruling part?’ ~Rassemblemem Constitutionne[ Democratique) and a bank in 
which the ruling Ben All and Trabelsi families are part owners were 
burnt to the ground. 

Some members of the Ben Ali/Trabelsi familes are leaving the country, in 
one case for Canada. 

Economic considerations 

Although the protests in Tunisia began in opposition to the country’s 
econonric policies, they have more become political in nature, with 
growing calls for Zine Ben All, the country’s dictator-president, to 
step down. Ben All refused, hoping to crush the opposition with the 
country’s 180,000-strong security police. He conthines fierce repression 
with proruises of economic reform and a goverl~ent jobs program. 

Tunisians have heard these promises before. Three years ago, when a 
six-ruonth long protest over unemployment and social decay in the 
countly’s raining district around Oafsa erupted, Ben Ali p~trsued a 
similar approach repression and the promise of jobs. Virtually- no 
econonric developruent followed. 

The country’s official unemployruent rate stands at 14 per cent. Ho~vever 
youth uneraployment for people bet~veen the ages of 15-24 is at least 
double that, and in some parts of the interior, as high as 50 per cent. 
Fmthermore the main areas of job creation tourism, textile 
manufacturing targeting the European market in "free trade zones" and 
what is leR of Tunisia’s agricultural sector are producing lo~v-~vage 
jobs. In response to International Monetary Fund and World Bank 
press~tre, government subsidies continue to be reduced or elinrinated froru 
food and fuel; even those with jobs find themselves having difficulty 
nraking ends meet. 

None of the current economic problems weighing on Tunisia are new-. High 



unemployment (plus low-wage jobs and growing unemployment for the 
country’s university graduates) has been plaguing the country for some 
time, as has Ben Ali’s longstanding policies of repressing dissent of 
any kind, in the name of course, of countering " Islamic radicalism"; 
this despite the fact that Islamic radicalism, while it exists, has less 
of a base in Tunisia than virtually any other Arab state. 

The economic rut in which Tunisia finds itself is a result what has long 
been its strategic role in the global economy as primarily a peripheral 
country whose mission has been to provide cheap mamtfactured products 
and now cheap holidays to the core countries, especially in Europe... 

Tunisia began opening up its economy, privatising elements of it, 
opening the country to foreign investment with fewer and fewer strings 
in the earl?, 1980s and has, as a result, paid the price. The economic 
sectors which were modemised textiles, raining did not produce 
enough domestic capital to invest in new technologies and take the 
country in new directions, despite its highly educated work force. 
Foreign investraent, let loose with fewer and fewer regulations, as in 
Thailand, concentrated in real estate, the financial sector and tourism, 
none of which help development that much... 

If one looks closely at Tunisian society on the eve of independence in 
1956, it is rather striking. There was most definitely what is referred 
to today as a highly developed "civil society" with participation of 
most sectors of society in the political movement that led to 
independence. But that civil society was first seriously weakened by the 
country’s first president, Habib Bourguiba, who saw it as a threat to 
his personal power. Then it was smothered by Ben Ali or more 
accurately, Ben Ali tried to snuff it out. And yet despite everything, 
under the surface it has continued until it erupted once again full 
force after the death of Moharcaned Bouazizi. 

So why is it now that the countly as a whole has been pushed over the 
edge if these trends have been in play for so long? 

In the end one never knows why it is that objective social conditions 
erupt into revolt. More often than not they do not. But still, there are 
a number of factors which might explain the current unprecedented protests. 

Income distribution has sharply polarised in the past few years As 
Basel Saleh points out, the top 10 per cent of Tunisia’s economic ladder 
control 32 per cent of the national income The top 20 per cent control 
nearly haltl Tunisia’s income inequality is so severe that the bottom 60 
per cent of the population control only 30 per cent of the couaatry’s 
wealth, again with 40 per cent of the population taking home 70 per cent 
of the national income. 

At the same time, two families at the top, the Ben Ali and Trabelsi 
families, have come to dominate the countly’s economy One Wikileaks 
cable from the US embassy in Tunis suggests that the two families have 
their hands in and on 50 per cent of the country’s economy. As the 
disparity between wealth and poverty increases, the corruption of the 
two ruling families has come more into focus 

There are regional disparities too, well known in the economic 
literature, with the northern and coastal cities benefitting much more 
from Ben Ali’s economic policies than the interior and the south, which 
have long suffered It should not be surprising to anyone who has 
followed Tunisian events over the past 30 years that social unrest, 
protest and rebellion tend to originate in the interior and the south 

2009 was not a good year and Tunisia’s economy suffered despite World 
Banki]N/2F claims that the country has weathered the global financial 
crises better than many places. Tourism was down, as were textile 
exports to Europe, only aggravating the ahea@ existing socioeconomic 
crisis 

But the straw that broke the camel’s back in this case is the growing 
distrust and distaste among the broader population for president Ben 
Ali’s wife, Leila Trabelsi and her siblings, who have been scrambling to 
dominate whatever sectors of Tunisia’s economy the?’ could, dominating 
the ]2\AF-pressured pr~vatisations that have marked the country’s economic 
transition It appears rather likely that Ben All was positioning his 
wife to "take over" the country in four years’ time, when he supposedly 
would retire. The thought that Zine Ben Ali would turn over power to 
Leila Trabelsi and that the corruption at the top wunld thus be 
blessed and institutionalised that much more only added to the seething 
anger about to explode 

However else the situation in Tunisia plays out, the likelihood that the 
Trabelsi family will replace Ben Ali has all but gone up in smoke. 
Moharrm~ed Bouazizi, the young unemployed man whose suicide by fire 
started this protest movement, has inadvertently taken one of Tunisia’s 
richest ~amilies, the Trabelsis, along with him. 

The first result of the Tunisian intifada is to delegitimise that clan 
so that politically speaking the?" are dead. It was not just Mohammed 
Bouazizi who went up in a ball of flames but the Trabelsi family’s 
political future in Tunisia. Let us see what other lessons unfold. 



[This article, abridged here, first appeared at the radical US-based 
Cuunterpunch website Rob Prince lectures in internatiunal studies at 
the Umversity uf Denver ] 

Tunisia’s political earthquake 

By the editorial buard of Marxy cum, the Arab website of the 
International Marxist Tendency 

January 8, 2011 -- For the fourth week straight, Tunisia is continuing 
to witness a popular mass moveruent. The uprising began in the region of 
Sidi Bouzid in the center of ~vestern T~isia on December 17, in 
solidarity with yoking Muharmnad Bouazizi, ~vho set himself on fire in 
protest against the confiscation of his fruit stand. Since then, the 
movement has spread like wildfire to the rest of the cities and regions 
of Tunisia, and raised multiple deruands, first among them the right to 
work and liberty. These protests have included setting fire to a number 
of government buildings, as well as the headquarters of tire governing 
party and police stations. The ruovement has acted as a pole of 
attraction for various groups in society dissatisfied with the existing 
system: the unemployed, political and human rights activists, trade 
unionists, students, professors and la~’ers. This proves tire seriousness 
of tire movement and its enormous potential. 

How similar this glorious mass intifada is to an earthquake! For it has 
remained as it is, preparing its arrival slowly and silently over 
decades of apparent cahn, and then it exploded. The cpicentre was the 
toxvn of Sidi Bouzid, but its aftershocks, xvhich xvill open the door to 
the fall of all the crtmrbling castles of tyranny, spread rapidly to ruany 
other areas. 

The repression was tmable to stop tire movement. On the contrary: the 
more intense the repression became, the more the popular anger flared up 
and fresh layers joined the movement and its struggle evolved In the 
city of Haff,auz (in the province of Sidi Bouzid), students ticom several 
campuses organised a demonstration which ;vas joined by many unemployed 
youth, teachers and workers, and started from the headquarters of the 
local labour union to reach the headquarters of the government of the 
department. The protesters demanded the right to work, the equitable 
distribution of wealth, and general freedom The?’ also raised slogans in 
solidarity with the people of Sidi Bouzid and Tala. Reports indicate 
that demonstrators attacked an office of the forces of repression in the 
"A1-Saeeda" area in the "A1-Riqab" department in southern Tunisia (37 km 
from the town of Sidi Bouzid), and the authorities responded by firing 
live rounds, wounding at least five people 

As protests escalated on Friday, JanuaD- 7, the teachers joined the 
strike call following the earlier strike call issued by the la’aTers. The 
website of the Tunisian Commumst Workers’ Party (Alternative 
albadihorg/) published a report about the spreading of the protests to 
A1-Hareesah, A1-Kal’a A1-Khusba and Tajer,voun in Kaf province. It also 
reported protesters in the city of Makthar (in the north-west, 160 km 
from Tunis, the capital) blocking the main streets of the city with 
tyres and rocks and continuing confrontations ;vith the police. The 
demonstrators also set fire to the city hall and destroyed the adjacent 
building, a governnaent registrar, as well as a number of other 
government offices 

The city uf Boruiz (in the north-western prnvince of Siliana) also saw 
protests break out un the initiative of the students of secondary and 
preparatuu schools, during which there were clashes between the 
protesters and the 12~rces of repressiun whu attacked them. There were 
intense clashes on the night of Thursday the 6th of January, between the 
unempluyed youth and the security’ furces that used tear gas grenades and 
rubber bullets. This drove the demonstrators to burn tires and set fire 
tu the mayur’s office, the building of the ruling party, a branch ufthe 
peasants’ uniun, a part of the city hall, and one financial institution, 
as well as to deface the Nnvember 7 munument. A crowd uf unemployed 
youth continues tu occupy the provincial headquarters, demanding their 
right tu wurk The same thing was experienced in the city uf Kairuuan, 
which is considered one uf the must important Tunisian cities (about 160 
km frum Tunis), where prutests broke out at the initiative ufthe 
students and teachers at the Aqaba institute in Kairuuan. 

Protests alsu spread tu Sousse pruvince (70 km suuth ufthe capital, and 
300 km north uf Sl"ax), where in the city uf Enfidha the students frum 
the secondary and preparatury schools came out to the street last Friday 
murning to suppurt the people uf Sidi Bouzid and the city uf Tala, and 
trade uniun sources stated that maj ur security reinforcements had 
arrived from Suusse tu cuntrul the situatiun. 

In the pruvince uf J endouba (far nurth-west, 200 km nurth uf Tunis), in 
the border city of Ohardimaou, a mass rally- was organised with the 
participation of tire students of the Youth institute and the Ghardiraaou 
institute and the other preparatolT schools. Tire procession witnessed 
the intel~’ention of the police forces, and the students responded by 
pelting them ~vith rocks. Trade union sources reported that tire security 
forces used tear gas grenades against the protesters. 

In the city of Bou Salem, students from the Shareh A1-Bi’a institute 
came out in a demonstration after the strike that the teachers carried 



out on Friday morning, which brought out a significant section of Shareh 
AI-Bi’a. Students from the Bou Salem secondary school, however, were 
banned from leaving their school, with the gates of the institute being 
locked 

In the province of Kasserine (in the center of western Tunisia, at a 
distance of about 228 km from the capital) a student protest which began 
from the city’s schools took over the streets and turned into clashes 
between the police (who used their batons and tear gas grenades) and the 
unemployed youth and students. Eye-witnesses said that in the city of 
F&iana a massive march was held on Friday morning which took over the 
streets of the city, punctuated by confrontations with the forces of 
repression, with the demonstrators burning the offices of the ruling 
party and the municipality. 

The working class city of Sfax (275 km south of Tunis) also witnessed a 
mass march which began frora the All A1-Nouri preparatory school and went 
to the Mustafa A1-Fourati secondary" academy before ending at the at the 
Abul Hasan Alakhmi Biskra institute, despite the road blocks set up by 
the forces of repression. 

In the city- of Jebeniana, for the fifth consecutive day, there have been 
clashes between students of the January 18 academy and the forces of 
repression that are s~rounding the campus to prevent the students from 
coming out onto the street, but the latter have failed in attempts to 
storm the school and arrest student activists. 

According to a statement of the Union of Corrmrtmist Youth of Tunisia, on 
January 7: 

Many colleges in the capital Tunis and other cities have witnessed, 
since the return to classes on Monday, January 3rd, a series of 
movements in solidarity with the social movement in Sidi Bouzid and 
elsewhere in the country, coming from the General Union of Tunisian 
Students through the general assemblies, slogans and red symbols 
graffitied on the walls, and protests in front of the center of the 
"campus security" which have led to clashes with the political police in 
more than one location, the most serious of which is the clash at the 
April 9 college in the capital and in the arts college in Sousse 
beginning on the 4th of January 

The police faced down every outbreak of the movement with total 
brutality- -- using tear gas and batons and all manner of abuse iicom 
which no one was spared amungst the students, faculty and staff As 
happened in the arts college in Sousse, tvhere after the blind police 
repression, amongst the number of wounded we are told of Wael Nawar, 
Munther Aqiq, Iman Malih, Qais A1-Bazzouzi and Mourad Ben Jeddom who had 
to be taken to the emergency room, where they continued to be surrounded 
in the confines of the hospital, despite the presence of many civil 
society- activists who were there to break the siege around them. 

On the other hand, the police arrested some freedom fighters, amongst 
them a union leader of the General Union of Tunisian Students, Wael 
Nawar whom police violence left with a broken leg and ~vho was abducted 
from his house on the morning of January 6 He was held in custody- in 
the police station tvhere he tvas once again sulziected to beatings and 
torture before being referred quickly to be tried without the knowledge 
of his family’ and lawy~er on multiple charges. Some of the charges date 
back to two old cases that have been following him for a while, now 
plastered with new charges against the backdrop of the latest developments. 

It is worth remembering that these latest developments are not isolated, 
neither at the domestic nor regional level From the point of view of 
the domestic situation, this intffada comes in the context of a mighty’ 
rise of conflict in the class struggle in Tunisia. The country" has 
experienced a series of outbreaks of heroic struggles over the past 
three years, which faced violent repression, the most notable of which 
was an uprising in the mining area of Gafsa which broke out 
spontaneously against the results of a skill test required to obtain a 
~ob in one of the big companies and developed to become a protest 
against corruption and the lack ofj ob opportunities. And these protests 
continued for many months through rallies, sit-ins and strikes, during 
which two were struck dead and an unspecified number were wounded as a 
result of barbaric repression, in addition to doz~ens of arrested who are 
facing unjust sentences after sham trials. 

And in August 2010 the situation exploded again in the south-east in 
protest against the closure of the "Ras A1-Jadeer" comanercial border 
crossing which is shared with Libya There were violent clashes in "Bin 
Qurdan" during those protests which resulted in many injuries amongst 
the demonstrators and the repressive apparatus arrested more than 150 
people 

At the regional level, specifically in the Maghreb region, these 
movements fi~llow the overwhelming mass struggle of the working class and 
toiling masses in Morocco and Western Sahara and Algeria. 

Tunisia and the Maghreb region as a whole have entered the stage of 
revolutionary storms. These movements in which the leading role is being 
played by the ~eraployed youth, the teachers and students, are an 
anticipation of the rising of the workers which Tunisia and the region 



in general ~vill experience sooner or later. The movements of the youth 
are an accurate barometer of the extent of the pressures which are 
building up in the depths of society’, rI1qe winds of change have begun to 
blow the leaves of the mighty’ tree: the unemployed youth, the students 
and the teachers, and it will inevitably shake the roots: the working 
class. The time has come where the old mole of the revolution which has 
been digging underground for decades shall pop his head up, and the 
whole world will leap to their feet and shout with joy: "well dug old mole! 

Forms of the straggle 

The moveruent broke out, as we noted above, against the backdrop of the 
young Bouazizi lighting hiruself on fire, and this incident was followed 
by the attempts of other youths to corcanit suicide themselves, in 
separate regions of Tunisia. This tragic incident is evidence of the 
extent of the frustration and discontent that is accumulating in the 
depths of the youth, because of the reality of terrible pover~, 
unemployment, exploitation, and of being gagged for decades by a blood 
sucking ruling layer. Just as it is also cvidence of the barbarism of 
the capitalist systenr which imposes on young people miserable and 
unbearable conditions, pushing them to prefer death by drowning in the 
sea in a desperate atterupt to escape to Europe, or suicide, or drowning 
in the swanrp of crirue and drug addiction. 

And when they rise up for their political rights, the dictatorial regirue 
does not hesitate from firing live rounds at the chests and backs of the 
protesters, and many victinrs have fallen so that the system of private 
property and capitalist exploitation is defended. 

To the families of these youth, who corrmritted suicide in despair and in 
protest, and to the Tunisian working class in general, we extend our 
deepest condolences on the deaths of these ruartyrs for freedom! We 
regret losing them in such a way. What a heavv loss that some of the 
best, most educated and qualified youth of the region, are pushed to 
resort to suicide[ 

We understand the motives that drove these youth to this method of 
protest, and we place full responsibility- for this on the system of 
oppression, the dictatorship of the capitalist system. Ho~vever, we do 
not think this is the correct method for protest and struggle. While we 
oppose these forms of protest, ~ve do so because we consider them not 
conducive to the goal of overthrowing the capitalist system and 
eliminating hua~ger and unemployment 

The struggle against unemployment, poverty’ and oppression requires of 
us, the ~vorkers and youth, to organise our ranks in revolutiona~z 
workers’ parties. To organise our struggles through democratically 
elected workers’ councils and popular councils. And to organise in the 
trade unions to fight a revolutiunalS’ class struggle through general 
strikes and armed uprising and other forms of popular revolutionary 
struggle in order to bring down the capitalist system which is 
responsible for all we suffer from exploitation, unemployment and 
oppression. 

The position of imperia lism 

The imperialist powers considered the Tunisian dictatorial regime to be 
their star pupil, and this is why they never stopped praising it as 
model for the region and beyond" as David Walsh, Assistant US Secretary 
of State for Near Eastern Affairs in the Bush administration, put it 
(AI-Horria) And it wasn’t so long ago -- November 2010 -- that the 
current American ambassador noted the excellent relations between 
Tunisia and the United States of America (Tribune Mediatique). And in 
the same vein, Newsweek issued a study which ranked Tunisia :first place 
on the continent of Africa as a part of its list of the "100 best 
countries in the world"t 

’]?his is why the imperialists have never stopped giving support and 
everything required [’or the suppression of the Tunisian people and the 
perpetuation of its slavery to domestic and foreign capital Even when 
the popular mass uprising broke out beginning from the area of Sidi 
Bouzid and it was met with fierce repression by the dictatorial regime, 
resulting so far in the killing of two martyrs and an unknown number of 
wounded and arrested, the imperialist powers preferred to cynically 
stand by for more than two weeks in the hope that the dictator would be 
able to crash his people. ’]?he French :Foreign mimstry, ~n ~ts regular 
press conference on Friday, used the phrase "we are watching the 
situation closely" when referring to developments in Algeria, whereas no 
comment was forthcoming on the situation in Tunisia. And when two 
bloggers and activists who were arrested on Thursday, France has 
re:trained from asking publicly for their release (Now! Lebanon). 

But the intifada continued despite the repression, if it wasn’t cven lit 
further aflame by that v¢1~ repression. And so irmperialism changed its 
stance in the sanre way that a snake changes its skin. And so American 
imperialism manoeuvred yet again: "the US State Department s~tmmoned the 
Tunisian ambassador in Washington and expressed concern about the 
handling of the protests by the Tunisian authorities .. and the 
restrictions on freedorus" (A1-Jazeera). 

But the workers and youth of Tunis nmst be sceptical of these 



hypocritical pronouncements. Imperialism is the main ally of a]l the 
dictatorships in the region, it provides them with the weapons the?" kill 
us with, and it encourages them to remain perched on us. It is our 
enemy, not our friend, it is the primary enemy [’or the peoples of the 
whole world: in Iraq, Palestine, Venezuela and everywhere, and so we 
must not place any confidence in these lies, we must not be fooled by 
these reactionary manoeuvres We must fight the attempts to sow 
illusions amongst our ranks, especially the illusion that we can rely on 
nnperialist powers and their international institutions to stop the 
repression. An end to the repression can only come from our 
revolutionary struggle, the workers, the poor, and the youth, to bring 
down the regimes of oppression and exploitation, the agents of imperialism. 

On the other hand it is our duty to orient towards the working class 
across the whole world, by issuing a call, for all those ~vho share ~vith 
us the reality of oppression and an interest in a better tomorrow-, to 
stand with us and come out in solidarity with our struggle. Already 
signs are appearing and growing of a labour solidarity- movement 
supporting our struggle, and it will gradually gain strength. No 
reliance on imperialism -- yes to internationalist workers’ solidarity-! 

The task of revolutionary worker activists 

In order that these heroic struggles and hea~,w sacrifices are not be in 
vain, the militant activists, workers and revolutionaries need to 
organise themselves. The trade unionists and revolutionary working class 
activists need to put forward within the movement a transitional program 
springing from the most burning demands of the masses and expanding 
their horizons continuously by connecting them to the goal of 
elimination the root of injustice and oppression: the dictatorship of 
capital. 

Recently, comrade Harrmra A1-Hal~mami, the spokesman for the Ttmisian 
Coramunist Workers’ Part~-, in a speech that he published on youtube, said 
the following about the movement and its demands and perspectives: 

The masses want freedom, the?, do not ;vant the shuffling around of 
ministers, they want freedom, freedom of association, freedom to 
protest, i~ceedom of assembly-, l~ceedom of expression; they want to put an 
end to ir~justice, they want respect and dignity’. The unemployed ;vant 
action against unemployment, they- ;vant unemployment compensation, the?, 
want free treatment, they want free public transportation People ;vant 
concrete action against the high cost of living. They- ;vant to improve 
wages and income. 

And this is correct! These demands and other democratic demands, 
"participation in the planning of the economy- and the struggle against 
corruption, etc.." are what should be condensed, developed, and brought 
together in a program of struggle. 

Of course we must raise the banner of a people’s trial for all those 
responsible for the killings and repression against the revolutionary 
masses, and all those responsible ibr plua~dering the wealth of the 
country, beginning with the criminal Ben All and the lvlafia gang that 
sun-ounds him. 

We must propose a program of struggle for the right to a job for all 
(women and men), work which is decent, stable and appropriate to the 
skills and training of the worker. No more precarious and limited 
contract labour, yes to permanent, stable and appropriate job contracts. 
Reduction of the work week to 35 hours, without loss of pay. And faced 
with the layoffs and corporate restructuring, working hours should be 
divided amongst all the workers without loss of pa!! The demand should 
be raised [’or unemployment subsidy which is equal to the minimum wage, 
until a job appropriate to their qualifications and skills is provided 
With social securi~ and free public transportation provided fi~r 
unemployed workers 

We must put forward the demand of raising the minimum ~w~ge, at the 
national level and in all sectors, without exception, with the 
imposition of the sliding scale of wages whereby wages rise in 
proportion to an?’ increase in prices. And the elimination of wage 
discrimination on the basis ofse× or age: same work, same pay! And 
limit the ~wiges of state officials so that any official anyone is 
paid no more than the average workers’ wage. 

We must raise the demand for the overthrow of the dictatorial capitalist 
system and its replacement with a system of workers’ democracy, based on 
the nationalisation of the most important companies, placing them under 
the control and management of the democratically elected workers’ and 
popular conncils Expropriate the expropriators! 

This is how the mass intifada can be given a clear way forward, and we 
can ensure that the sacrifices were not in vain. This is how the 
Tunisian working class can avenge its raarty’rs and build its own system, 
where all the tmemployment, exploitation, oppression, hunger and 
nightmares will be things of the past! 

[This translation from the original Arabic alticle on _Marxy.com first 
appeared at h~ Defence of Marxism site.] 



(Under the [M[~" report’s "Strengthening resilience" section at the end, 
way below, there unfolds a full neolib programme.) 

Washington is not part of Tunisia unrest: Clinton 

Tunisia anger grows as 50 reported killed in riots 

Tuesday, 11 January 2011 

Anger over a crackdown on protesters in Tunisia grew- Tuesday as a union 
official said 50 were killed in three days of unrest while artists and 
hospital staffj oined dunrunstrations. 

Locals reported looting in the town of Kasserine overnight and said 
demonstrators were fired upon from rooftops. 

Meanwhile schools and universities across the country ~vere shut as the 
govertwnent tried to quell weeks of protests cuntered on uneruploynrunt. 

A uniun official told AFP that at least 50 people were killed over three 
days in Kasserine, one of three remote, farming areas with high rates of 
youth unemploynrent that have seen the worst of the violence. 

"The number killed has passed 50," said Sadok Mahrnoudi from the regional 
branch of the Tunisian General Union of Labor (UGTT), citing tolls 
issued by medical staff in the regional hospital. 

The Paris-based International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) said at 
least 35 people were killed in the weekend unrest. 

"We have a list of the names of the 35," FIDH president Souhayr 
Belhassen told AFP. "The total figure is higher. It’s sonrewhere around 
50, but that’s an estimate." 

The authorities have admitted that 14 people ;vere killed but insisted 
that security forces acted in self-defense 

Artists demonstrating 

Police meanwhile broke up a demonstration of artists and actors outside 
a municipal theatre in the capital, an AFP journalist said. 

The gathering ;vas "to condemn the violence and excessive use of force," 
theatre employee Fadhel Jaibi said "We wanted to peacefully express our 
anger and our indignation," he said as police moved him 

Two actresses were beaten by security forces. "Shame on you!" shouted 
one of them, Sana Daoud, as another was shoved to the ground 

"It our right to demonstrate," protested another actress, Jalila Baccar. 

Tension ;vas high in the city with students calling for mass protests on 
Facebook pages that showed the Tunisian flag stained in blood, while 
people shared images said to be of the dead and wounded in Kasserine 

The rare wave of protests in tightly controlled Ttmisia was unleashed by 
the December 17 suicide attempt of a 26-year-old graduate who set 
himself on :fire after police prevented him from selling :Fruit and 
vegetables to make a living 

Mohamed Bouazizi died in hospital last week in the central Sidi Bouzid area 

Another suicide was reported Tuesday in the same area, with relatives of 
23-year-old unemployed university student, Allaa Hidouri, saying he had 
electrocuted himself. It was the fifth suicide linked to the protests. 

The European Union, France, the United Nations and the United States 
have expressed alarm over the crackdown, and called on President Zine El 
Abidine Ben Ali’s regime to show restraint. 

In reaction to the protests, Ben Ali announced the creation of 300,000 
~ obs in a televised address on Monday on top of 50,000 alrea@ pledged 
for the regions. 

But he described the protesters as "gangs of thugs" *vho had sold out to 
"terrorism and extremism" 

Stemming the urest 

To try to stem the unrest, the government has closed all schools and 
universities frora Tuesday until fuxther notice. 

The European Union and France called for restraint and calru as the new 
protests broke out Monday. U.N. Secretau General Ban Ki-moon called for 
restraint, dialogue and full respect for free expression. 

U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, told A1 Arabiya that Washington 
has no involvunrunt in the c~rarrent situatiun inT~isia. 



"There are no current contacts between Washington and the Tunisian 
authorities, but we will contact them once the state of unrest in the 
country calms down," said Clinton, who is currently on a tour of the 
Gulf region 

But Tunisia summoned the U.S. ambassador Gordon Gray after Washington 
last week condemned the crackdown on rioters 

The United States last week raised concerns with Tunisia about its 
handling of the unrest and called for "restraint". 

It also expressed concern over apparent "interference" with the Internet 
by the Tunis government, accused of arresting dissident bloggers and 
hacking and blocking certain websites. 

Tunisia’s unemployment rate is officially 14 percent, but the percentage 
of graduates without work is about double that. 

http ://www.im£ orgiextemal/pubs/ft/surv esT/soi2010icarO91010a.htm 
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Textile worker in Tunis: the government is developing an export 
promotion strategy designed to spur growth (photo: AFP/Getty- 
Images/Fethi Belaid) 

Related Links 

Read the report 

Tunisia: Selected issues 

¯ Tunisia and the IMF 

¯ Policy effectiveness in 

ECONOMIC HEALTH CHECK 

Tunisia Weathers Crisis Well, But Unemployment Persists 

By Jo~l Toujas-Bernate and Rina Bhattacharya 

IMF lbfiddle East and Central Asia Department 

September 10, 2010 

¯ Structural reforms, prudent policies lessen impact of global crisis 

¯ High dependence on Europe brings uncertainty to short-term outlook 

Key medium-term challenges are to boost employment, strengthen 
financial sector 

Tunisia’s economy fared relatively well during the global crisis, but 
the country’s key challenge is to boost job-generating growth and lower 
unemployment, say IMF economists. 

In its annual health check o:[" Tunisia’s economy, the IMF said that 
growth is expected to reach 3.8 percent in 2010, after slowing to 3 
percent in 2009 as the global downturn took its toll But unemployment 
has begun to rise, after having fallen to 12.4 percent in 2007, and at 
13.3 percent, remains relatively high, particularly among the educated 
youth 

"Tunisia’s growth could increase gradually and reach an average of about 
5 percent over 2010-14, provided that policies and reforms planned by 
the authorities aimed at enhancing Tunisia’s competitiveness, developing 
new markets, and supporting new sources of growth in sectors with high 
added value bear li’uit," the ]E’fF report said. 

Slowdown in Europe poses risk 

Over the past two decades, the North African nation has undertaken 
wide-ranging structural re:[’arms aimed at enhancing its business 
environment and improving the competitiveness of its economy. These 
relf~rms, accompanied by prudent macroeconomic management, have reduced 
the Tunisian economy’s vulnerability to shocks 4ncluding the global 
financial crisis and provided more options for the authorities to 
respond to them 

But with growth in Tunisia’s main trading partners projected at a rnere 
1.2 percent in 2010 and 1.5 percent in 2011, the country’s economic 
recovery remains on fragile footing. Moreover, downside risks to 
prospects for recovel), in Europe by far Tunisia’s largest partner in 
terms of exports, tourism receipts, workers’ remittances, and foreign 
direct investment have risen significantly in recent months, posing 
risks to the countt?,’s short-term outlook, the IMF assessrnent found. 

Thanks to prudent macroeconomic management, Tunisia still has some 



leeway to deal with such potential external risks, particularly on the 
fiscal policy front. But the authorities will need to remain vigilant in 
the face of potemial inflationary pressures, a recent deterioration of 
the current account balance, and declining external reserves. 

Medium-term chal lenges 

To achieve Tunisia’s medium-term objectives of boosting 
employment-generating growth and lowering unemployment, the authorities 
are developing an export promotion strategy that seeks to diversify 
target markets and products. To that end, they have signed a 
preferential trade agreenrent with the West African Economic and Monetary 
Union and are currently negotiating free trade agreements with the 
Central African Economic and Monetary Community. Bilateral negotiations 
with the European Union are also under way to extend the Association 
agreement to ser~,~ices, agricultural products, and processed food; the 
agreenrent currently provides for free trade for industrial products. 

The authorities have also identified a number of reforms to labor nrarket 
policies, the educational system, and public employment services that 
will set~e to facilitate labor mobility and reduce mismatches between 
demand and supply in the labor nrarket. The implementation of these 
refornrs will be supported by several World Bank Development Policy Loans. 

Strengthening resilience 

Maintaining a stable macroeconomic environment that promotes employment 
and growth also requires detetruined expenditure control, the IMF 
assessment said. Key- for success in this area is the refornr of the 
social security system To this end, the authorities are in discussion 
with social partners on pension reforms to buttress the pension system’s 
financial sustainability. The governnrent should also explore ways to 
contain subsidies of food and fuel products, the report noted. 

The authorities are also undertaking reforms to make the tax regime more 
business friendly-. International comparisons with other emerging market 
economies show that the tax burden on businesses is relatively high in 
Tunisia and that there is scope to increase the yield from consumption 
taxes. To promote private investment and employment, the authorities 
intend to reduce tax rates on businesses and to offset those reductions 
by increasing the standard VAT rate and expanding the tax base through 
the elimination of exemptions, the report noted. 

Tunisia’s growth-enhancing strategy also includes a package of measures 
to strengthen the financial sector tl~rough consolidating the financial 
strength of banks, enhancing the role of banks in the economy-, 
restructuring the public banking system, and bolstering the presence of 
Tunisian banks abroad. The aim, ultimately, is to transform Tunisia into 
a banking services hub and a regional financial market. 

To strengthen the country’s ability to adapt to changes in the global 
economic envirolrment, the authorities also intend to modernize the 
monetary policy framework by introducing inflation targeting and to 
implement convertibility of the dinar and capital account liberalization 
by 2014 The Iivfi:: assessment said that this strate~z would require 
significant preparatory work, particularly further strengthening of the 
banking system and deepening of the foreign exchange, money, and capital 
markets. The report also noted that the authorities would need to take 
additional steps to ensure increased reliance on interest rates as the 
operational target of monetary policy 

http://www independent.c o uk/opinion/comm entators/fi sk/the-br ut al-truth-a bo ut-t unisia-2186287 html 
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The brutal truth about Tunisia 

It’s the same old problem for us in the West We mouth the ~w~rd 

"democracy" and we are all for/’air elections providing the Arabs vote 

for ~vhom we want them to vote for 

By Robert Fisk, Middle East Correspondent 

The end of the age of dictators in the Arab world? Certainly they are 
shaking in their boots across the Maddle East, the well-heeled sheiks 
and emirs, and the kings, including one very old one in Saudi Arabia and 
a young one in Jordan, and presidents another very old one in Egypt 
and a young one in Syria because Tunisia wasn’t meant to happen. Food 
price riots in Algeria, too, and demonstrations against price increases 
in Amman Not to mention scores more dead in Tunisia, whose own despot 
sought refuge in Riyadh exactly the same city to xvhich a nran called 
Idi .~in once fled. 

If it can happen in the holiday destination Tunisia, it can happen 
anywhere, can’t it? It was feted by the West for its "stability" xvhen 
Zine el-Abidine Ben All xvas in charge. The French and the Germans and 
the Brits, dare we mention this, alxvays praised the dictator for being a 
"friend" of civilised Europe, keeping a fimx hand on all those Islamists. 



Tunisians won’t forget this little history, even if we would like theru 
to. The Arabs used to say that two-thirds of the entire Tunisian 
population seven million out of 10 million, virtually the whole adult 
population worked in one way or another for _’vlr Ben Ali’s secret 
police. They must have been on the streets too, then, protesting at the 
man we loved ~til last week. But don’t get too excited. Yes, T~misian 
youths have used the internet to rally each other in Algeria, too 
and the demographic explosion of youth (born in the Eighties and 
Nineties with no jobs to go to after university-) is on the streets. But 
the "unity" governruent is to be fom~ed by Mohamed Ghannouchi, a satrap 
of_Mr Ben Ali’s for almost 20 years, a safe pair of hands who will have 
our interests rather than his people’s interests at heart. 

For I fear this is going to be the same old stocy. Yes, we would like a 
deruocracy in Tunisia but not too much democracy. Remember how we 
wanted Algeria to have a democracy back in the earl?’ N~neties? 

Then when it looked like the Islamists might win the second round of 
voting, we supported its military-backed government in suspending 
elections and crushing the Islamists and initiating a civil ~var in which 
150,000 died. 

No, in the Arab world, we want law- and order and stability. F~ven in 
Hosni Mubarak’s corrupt and corrupted Egy. pt, that’s ~vhat we want And we 
will get it. 

The troth, of course, is that the Arab world is so @sfunctional, 
sclerotic, corrupt, humiliated and ruthless and remember that Mr Ben 
Ali was calling Tunisian protesters "terrorists" only last week and so 
totally incapable of an?’ social or political progress, that the chances 
of a series of working democracies emerging from the chaos of the Middle 
East stand at around zero per cent. 

The job of the Arab potentates ~vill be what it has always been to 
"manage" their people, to control them, to keep the lid on, to love the 
West and to hate Iran. 

Indeed, ~vhat was Hillary Clinton doing last ~veek as Tunisia burned? She 
was telling the corrupted princes of the Gulf that their job was to 
suppurt sanctions against Iran, tu cunfrum the Islamic republic, to 
prepare ]2~r another strike against a Muslim state after the ~wu 
catastrophes the United States and the UK have already inflicted in the 
regiun. 

The Muslim wurld at least, that bit uf it between India and the 
Mediterranean is a mure than surry mess. Iraq has a sort-uf-guvernment 
that is now a satrap of lran, Hamid Karzai is no mure than the mayur uf 
Kabul, Pakistan stands un the edge uf endless disaster, Egypt has just 
emerged frum anuther fake election 

And Lebanun.. Well, pour uld Lebanun hasn’t even gut a guvernment. 
Southern Sudan if the elections are fair might be a tiny candle, but 
dun’t bet on it 

It’s the same old prublem fur us in the West. We muuth the word 
"demucracy" and we are all for fair electiuns providing the Arabs w~te 
for whum we want them to vote fur. 

In Algeria 20 years ago, they didn’t. In "Palestine" they didn’t. Prod in 
Lebanun, because of the so-called Doha accurd, the?" didn’t. So we 
sanction them, threaten them and warn them abuut Iran and expect them tu 
keep their muuths shut when Israel steals more Palestinian land for its 
colonies un the West Bank. 

There was a fearful irony that the police theft of an ex-student’s fruit 
produce and his suicide in Tunis should have started all this ofi; 
not least because Mr Ben Ali made a failed attempt to gather public 
support by visiting the dying youth in hospital. 

For years, this wretched man had been talking about a "slow 
liberalising" of his country. But all dictators know they- are in 
greatest danger when they start freeing their entrapped countrymen from 
their chains. 

And the Arabs behaved accordingly. No sooner had Ben Ali flown off into 
exile than Arab newspapers which have been stroking his fur and 
polishing his shoes and receiving his ruoncy for so man?, years were 
vilifying the man. "Misrule", "corruption", "authoritarian reign", "a 
total lack of huruan rights", their j ournalists are saying now. Rarely 
have the words of the Lebanese poet Khalil Oibran sounded so painfully 
acctaate: "Pit3,- the nation that welcorues its new ruler with trumpetings, 
and farewells hiru with hootings, only- to welcome another with 
trtm~petings again." Moharued Ohannouchi, perhaps? 

Of course, everyone is lowering their prices now or promising to. 
Cooking oil and bread are the staple of the masses. So prices will come 
down in Tm~isia and Algeria and E~’pt. But why should they be so high in 
the first place’.’ 

Algeria should be as rich as Saudi Arabia it has the oil and gas but 



it has one of the *w)rst unemployment rates in the Middle East, no social 
security, no pensions, nothing for its people because its generals have 
salted their country’s wealth away in Switzerland. 

And police brutality. ’]’he torture chambers will keep going. We will 
maintain our good relations with the dictators We will continue to arm 
their armies and tell them to seek peace with Israel. 

And the?" will do what *ve want. Ben All has fled. The search is no*v on 
for a more pliable dictator in Tunisia a "benevolent strongman" as the 
news agencies like to call these ghastly men. 

And the shooting will go on as it did yesterday in Tunisia until 
"stability" has been restored. 

No, on balance, I don’t thirtk the age of the Arab dictators is over. We 
will see to that. 

http:/iwxa’~’.foreignpolicy.cotr~’articles/2011/O1/14iwhv tunisias revolution is islamist free 

Why Tunisia’s Revolution Is Islamist-Free And hoxv their absence explains 
the quick fall of Ben Ali’s rcgirne. BY MICHAEL KOPLOW i JAN15ARY 14, 2011 

The reign of Tunisian President Zine el-Abidine Ben All is over. His 
governruent’s response to the steadily- groxving unrest in the country was 
marked by successive tactical retreats: On Jan. 12, he declared his 
intention to immediately do away xvith restrictions on the press and step 
down once his tem~ expires in 2014. ~;~’nen that concession only emboldened 
the protesters further, he responded on Jan. 14 by sacking his 
goverrm~ent and announcing that new- elections would be held in six 
months. And now, the latest news suggests that the military has stepped 
in to remove Ben All from power al’~d the president has fled the country. 

Given the historical ineffectiveness of Arab publics to elt’ect real 
change in their governments and the Tunisian regime’s reputation as 
perhaps the most repressive police state in the region, the events of 
the past week are nothing short of remarkable. And while repolts and 
analyses have focused on the extraordinary nature of the protests, it is 
equally important to consider what has been missing -- namely, Islamists. 

Unlike in Egypt, Jordan, Algeria, and most other secular Arab 
autocracies, the main challenge to the Tunisian regime has not come from 
Islamist opposition but from secular intellectuals, lawyers, and trade 
unionists The absence of a strong Islamist presence is the result of an 
aggressive attempt by successive Tunisian regimes, dating back over a 
half-century, to elnnmate Islamists ticom public life. Ben All 
enthusiastically took up this policy in the earl?- 1990s, putting 
hundreds of members of the al-Nahda part?,’, Tunisia’s main Islamist 
movement, on trial amid widespread allegations of torture and sentencing 
party leaders to life imprisonment or exile. Most imquential Tunisian 

Islamists no~v live abroad, while those ~vho remain in Ttmisia have been 
forced to form a coalition with unlikely secular and communist bedfellows 

The nature of the opposition and the willingness of the Ttmisian 
government to back down are not coincidental. If it had been clear that 
Islamist opposition figures were playing a large role in the cun-ent 
unrest, the government would likely have doubled down on repressive 
measures. The Tunisian government is rooted in secular Arab nationalist 
ideology and has long taken its secularism and its nationalism more 
seriously than its neighbors tlabib Bourguiba, Ben Ali’s predecessor and 
the father of the post-colonial Tunisian state, took over lands 
belonging to Islamic institutions, folded religious courts into the 
secular state judicial system, and enacted a secular personal status 
code upon coming to power. 

Bourguiba, like Mustafa Kemal Ataturk in Turkey, viewed lslamists as an 
existential threat to the very nature of the Tunisian state. He viewed 
the promotion of secularism as linked to the mission and nature of the 

state, and because Islamists difl’ered with him on this fundamental 
political principle, they were not allowed into the political system at 
all. Bourguiba displayed no desire for compromise on this question, 
calling [’or large-scale executions of Islamists :following bombings at 
tourist resorts. He was also often hostile toward Muslim religious 
traditions, repeatedly referring to the veil in the early years of 
Tunisian independence as an "odious rag." 

Ben All, who served as prime minister under Bourguiba, has taken a 
similarly hard line. Unlike other Arab leaders such as Morocco’s King 
Mohammed VI or ]~;gyptian President ttosni Mubarak, he has been unwilling 
to adopt any sort of religious title or utilize Islamic imagery to 
justin- his rule. Most importantly, Ben All never attempted to co-opt 
Islamists by controlling their entry into the political system, but 
instead excluded them entirely from the political dialogue. 

This history is vital to understanding why the protests were successful 
in removing Ben Ali’s goverrm~ent. There is an appreciation within the 
corridors of power in Tunis that the Islamists are not at the top of the 
pile of the latest unrest. The protesters, though they represent a 



threat to the political elite’s vested interests, have not directly 
challenged the reigning creed of state secularism 

Ben Ali’s fate may have been sealed when military officers -- who had 
been marginalized by the regime as it lavished money on family members 
and corrupt business elites -- demonstrated a willingness to stand down 
and protect protesters from the police and internal security services. 
However, a military coup would also represent no ideological challenge 
to the regime -- the state’s mission of advancing secular nationalism 
will continue even after Ben Ali’s removal from power. And in the event 
that the military willingly cedes power and holds new elections in six 
months, tile decimation of the Islamist movement over tile last two 
decades means that any serious challenger is bound to come from a 
similar ideological background. 

The ~veakness of Tunisia’s Islamist opposition also makes it difficult to 
forecast ho~v other Middle Eastern regimes would react to similar 
protests. It is unthinkable, for example, that Mubarak would not choose 
to crack down more viciously on protesters given tile very real 
possibility that, if overthro~vn, Egypt ~vould become an Islamist state. 
Given tile unique nature of Tunisian society, observers hoping that Ben 
Ali’s fall will portend a similar fate for other Arab autocrats may be 
left waiting a lot longer than they might now think. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Invitation to tile D~trban Civil Society COP 17 Meeting - 27 
and 28 January 2011 

Date: Mon, 17Jan2011 18:08:54+0200 

From: Tigere Chagutah <Tigere@boe11.org.za> 

To: undisclosed-recipients:; 

Dear Civil Society’ Friends, Colleagues and Comrades 

Following the COP 17 civil society preparatory meetings hosted by the 
Heinrich Boell Foundation (HBS) and Earthlife Africa in 2010, a 
follow-up meeting has been set for the 27/28th of January 2011 in 
Durban. As you know, an interim planning con~nitted was appointed to map 
out this event in 2010, and ;ve are working to pull it together, with the 
support and partnership of HBS and GCCA (TckTckTck org) 

The COP 17 interin~-steering committee is therefore pleased to invite you 
to attend the c~vil society’ COP 17 meeting being held in Durban on 
Thursday the 27th and Friday the 28th of January 2011. 

The venue of the meeting will be: 

The Diakonia Centre, 20 Diakonia Avenue, Durban 

Low-cost accommodation is available at the recently renovated Plaza 
Hotel, a minute’s walk from the Diakonia Centre. For bookings at the 
Plamq, please contact Dan Barrett (cell: 0829903613, work: 031 572 4043, 

fax: 031 572 5929, barrettl @telkomsa.net) Please note that ;vhile there 
is secut-ity in the area, it is advisable to walk in groups at all times 

VERY ]E/;PORTANT: All participants will need to pay ~2~r and organise their 
own flights/travel/transport, meals and accowanodation. We will be 
offering lunch and teas at the conference venue during the meeting 

HBS and GCCA will sponsor a limited nutnber of places for CBOs who cannot 
otherwise af~2~rd to attend, and will look at joint transport 
arrangements. There[’ore, if you are unable to fund your own 
participation, please email civilsocietyatcop 17@gmaikcom to motivate 
for what kind of funding you require, and we will get back to you with 
an answer as soon as possible. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, 
we will be unable to deal with funding requests that are not made by 
Thursday 20th of January 

We encourage organisatinns to send people to the conference who will be 
involved in this issue all year. ’]?he interim-steering committee is 
working to develop a discussion paper for the meeting, and an agenda 
will be circulated shortly Please be advised that the first days’ 
programme will begin at 8:30am we look forward to a participatory, 
successful meeting which will set up a common platform for the rest of 
this year. 

Please RSVP to co~firm your attendance to: civilsocietyatcop17@gmaikcom 
no later than THLNSDAY, 20 JAg,~JARY 2011. For catering putposes please 
include in yout email whether you are vegetarian or non vegetarian. 

Best regards, 

The COP 17 interim civil society- planning committee 

Fcrrial Adam, Earthlife, ferrial@earthlifc.org.za 



Sibusiso Gumede, COSATU, sibusiso@cosatn.org za 

Siziwe Khanyile, groundwork, sizJwe@groundwork org.za 

David Le Page, SA[~’CEI, david [epage@gmai[.com 

Melita Steele, Greenpeace Africa, melita steele@greenpeace org 

Wendy Tsotetsi, wntsotetsi@gmail.com 

(Tristen Taylor has delegated his role on the committee to 
Ferrial/Makoma, also of Earthlife.) 

Please Note: The meeting will be preceded on the 26th of January by- a 
WWF-hosted civil society meeting, also in Durban, to discuss South 
African’s National Cliruate Change Response green paper, which should 
help us all reduce costs, and better prepare us for the conference. We 
will share out invitation list with WWF, so you should get a separate 
invitation to their event automatically if you are already on our list. 
For more details, please contact Louise Naude: lnaude@ww£org.za 

Temps of reference of the interim platming corcanittee 

The cormnittee’s main mandate is to strive to coordinate and consolidate 
an inclusive broader civil society processes towards COP 17 taking into 
consideration divergent views, strategies and tactics of a broader 
civil society groups with the following tasks immediately outlined: 

1. Continue to support and bring about an amalgaraation of processes. 

2.    Work towards a much broader civil society meeting by the end of 
Jan at the host city for COP17 including partners that were not in the 
meeting, GCCA has offered co-hosting. 

2. Draw terms of reference including conflict resolution mechanisms 
towards COP17 engagements 

3. Develop inside, outside strategy 

4. Further develop key demands for civil society to be tabled and 
discussed at the Jan meeting. 

5. Source different organisations COP17 plans 

6. Set tap/develop a structure plan to be supported by HBS on 
logistics setting motion towards all pre-COP meetings and activities. 

Towards a United Democratic Left Front For South Africa 

Saturday, 15 January 2011 15:02 

Introduction 

This document presents a perspective and argument for organising the 
Democratic Left initiative as an anti-capitalist political front. It is 
anchored in the premise of maximising the unity of social and 
ideological forces against post-apartheid and global capitalism. 

To stimulate debate, discussion and resolution on the political form 
question for the Democratic Left initiative this document covers the 
following themes: 

* A strategic approach to fronts; 

* Learning lessons from the history of political fronts; 

* The case for a United Democratic Left Front ~2~r South Africa; 

* Key issues for a Democratic Left approach to building a political 
front through struggle; 

’]?he content of this document has been developed in different workshops 
and discussions within the Conference of the Democratic Left process 

What Are Political Fronts? 

Political fronts can be understood as a tactical political ~2~rm intended 
to bring together political parties in an electoral coalition or it can 
be utilised to uni~ a bloc of social forces around a set of common 
~ssues. These are narrow and limited understandings of political fronts 
which either reduces front politics to electoralism or issue based 
opposition. Our approach to political fronts recognises it as a 
strategic political form unifying social forces (national popular and 
class forces) in the context of ofl;ensive and defensive struggles to 
shift po~ver to a new anti-capitalist historical bloc of forces. 

The central task of such a front is to ens~tre the unity of the working 
class and its fractions such that a ~vorking class led historical bloc of 
forces can effectively advance a cout~ter-hegemonic alternative. Such a 



counter-hegemonic alternative or democratic left project for South 
Africa is organised on the terrain of civil socie~ It is an 
alternative that seeks to resolve the contradictions engendered by an 
untransformed and capitalist South Africa li*om below. The 
anu-capitalist struggles led by such a working class led bloc of forces 
seeks to address exploitation, commodification, ecological destruction 
and various oppressions under capitalism while accumulating forces from 
non-bourgoise classes, strata and sections. 

A strategic political front also seeks to advance oppositional and 
transformative tactics while building democratic mass power and 
political organisation. Such tactics give rise to both struggles against 
capitalism and struggles for alternatives. The essence of such struggles 
are to reclaim and democratise the state (coercive and non-coercive 
attributes) such that liberal bourgeoise democracy is replaced by 
popular democracy; liberal freedoms and representative democracy take on 
a different character by becoming an extension of working class and 
popular power. 

Such a political front also seeks to build transnational solidarities in 
the context of global anti-capitalist struggle. It is vein much part of 
the global front of humani~ seeking to making ’another world possible nowt’ 

Learning Lessons From the Histou of Political Fronts 

Within left history and theory political fronts first came to the fore 
in the 1920s. This was after the rise of workers parties, trade unions 
and Soviet s~’le vanguardism. In the akerraath of the Russian Revolution 
and the counter- revolution the question of the unity between social 
democracy and Soviet vanguardism came to the fore. Instead of unifying 
forces through the political front the Soviet leadership under Stalin 
adopted a class warfare line and declared social democracy the enemy. In 
this context the idea of a political front was still born and the broad 
left remained divided. 

The failure to build a political front of left forces in the 1920s, 
surrendered a great deal of ground to the right in the context of 
systemic crisis of capitalism, con~monly referred to as the ’Great 
Depression’ By the 1930s the rise of fascism across Europe posed a new 
challenge to the left In France and Spain, United Peoples Fronts ~vere 
formed against the fascist threat and this provided a great deal of 
inspiration and strength to the anti-fascist struggle. Left unity within 
the peoples fronts of the 1930s expressed itself as 

1. the unit?,’ of the ~vorking class; 

2. unity of non-bourgoise class and social strata and (iii) the unit?,’ of 
international forces. 

After World War II, the period of anti-fa scist fronts gave way to the 
period of iicont politics in the peripheries of capitalism. Such 
political fronts came to the fore in anti-imperialist, decolonisation 
and anti-authoritarian struggles. From Vietnam, Algeria, Nicaragua and 
South Africa the notion of the political front took concrete form In 
all of these cases mass struggles were also linked to armed struggle 
through the political front ibrm. Offensive and defensive strategic 
struggles ~vere waged in a flexible manner This ensured the unit?,’ of 
social, political and ideological forces of the left, on different 
terrains, as a necessary precondition for historic peoples victories in 
the 20th century. 

Today the world is witnessing the resurgence of political fronts at a 
global level. The World Social Forum, the World Forum for Alternatives 
and calls for a ’New International’ coming out of Venezuela are all 
expressions of the tradition of political fronts. The otzjective of all 
these :forms is to unite progressive humanity and diverse left forces in 
the battle to secure a future beyond the civilisation crisis of global 
capitalism. Moreover, the political platforms provided by these global 
political fronts is about re-imagining left politics and altemauves in 
the 21st century These new global l?onts are the spaces fi~r reinventing 
a new global left as it confronts the contradictions and challenges of 
transnational neoliberal capitalism 

The Chilean [gxperience 

In 1970 Salvador Allende, a socialist, was elected President of Chile. 
His socialist government lasted fi~r a 1000 day’s. In 1973 it was toppled 
in a violem and brutal coup Allende’s defeat was also a defeat for the 
political fi*ont that brought him to power, the Popular Unity Front. This 
front was spearheaded by the socialist and communist parties in Chile. 
This was a multi-class front that excluded the bourgeosie. It advocated 
an ant~-capitalist politics that was anti-monopoly capital, 
anti-latifundia (large land oxvners) and anti-impcrialist. 

The Popular Unity Front advocated and won elections on the basis of a 
political program for socialist democracy. Amongst other measures this 
program called for the widening of popular democracy-, democratic 
planning, transforming propert7- relations, meeting the basic needs of 
the people through state intervention, decommodification, 40 irrmrediate 
measures for relief to the people and 20 measttre for agrarian reform. 



’]?he tragic and brutal de:teat of the Popular Unity Front in Chile teaches 
us four important lessons: 

1. the quality’ of unity in a political front is the crucial issue 
Particularly if a political front is seeking a strategic convergence of 
forces around an alternative political program, unity cannot be shallow. 
’]?he left also cannot allow petty differences to open up divisions and 
undermine the relations of forces against capital Programmatic unity 
must ensure unit?, in practice; 

2. a strategic approach to a political front requires flexibility for 
defensive and offensive engagements. In Chile the Popular Unity Front 
did not develop its defensive capacity and merely believed that 
electoralism was a sufficient condition to neutralise the capitalist 
state. The strengthening, deepening and determining role of grass roots 
participatory democracy was not taken seriously and hence the coercive 
capacity of the state was not brought under the ~vatctfful eye of the people; 

3. democratising and neutralising the coercive arm of the state was not 
considered a strategic priority. In fact it was assumed the military 
would be loyal to the constitution; 

4. the link between Popular Unity neighbourhood councils and workplace 
councils was not strengthened. This undermined the capacity to mobilise 
and coordinate grass roots forces. 

The South African Experience 

The United Democratic Front (I~’DF) was formally launched on the 20th 
August 1983. Its primary objective was to oppose and coordinate 
resistance to the National Party’s neo-apartheid reforms, particularly 
for a racialised ’Tri-cameral Parliament’. In achieving this objective 
the UDF united multi-class forces and a vast array of diverse 
ideological forces against apartheid Moreover, the LrDF succeeded in 
linking facto~ floor and cormnumty stluggles and was central in 
supporting the push for a united labour federation. 

Programmatically, the UDF adopted the Freedom Charter but inflected it 
in practice with a commitment to ;vorking class leadership, palticipatory 
democracy and a populist approach to socialism. The UDF brought 
together a wide array of social forces through common campaigns. Youth, 
women, trade union, religious, sports, cultural and political 
organisations gravitated into the UDF and advanced a ’Charterist politics’. 

While the UDF raised mass mobilisation to new heights and engendered a 
serious conju~ctural crisis for the apartheid regime in the 1980s it 
also had serious weaknesses This experience has important lessons to 
teach us: 

1. the populism of the U~)F engendered some dangerous tendencies such 
that u~govemability in townships romanticised violence for violence 
sake. Many innocent people were also killed in brutal ways and merely 
because of being under suspicion; 

2. The Charterist politics of the UDF was also championed with a 
ruthlessness and intolerance that antagonised many left forces outside 
the Charterist tradition; 

3. the leadership of the UDF sold out its mass base to the ANC because 
it was not subject to grass roots control in practice; 

4 the UDF’s populist socialism also did not build the capacity Jk~r a 
counter-hegemonic alternative to apartheid capitalism. In practice it 
was merely a resistance movement organised into a political front. This 
in itself partly explains why the national liberation movement under ANC 
leadership embraced neoliberalism. 

Despite these weaknesses in the UDF our challenge is to recognise that 
even more than the ANC, the UDF represented and embodied a people’s 
history of struggle in the 1980s. It is that history that we need to 

learn from, both in tenns of what should be done and what should not be 
done Moreover, it is important ]k~r the Democratic Left initiative in 
South Ali’ica to understand its role and historical place in South Africa 
through this peoples history of struggle. Through renewing a political 
front politics we also continue a tradition of building peoples power 
from below in contemporary South Afi-ica but to advance a serious 
counter-hegemonic alternative to the crisis ridden national liberation 
prctiect. 

’]?he Case For A United Democratic Left Front For South Ali’ica 

’]?he case for developing a political fonn to advance democratic left 
politics in South Africa has to be informed by the new realities and 
conditions that prevail. It has to also take on board the lessons 
identified from the peoples history of political fronts in the 20th centmsz. 

Prevent sectarian isolation and fragmentation of the working class The 
political front form potentially can unite a diverse array of 
anti-capitalist and broadly progressive social and political forces. 
This enables the political and strategic isolation of capital. Given the 
structural power of capital to shape the global political economy, only- 



a united mass based working class led historical bloc of:t’orces is 
capable of challenging transnational capitals class project and opening 
space for alternatives. ’]2arough the unity of such a political front it 
is also easier to accumulate various left, progressive and 
anu-capita]ist forces through common struggles thus preventing 
sectarian iso]ation and grouplet politics. Central to building a United 
Democratic Left Front for South Africa is the challenge of uniting a 
structura]ly divided working class by enabling it to converge around a 
con’anon class project from below. Such a working c]ass is divided through 
a globalised division of labour in sonre of the following ways: 

* A transnationalised fraction of labour linked to transnation capital 
versus a domestic fraction tied to various national capitals; 

* The employed and the ’perruanently unemployed’; 

* The unrployed and informal labour; 

* Perruanunt, temporary, and casual labour; 

* Urban labour versus rural. 

* Build a democratic politic fom~ to advance a new- unrancipatory politics 

The donrinant 20th century" political form either as the ’vanguard party’ 
or the ’labour party-’ did not create the conditions for an emancipatol~ 
politics to take root inside these formations and in the societies they 
led. The values and practices inside these political formations 
instruruentalised the ~vorking class. The working class in participating 
in these political forms was not supported to build its own capacity for 
self unrancipation. Instead the working class was used as a means to 
achieve po~ver for a vanguard and political elite. The historical record 
of the 20th century shows how vanguard and labour parties have lost 
their ;vay and betrayed the interests of the working class. From the 
oppressiveness of Soviet social socialism to British ’third way’ social 
democracy the working class has been betrayed. South Africa is no 
exception. The lesson here is a simple one: both vanguard and labour 
parties are not custodians of some divine truth because they enlist 
worker support. Instead, the doctrines and strategic practices of such 
political forms lend themselves to hierarchies and factional domination. 
A United Democratic Left Front for South Aiicica can overcome the 
historical abuse of the working class if internally it creates the 
conditions for self emancipation and direct participatol?,’ democracy. 
Such an internal democratic practice has to be guided by a respect for a 
plurality of voices, a respect for a collective intellectual practice, a 
culture of collective learning Iicom united democratic practice, an 
ethical and values ( equality, love, solidarity and so on) based 
a;vareness that while we struggle we are also seeking to transform 
ourselves as individuals, mutual and self criticism and finally 
conscious accountability In short, humanising the inner world of such a 
political form ensures the working class can be both subject and object 
of a self emancipator?, politics together with other anti-capitalist 
social forces. 

Maximise the strategic unity of anti-capitalist forces 

The imposition of an Afro-neoliberal project in post-apartheid South 
Africa through the ANC-led Alliance has thro;vn up different waves and 
forms of anti-capitalist struggle Many of the social movements that 
came to the fore in the mid-1990s waged important battles against 
commodification or ’enclosures’ Such struggles related to land, 
electricity and against privatisation were not successful in achieving 
their objectives. In many instances these movements were ignored by an 
arrogant ANC government that believes it has a monopoly on power and 
will rule South Africa forever. Other anti-enclosure struggles are 
happening in urban and rural communities against land dispossessions 
perpetrated by Black Economic Empowerment companies keen to make money 
through stealing commumty land. Man?’ of these struggles also include a 
dimension of struggle against ecological destruction In many parts of 
the countr,f activists are struggling against ecological destruction 
caused through capitalist pollution Such struggles range from and 
include challenges to acid mine drainage, Genetically Modified Organisms 
((IMOs), mine dump pollution and chemical pollutants from smoke stacks. 
More recently struggles are continuing through service dehvery 
protests. These flashpoints remain episodic, fragmented, diffused and 
uncoordinated Such struggles however are significant in that these are 
potentially struggles to reclaim the state from below. ’]?he tragedy of 
where South Africa is today, is that, despite the initial labour reforms 
implemented exploitation of the organised working class continues 
Income inequality is still obscene and working conditions have worsened 
for many casual and temporary workers Struggles against exploitation 
continue in a context in which capital has become emboldened to conftont 
and weaken labour. Calls by- capital for a flexible labour market have 
been consistently articulated as the way out for South Africa in the 
context of the crisis. This has to be resisted. All these 
anti-capitalist struggles need be coordinated and strategically unified, 
as part of building a United Democratic Left Front for South Africa. 
Through these struggles South African democracy and citizenship will be 
given its true rueaning. 

Advance a counter-hegunronic alternative 



Post-apartheid South Africa has not delivered on its promises to the 
majority. Instead the degeneration and crisis of the national liberation 
project is increasingly posing a danger to the historical gains of the 
working class and the oppressed. The crisis of a globlised national 
liberation project is merely a symptonr of global civilisational crisis 
of capitalism. More of the same has led to the loss of 1 million jobs in 
the context of the so called ’recession’ and increasingly the 
’post-Polokwane ANC led Alliance’ project is taking on the mould of an 
authoritarian state capitalism. The working class, the poor and nature 
are poised to pay the price for ’another growth path’. Moreover, the so 
called national liberation leR inside the alliance led by the SACP has 
been captured by bourgeois nationalism A self seeking Stalinist faction 
has captured the SACP for narrow individual interests. This has posed 
serious dilemmas for the organised working class supporting an ANC-led 
Alliance In the context of the conjtmctural and civilisational crisis 
of global capitalism the working class and the poor need a ne~v 
democratic left alternative. Such a democratic left alternative has to 
rise to the challenge of leading civil society from below and providing 
an alternative for South Africa; it has to demonstrate politically and 
ideologically- that ANOTHER SOL~Kt AFRICA IS POSSIBLE! This challenge 
cannot be realised through factional battles in the ruling alliance, 
through social movement pressure from below and lobbying. It can only- be 
realised through a ne~v counter-hegemonic alternative for South Africa 
that is anchored in and driven by a mass based politics on the terrain 
of civil society. 

Key Issues For Building A United Democratic Left Front Through Struggle 

Our strategic approach to building a United Democratic Left Front (UDLF) 
is guided by the need to build such an anti-capitalist form through 
concrete struggles Hence we have to answer and clarit) the following 
issues as part of the CDL process: 

* Is the concept of a strategic front useful as a basis for organising 
the Democratic Let’t initiative? 

* What are the key lessons (what ~ve should do and not do) ~ve can learn 
from the international history of political fronts? 

* What are the key lessons (what we should do and not do) we can [earn 
from the UDF experience in South Af’rica? 

* What is your organisational/individual position on the case for a 
United Democratic Left Front? What can be added? 

* What should the main political objectives of such a front be? 

* What should be the main organisational principles? 

* What should be the main strategic pillars to broaden and strengthen 
its mass appeal? 

* Should such a front be guided by a Democratic Left counter-hegemonic 
political program ? 

Based on answers to the above, should the I st Conference of the 
Democratic Left take a resolution to build a United Democratic Left 
Front in practice, work towards the adoption of a constitution and a 
formal launch? 

("Wikileaks is the first concrete realisation of the crypto-anarchist 
dream: completely anonynrous leaking, dealing blows to tyranny. However 
it has also highlighted the weak points in the free internet, sm~iving 
dangers to freedom of speech and the new mode of production. Perhaps the 
most obvious is that large corporations control the physical 
infrastructure of the internet -- the big servers and all the actual 
wires from place to place. Another danger is the monopolisation of some 
set.ices -- social networking by Facebook, searches by Google. And with 
the recent cutting-offofWikileaks funds by PayPal, Visa and 
Mastercard, the danger of state-corporate action to deny funds has 
become starkly apparent. As is typical, the hacker commtmity has been 
working on solutions for some tinre. There are projects to create 
wireless "mesh" networks, and projects to create distributed, open 
alternatives to Facebook and Google.") 

Wikileaks, Karl _’viarx and you 

By Alistair Davidson 

December 23, 2010 -- Liberty and Solidarity -- Despite blanket media 
coverage of Wikileaks and Julian Assange, there has been little 
discussion of the fact that Assange is merely one leader within a large 
and complicated social movement. The better analyses have found it 
interesting that the Swedish Pirate Party are aiding Wikileaks; some 
note lirtks to the German Chaos Computer Club. But only "geeks" and 
"hackers" (technology workers) are aware that all of these organisations 
are melnbers of the salne lnovement 



This social movement, which has been termed the "free culture movement", 
has a 30-year history. It incorporates elements reminiscent of earlier 
workers’ movements: elements of class struggle, political agitation and 
radical economics The movement’s cadre, mainly technology workers, have 
been locked in contIict with the ruling class over the political and 
economic nature of information itself. As Wikileaks demonstrates, the 
outcome will have implications J2~r all of us. 

The fi-ee culture movement exists as a consequence of the internet’s 
political economy. Personal computers have radically transformed the 
economic nature of infom~ation. Before the 1970s, a given piece of 
information was tied to a physical object -- a piece of paper, an LP, a 
roll of film. Entire industries were built on selling paper, LPs and 
rolls of fihn with particular bits of information on therrl. Then the 
personal computer arrived and suddenly infom~ation of all kinds could be 
duplicated infinitely at minimal cost -- and distributed by the internet 
to a global audience. Every human could have a copy of every piece of 
alt ever created for the cost of a broadband connection. 

In the terms of capitalist economics, evely good has a marginal cost, 
which is the cost of producing one more item. Computers reduce the 
marginal cost of infom~ation to zero, and the internet makes 
distribution, legal or otherwise, trivial. Information has become 
"non-excludable" (copying cannot be prevented) and "non-rivalrous" (if I 
give you infom~ation, I keep rrly copy of that information). In this 
situation, it is almost impossible to treat information as a conmmdits~ 
-- as capitalist economics would have it, information is a public good, 
like roads or national defence. 

As a result, there is a contradiction within capitalism. The most 
obvious source of profit, the very reason for a capitalist socie~ to 
invest in information technology, is to extract value by selling 
information as a coramodit~-. Meanwhile information technology has 
steadily undermined the practicalit?’ of treating information as proper~z. 

Secrecy 

As computers have rendered "intellectual proper~ rights" unenforceable, 
the remaining method of privatising iniblrnation is secrecy Information 
collection and secrecy is the business model of Google and Facebook -- 
collecting and selling information about us to their adveltisers 
Information collection and secrecy are also the core functions of the 
modem security state. It is in this context that the immense social 
significance of Wikileaks’ actions becomes apparent: Wikileaks is a key 
part of the free culture movement’s assault on the bastions of 
privatised information. 

The present situation was predicted by visionary hackers over 30 years 
ago, and the?- set out to ensure the victory of free culture over 
proprietary culture, open organisation over closed, and privacy over Big 
Brothel- 

The word "hacker" predates the personal computer, originating at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technologsz. (MIT) Tech Model Rail Club in the 
1950s. Amongst geeks, it is used to mean a teclmically skilled 
individual who is driven to learn and experiment, a person who believes 
in sharing what they’ve learned with the communit?’. 

Hacker culture proper originated in the 1970s, in hobbyist clubs 
dedicated to the first personal computers Hackers quickly became used 
to copying sol,ware :[’reel?’ -- after all, it cost nothing to share, and 
reading the software’s "source code" was educational. Software became 
the first modern information good: infinitely replicable, at no cost. 

However, others were already seeking to change the nature of software, 
to turn it into a commodity How else, they asked, could the creators 
afford to eat? In 1976, Bill Gates famously complained: 

As the majority of hobbyists must be aware, most of you steal your 
software. Hardware must be paid for, but software is something to share. 
Who cares if the people who worked on it get paid? Is this fair? .. Who 
can af]2~rd to do professional work for nothing? .. The fact is, no one 
besides us has invested a lot of money in hobby software .. but there is 
very little incentive to make this software available to hobbyists. N/lost 
directly, the thing you do is theft. 

Contradiction 

This was an early appearance of the new contradiction in capitalism -- a 
conflict between the path of greatest production (infinite copying) and 
the existing source of profits (artificial scarcity). Karl Marx argued 
that conflict between new and old modes of production is at the core of 
social change: 

The mode of production of material life conditions the social, political 
and intellectual life process in general. It is not the consciousness of 
men that determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social 
being that determines their consciousness... At a certain stage of 
development, the material productive forces of socieb" come into 
cotfflict with the existing relations of production or this merely 
expresses the same thing in legal terms with the property- relations 



within the framework of which they have operated hitherto. From forms of 
development of the productive forces these relations turn into their 
fetters Then begins an era of social revolution The changes in the 
economic foundation lead sooner or later to the transformation of the 
whole innnense superstructure -- Karl Marx, A Contribution to the 
Critique of Political Economy 

As Marx might have predicted, Gates’ p]ea fell on deal! ears By the 
mid-1980s, sharing software had never been easier and internet bulletin 
boards were ~videspread. Hackers and others would make a 
computer-to-computer phone call to j oin discussions, and to download 
illegal copies of software. Hacker conferences and organisations 
ernnrged, including the left-wing Chaos Computer Club in Germany, and 
later the apolitical DefCon and "liberal" HOPE in the United States. 

From its experiences of the ne~v technology, this anarchic subculture 
developed a shared political and moral sense, now known as the Hacker Ethic: 

Access to computers -- and anything which might teach you something 
about the way the world works -- should be unlimited and total. 

¯ Mistrust authority -- promote decentralisation. 

¯ You can create art and beauty- on a computer. 

¯ Computers can change your life for the better. 

¯ All information should be free. -- Steven Le~3,- 

The similarity of the ethic to older conceptions of an egalitarian 
society has been noted by the discussion group Project Oekonux: 

The critique of market exchange and of money, the rejection of hierarchy 
and borders, the critique of contemporary ~vork and the revindication of 
passion and freedom as primaD’ motivations, of cooperation and of 
sharing as the foundations of new- relations, all this is found, to a 
degree more or less elaborated and coherent, in the "hacker ethic" Now 
these are elements that fo1Tll part of the foundation of the communist 
project. 

Some thinkers sought to move beyond an ethic and develop a political 
program The first and most important anti-propertarian theorist and 
organiser to emerge Ii~om the hacker world was Richard M. Stallman 
Stallman is a controversial figure, a geek’s geek and not always polite 
to his political opponents. In spite of his apparent interpersonal 
shortcomings, he is ;videly respected as the founder of the free culture 
movement, perhaps the first person to understand the new economic 
situation, and certainly the first person to do anything concrete about it. 

Stallman was driven to action when he saw the nature of sot’tware begin 
to change -- increasingly, companies kept secret the details necessal3z 
to modify their programs, and sued anyone who distributed copies. The 
first modern information good ;vas becoming a commodity, against its 
economic nature and against the Hacker Ethic. 

In response, Stalhnan created a new ideology, Free Software, declaring 
software-a s-con~modity to be a moral evil: Free software is a matter of 
the users’ freedom to run, copy, distribute, stud?’, change and improve 
the software. 

° The freedom to run the program, for any purpose. 

° The freedom to study how the program works, and adapt it to your needs. 

° The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbour. 

The freedom to improve the program, and release your improvements 
to the public, so that the whole community benefits. 

(Note that "free" here does not refer to the cost, as in "free beer", 
but to freedom, as in "free speech" -- the word has two meanings in 
English.) 

As irfformation workers, Stallman and his peers owned their means of 
production and had access to the means of distribution -- by the 1980s, 
all they needed to bypass capital entirely was a computer and a phone 
line. In 1984, Stallman began a public collaborative effort to build a 
complete set of software that respected the ]kmr freedoms, announcing it 
with the declaration: 

I consider that the Golden Rule requires that if I like a program I must 
share it with other people who like it. Software sellers want to divide 
the users and conquer them, making each user agree not to share with 
others. I refuse to break solidarity with other users in this way. I 
cannot in good conscience sign a nondisclosure agreement or a software 
license agreement... So that I can continue to use computers without 
dishonor, I have decided to put together a sufficient body of free 
soft~vare so that I will be able to get along without any software that 
is not free. 

He founded a political group, the Free Software Foundation, and in 



collaboration with the la~’er and free software leader Eben Mi~glen 
popularised another new concept -- copyleft. A "copyleft" license is a 
special copyright license that brings legal enforcement to the J2~ur 
freedoms. It grants anyone the right to modi~ and share an information 
good, provided that any modifications are shared according to the same 
license. In other words, you may treat the work as communal property, as 
long as your own modifications also become communal property. 

To hackers, avid readers of science fiction, it seemed obvious that in 
the near future all of httmanity’s irtfom~ation would be stored on a 
global computer network. Stallman realised that if state or private 
interests controlled the software rtmning the network, they could 
monitor or censor any information they wished -- and decided that 
hun~anity as a whole must have the abili~ to share and modify all 
software. This idea was most fully developed by the la’~Ter Lawrence 
Lessig when he coined the phrase code is law. 

In real space, we recognize how laws regulate -- through constitutions, 
statutes, and other legal codes. In cyberspace we must understand how a 
different "code" regulates -- how the software and hardware (i.e., the 
"code" of cyberspace) that make cyberspace what it is also regulate 
cyberspace as it is. As William Mitchell puts it, this code is 
cyberspace’s "law." "Lex Inl’ormatica," as Joel Reidenberg first put it, 
or better, "code is law." 

Cyberspace is regulated by software, much as the real world is regulated 
by law. It follows that if there is to be a free culture, then software 
must be free -- otherwise, corporate and state interests have an 
unacceptable ability to collect and censor information. 

These trends -- the end of information scarcity, the distribution of the 
means of production into the hands of information ~vorkers, the 
development of a broader hacker community and ethic, the emergence of 
ideological leaders and organisations, and the creation of a legal 
theory -- combined in the 1990s to produce ari extremely rare economic 
event: the arrival of an entirely new- mode of production. The first 
example of the new- mode was the Linux project. 

By the early 1990s, the Free Software Foundation’s GXrU Project had 
assembled all the free software necessaw to mn a computer apart from 
one, known as the "kernel" Finnish hacker Linus Torvalds created the 
free kernel "Lmux" as a hobby project, licensing it under the FSF’s 
copyleI’t license Linus’ hobby soon became the first large engineering 
project to be conducted entirely online, and it developed faster than 
anyone envisaged. Twenty years later, it has benefited from millions of 
contributions from man?’ thousands of workers around the world. 

Free software -- built on Gix,~," and Linux -- is now ubiquitous on internet 
servers, and recently began leading the market in smartphones (thanks to 
Google’s Android) The GNU/Linux ecosystem is a completely unique 
phenomenon -- an engineering and artistic prRiect of immense scope 
conducted across 30 years using a global workl"orce, ~vith most of the 
work coming from volunteers simply because the?- enjoyed contributing 

Eric S Raymond, in his seminal essay "The Cathedral and the Bazaar", 
made an early attempt to explain ~vhat was going on: 

Lintb’~ was the first project [’or which a conscious and successful el!tort 
to use the entire world as its talent pool was made I don’t think it’s 
a coincidence that the gestation period of Linux coincided with the 
birth of the World Wide Web, and that Linux left its infancy during the 
same period in 1993-1994 that saw the takeoff of the ISP industry" and 
the explosion of mainstream interest in the Internet Linus was the 
first person who learned how to play by the new rules that pervasive 
Internet access made possible. While cheap Internet was a necessary 
condition :[’or the Linux model to evolve, I think it was not by itself a 
sufficient condition. Another vital factor was the development of a 
leadership style and set of cooperative customs that could allow 
developers to attract co-developers and get maximum leverage out of the 
medium. But what is this leadership style and what are these customs? 
They cannot be based on power relationships -- and even if they could 
be, leadership by coercion would not produce the results we see 

Information workers were cooperating globally and without coercion to 
produce property that was to be communally owned. Non-coercive 
produc rive relations were inevitable given the un derlying economi c truth 
-- a computer, internet access and communally-owned free software are 
all the producuve capital a computer programaner needs. The cooperative, 
ad-hoc and w~luntap)~ nature of GNU/Linux development is exactly the 
behaviour Mar× predicted would emerge from free access to productive 
capital: 

Within the co-operative society based on common ownership of the means 
of production, the producers do not exchange their products; just as 
little does the labor employed on the products appear here as the value 
of these products, as a raaterial quality possessed by them, since now, 
in contrast to capitalist society, individual labor no longer exists in 
an indirect fashion but directly as a component part of total labor. The 
phrase "proceeds of labor", objectionable also today- on accour~t of its 



ambiguity, thus loses all meaning.., labor [will] become not only a 
means of life but life’s prime want. -- Karl Marx, Critique of the Ootha 
Programme 

Ahvays confining themselves to inlk~rmation property alone, because of 
its non-scarce nature, the philosophers of the free software movement 
started to sound like libertarian communists -- even though many in the 
community would not subscribe to leftist politics. FSF Lawyer Eben 
Moglen made the case 12~rcefully in his essay "Anarchism Triumphant": 

At the center of the digital revolution, with the executable bitstrearas 
that make eveo,thing else possible, propertarian regimes not only do not 
make things better, they can make things radically worse. Property 
concepts, whatever else may- be wrong with them, do not enable and have 
in fact retarded progress. In the network society, anarchism (or raore 
properly, anti-possessive individualism) is a viable political 
philosophy .. because defection is irapossible, free riders are welcome, 
which resolves one of the central puzzles of collective action in a 
propertarian social system. 

Open source 

Some hackers ~vere urthappy with these ideological developments. On the 
grounds that business was perturbed by the FSF’s rhetoric, Eric S. 
Raymond formed the breakaway Open Source Initiative to fi~cus discussion 
on the technical superiority of open development models, avoiding 
troublesome talk about "freedom" and the nature of property. 

Raymond had been invited out by Netscape to help thera plan their browser 
source-code release ... we might finally be able to get the corporate 
world to listen to what the hacker community had to teach about the 
superiority of an open development process. The conferees decided it was 
time to dump the moralizing and confrontational attitude that had been 
associated with "free software" in the past and sell the idea strictly 
on the same pragmatic, business-case grounds that had motivated 
Netscape. They brainstormed about tactics and a new label "Open 
source", contributed by Chris Peterson, ;vas the best thing the?, came up 
with 

The Open Source Initiative helped to make business comfortable in the 
free software world, but the intemet continued to have a troubled 
relationship with capitalism 

From the 1990s hackers and artists fouled themselves caught in an 
intensil},’ing class conflict, as intellectual property o;vners manipulated 
the political process to strengthen laws protecting information’s status 
as property, even as that status became increasingly unenforceable in 
practise To hackers, this could only be seen as an attempt to extract 
needless rent from a naturally abundant resource. 

"Content o;vners", alarmed by the emergence of file-sharing ;vebsites, 
began building digital locks, called Digital Rights Management (DRK~, 
into DVDs, mp3s and even e-books. The hacker community was deeply 
offended by the idea of books that could not be resold or lent, and set 
about breaking the locks as fast as the?- could be designed. A class 
struggle ;vas being fought simultaneously at the points of information 
production and consumption, because in the world of computers the point 
of production is the point of consumption. 

Under intense music industpy lobbying, several countries including the 
United States implemented laws banning any technolog3, capable of 
bypassing DRM to allow copying. A series of high-pro:file prosecutions 
followed, most fi~mously that of Russian programmer Dmitri Skylarov, who 
was arrested after giving a conference speech in the United States 
e×plaining how to break Adobe’s e-book DRM 

Under increasing attack, the wider geek and hacker communities began to 
radicalise to defend fi-ee speech and free information. The Electronic 
Frontier Foundation was formed to offer legal support. Various hacker 
groups adopted political aims, most often aimed at guaranteeing free 
speech and defending the free internet. 

The hackers were fighting the struggle, but during the 2000s the means 
of production and distribution for every kind of artist became available 
to anyone with a computer -- free sol,ware began to allow the creation 
of a truly free culture. 

Creative Commons 

Lawrence Lessig, who had predicted this as part of his "Code is Law" 

theory, founded Creative Commons, an organisation dedicated to giwng 
individual writers, musicians and artists easy-to-understand ways of 
allowing others to share and modify their work, ~vith the stated aim of 
bringing the freedoms of free soRware to all art: 

It is no accident that those who understand this are those closest to 
technology. Our challenge will be to find ways to explain it so other 
creators get it as welh.. Our single, overarching aim: build the public 
domain, by building projects that expand the range of creative work 
available for others to build upon. 



Perhaps most impurtantly, they created a cupyleft license for 
non-software wurks. Creative Cummons provided the legal framework 
the current fIuwering uffi~ee culture -- Wiklpedia, ~k~r example, may be 
cupied and modified by anyone under a Creative Cummuns cupyleft licence 
Artists began to j oin the free culture movement, dissatisfied with 
capital’s notiun ufthem as interchangeable "content creators" and 
enticed by the possibilities of distributiun fi~ee from industry cuntrol 

In 2003 nuw-infamous filesharing website, The Pirate Bat’, which has 
pioneered partnerships with Creative Commons artists, was spun off from 
Swedish group Piratbyr~n. Piratbyr~n was a think tank on the nature of 
intellectual property created by hackers, artists and leR activists to 
counter the Swedish Antipiratbyr~n (Anti-Piracy Bureau). In 2006, they 
founded the Pirate Party, wiuning two seats in the European Parliament. 
and there are now Pirate parties in countries across the globe 
campaigning for weaker intellectual property laws and free speech on the 
internet. 

At least some mernbers of Piratbyr~n are radically anti-intellectual 
property, and their vision is consciously opposed to information as a 
conm~odity: 

The copyright industl?~ today likes to present the problem as if intemet 
were just a way for so-called "consumers" to get so-called "content", 
and that we now just got to have "a reasonable distribution" of money 
between ISP’s and content industry ... It is totally wrong to regard our 
role as to represent "consumer interests". On the contrary, it’s all 
about leaving the artificial division of humanity into the two groups 
"producers" and "consmners" behind... We are now- pounding the old mass 
medial aura and we are in a state of transgressing the hierarchical 
consumer-producer society. -- Rasmus Fleischer of Piratbyr~n speaking at 
the 2005 Chaos Cormnunication Congress 

The Pirate Bay were not merely pirates -- they saw themselves as taking 
deliberate political actions to undermine the existing economic 
structure in favour of a new mode of production 

Piratbyr~n itself disbanded in June 2010 and The Pirate Bay was sold, 
however the high level of support for Wikileaks provided by Scandinavian 
activists and the Pirate Party suggests that the wider milieu is alive 
and well. 

Cypherpunk 

Wikileaks also has roots in an influential 1990s discussion group, the 
CyphelT)unk mailing list. "Cypherpunk", formed from the words "cipher", 
or code, and "cyberpunk", a science fiction gel~re fi~ll of rogue hackers 
fighting corporate tyrants, indicates the members’ loose ideology -- 
that the anonymity and security provided by computerised cwptography 
("cwpto") could create a new society licee from coercion, a system know 
as crypto-anarchy. 

Many- of us see strong Cly’pto as the key- enabling technology for a new 
economic and social system, a system which ~vill develop as cyberspace 
becomes more important. A system which dispenses with national 
boundaries, which is based on volunta~z (even if anonymous) free trade 
At issue is the end of governments as we know them today... Strong 
crypto pelrnits unbreakable enc~’ption, unforgeable signatures, 
untraceable electronic messages, and unlinkable pseudunymuus identities. 
This ensures that sume transactions and cummunications can be entered 
intu only voluntarily. External ~2~rce, law, and regulation cannot be 
applied. This is "anarchy’," in the sense of no outside rulers and laws. 

The cypherpunks were ahead of their time, clearly" anucipating 
Wikileaks’s use of anonymous, encrypted internet drop-buxes by 15 years 
or mure - but then Julian Assange was a regular puster to ~he list. The 
hacker community has created the future it used to speculate about 

In une notoriuus incident, cypherpunk Jim Bell published an essay 
emitled "Assassination Politics", which discussed the creation uf a 
cump[etely anonymuus site where users cuuld sponsor the assassination of 
corrupt politicians Bel l was later jailed fur spying un federal agents, 
themselves sent to spy un him for writing the essay. 

Assange laid the philosuphica[ groundwork fur Wikdeaks when he replied 
to "Assassination Politics" in his State and Terrorist Conspiracies: 

How can we reduce the ability of a conspiracy to act? .. We can split the 
cunspiracy, reduce ur eliminating unportant communicatiun between a few 
high weight links or many [uw weight links Traditiunal attacks un 
cunspiraturia[ puwer gruupings, such as assassinatiun, have cut high 
weight links by killing, kidnapping, blackmailing ur otherwise 
marginalizing or isolating some of the conspirators they were counected 
to... The more secretive or unjust an organization is, the raore leaks 
induce fear and paranoia in its leadership and planning coterie. This 
must result in minimization of efficient internal conm~unications 
n~echanisms (an increase in cognitive "secrecy tax") and consequent 
system-wide cognitive decline resulting in decreased ability to hold 
onto power as the envirotm~ent demands adaption. Hence in a world where 
leaking is easy, secretive or unjust systems are nonlinearly hit 
relative to open, just systems. Since unjust systems, by their nature 



induce opponents, and in many places barely have the upper hand, mass 
leaking leaves them exquisitely vulnerable to those who seek to replace 
them with more open :[’arms of governance. 

With a single mechanism, Assange demonstrates the political implications 
of the new economics of m[’ormation ]f all information is can be copied 
freely, then organisations may be faced with no choice but to conduct 
the majority o:[’their dealings openly’. He has simply carried Eric S. 
Raymond’s conclusion about Linux -- that its open organisational model 
would always be ruore efficient than Microsoft’s closed ruodel -- into the 
political realm. 

Wikileaks 

Wikileaks is the first concrete realisation of the crypto-anarchist 
dream: completely anonymous leaking, dealing blows to tyranny. However 
it has also highlighted the weak points in the free internet, sm~iving 
dangers to freedom of speech and the new mode of production. 

Perhaps the most obvious is that large corporations control the physical 
irffrastructure of the internet -- the big sel~’ers and all the actual 
wires frora place to place. Another danger is the monopolisation of some 
services -- social networking by Facebook, searches by Ooogle. And with 
the recent cutting-off of Wikileaks funds by PayPal, Visa and 
Mastercard, the danger of state-corporate action to deny funds has 
become starkly apparent. 

As is typical, the hacker cor~wnunity has been working on solutions for 
some time. There are projects to create wireless "mesh" networks, and 
projects to create distributed, open alternatives to Facebook and 
Ooogle. There is even the Bitcoin project, ~vhich has the ambitious goal 
of creating a distributed virtual currency. 

Marx described, in broad strokes, the ways in which political economy 
shapes society- and history, but left the detail up to those ahve at the 
time. The activism, organisation and ideology we see in the hacker 
con~mnnity today are the material consequence of a new mode of 
production, a fnndamental shift in the political economy of information 
The ti’ee culture movement has (so far) defeated all attempts, both legal 
and technological, to reimpose reformation scarcity. If Marx ;vas right 
then this is simply because the winds of history are behind us. 

There is no way to predict where this ;vill end -- some hackers theorise 
that in the future, manufacturing will decentralise in the same way as 
information production, a miniature factory in every home if you will. 
The processes favouring decentralisation and organisational openness 
will continue to gain strength, as will the reaction against those 
processes. The only’ certainty is that the economic nature of information 
has changed forever. That fact will still be transforming our society a 
centul3z from now 
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The attacks on WikiLeaks and its founder, Julian Assange, are a response 
to an inlk~rmation revolution that threatens old power orders in politics 
and journalism The incitement to murder trumpeted by public figures ~n 
the United States, together with attempts by the Obama administration to 
corrupt the law and send Assange to a hell-hole prison for the rest of 
his life, are the reactions of a rapacious system exposed as never before 

In recent weeks, the US Justice I)epartment has established a secret 
grand jury just across the river from Washington in the eastern district 
of the state of Virginia The object is to indict Assange under a 
discredited espionage act used to arrest peace activists during the 
First World War, or one of the "war on terror" conspiracy statutes that 
have degraded American justice. Judicial experts describe the jury as a 
"deliberate set up," pointing out that this corner of Virginia is home 
to the eraployees and families of the Pentagon, CIA, Department of 
Homeland Security, and other pillars of American power. 

"This is not good news," Assange told me when we spoke this past week, 
his voice dark and concerned. He says he can have "bad day-s - but I 



recover." When we met in London last year, I said, "You are making some 
very serious enemies, not least of all the most powerful government 
engaged in two wars Itow do you deal with that sense of danger?" Itis 
reply was characteristically analytical. "It’s not that fear is absent. 
But courage is really the intellectual mastery over fear - by an 
understanding of what the risks are and how to navigate a path through 
them." 

Regardless of the threats to his freedom and safety, he says the US is 
not WikiLeaks’ main "tectmological enemy." "China is the worst offender. 
China has aggressive, sophisticated interception technology that places 
itself between every reader inside China and every imfotmation source 
outside China. We’ve been fighting a running battle to make sure we can 
get imformation through, and there are now all sorts of ways Chinese 
readers can get on to our site." 

It was in this spirit of "getting itfformation through" that WikiLeaks 
was founded in 2006, but with a moral dimension. "The goal is justice," 
wrote Assange on the homepage, "the method is transparency." Contraty~ to 
a current media mantra, WikiLeaks material is not "dumped." 

Less than one percent of the 251,000 US embassy cables have been 
released. As Assange points out, the task of interpreting material and 
editing that which might harm iunocent individuals demands "standards 
[befitting] higher levels of irfformation and primary sources." To 
secretive power, this is journalism at its most dangerous. 

On 18 March 2008, a war on WikiLeaks was foretold in a secret Pentagon 
docmnent prepared by the "Cyber Counterintelligence Assessments Branch." 
US intelligence, it said, intended to destroy the feeling of "trust," 
which is WikiLeaks’ "center of gravity." It planned to do this with 
threats to "exposure [and] criminal prosecution." Silencing and 
criminalizing this rare source of independent journalism was the aim: 
smear the method. Hell hath no ful~- like imperial Mafiosi scorned 

Others, also scorned, have lately played a supporting part, 
intentionally or not, in the hounding of Assange, some for reasons of 
petty jealousy. Sordid and shabby describe their behavior, which serves 
only to highlight the injustice against a man who has courageously 
revealed what ~ve have a right to kno~v. As the US Justice Department, in 
its hunt for Assange, subpoenas the Twitter and email accounts, banking 
and credit card records of people around the ~vorld - as if we are all 
su~iects of the United States - much of the "free" media on both sides 
of the Atlantic direct their indignation at the hunted. 

"So, Julian, why won’t you go back to Sweden now?" demanded the headline 
over Catherine Belmett’s Observer column on 19 December, which 
questioned Assange’s response to allegations of sexual misconduct ~vith 
two women in Stockholm last August "To keep delaying the moment of 
truth, for this champion of fearless disclosure and total openness," 
wrote Bennett, "could soon begin to look pretty dishonest, as well as 
inconsistent" Not a word in Bennett’s vitriol considered the looming 
threats to Assange’s basic human rights and his physical safety, as 
described by Geoffrey Robeltson QC, in the extradition hearing in London 
on 11 Janualy’. 

In response to Bennett, the editor of the online Nordic News Network in 
Sweden, A1 Burke, wrote to the Observer explaining, "plausible answers 
to Catherine Bennett’s tendentious question" were both critically 
nnportant and freely available. Assange had remained in Sweden for more 
than five weeks after the rape allegation was made - and subsequently 
dismissed by the chief prosecutor in Stockholm - and that repeated 
attempts by him and his Swedish lawyer to meet a second prosecutor, who 
reopened the case ]2)llowing the intel~¢ention of a government politician, 
had failed. And yet, as Burke pointed out, this prosecutor had granted 
him permission to fly to London where "he also off’ered to be interviewed 
- a normal practice in such cases." So, it seems odd, at the very least, 
that the prosecutor then issued a European arrest warrant. The Observer 
did not publish Burke’s letter. 

This record straightening is crucial because it describes the perfidious 
behavior of the Swedish authorities - a bizarre sequence co~firmed to me 
by other journalists in Stockholm and by Assange’s Swedish lawyer Bjorn 
Hurtig. Not only that, Burke cataloged the unforeseen danger Assange 
faces should he be extradited to Sweden "Documents released by 
WildLeaks since Assange moved to England," he wrote, "clearly indicate 
that Sweden has consistently submitted to pressure from the United 
States in matters relating to c~vil rights. There is ample reason for 
concern that if Assange were to be taken into custody by Swedish 
authorities, he could be turned over to the United States without due 
consideration of’his legal rights" 

These documents have been virtually ignored in Britain. They show that 
the Swedish political class has moved far from the perceived neutlali~" 
of a generation ago and that the countly’s military and intelligence 
apparatus is all but absorbed into Washington’s matrix around NATO. In a 

2007 cable, the US Embassy in Stockholm lauds the Swedish government 
dominated by the conservative Moderate Party~ of Prime Minister Fredrik 
Reinfeldt as coming "froln a new political generation and not bound by 
[anti-US] traditions [and] in practice a pragmatic and strong partner 



with NAT(), having troops under NAT() connnand in Kosovo and Afghanistan." 

The cable reveals how foreign policy is largely controlled by Carl 
Bildt, the current fi~reign minister, whose career has been based on a 
loyalty to the United States that goes back to the Vietnam War when he 
attacked Swedish public television for broadcasting evidence that the US 
was bombing c~vilian targets Bildt played a leading role in the 
Committee for the Liberation nf Iraq, a lobby group with close ties to 
the White House of George W. Bush, the CIA and the far right of the 
Republican Party. 

"The significance of all this for the Assange case," notes Burke in a 
recent study, "is that it will be Carl Bildt and perhaps other members 
of the Reinfeldt govertm~ent who will decide - openly or, more likely, 
furtively behind a facade of legal formality - on whether or not to 
approve the anticipated US request for extradition. Everything in their 
past clearly indicates that such a request will be granted." 

For example, in December 2001, with the "war on terror" under way, the 
Sxvedish government abruptly revoked the political refugee status of two 
Egyptians, Ahmed Agiza and Moharmned al-Zari. They were handed to a CIA 
kidnap squad at Stockholm airpolt and "rendered" to Egypt, where they 
were tortured. \~nen the Swedish ombudsman for justice investigated and 
found that their human rights had been "seriously violated," it was too 
late. 

The implications for the Assange case are clear. Both men were removed 
without clue process of laxv and before their la~w-ers could file appeals 
to the European Human Rights Court and in response to a US threat to 
impose a trade embargo on Sweden. Last year, Assange applied for 
residency in Sweden, hoping to base WikiLeaks there. It is widely 
believed that Washington warned Sweden tl’nough mutual intelligence 
contacts of the potential consequences. In December, prosecutor Marianne 
Ny, who reactivated the Assange case, discussed the possibility of 
Assange’s extradition to the US on her web site. 

Almost six months after the sex allegations were first made public, 
Assange has been charged with no crime, but his right to a presumption 
of innocence has been willfully denied. The unfolding events in Sweden 
have been farcical, at best. The Australian barrister James Catlin, who 
acted for Assange in October, describes the S~vedish justice system as % 
laughing stock .. 

There is no precedent for it. The Swedes are making it up as they go 
along." He says that Assange, apart from noting contradictions in the 
case, has not publicly criticized the ~vomen who made the allegations 
against him. It was the police who tipped offthe Swedish equivalent of 
the Sun, Expressen, with defamatory material about them, initiating a 
trial by media across the world. 

In Britain, this trial has welcomed yet more eager prosecutors, with the 
BBC to the fore. There was no presumption of innocence in Kirsty Wark’s 
"Newsnight" court in December. "¥Vhy don’t you just apologise to the 
women?" she demanded of Assange, followed by: "Do we have your word of 
honour that you won’t abscond?" On Radio 4’s "Today" program, John 
Humphrys, the partner of Bennett, told Assange that he was obliged to go 
back to Sweden "because the law says you must." The hectoring Humphrys, 
however, had more pressing interests. "Are you a sexual predator?" he 
asked. Assange replied that the suggestion was ridiculous, to which 
Humphrys demanded to know how many women he had slept with 

"Would even Fox News have descended to that level?" wondered the 
American historian William Blum "I wish Assange had been raised in the 
streets of Brooklyn, as I was He then would have l~own precisely how to 
reply to such a question: ’You mean including your mother?’" 

What is most striking about these "interviews" is not so much their 
arrogance and lack of intellectual and moral humility; it is their 
indifference to fundamental issues of justice and fi-eedom and their 
unposition of narrow, prurient terms of reference. Fixing these 
boundaries allows the interviewer to diminish the journalistic 
credibility of Assange and WikiLeaks, whose remarkable achievements 
stand in vivid contrast to their own It is like watching the old and 
stale, guardians of the status quo, struggling to prevent the emergence 
of the new. 

In this media trial, there is a tragic dimension, obviously for Assange, 
but also for the best of mainstream journalism. Having published a slew 
of professionally brilliant editions with the WikiLeaks di sclosures, 
feted all over the world, The Guardian recovered its establishment 
propriety on 17 December by turning on its besieged source. A major 
article by the paper’s senior correspondent Nick Davies claimed that he 
had been given the "complete" Swedish police file with its "new" and 
"revealing" salacious morsels. 

Assange’s Swedish lawyer Hultig says that crucial evidence is missing 
from the file given to Davies, including "the fact that the women were 
re-intetwiewed and given an opportunity to change their stories" and the 
tweets and SMS messages between them, which are "critical to bringing 
justice in this case." Vital exculpatory evidence is also omitted, such 
as the statement by the original prosecutor, Eva Finne, that "Julian 



Assange is not suspected of rape." 

Having reviewed the Davies article, Assange’s Jk~rmer barrister James 
Catlin wrote to me: "The complete absence of due process is the story 
and Davies ignores it. Why does due process matter? Because the massive 
powers of two arms of governmem are being brought to bear against the 
individual whose liberty and reputation are at stake." I would add: so 
is his life. 

The Guardian has profited hugely- from the WikiLeaks disclosures, in many 
ways. On the other hand, WikiLeaks, which survives on mostly snrall 
donations and can no longer receive funds ttnough many banks and credit 
companies thanks to the bullying of Washington, has received nothing 
froru the paper. In February, Random House will publish a Guardian book 
that is sure to be a lucrative best seller, which Amazon is advertising 
as "The End of Secrecy: the Rise and Fall of WikiLeaks." When I asked 
David Leigh, the Guardian executive in charge of the book, what was 
nreant by "fall," he replied that Amazon was wrong and that the working 
title had been "The Rise (and Fall?) of WikiLeaks." "Note parenthesis 
and query," he wrote, "Not rueant for publication anyway." (The book is 
now- described on the Guardian web site as "WikiLeaks: Inside Julian 
Assange’s War on Secrecy.") Still, with all that duly noted, the sense 
is that "real" journalists are back in the saddle. Too bad about the new 
boy, ~vho never really belonged. 

On 11 January, Assange’s first extradition hearing was held at Behnarsh 
Magistrates Court, an infanrous address because it is here that people 
were, before the advent of control orders, consigned to Britain’s o~vn 
Ouantananro, Behnarsh prison. The change from ordinary Westminster 
nragistrates’ court was due to a lack of press facilities, according to 
the authorities. That they announced this on the day Vice President Joe 
Biden declared Assange a "high tech terrorist" ~vas no doubt 
coincidental, though the message was not. 

For his part, Assange is just as worried about what will happen to 
Bradley Mauning, the alleged ~vhistleblo~ver, being held in horrific 
conditions which the US National Commission on Prisons calls "tortuous" 
At 23, Private Manning is the ;vorld’s pre-eminent prisoner of 
conscience, having remained tree to the Nuremberg principle that every 
soldier has the right to "a moral choice." His suffering mocks the 
notion of the land of the free 

"Government whistleblowers," said Barack Obama, running for president in 

2008, "are part of a healthy democracy and must be protected from 
reprisal." Obama has since pursued and prosecuted more whistleblowers 
than an?, other president in American history. 

"Cracking Bradley- Maiming is the first step," Assange told me. "The aim 
clearly is to break him and force a confession that he somehow conspired 
with me to harm the national security of the United States. In fact, I’d 
never heard his name before it was published in the press. WikiLeaks 
teclmology was designed from the very beginning to make sure that ;ve 
never knew the identities or names of people submitting material. We are 
as untraceable as ;ve are uncensorable That’s the only- way to assure 
sources they are protected" 

He adds: "I think what’s emerging in the mainstream media is the 
awareness that if I can be indicted, other journalists can, too. ]~*;ven 
the New York Times is worried. This used not to be the case I_t" a 
whistleblower was prosecuted, publishers and reporters were protected by 
the First Amendment that journalists took for granted That’s being 
lost. ’]?he release of the Iraq and Afghanistan war logs, with their 
evidence of the killing of civilians, hasn’t caused this - it’s the 
e×posure and emban-assment of the political class: the truth of what 
governments say ~n secret, how the?’ lie in public; how wars are started. 
They don’t want the public to know these things and scapegoats must be 
found." 

What about the allusions to the "fall" of WikiLeaks? "There is no fall," 
he said "We have never published as much as we are now. WikiLeaks is 
now mirrored on more than 2,000 websites. ! can’t keep track of the of 
the spin-off sites: those who are doing their own WikiLeaks. If 
something happens to me or to WikiLeaks, ’insurance’ files will be 
released. ’]’he?" speak more of the same truth to power, including the 
media. There are 504 US embassy cables on one broadcasting organisation 
and there are cables on Murdoch and Newscorp." 

The latest propaganda about the "damage" caused by WikiLeaks is a 
warning by the US State Department to "hundreds of human rights 
actiwsts, foreign government o:t?Scials and business people identified 
in leaked diplomatic cables of possible threats to their safety’." This 
was how The New York Tinres dutifully relayed it on 8 January, and it is 
bogus. In a letter to Congress, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates has 
adruitted that no sensitive intelligence sources have been compromised. 
On 28 November, McClatchy Newspapers repolted, "US officials conceded 
they have no evidence to date that the [prior] release of docunrents led 
to anyone’s death." NATO in Kabul told CiN~’ix,- it could not find a single 
person who needed protecting. 

The great American playwright Arthur Miller wrote: "The thought that the 



state .. is punishing so man?’ innocent people is intolerable. And so 
the evidence has to be internally denied" What WikiLeaks has given us 
~s truth, including rare and precious insight into how and why so many 
irmocent people have suffered in reigns of terror disguised as wars and 
executed in our name; and how the United States has secretly and 
wantonly intervened in democratic governments from Latin America to its 
most loyal ally in Britain. 

Javier Moreno, the editor of El Pais, which published the WikiLeaks logs 
in Spain, wrote, "I believe that the global interest sparked by the 
WikiLeaks papers is mainly due to the simple fact that they conclusively 
reveal the extent to which politicians in the West have been lying to 
their citizens." 

Crushing individuals like Assange and Mauning is not difficult for a 
great power, however craven. The point is, we should not allow it to 
happen, which means those of us meant to keep the record straight should 
not collaborate in any way. Transparency and irLfom~atinn, to paraphrase 
Thomas Jefferson, are the "currency" of democratic freedom. "Every news 
organisatinn," a leading American constitutional lawyer told me, "should 
recognize that Julian Assange is one of them and that his prosecution 
will have a huge and chilling effect on journalism." 

My favorite secret document - leaked by WikiLeaks, of course - is from 
the Ministry of Defense in London. It describes journalists who serve 
the public ~vithout fear or favor as "subversive" and "threats." Such a 
badge of honor. 

Swiss Bat~:er Gave WikiLeaks Information Revealing Crimes by World’s Most 
Powerful People, as Attacks on WikiLeaks Continue 
By Lauren Kelley, AlterNet 
Posted on January 17, 2011, Printed on Janum~/17, 2011 
http://’~vww.alternet org/storv/149559/ 
The mountain of damning information acquired by WikiLeaks just keeps 
growing, this time thanks to former Swiss banker Rudolf Elmer, who has 
reportedly fed the whistle-blower site information that could uncover 
"mass~ve, unmitigated tax evasion " by po;verful individuals and 
corporations around the globe 

Elmer handed over two optical discs worth of data, said to contain Swiss 
bank accounts linked to thousands of individuals, including some 40 
politicians and "pillars of society" from the U.S., Asia and Europe. 
Speaking at a press conference outside the Frontline Club, ;vhere 
WikiLeaks thunder Julian Assange is under house arrest, Elmer called 
WikiLeaks "my only hope to get society to know what’s going on" and said 
"it is damaging our society in the way that money is moved." 

After leaving a Cayman Islands outpost of the S;viss bank Julius Baer in 
2004, Elmer alleged that many of the bank’s top clients engaged in tax 
fraud with the full cooperation of Julius Baer leaders, according to Raw 
StoW. Elmer, who ;vent on to found the S;viss Whistleblo;ver website, has 
fed significant information to WikiLeaks once before, in 2007. He faced 
a court hearing over that release just last Tuesday. 

Assange said he plans to release the intbrmation in "a matter of ;veeks," 
as soon as it’s been verified. 

’]?he news comes as Assange faces allegations of sexual misconduct and 
attempts to extradite hun from the UK to Sweden. Meanwhile, the U.S. 
government is continuing its efforts to smear Assange and punish 
evep),one involved with his website. Most notably, Bradley Manning, the 
22-year-old U.S. soldier behind a massive leak of classified government 
documents, is being tortured by being kept in solitary confinement in 
aVirginia prison. 

Assange himself has received numerous thinly-veiled (and not so 
thinly-veiled) death threats li*om people all over the world, including 
individuals associated with the governments of the U.S. and other 
countries. A website called "People OK With Murdering Assange" compiles 
the most egregious statements fi-om individuals -- including politicians 
and prominent media personalities -- who have called for him to be killed. 
’]?he Feds have convinced a number of major companies, including PayPal, 
MasterCard, Visa and Amazon, to stop doing business with Assange’s site 
][*;ven the newly-crowned Miss America got some jabs in at WikiLeaks’ 
expense, saying during the question portion of Saturday’s pageant, "You 
know when it came to that situatinn, it was actually based on espinnage, 
and when it comes to the securi~ of our natinn, we have to focus on 
security first and then people’s right to know. It’s important that 
evewbody who’s in our borders is safe and so we can’t let things like 
that happen, and they must be handled properly." ’]?hat answer may have 
won Teresa Scanlan the croxvn, but it is of course inaccurate, since no 
one has ever been successfully prosecuted ~xder the Espionage Act. 
Lattren Kelley is an associate editor at AlterNet and a freelance writer 
and editor who has contributed to Change.org, The L Magazine and Time 
Out Nexv York. She lives in Brooklyn. Follow her on Twitter here. 

Farai Maguwu just sent this from his Mutare-based research institute, 



documenting recent moves by panners, the ruling political party, the 
ruthless arm?" and the Chinese: 

(;enter for Research and Development 

ProJect: Chiad~’a Watch Report 

Repolting period: 
October 2010 January 2011 

From the months of October 2010 to January 2011 CRD conducted some 
field visits to Chakohwa, Chaseyama, Mupudzi and Wengezi (all around 
Chiadzwa diamond fields), Arda Transau (Odzi) and Manica Town 
(Mozambique). These visits were ainred at meeting the following objectives; 

Assessing and gathering information on the human rights situation in 
Chiadmva. 

Investigating illegal mining and illicit trading of Chiadzwa diamonds. 

Monitoring the relocation of Chiadzwa families affected by mining 
activities in Marange.. 

Assessing the hmnanitarian situation in Marange and Arda Transau (The 
relocation site). 

Plam~ed activities for the project; 

Victim and perpetrator Identification. 

Visits to _Marange communal areas and Arda Transau to monitor 
hunranitarian situation. 

Visits to Mozambique to investigate the illicit trade in Marange diamonds. 

The Follo~ving updates are outcomes of the visits 

Diamond mining activities in Chiadzwa and the illicit diamond trade in 
Mozambique. 

The humanitarian situation in Marange and at Arda Transau. 

The human rights situation in Marange. 

1. Key issues in IVlarange Diamond Mining Zone 

1.1 New- Diamond Scramble in Chiadzwa. 

The joint venture company- bet~veen the government of Zimbabwe and China 
has subsequently discovered new diamond deposits at a place in Chiadzwa 
con~monly known by panners as Jesi A wide gravel road linking Jesi to 
the main plant at Chirasika has been constructed Gravel excavated tlcom 
jesi is ferried in dumpers to the main plant at Chirasika where the 
processing and separation of diamonds is simultaneously carried out CRD 
confirmed that more than 40 families have been hurriedly removed from 
Jesi to Arda Transau to pave ~vay for the ongoing mining operations 

Another new mining company called Sino Zimbabwe Diamonds has been 
allocated claims at Kusena, an area that borders Anjin and Marange 
resources, formerly Canadile CRD has been informed that Consummate, a 
company tha~ also set up the mining plant for Mbada diamonds has been 
hired to do the same at Kusena. Sino Zimbabwe is again a j oint venture 
between Chinese and the Zimbabwe government. CRD is yet to find out what 
Zimbabweans tend to benefit from these joint ventures because the normal 
government procedures of awarding companies mining licenses have never 
been :[’ollowed in Chiadmva mining operations. A Lebanese mining company 
called Pure diam has also been located at Muedzengwa village, an area 
between Chirasika and Jesi. (;lashes have been reported between Pure Diam 
and Ar~iin over boundaries since their claims are closely located. (;RID is 
reliably informed that Anjin company officials are moving around 
Chiad~’a with a detector and a rig where they drill every 10 meters down 
in ever?" area that they would have detected of having diamonds. If they 
are satisfied like in the case of Jesi, they would then erect a fence 
around the area immediately and embark on relocating people to Arda 
Transau Meanwhile construction work at Arda Transau is continuing 
non-stop as they anticipate discovering more diamond deposits and 
consequently mnving hundreds of families 

CRD also noted that diamond parming syndicates are still rampant in 
Chiadzwa More than 1500 illegal parmers are scattered around Chiadzwa 
Some have taken shelter in various villages scattered around Marange, 
others live in the mountains whilst some go in and out of the diamond 
fields daily. Scores of buyers / dealers are seen coming in and out of 
Chiadzwa daily. Panners interviewed acknowledged that panning is 
continuing everyday in Chiadzwa through either organized army syndicates 
or individual panners popularly known as snipers who make sporadic 
visits to the mining fields at night. CRD observed the presence of 
military posts at Chirasika, Muchena, Jesi and a nraj or base at Zengeni. 
Asked for a corrmrent on the continued presence of the array in Chiadzwa, 



one of the soldiers at Chirasika from 5 Brigade in K~vek~ve told CRD that 
their primary concern here was money to survive other than the security 
of the mining fields 

1.2 Illicit palming activities 

Though Zimbabwe was temporarily allowed to export its diamonds by the 
Kimberly Process ~KP) in July 2010, Marange diamonds continue to enter 
the international market illegally Casual miners continue to mine 
diamonds in syndicates with soldiers who will be camped at a distance 
away from the raining area. The presence of the al]~ly in Chiadm~a has 
repeatedly been condemned by the KP due to easily verifiable evidence 
linking them to serious human rights abuses and illegal mining 
activities. According to interviews we conducted with people around the 
Chiadzwa area soldiers continue to cotlm~it human rights violations though 
at a lower scale compared to the time when the military entered the 
diamond fields in 2008. The continuation of panning activities by 
soldiers has kept the illegal diamond supply chain wide open. Given the 
fact that soldiers exploit panners, some continue to evade the 
syndicates controlled by- soldiers in an effort to maximise profits, 
attracting the wrath of the security forces if caught. Panners who are 
caught by securi~ guards in the fenced areas have been harassed, 
assaulted and bitten by dogs. However, most palmers curffirmed that due 
to the fact that nearly every security official based in Chiadzwa is 
involved in illicit diamond trade in one way or the other, cases of 
physical assault are declining. Illegal panners, dealers and the 
security- forces have formed one formidable cormnunity which has led to a 
notable reduction in physical violence and an increase in illicit deals. 

Another worrying phenomenon is the cutting down of security fences by 
soldiers who then guard their syndicates whilst they dig for diamonds in 
the company premises. The Security guards are powerless in dealing with 
soldiers resulting in an increase in panning activities within the 
controlled area. Trle lack of political will to implement the JWt) has 
seen senior military personnel such as the Mutare based 3 Brigade 
Cormnander, Brigadier General Douglas ix~ikayaramba declaring that the 
military will not vacate the diamond fields any time soon. He said as 
long as there is need to protect the national resource from foreign 
interests, the military ~vill stay put in Chiadz~va. The recent remarks 
made by the General were a veiled revelation of the power dynamics at 
play- in Chiadzwa He also talked about the coming elections at the same 
media briefing, saying ZANU PF must reorganize itself to ensure it ~vins 
the next election 

On another note, CRD observed that private security guards, recruited 
mainly from ZANU PF structures and youth militia camps, continue to 
connnit human rights abuses similar to the ones perpetrated by the 
military. One panner Godfrey was caught and heavily assaulted by 
Canadile security guards in September 2010 whilst busy digging in the 
controlled area A body in an advanced state of decomposition was also 
discovered in the Canadile area in September 2010 and the person is 
believed to have been killed by security guards. Godfrey said the 
soldiers help the panners to get into the fenced area to pan for 
diamonds and then share the proceeds with them Foreign diamond buyers 
are still coming to buy diamonds from palmers and company employees in 
Chiadzwa They pay- the soldiers and Police officers who guard the area 
anything from $200 to a $1000 in order to gain access to business 
centres ~vhere company- employees, palmers and security forces will be 
milling around waiting for buyers. 

2. Illegal Trade 

2.1 Diamond Leakages 

CRD managed to track down buyers in Mozambique in order to ascertain 
whether illegal diamond trade is continuing in Manica, Mozambique CRD 
obsep~ed that the illicit trade in Marange diamonds is still brisk 
business in Mozambique. One buyer from Guinea Bissau showed CRD 
officials 3 gems a 13, 10 andl 1 carat (picture below) which he claimed 
to have bought at a price of U S 60 000 from a syndicate comprising of 
three men whom he claimed were working for one of the companies mining 
in Chiadzwa. Another buyer from Dubai showed CRD officials industrial 
diamonds (picture below) which he said he was buying at 35 dollars per 
gram and he went on to say that although business had slowed down during 
the holding of the Zanu PF annual conference in Mutare, business is 
slowly coming back to normal as he has started receiving on average 5 to 
10 traders per day. ’l’here is no evidence of any efforts by the 
Mozambique government to halt the illicit trade in Manica 

CKD noted fi-om its intep~iews with both buyers fi-om Mozambique and 
Mutare that quality’ gems were now coming from organized syndicates 
within the mining companies namely Marange resources (Canadile) and 
Mbada diamonds. One boiler attendant from Mbada Diamonds confirmed these 
diamond leakages and mentioned that although security personnel at the 
mine has been changed now- and again ,smuggling of diamonds from the 
company will continue because of the low wages paid to company employees 
and the security loopholes at the plant. 

Inse~l Inse~ 2 



December 2010 relocations 

Throughout 2010 govemrrlent was making frantic efforts to move scores of 
Marange families to Arda Transau in Odzi. Having seen the humanitarian 
problems that befell the 12 families that agreed to be relocated in 
January 2010, the Marange con~’nunity fiercely resisted attempts at 
relocation. The resistance was finally broken in December 2010 when ZANU 
PF used the occasion of its December congress that was held in _Mutare to 
force _Marange families to move. An aura of fear and terror engulfed the 
Marange cormnuni~- a few- day-s before the ZANU PF Congress when bulldozers 
made gravel roads into villages targeted for resettlemcnt. Securi~" 
forces then ordered targeted families to load their belongings onto the 
waiting trucks xvhich then ferried the affected people and their 
belongings to Odzi. 

Approximately 40 families were forcibly removed from Chirastka area in 
Marange and relocated to Arda Transau. As government continues to 
allocate mining claims to new companies more families will be moved m 
due course. CRD visited the affected families in ©dzi ~vhere some 
affected families were interviewed. Below are the grievances raised: 

3.1 Inadequate land 

Each relocated family ~vas allocated 100 X 100 metres of land which is by 
far too small for a family that survives on subsistence farming. The new 
plots ~vere located on virgin forests where families were struggling to 
prepare the land for agricultural purposes. The CRD saw women and 
children chopping down huge trees and clearing the bushes with hoes and 
axes as they retained some faint hope of acquiring seeds before the end 
of December The traditional planting season in Zimbabwe is mid November 
to earl?’ December but for the relocated Marange families the?’ were still 
waiting for seeds as late as the final ~veek of December Goverlm~ent and 
companies did not supply the relocated families with farming inputs at 
Arda Transau. Families intervie~ved by the CRD expressed distress at the 
fact that they had already planted crops in iVlarange which they were 
forced to abandon at a critical stage. During the first week of Janua~’ 
Anjin Directors arid the Provincial Administrator for Manicaland paid the 
relocated families $1000 disturbance allo~vances each but they would not 
state when they were going to receive seeds The disturbance allowance 
is different fi-om the compensation which the companies had promised when 
they started operations in Chiadzwa The families are yet to be 
allocated land for farming. Given the fact that the farming season is 
approaching the halfway stage, the relocated families will have to 
survive on emergency relief aid till 2012. 

A model homestead prepared by Anjin at Arda Transau 

3.2 Compensation 

Despite promises that companies will compensate families for the 
relocation to ©din, the more than 40 families recently relocated did not 
receive compensation prior to their forced eviction. Interviewed 
families m[’ormed the CRD that earthrnovers suddenly arrived in their 
villages and started destroying crops as the drivers created roads so 
that Lorries could gain access to homesteads :[’or removal of property and 
livestock. Marange families were forced to load their belongings, 
including the roofing material on their houses. They had not consented 
to this since the?" had not received any compensation or allowances to 
enable them to settle down in the new location. ’]’he families were given 
200KGs of mealie meal on amval and they complained that they were 
struggling to :find relish since they had not planted anything in the new 
area. 

3.3 Social Services 

The new settlement has got no primaiy~ and secondau school, no clinic 
and no access to clean water. The i:amilies walk over a kilometre to the 
Chinese construction site to fetch xvater for domestic purposes. The 
nearest school is located three kilometres fiom the nexv settlement. This 
is creating serious problems for scores of little primary school 
children who have to walk more than six kilometres daily to and from 
school. The absence of safe drinking water in the new- settlement, 
especially during the rainy season where waterborne diseases can easily 
spread means the cormnunity is at a high risk of waterborne diseases such 
as cholera. The problem is compotmded by the absence of a health 
institution in or near the new settlement. 

1.5 Human Rights Abuses 

Casual diamond miners and the Marange con~’nunity say cases of serious 
human rights abuses by the state security agents have declined sharply 
in recent months. Nevertheless, the ZANU PF amxual National People’s 
Congress that was held in Mutare from the 17th to the 18th of December 
was preceded by a massive clean-up operation that saxv soldiers and 
police setting dogs on panners and buyers. In anticipation of sporadic 
visits to the diamond fields by senior ZANU PF officials and security 
chiefs, the military launched a crackdown to clean up the diamond fields 
2 weeks before the congress. CRD inteiviewed several panners in December 
who confirmed that a serious operation ~vas launched beginning the first 
week of December which aimed at clearing the diamond fields ahead of the 



congress The police, army and private security guards beat up the 
panners and in most cases set dogs on the panners ~n an apparent attempt 
to give the country’s political elites a semblance of’order and normalcy 
in the diamond fields The December violence follows the con’anon trend 
where state security agents launch a crack down on parmers ahead of 
v~sits by high profile individuals and delegations. In August 2010 there 
was an even more violent crackdown ahead of the visits by the KP review 
mission and the KP monitor. Illegal parming and diamond smuggling 
activities return to normal immediately after the high profile visits 
This underscores the need for a strong Local Focal Point that can 
monitor activities on a daily basis as opposed to solely relying on 
reports from the KP monitor who visits the courlt~y 2 or 3 tirues per year. 

Reconm~endations 

1. There is need to strengthen the Local Focal point so that the 
humanitarian situation in Marange and Odzi are closely nmnitored. 

2. Halting the illicit diamond trade in Manica must be set as the 
precondition for Mozambique to be granted KP ruembership. 

3. SADC ought to play a visible role in protnoting accountability and 
transparency in the dianmnd trade in the region. 

4. People living in dianmnd rich areas should be empowered to deruand a 
share of the proceeds from the sale of dianmnds leading to sustainable 
development and hmnan security. 

5.10N bodies such as the 10N Habitat should devote tirue and resources to 
ensure that the relocation exercise meets the UN standards. 

Independent Media Center (w~’.in@media.org) - Dakar 2011 Independent 
Media Convergence 

DELF~GATION FUNDING REQUESTS - Deadline Jan 18th, 2011 

Please Donate No~v through Deep Dish TV paypal! 

(click on the paypal link and please enter a note for "Dakar 2011 ") 

We are asking for $25, $50, $75, $100, and more donations An?’ amount 
you can give is greatly appreciated 

Delegates from nine African countries are planning to attend the fourth 
Indymedia-Africa net~vorking and training session in advance of the 10th 
Aunual World Social Forum next month in Dakar, Senegal F~ve of the 
delegations represent IMCs that are either active or restructuring, two 
are from groups who are forming new IMCs, and two are from groups who 
are not yet COlmected with the In@media network but do other forms of 
communi~-based media The gathering will provide an alternative space 
to the N-GO-dominated WSF and increase the opportunity- to expose the 
in@media network to other activists from around Africa that ~vill be in 
town lbr the forum We also intend to collaborate on reporting on the forum. 

Delegates are still looking for individuals and organizations who can 
help with funding for transportation. The interest this year is over 
three times the registration for our ]ast convergence ~" representing 
99 media makers and cowanunity" orgamzers have been recruited and 
identified, and due to di]igent recruiting work on the part of the 
facilitators, a full half of these are women. Below are descriptions of 
the delegations, and our goals for this convergence, and the estimated 
travel costs of these options. You can see the :gull list of de]egates 
and their individual organizations on indymedia twiki page at 
https://docs indv, media.or~/Local/Dakar2011ListOfDe]egates. Delegates who 
carmot attend this convergence wil] attend the next one, tentatively 
scheduled for December 2011 

Ambazonia (Cameroon) 

’]?he third IMC to form in Africa, IMC Ambazonia is currently 
restructuring after su[’fering repression following the student strikes 
of 2()05. Valentine Eben (aka Sphinx) was one o:[’those forced to flee 
after these actions after taking extensive video documentation of the 
police violence using a hidden cell phone camera. He has since obtained 
refugee status in the US and produced his coverage ~nto a full-length 
documentapf entitled "ag~ceStanding with the Students,~Cl~l produced in 
collaboration with Sin Fromesras Media Collective. Sphinx also provided 
much o:[’the organi;dng for all :[’our previous IMC-Africa gatherings from 
exile. 

Other mernbers of ]MC’-Abazonia include Justice Muluh Mbuh, a lecturer at 
a local college who just got out of jail after a year in detention for 
possession of dissident materials, and Edith Ngang, a corumunity 
organiser with a focus on battered women. We are hoping to be able to 
fund at least these three delegates. 

F~xd Sphil~x’s ticket for $1236 

Fund Justice and Edith’s tickets for $2472 



Fund the whole delegation of 5 for $6180 

Please Donate Now tl-lrough Deep Dish TV paypal! 

(click on the paypal link and please enter a note for "Dakar 2011 ") 

We are asking for $25, $50, $75, $100, and more donations. Any amount 
you can give is greatly appreciated. 

DR-Congo 

The group in the Democratic Republic of Congo has just begun to form an 
IMC, however they- have been in touch with the IMC~�"Africa working group 
since the First African Regional Indynredia Conference in Dakar in 2004. 
The Congolese delegation at the time xvas organised by Floribert Chebeya 
fi’om ~CceLa Voix des Sans Vosx, ggD whose assassination in June last year 
sent a shock wave around the human rights community- ~vorld wide. This 
year, 8 delegates from the forming indymedia DRC have registered to 
participate The?’ are building indymedia DRC to serve as a media tool to 
raise more a~vareness and do outreach in their cormnumties as well as 
globally. The groups involved in this collective is ve~- diverse; from 
child protection advocates like Mr Jean Baptiste Mulongo Kaulu, to 
advocates against the crimes of mining companies in mineral rich Katanga 
province like Madame Mariette Kalango Mwayumba, to Arthur Ngoy Munfungwa 
from the Saint Joseph hospital which has focused on providing 
restorative surgical services to women who have been the victims of 
brutal rapes in the wars in Southern Congo. 

Fund Jean Baptiste fbr $1416 

Fund Madame Mariette and Arthur Ngoy for $2832 

Fund the whole delegation of 8 fbr $11,382 

Please Donate Now through Deep Dish TV paypal’. 

(click on the paypal link and please enter a note fbr "Dakar 2011 ") 

We are asking for $25, $50, $75, $100, and more donations. Any amount 
you can give is greatly appreciated. 

Kenya 

Kenya In@media is a thriving IMC with three active projects The 
Nairobi group was the initiator, facilitated by John Bwakali following 
his participation in the 2004 IMC-Africa Convergence A second group has 
organized around KOCH-FM. the first community-owned and operated radio 
station in a slum in East Africa, and a third around the Equator FM 
collective in Kisumu, Kenya. KOCH-FM got a new transmitter through their 
participation in the last IMC-Africa corn’ergence’s transmitter building 
workshop, and Equator FM was started using equipment and networks built 
at the same gathering 

Kenya Indymedia is currently the leading group spreading the word around 
Africa for movements in the continent to tap into the potential of the 
in@media network to strengthen their local work. Mr Bwakali’s most 
recent recruit is a delegation of community radin makers in [Zw’anda. 

Fund John Bwakali for $1358 

Fund one delegate fi’om each of the two radio stations for $2716 

Fund five female delegates for $6790 

Fund the whole delegation of 15 for $20,370 

Please Donate Now through Deep Dish TV paypal! 

(click on the paypal link and please enter a note for "Dakar 2011 ") 

We are asking for $25, $50, $75, $100, and more donations..amy amount 
you can give is greatly appreciated. 

Mall 

The Mall delegatiun has been organizing for several years, but has not 
yet completed the nexv LMC process. Working in collaboration with groups 
such as Movement for the Voiceless, Association of Maliean Exiles 
(AME), and the Union of the Wretched of the Earth, they have used the 
momuntmn around the Dakar nrobilization to rekindle energy for a 
relaunch. Organizers include Moussa Coulibaly Mamadou, who has 
nraintained communication with the IMC-Africa group, and Alassane Dicko 
who is a meraber of AME. The Mall group is traveling via bus, making 
their travel costs very efficient. 

Ftmd Moussa and Alassane for $300 

Fund three female delegates for $450 

Fund the whole delegation of 8 for $1,200 



Please Donate Now through Deep Dish TV paypal’. 

(click on the paypal link and please enter a note for "Dakar 2011 ") 

We are asking for $25, $50, $75, $100, and more donations. Any amount 
you can give is greatly appreciated. 

Nigeria 

The Nigeria delegation is made mainly of women from the Delta Region of 
Nigeria where a low key ~var has been going on with Nigerian Federal 
government forces and oil companies~�TM sectu-ity outfits on one side and 
the local population that is fed-up with exploitation, pollution and 
poverty on the other. Recent research shows that an Exxon Valdez sized 
oil spill has occurred on average evel~- year for the past 50 years in 
the Niger Delta. Exxon is responsible for 6 spills in tJae same area of 
the Niger Delta since December 2009. 

Some of the Delta Region Community leaders we are tl~-ing to bring to the 
Convergence include: 

1. Ms. Emem J Okon -Executive Director of Kebetkache Women Development 
& Resource Centre Kebetkache is a community action, grassroots 
education, adw~cacy non-government organiz~tion working to empower women 
to address issues of social justice and human rights and development. 

2. Ms. Inyene Okon - Niger Delta Women for Justice (NDWJ) This is a 
grassroots women movement that serves as a platform [’or community women 
to speak about issues of environmental racism, social negligence and the 
unresponsive character of oil and gas companies in the Niger Delta. 

3. Ms Dorothy }{juwa - Ugborodo Women forum This is a platform of 
action for women in the communities in the Warri south west local 
government area who occupied chevron oil tank farm in June 2002, which 
got the government and the oil companies [’or the first time to listen to 
local leaders about the pollution in their land by oil companies and the 
problem of flaring 

For the last three years, Kola Olaleye has been working to build these 
networks in order to reorganize and re-launch Indymedia Nigerm 

Fund Kola Olaleye for $743 

Fund Proem, [nyene and Dorothy for $2,229 

Fund the 18 :female delegates for $13,374 

Fund the whole delegation for $27,491 

Please Donate Now through Deep Dish TV paypal! 

(click on the paypal link and please enter a note for "Dakar 2011 ") 

We are asking for $25, $50, $75, $100, and more donations. Any amount 
you can give is greatly appreciated. 

Rxvanda 

As the Indymedia Africa working group continues its outreach afford 
across the continent of Africa, Rwanda is the latest country to which we 
are starting to build a working relationship with a local cormnunity 
project. Indymedia Kenya folks introduced Izaba Radio project organizers 
in Rwanda to the Indymedia network in the wake of preparations for the 
Dakar Convergence; and the group immediately registered three delegates 
for the Convergence. With the difficulty we are facing with raising 
funds, we are at least trying to look for a sponsor or funds to at least 
cover the transportation of one of the Rwandan delegates to the 
Convergence. 

Fund one delegate for $1307 

Fund the whole delegation of 3 for $3921 

Please Donate Now through Deep Dish TV paypal’. 

(click on the paypal link and please enter a note for "Dakar 2011 ") 

We are asking for $25, $50, $75, $100, and more donations. Any amount 
you can give is greatly appreciated. 

South Africa 

Indymedia South Africa ~vas the first IMC in Africa With the emergence 
of web 2.0 and the continuous lack of technical support to help with 
proper maintenance of their online platform, indymedia organizers in 
Johannesburg and Cape Town gave tap on the project and got absorbed into 
other local media projects. In the last years, a new groups of activists 
working around the Center for Civil Society in Durban have recognized 
the vital role the indymedia South Africa web platform played; not only 
for local struggles that could not afford such a platform by themselves, 



but also for global networking These activists are starting efforts to 
relaunch in@media South Africa. We are looking for funding to at least 
bring one of the 12 South African delegates who registered for the 
Convergence to I)akar [’or the skills sharing workshops and networking 
opportunity. 

Fund one delegate for $1168 

Fund the 9 female delegates for $10,512 

Fund the whole delegation of 12 for $14,016 

Please Donate Now through Deep Dish TV paypal! 

(click on the paypal link and please enter a note for "Dakar 2011 ") 

We are asking for $25, $50, $75, $100, and more donations..amy amount 
you can give is greatly appreciated. 

Uganda 

Mission Youth from Uganda participated for the first time in an 
IMC-Africa Convergence Center in 2007 in Nairobi, Kenya. Mission Youth 
amongst other things uses video screening in neighborhoods to raise 
awareness un social justice issues in Uganda. Being the first group xvith 
which we have developed a xvorking relationship in Uganda, xve hope to 
continue building on the relations started in 2007 by also helping at 
least get a delegate from Mission Youth to the Dakar Convergence. 

Fund one delegate for $849 

F~xd the 5 female delegates for $4,245 

Fund the whole delegatiun of 8 for $6,792 

Please Donate Now through Deep Dish TV paypal’. 

(click on the paypal link and please enter a note for "Dakar 2011 ") 

We are asking for $25, $50, $75, $100, and more donations. Any amount 
you can give is greatly appreciated. 

Zimbab~ve 

Zimbabwe IMC like several other socio-political structures in that 
country has come under enormous pressure following the political turmoil 
of the last couple of years As life starts showing signs of returning 
to normali~z, some media activists are working on restructuring 
in@media Zimbabwe. We got a chance to work with some of the Zimbab~vean 
media activists in the 2007 Nairobi Convergence, and are trying to help 
get at least a delegate from that collective to the Dakar Convergence as 
well. 

Fund one delegate for $1,375 

Fund the female delegate for $1,375 

Fund the whole delegation of 3 for $4125 

Please Donate Now through Deep Dish TV paypal! 

(click on the paypal link and please enter a note for "Dakar 2011 ") 

We are asking for $25, $50, $75, $100, and more donations. 2my amount 
you can give is greatly appreciated. 

(Final (;all; Apologies fi~r X-posting; please pass along): 

Announcing: 

Antipode’s 3rd Institute :[’or the Geographies of Justice (IGJ)* 

*(We have jettisoned "Summer" g~ven the Northern hemispheric bias it 
presents) 

Antipode’s 3rd Institute :[’or the Geographies of Justice (IGJ) will take 
place in Athens, Georgia, USA, Mi~y 30th-June 3rd, 2011. 

Antipode’s 3rd Institute for the Geographies of Justice (IGJ) will 
provide an exciting opportunity’ to engage leading edge theoretical, 
methodological, and research-practice issues in the :field of radical 
geography and social justice (both broadly defined), along with a range 
of associated professional and career development matters. This 
international meeting xvill be specifically designed to meet the needs of 
new researchers, taking the form of an intensive, interactive workshop 
for 25 participants. It will include facilitated discussion groups, 
debates and panels, training and skills development modules, and plenary 
sessions. Topics for the meeting will include: defining radical/critical 
geographies, models of engagement broadly/models of activist-scholarship 



specifically, interdisciplinary radical work, producing public 
geographies, locating the boundaries of "the geographies of justice," 
the institutional cultures of radical geography, interdisciplinary 
dialogue and radical geography, how to teach radical geographies, 
publishing radical geographies and mapping the future of 
radical/critical geographies. 

Featured plenary contributors at the Athens (2011 ) meeting will be: 

Patrick Bond, 

School of Development Studies and Centre for Civil Society, 

University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, South At~ica. 

h ttp : i/sds, ukzn. ac.zai def a ult.php ?2,4,3 5 , 4, 0 

Vinay Gidwani, 

Department of Geography and Institute for Global Studies 

University of Mitmesota 

http:i/~’w.~eo~.umn.edu/people/profile.php?UID gidwa002 

Wen@ Larner, 

School of Geographical Sciences 

Uni’,~ersity of Bristol 

http:i/www.bris.ac.uk/geography/staff/?PersonKey zOFDxaAj uHkDyt SFc aRhO0 gQ 135’~,Fx 

Laura Pulido, 

Department of American Studies and Ethnicity 

University of Southern California 

http ://college usc.edu~’aseipeople/fa cultydispla¥.cfm?PersonlD 1003620 

Nik Theodore, 

Center for Urban Economic Development and Department of Urban Planning 
and Policy 

University of Illinois at Chicago 

http://www urbaneconomv, org/niktheodore 

Wen@ Wolford, 

Department of Development Sociolog?- 

Comell University 

http://devsoc cals cornell edu/cals/devsoc/people/facultv.cfm?netId www43 

The local organizer of the meeting ~s: 

Nik Heynen, 

Department of Geography, 

Universi~ of Georgia, 

http://www ggv.uga.eduidirectorg/details php?i 220&group 

Who is Eligible and How to Apply? 

’]7he Institute for the (3 eographies of Justice is open to doctoral 
students, postdoctoral researchers, and recently appointed junior 
faculty (normally within 3 years of appointment) 

’]7he Institute participation fee will be $200 for graduate students and 
$250 :[’or faculty and postdoctoral researchers This fee will include 
your lodging for the week, a couple meals here and there and fund a 
reception at the end of the week. 

All those wishing to attend the IGJ must complete a pre-reg~stration 
form by January 31 st, 2011. 

Pre-registration fom~s are available at the two following links: 

http://www.antipode-online.net/docs/IGJ 2011 pre-ap.doc 

http ://geog.ggg.uga.edu/faculty/index.php ?n Main.Nhe~,,nen 

Please fill out the form and email it to Nik Heynen at 
antipode, iN @gma il. corn 



Support for the SIGJ is being provided by: 

* Antipode: A Journal of Radical Geography: 

http:i/www.antipode-online.net/default.asp 

* The Department of Geography at the University- of Georgia: 

http:i/www.~v.u~a.edui 

Further iuformation about the Institute for the Geographies of Justice 
can be obtained frora Nik Heynen at antipode.igj@gmail, corn or 
nheynen@uga, edu. 

Infom~ation on Athens can be found at http://www.visitathensga.comi or 
http ://www. libs.u ga. edu~’athensi or http://flagpole com/ 

Nik Heynen Associate Professor of Geography, Adjunct Associate Professor 
of Anthropology’, Associate Director of the Center for Integrative 
Conservation Research (CICR) Umversity of Georgia, GG Building, 210 
Field St., Room 2(;,4, Athens, GA 30602 Phone: (706) 542-1954 (direct) 

(706) 542-2856 (oltice) Fox: (706) 542-2388 E-mail: nheynen@uga.edu w~vw: 
http ://www. gg¥ uga.edu/directorv/details.php?i 220&group 

******* Editor and Interventions Editor, Antipode: A Radical Journal of 
Geography http://www.antipode-online.net/ 

Editor, Geographies of Justice and Social Transformation University of 
Georgia Press http:/i~vw~v.ugapress.ugaedu/index.php/series/GOJ 

ROBIN HOOD, ROBBEN I SLAik~D Aik]D THE POST APARTHEID STATE 

Neville Alexander 

Together with ten of my comrades, [ was sentenced to ten years 
~mprisonment on Robben Island in April 1964 [k~r allegedly conspiring to 
commit sabotage with a view to overthrowing the apartheid regime. 
Leaving aside the details o:[’the background to this case and the real, 
as opposed to the court, version of what actually happened, [ remember 
with much fondness the adamant opposition to our plans :[’or a protracted 
guerrilla war in southern Afi-ica often expressed by one of my close 
friends, an attorney, who un[2~rtunately is no longer among us. He was 
convinced, as were many others, that this was a pipe dream. He was, 
however, a scintillating wit with a wonderful sense of burnout One of 
the first letters [ received on the Island was from my learned friend. 
Its salutation read very simply: "[)ear Robin ttood". I reveal this nugget 
because I remain convinced that the vast majority of the men who ended 
up on Robben Island, regardless of political part), or class background, 
were at the time in some sense and in their own consciousness following 
in the footsteps of the famous archer of Sherwood Forest in that, 
ultimately, at the simplest possible level of description, they wanted 
~to steal from the rich to give to the poor". I am, however, not the 
first observer of South Afi-ican society to note with alarm that this 
view is no longer tenable. [[’here has been in recent months - also in the 
columns of this newspaper - a constant trickle of contributions, from 
people who can in no way be called opponents of the ruling party’, 
warning against obviously corrupting tendencies that seem to have become 
endetnic in the African National Congress as an organisation. Indeed, one 
of the most devastating of these critiques has come from within the 
Tripartite Alliance itself in the form of a coraprehensive and in many 
ways searching analysis by COSATU of what appears to be wrong in that 
party. 

In one of the more recent expressions of scepticism about the lore of 
the liberation struggle, Jacob Dlamini, in his essay, Native Nostalgia, 
makes the (actually quite obvious) point that just because a reprobate 
such as Joe Mamasela had stated that "not everybody on Robben Island was 
holy", it does not mean that ... ordinary South Africans should be cowed 
from asking if the men and women who led the struggle were the heroes 
and heroines of legend.". Like him, many of us are becoming increasingly 
anxious "... about the political entrepreneurship and racial nativisnr 
... [we[ see all about us today as black South Africans with no history 
of struggle take advantage of the valorisation (or is it fetishism?) of 
blacl~ess to enrich themselves or gain positions". 
Like many of us, in his attempt to explain the disastrous social, 
econotnic and political terrain in which we find ourselves today, he has 
decided to challenge some of the nraster narratives of the liberation 
struggle. Indeed, I am convinced that the time for those who can see 
that we are digging a big hole for ourselves and for the coming 
generations to speak up with one concerted voice, is overdue. This is 
not the place for a review of Dlamini’s sophisticated and challenging 
theses. Suffice it to say that anybo@ interested in understanding the 
real complexity and some of the conundrttms of the liberation struggle 
should read this slender volume lVhatever one’s doubts or disagreements 
with the author might be, his work introduces a welcome new voice and 



approach into debates that have become more like a set of charades 
involving all the usual suspects as talking heads with eve~ passing 
day. It is certainly one of the most intelligent social analyses of the 
post-apartheid dispensation I have read for some ume 

Although, as I have intimated, many academics, activists and other 
writers who have an understanding of how our social order is structured 
and how it functions have expressed some concern about the state of 
affairs, I believe that much more pressure has to be placed on this 
layer of people to take up a clear position with respect to the 
post-apartheid state. One of the reasons why things seem to be sliding 
uncontrollably in the direction of what is quite misleadingly called a 
"failed state" is that the generality of the population is not aware of 
the dangers in the situation. In ray opinion, it is the task of the 
"intellectuals", as I prefer to call this group of people, regardless of 
the level of fom~al education they- may have had, to spell out these 
dangers clearly-. There will be, and there are, many contradictions and 
different points of view, but this is to be welcomed since it is only 
ttnough the clash of ideas that clarity emerges. 

The following are a few of the issues that have to be taken up 
fearlessly and candidly, no matter how awkward they may be. It should be 
noted that these questions have little or nothing to do with the ANC as 
an organisation. They are directed to the entire leadership cadre of our 
country, regardless of party, since they involve fundamental questions 
of values, attitudes and culture, in the proper sense of that term. 

One: What is out attitude towards the post-apartheid state? In the 
apartheid era, whatever the differences among different tendencies and 
factions in the national liberation raovement, there was unanimity about 
the antagonistic relation to the apaltheid-capitalist state. Do we 
believe that the current state can actually improve in some radical 
manner the socio-economic and cultural levels of the majority of our 
people? If we do not believe this, let us state this clearly and also 
give our reasons for saying so If~ve believe that the current state is 
fundamentally- able to deliver to the poor, we need to say clearly where 
the limits are, if there are any 

Two: It is no longer acceptable to countenance in stoic but none the 
less complicit silence the brazen looting of state resources which are 
ultimately derived from the surplus labour of the working class by 
elements of the middle and upper classes This behaviour shows 
clearly what their attitude towards the state is. Is the alienation of 
working class youth from the state evident in rampant vandalism, 
theft, fraud, lack of institutiona 1 pride and wilful neglect of 
maintenance, among many other things simply a continuation ficom the 
apartheid era of the attitudes engendered among oppressed people by the 
white supremacist racial order? Or, is it evidence of an emerging 
understanding that the ostensible disappearance of overt racial 
discrimination does not make the post-apartheid state less of a 
capitalist fbrmation than its apartheid forebear? A more disturbing 
thought in this regard is the fact that these attitudes are not confined 
to the state and its functionaries. With many exceptions, of course, the 
youth seem to have been infected by the ultra-individualism and 
self-centredness that have come to characterise the era of neoliberal 
capitalism As a result, their anger, aggression and acquisit~vness are 
callously directed at all and sundry. This, together with the contagion 
of the drug culture, is indeed a toxic mix tff~at will make any recovery 
and healing of a proJf~undly sick society e×tremely dil!t~icult 

Three: What can we do at the grassroots level to begin the steep ascent 
out of the ditch in which we have been landed? Can we help to reduce, 
perhaps eradicate, the culture of dependence on the state that has been 
the, probably unintended, consequence of the system of social grants? 
Can we return to the source of our liberation ideology" by promoting a 
counter-culture of self-reliance and sharing in the process of 
rebuilding our communities and our neighbourhoods? These are extremely 
difficult questions and there are no simple answers In the next few 
years, we are going to have to learn fi-om one another’s more or less 
successful attempts at finding the appropriate answers in our work among 
the urban and the rural poor. 

Four: Not everyone who reads this will agree that the question is 
relevant. None the less, I believe we would be lhiling in our duty if we 
did not pose it How is the credibility of the socialist alternative to 
be rewved in view of the collapse of the Soviet Union and the 
capitalist road chosen by Deng’s China? The triumpha[ism of the 
end-of-history apologists for the barbarism ofneo-libera[ capitalism 
has been muted not silenced by the continuing collapse of the 
financial markets and the attendant multiple permanent crises of*that 
system, currently most evident in southern Europe and Ireland. The 
challenge at all levels local, national, regional and international 
is to identi~ the dynamic elements in the rapidly changing and volatile 
world and to forge the links between these and the post-capitalist 
alternative(s) in a language that is charged with the values and the 
principles of socialism but not constrained by the formulaic slogans and 
chants of yesterday. New wine has to be poured into new bottles if we 
are to inspire the young working people of the 21 st century. 

If this question is met with the hackneyed response that it is utopian 
and that I do not understand "human nature", I point the reader in the 



direction of one of the most inspiring artists of the 20th centup)~ 
Bertolt Brecht, in one of his most matter-of-fact moments, wrote these 
unforgettable words: "Injustice is human; but more human still is the 
war against ~njustice". 

Neville Alexander 

(In my personal capacity) 

12 January 2011 



We’re giving away one free faculty-led international 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

program. Enter now for your chance to win] 

iDesigned for college faculty and students, EF College Study Tours 

YourEFTourConsultantworksone-on-onewithyoutoplanyourperfecttour. 

Once abroad, ~hey handle all o~ the trave~ logistics, provide educat~ona~ context 

Our tours .----with guaranteed ~ow prices----- include round4dp aidare, hote~ 

~ccommodafions, a 24-hour tour director, sightseeing excursions, entrance to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu:= 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 9:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your fihn request for 2011-01-19 

Your resel-,zation request for Generations of resistance [videocassette] from 2011-01-18 through 2011-01-20 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

St aff Notes: 
Generations of resistance [videocassette] : 65-V2114 c 1 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 

Other arrangements must be made in ad~’ance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have ant’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 01-18-2011 09:32 am 
...... Mail generated at Jan. 18.2011 09:01:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 10:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtr~; Amelia DeFosset 

Re: small objects/games for box on Kenyma Independence? 

t@hotmafil .corn> 

Hi Eunice, 

ik/~¥ understanding of" the time frame is that it 
would be great if you are still able to get the items for the Kenya 
culture kit 

Thank you! 
Stacey 

SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Barbara, 
> 

> I am in the midst of addressing issues that have been delayed 

> The (;enter has most likely wrapped up this prolect, but kindly do let me know if you still need the requested items. 
> 

> Best wishes for the New Year! 
> Eunice. 

> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:11 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Cc: Amelia DeFosset; SewaH, Stacey Elizabeth 
> Sut~iect: small o[~iects/games for box on Kenyan Independence? 
> 
> Dear Eunice: 
> The Center is finishing some "learning boxes" for North Carolina 
> teachers to use in middle school classrooms. One of the boxes has 
> materials on the independence movement in Kenya, focusing on a yotmg 
> adult novel (Beverly Naidoo’s Bttrn my Heart) about two yotmg boys, one 
> the son of British settlers, the other a Kikuyu youth (a strong book 
> which does not provide a simple view). In addition to books, dvds, 
> recipes, and maps, we tly to put a few hands-on objects in these boxes, 
> like clothing, cloth, games, etc. (our other boxes concern South Africa 
>, Senegal, Mali, and Egypt). I ara wondering if you have any small 
> objects from Kenya that you would like to donate to the box? Not to 
> worlN if you don’t, but we’re doing a little fishing... 
> 

> The other question we have for you is to ask if you can share with us a 
> couple of games you may have played as a child (we’ve learned that in 
> Dakar, children play many of the games that American children are 
> familiar with-tag, blind-man’s-bluff; etc.) Do you remember something 
> like this that we could include in the box to help middle-schoolers 
> connect with Kenya in the 50si60s? Thanks! Barbara 

> Barbara Shaw Anderson 
> Associate Director, At~ican Studies Center 
> Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 FedF~x Global Education Center 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> (919) 962-1406 office 
> (919) 843-2102 
> b anderson@unc.edu 
> www global unc.edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:22 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Appointment? 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

I was wondering ifI cotfld come in s~medme this week and visit during your office hours, would that be ok’? 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

i@qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 11:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Re: small objects/games tbr box on Kenyo~ Independence? 

Let’s get together 
for lunch? I don’t kno~v what your teaching schedule is Let me know 
And thanks for an?’ help you can provide for this project Warmest 
regards, Barbara 

Sahle, Eumce N "vVl-ote: 
Dear Barbara, 

I am in the midst of addressing issues that have been delayed 

The Center has most likely wrapped up this project, but kindly do let me know if you still need the requested items. 

Best wishes for the New- Year! 
Eunice. 

settle 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies (;enter, CB//7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Building 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel ttiH, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 ol~ice 
(919) 843-2102 fi~x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@lemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 12:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 1958109 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 01/18/11. A summa~- 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Classroom support group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/survey follo,aqap.pl?ticket 1958109 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Steve (slkirby) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: eumce 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PIIONE: (919) 966-2588 
I)EPARTMENT: win&ida friday ctr-cont educ 
TICKET NU~/213 ER: 1958109 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Classroom Support 

Question about the 2 screens in PE 306 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

Contact the Classroom Hotline for your classroom needs 
hotline@unc edu 919.962.6702 
Olfice: M-F 7:30 am - 5:00 pm 
Lnmted support: 5:00 pm to 10:00 pm 

http://hotline.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Don Solomon -~solomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, Janumy 14, 2011 4:13 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Jolmson <mjolmson@nationallmmanitiescenter.org> 

The Black Atlantic and the Biographic~J Turn, Febmaxy 24-26 at the National Hulnanifies Center 

BlackAtl~lticPos~ter r3-1.pdf 

Please circulate widely. Apologies for cross-postings. 

The National Humanities Center is pleased to present a symposium on 

THE BLACK ATLANTIC AND THE BIOGRAPHICAL TURN: SLAVERY, MIGRATION, AND THE ORIGINS OF THE MODERN WORLD 

February 24 - 26, 2011 

National Humanities Center 

7 T.W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

In recent yeaacs, historians, writers, and others have begun to produce a surge of studies of the "black Atla~ltic" organized a~round particular life stories. Their 
[ approaches build on, and also suggest the limitations o£ several waves of scholmship over the last generation. What are the opportunities and limitations of this 

biographical turn? 

This symposium brings together leading scholms in Atlantic, American, American, Caribbean, European, and Africa~l history, to discuss new works in progress and to 
consider the theoretical implications, possibilities, and dange~ of the "biographical turn" for histories of the early modern and modem Atlantic world. 

The symposium will open with a public address by prize-wiraling novelifft Cm-A Phillips and continue with two days of discussions. 

$35 registration fee includes all sessions and meals. 

Graduate students with a valid ID may register for free by contacting Martha Johnson at 919-549-0661 ×110 

Pal~ticipants include: 

¯ Jmnes Campbell, Sta~ford Universi~" 

¯ Vincent Ca~e~ Universi~" of Ma~’land 
¯ Laurent DuBois, Duke UmversiF 
¯ Roquinaldo Femem, UNversi~’ of Virginia 

Sandm Greene, Cornell UniversiF 
¯ ~Valter Hm~horne, MicNgan State Universi~~ 

¯ Mm~in Klein, UmvemiF of Toronto 
¯ Lloyd Kramer, Univemity of No~h Carolina at Cha~l Hill 

She~] Kroe~ Uifiversity of Florida 

¯ Jane Lan&~, Vanderbilt Unive~i~ 
¯ Lisa Lind~y, Unive~iF of No~th Carolina m Chapel Hill (organizer) 

¯ Jo~ph Millec Universi~" of Vi~ima 

Cau1 PNllip~ Yale Umvemi~ 

¯ Cassandra f~bus, Umvelsi~ of Sydney 

¯ Jo~o Jos6 Reis, Universidade Federal da Bahia 
¯ Jon Sensbach, Universi~- of Florida 
¯ J~es Sweet, Universi~ of Wi~onsin-Madimn 
¯ JoM Wood Sweet, UNversi~’ ofNo~h C~olina at Chapel Hill (organizer) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 4:13 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Jolm~n <mjolmson@nationallmmanitiescenter.org> 

The Black Atlanlic and the Biographic~J Turn, Febmaxy 24-26 at the Nalional Hulnanifies Center 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 

~.@email.unc.edu~ 

2:40 PM 

Contribntion in Class: AFRII 

Professor, 

I jnst wanted to clarify that my name is actually 

Son?’ if there was a mix up. 

as opposed to 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,_               2:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Enrolhnent tbr ARI 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

My name is           . I am interested in majoring in African and 
Afro-American Studies Would it be okay for me to sit on your class on 

Thursday? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Regarding the cour~ outline 

Professor Sahle, 

I was hoping to get you to send me the course outline so I can hopefully go 
and pick the books that I need up today after my last class so I can get 
caught up where I need to be. Also if I need to do something more to make 
sure I get enrolled in the class please let me kno~v and I will do whatever 
is necessary. I really appreciate you allowing me to enroll. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 4:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Update today’s meeling 

No problem. I’m reaJly excited about that theme. I was thinking the other day that I wish I had morn for some literature classes. Thanks for everything. 

Also if you waaat to meet on Thursday I cam, or if you rather wait until next Tuesday. that is fine too. 

Thanks again 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:24 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

There has been a change to a job talk for one of the candidates in Global Studies. I did not expect to a~end given my teaching scheduled but now it has been 
scheduled for 3.30pro and I need to attend it as a joint faculty member. 

At any rate, here are some of the preliminary thoughts of what I have thinking for assignments. 

Theme: Documenting social change in Africa: Cinema and the African novel. 

Cinema: ~ocusing on the films of Sembene Ousmane - themes - colonialism, gender and postcolonial developments. We have most of his films in our media 
resources library and I will have suggestions on which ones you need to worry about when we meet next week. 

Novels: the works of Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Mariam Ba and Nega. 

We we discuss requirements and deadlines on Tuesday at 3.30pro. 

Best wishes and apologies for the delayed meeting. 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

8:37 PM 

Dear 

Apologies for the confusion. See you tomorrow at 3.30pro. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:17 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

I’m sorw. Your email said you wrested to meet on tuesday. I should have double checked since you had said Thursday in class. Is next Tuesday ok to 

meet? 

Im son)’ if you waited long for me. 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On , at 3:57 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Greetings. 

It is about 3.56pm on Thursday. I will be leaving my office shortly so let’s try to meet next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 



From: @cjmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:18 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

Th~nks. It was great seeing you today. 3:30 on Tuesday is perfect. I’m looking fol-vvard to it. Should I meet you in your office’? I saw they 
were doing cons~tmction on Battle Hall, is your office still in there? 

Thaaaks again, 

On Wed, at 8:49 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Welcome back. 

Let me know if we cm~ meet on Tuesday at 3.30ptn to discuss the way forward with assigtm~ents. 

Best wishe~ 

Dr. SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Course addition 

Professor Sahle, 

It is me again and I was wondering, in order for me to add the class do I 
need to go through the process of a add/drop fo1Tll or will the man you have 
talked to go ahead and ewoll me since you have sent him that note with 
your permission on it? If I have to go through the form process can you 
tell me where I can find you to get your signature tomorrow- and what time 
so I can go ahead and take care of the class addition tomorrow? Just let me 
know if I need to do an?’ of this or if I am automatically going to be added 
to the class please. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renya Ramirez @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 10:05 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaktwe@email.unc.edu> 

Gibau, Gina (Sanchez) <gsanchez@iupui.edu>; mhunte@mills.edu; Tracy Fisher <tracy.fishe@ucr.edu>; lok.siu@mail.utexas.edu; Sahle, 

Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Bergel; Michele T <~ntbe~ger@email.unc.edu>; Bayo Holsey <bayo.holsey@duke.edu>; Slocum, 

Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

Re: Article on Women a~d Full Professorships 

Thm~lcs! 

Renya 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Jan 18, 2011, at 12:22 PM, "Caldwell, Kia L" <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

De,at All, 

Someone recently sent me this a(ticle on women’s challenges achieving full professor status. It’s very enlightening, as well as sobering. 

http://www.aaup.olg/AAUP/pubsres/academe/2011/JF/feat/misr.htm 

Best, 

Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, January 19, 2011 4:05 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.S. Shifts Focus to Press China for Market Access 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/01/19/todaysheadlines/index.html 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Shifts Focus to Press 
China for Market Access 
By HELENE COOPER and MARK LANDLER 

Panericma companies concerned with 
being left out by China-backed 
businesses have given President Obmna 
support to pursue a tough approach 
with President Hu dintao. 

’: Diplomatic Dangers Lurk in State Dinner for 

Chinese Leader 

¯ . Taiwan Tests Missiles; Results Mixed 

’: City Room: China’s Publicity Videos Arrive in 

Times Square 

More Officials Quit in Tunisia 
Amid Protests 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM 
FAHIM 

A wave of resignations by nfinisters 
from opposition parties weakened the 
interim govenunent. 

" Arab Leaders Keep a Wary Eye on Tunisia 

-’ The Lede: Tunisian Blogger Joins Government 

No Fifth Term for Lieberman 
By DAVID M. HALBFINGER and RAYMOND HERNANDEZ 

A Democrat-turned-Independent, now strongly disliked by members of his former party, Senator Joseph I. 
Liebennan of Connecticut saw re-election as a long shot. 

" Interactive Feature: kieberman’s Life and Career 

, FiveThirtyEight: Gaming Senate Fights 

-’ ~ Post a Comment 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"People grew up in church, so a lot of us lived in shame. What did we do? We wandered around lost. We 

married men, and then couldn’t understand why every night we had a headache." 

DARLENE MAFFETT, who had two children in eight years of nmrriage before confing out in 2002. 



MAGAZINE 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: Portraits 
From a Job- 
Starved City 
A photographic tour (with 
audio interviews) through 
its stores, factories and offices in 
Rockford, Ill., where unemployment 
reached nearly 16 percent last summer. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Sharing the 
Burden of Peace 
By ROBERT WRIGHT 

How the United States 
can stop footing the bill - 
and taking all the rack - for neutralizing 
security threats around the world. 

Answering your Sudan 
questions 
ALSO IN OPINION >> 

Answering your Sudan questions, take 2 

Enter the Win-a-Trip contest 

nytim.es.com .... 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
China’s Leader Has Message of Harmony, but Limited Agenda 
By IAN JOHNSON 

Seen as nearing the end of lfis tenure, President Hu Jintao will emphasize common interests during his visit 
to the United States but nmy have little to offer on issues that most concern the White House. 

¯ . Times Topics: Hu Jintao I China 

Wiretaps of Berlusconi’s Teenage Friend Emerge 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

A nightclub dancer said she asked Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi of Italy for $6.7 nfillion to keep quiet. 

Former Haitian Dictator to Face Charges 
By GINGER THOMPSON 

A lawyer for Jean-Claude Duvalier, the fonner dictator, said that he would face corruption and 
embezzlement charges related to his rule, which ended in a986. 

’: The Lede: Some Cheer for Former Haitian Dictator 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Parenting by Gays More Common in the South, Census Shows 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

Census Bureau demographers say new data shows that Jacksonville, Fla., is home to one of the biggest 
populations of gay parents in the country. 

In Tucson, a Staff Mourns While Asking, ’What Would Gabby Do?’ 
By SAM DOLNICK 

The daily routines of Representative Gabrielle Giffords’s district office in Tucson are among the few 
constants for her staff members since the shooting. 

Video Captured ’Calculated’ Gunman in Tucson 
By RICHARD A. OPPEL Jr. 

Video from a store security camera shows the attack on Representative Gabrielle Giffords and Judge John M. 
Roll. 

" The Caucus: Husband Believed Giffords Had Died 12:34 AM ET 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Can Apple Find More Hits Without its Tastemaker? 
By STEVE LOHR 

Without Steven P. Jobs at the hehn, can Apple continue its streak of innovation, particularly in a fast-moving 
industry? 

:. ~ While You Were Out: Apple’s Years With and Without Steve Jobs 

Apple’s Strong Holiday Season Lifts Revenue 70% 
By MIGUEL HELFT 

The results far exceeded analysts’ bullish expectations. Even so, they were overshadowed by the decision by 
Steven P. Jobs, the chief executive, to take a medical leave. 

DEALBOOK 
Study Points to Windfall for Goldman Partners 
By SUSANNE CRAIG and ERIC DASH 

Regulatory filings show the extent to which Gokhnan Sacl~s concentrates power and money among its 475 
parhaers. 

. ~ Video: The Golden Ticket 

". ~ Post a Comment 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Steelers Ready for Big Game That’s Just a Game 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

There’s no trash talking in Pittsburgh. The Steelers are just trying to win their seventh Super Bowl. 

¯ ’ N.F.L.’s Popularity Rises With Lockout Concerns 

Tracing the N.F.L.’s Oldest Rivalry 
By JOHN BRANCH 

Along the road between Clficago and Green Bay are signs of the rivalry between the Bears and the Packers, 
who will meet Sunday for the N.F.C. championship. 

" The Fifth Down Blog [ More Coverage >> 

Coach Inhabits Ryan’s Shadow on Defense 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

The Jets do have a defensive coordhaator and his name is not Rex Ryan, it is Mike Pettine. "I’m not in it for 
the credit," he said. "I only want a ring." 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Rock Stars for a Night, and for a Price 
By LARRY ROHTER 

At this fantasy camp, casual drmmners and guitar players get a chance to jam with the musicians from flaeir 
record collections. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

Smug’s Out, Talent’s in at ’Idol’ 
By BRIAN STELTER 

"American Idol" producers will try coaclfing the singers to become stars. 

This Year, Sundance Will Savor Its Homegrown Projects 
By BROOKS BARNES 

The Sundance festival’s workshops produce six fihns that make it into the United States Dramatic 
Competition. 

" ~ Slide Show: A Look at Sundance 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

A Sniff of Home Cooking for Dogs and Cats 



By SAMANTHA STOR EY 

More owners are making home-cooked food for their pets, replacing mystery meat with pasture-raised 
chicken necks and giblets. 

" ~ Diner’s Journal: Q. and A. With Dr. Joe, a Nutritionist, on Pet Food 

WINES OF THE TIMES 
Toasting a Vintage, With Few Quibbles 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

A wine panel tasted 20 bottles of the 2008 vintage for Oregon pinot noir and found them to be consistently 
superb. 

" Pairings: Mushroom Lasagna 

RESTAURANT REVIEW 
Lyon 
By SAM SIFTON 

Serving Lyonnaise cuisine in a beautiful wooden room, a restaurant in Greenwich Village is in need of a 
signature dish. 

. ~ Slide Show on Diner’s Journal I ~ Post a Comment 

¯ . The Scoop App: Download for More Dining Recommendations 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....D.i.n.i..n.q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Poverty and Recovery 
Congress should consider that a safety net, fortified by stinaulus, saved nfillions of Americans from poverty 
before it conmfits to may more slashing and burning. 

EDITORIAL 
Friends of the Court? 
Former solicitors general are increasingly going into private practice and arguing cases before the Supreme 
Court. The court must be careful to not give them an unfair advantage. 

EDITORIAL 
Governor Cuomo’s Disclosure Pledge 
As the purveyor of a new, transparent Albany, Gov. Andrew Cuomo should nmke certain that all groups 
reveal their donors. 

EDITORIAL 
Riders in the Mist 
With riders dressed for an arctic chill, the subway trains seemed to be carrying their own fog wifl~ them. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Night in Tunisia 
By KAMEL RIAHI 

Standing guard as nay country is jolted into a new future. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 19, 1937, nfillionaire Howard Hughes set a trmascontinental air record by flying his monoplane from 
Los 3mgeles to Newark, N.J., in 7 hours, 28 nfinutes and 25 seconds. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amelia DeFosset <damelia@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 19, 2011 10:26 AIVI 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

Small objec’us tbr Culture Kit 

Hi Eunice, 

Stacey is absolutely fight that we are still actively working on this project and would love 

any input you could give. Specifically, we are tD4ng to have these boxes ready for presentation at the NC Social Studies Conference beginning 2/23/11. That gives us a 

little over a montl~ to tweak things. If you have small objects handy, or could give us some ideas and instructions/reflections on childrens’ games commonly played in 

Kenya, either games with sets and pieces, or things like tag or hide-and-see[,; that easy to play in a classroom. 

Also, if you know of a~ay music, tx~palar or "traditional", that we could order and include, that would be veD’ very welcome. 

Thanks again t})r your help, 

Amelia 

Amei i a DeFesset 

P r ogi~ am Assista~R~ 

African Studies Center 

3114 FedEx Glottal Education Center 

University of Nerth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 19, 2011 11:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

RE: Pauli Murray Project 

Hi [unite, 

I’ll check into tickets today or tomorrow. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 1:4-1 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Pauli Murray Project 

Dear Kia, 

Happy 2011! 

Anyway, because of a heavy work schedule I have decided not to attend the WSF this year so if it OK with you Feb. 4 would be an excellent day to see the Pauli Murray play. 

Greetings to your family. 

Kind regards. 

Eunice. 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 05, 2011 3:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Pauli Murray Project 

Hi [unite, 

Happy New Y~-:~ar! I hope you had a great holiday. Pleas~-_~ let rne know if you would s~:ill ~H<e ~:o see ~:he Pau~i Murray #ay. Before you men~:~oned ~:hat the January 

dates would work best for you Pk~ase k~t me know the exact da~:e that w~ll wod~ for you. 

Best, 

From= Barbara Lau [mailto:balau@duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 05, 2011 2:~ PN 
To: paulimurrayproject@duke.edu 
Subject: Pauli Murray Project spot on 620AM tonight during 6 - 7 p.m. pre-game coverage 

The Pauli Mu~ay Project, Hidden Voices and our new play, TO BUY THE S~: THE CH~LENGE OF PAULI ~R~Y will be fea~lvd in a spot ~ring 

tonight, Tuesday, Janua~ 5, on 620AM as a pa~ of the pre-game coverage for Duke Men’s Basketball. 

Listen in tonight or download the spot at: Ntp:/itinyurl.con~,’36pnakiw 

TICKETS ARE ON SALE NOW: January 
28- 30, 2011 Hayti Heritage Center - ~)K:h__#2it_i:~?!g" 

February 4- 5, 2011 Carrboro Arts Center - _~_,._~LW_:~__rt_~._e£~_~_~:!.i_?Le_:!?j:~ 

Invite your friends; spread the word! 

Celebrate her histoo~; c~eate our future. Join us as we commemorate the 100th anniversary of Pauli Murray’s birth with a new play that explores the life and legacy of 

one of North Carolina’s own. 

Barbara Lau 

Director, Pauli Murray Project 

www.pa alirn arr~~viect o~ 

To build a better Durham the Paull Murray Project engages a diversity o[ residents to lift up the vision 
and legacy ofactivlst, scholar, feminist, poet, and Episcopal priest Pauli Murray in order to tackle enduring 
inequities and in/ustice in our community. 

To join our mailing list, please send your email to ~?!a_!j~!(~_d_~!l_!__e_:_e___£t__u_. 

Lookfor us on Facebook 

Office Address: 

Smith Warehouse, Bay 5, ~st Floor 

~4 S. Buchanan Blvd. 

Durham, NC 777m 

Mailing Address: 

Box 9o4o3 

Durham, NC 777o8 





From: @emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
My name is and I’m writing to request permission to take your 
AFRI I’m ve~ sor~z for 
making this request a week after classes have begun The class I am 
currently in is meant for advanced students with former knowledge on the 
medieval time period which I lack due to never having taken a medieval 
class prior. I have a friend in this class that I can get notes from in 
order to catch up. Again I apologize for asking a week into the semester 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 1:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Joining AFRI 

Hi Professor Sahle, this is              from AFRI     I talked to 
you after class about being added to the class and you wanted me to 
email you My PID# is Thank you so much! I’ll see you 
tomorrow! :) 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~lime s.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 19, 2011 2:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Golden Globes, Tunisia and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 011 £.,/a mes 1 Y 

| 

.~iI @Ti .... J .... [y 19, 2011 j 

’1[’re’moil in Tunisia 
A dietato£s fail in Tunisia resounds in a region full of 
governments that don~t worL Fullow coverage of this 
u~fo]ding stury from The Lode b[og e~ ~ytimes.eom or @the[erie 
un "Bvitter, watch the videu U~rest fl~eled by Faeeboek or browse 
photos of the region~ Fur eumprehenaive breaking news, archival 
articles and mere go to the Tunisia Times ’£upica page~ 

The Golden Globe Awards                             ~ 
Awards Season coverage is in fifil swing. See the Golden 
Globe winners along with a {nil [is~ of all the nombaees. 
¥iew fashions from the red carpet as wel[ as Cathy Horyn’s 
faw~ritcs. Follow The Carpetbagger for all o{’ the news leading np 
to the Academy Awards~ 

Join the Conversation - Room for 
Debate 

Is Extreme I arentlng Effeetlve, 

"’A[l pare~s wish ~he bes~jbr daeir children. Bu~ how shoMd dae~j 9o 
abo~a it?"~ 

"I, too, grew np in a strict Asian honschold, In the beginning, I 
just strove to meet my parents’ expcctatk~ns. Then right around 
early adolescence, my parents [oosened np when ~ started to 
str~ve for more, not {’or them, but for myself. Ore" motivations for 
personal achievement at’c different, bnt the end result is the 

.... Posted b{~ ,~t 

’We try to prepare our kids for the school of hard knocks~ Shelter 
them from the ugly, a~d harmflfl thi~gs~ Boost their ego and self 
esteem. Invincible, deaf and blind whe~ they leave home~ 
Troubles and more troubles always correcting mistakes all the 
dos and redoes. No o~e is perfect. The moat important thing to 
teach a kid is how to be honest with himself and others." 

Husband’s Message About 
Giffords: ’She’s ;~ },ighter’ 

A ~4o-Year~’)ld Map Is Reborn 

A Deep Bench of Leadership at 
App[e 

Dr;m~at[zing Camelot 

SiL Stay. Parse. Good Girl~ 

~ SLIDE SHO~N: Meet Some 

uf India’s Birds 
From the cold lakes of the 
Himalayas to the sand dunes of 
western Rajasthan to the 
tropical rain forests in the south, 
India hosts a dizzying variety of 
birds, like a dizzying variety of 
everything else. 

~ INTERACTIYE 

FEA’FURE: 
Jets’ SpeciM Teams Have Been 
Just That 
The Jets’ special teams have 
been among the best in the 
league this season and played a 
significant role in their playoff 
victory over the Colts. 

-- Posted bg Ross 

[] Join the Conversa[ion 

Top 5 Viewed Features on NYTi 

(Between January 12, 20! 1 - January 18, 2011 ) 

~. Israeli Test on Worm Called Crucial in Ir;m Nuclear Delay 

2. Looking Behind the M~g-Shot Grin 

In Cnpeake Chain, Decadent 

The nation’s largest enpeake 
chain, Crnmbs Bake Shop, has 
merged with an investment 
company and will go public. 
DealBook speaks to its fotmders 
abont their plans for a 
nationwide expansion. 



3. Krugm~m: The War o~ Logic 

4. Krugm~m: A Tale of Two Moral~t~es 

5~ Polie~ Visited Louglmcr Home Bcfor~ ’lk~csen Sheeting 

Sign Lip for DealBook to 
receive the latest financial 

news delivered before the 

opening bell and s!ter the 

market close 
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From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

Dear Professor Sahle: 

I am writing to request admittance into yore 

I was just readmitted to the University on Friday of last ~veek after 

I ~vas unable to register before today due to an incorrect 
hold on my account Since I now need universits~ approval to add the class, 
is there a chance I ~vould be able to meet ~vith you during ofiice hours or 
an?’ other time that is convenient for you. 

Thanks for your time, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, January. 20, 2011 3:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: House Votes tbr Repeal of Health Law in Symbolic Act 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/Olf20/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Styk~. I Editorials i Op-~ ~On T 5 s Day 

~O~[ornize~dav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

JanuatT 20, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

House "Votes fo~" Repeal of                              ~ 

Health I,aw in 5ymbolle Act 

Republieans will fiml the next steps diffieult as they seek eonsensus on "free market soh]tions" to 
eontrol health eosts and expand coverage. 

II]ghe~" Taxes \¢:ou~dn~t E~d Soilie Deficits 

The limited impact of an increase in the personal income tax in three troubled states underlines the 
vast challenge in confronting budget deficits. 

(}bama P~lshes Hu on Riglhts but Stresses Ties to China 

President Obama and President Hu dintao of China pledged to nurture their nations’ common 

interests, but they also acknowledged differences on trade and human rights. 

. NYrimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Whe~* 1 come here lj?eI pain. I don’t think it wil! e*~er be back again like it u, as, whe~* we had a 
bem~tifid garden." 

ROI~EL HAWAL, the last Christian man in Habbaniya Cece, Iraq, on the empty church, Mary 

Queen of Peace. that he continues to look after. 

WORLD 

~ 
MULTIMEDIA 

FEATURE: T|~e Eve 

of War: Fou~~ Days 

of Diplomacy 
The histoiT of the Persian Gulf War 
has been well documented, but the 
release of declassified transcripts of 
Saddam Hussein’s deliberations on 
Feb. 24, ~99~, the first day of the 
land war, provide gripping new 
details. 

OPiNiON 

~S coffee in Paris improving? 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Vintage jeans 

Complete coverage: Pre-faii collections 
OPINIONATOR 

~] What’s 
~%;~:~at’S (}ood fop : : Good [ .... 1 
~,M, Is ~ood fo~" forG M. 

Why can’t those who 
face foreclosure get the same so~s of help as bankrupt companies? 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Subtle Signs of Progress in UoSo-Chlna Relations 

President Hu dintao came offering some concessions to demonstrate that constructive relations were 
essential. 

Well-known Chinese Americans, ahmg with the heads of Mierosoft, Boeing, Goldman Sachs and 



Walt Disney, joined President Obama and Preshlent ttu Jintao of China. 

U,S. Prepares to LI~ #an or~ Gua~t~ar~o Cases 

~II~e move would clear the way for tribunal officials to bring new charges against detainees for the 
first time under the Obama administration. 

o More World News 

Advocacy Group Says J ustlces May Have Conflict i~ Ca~npaign Finance Cases 

The liberal group Common Cause is pointing to what it says are ties between ~ustices Antonin 
Sealia and Clarence Thomas and the conservative financier Charles Koch. 

Plan Offe[*ed to Overhau~ Disclp~i~e of Teachers 

A plan made at the request of the American Federation of Teachers calls for resolving misconduct 
within ~oo days. 

Oiffords to Move to Rehabilitation 

Representative Oabrielle Oiffords, who survived a gunshot through her head on Jan. 8, is likely to 
leave the intensive care unit of a Tucson hospital on Friday. 

BUSINESS 

V~al-MaPt Shifts Strategy to Promote Healthy Foods 

The company said it would lower the price of fresh produee and cut sugar, fat and salt in its house 
brands, and would press other food mannfacturers to do the same. 

A Racy Show Wills Teenagers Steps Back F~oo~n a Bou~dary 

MTV executives are concerned that some scenes from the provocative new program "Skins" may 
violate federal child pornography statutes. 

Solar Fi~*ms Fr~strated by Permits 

The solar permit process varies widely from municipality to municipality, which the industry says 

adds to its costs and delays its expansion. 

S P 0 RTS 

For Edwards, Productivity and Patience Take Hold 

In Braylon Edwards’s most productive season yet, the ~ets receiver has found his happy place, but 
for one night, 

Lesson Learned, the Bears~ "rice Is Teachi~g Agai~ 

Fired by the Vikings with his team in turmoil, Mike Tice is focusing on the little things with the 

Bears. 

Polo Grou~ds, and Its Former Te~ants~ Emerge From the Shadows 

Remembrances of the ballpark and football stadium, often an afterthought among elassie ~oth- 
century stadiums, move into the forefront this week. 

ART~ 

DANCE R EV’I EXA! 

Rei~trod~ctlo~s o~ a ~Arlnter~s Eve 

The New York City Ballet opened its winter season on ~esday with an all-Balanchine program. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 



’Battle I-:~]~n of the Tiger ~[other’ 

In "Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother," Amy Chua offers a highly readable sereed on the art of 
obsessive parenting. 

~E erpt 

\~ith More ’rha~ Co*lcer~s~ Carnegie ~V~dens Its Playi~tg 1,ield 

carnegie Hall, in announcing its new season, is projecting broad ambitions as a cultural force. 

o More AP, s News 

FASHION & STYLE 

FASHION REVIEW 

Des~g~ers A~o~D’~nous 

In the Milanese men’s shows, designers ~seovered the appeal of being low-key and almost self- 
defleeting. 

~ Slide Show 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOG 

l~llchelle Oba~na’s Signals h~ a Red IOress 

Miehelle Obama’s gown for the state dinner for President Hu aintao of China sent out a number of 
signals. Fortunately, they were not mixed. 

UP CLOSE 

Jared Eng of Just aared spares celebrities the poison pen. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Beyon d ~he Happy V~s~als 
Even though a few Democrats and Republicans will be sitting next to each other during the State of 
the Union speech, a wide and deep aisle between the parties remains. 

EDITORIAL 
The Last Thing Haiti Need,~ 
Jean-Chmde Duvalier, the former Haitian dictator, should answer for his squalid legaey of 
disappearanee, torture and murder. 

EDITORIAL 

lVl~ssh~g lVla~date From Rome 
The Vatiean’s insistence that it never impeded criminal investigations of pedophile priests has been 
thrown into doubt. 

EDITORIAL 

As we learn more about our am:estral past, the mysteries and the fascination seem only to keep 
growing. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

~A~hat I I,earl~ed From Sargent Shelver 

He (:hanged the wm’ld mm’e than a few times and taught us all that love is a brave, bold act that 
requires toughness and saedfiee. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Goodbye to a Guy Named Joe 

Senator Lieberman is leaving a behind a hmg list of aehievements. We can even name a few. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The R~se of Chh~e~e Che~ey~ 

China today resembles the Bush era in America: Hard-liners are ascendant. Brace yourself. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

To solve the housing crisis, take a page fl’om the auto bailout. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 20, 1981, Iran released 52 Americans held hostage for 444 days, minutes after the 

presidency had passed fl’om Jimmy Carter to Ronald Reagan. 

See Th~s Front Page 

Buy Th~s Fron~ Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Thursday,. 1:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Class today 

Hi Dr Sable, 

I will be unable to attend class today due tc               I woke up 
with early this morning. I have completed the readings, but I was emailing 
you to inquire as to whether there is anything else I might do to account 
for the missed material in class today. I have emailed someone in the 
class already. Would you suggest I do anything else? Thank you veW much 
for your time and I hope you have a wonderful weekend. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <ns~ime@email.ne~x?’orktimes.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 20, 2011 4:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

I,imited time offer: Come back to NYT and get 50% off 

Dear Former Times Subscriber, 

Remember the pleasure of taking some moments for yourself, 

reading The Times? Now reconnect at an incredible low price! 

lady 

The best in journalism, brought to you from the 

largest news staff of any U.S. newspaper 

Early-morning home delivery lets you read The Times 

anytime and anywhere you like, at your convenience 

Exclusive subscriber benefits, like free unlimited access to 

NYTimes corn when The Times begins charging for full 

access to our Web site 

One of life’s little pleasures -- The Times any time you want. At half 

price for a full six months, !L!~!:;.~i!2:.iLi.i:.!<.’~!:::.c.!~.,i.1. Welcome back! 

Daily A~,s and Buaiaess aectiona .: Home ’." Science %?#ea .: Thursday S~,iea 

Dining In .." The New York T~mes Magazine : Arts & Le~:su~e :: T~ave! 

W~ek ~n Review ’." Book Review ." Sunday S~!ea ." And mot~[ 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 5:02 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Delayed Enrollment: AFRI SPR1NG 

Prof. Sahle, 

My Blackboard just started working this week and I have just been able to access all of the course information. I know the people from the Friday Center sent me an 

email laser week that they couldn’t get a Dean’s signature for me to be in the class. I guess they eventually got it because it seems as though ever)~thing is working fine. I 

was wondering if it would be alright for me to make up any assignments I may have missed. Thanks for your understanding and I’m sony to do this so early in the 

semester. I look forward to learning the subject matter and having a great semester in the class. 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.~gmaJl.com on behalf of 

~emaiknnc.edu;, 

Thursday, 5:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
I am a Senior and I suddenly had to drop another one of my classes but I need one more honr to graduate. I saw that your section of Afri 

wondering if it is too late for me to add the class. 

Thanks, 

is open online and I was 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 21,2011 9:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2011-01-25 

Your reservation request for Africa [videocassette] from 2011-01-25 through 2011-01-25 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Africa [videocassette]: 65-V3086 cl v.3 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 01-21-2011 09:24 am 
...... Mail generated at Jan.21.2011 09:01:33 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AFRI    Inqui~ 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

My name is           ~ and I am ~        as well as a, 
I desperately need more classes so that I can have a full schedule, get my 
financial aid, and to be a student in good standing ~vorking towards 
graduating. We can discuss my situation whenever is best for you. If 
there is any reading to be caught tap on I can do it over the weekend. 
Please let me know- as soon as possible. Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaikunc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:11 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

La Vida Loca, by Carlos Mmmel, 9 pm Fri. ,8 pm Sat 

The Solo Takes On: 2 Festival & the Teatro Latina/o Series present 

La Vida Loca, an apolitical in-your-face o@ssey of a Mexican immigrant 

Written by & starring Carlos Manuel 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Swain Hall 
9pm Fri 
8pm Sat 

La Vida Loca is a monologue stufi?d full of life In a performance carefully constructed to both heroize and expose the author/performer, his "crazy" life is revealed through a quilt of 
memories, fantasies, dialogues, and excerpts from pop culture. 

Carlos is CUlTently the Director of the Theatre Program and an Assistant Professor at Bellarmine University As a play~vright, his work focuses on the "US/Latino Experience" and on "social 
justice" issues. Carlos has penned many 10-minutes, one-acts, children’s plays, one-man shows, and full-length plays and is the creator and producer of"Teatro Latino Conversations," a 
monthly podcast dedicated to Latinaio theatre artists. 

More information about Carlos Manuel can be found on his website: www carlosmanuel com. 

Sponsored by the Teatro Latina/o Series, the Department o17Communication Studies, the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies, and the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, Januao~ 22, 2011 3:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Today’s Headlines: Lawmakers in Maay States Pushing tbr Abortion Curbs 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/Olf22/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .E~J j On This r.)a¥ 

C,~tornize T@dav’~ j:]~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Jalluai~f 22, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Lawmakers i~l Many States 

Pushh~g for :\bortio~ Curbs 

Conservative lawmakers in dozens of 
states, energized by midterm 
electoral gains, are working 
aggressively to limit abortions. 

Obama Sends Pro-Business 

Signal VVith Adx{ser Choice 

The selection of,leffrey R. Immelt, 
the G.E. ehief, for eeonomie eouneil 
adviser signals a shift in strategy for 
the White House. 

Slap to a Ma~’s Pride Set OffTm~ult i~ Tunisia 

Mohamed Bouazizi, the fruit vendor who died after setting himself on fire, has become a symbol of 
defianee in Tunisia. 

ARTS 

FEATURE: Z~-~i) 10 

Composers 
Anthony Tmmnasini 
explores what makes a classical 
composer great, maybe even the 
best, in this video series. 

~A:ts & Leisure. The Greatest 

~The 
Top Ten 2omposers on A~tsBeat 

OPINION 

8 hotels to look oct for 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Hotel bars in Barcelona 

Foiiovdng ~,’ trail of beer in Belgium 

THREAD 

O~aru a ~s Cor,~orst 

Corporate 
£                i 

Bloggers are skeptical that G.E.’s Jeffrey Immelt is the best ehoice to ereate jobs. 



WORLD 

The powerful Tunisian trade union squared off against the interim government on Friday in the 

biggest protests since the ones that pushed out the country’s dictator, Zine el-Abidine Ben All. 

For Many Specles~ No Escape as Te~nperatt~re 

Tens of thousands of small species will be vulnerable as temperatures inch np because they cannot 
easily move to cooler gronnd, scientists say. 

~ Photos: African VV~ngs, With Nowhere to Fly 

France Seeks to Let Ico~ls Light Up Once More 

Lawmakers adopted a bill that would exempt "artistic or cultural works" from a ~99~ law that 
prevents the presence of tobacco in advertisements for goods of any kind. 

o More World News 

I~t Tucson, Solace From Relatives of Past Killers 

The parents of Jared L. Loughner are being approached by the kin of those who have also gone on 
killing sprees. 

Nearly two weeks after a gunshot passed through her brain, Representative Gabrielle Oiffm’ds 
headed to a rehabilitation center in Houston to continue her recovery. 

~ Times Topics: Gabr e e Giffods i Ar zona Shooting 

States Face Shortage of Key Lethal I~jection Drug 

An Illinois manufacturer’s decision to stop making the anesthetic sodium thiopental will delay some 
executions and force states to adopt new drug combinations. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

A Creator Prepares to Take the Reins at GoGgle 

Larry Page’s move to chief exeentive will test his skills at handling the daily grind of running a 
business. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

Olberma~n Leaves ’Cou~tdow~~ on MSNBC 
i.::., i.:i i. i. 
MSNBC and Keith Olbermann have ended their eontraet, the network said Friday night. 

DEALBOOK 

Big Faydays RettIr~ ~A;ith Big Profits at ~rall St. Ba~ 

As bonus cheeks are being doled ont at the big banks, it is dear that 2o~o is shaping up to be a vetT 
good year - although perhaps not as good as 2oo9. 

S P 0 RTS 

A Packers Cornerhack is Overlooked No Lo~ger 
i.::y p::.i 
Green Bay’s Tramon Williams has emerged as one of the biggest stars of the N.F.L. postseason. So 
why wasn’t he drafted? 

~ Bears’ Plan For Recovery Included Stimulus 

~]he 
Fifth Down: Packers-Bears, N F.C. Chanqp~onship Matchup 

First of the l~ig-Thne Trash Talkers 

While the current Jets are unrivaled as trash talkers, cornerback Johnny Sample, who died in 
~oo5, was knmvn to jaw in the ~95os and ’6os and had a key role in Super Bowl III. 

Harrlso*~ Plays On, but Fines Still Sth~g 

The star Steelers linebaeker James Harrison says he is troubled by his reputation as a dirty player. 



~N.FL 
Piayoffs Q sad A With Greg Bishop 

~ -)waer or Steelers Urgeq Q~ick End to Labor Talks 

~Tbe 
Fifth Down: Jets-Steelers, AF.C Cilampionship Matchup 

o More Sports News ~> 

ARTS 

I-Iamlel~ (a~d Others) as the Stro~g, Silent 

In Washington, founders of the Synetie troupe have used Georgia’s pantomime traditions to develop 
a physical theatrical style. 

Conservatory Is to Cut T~es to Cl’dldre~s Music P~’oject 

The United States branch of El Sistema in Venezuela does not fit in with the mission of the New 

England Conservatory. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

Tales of LP~,e,n Richly L~ved~ but Tr~le? 

Join’rials kept by John Steinbeck, Einstein, Bob Dylan, Charlotte Bront~ and others, on display at 

the Morgan Library, contain wonderful tales, some of which might actually be true. 

TRAVKL 

I~ Bo~’ne% C~¢. Pleas~res and 0hmgle Adventure 

Kuching, Malaysia, brings together a surprisingly cosmopolitan blend of cultures and is a great 

starting point for visits to tribal longhouscs and excursions to see orangutans, proboscis monkeys 

and the world’s biggest flower. 

The city, best known as the birthplace of paella, has been steadily inching onto the radar of savvy 
travelers, 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 

Europ&s Troubles Offer Opportmfifies to ’I’our~sts 

Europe’s economic woes are creating an opportunity for travelers looking for bargains, with hotels 

and tour operators offering attractive rates - sometimes as much as 40 percent off" -to entice tourists 

fi’om the United States. 

More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Newly Cooperative Chi~ a 

China is smtdenly talking up eooperation on North Korea, the economy and a host of other issues. 

We hope the change in tone will mean a change in substance. 

EDITORIAL 

G~ve Back New Yo~’k City 

Mayor Bloomberg wants Albany to return control of New York City to the city. Given the city’s 

clear progress, and Albany’s clear failings, that makes good sense. 

EDITORIAL 

No S~g~ They Get It 

The final report from the presidential commission investigating the gulf oil spill rightly warns that 

government regulation alone can’t prevent another such disaster. 

EDITORIAL 

The Tevatro~ 

We lament the end of an era of high-energy particle experiments in America that defined the 

threshold of our understanding of matter. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~Iayo~" Bloomlbe~’g, Back-Seat D~*ive~" 

Letting people hail liver}- cabs will hurt the taxi industry more than it will help people find a ride in 



the enter borroughs. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

As the new Congress gets to work, we get a look at the new breed of politician who came up throngh 

reality TV. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

"F|~e Loss of~ Good Man 

~.b" i.::..4.~ i i.i.::~.i<: i 

Sargent Shriver, who died this week at 95, had a splendid vision of America. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama~s Gtm Play 
i.::., .5 :.... i. i..’:.. ".~i L:i. O’:v 

Pt’esident Obama’s base has high expectations on gnn control. Will he openly support sensible 

restrictions in the State of the Union next week? 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 22, ~973, the Supreme Cont’t handed down its Roe vs. Wade decision, which legalized 

abortion. 

See Th~s Front Page 
Buy Th{s Front Page 

About This E-tv’laH 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. ,’ks a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy plegram, we are committed to protecting yoLir privacy. 

Matlage Subsctiptions I Unsubscribe I Chatlge Your E-Mail I Rdvacy Rolicy ~ Contact ~ Advettise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com on behalf of 

~emaikunc.edu:, 

Satarday, 10:18 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

AFRI 

Hi Dr. Sable, 
I am a Senior and I suddenly had to drop another one of my classes but I desperately need one more hour to graduate. I saw that your section of Afri 

online and I have actually been wanting to take your class for a while. I was wondering if it is too late for me to add the class. 

Thanks, 

is open 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, January 23,2011 4:00 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama to Press Centrist Agenda in His Address 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/01/23/todaysheadlines/index.html 

............................................................................... Toda y,sHeadiines ......................................................................... 
~llc N’t’~= ~rk ~’~ January 23, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _.a..a..~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~=..E..d.. I .O_R....T...h.Ls....D..a.~ 

.C_u_s_t..o_m. Lz..e_ .T_o_d..a. ~2 .s. _H_e_a_d..! Ln_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Obama to Press Centrist 
Agenda in His Address 
By JACKIE CALMES and JEFF ZELENY 

President Obama will strike a theme of 
national rarity and renewal in his State 
of the Union address Tuesday as he 
stresses the need for both govelam~ent 
spending in key areas and an attack on 
the budget deficit. 

THE SHADOW WAR 
Former Spy With Agenda 
Operates a Private C.I.A. 
By MARK MAZZETTI 

A network of spies run by Duane R. 
Clarridge shows how private citizens cm~ 
exploit the chaos of rivalries inside the 
govelam~ent to carry out their agenda. 

~ Series Page >> 

The Thorny Path to a 
National Black Museum 
By KATE TAYLOR 

Addressing a topic as fraught as race would be challenging anywhere, but it is partictflarly tricky within the 
Snfithsonian. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 asked one of my best girl~ends to be my date for the night. Of course, we share the Small Business 

Committee." 
SENATOR MARY L. LANDRIEU, a Democrat, on her seating partner for flae State of the Union address, 

Senator O1)anpia J. Snowe, a Republican. 

SPORTS 

SPORTS >> 
N.F.L. Playoffs: 
Conference 



Championship Matchups 
As the playoffs wind dom~ mad the 
Super Bowl approaches, a look at this 
Stmday’s conference championship 
games. 

¯ " Jets vs. Steelers I Packers vs. Bears 

-’ Ward Has Hands, and Comments, You Can 
Count On 

, Bleeding Green Behind the Scenes 

, Just a Guy in Titletown 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I 
DISUNION 
’No Better 
Southern Man’ 
By DANIEL W. CROFTS 

How a band of Upper 
South Congressmen tried to keep their 
states in the Union. 

I want my money back 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Is the economy turning a corner? 

Sensible spending, no matter your age 

nytiraes, com - 

WORLD 

High Price for India’s Information Law 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

Activists have been harassed, beaten and killed when they have used a right-to-know law to make inquiries. 

Irish Prime Minister Quits as Party Leader but Holds on to His Office 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

Brian Cowen said that he was abandoning his fight for political survival, but he pledged to remain prime 
nfinister. 
:’ Times Topics: Ireland I Brian Cowen 

Ttmisia’s Inner Workings Emerge on Twitter 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The culture nfinister’s Twitter commentary has provided a singular naiTative of a still-evolving revolution. 

~. Week in Review: How a Single Match Can Ignite a Revolution 

. The Lede: Video That Triggered Tunisia’s Uprising 

¯ . Slap to a Man’s Pride Set Off Tumult in Tunisia 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Federal Research Center Will Help Develop Medicines 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

The Obama achninistration has become so concerned about the slowing pace of new drugs confing out of the 
phannaceutical industry that officials have decided to start a billion-dollar govermnent center to help create 
medicines. 

Two Weeks After Rampage in Tucson, Survivors Struggle With ’What If?.’ 
By JENNIFER MEDINA and SAM DOLNICK 

Victims and witnesses have replayed the day in their nfinds, and some wonder if they could have helped stop 
it. 

Plains Giants Have Foothold on Tables 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

With prices and American consumption of buffalo both at all-time lfighs, a new chapter is beginning for one 
of the oldest animal-htunan relationships on the continent. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Quarterback for a Team of 1,9oo 
By SRIDHAR PAPPU 

DeMaurice Smitla, hard-charging director of tlae N.F.L. players’ ration, has sought tlae advice of otlaer labor 
leaders in its contract dispute with owners. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOC 
Olbermann’s MSNBC Exit Was Weeks in the Making 
By BILL CARTER 

The deal includes limits on when Keitl~ Olbelanmm can next lead a show and give interviews about tl~e 
decision. 

’. ~ Post a Comment 

Maybe Japan Was Just a Warm-Up 
By STEVE LOHR 

The trade tensions witla Clfina sometimes seem like a rertm of tlae 198os rivalry witla Japan. But can 
Waslfington use its old strategies? 

. Chasing the China Bandwagon 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Just a Guy in Titletown 
By PAT BORZI 

As Aaron Rodgers prepares for tl~e N.F.C. title game, people who know him say tl~e fame of being tl~e 
Packers’ quarterback hasn’t changed him. 

’- Fifth Down: Packers-Bears Matchup 

Distant and Fading Memories of First Bears-Packers Playoff Game 
By JOHN BRANCH 

John Siegal and Ed Frufig are believed to be tlae last surviving members of flae only previous postseason 
game between the Bears and the Packers ... in 1941. 

. Cheering Section: Childhood Stories From the Inside of a Dynasty 

Bleeding Green 
By GREG BISHOP 

As players mad employees come and go with tl~e Jets, one thing has stayed the same: no Super Bowl title. 

¯ . The Fifth Down: Jets-Steelers Matchup 

’: Cotchery Provides Calm in Jets’ Storm 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

The Greatest 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

A critic picks his top lO classical music composers, along witla an act of contrition. Starting witla Bach was the 
easy part. 
" ~;~ Videos I Blog Posts 

" ~. Vote for Your Greatest 

... And Baby Makes Reality TV 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Motlaerhood, and tlae extreme steps sometimes needed to get tlaere, is sobering subject matter on reality TV. 
-’ ~’~ Slide Show: Little Bundles of Reality TV Terror 

Rockabilly Queen Prolongs Her Party 
By MELENA RYZIK 

On Tuesday, Wanda Jackson’s first studio album in eight years will be released. It is tlae first produced by a 
paragon of contemporary rock: Jack White. 

¯ More Arts News 



MAGAZINE 

The White House Looks for Work 
By PETER BAKER 

Obama’s econonric team knows tl~at everyflring rides on vanquislring m~emplo)anent, and doing it on tl~e 
cheap. 

-’ Interactive Feature: Portraits From a Job-Starved City 

Turkey’s Rules 
By JAMES TRAUB 

Ahmet Davutoglu, tlae tireless, talkative foreign nrinister, is tlae arclritect of a foreign policy designed to 
(peacefully) restore his country to greatness. But whose side is he really on? 

If Your Life Were a Movie 
By JONAH WEINER 

Brock Enright and lris east of players offer "reality adventures" - chase scenes, mfidentified assailants, 
ronmnfic rivalries - to paying clients. Some call it therapy; he claims it’s art. 

¯ More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Saner Gun Laws 
We are still waiting for President Obama to fulfill his pronrises on gun safety. 

EDITORIAL 
Housing and a Chance 
If the federal government is going to end homelessness among veterans, it will have to find a way to help the 
hard cases. One program is pointing the way. 

EDITORIAL 
Watergate? What’s That? 
Killing the publicly subsidized presidential campaign finance system, adopted in the wake of the Watergate 
scandals, is the last tiring the House should do. 

EDITORIAL I THE SUBURBAN LIFE 
Hallowed Ground 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

On tlae Burr fanrily cemetery, a little graveyard in the nriddle of a Home Depot parking lot. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The One-Eyed Man Is King 
By FRANK RICH 

"True Grit" has tmalloyed faitla in values antitlaetieal to tlaose of tlae 21st century America so deftly skewered 
in "The Social Network." 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Banned in Beijing! 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

To measure tlae democratizing effect of tlae Internet on China, I conducted a little experiment. I survived. But 
will my blog? 

:. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
One Small Revolution 
By ROBERT D. KAPLAN 

Tunisian democracy has a chmace, but won’t likely spread. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Omert~ May Be Dead; the Mafia Isn’t 



By SELWYN RAAB 

The feds crack down, but Lucky Luciano will have the last laugh. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 
A Necessary Clash of News and Advertising 
By ARTHUR S. BRISBANE 

Views from readers, responses from the staff and thoughts from the public editor. 

¯ . More Public Editor Columns 

¯ . Web Journal 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Gun Control Without a Ban 
By JON COWAN and JIM KESSLER 

?m approach aimed at potential buyers, not the gtm, has a real chance of winning bipartisan support. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Energy for the Economy 
By ANDREW C. REVKIN 

By expanding our nonpolluting energy choices, we can ameliorate a variety of risks. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Final Health Care Debate 
By TOM DASCHLE 

The key to success is working together. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Recover Our Spending Power 
By ROBERT B. REICH 

Give average Americans a better economic deal. 

Keep All the Top Teachers 
By MICHELLE RHEE 

States need to help parents ascertain whether their children are getting high-quality instruction. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 23, 1973, President Richard Nixon announced an accord had been reached to end the Vietnam War. 

¯ See This Front Pa_x~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_xg~ 
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From: The Communication Academy <sendout@thecommacademy.com > 

Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2011 10:27 AM 

To; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Professional Voice over the Phone Workshop - JANUARY 2011 

Do you or your staff communicate with external clients over the phone? 

Giving out a great company image! 

Making a good first impression. 

How to appear professional and confident when 

speaking. 

Using the voice correctly when speaking. 

Dealing with irate callers. 

Listening skills. 

How to improve communication with superiors and 

colleagues. 

Working with a diary and saving time. 

Have a great attitude. 

Telephone etiquette and a professional greeting. 

Voice and Pronunciation: a focus on the voice and 

its importance, we will look at pronunciation and 
neutralising accents, such as the influence of 
different languages, for example; Afrikaans and 

the various African languages. 

As well as speaking over the phone, where ’we 

rely completely on the voice. 

Dealing with difficult callers, taking messages and 

telephone etiquette. 

Workshop Details 

Time: 

Ver~,e: MIDRAND - 

Cos.s; 

INCLUDES CD VALUED AT R250.00 

Course worth attending, as communication plays a vital role in 

every company. Nelson Handela Hetropolitan Council 

I would do the workshop again. The Star Newspaper 

I feel more confident and professional. Otis (pte/) Ltd 

What a wonderful workshop, and for a change a workshop has 

delivered on what it promised. Hultichoice 

The energy throughout the workshop is amazing and uplifting. 

Extremely motivating. Highveld Steel 

REGISTER ONLINE NOW - c~k ~-~ 

The delegates will also be presented with an audio training CD that is incl 

in the workshop price. Exercises have been put onto a CD for you to list 

and practice along with, to ensure bad habits are corrected The CD 

consists of : 

Daily workout 

English vowel sounds 

Voice: breathing and modulation madness 



]:nhouse available :[0 or more staff- call us today! 

you do not want to receive any more newsletters, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Bond < ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, Januao~ 23, 2011 11:32 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre tbr Civil Society 

Walln g~eeting~ 

I’ll consult on Monday with my colleagne Shauna Mottiar, who is acting dilector of CCS. I’m sure that fime would work fine. If lucky1 we’ll time it so your team visits 

during s~me interesfing classes, perhaps Shaunds on civil socie .ty. 

I think there’s a Fnrman visit coming np sooi~ too. 

More soon, 
Hugs, 

Patrick 

On 2011/01/22 10:27 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

It was good to touch base with you this morning. 

As I mentioned, please find attached an updated proposal for the upcoming Study Abroad Program. 

Please forward key contact information at the Center especially for folks who will help with the logistics (for instance Helen) of the program as soon as possible 
so that my colleague Rodney and I can start putting final touches on our site visit plans in Nay. It would also be helpful to organize a group meeting with civil 
society community leaders - e.g. Orlean or others- to explore volunteer possibilities for students. 

Rodney (Hola): Patrick will still be in Berkeley during our visit but you can reach him via this email especially because he will be teaching the TNTS405 course. At 
any rate, you will have a chance to meet him when he visits UNC in early Fall. Please feel free to share the attached outline with Nichael as we discussed 
yesterday. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



From: ~gma~l.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 11:56 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Alii 

Pro~ Sahle, 
My nameis Iaminterestedin adding yourAt?i class at2 PMon Tuesdays and Thursdays. Ifthisis possible, I willneed you to sign an add formforthe class ~thisis not 
possible, oryouthink I willbetool3r behind, Iunderstand and ~villaRemptto takethe class nextyear. Ifyou could g~ back tome as soon as possible, I would great~ appreciateit 
Thank you, 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subject: Re: 

Ok. Thank you 
On at 12:54 PNL Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 

> The class is full. 
> 

> 

> 

> From: ~,gmail.com] 
> Sent: Sunday, 11:56 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eumce N 
> Subject: ~zkfl-i 
> 

> Pro£ Sahle, 
> My name is I am interested in adding your Afri class at 2 PM on Tuesdays and Thursdalvs It" this is possible, I will need you to sign an add form for the class. If this is 
not possible, or you think I will be too far behind, I understand and will attempt to take the class next year If you could get back to me as soon as possible, I would greatly appreciate it. 
> Thank you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 24, 2011 3:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Mortgage Giants Leave Legal Bills to the Ta~xpayers 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/Olf24/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines JanuatT24’2°11 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I SDor[s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ ~ Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This Day 

~ornize~ciav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

Moiotgage Ghlnts Leave Legal 

Since the govermuent took over 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, 

taxpayers have spent more than 

$16o million defending their former 

top executives in fraud lawsuits. 

China Gvoonfing Deft 

Polltlei~n ~s Next Leader 

Following a sneeession plan laid ont 
years ago, President tlu ,lintao will 
pass the baton to his presumed 
suecessm’, Xi Jinping, now China’s 
vice president. 

Al’t Exh~blt Ntl rs Up tile Gliost.~ of Zim babwe’s Past 

The government’s efforts to brat history have instead provoked memories of the Gukurahundi, 
Zimbabwe’s name for the slaying and torture of thousands of civilians. 

. NYrimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

he~rts~ ~ is indelible." 
PATHISA NYATHI, a historian in Zimbab~e. where an exhibition depicting the Gukurahundi. 
flxe slaying and torture of ~housands of civilians ~5 years ago, has been shut down by the 

ARTS 

New VVoiqd, New 

Home 
Photos of Frank Geh{T’s 
design of the New World Center in 
Miami Beach. 

~ Related Review 

OPiNiON 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Healthle~? 
How the emnpany’s 
plan to cut salt, sugar and fat from 
its food might affect our diets. 

Tavern on the Green: Past and 
future 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

]he most ceiorful cityscape in town 

Q & A v, iiti~ Jay Romarlo 

WORLD 



Some Western officials worry that President Hamid Karzai nmy try to expel security companies 
faster than his government can replace them with an Afghan force. 

Gover~ame~at of’I’u~alsla Sh~ts Dow~ Popular TV 

~llae closing of a private television network appeared to violate pledges to respect freedom of 
expression. 

BeIg~a~ls P*’ess Po|~ficlans to Form Gover~mmnt 

A demonstration by more than 3o,ooo people in Brussels was the first dear sign of popular 
frustration at Belgimn’s protracted political crisis and its worrying effect on financial markets. 

More World News 

A Miami Beach Event Space° Pa~’khlg Space~ Too. 

People are flocking to what seems like the unimaginable marriage of high-end architecture and ear 
storage: a $65 million parking garage. 

Ca~ a City This Seif-Serlous Take a Joke? 

"Portlandia," a new IFC series, makes flm of a liberal city’s deliberate differentness, but some say the 
show is hardly Pm’thmd. 

Two years ago, Mark Steinhubl began the recovery process that lies ahead for Gabrielle Giffords, at 
the rehabilitation center she will enter. 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

The Ur~derst~dy Takes the Stage at Apple 

When Timothy D. Cook is on his own, he will have to compensate for the absence of Steven P. aobs. 

~ Times Topics: Timothy D CooR ] Apple 

O~be~’ma~m Sp|it Came A~er Years of Tenslon 

Underlying the decision to part ways with Keith Olbermann were years of behind4he~eenes 
conflicts. 

F.D.Ao Is Studyh~g the Risk of E]ect~’oshoek De~{ees 

A federal study renews the debate over electroshock therapy, which is used to treat lOp,pop 
Americans for depression and other illnesses. 

S P 0 RTS 

STEELERS 24, JETS 19 

Brash Jets Hil Familiar DCall i~ PiRsburgh 

~II~e aets fell one win short of the Super Bowl, losing to the Steelers, ~4-19. 

P~’eparlng fo~" Roeth~isberger, but ReeeixS~g a Po~mding by 

It was Pittsburgh running back Rashard Mendenhall who ran over, around and through the aets on 
Sunday, rushing for 121 yards on ~7 carries. 

PACKERS 21, BEARS 14 
Packer’s Head to S~q>er Bow| 

The Bears were forced to entrust their comeback efforts to a third-string quarterback after 0ay 
Cutler was hurt and his backup proved ineffective. 



¯ More Spolts News 

ART~ 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 

Gehry Design Plays Fanfare for the Common Man 

Michael Tilson Thomas and Frank Gehry joined visions to ereate a new home for the New Wot’ld 

Symphony in Miami Beaeh. 

"][’his Space for Re~tt*: I~t Europe~ ka°ts Now Must ~oo Commerce 

With government subsidies shrinking, European arts institutions are finding ways to bring in eash. 
And to some arts-world types, the strategies seem a little cheesy. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’E~dgame’ 

In "Endgame," a longtime associate of Bobby Fischer recounts the chess snperstar’s rise and fall from 
grace. 

¯ More Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

The paper maintains ~3 foreign bureaus and is a front-runner for a Pulitzer Prize this year, but its 
weekday circulation has been nearly halved since 2ooo. 

Small Bookstores Str~tggle for Niche i~ Shifli~g Times 

Take to the Intemet? Sell coffee and muffins? Independent bookstores are looking for the right 
balance as even a giant like Borders finds it difficult. 

DRILLING DOVMq 

~,~,qHing to Spend O~l~ne, to a Poi~t 

Nearly two4hirds of Internet users have paid for content online, a survey found, but the amount 
spent was typically only about $~o a month. 

More Media & Adver~isiw4 News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A New C’][~anee for ~[ro Obama 
In his State of the Union address, President Obama mnst fnlly delineate his own plans in the face of 
a newly strengthened and shrill Republiean Party. 

EDITORIAL 

An Evolving Cour~ 
Cases in which the Supreme Court has "original jurisdiction" show how the court’s understanding of 
the Constitution is changing. 

EDITORIAL 

The cmmtry’s seeond-largest teachers’ nnion has wisely chosen to help shape reform rather than 
block it. 

EDITORIAL 

Time BandltW 
Many Scots are upset with a bill that could institute permanent daylight saving time throughout 
Britain. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Competition 

It’s a misdiagnosis to say that America’s eeonmnie problem is a lack of competitiveness. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

@-ED COLUMNI~ 

R~formiiig the Reform 

How Republicans can transform Obamaeare frmn within. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 



CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Why we need more members in the lower chamber of Congress. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 24, 1965, Winston Churchill died in London at age 90. 

See This Front Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 24, 2011 7:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Media Resources Center 
CB# 3942, R B. House Libraly 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

01-24-11 07:51AM 

Second Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily These items may not be renewed. 
AUTHOR: 

TITLE: Africa [videocassette] 
CALL NO: 65-V3086 v.3 
BARCODE: 00006502705 
Media Resourc DUE: 01-18-11 11:00PM 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

33:261 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

media resources center <mrc@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 24, 2011 8:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Libra~ Notice 

Professor Sable, 
Sor~z for this error. We do have the film here and it has been removed from your account. Please let us know if you need anything else 
Thanks, 
Katelyn 

Media Resources Center 
R.B House Undergraduate Libraly 

mrc@unc.edu 
962-2559 

On Jan 24, 2011, at 8:13 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hello, 

I returned all the videos that I had checked out on Thursday and filled a new ibrm requesting the Iilm "This Magnificent African Cake." Please check your records and let me know. 

Sincerely. 
Dr Sahle. 

From: UNCCH Universi~ Library [circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 24, 2011 7:51 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Library Notice 

Media Resources Center 
CB# 3942, R. B House Llbra~ 
University of North Carolina 01-24-11 07:51~M 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

Second Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily These items may not be renewed 
AUTHOR: 
TITLE: Africa [videocassette] 
CALL NO: 65-V3086 v.3 
BARCODE: 00006502705 
Media Resourc I)UE: 01-18-11 11:00PM 

EUNICE N SAHLE 
AFRICAN & AFR[CAN-AMER STUDIES 
C~3# 3395 205 BATTLE 

33:261 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Monday, JanuaD, 24, 2011 10:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Center tbr Global Initiatives eBulletin: 1-24-11 

Application Deadfine: February 11 5:00 PM 

These awards support facu{ty in adding international content to existing courses and developing new courses with 

significant international content. CGI is currentty focusing on four themes: 1) Peece end Con]’lict Resolution, 2) 

Globol Heolth, 3) Adi.%etion, Citizenship ond Identity, end 4) the Globelizetion o,f the Americon South. 

Pre-Dissertation Travel 
Deadline: February 11 5:00 PM 

Pre-Dissertation Trave{ awards get Ph.D. candidates into the field to e×plore potential research materia{s in 

preparation for a dissertation proposal, but not dissertation field research. Awards typicaUy range $2,000 - 

$4,000. 

Awards [t Fellowships 

International Development 

Certificate 
The Center for Global Initiatives offers graduate 
students at any Level a Certificate in International 

Development to demonstrate specialization in 

development and social change in communities and 

nations around the world. There is no cost, credit, or 

grade associated with this certificate. Its goal is to 

foster interdisciplinary approaches to development 

and to engage in peer learning, especially through the 

Spring workshop. To learn more, visit our site. 

Events 
Breaking1 Barriers - Makinsl History: 
Monday, January 24 5:00 - 7:00 PM 

Hyde Hail, Incubator Room 

UNC Women in the Humanities and Social Sciences 

since the 1960s - A Roundtable Conversation 

FeUowship (SURF) Info Session 
Tuesday, January 25 

5:30- 7:00 PM 

Stone Center Theatre, Room 103 



Inter-American DiaLogue seeks an associate to oversee 

the program on China and Latin America, focusing on 

issues retated to governance, and atso denting with 

economics, security, politic% and US policy options. 

Send apptication materiats or questions to 

Nourish Internationa~ Summer 

Projects 
Info Session Thursday, January 27 

8:00 PM at the Campus Y 

Leader Applications Due: January 31 

Team Applications Due: February 7 

Interested in participating in summer service projects 

in Ecuador, Honduras, or Thaitand? Want to work 

ctose[y with community-based organizations abroad? 

Come to an INFO SESSION on Nourish InternationaL’s 

summer projects. 

[__o__[__e_~o____[__~_u__~_e___A_~[_e__a___~__u__~!_e__~__ 
£eHowshi~ 
Deadline: January 28, 2011 
FLAS fellowships fund the study of Less Commonty 

Taught Languages and area studies coursework. These 

Academic year and summer fegowships assist graduate 

students and advanced undergraduates in foreign 

tanguage and area studies. 

Applications due: Friday, February 4, 2011 

Work this summer with one of many nonprofits or 

governmentat organizations that address gtoba[ issues, 

inctuding: Churchwortd Services, Et Centro Hispano, 

Nourish Internationa[, and Student Action with 

Farmworkers. Earn $2,500 in funding and 3 hours of 

academic credit for 8-10 weeks of work 40hrs/ week. 

Contact Rachet Namm, [].a_[])_m_.~.~e._[[]_a_!!:_.u_[].c_._e_.d_ 9.. 

Work for Social and Economic 

Justice in the South 
Applications Due: February 7, 2011 

The _A__u__t_[~___F__e_!!_a___w__s_!]!p_. provides a futt year paid position 

at the MDC to promote economic development, equity 

and education, and building inclusive civic cuttures. 

Graduating coLLege seniors and graduates from the 

past 2 years are etigib[e. 

G~obal-e Journal 
A forum for timety commentary regarding gtobat 

events, processes, and issues. Each issue features a 

brief essay authored by Leading schotars and 

practitioners, offering provocative reflections on a 

range of topics with the aim of stimutating discussion 

among the gtoba[ studies community. 

~tch! n8 F£nds 
Deadline: Ongoing 

As a catatyst for the innovative work of facutty and 

students at UNC, the Center for G[obat Initiatives 

wetcomes proposats for campus and community 

projects that deepen understanding of our comptex 

world. Preference is given to proposats invotving 

muttipte departments or schoots to encourage 

interdisciptinary work, and to proposals engaging 

facutty, students, and staff. 

Center for ............................... 

Globa~ 

Initiatives 

Calendar! 
Fotlow the rink above 

to request a copy. 

Our 2011 calendar 

features stories of 

gtobalty focused students, as welt as stunning 

photography from our annual G[obat Photo Contest. 

Hear from successfu[ appticants, and learn about SURF 

Peer Advisors who can give feedback on draft 

proposats for summer research, mentored schotarship, 

and creative performances. 

Global Music 

Show 
Wednesday, January 26 

9:00 - 10:00pm WXYC 

89.3FM 

Or listen online at 

htt p://wxyc.or~. 

This month’s episode of the Gtobat Music show is 

sponsored by the Carotina Asia Center. 

The Global 

Screen: Budrus 
Thursday, January 27 

6:00- 8:00 PM 

FedEx Global 

Education Center 

Auditorium 

Screening and discussion 

with Nadav Greenberg of 

Just Vision, the non-profit 

of Israe[is, Patestinians 

and North Americans who 

produced the movie and other educationa[ toots to 

raise awareness about nonviotent civitian cooperation 

to end the occupation. 

Internationa~ Job 
Creation: Can We 

(Micro) Franchise 

our Way out of 

Poverty? 
Thursday, February 3 

5:30- 6:45 PM 

FedEx Global Education 

Center, Auditorium 

Three prominent microfranchising pioneers and 

experts wit[ address key questions and rent wortd-wide 

examptes to exptore microfranchising as a business 

modet adaptation for poverty a[teviation. RSVP to 

ciber@unc.edu or (919) 962-7643. 

~i 
iiii 
!~tern~t~ona[ 

iiCoffee Hour 
iilTuesday, February 8 

ii5:oo-6:oo PM 
I~i4oo3 Fedex Global i Education Center 

Join us for a monthly social hour for internationat and 

American students, schotar% faculty, staff and 

families. Chat about resources, opportunities and 

chat[enges on campus. Each month is hosted by a 

different office with excet[ent resources to offer. 

Gender Violence 

and the 

Phenomenon of 

Femicides in the 

Americas ............................................................................................. 
A Conversation with SchoLar% Attorneys, and Human 

Rights Activists 
Thursday, February 17 4:00 PAA 
UNC School of Law Room 5046 
Panel Discussion 
Friday, February 18 12:00 PM 
Room 4003 Fedex Globa{ Education Center 

GPS: Global Proiects Showcase 
Wednesday, February 23 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM 

4003 Fedex Global Education Center 

Want funding for your globat project? Come enjoy a 

showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travet stories from a variety of fietds and gtobat 



destinations. Learn more about past projects CGI has 

funded from the students themse[ves~ and meet the 

prosram officers who select them. Win a GPS device 

and enjoy ~unch while you learn more about what’s 

possible with Center for Global Initiatives awards. 

Transcultural Studies e-Journa~ 
Transcuttural Studfes is a peer-reviewed, open-access e-journal committed to promotin8 the know[edse and 

research of transcu[tura[ity in a[[ disciplines. Scholars workin8 on topics related to transcu[tura[ity are invited to 

contribute. 

13usiness Language Research and Teachin~J (BLRT) Grants 
Applications Due: February 1, 2011 

BLRT Grants encourase faculty, lecturers and 8raduate students in foreisn lansuase departments to add a 

business-lansuase dimension to their research and teachins. 

Short-Term Trave~ Grants (STG) Fellowships 
Applications Due: February 2, 2011 

19E× provides STG fellowsh!ps to US scholars and professionals to ensase in up to 8 weeks of overseas research on 

contemporary political, economic, historical, or cultural developments relevant to US foreisn policy. 

Like uson Facebook ~ Follow us on Twitter ~ 

Box 5145, Chapel Hill, NC 27599. You can modify/update your subscription via the link below. 

[] Manage your subscription 

View thi ...... ge in the iContact C ...... ity: E] Vi ......... ge [] C ....... t on thi ....... ge [~ Recei .... RSS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email,unc,edu> 

Monday, 11:24 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edtr>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@emaiLunc.edu>; Yaqub, Nadia <yaqu~emaiLunc.edu>; 

Henry, Eric P <ehenry@email.unc.edu>; Sam~ G K <gksams@email.unc.edu-~; Driscoll, Mark W <mdriscol@ema~l.unc.edtr>; Huber, 

Evelyne H ~-ehube@email.unc.edu>; DuncaJ~, Came <ceduncan@email.unc.edu> 

Addition to your class 

Hello, 
My name is ~ and I am a senior EXSS major. Due to a mix up in 
academic advi sing,I foun d out today that I still need to fulfill a general 
education requirement in order to graduate. I realize that it is already 2 
weeks into the semester, but I would be very grateful ifI could be added 
to you class. ! will have no problems making up the reading and would be 
willing to come to your office hours to make up the class time. I am 
willing to discuss the requirements with you in person about adding to your 
class, and I can come to class as early as tomorrow. I know that what I am 
asking for is a hassle, but I would greatly appreciate being added to your 
class so that I can graduate in May. 
Thank vou 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 1:56 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Afri missing class 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

If there is anything important I need to 
know- from class this week, or if there are any handouts I need to get at 
some later time, would you please let me know? Also, please let me know if 
there is anything I need to do in preparation for class next ~veek 

Thank you, 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 2:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI 

Hi my name is I was emailing you to see il" there was an?- possible way that I could still register for your AFRI    online class, I know if is has already started so if there is an?’ 
possible way, please let me know. 
Thank You, 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: meeting 

Can you meet tomorrow at 4? Or do you prefer a different day? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The MIT Press <dpauldin@mit.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 7:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

African Arts Special Otter 

Special 20% Discount on African Arts - Plus a 

Free Book! 

African Arts is devoted to the study and discussion of 

traditional, contemporary, and popular African arts and 

expressive cultures. 

Since 1967, African Arts readers have enjoyed high- 

quality visual depictions, cutting-edge explorations of 

theory and practice, and critical dialogue. Each issue 

features a core of peer-reviewed schoLarLy articles 

concerning the world’s second [argest continent and its 

diasporas, and provides a host of resources - book and 

museum exhibition reviews, exhibition previews, 

features on co[[ections, artist portfolios, dialogue and 

editorial columns. The journal promotes investigation 

of the connections between the arts and anthropology, 

history, Language, Literature, potitics, religion, and 

sociology. African Arts is published quarterty by the 

James S. Coteman African Studies Center, UCLA, and 

distributed by the MIT Press. 

CLick here to [earn more about this special offer. 
This message was sent from The MIT Press, 55 Hayward Street, Cambridge, MA 02142. 

If you do not v\dsh to receive future e-maiLs from the NIT Press, please send an e-maiL to 

mitpj-optout@mit.edu vxdth the word unsubscribe in the subject Line. 

This is a commercial message.~ 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, plea~se 
click on the lbllowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 
any text: 

Click here for e-n~il 

You roll receNe one additiona1 e-mail message confirming your removal. 



From: i@email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:40 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI incomplete 

Dr. Sable, 

Hope you’re doing well! Just ~vanted to touch base w~th you and let you 
know that I am on campus, as a part-time student this semester, and I seem 
to be getting back into the groove of things. I haven’t forgotten abou~ 
AFR1    and I’d like to meet up with you maybe to~vards the end of 
to discuss what would be a good plan of action in completing the course. 

Let me know when would be good for you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Out of class-- 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

Thank you for understanding! 

Best, 

(;lass of 

~r)email. unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday 12:24 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

chance to enroll in AFRI    , thanks’. 

Professor Sable, 

This is a senior student at Chapel Hill. I mn wondering if I could enroll in your AFRI class. Solly to trouble yon now. 

My situation is a little complex. This is the last semester I am here. 

I am applying tbr             program. And until now I get my first olt~r from              with full financial support a couple of days ago. So I do need this 

course m fulfill Global Issue requirement and graduation in 

As a senior student I should be able to register courses earlier than others. But since I am also a transfer stadent                       most transfer credits are 

required to be evaluated by difl~rent professor in difl~rent depaxtments. Because resiponsibilifies tbr evaluation trafer credits are not clear enough, people in dil~rent 
departments make different statelnents and waste a lot of time. I have to contact the dean of college of Arts and Sciences and at last the dean helps me to solve this 

problem. This takes me really a long time. That is why I am so late. 

So if there is any chance that can acid another one in your class, I wish I will be consi&red. I will keep attenting your class next week. Thank you again for your help! 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: AFRI 

Prot?ssor Sable, 
I was wondering if there is an)- way I could still enroll in tdae AFRI 
course that you are teaching this semester I realize that I will have to 
work in order to catch up on the material I have missed, but with your 
permission I was hoping I could take the necessaW steps to add the course. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tom> 

Tuesday,               4:11 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

This week’s readings 

Professor Sahle, 

The document for the Anderson reading is damaged and cannot be accessed on blackboard. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 5:03 PM 

intl- duncpl as @duke. edu 

Reminder: Deadline for 2011 Consortium Conference registration is January 31 

The Carolina and Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies is pleased to present its 
annual conference. 
February 10- 12, 2011 

Bicentennial of ideals: dependence, independence, ... 
In 2010 at least eight Latin American countries celebrated the bicentennial of their independence. Two hundred years of 

ideals, struggles, victories, and defeats. Mexico also celebrated the centennial of its 1910 revolution. 

The conference opens with a panel that celebrates three decades of human rights work by the Washington Office on Latin 

America (WOLA). WOLA works closely with civil society organizations and government officials throughout the Americas to 

promote human rights, democracy, and social and economic justice in Latin America and the Caribbean. The event titled 

"From Protest to (product) RED: Generational shift in human rights activism," will take place on Thursday, February lOth 

at 5.00pm in the Rare Book Room, Perkins Library, Duke University West Campus. Joe Eldridge, WOLA’s founding director, 

will be present along with Alex Wilde, George Vickers and Joy Olson, WOLA’s current director. They will discuss the evolution of 
human rights activism in Latin America from the early 1970s to the present. 

On Friday, February llth from 8.30am to 4.00pm at the John Hope Franklin Center at Duke, the first Community Colleges 

Forum will enable community college educators to integrate Latin American content into their classrooms. In 

interconnected sessions, it will explore creative ways to engage students in broad discussions of race, citizenship, and 
social inclusion using as a framework diverse resources ranging from the Latin American bicentennial of independence to 

the contemporary migration patterns that are transforming our local landscape. 

The Forum will be followed by a Keynote address and reception, beginning at 5:00 pro, also at the John Hope Franklin 

Center. The keynote speaker will be Rebecca J. Scott, Professor of History and Law at the University of Michigan, speaking 

on "’People of color who do not recognize slavery and have come here seeking asylum.’: Freedom, Re-enslavement, and 

the Diaspora of Saint-Domingue, 1803-1817." 

Finally on Saturday, February 12th from 9.30am to 4.30pm at the FedEx Global Education Center at UNC-Chapel Hill, 

panelists will deliver presentations from a great array of disciplines and perspectives on the two hundred years of 

autonomy and the current state of things in the region. 

Saturday’s program will include a special round table discussion, at 11:15 am, on "Resource Extraction, the Environment, 

Social Crisis and Community Response: The Ecuador Case" featuring panelists Catherine Walsh, Mellon Visiting Professor 

at Duke; Stuart Pimm, Doris Duke Professor of Conservation Ecology; and Ermel Chavez, President of the Amazon Defense 

Front in Ecuador. 

Additionally, film screenings will complement three days of intense discussion and debate about the region. Films were 

selected from titles screened during the 2010 NC Latin American Film Festival, these titles have also been added to the 

Consortium Film Collection. 

All attendees (including panel presenters, moderators, participants, and staff) are required to register by January 31st. 

register 

There is no registration fee, but we need to get an accurate count for all catered meals. Please help us not to waste food 

by registering in advance. You are also welcome to invite fellow students, colleagues, friends, and community members 

interested in Latin America to attend (they would have to register too). Thanks! 



Best regards, 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, PhD 
Conference Organizer, Special Events Coordinator 
Director NC Latin American Film Festival 
Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
143 Franklin Center. 2204 Erwin Road 
~,duke.edu- (919) 681 3883 

~N~ Iogoconfe.jpg 

D E S CRIPTION PRO GRAM RE GISTRATION 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Readings for AFRI 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I sumbitted the drop/add form to academic advising aI’ter class today. I ~vas 
told that it will take seven days for me to be enrolled into the class on 
Connect Carolina and Blackboard beacuse of a backup. Can you please send me 
the readings from the previous classes and the syllabus? Also, is there any 
way you can manually enroll me on Blackboard? 

Thank you again for allowing me to enroll in the class I look forward to 
the rest of the semester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L ~:klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 9:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: [athm] To Buy the Sun Opens Jan 28 

Here are some other possible dates for the play, in case this weekend does not work for you 

Kia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:32 PM 
To: African American History Workshop 
Subject: [afam] To Buy the Sun Opens Jan 28 

Dear All, 

February is proving to be a bountitM month! 

Hidden Voices, the Pauli Murray PrRiect, and the Duke Human Rights Center announce a new play exploring the life of Pauli Murray, opening Jan 28. 

http ://hiddenw~i ces.or~/pod/project/11 

Fifteen years before Rosa Parks refused to stand, Pauli Murray refused to sit in the back of the bus; 20 years before the Greensboro sit-ins, she organized restaurant sit-downs in the nation’s 
capitab Durham native Pauli Murray not only hved on the edge of history, she seemingly "pulled it along with her" One hundred twenty-three years after her enslaved grandmother was 
baptized at Chapel of the Cross in Chapel Hill, Pauli Murray returned as America’s first female African-American priest to celebrate her groundbreaking Eucharist there. A champion for 
human rights, Pauli Murray’s struggles and insights resonate powerfully in our times Celebrate her history; create our future. Join Hidden Voices, the Pauli Murray Project, and the Duke 
Human Rights Center as we commemorate the 100th anniversary of Pauli Murray’s birth with a new play that e×plores the life and legacy of one of North Carolina’s own. 

January 28 and 29, 2011 at the tlayti Heritage Center, Durham, 7:30pm 

January 30, 2011 at the Haytl Heritage Center, Durham, 3:00pro 

February 4 and 5, 2011 The ArtsCenter, Carrboro, 8:00pm 

February 13, 2011 The Chapel of the Cross, Chapel Hill, 7:00pm 

Febmapf 18, 2011 St Mi~tthew’s Episcopal Church, Hillsborough, 7:30pro 

--- You are currently subscribed to afam as: klcaldwe@email unc edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 5383358 599146dlalbeleddcc897d40478c04bf&n T&[ afam&o 28551435 or send a blank email to leave-28551435- 

5383358.599146dl afbe 1eddcc897d40478c04bf@listserv.unc.edu 



From: @email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:51 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: a£am 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

Please excuse my absence today 
apologize. 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Natalie Hartman <njh~duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 9:22 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Feb 17 tilm screening at UNC - "Raising the Point" by Ja~n Mendez 

From:caracol <caracol(a~emM.unc.edu> 

UNC’s Latino Collaborative Center is hosting a showing of "Rdisir~g the 

Point," a film by Jason Hendez on Thursday, February iTth at the CLC, room 

1~ in Craige North, Seminar Wing, at 6 PH. There will be a brief tai~6 

after the film. 

About Jason Hendez: 

Dr. Jason Hendez received his doctorate in education with an emphasis in 

Su~iculum, Culture & Change from the University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hili~ His research areas include social foundations of education, 

cultural studies, Puerto Rican studies, critical race studies, and Ar%s 

Education/integration. Dr. Hendez is the founder of the Potentialis Centre, 

a 50i(c) 3 nonprofit organization w!’~ich combines research and the arts to 

produce voices that advocate for social justice in e@ucation, health, 

environment, and co~’~ldnity development. Prior to taking time off to rebuild 

and establis!’~ Potentialis, Jason taught as an assistant ~rofessor in the 

Teache~ Education department at CNNY’s York Coiiege~ Currently, Dr~ Mendez 

is a postdoc%oral fellow at the Universi%y of Pittsburgh’s Center of Race 

and Social Problems. Hunts Point ,~ppro~:i~r~ately covers 2.1 s@lare miles of 

the South Bronx. in addition to ii,000 families, this small area is home to 

the Hunts Point Cooperative Harket, the new Fulton Fish Harket, the 

Spofford Juvenile Detention Center, 18 waste transfer stations, 40% of New 

York City’s sewage, 100% of the Bronx’s waste, a sewage treatment plant, a 

sewage pelletizing plant, 4 electrical power plants, ~’ore than 60,000 

trucks per week and a few schools sprinkled in between~ A major health 

concern in Hunts Point is the number of children diagnosed with asthma. 

Educational discourse typically focuses its critique on educational 

improvements inside of the classroom. However, there are critical factors 

that affect a student’s educational experience before they even walk 

through the schools door. Since the majority of school absenteeism is 

related to asthma, giving a stu@ent an enriching educational experience in 

a coKalunity overcome ~y heavy truck idling is an injustice that ~equires 

action. Though the Hunts Point co~k~m~nity faces many inequities, I focus en 

the issue of poor air quality. "Raising the Point!" is a uni@ue grassroots 

effort to support Hunts Points mission in ~evitaiizing the co~’~’unity. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 26, 2011 9:25 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

"al margen" exhibit of photos by Petra Barth at Duke 

sheep 
Argentina JPG 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Karen Glynn 

karen.glynn(~duke.edu 

919-660-5968 

Februm-y 24th 4:00pm to 6:00pm, artist reception and panel discussion, Frederic .Iameson Gaqlery 

A new photography exhibit spanning two cmnpuses and entitled al marge~ (or "Living on the Mmgin") is the msult of seven years of work by Petm Baxth in South 

America, Central America and the Caribbean. The exhibit roll be on display from 17 Januaacy~ 1 May 2011. It is composed of 70 gelatin silver prints mounted in two 

campus venues. Forty" prints are on view at the Frederic Janmson Galleiy in the Friedl Building on East C~:mpus (open daily 8:00am to 6:00pm), and an additional thirty 

prints are on exhibit in the Special Collections Gallmy in Perkins Librmy on West Campus (open daily 8:00am to 7:00p~n). 

An opening reception will be held on Thursday, February 24, from 4:00pm to 6:00pm in the Frederic Jameson Gallmy. The reception will include a panel of Duke and 
UNC faculb’ who will discuss issues of poverly, marginalization, environmental degradation, and responses to disaster and crisis in Latin America and the Caribbean. 
Panelists include Dennis Clements, director of the Center for Latin America and Caribbean Stndies at Duke, who also serves in Duke Children’s Primau Care and the 
Duke Global Health Institute; Erika Weinthal, associate prot~ssor of Environmental PoliW at the Nicholas School of the Environment; and Sandy Smith-Nonini, adjunct 
assistant professor of anthropoloD at the Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. The panel will be tbllowed by a reception and galleD, tour by Petra Barth. 

al margen was o~an~ed by the Archive of Documentaacy Arts and the Archive for t tuman Rights in Duke’s Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Librau. 

The exhibit is sponsored by the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, the t rogrmn in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, the Department of Cultural 

Anthropology, International Co,npaacative Stadies, and the Duke Human Rights Center. 

Barth’s photography a~ms ’~to tell stories about the evewdW lives of people living on the Inargin their struggles and their dreams." In her own words: 

"I use a spontaneous, intimate approach to photograph the daily life of individuals. I look for quiet, reflective moments when people axe unawaace of the 

cmnera and my presence, and genuine feeling is conveyed. Pieced together, these moments describe, with extmordinmy clafiD-, the living conditions all 

across Latin America and the Caribbean, from Haiti’s streets to the suburbs of Nicaragua and El Salvador, and from the favelas of Rio to the victims of 

the recent tsunami in Concepelon, Chile. 

My photographs reveal moments that are not often depicted because they happen eveW day. My camera simultaneously captures the unusual in the 
ordinary and the ordinariness of the unusual. We often see images of devastated landscapes and human suffering in the wake of disastrous events, but 
that is only one part of life. What happens before, after, and in between these times? Despite fftruggle, them is also happiness and the ability to move on 
and create new narratives eveu 

Petm Ba~k was born in Germany in 1964. She originally studied design in Milan and worked tbr many years in the thshion industu. In 1999, fulfilling a lil}time 

ambition, she becmne a lull-time fieelance photographer working primarily in the Caribbean, I,atin America, and Asia. She studied photography with Joe Cameron, 

Andy Grundberg, and Bill Newman at the Corcoran College of Art and Design in Washington, D.C., where she currently lives. 

?etra B arth’s photographs am part of the Archive of Documentu~y A(ts, part of Duke’s Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections LibraQ’. The collection can 
be viewed in the Libra~"s Ddlton-Brand Research Room. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 9:27 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

2011 Mellou Summer Institute in Spa~ish Paleography 

Call for Applications for Mellon Summer Institute in Spanish 
Paleography at Harry Ransom Center 

Applications are being accepted by the Harly’ Ransom Center for the 
Mellon Summer Institute in Spanish Paleography, occurring in Austin 
June 6-24, 2011 The institute is an opportunity for scholars to 
acquire intensive training in reading late medieval and early modern 
manuscripts of Spain and Latin America 

Application materials must be received by Tu esday, March 1, 2011. 
Information and forms are available at 
http://www.hrcutexas.edu/paleo~raphv. Late applications ~vill not be 
reviewed. 

Manuscripts from the collections of the Ransom Center, a humanities 
research library and museum at The University of Texas at Austin, and 
the university’s Nettie Lee Benson Latin American Collection will be 
used to supplement and enrich course content. Attention will also be 
given to research tools for using the archives of other manuscript 
repositories. 

This institute will enroll 15 participants, and the course will be 
conducted in Spanish. First consideration will be given to advanced 
graduate students and j unior faculty from colleges and umversities ~n 
the Uinted States and Canada, but applications will also be accepted 
from professional staff from museums and libraries and from 
independent scholars. Participants, who must have advanced Spanish 
language skills, will receive a stipend to help defray the costs of 
housing and travel. 

Participants will learn to transcribe a variety’ of Spanish documentary 
and book scripts found in primary sources from Spain and the Americas 
in the late medieval and early modern periods, ranging from the 15th 
to the 18th centuries 

Dr. Consuelo Varela, of Escuela de Estudios Hispano-Americanos de 
Sevilla, will lead the institute. Varela has published extensively on 
Christopher Columbus, the early years of the discovety~ of America and 
Spanish voyages across the Pacific. She taught the Surmner Institute in 
the Spanish and Hispanic-American Archival Sciences at the Newberry 
Lihrar~" in Chicago in 1996 and 2002. 

The institute is part of a four-year initiative for vernacular 
paleography supported by- a grant frnm the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation 
and headquartered at the Newberry LibralN Center for Renaissance 
Studies. 

If you have any questions, please contact Anna Chen by phone at (512) 
471-5365 or by- e-mail at arma.chen@maihutexas.edu. 

Please feel free to forward this informatiun. 

Best wishes, 
Anna Chen 
Institute Coordinator 
Harry Ransom Centcr 
The University of Texas at Austin 
P.O. Box 7219 
Austin, TX 78713-7219 
P: 512-471-5365 
F: 512~471-2899 
http : / /www hrc. utexas, edu/paleography 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.coin> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 9:43 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 26 January: climate, water, E.Cape, CDL, Egypt, WikiLeaks, CCS, NY & Washington, WSF 

Bond WB South Durbm~.pdf; climate and sea level rise.gif; climate and temperature change.jpg; Korean CJ Enelzine No 6..pdf; 
Qwash~21%255B2%255D%5B l%5D[1].PDF; Ruiters Fate of the Eastern Cape.jpg; Satgar Hope m~d Digni .ty.pdf; s~ffmeeting 
reports26012010.DOC; average global temperatures 1880-2010.gif; Bond CNS From Copenhagen to Cancfin to Durban Janumy 
2011 .pdf; Bond Coega chapter in Ruiters book.pdf 

Hi comyades, 

* Climate’s the top issue of the day, and on Sunday one of the papers 
will carry the prep-crit of the Durban Conference of Polluters (below). 
Tomorrow and Friday are prep-cam days for civil society at the Diakonia 
Centre One of the main challenges is halting finance for Kusile, and 
that struggle’s getting ever more difficult with cowanercia[ banks coming 
on board (below). But all the data show we’re in big trouble, with James 
Hansen flagging even worse CO2 parts-per-million levels, temperature 
changes and sea level rises (below and pics) Obama’s speech to the US 
last night was dreacVul on various fronts, including environment which 
he didn’t even mention (below) ][’he carbon markets are crashing for all 
sorts of good and bad reasons (below). Lawsuits against climate changers 
are breaking out all over (below-). Some excellent Korean COP18 activists 
are alrea@ calling for a seattling (attached). And I’ve just finished a 
longish summary of the state of play in global climate politics for the 
June issue of Capitalism Nattae Socialism, and also a requested rave 
against the World Bark for its clinrate-chaotic role in South Durban, for 
SDCEA’s ne~vsletter @oth attached). Feedback is vel~ welconre. 

* One linkage we’re making is to water, so it’s great to see santo 
Barcelona corarades putting tip new videos on the struggles for water 
justice (below). 

* Another is to economic development, and it’s good to see that UKZN 
Press has just issued the edited collection Greg Ruiters put together on 
Eastern Cape tmderdevelopment, where I make some clinaate links to the 
Coega project (attached and below). 

* The Confcrence of the Democratic Left apparently had a great session 

late last week, and the conference manifesto is below, as well as 
Vishwas Satgar’s keynote speech, attached. 

* Turning to African politics, it looks like Egypt is following 
Tunisia’s example, and I just heard that some Mubarak farrlily members 
have taken flight. Inspiration is always available from Patrice 
Lurnurnba’s menrory, and fif~" years later Pambazuka has some excellent 

articles (below are links). 

* Then there’s ahvays the inspiring information provided by WikiLeaks, 
demonstrating that US imperial po;ver is fading With it goes some of the 
worst allied charlatans, like Tunisia’s dictator, and perhaps also SA’s 
spy chief Mo Shaik, reduced to denying he’s a US mole. Zizek has his 
usual harsh insights (belo~v) 

* It was really great to have been part of the CCS staffmeeting via 
slq,pe from freezing-cold NYC this morning at 4am, brrrr Inspiring to 
see all the work underway (attached reports including MoleiFs "Qwasha! 
Con’wnunity Portal & Online Archive for Digital Conterit"), and I’m glad to 
hear that Teppo Eskelinen’s was successful yesterday. The ;vebsite 
troubles CCS and SDS have had, notwithstanding, our most recent 
google-analytics are encouraging (attached though I’m not so good at 
interpreting these and any advice is welcome). Also wonderful to hear of 
new visiting scholars - more about whom next time 

* My NY visit has been fun, because on Monday night a full house came to 
Bluestockings bookstore on the lower east side to discuss SA politics 
and Zuma’s Own Goal. Our publisher Kassahun Checole is in fine t;arm - he 
gets 120 books out a year with a staff of five editors, really 
remarkable Yesterday- I did a seminar at Comell University’s NYC labour 
campus with several of the finest US trade umon intellectuals and 
leaders concerned about climate. Then I met t;vo leading activists from 
In@media who are helping Molefi integrate Durban Sings into the global 
circuits and who are also considering potential coverage of the Durban 
COP. Today I lunch with Arun Gupta from http://www indypendent.or~/-he 
tracks US fascist tendencies in this era of austerity’ as you see below - 
and I’ll finish up the climate j ustice book dralt while on a train to 
Washington. ’]?here, tonight, I have a dinner meeting with groundWork’s 
Bobby Peek who’s at an anti-coal conference and, through Sunday, will 
have several other informal meetings with ClV sac leaders and 
institutions such as the Center for Economic and Political Research, 
Public Citizen, the International Forum on Olobalization and the 
International (;enter ]2~r NonViolent Conflict. 

* Though there’s a very intense debate in some of our circuits about its 
role (see way below), our World Social Forum planning continues (with 



Molefi and Rehana accompanying me) Just moments ago, after sending 
around 100 email follow-ups, we just received confirmation of our three 
panels (at the very bottom). 

* And then after a seminar by my brother Nia[l Bond on 14 February 
(details soon), we’re firming up Saturday, 19 February as the CCS Wolpe 
Lecture in the form of a Climate Teach-In, so stay tuned for more detail s 

Cheers, 

Patrick 

South Afiica prepares for ’Conference of Polluters’ 

By Patrick Bond 

At the past two United Nations Kyoto Protocol’s ’Conference of the 
Parties’ (COPs) clirnate surrmrits, Copenhagen in 2009 and Cancfin in 2010, 
as well as at prior nmetings such as Nairobi, how did South African 
leaders and negotiators perform? 

Sadly, they- regularly let down their constituents, their African 
colleagues as well as the global unvironruent. 

Most embarrassingly, going forward to the Durban COP 17 in Novernher, the 
new Green Paper on climate under public debate this month promotes two 
dangerous strategies nuclear energy and carbon trading and concedes 
dramatic increases in CO2 unrissions. 

South Africa is building two massive coal-fired plants at Kusile and 
Medupi (the world’s third and fourth largest), opening an anticipated 
forty ne~v coal mines in spite of scandalous local air and water 
pollution, and claiming t2aat more ’carbon space’ to pollute the air and 
thus threaten future generations is required for ’development’. 

SA was not required to cut emissions in the first (1997-2012) stage of 
the Kyoto Protocol. But when it comes to a potential second stage, which 
ideally would be negotiated in Durban, South Africa’s negotiators are 
j oining a contradictory movement of emerging economic powers which both 
want to retain Kyoto’s North-South differentiation of responsibility to 
cut emissions, and to either gut Kyoto’s binding targets or establish 
complicated, fraud-ridden offsets and carbon trades which would have the 
same effect. 

The 2006 Nairobi COP helped set the tone, because Pretoria’s minister of 
environment and tourism at the time was Marthinus van Schalkwyk, 
formerly head of the New- National Part?,’. (He is today merely tourism 

minister) 

A new- Adaptation Fund was established in Nairobi, but its resources were 
reliant upon revenues from the controversial Clean Development Mechanism 
(CDM) carbon trading mechanism. Last week the European Union announced a 
ban on the main source of CDM credits, Chinese refrigeration gas 
emissions that are responsible for nearly two thirds of recent payments, 
because they incentivized production of more greenhouse gases 

The (;[)i’,/1 market is worth less than $8 billion/year at present, and Africa 
has received only around 2 percent, mostly for South African prolects 
like the controversial Bisasar Road dump in Durban’s Clare Estate 
neighbourhood. Community activists led by the late Salida Khan had 
demanded that Bisasar be shut but in 2002 the World Bank promised R100 
million in funding to com’ert methane from rotting rubbish into 
electricity, hence downplaying local health threats and environmental 
racism (Clare Estate is a black suburb and fi~r that reason was sited to 
host Africa’s largest landfill). Durban politicians put profit ahead of 
people once again. 

Because of the CDM officials’ increasing embrace of biofuels and 
genetically engineered timber, civil society experts from the (ilobal 
Forest Coalition, (ilobal Justice Ecology Prolect, Large Scale Biofuels 
Action Group, the STOP (IE Trees Campaign and World Rainforest Movement 
condemned the Nairobi summit 

But van Schalkwyk reported back in a leading local newspaper that 
Pretoria achieved its key Nairobi ot~iectives, including kick-starting 
the CDM in Africa, and welcomed UN support fi~r more ’equitable 
distribution of CDM projects’, concluding that this work ’sends a clear 
signal to carbon markets of our common resolve to secure the future of 
the Kyoto regime ’ 

But irumediately disproving any intent to support Kyoto emissions cuts, 
van Schalk~-~’k’s Cabinet colleagues confirmed the largest proposed 
industrial snhsidies in African histo~N just days later, for Port 
Elizabeth’s Coega smelter, entailing a vast increase in subsidised 
coal-fired electricity. Within a year, national electricity supplies 
suffered extreme load-shedding, so the project ultinrately failed in 
2008. But the plan was to build a R20 billion smelter, which would then 
apply for CDM financing to subsidise the vast coal-fired power input 
even further. 



One of the country’s leading climate scientists, Richard Fuggle, 
condenmed Coega in his University of Cape Town retirement lecture: ’It 
is rather pathetic that van Schalkv.Tk has expounded the virtues of South 
Africa’s 13 small projects to garner carbon credits under the Kyoto 
Protocol’s CDM, but has not expressed dismay at Eskonr selling 1360 
megawatts a year of coal-derived electricity to a foreign aluminium 
company. We already have one of the world’s highest rates of carbon 
eruissions per dollar of GDP.’ 

Given this background, it is revealing that van Schalk~-~’k became, in 
March 2010, a leading candidate to run the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate (IJ~x.~FCCC) after the resignation of its head, Yvo de 
Boer (who took a revolving lj~x.- door to industry- and is now a high-paid 
carbon trader) following the 2009 Copetkhagen COP where the UNFCCC lost 
all cre&bility The COPs were now called the ’Conference of Polluters’ 

IfUN leader Ban ki-Moon needed an environmentalist of integrity to hea d 
the UNFCCC, van Schalk,a)’k should not have applied, g~ven his chequered 
career as an apartheid student spy and a man who sold out his political 
party for a junior cabinet seat Moreover, if van Schalkw3~k was a 
world-class climate diplomat, why did President Jacob Zuma demote him by 
removing his environment duties in 2009? 

On the last occasion he stood on the world climate stage, in 2007 in 
Washington, van Schalk,a)’k enthusiastically promoted a global carbon 
market, ~vhich in a just world ~vould have disqualified him Iicom further 
international climate work. But another carbon trader, Christiana 
Figueres, was leapfrogged in last May to get the UNFCCC leadership job 

In addition to environment ministers who consistently failed in their 
duties to address the climate crisis, a handful of Pretoria technocrats 
must also shoulder blame In December 2009 in Copenhagen, South Africa’s 
negotiators ~vere already criticized by G77 climate leader Lumumba 
Di-Aping for having ’actively sought to disrupt the umty of the Africa 
bloc’ 

One SA official, Joanne Yawitch, then forced a hunailiating apology- from 
Di-Aping for his frank talk (to an African civil society caucus), as 
reported by N0seweek blogger Adam Welz. 

Yet by joining the presidents of the US, China, Brazil and India to sign 
the 2009 Copenhagen Accord, Zuma did exactly what Yawitch had denied was 
underway: destroyed the unity’ of Africa and the G77 in a secret, 
widely-condemned side-room deal 

US President Barack Obama’s Kenyan family and Zuma’s Zulu compatriots 
would be amongst those most adversely affected by climate chaos, as 
suggested by recent KwaZulu flooding. Di-Aping asked, poignantly, ’What 
is Obama going to tell his daughters? That their relatives’ hves are 
not worth anything?’ Di-Aping quite accurately described the Copenhagen 
Accord as ’an incineration pact in order to maintain the economic 
dependence of a few countries’ 

In Copenhagen and Cancun, the main diversionap)~ tactic used by Pretoria 
negotiators was a claim to willingly cut 34 percent of 2020 emissions 
below ’business as usual’ However, Tristen Taylor of Earthlife Africa 
begged Pretoria 12~r detai ls about the 34 percent pledge, and after two 
weeks of delays in December 2009, learned Yawltch’s estimates were from 
a ’Growth Without Constraint’ (GWC) scenario used by government 
negotiators as a bargaining chip, and was quite divorced from the 
reality of the industrially stagnant SA economy 

According to Taylor, ’GWC is ~antasy, essentially an academic exercise 
to see how- nruch carbon South Africa would produce given unlimited 
resources and cheap energy prices.’ Officials had already conceded GWC 
was ’neither robust nor plausible’ eighteen months ago, leading Taylor 
to conclude, ’The SA government has pulled a public relations stunt.’ 

And again at the 2010 COP 16 in Cancfin, the new Minister for Water and 
Envirotwnental Affairs, Edna Molewa, played the ’developruent’ card 
against urgent binding emissions cuts: ’We believe that it is quite 
important that as developing countries we also get an opportunity to 
allow development to happen because of poverty.’ 

Molewa iruplies that SA’s extremely high emissions contribute to 
poverty-reduction, when in fact the opposite is ruore truthful. Eskom’s 
supply of the cheapest electricity in the world to two of the biggest 
nrining/metals companies in the world (BHP Billiton and Anglo American 
Corporation) requires a 127 percent price increase for ordinary 
households from 2009-12 to pay for new capacity. This is leading to nrass 
electricity disconnections. 

Did Zuma know what he was doing, authorizing a climate policy that 
set~es maj or corporations instead of his nrass base? Do these firnrs keep 
SA’s ruling party lubricated with cash, Black Econonric Erapowerment deals 
and j obs for cronies? Do they need higher SA carbon emissions so as to 
continue receiving ultra-cheap coal-fired electricity, and then export 
their profits to London and Melbourne? 

Perhaps the answers are affirmative, but on the other hand, two other 



explanations ignorance and cowardice were, eight years earlier, 
Zuma’s plausible defenses for promoting AIDS denialism He helped 
President Thabo Mbeki during the period in which 330,000 South Africans 
died due to Pretoria’s refusal to supply anti-retroviral medicines, as a 
Harvard Public tIealth School stu@ showed 

To his credit, Zuma reversed course by 2003 (rather late in the day) and 
endorsed public supply of AIDS medicines, as public pressure arose from 
the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) and its international allies. TAC 
continued to condenm Zuma, in part because of misogyny during his 2006 
rape trial. 

It is that sort of intensive pressure that local activists in Climate 
Justice Nowt SA are aiming to repeat, at the risk of otherwise allowing 
Zuma to remain a signatory to a far greater genocide. 

The COP 17 in Durban’s International Convention Centre, from November 
28-December 9, is a chance for civil society- to hold Pretoria to 
account. The last such opportunity- was in 2001 when the World Conference 
Against Racism attracted more than 10,000 protesters angts~ that 2~eki 
had agreed with Washington, to remove front the UN’s agenda their demands 
for apartheid reparations and for a halt to Israeli apartheid against 
Palestine. 

This year, as in previous COPs, civil socie~" will demand that political 
elites cut emissions 50 percent by 2020 (as science requires), 
deconwnission the dysfunctional carbon markets, pay the North-South (and 
SA-African) ’climate debt’ and transform to a post-carbon economy. 

The negotiators frora Pretoria, along with those from Washington, 
Brussels and Beijing, will not stand up to the challenge, as they’ve 
proven again and again. As in earlier conflicts, then, the spirit of 
anti-apartheid resistance and lessons of AIDS medicines access are 
amongst the weapol~ry civil socie~ will need, in order to save the 
species’ and the planet itsell[ The strategies and tactics they will 
deploy are already being hotly debated 

CRITIQUE OF KUSILE 

Please get in touch with Justin directly but it’s good to ’reply all’, 
so we share an ongoing eco-social critique of Kusile 

Justin Guay <Justin.Guay@sierraclub.org> 

Our latest on the Kusile struggle: 
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?2.40.5,2244#coa12 

Background on what’s wrong with Medupi: 
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.a sp? 11,65,3,1994 

Cheers, Patrick 

........ Original Message ........ Subject:    Kusile Environment 
and Financial Due Diligence Date:    IVfon, 24 Jan 2011 16:43:45 -0500 
From:     Justin Guay <Justin Guay@sierraclub.org> 

Reply-To: justin guay@sierraclub org 

To:    eximreform@googlegroups c om, 
fig ht-eskom-coal-loan@googlegroups.com 

Hi all, 

Ex Im staff is working on their Environmental and Financial due 
diligence for Kusile and have asked for areas of the project where they 
should investigate 

Thanks, 

Justin Guay Associate Washington Representative International Climate 
Program, Sierra Club 

202.664.6460 Skype: guayguay2 

ESKOM-(I[GA[3A 

CAPE TOWN 20 Januapf 2011 Sapa 

GIGABA WELCOMES ESKOM BOND OVERSI~B SCIL1PTION 

Oversubscription to electricity- supplier Eskom’s recently-launched 
international bond demonstrated investor confidence in the utility- and 
the SA government, Public Enterprises Minister Malusi Gigaba said on 
Wednesday. 

"We hope that this trend will persist as other state-owned enterprises 
approach the market to raise funds for their capital expansion 



programmes, as this will sep~e to reduce pressure on the fiscus," he 
said in a statement. 

Earlier, Eskom announced that a U S 1 75 billion internatinnal bond 
--launched this week -- was more than 2-1/2 times oversubscribed. 

It said the proceeds would be used to :fund its capital expansmn programme. 

Gigaba said the completion of Eskom’s build prograwane *wis critical for 
ensuring SA’s sec~ity of electricity supply. 

The Fight Against Financing Coal for South Africa 

There is currently a project that is being fought by environnrental 
groups around the world to stop the United States frora building a nexv 
coal plant in South Africa called the Kusile Coal Plant. Michelle 
Lanning, 18/01-2011 

The Fight Against Financing Coal for South Africa 

What’s Being Discussed There is currently a prqiect that is being fought 
by environmental groups around the world to stop the United States from 
building a new coal plant in South Africa called the Kusile Coal Plant. 
C~trrently under fire is the U. S. Export Import Barf~ (Ex-Im), ~vhich 
provides financial support to U.S. companies that want to do business 
abroad, often by providing loans, loan guarantees, and difl;erent types 
of insurance. They have financed billions of dollars in the past for 
building coal power plants abroad, often times in developing countries, 
whom are manipulated into the ’dirty’ business of coal. Polluting coal 
plants have been financed in India, South Africa and other developing 
countries by the U. S in the past. The World Bank had already made a 
business deal in 2010 to build a similar plant South Africa, the iVledupi 
plant where similar effects to the Kusile plant are being seen 

Today, Eskom, a South African company, is being targeted by the U.S. to 
help build this plant. Enviromnental groups in the U.S are demanding 
that Ex-Im Bank vote NO on financing such a project this year. 

The Kusile plant is widely opposed in South Africa for public health and 
environmental reasons: 

300 people would be displaced if the plant is approved, approximately 
35-40 families. Friend’s of the Earth environmental group states that 
the plant would also require approximately 2,470 acres of land to 
accommodate its above-ground, toxic coal ash dump. They also explain 
that "Coal ash, the byproduct of burning coal, contains heaD’ metals and 
toxics such as arsenic, uranium and merctu-y, ;vhich can cause cancer as 
well as neurological and developmental disorders" More than 1 billion 
gallons of ;vater ;vould be needed eveD- year to fialfill the processes of 
the plant, placing severe pressure on the local populations in an 
already stressed environment for water. The Kusile plant would be an 
environmental disaster if approved. The people and the local economy 
would be dependent on coal energy for decades to come, undermining the 
potential for renewable energ3, industry development in time to replace 
retiring coal plants in the 2020s. 

While the new coal power plant may support stimulated economic activity 
at first, the environment consequently will become endlessly polluted 
and the quality of life is lessened by the pollution to follow To read 
more about the effects on the environment and humans, here is a brief 
fact sheet provided by the Sierra Club on Kusile: 
http://actinn.sierraclub.or;/site/DocServer/Kusile Power Proiect Factsheet.pdl"?doc]D 5541 

At 4,800 megawatts of power output, the Kusile coal plant would require 
more than 17 metric tons of coal annually. This would require that more 
coal be mined for to meet the demand of the plant. Kusile would be one 
of the largest power plants of its kind in the world and one of the 
largest industrial point sources of greenhouse gas emissions according 
to 350 Al?ica Click here to read more about the project from the 350 
website: 
http:,q/world 350 or;/africa/2011/01/11/350-ioins-coalition-fi;htin;-a~ain st-u s-fundin~-for-dir ty-coal-in-south-africa/ 

Extent "36.8 million tons of CO2 are expected to be emitted into the 
atmosphere, increasing the South African emissinns by 12.8 percent (!) 
It would further increase the country’s total contribution to climate 
change by an astounding 9.7%. These figures are taken from the required 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) document that Eskom provided to Ex-kn 
for the proposed plant back in 2008. According to a critique compiled by 
the Siet*a Club, Pacific Envirol~ent, and Ground Work envirormrental 
groups, the implications of financing this project are clearly not in 
line xvith Ex-hn Bartk’s Carbon Policy. They claimed, "Despite the 
inmxensity of these climate inrpacts, the EIR dedicated less than txvo 
pages of a 158-page document to the subject with no specific direct 
mitigation measures proposed." Link to the letter and Critique of 
Eskom’s El]Z: 
http://ww~v.foe.orgisites/default/filesiimaacfield thttrabs/Kusile%20EIR%20critique%209-3-2010%20(2).pc~" 



Final Thoughts The world needs viable, renewable solutions that will 
transform the way energy is generated among current mainstream 
practices. The U.S. should rather focus resources on new- ways to produce 
clean, renewable energy. 

http :/;’~wzw.bellona. org/w cblog/129 5 3495 34. 04 

*** 

OBAMA ON CLIMATE 

In relation to climate change, he said: .... 

Nothing. The word didn’t pass his lips. (Nor did ’environment’.) 

He ftamed energo’ entirely as an oil dependency problem, hence endorsed 

’clean’ ener~z like nuclear and clean coal and mass bioihel. 

Yet another reason to make the Durban COP a Washington-free zone. 

(The only upside I see is a potential lowering of oil subsidies, but the 
House of Representatives, with great po~ver over the US budget, is 
controlled by climate-denialists in league with the petro-milita~ 
complex, and those lads looked distinctly opposed to the idea of cutting 
Big Oil’s payouts, especially now that corporations can buy elections so 
easily after last year’s ’Citizens United’ Supreme Court decision.) 

*** 

http ://w~vw.hawaiirep~rter c~m/president-~bama%E2%8~%99s-state-~f-the-uni~n-address 

With more research and incentives, we can break our dependence on oil 

with bioihels, and become the first county to have a million electric 

vehicles un the ruad by 2015 (Applause.) 

We need to get behind this innuvation And tu help pay fur it, 

asking Cungress tu eliminate the billions ~n taxpayer dollars we 

currently give to uil companies. (Applause) I dun’t knuw if I don’t 

know ifyuu’ve nuticed, but they’re doing just fine un their own 

(Laughter.) Su instead of subsidizing yesterday’s energy, let’s invest 

in tumurrow’s. 

Now, clean energy breakthroughs will only translate intu clean energy 

jobs if businesses know there will be a market for what they’re selling 

So tomght, I challenge you tu juan me ~n setting a new gual: By 2035, 

80 percent uf America’s electricity will cume ftom clean energy suurces 

(Applause.) 

Some folks want wind and solar. Others want nuclear, clean coal and 

natural gas. To meet this goal, we will need them all and I urge 

Democrats and Republicans to work together to make it happen. (Applause.) 

*** 

LATEST DATA ON CLLMATE CRISIS 

Rethinking a "safe climate": have we already gone too far’.’ It is hard to 
argue that anything above the Holocene maximum (of around 0.5 degrees 
above the pre-industrial temperature) can preser,~e a safe climate, and 
that we have alrea@ gone too far. The notion that 1.5C is a safe 
target is out the window, and even 1 degree looks like an unacceptably 
high risk. "     NASA climate chief James Hansen says: " At 
current temperatures, no "cushion" left to avoid dangerous climate 
change " "... even small global warming above the level of the Holocene 
begins to generate a disproportionate warming on the Antarctic and 
Greenland ice sheets." by David Spratt, 23 January 2011 

As global temperatures rise to be 0.8 degrees Celsius warmer than the 
pre-industrial level, is the planet already entering a zone of dangerous 
climate change? 

With Arctic sea-ice in a "death spiral", Greenland in 2010 melting at an 
unprecedented rate, a seemingly extraordinary number of extreme climate 



events in the last year from the Russian fires to the Pakistan floods, 
and 18 countries setting new temperature records, have we already gone 
too far for a safe climate? 

In a draJ~ of a new research paper, NASA climate chief James Hansen and 
his collaborator Makiko Sara has opened a new debate about what might be 
the conditions for a safe climate; that is, one in which people and 
nations can continue to live where and as they have been, with secure 
food production, and in a bio-diverse environment 

Temperature stability during the Holocene The period of httman settlement 
over the past 10,000 years is known as the Holocene, during which time 
temperatures and hence sea levels (the two having a close 
correspondence) have been remarkable stable. Temperatures over the 
period have not been more than 0.5C wam~er or cooler than the mid-line 
(see chart). The warmest part of the Holocene (the "Holoccne maximttm") 
was about 8,000 years ago, and according to Hansen, today’s temperature 
is about, or slightly above, the Holocene maximum: "... we conclude 
that, with the global surface warming of 0.7C between 1880 and 2000, 
global temperature in year 2000 had returned, at least, to approximately 
the Holocene maximum." Note, this is to the year 2000, and temperatures 
have increased ~0.15C in the last decade, so: "Global temperature 
increased 0.5C in the past three decades to a level comparable to the 
prior Holoccne maximttm, or a few tenths of a degree higher." That is, we 
are already a little above the Holocene Maximtm~. This matters because 
Hansen’s and Sato’s look at climate history (paleoclimatology) in this 
new research finds that it is around this temperature level that the 
large polar ice sheets start to behave differently. During the Holocene 
the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets have been relative stable, as 
reflected in the stability of the sea level (see chart). But once 
substantial melting starts, the loss of heat-reflecting white sea-ice 
which is replaced by heat-absorbing dark ocean water produces an "albedo 
flip": "Sunwner melting on lower reaches of the ice sheets and on ice 
shelves introduces the "albedo flip" mechanism This phase change of 
water causes a powerful local feedback, which, together with moderate 
global warming, can substantially increase the length of the melt 
season Such increased sun~mer melting has an in,mediate local temperature 
effect, arid it also will affect sea level." Their conclusion is that: 
"... the stability of sea level during the Holocene is a consequence of 
the fact that global temperature remained just belo~v the level required 
to initiate the "albedo flip" mechanism on Greenland and West 
Antarctica The implication is clear that "just above" the Holocene 
Maximum lurks real danger As Hansen and Sato say: ".. the world today 
is on the verge of a level of global ~varming f,ar which the equilibrium 
surface air temperature response on the ice sheets will exceed the 
global mean temperature increase by much more than a factor of two." 
That is, warming at the poles ~vill become more rapid and exceed the 
ratio so far, of being twice then global average. This change, they say, 
can be found in past warming events such as the Pliocene around 3 
million years ago, so that: ".. even small global warming above the 
level of the Holocene begins to generate a disproportionate warming on 
the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets. " To put it bhmtly, we are on 
the edge of a precipice in terms of large ice sheet losses and sea-level 
rises, and there is little "cushion" left: "Polar warmth in prior 
inter-glacials and the Pliocene does not imply that a significant 
cushion remains between today’s climate and dangerous ~varming, rather 
that Earth today is poised to experience strong amplifying polar 
feedbacks in response to moderate additional warming." Sea-levels are 
one dew,stating metric of "dangerous climate change": "Sea level rise 
potentially sets a low limit on the dangerous level of global warming 
Civilization developed during a time of unusual sea level stability. 
Much of the world’s population and infrastructure is located near 
current sea level" Whilst some suggest a linear (or :[’tat line) ~ncrease 
in sea-levels this century, tlansen and Sara argue forcefully that: ".. 
the fundamental issue is linearity versus non-linearity. Hansen argues 
that amplifying feedbacks make ice sheet disintegration necessarily 
highly non-linear In a non-linear problem, the most relevant number for 
prqiecting sea level rise is the doubling time for the rate of mass 
loss tlansen suggested that a 1 ()-?’ear doubling time was plausible, 
poinung out that such a doubling time from a base of 1 mm per year ice 
sheet contribution to sea level in the decade 2005-2015 would lead to a 
cumulative 5 metre sea level rise by 2((95. " Here Hansen repeats his 
v~ew, first published in 20((7 but widely ignored, that a 5-metre 
sea-level rise is possible ]n (’act, recent research by Blancon et. al 
published in Nature in 2009, examining the paleoclimate record, shows 
sea-level rises of 3 metres in 5(( years due to the rapid melting of ice 
sheets 123,000 years ago in the Eemian, when the energy imbalance in the 
climate system was less than that to which we are now subjecting the 
planet. 

So what evidence do we have of Hansen’s and Sato view that sea-level 
rises will be non-linear? "’l’he most reliable indication of the imminence 
of multi-meter sea level rise may be provided by empirical evaluation of 
the doubling time for ice sheet mass loss. " Looking at recent research 
on mass loss in Greenland and Antarctica: "These data records are too 
short to provide a reliable evaluation of the doubling time, but, such 
as thcy are, thcy yield a best fit doubling time for atmual mass loss of 
5-6 years for both Greenland and Antarctica, consistent with the 
approximate doubling of annual mass loss in the period 2003-2008. There 
is substantial variation among alternative analyses of the gravity field 
data, but all analyses have an increasing mass loss with time, providing 



at least a tentative indication that long-term ice loss mass will be 
non-linear... We conclude that available data for the ice sheet mass 
change are consistent with our expectation of a non-linear response, but 
the data record is too short and uncertain to allow quantitative 
assessment. The opportunity ]2~r assessment will rapidly improve in 
coming years if high-precision gravity measurements are continued 
Further evidence of our lack of "cushion" can be found by looking at the 
warm Eemian inter-glacial peak 125,000 years ago, when it is generally 
understood that: "... temperatures in the Eemian .. were less than 1C 
warmer than peak Holocene global temperature" In fact, Hansen and Sate 
conclude that: "... global temperature was only- slightly higher in the 
Eemian and Holsteinian interglacial periods than in the Holocene, at 
most by about 1 °C, but probably by only several tenths of a degree 
Celsius. Yet at these times: ".. some paleodata suggest rates of 
sea-level rise perhaps as high as 1.6 ± 0.8 metres per centul3, and sea 
level about 4-6 metres above present-day values." A look at the 
Pliocene, three-to-five million years ago, leads to the conclusion that: 
"...in the early Pliocene, when sea level was about 25 metre higher than 
today, ~vas only about 1C warmer than peak Holocene temperat~e." ~2~rr~ilst 
atrrmspheric CO2 amotmt in the Pliocene is poorly known, a typical 
assumption, based on a variety of imprecise proxies, is 380 ppm, or less 
than today’s level!! 

So at today’s level of carbon dioxide, and not much above the current 
temperature, the world has experienced sea-levels five to 25 metres 
higher than at presentt From that, it is not hard to understand why 
Hansen and Sate conclude that: "...goals of limiting httman-made warming 
to 2C and CO2 to 450 ppm are prescriptions for disaster." Surrmring up: 
"Earth at peak Holocene temperature is poised such that additional 
wanning instigates large araplifying high-latitude feedbacks. Mechanisms 
on the verge of being instigated include loss of Arctic sea ice, 
stninkage of the Greenland ice sheet, loss of Antarctic ice shelves, and 
shrit~:age of the Antarctic ice sheets. These are not runaway feedbacks, 
but together they strongly ampliI},’ the impacts in polar regions of a 
positive (warming) climate forcing.. Augmentation of peak Holocene 
temperature by even 1C would be sufficient to trigger powerful 
amplii},’ing polar feedbacks, leading to a planet at least as ~varm as in 
the Eemian and Holsteinian periods, making ice sheet disintegration and 
large sea level rise inevitable." In a line: "Ealth today is poised to 
experience strong amplifying polar feedbacks in response to moderate 
additional ~varming" We are perhaps already a few tenths of a degree 
above the Holocene maximum, and the system seems to be in the early 
stages of rapid change. It is widely expected Arctic sea-ice will be 
totally lost in summer with a few years to a decade or so, perhaps at 
less than 1C or warmir~g Very fe~v scientists thil~,: Greenlar~d would be 
stable in an Arctic ~vith little or no summer sea-ice, and opinion is 
split as to whether it is past its tipping point already. 

It is hard to argue that anything above the Holocene maximum (of around 
0.5 degrees above the pre-industrial temperature) can preserve a safe 
climate, and that we have alrea@ gone too far. The notion that 1 5C is 
a safe target is out the window, and even 1 degree looks like an 
unacceptably high risk. 

http ://climatecodered.blogspot corn/2011/01/rethinkina-safe-climate-have-~ve-alreadv.html 

(After po]ice ]’ai]ure to infihrate British climate activist groups, US 
"intelligence" agents are rumoured to be starting a new NGO, much easier 
to manipulate, to be called 650.org ) Global emissions targets 
u~ealistic, U.S. intelligence o]’ticia] says (01/14/2011) Annie Snider, 
E&E reporber 

International climate negotiations may be hinged on an unrea]istic goal, 
a U S intelligence o]![icial who provides analyses to President Obama 
and top US climate negotiators said yesterday. 

At an off-the-record briefing at the Pew Charitable Trusts’ Washington, 
D.C., offices, the official said his estimates indicate that reducing 
gbba] emissions to achieve a limit of 450 parts per million (ppm) of 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere -- the metric at which U.N. 
negotiations are currently aimed -- would be a monumental challenge 
given the current scarcity and unreliability of renewable energy sources. 

Instead, he said, a target of 550 or 650 ppm is begirming to be 
considered as a better near-term goal. 

’]7he Copenhagen Climate Accord signed in 2009 recognized a 
2-degree-Celsius temperature rise, which is generally correlated with an 
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration o1!450 ppm, as the 
scientifically safe limit for temperature increase. However, some 
prominent scientists dispute that number, saying 350 ppm should be the 
limit. Last year’s concentrations sat at a hair ~xder 390 ppm. 

Drawing largely on public irfformation, including calculations from the 
International Energy- Agency, the intelligence analysis presented 
yesterday indicated that renewable energy is unlikely- to make up more 
than a quarter of all energy consmned in the United States by 2030. It 
also referenced the IEA’s estimate that it would cost $11 trillion to 



achieve a limit of 450 ppm by 2030. 

Intelligence officials whu participated in the briefing emphasized that 
their role is not to advise policymakers, but tu equip them with their 
best estimates ufwhat will happen under different scenarios They say 
they" act as an important filter, remuving ~ncurrect or biased informatiun. 

Legislative aides and pulicy advocates who attended said the 
presentation contained no new infurmation and questiuned some of the 
officials’ nrethods. Some of the estimates didn’t include land nranagement 
as a way of reducing emissions - a sector that scientists say accounts 
for about 20 percent of global emissions - and the scenarios shared did 
not account for the possibili~" of abrupt climate change. The officials 
also say they have not calculated how nmch it would cost if the world 
doesn’t act on climate change. 

"I’nr worried that policymakers are going to look at that and say, ’It’s 
not going to work, no way, why even bother?’" said Christine Parthemore, 
who directs the Natural Securi~" Program at the Center for a New 
American SecuritT-. 

In addition to the energy analysis presented at the briefing, 
intelligence officials said they are also looking at how climate change 
will affect strategic U.S. interests. 

Officials said they are thinking about which parts of the world might 
see the nrost destabilizing effects frora climate change and whether 
climate-induced migration raight have positive effects in some parts of 
the world. 

http ://www.guardian. co. ulc’conrmentisfree/cif-green/2011/j ani24/carbon-market-credits-trading 

The carbon market - gone in a puff of smoke? The loss of carbon credits 
wolth ~28m to cyber attacks lays bare the faults of a highly- fla~ved 
trading system " Comments (78) " " o Sabina Manea o 
guardian co.uk, Monday 24 Janua~ 2011 14.00 GMT o The carbon market has 
grown to gargantuan proportions - worth ~92bn in 2010. Photograph: John 
Giles/PA He wears a fine cloak, sword at his side, clearly a gentleman 
of standing. Behind him, representatives of the church expectantly peer 
out of hea,~N fur-trimmed garb. Once the money is paid (and it is, as 
always, a substantial sum), the gentleman’s transgression, be it on the 
battlefield or in the local baw@-house, will be forgiven. This is how 
indulgences were bought and sold in the 16th century all over Europe. 
The Catholic church would dispense whatever forgiveness was necessary in 
return for cold cash, saving many tortured souls from eternal damnation. 

Carbon trading does a similar job, ~vhereby money thrown at developing 
countries can somehow absolve polluters tlcom their sins against the 
planet. In a bid to encourage companies to reduce pollution and fight 
climate change, they are forced to buy credits to cover their annual 
emissions. The less pollution they- produce, the more unused credits they 
can sell back in the market. F~ven better, people like you and me can get 
involved too Flying to Barcelona for the weekend? Just click the ofilset 
carbon emissions button, and wipe away any- guilt Carbon credits can be 
traded in the EU’s emissions trading scheme (ETS), but unlike other 
cummodity markets, it’s not clear that carbun credits are tied tu 
something that will have value tomurrow, or next year Can the credits 
be owned, like a piece of property, or can the?’ just disappear into thin 
air? 

And disappear they may. The entire EU trading system was shut down last 
Wednesday, with credits wurth ~28m missing following a series of h~ghly 
effective cyber attacks that have plunged the still emerging carbun 

market into chaos Tu make matters worse, the EU’s ETS is a serial 
victim; eco-activist hackers shut down the ]~;U carbon exchange website 
only six months ago. The [~uropean Commissiun’s decision tu suspend 
trading was taken in the wake of break-ins into unline accuunts in a 
number of Eurupean cuuntries, with the Czech Republic being the latest 
casualS. The chances of recovering the stulen credits are slim, even 
more so once the criminals have suld them un. Unlike the money paid fur 
indulgences, carbon credits are nothing mure than recurds in an online 
account 

Where this leaves the man in the fine cloak is unclear Those whu dabble 
in the carbon market are vulnerable - whether industrial plants governed 
by the EU trading scheme or financial speculators wanting a piece of the 
carbon actiun. ’]’hey" thought they were buying real gauds like oil ur gas, 
which dofft just exist on a cumpmer screen Right’? Vv~ong 

Whether the market participants actually own the credits like an?" other 
piece of private proper~, or whether hackers sitting in their bedrooms 
can just wave their wand and make them disappear, is something that the 
EU ETS is strangely silent on. This is despite the fact that the carbon 
nrarket has grown to gargantuan proportions - worth ~92bn and accounting 
for 7bn tonnes in 2010 - and is the fastest-growing commodity market in 
financial history. But oil and gas are not hot air, and cannot be 
dissolved by- a snap of the fingers (or a click of the keyboard). If the 
carbon market is to function eft;ectively, its participants need to know- 



what their rights are when they get involved in carbon trading. Simply" 
issuing rights in air which may never be seen again is not good enough, 
and the commission should start addressing the dangers of a Pandora’s 
box that’s lying wide open 

On the other hand, if Europe were genuinely concerned about the 
environment, why should we cry~ over a few lost credits? Fewer credits in 
the market could do wonders for the environment, but would wreak havoc 
on financial mafl~ets, which could come tumbling down. But if millions of 
stolen credits flood the market, this won’t help in the battle against 
climate change. It rrlay be time to think about scrapping carbon trading 
altogether. The commission should have thought of these problems when 
peering out of its fur-trirrmred garb and pocketing the cash. 

*** Market calls for EC to publish stolen EUA list Published: 24 Jan 
2011 17:50 CET Last updated: 24 Jan 2011 19:05 CET waaa~’.pointcarbon.com 
Carbon traders and exchanges on Monday- ttrged the EU executive to publish 
a list of stolen EUAs. "The (European) cormnission must ~vork ~vith the 
national registries to publish a list of the stolen certificates as soon 
as possible," the International Emissions Trading Association (Ieta) 
said in a draft letter to be sent to the EU executive this week. 

Ieta’s letter, seen by Point Carbon News, also called on the commission 
to ask each registry to "publish for the benefit of market participants 
a clear legal opinion for their jttrisdiction on the ownership - and 
consequent usabiliD- - of any stolen certificates". 

Last week, the European cormnission said up to 2 million CO2 permits, 
worth nearly ~30 million, were stolen from several member states’ 
registries following a spate of cyber-attacks. 

Also, the EU executive had ordered all registries to stop the transfer 
of carbon allowances until 26 January,, when only- those registries with 
proven security measures would re-open. 

"All registries are cun-ently off line and only those that will provide 
evidence of adequate securi~z being in place will be allo~ved to resume 
normal operations," Maria Kokkunen, a spokesperson for the European 
con~mission on climate action told Point Carbon News on iVlonday 

"For some of the stolen credits we know from (member state) registo’ 
administrators they’ managed to locate and block them, but we do not have 
a full picture," the spokes~voman said 

The latest figure of stolen EUAs is still 2 million, although the 
cormnission has not given a list of the identification of the allowances. 

Yet David Ltmsford, policy leader at Ieta, said the publication of 
serial numbers of stolen EUAs would help market participants and 
exchanges to track and quarantine them 

At least two exchanges that list EUA contracts agreed and called for 
more market guidance. 

"Right no~v the market is looking for some form of guidance, such as a 
comprehensive list of the stolen EUAs," Tom Lewis, CEO of GreemX, told 
Point Carbon News in an emailed statement. 

"Traders are unsure as to how to treat the allowances in question and 
direction on this issue would be very" helpful," he said 

Piecemeal start 

Apart from the lack of a comprehensive list, the market expressed 
concern about the timing of when registries would re-open :[’or the 
transfer of allowances. 

Jos Delbeke, the EU’s top civil servant on climate change, on Monday" 
said that no more than half of the national registries behind the EU’s 
carbon market are likely’ to reopen on 26 January,. 

"I do not expect that of this Wednesday all 27 authorities will be fit 
enough to resume again," he told a European parliament hearing, Reuters 
reported "I do not expect a figure that is beyond half of the member 
states" 

Delbeke added: "In some member states I am told recuperation of losses 
is possible, but in others that would be much more difficult." 

In its draft letter to the commission, however, Ieta warned that a 
prolonged closure of registries would not only complicate activity in 
the spot market but also the foavard market 

The next delivery date for exchange traded future contracts is March, 
while the next monthly settlemerlt of over-the-counter (OTC) trade 
contracts is the first week of February. 

"If some registries stay closed for several weeks it would help if 
trading parties would be allowed to transfer credits out a single time 
to a registry which is open if they can satisfactorily prove they are 
the owner," Ieta said. 



"We want to ensure that trading happens in a balanced way," Lunsford 
told Point Carbon News, referring to the supply and demand balance if 
not all registries are turned on frorn 27 JanuatTi. 

By Jeff Coelho - jc@pointcarbon.com London 

Debate-list rnailing list Debate-list@faharnu.urg 
htt~://lists.fahanm.or~ic~i-bipFmaillnar~,~listinfoidebate-list 

UN Ernissions Traders Rush to Buy Back Contracts After EU Error 

2011-01-21 16:33:51.273 GMT 

By Catherine Airlie Jan. 21 (Bloomberg) -- Traders in the United Nations 
emissions market rushed to buy back contracts they had sold minutes 
earlier after a publication error by the European Union. The premium of 
UN emission credits for March 2013 over those for December 2012 ~videned 
to a record 90 euro cents after the EU mistakenly said member states 
voted to ban offsets created in industrial gas projects from Janual3z 
2013, reducing their availability in the bloc’s carbon cap-and-trade 
program. The spread then reversed 1 10 euros on London’s ICE Futures 
Europe in 12 minutes after the EL" retracted the statement. The error 
shows "ho~v ill-prepared the European Con~mission is to handle 
con~munications in a professional way," Ermnanuel Fages, the Paris-based 
head of carbon research at ©rhea, the emissions-trading venture of 
Societe Generale SA and Rhodia SA, said in an e-mail. The EU couldn’t 
immediately be reached for comment. A second statement from the EU said 
member states voted to allow polluters in the world’s largest emissions 
system to use imported carbon offsets for 2012 until the end of April 30, 

2013, delaying the start of a ban proposed by the regulator by four 
months. The discount of March 2013 credits stood at 15 cents over those 
for December 2012 as of 4 pm on ICE. That’s 6 cents wider than 
yesterday "There are financial consequences for market participants to 
such a mistake," Fages said "The communication of sensitive information 
has tu be upgraded to the standards uf all other financial markets." 

For Related News and Informatiun: Tup Power Stories: PT©P <GO> Emissiuns 
M~.rkets, Pricing: EMIS ---G©> 
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Dugs uf ]aw are off the leash 

Januapf 23 2011 at 02:22pm 

AFP 

Paris - Lawsuits related tu climate change have surged in recent years, 
although many have been thrown out, sonre are focussed on regulator), 
issues and the key question of liability remains undetermined. 

- In 2010, 132 clirnate-related cases were filed in US COUlts, ahnost 
triple the tally of 48 for 2009. In 2003, just a single case was filed. 

- Litigation outside the US is at a far lower level, but slowly growing. 
There have been at least 67 cases in the past decade, 32 

of which have been filed over the past three years. In 11 cases, appeals 
have been filed or the outcome is tmknoxvn. Jttrisdictions comprise 
Australia, Britain, Canada, the Czech Republic, France, Gem~any, New 
Zealand, Nigeria and the European Union. 

- A quarter of US lawsuits filed since 2001 have been by green groups 
against coal-fired poxver plants. Many other suits, filed by activists 
but also by industrialists, are requesting adjudication on regulation of 
carbon dioxide emissions by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

- In Europe, clinrate cases have focussed especially on corporate appeals 
against Ettrope’s emissions trading system. A big case was France, where 
a law proposing a carbon tax was annulled. 

- Other areas of litigation include access to corporate data on 
emissions, the impact on endangered species and conrpensation for 
climate-related damage. Unexplored areas include state-to-state 
litigation, the legal status of "climate refugees" and whether island 



states that become unhabitable because of rising seas should retain 
their seat at the UN or their rights to the sea bed 

- Compensation claims could theoretically lead to bills in the hundreds 
of billions of dollars, [’or those who extract fossil fuels, sell them 
and burn them. In the courts, these cases have run into uncertainty 
about judicial competence and legal responsibility Two major cases have 
reached the US Supreme Court. - 

Sapa-AFP 

Flood Warning for the Limpopo Valley 

17 JanuaW 2011 

Maputo - Mozarabique’s National Emergency Operational Centre (CENOE) on 
Sunday issued a flood alert for the lower Limpopo valley in the southern 
province of Gaza. 

After an extraordinary meeting held to analyse the raitffall scenario for 
the CUl~cent rain?" season, and the behaviour of the rivers, CENOE said 
that the moderate to heavy rains (up to 60 rr~illiraetres in 24 hours) that 
have been falling in the south and centre of the country, have been 
raising the levels of the main rivers. 

In particular, the Limpopo could rise to seven metres in the coraing days 
- the flood alert level on the middle and loxver Limpopo is just five 
nretres. 

CENOE warned that such a flood could affect about 7,000 people who live 
or work in low lying areas in Chibuto, Chokwe, Guija, Massingir and 
Xai-Xai districts. 

Heavy rains have also been falling in South Africa, Zimbabwe and 
southern Zambia, much of which will certainly flow- down the river 
valleys into Mozambique - particularly since the dams on the South 
African poltions of rivers such as the Incomati, the Limpopo, and the 
Elephants rivers are full al’~d can store no more ~vater. 

At Magude, in 2viaputo province, the Incomati has reached flood alert 
level, as has the Pungue in the centre of the country. 

The largest river of all, the Zambezi, has fallen below flood alert 
level, following a sharp reduction in discharges from the Cahora Bassa dam 

But this relief may be only temporary Last week, the Zambezi river 
Authority in Zambia, which runs the Kariba Dana, warned that heavy rains 
upstream would force it to open Kariba floodgates. This would greatly 
increase the amount of water flowing into Cahora Bassa lake, probably 
forcing an increase in the Cahora Bassa discharges 

........ Original iVlessage ........ Subject: Happy New Year! Videos 
Online. Embed codes and Amaouncement.. Date: Mon, 24 Jan 2011 
10:16:40 +0000 From: home barcelona <homebarcelona@gmail corn> To: 
Patrick Bond <pbond@mail ngo.za> 

Videos and new webpages are finally online! 

English: http://okupemlesones.or~/water Castellano: 
http:i/okupemlesones.org/agua Catalg: http://okupemlesones.org/aivua 

Sorry for prolonged delay getting the new material out there{ All the 
multiple translations/collective processes here combined with actually 
making the webpages turned into a process that seemed to get 
exponentially slower! 

However it’s all sorted sufficiently for now. See below for the 
announcement - interlinked with new work and issues from Barcelona as 
well. One of the clips related to Barcelona water struggles is in 
English - a fiery interview with Erik Sv,9’ngedouw Feel free to use/adapt 
as you will. It ~vould be great if you could spread the word. I was 
wondering if you could give it a mention on your mailing list? 

Embedding the videos directly into websites can work well - rm happy to 
communicate directly with relevant web/communications persons if that’s 
helps The embed codes for vids in English are: 

1. Update ;~ananzi Ngawethu. 

<embed src "http ://blip.tv/play/A "*~H6q2UC’’ 
type "applicationix-shockwave-flash" width "480" height "300" 
alloxvscriptaccess "alxvays" allowfullscreen "true"></embed> 

2. Legal Struggles in Social Movements. 

<embed src "http://blip.tv’/playiAYH21RkC" 
type "applicationix-shockwave-flash" width "480" height "300" 



allowscriptaccess "alw~us" allowfullscreen "true"></embed> 

3. Amanm Ngawethu 

<embed src "http://blip.tv/pla,v/AYGcxFOC" 
type "applicationi×-shockwave-flash" width "480" height "390" 
allowscriptaccess "always" allowfullscreen "true"></embed> 

4. Erik Swyngedouw on Torre Agbar. 

<embed src "http://blip.tviplav/AYKOsScC" 
type "applicationix-shockwave-flash" width "480" height "300" 
allo~vscriptaccess "al~vays" allowfullscreen "true"></embed> 

I haven’t done downloadable files this time as they have a time limit so 
work best as part of a more coordinated distribution (which I can’t 
personally coordinate right now), but if you thought it was wolthwhile, 
I’m happy to make some download links and pass them onto you. 

Chris 

.......... Forwarded message .......... Subject: New Friction Films// 
Joburg Update//Aguas de Barcelona or Suez?//><((((°> ......... 
.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Together with Okupem Les Ones - the tele of the social movements of 
Barcelona - Friction Films presents new videos and progranm~ing for the 
New Year... in english, spanish and catalan... Please spread the word, 
blog and link to yo~tr websites.., iBicnvenid@s! Welcome! Benvingud@s! 

English: http://okupemlesones.org/water Castellano: 
http://okupemlesones.org/agua Catali~: http://okupemlesones.org/aigua 

JOBURG UPDATE 

"This is not really about resources, it’s much more about keeping the 
poor in their place." Jackie Dugard Socio-Economic Rights Institute of 

South Africa (SERI) 

"Whether the corporates can prlvatise water, they will not stop the poor 
from drinking" Jennifer Makoatsane Phiri Concerned Residents Committee 

English: http://okupemlesones org/iohannesburg Castellano: 
http ://okupemlesones.or~/luchas-en-1 ohannesbur~o Catali: 
http ://okupemlesones or ~iiohannesbur~o 

UPDAT[{ Am anzi Ngawet hu (2010) 

Watch: http://bIip.tv/fiIe/4082625 Language: english 

7 minutes 

Following the six year Mazibuko water rights struggle, a new series of 
video intep¢iews with the struggle lawyer Jackie Dugard updates us on 
the legal result and describes some of the challenges and connections 
moving forward Original film Aman~5 Ngawethu below 

Legal Struggles in Social Movements (2010) 

Watch: http://blip.tv/file/4022375 Language: english 

10 minutes 

How can social raovements work with legal organisations in their 
stluggles? Jackie Dugard draws on her experience of working closely- with 
social movement and cotm~mnity struggles and speaks about both the 
potential for change as well as the challenges. 

Amanzi Ngawethu - Water is Otus (2009) 



Watch: htrp://blip.~/filc/2544604 Language: english and malu Also 
available with catalan subtitles 

12 minutes 

The Amanzi Ngawethu film was released in solidari~" on the day this 
water struggle reached the Constitutional Court of South Africa, the 2nd 
of September 2009. The Bill of Rights of the South African Constitution 
guarantees right of access to sufficient water. However, poor 
communities in Johannesburg’s townships do not have sufficient water and 
do not receive the same water sel~’ice as the richer sub~trbs. This legal 
battle aimed to secure constitutional rights for all - water is a right 
not a privilege! 

This short film is a collaboration between the Anti-Pr~vatisation Forum, 
Coalition Against Water Privatisation, Phiri Concerned Residents, Centre 
for Applied Legal Studies, Friction Fihns and Unitarian Umversalist 
Service Con~mittee 

Other Links: Anti-Privatisation Forum of Soufla Africa: w;vw.apf org.za 
Socio-Economic Rights Institute of South Africa (SERI): ,a~’w.seri-sa.org 
Centre for Applied Legal Studies, Wits University, Johannesburg: 
http://web.wits.ac.za/Academic/Centres/CALS Khanya College "Education 
for Liberation": w~,;v.khanyacollege.org.za Centre for Civil Societ’y: 
www ukzn ac.za/ccs Friction Films: www ticictionfilms.net U2;SC: 
http ://www.uusc org Alnandla magazine: http ://www.amandlapublishers co.za 

Water Programming Okupem Les Ones 

Here is the first water programming of La Tele, made in solidarity with 
struggles ~2~r water around the world. Starting with short videos from 
Barcelona and the Johannesburg water straggles, we are preparing new 
programming related to water During 2009-2010 Okupem Les Ones supported 
the Amanzi Ngawethu film prc~ject in collaboration with the Johannesburg 
water struggles and now we want to open up a space [’or new connections, 
locally and internationally. 

Please send us videos and ideas, blog, link and spread the word through 
your networks. Email us at info(nospam)latele.cat or come by the 
Infoespai in the la Plaga del Sol n°l 9 in Gracia, Barcelona. 

English: http://okupemlesones.or~/water Castellano: 
http:i/okupemlesones.org/agua Catalg: http://okupemlesones.org/aivua 

AGUAS de BARCELONA 

"Whose city is it?" Professor Erik Swyngedouw, Manchester University 

"What are the interests?" Arianna, Bar 21, Barceloneta 

"Who owns the water?" Professor Esteban Castro, Newcastle University 

i, Aguas de Barcelona? Did you know that the majori)- shareholder in 
Barcelona s watcr utili~" Agbar is now the multinational Suez? Did you 
knoxv that the nexv right wing Catalan government plans to privatise the 
water of all Catalunya and put it in the hands of Agbar’.’ Mcamvhile in 
Paris, the historical home of Suez, public water services are set to 
drop in price, one year after the city took control of its own water 
selwices when a contract with Veolia and Suez Envirormement expired. 

This prograrrmm~g is a space for asking the questions that need to be 
asked about water in Catalunya, the role of Suez in Barcelona’s water 
services and making the connections with other local and global dynamics. 

AGuas de BARcelona//Arianna 

Watch: htt~://blip.rv,/filei3634901 Language: spanish 

1 minute 30 seconds 

2010 



Arianna // Bar 21//Comer of Carrer Carles and Carrer Gultert, La 
Barceloneta An interview by Friction Films 

i, Quien es el dueno de1 agua?//Esteban 

Watch: htrp://blip.N/filc/3745804 Language: spanish 

8 ruinutes 

2010 

Jos~ Esteban Castro is Professor of Sociology in the School of 
Geography, Political Science and Sociology at Newcastle Uni-,~ersit’y, UK. 
For more itfformation see: www.staff.ncl.ac.uk/j.e.castro 

Intel~’iew, Camera and Production: FF* Editorial collective: Quincas, 
FF*, Uru Edited at La Tele wa~w.okupcmlesones.org 

Torre Agbar//Erik 

Watch: htto://blip.tv/filei4411305 Language: english 

6 nrms 

2010 

Erik Swyngedou;v: 
www.sed manchester.ac ul,5’geographyistaf~?sw3,ngedouw erik.htm Interview: 

Quincas Camera and Production: FF* Editorial collective: Quincas, FF*, 
Uru Edited at La Tele www okupemlesones.org and FF* 

*Ne;v collective film prqject* 

Fihn collective Uru, Quincas and FF* are working on a new- film project 
investigating Suez’s role in Agbar. Some of the work done in the 
research and pre-production phase will be pre-released through Okupem 
Les One’s Water Programming Watch this space[ 

Other links: Campaign to Municipalize Water in Catalonia: 
http://watermunicipalisation.wordpress.com Suez loses libel case against 
film "Flow" in Paris: 
http://www.vancouversun.co~vJlife/Clean+water+human+ri~ht/3870351istorv.html 
Paris marks a year of public water with price cut: 
http://www.~lobalwaterintel com/news/2011/2/paris-marks-vear-public-water-price-cut.html 
Ne;v Catalan Government plans to privatise water: 
http://I?ictionfilms.net/PrivatizacionA~uaCat.pdfWikipedia on Suez: 
http:i/en.wikipedia.or~iwiki/Suez (companv) 

fishes thanks to uru 

http ://ukznpress.book.co. za/blog/2011/01/21/new-release-the-fate-of-the-eastern-c a p e-history-politics-and-social-policgi 
The Fate of the Eastern Cape: Histots,, Politics, and Social Policy 

Jan 21st, 2011 

This unique collectinn conrbines historical accounts ~vith current 
socio-political analyses to present an agenda for social-spacial justice 
for the people of the Eastern Cape. 



The book explores economics, the environment, development and service 
delivery, and includes a series of case studies. The contributors’ areas 
of expertise range from political science, social policy, economics, 
geography, anthropology, biology and education The Fate of the Eastern 
(;ape not only provides a biography of the post-1994 region, but also 
makes an important contribution to debates about future policy 
prescriptions to tackle the wider questions about the future of 
provinces in South Africa. 

Grcg Ruiters is the Director of the Institute of Social and Economic 
Research and Matthew Goniwe Professor in Society and Development at 
Rhodes University, South Africa. 

Contributors 

Patrick Bond ¯ Chantelle de Nohrega ° Ashwin Desai ¯ Patrick Dowling ° 
Chris Edwards ° Morgan Oriffitl-ls ° Nick Hamer ° Monica Hen&icks ° Sir 
Helen Hesjedal ° Thabisi Hoeane ° Kevin Kelly ° Oilton Klerck ° 
Nomalanga M!d~ize ¯ Lalitha Naidoo ° Etienne Nel ° Lungisile Ntsebeza ° 
Robin Palmer ° JeffPeires ° Oreg Ruiters ¯ Robert van Niekerk ° Luvuyo 
Wotshela 

Book details 

* The Fate of the Eastern Cape: History, Politics and Social Policy 
edited by Oreg Ruiters Book homcpage EAN: 9781869141844 

http:~www.unrisd.~ra/8~256B3C~5BCC~9/search/BF~B452A815E5A8~C12577CF~558A72?~pe1~D~cument&cntxt 89BCA&cookielan~ en~ol~ 

Paper now available 

Social Movements and Poverty in Developing Countries 

Author(s): AnthoW Bebbington Paper No.: 32 Code: PP-CSSiVl-32 Prqject 
Title: LVq-RISD Flagship Report: Combating Poverty and Inequality No of 
Pages: 56 Abstract Poverty and inequality are both products and 
producers of the prevailing relationships of power in a society By many 
definitions, social movements are understood as questioning the nature 
and exercise of power in society-. As such they also play roles in 
challenging relation-ships of poverty and inequality. This paper 
explores some of these roles. 

The paper first discusses characteristics of social movements-their 
motivations, emergence and strategies Languages of justice and rights 
are far more prominent in social movements than are languages of poverty 
reduction. Movements rarely take on the mantle of "being poor" as an 
identity-based grievance, and fe~v movement leaders think of themselves 
or their bases in this way. Indeed, many movements argue that a policy 
focus on poverty is depoliticizing and diverts attention from structures 
of inequality and exclusion. 

While this does not mean that movements are irrelevant to poverty, it 
does imply that to bring the two themes together requires a palticular 
framing of povelty (as more than income-based), of the causes of poverty 
(as rooted, ultimately, in relationships of power), and of policy (as 
determined, ultimately, by political processes in which movements are 
one of many actors). [t is from this starting point that the paper 
argues that movements are in fact of great relevance to discussions of 
poverty reduction. This is so both because they challenge dominant ways 
in which poverty is understood, and because their own actions suggest 
alternative pathways toward the reduction of poverty and inequality’. 

’]?he paper discusses these relationships by combining livelihoods 
frameworks and a simple state/market/civil society framework, which help 
frame the policies and institutional components of hvelihoods 
frameworks as products of the interactions and power relations among 
actors operating in these three spheres The combined li*amework makes 
social movements and power relationships endogenous to livelihoods and 
poverty. [t also helps map the different points at which movements might 
interact with poverty dynamics Indeed, one adwmtage of the livelihoods 
approach is that it combines both production and consumptinn (or 
production and reproduction) within a single analytical framework. The 
paper therefore organizes its discussinn of movements and poverty aronnd 
this distinction between production and consumption On the production 
side, the paper discusses how movements might interact with both 
incremental and abrupt shifts in livelihood security’, with questions of 
employment and with the relationships between the macroeconomy and 
public investment in poverty reduction. On the consumption side, the 
paper focuses on the links between movements and collective consumption, 
with an enrphasis on housing, shelter, infrastructure and set~zices. Cases 
are drawn front BolMa, India, Peru and South Africa. 

In the donrains of both production and consumption, nrovements pursue a 
range of strategies. At the less contentious end of the spectrurn, these 
strategies include direct provisioning as well as co-production with 
public agencies. More contentious are those strategies that involve 
negotiation and lobbying, and at the nrost contentious end are strategies 
invoMng outright protest and direct action. Choice of strategy, its 



relative success and its influence on poverty" and inequali~ wiry 
depending on the context, on the capacities of the movement and on the 
political regime. As a vep)~ general pattern, however, it appears that 
movement politics are more contentious around questions of production 
than of consumption, and under political regimes with which movements 
clearly’ have an oppositional relationship More generally, 
movement-state interactions appear to be most contentious when movements 
call into question and challenge basic rules that underlie the way’ that 
both economy and society are organized While states are more likely to 
renegotiate particular projects or areas of expenditure, they are far 
less inclined to cede ground on basic rules and principles (for 
instance, principles related to proper)- ownership, stability" of 
contracts to overseas investors, taxation rates and so on). 

Historical analogy would suggest that sustained poverty" reduction has 
come fiom system-wide changes, many of which are institutional in 
character. Such changes include, for instance, the establishment of 
taxation systems that redistribute from profits and wages to public 
investment in services; long-term increases in real wages; and a 
broadening of access to entitlements that corae with participation in the 
formal economy. In societies of the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD), there is reason to argue that many 
such institutions have emerged at least partly as a result of the 
mobilization and negotiation conducted by broad-based social 
organizations existing outside the state and political parties. Indeed, 
one of the most important effects of movements is to induce the creation 
of new public institutions that contribute to poverty reduction and that 
favour a certain evening out of power relationships in society. In this 
sense, just as social movements are endogenous to livelihood, so they 
are also to state formation. Understood this way, there is little choice 
but to recognize their importance for pover)- reduction. 

Anthony Bebbington is Higgins Professor of Environment and Society, and 
Director of the Graduate School of Geography at Clark University, United 
States. 

This is an e-paper, available at 
http:~/~vwwu1~.isd~r~/8~256B3C~5BCCF9/search/BF~E452A815E5A8~C12577CF~558A72?~pe~d3~cun~ent&cntxt 89BCA&cookielang eng~op. 

DECLARATION OF THE DEMOCRATIC LEFT FRONT 

ADOPTED BY THE FIRST NATIONAL COik~FERENCE 

20-23 Janua~z 2011 

Post-apartheid capitalism is leaving a trail of hunger, poverty-, anger 
and misery’. The wealthy elite, the bosses and their hangers on refi~se to 
concede a single inch to the urgent needs of the ma3ori~z. The), label 
even the most modest reforms as the thin edge of the wedge of communism 
And as always the goverl~ment shakes and concedes . 

And a ne;v round of suffering begins for our people 

From the 20 - 23 Janua~z 2011 at Wits Umversity 250 delegates from 
around the country representing a diverse range of social movements, 
popular organisations and anti-capitalist formations gathered to forge a 
united political front to break this cycle which has made SA the most 
unequal country" on earth. The cry of the Conference of the Democratic 
Left is KW~NELE, KWANELE, ENOUGII IS ENOUG}], GENOEG IS GENOEG 

Every’ progressive programme, strategy and intention is either abandoned 
or rqjected by the government in the face of the brutal logic of 
managing a capitalist state. The ANC has shied away from confronting 
capital and white privilege that was left largely intact when the end of 
apartheid was negotiated. This has resulted in a situation where the ANC 
leadership has adapted itself to the power of capital. Many’ o:[" our 
former comrades are now comfortable members of the business elite. 

Our recent histopf could have been different: if the productive 
potential of our economy" and the spirit and traditions of resistance and 
organisation had been harnessed to overcome the deprivation of the past. 
But this would have required breaking with the logic of profits over 
people, capital acctrmulation over human need, competition over 
solidarity, and breaking with trickle down economics and thinking. And 
it would have required continued and continual struggle, organisation 
and mobilisation. In the face o:[’the global crisis and the generally 
unfavourable international balance of forces it would have required a 
courage and boldness capable of sustaining the confidence of the 
oppressed in an alternative vision of socialism 

With a great sense of urgency we have come together as the democratic 
left and are uniting our separate and often fiagmented efforts, to build 
solidarity, restore confidence and hope amongst the masses of this 
cotmtry. The building of xvorking class and popular poxver lies at the 
heart of our initiative. We come together convinced that a re-awaking of 
struggle is at hand. The so-called service delivery protests and the 
recent public sector strike are just the first signs of what is to come. 



We are activists with a long history of building trade unions, civics, 
women, youth, student and political formations. We have been at the 
forefi-ont of building a many of the new movements that have been formed 
to resist neoliberalism and have struggled too rebuild the broader 
popular movement. We are activists who see as our first and main task to 
build these movements and to unite them in resisting retrenchments, 
cut-ofl~, evictions, violence against women, discrimination and abuse of 
gays and lesbians, the collapse of our education and health systems and 
the retribalisation of the countryside. We are activists that believe 
racism has not been eradicated from our society and continue to struggle 
against all forms of discrimination, prejudice and injustice. We are 
activists that believe the oppression of women is deepening as the 
econotnic and social crisis unfolds in our country and must be central to 
all our efforts for social justice. 

We are for a new, united and democratic mass movement of the oppressed 
and exploited that builds a counter power to the power of capital, the 
market, the investors, the black bourgeoisie, the state functionaries 
and other social layers that the capitalist state in South Africa rests 
upon. 

In coming together and building this anti-capitalist front we hold up a 
mirror to ourselves as the left. We have many weaknesses, frailties and 
deficiencies. We have made many mistakes over the last two decades of 
struggle. We are conscious that it is not enough to be enough to be 
against, it is not even enough to have a prograrun~e spelling out what we 
are for. For us the ends do not justify the means. Our practice, our 
organisations and methods of struggle must reflect the new world we aim 
to create. Integrity, justice and democratic practice shall be methods 
by which we seek to fulfil our aims. 

We believe that our anti-capitalism must be green as well as red. Global 
capitalism threatens our world with disaster. II" it is left to plunder 
the natural resources of our planet and pollute the atmosphere, the 
oceans and the soil, life itself ~vill be under grave threat. The current 
global economic crisis represents the exhaustion of a system that is 
driven by profit and competition. The basic tenet of capitalism is to 
grow endlessly with no regard to natural limits, to concentrate wealth 
in the hands of a few. It explains why wherever we look we see the 
crisis and decay of the system: be it financial, energ?-, food, 
enviroun~ent, cultural and social. War, global warming and health 
pandemics threaten the annihilation of htunanity within a couple of 
generations. 

We are internationalists We have no illusions that the crisis and 
contradictions of post - apartheid capitalism can be resolved without 
transforming our region, Africa and the world For us as the democratic 
left there is no alternative but to unite our struggles with our 
compatriots in our region, across the continent, South and North, East 
and West. Most urgently we pledge our solidarity with our sisters and 
brothers fighting for democracy and social justice in Zimbabwe, in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Somalia and Sudari, to name just a few of 
the most urgent situations in Africa. We understand that an urgent task 
for us is to fight the curse of xenophobia and Afrophobia. We ~velcome 
into the formations of the democratic left refugee and immigrant 
cormnunities from our continent who, like ourselves know- that globalised 
capitalism and imperialist aggression is making us refugees and migrants 
on our own continent 

The continuing crises in the core countries of globalised capitalism 
will affect the structural vulnerabilities, and aggravate the 
unemployment, hunger and suffering of the masses in countries throughout 
the world. The deepening of the global economic and climate-change 
crises will aggravate these problems even further and result in 
spreading popular protests, uprisings and even revolutionary situations 
as in Tunisia recently. 

Globally a new period of resistance to capitalist crisis is gaining 
momentum From Athens to London, from Tunisia to Egypt, from indigenous 
and peasant mobilisations to the reawakening of the traditional labour 
and social movements, there has been a renewal of struggle and 
organisatlon to the harsh attacks of capital The reverberating call is 
we shall not pay for your crisis. As the democratic left we will use all 
our energies and resources to ensure this call echoes across our 
villages, towns and cities. 

We call on the workers, the unemployed, women and youth, shack-dwellers, 
back yarders, landless and the dispossessed, to organise, mobilise and 
unite It is not yet UHURU. As the democratic left we pledge our 
solidarity in your resistance and struggle Ours is a movement of hop!! 

An injury to one is an injury to all. 

Aluta Continua 

Forward to socialism 

ISSUED BY THE STEERING COik£vlITTEE OF THE DEMOCRATIC LEFT FRONT 

(PREVIOUSLY REFERRED TO AS THE CONFERENCE OF THE DEMOCRATIC LEFT - CDL) 



FOR MORE IN[~’ORMATION; CONTACT: 

Phummle Mtetwa (072 959 9194, phumi@equali~’.urg.za 

Mambuku K Jara (083 651 0271, mazibuko@amand[a.urg.za 

Vishwas Satgar (082 775 3420, copac@icun.cu za) 
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Middle East: Three dead in Egypt protests 

Police disperse crowd of thousands in Cairo at night, while 

two protesters and a police officer have died. 

Aljazeera 

January 25, 2011 

http :i/english.aliazeera.net/news/middleeast/2011/01/2011125171105 3608.htral 

Two civilians and a police officer have died after a wave of 

unusually large anti-govermnent demonstrations swept across 

Egypt, calling for the ouster of longtime president Hosni 

Mubarak. 

In central Cairo, crowds numbering in the thousands protested 

and clashed with police throughout the day. Shortly after 

midnight on Wednesday morning, securi~z forces violently 

dispersed those who remained in Tal~rir Square, the healt of 

the city, A1 Jazeera’s Adam Makary reported. 

Securi~z officers fired tear gas, water cannons and robber 

bullets to drive the protesters from the square, where they 

had chosen to remain throughout the night in protest. An A1 

Jazeera cameraman ~vas shot ~vith rubber bullets several times, 

including once in the face, Makary said. 

Telephone commnnication with people in central Cairo was 

nearly impossible, but Makary reported that the crowds, which 

had been peaceful, had been forced to escape the police, who 

fired dozens uf tear gas canisters. 

Deadly protests 

The protests in Cairo were reportedly the largest in the 

cuuntry on Tuesday, a date chosen by activists to emulate the 

recent uprising in nearby Tunisia. 

But demonstrations occurred throughout Egypt. 

Two civilians died in the eastern city of Suez, according tu 

an interior mimstry uffical One, whu had respiratury 

prub[ems, died after inhaling tear gas; the other died after 

being hit with a rock thrown during a protest, the official 

said. 

In Cairo, a police u:t?Scer died after being hit in the head 

with a rock during earlier protests in Tahrir Square, the 

official said. 

The demonstrations were repoltedly the largest in years, 

rivaling those held against the Iraq War in 2003 and in favor 

of free elections and civil society reforms in 2005. 



On Tuesday- night, hours after the countrywide protests began, 

the interior ministry issued a statement blaming the Muslim 

Brotherhood, Egypt’s technically banned but largest 

opposition party, for fomenting the unrest. 

But the Brotherhood denied the accusation and had earlier 

stated its intention to stay- out of the protest; indeed, some 

obser~,,ers noted the lack of Brotherhood mobilization on 

Tuesday. 

Inspired by events in Tunisia, thousands of protesters 

gathered in Cairo and elsewhere, calling for reforms and 

demanding an end to Mubarak’s presidency, which has now 

lasted for nearly- three decades. 

The scale of the demonstrations prompted US secretary of 

state Hillary Clinton to assert during a press conference 

that "Egypt’s government is stable." 

Water cannons and tear gas Egypt’s Day of Protest 

In pictures: ’Day of Anger’ Update: Egypt protests Ul~rest in 

social media 

Some protesters in downtown Cairo hurled rocks and climbed 

atop an alrnoured police truck. 

Police responded to the demonstrators with blasts from a 

water cannon and set upon crowds with batons and acrid clouds 

of tear gas. 

Amateur video posted on YouTube showed crowds of Egyptians 

pushing against and breaking through police cordons. 

Police have also used rubber bullets agmnst protesters, 

resulting in some injuries, reported Rawya Rageh, AI 

Jazeera’s correspondent in Cairo. 

Clinton urged all sides in Eg3~pt to exercise restrmnt 

following the street protests, saying she believed the 

government was looking 12~r ways to respond to its populations 

concerns. 

But at least 30 people are already reported to have been 

arrested in Cairo, official sources said. 

More protests 

Protests also broke out in the Mediterranean ci~" of 

Alexandria, the Nile Delta cities of Mansura and Tanta, and 

in the southern cities of Aswan and Assiut, witnesses 

reported. 

The rallies had been promoted online by groups saying they 

speak for young Egyptians frustrated by the kind of poverty 

and oppression which triggered the overtl’now of Tunisia’s 

president. Over 80,000 people signed a Facebook group saying 

they- would participate in the protests. 

Eg3~ptian blogger Hossam E1 Hamala’aT told A1 Jazeera that new- 



media had been impurtant in facilitating "the duminu et’fect" 

needed fur demonstrations like this one to progress, but he 

noted that it was the people in the street making the 

difference 

"We want a functiuning government, we want Mubarak tu step 

down, we don’t want emergency law-, we don’t want to live 

under this kind of oppression anymore," Mamdouh Khayrat, a 

23-year-old ruan who travelled frora the governorate of 

Qalubiya to attend the protests, told A1 Jazeera’s Makary in 

Cairo. "Enough is enough, things have to change and if 

Tunisia can do it, why can’t we?" 

E1 Harualavci told A1 Jazeera the protests were necessats~ "to 

send a message to the Egyptian regirue that Mubarak is no 

different than Ben Ali and we want him to leave too." 

A day of revolution Fact File Hosni Mubarak is E~’pt’s third 

and longest-setting president, having ruled for three 

decades. Egyptians voice complaints that are similar to those 

in Tunisia: surging food prices, poverty, unemployment, 

government corruption and authoritarian rule Around 40 

million Egyptions survive on just $2 a day, according to the 

UN. Soaring food prices in 2008 led to street protests at the 

time The Muslim Brotherhood is the largest opposition bloc 

to the ruling National Democratic Party 

Black-clad riot police, backed by armoured vehicles and fire 

engines, were deployed in a massive security operation in 

Cairo They were said to concentrate on a few- likely 

flashpoints, including the Cairo University campus, Tal~rir 

Square, and a main courthouse. 

Coinciding ~vith a natiunal holiday in honour of the police, a 

key force in keeping president Mubarak in puwer [’or 30 years, 

the uutcome in Eg?’pt on Tuesday was seen as a test of whether 

vibrant Web activism can translate intu street actmn 

Organisers have called fur a "day uf revolution against 

torture, poverty, curruption and unemployment". 

"Activists said they wanted to use this particular day to 

highlight the irony uf celebrating Egypt’s police at a time 

when police brutality is making headlines," Al Jazeera’s 

Rageh reported. 

Banned demonstrations 

The Egyptian government had earlier warned protesters. 

"The security apparatus will deal firmly and decisively with 

any attempt to break the law," the government’s director for 

security in Cairo said in a statement released ahead of the 

protests. 

Since Egypt bans deruonstrations without prior permission, and 

opposition groups say they have been denied such permits, any 



protesters may- be detained. 

Habib el-Adli, the interior minister, had earlier issued 

orders to "arrest any persons expressing their views 

illegally." 

"Beginning of the end" 

Activists have been relying heavily on social networks to 

organise the protests. 

"Our protest on the 25th is the beginning of the end," the 

organisers of the Facebook protest group wrote. 

"People are fed up of Mubarak and of his dictatorship and of 

his tom,re chambers and of his failed economic policies. If 

Mubarak is not oveltl~rown tomorrow then it will be the day 

after. If its not the day after its going to be next week," 

E1 Hamala’~z told A1 Jazeera. 

Rights ~vatchdog Amnesty, International has urged Egypt’s 

authorities "to allow peaceful protests". 

Protests in Egypt, the biggest Arab state and a keystone 

Western ally- in the Middle East, tend to be poorly attended 

and are often quashed swiftly by the police, who prevent 

marching. 

Source: Al Jazeera and agencies 

*** 

http://www.pamba×ukaor~/en/Features Tribute to Patrice Lumumba on the 
50th anniversary of his assassination Carlos Martinez (2011-01-20) 

cc ROWhy was Lumumba killed? Because he was a ’relentless, dedicated, 
intelligent, passionate anti-colonialist, Pan-Africanist and Congolese 
nationalist’ with ’the unstinting support of the Congolese masses’ who 
’stood in the way of Belgium’s plan to transform Congo from a colony 
into a neo-cohmy,’ writes Carlos Martlnez 

More... Rumba, Lumumba and I Awino Okech (2011-01-20) 

cc R CAwino Okech outlines how, following the assassination of Lumumba, 
the stage was set [’or ’political patronage and plunder’ essentially a 
pact between elites and former colonial masters But there is still the 
possibility [’or latter day Lumumbas to challenge governments. 

More... Patrice Lumumba: ~I1qe rise and assassination of an African 

patriot Cameron Duodu (2011-01-20) 

cc AzisCameron Duodu remembers working as a journalist in Ghana and 
documenting Patrice Lumuraba’s dramatic rise to power - and subsequent 
assassination - from afar. In so doing he uncovers why Luraumba is such 
an iraportant historical figure who ’was not assassinated merely as a 
person, but as an idea’. 

More... Snapshots of Lumumba Chambi Chachage (2011-01-19) 

cc WikimediaYVhy is it that the iraage of legendary Congolese leader 
Patrice Lumumba continues be so important to Africa? Chambi Chachage 
explores. 

More... Lumumba and war polihcs in the Congo Okello Oculi (2011-01-20) 

cc WikimediaYVhen Washington and Brussels ordered the killing of Patrice 
Lumumba 50 years ago, ’little did they- know- that they- were inventing an 
irrmmttal African martyr for freedom; and making a vital investment for 
Congo’s rebirth today,’ writes Okello Oculi. 

More... Lttrrmraba’s ideal and the symbolism of his life Lyn Ossome 
(2011-01-20) 

cc Cato’The ideals that Lumumba stood for remain veW relevant given the 
situation in which majority of Africans find themselves today,’ writes 
Lyn Ossome. 

More.. 



50 years after Lumumba: ’]’he burden of histo~ Horace Campbell (201 ] -01-20) 

cc Azislt wasn’t just Patrice Lumurnba his assassins wanted to kill, it 
was the genuine self-determination, dreams and aspirations of African 
people, wribes Horace Campbell, reflecting on the murder of the DRC’s 
(Democratic Republic of Congo) first prime minister on 17 January 1961 

More. 
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Wikileaks exposes SA spy boss Mo Shaik 

Wikileaks exposes SA spy boss 

Julian Rademeyer 

Johannesburg - An explosive Wikileaks cable claims that spy boss and 
President Jacob Zuma confidante Moe Shaik threatened to expose the 
"political skeletons" of Zuma’s enemies and reveals that he was 
cultivated by the Americans as a key informant within the Z~tma camp. 

The fresh revelations are likely to shake the Zttma administration as 
they" involve one of the president’s key allies and the man tasked with 
running the country’s secret set~zice. They give new insight into the 
bitter battle which took place between Zuma’s allies and those aligned 
to former President Thabo Mbeki prior to Mbcki’s ousting. 

The confidential US Embassy diploruatic cable titled Zuma advisor 
threatens to expose political skeletons- claims South Afiican Secret 
Sel~’ice boss Shaik, brother of convicted fiaudster and Zurua funder 
Schabir, told the Americans that Zuma’s legal team would subpoena the 
country’s most im~luential figures if he lost a bid to have corruption 
charges against him "re-examined". 

The cable said he named Mbeki, the then suspended police cormnissioner 
Jackie Selebi, former director of Public Prosecutions Vusi Pikoli, then 
acting head of public prosecutions iVlokotedi Mpshe as ~vell as former 
Speaker Frene Ginwala as targets. 

Shaik has refused to confirm or deny’ the claims 

The cable one of 250 000 leaked to ;Vhist!eblower ~vebsite Wikileaks but 
obtained exclusively by Media24 Investigations also reveals that the 
US Embassy in Pretoria actively cultivated Shaik as a key source of 
information on Zuma’s irmer circle and the "motivations and strategies 
of the Zuma camp". 

Dated September 10 2008, two days before corruption charges against Zuma 
were initially dismissed by Judge Chris Nicholson, the cable was sent to 
the SecretaJs~ of State in Washington DC and copied to US consuls in 
Durban and Cape Town, the CIA, the US Defence Intelligence Agency and 
the V~hite House National Security Council. 

It is one of a number of classified cables recording meetings between 
Shaik who was controversially appointed head of the South African 
Secret Sep¢ice (SASS), South Africa’s fi~reign intelligence wing, in 
October 2009 - and an unidentified US embassy political officer 

"Shaik complained that all these people know Zuma is innocent and that 
he does not understand why they have not come to Zuma’s defence before 
now," the cable noted. 

Shared insights 

The cable noted that "as usual" Shaik treated the political officer or 
"PolOfl~’ as "a friend, a child, a confidante, and an adversap)~ all in 
the same conversation" 

"He always shares insights into the motivations and strategies of the 
Zuma camp, but also expects obvious respect and gratitude fi~r it." 

"PolOff does not know if Shaik meets with other diplomats, but presumes 
his contact within the diplomatic circle is limited" 

"~,[lqe Australian High Commissioner mentioned he had met Shaik once 
before..and Shaik admitted he spoke to the Norwegians but did not say’ 
if this was on a regular or one-time basis" 

The cable notes that Shaik "used to meet with the French, but cut them 
off after a French diplomat insulted him immediately befi~re the ANC 
conference at Polokwane". 

Ousting Mbeki 

The political officer reported that the Irish armbassador had approached 
her to arrange a meeting xvith Shaik after seeing her and Shaik in a 
restaurant together, "but Shaik refused, telling PolOff she should guard 
her contacts more closely-". 



A source familiar with Shaik’s interaction with the US diplomats claimed 
this week that Shaik had been tasked with winning diplomats over to the 
idea of a Zuma presidency. 

An earlier confidential cable, dated May 16 2008 speculated after a 
meeting with Shaik that the "Zuma camp may be looking to oust Mbcki". 

In a cable, dated June 4 2009, that focused on President Zuma’s new 
cabinet, Shaik is said to have described the appointments of various 
presidential advisers, among them Collins Chabane now- minister in the 
presidency- for performance monitoring, Ayanda Dlodlo now deputy 
minister of public service and administration, Mandisi Mpahlwa now 
envoy to Moscow, Lindiwe Zulu, Zmna’s international affairs advisor and 
Bonisiwe Makhene as concessions to "keep them quiet". 

No c orpATlent 

Contacted this week, Shaik said: "I will neither confirm nor deny that 
we had discussions with the Americans on these matters and I will 
definitely make no comment about the accuracy of those reports The 
Americans must deal with accuracy." 

US embassy spokesperson Elizabeth Kennedy-Trudeau said the embassy would 
not confirm or comment on the contents or veracity of "stolen documents". 

"The nature of cables in themselves is that these are one person’s 
interpretation of a meeting, not official US public policy. The 
circumstances, because of the yew nature of spot reporting are open to 
interpretation" 

CityPress 

Me Shaik threatened to expose Zuma foes 

JanualN 24 2011~10:15am 

Cormnent on this sto~ hie Shaik 

Independent Newspapers 

Me Shaik of National Intelligence Agency. Picture: Etienne Creux. 

A Wikdeaks cable claims that Moe Shaik, spy boss and confidant to 
President Jacob Zuma, threatened to expose the "political skeletons" of 
Zuma’s enemies and also reveals that he was cultivated by the Americans 
as a key informant within the Zuma camp, Rapport newspaper reported on 
the weekend. 

The newspaper added that the confidential US embassy diplomatic cable - 
entitled "Zuma adviser threatens to expose political skeletons" - claims 
South African Secret Service boss Shaik, brother of convicted fraudster 
and Zuma funder Schabir, told the Americans that Zuma’s legal team would 
subpoena the country’s most ir~[luential figures if he lost a bid to have 
corruption charges agatnst him "re-examined". 

The cable said he named former president Thabo Mbeki, the then-suspended 
police commissioner Jackie Selebi, former director of public 
prosecutions Vusi Pikoli, then acting head of public prosecutions 
Mokotedi Mpshe as well as former Speaker Frene (iinwala as targets. 

~Shaik has refused to confirm or deny the claims," Rapport said 

The cable - one of 250,000 leaked to whistleblower website Wikileaks but 
obtained exclusively by Media24 investigations - also reveals that the 
US embassy in Pretoria actively cultivated Shaik as a key source of 
information on Zmna’s inner circle and the "motivations and strategies 
of the Zuma camp". 

Dated September 10 2008, two days before charges against Zuma were 
initially dismissed by Judge Chris Nicholson, the cable was sent to the 
secretary, of state in Washington DC and copied to US consuls in Durban 
and Cape Town, the CIA, the US Defence Intelligence Agency and the ~,\~ite 
House National Security Council. - I-Net Bridge 

Is Me Shaik fit to be the country’s spy boss? Ituraan Karolia I 2 Days Ago 

Serious questions have been raised around Me Shaik’s integrity as the 
head of the Secret Sel~’ice, after he was named in yet more WikiLeaks 
cables. 

The published documents claimed the spy boss threatened to expose 
s o-called political skeletons if President Jacob Zuma’s corruption trial 
went head before he became president. 

It also described his close association with the An~ericans and claimed 
he leaked information to them about the ~vorkings of the Zuma camp 



The Democratic Alliance’s (DA) Ross van der Linde said the cables raise 
concerns about the suitability of Shaik as head of the Secret Service: 
"Clearly there is a serious question about \@. Shaik’s integrity." 

He said Shaik’s alleged threats to expose political heavTweights are 
also concerning. 

"It will again raise concerns about the reasons that 783 counts of fraud 
and corruption were dropped." 

Meanwhile, the US Embassy said while it is not commenting on the content 
of the Shaik WikiLeaks cable, taking an individual report out of context 
is damaging. 

The US Embassy’s Elizabeth Kenne@ Trudeau said there will be no 
verification of any of the information in the cables. She reiterated 
that a cable is not an official US government policy 

Secret service head slams ’mole’ claims 

24 Januapf 2011 

Secret Service head Mo Shaik on Monday said it was unfortunate that he 
was branded a mule in the wake ufmure WikiLeak revelations. 

The City Press un Sunday published a front page article with the 
headline "Mole Shaik" The paper claimed it was in possessiun uf an 
explosive cable that showed he was used by the United States as a key 
informer in President Jacub Zuma’s camp. 

He said he never was and never will be a mole fur the U.S government. 
He alsu declined tu con’anent further un the matter because he is a 
guvemment official. 

Shaik questioned the editorial j udgement uf the paper. 

He said, "I think it’s a very unfurtunate headline that the City Press 
took.." 

The Sunday paper claimed a secret 2008 diplomatic cable showed that 
Shaik often spuke to ufficials fi-om the United States about the Zuma 
camp’s strategies and mutivations 

He also reportedly threatened to expose the political skeletons of 
Zun~a’s enemies if the corruption charges against him were not re-exatmned. 

(Edited by Dennis Georgiaunis) 
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SIPDIS E.G. 12958: DECL: 08/31/2018 TAGS: PGOV, KJUS, SF SUBJECT: ZU~IA 
ADVISOR THREATENS TO EXff)OSE POLITICAL SKELETONS (C-AL 8-01396) Classified 
By: Political Counselor Raymond L. Brown. Reasons 1.4(b) an d (d). 
1. (C)On 28 August, Zuma advisor Mo Shaik told PolOff that Zttma’s legal 
team intends to subpoena "everyone" if Zuma loses his bid to have his 
case reexamined. Shaik specifically named President Mbeki, suspended 
National Police Chief Jackie Selebi, former and Acting Head of National 
Director of Public Prosecutions (NDPP) Vusi Pikoli and Mokotedi Mpshe, 
and former speaker of Parliament Frene Ginwala as potuntial xvitnesses. 
Shaik coraplained that all of these people knoxv Zun~a is irmocent and that 
he does not understand why they have not come to Zuma’s defense before now 
2. (C) Shaik also spoke at length about Zuma’s current legal case, 
complaining that the facts in Zuma’s case have been gathered and 
interpreted by National Prosecuting Authority only as a means of" 
obtaining a conviction and preventing Zuma from becoming President, and 
not as a means of seeking the truth. Therefbre, he said, the question is 
not whether the rule of law- should prevail, but whether its abuse should 
continue All Zuma is asking is the chance to explain to the NPA the 
facts gathered against him, he said. ~’aen PolOff asked if this wasn’t 
what the trial was for, he told her she was not listening. Then in a 
veW slow and patient tone, Shaik again "explained" that all the NPA has 
to do is treat the Zuma case in an "impartial, non-political, 
truth-seeking manner, then they (the NPA) will come to understand Zuma 
is innocent." (NOTE: In a recent newspaper editorial, Shaik argued a 
similar case but added that his brother Schabir Shaik’s financial 
contributions to Zuma were given as a "comrade and friend," and not 
given with criminal intentions The cotu-t’s decision in May to have 
Shaik’s assets forfeited in light of the corrupt relationship with Zu.ma 
sharply contradicts Shaik’s reasoning END NOTE) 
3. (U) NOTE: On 12 September, Zu.ma will learn whether or not the state’s 
decision to prosecute him without consulting him was legal. If Zuma 



loses the case, his trial for corruption, racketeering, tax evasion, and 
fraud will proceed, though a court date has still not been agreed upon 
by the state and defense. The thrust of Zuma’s case rests on section 
179(5)(d) of the (2onstitution which states that the NDPP may review a 
decision to prosecute al~er consulting with the relevant director of 
public prosecutions (DPP) and after taking representations from the 
accused. Shaik and Zuma’s lawyers argue the Constitution guarantees the 
right to make representation when the NrPA reverses a decision, and that 
Zuma was not given the opportunity when NPA "reversed" its decisinn and 
decided to recharge Z~una in December 2007. The state has argued that the 
decision to recharge Zuma did not amount to a rcversal and that the law 
was not designed to protect the accused, but rather to protect the 
rights of the DPPs having their decisions overturned by the NDPP without 
consideration. END NOTE. 
4. (C) COMMENT: As usual, Shaik treated PolOff as a friend, a child, a 
confident, and an adversary all in the same conversation. He always 
shares insights into the motivations and strategies of the Zmna camp, 
but also expects obvious respect and gratitude for it. PolOff does not 
know if Shaik meets with other diplomats, but pres~unes his contact 
within the diplomatic circle is liraited. The Australian High 

Commissioner mentioned he had met Shaik once and Shaik QCommissioner 
mentioned he had met Shaik once and Shaik admitted he spoke to the 
Norwegians but did not say if this was on a regular or one-time basis. 
PolOff also knows Shaik used to meet with the French, but cut them off 
after a French diplomat insulted hint irrmrediately before the ANC 
cortference at Polokwane. The hdsh Ambassador asked PolOff to facilitate 
a meeting after seeing Shaik and PolOff together in a restaurant, but 
Shaik refused, telling PolOff she should guard her contacts more 
closely. END CO2~rMENT. BOST 

Analysis: Moe Shaik’s first brush with WikiLeaks, a storm in a tea cup 

City- Press ran a front-page story this weekend about WikiLeaks and Moe 
Shaik. The most damaging claim may be that Shaik, before his appointment 
as head of our secret service was giving information to the Americans 
about goings-on in what ;vas kno;vn at the time as the "Zuma camp". But 
not much more By STE~PHEN GROOTES. 

If we were to compile a list of interesting South African political 
characters, iVloe Shaik would be pretty close to the top He’s a man who 
has been integral to the big political stoQz of the last decade, the 
rise of Zuma. But ;vhat makes him more interesting than the others is his 
curious mix of secrecy and access He is, at the moment, a spy, a spook, 
an intelligence officer, our "M". But he also gives our newspapers and 
our public a licence to thrilh Because his life has been lived in the 
public domain, tl~rough his tearful testimony at the Hefer Commission 
(into whether then national director of public prosecutions Bulelani 
Ngucka had been an apartheid spy), the fact that his brother, Schabir, 
was the focal point of the biggest political trial we’ve had since 1994 
(I sat next to Moe for most of it), and his service as an ambassador to 
Algeria, he has a high public profile. Whether it’s been cultivated or 
not, is another story. But there was a time when he was the country’s 
third-most-prominent pipe smoker (after Kader Asmal and someone else you 
should be able to ;vork out) In short, his name in a headline sells. 

’]7he Media 24 investigative unit on Sunday published two US cables 
starring Moe Shaik, with a third one, from 4 June 2009, mentioning him 
briefly. 

’]?he one l~com 16 May 2008 mostly deals with the early removal of 
then-president Mbeki. Shaik claimed that "momentum is building in the 
ANC for Mbeki’s removal" and "that the business community was ’begging’ 
them to do it" He also berated the US for selling South Africa the idea 
ofa "law-erfforcement agency with no oversight". (That would be the 
Scorpions, and in itself is a rather worrying affirmation of Zuma’s 
positinn on political control of the investigative unit) 

But Shaik’s conversation from 10 September 2008 is much more interesting 
to City" Press That if Zuma were ever properly prosecuted for 
corruption, other people would find themselves in the witness box. 
"Shaik specifically named President Mbeki, suspended national police 
chief Jackie Selebi, former and acting head ofnatinnal director o17 
public prosecutions Vusi Pikoli and Mokotedi Mpshe, and former speaker 
of Parliament, Frene Ginwala as potential witnesses", the cable says. 

And that that would be an uncomfortable place for them. Some of the 
people named are obvious suspects. Jackie Selebi was clearly someone 
with one or two things he would have liked to hide. Vusi Pikoli and 
Frene Gingwala seem to have been included simply as a way of putting 
pressure on any prosecution. The only possibility we can think of is 
that perhaps someone was going to ttTi to smear her xvith claims about the 
Arms Deal. Not that Ginwala was involved at all, just that no doubt 
someone would have claimed she could have acted earlier to stop any 
wrongdoing. 

It’s an old trick. Laxa~’ers hate giving testimony ~xder oath, if they 
make a decision to prosecute someone, try to get the person who made 
that decision into the box, and then make thera squirm. It doesn’t matter 
if there’s an?, truth to it, it’s just about pressure. 



What’s really striking about these names, is that this looked like 
last-throw-of-the-dice stuff for Zuma. Many South Africans now believe 
the real villain of the piece was the country’s most famous pipe smoker 
and single-malter. YVhether that’s true or not doesn’t matter, the lesson 
of the entire Zuma prosecution was that the cancer that infected the 
Selebi case (the pressure to stop Pikoli from charging Selebi, followed 
by Pikoli’s suspension) was contagious enough to kill the Zuma case. 

No doubt there are going to be some people who read City Press and will 
ask one big question. Why on earth was the man who is now r~mning our 
spies, giving information to another country? And to the Americans, for 
goodness sake? 

The reason is simple. Moe Shaik is many things, a tirtker, a tailor, a 
soldier and a spy. But he is also a diplomat He is a man of the world, 
someone who really does know how it all works. And he will know that 
it’s vital in ahnost evely’ situation to keep information flowing. That 
he who controls that process, wins. That if you allow a situation to 
develop where people, governments, are making policy, are reacting 
without actually knowing that’s happening, bad things happen And he 
will possibly have taken it upon himself, or just seen an opportunity, 
to make sure the most powerful countly in the world was kept in the 
loop, no matter how much he disliked it 

Shaik would also have known that there was concern about Zuma, that his 
duty was to reassure the US about the then newly elected president of 

the ANC. In other words, Shaik knows that one of the duties of both 
spies and diplomats is to ensure stability, to make sure that no one of 
any importance anywhere is surprised by events In this case, he was 
probably doing his duty, both to Zuma and possibly to the countw at large. 

However, he can’t be let offthat easily The fact is Shaik’s motivation 
at the time was simply to get Zuma offthe hook and into the Union 
Buildings That might have been because Zuma ;vas a tlciend, because Shaik 
truly believed he had done nothing wrong, or that his chances of being 
chief spook were greater with Zuma in power. The point is, if Shaik had 
been driven by entirely- moral motives, and he knew- that the people 
threatened ~vere corrupt, then ~vhy not expose them anyway? 

But, of cuurse, the world duesn’t work like that. And no une will know 
that better than Shaik himsel[~ The wheels ufjustice are way tuG uften 
bruken by the spanners ofreal-puliticking And he’ll also knuw, that he 
duesn’t have too much to wurry about uver the latest of the WikiLeaks, 
no matter huw damaging they may sound at first. DM 

WikiLeaks has &imaged American puwer, finds researcher 

26 Jan 2011 One of the first academics tu stu@ the impact of the 
exposure ufUS diplumatic cables by WikiLeaks argues that American puwer 
has been significantly &imaged. 

Prufessur Parmar says WikiLeaks has caused little lasting harm tu the US 

Prufessur Inderjeet Parmar, fi-om The University uf Manchester, says the 
prevailing argument that WikiLeaks has caused little lasting harm tu the 
US is inaccurate. 

"In~k~rmation brought tu the world’s attentiun by WikiLeaks has wreaked 
havoc un the United States in many different ways," he said. 

~I1ne cables cuntinue tu damage America’s standing and influence on the 
world and its relationship ~vith allies including Britain, Saudi Arabia, 
Pakistan, Yemen, Nigeria and others." 

The damage, he said, will be acutely felt when the US State Department 
host UNESCO’s world press freedom day- *iay 2011. 

He added: "The success of WikiLeaks in leveraging major news outlets 
such as the Guardian and New York Times is a major disruption to the 
Goverrwrlent’s agenda. 

"For politicians, media and opinion-management go hand in hand: policies 
must be sold to publics to be politically salient. 

"These cables have severely- impeded that ability; the?" have challenged 
the agenda-setters ~vho are normally used to following their chosen 
policies and controlling ho~v they- are portrayed to a mass audience." 

On Iran "We now know there are differences between the US and Israel 
over Iran’s perceived nuclear threat. The Iranians no~v kno~v that Israel 
is concerned about this and political consequences are sure to follo~v. 
The Iranians also now know that Israel is extremely wary of rrlilita~ 
strikes on Iran’s nuclear plants." 

On Tunisia "It’s clear that WikiLeaks cables added to Tunisian public’s 
sense that President Zainul Abedin Ben Ali was corrupt and out of touch 
with the people. The uprisings there were at least in part influenced by 
secret US embassy cables and could release a wave of change throughout 



the Arab world, most of them staunch US allies, including providing a 
more powerful impetus to extreme lslamist parties." 

On China "The Chinese now know ho*v much the US accepts that its economy 
- and employment - depends on them. Hu Jintao’s current visit to the US 
will no doubt feature deployment of such knowledge in trade 
negotiations. ’]’his is likely to become a key factor in the next US 
election and will heighten the self confidence of the Chinese, which 
some embassy cables described as ’hubris’" 

On Pakistan "The US public is better irtformed about Pakistan’s 
instability and support for terrorist acts against US forces. The?" also 
knoxv it provides the Pakistan securi~ services with billions of 
dollars of cash." 

On US prestige "With alleged WikiLeaks source Bradley Matming being held 
in solitary cortfinement w-ithout charge, the impact on US irmage is 
considerable, even provoking cyber attacks on US institutiuns, and a 
growing campaign for better treatinunt." 

On the law "Julian Assange is not American, xvas not on US soil xvhen he 
published the cables and did not steal the leaked documents. An?" 
prosecution is likely to tl’uow up constitutional issues, particularly 
the notion of extra-territorial application of.~q~erican laxvs." 

On Obama and politics "The WikiLeaks disclosures echo something of the 
post Vietnam post Watergate and post Puntagon papers atrrlosphere of the 
1970s. That resulted in the election of Jil~rly Carter with high hopes of 
restoring the US image like Obama after the Bush years. But Carter’s 
failure led to rise of a new Right and the election of Ronald Reagan. 
WikiLeaks could vel3, possibly lead to the rise of a more credible 
Republican challenger not from a moose hunting Alaskan but from a man on 
horseback GeneralDavid Petraeus." 

Notes for editors 

Professor Parmar is available for comment 

Visit US blog at http://ii-poli-blog blogspot.com 

His findings were delivered as a paper to the American politics group 
Annual cunference, Rothermere .~merican Institute, Oxford. 

He is a member of The Universi~z of Manchester’s Obama Expert media 
group, iVlore details here: 
http://www socialsciences manchester.ac uk/disciplines/politics/researcl~’oemg/ 

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange slipping out of reach of US grip 

* By Lucy Came 
* From: The Courier-iVlail 
* Janua~9’ 27, 2011 12:00AM 

Julian Assange has denied an?’ link with alleged whistleblower Bradley 
Manning / AP Source: AP 

W]I4ILEAKS founder Julian Assange has slipped from the reach of US 
investigators, according to an American news report. 

Authorities had been unable to link the WikiLeaks founder to Bradley 
Manning, the arm?’ priw~te jailed [’or passing confidential infonnation to 
the whistleblowing website, N[3C News said yesterday. 

The network’s chief Pentagon correspondent Jim Miklaszewski said sources 
inside the US militap), claimed they were struggling to find any evidence 
to prove X/Ix Assange and Pte Manning communicated with each other. 

"The oft~icials say that while investigators have determined that Marming 
had allegedly unlawfully downloaded tens of thousands of documents on to 
his own computer and passed them to an unauthorised person, there is 
apparently no evidence he passed the files directly to Assange, or had 
any direct contact with the WikiLeaks figure," Mr Miklaszewski said. 

If the reports are true, authorities will be po*verless to extradite Mr 

Assange to the US to face criminal charges relating to his website’s 

leaking of classified documents. 

The recent release of a massive cache of US cables angered and 
embarrassed the US, leading the Obama Administration to label Assange a 
"hi-tech terrorist". 

News reports late last year revealed the White House was exploring 
options of criminally prosecuting Mr Assange under the Espionage Act. 

US authorities were reportedly trying to build a criminal conspiracy 
case against Mr Assange, to prove he helped Pte Manning xvhen the soldier 
allegedly copied more tl-lan 250,000 classified US govert~’nent cables on to 
a CD and smuggled the data to WikiLeaks. 



Australian-born Mr Assange, 38, is on bail in England while he waits to 
face a London court on February 7 for extradition to Sweden on sex 
offences that allegedly occurred last year. 

Mr Assange has claimed he had never heard of Pte Maiming. 

But the 23-year-old soldier, in solita~ confinement since July, 
allegedly con~nunicated with ~ Assange and WikiLeaks on Twitter, 
according to reports last year. 

Read more: 
h tt~://www.news.c~nr.au/feattu.es/wiki~eaks/wiki~eaks-f~under-iu~ian-assan~e-s~i~in~-~ut-~f-reach-~f-u s-~ri~istots~-fn79cf6x-1225995128966~x~1 C9Mas42o 

WikiLeaks: 1 percent of diplomatic docs published 

(AP) 3 hours ago 

LONDON (AP) Nearly two months after WikiLeaks outraged the U.S. 

government by launching the release of a massive compendium of 

diplomatic documents, the secret-spilling website has published 2,628 

U.S State Department cables just over 1 percent of its trove of 

251,287 documents. 

Here’s a look at what the consequences of the cables~ release has been 

so far, and what the future could hold for WikiLeaks. 

IT’S LIFTED THE ’,!~IL ON INTERN2~TIONAL RELATIONS 

WikiLeaks has given the world’s public an tmprecedunted, 

behind-the-scenes look at U.S. diplomacy Among the most eye-catching 

revelations were reports that Arab countries had lobbied for an attack 

on [ran, China had made plans for the collapse of its North Korean ally’, 

and Secretary of State Hillary R odham Clinton had ordered U S. diplomats 

to gather the computer passwords, :[ingerprints and even DNA of their 

foreign counterparts. 

Some of the most contrnversial cables dealt with a directive to harvest 

biometric information on a range of officials. U.S. diplomats have been 

forced repeatedly to deny spying on their counterparts although none 

have specifically addressed the instructions to gather personal details, 

sensitive computer data, and even genetic material or iris scans. 

Anthony Cordesman, an analyst ]7~r the Center for Strategic and 

International Studies in Washington, cautioned that sonre cables were 

less explosive when taken in the context they were writtun. He noted 

that Arab belligerence toward Tehran has festered for years and 

suggested the rhetoric was being ratcheted up at a tirue of high tensions 

over Iran’s nuclear program. 

As for the cables on scooping up fingerprints, frequent flyer nmnbers, 

and other personal itffonnation, Cordesnran said that "there isn’t a 

diplomatic selwice in the world that doesn’t sel~’e its intelligence 

communi~." 

IT’S SHOV,2N HOW LEADERS LIE 

Over and over again, the cables captured world leaders lying to each 

other, to their allies, and to their own citizens. 



Diplomacy "comes across as a scheming, duplicitous profession which it 

kind of is," said Came Ross, a former British diplomat who resigned 

over the Iraq war. 

Ross said the most outrageous example of double-dealing he had seen so 

far was the 2009 cable that caught Yemeni President All Abdullah Saleh 

sharing a joke about how another senior official had covered up a series 

of U.S. attacks by lying to parliament. 

But there are other examples. One of the cables has Morgan Tsvangirai, 

Zimbabwe’s longtime opposition leader-turned-prime minister, telling 

Western diplomats that his calls for easing sanctions against Zimbabwe 

are for public consumption only. Another cable cites Israeli officials, 

who have often insisted their controversial blockade of the Gaza Strip 

is targeted only at their arch-foe Hamas, as freely acl~owledging that 

the restrictions were in fact an effort to keep the Gazan economy 

teetering on the brink of collapse. 

The cables are laced with cynicism. One quotes a former French prime 

minister as dismissing a fellow socialist politician as too honest for 

his own good IVleanwhile Qatar’s prime minister, Sheikh Hamad Bin Jassim 

Bin Jabr A1-Thani, describes his country’s apparently cordial 

relationship with neighboring Iran as one big charade. 

"They lie to us, and we lie to them," A1-Thani is quoted as saying. 

IT’S SHAKEN U S. DIPLOIVlACY 

Italy’s Foreign Minister Franco Frattini drew considerable attention 

when he described the WikiLeaks release as the "September 11 of world 

diplomacy." 

At the very least, the cables have angered some major world figures 

Turkey’s prime minister demanded that U.S diplomats be pumshed for 

claiming that he had money stashed a~vay in a collection of S~viss bal~ 

accounts; cables covering attempts to secure nuclear material in 

Pakistan drew outrage ~n a country where public hostility to the United 

States is already high; rivals such as Russia j umped on the cables to 

accuse the U.S. of arrogance and dishonesty. 

Richard Dalton, the former British ambassador to Libya and now a fellow 

at London’s Chatham House think tank, dismissed Frattini’s predictinn of 

a worldwide diplomatic meltdown, suggesting that things would eventually 

return to business as usual 

"It is so far a bump in the road," he said, although he noted 

Iongterm damage to U.S diplomacy was still hard to gauge 

fiven if the US. State Department rapidly recovers, individual officials 

still face serious damage to their careers. Ol!ficials have told 

Associated Press that Ambassador Gene Cretz may lose his job as envoy to 

Tripoli over his descriptions of Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi’s 

eccentricities. 

Allied officials have been rattled by the releases as well: The German 

foreign minister’s chief of staff took a leave of absence following the 



revelation that he was feeding infornration to Washington; Afghanistan’s 

finance minister offered to resign after he was quoted as describing 

President Hamid Karzai as weak and paranoid; Britain’s central banker 

also faced criticism after a cable caught him sharing his doubts about 

Prime Minister David Canreron’s economic competency ~vith the U. S. 

arabassador to London. 

Singapore’s Foreign Minister George Yeo may have been speaking for nrany 

across the world last month ~vhen he instructed officials to be less open 

when speaking ~vith their American counterparts. 

"The WikiLeaks disclosures have been disastrous tbr U.S. diplomacy," Yeo 

said. 

"¢~,TIAT’ S i’~EXT? 

Although only a small sliver of the entire trove of State Department 

documents has made it online, the secret memos have been held by The New 

York Times, Britain’s The Guardian, Gelanany’s Der Spiegel, and Spain’s 

E1 Pais for weeks, if not months. Recent cables have made news, but 

lately they haven’t carried the same punch as earlier releases 

It isn’t clear whether WikiLeaks or what it calls its "media partners" 

have gone through the documents in their entireW The secret-spilling 

website did not return an e-mail seeking con-anent on its future plans, 

althuugh its founder Julian Assange has repeatedly promised to speed the 

cables’ release. 

Whether or nut the State Department cables have already yielded their 

must arresting secrets, WikiLeaks is still sitting on a huge archive uf 

leaked data from nearly every cuuntry in the world including, Assange 

has hinted, a massive truve of e-mails from Bank of America. 

And even though his website is no longer accepting submissiuns, Assange 

said secrets were still making their way tu him all the time On Monday, 

a Swiss ex-banker nuw under arrest for his interactiuns with WikiLeaks 

handed Assange his latest set uf secrets, data which he claimed 

carried details of tax evasion by some 2,000 prominent peuple. 

Assange said the material could be online within weeks. 

*** 

London Review of Books, Vol. 33 No. 2 dated 20 January 2011 

http://www.lrb.co.uk/v33/n02/slavoi-zizek/good-manners-in-the-ag e-of-wikileaks/print 

Good Manners in the Age of WikiLeaks 

Slavoj Zizck 

In one of the diplonratic cables released by WikiLeaks Putin and Medvedcv 
are compared to Batman and Robin. It’s a useful analogy: isn’t Julian 
Assange, WikiLeaks’s organiser, a real-life com~tetpart to the Joker in 
Christopher Nolan’s The Dark Knight? In the film, the district attorney, 
Harvey Dent, an obsessive vigilante who is corrupted and himself cormnits 
murders, is killed by Batman. Batman and his friend police corrmrissioner 
Gordon realise that the city’s morale would stiffer if Dent’s murders 
were made public, so plot to preserve his image by holding Batman 
responsible for the killings. The film’s take-honre message is that lying 
is necessary to sustain public nrorale: only a lie can redeem us. No 
wonder the only figure of truth in the film is the Joker, its supreme 
villain. He makes ~t clear that his attacks on Gotham City will stop 
when Batman takes offhis mask and reveals his true identity; to prevent 



this disclosure and protect Barman, Dent tells the press that he is 
Barman - another lie. In order to entrap the Joker, Gordon fakes his own 
death - yet another lie. 

The Joker wants to disclose the truth beneath the mask, convinced that 
this will destroy the social order What shall we call him? A terrorist? 
The Dark Knight is effectively a new version of those classic wesmrns 
Fort Apache and The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, which sho*v that, in 
order to civilise the Wild West, the lie has to be elevated into truth: 
civilisation, in other xvords, must be grounded on a lie. The film has 
been extraordinarily popular. The question is why, at this precise 
moment, is there this renewed need for a lie to maintain the social system? 

Consider too the renewed populari~ of Leo Strauss: the aspect of his 
political thought that is so relevant today is his elitist notion of 
democracy, the idea of the ’necessary lie’. Elites should rule, aware of 
the actual state of things (the materialist logic of power), and feed 
the people fables to keep them happy in their blessed ignorance. For 
Strauss, Socrates was guilty" as charged: philosophy is a tl’ueat to 
society. Questioning the gods and the ethos of the city undermines the 
citizens’ loyalb’, and thus the basis of normal social life. Yet 
philosophy is also the highest, the worthiest, of human endeavours. The 
solution proposed was that philosophers keep their teachings secret, as 
in fact they did, passing them on by writing ’between the lines’. The 
true, hidden message contained in the ’great tradition’ of philosophy 
from Plato to Hobbes and Locke is that there are no gods, that morality 
is merely prejudice, and that socieb- is not grounded in natme. 

So far, the WikiLeaks story has been represented as a struggle between 
WikiLeaks and the US empire: is the publishing of confidential US state 
docurnents an act in support of the freedom of information, of the 
people’s right to knoxv, or is it a terrorist act that poses a threat to 
stable international relations? But what if this isn’t the real issue? 
What if the crucial ideological and political battle is going on within 
WikiLeaks itself: bet~veen the radical act of publishing secret state 
documents and the ~vay this act has been reinscribed into the hegemonic 
ideologico-political field by, among others, WikiLeaks itseli? 

This reinscription does not primarily’ concern ’corporate collusion’, 
ie. the deal WikiLeaks made with five big ne~vspapers, giving them the 
exclusive right selectively to publish the documents Much more 
important is the conspiratorial mode of WikiLeaks: a ’good’ secret group 
attacking a ’bad’ one in the form of the US State Department. According 
to this way of seeing things, the enemy is those US diplomats who 
conceal the truth, manipulate the public and humiliate their allies in 
the ruthless pro-suit of their own interests. ’Power’ is held by the bad 
guys at the top, and is not conceived as something that permeates the 
entire social bo@, determining how we work, think and consume. 
WikiLeaks itself got the taste of this dispersion of power ~vhen 
Mastercard, Visa, PayPal and Bank of America j oined forces with the 
state to sabotage it The price one pays for engaging in the 
conspiratorial mode is to be treated according to its logic @7o wonder 
theories abom~d about who is ’really’ behind WikiLeaks - the CIA?) 

The conspiratorial mode is supplemented by its apparent opposite, the 
liberal appropriation of WikiLeaks as another chapter in the glorious 
history of the struggle for the ’free flow of information’ and the 
’citizens’ right to know’ This vie~v reduces WikiLeaks to a radical case 
of’investigative ~ournalism’ Here, we are only a small step a~vay from 
the ideologs~ of such Hollywood blockbusters as All the President’s Men 
and The Pelican Brief, in which a couple of ordinary guys discover a 
scandal which reaches up to the president, forcing him to step down. 
Corruption is shown to reach the very top, yet the ideology of such 
works resides in their upbeat :final message: what a great country ours 
must be, when a couple of ordinary guys like you and me can bring down 
the president, the mightiest man on Earth[ 

The ultimate show of po*ver on the part of the ruling ideology is to 
allow what appears to be powerful criticism There is no lack of 
anti-capitalism today’. We are overloaded with critiques of the horrors 
of capitalism: books, in-depth investigative journalism and TV 
documentaries expose the companies that are ruthlessly polluting our 
environment, the corrupt bankers who continue to receive fat bonuses 
while their banks are rescued by public money’, the sweatshops in which 
children work as slaves etc. However, there is a catch: what isn’t 
questinned in these critiques is the democratic-liberal framing of the 
fight against these excesses The (explicit or implied) goal is to 
democratise capitalism, to extend democratic control to the economy by 
means of media pressure, parliamentary inquiries, harsher laws, honest 
police investigations and so on. But the institutional set-up of the 
(bourgeois) democratic state is never questioned This remains 
sacrosanct even to the most radical forms of’ethical anti-capitalism’ 
(the Porto Allegre forum, the Seattle movement etc). 

WikiLeaks cannot be seen in the same way. There has been, from the 
outset, something about its activities that goes way beyond liberal 
conceptions of the free floxv of itfformation. We shouldn’t look for this 
excess at the level of content. The only surprising thing about the 
WikiLeaks revelations is that they contain no surprises. Didn’t we learn 
exactly what we expected to learn? The real disturbance xvas at the level 
of appearances: xve can no longer pretend we don’t know what everyone 



kno~vs we know This is the paradox of public space: even if everyone 
knows an unpleasant fact, saying it in public changes everything. One of 
the first measures taken by the new Bolshevik government in 1918 was to 
make public the entire corpus oftsarist secret diplomacy, all the 
secret agreements, the secret clauses of public agreements etc. There 
too the target was the entire functioning of the state apparatuses of 
power. 

What WikiLeaks threatens is the formal functioning of power The true 
targets here weren’t the dirty details and the individuals responsible 
for them; not those in power, in other words, so much as power itself, 
its structure. We shouldn’t forget that power comprises trot only 
institutions and their rules, but also legitimate (’normal’) ways of 
challenging it (an independent press, NGOs ctc) - as the Indian academic 
Saroj Girl put it, WikiLeaks ’challenged power by challenging tire normal 
channels of challenging power and revealing tire truth’. [*] The aim of 
the WikiLeaks revelations was not just to embarrass those in power but 
to lead us to mobilise ourselves to bring about a different functioning 
of power that rrright reach beyond the limits of representative democracy. 

However, it is a mistake to assume that revealing tire entire~ of what 
has been secret will liberate us. The premise is wrong. Truth liberates, 
yes, but not this truth. Of course one cannot trust tire fagade, the 
official documents, but neither do we find truth in the gossip shared 
behind that fagade. Appearance, the public face, is never a simple 
hypocrisy. E.L. Doctorow once reraarked that appearances are all we have, 
so we should treat them with great care. We are often told that privacy 
is disappearing, that the most intimate secrets are open to pulqic 
probing. But the reality is the opposite: what is effectively 
disappearing is public space, with its attendant dignity. Cases abound 
in our daily lives in which trot telling all is the proper thing to do. 
In Baisers vol~s, Delphine Seyrig explains to her young lover the 
difference between politeness and tact: ’Imagine you inadvertently enter 
a batl~room where a woman is standing naked under the shower. Politeness 
requires that you quickly close the door and say, "Pardon, Madame! ", 
whereas tact would be to quickly close the door and say: "Pardon, 
Monsieur! "’ It is only in the second case, by pretending not to have 
seen enough even to make out the sex of the person under the shelver, 
that one displays true tact 

A supreme case of tact in politics is the secret meeting between Alvaro 
Cunhal, the leader of the Portuguese Communist Party, and Ernesto Melo 
Antunes, a pro-democracy member of the army- grouping responsible for the 
coup that overthrew the Salazar regime in 1974. The situation was 
extremely tense: on one side, the Communist Part5, was ready to start the 
real socialist revolution, taking over factories and land (arms had 
alrea@ been distributed to the people); on the other, consel"catives and 
liberals were rea@ to stop the revolution by any means, including the 
intervention of the army-. Antunes and Cunhal ma de a dea 1 without stating 
it: there ~vas no agreement bet~veen them - on the face of things, they 
did nothing but disagree - but they- left the meeting with an 
understanding that the Communists would not start a revolution, thereby 
allowing a ’normal’ democratic state to come about, and that the 
anti-socialist militar~v would not outlaw the Communist Part?-, but accept 
it as a key element in the democratic process. One could claim that this 
discreet meeting saved Portugal from civil ~var And the participants 
maintained their discretion even in retrospect When asked about the 
meeting (by a j ournalist friend of mine), Cunhal said that he would 
confirm it took place only if Antunes didn’t deny it - if Antunes did 
deny it, then it never took place. Antunes 12~r his part listened 
silently as my friend told him what Cunhal had said. Thus, by not 
denying it, he met Cunhal’s condition and implicitly cor~firmed it. This 
is how gentlemen of the left act in politics. 

So far as one can reconstruct the events today, it appears that the 
happy outcome of the Cuban Missile Crisis, too, was managed through 
tact, the polite rituals of pretended ignorance Kennedy’s stroke of 
genius was to pretend that a letter had not arrived, a stratagem that 
worked only because the sender (Khmshchev) went along with it. On 26 
October 1962, Khrushchev sent a letter to Kennedy cor~firming an offer 
previously made through intermediaries: the Soviet Uninn would remove 
its missiles from Cuba if the US issued a pledge not to invade the 
island The next day, however, before the US had answered, another, 
harsher letter arrived from Khrushchev, adding more conditions At 8.05 
p.m. that day, Kennedy’s response to Khrushchev was delivered. He 
accepted Khrushchev’s 26 October proposal, acting as if the 27 October 
letter didn’t exist. On 28 October, Kennedy received a third letter from 
Khrushchev agreeing to the deal In such moments, when everything is at 
stake, appearances, politeness, the awareness that one is ’playing a 
game’, matter more than ever 

However, this is only one - misleading - side of the stop)< ’]’here are 
moments - moments of crisis for tire hegemonic discourse - when one 
should take the risk of provoking tire disintegration of appearances. 
Such a moment was described by the young Marx in 1843. In ’Contribution 
to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Law’, he diagnosed the decay- of 
the German ancien regime in the 1830s and 1840s as a farcical repetition 
of the tragic fall of the French ancien regime. Tire French regime was 
tragic ’as long as it believed and had to believe in its own 
justification’. The German regime ’only imagines that it believes in 
itself arrd demands that tire world imagine the same thing. K it believed 



in its o*vn essence, would it ~ seek refuge in hypocrisy and sophism? The 

modern ancien regime is rather only the comedian of a world order whose 
tree heroes are dead’ In such a situation, shame is a weapon: ’The 
actual pressure must be made more pressing by adding to it conscmusness 
of pressure, the shame must be made more shameful by publicising it.’ 

This is precisely our situation today: *ve face the shameless cynicism of 
a global order whose agents only imagine that they believe in their 
ideas of democracy, human rights and so on. Through actions like the 
WikiLeaks disclosures, the shame - our shame for tolerating such poxver 
over us - is made more shameful by being publicised. YVhen the US 
intelwenes in Iraq to bring secular democracy, and the result is the 
strengthening of religious fundamentalism and a much stronger Iran, this 
is not the tragic mistake of a sincere agent, but the case of a cynical 
trickster being beaten at his own game. 

[*] ’WikiLeaks beyond WikiLeaks?’, 
www.met amute, orgier~ar ticlesiWikiL eaksbcy ond WikiLeaks. 
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Wikileaks Beyond Wikileaks? 

Corporate media bws you off only if you pose a real danger - radical 
and sulwersive to ’power’. YVhile attacking Wikileaks for corporate 
collusion, therefore, its original radical potential catmot be overlooked. 

By Saroj Girl 

Wikileaks’ close collaboration with big corporate media and the 
’redactions’ raise serious doubts over ~vhether information is actually 
flowing freely (Michel Chossudovs~z, "¢~q~o is Behind Wikileaks?’ Dec 13, 
2010, Global Research). A~d yet the Wikileaks’ intervention cannot be 
cast away in a cynical manner - the only way to welcome it however is by 
saving it from Wikileaks itself, m particular from its liberal slide. 
Let us problematise the kind of politics or the ’attacks on power’ which 
Wikileaks represents, even as stories circulate about corporate-funding 
and CIA-backing. Indeed one gets deeply suspicious when for example The 
Guardian reports that, for the hackers, ’the first global cyber-war has 
begun’, ’the first sustained clash between the established order and the 
organic, grassroots culture of the net’ On the other hand, for someone 
like Jemnna IChan typical of a whole s~vathe of liberal supporters, 
Wikileaks stands for something far less dramatic. In her already 
apologetic piece, ’Why did I back Assange?’, she states that it is only 
about ’a new- ~zpe of investigative journalism’, about freedom of 
information and so on. "¢~q~at is it really? 

Let us ask a counter-intuitive question: what if instead of (only) 
hacking the internet sites of Mastercard, Paypal and Visa, our 
’Anonymous’ hackers had (instead) attempted to connect with the rank and 
file employees of the company to go on strike or at least voice their 
concerns, perhaps issue a collective statement deploring the action of 
their company? And this would not have really asked of our hackactivists 
to come out in punic and expose themselves to possible reprisals and 
court cases - just releasing a statement making such a call would have 
worked or at least showed what they are thinking And yet the?" did not 
do anything like that, nor have Wilileaks itself tried to widen their 
struggle in any way. Instead of calling upon people to come out and 
protest, the statement of’Anonymous’, responsible for the attacks on 
these companies, displays an unmistakeable, strong and un-self-refiexlve 
behalfism, of acting on behalf of the people or citizens. In typical V 
for Vendetta style, Anonymous declares: "we are here for all of you, 
campaign :[’or all of you" Thus while Wikileaks seems committed to fight 
’power’, and not just :fight those in power, they also at the same time 
display a profonnd disconnect with ’people’, even as they claim to fight 
for the people’s right to know 

Let stretch things a bit more by asking another counter-intuitive 
question: why is it that students in London protesting against fee hike 
but also against every symbol of authori~" they come across, against 
’power’ even when not directly related to the hike, somehow did not turn 
their wrath against the government for arresting Assange even though it 
was happening in the same c~ at the same time? Is the problem with the 
students, with the people that they get charged up about what looks like 
a trivial issue of ’fee hike’ than about the evil workings of US power 
revealed tl’trough nothing less than the ’9/11 of diplomatic histou’? Not 
at all. Indeed, if the student protests or similar ’single-issue’ 
protests oken are unable to break out of this single-issueness and 
place the moverr~ent in terms of the larger dynamics of the system as a 
whole or of the logic of capital and state power, then the problem xvith 
Wikileaks is its exceedingly abstract notion of power. 

Power is identified only at the top, and it is as though it is in place 



only through hiding the truth, through manipulation, deceiving the 
public. It is as though power is on the outside, and is parasitic on 
society - more seriously, it is as though society/’unctions autonomously 
(of capitalism), as though society is not internally determined and 
configured by this power. In the world of Wikileaks, society and power 
do not meet: ’power’ is dissociated from the entire mode of organizing 
production, distribution and consumptinn ~n society, and concentrated to 
some power-mongers and conspirators Without any such basis, power 
becomes an excrescence, an absolute deadweight fi-om without, the 
handiwork of conspirators and CIA agents whose workings can be 
deciphered only through secret diplomatic cables. From this it of course 
follows that power can be fought only through dramatic leaks, exposes 
and revealing truth. From this, it also follows that ’real struggles’ 
like the student protests or workers struggles are merely doing shadow 
boxing and hence not worthy allies in the fight against power. 

What such a notion of power forgets is that to the extent that people 
live, work, consume, enjoy, die and so on in this society-, they are 
invested into it, into capitalism - they are ’subjectivated’ by it, to 
borrow a term from psychoanalysis. However this suhiectivation is never 
complete and there is always a remainder - this is where a radical 
intel~’ention, a transformative politics is always possible, is always 
already written, as it were, into the script. But radical resistance is 
not really triggered off as soon as the truth is exposed to all, as soon 
as citizens know- that those in power are this corrupt - for it is not a 
problem of awareness, not an ’idealist’ problem of knowledge. Perhaps 
this is why the Wikileaks revelations themselves did not let loose a 
social campaign or a movement even though those in power were 
embarrassed and j olted into anger - the protests in support of Assange 
that have taken place, as I will explain, follow from the other events 
that followed the revelations and not from the revelations themselves. 

And yet the actions of Wikileaks carried a tremendous radical political 
charge, which even lot of the mass mobilizations and social movements 
totally lack And here we must hand it to Wikileaks that their 
subversiveness came precisely from the fact that even though the?- tend 
to espouse liberal ideas of free flow- of information or, in 
semi-anarchist mode, think of power as merely conspiratorial their 
attack really came from outside the normal channels professing free flow 
of information and citizens right to know: they challenged power by 
challenging the normal channels of challenging power and revealing the 
truth, even though they are perhaps getting suckered now- into the hands 
of corporate houses and other suspicious players 

Radically subversive This subversiveness comes from the fact that not 
only ~vas the truth revealed about power but even those trusted bodies 
meant to ensure ’citizens right to know’ ~vere cast aside, transgressed 
and rendered pointless by the Wikileaks operation. Thus while Sarah 
Palin and other right-wingers might have asked for Julian Assange’s real 
head, those whose professed objective is to promote ’citizens’s right to 
know’ like Amnesty International ~vere not really welcoming of Wikileaks 
either The Wall Street Journal reported that ’Wikileaks and Mr. Assange 
risk being isolated from some of their most natural allies in the wake 
of the documents’ publication’. 

Amnesty International, Campaign for Innocent Victims in Conflict, George 
Soros’s Open Society Institute, the Afghanistan Independent Human Rights 
Cormnission, and the International Crisis Group have severely criticised 
Wikileaks 12~r releasing material which might risk the lives of many 
However this is not the only ground for their opposition to Wikileaks. 
In an Open Letter to Assange, Reporters Sans Frontieres faulted 
Wikileaks for ’imprudence’ and ’incredible irresponsibility’, saying 
’you cannot claim to enjoy the protection of sources while at the same 
time, when it suits you, denying that you are a news media’ Wikileaks 
in turn derided the ’human rights groups’ as US-led and refused to be 
identified as ’media’, ’human rights group’ and so on. John Pilger is 
quite right when he said that "WikiI,eaks has shamed those in the media 
whom George Bush’s press spokesman once called ’complicit enablers’". 

It is not media, it is not human rights group, so what is Wikileaks? 
This tussle over finding a proper place for Wikileaks, a given assigned 
place within the normal fnnctioning of the system is what brings us to 
the role of big ’complicit enablers’ like New York Times and Guardian. 
Writes Michel Chussudovksy, ’in a bitter irony, Wikileaks partner The 
New York Times, which has consistently promoted media disinformation is 
now being accused of conspiracy. For what? For revealing the truth? Or 
for manipulating the truth?’ 

tIard-pressed to justi~ their decisinn to publish the leaks, these media 
houses are presenting Wikileaks’ actions as, predictably, mere extension 
of’investigative journalism’ and the right of the citizens to know what 
their governments are doing. [n ’A Note to Readers: the Decision to 
Publish Diplomatic Doc~nnents’, the Times tries to make the Leaks seem 
very nom~al and not all that dramatic. One way it is done in the piece 
is by stressing a lot on the negotiations the Times had with the Obama 
administration over ’redactions’ and how Wikileaks were informed about 
the administration’s views: looks like all three groups had a cornmon 
point of understanding. It says, ’After its own redactions, The Times 
sent Obama administration officials the cables it planned to post and 
invited them to challenge publication of any information that, in the 
official view, would ham~ the national interest.’ 



Add to this Jemima I~an’s explanation that ’WikiLeaks offers a new type 
of investigative journalism". That is, the leaks are aheady part of 
what big corporate media houses have always espoused for and there is 
nothing draraatic, anarchist or dangerously political about it. Well, is 
it? This is where one must assert that no matter what Wikileaks or 
Assange might claim subsequently, what they- have done do not seem to 
follow frora liberal concerns of the citizen’s right to know or the 
emphasis on transparency, responsible government and an active 
citizenry. For the liberal idea is also of citizens who are not overly 
politicized and who merely wants ’negative liberty’ - non-interference 
by the state. 

In contrast, the Wikileaks expose leads us to assume a highly 
politicized citizenry, who cannot and do not want to restrict themselves 
to their private lives and allow- a handful of people to rule over thera, 
typical of representative democracy. And further the subversive intent 
of the Leaks amount to a call for people to bring do~vn those up there 
-not just know the truth and take legal recourse or wait till the next 
elections to vote the government out of power[ And now, with Mastercard 
and Visa hitting back at Wikileaks and a cyber-war declared, it does 
clearly seem that what is at stake is much more than transparency and 
accountable government. Hacktivists in turn attacking these two 
companies completes the picture of daggers drawn and the ’two warring 
sides’ ~vell-defined - the liberal idea of consensus and a shared ground 
in ~vhich all classes and both the powerful and the powerless can 
supposedly converge did disappear for good, even if temporarily! 

It must therefore be stated in no uncertain terms that Wikileaks clearly 
embodies a radical rupture in US imperialism’s normal functioning and 
also from the normal channels of dissent and ’citizen activism’ set up 
by imperialism As it stands, Wikileaks cannot be contained and even 
understood as part of an impeccably liberal idea of an active citizel~ry, 
transparency, accountabilitf~ and so on Wikileaks is not just demanding 
the right of citizens to know about the decisions and actions of those 
in power but is challenging the very legitimacy of that power. ’Knowing 
the truth’ through A~rmesty or Reporters Sans Frontieres that are 
established groups engaging with states through established procedures 
and legal battles is one thing Kno~ving, in terms and conditions that 
are themselves illegitimate from the standpoint of power, is however 
another thing - it radicalizes the very meaning and significance of the 
’righ~ to know’. Wikileaks’ action is therefore at one level a purely 
formal gesture, the audacity of the act, which stands on its own 
~rrespect~ve of how damning the actual contents of the leaks have been 
for the US and other governments, irrespective of the diplomatic 
fall-out and embarrassment caused. At least in the way it was received 
by large majority of people in the world, its action seems to carr,f an 
~nsurrectionary force, highly dissonant and subversive for the 
’established order’. 

The later collusion with corporate media does not take away the fact 
that the original Wiki leaks espousal of the free flow of iNk~rmation was 
less a routine, incremental process of democratization than an open 
attack on power be~k~re it could readjust and absorb this fi-ee flow in 
its normal functioning. It was a deadly sung operation which turned 
around the ’citizen’s right to know’ fi-om its decorative functions to an 
open assault on power - right which is not given but taken, an 
unconditional right 

Elite radicalism 

Thus US officials are not entirely offthe mark in declaring that what 
Wikileaks did was ’not journalism but anarchism’ - that Wikileaks was 
challenging the very legitimacy of power, including the manipulations of 
Empire and the established order. And yet the fact of the matter is that 
Wikileaks is quickly becoming part of business as usual - anarchism is 
slowly morphing into journalism! In his recent piece in The Australian, 
Assange himself has shifted his positions frora raising the question of 
the illegitiraacy of power to giving liberal argmnnnts that he was only 
defending the right of citizens to know-. He coraes down to quoting the US 
Supreme Court decision that ’only a free and unrestrained press can 
effectively expose deception in government". Worse, he declared 
Wikileaks as part of the media and that ’the raedia helps keep 
governments honest’. 

Assange might continue this liberal slide further but we should not be 
surprised about this ’compromise’. For one cannot conceive of another 
outcome given Wikileaks’ methods and forms of activism purportedly 
challenging power and undermining US domination through the hacktivism 
of a handful of tech-hippies. The faceless boheraian tech-libertarians, 
so long as they remain an underground hacker-elite, must increasingly 
rely on spectacular releases and big ticket actions: it is ttnough such 
actions that they will try to short-circuit theraselves into prorainence. 
This makes them dramatic as well as vulnerable at the same time. 
(Wikileaks dissident Daniel Domscheit-Berg has on occassion expressed 
his dissatisfaction with the over-emphasis on big exposes.) V for 
Vendetta can inspire Wikileaks, giving us W for Wikileaks, as the 
Anonymous releases have announced. However even though V too is a 
rupture, a subjectivity miraculously intervening frora the outside and 
against ’power’, it is W which is much more vulnerable than V since W is 
not in a movie but in the real world! And so it is not entirely 



surprising that the corporate media has already entered the picture 

Some have even argued that in being an elitist cyber-wmguard Wikileaks 
start becoming a mirror image of the CIA or Pentagon-run spy networks 
supposed to be as shady. This is an untenable argument even though one 
can see that it derives plausibility from the fact that the development 
of the internet was itself part of the military-industrial complex, and 
the hacking and military computing industry closely competed with each 
other in their development. That challenging power by constituting 
oneself as another power, will lead not to the elimination of power as 
such but only to its replication, is an old argument. Such arguments are 
however facile, precisely since, as Wikileaks declares, "WikiLeaks needs 
to be completely opaque in order to force others to be totally 
transparent". Perhaps not ’completely opaque’ but they- definitely cammt 
last a day- if they were to come out openly in the name of being 
transparent and democratic, given the highly organised secretive forces 
that will hunt them down - or coopt them into defending liberal values. 

Wikileaks’ spectacular, high voltage attack was in a way a sign of their 
weakness, proving that at the end of the day, this is not the way you 
can accomplish change. In declaring that US foreign policy is not 
decided on the basis of diplomatic cables, Hillary Clinton was perhaps 
hinting that these leaks will not affect business as usual. Anyways, the 
masses are not coming out on the streets to overthrow their rulers whose 
corruption and despotism have been exposed. No point embarrassing the 
system and the rulers so much, if at the end of the day you have to live 
with them - that seems to be the attitude of ordina~ people who catmot 
all withdraw into underground hacker sub-cultures even as they" realize 
that this system is built on a lie and mere accountability of the 
government is not going to really help. We have heard of fears that the 
revolution will be killed if you expect it to be televised. But with 
Wikileaks’ crusade against ’power’, it is cleat that the revolution will 
not be televised - worse, it will be digitized, cyberised! 

We can safely conclude that Wikileaks have by now- become yet another 
fact of life, yet another spectacle - in fact journalism and not 
anarchism! And yet the rupture that is Wikileaks must be upheld in these 
times of the exhaustion of utopian and radical energies 

Wikileaks beyond Wikileaks The pure subversive power of Wikileaks’ 
actions catalysed two developments which, paradoxically, took things 
beyond Wikileaks, perhaps even in spite of them. One, that ’power’ is 
not just a conspiratorial exercise at the top became clear as companies 
like Amazon, Mastercard, Visa and Paypal turned hostile towards 
Wikileaks. Here we see that it is not really- coded diplomatic cables 
that are oozing out power in secrecy, but ’popular’ companies (oops, 
Visa cards present in every pocket and wallet) revealing where they 
stand This brought ’power’ closer home, as it were, so that the battle 
got a continui~ beyond the initial cable leaks and involved a wider 
spectrum of forces and people ’Anonymous’ cyber-attacks against these 
companies are of course still shrouded in the style of elite and 
reclusive hackers and yet the targets now are clearer than just 
attacking ’power’. Further the arrest of Assange made the fight concrete 
with people getting involved in gatherings, campaigns and other 
mobilizations in London. "¢,qaile this still largely’ comprises mostly 
well-known left-~vingers (John Pilger, Jemima Khan) and not for example 
the mass of protesting students in London, Australia has already seen 
enthusiastic protestors in the streets of Melbourne and Sydney. 

It looks like the radical emp~" subversive action can precipitate a 
’content’, viz, wider more concrete struggles beyond the confines of 
the elite hacker sub-cultures. Wikileaks’ empty radical gesture can 
potentially get a life of its own and mobilize people in cotranunities and 
streets, offices, factories and universities And that, rather than any 
major ’diplomatic fall-out’, is what the powers really’ fear. For it is 
by now clear that so far as the diplomatic world is concerned Cablegate 
was yet another ’-gate’ - it gets absorbed as one knows from the past. 
Rather than the revelations or the actual content of Cablegate, what is 
interesting is the train of events after that, the widening of the fight 
and the struggle carp)ring in newer ways. 

Once power ~s no longer understood as flowing out of a secret den of 
conspirators and manipulators, hiding truth from the people, but is seen 
as working in and through real people and their aspirations, the mode of 
struggle too will no longer be ’Anonymous’, secretive and self-contained 
but will involve the power of’ordina~ people’. But bringing in 
’ordinary people’ is not a plea to make the fight loose, dispersed and 
hence ’popular’ and ineffective, easily anticipated and neutralised - 
this is where the radicalism and insurrectionary moment of Wikileaks 
must be upheld. And yet: Wikileaks beyond Wikileaks. 
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Dear Jai, 

Dear Azril, 

Jai invite us to react, but this is difficult ;vithout the ’statement’ Azril 

ret?rs to in his letter to Buuba. ~at is it about? 

At ant’ rate, I have huge difficulties with Azcils letter and Jai’s reaction 

to it. They consist of serious allegations, but are not substantiated 

Does the WSF really ’sink into a morass’? 

Are there really ’powers from behind’? 

Do trade unions really not represent their rank and file anymore? 

Does the IC consist of ’prol~ssionalized aparatchniks’? 

ttave ’permanent members undue influence and power’? 

I have serious doubts. Azril is perfectly right to say that some members 
are 

’richer’ than others, but as long as there is no global solidarity fund 
this 

is difficult to solve. The IC is today a lot more open than it was in the 

past, last meeting was webstreamed and could be followed all over the 
world. 

As for the WSF, there is now an ’extended’ formula, allowing for people who 

cannot travel to organize activities with the local people 

All this mat" be insufficient, and a lot may have to be improved. And yes, I 

do think things have to be said openly, this is the only way to improve 

them. And it would also be great if people have better solutions, 

alternatives. 

But again, this is only a first and insufficien t reaction. We should have 

Azril’s stateruent in order to assess his demand. 

All the best, 

Francine 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: war ldsocialforum-discuss-bounces@openspaceforura.net 

[mailto:worldsociat[’orurn-discuss-bounces(~)openspaceforumnet] On Behalf Of 

worldsocialfomm-dis cuss-request@openspaceformn.net 

Sent: tnaandag 24 januari 2011 15:50 

To: worldsocialfol~am-discuss@openspaceforuru.net 

Subject: WorldSocialForum-Discuss Digest, Vol 61, Issue 17 

Send WorldSocialFomm-Discuss mailing list submissions to 

worldsocialforum-discuss@openspaceforum net 



To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit 

http://maib openspaceforum.net/mai[man/listin]2)/worldsocial forum -discus s ope 

nspaceforum.net 

or, via email, send a message with subject or body ’help’ to 

wor ldsocialfot~.m~-dis cuss-request@openspaceforura.net 

You can reach the person managing the list at 

wor ldsocialfot~.m~-dis cuss-owner@openspaceformn.net 

When replying, please edit yore Subject line so it is more specific 

than "Re: Contents of WorldSocialForum-Discuss digest..." 

Today’s Topics: 

1. Re: some critical reflections... (Jai Sen) 

Message: 1 

Date: Mor~ 24 Jan 2011 20:20:02 +0530 

From: Jai Sen <jai.sen@cacim.net> 

To: Discussion list about the WSF 

<worldsocialforum-discuss@openspaceforum.net > 

Cc: Jai Sen <jai.sen@cacim.net> 

Sulziect: Re: [WSF-Discuss] some critical reflections.. 

Message-lD: <68 ,’~B9D9F-DF2F-4967 -9868 -292679C51COB@cacim.net~~ 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset "windows-1252"; Format "flowed"; 

DelSp "yes" 

Monday, 24 January 2011 

Deal- Am-il 

Thanks for this posting. Frankly, and even though this 

WSFDiscuss list was primarily set up to discuss the WSF and more 

generally, the global social justice movement, in reali~ there have 

been all too few postings, over the years, that have reflected 

critically on what we are experiencing. For me it is therefore ve~’ 

welcome to read this candid yet warm, cordial assessment of the 

internal dynamics of the WSF establishment process ? and to see it 

posted on this list 

I know ]2~r a fact that there are many invo[ved with the WSF and the 

GJM who feel this way ? not necessarily on the specific point or point 

of view, but who are strongly in solidarity yet have strongly critical 

views ? but there are all too few who are willing to spend their time 

reflecting like this, and openly. I myself have often been told ?I 

agree with you, but do you have to say these things openly ??. For 

mysell; I believe that aside from shifting its base to movements on 

the ground ? without which no change is going to take place -, it is 

only by developing and practising critical and public politics that we 

will be able to lift the WSF (and the GJM) out of the morass it has / 

they- have suak into. Resorting to re-grouping in closed circles and 

exercising power from behind ? as has happened recently in the WSF - 

is no substitute; to the opposite, it reinforces the perception that 



power, even in movement, is ultimately about power over, not power to, 

and therefore deepens the crisis 

I?d like to take the opportum~ of this comment to also invite others 

on this list to consider investing your time in such reflection and 

engagement. 

JS 

On Jan 24 2011, at 12:56 arn, Azril Bacal wrote: 

Dear Jai and fellow WSF-discussants, 

Let me share with you some reflections from a previous message to 

Buuba and the LOC of WSF 2011 in Dakar. 

As much as we wished to alrea@ be the "other possible and 

transformed persons" required by our intent to transform the world, 

we are not there yet[ 

Being yourself an engaged professor, like myself, you will 

understand the implications of my statement, above. 

Ten-years experience is enough ground to identify and address an 

existing structural inequali~ in the decision-making process of the 

IC-WSF I know it as a previous "insider" player. Such a process 

might itself constitute one of the most serious structural and 

undermining problems and contradictions of the WSF-process. 

Not even NIGD, the one "global network" that has most stimulated the 

debate of the inner democratization process within the IC and the 

WSF-process as such is exempt from this observed fact. NIGD has done 

much good within the WSF-process and yet as "inside" po~ver-players, 

have been financed with public I~ds from the finnish government A 

tact reminiscent of financial support ti’om public brazilian sources 

like "Petrobras" and/or swedish support in the past (or even 

indirect no,v, via the OlofPalme Institute lil~ed to the Social 

Democratic Party,) - pointing at our double morality about WSF’s 

claim to be "civil society". Which is a self-deceptive pretense not 

passing the truth litmus test. 

You might recall my assemon at our IC-meeting 2010 in Mexico: that 

even though we aim and proclaim "Another Possible World," where 

"all" persons should be equally treated (a high and lofty value), 

the trend is visible in our midst that "some persons within IC-WSF 

are "more equal" than others <332.gff> 

The above is clearly also reflected in the inequal distribution of 

our limited resources. Thereby enabling some veteran participants to 

become "permanent members" and participants in the WSF events and 

decision-making process, exerting undue power and influence, almost 

as permanent staff members - which might itself already be an in- 

built self-destructive mechanism. 

In a complementary maimer, some organizational members within the IC- 

WSF are, simply put, "richer" than others, thereby enabling their 

"representatives" to attend, and therefore influence more the 



process in question. One example in case is relatively rich trade 

unions, who not longer really represent their rank-and-file. 

For me, MST remains a valuable exception, as a transformative social 

nroveruent, well beyond the brazilian borders. 

Last but not least, we have created a corps of "professionalized 

aparatchniks," that have creeped into the organizational process and 

also exert undue influence and power. I do not need to provide you 

with narues, since you are able to identify these persons based on 

your own experience and judgement 

After more than 10 years of li~ll engagement in the WSF-proc ess 

wishing all who remain in the game, the honest?-, courage and 

corrective action than previous socialist and/or progressive 

"internationals" failed to achieve. 

I used to joke about becoming the "Tth International" (after of the 

failure of the first four internationals) hoping to be blessed by 

the "magics" attached to the number "7" <332.gif> 

I am fially aware of the inspirational and learning value of the WSF- 

process on a world scale and well for over 10 years, where I 

invested and deposited much time, ener~z, hope and own limited 

resources. 

Whatever happens with the WSF-process in the future, I continue to 

wish you and to my old good comrades and colleagues the very best, 

now and always. 

La [utta contin?a y venceremos[ 

Warmly yours 

Azril Bacal 

On Thu, Jan 20, 2011 at 10:58 PM; Buuba Diop <buubadiop@yahoo corn> 

wro be: 

thanks again for the message .I forward your message to Taoufik and 

tomorrow I will again talk to him and you will receive a clear 

answer.Warm regards 

Babacar Diop Buuba 

PROFESSELN TITLZAIRE ? la Facult? des Lettres et Sciences 

Humaines (FLSH) 

Universit? Cheikh Anta Diop De Dakar 

Dakar, S?n?gal 

** WSFDiscuss is an open and unruoderated forum for the exchange of 

information and views on the experience, practise, and theory of the 

World Social Forum at any level (local, national, regional, and 

global) and on related social and political nmveruents and issues. 

Join in ! ** 

WSFDiscuss nrailing list 
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Nearest Metro station : Jangpura 

Old and registered address : A-3 Defence Colony, New Delhi 110 024, 
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www cacimnet 

Ph: ~91-11-4155 1521, +91-98189 11325 

COMING UP [ : 

CACIM @ WSF Dakar, February 2011 - see 

http://cacimnet/twiki/tiki-index.php?page CACLM=at=WSF+2011 

Fcbruary 8 2011, 8:30-11:30 and 12:30-3:30 (requested times) 

’.’Facing the Challenges of the Present and the Future : How Well is the 

World Social Forum Doing ?? 

(CAC~I (india) together with AFM - Articulaci?n Feminista Marco Sur 

(Latin Arnerica), ATTAC France, Canada Research Chair in Social 

Justice, GGJ - Grassroots Global Justice Alliance (USA), Kenya Network 

of Grassroots Organisations - KENGONET), M?moire des lutes (France), 

Mouvements (France), and People?s Parliament (Kenya) 

Fcbruary 9 2011, 8:30-11:30 (requested time) 

?Confronting the Consequences of Climate Change : Conflict, War, 

Resistance, and Movement in the Coming Half Century? 

(CACIM (India) together with ABN - African Biod~versity Network 

(Kenya); Climate SOS (USA); GGJ - Grassroots Global Justice Alliance 

(USA), W~N - Indigenous Environmental Network (Tm-tle Island : Canada/ 

USA), and NFFPFW - National Forum of Forest People and Forest Workers 

(India)) 

Feblllary 9 2011, 12:30-3:30 (requested time) 

?Perspectives on the ?crisis of civilization? as a focus for movements? 

(CACIM (India) together with Canada Research Chair in Social A~stice, 

E1 Taller International, National Forum of Forest People and Forest 



Workers (India), and others) 

NEW : 

Jai Sen, 2010 ? ?On open space : Explorations towards a vocabulaw of 

a more open politics?, in Antipode, Vol 42 No 4, 2010 (ISSN 

0066-4812), pp 994? 1018. 

(Full original ~medited version available @ 

http://cacim.net/t~viki/tiki-index.php?page Publications.) 

Jai Sen, March 2010b ? ?Be the Seed : An Introduction to and 

Commentary on the government of Bolivia?s Call for a ’.’Peoples’.’ World 

Cotffcrence On Climate Change And The Rights Of Mother Earth??, @ 

http://cacim.net/t~viki/tiki-read atticle.php?articleId 64 

, http:/iwavw.choike.org/2009/eng/infonnesi7620.html, and 

http :/iw~’. zcormnunications, org/be-the-s eed-bv-iai-s en 

. Also available in Spanish @ 

htw://ww~v.choike.or;/2009/esoiirffom~es/153.html 

FORTHCOM]NG : 

Jai Sen, ed, forthcoruing (2010a) - Interrogating Empires, Book 2 in 

the Are Other Worlds Possible ? series. New Delhi : OpenWord and 

Daanish Books 

Jai Sen, ed, forthcoming (2010b) - Imagining Alternatives, Book 3 in 

the Are Other Worlds Possible ? series. New Delhi : OpenWord and 

Daanish Books 

Jai Sen and Peter Watelrnan, eds, fbrthcoming (201 la) ? World Social 

Fol~un : Critical Explorations Volume 3 in tdae Challenging Empires 

series. New Delhi : OpenWord Books 

CHECK OUT both CACIM @ www.cacim.net and OpenSpaceFol~un @ 

www. openspa ceforum net 

& SUBSCRIBE TO WSFDiscuss, an open and unmoderated forum on the World 

Social Forum and on related social and political movements and issues. 
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your desktop or hard disc, and then opening it. With apologies in 
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CCS EVENTS AT THE WSF: 

South African and Southern African capitalism: what’s going wrong with 
the economy and social protest 
centre for civil society (CCS) Tour 2 (12h30-15h30) 07/02/11 
PANEL DISCUSSION 

African austerity, resource curse and resistances: social movements 
versus iraperialist states, the Bretton Woods Institutions, transnational 
capital and COl~upted local elites 
centre for civil society (CCS) Tour 1 (08h30-1 lh30) 07/02/11 
PANEL DISCUSSION 

The 2011 Durban climate surmnit: clirnate justice critiques and alternatives 

centre for civil society (CCS) Tour 1 (08h30-1 lit30) 09,’02/11 6 
PAN-EL DISCUSSION 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 10:03 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

RE: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Socie~ 

My pleasure, Eunice! 

Would the week of May 9d2 work with you for a site visit? 1’11 probably be arriving from Dakar, so Iql only be able to stay in SA for ~-4. days, but 1 think I can see 

what t need to see ~n that time. What do you think? 

Best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin ~erica, Africa and the Middle East Prograns Director 

Unive~slty of North ~arolina a~ Chapel Mill 

Chapel H~ll 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, incl Iding attachments, Js for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential 

information. Any Inauthorised review, use, disclosure, or dJstribltion is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 20~1 9:33 AN 

To= Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Subject= RE: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Socie~ 

Dear Rodney, 

Thanks so much for your support! 

will be sending you the required information in the coming weeks. 

Once again, many thanks and I look forward to working with you on this project. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 12:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Society 

Dear Eunice, 

I spoke with Bob and he likes your outline for this new study abroad program and we can proceed. Congratulations! Now the real challenge begins, but 

this is my job in putting together a proposal for review by the different committees. 

Please take a look at the information for faculty that we posted in our study abroad website. There is a section explaining the information that is needed 

to create a new study abroad program at: 

http:!/studyabroad.unc.eduifac@ty.cfm 

In the next few months you can begin to send me the following pieces of information that I need to write the full proposal: 

:!.- A section describing the Rationale for the Program 

2- A section explaining the Program structure and content 

3- A section indicating the Partner (s) we will work with 

4-The last section should include the anticipated program dates, requirements (GPA, Juniors, etc.) and size. 

I hope this helps and I very much look forward to working with you on this initiative! 

Please feel free to ask me any questions. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, incl’~dJng attachments, is for the sole use of the inte~ded recipient(s) and may contai~ 



confJ denti ~1 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, dJscloslre, or distribution is 

prohibited. Tf yol are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original mess~ge. 

From," Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Saturday, January 22, 201:~ :k27 PM 
To:     @mail.ngo.za 
C¢: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Subject: Summer 20:~2 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Society 

Dear Patrick, 

It was good to touch base with you this morning. 

As I mentioned, please find attached an updated proposal for the upcoming Study Abroad Program. 

Please forward key contact information at the Center especially for folks who will help with the logistics (for instance Helen) of the program as soon as possible so that my 
colleague Rodney and T can start putting final touches on our site visit plans in May. Tt would also be helpful to organize a group meeting with civil society community leaders - 
e.g. Orlean or others- to explore volunteer possibilities for students. 

Rodney (Hola): Patrick will still be in Berkeley during our visit but you can reach him via this email especially because he will be teaching the INTS405 course. At any rate, you 
will have a chance to meet him when he visits UNC in early Fall. Please feel free to share the attached outline with Michael as we discussed yesterday. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tom> 

Wednesday,               10:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: This week’s readings 

Professor, 

It seems that I spoke too early! I switched computers yesterday and on the new computer, the reading came up just fine. On another note, I was hoping to speak with you 
about the readings. The reading load for this class is quite heavy, and I foresee myself having difficulty keeping up with the readings in this class as well as my other classes as 
well as continuing to work full time. Could you suggest a reading strategy that would help me understand what to look for in the papers so as to still be able to succeed on the 
exams but not spend up to 2 hours pondering the material for each article? 

Thanks 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To:        ~live.com 
Subject: RE: This week’s readings 

Date: Wed,          14-:30:59 +0000 

Dear 

Thanks for the heads up! 

The matter will be shorted out shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ,@live.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:10 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: This week’s readings 

Professor Sahle, 

The docnment for the Anderson reading is damaged and cannot be accessed on blackboard. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 10:36 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

RE: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Socie~ 

Hi ~unice, 

Perfect. We can continue with the plans then. Thanks, 

Rodney 

ccinfidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2011 10:31 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
S,,bject: RE: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Sodety 

Dear Rodney, 

Yes, it works. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2011 10:03 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Society 

My pleasure, Eunice! 

Would the week oi: May 9-12 work with you t:or a ske risk? I’ll probably be a~riving from Dakar, so I’ft only be able [o stay in SA for 3-4 days, but I think I can see 

what I need to see ~n that time. What do you think? 

Best, 

Rodnev 

F~: SaNe, EuNce ~ 
S~tt Wednesday, ~anuary 26, 20M 9:33 &H 
T~: Var~as, Rodney ~oaqu[n 
Subject: RE: Summer 20~2 Study &broad Pm~ram - Centre for Civil Sode~ 

Dear Rodney, 

Thanks so much for your support! 

I will be sending you the required information in the coming weeks. 

Once again, many thanks and I look forward to working with you on this project. 

Best wishes, 



Eunice. 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2011 12:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Society 

Dear Eunice, 

I spoke with Bob and he likes your outline for this new study abroad program and we can procee& Congratulations! Now the real challenge begins, but 

this is my job in putting together a proposal for review by the different committees. 

Please take a look at the information for faculty that we posted in our study abroad website. There is a section explaining the information that is needed 

to create a new study abroad program at: 

http:/istudyabroad.unc.edu/faculty.cfm 

In the next few months you can begin to send me the following pieces of information that I need to write the full proposal: 

1- A section describing the Rationale for the Program 

2- A section explaining the Program structure and content 

3- A section indicating the Partner {s) we will work with 

4-The last section should include the anticipated program dates, requirements {GPA, Juniors, etc.) and size. 

I hope this helps and I very much look forward to working with you on this initiative! 

Please feel free to ask me any questions. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-t~ai3 message, inc3 ~Qing attacht~ent~;, Js for the sole use of the intemded recipient(s) and may contaJm 
confidential 
information. Any inauthorJzed review, use, disciosmre, or dJstribition is 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, January 22, 2011 1:27 PM 
To:     @mailmgo.za 
C¢: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Society 

Dear Patrick, 

It was good to touch base with you this morning. 

As I mentioned, please find attached an updated proposal for the upcoming Study Abroad Program. 

Please forward key contact information at the Center especially for folks who will help with the logistics (for instance Helen) of the program as soon as possible so that my 
colleague Rodney and 3[ can start putting final touches on our site visit plans in May. 3[t would also be helpful to organize a group meeting with civil society community leaders - 
e.g. Orlean or others- to explore volunteer possibilities for students. 

Rodney (Hola): Patrick will still be in Berkeley during our visit but you can reach him via this email especially because he will be teaching the INTS405 course. At any rate, you 
will have a chance to meet him when he visits UNC in early Fall. Please feel free to share the attached outline with Michael as we discussed yesterday. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, 11:20 AIVI 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: chance to enroll in AFRI thaJ~ks! 

Professor Sable, 

Thank you for yonr response! 

Best, 

On Wed, 

Dear 

My class is full. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe. 

at 9:35 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@ema~,l.unc.e&t> wrote: 

From: @qrnail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:23 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: chance to enroll in AFRI , thanks! 

ProI~ssor SaNe, 

This is a senior student at Chapel Hill. I am wondering if I could enroll in your AFRI    class. Sorry to trouble you now. 

My situation is a little co~nplex. This is the last semester I aa~ here. 

I am applying for             program. And until now I get my first offer from              with full financial support a couple of days ago. So I do need this 

course to fidfill Global Issue reqnirement and graduation : 

As a senior student I should be able to register courses earlier than others. But since I am also a transfer student                     most transfer credits are 

required to be evaluated by different professor in different departments. Because resiponsibilities for evaluation trafer credits are not clear enough, people in different 
depa~ments make different statements and waste a lot of time. I have to contact the dean of college of Arts and Sciences and at last the dean helps me to solve this 

problem. This takes me really a long time. That is why I am so late. 

So if there is any chance that can add m~other one in your clas~ I rash I will be considered. I will keep attenting your class next week. Thank you again tbr your 

help! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:48 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Enrollment 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

was wondering if there was any ~vay I could enroll in your AFRI 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 2:00. 
An?- reformation ~vould be helpful. Thanks in advance! 

U2X-C -CHAPEL H~LL, 

SOCIOLOGY Aix,~D AMERICAN INDIAN" S Tr_rD~F,S 

class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 2:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, Oscar Nominations, NYC’s Chief Digital Officer and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://wwwnytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/20110126/attimes hbyd 

.~::: ¢Ti .... J .... ry26, 2011 / 

With 12 nominations, "The ~ng’s Speech" leads the field 

uf contenders for the 83rd Annual Academy Awards. 

’True Grit" sm’ged into second positiun, mad "The Social 

Network/’ which had seemed a fl’ont-runner, was matched by 

’~nception" mad "The Fighter." Don’t miss the eumplete list of 

nominees and the latest Oscar news from The Carpetbagger. 

Stay tuned to nytinaes.com/awardsseason for the entire buzz 

before the big show. Cast yuur votes on tlxe 2ozz Oscar Ballot for 

a chance to win an iPad. 

Top ~o CIasMcal Musle Composers                      ~ 

Anthony Tommansiui eomptetes his two ueek pt’ojeet to 

select ~l~e top ~o dassica~ mnsie composers i~ histoW. 

And the winner, the all-time great, is... Baeh~ Do you agree with 

~his list el’The Greatest? Read the Arts Beat biog posts and 

readers eommeuts and view the videos exp[ot’ing what makes a 

classical composer great. 

Join the Conversation - City Room 

\~hat sholfld a Chief Digital Offlcer do for 
New York CID~~ 

"According to t&~chd 5’terne, that’s re~l~9 up ~o you. M& Sterne was 

appob~ed ~he c~N’s first chiqf dio~aI ~eer on Mond~g, b~ a b~d b 

Ne cibj to raise its dN~tal prqfile and s~’emn[me its ~se of sociaI 

"Credit to the City for appointing a digitM officer and makiug 

~nspired ehoice~ bnt her repordn~ to the Off~ee of Media and 

Entertainment shows they don’t qui~e se~ ~hat "dJgRal" Js move 

~han jus~ websJ~es aod soda~ media?’ 

’"Dfis positio~ is not useless and is certain~y not a joke in my 

~pini~n. It ~s a natural extension ~f Blom~ber$’s 3H service, 

which I have used to go~d effect ~n several 

-- Posted bg I~’eston 

~ ,Jo~n the Com, ersat~on ~ 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res en ~r~ ........ 
(Beb~een January 19, 20! 1 - Jenuary 25, 2011) 

1. State Bankvupti:y Opfiou Is Songht, Quietly 

2. To Really Learn, Quit Studying and Take a Test 

3, A Racy Show With Teenagers Steps Back From a Boundary 

4. Krugma~: The Competition Myth 

* At D;]vos, Many Problems 
Await World Leaders 

o Cold Is Tied to Weaker Arctic 
’Fence’ 

. A IVIiami Beach Event Space, 
Pavkiug Space, Too. 

, A Guide to Mobile Apps 

. Latest from the Snndam:e 
Fi] m Fesfiwtl 

~ SLIDE StIO’W: A Life of 

Design 

Photos of eostmnes designed by 

Theoni V. Aldredge, who died 

Jan. 21. 

~ INTERACTIYE 

FEATtIRE: 
Obama’s Seeoud State of the 
Uniou Address 
Interactive video, transcript and 
reaction. 

~ VIDEO: 

Viewpoints: Has Compensation 
Changed? 
Bat’day’s Capital Adopts New 
Approach To Pay 

Love movies? Connect with 

us on Facebook. 

Sign up for DealBook to 
receive the latest ,inancial 

news delivered before the 

opening bell and e~el the 

market close¯ 



,5. Brooks: Amy Chua Is a Wimp 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department You received this message because ~,ou signed Lip 

for NYTimes corr~’s @Times newsletter. 

The New York Times Compsny I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes corn 620 Eighth A,~enue New YoIP,, NY 10018 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 3:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Sembene films 

Dr. SaNe, 

I really enjoyed our meeting yesterday and am vely excited about ever~thing! Thank you for all you do for me! 

Here’s the list of Sembene’s films that axe in the library: 

Xala 

Black Girl 

Moolaad~ 

Faat Kine 

Gnelwaa~ 

Ceddo 

Mandabi 

Thanks again, 



~:ron1: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail,com> 
Wednesday,               3:12 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Afri 

Dr. SaNe, 

Just wanted to let you know that my house has been having some major internet issues over the last couple of days that we just resolved. That is why my response to lesson 3 
has not been posted yet. The response will be up by tonight. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

absence 

Professor Sahle, 

My name is               and I am in your AFRI    class. I came down with 
on Monday night, so I wasn’t able to attend class Tuesday and still 

so I ~von’t be able to attend tomorrow either I’ve done the 
readings, and I can get notes from a classmate. I just know that attendance 
is ve~’ important in this class, and since it is so early in the semester, 
I wanted to explain my absence and assure you that it’s not going to be a 
habit 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 12:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Alii Slide Addition 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
You wanted someone from our Afri class to remind you to include the 
slide defining representational system to the power point that we were 
working with last class 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mavcns Hill @gmafil.com> 

Thursday, 2:04 PM 

Social Movemeuts Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @lis~tserv.unc.edtv~ 

[slnwg01 ] Budms Screening Today 

UNC Global is hosting a screening of the documentaly Budms today. 

Location: 

FedEx Global Education Center 
Comer of McCaul ey and Pittsboro S treets 

Chapel ttill, NC 

Time: 6:00pm - 8:00pm 

Enjoy popcorn and the screening of Budms, an award-winning feature documentoay fihn about a Pales~tinian comlnunity organizer. Ayed Molval: who unites 

P~Jestinians from all political factions and Israelis in an unarmed move~nent to save his village of Budms frown destruction by Israel’s Separation Bamer. Success eludes 

them until his 15-year-old daughter. Iltezam, launches a women’s contingent that quickly moves to the flout lin...es. Straggling side by side, father and daughter unleash 

an inspiring, yet little-known, movement in the Occupied Palestinian Territories that is s~till gaining ground today. In an action-filled documentary chi~onicling this 

movement from its infancy, Budms shines a light on people who choose nonviolence to confront a threat. The movie is directed by a~ard-mlming filmmaker Julia 

Bacha (co-writer and editor of Control Room and co-director Encounter Point). and produced by Bacha, Palestinian joumaJist Rnla Salameh, and fihnmaker and 

human fights advocate Ronit Avni (formerly of V~qTNESS, Director of Encounter Point). 

Screening ti~llowed by a discussion with Nadav Crreenberg of Jnst Vision, the non-profit organization made up oflsmelis, Palestinians and North Americans "that 

produced Budrus and other mnltimedia and educational "tools to raisc awaJceness about Palestinian and Israeli civilians working nonviolently to end the occupation and 
resolve the conflict. 

This screening is hos~ted by the Carolina Center ibr the Study of the Middle Eas~t and Muslim Civilizations and Curriculum in Global Studies with support from the 

Detmrtlnent of Asian Studies, Arabic Program, Hebrew Program, North Carolina Hillel m~d Carolina Center for Jewish Studies. 

On Mon, at 5:28 PM, lgutierr ~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Apologies lbr double posting 

Deax all: 

Just a reminder that the Sociol Movements Working Group’s first meeting of 

the semester will be this Wednesday Janua .ly 19th at 5:00 pm in the Anthro 

Lounge (3rd floor of Alumni Building by the photocopying machine). 

Below is the original message explaining file purposc of the meeting in case 

you want to read it again. 

We would like to invite eve~one interested to join us; we welcome new 

ideas and interests to enrich discussion and events. We will 

plan for several events we will be holding this se~nester including a panel 

at the UNC-Duke Consortium Conference on Latin Alnerica and other series of 

events on one of our main topics for this semester: "Neglected Subjects and 

Postponed Demands: Political Imaginaries and Practices after 200 Years of 

Formal Independence." In addition, we plan to coordinate events and work 

together with other working groups on campns such as the Critical 

Cartography Collective at the Geography Department. 

So, come to the meeting if you would like to paxticipate/know more about 
SMWG and/or are interested in doing joint projects with us! 

About SMWG: The SMWG is a research-action project based at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We seek to understand and 

re-envision social ~novements. Many of us work within activist networks as 

well as across m~d beyond academic disciplines to chdilenge fl~e divide 
between activism and the academy. We situate onr work within broader 

straggles for change and social jufftice. 



Hope yon will join us on Wednesday’. 

Cheers, 

--- You ale currently subscribed to smwg01 as:                ({bgtnafil.com To nnsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28487559- 

33765132.6704c49cad3603410a06fc9bbc3f58d5~listserv.unc.edu 

Marcus Alexander 

Prqiec’Ls in innovative communiU building, increasing public access 

and developing sustainable & parlficipatory socioeconomic alternatives. 

Collaborators welcomed. 

211 East Third Street, WSNC 27101 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28566383-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b2611~57fcT~listserv.nnc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pla~z, Gina B <gin~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 27, 2011 3:27 PM 

thculty tech rooms <spring2011 rooms~listserv.unc.edu> 

[spring201 lrooms] FW: TAR-GET or Man needs gig connectivity? 

Hi Instructors, 

I am forwarding this message tlcom one of our Networking/Telecom directors - the?’ are looking for more proposals from faculty for installations of Wireless Access Points in classrooms. 

Read below if interested! 

Gina Platz 
ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 
http :i/hotline.unc edu 
919962.1450 (v) 

919962.8349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

gina@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Oogan, James P [mailto:~o~an@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2011 11:43 AM 
Tu: ~[he ctc mailing list 
Sut~ject: [ctc] TAR-GET or whu needs gig connectivity? 

Back in early December, I sent out the email below with the probably-tou-ubtuse subject line "and TAR-WAP begets TAR-GET". Since I only got back a total uf 5 pruposals, ! thought 
MAYBE the subject line should be a little mure direct. 

So, with that in mind ...... please read beluw and see https://bender net.unc.edu:8443/tar-;et for prupusals received tu date. 
Let me knuw ifyuu have any questiuns ~Ihanks! 

-- Jun Gogan / ITS 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Gugan, James P 

Sent: Friday, December 10, 2010 11:29 AM 

Tu: ~fhe ctc mailing list 

Sut~ject: and TAR-WAP begets TAR-GFX 

Most ofyuu should be aware uf the prugram we established back in September 2009 called "TAR-WAP" - Teaching and Research Wireless Access Pruject. The goal of this prugram was 
to sulicit facul~ proposals fur installatiun uf Wi-Fi access puints in designated roums on campus specifically for the purpuse uf adwmcing immediate needs of teaching and research. Since 
that time, we’ve received appro×imately 20 propusals and have added aruund 60 wireless access points under this program. This program continues to this day and we welcume proposals 
as described at https:/ibender.net unc.edu:8443/tar-wap 

We’d now like to be able tu depluy sume resuurces tu implement a similar program [’or gigabit Ethernet cunnectivdy, again fur the benefit uf teaching and research. With this in mind, we’d 
like to annuunce the establishment uf: 

TAR-GET - Teaching and Research Oigabit Ethernet Transformations 

given that getting gigabit speeds on appropriate platforms has been a target of ours fi~r a long time. 

Well over 50% of the network ports on the campus network are still operating at 100 2~fops. For man?" locations and applications, that’s not an issue. However, we have found that, for the 
right application, the availabili~ of gigabit throughput can be quite transformative in not just ~vhat’s being done, but how- it’s done. One example of a specific situation where an upgrade 
would be appropriate in this context would be the Media Labs in Cotlm~unication Studies; the significant increase in file sizes associated with HD and 3-D modeling efibrts beg for fatter 
pipes, not just fi~r individual activities but for the aggregation of those individual activities. 

So, under the TAR-GET program, we will be asking for proposals for specifically targeted activities (isn’t that cute, how we keep getting the words "target" and "transform" into this 
description?) that will show a benefit for teaching and research activities by having gigabit Ethernet cormectivity. Unlike the TAR-WAP program, these proposals don’t have to come from 
facul~’; the?" can be originated by the IT support for a department. However, the review process for these proposals will be the same as the TAR-WAP review process. With this program, 
we would be looking at providing up to three 24-port gigabit Ethernet switches for any given proposal (so this is NOT a program designed for full life-cycle upgrade of an entire department). 

Possible limitations for any proposal include the state of cabling within a building and the capaci~ of the existing building entrance/aggregation s~vitch. 

If you want examples of how the proposals should look, check om the TAR-WAP site noted above and look through some of the corapleted proposals under that program. If you have a 
question as to whether or not the connectivity you currently have is already at gigabit speeds, take advantage of the campus NDT (Net~vork Diagnostic Tool) at htt~,:i/ndt.itcc.unc.edu:7123. 
If this test shows results greater than 100 )~fbps, you’re already at gig speeds. And, finally, if you have any questions as to what the c~trrent bandwidth utilization looks like for any system 

or group of systems (and you don’t have access to the Network Infi~rmation Tool (htt~s :i/nit.unc. edu/to determine this for yourself), let me know. 

Please send your proposals directly to me (gogan@emaihunc. edu) and include the word "TAR-GET" in the subj ect. 
As always, thanks! 

-- Jim Gogan 
ITS Communication Teclmologies 

You are currently subscribed to ctc as: gina@email unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28521235-11213935.b1321ffSd52b50da59938527a636eld3@listserv unc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to spring2011rooms as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:/71ists unc.edu/u?id 35514128.3a86a3a3312a0026262c950edci~)ac85&n T&I spring201 lrooms&o 28566935. or send a blank email to leave-28566935- 

35514128 3a86a3a3312a002b262c950edcl~)ac 85@listsel~,’ unc edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Lost Cell Phone 

Did anyone see or pick up nay cell phone Its a hot pink blackberry with a 
black case. Please email me back if you did 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:14 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Political ecology conference in Kentucky - transportation provided 

Hello everybody: 
from Geography, is organizing to attend a conference 

on political ecology in Kentucky and has extra space in the van for anyone 
who is interested in going. Please see the message below and contact her at 

~email.nnc.edu if you would like to attend or have more questions 
about the event. 

On Wed, 16:28:11 -0500 (EST), 
~)email nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi all, 
There’s going to be a political ecology conference in Kentucky in a 
couple of weeks that promises to be really exciting. For anyone doing ~vork 
on 
human-environment relations, or local agficulture/food work, 
environmental justice, etc, this should be a great experience We’ve been 
able to get 
a UNC van, and there’s four people going right now from geography, but I’d 
love for more people to join us - we have a big van reserved! 

Let me know if you’re interested, and we can work out plans. It’s about 8 
hours from here, we’ll be driving - leaving early morning Friday (-6am) 
to make it hopefully in time for the speaker. All day Saturday at the 
conference Leave right after and stay somewhere along the way, or drive 
back Sunday. 

Transport - UNC van 

Registration - no fee as far as i know 

Lodging -you’ll have to figure out your own or be in touch with the 
folks at kentucky to see if the?" can find you a couch to surf on (i can 
give 
you the email address if you are interested in that) 

*I)]MI~NSIONS OF POLrPICAL ECOLOGY:* 
*CONFEREN(% ON NATI~,E SOCIETY AT THE I~2NIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY* 
February 18-19 2011 Lexington, Kentucky, USA 
* ** *Keynote Address*: Paul Robbins (Department of Geography, 
University 
of Arizona) * 

* *Discussants*: Richard York (Sociology, University of Oregon), Bradley 
Wilson (Geography, West Virginia University), Shannon Bell, Ctnis Oliver 
(Sociology, University of Kentucky), Lisa Cliggett, Sarah Lyon 
(Anthropology, University of Kentucky), Tad Mutersbaugh (Geography, 
Universi~ of Kentucky), 

Scholars engaged in research on the political, economic, social, and 
scientific diinension of the enviroiwnent, including but not limited to: 
Enviroiwnental justice 
Sustainability 
Urban ecology 
Cultural ecology 
Environmental sociology 
Political Ecology 
Ecological modernization 
Environmental history 
Enviromnental law 
Political Economy of Nature 
Genetic engineering/modification 
Commons, enclosures, and land tenure 
Enviromnental risk 
Resource management and conservation 
Non-equilibrium ecology 
Landscape studies 
Environmental discourse and policy 
Feminist and heterodox approaches to environmental economics Food 
Security 
and sustainable agriculture 

Lexington is located in the heart of the Kentucky’s Bluegrass Region, 
famous for its rolling hills, horse farms, and bourbon distilleries. 
Lexington is served by Bluegrass Airport and is a one hour drive from 
either Cincinnati or Louisville. In the spirit of encouraging as much 
participation as possible, organizers will make efforts to find housing 
for 
all out of town graduate students. More reformation on travel, field 



trips, 
and keynotes will be posted on the conference 
website :www.uky.edu/as/geography/pewg. 
* * *This Conference Is Jointly Sponsored By: *The Umversity of 
Kentucky* 
*Departments of G eography, Anthropology, Forestry, and Gender & Women’s 
Studies; ’]’he Tracy Farmer Institute for Sustainabili~, The Student 
Sustainabili~ Council, and Appalachian Research Community 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.tmc.edu To tmsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28568404-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 27, 2011 9:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Call for Submissions to Consilience: The Journal of Sustmnable Development 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

My name is Monica Varman, and I am Editor-In-Chief of Consilience: The Journal of Sustainable Development. Consilience is a global, student-ruaa online journal based at Columbia 
University in the City of New- York. It is dedicated to promoting interdisciplinary dialogue on sustainable development, and is the first student-founded academic journal of its kind. 

I am pleased to amaounce that Consilience is now accepting alticles for its sixth issue, due to be published in Surmner 2010. All pieces can now be submitted online via our new web 
interface: v~vw.consiliencejoumal org. The deadline for submission for Issue VI is March 4, 2011. 

Consilience publishes four categories of written work: Scholarly Articles, Opinion Pieces, Field Notes, and Photo Essays We also ~velcome submissions to the hi-weekly Editorial Column. I 
welcome you to visit our website to view our first four issues. Our fifth issue is due to be published in February of this year. 

Given your expressed interest in sustainable development, our Editorial Board im’ites you and students that you may know, both undergraduate and graduate, to contribute to Consilience. 
We have included our Call for Submissinns below, and I encourage you to forward and share this with your colleagues, as well as current and past students. 

Please refer to the below text ~2~r more specific instructions on the submission process. If you have any questions regarding thesubmissions process or Consilience, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at may2125@columbia edu or the other members of the Editorial Board at contact@consiliencelournal.org We look forward to working closely with you and your students 
throughout the submission process. 

Best regards, 

Monica Varman 

Editor-In-Chief 

Consilience: The Journal of Sustainable Development 

The Editorial Board is based at Columbia Umversity in New York City 

Call for Submissions for Issue VI 

Consilience: The Journal of Sustainable Development, an interdisciplinary acaderuic journal based at Columbia Universi)-, seeks subruissions fi~r its Smnmer 2011 edition. 

Articles may take the following forms: 

Scholarly Articles: Original, research-based articles that fall between 1,500 and 5,000 words. Please include relevant graphs, data tables, ruaps, or any other supplementary 
material. Priori)- will be given to interdisciplinary pieces that take solutions-oriented approaches. 

Opinion Pieces: Opinions concerning attendant challenges, strengths, and theories regarding sustainable development. 

Field Notes: Fieldwork obsetwations that ruake a broader corrm~entary on the field of sustainable development. We encourage you to submit relevant photographs along with the article. 

Photo Essay: Photographic work that offers a unique view on a particular challenge, issue, region, or population related to the study of sustainable development. All photographs should 
include an explanatory paragraph or two and citations for each photo. Ideally, the photo essay will portray a cohesive or thematic story regarding the material presented 

Consilience is also looking for 500-1500 word opinion pieces on any issue relating to sustainable development to be part of the bi-weekly Editorial Colmrm This is an opportum~ to share 
your views with the larger sustainable development communi~z since your ~vork ~vill be published on the front page of our website! Anyone interested in writing or looking for more details 
should email opinion editor David Berke at djb2142@colunabia.edu. 

All articles should be academically rigorous, yet accessible to a general population interested in the field of sustainable development Authors should consider an interdisciplinary and 
solutions-oriented approach and promote l~-ther research and discussion about their chosen topic 



DFADLINES 

Final date for submission: March 4, 2011 

Authors should be mindful that papers selected for publication undergo an intensive peer review and editing process. Authors should set aside time in April to revise their work. 

Please submit all articles through the following online :form: http://i~urnals.cdrsco~umbia.edu/c~nsilience/indexphp/consi1ience/auth~r/submit/1 

*Note to Authors: 

All articles should be the work of the authors, though writing done as part of previous class work is welcome. We encourage submissions from authors who have never previously been 
published in academic j ournals or for whom English is not their :first language. 

To view the first issue of the journal, visit: 

www.consiliencejournal.org or email contact@consilience.org with any questions. 
This message was sent by: Consilience, 2691 Lerner Hall 
2920 Broadway, New York, New York 10027 

Manage your subscriptmn: 
http:/iapp.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mprofile.pl?~31388157&l 56415&s },’UVG&m 54.5053&c 2814.52 

Forward to a friend: 
htip://app.icontact.corn/icp/core/message/fopa, ard?m 545053&s 31388157&c },’UVG&cid 281452 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alice Link <:alicelink college@mcgraw-hill.com> 

Friday, Jannary 28, 2011 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

McGraw-Hill Presents World Politics Readers 

THIS IS AN AUTO-GENERATED MF]SSAGE. PI..[£AS~ DO NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAG[£, 

~ Click here to request a complimentary print copy. ~ 

Supplement your McGraw-Hill Create~ book with the 
Annual Editions Article Collection. Learn mo~. 

If you need further assistance, contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative or McGraw-Hill Higher 

Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To nnsubscfibe, click here 

~McGraw-Hill Education respects your privacy. Click the link to [YN- SUBSCRIBE t?om McGraw-t till Education commercial e-mail messages. You can go to 

http://preihrences.mheducation.com or write to Privacy OIficial, McGraw-Hill Education, 148 Princeton-Hightstown Road, N- 1, Hightstown, NJ 08520-1450 to 

exercise other privacy choices, to review your data, or to ask questions. View The McGraw-Hill Companies Custolner t rivacy t olicy at http:/; u~,.Incgraw- 

hill.com, privacy.html. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, January 28, 2011 4:07 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Waves of Unrest Spread to Yemen, Shaking a Region 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/01/28/todaysheadlines/index.html 

............................................................................... Today;,sHeadlines .......................................................................... 
~llc N’~’~= ~rk ~%m~ January 28, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _.a..o...v.Le..s_ I EditorialsI ..O.jp..-..E..d.. I .O...n...T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Waves of Unrest Spread to 
Yemen, Shaking a Region 
By ANTHONY SHADID, NADA BAKRI and 
KAREEM FAHIM 

Thousands protested in Yemen and 
secular and Islanfist Egyptim~ 
opposition leaders vowed to join rallies 
as calls for change rang across the Arab 
world. 

Court Allows Emanuel on 
Ballot for Chicago Mayor 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Rahm Emanuel’s bid to become 
Chicago’s mayor may proceed, the 
Illinois Supreme Court rtfled, ending a 
week that turned the city upside doma. 

, At Debate, Emanuel Returns to the Fray 

:. ~ Decision I ~ Post a Comment 

’ Times Topics: Rahm Emanuel 

Olmert Memoir Cites Near Deal for Mideast Peace 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Former Prime Minister Ehud Ohnert of Israel says Mahmoud Abbas’s hesitation, his own legal troubles and 
the war in Gaza scotched a potential deal in late 2008. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tm so used to it at this point. What days don’t we have snow?" 

DIANA BIEDERMAN, a publicist in Mmahattan. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ SLIDE SHOW: .............................. 
Another 
Snowstorm Buries 
the Northeast 
The region dug out from 



another round of snow on Thursday. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
What Can the 
Protests in Egypt 
Achieve? 
Will the uprisings change 
the country’s future? 

:’ ~ Post a Comment 

WORLD 

Seizing a Moment, Al Jazeera Taps Arab Anger 
By ROBERT F. WORTH and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A1 Jazeera has helped to shape a naiTative of popular rage against oppressive U.S.-backed Arab goveruments 
since its founding a5 years ago. 

o Waves of Unrest Spread to Yemen, Shaking a Region 

:’ Room for Debate: What Can the Protests in Egypt Achieve? 

. ~ Photos: Protests in Egypt 

Cables Show Delicate U.S. Dealings With Egypt’s Leaders 
By MARK LANDLER and ANDREWW. LEHREN 

A trove of dispatches made public by the anti-secrecy group WikiLeaks paint a vivid picture of the delicate 
dealings between the United States and Egypt. 

-’ Warrants in WikiLeaks Case 

With Muslim Brotherhood Set to Join Egypt Protests, Religion’s Role May Grow 
By SOUAD MEKHENNET and NICHOLAS KULISH 

Islamic groups seem poised to emerge as wildcards in the growing political movement. 

U,S, 

In Chicago Race, a Fight Over the Meaning of Reside 
By MONICA DAVEY 

The fight over Rahxn Enmnuel nmy have rewed up a broader war ix] Chicago over whether the residency 
rules for city workers should be relaxed. 

Boston Crowded With ’Snow Farms’ 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Ix] Boston, plows are depositing excess at six "snow faruas" - otherwise known as vacant lots - around the 
city. 

A Rainy, Snowy Night Creates Chaos Along the East Coast 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

The snowstorm that struck Wedi]esday night stranded commuters ix] buses and ears along Washington-area 
roadways. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Cheniere Energy, in Reversal, Wants to Export Natural Gas 



By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

Charif Souki, chief of Cheniere Energy, envisions a network of ternfinals exporting cheap Mnerican natural 
gas to Europe mad Asia. 

U.S. Approves Genetically Modified Alfalfa 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The agriculture secretary pulled back from a proposal that would have restricted the growing of genetically 
engineered alfalfa to protect organic farmers. 

Crisis Panel’s Report Parsed Far and Wide 
By SEWELL CHAN 

As Wall Street analysts scoured 1,200 supporting docmnents that the panel released, complaints arose that 
the Financial Crisis Inquiry Conmfission did not "reach even a rough consensus." 

’- Dissenters Fault Report on Crisis in Finance 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

KNICKS 93, HEAT 88 
Rookie Helps Knicks Solve James and Heat 
By JONATHAN ABRAMS 

Danilo Gallinari and Landry Fields made consecutive 3-pointers, and the New York I<hficks took advantage of 
LeBron James’s nfiserable shooting night to beat the Mianfi Heat on Thursday night. 

" Uncharacteristically, a Subpar Performance From James at the Garden 

Stoudemire’s All-Star Nod Adds Luster to Knicks 
By JONATHAN ABRAMS 

Amar’e Stoudenfire, the league’s second-leading scorer, will be the ~ficks’ first All-Star starter selection 
since Patrick Ewing in 1997. 

." N.B.A., Citing Drug Test, Suspends Grizzlies’ Mayo 

N.F.L. Finances, as Seen Through Packers’ Records 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Every year, the Green Bay Packers release a financial report that tells the story of a small-market team that 
benefits from a huge fan base and the league’s big deals. 

’- N.F.L. Says Millions Will Be Lost if Labor Contract Deadline Passes 

.’ N.F.L. Roundup: Titans Cut Fisher Loose After 16 Seasons 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Turns Out Sundance Thrives on More Than Just Money 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Times are still tough, but the Stmdance Fihn Festival shows that American independent cinema remains a 
movement defined by stubborn true belief and survival. 

-’ ~’~ Slide Show: A Look at Sundance 

:. More Sundance Coverage 

ART REVIEW 
A Mind Where Picasso Meets Looney Tunes 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

George Condo’s career survey at the New Museum shows him to be a nfissing link between an older tradition 
of fiercely loony ?maeriean figure painting and the recent and updated resurgence of that tradition. 

-’ ~ Slide Show 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’My Father at loo’ 
By MICHIKO KAKUTANI 

"My Father at 1OO," a deeply felt memoir by Ron Reagan, underscores the bafflement Ronald Reagan’s own 
children often felt about their father. 

:’ Excerpt 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’HOW I ENDED THIS SUMMER’ 
Standoff in a Frigid Circle of Hell 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"How I Ended Tlfis Smnmer," set at ma Arctic weather station, is a suspenseful man-braving-the-elements 
adventure and a psychological thriller. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’KABOOM’ 
End of the World? Maybe¯ First, Sex. 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Kaboom," written and directed by Gregg Araki, follows libidinous college students as they look into strange 
doings on mad off campus. 

" ~ Video Interview: Gregg Araki I Related Article 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE RITE’ 
Giving the Devil His Possessive Due 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"The Rite," a superuatural thriller starring Anthony Hopkins as a Jesuit expert in exorcism, piles on cliches 
while dealhag with the serious, serious bushaess of diabolical evil. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Obama and Corporate America 
President Obama is right to reach out to business leaders, but he must not let his agenda be taken over 
entirely by corporate interests. 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Mikati’s Choice 
We hope Lebanon’s next prime minister, Najib Mikati, can find ways to put his country’s interests over 
Hezbollah’s. 

EDITORIAL 
Lethal Injection and the F.D.A. 
A shortage of the drug used in executions has widened the gap between fl~e reality of carrying out capital 
punishment and its support in American law. 

EDITORIAL 
The Authorized Sleuth 
We find it curious that the Conm~ Doyle Estate has commissioned a new novel featuring the character 
Sherlock Hohnes. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Is This Lebanon’s Final Revolution? 
By NICHOLAS NOE 

A Syrian-Israeli deal on the Golan Heights could stop Hezbollah’s rise. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Burke 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Two of the greats debate the president’s State of the Union address. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Their Own Private Europe 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Americma conservatives have long used the myth of a failing Europe to argue against progressive policies in 



America. 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Revolutionary Arab Geeks 
By ROGER COHEN 

Ask the kids in Tmfis and Cairo if the Web enslaves people, as a new book suggests. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 28, 1986, space shuttle Challenger exploded 73 seconds after liftoff from Cape Canaveral, killing all 
sevell crew lllelllbers. 

¯ See This Front Pa__0g_q 

¯ ..B...u..y This Front ..P.&g.e_ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -~solomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, Jannary 28, 2011 11:24 AM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

Lecture Series "Perspectives on ttistory" at the North Carolina Museum of Histo~ 

T~ie National Hmnanities Center and tile North Caroli~la Museum of History Associates are pleased to present "Perspectives on 

History," a lecture series at tl3e Nortl3 Carolina Museum 

Please join ns for the first evem Snnda>; Februmy 6, at 2 p.m. when we will hear Mia Bay, professor of history at Rutgers University. She roll deliver a talk on "The 

Ambidexter Philosopher: Thomas Jefferson in Black Thought, 1776 1877". 

To regis~ter, call the Associates at 919-807-7847. 



F REE 

Triangle Park, admi~ts:~:~:::~:~:Jec~ group o~[~[~,ws, w:,ho pursue ~heir work wh:i:l~:~ntr~but~nq to 

support f~ th~::::~Nng and ap~i::~on o~ the hu~m:anities ac~os~:~:::::~:bJted States~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, Janua13128, 2011 12:36 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

UGA LACS1 Director Search 

Date:Fri, 28 Jan 2011 11:47:43 -0500 

From:Paul Dnncan <pduncan(&uga.edtc, 

Director, Latin ~Mnerican and Caribbean Studies hlstitute (LACSI), University of Georgia 
The Universit~ of Georgia invites nominations and applications tbr the position of Director of the Latin American and C~ibbean Studies Institute 
(http:i/www.l~si.uga.qdu/). The Director reports to the Dean of the Franklin College of Arts and Sciences. I ,ACSI provides a welcoming home for members of the 

university and the gromng Latino/a population and other interested nrembers offlae commuNty. It has full-time faculty and st~B’positions, a considerable number of 

ai![iliated thculty, and a large nan~ber of majors. A broad range of distinguished lhculty in histo~, language~ anthropology, music, geography, ~ience, journalism, and 

other ~xeas eae actively com~nitted to the gro~vth and success of the program. It enjoys strong support frown the universiW ad~ninistration at all levels. 

We are seeking a con~mitted~ experienced Latin A~nericanist who will provide the intellectual and administrative leadership to bring the progrmn to the next level of 

development and excellencel Adminis~trative experience, especMly at universities holding Title VI National Resource Center status, is preferred, Candidates should 

have a strong academic record that merits appointment at the full professor level in their field of expertise. KnoMedge of Spanish anchor Portuguese is an expectation 

for this position. Candidates should have a demonfftrated record of working collaboratively ruth others, fostering interdi~iplinao, initiatives, promoting outreach and 

service programs, and developing grant proposals and securing external filnding. A start date in Fall 2011 or early Spring 2012 is preferable. Send cover letter, 

curriculum vitae, and three reference letters to: Doris Y. Kadish, Directoc dkadish(~)uga.edu. Electronic submissions preferred. Review of applications roll begin on 

April 1 and continue nntil the vacancy is filled, 
The Franklin College of Arts & Sciences, i~s many units, and the University of Georgia are committed to increasing fl~e diversity of its thcalty and students, and 

sustaining a work and learning environment that is inclusive. The University of Georgia is an Equal Opportunity/Afl]rmative Action Institution. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SIVI3,VG UNC <sociahnovements@gmail.com~ 

Saturday, Janua~ 29, 2011 5:57 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Notes t?om Last SMWG meeting (w/intb abx~ ut upcoming plans) 

Hello everyone, 

Below are the notes from our last SMWG meeting, (which was Jan 19th at 5pm). The meeting had a great turnout with lots of good energy and 

ideas! Thanks to everyone who came out. After introductions to the group and to those present we spent most of the time brainstorming what to do 
throughout the rest of the semester. 

Below are more detailed notes, but important upcoming: 

Next MEETING: Feb 28 at 5:15 pro, 

*location TBA but we are aiming for Fedex so that people can park 

The meeting will be co-facilitated by Alvaro Reyes, Janet Conway, Steve Larson and Cassandra Hartlblay, around issues of Radical trends in US 
movements. They will send a prompt and suggested readings soon. 

See below for more detailed notes. 

detailed minutes: SMWG MEETING Wednesday January 19th at 5:00 pm 

1. Special guests 

2. SMWG Monthly meeting 

3. SMWG symposium 

ANNOUNCEMENT: Meeting to report on the Consortium workshop in Lima 

1. Special guests: SMWG is very privileged to have two special guests this 

semester: Marie-Jos6e Massicote and Janet Conway. 

Marie-Jos6e Massicotte is Associate Professor at the School of Political 

Studies, University of Ottawa, Canada. Her actual research focuses on the 

discourses and practices of peasant movements in Brazil (MST, MMC) and 

Mexico. She examines their participation in transnational networks like 

those of the Via Campesina around food sovereignty and agroecology, how 

locally grounded sociopolitical forces and practices challenge the dominant 

patterns of agricultural trade politics, and to what extent they are 

proposing alternative models of agriculture, development and society. Her 

recent work has been published in Globalizations and in Studies in 

Political Economy; she recently co-edited a book on Alterglobalizations 

(Montr6al, ~cosoci~t~, in library, September 22, 2010), in French. She is 

also working on a co-edited book on Food Politics and Food Sovereignty, in 

collaboration with Mike Bosia, Peter Andree and Jeffrey Ayres. 

Janet Conway is an Associate Professor of Sociology at Brock University. 

She teaches in the areas of social movements, feminism, and democratic 

theory. She is the author of Praxis and Politics: Knowledge Production in 



Social Movements, Routledge, 2006 and Identity, Place, Knowledge: Social 

Movements Contesting Globalization, Fernwood, 2004. Her current research 

focuses on the World Social Forum. She is a long-time social justice 

activist in women’s and anti-poverty organizing, a founder of the Metro 

Network for Social Justice and founding chair of the Toronto Social Forum. 

2. SMWG thematic meetings 

One of the activities proposed for this semester, and that has been done 

successfully in the past, is to have monthly meetings to discuss a broad 

topic of interest that relates to our particular research as well as to the 

general topics of SMWG:social movements as knowledge-producers; engaged research methodologies, post-capitalist and post-liberal 
imaginaries and practices, etc. 

In order to come up with the broad themes for these discussions, we 

brainstormed some of the topics we will be interested in discussing as a 

group. 

Brainstorm of themes - 

1 ) Methodology of research 

2) Disability as a lens 

3) Movements for territory/ecological movements 

4) Race and social movements 

5) Marginalization and hegemony within emancipatory spaces 

6) Contemporary moment in the US 

7) Post-capitalist imaginaries and solidarity economies 

8) Local food movement and its transnational connections 

9) New lexicon!tool kit for post-capitalistJpost-liberal imaginaries & 

issues of translation 

10) Tensions and dialogues among different political & cultural frameworks 

11 ) Faith based movements and the secular bias of modern politics 

A complete list of topics is also attached as a word file and will 

be posted in our website http:I!ww~w.ibiblio.o~g/smwg!index php 

The FIRST THEME-BASED MEETING of the semester will be held on February 28 at 5:15pm at the Global Education Center. The theme will be 
the current 

post-Obama situation of activism and social mobilization in the US. This 

topic will be approached from several perspectives: the category of 

disability as a lens to discuss inclusion and exclusion (i.e. in regards to 

notions of citizenship or what is "normal"), the challenges and 

possibilities for a black radical movement, and the US Social Forum. 

The meeting will be facilitated by Steve Larson (graduate student in 

Geography), Janet Conway (visiting scholar), Cassandra Hartblay (graduate 



student in Anthropology), and Alvaro Reyes (post-doctoral fellow in 

Geography). More specific details about the meeting as well as background 

readings or other materials will be circulated later on as appropriate. 

3. SMWG symposium: 

We briefly talked about the annual SMWG symposium. One possibility is to 

organize the symposium around the Panel on Neglected Subjects and Postponed 

Demands: Political Imaginaries and Practices after 200 Years of Formal 

Independence that the group on Latin American Political Imaginades (whose 

members are all part of SMWG) is going to hold at the UNC-Duke Consortium 

Conference on Latin America. SMWG members are encouraged to propose other 

ideas for the symposium. A meeting to discuss this topic may be in order. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~b~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to lemTe-28579289-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361b26fb57ti:7@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edn> 

Saturday, 5: 58 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 

[slnwg01 ] Fwd: Triangle Fire: A Hundred Years of Memory 

Hello ions, 

My colleague      in the Geography I)epartment is giving a talk on Tuesday 
about the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire and widespread organizing in 
anticipation of its 100th anniversary this March. Note the RS VP if you want 
lunch, reading materials and the location of the talk. Please come on out! 
Thanks! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sut~iect: Please Forward to Social Movements: Triangle Fire: A Hundred Years 
of Memory 

][)abe: Thu. 13:11:05 4)500 
From: @email uric edu> 
To: ~email uric edu> 
Reply -To: @emai l.unc, edu 

Would much appreciate it if you could post this or for~vard this invite to 
the Social Movements group and copy me on it 

- Thanks, 
.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Grossbera, Lawrence <docrock@eruaihunc.edu> 
Date: Sun,             at 2:55 PM 
Subject: [upcs online] Fwd: Triangle Fire: A Hundred Years of Meruory 
To: Universi _ty Program in Cultural Studies upcsonline@listserv.unc.edu 

**The Carolina Center for Je~vish Studies is pleased to announce its 
Lunchtime Serninar Schedule for spring sernestcr:* 

Tuesday, February- 1, 12:30 pan. 
/The Triangle Fire: A Hundred Years of Memory/ 

HYDE HALL, second floor 

*The Triangle Fire: A Hundred Years of Meruory* will look at ho~v the 

Triangle 

Fire has been remembered prirnarily locally until recently. Sorue of the 

themes that will be addressed are what are sites of memory for the Fire, 

who 

are the traditional and new heirs to this story that kept it alive, and how 

the story- has found resonance with new virtual heirs from the international 

anti-sweatshop movernent in New York, Bangladesh and elsewhere. The role of 

the periotruative in corrm~emoration will be discussed, particularly in 

reference to how- the temporary-, cvanescent mcrnorial of yearly chalking is 

ushering in a permanent memorial 

*Reservations are required for the lunch seminars. Please email 
ccjs@unc.edu <mailto:ccjs@unc.edu> and include your name, email address, 
and any special dietary requirements. Prior to the event we will send 
out reading materials and COlffinn meeting location You may also call 
919-%2-1509 to make a reservation.* 

Karen M. Gajewski 

Cormnunications Director 

Carolina Center for Jewish Studies 

Coates Hall - CB 3152 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3152 

P: 919-962-1509 

F: 919-962-7444 

E: kgajewski@unc.edu <mailto:k~aiewski@unc.edu> 

W: ccjs.unc edu 



- - You are currently subscribed to 

upcs online as: ~))gmail corn To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to 
leave-28531894-33766983 b7b77c4a2ee80cae060401 cce0dd05aS@listsep¢ uric edu 

Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email unc edu To unsubscribe send a blank emai[ to leave-28579291-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 6:58 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Fwd: [YNC response to Beck’s attack on Francis Fox Piven? 

Dear All, 

Glenn Beck is making a spurious attack on one of the greatest present 
day social justice activists in the country--Francis Fox 
Piven---provoking death threats against her. Below- , a 
grad student in our department, describes the situation and offers to 
help organize a teach in 

ttis email address is: @email.unc.ed 
’]7he Piven article is 
http:i/www commondreams.or~iheadline/2010/03/24-4 

Dottie 

Dr. Holland, 

We have got to do something about this Frances Fox Piven thing 
Apparently this Glenn Beck Character has called her out on his show or 
on his blog or something, and now the news media are reporting that 
she’s getting death threats. 

I saw this exact same thing happen when I was studying at Bill 
O’Reihy asked a USF prof onto his show to g~ve the Palestinian 
perspective, since the guy--Sami A[ Arian-- was in fact a stateless 
Palestinian--fled in the 1950s kind of thing. Computer science prol! 
Long story short, O’Reiley b]indsides the guy with al] these questions 
about whether or not tIE supports terrorism ’]’his is right after 9/11. 
Suddenly they put on this tape of AI-Arian giving some speech at some 
ral]y at some point in the 1980s and he says "Death to Israel " ’];hen 
the Feds bust him And lock him in a Naval Brig. And they deported his 
brother. 

Anyway, now we have Glen Beck calling FFP one of the most dangerous 
people in america. He’s pulled out some article she wrote in the 1960s 
suggesting a welfare drive that would rernove the stigma of receiving 
welfare and create such a demand for services that it would bring about 
a "crisis" --in the political sense of the tenn. Beck interprets this 
to his readers as a plan to use the welfare system to try to overttnow 
the goverl~ent or some such crap. 

Why am I writing this to you?, you may be asking.. Well, I think that 
what we have here is actually a teachable mornent of truly rare 
proportions. I actually went and read that article (~vhich I never would 
have done if Beck hadn’t pointed it out to me.) She’s an EXCELLENT 
writer with v¢1)~ lucid, provocative arguments. PEOPLE ACCROSS THE 
ACADEMY MUST ASSIGN- THIS AS READING. 

THE SMSVG OUGHT to be able to quickly- read this article, perhaps also 
sorne recent writings of hers, some other articles from the mid 60s .... 
put together a brief statement/preface explaining the relevant 
theoretical points, historical/cultural context of the acaderny in the 
60s, and distribute this as a little curriculum trait-if you know what i 
mean; a teachers guide: how- to spend a class period or two on this. A 
cross between a press release and a one-day syllabus (with a goal, 
under-girded by a set of testable/rneasurable learning objectives). 

I don’t really interact with anyone in SMV~rG on a personal level any 
more, and I am feeling frustrated because I don’t feel like I alone can 
make much of a difference here--I lack the contacts. But I feel very 
strongly that academics need to show a strong, relatively united show of 
support for this lady. 

Please let me know what you think. If you want to t;arward this to the 
SMW-G list that would be fine with me I would be willing to work on a 
coordinated response to this idea. Perhaps SM~VG is more of an 
intellectual think tank and not the sort of quick response team that I 
am envisioning here, in ;vhich case I would appreciate an?’ suggestions 
that you might have as to ho;v I could coordinate a group of people to 
move on this 

sincerely-, 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email uric edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28579400-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.uaac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Osterweil < ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 7:11 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Social Movements Working Gronp <smwg01 @lislserv.unc.edtr~ 

Re: [smwg01] Fwd: UNC response to Beck’s attack on Francis Fox Piven? 

there was a great interview with FFP on Democracy Now recently and it also hsa some links: 

http:i/~x~x~v.democracvnow.org/2Oll/1/14/whv is glenn beck obsessively- targeting 

It would be great to show onr support and solidarity: however the qnestion is to whom: Beck’s fans? 

This raises ~rions and imtx~rtant questions about the role of public intellectuals and the abili~ of people like Beck to turn them into targets .... 

I would snpport doing something... 

m 

On Sak at 6:57 PM, ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear All, 

Glelm Beck is making a sptmons attack on one of the greatest present 

day social justice activists in the count~--Francis Fox 

Piven---provoking death threats against her. Below 

grad student in our department, de~ribes the situation m~d alters to 

help orgmaize a teach in. 

His email address is: ~)email.nnc.ed 
The Piven a:rt~cle is 

http://x~-.commondreams.org/headline/2010/03/24-4 

Do~e 

Dr. Holland, 

We have got to do something about this Frances Fox Piven thing. 

Apparently this Glenn Beck Character has called her out on his show or 

on his blog or something, and now the news media are reporting that 

she’s getting death threats. 

I saw this exact same thing happen when I was s~ldying at Bill 
O’Reiliy asked a USF prof onto his show to give the Pales~tinian 

perspective, since the guy--Sami Al Arian-- was in fact a stateless 

Pales~nian--fled in the 1950s kind of thing. Computer science prof. 

Long sto~’ short, O’Reiley blindsides the guy with all these questions 

about whether or not HE supports terrorism. This is right after 9/11. 

Suddenly they put on this tape of Al-Arim~ giving ~me speech at some 

rally at some tx~int in the 1980s m~d he says "Death to Israel." Then 

the Feds bust him. And lock him in aNaval Brig. And they deported his 
brother. 

Anyway, now we have Glen Beck calling FFP one of the ~nost dangerous 

people in a~erica. He’s pulled out some a(ticle she wrote in the 1960s 

suggesting a welfare drive that would remove the s~tigma of receiving 

welfare and create snch a demand for services that it would bring about 

a "crisis" --in the political sense of the temp. Beck interprets this 

to his readers as a plan to use the welfare system to try to overthrow 
the government or some such crap. 

Why am I writing this to you?, you may be asking.. Well, I think that 
what we have here is actually a teachable moment of trnly rare 
proportions. I actually went m~d read that article (which I never would 

have done if Beck hadn’t pointed it out to me.) She’s an EXCELLENT 

writer ruth veu lucid, provocative arguments. PEOPLE ACCROSS THE 

ACADEMY MUST ASSIGN THIS AS READING. 

THE SMWG OUGHT to be able to quickly read this article, perhaps also 

some recent writings of hers, some other articles from the mid 60s 



put together a brief statement,’ preface explaining "the relevant 

theoretical points, historical/cultural context of the academy in the 

60s, and distribtae this a~s a little curriculum ~mit--ifyou know what i 

mean; a teachers guide: how to spend a class period or two on this. A 

cross between a press release and a one-day ullabus (ruth a goal, 

under-girded by a set of testable/measurable leavening objectives). 

I don’t rea31y interact with anyone in SMWG on a persona] level any 

more, m~d I am feeling frufftrated because I don’t feel like I alone can 

make much of a difference here--I lack the contacts. But I feel ve~ 

strongly that academics need to show a strong, relatively united show of 

support for this lady. 

Plea~se let me know what you think. If you wmat to forward this to the 

SMWG list that would be fine with me. I would be willing to work on a 

coordinated response to this idea. Perhaps SMWG is more of an 

intellectua3 think tank and not the sort of quick response team that I 

am envisioning here, in which case I would appreciate any suggesntions 

that you might have as to how I could coordinate a group of people to 

move on tlfis. 

Very sincerely, 

--- You are currently subseribed to smwg01 as:          ~gmM.com To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28579400- 

12461142.c5ef12418486f5694ti~027d69e6d3blZ4@listserv. unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:20 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Reading for this Week 

This week is week 4. The syllabus says we have to read Tim Mitchell’s "The Object of Development: America’s Egypt" but it’s yetto be posted on blackbomd. 

Instead, the week 5 reading by Julius Nyang’oro has been posted hlstead. But even fl~is reading wouldn’t print, and I tried from my computer and a computer in 

the UL. I would like to print this because its sideways on blackboard and I can’t read it as it is. 

Please let me know if you can put fl~e Mitchell reading up (for printing). Thanks! 

UNC cio 

B.A. Psychology, B.A. Afi-ican-American Studies 

Em~Jl: ~email.unc.edu 
Phone: 



Fi%)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, Janumy 30, 2011 3:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Egyptians Detimat as Military Does Little to Quash Protesls 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/Ol~O/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 
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Co~tomize T~dav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

JanuatT 30, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Egyptians Defiant as Military 

Does Little to Q~asl~ Protests 

As troops and protesters fl’aternized, 
Omar Suleiman, Egypt’s military 
intelligence chief, was sworn in as 
vice president. 

Calling for RestrainL 

Pentagon Faces Test of 

Influence ’With zKlly 

The United States military is trying 
to navigate a peaeeful outcome and 
remain elose to an important ally. 

Egyptians ’Wonder \4!hat’s 

Next 

Anxiety remains over what the protests will lead to, and what the arson and looting portend. 

. NYTimes corn Home Pao~e 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

someone tries to c~l~ rne b~r~ek [.s~ql, )les -. ~r~d white.’ " 
[~URA ~’OOD, vice president of ~he Mutt[racial and gir;~eia[ Student Associatiou at the 
University of Maryland. EgypL 

WORLD 

PHOTOGRAPHS: :": 

in Egypt 
Protesters calling for 
President Hosni Mubarak to 
relinquish power gathered in Cairo 
on Saturday, making clear they 
rejeet promises of reform and a new 
government. 

OPINION 

CP-ART I A MONTH OF.. 

s.~,d,,y Wall.s 
The first part of an 
illustrated series by 
Leanne Shapton about 
daily life captures 
Sunday strolls through the woods. 

Tough options for a family 
business 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

From laid off to entrepreneur 

Defining a "lifestyle business" 

WORLD 

Egyptians Defiant as Military Does Little to Quash Protests 

As troops and protesters fraternized, Omar Suleiman, Egypt’s military intelligence ehie[, was sworn 
in as viee [)resident. 

MANIN THE NEWS 



Choice L~kely to Please the M~l~ary, Not the Crowds 

Omar Suleiman, President ttosni Mnbarak’s choice for vice president of Egypt, is the establishment’s 
candidate. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Year~H~g for Respect, Aeabs F~d a Voice 

Across the Middle EasL a somewhat nostalgic notion of a common Arab identity is driving protests 

that have bound the region in a sense of a shared destiny. 

~ V~deo. New Chants ~n Cairo 

RACE REMIXED 

Black? ~Vlfite? As~a~? More Yoking American, s Choose All of th~ Ahov~ 

Many young adults of mixed backgronnds are rejecting color lines that have defined Americans fro’ 
generations, 

~ wdeo ~ounc 

A Chicken Cha~’s Corporate Ethos Is Questlo~ed by Gay Rights Advocates 
i.::,, ?rib 

A Pennsylwlnia Chick-fil-A’s decision to sponsor a February marriage seminar by a group that has 
been outspoken against homosexuality has caused an outcry in the gay community. 

Gifft~rds’s [-htsband Faces Dec~sio~t o~ Sh~tttle Flight 

Gabrielle Giffords’s husband must decide whether to move ahead with emnmanding the space 
shuttle in April. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

~What°s Broken i~ Greece? Ask a~ E~treprene~r 

As one mierobrewer sees it, outdated government rules have helped make many Greek companies 
uneompetitive. 

Google F~ds It Hard to Read,vent Philanthropy 

In 2oo4, Google promised to transform philanthropy. That goal remains elusive. 

DEALBOOK 

Massey to Be Sold to Alpha Natural Reso~rces 

The coal mining company Massey Energy has struggled with safety problems and legal burdens. 
But its new owner’s chief executive says its standards will improve. 

S P 0 RT$ 

A Marathon o~ Ice 

The MeMurdo Marathon brings together a small field of runners on a course at the bottom of the 
world. 

~ S;ide Show: Antarctic Marathon Replay 

~rlfite Is Adapfi~g To Less Than Perfect 

Shaun White is favored to win a fourth consecutive gold medal in the superpipe final at the X 
Games on Sunday. 

A $60 MHlloil Palace for Texas High School Football 

With more than 5,ooo students and the nation’s largest high school band, Allen High School holds a 
lottery for 7o of the 14,2oo seats in its current faeifity. 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

A Golde~ Age of Forelg~ Films, ~4{ostly U~seen 

Do the the Academy Awards help to perpetuate the growing irrelevance of world cinema in 



Ameriean movie culture? 

So ’Lost’ Is Over: Now What’s to Be Fou~d? 
B?." "::’.::4 "~:D, .21 .!3; 

Carlton Cuse, one of the two show runners of "Lost," found that completing that series left him, and 
everyone else, wondering what he would do next. 

~,a, rhite Paint, Chocolate, a~ad Postmoder~ Ghosts 

Sue de Beer, an artist known for dabbling in darkness, has taken on a ghostly video project. 

~E~] Video: ’The Ghosts: 

MAGAZINE 

Dealing %qth Assange and the V¢ildLeaks Secrets 

Is dulian Assange, the WikiLeaks founder, a puppet master of the news media? He would like you to 
think so. But The Times’s dealings with him reveal a different story. 

Martin Peretz Is Not Sorry-. Abo~t 

The ever-combative former leader of The New Republic helped toughen up modm~a liberalism. So 
he’s not about to let some lilyqivered lefties take him down. 

T|~ e Rembrandt of R~yad]~ 

How to make a megafortune as a painter? Go where competition is scarce but vanity and new 
money are not. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

T|~e Two Abortio~ Wars: A Highly Intrusive Federa| Bi|l 
House Republicans are preparing to push through restrictions on federal financing of abortions far 
more extreme than previously proposed. 

EDITORIAL 

The Two Abortion ~ars: State Battles Over Roe v, V~:ade 
Away from Washington, an ominous anti-abortion fight is accelerating in the states. 

EDITORIAL 

Netlzens Gain Some t rlvacy 
Pressure by regulators is having a welcome effect on consumer privacy on the Internet. 

EDITORIAL 

We Never Got Down to Bhm 
The government’s five-color code alert system is going the way of cold war survival biscuits. 

OP-ED 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

T|~e Tea Party V~;ags the Dog 

The Republicans, who sold themselves as the uncompromising champions of Tea Party-fueled fiscal 
austerity, have discovered that most Americans prefer compromise to confrontation. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

No Axe to 

A band of brothers parts ways fro" more campaign glory. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Serious in Singapore 

If Singapore has one thing to teach America, it is about getting governance right. 

~ Columnist Pa~3e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



\4!arch Outl The Assa~flt Vehicle is Loose! 

What if we treated firearms the way we treat ears, as a public health challenge? Vehicle 
regnlations save lives and are a model for gnn regulations. 

DP-CHART 

A Year in ;h~aq and Afghanistan 

In 2o~o, the United States and its allies continued to shift the military focus from h’aq to 
Afghanistan. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Washh~gto~s I~f~anc~al l)~saste~ 

The Nnaneial Crisis Imluiry Commission report was a eonfl~sing and contradictory mess. Congress 
needs to try again. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 

Speed a~d C~’ed~ib~llty 

can The Times get it first and get it right? 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 30, 1948, Indian politieal and spiritual leader Mahatma Gandhi was murdered by a Hindu 
extremist. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~em~fil.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:07 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [smwg01] Fwd: UNC response to Beck’s attack on Francis Fox Piven? 

I don’t know much about this topic, but I agree SX£¢~rG needs to be a space 
for these kinds of initiatives 

Here is an interesting article from campus progress 

http://www.campusprogress orgiarticles/beforethreatening frances fox~iven tryreadingher/ 

we could also circulate the brief statement in the SM~VG listser~,e for 
people to sign and then send it to Beck 

How do you want to do this / others? 

perhaps we can have a meeting friday afternoon? i can see if the anthro 
lounge is free.. 

On Sat, 19:10:57 -0500, Micha[ Osterweil < ~@gmail.com> 
wro be: 
> there was a great interview with FFP on Democracy Now recently and it 
also 
> hsa some links: 
> 

http://www.democracynow.org/2011/1/14/why is glenn beck obsessivel,v targeting 
> 

> It would be great to show our support and solidarity: however the 
question 
> is to whom: Beck’s fans? 
> 
> This raises serious and important questions about the role of public 
> intellectuals and the ability of people like Beck to turn them into 
> targets .... 
> 

> I ~vould support doing something... 
> 

>rrl 
> 

> On Sat, at 6:57 PM. ~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> 
>> 

>> Dear All, 
>> 

>> Glenn Beck is making a spmious attack on one of the greatest present 
>> day social justice activists in the country-Francis Fox 
>> Piven---provoking death threats against her. Below , a 
>> grad student in our department, describes the situation and offers to 
>> help organize a teach in. 
>> 

>> His email address is: ~email.unc.ed 
>> The Piven article is 
>> http://~’w.corcanondreams.org/headline/2010/03/24-4 
>> 

>> Dottle 
>> 

>> Dr Holland, 
>> 

>> We have got to do something about this Frances Fox Piven thing 
>> Apparently this Glenn Beck Character has called her out on his show- or 
>> on his blog or something, and now the news media are reporting that 
>> she’s getting death threats 
>> 

>> I saw this exact same thing happen ~vhen I was studying at Bill 
>> O’Reiliy asked a USF prof onto his show to give the Palestinian 
>> perspective, since the guy--Sami A1 Arian-- was in fact a stateless 
>> Palestinian--fled in the 1950s kind of thing Computer science prol[ 
>> Long StOly short, O’Reiley blindsides the guy with all these questions 
>> about whether or not HE supports terrorism. This is right aRer 9/11. 
>> Suddenly they put on this tape of A1-Arian giving some speech at some 
>> rail?’ at some point in the 1980s and he says "Death to Israel" Then 
>> the Feds bust him And lock him in a Naval Brig. And they deported his 



>> brother. 
>> 

>> Anyway, now we have Glen Beck calling FFP one of the most dangerous 
>> people in america. He’s pulled out some article she wrote in the 1960s 
>> suggesting a welfare drive that would remove the stigma of receiving 
>> welfare and create such a demand for services that it would bring about 
>> a "crisis" --in the political sense of the term Beck interprets this 
>> to his readers as a plan to use the welfare system to try to overthrow 
>> the government or some such crap. 
>> 

>> V~ny am I writing this to you?, you may be asking.. Well, I think that 
>> what we have here is actually a teachable moment of truly rare 
>> proportions. I actually- went and read that article (which I never would 
>> have done if Beck hadn’t pointed it out to me.) She’s an EXCELLENm2 
>> writer with re1T lucid, provocative argttments. PEOPLE ACCROSS THE 
>> ACADEMY MUST ASSIGN THIS AS READING. 
>> 

>> THE S~V2VVG OUGHT to be able to quickly read this article, perhaps also 
>> some recent writings of hers, some other articles from the mid 60s .... 
>> put together a brief statement/preface explaining the relevant 
>> theoretical points, historical/cultural context of the acadetW in the 
>> 60s, and distribute this as a little cmriculurn unit--it’you knoxv what i 
>> mean; a teachers guide: how- to spend a class period or two on this. A 
>> cross between a press release and a one-day syllabus (xvith a goal, 
>> under-girded by a set of testable/measurable learning objectives). 
>> 

>> I don’t really interact with anyone in Si~giJ~rG on a personal level any 
>> more, and I am feeling frustrated because I don’t feel like I alone can 
>> make much ofa dif!;orence hcre--I lack the contacts. But I feel very 
>> strongly that academics need to show a strong, relatively united show- of 
>> support for this la@. 
>> 

>> Please let me know what you think. If you want to forward this to the 
>> S2vEVG list that would be fine xvith me. I would be xvilling to work on a 
>> coordinated response to this idea. Perhaps S2vFO, ZG is more of an 
>> intellectual think tank and not the solt of quick response team that I 
>> am envisioning here, in ~vhich case I would appreciate any suggestions 
>> that you might have as to ho~v I could coordinate a group of people to 
>> move on this. 
>> 

>> VelT sincerely, 
>>. 

>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: }gmail corn To 
>> unsubscribe send a blank email to 
>> 

leave-28579400-12461142.c5eff2418486f5694fa 027d69e6d3bf4@listsel~g.unc .edu 
>> 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: em~ice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28581660-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26Po57fc7@listserv.unc edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 12:04 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Social Movements Working Gronp <smwg01 @lis~tserv.~mc.edtr> 

Re: [smwg01] Fwd: UNC response to Beck’s attack on Francis Fox Piven? 

Perhaps submitting an op-ed (to a local paper or beyond) could be a good 
way to publicly demonstrate support for P~ven and serious concern over 
Beck’s actions. That way we wouldn’t be exclusively engaging with Beck and 
his fans (would they care?) but would be bringing attention to the problem 
on a broader level 

On Sun, 11:07:06 -0500, ~r)email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> I don’t know much about ~his topic, but I agree S]VP&K~ needs to be a space 

> for these kinds of initiatives 

> 

> Here is an interesting article from campus progress 

> 

> 

http://www.campusprogress org/articles/be%re threatenin~ frances fox p~ven try reading her/ 

> 

> 

> we could also circulate the brief statement in the SMWG listserve :[’or 
> people to sign and then send it to Beck 
> 

> How do you want to do this Lawrence / others? 
> 

> perhaps we can have a meeting friday afternoon? i can see if the anthro 
> lounge is free.. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Sat. 19:10:57 -0500, Michal Osterweil 
~gma~l.com> 

> wrote: 
>> there was a great interview with FFP on Democracy Now recently and it 
> also 
>> hsa some liff~zs: 
>> 

> 

http:i/www.democracvnow.or~, why is ~letm beck obsessively tar~etin~ 
>> 

>> It would be great to show our support and solidarity: however the 
> question 
>> is to whom: Beck’s fans? 
>> 

>> This raises serious and important questions about the role of public 
>> intellectuals and the ability of people like Beck to turn them into 
>> targets .... 
>> 

>> I would support doing something. 
>> 

>> m 
>> 

>> On Sat, at 6:57 PM. ~email uric edu> 
wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear All, 

¯ > Glelm Beck is making a spurious attack on one of the greatest present 
>>> day social ustice activists in the countw--Francis Fox 
>>> Piven---provoking death threats against her. Belo~v a 
>>> grad student in our department, describes the situation and offers to 

¯ > help organize a teach in. 
>>> 

>>> His email address is: @email.unc.ed 
>’~> The     Piven article is 
>>> http ://w~vw.cormnondreams.or~/headline/2010/03/244 

>>> Dottle 



>>> Dr. Holland, 

>>> We have got to do something about this Frances Fox Plven thing. 
>>> Apparently this Glerm Beck Character has called her out on his show or 
>>> on his blog or something, and now the news media are reporting that 
>>> she’s getting death threats. 

>>> I saw this exact same thing happen when ! was studying at USF. Bill 
>>> O’Reiliy asked a USF prof onto his show to give the Palestiinan 
>>> perspective, since the guy-Sami A1 Arian-- was in fact a stateless 
>>> Palestinian--fled in the 1950s kind of thing. Computer science prof. 
>>> Long story short, O’Reiley blindsides the guy- with all these questions 
>>> about whether or not HE supports terrorism. This is right aker 9/11. 
>>> Suddenly- the?" put on this tape of A1-Arian giving some speech at some 
>>> rally at some point in the 1980s and he says "Death to Israel." Then 
>>> the Feds bust him. And lock him in a Naval Brig. And they deported 
his 
>>> brother. 

>>> Anyway, noxv we have Glen Beck calling FFP one of the most dangerous 
>>> people in america. He’s pulled out some article she wrote in the 1960s 
>>> suggesting a welfare drive that xvould remove the stigma of receiving 
>>> well:are and create such a demand for selwices that it would bring about 
>>> a "crisis" --in the political sense of the term. Beck interprets this 
>>> to his readers as a plan to use the welfare system to try to overtbaow 
>>> the government or some such crap. 

>>> Why am I writing this to you?, you may be asking.. Well, I think that 
>>> what we have here is actually a teachable moment of truly rare 
>>> proportions. I actually went and read that article (xvhich I never 
would 
>>> have done if Beck hadn’t pointed it out to me.) She’s an EXCELLENT 
>>> writer with very lucid, provocatb,~e argmnents. PEOPLE ACCROSS THE 
>>> ACADEMY MUST ASSIGN THIS AS READING. 

>>> THE SJVf\VG OUGHT to be able to quickly read this article, perhaps also 
>>> some recent writings of hers, some other articles from the mid 60s .... 
>>> put together a brief statement/preface explaining the relevant 
>>> theoretical points, historical/cultural context of the academy- in the 
>>> 60s, and distribute this as a little curriculum unit--if you know *vhat 
i 
>>> mean; a teachers guide: how to spend a class period or t*vo on this. A 
>>> cross between a press release and a one-day syllabus (with a goal, 
>>> under-girded by a set of testable/measurable learning obj ectives) 

>>> I don’t really interact with anyone in SMV’JG on a personal level any 
>>> more, and I am feeling timstrated because I don’t feel like I alone can 
>>> make much of a difference here--I lack the contacts. But I feel very 
>>> strongly that academics need to show a strong, relatively united show 
of 
>>> support for this la@ 

>>> Please let me know what you think. If you want to forward this to the 
>>> SM~VG list that would be fine with me. I would be willing to work on a 
>>> coordinated response to this idea. Perhaps SMWG is more of an 
>>> intellectual think tank and not the sort of quick response team that I 
>>> am envisioning here, in which case I would appreciate an?- suggestions 
>>> that you might have as to how I could coordinate a group of people to 

>>> VeU sincerely, 

>>> --- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as ~)gmaiLcom To 
>>> unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> leave-28579dO0-12461142.c5eff2418486f5694fa027d69e6d3bf4@listsep¢ unc.edu 

> --- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: @emaiLunc.edu To 
> unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> leave-28581660-33200335.c9266d7dc651461 aba60076181 e528c2@liskserv unc edu 

--- You are curremly subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@emaiLunc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28581776-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fl~57fc7@liskserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.comv 

Sunday~ 12:47 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

Social Movements Working Gronp <smwg01 @lis~tserv.tmc.edtr"~ 

Re: [smwg01] Fwd: UNC response to Beck’s attack on Francis Fox Piven? 

I like       idea and I would be rolling to meet to discuss what a collective response of some ldnd might look like. Friday a£ternoon might be a bad time, though-- 

several groups have meetings then, and Elinor Os~trom is giving a lecture: A ~3 cermetit A~,p.~ ~:i: ~o CI ir~.~-: Chan~:e at 2:00pm. Perhaps we conld pick another day to 

meet, or those of us interested in organizing something ruth         could speak up here on the listserv and continne coordinating more via email, without necessarily 

posting to all of SM~VG. I say that out of conrtesy to people who might not be moved to work on this. :) 

ttope you are all enjoying fl~e beantithl weekend’. 

On Sun, at 12:04 PM, ,(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Perhaps submitting an op-ed (to a local paper or beyond) could be a good 

way to publicly demonstrate support for Piven and serious concern over 

Beck’s actions. That way we wouldn’t be exclusively engaging with Beck and 

his fa~s (would they care?) but would be bringing attention to the problem 

on a broader level. 

Jus~tine 

On Sun, 11:07:06 -0500, ~em~l.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> I don’t know mnch about this topic, but I agree SMWG needs to be a space 

> for these kinds of initiatives 
> 

> Here is an interesting article from campus progress 

http://www.ca~npusprogress.or~/aNcles/before threatening t?ances fox piven try reading her,,’ 

> we could also circulate the brief statement in the SMWG lis~tsei’~’e for 

> people to sign and then send it to Beck 
> 

> How do you want to do this Lawrence / others? 
> 

> perhaps we can have a meeting friday afternoon? i can see if the anthro 

> lounge is free.. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Sat, 19:10:57 -0500, Michal Offterweil 
?bgmail.com> 

:~> there was a great interview with FFP on Democracy Now recently m~d it 

> also 
>> hsa some links: 
>> 

http://www.democracvnow.o~z, ~whv is ~lenn beck obsessivel’~l taxp, etina 

>> It would be great to show onr snpport and solidarity: however the 

> question 



:~> is to whom: Beck’s fans? 
>> 

:~> This raises serious and important questions about the role of public 

:~> intellectuals and the ability of people like Beck to turn them into 

>> targets .... 
>> 

>> I would support doing something... 
>> 

>> 

>> On Sat, at 6:57 PM, ~email.unc.edu> 

>>> Deaac All, 

>~-c, Glenn Beck is ~naking a spurious arrack on one of the greatest present 

>~-c, day social justice activists in the count~y--Fmncis Fox 

>~-c, Piven---provoking death threats against her. Below , a 

>>> grad stndent in our department, describes the situation and offers to 

>>> help organize a teach in. 

>>> His email address is ~email.unc.ed 
:~>3 The Piven article is 

>>> http://~w~-w.commondreams.orR~/headline/2010/03/24-4 

>3-3- DoNe 

>>> Dr. Holland, 

>>> We have got to do something about this Frances Fox Piven thing. 

>>~ Apparently this Glenn Beck Character has called her out on his show or 

>>~ on his blog or something, and now the news media are repoNng that 

>>~ she’s getting death threats. 

>>> I saw this exact ,same thing happen when I was studying at Bill 

>>> O’Reiliy asked a USF profonto his show to give the Palestinian 

>>> perspective, since the guy--Sami A1 Arian-- was in fact a stateless 

>>> Palestinian--fled in the 1950s kind of thing. Computer science protl 
>~-c, Long story shork O’Reiley blindsides the guy ruth all these questions 

>~-c, about whether or not HE supports terrorism. This is right after 9/11. 

>>> Snddenly they put on this tape of A1-Arian giving some speech at some 
>~-c, rally at some point in the 1980s and he says "Death to Israel." Then 

>>> the Feds bust him. And lock him in a Naval Brig. And they deported 

his 

>>> brother. 
>>> 

:~>> Anyway, now we have Glen Beck calling FFP one of the most dangerous 

:~>> people in mnerica, tle’s pulled out some article she wrote in the 1960s 

:~>> s~qgesting a welti~re drive that would remove the Ngma of receiving 
:~>> welfare m~d create such a demand for services that it would bring about 

>>> a "crisis" --in the political sense of the term. Beck interprets this 

>-~> to his readers as a plan to use the welfare system to try to overthrow 

>>> the government or some such crap. 

>>> Why am I writing this to you?, you may be asking.. Well, I think that 

>>~ what we have here is actually a teachable moment of truly rare 

>>~ proportions. I actually went and read that article (which I never 

woNd 
3->> have done if Beck hadn’t pointed it out to me.) She’s an EXCELLENT 

3->> writer with very lucid, provocative arguments. PEOPLE ACCROSS TIlE 

>>-~ ACADEMY MUST ASSIGN THIS AS READING. 

>>> THE SMWG OUGHT to be able to quickly read this aNcle, perhaps also 

>>#, some recent writings of hers, so,ne other aNcles from the mid 60s .... 

>>#, put together a brief statement,’ preface explaining the relevant 

>>#, theoretical points, historical/cultural conte:~ of the academy in the 

>>> 60s, and distribute this as a line cumculum unit--if you know what 

i 

>>> mean; a teachers guide: how to spend a class period or two on this. A 



>>> cross between a press release m~d a one-day s?llabus (with a goal, 

>>> under-girded by a set of testable/measurable learning objectives). 

:~>> I don’t reaJly interact ruth a~yone in SMWG on a personal level any 
>>> more, and I aa~ feeliug frustrated because I dou’t feel like I alone can 

>>> make ~nuch of a difference here--I lack the contacts. But I feel ve~ 
>>> strongly that acade~nics need to show a stroug, ~elatively united show 

of 
>>~ support for this lady. 

>>~ Please let me know what you think. If you want to forward this to the 

>>~ SMWG list that would be fine with me. I would be rolling to work on a 

>>:~ coordinated response to this idea. Perhaps SMWG is more ofm~ 

>>> intellectual think tank and not the sort of quick response team that I 

>>> am envisioniug here, in which case I would appreciate any suggestions 

>>> that you might have as to how I could coordinate a group of people to 

>>> move on this. 

>~-c, Very siucerely, 

>>> --- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: ,@~gmail.com To 

>>> unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> leave-28579400-12461142.c5elt2418486f5694th027d69e6d3bN@listserv, uuc.edu 

> --- You are currently subscribed m smwg01 as: ~email.~mc.edu To 
> uusubscribe send a blank email to 

> leave-28581660-33200335.c9266d7dc651461 aba60076181 e528c2(~listserv.unc.edu 

33200347.3ed9Mb~i 638116247144415972510716(a)listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

stnwg01 as: eunice~)etnafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28581901-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(g)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 1:15 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Re: Reading for "this Week 

Thanks Dr. Sahle, 
Unfortunately, I could get David Anderson’s reading - "Straggles in the City" to upload to my computer. It may be a problem with my interact; i tried both on Intemet 

Explorer’s browser and Firefox. I roll try to upload it from a lab computer and ,see if that works. 

On Sun, at 8:59 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I sent an email to the class indicating that I had posted an ulxtated course outline indicating where we are in terms of readings. The course outline is on Blackboard. 

In brief the readings - Maich were originally for week 3 - for this week are on nationalists movement in Africa. 

Sincereb; 
Dr. Sable. 

(~gmail.com 

Sere: Saturday, 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Reading for this Week 

,~gmail.com] on behalf of .~email.unc.e&~] 
10:19 PM 

This week is week 4. The syllabus sws we have to mad Tim Mitchell’s "The Object of Development: America’s Egypt" but it’s yet to be posted on blackboard. 
Instead, the week 5 reading by Julius Nyang’om has been posted instead. But even this reading wouldn’t print, and I tried from my computer and a computer in the 
UL. I would like to print this because its sideways on blackboard and I can’t mad it as it is. 

Please let me know if you can put the Mitchell reading up (for printing). Thanks! 

UNC c/o 
B.A. Psychology, B.A. African-American Studies 

Entail: @email.unc.edu 

Phone: 

@emaJl.mac.edu> 

UNC c/o 
B.A. Psychology, B.A. African-American Studies 

Em~Jl: 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 1:30 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [smwg01] Fwd: UNC response to Beck’s attack on Francis Fox Piven? 

Thanks and Michal for the news links. 
I also agree with         idea to do an op-ed, and a SM%VG statement sent 
directly to Beck also; these would probably overlap in content. 
I could meet Friday if others are available in between other events. 
cheers 

On Sun. 12:47:20 -0500, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> I like idea and I ~vould be willing to meet to discuss what a 
> collective response of some kind might look like. Friday afternoon might 
be 
> a bad time, though--several groups have meetings then, and Elinor Ostrom 
is 
> giwng a lecture: *A Polycentric Approach to Climate Change* at 2:00pm. 
> Perhaps we could pick another day to meet, or those of us interested in 
> orgamzing something with Lawrence could speak up here on the [istsep~ 
and 
> continue coordinating more via email, without necessarily posting to all 
of 
> SM\VG. I say that out of courtesy to people who might not be moved to work 
> on 

> this. :) 
> 

> Hope you are all eNoying the beautiful weekend! 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Sun, at 12:04 PM. 
> @email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Perhaps submitting an op-ed (to a local paper or beyond) could be a good 
>> way to publicly demonstrate support for P~ven and serious concern over 
>> Beck’s actions. ’]Nat way we wouldn’t be exclusively engaging with Beck 
>> and 
>> his fans (would they care?) but would be bringing attention to the 
>> problem 
>> on a broader level. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sun, 11:07:06 -0500, ~email.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> > I don’t know much about this topic, but I agree S2~f~TVG needs to be a 
>> > space 
>> > for these kinds of initiatives 
>> > 

>> > Here is an interesting article from campus progress 
>> > 

>> > 

>> 

>> 

htt~://www.campuspro~ress.or~/articles/before threatenin~ frances fox piven try readin~ her/ 
>> > 

>> > 

>> > we could also circulate the brief statenrent in the SMWG listserve for 
>> > people to sign and then send it to Beck 
>> > 

>> > How do you want to do this / others? 
>> > 

>> > perhaps we can have a meeting friday afternoon? i can see if the 
anthro 
>> > lounge is ficee.. 
>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > On Sat. 19:10:57 -0500, IVlichal Osterweil 
>>~ ~gmail corn> 
>> > wrote: 



>> >> there was a great interview with FFP on Democracy Now recently and it 
>> > also 

>> >> hsa some links: 

http://www.democracynow.org why is glenn beck obsessivelg 2targeting 

>> >> k would be great to show o~ s~pport and solidarity: however the 
>> > question 
>> >> is to whom: Beck’s fans? 

>> >> This raises serious and important questions abo~t the role of public 
>> >> intellectuals and the abili~ of people like Beck to tm-n them into 

>> >> I would support doing something... 

>> >> On Sat, at 6:57 P~ ~email.~c.edu> 

>> >>> Dear All, 

>> >>> Gle~ Beck is making a sp~io~s attack on one of the greatest 
present 
>> >>> day social j~stice activists in the count~--Francis Fox 
>> >>> Piven---provoking death threats against her. Below- 

>> >>> a 

>> >>> grad student in our department, describes the situation and oilers 
to 
>> >>> help organize a teach m 
>> 

>> >>> His email address is: ~email.unc.ed 
>> >>> The Piven article is 
>> >>> http://www commondreams.or~/headline/2010/03/24-4 
>> 

>> >>> Dottie 
>> 

>> >>> Dr. Holland, 
>> 

>> >>> We have got to do something about this Frances Fox Piven thing. 
>> >>> Apparently this Glenn Beck Character has called her out on his show 
>> >>> or 
>> >>> on his blog or something, and now the news media are reporting that 
>> >>> she’s getting death threats 
>> 

>> >>> I sa~v this exact same thing happen ~vhen I was studying at Bill 
>> >>> O’Reihy asked a USF prof onto his show to give the Palestinian 
>> >>> perspective, since the guy--Sami A1 Ariari-- was in fact a stateless 
>> >>> Palestinian--fied in the 1950s kind of thing. Computer science 
prof 
>> >>> Long stoW short, O’Reiley blindsides the guy with all these 
>> >>> questions 
>> >>> about whether or not HE supports terrorism. ~I1nis is right after 
>7, >>> 9/11. 
>> >>7, Suddenly they put on this tape of AI-Arian giving some speech at 

some 
>> >>> rally at some point in the 1980s and he says "Death to Israel." 
Then 
>> >>> the Feds bust him. And lock him in a Naval Brig And they deported 
>> his 
>> >7,> brother 

>> >>> 2myway, now we have Glen Beck calling Fb-P one of the most dangerous 
>> 7,>> people in america He’s pulled out some article she wrote in the 
>> >>> 1960s 
>> 7,>> suggesting a welfare drive that would remove the stigma of receiving 
>> >>> welfare and create such a demand for services that it would bring 

>> >>> a "crisis" --in the political sense of the term. Beck interprets 

>> >>7, to his readers as a plan to use the welfare system to try to 

>> >>7, the government or some such crap 

>> >>> Why am ! writing this to you?, you may be asking.. Well, I think 

>> >>> what we have here is actually a teachable moment of truly rare 
>> >>> proportions. I actually went and read that article (which I never 
>> would 
>> >>> have done if Beck hadn’t pointed it out to me.) She’s an EXCELLENT 
>> >>> writer with veW lucid, provocatNe arguments. PEOPLE ACCROSS THE 
>> >>> ACADENPI" MUST ASSIGN" THIS AS READING. 

>> >>> THE SIk/D~rG OUGHT to be able to quickly read this alticle, perhaps also 



>> >>> some recent writings of hers, some other articles from the mid 

>> >>> put together a brief statement/preface explaining the relevant 
>> >>> theoretical points, historical/cultural context of the academy in 
the 
>> >>> 60s, and distribute this as a little curriculum unit--if you l,mow 

>> i 
>> >>> mean; a teachers guide: how to spend a class period or two on this. 

>> >>> cross between a press release and a one-day wllabus (with a goal, 
>> >>> ~xder-girded by a set of testable/measurable learning objectives). 

>> >>> I don’t really interact with anyone in SMWG on a personal level any 
>> >>> more, and I ara feeling frustrated because I don’t fed like I alone 

>> >>> make much of a difference here--I lack the contacts. But I feel 
very 
>> >>> strongly that academics need to show a strong, relatively united 

>> of 
>> >>> support for this lady. 

>> >>> Please let me krmw what you third:. If you want to folsvard this to 

>> >>> SMWG list that would be fine xvith me. I would be willing to work on 

>> >>> coordinated response to this idea. Perhaps SMWG is more of an 
>> >>> intellectual think tank and not the sort of quick response team that 

>> >>> aln envisioning here, in which case I xvould appreciate any 
suggestions 
>> >>> that you lnight have as to how I could coordinate a group of people 
to 

>> >>> VelT sincerely, 

>> >>> --- You are cm-rently subscribed to smwg01 as: -@gmail.com 

>> >>> unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-28579400-12461142 c5ef12418486f5694fa027d69e6d3bf4@listser\~ m~c .edu 

>> > --- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: @email unc.edu 

>> > m~subscribe send a blank email to 

leave-28581660-33200335 c9266d7dc651461 aba60076181 e528c2@listserv.unc.edu 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: ~gmail.com To 
>> unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-28581776-33200347.3 ed9b4b 1638116247144415972510716@listserv uric edu 

> --- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: @email.unc.edu To 
> unsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-28581901-35698011 88fcSba3ed898f32029bd12egd955739@listserv.unc.edu 

--- You are curremly subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28581991-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7@lismerv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 1:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Reading for this Week 

Sorry to be sending you so many emails, but I just came from the printing lab on south campus and the help there could not get the files from ~veek 4 to print either. It either said the file ~vas 
damaged and couldn’t be opened or the file couldn’t print This is not the first time I’ve had trouble downloading your material either I just wanted to let you know in case others were 
having the same problem 

Thanks, 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: 
Subject: RE: Reading for this Week 
Sent:             8:59 AM 

Dear 

I sent an email to the class indicating that I had posted an updated course outline indicating where we are in telrnS of readings. The course outline is on Blackboard In brief the readings - 
which were originally for week 3 - for this week are on nationalists movement in Africa. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: @gmail.com I ~))gmail com] on behalf of 
Sent: Saturday, 10:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: Reading for this Week 

@emaihunc.edu] 

’]7his week is week 4. ’]7he syllabus says we have to read Tim Mitchell’s "The Object of Development: America’s Egypt" but it’s yet to be posted on blackboard. Instead, the week 5 reading by 
Julius Nyang’oro has been posted instead But even this reading wouldn’t print, and I tried from my computer and a computer in the UL. I would like to print this because its sideways on 
blackboard and I can’t read it as it is. 

Please let me know if you can put the Mitchell reading up (for printing). ’]7hanks! 

UNC c/o 
B.A. Psychology, B.A. African-American Studies 

Email: ~)email.unc. edu<mailto ~email.unc.edu> 
Phone: 

Sent from my BlackBerry~ powered by Virgin Mobile 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               1:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

AIii    reading, a~d missing class 

Professor Sahle, 

When trying to open David Anderson’s reading "Straggles in the City’.." for 
this week, it says the file has been damaged and cannot be restored. Has 
anyone else alerted you of this problem? 

Also, I talked ~vith you last week about missing class to attend a funeral 

for a family member. I now ha~e the exact date that I will be missing 
class - this Thursday,             I have the e-mail of a student in the 
class so that I can get notes from this day, but if there is anything else 
I need to do, please let me know. 

Thankvou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 4:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Absence on Thursday 

Just sending a tldendly reminder that I was not in class on Thursday the 
because of my                   conference that I presented my 

research Iicom summer. 

Thanks for your understanding’. 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donald M Nonini <dnonini@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:21 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [smwg01] Fwd: UNC response to Beck’s attack on Francis Fox Piven? 

All - organizing a consumer boycott of Beck’s corporate sponsors? Don 

From: Michal Osterweil [rnailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 7:11 PM 
To: Social Movements Working Group 
Co: Social Movements Working Group 
Subject: Re: [srnwg0:I] Fwd: UNC response to Beck’s attack on Francis Fox Piven? 

there was a great interview with FFP on Democracy Now recently and it also hsa some links: 

http://~a~a~-.delnocracynow.org/2011/1/14/wh’~ is glenn beck obsessively taargeting 

It would be great to show our support and solidarity.: however the question is to whom: Beck’s fans? 

This raises serious and imIx)rtant questions abom the role of public intellectuals and the ability of people like Beck to turn them into targets .... 

I would support doing something... 

m 

On Sat, at 6:57 PM, ~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Glenn Beck is making a spurious attack on one of the greatest present 

day social justice activists in the country--Francis Fox 

Piven---provoking deat]l threats against her. Below 

grad student in our department, describes the sitaation and ott}rs to 

help o~anize a teach in. 

,a 

tiis email address is: ~email.unc.ed 
The Piven axtficle is 

http://www.commondreams.org/headline/2010/03/24-4 

Do~e 

Dr. Holland, 

We have got "to do something about this Frances Fox Piven thing. 

Apparently this Glenn Beck Character has called her out on his show or 

on his blog or something, and now the news media are reporting that 

she’s getting death threats. 

I saw this exact same thing happen when I was s~dying at    . Bill 

O’Reiliy asked a USF prof onto his show to give the lOales~dnian 

perspective, since the guy--Smni Al Arian-- was in fact a stateless 
Paleffdnian--fled in the 1950s kind of thing. Computer science prof. 

Long story short O’Reiley blindsides the guy with all these questions 

about whether or not HE supports terrorism. This is right after 9/11. 

Suddanly they put on this tape of AI-Arian giving some speech at some 

rally at some point in the 1980s and he rays "Death to Israel." Then 

the Feds bust him. And lock him in a Naval Brig. And they deported his 

brother. 

Anyway, now we have Glen Beck caNng FFP one of the most dangerous 

people in mnerica. He’s pulled out some article she wrote in the 1960s 

suggesting a welthre drive that would retnove the fftigtna of receiving 
welt:are and create such a demand for services that it would bring about 

a "crisis" --in the political sense of the tenn. Beck interprets this 

to his readers as a plan to use the welfare system to try. to overthiow 

the government or some such crap. 

Why mn I writing this to you?, you may be asking.. Well, I think that 

what we have here is actually a teachable moment of truly rare 



proportions. I actually went aJ~d read that article (which I never would 

have done if Beck hadn’t pointed it out to me.) She’s an EXCELLENT 

writer with ve~ lucid, provocative arguments. PEOPI,E ACCROSS TIlE 

ACADEMY MUST ASSIGN THIS AS READING. 

THE SMWG OUGHT to be able to quicldy read this article, perhaps also 

some recent writings of hers, some other axticles from the mid 60s .... 

put together a brief s~tement~ preface explaining the relevant 
theorelical points, historical/cultural context of tJae academy in t~e 

60s, m~d distribute this as a little cnrriculum unit--if you know what i 

mean; a teachers gnide: how to spend a class period or two on this. A 

cross between a press release and a one-day syllabus (with a goal, 
under-girded by a set of testable/measurable learning objectives). 

I don’t really interact with anyone in SMWG on a personal level any 
more, and I am feeling fi-ustrated because I don’t feel like I alone can 

make much ofa ditt~rence here--I lack the contacts. But I feel very 

strongly that academics need to show a strong, relatively united show of 

support for this lady. 

Please let me l, mow what yon think. If you want to forward this to the 
SIVlWG list that would be fine with me. I would be willing to work on a 

coordinated response to this idea. Perhaps SMWG is more of an 

intellectual think tank and not the ,sort of quick resIx~nse team that I 

am envisioning here, in which case I would appreciate any suggestions 

that you might have as to how I could coordinate a group of people to 

move on fl~is. 

Ve~y sincerely, 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as:          2~mafil.com To unsubscribe send a blank emafil to leave-28579400- 

12461142.c5ef12418486f5694fa027d69e6d3 bf4(~listserv.unc.edn 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: dnonini(a)emailxmc.edu To unsubscribe send a blaJJk ema~l to leave-28579418-3954664.e3193545ea76a902899815eI52b67389~b~listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

stnwg01 as: eunice~)etnafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28582492- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7(~listserv .nnc .edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, January 31,2011 4:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Opposition Rallies to E1Baradei as Military Reinforces in Cairo 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/01/31/todaysheadlines/index.html 

............................................................................... .To.d.ay.is...H.eadii..nes ......................................................................... 
~l)¢N’t’~= ~rk ~i~¢~ January 31, 2Oll 
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World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _.a..e...d.!.a....&....A...d..v..e..~!.s.!.n.~ I EditorialsI .O..R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..h.!.s....D...a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

Opposition Rallies to 
E1Baradei as Military 
Reinforces in Cairo 
By ANTHONY SHADID and DAVID D. 
KIRKPATRICK 

Cairo was seized by growing fears of 
lawlessness and buoyed by euphoria 
that flaree decades of President Hosni 
Mubarak’s rule may be eonfing to an 
end. 

-’ ~.~ Video: EIBaradei’s Remarks 

:’ Times Topics: Mohamed EIBaradei I Muslim 

Brotherhood 

Losses at Afghan Bank Could 
Be $900 Million 
ByALISSA J. ROBIN and JAMES RISEN 

Fraud and nfisn~anagement have 
resulted in enormous losses, 
heightening concerns about wider 
repercussions. 

Protest’s Old Guard Falls In Behind the Young 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MONA EL-NAGGAR 

Political organizers, mmay yotmger than 30, are taking the lead in efforts to topple a regime older than they 
are. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecL&~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Today we are proud of Egyptians. We have restored our rights, restored our freedom, and what we have 

begun cannot be reversed." 

MOHAMED ELBARADEI, a Nobel laureate and diplonmt, speaking to protesters in Cairo. Egypt. 

MULTIMEDIA 

~ VIDEO: From 
Washington to 
Chicago 



Many thought running for mayor of his 
hometown would be an easier glide than 
being chief of staff at the White House. 
But that’s hardly been the ease for Rahm 
Emanuel. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Was the Financial 
Crisis Avoidable? 
What does the partisan 
split on that question 
mean for preventing 
~t~e econonfic ~sasters? 

A study of internet calling apps 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Music industry braces for the unthinkable 

How your iPhone can help you sleep 

WORLD 

Israel Shaken as Turbulence Rocks an Ally 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Top Israeli officials are closeted in strategy sessions aimed at rethinking their most significant regional 
relationship. 

Clinton Calls for ’Orderly Transition’ in Egypt 
By MARK LANDLER 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodlaam Clinton stopped short of asking President Hosni Mubarak to resign. 

’: ~ Video: Clinton Calls For ’Orderly Transition’ 

Times Topics: Hosni Mubarak 

Rich, Poor and a Rift Exposed by Unrest 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MONA EL-NAGGAR 

As the government of Egypt shakes from a broad-based uprising, long-simmering resentments have burst 
into open class warfare. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

LIFE OUT THERE 
Gazing Afar for Other Earths, and Other Beings 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

The team overseeing the satellite observatory Kepler is unveiling a list of 400 stars that are the best bets for 
harboring planets that could be the most Earth-like worlds discovered. 
-’ ~ Graphic: Planet Search 

. ~ Listening to the Stars 

ON EDUCATION 
Teacher, My Dad Lost His Job. Do We Have to Move? 
By MICHAEL WINERIP 

In difficult econonfic times, many children are under strain and are concerned about having to leave friends. 

New York City Investigates Arizona Gun Show 
By MARC LACEY 

Officers encountered sales of senfiautonmtic pistols even though buyers said they probably could not pass 
cheeks. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Define Gender Gap? Look Up Wikipedia’s Contributor List 
By NOAM COHEN 

Surveys suggest that less than 15 percent of the online encyclopedia’s hundreds of thousands of contributors 
are female. 

:’ Times Topic: Wikipedia 

Inflation in China May Limit U.S. Trade Deficit 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Inflation is starting to slow China’s export machine as buyers from Westena companies balk at higher prices. 

Unrest in Egypt Unsettles Global Markets 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

The instability could lfinder oil shipments, raise energy costs and drive equity prices down. 

¯ Political Crisis Starts to Be Felt Economically 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Packers’ Rodgers Has Deep Roots in Chico 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Growing up in Chico, Calif., Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers showed his football h~telligence and skill at 
an early age. 

What’s at Stake in the N.F.L.’s Labor Talks 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The N.F.L.’s most realistic hope may be for a deal to be struck in late summer, setting up a brief and frenzied 
signing period. 

" Pro Bowl: With Five Interceptions, N.F.C. Plods to Easy Win 

ST. JOHN’S 93, DUKE 78 
St. John’s Stuns Duke From Start to Finish 
By HARVEY ARATON 

The Red Storm, which had lost 5 of 6 coming into Sunday, led by double digits for much of the game and 
handily defeated the Blue Devils. 

o Duke Women Take on Role of Unbeaten Underdog 

,. Freshman’s Late Shot Lets Top-Ranked Baylor Escape 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
The Dutchman Flies Right Off the Wall 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The New World S3anphony presented its first Wallcast concert at the New World Center in Miami Beach. 

In India, a Busy Fair and a Spirited Art Scene 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

The third India Art Stunmit finds a lot of money changing hands, and a patron opens a new museum. 

¯ . ~:~ Slide Show 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 
Civic Engagement Trumps ’Shhh!’ 
By NICOLAI OUROUSSOFF 

Steven Holl’s library design in Queens is meant to be a monument to civic engagement as much as a place for 
quiet contemplation. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

A New Model for Film Music 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 



In an tmconventional deal that may promise a revival in fihn music, the Cutting Edge Group, based in 
London, effectively bought the nausieal portion of"The King’s Speech." 

For Leno and NBC, Ali’s Right Again 
By BILL CARTER 

Jay Leno, NBC executives say, is proving that a late-night show can be broadly appealing mad still bring in 
more young viewers than any other entertaimnent show in the same time slot. 

MEDIA CACHE 
Imax Finds a Niche in Digital Future 
By ERIC PFANNER 

The Canadima company not only gets consumers to spend but also gets them to pay a premimn. 

¯ More Media & Advertising_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Within Our Means 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo and the Legislature must make very difficult decisions in order to dose New York’s 
billion budget deficit. Here are some of the issues to consider. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Date With a Revolution 
By MANSOURA EZ-ELDIN 

The path of Egypt’s uprising, from Facebook to Tahrir Square. 

A Cross of Rubber 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The Fed and the European Central Bank are trader a lot of pressure from bankers to do the wrong thing and 
raise interest rates. 
" Columnist Page I Blog 

The Devil We Know 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Has Hosni Mubarak’s rule made America safer, or less safe? 
° Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 3a, ]865, the House of Representatives passed a constitutional amenchnent to abolish slavery. 

¯ See This Front Pa_o~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gma~l.com> 

Monday, 12:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Bolvian cons~Jtufion 

Dr. SaNe, 

I dropped offthe constitution and 5 other books that might help you. Most of the books I was able to find in fl~e were about social movements, state conflict and 

autonomy, so they might help you with background. 

Let me know what yon think 

On Fri, at 4:38 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks so much! 

I am away from campus today, but kindly leave the material with Nr. Travis Gore (thanks!) in the main office (Battle Hall, 109) on Nonday and I will pick them up after 
12,00pm. 

Have a great weekend and see you on Tuesday, 

Dr. Sahle: 

From: ~qmail.coml 
Sent; Friday, 4:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eumce N 
S,,bject: Bolvian constitution 

Dr. Sable, 

I finally got the english version of the Bolivian constitution m~d other books that might help your rematch. I can bring them to your office sometime between today 

and tomorrow so that you can have time to look at them over the weekend. 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Textbook 

Dear Dr. Eunice Sable, 
I am trying to figure out what textbooks/novels we are going to need for 
this semester for your AFRI    class at 2pm Tuesday Thursday. So far I 
have Peter Schraeder’s African Politics and Society: A Mosaic in 
Transformation, 2nd Edition. Are there any other course materials I need 
to look for so I can stay on top of the readings and the rest of the 
course? And if so what are they. 
Thank You For Your Time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 31,2011 6:27 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Enrique Urueta’s "Learn to Be Latina" at UNC Next Weekend Feb 4-5 

The Department of Communication Studies and the Office of the Executive Director of the Alts cordially invites you to attend "Learn to Be Latma," a new- play by Enrique Urueta, presented 
Feb 4 and 5 at 8:00 p.m., Gerrard Hall, Universi~z of Nort2a Carolina-Chapel Hill as the next Process Series offering The production will be presented under the direction of world renowned 
director, Jose Luis Valunzaela. We hope you will join us for the second Process Series pertblrnunce of the season, followed by a hvely discussion about the process, development, and goals 
for this piece The Process Series prides itself upon building tlcom members from the community and scholars of multiple disciplines to help develop these emergent pertbrmances We value 
each audience member’s attendance, support, and palticipation in the process. We hope you ~vill join us! 

Shannon Wong Lerner 

"Learn to Be Latina" replaces previously scheduled Urueta play at UNC 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 21,2011 
"Learn to Be Latina," a new play by Enrique Urueta, will be presented on Feb 4 and 5 as the next Process Series offering The production will be presented under the direction of world 
renowned director, Jose Luis Valenzuela. 

"Learn to Be Latina," a stuW about Hanan, a promising yuung pop singer, whu has a record label ~d.ying tu record her until they :find out she’s Lebanese, replaces Urueta’s originally 
scheduled play "Get Yuur Truy On!" 

"Enrique Urueta called us and asked us to change the play," says Prucess Series director, Juseph Megel, "It is the objective ufthe Process Series tu sep~e the primaW needs ufthe artist, su 
making a change like this is a nu brainer. It is what the artist needs." 

Urueta is currently in the middle ufrewrites on "Learn to Be Latina," which will be produced at several regional theatres this year. 

"Learn to be Latina" will be presented Feb. 4 and 5 at 8:00 p.m. in Gerrard Hall as a part of the 2010-11 Prucess Series at the University ufNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill. ’]’his performance is 
recummended fur mature audiences only. All Prucess Series events are free and open to the public 

Enrique Urueta is Columbian-American playwright whose plays have been develuped and produced by Bruwn University/Trinity Repertury Theatre Consortium, American RepertuW 
Theater, Aurura Theatre, Playwrights Foundation, Impact Theatre, ~Ihe Lark Play Develupment (;enter, Gulden Thread Pruductiuns, and The Queer Cultural Center, where he is currently the 
playwright in residence He is a recipient of the Creating Queer Cummunities grant, a ’]’heatre Bay Area CA$tl Grant, The Global Age Project Award 2007, and the Theater Bay Area New 
Wurks Fund Grant 2008 He is the 2009 :finalist for the Yale I)rama Series Award and was chosen for the 2009 RADAR Lab Writers’ retreat. 

"Enrique Urueta is une ufthe must creauve and talented playwrights to emerge in the U.S. since Suzan-Lori Parks tlis plays are fun, inventive, and rich with intertextual significance," says 
Ashley Lucas, a member of the Dramatic Art faculty and directur uf Teatroia Series at UNC. 

Juse Luis Valenzuela is a world distinguished perfurmer and directur, as well as a prufessor uf Drama at UCLA. In the past, he has directed at venues including Lus Angeles Theater (;enter, 
where he planned and developed the Latino Theatre Lab In addition, he has directed at internatiunally well-known theatres such as, the Mark Taper Forum, the Jurge Negrete Theatre, and 
El Teatro de la Esperanza, where his pruduction of H~jus wun Drama-Lugue Awards [’or Best Directiun, Ensemble and Actor. 

Lucas says, "Jose Luis Valenzuela is one of the finest directors of Latinaio theatre in the U.S., and he is remarkable in the magnitude of his contributions to both grassroots and professional 
theatre." 

"Learn to Be Latina" is jointly sponsored by Teatro Latina/o Series, the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative, the L2xIC Latina/o Speakers Series, and the UNC Latina/o Gift fund. 

A program of UNC’s Office of the Executive Director for the Alts, the Process Series presents free public performances of works in progress that are discussed afterwards by their artists, 
performers and the audience. The series gives audiences a window into he creative process and a look at how new- works of art are developed. Artists get a chance to develop their work in 
an open, non-pressured envirolwnent and an opportuniW to receive feedback from the audience. 

Process series contact: Joseph Megel, (919) 843-7067, megel@email.unc.edu 
Office of the Executive Director for the Alts contact: Reed Colver, (919) 843-7776, rcolver@unc, edu 
News Sel’,dces contact: LJ Toler, (919) 962-8589, @19) 219-6374 

Shannon Wong Lerner 
Ph.D. Student Colnnaunication Studies: Performance Studies 
Corc~unication Studies Performance Coordinator 
The Universi~ of North Carolina-C’hapel Hill 
uncperforraancepublicrelations@gmail, corn 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday-, 8:59 PM 

To: 

Subject: map quiz: AFRI 

I iucorrectly got maxked off on a lot of answers for follomug the instructions for duplicate names in the format of Name l/Name2. Is there a~yway that cau be fixed? I 

don’t thiuk Blackbo~:rd recognized those specifications and I’m really womed about my grade because I’ve been studyiug for days and I know some of my answers 

were marked wrong when they were right. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:20 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: map quiz: AFRI       SPR1NG 

Hi Eunice, 

You may need to go into her map quiz results and doublecheck the ones she missed. I quickly looked, and it appears like some of her responses may indeed be 

correct. Please let me know if the answer key for the map quiz needs to be updated or revised to have more than one response (for example, for #20, she gave the 

response "N’Djamena" but was incorrect. The correct response is apparently "Ndjamene," but after a quick google search, her response seems to be 

correct?). I’m afraid I’ll need your expertise for this! You can grant her a point for any questions she mistakenly got incorrect through the Grade Center. 

Please let me know if I can be of further assistance... 

Jessa 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, .6:31 AM 

To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: map quiz: AFRI .SPRING 

Dear Jessa, 

Greetings. 

Do have suggestions that I can pass on to this student? 

Thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: . _ . @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, L 8:59 PM 
Subject: map quiz: A#RI " .SPRING; 

I incorrectly got maxked off on a lot of answers tbr following the instructions tbr duplicate names in the ti)rnmt ofNamel/2qame2. Is there m~yway that can be fixed? I 

don’t think Blackboaxd recognized tho~ specitications and I’m really worried about my grade because I’ve been studying for days and I know some of my answers 

were marked wrong when they were right. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: map quiz: AFRI       .SPR1NG 

Hi [tmice, 

Also, in regards to the Nsrnel/Name2, the directions misled her. She literally added a i or 2 to the n~,rnes of the capitals!countries, even though the b~,se of her 

answer was correct. You can (:red~L her ~ok~ts ot~ l:he far dghL shoe ~f you see fit (Control Parcel > Grade Center > Grade Details (~r~ Map Quiz column for her row) > 

V~ew Attempt)). 

Jessa 

~ Sahle~ EuNce N 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:32 AM 

To: Bliss, 3essa 
Subject: RE: map quiz: AFRI .SPRING 

Dear Jessa, 

Greetings. 

Do have suggestions that I can pass on to this student? 

Thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:59 PM 
Subject: map quiz: AFRI .SPRING: 

I incorrectly got maxked off on a lot of answers for tbllomng the instructions for duplicate names in the lbnnat ofNmne 1/Nanre2. Is them m~yway that cm~ be fixed? I 

don’t think Blackbo~:rd recognized those specifications and I’m really womed about my grade because I’ve been studying for days and I know some of my answers 

were marked wrong when they were right. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:35 AM 

New campus group: AFAM~ .SPRING; 

Hey guys. Here’s a new campus group I thought some of you might be interested in... 

Interested in making a difference? 

Want to help bring change to our justice system? 

Come learn atx~ut joining Advocates for hmocence for the Wrongly Convicted. ~Ve are a s~dent organization at UNC which has been founded for the purpose of 

promoting knoMedge of the gromng issue in the criminal justice Us~tem concerning the exoneration by DNA of falsely convicted persons. We will be holding an 
inibrmationa~ session on Thursday,               at 6:30 pm in Bingham 309. 

Have questions? E-mail       @gmaJ~l.com. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Natalie Hartraan <njh@duke.edu~~ 

Tuesday, Februav 1, 2011 3:07 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

WGELA event ruth opportunities to intern in Mexico! 

’][’his Working Group on the Environment in Latin Atnerica event is open to anyone who is interes~ted. Contact Josh Strauss for more informalion. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:WGELA event ruth opportunities to intern in Mexico! 

Date:Tue, 01 Feb 2011 10:51:24 -0500 
From:Joshua Strauss <ioshua.strauss(~:duke.edtp 

To: wgel~r@~hicholas.duke .edn <wgela~nicholas.duke.edu> 

Hola WGELA crew, 

I hop~" yeu are all £~’ady for our fi£st installment ef t:hJs sen}ster’s WGELA sp}akers series~ A Peruvian f}ast w£]] be h}lff next 

Professor Shapiro’s talk will focus on the social and envirom~’ental impacts of Mexican national programs that provide payments 

NOTE: Dr. Shapire wi] ] be :E}viewing ~ot:ential oppert:un~ti}s fer WGELA re}tubers t:o coilaberate wi t:h h}£ and her team in MexJc:o th 

I look forward to seeing you all the~e, 

Josh 

P.S. Stay posted for a list of su~saer £unding opportunities T will be mailing out soon. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 6:35 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eurfice@email.unc.edu>; jessa@unc.edu; Cashion, Jody W <jodycashion@unc.edu-~; Blackwelder, June G 

<j gb@email .unc.edtr~ 

Afri : map quiz and blackboard problems 

I’m really concerned about my grade for the map quiz. I follo~ved the 
instructions for naming countries/capitals with the same name as "name 
1/name2" and blackboard did not recognize those and marked me incorrect 
even though my answers ~vere right. Can this be fixed?? 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February. 1,2011 9:27 PM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 1 Feb: Egypt’., COP prep~ climate cultcha, London protest tips, Bushmen thirst quench?, Uganda homophobia, Vv%FiWSF, RI,S, 
capcontrols, UKZN, CCS visiling scholars Chris and Danielle, Nio]l Bond seminar 

Capital controls endorselnent.pdI) Bond SA climate Green Paper cfit 2000 words Feb 1 2011 .doc; Egyptian shoes:jpg; Schapiro Conning 

the Clilnate, Inside the Carbon Trading Shell Game (Harpers, Feb 2010).pdf; Rosa Lux newsletter Janua~ 2011 .pdf; Durban COP 17 
Janualy civ soc meeling.jpg 

Hi comyades, 

* Egy. pt’s democratic insurgency is so inspiring, isn’t it. From the 
standpoint of power in Washington, Tel Aviv, Paris and Brussels, it must 
be terrifying, because as I write the flow of humanity demanding freedom 
and jusuce seems unstoppable. On Saturday while in Washington, I had a 
great time with 1000 Egyptians and their supporters protesting Obama’s 
$1 3 bn@ear support for the Mubarak regime in front of the White House, 
and ! see that a varie~ of SA civ soc groups are doing a demo in 
Pretoria on Friday (below) (There’s also a new facebook page for SA 
solidarity with Egyptian democrats: 
http://www.facebook.com~home.php?sk group 190186914339615&id 190277874330519 

) 

* CCS’s Egypt ties are to tl~ee of the country’s ~visest revolutionaries 
(all around 80 but ~vith the fire of youth): Samir .~in (2006 corffe*ence 
lecturer on the Bamako Appeal, ~vhich ~vas recorded on CCS Wired), Wolpe 
Lecturer Nawal el Saadawi (who did a Dunrocracy Now- intet’,dew yesterday, 
below), and the long-standing director of the Arab African Research 
Centre (AARC), Hekni Shawary. Not only did CCS co-edit a book with the 
AARC during Adam’s time, but Helmi (and Azza Khalil) provided us a 
po~verful analysis of conditions across Nolth Africa back in 2007 that is 
worth recirculating below. You can’t find wa~w.aarcegypt.orgiEn online 
because of Mubarak’s internet thievery, but Samir’s page has a cache: 

http://74.6.117.48isearcbJsrpcache?ei UTF-S&p %22arab+african-research%22&fr~fp-t-324&u http:i/cc.bitNi.con#cache.aspx?q %22arab+african+research% 
22&d 4632779522179390&rnkt en-US&setlang en-US&w a0c25925,24eb981d&icp l&.intl us&sig aG CSboYsEn~kZ6Z97sDbpA- 

* Viewing the scene from below, in Durban, Khadija’s Huffington Post 
coverage of Egypt has been picked up widely, including by CNN. A 
powerful analysis coraes from Esam A1-Amin; always entertaining is Slavoi 
Zizek; and there are also powerful descriptions from Irrmranuel 
Wallerstein and Robert Fisk today, and believe it or not also from 
NYTimes class-analytic (sic)journos in Cairo. Next week in Dakar - 
Sarrm"s home base for four decades - we’ll be sitting in at World Forum 
for Alternatives panels to hear his current take. There’s a quick 
surrmrary he did orally of the Tunisian revo, too, all below. My own 
recollection of a 2006 conference called by Codesria and the 
Organisation of African Trade Union Unity, International Labour 
Organisation and Egyptian Trade Union Federation - ’Rethinking Economic 
and Social Policies in .aXrica: The Role of Trade Unionists and 
Intellectuals’ comes in strong when I read today’s news from the tlcont: 

’As Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak was preparing to announce he would 
not seek another term in office, more than 1 million people turned out 
in Cairo’s Tahrir Square today to protest his teetering government. An 
army press release, published on the ~’v~NA state news agency 
"acknowledge[ed] the legitimate rights of the people," and the military 
has refused to take action against demonstrators. Demonstrations took 
place across the nation, with more than 250,000 people coming out in 
Sinai. In Cairo, protesters held a mock trial of Mubarak, and then burnt 
him in effigy. A general strike, to continue until Mubarak’s government 
falls, has been called by the ne~vly fom~ed Federation of Egyptiun Trade 
Unions.’ 

* Moving to the climate struggle, below find ari isiZulu version of one 
of our climate articles translated by Faith and then some interesting 
report-backs from the civ soc strate~z gathering for the Durban COP17 
late last week at Diakonia (see pic). David Le Page did one, follo~ved by 
Maly Galvin. Others are coming in, and we’re still hoping to assess 
these in a small strategy meeting on 12 Feb (2-4pm) in the CCS meeting 
room to gauge the state of play within civ soc, and then have a maj or 
teach-in and strate~z session on 19 Feb (10am-3pm). More on these 
meetings soon. The Mercury today carried a short Eye on (2iv Soc column 
version of an article I just wrote on that ghastly climate Green Paper 
circulated a few days ago (my 2000 word version is attached). The Green 
Paper comment period ends in 10 days time, if you want to put in an 
official remark. 

* And in the recruiting department, I met narratives-guru Dave Room from 
BayLocalize (http://www bayiocaiize.or~iabout/who) yesterday and heard 
of his excellent linkages of environmentalism and culture/music in the 
Bay Area (indeed, stretching to Soweto and Khayelitsha and soon to 
Durban), whose many lessons we can learn for COP media. Molefi and 
Pamela are out scouring for climate-related insights for audio and video 
broadcasting, to be noticed and understood by many more people concerned 
about conditions in [)urban townships than about the elites wasting time 



in the ICC. And louking at the cuming COP action tup-down as wel], ! 
just came from lunch with a brilliant reporter, Mark Schapiro, whu 
covers the carbon market with critical eluquence, so we’re hoping he’ll 
cununue his repurting in Durban tlis tv and print stories can be found 
here: hrtp://www.pbs.or~/fruntlinewurld/stories/carbunwatchJ and 
http:i/harpers.org/arch~ve/2010/02/0082826 (and attached). And I also 
had a breakfast meeting un Sunday abuut a putential pre-COP Durban 
teach-in (simi]ar tu 24-25 Aug 2002 at Wits) with Meena Raman, Tuny 
Clarke, Debby Barker and Vandana Shiva, who all cormnitted to bring 
around comrades from the h~ternational Fortwa on Globalization. We’re 
also chatting with Vandana, Anshu Padayachee, Ela Gandhi, Dutch 
researchers and others still to be identified in China @elp!) about 
potuntials to link up energy/climate studies via Sanpad, possibly- in 
late April, so let me know if’you’re interested in getting involved. And 
another Norwegian link may materialize re1?, soon for SDS and CCS climate 
researchers to spend time (maybe as early as March) in Bergen with Asun 
St Claif’s team there. But remember, our two crucial sessions for 
planning the ways forward on climate are 12 Feb (2~#pm) and a Wolpe 
Lecture and teach-in on 19 Feb (10am-3pm). 

* He?, if you want to avoid getting kettled when at your next climate 
protest, see the witt), advice offered from London, below. And it seems 
you can get e-kettled as well, if you’re a member of.amonymous or simply 
helping them bust off on WikiLeaks’ enemies (belo~v). 

* One group that is going to take back the space is the Kalahari 
Bushmen, who rather smprisingly (at least to my jaded and maybe 
humbled post-rights eyes) beat up the Bots~vana government, DeBeers and 
the World Bank in a court case last week. Details below. I was with 
leading water campaigner Maude Barlow last weekend and saw how delighted 
she was that the hard work in getting water rights into the UN last July 
is really paying of£ Ho~vever, one of my hardest-hitting Critical Legal 
Studies sources (didn’t get permission to quote her) then warned me, 

"How can you possibly see this as a reason to retreat li~om a critique of 
rights? Fair;veather critic This was a decision in which the Court of 
Appeal overturned an earlier ruling interpreting legislation that allows 
owners or occupiers of lund to sink boreholes and take a limited amount 
of water. The earlier court had ruled that sinking the borehole had to 
be authorized and that the right to sink a borehole was subject to that 
authorization This Court of Appeal ruled that the legislation was to be 
intelT)reted the other way around, that the need for authorization was 
subject to the right to sink the borehole. Hardly- momentous rights 
discourse! Hardly a victoR7 for the fundamental right to water! Shame on 
you for pandering." 

* Ok, maybe not the expansion of African rights space atler all, but at 
least a hit against extractive capital In contrast, thanks in part to a 
US christian extremist, one African site where the liberated space is 
shrinking is LTganda, if you’re GLBT. An awful murder is described below. 

* Davos is the scene of the usual globalisation-from-above hedonism, at 
the World Economic Forum (below-). As tbr globalisation-fi-om-the-middle, 
the World Social Fol~un (as Peter Waterman jokes), I’ll be reporting from 
Dakar soon, alongside several CCSers and close allies. Stay tuned. 

* Attached are some files you’ll possibly be interested in: the Rosa 
Luxemburg Fuundation (Juburg) newsletter and an endorsement of exchange 
cuntruls that 250 pulitica] ecunomists have signed, aimed at slowing US 
financial imperialism 

* Some interesting articles un the UKZN Review controversy are below, by 
Shirley Brouks, David MacFarlane and Martin Hall. Phew, read ’em and weep. 

* Two CCS-insider matters: a cuuple ufnew visiting scholars are in the 
huuse at CCS, Chris Morris from Umv uf Colurado and Danielle Carter 
frum Machigan State. Bius are beluw A warm welcome! And my Lyon-based 
brother Nlall’s seminar un the histury of the concept ’civil suciety’, 
drawing a bit on great-grandpa Tuennies’ work (’Gemeinschaft und 
Gesellschaff’ was renamed ~Cummunity and Civil Society" in its last 
printing so Cambridge Press cuu]d squeeze inure bucks frum a faddish 

market) - is scheduled ~2~r Feb 14 (see ad beluw) 

* Let’s end this week’s letter with a tenif[’lc puem that UKZN SDS 
student Mphutlane wa Bufelo wrote fur the recent Demucratic Left 
conference, way beluw. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

VISITING SCHOLARS 

* Chris Morris is a PhD candidate in sociocultural anthropology and an 
instructor in the Peace and Conflict Studies Program at the University 
of Colorado at Boulder. His interest in the anthropology of law, 
politics, and biotechnology emerged as an undergraduate researcher at 
the Universib" of Regensburg looking at the social effects of the German 
state’s response to the outbreak of Mad Cow disease in Bavaria. As an MA 
student, he conducted multi-sited research in the offices of German and 



Tanzanian ministries, development corporauons, and European NGOs 
involved in health-sector reform in Tanzania. He continues to find 
North-South (especially European-African) development cooperation to be 
an exciting window into the governance of health technologies Now a 
Social Science Research Council and National Science Foundation fellow, 
his current dissertation research concerns inequality and legal 
contestation over pharmaceutical bioprospecting :[’or South African 
genetic resources J2~r drug development and sales. 

* Another visiting scholar, Danielle Carter is a native of Baltimore, 
MaN-land. She graduated from Goucher College in 2003 with a degree in 
International Relations. She then worked for Sheladia Associates, an 
international development firm, before pursuing a Ph.D. in Political 
Science. Her cm~ent fields of stu@ are Coraparative Politics (major 
field) and Public Policy (minor field). Danielle’s substantive interests 
include state-society relations, political culture and democratization. 
She is primarily interested in the Sub-Saharan African region with a 
particular focus on Southern Africa. Danielle conducted pre-dissertation 
research and undertook intensive language training in South Africa as a 
Fulbright-Hays fellow-. Under the direction of her advisor Dr. Michael 
Bratton, Danielle intends to write her dissertation on how state 
weakness shapes individual reliance on non-state forms of security in 
post-Apartheid South At~ica. Ultimately, she hopes to ~pack the 
mechanisras linking reliance on private security to individual attitudes 
toward democracy and perceptions of state legitimacy. Danielle expects 
to graduate in 2011. At that time she plans to pursue a career in 
teaching and research. 

SEMINAR ON 14 FEBRUARY Join a Seminar at the University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Centre for Civil Society, in the School of Development Studies 

Seminar: "The histol~- of’c~vil society~" Speaker: Niall Bond Date: 14 
Feblqaary 2011 Tune: 12:30-14:00 Venue: iVlemorial Tower Building, Level 6, 
Room 602 

The seminar covers the histolT~’ of the concept of "civil society" and the 
shifts in its meanings and political occupation. 

Niall Bond is senior lecturer at the University of Lyon and researcher 
at the Ecole d’Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (where he completed a 
post-doctoral habilitation). He holds a doctorate from the University of 
Freiburg in Germany. 

Eyewitness EgT. pt: Feminist Nawal E1 Saadawi --’No discrimination between 
men and women ..That’s ~vhat women and men are saying’ 

Jalmary 31,2011 -- Democracy No~v’. -- Renowned feminist and human rights 
activist Nawal E1 Saada~vi was a political prisoner and exiled from Egypt 
for years. Now- she has returned to Cairo, and she joins us to discuss 
the role of women during the last seven days of unprecedented protests 
"Women and girls are beside boys in the streets," E1 Saadawi says. "We 
are calling for justice, freedom and equality, and real democracy and a 
ne~v constitution, no discrimination between men and women, no 
discrimination between Muslims and Christians, to change the system. 
and to have a real democracy." 

AMY (IOODMAN: We go back right now to Egypt Joining us on the phone is 
one of Egypt’s most renowned human rights activists, Nawal El Saadawi. A 
well-known feminist, psychologist, writer, former political prisoner in 
Egypt, she hved in exile for years due to numerous death threats Nawal 
El Saadawi joins us on the 1me from Cairo. 

Welcome to DemocraW Now! Your feelings today in the midst of this 
popular rebellion against the Mubarak regime, calling on Mubarak to 
leave? I)o you agree? 

NAWAL EL SAADAWI: We are in the streets evep)~ day, people, children, old 
people, including myself. I am now 80 years of age, suffering of this 
regime for half a centup)< And you remember, Mubarak is the continuation 
of Sadat. And both Sadat and Mubarak, you know, their regime worked 
against the people, men and women. And they created this gap between the 
poor and rich. They brought the so-called business class to govern us. 
Egypt became an American colony. And we are dominated by the US and 
Israel. And 80 million people, men and women, have no say in the country. 

And you see today that people in the streets for six days, and the?" told 
Mubarak to go tie should have gone, if he respects the will of the 
people That’s democracy. Because what’s democracy? It’s to respect the 
will of the people. The people govern themselves. So, really-, we are happy. 

But what I would like to tell you, the US government, with Israel and 
Saudi Arabia and some other powers outside the country and inside the 
country, they- want to abort this revolution. And the?" are creating 
rumours that, you know, Egypt is going to be ruined, to be robbed, and 
the?" are also preventing we don’t have bread now, and the shops are 
using this to raise the price. So they are ttTiing to frighten us. 



’]?hey have two strategies: to frighten the people, so we say, "Oh, we 
need security, we need Mubarak", because people are hving in fear. But 
when I go to the streets, there are no :tear, you know, but when I stay 
at home and listen to the media, ! feel, "What’s going to happen?" But 
when I go to the streets, to Midan Tahrir, and see the people, the young 
people, the old people, the men, I :[’eel secure, and I believe that the 
revolution succeeded. So, they are trying to abort the power outside and 
inside. But we will win. 

AMY GOODMAN: And Nawal E1 Saadawi, you often hear in the Urlited States, 
"Is this going to be like the Iranian Revolution?" not talking about 
throwing out the dictator so much, but a fundamentalist revolution. Your 
response? Nawal? 

NAWAL EL SAADAWI: They are frightening us by the Ikhwan Muslimin, and 
that if Mubarak~hey tried for years to tell us that "Who protects us 
from the fm~damerltalists, like Khomeini and Iraq? It’s Mubarak." You 
know-, and this is not true. This revolution, the young people who 
started the revolution and ~vho are continuing to protect it, they are 
not political, ordinal3, young men and women. They don’t belong to the 
right or the left, or Muslim. There was not a single Islamic religious 
slogan in the streets. Not one. They ~vere shouting for justice, 
equality, freedom, and that Mubarak and his regime should go, and we 
need to change the system and bring people who are honest. Egypt is 
living in corruption, false elections, oppression of worrlen, of young 
people, unerrlployment. So the revolution carrie, it was too late. This 
revolution is too late, but anyway, it came. So 

AMY GOODMAN: Nawal E1 Saadawi, you have been arrested how many times 
under previous regimes? 

NAYVAL EL SAADAWI: Sadat. Sadat put me in prison only-. But I came out 
from prison with bats to a prison with no bats. I am living in Cairo in 
exile I am censored. I cannot write in A1-Ahram or the big media. I 
write only one article eve~z Tuesday in A1-Masry A1-Youm 

AMY GOODMAN: And we only have 30 seconds, but I wanted to ask you about 
the role of women in this rebellion, women al’~d girls. 

NAWAL EL SAADAWI: Women and girls are beside boys in the streets The?’ 
are~nd we are calling fbr justice, freedom and equality, and real 
democracy and a new constitution, no discrimination bet;veen men and 
women, no discrimination between Muslims and Christians, to change the 
system, to change the people who are governing us, the system and the 
people, and to have a real democracy. That’s what women are saying and 
what men are saying. 
AMY GOODNL4N: Nawal E1 Saada;vi, I wal’~t to t3~ank you for being with us, 
well-known feminist, psychologist She ran for president in Eg3,pt, 
speaking to us from Cairo 

Egypt: Log on to the Revolution 

Khadija Sharit’e 

Egypt stands on the brink of a revolution against the dictatorial regime 
ofHosni Mubarak, long since propped up by foreign military aid. ~I1qe US, 
supplier of said foreign aid (about $1.3 billion plus annually) in 
exchange for backing Israel and geostrategically checking the 
Palestinians, calls Egypt a "stabilizing force" enabling aid, for the 
past three decades, to sustain Mubarak’s regime. For this reason, Omar 
Suleiman, E©’pt’s pro-Israeli intelligence chief, has been elevated to 
the position of vice president. Israel remains the cornerstone of US 
foreign policy in the Middle East, not difficult to understand given 
that the (ICC oil-producing states, allied to the US and Israel, depend 
on the latter to keep another regional power -- ]ran -- marginalized 
(confirmed in recent leaked cables). Failure to do so would result in a 
large number of corrupt 0(2(2 royal families and political elites being 
kicked to the curb. Democracy in the MENA region begins with Eg3,pt, 
straddling these realities By killing democracy not only within E©’pt, 
but also Palestine through undermining the democratically part?" - ttamas, 
Egypt is able to ’legitimately’ quash (as an A[‘rican-Arab power) the 
aspirations of the peoples inhabiting these regions. The issue is not 
whether those outside of Palestine support those elected by Palestinians 
but whether democracy is only relevant when the choice of the people 
supports the US.’s agenda ttistory tells us that democracy in Egypt, 
Palestine and others, would be the ’destabilizing’ ~2~rce upending the 
power of the US’s military battleship -- Israel. Instead, the U.S. 
prefers ’reform’ within the established system to prevent any 
anti-Israeli movements li*om coming into power Tunisia may been 
instrumental in waking the giant next door, but as leaked cables 
cordirm, the US governn~ent does not perceive Tunisia’s 
dictator-president Ben Ali as an ally - rather, even as an ’old friend’, 
he represented a problem. 

More than ever, the irlternet remains a crucial vehicle of sustaining and 
transmitting resistance by allowing for Egyptians to ’network the xvorld’ 
about the machinalT of Mubarak’s brutal regime. V~nile it is not 
technology that has given life to the revolution but Egyptians 
themselves, catalyzed in part by their Tnnisian neighbors, access is 



fundamental. Egyptians can continue to connect to the internet for li’ee 
(I’ve heard) via traditional phone lines using the following 
~nstructions: FDN (Free World Dial up) to access the Intemet 
anonymously at the J2~llowing number: 33172890150 with [ogin: rata and 
password: rata 

A united cal] from solidarity organisatmns, social movements, trade 
unions, Egyptians and Tunisians in South Africa. 

Demo in Support of Egyptians 

YVhere: Embassy of E~’pt, 270 Bourke Street, Muckelneak, Pretoria (Map 
below) When: 14:30, Friday, 4 Febl~dary 2011 

The heroic masses of Egypt have risen up against the decades-old corrupt 
dictatorship ofHosni Mubarak. Taking inspiration from the intifada in 
Tunisia, Egyptian protesters are demanding: Bread, Jobs and Dignity[ 
They are calling for an end to corruption and unemployment. These 
demands resonate with us and we support thern. Hundreds of thousands of 
Egyptians are on the streets defying a ctafew. A general strike has been 
called and a million people are expected on the streets of Egypt tornorrow. 

Dictators in their palaces and the capitalists in the boardroorns are 
trembling. They- are afraid of this exernplary lesson of People’s Power 
and the influence it will have throughout the world. This is not only an 
Arab revolution: This is a revolution for all of humanity. 

The anger of the people is also directed at the support successive 
United States administrations have given to shore up dictators like 
Mubarak in the region and their collaboration with Israel and Israeli 
occupation. Mubarak’s role as a vital strategic partner in the 
Israel-US-Egyptian axis also facilitates the illegal siege of Gaza by 
closing the borders bet~veen Egypt/Palestine and thus sealing the 1 5 
million Gazans into the world’s largest open air prison-denying 
essential access to medical treatment, education, food, water and the 
tools to rebuild a society completely broken down by Apartheid Israel’s 
violent and racist ethnic cleansing campaign. 

As South Africans ~vatch the unfolding events in the north of our 
continent, it reminds us too of our own uprisings: Sharpeville, Soweto, 
Langa.. and spurs us on to express our solidarity. 

Legions of commentators and politicians have declared that mass 
democratic action is a relic of the past, but events unfolding in 
Tunisia and Egypt have proved them all wrong. Making shoddy unmandated 
compromises behind closed doors, as the recent ’Palestine Papers’ have 
sho~vn, has wholly discredited the US, Israel, their fixers like Tony 
Blair and puppets like Mubarak Instead, mass democratic action is 
bringing about real change not foreign intervention nor A1-Quida. Mass 
democratic action can move mountains[ 

Over the next ~veeks, a number of activities will be held in solidarity 
with these struggles throughout South Africa. These activities will kick 
off with a demonstration outside the Egyptian embassy in Pretoria, with 
South Africans repeating the calls of our Egyptian comrades: "Bread! 
Jobs! Education! I)ignity! Democracy! Freedom of Expression! For more 
information, call: Samantha Hargreaves - 083 384 0088 Steve Faull~er - 
082 817 5455 Melissa Haole - 084 574 2674 Salim Vally - 082 8025936 

Map Link: 

<http://maps.goo~le.comJ?ie UTFS&II -25762267,28.206867&spn 0.011054,0.022638&z 16&lci companoramio.all, transit:prev> 
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Freedom lies behind a door, closed shut 

It can only be knocked do~vn ~vith a bleeding :fist 

-- Egyptian Poet-Laureate Abroad Shawqi (1869-1932) 

On April 21,2008, an assistant high school principal placed an 
advertisement in Al-Ahram, the largest daily newspaper in Egypt, 
pleading disparately with President Hosni Mubarak and his wife to 
intervene and release her daughter from prison. 

It turned out that her 27 year-old daughter, Israa’ Abd el-Fattah, was 
arrested 10 days earlier because of her role in placing a page on 
Facebook encouraging Egyptians to support a strike in the industrial 
city of al-Mahalla that had taken place on April 6. 

In her spare time, she and two of her colleagues created the Facebook 



page Within days of posting it, over 70,000 people supported their 
call. ARer the security forces cracked down against the huge rints in 
al-Mahalla on April 6, Abd el-Fattah was arrested. 

What was odd about this arrest was that although thousands of people 
have been arrested over the past three decades, it was the first rune 
that a warrant was issued against a female under the notorious emergency 
laws imposed in the country since 1981. To get out of prison she had to 
apologize and express regret for her actions. But the experience made 
her more determined than ever to be politically active. 

On that day-, the "April 6 Youth" movement was created. For the next two 
and a half years it maintained its presence and created one of the most 
popular political forums on several social networking sites such as 
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Flickr. 

When the president of Tunisia, Zein al-Abideen Ben All, was deposed on 
January 14, following a fo~tr week popular uprising, the April 6 
movement, like millions of youth across the Arab World, ~vas inspired, 
energized, and called for action. 

Changing of the Guard: the Youth leads 

Looking at the calendar, Israa’ and her colleagues picked the next 
Egyptian holiday, xvhich was ironically "Police Day-" falling on Tuesday, 
January 25. Within a few days they called on all social media sites for 
massive protests and an uprising against the Mubarak regime. 

They called for marches to start from all major squares, mosques and 
ch~ches in Cairo and Alexandria while asking others to help plan in 
other Egyptian cities. They insisted that the protests xvould be peaceful 
and that no one should bring weapons of any type. 

They had four demands: that the government develops programs to address 
poverty and unemployment; that it would end the state of emergency and 
uphold judicial independence; the resignation of the interior minister 
whose ministly was notorious lbr torture and abuse of human rights; and 
for political ref,arms including the limitation of presidential terms to 
two, the dissolution of the parliament, and for ne~v elections to be held 
after the massive elections licaud of last November 

Within a few days, over ninety thousand youth signed up and charted a 
comprehensive protest throughout Egypt Initially, neither the 
government nor the opposition took them seriously. Even former IAEA 
director Dr. Mohammad Elbaradei, who has been criticizing the regime for 
over a year, was abroad due to his frequent speaking engagements. 

In a show of force, the government assembled over two hundred thousand 
of its security forces surrounding the protesters throughout the 
country On the other hand, hundreds of thousands of protesters marched 
representing broad cross sections of society, men and ~vomun, young and 
old, educated and illiterate, and declared that their demonstrations 
were peaceful but that they were determined to press their demands. 

When they- could not control the crowds the police beat back the 
protesters using water canons, tear gas and rubber bullets. By the end 
of the day there were over a dozen casualties and htmdreds of injuries. 
This not only outraged the demonstrators, but also ignited the whole 

Most of the protesters refused to go home and escalated the 
confrontation declaring an open demonstration in Liberation Square in 
downtown Cairo and throughout the country The government continued its 
crackdown calling for curfews in Cairo, Alexandria, and Suez from 6 PM 
to 6 AM. 

The curfews for the following days kept getting longer until the 
government called for a general curfew from 3 PMto 8 AM But each time 
the people simply ignored it and increased their demands, calling for 
total regime change and the ouster of Mubarak 

An Uprising turns into a Revolution 

By Thursday, the organizers called for "A I)ay of Rage" after Friday’s 
congregational prayers The next round of protests included 
participation by all opposition groups, the largest of which was the 
Muslim Brotherhood (MB). Itmnediately hundreds of their leaders were 
rounded up and detained As millions of people across Egypt took to the 
street, all 350,000 security forces and police were mobilized, advancing 
on the protesters and turning Egyptian streets and neighborhoods into 
battlegrounds. By the end of the day dozens more were killed and 
thousands injured. 

Afterxvards, security forces evacuated from all the cities. Chaos and 
confusion ensued. Police stations and buildings belonging to the ruling 
party xvere torched. The secret police opened all police stations and 
prisons releasing all criminals in a scorched-earth attempt to spread 
fear and chaos. The regime hoped to regain the upper hand by proving its 
worth to the people as their source of security. 

After a four-day absence, at midnight on Friday, the 82-year old 



Egyptian president addressed his nation of 85 million by blaming his 
government, describing it as "inept," and promising to appoint a new 
cabinet. By the following day he appointed two generals, his chief of 
intelligence, (ien Omar Suleiman as his first ever vice president and 
(fen. Ahmad Sh~fq as prime minisber 

People immediately dismissed the superficial gestures and demanded an 
end to Mubarak’s 30-year rule. By Monday the new cabinet was sworn in, 
retaining 18 of the previous m~nisters, including those occupying the 
important posts of defense, foreign, communications, justice, and oil. 

The only maj or change was the sacking of the interior minister, 
appointing another general in his place. Not a single opposition party 
was consulted, let alone appointed. The first order of business of the 
new government was to reconstitute the security forces and restore order. 

Although by Friday the authorities had completely cut mobile phone and 
Internet services, the genie was alrea@ out of the bottle. When asked 
by the French news service AFP, Abd el-Fattah, who has been camping with 
her colleagues since Tuesday- in Liberation Square, said, after the 
government disrupted the internet, "We’ve alrea@ announced the meeting 
places. So we’ve done it, we no longer need means of communication." 

She continued, "We want the regime to go. We’ve been asking for reforms 
for 30 years and the regime has never answered or paid attention to our 
demands." She then added, "It won’t just be tomorrow, but the day after 
and the day- after that as well. We won’t stop, we won’t go home." 

Amidst the chant "the People demand the fall of the regime," Abd 
el-Fattah talked to A1-Jazeera TV, which has been covering the unfolding 
events non-stop since it began four days earlier, and called for all 
opposition parties to form a transitional goverr~mnt. But by Saturday 
the regime interrupted all satellite channels including A1-Jazeera. 
E~zptiuns were now totally cut off from all means of information and 
conrmuincations 

By Sunday afternoon a provisional parliament, made up of the major 
opposition parties including the MB, the liberal Wafd, and the April 6 
and Kefaya movements, met at Liberation Square and appointed a 10-member 
connnittee, headed by Dr. Elbaradei Their mandate was to negotiate with 
the regime the departure of the embattled president. The April 6 youth 
was disappointed since they had hoped for a formation of a transitional 
government rather than a committee that would initiate negotiations with 
the despised regime. 

Meamvhile, in the absence of the police and security forces, the 
president sent the army to restore order and intimidate the protesters 
Tanks and atoned vehicles were occupying ma~or squares, thoroughfares, 
and public buildings. The follo~ving day F-16s and military helicopters 
were roaming the skies in a sho~v of force. But the protesters 
immediately embraced the am~y, hugging them, chanting for them, and 
asking them to be on their side. 

The head of the army declared that the military would not attack or 
intimidate the people but would only protect the cou~try and maintain 
order A l~w officers even joined the demonstrators in denouncing the 
regime. Overall, however, the army seems to have kept its loyalty to the 
regime despite the popular call to oust the president. 

Meanwhi le, people formed popular committees to protect their properties 
and neighborhoods ttundreds of looters caught by the people were found 
to be either deserted police officers or common criminals released by 
the police. All were turned to the army for detention 

Despite the massive demonstrations, the total paralysis of the country, 
and the increasingly hardened will of the Egyptian people, President 
Mubarak remained arrogant, stubborn, and umnoved by his people’s rage 
towards his regime. He also was emboldened as he received support from 
other authoritarians such as the King of Saudi Arabia, and the leaders 
of Libya and the Palestinian Authority. 

Furthermore, a former Israeli defense minister Binyamin Ben-Eliezer, 
considered one of the closest Israeli politicians to Mubarak, told the 
Jerusalem Post after speaking to Mubarak, "I have no doubt that the 
situation in Eg~,pt is under control" tie then added, "Our relations with 
Egypt are strategic and intimate." 

As the events un]k~lded the regime seemed confounded and shaken. 
Initially, the official news agencies in Egypt blamed some members of 
the ruling party and low-ranking officials. For instance the party 
demanded an d received th e resignation of Ahmad Ezz, the right-han d man 
of Jamal Mubarak, the president’s son and undeclared heir apparent 

Ezz was a corrupt billionaire businessman who quickly rose ttnough the 
party raaks and oversaw the latest fraudulent parliamentary elections 
where the party won 97 pet cent of the seats. Just a few weeks ago, he 
was praised by ruling party officials for orchestrating the overwhehning 
victoty~ despite more than 1500 judicial orders that overturned much of 
the election results, but were ignored by the goverlm~ent. Ezz and his 
family innnndiately left the countci in his private jet. 



Likewise, both uf]Vlubarak’s sons and their families [eft to London in 
their private jets. The head of the Cairo International Airport also 
announced that 19 private jets uwned by the richest families in the 
cuuntry left tu Dubai on Saturday. One of these corrupt billionaires was 
Hussein Salem, a furmer intelligence officer and a cluse confidant of 
the president. Dubai airport officials declared that the?’ seized over 
$300 million in cash from him. 

Salem ~wis the head ufa private energy company that teamed up with an 
Israeli conglomerate to secttre a long-term contract to sell natural gas 
to Israel. In June 2008 Les AI~iques reported that Egypt was subsidizing 
Israel with hundreds of millions of dollars every year in energy 
purchase. By January 2010, the Israeli newspaper Haaretz exposed the 
secret and reported that Israel was in fact receiving natural gas from 
Egypt at a 70 per cent discount. The scandal was swept aside by the 
former Egyptian prime minister who refused to di-,mlge to the parliament 
the terms of the contract. Subsequently when the goverrwaent was sued, a 
judge ruled against it and invalidated the contract, which the 
governmunt totally ignored. 

Looking the other way: H~tman Rights but not for all 

The Mubarak regime had one of the worst human rights records in the 
world. In June 2010, Human Rights Watch repotted that "the Egyptian 
Oovermnent continued to suppress political dissent .. dispersing 
demonstrations; harassing rights activists; and detaining jo~trnalists, 
bloggers, and Muslim Brotherhood members." 

Even the U.S. State Depaltment 2008 Human Rights Report to Congress 
stated that "The (Egyptian) govertwnent’s respect for human rights 
remained poor, and serious abuses continued in many areas." It 
continued, "The govcrnraunt limited citizens’ right to change their 
govemmunt and continued a state of emergency that has beun in place 
almost continuously since 1967 Securi~ forces used unwarranted lethal 
force and tortured and abused prisoners and detainees, in most cases 
with impuni~z." 

It concluded, "Securi~ forces arbitrarily arrested and detained 
individuals, in some cases for political purposes, and kept them in 
prolonged pretrial detention The executive branch placed limits on and 
pressured the j udiciaw The goverl~nunt’s respect for freedoms of press, 
association, and religion declined during the year, and the government 
continued to restrict other civil liberties, particularly freedom of 
speech, including Internet freedom, and freedom of assembly, including 
restrictions on nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Ooverl~nunt 
corruption and lack of trunsparuncy persisted." 

But despite this massive indictment of the Egyptian regime by the U.S. 
government, the U.S. continued to support the Mubarak regime, providing 
it with almost $2 billion almually, the second largest foreign aid 
recipient after Israel. According to the Congressiunal Research Report 
submitted to Congress in September 2009, the U.S. had subsidized the 
Egyptian regime with over $64 billion since it signed the peace treaty 
with Israel in 1979, includilag $40 billion in milital3z hardware and 
securi~ gear. 

It also rewarded the regime with $7 billion d ebt relief in April 1991 
for its support of the Gulf war earlier that year Furflaermore, it 
intervened with the Paris club tu forgive half of Egypt’s $20 billinn 
debt to Western governments. In short, the U.S. and uther Western 
governments favored establishing a strategic relationship with Mubarak, 
because ufthe peace treaty with Israel, overlouking the nature of the 
regime’s corruptiun and repressiun. 

After 9/11, the Mubarak regime played a major role in aiding and 
abetting the U.S. counterterrorism pulicy un rendition and torture. In 
2005, the BBC repurted that both the United States and the United 
Kingdom sent terrurist suspects tu Egypt :For detentiun. In that report, 
Egypt’s prime minister acknowledged that since 2001, the U.S. had 
transferred some 60-70 detainees to Egypt as part of the "war on 
ten-or" According tu juurnalist Jane Mayer’s investigative bouk "The 
Dark Side," the new Vice President, Suleiman, was the courdinator ufthe 
CIA’s extraurdinary rendition program during the Bush era. [See Stephen 
Suldz’s accuunt of Suleiman’s role on CounterPunch, January 31 .] 

Despite Geurge Bush’s grandiose rheturic un democracy and freedom, Bush 
welcomed ~/lubarak, calling him a "guod friend" and explaining that he 
louked forward to "his wise counsel," when the Egyptian president 
visited Bush in his Craw]2~rd ranch in April 2004. With ]’,/lubarak standing 
next tu him Bush said, "Our nations have a relatiunship that is strong 
and warm Egypt is a strategic partner of the United States." He then 
thanked ]’,/lubarak’s e:t?2~rts on rendition and turture when he said, 
grateful for President Mubarak’s support in tire global war against terror." 

In fact, the Bush a&ninistration subsequently received Jamal Mubarak at 
the highest levels of government in an attempt to groom him to succeed 
his father. In May 2006, the Washington Post reported that, "It was 
unusual for a private foreign citizen with no official portfolio to 
receive so much high-level attention." The younger Mubarak met with Vice 
President Dick Chency, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, and National 
Sec~trity Advisor Stephen Hadley, during his "private visit" to the U. S. 



While he was at the White House the former President stopped by to 
"welcome him." 

The sacred equation: Egyptian Dictatorship equals Secure Israel 

The strategic relationship between Egypt and the U.S. was bipamsan. 
When President Barak Obama was asked by the BBC during his celebrated 
visit to Egypt in June 2009, whether he regarded President Mubarak as an 
authoritarian ruler, Obama answered with an emphatic "No." Then he 
spelled out the strategic value of Mubarak when he said, "He has been a 
stalwart ally in many respects to the United States. He has sustained 
peace with Israel which is a very difficult thing to do in that region." 

This perceived securi~ for Israel was key in the West’s continued 
support of the Egyptian regime. ~i~"nen Vice President Joe Biden was asked 
to cormnent about the turmoil in Egypt by Jim Lehrer of PBS, he 
shamelessly declared on January 27, that Mubarak was not a dictator. 
Presenting the Israeli viewpoint, Biden said, "Look, Mubarak has been an 
ally- of ours in a number of things and he’s been very responsible on-- 
relative to geopolitical interests in the region: Middle East peace 
efforts, the actions Egypt has taken relative to normalizing the 
relationship with Israel. I would not refer to him as a dictator." 

On the same day, while Egypt’s sec~ity forces were killing, beating and 
gassing the Egyptian people by the thousands, Secretary of State Hillal~/ 
Clinton offered this flimsy reaction: "O~ assessment is that the 
Egyptian government is stable and is looking for ways to respond to the 
legitimate needs and interests of the Egyptian people." 

Likewise, when ~,\~ite House Press Secretary- Robert Gibbs was asked 
whether the ~,\~ite House believed the Egyptian government was stable, he 
replied without hesitation: "Yes." YVhen he was next asked whether the 
U.S. still supports Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, he reiterated that 
E~zpt remains ~a strong ally " 

Not a single U.S. govermnent official or member of Congress condemned 
the Egy. ptian government for killing and attacking its own citizens When 
Neda Agha-Sultan was killed in Tehran in June 2009, many Western 
governments immediately issued ~vorld-wide condemnations blaming the 
Iranian goverl~ment. But not so for the hundreds of Egy, ptians gunned down 
by their o~vn government in broad daylight. Regretting the loss of life 
without denouncing the culprits is a disguised attempt to cover for the 
crimes and protect the perpetrators. 

As the Egyptian people showed determination and resilience while the 
embattled regime intensified its brutality, the administration tried to 
backtrack President Obama offered a stark warning to Mubarak when he 
said on Friday evening, "Suppressing ideas never succeeds in making them 
go away." Without conde~rming the regime he then urged Egyptian 
authorities to refrain licom violence against their citizens," Obama 
stressed that governments "must maintain power through consent, not 
coercion," and that "Ultimately the tiJture of Egypt will be determined 
by the Egyptian people." Human rights advocates ~vere encouraged and 
relieved by these statements. 

Take a stand: Either with the people or with the regime 

The following day the President convened his National Security Council 
and spoke to several world leaders tie gave a statement imploring 
Mubarak to open the political process and engage the opposition. 
Britain, France, Germany, and the European Union also called for 
political openness as well as restraint against the demonstrators. 

In an imerview with CNN on Sun&ry January 30, Secretary Clinton, 
sensing the weakness of the EgT. ptian regime, gave implicit support to 
the guarded approach in handling the popular revolution when she said 
"What we’re trying to do is to help clear the air so that those who 
remain in power, starting with President Mubarak, with his new vice 
president, with the new prime minister, will begin a process of reaching 
out, of creating a dialogue that will bring in peace[u[ activists and 
representatives of civil society’ to, you know, plan a way forward that 
will meet the legitimate grievances of the Egyptian people." 

Yet all these mixed statements were not lost on the millions of 
protesters. In denouncing these ambivalent stands they chanted "No to 
Mubarak, No to Su[eiman. No to the agents of al-Amrikan (the 

Americans)." Dr Elbaradei declared that the moment of truth has 
arrived, "The US. has to side either with the people or the regime. 
They could not be with both" But on Monday January 31, Press Secretary 
Gibbs said that the administration would not take sides in the 
conl]oomation between ~he regime and the people. 

This hypocritical stand was in a stark contrast to the position Obama 
took txvo day-s earlier, or that of successive U.S. administrations with 
regard to the color revolutions in the past 20 years as in the Lqaraine 
and Georgia in Eastern Europe and Central Asia, or the demonstrations by 
the opposition groups in Iran in the aftermath of its elections in June 
2009. 

So what happened over the weekend for the adrninistration’s turnabout’.’ 



The answer to this double standard seems to be the influence of Israel 
and its supporters in Congress, where the new Republican Speaker John 
Boehner and other Republican leaders supported the administration’s 
ambivalent policy of not abandoning the Egyptian dictator 

In Israel, a real hysteria has engulfed the political establishment. On 
January 31, Israeli Prime i’,/hnister Benjamin Netanyahu told a news 
conference in Jerusalem that he was concerned about the fate of Israel’s 
peace treaty with Egypt should President Mubarak be forced out of power 
and replaced by someone more hostile toward Israel. He asked for support 
of tile Egyptian regime lest an antagonistic regime emerges in its place. 

The same day Haaretz reported that Israel called on the United States 
and a n~tmber of European countries over the weekend to curb their 
criticism of President Hosni Mubarak to preserve stability in tile region. 

It xvas reported on the Cairo streets that when a speech writer of 
President Mubarak l~dshed into his office and said "Mr. President; this 
is your farexvell speech to the nation." Mubarak remarked, "V~ny? Are the 
people leaving the cotmtu’.’" 

This Egyptian joke captures the essence of the stalemate in the streets. 
Mubarak insists on staying in power regardless of any consequence, 
co~lting on his security apparatus, the alT~ly, and the irrlplicit backing 
of the West. Meanwhile, the popular con~’nittee headed by Dr. Elbaradaei 
is not recognized by the regime, let alone to engage witl-i it in 
meaningful negotiations. 

Meanwhile, tile decisive moment seems to have arrived. The protesters 
called for a million-man march in Liberation Square in Cairo and for a 
similar one in Alexandria on Tuesday- Februau 1. Upon hearing this nmve, 
the military sent an irrlportant signal to the people. Gen. Ismail Otl-unan, 
the military spokesman declared on national TV that tile atrny recognizes 
the legitimate demands of the people and would not shoot at them. With 
this declaration the army- gave an unmistakable sign for the president to 
yield. The government in,mediately went overdrive blocking all entrances 
to Liberation Square and stopped all public transportations to Cairo and 
Alexandria including trains coming from the delta and upper Egypt 

Meamvhile, hundreds of thousands of people have flocked to Liberation 
Square. Politicians and party leaders, Imams and priests, judges and 
lawyers, former military officers and veterans, labor and farmers, 
professionals and the unemployed, taxi drivers and garbage collectors, 
young and old, women and men, families ~vith their children, as well as 
prominent actors, artists, poets, movie directors, journalists, and 
authors have declared their support and participation in this massive 
march. Egypt had never seen such tmanimity in its modem history 

Trickery and treachery are the practices of fools 

On Monday- January 31, the new vice president Suleiman addressed the 
nation saying that he was asked by- Mubarak to open a dialogue ~vith all 
opposition groups and to ask the judiciary to overturn the disputed 
elections results of last November. It was a tactical retreat by the 
regime in order to waste time and exhaust the protesters. 

However, the protest leaders instantly- rejected this disingenuous offer 
and insisted on their main demand of the total removal of Mubarak and 
for regime change 

It seems that the embattled president would have to make a choice soon 
He will either submit to the demands of the popular revolution and leave 
power or employ his exhausted security forces to battle his people, 
transforming Liberation Square to Tiananmen Square. 

On the other hand, the challenge to the Egyptian people is whether they 
will stop their impressive revolution when the West and its local 
hirelings give up Mubarak in order to save his regime. The leaders of 
this revolution and civil society groups that have joined have so far 
insisted on regime change, not change of characters. 

A few weeks after 9/11, the neo-cons persuaded Bush that after 
Afghanistan, the U S. should pursue regime change in Iraq, Iran, Libya, 
Syria and its allies in Lebanon, and to give Israel a green light to 
eliminate the Palestinian resistance in the Occupied territories. 

After almost a decade, the U S is straggling in Afghanistan and has 
enormously enhanced Iran’s strategic regional posture by handing Iraq to 
its allies. Moreover, its ally in Lebanon was toppled while Hezbollah’s 
candidate is :forming the new government. ~,[lqe Palestinian Authority 
President Mahmoud Abbas and his negotiating team have completely lost 
their credibility in the eyes of the Palestinian people after the recent 
publications of the Palestine Papers. Tile West has lost its ally in 
Tunisia, and is about to lose another in Egypt. Meanwhile its allies in 
Algeria, Yemen and Jordan are hanging on by their fingernails. 

What a reversal of fortunes t 

For nmst of the past sixty years, the U.S. has perceived the Middle 
East, and the Muslim world at large, from the dual prisms of Israel and 
oil. It has provided Israel with massive military aid, economic 



assistance, political cover and diplomatic shelter that not only denied 
the Palestinians their legitimate rights, but also prolonged their 
su£fering and miser?’. 

Furthermore, in securing its short-term interests of oil and military 
bases, successive U S administrations have favored dictatorships and 
repressive regimes in the name of stability at the expense of the right 
of self-determination to the people of the area 

Thirty-two years ago the U.S. lost Iran and has ever since been in a 
contentious relationship with it for its refusal to admit its role in 
maintaining the regirue of the Shah. It is doubtful whether the U.S. 
government has learned that lesson and whether it would be willing now 
to clearly and completely side with the people or respect their will to 
be free and independent. 

In his farewell address of 1796, George Washington warned his countrymen 
and women against the "passionate attachment" to a foreign country and 
advised them that "against the insidious wiles of foreign influence.. 
¯ the jealousy of a free people ought to be constantly awake, since 
history and experience prove that foreign influence is one of the raost 
baneful foes of republican governruent." 

Esaru A1-A~nin can be reached at alaminl 919@gmaih corn 

Why fear the Arab revolutionary spirit? 

The ~vestern liberal reaction to the uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia 
frequently sho~vs hypocrisy and cynicism 

o Slavoj ~i~ek 
o guardian co.uk, Tuesday 1 Febma~z 2011 0900 G2vff 

Egyptian demonstrators An Egyptian demonstrator uses his shoe to 
hit a picture of President Hosni Mubarak during a protest in Cairo. 
Photograph: Mohammed Abed/AFP/Getty Images 

"¢,qaat cannot but strike the eye in the revolts in Tunisia and 
Egypt is the conspicuous absence of Muslim fundamentalism. In the best 
secular democratic tradition, people simply revolted against an 
oppressive regime, its corruption and poverty, and demanded freedom and 
economic hope¯ The cynical ;visdom of western liberals, according to 
which, in Arab countries, genuine democratic sense is limited to narrow 
liberal elites while the vast ma3ority can only be mobilised through 
religious fundamentalism or nationalism, has been proven wrong. The big 
question is what will happen next? YVho will emerge as the political wilmer? 

When a new provisional government was nominated in Tunis, it 
excluded Islamists and the more radical left. The reaction of smug 
liberals was: good, they are the basically same; t;vo totalitarian 
extremes but are things as simple as that? Is the true long-term 
antagonism not precisely between Islamists and the left? Even if they 
are momentarily umted against the regime, once they approach victol3,-, 
their unity splits, they engage in a deadly fight, often more cruel than 
against the shared enemy. 

Did we not witness precisely such a ]Sght after the last 
elections in Iran? What the hundreds of thousands of Mousavi supporters 
stood ]2~r was the popular dream that sustained the Khomeini revolution: 
freedom and justice Even if this dream utopian, it did lead to a 
breathtaking explosion of political and social creativity, 
organisational experiments and debates among students and ordinary 
people This genuine opening that unleashed unheard-of forces for social 
transformation, a moment in which ever?’thing seemed possible, was then 
gradually stifled through the takeover of political control by the 
Islamist establishment¯ 

Even in the case of clearly fundamentalist movements, one should 
be careful not to miss the social component. The Taliban is regularly 
presented as a fundamentalist Islamist group eNk~rcing its rule with 
terror. However, when, in the spring of 2009, they took over the Swat 
valley in Pakistan, The New York Times reported that they engineered "a 
class revolt that exploits profound fissures between a small group of 
wealthy landlords and their landless tenants"¯ If, by "taking advantage" 
of the farmers’ plight, the Taliban are creating, in the words of the 
New York Times "alarm about the risks to Pakistan, which remains largely 
feudal," what prevented liberal democrats in Pakistan and the US 
similarly "taking advantage" of this plight and t~ing to help the 
landless farmers? Is it that the feudal forces in Pakistan are the 
natural ally of liberal deruocracy? 

The inevitable conclusion to be drawn is that the rise of 
radical Islamism was always the other side of the disappearance of the 
secular left in Muslim countries¯ ~,\~en Afghanistan is portrayed as the 
utmost Islaruic fundamentalist countly, who still reraembers that, 40 
years ago, it was a countr?- with a strong secular tradition, including a 
powerful conm~unist party that took power there independently of the 
Soviet Union? Where did this secular tradition go? 



And it is crucial to read the ongoing events in Tunisia and 
Egypt (and Yemen and .. maybe, hopefully, even Saudi Arabia) against this 
background. If the situation is cventually stabilised so that the old 
regime SUl~-ives but with some liberal cosmetic surgery, this will 
generate an insurmountable fundamentalist backlash. In order for the key 
liberal legacy to sm’,~ive, liberals need the fraternal help of the 
radical lefl. Back to Egypt, the most shameful and dangerously 
oppoltunistic reaction was that of Tony Blair as reported on CNN: change 
is necessary, but it should be a stable change. Stable change in Egypt 
today can mean only a conlpromise with the Mubarak forces by way of 
slightly enlarging the ruling circle. This is why to talk about peaceful 
transition now is an obscenity: by squashing the opposition, Mubarak 
himself made this impossible. ARer Mubarak sent the alTtly against the 
protesters, the choice became clear: either a cosmetic change in which 
something changes so that cverything stays tile same, or a true break. 

Here, then, is the moment of tluth: one cannot claim, as in the 
case of Algeria a decade ago, that allowing truly free elections equals 
delivering power to Muslim fundamentalists. Another liberal worry is 
that there is no organised political power to take over if Mubarak goes 
Of course there is not; Mubarak took care of that by reducing all 
opposition to marginal ornaments, so that the result is like the title 
of the famous Agatha Christie novel, And Then There Were None. The 
argument for Mubarak it’s either him or chaos is an argument against 
him. 

The hypocrisy of western liberals is breathtaking: they publicly 
supported democracy, and now, when the people revolt against the tyrants 
on beha if of secu lar liceedom and justice, not on behalf of religion, 
they- are all deeply concerned. YVhy concern, why not joy that freedom is 
given a chance? Today-, more than ever, Mao Zedong’s old motto is 
pertinent: "There is great chaos under heaven the situation is excellent." 

Where, then, should Mubarak go? Here, the ans~ver is also clear: 
to the Hague. If there is a leader who deserves to sit there, it is him 

Cormnentary No. 298, Feb. 1,2011 "The Second Arab Revolt: Wilmers and 
Losers" 
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Commentary No. 298, Feb. 1,2011 

"The Second Arab Revolt: Winners and Losers" 

The Arab Revolt of 1916 was led by SharifHussein bin All :[’or Arab 
independence from the Ottoman [£mpire The Ottomans were evicted. ’1"he 
great revolt however was co-opted by the British and the French. After 
1945, the various Arab states gradual ly became independent members of 
the United Nations. But in most cases their independences were co-opted 
by the United States as the successor to Great Britain as outside 
controller, with a minor continuing role of France in the Maghreb and 
Lebanon 

The second Arab Revolt has been brewing for some years now. It got a 
substantial shot in the arm from the successful uprising of Tunisian 
youth this past month. When courageous young people risk their lives to 
rise up against a supercorrupt authoritarian regime and actually succeed 
in deposing the president, one has to applaud. Whatever happens next, it 
was a good moment [’or humanity. The question always is, what comes next? 

Actually, there are two questions. How corae this uprising succeeded, 
when many other attempts in many countries did not? And then who xvill be 
the winners and losers in Tunisia, elsexvhere in the Arab xvorld, in tile 
whole w-orld-system? 

It is not easy to rebel against an authoritarian regime. The regime has 
guns and money at its disposal, and normally can simply suppress 
attempts to defy it in the streets. Symbolic acts, like the 
self-inwnolation of a young street merchant in a remote Tunisian toxvn, 
Mohamed Bouazizi, in protest against the capricious acts of agents of 
the regime, can ignite others into protesting, as happened in Tunisia. 
But for this act to lead to the overthrow of the regime, there must be 
fissures in that regime. 

In this case, there clearly- were. Neither the artW nor the gendarmerie 
was ready to shoot at tile protestors, leaving this task only to the 
elite presidential guard. It was not enough, and President Zine 
el-Abidine Ben Ali and his family had to flee, able to find refuge only 
in Saudi Arabia. That there were fissures in the regime is shown clearly 
by tile fact that the leading figures of Ben Ali’s party, trying to 
SUl~,’ive the storm, made sure to arrest the key- figure of Ben Ali’s 
enforcement machincry, Abdelwahab Abdallah, lest he in turn arrest them. 
Rerr~errlber how, after Stalin’s death, the successors immediately arrested 
Lavrenti Beria for the same reason. 

Of course, after Ben Ali fled, the whole world applauded, with the sole 
exceptions of Kaddafi of Libya and Berlusconi of Italy-, who continued to 



defend Ben Ali’s virtues. Ben Ali’s chief outside supporter, France, was 
suPflciently embarrassed to confess its "errors" of judgment. The United 
States, having left Tunisia to the supposedly safe hands of the French, 
did not feel the need to make a similar apologT. 

As everyone has noted, the Tunisian example encouraged the Arab street 
elsewhere to pursue a similar path - most notably for the moment in 
Egypt, Yemen, and Jordan. As I write, it is unsure if President Hosni 
Mubarak of Egypt will be able to survive 

Now, who are winners and losers? We shall not know for at least six 
months, perhaps longer, who will actually come to power in Tunisia, in 
Egypt, indeed eveiTwhere in the Arab world. Spontaneous uprisings create 
a situation like that in Russia in 1917 when, in Lenin’s famous pl’uase, 
"power lay in the street," and therefore an organized, determined force 
could seize it, which the Bolsheviks did. 

The actual political situation in each Arab state is diffcrent. There is 
no Arab state today- that has a strong organized, secular, radical par~ 
like the Bolsheviks, ready to try to take power. There are various 
bourgeois liberal movements that would like to play a major role, but 
few of them seem to have an important base. The most organized moven~ents 
are tile Islamist ones. But these movements are not of a single color. 
Their versions of an Islamic state range from those relatively tolerant 
of other groups, such as exists today- in Turkey, to a harsh version of 
Shar’ia law (as the Taliban enforced in Afghanistan) to in-between 
varieties such as tile Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt. The outcomes in tetrus 
of the internal regimes are uncertain and evolving. And therefore who 
wins internally is extremely tmsure. 

But what about tile outside powers, who are heavily involved in 
attempting to control the situation? The principal outside actor is the 
United States. A second one is han. All the others - Turkey, France, 
Great Britain, Russia, China - are less important but nonetheless relevant. 

The great loser of the second Arab Revolt is clearly the United States 
One can see it by the incredible vacillation of the U.S. govermnent in 
the present moment. The United States (like evelT other major power in 
the world) places one criterion before all others - regimes friendly to 
it. Washington ~vants to be on the side of the winner, provided the 
wilmer is not hostile What to do then in a situation like that of 
E~zpt, which presently is a virtual client-state of the United States? 
The United States is reduced to calling publicly for more "democracy," 
no violence, and negotiations. Behind the scenes, they seem to have told 
the Egyptian army not to embarrass the United States by shooting too 
man?- people. But can Mubarak survive ~vithout shooting a lot of people? 

The second Arab Revolt is occurring amidst a worldwide chaotic situation 
in which three features are dominant - a declining standard of living 
for at least t~vo-thirds of the world’s populations; outrageous increases 
in the current income of relatively small upper strata; and a serious 
decline in the elt’ective power of the so-called superpo~ver, the United 
States The second Arab Revolt, ho~vever it turns out, will further erode 
U.S. power, especially in the Arab world, precisely because the one sure 
base for political popularity in these countries today is opposition to 
the intrusion of the United States in their affairs. Even those ~vho 
normally want and depend on U.S. involvement are finding it politically 
dangerous to continue to do so. 

The biggest outside winner is Iran The Iranian regime is no doubt 
viewed with considerable suspicion, partly because it is non-Arab and 
partly because it is Shi’a. It is however U.S. policy that gave Iran its 
greatest present - the ouster of Saddam tlussein from power Saddam had 
been Iran’s fiercest and most effective enemy. The Iranian leaders 
probably say a daily blessing to George W Bush for this wonderful 
present. They have built on this windfall by an intelligent policy 
wherein they have shown themselves rea@ to support non-Shi’ite 
movements such as Hamas, provided only that they are strongly opposed to 
Israel and to US. intrusion in the region 

A smaller winner has been Turkey Turkey was long anathema to popular 
forces in the Arab world J2~r the double reason that it was the heir to 
the Ottoman Empire and that it was closely allied with the United 
States. The popularly elected current regime, an Islamist movement that 
does not seek to impose shar’ia law on the entire population but simply 
droit de cit~ :[’or Islamic obsep~ance, has moved in the direction of 

supporting the second Arab Revolt, even at the risk of compromising its 
previously good relations with Israel and the United States. 

And of course the biggest winner of the second Arab Revolt will, over 
tune, be the Arab peoples 
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These cormnentaries, published twice raonthly, are intended to be 
reflections on the contemporary world scene, as seen from the 
perspective not of the irmnediate headlines but of the long term.] 

Robelt Fisk: Egypt: Death tl-troes of a dictatorship 

Our ~vriter joins protesters atop a Cairo tank as the array shows signs of 
backing the people against Mubarak’s regirue 

Sunday-, 30 January 2011 
Anti-Mubarak protesters in Cairo yesterday climb on an array tank 
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Anti-Mubarak protesters in Cairo yesterday climb on an army tank 

The Egyptian tanks, the delirious protesters sitting atop them, the 
flags, the 40,000 protesters weeping and crying and cheering in Freedom 
Square and praying around them, the Muslim Brotherhood ofllcial sitting 
amid the tank passengers Should this be compared to the liberation of 
Bucharest? Climbing on to an American-made battle tank myself. I could 
only remember those wonderfu 1 films of the liberation of Paris. A few 
hundred metres away, Hosni Mubarak’s black-umibrmed security police 
were still firing at demonstrators near the interior ministry-. It was a 
wild, historical victor?- celebration, Mubarak’s own tanks freeing his 
capital from his own dictatorship 

In the pantomime ~vorld of Mubarak himself and of Barack Obama and 
Hillary Clinton in Washington the man who still claims to be president 
of Egypt swore in the most preposterous choice of vice-president in an 
attempt to soften the fiery of the protesters Omar Suleiman, Egypt’s 
chief negotiator with Israel and his senior intelligence officer, a 
75-year-old ~vith years of visits to Tel Aviv and Jerusalem and four 
heart attacks to his credit. Ho~v this elderly apparatchik might be 
expected to deal ~vith the anger and j oy of liberation of 80 million 
Egyptians is beyond imagination. When I told the demonstrators on the 
tank around me the ne~vs of Suleiman’s appointment, they burst into laughter 

Their crews, in battledress and smiling and in some cases clapping their 
hands, made no attempt to wipe off the grafl~ti that the crowds had 
spray-painted on their tanks. "Mubarak Out Get Out", and "Your regime 
is over, Mubarak" have now been plastered on almost every Egyptian tank 
on the streets of Cairo. On one of the tanks circ[ing Freedom Square was 
a senior member of the Muslim Brotherhood, Mi~hamed Be[tagi. Earlier, ! 
had walked beside a convoy of tanks near the suburb of Garden City as 
crowds scrambled on to the machines to hand oranges to the crews, 
applauding them as E©’ptian patriots tlowever crazed Mubarak’s choice of 
vlce-presidem and his gradual appointment of a powerless new government 
of cronies, the streets of Cairo proved what the United States and EU 
[eaders have simply failed to grasp. It is over 

Mubarak’s feeble attempts to claim that he must end violence on behalf 
of the Egyptian people when his own security police have been 
responsible for most of the cruelty of the past five days has elicited 
even further fury from those who have spent 30 years under his sometimes 
vicious dictatorship. For there are growing suspicions that much of the 
looting and arson was carried out by plainclothes cops including the 
murder of 11 men in a rural village in the past 24 hours in an attempt 
to destroy the integrity’ of the protesters campaigning to throw Mubarak 
out of power. The destruction of a number of communications centres by 
masked men which must have been co-ordinated by some form of 
institution has also raised suspicions that the plainclothes thugs who 
beat many of the deruonstrators were to blame. 

But the torching of police stations across Cairo and in Alexandria and 
Suez and other cities was obviously not carried out by- plainclothes 
cops. Late on Friday, driving to Cairo 40 miles down the Alexandria 
highway, crowds of young men had lit fires across the highway and, when 
cars slowed down, deruanded hundreds of dollars in cash. Yesterday 
morning, armed men were stealing cars from their owners in the centre of 
Cairo. 

Itffinitely ruore terrible was the vandalism at the Eg~’ptian National 
Museum. After police abandoned this greatest of ancient treasuries, 
looters broke into the red-painted building and smashed 4,000-year-old 
pharaonic statues, Egyptian mmnmies and magnificent wooden boats, 
originally car,~ed coraplete with their miniature crews to accompany 
kings to their graves. Glass cases containing priceless figurines were 
bashed in, the black-painted soldiers inside pushed over. Again, it ruust 
be added that there were rumours before the discovery that police caused 
this vandalism before they fled the museum on Friday- night. Ghastly 
shades of the Baghdad museum in 2003. It wasn’t as bad as that looting, 
but it was a most awful archeological disaster. 

In my night joumcy froru 6th October City to the capital, I had to slow 
down when darkened vehicles loomed out of the darkness. They were 
smashed, glass scattered across the road, slovenly policemen pointing 
rifles at my headlights One j eep was half burned out The?’ were the 



wreckage of the anti-riot police J2~rce which the protesters forced out 
of Cairo on Ffiday. Those same demonstrators last night J2~rmed a massive 
circle around Freedom Square to pray, "Allah Alakbar" thundering into 
the night air over the city. 

And there are also calls :[’or revenge. An al-Jazeera television crew 
found 23 bodies in the Alexandria mortuary, apparently shot by the 
police Several had horrifically mutilated faces. Eleven more bodies 
were discovered in a Cairo mortuary, relatives gathering around their 
bloo@ remains and screaming for retaliation against the police. 

Cairo now changes from joy to sullen anger within minutes. Yesterday 
morning, I walked across the Nile river bridge to watch the ruins of 
Mubarak’s 15-storey party headquarters burn. In front stood a vast 
poster advertising the benefits of the party pictures of successful 
graduates, doctors and full employment, the promises which Mubarak’s 
patty had failed to deliver in 30 years outlined by the golden fires 
curling from the blackened windows of the party headquarters. Thousands 
of Egyptians stood on the river bridge and on the motorway flyovers to 
take pictures of the fiercely- burning building and of the middle-aged 
looters still stealing chairs and desks from inside. 

Yet the moment a Danish television team arrived to fihn exactly the same 
scenes, they- were berated by scores of people who said that they" had no 
right to film the fires, insisting that Egyptians were proud people who 
would never steal or commit arson. This was to become a theme during the 
day: that reporters had no right to report anything about this 
"liberation" that might reflect badly upon it. Yet they were still 
remarkably friendly and despite Obama’s pusillanimous statements on 
Friday night there was not the slightest manifestation of hostility 
against the United States. "All we want all is Mubarak’s departure 
and new elections and our freedom and honour," a 30-year-old 
psychiatrist told me. Behind her, crowds of young men were clearing up 
broken crash barriers and road intersection fences from the street an 
ironic reflection on the ~vell-known Cairo adage that Egyptians will 
never, ever clean their roads. 

Mubarak’s allegation that these demonstrations and arson this 
combination was a theme of his speech refusing to leave Egypt were 
part of a "sinister plan" is clearly at the centre of his claim to 
continued world recognition. Indeed, Obama’s own response about the 
need for reforms and an end to such violence was an exact copy of all 
the lies Mubarak has been using to defend his regime for three decades 
It was deeply- amusing to Egyptians that Obama in Cairo itself~ after 
his election had urged Arabs to grasp freedom and democracy. These 
aspirations disappeared entirely when he gave his tacit if uncomfortable 
support to the Egyptian president on Friday. The problem is the usual 
one: the lines of po~ver and the lines of morality in Washington fail to 
intersect when US presidents have to deal with the Middle East. Moral 
leadership in America ceases to exist when the Arab and Israeli worlds 
have to be confronted. 

And the Egyptian army is, needless to say, part of this equation It 
receives much of the $1.3bn of almual aid from Washington. The commander 
of that army, General Tantawi who just happened to be in Washington 
when the police tried to crush the demonstrators has always been a 
very close personal friend of Mubarak. Not a good omen, perhaps, for the 
immediate future 

So the "liberation" of Cairo where, grimly, there came news last night 
of the looting of the Qasr a]-Aini hospital has yet to run its full 
course. The end may be clear The tragedy is not over. 

NY T~nes January 30, 2011 Rich, Poor and a Rift [~xposed by Ur~rest 

By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MONA [~L-NAGGAR 

CAIRO - As the goverr~nent of Egypt shakes fi-om a broad-based uprising, 

long-simmering resentments have burst into open class warfare. 

Over the past several day’s, hundreds of thousands of Egyptians - from 
indigent fruit peddlers and doormen to students and engineers, even 
wealthy" landlords -poured into the streets together to denounce 
President ttosni Mubarak and battle his omnipresent security police 
Then, on Friday night, the police pulled out of Egypt’s major cities 
abruptly, and tensions between rich and poor exploded 

Looters from Cairo’s vast shantytowns attacked gleaming suburban 
shopping mails, wild minors swirled of gunfights at the bridges and 
gates to the most expensive neighborhoods and some of their residents 
turned wistful about Mr. Mubarak and his authoritarian rule. 

"It is as ifa domestic war is declared," said Sarah Elayashi, 33, from 
an apartment in the affluent neighborhood of Heliopolis, not far fiom 
Mr. Mubarak’s palace. "And we have nothing to defend ourselves but 
kitchen knives and mop sticks." 

"The protesters are against us," she added. "We hope President Mubarak 
stays because at least we have national security. I wish we could be 



like the United States with a democracy, but we cannot We have to have 
a ruler with an iron hand." 

Now some accuse the Mubarak government of deliberately fanning class 
tensions in order to create demands for the restoration of its brutal 
security state But such resentments have built up here :[’or nearly a 
decade outside of public view 

"These big guys are stealing all the money," said Mohamed Ibraham, a 
24-year-old textile worker standing at his second job as a fruit peddler 
in a hard-pressed neighborhood called Dar-al-Salam. "K they" ~vere giving 
us o~uc rights, why would we protest? People are desperate." 

He had little sympathy for those frightened by the specter of looting. 
He conrplained that he could barely" afford his rent and said the police 
routinely humiliated hint by shaking him down for raoney, overturning his 
cart or stealing his fruit. "And then we hear about how these big guy-s 
all have these new boats and the 
100,000 pound villas. They" are building housing, but not for us - for 
those people up high." 

The ~videning chasru between rich and poor in Cairo has been one of the 
conspicuous aspects of city life over the last decade - and especially, 
the last five years. Though there were always extremes of wealth and 
poverty here, until recently- the rich lived nrore or less anrong the poor 
- in grander apartments or more spacious apartments but mixed together 
in the sarue city. 

But as the Mubarak adruinistration has taken steps toward privatizing 
nrore govertwnent businesses, kicking off an econoruic boom for some, rich 
Egyptians have fled the city-. They, have flocked to gated conrmunities 
full of big American-style horues around country clubs, and the 
rerrmteness of their lives from those of average Egyptians has beconre 
starkly visible. 

The new- rich communities and older affluent enclaves closer to the city 
were seized with fear over the weekend after a rash of looting Friday- night. 

At the ravaged City Centre mall, looters had pulled bank A.T.M.’s from 
the walls, smashed in skylights and carted away televisions, and on 
Sunday, a small crowd ;vas inspecting the damage and debating the causes. 

A group of men standing guard said they had watched the police abandon 
the mall as if on command Friday, at 11 pm, and the first looters 
arrived in cars shortly after. They- argued that the goverl~ment had tried 
to create the impression of chaos Others blamed hordes who poured in 
from impoverished neighborhoods, or Bedouins who they, said came in from 
the desert 

Ayman Adbel A1, 43, a c~vil engineer inspecting the damage with his two 
teenage sons, blamed Mr Mubarak, arguing that he had allowed the 
growing class divisions in Egyptian society to build up for years until 
they- exploded last week. "I can say that I am well ott; but I hate it, 
too It is not humanitarian," he said, showing a picture of himself with 
his family at the protests Saturday. The only- people who wanted Mr. 
Mubarak to stay in power, he argued, were rich people "afraid for their 
money. ’~ 

Samir Amin on Tunisian Revolution - Interview with Aydinlik Magazine 

Professor Samir Amin, respected political thinker, economist and writer, 
evaluates developments in Tunisia in an intep¢iew with Aydinlik 
Magazine. We also asked Samir Amin his views about Hu Jintao’s visit to 
USA and currency policy of the China We present a broad suwanary of the 
lntep¢iew with Amin, who answered our questions from Dakar by telephone. 

POPULAR MOVEMENT 

AYD[NL[K: How do you interpret the movement in Tunisia? 

S~YMIR AM[N: ’]’he events of Tunisia must be interpreted as a very powerful 
popular movement uprising, a general uprising About 80 per cent of the 
population of the country in many areas including in the capital were 
out in the streets :[’or 45 days and continue to do so. They carried on 
their protests in spite of the repressmn and did not give up. ’]?his 
movement has political, societal and economic dimensions. Ben All regime 
was one of the most repressive police regimes in the world. Thousands of 
people in Tunisia were assassinated, arrested and tortured, but Western 
powers best friend never allowed these fiicts to be known. The Tunisian 
people want democracy, respect of rights. 

Economic and social factors were also influential in the uprising of the 
people. The count~ experiences rapidly" escalating unemployruent, 
particularly of youth, including educated young people. The standard of 
living of the majority- of the population is decreasing, in spite of the 
growth of the GDP praised by World Bank and international Agencies. 
Growing inequality explains it. The influence of the mafia rype of 
organisation is also another irmportant factor. The systeru was managed to 



the almost exclusive benefit of the Ben All family and its orgamsation. 

’]?here is another aspect of the movement that is very interesting. The 
Islamic influence was not effective in the uprising. Tunisia is really a 
secular country. People manage to keep religion and politics separate 
This is very important and positive. It was said Ben All protected the 
country from fundamentalist Muslims. He used this argument very 
effectively :for many years Actually it wasn’t Ben All but the people 
that protected the country from fundamentalists 

The fact that the array wasn’t against the people gave strength to the 
people in the streets. The Ben All govertwaent gave support and financial 
aid to the police not the array. This is why the police played such an 
important role in the suppression of the events in the past. 

IT IS NOT EASY TO EST.4BLISH A DEMOCRATIC AND SE(-’L~L.4R REGD¢IE IN TUNISLA 

AYDINLIK: ~,\~o or which poxver leading this movement? 

AMIN: I want to emphasise again this movement doesn’t belong to a 
particular group of people. This is a popular general movement. There 
are no foreign countries or groups behind it. It is social in essence. 
However it must be said that the Western poxvers will try to create an 
Islamic alternative and will ttTi to support a movement of this solt in 
order to avoid a really democratic alternative. They already have 
started to do it, re introducing in the country the language of ’Saudi 
Arabia’ as some corumentators of the Tunisian people have alrea@ said. 

It is very difficult to try to guess what the future holds fi~r the 
co~xtry. For sttre the establishruent of a deruocratic and secular regime 
is not easy. Assmning the best that is a deruocratic govertwaent 
supported by the people (and that is not absolutely guaranteed), such 
a govemraent will be cotffronted with the economic and social challenge: 
How to associate this democratisation of the political management with 
social progress? That is not easy. Tunisia’s ’success’ for some time was 
based on three sources: The delocalisation of some light industries from 
Europe, tourism, mass out migration to Libya and Europe. Now those three 
channels have reached their ceiling and even start to be reversed. By 
which macro policy they could be replaced? Not easy to imagine for a 
small cotmtry, vulnerable and with little resources (no oil!) 
Solidari~z and South-South cooperation might turn to be vital for an 
alternative. The Western powers will do all they can to have the 
democratic regime tmsuccessful in this respect, and create therefore 
conditions favourable for a false ’Islamic alternative’, labelled 
’moderate’. 

CHINA NEVER GI\,~ UP ITS POLI(2IF, S 

AYDINLIK: China President Hu Jintao met with Obama in Washington. Before 
going to USA, Hu Jintao said that the ’system dominated by dollar is the 
product of past’. V~’aat is your opinion? 

AMIN: China may smile towards the Americans but the will never 
compromise their policies. The winner of the Hu Jintao-Obama meeting was 
Hu Jinto, as was expected. China did not make any concession ~vith 
respect to their independent management of their currency, the yuan The 
life expectancy of the dollar that rules the international monetary 
system will come to an end, sooner or later Chinese are ~vell aware of 
this. Yet for the time being China doesn’t suggest to create a different 
alternative global currency (Chinese understand that this is not mature 
and therefore remains an illusion). China is concentrating at the moment 
on developing relatively :free and independent regional alliances China 
will struggle for such realistic possible answers to the challenge: 
Reinforcing regional agreements in Asia and Latin America, not on a 
global level. 

BROI.XItIT TO YOU BY PAMBAZUKA NEWS 

* This is a translation of an article that first appeared in Aydin]ik 
Magazine. 

The Resistance and Uprisings Against the Dominant Socio Political 
Regimes in North Africa 

ttelmi Sharawy and Azza Khalil 

Introduction: 

The main Countries of the African North (Egi~pt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria 
and Morocco), shared in common some salient features all along the 14 
centuries of Islaruic history. The?" all bear the seal of the Irnperial 
Islamic Khalifates on one hand, as well as the heritage of the Pharaonic 
and Moroccan Dynasties on the other hand. Thus, all rulers in these 
countries assumed a hallo of holiness, whether they- belonged to the 
Abbassides, the Fatemides or Alawites. Even when the ottoruanic of Turkey 
dominated the region, since 16th century they still retained this hallo 
as they also assmned the same Islamic Khalifate. Such an ideological 
hegeruony of the "Moslem" Ruler meant the virtual isolation of the 
established "social" classes - fakih, judges, ruerchants, artisanal 



corporations, religious sects and the soldiers -from any real 
parucipation in politics, or social or economic claims, which were the 
monopoly of the "holy" Ruler. However, the Capitalist Arab Commercial 
class, through the long distance Trade Activities which extended from 
West Africa to the Far East, passing through the Mediterranean and the 
Red Sea, fulfilled the double function of unil}’ing the region, and 
consolidating its political and social system. 

In more recent history, the strategic position of the region at the hub 
of the ancient world, attracted the aggressiv-e Ettropean Capitalism, 
despite the fierce competition between its English, French and Spanish 
constituents, and fell corapletely urxder its domination. Thus it 
eventually shared with the rest of the African Continent, the colonial 
status, and its corollary of national liberation struggles, and post 
independence problems. Yet, the old social forces of feudal or 
corcanercial elites, or religious leaders, cuntinued to exist under the 
new colunial powers, and gradually differuntiated themselves, together 
with certain sections of socie~" collaborating xvith these powers, 
because of the corrmmn interests, or in quest of participation in the 
impending modernizatiun process. The religious element retained in 
guneral, a conservative positiun, and lent a religious aspect to the 
national resist ance movements (A1-Azhar, Egypt. A1- Zeitotma Ttmis and 
A1- Quaraouene Moroco). Other popular resistance movements had no 
alternative other than spontaneous uprisings in quest of social or 
national claims. 

The National Liberatiun Movements which led these countries to 
independence xvere an araalgam of all the above historical components, 
including Paternalism (such charismatic figures as Nasser, Bourgeiba or 
Mohammad V), the xvesternized elements aspiring for modernity, the 
heritage of the spontaneous uprisings, as well as the cunservative 
currents desirous of the upkeep of the traditions. 

However, the new state also inherited the traditiunal oppressive 
authority-, and the denial of all maimer of self expression by "civil 
society" or the popular masses (~vorkers and peasants), despite the fact 
that the national bourgeoisie had created modem political parties 
during their straggle for liberation It is noted ho~vever, that some of 
these parties represented certain sections of society that were 
collaborating with the colonial powers, and thus were instrumental in 
oppressing the popular masses 

Thus, the National State between the mid fifties and mid seventies, of 
the 20th country failed to fulfill the role of the modern developmental 
state, that would combine the development of an independent plalmed 
economy, with a wide margin of political liberties, that ~vould give the 
popular masses the right of self expression On the contrary, it made 
use of its populist national discourse, to suppress the dimension of 
legal social rights. The existing "socialist" systems gave these regimes 
the possibility to maintain their independence in a multi polar world, 
yet the?- failed to give an example of safe guarding the civil rights of 
the masses of these "Modern States", but rather supported a sense of 
satisfaction with a certain measure of social and economic rights, as 
was the case in Egypt and Tunisia. Even the armed straggle that secured 
the independence of Algeria, could not guarantee such rights for its masses. 

In the course of the 1960’s and 1970’s, certain alliances between the 
bureaucratic bourgeoisie and the military were formed (Eg3~pt and 
Algeria), as well as alliances with the feudal/coturnercial class (in 
Morocco), and with the religious/commercial sects in the Sudan. Yet, all 
such alliances left very little margin for participation by popular 
masses, which could not take an acuve role in fighting :[’or their 
rights, or later on, defending such rights, when the onslaught on them 
began in the late 1970’s. 

Hence, these alliances experienced no difflcul~ in assuming full power 
in society with the advent of the Structural Ac{justment Policies 
advocated by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the World Bank 
in the 1970’s These International Financial Institutions had no 
difficult" in imposing their policies on the political and economic 
actors that make up the dominant class in these countries Despite the 
formation of different political parties to g~ve the semblance of multi 
party democracy no representation of the interests of the popular masses 
was secured, as most of the intellectuals adopted the neo liberal 
ideology sponsored by these International Institutions, either because 
they identified themselves with the hegemonic class, or else because of 
their western oriented cultural background 

The 1970’s saw a precipitate application of so called economic relk~rm, 
under the guise of the structural ac{justment policies advocated by the 
international financial institutions. This reflected the failure of the 
post war national liberation states to move out of the World Capitalist 
System. It also meant their failttre to create organized mass forces 
capable of defending their countries against the aggressive onslaught of 
this System. 

This l:ailure xvas the outcome of the fact that the national ideology - 
fiom Nasscr to Mohammad V - could not incorporate self reliant, fully 
independent societies capable of confiunting the aggression of the World 
System. Such curffrontatiun could only be achieved by organizing the 
popular masses that constituted the main force interested to preserve 



this national project tlence, the defeat of Nasserism in 1967, and the 
failure of the system of self management in Algeria, led to an 
intensification of the oppressive policies, rather than an honest 
reassessment of the current policies. In Morocco, the chauvinistic issue 
of stand toward Mauritania or the Sahara was blown out of 
propomons to cover up the intensified oppression. Thus, the regimes 
that ruled from the 1970’s on, created the mechanisms ~2~r greater social 
and political oppressmn, and coercion. 

First: The characteristics of the Social and Political Situation, and 
the Alienation of the State and the Masses 

The 1970’s saw tile reurganization of the structure of the State in the 
African North as an integral part of the World Capitalist System, where 
the law of the market rules supreme. However, as these countries belong 
to the periphery of the system, no real local capitalist development is 
permitted, let alone any pursuit of the previous national development 
project. This transition took place by Sadat in Egypt, and after the 
death of Boumediene in Algeria. The application of the structural 
adjustment policies took place in Morocco and Tunisia at approximately 
the same period. Thus similar mass uprisings took place in all four 
countries, such as the bread uprisings in Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia, as 
well as the revolt of the Islamists in Algeria. 

The national liberation state, with its predominant state capitalism, 
failed to create any mass movement capable of defending the acquisitions 
of the national struggle. Indeed, the alliance of the militat?~ and tile 
bureaucracy, and the comprador classes that emerged from that alliance, 
waited for the appropriate moment - disappearance of some charismatic 
leaders, and the demise of the Soviet Union - to spring into action and 
implement the dictates of the LMF and World Bank. The aftermath of the 
October war in Egypt, and the jump ofoil prices consequent on it, was 
the starting point for such a move, and the consolidation of the 
parasitic interests of tile ruling strata at the expense of the toiling 
masses These comprador rulers are intent on gleaning the droppings from 
the world capitalist trade, and in pursuit of such droppings accept the 
dictates of the IMF and the World Bank which have become a real 
leviathan, according to Hobbs, and impose their social and political 
conditions as ~vell. Such conditions are implemented by the new World 
Trade Organization (WTO) We even find E~zpt helping WTO conditions on 
African States during the Doha round of talks. 

In short, ~ve find that the state bureaucracy which assumed the 
leadership of the independence proj ect at one time, are themselves at 
the front of capitulating this same independence, and handing over the 
steering of the economy to the elements of the gree@ consumerist 
capitalism It is the same State that obstinately refuses the popular 
demands for independent labor and peasant organizations, and effective 
political parties, despite the show- ofmultipartism (as in Egypt, 
Algeria and Tunisia), or some sort of change of authority (in Morocco), 
without any real change of power in any of these countries for a quarter 
of a century. 

How the Conditions in the Region Deteriorated 

In this region of the African North, with more than 150 million 
inhabitants, and where the population living below the poverty line, 
reaches 50% in some countries, and ~vhere the authorities ban an?’ popular 
form of political or trade union organization, it is only normal to meet 
all manner of spontaneous uprisings. Such uprisings have taken place in 
Egypt, Algeria, Morocco and the Sudan. The alternative was for the 
masses to revert to traditional, salafi religious trends, or the more 
radical religmus organizations These manifestations reflect the depth 
of the social crisis which needs more detailed stu@ (elsewhere). 

In the case of Egypt, the transition started between the years 1974 and 
1977 (with similar changes in the other countries up to 1984). During 
this period (after the 1973 war), Sadat announced his adherence to the 
imperialist powers (which retained 99% of the trump cards!), and 
severing the traditional friendship with the Soviet Union and the 
socialist camp This was accompanied by the so called open door policy 
which meant restricting the punic sector of the economy and inviting 
private capital, both local and foreign, to expand the economy. 

In the mean time, a semblance of democratic change was inaugurated by 
dissolving the Socialist Union and creating out of it three tribunes: 
Left, (;enter and Right, the center one of which, eventually became the 
new "One Party", having been sponsored by Sadat himself, and as such 
rallying all the bureaucrats and their allies that used to man the 
defanct Socialist Union. However, due to the fragi lity of the Right 
Tribune, Sadat rehabilitated the Moslem Brotherhood, by releasing its 
members fi-om prison, and inviting those who had fled to Saudi Arabia and 
the Gulf States to return home together with their millions. This was 
his ploy to counter tile Nasserists and the forces of the Left. Thus an 
atraosphere of Islamic austerity in pnhlic, coupled with a real life 
style of opulence adopted by the new- ruling class of bureaucrats and 
Islamic millionaires (and their military cotmterparts), in glare 
contrast with the deteriorating condition of the bulk of the population, 

This polarization of society went hand in hand with the measures to 
annex the economy to the World Capitalist System and its trans national 



companies. This started with the Law of the New Economic Measures in May 
1974, and the Letter of Intent to the IMF on May 1976, followed by the 
second letter of intent on June 1978. These measures and agreements with 
the IMF, led to the abandonment of all plans for industrialization, and 
concentration on agriculture, putting stress on the so called bio 
agrarian and other export crops, This was coupled with rejection of the 
traditional cycles of rotation of crops, as complete freedom was granted 
to the agricultural sector. This meant a drastic reduction in some 
strategic crops (cotton), and fierce American opposition to any 
subsidies to wheat production essential for the survival of the people. 
Also, subsidies of iruportant ruass consuraption goods such as bread, 
sugar, popular textiles and fuel, were gradually reduced, sometimes 
drastically. 

Similar rueasures were adopted in Algeria by the alliance of the military 
and big business that assumed power after the death of Boumediene. Also 
Bourgueiba allowed such measures in the 1980’s to liberalize the economy 
froru the nasserist policies of Bin Saleh. In Morocco, the regime of 
Hassan II, was predisposed to such liberal measures, and the same 
applies to the governruent of Sadek A1-Mahdi in the Sudan after the 
popular uprising of 1985. 

No wonder then, if we see popular uprisings following une another in the 
region. It all started in Egypt, 1977, and 1986, then in Ttmisia in 
1984, and in Southern Sudan in 1985. In Morocco, there were the revolts 
of the unemployed all along the eighties, and in Algeria the Islamists 
started their opposition in the late 1980’s, that turned to armed 
insurrection in the 1990’s. 

An abtmdance of ecunomic data exists to illustrate the impoverishment 
policies adopted obstinately by the ruling classes in all these 
countries, but detailed studies are needed. Yet in confrontation with 
all the movements of opposition and uprisings, the regimes in power 
acquiesce more and more to the dictates of the Western Powers and adhere 
to their sponsored projects of domination (palticipation, Mediterranean 
communi~z, greater middle east, etc). 

We shall enumerate some of the main consequences of the above policies 
that lead to the aggravation of the impoverishment of the masses, and 
dr~ves them to repeated violence and uprisings: 

I. Despite the existence of oil rich countries in the region, and the 
discourse about Arab solidarity, and economic and social integration 
presumed under the Arab uni~ movement, the poverty rates in the region 
are ve~ high. In 2004, such rates were highest in Egypt (53%), followed 
by Algeria (23%), and Morocco (19%), and Tunisia (12%) Such rates are 
even higher among the rural communities, and tbr ~vomen (aided by the 
Islamist trend). 

II The accelerated measures for privatizing the public sector, have 
hastened the development of the informal private sector, partly to 
replace the declining role of the state in providing sel~’ices, and 
partly to evade taxation of this component of the private sector 

III. With the decline of the productive sectors of the economy, an 
increasing proportion of the national income comes from various sources 
of rent To take the case of E~pt as an example (detailed studies have 
to be done tbr the other Countries), these include petrol (35 billion 
dollars), the Suez canal (4 bn)l tourism (5.4 bn), and the remittances 
of the Egyptians working abroad (3.9 bn). We may also add around 2 
milliard dollars m us aid and loans, paid as a price for the 
government’s support of American policies in the region. Such rent is 
the final resort of the ruling alliance of the bureaucrats, the military 
and the compradors. It is estimated that these include 5000 millionaires 
(in dollars!), and 250 milliardaires, who hve extravagantly, and 
consume rather than contribute to the productive savings. It is also 
estimated that 100 to 200 bn. dollars were pumped out of the country by 
its nauvou rich and deposited abroad, which amounts to more than double 
the ][~reign debts and aid money received during the last quarter of a 
century (the reign of Mubarak). These are extracted from toiling masses 
in town and country side, while the government has shed most of its 
cotmnltment to provide services to the population, but sticks diligently 
to its commitment to support the neo liberal policies of the World 
Capitalist System This rent also covers the trade deficit which stands 
at around 8 milliard dollars annually. 

IV. To face the growing deficit in the finances of the state, the 
government used the proceeds of the sale of the public sector (228 
companies up to 2005), as well as the savings of the Retirement Funds, 
to cover the ever ~ncreasing deficit of the budget, instead of pumping 
them for reinvestment in producuve projects On the contrary, some 1000 
factories were closed during the privatization period, and the part of 
agriculture and fishing in the GDP dropped to 16.4% in 2004. The regime 
reduced taxes on the highest incomes from 40% to 20%, while the rate of 
inflation that hits the poor (with fixed incomes) most, rose to 17.3%. 
To reduce the burden of the foreign debt, the regime traded its support 
for the foreign policies of the US in the Gulf area (in 1990/91), and 
secured a reductiun of the foreign debt froru 50 to 35 milliard dollars, 
and the debt remained around the level of 30 milliards since then. 

V. Within such policies, the State is shedding ruost of its social 



cowanltments to the population, or its role in development (the private 
sector provides 64% of (IDP). ’]?he State restricts its role to the 
security sector (the defense and interior ministries, and the presidency 
account ]‘or approximately 4 times the expenditure on education and 
public health). Subsidies ]2~r public health care and medicines are 
gradually reduced, while the number of private hospitals flourishes. ’]?he 
same applies to education, where the private universities make up 40% of 
the total number of umversities, and charge huge fees [’or tutorship. 

VI. These policies led to an increase of the unemployed to around 30% of 
the labor force (the official figures put unemployment at 9-10%). Add to 
that figure, some half a million workers in the liquidated pnhlic sector 
who went to early retirement. To face such deteriorating conditions of 
the w-orking nrasses and their consequent unrest, the governnrent resorts 
to brute force, and maintains the state of emergency (martial law) for 
the last quarter of a century. The masses are left with but two options: 
acquiescence or revolt. 

During the three last decades, the reaction of the toiling masses 
alternated between acquiescence and spontaneous revolt. However, the 
deteriorating conditions have driven most of these masses to realizing 
the effectiveness of organized protest and opposition, and the role, 
organized movements could play 

Second: The Main Actors 

The modern State in the African North, began as the outcome of national 
nrovements led by charismatic leaders that wrested various degrees of 
independence front the colonial power, and inherited an autocratic 
apparatus from the remnants of the Ottoman rule. Thus the state 
apparatus (the administration, and the army-) was developed much more 
than any representative bodies, or civil society organizations. The 
classes that took power after independence were very linrited in nmnhers 
and tended to suppress any form of protest or dissent. However, the 
nascent bourgeoisie managed to consolidate various degrees of modern 
state bodies, or else it was left to the national totalitarian state to 
accomplish this task. 

We shall consider the development of the situation in Egypt, as a case 
stu@ to illustrate this phenomenon: 

c- The Political Parties 

The largest party is the ruling National Democratic party, which is 
intertwined ;vith the state apparatus to the extent that many consider 
the system to be a one part?’ system To a certain degree, it inherited 
the role of the deli~nct Socialist Union, which was the single party’ of 
the Nasser populist regime. The party organization is far from 
democracy, as its cadres are all designated by the leadership 
personified by the President ;vho heads the Party’. Indeed Mr. Mubarak 
inherited the presidency of the Part?’, together ;vith the Presidency of 
the Country from Sadat. Ho~vever, a degree of dissent was shown lately 
against the policies of the "old guard" made up of the bureaucrats who 
cling to the public sector out of ;vhich the?’ made their fortunes. The 
dissidence is represented by the son of Mr. Mubarak at the head of a 
group of businessmen, intent on the radical application of the neo 
liberal policies advocated by the International Institutions, and the 
full liquidation of the public sector, and the supremacy of their 
private sector 

In the opposition, we find the Wafd Party, which is a continuation of 
the old nationalist party between the two world wars, and stands more to 
the right of the government, but sticks to its democratic traditions 
’]?hen there is the Nationalist Progressive Unitarian Rally, which is a 
leftist party that believes in the peace[u] resolution of the class 
struggle within a framework of national unity’. ~I1qen comes the Arab 
Democratic Nasserist Party which calls ]’or the establishment of arab 
socialism through the dominance of Arab the alliance of working people. 

Then there is the Labor Part?’, which calls for an Islamic based social 
policy, and went into alliance with the Moslem Brotherhood, ’]?here also 
exist a number of small parties with very few adherents, and no 
representation in parliament. There exist 26 newspapers belonging to the 
different parties, but whose circulation does not exceed 50000 copies 

During the last few years, the number of independent magazines and 
newspapers proliferated. ’]2aese t~ to boost circulation by commercial 
means, among which by carrying a note of opposiuon - sometimes 
w)ciferous - as a means of attracting a public weary of getting 
identical material from the whole press ][]his atmosphere encouraged the 
opposition papers to be more radical in their coverage. The authorities 
generally tolerate this level of opposition, partly to boost their image 
abroad, and as long as it does not develop ~nto more serious forms. 

The opposition Parties have not managed, so far, to become serious 
political forces, because the regime has contained their activities 
within certain limits. These include allotting them fe~v premises, and 
limited snhsidies, while at the same time, restricting their right to 
street denronstrations, and public gatherings outside their official 
premises. 

b- The unofficial Political Forces 



Most prominent anmng these is the Moslem Brotherhood that always had a 
semi clandestine status, even when thousands of its members were put in 
prison. It generally- recruits its adherents among the poorer middle 
class, while its cadres come from the professional syndicates, and the 
Gulf made millionaires. It keeps an active presence in thousands of 
Islamic philanthropic societies, and some influential professional 
syndicates. Some leftist Parties got into tactical fronts with the 
Brotherhood, but at the sanre time, join the government in denouncing 
their terrorist policies.. 

Due to the rising popular ~rest, certain leftist elements (socialist 
oriented or democrats) and communists, have regrouped themselves anew-, 
and try to support, and sonretimes take part, in the numerous grass roots 
actions that proliferated lately with worsening economic conditions of 
the toiling masses. 

c Civil Socie~ 

Civil Society’ as such, is not a homogeneous entity in the Arab region in 
general, but some groupings, of traditional or modern tendencies try to 
pursue their own prRiect. The urban elite consider themselves as members 
of c~vil society-, but they do not demonstrate any coherent identity- to 
merit such a qualification Some prominent civil society- bodies group 
business men that organize various stud?’ centers and think tanks, that 
propose policies that enhance the interests of their sponsors in the 
business world. Such groups are generally aligned with the ruling party,, 
and in particular the new wing supporting Mr. Mnharak’s son Some such 
groups adopted the deteriorating conditions of the rural and urban poor, 
and suggest solutions of the form of micro loans to help these 
categories move into the formal sector of the economy 

Other NGO’s assume certain activities in vogue with foreign donors, and 
treat the changing themes of these donors (poverty, gender or biological 
agriculture). But in general, such NGO’s move in unison with the 
authorities, and some of them are utilized for propaganda purposes by 
the President’s wife However, other NGO’s have found renewed scope for 
their activi~z in the increase of human rights violations by the police 
and other repressive bodies. Some of these get financial support from 
relevant defense of Human Rights Organizations, in Scandinavian 
countries and other fiuropean and American ones 

Third The alternatives for political change 

a) Viewpoint of Business Men and Opposition l~om Within 

These group some of the opponents of the Old Guard of the ruling Par~, 
and advocate more aspects of formal democracy to replace the present 
authoritative system. They agree with the neo liberal policies and would 
take them even further. Yet the?" advocate some sort of rotation of 
authority in line with the Western projects such as the middle east 
~nitiative, or the participation [’or progress. The initiative of the 
Bibliotheca Alexandrina goes in this direction. ’]’he Mi~slem Brotherhood 
agrees with the neo liberal policies (according to declarations by their 
General Tutor), but insist on public liberties (to liberate their 
incarcerated members), and combating corruption (on the adage that the?" 
represent religious purity). 

b- The Re~2~rmists alternatives 

There are many varieties of these, but in general, they advocate 
democratic change, led by the educated elites, that will eventually pull 
society behind. Some of these adopt the neo liberal ideologies, and even 
think they can take advantage of the US call for democracy in the region 
in order to combat terrorism[ 

Another trend believes it can overcome the political lassitude of the 
masses by adopting their popular demands and raising them to the 
attention of the authorities, and thus, gradually gain the confidence of 
the popular masses, and eventually pull them to the political struggle 
for democracy. In this connection, an independent coordination comnrittee 
was created recently, to unite all such efl’orts. 

c- More Popular Alternatives 

These stress the fact that much attention was given to purely political 
claims for democracy, without giving enough attention to the more urgent 
econotnic plight of the workers and peasants who bear the brunt of the 
economic crisis brought about by the policies of structural adjustment, 
and the frantic drive for privatization. Indeed, this trend attributes 
such indifference to the plight of the toilers to the prevalence of the 
rent supported system, and the reduced role of nraterial production in 
the econonry. The increasing stress on tourism as the main stay of the 
economy, that goes hand in hand with deindustrialization has resulted in 
reduced political weight for the workers. All reliance on the Western 
drive for denrocracy, is met by sonre compromise on the part of the 
regime, such as the present wave of constitutional change, and 
ultinrately the regime produces some cosmetic changes, that meet the 
calls of its foreign detractors, and both parties soon come to terms. 
Hence this trend strives to move the center of action to the popular 
quarters, ~vhere it can meet the concrete demands of the toiling masses, 



and coalesce with them 

Fourth: Forms of protests and Resistance 

With the beginning of the liberalization policies in the mid 1970’s, and 
the resulting onslaught on the living standards of the working people, 
began the spontaneous action of these masses in defense of their 
interests, ’l’hus there came the general uprising of January 1977, in 
response to a sudden raising of the prices of some mass consumption 
corcanodities. The state of unrest continued for two day-s all over the 
Country’, and only- ended after the repeal of the decision to raise 
prices. Again, during the period between 1984 and 1986, there took place 
some major strikes in the Iron and Steel factory, the Kafr A1-Dawar 
Spinning and Weaving factory" and by- Railway workers, in protest against 
the taking away of certain established rights of the workers, and rising 
prices (prices of certain mass consumption cormnodities were raised by 
30% in November 1984). 

With the beginning of the 21st century, there carrie a wave of mass 
protest movements, in support of demands for political democracy and 
social justice, and in solidari~ with the Palestinian Intifada, and 
protest against the Israeli aggressive policies against the legitimate 
rights of the Palestinian People. With the US aggression against Iraq in 
2003, the movement of protest against the official position of the 
regime which condoned that aggression, were crystallized, and numerous 
movements and alliances were formed including militants from some of the 
opposition parties, the illegal forces, and independents, together with 
militants from human rights organizations, professional syndicates, 
artists, literary personalities and research centers. Some of these 
bodies took upon themselves to help organize trade union claims and 
protest movements. For almost three years there was an uninterrupted 
wave of mass movements, some being of limited elitist nature, while 
others had stronger grass roots connections. Some of these movements are 
reviewed here under: 

a- The call for Democratic Change 

There appeared several movements for democratic change, more prominent 
among which, the 20th March Movement, the Popular Campaign for Change, 
both as democratic grouping, the Egyptian Movement for Change (Kefaya-as 
Nationald and popular alliance) ;vhich gave birth to Writers and Artists 
for Change, Youth fbr Change, Students fbr Change, Women for Change, and 
all are under the popular lable Enough is Enough’. (kefaya). 

The main claim was amendment of the Constitution to guarantee the free 
election of the President by universal sufti-age, and the limitation of 
the prerogatives of the President, and true independence of the 
legislative and the judiciary from the administrative branch of 
government. Another cause for protest was the clear design of the regime 
to arrange for Gamal Mubarak to succeed his father as President, and 
thus transfbrm the Republic into a virtual monarchy’. Thus protest 
demonstrations against the limited amendment of the Constitution that 
were concocted by the regime to facilitate such a plot, ;vere organized 
but were repressed with extreme cruelty, and numerous violations of the 
human rights of the protesters were committed by the Police and 
repressive bodies 

This movement coincided with a protest movement by the judiciai~’ in 
defense of their right for independence from the executive, ~flnis move 
enjoyed the fall solidarity of the democratic movement, but also met 
with repressive measures ~2~r fear that this would encourage other 
professionals to go to the street in quest of their own rights Many 
human rights NGO’s, both local and internationally based, protested 
vehemently against such repression 

These groups used the Arab, and some Egyptian, satellite media, and the 
Web, to diffuse their message. There also appeared a strong group of 
Bloggers, and emailers, who used the web extensively and with great 
courage, as they combined their activity on cyber space, with activity’ 
on the street where they printed their work and distributed it 
physically. ~flney resorted to mute and w~cal demonstrations, and night 
vigils. Yet in general they addressed the Elite, as their actions were 
mostly restricted to the center of town in Cairo and a few big cities 

b- The Workers and Peasants actions 

The workers and peasants were the classes that bore the brunt of the neo 
liberal policies applied since the 1970’s. The workers of the privatiz~ed 
public sector suffered by losing their jobs (by early retirement at 
prlvatization, then outright lay of~), and loss of long established 
benefits, together with decline of real wages due to rampant inflation. 
Demonstrations and protests took place in the privatized companies such 
as Qaliub Spinning, Telemisr, Delta Spinning and Weaving, Ideal and Suez 
mechanized Docking. There were also protest actions in some private 
companies such as Oramisr and Capri. In most cases the workers got part 
redress for their complaints, after violent repressive action by the 
police in the beginning. It is estimated, there ~vere 68 workers’ actions 
in 2003. The number of such actions increased to 193 in 2004, and 109 in 
2005. The workers actions usually started with sit ins followed by full 
strikes. In this connection, many activists created various bodies for 
the defense of workers’ rights. These include the Coordination Committee 



for the Defense of Workers’ Rights, the Natinnal Committee for the 
Defense of Workers’ Rights, Workers J2~r Change and the Workers 
Consciousness in Mehalla Kobra. All these bodies took up the workers 
complaints with legal action, and publicizing workers actions, and 
holding public rallies Such bodies generally’ group trade union 
activists with representatives of the elites in a bid to bring both 
groups into combined action, but so far, with mixed results. 

The poor peasants suffered greatly through the application of the neo 
libcral policies, and in particular the repeal of the agricultural 
reform law in 1992. This meant a huge rise in land lease rates, which 
went hand in hand with the rise of the cost of agricultural inputs, such 
as grain, fertilizcrs and pesticides. Also the real wages of 
agricultural labor fell with the rising inflation. The area of 
agricultural land held by poor peasants dropped from 53.6% in 1974, to 
39.2% in 2000, while the land held by rich landlords and agri business, 
rose from 18.2% to 34% during the same period. In 1997, there were 
violent clashes between the peasant tenants and the landlords who wanted 
to evict them from land they had leased for decades, in order to raise 
lease rates. In all such cases the peasants were repressed brutally" by 
the police, and got little help when they" attempted to resort to legal 
action to regain their rights. Such violent confrontations continue till 
now, and there were such violent acts in the villages of Sarando, Bhoot, 
Kamsheesh, and others, with vet?~ violent police action against the 
peasants and the activists who tried to solidarise with them, or help 
them pursue legal action. Some leftist forces started solidarity- action 
with the afl;ected poor peasants. 

c- The Professional Syndicates 

Various groups of activists were formed in the syndicates with large 
memberships, or that are traditionally active, such as those of la’~ers, 
(150000) journalists, (8000) engineers (100000) and the medical 
profession, (250000) as well as the judicial club. These include the 
Democratic La;’Q-ers, the Democratic Engineers, the Engineers t;ar Change, 
the Engineers Against Sequestration, the 9th March IVlovement for 
Independence of Universities. There also appeared Committees for the 
defense of liberties in the syndicates of lavqzers and j oumalists All 
these forms group activists from all tendencies, and combine action for 
economic claims, with action Ibr democracy, and for liberating these 
important bodies from the tutelage of the ruling par~z. 

Other categories of professionals also undertook action in defense of 
economic rights and claims. These include the ;vork to role action of air 
controllers, the sit in of the doctors in Zagazig general hospital, 
lawyers protest strike in Polt Said and one Cairo court for police 
aggression against some la~v-ers, the strike of school headmasters in 
Minieh Province and the education staff in South Sinai Province. One 
notable such action was ;vhen four workers of the Aid Ambulance staff 
climbed the wireless tower, and threatened to commit suicide unless 
their managers being removed, and they- got gain of cause! Such actions 
are spreading all over the Country- in view of the deteriorating economic 
conditions 

d- Actions for Social Claims 

The latest measures for economic liberalization were the steps taken to 
pr~vatize the public Services starting with the health insurance system, 
and the attempt to incorporate the savings capital of the social 
insurance system, in order to allay" part of the budget deficit. These 
actions prompted the creation of many activist groups and committees in 
defense of Social Insurance, Citizens’ Rights and the Poor, as well as 
the Popular Committee for the Defense of the Consumer and the Union of 
the Unemployed These bodies take legal action in defense o:[‘the 
respective rights, but with mixed results. 

e- State Violence and the counter violence 

In implementing the Structural Adjustment Policies advocated by the 
International 

Financial Institutions, the state is gradually shedding all its 
responsibilities :[’or the essential services it undertook for long 
decades At the same time it resorts to extreme forms of violence in 
repressing any demands 12~r continued services, let alone enhancing their 
qualities. ’]?his led to a general atmosphere of violence and violent 
reaction on the part of the public. Indeed, the regime’s violence has 
gone to extremes in repressing demonstratinns by beatings and arrest of 
activists, sexual harassment of female, and even male demonstrators, and 
torture in police custody, such that police stations have become regular 
places of torture of ordinary citizens, and not only activists. 

Such atmosphere of violence meant the recurrence of activity of the 
Jihadist Moslem groups, which corrmritted some minor terrorist attacks in 
Cairo, then two major actions in Taba and Sharm A1-Sheild~. (in Sinai) 
The government reaction to these last cases was most violent, as it 
besieged the cib" of E1-Arish, and arrested almost all its male 
residents for questioning, then court marshaled a score of defendants, 
who received vein harsh penalties including several death sentences, and 
life imprisotwnents. The death sentences were eventually" executed. 



The government has lately respunded to the increase ufviulent actions 
by the Islamists, by large scale arrests that do not spare the so called 
muderate wings ufthe muvement. 

On the other hand, renewed sectarian viulence was recorded recently in 
the lk~rm of Muslem incursiuns on Christian churches in Alexandria, and 
variuus towns in Upper Egy. pt. This was a renewal of sume such incidents 
in Upper Egypt during the 1990’s 

Fifth: The International and Regional Factors affecting the Human Rights 
Movement 

The African North, sharing the MeditelTanean with Europe, was in close 
proximity to modernity, but also to the main colonial powers. This meant 
it could open up to Europe’s modernizing irdluence, and at the same time 
cling to its traditional heritage, or develop its nationalist movements 
as a means of self defense against its colonial aggression. Thus the 
region came to l~mw political parties and the idea of a basic law to 
govern society not much later than the advanced countries. Even in the 
Ottoman Empire, the idea of "Tanzira" (basic law) came to be known by the 
mid 19th century. Similar developments took place in Egypt (the heirs of 

Mohammad Ali), and Tunisia (Kheir Ed-Dine Pasha), at about the same 
date. By the beginning of the 20th century, political parties ~vere 
created, and in E~’pt, the revolution of 1919 brought about the 
Constitution of 1923. Then came the wave of national liberation 
movements after World War II, and the establisl~nent of various types of 
national regimes (Egypt, Morocco and Sudan). These regimes were 
bourgeois in nature, and stressed the political dimension, with little 
emphasis on the social dimension. However, the early contact ~vith the 
democratic movement, and the creation of conm~unist parties early in the 
20th century, meant that the social and legal rights of the working 
masses, appeared early on the agendas of the political forces, much 
earlier indeed, than ~vhat some European circles, and some westernized 
intellectuals, claim to be the product of Western pressure in the era of 
globalization 

It is to be noted however, that the charters of the Arab League, and the 
Organization of African Unity, were adopted much earlier than the 
adoption by the United Nations of its Covenants for Human Rights The 
Covenant for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the Covenant for 
Political and Civil Rights were only adopted by the L~N in December 1966, 
and took full efl?ct in 1976, thus it ;vas inconceivable for the charters 
of the Arab League, or the OAU to include such rights. These bodies ;vere 
created by bourgeoisie dominated states and regimes, and for them, 
democracy was completely contained within some legal and political 
rights, such as free elections, and universal suffrage, etc. Indeed the 
Arab discourse ;vas not concerned with Human Rights, or equality for 
women, except verb, lately, and thus the participation of Egypt and 
Algeria in the NEPAD, may be considered an advanced step. However, even 
this agreement is insufficient as far as it treats the freedom of 
elections, or the fight against corruption. 

We must admit that the question of human rights in general wa s always 
used ambiguously. Violations of human rights occur all over the world, 
but we must admit that they are much more con~mon in third world 
countries, Indeed human rights violations are in inverse proportion to 
the standard of living in an?, given countrb, (;vith some exceptions in 
some oil rich Arab Countries’.). But the West always used this question 
selectively to suit its own interests, su we hear a lut about such 
abuses in Cuba and Nicaragua (under the Sandinista), but never abuut 
such abuses in Chile under Pinochet, or in Argentina under Vidella! 
Similarly, we may hear much about the abuse uf child labor in some Asian 
cuuntr~es, when the competition of these emergent ecunomies affects 
adversely the Western industries We have to be careful when treating 
human rights violations (which unfurtunately, are rampant in uur 
countries), nut to be manipulated by :Foreign interests that use this 
weapun fur their own purpuses 

In the At’rican North, human rights orgamzauons proliferated recently, 
1 () in Egypt, and many in Moroccu and Algeria, and a few in Tunisia the 
Sudan and Mauritania, but none in Libya. All uf them depend largely un 
fureign financing, and many tend to be lk~rmal in their activities which 
are limited tu publications, and shuw work, this, while there is an 
urgent need fur serious acuon in this field due tu the very poor 
situation uf human rights in all the countries concerned. It is also 
noted, that under ~k~reign pressure, Official ttuman Rights Cuuncils were 
created by some governments, but such councils are meant as cosmetic, 
and try to enhance the image of their respective governments, and water 
down the reports of the numerous human rights violatiuns cummitted by 
the guvernment bodies Yet, in spite ufthe defects in the civil society 
human rights organizations we criticized abuve, their activiues raise 
the anger of the governments whose shurtcomings are exposed, and we see 
the Egyptian Government change the law to restrict their activities. In 
Tunisia, such organizations ~Vele barmed outright, while in Algeria their 
action was restricted. In Morocco, they manage to go on because they 
rely more on party militants, and not paid stafli 

Sixth: The Challenges to be Faced 

The popular resistance movements, and the human rights movements, have 
to meet many challenges, in all societies of the African North. In the 



absence of detailed studies concerning each country, we may cite the 
following generally recognized challenges: 

1. The weakness of the political parties, which restrict their activity 
within the elites of society, and give [ittl e attention to the toiling 
masses and the acute problems they" have to ]’ace, 

2. The historical role played by some parties that keep their adherents 
even when they have lost their effectiveness (Algeria, Morocco and the 
Sudan) 

3. The repressive role of the state after it shed all its developmental 
responsibilities which force the citizens to fight for their daily 
living and leaves them no leisure to take political action 

4. The renewed activity of the Islamists and their recourse to telTorist 
activities, which faces the secular parties with the dilermna of having 
to chose between state terror, and Islamic terror! 

5. The redoubled aggression of the Israeli colonization against the 
Palestinian People, and the US invasion of Iraq, have renewed attention 
of the peoples to the acuteness of the national question, and diverted 
their efforts from the struggle for their inm~ediate livelihood problems. 
Thus the more significant demonstrations are mobilized against the 
Imperialist aggression rather than for bread 

6. The call for democracy in its liberal forms is associated with the 
various iruperialist projects like the greater middle east, and their 
efforts to foruent sectarian and ethnic strife in the region (the case of 
Iraq and Lebanon), which affects negatively the concept of deruocracy 
itself. The fact that US and European circles finance openly some of the 
advocates of such deruocracy, undermines the authenticity of their calls. 
It becomes imperative to combine the quest for tlue democracy with the 
struggle for the social and economic rights of the toiling masses as 
well as for national issues. 

ININGIZIMU AFRIKA ilungiselela "Ingqungquthela yabangcolisi bomoya 
olawula isimo sezulu" 

NguPatrick Bond Yahunyushwa nguFaith ka-Manzi 

Ezingqungqutheleni ezimbili ezedlule zeNhlangano yaMazwe Emzwe (United 
Nations) iKtoyo Protocol mayelana nesimo sezulu, eCopenhagen ngo2009 
kanye neCancun ngo2010, kanye nemimwe imihlangano esike yabanjwa 
ngaphambili njengaseNairobi, ngabe abaholi baseNingizimu Afrika kanye 
nabakhulumela lelizwe badlala yiphi indima bona? 

Okudabukisa kakhulu, bajwayele ukwenzela phansi izakhamum kanye 
nabavoti balelizwe, omqkwabo baseAfrika kanye nesimo sezemvelo son’fialaba 
wonke. 

Okwenza kakhulu amahloni, urea siyangaya phambili kwingqungquthela ezoba 
seThekwini ngon~laka 17 kuNovemba kulowaka iGreen Paper ngesimo sezulu 
lapho kuzoba nenkulumo mpikiswano nomphakathi kulewaka kugqugquzela 
izimo ezimbili eziyingozi - amandla enuclear kanye nokudayiswa kwesisisi 
eslngcolisa umkhathi - lokhu kuzoholela ekutheni kuphume ngokwethusayo 
ukukhiqiz&a kwesisisi esingcolisa isisisi esingcolisa umkhathi. 

INingizimu Afrika njengamanje imatasatasa yakha odukathole bamzinda 
zamandla amalahla eKusile kanye naseMedupi (okuzoba izizinda ezinkulu 
kakhulu emhlabeni zesithathu nesesine), [okhu okuzokwenza kuvulwe 
~zimay~ni ezingamashumi amane phezu kokuba sibhekene nehlazo 
[okungcolisa umoya wesimo sezulu kanye namanzi, futhi njengoba sisafuna 
’isikhala sesisisi’ esingcolisa umoya esizobeka engcupheni imzukulwane 
ezizayo ngoba kuthiwa lokhu kudingekile ukuze ’kube nentuthuko’. 

INingi/a:nu Afrika yayingalindelwe kwasekuqaleni esigabeni sokuqala 
seKyoto Protocol (kusukela ku1997 kuya ku2012) ukuthi yeh lise izinga 
[okukhiqiza izisisi ezingcolisa umoya. Kodwa urea sekumwa esigabeni 
sesibili, okuzoxoxwa ngaso eThekwini, abagqugquzeli baseNingizimu A:[’rika 
bahlanganyela neqembu eliyishaya phambili liyishaye emuva [ama~,~e 
eminotho esafufusa afuna ukungazinikela kakhulu kwisinqumo esathathwa 
eKyoto njengoba kwenza amazwe aseNingizimu nawaseNyakatho ukuthi abe 
nomthelela wokwehliswa kokukhiqi~a,a kwesisisi esingcolisa umoya, noma 
futhi mhlawumbe kuchithwe izinqumo ezibambezdayo ezenziwa eKyoto 
ngemigomo ekuJ’anele ku:[ikwe kuyona noma kuqalwe izindlela emntsha 
ezigcwele inkohlakalo kanye nokudayiswa kwesisisi esingcolisa umoya naso 
esinokukhohlakala. Ingqungquthela yaseNairobi ngo2006 yenza ushintsho 
kezizingxoxo zesimo se×ulu, ngoba ungqongqoshe wasePitoli wezemvelo 
kanye nezokuvakasha ngalesosikhathi kwakunguMarthinus van Schalkwyk, 
owayekade cngumholi weNew National Party. (Nan~lanj e usengtmgqongqoshe 
wezokuvakasha-nj e kuphela.) 

Isikhwama sokukwenza kabusha (Adaptation Fund) saqahva eNairobi, kodwa 

ukukhula kxvaso kwakuncike ezimalini ezi@amuka Kxvindlela eHlanzekile 
Yokuthuthukisa (Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)) indlela yokudayiswa 
kwesisisi esingcolisa umoya. Emasontweni ambalwa edlule, iiN~nlangano 
yaseEurope ( European Ullion) yabika ngokuvalwa kwenzuzo yeCDM, kanye 
noktmgcolisa kwesimo semalu imikhiqizo yezibandisi (fridges) eyenziwa 



eChina ngoba okuyiyona ekhokha kakhulu ngoba ilona zwe elenza kakhulu 
imikhiqizo eyenza izisisi(greenhouse gases) ezingcolisa umoya okuba 
nomthe[ela wokushintsho kwesimo sezulu. 

Imakethe yaseCDM njengamanje ingaphansi kuka$8 wamabhiliyoni ngonyaka 
njengamanje, futhi Iafidka isathole cishe amaphesenti amabili alemali, 
ikakhulukazi ukuz~e kwenziwe izakhiwo zaseN~ngizimu Afi-ika emfana nalesi 
esinimsindo njengesase Bisasar Road lapho kuchithwa khona izibi 
eThekwini endaweni yaseClare Estate. Izishoshovu zomphakathi walendawo 
ezaziholwa nguSajida Khan ongasekho err~labeni zazifuna ukuthi iBisasar 
ibe isivaliwe kodwa ngo2002 iBhange Lomhlaba (World Barfs)yathembisa 
ikhulu lamamiliyoni lamarandi ukuxhasa ngokuthi isisisi imethane gas 
e@arrmka kwizibi ezibolile yenziwe amandla kagesi, lokho okwakhombisa 
ukubukela phansi isimo esingesihle sezempilo esi,~mmpumela walesisisi 
kanye nokubandlululwa ngezemvelo kwabantu bakulendawo (iClare Estate 
iyindawo chlala abantu abanmyama futhi ngalesosizathu yenziwa ukuthi 
kwenziwe kuyona umgodi on~hulu okufakwa kuwo izibi eAfrika). Nalapho 
kusa@ubeka ukuthi abezombusazwe baseThekwini bahlomule ngaphambi kwabantu. 

Nget~xa yokuthi izikhulu zeCDM ziyaqhubeka nokuvumela ukwenziwa kwamandla 
nemikhiqizo yemvelo (biofuels) kanye nezihlahla ezenziwe ngokungenelela 
kwezesayensi (genetically engineered timber), ochwepheshe abaqhamuka 
emiphakathini baseGlobal Forest Coalition, eGlobal Justice Ecology 
Project, eLarge Scale Biofuels Action Group, ethe STOP GE Trees Campaign 
kanye neWorld Rainforest Moveraent bayichitha imigomo cyanqunywa 
engqangqutheleni eyayiseNairobi. 

Kodwa uvan Schalk~-2"k wabika ephephandabeni elihamba phambili ukuthi 
iPitoli lalilc~’zile ~tkufeza imigomo yalo eharaba phambili cNairobi, 
ehlanganisa ukuqala iCDM eAfrika, kanye nokwamukela ukuxhaswa 
yiN~i-~langano Yezizwe ’yokusabalalisa izindlela ezinobulungis~va zeCDM’, 
enezelelela ngokuthi lomsebenzi ’uthmnela umyalezo ogqmile ezimaketheni 
zezisisi ezingcolisa umoya ngokuhlanganyela kanye nathi ukubambisana 
nolubusa kwezinyathelo zaseKyoto’. 

Kodwa maduzane nje emva kwalokho ukukhombisa ukungahambisani 
nezinyathelo zaseKyoto zok;vehlise kokukhiqizwa kwezisisi ezingcolisa 
umoya, ozakwabo beKhabhinethi bakavan Schalkwyk emva nje kwezinsuku, 
baqinisekisa ukuthi bafuna izimali zokuxhaswa ezinkulu ngokomlando 
waseAfrika wokufl~i kwakhi;ve isincibilikisi (smelter) ePort Elizabeth 
eCoega, okuchaza ukwenyuka k~vezimali ezixhasa ukwakhiwo kwezindawo 
ezizokhiqiza amandla kagesi ngokuphehlwa kwamalahle. Ungakapheli-nje 
unyaka, ukusabalaliswa kwamandla kagesi kwancipha kakhulu (load 
shedding), ngakho-ke lesisakhiwo ababefuna ukusenza asiphumelelanga 
ngo2008 Kodwa isu labo kwakungukwakha ismcibilikisi samabhiliyoni 
anamashumi amabili amarandi (R20 billion), okusho ukuthi babeyobe 
sebeyakwazi ukucela ukuxhaswa ngemali yeCDM ukuze bakwazi ukuqhubeka 
ukwandisa ukwenza amandla kagesi ngokuphehlwa kwamahle. 

Omunye woch~vepheshe ohamba phambili kulelizwe kwisayensi ebhekene 
nokushuba kwesimo sezalu, uRichard Fuggle, walahla ngecala 
abagqugquzeli beCoega enkulumweni yakhe yokuvalelisa esethatha 
umhlalaphansi esikhu~gweni semfundo ephakeme eUniversity of Cape Town: 
"Kuyadabukisa ukuthi uvan Schalk~vyk ukhulume kakhulu ngobuhle bezakhi~vo 
ezincane eziyishumi nantathu zaseNingizimu Afrika ukuze athole ukuxhaswa 
ngekwenza imsisis ezingcolisa umoya ngaphansi kwe CDM yezinqumo 
zeKyoto, ngaphandle kokuzwakalisa ukujabha ngokuthi uEskom udayisa u1360 
megawatts ngonyaka kamandla kagesi enziwa ngokuphehlwa kwamalahle 
enkampanini yealuminlyamu uase~,,eni langaphandle. Vele thina sihamba 
phambili ngokukhiqiza isisisi esingcolisa umoya idola [ilinye leGDP.’ 

Ngenxa yalokhu, kuyacaca ukuthi uvan Schalk~’k, ngoMashi ka2010, 
ngomunye owayehamba phambili uk~ngenela ukhetho lokuba yisikhulu 

seUnited Nations t~’ramework Convemion on Climate (12NFCCC) emva kokwesula 
kowayephethe, uYvo de Boer (owajika lapho wasebenzela konke okumelene 
nenh[angano yezizwe ngokuba isikhulu esihola kakhu[u esiday~sa isis~si 
esingco[isa umoya) kulandela ingqungquthela eyayiseCopenhagen ngo2009 
lapho iUNFCCC yaphelelwa khona isithunzi Ngakho-ke i COPs ,manje 
isibim,ca ’Ngengqungqmhe[a Yabangco[isi Besimo Sezulu’ 

Umangabe umholi weNhlangano Yemzwe uBan ki-Mi~on wayedinga umunm olwela 
amalunge[o ezemvelo ohlonishwayo ukuthi ahole iI_TNFCCC, uvan Schalkwyk 
kwakungafanele acele lomsebenzi, ikakhulukazi liathi urea sesibheka 
ikamuva lakhe ngongowazlwayo ukuthi wayeyimpimpi ezinhlanganweni 
zamafundi ngesikhathi sobandlulu[o fmhi waba yindoda eyadayisa 
ngenhlangano yayo yezombusazwe ukuze ithole isikhundla esincane 
sekhabhinethi. Ngaphezu kwalokho, umangabe uvan Scha[kwyk wayengabe 
umholi ophambili emhlabeni kwezokubuswa, yini eyenza ukuthi uMongameli 
u Jacob Zuma anciphise amandla esikhundla sakhe ekutheni angabe esaphatha 
izindaba z~esizwe ezimayelana nezemve[o ngo2009? 

Mhla egcina ukuma phambi komhlaba mayelana nezindaba zokushintsha 
kwesimo sezalu, ngo2007, eWashington, uvan Schalk~-~’k ngokukhulu ukusasa 
lokhu wagqugquzela imakethe yomhlaba yokudayiswa kwesisisi esingcolisa 
umoya, lapho-ke tm~hlaba kwakufanele u’,~ele urrflchiphe ezingxixweni 
ezimayelana nesimo sezulu. 

Kodwa omunye ongmr~awebi wesisisi esingcolisa umoya, uChristiana 
Figueres, weqiswa phezu kwabanye ngenyanga kaMeyi kunyaka odlule ukuze 
athole isikhundla esiphezalu sokuhola iIo~FCCC. 



Ngaphe×u longqongqoshe abahlala behluleka emsebenzini yabo uk~bhekana 
nesimo esibi sokushintsha kwezulu, e;dnye izikhulu zezombusam,ce 
ezingochwepheshe kwezesayensi zasePitoli kufanele nazo zimbandakanywe 
kanye nalabongqongqoshe. NgoI)isemba ka2009 eCopenhagen, abagqugquzeli 
baseNingizimu Al~ika basebegxekwa ngomunye wabaholi bezesimo se×ulu 
weG77 uLumumba Di-Aping ’ngokusebenzela ukuhlak aza ukuhlanganyela 
kwamazwe aseAfrika ’ 

Onrunye wezikhulu zaseNingizimu Afrika, uJoanne Yawitch, waphoqa 
ngokukhulu ukumphoxa ukuthi axolise uDi-Aping ngok~tkhul~trna kwakhe 
angesabi (lapho kwakuhlanganyele amazwe aseAt~ika), njengoba kwakubikwe 
yiblogger yeNoseweek uAdanr Welz. 

Kodwa ngokuhlanganyela nabomongameli waseMelika, eChina, eBrazil kanye 
naseIndia ukuthi basayine i2009 Copenhagen Accord, uZuma wenza okufanayo 
nokwenziwa uYawitch ukuthi kwakwenzeka: ukucekela phansi ubumbano 
lwase~4frika kanye neG77 ngesinyenyela, errdalangweneni owawenziwe eceleni 
futhi okwakuphikiswana nawo. 

Urnndeni waseKenya kamongameli waseMclika uBarack Obama kanye nabangani 
bakaZuma bamaZulu ibona inrpela izimpilo zabo eziyocekeleka phansi 
ngokuphazamiseka kwesimo se~alu, njengoba sekuke kwabonakala 
ngokuhlasela kukazamcolo KwaZulu. L~i-Aping wabuza ngokudabuka okukhulu, 
"Yini uObama azoyitshela anradodakazi ald~e? l~cuthi izimpilo zezihlobo 
zawo azibalulekile rdalobo?’ UDi-Aping wayihlaba esikhonkosini nget~:athi 
echaza iCopenhagen Accord ’njengendlela ekuvunyelwene ngayo 
yokuqinisekisa ukuthi amam~e arnbalwa ayohlala ethembele kwamanye 
kwezorrtrlotho.’ 

ECopenhagen kanye naseCancun, indlela yolugwegwisa eyenziwe 
abagqugquzeli basePitoli kwakungukunquma ~tkwehlisa izinga lokungcolisa 
umoya oholela ekushintsheni kwesimo sezulu ngamaphesenti angu34 percent 
ka2020 ’kodwa kube kuqhutshekwa nokuhweba’. Kodwa-ke, uTristen Taylor 
weEalthlife AIicica ~vancenga ukutdai iPitoli li~rmike iminmingwane 
lesithembiso salamaphesenti angu34, kwathi emva kokulindiswa amasonto 
amabili ngoDesemba ka 2009, wathola ukuthi ukuqagela kukaYawitch 
kwakususelwa k~vi’Gro~vth Without Constraint’ (GWC) lapho abagqugquzeli 
bakahulumeni baseke bekhuluma ngokuaacenga, ngaphandle kokubona 
ngokusobala ukuyetha komnotho wokukhiqiza ~vaseNingizimu Afrika. 

Ngokusho kukaTaylor, ’IGWC iyisifiso nj e engqond~veni yezifundiswa 
ukubona ukuthi singakanani isisisi iNingizimu Afrika engasikhiqiza uma 
ingase inikwe uxhaso olukhulu kanye namanani aphansi amandla kagesi.’ 
Izikhulu vele zasezivumelene ngokuthi iGWC ’yayingenamdlandla Ii~thi 
ingakholeki’ emnyangeni eziyishumi nesishagalombili ezedlule, okwenza 
ukuthi uTaylor afike kulesisinqumo sokuthi, %Nulumeni waseNingizimu 
Afrika indlela-nje eyayizidayisa ngayo.’ 

Futhi nge2010 COP 16 eyayiseCanc~Sn, uNgongqoshe omusha ~vaManzi 
kanyeneZemvelo, uEdna Mole~va, wakhuluma ’ngentuthuko’ urea kukhuluwwa 
ngokuphuthuma k~vesimo esidinga ukuthi kuncishiswe uk~venmwa kwemikhiqizo 
eholela esisisini esingcolisa Ulnoya: ’Sikholel~va ukuthi kubalulekile 
kakhulu ukuthi njengamazwe asathuthuka sithole ithuba lokuvumela 
intuthuko yenzeka ngenxa yobuphofu.’ 

UMolewa uzama ukuthi ukukhiqizwa kakhulu k~vezisisi ezingcolisa umoya 
eNmgizimu AIicika kwenza ukuthi kunciphe ubuphofu eNingizimu Afrika, 
empeleni akekho ongazi ukuthi okwenzekayo ok uphambene nalokho. UEskom 
uthekelela amandla kagesi ashibhe kakhulu emhlabeni wonke ezimbonini 
ezwnbili ezink~lu ezikhiqi7~ ezezimayini kanye nensimbi (,2~HP Billiton 
kanyeneAnglo American Corporation)ebe efuna ukwenyusa ngamaphesenti 
angu127 izindlu zez~khamuzi kusukela ngo2009 kuya ku2012 ukukhokhela 
ukubhekana nalokhu. Lokhu kudala ukuthi abantu abaningi bavalelwe ugesi. 
Ngabe uZuma uya;d ukuthi wayenzani, evumela uk~thi imigomo ehambisana 
nokuzwelana nezimboni e;dnkulu kunezink~lungwane zabalandeli bakhe? 
Ngabe lezizimboni izona yini ezigcina inhlangano ebusayo yezombusazwe 
inemali, ukuthuthukisa imcebi emrnnyama (Black Economic [~mpowennent) 
kanye nemisebenzi yabangani bayo? Ngabe badinga izsnga eliphezulu 
lokukhuqizwa kwesisisi esingcolisa umoya ukuze baqhubeke nokuthola 
amandla kagesi ashibhe kakhulu enziwa ngokuphehlwa kwamalahle,bese 
kuhanjiswa inzuzo eLondon naseMelboume? Mhlawumbe immpendulo 
zlyavumelana nalokhu, kodwa ngakolunye uhlangothi, kunezincaTelo 
ezimbili - ukungazi kanye nobugwala - emmyakeni eyisishagalombili 
edlule -kwakuyiyona ndlela lapho uZuma ayevikela ngayouku@ubeka 
nokungayisukumeli pjezulu indaba yengculaza Wasiza uMongameli uThabo 
Mbeki ngesikhathi lapho u330,000 wabantu baseNingizimu Afrika bafa 
bebulawa ukunqaba kwePitoli ukubanika amakhambi adambisa ingculaza 
amaARV, njengoba kwakhombisa ucwaningo lwesifundo esenziwa isikhungo 
semfundo ephakeme iHarvard Public Health School. Ngokuzmdlalela kahle, 
uZuma washintsha umqondo ngo2003 (noma kwakek~chithwe isikhathi)[apho 
aphumela obala wavamela ukuthi imishanguzo yengculaza isabalaliswe 
ezweni, nenkathi ingcindezi enkulu eyayivela emphakathini yayenyuka 
yenziwa I Treatnrent Action Campaign (TAC) kanye nozakwabo basemazweni 
on~hlaba. ITAC yaqhubeka nokubeka uZuma icala t~get~xa yokungaziphathi 
kahle kwald~e ngesikhathi ebhekene necala lokusolwa ngokudlwengulwa 
ngo2006. Ileyondlela yengcindezi enohlonze izishosho-,m zakuleli ezilwa 
nokushintsha kwesimo sezulu zer~hlangano iClimate Justice Nowt SA 
ezizoycnza, ukuze kuvimbeke ukuthi kungav~myel~va uZuma abe ngom~mye 
wabahlanyela ekubhubhiseni isizwe. ICOP 17 ezoba seThekwini 
eInternational Convention Centre, kusukela ngoNovenrba rr~la zingu28 kuze 
kuze kuba ngu~hlaka 9 kuDisemba, ilona thuba lapho imiphakathi kofanele 



lqinisekise ukmhi iPitoli iyothatha izmqumo ezingeke zibhubhise izwe 
E[iwe lthuba elithi alifane na[eli lalingo2001 kwiNgqungquthela 
Yomhlaba Emelene Nobandlululo (iWorld Conference Against Racism) 
eyadonsa ababhiki[ishi abangul0,000 ababedinwe ukuthi uMbeki 
wayevumelane neWashington, ukususa ezinhlelweni(agenda) zeNh[angano 
YeZizwe ukufumva ngodli ukukhokhwa kwezima[i zokusinxephezela ngenxa 
yobandlululo kanye nokuqedwa kobandlululo okwenziwa yizwe laseIsrael 
esi~’eni sasePalestine. Kulonyaka njengoba bekwenzeka ezingqungqmhe[eni 
ezedlule zamaCOP, imiphakathi izofana ngodli ukuthi ongx~wankulu 
bezombusam~e banciphise akukhiqizwa kwezisisi ezingclolisa umoya 
ngaruaphesenti angu50 ngonyaka ka2020 (njengoba kusho ososayensi), 
kupheze futhi ukudala imisebenzi ehambisana kokudalwa kwamasu okwenza 
inzuzo ezimakethe zalesisimo, bese kukhold~elwa ’isikwelctu sesimo 
sokushintsha kwezulu’ emazweni aseNyakatho-naseNingizimu (kanye 
neNingizimu Afrika) bese kusungulwa umnotho ozofukulwa ngaphandle kokuba 
khona kwezisisi ezingcolisa umoya. Abagqugquzeli basePitoli, bekanye 
nabaseWashington, nabaseBrussels kanye naseBeijing, ngeke bamelane 
nelesisimo, njengoba sebekhombisile izikhathi eziningi. Njengoba 
kwabonakalo ekuphikisaneni kwasekuqaleni, ugqozi lokulwa nobandlululo 
kanye nezifundo esizithole silwela imishanguzo yengculaza ngezinye 
izikhali ezidingwa imiphakathi, ukuze sisindise into yaserr~labeni 
ephilayo kanye norahlaba uqobo. Izindlela ezizosetshcnziswa njengaruanj e 
zidingidwa kakhulu. 

(Incwadi elandelayo ebhalwe nguPatrick Bond iThe Politics of Climate 

Justice.) 
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Jantmt~i 29, 2011 . 3:25 pm ? Jmnp to Cormnents The Januarg COP17 civil 
society planning conference in Durban 

COP17 civil society planning conference at the Diakonia Centre 

On 27/28 Janua~ 2011, organisations and individuals from South African 
civil society who wish to mobilise together around COP17, the December 
UN climate conl~rence in Durban, met in that ci~z at the very pleasant 
Diakonia Centre to discuss shared positions and shared strategies The 
conference was ti~nded and supported by HBS and the Global Climate Change 
Alliance. 

This is a personal perspective on the meeting from someone who served on 
the committee that planned it - in no ~vay an official perspective A 
press release should be published soon. 

The meeting followed three earlier, similar meetings held last year 
under the auspices of the Heinrich Boell Foundation and Earthlife 
Africa. At the Earthlife conference, six of us were nominated to plan 
this one, and g~ven certain terms of reference. Essentially, we were 
asked to expand the process and help map out the beginnings of a j oint 
inside-outside strategy for COP17. 

One expert contribution at last week’s meeting was from Tasneem Essop of 
WYVF, who was part of the SA government delegation in Cancu~. She made it 
ve~ clear that any activist who hopes that they may someho~v directly 
mtluence the course of negotiations themselves, is 99% likely to be 

disappointed. A small organisat~on is far more likely to be able to 
mtluence the climate conferences indirectly, through determined 
activism in a home country, than by attending a COP If we in South 
Africa, for example, were to drop our focus on securing a sustainable 
national energy strategy, we will not find absolution by organising 
around COP 17. 

What were some of the outcomes of our Durban meeting? 

* A new and more representative cotranittee was elected to coordinate the 
work of civil society over the year ahead The work of that committee 
will include planning: 

* a march for climate justice; and 

* a politically neutral meeting space or spaces for national and 
international civil society outside of the UN spaces (the UN spaces are 
not open to the public, only to accredited observers) 

* We also held in-depth discussions on possible joint positions on a 
wide range of issues (this process - the joint writing of a position 
paper - was not concluded, but made substantial process). It was useful 
not just as a means of finding possible joint positions for 
mobilisation, but also for deepening our nnderstanding of the issues and 
of each other’s positions. 

* A wider range of organisations, including unions, cormnunity and 
faith-based organisations joined the environn~ental NGOs who have tended 
to be most visible till now in the climate justice space in South Africa. 

* We began the process of rooting our joint efforts within Durban 
cormnnnities. 



The new- corumittee is tasked with, amongst other things, raising funds 
and establishing a secretariat. It will, no doubt, soon be establishing 
a joint information website and when it has done so I will publish that 
address here. 

What were some of the lessons of the January COP17 civil society 
platming conference? 

* Our event had two functions: providing information, and platming. 
There was a profound tension between the two. On the one hand, many of 
those attending knew relatively little about climate change and climate 
justice and were hungry for discussions and sessions that helped build 
that knowledge, so much so that these sessions were expanded on the fly. 
On the other hand, nmre knowledgeable delegates were there for the 
planning and political coordination sessions, and resented that the 
broader discussions ate into our planning time. Neither set of parties 
seemed to have much patience for the positions of the others. So, 

* if similar conferences are held later this year, I would suggest an 
additional day of information sessions only And given the hunger for 
information, 

* it might be worthwhile for the new committee to prioritise 
establishing an information and education subcommittee to locate, 
publish, and where necessary, write accessible materials on climate 
change, climate justice, the UN process, not to mention related issues 
of sustainability. 

* If possible, it would be best to try to send conference documents out 
earlier for comment, and to publish them on a ~vebsite, so as to 
forestall complaints, just or uNust, that certain emails were not received 

* Man?- people attending the meeting, particularly those from 
commnnity-based organisations who are disadvantaged by language and lack 
of expertise found it difficult to find their voices there, ~vhile others 
tend to speak incessantly and without il~ibition Breakaway groups - the 
more the better - do provide some space to overcome this tension But 
chairs and facilitators need to be more alert to this problem than we 
were, and seek ways to make all participants feel included. 

* For the sake of the planet, I hope that everyone might be less intent 
on preserving the purity of their own positions and more ready to work 
together; if our efforts remain fragmented, we will never be equal to 
the scale of this crisis. 

For me, the visit was also a small reminder of what the corfference might 
have in store for some COP delegates - a (happily failed) attempt to 
snatch my cellphone. Visitors to this ci~ do need to be be carefu[ - I 
was being careless in a rather seedy area. 2myway, I stil[ very much 
like Durban, and wouldn’t hesitate to visit again 

Some delegates requested copies of the PowerPoint presentation on 
climate change li’om Dr Lisa Ramsay of I~YKZN: download it here 

Lastly, here’s my usual reminder that organisations wanting UN 
accreditation for COP17 - to get access to the negotiations and officia[ 
side-events - must register soon[ 
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Hi Patrick 

The meeting surmnary does give a good overview, especially of outcomes, 
and highlights some of the tensions and problems in the meeting. 

However the reason for devoting most of the meeting to reworking the 
discussion doctnnent was not ruade clear to participants, if it was to 
help corrmmnity members understand climate change issues. Instead it 
seemed a place for participants with well entrenched positions to fight 
it out. And this begged the question of what the meeting ageeing on a 
document would actually achieve when people like yourself and others not 
there would be highly unlikely to agree in any case? 

And, although it was a tough task, it seemed to be poor facilitation by 
the team as a whole when divisions emerged and many left the rueeting. 
They chased people to come back in, which was pointless as they had 
chosen not to participate for a reason It would have made sense to 
accommodate what half the meeting left because they- wanted to discuss 



practicalities and strategies etc instead of some posiuon document. 
They could have been given space to form a parallel session. I think 
there was a well founded worry that ffthis was an opuon, most 
participants would go there and revising the discussion document would 
be impossible. 

Perhaps it should have been made clear upfront that there are two camps, 
roughly reformists and revolutionaries. W$$]) and other experiences show 
that unity’ cannot really be acheived, but coordination could be. This 
could have been a useful starting point rather than smoothing over 
differences that we kmow will ultimately be explosive. ~\~y are we still 
pretending? Some of the presentations were treated as background inl’o 
rather than starting points for discussion and strategising. 

I wouldn’t blame the typical dominant voices- it is up to facilitators 
to give everyone a chance to speak (stating that people who have not 
spoken will have the first turn and reminding the house that xve don’t 
want to hear the same voices). But this seerrls to contradict the 
desciption that many people carrie to learn, which would mean that more 
knowledgable people needed to speak more. My guess is that the 
facilitator needed to encourage speakers to explain their points so all 
could follow and avoid insider speak (and identify themselves and their 
orgs, which was not done). 

People were exhausted by the end of the meeting so it seems there was no 
nuance in electing a conmxittee..., this one too will take the heat for 
problems. Should have created small groups around focus areas xvith lead 
organisations for each and then a loose coordinating structure. The mega 
representative conrrnittee with mandates etc etc seems outdated in this 
context.., as OD practioners ask: what is the aim of the corrmrittee? we 
don’t want them to represent us, just to get the darn thing going[ 

Finally I was not really sure xvhy the government and police not coming. 
It ~vas tempting to take this as an indicator of disregard for CS or a 
negative attitude. But were they given proper notice and a clear invite? 
After all, we did not get info on the meeting in advance.. 

Think we need a brainstol~ning session of all Durban people at Diakonia 
or the like-- not as any challenge to the elected group but as some 
extra groundwork to contribute. All organisations and groups of 
organisations need to become much more aware of what strategy the?’ are 
pursuing and what they expect to achieve-- and to be clear about this at 
con’ununity level. Other~vise ~ve may find the whole event to be disempowering. 

There’s my two bits. 

B est MaW 

http://anarchish.blogspot.com/2011/0 l&o~v-t o-win-a t-kettling-~uide-for-non.html 
Friday, 28 January 2011 How to ~vm at kettling - a guide for 
non-policemen During the second half of 2010 an exciting and physically 
challenging new urban sport broke out of the sub-cultures and into the 
big time. Kettling, once the preserve of climate activists, anarchists 
and anti-fascists, took the student world by storm throughout the 
winter, and is now- set to hit the mainstream in 2011 with 
trade-unionists, benefit claimants, evictees, the disabled and anyone 
else who gives a flying :tuck about their fellow human beings all set to 
get involved The first match of the year is scheduled for Saturday, 
29th of January, and both TSG and protesters are limbering up ahead of 
the big game. 

But how, exactly, do you play kettling? Well, first you’ll need to split 
into two teams - attackers and defenders Team A, the defenders, will be 
formed of disparate groups of individuals with broadly similar but 
occasionally conflicting aims. So as to best identi~" themselves, they 
should wear hoodies, masks and an expression of determined optimism. For 
Team A the aim of the game is to remain free and at liberty, for as long 
as possible while expressing their opposition to the status quo. 

The offensive team, Team B, will be smaller in number, better armed, and 
dressed like angp)~ glowsticks. The aim of the game for Team B is to trap 
Team A in as small a space as possible and stop them from leaving, 
thereby eliminating their right to :free expression. 

So far, Team A has suffered from a lack of training and equipment, as 
well as the fact that the rules were written by Team B, and breaches of 
even these rules are frequently ignored by the Federation International 
de Kettling Association, or "IPCC" as it is commonly known For example, 
whilst Queensbup)~ rules state that a sterile cordon can only be created 
in response to violence or breaches of public order, it is now routine 
for Team B to justify kettling in response to the perceived or imagined 
tineats that these things may occur. This unsportsmanlike innovation 
means that some tactics previously used by Team A - such as not breaking 
the law - are unlikely to prevent Team B from kettling them anyway. 

One thing that does play- in Team A’s favor is sheer nunmrical 
superiority. At it’s core, kettling is a stluggle between a small, well 
equipped force ttTiing to surround a much larger group. The principle is 
one which has been used tl’uoughout history, most notably by Hannibal at 



the battle of Cannae. By encircling his enemies within as tight a space 
as possible, Hannibal was able to create a front line where he actually 
outnumbered his opponents, despite their greater numbers, whilst 
simultaneously creating panic within their trapped ranks. 

This is precisely the situation Team A ~w~nts to avoid. To do so, they 
should make good use of one simple concept that any (3 CSE biologists 
reading will be familiar with - surface area to volume ratio. ’]’he larger 
the space Team A occupies, the harder it will be for them to be kettled. 
At the beginning of a march this could mean starting at multiple rally 
points, or splitting up soon after setting off. It also means rnnving 
quickly, as a fast moving, albeit chaotic group covers more ground and 
occupies more space than a slow and orderly one. In fact, it makes sense 
to move unpredictably as this makes it harder for tearu B to spring an 
ambush, and also spreads the message to people who would not normally 
get to see dissent on their streets. In France, where this tactic has 
been popular for sorue time, it is sometimes called a "wild protest" 

Tearu A might ultimately want to make their voice heard in a place of 
geographical significance - parliament square or Millbarf~ for example. 
When this happens, Team A will probably get kettled. This may divide 
Team A into two groups, one inside and one outside of the kettle. Try to 
set up a secondary or tertialT rally point for groups outside of the 
kettle to converge at - this xvill prove useful later. 

To best defend against the coming kettle, Team A should spread out as 
widely as possible xvithin their rally space. This will both thin Team 
B’s lines and create a more comfortable atmosphere for all involved. 
Depending on the situation, particularly on the nunrber of people in Tearu 
A, Team B will either kettle geographically or physically. The forruer is 
the nicer kind of kettle, where there xvill be probably be lots of free 
space and individuals may even be allowed to leave freely, though not as 
a group. The latter tactic - sometimes known as "hyper-kettling" 
involves Team B crushing Team A into as tight a space as possible, using 
violence to squeeze people into an abnormally, sometimes dangerously 
cramped space. This is horrible 

To prevent hyper-kettling occurring, Team A should keep an eye on the 
bo@ language and positions of Team B Unlike Team A, who are free to do 
as the?’ wish, Team B can only act under orders from one of their team 
captains, so if you see them moving in a group, putting on helmets, 
changing their stance or othela~’ise altering their behaviour, that means 
an order’s been given. Try and ask yourself: what was that order? Was it 
part of a strategy? V~’aat will they do next? 

If members of Team A see a kettle forming, the best thing to do is get 
beyond Team B’s lines as quickly- as possible At the start of a kettle’s 
formation these lines are usually weak and can be darted through. 
Shouting about the kettle is a good idea. Waiting for others to react to 
it isn’t - the best way to convince others to leave is to lead by 
example. In any case, you will be more use outside than inside, as 
kettles are easier to break from the back of the line. Once out of the 
danger zone, use social media like Twitter and the ne;v sukey org website 
to inform your teammates of what’s going on. 

For those lek inside the kettle, it is imperative Team A fills as much 
space as possible, quickly Getting those around you to join in is 
vital. Grab onto people and link alTI1S tightly to form chains and 
encourage others to do likewise. You could also sit down, though this 
makes it harder to push back against police lines, and it will be easy 
for the police to tighten their cordon should you at an?’ point be forced 
to stand up. Indeed, Team B may be happy to kettle a crowd sat on 
freezing concrete :[’or as long as that crowd is willing to stay sat 
still Still, at least you’ll have some space. 

Whether you are in a physical or geographical kettle, Team A pros will 
only have one thing on their mind: breaking out. Breaking out is one of 
the most challenging and rewarding parts of kettling, and freeing your 
teammates from an illegal and inhumane open prison is one of the most 
empowering things you can do as a player. To break out successfully, 
Team A must choose a weak spot in Team B’s offense, pick the right 
moment, and then concentrate as much force as possible in that location. 
Good spots to target are places where the lines are only one or two 
glowsticks deep, or where more inexperienced members of Team B are 
playing. In London an organization called the Territorial Support Group 
are Team B’s "A-Team", to use a deliberately confusing metaphor. As well 
as the usual giveaways of riot shields and helmets, TSG members have a 
letter U on their lapels - this stands for "Utter fucking bellends" ’1The 
TSG is limited in size and for big games large numbers of other players 
- normal bobbies without riot training - will be brought of f the subs 
bench Keep an eye on who knows what their doing and who doesn’t. 

A good play- froru Team A will see them focusing their energy on a point 
where opposition players have the least direct access to their teatnn~ates 
- in a geographical kettle this might ruean the edge of a line beside a 
wall or van, in a physical kettle it is simply the point furthest froru 
reitfforcements. 

Timing is crucial. ~;~’nile it is generally best to wait until you can 
apply the maximmn possible force to a weak point before rushing in, 
sometimes opportunities appear that are likely to be short lived. Acting 



swiftly and decisively in these situations can break the kettle 

The aim of focusing energy on one point is to create a gap in the line 
which can then be opened as wide as possible One good way of doing this 
is to form a wedge or triangle shape, with the player at the front 
opening the space and allowing a fan of other players to spread it as 
they follow behind them. This is easier in geographic kettles than 
physical one, but in either case the structure wil[ be more effective if 
players link arms and build momentum before reaching Team B’s lines. 
Keep a look out for groups with home made shields, helruets and padding - 
they- are likely to be looking for ways to break the kettle. You can help 
these Tearu A pros by allowing them to move through the crowd, then 
sticking close behind theru. 

If Team A has become split it can be very effective for those outside 
the kettle to push into Tearu B’s lines from the outside whilst those 
within the kettle do the same froru within. If a small group has escaped 
just as the kettle was forming they have the opportm~ity to put pressure 
on the kettle frorrl the outside just when it is at its weakest. Keep in 
contact via phones, SMS, Twitter, Sukey etc. Also, use your eyes and 
ears - they may be old technology, but they’re surprisingly effective. 

If all has gone according to plan, you will hopefully spend this 
Saturday breaking in and out of kettles across London. Hoxvever, it’s not 
impossible that the day will end in a disheartening staleruate, with 
protesters being slowly dripped out of a kettle over many hours. 
Remember, in these situations the police do not have the right to take 
your details - not even your narue - unless there has been a "Section 50" 
introduced. Officers WILL attempt to blag it. This includes straight out 
lying to you about their poxvers and threatening you with illegal arrest. 
Look around for a legal obset’,,cr - these guys are awesorue and will put 
the police in their place. 

Finally, though kettling is a fun and addictive sport, it does have its 
dangers. Anarchish recormnends you abvays wear the proper equipment while 
playing - knee and shoulder pads are recommended, and ideally a helmet 
as well Carpet or foam can be used to provide extra padding underneath 
your clothes, which should be ;varm and comfy. Bring lots of food and 
water - I recon~mend "Mr. Tom" bars for ibod as they- are cheap, 
lightweight, high in energy and fucking buff Also, you can get them 
from most ne;vsagents. Bringing extra food, water and hot drills is a 
recipe for instant popularity 

Remember: kettling is not ultimately about stopping violence or 
disorder. It is about discouraging protest, about punishing people for 
having the audacity’ to stand up against the state Do not give in to it 
Be brave, be bold, be prepared - and play to win. 

Suk~ 
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What is Sukey? 

Sukey is our name ~2)r a set of applications designed to keep you 
protec ted and informed during protests. When you see something 
interesting, you tel [ us When we’re confident that something has 
actually happened, we tell you 

If you have a smartphone with a good web browser, you can look at a 
really cool compass-thing we call "Roar" If you don’t, you can use our 
SMS update service we call "Growl". Have a look at our guide to getting 
involved for more irfformation on how to do this stuff 

You can get more details in our executive summary (we call it that 
because it sounds a bit formal., but its contents are good and 
informative) You might be able to e×tract something from our official 
press release too. 

Sukey brings together in-house code (fuelled by many late nights), 
resources like Google Maps and open-source software like SwiftRiver. 
Thatik you, thank you, tharik you for sharing the ~vorkload. FAQ 

Why doesn’t the app work yet’.’ How do I find it? 



’]?he app will go live on the morning of the 29th. Itql be at 
http://sukev orb/a/, but your phone should redirect you automatically. 

don’t have an iPhone! 

That’s not really a question Anyway, don’t worW - we have two 
offerings "Roar" k~r smartphones (such as iPhones and Androids) and 
"Growl", an SMS service for older phones. 

Are you just concentrating on London? (@HeardinLondon) 

At the moment, we only have the man-poxver for London. Sukey 2 will be 
national, and possibly internationah 

Why don’t you release the code? (@LDAds) 

It has always been ottr plan to make the code open source. Securi~" is 
paramount and we feel it would benefit from being released to the public 
after each protest. 

Our current plan is to release the code then start working on Sukey 2 in 
a private fork, while allowing corrm~xi~" to beef up the code from last 
time. We feel this will maximize both securi)- and openness. 

We’ve put together an information page about secttri~. 

Does ’Roar’ ~vork with smartphones that have Google iVlaps but not GPS such 
as the Nokia E637 (@openbirkbeck) 

Yes. However your location information will not be as precise - I 
believe it places you within 50 metres rather than 6 metres. 

Is there something discustingly(sic) ironic about riot organising iphone 
ap.(sic) http:/isuke,v orgi Just about says it all about this count~-’s 
kids ?(@MrHarlTCole)(sick) 

No. If you bothered to read about it before publishing your opinion 
you’d realise that the app is about avoiding riots. But there is 
something deliciously ironic (or should that be moronic?) about having 
an illiterate and ill reformed tweet with your name on it ret~veeted and 
then saved for posterity 

Follow the action 

* Demo heading towards Holborn All seems to be going well about a 
minute ago 

* March is on the move Help us help you by telling us what’s going on! 
#sukey ~demo2011 8 minutes ago 

* Make your tweets usel~l to everyone, GeoTag them or include a detailed 
location. #sukey #demo2011 16 minutes ago 

* @col lmetpolice Do your leaflets constitute a 814 notice or not? ’]’he 
crowd want to know. #sukey #demo2011 24 minutes ago 

* @col lmetpolice Do your leaflets constitute a S14 notice or not? The 
crowd want to know #sukey #demo2011 24 minutes ago 

http://twitter.com]suke~/’Data Share and enjoy :) 

FBI searches in WikiLeaks denial-of-service case 

James Temple, Chronicle StaffVv~dter San Francisco Chronicle January 28, 
2011 04:00 AM Copyright San Francisco Chronicle All rights reserved 
This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed 

The FBI issued more than 40 search warrants around the United States on 
Thursday, including several in the Bay Area, as part of its 
~nvestigation into the coordinated cyber attacks against major companies 
that had cut off donations to WikiLeaks. 

The Chronicle spoke to one Bay Area man who said that federal agents 
showed up at his home at 6 a.m., searched his home and left with all of 
his computers. He spoke on the condition of anonymity, and FBI officials 
would not say- who was investigated. No U.S. arrests were made Thursday. 

The actions appear to have been part of an international effort, as 
British police alwested five people for their alleged role in the 



denial-of-service attacks That followed arrests in the Netherlands 

The sites of PayPal, MasterCard and Visa were knocked offline or 
compromised late last year after each stopped the flow of donations to 
WikiLeaks following the whistle-blower site’s release of U.S. diplomatic 
cables. 

A loose group of hackers claimed credit for the attacks, which WikiLeaks 
sympathizers dubbed "Operation Payback" 

Jenny- Shearer, an FBI spokeswoman in Washington, acknowledged that some 
of the search warrants were executed in tire Bay Area¯ She declined to 
say iroN" many or who received them. An FBI spokeswoman in San Francisco 
also would not give details¯ 

The FBI said in a news release that facilitating or conducting a 
denial-of-service attack is punishable by 10 years in prison. 

The Bay Area man whose home was searched said an agent told him ire 
wasn’t in trouble and was free to leave, but that they- needed to execute 
the search warrant, he said¯ They cotffiscated several computers and a 
Web server, tire man said¯ 

He said ire was given a copy of the warrant signed by Magistrate Judge 
Howard Lloyd of the United States District Coult of Northern California 
in San Jose¯ 

"They’re either doing this to a whole bunch of people today, or they’re 
really far offin thinking that I’m a valuable target," the man said¯ 

E-mail James Temple at jtemple@sfchronicle.com. 

Read rrlore: 
http://w~vw sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f /c/a/2011/O1i27/BUAO1HFANS.DTLNxzz1COmKY9pR 

........ OriginalMessage ........ Subject: [Water Warriors] Kalahari 
Bushmen win right to water in Botswana court decision Date: Thu, 27 Jan 
2011 08:20:13 -0500 From: Brent Patterson <bpatterson@canadians org> 

To: <~vat er -~varrior s@fi~’watch, org> 

Survival International reports this morning that, "In a momentous 
decision, Botswana’s Coult of Appeal today quashed a ruling that denied 
the Kalahari Bushmen access to water on their ancestral lands¯ 
¯ .Celebrating aider the decision, a Bushman spokesman said, ’We are 
very happy that our rights have finally been recognized¯ Like ariy human 
beings, ~ve need water to live.’" 

Council of Canadians chairperson Maude Barlo;v says, "This is a major 
win, it’s the first test case of our right to ;vater resolution at the 
United Nations." 

In an August 2010 Survival International media release, Barlo;v condemned 
the Botswana government’s failure to allow Bushmen to access water. She 
stated, "Last week, the UN General Assembly declared that everyone, 
everywhere, has the right to water. But now the world witnesses one of 
Ali’ica’s most prosperous countries denying its first inhabitants the 
right to sink a well, while promoung m~ning and safari camps just a few 
miles away. It’s hard to imagine a more creel and inhuman way to treat 
people¯ One can only conclude Botswana’s authorities view Bushmen as 
less important than wildlife. Many people around the world will be 
horrified at what they’re seeing¯" That’s at 

http ://www. survivalintern ational orb/news/6307 

"Survlval’s director, Stephen Corry, said today, ’This is a great 
victory for the Bushmen, and also for Botswana as a whole..This is, 
after all, a victop)~ for human rights and the role of law throughout 
t3otswana.’" 

The B otswana (i azette had reported in mid-January that, "On Jannary 17th, 
Botswana’s Court of Appeal will begin a hearing to decide whether 
Kalahari Bushmen living on their ancestral lands have the right to 
water. The Bushmen, who returned to their lands in the Central Kalahari 
Game Reserve after a prewous court victory, are appealing against a 
2010 High Court ruling that denied their right to access a well in the 
reserve the?" had used :[’or decades The 2010 ruling, which came a week 
before the UN formally recognized water as a fundamental human right, 
has been slammed by Africa’s key human rights be@ for denying the 
Bushmen’s ’right to life’¯ Without the well, the Bushmen are forced to 
make arduous journeys by foot or donkey to fetch water from outside tire 
resel~’e." Survival International has previously stated, "If the Bushmen 
are unsuccessful in tire appeal, the ruling will fly in the face of two 
UN Declarations which recognize water as a ftmdamuntal hmnan right¯ 
.. Stu-vival’s Director Stephen Corry said, ’Tire world is watching and 
waiting to see if the Busl~nen will finally see justice¯ All the Busl~nen 
ask is for a guarantee that tire goverr~-ment will not stop therrr from 
getting water; iroN" could any just court deny that?’" They have also 
highlighted that, "Prof¯ James ~amaya, L~’~" Special Rapporteur for 



indigenous peoples, (has written) that the ’denial of services to those 
currently living in the reserve does not appear to be in keeping with 
the spirit and underlying logic of the (2006 tligh Court) decision, nor 
with the relevant international human rights standards.’" For past 
campaign blogs on this, please go to 
http://www.canadians.or~icampai~nblo~/?s bushmen Survival 
International’s announcement today can be read in full at 
http://www.survivalinternational.org/news/6925. The Council of Canadians 
offers its congratulations and solidarity to Survival ]mernational and 
the Kalahari Bustm~en on their win today. 
*** 

http ://w,~v.earthtimes.or~/articles/rlews/364580,grarlt s-bushmen-ac c ess-water.html 
Johannesburg - The Botswana Appeal Court on Thursday quashed a 2010 
ruling that denied 650 Buskunen access to water on their ancestral lands 
in the Kalahari Game Reserve. 

"The court has upheld our appeal and has found in our favour on every 
point," Gordon Bennett, the lavcier for the Bushmen, told the German 
Press Agency @a. "So they have decided that the Bushmen have the right 
to use the borehole inside the reserve." 

The 51,000-square-kilometre sandy reserve, the size of Belgium, has 
elicited an ongoing battle for o~vnership since 1997, ~vhen in tl~ee 
clearances since then virtually all the Bushmen were forcibly evicted 
from the land they have inhabited for some 30,000 years. 

In 2006, after the longest and most expensive legal battle in the 
country’s history, Botswana courts ruled that the government’s eviction 
was illegal and unconstitutional. 

Bennett said the five judges again found continued govemrrlent attempts 
to prevent the mythical "first people" of southern Africa access to 
water as "inhuman and degrading treatinent under the constitution of 
Bots~vana." 

The court also determined that the Bushmen could drill more boreholes as 
they- needed, and that the govermnent would have to pay all their 
litigation costs. 

Bushmen spokesman Jumanda Oalekebone said: "We are very happy that our 
rights have finally been recognized. We have been waiting a long time 
for this. Like any human beings, we need water to live We also need our 
land. We pray- that the govermnent ;vill nnw treat us with the respect we 
deserve." 

Last week the government granted Gem Diamonds a 3-billion-dollar licence 
to mine the reserve, thought to have the largest diamond deposits in the 
world It has also allowed a tour operator to establish a luxury resort, 
complete with swimming pool. 

"It’s clear that the government wants to open the Bushmen’s land for 
diamond mining and for tourism, and ~ve believe this is the reason it 
forced the Bushmen offtheir land and the reason it continues to make it 
as difficult as possible for them to live there," said Miriam Ross of 
Survival International, a London-based group championing the rights of 
indigenous people across the ~vorld. 

Posted by Earth Times Staff 

Survival International Botswana approves $3bn mine as Bushman water case 
gets underway 18 January 

Botswana’s government has green-lighted a massive $3bn mine in the 
Central Kalahari Game Reserve - in the middle of the Kalahari Bushmen’s 
appeal against the Botswana authorities’ refusal to allow them access to 
water there. 

Gem Diamonds announced today that its application to open a huge diamond 
mine near the Bushman community of Gope in the reserve has been 
approved The company claims to have secured the consent of the Bushmen 
on whose lands the mine will be located. 

Survival, however, has repeatedly" told Gem Diamonds that the Bushmen are 
entitled to independent advice on what the likely impact of the mine 
will be. No such advice has been given, and many Bushmen whose lands 
will be affected still live outside the reserve in resettlement camps 
after their 2002 eviction, as the government refuses to allow them to 
hunt or even access water in the reserve 

Survival and the Bushmen have always maintained that the Bushmen were 
evicted to make way for diamond mining. The governn~erlt long denied this, 
claiming the diamond deposit at Gope was ’sub-economic’. 

A Bust~rrlan who wanted to remain anonymous said today, ’\~ny does the 
govertnnent choose to issue the mining licence today, while our appeal 
for water is tmdetway? It seems like this is their answer to our case. 
They are saying to us that even if we win our case and get water, the 
diamond mine will go ahead. 



"]7his is final proof that the government’s argument that they don’t want 
us to live in the CKGR to protect the wildlife is a lie. Who do the?’ 
think will damage the wildlife? The people who have lived there for 
thousands of years, or a $3billion mine with roads, power lines, 
thousands of tons of waste and hundreds of people going to and fro?’ 

Survival Director Stephen Corry said today, ’Gem Diamonds’ claim that 
the Bushmen have given their consent to the mine would be laughable, if 
it weren’t tragic How can people who are denied water to force them out 
of tl-le reserve possibly- be in a position to give their free and inforrrled 
consent? Particularly when no-one apart frorrl Gem Diamonds and the 
government has told them what impact this massive mine might have on 
them? Survival said for years that the govert~’nent wanted to open up the 
reserve for diamond mining. The government denied it - but we have sadly 
been proven right.’ 

www.bday.co.za 
14 December 2006 Bushmen have right to diamond-rich land - court Rebecca 
Harrison 

LOBATSE - Botswana’s high court ruled yesterday that more than 1000 
Busl-mren had been wrongly evicted from ancestral hunting grounds in the 
Kalal-lari Deselt and that tl-ley should be allowed to return. 

The court ruled 2-1 for the Busl-mren in the key issues of the case, which 
saw Africa’s last hunter-gatherers take on one of the continent’s most 
admired governments in a dispute over diamond-rich land and development 
priorities. 

Judge Mpaphi Phttmaphi, who delivered the swing vote in the case, said 
Botswana had been wrong to force the Bushmen out of the Kalahari reser~,~e 
by cutting off their livelihood 

"In my view the simultaneous stoppage of the supply of food rations and 
the stoppage of Inmting licences is tantamount to condemning the 
remaining residents of the Central Kalahari Game Reserve to death by 
starvation," he said. 

The Bushmen’s law,wer, Gordon Bennett, said the COUlt had opened the way 
for the Bushmen to return to lands that their ancestors had lived on for 
more than 20000 years. 

"It’s about the right of the applicants to live inside the reserve as 
long as they want, and that’s a marvellous victocz," Bennett said. 

The court said it saw no grounds for out-of-court claims by the Busl~men 
that the government and diamond giant De Beers wanted to clear the land 
for diamond mining - the basis of a major publicity push by ~vestern 
pressure groups who have backed the Bushmen’s cause. 

Activists say more than 1000 Bushmen want to go back to the game reserve 
- an area of desert the size of B elgiun~ that the govermnent has set up 
as one of Africa’s largest protected nature resel~zes. 

Chief Justice Mamping Dibotelo, delivering a minority opinion ahead of 
the verdict, said the case should be dismissed 

"’]7he contention o:[’the applicants that the government unlawfully 
deprived them of their land. must fail," he said 

But Judge Unity Dow disagreed, saying Botswana’s government had "failed 
to take into account the knowledge and the culture" of the Bushmen when 
it expelled them. 

"In 2002 they were dispossessed forcibly, unlaw:[’ully, and without their 
consent," she said 

The Bushmen say their way of life was being wiped out as the?’ were 
resettled into bleak camps where the?’ were unable to use their 
traditional hunting skills 

Botswana argued that western activists, who have won the backing of 
South Afi*ican antiapartheid hero Desmond Tutu and British actress Julie 
Christie, have romanticised a Bushmen lifestyle that vanished hmg ago. 

It says the Basarwa, also known as the San, are a danger to wildlife, 
that the Kalahari reserve is a poverty’ trap which stops the San 
integrating into society and denies them access to health care and 
education. 

However, the camps to which the Bushmen were sent were also proving 
fatal. Alcoholism and depression were rife. 

The goverrmrent says all but about 24 of the thousands of Bushmen 
volurltarily left the reset’,~e. 

Both parties had said they- would appeal if they lost the case. 



AFRICA 

Bushmen land claim’nonsense’, says president 

Botswana 

04Ju~200408:51 

The plight of Southern Africa’s earliest ip2aabitants, the San Bushmen, 
comes to the fore on Monday when Botswana’s High Court begins hearing a 
landmark land case in the Kalahari desert. 

A group of 243 San Bushnren are challenging their resettlement from the 
Central Kalahari Game Reserve, one of the world’s largest sanctuaries 
and an area they have been calling home for the past 20 000 years. 

"We are determined to remain on our ancestral land," says Mathambo 
Ngakaeja, a Bushman and coordinator of the Botswana chapter of the 
Working Group on Indigenous Minorities in Southern Africa 

At issue is a decision by the Botswana government in 2002 to cut off 
water, food and health services to the Bushmen of the Kalahari due to 
costs, and regrouping them in settlements built outside the reserve. 

"The govermnent has trampled on our rights, and terminating basic and 
essential services is tantamount to forced evictions," says Ngakaeja. 

"We seek the courts to declare that those ~vho had been effectively 
forced to move due to the termination of services, should be returned to 
the CKGR [the Central Kalahari Game Reserve]" 

According to the government, there are 20 000 San Bushmen remaining in 
Botswana but various rights groups estimate their number at closer to 48 
000. 

The San took the government to court in April 2002 seeking an order 
declaring it illegal to terminate the services to the Bushmen living in 
the reserve, ~vhich was established in 1961 to protect the 
hunter-gatherer lifestyle of the Bushmen. 

The case was dismissed on a technicality but last month the Bushmen won 
the right to have their claim heard again 

President Festus Mogae has alrea~dy declared that he is determined to win 
victory and plans to appeal if the ruling does not go in the 
government’s favour. 

Mogae has dismissed the Bushmen’s demands as "nonsense", arguing that as 
the first settlers in the region, the San could theoretically lay claim 
to the whole of Southern Africa. 

He also maintains that the Bushmen’s nomadic way of life is a vestige of 
the past and that they now are "settled agriculturalists". 

The High Court will begin examining the case on Monday with on-site 
inspections of San villages in the Kalahari reserve including one that 
was flattened by the government since the relocation began in 1997 

The government claims that there are now only 17 Bushmen living in the 
reserve but rights groups say 200 have gone back in defiance of 
Gaborone’s campaign. 

South African lawyer Glynn Williams is to begin presenting the defence’s 
case during hearings opening on July 12 in New Xade in western Bostwana, 
a resettlement village outside the sanctuary. 

The choice of New Xade as the venue for the hearings has stirred 
controversy. 

"New Xade is the boiling point of our case with the government," said 
Ngakaeja. 

"This is not a generous move but a clear sign of the government’s deceit 

and mockelN to have the case heard in a area that doesn’t have services, 
telephones or acconmmdation," he said. 

"The move is ainred at shutting us from the rest of the world but we ~vill 
accept the judgement." 

The British-based group Survival International has supported the San 
Bustwnen in their case and maintains that the indigenous people were 
driven out of the Kalahari reserve to make way for diamond raining. 

A former British colony called Bechuanaland, Bots~vana is the world’s 
largest producer of diamonds, which contribute 70% of its hard-currency 
earnings. 

Mogae came under fire recently when he made an irapromptu visit to New 
Xade to distribute food and blankets to the resettled Bushmen ahead of 
the court case -- Sapa-AFP 



Ugandan ~rho Spoke Up for Gays Is Beaten to Death By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

http://www.nvtimes.com/2011/01/28/world/africa/28uganda.html?hp 

NAIROBI, Kenya - David Kato knew he ~vas a marked man. 

As the most outspoken gay rights advocate in Uganda, a cou~try where 
homophobia is so severe that Parliament is considering a bill to execute 
gay people, Mr. Kato had received a stream of death threats, his friends 
said. A few- months ago, a Ugandan newspaper ran an antigay diatribe ~vith 
Mr. Kato’s picture on the front page under a balmer urging, "Hang Them. 
On Wednesday afternoon, Mr. Kato was beaten to death ~vith a hammer in 
his rough-and-tumble neighborhood. Police officials were quick to chalk 
up the motive to robbery, but members of the small and increasingly 
besieged gay community in Uganda suspect otherwise. 

"David’s death is a result of the hatred planted in Uganda by U.S. 
evangelicals in 2009," Val Kalende, the chaila~’oman of one of Uganda’s 
gay rights groups, said in a statement. "The Ugandan govermnent and the 
s o-called U.S. evangelicals must take responsibility for David’s blood" 

Ms. Kalende was referring to visits in March 2009 by a group of American 
evangelicals, who held rallies and workshops in Uganda discussing how to 
turn gay people straight, how gay men sodomized teenage boys and how 
"the gay movement is an evil institution" intended to "defeat the 
marriage-based society." 

The Americans involved said they had no intention of stoking a violent 
reaction. But the antigay bill was drafted shortly thereafter. Some of 
the 12gan&m politicians and preachers who wrote it had attended those 
sessions and said that they had discussed the legislation with the 
Americans 

After growing international pressure and threats from a few European 
countries to cut assistance - Uganda relies on hundreds of millions of 
dollars of aid - Uganda’s president, Yoweri Museveni, indicated that the 
bill would be scrapped. 

But more than a year later, that has not happened, and the legislation 
remains a s~mmering issue in Parliament Some political analys~s say the 
bill could be passed in the coming months, after a general election in 
February that is expected to remm Mr. Museveni, who has been in office 
for 25 years, to power 

On Thursday, Don Schmicrer, one of the American evangelicals who visited 
Uganda in 2009, said Nir. Kato’s death was "horrible." 

"Naturally, I don’t want anyone killed, but I don’t feel I had anything 
to do with that," said Mr. Sctm~ierer, who added that in Uganda he had 
focused on parenting skills. He also said that he had been a target of 
threats himself, recently receiving more than 600 messages of hate mail 
related to his visit. 

"I spoke to help people," he said, "and I’m getting bludgeoned from one 
end to the other." 

Many Africans view homosexuali~" as an immoral Western import, and the 
continent is full of harsh homophobic laws. In northern Nigeria, gay men 
can face death by stoning. In Kenya, which is considered one of the more 
Westernized nations in Africa, gay people can be suntenced to years in 
prison. 

But Uganda seems to be on the front lines of this battle. Conservative 
Christian groups that espouse antigay beliefs have made great headway in 
this country and wield considerable influence. Uganda’s minister of 
ethics and integrity, James Nsaba Buturo, who describes himself as a 
devout Christian, has said, "Homosexuals can forget about human rights." 

At the same time, American groups that dei?nd gay rights have also 
poured money into Uganda to help the beleaguered gay community. 

In October, a Ugandan newspaper called Rolling Stone (,with a circulation 
of roughly 2,000 and no connection to the American magazine) published 
an article that included photos and the whereabouts of gay men and 
lesbians, including several well-known activists like Mr. Kato. 

The paper said homosexuals were raiding schools and recruiting children, 
a belief that is quite widespread in Uganda and has helped drive the 
homophobia. 

I~Lr. Kato and a i?~v other activists sued the paper and ~von. This month, 
Uganda’s High Court ordered Rolling Stone to pay hu~dreds of dollars in 
damages and to cease publishing the names of people it said were gay 
But the danger remained. 

"I had to move houses," said Stosh Mugisha, a woman who is going through 
a transition to become a man. "People tried to stone me. It’s so sca~. 
And it’s getting worse" 



On Thursday, Giles Muhame, Rolling Stone’s managing editor, said he did 
not think that Mr. Kato’s killing had anything to do with what his paper 
had published. 

"There is no need Jk~r anxie~ or for hype," he said "We should not 
overblow the death of one." 

But that one man was considered a founding father of Uganda’s nascent 
gay rights movement In an interview in 2009, Mr Kato shared his life 
story, how he was raised in a conservative family where "we grew up 
brainwashed that it was wrong to be in love with a man" 

He was a high school teacher who had graduated from some of l.Jganda’s 
best schools, and he moved to South Africa in the mid-1990s, where he 
came out. A few years ago, he organized what he claimed was Uganda’s 
first gay rights news conference in Kampala, the capital, and said he 
was punched in the face and cracked in the nose by police officers soon 
afterward. 

Friends said that Mr. Kato had recently put an alarm system in his house 
and was killed by an acquaintance, someone who had been inside several 
times before and was seen by neighbors on Wednesday. Mr. Kato’s 
neighborhood on the outskirts of Kampala is known as a rough one, where 
several people have recently been beaten to death with iron bars 

Judith Nabakooba, a police spokeswoman, said Mr. Kato’s death did not 
appear to be a hate crime, though the investigation had just started 
"It looks like theft, as some things were stolen," Ms Nabakooba said. 

But Nikki _Mawanda, a friend who was born female and lives as a man, 
said: "This is a clear signal. You don’t know who’s going to do it to you." 

)~Lr. Kato was in his raid-40s, his friends said. He was a fast talker, 
fidgety-, bespectacled, slightly built and constantly checking over his 
shoulder, even in the envelope of darkness of an empty lot near a disco, 
where he was inter~,~iewed in 2009. 

He said then that he wanted to be a "good hmnan rights defender, not a 
dead one, but an alive one." 

Josh Kron contributed reporting from Juba, Sudan. 
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Davos, Dakar and a ton of BRICS By Pepe Escobar 

What passes for a global elite has just invested in the two-hour drive 
in the snow from Zurich to Davos in Switzerland for the 2011 World 
Economic Forum (WEF) - ostensibly to discuss the state of the world 
under the overarching theme "Shared Norms for the New- Reality". One of 
these norms is "collective sacrifice" - which in the context of the rich 
and powerful may sound as the ultimate paradox. The mood in Davos is 
expected to be "somber". 

Meanwhile, there’s the min-or image of Davos, the gathering by the World 
Social Forum (WSF) in Dakar, Senegal - ostensibly to discuss in detail 
the multi-dimensional structural crisis of capitalist globalization. And 
all this while the BRIC group of emerging po~vers (Brazil, Ru ssia, India, 
China) annexes a new member and gets ever more ambitious. 

So what does this flurry of act~vi~ tells us about the actual state of 
the world? As even The Economist admits - without a hint of irony - "the 
world is a complicated place". Yet don’t expect the aristocratic former 
vice president of the European Commission (EC), Etielme Davignon, 
dishing out on Davos in the British magazine’s 14-page cover story 
special on "The Rich and the Rest". 

A case can be built that Davos offers significant sectors of the 
so-called "globocrats" the opportunity to buy intellectual seriousness. 
Essentially these globocrats are politicians, chief executive officers, 
bankers, hedge fund managers, diplomats and academics, plus U2’s Bono, 
not all of them meritocracy darlings. 

Davos though offers an added bonus. A stint does not entail listening to 
"the rest", that annoying, amorphous enti~ also known as "the people" - 
as in drought-afflicted subsistence farmers, desperate refugees from 
failed or failing states, flesh-and-blood victims of "structural 
unemployment", and those millions of foreclosed-upon, riches-to-rags 
middle classes and lower middle classes barely surviving in the 
developed North They are unlikely to crash the Davos talkfest anyway 

The WEF is a prestige brand (some would say "scam") - promoted with 
ruthless efficiency As it duly congregates mostly the super-wealthy 
(some would say plutocracy) of what Zygmunt Bauman has defined liquid 
modernity, it costs a ton of money; from basic membership at about 
US$52,000 (plus an entrance ticket at $19,000) to an annual "strategic 
partner" membership at a whopping $527,000 (plus five allowed 



invitations at $19,000 each). 

WEF is not accepting any more "strategic partners" for 2011 unless it’s 
a Chinese or Indian compaW placed among the 250 largest in the world. 
Probably eyeing them as well, and not leaving anything to chance, (ioogle 
with throw a $250,000-plus party at I)avos on Friday night 

Virtually nothing is solved in practice at Davos by the sound of these 
s o-called "great minds" schrnoozing - be it in "public" sessions or in 
some secret rendezvous at a private suite. Like in Hollywood parties, 
the point of Davos is just to show- up, network and work the room. The 
financial elite, government bureaucrats, billionaire charity nroguls and 
think tankers are always networking anyway. 

So-called "problem solving" sessions at Davos are usually nonsense - or 
a bad joke, like Microsoft’s Bill Gates discussing development 
strategies with former US deputy defense secretalN Paul Wolfowitz (this 
actually happened). No one in Davos saw the 2008 financial crisis 
coming. And once the proceedings are over, few would not blink to pack 
the Moet and j et-safari frora Davos to Darfur to pose for a Louis 
Vuitton-style ad, complete with Sudanese refugees as extras in full 
regalia. Alternative world(s) ARer the ruling classes schmooze in 
Davos, "the rest" will be left with the World Social Forum - born 10 
years ago in southern Brazil, which in 2011 will be held in Dakar, Senegal. 

The WSF vows to dissect the four dinrensions - political, cultural, 
environmental and ideological - of the current crisis of capitalism. 
There could hardly be a better place to discuss it than Africa - 
inrpoverished and exploited by colonialisnr and then, &ucing a still 
incomplete de-colonization process, by neo-colonial practices. 

The WSF proraises to debate the multiple links between migrations and 
diasporas, and the role of social and communitarian movements (no 
Facebook, please). Previous meetings may have been marred by torrents of 
empty’ rhetoric. But now- plenty of analyses coming from the so-called 
alter-globalization movement are being recognized as pertinent - and 
essential for understanding the crisis of neo-liberalism. For instance, 
monitoring of the casino economy and elimination of fiscal paradises are 
now-being discussed at the surmnits of the Group of 20 (G-20) 

The fight against inequality is paramount (Davos itself has recognized 
it as one of the key parameters of the "ne~v reality’). But in the lalSh 
towards its self-described "another word is possible" agenda, the WSF is 
even more concerned with the advent of new- modes of production and 
consumption, and a new geopolitical equation 

While Davos seems to reflect a hazy concern of global elites at the 
plight of "the rest", the WSF seems to point to a strategic debate and 
the possible articulation of an on the go, coordinated global resistance. 

The WSF identifies three possible answers to the current mega-crisis; 
neo-conservatism; a profound capitalist reconstruction proposed by Green 

Ne~v Deal activists; and a radical social and environmental alternative 
The efforts seem to converge to the second possibility. 

Davos could be helpful to many if it examined in depth, like the WSF 
proposes, how-the North/South relationship is dramatically changing, 
also considering the existence of a hefty North in the South (think 
Singapore) and a South in the North (think Detroit) 

That’s where the WSF dovetails into the success story of more than 30 
markets emerging worldwide. [n real life - not talk sho~vs - what this 
spells is the increasing power of the extended BRIC group inside the 
G-20 Meet the new BRICS France’s mini-Napoleonic ruler, President 
Nicolas Sarkozy, will preside the G-20 in 2011. He’s alrea~dy started 
with a bang - calling 12~r a summit in China next March to discuss the 
dangers of a currency war. 

Sarkozy, populist instincts and all, is trying hard to pose as a 
visional, yearning 12~r a world drenched in more "responsibility" and 
"solidarity" where market laws are not the Bible. 

But it remains to be seen how he is going to convince emerging markets 
not to shore up their reserves in exchange of some vague promise of help 
if they run into trouble; how he is going to convince the BRICs to give 
more power to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) while the much-spun 
IMF democratization still is a mirage; and how he is going to convince 
the US government to impose a tax over financial transactions - 
something the Group of Eight has been debating for years now. 

As for the BRIC group, they are now 12)finally BRICS: South Africa 
formally joined last month This means a geographical span including 
Asia, Latin America, Europe and Africa. Crucially, the next BRIC meeting 
will be in April in Beijing, only one month after tire Sarkozy currency 
war bash. 

To state that man?, in Washington’s political circles are not one bit 
ecstatic about this new developnrent is the understatenrent of the year. 
BRICS does not demonize Iran; does not endorse American wars in Iraq and 
AfPak; supports Palestine; and favors replacing the US dollar as the 
world’s reserve currency with a basket of currencies. On top of it in 



2011 BRICS will have five seats at the 15-seat United Nations Security 
Council; Brazil until the end of2011, India and South Africa until the 
end of 2012, plus the two permanent members China and Russia. 

BRICS are now j oined by yet another catchy acronym - MIST, conceived by 
none other than Jim O’Neill, the (ioldman Sachs stalwart who coined the 
original BRIC in 2001. MIST are Malaysia, Indonesia, South Korea and Turkey. 

A solid case can be made that any of these countries would be more 
suitable to be part of BRIC - especially Turkey (this was discussed at a 
BRIC sunm~it in Brasilia last year). South Africa rartks only 31 st in 
global gross domestic product terms, behind the whole MIST. But China is 
South Africa’s number one trading partner, and India wants to "conquer" 
Africa as much as China. Anyway, none of this precludes an actual, 
strong alliance of BRIC and MIST towards that Washington-dreaded new 
world order - multipolarity. 

For Washington, since mid-2008 the name of the game is a "multi-partner" 
world - coined by- US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. Lq~plicit is the 
concept of the US as a senior partner in a so-called "coalition of the 
willing". Compare it with the Brazilian Foreign Ministry saluting the 
new BRICS as willing to "reform the financial system and increase 
democratization of global governance". The rattling of teeth in 
Washington could be heard time zones away. 

And we’re not even talking about China - where the Cormnunist Party is 
pulling all stops to conform an advanced, educated, 70% urban society 
with 1.4 billion people by 2030, politically- stable and with a 
non-intet’,,entionist foreign policy. As much as Washington may see it as 
BRICS + MIST less US, for China the name of the game is multipolarity, 
period. 

And even with multipolarity, the outlook ahead is bleak: peak oil; 
energy wars (first Iraq, next Iran?); the ramp-up of greenhouse gas 
emissions; climate change; water wars; and rampant poverty while the 
richest 1% of the population controls 43% of the ;vorld’s assets. 

Bottles of Moet can be bet that the global elites at Davos won’t be 
giving much thought to what the ;vorld really- needs - a new political 
culture, horizontal and diverse, promoting the convergence between 
citizen networks and social movements 

At the moment one possibility ahead points to an all-out privatization 
of life - and even of artificial life The other possibility is the 
development of a new paradigm - a real, global New Deal that certainly 
won’t come do;vn as a gift from any institutional Above This will only 
happen via the mobilization of social groups arid civil societies all 
around the world. Enough talking; it’s time to act. 

Pepe Escobar is the author of Globalistan: How the Olobalized World is 
Dissolving into Liquid War (Nimble Books, 2007) and Red Zone Blues: a 
snapshot of Baghdad during the surge His ne;v book, just out, is Obama 
does Olobalistan (Nimble Books, 2009). He may be reached at 
pepeasia@yahoo.com 
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University dispute causes a crisis of credibility SHIRLEY BROOKS: 
CO]k4MI~NTI JOHAJ~’NESBI.FR(I, SOUTH Ab]~ICA - Jan 28 2011 07:27 

As part of its constitutional mandate to monitor quality at the 
country’s higher education institutions, the Council on Higher Education 
(CHE) has been conducting large-scale audits of these institutions since 
2004. The results of such audits constitute public information and allow 
taxpayers to judge how well their money is being spent in the country’s 
tertiary education sector. 

They are also invaluable to the members of a university community in 
providing an objective assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the 
institution and feeding into planning :[’or the future 

Preparation ]k~r these audits requires hours of many people’s time as 
documents on all conceivable aspects of the university’s research, 
teaching and other activities are painstakingly gathered and made 
available to the audit panel. The panel members themselves invest 
considerable time in digesting all this in]2~rmation and inter~dewing a 
wide range of academics and other university staff to gain deep insight 
into the functioning of the university under consideration. A great deal 
of work and critical thought goes into compiling the audit report and 
its recommendations. 

The University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) was audited by the CHE in the 
latter part of 2008. Members of the university cormnunity have been 
waiting for the release of the audit report. Only a deafening silence 
was heard, however, until late last year, when a well-hidden item 



appeared un the CHE’s website stating the UKZN audit report had been 
"withdrawn" This bureaucratese can be easily translated intu more 
accurate words: "suppressed", "withheld" or, in strunger language, 
"gagged". The (;HE has decided tu consign tu ublivion its entire audit 
report un UKZN. 

The matter has nuw been exposed in the media, thanks to the efforts uf 
the Mail & Guardian. The audit panel’s chair, professur Martin Hall, has 
made knuwn his unhappiness with this outcume and argued that by agreeing 
to gag the report the CHE is complicit in suppressing irrlportant 
infom~ation that is legitinrately required by the L~N corrmmnity and the 
public. 

Backgro~xd to the gagging Why was the report, on which so many people 
had spent so much time and effort, consigned to the infamous File 13? To 
answer this question, it is necessary to reprise details -- widely 
publicised in the nredia at the time (late 2008) -- concerning L~4ZN top 
nranagement’s pursuit of disciplinary action against two professors in 
the tmiversity~’s faculty of science and agriculture. 

These txvo academics, professors Nithaya Chetty and John van den Berg, 
had attempted to bring before the university senate a document raising 
concerns about the exercise of academic freedom within the institution. 
Th docmnent had been drafted and ratified by the faculty and the two 
professors had been mandated by their colleagues to take it to senate. 

After several failed attenrpts to get the document discussed in a senate 
nreeting, the two openly- expressed their own and their colleagues’ 
concerns about wl-lat nrany regarded as the erosion of freedom of 
expression within UKZN. To nrany, the suppression of the faculty 
"academic freedom document" seemed itself to confirnr the existence of 
the very issues raised in its pages. And if fmther cotffirmation was 
needed, it was iramediately provided when the two academics found 
thenrselves facing internal disciplinary procedures for, anrong other 
charges, "bringing the university into disrepute" 

The effective ban on discussing such controversial issues within the 
university extended to discussing them within the faculty- of science and 
agriculture, the home faculty of the two academics As The Witness 
reported at the time, a legitimate attempt by members of the faculty to 
hold a meeting to discuss the plight of their colleagues failed at the 
very last moment The then dean (who has now- left LrKZN) was officially 
warned by UKZN’s employee and labour relations department not to allow 
the meeting to proceed. 

Not surprisingly, the CHE audit panel -- then writing up its final 
report -- conzmunted on this sorry state of ait’airs at the university It 
did so first in its verbal presentation in October 2008, which preceded 
the pursuit of disciplinary action against the two professors (although 
events had been moving swiftly in that direction). This presentation was 
made to the whole university community and was intended to give the 
members of UKZN feedback on the audit. 

In his recent M&G alticle Hall wrote that four out of 45 items in the 
verbal presentation dealt tvith the panel’s concern about "evidence of 
stifled debate about institutional matters and of debates conducted in 
ways which obfuscate rather than elucidate issues". The panel strongly 
recommended that, rather than pursue disciplinary action -- and thereby’ 
folluw the trend that Jane Duncan begin uf the skype highlighting 

end of 2the skype highlighting termed the "rise of the disciplinary 
university" in an M&G article published when she was directur of the 
Freedum uf Expressiun Institute -- UKZN management should make cuncerted 
attempts tu sort out the disagreements thruugh internal discussion. 

Vice-chancellur’s response 

As cuuld have been predicted by anyone familiar with recent events at 
UKZN, tup management ignored this recommendatiun and instead proceeded 
with the disciplinary action against the twu professors }{all expressed 
his cuncern abuut this tu the relevant CHE committee and his letter 
fuund its way intu the public domain. Professor Malegapuru Makgoba, UKZN 
vice-chancellor, apparently then argued tu the CHE that Hall, as the 
audit panel’s chairpersun, was biased. 

In the view of most observers this was and remains a spurious argument. 
As Hall wrute trenchantly in the M&G he was but une member ufa review 
panel, and it "stretches credibility’ to accept, as the CHE dues, that 
any persunal bias that I might huld could mesmerise an eight-member 
panel made up uf seniur academics and administrators frum seven 
different South Ali*ican universities and an independent auditur from 
Australia" 

Yet the ad hoc review coramittee the CHE appointed to consider the 
vice-chancellor’s allegations of bias chose to agree xvith Makgoba. It 
was disappointing -- but hardly" a surprise -- to read in the M&G that 
Ahnred Essop, head of the CHE, told the nexvspaper when it asked him about 
the make-up of the review committee that it had been appointed "after 
consultation with the vice-chancellor". This was hardly a case of an 
independent bo@ coming to an unbiased decision regarding the release of 
the report. 



Interestingly, Essop also admitted to the M&G that the CHE had no 
process in place for dealing with a situation in which a university’s 
top management takes issue with some aspects of a report and then wants 
it withdrawn. Apparently the CHE had not anticipated a situation in 
which a vice-chancellor would attempt to have the report gagged because 
he or she did not like some of its findings. 

This is surely- the height of naivet~. What would be the value of audit 
reports in which the CHE becomes simply a praise singer for the top 
management of our universities? 

Alternatives to managerialism One aspect of the problem lies, I feel, in 
the enabling envirnun~ent created by the increasing hold of managerialism 
on South African universities. Managerialism provides the space for top 
management to make use of legalistic processes to stifle dissent within 
an institution. The individual who is critical of the direction in which 
the university, is going, and attempts to engage others in the 
institution as well as top management about this, finds him or herself 
in a parlous position. 

At UKZN in particular, he or she may fred him or herself facing 
disciplinary action on the part of the university’s employee and labour 
relations department -- not to mention the private law- firms, kept on 
permanent retainer by university management, that take on such cases. 
Without very specific guarantees of what is internationally accepted as 
"academic freedom", academics have little protection if they happen to 
fall foul of top management Inevitably- a climate of fear is created 

How can we turn back the tide of managerialism in South African 
universities and begin to consider more inclusive ways of operating? One 
model that South African universities should consider seriously is the 
collective agreements that many Nolth American universities use as 
governing documents These detailed statements of principle are agreed 
between the un~versi~z administration and the academic staff and both 
groups are then bound by the terms of agreement for a set period. 

A clear statement of academic freedom protections is included in these 
agreements For example, members of Queen’s University in Canada agree 
in its governing collective agreement that "academic freedom includes 
the following interacting freedoms: freedom to teach, freedom to 
research, freedom to publish, freedom of expression, li*eedom to acquire 
materials" In addition to carrying out research and teaching without 
censorship, it is specified that "members have the right to freedom of 
expression, including the right to criticise the government of the day, 
the administration of the ~nsutution, or the [Queen’s University staff] 
association". 

hnportantly, this kind of governing agreement rests on the conception of 
the university as being constituted by all its members, not just its 
current management or its vice-chancellor (known in Canada as the 
umversity principal). A key question is thereby raised. Are the 
academics at UKZN simply "employees" or are the?" regarded (as in the 
case of Queen’s Universi~) as members of the institution? Why is ~t 
that, in South Africa, the interests of a particular universi~ are 
often assumed to be coincident with those of its current 
vice-chancellor, as though he or she were the chief executive of a 
private company? 

It should be clear to all tha, in the absence of such a collective 
agreement, dissenting academics in the increasingly managerialist and 
even authoritarian environment of some South African universities enjoy 
little protection in practice 

Implications for the CHE ~ilqe CHE’s capitulation in suppressing the UKZN 
audit report on the request of the institution’s vice-chancellur is more 
than disappointing: it has set a terrible precedent. The public needs to 
ask itself whose interests are being served by the suppression of the 
CHE report. Besides the fact that in bowing to L~N’s top management in 
this xvay the CHE has done untold damage to its own credibili~, the 
gagging of the audit can be viewed as a betrayal of the LPKZI¢ s acaderuics 
and other staff -- the people xvho, in fact, constitute the universib’. 
It is also a shameful waste of taxpayers’ money and a slap in the faces 
of all those who spent hours of their time contributing to the audit. 

Small instances of suppression have a way of snoxvballing into large 
ones. The original decision to close down discussion of a legitimate 
document, involving the institutional bullying of two academics, has now 
led to the withdrawal of an entire university audit. The poison at UKZN 
has, sadly-, spread and is now infecting a national body mandated to 
conduct independent assessments of the country’s higher learning 
institutions. 

It should be remembered that any university is a national, provincial 
and municipal asset. To add to its other woes, UKZN will -- when the 
first cycle of CHE audits that began in 2004 ends this year -- be the 
only universib- in the country that does not have an independent audit 
report available for public perusal. 

And as far as the CHE is concerned, if it is to retain any- credibili~z 
when it conducts university audits in the future, the decision of the ad 



hoc review committee regarding the I_2KZN report must be reversed at once 
and the audit findings released to the university community and the public. 

Dr Shirley Brooks is a senior lecturer at the Umversity of the Free 
State and lectured at the University of Natal (later University of 
KwaZulu-Natal) for nearly 12 years. She was a member of I_YKZN’s faculty 
of science and agriculture. This article :first appeared in slightly 
different form in The Witness on Mi~nday (January 24) 

Controversial UKZN audit under wraps DAVID MACFARLANE ] JOHANNESBURG, 
SOUTH AFRICA - Jan 14 2011 11:26 

An independent audit of the University of K~vaZulu-Natal (UKZN) that 
suggests nranagement’s habitual disciplinary action against staff stifles 
dissent and restricts academic freedonr has itself been suppressed. This 
follows a lengthy saga initiated by- vice-chancellor Malegapuru Makgoba’s 
complaint that the audit showed "bias". 

In an unprecedented move the Council on Higher Education (CHE), a 
statutory body that advises the government on tertiary education, has 
decided not to release its own audit report, based among other things on 
400 intel~’ie~vs with I~-KZN staffers. 

As part of its legislated mandate, the CHE has been conducting 
institutional audits since 2004 and, tmtil it reached UKZN, has 
published all its audit reports. 

To date, 21 of the country’s 23 universities have been audited, and this 
year’s reports on Walter Sisulu and Mangosuthu universities will 
complete the first audit cycle, with the second due to begin in 2012. 

Based on extensive university documents as well as site visits and 
interviews, the CHE audits make findings and recommendations on all the 
key indicators of a university’s perfbrmance, such as its research 
record, staff qualifications, student graduation rates and financial 
management. 

The CHE-appointed panel that audited UKZN comprised eight members and 
was chaired by Martin Hall, then deputy- vice-chancellor of the 
University of Cape To~vn, now-vice-chancellor of the University of 
Salford in the United Kingdom. The panel conducted its interviews at 
UKZN in October 2008 

’Oral feedback’ Part of the standard CHE audit process is that the panel 
provides oral feedback to the university concerned along the lines to be 
presented in its final, written report. On beha if of the panel, Hall 
presented this feedback at UKZN in October 2008 in a lengthy session 
streamed hve on the campus to anyone who ~vanted to Ibllow it. 

In his article entitled "Varsity’s voices of dissent gagged", Hall 
suggests that the oral feedback made 45 points Four of these concerned 
"institutional cu lture and academic freed om" and d escrib ed a "culture of 
hostility", deriving tlcom "adversarial" relations bet~veen management and 
a cademics that "stifled debate". 

All prior CHE audits have been published within a year of such oral 
feedback but by November 2010 -- more than two years later -- UKZN’s had 
not appeared. Then in December a document called "Resolution on the 
Institutional Audit of the University of KwaZulu-Natal" () appeared on a 
subsection of the CHE website. Ahmed Essop, the chief executive of the 
Ct]E, confirmed this week it had been posted on December 3, and that the 
council had made "no J2~rmal announcement" of this The resolution states 
that the CHE decided to "withdraw" the audit report following a sequence 
of events that began in June 2009 when Makgoba was sent the draft report 
and complained of "bias" on the part of Hall and in the report’s -- 
"general tone". 

The full extent of the interaction between Makgoba, I_YKZN’s council and 
the CItE during the 18 or so months that culminated in the (;HE deciding 
not to publish the report remains murky, partly because Makgoba and UKZN 
council chairperson Mac Mia did not answer the M&G’s detailed questions. 

The university’s head of communications, Nomonde Mbadi, requested the 
newspaper "refer its enquiries" to the CHE. 

But the CHE’s published resolution itself, Essop’s answers this week and 
M&G sources close to parts of the saga collectively suggest what the key 
moments were. 

’Pivotal moments’ The pivotal moment appears to have been the leaking of 
a confidential letter Hall wrote to the CHE in November 2008 and its 
publication in The _Mercury newspaper in January 2009. 

As Hall’s article more fully- describes, he wrote the letter because he 
believed that I~PKZN’s widely publicised decision to pursue disciplinary 
action against two senior academics, made almost as soon as the oral 
feedback was conrpleted but before the written report was finalised, 
constituted an "affront" to the CHE. The CHE’s resolution doctanent 
corKirms that the first of Makgoba’s two coraplaints to the CHE after he 



received the draft in June 2009 centres un this leaked letter and its 
publicatiun in The Mercury Makgoba argued this had "cumprumised the 
~ntegrity of the audit process and suggested bias un the part of the 
chair [Hail]", the CHE resolution says 

His secund cumplaint concerned "factually incurrect" interpretatiuns uf 
"a range uf issues", the resulutiun says These, huwever, cuuld be 
"cleared up" by normal CHE audit prucesses, according to a review panel 
the CHE then appointed to address Makguba’s cuncerns 

But on Makgoba’s first concern, that of bias and the leaked letter, the 
review panel said it was "unable firmly to conclude that the letter ... 
did not have an impact on the drafting of the repolt" and that its leak 
"had substantially corapromised the audit process". 

Asked how, if Hall’s oral feedback on the panel’s consensus had outlined 
points that were anyway to be made in the final repolt, either the 
writing or the publication of the leaked letter could have "had an 
impact on the draRing of the report", Essop said simply that this was 
the review panel’s "view". 

A similar M&G question to Makgoba and Mia remains unanswered. 

How the members of the review panel were appointed is another raurlcy 
feature of the saga. It raises the question whether the review was as 
independent of the institution being audited as the CHE audits 
themselves are intended to be. 

Asked which parties had been involved in selecting this panel, Essop 
told the M&G it "was appointed after consultation with the vice-chancellor". 

On the leak of the letter, a forensic audit conducted for the CHE by 
attorneys Edward, Nathan and Sonnenberg was "unable to determine the 
source of the leak", Essop said. 

Hall said he had not given the letter to The Mercury: "I’ve never had 
an?’ contact with it," he told the M&G 

’Murky’ Another key feature that remains murky, and that the M&G’s 
unanswered questions to Makgoba and Mia raised, is whether Makgoba 
shared the draft report with anyone when he received it in June 2009. 

Well-placed sources suggest he has not discussed it in an?- UKZN forum. 
If so, this runs counter to the practice of all other audited 
vice-chancellors to date, ~vho have shared the draft with their senior 
managements. 

Essop acknowledged that nothing like this had happened with an?’ of the 
other 20 audits the CHE had conducted and that the council’s own 
well-publicised audit processes made no provision for a resolution such 
as the one taken on UKZN. 

"The withdrawal of an audit report was not contemplated at the time the 
CHE’s audit manual was developed," he said "The CHE will take into 
account the issues raised by the UKZN audit process in revising the 
audit manual for the second cycle of audits." 

The UKZN episode ~vill not "tarnish the legitimacy of ands’or weaken 
public confidence in the institutional audit process", Essop said "The 
institutional audit prucess has been successfully established and its 
uutcomes and benefits recognised by the higher educatiun sector." 

Steps towards suppressiun 

Octuber 2008: CHE audit panel conducts 400 intep~iews at UKZN October 
2008: Audit panel chairpersun Prufessur Martin Hall’s oral feedback to 
the UKZN communi~ speaks of a "climate of hustility" and management’s 
"habit of using disciplinary inqmr~es to deal with dissent", which has 
"damaged staffmurale". October and Nuvember 2008: UKZN pursues 
disciplinary actiun against twu senior academics. November 18 2008: Hall 
writes cunfidential letter to CHE saying this disciplinary actiun is an 
"affront" tu the CHE. January 23 2009: Letter leaked tu and published in 
The Mercury newspaper June 2009: UKZN vice-chancellur Malegapuru 
Makgoba receives draft audit report based on Hall’s ural feedback and 
cumplains to CItE that the leaked letter shows "bias" on Hall’s part 
December 2009: Ct;% decides to initiate furensic audit into the leaking 
uftlall’s letter and to establish a review panel tu assess Makguba’s 
concerns August 2010: After consultatinn with Makgoba, CItE appuints the 
review panel September 2010: Makgoba allegedly tells UKZN senate "the 
university" has nut received the audit report. October 2010: Review 
panel says audit repurt "meets internationa[ standards uf quality 
assurance" but "leak of the letter, substantially cumpromised the 
audit process". December 3 2010: Ct]~[~ places un its website its 
resolution to "withdraw the draft audit report". 

Varsi~"s voices of dissent gagged MARTIN HALL: ACADEMIA i JOHANNESBURG, 
SOUTH AFRICA - Jan 14 2011 14:28 cormnents 16 corc~ents ] Post your 
conm~ent ARTICLE TOOLS Email to friend Print Add to Clippings 



The Council on Higher Education (CI;%) has decided to suppress the report 
of its own audit o:[" the University of KwaZulu-Natal Why ? 

All reputable higher education systems have independent quali~ 
assurance and South Africa’s is set up in terms of the 1997 Higher 
Education Act. The responsibility rests with the (;HE and its standing 
committee, the higher education quality comanittee (tIEQC). Audits are 
conducted in terms of 19 formal criteria and by a panel of trained auditors. 

In October 2008 I chaired the UKZN audit panel, which comprised eight 
mernbers. We considered a roornful of evidence, conducted five site visits 
and intel~’ie~ved more than 400 people over a period of five days. Our 
final report was subrnitted to the HEQC in June 2009, but has never been 
released. 

The ostensible reason for abandoning the audit ~vas the leak of a letter 
I wrote to the then chairperson of the HEQC a few- weeks after our audit 
panel finished its work - the letter was published in The Mercury in 
January 2009. One of the panel’s conclusions had been that the 
universib" ~vas at risk because of widely held perceptions that academic 
freedom ~vas in jeopardy. We had recorrm~ended that, rather than taking 
disciplinary action against staff cornplaining of violations of academic 
freedom, UKZi’~s council and executive managemunt should take a 
conciliatory approach. 

Within a few weeks of our making this recomrnendation known to UKZN’s 
vice-chancellor, the council of the university decided to continue its 
practice of disciplining senior academic staff who complained about 
violations of academic freedom. As chairperson of the audit panel I had 
felt obliged to bring this to the attention of the HEQC. 

Was the leak of my letter to the press enough reason for the CHE to 
abandon the entire audit? Hardly. The further disciplinary action was 
widely reported. And the inforrnation on the audit contained in this 
letter was, by then, already in the public domain. This is because, at 
the end of every institutional audit conducted by the HEQC, the chair of 
the audit panel is required to provide oral feedback. This provides the 
university with an overview of ho~v the final repolt will shape up 

Although this oral feedback is not formally part of the report, it is a 
written statement that has previously been agreed on by the audit panel 
The vice-chancellor of the universi~ being audited decides who can be 
present to hear the statement (indeed, the vice-chancellor can choose to 
hear it alone). In the case of the UKZN audit, the vice-chancellor 
decided not only to open the oral feedback session to anyone who wished 
to attend, but also that it should be made available to anyone in the 
universi~ via a live video stream on the internet. This duly happened 
on October 24 2008 

Our oral statement ran to 14 pages and made 45 points that broadly 
presaged the recommendations and commendations that would appear in the 
formal and final report of June 2009. Four of these concerned 
institutional culture and academic freedom We reported that "interviews 
with cross-sections of staff and students as well as with external 
stakeholders suggest that there is ;vhat has been described as a ’culture 
of hostility"" and "that some aspects of this situation are expressed as 
lack of academic freedom at the university," We had "found evidence of 
stifled debate about institutional matters and of debates conducted in 
ways which obfuscate rather than elucidate issues". We concluded that 
"one of UKZN’s greatest transformative challenges is to rise above the 
ingrained, destructive tendencies that are stifling debate and to create 
a new culture of participative and democratic debate that supports 
academic freedom in its broader sense". 

Shortly after we delivered this oral summary of our findings, the UKZN 
council challenged the legitimacy of our work and our conclusions by 
initiating new disciplina~ action In my letter to the chairperson o:[" 
the HEQC, I wrote that "I consider this to be a direct affront to the 
audit panel and to the HEQC Given that, predictably, the matter has 
been imanediately taken up in the media, there is the potential :[’or 
serious damage to the credibility of the institutional audit process and 
the HEQC." 

The vice-chancellor of UKZN complained that my letter demonstrated a 
personal bias against the university’ that had compromised the audit 
process. The (;HE has upheld the vice-chancellor’s complaint and has 
suppressed the audit report (CHE, "Resolution on the Audit of the 
Ermversity of KwaZulu-Natal", October 2010). 

The CHE’s reasoning, as explained in this resolution, is, to say the 
least, questionable. First, the audit panel’s recommendations had been 
shaped long before January 2009, when my letter was leaked to the press. 
Indeed, they had been relayed openly three months before to anyone who 
cared to listen in the open feedback session to the Er’KZN corcanunity on 
the last day of the audit panel’s inter~,4ews. 

Second, it is an cvident tautology to conclude, as the CHE does in its 
formal resolution suppressing the report, that "it is unable to firmly 
conclude that the letter from the chair of the audit panel did not have 



an impact on the draJiing of Audit Report". My letter reported the 
unanimous decision of the audit panel on one aspect of the audit’s 
conclusions, and obviously this view had an impact on the report. 

Third, it stretches credibility to accept, as the CHE does, that any 
personal bias that I might hold could mesmerise an eight-member panel 
made up of senior academics and administrators from seven different 
South Ali~ican universities and an independent auditor from Australia. It 
is rather the case, as our audit report makes clear, that by the end of 
a week in which we held 36 exhaustive intet’,~iew sessions, we were all in 
agreement about our cormnendations of good practice in research, teaching 
and conwnunity engagement, and in our recommendations for iraprovements. 

Were it to have been released, our audit report would have been found to 
be a thorough and balanced evaluation of one of South Africa’s leading 
universities. It details and commends significant achievements and 
presents a range of evidence-based recommendations for continuing 
improvement. The report’s reasoned and evidence-based findings on 
institutional culture and academic freedom would have helped the 
university move on from a difficult phase in its histo15,. The Higher 
Education Act of 1997 seeks to "respect and encourage democracy, 
academic freedom, freedom of speech and expression, creativity, 
scholarship and research". 

The CHE has a statutory obligation to advance this objective. In 
deciding to suppress the entire audit, the CHE has been distracted by 
one media repolt about information that was already in the public domain 
and has set aside the finding of its own review conm~ittee that the audit 
report meets required standards. Whose interests does this sel~’e? 
Certainly, neither the public interest nor the interests of LPKZN. 

Professor Martin Hall is vice-chancellor of the Universib" of Salford in 
the United Kingdom 

POETRY BY IVlphutlane wa Bofelo 

Back to the front 
No more heckling at the back 
No more ranting in the dark 
No more pontificating from a distance 
No more writing behind the scenes 
No more analysis after the fact 
No more paralysis by the facts 
From now on we will regain 
Our voices and reclaim the streets 
We will control the schools 
& takeover the farms & factories 
We will run the city, the town, the to~vnship & the village 
Our poets and artists 
Will write new sungs 
& give the nation 
New symbols of hope 
Worker and student 
The red and the green 
Together as one 
We hearken to the call 
To the front, comrades 
No more slinking behind slogans 
No more hiding in rhetoric 
No more fighting over j argon 
No more arguing over diction 
No more debating accent 
No more conflict over terminology 
’]7he earth is diminishing 
The people are dying 
We are called to the rescue 
The call is out my people 
To the front 
No more children schooling 
Under trees, the bush their leo 
No more open toilets 
& concrete slabs for houses 
No more choking air & dummy ~2~ods 
No children suckling thumbs for breasts 
No more girls :tearing the night 
No more boys devoted to machineguns 
No more adults chasing their shadows 
No more frowning in the toilet 
Emerging out with a smile 
Knees on the ground 
Hat in the air 
This time we swear 
Enough of hot air 
From now- on we will air 
The boiling fury 
Hidden in the eerie melodies 
Hunm~ed at the bac~’ards 
Of baclcs, ard dwellings 
The call is out 



Worker and student 
Peasant and proletariat 
Unemployed, employed and underemployed 
Agnostic, atheist & gnostic 
Red and green 
Villager and township dweller 
Organize &mobilise, educate to liberate 
Free the mind to free the land 
Learn & Teach 
It’s you who created 
The @namic slogans 
Powerful symbols and songs 
That carried the nation 
Through years of struggle 
"BturF- division & build unity 
Divided we fall, United we stand 
An injm3z to one, is an injm?~ to all" 
It’s you who will 
Through action and struggle 
Creative thought and iraaginative thinking 
Build the democratic left front 
Create new slogans and songs 
New platfom~s and new- values 
To guide us to the egalitarian society 

Mphutlane wa Bofelo 
creative writer\performance poet’,social critic 

+27 31 306 2427(o) 
+27 31 304 6335(1hx) 
+27 73 869 8726 
www.bofelom.co.za 

May THE SOURCE, THE SPIRIT & THE MUSE provide though the material world 
assaults 
May the moment of beaut?- surpass.. 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama ~Lhoges Faster Shi~t of 

Power h~ Egypt 

President Hosni Mubarak’s vow to 
step down in the fall was not enough 
for the hundreds of thousands who 
poured into Tahrir Squm’e. 

A Diplomatic Scramble as ail 

Ally Is Pushed to the Exit 

A movement is unfolding so rapidly 
in Egypt that Washington came dose to being left behind. 

A Hacking Case Becomes a War of the Tabloids 

Papers in a lawsuit involving British tabloids shed a negative light on the way the News of the 
World relied on phone hacking to gain information. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Wo one would have inmgined ~ week bejbre that this wo~dd happen in £~Typt." 

IBANEL I~PdSIN, a director who retul~ed frmn Spain for the ~prising. 

WORLD 

~ 
INTEI~CTIVE 

FEATURE : 

PreMdeucy 
A chronology of Hosni Mubarak’s 3o- 
year rule in Egypt. 

~ 
Photos From ti~e Pretests 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
A Food Ma*fifesto: ...... Manifest 
for the Future o ~or the 

What shouht be done 
about our unhealthful 
and unsafe diet? 

Nissan Leaf: The people’s 
electric car 
ALSO IN AUTOS >> 

÷ Share your ti~ougi~,s: Nissan Leaf 

C:i~iki invented SMARTwheel 

WORLD 

Q~fiet Acts of" Protest on a Noisy Day 

Hundreds of thousands of Egyptians traveled like pilgrims to speak freely and to be heard. 



A surprise move by King Abdullah II came in the face of a wave of protests in the Arab world. 

~ Times Topics: Abdullah Ii I Jordan 

~Mttlqn~es Chief Says Sites kaoe Largely Secure 

Zahi Hawass, who was made a cabinet official on Monday, described two episodes of looting but said 
Egyptians had helped the army protect cultural sites. 

o More World News 

Storm Stops Travelers as It Moves Across 

A paralyzing 2,ooo-mile swath of winter pushed eastward, disrupting the rhythms of everyday 
life. 

~ Slide Show) ~ Submit Your Photos 

Repo~ Foresees Q~fick G~lf of Mexleo Recovery 

A new report says the Gulf should recover fi’om the enormous BP oil spill last year faster than 
expected. 

~.2 Mi[|ion 1Hega[ Immigrants h~ UoS. ~n ~o~ o, Repo~ Says; No Chat~ge From 

°09 

~II~e population of illegal immigrants has leveled off after peaking at m million in 2oo7, the Pew 
Hispanic Center finds. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

China Is Poised to Raise Rates &gai~, Bankers Say 

A tighter monetary policy would cause segments of China’s eeonmny to slow slightly, but would be 
good news for Chinese consumers, because of their high savings rate. 

Bet on Forec|osuPe Boom Trains Sour for Investors 

Investors hoping to make millions buying the back=office operations of a foreclosure lawyer have 
come up short, 

Awaiting HeaRh Lawns Prognos~s 

With a eourt decision declaring the health care law uneonstitufional and Republicans intent on 
modifying it, ailing Amerieans are facing the renewed prospect of losing their health insurance 
coverage. 

S P 0 RTS 

Madoff Had "Wide Ro~e in Mets~ Fina*~ces 

Interviews with assoeiates of the Mets’ owners and Bernard L. Madoff made dear that their 
relationship was a substantial one. 

Ke~sel’s Beard Is the ~Scruff of Legend’ 

Steelers defensive end Brett Keisel’s beard has 2o,ooo Faeebook fans, a Web site and a song. Keisel 
has denied taking beard-enhancing drugs. 

~[Z] 
Meoia Day: Brett Keisei and His Bea;d 

~[Z] 
This is Your Brain on Media Day 

TWO ROOKIES PEAKATTHE RIGHTTIME 

Stee~ers Receiver Brow~ Made Key P~ays i~ PhLvoff Victo~’ies 

Before the playoffs, Antonio Brown was a mostly anonymous rookie wide receiver. Now, he is the 
Steelers’ king of elnteh. 



ART~ 

THEATER REVIBNI q-HE V’~IPPING MAN’ 

Candles~ l~’Iat~,o~ VVi~e a~d Some U~sual Hosts 

"The Whipping Man," an atmospheric period drama by Matthew Lopez~ has few equals in its 

arresting strangeness. 

~ ~nteractive gesture i Re;ated Article 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

Space Zombies, Prepare to Meet Your Mower 

Dismemberment, dementia, wails of anguish, pustnlant aliens: if that’s yonr sort of thing, Dead 
Space 2 is fabulons. 

V~qth No Charlie Shee~t, CBS Mulls Its Mo~lday Lineup 

With Mr. Sheen, the star of "Two and a Half Men," in rehab, CBS executives say they are 
considering several options while the show is on hold. 

o More A~s News 

DINING & WINE 

Pepperoni: O*~ Top 

It’s not Italian, so some chefs have shunned it, but pepperoni is America’s most popular pizza 
request. 

I~ Los Vegas, a Good Story Helps Sell Expensive Sakes 

What the high rollers want in a sake is something flagrantly expensive and difficult to find. 

WlNES OF THE TIMES 

Ready for the Next Arge*~ti~e I*~vasio~? 

The panel tasted 2o bottles of torront0s, which may be on its way to becoming malbee’s white 
counterpart. 

o More Dininq & ~Nine >, 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Beyo~d Mubarak 
President Hosni Mubarak can best eontvibnte to Egypt’s stability and flRure by stepping aside and 
allowing Egyptians to hoht a free and fair eleetion. 

EDITORIAL 

J~dlcial Activism on Health Reform 

A ruling by a Federal District Court judge in Florida on the health care reform law was an example 

of judicial activism and overreach. 

EDITORIAL 
Nassau i~ a Ditch, 2ggai~ 
Nassan County, one of the wealthiest in the nation, is in a dire financial state and needs a county 
executive eapable of setting its affairs in order. 

EDITORIAL 

Justice a~ad the IoGo 
The inspector general’s job of detecting and deterring waste, fraud and misconduct in the dnstiee 
Department is oddly linfited. ~II~e position’s power should be expanded. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Israel, ~Uone Again? 

Why Israelis worry about the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

B,E,, Before Egypt° AoE,, ~,~ter Egypt° 
::;7 ":" q ?MA::i [ 

The huge political changes going on in the Middle East make a peace deal between the lsraelis and 

the Palestinians more urgent than ever. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bye Bye, M~ba~’ak 



The dictator who turned Cleopatra’s mode]~a Egypt into his own ancient civilization faces the ire of 

his people. 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 2, 1943, the remainder of Nazi forces fl’om the Battle of Stalingrad surrendered in a major 

victory for the Soviets in World War II. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:49 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: At?i map qu~ and blackboaJcd problems 

Hi 

Your instructor, Dr Sahle, is currently looking into your quiz~ which will be reviewed before the exam is finalized The "Name l/Name 2" in the directions were just placeholders as examples 
of a country that may have more than one name, not meant to imply to put an actual "1" or "2" after the name. Your instructor will definitely look into this and consider the misunderstanding 
when finalizing your grade 

Dr. Sahle should be getting back to you soon’. 

Jessa Bliss 
The Friday Center 

From: ~email uric edur @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ ¯ 6:35 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; jessa@unc.edu; Cashion, Jody W; Blackwelder, June G 
Subject: Afri : map quiz and blackboard problems 

I’m really concerned about my grade for the map quiz. I followed the 
instructions for naming countries/capitals with the same name as "name 
I/name2" and blackboard did not recognize those and marked me incorrect 
even though in?’ answers were right Can this be fixed’?? 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Chaos in Cairo, "Open Secrets" and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0202/a mes 1 Y 

Chaos in Cairo 
Don~t miss the latest coverage from the streets of Egypt. 
Fo]low The Lode b]og for all of the breaking news and 
Nicholas D. ga’istof as he reports fi’om the region, See the ]atest 
photos and an interactive map of the protests, Cheek 
nytimes.cem throughout the day for up-to-the-minute coverage. 

Executive editor, Bill Keller, reports on the back stoW of 
the complexities of "Dealing with Assange and the 
WikiLeaks Secrets/’ Exclusiw~ly in e-book format, "OpeB Secrets" 
delves into the behind the seenes dealings aBd decisions tha~ 
were made surrounding the sensifiw~ con~ent, Watch the video 
of Bill Keller and other journalists from The Times discuss the 
leaks am[ the impaet. The e-:book is available ou many 
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Before 

platforms), purchase )our copy today, 

Join the Conversation - You’re the    ~ 
Boss 

Is the Term ~lAfestyle Business’ an Insult? 

"H seems that everyone has his or her own definition qf what a 

’l~style business’entail& ~ threw the ques~on out to some qf mg 

colleagues, and the responses were snrprisingl9 diverse." 

Readers’ Connnents: 

"I don’t think ’[Mestyle Bus]ni;ss’ is an insult, Lots of important 
Beeds are met by small businesses that clearly fall ~nto that 
category, however yon de[iBe 
.... Posted b~t isaae327~;7 

~ SLIDE StIO’W: License to 

Thrill 
Sure, the landscape is dramatic, 
but why does it compel people to 
rip about in boats, roll down hills 
in plastic balls and jump off 
bridges? 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: 
Who Will WiB Super Bowl XLV? 
Will it be the Packers or the 
Steelers who add another Super 
Bowl trophy to their collection? 
We make the ease for both and 
then let you decide. 

’Wow~ ~ou all have a completely different definition than I do. In 
my world (art & interior design) a lifestyle business means a 
business that eaters not just to one niche product/retail 
customer but offers a comprehensive array of services and 
products that define a way of living. It has nothing to do 
whatsoever with my involvement or lack thereof and nothing do 
with how the business is financially managed?’ 
-- Posted by Hudson 
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3. Krugman: Their Own Private Em’ope 

~ VIDEO: 

Young and Mixed in AmeFica 
College campuses across the 
United States are seeing more 
mixed-race stndents than ever 
before. They are leading a sea of 
change in how we think about 
race and ethnieity. 
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Kristof on Facebook 
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receive the latest financial 
news delivered before the 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gangi, (h~ego~’ J <ggangi@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:42 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nic~siedentop@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hello Nick and Eumce, 

When Ens      was approved it was approved a cross-listed course ~vith INTS. I am not sure why this is not in the system. It was approved as part of the new- cluster program; it is part of 
the Hunaan Rights Cluster. Last spring, I contact INTS about this and I know the Curriculuna Manager sent out a notice about the course to students However, I just noticed that she never 
bothered to post this last spring on the web site. 

Eunice - you played the critical role in shepherding this courses through for approval for the cluster. Would you have an?’ record of this? 

Best regards, Greg 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sent: Wednesda~,~, ~ 
To: 
Cc: Gangi, Gregory J 
Subject: RE:l 

11:48 .~vl 

Hi 

It is true that courses that are cross-listed can be used as a course of either department, but INTS     and      are not cross-listed with ENST In fact, these courses do not exist in the 
~nventory. If I told you this course existed, I apologize, but this is also your responsibility to confirm courses in your interdisciplinary studies major, especially when you begin revising your 
original proposal (which included two INTS courses, two POLI courses, three ENST courses, and one CO]VIM course much more "interdisciplinary" than your current course list) 

For now, I wil[ list ENS’I as the fourth ENST course in your major, but I can’t accept ENS~I as a non-ENST course. 

Nick Siedentop 

Nicholas Siedentop 
Curriculum Coordinator for Undergraduate Education 
3018A Steele Building, CB# 3504 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
nick siedentop@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-%2-5819 

Fax: 919-843-6557 

From: i !~f~nail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, . 10:10 AM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Cc: Gangi, Gregory J 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Nick, 

We did, indeed, sort it out. My apologies for the confusion. 

I am using ENST as the fourth ENST course for my major. The add form was submitted through Academic Advising yesterday- and will take a while to process. 

As we discussed, ENST      is cross-listed as INTS I was informed by you and both of the previous administrators who headed IDST that a cross-listed course can be used as a 
course of either department. I would like to have the course count as INTS      for tW major, leaving me with no more than four courses in an?" department. When I spoke ~vith you on 

Ibis was clarified and approved. 

I had forgotten this detail ~vhen I asked for Professor Gangi’s approval, which is why he listed it as ENST 

Please let me know if there is any further clarification needed. 

Best, 

On Wed, 
Hello, Greg. 

at 9:46 AM, Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu<mailto:nick siedentol~(~unc.edu>> wrote: 

Thar~ks for your email. Only four courses in a single department may couunt in the interdisciplinary studies rrmior, and      already has ENST ENST     and ENST    counting. Thus, 
only one ofENST ~     and ENS3     may count. In addition, I don’t see ENST    on       transcript. For now, I’ll include ENST      in the m~ior, but ~ still needs an eighth course 
(preferably upper-level) in a departrnent or curriculunx outside ENST. 

- This is your responsibili~ to sort out. I thought we had clarified this reformation at our previous appointments on 

Best, 
Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 
Curriculum Coordinator for Undergraduate Education 
3018A Steele Building, CB# 3504 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
nick siedentop@uaac edu<mailto:nick siedentop@unc edu> 



Phone: 919-2%2-5819 

Fax: 919-843-6557 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gangi, Gregory J 
Sent: Monday, 10:42 AM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Cc: ~gmail.com<maiN~: 
Sutzject: 

Hello Nick, 

Please allow to count Enst 

Best regards, Greg 

and Enst as part of his degree program. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarksteilL Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Gangi, Grego~ J <ggangi@emml.unc.edu>; Siedentop, Nicholas J <nic~siedentop@unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

Hi all, 

I am afraid I am clueless about this! I hope I haven’t inadvertently created an issue for someone getting course credit. YVhen I began, all the classes for this year were set up in the system 
and we were told in no uncertain terms that the only classes ~ve offered ~vere those in the Undergraduate Bulletin, ~vhere under our curriculum doesn’t appear. Is there something I can 
do to help? Please let me kno~v’. 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 
Departmenta[ Manager 
Global Studies 
Fede× Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St CB# 3263 
UNC Chape[ tli[1 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
ph. 919-%2-5442 

[aram@email.unc.edu 
http :i/www.unc edu/depts/intsi 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SahIe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:59 PM 
To: Markstein, Lara 
Cc: Gangi, Grego~ J; Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Subject: RE: 

Dear Lara, 

Greetings 

I am sorp)~ to bother you I know the emergence of the cluster on human rights was before your ume in Global Studies, but I wondering if it is possible to clarify Gregory’s question - see 
communication below. 

I coordinated the creation of the cluster on human rights and facul~ members submitted their courses through their departments - in my case with the then INTS Chair for the core course 
INTS     but Gregory indicates that he was in touch with your predecessor pertaining to his cross-listed course. Any assistance you can extend on this matter will be highly appreciated. 

Many thanks! 
Eunice. 

From: Gangi, Gregory J 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:41 PM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 

Hello Nick and Eunice, 

When Enst     was approved it was approved a cross-listed course with INTS. I am not sure why this is not in the system. It was approved as part of the new- cluster program; it is part of 
the Hmnan Rights Cluster. Last spring, I contact INTS about this and I know the Curriculmn Manager sent out a notice about the course to students. However, I just noticed that she never 
bothered to post this last spring on the web site. 

Eunice - you played the critical role in shepherding this courses ttlrough for approval for the cluster. Would you have any record of this? 

Best regards, Greg 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 
Cc: Gangi, Gregory J 
Subject: RE: ........ 

11:48 .~M 

Hi] 

It is true that courses that are cross-listed can be used as a course of either department, but INTS     and      are not cross-listed ~vith ENST     In fact, these courses do not exist in the 
inventory. If I told you this course existed, I apologize, but this is also your responsibili~z to confirm courses in your interdisciplinary studies major, especially when you begin revising your 
original proposal (which included two Iix,~2S courses, two POLI courses, three ENST courses, and one COi’,/E’~I course much more "interdisciplinary" than your current course list) 

For now, I will list ENST as the f,aurth ENST course in your major, but I can’t accept ENST ~s a non-ENST course. 

Nick Siedentop 

Nicholas Siedentop 
Curriculum Coordinator for Undergraduate Education 
3018A Steele Building, CB# 3504 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 



nick siedentop@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-%2-5819 
Fax: 919-843-6557 

From: ~grnail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:10 AM 
To: Siedemop, Nicholas J 
Cc: Gangi, Gregory J 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Nick, 

We did, indeed, sort it out. My apologies for the confusion. 

I am using ENST as the fourth ENST course for my major. The add form was submitted through Academic Advising yesterday- and will take a while to process. 

As we discussed, ENST      is cross-listed as INTS       [ was informed by you and both of the previous administrators who headed IDST that a cross-listed course can be used as a 
co~trse of either del)artment. I would like to have the co~trse count as INTS      for tW major, leaving me with no more than four co~ses in an?" department. When I spoke with you on 

Ihis was clarified and approved. 

I had forgotten this detail when I asked for Professor Gangi’s approval, which is why he listed it as ENST 

Please let me know if there is any f~trther clarification needed. 

Best, 

On Wed, 
Hello, Oreg. 

~ at 9:46 AM, Siedentop, Nicholas J <nick siedentop@unc.edu<mailto:nick siedentol~(~unc.edu>> wrote: 

That~ks for your email. Only four courses in a single department may count in the interdisciplinary studies m~ior, and 2vfike alrea@ has ENST      ENST 
only one of ENST      and ENST    may carrot. In addition, I don’t see ENST    on       transcript. For now, I’ll include ENST      in the major but 
(preferably upper-level) in a department or curriculum outside ENST 

This is your responsibility to sort out. I thought we had clarified this ilfformation at our previous appointments on 

Best, 
Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 
Curriculum Coordinator f,ar Undergraduate Education 
3018A Steele Building, CB# 3504 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3504 
nick siedentop@tmc edu<mailto:nick siedentop@unc edu> 

Phone: 919-%2-5819 
Fax: 919-843-6557 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Oangi, Gregory J 
Sent: Munday, 10:42 AM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Cc: ~gmail com<mailtc 
Subject: 

~anail cam> 

Hello Nick, 

Please allow to count Enst and Enst as part of his degree program. 

Best regards, Greg 

and ENST    cotmting. Thus, 
still needs an eighth course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 6:41 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@uuc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc .edu> 

Fihn request 

Hello, 

Please reserve the following film for my AFAM474 class: 

"Have you heard from Johannesburg? Apartheid and the Club of the West, 65-DVDS063" 

Tuesday, Feb. 3. 

PIE 
African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks. 

Dr. Eunice SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.t~nc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 7:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Map Quiz 

Hi there Dr. Sable, 

I completed my map quiz and most of the ones I got wrong were because I 
included the accents on the couaatries and their capitals I have taken 
French and when we learned about the different French territories in 
Africa, I was taught their spellings, which included various accents. I 
thought that for our map quiz, without the accents the answers would be 
incolTect I will understand if you did not want us to include the accents, 
but I wanted to check with you and make sure this was accounted for 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration, 

Class of 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email a~nc .edu 

Wednesday, 10:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Map Quiz 

Hi Ms. Sahle, 
I just took my map quiz and I think I greatly misunderstood the use of 
the "/" between words with more than one name For example, I typed in 
Western/Sahara and Democratic/Republic/of/the/Congo because that’s what 
the directions said to do. I made stare I read them correctly so I’m not 
sure what I did ~vrong. Please let me know if there’s anything you can 
do to fix what happened on blackboard 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 3, 2011 4:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Mubamk’s Allies ~u:d Foes Clash in Egypt 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O2/O3/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Sb, deI Editorials i Op-E~,, ~On T 5 s Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

February 03, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Mubarak’s 2dl~es and Foes 

Clashes eontinued into Thursday morning as the government unleashed prow)eateurs on 
protesters. 

~ Times Topics: Egypt ~ Mubarak 

S~ldden Split Recasts UoS. Fo~oelgn Policy 

Swift and dramatic changes in Cairo are altering the American administration’s foreign policy 
agenda. 

A~’ab %’o~J d Fa cos Its [h~ certai~ F~I~ ~,e 

The region is watching a moment that suggests it will not be the same again. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"~ wont to be clear. WOw’ started yesterday." 
ROBERT GIBBS, on President Obama’s call on Tuesday for a political transition m Egypt to begin 

WORLD 

~ PtlO’I[’OGI/APItS: 

Protests in Egypt 
hnages of the unrest, 
spanning the past 
week. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

"Women in 

~Viklpedia? 
Why are there so many 
more men than women contribnting 
to a "free encyclopedia that anyone 
can edit"? 

The curious career of David 
Auburn 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

A master class with Christine Ebersole 

A life of design 

WORLD 

Muharak’s ,MHes ai:d Foes Clash ~n Egypt 

Clashes continued into Thursday morning as the govermnent unleashed provoeateurs on 
protesters. 

~ Times Topics: Egypt i Mubarak 

One of the foremost ~neriean diplomats in recent decades was President Obama’s man in Cairo this 
week, charged with suggesting that President Hosni Mubarak make his exit. 

Hacker,s Sh~t Do~l Govermne~t Sites 



The online group Anonymous said it brought down the sites of the Ministry of Information and 

President Hosni Mubarak’s National Democratic Party in support of the antigovernment protests, 

More Worid News 

Chicago Hm~hled hy Powe~ff~l Storm 

In a city that prides itself on being able to handle snow, hundreds were trapped along a prominent 
roadway. 

Storm Leaves Much of Cotmtry Shlverlt~g~. Shoveling at~d AwaitH~g More 

Roads elosed aeross the Midwest, air travel was iffy and Chieago saw its third4)iggest snowstorm. 

~ 81i~e Show ~ ~ Submit Your Photos 

~ Fa~ling Ice in New York 

~ BucKs: Eower Your Heating Bile 

Kepler Planet Htmter Fh~ds *,aoo PosslbHifies 

The long-awaited findings potentially triple the number of known planets in the universe. 

BUSINESS 

Foreclosed Homeow~mrs Go to Cot~r~ on Their Own 

With legal aid groups overwhelmed, conrts are seeing a sharp rise in defendants representing 
themselves. 

E*~ergy F~rms Aided by U,S, F~r~d Backers 

The firms were six out of a group of 37 that had received federal assistance because they were 
deemed too radical or too preliminary to attract private money. 

Shippers Concert~ed Over Possible Suez Ca~al Disrupfio~s 

Egypt is not a major oil exporter, but it is a crucial link for petroleum products headed Dom the 
Middle East to Europe and the United States. 

S P 0 RTS 

The Packers’ Modest G,M, Has Plenary to Brag About 
::!2 ~ :’::~ ~ BiSi- :) :’ 
Ted Thompson returned to his home state, not as the villain who expedited Brett Favre’s departure 
from Green Bay, but as the general manager who crafted the Packers’ post-Favre resurgence. 

Rooney Method= Build Methodically and Await Rings 

Art Rooney II has adhered to the family philosophy in ~nning the Steelers: "You piek good people 
and try to stick with them." 

Mam:hester United, imperfect but undefeated this season, is the world’s most valuable sports 
Danehise. 

ART~ 

A legal ease involving Jewish doeuments held by Russia has turned into a diplomatic feud over 
loans of artworks. 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

Doe~tmerrtary Drama at the Oscars 

With most of the feature fihn and acting Oscar categories seemingly sewn up, the documentaries 
are one area where there is still some drama. 



~:0t at Mo}L’\: ’£[ma on Wheat (I-~old the Mayo) 

Alison Knowles, one of the h)m~ders of the Fluxus movement, is offering her digestible performanee 

art, "Identieal Lnneh." 

o More A#.s News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Be~janfin M~llep[ed Leaps I~to the Spotlight 

The ballet star has it all: Looks, talent, a fihn career and Natalie Po~man for a fiancee. How can 

you not hate him? 

~ SHde Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Ca~ ~ the Hat Co~es Back 

At the recent men’s-wear shows in Paris and Milau, it looked as i~ everyone had visited the same 

hatters’ convention. 

~ SHde Show 

Thls Old Thing? Act~ally, ][t°s New 

Reproduction clothing remakes curvy, feminine shapes from the past. 

More Fashion & Sb7le ~> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

No \~ay to R~r~ a ’I’~’ade Poi~cy 

Most Republicans claim they are pro-trade, but their position is no match for parochialism and 

politics. 

EDITORIAL 

GOV, C~omo’s B~dget 

’]?he governor’s state budget gets high marks, but it’s harsh on some of New York’s most vulnerable 

citizens. 

EDITORIAL 

I~ Roa~’s Febr~ary 

Even in the aftermath of a gigantic storm that has skidded aeross the eountry~ spring is out there 

somewhere. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBLq-OR 

Egypt’s B~mbl[~g Brothe~’hood 

The Muslim Brotherhood, which so scares the West, has been shut out of the revolution through its 

own incompetence. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Ma~ ~A~th the S~ow Job 

We are snowed in and sick of bad weather. Let us look for a dm~pin~ place for all of our bad 

vibrations. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Vatchi*~g Thugs With Razors a~(l Chfl)s at Tah~’ir Sq. 

President Obama owes the democracy protesters being attacked in Egypt ~C" and our own history 

and values ~C" a much more forceful statement deploring the recent crackdown. 

Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 3, 1917, the United States broke off" diplomatic relations with Germany, which had 

announced a policy of unrestricted submarine warfare. 



See Th~s Fro~t Page 

Buy Th~s Fro~ Page 

About This E-t~laH 

YOU receiwsd this message because you signed up for N’¢limes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plagram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Sdbsc~iptiorls ~ Unsubscdbe ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Pdvacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 3, 2011 6:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2011-02-03 

Your resel-,zation request for Have you heard tlcom Johannesburg? [videorecording] : apartheid and the club of the west from 2011-02-02 through 2011-02-04 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Have you heard from Johannesburg? [videorecording] : apartheid and the club of the west: 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 02-03-2011 06:24 am 
...... Mail generated at Feb.03.2011 06:02:49 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.t~nc.edu;, 

Thursday, i 8:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Map Qu~ 

Merci[ 

Have a good day, 

On Thu, 12:02:32 +0000, "Sable, Eunic e N" <eumce@email.unc. edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> Bonjour and thanks for your emaih 
> 

> I will review the Map Quiz and give you an update by Friday. 

> Sincerely, 
> Dr. Sahle 

> Frum: @emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday 7:49 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Map Quiz 
> 

> Hi there Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> I completed my map quiz and most of the ones I gut wrung were because I 
> included the accents un the countries and their capitals. I have taken 
> French and when we learned about the different French territuries in 
> Africa, ! was taught their spellings, which included variuus accents. I 
> thuught that 12~r uur map qmz, withuut the accents the answers wuuld be 
> incurrect. I will understand ifyuu did nut want us to include the 
accents, 
> but I wanted tu check with you and make sure this was accuunted fur. 
> 

> Thank yuu su much for your time and consideration, 

> Class of 
> School of Journalism and Mass Cormnunication 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>        @cmaihunc.edu 

Class of 
School of Journalism and Mass Cormmmication 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~emaihunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Thursday, 9:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Aft-i] : map qu~ and blackboaJcd problems 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you yew much. I greatly appreciate you looking into it. 

Best Regards, 

Quoting "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emaihunc. edu>: 

Dear 

I am revie~ving the Map quiz and will be in touch on Friday. 

Sincerely, 
Dr Sahle. 

t;rom: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:48 AM 
To: :; Saiale, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Afri : map quiz and blackboard problems 

Hi 

Your instructor, Dr SaNe, is currently looking into your quiz 
which wil[ be reviewed before the exam is finalized. The "Name l/Name 
2" in the directions were j ust placeholders as examples of a country 
that may have more than one name, not meant to imply to put an actual 
"1 " or "2" aRer the name. Your instructor wil[ definitely look into 
this and consider the misunderstanding when finalizing your grade. 

Dr Sahle should be getting back to you soont 

Jessa Bliss 
The Friday Center 

From: ~)em ~il unc edu [ ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:35 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; jessa@unc.edu; Cashion, Jo@ W; Blackwelder, June G 
Subject: Afri : map quiz and blackboard problems 

rm really concerned about my grade for the map quiz. I followed the 
instructions for naming countries/capitals with the same name as "name 
I/name2" and blackboard did not recognize those and marked me incorrect 
even though ray answers were right. Can this be fixed?’.’ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Thursday, Febma~ 3, 2011 9:17 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

"today at Duke: Global Health Lecture on the future of Haili 

We~e~c Thur.sd;ay, Fab!u~’ry 3, 201 ! 4:30 PM - (?OC, 9M 

Where: Duke School of Nursing Auditorium Room 1014 

Spea~edP~ese~te~: Run, sell Pcrieh [.;~A~D Haiti Task Team Ccorcfi~aio[ 

~ost: [his event ~s free sr:d open to the public Space ~s ~h:qited Please register 

More Mfo 

effi~cis (1~ i]eail:h care u~r!d cl:her sactors, and USAID’s !ecow.~ry effod:s Fcr more ir!fom!atkl~ contact .’3eiinda Wisdon! at 919-684-9554 or belinda.wisdom(~,duke.edu RegL~ter at 

http:llwww survevmonkey, comlslSXNQN93. 

School of Nursling. Duke Giebsl Health institute. Provost’s Office and A World Yogether initiative 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@cultura]diplonmcy.de> 

Thursday, Februa~ 3, 2011 9:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 2011 - "An International Conference on the Future of Nation Branding, Tourism, and 

IntemationaJ, Investments in a Globalized World" (Berlin, 9th - 12th March 2011) 

image001.png 

Call for Applications 

"An International Conference on the Future of Nation Branding, Tourism, and International Investments in a Globa/ized WoHd" 

(Berlin, 9th = 12th March 2011, Held parallel to the ITB Berlin and in conjunction with the ICD conferences "Nuestra America" and "The Rise of Africa") 

"The Future of Nation Branding, Tourism, and International Investments in a Globalized World" 

(Berlin, 6th - 12th March 2011) 

Dear Friends & Colleagues, 

On behalf of the ICD, I am writing to bring to your attention the next two major programs hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. We are currently 
accepting applications to attend these programs, and I would therefore be grateful if you could share the announcement within your network and forward the information below 
on to anyone who you feel may be interested in attending. 

An International Conference on the Future of Nation Branding, Tourism, and International Investments in a Globalized World" 

(international Conference, Berlin, ~)th-12th March 2011, Held Parallel to the ITB Berlin) 
www.biec.de 

"The Future of Nation Branding, Tourism, and International Investments in a Globatized World" 

(Weeklong Seminar, Berlin, ~;th~12th March 2011) 

www.icd-cdec.orq 

* Pa~icipants in the Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy Weeklong Seminar will also take par~ in the international Conference: "The Berlin International Economics Congress 2011 : "An International 

Conference on tt’,e Future of Nation Branding, Tourism, and international Investmen,s in e Globalized Worid" (Berlin, ~th - 12th Marcia, 20! 1~ 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation and support in raising awareness of our upcoming events. 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd Fioor/Hochhaus) 
Kur~tlrstendamm 20;’-8 Berlin, Germany-10;’V-) 

Rhone: 0049(0)30 2360-7680 

F:a>:: 00.49 (0)30.2360-7681 ~ 

www:cultu rald[~o m ac~:o rg 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

~CD Calendar 2011 (More>),= 

Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy > (Berlin, 06 - 12 March, 2011) 

The Rise of Aflica > (Berlin, 9 - 12 March, 2011) 

Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders (Berlin, 9 - 16 March, 201 I) 

Nuestm America > (Berlin, 9 - 12 March, 201I) 

Cultural Diplemaczf in Latin America: A Forum for Young Leadets (Berlin, 9--- 16 March, 2011) 

"An International Conference on the Future of Nation Branding, Tourism, and International Investments in a Globalized World" 
(international Conference, Berlin, 9th = 12th March, 2011, Held Parallel to the ITB Berlin) 

"The Berlin International Economics Congress 2011" is an international conference taking place over 4 days that will explore the future of Nation Branding, Tourism and 



International Investment in a Globalized World. The program will consist of lectures, seminars, workshops, interactive sessions and panel discussions that will feature leading 

figures from international economics & politics, academia, marketing, advertising, and civil society. Participants of the program will also have the opportunity to experience 

Berlin through a series of cultural and social activities. 

The year 2011 represents an important opportunity to reflect on the growth and evolving naturo of the inherently interlinked concepts of Nation Branding, Tourism and Foreign 

Investment. The process of globalization, increasing economic integration and interdependence between nation states, has brought with it an increase in the economic 

potential and importance of international investment and tourism. Many states now rely on Foreign Investment, and especially tourism, as a major sector of their economy. In 

order to attract this international attention and tap in to the tourism market, states have increasingly employed Nation Branding, hoping to promote a positive image of their 

state to the international community. 

This conference will therefore seek to explore the challenges and opportunities that states face in attracting international investment and developing their tourism sector, by 
utilizing perspectives and dimensions not only from the field of economics, but also from international politics, culturo, civil society and the private sector= 

Conference Participants 
The conference is open to applications from young professionals, students and scholars, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, and other 
interested stakeholders from across the world. 

The online application form can be found under: 

vwwv.cultur~fld!plorT)acy.org/acade[~ny/index4)f)p?en con!eronces_biec2011 applicationform 

Speakers 
The speakers during the program will consist of renowned figures fi~m international economics and politics including former Heads of State, current and former Ministers, high- 
profile representatives from the private and public sectors, renowned stakeholders from civil society, and the world’s leading academics from the fields of economics, political 
science, and the social sciences. A large number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board will also be speaking at the BIEC conference (for further information about the 
Advisory Board please _c__!_i__c___k____h___e__r_#.). 

Speakers for the conference include: 

Dr. Alfredo Palacio - Former President of Ecuador; ICD Advisory Board Member 
Amb. Ahmada R. Ngemera - Ambassador of Tanzania to Germany 
Amb. Dan Mulhall - Ambassador of Ireland to Germany 
Bruno Stagno Ugarte - Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Costa Rica 
Celso Luiz Nunes Amorim - Former Foreign Minister of Brazil 
Edmund Bartlett - Minister of Tourism of Jamaica 
Dr. Erhard Busek - Former Vice-Chancellor of Austria, Former Minister for Education & Cultural Affairs; ICD Advisory Board Member 
Filippe Savadogo - Minister of Culture, Tourism and Communication of Burkina Faso 
Dr. Gerhard Pr~torius - Head of Coordination CSR and Sustainability, Volkswagen AG; ICD Advisory Board Member (tbc) 
Prof. Grzegorz W. Kolodko - Former Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance of Poland; Professor of Economics, Kozminski University, Poland 
H.E Habib Ben Yahia - Secretary General - Arab Maghreb Union; Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Tunisia; Former Minister of Defence of Tunisia 
Hugo Lavados Montes - Former Minister of Economy, Development and Tourism of Chile 
Lord Jack McConnell - Former First Minister of Scotland; ICD Advisory Board Member 
Sir James R. Mancham - Former President of the Republic of Seychelles; ICD Advisory Board Member 
Janez Jansa - Former Prime minister of SIovenia; president of the Slovenian Democratic Party; ICD Advisory Board Member 
Jean-Paul Adam - Foreign Minister of the Republic of Seychelles 
St. Jose Antonio Moreno Ruffinelli - Former Foreign Minister of Paraguay 
John Lynch - Chairman of the Jamaican Tourism Board 
Joy Wheeler - Ambassador of Jamaica to Germany 
Kalonzo Musyoka - Vice President of Kenya 
Kintto Lucas Lopez - Deputy Foroign Minister of Ecuador 
Monie R. Captan - Former Foreign Minister of Liberia; President of Liberian Chamber of Commerce 
Nahas Angula - Prime minister of Namibia 
H.E Norman Garcia Paz - Ambassador of Honduras to Spain; Former Minister of Trade and Industry of Honduras; Former Minister of Tourism of Honduras 
Rodolfo Pastor Fasquelle - Former Minister of Culture of Honduras 
Dr. Solomon Isaac Passy - Former Foreign Minister of Bulgaria; ICD Advisory Board Member 
Dr. Vasile Pu~ca~, - Former Romanian Minister for European Affairs; ICD Advisory Board Member 

Zeine Ould Zeidane - Former Prime Minister of Mauritania (tbc) 

Certificate of Attendance 
All seminar participants will be awarded an official certificate of attendance upon completion of the program, which will provide details of the speakers who took part and the 
topics discussed. Each certificate will be signed by two members of the ICD’s Advisory Board (The ICD Advisory Board list can be found {here)). 

Participant Papers 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages research and progressive thought into the fields of culture, globalization, and international relations= In this regard, the ICD 
welcomes participants of the Conference to submit papers on this subject. The papers can cover any topic within these fields, according to your own particular interests and 
passions. Participants can submit work that they have completed in the past for other purposes, ongoing research or a paper written specifically for the conference. Groups of 
students are also allowed to submit collaborative pieces of work. 

Sustainable Ne~/ork 
Conference participants will become part of a growing international network of people from across the world with different fields of interest and levels of experience, who share 
a commitment to intercultural exchange. Participants will be able to remain in touch with each other through the ICD Online Network. 

"The Future of Nation Branding, Tourism, and International Investments M a Globalized World" 

(Weeklong Seminar, Berlin, 6th-12th March 2011) 

www.icd-cdec.orq 

Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDEC) is an inter-disciplinary, international network of young people with an interest in the 

global economy and its relationship to the private sector, international politics, civil society and the environment. The program has been developed in recognition of the 

importance of combining perspectives from different fields and levels of society in discussing the challenges to the global economy, and on the understanding that "economic 

bridges" play an important role in promoting global peace and stability. In addition to looking in greater detail at the history and development of cultural diplomacy, the 
forthcoming CDEC Weeklong Seminar will focus on the following theme: 



"The Future of Nation Branding, Tourism, and international investments in a GIobalized World" 

Par#cipants 
The seminar is open to individuals from across the world, who have an interest in economics, business, tourism, nation branding, cultural studies, international relations, 
political science, peace studies, diplomacy, and beyond, as well as those interested in exploring the potential for nation branding and economics to serve as a catalyst for 
cultural diplomacy at both local, national, and international levels. 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 
vcww.cult u raldiplomacy.org 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany. The goal of the ICD is to promote 
global peace and stability through strengthening and supporting intemultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade the ICD has grown to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, whose programs facilitate interaction between individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from across 
the world. 

Previous Events 

Previous events held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy include "The Future of US Foreign Policy" (’Washington DC, January 4th-6th - ~,¢w.icd-usforeignpolicy.org ). 

Speakers in this event included the Honorable Michael Chertoff - Former United States Secretary of Homeland Security; Senator William Emerson Brock III - 18th 
United States Secretary of Labor; Admiral James Milton Loy - Former United States Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security; Former Commandant of the Coast Guard; 
.Vivian Schiller - CEO and President of NPR; Governor William Weld - Former Governor of Massachusetts and the Hon. Senator Tim Hutchinson - Former United 
States Senator from Arkansas. 

In November 2010 the ICD hosted "A World without Walls: An International Conference on Peacebuilding, Reconciliation and Globalization in an Interdependent World", which 

marked the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall &w~,~.world-withoutwvalLs.org). Speakers in this event included Lord Anthony Giddens (Baron Giddens, of 
Southgate) - Professor Emeritus at the London School of Economics; Former Director of the London School of Economics; Janez Jan~a - Former Prime Minister of 
SIovenia; Joaquim Chissano - Former President of Mozambique; Former Chairperson of the African Union; and Lord Jack McConnell - Former First Minister of Scotland. 

In May 2010 the ICD hosted The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy 2010 (vwvw.icd-interantionalsymposium.or.q). Speakers in this event included Bertie Ahern - 
Former Prime minister of Ireland; Emil Constantinescu - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Romania; Sir Malcolm Rifkind - Former Foreign Secretary of 

the United Kingdom; Kjell Magne Bondevik - Former Prime Minister of No,Nay; and Dr. Vaira Vf~e-Freiberga = ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Latvia= 

In February, 2010, the ICD hosted the Berlin International Economics Congress: An Interdisciplinary Analysis of the Roles of Global Politics & Civil Society in International 

Economics (_v_~=__b_[#__c_=_d__~). 

For more information on speakers who have attended previous ICD events, please click here. 

For any additional information please address any queries to info@.culturaldip!omacy=o[9 

With warm regards and gratitude, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku d;~mrr! Karree (3r,’! 
Kulf(~rstendamm 207=8 Beriin, Germany= ~0719 

Phone: 00 49 (0)30 2360-7680 
Fax: 00 49(0)30 2360.-7681 ! 

www.culturaldiplomacy or~ 
info@culturaldiplomacy org 

Join the ICO’s global network on Facebook = click here 

Keep up=to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter = c~ick here 

Become s member of the ~CD al%t he~p crest,,’; a stro#9 Cu~t~ra~ O~pfomacy cor~mui~ity - tuck here 

This e-mail con:~ins privileged en~ confiden~a~ k)ferrnaflon ~ntended only 
for the use of ~he individual or e~tit5, named sbove. ~f the leader of th~s 

e--m~l is not ~he intended recipient or the empbyee er agent responsible 

for =’oLitilqg it to the ~nte~ded =’ec~p~ent, you a=’e hereby ~ot~fied thst a~y 

review; d~ssem~nst~on, copy~n9 or ron,vard~n9 of ~h~s e-.mail ~s stdctly 

p[ohibi~ed ~f you have re(;ewed this e-ma~l in elroL please rep~y ~o the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.com> 
Thursday,              .4::[5 plVl 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Afri Midterm 

Professor Sahle, 

I am a little confused as to the format of the midterm and was hoping that you could clear things up for me, Is it going to consist of mostly multiple choice, short answer, 
essay, or a little of all of it? In addition, you have been emphasizing that we need to know specific examples from Africa concerning violence, economy, etc, but in addition to 
these examples, are you also going to be looking for hard facts as well? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Stu@ 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I apologize, I can meet tomorrow morning. I hope you check this before our meeting tomorrow. 

rll see you tomorrow! 

International Studies, Anthropology 
Class of 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 7::t8 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Dear 

Please confirm our meeting scheduled for tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:40 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Dear 

Thankyou for your email. 

Lees plan to meet in my office on February 4 at 9.30am. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday,- 8: SS PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I just wanted to touchbase this week to figure out when you and I should meet to talk about my independent study. I kind of got some new ideas over the last semester, and I 
would love to run them by you. My availability is as follows: 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday before :flare and after 2pro 
Tuesday between :t:30pm- 3:15pro, after 4:45pm 
Thursday between :t2:30pm-3:15pro, after 4:45pm 

This Friday I’m meeting with some people in the afternoon, but other than that, this week I’m available during all those times. I hope we can touch base soon! 

International Studies, Anthropology 
Class of : 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, February 4, 2011 4:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Crackdown in Egypt Widens but Officials Ottbr Concessions 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O2/O4/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i Op-~ i On ]his D, av 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

FebrualT 04, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Crackdown ~n Egypt 

Co~cesslo~s 

While blaming foreigners for the 
unrest, the Egyptian government 
offered concessions flxat once would 
have been startling. 

~ interactive Feature. A Closer Look at 

the Fighting in Egypt 

~ Graghic The Battle for Tahdr 

Square Uprsated 

~ Times Topics: Egypt ~ r,~ubarak 

JPMorgan }tld Doubts on 

Madoff, Docmnents Suggest 

Newly unsealed court documents show that bank executives were suspicious of Bernard Madoff’s 
accounts and steered clients away from him but did not alert regulators. 

~ Documents 

~Ar]hlte House, E~,~pt Disct~ss Pilau for MubaPak’s Exit 

President Hosni Mubarak has balked at leaving, but talks are continuing with Egyptian officials 
about a plan in which Viee President Omar Suleiman wmdd begin a process of reform, officials said. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

WORLD 

I.’EATURE: A {21oseP 

Look at tl~e 

Fightlng in Eg’ypt 
Examine the clashes between pro- 
and antigovernment forces in Egypt. 

OPiNiON 

[] VIDEO 

’I’alBriP Square 
The Op-Ed columnist 
Nicholas D. Kdstof 
em:o unters 
determination, and one of his heroes, 

ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Sensible spending no matter your age 

A fhst look at "[he D~iiy" 



anmng the protesters in Cairo on       / 

Thursday. 

WORLD 

After the campaign of intimidatiom none of the major broadcasters could provide footage from 
Tahrir Square, 

As 1slam’st G~oup l~ses, its h}te~ttlons Are Unclear 

The Muslim Brotherhood is growing more assertive, and analysts are unsure what it means for 
Egypt. 

So~e Fear a Street ~{oveme~t’s I,eader~ess Status May Become a I3abil}~- 

Despite logistical challenges, a campaign to oust President Hosni Mubarak has survived, waged by a 
diverse band of protesters with no acknowledged leader. 

Mere World News 

Smaller New Or|ea~s After I<atrina, Ce~s~s Shows 

Results of the 2ore census show that the population of New Orleans is 29 percent smaller than it 
was a decade earlier. 

For ’Fucso~ Smwivors~. Health Care Cost Is Co~eer~ 

Most of the 13 people wounded in the shooting had health insurance, but the spiraling costs were on 
their minds. 

TUCSON JOURNAL 

Bit by Bit, a City’s At~e~fion Retur~s to Munda~e Matters 

~eson, synonymous a month ago with a deadly shooting rampage at a political event, is beginning 
to move on. 

Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

AD’v’ERTISING 

Before Sm~day~ a Taste of the Bowl 

Tcying to build buzz before the kickoff, many advertisers are offering previews of their 
commercials. Others are putting the full versions of their spots online. 

MadoffVictlm Says Mets Owners ]g~ored 

The widow of a former employee of Fred Wilpon and Saul Katz says in a lawsuit that fiduciary duties 
were breached when employees were allowed to invest with Bernard L. Madoff. 

Ber~a~ke Takes Sides o~ Debt Lin~it Vote 

Ben S. Bernanke spoke out on the debt ceiling issue for the first time and sided with the Obama 
administration. 

o More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

He Ca~t Serve, but He Cal~t 

aoseph Chirlee, an American citizen and a United States Army private, is a world-class marathoner 
who has run afoul of a USA ~IYaek and Field rule. 

After 16 Seaso~s~ Goodbye to a Garner 

Andy Pettitte, who won 24o games, and who pitched for five Yankee championship teams, will 
formally announce his retirement Friday. 

~Game 5 in ’96: Tl~e Best Ever From Pettitte 

~ Rethement Fu~her Erodes a Homegrown Core 

Two Teams Show Divide in Debate ot~ Safety 

Donald Driver told his Packers teammate Aaron Rodgers to put his health first, a contrast to the 
defiant approach of the Steelers. 



~ Pouncey is Overlooked for RooKie of the Year 

¯ 

ARTS 

OPERA REVIEW 

President and Opera.. on Unexpected Stages 

Though it had its premiere in 1987, "Nixou in China" may have come to the Metropolitan Opera at 
just the right time. 

Mal~ler 8ald ~rhat to Whom? 

The New Ym’k Philharmonic is making public a mass of archival material on the Internet. On 
Thursday it released the first batch of documents, from the Bernstein years, s943 to s97o. 

Getting the Most Ballet (View) for Ymlr Buck 

Sampling the views in four of New York’s dance perfm’manee theaters to judge the best seats at the 
lowest prices. 

o More A~s News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’COLD WEATHER’ 

Between the Lhms of IL’~Mly Lh’h~g, Connecth~g the Dots That Matter 

Siblings move in together, find a social niche, then encounter a bit of intrigue in "Cold Weather." 

~ Video: Shooting ’Cold Weather’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I IHOW I ENDED THIS SUM MER’ 
Standoff h~ a Frlgld Circle of :Hell 

"How I Ended This Summer," set at an Arctic weather station, is a suspenseful man-braving-the- 
elements adventure and a psychological thriller. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE OTHER WOMAN’ 

A :Home V~recker Faces l~Iany Challenges, Too 

The title role in "The Other Woman" is played by Natalie Portman, a second wife dealing with 
complications in her marriage. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Egypt’s Agonies 
The ruthless bid of President Hosni Mubarak to retain power in Egypt ensures only more chaos aud 
instability. 

EDITORIAL 

Now Ireland 
h’eland’s government becomes the first, but likely not the last, to be brought down by the shocks 
battering the euro. 

EDITORIAL 

Affordable :HonMng and the Gulf 

Congress needs to extend a tax credit program to help rebuild affordable housing units in the gulf 
states. 

EDITORIAL 

Koremats~ Day 
Fred Korematsu was rightfully honored for his courage during World War II and role in 
constitutional law. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

ka~ Exit Plan for Mubarak 

Egypt’s Constitution shows a peaeeflfl path to democracy. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Are Are All Egyptlans 

Sneaking in and out of Tahrir Square during a brutal eraekdown and finding inspiration. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog I Facebook I lw~tter 



~E[] 
V~deo: LJndaunted ~n [ahrir Square 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cairo is not finished, but the peaceful phase of Egypt’s pro-democracy uprising is. Who will stand 

against a corrupted~ dying regime? 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Even Mot*e Things in Heaven and Earth 

Both the discovery and demotion of Pluto remind us that our universe is a mystery. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 4~ 1974, newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst was kidnapped in Berkeley, Calif., by the 

Symbionese Liberation Army. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Front Pagi; 

You received this message because ~’su si~ned u~ for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines aews~e~e~ As a membe~ of 

the TRUSTs ~dvacy program; we are committed to protecting yodr privacy. 

Manage Subscrip~io~s ] U~subscdbe ~ Change You~ E-Mail ] Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Stu@ 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I sincerely apologize! I just woke up... not sure if my alarm didn’t go off, or I’ve gotten really good at cutting it off in my sleep, but again, I apologize. Is there any way we can 
meet today after :t:50pm? I have class from :ti-:t:50pm, so I can’t do :t2:30pm. Also, if that doesn’t work, do you have any afternoon times next week that work? I’m afraid to 
reschedule a morning time because I could oversleep again. 

See you soon, 

Global Studies, Anthropology 

Class of 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, - ....... I0::14 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Dear 

I have been in my office waiting for you. 

I have another meeting at :t0.30am and will be back in my office at :t2.30pm and we can meet then. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, i :t2:36 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I apologize, I can meet tomorrow morning. I hope you check this before our meeting tomorrow. 

rll see you tomorrow! 

International Studies, Anthropology 

Class of 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 7:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Dear 

Please confirm our meeting scheduled for tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:40 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Dear 

Thankyou for your email. 

Let’s plan to meet in my office on February 4 at 9.30am. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 



From~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:55 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting to Map out Independent Study 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
I just wanted to touchbase this week to figure out when you and I should meet to talk about my independent study. I kind of got some new ideas over the last semester, and I 
would love to run them by you. My availability is as follows: 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday before 11am and after 2pm 
Tuesday between 1:30pm- 3: :~5pm, after 4:45pm 
Thursday between ~2:30pm-3: I5pm, after 4:45pm 

This Friday I’m meeting with some people in the afternoon, but other than that, this week I’m available during all those times. I hope we can touch base soon! 

International Studies, Anthropology 
Class of 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: ~email.tmc.edu~’- 

Sent: Friday, l 1:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Map Quiz 

Dr. Sahle, 

As you will probably notice, it took me 70 minutes to complete the map quiz 
last night, ten minutes over the time limit. This is clue to the fact that, 
as I was going over nay answers for the quiz, I noticed an improper spelling 
and, in my attempt to correct it, apparently hit "delete" before clicking 
inside of the box This caused me to navigate backwards to the pre-quiz 
screen, and when I went forward to continue the quiz, all my answers were 
blank (I ul~fortunately lacked to tbresight to save my answers as I went). 
This all happened about 45 minutes into the quiz, so I essentially had to 
start from scratch after that I panicked and attempted to fly through the 
quiz as quickly as possible to finish in time, which I couldn’t do, and 
which also unfortunately caused me to miss a fe~v more questions than I 
probably should have. Just thought I should explain what happened there. 
Have a good weekend[ 

Re~ards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, February 4, 2011 3:12 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Feb 15: Edwidge Danticat, "Writing Tragedy, Writing Hope" - Provost’s Lecture Series at Duke 

promo flyer Danticat.pdf 

The next installment of the Duke Provosl’s Lecture Series roll featule Haitian American writer Edwidge Danticat in a talk entited "VCriting Tragedy, Writing Hope: 

Haitian Writers at Home & Abroad Respond to the January 12, 2010 Earthquake." The lecture will take place on Tuesday, Februa~3, 15, 2011, 5:lSpm at 

the Franklin Humanities Institute "Garage" (C105, 1st Floor, Bay 4, Smith Warehouse, on Buchanan Blvd, south of Main St in Durham). Please see more details 

in the e-flyer below & PDF attached. 

Questions should be directed to susan.booth@duke.edu. Please help spread the word!! 

ii~iI Danticat flyer 

for Inole inib, contact: 



Susm~ F. Booth 

Program Coordinator 

ONce of the Provost 

Duke University 

Box 90005 

Durham, NC 27708 
919-668-2596 phone; 684-4421 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, Februmy 6, 2011 3:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: West Backs Gradual Egyplim~ Transition 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O2/O6/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~orts i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I Op-~ I Onr~is Day 

~o~tornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

February 06, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Vgest Backs Gradual Egbffptlan 

Transltlo~ 
The United States and European 
nations supported attempts by 
Egypt’s vice president to broker a 
compromise that wouldn’t 
immediately remove President H osni 
Mubarak. 

~ Video: Political Chapges ~n Cairo 

~ interactive Feature. A Closer Look at 

the Fighting in Egypt 

~ Graghic The Battle for Tahdr 

Square 

~ Times Topics: E~yp[ Pro[ests 

Eg?,pt Stability Hinges on a Di*4ded MHitaW 

American officials say Egypt’s military holds the key to the governing of Egypt and the country’s 
future. 

A Struggle to ;D~sa~,m People ~Nithout Gun R~ghts 

~II~ere is serious vulnerability when it comes to keeping guns out of the hands of the mentally 
unstable and others. 

, NYrimes corn Nome Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

BUSINESS 

~ VmEO: The z~geLab at IM,LT, 

The AgeLab at M.I.T. is partnering with businesses to develop new technologies geared 
toward helping seniors stay healthy, active and independent. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION 

iV[ark Twain and the 

With war looming, a young steamboat pilot peers into his future. 
a_nd the I 

WORLD 

A~ger and a Facebook Page That Gave It Voice 

The death of Khaled Said by the police led to a rare forum in which to bond over outrage about 
government abuses. 



The detentions have been a hallmark of President Hosni Mnbarak’s Bo-year dictatorship and a 
central grievance of the protesters in the streets. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

,ks Muba~ak Digs In~ U.S. Policy in Egyp[ is Compl~cat~d 

The Obama administration is struggling to determine if a democratic revolution can succeed while 

President Hosni Mnbarak remains, even if he is sidelined. 

o More Worid biews ~> 

Helph~g Vete*oaus T*oade Their Swords ~or Plows 

A novel boot camp in California is among several programs whose goal is to bring the energy of 
young soldiers re-entering civilian life to the aging farm population of rural America. 

~ Slide Show. From the Frontlk~es to Lhe Farm 

A Dot o*~ the Map, U~fil the Ea*~th Started Shald~g 

Thousands of tremors in an area of Arkansas have created a phenomenon now called the Guy 
earthquake swarm. 

Pa~h~, Rallyi~g Base~ Pah~ts Dark Picture of Obama’s Policies 

Suggesting the country was on a "road to ruin," Sarah Palin said a new direction was urgently 
needed. 

° More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Researchers are helping companies make products geared toward older people yet attractive to 
younger buyers. 

~[:~ Video: The Age[.ab at M I.T 

DEALBOOK 

Hedgh~g Lets ga~kers SMrt Efl’orts to Ove*’haul Pay 

Executives have a way to get around attempts to reform pay practices: limiting their downside on 
company stock. 

g~q~o~s the Boss~ You or Y(mr Gadget? 

As more workers find it hard to go without their devices, the border between the office and home 
may be destroyed. 

~E] pest a Comment 

S P 0 RTS 

I~ Big Games~ a Be~e~ Roeth[isberge~- 

A victory in the Super Bowl would give Ben Roethlisberger three titles and put him one behind the 
former Steelers quarterback Terry Bradshaw. 

Rookie Unmoved by a Rapid Rise 

If aames Starks, perhaps the most improbable would-be star at the Super Bowl, is feeling stage 
fright as the big game approaches, he isn’t showing it. 

~[e 
the Super Bowl vi~ Ghana: A Packer F~mi y’s Journey 

Capers and LeBea*~ Created a~ld Share De~er~slve Bluep*’iut 

The coordinators Dom Capers (Packers) and Dick LeBeau (Steelers) have constructed similarly 



stingy defenses. 

~ Interactive Feature: Super Bowl XLV: Squaring Off c,n Defense 

~.A Super Bc,wl Minus the Pompoms 

ARTS 

’Spider-Man* Becomes the P~mch L~e of Broadway 

The tronbled $65 million musical "Spidm~Man: Turn Off the Dark" is a national objeet of pop euRure 
fascination, 

I-Io*~o~°ing ~wL I-Io*~o~°ing Ar~tlsts 

~II~e Denver Art Museum is at the forefront of a movement to attribute American Indian works to 
individual artists as much as possible. 

A Re.t~r~ to So~th]e, by Way of Broadway 

David Lindsay-Abaire’s new play, "Good People," is set in South Boston, where he grew up, and 
delves into class distinctions, which he learned about when he left there. 

Mete Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Shaken-Baby Sy~d~-ome Faces New Questions ~ Court 

Some doctors are taking issue with the diagnosis of the syndrome, raising the possibility that 
innocent people have been sent to jail. 

How Her Got His Groo~,e Back 

Hugh Hefi~er, 84 and on the verge of his third marriage, is bnying back Playboy Enterprises, 
beeause some things are better done in private. 

Ayad Allawi represented a future that still looked like what the United States imagined when it first 
invaded: a secular democracy, free of ethnic and religious strife. But then his flaws - and America’s 
endless mistakes -took that future away. 

Mere From the Maqazi~e ,~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

C~ea~ Air U~de~" S~ege 
Rules that would help dean the air, reduce toxic pollution in fish and slow emissions of greenhouse 
gases are being targeted in Congress. 

EDITORIAL 

Ba~ke~’s a~d The~" Bo~ses 
Bankers’ eagerness to recapture lavish paydays suggests how far we still need to go. 

EDITORIAL 

The Healttt Care Tweak 
For a brief moment last week Republicans and Democrats agreed on something about health care 
reform. But don’t applaud too loudly. 

EDITORIAL I APPRECIATIONS 

Mi~t(m Rogovh~ 

The photographer, who died at lol, found an openness in his subject’s faces that says a great deal 
about his eandm" and empathy. 

o MereOD[nion >> 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Ara]]f]owe~’s at tilde Rev~[~t~o~ 

Amid the Egyptian crisis, television pundits aggrandized American inventions, Twitter and 

Faeebook. 

~ Cokimnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

C]fi~a~ Twitte~" a~d ~o-Yea~’-Ok]s vs, tl~e Pyramids 

The forces that were upholding the status quo in the Middle East have finally met an engine of 

change that is even more powerful. 



~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

It boils down to this: Most Egyptians want to live in a democracy, jnst like the one we [ought for in 

1776. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

"Certainty with power can be dangerous," writes Donald Rumsfeld. He should know. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

"F|~e 40 :P~ce~t 

What do Egypt’s underlying structures tell us about its future post-Mubarak? 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why we should all root for a computer to win "Jeopardy!" 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

D~teh Retu~’~,~ 

As dementia was setting in, Reagan wanted to see his childhood home, and asked his biographer to 

come along. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Easy C~ts A~’e Bel~]~(| Us 

The president has made tough budget choices. So must Congress. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 

The Ri~gm a ste~"s Guest Perf~:,~,me~,~ 

When The Times uses a partner unfamiliar to readers to provide the news, it often raises questions, 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 6, 1952, Britain’s King George VI died; he was succeeded by his daughter, Elizabeth II. 

YOU received this nlessage because you signed up ~er NYTimes.com’s Today’s I-{ead]ines newsietter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe ~rivacy program; we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe ~ Change You[ E-Mail I Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~ise 
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Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 7, 2011 3:07 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 7 Feb: WSF, climate, Egypt 

CCS at WSF 7 Feb.pdf; Indymedia At’rica.JPG; Bond WSF chapter.pdf 

Hi comrades, 

* Am writing Iicom a wondelful, semi-grungie semi-artsy beachside hotel 
in the distant Dakar suburbs. The first day of the World Social Forum 
was dedicated to endless prep meetings and the opening march of several 
thousand The latter included a concluding-rally appearance by Comrade 
Fatso (Sam Fatal Monro, an incoming CCS masters student) and Zim’s great 
struggle band Chavunduka (http://wwwcomradefatso.com/). Chatting with 
him in the wee hours, Fatso expressed delight that Senegal’s leading hip 
hop DJs accompanied them to a rapt audience There are maW in addition 
to me who can’t wait to have this cultural weapon :[’or social change 
unsheathed at UKZN *vhen he begins his research masters on culture in 
global justice activism later this year (Though he cut his famous 
dreads, sigh; same as did Trevor Ng*wme when settling in for a spell in 
too-humid Durban...) 

* Also on the cultural front, it was so uplifting to find Molefi along 
the march route, with his In@media sisters and brothers (pic), reviving 
the Ali*ica IMC network along with Bongisipho Phewa from Durban Sings 
You can see the action here: http://imc-africa.mayfirst.or~/and below 
is a list of the Durban Sings material online there, a wonderful 
contribution. 

* Meantime Rehana, Blessing Karumbidza and I had meetings from morning 
to late at night with representatives of Global Grassroots Justice 
(leading N American activist organisations), Indigenous Environmental 
Network, Focus on the Global South, Rosa Luxemburg Foundation, 
International Peoples Movement on Climate, Klimaforum and several 
others, plus a great collection of progressive funders en route. Our 
objective is to brainstorm about COP 17 and understand how our own 
analysis of climate politics in SA and internationally correlates to the 
broader movement. The big day :[‘or sharing logistical and political 
scenarios about clirnate is Tuesday but xve’re alrea@ drinking in the 
enthusiasm of climate justice activists and strategists who had come 
from Cancun quite parched. 

* The CCS panels tomorroxv and Tuesday xvill likely be folded into 
neighbouring events because in their wisdorn (!) the WSF organisers just 
janmxed cverything similar into competing time slots, and in this kind of 
setting we’re much more desirous of cooperation. For those of you in 
Dakar, rutr two events tomorrow are labeled on the map of Universite Diop 
where all the events are being staged, attached. 

* My latest take on WSF politics is a chapter in a recent book, 
attached, but it would need revision to be relevant here. It’s too early 
to record impressions properly-, but the excitement in this amazing city 
gives me much more hope about the Social Forum rnovcment than I’ve had 
since before the 2007 Nairobi session. A varie~" of other events are 
listed in the ws£doc file where I’ve been storing up itffo on panels I 
hope to attend. More in a few days as the dust here settles: it’s a 
rornantic haze that reminds why this WSF phenomenon is still so lively, 
certainly compared to the Davos deadzone that just concluded. 

* Sorne rather boring climate news is below including Pretoria’s 
logistical worries about the Conference of Polluters. But of special 
satisfaction to me, having visited Sacramento a couple of weeks ago to 
learn ho;v Californians are fighting carbon trading (especially that 
which victimises Chiapas forests and Zapatistas), is news of a la;vsuit 
by an environmental justice institute that puts a freeze on the state’s 
forthcoming cap-and-trade strategy At least temporarily Sometimes 
those darn courts really can provide us some momentalT joy. 

* Sadly, because of the closure of Cairo airport, I didn’t see an 
Egyptian contingent on WSF opening march But there was Firoz Manji 
marching alongside Samir Amin, and if you look at his indispensible 
weekly Pambazuka ezine last Thursday you get a brilliant set of articles 
(see below), including three from Khadija VVhat an inspiration the 
occuption continues to be, but let’s just hope that US finagling to keep 
Mubarak in power until September (so that the Pharoah manages his exit 
transition in a neoliberal and pro-Israeli way) is as successful in 
Washington’s terms as are its other US geopolitical and militar,v 
engagements in the Middle East and Central Asia. Some other fine 
articles and comments including by Noam Chomsky, below, help keep up our 
optimism. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 



http://imc-africa.mavfirst.or~/ 

[)urban Sings 

* Call to participate in recording & remixing African Oral History 
for a Global Audience! 

* Youth in Action Production underway lk~r the: "Durban Sings! 
Remixing Oral History for a Global Audience", DVD publication. 

* Imisebenzi Yentsha Youth Organisation: Folweni Township 
Production underway for the: "[)urban Sings! Remixing Oral History for a 
Global Audience", DVD publication. 

* Malungisa Youth Development Organisation:uMzinyathi Production 
underway Jk~r the: "Durban Sings! Remixing Oral History Jk~r a Global 
Audience", DVD publication. 

* Umlazi Youth Organisation: Production underway for the: "Durban 
Sings! Remixing Oral History ~k~r a Global Audience" DVD publication. 

h ttp ://www en~ineerin~news co. za/article/sa-fac es-bi~-bill-bi~-t es ts-a s-c lima be-talks-head-~k~r-dur b an-2011-02-02 

SA fi~ces big bill, big tests as climate talks head for Durban 

By: Christy van der Mel~,~e 
2nd February 2011 

The tab for South Africa’s hosting of the seventeenth conference of the 
patties (COP17) climate change talks in Durban later this year could be 
more than R320-million, Envirotwaental Affairs DDG Joatme Yawitch 
revealed on Wednesday. But she added that the country was plauning to 
organise a "lean and mean" event and would also seek to raise outside 
funding for the event. 

The National Treasury would be making an allocation towards the 
operation of COP17, although the size of that contribution was yet to be 
determined. The budget would have to cover items such as domestic 
logistics, the hiring of the convention centre, security- and visas, as 
well as catering. 

A COP17 logistics committee was scheduled to meet for the first time on 
Thursday, FebrualN 3, and representatives from the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (LrNFCCC) would be visiting Durban 
later in the month. 

A person at chief director level in the DEA had been appointed to 
oversee logistical arrangements. But Yawitch stressed that the 
conference would require collaboration bet~veen goverr~ent departments, 
as ~vell as including input frora vital stakeholders such as the South 
African Police Service and the eThekwini municipal authorities. 

~If everyone doesn’t pull together, ~t [COP17] isn’t going to happen," 
she asserted. 

To close the anticipated fimding gap she said that the organisers would 
turn to a range of entities, including the UiX~FCCC, business and 
nongovernmental organisations. She stressed that nonfinancial support 
would also be sought in a bid to secure a definite outcome from Durban 

A COP17 Website was expected to be set up by \larch, and the City of 
Durban would also display information on the conference on its Website 

The selection of the COP17 president would be made soon, but would need 
to be considered by Cabinet and approved by President Jacob Zuma. It was 
likely that the Inter-Ministerial Committee on Climate Change, which ~vas 
scheduled to meet soon, would oiler a reconm~endation in this regard 

Expectations would also have also have to be managed, with the recent 
COP16 in Cancun, 2vlexico having kept expectations for a global legally 
binding agreement on climate change far lower than had been the case 
with the disappointing COP15 gathering in Copenhagen, Del~mark, in 2009 

To strike the correct balance, South Africa would work with other 
countries, including Bolivia, which was the only nation of the 195 
member States of the UNFCCC not to accept the agreement that was reached 
in Cancun. 

Expectations were likely to be high leading up to the Durban meeting, 
primarily because the first cowanitment period under the Kyoto Protocol 
ends in 2012, and the world is looking lk~r clarity on the future 
framework under which emissinns-reduction will take place. 

It is as yet unclear whether there would be a second legally-binding 
cowamtment period under the Kyoto Protocol, or whether an entirely new 
treaty would be established. Also possible is the emergence of a 
non-legally binding treaty. 

One of the malor issues haunting the negotiatinns was the changing 
political @namics between member States. The US was unlikely to advance 
~ts position, owing to domestic politics, while countries such as China 
would not take on obligatinns until the US showed its hand 



(Damn. Bottom line: screwing the masses with 259; annual price increases 
plus a new version of a sweetheart deal with BHP Billiton - with who 
knows what new concessions -have done wonders for the balance sheet) 

http://mone~/webco.z,a/mw/view/mw/enJpage295053?oid 526972&sn 2009+Detail&pid 287226 

Special report podcast 
30 Janual?~ 2011 09:13 Eskom is right up there with the best of the world 

Eskom is the tenth largest utility in the world when it comes to 
generation capacity. 

Listen: Special Report Podcast: Mpho Makwana, Eskom chairman 

ALEC HOGG: In this special podcast, we’re coming to you from the World 
Economic Forun~ (~2~F) in Davos Switzerland. The chaim~an of Eskom, Mpho 
Makwana is with us here in our studio. Mpho good to see you here in a 
different guise I suppose, over the years, but Eskonr has got a strong 
presence at the World Economic Forum - why is it so high in your priorities? 

MPHO Nfl~-;WANA: We have been partners to the World Economic Forum now for 
just 30 years so hence you will see that when the WEF comes to Cape Town 
in May, the African WEF, you will see that we will have a more prominent 
role there because of exactly- this - that we’re a partner. 

ALEC HOGG: Do you learn much though’.’ 

MPHO MAKWANA: A lot - over and above the raainstreara sessions, there is 
always a day- of energy, called the Energy Boardroom and it’s really a 
ro~xd table of chief executives and chairpersons of both electricity 
utilities from various sources - be it gas, coal like ourselves, solar, 
wind - but also energy’ companies like in oil, so that ~ve get to discuss 
the fbll energy, spectrum. This round table also happens at the climate 
change sessions when we go to - like at United Nations Climate Change 
Conference Canctm, Mexico - COP 16 - we had a similar round table. At 
COP 15 in Copenhagen we had a similar round table The benefit there is 
that you have a conference ~vithin a conference or a forum within a 
fk~ru.m. This year there are about fk~ur of us here in Davos and so we get 
to split into the mainstream sessions and myself- I get to spend most 
of my time in energy, streams 

ALEC HOGG: It’s interesting, it’s almost like the government in a way 
because you’d find Pravin Gordhan who ~vas here a little bit earlier - 
the Minister of Finance - he talks to other finance ministers. No doubt 
Jacob Zuma talks to other presidents, and similarly on the corporate side. 

MPHO MAKYVANA: Similarly yes. The benefit of that is like no~v the theme 
here in Davos is around "new- norms and ne~v values fbr a ne~v reality" In 
our enviroun~ent the planning horizon fbr energy utilities is minimum 20 
years, but it’s really up to 50years if you consider the fact that the 
life of plant is roughly 50 years.. 

ALEC HOGG: That’s a po~ver station? 

MPHO MAKWANA: Yes, after around 50 years you begin to think about 
depreciation and in some instances, mothballing the plants So because 
of those long lee-ways of’times o:[’decision making, peer reviews are 
vew important - you get to see where you’re on par, you get to see 
where you’re lagging and you get to see where you’re ahead Now if you 
look at Eskom - Eskom is the tenth largest utility in the world by a 
generation capacity - ! must emphasise i:[’you exclude China because 
China as we speak now, has got massive capacity - this morning we heard 
up to 350,000 - 400,000 megawatks. 

ALEC HOGG: ... and we’re at 40,000? 

MPHO M~%KWANA: We’re at 41,000 megawatts The reason rm saying if you 
exclude China is that they are a newcomer to some of the matrices that 
we’ve been using in terms of OECD (Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development) countries, over the years, but Eskom is 
number 10 at the moment and the nine that are ahead of us include the 
likes of RW of Germany, they include French and Italian utilities... 

ALEC HOGG : So it’s right up there with best of the world... 

MPHO MAKWANA: So we’re really among the best - the best of the best - so 
these forums for us Someone might ask why it’s important ]2)r a South 
African utility like Eskom to have that kind of stature [[’he :first thing 
is that it makes it good for us to raise premium bonds - because when 
you’re seen and you do perform, like a junk bond company - you don’t get 
good credit ratings frora rating agencies, you don’t get to develop good 
stature with credit agencies that provide credit and you don’t get good 
stature with fund managers - so it’s iraportant that you’re seen as a 
premi~un investment. 

ALEC HOGG: But you went through a rough time on that score - are you 
recovering... 



MPHO M~.KWANA: We’re actually in great times now. If we were speaking 
when I was here last year this time, in Davos, we were in somewhat era 
nail-biting environment. We had just appointed a new finance rector who 
joined us in January 2010 and last year he and I here in I)avos actually 
didn’t spend much in the mainstream at all I remember I only attended 
one session of the Energy Boardroom - about two hours - and 90% of our 
time here we spent with banks and fund managers, understanding what 
their needs are in order :[’or us to sell them a credible story 

ALEC HOGG: So you could get to everybody at the same time. This year, 
how has it been difl;erent? 

MPHO MAKWANA: This year I’ve not seen one single batik because three 
weeks ago we went on a road show- - from 11 January and around 18 January 
we concluded a bond of US$1.Sbillion. We were actually over-subscribed 
by about US$4billion and we had to cut back and say ’hang on, right now, 
given where we are, ~ve can only handle US$1.8billion. 

ALEC HOGG: That’s an incredible turnaround - ~vhat’s caused that? 

MPHO MAKWANA: We managed to deal with the losses. The financial report 
that the then chairperson and chief executive posted on 31 March 2009 
indicated a huge loss of about R9billion or thereabout. It was largely 
an accounting loss because ~ve had embedded derivatives on our books, and 
one my priorities upon appointment in October-November 2009, was to 
irmnediately grapple with this issue and start renegotiations, and 
thankihlly ray negotiating partner in the funn of chairman of BHP 
Billiton in South Africa had the same approach. He ~vanted to ensure that 
BHP Billiton comes across as a good corporate citizen in relation to 
South Africa. That point of departure - shared values around both 
wanting to do good for South Africa got us to help our teams to 
negotiate i:aster, and by 31 March 2010 ~vhen we ended the financial year, 
we had taken offa good chunk of that... 

ALEC HOGG: Because that could have gone wrong - if you go back to the 
hard-faced capitalism of say of five years ago, BHP Billiton at that 
stage might have said ’up yours Eskom, we’ve got a contract’ 

IVIPHO MAKWANA: There were compelling reasons on both sides and so we ;vere 
both compelled to reach a mutually beneficial solution So that 
negotiation helped us to post positive results of just under R3billion 
in positive profits, having posted that Rgbillion negative the previous 
financial year This financial year 2010-2011 - around 22-23 November 
2010 we issued our interim results - and there we had a huge positive 
spin on our revenue. So by the time we end our financial year on 31 
March 2011, we are comfortable that ;ve will post positive profits yet again 

ALEC HOGG: The problem with that is its good for the international 
investors, but your South African community is saying ’hang on a minute, 
why do we have to have these big increases in electricity prices..’ 

MPHO \SkKWAB,L~_: It’s good for South Africa as well because firstly from 
the point of view of the government, you want as the National Treasury, 
state-owned entities that have strong income statements as well as 
strong balance sheets because then you become less of a burden on the 
national fiscus as a whole So this US$1 .Sbillion or so that I am 
refen-ing to - we raised this ;vithout tapping into the guarantees. We 
mentioned and reflected the strong support from government as 
shareholder with the guarantees we have now in excess of R380billion, 
however, we did not have to pledge them and when you see the report you 
will note that they say it’s because the?" could trust the credibility of 
the management at Eskom. They felt that the?’ could trust our strategic 
directinn now which we can talk about, time permitting. ’]?he?" also felt 
that the?" saw excellent alignment between Eskom and government as 
policymaker, and government as ... we have a three-way relationship with 
government We have a relationship with government through the 
Department of Public Enterprises as our principle ministry and 
shareholder, then we have a policy relationship with the Department of 
Energy. which shapes our field of play and the Regulator reports to the 
Department of [{nergy The third dimensinn is government as financier and 
that’s where the National Treasury and Department of Finance come 
through in terms of ensuring that we’re adequately lianded - our balance 
sheet is adequately supported as it is now with guarantees. So from that 
point of view, we believe that there is a renewed confidence in Eskom 
and in the country. As we arrived here in Davos, Standard & Poor’s 
issued a positive rating on both country and South Africa. We’ve both 
been upgraded from negative watch to stable - that is very important. So 
if you look at all those variables, you need state-owned entities that 
are now able to stand on their own. For the next 20 years, Eskom is 
going to be a hybrid of a construction company and an electricity 
utility. The country at the moment, through Eskom has 41,000 megawatts 
installed and between now and 2030 we need another additinnal 50,000 
megawatts to be added on top and we’ve been vel~ clear that Eskom cannot 
do this alone - that is actually asking Eskom to double itself in the 
next 20 years. So of the 50,000 megawatts, 70% will be the 
responsibility of Eskom - 30% of that will be handled by independent 
power producers. Therefore, when you look at the country’s pricing 
policies, driven by NERSA the Regulator, it is their publicly declared 
intent to achieve cost effective tariffs by 2015. Yes, South Africans in 
what we apply, will probably have to have double digit increases in the 
first two years of the next cycle of increases, but from about 2016 



onwards it will be inflatiun related. 

ALEC HOGG: Thank yuu :[’or that guod news! 

CaliJ~ cap-trade plan dealt blow by S.F. judge 

Wyatt Buchanan, Chronicle Sacramentu Bureau 

San Francisco Chronicle February 4, 2011 04:00 AM 

Friday-, Februaq- 4, 2011 

The California Air Resources Board violated state envirot~’nental law- in 
2008 when it adopted a comprehensive plan to reduce greenhouse gases and 
again last year when it passed cap-and-trade regulations, a San 
Francisco Superior Court judge has ruled in a tentative decision. 

If tl-le decision is made final, California would be barred from 
il~plerrlcnting its ambitious plan to combat global warrrling until it 
complies with portions of the California Erlvirormrental Quality Act, 
though it is not yet clear what the air board xvould have to do to be in 
compliance. The state’s plan, which implements AB32, the Global Warming 
Solutions Act of 2006, would reduce carbon emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. 

The Air Resources Board and those who brought the lawsuit, a variety of 
envirormrental groups represented by the Center on Race, Poverty and the 
Environment, a San Francisco organization, have until Tuesday to respond 
before the court makes a final ruling. 

In his decision, Superior Cottrt Judge Ernest Goldsmitl-i ruled that the 
air board approved the larger plan to implement AB32 prior to completing 
the required environmental review-, and that the board failed to 
adequately consider alternatives to cap and trade. 

The Air Resources Board "seeks to create a fait accompli by premature 
establishn~ent of a cap-and-trade program before alternative (sic) can be 
exposed to public comment and properly evaluated by the ARB itself," 
Goldsmith found, adding that the air board’s "analysis provides no 
evidence to support its chosen approach." 

The judge said the air board’s reasoning fbr approving the larger plan 
without a complete review "undermines (the state envirolm~ental quality 
act’s) goal of informed decision-making." 

Air board officials argued that the board had "adopted" a decision 
rather than having made an "approval." Goldsmith called that argument 
"an empty distinction given that the implementation has commenced." 

The California Environmental Quality Act, signed into la~v by then-Gov. 
Ronald Reagan in 1970, is intended to ensure that state and local 
agencies identify- potential negative enviromnental consequences from 
their activities and to either mitigate those consequences or prevent 
them altogether. 

The plaintiffs, including a group called the Association of Irritated 
Residents, have backed AB32 and helped defend it against Proposition 23, 
a ballot measure in November that would have suspended it indefinitely. 
Even though their suit cuuld now suspend AB32’s implementation, "There’s 
a way tu buth be supportive ufAB32 implementatiun but to be responsible 
in that support and ethical in that support, and we ask the same ufthe 
board," said Alegrta De La Cruz, legal directur fur the Center un Race, 
Puverty and the Envirunment 

Adequate review 

Environmental advucates have for months raised concerns about whether 
the air buard was adequately addressing the impacts of implementing AB32 
on disadvantaged cowanunities. Goldsmith issued his ruling on Jan. 21 and 
the parties received nutification of the ruling last week, but the 
decisiun has received little public attentiun. 

In an e-mail, Stanley Yuung, a spokesman for the Air Resources Board 
said, "We are reviewing this tentative decision and will respond within 
the allotted time" 

The cap-and-trade purtiun ufthe suit hinges un the air buard’s 
evaluation of five alternatives to that regulation In its analysis, the 
air board spent 10 pages discussing an alternative uf duing nothing 
while the four other alternatives received unly three pages total. 

Those alternatives include a variation of the adopted plan and other 
carbon reduction measures. 

On the overall carbon emission reduction plan, the court found the air 
board approved it prior to issuing responses to public cormnent as is 
required by law- and the air board’s own regulatoq- program. 

The court dismissed, however, claims that the plan to reduce emissions 
violated AB32 itself. 



Additional analysis 

Michael Ziscl~e, an attorney not affiliated with the case who 
specializes in the California Enviror~mental Quality Act, said, "At a 
minimum it is a delay- and whether it has more of a substantive effect 
depends on what the air board does." 

The industries that are impacted by cap and trade need the problem 
resolved as soon as possible, said Shelly Sullivan, spokeswoman for the 
AB32 Implementation Group, an organization made up of those industries, 
which include oil companies, manufacturers, cement makers and Chambers 
of Conm~crce. 

E-mail \Vyatt Buchanan at ~vbuchanan@sfchronicle.com. 
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1 Feattu-es 
ECHOES FROM TUNXSIA AND EG’~’PT: REVOLD’rIONS WITHOUT SELF-PROCLAIMED 
REVOLUTIONARIES 
Horace Campbell 

With decentralised organising structures and the absence of a 
leadership vanguard, events in E~zpt and Tunisia point to an emergent 
mode of revolutionary organisation, argues Horace Campbell, one which 
provides new lessons for mobilisation around progressive change and 
non-violence 
http : //www pambazuka or~/en/cate~ory /geatures/70670 

EG YPT: A RI{VOLI.KflON RE[q F, CTED 

Patrick Bumett 

Twen~-four hour network coverage, activist videos, Twitter, Facebook 
and blogs have all mashed together to convey the EgN. ptian revolution 
to the world, writes Patrick Bumett 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~/features/70631 

MOVEMF, NTS ]NEGYPT: T} ]][~1 US RIZ±*d.IGNS 
Samir Amin 

With Hosni Mubarak on a tentative footing, a US which once propped him 
up would now turn to a Muslim Brotherhood (MB) it regards as 
’moderate’, writes Samir Amin. But with the l~ndamental economic 
conditions which produced the social unrest in the first place 
unlikely to change much, and with the working-class and peasants’ 
movement yet to be fully involved, the same problems will remain, ~Mnin 
concludes. 

http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~!category/fcaturesi70615 

MILITARY AND INTELLIGENCE AT EG~InPT S DEMOCI-L~_TIC DAWN 
Mozn Hassan 

If Egypt’s military is ever to be a legitimate national force, it must 
side with the protesters against Mubarak’s thugs and the police, 
writes Mozn Hassan. 
http://www.pambaz’dka.org/elw’category/features/70669 

EGYfCr: ’AL-YOM YA MESP~ YELA YELA MESR! ’ 
Melakou Tegegn 

Following developments in Tunisia and as Egypt’s extraordinal?~ scenes 
continue, Melakou Tegegn stresses that the ruling classes across the 
region are shuddering at the po~ver of the revolts. 
httr~:/iwww.’oambazaka.or~/et~/cateao1"v/featuresi70660 

IDEOLOGY L’q A TIME OF CRISIS: EG ~InPT, WASHINGTON AND THE TV NET~VORKS 
Adrian Crewe 

The dubious coverage of events in E~zpt reveal the extent to which 
Western media outlets remain mere neoliberal cheerleaders, incapable 



of conceiving that the Egyptian people have both the right and 
capacity to determine their own direction, writes Adrian Crewe. 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~or~’/features/70663 

TRANSFORMATION IN T[tE ARAB WORLI) 
Mazin Qumsiyeh 

Slogans won’t be enough to build a new Egypt Mazin Qurnsiyeh gives 

some tips on how Egyptians can recover from dictatorship. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/ergcategolN/featuresi70602 

UlX~PACKING REVOLL’I"ION 

Khad~ia Sharft% 

Khadija Sharife considers the role played by- the WikiLeaks US 
diplomatic cables in the revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt. 

http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~category/featuresi70671 

EG’~Tq’: LOG ON TO THE REVOLUTION 

Khad[ia Sharft% 

While the Egyptian authorities have sought to disrupt the country’s 
corcantmications through turning off internet traffic, people in Egypt 
are able to post a ’voice tweet’, writes Khadija Sharife. 
http://www.pambazuka.ora/el~,’cate~orv/features/70655 

THE DEATH OF DAVID KATO 
LGBTI Ugandans ruourn loss and fear for own lives 
Sokari Ekine 

Responses to the brutal murder of Ugandan LGBTI activist David Kato 
and Egypt’s inspiring revolution are the key topics covered in this 
week’s round-up of the African blogosphere, compiled by Sokari Ekine 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/categor¥/features/70600 

ASLEMA YA TU~S, AU REVOIR BEN ALI 
Melakou Tegegn 

It’s crucial for the Ethiopian people to draw- lessons from the 
Tunisian revolution in their struggle for ficeedom and democracy, 
writes Melakou Tegegn, as similar events could ’take place in our 
countly too sooner or later.’ 
http://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/categor¥/features/70657 

WHY LAND MATT~RS TO AFRICANS REGARDLESS OF AGRICULTURE 
Chambi Chachage 

Agriculture is back on the international agenda on Africa, but at the 
heart of the matter is the question of land use and control, writes 
Chambi Chachage 

http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/featuresi70601 

TIlE t]IDDEN GOLD IN INTELLEC~f"UAL PROPERTY 
Khadija Sharffe 

Privatised seed corporations are grabbing the market in basic lbod 
staples Kha&ja Shari:[’e explains how they pay nothing for the market 
dominance. 
http : //www pambazuka or~/en/cate~or~’/[eatures/70603 

LUMUMBA, GBAGBO AND KI-MOON 
Okello Oculi 

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon’s failure to understand the workings 

of communal democracy in Africa put him in a weak position to 

negotiate for peace in C~;te d’Ivoire, argues Okello Oculi 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,category/features/70651 

SW2d/~I i’,/K~;]bIA COMMENTARY: TELLING T[tE TRUTH ABOUT SWAZILAND 
Peter Kenworthy 

Richard Rooney’s online Swazi Media Comanentary is a rare example o:[" 
objective, progressive news and journalism in a country burdened with 
biased reporting and censorship, writes Peter Kenworthy. 

http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/etgcategory/featuresi70617 

BLACK (OR WHITE?) HISTORY MO iX~2H 
Chika Enzeanya 

Black Histo~ Month ’allows Africans to tell their "his-stolN" 
starting only froru the period when they- set foot on the enslaver’s 



soil and became subjected to his "civilising" efforts’, argues Chika 
Ezeanya. 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv /features/70629 

PAMBAZUKY** SAMIR AMIN AWAR]D 

Pambazuka News is pleased to announce the call for submissions for the 
first armual Pambazuka Samir Amin Award. This award, launched to mark 
Sarrm Amin’s 80th birthday in 2011, pays tribute to the extraordinary 
contribution Samir Amin has made to our tmderstanding of the 
exploitation of the peoples of Africa and the global South. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/ergcategory/featuresi70604 
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2 C’orament& analysis 
FREE SANITARY PADS WON’T STOP VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 
Glenda Muzenda 

Tough measles to tackle gender-based violence are more iraportant to 
South African women than government distribution of free sanitary 
pads, argues Glenda Muzenda. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/category/comment/70608 

PEOPLE OF COTE D’RrOIRE: KEEP LU(~’IDITY 
Bernard Founou-Tchuigoua 

The people of CSte d’Ivoire must be supported in their efforts to 
bring the country’s political crisis to a peaceful conclusion, while 
all talk of military intervention must be resisted, writes Bernard 
Founou-Tchuigoua. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/category/comment/70612 

PERISCOPING NIGERIA’ S NEITI ACT 2007 

Uche Igwe 

While the passing of the Nigerian Extractive Industries Transparency 
Initiative (NEITI) Act in May 2007 ’sent very positive signals about 
Nigeria’s desire to sustain its leadership in the global initiative to 
the world’, NEITI needs to be subject to a number of new amendments, 
writes Uche Ig~ve. 
http://www.pambaz~aka.orgien/category/comment/70613 

IF AFRICAN- POLITICS YVAS THIS. 

Sanya Osha 

Africa has a wealth of leadership outside of state politics Sanya 
Osha gives some examples. 
http://www.pambaz~aka.or~ien/categorv/comment/70587 
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3 Advocacy& campaigns 
AU CHAIRMAN OBIANG MUST UPHOLD AU PRIN-CIPLES IN- EQUATORIAL GL~NEA 
Press Release 

Equatorial (iuinea president Teodoro Obiang’s appointment as the new 
chairperson of the African Union focuses attention on areas in his 
country where African Union principles have been ignored, says a 
rights group 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/categor,,,/advocacyi70614 

HOW (ILOBAI, ALLIES SttOULD RESPOND TO TtIE MURDER OF DAVID KA~[D 

Sexual Minorities Uganda (SMU(1) has issued a statement showing how 
solidarity groups can help following the murder of David Kato on 26 
January 2011. Kato was an advocacy officer and a longtime leading 
activist for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (L(IBT) human 
rights 

http://www pambazuka.or~lenlcate~ory/advocacy/70668 

L’XTf~[~RNATIONAL COMMUNITY N~IUST ENSURE RI(ItITS OF EGYPTIANS ARE UP[tELI) 
Urgent appeal from International Civil SocieW 

We, civil society’ organizations from across the world, strongly urge 
all governments, as well as regional and international organizations, 
to clearly- and unequivocally denounce the ongoing violent crackdown 
against the public protests and demands for democratic reform and 
government accountability that have been occmring across EE,’pt since 
the 25th of January. 
http:Iiwww,pambazuka,org/en/category/advocacy/70662 

SOLIDAPdTY ~,~r!TH THE PEOPLE OF EGYPT! EQUALITY FOR LGBTI PEOPLE IN- AFRICA! 



The Lesbian and Gay Equality Project 

’]?his Friday, COSATU, with people from organisations and groups around 
Gauteng will protest outside the Egyptian embassy in Tshwane to raise 
their voices in support of the demands of the Egyptian people: Bread, 
Jobs, Education, Dignity, Democracy, Freedom of Expression Join 
workers and people of Egypt and South AfiJca. Show your support 

http ://www pambazuk a. org/en/categor¥/advocac~//70658 

SOUTH AFRICA: DEMO LN SUPPORT OF EG’~?TLANS 
Cosatu 

The heroic nrasses of Egypt have risen up against the decades-old 
corrupt dictatorship of Hosni Mubarak. Over the next weeks, a number 
of activities will be held in solidarity with these struggles 
throughout South Africa. These activities will kick off with a 
demonstration outside the Egyptian embassy in Pretoria, with South 
Africans repeating the calls of our Egyptian comrades: "Bread! Jobs! 
Education! Dignity! Democracy! Freedoru of Expression! 

http ://www.panrbazttka. orgienic ategot~/iadvo c acy-i70661 

STATEMENT ON DE\~LOPMENTS fix- THE M]DDLE EAST 
PEN International 

In the wake of the welcome and peaceful move towards denrocracy in 
Tunisia, PEN International notes with great concern the violent 
response to anti-governruent protests elsewhere in the region, notably 
Egypt, but also in Yenren and Syria. 
http ://www.panrbazuka.orgienicategot)4advocacyi7065 2 

SUDAN: PROTESTS SPARK 113 ARRESTS AND OE,~E DEATH 

Inspired by events in Tunisia and Egypt, Youth of 30 Januaw fbr 
Change Alliance in Sudan has mobilised thousands in protest 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/70649 

URGENT CALL FROM THE EGS’~TIAN DF~MONSTRATORS 
Defending their count~z and for their right to live a free respectable life 
April 6 Youth Movement 

We appeal to all human rights organizations and to all the defenders 
of freedoms and human rights and all the free honourable media inside 
and outside Egypt to interfere immediately and support our peaceful 
demonstrations from the savage attack of the security against the 
demonstrators using all kinds of weapons.. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/70659 
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4 Books& arts 
A SKNdM1NG FLIGHT O~ER MOZA2vlBICAN MEMORY 
Review of ’Memdrias em V6o Rasante’ 
Wilson Gomes de Almeida 

The memoirs of Jacinto Veloso, Frelimo supporter and former general, 
are a rich introduction to Mi)zambican history by a knowledgeable man 
with ’plenty of stories to tell’, writes Wilson Gomes de Almeida. 

http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/cate~org/books/70605 
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5 African Vv~-iters’ Corner 
DEAR MR PRI~SII)ENT 
Nebila Abdulmelik 

"]?his poem is inspired by the events that unfolded in Tunisia recently 
but also born out of frustrations with our so-called leaders all 
across the globe who spare no expense in putting their interests first 
but don’t think twice about the needs of their people. ]VIr President is 
an umbrella term :[br all the presidents male and female generals, 
prune m~nisters, and all who seem to role our world with iron fists,’ 
writes Nebila Abdulmelik 
http://www.pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv/African Writers/70597 

I AM NOT DUALITY 
Amrra All 

Who we are is a question that requires constant inward contemplation 
nrerged with the outside - negotiating between two worlds - for knowing 
is paramount in affirruing our existence and freedom. Who we are is a 
self-orientation of where we have been and the direction we are 
heading in, realizing that we cannot be anything unless (Sartre: 2007) 
others ackmowledging us as such or rnay be not. The big business in the 
quest of identity - socially constructed, contingent, and 
perfornratively constituted - is in fact shaped by personal 



experiences, the formation of oneself within hegemonic social 
conditions undistinguished between the personal and the political or 
between private and public spaces 

http ://www.pambazuka. or~ienicate~oryiAfrican Writers/70598 

’]]lINKING INS]DE TttE BOX 
Khadija Sharffe 

she said i’m not 
altogether there 
grasping at bits of myself 
like playdoh 
that just won’t come together.. 
http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/categot~4African Writers/70611 
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6 Highlights French edition 
PAMBAZLrKA NEWS 176 : COMMEiN~F SORTIR LA SOMALIE DU CHAOS 

Y a-t-il une solution at~x probl6mes de la Somalie? ( 
http:/iwww.pambam.tka.orgifricategory/features/70591 ) 

Sarnh A~nin 

France-Monde arabe: La politique de l’horrm~e providentiel en question ( 
htm:/iwww.r~ambam.tka.or~ifricate~orv/features/70596 ) 

Rend Naba 

Pottrquoi le Gouverneur de la BCEAO ne devait pas ddmissiom~er ( 
htm:/iwww.r~ambam.tka.or~ifricate~orv/features/70592 ) 

Jean Paul Dias 

Sdn6gal : Corrm~ent contraindre FEtat ~ se mettre au sel~’ice des 
populations ? (http://www.pambazuka.org/fr/catego~/features/70594) 
Sidy Diop 

Que faire pour que le S6n6gal renoue avec le progr6s ? ( 
http://’~vww.pambaz~ka.orgifr/categorv/features/70595 ) 

Sidy Diop 
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7 Cartoons 
ASSETS SEIZURES IN" C~)TE D’IVOIRE AND ZE’,//BABWE 
Gado 

Negotiations in both C6te d’Ivoire and Zimbabwe remain hands-on, says Gado 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/cartoons/70607 

CHANGE INTHE ARAB WORLD 
Gado 

Gado wonders about the depths to which Arab leaders are prepared to change. 
http ://w~vw pambaza~ka, or~ienicate~orvicartoons/7 0610 

IMPUNITY GRINS 
(iado 

With the African Union approving Kenya’s request for a one-year 
suspension of the International Criminal Court (ICC) trials, President 
Mwai Kibaki grins with impuni~, says Gado. 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/catego~,/cartoons/70609 

X,ffIBARAK TO ]~fiAVE OFFICE 
Gado 

With Egypt in the throes of deep social protest and calls for change, 
Hosni Mubarak wants out, says (iado. 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/catego~,/cartoons/70606 
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Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http:i/www.l’ahamu.or~ 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

(c)., Unless otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Noncon~’nercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For further details see: 
http://w~vw.pambazuka.org/er~about.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://www.pambazuka.orgien ) 
Edi~go cm lingua Portuguesa ( http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/pt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http:/;’xwzw.pambazuka.org/fr ) 



R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.or~/er~,newsfeed php 

Pamba×uka News is published *vith the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pambazuka.org/en/about.php ). 

To SUBSCRI[3E or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
http://pambazuk a.gn. apc. orgicgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambaa~ka.org with the word SUBSCR]Ia.E or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authuritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platfurm fi~r social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge conmxentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
developnrent, hmnan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Sanrir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm sottrce PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambam.tka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazu.ka’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Con~’nent& 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more itffom~ation: 
/itwitter.corr~pambazuka ( http://twitter.com/~arr~bazaka ). 

* Pambam.tka Nexvs has a Del.icin.us (http://Dehicin.us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that xve visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visithttp:i/delicious.col~’pambaz~ka news. 

Democracy Now- 

Noam Chomslcy.: "This is the Most Remarkable Regional Uprising that I Can 
Remember" 

In recent weeks, popular uprisings in the Arab world have led to the 
ouster of Tuinsian dictator Zine E1 Abidine Ben Ali, the in~minent end of 
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak’s regime, a new Jordanian government, 
and a pledge by- Yemen’s longtime dictator to leave office at the end of 
his telrn. We speak to iVIIT Professor Noam Chomsky about what this means 
for the future of the Middle East and U.S. foreign policy in the region. 
When asked about President Obama’s remarks last night on Mubarak, 
Chomsky said: "Obama ve~ carefully didn’t say anything.. He’s doing 
what US. leaders regularly do. As I said, there is a playbook: whenever 
a favored dictator is in trouble, try- to sustain him, hold on; if at 
some point it becomes impossible, switch sides" 

AMY GOOD\IAix.’: For analysis of the Egyptian uprising and its implications 
for the Middle East and beyond, we’re j oined now by the world-renowned 
political dissident and linguist Noam Chomsky, Professor Emeritus at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, author of over a hundred books, 
including his latest, Hopes and Prospects. 

Noam, welcome to Democracy Now! Your analysis of what’s happening now in 
Egypt and what it means for the Middle East? 

NOAM CHOMSKY: Well, first of all, what’s happening is absolutely 
spectacular. ~,[lqe courage and determinatinn and con-anitment of the 
demonstrators is remarkable. And whatever happens, these are moments 
that won’t be forgotten and are sure to have long-term consequences, as 
the fact that the?" overwhelmed the police, took Tahfir Square, are 
staying there in the face of organized pro-Mubarak mobs, organized by 
the govemmem to try to either drive them out or to set up a situatinn 
in which the army will claim to have to move in to restore order and 
then to maybe install some kind of military rule, whatever. It’s very 
hard to predict what’s going to happen. But the events have been truly 
spectacular. And, of course, it’s all over the Middle East In Yemen, in 
Jordan, just about everywhere, there are the major consequences 

The United States, so far, is essentially 12~llowing the usual playbook. 
I mean, there have been man?’ times when some favored dictator has lost 
control or is in danger of losing control There’s a kind of a standard 
routine Marcos, Duw~lier, Ceausescu, strongly supported by the United 
States and Britain, Suharto: keep supporting them as long as possible; 
then, when it becomes unsustainable ~typically, say, if the army shifts 
sides switch 180 degrees, claim to have been on the side of the people 
all along, erase the past, and then make xvhatuver moves are possible to 
restore the old system under nexv names. That succeeds or fails depending 
on the circumstances. 

And I presume that’s what’s happening now. They’re waiting to see 
whether Mubarak can hang on, as it appears he’s intending to do, and as 
long as he can, say, "Well, we have to support law and order, regular 



constitutional change," and so on If he cannot hang on, if the army, 
say, turns against him, then we’ll see the usual routine played out 
Actually, the only leader who has been really forthright and is becoming 
the most maybe aheady is ~the most popular :figure in the region is the 
Turkey’s Prime Minister F, rdogan, who’s been very straight and outspoken. 

AMY (i OODN~N: Noam, I wanted to play J2~r you what President Obama had to 
say yesterday. 

PRESIDENT BARACK OBA2~: We have spoken out on behalf of the need 
for change. After his speech tonight, I spoke directly to President 
Mubarak. He recognizes that the status quo is not sustainable and that a 
change must take place. Indeed, all of us who are privileged to serve in 
positions of political power do so at the will of our people. Through 
thousands of years, Egypt has known man?, moments of transformation. The 
voices of the Egyptian people tell us that this is one of those moments, 
this is one of those times. Now-, it is not the role of any other country 
to detem~ine Egypt’s leaders. Only the Egyptian people can do that. \7~2~at 
is clear, and what I indicated tonight to President Mubarak, is my 
belief that an orderly transition must be raeaningful, it must be 
peaceful, and it must begin now. 

AMY GOODMAN: That was President Obama speaking yesterday in the White 
House. Noam Chomsk~, your response to what President Obaraa said, the 
disappointment of many that he didn’t demand that Mubarak leave 
irmnediately? More iraportantly, the role of the United States, why the 
U.S. would have an?, say here, when it comes to how- much it has suppolted 
the regime? 

NOAM CHOMSKY: Well, Obama vcry carefully didn’t say anything. Mubarak 
would agree that there should be an orderly transition, but to what? A 
new cabinet, some minor rearrangement of the constitutional ordel~t’s 
emp~’. So he’s doing what U.S. leaders regularly do. As I said, there is 
a playbook: whenever a favored dictator is in trouble, try to sustain 
him, hold on; if at some point it becomes impossible, switch sides. 

The U.S. has an overwhelmingly powerful role there. E~zpt is the 
second-largest recipient over a long period of US military and 
economic aid Israel is first. Obama himself has been highly supportive 
of Mubarak. It’s wolth remembering that on his way to that famous speech 
in Cairo, which ~vas supposed to be a conciliatow speech towards the 
Arab~vorld, he was asked by the press IthinkitwastheBBC ~vhetherhe 
was going to say anything about what they called Mubarak’s authoritarian 
government And Obama said, no, he wouldn’t He said, "I don’t like to 
use labels for folks. Mubarak is a good man. He has done good things. He 
has maintained stabili~z. We ~vill continue to support him. He is a 
friend" And so on. This is one of the most brutal dictators of the 
region, and ho~v anyone could have taken Obama’s cormnents about human 
rights seriously after that is a bit of a mystery. But the support has 
been very powerful in diplomatic dimensions. Military~he planes flying 
over Tahrir Square are, of course, U.S. planes The U.S. is the has been 
the strongest, most solid, most important supporter of the regime It’s 
not like Tunisia, where the main supporter was France. They’re the 
primary guilt?’ part?’ there But in Egypt, it’s clearly the United 
States, and of course Israel. Israel is of all the countries in the 
region, Israel, and I suppose Saudi Arabia, have been the most outspoken 
and supportive of the Mubarak regime. In fact, Israeli leaders were 
ang~, at least expressed anger, that Obama hadn’t taken a stronger 
stand in support of their friend Mubarak. 

AMY GOODMAN: Talk about what this means lk~r the Middle East, Noam 
Chomsky ! mean, we’re talking about the mass~ve protests that have 
taken place in Jordan, to the point where King Abdullah has now 
dismissed his cabinet, appointed a new prime minister. In Yemen there 
are major protests. There is a major protest called ]k~r Syria. What are 
the implications of this, the uprising from Tunisia to Eg?’pt now? 

NOAM CHOMSKY: Well, this is the most remarkable regional uprising that 
can remember ! mean, it’s sometimes compared with Eastern Europe, but 
that’s not much of a comparison. For one thing, in this case, there’s no 
counterpart to (iorbachev among the in the United States or other great 
powers supporting the dictatorships. That’s a huge difference Another 
is that in the case of Eastern F, urope, the United States and its allies 
followed the timeworn principle that democracy is :fine, at least up to a 
point, if it accords with strategic and economic objecuves, so 
there]k~re acceptable in enemy domains, but not in our own That’s a 
well-established principle, and of course that sharply differentiates 
these two cases In fact, about the only moderately reasonable 
comparison would be to Romania, where Ceausescu, the most vicious of the 
dictators of the region, was very strongly supported by the United 
States right up ’ti[ the end And then, when he :the last days, when he 
was overthrown and killed, the first Bush admini stration followed the 
usual rules: postured about being on the side of the people, opposed to 
dictatorship, tried to arrange for a continuation of close relations. 

But this is completely different. Where it’s going to lead, nobody 
knows. I mean, the problems that the protesters are trying to address 
are extremely deep-seated, and they’re not going to be solved easily. 
There is a tremendous poverty, repression, a lack of not just democracy, 
but serious development. Egypt and other countries of the region have 
just been through a neoliberal period, which has led to growth on paper, 



but with the usual consequences: high concentration of extreme wealth 

and privilege, tremendous impoverishment and dismay J2~r most of the 

population And that’s not easily changed We should also remember that, 

as far as the United States is concerned, what’s happemng is a very old 

story 

’]?he EgT. ptian regime has turned its thugs loose again .. 

The tactics used against protesters at the last election have appeared 
with redoubled viciousness 

Ahdaf Soueif 

guardian.co.uk 

http://xa~’w.guardian.co.ukiconnnentisfr ee/2011/febi02/ea~’ptian-rcgime-thug s-prot esters 

I knew something was xvrong when I woke up to the sound of car horns. 
It’s been so quiet and peaceful the last few- days we’ve even started 
seeing the bats once again flitting in and out of the fruit trees at 
dusk. This xvasn’t the normal noise of Cairo traffic; this was 
aggressive, patterned and constant, like what you get after a football 
match only lots more so. 

Out oftW window I saxv the crowd marching across 15 May flyover. It’s 
odd: the pro-Mubarak lot are so much more regimented - and so much less 
civil: the noise pollution, the rude gestmes at the street, the sticks, 
the attitude - and at the same time the perfectly- scripted banners, the 
"stewards" marshalling and directing them. 

By midday they" had started to attack Tahrir Square; the attacks are 
continuing as I write now. I’m getting regular updates from the square 
from my son, nieces, sister and other friends in the thick of it The 
people who on Tuesday night ~vere listening to music and debating modes 
of government are no~v putting their bodies on the line It’s all they 
have The pro-Mubarak lot, of course, have sticks and stones, and swords 
and chains and dogs and trucks and ~ the military stand by and do nothing. 

So who are these people? In support of the president, they throw Molotov 
bottles and plant pots from the tops of buildings onto the heads of 
women and children To establish stability and order, the?- break heads 
with rocks and legs with bicycle chains. To have their say in the debate 
the?- slash faces with knives. YVho are they? Well, every time one of them 
is captured his ID says he’s a member of the security’ forces. And his 
young captors simply hand him to the military who are standing by. 

So, the regime once again displays its banality’; unable to come up with 
any move that is decent or irmovative, it resorts to its usual mix of 
brutality and lies On Tuesday night President Mubarak came on TV and 
patronised the rest of the country by claiming that Egyptians were in 
the grip of fear, and pretended that his regime which has been 
de-developing the country and stealing the bread from people’s mouths is 
now suddenly equipped to "respond to the demands of our young people". 
He reminded the people of his (now ancient) history as an air force 
pilot and added a tearjerker about being an old man who wanted die in 
his country 

And the next morning, not 12 hours a]~er the president’s emotional 
appeal, the regime turned loose its thugs on the street. The same 
tactics that have been used against protesters over the last five years, 
the same tactics in ]2~rce at the last elections to scare voters off the 
streets, appeared and with redoubled viciousness. This is the regime 
that is going to listen to the people and use the coming months to put 
in reforms. Sure 

Their next trick will be to say that the young people in Tahrir are 
"foreign" elements, that they have connections to "terrorism", that 
they’ve visited Afghanistan, that they want to destabilise Egypt But by 
now the whole world knows that this regime lies as naturally’ as it 
breathes What was it one American literary diva said about another? 
"Everything she says is a lie including ’and’ and ’the’?" 

The people here are so way ahead of their government. If you could see 
the kids on the street telling you that the regime wants to pin the 
responsibility for this movement on the Islamists in order to scare the 
west - when actually it was started by 11 Facebook youth groups only’ one 
of which has any religious colouring, and very mild at that. If you 
could see the small field hospital that’s gone up with volunteer doctors 
- mostly young women - treating the people, and the medicines pouring in 
from well-wishers. If you could see the young men with their dropped 
jeans and the tops of their boxers showing forming a human chain to 
protect what the people have gained over the last xveek in Tahrir Square. 
If you could see my nieces with their hair strearuing like a triumphant 
banner tweeting for dear life in the midst of it all ~ you would know 
beyond a shadow of a doubt: Egypt deserves its place in the sun - out of 
the shadow of this brutal regime. 

Ahdaf Soueif is the author of the Booker-prize nominated novel The Map 
of Love and many other books. She lives in Cairo and London. 
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In Memoriam: Dr. Sidney D. Markman 1912-2011 

Sidney D. Markman, proi~ssor emeritus of art histo~ and a~chaeology at Duke Universi~, died January 27 at Duke University ttospital. Prot~ssor Ma~kman was 99. 

A graveside se~wice was held the following day at the Durham Hebrew Cemetery, officiated by Rabbi Steve Sager. 
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TOP NEWS 

Republicans in House Battle 
Turmoil in Their Ranks 
By CARL HULSE 

Under pressure to make deeper 
spending cuts and blindsided by floor 
defeats, House Republican leaders are 
discovering the linfits of control over 
their ideologically driven majority. 
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Success of Spina Bifida Study Opens Fetal Surgery Door 
By PAM BELLUCK 

Babies in a study were more likely to walk and have fewer neurological problems if operated on before birth. 
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"We have been in the majority four weeks. We are not going to be perfect every day." 

SPEAKER JOHN A. BOEHNER, on House Republicans. 
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Wired and Shrewd, Young Egyptians Guide Revolt 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

As the goverument has sought to splinter a protest movement led by young professionals, some of the 
leaders have stepped forward for the first time to describe their hidden role. 

. ~ Video: The Road to Tahrir Square 

Labor Actions in Egypt Boost Protests 
By KAREEM FAHIM and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Pressure intensified on President Hosni Mubarak as local media reported widespread labor unrest. 

Syria Restores Access to Facebook and YouTube 
By JENNIFER PRESTON 

Human rights advocates greeted the change guardedly, waruing that the goverument might try to monitor 
activity on social networking sites. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Counting by Race Can Throw Off Some Numbers 
By SUSAN SAULNY 

Lack of uniformity in how 3anericmas are comated by race and etlmicity make analysis difficult. 

". ~’~ Interactive: Mixed America’s Family Trees I ~ Graphic 

Charges Against Muslim Students Prompt Debate Over Free Speech 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Charges filed against 11 protesters at the University of California, Irvine, prompted a feisty argument about 
the role of free speech on a college campus. 

Dead Zone For iPhones No More 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

The people of North and South Dakota, Montana and Wyoming will have their first shot at owning an iPhone 
when Verizon Wireless starts selling the gadgets on Thursday. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Medical Treatment, Out of Reach 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Medical device executives say regulation by the Food and Drug Adininistration has hurt the industry 



domestically. 

Playing Catch-Up, Nokia and H.P. Try to Innovate 
By STEVE LOHR 

The companies in some ways have fallen behind rivals like Apple and Google, and analysts say closing the 
gap will be difficult. 

As Verizon’s iPhone Sales Begin, Gauging the Effects on AT&T 
By J EN NA WORTHAM 

When Verizon begins selling the iPhone 4 on Thursday, its anticipated sales success could alter the wireless 
industry, some analysts say. 

" Dead Zone For iPhones No More 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Wake Forest Baseball Coach Donates Kidney to Player 
By MIKE TIERNEY 

Tom Walter said that his motivation in donating a kichaey was not getting back Kevin Jordan as a player, but 
giving him "just a chance to be a college freshman." 

Cloud Follows UConn as It Changes Course 
By MARK VIERA 

As No. lO UCollll willS game after game, it is also waiting for possible sanctions from the N.C.A.A. 

¯ ’ Rutgers Wins With 4-Point Play; Duke Rallies Past North Carolina 

Race Directors Raise Concern Over Proposed Police Fee 
By KEN BELSON and LIZ ROBBINS 

Organizers of the New York City Marathon and dozens of other races that use city streets say that a new fee 
sought by the police could signifiematly drive up their costs. 

¯ Mor_~9_rA_S_pS orts News 

ARTS 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 
Downtown Skyscraper for the Digital Age 
By NICOLAI OUROUSSOFF 

A new tower at 8 Spruce Street, the architect Frank Gehry’s first skyscraper, is the most significant change to 
the Lower Manhattan skyline since Sept. 11, 2001. 

’- ~’~ Slide Show 

Houston Opera Still Embraces Bold Ventures 
By STEVE SMITH 

Houston Grand Opera is upholding its reputation for excellence, with Jake Heggie’s "Dead Man Walking" 
and Donizetti on the winter program. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
The Many Faces of ’Black Swan,’ Deconstructed 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

A fihn about ballet that has stirred the popular imagination is only secondarily about ballet. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Another Season, Another Show 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

During New York Fashion Week, designers like Joseph Mtuzarra must dazzle the press, satisfy retailers and 
answer their critics - and do it all over again a few months later. 

~ ~Video: The Design Process 

New Star in the Front Row 
By CATHY HORYN 



French Vogue’s new editor in clfief, Emmanuelle Alt, wants to produce "a real fashion magazine, with the 
best taste and incredible photography." 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOC - FAST FASHION 
The New Knits of M. Patmos 
By ERIC WILSON 

A number of independent designers got a jump on the season with small presentations arom~d the city, and 
one of the sharpest shown on Wednesday belonged to Marcia Patmos. 

o ~ Slide Show: M. Patmos Collection 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.y!.e..?2 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Relief for States and Businesses 
A smart proposal from the Obama adininistration provides some relief to both employers and cash-strapped 
state governments. 

EDITORIAL 
A Debate Bigger Than Reform 
There is an intense debate playing out in political and legal circles about the Constitution and Congress’s 
power to solve national problems. 

EDITORIAL 
Digging a Hole Instead of a Tunnel 
Gov. Chris Christie canceled plans for a commuter rail tunnel between New Jersey and New York that would 
have created jobs and relieved congestion. 

EDITORIAL 

¯ 24 Karat Gall 
The National Collector’s Mint hasn’t stopped trying to turn tragedy into cash. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
What the Muslim Brothers Want 
By ESSAM EL-ERRIAN 

Am opposition group says Egypt has more choices than tyranny or secular democracy, wlfich has a firm 
rejection of religion in public life. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
0bama and Egypt’s Future 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

The Facebook generation in Cairo has been betrayed by the Obama adnfinistration’s wishy-washy stance on 
supporting democracy in Egypt. 

". Columnist Page I Blog I Facebook I Twitter 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Don’t Worry. Be Happy¯ 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Chin up, people. Let’s take comfort in contemplating things we have to worry about. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Wael Ghonim’s Egypt 
By ROGER COHEN 

With each day the economy sinks further. Will Mubarak take his cotmtry down with him? 

¯ " Columnist Page I Twitter 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Better Drug Ads, Fewer Side Effects 
By IAN D. SPATZ 

Congress should pass legislation to let drug companies develop joint ad campaigns that are specific to certain 



aihnents but not to any particular drug. 

¯ More Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 10, 1962, the Soviet Union exchanged captured American U-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers for 

Rudolph Ivanovieh Abel, a Soviet spy held by the United States. 
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TOP NEWS 

Mubarak Refoses [o Step 

Down, StoM~g RevoWs Fury 

a~d Resolve 

President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt 

told the Egyptian people Thursday 

that he would delegate more 

authority to his vice president, 

Omar Suleiman, but that he would 

not resign his post, 

~ ~nteractiw~ Text and Video: 

President Mubara*’s Speech 

~ Video Mubara~’s Speech 

~ Grsphic: Egypt’s Supreme Council 

of the Armed Forces 

Obama Tested on Whether to Break VVlth Mobarak 

The Obama administration can choose to break decisively with President Hosni Mubarak or stick to 
its call for an "orderly transition" that may no longer be tenable. 

GoO,Po Leaders Yield to a P~sh for More Cots 

Honse Republican leaders said that they would accede to demands from conservatives and dig 

deeper for additional savings, exhibiting the power of the Tea Party. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

HOSNI MI~IBARAK, president o[Egypt, re[hsi~g ~o sti;p dowu, 

MULTIMEDIA 

Ti~esCast I 

Febroary ~o,~ 2oll 

David Kirkpatriek 

assesses what Egyptian President 

Hosni Mubarak’s refusal to step down 

means for fl~e thousands of protesters 

in the streets. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Wh~t wm the 
Ego~ptlan Millta~,y 

Do? 

Anger rises after 

Mnbarak’s r~fusal to st~p down, Will 

The life of Justin Bieber 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

[he annMal Oscar nominees’ Im~cheon 



the army intervene? 

WORLD 

M~barak Ref~ses to Step [)o~a~ Stoki~g Revolt’s F~ry and Resoh;e 

President Hosni Mubarak told the Egyptian people Thursday that he would delegate more authority 
to his vice president, Omar Suleiman, but that he would not resign his post. 

~ 
Grashic: Egypt’s Supreme Council of the Armed Forces 

~ 
Text. President Obama’s Statement on Egypt 

~ 
Photographs 

Hopes Dashed, Protesters’ A~ger Spills Over 

Elation turned to anger as Egyptians listened, shocked, to President Mubarak’s speech on Thursday. 

~1--I TimesCast Video: Reaction to Mubarak’s ~peech 

M~|itary Caugh~ Between Mubarak and Protesters 

The Egyptian military finds itself in an unfamiliar role, navigating between swelling protests and 
civilian leaders who appear reluctant to cede real power. 

o Mole Worid News 

No ~Moby-D~ck’: A Real Captai~, Twice Doomed 

Researehers say they have found the wreck of the ~’o Brothers~ which went down west of Hawaii 
exactly ;t88 years ago. 

Hospil[als Shift Sn~o "ld~g Ba*~s to S~noker Ban 

More hospitals and medical bnsinesses in many states are adopting strict policies that make 
smoking a reason to turn away job applicants. 

E~;-C.IoA. Age~t Goes Public %qth Story of M~streatment o~ the °Job 

Kevin M. Shipp said his family was sickened when the government put them in a Texas house 
where the water was contaminated, and then tried to cover it up. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

I~ Chh~a, Tentative Steps Toward Global C~rre~ey 

Beijing has begun to loosen currency controls, which could strengthen China’s influence in 
financial markets. 

The sale of the Huffington Post has drawn new attention to the use of behind-the-scenes tactics to get 
search engine users to visit Web sites. 

Search for Low A~rfares Gets More Compel[ill,re 

GoGgle is looking to enter air travel search, and American Airlines wants to bypass online agents 
like Expedia. 

o More Business News 

S P O RTS 

Farewell Tour Brings 3ackso~ to the Garden1 

Phil dackson, the Lakers’ coach, will visit Madison Square Garden on Friday, probably for the last 
time in a storied career. 

NoB.A. Dea*~ of Coaches Reslg*~s Abr~*ptly 

Jerry Sloan, the Utah 3azz’s coach, resigned midway through his 23rd season, the longest tenure of 



any coach in the fonr major professional sports. 

LAKERS 92, CELTICS 86 

For Ce~tlcs’ ~adlen, a Mfome*~t to Cherish; for the Lakes°s, a ~ctory to Savor 

Ray Mlen passed Reggie Miller for the career 3-point record, but Kobe Bryant and the Lakers 

prewdled in Boston. 

¯ More Spolts News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVlE~N I ’POETRY’ 

ConsMer a~ Apple, C(msMer the 

The South Korean director Lee Chang-dong’s devastating, humanistic film "Poetry" is about the 

importance of looking closely at the world. 

ART REVlEVV 

VChen P’~casso Changed His Tune 

i.::., ~ i~:,i, i..~..IL.. ’:..OTi Li 

k new exhibition at MoMA, "Picasso: Guitars 1912-1914," looks at his brief but revolutionary foray 

into Cubism. 

~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIB/VI VVHEN I COME TO DIE’ 

VOhen the F~na[ Cm’taln 1)oes~a~t Fall 
i.::y .:.,i p:.i.i...:~ i:.:~ 

Nathan Louis Jackson’s drama "When I Come to Die," about a prisoner who doesn’t die from his 

lethal injections, is remarkably fi’ee of sensation and sentimentality. 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEVV I ’JUSTIN BIEBER: NEVER SAY NEVER’ 

That Hair! Those Eyes! H~s Fans[ 

"Justin Bieber: Never Say Never" is billed as a concert documentary, but attention is also paid to 

that pop star’s legion of screaming fans as well as prefame home-movie snippets and segments with 

his handlers. 

MOVIE REVIEWI ’CEDAR RAPIDS’ 

An Hmoce~at Abroad+ at a Convention in Iowa 

In "Cedar Rapids," an insurance salesman leaves his hometown for the first time to attend a 

convention, where he plunges into the reality of the world outside his tiny one, 

MOVIE REVIEW I’THE OSCAR NOMINATED SHORT FILMS’ 

An Oscar F~lm Festival~ All ~ One Screening 

"The Oscar Nominated Short Films" provide a chance to see the shorts nominated for animation, 

live action and doem~entary. 

~ Slide Show: Oscar.Nominated Shorts 

More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Beyond Reaso*~ on the Budget 
House Republican leaders have revealed their real vision of small government: tens of billions in 

ideologically driven cuts. 

~E] Grapilic: First Round of Republican Cuts 

EDITORIAL 

Judge FogeI and the Death Penalty 
A ease presents yet another reason to reject the death penalty as a barbaric punishment. 

EDITORIAL 

Protecting the ~,~, hlstle-Blowers 
Revival of a whistle-blower protection bill should be a top priority. 

EDITORIAL 

Marriage Equality in New York 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s pledge to push for legislation to legalize same-sex marriage in New York is a 

promising development. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Next Step for Eg)’pt s Opposltlo*~ 



M’ter Mubarak’s speech, the people must act. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

O~t of Touch, O~t of Time 

In one speech on Thursday evening, Hosni Mubarak shifted this Egyptian democracy drama from 

mildly hopeful, even thrilling, to dangerous. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The F~’ee(|om 2dlla~ce 

For every program concerned about budget cuts, the strategy should be less about proving merit 

and more about partnering with like-minded groups for offense. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

z~°aham Lincolm Inflationist 

Why does it seem as if Republicans have refrained from refen{ng to themselves as "the party of 

Mncoln" these days’? 

~ Columrfis~ Pa~e [ BIo9 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. n, ~945, President Roosevelt, B~6tish Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet leader 

Josef Stalin signed the Yalta Agreement during World War II. 
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TOP NEWS 

Egypt Erupts in Jubilation as 
Mubarak Steps Down 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The departure of President Hosni 
Mubarak was a pivotal tuna in a revolt 
that has upended one of the Arab’s 
world’s most enduring dictatorships. 
" ~ Graphic: Egypt’s Supreme Council of the 

Armed Forces 

. ~ Text: Obama’s Statement 

" ~ Photographs 

Times Topics: Egypt 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Uncharted Ground After 
Stunning End of Egypt’s 
Regime 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Egypt will face the meaning of its 
revolution, posing challenges as myriad 
as President Mubarak’s departure was singular. 

. ~ Video: After Mubarak, What Next? 

A Brittle Leader, Appearing Strong 
By MICHAEL SLACKMAN 

The end came suddenly for Hosni Mubarak, who consistently rejected bold action in favor of caution. 

" Times Topics: Mubarak 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecL&_~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We took our freedom. Egypt is born again. " 

MUSTAFA ABDURASHEED MUHANNA, in Tahrir Square in Cairo. 

WORLD 

~,-~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Photos From the 
Protests in Egypt 



The latest images from protests in 
Egypt, along with pictures going back to 
the beginning of the unrest. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Trapped 
By KATHERINE ELLISON 

Why do adolescents 
evoke such powerful rage 
in us? Finding a bargain cruise line 

ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Cruise options for solo travelers 

Beer that cures the winter blues 
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WORLD 

Egypt’s Military Leaders Face Power Sharing Test 
By THOM SHANKER and ERIC SCHMITT 

Concerns are being raised about whether nfilitary officers can share power with a population that has had 
nono. 

¯ ~ Interactive: Egypt’s Supreme Council of the Armed Forces 

Birthplace of Uprising Welcomes Its Success 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Tahrir Square was the birthplace of the uprising and a place that, to many here, felt like a dream, about what 
Egypt should be like. 

Obama Presses Egypt’s Military on Democracy 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

Egypt’s revolution will be incomplete mfless its nfilitary makes fundamental changes, President Obama said. 

" ~ Video: Obama’s Statement on Egypt 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Recruiting in China Pays Offfor U.S. Colleges 
By JACQUES STEINBERG 

Dozens of colleges and mfiversities are seeing a surge in applications from students in a nation where the 
economy is boonfing. 

~ ~ Documents: Packaging Chinese Students’ Personalities 

¯ " ~ Post a Comment 

Los Angeles Archdiocese to Dismiss Priest Over Admission of Molesting Girl 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

A leader in the Los 3mgeles Archdiocese resigned as a priest’s adnfissions became public. 

’: ~ Documents: A Priest, His Victim and the Los Angeles Archdiocese 

Wisconsin May Take an Ax to State Workers’ Benefits and Their Unions 
By MONICA DAVEY and STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

In Wisconsin, which faces a $137 nfillion shortfall, a plan is among the most far-reaching of such proposals 
to be delivered to the nation’s lawmakers. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

YOUR MONEY 



When Love Outgrows Gifts on Valentine’s Day 
By RON LIEBER 

Long-telan relationships do not survive without gifts. But they are not the gifts you may think. 

Galloping Growth, and Hunger in India 
By VIKAS BAJAJ 

Four decades after the Green Revolution, nearly half of Indian children trader 6 are malnourished. 

" ~Video: Indian Farmers Left Behind 

-’ For Thriving Indians, Costlier Food Is an Annoyance, Not a Threat 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Administration Calls for Cutting Aid to Home Buyers 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

Officials said they concluded the country could not afford to sustain its conmfitment to nfinting 
homeowners. Better to help some people rent. 

¯ ’ DealBook: Geithner Takes Aim at Fannie and Freddie 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

LAKERS 113, KNICKS 96 
Bryant Makes Fast Work of the Knicks 
By HOWARD BECK 

Kobe Bryant scored 33 points to help Phil Jackson win in what was likely his final game coaching at Madison 
Square Garden. 

" Cavaliers Fall Just Short of Mark for Futility 

¯ Surging 76ers Outlast the League-Leading Spurs 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 
Phil Jackson’s Soft Spot for New York 
By HOWARD BECK 

Lakers Coach Phil Jackson, who says he is retiring, talks warnfly of New York. Some wonder if he won’t 
resmne his career there. 

Pistons Moving Toward Sale to Financier With Local Ties 

Fervor for Prized Prospect but Eligibility Questions 
By MARK VIERA and PETE THAMEL 

Defensive end Jadeveon Clowney, considered the nation’s top lfigh school football player, is expected to 
announce where he will play in college on Monday. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

The Met’s Plans for Virtual Expansion 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

The Metropolitan Musemn’s new director is aggressively pushing to establish a digital identity. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I’ANY HUMAN HEART’ 
A Long Life That Peaks Quite Young 
By GINIA BELLAFANTE 

This Masterpiece Classic series on PBS follows a writer in devolution through the 2oth century, dealing with 
famous people and events. 

From Here to There and Back, Melody Swirls Its Way Around 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

The composer Nico Muhly brought together a group of international perfolaners for an eclectic show 
highlighting the itinerant nature of music. 

¯ More Arts News 
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PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
How to Find Cruise Line Deals 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

With cruise bookings on the upswing, bargains are harder to come by tlfis year. But it’s still possible to nab a 
deal, if you know what to do and aet quiekly. 

¯ ’ In Transit Blog Q&A: Best Cruise Options for a Solo Traveler 

a4 New Cruises for 2oaa 
By ELAINE GLUSAC 

From trips devoted to Monet or Chinese medicine to new routes in Hawaii, cruise lines are broadening their 
horizons ha the confing year. 
:’ ~ Slide Show: From African Rivers to French Impressionism 

~o Restaurants Worth Leaving the Ship For 
By SARA DICKERMAN 

In ports from Vancouver to Hong Kong, certain restaurants nmke leaving the ship a must. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Egypt’s Moment 
The resignation of President Hosni Mubarak is a stunning accomplishment for the country’s courageous 
youth-led opposition. 

EDITORIAL 
Gov. Cuomo’s Promised Reforms 
It is time for Gov. Andrew Cuomo to make good on his promises and clean up Albany. 

EDITORIAL 
Even Less Representation 
Taxpayers in the District of Colmnbia are bracing for a new assault by House Republicans eager to turn the 
capital city into a test lab for the conservatives’ social agenda. 

EDITORIAL 
O Oysters 
Oysters should be conserved for the benefits they bring to coastal ecosystems, not just for how they taste 
with lemon and some hot sauce. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
When Democracy Weakens 
By BOB HERBERT 

While Egyptim~s celebrate, we should look at the American democracy. 

¯ " Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Semi-Naked Came the Congressman 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Aficionados of political sex scandals had another ease to consider this week. What is it with upstate New 
York? 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Repeal, Restrict and Repress 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Republican lawmakers at the state level have introduced a plethora of bills on hot-button issues that single 
out minorities, women, gays and the poor. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Exit Mubarak 



By ROGER COHEN 

Confronted by the commtmications generation, Mubarak had nothing to say. 

" Columnist Page I Twitter 

," ~Video: Jubilation in Egypt 
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ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 12, 1973, the first release of American prisoners of war from the Vietnam conflict took place. 
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Come early - seating is limited. 

The next installment of the Duke Provosl’s Lecture Series roll featule Haitian American writer Edwidge Danticat in a talk entited "VCriting Tragedy, Writing Hope: 

Haitian Writers at Home & Abroad Respond to the January 12, 2010 Earthquake." The lecture will take place on Tuesday, Februa~3, 15, 2011, 5:lSpm at 
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Westview Press proudly presents our latest textbook for Women’s Studies courses: Women’s Movements in the Global Era: 

The ]Power of Local Feminisms, edited by Amrita Basu. (ISBN: 978-0-8133-4444-7) 

Womeu’s Movements in the Global Era is a path-breaking study oftke genesis, gro~vth, gains, and dilemmas of women’s 

movements in countries throughout the world. Its focus is on the Global South, where women’s movements have engaged in complex 
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Subject:El Centro Hispano/Chicle Language Institute Cineclub - 2/18 

Date:Mon, 14 Feb2011 14:56:31 -0500 

From:sharon mujica <sha~on~chi-cle.com> 

Big news, big changes. All positive we hope. 

Just a year ago we started the Cineclub at CHICLE Language Institute and we have enjoyed some good films and tun language encounters. However, after a 

year it seems a good time to try something new which we hope will be beneficial to those who especially want to practice Spanish and/or get to know the local 

Latino population better. The CHICLE Cineclub will now meet every third Friday at 6pm at the Centro Hispano in Carrboro Plaza. It is a great space and 

a wonderful addition to our community’. Also, parking is easy and it is a space that can be eNoyed by all of us for cultural progranuning. 

The Board of El Centro and the s~ffare very excited about this opportunity, so I hope you will consider coming for our first showing on February. 18th. We will 

still have some Sunday films at our CHICLE offices but not on a regular basis. 

Please write tbr any suggestions, ideas or questions you may have about our new format! ’. VENGAN EL DIA 18. 

Saludos, Sharon Mujica 

Sharon M ujica 

CHICLE Language Institute 

101 East Weaver St, 3rd Floor, Suite G-1 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Ph. (919) 933-0398 

Fx. (919) 933-1142 

~^,~/w.ch i-cle.co m 

chicle(~chi-cle co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Nix, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 3:34 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Priorities 

Dear ONE Member, 

You’ve likely seen the news: In the next day or two, the House will 
vote to make serious cuts in this year’s budget--and that includes 
funding for key programs to fight HIV/AIDS, hunger and preventable 
disease. 

Will you pick up the phone and tell your representative-- 
Congressman David Price=to oppose efforts to cut funding for these 
proven, cost=effective programs? 

Congressman David Price 
Phone: 202-225-1784 

Then, please report your call by clicking here: 

http://one.org/call?tg=FHNC 04&cp id=101&id=2130-709283- 
LM6wTXx&t= 1 

Over the next few days, we really need to let Congressman David Price 
know that we must protect America’s life-saving work--putting mothers on 
ATDS treatment, helping farmers feed their communities for the long-term, 

providing children a lifetime of protection with new vaccines. And we can 
do this for less than one percent of the budget. 

Budget cuts would have a devastating impact on the world’s poor, 
so we’ve got to stop them in their tracks. And we still can, if we act 
now, 

If we can convince Congressman David Price that his constituents care 
about tackling extreme poverty, we can make a huge difference in the 
budget process and protect the programs we care about. 

Please take two minutes to call Congressman David Price and tell 
him that further cuts really would cost lives. 

Congressman David Price 
Phone: 202-225-1784 

Then, please tell us how it went: 

http://one.orq/call?tq=FHNC 04&cp id=101&id=2130-709283- 
LM6w7Xx&t=2 

Thanks so much for picking up the phone and fighting to protect our life- 
saving work. 

Sheila Nix 
U.S. Executive Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Black Youth Proj ect <info@blackyouthproj ect.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 15, 2011 11:57 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Democracy Remixed Book Fxent 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

c,/Remixed Book Event 

Join Our Mailing List! 

BMck Youth Project 

5733 S. Univerity Ave. 

Chica~,o, Illinois 60637 

Forward email 

rh~s email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by Ln_f_o_@:_~_La__c__ky_o_u_t_h_ALo_Le__c_t_=£g~. 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeT" Privao/Policy, 

BlackYouth Project :: 5733 S. Univerity Ave. Chicago :: IL 60637 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 3:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: From Prison, Madoff Says Banks ’Had to Know’ of Fraud 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O2/!6/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

February 16, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

F~oom Prison, Madoff Says 

Ba~ks ’Had to Know° of 

Fraud 
i.::....:i.r.b..:. .: di..b. ’ iOL:LS 
In his first interview for publication 
since his arrest, Bernard L. Madoff 
insisted that his family knew 
nothing about his crimes, but some 
banks and hedge funds "had to 
know." 

~ Timeline: The Madogf Fraud 

(}bama, Co~cedlng Budget’s 

Limitations, Seeks 

President Obama said that any 
compromise to ad@ess Medicare, 
Medicaid and Social Security would first require an effort to build bipartisan trust. 

Bahrain Takes the Stage ~With a Raucous Protes[ 

More than lo,ooo people streamed into Pearl Square as a political protest merged with a funeral 
procession in the Persian Gulf kingdom, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"7~ie9 had to know, But ~he attitude was sort of, ’~f you’re doing somethb~9 wrong, u,e don’t want to 

BERNARD L, ~IADOFF, who is serving a ~5o-year sentence for r~mning a huge Ponzi scheme, on 

the banks and hedge flmds that did business with him. 

DINING & WINE 

Escoft~er: Grant 

New Restaurant, 
A tryont dinner, painstakingly 
reprodueed fl’om the elassieal French 
repet¢oire, for the Chicago eheFs new 
restaurant. 

OPiNiON 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

P~+odt~ch~g E~o~gh 

Food? 
Food prices are zooming 
again for reasons besides bad 
weather, climate change and global 
growth. 

Why Americans can’t save 
money 
ALSO IN OPINION >> 

An iPhone app to guide Catholics through confession 

Is "eat real food" unthinl<able? 



WORLD 

E&~.,pt Leaders Found ’Off~ Switch for Internet 

A blackout during protests has mesmerized technical experts and raised concerns about other 

Members of Parliament want two prominent opposition leaders to be sentenced to death ~or stirring 

unrest. 

Iu Egypt~ a Pauel of Jurists Is Give~ the Task of Revising the Country’s 

The eight-member body, which is made up of jm’ists, includes a Coptic Christian and a member of 
the Muslim Brotherhood. 

More World News 

A federal conference urging cooperation between school systems and teachers’ unions comes as 
Republicans in some states are moving to shut unions out of school system policy decisions. 

A Haudyman’s Special With Hot and Cold Rumfiug Rumors 

An nnfinished mansion perched on 22 acres in the ftollywood ftills, inhabited occasionally by 
gangs, Satanists and drug nsers, is on the market. 

Lawsuit Says Military Is Rife \~ith Sexual Ab*~se 
i.::,, .:,:.:~ ii. :.,: 

A lawsuit accuses the Department of Defense of allowing a military culture that fails to prevent 
sexual assault. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

The new version of Monopoly replaces many of the game’s old-fashioned elements with a computer 

that runs the game. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

Apple Offers Subscr~pklons for Apps, for a Price 

Apple has agreed to allow publishers to sell subscriptions through its popular App Store, but few 
media companies ran to embrace the plan. 

New York Cou~¢,n Vow Lega I Aid in Ho~* sing 

A foreclosure defendant without a lawyer will be supplied with one by volunteer groups. 

S P O RTS 

A Country Dog Charms the Big Show in the City 

Hickory became the first Scottish deerhound to win Best in Show at ~ estminster. 

At ~Vestmluster Dog Show~ Familiar Breeds Get Little Respect 

Labrador retrievers are the No. ~ breed in the country, Their Best-in-Show wins at Westminster? 

None, 

E~gland Finds 2ola Olympics Don’t Spur Exercise 



When London won the Olympics, organizers said they’d get two million people working out. That 

hasn’t happened. 

¯ Mere Spolts News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’CRIMINAL MINDS: SUSPECT BEHAVIOR’ 

O~ the Scent of Psychopaths: Penetrating the Crhninal Mind 

Forest Whitaker stars as an F.B.I. profiler who hunts serial killers on "Criminal Minds: Suspeet 

Behavior," a spinoff that begins on Wednesday on CBS. 

3-D Comes to Met Opera, but ~’ithmlt Those Undignified GRasses 

Robert Lepage’s new production of +Ihe Ring" will feature 3-D images onstage, without the need of 

special glasses. 

A Rehmtat~t Redgrav% on ’Daisy* a~d More 

doined by ~ames Earl 3ones, Vanessa Redgrave talked about a Broadway role she at first was 

reluctant to tackle. 

DINING & WINE 

For Actresses, Is a Big Appetite Part of the Show? 

The documented instance of public eating, or DIPE, has become a fixture of interviews in glossy 

magazines, in which an actress consumes a meal that might satisfy a hungry dockworker. 

The chef Grant Achatz’s new restaurant in Chica~o will transform every three months. 

~ Slide Show 

RESTAURANT REV’IEW 

~ar Basque 

In Chelsea, the restaurateur Jeffrey Chodorow has taken a thrilling cuisine and able practitioners of 

it, and put them in what amounts to a nightclub. 

~E~ Siide Rh,~.+., en DineCs JoiJmal iE] post a Comment 

Mere Dinin#l & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Hope a~d Protests 

Egypt’s uprising has inspired the region and left Washington scrambling to respond. 

EDITORIAL 

Dangerous T]h~’eats 

Politics must discipline threats made to federal judges and prosecutors, not fan them, as happened 

last week in Montana. 

EDITORIAL 

The Sk~rmlsh Over High-Risk Pools 

Time for a reality cheek on Republicans’ eriticism of temporary high-risk insurance pools, set up as 

part of health care reform. 

EDITORIAL 

The passions of film noir are volatile, and the medium is, too. That’s why film bloggers are 

generating support to help preserve the films. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

30 Steps to Better Gover]m~e]lt 

The Government Accountability Office’s plan to take on fraud and overspending. 

~-ED GOEUMNI~ 



The people of Egypt have their liberation moment. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

V~rt|~ a Bott|e of V~|~iskey 

A seven-hour marathon of plays covering ~69 years illuminates how Afghanistan earned the title 
"graveyard of empires." 

~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 16, 1923, the bnrial chanlber of King Tutankhamen’s reeently unearthed tonlb was 

nnsealed in Egypt. 

See This Front Page 
Bu,,’ This Front Page 

About This E-/~IaH 

You received this message because you si~ned up for N~f]imes.com’s [odaF’s Headlines aews~e~er. As a member of 

the TRUSTa pdvacy p~~gram, we are comm~ed to protecting your pdvacy. 

Mat~age Subscriptions ] Unscmscribe I Chat~ge Your E-Mail ] Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ AdveRise 



fFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 1:09 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@Times: Top 5, Fashion WeelL Cruises and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0216/a mes 1 Y 

[ :~ @Tim~s- Februa~/16, 2011 

Fashion "Week                                         ~ 
Straight fl’om the New ~ork Eashiou Week runways and 
behind the scenes, nytimes~eomifashion brings you the 
latest reviews and shde shows from the colleetions~ Don’t miss 
exclusive features s~eh as Morning T with Michael Kors, Model- 
Mm~husis and the On the Runway blog~ Keep up with 
nytimes~eum/fashiun fur more photos fl’om The Scene. Fashion 
Week parties, videos, fashion news fl’om Twitter and more. 

A Cruise Odyssey                                      ~ 

From trips devoted to Monet of ChiBese medie~nc to Bew 

Foutes iS tIawaii, ct’uise lines are broadening their 

hot’izoBs in the comiBg year~ ~4 New CFuises for 2oH offers some 

exciting, off the beaten traek options. Don’t miss photos and an 

iu tet’aetive feature o[ the Fleet of 2(1~ 1. Find mtt how to fim~ 

cruise line deals and see the speda] Cruises Travel Guide fin" 

moFe vacation ideas and infot’mafion. 

Join the Conversation - On The      ~ 
Ground 

The Next Egypt 

~’-’~9 S{~nd~y eoh~mn attempts to offerjbnr ~essons f!’om our.f~ffnres 

in the Middle East, Egypt included. M9 thon~ht is we should get into 

position to do better for the next Egypt. 

So what lessons did I league ont? And,.just ~s important, what is the 

next Eg!tpt? ~4qmt eonn~’y do !ton think might erupt next? I q~br 

some possibili6es in m~ column bnt won!d welcome gem" views� 

-- B9 N~eholas D. Kr#tqf 

Readers’ Connnents: 

"The U.S. should be adamaBt about small steps if nothing else; as 
said pushing re[oFm in Egypt [’(~r deeades produced tow results." 
.... Post~d bp Soudre 

’I don’t know if we have learned anything. It seems as if we, the 
United States, need an enemy. After the collapse of the Soviet 
Union and Communism (with a capital C), we were at sea until 
we discovered Islam." 
-- Posted by Mare 

~ Join tar Conversation ~) 

"~-~op 5 Viewed Features on NYTi 
(BeS,veen February 9, 2011 - February 15, 2011) 

Egypt Erupts ia Jubilation as M ub;~rak Steps Dowa 

Mubarak Refuses to Step Down, Stoking Revolt’s FuD, and 

Prison Interview with Madof[ 

Wedding Etiquette Q&A 

A ’StFeeteaF’ i~ [a Ft’a~l~aisi~" 

$:t ’Fri]lion I)efieit in 20[2 

Web Popularity, Achieved by 

Bullying 

~ SLIDE SIlO}V." Red CaIl)et 

at the 2011 Gralnl]ly Awards 
Celebrity fashion at the annual 
music awards ceremony in Los 
Angeles. 

~ INTERACTIVE 

b’EATUNE: 

Best of Bt’eed 

Fred Com’ad photographs 

ehampion dogs, eaeh the Best in 

Breed, at the Westminster Dog 

Show. 

~ VIDEO." 

A Rare Look Inside Pixar Studios 
Melena Ryzik gets a rare behind- 
the-scenes look at the Pixar 
Studios complex in California. 

Are you a fashionista? 
ConnectwithT Magszine on I~xil 

Facebosk 

Sign tip for the Opinion 

Today e-mail featuring         ~ 
awa~ d-wJnnirlg Op.-Ed 

columnists. 



3. Scat’oh Optimizatiou and Its Dit’ty [.itt[i; Sect’ets 

4, [..h’t~gma,a: Eat the Fut~tre 

5. Clarence Thomas Keeps 5-gear Suprerae Court Silence 

ABOUT TH~8 E~~V]A~L 

@Times comes to you from the. NYlimes corn marl,;eting depa~.ment. You received this message because you signed up 
for NY[iF.qes corn’s @Times newsle.ff.er. 

Mana,qe Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Ci~an,qe Yoclr E-Maii I Privacy Polio’s, I Advertise i Corltac[ 

1he New York Times Company I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes.com 820 Eighth Avenue [.Jew York, NY ~ 0018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 5:11 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

LASA 2012 - deadline tbr paJ~el submissions is April 1,2011 

The LASA 2012 XXX International Congress is scheduled for May 23-26, 
2012 ha San Francisco, California. 

The deadline to submit proposals for panels, individual presentations, 
special events, etc. is April 1,2011 

Please consult the LASA web site for more details: 
http ://lasa. international, pitt. edu/eng/congress/important-dates, asp 

Natalie Har~’nan 
Associate Director 
Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Univer si~- 
140 Franklha Center, 2204 Erwin Road 
Box 90254 
Durham, NC 27708-0254 

Phone 919-681-3983 

Fax 919-681-7966 

njh@duke.edu 

http://clacs.aas.duke.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 17, 2011 12:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 1984421 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 02/17/11. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Classroom support group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/survey followup.pl?ticket 1984421 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Steve (slkirby) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: eumce 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PIIONE: (919) 966-2588 
I)EPARTMENT: win&ida friday ctr-cont educ 
TICKi~T NIYVi[3[IR: 1984421 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Classroom Support 

Videu nut playing 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

Contact the Classruom Hutline fur your classroum needs 
hutline@unc edu 919.962.6702 
Olfice: M-F 7:30 am - 5:00 pm 
Lnmted suppurt: 5:00 pm tu 10:00 pm 

http://hotline.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <n~vlimes~email.ne~orktimes.com> 

Thursday, February 17, 2011 4:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Don’t miss this chance to save 50% offThe Times for 6 months! 

i.~.i Come back top home delivery of The New York Times a nd save 50% for 6 months 

Dear Former Subscriber, 

There’s more reason than ever to resubscribe to The New York Times! Now get everything you enjoyed 

before -- the world-class journalism, the convenience of home delivery -- all at 50% off for 6 months. 

See the world, as only The Times can showyou. 

The most exceptional journalism: Rediscover the stories that only The Times can tell, with the 

largest news staff and the most Pulitzer Prizes of any US. newspaper. 

Your favorite sections: Arts & Leisure, Travel, The NewYork Times Magazine, Business, Book 

Review and more- an incredible breadth of content and insight. 

Early morning home delivery: Start each day right with The Times at home, giving you a first look at 

the most important news and perspectives. 

Home delivery subscribers will get free, unlimited access to NYTimes.com when The Times 

begins charging for full access to our Web site. 

Save 50% for 6 months -- an exclusive deal, 

As a returning subscriber, you’re entitled to a remarkable discount ... 50% off for 6 full months on home 

delivery of The New York Times. Save on the subscription of your choice and say hello again to The 

Times Please respond today! 

ii~iI Resubscribe Today! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kkagencies@vsnl.com on behalf of 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996(~vsnl net> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 12:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indi~ Books - On African Studies/EP 8036 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

Editor’s Pick (EP): 8036 

Here are ten newly-added publications on African Studies ~vhich could be of 
interest to you. 

We have a **special discounted price shown in our offer against ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 20 March 2011 ** Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAII. with no additional charges . 

1. Academic Dependency in the Social Sciences : Structural Reality and 
Intellectual Challenges / Edited by Kathinka Sinha-Kerkhoff and Syed Farid 
Alatas. 1 st ed New Delhi, Manohar Publishers & Distributors 
Ltd. 2010 333 p. ills. 23 cm 
In association with the South-South Exchange Programme [’or Research on 
the ttistory of Development (SEPttIS) and Asian Development Research 
Institute (ADRI). 
List Price: $ 6500 Your Price: $ 58.50 
ISBN: 9788173048944 KK-89390 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://www.kka~encies.co.iniinde×.php?p sr&Uc 1357924893902468013~ 

2.2mthropolog?" Today : Contempora~ Trends in Social and Cultural 
Anthropolog~ / Editor: Shalina Mehta 1st ed. Delhi, Kamla-Raj 
Enterprises. 2010 xvi, 160 p ills. 25 cm. (Special Volume of the 
Anthropologist- No 7) 
List Price: $ 85.30 Yourprice: $ 76.80 

ISBN: 81852(~538 KK-87848 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://www.kkagenciesco.in/~ndex.php?p sr&Uc 1357924878482468013> 

3. Contemporary Africa : Issues and Concerns / Edited by Dr. Islara Ali and 
Dr. Ashutosh Trivedi. 1 st ed. New Delhi, Global Vision Publishing 
House. 2011. xx, 312 p. ills. maps. 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 65.00 Your Price: $ 58.50 
ISBN: 9788182203716     KK-89328 
For more details kindly- visit the link 
<http:/;’~w~av.kkagencies.co.in/index.php?p sr&Uc 1357924893282468013> 

4. Counter Terrorisra/US Department of State Publication. 1 st ed. New 
Delhi, Manas Publications. 2011. 414 p. 25 cra. 
List Price: $ 65.00 Your Price: $ 58.50 
ISBN: 9788170493952 KK-88158 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://wa~’.kkagencies.co.iniindex.php?p sr&Uc 1357924881582468013> 

5. Crop Science and Land Use for Food and Bioenergy / Editors: Pro£ Dr. R. 
K. Behl, Prof. Dr. W. Mcrbach, Prof. Dr. H. Mcliczek and Pro£ Dr. C. 
Kactsch. 1st ed. Jodhpur, Agrobios (International). 2010. xxiv, 476 p. 
ills. maps. 25 cm. 
In collaboration with African Asian Studies Promotion Association 
(AASF), Goettingen. 
List Price: $138.90 Yourprice: $125.00 

ISBN: 9788190430982 KK-89174 
For more details kindly- visit the link 
<http://v~vw.kkagencies.co.in/index.php?p sr&Uc 1357924891742468013> 

6. The Geography of South Africa / Chief Editor: Proil Dr Afzal Sharieit; 
editors: Dr Masood Ali Khan and Dr. A. Balakishan 1st ed. New Delhi, 
Samp Book Publishers t~t Ltd. 2010. x, 533 p maps 23 
cm (Encyclopaedia of World Geography - 17) 
List Price: $100.00 YourPnce: $90.00 
ISBN: 9788176256650     KK-87809 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://w~’.kkagenciesco.m/index.php?p sr&Uc 1357924878092468013> 

7. The Geography- of YVestem Ali’ica /Chief Editor: Proil Dr Afzal 
Sharieff. editors: Dr Masood Ali Khan and Dr A. Balakishan. 1st ed Ne~v 
Delhi, Samp Book Publishers P,A Ltd. 2010. x, 204 p. 23 
cm. (Encyclopaedia of World Geography - 24). 
List Price: $ 5500 Your Price: $ 49.50 
ISBN: 9788176256728     KK-89308 
For more details kindly- visit the link 



<http://www.kkagencies.co.iniinde×.php?p sr&Uc 1357924893082468013> 

8. Journey of Overseas Indians : Labour to Investor / Dr Surya Narain 
Yadav. Revised ed. New Delhi, Global Vision Publishing House. 2011.25 cm 
List Price: $ 250.00 (2-vo[. Set) Your Price: $ 225.00 (2-vol. Set) 
ISBN: 9788182203730 (Set) KK-905&5 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://www.kkagenciesco.in/~ndex.php?p sr&Uc 1357924905462468013> 

9. Resource Management Towards Sustainable Agriculture and Development / 
Editors: Prof. Dr. R. K. Behl, J. Kubat and Dr. T. Kleynhans. 1st ed. 
Jodhpur, Agrobios (International). 2010. xx, 358 p. ills. 25 cm. 
In collaboration with African Asian Studies Promotion Association 
(AASF), Goettingen. 
List Price: $111.10 Yourprice: $100.00 

ISBN: 9788190430975 KK-89177 
For more details kindly- visit the litf~ 
<http:/?wwav.kkagencies.co.in/index.php?p sr&Uc 1357924891772468013> 

10. The Smallpox Eradication Saga : An Insider’s View / Isao Ari~a, edited 
by Alan Sctmur and Masanobu Sugimoto. 1 st ed. New Delhi, Orient Blackswan 
Private Limited. 2010. x~’dv, 197 p. ills. maps. 23 cm. (New Perspectives 
in South Asian History - 33). 
ListPrice: $45.80 YottrPrice: $41.20 
ISBN: 9788125040958     KK-88203 
For more details kindly visit the lip2K 
<htt~://waa~’.kka~encies.co.iniindex.l~h~?l~ sr&Uc 1357924882032468013> 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thru our 
sites, e-mail, ~ax or post and pay routinely after receipt of nraterials & 
their corresponding invoices We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thin our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select titleis in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies com>, 
<w;vw.kkagencies.co.in> & <www.GetIndianBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
c onvenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, Ne;v Delhi- 110015 / India 
E-mails: kkagencies@vsnl.com, info@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: w~,;v.kkagencies.co.in, www kkagencies.com 

www GetIndial~B ooks.c om 
More sites: www kkagencies.co.in/sitemap 
Phone: ~+ 0091/11)25465925 Fax: ~d 0091/11)25173055 

For Postpomng: 

If you wish to put oft" mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnLnet.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
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TOP NEWS 

Bahrain Turmoil Poses Fresh 
Test for White House 
By MICHAEL SLACKMAN and MARK 
LANDLER 

A brutal crackdown on protesters in 
Bahrain killed at least five people, 
creating another diplomatic challenge 
for the Obmna administration. 

Video: Bahrain: A Diplomatic Puzzle 

¯ Photographs 

Egypt’s Missing Stir Doubts 
on Military’s Vows for 
Change 
By LIAM STACK 

While Egyptians have cheered the 
military for pledging to oversee a 
transition to democracy, fights groups 
accuse it of involvement in recent 
disappearances and torture. 

-’ ~:~ Video: Egypt’s Missing 

Egyptians Say Military Discourages an Open Economy 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Former govenunent officials, economists and bttshaess groups say the military is protecting its economic 
privileges mad discouraging economic reform. 

" Video: Egyptian Military’s Reach 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tm missing a whole lot. I know that. " 

JUSTIN BELL, 17, of Coffeeville, Ala., on the lack of broadband access in his toma. 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: Egypt’s 
Disappeared 
Human fights groups are 



reporting that illegal detention and 
torture continue in a post-Mubarak 
Egypt. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
How to Have Fair 
Elections in Egypt 
What kinds of electoral 
systems have worked in 
post-crisis societies 
around the world? Race and the Oscar race 

ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

A rare look inside Pixar Studios 

Make your Oscar predictions for a chance to win an iPad 

nytimes, com       ~ .. 

WORLD 

Popular Rage Is Met With Violence in Mideast 
By JACK HEALY 

Demonstrations and street battles lurched in violent new directions as goveruments fought to blmat their 
naonaentum and reassert control of the streets. 

" Video: Tunisia, After the Revolution 

To Bahrain’s Sunnis, Monarchy Is Fine 
By MICHAEL SLACKMAN 

Not everyone wants democracy, or s3anpathizes with the protests craslfing across the Middle East. 

¯ ’ Internet Use in Bahrain Restricted, Data Shows 

:’ Pentagon Watching Unrest in Bahrain 

Suez Canal Workers Join Broad Strikes in Egypt 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Joining others across Egypt pressing demands for better wages mad conditions in protests that have sent the 
economy reeling, htmdreds of workers went on strike Thursday along the Suez Cmaal. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Digital Age Is Slow to Arrive in Rural America 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Only 6o percent of rural American households use broadband Internet service, a govelaunent report says. 

In Puerto Rico, Protests End Short Peace At University 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

After three days of peace at the University of Puerto Rico, students blocked the stairs to classrooms in the 
social science department and dosed douaa the humanities department. 

A Breast-Feeding Plan Mixes Partisan Reactions 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

Some Democrats agree with Representative Michele Bachmann in criticizing the first lady for a cmnpaign to 
promote breasffeeding, while some conservatives are backing Miehelle Obama. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Illinois Pension Bonds to Test Investors’ Faith 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH and MICHAEL COOPER 

The state hopes to sell $3.7 billion of bonds to make tiffs year’s contribution to its teetering pension fund, 



adding to its already heavy debt load. 

Apple Is Weighing a Cheaper iPhone 
By MIGUEL HELFT and NICK BILTON 

To broaden the appeal of the iPhone, Apple has been exploring ways to make the popular device less 
expensive. 

:. Federal Regulators Are Said to Look at Apple’s Subscription Plan 

MEDIA DECODER 
New Leader Of Time Inc. Forced Out 
By JEREMYW. PETERS 

Jack Griffin is leaving after less than six months - forced out because his management style was not a good 
fit. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON BASEBALL 

At the Plate, an Owner Calls His Shot 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Fred Wilpon, the Mets’ principal owner, spoke at a news conference and took to the offense, predicting not 
victory as much as vindication. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

Wilpon Says His Family ’Will Be Vindicated’ 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Before the Mets’ first official spring training workout, Fred Wilpon addressed allegations that lfis family had 
been aware of Bernard L. Madoffs Ponzi scheme. 

,’ Santana Says Return Is Still a Long Way Off 

Mattingly Takes the Reins of the Troubled Dodgers 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Don Mattingly’s debut after a long apprenticeship trader Joe Torre comes as Frank McCourt and his former 
wife, Janfie, continue their custody dispute over the franchise. 

’. Bats: Mattingly Provided Fitting Ending for His Biographer 

Two Pitching Stars From the Past Hope for a Future in Pinstripes 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
A Wagnerian Quest in Proper English 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Nikolaus Lehnhoffs production of"Parsifal," in translation, was introduced at the English National Opera in 

1999 and returns 12 years later. 

OPERA REVIEW 
’Anna Nicole’ Reimagined at Covent Garden 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

"Anna Nicole," the new opera about the American sex s)anbol, proved a weirdly inspired work, an 
engrossing, outrageous, entertaining and, tfltimately, a deeply moving improbable trimnph. 

" Times Topics: Anna Nicole Smith 

All of New York Is Shakespeare’s Stage 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Until at least August, audiences will be able to find a Shakespeare work somewhere in New York City. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

Castaways, Soldiers and a Good Car Chase 



By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The Fihn Comment Selects series exhmnes the old mad rotmds up the new, unearthing treasures and 
curiosities set next to recent movies with and without American distribution. 

" ~ Slide Show: Selects Scenes 

Indic Films From a Land Short on Independence 
By LARRY ROHTER 

Five Chinese directors whose work is unlikely to receive official approval at home are on the bill at MoMA’s 
Docmnentary Fortnight festival. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: Films From Underground 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’VANISHING ON 7TH STREET’ 
Disappearing People, Leaving a Lot of Clothes Behind 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The sometlfing wicked that comes creeping like night in "Vanishing on 7th Street," seenfingly sucking people 
fight out of their homes, ears and clothes, arrives without waruing. 

-’ ~ Video: A City Vanishes 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Gov. Walker’s Pretext 
Gov. Scott Walker of Wisconsin has decided a budget crisis is a good time to elinfinate most collective 
bargaining rights for public employees. 

EDITORIAL 
Now Bahrain 
Bahrain’s brutality is not only at odds with American values, it is a threat to the cotmtrys long-term stability. 

EDITORIAL 
The Thomas Issue 
Justice Clarence Thonms’s silence during oral arguments raises questions about both his effectiveness and 
his ethics. 

EDITORIAL 
Daisy, Daisy 
The most charufing moments from Watson, the I.B.M. computer that clobbered two brilliant human 
champions on "Jeopardy!", were when Watson wasn’t certain. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Qat Got Their Tongues 
By ALl AL-MUQRI 

Watching as the virus of liberty takes hold in Yemen. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Blood Runs Through the Streets of Bahrain 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

A doctor who tried to help is hmadcuffed and savagely beaten. 

-’ Related: Tunisia. Egypt. Bahrain? 

:. \~ Video: Violence in Bahrain I ~ Back Story with Nicholas D. Kristof in Bahrain 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Willie Sutton Wept 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

What are the three things you need to know about the current budget debate? 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Tomorrow Never Comes 
By DAVID BROOKS 



President Obama keeps pronfising to get serious about the national debt, but nothing’s happening. Where’s 
the leadership? 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Guru of the Revolution 
By ROGER COHEN 

The great Arab uprising is about bringing debate out of the mosque and into the public sphere. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 18, 1861, Jefferson Davis was SWOlaa in as president of the Confederate States of America in 
Montgomery, Ala. 
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BREAKING: ttouse votes to bar Planned Parenthood ti~om t~dera] fimding 

URGENT MESSAGE FROM: Cecile Richards, President 

Planned Parenthood Action Fund. 

Minutes ago, the US. House of Representatives voted to bar Planned 

Parenthood from any purpose whatsoever. That means no funding to 

Planned Parenthood health centers for birth control, lifesaving cancer 

screenings, HIV testing, and other essential care 

By far, this is the most dangerous legislative assault on women’s health in our history, and it cannot go 

unanswered. W+ t~eed oy~ to s~d u~ited with us now. We need you to stand with us and with the three 

million women, men, and teens who rely on Planned Parenthood and who are now at risk of losing access 

to basic care 

We’ve drafted an open letter to every single representative in the House who voted for this cruel, 

unconscionable, unthinkable bill, and to every senator who still has a chance to stop it. WN ou 

an~ sha~e it ~i+ ~’l~t now? 

AN OPEN LETTER TO CONGRESS 

To the members of the House of Representatives who voted for the 
Pence Amendment to H.R. 1: 

How could you? 

How could you betray millions of women ~q and men, and teens C who rely on Planned Parenthood 

for basic health care? 

How could you condemn countless women in this country to undiagnosed cancer, unintended 

pregnancies, and untreated illnesses? 

Your vote was not only against those who seek care at Planned Parenthood health centers, but 

against every one of us who has ever sought care there, and against every one of us who knows 

that when we are healthy, when we are in charge of our lives, we thrive. 

it was a vote against me. 

To every senator who will soon consider this legislation: 

I stand with Planned Parenthood to say to you: STOP THIS 

I stand with Planned Parenthood and the hundreds of thousands of people from every walk of life 

and every corner of this country who join me in signing this letter to tell you that we will fight this bill 

and we expect you to do the same 

stand with and for the millions of women men and teens who rely on Planned Parenthood, and I 

expect: you [o oo ]:ne same 

To every member of Congress, know that we stand together today 
against this outrageous assault, and together we will not lose. 



This fight will continue next week when our legislators return to their home districts, and when the vote 

heads to the U.S. Senate the following week. Your voice, your strength, and your unwavering support are 

absolutely critical, now and in the weeks ahead. I am so glad to know you are with us during this very 

challenging time. 

Sincerely, 

Cecile Richards, President 

Planned Parenthood Action Fund 
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Update, 21 Feb: climate teach-in, UKZN review, Dbn/Sntcliffe scandal, Moeletsi Mbeki, Sinwell, Gabon, E~pt, Wisconsin, Anonymous 

maned 

durban cj 2011 .pdf; sinwell.doc 

Hi comrades, 

* It’s a big day :[’or climate debates at CCS, with the Wolpe Lecture 
teach-in. The info is attached, so join us! Great readings to make the 
links to the WSF and onwards to the Middle East uprisings - are from 
Vishwas Satgar and hnmanuel Wallerstein ?,/lore climate stories include 
extreme beachfront risk ftom storms (I write now from a small flat above 
Cave Rock on the Bluff) and a health advisolT on coal. 

* Next to the UKZN Review controverW where Nithiya Chetty and 
Christopher Merrett have their say, followed by rebuttals from the UKZN 
Administration and the Council on Higher Education What a mess. 

* Then, even more messy, the Durban fiscal scandals that may well cost 
Mike Sutcliffe his job, if we are to judge AN(2 politics at face value. 
(Risky, yeah.) Moeletsi Mbeki predicts a Tunisia Day in 2020 thanks to 
this sort of crony capitalism - but the ANC Youth League don’t agree, 
surprise surprise (below) And Luke Sinwell has a new article, attached. 

* Lots of good analysis of a Gabon uprising and the Middle East is 
below, followed by Chomsky on the new Egy’pt to be fi~und in Wisconsin. 

* Finally, way below, does the hacker group Anonymous have the killer 
virus called Stuxnet? If so the cyberwar will be over pretty’ soon, with 
the end of the internet as we know it, and many nasty corporauons (like 
Sacrarnento’s HBOary) going down first. Interesting... 

Patrick 

The World Social Forurn and the battle for COP17 Vishwas Satgar 
2011-02-17, Issue 517 

http ://pambazuka.org/e1~’categot54cotlm~ent/70971 

In a world plunged ever deeper into an uncivilised global capitalist 
condition, the World Social Forun~ is a crucial beacon of hope. But while 
news of Egypt and Tunisia’s revolutions electrified activists at this 
year’s gathering in Dakar, Vishwas Satgar asks whether progressive civil 
society is powerful enough to organise for a genuine clirnate change 
solution at COP17. 

In a world plunged ever deeper into an mxcivilised global capitalist 
condition, the World Social Forttm (WSF) is a crucial beacon of hope. At 
its recent gathering in Senegal, the news of the mffolding democratic 
revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt electrified the spirit of optimisrn 
pet’,~ading the multiple axes of deliberation. The geometry of left 
politics was redraxvn from Latin America to North Africa and the Arab 
world. The expressions of people’s po;ver in these revolutions defied 
iltherited fonnulaic understandings of 20th centulT revolutions. Instead 
of vanguards and armed uprisings, these revolutions organised ;vithout 
organisation tba-ough social media and the unstoppable mass surge of 
discontent Egypt and Tunisia also fired an imagination tbr more: Could 
people’s po;ver be harnessed to end the tenuous grip of neoliberal 
ideology on a world scale? Could the struggles in Latin America, the 
Maghreb, the Arab world, global climate change negotiations and beyond 
be connected to frame a new- horizon for global transformation? 

However while this rene;ved confidence in popular resistance struck a 
militant chord, the sharp edge of debates on climate change revealed 
serious limits to World Social Forun~ politics al’~d the difficulties ahead 
for a genuine climate change solution at the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change Conference of Parties (COP17) in Durban. 
This came through as hard lessons were drawn from the recent Copenhagen 
and Cancun climate negotiations Progressive civil society, was divided 
at Cancun. NGO teclmocrats, donor-driven agendas, big egos, celebrity 
intellectuals and hard-lined social movement agendas prevented a common 
voice and united agenda to prevail outside the negotiations in the streets. 

Such a ’rainbow- like plurality’ prevailed in the deliberations at the 
WSF and ;vas consistent with its long established ethos. However, as the 
week unfolded, it was the Climate Justice current that took the 
initiative to be self-critical and address the weaknesses of progressive 
civil society. ’]?his was laudable and the ’Basis of Unity’ document it 
tried to shape in the closing hours of the WSF is a step in the right 
direction, but is extremely constrained by crucial weakness of the WSF. 



First, the national and regional fi~rums of the WSF are uneven but 
generally weak or nonexistent. The fi~llow through required to keep focus 
and momentum on the ’Basis of Unity’ document is going to be difficult 
to sustain Second, the WSF has not evolved to a point where it can 
coordinate in a democratic manner a platfimn of actions at transnational 
and national levels. It is a great space to philosophise about actions 
to change the world, globalise critique, share experiences and form 
links but it lacks a strategic edge. 

This does not mean the WSF has to become a new ’program centred 5th 
international’. But given the systemic and conjunctural crisis of 
capitalism, it needs to :find its place also at key battlefronts so that 
progressive humanity speaks with one voice about alternatives. The 
climate change negotiations are one such front where hope is taking a 
battering Pluralism as strength can only be meaningful if the World 
Social Forum confronts this weakness and evolves in a direction that 
gives it a new" strategic edge 

Moreover, for some activists operating at a transnational level, the 
defeat at Cancun meant intensi(ying :further transnational engagements. 
Strategy was suddenly reduced to a straight line: Copep2aagen, Cancun, 
Durban (COP17), Rio+20 and beyond. Given the institutional xveaknesses of 
the WSF it easily lends itself to being reduced to a moment in an 
ongoing transnational circuit. However, this approach did not provide 
pause for serious reflection on the state of clinrate change negotiations 
and more importantly why Bolivia was alone in the world in its 
opposition to the Canctm smmnit outcomes. A serious and ethical 
conversation of honest assessment, above petty nationalisms and narrow 
agendas, reveals a climate change process that is increasingly being led 
by an agenda that favours utilising the ecological crisis as a new 
outlet and fix for capitalist accmnulation. Within the Canctm framexvork 
carbon trading, geo-engineering and adaptation are just some of the 
elements of a nexv green neoliberalism. The future of the delicate 
ecological web will be determined by financial ret~ns, speculation and 
risky tectmologies. For the World Bank, finance and investment in 
clinrate change are the new horizon for green capitalism, a dangerous and 
false solution. 

In this context, Bolivia’s argmnent arotmd climate debt, rights of 
nature and opposition to grand market and techno fixes is on a terrain, 
inside the negotiations, in which governnrents - including South Africa - 
have surrendered to the climate agenda of transnational capital. 
Moreover, transnational capital has brought the ’inside out’. In other 
words, it has been able to contest and exacerbate splits amongst civil 
society on the streets by supporting some in civil society that are 
propagating the green capitalist myth and who are lining up outside the 
negotiations to show active support This further illustrates the 
inability of anti-capitalist civil society to advance an effective 
counter-hegemonic politics in support of Bolivia on the streets. 

Finally, Bolivia is alone because anti-capitalist civil society has not 
been able to link the transnational in a manner that strengths a 
national bloc of anti-capitalist forces. The national terrain has been 
surrendered for the glitz and j et set lifestyle of the transnationa 1 
climate change negotiating treadmill, including the occasional meeting 
points of the WSF. The painstaking task of local grassroots movement and 
anti-capitalist bloc building is not happening in most places around the 
world. Without this national power to hold goverl~aents to account and to 
contest state power, the climate negotiations at all levels of the world 
will be stacked in favour of capital. Thus demonstrations outside the 
COP17 negotiations are not going to be sufficient in themselves to open 
the space for alternatives, inside the negotiations. 

These are strategic weaknesses that global anti-capitalist civil society’ 
has to confront as part of the build up to COP17 in South Africa. More 
importantly, as articulated in the main organising assembly ibr COP17 at 
the WSF, the build tip to COP17 has to harness global public opinion 
around the alternatives represented by Bolivia and anti-capitalist civil 
society The role of global pubic opinion, of over 6 billion humans on 
the planet, is crucial to democratise the climate change negotiations. 

Currently, the United Nations has a democracy deficit It is actually 
not the embodiment of global democracy and the liberal internationalism 
through which it claims its legitimacy is in crisis due to the weakening 
of national liberal democracies in the context of global capitalist 
restructuring Most states sitting at the climate change negotiations 
table are there due to weaknesses in national democracies. In most 
instances, representative democracy has been hollowed out as states have 
been transnationalised as part of reproducing the rule o17 transnational 
capital. 

What’s more, anti-capitalist civil society does not represent global 
public opinion on the streets. It needs to harness through a global 
internet referendum, involving national movements and activist networks, 
support :for the Bolivian alternative to the Cancun green neoliberal 
consensus. The build up to COPI 7 and beyond has to pave the way for 
global public opinion to march alongside the progressive sections of 
humanity on the streets at the negotiations. 

Moreover, for the South African anti-capitalist left, COP17 represents a 



focal point to expose the alignments of the South African govermnem to 
green neoliberal capitalism in the climate change negotiauons and in 
its approach to national development. Its increasing spend and 
commitment to coal-fired power stations, nuclear energy, fossil fuel 
based agriculture, mining, industrial and urban development have to be 
criuqued as part of the build up to COP17. Such a critique has to also 
be globalised through street politics at COP17 

More importantly, the build up to COP17 provides an opportuni~ to 
present the Bolivian alternative and more specifically democratic 
eco-socialist alternatives to tile South African public. The critical 
question in this regard relates to the role of the Congress of South 
African Trade Unions (COSATU). Will it be part of the inside-out 
strategy of the Zuma government to divide anti-capitalist civil socie~" 
converging on Durban or will it align genuinely with anti-capitalist 
civil socie~’? 

BROUGHT TO YOU B Y P.~dBAZLrKA NEWS 

* Vishxvas Satgar is a meraber of the national convening corrmrittee and 
process of the Democratic Left Front in South Africa. He attended the 
recent World Social Forum in Senegal. 

Irmnanuel Wallerstein 

Cormnenta13~ No. 299, Feb. 15, 2011 

"The World Social Forttm, Egypt, and Transforraation" 

The World Social Forum (¥VSF) is alive and well. It just met in Dakar, 
Senegal front Feb. 6-11. By umforeseen coincidence, this was the week of 
the Egyptian people’s successful dethroning of Hosni Mubarak, which 
finally succeeded just as the WSF ~vas in its closing session. The WSF 
spent the week cheering the Egyptians on - and discussing the meaning of 
the Tunisian/E~zptian revolutions for their program of transformation, 
for achieving another world that is possible - possible, not certain. 

Somewhere between 60,000 and 100,000 people attended the Forum, which is 
in itself a remarkable number To hold such an event, the WSF requires 
strong local social movements (which exist in Senegal) and a government 
that at least tolerates the holding of the Forum. The Senegalese 
government of Abdoulaye Wade was rea@ to "tolerate" the holding of the 
WSF, although already a few months ago it reneged on its promised 
financial assistance by three-quarters. 

But then came the Tunisian and Egyptian uprisings, and the government 
got cold feet. YVhat if the presence of the WSF inspired a similar 
uprising in Senegal? The goverl~rnent coulch~’t cancel the affhir, not with 
Lula of Brazil, Morales of Bolivia, and numerous African presidents 
coming. So it did the next best thing It tried to sabotage the Forum. 
It did this by firing the Rector of the principal tmiversity where the 
Forum ~vas being held, four days before the opening, and installing a new 
Rector, who promptly reversed the decision of the previous Rector to 
suspend classes during the WSF so that meeting rooms be available. 

The result was organizational chaos for at least the first two days. In 
the end, the new Rector permitted the use of 40 of the more than 170 
rooms needed The organizers imaginatively set up tents across the 
campus, and the meeting proceeded despite the sabotage 

Was the Senegalese government r~ght to be so frightened of the WSF? The 
WSF itself debated how relevant it was to popular uprisings in the Arab 
world and elsewhere, undertaken by people who had probably never heard 
of the WSF? The answer given by those in attendance reflected the 
long-standing division in its ranks. There were those who felt that ten 
years of WSF meetings had contributed significantly to the undermining 
of the legitimacy of neoliberal globalization, and that the message had 
seeped down everywhere. And there were those who felt that the uprisings 
showed that transformatinnal politics lay" elsewhere than in the WSF. 

I myself lbund two striking things about the Dakar meeting. The first 
was that hardly anyone even mentioned the World Economic Forum at Davos 
When the WSF was founded in 2001, it was founded as the anti-Davos By 
2011, Davos seemed so unimportant politically to those present that it 
was simply ignored 

The second was the degree to which everyone present noted the 
~nterconnection of all issues under discussion In 2001, the WSF was 
primarily concerned with the negative economic consequences of 
neoliberalism But at each meeting thereafter the WSF added other 
concerns - gender, environnrent (and particularly climate change), 
racism, health, the rights of indigenous peoples, labor struggles, human 
rights, access to water, food and energy availability. And suddenly at 
Dakar, no nratter what was the theme of tile session, its connections with 
the other concerns came to tile fore. This it seems to me has been the 
great achievement of the WSF - to embrace more and more concerns and get 
everyone to see their intimate interconnections. 

There was nonetheless one underlying conrplaint among those in 



attendance. People said correctly we all know what we’re against, but we 
should be laying out more clearly what it is we are for This is what we 
can contribute to the Egyptian revolution and to the others that are 
going to come evelTwhere 

The problem is that there remains one unresolved difference among those 
who want another world There are those who believe that what the world 
needs is more development, more modernization, and thereby the 
possibili)- of more equal distribution of resources. And there are those 
who believe that development and modernization are the civilizational 
curse of capitalism and that we need to rethink the basic cultural 
premises of a future world, xvhich they call civilizatiunal change. 

Those who call for civilizational change do it under various umbrellas. 
There are the indigenous movernents of the Americas (and elsewhere) who 
say they want a world based on what the Latin Americans call "buen 
vivir" - essentially a xvorld based on good values, one that requires the 
slowing down of unlimited ecunomic groxvth which, they- say, the planet is 
too small to sustain. 

If the indigenous movernents center their dernands around autonomy in 
order to control land rights in their communities, there are urban 
movements in other parts of the world who emphasize the ways in xvhich 
unlirnited growth is leading to climate disaster and new pandemics. And 
there are feminist movemunts xvho are underlining the link between the 
dernands for unlimited growth and the maintenance of patriarchy. 

This debate about a "civilizational crisis" has great irnplications for 
the kind of political action one endorses and the kind of role left 
parties seeking state power xvould play in the xvorld transformation under 
discussion. It will not be easily resolved. But it is the crucial debate 
of the coming decade. If the left carmot resolve its differences un this 
key issue, then the collapse of the capitalist world-econorny could well 
lead to a triumph of the world right and the construction of a new 
world-system worse even than the existing one. 

For the moment, all eyes are on the Arab world and the degree to which 
the heroic efforts of the Egyptian people will transform politics 
throughout the Arab world. But the tinder for such uprisings exists 
eveuwhere, even in the wealthier regions of the world. As of the 
moment, we are justified in being semi-optimistic. 

by In,manuel Wallerstein 

[Copyright by Immanuel Wallerstein, distributed by Agence Global. For 
rights and permissions, including translations and posting to 
non-commercial sites, and cuntact: rights@agenceglobal com, 
1 336.686.9002 or 1.336.286.6606 Permission is granted to download, 
for;vard electronically, or e-mail to others, provided the essay remains 
intact and the copyright note is displayed. To contact author, ;vrite: 
immanuel.wallerstein@yale.edu. 

These commentaries, published twice monthly, are intended to be 
reflections on the contemporar,v world scene, as seen from the 
perspective not of the immediate headlines but of the long term.] 

The Mercury Taking stock of a stormy coastline FebmaD’ 16 2011 at 12:47pm 

Flickr com More th an 20 percent of K*w~Zulu-Natal s 600kin coastline has 
been classified as a high-risk zone, where any property development tun 
close to the sea is vulnerable to damage from severe storms and coastal 
erosion. TONY CARNIE More than 20 percent of KwaZulu-Natal’s 600km 
coastline has been classified as a high-risk zone, where any property 
development too close to the sea is vulnerable to damage from severe 
storms and coastal erosion. This has been revealed by a new computerised 
mapping tool produced by coastal engineers and other experts to avert a 
repeat of the devastating damage inflicted on proper~ during a major 
storm off the KZN coast in March 2007. Known as the Coastal 
Vulnerabili~" Index, the tool was launched in Durban yesterday by 
Enviromnent MEC Lydia Johnson It suggests that 23 percent of the 
coastline is a "high-risk" zone, while 47 percent is at "moderate risk" 
of serious damage in the event of future sea level rise and major sea 
storms Johnson said the index would be distributed to planning stall" at 
local and district municipalities along the coast over the next few 
months, and possibly to the public later. No-go zones Department of 
Environmental Affairs officials said the index would help planners 
demarcate new coastal set-back lines and no-go zones [’or proper~ 
development. Set-back lines are used to delineate coastal areas that 
should not be developed because of the high risk of damage from erosion 
and storrns. Under the new Integrated Coastal Management Act, 
municipalities are to be given xvider poxvers to restrict development 
along the coast and to order the demolitiun or removal of structures 
that encroach beyond the high xvater mark. Logic Naidoo, the eThekwini 
deputy rnayor, noted that, as a shareholder of the Durban Point 
Waterfront Development, the municipality xvould also have to be mindful 
of the new risk index. Johnsun also launched a booklet, Understanding 
Our Coastline, that aims to increase public awareness of the value of 
the coastline. It is to be translated into Zulu. "It has been estimated 



our coastal environment generates goods and services in excess of R60 
billion a year This priceless treasure is often taken [’or granted," 
Johnson said. 

Coal Costs the U.S. $500 Billion 2mnually in Health, Economic, 
Environmental Impacts BY Ariel SchwartzTo&~y 

A repolt from Har,~ard researchers in this month’s Armals of the New York 
Academy of Sciences will reveal that coal use costs the U.S. between a 
third and over half a trillion dollars each year in health, economic, 
and environmental impacts. Coal is the most popular 
electricity-generating fuel, with 40% of electricity worldwide generated 
by coal plants. It’s a number that is only expected to grow; by 2030, 
electricity demand around the world will double. But while coal is cheap 
and abundant, it has plenty of hidden costs. The report, written by Dr. 
Paul Epstein, associate director of the Center for Health and the Global 
Envirol~mnt at Harvard Medical School, examines the life cycle of coal 
production to find "hidden costs," or costs that occur "when the 
activity of one agent affects the well-being of another agent outside of 
any type of market mechanisru." 2Ylese costs include damages frora climate 
change (like weather events and rising seas, public health damages from 
toxins released during electricity generation, deaths from rail 
accidents during coal transport, public health problems in coal-mining 
regions (in Appalachia, mountaintop removal contaminates surface and 
groundwater with carcinogens and heavy metals), government subsidies, 
and lost value of abandoned mine areas. In Appalachian conwnunities 
alone, public health burdens from coal mining cost $74.6 billion each 
year. Air pollutant emissions cost $187.5 billion, mercury emission 
impacts reach $29.3 billion, and greenhouse gas emissions (and 
accompanying climate change effects) from coal-fired plants costs 
between between $61.7 and $205.8 billion. And then there are the smaller 
costs--between $2.2 and $10 billion in impacts from land disturbances, 
and impacts from toxic spills, declines in propelty values, tourism 
loss, and crop damage. The paper isn’t too bullish on carbon capture and 
storage at coal plants, either, explaining that "in addition to the 
control technique not altering the upstream life cycle cost--significant 
obstacles lie in the way, including the costs of construction of 
suitable plants and underground storage facilities." So what can be 
done? The world must phase out coal use--or face ever-increasing health 
and enviromnental costs. Alternative energy~ sources may be more 
expensive when the monthly energy bill arrives, but that is clearly only 
part of the sto~’. Follo~v Fast Company on Twitter. Ariel Schwartz can be 
reached by email. 

NITHAYA CHETTY and CHRISTOPHER MERRETT: Feudal academy is on the road to 
suicide Business Day, 15 Februa~’ 2011 

In 2008, the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) underwent a routine 
audit by the Higher Education Quality Committee of the Council on Higher 
Education The chairman of the committee, Prof 2viartin Hall, made it 
known in his feedback to the university that all was not ~vell and that 
academic freedom was under threat In a letter to Prof Hugh Africa, then 
chairman of the quality committee, Hall wrote that continuing 
disciplinaw action against academic staff was an aIt~-ont to the audit 
panel and the committee. This letter was leaked to The Mercury in 
January 2009 and, on this basis, Vice- Chancellor Malegapuru Makgoba 
claimed the entire audit process was compromised and the letter showed 
bias on Hall’s part The audit report was rescinded by the council last 
year. This is a betrayal of the university’s staff~ who worked 
tirelessly to prepare documents and make submissions in the hope an 
independent audit would address the university’s problems The reasons 
for the withdrawal based on the recommendations of a review cotranittee 
(which did not consult the audit committee) are not convincing. ~Ihe 
unpression given is that the decision was preordained. Despite finding 
that "the audit report generally meets international standards of 
quality assurance practice in institutional audits" and it "is unable to 
firmly conclude that the letter from the chair of the audit panel did 
not have an impact on the drafting of audit report", the council has 
rewaked the entire report. This decision must be nverturned, and the 
audit report must be released to the university. The future of the 
council is seriously in question after acquiescing to what can at best 
be described as political pressure. This disappearing act could not have 
been performed without the knowledge and approval of key individuals in 
high places The context for this particular scandal is a trend that has 
engulfed all universities over the p ast few decades - the 
bureaucratisation of higher education. Academic creativity requires 
special conditions - good governance and institutional stability, which 
can be summed up as academic rule. This existed in the days when 
faculties elected their deans, who acted as advocates for related 
disciplines, and universities were selwed by administrators with the 
task of providing an enabling environruent. The integrity- of academic 
endeavour was paramount and fiercely protected by- the Senate. Debate 
could be tough, but power usually lay with logical and rational 
argument. Elected deans and old-style administrators have long gone. 
They have been replaced by executives and managers. Some 
vice-chancellors fancy themselves to be CEOs. Many of these bureaucrats 
have little background in universities, or are ambitious but 



unsuccessful academics. Most are on fixed contracts that discourage a 
long- term, custodial stake in institutions Found ~wmting, the?" 
distrust rational debate and decision making Faced with obstacles, they 
turn to orders and threats. Beset with problems, they resort to 
bureaucratic systems. Collegiality is consigned to the dustbin and an 
industrial labour relations model is imposed Academics are no longer 
senior members of their institutions, but employees dictated to by 
lawyers in industrial relatinns departments Former University of 
KwaZulu-Natal professor John Aitchison has described it as academic 
serfdom, and there is indeed something feudal about the modern 
university-. Bureaucracies take on lives of their own. Excessive 
paperwork, endless inquiries and perpetual organisational change have 
demoralised and marginalised academic stafll The long February 2006 
strike at the university was as much about this as pay-. And, above all, 
bureaucrats dislike public scrutiny, so clamped down on links between 
academics and the press. The council is clearly a symptom of modern 
academic bureaucracy, and this recent scandal shows up the increasing 
politicisation of our higher education system. It could redeem itself by 
exposing the limitations on freedom of expression. Instead, it has 
chosen to support a tendency that has more in coramon with a security 
state than the academy. It is a suicidal path for higher education. - 
Chetty and Merret are former UKZN employees. 

(apologies for bad formatting) 

VICE?CHANCELLOR’S COMML2NIQUF~, 

Article in the Mail and Guardian 18 February 2011 : 

CHANGE IS _NEVER EAS Y.... The pursuit of excellence in what it does is 
the hallmark of every successful institution. UKZN is no exception. 
Nearly 50 years ago President Kennedy addressed the student body at Rice 
University with these words: "we chose to go to the moon in this decade 
and do the other things not because the?, are easy but because the?, are 
hard, because that goal will serve to organize and measure the best of 
our energies and skills, one we are willing to accept, one ;ve are 
unwilling to postpone, and one ;vhich we intend to win, and the others, 
too" Seven years ago the University of KwaZulu?Natal (UKZN) took on a 
similar challenge. Rather than bemoan what was described at the time as 
the impossible task or a task doomed to failure of merging two velT 
different institutions, the founders of this institution committed UKZN 
to becoming internationally recognised as the premier institution of 
African scholarship. A ridiculous endeavour many claimed at the time. 
There is no such thing as African scholarship It was said that LrKZN 
must continue the role of the old University of Natal, in other words a 
colonial teaching institution forever servile to the Oxbridge tradition 
Others preferred the dysfimctional model of the apartheid institution 
that was the University of Durban?Westville. Much has been achieved in 
seven years. The challenge of merging five disparate and sometimes 
dysfimctional, campuses, with complex identities, ethos and cultures 
into one was overcome. A completely ne;v institution emerged. The lessons 
that were learnt in that process are no;v an internationally recognised 
body of new knowledge that is used by other institutions facing similar 
challenges. Research output has improved dramatically. Prior to the 
merger 40% of the academic staff published their research in credible 
academic journals The output of the University of Durban?Westville and 
Edgewood Teachers Training College were much lower. Today 73% of the 
academic staffpublish their research in credible academic journals 
Research output has increased by 55% since 2004 (716 units) to 2009 
(1108 units) Measured by SAPSE research output UKZN is ranked 3 in South 
Africa. ’l’he Universib’ is also ranked 3 in Africa and 472 in the world 
university rankings Doctoral graduates have increased by 62% from 98 in 
2004 to 159 in 2010 UKZN has achieved this against the background of the 
merger but more significantly with an academic staff equity profile of 
54% Black. No research university in South Africa has this academic 
staffprofile and these achievements! We are an African institution and 
proud to be so. This success has had positive spin?ofJ~ ’]7he discovery 
of new knowledge is exciting. It brings with it an energy and a sense of 
commitment that raises the level of everything the university does. It 
also builds trust in the university’s abili~ to get things done. ’]?his 
can be seen in the increase in the level of research funding which is up 
68% since the merger fi-om R242m in 2004 to R407m in 2009. The 
Universi~’s finances which were cause for great concern are now on a 
sound footing and get better eveD’ year. Student numbers have increased 

to over 41 000 (2010) and that trend is set to continue. It is too earl?’ 
to say whether the university’ has achieved its goal of becoming 
internationally recognised as the premier institution of African 
scholarship however there are encouraging signs that we are on the right 
track UKZN is becoming increasingly recognised fi~r its contribution to 
new knowledge An ever increasing number of UKZN academics are widely 
recognised as world leaders in their fields. The Howard Hughes Research 
Institute in the United States chose LX4ZN as the focus of its Aids and 
TB research funding. The institute will invest approximately R500 
million in establishing an Aids and TB research institute -one of its 
kind in the world? at the ~xivelsity. This is exciting not just because 
it gives the already notable efforts of UKZN academics in this field a 
huge boost, it also demonstrates that UKZN is recognised internationally 

as a centre of excellence. The Wellcome Trust(l~.W2) has established and 
funded the Africa Centre in Matubatuba and the NIH continues to support 



the (;entre J2~r the AIDS Programme of Research in South Africa (CAPR[SA). 
In short 3 of the wor[d’s prestigious biomedical research funders have 
recognised the research excellence of academics at UKZN. This makes UKZN 
unique. The university’ has recently achieved other notable firsts I.ast 
year saw the breakthrough in Aids therapy research by Professor 
Quarraisha Abdool Karim and her team. Their work provides the first 
evidence that an anti retroviral drag used in a gel form ? a microbicide 
can reduce sexually transmitted infections of tIIV and herpes in women 
has been hailed as one of the 10 most significant scientific discoveries 
of 2010. In inviting Professor Chris Buckley, head of the University’s 
Pollution Research Group to submit a proposal for the 2011 Grand 
Challenges, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation had this to say about 
UKZN "your institution has been chosen by our team as part of a select 
group of the world’s best and brightest., we are inviting 21 top 
institutions around the world to submit one proposal per institution" It 
j Gins institutions such as the California Institute of Technology, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge University, Imperial 
College in London and the University of Tokyo as sites competing for 
undertaking gro~dbreaking research. One cannot underestimate the impact 
these opportunities present to a ~iversity committed to the pursuit of 
excellence. The backbone of academic excellence is research. Research is 
a competitive market. Funding goes to the best who in turn attract the 
brightest and the best. UKZN is increasingly becoming known as that 
place if one is looking for African based research. African based 
research is increasingly being perceived as a new- frontier. Our 
corcur~itment is to train a critical mass of future South African scholars. 
Change is never easy. It is a painful process that challenges corafort 
zones, demands vision, hard work, discipline and courage. Change in the 
South Afidcan context forces us to confront our racial past, our racial 
socialisation and to engage in discourse that is often uncon~!’ortable. In 
our case change involves conftonting the "denied" identit7- of Africa and 
its rich tacit knowledge systems in creating a new globally competitive 
learning and research environment. Change inevitably has its detractors. 
The process of making UKZN an excellent, proudly African university, is 
no exception. The attack against UKZN that has been carried out in the 
pages of the Mail and Guardian has to be seen in that light. YVhat we are 
doing at UKZN challenges the stereo~zpes in which African universities 
are perceived It also challenges the status quo that exists in South 
African universities. That said the response to these transformation 
initiatives have been overwhelmingly positive. We thili¢ it fair to say 
that the merger would not have succeeded were it not for the unifying 
force of this shared vision UKZN could not have achieved the success it 
has if the majority of its academic staff and students were tmhappy. 
There are unfortunately always some who fight change and in I~rKZN’s case 
these naysayers unfortunately have friends in the newsrooms of some of 
South Africa’s press The result is the crony journalism that has 
appeared on the pages of the Mail and Guardian of late. Thus one finds 
an absence of reasoned analysis and a disrespect for the truth and in 
its place a campaign of propaganda and personal attacks The Mail and 
Guardian has in recent weeks run a series of articles accusing UKZN and 
its Vice?Chancellor of suppressing a report that they allege makes 
adverse findings against the university This is prooi; or so it is 
suggested, that academic iiceedom has been replaced at I~rKZN by 
"authoritarian corporate" dominance manifesting in the cult of the Vice? 
Chancellor. In doing so they ascribe powers to the University and the 
Vice?Chancellor that they simply do not have and ignore facts that are 
in the public domain. The Council on Higher Education is an independent 
bo@ comprising some 23 people. It is just absurd to say that the UKZN 
Vice?Chance[lot is so powerful that he can suborn such a body It 
insults the integrity of the men and women who serve on that body. The 
editorial staff of the Mail and Guardian conveniently ignore that the 
Vice?Chancellor of UKZN is also the chairman of the Mail and Guardian 
board. If he was as powerful as they suggest it would be a relatively 
s~mp[e matter to suppress the publication nf these articles. ’l’here is in 
fact no report. A ’draft’ was prepared and as is normal was sent to UKZN 
for comment. In the ordinary, course of an institutiona[ audit a final 
report would only be prepared once this process of engagement had been 
completed confidentially between the Higher t!ducation Quality Commitee 
(Ht!QC) and UKZN The fina[ report emanating as it does from such a 
process of consultation with the university and the audit cotmnittee can 
differ significantly li*om the original draft The process of preparing a 
report was frustrated by the unprofessionalism of Professor Martin Hail, 
chair of the audit panel He wrote a letter in his personal capacity 
that was critical of UKZN despite having signed a confidentiality 
agreement with the HEQC. He did so after the audit had taken place but 
before a draft report had been prepared and be~2~re the consultation 
process cou[d take place That letter was published in The Mercury on 
23rd January 2009. Now everyone knows that you can’t do this. Apart from 
the obvious breach of confidentiality, it demonstrates bias or at the 
very least a perception of bias This destroys the integrity and trust 
in the entire ew~luation process The Mail and Guardian have through 
poor investigative journalism failed to ask the simple probing questions 
that would have revealed this wrongdoing. We did not suppress the report 
as the Mail and Guardian claim. We raised concerns on 23rd January 2009, 
as it was our dut7- to do, that the "integrity of the process" had been 
comproraised. We asked how this was going to be rectified in preparing 
our report. The CHE suggested that the process of the preparation of the 
’draft’ be suspended ~til this ~vas clarified. The CHE very properly 
agreed to suspend the process. Indeed they could not do anything else. 
They later reported that the ’draft report’ had been withdrawn. Implicit 
in this is a recognition that Professor Hall’s ’leaked’ letter and his 



conduct had rendered the process pep~’erse and fatally defective. Yet the 
Mail and Guardian makes its newspaper available to Professor Hall to 
attack the integrity’ of th e UKZ N without questioni ng hi s c onduct[ 
Professor Hall is not the only academic that the Mail and Guardian has 
assisted in this way. The Mail and Guardian has lent its support to the 
notion that UKZN does not respect academic freedom ’]’he driving forces 
behind this campaign are [’or the most part former academics of the 
university who have either been fired :[’or misconduct or who have 
resigned rather than face disciplinary proceedings. These represent the 
enemies of transformation. UKZN is one of South Africa’s largest 
universities. It employs some 4500 staff (1500 academics) who are 
responsible for the education of over 40 000 students. It has an annual 
budget of 2.5 billion rand from 1.7 billion rand in 2004. Institutions 
of this size and complexi~ do not t~dn themselves. They require a robust 
and sophisticated governance structure and n~anagement if chaos is to be 
avoided. Chaos and anarchy are the enemies of excellence. It is no 
secret that academics do not like being managed and being asked to 
account. Indeed some say they are anmanageablet Fortunately most 
academics at UKZN are not stupid. They realise the size and goals of the 
univ-ersi~" require managenmnt and accountability and have for the most 
part lent their support to the institution. Management for its part, 
being largely academics themselves, respect the independence of the 
academic staff and have in collaboration with them set up structures 
aimed to maintain a healthy balance between an academics desire for 
independence and the need to manage the university to achieve its goals. 
The process of achieving this balance is still work in progress. 
Obviously a greater degree of managerial involvement was required to 
iraplement the merger and kick? stalt the process of making UKZN great. 
Less is needed now though much still needs to be done. Academic freedom 
has not been compromised at any time during this process. Academic 
fteedom is the foundation of everything we do. Even L~4ZN’s detractors 
agree that we champion academic freedom as it is generally understood. 
They argue for a much broader definition of academic freedom, one that 
in essence allows academics to do as they please because they are 
academics. That ~vill not ~vork A licence to behave badly and without 
acconntability is not academic freedom It is disappointing that the 
Mail and Guardian which frequently proclaims its commitment to 
journalism excellence could lend its name to this debacle. This is a 
case where it has chosen to side with the wrong doers rather than the 
victim One can only wonder to what purpose. UKZN for its part remains 
connnitted to its goal of becoming internationally?recognised as the 
premier institution of African scholarship. We are proud of what we have 
achieved and excited about the many challenges that lie ahead. Nf\V 
Makgoba Vice?Chancellor & Principal. vcc001/2011 
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CHE panel ’acted with integri~’ 

Leaked letter written by UKZN audit chair Martin Hall ’substantially 
compromised audit’ 

Ahmed Essop 

The decision of the Council on Higher Education (CHE) to withdraw the 
draft institutional audit report on the Univer sity of KwaZuluNatal 
(UKZN) has unleashed a storm of controversy, as reported in the Mail 8c 
Guardian in recent weeks. At the heart of the controversy is the 
allegation that the draft report was suppressed at the behest of the 
vicechancellor of UKZN, Professor Malegapuru Makgoba. Although the 
withdrawal of the report raises important issues, it needs to be stated 
at the outset that the CHE’s decision was based on the outcome of a 
process initiated to address concerns raised by the vicechancellor, 
which UKZN had a right to do in terms of the CHE’s institutional audit 
process In terms of the Higher Education Act the (;HE, through its 
higher education quality committee (HEQC), which is a permanent and 
expert committee, is responsible :[‘or quality assurance in the higher 
education system This includes auditing institutional qualityassurance 
mechanisms and accreditation programmes offered by higher education 
institutions Although institutional audits have a dual purpose, that 
is, ensuring acconntability and promoting development, their primary 
purpose is developmental in terms of improving institutional quality’. In 
line with this and underpinned by the principle of institutional 
autonomy, the institutional audit framework is based on a negotiated 
approach in which the nature and scope of the audit, including the 
selection of the audit panel, are determined through consultation with 
institutions. Furthermore, the draft audit report is submitted to the 
institution for comment and thereafter the report is revised should the 
institution identify factual inaccuracies an6’or tile misinterpretation 
of information and institutional views. It is against this backgronnd 
that the process leading to the withdrawal of the UKZN draft audit 
report should be located. The UK7N institutional audit was undertaken in 
October 2008. At tile end of the audit, in line with established 



Practice, the audit panel provided oral feedback on its findings to the 
university Ahhough this is usually restricted to the senior 
management, the vicechancellor requested that the oral feedback should 
be streamed live vi a video conferencing facilities to the university 
cowanumty as a whole across all campuses The purpose of the oral 
feedback is to highlight the audit panel’s provisional :findings prior to 
the finalisation of the draft audit report Given its provisional nature, 
the institution is not afforded the opportunity to respond to the oral 
feedback and, because of this, the university was requested not to 
record the video streaming. In response to the draft report, which was 
submitted to the university in June 2009, the vicechancellor raised two 
concerns. The first related to factual inaccuracies and the 
interpretation of evidence presented by the university, which, as the 
review panel subsequently established to assess the validity of the 
concerns found, could have been "addressed as part of the normal 
interaction between the HEQC and an institution in the course of the 
audit process". The second related to the integrity of the audit 
process, which in the vicechancellor’s view was compromised by the 
perceived bias of the chairperson of the audit panel, Professor Martin 
Hall, a bias reflected in the general tone of the draft audit report, as 
well in the breach of cortfidentiality resulting from the leak (to the 
Mercury in January 2009) of a letter written by Hall to the HEQC in 
December 2008, txvo months aker the presentation of the oral feedback In 
the letter Hall argued that the disciplinary action taken by- the 
university against certain staff members soon after the conclusion of 
the audit panel’s visit constituted a repudiation of the oral feedback 
provided to the university and was indicative of the fact that the 
university had little regard for the panel’s findings, thus undermining 
the audit process. It xvas the impact of the leaking of this letter on 
the integrity- of the .. audit process and on the outcome of the audit 
that led the CHE to conduct a forensic investigation to establish the 
source of the leak, which was inconclusive, as well as to establish an 
independent review panel to assess the validity of the concerns raised 
by the vicechancellor. It was necessary because the HEQC’s institutional 
audit framework does not contemplate challenges to audit reports on the 
grounds of bias and the integrity of the process and is thus silent on 
the mechanisms to be used to address such challenges. And the review 
panel mechanism is fairly common in addressing contestations arising in 
the context ofpeerreview processes The establislmnent of the review 
panel notwithstanding, the CHE remains confident that the audit panel 
acted ~vith professionalism and integrity during the audit. It should 
also be noted that in establishing the review panel, as is the practice 
with the selection of audit panels, the university was provided with the 
opportunity to cormnent on the composition of the revie~v panel to avoid 
any claims regarding potential conflicts of interest at the end of the 
process. The review panel’s main finding was that, although "it is 
unable to firmly conclude that the letter from the chair of the audit 
panel did not have an impact on the drafting of audit report, the leak 
of the letter tlcom the chair of the audit panel has substantially 
compromised the audit process" It is this finding that led the CHE to 
withdraw- the draft The written record of the oral feedback is the 
property of the HEQC. It is not for Hall to decide to release it [..] 
audit report and not as a result of any demand by the vicechancellor, as 
has been intimated It is untbrtunate that in the media comment the 
implication for the institutional audit process raised by Hall’s letter 
and its subsequent leaking have not been subject to scrutiny. The key 
implication is in relation to the principle of institutional autonomy. 
The findings and recommendations of an institutional audit are not 
binding on a higher education institution. The HEQC does not have any 
power of sanction to impose its findings on institutions. [n fact, to 
ensure that institutional autonomy is not infringed, institutional audit 
reports, other than in summary form on the CHE website, are not made 
public by the HEQC Although it could be argued that the latter is 
contrap)~ to the accountability purpose of institutional audits, it was 
on this basis that higher education institutions accepted participation 
in the institutional audit process. Thus, contrary to assertions that 
the qualityassurance processes of the CHE are seen as an infringement of 
institutional autonomy by higher education institutions, the CHE has 
gone out of its way to respect institutional autonomy. In this context, 
irrespective of the merits and without condoning the disciplina~ action 
instituted by the university against some staff members, the key issue 
is that Hall’s letter could be construed as an attempt to interfere in 
the institutional affairs and operations of an autonomous higher 
education institution Indeed, it could be argued that even if the 
university accepted the recommendation of the audit panel in the oral 
feedback that the conflict between management and academic staff should 
be addressed through mechanisms other than disciplinary processes, this 
does not necessarily preclude the university from initiating 
disciplinary action in particular cases. Hall’s intervention does raise 
an important issue regarding the role of institutional audits in the 
context of the principles of institutional autonomy and public 
accountability, which would benefit from further debate. However, his 
decision, as communicated to the CHE last week, to make "my- copy of the 
transcript of the oral feedback available on request, to sel~’e both the 
public interest and as a refutation of Professor Makgoba’s unjustified 
allegation" (regarding bias), is unfortunate and constitutes a breach of 
the conl’identiality agreement signed by audit panel members and could 
serve to undermine the trust between the HEQC and higher education 
institutions that is an essential prerequisite for the success of any 
audit process. Hall said in his communication last week to the CHE that 
the fact that the oral feedback was "filmed, and was distributed online 



by live videnfeed" at the request nfthe vicechancellor makes it a 
public document. This may well be so, but the written record of the oral 
feedback is the property of the HEQC It is for the HEQC and not Hall to 
decide whether this is released or not The lack of a timely and 
considered response by the CItE and HEQC in relation to the potential 
impact of the leaking of the letter further muddied the ground This was 
owing to a range of factors, including the absence of a process :[’or 
dealing with substantive challenges to institutional audit reports, the 
lack of clarity regarding the remit of the audit panel in relation to 
the final ownership of the institutional audit report, which vests with 
the HEQC, and the blmring of lines between the role of the HEQC as an 
expert qualityassurance corrm~ittee and the CHE as tire juristic body, 
liable for potential legal challenges to the institutional audit process. 

Furthermore, the management changes and vacuum at the CHE - between 
October 2009 and May 2010 there was no substantive chief executive in 
place - did not help. The CHE and its HEQC treed to reflect on tire 
lessons from tire IJ~<2Z 117 institutional audit process and address these in 
future. This must be done in consultation with the higher education 
sector, a process essential to ens~tre tire continued confidence of the 
sector and its participation in tire institutional audit process. 
Although at the outset there was some scepticism within tire higher 
education sector about the impact of the CHE’s qualityass~ance 
processes, the CHE is in no doubt that the sector will attest to the 
benefits of the institutional audit process, in particular, in enabling 
institutions to reflect critically on the efficacy of their internal 
operations and qualityass~ance mechanisrrrs, thus contributing to 
enhancing quality in higher education. The foundations of a robust 
qualityassurance system have been laid in the past six years during the 
first cycle of institutional quality audits, the success of which is 
owed in no small measure to the corrmritment and sense of p~pose of 
institutions and a large number individual academics who have given of 
their time and effort. This should be built on as we prepare for the 
second cycle, which will move away from tire first cycle’s focus on the 
institutional systems, processes and policies required to assure the 
quality of an institution’s core functions of teaching and learning, 
research and community engagement, to a narrower focus on the conceptual 
assumptions informing institutional approaches to teaching and learning 
and their translation into practice at the level of curriculum and 
educational processes, including the level of learning support for 
students. This focus on the coalface of the higher education system is 
critical to ensure that the transformation project in higher education 
is firmly linked to the social and economic development of South Africa 
It is therefore essential that we do not tl~row the baby out ~vith the 
bath ~vater. The fact that one out of 21 institutional audits completed 
to date has been withdrawn should not be allo~ved to tarnish the 
legitimacy ands’or weaken public confidence in the institutional audit 
process. Finally, in reflecting on the role of institutional audits, it 
is also important to recognise that institutional quality audits are not 
a mechanism for addressing internal institutional differences and 
conflicts The fact that there may have been or continue to be internal 
differences within UKZN between management and academic staR; which 
remain unresolved, should be addressed through the governance structures 
of the institution. It is not within the CHE’s mandate, al’~d rightly so, 
to resolve such conflicts. If anything, attempts to drag the CHE into 
addressing internal institutional conflicts holds greater dangers for 
institutional autonomy and academic freedom than does the 
qualityassurance role of the CHE Al~ned Essop is the chief executive of 
the Council on tligher Education Copyright ? 2010 Newsclip Media 
Momtoring (PTY) LTD. 
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Mlaba blasts city officials 

February 16 2011 at 10:03am By Gugu Mbonambi 

EThekwini mayor ()bed Mlaba has thrown down the gauntlet to city 
officials, saying they need to shape up and not behave as though they 
are a law unto themsetves 

In an interview with The Mercup),, he delivered a blistering attack on 
the city’s administration, including its alleged abuse of Section 36 
awards. Mlaba did not name any officials, but it was clear his comments 
were aimed at senior staff fingered in a report by 12~rensic auditing 
firm Ngubane and Co, which 12~und widespread financial mismanagement in 
the m unicipality. 

These include claims that R35 billion in contracts might have been 
awarded in-egularly over the past 10 years The mayor also took 
exception to threats by municipal staff named by Ngubane to sue the 
firm. Housing department head Cogi Pather told Tire Mcrcttry on Sunday 
that he intended to sue Ngubane and company. 

Other officials named in the report are also apparently- considering 
legal action as they believe the?, have been defamed, while municipal 
manager Michael Sutcliffe has said there was no factual basis for many 
allegations in the report. 



However, M-laba took a dim view of senior officials threatening legal 
action when there was evidence of "things that are untoward" 

"When I took office, I never envisioned that there would be times like 
this . you don’t factor in issues where you would hear of people talking 
about suing and taking legal action if there are things that are 

untoward," he said. 

Mlaba also referred to the alleged abuse of Section 36 awards mentioned 
in the report, saying councillors had coraplained about the use of the 
policy since last year. 

Section 36 of the municipal supply chain management policy is used to 
award contracts without going though the tender process in special 
cases, including in eraergencies xvhen services or goods are urgently 
required. 

Mlaba gave a clear indication of the strained relations between the 
city’s politicians and senior management, saying: "The days of us being 
informed last is going to change. We can’t be told about issues after 
the horse has bolted. YVhether there are policies or not, the law- must be 
interpreted to say- we should be told if there are any deviations from 
normal procurement processes. We should know about those deviations 
right from the start," he said. 

Mlaba acknowledged there had been tensions because politicians had 
discovered decisions on tenders well after the fact. "~nat is the point 
of telling us once it has alrea@ been done?" he asked. 

The Daily News reported on Tuesday that Sutcliffe had called the Ngubane 
probe a "witch-hunt". He contested the probe’s findings, alleging that 
there xvere more than 90 inaccuracies in its report. 

The report apparently also refers to Mlaba’s family benefiting from 
municipal contracts In September 2010, The Mercur,v reported that his 
daughter, Thandeka, through her company, Sidibene Sonke, had received 
two contracts worth millions to supply container toilets. Questioned at 
the time, Mlaba said he was unaware that Sonke was doing business with 
the metro. 

The Ngubane report was discussed in cotmcil just days after 
Auditor-General Terence Nombembe red-carded the city- for R532m in 
in-egular expenditure and a host of supply chain management 
contraventions for the municipal year ending June 2010. 

Only ANC executive con~rnittee councillors have been pri,~T to the till1 
Ngubane report, with a summal3,- being tabled at a special exco meeting 
last week, which Sutcliffe and treasurer Krish Kumar ~vere asked to 
leave. In the light of Ngubane and the auditor-general’s concerns, Mlaba 
and the executive committee last ~veek unanimously agreed to a full-scale 
investigatiun into the city’s financial affairs The DA subsequently 
lodged an application in terms of the Promotion of Information Act of 
2000 to gain access to the complete Ngubane report 

Mlaba said the report would be formally tabled at exco next week. He is 
expected to meet Co-operative Governance MEC Nomusa Dube before tabling 
the report. 

DA caucus leader Tex Collins supported Mlaba. 

"Let’s be honest: we are like mushrooms. We are kept in the dark and 
then fed a lot of horse manure, and that I have a problem with," he 
said - The Mercury 

The Mercury Govender lands another tender February 15 2011 at 03:34pm 

WENDY JASSON DA COSTA A company that took flak for property evaluations 
in eTh&wini has won another multimillion-rand tender, this time to 
compile a new valuation roll for non-residential property. EValuations, 
the company owned by prominent Durban businessman Willy Govender, won 
the R27.7 million contract in December and began work itmnediately. ~I1qe 
company has several other contracts with the municipality, including IT, 
and was responsible for the previous controversial valuation of 
residential and non-residential property. It was widely condemned for 
allocating incorrect values and having glaring omissions on the roll. 
This was for the period 2006-2010 and cost R200 million. In terms of the 
law’, valuations must take place every fi~ur years News that eValuations 
has won the non-residential tender has raised eyebrows in opposition 
circles, with the DA questioning why it has benefited again, given its 
past record. But Govender said his corapany had won the tender fair and 
square and had not received preferential treatment because of his 
friendship xvith city manager Michael Sutcliffe. Oovender said that he 
did business xvith several other local authorities and he knexv other 
mtmicipal managers frora elsewhere in the country. Over the next few 
months his team would evaluate 70 000 non-residential properties, of 
which 1 200 were agricultuxal and smallholdings. Oovender maintained 
that with a track record of evaluating 2.5 million properties around the 
co~try and with 180 permanent staff on its books, eValuations was more 



than qualified. DA councillor Tex Collins questioned why eValuations had 
again benefited from a municipal contract, accusing it of "messing up" 
the previous rates evalutions. "These were shod@ and inaccurate., most 
properties were either undervalued, overvalued, or simply did not appear 
on the valuation role." Collins said the municipality had lost millions 
in revenue because several properties, many owned by Transnet, including 
the Umgeni Road and KwaMashu railway stations, were not listed on the 
roll Even though Transnet had offered to assist the municipality to 
sort out the mess, this offer was not taken up, he said. It emerged 
yesterday- that two other companies had tendered for the evaluations 
project, with local firm CB Richard Ellis Mass Appraisal Services (CBRE) 
offering to do it for R14.9m and a Gautcng company asking R50m. CBRE has 
since lodged an appeal. Managing director Martin Fitchet said the award 
to eValuations was extraordinary, considering that company’s limited 
capacity and track record for such work, and he felt CBRE had been 
"cheated". He said a reliable source had quoted a city official, whom he 
named, as saying eThekwini had opted for eValuations, because "it did 
not want the extent of the problems with the previous corcancrcial 
evaluation process to get out to a third party service provider". The 
municipality refused to give any details about the contract. The city’s 
supply chain management process has been red-flagged in the latest 
auditor-general’s report and is also the subiect of an independent 
forensic audit commissioned by the eThekwini’s executive cormnitte. Last 
year Govender’s company, Data World and Brion~har, received a tender of 
at least R20m from the city for a "census" contract in which they" were 
supposed to update the information of account holders for a new billing 
system. The matter was contested in court by Vukukhanye Personnel 
Services and the court agreed that it appeared they" should have won the 
contract but that it was too late to reverse the deal. At that time the 
municipality agreed that there had been flaw-s in its process 

Dispute over Durban’s Vetch’s Pier intensifies Micel Schnehage 
16 Febma~ 2011 

Association lobbies goverpm~ent to prevent developmunt. 

JOH~NTN~SBL’RG - The Save Vetch’s Association (SVA) has appealed to the 
Durban city manager, Mike Sutcliffe, not to approve an application by 
the Durban Point Development Company (DPDC) for building plans on or 
near the popular Vetch’s Pier. The DPDC website describes the 
development as: "Destined to become one of Durban’s most prestigious 
addresses, and a key tourist attraction, the Durban Point Waterfront is 
rapidly transforming from a previously run down precinct into a 
multi-billion Rand property sho~vcase" However, the proposed development 
has enviropm~ental groups and nature lovers up in arms. The battle to 
oppose the project is currently’ being fought in court. In December 2010 
the SVA served papers in the Durbun High Court to have the developer’s 
boundary or high water mark set aside. The association this week sent a 
la~-er’s letter to Sutclitt’e and the Ethekwini municipality asking for 
the application by the DPDC for building plans to construct a "super 
basement parking" ~vith high rise buildings on top of it not to be 
approved The SVA says the developers did not comply with the Sea Shore 
Act in defining the high water mark. It has also applied for the record 
of decision, ~vhich you need to ibr a development to go ahead, to be set 
aside. The SVA has also cited irregularities involving the developers 
and Department of Environmental Aflhirs The Durban Metro is a 50% 
shareholder in the DPDC. It also states that the developer has applied 
to the demarcation board to have its boundary extended from the high 
water mark well into the sea, to include the area where a small craft 
harbour would be built. The SVA’s Johnny Vassilaros says: "This is done 
without the public being i~t’ormed Unfortunately for them, a public 
participation process has to occur for this to happen and at that stage, 
the SVA will ot~iect" A letter to Sutclifl’e reads: ".. DPDC must comply 
with all applicable legislation in terms of the reclamation of land from 
the sea and the disposal of State land. This includes the approval of 
the Minister of Envirorunemal Affairs and Parliament. Such approval has 
not been granted Please would you confirm that no planning approval 
will be granted in conflict with the conditions imposed by the ROD and 
that no construction will be permitted until the review proceedings have 
been permitted." The Wildlife and Environmental Society of South Africa, 
Coastwatch KZN and other lobby groups say the approval of a new yachting 
marina and luxury apartments will set a precedent that will encourage 
other property developers to privatise further stretches of public 
property’ on the KZN coastline Parties says they’ are not opposed to 
development of the landward side of the run-down Point area, but are 
concerned with the implications of developing in the sea and public 
beach area. It has also been said that the decision to authorise the 
prc~iect is not in the spirit of the new integrated Coastal Management 
Act which states that the coast belongs to all the people of South 
Africa Write to Micel Schnehage: micel@moneyweb.co.za 

eThekwini to appoint new bus operator 
16-Feb-2011 i Corrinne Lomv i 0 COlrm~ents THE eThekwini Municipality has 
finally decided to accept a ruling handed down by the Pietermaritzburg 
high corot late last year that its currunt bus operator, Transnat 
Africa, was operating illegally .... Share This was decided at an 
executive meeting of the council yesterday, where it was revealed that 



Transnat would continue to operate until a new operator was appointed. 
City’ manager Mike Smcliffe told members of the executive committee that 
the recowanendations were that authority would be granted fi~r new Durban 
Transport contracts to be advertised. The municipality’s spokesperson, 
Thabo Mofokeng, said: "The city will look at ways of legalising the 
whole process and there will be presentations next week on proposed 
models for how a new" transport model should be run" Two years ago, six 
bus operators took the matter to court after Transnat Africa took over 
eThekwini’s bus service from Remant Alton The operators complained that 
the way in which the corapany was awarded the contract was unlawful. The 
judge set aside the awarding of the tender at the time. The city and the 
province appealed the ruling, but it was dismissed in December last year. 

EXCO STATEMEiN~ - AUDIT REPORT 

08 February, 2011 19:06 

In recent weeks the eThekwini Municipality has been the subject of 
various media reports based on the findings of the audit report for the 
2009/10 financial year. On the 27th of January 2011, Mr Herman van Zyl, 
representing the office of the Auditor-General, presented his findings 
to Council. The Municipality received an unqualified audit opinion with 
certain matters of emphasis. While ~ve applaud the fact that out 
municipality is in a financially- stable position, we were equally 
concerned about negative findings, especially in relation to 
non-compliance with the Supply Chain Management Regulations especially 
in the Housing Unit, Section 36 a~vards, Revenue Management System and 
municipal staff" and councillors doing business with the Municipality. In 
taking the report forward the Executive Cormnittee decided to request for 
presentations from different stakeholders, including the AG, risk 
cormnittee as well as internal and external auditors. Hence the meeting 
that we just held in committee. Following intense deliberations the 
executive committee has decided on the follo;ving corrective measures: ¯ 
Institute further investigations on the matters raised by the 
Auditor-General. ¯ I, as Mayor, have been mandated to lead the process 
of appointing the qualified persons who will conduct the investigation; 
In cunclusion I must emphasise that we are committed to ensuring clean 
governance in all sections of the Municipality. We are hopeful that 
these measures ;ve are putting in place ;vill help us in moving forward 
and advance our proud service delivery record. Thank you Cllr Obed 
Mlaba, Mayor of eThek;vini Municipality Issued by the eThekwini 
Municipality’s Communications Unit For more information contact 
Municipal Spokesperson Thabo Mofokeng on 031 311 4820 
beginof theskTpe highlighting       031 311 4820 
end of the s~zpehighlighting or 0827317456 
begin of theskTpehighlighting      0827317456 
end of the skypehighlighting or e-mail 

Re: Reports In The Media Relative To The Ethekwini Municipality’s Armual 
Report 
04 Februaly, 2011 17:53 

Statement by City Manager Dr Michael Sutcliffe (Accounting Officer) and 
CFO, Mr Krish Kun~ar. Hereunder follows the facts around the issues 
raised in the media over the past week:- Audit Report The report ;vas 
presented to the Council by Mr Hermalm Van Zyl from the Office of the 
Auditor-General of South Afidca It was a very balanced report The 
report indicated that there were concerns regarding compliance issues 
and Supply Chain Management processes. However, as regards the City’s 
financml performance he indicated that the City was performing 
exceptionally well. In this regard, it is a well-known fact that the 
Ethekwini Municipality is the only municipality in South Afi-ica that has 
never received a qualified audit report Credit Rating The City’s credit 
rating remains the highest in the municipal sector. The credit rating is 
undertaken by an independent rating agency and looks at issues such as 
the City’s overall financial perfi~rmance, management, political 
leadership, and sustainability in terms of its borrowings, debtors and 
capital expenditure. ’]’he credit rating has placed the (;it?, in a strong 
position to access loans at very competitive rates which are below the 
mafl~et and what our peers can attract. Irregular Expenditure In the 
2009/2010 audit the Auditor-G eneral placed specific emphasis on 
in-egular expenditure. ’]’his must be put into perspective as the 
~rregular expenditure concerned was not tantamount to wasteful 
expenditure, nor was it fraudulent. Instead it related to expenditure 
where due process was not ab,,ays followed to the letter as laid down in 
law. In this regard, it must be noted that the City was already aware of 
several instances of such irregular expenditure and we appreciate the 
Auditor-General’s concerns ttowever, it must be noted that most of such 
expenditure relate to housing which is a complex function as it 
straddles all three spheres of government. In many cases whilst the 
Municipality had authority from Province to go ahead with a project, 
there were delays in the draw-down of funds. Accordingly, due to the 
pressure frora cor~wnunities to deliver, expenditure was incurred before 
the necessary funds could be received from Province. Notwithstanding 
this, the City will be regularising all such expenditure, and ~vhere 
there is any evidence of fraudulent activity, the appropriate action 
will be taken. SCM Irregularities The Auditor-General also put a strong 
focus on this issue in his 2009/2010 audit. The City welcomes this. 
However, it must be noted that the SCM framework is very tight and the 
process of approval of tenders could take up to 6 months. This 



undoubtedly negatively impacts on serwce dehvery. Accordingly, the 
City has looked at creative ways to expedite service delivery. In this 
regard the City set up panels of suppliers ~n terms of due process from 
which the Head could appoint a supplier without going out to tender each 
time. Given that the AG feels that we should not do so, even though it 
will slow down service delivery, we have now stopped this practice with 
immediate effect. Quantum of [~xpenditure It should be noted that the 
in~egular and non-compliant expenditure totaled just R532 million which 
is only 3% of the City’s expenditure of Rl 7.2 billion for 2009/2010. 
Notwithstanding this, and as mentioned earlier, the City will be taking 
the necessary action to regularise such expenditure. Non-disclosure of 
Business Interests The issue of individuals in the sel~’ice of the State 
that have not declared their business interests is being investigated. 
Appropriate disciplinary action will be instituted against individuals 
that fail to comply. 

Service Delivery & Economic Development The following are noteworthy as 
per the 2009/2010 atmual report in terms of service delivery and 
economic development:- o Cortferences and exhibitions created over 8 000 
permanent and casual j obs. o The SA Tourism Indaba had a socio-economic 
impact of R250 million, o Other cotffcrences at the ICC had a direct 
economic impact of R1 billion with about 23 000 foreign attendees, o 
There were about 10.4 million foreign visitors to Durban, excluding the 
world cup. o 81% of households have water available, 75% have access to 
sanitation, and 68% have electricity connections, o Delivered more than 
145 000 houses over ~e past decade. In 2009/2010 16 000 new ~its were 
built, o 225km of new roads, 320kin of pavements, 222krn of gravel to 
black-top roads, and 33 pedestrian bridges have been built over the past 
5 years, o R5.6 billion was spent on capital investment which is the 
highest in the country. There was a 100% spend, o Operates a food 
security prograrrm~e with 18 soup kitchens, o Operate 90 libraries with 
2.8 million books and 307 855 members, o Have 102 fixed clinics. 

City’s Finances Concerns regarding the City’s finances are misplaced and 
unfounded. The City’s finances are in a healthy state with presently 
about R2 15 billion cash-on-hand which equates to some 53 days 
cash-on-hand However, whilst this is very good, ~ve are targeting 60 
days cash-on-hand Further, our collection rate is still over 96% and 
last year National Treasu~ reported that the Ethekwini Municipality had 
the highest collection rate in the country-. The City’s debtors are 
stringently managed and our billing system is stable and accurate. In 
addition, there is a 100% verification of all payments undertaken. 
Borrowings All borrowings are approved by National Tl-easu~z. Considering 
the service delivel~- backlog the City has inherited, borro~ving is 
imperative Further, it must be noted that the City’s gearing ratio is 
within the National Treasu~z guidelines Independent Assessments & 
Oversight Firstly, there is independent oversight exercised by the Risk 
& Audit Committee. In addition, to the Auditor-General, ~ve have an 
Internal Audit Unit. Moreover, we have an Internal Control Depaltment 
that looks at 100% compliance with payments, and now SCM too. Apart from 
the various accolades and awards the Mumcipality has won over the past 
few years, Muincipal IQ has independently rated the Municipality the 
best-performing municipality in the cou~try National TreasulN, 
Municipal IQ and the credit rating agency have issued favourable reports 
regarding the City’s experienced and stable management team, strong 
political leadership, and the confidence that this brings to the sector. 
Conclusion Consumers and ratepayers should be rest assured of the City’s 
full compliance with regard to expenditure and income Going forward, 
the City aims to achieve a clean audit report with no issues contained 
therein Finally, it must be reiterated that all expenditure will be 
regularised. Issued by the eThekwini Municipality’s Communications Unit 
For more information contact Municipal Spokesperson Thabo i’,/1o fokeng on 
031 311 4820 begin of2the skype highlighting 031 311 4820 

end of the skype highlighting or 0827317456 
begin of the skype highlighting       0827317456 
end of the skype highlighting or e-mail mofokengthabo@durbangov.za 
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[)urban audit firm had iks challenges February 18 2011 at 12:28pm 

~VENDY JASSON DA COSTA and TANIA BROUGItTON A[vIID the urffolding saga of the 
eThekwini municipality’ and the rehabilitation of houses in Chatsworth, 
the company responsible for the investigation has refused to comment on 
the outcome of the report, or even defend itself against criticism. "In 
view of the confidentiality required ~2~r the engagements in which this 
service group is often involved, due care is taken to ensure that 
confidentiality is not compromised. Indeed, express confidentiality 
undertakings are provided to all clients ~k~r whom this service ann is 
engaged," says CEO Wilfred B Ngubane on the company’s website tie writes 
that it took a leap of faith to establish what is now a "black-owned 
rrmlti-disciplinat~i professional firm with diversified expertise", when 
he started in 1995. ;\~ile the firm’s report has been darrming and fingers 
the city’s top officials, Ngubane and Co has also taken flak for the way 
it operated durit~g the process. However, Ngubane has declined to 
comment. In a letter to eThekwini’s audit and risk cormnittee chaim~an, 
Sipho Nzaza, dated November 2 last year, city manager Michael Sutcliffe 
accused Ngubane and Co of not undertaking a proper forensic 
investigation. Such an investigation would have been expected to provide 



adequate, relevant and tangible documentary evidence to prove that an 
allegation had substance or not. The report failed to do so, Sutcliffe 
said. "As an accounung officer you will appreciate that I cannot be 
expected to take any disciplinary action against anyone based on mere 
circumstantial evidence and/or a:t?Sdavits without any corroborating 
evidence." Sutcliffe argued that apart from the "poor quality" of the 
report, its contents/substance were replete with, among other things: 
patent errors; factual inaccuracies; modified or misleading quotes from 
legislation, which had been disingenuously designed to implicate 
innocent persons; incorrectly attributing "decision-making" 
responsibilities to individuals when in fact the decisions would have 
and indeed were quite properly made by a properly constituted corrm~ittee. 
The report also contained frivolous, vexatious and unsubstantiated 
allegations and inferences, Sutcliffe said. A source, who cannot be 
named for professional reasons, said Sutcliffe had a point because the 
report had been written up as an "audit" and not a forensic 
investigation. Ngubane lost t~vo key employees before the report was 
finalised and it had to be finished hy (partner) Desruond Msomi, the 
source said. "It is somewhat superficial. The probe now- needs to be more 
detailed. It needs to delve into ~vho got the money and from whom "This 
will only be done if there is the political will to do so. It will mean 
seizing computers and docnn~ents from officials and companies involved in 
suspect procurement," he said, adding that several forensic auditors in 
the ci~ were keen for the job. Corupromise Another source, who also did 
not wish to be narued because it could compromise him professionally, 
said Ngubane and Co usually did "internal audit" type investigations, 
which differed from full-blown forensic probes ~vhere opinion was not 
only expressed, but was backed up with voluruinous docuruentation. "I 
would think that now- that this matter has gone public, the municipality 
will have no option but to corrm~ission a larger probe." Last week, mayor 
Obed Mlaba announced a full-scale independent forensic investigation 
into the city’s financial affairs, follo~ving the recomruendations of the 
city’s audit and risk corrm~ittee, based on the Ngubane report, the 
auditor-general’s 2009/10 report and the city’s internal audit 
department’s report The Chatsworth probe is not the first job Ngubane 
and Co has done for the municipality - it was previously asked to 
investigate irregularities in the procurement of goods and services in 
the Mariannridge Rehabilitation Project Based on the outcome of that 
investigation, it was asked to do the Chatsworth probe The report notes 
the alleged irregularities in the Chatsworth Rehabilitation Project were 
ve~ similar to those in the Marian~idge Rehabilitation Project. 

Investigate, suspend and charge, say auditors February 18 2011 at 12:29pm 

WENDY JASSON DA COSTA THE FIXING of old cou~cil houses in Chatsworth and 
how contractors were appointed to do the work are at the core of an 
explosive report by Durban auditing firm Ngubane and Co. The report 
calls for criminal charges or disciplinary proceedings to be brought 
against city manager Mike Sutcliffe, Derek Naidoo, the deputy city 
manager: procurement and infrastructure, housing head Cogi Pather and 
procurement head Themba Shezi It has also been recommended that four 
service providers used in the Chatsworth project be suspended until a 
full investigation is completed The?’ are Vaughan Charles and 
Associates, RGZ Project, Uhlanga Trading Enterprise and Doctor Khumalo 
Construction. The Ngubane report also recommends that all bid 
adjudication committee members be charged with misconduct. In 2009, the 
municipality’s internal audit unit tasked Ngubane and Co with 
~nvestigating whether procurement procedures had been ~2~llowed in the 
rehabilitation of council homes in Westcliffe, Bayview and Crossmoor 
’]?he council wanted to spruce up its old rental stock before selling it 
The report on the investigation alleges top city ol!ficials overstepped 
their mandates or ignored procedures in awarding contracts for the 
project, the cost of which was initially estimabed at R30.8 million It 
also says witnesses are afraid to speak because the?, fear for their 
byes. Ngubane and Co had a wide-ranging mandate that included: 1 
PerForming a value-Jl~r-money audit of goods and services bought. 1 
Establishing if there had been an?" irregularities in procurement, l 
establishing if the alleged irregularities entailed financial 
misconduct, non-compliance and or criminal conduct. In the event of 
~rregularities being found, the company was to establish who had been 
responsible for these and the prejudice the municipality suffered. It 
was also required to provide evidence that could be presented at 
criminal, disciplinary and civil proceedings. In its report the company 
said it had had to deal with several limitations These included the 
safety of individuals "Employees who ~2~rmed part of the investigation 
at all levels of the organisation are fearful to co-operate with the 
investigation team, ]2~r fear of reprisah" Witnesses apparently also 
claimed that Sutcliffe and Naidoo were allegedly responsible ~l~r serious 
violations of the supply chain management regulations, but the?’ were 
afraid to reveal their identiti es and would co-operate :Further only if 
they were protected. The report says external individuals were also 
prepared to co-operate, but they also required protection. Ngubane 
claimed that supply chain raanageraent staff had repeatedly avoided the 
investigation tearu and that Pather had not given his full co-operation 
to the team. The Ngubane investigation also found that the directors of 
Inyat~ga Trading 377, the preferred supplier of paint for the Chatswolth 
project, were the wives of two senior managers in the municipal housing 
department. Magandran "Magan" Naidoo and Thavandran "Devan" Oovender are 
in charge of the rental housing stock. The?, are ruarried to the company’s 



directors, Ronnika Naidoo and Jarmika Govender. All :[our work for the 
council. Among the alleged irregularities fi~und by Ngubane and Co were: 
1 Circumventing the outcome of tender processes in favour of certain 
companies 1 The awarding of contracts to employees and councillors of 
the eThekwini municipality’. 1 The suspected irregular awarding of R3 5 
billion in contracts since 2000 in ways that deviated fi-om the city’s 
supply chain management policies, l Intentional exclusion of the supply 
chain management component from the housing unit’s procurement processes 
and restricting procurement :[unctions to key officials 1 Lack of 
segregation of duties. 1 Fruitless and wasteful expenditure in 
acquisition processes of the housing unit. 10verexpenditure on housing 
projects and poor management of finances and projects. 1 Failure to keep 
a proper record and registry of docun~ents for audit purposes. 1 Inciting 
subordinates to unprocedural and irregular conduct. 1 Failure to take 
remedial action in cases of serious and substantial contravention of 
statutes, regulations and policies of the municipality and local 
government. The Ngubane and Co team says that in interviews with 
municipal officials and other witnesses, it received irfformation 
relating to further irregular conduct of senior officials at eThekwini. 
In addition to its recormnendations on the Chatswotth proiect, it calls 
for further deep investigation into the following projects: 1 The South 
Central and Nolthern regions rehabilitation proiect. 1 The R293 
Rehabilitation Proiect. 1 The Lamontville Rehabilitation Proiect. See 
accompanying table for city- management’s response to the Ngubane report 

Time for decisive action in eThckwini, says ANC 

Febmat3z 18 2011 at 02:01 pm iol news pic abed Mlaba feb 02 

INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPERS 

EThekwini Mayor abed Mlaba has the provincial ANC s full support in 
dealing with alleged financial irregularities in the city-. Photo: 
Bongiwe Mchunu 

SE°H0 KHUIVIAL0 

EThekwini l~iayor abed Mlaba has the provincial ANC’s full support in 
dealing with alleged financial irregularities in the city. 

ANC provincial spokeswoman Makhosi Khoza said yesterday- that the part?- 
backed Mlaba, and restated her party’s commitment to clean governance. 

An emboldened Mlaba warned city officials this week to shape up. 

He expressed displeasure that some were tlzreatening to take legal action 
over a damning report by auditing firm Ngubane and ¢o, of Durban 

The report - along with the city’s own internal audit and risk report 
and the auditor-general’s findings ibr the municipal year ending June 30 
last year - is now the basis for a full-scale independent probe into the 
eThek~vini’s financial a&ninistration, as agreed to by the city’s 
executive conzmittee. 

The reports lift the lid on alleged irregularities, including millions 
in irregular spending, as well as deviations from supply chain 
management policies, in the awarding of contracts, especially by the 
city’s housing department. 

The proposed ]2~rensic audit is in addition to the probe by Willie 
Hofmeyr’s Special Investigating Unit into the provision of municipal 
housing in eThekwini 

Khoza acknowledged that the AN(; had been slow in responding decisively 
when the alarm was first sounded. 

[[’he party had tried to engage in "quiet diplomacy" to resolve tensions 
in the city’", she said. 

"The party’s main focus last year had been to ensure a successful soccer 
World (;up and national general council 

"The ANC will act on these because it does not want the country to go 
down the route of other failed African democracies," Khoza promised. 

She said Mlaba, as the mayor, was the correct person to drive the process. 

"It has nothing to do with his serving his last term at the municipality 
or there having been a shi]~ in the balance o1! forces in the 
municipality," she said 

Mlaba had been tasked with updating the provincial ANC weekly on these 
matters. 

Khoza also r¢iected speculation that the divisions and tensions in the 
city that exploded into the open late last year - and which continue - 
were related to the death of John Mchunu, powerful chairman of the ANC’s 
eThekwini region. 



Claims that individuals, including city manager Machael Sutcliffe, had 
enjoyed Mchunu’s protection "were false perceptions". 

Khoza said that eThekwini remained one of the best-run municipalities in 
the country. 

Advisers cost us a packet February 14 2011 at 11:28am 

Independent Newspapers KZN ANC chairperson John Mchunu at the KZN NGC 
meeting last year.Photo: Rajesh Jantilal WENDY JASSON DA COSTA The 
eThekwini municipality made payments to consultants ruuning to hundreds 
of millions of rand in the past five years, including to companies 
linked to the then-ANC chairman in the region, John Mchunu, who has 
since died. This is according to docunmnts in the possession of The 
Merc~try. Unlike other municipalities, eThekwini was unable to quantify 
the total spent on consultants, saying it ~vould require going through 
every contract to detem~ine the amount. The documents, which list 
contracts awarded frora 2005, show that in some cases the m~icipality 
also made Section 36 awards, which deviate frora tender processes in 
emergencies. The list of consultants included Inyameko 148 cc, which was 
owned by- Mchunu at the time that it won a R3m contract for the 
rehabilitation of houses in Lamontville. Last year, The Merc~try reported 
that Mchunu, who was also an MPL in the KwaZulu-Natal legislature, had 
received several multimillion-rand contracts from the municipality. Some 
of the biggest contracts awarded to consultants were from the 
municipality’s revenue unit. In 2007 and 2008, R24m was awarded to 
Briorrff~ar Consulting cc and R33.7m to Deloitte Consulting, while RTm went 
to Warrenton Development between 2007 and 2009. The housing unit’s 
biggest beneficiary between 2008 and 2010 appeared to be SL Balakisten 
Consulting, which ~vas given a contract for R14m for the rehabilitation 
of housing in the R293 areas and another for R13.6m for the technical 
assessment ofR293 areas. M~nority Front councillor Patrick Pillay said 
his party had raised concerns before about the number of legal 
consultants used to draft contracts, and the municipality’s response had 
been that it did not employ specialist contract attorneys "Consultants 
are costing us thousands, if not millions Processes that can be done 
in-house should not be outsourced. It’s ;vasteful expenditure, it impacts 
on rates and taxes." Pillay said that Section 36 of the IVlunicipal 
Finance Management Act, which could be used only in exceptional 
circumstances, had allegedly been abused to hire consultants City Fleet 
used law firm Bobat and Associates to draft maintenance contracts for 
the maintenance of Durban Transport buses. Despite having a legal 
department, the city forked out about R70 000 for the job The cleansing 
and solid waste department employed Imbew~a Legal Specialists for a 
prqiect at a cost of R414 000 between 2006 and 2009. It was appointed 
from 2009 to 2012 for R370 000. IFP councillor Thembi Nzuza said the 
issue of consultants ;vas discussed early last year. The council’s 
executive committee had requested details of the money spent on 
consultants and the frequency with which they were used "Our city 
manager (M~chael Sutcliffe) has this way of promising something, then 
you never get it." Nza~za said the concern was that many in-house skills 
were being duplicated by consultants DA councillor Tex Collins said the 
city was fond of re-employing people who had retired, at a daily- rate 
far higher than they would ordinarily have received "We employ the 
set, rices of consultants far too freely because key positions have not 
been filled," he said. Municipal spokesman Thnbo Mofokeng said 
consultants were used when the city needed additional capacity for 
specific periods or for specialist capacity the municipality did not 
have Consultants were appointed, for varying periods, through the 
supply chain management process, he said. "Some may be panels, like the 
legal panels which are appointed for 3-5 year periods, whereas others 
may be for a few days," he said. Mofokeng could not quantit~y the total 
the municipality had spent on consultants in the past five years, saying 
some costs would be part of capital tenders. Without going through each 
report, it would be difficult to determine. "Hiring consultants for a 
specific job is sometimes more cost-effective than employing a person 
permanently, who may end up not having much work to do when there is 
less need for their expertise, as the economy and budget requirements 
ebb and f!ow," he said. The issue of consultants has raised alarm in 
other parts of the country. Last year, the City of (;ape Town spent close 
to R500m, almost half not put to tender. 

Housing chief out to sue audit firm 

February 14 201 ] at 1 ] :27am 

Independent Newspapers 

A top eThekwini official plans to sue the forensic audit firm that found 
widespread financial mismanagement in the city, including an explosive 
claim that R3.5 billion in contracts might have been awarded irregularly 
over the past 10 years. 

GUGU MB ON.a&qBI AND WE_NDY JAS SON DA COSTA 

A top eThekwini official plans to sue the forensic audit firm that found 



widespread financial mismanagement in the city’, including an explosive 
claim that R35 billion in contracts might have been awarded irregularly 
over the past 10 years. 

Housing department head Cogi Pather said Ngubane and Co of Durban would 
be told today of the legal action he was to take against it 

Other officials named in the report are also apparently considering 
their legal options as they believe they have been defamed The report 
has not been made public. 

Only ANC executive committee councillors have been privy to the full 
report, w-ith a suramaty~ being tabled last week at a special exco meeting, 
which municipal manager Michael Sutcliffe and city treasurer Krish Kumar 
were asked to leave. 

"The allegations in the report (against me) are false and vexatious and 
the report did not take my- response into account," Pather said. 

Wilfred Ngubane, CEO of Ngubane and Co, said last night he was unaware 
of the threatened legal action and could not comment. 

It is understood that, like the auditor-general’s 2009/10 report, the 
Ngubane’s report says the city’s supply chain management processes are 
severely flawed. 

Several top officials, Sutcliffe among them, are hopping mad because of 
the accusations of impropriety levelled against them. 

The city’s head of procurement, Thembinkosi Shezi, said yesterday he had 
co-operated with Ngubane and Co during its forensic investigation, but 
the company "might have misinterpreted issues". 

responded fully to defend ray situation," he said. 

Asked why he had felt the need to defend himself, he said he would reply 
to The IVlercury’s questions in writing 

"I am not sure if you are who you say you are and I’m trying to avoid a 
situation where you say I said something I did not say-." 

Shezi had not replied by the time of going to press. 

Meamvhile, the ANC has held several meetings to discuss the reports, the 
consequences and possible damage control before the local government 
election scheduled for May. 

Rubbished 

The Sunday Tribune reported that Sutcliffe had condemned the Ngubane 
report in a vicious written response sent to the city’s audit and risk 
committee chamnan, Sipho Nzuza. 

Sutcliffe said he and Derek Naidoo, deputy city manager responsible for 
supply chain management and infrastructure, had tried to co-operate with 
the Ngubane investigation, but had been "deliberately excluded" from the 
probe. 

"The purpose of a Jk~rensic audit is to provide a factual basis [’or any 
allegation and not to suggest further unsubstantiated allegations," 
Sutclif[’e was reported to have written 

"For example, bandying about claims that R3.5bn constituting irregular 
expenditure from 2000 to date suggests recklessness. This latter 
conclusion fails to even note that the supply chain management 
regulations were adopted only in 2005" 

While Premier Zweli Mk_hize was unavailable for con’anent, the MI{C for 
Co-operative Governance Nomusa Dube said she had noted reports on the 
"financial irregularities and conflicts" in e~Ihekwini, but had not seen 
any of the audit reports 

Dube said she would meet mayor Obed Mlaba this *veek to discuss what was 
happening in the city. Mlaba had been at an SA Local Government 
Association meeting in Cape Town. "I don’t think there’s a problem in 
eThekwini, I have to get the reports first Normally after the 
auditor-general releases his report we ask the municipalities to give us 
their turnaround strategies. 

"But it would be irresponsible for us as communities and leadership to 
raise alarm bells be~k~re we get to know the facts." 

Dube noted, however, that the municipality had previously received 
"clean audit reports with no issues". 

Questioned last week by The Mercury about the report, including what it 
said about Sutcliffe, Mlaba said: "~2~rr~ether the city manager is in 
trouble, I don’t know at this stage." 

The Ngubane report apparently also mentions that Mlaba’s family 
benefited from municipal contracts. 



In September, The Mercury reported that his daughter, Thandeka Mlaba, 
ttnough her company Sidibene Sot~ke, had received two contracts worth 
millions for the supply- of container toilets. 

Questioned at the time, Mlaba said he was not aware that Sonke was doing 
business with the metro. 

Mlaba and his executive corrm~ittee last week ur~animously agreed to a 
full-scale investigation of the ci)-’s finances, in the light of 
Ngubane’s report and the auditor-general’s concerns. 

Sutcliffe and Naidoo could not be reached for cormnent. 

MOELETSI MBEKI: Wealth creation 

Business Day 

Only a matter of time before the hand grenade explodes Published: 
2011/02/10 07:01:41 AM 

I CAN predict when SA’s "Tunisia Day" will arrive. Tunisia Day is when 
the masses rise against the powers that be, as happened recently in 
Tunisia The year will be 2020, give or take a couple of years The year 
2020 is when China estimates that its current minerals-intensive 
industrialisation phase will be concluded. 

For SA, this will mean the African National Congress (ANC) goverl~ment 
will have to cut back on social grants, which it uses to placate the 
black poor and to get their votes. China’s current industrialisation 
phase has forced up the prices of SA’s minerals, which has enabled the 
govermnent to finance social welfare programmes 

The ANC il~herited a flawed, complex socie~z it barely u~derstood; its 
tinkering s with it are turning it into an explosive cocktail The ANC 
leaders are like a group of children playing ~vith a hand grenade. One 
day one of them ~vill figure out how to pull out the pin and everyone 
will be killed. 

A famous African liberation movement, the National Liberation Front of 
Algeria, after tinkering ~2~r 30 years, pulled the grenade pin by 
cancelling an election in 1991 that was won by the opposition Islamic 
Salvation Front. In the civil war that ensued, 200000 people were killed. 

The former British prime minister, Margaret ~I1natcher, once commented 
that whoever thought that the AN(; could rule SA was hying in Cloud 
Cuckoo Land. Why was Thatcher right? In the 16 years of ANC rule, all 
the symptoms of a government out of its depth have grown worse. 

- Life expectancy has declined li~om 65 years to 53 years since the ANC 
came to power; 

- In 2007, SA became a net food importer for the first time in its history; 

- ~I1ne elimination of agricultural subsidies by the government led to the 
loss of 600000 farm workers’ jobs and the eviction from the commercial 
farming sector of about 2,4-million people between 1997 and 2007; and 

- ~I1ne AN(; stopped controlling the borders, leading to a flood of poor 
people into SA, which has led to conflicts between SA’s poor and 12~reign 
African migrants. 

What should the AN(; have done, or be doing? The answer is quite 
straightforward. ~,\~en they took control of the government in 1994, ANt’ 
leaders should have: identified what SA’s strengths were; identified 
what SA’s weaknesses were; and decided how- to use the strengths to 
minimise anc$’or rectify the weaknesses. 

A wise government would have persuaded the skilled white and Indian 
population to devote some of their time - even an hour a week - to train 
the black and coloured population to raise their skill levels. 

What the ANC did instead when it came to power was to identify- what its 
leaders and supporters wanted. It then used SA’s strengths to satisfy 
the short-terra consumption demands of its supporters. In essence, this 
is what is called black economic empowerment (BEE). 

BEE protnotes a nun~ber of extremely negative socioeconomic trends in 
country. It promotes a class of politicians dependent on big business 
and therefore promotes big business’s interests in the upper echelons of 
government. Second, BEE promotes an anti-entrepreneurial culture among 
the black middle class by- legitimising an envirotm~ent of entitlement. 
Third, affirmative action, a subset of BEE, promotes incompetence and 
corruption in the public sector by using ruling par~ allegiance and 
connections as the criteria for entry and promotion in the public 
service, instead of having tough public sel~’ice entry examinations. 

Let’s see where BEE, as ~ve know it today, actually comes from I first 
came across the concept of BEE from a company, which no longer exists, 



called Sankor Sankor was the industrial division of Sanlam and it 
invented the concept of B[¢E 

The :first purpose of BEE was to create a buffer group among the black 
political class that would become an all?" of big business in SA. ’]?his 
buffer group would use its newfound power as controllers of the 
government to protect the assets of big business. 

’]?he buffer group would also protect the modus operandi of big business 
and thereby maintain the status quo in which South African business 
operates. That was the design of the big conglomerates. 

Sanlam was soon followed by- Anglo Arnerican. Sanlam established BEE 
vehicle Nail; Anglo established Real Africa, Johnnic and so forth. The 
conglomerates took their marginal assets, and gave them to politically 
influential black people, xvith the purpose, in tW view-, not to transform 
the economy but to create a black political class that is in alliance 
with the conglomerates and therefore wants to maintain the status quo of 
our economy and the way in which it operates. 

But xvhat is xvrong with protecting SA’s conglomerates? Well, there are 
many things wrong with ho~v conglomerates operate and how they have 
struct~ed our econotny. 

- The economy has a strong built- in dependence on cheap labour; 

- It has a strong built-in dependence on the exploitation of primary 
resources; 

- It is strongly ~ffavourable to the development of skills in our 
general population; 

- It has a strong bias towards importing technology and economic 
solutions; and 

- It promotes inequality between citizens by creating a large, 
marginalised underclass 

Conglomerates are a vehicle, not for creating development in SA but for 
exploiting natural resources ;vithout creating in-depth, inclusive social 
and economic development, which is what SA needs. That is what is ;vrong 
with protecting conglomerates 

The second problem with the formula of BEE is that it does not create 
entrepreneurs. You are taking political leaders and politically 
connected people and giving them assets which, in the first instance, 
the?- don’t kno~v how to manage. So you are not adding value You are 
faced with the threat of undermining value by taking assets from people 
who were managing them and giving them to people who cannot manage them. 
BEE thus creates a class of idle rich ANC politicos. 

My quarrel with BEE is that what the conglomerates are doing is 
developing a ne;v culture in SA - not a culture of entrepreneurship, but 
an entitlement culture, whereby black people who want to go into 
business think that they should acquire assets free, and that somebo@ 
is there to make them rich, rather than that the?- should build 
enterprises from the ground. 

But we cannot build black companies if what black entrepreneurs look 
forward to is the distribution of already existing assets li*om the 
conglomerates in return for becoming lobbyists for the conglomerates 

The third worrying trend is that the ANC- controlled state has now 
internalised the BEE model We are now seeing the state tr3dng to 
implement the same model that the conglomerates developed. 

What is the state distributing? It is distributing jobs to party 
faithful and social welfare to the poor This is a recipe for 
incompetence and corruption, both of which are endemic in SA This is 
what explains the service deliver3’ upheavals that are becoming a normal 
part of our environment. 

So what is the correct road SA should be travelling? We all accept that 
a socialist model, along the lines of the Soviet Union, is not workable 
[’or SA today. The creation of a state-owned economy is not a formula 
that is an option for SA or [’or maW parts of the world Therefore, if 
we want to develop SA instead of shuffling pre-existing wealth, we have 
to create new entrepreneurs, and we need to support existing 
entrepreneurs to diversi(y into new economic sectors 

- Mbeki is the author of Architects of Poverty’: Why African Capitalism 
Needs Changing. This article forms part of a series on transformation 
supplied by the Centre for Development and Enterprise. 

THE ANC DISNffSSES WITH CONTEMPT THE PREDICTIONS OF MOELETSI MBEKI: 

18 Februar3" 2011 

In a manner similar to those 20th century Prophets of Doom who predicted 



that the world will cume to an end in the year 2000, Moeletsi Mbeki has 
written an article predicting that Tunisia-like protests will happen ~n 
Suuth Afi-ica in 2020 to tupple the ANC guverrnnem. The AN(; Yuuth League 
dismisses this prophecy uf doum with the cuntempt it deserves because it 
is not only untrue, but one ufthe must bizarre predictiuns tu ever 
happen. ’]?his prophecy of doum is alsu a worp)dng trend by Mueletsi Mbeki 
who is very pessimistic and consistently negative abuut the prugress 
made by the Afi-ican Natiunal Cungress government, particularly since the 
departure uf his bruther as President uf Suuth Africa. Mueletsi Mbeki 
consistently writes sensational and alarmist obsetwations about the 
democratic govcrmnent of the ANC, and like all prophets of doom, he will 
be the one who will be doomed, not the African National Congress. 

The Tunisia-like protests will not happen in South Africa, because the 
ANC government has made profound progress in placing institutions, 
structtaes and virtues of democracy, which allow the people of South 
Africa to freely and fairly choose public representatives after cvecy- 
five years. Besides entrenched democracy in South Africa, the ANC 
government is at the forefront of the attack in the battle against 
poverty, uneraployment and stal~ation. The ANC government has since 1994 
provided basic sel~’ices to the people of South Africa, including water, 
electricity, sanitation, houses, roads, access to free education, 
healthcare, safety and sectaity and many other basic social set.ices 
needed for sustainable livelihoods. 

For Moeletsi Mbeki to suggest that the people of South Africa will 
revolt to topple the ANC government is day-dreanring inspired by his 
hatred of the African National Congress. we all agree that the biggest 
challenge confronting South African society currently is j oblessness, 
which the ANC government said should be tackled as a nratter of tagency. 
The ANC govert~ment acknowledges the need and urgency of job creation and 
will dedicate everything it does to create nrany jobs for the unemployed 
population. The central political question which the 2012 National 
Conference of the ANC will tackle will be the increased role of the 
State in the ownership and control of strategic sectors of the economy, 
in particular the natural resources supply sectors such as mining and 
land. If there ~vill be any revolt in South Africa, it will not be 
against the ANC govermnent, but against ~vhite monopoly capitalists who 
continue to extract our resources, massively profit, ~vhilst our people 
remain without jobs and living in poverty 

Those who live in different planets, like Moeletsi Mbeki do not 
appreciate the massive progress made by the ANC government, nor 
appreciate its genuine progran~mes to mobilise the whole of society 
behind the noble objective of jobs for all who need jobs. South Africa’s 
democratic foundation is rooted on the blood of martyrs of our 
revolution and will never be shaken. 

Issued by the African National Congress Youth League 

Contact Floyd Shivambu, ANC Youth League Spokesperson 
0828199474 

Gabon: The forgotten protests, the blinkered media 

The global media’s attention is lbcused on the revolutions sweeping 
through North Africa and the Middle East, with Egypt - and to a lesser 
extent Tunisia - being most pruminent. But nut all revulutiuns are 
blessed with this level of attentiun. The West African nation of Gabun 
~s currently also in popular revolt ~,~’nat, you haven’t heard about it 
yet? By E’It I~%N ZUCKI~RNIAN So far 2011 has been a remarkable year for 
rapid pulitical change. Spurred un by Mohamed Buuazizi’s, protests in 
the central Tunisian town uf Sidi Bouzid spread thruughout the nation 
and ultimately accomplished the unthinkable: Furced the end of a 23-year 
dictaturship. Inspired by the actions uf the Tunisian people, protesters 
tuuk to the streets in Jurdan, Yemen, Algeria and Egypt. Despite his 
defiance on Thursday night and the louming ~ce-off un Friday, Mubarak 
has already uffered several concessiuns, and it seems clear that 
Egyptian pulitics will shi]~ sharply in the coming munths. Seeking to 
address protester’s cuncerns, Jurdan’s King Abdullah lI has sacked his 
cabinet and urdered the formatiun uf a new government, while Yemen’s 
]?resident Ali Abdullah Saleh has agreed tu step down in 2013 
English-language media was, :[’or the most part, slow tu cuver the 
Tunisian prutest stoW As it became clear prutesters were actually 
forcing Ben Ali fi-om puwer, networks caught up rapidly and offered live 

videu of the remarkable events in Tunis, as the arm?" intervened to 
prutect protesters frum security forces, urging Ben All towards the 
exits The prutests in Egypt developed much mure rapidly than thuse in 
Tunisia, with massive demonstrations erupting acruss the cuuntry un 
January 25 - glubal media covering the stury intensively by January 28, 
when it became clear that demonstrators wouldn’t honour the government 
curfew and would continue to occupy central Cairo. A1 Jazeera, bauned 
from reporting in Egypt, was able to of~;er 24/7 coverage from locations 
throughout the country, and many American viewers found thenrselves 
absorbed by A1 Jazeera English’s coverage of Tahrir Square, strearaed 
over the internet to record audiences. Other news channels turned their 
focus to the stole/, sometimes focusing less on events on the ground than 
on issues of regional stability or implications for the US-Israel 
relationship. In total, however, coverage in US media was massive for an 



international news story. Project fi~r Excellence in Journalism’s News 
Coverage Index saw the story occupying 76% of the cane TV newshole in 
the first week of February - it’s the biggest international news story 
they’ve tracked in their four-year project, and the fourth-largest story 
of any kind they’ve seen during that period It’s easy to understand why 
rew~lutions make for good television - they’re the most visible form of 
political change, and when they reshape governments previously 
considered unassailable, they’re a profoundly engaging and hopeful 
narrative A revolution in Egypt is particularly compelling, as the 
nation is the most populous in the Arab world, and the cultural healt of 
the region. But not all revolutions are blessed with this level of 
attention. The West ~M’rican nation of Gabon is experiencing a popular 
rcvolt against the role of All Bongo Ondimba, son of long-time strongman 
Omar Bongo, president since October 2009. Thousands of opposition 
supporters took to the streets of the nation’s capital Libreville, on 29 
January, and faced violent suppression from All Bongo’s troops. Protests 
have spread to other cities, and the crackdown against them has become 
increasingly fierce. Protests planned for 5 and 8 February were both 
suppressed with tear gas. At this point, it’s unclear whether protesters 
will be able to continue pressuring the government, or whether the 
crackdown has driven dissent underground. The protests in Egypt and 
Tunisia have focused attention on autocratic governments with a history 
of corruption. In Egypt, the possibility of a Mubarak dynasty moving 
from Hosni to Gamal Mubarak helped stoke dissent. Gabonese are familiar 
with these types of problems. Omar Bongo is widely believed to have 
systematically looted the Gabonese treasury for his personal benefit. A 
suit brought in France by Transparency International against the 
govertm~ents of Gabon, Congo and Equatorial Guinea, accuses Bongo of 
depositing 8.5% of the national budget into a personal account at 
Citibartk, siphoning more than $100 million from the country/between 1985 
and 1997. When Bongo finally died in a Barcelona hospital in 2009, a 
controversial election ended up selecting Bongo’s son as a new leader 
amid widespread accusations of voter fraud. And while Gabon, blessed 
with oil wealth, has a very high gross domestic product per capita by 
sub-Saharan African standards, little of that wealth reaches the 
Gabonese people, one third of ~vhich live in poverty Little surprise, 
then, that Gabonese opposition supporters ~vatched the events in Tunisia 
with a sense of hope and possibility. It’s understandable that protests 
in Gabon haven’t captured the world’s attention. Gabon is a small 
nation, with a population of 1.5 million, and very few casual newspaper 
readers could place it accurately on a map. (test your skill at African 
geography on the CS Monitor’s quiz) But this lack of attention has 
consequences. As protests unfolded in Libreville, opposition leader 
Andr~ Mba Obame - ~vho likely won the 2009 election - and his leading 
advisors took sanctuary in the UNDP’s compound in the city, fearing 
arrest by All Bongo’s forces. According to recent Facebook posts, Obame 
and his advisors are facing steady pressure from UE,~)P to vacate the 
premises, and have already- been ordered to surrender their cellphones. 
It’s unlikely the UNDP would risk expelling opposition leaders - who 
would likely be immediately al~ested - if the world was watching. The 
world, however, is emphatically not watching. Search Ibr "Gabon" on 
Google Ne~vs, and the only recent coverage of protests you’ll find is 
from Global Voices, where Cameroonian author Julie Owono is Ibllowing 
the story closely. (Google News’s French edition is marginally better, 
though there coverage is dominated by Gabon-focused sites like 
InfosGabon, not mainstream French papers or TV charmels.) "¢,~ile we’re 
al~vays happy to be ahead of the pack on a stoic’ like this, I’m starting 
to see an unconffortable pattern in the coverage of people’s protests 
around the world. Some revolutions are easily understood and reported on 
- it was easy to predict that the Green Movement’s actions against the 
Ahmedin~iad goverm~nem in lran would be enthusiastically received by 
American and European audiences A struggle like that of the yellow 
shirts and red shirts in Thailand is much harder for global audiences to 
understand, and it’s less obvious which side will experience solidarity 
from interested audiences in the US and Europe. And revolutions in 
far-off and little-known nationals like Madagascar often fail to 
register at all, even when profound political changes are afoot. When 
Rebecca MacKinnon and I started Global Voices in 2004, we explicitly 
sought to broaden coverage of stories like the protests in Gabon We 
believed that the rise of citizen media meant many more voices could 
become part of the media dialogue, and that international news outlets 
would look to the people directly affected by events for their accounts 
and perspectives. That’s proven true - for the past month, our newsroom 
has been flooded with requests from media outlets around the world to 
unpack and comment on the events in Tunisia, and especially those in 
Egypt. Where Global Voices has been vastly less successful is in 
achieving another of our goals: shifting the global media agenda to be 
more globally inclusive. In other words, we’re very good at getting 
attention to different commentators and observers of events to which 
major media outlets have decided to pay attention But we’ve had little 
to no luck shifting attention to stories that fail to register on the 
media’s radar screen, even when we’re able to provide on-the-ground 
commentary and eyewitness accounts. New media technologies - not j ust 
online media, but satellite television, which has been critically 
important in covering (and perhaps inspiring) protests in Egypt and 
Tunisia - offer the promise of covering breaking events in much greater 
depth than in a broadcast world. I’m very grateful for A1 Jazeera 
English’s thorough, ot~going coverage of events in EE~’pt, and for my 
friend An@ Cat~in’s relentless curation of Twitter, following protests 
in Tunisia and Egypt. But I worry that these technologies aren’t 
broadening the set of stories covered internationally - in many cases, 



we seem to be covering a narrower range of stories than in years past, 
though in far greater depth. The danger of ignoring (i abon’s revolution 
isn’t just that opposition fi~rces will be arrested or worse It’s that 
we fail to understand the profimnd shifts underway across the world that 
change the nature of popular revolution. The wave of protests that 
swelled in Tunisia may not break just in the Arab world, but across a 
much larger swath of the planet. The brave actions of ordinary Tunisians 
didn’t just capture the imagination of subjugated people in the Arab 
world - they were an inspiration to disempowered people everywhere. 
Social media gives a voice not just to protesters in Sidi Bouzid and 
Alexandria, but in Libreville and Port-Gentih And as audiences around 
the world watch in wonder as Cl’nistian and Muslim protesters pray 
together in Tahrir Square, they wonder why struggles in Gabon can’t 
cormrland at least a fraction of this attention. If the inspiration for 
popular protest can come fiom anywhere in the world, and the tools to 
report the struggle are distributed to eveiTone with a cellphone, those 
of us far from these upheavals face a powerful responsibility. We are 
challenged to witness people’s struggles, whether or not they take place 
in countries we already know- and fear. We are challenged to ensttre that 
authoritarian regimes don’t crush dissent because they know no one is 
watching. Increasingly, we have the tools to pay attention to 
revolutionats~ change anywhere in the world - now we just have to live up 
to our responsibilities. FAM 

This story was orginally published on Ethan Zuckerman’s blog. Zuckerman 
is a senior researcher at the Berkman Cunter for Internet and Socie~ at 
Hat’,~ard Universi~" and a fellow at MIT’s Center for Future Civic Media. 
His research focuses on the distribution of attention in mainstream and 
new media, the use of technology for international developrrlent, and the 
use of new media technologies by activists. With Rebecca MacKinnon, 
Ethan co-founded international blogging conm~unity Global Voices. Global 
Voices showcases news and opinions from citizen media in more tl-lan 150 
nations and tl-lir)- languages, publishing editions in 20 languages. 
Ttnough Global Voices, Ethan is active in efforts to pronrote freedonr of 
expression and fight censorship in online spaces 

EgI~pt’s Cauldron of Revolt It wa s striking ~vorkers that first inspired 
the E~zptian uprising. And they’re still at it. BY ANAiX~) GOPAL i 
FEBRUARY 16, 2011 

CAIRO - In the sprawling factories of El-ivlaha lla el-Kubra, a gritty,, 
industrial to~vn a few- hours’ drive north of Cairo, lies what many say is 
the heart of the Egyptian revolution. "This is our Sidi Bouzid," says 
Muhammad iVlarai, a labor activist, referring to the town in Tunisia ~vhere 
a frustrated street vendor set himself on fire, sparking the revolution 
there. 

Indeed, the roots of the mass uprising that swept dictator Hosni Mubarak 
from power lie in the central role this dust-swept company town played 
years ago in sparking workers’ strikes and grassroots movements 
cotmtrywide. And it is the symbolic core of the latest shift in the 
revolution: a wave of strikes meant to tackle social and economic 
inequities, ~vhich has brought parts of Egypt to a standstill. 

Here in Mahalla’s smog-beaten, faded yellow factories and textile mills, 
a series of ~vorkers’ strikes demanding better pay and benefits erupted 
in 2006 The actions, in a country where large demonstrations were rare 
and independent labor organizing remains illegal, galvanized a youth 
movement that played a key role in eventually toppling Mubarak 

More than 24,000 workers at dozens of state-owned and private textile 
mills, in particular the mammoth E©’pt Spinning and Weaving plant, went 
on strike and occupied factories 12~r six days in 2006, winning a pay 
raise and some health benefits. Similar actions took place in 2007 

Then, on April 6, 2008, thousands joined protesting workers in one of 
the town’s central squares, a frenetic array of vegetable stalls and 
shouting street vendors. "At first, there were only a few of us," said 
Marai "We chanted ’Down, down with Hosni Mubarak!’ and people started 
joining us." 

Within hours, the protest had grown to thousands and riveted the 
countp)< Incredibly, demonstrators pulled down a poster of Mubarak and 
stomped on it; some clashed with the police and torched vehicles Such 
images had not been seen in Egypt for almost 30 years and shook the 
govermnent to its core, according to former officials. 

The workers immediately won concessions -- as they had in the strikes of 
2006 and 2007 -- including bonuses and pay hikes. The success spawned a 
Facebook group, the April 6 Youth Movement, which has played a prominent 
part in the current uprising, and inspired a strike wave over the next 
two years. 

"After Mahalla in 2008, the first xveaknesses in the reginre appeared," 
says Ganral Eid of the Arabic Network for Human Rights Information. 
"Nothing was the same in Egypt after that." 

Perhaps most importantly, the _Mahalla strikes birthed a new opposition 
nrovement as socialists, left-wing lawyers, and Internet activists forged 



lasting links with labor leaders and facilitated connections between 
factories The U.S. Embassy observed at the time that "in Mahalla, a new 
organic opposition force bubbled to the surface, de(ying current 
political labels, and apparently not affiliated with the [Muslim 
Brotherhood] This may require the government to change its script," 
according to a classified document released by WikiLeaks 

In recent weeks, Mahal[a workers joined a nationwide general strike that 
started on Feb. 9 and likely tilted momentum in favor of the Tahrir 
Square protesters and hastened Mubarak’s fall two days later. "The 
workers have tremendous power to change society," says Kanral al-Fayumi, 
a labor leader who works at a power station and has been imprisoned a 
number of times for his activities. "¥Vhen we entered the picture, it 
signaled the end for Mubarak." 

Once a symbol of the grandeur and vision of the countly’s econotnic 
nationalism, Mahalla was home to the first fully E~’ptian-owned 
enterprise, the Egypt Spinning and Weaving plant, established in the 
1930s. By the 1960s, the plant was the largest factory in the Middle 
East, employing tens of thousands. 

But ~mder Mubarak, a large number of state firms were privatized, 
including some in Mahalla, pushing thousands into relative job 
insecurity. And many state subsidies were slashed -- food subsidies 
alone dropped by more than half during his rule. 

After 2004, these changes accelerated with the appointment of a "reform 
cabinet" of business tycoons who pushed further liberalization of the 
econotW along I_v!F-suggested lines. On the one hand, this produced robust 
growth rates and attracted investment; on the other it fostered official 
corruption and exacerbated woes for the poor, who faced soaring 
inflation and food prices. 

By 2008, the U.S. Enrbassy was noting that the "fundamental unspoken 
Egyptians [sic] social pact -- the peoples’ obeisance in exchange for a 
modest but government-guaranteed standard of living -- is under stress," 
according to the document leaked by WikiLeaks 

Man?- in Mahalla say the reforms have put tremendous pressure on them "I 
have five children and I can barely survive," says Khala Muhammad, a 
striking worker "I can’t afford even basic things" 

Fayumi, who works at the po;ver station, says he and his colleagues work 
double shifts or t;vo jobs to make ends meet. He works from 7 a.m. to 12 
a.m. eve~z day and still finds it difficult to pay the rent. 

Wages have not kept pace with rising staple prices. According to 
official statistics, the average base salaD, for employees in Mahalla is 
about $100 a month, a derisory sum that is nonetheless more than in many 
other to;vns, thanks to the previous strikes. Elsewhere, this could be as 
lo~v as $50 a month. 

Such pressures have fi~eled widespread labor actions across the country, 
buoyed by the anti-Mubarak protests and growing since his departure. 
There have been work stoppages and protests in government banks, the oil 
and gas ministry, the transportation sector, the telecormnumcations 
ministry, the health ministry and more, in dozens of cities across the 
country 

Many of the strikers are state employees or workers in public-sector 
factories who are concerned about prlvatiz~ltion. "Privatization would 
make us like temporary workers who can be fired on whim," says Yasser 
lshaq Ahmed, who is on strike from Elegikt, a state-owned electricity 
company. 

Most are also demanding raising (and enforcing) the minimum wage. "How 
can l support my children? ! make 400 pounds a month," about $65, he 
says "All of the workers in the company make 135,000 pounds per month 
combined, but the CEO alone makes 180,000" 

A number of strikes have aIrea~dy won some or all of their demands, most 
notably at the Tawfiq al-Nour department store chain, when 5,000 
employees from around the country descended on Cairo to demand shorter 
working hours and benefits. Strikers won a 12-hour day (down from 16) 
and a sizable pay raise. 

The spread of strikes in the wake of Mubarak’s resignation has alarmed 
Egyptian officials. On Feb. 14, citing economic instability, the Army 
urged strikers to "go back to work," in what many took to be a thinly 
veiled threat On state TV and radio the striking workers have been 
repeatedly denounced as selfish and upsetting the economy, even while 
the protesters who were in Tahfir are now praised 

But the two groups are not so easily separated -- thousands of workers 
joined the demonstrations in Tahrir, and many say the political space 
provided by Mubarak’s fall has emboldened them to strike. "This is the 
time to act. We want an overthrow of this whole system, not just the 
removal of one person," says a labor leader from Mahalla, speaking on 
the condition of anonymity. 

Still, labor organizers say they take the Arnry’s threats seriously -- 



the memory of a pair of striking workers hanged by the new govermnem 
following the 1952 revolution, which brought (iamal Abdel Nasser to 
power, has not faded. And as economic instability continues, they" risk 
losing the urban middle-class allies that helped make the revolution 
possible "Dear Egyptians, go back to your work on Sunday’," tweeted Wad 
Ghonim, a (ioogle marketing executive whose account of his detention by 
Egyptian security services galwmized protesters. "Work like never 
before and help Egypt become a developed country" 

In Mahalla’s crowded coffee shops, ~vhere the air is thick ~vith shisha 
smoke and the tea setwed in dirty glasses, labor activists are debating 
and platming their next move. Ironically, while the rest of the country 
is engulfed in labor unrest, there have been no strikes in Mahalla this 
week. 

Instead, workers here are planning the launch of an independent labor 
union, a rarity in a country" ~vhere most unions are tied to the state. 
Some see this as a move with clear political implications. "When you are 
fighting a state-controlled ~mion, that is inherently a political 
dernand, not just an econonric one," says Marai, the Mahalla labor activist. 

In fact, nrany of the strikes asselt political and economic demands 
simultaneously, in part because the CEOs of many firrns are tied to the 
Mubarak regime. And with a few exceptions, such as steel magnate and 
National Democratic Party kingpin Ahmed Ezz, those CEOs are still in 
positions of power.a 

"A lot of us here in Mahalla are talking about democracy and political 
freedonr alongside better wages and living conditions," says Marai. "Some 
people felt that our mission was accomplished after Mubarak fell, but I 
think our revolution is just begitming." 
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"The Revolution Came and The Revolution Went; 

Unrest Turned Back Into Discontent" 

-N~rat Sade 

Can The Egyptian People Sustain Their Momentum To Continue To Push For 
Deeper Change? 

It is now the long morning after, as protesters returaed to Tahrir 
Square to clean it up and savor their victolT. There were even some 
initial scuffles with the milita~’ that may be over anxious to assert 
control and show that it is in charge. 

In all thejw of tdae moment-the type of joy we see so rarely’ these days 
in the news-in all the electrit}ging coverage, and congratulations in the 
capitals of the West that stood by Mubarak for decades, there is still 
vast uncertamty. 

’]?he Eg3,ptian militap),, now nominally in charge, has no culture of 
democracy much less any’ histury of fostering real change. Funded with 
support from abroad, it is subject to influences from all its many new" 
found friends o17 "democracy," especially its patrons in Washington. 

It has alrea@ sounded the trumpet of reassurance that it will live up 
to its promises to assure new elections while keeping the country’s 
foreign commitments intact including the peace treaty with a ner~ous 
Israel, and likely" is loyalty to the war on terror as well 

It has now dissolved the parliament and suspended the constitution, 
meeung two key’ demands of pro-democracy protesters. At the same ume, 
it has also, so far, committed itself to keep the structure of the 
Mubarak regune in place 

tIo*v will this sit with a euphoric Egyptian public? 

So far, we have seen a takeover, but not yet the makings of a 
transformation. When mil lions of people *vere in the streets, they had 
power. When they are not, power reverts to institutions and a 
bureaucracy considered the most stifling in the *w)rld. 

Egypt has been a police state with nrore than a million informers. That 
will not change easily. 

Already a CIA assistance team has been dispatched, all in the name of 
guaranteeing dernocracy, of course. The Mossad’s role has been more low 
key but you can assunre its there. 

Alnrost evelT revolution is menaced by the threat of a counter-revolution 



and this one is no e×ception. 

On the American right, the big fear stoked by Fox Fuhrer Glenn Beck is 
from the Islamic boogieman "This isn’t about Egypt, this is the story 
of everyone who has ever plotted, or wanted, to fundamentally change or 
destroy the Western way of life," he and his cronies warn. 

On the left, the worry is that the movement for change is not organized 
enough to insure change, or even clear about what it wants now. Its 
leaderless raoment~tra won Mubarak’s ouster, but can it win its desire for 
a real democracy and economic justice? 

As Germany’s Der Spiegel reminds us, Egypt has been plundered by a 
kleptocracy, and corruption is deeply engrained, with the military is 
deeply part of it. 

"It xvas Egypt’s econoruic decline, however, that fuelled the greatest 
anger. In the 1970s, the country could still be measured against 
economies like that of South Korea. But when the Asian countries began 
their ascent, Egypt couldn’t keep up. 

"Reforms tmdertaken that were intended to consolidate the national 
budget largely benefitted the middle and upper classes. The suffering of 
the poor merely continued to groxv -- and xvith it, the rage. Ratnors have 
been the only- inforruation available about the scope of the dictator’s 
wealth. Still, they have been sufficient to fuel the hatred." 

Part of the problem has been the xvay the military dominates Egypt’s 
economy, as Andre~v S Ross explained on Bloomberg News 

"It’s a business conglomerate, like General Electric," said Robert 
Springborg, professor of national security affairs at the Naval 
Postgraduate School in Monterey-, referring to the Egyptian military< i 
styl e "mso -bidi-font-style: norma 1" > "It’s represented in virtu a lly 
every sector of the economy" 

So is what’s good for Egypt’s GE good for the country, no;v that the 
military is, at least temporarily, in formal control? 

In a September 2008 classified cable recently released by WikiLeaks, 
U.S. Ambassador to Egypt Margaret Scobey wrote, "We see the military’s 
role in the economy as a force that generally stifles free market reform 
by increasing direct government involvement in the markets" 

Fixing the economy won’t be easy as another Ati~ican goverrm~ent (Yes, 
Egypt is also in Africa) empowered by a people’s revolution found out. 
The inspiring victor?- of Nelson Mandela COlffronted many of the issues 
that Egypt no;v faces. Apaltheid had ;vrecked the economy leaving it with 
the deepest inequali~ in the world. 

Mandela’s movement backed a Reconstruction and Development plan (RDP) to 
make major changes. It was widely supported by the people who fought for 
change, but then the World Bank and the IMF stepped in. South Africa was 
warned it would lose western suppolt and financing if it moved in a 
direction these powerful institutions opposed. The pressure was intense 
and Mandela buckled He abandoned the policy 

All these years later, South Africa remains mired in an economic crisis 
with nearly 40% unemployment Its fickle "fi-iends" in the West who 
expressed so much concern then moved on after their interests were 
protected 

Egypt needs help and solidarity l~om its real friends, as well as the 
vigilance of its own people, to insure that its Revolution is not 
betrayed or twisted beyond recognition to serve the interests o17 a few 

At the same time, what will the United States do to realign policies 
that assured Mubarak’s survival for three decades, policies that got so 
little attention in a media mesmerized by drama and action 

Will the spirit of democracy that President Obama so eloquently 
supported lead to a new approach? 

Political Scientist M~chael Brenner explains the challenge, 

"]’he fall of Hosni Mubarak in ]~;gypt calls :[’or a rethink of American 

strategy in the Middle East. Egypt has been the keystone of a set of 
interlocking policies on Palestine, on the suppression of Islamist 
mnvements, and on resisting the spread of Iranian influence. The 
Am erlcan organized and lead con cert includes the Arab triad of Egyp t, 
Saudi Arabia and Jor&m. 

A tacit member is Israel. This iraprobable coalition is cemented by 
convergent national interests as each government defines theru. Pararuount 
is regime sm~’ivah The three Arab autocracies live in dread of popular 
uprisings that could drive them froru power. Discontent varies in 
intensity - being highest in Egypt as now has been made manifest." 

Manifest it was but will it remain so? When the cameras were focused on 
the streets, we could see what was going on. As decision-ruaking moves 
into the suites and barracks, and as the cameras move on, it will be 



harder for the whole world to ~w~tch what happens now 

News Dissector Danny Schechter edits Mediachannehorg ttis new film is 
Plunder The Crime of our time on the :financial crisis as a crime story 

(Plunderthecrimeofourtime.com) Comments to dissector@mediachannel.org 

Egypt’s revolution and Israel: "Bad for the Jew-s" Ilan Pappe, The 
Electronic Lntifada, 14 February 2011 

Is Arab democracy bad for Israel’.’ (Matthew Cassel) 

The vicw from Israel is that if they indeed succeed, the Tunisian and 
Egyptian revolutions are bad, very bad. Educated Arabs -- not all of 
them dressed as "Islamists," quite a few of them speaking perfect 
English whose wish for democracy is articulated without resorting to 
"anti-Western" rhetoric -- are bad for Israel. 

Arab armies that do not shoot at these deraonstrators are as bad as are 
many other images that moved and enthused so many people around the 
world, oven in the West. This world reaction is also bad, very bad. It 
makes the Israeli occupation in the West Bank and Gaza Strip and its 
apaltheid policies inside the state look like the acts of a typical 
"Arab" regime. 

For a while you could not tell what official Israel thought. In his 
first ever coramonsensical message to his colleagues, Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu asked his ministers, generals and politicians not to 
comment in public on the events in Egypt. For a brief moment one thought 
that Israel turned from the neighborhood’s thug to what it always was: a 
visitor or permanunt resident. 

It seems Netanyahu was particularly embarrassed by the tmfortunate 
remarks on the situation uttered publicly by General Avlv Kochavi, the 
head of Israeli military intelligence. This top Israeli expert on Arab 
atthirs stated confidently two weeks ago in the Knesset that the iVlubarak 
regime is as solid and resilient as ever But Netawahu could not keep 
his mouth shut for that long. And when the boss talked all the others 
followed. And when they all responded, their commentary made Fox News’ 
cormnentators look like a bunch of peaceniks and free-loving hippies from 
the 1960s. 

The gist of the Israeli narrative is simple: this is an Iranian-hke 
revolution helped by A1 Jazeera and stupidly allowed by US President 
Barack Obama, ;vho is a new Jimmy Calter, and a stupefied world 
Spearheading the Israeli interpretation are the former Israeli 
ambassadors to Egypt. All their frustration from being locked in an 
apartment in a Cairean high-rise is now- erupting like an unstoppable 
volcano. Their tirade can be surmnarized in the words of one of them, Zvi 
Mazael who told Israeli television’s Channel One on 28 January, "this is 
bad for the Je;vs; very bad" 

In Israel of course when you say "bad for the Jews," you mean the 
Israelis -- but you also mean that whatever is bad for Israel is bad for 
the Jews all around the world (despite the evidence to the contrary 
since the foundation of the state). 

But what is really bad for Israel is the comparison Regardless of how 
all this would end, it exposes the fallacies and pretense of Israel like 
never before Eg3,pt is experiencing a peaceful Intifada with the deadly 
violence coming from the side of the regime. The army did not shoot at 
the demonstrators; and even before the departure of Mubarak, already 
seven days into the protests, the minister of interior who directed his 
thugs to violently crash the demonstrations had been sacked and will 
probably be brought to justice. 

Yes, this was done in order to win time and try to persuade the 
demonstrators to go home But even this scene, by now forgotten, can 
never happen in Israel Israel is a place where all the generals who 
ordered the shootings of Palestinian and Jewish anti-occupatmn 
demonstrators now compete for the highest post of Chief of the General 
Staf~ 

One of them is Yair Naveh, who gave orders m 2008 to kill Palestinian 
suspects even if they could be peacefully arrested, tie is not going to 
jail; but the young woman, Anat Kamm, who exposed these orders is now 
facing nine years in jail for leaking them to Israeli daily Haaretz. Not 
one Israeli general or politician has or is going to spend one day in 
jail for ordering the troops to shoot at unarmed demonstrators, innocent 
civilians, women, old men and children The light radiating from Egypt 
and Tunisia is so strong that it also illuminates the darker spaces of 
the "only democracy in the Middle East." 

Nonviolent, democratic (be they religious or not) Arabs are bad for 
Israel. But maybe these Arabs were there all along, not only- in Egypt, 
but also in Palestine. The insistence of Israeli coramuntators that the 
most important issue at stake -- the Israeli peace treaty xvith Egypt -- 
is a diversion, and has vet5, little relevance to the powerful irapulse 
that is shaking the Arab world as a whole. 



The peace treaties with Israel are the symptoms of moral corruption not 
the disease itself - this is why Syrian President Bashar Asad, 
undoubtedly an anti-Israeli leader, is not inwn~me froru this wave of 
change. No, what is at stake here is the pretense that Israel is a 
stable, civilized, western island in a rough sea of Islamic barbarism 
and Arab fanaticism. The "danger" for Israel is that the cartography 
would be the same but the geography would change. It would still be an 
island but of barbarism and fanaticism in a sea of newly forrued 
egalitarian and deruocratic states. 

In the eyes of large sections of Western civil society the democratic 
image of Israel has long ago vanished; but it may now be dinmted and 
tarnished in the eyes of others who are in power and politics. How 
important is the old, positive image of Israel for maintaining its 
special relationship with the United States? Only time will tell. 

But one way or another the cry rising from Cairo’s Tahrir Square is a 
warning that fake mythologies of the "only democracy in the Middle 
East," hardcore Christian fundamentalism (far more sinister and corrupt 
than that of the Muslim Brotherhood), cynical military-industrial 
corporate profiteering, neo-conselwatism and brutal lobbying will not 
guarantee the sustainabili~ of the special relationship between Israel 
and the United States forever 

And even if the special relationship perseveres for a while, it is no~v 
based on even shakier foundations. The diametrically-opposed case 
studies of the so far resilient anti-American regional powers of Iran 
and Syria, and to some extent Turkey, on the one hand, and the fallen 
ultnnate pro-Arnerican tyrants, on the other are indicative: even if it 
is sustained, American support may not be enough in future to maintain 
an etlmic and racist "Jewish state" in the heart of a changing Arab world 

This could be good ne~vs for the Jews, even for the Jews in Israel in the 
long run. To be surrounded by peoples who cherish freedom, social 
justice and spirituality and navigating sometimes safely and sometimes 
roughly between tradition and modernity, nationalism and humanity, 
aggressive capitalist globalization and daily survival, is not going to 
be easy. 

Yet it has a horizon, and it carries hope of’triggering similar changes 
in Palestine. It can bring a closure to more than a century of Zinnist 
cohmization and dispossession, to be replaced by more equitable 
reconciliation between the Palestinian victims of these criminal 
policies wherever they are and the Jewish comnnunity. This reconciliation 
would be built on the basis of the Palestinian right of return and on 
all the other rights the people of Egy’pt so bravely :[’ought :[’or in the 
last twenty days 

But trust the Israelis not to miss an opportunity to miss peace They 
would cry wolf. They would demand, and receive, more funds from the 
American taxpayer due to the new "developments." ~Ilney would interfere 
clandestinely and destructively to undermine ant’ transition to democracy 
(remember what force and viciousness characterized their reaction to 
democratization in Palestinian society?), and they would elevate the 
Islamophobic campaign to new and unprecedented heights. 

But who knows, maybe the American taxpayer would not budge this time. 
And maybe the [ffuropean politicians would follow the general sentiment of 
their public and allow not only Egypt to be dramatically transformed, 
but also welcome a similar change in Israel and Palestine. In such a 
scenarin the Jews of Israel have a chance to become part of’the real 
Middle East and not an alien and aggressive member of a Middle East 
which was ~he figment of the hallucinatory Zionist imagination. 

Ilan Pappe is Professor of History and Director of the European Centre 
for Palestine Studies at the University- of Exeter. His most recent book 
is Out of the Frarue: The Struggle for Acaderuic Freedom in Israel (Pluto 

Press, 2010). 

Egypt, and the post-Islamist middle east Printer-friendly versionSend to 
fricndPDF versiortFacebookTwitter Ascf Bayat, 8 Febl~talN 2011 

The portrayal of Egypt’s uprising in terms of its potential capture by 
Islamists is doubly misleading, says Asef Bayat: for this misses both 
the true character of the people’s movement and the transformation of 
the Arab world’s religious politics. About the author Asef Bayat is 
professor of sociology and middle-east studies at the Universib" of 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. His books include Making Islam Democratic: 
Social Movements and the Post-Islamist Turn (Stanford University Press, 
2007); Life as Politics: How- Ordinary People Change the Middle East 
(Stanford University Press, 2010); and (with Linda Herrera) Being Young 
and _’vluslim: Cultural Politics in the Global South and North (Oxford 
Universib" Press, 2010) 

For years, western political elites and their local allies have charged 
the Arab peoples with political apathy and lethargy-. The argument that 
Arabs are uinnterested in seeking to wrest greater democratic freedoms 
from their authoritarian rulers always rested on shaky fbundations But 



now that millions of ][~;gyptians, following the Tunisians’ example, have 
proved it wrong by mobilising against power, the sceptical ground has 
a4iusted: toward the murmured fear that Egypt’s uprising would develop 
into an "Islamist revolution" ahmg the lines - demagogic, violent, 
intransigent, expansionist, anti-western - of that of ]ran in 1979. 

The idea of an "Islamic revolution in Egypt" is w~iced by :[’our sources 
The :first is the Hosni Mubarak regime, in the attempt to dissuade its 
western allies from supporting the uprising The second is Binyamin 
Netanyahu’s Israel and its allies in the United States and Europe, which 
wish to maintain the autocratic regime more or less intact by keeping 
such players as Omar Suleiman (the new vice-president and fom~er 
intelligence chief) in power aker Mubarak. The third is Iran’s Islamist 
hardliners, xvho are making a desperate effort to downplay the democratic 
ttnust of the Egyptian revolution and present it as Islamic and 
Iran-inspired one. The fourth is a section of Egypt’s own citizens who 
express genuine concerns about a possible new Islamic revolution in the 
heart of the Arab wurld. 

It is true that there are some similarities between today’s Egyptian 
uprising and the Iranian revolution of 1979. They share the quali~ of 
being nationwide revolutions in which people from different walks of 
lifb - religious, secular, leftist, men and women, middle classes, 
working classes - participated. Both movements aimed at removing 
western-backed autocratic regimes; both sought to establish democratic 
governments that would ensure national and individual digni~, social 
justice, and political liberties. 

But there are also fundamental differences. In ideological terms, the 
Iranian revolution was a nationalist, third-worldist, and 
anti-imperialist movement, which took a strong stance against the US 
government for its continued support of the Shah (xvhom the US had 
reinstated via a CIA-engineered coup in 1953 against the 
secular-democratic government of Mohan~mad Mosaddeq) 

In addition, the Iranian revolution - unlike the Egyptian upheaval of 
2011 - ~vas led by a religious figure, Ayatollah Khomeini, backed by an 
elaborate Shi’a clerical hierarchy and religious institutions So, once 

the Shah had fled, the Islamist hardliners and the ne~v revolutionar,v 
organisations combined - the former using religious institutions 
(mosques, madrasas, and stn-ines), the latter mobilising support ~vhile 
marginalising liberals, democrats, and other non-confblrnist - m a final 
push to establish velayat-t faqih (the rule of the supreme jurist), i.e. 
a semi-theocratic state. The Islamic revolution then ushered a new era 
of Islamism which ~vas to dominate the middle east and Muslim world for 
the next two decades. 

A political-religious shift 

But today’s E~zptian uprising is also different. It is neither 
nationalist, anti-imperialist ,nor third-worldist. The largely civil, 
peaceful, and jubilant mood of the protesters (until the pro-Mubarak 
thugs triggered a vicious spate of violence on 2 FebrualT~’) and their 
demands are more reminiscent of the democratic revolutions of 
east-central Europe in 1989. In Egypt, there have been no chants against 
foreigners, ;vestemers, or Americans 

Moreover, it is significant that the uprising is not guided by an?- 
single organisation, ideology, or personality - let alone an Islamic 
figurehead. Rather, this monumental upheaval is composed of different 
political and c~vil organisations with diverse religious, secular, and 
political affiliations, and a collective "leadership". I am not aware of 
any religious slogans in the street rallies; on the contrap)~, at least 
one chant, sung by the crowd in Cairo’s Tahrir Square on 28 January 
2011, projects a vepf different meaning - "our revolution is civil; 
neither violent, nor religious" (al-Thowratna Madamyya, la Sayfiyya, la 
Dini3~’a) 

Islamic organisations such as the Muslim Brotherhood are present ~n the 
movement, though they make up only one segment of its very broad 
constituencies. But still there is little resemblance between Egyptian 
political Islam and that of Iran’s Islamist rulers Egypt’s Muslim 
Brotherhood, the largest and most organised Islamic oppositinn, is not 
leading the uprising. The Brothers were even ambivalent in participating 
in the street demonstrations in the early days, largely :[‘or fear of 
state reprisals. In strategic terms, the Brothers have refrained from 
confrontation with the state and not resorted to violence during the 
three decades of the Hosni Mubarak era. 

Moreover, in deciding eventually to take part in the current uprising 
the?" made it clear that they did not wish to participate in any 
post-Mubarak aNninistration Unlike the Iranian Islamists in 1979, the 
Muslim Brotherhood has not tried to appropriate the movement nor even 
give it a religious colouring. Instead, they have j oined (as they did 
during the Kefaya mobilisations of the raid-decade) a coalition of 
various opposition groups consisting of political currents xvith 
variegated (nationalist, secular, leftist, and civil) orientations. 

The Muslim Brotherhood’s disinterest in governmental power in a possible 
post-Mubarak administration seems genuine, given that in free and fair 
elections they would be able to gain substantial votes. In political 



terms, the Brothers may appear to be somewhat similar to Jordan’s lkhwan 
or Lebanon’s ttizbollah, though with probably smaller support. But 
ideologically, Egypt’s Muslim Brothers remain ver,f different from these 
groups (and, for that matter, Iran’s Islamists). 

In fact, the Brothers are in the throes of an ideological 
transformation. An internal debate involving discord between the old 
guard and the "young" leadership has engulfed the movement in recent 
years Indeed, its ability and desire to enter Egu’pt’s political life 
has intensified the ddiscussion about what the Muslim Brotherhood 
ultimately wants to achieve. 

While the older faction remains in an ideological quandary - at times 
repeating the ambiguous and anachronistic dictum "Islam is the solution" 
- the "young" elements (represented by such figures as Essam al-Erian 
and Abdel Moneim Abou el-Fotouh) view- Turkey’s ruling Adalet ve Kalkirm~a 
Partisi (Justice & Development Part7- / AKP) as their favoured model of 
Islamic governance. This embrace of a modern concept of democracy is a 
radical departure from the group’s adherence in the early 1990s to the 
Qur’anic concept of shura, a vague conception of authoritarian but just 
rule subject to the principle of consultation. 

The shift in Egypt’s religious politics goes beyond the Muslim Brothers. 
A1-Gama’a al-Islarai?-~’a, the Islamist group that inflicted atrocious 
violence on officials, Copts, and foreign tourists in the 1980s and 
1990s in pursuit of an Islamic state in Egypt, underwent a significant 
change by the late 1990s; it laid down its arms, abandoned its violence 
and radical Islamism, and opted to work as a political par~ to pursue 
peaceful da’wa (proselytising) within Egypt’s legal fraraewurk (though 
the government refused to give the group a permit). 

Even before the transformation of al-Gama’a al-Islami?~’a, the 
Hizb-ul-Wasat had defected from the ranks of the Muslim Brotherhood to 
pursue its own vet3~ different trajectory-. A1-Wasat no~v privileges modern 
democracy over the Islamic shura, embraces pluralism in religion, 
welcomes gender mixing, supports women’s prominent public roles, and 
ideological diversi~. It’s not merely that (Cl~ristian) Copts are 
admitted to the party; a Christian, Rafiq Habib, serves as the group’s 
key ideologue. 

A deeper transformation 

Indeed, there are indications that the entire region is experiencing a 
shift in religious politics. In Tunisia following the revolt ~vhich 
ovelthrew the regune of Zine E1 Abidine Ben-All, the largest Islamic 
group is al-Nahda, represented by the ex-leftist Rashed al-Ghalmouchi. 
But al-Nahda is not an Islamist part?,’ - that is, its aim is not to seize 
power and to establish an Islamic state; rather, it wishes to nurture 
pious Muslims ~vithin a democratic polity. Rashed al-Ghannouchi has 
categorically rejected the Islamic khalifa (caliphate) in favour of 
parliamental%~ democracy, and his al-Nahda is committed to social 
justice, multipalty democracy, and religious pluralism 

The model of "Islamic governance" that Tunisia’s al-Nahda, the "young" 
Egyptian Muslim Brothers, and Iran’s reiblrnist and other groups project 
is the AKP in Turkey, ~vhich has governed that country since November 
2002. This Islamic part?- has - amid much and continuing political 
controversy - implemented important reforms that have had an overall 
democratising effect. 

It has (for example) abolished the death penalty, ended army-dominated 
security courts, removed curbs on :tree speech, brought the military" 
budget under civilian control, authorised Kurdish-language broadcasting, 
and established workable relations with both the west and the rest of 
the Muslim world. Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Turkey’s prime minister and the 
leader of the AKP, is now one of the most popular leaders in the 
Muslim-majority middle east. 

This is not to downplay the limitations of these Islamic orgamsations’ 
stance in the areas of individual rights, religious pluralism, and 
democratic practice. Yet the legitimacy crisis that Islamism is 
experiencing on account of its neglect and violations of people’s 
democratic rights is a signal of an emerging new era characterised by 
the search for a different kind of religious poliO: one which both 
wishes to promote pious sensibilities in society and takes democracy 
seriously. 

In this incipient post-Islamist middle east, the prevai]ing popular 
movements assume a post-national, post-ideo]ogical, c~vil, and 
democratic character. Iran’s green movement, the Tunisian revolution, 
and the Egu’ptian uprising represent the popu]ar movements of these 
post-lslamist times ’]7he?’ strive to achieve social justice, digni~, and 
a form of democratic governance that can protect citizens’ fundamental 
rights. So: what is there to fear from these historic social 
revolutions? They are too important to leave judgment of their character 
and lcgitimacy to the likes of Hosni Mubarak and Binyamin Netanyahu; 
that would be a betrayal of common scnse and political expediency, even 
an act of moral bankruptcy. A people on the move and hungry for freedom 
deserve better. 
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Credit the Egyptian People for the Egyptian Revolution 

Thursday 17 Februapf 2011 

by: Stephen Zunes, t r u t h o u t ] News Ana]ysis 

Credit the Egyptian People for the Egyptian Revolution 

While there will undoubtedly have to be additional popular struggle in 
Egypt to ensure that the overthrow of President Hosni Mubarak leads to 
real democracy, the ouster of the dictator is by any measure a major 
triumph for the Egyptian people and yet another example of the power of 
nonviolent action. Indeed, Egypt joins such diverse countries as the 
Philippines, Poland, Chile, Czechoslovakia, Nepal, Serbia, Bolivia, 
Indonesia, and others whose authoritarian regimes were replaced by 
democratic governance as a result of such unarmed civil insurrections. 

Unfortunately, there are alrea@ those who are tlying to put the credit 
(or blame) for the Egyptian Revolution on anybody but the literally 
millions of ordinm3, Egyptians - men and women, Christian and Muslim, 
young and old, workers and intellectuals, poor and middle class, secular 
and religious - who faced down the truncheons, tear gas, water cannons, 
bullets and goon squads for their freedom. 

It xvas not the militat3, that xvas responsible for Mubarak’s doxvnfall. 
While some top Army officers belatedly eased Mubarak aside on February 
11, it was more of a coup de grace and than a coup d’4tat. It was clear 
to the military brass, watching the popular reaction folloxving his 
nonresignation speech the previous day, who recognized that if they did 
not ease him out, they would be taken down w-ith him. The Atmy’s refusal 
to engage in a Tiananmen Square-style massacre in Tahrir Square came not 
because the generals were on the protesters’ side - indeed, they had 
long been the bedrock of Mubarak’s regime - but because they could not 
trust their own soldiers, disproportionately from the poor and 
disenfranchised sectors of society, to obey orders to fire on their own 
people 

It was not the Uinted States, long the primar~v tbreign backer of the 
Mubarak regime The Obama administration played catch-up for most of the 
18-day uprising, initially calling only tbr reforms within the regime. 
To Obama’s credit, he did push for an end to attacks on protesters and 
the shutting down of the Internet, and reportedly ttn-eatened a cutoff of 
military aid and strategic cooperation if US weapons were used in a 
massacre or other ma3or repression. Though Obama eventually called tbr a 
speed?- transition to democracy, ho;vever, he never explicitly called on 
Mubarak to step down His strongest and most eloquent words in support 
for the pro-democracy straggle came only after Mubarak’s departure, 
giving a sense that it came more from a desire to not be on the wrong 
side of histoly’ than his desire to play the role as a catalyst. 

Some US Embassy staffers had sporadic contacts with pro-democracy 
a ctivists in recent years and, through such Congressionally-funded 
foundations as the National Endowment for Democracy (NED), there ;vas 
some limited financial assistance to a number of civil society 
organizations. This small amount of US "democracy" assistance did not 
include any support for training in strategic nonviolent action or other 
kinds of grassroots mobilization that proved decisive in the struggle, 
and the key groups that organized the protests resisted US funding on 
principle. In any case, the amount of US funding for NED and related 
programs in Egypt paled in comparison with the billinns of dollars worth 
of military and economic assistance to the Mubarak regime and the close 
and regular interactinn among US officials and leading Eg~. ptian 
political and militar,f leaders. In addition, most of this limited 
"pro-democracy" funding was eliminated altogether a couple of years ago, 
following Obama’s inauguration 

Nor was it the Internet Social media helped expose the abuses of*the 
regime and get around censorship prior to the uprising and, during the 
rew~lt, at times helped with tactical coordination for the protests. It 
~s important to note, however, that less than 15 percent of the Eg~ptian 
population had access to the Internet (mostly through cafes heavily 
policed by the regime) and, for a number of key days early in the 
struggle, it was shut down completely. (Ironically, it may have helped 
the movement in some cases, as a number of residents in Cairo, 
Alexandria, and other cities decided to come out onto the streets to see 
what was happening first hand since they could not learn from the 
Imemet.) Whil e, on balance, the [nternet was certainly helpful, i~ was 
probably not necessar,f for the movement’s success. The Eastern European 
rew~lutions of 1989 and other successful pro-democracy civil 
~nsurrecuons in Latin ~’~nnerica, Southeast Asia and Africa took place 
without access to Internet technology. In Mall - an impoverished 
landlocked West African nation - word of the eventually victorious 1991 
pro-democracy struggle against the Traore dictatorship was spread 
ttnough griots, the traditionally singing stot?~tellers, who would wander 
from village to village. \~nen a people are committed to a struggle, they 
will find ways to communicate. 

And neither the Tunisian nor the Egyptian revolutions were a result of 
WikiLeaks. \~nile the leaked cables exposed how- US diplomats were well 



aware of the corruption and repression of the respective regimes and 
their propensity to deliberately exaggerate the influence of radical 
Islamists among the opposition, such malfeasance by their governments 
was certainly nothing new to the citizens of those countries. 

It certainly wasn’t the Islamists. Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood had been 
playing more the role of informal loyal opposition to the Mubarak regime 
in recent years They refused to endorse the initial protests until the 
last minute and then only half-heartedly Not only did their higher 
level of support as the movement later took off smack of opporturlism, 
the conser~,,ative Brotherhood and its aging leadership had been 
increasingly seen by the young secular activists who spearheaded the 
moverrlent as being ahnost as out of touch xvith their day-to-day realities 
as the regime. The chants, signs, and other outxvard manifcstations of 
the protesters were decidedly secular with liberal democratic and 
leftist themes. 

Fight the lies and misinformation; support truth! Please make a 
tax-deductible donation to Truthout today and keep real independent 
j oumalism strong. 

Nor xvas the successful, large-scale application of nonviolent tactics 
that succeeded in bringing down the dictator a result of assistance or 
training by outsiders. There were a couple of seminars organized by 
Egyptian pro-dunrocracy groups which brought in veterans of popular 
unarmed insurrections in Serbia, South Africa, Palestine, and other 
countries along with some Western academics who have studied the 
phenomenon, but these seminars focused on generic information about the 
history and dynamics of strategic nonviolent action, not on how to 
overthrow Mubarak. Neither the foreign speakers nor their affiliated 
institutions provided any training, advice, rrloney, or anytl-ling tangible 
to the small number of Egyptian activists that attended. As one of the 
acaderuics who lectured at one of these seminars, I can vouch that the 
Egyptians present were already very knoxvledgeable and sophisticated in 
terms of strategic thinking about their struggle. None of us foreigners 
can take credit tbr tvhat later transpired. 

Nor was it a spontaneous reaction to the Tunisian Revolution, which had 
emerged victorious in its largely nonviolent uprising against the Ben 
All dictatorship two weeks earlier While the unaimed insurrection in 
Tunisia certainly inspired and empowered many Egyptians who had long 
been sunk in fear, cynicism and apathy, the Egyptian revolution had been 
a long time coming. There had been a dramatic growth in Egyptian civil 
society during the preceding years, with an increasing number of labor 
strikes and small, but ever-larger, demonstrations led by such youtl~’ul, 
secular pro-democracy groups as Kefaya (meaning "Enough! ") and the April 
6 Movement (named after a natiunwide strike and protest on that date in 
2008.) Increasing government repression, worsening economic conditions 
and parliamentaiT:,’ elections this past November that were even more 
transparently fraudulent than most, led man?, of us to suspect that it 
was only a matter of time before Mubarak ;vould be ousted in a popular 
uprising. Indeed, my visits to E~zpt and meetings with pro-democracy 
activists led me to predict in an article posted in early December that 
"E~pt could very well be where the next unarmed popular pro-democracy 
insurrection takes place of the kind that brought down Marcos in the 
Philippines, ivlilosevic in Serbia and scores of other autocratic regimes 
in recent decades." (Little did I know the Tunisians would beat them to it.) 

It is, there~k~re, critical, particularly for those of us in the United 
States and other Western countries, not to den?" agency to an Arab people 
who had the courage and smarts to organize and fight their own 
nonviolent revolution. 

Indeed, this revolution strikes a blo*v to the two extremes in the nearly 
decade-long battle between Islamist extremists and US imperialists 
AI-Qaeda’s first attack against US interests was in 1995 against a 
residential compound in Riyadh used by US soldiers responsible for 
training the Saudi National Guard, the branch of the Saudi military used 
primarily for internal repression. ’]’he line put forward by Osama bin 
Laden and like-minded self-styled jihadists has long been that US-backed 
dictatorships can only be defeated through terrorism and adherence to a 
reactionary and chauvinistic interpretation of Islam On the other 
extreme, the line put forward by American neoconservatives and their 
supporters has long been that democracy could only come to the Middle 
East through US military intepcention, as with the US invasion and 
occupation of Iraq. 

The people of Egypt and Tunisia have powerfully demonstrated that both 
of these violent militaristic ideologies are wrong. 

These are hardly the first countries to have seen dictators overthrown 
through nonviolent action Its power has even been acknowledged even by 
such groups as Freedom House, a Washington-based organization with close 
ties to the foreign policy establishment. Its 2005 study observed that, 
of the nearly 70 countries that had made the transition frorrl 
dictatorship to varying degrees of dunrocracy in the previous 30 years, 
only a small minority did so through armed struggle from below or reform 
instigated from above. Hardly any ncw democracies resulted from foreign 
invasion. In nearly three-quarters of the transitions, change was rooted 
in democratic civil-society organizations that unrployed nonviolent 
methods. In addition, the study noted that countries where nonviolent, 



civil resistance movements played a major role tend to have freer and 
more stable democratic systems 

A different study, published in 2007 in the journal ]mernational 
Security, used an expanded database and analyzed 323 major insurrections 
in support of self-determination and democratic role since 1900 It 
found that violent resistance was successfal only 26 percent of the 
time, whereas nonviolent campaigns had a 53 percent rate of success. 

From the poorest nations of Africa to the relatively affluent countries 
of Eastern Europe; fionr cormnunist regimes to right-wing military 
dictatorships; frorrl across the cultural, geographic and ideological 
spectrum, democratic and progressive forces have recognized the power of 
nonviolent action to free them from oppression. This has not come, in 
most cases, fiom a moral or spiritual corrmritment to nonviolence, but 
simply because it works. 

As noted in such books as "Civilian Jihad: Nonviolent Struggle, 
Democratization and Governance in the Middle East," there is a long 
history" of nonviolent resistance in the Middle East, including E~’pt’s 
1919 independence struggle against the British. Iran has a long history 
of such uprisings, including the Tobacco Strike of the 1890s, the 
Constitutional Revolution of 1906, the overthrow of the Shah in 1979 and 
the aborted Green Revolution of 2009. Palestine has witnessed the 
general strike of the 1930s, the first intifada in the late 1980 and 
nrore recent campaigns against the separation wall and settlement 
expansion in the West Bank. In Sudan, unarmed insul~ections ousted 
milita15~ dictatorships in both 1964 and 1985 (though the democratic 
governnrents that followed were eventually overthro~vn in militaty~ coups.) 
The 2006 Cedar Revolution in Lebanon ended years of Syrian domination of 
that countlT. There has also been an ongoing nonviolent resistance 
campaign in the nation of Western Sahara against the illegal Moroccan 
occupation. And, in recent weeks, pro-democracy protests have broken out 
in Yemen, Bahrain, Jordan, Algeria, Iran, and other countries. 

This rich history, mostly- dramatically played out on the streets of 
Cairo and other Egyptian cities in recent weeks, demonstrates a critical 
point: Democracy will not come to the Middle East through foreign 
intervention, sanctimonious statements from Washington, voluntary 
reforms by autocrats, or armed struggle by a self-selected vanguard It 
will only- come through the power of massive non-cooperation with 
illegitimate authority and the strategic application of nonviolent 
action by Maddle Eastern peoples themselves 

"Democracy Uprising" in the U SA.? 

By Democracy Now! 

Noam Chomslcy on Wisconsin’s Resistance to Assault on Public Sector, the 
Obama-Sanctioned Crackdown on Activists, and the Distorted Legacy of 
Ronald Reagan 

Posted Februaly’ 18,2011 

AMY GOODMAN: This month is the 15th anniversary of Democracy No~v’. on the 
air, and it’s a real privilege to have MIT professor, analyst, 
world-renowned political dissident, linguist, Noam Chomsky with us I’m 
Amy Goodman, with Juan Gonzalez, and we’ve been together for this whole 
15 years, Juan. It’s really been quite an amazing journey 

As we talk about this revolution that’s rolling across the Middle East, 
we put out to our listeners and viewers on Facebook last night that, 
Noam, you were going to be in. And so, people were sending in their 
comments and questions We asked, on Facebook and Twitter, to send us 
questions tJere is one of the questions. 

RYAN ADSERIAS: Hello, ]h-ofessor Chomsky My name is Ryan Adserias, and 
I’m a graduate student at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, and also 
the child of a long line of working-class union fi~lks. I don’t know if 
you’ve been noticing, but we’ve been holding a lot of protests and 
rallies here in our capital to protest Governor Scott Walker’s attempt 
to break collective bargaining rights that Wisconsin workers worked hard 
[’or over 50 years ago and have enjoyed ever since We closed all the 
schools around here :[’or tomorrow-today and tomorrow, actnally. The 
teaching assistants here at the university are staging teach-outs. The 
undergraduates are walking out of class to show solidarity And all of 
this is because our governor and governors all around the country are 
proposing legislation that’s going to end collective bargaining and 
really break the unions I’ve also been noticing that there’s not a 
whole lot of national representation of our struggle and our movement, 
and it’s really- been troubling me. So my question to you is, how exactly 
is it that we can get the attention of our national Democratic and 
progressive leaders to speak out against these measures and to help end 
union busting here in the United States? 

AMY GOODMAN: That was a question from Ryan Adserias in Madison, 
Wisconsin, where more than 10,000-some say tens of thousands of people, 
teachers, students, are protesting in the Capitol building, schools 
closed, as Ryan said. So, frorrl Manama to _Madison, from Manama, Bahrain, 



to Madison, Wisconsin, Noam Chomsky? 

NOAM CHOMSKY: It’s very interesting. ’]?he reason why you can’t get 
Democratic leaders to join is because they agree They are also trying 
to destroy the unions. In fact, if you take a look at-take, say, the 
lame-duck session. ’]?he great achievement in the lame-duck session for 
which Obama is greatly praised by Democratic Party leaders is that they 
achieved bipartisan agreement on several measures The most important 
one was the tax cut. And the issue in the tax cut-there was only one 
issue-should there be a tax cut for the very rich? The population was 
overwhelmingly against it, I think about two to one. There wasn’t even a 
discussion of it, they just gave it away. And the very same time, the 
less noticed was that Obama declared a tax increase for federal workers. 
Now, it wasn’t called a "tax increase"; it’s called a "freeze." But if 
you think for 30 seconds, a freeze on pay for a federal workers is 
fiscally identical to a tax increase for federal workers. And when you 
extend it for five years, as he said later, that means a decrease, 
because of population growth, inflation and so on. So he basically 
declared an increase in taxes for federal workers at the same time that 
there’s a tax decrease for the very rich. 

And there’s been a wave of propaganda over the last couple of months, 
which is prett-v impressive to watch, trying to deflect attention away 
from those who actually created the econotnic crisis, like Gol&nan Sachs, 
Citigroup, JPMorgan Chase, their associates in the government 
who-Federal Resel~’e and others-let all this go on and helped it. There’s 
a-to switch attention away from them to the people really responsible 
for the crisis-teachers, police, firefighters, sanitation workers, their 
huge pensions, their incredible healthcare benefits, Cadillac healthcare 
benefits, and their unions, who are the real villains, the ones who are 
robbing the taxpayer by making sure that policeraun may not statue when 
they retire. And this is pretty araazing, like right in the middle of the 
Madison affair, which is critical. 

The CEO of Goldman Sachs, Lloyd Blal~fein, got a $125 million bonus, 
and his base pay was more than tripled. Well, that means he-the rules of 
corporate governments have been modified in the last 30 years by the 
U. S government to allow the chief executive officer to pretty much set 
their o~vn salaries. There’s various ways in which this has been done, 
but it’s government policy. And one of the effects of it is-people talk 
about inequality, but ~vhat’s a little less recognized is that although 
there is extreme inequality, it’s mostly because of the top tiny 
fraction of the population, so like a fraction of one percent of the 
population, their wealth has just shot through the stratosphere. You go 
down to the-you kno~v, the next 10 percent are doing pretty well, but 
it’s not offthe spectrum. And this is by design. 

AMY GOODMAN: The New York Times coverage of Madison? 

NOAM CHOMSKY: Well, that was very interesting. In tact, I urge people to 
take a look at the February 12th issue of the Ne~v York Times, the big 
front-page headline, you know-, barmer headline, "Mubarak Leaves," its 
kind of subheadings say, "Army Takes Over" They’re about 60 years late 
on that; it took over in 1952, but-and it has held po~ver ever since 

But then if you go to an inside page-I don’t know- what page it 
is-there’s an article on the Governor of Wisconsin. And he’s pretty 
clear about what he wants to do I mean, certainly he is aware of and 
senses this attack on public workers, on unions and so on, and he warns 
to be upfi-ont, so he announced a sharp attack on public service workers 
and unions, as the questioner said, to ban collective bargaining, take 
away their pensions. And he also said that he’d call out the National 
Guard if there was any disruption about this Now, that’s happening now 
to Wisconsin. In Eg~. pt, public protests have driven out the president. 
There’s a lot of problems about what will happen next, but an 
overwhelming reaction there 

And I was-it was heartening to see that there are tens of thousands of 
people protesung in Madison day after day, in fact. I mean, that’s the 
beginning, maybe, of what we really need here: a democracy uprising. 
Democracy has almost been eviscerated. Take a look at the front-page 
headlines today, this morning, Financial Times at least. ’l’hey 
predict-the big headline, the big story-that the next election is going 
to break all campaign spending records, and they predict $2 billion of 
campaign spending. Well, you know, a couple of weeks ago, the Obama 
administration selected somebody to be in charge of what the?" call 
"jobs." "Jobs" is a funny word in the English language. It’s the way of 
pronouncing an unpronounceable word. NI spell it: P-R-O-F-I-T-S. 
You’re not allowed to say that word, so the way you pronounce that is 
"jobs" The person he selected to be in charge of creating jobs is 
Je ffi-ey Immelt, the CEO of General Electric, which has more than half 
their workl’orce overseas And, you know, I’m sure he’s deeply interested 
in jobs in the United States. But what he has is deep pockets, and also, 
not just him, but connections to the tin?" sector of the ultra-rich 
corporate elite, which is going to provide that billion or 
billion-and-a-half dollars for the campaign. Well, that’s what’s going on. 

JUAN GONZALEZ: Well, I’d like to ask you about this whole issue of the 
assault on unions. Clearly, it has arisen in the last few months in a 
coordinated way. Here in New York State, all the major business people 
have gotten together, raised $10 million to begin an ad campaign, and 



they’re being supported by both the Democratic new governor, Andrew 
Cuomo, and as well as the Republican-Independent Mayor Bloomberg. But 
they seem to be going after the public sector unions after having 
essentially destroyed most of the private sector union movement in the 
United States They realize that the public sector unions are still the 
only vibrant section o1! the American labor movement, so no~v they’re 
really going after them in particular. Yet, you’ve got these labor 
leaders who helped get Obama elected and who helped get An@ Cuomo 
elected, and they’re not yet making the stand in a strong enough way to 
mobilize people against these policies. 

NOAM CHOMSKY: Yeah, you’re absolutely right. There has been a huge 
attack against private sector unions. Actually, that’s been going on 
since the Second World War. ARer the Second World War, business was 
temfied about the radicalization of the countrb" during the Depression 
and then the war, and it started right off-Taft-Hartley was 1947-huge 
propaganda campaigns to demonize unions. It really-and it continued 
until you get to the Reagan administration. 

Reagan was extreme. Begiuning of his administration, one of the first 
things was to call in scabs-hadn’t been done for a long time, and it’s 
illegal in most countries-in the air controller strike. Reagan 
essentially-by "Reagan," I mean his administration; I don’t know what he 
knew-but they basically told the business world that they’re not going 
to apply the labor laws. So, that means you can break unions any way you 
like. And in fact, the nmnber of firing of union organizers, illegal 
firing, I think probably tripled &tring the Reagan years. 

Then, in fact, by the early ’90s, Caterpillar Col~ooration, first major 
industrial cot!ooration, called in scabs to break a strike of industrial 
workers, UAW. That’s-I think the only country that allowed that was 
South Africa. And then it spread. 

When Clinton came along, he had another way of destroying unions. It’s 
called NAFTA. One of the predicted consequences of NAFTA, which in fact 
worked out, was it would be used as a way to undermine unions-illegally, 
of course But when you have a cfiminal state, it doesn’t matter So, 
there was actually a study, under NAFTA rules, that investigated illegal 
strike breaking organizing efforts by threats, illegal threats, to 
transfer to Mexico. So, if union organizers are trying to organize, you 
put up a sign saying, you know, "Transfer operation Mexico" In other 
words, you shut up, or you’re going to lose your j obs. That’s illegal. 
But again, if you have a criminal state, it doesn’t matter. 

Well, by measures like this, private sector unions have been reduced to, 
I think, maybe seven percent of the workforce Now-, it’s not that 
workers don’t ;vant to join unions. In fact, many studies of this, 
there’s a huge pool of ;vorkers ;vho want to join unions, but they can’t. 
And they’re getting no support from the political system. And part of 
the reason, not all of it, is these $2 billion campaigns Now, this 
really took off" m the late ’70s and the ’80s You ;vant to rtm for 
office, then you’re going to have to dig into verb, deep pockets. And as 
the income distribution gets more and more skewed, that means you’re 
going to have to go after Jeff?ey Immelt and Lloyd Blal~f’ein, and so on 
and so forth, if you want to even be in office. Take a look at the 2008 
campaign spending. Obama way outspent McCain He was ii~nded-his mare 
source of fimding was the financial institutions 

AMY (IOOI)MAN: NOw they’re saying he’s going to rinse, Obama is going to 
raise $1 billion for the next campaign. 

NOAM CHOMSKY: Yeah, and it’ll probably be more than that, because 
they’re predicting $2 billion for the whole campaign, and the incumbent 
usually has advantages 

AMY G O()DM~kN: Noam, we have to break. We’re going to come right back. 

NahUM CttOMSKY: Yeah. 

AMY GOODMAN: Noam Chomsky, professor of linguistics, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technolog3,, world-renowned political dissident. Stay with us. 

[break] 

AMY (IOOI)MAN: Our guest :[’or the hour is Noam Chomsky. He has authored 
over a hundred books; his latest, ttopes and Prospects, among others. 

Professor Chomsky, I want to ask you about former President Ronald 
Reagan A very big deal is made of him now on the hundredth anniversary 
of his birth Last year President Obama signed legislation establishing 
a commission to mark the centennial. 

PRESIDENT BARACK OBA2~£4: President Reagan helped, as much as an?" 
president, to restore a sense of optimism in our country, a spirit that 
transcunded politics, that transcended even the most heated arguments of 
the day. 

AMY GOODMAN: Noam Chomsky, your response? 

NO.4M CHOMSKY: This deification of Reagan is extremely interesting and a 
very-it’s scandalous, but it tells a lot about the country. I mean, when 



Reagan left office, he was the most unpopular living president, apart 
from Ni×on, even below Carter. If you lnnk at his years in office, he 
was not particularly popular tie was more or less average tie severely 
harmed the American economy When he came into olt’ice, the United States 
was the world’s leading creditor. By the time he left, it was the 
world’s leading debtor, tie was :fiscally totally irresponsible-wild 
spending, no fiscal responsibility Government actually grew during the 
Reagan years. 

He was also a passionate opponent of the free market. I mean, the way 
he’s being presented is astonishing. He was the most protectionist 
president in post-war Amcrican history. He essentially virtually doubled 
protective barriers to try to preserve incompetent U. S. management, 
which was being driven out by superior Japanese production. 

During his years, we had the first nrajor fiscal crises. During the ’50s, 
’60s and ’70s, the New Deal regulations were still in eff;ect, and that 
prcvented financial crises. The financialization of the econotW began to 
take off in the ’70s, but with the deregulation, of course you start 
getting crises. Reagan left office with the biggest financial crisis 
since the Depression: the home savings and loan. 

I won’t even talk about his international behavior. I mean, it was just 
abonrinable. I mean, if we gained our optimism by killing hnndreds of 
thousands of people in Central America and destroying any hope for 
democracy and fieedom and supporting South Africa while it killed about 
a million-and-a-half people in neighboring countries, and on and on, if 
that’s the way we get back our optimism, we’re in bad trouble. 

Well, what happened after Reagan left office is that there was the 
beginnings of an efibrt to cartTi out a kind of-this Reagan legacy, you 
know-, to tly to create from this really quite miserable creature some 
kind of deity. And amazingly, it succeeded. I mean, Kim Ii-sung would 
have been impressed. The events that took place when Reagan died, you 
know, the Reagan legacy, this Obama business, you don’t get that in free 
societies. It would be ridiculed. "9,~at you get it is in totalitarian 
states And I’m waiting to see what comes next. This morning, North 
Korea announced that on the birthday of the current god, a halo appeared 
over his birthplace. That ~vill probably happen tomorrow over Reagan’s 
birthplace But when we go in-I mean, this is connected with what we 
were talking about befbre if’you want to control a population, keep 
them passive, keep beating them over the head and let them look 
somewhere else, one way to do it is to g~ve them a god to worship. 

AMY GOODiVL~kN: Noam, you’ve ~vritten about, over the years, COINTELPRO, FBI 
raids. We’re seeing that today There’s almost no attention given to 
what ~ve have fbcused on a good deal on Democracy Now!, from Minneapolis 
to Chicago, the FBI raids, activists being subpoenaed to speak about in 
various cases 

NOAM CHOiVISKY: Yeah, that’s a pretty-it’s not just-the raids are serious 
enough, but ~vhat’s more significant is what lies behind them. These are 
the first actions taken under new- rulings by the Supreme Court. A very 
important case was six or eight months ago, I guess, Holder v 
Humanitarian Law Project. It was initiated by the Obama administration 
It was argued by Elena Kagan, Obama’s new court appointment. And they 
won, with the support of the far-right justices The case is extremely 
significant. It’s the ~vorst attack on freedom of speech since the Smith 
Act 70 years ago. The case determined that any material support to 
organizations that the government lists on the terrorist list is 
crimin alized, b ut the?’ interpreted "materi al support" -in ]’act, the i ssue 
at stake was speech. Humanitarian Law ProJect was giving 
advice-speech-to a group on that’s on the terrorist list, Turkish PKK. 
And they were also advising them on legal advice and also advising them 
to move towards nonviolence. ~Ilqat means if you and I, let’s say, talk to 
Hamas leaders and say, "Lnnk, you ought to move towards nonviolent 
resistance," we’re giving material support to a group on the terrorist list. 

Incidentally, the terrorist list is totally illegitimate That shouldn’t 
exist in a free society. Terrorist list is an arbitrary list established 
by the executive with no basis whatsoever, by whim, for example, but no 
supervision And if you take a look at the record of the ten-orist list, 
it’s almost comical. So, take Reagan again. In 1982, the Reagan 
administration decided it wanted to aid their friend Saddam t]ussein tie 
had been-Iraq had been on the terrorist list. They took it off the 
terrorist list. They had a gap They had to put someone in. 

AMY GOOI)MAN: South Al?ica, ANC. 

NOAM CHOMSKY: Put in Cuba They put in Cuba, and I suppose in honor of 
the ]’act that, in preceding several years Cuba had been the target of 
more international terrorism than the rest of’the world combined. So, 
Saddam Hussein goes ofl; Cuba goes on, no review, no comment. And now-, 
with the new Obama principle, giving-advising groups that are 
arbitrarily put on this group is criminal. And that was the background 
for those raids. 

AMY GOODMAN: Noam Chomsky, we’re going to continue this conversation 
online and play- it on the show again. Noam Chomsky, professor of 
linguistics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
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http://blo~s forbes.con’~,chrisbarthi2011/02/11/anon,vmous-claims-possession-of-insidious-stuxnet-virus/ 
Anonymous Claims Possession Of Insidious Stuxnet Virus 

ttouston, we have a problem Or should I s~u, "Iran, we have your 
problem?" Last night, a member of hacker group Anonymous - a devious 
4chan-spawned Internet coalition known for increasingly serious 
web-based attacks - announced on Twitter that the group was in 
possession of the Stuxnet virus. 

Stuxnet is one of the more powerful viruses to ever spread across the 
internet. As Bruce Scl-meier detailed for Forbes, the worm crippled 
Iran’s nuclear 
facility<http://~’w.forbes.corr~’2010/10/06iiran-nuclear-computer-technology-security-stuxnet-wom~.htrnl>by 
infiltrating a Siemen’s control system for industrial centrifuges. As I 
wrote late last year, the Stuxnet virus is a stark example of how cyber 
attacks can affect brick and mortar 
institutions<http:/iblogs.forbes.con~]chrisbarth/2010/12/08icyberattacks-not-iust-online-anyruor e/> 

"Anonymous is now- in possession of Stuxnet - problem, officer?" tweeted 
user by the name of Topiary. Topiai%,’s profile 
<http:/;’twitter.con’liatopial"v>describes the user as an online activist 

and a "Supporter of Anonymous Operations, WikiLeaks, and maintaining 
freedom on the Internet." 

To me, t~vo huge questions arise froru Anonymous’ claim: 

1. Are they actually in possession of Stuxnet? 
2. Can the?, do anything with it? 

The answer to both questions, of course, is maybe. But let’s dive a 
little deeper 

Recently, Anonymous has been in the news for its high profile attacks on 
soft;val-e security firm HBGary, after Aaron Barr, the CEO of HBGary’s 
sister firm HBGary Federal, claimed to have acquired the names of senior 
Anonymous members and threatened to release them to the public Forbes’ 
PalTny Olson has done a fantastic 
job<http://blogstbrbes.com/parmyolson/2011/02/06/anonymous-takes-revenge-on-security-fKm-for-trying-t o-sell-supper ter s-details-t o-fbii> 
covering that 
a ffatr<http://blogs.forbes.corm’parmvolsor~’2011i02i07/victim-of-anonymou s-art ack-sp eaks-out/> 

This is where the possibility for Anonymous getting its hands on Stuxnet 
increases. In a post this morning, Olson quotes a source from 
Anonymous<http ://blo~s.forbes. com/parmvolson/2011/02/11/anonvmou s-readv-t o-dump-more-hbgarv-e-mails-launch-anonleaks/>who 
briefly rattles off the contents of a sle;v of emails uncovered during 
the HBGary takedown "Tl~ree different malware archives, two bets, an 
offer to sell a botnet, a *genuine stuxnet copy*, and various mal;vare 
lists," are supposedly among the contents 

Could this be pure posturing? Sure. But it doesn’t seem out of the 
question that a security firm would have high level information on one 
of the most threatening viruses out there. 

So let’s pretend that Anonymous does, in fact, have a copy of the 
Stuxnet worm in their possession Can they" do anything with it? We’ve 
already seen Stuxnet’s efficacy in attacking Siemens Supervisory 
Control And I)ata Acquisition (SCADA) systems attached to very specific 
industrial machinery The complexity of the worm allowed it to 
infiltrate deep into Iran’s nuclear facilities before unleashing its 
payload. A report by 
Symantec<http :i/www. sym antec.comic onnect/ko/b [o;s/updated-w32st uxnet-dossier-available>today 
updated their September dossier on the virus and revealed that the 
attacks started in June of 2009 and ended in May 2010, around a month 
before the attacks were even noticed 

’]?he worm’s complexity, however, could also render it mostly useless in 
Anonymous’ hands. I’ll let Schneier get into the weeds on some of the 
details, since he does a great job of 
explaining< http ://www. forbes.corn/2010/10/06/iran-nuclear-computer-technol ogv-sec urity-stuxn et-worm 2.html> 

Here’s ~vhat we do know: Stuxnet is an Internet worm that infects Windows 
computers. It primarily’ spreads via USB sticks, which allows it to get 
into computers and networks not normally connected to the Internet. Once 
inside a network, it uses a variety of mechanisms to propagate to other 
machines within that network and gain privilege once it has infected 
those ruachines. These ruechanisms include both kmown and patched 
vulnerabilities, and four "zero-day exploits": ~.alnerabilities that were 
unknown and unpatched when the worm was released. (All the infection 
vulnerabilities have since been patched.) 

Stuxnet doesn’t actually do anything on those infected Windows 
coruputers, because they’re not the real target. What Stuxnet looks for 



is a particular model uf Erugrammable Logic Cuntro[ler (PLC) made by 
Siemens (the press uften refers tu these as SCADA systems, which is 
technically incorrect) These are small embedded industrial cuntrol 
systems that run all surts uf autumated prucesses: un factor?" flours, in 
chemical plants, in oil refineries, at pipelines-and, yes, in nuclear 
power plants. These PLCs are uften controlled by computers, and Stuxnet 
lunks for Siemens S[MATIC WinCC/Step 7 cuntroller software. 

If it doesn’t find une, it dues nuthing. 

So, unless the Anonymous hackers want to control industrial centrifuges, 
we should be alright? Not so fast. Theoretically, it would be possible 
to dismantle the virus and ire@ant a separate payload, effectively 
piggy-backing another virus on the Windows-based attack code. This is no 
walk in the park coding exercise, to be sure, but Anonymous has proven 
their impressive abilities in the past. If such a deconstruction and 
reconstruction were to be pulled oil’, it could have wide-reaching 
consequunces. In August 2010, the Stuxnet virus was reportedly infecting 
over 60,000 computers in Iran, not causing any harm but eager to spread 
until it found a place to release its payload. 

For now, we’re largely dealing in hypotheticals. Since St~xnet has been 
discovered, efforts are being put against it at high levels to prevent 
such attacks in the future. But if Anonymous does, in fact, have 
possession of the worm, it could have massive repercussions for both 
online and offline security-. As Mort Zuckerman 
said<htt~://b~s.f~rbes.c~m/cIn.isbarth/2~/~2/~/cvberattacks-n~t~iust-~n~ine-anvm~re/>~ate 
last year, though, "Malicious progranm~ers are always able to find 
weaknesses and challenge securi~ measures. The defender is always 
lagging behind the attacker." 
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’Anonymous’ Hacker Group Teaches Shad?, Cyber-Security Companies a Lesson 
They’ll Never Forget An apparent coalition of hackers is hitting targets 
with surprising speed and accuracy -- and it looks like it’s just the 
begim~ing. February 17, 2011 ] 

Aaron Barr must l~el like he’s wearing clown shoes. Shortly after the 
overreaching CEO of Sacramento’s so-called cybersecuri~z outfit, HBGa~z 
Federal, assembled an online attack plan against pro-Wikileaks 
supporters like Salon journalist Glenn Greenwald and prematurely bragged 
about "pwning" the upstart hacker collective Anonymous privately to his 
employees and publicly to the Financial Times, Anunymous quickly 
retaliated by raiding his drives, releasing 40,000 }{BGar?’ Federal 
emails, remotely wiping his iPad and engendering a scathing public 
disconnection from those who have known and employed him. Evidently, if 
you fuck with the Internet bull, you still get the real-time horns. 
"Rarely in the history of the cybersecurity indust~z has a company 
become so toxic so quickly as HBGai~’ Federal," Andy Greunberg blogged 
Feb 15 for Forbes’ Firewall colunm "Over fl~e last week, many of the 
firm’s closest partners and largest clients have cut ties with the 
Sacramento start-up. And now it’s cunceled all public appearances by its 
executives at the industry’s biggest cunference in the hopes of ducking 
a scandal that seems to grow daily as more ufits questiunable practices 
cume tu light." Competiuve Intelligence, Rampant [diucy Of course, 
HBGary and Barr are t~ny putatoes, especially fur the code-savvy web 
heads uf Anonymous, which is why his shamed mug has lately been making 
the media ruunds In fact, the :finest breakdown uf Barr and tIBGary’s 
cunspiraturial plan has taken shape in Ars Technica’s exhaustive spuok 
farce, "Spy Games: Inside the Cunvuluted PIut to Bring Down Wikileaks," 
which pegged Barr as "The Man Who Knew Tun Little" as a parting pup-cult 
stab. But Forbes is fuoling itself, and you, if it really believes that 
Barr and HBGary are simply rugue inJ2~rmatiun agents engaging ~n 
"questiunable practices." In the insidiuus world of officially 
sanctioned hacking - also known as "cybersecurity" ur "competiuve 
intelligence," the preferred corpurate nomenclature -- Barr and ttBGapf’s 
expendable presence extends fi~om the U.S. Department of Justice and the 
well-connected legal monolith Hunton & Williams to the corrupt finance 
titans of Bank uf America and the Chamber uf Commerce. They have 
been swept up in HBGary’s discredited wake, as the?, try tu distance 
themselves from what was basically a routine disinJ2~rmation campaign to 
hack and discredit transparency champs like Wikileaks and Anunymuus, 
whuse startling disclosures have rocked the previously airtight 
machinery uf the political and economic powers-th at-be. B arr and 
ttB(iar?"s plan was tu put tugether pruposals fur Huntun & Williams -- 
which represents conservative curporations like Bank of America, the 
Chamber of Cummerce and Koch Industries -- that wuuId scrape the 
internet, including social networking outlets like Facebook, LinkedIn 

and Classmates.corn, for irfformational dirt that could be distilled into 
disinformation attacks that could potentially to bring down supporters 
of Anonymous and Wikileaks, which has been hinting that it’s about to 
dump hugely embarrassing data on Bank of.~q~erica for weeks. On its face, 
this is nothing new: As former Associated of Certified Fraud Examiners 
chairman and "competitive intelligence" professional Jonathan Turner 
told the New York Times, the industly boasts nearly- 10,000 companies and 



a $2 billinn market, tJBGary planned to tag-team Wikileaks and Anonymous 
with Palantir Technologies and Berico Technologies, which has publicly 
admitted that it was asked to develop a proposal analyzing internal 
security and public relations problems for a law firm, without naming 
names Palantir quickly apologized, explaining that the "right to free 
speech and the right to privacy are critical to a flourishing democracy" 
and personally apologizing to pro-Wikileaks supporters like Glenn 
Greenwald, who it was plarming to personally discredit. For its part, 
Hunton & Williams hasn’t publicly commented on the clusterfuck, although 
Anonymous’ data dump featured emails between Barr and Hunton & Williams’ 
partner and corporate investigator Jol~ W. Woods. Not so with the much 
better-known Bank of America, which openly- derided HBGary’s PowerPoint 
presentation to Hunton & Willianrs: "We’ve never seun the presentation, 
never evaluated it, and have no interest in it." That categorical denial 
rings hollow-, given Bank of America’s itinerant controversy, which 
includes inhaling bailout billions in taxpayer cash, purchasing toxic 
mortgage scanwners like Countrywide Financial, nailing loyal customers 
with skyrocketing interest rates, robosigning foreclosures and even 
shutting down paynrunt transfers to Wikileaks, lanrely claiming 
"reasonable belief that WikiLeaks nray be engaged in activities that are, 
araong other things, inconsistent with our internal policies for 
processing payments." Add it together with the shady "competitive 
intelligence" practices of the Chamber of Cormnerce -- which solicited 
Palantir, Berico and HBGary to scrape the Intemet for personal data on 
Chamber opponents like Brad Blog, Change to Win, CodePirik and others -- 
and what is immediately apparent is that all of the included parties are 
sorry for mostly one thing: Getting caught ~vith their pants down. Rebels 
Without a Central Nervous System "Anonynrous, in addition to being 
responsible for 90% of all quotes ever cited, is the source of 91% of 
all Internet truth and justice," the Wikipedia goof Encyclopedia 
Dramatica explains of the hacker collective that brought Palantir, 
Berico and HBGalN’S plan to a screeching halt. A self-aware exaggeration 
to be sure, but there is some truth to Anonymous’ brand of Interuet 
justice. Since roughly 2006, the loosely associated transparency 
coalition has variously pranked and outed the Church of Sciuntology, 
white supremacist and FBI informant Hal Turner, alleged intemet sexual 
predator Chris Forcand, KISS bassist Gene Simmons and more m the U.S. 
alone. Abroad, it combated online censorship efforts in Irun and 
Australia, and even assisted in le~2zing denial-of-service attacks 
against government Web sites in Tumsia, Zimbabwe and even Egy-pt. Those 
are some of their more ;veil-meaning Internet revolutions, But the 
coalition has its dark side. Anonymous has claimed responsibility for 
plastering racist and fascist imageD, across the home pages of sites 
like AllHipHop corn and the social networking site Habbo. Anonymous even 
flooded YouTube children’s videos with pore, and reportedly leaked 
personal int;ormation of a California teen who managed a site called the 
No Cussing Club True responsibility for these attacks and others are 
hard to pin down, given Anonymous’ diaphanous identity, but that too is 
part of the plan. As HBGaw, Palantir and Berico found out the hard way, 
it’s nearly impossible to "pwn" decentralized international cells of 
Internet smartasses that lack a central heinous system. Like the 
Internet itselt; Anonymous is a sprawling ;veb;vork of sometimes aligned 
and chaotic desires and ideologies. Shutting it down ;vould be like 
shutting down the Internet itselt\ So like the similarly ascendant 
Wikileaks which it openly supports, Anonymous’ time has come When Bank 
of America, PayPal, Mastercard, Visa and other corporations stopped 
servicing Wikileaks, Anonymous retaliated by attacking their Web sites 
Its members often ;vear creepy Guy Fawkes masks, perhaps more to honor 
Alan Moore’s visionary dystopian comic V For Vendetta than Fawkes 
himself, whose planned and failed Gunpowder Plot aimed to assassinate 
King James the First (In Moore’s comic, the mysterious masked 
revolutionaD’ V takes down an Orwellian regime that, from its total 
surveillance to its propaganda media to its craven political class that 
willingly turns prisoners into genetic and social experiments, looks a 
lot like ours In fact, one of V’s first victims is a raving talking 
head that could easily serve as the predecessor to Glenn Beck and Bill 
O’Reilly of Fox News, the oxymoronically named organization whose 
whistleblowing insider recently called Rupert Murdoch’s contrnversial 
disinfi~rmation peddler a "Stalin-esque mouthpiece for Bush.") Regardless 
of their outward appearances and deliberately scattered composition, 
Anonymous has, acci dentally and otherwi se, recently transformed from an 
nnageboard prankster to an online Robin Hood combating the monolithic 
forces of geopolitics and mass media Which is high irony considering my 
Wired colleague Ryan Singel once called its members "supremely bored 
15-year olds." With killer coding and computer skills, he should have 
added, that leave so-called professional organizations like t]~[~(i ary, 
Palantir and Berico, as well as capitalist powerhouses Bank of America, 
fumbling over their torpedoed stratagems and half-hearted apologies. No 
wonder Fox News called Anonymous an "Internet ttate Machine," and went so 
far as to imply that its recent acquisition of the widely available 
Windows worm Stuxnet -- which it funnily enough found in t]II(iary’s 
drives, according to ~monymous member Topiary -- could wreak havoc on 
something, anything (Forgetting to mention, of course, that Stuxnet was 
likely developed by Israel to destabilize Iran’s nuclear capabilities.) 
In the final analysis, Anonymous may be a far-flung coalition of teen 
hackers looking to balance the powers-that-be’s often uneven playing 
field. But like the whistle-blowing Wikileaks, it has hit its targets 
with alarming speed and accuracy. The HBOary fiasco, whose tentacles 
snake into the hallowed halls of politics and finance, feels like the 
beginning of an uneasy relationship, for those who chanrpion 
informational transparency and online civil disobedience. Because if 



Wikileaks and Anonymous think that Bank of America, the Chamber of 
Commerce, tJuntnn & Williams or even the Department of Justice, which 
recommended the heavyweight law firm to Bank of 2,znerica’s General 
Counsel, is :finished its attack, it’s got quite another thing cnming. 
But judging by its recently hilarinus pranks and preemptive security 
hacks, it’s probably alrea@ prepared for the cyberwar that is perhaps 
on ~ts way. Scott ’]’hill runs the online mag Mnrphizm corn His writing 
has appeared on Salon, XLRSR, All Music Guide, Wired and nthers 
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Subject: 

Sheila Nix, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Saturday, February 19, 2011 10:44 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Bad news 

Dear ONE Member, 

I’ve got some really bad news. 

A few hours ago, the House voted to make huge cuts in this year’s 
budget. Poverty-fighting, cost-effective programs--which make up less 
than one percent of the US budget--were sharply cut. Some key programs 
that fight AIDS, malaria and hunger were cut by 40%. Programs that 
promote long-term economic growth were chopped up to 30%. We know 
Congress faces tough choices on the budget, but these cuts fall hardest 
on the people who can least afford them. 

Now it’s the Senate’s turn to weigh in on the budget--and we’ve got to let 
them know that they must preserve this funding, Cuts to these life- 
saving programs will have a real, immediate and devastating impact on the 
world’s poor. 

Urge the Senate to fix the House bill now: 
http : //www.one.orq/us/actnow/2011budqet/o.pl?id= 2155- 709283- 
im.SMux&t= 1 

TE LL THE SEHATE THAT 
BUDGET CUTS COULD COST LIVES 

The petition reads: 

Dear Senators, 

Please do not cut cost-effective, proven programs that fight HIV/AIDS, 
hunger and preventable disease in this year’s budget. These programs-- 
which make up less than 1% of the budget--save millions of lives, 
strengthen our national security, and help lift people out of poverty for 
the long-term. 

ONE members have been fighting hard to stop these House cuts. Over the 
past few days, members have made thousands of calls to their 
representatives, urging them not to cut these life-saving--and bipartisan-- 
programs. 

But the House ignored us and made cuts that will threaten the health and 
survival of the world’s most vulnerable. As Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton wrote earlier this week, cuts of this size will be "devastating to our 
national security, will render us unable to respond to unanticipated 
disasters and will damage our leadership around the world." 

Now it’s the Senate’s turn to tackle the budget--and we have to let them 
know that in this part of the budget, steep cuts could cost lives. House 
cuts could mean: 

3.7 million people won’t get tested for HIV this year 

10.4 million bed nets won’t get to families to fight malaria 



58,000 moms-to-be won’t receive the medicine to make sure their 
babies are born HIV-free 

The public is letting Congress know that it’s time to cut spending. That’s 
why we must have your voice, as a constituent and a ONE member, to 
make sure the Senate doesn’t cut this small but vital part of the budget. 

Sign our petition and we’ll deliver it to the Senate so they will hear us 
loud and clear. 

http://www.one.orq/us/actnow/2011budqet/o.pl?id=2:[55-709283- 
im.SHux&,t= 5 

Thank you again for standing up for the world’s poor. 

Sheila Nix 
U.S. Executive Director, ONE 
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Today’s Headlines: Protesters Take Bahrain Square as Forces Leave 
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TOP NEWS 

P*’oteste~’s Take Bah~oaln 

Protesters surged back into the 

square, and the monarchy called for 

peace after two days of violent 

crackdowns. 

~ Pho ogrsp~s j Vdeo Pro es es 

~ Map: Manama. Bahrain 

Billion, Stand off Looms 

The vote showed how the fervor of 

the midterm elections is driving 

Republicans’ etIorts to shrink the government. 

~ ~raphms the House Vote ] Amendment tracker 

Deficits Resbaplng tim Debate as Republicans Jockey for 2o12. 

The issues of bndget deficits and the nation’s growing debt load are shaping the early stages of the 

raee for the 2o12 Republican presidential nomination. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

¯ II~][N !~1[, [{AJNJ, 24, eelebrating with antigovernment pt’otesters who gained control of the 

central square io Maoama, gaht’aio, 

MAGAZINE 

FEATURE; Total 

Recall 
Test your 
memorization skills with games frmn 
the World Memory Championship. 

OPiNiON 

Democracy 

~Velcomed~ but 

Risk Remains 
The Op-Ed columnist Nicholas D. Kristof on the withdrawal of security forces from Pearl Square and 
Bahrain’s democratic future. 

Fashion Week features 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

New wedding etiquette Q&A 

Madern Lave College Essay ContesL deadline March 31 

WORLD 

Cycle of St~ppresslon Rises in Libya and Elsewl~ere 



A deadly cycle has emerged: Security forces fire on fhneral marches, killing people, creating more 

funerals. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Unrest Encircles Sa ~dlis~ Stoking Sense of Unease 

The rulers are feeling more isolated and worried that the United States may no louger be a reliable 

backer. 

In a To~+ Built Upon Patronage, a Test of EgD+pt’s New Order 

One task of Egypt’s revolution is to replace a system knit together by patronage, greased by bribes 

and guided by the principle that the governing party knows best. 

Dnelh~g Protests in a Capital as Nothing Much Gets Done 

Madison, Wis., overrun by angry state employees, had a new dement Saturday: opposition to the 
opposition. 

~ Slide Show: Protests and Ccunterprotests in W~sconsin 

For %%qsco~si~ Govem~or~ I~atlle Was Lo~g Comh~g 

Critics and snpporters alike say Gov. Scott Walker has always pressed for austerity. 

Hiding Details of Dubious Deal, ILS~ Invokes National Sec~rity 

A computer programmer who said his software could prevent A1 Qaeda’s next attack won 820 
million in contracts, despite suspicions that his claims were a hoax. 

~E] 
interactive TJmeiine: Boom Time to 8arprruptcy 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

The Mm-doch in Vqaifing 

dames Murdoch, a possible successor to his father, Rupert, could soon be responsible for about half of 
the News Corporation. 

Case on Mortgage OfflciaI Is Said to Be Dropped 

The closure of the case after two years of inquiW follows last October’s settlement by Angelo Mozilo, 

former head of Countrywide Financial, of insider trading allegations. 

Oil Flows, but High Prices 3augle Nerves 
r.v s ~ .v.,i 
The oil markets are nervous with the possibility of disruptions in the Middle East and North Africa, 
which acemmt for some 35 percent of production. 

S P 0 RTS 

Not the Driver, b~tt the Driving Force 

Chad Khans, Jimmie Johnson’s crew chief, reeeives as much or more credit than Johnson for the 
sueeess of his raee team, which is favored to win a sixth Sprint Cnp title this season. 

~ I\Iascar’s Chances Sp~ce Up Spectatin~ 

Long zM~ms Reach for the l~m 

Ever since Manure Bol became an N.B.A. star, southen~ Sudan has produced a number of players 
who had solid college careers in the United States. 

Before S~ficide, Duerson Said He W’anted Brain Study 

The former Bears star Dave Duerson sent text messages asking that his brain tissue be tested for a 
chronic disease before shooting himself in the chest. 

Mere Sports News 

ARTS 

Comic AdxSce: Be Vqary on Broadway 



Colin Quinn offers advice to Bt’oadway-bound comedians. 

A Grand }:ina|e: Cnnningham’s Las~ Dances 

’]?he Merce Cunningham Dance Company gives its final performance on New Year’s Eve, and 

nobody knows yet if much of his choreography will survive in performance anywhere. 

Revivals Are Nice, b~lt Revel in the New 

Tom Stoppard’s "Arcadia" returns, the "South Park" team tries Broadway, and Chris Rock turns up 

in a play. 

More Airs News 

MAGAZINE 

Secrets of a Mh~d-Oam er 

How I trained my brain and became a world-class memory athlete. 

The One=Man Political Machine 

Rahm Emannel’s hard-won campaign to reelaim his Chieagoness. 

Squashhag the ivies 

A nice little school gets mentioned in the same breath as Harvard, Princeton and Yale by whipping 
them on the squash court, over and over again. 

Mere From the Maqazine ~> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Cuts ~he Pentagon Missed 

Defense Secretary Robert Gates was right to propose cuts in the Pentagon’s budget, but he did not go 

far enough. 

EDITORIAL 

The Unemployed Need Not :\ppIy 
Barriers to employment for jobless workers may be even higher than previously thought. 

EDITORIAL 

This J~st in o,, 

President Obama is neither a foreigner nor a Muslim. These facts do not seem to matter in many 

quadrants of the Republican Party. 

EDITORIAL 

Itab~’s Trials 

This is a particularly perilous time for Italy to be out of action. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CXDNTRIBUTOR 
A ~Ionopoly on Cheating 

Why we should root for ou[’ chihh’en to filch Chance cards and paper money. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sta~,~ and Sewers 

Is technology rewiring our brains to be more eallons? 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The doOol),+s Post:Tucson Traumatic St+-ess Disorder 

The Repnblieans are adrift with a shortfall of substance, offering the [)resident a gohten chance to 

seize the moment. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Human Cost of" Budget Cntting 

L/ i.::...L i i.i.::LR T 

More necessary now than ever, community action agencies ave threatened with draconian cnts. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBLFI-OR 

V~hy VVe Need YVomen ~n ~Aral" Zones 

Lara Logan’s brave decision to go public breaks a long code of silence. 

CP- ED CONTRIBLFI-OR 

Money Won’t Buy Yon Health Insu~ance 



The market for health insurance is broken, even for those who are able to pay for it. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~I~" Po]h~ted Ke~tt~ck~- Hon~e 

Mountaintop removal ruins lives as well as the environment. 

C~- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

"~4,~11 E~ipt Be a Pa*’tne~" ~* Peace? 

Israel welcomes change, but the Camp David pact must hold. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 

Datel~e~ a~.| the 1-~oa~.| ~Va*’rlor~ 

Why do some writers seem to be in two places at the same time? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 20, 1962, astronaut John Glenn became the first American to orbit Earth as he flew aboard 

the Friendship 7 Mercury capsule. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 21,2011 3:39 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Thursday 2/24 opening panel & reception tbr "al margen" exhibit of photos by Petra Barth at Duke 

iNi sheep Argentina.JPG al margen 
photographs from Latin America 

petra barth 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Karen Glym~ 

kazen.glvnn~dnke.edu 

919-660-5968 

Februm-y 24th 4:00pm to 6:00pm, artist reception and panel discussion, Frederic ,Iameson Gaqlery 

A new photography exhibit spanning two canlpuses and enlifled al margen (or "Living on the Moxgin") is the result of seven yeaars of work by Petra Barth 
in South America, Central America m~d the Caribbean. ’][’he exhibit will be on display from 17 JanuaU 1 May 2011. It is composed of 70 gelatin silver 
prints mounted in two campus venues. Foi%~ prints are on view at the Frederic Jameson GalleW in the Friedl Building on East Campus (open daily 8:00am 
to 6:00pm), and an additional thirty prints am on exhibit in the Special Collections Galleu in Perkins Libra,- on West Campns (open daily 8:00am to 
7:00pm). 

An opening reception roll be held on Thnrsday, FebruaD~ 24, fiom 4:00pro to 6:00pm in the Frederic Jameson Galleu. The mceplion will include a panel 
of Duke and UNC fucnlU who will discnss issnes of poverty, maiginalization, environmental degradation, and responds to dimster and crisis in Latin 
America and the Caribbean. Panelists include Dennis Clements, director of the Center tbr Latin America mad Caribbean Studies at Dnke, who also serves 
in Duke Children’s Primary Caace and the Duke Global Health Institate; Erika Weintha], associate protEssor of Environmental Policy at the Nicholas 
School of the Environmeut; and Sandy Smith-Nonini, adjunct assistant protEssor of anthrotx~logy at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. The 
panel will be followed by a mceplion and galleU tour by Petm Barth. 

al margen was o~ganized by the Archive of DocumentaQ" Arts m~d the Archive for Human Rights in Duke’s Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special 
Collections Libraxy. The exhibit is sponsored by the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, the ]~ rogran~ in Lalinoia Studies in the Global 
South, the Department of Cultural Amhrolx~logy, Iutemational Comparative Studies, and the Duke Hnman Rights Center. 

Barth’s photography a~ms "to tell fftories about the evmyday lives of people living on the mmgin their struggles and their dreams." In her own words: 

°’I use a spontaneous, intimate approach to photograph the daily life of individuals. I look for quiet, reflective moments when people are 

tmaware of the camera and my presence, and genuine feeling is conveyed. Pieced together, these moments de~ribe, with extraordinaD, 

clarity, the living conditions all across Latin America and the Cm-ibbean, ti~m Haili’s streets to the suburbs of Nicaragua and E1 Salvador, 

and farm the favelas of Rio to the victims of the recent tsunami in Concepcion, Chile. 

My photographs reveal moments that are not often depicted because they happen eveu day. IVly camera simultaneously captures the 

unustml in the ordinary and the ordinariness of the unusnal. We often see images of devastated landscapes and human suit}ring in the wake 

of disastrous events, but that is only one part of life. What happens before, after, and in between these times? Despite struggle, there is 

also happiness and the ability to move on and create new narratives every day. 

Petra Barth was born in Germany in 196A. She originally studied design in Milan and worked tbr many yeaacs in the fashion indus~try. In 1999, ful~lling a 
lifelime an~bilio& she became a full-lime freelance photographer working primarily in the Caribbear~ Latin America, and Asia. She studied photography 

with Joe Cameron, And?" Gmndberg, and Bill Newman at the Corcoran College of Art and Design in Washington, D.C., where she currently lives. 

Petra B axth’s photographs are part of the Archive of Documentmy Ar~, part of Duke’s Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Libraxy. The 

collection can be viewed in the Librau’s Dalton-Brand Research Room. 
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inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

March 4 - World Day of Prayer in Chapel Hill - collalx~ration ruth women in Chile 

Friday March 4th there ~vill be two services of the World Day of Prayer 
in Chapel Hill. ha the morning 
Church Women Uthted has a service at First Baptist Church with 
registration at 10. In the evening 
an ecumenical, bilingual ser,Ace will be at Carrboro United Methodist 
Church gathering at 7 and service 
at 7:30. 

This year women in Chile wrote the sel~’ice ~vith the title "How- man?’ 
loaves have you?," "Cuantos 
panes tienen?" Rosa Saavedra from Chile will participate in the evening 
service, which will be bilingual 

To participate or questions, please call Cathy Markatos 542-2139. 
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TOP NEWS 

Oil Soars as Libyan Furor 
Shakes Markets 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS and CHRISTINE 
HAUSER 

Tulanoil in the Arab world drove oil 
prices higher and stocks lower despite 
efforts by Saudi Arabia to eahn 
turbtflent markets. 

Emanuel Triumphs in 
Chicago Mayoral Race 
By MONICA DAVEY and EMMA GRAVES 
FITZSIMMONS 

Rahm Emanuel was elected mayor of 
Chicago, which will mark a new path for 
a city that has, for 22 years, been led by 
Richard M. Daley. 

Four Americans Held on 
Hijacked Yacht Are Killed 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY and JEFFREY 
GETTLEMAN 

Jean and Scott Adam shared a dream through 15 years of marriage: to retire, build a boat and sail the world. 
The dream came to a brutal end on Tuesday. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 think we are looking at the future of the labor movement being defined in rotundas in several states." 

HARLEY SHAIKEN, a professor at the University of Califonfia at Berkeley. 

DINING & WINE 

~Y SLIDE SHOW: A 

New York City 
Doughnut Tour 
A look at three of the 
city’s doughnut greats: 
Dough, Peter Pan Donut 
& Pastry Shop and the Doughnut Plant. 



OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I 
DISUNION 
Like a Thief in the 
Night 
By HAROLD HOLZER 

At the exad of a glorious 
trip, Lincoha sneaks into Washington to 
avoid an assassin’s plot. 

Remembering Dale Earnhardt 
ALSO IN AUTOS >> 

The Tonka Truck grows up 

A $170k Range Rover 

nytimes,�om AUTO:S 

WORLD 

Qaddafi’s Grip on the Capital Tightens as Revolt Grows 
By KAREEM FAHIM and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Vowing to kill protesters "house by house," Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi of Libya tightened his grip on Tripoli, 
but the eastern half of the eomatry was slipping beyond his control. 

’- ~,~ Photographs 

¯ Graphic: Political Unrest in North Africa and the Middle East 

¯ " The Lede: Day’s Updates on Middle East Protests 

WikiLeaks Cables Detail Qaddafi Family’s Exploits 
By SCOTT SHANE 

Cables obtained by WikiLeaks offer a vivid account of lavish spending, rampant nepotism and bitter 
rivalries. 

U.S. Condemns Libyan ~ult but Makes No Threats 
By MARK LANDLER 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton called violence by the Libyan government unacceptable but noted 
that 3anericaus’ safety was the first concern. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Court Weighs the Power of Congress 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

In a case involving a microbiologist mad a treaty concerned with terrorists, the justices weighed how much 
power Congress has to regulate matters ordinarily left up to the states, an issue that is also at the heart of the 
health care fight. 

Anarchist Ties Seen in ’o8 Bombing of Texas Governor’s Mansion 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

The authorities in Texas said they were focusing on a group of anarchists as they begin to close in on the 
bomber. 

WELL 
Cellphone Use Tied to Changes in Brain Activity 
By TARA PARKER-POPE 

A study is among the first and largest to document the potential of cellphone signals to alter brain ftmction. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Bank Closings Tilt Toward Poor Areas 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

Even as banks shut branches in poorer areas last year, they continued to expand in wealthier neighborhoods, 
an analysis of government data shows. 

Workers Sickened at Apple Supplier in China 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

The company said it ordered a contractor to stop using a toxic chemical in making iPhone screens, but 
workers say they were pushed to quit. 

DEALBOOK 
Wall St. Often Slow to Disclose Brokers’ Sins 
By SUSANNE CRAIG and BEN PROTESS 

The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Wall Street’s self-policing organization, has persistently faced 
the failure of finmaeial firms to properly report infractions of its financial professionals. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Suicide, a Last Request, a Family’s Questions 
By ALAN SCHWARZ 

Dave Duerson, a former N.F.L. player who committed suicide, wanted lfis brain to go to research. 

Knicks Go for Greatness With Anthony 
By HOWARD BECK 

The trade that finally tmited the IOficks and Carmelo Anthony resulted in a gutted roster and a fractured 
front office, but those details were deemed secondary to winning a championship. 

, Walsh Says That Call on Trade Was His to Make 

Hand in the Anthony Trade? Thomas Gives No Indication 

, Face-to-Face With Anthony Again, as an Executive 

N.C.A.A. Bars Calhoun for 3 Big East Games Next Season 
By JOE DRAPE 

The Huskies coach will miss three Big East games, and the program will forfeit three scholarships for 
recruiting violations. 

, Men’s Roundup: Lighty’s One-Man Show Lifts Ohio State Over Illinois 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Turning a Rearview Mirror on Kevin Roche 
By NICOLAI OUROUSSOFF 

An exhibition at Yale considers the Modernist work of the architect Kevin Roche. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Townie: A Memoir’ 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

Pmdre Dubus III recounts the story of his childhood on the edge of the middle class, looking in. 

-. Excerpt 

THEATER REVIEW I ’VIEUX CARRY’ 
The Boarders Put the Polish on Eccentric 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

The Wooster Group’s production of"Vieux CarrY," a Tennessee Williams play, is a ready-made aesthetic 
mashup that presents Williams at his most poetic in one scene, and Iris most frankly sexual in another. 

° Video: ’Vieux Carr6’ in Rehearsal I ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 



THE POUR 
Wine in Two Words 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

Consmners could be helped immeasurably if the entire lexicon of wine descriptors were boiled douaa to two 
words: sweet or savory. 

" Diner’s Journal: Rethinking Wine Terminology 

RESTAURANT REVIEW 
Ai Fiori 
By SAM SIFTON 

A winning defense of fine dining from the chef Michael White offers a soulful amalgamation of French 
technique and Italian passion. 

UNITED TASTES 
In Indianapolis, the World Comes to Eat 
By JOHN T. EDGE 

As immigration patterns transform neighborhoods outside urban centers, they are also changing what, and 
with whom, suburbanites eat. 

’: Previous Articles in the United Tastes Series 

¯ More Dining. & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Spreading Anti-Union Agenda 
Republican talk of balancing budgets is cover for the real purpose of gutting the political force of middle- 
class state workers. 

EDITORIAL 
Libya’s Butcher 
Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi of Libya must be condemned and punished by the inten~ational commmfity. 

EDITORIAL 
Pledge? What Pledge? 
New York State lawmakers promised to end the gerrymandering of political districts. It is time for them to 
deliver. 

EDITORIAL 
The Fire That Changed Everything 
The names of the last mfidentified victims of a 1911 factory fire have been discovered, bringing closure to one 
of the city’s worst and most important fires. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Nepal’s Stalled Revolution 
By MANJUSHREE THAPA 

Can the popular uprisings in the Middle East inspire Nepal to take its final steps toward democracy? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

If Not Now, When? 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

May road to democracy in the Arab world will be long and rocky. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Black Swan Lakeside 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Chicago, a city described by H.L. Mencken as "alive from snout to tail," chooses a mayor who’s the same. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Finally, Turkey Looks East 
By ELIF SHAFAK 

Turkey has managed to create its oma passage to democracy, however flawed, and could serve as a model for 



Egypt and other comatries in the Arab world. 

¯ More Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 23, 1954, the first mass inoculation of children against polio with the Salk vaccine began in 

Pittsburgh. 
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From: The Communication Academy <sendout@thecommacademy.com > 

Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2011 8:49 AM 

To." Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Subje~: Public Speaking & Presentation Skills Workshop - March 2011 

Making a good first impression. 

How to appear professional and confident 

when speaking. 

Using the voice correctly when speaking 

Overcoming nerves when speaking How to 

write a speech / presentation. 

The importance of eye contact and gestures 

when speaking 

Thinking on your feet 

listening skills 

Using power point to your advantage not 

dJsadvantage~ 

[mpromptu speeches; prepared speeches 

and sight-reading 

How to prepare for a presentation. 

Pronunciation problems will be pointed out, 

and corrective exercises given. 

You will learn to come across more 

confidently when in a group of people. 

Preparing you for future presentations and 

meetings. 

All speeches are video recorded allowing the 

speaker to watch improvements and correct 

problems. 

The videotapes are yours to keep, as well as 

all literature in the files. 



Daily workout 

English vowel sounds 

Voice: breathing and modulation madness 

If you do not want to receive any more newsletters, i.f~i~, ih-:i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewtimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, Febmmy 23, 2011 12:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, Real Estate, The Oscars and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0223/a mes 1 Y 

[ :~ @Times- Februa~/23, 2011 

Real Estate                                                ~ 
Looking to buy or rent? Whether you’re m the market for 
a new hume or simply looking to browse through real 
estate eye-candy, nytimcs~eomirealestate has it all. ttave an 
iPhune? Cheek out The New Vork ~iimes Real Estate iPhene app 
which allows you to personalize your search by saving your 
f~vorite fistings~ integrating filters and providing up-to-date 
market data. Duwnload the free app today~ 

The Oscars 

Who wilt take home an Oscar on Sunday? Make your’ 

pii;ks and eompete agains~ your [fiends 

Oscar Ballot, {or a chanee k~ win an iPad, Don’t miss photos o[’the 

~ominees, the latest [rom The Cat’pe~bagger, Anatomy of a Seene 

the upcoming Aeademy Awards, v~ 

Join the Conversation - You’re the    ~ 
~oss 

~’,5ix months bejbre Sonth~brk K~tehen opened, a Iota!public 

relations director pitehed me, telling me what he would do, how he 
wonId do it and how much it wonld cost: $4,5oo a mon~hjbr the 
bns!t months qf the gear and magbe haft’Nat for the other ha~i I 
wondered which si.~ months needed more P~R. - the !ong lone[9 
winters or the hot and heav!t snmmers? The Hamptons is an 
archipelago qf 2o ke!t resort towns where even the worst 

-- Bruce BuseheI 

"Your post reminded me of the old line: ’You’re not paying us 
enough ~’(~r a{] we th~nk we do for yon.’" 
.... Posled bg ,4~adrew 

’Wrong name for who? Suunds like a classic ease uf the tail 
wagging the dog, Public re[atiuns is a means to an end, not an 
end in itself, The PR is there tu help you build yuur business, 
your business isn’t there to make the PR agency’s job easier. Why 
didn’t they just open their own restaurant?" 
.... Posted bg dgz**~ 

"~=~op 5 Viewed Features o,~ m’-r~ 
(Between February 16,2011 - February 22, 20’1 

Colin Quinn Offers Advice to 
Bro;]dway-Bound ( omedians 

Knieka Snag Carmelo A~thony 

Real Housewives of Miami 

BerIuseonFs Arab Dancer 

Peps£s Business Decision with 
Social Benefits 

~ SLIDE SH[O’W: ~at 

Monkeys 
Like many American adults 
these days, Shivs sits around too 
much, eats rich, fatty food and 
drinks sugary sodas, His belly 
nearly touches the floor -- when 
he is on all fours, that is. 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: 
Stepping Into Place at Center 
Stage 
This spring, new artists are 
spreading their wings in acting, 
writing and puppetry. 

~ VIDEO,¯ 

Cathy Hory~ on New York 
Fashion Week 
This season, designers extended 
the creative boundaries with 
their fabric researeh and 
development. 

Love movies’? Connect w~th 

the New York limes on       IN-i[ 

Fscebook 

Sign tip for t~e Feeh 
Up,.ate e-Fna[I festurin~ ti~e 
latest tech trends and 
#~dus~W buzz 



~. Kvugman: Wis~eusin Power P}ay 

2. Collins: M~’s. Bush, Abstinence 

3. l~’~’om t~rison, Madeff Says Banks ’Had to 

4. New Ha~’.ki~g Teo]s Pose P~ig,ge~" Threats ~:o WI--Fi Users 

5. Se(wets of a M[nd-3amev 

@Times comes to you flom the NYTimes corn malketing depaltment. You received this message because you signed up 

for N’~q-imes.com’s @Tinles newsleb’-er 

Manaae Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Youl E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contacf 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 7:43 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Maxch 2: Duke AAAS Working Group talk on informal adoption, servitude, and race in Brazil 

The African and African American Studies (AAAS) Graduate Student Working Group 
at Duke Universi~ invites you to a talk by graduate student Elizabeth 
Hordge-Freeman, "Family bonds and bondage: Pseudo-adoptions and unpaid 
servitude in Salvador, Brazil." 

When: Wednesday, March 2, at 5 p.m. 

Location: Friedl 225 (for directions to Duke’s East Campus, visit 
http :/i~vw~v.duke edu/webi~vw~v.duke edu/directions/Direast html) 

Refreshments ~vill be sel-,zed. 

This paper by Elizabeth Hordge-Freeman (doctoral candidate, sociology, Duke) 
will explore how the legacy of slavery and servitude contribute to the 
contemporary e×ploitation of black women within the context of "adoptive" 
families in Salvador, Bahia She will e×plore how notions of family and the 
irfformal adopuon practice called "cria95o" allow black women to continue to be 
exploited in slave-like conditions under the guise of adoption. The dynamics 
that emerge in these family relationships reflect exploitation but because the?’ 
are also associated with high levels of affection (sentimental ties), these 
relationships endure. These contradictions are a microcosm of the way that race 
functions more generally in Braml. 

For more information or to inquire about presenting your research, please 
contact Cynthia Greenlee-Dormel[ at (cgreend@duke edu) or Anne Phillips 
(unne.p hillips@duk e edu) 
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Sent: 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 3:52 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: In Turnabout, U.S. Says Marriage Act Blocks Gay Rights 
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TOP NEWS 

In Turnabout, U.S. Says 
Marriage Act Blocks Gay 
Rights 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and SHERYL GAY 
STOLBERG 

When suits challenge the 1996 law 
barring recognition of same-sex 
nmrriages, federal lawyers will now tell 
judges it should be struck dome. 
¯ . Letter From the Attorney General (justice.gov) 

’: Bucks: What the Gay Marriage News Means 
Financially 

" Times Topics: Same-Sex Marriage 

Qaddafi Massing Forces in 
Tripoli as Rebellion Spreads 
By KAREEM FAHIM and DAVID D. 
KIRKPATRICK 

Libya’s leader called on mercenaries and 
irregular security forces to defend 
Tripoli, in what some took as a sign that 
the uprising nfight be entering a decisive stage. 

" ,~_’;’~ Photographs 

, The Lede: Day’s Updates on the Region 

¯ ’ ~ Graphic: Mideast Protests I Complete Coverage 

-’ ~-’~ Timeline: Colonel Muammar eI-Qaddafi 

Arab Unrest Propels Ivan as Saudi Influence Declines 
By MICHAEL SLACKMAN 

Iran has already benefited from the ouster or undernfining of Arab leaders who were its strong adversaries 
and has begtm to project its growing influence, analysts say. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It’s like I’m the valet. Actually, I am the valet." 

RON GUIDRY, a former star pitcher for the Yankees, on lfis relationship with Yogi Berra, the team’s 
legendary catcher. 



MOVIES 

~_~ VIDEO: Hey, 
Oscar Voter in the 
BMW! Look Up! 
Melena Ryzik takes to the 
streets of Los Angeles to 
explore Academy Award 
billboard campaigns. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Libya After 
Qaddafi 
What can the world do to 
keep a brutalized cotmtry 
from falling apart? 

From ’South Park’ to Broadway 
ALSO IN THEATER ~) 

Oscar Wilde’s lover takes center stage 

A circus that lets its freak flag fly 

nytintes, co.m TH EATiER 

WORLD 

Obama Condemns Libya Amid Stalled Evacuation 
By HELENE COOPER and MARK LANDLER 

The president said his achninistration is considering a full range of options to respond to the bloody clashes 
tmfolding in the oil-rich North African state. 

’ ~ Obama’s Speech on Libya (Text) 

Rebels Hope for Qaddafi’s Fall but Remain Fearful 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

For many in the Libyan opposition, failure to remove Col. Muamnaar el-Qaddafi could mean death. 

United States and Other Nations Step Up Libyan Evacuations 
By J. DAVID GOODMAN 

Texas of thousands of foreign citizens, h~cludh~g htmdreds of Americans, are scrambling to find a way out. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Life on the Run For Democrats In Union Fights 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Illinois has suddenly found itself the refuge of choice for outnmnbered Democrats fleeing their states to 
block the passage of bills. 

Standoffs, Protests and a Prank Call 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

To prevent a quorum on a vote allowing private-sector workers to opt out of unions, lawmakers fled to 
Illinois. 

¯ . Discord, State by State 

’: Slide Show: Protests Spread to Indiana and Ohio 

New Mexico’s Bet on Space Tourism Hits a Snag 
By DAN FROSCH 

Gov. Susana Martinez wants to privatize Spaceport America, saying taxpayers have already paid their fair 
share. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Why the Disruption of Libyan Oil Has Led to a Price Spike 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 



Libya produces less than 2 percent of the world’s oil, but its light sweet crude magnifies its importance. 

Airfares Are Chasing Oil Prices Higher 
By JAD MOUAWAD 

Airlines have raised their fares four times since the start of the year, in contrast to only three increases for all 
of 2OLO. 

Solar Energy Faces Tests On Greenness 
By TODD WOODY 

Five solar fl~ermal projects in Califolafia are being challenged in court by labor, environmental and ?m~erican 
Indian groups. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

KNICKS 114, BUCKS 108 
Anthony Makes Knieks Debut With 27 Points 
By JONATHAN ABRAMS 

Cannelo Anthony and Amar’e Stoudenfire comfortably shared the court and the adtflation. 

¯ . At Knicks’ Party, Dolan Makes a Scene 

Knick Is Traded, and Italians Are Desolate 

¯ Ex-Knicks Are Eager to Strut Their Stuff 

Nets Answer Knicks in a Bold Trade for Williams 
By HOWARD BECK 

The trade is a tremendous boost for the Nets, who badly needed a frmaclfise star to build aromad as they 
prepare to move to Brookl)aa for the 2012-13 season. 

" Off the Dribble: Nets Trump Knicks With Williams Deal 

.B.A. Roundup: Parker’s Jumper Lifts Spurs; Pacers Continue Their Surge 

For Berra and Guidry, It Happens Every Spring 
By HARVEY ARATON 

At Yankees spring training each year, Ron Guidry revives Iris role as Yogi Berra’s faithful friend and personal 
driver. 

. Trustee Gets Time to Fine-Tune Suit 

¯ . Spring Visas Delay Boys of Summer 

Roundup: Cardinals Brace for Loss of Injured Wainwright 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

DANCE REVIEW 
Enigmatic Choreographer Tells an Enigmatic Tale 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

Patti Taylor Dance Company opens its two-week City Center season with two New York prenfieres. 

" ~ Slide Show 

Paul McCartney Composes Work for City Ballet 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Patti McCartney has written a major orchestral work for the New York City Ballet, "Ocean’s Kingdom," to be 
performed on Sept. 22. 

Couric Assembles a Book of Essays to Raise Money for Scholarships 
By BILL CARTER 

Katie Couric will publish a book of essays by pronfinent people, ’The Best Advice I Ever Got Lessons From 
Extraordinary Lives." 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 



ON THE RUNWAY BLOC 
Alberta Ferretti: The Beat Goes On 
By CATHY HORYN 

Alberta FelTetti’s collection in Milan had a slight Mod haze (short lengths, tmfic dresses, stand-away collars) 
with baroque touches. 

" ~ Photos of the Moment I Alberta Ferretti 

T MAGAZINE 
Milan Fashion Week I I Spy With My Little Occhio... 
By IOU LEX 

Photographs of some of the scenes from Day 1 at Milan Fashion Week. 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOC 
Did You Say Helmut Newton? 
By CATHY HORYN 

The Gucci show was compreheusibly ’7os with fur-covered shoulders, tie-at-the-neck blouses mad chic 
gaucho trousers in flannel or suede with boots or platforms. 

¯ ’ ~ Now Screening I Gucci 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.yLe._>?. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Obama Moves Against Bias 
The president’s decision to stop defending fl~e Defense of Marriage Act is a major advancement for 
protecting the rights of gay and lesbian Americaus. 

EDITORIAL 
How Quickly They Forget 
The Republican-led House seems determined to roll back regulation of products sold to children. 

EDITORIAL 
Unnecessarily Invasive 
A warning to women whose mammogrmns show an abnormality: odds are a needle biopsy, not a surgical 
one, will do. 

EDITORIAL 
New Rules for New Technology 
A proposal to stop subsidizing rural phone lines and start subsidizing rural broadband connections is long 
overdue. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Many Qaddafis 
By DIR K VAN DEWALLE 

Over the 42 years of iron-fisted rule, Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi has taken on many roles. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
On the Line With Libya 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

It’s time to nudge Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi from power in Libya. Here are some suggestious. 
¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog I Twitter 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Revenge of the Pomeranians 
By GAlL COLLINS 

The questious of the moment: What if the federal goverument shuts down? Who is to blame? Is Christine 
O’Donnell going to be on "Dancing With the Stars"? 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 24, 1868, the United States House of Representatives impeached President Johnson following his 
attempted dismissal of Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton; Johnson was later acquitted by the Senate. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alice Link ~:alicelink college@mcgraw-hill.corn> 

Friday, February 25, 2011 3:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

McGra~v-Hill Values Your Opinion - TAKING SIDES: World Politics, 15/e 

THIS IS AN AUTO-GENE~tATED MESSAGE. DO NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE. 

Supplement your NcGraw-Hill ¢reate~ book with the 

Annual Editions Article Co/lect~n. Learn 

If ~ou need gurther assistance, #ease con[act ~our NcGraw-Hill Sales Re~reaen[a[ive or 
NcGraw-Nill Nigher [ducafion Cus[omer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscribe, click here 

~McGraw-t till Education respects your privacy. Click the link to UN- SUBSCRIBE from McCrraw-Hill Education commercM e-mail messages. You can go to 

http://prel?erences.mheducation.com or write to Privacy Official, McGraw-Hill Education, 148 Princeton-Hightstown Road, N- 1, Hightstown, NJ 08520-1450 to 

exercise other privacy choices, to review your data, or to ask questions. View The McGra~v-Hill Companies Customer Privacy Policy at ht~p://www.mcgraw- 
hill.conv’pfivacy.lmnl. 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Pulling Back in Afghan 
Valley It Called Vital to War 
By e. J. GHIVERS, ALISSA J. ROBIN and 

WESLEY MORGAN 

Panericm~ officials say the Pech Valley 
consumed resources disproportionate 
with its importance and there are not 
enough troops to win decisively against 
the Taliban and A1 Qaeda. 

Rising Oil Prices Pose New 

Threat to U.S. Economy 
By MOTOKO RICH, CATHERINE RAMPELL 
and DAVID STREITFELD 

Econonfists say even if oil prices don’t 
rise further, uncertainty over the 
stability of fl~e Middle East could drag 
dom~ growth. 

Libyan Rebels Repel 
Qaddafi’s Forces Near Tripoli 
By KAREEM FAHIM and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Protests evolved into a well-armed revolutionary movement as Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi blamed drugging 
by Osama bin Laden for the violence. 

, Interactive: A Country-by-Country Look at Protests 

-’ Photos I ~ Timeline: Qaddafi 

:. Room for Debate: Why Didn’t the U.S. Foresee the Revolts? 

. Complete Coverage 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"What the monarchies have going for them are royal families that allow them to stand above the fray, to a 

certain extent. It allows them to sack the government without sacking themselves." 

KENNETH M. POLLACK, director of the Saban Center for Middle East Policy at the Brookings 

Institution, on why monarchs are weathering political upheaval in the Middle East. 

WORLD 



~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: 

Middle East Protests: A 
Country-by-Country Look 
A country-by-cotmtry snapshot of the 
protest movements and uprisings across 
the Middle East and northern Africa. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Why Didn’t the 
U.S. Foresee the 
Arab Revolts? 
What makes it difficult 
for intelligence agencies 
to anticipate the uprisings in Egypt, 
Libya and elsewhere? 

You should open a store! 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Integrating social media with the Oscars 

The banking industry’s turnaround 

n¥liraas, com            iBUSINE:SS 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

DIPLOMATIC MEMO 
U.S. Trying to Pick Winners in New Mideast 
By MARK LANDLER and HELENE COOPER 

The Obama adininistration has come to a stark recognition: the region’s monarchs are likely to survive; its 
presidents are more likely to fall. 

In the Cradle of Libya’s Uprising, the Rebels Learn to Govern Themselves 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

They are keepers of an evolving rebellion as well as law and order in Libya’s second largest city. 

Amid Exodus From Libya, Europe Braces for Refugees 
By J. DAVID GOODMAN and JAMES KANTER 

As foreigners jammed Tripoli’s airport, European cotmtries sought help in coping with what could be a huge 
wave of refugees from across the Mediterranean. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

California’s Tax Aversion Complicates Budget 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

If Gov. Jerry Brouaa gets support for his spending cuts, he will still have to ask voters to approve $12 billion 
in taxes. 

Enlisting Prison Labor to Close Budget Gaps 
By ROBBIE BROWN and KIM SEVERSON 

Prison labor is nothing new. But officials are now expanding the practice, in areas like fanning, to combat 
cuts in federal financing and dwindling tax revenue. 

U.S. Arrests Saudi Student in Bomb Plot 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and SCOTT SHANE 

Khalid Ali-M Aldawsari, 20, has been charged with planning terrorist attacks inside the United States. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Hoping to Lead Bank, Italian Faces Hurdles 
By LIE ALDERMAN and JACK EWING 

Though qualified, Mario Draglfi of Italy makes France and Germany nervous as he campaigns to succeed 
Jean-Claude Triehet as president of the European Central Break. 

Boeing Wins Contract to Build Air Force Tankers 



By CHRISTOPHER DREW 

Boeing received a $35 billion contract even though it and its supporters had seemed to assume the European 
builder of Airbus planes would win. 

Foreign Investment Ebbs in India 
By VIKAS BAJAJ 

Direct inveshnent in India fell more thm~ 31 percent last year, mad corruption mad bureaucracy are being 
blmned. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Coastal Carolina Struggles on Way to Tournament 
By PETE THAMEL 

After accusations of recruiting violations, the school has stumbled in trying to reach the N.C.A.A. 
toun~ament. 

" Roundup: Minus Calhoun, UConn Is Beaten in Overtime 

That Was Fast: Mickelson and McIlroy Are Out 
By LARRY DORMAN 

Rory Mcllroy, Phil Mickelson and Lee Westwood made unexpected exits from the Match Play 
Championslfip. 

Celtics Break Up Their Fantastic 5 
By JONATHAN ABRAMS 

Kendrick Perkins, Boston’s starting center, was traded to the Threader in the most significant move made 
before Thursday’s 3 p.m. trade deadline. 

¯ ’ Keeping Score: Big Trades Don’t Come With Guarantees 

~’ Knicks Will Keep Looking for Help in the Frontcourt 

¯ Mor_~q_~_S_pS orts News 

ARTS 

Serious? Snarky? Oscar Courts a Social Medium 
By MELENA RYZIK 

The Academy Awards telecast is employing a nmnber of new ideas in its quest to capture a bigger, younger 
audience. 
¯ . The Bagger’s Oscar Predictions I ~ Interactive Ballot 

Nominee-Inspired Drinks I Nate Silver’s Oscar Analysis 

ART REVIEW 

Fin-de-Si~cle Hothouse, Plush and Neurotic 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The Neue Galerie’s show "Vienna 19oo: Style and Identity" is a shifting kaleidoscope of paintings, drawings, 
architectural models and plans, posters, funfiture and more. 

’: Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I’THE HALLWAY TRILOGY’ 
Love Thy Neighbor? Yeah, Right 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

In "The Hallway Trilogy" by Adam Rapp, a nondescript passageway in a Lower East Side tenement becomes 
a eanfival of the desperate, the grotesque, flae outrageous. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

The Carpetbagger’s 2on Oscar Predictions 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Melena Ryzik uses all her knowledge to predict who will emerge victorious on Oscar night and why. 

THE TIPSY DIARIES 



A Toast to the Nominees, With Drinks They Inspired 
By FRANK BRUNI 

In honor of the Academy Awards on Sunday, four bartenders come up with drinks to honor four nomhaees. 

’: ~ Video 

Interactive Oscar Ballot 

Katie Couric’s Oscar Picks 

CARPETBAGGER BLOG 

4 Rules to Win Your Oscar Pool 
By NATE SILVER 

Nate Silver, whose FiveThirtyEight blog offers statistical analyses of politics, culture mad more, crunches 30 
years of Oscar history to help you choose wisely in your Oscar pool. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Stopping Qaddafi 
The Obama adininistration is working to stop the killing in Libya. There is not a lot of time. 

EDITORIAL 
The Food Crisis 
As food prices soar, threatening developing countries with mass bringer, G-2o nations are breaking their 
promises to help. 

EDITORIAL 
Gov. Cuomo’s Friend 
The governor’s close ties with Jeffrey Sacl~s are raising questions about his commitment to ethics reform. 

EDITORIAL 
Stolen History 
The National Archives must secure the cotmtry’s historical trove but also maximize access for Americans. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Drilling for an Oil Crisis 
By MICHAEL C. LYNCH 

"Peak oil" advocates play politics with a WikiLeak about Saudi oil reserves. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Run Mitch, Run 
By DAVID BROOKS 

For Mitch Daniels, the Republican governor of Indiana, the 2012 moment calls. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Shock Doctrine, U.S.A. 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Madison, Wis., is looking a lot like Baghdad in 2003, with government officials exploiting fiscal crises for fun 
and profit. 

’- Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
From Oklahoma to Tobruk 
By ROGER COHEN 

The road to Arab enfranchisement will be long and turbulent but it’s now irreversible. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Saudi Prince’s Plea for Reform 
By ALWALEED BIN TALAL BIN ABDULAZIZ AL-SAUD 

Arab governments must make radical changes to avoid tmrest. 



¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 25, 187o, Hiram R. Revels, R-Miss., became the first black member of the United States Senate as he 
was swona in to serve out the tmexpired term of Jefferson Davis. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Friday, Febrnary 25, 2011 11:40 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

4/11: "Interpreting Disaster": Duke Provost’s Lecture Series w/Damien Cave, New York Times 

* Please direct questions about this event to susan~booth/b)duke.edu * 

Provost’s Lecture Series 
Natural Disasters and Human Responses 

http:i/www.provost~duke~eda/speaker ~rie~index.html 
Monday, April 11, 2011 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 

Social Sciences Building, Room 139 

Interpreting Disaster 
Damien Cave 

The New York Ti~nes 

Correspondent, Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean 

i’"X’i cav~ photo Three years after covering Iraq at the height of its sectarian w~ac, Damien Cave found himself amidst the countless dead of Haiti’s disastrous 
¯ 

" eaxthquake. He will discuss how reporters tackle the challenges of traumatic stories how they get to where they need to be, how they choose 

which stories to tell, and how they are impacted by what they experience. 

Damien Cave is a tbreign correspondent tbr The New York Times, ba~d in Mexico City. Along with two other reporter~ he covers Mexico, 

Central America m~d the Caribbean.                                           ~ 

From 2008 to 2010 he served as the Times’ Mimni bureau chief. In addition to covering the earthquake in Haiti, his coverage of Florida ranged widely from recession, 

politics, and veterans to ._o__u__t__-___o__f__-__c___o_!~:_o_!___b_._uj_~_e__s_.. 

His previous assignment was in Baghdad. There, he wrote extensively about the Alnerican troop surge and the consequences of violence; and he was among a tean~ of 

Times reporters who were finaliffts for the 2008 Pulilzer Prize in international reporting. He also led a smaller group that won the 2008 Overseas Press Club a~-ard for 

best international coverage on the Web. 

Prior to Iraq, he covered New York’s CiW Hall and Newark~ N.J., where he founded the paper’s first political blog, Newark ’06, to cover Co~y Booker’s successful 
run tier mwor. His music, arts and culture coverage has appeared in other sections of the Times, and betbre joining the paper in 2004, Dmnien worked a~s a staB’writer 
and editor at Rolling Stone magazine and at Salon.com though he started his journalism career in Bolivia as a freelancer. 

Born in Oregon mad raised in Worcester, Mass., he has a B.A. from Boston College and an M.S. l]com Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism. He is 

mamed to Diana Oliva Cave, a video and Inultimedia journalist who was also a pa(t of The Times’s Bagh&d bureau, and with whom he often works wherever the 

news takes them. 

You can follow Damien on Twitter @da~niencave. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

do-not-reply~causesmail.com on behalf of 

Nicolae Ci~pala <no-reply@causes.com> 

Friday, February 25, 2011 11:33 PM 

no-reply@causes.com 

Please join as a paxtner the initiative, plant a tree to s~top global warming. 

I’tn asking my friends for a special favor: please help me raise $11000 for Plant a tree to stop 

global warming. It’s a great cause that is a New 2011 international initiative with a goal to 

plant 1.1 billion trees globally this year and is looking for Pa:rtners Globally frotn all fields of 

life: Business, Govenmaent. Nonprofits, Churches, Sports, Culture, Science, Health, Arts, 

etc. organizations, also individuals: governors, mayors, local leaders, police, military- 

personnel, as well as local residents, volunteers and youth clubs are more than welcome to 

partner. Partners who will plant trees by their homes, parks, schools, urban areas, rural 

areas, farms or national forests etc. 

I chose Plant a tree to stop global warming because Planting trees is a simple thing eveDone 

can do to reduce cartxm dioxide, a principal greenhouse gas that contributes to global 
wanning. No matter where you live, you can plant trees and take a proactive, positive step 

toward keeping our planet healthy. 

Please consider giving to my initiative, and together we can make the world a better place. If 

you can’t give now, I’d really appreciate if you’d share this page with 5,our friends. 

Thanks so much in advance, Feel free to Contact us by : Tel +37369006351, Fax 

3:322738330, Slcype: irffmd, web portal: http://irffmd.awaKlspace.info 

Nicolae and gppd.net 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

do-not-reply~causesmail.com on behalf of 

Nicolae Ci~pala <no-reply@causes.com> 

Friday, February 25, 2011 11:38 PM 

no-reply@causes.com 

Please join as a pmntner the initiative:Plant a tree to stop global wanning. 

I’tn asking my friends for a special favor: please help me raise $11000 for Plant a tree to stop 

global warming. It’s a great cause that is a New 2011 international initiative with a goal to 

plant 1.1 billion trees globally this year and is looking for Pa:rtners Globally frotn all fields of 

life: Business, Govenmaent. Nonprofits, Churches, Sports, Culture, Science, Health, Arts, 

etc. organizations, also individuals: governors, mayors, local leaders, police, military- 

personnel, as well as local residents, volunteers and youth clubs are more than welcome to 

partner. Partners who will plant trees by their homes, parks, schools, urban areas, rural 

areas, farms or national forests etc. 

I chose Plant a tree to stop global warming because Planting trees is a simple thing eveDone 

can do to reduce cartxm dioxide, a principal greenhouse gas that contributes to global 
wanning. No matter where you live, you can plant trees and take a proactive, positive step 

toward keeping our planet healthy. 

Please consider giving to my initiative, and together we can make the world a better place. If 

you can’t give now, I’d really appreciate if you’d share this page with 5,our friends. 

Thanks so much in advance, Feel free to Contact us by : Tel +37369006351~ Fax 

3:322738330, Slcype: irffmd, web portal: http://irffmd.awaKlspace.info 

Nicolae and gppd.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders -Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Saturday, February 26, 2011 5:45 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Latest Issue of Societies Without Borders 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Dear SSF Think Tank Members: 

On behalf of my co=editors, David Brunsma and Keri Iyall Smith, I am writing to announce the publication of the latest issue of Societies 
without Borders: Human Rights and the Social Sciences (SWB). Volume 5, Issue 2 is available at the following URL: 

http ://societieswithoutborders.org/ 

As an online journal, SWB has a number of interactive features. By clicking on the title of an article, you can reach the comments page. 
We encourage readers to post their reflections on the articles. If you use Twitter, please consider following the journal’s Twitter account, 
SWBSSF. If you use Facebook, please consider sharing articles and posts. 

The table of contents is as follows: 

Societies Without Borders Human Rights and the Social Sciences 

Volume 5, Issue 2 
Edited by David L. Brunsma, Keri Iyall Smith, and Mark Frezzo 
Book Review Editor, Tugrul Keskin Editorial Assistant, John Pruitt 

Articles 
JOHN ARENA, CUNY-COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND The Contested Terrains of Public Sociology: Theoretical and Practical Lessons from 
the Movement to Defend Public Housing in Pre- and Post-Katrina New Orleans ............................... 103-125 

ALINE C. GUBRIUM & TIMOTHY SCOTT, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST 
Teaching and Speaking to Social Change: A Digital Storytelling 
Approach Addressing Access to Higher Education ............ 126-151 GEORGE KENT, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI’I 
Designing Rights-Based School Feeding Programs ............ 152-173 
Notes From the Field 
ROSLYN S. FRASER, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI Development and Daughters: Changing Familial Roles in Rural 
Bangladesh .......................................................... 174-185 

Book Reviews 
DELIA POPESCU, LEMOYNE COLLEGE Review of Advocating Dignity: Human Rights Mobilizations in Global Politics by Jean 

Quataert ........................................... 186-189 
FATEMEH SHAYAN, UNIVERSITY OF TAMPERE Review of Achieving Human Rights by Richard Falk ............. 190-192 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/~g source=msg mes network 
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TOP NEWS 

In Libya Capital, Long Bread 

Lines and Barricades 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

An effort by Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi 
to prove that he was in control appeared 
to backfire as foreign journalists he 
invited in discovered open defiance. 
" ~ Video: Exposing Libya’s Turmoil 

~ ~,~ Photos: Libya Unrest I ~:~ Map: Protests in 

Libya 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

The Vacuum After Qaddafi 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

Because Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi 
spent the last 40 years hollowing out 
every single institution that might 
challenge his authority, there are few 
options to succeed him. 

On the Stump, Gingrich Puts 
Focus on Faith 
By JEFF ZELENY 

As a presidential candidate, Newt Gingrich would offer political acumen, but he will also have to grapple 
with aspects of his life and career that could give pause to elements of the Republiema primary electorate. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7’m not an activist, an alarmist, a Democrat, environmentalist or anything like that. I’m just a person who 

isn’t able to manage the health of my family because of all this drilling." 

KELLY GANT, whose says her children have had severe asthma attacks and headaches since a gas well was 

set up near her house in Bartonville, Tex. 

MOVIES 

Oscar Night Live 
Coming Stmday night: 
live red carpet photos, 
coverage from The 



Carpetbagger and live video updates 
from A. O. Scott and David Carr, all on 
the Oscars Dashboard. 

, ~ Interactive Oscars Ballot: Cast Your Votes 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
What We Learned 
in the Statehouse 
By BILL RITTER Jr., MARK 

SANFORD, BILL 
RICHARDSON and PHIL 
BREDESEN 

Four departing governors single out key 
difficulties faehag the states. 

WORLD 

Security Council Calls for War Crimes Inquiry in Libya 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The United Nations Security Council voted unanimously to hnpose sanctions on Libya’s leader, Col. 
Muammar el-Qaddafi, and called for a war crimes investigation. 

In Libyan Port, Stranded Migrants Watch Hope Depart 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Migrant workers from poor cotmtries, strm~ded by war and forsaken by their employers, have gathered in 
Benghazi for protection and a way out. 

:’ Slide Show: A Port in a Storm 

Key Tribal Chief Wants Yemen Leader to Quit 
By LAURA KASINOF and NElL MacFARQUHAR 

In a significant challenge to President Ali Abdullah Saleh, a powerful tribal leader has called for his downfall. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

DRILLING DOWN 
Regulation Lax as Gas Wells’ Tainted Water Hits Rivers 
By IAN URBINA 

A method to extract more natural gas can produce wastewater that is often laced with lfighly corrosive 
substances. 

" ~ Video: Natural Gas and Polluted Air 

~ ~.~’ Interactive Map: Toxic Contamination From Natural Gas Wells 

" ~ Interactive Graphic: Extracting Natural Gas From Rock 

’. ~ Documents: Natural Gas’s Toxic Waste 

Rallies for Labor, in Wisconsin and Beyond 
By RICHARD A. OPPEL Jr. and TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

The demonstrators protested a proposal by Scott Walker that strips Wisconsin public-employee rations of 
nearly all of their bargaining power. 

’ ~ Slide Show: Pro-Labor Rallies Around the Nation 

In Indiana, Clues to Future of Wisconsin Labor 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

The experience of Indiana, where the governor ended bargaining for state employees, shows how much is at 
stake for workers and the government. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

A Corporate Sleuth Tries the Credit Rating Field 
By JANET MORRISSEY 

Jules Kroll, knoml for corporate detective work, wmlts to shake up a business tarnished by tile finmlcial 
crisis. 

DEALBOOK 
As Berkshire Improves, Buffer Sings Praises of U.S. 
By PETER LATTMAN 

After a year of improvement at his holding company, Warren E. Buffett praised Panerican growth prospects. 

¯ How Buffett’s Most Recent Big Deals Have Done 

¯ " Buffett Finds a Friend, Sometimes, in the Fed 

A Patrol for the Web’s Playgrounds 
By CHRISTINE LARSON 

A company’s nationwide network of moderators aims to keep Web sites free of cyberbullies. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Mets May Yearn for Another Pipeline 
By KEN BELSON and RICHARD SANDOMIR 

The cash shortfall that required the Mets to take a $25 nfillion loan from Major League Baseball was not the 
team’s first, and it may not be the last. 

’- First Game of the Spring Doesn’t Change the Subject 

Everyone’s Talking About It (but Jeter) 
By BRETT McMURPHY 

Derek Jeter’s house is slightly smaller than an average Best Buy electronics store. 

’: Torre Selected by Selig as a Top Lieutenant 

In Africa, Lessons on Passion and Perspective for Kershaw 
By KAREN GROUSE 

Dodgers starter Clayton Kershaw spent a week in Zambia with his wife, who works to help children orphaned 
by the AIDS epidenfie. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

The Inside Story on Outsiderness 
By CAROL VOGEL 

Confing to the Whitney Musemn: Glenn Ligon’s art made from a word suspended in air, or a phrase repeated 
over and over. 

-’ Interactive Feature: Glenn Ligon: Art Out of Words 

Best Movie Query? You Win 
By A. O. SCOTT and MANOHLA DARGIS 

A. O. Scott and Manohla Dargis answer readers’ questions about the Oscars and the motion picture 
industry’s awards season in general. 

All Over London, Love Hurts 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Keira IOfightley, Elisabeth Moss mid Rebecca Hall have taken to the London stage and audiences are lining 
up. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

How Chris Christie Did His Homework 
By MATT BAI 



The govenaor of New Jersey became the most celebrated Republican in America by tagging public-sector 
workers like cops and firefighters - and especially teachers - as 21st-century welfare queens. 

" The Caucus: Christie on the 2012 Candidates I ~ Video 

Supercolossal Street Art 
By GABY WOOD 

For the street artist knoma only as JR, the world is a canvas. 

" Slide Show 

Queen of the Mommy Bloggers 
By LISA BELKIN 

Of all the self-exposing bloggers striving to be heard, Heather Armstrong has emerged as the master of the 
art and commerce of the overslmre. 

’- ~ Post a Comment 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Budget Fight Continues 
House Republicans’ efforts to slash federal spending could derail the economic recovery and would not 
address the real sources of budget deficits. 

EDITORIAL 
Angry Arizona, Again 
Arizona’s legislators continue to try to strip away rights from mMocumented immigrants. It’s time for 
Arizonans to retuna to their values. 

EDITORIAL 
Trashing the Lessons of Watergate 
House Republicans have voted to kill off public financing for presidential elections. The Senate Democratic 
majority must act. 

EDITORIAL I APPRECIATIONS 

Joe Flom 
By LINCOLN CAPLAN 

Mr. Flora, who died at 87, changed corporate law with his fierce belief that merit, not family name or 
pedigree, nmttered most. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Have You Driven a Smart-phone Lately? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

If you can chew gmn mad walk, can you drive and tweet? 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Why Wouldn’t the Tea Party Shut It Down? 
By FRANK RICH 

This battle, ostensibly over the deficit, is so much larger than the sum of its line-item parts. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Unfit for Democracy? 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Don’t tell people dying for freedom in the Arab world that they’re not ready for it. 

." Columnist Page I Blog I Twitter 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How the Arabs Turned Shame Into Liberty 
By FOUAD AJAMI 

To topple the tyrants, societies had to stop enabling them. 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Treat the Patient, Not the CT Scan 
By ABRAHAM VERGHESE 

Medical technology often blinds doctors to the needs of the sick. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 
An American in Pakistan 
By ARTHUR S. BRISBANE 

Why "C.I.A." was too risky to publish in the case of Ra)anond Davis, who is charged with murder in Pakistan. 

. More Public Editor Columns 

¯ . Web Journal 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
There’s No Business Like Show Business 
By BILL RICHARDSON 

Everyone benefits when states work to attract fihn and TV production. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Re-energize the Economy 
By BILL RITTER Jr. 

To create jobs, invest in clema energy. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Focus on Schools and Jobs 
By PHIL BREDESEN 

Keep a sound budget, while improving education mad the business climate. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Face the Pension Problem 
By MARK SANFORD 

States can no longer postpone confronting public employee pensions. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 27, 1991, President George H.W. Bush declared that "Kuwait is liberated, Iraq’s army is defeated," 

and annotmeed that the allies would suspend combat operations at nfidnight. 
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TOP NEWS 

Rebels in Libya Gain Power 
and Defectors 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM 
FAHIM 

Rebels challenging Col. Muammar el- 
Qaddafi showed their firepower and 
nfilitary coordination as defecting 
officers in the east took steps to 
establish a ratified command. 
" ~ Photographs 

Behind a Rise in Auto Sales, 
Easier Credit 
By ERIC DASH 

After scaling back auto lending, banks 
and automakers’ lending arms have 
started to issue loans more aggressively. 

Unions Debate What to Give 
to Save Bargaining 
By MICHAEL COOPER and STEVEN 
GREENHOUSE 

Republican lawmakers have won concessions by fighting what labor sees as a basic right. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Democracy is bad news for terrorists. The more peaceful channels people have to express grievances and 

pursue their goals, the less likely they are to turn to violence." 

PAUL R. PILLAR, professor at Georgetom~ University and a former C.I.A. analyst. 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Red 
Carpet at the 
Oscars 
Styles and fashions from 
the red carpet of the 
Academy Awards. 
" ~ Slide Show: Academy Award Winners 



¯ Oscar Coronation for ’The King’s Speech’ 

¯ ’ Make It New? Oscar Courts Internet Age 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Move Public 

Employees Into 

4ol(k)s? 
Private sector workers 
were herded into 4ca(k)- 
style pimps long ago. Why should new 
govennnent employees keep their 
traditional pensions? 

Gucci: fedoras and feathers 
ALSO IN FASHION >> 

Featured Collections from New York, London, Milan and 
Paris 

Fall Fashion coverage 2011 

nytimes, com 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
As Regimes Fall in Arab World, A1 Qaeda Sees History Fly By 
By SCOTT SHANE 

The powerful protests spreading across the Middle East and North Africa have shmmed the two central 
tenets of A1 Qaeda’s credo: murderous violence mad religious fanaticism. 

U.S. and Allies Weigh Libya No-Fly Zone 
By JOHN M. BRODER 

The Obama achninistration held talks with allies on a possible no-fly zone over Libya to prevent further 
killings of civilians. 

:. News Analysis: Tremors From Libya Threaten to Rattle the Oil World 

Ttmisian Premier, Vestige of the Old Government, Resigns 
By THOMAS FULLER 

Mohamed Ghannouchi resigned on Sunday after a weekend of deadly protests. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THE RADIATION BOOM 
X-Rays and Unshielded Infants 
By WALT BOGDANICH and KRISTINA REBELO 

Radiation errors at a hospital in Brooklyn raise questions about the competence, training and oversight of 
technologists who operate powerful eqtfipment. 

, ~ Documents: A Doctor’s E-Mails About Over-Radiated Babies 

Demonstrators Can Continue Overnight Stays in Wisconsin Capitol 
By RICHARD A. OPPEL Jr. 

In a reversal, the Capitol authorities mmounced on Stmday that demonstrators would not be forcibly ejected 
or arrested. 

" ~ Slide Show: Protesters Defy Deadline in Wisconsin 

POLITICAL MEMO 
A Three-Man Band of Budget Cutters 
By MONICA DAVEY and JEFF ZELENY 

For all the camaraderie of Oovs. Scott Walker, Mitch Daniels and Chris Christie, their budget fights differ. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



DEALBOOK 
JPMorgan Fund Seeks Stake in Twitter 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED and ANDREW ROSS SORKIN 

JPMorgm~ Chase is seeking to buy a minority stake in Twitter that could value the site at close to $4.5 billion. 

Publishers Look Beyond Bookstores 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD and JULIE BOSMAN 

As the big bookstores change course, publishers are pushing into new stores, like Michaels and Lowe’s, 
hoping to catch shoppers’ eyes. 

Tribeca and Sundance Plan Growth 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Using on-demand teclmology and Web services, the Tribeca and Stmdanee fihn festivals are aiming to gain a 
wider audience for independent movies. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

KNICKS 91, HEAT 86 
Billups Lifts Knicks Over Heat 
By JONATHAN ABRAMS 

Chamacey Billups made a 3-pointer with just over a minute left, then stole the ball on Miami’s next 
possession to secure the win. 

" Heat and Knicks Are Reflection of Rising East 

," Dodging Nemesis, Lakers Top Thunder 

On Wrestling Mat, Girls Still Face Uphill Struggle 
By JER[3%o LONGMAN 

Rachel Hale won a state wrestling chmnpionship in Vermont on Saturday night, an achievement that 
highlighted the obstacles girls face to compete in the sport. 

STRAIGHT SETS 
First Lady Teams With U.S.T.A. on Obesity 
By NICHOLAS MCCARVEL 

The first lady, Michelle Obama, is teaming up with tennis’s first couple, Andre Agassi and Stefanie Graf, in a 
parhaership between the United States Tennis Association and Obmna’s "Let’s Move" campaign to fight 
childhood obesity. 

’- White House Sweats, and He’s the Cause 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

Oscar Coronation for ’The King’s Speech’ 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL CIEPLY 

"The King’s Speech" garnered best picture and best actor for Colin Firth, but no fihn scored a commanding 
sweep. Natalie Portman won best actress for "Black Swan." 
" ~ Slide Shows Red Carpet I Winners 

" The Carpetbagger I .~’~’ Oscar Results 

Complete Coverage: Awards Season 

THE TV WATCH 
Make It New? Oscar Courts Internet Age 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

This year’s ceremony had a pair of youthful hosts (but hoary writing) and social media name dropping. 

Relocating Drama From Ice to Stage 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

As exciting as hockey cm~ be on the ice, it hasn’t made for compelling drmnaturgy. But Victor Lesniewski, an 
aspiring playwright, tries to get a stick in the game with "Where Bison Rtm." 

¯ More Arts News 



MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Oprah’s New Channel Struggles to Pull in the Viewers 
By BRIAN STELTER 

OWN, Oprah Winfrey’s two-month-old channel, is attracting fewer viewers than the obscure channel it 
replaced. 

PBS Faces New Threat in Federal Budget 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN 

An NPR executive called Republicans’ budget fight this year "the most deternfined, organized and 
sophisticated challenge to federal funding for public radio - ever." 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
Andrew Sullivan Joins ’The Daily Beast’ and ’Newsweek’ 
By M. AMEDEO TUMOLILLO 

The noted blogger Andrew Stfllivan joins Tina Brown’s media empire. 

¯ More Media & Advertising_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Keep the Government Open 
The House Republicans’ stopgap budget proposal would expire in only two weeks. The Senate should push 
for more. 

EDITORIAL 
No Exit From a Bad Program 
President Obanm pronfised to change inmfigration laws. The Secure Comn~mfities program goes against that 
VOW. 

EDITORIAL 
Transplants and Rationing 
With kidneys scarce, a proposal to change the first-come-first-served transplant system nmkes good sense. 

EDITORIAL 
The Anthropocene 
There is serious talk among scientists that a new geologic era has begun, called the Anthropocene. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Except February 
By PHILIP S. HILL 

With every calendar reform, the rtmt month gets left out. Until now. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Leaving Children Behind 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Guess who pays when states call for fiscal austerity. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Limit Pay, Not Unions 
By MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG 

We shotfld work to modernize govenmaent’s relationship with unions - and union leaders should be 
farsighted enough to cooperate. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Feb. 28, 1993, a gtm battle erupted near Waco, Texas, when Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
agents tried to serve warrants on the Branch Davidians; four agents and six Davidians were killed as a 51-day 
standoffbegan. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SM3,VG UNC <sociahnovements@gmail.com~ 

Monday, Februao~ 28, 2011 9:33 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] reminder and thought for meeting this a£temoon 

hello the~e, 

Just a friendly ~eminder that the Social Movement Working Group will be meeting today at 5:15 in the Fedex Bldg on tl~e 4th Floor. 

"BlackCommunism and Non- Productive Bodies: Threats to Capitalism in the 

Post-Obama Moment." 

Feel free to bring snacks to share! 

See you there’. 

m 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28773506- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b261l~57 fcT~,~]ist serv .unc .edu 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.coin> 

Tuesday, March 1, 2011 1:53 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 1 March: mubaraJdng, Zimbabwe, Haiti, protests, Stoty of Citizens United, US politics, Amin, Melber, microtinance, fracking, 

byebye Dbn pollution control 

Ziln arrestees:jpg; Bond mubaraldng 28 Feb 2011 .doc; Wolpe CCS (DBN) IVI)\I~\IS March 3.pdf; Munya et al in chains Feb 2011 .jpg; 

Melber Beyond Settler Colonia]ism is not yet Emancipataon.pdf 

Hi comyades, 

* The mubaraking of Mugabe was my column for the MercuW today (extended 
version published at Links and ZNet is attached), and CCS will host a 
discussion led by Shepherd and Percy from noon-2pm, with live updates to 
the scenes of mayhem at Harare Gardens where shortly, police will try to 
interrupt the big protest planned there. [ntiimdation has alrea@ been 
severe, especially the torture and detention of the 46 activists 
arrested on Feb 19 at the [SOZ meeting, including CCS applicant Hopewell 
Gumbo. See below and please offer solidarity wherever you are. 

* Another CCS event: Hein Marais and his South Africa Pushed to the 
Limit a fine book indeed, ! j ust read it is the Wolpe Lecture 
March, on Thursday at Howard College (see attached) It should be great, 
and he has a seminar at SDS tomorrow (12:30) and a book launch at [ke’s 
tomorrow evening, too. 

* Another solidarity scene is with Jean Bertrand Aristide who is being 
prevented from returning to Haiti, apparently because the U S and France 
are putting pressure on Pretoria. See reports, below. 

* Student protest at I~PKZN sounds intense, but I wish I knew more so 
please fill in details, anyone. John Dcvenish has provided a week’s 
worth of protest news, below, and the ~vhole of SA seems like it’s rising. 

* I arrived back in the US yesterday to continue the sabbatical, and 
it’s a wild place because of the rise of class resistance to Republican 
budget cuts in Wisconsin, and everywhere. In about 90 minutes, please 
check online at http ://www. stots~ofcitizensunited.org for the latest from 
the Story of Stuff’group here: a critique of the way corporations have 
bought the US government. And if you don’t belicve it, there’s a 
revealing prank phone call transcript below from someone pretending to 
be David Koch (billionaire oil man) having his boots licked by- the 
Wisconsin governor. John Pilger also hones in on that ’fword’ that is 
best used to describe the worst tendencies in US politics. And there’s 
more about the potential for resistance by a new breed of US (and UK) 
populists fcd up with the right’s bailing out of the bankers and 
smashing of the welfare state. 

* Samir Amin provides a compelling breakdown of the forces behind the 
Egyptian revo, below. Attached, Henning _Melber shows how Southern 
Afiican nationalism went sour. 

* A couple of others of my interest wrap up: another crit of Grameen 
microfinance (including of ’Judas Yunus’) and a report on the fracking 
strategy Shell is bringing to the Karoo Resistance is rising. It’s time 
to leave the gas in the mass, as ~vell as coal in the hole, oil in the 
soil and tarsand in the land. oh, and this just in (way below-): the 
Durban ci~z goverument is denuding itself of the staff needed to 
regulate local polluters. Definitely past time to mubarak Mike.. maybe 
on March 21, if SDCEA’s protest moves forward. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

Durban’s Zimbabwe Irmnigrant Community will meet f,ar a monitoring 
discussion - simultaneous with the march at Harare Gardens - as a step 
forward to end the tyranny in Zimbabwe 

Venue: CCS UI-~N Howard College, Memorial Tower Building #602 

Date: Tuesday, 1st of March 2011 

Time: 12 - 2pm 

Solidari~ with Munyaradzi Gwisai, Antonater Choto, Tatenda Mombeyarara, 
Michael Sozinyu, Eddson Chak~ma, Hopewell Gumbo, Welcome Zimuto, Phillip 
Magaya, Prolific Mataruse, Godknows Biya, David Mupatse, Douglas 
Muzanenhamo, Ganizani Nunu, Reki Jimu, Josphat Chinembiri, Strutton 
Muhambi, Trevor Chamba, Clarence Mugari, Munyaradm Maregedze, Willie 
Hlatswayo, Ian Muteto, Tinashe Muzambi, Tinashe Mutazu, Pride Mukono, 
Lenard Kamwendo, Tinashe Chisaira, Trust Munyama, Peter Garanewako, 
Elizabeth Makume, Megline Malunga, Daison Bango, Malvem Hobwana, 



Tashinga Mudzengi, Ednar Chabalika, Thokozale Mathe, Francisca Thompson, 
Masline Zvomuya, Nhamo Kute, Annie Chipeta, Tabeth Chideya, Charles 
Mubwandarikwa, Thomas Chibaya, Fatima Manhando, Blessing Muguzayaya and 
Robert Muhlaba 

SW Radio Africa @on&m) 

Alex Bell 

24 February 2011 

Human rights group have slammed the treatraent of a group of 45 
activists, who are facing treason charges for watching TV footage of 
Egypt’s revolution, and have called for their immediate release. 

The activists, including the leader of the Zimbabwe chapter of the 
International Socialist Organisation (ISO), Murxyaradzi Owisai, were 
arrested on Saturday during a meeting in Harare. 

The meeting, which was held to discuss recent events in Tunisia and 
Egypt, was raided by police after a suspected tip-off. The police 
cordiscated a video prqiector, two DVDs and a laptop computer, and 
arrested 46 people, including a young child who xvas with its mother. 

The child was eventually released into its father’s care on Saturday, 
but the remaining 45 activists have remained behind bars. On Wednesday, 
the State finally decided to lay charges of treason against the group, 
ten minutes before they appeared in COUlt. 

The activists were not given time to discuss the charges with their 
attorneys and were denied access to the legal team aRer the hearing. 
They- were instead led out of the court like criminals, shackled in leg 
irons and handcuffs, and some have even been moved to the notorious 
Chikurubi maximum security prison 

At least seven members of the group, including Gwisai, have also been 
viciously beaten ~vhile in police care Human rights attorney-, Alec 
Muchadehama, told SW Radio Africa on Thursday that the group has been 
denied proper medical treatment, an issue that has been raised in court. 
He explained that the case against the activists has been remanded until 
next week. 

The Former Zimbabwe Student Leaders Net~vork on Thursday cundemned the 
arrest of Ctwisai and the 44 other activists, and demanded their 
"immediate and unconditiunal release" The group said in statement that 
"the totally- unacceptable torture and harassment of activists indicates 
clearly the partisanship and lack of professionalism of the police 
Despite over two years of a transitional coalition government, serious 
human rights abuses continue to take place in Zimbabwe" 

"We call upon Zimbabweans in their various groupings in civil society, 
churches, trade unions and pro-democracy political parties to actively 
show- solidarity with the detained activists through protest marches 
demanding the freedom of these 45 activists and a restoration of respect 
for human rights and democracy to Zimbabwe," the group said. 

In recent weeks ZANU PF members and the party loyal security services 
have stepped up their intimidation of civil society activists and MDC 
supporters. According to international rights group, Human Rights Watch 
(HRW), the attacks and intimidation underscore the need for human rights 
improvements "before the national elec tion s proposed :[’or this y ear." 

HRW researcher Tiseke Kasambala told SW Radio Africa that these most 
recent arrests "are symptomatic of ZANU PF’s authoritarian nature." She 
called the charges "ridiculous," and "clearly politically motivated," 
and called for the activists to be released immediately. 

"People have the right to watch what they like on television, they have 
the right to peacefully assemble, they have the right to peacefully 
express themselves But in Zimbabwe this is not the case," Kasambala said 

She also expressed concern about the spate of arrests of activists and 
MDC officials in recent weeks, including the an-est and ongoing 
detention ofMDC MP Douglas Mwonzora. He was an-ested in Harare last 
week on allegations that he instigated violence against ZANU PF 
supporters in his Nyanga constituency. He denies the charges and has 
instead acc used his ZANU PF opponent Hurbert Nyanhongo of sending 
militia to storm a rally he organised. 24 other Nyanga residents have 
also been arrested and charged with attacking ZANU PF members. 

Police have also arrested, intimidated, and harassed members of local 
human rights organisations. On February 8, police arrested two employees 
of the Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forun~ in Harare, as the?, tried to 
conduct a survey on transitional justice. They were taken to Machipisa 
police station and later released without charge. 

The next day police surcanoned the director of the group, Abel Chikomo, 
and questioned him for six hours at Machipisa and Harare Central Police 
stations about the organisation’s activities, including its involvement 
in the research project on transitional justice. Police also raided and 
searched the group’s offices. 



That same day-, six unidentified men believed to be from the CIO, raided 
the offices of the Youth Fomn’l in Harare. The Youth Forum has a campaign 
encouraging youth to register to vote during elections. Tr~e men demanded 
to know why the Youth Formn was encouraging youths to register to vote 
and later leR the offices. 

Kasambala said this is "an indication of an escalation of political 
tensions that are a result of Robert Mugabe’s declaration of an election 
this year." She called on regional leaders to step in and put pressure 
on Mugabe to stop the political violence, and insisted that another 
election catmot be held now. 

"The situation shows that elections cannot take place, the conditions 
are not there. SADC cannot afford to have a repeat of the chaos and 
violence we sa~v in the 2008 election so they must be much, much firmer 
with Mugabe and ZANU PF," Kasambala said 

The 45 activists charged with treason are Munyaradzi G~visai, Antonater 
Choto, Tatenda Mombeyarara, Michael Sozinyu, Eddson Chakuma, Hopewell 
Gumbo, Welcome Zimuto, Phillip Magaya, Prolific Matamse, Godlcaows Blya, 
David Mupatse, Douglas Muzanenhamo, Ganizani NUl’~U, Reki Jimu, Josphat 
Chinembiri, Strutton Muhambi, Trevor Chamba, Clarence NIugal-i, Munyaradzi 
Maregedze, Willie Hlatswayo, Ian Muteto, Tinashe Muzambi, Tinashe 
Mutazu, Pride Mukono, Lenard Kamwendo, Tinashe Chisaira, Trust Munyama, 
Peter Garanewako, Elizabeth Makume, Megline Malunga, Daison Bango, 
Malvern Hobwana, Tashinga 2vludzengi, Ednar Chabalika, Thokozile Mathe, 
Francisca Thompson, Masline Zvomuya, Nhamo Kute, Annie Chipeta, Tabeth 
Chideya, Charles Mubwandarikwa, Thomas Chibaya, Fatima Manhando, 
Blessing Muguzayaya and Robert 2vluhlaba. 

Security presence intensifies ahead of anti-Mugabe march 

http ://w~vw s~vradioa frica corn/ 

Security presence intensifies ahead of anti-Mugabe march 

By Alex Bell 

28 February 2011 

The loyal ZANU PF security forces intensified their presence in Harare 
on Monday, ahead of a planned public prutest against the Robert Mugabe 
regime. 

Heavily armed soldiers and riot police were seen arriving in military 
vehicles in the city centre near Harare gardens un Monday, while 
water-cannons were also seen un the streets. The increased security 
presence is widely believed to be an attempt to discourage participation 
in a public protest, which has been scheduled :[’or Tuesday. 

As violence and intimidation continue tu sweep across the cuuntry, 
suppurt for protest action has slowly begun to gruw, with the public 
being encouraged via an online campaign dubbed the "~/iillion Citizen 
March’. Plans of the march are being circulated by email and un the 
social networking website Facebook, calling for demonstrations tu start 
on Tuesday. The protests are set to start at the Harare gardens and the 
public are being encuuraged to keep up the action, spreading the protest 
cuuntrywide, until Robert Mugabe resigns 

The planned protests are being driven by recent events in Egypt and 
Tunisia, where civil uprising has led to the fall of the oppressive 
administrations in both countries. Similar protest action is also 
underway in Libya, where ruler Muarmnar Gaddafi has been in power for 
over 40 years. But at the moment he is clinging on, using brutality and 
with the help of mercenaries and troops sent by Robert Mugabe. 

The events in North Africa have, to a large extent, been coordinated by 
online campaigns through Facebook and Twitter, and as dictatorships 
continue to fall it is widely hoped that Zimbabweans can achieve the 
same results. 

Veteran journalist Angus Shaxv told SW Radio Africa on Monday- from Harare 
that tensions are high ahead of the planned protest. But he called it a 
"wait and see"? situation, explaining that Zimbabwe "does not have the 
same large social networking corrmmnity as in North Africa."? He said 
that it is mainly business people in Harare who are talking about the 
protest, voicing concerns about how a protest, and an?" police crackdown, 
will affect their operations. 

"We have seen riot police today (Monday) so the authorities clearly are 
aware that there is a protest being planned and the?" xvill want to try 
and nip it in the bud if it goes ahead. So business people are 
particularly worried about trouble,"? Shaw said. 

Shaxv continued by- saying that businesses are more worried that ZANU PF 
members ~vill be bussed in by their hundreds on Wednesday, for Mugabe’s 
"~two million signature’ rally. The rail?’, also set to take place in 
Harare, is to launch Mugabe’s anti-sanctions campaign, and is expected 



to see thousands of ZAN2J PF members massing in the capital. Sha~v 
explained that this is a very real threat to businesses 

"There will be many ZANU PF youths and there is the potential that 
things will flare up and business wi]l be luoted. So they are to rea~dy 
to close on Wednesday,"’? Shaw said 

Mugabe’s campaign is an attempt tu get two million signatures calling 
for the end of Western iraposed targeted sanctions, against him and key 
members of the regime. The campaign, which is only being officially 
launched on Wednesday, has been in full swing for several weeks, with 
many people being forced by ZANU PF militia to add their names. Mugabe 
meanwhile this week threatened to take over foreign owned companies, 
including Nestle and Zimplats, in retaliation for the Western "~sanctions’. 

Support meanwhile is growing for Tuesday’s "~VIillion Citizen March’, 
with solidarity demonstrations set to get underway in both South Africa 
and the LPK on Tuesday. Tr~e UK based Zimbabwe Vigil will be holding a 
demonstration outside the Zimbabwean Embassy in London, coinciding with 
the Harare march. At the same time, in Cape Town, refugee rights group 
PASSOP has organised a demonstration outside parliament, calling for 
South Africa to conderm~ the violence and intimidation by ZANU PF. 

PASSOP’s Anthony Muteti told SW Radio Africa on Monday that the protest 
is also in solidarity with the 45 activists who were arrested over a 
week ago, for watching footage of the Egyptian and Tunisian revolutions. 

"We are demonstrating against the unacceptable detention of these 45 
activists in Harare by the ZANU PF regime. We believe that South ~4frica 
is seen by the continent as a role model, it is a key player in solving 
the Zimbab~vean situation and it must once and for all step up to the 
plate and make demands based on the will of the Zimbabwean people," ? 
Muteti said. 

From: China Ngubane <nguchina@~yahoo.com> To: SGC-list@~yahoogroups corn 
Sent: Tue, March 1,2011 1:49:07 AM Subject: Re: Zim Mhllion C~tizen 
March against Mugabe 

Dear All 

The Zim Million 2vfarch against Mugabe will kick off at Harare Gardens 
tomorrow- the 1st of 2vfarch 2011. In this regard the Zim Immigrant 
Con~munity will meet for a monitoring discussion as a step forward to end 
the ~zrant creature in Zimbab;ve. Venue: CCS UKZN Howard College Date: 
tomorrow (Tue) 1st of\larch 2011 Time: 12 - 2pm The R2Ks support in 
solidarity has always been phenomenal and we welcome you in shaping this 
ne;v phase of our history. Injury to one is injury to all 

Mubarak is now history, Oaddafi’s is becoming history, lets make 2vfugabe 
History Support the Oust of African Dictators, MUGDAFI MUST GO’.! 

Comradely 

China 

Zimbabweans Milliun Citizen march against Mugabe at Harare Gardens 

http :Z/w,~,as,. zim diaspora, c om 

Thursday, 24 February 2011 18:40 Editor News 

Harare (~frika nu)- Various campaigns hoping to defy Robert Mugabe’s 
clampduwn on civic action have been launched, trying tu encourage 
Zimbabweans tu follow the lead uf other Afi-ican countries protesting 
against their dictators. 

The campaigns, launched over email and thruugh the sucial netwurking 
websites, Facebuok and Twitter, encourage Zimbabweans to hold peaceful 
marches calling ~2~r Mugabe tu step duwn. ~Ihe ’Zimbabwe Milliun Citizen 
March’ was launched a week ago, and calls ~k~r a mass protest next 
Tuesday under the theme ’Power in numbers to remuve dictaturship’. At 
the same time, the ’Mugabe Must Go’ campaign is alsu calling for 
peacefal marches against ZANU PF, while the ’Mugabe must go in seven 
days’ campaign, has given Mugabe a seven day ultimatum tu step duwn 

’]?he campaigns have been inspired by the uprisings in Libya, Tunisia and 
Egypt, which have sparked debate acruss other Afi-ican cuuntries still 
ruled by despots. There are high hopes that the fall of the ruling 
family in Tunisia and that of Hosni Mubarak’s administration in Egypt, 
will have a domino effect elsewhere. 

Currently- in Libya, notorious dictator Muammar Oaddafi is facing what 
analysts say is the most significant threat to his 40 year rule, and his 
response has been unsurprisingly violent. 

Protesters in both the capital Tripoli and the ci_ty of Benghazi have 
come under attack by securi _ty forces, with the death toll believed to be 



in the hundreds. Gaddafi is also said to have recruited African 
mercenaries to carry out brutal killings of protesters, with Zimbabwean 
mercenaries believed to be part of this killing team The effect has 
been a terrified but still angry nation and a host of diplomatic ties 
with Libya being severed in recent days. 

Libyan Ambassador to the United States, A[i Aujali, has cut ties with 
Gaddafi and called on the Libyan leader to step down. Several other 
Libyan envoys have said that they resigned, including the ambassadors to 
India and Indonesia and a senior diploruat in China. At the same time, 
Libya’s embassies in Malaysia and Australia said they no longer 
represent Gaddafi, while even his Justice Minister, Mustafa Abdel-Jalil, 
resigned Monday in protest at the crackdown. Even some members of the 
usual loyal securi~ forces have changed sides over the attacks. This 
week two Libyan fighter pilots flew- their jets to Malta, saying they had 
defected, after being ordered to attack demonstrators, something they 
refused to do. 

Libyans and observers to this most recent revolution are now waiting to 
see what Gaddafi’s next move will be, with people pondering which 
country will be next. 

Sorue Zimbabwean coramentators have said this kind of revolution is not 
possible in Zimbabwe, while others have said that the time is ripe for 
public action against Mugabe. The question remains, is an E~’pt s~le 
revolution possible in Zimbabwe? 

The most noticeable difference between Egypt and Zimbabwe is the extent 
of internet penetration in the two countries, with Egypt’s revolution 
coordinated and displayed for all to see through Twitter, Facebook and 
on blogs. According to the United Nations, internet penetration in Egypt 
is at nearly 25% of the population, with a strong contingent of 
respected bloggers who helped mobilise the nation. By contrast, in 
Zimbabwe internet access is measured at just 13% in urban areas. Efforts 
such as the Zim campaigns to get rid of Mugabe, have been greeted with a 
level of indiit’erence by most Zimbabtveans, with less than a hundred 
people showing their support for these groups on Facebook. 

Some observers have also commented that Zimbabweans are too afraid to 
publicly protest against ZAiX~," PF, when the party has so effectively 
quelled even talks of uprisings. At the weekend over 50 people were 
arrested and many seriously beaten after gathering to talk about Egypt 
and the revolution there. They are still being held in detention. 

Political analyst John Maktunbe told SW Radio Africa that repressive 
legislation and the pro-Mugabe security- forces would make protests very- 
difficult in Zimbabwe. 

"An Egypt-sty-le revolution is possible in Zimbabtve but it might be 
unwise," said Makumbe. "We could see a similar bloodbath that we are 
witnessing in Libya right now 

But Makumbe emphasised that "there is a price for freedom," and 
dismissed comments that Zimbabweans are too afraid to take their 
frustrations onto the streets. 

"That is an underestimation of the anger people are feeling the 
people-power that Zimbabtveans have. Once this starts in Zimbabwe it will 
be unstoppable," Makurnbe said. 

Meanwhile, Zimbabwean civil socie~ is reported to be "mulling" civic 
action to bring an end to the ZAN2J PF violence sweeping across the 
country ZANU PF youths have been rampaging in different areas, 
harassing residents and attacking MDC supporters. In Mbare, thousands of 
people have been displaced by the violence, and are now living in safe 
houses 

"We have agreed to confront the inclusive government if our advocacy and 
lobbying fail There is the coming together of pro-democracy groups and 
there is consensus that we must revert to our strategy, of 2007 which 
brought results," spokesman of the Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition, Phillip 
Pasirayi told the Daily News on Tues&ry. 

In March 2007, civic society groups staged prayer marches in Harare’s 
Highl~ield township which were violently stopped by armed police Prime 
Minister Morgan Tsvangirai, the leader of the opposition MDC, and a 
number of c~vic society leaders were severely assaulted by police, 
prompung regional leaders to convene an emergency summit to try and 
resolve the Zimbabwean crisis. 

Press Release 

Contact: Dr. Mcnoi 

Email: smenoi@yahoo.coru 

Zimbabweans Protest to Demand The End of The 31-year Rule By the 
Iron-Fisted and Corrupt Dictator Robert Mugabe 

On 1 March, 2011, Zimbabweans will hold mass protests in Harare to 
deruand the end of the 31-year rule of the iron-listed and corrupt 



dictator Robert Mugabe. 

WIIAT: Mass Protest Zimbab*ve Million Citizen March 

WttEN: Tuesday, March 1st, 11:00 AM. 

WttERE: Harare Gardens, tIarare, Zimbab*ve 

and Country*vide 

The protest is intended to demand the immediate cessation and an end to 
the dictatorial regime misruling Zimbabwe. In addition, the mass 
demonstrations countryxvide will convey anger and concern about the 
suffering of Zimbabweans from brutal econotnic, military, political and 
social repression under the regime of Robert Mugabe, xvho has been in 
poxver since 1980. 

Inspired by the revolution for democracy by the people of Tunisia and 
Egypt, Zimbabweans urge the pro democracy and freedom loving people 
across the globe to stand together and demand the immediate removal of 
Dictator Robert Mugabe and his cronies. 

Zimbabweans will demand: 

1) Robert Mugabe’s resignation, regime change 

2) An end to political violence and all repressive policies 

2) Recognition and respect of the rights of fieedom of speech, freedom 
of assembly, and freedom of association and the press 

3) Recognition and respect of the legitimate role of Zimbabwe human 
rights defenders and civil society activists and organizations 

4) Freedom, Justice, Fair Elections, Progress and Development 

NY Times FebrualT 28, 2011 Tolture of Zimbab~veans Is Repolted By CELIA 

W DLTGGER 

JOHANiN~ESBUff~G The United Nations torture investigator, Juan E. M4ndez, 
has written the government of Zimbabwe to express concern about 
allegations that state securi~/agents assaulted the activists recently 
detained and charged with treason after watching news broadcasts of the 
democratic uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia, he confirmed Monday. 

A lawTer for the detainees told Mr. M4ndez that a dozen of the 45 
activists had been beaten with broomsticks, metal rods and blunt objects 
on their bodies and the soles of their feet. The?- ;vere tortured to force 
them to testi~/for the state, and they have since been denied medical 
care for their injuries, the la~3~-er said 

"Among the same group, six detainees received a series of lashes, which 
were administered while they lay down on their stomachs," wrote the 
lawyer, Jared Genser, with the American non-profit group, Freedom No;v, 
which seeks the release of political prisoners 

Mr. M~ndez, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture, said in an 
email that he had not yet heard back from the government of Zimbabwe and 
could make no further connnent. 

The police arrested the 45 activists, trade unionists and students on 
Feb 19 during a meeting in ttarare called by Munyaradzi (iwisai, a 
lecturer at the University of Zimbabwe’s law school, to discuss the 
implications of the anti-authoritarian uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia 
for Zimbabwe 

Prosecutors contend that Mr. Gwisai and the others were plotting to 
overthrow the government led by President Robert Mugabe, 87, who has 
been in power for 30 years. Lawyers fi~r the accused say they were just 
having an academic discussinn. 

Human rights groups and Mr. Mugabe’s political rivals in the Movement 
for I)emocratic Change, which is part of a power-sharing government with 
him and his party, ZANU-PF, say the harsh treatment of the detainees is 
part of a broader escalation of violence, harassment and trumped up 
charges against Mr. Mugabe’s critics and political opponents ahead of 
elections ZANU-PF wants to hold later this year 

Nelson Chamisa, a spokesman for the MD.C, said that more than 200 of 
his party’s members have been arrested since the beginning of the year 
alone, including ten members of Parliament, three of whom remain jailed. 
Mr. Chamisa also denounced the detention of Mr. Owisai and the 44 others. 

"It’s all prosecution to persecute," he said. "Only- a governn~ent afraid 
of its people and that has a guilt3,- conscience ~vould be in perennial 
combat ~vith its own citizens." 

In one of the most significant cases, the state indicated on Monday that 
it would continue with its legal effbrt to keep an influential M.D.C. 



member of Parliament, Douglas Mwonzora, and 23 villagers in j all on 
charges of public violence, though a magistrate granted them bail a week 
ago 

k/Ix. Mwonzora, a lawyer who has been detained for two weeks, is 
co-chairman of the parliamentary cowamttee overseeing the development of 
a new constitution, which is supposed to help ensure that the next round 
of el ections are free and fair. The last presidential election, held in 
2008, was discredited after widespread intimidation, torture and 
killings of Mk. _Mugabe’s political opponents. 

The previous United Nations torture investigator, Manfred Nowak, went to 
Zimbabwe in October 2009 to look into what he then called "credible and 
serious allegations of human rights violations," some of them dating to 
the 2008 elections. But he was detained and ejected frora the country. 
Like Mr. M~ndez, Mr. Nowak was undertaking his investigation amid 
surging arrests of members of pro-democracy groups. 

Mail&Guardian 

Who is grounding Aristide? 

SEAN CHP, ISTIE 

http ://m~. co.za/articlei2011-02-28-who-is-~roundin~-aristidei 

As Haiti prepares for an election run-off on March 20, ousted fom~er 
president Jean-Bertrand Aristide’s continued presence in South Africa 
has generated speculation that Pretoria has succun~bed to pressure from 
the United States to keep Aristide from leaving the cotmtry before 
election time. 

On Februaw 24 American actor Dauny Glover, Reverend Jesse Jackson, 
African-American lavczer and author Randall Robinson, as well as several 
prominent figures from the American anti-apartheid movement, addressed 
an appeal to South African President Jacob Zuma, regarding the return of 
Aristide 

"Man?- in Haiti have been greatly inspired by the news of the issuance of 
president Aristide’s passport, some even travelling miles to the airport 
to greet his return," they wrote in the appeal. "An?- delay to the 
Aristides’ prompt travel to Haiti would be yet another disappointment to 
a people that have already experienced a long list of tragedies, 
disasters and heartbreak," runs a portion of the appeal. 

A diplomatic passport ~vas handed to Aristide’s la~vyer, Ira Kurzban, on 
Februaw 7. In Janualy’ Aristide expressed his readiness to return: 
"Today, tomorro~v, at any time." 

The US government, however, has made no secret of its opposition to 
Aristide’s intended return. During a Februaly’ 9 press briefing, US 
assistant secretaw of state for public affairs, Philip Crowley, ~vas 
tackled on the issue of Aristide’s return: 

Asked: "Are you discouraging him from returning? Is he a prisoner of 
South Afi-ica?" Crowley replied: "We would be concerned that if~2~rmer 
president Aristide returned to Haiti before the election, it would prove 
to be an unfortunate distraction The people of Haiti should be 
evaluating the two candidates that will participate in the run-off" 

Wikileaks cables Mark Weisbrot, the co-director of the (;entre for 
Economic and Policy Research in Washington, said that the apparent 
pressure on Pretoria in regard to Aristide’s return was underscored by a 
series of Wikileaks cables, one of which suggests that the South African 
government has been under pressure from Brazil to curtail Aristide’s 
activities, and several others that indicate that Brazil has in turn 
been under much pressure from the U S about Haiti, particularly in regard 
to maintaining its role as head of the United Nation’s "stabilisation" 
mission there. 

The South African department of international relations and cooperation 
has denied any co-option on the Aristide matter, however. "Aristide has 
asked to go back home; we’ve agreed with him. We are consulting all the 
role-players to work out the ideal conditions for him to go back. We 
can’t keep him here against his will," said International Relations 
Minister Maite Nkoana-Mashabane. 

Sources close to the matter say Aristide’s safety is a consideration 
The department would not confirm or deny the belief of a number of civil 
society organisations that Aristide is being held back until after the 
March 20 elections at the US’s behest. 

Sources close to the Aristide affair indicated that the role of the 
French in his return was wurrying. "Given France’s interest in Haiti’s 
affairs, there is concern that the French remain unconvinced that 
Aristide must be allowed to go back," said a source close to the issue. 
Kurzban said, however, that Aristide could leave the countly only with 
the cooperation of the South African government and this had not beun 
forthcoming. 



"The longer the delay, the less of a possibility there is of president 
Aristide going back as the issue of his return will be up to whoever is 
the new president, and one candidate, the Duvalier, Michel Martell 
[fom~er night club owner Martell defended the regirue of former Haitian 
despot Jean-Claude Duvalier in a press conference], has alrea@ 
qualified his position about Aristide coraing back. He doesn’t want it," 
he said. 

Kurzban said Aristide’s safety would be in greater j eopardy after the 
March 20 elections than before. "This (concern for Aristide’s safety) is 
just a ruse cooked up by the US to try to keep Aristide out of the 
country permanently, as it has attempted to do for the past seven years, 
because after March 20 there will be a new president and it can then 
claim new circumstances," he said. 

The US government, with Brazil, which leads the UN peacekeeping force 
there, has been criticised for massaging Haiti’s electoral process 
Aristide’s party, Fanmi Lavalas, was excluded fi-om participation in the 
November 28 2010 elections by the electoral council. The results of the 
election were then modified according to the findings of a report made 
by an Organisation of American States Expert Verification Mission, 
perceived by many as Washington-controlled. 

Elizabeth Trudeau, the press attach6 tbr the US diplomatic mission in 
South Africa, said: "We are aware that former president Aristide has 
expressed a desire to return to Haiti We are not a~vare of his travel 
plans We would refer you to the government of Haiti for questions 
regarding his travel." 

Letter to President Zuma 

February’ 24, 2011 Dear President Zuma, 

We write to offer our WalTI1 thanks and appreciation for the gracious 
generosity’ and historic hospitality- that the South African government 
and the South African people have offered to President Jean-Bertrand 
Aristide and his family over the past seven years 

South Africa’s action in offering a home to the Aristides following the 
coup d’~tat in 2004 was an act of brotherhood in keeping with the many 
ac ts of international solidarity shown towards the people of South 
Aftica during their king walk to freedom. ~I1qis deed will be remembered 
by the people of Haiti and the world. 

Now, at last, the Aristides can return to Haiti, and their exile can 
end. Finally, all signs now point in that direction. President Aristide 
has again indicated his desire to return home and assist the people of 
Haiti He has said he is rea@ to go at any time, and his passport has 
been renewed. All the last remaining obstacles to the Aristides’ return 
have been removed Expectations in Haiti have been raised, and many 
eagerly look forward to his return. ~I1qe Aristides’ arrival in Haiti will 
raise the spirits of the Haitian people at the time when the?’ most need it. 

We write in the hope that you can assist the Aristides in making their 
transition as soon as possible. The situation in Haiti remains dire, and 
the Aristides have expressed their willingness to help Haiti rebuild, 
through education initiatives and in other desperately needed areas. 

Many people in Haiti have been greatly inspired by the news of the 
issuance of President Aristide’s passport, some even travelling miles to 
the airport to greet his return, spurred on by rumours of his iwaninent 
arrival. Any delays to the Aristides’ prompt travel to Haiti would be 
yet another disappointnrent to a people that have already, experienced a 
long list of tragedies, disasters and heartbreak. 

As long-tinre supporters of freedom and justice in both South Africa and 
Haiti, we again extend our gratitude for the irmportant role that South 
Afidca has played in hosting the Aristides. We also heartily support the 
efforts of the South African governruent to assist President Aristide and 
his l:aruily in quickly returning honre. And we hope to see President 
Aristide in Haiti very soon. 

Sincerely-, Datmy Glover, actor/activist; Reverend Jesse Jackson; Randall 
Robinson, author; Andaiye, international co-ordinator, Red Tl-tread, 
Guyana; Reverend Dr Lorenzo Carlisle, pastor, Oakland, CA; Nesbit 
Clutchfield, Bay- Area Free South Africa Movement; James Earl?’, board 
member, TransAfrica For~un; Dick Gregory, social activist/comedian; Jack 
Healey, founder and director of Huruan Rights Action Center; Jack Heyman, 
International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU), Local 10, San 
Francisco, CA; Sehna Janres, Global Women’s Strike, UK; Jotm McDotmell, 
member of Parliament, LrK; Margaret Prescod, Women of Color/Global 
Wonren’s Strike; Walter Riley, co-chair John George Democratic Club, 
Haiti Enrergency Relief Fund 

Sean Christie is the Mail & Guardian’s Open Society fellow in foreign 
policy reporting 



Students protest at KZN tmiversities 

28 Febma~’ 2011 - 15:59 

By Lauren Holley 

Ongoing student protests have made for a bumpy start to the academic 
year at two universities in the province 

Police are monitoring the situation at the University of KwaZulu-Natal’s 
Howard College campus following violent protests there this morning 

Just last week, UKZN’s management stopped classes at its Edgewood Campus 
after students went on the rampage 

Similar scenes played out at the Umversi~z of Zululand in the north of 
the province late last week. 

Students disrupted classes, damaged property and attacked staffmembers 
and other students. 

Unizulu spokesperson Clare Taylor says the main KwaDlangezwa campus and 
the Richards Bay campus have since been closed. 

She says negotiations with the students are underway. 

"Before it got out of hand the Vice Chancellor wanted to just to close 
the university’, and for students to come back on Wednesday, but only 
those students ~n possession of an up-to-date student card In other 
words, students who have properly registered" 

The flames of Phaphamani 

South Aftica’s ’untouchables’ demand to be heard 

2011-02-24, Issue 518 
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cc J BSouth At~ica’s poor ’are steadily getting angrier and they- are 
preparing for something.’ They have little to lose, except the hope that 
drives their movements, itfformed by desire for justice for those 
’systematically dehumanised in our country today’, xvrites Pedro Alexis 
Tabenslcy. 

The poor are steadily getting angrier and they- are preparing for 
something. They have relatively little to lose, except the hope that 
drives their movements, infom~ed predominantly by desire for justice for 
those who are systematically dehumanised in ottr countly today. These 
movements include: Abahlali baseMjondolo (AbM), the Poor Peoples’ 
Movement, the Landless Peoples’ Movement, the Anti-Evictions Campaign, 
Mandela Park Backyarders and Sikhula Sonke. And, in my hometown 
Grahamstown the Unemployed Peoples’ Movement (UPM) and the Woman’s 
Social Formn (WSF) are represented. 

All these independent movements are conmxunicating xvith one another, 
having cortferences such as the recent Conference of the Democratic left 
in Johannesburg, and using the courts and the internet, to achieve their 
aims. They are urganising theraselves, finding moneys here and there that 
do not carry strings attached, thinking about possible futures without 
econotnic injustice, rereading Biko and Fanon, and using their feet and 
voices. Little will stop them except repression or genuine change for 
the better. Sadly, more often than not, their voices are met xvith police 
or grassroots ANC thuggelT (such as the widely reported violence met out 
against AbM in 2009 and the ANC Youth League sabotage of a meeting 
convened by the L~M to discuss the Makana 2vlunicipalit?- ~vater crisis in 
2010). But this violence only stops them temporarily In the medium 
term, it works as a catalyst. The more the?’ are shot at and beaten in 
police stations and on the streets around the cotmtry, the more they 
become convinced that their fight is a fight to assert their humanity-; 
the more they are convinced that they are largely alone and that what 
they hope for can only be brought about by their own efforts. 

And their voices are starting decisively to be heard and taken seriously 
by the mainstream, despite countless acts of official and semi-official 
violence against them, and despite mainstream condescending portrayals 
of them as angry children unproductively venting out frustration or as 
blind automata of some mysterious third force 

I will focus here primarily on recent events in my hometo~vn. They are 
exempla~z of ~vhat is happening nationally. 

On Wednesday the 9th of this month (February), tyres started burning in 
the Phaphamani informal settlements in Grahamstown after a failed 



attempt one of many to get the local Mi~yor, Mr Vumi[e Lwana, to 
address the griewinces o:[’the local poor The first thing one finds when 
visiting the Makana Municipality website is its vision statement: ~We 
shafl strive to ensure sustainable, afli~rdable, equitable and quality" 
services in a just, friendly, secure and healthy’ environment, which 
promotes social and economic growth J2~r all.’ If only the municipality 
acted in accordance with its own stated commitments, the Phaphamani 
fires would not have started. 

The flames of Phaphamani were an offshoot of a failed peaceful protest 
organised primarily in response to a spate of recent rapes and murders. 
In late December last year Ms Zingiswa Centwa, a learner at Nombulelo 
High School, was raped and murdered. A few days later Ms Ntorubekhaya 
Blaatjie was also raped and sustained severe brain injuries froru the 
attack. These acts, in addition to ruany other recently" reported sexual 
assaults in Grahamstown, prompted the WSF and the UPM to join forces to 
organise a protest march on the day of the trial of Ms Centwa’s alleged 
rapist and killer to demand desperately needed selwices, such as better 
lighting, that would help put an end to the violence met out against 
women. But the aims of the planned protests were also more general. The 
radical lack of security on township streets is only one sign of many 
more that point to the glaring fact that in South Africa today only sorue 
of its citizens are treated as full-blown human beings. 

The protest conveners requested permission to protest in a timely 
fashion, but the Makana Municipality unilaterally" banned the march 
without convening a legally mandatory Section 4 meeting, making their 
banning of the ruarch illegal. Given the municipality’s disregard for the 
law, the organisers decided to carry on with the protest and ruoved from 
the Grahamstown Magistrate’s Court to stage a sit-in at the municipal 
offices, deruanding to speak to the mayor, Mr Lwana. They were in the 
building for the better part of the day, but the Mayor did not present 
himself. Instead, the municipal manager, Ms Ntombi Baart, made an 
appearance towards the end of the day- and assured the crowed that a 
meeting with the Mayor would be arranged within 48 hours and then left 
giving those present assurances that she would now contact Mr Lwana to 
arrange the meeting and get back to them shortly. Soon after she leR, 
the police came, claiming that Ms Baart had called for them, and they 
dispersed the peacefi~l protest. Residents of Phaphamani, who witnessed 
the deceit, were incensed and decided, without consulting the protest 
conveners, to return to their settlement, set tires alight and to dig up 
a recently laid tar road running through Phaphamani. 

The promised meeting with the Mayor never materialised itself The 
con~mitment made by Ms Baart was broken, lending fi~rther evidence that 
municipal officials are not to be trusted. 

From the perspective of an outsider, one may think that this gesture of 
lighting tires and destroying public property’ is senseless, but one must 
take time to reflect on why residents of Phaphamani decided to do this. 
First, they were outraged at the ongoing non-responsiveness of municipal 
officials. Second, and relatedly, their needs tvere not considered when 
deciding to spend public moneys on a road that will only advantage the 
relatively rich. The residents of Phaphamani are too poor even to make 
use of taxis, so the road clearly was not meant for them and, yet, their 
demands for better housing, dignified toilets, water, security and jobs 
are not being heard 

The flames of Phaphamani went on all night. Next morning when Mr Ayanda 
Kota (UPM president), Mr Xola Mall (UPM spokesperson) rushed to the 
settlement upon receiving a call from Ms Nombulelo Yami (of the WSF) 
iN2~rming them of police violence against the protesters. On arrival 
they" found that police were firing rubber bullets and rocksalt at the 
protestors They innnediately went to speak to them to stop the 
unnecessary violence, and were arrested with Ms Yami on the spot, 
handcuffed and placed in a police van. While in the van they overheard a 
policeman ask the driver to give him more ’sweets to enjoy himself’. He 
wanted more rubber bullets, and got them Shortly after these arrests 
one of’the protesters Ms Ntombentsha Budaza was beaten and arrested 

The prisoners were taken to the police station and the following day 
they were released on bail. The conditions of’bail, disturbingly, are 
unconstitutional according to Professor Jane Duncan :[’rom Rhodes 
University In strmmary, they are forbidden fi~om organising and 
participating in further punic expressions of the right to freedom of 
speech Their trial is scheduled for March 16 

In conclusion, unnecessary violence, dubiously motivated arrests and 
intimidation, illegal actions and deceit are being used by state 
representatives to suppress the voices of those who may as well be 
called the South African untouchables. 

BROUGHT TO YOU B Y P.,X~MBAZLrKA NEWS 

* Professor Pedro Alexis TabenskN is in the Department of Philosophy at 
Rhodes University, South Africa. 
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SA,N~P~TI_J to march to MEC of Local Government 

SA]k&VU PRESS STATEMENT 28 February 2011 

The largest Local Government Union SAMWU will on Monday march to the 
offices of the MEC of Local Government and Housing, regarding the 
desperate situation in Ekurhuleni Metropolitan ]Vlunicipali~’. The 
Municipality has unlawfully fired seven of our Shop Stewards, including 
the SAMWU Gauteng Provincial Chairperson. 

Apart flon’~ the above, the Ekurhuleni Municipally- is hiding grave 
corruption. The seven SA_’vl~rvqg Shop Stewards who have been fired were 
investigating issues of grave corruption ~vithin the Municipali)-, 
involving senior politicians and millions of Randst 

The situation is fast becoming desperate, as the Mayor and his team 
tries to start smear campaigns against the seven who have been 
unla’~ully fhed. 

SAMWU will march to the MEC’s office on Monday, to deliver a memorandun~ 
of demands, calling for an intervention in the saga that’s currently 
playing out. 

SAMWU’s objective is solely to ensure that the Municipality in question 
is free frora the cancer of corl.aption and that it is willing and able to 
deliver the much needed set~zices to its people. 

Members of the media are invited to observe and report on the march, to 
take place as follows; 

Date : 28th February 2011 (Monday). 

Venue : The march will start at the Workers library, 52 Jeppe Street, 
Newtown. 

Time : 10am 

For more details about the march please contact, SA2vI~¢,~’s Ekurhuleni 
Branch Secretary; Elsie Pos on 0939772476 

Issued by; 

Tahir Sema 

South African Municipal Workers’ Union of COSATU. 

National Media arid Publici~z Officer. 

tahir sema@samwu org.za 

Office: 011-331 0333 beginof theskypehighlighting 
011-331 0333 end of theskypehighligNing 

Fax: 086618(>479. 

Cell: 0829403403 begin of the slcype highlighting 0829403403 
end of theskypehighlighting 

PROTEST ACTION ttOWARD CO]~ I~EGE CAMPUS 

Executive Director: Corporate Relations 28 February 2011 

Dear Colleagues 

We have been informed that there are some students that are protesting 
on the Howard College campus. The South African Police are present and 
are monitoring the situation 

We have also been informed of damage to property We are not aware of 
any issues that have been raised to lead to the protest. 

A communiqu6 will be issued as soon as we have established what the 
issues are. 

Issued by: 

Ms Nomonde Mbadi 

Executive Director: Corporate Relations 

ecc 017/2011 

¯ Give us j obs, not promises’ 

Matthews Baloyi, The Star 22 February 2011 

Wesselton councillors were givit~g jobs and tenders to their friends and 
neglecting the community, claimed youths outside the Ennelo Magistrate’s 
Court on Tuesday. 

The youngsters had gathered at the court to support a friend arrested in 



violent protests last week. 

~When the councillors here are w~ted in, the first thing they do is move 
out of the township and into a house in Ermelo," said a young man 
wearing a red T-shirt emblazoned with the image of Cuban revolutionar?~ 
Che Guevara 

"They send their children to the good schools and then they take care of 
their family and friends They give them jobs at the municipality and 
tenders and all the business," he claimed. 

Violence broke out in Wesselton on Februa~ 14 when television visuals 
showed youth pelting the police and j ournalists with rocks. 

The police were shoxvn firing rubber bullets at the protesters. 

Solomon Madonsela died &tring tile riots. His body was found at The 
Acacia Card in Wesselton. 

The police swooped un the township at the weekend, arresting dozens of 
men and women. 

A group of 26 was to appear in the Ermelo Magistrate’s Court on Tuesday 
afternoon on charges including public violence and tileR. 

The youths, all aged between 19 and 21, said they were too afraid to 
give their names to jo~nalists. 

"We can’t give you our names," one of the men, aged 20, said xvhile 
leaning against a wall outside the court. 

"They’ll come for us," he said, refusing to elaborate, but lifting his 
T-shirt to expose bruised ribs. 

"I was alTested last week," he said. "I appeared in court on Monday My 
mother had to borrow R200 from a loan shark to pay my bail. 

~The police came late at night The?’ kicked down the door of my house 
and they pulled me out. The?, beat all of us with ~jamboks and their 
fists and with any weapon they could find. 

~iVly shoulder was dislocated The?- ;vouldn’t let any of us see our parents. 

~They wanted us to make a statement, but we remained silent," he said 

Mpumalanga police’s Captain Leonard Hlathi said an?, brutali~z alleged to 
have been inflicted by the police needed to be reported to the 
Independent Complaints Directorate (ICD) 

~People have two options, one is to approach the ICD directly, which 
will then assist them to open a case or they can visit their nearest 
police station to open a case, which will then be referred to the ICD 
for investigation," he said. 

"It will never help the public or the community to refer their 
complaints to the media, rather the?, go to the relevant authorities to 
get effective or the necessacz help," Hlathi said. 

One of the men, who is supported by his domestic worker mother, opened a 
copy of the local newspaper, the Highveld Tribune, to the classified 
section and pointed at a municipal advertisement for a general worker 

According to the advert, the job paid R2500 a month, and required basic 
literacy and physical fitness. 

"All of us standing here passed matric in 2009," one of the men said. 

"We drop-offour CVs at the municipaliW, but we never get any reply 

"~I1qen we hear that someone who has no qualifications and who is relaed 
to a councillor has been given a job. Sometimes people come out of jail 
and they get a job at the m unicipalib’. It’s not right. 

"That’s why we are :fighting." 

He said the AN(; asked ]2~r their vote every election and that he j oined 
the party after an ANC councillor promised to arrange a bursary for him 
to study law in 2008. 

’]?he man had since "vanished" and he was still "loitering on the streets". 

"Nothing improves. We share a hole in the ground as a toilet. ’]?he roads 
are fractured. We don’t have electricity-. We are living in the dark," he 
said. 

Another youth asked ~vhy police commissiuner General Bheki Cele sent his 
officers into the township. 

"V~ny didn’t he come and ask us what ~vas wrong? He could have talked to 
us and we could have told him our problems. 



~We have matric, but we can’t get jobs, so that’s why the young people 
are commltdng crime. It’s why we are angry. 

"Instead the police come at midnight and kick our doors in. They beat us 
and their dogs bite us. They tell us we are ’s’boshwa’ (Zulu for 
prisoners)" 

He said it was not the youth who had looted shops during the riots 

"Those people are thugs. They- don’t care about our cause. They were 
using the opportunity to steal," he said. 

The young nren said they would vote for an independent candidate as 
councillor in the coming local govelt~ment elections. 

"We know- the one we will vote for. He is a teacher. He has money and he 
has a wife. He will try- to iraprove things for us." 

Inside the court, Magistrate Catherine Hugo groaned when she heard more 
"public violence" arrestees were due to appear. 

"Ah nuwes (ah, new ones)," she said. 

"This is terrible. I have no space to work. The people have no space to sit. 

"Tell the gallery to keep quiet," she snapped at the court translator. 

"I’m in a bad mood." 

Prosecutor Nomsa Linda said 26 "public violence" protesters were to 
appear on Tuesday- aRernoon. 

"The matter will be postponed for further investigation," she said. 

"I have to sum up the dockets and send them to the Directorate of Public 
Prosecutions. 

~I will ask that the accused be given bail of R200 " 

Wesselton was quiet on Tuesday afternoon. - Sapa 

www iol co.za 

UPDATE - STUTbENT PROTEST ACTION: EDGEWOOD CAMPUS 

Corporate Relations 24 February 2011 

Students are continuing with the protest this morning and have blockaded 
the entrance to the Edgewood campus. The Umversi~z’s Risk Management 
and SAPS is present. 

The Students Representative Council presented a memorandum outlining 
grievances to management yesterday, Wednesday 23 February’. Students at 
the Edge~vood campus have highlighted a need for increased financial aid, 
access to the academic programme and teaching and learning resources. 

Management is engaged in negotiations with students to reach an 
agreement to formally convene a meeting to address the concerns raised 
and take the process forward. Management is comanitted to resolve the 
unpasse in a consultative and effective manner that will benefit all 
students. 

Issued by: 

Ms Nomonde Mbadi 

Executive Director: Corporate Relations 

UPDA’It~; - STUI)F.NT PRO[lEST ACTION: Er)GE~VOOD CAMPUS 

CO]VfMUNIQUE b~R~)M ~IItE ObT~’ICE OF THE EXE(X2[’IVt~; DIRECTOR: CORPORAT}{ 
RELATIONS 22 FebruaW 2011 

][)ear Staff and Students 

Early this morning some students from the Edgewood Campus of the 
University’ o:[’KwaZulu-Natal blocked the entrance to the campus by 
placing a large tyre which the)’ later set alight 

R isk Management Ser~,ices (RMS) Staff used fire extinguishers to put out 
the fire ’]7he South African Police Service (SAPS) was on site to assist 
and used a water tanker to extinguish the flames. Students are reported 
to have set alight a vehicle belonging to a member of staff’. The 
estimated damage to the cat is around R30 000.00. There are also 
unconfirmed reports of students throwing stones at passing motorists. 
The SAPS is said to have intervened. 

Menrbers of management have been on site to tly and assess what the real 
issues are and to get the SRC to provide the University nranagenrent with 
a nremorandunr stating their issues. The SRC has undertaken to provide the 
nrenrorandura. Some of the issues and concerns raised center around the 



meal and bunk allowances lbr students receiving the Funza Lushaka 
bursary scheme, which is a government scheme 

UKZN like all other public higher education institutions is a~w~re of the 
financial challenges facing many students that want to study but do not 
have the means to do so 

The Universi~ management regrets the disruption of lectures and assures 
students that every effort will be made to make up the lost time. 

Regards 

Nomonde 

Skwatsha’s camp cries foul 

Quinton M~’ala (Independent Newspapers) 21 FebruatTi 2011 

Supporters of Mcebisi Skwatsha again cried foul as six ANC cunfcrences 
to choose the party’s proportional representation candidates got under way. 

About 100 Skwatsha supporters protested outside ff~e Bloekornbos Secondary 
School hall un Sunday, refusing to take part in the proportional list 
conference and saying the process was flawed. 

Zukiswa Celeni, a supporter of Skwatsha, said she would not attend the 
conference under the auspices of the newly elected ANC provincial 
executive when its legitimacy remained in dispute. 

"We are not disgruntled, we are saying that the processes are flawed. We 
object to the outcome of the provincial conference. 

"How (then) can we take part in this meeting?" 

In other parts of the country, nominations of ANC candidates for the 
local govermnent electiuns have been marred by violence and protests 

The meeting in Bloekombos ~vas peaceful, bar occasional verbal jousting 
between Sk~vatsha suppolters and some members of the ANC’s provincial 
executive 

Last week, ANC secretai~’-general Gwede iVlantashe confirmed his office was 
processing complaints from delegates who attended the par~z’s Western 
Cape conference and were angl3z that ANC Youth League members had been 
allowed to vote, a decision that led to league-favoured candidate Marius 
Fransman being elected provincial chailrnan 

Fransman was booed by Sk~vatsha supporters as his car passed them on Stmday 

Kaizer ivlbobo said the people protesting had not been g~ven the right to 
choose delegates for the list conference 

Fellow Skwatsha supporter Thembela iVlawele said invitations had been sent 
by SMS to ~selected people" instead of individual branches. 

Calling it "a meeting of bourgeoisie", Nancy Mfino, from Khayelitsha, 
said she and others would complain to the ANC’s headquarters 

Siyabonga Mkutshulwa said he would not recognise Fransman as provincial 
leader. "As far as I’m concerned, he’s not our chairman There’s no 
provincial executive committee. If fraud continues (in the ANC), we 
won’t be able to retake Cape Town. 

"Fransman doesn’t lead a branch, but he wants to call himself provincial 
chairman. We want Skwatsha." 

Cape Times 

quinton mtyala@inl.co. ~l 

Workers in Westonaria to march once again 

PRESS STAT[gMENT 22 February 2011 

The South African Municipal Workers Union in Westonaria will once again 
march to the Westonaria Local Municipality Council Chambers, to deliver 
a memorandum of demands to the ][~;xecutlve Mayor of Westonaria, Cllr 
Maserame Khumalo. 

Amongst the workers demands, are calls for an effective administration, 
to address workers well being The commumty and the workers are 
concerned about the Municipality and sep¢ice delivery in the area and 
are therefore calling on the management to address their concerns 
immediately. 

Members of the Media are cordially invited to xvitness the march xvhich is 
supported by the cormnunity of Westunaria. Scheduled as follows; 

Date : 23rd FebmatTi 2011 

Venue : From Railways station Westonaria to Civic Cunter Westonaria 



Local Municipality C~ Neptunus and Satunus Street 

Time : 7tI30am 

For further details about the march please call; Cde Dumisani Ch~ya 
(SAMWU’s Branch Chairperson) on 071 862 0141 or 073 945 8198 
begin of the skype highlighting 073 945 8198 
end o1~ the skype highlighting. 

Issued by; 

Tahir Sema. 

South .4frican Municipal Workers’ Uniun of COSATU. 

National Media and Publicity Officer. 

tahir.sema@samwu.org.za 

Office: 011-331 0333 beginof theskypehighlighting 
011-331 0333 end of theskNpehighlighting. 

Fax: 0866186479. 

Cell: 0829403403 begin of the sk’ype highlighting 0829403403 
end of the skNpehighlighting. 

Protest suspended in Ermelo 

IOL News 17 Febl~lal)~ 2011 

The protest in the Mpumalanga township of Wesselton, near Erruelo, ~vas 
suspended on Thursday, said a cormnunity leader. 

"We feel the message has been sent out. National leaders now know that 
there is a crisis m Ermelo," said Dumisani Mahaye. 

A community meeting was scheduled for Monday, when the community 
expected a report back from senior leaders of the AN(?. 

"We are waiting Ibr their response and we will take another action on 
Monday depending on the response from the leaders," he said. 

Mahaye said the community ~vas not happy about the state of set, rice 
delivery in the area, unemployment and the manner in which candidates 
for the forthcoming municipal elections were selected. 

~I~ ward five, the community feels the screening process is not 
transparent because their preferred candidate is placed down on the 
list, automatically ruling him out of the race," he said 

Residents ~vunted Bongani Phakatsi on the list, but the ANC in the region 
wanted as their candidate a man who had been identified only as Comrade Mpe. 

The Msukalinga municipality said R350 000 damage to property ~vas caused 
during the violent protests in the area earlier this week. 

Spokesman Surprise Ngcongo said the damaged property included traffic 
lights, road signs and access roads. 

"The recent spate of violent protests had nothing to do with sep~ice 
delivery concerns. In fact, concerns raised by the angry protesters are 
political in nature," he said. 

He said the municipality had received a memorandum relating to the state 
of roads in the township six month ago, and was addressing the problem. 

~Ilne municipality has not received any written memorandum relating to 
the sombre political situation thus far, however there are reports that 
the ANC in the Gert Sibande district is facilitating a dialogue with 
local councillors to find an amicable solution to the current unpasse," 
he said. 

The situation in Wesselton was slowly return to normal on Thursday 

Taxis negotiated their way around heaps of rubble which protesters had 
used to block the road as they transported people to town. 

Schools remained deserted, with children roaming the streets. 

"We did not go to schools because it was not safe," said Sibusiso 
Ncgobo, who was playing soccer with li~iends in the street 

"Maybe on Friday-, we will be going to school," he said. 

There was a high police visibility in the area. - Sapa 
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Protest spokesman held 



IOL Ne~vs 21 February 2011 

Violent protests in the Mpumalanga township of Wesselton, near Ermelo, 
had nothing to do with service delivery. Photo: Matthews Baloyi, The Star 

A man speaking on behalf of protesters in Wesselton, Mpumalanga, last 
week was apparently arrested along with a few others on charges of 
damaging property, his brother said on Monday 

"He [Dumisani Mahaye] was arrested this morning...at out mother’s house 
at around 2.15am," Simphi~ve Mahaye told Sapa. 

"The police said they destroyed proper~...streetlights...we went to 
Ermelo police station to look for him but he’s not there." 

The brother said police moved through the to~vnship from midnight. 

Captain Leonard Hlathi could not corffirm Mahaye’s arrest but said a 
number of people were arrested in the township on Sut~day. 

A conwnunity meeting with senior leaders of the ANC had been scheduled 
for Monday, following which a decision to take action would have been made. 

"Maybe they did this because they- didn’t want the meeting to take 
place," Mahaye said. 

Dumisane had told Sapa last week that the community was not happy about 
the state of service delivery in the area, unemployment and the manner 
in which candidates for the forthcoming mut~icipal elections were selected. 

An Msukaligwa municipality spokesman, Sttrprise Ngcongo, ho~vever said 
that violent protests in the township last week had nothing to do with 
service delivery, citing political reasons as the cause. - Sapa 
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Three unions end truckers’ strike 

19 February 2011 

Three striking freight unions have accepted a revised wage offer of 9%, 
a union official said on Friday-. 

"Three uinons have signed an agreement and their members ;vill return to 
work on Monday-," said Reckson Baloyi, general secretary of the 
Professional Transport Workers’ Union (PTWU) 

He said the PTV~23, the Transport Allied Workers’ Union of SA (Tawusa) and 
the Motor Transport Workers’ Union (MTYVU) had accepted the offer, while 
the Congress of South African Trade Unions-aligned union, the SA 
Transport and Allied Workers’ Union (Satawu), had rejected the offer. 

"Our understanding is that only one province, Limpopo, accepted the 
offer while the majority of Satawu members rejected it," he said. 

He said members of the three unions would return to work while Satawu 
would cuntinue with the strike. 

The offer tabled by the Road Freight Employers Association (RFEA) was a 
9% increase across the board :For 2011 and 8,5% for the second year. 

Negotiations continued on Friday night with the unions proposing a 
further 1% to be granted between September and November this year and an 
8% increase in the second year, but the employer rejected it. 

An achievement by the unions was the employer agreeing to an extended 
bargaining unit, Baloyi said. 

For the past 10 years supervisors and controllers were not included when 
unions negotiated. 

"Another thing the members are happy about is the thirteenth cheque the?" 
will receive at the end of December." 

These revised terms to the wage agreement were added on Thursday, Baloyi 
said. 

’]?he unions were demanding a pay hike of 10% for 2011 and 2012. 

’]?hey were also negotiating on decreasing the use of labour brokers and 
consultants in the industry 

The RFEA had initially offered 7,5% for 2011 and again in 2012. - Sapa 

http :i/mg. co.zaiarticle 

All is calm after PE school protest 

IOL News 18 February 2011 

The situation was calm the day- after school children protested and set 



tyres alight outside the Kuyga Intermediate School in Port Elizabeth, 
Eastern Cape police Photo: Independent Newspapers 

The situation was calm the day after school children protested and set 
tyres alight outside the Kuyga Intermediate School in Port Elizabeth, 
Eastern (;ape police said on Friday. 

"They were complaining because there were no ablutions or water," 
Captain Sandra Janse van Rensburg said. 

She said children were toyi-toying in front of the school and burning 
tyres on Thursday, but when police arrived at about 11 am the situation 
was brought under control. 

"Police suggested to the principal to close the school for the day so 
they could discuss their problems with the department of education to 
find a solution." 

No one was reported inured dming the protest. 

She said she could not cormnent on reports that the protest was fuelled 
by racial tension. 

The Herald Online reported on Friday- that children as young as 
seven-years-old participated in the protest action. 

It reported that there ~vas racial tension between coloured and black 
pupils and their parents, apparently because there xvere more 
Xhosa-speaking than Afrikaans-speaking teachers at the dual medium school. 

Children, armed w-ith stones and sticks, protested while parents hurled 
racial insults at each other. 

At one stage, black pupils and parents locked theraselves inside the 
school while coloured parents and pupils protested outside 

Parent Bianca Smith said she believed coloured children were being 
marginalised at the school. 

"The way ~ve are being marginalised is totally unacceptable. They are 
taking us back to the days of apartheid. Our kids have just as much 
right to be educated as theirs." 

Police managed to calm protesters down and the children extinguished the 
burning tyres. 

The police cleared the gates to allow teachers to leave the school safely. 

Education spokesperson Mali Mtima said members of the district 
department would visit the school to assess the situation - 
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Protesters slam JHB billing crisis 

IOL News 18 February 2011 

Pensioner David Haarhoff;vas billed by the City- of Johannesburg at his 
house for the usage of 4.4 million units of electricity Photo: Bongiwe 
Mchunu 

Johannesburg residents protested outside the city’s customer sen�ice 
centre in Braamt’ontein on Friday to protest against the billing crisis. 

Protesters, led by Democratic Alliance councillor ;)avid ;)ewes, handed 
over a memorandum of demands to a representative lbr the ci~"s finance 
department. 

"Political parties are not going to :fix the problem. ~Ihe people of this 
country will," shouted Dewes in a voice that could be heard a block away. 

~We are tired of politicians pillaging our money" 

He was referring to the over-billing of many Joharmesburg residents 
rates and utilities, followed by disconnection if the bills are not paid 

The small group of angry Johannesburg residents, unhindered by the rain, 
danced and sang: "Our brothers are abusing us, come to Soweto." 

Head of the ci~"s ]5nancial department, Viki Shupeng, said the city had 
set up a hotline where residents could register complaints and that the 
billing crisis would be resolved "soon". - 
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ANC members march in Tshwane 

Mail & Guardian 18 February 2011 

A large group of ANC members marched in Tsh~vane on Friday in support of 
their regional chairman amid claims of manipulation of the nomination 



process for the upcoming local government elections 

Protesters were singing struggle songs and holding up placards 
expressing their support for ANC chairman in the region, Sputla 
Ramakgopa, who is also Tshwane’s mayor. 

Some of the placards read: "We support and vote for our own candidate", 
"Elias is a (Congress of the People) agent and is making &visions 
within the AN(2" and "We are tired of those hooligans and corrupt cadres, 
Ramakgopa is ore leader". 

The poster referred to Elias Motloutse, secretary general of the ANC’s 
Tshwane’s region. 

This happened a day after another faction of the ANC marched to the 
regional offices and locked the doors with chains. They" claimed that 
leaders were manipulating the list process and that Ramakgopa was 
imposing candidates as ward councillors. 

However this was denied by ANC regional spokesman, Burton Joseph as 
lie and not correct". 

Joseph said that Ramokgopa was not even part of a list con~’nittee. 

Many ANC members continued arriving in buses and were on their way to 
unlock the chained-up offices. 

Burton said they took the actions of those members involved in the 
chaining of the offices seriously and that they would find the culprits. 

"We were given a mandate by the metro general council to crush foreign 
tendencies we are experiencing within ore ranks. Our members are 
protesting today in support of our leadership and for the integrity of 
the list process. 

"Our members will also unlock the regional offices so that the 
organisation can continue its work of leading the election campaign," he 
said. - Sapa 
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Cosatu plans strike over Gauteng toll roads 

Mail & Guardian 18 February 2011 

The Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) in Gauteng is 
planning a strike and stayaway over the imminent introduction of 
additional toll fees in the province, it am~ounced on Friday. 

"The PEC [provincial executive con~mittee] has resolved to fight tooth 
and nail this system called toll gates," said provincial secretary 
Dumisani Dakile at a media briefing 

The announcement of the tolling system in South Africa’s economic 
powerhouse sparked a public outclT -- consumer groups and unions said 
the poor would be the hardest hit. 

Dakile aunounced a "progran~me of action" to deal with the e-toll system, 
to be implemented later this year. 

Cosatu in the prownce *w)uld submit a Section 77, or strike notice, to 
the National Economic Development and Labour Council on February 28. 

Negouat~ons *w)u]d then unfold 

It would call for a public march on March 12, a mass demonstration on 
all Gauteng highways on March 19 and a public meeting on March 26 

The federation would also call for a staya*w~y on April 8 

’II]-informed decision’ 

"We will also engage with the department of roads and transport, the 
premier and also within the a]liance to reverse the ill-informed 
decision without consulting our people," he said 

Dakile said Cosatu in the province approached its alliance partner ~n 
the province, the ANC, in November last year to be briefed on the 
tolling system. 

"They also responded that they" had never been briefed," he said. 

The ANC and Cosatu then approached the department of transport in the 
province and were then updated on the implementation of the tolling system. 

"They" did not consult with Cosatu or even the ANC itself," he said. 

However, he added that the Gauteng ANC’s response to the tolling system 
fell sholt of rejecting it entirely. The ANC’s provincial secretary, 
David Makhma, has described the likely- impact of the tolling system as 
"disastrous". 



Turning to Transport Minister Sbu Ndebele’s conwnents on the system -- 
urging people who did not like it to use public transport -- Dakile said 
Ndebele should experience public transport for a rrlonth to give him a 
"better understanding" of the hardships faced by most South Africans. 

"The trains are always late and in some instances do not arrive at all. 

"The introduction of the Gautrain in the province will not resolve the 
crisis, nor is the BRT [bus rapid transit] system capable in its CUl~cerlt 
forrrl to address such a crisis," he said. 

"Oauteng does not have a public transport system that is reliable, safe 
or affordable." 

Ndebele on Thursday called for "constructive proposals and solutions" to 
the tolling system and for "further engagement". 

"Over the past weeks, we have been listening to the various views 
regarding the tolling offlae GFIP [Oauteng Free;vay Improvement Project]. 
There will be fm-ther engagement on this matter. Ho;vever, constructive 
proposals and solutions are required 

"There will be no scapegoats," he said. "These engagements will 
cuhninate in a specific roads Iimding summit in March 2011 by the 
department of transport, to resolve the GFIP tolling issue as well as 
other pertinent issues related to the funding, construction and 
maintenance of roads in South Africa." 

Discounts and frequent users 

Earlier this month, the South African National Roads Agency Limited 
announced that motorists could expect to pay 66 cents a kilometre before 
discounts when travelling on the 185kn~ Gauteng Freeway Improvement Project. 

Motorists who purchased the e-tag system would pay 49,5 cents a 
kilometre, while medium-sized vehicles with the e-tag system will be 
charged R1,49 a kilometre. Heax?’-duty vehicles ;vith an e-tag will be 
charged R2,97 per kilometre. 

Muturists wuuld get further discuunts depending un when they used the 
highway and un whether they were frequent users. 

Ersers of the 185kin system would nut have to stop at a traditinnal tul[ 
bouth, but drive under gantries, fitted with electronic equipment as 
well as cameras, which photugraph the vehicle’s number plate and measure 
its size. 

Gantries are positiuned between 5km and 14km apart -- an average uf 
10kin.-- Sapa 
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CRISIS IN EASTERN CAPE EDUCATION: Equal Education (EE) PICKET AT 

PARLIAMF.NT - 17 b~;BRU2,RY 2011 

DFL 17 February 2011 

The crisis in Eastern Cape Educatiun cannut be uvercume withuut 
sustained natiunal intep~’ention, and Minimum Nurms and Standards for 

Schuol Infrastructure 

The schuol year in the Eastern Cape began with multiple crises. ’]’he 
public and media are invited to join members of Equal Educations grade 
11 and grade 12 Khayelitsha youth gruups who will be setting up a schuol 
classroom, with desks and chairs, outside Parliament on Thursday 17 
Februa13,. The picketing and vigil will include the following: 

-An exhibition of photographs from our visit to the Eastern Cape 
mud-schools. 

-Political art made of mud to remind ottr Parliamentarians of tl-le 
conditions in hundreds of schools. 

-Speakers xvho are coming from No-ofisi Senior Primary" School near 
Bulungula in the Eastern Cape. 

-Poetry, songs, and presentations by rrlembers of Equal Education. 

\Vhy are we picketing Parliament? 

-Teaching Posts: More than 4,000 terrlporary teachers arrived at schools 
on the 17tl-i of January this year to find that their contracts had not 
been renewed because the ECDoE can no longer pay them. This hit rural 
areas hardest. An investigation is needed to find out why some schools 
apparently have extra teachers (’double-parking’), and others are 
understaffed and losing the terrlporary teachers. 

-Transport: The funding crisis in the ECDoE means the transport 
programme was stopped in Janual3,- 2011 leaving more than 100,000 learners 
without transport to school. The ECDoE says it needs R247 million to pay 



service providers, and has only raised R60 million.Many learners 
currently have to walk long distances to school in the hea,~" rain that 
the province has been experiencing. 

-Nutrition: The School Nutrition Program in the Eastern Cape has been 

stopped due to lack of funds, despite huge underspending in previous 

years. Tens of thousands are going hungry. 

-Mud Schools & Infrastructure: There are 395 "mud schools" in the 
Eastern Cape. One of the reasons fi~r this is that no national Minimum 
Norms and Standards for School Infrastructure exist. There is no 
standard that a school must meet. These Standards are called for by 
Section 5A of the SA Schools Act, but no Minister has acted on this 
provision since it was introduced in 2007. The National Policy for an 
Equitable Provision of an Enabling School Physical Teaching and Learning 
Envirot~’nent, passed (due in part to EEs campaigning) in June 2010, 
states: National Norms and Standards will be developed and will be fully 
adopted by the end of the 2010/2011 financial year. This means the 
deadline for finalising these regulations is 31 March 2011. We look 
forward to celebrating these befi~re the deadline, and to helping the 
Minister irrlplement them in every province, in every district and in 
every school. 

- Financial Mismanagement and Corruption: The Eastern Cape Education 
Department has received a negative audit from the Auditor General fi~r 
the last tl-tree years. Due to a settlement in recent litigation between 
seven mud-schools and the national and provincial departments, R6.3bn 
has been allocated to replace all inadequate structures by March 2014. 
There is little chance of the dysfunctional ECDoE implementing this on 
its own. 

A strong national response is critical. 

Section 100 of the Constitution allows for the national Department of 
Basic Education to take over the administration of a provincial 
department if that department cannot fulfill its obligation. Minister 
Angie Motshekga has visited and assessed the problems first hand, but 
resolving the crises will require her direct and ongoing leadership. 

We demand: 

The national Department of Basic Education must fulfill its 
constitutional responsibili~ by stepping in and resolving the ECDoE crisis: 

¯ We demand a detailed plan of action from the National Department of 
Basic Education that is geared towards resolving the ECDoE crisis; 

° The National Department must take over the financial administration of 

the ECDoE to ensure that the school nutrition plan and school transport 
system are restarted immediately; 

° We call on the National Department to build capacity- ;vithin the ECDoE 

to facilitate the delivery of basic education services to learners. 

DATE: Thursday 17 February 2011 

TIME: 6:00pm until 7:30pm 

Parliament, Corner Plein and Roeland Streets. 

Equal Education leaders will give a first-hand eye-witness report based 
on their recent visit to the Eastern Cape mud-schools, and there will be 
a photographic display. 

For More [nfi~rmation contact: 

Yoliswa Dwane at 021 387 0022/3 

or email h er on kathryn@equaleducation org.za 

Dmitri HoltT~cnan at 082 733 5000 begin 0f the sl~’pe highlighting 
082 733 5000 endol~2the skype highlighting 

Ermelo violent protests rage on 

IOL Ne*vs 17 February 2011 

Police battled to restore calm to Wesselton as protests continued. 
Officers moved back and forth as the)’ tried to clear up the barricaded 
streets, littered with burning ty’res, shattered glass, uprooted street 
signs and carpets of broken bottles and bricks. However, as soon as the 
officers moved to the next street, protesters came back to set tyres 
alight and barricade the roads again. The protesters threxv stones at the 
police and the media but no injuries were reported. Photo: Mattl-lews 
Baloyi, The Star 
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Fury as ANC ’imposes candidate’ 

Mogomotsi Magome 17 February 2011 



ANC branches in the Tshwane region are revolting against their 
leadership over the noruination of candidates for the upcoming local 
govertwnent elections. About 100 merubers frora ANC branches across the 
city marched to the regional offices of the ruling party to protest 
against the "leadership imposing leaders on the raasses". 

Branch merubers from Mamelodi, Harrm~anskraal and Atteridgeville say 
candidates they have chosen for the upcoruing elections are being 
replaced by candidates favoured by the regional executive committee. 

They have called for the whole process of fielding candidates to be 
reviewed and claim their regional leadership is bribing some rr~embelS to 
back candidates. 

The irate ruembers, who said they" want the regional office shut down, 
started by voicing their grievances at Luthuli House before coming back 
to the regiunal office near Church Square in Pretoria. 

Tebogo Mkhize, a branch member in the Mamelodi zone, said they wanted 
the intervention of Luthuli House as their grievances would be ignored 
by the regional leadership. 

"This can only be resolved by the national executive committee and 
nobody else, because we are being ignored by leaders we have put up 
there to represent us ";Vhat is the point of the process if they alrea@ 
know who the?- want to see stand as candidates?" he asked. 

Another member, who chose to remain anonymous, said members in almost 
all the Tshwane regions were not happy. "The process of nominating 
candidates for the upcoming elections is flawed, because the leadership 
is choosing its own people to stand. 

"The voice of the branches is being ignored, because the leadership is 
choosing its o~vn candidates and that is not how the process is meant to 
ul~fold. "’We want Sputla (Ramokgopa) to address this issue and stop 
imposing leaders on us, because we are supposed to choose our own 
leaders," she said 

ANC regional spokesman Burton Joseph dismissed allegations against the 
leadership as unfounded as an "open, consultative and democratic 
process" was followed in the nomination of candidates. "The process made 
provision for objections and we received many’ of these and the?" were all 
dealt with, with some deliberations going on until the early hours of 
the morning. 

"The process was overseen by the regional list committee in close 
consultation with the ward screening committee. Any’ allegation of 
wrongdoing on the part of the leadership is completely un~2~unded," said 
Joseph. 

Tshwane community spokesman, William Baloyi, confirmed that the 
protesung members had not vandalised any property and had been peaceful 
during their appearance at Church Square, even though police had been 
called in to keep an eye on the situation. 

A senior regional ANC official who cannot be named as she is not 
authorised to speak to the press, regarded yesterday’s protest as a 
culmination of the leadership "short-changing" the masses 

"This was ahvays going to happen and we have to admit that we have 
wronged our people in many areas where their preferred people have been 
removed from lists 

"We still remain with factions in the region and for as long as that 
continues, there will always be cotfflicts regarding the fielding of 
candidates. 

"We have to start listening more to the branches because this has led to 
the destruction of ruany regional and provincial executive corumittees 
around the country’," she said. - Pretoria News 
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ANC battle at EC headquarters 

Daily" Dispatch 17 February 2011 

Top party leaders, police attacked by- disgruntled raembers 

’We want the national goverrwaent to step in to take control of the 
province. This province is chaotic and is falling to pieces’ - Macdonald 
Matiwane ANC dissident 

TOP Eastern Cape ANC leaders were attacked and one was hospitalised 
yesterday, when angl?, branch members stormed the party’s provincial 
headquarters in King William’s Town. 

ANC provincial secretary Oscar Mabuyane was injured in the attack and 
had to be a&nitted to hospital. 



The large crowd, which was protesting against the party’s Provincial 
Executive Committee (PEC), vandalised the offices and assaulted security 
guards at Calata House - the ANC’s provincial headquarters. 

Police were not spared the wrath of the angry crowd, and one even 
suf[’ered what appeared to be a broken nose during the l~acas Police 
were 12~rced to use stun grenades to disperse the 200strong crowd, all 
members of the ANC’s Amathole region. Eastern (;ape ANC secretary Oscar 
Mabuyane was assaulted and chased down the street by the unruly crowd 

Yesterday’s incident happened days after violence erupted in Mount 
Ayliff at the weekend where the party’s Alfred Nzo regional offices were 
vandalised amid growing tensions among rival groups. The ruling party 
has been embroiled in violent activities in recunt weeks when police 
were called to intel~’ene at branch meetings convened to elect local 
leaders and also nominate candidate councillors. 

Party insiders said disgruntled branches yesterday converged at Calata 
House to hand over a petition complaining about parallel structures and 
formation of the disputed interim regional committee, among other 
things. "The branches called on Mabuyane to come to address them and 
also receive the petition, but he did not come," said an ANC member. 

The member said deputy secretary Helen August-Sauls ~vas also called, but 
refused. When no provincial leaders came to the disgruntled members, the 
group stormed the boardroom and disrupted a meeting under way attended 
by Sauls-August and other leaders to consider disputes from the election 
of branch leadership and candidate councillors. Party- insiders also said 
PEC member Nonceba Kontsiwe was allegedly manhandled during the fracas. 

It could not be ascertained whether or not Sauls-August, who is also 
Human Settlement MEC, was assaulted. Both Kontsiwe and Sauls-August 
could not be reached for cormnent. Police officers at the scene said 
Mabuyane ~vas rushed to hospital because of the extent of his injuries. 
They also claimed some of his clothing had been ripped off. 

Sources said Mabuyane was attacked when he was spotted outside the 
building after he had not availed himself to receive the petition. 
"Someone just said ’here is Oscar’. When approached he did not speak to 
the comrades in the right way. He was chased and he ran into the street 
being beaten with fists and sticks." 

When the Dispatch arrived at Calata House some officers ;vere covered in 
blood and most were armed ;vith guns The gate had also been ripped off 
its hinges and some parts of the palisade fencing were bent inwards 
Large pockets of people were still dril’ting around with most wearing ANC 
and SACP Tshirts ANC’s provincial chairperson Phumulo Masualle, ~vho 
arrived soon after the skirmish, condemned the cro;vd’s behaviour and 
insisted they were not ANC members. "Members of the ANC will never act 
like this. The people responsible are either criminals or enemy agents," 
Masualle said. 

Macdonald Mati;vane, one of those that led the disgruntled group, said 
they wanted the PEC to be disbanded "We want the national govermnent to 
step in to take control of the province. This province is chaotic and is 
falling to pieces," he said. He dismissed claims that they- ;vere not ANC 
members In their petition, the disgruntled group wants the national 
leaders to disband the PEC and send a team to mn the affairs of the 
province. 

Police spokesperson Captain Thozama Solani confirmed that property was 
damaged and that stun grenades were used She said a large number of 
people were assaulted but only two cases of assault had been opened. "We 
are still waiting for more people to come forward," she said. Solani 
said one made yesterday. 

The suspect is expected to appear in the King William’s Town 
Magistrate’s Court today or tomorrow. 
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Ermelo protests enter day 3 

IOL Ne~vs 16 February 2011 

A policeman runs towards burning barricades during protests over the 
delivery of basic housing and education near Ermelo. 

Police fired rubber bullets in the troubled township of Wesselton on 
Wednesday after a man refused to take instructions ftom officers 

Protests against poor selwice delivery and lack of work untered day 
three at Wesselton, outside Ermelo east of Johannesburg, on Wednesday. 

Sapa reporters on the scene said three shots ~vere fired into the ground 
as one "suspicious guy" refused to stop for officers who wanted to 
search him. 

Barricades, burning tyres, shattered glass, uprooted streets signs, 



broken bottles and bricks littered the township streets 

Earlier on Wednesday, people started gathering in small groups and 
residents threw stones at photographers when they started taking 
pictures of them setting fire to tyres. However, there were no ~njur~es 
immediately reported 

Mpumalanga safe~ and securi~ MEC Vusi Shongwe condemned the spate of 
violent protests. 

Media casualties included the eNews team. 

National Police Cormnissioner General Bheki Cele was expected to visit 
the area later on Wednesday morning. 

On Tuesday, 89 people were arrested on public violence charges. 

"Overnight it was quiet and there were no further incidents," said 
police spokeswoman Captain Carla Prinsloo. 

Twenty of the 89 were between the ages of 15 and 17. 

A strong police presence was monitoring the roads going in and out of 
Ermelo on Wednesday. - Sapa 
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Protesters turn on Sonrali shop owners 

Independent Newspapers 15 February 15 2011 

Police fired live arrmrunition at violent protesters in the Wesselton 
irfformal settlement near Ermelo. Photo: Independent Ne~vspapers 

Somalian shop owners fell victim to the violent service delivery 
protests outside Ermelo on Tuesday. 

Shops were looted and goods were taken or destroyed 

~ I have lost ahnost R200,000," said shop o;vner Anwar Dawe Mohammad. 

He was waiting outside Ermelo’s police station to lay a charge. 

He said he had tried to open a case earlier in the day. 

~I asked a policeman ’please help me my brother’, but he replied ~you 
are not my brother go home’." 

Ebfa Abubakara was beaten with a coke bottle when protesters stormed his 
shop They pulled down his trousers and stole his shoes. 

Lorato Ahn~ed, another shop owner, said the?, were certainly targeted 
because they were foreigners. 

"K{¥ shop is in the middle of two other black-owned shops - they didn’t 
touch them. The?- are still selling even now." 

Mohammad’s ;vife Oini Abdulahi said she did not kno;v where she would find 
milk to :teed her young child. 

"I le~ Somalia, all my family were killed, I came to South At’rica the 
land of fi-eedom. Now they say to us: ~f*** you Kwerekwere this is not 
Somalia"." 

Polic spokesperson Captain Leonard Hlat howeveri said foreigners were 
not targeted during the protests 

~I1ney are always caught up in the crossfire. It was to d~vert the focus 
of the police." 

Over 15 people were arrested on Tuesday evening for public violence. 

Hlati said violence also erupted in the nearby infi~rmal settlement of 
]~*;verest Park near Pier Retief where residents were also protesung 
against service delivery. 

"The protesters were burning tyres and pelting cars with stones," he said 

One man was found dead in a field near the informal settlement but the 
cause of death could not be linked to the protest. 

A post mortem would be conducted on Thursday 

Hlati said some police officers ~vould work throughout the night. 

"Our role is to make sure the place is safe." - 

www.iol.co.za 

COSATU backs transport workers 



Cosatu 16 Februapf 2011 

’]?he Congress of South African Trade Unions pledges its total support to 
the transport workers who are currently on strike for higher wages and 
better working conditions, both the SATAWU members employed in the road 
freight sector and the SA]VP~.rU bus drivers employed by Johannesburg’s 
Metrobus 

’]?he truck drivers work very long and unsocial hours, driving on South 
Africa’s poor and often dangerous roads. They- play a crucial role in the 
econonric life of the country and require a high degree of skill and 
corcanitment. They- are right to demand that they be paid a decent ~vage to 
compensate for this. 

COSATU demands that the employers bring an improved offer to the table 
as quickly as possible so that a settlement can be negotiated. But 
should no acceptable offer materialise, the federation will nrobilise 
solidariW support for the striking workers. 

In the meantime we call upon the workers to conduct their struggle in a 
peaceful, la~vful and disciplined manner, in the best traditions of 
COSATU unions. 

Patrick Craven (National Spokesperson) 

Congress of South African Trade Unions 

1-5 Leyds Cnr Biccard Streets 

Braanffontein 

2017 

P.O.Box 1019 

Johannesburg 

South Africa 

Tel: +27 11 339-4911/24 

Fax: +27 11 339-5080 / 6940 

Mobile: +27 82 821 7456 begin of theslcypehighlighting +27 
82 821 7456 endof theslcy~ pehighlighting 

patrick@cosatu.org.za 

Classes resume at DUT 

Independent Newspapers 14 FebmaD- 2011 

Classes resumed at DUT after they were closed for three days following 
violent student protests. Photo: Independent Newspapers 

Classes resumed at DUT on Monday after they ;vere closed for three days 
following violent student protests. 

"After three days of planned closure of the academic programme, classes 
have resumed on both the ;)urban and Midlands campuses," said ;)urban 
Universi~" of Technology (])UT) principal, Professor Ahmed Bawa. 

Protesting students set one of the institution’s cars alight and threw 
rocks at the execuuve director’s office on the Pietermaritzburg campus 
on Wednesday. 

There had been protests on all campuses and Wednesday’s violence forced 
the institution to suspend classes. 

Since the beginning of the semester, students had demanded financial aid 
towards the BTech degree, which was not allowed by the higher education 
department and the National Students’ Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS). 

Bawa said meetings involving the national department of higher education 
and training, political leaders, students and management had taken place. 

"The key issue to be resolved was the issue of financial aid 
Bachelor of Technology students," he said. 

He said about 450 students accepted into BTech programmes needed 
financial aid to be able to continue their studies. 

"The current national policy prevents the university from providing 
NSFAS reso~trces to students as financial aid packages," he said. 

Bawa said it had been agreed that students be given loans ~vhich would 
allow- thenr to register for co~trses and be given accommodation. 

"Currently this dispensation covers just two months accommodation." - 

ww~v.iol.co.za 



Burning tyres, stones used to block roads 

IOL News 15 Febl~lary 2011 

Service delivery protests in Wesselton, outside Ermelo, were entering a 
second day on Tuesday, Mpumalanga police said. 

"The protest did not stop last night, it only subsided," Captain Leonard 
Hlathi said. 

He said protesters were still setting ~’res alight in the township. 

Thirty-ttnee people would appear in the Ermelo Magistrate’s Court on 
Tuesday aRer they- were arrested on Monday- for public violence. 

Hlathi said protesters balTicaded roads by using burning ~res and 
stones on Monday 

~They broke down robots and some traffic signs." 

Police could not say how many people were participating in the protest 
because they were operating in different areas 

No I~ther details were irmnediately available - Sapa 
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Truck drivers inured in protest 

INDEPEi’~DEiX’F NEWSPAPERS 14 February 2011 

Four striking truck drivers were inured in downto~vn Johannesburg on 
Monday aRer the police fired robber bullets at them, SABC radio news 
reported. 

An SABC journalist on the scene said some of the striking ~vorkers had 
assaulted a truck driver who ~vas not taking part in the labour action 

The police inter~ened and fired robber bullets at the striking drivers, 
injuring four people. 

The disgruntled road freight workers in Gameng had gathered at the Mar?" 
Fitzgerald square in New, town, where the?" were planning to hold 
discussion rallies ahead of Wednesday’s strike action over wages 

SA Transport and Allied Workers Union (Satawu) president June Dube told 
Sapa workers were merely gathering and would not be marching on Monday 

Workers embarked on a go-slow at various working stations on Sunday, 
demanding a 20 percent increase over two years. The Road Freight 
Employers Association (RFEA) was offering 15 percent. 

Dube told Sapa workers would be meeting with the employer on Tuesday, 
which was cor~firmed by the association’s labour relations manager, 
Magretia Brown-Engelbrecht 

’]]he union warned that the road freight industry will be brought to a 
standstill as about 65000 members would be joining the strike. 

The wage talks between the unions and RFEA have deadlocked since 
December and the unions were issued with a strike certificate by the 
Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration. 

In 2009, Satawu and RFEA signed an agreement, which included an 11 
percent wage increase for all road freight industry ~vorkers across the 
board aRer workers embarked on a seven-day strike. - Sapa 

Truck drivers’ protest turns chaotic 

IOL News 14 Febl~lary 2011 

Four striking truck drivers were inured in downtown Johannesburg after 
the police fired rubber bullets at thenr. A journalist at the scene said 
some of the striking workers had assaulted a truck driver who was not 
taking part in the labour action. The police intervened and fired rubber 
bullets at the striking drivers, inuring four people. Photo: Simphiwe 
)~rbokazi, Business Report 
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Protesters threaten to disrupt elections 

IOL Ne~vsl4 February 2011 

Disgruntled Eastern Cape ANC menrbers sang and danced outside Luthuli 
House in Johannesburg demanding to speak to secretary general Gwede 
Mantashe. Photo: Independent Newspapers 

Disgruntled Eastern Cape ANC members sang and danced outside Luthuli 
House in Johannesburg on Monday demanding to speak to secretary general 



Gwede Mantashe. 

The group is protesting over the formation of a committee to oversee the 
upcoming local government elections in the Alfred Nzo municipality. 

The protesters had travelled the previous day from communities in the 
Eastern Cape and arrived outside the ruling party’s headquarters at 5am. 

Alfred Nzo is one of three ANC regions which were disbanded as part of 
re-aligl~ent ahead of next year’s local government elections. The region 
lodged appeals over the re-aligrmaent ofpar~ structures following 
demarcation of municipal boundaries. 

Protesters believe the new Provincial Executive Committee (PEC) is to 
blame for the reconfiguration but ANC spokesperson in the Eastern Cape, 
Mlibo Qoboshiyane, said the PEC was simply implementing a decision which 
was taken in 2007. 

This recortfiguration has also resulted in a new- Interim Regional 
Cormrfittee (IRC)which will co-ordinate the upcoming local elections in 
the Alfred Nzo region and will also recor~wnend the appointment of mayors 
into municipalities. 

"The response we have had is that the secretary general is attending to 
the matter and is going down to the Eastern Cape," said leader of the 
protesters, Sipho Tshekela. 

Tshekela said the delegation requested that one of the two former IRC 
chairpersons be appointed chairman of the new cor~wnittee. 

Qoboshiyane said the ANC had hoped to announce on Sunday that indeed a 
fom~er chair of the IRC had been invited, and had accepted, the position 
of chairperson. 

But instead fights broke out among various ANC faction members and the 
meeting was cancelled. They disrupted the meeting allowing "things to 
fall into a state of anarchy" and so the announcement could not be made. 
"We need those people to come back from Johannesburg and face discipline 
in this province." 

The protesters say they will not return to the Eastern Cape until 
members Iicom the ANC National Executive Cormnittee members speak to them. 

Should the IRC not be implemented correctly, "elections will be 
disrupted", they said - 
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Bus drivers face hearing 

Independent Newspapers 15 February 2011 

About 70 Metrobus drivers started striking last week to protest against 
new shift systems 

Bus commuters in Johannesburg and Pretoria could expect another 
difficult day on Tuesday as authorities warned of more service disruptions. 

Ci~" of Tshwane Console Tleane warned of a "disruption to the normal 
flow of the Tshwane bus services" on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

"~I1qis is due to the mass appearance of bus drivers in front of a 
disciplinary committee. ’]’he drivers face a range of charges, from 
allegations of fraud, intimidation and embarking on an illegal strike 
last year," said Tleane. 

"The more than 130 drivers have opted to appear en-masse to face the 
charges" 

The city had put some contingency plans in place and said school 
children would be given preference over other commuters. 

"Other comanuters are encouraged to seek alternative means should their 
buses not arrive. 

"The city regrets the inconvenience and promises to do everything 
possible to minimise the disruptions. 

"It is hoped that the proceedings should be concluded by the end of 
February," said Tleane 

In Johannesburg, Metrobus announced on Monday that the public bus 
service had been suspended following incidents of intimidation. 

"We’ve decided to suspend the service because of incidents of 
intimidation, violence and vandalism," said spokeswoman Esther Dreyer. 

About 70 Metrobus drivers started striking last week to protest against 
new shift systems. - Sapa 
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Transcript of prank Koch-Walker conversation 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 10:30 am 

Blogger Ian Murphy poses as David Koch in call to Gov. Scott Walker 

The following is the transcript of the conversation between Oov. Scott 
Walker and who he thirlks is billionaire donor David Koch, although it is 
actually blogger Ian Murphy, who goes by the name Buffalo Beast. 

Walker: Hi; this is Scott Walker. 

Murphy: Scott’. David Koch. How- are you? 

Walker: Hey, David! I’m good. And yourself’? 

Murphy: I’mve~z welh I’m a little disheartened by the situation there, 

but, uh, what’s the latest? 

Walker: Well, we’re actually hanging pretty tough. I mean-you know, 
amazingly there’s a mu ch smaller group of protesters-almost all of whom 
are in from other states today. The State Assembly is taking the bill 
up-getting it all the way to the last point it can be at where it’s 
unamendable. But they’re waiting to pass it until the Senate’s in-the 
Senate Democrats, excuse me, the assembly Democrats have about a hundred 
amendments they’re going through. The state Senate still has the 14 
members missing but ;vhat they’re doing today is bringing up all sorts of 
other non-fiscal items, many of which are things that members in the 
Democratic side care about. And each day we’re going to ratchet it up a 
little bit The Senate majority leader had a great plan he told about 
this morning-he told the Senate Democrats about and he’s going to 
announce it later today, and that is: The Senate organization committee 
is going to meet and pass a rule that says if you don’t sho;v up for two 
consecutive days on a session day, in the state Senate, the Senate chief 
clerk-it’s a little procedural thing here, but-can actually have your 
payroll stopped from being automatically deducted- 

Murphy: Beautiful. 

Walker: -into your checking account and instead-you still get a check, 
but the check has to be personally picked up and he’s instructing 
them-which we just loved-to lock them in their desk on the floor of the 
state Senate 

Murphy: Now you’re not talking to ant’ of these Democrat bastards, are you? 

Walker: Ah, I-there’s one gut’ that’s actually voted with me on a bunch 
of things I called on Saturday for about 45 minutes, uh, mainly to tell 
him that while I appreciate his friendship and he’s worked with us on 
other things, to tell him, well, I wasn’t going to budge. 

Murphy: (ioddamn right! 

Walker: Mainly, because I thought he’s about the only reasonable one 
over there and I figured if I talked to him, he’d go back to the rest of 
the gang and say, you know, ’I’ve known Walker for 20 years, he’s not 
budging.’ 

Murphy: Now, what’s his name again? 

Walker: His name is Tim Cullen. 

Murphy: All right, I’ll have to give that man a call. 

Walker: Well, actually, in his case I wouldn’t call him and I’ll tell 
you why: He’s pretty reasonable but he’s not one of us, urn, so I would 
let him be. I think he is in a position where he can maybe motivate that 
caucus, but he’s not a, he’s not an ally-, he’s just a, he’s just a guy. 
He was in the Senate years ago. He was actually the Senate (word 
missing) here back in the ’80s and Tonwny Thompson hired him to be the 
head of Health and Human Set’,,ices. He xvent into the private sector, made 
real money and, uh, became a little more more open-minded. 

Murphy: Hat 

Walker: And last fall, he got elected to the Senate seat he was in 25 
years ago. He’s kind of one of these guys who, he really doesn’t care, 
he’s not there for political reasons, he’s just trying to get something 
done. So he’s good to reach out to for me, but he’s not a, he’s not a 
conservative. He’s just a pragmatist. 

Mul~ohy: Now who could we get to budge on this, uh, collective bargaining? 

Walker: Well, I think in the end, a couple of things are one, if the, 
uh, if the I think the paycheck will have an impact Secondly, one of 



the things we’re looking at next, ~ve’ll probably armounce in the next 
day or two, we’ve been working with our Republican leaders in the 
Legislature is, we may, we’re still waiting on an opininn to see if the 
uninns have been paying to put these guys up out of state, we think 
there’s at minimum an ethics violation if not an outright felony 

Murphy: Well, they’re probably putting hobos in suits. 

Walker: Yeah. 

Murphy: That’s what we do. Sonretimes. 

Walker: Well, I mean paying for tile senators to be put up. I know 
they’re paying for these guy to be-I nrean, people can pay for protesters 
to come in and that’s not an ethics code, but, I mean, literally if the 
unions are paying the 14 senators-if they’re paying for their food, 
their lodging, anything like that, uh, we believe at minmlum it’s an 
ethics code violation and it may velT well be a felon?" misconduct in 
office because, see, technically, it’s not just a political contribution 
it is, if they’re being paid to keep them froru doing their job, we think 
that’s an, uh, legally an obstruction, not an obstruction of justice, 
but an obstruction of their ability to do their job. And we still’ve 
got, the attorney general’s oJ~Tice is looking into it for us. So we’re 
t~ing about four or five difl;erent angles, so each day ~ve crank up a 
little bit nrore pressure. The other thing is I’ve got layoff notices 
ready. We put out the at-risk notices. We’ll announce Thursday, and 
they’ll go out early next week. And we’ll probably get 5 to 6,000 state 
workers will get at-risk notices for layoffs. We might ratchet that up a 
little bit, you know-. 

MulT, hy: Beautiful, beautiful. Ootta crush that union. 

Walker: Well it’s one of those where, in the end, you know-, the, the uh, 
and I’ve had not only Cullen, and I’ve talked to him myself, I’ve had 
three or four of my other business-leader friends who know him over the 
years, and just kind of pass the message on to these guys, if they think 
I’m caving, they’ve been asleep tbr the last eight years ’cause I’ve 
taken on every major battle in Mhlwankee County- and won, even in a 
count?- ;vhere I’m overwhelmingly ovelToowered politically, and, ’cause I 
don’t budge 

Murphy: Goddamn right! 

Walker: If you’re doing the right thing, you stay firm and, in this 
case, you kno;v, ;ve say we’ll wait it out If they want to start 
sacrificing thousands of public workers ;vho’ll be laid off, sooner or 
later there’s gonna be pressure on these senators to come back. We’re 
not compromising, we’re not gonna 

Murphy: Beautifuh 

Walker: The other thing we may do, ’cause the senator I mentioned thinks 
that these guys you’ve got a few- of the radical ones, ;vho, 
unfortunately, one of them is the minority leader, but most of the rest 
of them are just looking for a ;vay to get out of this They’re scared 
out of their mind, the?’ don’t know what it means. There’s a bunch of 
recalls tap against them They’d really like to just get back here and 
get it over with. So the paycheck thing, some of the other things 
threaten them. I think, collecuvely, there’s enough going on and as 
long as they don’t think I’m gonna cave which, again, we have no 
interest in an interesting idea that was brought up to me this morning 
by my chie:t" o f stall’, we won’t do it until tomorrnw, is putting out an 
appeal to the Democrat leader that I would be willing to sit down and 
talk to him, the assembly Democrat leader, plus the other two Republican 
leaders talk, not negotiate and listen to what they have to say if 
they will in turn but I’ll only do it ff all 14 of them come back and 
sit down in the state Assembly They can recess ~t, to come back if 
we’re talking, but the?’ all have to be back there The reason :for that 
is, we’re verifying it this afternoon, but legally, we believe, once 
they’ve gone into session, they don’t physically have to be there. 1£ 
they’re actually in sessinn for that day and they take a recess, the 19 
Senate Republicans could then go ~nto action and they’d have a quorum 
because the?’ started out that way. Urn, so we’re double checking that 
But that would be the only, if you heard that l was going to talk to 
them, that would be the only reason why. We’d only do it if they came 
back to the capital with all 14 of them And my sense is, hell, I’ll 
talk to them It’they want to yell at me for an hour, you know, I’m used 
to that, I can deal with that. But I’m not negotiating. 

Murphy: Bring a baseball bat. That’s what I’d do 

Walker: I have one in my office; you’d be happy with that I got a 

Slugger with rny name on it. 

Murphy: Beautifuh 

Walker: Bm in the end, this is, and this is, I even pointed it out last 
night ’cause I’m trying to keep out the, as many of the private unions 
as possible, I said this is about tile budget, this is about 
public-sector unions. Hell, even FDR got it. Unr, there’s no place for 
the kind of, uh, I mean, essentially you’re having taxpayer money be 



used to P~U to lobby for spending more taxp~uers’ money. It’s absolutely 
ridiculous. 

Murphy: Beautiful 

Walker: So it’s, uh, this is ground zero, there’s no doubt about it. 
But, uh, ! think, you know, :for us, I just keep telling, I call, I tell 
the speaker, the senate majority leader evep)~ night, give me a list of 
the people ! need to call at home, to shore ’era up. The New" York Times, 
of all things, I don’t nom~ally tell people to read the New York Times, 
but the front page of the New York Times has got a great story’, one of 
these unbelievable moments of true journalism, what is supposed to be 
objective journalism. They- got out of the capital and xvent down one 
county south of the capital to Janesville, to Rock County, that’s where 
the General Motors plant once was. 

Murphy: Right, right. 

Walker: They moved out two years ago. The lead on this stoW is about a 
guy who was laid offtwo years ago, uh, he’s been laid offtwice by 
who points out that, uh, evet?~body else in his town has had to sacrifice 
except for all these public employees and it’s about danm time they do, 
and he supports me. Urn, and they had a bartender, they had, I mean, 
every stereotypical blue-collar worker type they interviewed, and the 
only ones that weren’t with us were people who ~vere either a public 
employee or married to a public employee. It’s an unbelievable stolT. So 
I went through and called all these uh, a handful, a dozen or so 
lawmakers I woru about each day and said, "Eveq-one, we should get that 
stolT printed out and send it to anyone giving you grief." 

Murphy: Goddarm~ right! We, uh, we sent, tth, .amdrew Breithart down there. 

Walker: Yeah. 

IVlurphy: Yeah. 

Walker: Good stuff. 

IVlurphy: He’s our man, you know 

Walker: Well, it has been amazing to me the massive amount of attention 
I, I’ve don all, I want to stay- ahead of this every, day, tonight I’m 
actually- doing a fireside chat, which the state TV stations are picking 
up and I guess a bunch of the national ones are, too, and, uh, in the 
last couple of days tvhen I do the TV shows, I’ve been going after Obama 
because he stuck although he’s backed off now but he stuck his nose 
in here. And I said, you know, he asked me what I thought about it and I 
said the last time I checked this guy’s got a much bigger budget deficit 
than we do, maybe he should tvor~- about that [Murphy laughs] and not 
stick his nose in Wisconsin’s business But you know, we’ve had, uh, you 
know, all the national shotvs, we were on [Sean] Harmity last night, I 
did "Good Morning America," the "Today" show and all that sorta stuft\ I 
was on "Morning Joe" this morinng. We’ve done Greta [van Susteren]. 
We’re gonna, you know, keep getting our message out Mark Levin last 
night. And I’ve gotta tell you the response from arotmd the countr.v has 
been phenomenal. I had Brian [Sadoval], the netv goveraor of Nevada, 
called me the last night he said-he was out in the Lincoln Day Circuit 
in the last two weekends and he was kidding me, he’s new- as tvell as me, 
he said, "Scott, don’t come to Nevada because I’d be afraid you beat me 
running for governor." That’s all they want to talk about is what are 
you doing to help the governor of Wisconsin. The next question, you 
know, I talk to Kasich every day-John’s gotta stand :firm in Ohin I 
think we could do the same thing with Vic Scott in Florida I think, uh, 
[Rick] Snyder-ifhe got a little more support-probably could do that in 
Michigan You start going down the list there’s a lot of us new 
governors that got elected to do something big. 

Murphy: You’re the first domino 

Walker: Yep This is our moment 

Murphy: Yeah Now what else could we do for you down there? 

Walker: Well the biggest thing would be-and your guy on the ground 
[Americans for Prosperity’ president Tim Phillips] is probably seeing 
this is the, well, two things: One, our members originally got fteaked 
out by all the bodies here, although, I told them an interesting story 
when I was first elected county executive in Milwaukee of all places, 
the first budget I put through was pretty bold, aggressive, the union 
went nuts on me and I got all sorts of grieli But a couple of weeks 
later I’m in a Veterans I)ay parade and I’m going down the line and 
usually unless you’re a veteran or, you know, marching with a veterans 
group, politicians all get polite applause but nobo@ gets up. I come 
down the line, 40-50 people in a row, hands up, tl-mrabs up, you knoxv, 
cheering, screaming, yelling, ’Way to go, hang in there, Walker!’ And 
then after about 40-50 people like that, there’s a guy flipping me off 
[Murphy laughs]. This goes on, you know, 40-50 [recording cuts out]. 

Walker: [recording resumes] right thing. The people who know- it’s right 
will cheer you, will applaud you, they’ll run through a wall for you. 
And the people who don’t like it, they’re gonna flip you ofii But stop 



worrying about, you know, them because the other day, there were 
70,000, probably two-thirds were against the bill, one-third were for, 
70,000 people at the Capitol. All week there’s been, you know, 15-30,000 
a day. But I remind all our lawmakers, that there’s five and a half 
million people in this state And just because a bunch of guys who can 
jump offofwork ’cause of their union roles, doesn’t mean the rest of 
the people in your district aren’t with them So one thing, per your 
question is, the more groups that are encouraging people not just to 
show up but to call lawmakers and tell them to hang firm with tire 
governor, the better. Because the more they- get that reassurance, the 
easier it is for thera to vote yes. 

Murphy: Right, right. 

Walker: The other thing is more long-term, and that is, after this, ran, 
you knoxv tire coming days and weeks and months ahead, particulary in some 
of these, uh, mure swing areas, a lot of these guys are gonna need, they 
don’t necessarily need ads for them, but they’re gonna treed a message 
out reinforcing why this was a good thing to do for tire economy and a 
good thing to do for the state. So to the extent that that message is 
out over and over again, that’s obviously a good thing. 

Murphy: Right, right. Well, we’ll back you any- way we can. But, uia, what 
we were thirtking about the crowds was, tth, was planting some troublemakers. 

Walker: You kmow, tire, xvell, the only- problem with that because xve 
thought about that. The problem the, my- only gut reaction to that is 
right now the lawmakers I’ve talked to have just completely had it with 
them, tire public is not really fond of this. The teachers union did some 
polling of focus groups, I think, and found out that tire public turned 
on ’em the minute they- closed school doxvn for a couple days. The guys 
we’ve got left are largely from out of state, and I keep dismissing it 
in all my- press confe*ences saying, ’Eh, they’re mostly from out of 
state.’ My only fear would be is if there was a ruckus caused is that 
that ;vould scare the public into thinking maybe the governor has gotta 
settle to avoid all these problems You know, whereas, I’ve said, ’Hey, 
you know, we can handle this, people can protest. This is Madison, you 
kno;v, full of the ’60s hberals. Let ’em protest’ It’s not gorma affect 
us. And as long as we go back to our homes and the majority’ of the 
people are telling us we’re doing the right thing, let ’em protest all 
they- ;vant. Urn, so that’s my gut reaction, is that I thilzk it’s actually 
good if they’re constant, they’re noisy, but they’re quiet, nothing 
happens, ’cause sooner or later the media stops finding ’em interesting. 

Murphy: Well, not the liberal bastards on MS5,~3C 

Walker: Oh, yeah, but who watches that? I went on "Morning Joe" this 
morning. I like it ’cause I just like being combative with those guys, 
but, uh. You know- they’re off the deep end 

Murphy: Joe-Joe’s a good guy He’s one of us 

Walker: Yeah, he’s all right. He was fair to me, I mean, the rest of 
them were out there. Although I had fun. They- had [senator Chuck] 
Schumer over ticom Ne;v York on, ripping me, and then the?’ had a little 
clip of a state senator hiding out ripping me, and it ;vas almost too 
easy I walked in and Joe asked me a question and I say, well, before I 
answer that, let me just point out the amazing irony, the fact that 
you’ve got a United States senator from New York, a senator, who, by the 
way, is part era team that can’t seem to balance the federal budget, 
talking about my budget At least he’s coming into work to talk about 
something, although it’s mine. And you got one o17 these 14 state senate 
Democrats, uh, who can’t even bother to show up and deal with the budget 
he’s elected to do something about. And, uh, I said that kind o17 tells 
you the whole story right there. 

Murphy: Beautiful, beautiful. But you gotta love that Mik a Brzezinski. 

Walker: Oh, yeah 

Murphy: She’s a piece of ass 

Walker: You know, a couple of weeks ago [unclear], I was having dinner 
with Jim Sensenbreuner when I came in to DC. for a day to do an event, 
and we were going over to do the Greta show. I had dinner with 
congressman Sensenbrenner, and right next to us was the two of them and 
then their guest was [Obama advisor David] Axelrod. I came over [Murphy 
laughs], I introduced myself 

Murphy: That son of a bitch! 

Walker: Yeah, no kidding, huh? I introduced myself. I said, I figured 
you probably- knew- who I was since your boss was in campaigning against 
me. But, uh, it’s always good to let ’era know you kmow what’s going on. 

MulT, hy: Well, good, good. Good catching up xvith ya’. 

Walker: Yeah, well, thanks. This is an exciting time. This is you 
know-, I told my cabinet, I had a dinner the S~rday, or excuse me, the 
Monday right after the 6th. Came home from the Super Boxvl xvhere tire 
Packers won, and that Monday night I had all of my cabinet over to tire 



residence for dinner. Talked about what we were gonna do, how we were 
gonna do it. We’d alrea@ kinda built plans up, but it was kind of the 
last hurrah beli~re we dropped the bomb And I stood up and I pulled out 
a picture of Ronald Reagan, and I said, you know, this may seem a little 
melodramatic, but 30 years ago, Ronald Reagan, whose 100th birthday we 
just celebrated the day before, had one of the most defining moments of 
his political career, not just his presidency, when he fired the 
air-traffic controllers And, uh, I said, to me that moment was more 
nnportam than just for labor relations or even the federal budget, that 
was the first crack in the Berlin Wall and the fall of Cormnunism because 
fiom that point forward, the Soviets and the Conmxunists knexv that Ronald 
Reagan wasn’t a pushover. And, uh, I said this may not have as broad of 
world iraplications, but in Wisconsin’s history little did I know how 
big it would be nationally in Wisconsin’s history’, I said this is our 
moment, this is rutr time to change the course of histot?,. And this is 
why it’s so important that they were all there. I had a cabinet meeting 
this morning and I reminded them of that and I said for those of you who 
thought I xvas being melodramatic you now know it was purely putting it 
in the right context. 

MulT, hy: [Laughs] Well, I tell you what, Scott: once you crush these 
bastards I’ll fly you out to Cali and really show you a good time. 

Walker: All right, that would be outstanding. Thanks, thanks for all the 
support and helping us move the cause forward, and we appreciate it. 
We’re, uh, we’re dulng the just and right thing for the right reasons, 
and it’s all about getting our freedoms back. 

MulT, hy: Absolutely. And, you know, we have a little bit of a vested 
interest as well. [Laughs] 

Walker: Well, that’s just it. The bottom line is we’re gonna get the 
world moving here because it’s the right thing to do. 

Murphy: All right then. 

Walker: Thanks a million! 

Murphy: Bye-bye! 

Walker: Bye 

Lucia Graves HuffPost Reporting lucia graves@gmail.com 

U.S. Uncut Disrupts Service At Bank Of America 

Bank Of America 

Demonstrators posing as a liberal Tea Party, disrupted service at banks 
across the countly on Saturday, in an effort to spotlight the gimmicks 
multi-billion dollar corporations use to avoid paying their fair share 
in taxes. 

Serf-organized through anti-austerity movement U S Uncut, regional 
captains helped organize demonstrators at more than 40 different 
branches of Bank of America. The newly-minted group was inspired by an 
article published recently in The Nation by Johann Hari: "How to Build a 
Progressive Tea Party" Hari writes: 

Imagine a parallel universe where the Great Crash of 2008 was 
followed by a Tea Party of a very different kind ... Instead of the lhke 
populism of the Tea PaW, there is a movement based on real populism 
It shows that there is an alternative to making the poor and the middle 
class pay for a crisis caused by the rich. It shifts the national 
conversation .. This may sound like a fantasy--but it has all happened 
The name of this parallel universe is Britain As recently as this past 
fall, people here were asking the same questions liberal Americans have 
been glumly contemplating: Why is everyone being so passive? Why are we 
letting ourselves be ripped ofl? Why are people staying in their homes 
watching their flat-screens while our politicians strip away services so 
the?" can fatten the supen-ich even more? 

Hari ew)kes the spirit of UK Uncut -- a movement made up of British 
ciuzens, who, in the face of brutal budget cuts, have sought to shame 
corporate tax dodgers through public demonstrations -- and suggests 
Americans follow suit U.S. Uncut is doing just that; though many 
members of the group have disowned the title of Tea Par~’, tel ling 
Huff’Post that while they were inspired by the article in The Nation, 
they do not want to be identified as an opposition group. 

Saturday marked the group’s first coordinated event. 

"Billionaires got bonuses, bailouts and tax cuts, too -- the least they 
can do is pay their fair share of taxes," said Ryan Clay, a 28-year-old 
media analyst who helped organize the U.S. Uncut demonstration in 
Washington, DC. "I got inspired, other people got inspired, xve met 
online, and we’re working through social media to really bring these 
abhorrent facts to the public." 



A rally in San Franciscu drew scores uf protesters tu a branch ufBank 
ufAmerica at Uniun Square; dressed in ordinary street clothes, they 
filed into the bank une by one, getting in line to speak with the 
tellers. Each of them carried a fake check frum Bank of ±~,.merica made out 
to "’]’he United States ciu Tax Paying Citizens," fur $1.5 billion. The 
sum would cover all the bank’s unpaid taxes un its 2009 earned incume of 

$4.4 billion, demunstraturs said 

Only a few people had presented their fake checks tu the tellers befi~re 
the bank temporarily closed for business; protesters were peacefully 
escolted out of the building by the police. Once on the street, however, 
they" stayed put and kept handing out fake checks, which had facts about 
cot2oorate tax avoidance written in fine print on the back, as fliers. 
"Two-thirds of all U.S. corporations do not pay federal income tax," the 
fliers said. "BofA is the largest bank and the 5th largest co12ooration 
in America." 

Story continues below 

"People seerued more eager to accept these fliers and actually read the 
itfformation they contained than what one would usually expect from 
handouts with political messages," said Leslie Dreyer, 32, a resident of 
Oakland, Calif., who came up with the idea of using checks as props. 
"¥Vhen asked ’would you like a check for 1.5 billion to cash at any 
BOA?’, they" were amused and intrigued enough to ’read the fine print.’" 

A Bank of America spokeswoman did not irumediately return a request for 
cormnent. 

Many of the largest corporations in the country have mastered the art of 
evading taxes, booking expenses in the U.S. and profits in low-tax 
cour~tries. A list compiled by Forbes show-s that Bank of America was far 
from being the only multi-billion dollar corporation to avoid paying 
taxes on billions of dollars in earnings in 2009; it is also not the 
only bank to spark angry demonstrations this week 

On Wedaaesday morning, New York City Couaacilman Junaaane Williams marched 
into a Park Avenue Chase bank to denouaace the bank’s failure to help 
homeowners avoid foreclosure. HuflPost’s Laura Basset reports: 

After denouncing the bank to a cheering crowd and calling its 
executives "bloodsuckers" for accepting bailout money and refusing to 
help the suffering homeowners the?- "preyed on," Williams was stopped by 
security’ guards at the door and told the branch was closed The mob then 
chanted "open the door" until Williams was let in, at which point he 
closed his account. 

Williams told Hufl~?ost that ~vhen campaigning in New York City, he 
met at least t~vo people on every block with mortgage troubles He said 
he doesn’t want the bank to use his money to "further deteriorate the 
con~rnunity" he represents, especially in light of chief executive Jamie 
Dimon’s recent $17 million bonus. 

"It’s incredible what these banks are making people go through," he 
said. "It’s disgusting They’re like bloodsuckers, just sucking the 
lifeblood out of communities and refusing to help out I understand that 
people need to get paid to get the best and brightest and these bonuses 
help with that, but you can’t do that and then not assist the commumty 
and then get a taxpayer bailout tu the tune of billions of dollars. 
That’s just greed at its worst." 

To help readers navigaung an underwater mortgage, Huff’Post has 
scheduled a meetup where homeuwners can get tugether and talk abuut 
their murtgage-related troubles. The next meetup is slated for the 
secund Tuesday in March, and each subsequent meeting will alsu be held 
on the secund Tuesday’ of the munth; locate your local meetup chapter here. 

If you’re interested in urganizing a meetup and need help duing it, 
email us at lucia@huffingtunpust cure, arthur@huffingtonpost.com ur 
ryan@huffingtunpost.com Ifyuu’re a real estate professional or 
atturney with experience in short sales and foreclusures who can help 
with the meetups, contact us ur find yuur luca[ chapter 

Huw to Build a Progressive Tea Par~" 

Joharm Hari 

Februaw 3,2011 i ~[]ais article appeared in the February 21,2011 

edition of The Natiun 

Gather sorue friends, pick a tax dodger and get on the street! 

Joharm Hari 

As people see their fellow citizens acting in self-defense, these 
tax-the-rich protests spread to even the most consetwative parts of the 
country. It becomes the most-discussed subiect on Twitter. Even 
right-wing media outlets, sensing a startling efl;ect on the public ruood, 
begin to praise the uprising, and dig up damning facts on the tax dodgers. 



Instead of the fake populism of the Tea Party, there is a movement based 
on real populism. It shows that there is an alternative to making the 
poor and the middle class pay for a crisis caused by the rich. It shifts 
the national conversation. Instead of letting the govemnrent cut our 
set.ices and increase our taxes, the people denrand that it cut the 
endless and lavish aid for the rich and make thenr pay- the massive s~uns 
they dodge in taxes. 

This nray sound like a fantasy but it has all happened. The name of this 
parallel universe is Britain. As recently as this past fall, people here 
were asking the same questions liberal Americans have been glumly 
contemplating: Why is eve13~one being so passive? V~ny are we letting 
ourselves be ripped off? \:V2xy are people staying in their honres watching 
their flat-screens xvhile our politicians strip away services so they can 
fatten the superrich even more? 

And then twelve ordinal- citizens a nurse, a firefighter, a student, a 
TV researcher and others met in a pub in London one night and realized 
they were asking the wrong questions "We had spent all this energy 
asking why it wasn’t happening," says Tom Philips, a 23-year-old nurse 
who was there that night, "and then we suddenly said, That’s ~vhat 
evel)’body else is saying too Why don’t we just do it? V~hy don’t we just 
stalt? If~ve do it, maybe eve~-body will stop asking why it isn’t 
happening and join in. It’s a bit like that Kevin Cosmer film Field of 
Dreams. We thought, If you build it, they will come" 

The new Conselwatlve-led goverl~ment in Britain is imposing the most 
extreme cuts to public spending the country, has seen since the 1920s 
The fees for going to university are set to triple Children’s hospitals 
like Great Ormond Street are facing 20 percent cuts in their budgets. In 
London alone, more than 200,000 people are being forced out of their 
homes and out of the city as the goverl~ment takes away their housing 
subsidies. 

Amid all these figures, this group of friends made some startling 
observations. Here’s one All the cuts in housing subsidies, driving all 
those people out of their homes, are part of a package of cuts to the 
poor, adding up to £7 billion Yet the magazine Private Eye reported 
that one company alone~odafone, one of Britain’s leading cellphone 
firms owed an outstanding bill of £6 billion to the British taxpayers. 
Accurding to Private Eye, Vodaphone had been refusing to pay 12~r years, 
claiming that a crucial part of its business ran thruugh a post 
box m ultra-low-tax Luxembourg The last Labour government, for all its 
many flaws, had insisted it pay up. 

But when the Cunservatives came to power, David Hartnett, head of the 
British equivalent ufthe Internal Revenue Service, apologized tu rich 
people for being "too black and white abuut the law" Soun after, 
Vodafone’s bill was reported tu be largely canceled, with just over £1 
billion paid in the end. Days later Geurge Osborne, the :finance 
minister, was urging people to invest in Vodafune by taking 
representatives uf the company with him un a taxpayer-funded trip tu 
India a country where that company is also being pursued 12~r unpaid 
taxes. Vodafone and Hartnett deny this account, claiming it was simply a 
longstanding "dispute" over :fees that ended with the company paying the 
currect amount The guvemment has been :forced under pressure to order 
the independent Natiunal Audit Office to investigate the affair and to 
pore over every detail of the corporation’s tax deal. 

"It was clear tu us that if this one cumpany had been made to pay its 
taxes, almust all these people could have been kept from being forced 
out of their humes," says Sam Greene, another of the prutesters. "We 
keep being told there’s no alternative to cutting services. This just 
shuwed it was rubbish. So we decided we had tu du something." 

They resolved to set up an initial protest that would prick people’s 
attention. They called theraselves LPK Uncut and asked several 
liberal-left jouxnalists, on Twitter (full disclosure: I was one of 
them), to announce a tinre and place where people could meet "to take 
direct action protest against the cuts and show there’s an alternative." 
People were urged to gather at 9:30 ant on a Wednesday- nrorning outside 
the Ritz hotel in central London and look for an orange umbrella. More 
than sixty people arrived, and they went to one of the busiest Vodafone 
stores on Oxford Street, the city’s biggest shopping area~nd sat down 
in front of it so nobody could get in. 

"’A~at really struck me is that when we explained our reasons, ordinary 
people walking down Oxford Street xvere incredibly supportive," says Alex 
Miller, a 31-year-old nttrse. "People would stop and tell us how they 
were terrified of losing their homes and their jobs~nd when they heard 
that virtually none of it had to happen if only these nrassive companies 
paid their taxes, they xvere furious. Several people stopped what they 
were doing, sat down and joined us. I guess it’s at that point that I 
realized this was going to really take off." 

That first protest grabbed a little media attentio~and then the next 
day, in a different city, three other Vodafone stores were shut down in 
the northern city of Leeds, by- unconnected protests, l~ Uncut realized 
this could be replicated across the countly. So the group set up a 
Twitter account and a website, where members announced there would be a 



national day of protest the following Saturday They urged anybody who 
wanted to organize a protest to e-mail them so it could be added to a 
GoGgle map. Britain’s most prominent tweeters, such as actor Stephen 
Fry, joined in 

That Saturday Vodafone’s stores were shut down across the country by 
peaceful sit-ins. The crowds sang songs and announced they had come as 
volunteer tax collectors Prime Minister ])avid Cameron wants axed 
government services to be replaced by a "Big Society," in which 
volunteers do the jobs instead. So L~-2 Uncut announced it was the Big 
Society- Tax Collection Agency. 

The mix of people who turned out was remarkable. There were 16-year-o lds 
from the housing projects who had just had their £30-a-week subs]@ for 
school taken away. There were 78-year-olds facing the closure of senior 
centers where they can meet their friends and socialize. A chuckling 
64-year-old woman named Mary James said, "The scare stories will say 
this protest is being hijacked by anarchists. If anything, it’s being 
hijacked by pensionerst" They" stopped passers-by to explain why they 
were protesting by asking, "Sir, do you pay your taxes? So do I. Did you 
know that Vodafone doesn’t?" 

The police looked on, bemused. There wasn’t much they could do: in a fe~v 
places, they surrounded the Vodafone stores before the protesters 
arrived, stopping anyone from going in or out in effect doing the 
protesters’ job for them. One police officer asked me how this tax dodge 
had been allowed to happen, and when I explained, he said, "So you mean 
I’m likely- to lose my job because these people won’t pay up?" 

UK Uncut organized entirely on Twitter, asking what it should do next 
and taking votes. There was an embarrassmunt of potential targets: the 
National Audit Office found in 2007 that a third of the countly’s top 
700 corporations paid no tax at all UK Uncut decided to expose and 
protest one of the most egregious alleged tax dodgers: Sir Philip Green. 
He is the ninth-richest man in the cotmtry, running some of the leading 
High Street chain stores, including Topshop, Miss Selfridge and British 
Home Stores. Although he lives and works in Britain, and his companies 
all operate on British streets, he avoids British taxes by claiming his 
income is ~really" earned by- his wife, who lives in the tax haven of 
Monaco. In 2005 the BBC calculated that he earned £1.2 billion and paid 
nothing in taxes dodging more than £300 n’fillion m taxes 

Far from objecting, Cameron’s government appointed Green as an official 
adviser, with special responsibility, tbr "cutting waste." So UT,2 Uncut 
drew a direct line from Green’s tax exemption to the cuts in services 
for ordinary people For example, Cameron had just aunounced the closure 
of the school sports partnership, which makes it possible for millions 
of schoolchildren to engage in healthy, competitive exercise. The 
protesters pointed out that if Green was made to pay taxes, the entire 
program could be saved, with more thari £120 million let’t as small 
change So they’ declared a day of action. 

At the London protests against Green, everybody ;vas asked to turn up at 
the largest branch of Topshop again on Oxibrd Stree~and mill around 
like ordinal3, shoppers. Once a ~vhistle was blown, they- ~vere to start 
chanting, put on sports clothing to dramatize what was being taken a;vay 
from schoolchildren and sit down by the counters to stop sales It was 
the Saturday before Christmas. ’]?here was a strange frisson as everyone 
turned up and looked around. It was impossible to tell who was a shopper 
and who was a protester: they" looked the same. ’]?he whistle blew and the?, 
shut down one of the largest retail stores in Europe 

Across Britain, the same thing was happening. [{ven in Tunbridge Wells a 
town synonymous with ultraconservatism the Vodafone store was Nockaded 
Again, many’ people spontaneously joined in. ’l’he protests were all over 
that evening’s TV news. It was the most-read story on the websites of 
the BBC and the country’s most-read newspaper, the Daily Mail The 
prime-time Channel 4 News reported, "A more eloquent and informed group 
of demonstrators would be hard to come across and one is struck by" the 
wide appeal across ages and incomes, of what they had to say" ][’he 
uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt have shown how social media can be used 
to conduct the unfocused rage of a scattered population and harden it 
into a weapon. UK Uncut shows the same tactics can be used in a 
democracy and there is the same need Unemployment in the United States 
is at the same level as in Egypt before the uprising: 9 percent 

The UK Uncut message was simple: if you want to sell in our country, you 
pay our taxes. ’l’hey are the membership :tee :For a civilized socie~’. Most 
of the protesters I spoke with had never attended a demonstration 
before, but were driven to act by the rising unemployment, insecurity 
and austerity that are being outpaced only by rising rewards for the 
supcrrich. Ellie Mae O’Hagan, a 25-year-old office worker in Liverpool, 
one of the most economically depressed places in the country, said she 
was "absolutely outraged to discover that I was paying more than Philip 
Green in taxes." She added, "I could see what all the cuts were doing. 
My brother had been made redundant, loads of my friends were unemployed 
and I could see it all getting worse, while these bankers get even 
bigger bonuses. And I thought, Right, you’ve got to do soraething. So I 
e-mailed UK Uncut to ask if there was a protest happening in Liverpool. 



’]?hey said, Not yet, so you organize one. So I spent forty-eight hours 
arranging one. And a hundred people turned up an amamng mixture of 
people, who I had never met, and who didn’t know each other and we shut 
down both Vodafone stores. Suddenly, it felt like we weren’t passive 
anymore We were standing up for ourselves." 

At eveU protest, a clear and direct line was drawn from tax avoidance 
to rea[ people’s lives. If they pay their bill, you won’t be forced out 
of your home. If they pay their bill, your granchnother won’t lose her 
government support. If they pay their bill, our children’s hospitals 
won’t be slashed. 

About the Author 

Johann Hari 

Johann Hari is a colun~nist for the Independent in London and a 
contributing writer for Slate. 

The protests began to irdluence the political debate. Public opinion had 
already been firruly for pursuing tax dodgers, with 77 percent telling 
YouGov pollsters there should be a crackdo~vn. But by dramatizing and 
demonstrating this mood, the protesters forced it onto the agenda~nd 
stripped away Cameron’s claims that there was no alternative to his cuts. 

Polly Toynbee is one of Britain’s nrost influential col~tt,m~ists: imagine 
Maureen Dowd with principles instead of snark. Toynbee attended the 
London protests and ~vas manhandled out of Topshop by security guards. 
She reported later that the protests were being watched vein nel~’ously 
on Downing Street. "It is no coincidence that the governnrent ir~mrediately 
hurried out a ’clampdown’ on tax avoidance, collecting £2 billion," she 
tells me, "or that [its coalition partners] the Liberal Democrats 
suddenly remembered this was one of their big commitments. Of course, 
that sum is only a drop in the ocean. But this really ;vas a j olt to the 
political system. It was hugely important" 

But perhaps the most striking response ;vas from the right. One of 
Britain’s most famous businessmen, Duncan Bannatyne, came out in support 
of the protests, declaring, "We need to rebel against tax dodgers., as 
Government ;von’t" The Financial Times conceded that "the protesters 
have a point" but then grumbled about them Surprisingly, the Daily 
Mail, Britain’s most right-wing newspaper, became one of the movement’s 
most sympathetic allies The editors could see that their Middle England 
readers were outraged to be paying more taxes than the superrich. So 
the?- ran their own expos4 on Philip Green’s tax affairs, along ;vith 
straightforward and detailed reporting of the protests. 

The only part of the media that attacked UK Uncut outright was, 
predictably, Rupert Murdoch’s empire This isn’t surprising given that 
his company, News International, is one of the world’s most egregious 
tax dodgers, contributing almost nothing to the US or U~Z,~ treasuries. His 
tabloid the Sun accused LrK Uncut of being a "group of up to 30,000 
anarchists" scheming "to bring misew to millions of Christmas 
shoppers," with plans to "set off stink bombs, leave mouldy cheese in 
clothes and rack up huge sales at tills and then refuse to pay" After 
one of the people named in the article reported the S un to the Press 
Complaints Commission, the newspaper was forced to retract the article 
by removing it from its website. 

But these smear jobs were the best the right could muster. Conservatives 
ran into hiding, with almost nobody prepared to defend tax aw~iders. 
Only a few stray voices emerged: ultraconservative blogger Tim 
Momgomerie, regarded as highly influential with Cameron; and Labour MP 
Tom Harris, our equivalent of a Blue Dog Democrat They argued that tax 
avoidance is legal and therefore :fine. The protesters responded that 
they were obviously arguing for a change in the law. 

’]?he tax-evasion defenders also tried to argue that a crackdown would 
"drive away" corporations, to the detriment of the nation. But the 
corporations are already, ]k~r al l intents and purposes, "away." ’]?hey pay 
nothing to Britain. ’]’he?" have relocated eyeD, thing they can. ’]’he?" can’t, 
however, physically relocate their British shops to Bangalore. It’s 
impossible. ’]?hat remnant can certainly be taxed. What are they going to do? 

Besides, the right’s claim that enforcing fair taxes drives away the 
rich was recently tested and proved wrong. Toward the end of the last 
Labour government, officials increased the top tax rate to 50 percent. 
(This is still far short of the 90 percent levied on US taxpayers by 
President Eiserdao~ver, during the biggest boonr in American history.) 
Conservatives predicted disaster: London Mayor Boris Johnson said it 
would reduce the city to a ghost town as bankers fled to Switzerland. 
Yet after the taxes rose, the nuraber of rich people applying for visas 
to leave Britain for S~vitzerland actually- fell by 7 percent. 

After the empirical argument collapsed, a few on the right tried to 
shift the argument to a moral one. They said that Green "earns all his 
nroney on his own," so why should he have to pay any of it back to the 



rest of us? I responded on TV and in a blog post by suggesting a small 
experiment Let’s take one branch of Topshop, and for twelve months 
we’ll deny an?’ services funded by collective taxation to that store 
When the rubbish piles up, we won’t send garbage men to collect it When 
the rat outbreak begins, we won’t send pest control When they catch a 
shoplifter, we won’t send the police When there’s a fire, we won’t send 
the :fire brigade When suppliers want to get their goods to the store, 
there may be a problem: we won’t maintain the roads. When the employees 
get sick, we won’t treat them in the publicly funded hospitals. Then let 
Philip Green come back and tell us he does it all himself 

The last argument of the defenders has been to say it’s impossible to do 
anything about tax havens, so we’ll just have to accept them. But this 
is false. Aker the 9/11 attacks, the xvorld under US pressure~assed 
viltually universal laws to freeze A1 Qaeda related accounts and so 
prevent them from stashing or accessing money from tax havens. "A~ere 
there is political xvill, they can be brought to heel rapidly. In the 
early 1960s Monaco was refusing to hand over details of French tax 
dodgers to the French authorities. President Charles de Gaulle 
surrounded the countly with tanks and cut off its water supply until it 
relented. On a more prosaic level, many co~ltries have integrated into 
their law- something called a General Anti-Avoidance Principle, xvhich 
stipulates that any act contrary to the spirit of the nation’s tax laws 
is illegal. It slams shut most loopholes overnight. 

There has been an obsessive hunt by the media to discover who L~4 Uncut 
"really are." They assume there must be secretive leaders pulling the 
strings somewhere. But the more I dug into tile l~lovemunt, the more I 
realized this is a misunderstanding. Tile old protest movements were 
modeled like businesses, with a CEO and a managing board. This protest 
movement, hoxvever, is shaped like a hive of bees, or like Twitter 
itself. There is no center. There is no leadership There is just a 
shared determination not to be bilked, connected by tweets. Every 
decision made by UK Uncut is open and driven by the will of its 
participants. Alongside many people who had never protested, activists 
from across the spectrum have poured into the movement, from the 
students occupying their universities to protest the massive hike in 
fees, to antipoverty- groups like War on Want, to trade unions Indeed, 
even the trade union at Britain’s IRS came out in support, with ordinary 
tax collectors rebelling against their bosses for letting the rich 
wriggle out of taxes. 

Think of it as an open-source protest, or wikiprotest. It uses Twitter 
as the basic software, but anyone can then mold the protest. The Western 
left has been proud of its use of social media and blogging, but all too 
often this hasn’t amounted to much more than clicktivism By contrast, 
these protesters have tried at every turn to create a picture of George 
Osborne, Cameron’s finance minister, sitting in his office, about to 
sign off on another big tax break for a rich person, paid for by cuts to 
the rest of us Is a big Facebook group going to stop him? No. Is an 
angry buzz on the blogosphere going to stop him? No. But what these 
protesters have done~utting all the online energy into the streets and 
straight into the national conversatiun~ust might. And by creating a 
media buzz, it draws in people from far beyond the tech-savwy 
TwitteF\~erse, with older activist groups from trade unions to 
charities clamoring to join. 

As one I_TK Uncut participant, Becky Anadeche, explains, "So maW 
campaigns rely on the premise that the less you ask somebo~dy to do, the 
more likely the?" are to do it. This campaign has proved the opposite 
People who have never even been on a protest before have been organizing 
them." 

British liberals and leJ~-wingers have been holding marches and protests 
for years and been roundly ignored. So why did I_TK Uncut suddenly gain 
such traction? Alex Higgins, another protester, explains, "It’s because 
we broke the frame that people expect protest to be confined to 
Suddenly, protesters were somewhere the?’ weren’t supposed to be they 
were not in the predictable place where they are tolerated and regarded 
as harmless by the authorities. I£ UK Uncut had just consisted of a 
march on Whitehall [where government departments are located], where we 
listened to a few speakers and went home, nobody would have heard of it 
But this time we went somewhere unanticipated. We disrupted something 
they really value: trade" A wave of bankers’ bonuses is due to be 
announced in February, and it would be surprising if I_TK Uncut did not 
respond with a similar program of direct action. 

(;an this model be transferred to the United States? Remember that a few 
months ago, Brits XVele as pessimistic about tile possibility of a 
left-wing rival to the Tea Party as Americans are now. Of comse, there 
are differences in political cultme and tax laxv structure and 
enforcement, but there are also strong parallels. In the United States 
the same tl-tree crucial factors that created UK Uncut are in place. 
First, at the state level, Americans are facing severe budget cuts, 
causing the recession to worsen. Nobel Priz~xvimling economist Paul 
Krugman says state governors are acting like "50 Herbert 
Hoovers.. slashing spending in a time of recession, often at the expense 



both of their most vulnerable constituents and of the nation’s economic 
future" 

Second, most of these cuts could be prevented simply by requiring 
superrich individuals and corporations to pay their taxes. The 
Government Accountability, Office (GAO) calculated in 2008 that 
eighty-three of the 100 biggest US corporations hide fortunes in tax 
havens And even without these shelters, the rich have been virtually 
exempted l~com taxes across America Billionaire \Varren Bullet recently 
conducted a straw poll in his office and found he paid a lower 
proportion of his inconre in taxes than anybody else there~nd 
considerably- less than his secretary. Indeed, tax expert Nicholas 
Shaxson says that in many ways "America itself is a tax haven for many 
rich people." WikiLeaks is poised to release the details of a whole raft 
of corporations and baJM~s using tax havens in the Cayman Islands, laying 
out the dodging for all to see. 

And third, public opinion is firmly behind going after the rich and 
cot2oorations. A poll in January for 60 Minutes and Vanity Fair asked 
Americans which policy they- would choose to reduce the deficit. By far 
the most popular, chosen by 61 percent of respondents, was to increase 
taxes on the rich. The next most popular, chosen by 20 percent, was to 
cut military spending. Other polls bear this out. 

So Americans are facing the same cuts as the Brits. They are being 
ripped off by corporations and rich people just like the Brits. And they 
are as angry as the Brits. "All it takes," says Tonr Philips, "is for a 
few people to do what we did in that pub that night and light the touch 
paper." 

During the 2008 presidential campaign, Barack Obama promised to go after 
tax havens. He pointed out that one building in the Cayman Islands 
claims to house 12,000 corporations, and said: "That’s either the 
biggest building or the biggest tax scam on record" He promised he 
would "pay for evelsz dime" of his spending and tax cut proposals "by 
closing corporate loopholes and tax havens." 

Yet in office he hasn’t done this. In 2009 Congress passed the Foreign 
Accounts Tax Compliance Act, which shuffled a few inches forward but 
still doesn’t even require the automatic exchange of information licom 
tax havens that EU law- requires as a matter of right So if a rich 
person opens a tax account in the Cayman Islands and hides his money 
there, the IRS isn’t told and doesn’t know. Yes, tS-esident Obama’s 
deficit commission made a few passing noises about closing tax 
loopholes, but the bulk of its recommendations and energy focused on 
going after benefits for the poor and middle class, like Social Security 

What should US Uncut target? "It’s important to go after brand names 
that exist in every city in America," says Tom Purley, a L~ Uncut 
participant. "The key to our success was that it ~vas so easily 
replicated. People could do it anywhere. It took something that seems 
like a remote issue and connected it to a place the?, see every day." 
Most of the companies that engage in the worst tax avoidance in the 
United States are Big Pharma and financial companies, which don’t have 
stores. But the GAO also named a number of major brands that are 
exploiting tax havens. The?, include .Apple, Bank of America, Best Buy, 
Exxol~/iobil, FedEx (whose president, Frederick Smith, was named by Obama 
as the businessman he most admires), Kraft Foods, McDonald’s, Safeway 
and Target. That’s a wealth of potential targets. 

American citizens should ask themselves: I work hard and pay my taxes, 
so why don’t the richest people and the corporations? Why should I pick 
up the entire tab for keeping the nation running? Why should the people 
who can afl’ord the most pay the least? If you’re happy with that 
situation, you can stay at home and leave the protesting to the Tea 
Party For the rest, there’s an alternative For too long, progressive 
Americans have been lulled into inactivity by Obama’s soaring promises, 
which come to little As writer Rebecca Solnit says, "ttope is not a 
lottery ticket you can sit on the sofa and clutch, feeling lucky... Hope 
is an ax you break down doors with in an emergency." UK Uncut has just 
shown Americans how to express real hope and build a left-wing Tea Party. 

For updates on this issue and others, you can follow the author of this 
article on Twitter. 

Homepage image courtesy of Flickr user ucloccupation 
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Behind the Arab Revolt is a Word We Dare Not Speak 

By Jotm Pilger 

Shortly after the invasion of Iraq in 2003, I interviewed Ray McGovem, 
one of an elite group of CIA officers who prepared the President’s daily 
intelligence brief. McGovern was at the apex of the "national security" 



monolith that is American power and had retired with presidential 
plaudits. On the eve of the invasion, he and 45 other senior ofl’~cers of 
the CIA and other intelligence agencies wrote to President George W 
Bush that the "drumbeat for war" was based not on intelligence, but lies. 

"It was 95 per cent charade," McGovern told me. 

"How did the?" get away with it?" 

"The press allowed the crazies to get away with it." 

are the crazies?" 

"The people r~xning the [Bush] administration have a set of beliefs a 
lot like those expressed in Mein Kampf .. these are the same people who 
were referred to in the circles in which I moved, at the top, as ’the 
crazies.’" 

I said, "Norman Mailer has written that that he believes America has 
entered a pre-fascist state. ~,\~at’s your view- of that?" 

"Well .. I hope he’s right, because there are others saying we are 
already in a fascist mode." 

On 22 January, Ray McOovern emailed me to express his disgust at the 
Obama administration’s barbaric treatment of the alleged xvhistleblower 
Bradley- Mamxing and its pursuit of WikiLeaks founder, Julian Assange. 
"Way back xvhen George and Tony decided it might be fun to attack Iraq," 
he wrote, "I said something to the effect that fascism had already begun 
here. I have to admit I did not think it xvould get this bad this quickly." 

On 16 FebmalT, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton gave a speech at 
George Washington University in which she condenmed governments that 
alwested protestors and crushed free expression. She lauded the 
liberating power of the internet while failing to mention that her 
government was planning to close down those parts of the internet that 
encouraged dissent and truth-telling. It was a speech of spectacular 
hypocrisy, and Ray McGovem was in the audience Outraged, he rose from 
his chair and silently turned his back on Clinton. He was irmnediately 
seized by police and a security goon and beaten to the floor, dragged 
out and thro;vn into jail, bleeding. He has sent me photographs of his 
injuries. He is 71. During the assault, which ;vas clearly- visible to 
Clinton, she did not pause in her remarks. 

Fascism is a difficult word, because it comes with ari iconography that 
touches the Nazi nerve and is abused as propaganda against America’s 
official enemies and to promote the West’s foreign adventures with a 
moral vocabulaD- ;vritten in the struggle against Hitler And yet fascism 
and imperialism are twins. In the aftermatJ~ of World War Two, those in 
the imperial states who had made respectable the racial and cultural 
superiority of "Westera civilisation," found that Hitler and fascism had 
claimed the same, employing strikingly similar methods. Thereafter, the 
very, notion of American imperialism was swept from the textbooks and 
popular culture of an imperial nation forged on the genocidal conquest 
of its native people. And a war on social justice and democracy became 
"US foreign policy." 

As the Washington historian William Bluln has documented, since 1945, the 
US has destroyed or subverted more than 50 governments, many of them 
democracies, and used mass murderers like Suharto, Mobum, and Pinochet 
to dominate by proxy In the Middle East, every dictatorship and 
pseudo-monarchy has been sustained by America In "Operation Cyclone," 
the CIA and MI6 secretly fostered and bank-rolled Islamic extremism. ’l’he 
o bj ec t was to smash or deter nationalism and democracy Th e vic tiros of 
this Western state terrorism have been mostly Muslims. The courageous 
people gurmed down last week in Bahrain and Libya, the latter a 
"priority UK market," according to Britain’s official arms "procurers," 
join those children blown to bits in Oaza by the latest American F-16 
aircraft. 

The revolt in the Arab world is not merely against a resident dictator 
but a worldwide economic b’ranny designed by the US TreasuD’ and imposed 
by the U S Agency :[’or International Development, the IMF and World Bank, 
which have ensured that rich countries like Egypt are reduced to vast 
sweatshops, with half the population earning less than $2 a day The 
people’s triumph in Cairo was the first blow against what Benito 
Mussolini called corporausm, a word that appears in his definition of 
fascism. 

How did such extremism take hold in the liberal West? "It is necessaD’ 
to destroy hope, idealism, solidarity, and concern Jk~r the poor and 
oppressed," observed Noam Chomsky a generation ago, "land] to replace 
these dangerous feelings with self-centred egoism, a per~,,asive cynicism 
that holds that [an order of] inequities and oppression is the best that 
can be achieved. In fact, a great international propaganda campaign is 
under way to convince people particularly young people that this not 
only is what they should feel but that it’s what they do feel." 

Like the Ettropean revolutions of 1848 and the uprising against Stalinism 
in 1989, the Arab revolt has rqiected fear. An insurrection of 
suppressed ideas, hope and solidarib" has begun. In the United States, 



where 45 per cent of young African-Americans have no jobs and the top 
hedge fund managers are paid, on average, a billion dollars a year, mass 
protests against cuts in services and jobs have spread to heartland 
states like Wisconsin. In Britain, the fastest-growing modem protest 
movement, 1UK Uncut, is about to take direct action against tax avoiders 
and rapacious banks. Something has changed that cannot be unchanged. The 
enemy has a name now. 

Fight Corporate Power YVhere you Live: A Message to our Community 

Janua~ 25th, 2011, posted by Christina M. Samala 

On March 1 st, we’ll be releasing the first Stor~" of Staff ruovie of 
2011 The Sto~ of Citizens United v. FEC. The ruovie exaraines the 
disproportionate influence that corporations exercise in the American 
political system and was inspired by the disastrous 2010 U.S. Supreme 
Court decision that permitted corporations to spend freely to influence 
American elections. 

We celebrate the I:act that our ruovies have inspired millions around the 
world from Brazil to South Africa and Russia to India. YVhile many 

members of the Sto~ of Stuff communi~ don’t live in the United States, 
we believe The Sto15~ of Citizens United will hold lessons for us all. 

Recently, we received this message from Leo Brooks, a Canadian. He wrote: 

While I have a deep understanding that what happens in the U. S. 
ultimately affccts us, I feel a bit disconnected froru being able to do 
something to affect change because I am not in the U.S. Things here are 
in a really similar state to our neighbours to the south, but the 
political and cultural envirotwnent is unique. I wonder then, if you have 
any resources or connections in Canada of people that are fighting for 
the same kinds of reforms in our country, confronting our o~vn distinct 
political and corporate barriers? 

While ~ve focus on the United States for malay reasons~ur country 
consumes a disproportionate share of the ~vorld’s resources, our 
corporations’ influence is multinational and our govermaaent policies 
have a significant impact beyond our borders we recognize the 
universality of corporate power and encourage members of our communi~ 
to fight it and defend the will of the people wherever you are. 

It would be impossible for us to gather resources for eve~z country. 
Like Leo says, evel3z countly’s political and cultural environment is 
unique. So we encourage you to share the names of organizations or 
movements in your country working to raise up the people’s concerns, 
rather than the corporations. You can share ideas here and in a 
discussion our 

Facebook group. 

Share 

Cormnuni~z, The Sto~z of Citizens United v. FEC 

2 Comments 

I know you are but what am I? 

Janua~ 21st, 2011, posted by Annie Leonard 

I’m a person 

Chances are if you’re reading this you’re a person too 

Exxon? Not a person. 

But one year ago today, five members of the U S Supreme Court got this 
simple truth all wrong. 

In the case Citizens United v. FEC they ruled that the limited existing 
restrictions on corporate spending on US elections were 
unconstitutinnal because corporations are entitled to the same first 
amendment speech protections that individual citizens people enjoy in 
our democracy. 

And boy did corporatmns put this ruling to good use: 

According to a new report by our friends at Public Citizen, spending by 
outside groups during the 2010 midterm elections in the United States 
jumped to $294.2 ruillion, up from just $68.9 million in the 2006 cycle. 
The U.S. Chamber of Cormnerce alone spent $31.2 million to influence 
election outcorues. 

That means that unless we act, o~uc concerns from good jobs to clean air 
to safe products will take even more of a backseat to the concerns of 
Wahnart, Exxon, and Do~v than they do no~v. 

Which is ~vhy on March 1st we’re launching Season T~vo of our on-line 



movie series with The Story of Citizens United v FEC: Why I)emocracy 
Only Works When People are in Charge. 

I made ’]’he Story of Stuff back in 2007 because I ~wmted people to 
understand that there’s a system behind the way we make, use and throw 
away Stuff. Many of us spend so much time feeling guilty about the 
consmner choices we make in li:[’e that we sometimes forget an important 
truth: the choices that got us into our current environmental and 
economic mess had very little to do with which light bulb or shampoo we buy. 

It wasn’t you or I who decided to gut public transportation funding in 
favor of the interstate highway system, or to turn a blind eye to oil 
rig safety, or to put carcinogens in our products. At least, I didn’t! 

I founded The Story of StuffProject because I knew we’d never be able 
to take on and change this system unless people got engaged not only as 
conscious cons~uners, but also as active citizens. Unfortunately, there’s 
a big obstacle in our way: corporations have way too much influence in 
our democracy. 

Our team believes that getting corporations out of our democracy (and 
getting people back in) is critical to making progress on a huge range 
of issues that we Americans, and many others around the world, care about. 

So on March 1st, we’re jumping in. 

Here’s what you can do to help: 

1. Join an event today or this weekend marking the auniversary of the 
Citizens United decision. You can find a listing of events around the 
cotmtty on Public Citizen’s website. If you can’t make an event, 
definitely sign their petition. Let’s help push them past 100,000 
signatures[ 

2. Sig~-up to host a viewing party on March 1st, the day we release 
the movie We’ll email you directions, tips and other stuff to help you 
host a rockin’ good screening party to help launch! We’re already past 
our goal of 150 people signed tap to host viewing on launch day, please 
join in on the fun! 

3. Help spread the word! Watch for the teaser in about a month and 
share it with your neighbors, friends and family. 

Thanks for your participation in this community and for all you do to 
make the ~vorld a better place. 

Best, 

Annie, Michael, Allison, Christina and Renee 

The StoiT:,’ of Stuff Project 

PS. You can visit Public Citizen’s website to learn more about the 
Citizens United v. FEC case al’~d corporate money in American elections 

Egypt: How to overthro~v a dictator 

2011-02-24, Issue 518 

http ://pambazuka. org/en/catevo~’/feat ures/71173 

cc tt HSamir Amin discusses the role played by four key components of the 
opposition to Mubarak the youth, the radical left, middle-class 
democrats and the Muslim Brotherhood and the strategies used to oust 
the regime. 

SAMIR AMIN: In a previous paper, I wanted to stress the strategy of the 
enemy, that is, the strategy of the USA and the ruling class of Egypt. 
Many people do not understand this. Now I would like to discuss the 
components and the strategies of the movement. 

There are four components of the opposition One is the youth They are 
politicised young people, the?’ are organised very strongly, they are 
more than one million organised, which is not at all a small number. 
They are against the social and economic system Whether they are 
anu-capitalist is a little theoretical for them, but they are against 
social injustice and growing inequality’. They are nationalist in the 
good sense, they are anti-imperialist They hate the submission of Egypt 
to the US hegemony. The?" are therefore against so-called peace with 
Israel, which tolerates Israel’s continued colonisation of occupied 
Palestine. They are democratic, totally- against the dictatorship of the 
army and the police. They have decentralised leadership. When they gave 
the order to demonstrate, the mobilisation was one million. But within a 
few- hours, the actual figure was not one million, but fifteen million, 
everyxvhere throughout the xvhole nation, and in the quarters of small 
towns and villages. They had an immediate gigantic positive echo in the 
whole nation. 



The second component is the radical left, which comes from the corrlmtmist 
tradition. The young are not anti communist, but they do not want to be 
put in the frame of a party with chiefs and orders. They do not have bad 
relations with the corrmmnists. Absolutely no problem. Thanks to the 
demonstrations, there is a coming together, not of leadership, but of 
interaction. 

The third component is the nriddle class denrocrats. The system is so full 
of police and mafia that many, including snrall businessmen, were 
continuously racketed in order to survive. They are not part of the 
left; they" accept capitalism, business and the rrlarket, they are even not 
totally- anti-An’lerican, they- do not love Israel but they accept it. But 
they are democrats, against the concentration of power of the army, 
police and the gang nrafia around. Mohanred E1 Baradei is typical of them, 
he has no idea of the economy other than what it is the rrlarket. He 
does not know- what socialism is, but he is a democrat. 

The fourth component is the Muslim Brotherhood. Even if they have a 
public political popular echo, they are ultra-reactionary. They have not 
only religious ideolo~z, they’ are also reactionaries on social ground. 
They have been openly’ against the strikes of the workers, standing with 
the state. They think workers should accept the market They’ took a 
position against the peasants’ movement There is a strong middle 
peasant movement, they- are menaced by the market and by rich peasants; 
they struggle for the right to maintain their property The Muslim 
Brotherhood took position against them, saying that land property- is a 
private right, and market is sacrosanct in Qu’ran The iVluslim 
Brotherhood has in fact been complicit with the regime. The regime and 
Muslim Brotherhood are in apparent conflict, but in fact they are 
combined. The state has given up to Muslim Brotherhood three major 
institutions: Education, justice, and state TV; these are very important 
state institutions. Through education, they have imposed the veil, first 
for the girls in school and then for society-. Through justice, they 
introduced the Islamic law, Shari’a Through the media, they influence 
public opinion The leadership has always been a COl~Cupted political 
leadership made of very rich people They have always been financed by 
Saudi Arabia ~vhich means by the USA. But they’ have two big influences, 
one in the sectors of the middle class that are pro capitalist, 
anti-communist, afraid of the people, and who think Muslim role is not a 
bad thing. These are spontaneously with them. They are very influential 
among teachers, medical doctors, and lawyers etc. At the same time, they 
have a lumpen support in which they recruit their paid militias In 
Egypt, extreme poverty is large-scale. We have five million in Cairo 
that can be totally" deprived among a population of 15 million. Among the 
very poor with very low political understanding, Muslim Brotherhood has 
this army that they can mobilise 

What happens is the following. The movement was started by the youth, 
joined itmnediately by the radical left, and joined the next day by the 
bourgeois democrats. The Muslim Brotherhood boycotted for the first four 
days because they’ thought that the movement would be defeated by the 
police. When they saw that the movement could not be defeated, the 
leadership thought they, could not stay out, and they moved in. This fact 
must be kno~vn 

We come to the strategy of the USA. The system is not Mubarak, but the 
people started with one symbol, which is Mubarak. A few hours after 
Mubarak nominated Omar Suleiman as vice president, the slogan shouted by 
the people was ’No Mubarak, no Suleiman, they are two Americans.’ [US 
president] Obama said we want a soft transition, which would be 
something like in the Philippines. The people say, we want to get rid of 
not one criminal but all criminals, a real transition not a fitrce s o 
there is a very high political consciousness. Yet the USA target is a 
soft transition. How? By opening negotiation with tile right and tile 
centre, with the Muslirrl Brotherhood and eventually some bourgeois 
democrats, they- would isolate the left and the youth. That is their 
strategy. With or xvithout formal concessions, they say soon Mubarak will 
be out. An invitation to so-called ’negotiation’ was initiated by vice 
president Suleiman. The Muslim Brotherhood leadership is clever, they 
did not surrender. But they" accepted the principle of negotiations with 
the systenr. 

The cotfference of the moverrlent, which is discussing everyday, is 
establishing the rules for a real transition: 

- First, the irmnediate dissolution of the fabricated assenrbly 

- Second, the immediate lifting of the martial law and allowing free 
demonstration 

- Third, starting the proj ect of a new constitution 

- Fourth, the assembly elected should be a constitutional assembly 

- Fifth, not irrmrediate or fast elections, but allow for a long tinre of 
freedonr. 

If it is immediate elections, nrany people will vote for the Muslims 
because they are organised, they have the media, and so on But if you 
allow for a year of real ticeedom, the let’t and the youth can then 



organise themselves. 

It is the beginning of a long struggle. Egypt is a country of long 
revolutions, from 1920 to 1952, with ups and downs. In the long ran, the 
youth and the left are the majority, with capacity of action. But a bad 
possible scenario is the possibility of the Muslim Brotherhood attacking 
them. rIlney have tried. The system ~s very vicious. It had opened the 
prison and released 17,000 criminals, given them pro-Mubarak badges, 
arms, money, and the guarantee that they would not return to the prison, 
for them to attack the demonstrators. These criminals could not have 
escaped from the prison if not with the protection of the police. 
from the movement opened the prison. 

YVANG HUI: You think the young people are for the left. But it seems 
likely that the right and Muslim Brotherhood will toy to divide the 
young people. I think it is important that the youth, even the 
democrats, are not for the Americans. 

SAMIR AMIN: Many democrats are neutral, not against the Americans. E1 
Baradei is rather naive [in thinking] that the Arnericans are for 
democracy. We continue repeating that the target of USA is not democracy. 

LAU KIN CHI: YVhat has been the role of the workers and the farmers? 

SAMIR AMIN: Three years ago, there was a wave of strikes in Egypt, the 
strongest in the African continent, South Africa included, since 50 
years. The official trade unions are completely controlled by- the state, 
since the time of Nasser, like the Soviet model of state control of the 
trade union. The strike did not start from the trade union leadership, 
but from the bottom. We can say it was spontaneous in temps of it not 
being initiated by the leadership. It was a success, a gigantic success. 
The regime three years ago wanted to send the police. The companies said 
no, it ~vas impossible, because we could have all the f~actories 
destroyed. They" negotiated. The strikes won very small concessions, 10 
per cent or 15 per cent increase in wages, ;vhich was less than ;vhat had 
been eaten by the inflation of those years However it won something 
important for dignity, and for trade umon rights, such as no one would 
be dismissed without the knowledge of the trade union They- established 
themselves as new independent trade union. They are there now in the 
movement 

The peasant movement is much more difficult in connecting. There has 
always been a radical movement since 1920. You have the latifundias, but 
there are also the rich peasants who are very strong in rural society 
since they are not the absentees, and they, have relations with the 
government, the lawyers, the doctors There are the middle peasants, the 
poor and the verb, poor peasants, and the landless. The situation of the 
landless, curiously, has not deteriorated in the last 30 years, because 
they- have out migrated to the Gulf countries for work, and they have 
made some small money which allowed them not to buy’ back land, but to 
establish themselves in the grey, informal economic activities. The very 
poor are menaced, because the neoliberal market allows and facilitates 
them to be expropriated by- the rich peasants, new capitalist landowners, 
and modern Egyptian companies associated with agribusiness. They’ are 
verb, radical, they are not anti-communist, but they do not know what 
cormnunism is They’ simply- do not know It is the weakness of the 
communists that they have never been able to integrate them The only 
people ;vho went to discuss with them were the communists, not Muslims, 
not bourgeois democrats. But nobody has influence on them. But they have 
continued their struggles. 

LAU KIN CHI: Have the workers and the peasants participated in the 
recent mobilisations? 

SAMIR AMIN: The peasants have mobilised in the small villages, but there 
are no links with the global movement They do not participate in the 
conference that is discussing the transition. 

WANG HIJI: Are the movements mostly urban? 

SAMIR ~KVIIN: Yes, also in small towns 

WANG HIJI: How would you explain their spontaneity? 

SAMIR AM]N: The people are fed up with everything, with the police I[ 
you happen to be an-ested, even if it is only because of the red light, 
you will be beaten and tortured There is the daily torture and 
repression from the police. Absolute impunity. Most ugly’. People are 
also fed up with the mafia system. The entrepreneurs that the World Bank 
says are the future, are gangsters. Where do they" have their fortune? 
From selling land of the state given to them by the state for nothing, 
for building projects; wealth accumulated by dispossession. They, are 
squeezing the real entrepreneurs. 

People are also fed up with the American dictates. E~’ptians are good 
nationalists. We ask, how can we be so lo~v, that the American ambassador 
and president dictate everything everb, day? There is also the social 
degradation. Unemployment and poverty- is grooving for the maj ority, 
inequality is gigantic. So all that combined. The government has no 
legitimacy. Now that is no more. Sudden explosions. People got killed. 
But they know that if you struggle, you may- die. 



WANG HUI: What is the impact on solidarity on Arab countries? 

SAMIR AMIN: It will have an echo, but each country is different. Tunisia 
is a small count~’, with a higher level of education and of living, but 
it is a sruall country and vulnerable in the global economy. 

YVANG HUI: It seerns people are nmre organised in Tunisia, and it is more 
spontaneous in Egypt. There would celtainly be an irnpact on Palestine? 

SAMIR A_MIN: Sure, [and] also an inrpact on Syria which is ve~ conrplex. 
It is very diffficult to know the impact on haq. South Yemen is 
nationalist populist left and with Marxist rhetoric and some thinking of 
the radical left, the strong feeling for one nation. But it is like 
Korea, with a backward north and an advanced south. Yernen may split 
again, because the south cannot accept unity’. 

PART TWO: MUBARAK STEPS DOWN 

LAU KIN CHI: Please comment on the latest developments. 

SAMIR AMIN: What has happened is that firstly’, Mubarak has not resigned. 
He has been dismissed by a coup d’~tat of the head of the army, and he 
and his fellow vice president Omar Suleiman have been dismissed. This 
new official leadership of the army- is claiming that it }vill hold power 
until new elections, and then the army will go back to the barracks. In 
the meantime, they are responsible for the transition. 

But the conference of the movements has continued its work, to push for 
its demands fbr a ne}v democracy with all freedoms such as organisation 
and access to the media. 

Secondly’, this conference will deliberate on a concept of ne}v 
constitution, so that the assembly’ that will be elected will be a 
constitutional assembly, nut a legislative assembly, even if the 
government makes its soft amendments to the present constitution. 

It is too earl)’ to know how this new goverlnnent will manage the 
condition. We }vill know in the coming days The movement has not 
completed its project. The leadership of the army wants a strong 
transition with an election in which of cuurse the Muslim Brutherhood 
will be highly’ represented We want a sluw transition in order tu allow 
for the new po]itical, democratic Jbrces to urganise themselves, tu 
elaborate their prugrammes and prnjects, and to have access tu the 
public opinion, beJ2)re the electiuns 

BROI.X3ttT TO YOU BY PAMBAZUI(b% NI~IWS 
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cc US ArmyAfrican governruents, once the product of out liberation 
struggles, are ’more accountable to Northern governnrents and to the 
international financial institutions than they are to citizens’, says 
Firoze Manji. 

An interv-icw of an African in the French weekly news Politis (9 February 
2011) caught out attention. It was titled ’Emancipation not 
development’. Firoze Manji, the Kenyan editor of Pambazaka News, was 
strongly against the nrystification represented by the new- technologies 
and ’developmentL This position is in contrast with the mainstreanr 
ideologies, even of the left of the left. Interested, we got in touch 
with Firoze Manji. 

LA DECROISSANCE: You assert ff~at in Africa, ’NGOs unconsciously- take 
part with the current oppression’ and you go as far as comparing that 
with the French collaboration of the Vichy regime. What could we say to 
all those well-~vishers from the rich countries who think they are 
helping Africa with those NGOs supporting development? 

FIROZE MANJI: Sorue have criticised me for the use of the analogy about 
collaborators and the Vichy regime in France. It is true that Vichy ~vas 
a collaboration with an occupying force. But I would argue that African 
countries, like many’ countries of the global South, are also occupied 



territories. Only in this era, we are dealing not with colunial 
uccupation, but with occupatiun by corpurations and oligopulies They 
control production of almust all aspects uf life 

Our governments, unce the pruduct uf uur liberatiun struggles, have been 
rendered supine clients uf corpuratiuns and of the international aid 
system uver the last thirty years as a result of the neoliberal 
structural ac~justment prugrammes. Our governments are more accountable 
tu Nurthern governments and to the international financial institutions 
than they are to citizens. 

Social and economic policies are all set by these institutions, not by 
the citizenry. And the implementation of neoliberal policies involved 
forcing the state out of support for the social sector health, 
education, sanitation, water, communications, agricultural production 
(at least small scale production) etc, leaving these sectors to be 
privatised by- international corporations: The health sector is 
effectively privatised, with good health care for the rich, but 
facilities worse than under apartheid for the vast majority. 

Water, energy-, conmxunications all these profitable sectors have been 
privatised. And as the state retrenched front the provision of sel-v’ices, 
it was left to the other private sector the dcvelopnrent NGOs to 
provide serv’ices to the poor, with the assistance of the aid industly. 
What was once our birthright, xvon ttnough the struggles for independence 
and liberation, are now charitable services provided not as a right, but 
nobless oblige by the NG©s xvho are accountable only to their funders. 

But let me make nry point clear hore: I am not concerned with the motives 
of the people who work for these NGOs: I am sure many of them do the 
work out of genuine concern for the poor. But objectively what they end 
up doing is being the sweet pill, the ’human i:ace’ ofneoliberal 
policies. The NGO sector is not homogeneous: There are a fexv who 
genuinely act to speak truth to power, to challenge the process of 
pauperisation that has condemned the vast majority of our people to 
misery But the majority of the NGOs speak about ’poverty’, but actually 
do little to challenge those forces, including the oligopolies, who 
create pauperisation So back to the Vichy state: If you don’t challenge 
the legitimacy of these occupying forces, then many ~vould be justified 
in describing your actions as collaborators in the process of pauperisation. 

LA DECROISSANCE: kq Frarice t2aere is an ’anti-development’ or 
’post-development’ movement. It is composed of persons who, like you, 
have contributed to development and have then changed their minds. For 
those like Serge Latouche or Maoid Ranemah, development is the new name 
of colonialism. Are those ideas a reality in Africa today? 

FIROZE MANJI: I think there is growing discontent about the whole idea 
of development. Supposing we ~vere living in a time of slavery,v: Would we 
be building schools and hospitals tbr slaves, digging wells for slaves? 
Or would ~ve be challenging the very system of slavery? 

I don’t think the idea of development as the new name of colonialism is 
new: Nkrumah and others wrote about the process of neocolonialism and 
the aid industry is very much part of the infrastructure of 
neocolonialism. V’,~at I think ~ve should be outraged about is that what is 
called ’development’ is in fact the use of public funds to subsidise and 
facilitate the work of the oligopolies, the transnational corporations 
whu are the principal beneficiaries of functiuning ’development’. 

But I dun’t think this is colunialism: this is a form of imperialism, a 
way of extracting wealth from uur cuuntries, subsidised by public taxes. 
Imperialism has evulved uver the last hundred years, and the accelerated 
financialisation of capital has created cunditions in which there is a 
frantic drive for accumulation by dispossessiun. That is fundamentally 
what is guing un. 

And the aid industry is prnviding the oil to make that machinery wurk 
effectively in the interest of capital. Instead uf using euphemisms like 
’development’, we shuuld be calling it what it really is: Capitalism in 
the peripheries in the age uf financialisation and the centralisatiun uf 
capital on a global scale This is impurtant, because it allows clarity 
about what is going on, and at the same time puses the question: If 
accelerated pauperisation of the many is a characteristic of capitalism 
in the peripheries, what then shuuld be the anti-capitalist alternative? 

LA I)ECROISSANCE: You criticise the new" technulogies, but even amung 
European eculogists, the?" are presented as the means that could topple 
the regimes of Ben All and Hosni Mubarak in North Africa. Those new 
technulogies aren’t more uf a prublem than a sulutiun? 

F]~ROZE N~kNJI: We shuuld be careful to avoid fetishising technulogies 
that is, we should stop pretending that inanimate objects have some kind 
of social or other magical power. Technologies like the mobile phone are 
tools, nothing nrore. Ben All and Hosni Mubarak were overtbaown by a 
social revolution primarily led by the youth. They used these new 
nredia tectmologies to further their cause. To attribute their success to 
mere technological things is to take away agency fiom social r~xoveraents, 
from the oppressed and the exploited. If it was just the existence of 
tools that xvas sufficient to topple despotic regimes, how come we have 
not seen the same thing happen in the US or France where the penetration 



of mobile phones is much larger than in Egypt or Tunisia[ People make 
revolutions, not toys however technologically ’sexy’ they might be. 

LA DECROISSANCE: I)o you know the Degrowth movement m I~’rance ? The 
’growth obj ectors’ are supporting a relocalisation of the economy but 
most of all a way out of an accounting and quantitative vision of the 
world, ’less but better’ for the rich countries. Degrowth follows the 
ideas of Gandhi, Schumacher or Illich. Could it be a solution for Africa? 

FIROZE MANJI: Look, we have lived the last hundred years in Africa with 
’less is better’. So enthusiastic have the l~dling classes been about 
less-is-better that the last 30 years have witnessed massive 
pauperisation the poor have got poorer, while a rainorit’y have got 
richer. Solutions have to address the problem. The escalating 
pauperisation of the global South has not been the product of growth, 
but of grand scale larceny and exploitation. So ’degrow;h’ is not a 
solution to that problem. 

Certainly there is much to be explored about localisation of the 
economy: Africa produces almost exclusively for the capitalist 
oligopolies of the North, but has very little trade with its own 
neighbours, and indeed does not even produce for the needs of its own 
population. I would argue that far frora having de-growth, ~vhat we need 
is a democratisation of production, democratisation of the economy, so 
that citizens theraselves decide what is produced, ho~v it is produced, 
how much is produced and under what conditions the production takes 
place, and what is done with the surplus. We actually need a growth in 
this form of production. 

But that said, I believe that many of the adherents of the degrowth 
movement reflect the level of discontent with the way in which 
capitalism operates, and I can see that they are seriously- trying to 
work out another ~vay of running the economy. I may not agree with their 
solutions, but I respect the reason for the discontent they- have ~vith a 
system that threatens the future not only of humanity but of the planet 
itsel£ 
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Microcredit Critics Say Debt Doesn’t Equal Emancipation 

by Kanya D’Almeida 

LExXTED NL4TIONS - In response to a pelting critique from academics, 
economists and grassroots organizers ;vorldwide, the 2011 State of the 
Microcredit Summit Campaign Report plans to address the controversies 
surrounding a development scheme that many believe to have failed. 

The report, which is set to be released Mar 7 in Washington D.C. to 
great fallfare, will be presented by tJ~e 2006 Nobel Peace Prize Laureate 
Muhammad Yunus, J2~under of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, a man who has 

earned himself a reputation as either the Superman of 
poverb’-alleviation or the Judas of social change, depending on who you 
talk to. 

Since Yunus accepted his million-dollar award in 2006, a tempest of 
questions, censures and confusions has battered at the doors of Micro 
Finance Institutions (MF[s), whose small-scale loans many are calling 
"micro band-aids" on the wound of inequality that the world is currently 
nursing. 

’]?he 2010 Global Wealth Report published by the Credit Suisse Research 
Institute showed that as much as 0.5 percent of the total world 
population, or appro×imately 245 million people, joined the ranks of 
the world’s dollar millionaires last year Simultaneously, according to 
a 2010 report by the United Nations Food and Agriculture Programme, 925 
million people are living in abject pover~’, sutn,iving on less than a 
dollar a day. 

Speaking at an event last week at the United Nations, the permanent 
representauve of the mission of India to the United Nations, Ambassador 
Hardeep Singh Puri, said, "Six~- five years after the U N. was founded, 
the global order remains inequitable and the success of some makes the 
poverty of others in a globalized world look more shameful than ever 
before." 

Representing a country where MFIs have penetrated several thousand 
villages, but has lost 100,000 destitute farmers to suicide, Puri’s 
wurds raise serious questions about development policies that do not 
appear to be working. 

Micro Loans Don’t Make a Macro Difference 



"In 1997, 2,900 people from 137 countries came to Washington DC. 
the first ever MJcrocredit Summit when we pledged to reach 100 million 
of the world’s poorest families by 2005," Sam Daley-ttarris, the director 
of the MJcrocredit Summit Campaign, told 

"In homage to our success in Washington, the U.N. declared 2005 as the 
Year of M~crocredit," he added. 

Despite reaching their goal two years late, Daley-Itarris continues to be 
optiruistic about microcredit’s potuntial as a vehicle out of 
destitution. However, with poverty on the rise and banks fattening off 
of interest, scores of obser~,~ers are taking a very different stand. 

"Bangladesh and Bolivia are two countries widely recognized for having 
the ruost successful microcredit programs," said Robert Pollin, 
co-director of the Political Economy Research Institute at the 
University of Massachusetts, "yet they remain two of the poorest 
countries in the world." 

Farooque Chowdhury, co-authur of the 2007 United Nations Development 
Progranwne-sponsored report on Bangladesh, has written extensively on the 
failures of microcredit in the land of its inception, traveling to 
scores of villages to track the collapse of the program. 

"Nothing pro-poor can be based on the philosophy of isolated households 
corupeting with their peers," Chowdhury said. "The poor have to unite and 
face the market’s ideology and allies, the onslaught of finance capital 
and capital’s design to subjugate the poor." 

According to Chowdl-mry, one need only trace the origins of microcredit 
as a profit-making vunture to the doorsteps of huge international 
financial institutions, multinational banks, agencies like the Bretton 
Woods Institutions and philanthropic organizations to see that any plan 
which enriches the "big boys" caunot possibly end the structural, 
cyclical problem of poverty. 

The celebrated Indian development journalist P Sainath noted "the 
interest rates micro-indebted women are paying in India are far higher 
than cormnercial bank lending rates," adding that debt ~vill never amount 
to emancipation 

Riding on the tails of the week-long YVorld Social Forum in Dakar, an 
assembly that dre~v tens of thousands of activists to articulate visions 
of "Another World", the Microcredit Sunmait Campaign Report is more 
vulnerable than ever to denouncement, palticularly at a time when 
citizens of the world are fighting tooth and nail to hold natiunal 
governments accouaatable to their people 

"Microcredit was adopted by multinational institutions and advertised as 
a panacea for poverty’ alleviation," Omar Dahi, a professor of economic 
development at Hampshire College, told IPS. "This fits within a 
neoliberal agenda of arguing that the state should ~vithdraw from being 
active in development and that the private sector can solve the problem 
of poverty’." 

"It can’t - in fact it exacerbates the problem," Dahi added. "The most 
successful microcredit has been ~vhen it in fact ~vas complemented with 
the state doing its job in terms of providing infrastructure, education 
and health care" 

"The other alternative is workers and peasants cooperatives, but that of 
course, is not microcredit," he concluded. 

Microcredit also compliments the neoliberal supposition that the only 
way out of poverty is for the poor particularly women, who already 
strain under the yoke of unpaid domestic labor to work even harder [’or 
a pittance. 

This paradigm does not address issues like the loss of land rights or 
the privatization of fundamental public services such as healthcare and 
education, in the absence of which poverty will only replicate itself in 
a vicious cycle. 

Political journalist Alex Cockburn notes, "Back in the early 1970s there 
were huge plans afunt to change the entire relationship of the Third to 
the First World." 

He added, "At the United Nations radical economists were hard at ~w~rk 
drafting plans for a New World Economic Order. All that went out the 
window and here are the caring classes 30 years later, hailing microloans." 

Women: Double Vic rims of Debt 

Because women supposedly have a higher loan repayment rate than men, and 
traditionally use their loans to support their families and communities 
rather than theruselves, MFIs have found it both financially lucrative 
and highly beneficial to their public-iruage campaign to pursue women, 
"the poorest of the poor" in this endeavor. 

However, various economists and researches have pointed out that woruen 
are easy prey for manmmth multinationals, and are particularly 



vulnerable to the brutal loan-collection systems that MFIs enable. 

Susan F. Feiner, director of Women and Gender Studies at the University 
of Southern Maine, points out that the ’communal nature’ of the 
microcredit loans creates the problem of’collective liability’, where 
one woman’s failure to repay her loans will result in collective 
punishment for the whole group. 

This ~dynamic, which has led to women fiercely policing each other, 
shatters the nruch-needed solidarity- between rural women and stands 
firnrly in the way of nrore radical, women-centered grassroots organizing 
against the structural conditions of poverty, she said. 

In a study of wonren borrowers in the southern Irldian state of Andhra 
Pradesh, Sainath points out, "During recent floods in the province, 
freelance journalists canto to a village where everything had been washed 
away. The first people back in were the microcreditors threatening 
wonren, demanding monthly installrrlents from women who had lost everything." 

Several other studies have brought to light the methods by which women 
who fail to repay their loans, at absurd rates of interest, are 
degraded, assaulted or tl’treatened by local nmney-collectors in their 
comnmnities, a system which adds another layer of oppression to the most 
world’s most destitute populations. 

"The microloan business is fast beconring a gigantic empire, bringing 
back into control the very banks and bureaucracies women have been 
t~ing to bypass," Cockburn said. "Microcredit is beconring a macro-racket. 

2011 Inter Press Service 

Fracking the Karoo - The People Say No! 

By Julielme du Toit - Images by Chris Marais 

Somerset East; Jan 31,2011 

~Do you know what fracking the Karoo is like?" demanded Esme Senekal of 
Somerset East. The people from Royal Dutch Shell and their consultants 
didn’t reply, their faces impassive. 

~It’s like you coming and drilling holes in our mother, and then leaving 
us to look after her and take her to hospital. Leave the Karoo alone! 

Heaven forbid 

"This is the last piece of holy nature in this country. No money is 
worth this. You can’t replace pristine nature with money" 

The surrounding sunburnt Karoo farmers, not a group usually given to 
high emotion, loudly applauded her. 

The public meeting, organised by Shell’s consultants, Golder Associates 
(slogan: ~Engineering Earth’s development, protecting Earth’s 
integri~"), was held at the Somerset East Town Hall, and started ;vith a 
prayer to protect God’s creation, nature. 

Most of the attendees bowing their heads were farmers who face the 
possibilib" of losing everything if, heaven forbid, shale gas is found 
under their farms or for that matter, anywhere in the Karoo. 

’]?he municipality, which has just as much to lose since Somerset East 
depends completely on groundwater, had sent not a single representative. 
In fact, most Karoo towns depend wholly on groundwater, as do farmers. 

What the Frack? 

Fracking is simply this: it is a process of drilling I to 5 km under the 
surface to a layer of shale where natural gas is trapped. Using millions 
of litres of water, sand and an array of chemicals (many of which are 
carcinogenic, endocrine disrupting or just plain toxic), the rock is 
repeatedly fractured by high-pressure explosions underground, allowing 
the gas to be collected Tens of thousands of wells have been dug in 32 
American states, Canada, Australia and many other parts of the world, 
and a groundswel l of popular protest has started 

This is because groundwater has fi-equently been contaminated as a 
result, either with methane or the chemicals. 

Just Google ’fracking’ (short for hydraulic fi-acturing) on the internet 
and you’ll be hard put to choose between the hundreds of heartrending 
accounts and YouTube videos front all around the ~vorld. Ordinary people 
who have expericnced this nmthod of gas extraction close to their homes 
have recorded their experiences. 

Poison, radioactivity, contamination 

The?" are horror stories. The water coming out of their taps beconres 
flammable, containinated ~vith methane and oil, undrinkable. They suffer 



strange lesions, cancers, tumours. Their livestock is poisoned, 
sometimes with radioactive substances brought up from underground as 
waste material. Arsenic and other substances poison their vegetables and 
crops. 

Each account is a little different, but almost every one mentions the 
fact that the oil and gas companies who came to drill and fi’acture the 
earth assured them that it was safe. 

Shell did the same to this crowd, but the attendees had done their 
horaework and remained completely sceptical except for one emerging 
farmer who asked hopefully about job creation. 

No benefits, only risk 

Shell at least had the good grace not to even pretend there will be jobs 
or any benefit whatsoever to the corrmmnity. The only ones to benefit 
will be Government (which owns any- and all minerals, gas and oil 
undergronnd) and Shell, and they admitted as much. 

Again and again Shell were asked if the?" could give an assurance (and to 
back it w-ith money) that groundwater and therefore the health, 
livelihoods, comm~ities and towns in the Karoo would not be affected. 
All Adam Dodson could say was that Shell had never an?" incident of 
contamination while doing exploratory- fracking. 

He also said the Gove13ament was the only recourse for compensation of 
any kind. There was a stifled groan from the crowd. 

Rupert to the Rescue? 

A few of those attending told rnn they were buoyed by the front page 
story in the Afrikaans weekly, Rapport (30 Janua15~ 2011 ), which had come 
out the day before. In it, industrial giant Joharm Rupert (no stranger 
to mining, but a man ~vho has property and roots in the Karoo - in 
particular the Graaff-Reinet area) pinned his colours to the mast. 

"We are not against responsible exploration or extraction; we are 
against Russian roulette." 

Rupert gave his assurance that he and his family ~vill be fully involved 
in the battle against Shell to the bitter end, and added they will not 
be using Shell products. 

Not a Clue 

Wherever public meetings have been held in the Karoo (including 
Graaff-Reinet and Hofmeyr), angry commnni~ members asking pertinent 
questions came away with nothing 

According to Adam Dodson, Shell’s Unconventional Oil & Gas Exploration 
Manager (b,’ew Ventures), they still have no idea where the millions of 
litres of water needed for fracking ~vill come from Possibilities at 
this stage included treated surface water (for which read sewage), deep 
saline aquifers or sea~vater trucked in by train. 

The?’ also could not say which of the chemicals would be used 
underground, what quantity remained underground after fracking (in other 
parts of the world, between 20% and 40% have been found to remain). 

In fact, Shell and Guider made it clear there would be no real answers 
at all this was j ust the first phase of a vepf long campaign 

"You’ll be seeing us a lot," Tisha Greyling of Guider Associates assured 
the discontented crowd. 

The Karoo lives on Groundwater 

Also present at the meeting was Ernest Pringle, president of 
Agri-Eastem (;ape and a farmer in the affected district. He stnnd up in 
front of the meeting to emphasise the importance of groundwater. The 
recent crippling drought in the Bedford and Somerset East region was 
just a reminder, he said 

"I spent al[ my time trying to pump up more groundwater to keep going. 
So we want to know with certainty what the effects will be to the 
underground water supply." 

When asked if there was any kind of possibility that contamination could 
happen, Dodson pursed his lips and looked down. 

Dr Fiona Brown, who also farms nearby, implored Shell to use the 
precautionau principle. 

Radioactive Karoo 

"You know nothing about the Karoo’s grom~dwater and how aquifers are 
interconnected. No one does. And you dotft know what can go wrong." 

Shell and Golder representatives were umnoved. Tisha Greyling of Golder 
conceded that there will, inevitably, be nnhappy people. 



One of the things that can go wrong of course, is that the Karoo is 
riddled with uranium, and the chance of raising radioactive waste rock 
to the surface is better than excellent. 

Still, despite the complete lack of ir~formation coming from Shell or 
Golder Associates, a few eyebrow-raising facts did come through. One was 
that Shell was not alone in wanting to frack the Karoo. Just south of 
their concession was Falcon Oil & Gas’s one. This American company 
received a permit from the Petroleum Agency of South Africa late last year. 

Attack of the Falcon 

Their concession area covers a slightly narrower band than Shell’s band 
including the towns ofMerweville, Leeu Gatr~ka, Rietbron, Jansenville and 
Aberdeen. Sasol and other companies are looking at another broad swathe 
nolthwards, including Bloemfontein and surrounds 

Also, the?’ revealed that the long term plan for the gas was that it 
would be used for power stations to be set up across the Karoo (~vith the 
attendant power lines, substations and the rest). 

After the repeated entreaties for Shell to drop the bid or to rather 
look into solar and wind energy, the last ominous word on the matter 
came from Tisha Greyling of Golder Associates. 

"If it’s not Shell, it ~vill be someone else." 

Famous on Facebook 

Popular Karoo writer and photographer Jonathan Deal has opened a 
Facebook group called chase SHELL O~L out of the Karoo! Within 24 hours, 
hundreds of people from all over South Africa and beyond signed on as 
supporters of this group. 

Fears for Durban polluter watchdog 
February 28 2011 at 10:55am 

TONY CARN’[E 
Durban’s award-wirming air pollution department is being torn apart in a 
staff restructuring plan which threatens to emasculate the city’s 
abili~ to control big industries in south [)urban. 
Siva Cherty, the air pollution official who set up the department nearly 
a decade ago after a public outcry about pollution and health problems 
in south [)urban, has also resigned as head of the pollution control and 
risk management section. 
Insiders say the total staff complement of the pollution section is 
being chopped down by nearly 75 percent, and several experienced staff 
are looking for jobs in the private sector. 
"They are breaking up the whole department and taking this city 
backwards," said a lk~rmer staffer who maintains close contact with 
former colleagues. 
"~I1nis is tragic, because Durban is recognised as the leading 
m umcipality in the country in monitoring and managing air pollution." 
The unit helps to monitor and license emissions ftom refineries and 106 
other industries in the city. 
A senior departmental official, who would not be named for fear of job 
security, said: "There are a lot of concerns about plans to absorb the 
permanent pollution stuff into other areas of the health department and 
it looks like there will no longer be a stand-alone air pollution section" 
Chet~ refused to comment, though colleagues said he had clashed with 
city health chief Nomakhosi Gxagxisa about a new st~ff organogram which 
weakened the pollution control ~mit. 
Gxagxisa has worked at various state hospitals, including Umlazi’s 
Prince Mshiyeni Memorial Hospital. Last year, she was embroiled in a 
nepotism row after her son Nceba landed a job in the department she 
headed, but Gxagxisa denied she had played a role in his appointment. 
Insiders suggest that Gxagxisa wants to restructure the department to 
focus on primary health care issues, and redeploy staff frora pollution 
control into other health posts. 
A fom~er staflhr who resigned to join the private sector said: "This is 
a big worry because it won’t take long for some big industry to sense a 
weakness in a unit which no longer has much experience or capacity." 
"\Vhat is going on here?" asked Desmond D’ Sa of the South Durban 
Community Environmental Alliance. 
Redundant 
"Siva Chetty is the most experienced m~icipal air pollution official in 
the city and probably the country, and now they are pushing him out by 
making his post redundant. 
"We are about to host a major world summit on climate change and this 
raises very serious questions about the city’s conm~itment to clirnate 
change, air quality and human health. 
"From what we are hearing, several officials have been given a hard time 
by Gxagxisa and are too scared to speak out." 
D’Sa said the department was established after long-standing concerns 
about health and pollution problems came to a head in late 2000. 
"Nelson Mandela and Thabo Mbeki also inter~ened at various stages, and 
it took a huge effort to get local, provincial and national government 



together to start tackling the problems in Durban via the Multi-Point 
Pollmion Plan." 
A peer-reviewed medical study in 2002 showed that Merebank primary 
school children had one of the highest asthma rates in the world, and 
(;hetty’s department has also pushed for a dedicated cancer registry ~n 
[)urban to probe links between po[lmion and cancer in the area. 
Overall sulphur dioxide pollution levels in Durban have also dropped 
sharply in the past decade because of tougher emission control measures 
for big industri es 
"Now it looks like we are going back to business as usual for the big 
polluters," said D’Sa. 
B obby Peek, of the groundWork environmental j ustice group, said Chetty’s 
resignation could not have come at a worse time as Premier Zweli Mkhize 
had just announced plans to expand the petro-chemical industry in south 
Durban. 
"It is possible that Siva’s resignation is linked to internal politics, 
but how do ~ve l~ow that heavy industly has not been lobbying to move him 
aside? Perhaps there was a fear that his department was becoming a bit 
too powerful?" 
"I have had several big i~allouts with him over the years," said Peek, 
"but I also have a great respect for what he has achieved in difficult 
circumstances and he needs to be commended for his work." 
The trait won a National Association for Clean Air award in 2009 for 
"dedication, innovation and consistent efforts in the long-terra 
monitoring and reduction of air pollution". 
A senior city official who works undcr the direct control of Gxagxisa, 
and did not wish to be named, said he feared he pollution unit could 
fall apart without a senior leader to motivate for budgets and political 
support. 
Gxagxisa and mtmicipal manager Michael Sutcliffe have not responded to 
queries by The Mercury. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beacon Press <marketing@beacon.org> 

Tuesday, March 1, 2011 10:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Ideal for courses: a history of Atiica~ America~s told through their own letters 

The first-ever narrative history of African Americans told through their own letters 

cover 

Ideal for courses in: 
[] African American 
Studies 
F] African American 

Literature 
~ History 
~1 American Studies 

Read an excerpt 

Table ofcontents 

Letters from Black America: intimate Portraits of the African American Experience 
Pamela Newkirk, editor 

Paperback I 978-0-8070-0115-8 1400 pgs 

$18.00 I EXAM COPY PRlCE: $3.00 

Now available in paperback, Letters from Black America fills a literary and historical void by presenting the 
spectrum of African American experience in the most intimate way possible--through the heartfelt 
correspondence of those who lived through monumental changes and pivotal events, from the American 
Revolution to the war in Iraq, from slavery to the election of Obama. 

Letters from Black America includes the thoughts of politicians, writers and ententainers, as well as those 
of slaves, servicemen, and domestic workers. From a slave who writes to his wife on the eve of being sold 
to famous documents such as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s "Letter from Birmingham Jail," these writings 
illuminate struggles and triumphs, hardships and glory, in the unforgettable words of the panticipants 

themselves. 

Praise for Letters from Black America 

"Seldom has the intimate life of a people been more variously revealed. Think of the day when there may 
only be downloaded e-mail, and then thank Pamela Newkirk for the enduring significance, poignancy, and 
delight of her Letters from Black America." -David Levering Lewis, Julius Silver University Professor, New 
York University, and author of W.E.B. Du Bois 

"When we think of great memorials and monuments, we often envision structures crafted out of steel or 
stone. But I believe the letters in Pamela Newkirk’s tremendous collection represent perhaps the most 
powerful and enduring legacy to the strength, creativity, genius, and resilience of the African American 
community. Letters from Black America is itself a work of ant." -Andrew Carroll, editor of Letters of a 
Nation and War Letters 

"An extraordinary peek at what went on behind the closed doors of black America for nearly three hundred 
years. Notables are reduced to human beings, and the anonymous come to life." -James McBride, author 

of The Color of Water 

About the author 

"A unique look at the inner thoughts of many of the most notable African Americans in history." -The 
Journal of Blacks in Higher Education 

"’What makes this book powedul is not only the letters of famous people...but the missives of ordinary folks. 
Annie Davis, for example, wrote President Lincoln a year after the Emancipation Proclamation. ’It is my 
desire to go free...my mistress won’t let me. You will please let me know if we are free and what I can do. I 
write to you for advice.’" -Billy Helton, New York Post 

Pamela Newkirk is the editor of A Love No Less: Mote Than Two Centuries of African American Love Letters and the author of Within 
the Veifi Black Journalists, White Media. She is an award-winning journalist and professor of journalism at New York University. 

E x a m in at ion co pies of~ e tters fro m B lackA m erica a ~ e a v ai ! a b!e f re mR an d o m H o us e A c ade m ic R e sou r c es;E x a m co p ie s 
costs 3 00 fo~pa per b a ckb eo ks w h osei!stpric e isie ss~ 20 00 E m or n fo ~matio no horde ~! a ge~ o pies p iea se ~!sit t 5 e 

Ran d o m H o use A ca d e m i c R esou~ce s we bsit e E ~ am copiesmayb e o~d e~e d oniine w ilSa c~e d il c a rd; Y o u mayaisOsubmil yo u~ 
e q ue st in wrifi n go n c oii e g e i e~t e ¯ e a d st a l~ n g t 5 e n a m~ an dis BNo ~l~e li~ie c o u~ ~na m e a n d ex~ e ct e de n~ o!!m e nt P!e a s e m a k e 

checksermoneyo~dem(no~sh) payab!eleRandomHouse;!nc Requeslsonco!!ege!e~erheadsheu!dbesenlle RandomHeuse 

~ www.beacon.org I Beacon Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. Beacon Press is distributed by Random House Publishing Services. 



If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sendm; please 

click on the tbllowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You roll receive one additional e-mail mesmge corttirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 12:05 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Br~ilian CaTnaval events at UNC on Thursday and in Durham on Saturday 

UNC CARNAVAL CELEBRATION SP2011 .pdf 

Here is infom~ation on two Brazilim~ Camaval events coming this week: 

Thursday, March 3 

8:00 pm - 12:00 midnight 

at Kenan Rehearsal Hall on the UNC campus 

see attached flyer for much more detail 

Thousands of people will be celebratin9 Carnival in Rio, on March 5th. So, we thought we’d brin9 a little Brazilian Culture right here to 
Durham, There will be a party for kids and a party for adults, next Saturday! 

SATURDAY .- MARCH 5th ~-B--8 pm 

What: 
Bring the ramify out for our Carnival art night. 

105 W. Corporation St. (corner of N Mangum St. in Downtown Durham) 

When; 

SATURDAY - ~,A[4CH 5th - 10 pm 

What: 
Samba, Capeeira performance caipirinhas and much mere. 

105 W, Corporation St, ( corner of N ~angLim St, in Downtown Durham) 

While we’re partying, we’re raising funds at the door to sustain the Terreiro de Arte e Cultura. The Terreim is a 100% grassroots, all-volunteer, non- 
profit Afro-Brazilian cultural arts center. Our work is focused on cultural arts education based on character building, cultural exchange, and 
community involvement in the artistic process. 

We are asking for donations anywhere between $0-$50. 

For more information, contact pantoia@neuro.duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GrantSource Library <gs@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 4:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Call for propo~ls in the axts & humanities (March 25) 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Please see the announcement below for a funding opportunity from the Institute for the Arts and Humanities. 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS: 

Support[or Scholarship, Creative Activity or Research in the Humanities and Fine Arts 2011-2012 

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, MARCH 25, 2011 

The Institute for the Arts and Humanities, in partnership with the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill, announces a call for proposals for scholarship, creative activity or research in the humanities and fine arts. 

Applications are invited for a limited number of awards to support scholarship, creative activity or research in the humanities and fine arts. Funds can be used for 

summer salary support, payment of research assistants, travel, art supplies, research materials, equipment or any other properly justified expense of scholarly or 

artistic endeavor. 

Most awards will be for ~;5,000 or less; however, applicants may request up to 510,000. One or two especially meritorious projects may be funded at that higher 

level. 

Proposals are due March 25. 

Full funding information and application requirements are posted on the IAH website at .-h--t--t-~--:./-~--!-a---h--:--u---n--c-:--e---d---u-/---n---e-.--w-.-s~---a~-r.-t.-s.-h-.-u-.--m-.-a---n--[-t-L-e--s--c--f-.~-_. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 10:27 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

ECPR Summer School on Latin AmericaJ~ Politics 

REMINDER: Approaching &adline (Mo:rch 25th)-apply now! 

The ECPR Standing Group is curtently inviting applications for the ECPR 

Summer School, that roll take place at the University. of Salamanca from June 
29th to July 8th. The Summer School on Latin American Politics is an 

original initiative of the ECPR StaJ~ding Group on Latin American Politics, 

the aim of M~ich is to improve the academic offer on Latin American 

politics to students of political science. The almost two weeks 

of lectures and workshops are meant to provide theoretical and conceptual 

support for tile development of doctoral research through intense work 

sessions and debates with other doctoral students and experts oil Latin 

America~ Institutions. 

For more information, please consult the webpage at: 

htlp://campus.usal.es/acpa/summersehool or contact us at: 

polilica,~usal.es 

Kind Regards, 

ECPR Summer School 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 12:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

@Times: Top 5, The O~ars, Mask Biltman and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0302/a mes 1 Y 

[ :,~.~ @Ti .... March 2, 2011 j 

The Oscars                                                ~ 
Hollywood’s biggest prize, the Academy Award for best 
picture, went to "The ~ng’s Speech," but no film scored a 
commanding sweep at the Oscars. View the Oscar results~ the 
2o~ dashboard and video analysis from David Carr a~d A.O. 
Seo~. Nso dun~t miss photus of the winners, glamour from the 
red carpel the latest from The Carpetbagger~ a video uf the P.& 
22 C~urRs fr01~ Staten Island and mure. For the eumplete recap 
uf the Academy Awards> visit nytimes.cmn/awardsseasun. 

The Mir~iraaHsI                                         ~ 

The New York Ti mes’s beloved food journalist and 

celebrated food eohmmisL Mark gittman, brings his 

expertise to the Cooking Cha~neL From finger ff~ods and soups ~o 

ethnic and Asian fare~ Mark shares his (’.[ear and simple 

~eehBiques that have made him an ieonie name iB Ameriea~ 

kitchens. Tnne in to the premiere of Tile MiMm~st on Sunday~ 

March 6th at xo:3o a.m, E,&T. only on the Cooking Channel, 

Don’[ miss MaEk’s new blog on The OpiBionator where be explores 

[ood~ agriculture, health aBd the environmeBt, 

Join the Conversation - On The      ~ 
Runway 

Natalie I oPtman Condemns Galllano 

"7?te access Natalie Po;’~;mn, who h~s an endorsement contriver 
with Dior for its Miss Diet Cherie ff~grance, has st;’ongl~ 
eo;~demned i~ ehig~ designer, Joh;~ Gal!m;~o,jbr a;~ti~emitie 
remarks qfter a video su@~ced of Mr. GaIliano ~ppea;’ing to deliver 
a ~rade in a Paris bar~’ 
-- Ua~h9 Ho;’gn 

’q tip my hat to anyone willing to stand up and say what’s right. 
Gives bow much she is in the public eye right now, kudos to her 
Joy her wil[ingness to risk bey eommereial association with Diet 
by taking a stand. VeW e]assy." 
.... Posted by Margar{~t 

’Well said, Natalie. Your integrity and euurage mocks the 

, Alexa (;hung and Ke]Iy 
(lsbomzte 

o Space Tomisnl 

, JPMorgan Fund Seeks 
Minority Stake in Twitter 

, Kayaking Lake Tahoe io 
Winter 

~ Milan Runway Col]eetions 

~ SL][DE site}v: ’Vieux 

CarrY’ 
Scott Shepherd, left, and Ari 
Fliakos in the Wooster Group’s 
production of Tennessee 
Williams’s 1977 play "Vieux 
Carr4." After a ntn in Los 
Angeles the production opened 
at the Baryshnikov Arts Center 
on Tuesday. 

Political Unrest in North 
and the Middle East 
In the wake of the overthrow of 
the leaders of Tunisia and Egypt, 
here is a look at challenges 
facing other countries across the 
region. 

-- Posted by Alan 

[] Join the Cenversa[ien 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res o~ NW~ ........ 
(Between February 23, 20’11 - March 1, 20~ 11 

Natur;d Gas and Polluted Air 
Garfield County is at the heart of 
Colorado’s natural gas gold rush. 
Residents there complain of air 
quality problems. 

Love movies2 Connec[ wi[i~ 
the New York limes on 

Facebook 



~. Bittman: Huw to Make OatmeaL. "Wrong 

2. Kr~[gman: Shoe],: Doetrini;, 

3. How C]’~t’is Christie Did His Homework 

4. Friedman: If Not Now, When? 

5. Kt’ugman: Li;aviug Cl~i[dri;n Behind 

Si,,’jn lip for the "Movies 
Update" e-mail featuring 

the iates~ [eviews and 

industry buzz 

In ti~e ma[ket to buy or 
rent? Download the New 

York Times ReN Estate 

iPhune app. 

@Times comes to you from [he N’~Times corn marketing departmerlL You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corr~’s @Times newsletter. 

The New York Times Compsny I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes corn 620 Eighth Avenue New Yol?,, NY 10018 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFAM Exam 

Good Afternoon Professor Sahle, 

I am beginning to feel better and was able to go to my first class this morning. Can I make up the missed AFAM 

Thank you, 

Sent from ray BlackBerry® on the MetroPCS Network 

exam, at your convenience? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 8:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Class on Thursday 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
I just wanted to email and ask if our AF~vl 
tomolTo~v? I know that you said our AFRI 
but I didn’t hear you say that about AFAM 
should come or not Thanks! 

class was going to meet 
class was not going to meet 
so I just wanted to see ifI 

"The historian’s task is to preserve evewthing that has substantive 
s~gnificance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 7:52 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFAM Exam 

Good morning Professor Sable, 

I’m not sure if you’ve gotten a chance to read my emails, but rm wondering if you will be available at all today. I missed the AFAM 
hoping to make it tap this week, at your convenience. Thank you. 

Best, 

Sent from my BlackBerry’® on the MetroPCS Nct~vork 

exam this past Tuesday and I was 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Dr. Sahle, 

So today ~ve don’t meet in class? We should go do research in the 
libra~z during this time? 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

.~email.unc.edu 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 8:30 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: AFAM Exam 

Thank you, veW much, Professor, I will contact him now. 

Best, 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM Exam 
Sent:            8:00 AM 

Dear 

My colleague Mr Travis Gore (many thanks!) will schedule a time for you to write the exam Thus, contact him at 966-5496 to schedule a time. The exam should be written by Friday. Please 
note that due to extensive duties in the Department, Mr. Gore is not available to monitor exams during the following times. 

8.30am-10.00am 

12.00-1 30pm 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: @email unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday: 7:52 AM 
To: Sahle, F, unice N 
Subject: ~k!v~tVf    [{xam 

Goud morning Professor Sahle, 

I’m not sure if you’ve gutten a chance to read my emails, but rm wundering if you will be available at all today. I missed the AFA2’ 
huping to make it up this week, at yuur cunvenience. Thank you. 

Best, 
Sent from my BlackBerry£~ on the MetruPCS Network 

exam this past Tuesday and I was 

Sent fi-om my BlackBerryq~ on the MetruPCS Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.com> 
Thursday,             10:55 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Research Paper Outline 

Professor Sahle, 

I understand that it would be best and easiest if [ were to come to you to discuss my research paper in person, but I am only on campus on Tuesdays and Thursdays and have 
class from 9:30am to 4:45pm which makes it impossible to come to your office hours. Tn addition, I live off campus in                                     which 
makes it difficult to get to campus any of the other days to set up an appointment with you. Thus, 3[ hope you can understand my situation and will be willing to discuss my 
paper with me over email or possibly telephone. 

I have just finished a quick draft of my outline, and I was hoping that you would take a look at it and perhaps offer some feedback on it. The topic 3[ chose was how the 
geopolitics of the Cold War contributed to the rise of the Marxist-Leninist regime in Africa, 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.com> 
Thursday,             10:56 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Outline 
Research Paper Outline.docx 

Oops! ]~t looks like my outline didn’t get attached to the last email 3[ sent. 3[t should be attached to this one. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 11:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Hello 

p.s. Probably jus~t as well that you didn’t spend lots of energy on this proposal Because of the Kenya constitutional conference in the fall, your proposal would have 

had a lower priori~ than others who had not received any funding this year. But you know how the Center loves to support your work’. 

On 3/2/2011 6:43 PIVl, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi friend, 

Thanks for the extension on the March, L Nonetheless, please go ahead without my package. 

Many thanks for your understanding and willingness to extend sometime for me to review and wrap up my proposal. I am not happy with the sketch I have so I 
will pass on this round of applications. 

Warmest regards and love my dear friend. 
Eunice. 

Barbara Shaw An@erson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

Lecture’s, Department ~f African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-~406 office 
(919) 843-2~02 fax 

www. global, unc. edu/af rica 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Dr. Sahle: On Today and AFAM    Research Assignment: AFAM .SPRING 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Does this mean that we are doing research outside of class (and therefore 
do not meet during class time today) or that we are doing research in 
class? Thank you[ 

Sincerely, 

On Thu,           06:26:28 -0500 (EST), EU2X2CE N SaNe 
<eunice@email uric edu> ~vrote: 

Dear All, 

Please note the following: 

1) Today’s class time - as higNighted at our first meeting and in the 
course outline, this time is geared to providing you with ahead start on 
your research paper which is due 

2) Topics: They are posted to Blackboard and as you wil[ see, the topics 
are mainly drawn from two of required te×tbooks in an elt~rt to 

facihtate 
your research 

Best wishes on this research day, 
Dr SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <Westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 2:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Revolutious aM Revolutiona ,ry Movements, 4th edition--available now tbr courses 

Dear Prot~ssor SaNe: 

We,~dew Press presents our lates~ title in Sociology a~d Histou: Revolutions and Revolutionary Movements, Fourth Edition, by 

James DeFronzo. (ISBN: 978-0-8133-4480-5) 
With crucial insigh~ ~d indispensable i~ormafion concerns too&m- ~y g~lifical upheavNs, Revdufions and Revolutionary 

Movements provides a representative cross ~cfion of the most signific~t revolutions of the mentieth and ~eW-firs~ cen~fies. TNs 

lbuN~ eNfion is mvi~d and up,ted mfl~ s~ciaJ focus on Islamic lhn~mentalism a~d Islmnic ~volutiona~ movemenLs, and inclu&s a 

new chapter on the Latin Amefcan democratic revolutions of the past decmte. 

Order Your ~EE Ex~ Copy Today~ 

Visit www.wes~-iewpres~com for more information or to order a free exmn copy. (Click on flae "Request F~xam Cow" buttou and 

mention SOURCE CODE W743 when placing your order.) 
Look lbr our po~card in your mail m learn morn about ~£~?~R~R~_L~_~L~£ZR[~_~R~r~2~22£~L~. or visit us on ~he Web at 

Sincerely, 

Wes~iew Press 

A Member of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 

www.~, esD-iewpr~s.com 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

an5’ text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-maid message confirming your removal 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: CCO AFRI MAP QUIZ 

Hi, my name is           and I emailed you before regarding the map quiz 
that was due awhile ago. I told you about how- I had all the right answers 
and followed the directions with using the ’/’ but I still got most of the 
answers wrong. I was wondering if you could some how fix my grade or let me 
know what I can do because the instructions ;veren’t clear I hope you 
understand my problem and please get back to me as soon as possible. I 
understand for awhile so that’s why you haven’t 
responded. 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.com> 
Thursday,             4:40 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Research Paper Outline 

Well, good! 1 always try to start longer papers early so T’m not stressing at the last minute! And 9am would work perfectly. Perhaps Tuesday, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To:       @live.com 
Subject: RE: Research Paper Outline 
Date: Thu          :[6:15:09 +0000 

Dear 

You are way ahead in working on your research paper! 

I understand your concerns in terms of office hours. Would a 9.00am appointment to discuss your paper work following the Spring Break? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: ,@live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :[0:54 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Research Paper Outline 

Professor Sahle, 

I understand that it would be best and easiest ifI were to come to you to discuss my research paper in person, but I am only on campus on Tuesdays and Thursdays 

and have class ti-om 9:30am to 4:45pm which maI:es it impossible to come to your ottice hours. In addition, I live offcampus in 

which maI:es it ditficult to get to campus any of the other days to set up m~ appointment with you. Thu~ I hope you can understand my situation and will be 

willing to discuss my paper with me over emafil or possibly telephone. 

I have just finished a quick draft of my outline, and I was hoping that you would take a look at it m~d ped~aps ott}r some t}edback on it. The topic I chose was how the 

geopolitics of the Cold War contributed to the rise of the Mm~.dst- Leninist regi,ne in Africa. 

Thanks 



From: @unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 5:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Completing AFAM. Exam 

Dr. Sable, 

I’ve just sent him an email to make up the exam. I really appreciate 
your help ~vith this; next time I’ll be sure to email/call 

I’ve been scheduled fbr testing appropriately. 

I hope you have a wonderful spring break. Thanks again fbr your 
consideration’. 

Best, 

On 8:23 AM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
Deal- 

I have had a chance to review your exam and based on our discussion in 
class, you have permission to complete the exam. 

Please make arrangements to finish your AFAikd    with my colleague Mr. 
Travis Gore. You will be finishing sections 2 and 3 of the exam The 
exam should be completed by Friday, Mr Gore’s number is 
966-5496 (Room 109 Battle Hall). 

Please note that because of extensive responsibilities in the 
Department, Mr Gore is not available to monitor exams during the 
J2~llowing times 

8.30am-I 0.00am 

12.00-1 30pro. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 9:08 PM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, March 4: Oaklm~d climate, London left, Libya etc, Zim, rural KZN, Crrameen/Yunus, LSE, ISTR, ’Citizens United’ 

Ziim Joburg solidarity protest 2 Maxch 2011.jpg; 6BillionWays-prograamne-tilnetable.pdf; Masingi Kami&a Inequali~ in Zimbabwe.pdf, 

Bond crit of Held.pdf; Oakland Climate Action Coalition.pdf; SoCU annotated scfipt.pdf; ISTR Newsletter March 2011 .pdf; Fat cats.jpg 

Hi comrades, 

* I’m leaving Berkeley for London now, mainly to take advantage of 
excellent strategizing at the ’6 Billion Ways’ conference of [el~ NGOs, 
especially for getting more feedback for our Durban Conference of 
Polluters counter-sutmnit. Since globo-gov climate work is dead, we’ll be 
looking much more to local processes ~2~r direct action and advocacy 
inspiration In the latter scene, I had a fascinating time on Tuesday 
night at Oakland City Hall, and on the CYN listserve, I described my 
experiences (below). Recent arguments ~2~r municipal climate politics by 
very talented activists in Oakland Climate Action Coalition are attached. 

* I’ll be doing three talks in London on Saturday at the big ’6 Billion 
Way’s event (similar to a UK Social Forum with every issue under the 
sun): http://ccs.ukzn.ac za/default asp?11,65,3,2214, so if you have 
t~ps on my topics (Climate Justice, Overproduction/overconsumption, and 
African resistance), let me have them, fast. On Sunday I’ll drop in at 
the SOAS conference on settler-colonialism where the leading Palestinian 
left intellectuals and their allies will hold forth, using a familiar 
political-economic category (below). 

* Libya is not the only ~frican country in revolt, and Sokari Ekine 
pulls a quick survey together for Pambamaka of action in Cote d’]voire, 
Cameroon, Gabon and Zimbabwe, below In Harare our comrades who went to 
the ISOZ meeting on 23 Feb were joined in jail (in Bulawayo) by Women of 
Zimbabwe Arise on the 28th. There’s lots ruore about the torture and 
brave resistance, and the lack of Harare solidari~ (sigh) and a bit of 
Joburg solidari~" (pic) below-. Shepherd Zvavanhu tells me 13 people came 
to CCS’s discussion on Tuesday and plans are in the works for more 
action. In an attachment, our PhD student Richard Kamidza has just 
c o-authored a chapter on inequality in Zirubabwe, which is one of the 
dire features of an exhausted but still wicked 
crony-capitalist-hypernationalist regime. Struggles for justice also 
continue in rural KwaZulu-Natal, a site we are woefully ignorant about, 
but Pambazaka aids us again. And student protest at LU, iZN, waow[ See 
below-. (There was a very- similar national US protest here yesterday 
about exorbitant student fees, including high school students massing at 
Berkeley.) 

* One of the markers of the neoliberal attack on poor people is the 
replacement of the welfare state with ruicrofinance markets, and the 
personification of this was Muharaad Yunus. This week, though, he has 
apparently- losing control of Grameen Bap2~:. There appear to be lots of 
vectors working away here, and a $10 bn bank is bound to have all manner 
of controversies when there are more than 8 million borrowers. A trail 
of court appearances and the official ageism of the Bangladeshi central 
bank appear to be central causes, while others say these simply veil a 
political hit~iob by a vicious regime. Yet others our colleagues 
Farooque Cho~vdhury, Milford Bateruan and Tom Heinemann have docuruented 
the more vile structural features of microfinance in Bangladesh. As you 
see below, everyone with whatever grievance against Yunus is probably 
smiling today, because the Nobel Peace Prize wirmer, a maniacal 
neoliberal, really seems wounded beyond repair His appeal yesterday: 
begging that there not be a run on the bank I’ll never forget Yunus’ 
own philosophy, expressed in his autobiography: "I believe that 
’goverrmaent’, as we know it today, should pull out of most things except 
for law enforcement and justice, national defense and foreign policy, 
and let the private sector, a ’Grameenized private sector’, a 
social-consciousness-driven private sector, take over their other 
functions." That’s why I am quite happy to see this ideologue down and 
probably out. 

* The demise of the London School of Ecunomics CEO, Howard Davies, is 
also delightful news. As reported last time, he helped Muan~aar Gaddafi’s 
second son, Sail; ingratiate himself high into the British 
establisl~aent, just as BP did lucrative deals with the Tripoli regime. 
The lad’s LSE PhD, supervised by David Held, was allegedly plagiarized, 
and because it was all about cry soc and democracy, it’s ~vorth some 
attention to this case. Being such a fan of reforming corporate 
globalization, Held must have been rather surprised that cosmopolitan 
London plus billions of petro-Euros didn’t civilize young Gaddafi He 
feigns surprise, anyho~v (below). Attached is that debate I mentioned 
from 2004 (in the journal Open Democracy and reprinted in a book Held 
edited, which as far as I know- ~vas not subsidized by Libya). I chided 
Held for lacking a more rigorous and critical apprunch, and now see that 
I was too soft on this project of his Reputationally, it is now in 
tatters, as the Daily Mail article gleefully records (below) 



* Speaking ofciv soc studies, there’s an interesting new initiauve 
from Ronelle Burger at Stellenbosch and other colleagues in Africa, to 
document research associated with the International Society for Third 
Sector Research’s Africa members. Shauna did an article about CCS in the 
group’s :first newsletter (attached) 

* And ~vhat a dose of democracy education I’m getting by watching how 
Annie Leonard’s new film The Story of Citizens United (script attached 
see http:i/ww~v.storyofciitizensunited.org ) is raising a~vareness using 
all the tools of social nredia; see The Nation revie~v belo~v. The airu is 
to remove fat-cat corporations froru not only Tea Party populism (see 
sweet cartoon about their team) but from influence over the democracy 
more generally. The ongoing Wisconsin protests are a great help, but 
frankly the need to take this critique out beyond US borderes is 
growing. I thirtk of the efforts a few of us lefties (Langa Zita, Darlene 
Millet and me) made in 1996 to get ’juristic persons’ (a.k.a. 
cot~oorations) removed front SA’s draft Constitution recorded by Rob 
Weissman (core strategist against them now based at Public Citizen) 
here: http:i/ww’~.multinationalmonitor.orgihs, per/trun1196.03.htnrl . And 
recall nry arrest last June at the Fifa FanFest because nry ’anrbush 
marketing’ (handing out anti-xenophobia rally aunouncemcnt fliers) 
occm~ed at that wonderful South Beach site cleared for 350000 people, 
but it ~vas Fifa owned-and-controlled for that month with no freedom of 
speech or association pernritted. At least ne~vs from the Constitutional 
Court today was that Anglo Atnerican mining took a big loss at the hands 
of a now-dead ruineworker, so that’s an encouraging sign. But a nrore 
forceful crit of corporate power in SA is long overdue. 

* After London, I’ll be in Ann Arbor on Monday-Tuesday for a talk at the 
brand ne~v University of Michigan African and African-Anrerican Studies 
Department; on Wednesday, a seminar at Berkeley Geography Department; 
and on Thursday evening a talk at Stanford University’s Capitalisnr and 
Crisis series. The following Munday, March 14, there’s a seminar at 
University of Califomia-Ilvine. Most of these are on climate politics, 
thereby offsetting this week’s slightly elongated carbon footprint (hah) 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

REPORT FROM OAKLAND 

(Patrick Bond, 2 blarch 2011) 

In Oakland late last night, after suffering three hours of City Council 
tedium, I witnessed more than a dozen conzmunity and teclmical-expert 
speakers address the Council for an hour about the need to strengthen 
the municipal climate/energy, strategy- they’d worked on for a couple of 
years: 
http ://w;vw abetteroakland.comdwp-content/uploads/2010/11/Draf’tECAP.pdf 
... here are some of the detailed CJ demands: 
http://w;vwellabakercenter.or~/index.php?p gcjc ocac policies 

As you see in the article describing the ;vork and leaders below, these 
are some of the Bay Area’s and indeed US’ leading CJ activists and 
strategists, and though they admitted the?, needed a great deal more 
base-building (to pressure a hostile Council president on his home turf, 
~n particular), it really stunned me how far ahead of the curve on 
alternative strategies they are (Far ahead of our Durban team, which 
has mainly been relating CJ to the mispricing of electricity and the 
unjust supply of water, with flood damage, public transport and ending 
fossil-fuel refining and smelting also cotmng onto the agenda - 
h ttp://www.amandlapublishers co.za/specia~-features/68-c~imate-chan~e/483-~rassr~ots-pressure-rises-from-s~uth-durban.) 

The Oakland Climate Action Coalition brought three detailed issue areas 
to the table, in addition pushing ~2~r more radical emissions reductions 
targets. ’lEe way they laid out global-local linkages really impressed 
me, as they demanded (in last night’s coN uncture): 

* food security’ (e.g 600 acres fi-om the city for urban farming - and 
making lots of progress); 

* much more/better low-income housing and renters’ protections (they 
didn’t win any of their demands last night, though); and 

* energy efficiency (trying to get Oakland city to grab more resources 
away fi-om the nasty’ California utility, which seemed to be successfully 
argued). 

I gather that late next week they build further alliances in Richmond, 
wGreen ith its Party dominated City Council and long history of 
struggles against Chevron’s vast re:fining operation. 

For me it was really inspiring to see the purposive way these several 
dozen tireless Oakland Climate Action Coalition members moved the CJ 
agenda. It reminded that the denrand we’ve been discussing a bit, for 
Clinrate Debt to be paid, is going to also require beneficiaries in these 
Global-South fcnceline circuits (Oakland, Rictwnond, etc etc) which will 
suffer serious climate-related stress, and which have really talented 
organisers thinking decades ahead, already. 



I know their lessons will be welcomed in Durban - and then maybe we’ll 
see these CJ nodes vector their fi~rces into what will be the hardest 
task: getting transition jobs [’or the damn ports which dominate both 
cities’ economies, pulling their working classes inexorably ~nto 
neoliberal trade circuits. But as Israeli (’Zim Lines’) ships were 
tackled by the dockworkers in each city" (July 2010 in Oakland, Feb 2009 
in Durban), and symbolic victories won, even on that tough terrain of 
global commerce, there’s hope. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

Oakland Coalition Charts New Co~trse on Climate Strategy 

By A1 Weinrub 

In the wake of the recent debate over national climate legislation and 
the disastrous outcome of the House Bill, 380 different organizations 
sent a letter to California Scnator Barbara Boxer, head of the Senate 
Envirotwnental and Public Works Cor~wnittee, utging her to draft a Senate 
bill "that provides the transformational change and greer~house emissions 
reductions required to avert catastrophic climate impacts."[1 ] But the 
efforts of these organizations to argue for meaningful legislation have 
for the most part been ignored. 

[Emily Kirsch Photo (¢~ 2009 A1 YVeinrub] Emily Kirsch 

The current econotnic model that we’ve been following for decades is 
failing us. Through out policies, the coalition is suggesting an 
alternative model that can address inequities that are pelwasive in the 
current economic system and its envirorm~ental impact. 
What we can irdluence is local politics, local initiatives, and local 
legislation. If we can get what ~ve want via our local government, then 
the City’ of Oakland sits in a position where it can set regulations on 
polluting indust~z, institute carbon fees that can benefit the 
cormnunity, create a revolving loan fund for solar installations or 
energy efficiency retrofits, or develop gray water systems, all 
specifically for low-income people 
Often, we’re told the city doesn’t have ant’ money, which in a sense is 
true, but we are spending so much money to put people in prison and to 
wage war in the Middle East. Rather than subsidizing oil companies, 
let’s subsidize local green businesses that are providing green collar 
j obs. It’s the responsibility of local community organizations to 
provide models for the federal goverl~ment to follow I don’t think the 
solutions are going to come from the top down. The?- must start from the 
bottom up. Then we can show the world that the solutions we’ve created 
are not just for the upper class, but for eve~zbody. 
Kirsch is convener of the Oakland Climate Action Coalition and works at 
the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights 

Despite the I~adamental failure of the national legilsative eIt’ort, new 
climate organizing initiatives are taking place. One of these, the 
Oakland Climate Action Coalition, represents a promising ne;v strategic 
approach 

The Coalition was formed in April, 2009 to promote a strong Energy and 
Climate Action Plan for the city of Oakland, Calif. Pulled together by 
the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, the Coalition represents an 
unusual alliance of forces made up of about 35 local organizations, 
including environmental and environmental justice groups, green 
businesses, labor unions, commumty-based organizations, and advocates 
for green jobs and sustainable development 

"What draws these unlikely partners together is the goal of a j ust and 
equitable energy and climate plan ~2~r the city," says Ella Baker 
Center’s Emily Kitsch. "V~,~hether you are a green enterprise looking to 
grow your business ~n a green and sustainable way; or a labor union 
looking to ensure jobs in a new economy for your members; or an 
environmental group that has done the research to know the catastrophic 
effects of global warming; or a community organizer who sees the effects 
of poverty on your constituents all of us have a stake in making sure 
that this Energy and Climate Action Plan is done right for the City of 
Oakland." 

The coalition is pushing for a climate plan that not only reduces 
greenhouse gas emissions, but also promotes local sustainability It is 
advocating policies that concern building and energy use; transportation 
and land use; consumption and solid waste; ]2~od, water, and urban 
agriculture; community engagement; and adaptation to climate change. 

A central emphasis for the Coalition is creating local green-collar jobs 
in fields, such as energ3, efficiency retrofits, home weatherization, 
green construction, public transportation, recycling and materials 
reuse, and urban agriculture. The idea is to ens~tre full access to such 
j obs for conm~unities facing the highest unemployment and poverty rates, 
and to provide job training and other corcanunity benefits. "We don’t need 
any more path~vays into prison for Oakland’s youth," says Kitsch. "What 
we do need are path~vays into green-collar jobs." 

Another focus is on the health and economic irapacts of global warming. 
"Global warming is going to have the biggest impact on working people 



and puor people," says Dunal Mahon, business agent J~r Internatiunal 
Longshore and Warehuuse Union Local 6. "These people are guing to be the 
least able to afford the impact ufwhat happens; the costs are gu~ng to 
hit them the hardest" 

[Margaret Gordun - Vuices for Climate Change] 
Margaret Gordon 

Ten years ago, no one was talking about sustainability-. The 
sustainability part of the Oakland Clinrate Action Coalition’s program is 
what has been missing from the conversation, not only amongst 
progressives, but among elected officials and other stakeholders. We’ve 
got to make sure that our policy nrakers, our elected officials, have a 
disaster plan for their constituents and look at other economic models. 

Do we build sustainability or do we focus on profits? Can sustainabili~" 
have as much staying power as profit? Will status quo economics force 
out sustainability, adaptation, and all the things basic to our survival? 

If you look at the auto industry, the banks, and Wall Street, the 
trickle down process does not work. The auto workers sided with the auto 
industry against cleaner auto emission standards, thinking that it would 
guarantee their jobs. Now they- don’t have either clean air or their jobs. 

The goverr~ent has got to be in the place where it’s not about the "I" 
but about the "we." Lf we are in the place of sustainabili~" instead of 
this old profit curve, then we have something different: we have people 
who have consciousness and think long range, not just about a $200,000 
salary,, but about influencing something that is sustainable. 

Gordon is an Oakland Port Conwnisioner and codirector of the West Oakland 
Envirotwnental Indicators Project. 

The integration of energy, food, transportation, air and water quality, 
and new- jobs is meant to create a livable conzmunity and sustainable 
economy that will benefit Oakland residents, especially its most 
vulnerable communities. "The Coalition is bringing many different 
sectors and interests to the table to talk about how we are going to 
improve our city It’s comprehensive and multisector, with the principle 
of justice grounding it," says Marl Rose Tamc, state organizing 
director of the Asian Pacific Enviromnental Net~vork @PEN). 

The Coalition is also distinctive for its explicit effolts to organize 
low-income families arid communities of color around an integrated 
sustainable development program, ;vhich involves mobilizing the people to 
demand policies, programs, and resources that are economically 
sustainable and benefit the communi~z. "The local policy and grassroots 
organizing work that ;ve are doing," says Kirsch, "is always in the 
context of ho;v we can redirect fm~ds from a system that is inequitable 
and failing, to one that is just working to strengthen our cormmmities." 

"If we are successful in our community engagement strategy," says Taruc, 
"it actually builds movement that is beyond the most immediate goals of 
the Coalition." 

’]?he Cualitiun’s emphasis on vulnerable communities and their need 
sustainable economic develupment mirrurs the unfolding worldwide 
struggle for climate justice "The Oakland Energy and Climate Action 
Plan is nut just abuut energy use or greenhuuse gas emissiuns," says 
Kirsch, "but about climate justice." 

An Equitable Solution and its [mplicatiuns 
Given that the United States alone is responsible :[’or abuut 30 percent 
of the cumulative greenhouse gases in the atmusphere[2] and also has the 
most wealth of any country in the world (33 percent of family 
wealth),[3] it has by far the greatest obligatiun to sulve the climate 
crisis.’]’he OreerNuuse Development Rights Framework, a broadly recognized 
basis fur establishing equitable ubligatiuns, estimates the United 
States’ share to be about une-third of world ubligations. [4] 

It is time that the United States shuuldered its responsibility’ and put 
forth an equitable sulution to global warming that wuuld encompass the 
following puints: 

* Drastic emissiuns reductions and a timely shift tu renewable energy 
sources 
* Transition to a sustainable economy with distributed energy’ waste 
reductiun, efficient public transpurtation, and sustainable agriculture, 
among other things. 
* Demilitarization (no wars ~2~r uil ur other resources) and 
international cooperation. 
* Funding of rene~vable energy technology and adaptation assistance for 
developing nations. 

Implementing such a comprehensive program would require a massive 
struggle against powerful ruling class interests in the United States. 
Nevertheless, if we cammt car~ out such a program, there is little 
likelihood that the climate crisis can be averted or that climate 
justice can be achieved. 



[Marl Rose Tamc - Voices for Clm~ate Justice] 
Marl Rose Taruc 

Marl Rose Taruc 
What the nonprofit system has done is influence groups to take on single 
issues. But our conwnunities and our lives are not single issues. The 
environment is where we live, work, and play, and we have to be tlue to 
the multiple facets of our lives and cormmmities. 

Our coalition is conducting workshops in the flatlands neighborhoods, 
the corrmmni~" organizations and the work they- are doing in the communi~ 
about climate change~mw it threatens lives the plans being conducted to 
make s~tre that the people are taken care o£ We’ve seen how- corcanunity, 
economic, and redevelopment projects in the past have been ways to 
gentrify our neighborhoods. We’ve seen low-income communities of color 
get pushed out. 

One of the things we are learning about in the coalition is how to 
promote local businesses so that folks who live in a communi~z can 
actually sel~’e the community, allo~ving money to circulate back into it. 
Hiring locally leads to smaller developments in tune with the needs of 
the neighborhood. The Coalition ~vould like buildings in Oakland powered 
locally instead of relying on solar farms out in the Palm Springs 
desert. "¢~qaen we improve the lives of people of color and low -income 
con~aunities, it improves the lives of folks in the hills too. 

Taruc is the State Organizing Director, Asian Pacific Environmental 

Network (APEN) 

What the program requires is a long-term, sustained, and uncompromised 
effort to democratize energy., to rationalize production and distribution 
based on human needs rather than on maximizing profits, to dismantle the 
United States military establishment, and to reclaim the wealth of the 
super-rich to pay the climate debt 

Political Shortcomings and Challenges 
The climate program outlined above is a very formidable one indeed 
It challenges the climate movement to devise strategies for building a 
stable national political power base. It also requires the movement to 
contend with the massive political and economic power of the ruling 
elite, which makes up one percent of the population but exercises almost 
absolute political control at the national level. [5] Creating a viable 
climate movement obviously has a long and arduous road ahead. 

For one thing, the greater part of the movement has no political program 
independent of the I)emocratic Party (which itself has no program). As 
Ted Glick, long-time climate leader and policy director of the 
Chesapeake Climate Action Network puts it, "We need people who can help 
the climate movement avoid the trap of blindly following Democrats who 
say one thing but, once in power, are willing to settle for something 
ve~ different. [~Te need] people who understand the way in which 
corporate power operates."[6] 

So far, the Oakland Climate Action Coalition (OCAC) has charted a 
promising new course. First, by focusing on that sector of the 
population which has contributed the least to global warming but has the 
most to lose from its impact, the Coalition has aligned itself with the 
billions of people in the developing world. Second, the Coalition is 
struggling for a sustainable economic development model based on 
greenhouse gas reductions, community planning, and local green job 
development. ~I1qird, it has brought together a broad group ofl2~rces 
representing a variety of class interests and is pursuing a con-anum~ 
engagement effort to contest for political power at the municipal level. 

Beyond the Fight in the Street 
The approach of the Coalition extends and deepens the efforts of other 
organizations struggling for climate justice. 
A nmnber of these organizations, represented by the United States 
Mobilization for Climate Justice (MCJ), see themselves as 
internationalist and explicitly anti-capitalist: "Urgent action to solve 
the climate crisis must include a coraplete transformation away from the 
dominant economic model of incessant and ~sustainable growth, 
oppression and injustice," says the MCJ’.’manifesto.[7] 

[Donal Mahon - Voices of Climate Justice] Donal Mahon 

West Oakland is already the most polluted neighborhood in the state of 
California. The Fruitvale district is among the worst five. If you live 
in the flatlands, you’re going to live 10 years less than the people who 
live in the Oakland hills. 

The impacts of global xvarming happen incrementally. People don’t see how 
it is going to have an effect on them. Some are worried: we need 
economic recovery, we need work, we’re losing our houses and our cars. 
Others would like things back to where they were. However, ifxve go back 
to where we were, the situation will only get xvorse. There xvill be very 
few rich people, plent5’ of poor people, and a lot more dead people. We 
must reconnect and support each other, and maybe then we ~vill generate a 
new movement 



When people don’t participate, the few with money make the roles We 
can’t fight them with money That means ~ve have to fight them with 
people. We must mobilize people who don’t ordinarily vote or 
participate, to get fired up about their future to get out in front and 
change ~vhat is going on. 
Our goal as a coalition is to encourage people in the flatlands to 
become more aware, more involved, and more active. To change the way 
the?- are living, the?’ have to step in and be part of the movement, and 
be part of the leadership of the movement. Once they start having an 
effect and seeing that they can change their community, it won’t matter 
how much money Chevron has 

Mahon is the business agent fbr International Longshore and Warehouse 
Uinon Local 6. 

This palt of the movement employs mass mobilization tactics and street 
heat, targeting specific ~greenhouse gangster" corporations, 
environmental hotspots, such as mou~taintop removal, and meetings of 

international financial or ministerial bodies (such as the December 2009 
rou~d of climate negotiations in Copenhagen) Over the last several 
years, it has brought hundreds of thousands of mostly young people into 
its fold and its energy and dynamism continues to put a spotlight on 
global warming. However, reflecting on this aspect of’the movement, 
David Schweickart remarks that "it will [have to] do much more than 
disrupt high-profile gatherings of the world’s elite It will [have to] 
involve itself in the patient, difficult labor of contesting structural 
evil locally as well as globally, and of building counter-institutinns."[8] 
In other words, climate justice forces have to develop a more 
comprehensive strategy for building a stable base of political power if" 
they want the movement to mature 

The OCAC’s strategic approach has the potential of building a stable and 
significant power base that, if successful, could be replicated in 
ciues across the United States. With a political constituency of this 
type, we could envision a climate movement that could begin to exercise 
influence where it matters at the national level. 
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"Climate change is the greatest public health challenge of this century" 
By Dana Giun Paredes 

"Climate change is the greatest public health challenge of this 
century." Alameda Count?- pnhlic health staff at the Oakland City 
Council meeting (March 1,2011) 

"We have achieved a global state failure to transform our economies and 
negotiate a global plan to mitigate climate change And so, what is left 
is ONLY to prepare our communities This responsibility must stalt with 
local action" Visiting professor ficom Durban, South Africa at the 
Oakland City Council meeting (2vfarch 1,2011 

Last night, the Oakland City Council passed its Energy. and Climate 
Action Plan (ECAP) ;vhich is designed to reach the most aggressive target 
reduction of an?’ major city in the country (reduce green house gas 
emissions 36% below 2005 levels by 2020). Many would call this a 
victory which it IS~nd one that would not have happened without the two 
years of involvement and pressure by local organizations and commuinties 



led by the Oakland Climate Action Coalition 

Now the next challenge begins: to guarantee sul!fi cient affordable 
housing and renter protections :[’or low-income families in areas where 
they may be displaced by transit-oriented development, to ensure 
Oakland’s energy efficiency plan includes a strategy, to establish local 
control of energy production @s. industrial giant PG &E), and to secure 
a stable food supply through a large scale urban agriculture initiative. 

OK, so not all city council members completely agreed with the details 
of these last three items, but what struck me was their agreement that 
food security was an issue of public health, and that clue to the global 
food production crisis (a corrlbination of a decrease in supply due to 
climate change and an increase in demand, price and the cost of energy) 
ensuring that all Oakland families have enough food in the future is 
going to be an issue. This prompted the Council to agree to move the 
food security items to the category of climate adaptation. 

This is an interesting development, right? 

OK, for folks who have not been following the climate crisis, climate 
adaptation generally lays out policies and processes that lead to a 
reduction of harm or risk in preparation for or in the event of a 
significant envirorwrlental threat or disaster. To me, viewing food 
security policy as more a part of climate adaptation policy shows us 
that the Oakland City Council is viewing "food access" in its most 
fundamental fame. It’s not just about ensuring the poor and homeless 
don’t go hungry or that we need more grocelw stores instead of liquor 
stores (all of which are important and true); it’s about ensuring that 
all Oakland families have enough food in preparation for the global food 
production crisis which will be felt here in Oakland and everywhere. I 
believe that the suggestion that food security policy be held within 
climate adaptation policy was a pivotal moment, and it is an opening 
which I am sure the coalition will continue to leverage 

The climate crisis is the most significant and unprecedented issue 
facing our world today. And the Oakland Climate Action Coalition has 
done an amazing job in pushing the Council and our communities to 
imagine and prepare for ~vhat we have not yet experienced but are on the 
trajecto~z towards a ne~v economy, con~munity and way of living. I 
believe this effort will only contribute to strengthening Oakland 
communities’ chance for resilience, and I am honored to have been a part 
of it 

For more information on what is happening in Oakland and to get 
involved, contact Emily Kirsch, Lead Organizer for the Green-Collar Jobs 
Campaign at the Ella Baker Center and convener of the Oakland Climate 
Action Coalition (emily@ellabakercenter.org) To learn more about local 
urban agriculture solutions, contact Gopal Dayaneni with Movement 
Generation (gopal@movementgeneration org) 

http ://6billionwavs.org uk 

6 Billion Ways and our global struggle 
Posted on March 3,2011 by Adam Ramsay 

This post originally appeared on Bright Green. 

The struggle against neo-liberalism is global or it is nothing It is 
easy to imagine that the current cocktail of poisons forced on the 
people of Britain is something new. But it is nothing of the sort All 
around the world, people have faced the same mixture of cuts, 
privatisation and de-regulation. And all around the world, people have 
fimght back. 

Our fight is global because our attackers are global. These cuts are not 
motivated by the economic illiteracy of George Osborne. Sure, he is 
illiterate But those pushing him know precisely what the?" are doing 
The corporations who run the more privatised countries of the world have 
persuaded British politicians that they must turn our public services 
onto their back so that they can feed from the soft underbelly of our 
welfare state. They have convinced our leaders that the only way for 
corporate capitalism to grow its way from the crater left by the 
collapse of the banks is through the privatisation of the welfare state 

a privatisation that they know will be politically much easier if 
services are first so mn down that few will :fight for them. These 
corporate megaliths are not, primarily, domestic United Health UK one 
of the companies grabbing our NHS with its grubby hands is part ofihe 
United Health Group an American company who led the assault on 
Obamacare, a company whose president personally pocketted 1 in every 700 
dollars Americans spent on healthcare, in one recent year. As long as so 
much political power is concentrated in the hands of any corporation, 
anywhere, our public services will be under tineat from that power. And 
so the struggle of the people of Wisconsin is our struggle. The struggle 
of any people against the power of plunderers is a struggle to defend us 
all from their piracy-. 

Our fight is global because those who have already wrecked our economy 
have globalised. The idea that we must race to the bottom in order to 



build a prosperous nation is bollocks. Try telling that to the people of 
of Iceland or the people of Ireland or to the people of Sweden, or the 
people or the people ofCosta Rica. But we can’t dismiss it that easily 
As long as multinational corporations continue to exist and can find 
cheaper and more easily abused labour abroad, the?’ will always threaten 
those who they have made dependent on them. And so the struggle of 
Bangladeshis for fair wages is inextricably linked to our struggle to 
fair wages 

The idea that individual governments are powerless against footloose 
finance is bollocks. Building a post-neoliberal econoray xvill be nmch 
harder if we must bear the weight alone, but the nrore people work 
together, the lighter this weight xvill become. 

Our struggle is global because we all face the same crises the crash 
of capitalism, the crunch of the climate, and, one day, the end of oil. 

Our struggle is global because we can learn from each other. It xvas not 
without a fight that the people of Bolivia chased the darkness of 
nee-liberalism from their cotmtty. The Shock Doctrine the people of 
Britain face today is the sanre one that the peoples of Africa, Latin 
America and Asia faced in the 1970s. They too resisted, and many of them 
won. We must learn hoxv they- did so. 

And our struggle is global because our power comes frora nmnbers. While 
the?" have money and they have grins, we have each other. As we’ve seen in 
Egypt, and Tunisia, and Libya, concentrations of poxver can only- be 
challenged by mass movements. For too long progressives in Britain have 
believed that ottr power coraes front the strength of our argttment that 
we xvill win win by speaking truth to power as though we can convince 
the billionaires with the glossiness of our reports. The truth is that 
speaking truth to power isn’t enough. We must see where our power lies, 
and xve must play to our strengths. And if it is numbers we need, then 
surely our movement is best xvhen it is international’.’ 

And finally, our struggle is global because we can’t pretend we don’t 
care about each other ;Vhen an earthquake tipped plundered Haiti into 
carnage, I curled up and wept. As people across the Arab World build a 
movement for democracy, my heart quickens its pace. As students in the 
UK fought for education and their futures, we received messages of 
solidarit5’ from Greece, and from America and from across the planet 
Because people everywhere are the same, and people everywhere care. 

And if our struggle is global, if there are lessons to be learnt and 
bonds to be forged, then the Six Billion Ways conference is the place to 
begin. This Saturday, in Rich Max, at Hackney, activists will come 
together from across the L,T,2 and across the world to share tactics, share 
stories, and share beer. With discussions on evelT~’thing from cuts to the 
Arab uprisings, and activists from as far away as Egypt and Bolivia, 6 
Billion Ways will be the place to be Because while all politics is 
local, our struggle is global 

6 Billion Ways will feature a huge range of speakers, including: 

Samir Amin is director of the Third ;Vorld Forum in Dakar, Senegal 
Originally from Egypt, he is an internationally reno~vned economist whose 
most recent book is Ending the Crisis of Capitalism, or finding Capitalism? 

David Babbs is the executive director of 38 Degrees, a campaigning 
con-anuni~" of over 600,000 UK citizens who use the internet to organise 
campaigns for social and environmental jusuce. 

Justin Baidoo is a grass-roots cotmnum~ organiser, as well as being a 
member of the South London Anti-Fascists Group 

Camille Barbagallo has been involved in the feminist movement :for 15 
years and is currently involved with the Friends of tlackney Nurseries 
campaign. She teaches at (ioldsmiths College and her research :focuses on 
the home, work and domestic labour in London. 

Omar Barghouti is a leading Palestinian human rights activist and a 
founder member of the Palestinian Campaign for the Academic and Cultural 
Boycott of Israel. 

Anthony Barnett was the founder of OpenDemocracy net, and is currently 
c o-editor of its UK section Our Kingdom He was previously director of 
Charter 88, the electoral reform organisation. 

Nnimmo Bassey is chair of Friends of the Earth International and the 
executive director of Environmental Rights A ction/t"riends of the Earth 
Nigeria, as well as an established poet, Church Minister, and a 
recipient of this year’s alternative Nobel Peace Prize, the Right 
Livelihood Award. 

Moazzanr Begg is an ex-detainee at Guantanamo Bay where he spent almost 
ttnee years in incarceration. Since being freed, he has set-up Cage 
Prisoners, working to help those detained or killed unlaxvfully as part 
of the global War on Terror. 



Brenda Boardman is an emeritus fellow at Oxford Umversity’s 
Environmental Change Institute as well as the co-director of the UK 
Energy Research Centre, J2~cusing on reducing energy. 

Patrick Bond is the director of the (;entre for Civil Socieb" at the 
University of KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. A prodigious author, he has 
published books on African political economy, carbon trading and the 
politics of the global justice movement. 

Sue Branford is a journalist and broadcaster who has reported from Latin 
Anrerica for several publications, including The Financial Times and The 
Guardian. She is currently co-editur of Seedling, the magazine of GR~MN. 

Victoria Brittain is a fom~er associate foreign editor of the Guardian. 
Her books include Hidden Lives, Hidden Deaths and Death of Dignity. 

Iain Bruce is author of The Real Venezaela, and an advisor to TeleSur, 
the pan-Latin Anrerican television chaunel. 

Rachel Cary is the senior policy adviser at Green Alliance where she 
leads their climate and energy futures theme. 

Kirtana Chandrasekaran is food campaigner for Friends of the Earth 
International. 

Alice Cutler is a freelance popular educator and co-author of Do It 
Yourself: A handbook for changing our world, as part of the Trapese 
collective. 

Jeremy Dear is the general secretary of the National Union of Journalists. 

Deborah Doane is the director of the World Development Moveraent, one of 
the organisers of 6 Billion Ways. 

Mel Evans is part of environmental and social justice art-activist group 
PLATFORM, working as part of the Carbon Web Team, researching the 
financial sector, new unconventional oil exploration, arts sponsorship 
and foreign policy that prop up Big Oil COlT)orations. 

Natalie Fenton is professor of media and communications at Goldsmiths 
College, Universi~z of London, and researches the relationship between 
the media and democracy. 

Simon Hardy is part of the National Campaign Against Fees and Cuts. He 
successfully defended himself against Westminster Universi~, who tried 
to prosecute him for occupying their buildings, and has also given 
evidence to the parliamentary select committee investigating police 
tactics to~vards student protestors. 

Garth Hewitt is the foua~der and director of the Amos Trust, a Christian 
organisation set up in 1985 to promote human rights and support local 
responses to situations of injustice. 

Gigi Ibrahim is an Egyptian democracy activist who was heavily involved 
in the uprising that got rid of President Mubarak earlier this year 

Rom~ie Kasrils is a renowned South African writer, politician and 
activist. He was a member of the national executive committee of Al?ican 
National Congress from 1987 to 2007 and served as a minister in Nelson 
Mandela’s government after the fall of Apartheid. 

R eem Kelani is a Palestinian singer, musician and broadcaster. Her debut 
solo album Sprinting Gazelle was released in 2006 to critical acclaim 

Mervyn Kohler is a special adviser with Age I.YK as well as being part of 
the Department of [{nergy and Climate Change Fuel Poverty Advisory Group. 

Hugh Lanning is the deputy general secretary of the Public and 
Commercial Services Union (PCS), as well as chair of the Palestine 
Solidarib" Campaign {PSC), heading a PSC trade union delegation to 
Palestine in 2008. 

Costas I,apavltsas is professor of economics at the School of Oriental 
and African Studies, and is a leading analyst of the ]~;uropean financial 
crisis, and of the economics of development 

Nea[ Lawson is founder and chair of progressive-left pressure group 
Compass, as well as author of All Consuming. He serves on the Boards of 
UK Feminista and the AV Referendum Campaign and was previously an 
adviser to Gordon Brown. 

LarO’ Lohmann of campaigning organisation The Corner House is an expert 
on the problems of carbon trading. 

Caroline Lucas MP is the leader of the Green Part~-, and since May 2010 
has been member of parliament for Brighton Pavilion. She spent ten years 
as a Green MEP for South East England, and is co-author of Green 
Alternatives to Globalisation. 

Rabia Malik is the first female chair of Ci~ Circle, a grassroots 
network of young Muslims. She is also a practising psychotherapist an is 



co-head of the Marlborough Cultural Therapy Centre, a specialist 
therapeutic service for ethnic minorities in London. 

Angela Mason is chair of gender equality campaigners, the Fawcett 
Society. She is also a connmss~oner for the Equality and Human Rights 
Commission and the deputy leader of London Borough of Camden, as well as 
a former director of Stonewall 

Doreen Masse?’ ~s a renowned professor of geography at the Open 
University, specialising in globalisation. Winning the ’Nobel of 
Geography’ in 1998, her main focus has been on the importance of space 
and the sense of place in the impacts of global capitalism. 

Phil McLeish is a former activist xvith Reclaim the Streets and an 
organiscr with Climate Camp. 

Lidy Nacpil is the Asian co-ordinator of Jubilee South, a network of 

anti-debt coalitions in more than 60 countries across Asia, Africa, and 
Latin America. She is a Filipino who campaigned against the _’vlarcos 
dictatorship in the 1980s and is now vice-president of the Freedom from 
Debt Coalition in the Philippines. 

Ricardo Navarro founded the Centre for Appropriate Tecl~mlo~" (CESTA), 
E1 Salvador’s foremost environrnnntal organisation. He is a winner of the 
Goldman Environn~ental Prize and a leading international advocate of 
climate justice. 

Robert Newman is a writer, comedian and activist who has been involved 
with groups like Reclaim the Streets and No Sweat, among others. 

Krissie Nicholson is a local organiser with London Citizens, ctarently 
building an alliance of churches, mosques, conm~uni~ groups and union 
branches, while also studying for a Masters in Corcanunity Organising at 
Queen _Mary’s University, London. 

Ellie O’Hagan is a writer and co-editor of New Left Project. She founded 
LrK Uncut’s Liverpool group in October and has been actively involved in 
UK Uncut ever since. 

John Pandit aka Pandit G, founder member, DJ and beats controller of 
Asian Dub Foundation and the Asian Dub Foundation sound system. John is 
also a Trustee of The Rich Mix Cultural Fouaadation. 

Prity Patel-Bedia is a member of the Newham Monitoring Project, the UK’s 
oldest con~munity based anti-racism organisation. 

Kate Pickett is senior lecturer at the umversit5’ of York and a National 
Institute for Health Research scientist Alongside Richard Wilkinson, 
she co-founded the Equali~z Trust as well as co-authoring the recent 
best-seller The Spirit Leveh 

Gareth Peirce is the UU, i’s leading human rights la,a)’er, she has 
represented everyone from the Birmingham 6, the Ouildford 4, to the 
family of Jean Charles de Menezes and the detainees in Ouantanamo. She 
is credited with single handily bringing down the control order regime 
and has written extensively on the impacts of the ;var on terror and its 
implications for civil liberties in the UK. 

Arthur Ports Dawson is an award-winning London chef and founder of ’]’he 
People’s Supermarket, a grocer?" co-op in Bloomsbury, London. A recent 
Channel 4 series folh~wed the highs and lows of the beginnings of The 
People’s Supermarket 

Nina Power is a seninr lecturer in philosophy at Roehampton University 
and the anthor of One-Dimensional Woman, as well as running a film club, 
KinG Fist, in her spare time. 

Tariq Ramadan is one of the world’s most influential progressive Islamic 
scholars, tie is currently professor of Contemporary Islamic Studies at 
Oxford Umversity and has written extensively on the role of European 
Muslims on social justice issues. 

Meena Raman is Honorary Secretary General of Friends of the Earth 
Malaysia, and coordinator of the climate change programme [’or the Third 
World Network, as well as setting up Malaysia’s first public interest 
law finn. 

Dave Randall is a critically acclaimed producer and composer best known 
for his work as the guitarist with the band Faithless. Internationalism 
and acuvism are themes that run through his work and he has written 
about the role of music in political campaigns 

Lynne Segal is AnniversalN Professor of Psychology and Gender Studies at 
Birkbeck College, University- of London, and author of Making Trouble: 
Life and Politics. 

Richard Seymour is a British activist and owner of the influential blog 

Lenin’s Tomb as well as author of The Liberal Defense of _Murder, 
exploring the Liberal justification for war. 

Andrew Sinm~s founded the climate change, energy and interdependence 



programmes at nef (the new economics foundation), and is author of 
Ecological Debt: Global Warming and the Wealth of Nations (2009). 

Alan Simpson is former MP J2~r Nottingham South, where he campaigned 
tirelessly against fuel pover~ Since leaving Parliament, he has 
continued to fight for more sustainable energy suppliers. 

Paul Sims is news editor of the New ttumanist, the London based magazine 
of the Rationalist Association, promoting reason, debate and flee 
thought since 1885. 

Pablo Solon is Bolivia’s arnbassador to the UN, and has played a kcy role 
in demanding effective and just solutions to the cliruate crisis in the 
international cliruate negotiations. 

Kate Soper is Professor Emeritus of Philosophy at the Institute for the 
Study of European Transformations at London Metropolitan University, 
having published widely on envirotwnental philosophy, aesthetics of 
nature, theory of needs and consumption, and cultural theory. Her latest 
book is The Politics and Pleasures of Consuming Differently. 

Esther Starfford-Xosei is a spokeswoman who for the Global Pan-Afrikan 
Reparations Movement. 

Valerie Swaine is an activist with FIT Watch, who campaign against 
intrusive police s~w,~eillance. Val was held in custo@ for four day-s (on 
charges that were later dropped) after challenging a police officer on 
their failure to display a badge number during protests at Kingsnorth 
power station. 

Julia Tomlinson is the widow of Ian Tomlinson who died during the G20 
protest. Since his death, Julia and her family have been fighting for 
justice and to see those responsible put on trial. 

Cilius Victor is a council member of the Institute of Race Relations and 
a trustee for the Newham Monitoring Project, a grassroots 
community-based anti-racist organisation in the borough of Newham 

John Vidal is a reno;vned environmental journalist and editor of the 
Guardian’s Environment section, as well as author of McLibel: Burger 
Culture on Trial and nunaerous other chapters covering a range of 
international issues. 

Hilary Wainwright is an editor of Red Pepper, a bi-monthly maganne of 
left politics in the IYK. She is a fellow of the Transnatiunal Institute 
and author, amongst other books, of Reclaim the State: Experiments in 
Popular Democracy. 

Richard Wilkinson is a British researcher in social inequalities and the 
social determinants of ill health. Alongside Kate Pickett, he co-founded 
the Equali~ Trust as well as co-authoring the recent best-seller The 
Spirit Level. 

Past is Present: settler colonialism in Palestine 

Date: 5 March 2011Time: 9:30 AM 

Finishes: 6 March 2011Time: 6:00 PM 

Venue: Brunei GalleryRoom: Brunei Gallery Lecture Theatre 

Type of Event: Conference 

The two-day conference, Past is Present: Settler Colonialism ~n 
Palestine, seeks to reclaim settler colonialism as the central paradigm 
from which to understand Palestine. It asks: what are the 
socio-politica[, economic and spatial processes and mechanisms of 
settler colonialism in Palestine, and what are the logics underpinning 
it? By unearthing the histories and geographies of the Palestinian 
experience of settler colonialism, this conference does not only chart 
possibilities for understanding Palestine within comparative settler 
colonial analyses Rather, it also seeks to break open frameworks 
binding Palestine, re-align the Palestinian movement within a universal 
history of decolonisation, and imagine new possibilities for Palestinian 
resistance, solidarity and common struggle. 

Protests across Africa: Different attention J2~r different countries? 
Sokari Ekine 
2011-03-03, Issue 519 
http ://pambazuka. urgienicategot54fcatures/71379 

Focusing on Libya, C6te d’Ivoire, Cameroon, Gabon and Zirnbabwe, Sokari 
Ekine provides a round-up of international and social rnedia coverage of 
the multiple sites of sustained protests across Africa and considers the 
differences in media attentiun between each of thern. 

LNYA 



What began as a people’s uprising in Libya has since moved closer 
towards a civil war as soldiers of the Libyan amly defect and sorue 
protestors take up arms against Colonel Gaddafi’s forces, as shown in 
this graphic video (tweeted widely), with the Libyan army protecting 
protestors against pro-Gaddafi forces. @EnoughGaddafi tweets ’Massive 
arrests being made in Tripoli, eyewitness from Jdeida prison says a lot 
of activists and injured are being held there’. One tweeter reminds us 
of the chaos and possible endangering of peoples lives by- international 
media reports: 

’@bintlibya: @A1Jazeera pls stop airing calls ofppl giving locations 
details of things that have yet 2 happen u are causing more ham~ than 
good #Libya’ 

Tens of thousands of mostly foreign nationals are fleeing the country 
and alrea@ there is a humanitarian crisis on the Tunisian border The 
tweets from UNHCR stress the panic taking place: 

’@refugees: #UNHCR & #IOM ask govs 2 suply masive financial + logistcal 
asets incl planes + boats: overcrwding at #Libya #Tunisia border worsens 
by hour’ 

’@refugees: Shelter! Shelter! Shelter! Tens of thousands need shelter at 
the Tunisian border, as Tunisia opens its borders fbr all #Libya’ 

As Gaddafi finds new ~vays to attack Libyans, Libyans unleash their fiery 
against his deployment of mercenaries from West and East Africa as 
migrant workers from south of the Sahara face increasing attacks and are 
prevented from leaving the country. Given the racism in Libya and lo~v 
status of foreign black workers, it ~vas only a matter of time before 
ilmocent people were attacked 

@melissafieming t~veets an email she receives: ’Email from Somali refi~gee 
in Tripoli: we are ua~der attack by local people .our home ~vas burnt 
down, 7 Somalis killed...’ 

Afrol News reports: 

’In A1-Bayda, the hunt-down and arbitra~z arrest of sub-Saharan Africans 
goes on. Ms Wold also spoke to a group o:[’Libyan youths, monitoring the 
streets in accordance with the ci~’s interim authorities - made up of 
civilians and defected army officers. The youths openly told her they 
were out, trying ~to catch mercenaries to hand them over to atuhorities". 

’Reports from other "liberated" Libyan cities are similar. In Benghazi 
last week, citizens attacked and destroyed a building housing 36 
citizens from Chad, Niger and Sudan. The Africans were accused of being 
"mercenaries" and subsequently arrested, local residents told Western 
j ournalists. 

’@elicopter mid tweets Exp @northafrica: Massive number of#African 
workers stranded in #Libya. May be wrongly targeted, accused of helping 
Gaddafi. Looming.." 

’Exp @northafrica: ~Touareg troops from Mall, Niger and other Sahel 
countries are said to be with Gaddafi J2~r the financial support he. 

’@shababLibya writes "Breaking: it seems 70 cars have arr~ved near the 
town of ras lanuf to support a battalion to attack the city o:[’Brega and 
regain mrport..The cars reported to be full o:[’Mercenaries with the 
intention ofj oining a battalion outside Ras Lanu:[’to head to Brega to 
regain ffLibya".’ 

The blog Bikyamasr repolts of thousands of black African (still being 
called ’Africans’ as opposed to seeing Libyans as Africans) workers 
trying to escape from Libya being denied entry on evacuation ships in 
the port of Benghazi. This is again corffirmed by @Refugees: 

Concerned large # of sub-Saharan #Africans being denied entt$~ to 
#Tunisia frm #Libya. #UNHCR in talks w/self-apntd volunters guardng border. 

co)., New York Times 

The language and subtext being used in some of the reports is cause for 
concern. In a video by A1 Jazeera, ’Irrm~igrant workers under suspicion’, 
the US-based Frontlines of Revolution uses the headline ’White Arab 
supremacy: Revolution or Moor black oppression?’ There is no doubt that 
there that racism is rife in Libya and that black foreign workers are 
being targeted, but language like this and lack of historical or 
political context only irfflames the situation. The blog Jadali)-~’a 
provides a nmre reasoned analysis of what Professor Mahmood Mamdani 
calls the ’perceived dichotomy between Arab and black Africans’ which is 
’false and relies on colonial-era tropes of settler and native’, and 
asks that we ’consider the stakes of this conceptualization of a basic 
Arab-African or Arab-black antagonis~one that not only formulates these 
as mutually exclusive categories but also pins theru against one another 
in the context of the Libyan revolution’. 

The blogger continues with some questions: ’Are the men ~ve see pictured 
here perpetrators of state-sponsored violence, are they victims of 



racism, or is it possible that both of these things may be true at the 
same time? Are they being attacked in retaliation or in the course of a 
battle, or are they" taken for mercenaries s~mply on the basis of their 
skin color? [s this just one more instance of non-citizens falling 
victim to a conflict that is not their own?’ 

Nonetheless, the assault on black Africans is disturbing, not least 
because the uprisings in North Africa have been :framed within an 
Arab/X/fiddle East context, not just by Western media but more importantly 
by A1 Jazeera, xvhich itself has become part of the revolutionary story. 
This in itself further antagonises Arab African/Arab black tensions and 
also raises the monun~ental question as to who is an African and what do 
we mean by Africa. Pambazaka News editor Firoze Manji 
begin of the skypehighlighting end of the skypehighlighting addresses 
this in a recent interv-iew xvith A1 Jazeera could this possibly be a 
response to growing criticism of their framing the North African 
uprisings solely in an ’Arab’ context? 

’Egypt is in Africa. We should not fool about with the attempts of the 
North to segregate the countries of North Africa from the rest of the 
continent .. Their histories have been inteltwined for milleunia. Some 
Egyptians may not feel they" are Africans, but that is neither here nor 
there. They are part of the heritage of the continent.’ 

Connected to this are questions raised by mainstream media, bloggers and 
tweeters as to whether other parts of the continent the tetra used is 
’sub-Saharan Africa’ which in itself is a loaded descriptive xvill rise 
up against oppressive regimes. Countries such as Gabon, Cameroon and 
Zimbabwe have been mentioned in this context. 

COTE D’IVOIRE 

A further point is which conflicts, revolutions and uprisings are being 
reported and how- are they being framed Last week Kenyan blogger Ory 
Okollah started a campaign with her tweet ’On global media and African 
protests, "lVhy are Anderson Cooper and Nick Kristoffnot in C6te 
d’Ivoire?"’ Others took up the call and began re-tweeting for media 
coverage outside of North Africa. 

C6te d’Ivoire remains one of African stories hardly anyone is talking 
about, least of all Anderson Cooper who claimed he would respond by 28 
February: 

@andersoncooper: I have been follo~ving #ivorycoast closely and it 
deserves far more coverage. Monday will try to do something 

However, a week after Kenyan Pundit’s call, C6te d’Ivoire remains 
@philinthe: ’The Story no one is Talking About http:/isu.pr/2vJpb2 
#ClV2010 #IvoryCoast @cnn @andersoncooper @nickkristof @nbcnightlyne~vs 
@ariaunahufg 

African Newsbot again reminds us of the ’other’ African crisis: 

@africanNewsBot: Don’t Forget Africa’s Other Displacement Crisis, Says 
IOM: With more than 129,500 people no. http://bitlwtZlOCd #africa 
#cotedlvoire 

Reports estimate as many as 70,000 Ivorian refugees fleeing into 
neighbouring Liberia. @scarlettlinn based in Monroiva published photos 
of refugees arriwng in the country [UNIICR protecting their photos - s o 
much :[’or creative commons] 

@connectionivoir reports on fights and explosions in the capital as 
fighting between security forces and supporters of Alassane Ouattara and 
President Laurent Gbagbo In the north of the country millions are 
without water and electricity They point to the similarities between 
Gaddafi and Gbagbo. Both see themselves as Pan-Afi-icanist socialist 
leaders but at the same time embrace capitalism and investment by 
Western corporations, stealing vast amounts of dollars from the people 

CAMI~;R©ON 

Last week Cameroonians took to the streets in what has so far been a 
limited uprising immediately put down by the armed forces of President 
Paul Biya Kah Walla, the founder of Cameroon O’Bosso (Cameroon lets go) 
was among the 300 protestors last week, many of whom were beaten, as 
shown in this YouTube video. She wrote about her experience here on 
Pamba×uka News tter dia~ of what happened is important because it 
speaks to the courage and determination of a small group of people, 
which is all it takes to start a revolution. She writes: 

’They wanted to stop us from protesting, we protested. We have a 
non~,dolent philosophy, which we maintained in the face of extreme 
violence. An incredible force of young Cameroonians. We started out 
almost 300 and ended up less than 50 but (being a) nugget has banished 
fear, for ourselves and for many other Cameroonians. The population did 
not join us in droves, but: not one person out of hundreds complained 
about the blocking on the road; If we ever doubted it, we now have 
extreme clarib" on the absolute need for change and the absolute need 



for unwavering determination in bringing it about in our country.’ Six 
members of Cameroon O’Bosso have been arrested and remain in detention. 

GABON 

On 29 January thousands began protesting against the leadership o:[" 
President All Bongo Ondimba, the son of former President ()mar Bongo. 
Despite being faced with the brutal forces of the regime, the protests 
spread across Gabon. Again Gabonese protests have been off the radar as 
these tweets point out. 

@cletusrayray: Is anyone listening? ’Pambazuka - #Gabon: The forgotten 
protests, the blinkered media http ://t. co&rRJhiR’ #Egypt #Libya 
#Bal-tr ain #Yemen’. 

@eDipAtState explained one possible reason for this .... ’Media won’t 
cover Cameroon/Gabon much. Protesters need to use Twitter/Facebook & 
send reports to AJE. #Gabon #Cameroon’. 

I am sure global corporate media are aware of what is happening and it’s 
clear that choices are made on which cotfflicts and revolutions are 
covered. These choices need to be challenged as do other silences, such 
as the voices of women, of sexual minorities, refugees, landless people 
and migrants across the continent. Ethan Zuckerman points out in 
Pambazuka News the danger in selective reporting: 

’The danger of ignoring Gabon’s revolution isn’t just that opposition 
forces will be arrested or worse. It’s that we fail to understand the 
profound shifts underway across the world that change the nature of 
popular revolution. The wave of protests that swelled in Tunisia may not 
break just in the Arab world, but across a much larger swath of the 
planet .. And as audiences around the world watch in wonder as Christian 
and Muslim protesters pray- together in Tahrir Square, they wonder why 
struggles in Gabon can’t command at least a fraction of this attention’ 

On 23 Feblqaag,’ 45 social justice activists were arrested and charged 
with treason in Zimbab~ve. The 45, which included International Socialist 
Organisation (ISO) coordinator Munyaradzi Gwisai, were accused of 
watching and discussing video footage of the Tunisian and Egyptian 
protests. Some of the activists have been ’brutalised and tortured’ 

whilst in custo@ On 28 Februacz, 7 members of WOZA (Women of Zimbabwe 
Arise) and MOZA @Ien of Zimbabwe Arise) were also arrested 

© ww~ sokwanele corn 

Earlier in this post, I mentioned that there were questions around 
whether the uprisings in North Africa would spread to southern parts of 
the continent. In the case of Gabon there is no evidence to show- the 
uprisings were influenced by those in Tunisia or Egypt And although the 
45 activists were meeting to discuss these, Zimbabweans have been in a 
state of revolt against the Mugabe regime even before the 2008 elections 

see ’Mapping Terror’ on the Sokwanele blog. iVlembers of WOZA have 
demonstrated over and over again; their members have been beaten, 
arrested and torttu-ed but still they continue to take to the streets. I~ 
2010 83 of their members were detained for celebrating the International 
Peace Day. 

The mistake the media and activists in the West make is to believe that 
the voice of revolution has to be highly vocal and visible to their 
world. On the contrary, there are thousands of activists and social 
justice movements from across A[’rica and the diaspora who are totally 
comanitted to achieving political and social change in their respective 
countries It just takes a little effort and time to know what is happening. 

Revolutions are a complex process of competing interests and multiple 
tensions. ~,[lqe period following the removal of Ben All and Mubarak in 
Tunisia and E©’pt testify to this. The streets protests and their 
removal were not the beginning Activists have in both countries have 
been working towards this moment for a long time. The revolutionary 
process will continue and may well move in contradictory directions The 
reporting of revolutions deciding which ones receive the most 
attention and how the?" are reported add to the complexities at play. 
What I have tried to do in this article is to bring an additional 
perspective to the revolutionary forces in Africa As informed citizens 
and if we are to see ourselves as part of the revolutionary process, 
then we need to try and grasp an understanding of the layers of 
narrative and actions which are taking place, not just across Africa but 
on a global level. 

BRO UGI IT TO YOU B Y PA]’,AB2J’.I.IKA NF.x3,7 S 

* Sokari Ekine blogs at Black Looks. 
* Please send conmnents to editor@pambazuka.org or cormment online at 
Pambazu.ka News. 

Zimbabwe socialists tortured 



Nicole Colson reports on the latest news about the arrest and torture of 
members of the International Socialist Organization in Zimbabwe. 

March 3, 2011 

Munyaradzi (iwisai (center with glasses) sits with fellow activists 
outside a court house in HarareMunyaradzi (iwisai (center with glasses) 
sits with fellow activists outside a court house in tIarare 

ACTIVISTS IN Zimbabwe are facing torture, prison and a possible death 
sentence for the "crime" of holding a meeting to discuss the revolutions 
in Egypt and Tunisia. 

Forty-five activists, students and trade unionists were arrested in 
Harare on February 19 during a meeting to discuss events in Egypt and 
Tunisia, and corrm~emorate the life of HIV activist Navigator Mungoni. 
(Initial reports put the number of those arrested at 52.) The meeting 
was called by Munyaradzi Gwisai, a lecturer at the University of 
Zimbabwe’s law school, general coordinator of the International 
Socialist Organization (ISO) of Zimbabwe, and a former rriember of 
Zimbabwe’s parliament. 

According to reports, state securi~" agents broke into the meeting, 
seizing laptop computers, DVDs and a video proi ector, before arresting 
the dozens in attendance. The offending DVDs allegedly included clips 
froru BBC World News and A1 Jazeera. Members of Zimbabwe’s secret police 
may- have been undercover in the group. 
What you can do 

Send an urgent e-mail to Zimbabwean officials calling for the activists 
and socialists to be released inm~ediately and unharmed. 

Include these e-ruail addresses in the "To" line: 
info33 @zimbab~ve-embas sy .us, consu lar@zimbabwe-embassy u s, 
gapare@zimbabwe-emba ssy us, mhute@zimbabwe-embassy us, 
goora@zimbabwe-embassy.us, chinoingira@zimbabwe-emba ssy.us, 
masoso@zimbabwe-embassy.us, nyamapfeni@zimbabwe-embassy.us and 
mukupe@zimbabwe-embassy.us 

Forward your message separately to these supporters of democracy, so 
the?- have a record of who has appealed to the regime: 
socialisrnfrombelow@gmail corn, ashley fataar@ahoo.co uk, 
shanthabloemen@gmaih com. 

Join the Facebook group "Calling for the Release of Zimbabwean 
Activists" for updates on the case and solidarity actions 

Those arrested are now facing charges of treason and "subverting a 
constitutionally elected government"--with a possible death sentence if 
found guilW 

In a court appearance on February 23, G~visai detailed the torture that 
he and others have been subjected to while in detention at the Harare 
Central Police Station As The Zimbabwean recounted: 

During the torture sessions, which were recorded on video, the detainees 
were asked to recount ~vhat had transpired during their meeting.. 

Gwisai said each of the six detainees [with him during the 
~nterrogation] received a series of lashes which were administered while 
the?" lay down on their stomachs. He added that he received between 15 
and 20 lashes as the police and his tormentors sought to obtain 
confessions from him and the other detainees 

Gwisai said the pain which he endured and suffered as a result of the 
torture sessions was "indescribable, sadistic and a tragedy for 

Zimbabwe." ~Ihe UniversiW of Zimbabwe labor law lecturer said it was 
extremely difficult for him to sit and walk because of the torture 
sessions he underwent together with other detainees. 

As of March 1, none of those arrested had received any medicM care 
since being taken into custody. ’]?his includes people who are 
tI]V-positive, as well as one person who recently had brain surgery 

According to the New York Times: 

A la’~,5’er for the detainees told [United Nations torture investigator 
Juan E M~ndez] that a dozen of the 45 acuvists had been beaten with 
broomsticks, metal rods and blunt objects on their bodies and the soles 
of their :feet. ’l’hey were tortured to force them to testify for the 
state, and they have since been denied medicM care for their injuries, 
the lawyer said 

Another court hearing is scheduled for March 7, when a ruagistrate is 
expected to rule on whether there was reasonable suspicion to arrest the 
activists. Until then, they- remain imprisoned. 

STATE PROSECUTOR Edmore Nyazaraba claims the meeting was an attempt to 
foment an uprising against the regime of Zimbabwe President Robert _Mugabe. 



Mugabe appears to have escalated attacks on his political rivals in 
recent months in advance of upcoming elections. While the opposition 
Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) is urging elections be delayed 
until constitutional rcfornrs can be put in place, Mugabe’s ZANU-PF party 
is pressing ahead, and carrying out a campaign of intinridation and 
violence that appears to be escalating--particularly in the wake of the 
recent political upheavals that ousted dictators in Tunisia and Egypt, 
and threaten others across the Middle East and North Africa. 

According to Wired.conr’s Sam Gustin, a relative of one of the detainees 
who asked to renrain anonynrous described the attack on the activists as 
"a pre-emptive strike" by Mugabe. "It’s a clear indication of the fear 
and paranoia of this regime," the relative added. 

As lav~-er Alec Muchadeharua told the New York Times, "This is a message 
that ’If you attempt anything, we’re going to arrest you, assault you, 
incarcerate you, lay false charges against you, deny you bail and occupy 
you ~vith false trials That’s the message--’Don’t attempt this, it can’t 
be done here’" 

More than 200 MDC members have reportedly been imprisoned by the Mugabe 
regime since early January--including 10 members of Parliament, three of 
whom are remain behind bars. 

Despite a court granting them bail, opposition member of parliament 
Douglas M~vonzora and nearly two dozen other people remain imprisoned on 
charges of "public violence" after a meeting they were attending was 
broken up. Mwonzora is co-chair of the parliamentary committee 
overseeing the development of a new constitution. "It’s all prosecution 
to persecute," Nelson Chamisa, a spokesman for the MDC, told the New 
York Times "Only a government afraid of its people and that has a 
guilt?- conscience would be in perennial combat ~vith its o~vn citizens." 

Mugabe and his ZANU-PF were leaders of the anti-colonial struggle that 
won independence for Zimbabawe and the party was associated with some 
reibrms in the early years of its rule, but Mugabe’s reign is plainly a 
tyranny 

He has oi’ten relied on violence to suppress his political opponents and 
democracy. 2/leanwhile, a small circle of cronies around 2/lugabe has 
thrived while the mass of ordinary Zimbabweans struggle in abject 
poverty Mitre than 75 percent of Zimbabweans live below the oflScia[ 
poverty line of approximately $41 per month, and average life expectancy 
in 2008 was just 44 years. 

FOR THEIR work in promoting democracy, Gwisai and the Zimbabwe IS() have 
been targeted by the Mugabe regime before 

In a disgusting display, even as Gwisai and other activists were being 
tortured, Mugabe pulled out all the stops for a lavish state celebration 
of his 87th birthday-including a celebration at a five-star hotel where 
he was garlanded with flowers and sung to by choirs 

As one report noted, ads taken out in the local media by Mugabe-friendly 
politicians "were marked by hero-worshiping phrases and language. In one 
advert, Mugabe was described as a legendary icon whose selfless 
dedication in rendering service to the nation and the peoples’ of 
Africa, was inspiring as well as unparalleled." 

Munyaradzi Gwisai and the ISO have a different opinion of the Mugabe 
regnne. In court, Gwisai explained: 

The meeting [broken up by police] was to discuss constitutionalism, 
democracy and good governance taking into account recent events in 
Egypt, for the working people in Zinrbabwe... 

It is not treasonous to seek to correct an anomaly in a government. The 
government of Zimbabwe today is not the government of the will of the 
people because it does not fulfill the issues of democracy, good 
governance and constitutionalism. 

International support for the iraprisoned activists is growing, with 
organizations including the MDC, South Africa’s Center for Civil 
Society, the Congress of South African Trade Unions and many others 
calling for their release. Solidarity protests have taken place in 
Johnnesburg, South Africa, and Washington, D.C., as well as other 
cities--and activists are vowing to continue the pressure. 

As Patrick Bond of the Center for Civil Society noted in a statement: 

For one of the greatest raovements for freedonr in Southern Africa’s 
history, the Zimbabwean ruling party, to now become one of the most 
consistent enenries of democracy, is confim~ed by the arrests...These 
acts will probably require the same treatment received by the corrupt 
rulers of Tunisia and Egypt. 

The arrest of those attending the ISO meeting only throws petrol on the 
fire of freedom. It will be seen by historians as one of ZAiX~.~’-PF’s most 



egregious errors of judgment. Their immediate release and compensauon 
[’or the treatment the?’ have received--through a genuine move to 
Zimbabwean democracy--is vital to limit the damage done. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Thanks from Zimbabwe activists and SA Protests 
[)abe: \Ved, 2 Mar 2011 18:06:05 + 0000 (GMT) 
From: Ashley- Fataar <ashley ~ataar@yahoo.co.uk> 
To: 

Hi all, 

we do appreciate all your efforts in solidarib" with our detained 
corarades, we have noticed a number of solidari~ protests, messages, 
statements and financial and material assistance from you cormades. We 
greatly appreciate that. Here is an update of whats going on in respect 
of the matter. 

The matter went before the magistrate Munamato Mutcvedzi yesterday (Day 
11 ). as prevoiusly the state was represented by- Nyazamba and Mthombeni 
and our vety~ comrades were represented by Alec Muchadehama being 
assisted by Mandevere Marufu. The matter began by the state 
cross-examining Cde Munyaradzi Gwisai, followed by the evidence of 
Antonater Tafadzwa Choto and Mascilne Zvomuya who were also 
cross-examined by the state. It was an interesting moment cormades. Mr 
Muchadehama made a conclusion after the evidence of his witnesses and 
the prosecution was given a chance to respond. Thats when the problem 
began. The prosecutor said he wanted time to research on the authorities 
cited by defence la~’er and added that his response was voluminous but 
the raagistrate indicated that the matter was to be concluded since he 
will be not available for the rest of the week. 

We adjourned fbr an hour and finally the matter was postponed to Monday 
07/03/11 you could witness sorrow- on the faces of the families who came 
expecting the release of their relatives and friends The accused are 
therefore still in custo@ Defence counsel however insisted that those 
who need medical attention, particularly those who are HIV positive and 
those who were tortured by- police must be medically examined by doctors 
of their own choice and that order was granted by the magistrate and 
that it should be done in line with prison regulations. 

The magistrate therefore will grant his determination on Monday but 
please note that the accused are not yet on remand and that this not yet 
the trial. If they are placed on remand the?’ will have to apply fbr bail 
at the High Court. These proceedings are merely- preliminal3z. The 
magistrates court has no jurisdiction over treason cases The magistrate 
is to give a ruling on whether there ~vas reasonable suspicion or not at 
the time of the arrest, if there ~vas reasonable suspicion then the 
accused ~vill be placed on remand, if there was no reaonable suspicion 
then the accused will be released because the an-est will be ruled 
unlawfhl. The defence law3~-ers are refusing the accused being placed on 
remand since there ~vas no reasonable suspicion and no crime was 
con~mitted. That ruling will be on Monday 

Please also join the Facebook page "Calling for the release of zimbabwe 
a ctivists" for other updates. 

Comradely, 

Edzm 

International Socialist Orgamsation 

Zim tense over anti-]Vlugabe protests call 
CRIS CHINAKA 

]nternet campaigns cal]ing [’or protests against the 31-year ru]e of 
President Robert Mugabe on ’]?uesday did not lead to any mass gatherings 
in Zimbabwe, where po]ice have threatened to crush ant’ "Egypt-style" 
protests 

’]?he two campmgns, on Facebook and Twitter, were trying to start popular 
uprisings similar to ones that toppled the ]ong-serving leaders of 
Tunisia and Eg7. pt and are threatening Libyan strongman Moammar Gadaffi. 

Although there was no unusual security deployment in Harare on Tuesday, 
private newspaper NewsDay reported that soldiers in armoured troop 
c arri ers had b een "si gh ted" on Monday in tradi ti on ally restive townships 
in the capital. 

The Facebook campaign calling for a million-citizen march and a separate 
one on Twitter were aimed at bringing down Mugabe (87), leader since 
independence from Britain in 1980. 

Zimbabweans in London ~vere planning to burn an effigy of Mugabe outside 
of the country’s embassy in London in support of the Facebook campaign. 



But by mid-morning, there was no sign of any gathering in the large park 
in Harare named as the protest venue by the organisers operating under 
the banner FreeZitm~ctivists. 

Other parks, normally packed with people, were largely erupt’, apparently 
over people’s fears of being caught up in ant’ protest 

Tensions rurming high 
Zimbabwe’s dominant state media made no reference to the planned 
demonstration against Mugabe, who rights groups say has used violence 
and intimidation to crush any challenges. 

Tensions have been running high in the past weeks, with Mugabe’s Zanu-PF 
pushing for early elections that officials from rival and governing 
partner the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) have said could lead to 
a bloodbath. 

Mugabe was forced into a power-sharing government with Prime Minister 
Morgan Tsvangirai’s MDC after the controversial 2008 vote that led to 
violence and hundreds of thousands fleeing the country. 

Police officials -- who said they would crack down on any protest -- 
were not ir~mrediately available for conm~ent. 

Ordinary- Zimbabweans are fearful of speaking publicly about the call to 
protest, mindful of tight securi~ laws with sweeping provisions against 
anything that could be viewed as inciting violence or rebellion against 
a constitutional order. Last week, police arrested 46 people in Harare 
as they watched videos of protests in the North African countries and 
discussed possible demonstrations in Zimbabwe, where Mugabe plans to run 
for another five year-term in elections he wants to call later this year. 

Zanu-PF has deployed massive shows of force, including using helicopter 
gunships, against previous protests. 

Critics say Mugabe has used tough policing and vote-rigging to keep his 
grip on power despite an economic crisis in the past decade that many 
blame on his mismanagement. -- Reuters 

Making a run for the border 
http:/img co za/ 

TANYA PAMPALONE 
Feb 28 2011 21:59 

It ~vas a stifling 35 degrees when we arrived in Musina, the kind of dry, 
dusty heat that makes evew movement slow, even when you think you should be 
in a hurry-. But then there is no need to dawdle in a border to~vn. 

It ~vas my first time in Musina and Grace’s* fourth. The first time she 
crossed the border was in Januaw 2002. She was 16 years old and her 
half-sister, Thuli, who had arrived in Johannesburg a few years before, 
organised a taxi-driver friend to fetch Grace from their cousin’s house in 
Bula~vayo and ferry her across ~vith other Zimbabweans, some legal, some 
illegal. 

She had no papers then. No birth certificate, no ID, no passport. Her 
grandmother, who raised her in a dusty rural village in Matabeleland after 
her mother died when she was nine, her father ~2~llowing her mother to the 
grave a year later, didn’t really see the need for official documents such 
as birth certificates or ID books, much less passports. 

When Thuli offered to look after Grace, her grandmother packed up the few 
things the teenager owned and sent Grace on her way. 
"You’ll get pregnant here," she said by way of letting go and crossed her 
fingers ]2~r better things 

Grace, a domestic worker in Joharmesburg, is the responsible type She is 
basically law-abiding, respectful of authority and rightly scared of the 
South African police, as much as any Zimbabwean without papers - and some of 
those with -- should be. 

Although the department of home affairs implemented the Zimbabwean 
documentation process between September and December last year, it has been 
seeped in confusion for many 

The department, which expected to process a good number of what has been 
estimated to be the 1,5-million Zimbabweans hying in South Aftica in just 
three months, shifted and changed procedures as it went along to meet its 
gargantuan task. But those who work with migrants say the time frame seemed 
set up for failure, or at least to exclude the majorib" of those whom it was 
meant to serve. 

Deadline 
The department has, meanwhile, claimed victory, saying it has accepted 275 
762 applications and will meet its July deadline to finalise decisions. But 
for many of those who have applied, their status continues to be wrought 
with uncertainty. 



Grace has been anxious abum her documents Jk~r years. But it wasn’t until 
her daughter was born in September last year that she gut the fear. She and 
her husband, alsu a Zimbabwean, tuok the birth certificate issued at 
Charlotte Maxeke Huspital and went to home affairs to register their baby. 

The official at the Harrison Street office took the form with her address, 
phune number, the number frum her :fraudulently obtained ID buok and that of 
her husband’s and threw the documents back at her. 

"Go away," the official growled as she waved them out of the office. "We’ll 
check your ID." The official, who refused to register the child, had to have 
known what was coming. A xveek later the docunmntation process was annotmced. 
And that was when Grace really began to panic. In October she left for 
Zimbab~ve to get a passport. Like many Zimbabweans, Grace knew quite well 
that the Zimbabxvean consulate in Johannesbmg wouldn’t process their papers 
in time. 

In Bulawayo it took nearly two months and R6 000, enough for travel, express 
passports, birth certificates and a bit for "cold drink" for some select 
officials. 

She came back in early Decernber and headed for home affairs, where she 
declared her South African gO book - which came courtesy of a corrupt 
Mpumalanga home affairs official -- and her new- Zimbabwean passport, with a 
letter, signed by her employer, and a copy of her employer’s ID, saying she 
had held a regular job as a domestic xvorker since 2005. 

African Centre for Migration and Socie)- 
In return she was given a photocopied receipt, with no instruction from the 
department other than that she would hear from it. Orace’s passport was left 
untouched, as was the expiration date of her 90-day visa: February 11 2011. 

It was on February 10 that I dropped Grace off at the border just next to 
the string of food stalls and the taxi rank, unsure of xvhat would happen. 
She assm-ed me that her brother-in-law had crossed a few months ago and got 
his three months’ visa, just as he has done every three months for the past 
two years. Besides, we both knew- that trying to get a straight answer out of 
home aflhirs wasn’t going to happen. 

A study on the documentation process by the African Centre for Migration and 
Society, (ACMS), which was released in JanualT this year, found out what 
Grace and her compatriots already know: that everything from the application 
process to the department’s own communication on the issue was mired in 
confusion from the start. 

At the Mail & Guardian we had difficulty following the story. Crucial 
con~munication to employers letting them know that they would not be 
penalised if they signed a letter stating they employed an illegal ~vas 
released weeks into the process Although the department eventually spelled 
out relaxed documentation requirements for work, stud?- and business, no 
specific criteria were put forth on who ~vould be approved and who would not 
based on what they had submitted 

As the ACMS report notes, although at the beginning of the process you had 
to have a valid Zimbabwean passport to apply, by the end of it aW 
documentation was accepted It was a commendable gesture on the part of the 
department to recognise the hurdles of those who wanted to register, but it 
came at the last minute and most didn’t hear of it until it was too late. 

The docmnentatiun required, the ACMS found, shifted every few weeks or 
appeared tu depend on the individual department office ur official who was 
seen. The only thing that was steadfast was the December 31 deadline. 

In the right place 
So, as Grace made her way across the border, I pulled up to 5 Frust Street 
in Musina, a single-level, mustard-yellow home, a few blocks fi-om the N1, tu 
see if I could find uut what, exactly, was going on with other Zimbabweans 
who were crossing. The M~decins sans Fronti6res (MSF) sign clinging to the 
fence was the only evidence I was in the right place. 

I was there to meet Ariane Bauernfeind, the head of missiun for MSF in South 
Africa, who was in Musina that week. It was after 4pm and the MSF wofl~ers 
had begun to stream intu the office from their day in mobile clinics uut at 
local farms, lugging boxes of files, cuolers filled with patient samples and 
canopies collapsed and folded intu black carrying bags. 

Baueml’eind arrived, pulling me into a makeshift office with a leaky air 
conditiuner She tuld me that although MSF had been operating in the area 
since 2007, at first they cuuldn’t find a single Zimbabwean to administer 
healthcare tu, even though they were streaming acruss the border in their 
thuusands 

Things changed dramatically by- 2009. A month after the Zimbabwean elections, 
in April that year, the home atTairs department enacted the special 
dispensation, which suspended the deportation of Zimbabweans and introduced 
a three-month, visa-free entry system. (The ACMS noted in its report a third 
element -- a special permit that would enable Zirnbabweans to remain in the 
country - which they say never came into efi;ect.) 

By July that year thousands of Zimbabweans were crowding the border, 
sleeping in the dirt of the Musina showgrounds; at the end of the year the 



chulera epidemic had expluded, making international headlines and creating 
plenty uf work for MSF. 

But by early February this year it was clear to MSF workers that their 
patients -- many uf whum are on lung-term TB and HIV treatment -- were no 
longer around. Picking seasun had begun, Bauernfeind tuld me, and the 
farmers were cumplaining that their wu~kers had not yet returned frum the 
December hulidays. And now it doesn’t look as if they" will. 

Section 23 documuntation 
Those with emergency travel documents, which had previously allowed farmers 
to employ Zimbabxveans under corporate permits, are reportedly being turned 
away unless they have passports, which the majority of farm workers don’t 
have. 

Those working with migrants were also hearing that the Section 23 
documentation, issued to asylum seekers and giving them 14 day-s transit so 
they can report to a refugee office and officially apply for asylum, is no 
longer being issued at the home affairs department in Musina. 

Now, it appears, they are being told to return to the border to get their 
Section 23, something that would put potuntially vulnerable people in a 
difficult position: return to the border where there was a good possibility- 
you would be denied entry and shipped back to where you came from, or go 
underground. 

While Grace and I xvere in Musina, the home affairs portfolio committee was 
meeting in Parliamunt to hear public comment on proposed amendments to the 
Immigration Bill. These included reconm~endations that Section 23 be reduced 
from the current 14-day time limit to five days (in spite of the fact that 
many who responded to the public cormnent process, including the ACMS, said 
14 days was not long enough), xvith pre-screening procedures for asylum 
seekers, which a high court has previously fotmd unlawful and 
unconstitutionah 

Home Affairs Minister 5,Nosamnna Dlamini-Zuma spoke vigorously in defence of 
the amendments, which ;vould clamp do;vn on the unmitigated flow of 
Zimbab;veuns into the count~9’. 

But goverlzrnent has for years been remarkably silent on the issue at the root 
of the migration: President Robert Mugabe’s rule, which has left the economy 
in turmoil, a populace in fear following mass election violence and a 
power-sharing agreement in which Mugabe clearly- holds all the power 

Difficulties 
"They- seem to be adopting various measures to make it more dift~icult for 
Zimbabweans, ;vho they view- as economic migrants, to enter the country-," said 
the ACMS’s Roni Amit, who oversaw the Zimbabwean documentation repolt 
"People who have proper asylum claims, and who are not economic migrants, 
may also be turned away u~der these measures" 

Right now, all that is clear is that much continues to be unclear to many. 
According to Jacob Mamabolo, the project manager of the documentation 
process for the department, there shouldn’t be any confusion at all. He said 
it was tlcom June last year that emergency transit documents were no longer 
accepted without passports, and that all the department was doing 
differently now in regard to the Section 23 documents was ftnally to enforce 
a long-standing policy of issuing them at entcz points and that prescreening 
potential applicants was part uf that process. Right nuw, all MSF can say’ 
fur sure is that their patients aren’t aruund anymore. 

"In the Suuth African Constitutiun it says everyune has to have access to 
medical care," Bauernfeind told me "But you think these people are going to 
gu into a public building’? ’]’hey" wun’t go. ’]?hey" think: the police might be 
here and if they find me, I’1l be deported It makes our wurk here 
difficult." How their wurk could be more difficult is hard tu wrap your head 
aruund 

In May uf 2010 MSF pruduced a briefing paper highlighting the risks of those 
crussing the border, fucusing on, amung other things, the increasing levels 
ufrape. In the repurt a 27-year uld man told his stury about crussing the 
Limpupo River, where he was met by a gang uf thugs -- guma guma -- whu were 
armed with knives and guns. 

"They forced me tu have sex with the wumen in my group and I refused," the 
man told the researcher. "Then one of the guma guma forced his penis intu my 
anus and ejaculated inside I don’t actually knuw how many of them furced 
themselves upun me because I was cunfused by the whule incident. I fainted 
and when I woke up they were nowhere to be found." 

Such repurts have not slowed. ’lEe Friday be:tore ! arrived six rape cases 
were repurted to MSF, all in une day’. [{ven those whu make it past the armed 
gangs and the swelling Limpopo River, which has been sweeping away 
Zimbabweans crossing by the dozen of late, are targeted by every, one and 
anyone looking to make a buck off their desperation. 

Exploitation 
"It’s disgusting," Bauertffeind said. "People are taking advantage of 
disadvantage. Everyone makes a business out of this." Just then, Grace 
phoned. She had made it over to the Zimbabwe side and was heading back 
across the bridge. She had heard she had to stay seven nights in Zimbabwe to 



get back, but there was a guy telling her he could help her. He wanted RS0. 

I explained to the MSF people what was happening and one of the researchers 

got wide-eyed. "She’s got papers’? She’s not supposed to leave the country." 

I told Grace what I knew. She drew a deep breath and put down the phone. As 
the sun was beginning to set, I went to a shelter in Nancefield, the 
township on the outskirts of Musina, to get an idea of what it’s like for 
those not lucky enough to have papers. 

At one shelter -- which usually accormnodates 40 women, with their sruall 
children, who stay an average of tl’tree or four days, every night of the 
week -- women sat in the dark, smoky night eating pap from paper plates. A 
teenager wearing a patent leather red belt and a denim skirt stared into the 
light of her cellphone looking for an answer as another xvoman sobbed 
uncontrollably. 

I turned to the xvoruan next to me, xvho gave her name only- as Chamxaine, and 
asked how long she had been here. "Tl-tree days," she told me as we sat in the 
dark on a cool concrete slab. "I’m xvaiting to get ray Section 23. But I don’t 
know- what’s happening." Then she narrowed her eyes to make a fine point of 
all this. "You know," she said, slowly moving some pap from her plate into 
her mouth. "They treat us like animals." 

It was after 9pm xvhen Grace called to say she had crossed back. I drove 
along the unlit N1 and found her right where I had dropped her five hours 
earlier. She hopped into the car and told me how- she did it. 

Talking to another Zimbabwean woman in the queue as they were leaving South 
Africa, she found out about the seven-day stayover, something she kmexv about 
but neglected to tell me -- after all, there are ways aro~xd small problems 
like these. That xvas when the guy approached and offered to help. 

’Not listening’ 
He xvalked with Grace across the bridge to Zimbabwe, somehow without getting 
his passport stamped either way. On their way back across the bridge, she 
showed her new friend the paper from home atthirs. 

"You can’t have your passport stamped now," he warned her "You’re going to 
spoil your permit. You shouldn’t have come" He then offered to take her 
under the bridge for R200. But Grace knew about the guma guma; her younger 
sister crossed illegally last year with her boyfriend and they ;vere relived 
of their cellphones and R1 700 but were not hurt. She told the man she’d 
make her own way and left him, heading for the border processing area to 
join a queue, where she showed her passport and the receipt. 

"You didn’t stay for seven days," the official offered and tossed her 
documents back. Grace joined another queue and did the same thing. That 
official sent her to a supervisor. By the time she reached him, she was in 
tears, explaining she had made a terrible mistake. 

A short balding man in uniform leaned into the conversation: "You are not 
listening to Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma. You are not listening to her on the 
radio, on the TV." But maybe the supervisor knew- that not eyeD-thing 
Nkosasana-Zuma was saying ;vas so clear. The supervisor told her that, from 
now on, she should stay in South Africa with the receipt and wait to hear 
from home affairs. She was given another 30 days on her visa. 

It took numerous phone calls and emails to the department this week to get 
clarity on various issues around Zimbabwean immigrants. [n the end the 
response came so late and in so many bits and pieces it meant that much 
valuable information was kept out of our print newspaper story, and is 
available only online. (See link below) 

Meanwhile, Grace’s brother-in-law, a gardener, was contacted by the 
department. He now has a work permit valid [’or four years Grace is still 
waiting to hear about her fate. I called to ask her what the most difficult 
part of all of thi s was. "They must j ust tell us what they want," she said 
"If they want us to go, they must just tell us." 

Her husband, on the other hand, knows exactly what it is the department 
wants and he’ll have nothing to do with it tle’s sick of this place, sick of 
the xenophobia, sick of the dangerous Hillbrow highrise where they live. 
When they come [’or him, he’ll go quietly And that may be just what the 
department is aun~ng for. 

*Grace is not her real name 
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Western Cape tIealth MEC Theuns Botha said yesterday that the police 
commercial crimes unit was investigating Cape Town doctors implicated in 
a "c ash-for-kidneys" scandal. 

He threatened to withdraw the health licences of hospitals implicated. 

National police spokesman Colonel Vish Naidoo said: "This investigation 
started in 2003 We have never once said it was over." 

The move coraes after reports in which leading Durban vascular surgeon 
John Robbs blew the lid off the scandal in which the kidneys of poor 
Brazillians and Israelis were hat’,~ested for rich, terminally ill Israeli 
clients. 

Robbs, w-ith doctors Neil Christopher, Mahadcv Naidoo and Professor Ariff 
Haffejee, are facing charges of fraud, conspiracy to cormnit fraud and 
contraventions of the Human Tissues Act 

Last week it appeared the case would go to triah However, it is likely 
that the specialists who in an interview with a weekend newspaper 
maintained they xvere iunocent and also victims of the scam would try 
to bring a pre-trial application to have the charges against them quashed. 

Robbs said operations had taken place in Cape Town at Netcare’s Ci~ 
Park Hospital (Christiaan Barnard Memorial) and Groote Schuur’s private 
hospital. 

Netcare, which operates the hospitals, refused to conwnent on the 
allegations by Robbs on advice from the National Prosecuting Authority. 

Botha said Robbs’s statement was not new- and that it had been 
"spill-over" from the case at Durban’s Corrm~ercial Crimes Cottrt, but 
cotffirmed that a police investigation was under way into alleged illegal 
procedures performed in Cape Town and Joburg. 

Capacity 

"Ho~vever, I wal"~t to make it clear that, if an?- institution in the 
Western Cape is f,aund guilty- of illegal organ transplants, we will, in 
our capacity as the licensing authority, revoke their licences and 
ensure that criminal procedures f,allow," said Botha 

The Health Professionals Council of South Africa ~vas also looking into 
the case. Spokeswoman Lize Nel said its professional conduct 
investigation would resume once all criminals cases were over. 

The University of Cape Town’s surgely’ department head, Dell Kahn, said 
that a decade ago it was "common knowledge" that transplants were 
conducted on Israelis in Cape Town, Durban and Joburg. Doctors 
performing the operations had taken advantage of loopholes in the Human 
Tissues Act which prohibits transplants between people ~vho were not related. 

Subsequently this loophole was closed ~vith a well-established medical 
cormnittee which verified whether transplant recipients were related to 
donors 

Professor Brian Rayner, head of the nephrology and hypertension unit at 
Groote Schuur Hospital, said it was difficult for Israelis stake.ring 
terminal kidney failure to get transplants The country had legal and 
religious issues with the hapCesting the organs of brain-dead people, 
limiting organ transplants there 

tie also said that, as a result of the controversy, fewer local people 
were willing to donate their kidneys and the ]’act that the case had 
taken this long to prosecute was frustrating. 

"It is a blot on South Africa’s reputation., people have refused to 
donate kidneys because of mistrust," said Rayner. 

http: //www.themercu~ co.zaikidme’~,-ops-net-widens-11034249 

The fight :for justice in rural KwaZulu-Natal 
;)avid Ntseng with Mark Butler 
2011-03-03, Issue 519 
http ://pambazuka. or;/en/cateaop,,/feat ures/71377 

cc J JDavid Ntseng reflects on his visit to villages in KwaZulu Natal at 
the invitation of a Rural Network militant, to see how the communities 
lived and ’connect their struggles to their daily experiences’ Unless 
there is ’commitment to organis~ng and mobilising in numbers’, efforts 
to dismantle the forces that condenm people to poverty ’will be in 
vain’, notes Ntseng. 
Over a number of years, Thulani Ndlazi has been Church Land Progranwne’s 
primal?, lira: with the emergence, growth and straggles of the Rural 
Network. During 2010, while Thulani took some sabbatical leave, 
colleague, David Ntseng, took on temporau responsibility for sustaining 
those lirtks. Up until then, David’s contact w-ith militants of the Ruxal 
Network in Northern Zululand had mostly been enabled tl’trough 



participating in solidarity actions especially at the eShowe 
Magistrates Court where a case of murder of two scholars is being tried 
against two security guards: 

I have participated in protest marches, picketing outside court and 
sitting inside the court room listening to the trial But I had no idea 
where these villages are that the people come from, nor what their life 
is like I have always enjoyed hearing the testimonies by these 
militants describing their experiences on the farms and their 
revolutionatT attempts to resist brutalities on the farms. One of the 
militants invited me to corae with him to see where people live and how 
they live, so I can connect their struggles to their daily experiences. 
In this short article I present my reflection of what I was invited to 
see, hear, taste, smell and feel. 

E~WALLNIV~LAGE 

I got there mid morning, accompanied by a gracious female militant from 
the area. She had alrea@ told some people that I would be coming and 
that I would be happy to have time to listen to their stories. The farm 
sits on the foothills and is adjacent to orchard fames owned by a white 
farmer. That neighbouring falT~l is hard to see from the distance because 
it is tucked behind the orchards and at the bottom of the hill. On the 
whole it gave a sense of an isolated or hidden place. 

On arrival, people started showing up and before I knew- it there xvere 
already twenty people, mostly women. As they gathered, I recognised 
faces as those of militants I always see in eShoxve magistrate co~t. I 
was happy to see them and the?" xvere too. V~nat was alarming was that I 
came to pay them a visit. I had no special nexvs to share, no programme 
to roll out, no project to launch. I just came to see them and really 
have a chance to connect their stories to their context. 

Discussions began and there xvere really shocking experiences that people 
have to endure on regular basis. The leader of the COlnmunity, ~vho is a 
woman, began by describing how they are treated by the local farmer, the 
owner of the orchard farms. More disturbing was hearing her describe the 
way security- guards ph?-sically abuse local residents and their 
livestock The day I came ~vas four days since someone’s cow had been 
shot dead and hidden in the bush by the security guards. Others joined 
the discussion telling how they or their next of kin have been assaulted 
by the security guards Their situation is like a life of imprisonment - 
they- said that evecz move they make is controlled. They have to put up 
with interrogation ever,v time they go to town or to schools or to graze 
their cattle Although there are regulations about cattle impounding, 
the next-door farm impounds their cattle all the time. As residents, 
they have learnt to stand tap to these security guards and protect their 
livestock and their rights to live as normal human beings not objects to 
be pushed around. 

They went on to talk about how the Department of Land Affairs (DLA) has 
abdicated its responsibility and left them to be trashed upon by 
ruthless farmer. It all began with boundar,v disputes. The farmer’s 
claims of the boundaries do not match the residents’ claims. The local 
iNkosi is said to have been ve~- lenient to the farmer and allowed him 
to shift boundaries. DLA, with all the resources it has, has not been 
able to present registered cadastral data that indicates at what point 
the farms split. 

DLA is accused of ignoring the residents of eNk*wllini, even failing to 
appoint an officer to work with eNkwalini residents. In addition, 
accusations regarding DLA conduct mean that eNk~w~lini people are 
forgotten citizens people who do not matter In their assertion they 
feel they" are being used by DLA and the farmer to settle their scores. 
DLA offered to buy land as a way to deal with the dispute and the ~rmer 
agreed - but at a high price. With the DLA refusing to meet the ~rmer’s 
price, the residents pay the hmnan cost, living a life of daily 
brutality, physical assault and livestock impounding. 

EMASANGWENI V]J_,I AGE 

Situated along the R34, between eNk*w~lini and eMpangeni, this farm is 
part of a tribal authority I met with the local chairperson, a militant 
male who has recently been arrested and charged with ’public violence’ 
and violating the Gatherings Act He took me to the kwaMpanza family 
where I was going to spend most of my stay I must say that for me it 
was a real honour that I set my feet at the Mpanza homestead. ~I1qis is 
the family that had lost a son in 2006 after he had been ambushed by 
security" guards with four others (where Thembinkosi Mpanza and Vukani 
Shange died) in a sugarcane farm not too far from their homes To me 
this family is the centre of the trial that has been my point of contact 
with other militants in Northern Zululand. 

I was shoxvn the grave of Thembinkosi Mpanza, [may his soul rest in 
peace] but like all other young men and xvomen who die de£¥ing structural 
poverty, his blood was shed to water the tree of the struggle for freedom.. 

I was shown the school he attended tmtil the day he was killed. I saw 
another young man who xvas the state witness and a good friend of 
Thembinkosi. I couldn’t help it but shake his hand and corrm~end him for 
the braverT he had shown in court, giving his account of how they were 



ambushed. I hope to God that the law will take its course and does 
justice, and not let people go with impunity even when they have robbed 
a village of a young man who would have made a positive difference. 

Here too I told people that I had come to visit them, I did not have a 
project to launch or a programme to e~ol them into I came because I 
owe it to them to know where they live and how they hve. In the 
discussion I learnt that it is hard to organise in the village. For many 
years people have been receiving communiques from the tribM authority 
and through the tribal structures that will comm~licate their wishes. 

With tile trial of Thembinkosi’s murder some people have turned around 
and unrbarked on a struggle to live free of security guards and white 
farinnrs’ tyranny. Tile hegemonic presence of white farmers is so 
overwhelming because tl-ley are also the source of employment for many 
residents. 

I was humbled by the eagerness of people to change things and to be a 
co/nnmnity that looks after each other. Tile death of a young man has 
began to testify to this effect, as more and more people are suddenly 
interested in knowing what is happening in court and how much they wish 
the perpetrators to be punished. Most of the residents that I nret 
reiterated their steadfast connnitment to be united all the way until all 
have a life they deserve. 

Victory triumphed when the eShowe court finally found the two who were 
accused of killing the young rrlun guilty for nmrder and attempted murder, 
and sentenced them to twenty years each behind bars. 

I was so shocked to hear that there are ongoing land disputes - not only 
between white farmers and local residents, but also between local 
residents and their local Trust Corrmrittees that were formed as part of 
governnrent’s Land Restitution roll out. Weak monitoring, and a lack of 
post-settlement support by the Department of Land Aflhirs, has allowed 
for irregularities in the management of these restitution farms and has 
denied most residents the space to participate in decision-making to 
shape their future. 

This is the village on the hill just across Umhlathuze river from the 
R34 bet~veun eMpangeni arid eNkwalini. It is adjacent to eMasangweni. 
People from both farms know each other very ~vell. In 2007, residents of 
kwaNtsheluntshelu won a restitution case and were a~varded ttn-ee farms 
that are next to their village. They have been working closely with 
their mentor, as per advice from DLA, to continue using the land for 
crop farming, tree plantations and sugarcane. For a long time before 
that, they were working as farm labourers on these fames. 

I went there to be introduced to residents accompanied by the 
chairperson of eMasang~vuni village. As we went through the farm, he 
stalted telling me about his experience as a farm labourer on the same 
farm He remembered what the fields looked like in those days He told 
me of the productive capacity of that farm, and how- unfortunate it was 
that it has been left to lie fallow and revert to untamed bushveld. 

In the new dispensation, their local trustees have taken over the 
ownership of the farm on behalf of the residents. They have not managed 
to keep the farm in the form that it was before. Some suspect that the 
mentor got the best out the deal, and left the residents with just the 
crumbs. Some suspect irregularities from the side of trustees. Recently 
a new deal was signed with a white farmer who is leasing the farm for 
crop farming. He has reduced salaries of employees and brought back 
security’ guards, a phenomenon that residents had long forgotten about 
since taking over the farms. 

I particularly visited the farm because another incidence of murder has 
happened. ~ Mpanza, a local hard-working man, was shot and killed by 
security guards while he was walking through a farm next door to 
kwaNtsheluntshelu across the river. He was walking with his three 
daughters and was accused of stealing oranges. I wanted to visit the 
Mpanza family and send my deepest condolences and extend our support (on 
behalf of many militants who are disgusted by the merciless killings of 
innocent people on farms). 

As I listened to elders in the village telling their story it was clear 
to me that even here too, security’ guards are brutalising people to the 
extent of unreported fatalities I cannot actually believe that this is 
still happening I was told that people are found mutilated on the 
riverbanks and that they will then be reported to have been attacked by 
crncodiles trying to cross Umhlathuze river It is true the river has 
many crocodiles but the number of bodies 12~und raises concerns 
Residents accuse security guards of ambushing people who are walking 
alone, and throwing them in the river. _Mr Mpanza happened to be one of 
those ulffortunate victims who were confronted with titanic migl-lt of 
security guards - and that cost him his life. He has left behind a widow 
and three daughters xvho, from just observation, show scars of the 
poverty they- will still have to contend with for many more years to 
come. The family was robbed of the possibility of a better future, and 
that has angered all Ntsheluntshelu residents. 



Police nabbed the security guard and he has appeared in the Magistrates 
Court in eMpangeni. He has since been granted bail. Investigation ~s 
still under-way and the trial is set :[’or 9 and 10 February 2011. Like in 
the murder case of Thembinkosi and Vukani, residents have vowed to come 
in their numbers to support the Mpanza family. ’]"hey" want to see j ustice. 
They want to be seen as humans, not animals that can be butchered any 
time a security’ guard so wishes They want fiarmers to know that they too 
are humans with rights to land and access to use land. 

CONCLUSION 

As a way of drawing lessons and making connections from this trip, I 
read again Hope and Tirrm~el’s book titled ’Con~’ntmi)- Worker’s Handbook 1’ 
(1984). As an activist and as someone who believes in the role of faith 
in people’s stluggles for freedom, it was useful for me to dig from the 
wells of my tradition. 

It is for that reason I think it is important to quote Albert Nolan when 
he writes, ’to believe in Jesus is to believe that goodness can and will 
triumph over evih Despite the system, despite the magnitude, complexity 
and apparent insolubility of our problem today, humankind can be, and in 
the end will be, liberated. Evel~/form of evil- sin and all the 
consequences of sin: sickness, suff;ering, misery, frustration, fear, 
oppression and injustice can be overcome. And the only- power that can 
achieve this is the power of a faith that believes this. For faith is, 
as we have seen, the power of goodness and truth, the power of God’ (in 
Hope and Tirrm~el, 1984: 31). 

For me this is what I can offer to militants from these villages, a 
reminder that they are the powerful force that can change the course of 
histots~. To change the course of history is a daunting task. It requires 
a sense of communion and commitment to each other. As a proverb frora 
Madagascar has it: ’Cross the river in a crowd and the crocodile won’t 
eat you’ 

Unless there is con~mitment to organising and mobilising in numbers, 
effbrts to dismantle the economic and political forces that condemn 
people to povel~z, humiliation and degradation will be in vain. At a 
given time and a decisive point in history, people decide to act against 
these conditions which restrict their freedom as people. The struggles 
that villagers I met are waging attest to this. Most importantly, this 
is a hard struggle in which militants have demonstrated their strong, 
filTfl and steadfast commitment to freedom fbr all. Amandla’. 

POSTSCRIPT: NGO PRAXIS AND CELEBRATING MILITANCY 

Over a number of years, the Church Land Programme (CLP) has transfbrmed 
its way of being in the world and its understanding of the role of civil 
society in relation to emancipator?- change in the ~vorld. It is not 
helpful simply to imagine that civil society, which is almost 
uinversally now thought of as being mainly NGOs should be ’agents of 
change’. Of course, NGOs, with their/our resources, their/our 
middle-class staff; their/our access to circuits of information and 
connection in broader ’civil society’, and so on, can be agents of 
change But the changes they effect can seldom be properly- emancipato~z. 
Since their praxis in the world simply follows the logic of their 
assumption of agency, the practical effect of their work is to 
compromise the agency of the poor This is a comanon experience of the 
poor as they’ are often conscripted into the outsider activists’ projects 
about ’what should be done’. 

It is through our very familiar practices that the agency of the poor is 
compromised: They cannot present themsetves and their life struggles, so 
we must re-present them; they do not think, so we must think for them 
and ’empower’ them with our insights; they cannot speak, so we must 
speak for them or ’give w~ice to the wirceless’. 

But it doesn’t have to be that way. It is perfectly feasible to chip 
away’ at these assumptmns and find ways of working in the world that 
abandons them in favour of a fundamental assumption of egalitarianism: 
The simple conviction that every’one matters, everyone is hmnan. In that 
decision, the poor and oppressed cease to be objects of the outsider’s 
project, but subjects of their own liberation. ’]?hen the possibilities of 
really emancipator?’ action to change the world unfold in the actinns of 
’the people’ that mass of humanity that has no name, no voice, no 
power. Then the NGO, like any other outsider-with-power, comes not with 
arrogance but humility, not contempt but love and respect, not teaching 
but learning, not leadership but solidarity. 

When those who should not name themselves, nor speak for themsetves, nor 
act on their own thinking, fulfil their humanity through collective 
struggle, they’ have become subjects of their and our freedom they have 
become militants for the truth rather than activists on someone else’s 
behalf, and we can all grow and discover the unimaginable depth and 
breadth of our collective humanity through solidari) with their 
struggles against injustice. 

BROUGHT TO YOU B Y PAMBAZUKA NEWS 

* Church Land Programme is an independent non-profit organisation that 
works through a process of animation with groups of poor people to 



create unique responses to their unique situations. 
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UKZN students go on rampage 

March 1 2011 at 01:12pm 

By Jauhara Khan 

ukzn protest 

INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPERS 

Students demanding financial aid frora the National Students Financial 
Aid Scheme and additional residences march at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal s Howard College campus. Picture: Sibongile Ngalwa 

Protests at the University of KwaZulu-Natal continued on Monday- as 
students marched through its Howard College campus, damaging properb" 
and intinridating other students. 

The rampage followed violent unrest at the institute’s Edgewood canrpus 
last week, where students set a staff member’s car alight. 

Students were demanding aid from the National Students Financial Aid 
Scheme (NSFAS) and the Funza Lushaka teachers’ bursary. 

At Howard College on Monday, hundreds of students walked from block to 
block, chanting, disrupting lectmes, overturning bins and benches, and 
damaging proper~ as the SA Students’ Congress (Sasco) went on strike. 
They threatened other students. 

The DA has laid charges of intimidation and assault against Sasco. 

According to SRC president Mnikeni Phakathi, the students were 
protesting for several reasons, including the lack of financial aid and 
accommodation on campus. 

"We have been negotiating ~vith the university since October, but they 
don’t have the capacity- to deal with otu- issues 

~There are only- 350 NSFAS packages available for 500 first-year 
students. There is no funding for postgraduate students Because 
students are waiting for financial aid, they are unable to access 
resources such as the LANs (local area net~vorks) and libraries. 

"The university has also said it cannot build more residences because it 
has no money, so students are coming from distant places and staying at 
residences illegally The SRC can’t perform the university’s duties and 
provide them with these," Phakathi said 

UKZN spokeswoman Nomonde IVlbadi said the SRC had not approached them with 
its demands, and management had been taken by surprise by the illegal 
protest. 

She urged the protesting students to exercise restraint tmtil their 
gripes could be dealt with. - The iVlercury 

YUNUS GOES D()x3,TN 

http:i/wwwbdnews24.con~,detailsphp?cid 2&id 188832&hb top 

’Don’t shake people’s trust in bank’ 

Thu, Mar 3rd, 2011 7:39 pm BdST 

Dhaka, Mar 3 (bdnews24.com) Muhammad Yunus has said it is not a big 
deal who is the managing director of Grameen Bank, but it should not 
suft’er in any way 

"There should not be any hit on Grameen Bank, an institution, which is 
connected with one third of the country’s families," he said on Thursday. 

Yunus was speaking to reporters after the hearing on the writ petition 
he :filed challenging the legality’ of his removal as Grameen Bank 
managing director 

"I’ve got old I had wanted to quit, but I stayed on because of the 
decision of its Board of Directors," Yunus said 

"Grameen Bank has 8.3 million beneficiaries. It runs on its own capital, 
not donations. Any loss of trust xvill shake up the institution." 

"Let’s all unite to protect this institution," he said. 

During the hearing, attorney general Mahbubey Alam reiterated that 
Bangladesh Bank’s statenrent that Grameen Bark flouted regulations by 
renewing Mohammad Yunus’ appointrnent without the central bank’s nod. 



He said, "Bangladesh Bank on Aug 25, 1990 had approved under condition 
the appointment of Mohammad Yunus as the managing director of Grameen Bank." 

"The condition was that in case o1! any change in the terms o1! 
appointment, it would require a new approval from the central bank" 

According to the Grameen Bank Ordinance, the age of retirement is 60, he 
said. 

Though Gramecn had renewed Yanus’ appointmunt un July 20, 1999, it did 
not seek permission from Bangladesh Bank, Mahbubey Alam added. 

Mahbubey Alam cited the example of Nelson Mandela who had declined the 
offer for the second time. "There’s no raagnanimi~" in trying to cling to 
a post indefinitely. Value lies in letting go," he said. 

’WERE THEY ASLEEP?’ 

Dr Kamal Hossain, speaking on behalf of Muharrm~ad Yunus, questioned the 
silence of the central bank over the years that Yunus had been in the 
post beyond the age of retirement. 

"According to Bangladesh Barf~’s claims, Yunus has crossed the age of 
retirement 10 years ago. Bangladesh Barn was aware of it since there are 
government representatives in Orameun’s administrative council. 

"Were they- asleep these 10 years?" 

Kamal criticised the way the Bangladesh Bank letter was written. "It 
could have been politer. It reads: ’You are not the managing director of 
Orameen Bank.’ Such language is unacceptable for someone who has built 
up this institution over 30 years. 

"Bangladesh Bank could have show-caused him," he added. 

He said Grameen Bank was a unique organisatiun where rural women were in 
charge of operations. "It’s a unique bank." 

"Yunus was appointed Grameen Bank managing director with consent from 
Bangladesh Bank in 1990. The appointment was simply renewed in 1991" 

He added that the decision ;vas taken by an administrative council that 
was elected by millions of beneficiaries 

"Do you think you could find anyone else better qualified to rua~ this 
bank if you had advertised for that post?" he asked. 

bdnews24.comisn/sh/mri1930h 

Muhith denies political motive 

Thu, Mar 3rd, 2011 4:03 pm BdST 

Dhaka, Mar 3 (bdne;vs24.com) ~here was no alternative to removal of 
Muharmnad Yunus licom the posit~on of Grameen Bank managing director, the 
finance minister has said. 

A M A Muhith, however, on ~I1qursday said the government had no ’political 
mouve’ behind his removal. 

The :finance minister explained his government’s position at a meeting 
with diplomats in the city a day after the Bangladesh Bank in an order 
relieved Yunus of his duties on Wednesday 

Ambassadors of the United States and (3 ermany in Bangladesh and 
representatives from the missions of different countries, including 
Denmark, France, Malaysia, China, Sweden, Korea, Norway and Australia, 
and IF/K;, the World Bank and UN’[~’PA were present at the meeting 

Replying to a question from a reporter after the meeting whether the 
country’s image has brightened with his removal, Muhith said, "Not at 
all. but we had no alternative. I’ve explained it on several occasions 
that we don’t have any malice or political vendetta against Dr Yunus" 

In response to another question whether Yunus’ removal would have any 
impact on Bangladesh’s diplomatic relations, he said: "Why should this 
happen’? There should be no relation between his [Yunus] removal and the 
foreign policy" 

"As the fi~reign diplomats wanted to know why the government had made 
such a decision when probe against him was underway, I informed them 
that he [Yunus] had crossed 60 in 1999 losing his eligibilib" to grace 
the positiun of Orammen Bark managing director," Muhith said. 

He continued: "Yunus should have gune on retirement at that time, but 
the Orameen Bank board of directors reappointed him on July 20, 1999. 
Bangladesh Bank repeatedly wanted their explanations, but they didn’t 
respond." 



As per law, the finance minister says, the Grammen Bank requires 
Bangladesh Bank’s apprnval in appointing its managing director "But the 
law" was not followed" 

Asked ho~v the GB continued its operations with an ’illegal’ managing 
director so long, he said, "The issue was not taken so seriously as 
Grameen Bank is an institution of everyone’s love." 

"We wanted an amicable solution .. requested him [Yunus] to resign, but 
he didn’t do that saying the Grameen Bank will collapse if he resigns," 
Muhith defended. 

In response to a question whether the government was overenthusiastic 
about the issue, he said, "I don’t accept it.. rather you [media] people 
have coloured the issue in such a way that the world media have accepted 
it." 

"I’ve tried a lot to save the image of Yunus as well as the country," 
the finance minister said, adding, "Grameen Bank is still our pride. 
It’s completely independent and there should have no question to destroy 
the bank as we boast of microcredit." 

bdne~vs24.com/rbishtimr/1900h 

Afsan Cho~vdhury 

Yunus departs as the Empire strikes back 

March 3, 2011 

It is over for Prof. Yunus at Grameen. Bangladesh Bank has done the 
papers and his removal is done too. He has been ousted by the government 
supported by all those ~vho have been baying for his blood for years 
This victory will be considered one against Yunus, Grameen Bank and 
microcredit to boot It culminates in a triumph of a three-decade-old 
campaign initiated first by Ma~ists and Mollahs both seeing credit as a 
haram, secular or religious The World Bank had opposed Yunus at that 
time as well They were joined over time by a large group of private 
bankers and those fond of government control amongst others but 
increasingly by politicians who sa~v in bringing down Yunus an 
opportunity to assert their supremacy 

For~ years after 1971, unable to oiler anything concrete to the poor, 
the political empire in the end did strike back sending a message that 
ilmovation and initiatives must take a backseat to bureaucratic niceties 
and official procedures. It is not just the bureaucrats within the 
government ~vho shall chortle in happiness but ~vithin the bank too along 
several foreign agencies who would much like Bangladeshi development 
agencies happy to be told what to do In Grameen Bank itself several 
small-minded people, hurt because Yunus ignored them once, now can run 
Grameen forgetting that the man who has the vision to initiate something 
like Grameen and make it a global brand is fundamentally different than 
the men who carJs~ out orders no matter how well. But over time, mediocre 
people often do win and so the day belongs to them now. 

Once the word, ’siphoning’ was used by the Norwegian video on GB a 
deliberately misleading product which was embraced greedily by maW 
Bangladeshis because it was made by a Caucasian Westerner, the case was 
virtually sealed 12~r Yunus. For Bangladeshis, inadequate understanding 
of English turned ’siphoning’ into a personal criminal act by Yunus, or 
was it deliberate by BD media as well? What followed was a build up of 
the ’Get Yunus’ movement which received a huge boost at the hands of the 
government led by Sheikh Hasina and her political minions. Since it 
couldn’t be proven that Yunus had stolen money, it was necessary to go 
after administrative and management issues which every organisation has, 
to bring him down. Since what was wanted was his humiliation and 
departure, it was possible to demonise Yunus with a co-operating 
government helping on 

Yet the end of the remnval process is comical, with the Bangladesh Bank 
saying that Yunus had passed the retirement age and so must go. Age was 
pitted against competence and ~hat too 12~r a man who had established a 
global institution. I quote what the Bangladesh Bank Governor Atiur 
R ahman himself had said on microfinance which was reported in I)aily Star 
March 1, 2010, "The rural and urban poor benefit from the microfinance 
regulations, with reliable access to microfinance on fiiir and equitable 
terms. In Bangladesh, MFIs accounted for financial selwices to around 24 
percent of the adult population, against around 44 percent and 10 
percent served by banks and cooperatives respectively in 2008." He also 
added that the high interest rates were a serious matter "albeit more 
from populist political authorities rather than from the actual borrowers" 

So Yunus was too old to setwe though there is no problem with his 
operations or his outfit according to the BB Governor himself. 



For those who have ant’ confusion, microcredit is a supervised loan 
giving programme where the monet’ is given without collaterals to group 
members. It is simply a loan system and the loans are given for economic 
activity However, the poor have other needs as well so microcredit 
supplies credit needs particularly in the rural areas for many things 
such as marriages, house building etc. Microcredit in one form or other 
has always existed but Bangladeshi NGOs turned it into a structured 
set’,~ice replacing the traditional monet" lenders. 

Those who have any idea can take a micro loan and do business to become 
better off though the number of how many does do vary. Some become 
better economically than before and some can protect themselves from 
becoming poorer the next year which is corrm~on in our rural economy. Many 
fail to pay the loan and the roles of loan collections apply which 
applies in case of all bapJcs. Grameen is a bank so it functions like one. 

Because microcredit helped many to escape high poverty, it was presented 
particularly by Y~mus as a poverty alleviation modeh This is not 
entirely accurate. It’s more correct to say that it is one of the tools 
of any poverty alleviation effort and not a total self sufficient 
package. However, Bangladeshi economists have always been balanced in 
their assessment saying it was part of a big package while recognising 
its contribution. Dr. H Zillur Rat~rrlan wrote in 2004 about the role of 
microcredit: 

"In Bangladesh, the most visible changes have been in reducing the 
everyday uncertainties of food, livelihoods and shelter for the rural 
poor. Household incomes have been supplemerlted and critically extended. 
With access to liquidity, the ability- to cope with crisis and shocks in 
everyday lives has been strengthened Spill-over efl~cts on housing, 
health-care and education have followed." 

"Poverty remains but the experience of poverty is today on a 
qualitatively different plane. Certainly micro-credit has not been the 
only factor at work here but whether in terms of researched knowledge or 
casual obsel~ation, one ~vould be hard put to delay its critical 
contribution" He has echoed the same thoughts in 2011. 

But then are we really interested in evidential reasoning when it comes 
to this issue? 

Several of nay journalist friends have said that Yunus supported the 
Fakhruddin government so Hasina is after him and Yunus deselv’es it all 
as he became cosy with the military-backed caretaker regime and went 
against politicians. Yunus had also started a political party which was 
seen as a challenge to the mainstream though it fizzled out due to lack 
of support. 

It would have been wondelful if Yunus’ party had worked out because 
after 40 years it should be obvious that our politicians AL, BNP and 
the army can’t deliver much. Which goverranent initiative has even 
tackled poverty alleviation seriously? A government which can’t even 
provide TB treatment medicines to the affected and has to depend on NGOs 
to do so is hardly capable of handling any major challenges of poverty 

As we travel towards post-modernity in underdevelopment thi s cor~t]ict is 
inevitable as governments and politicians fund themselves less and less 
able to cope and manage new situations Since efficiency can no longer 
be produced by the governments, striking down those it sees as 
challengers is necessary lk~r surviving longer By humiliating Yunus, a 
message on behalf of the ruling elite has been sent out to all to toe 
the line 

Afsan Chowdhury is a journalist and researcher. 

Moriarty voices concern 

Thu, Mar 3rd, 2011 3:12 pm BdST 

Dhaka, Mar 3 (bdnews24.com) The US has expressed its ’deep concern’ 
over the process through which Orameen Bank managing director Muhammad 
Yunus, a Nobel peace laureate, has been removed from his position. 

Talking to reporters after a meeting with the finance minister on 
Thursday, the US armbassador to Bangladesh James F Moriarty said, "My 
governmerlt is deeply troubled that the process has [been] followed." 

"[An] armicable cormpromise can be reached to overcome the problem. He is 
one of the respected persons of Bangladesh. He is a Nobel laureate," he 
added. 



The ambassador, however, refused to con~’nent on whether the matter ~vill 
have any impact on the relationship between the US and Bangladesh. 

bdnexvs24.com/rbiostkur/1500h 

Pabna court surrmrons Yunus in fraud case 

Tue, Feb 15th, 2011 1:21 pm BdST 

Pabna, Feb 15 (bdnews24.com) A Pabna court has sun~’noned Nobel laureate 
Muhammad Ytmus on Apr 18 in a fraud case involving a Gramecn Bank 
village phone. 

Abdul Mazed, resident of Gangahati village of Ataikula Upazila, filed 
the case under section 420. 

The plaintiff also named Pabna regional manager of Grameen Bank Mahbubur 
Rahman, a&ninistrative official Masud Raza and Ataikula branch manager 
Mohammad Habibur Rahman as co-accused in the case. 

Judge of Pabna Cognisance Court Laila Sharmin took the accusation in 
cognisance and ordered the four accused to be present before the court 
on Apr 18 

According to the case detail, Mazed’s wife, a Grameen Bank village phone 
user, received an overdue phone bill for Tk 76,000 even though she had 
paid the bills regularly 

It was alleged that the plaintifl’s wife was deceived with the issuance 
on the due bill 

bdnews24 com/col~/miiachiost/tk~’ 1505h 

Yunus bailed in ’Shakti Yogurt’ case 

Thu, Jan 27th, 2011 2:46 pm BdST 

Dial 2000 from your GP m~)bile for latest news 

Dhaka, Jan 27 (bdnews24.com) Muhammad Yunus has been bailed in a case 
filed by Dhaka (;it?, Corporation (DCC) alleging that an adulterant was 
found in yogurt produced by Grameen Danone Foods Ltd 

Dhaka district joint judge Sheikh Namnul Hasan granted bail after the 
Orameen Bank boss appeared before the court in a 30 minute hearing on 
Thursday. 

The judge also set Feb 23 to frame charges in the case 

DCC food inspector Kamrul Islam filed the case on earlier this month 
after inspectors allegedly found an adulterant in ’Grameen Shakti Doi’, 
yogurt produced by Orameen Danone Foods Ltd. 

Yunus, speaking to reporters after the bail hearing said: "The court 
summoned me. I appeared before it and appealed :[’or bail The court 
granted me bail. I’ve got justice." 

His lawyer, Sara Hossain, said: "Dr Yunus is not directly cormected with 
Shakti Doi, although it is a sister organisation of Grameen [Bank]" 

"We’ve appealed for bail as the case was filed over bail-able charges," 
she added. 

Hossain said the court had also granted their appeal that Yunus does not 
need to appear again before the court. 

According to Grameen Trust’s newsletter, Granreen Danone Foods Ltd. is a 
social enterprise undertaken by four companies Granreen Byabosha 
Bikash, Orameen Kalyan, Grameen Shakti and Orameen Telecom and Oroupe 
Danone of France. The obj ective of the enterprise, launched on Nov- 8 
2006, is to help eradicate poverty by providing nutritious dairy food 
for rural children. 

In a separate case on Jan 18, a Mynrensingh court bailed Yunus in a 
defamation suit filed by local politician Nazrul Islam Churmu, a 
district general secretary of JSD (national socialist party). 

The suit was back by a group of left-wing politicians furious that the 
nricro-credit pioneer branded all politicians greedy and money-mongers in 
an intelwiew with international xvire selwice AFP days after a 
nrilitarv-installed caretaker goverun~ent took power in Bangladesh in Jan 
2007. 

bdnews24, com/pb/al/mi/osti1444h 



Family aflhir! 

Tue, Jan 4th, 2011 2:13 am BdST 

Dial 2000 from your GP mobile ]~)r latest news 
Dhaka Jan 04 (bdnews24 corn) A Chittagong-based packaging company 
appointed Grameen Bank as its managing agent ~n a deal, dating back 20 
years, giving the poor borrowers’ bank a j ob having nothing to do with 
~ts core business. 

M~anm~ad Yunus signed the deal for Grameen Bank, granting the 
microlending entity all rights~ust ownership aside~o run and manage 
the packaging business. 

His father, Muharamad Dula Meah Saodagor, represented Packages 
Corporation as its managing director, in an apparent case of conflict of 
interest. He along with his sons owned the company incorporated in 1961 
as Pakistan Packages Corporation. 

The family still owns the corapany, and Yunus still sits on the board as 
a shareholder director, according to documents obtained by bdnews24.com. 

Signed on J~e 17 1990, the contract was initially valid for 15 years. 
Three of Yunus’ brothers M~aramad Ibrahim, Muhanm~ad Azam and Muharmnad 
Jahangi~signed as witnesses to the contract between the father and the 
son who would secme a Nobel peace prize 16 years later. 

In 1997, the management of the packaging business was handed over to 
Grameen Shamogree, a sister concern of Grameen Bank. 

"The handover," Grameen Bank deputy managing director Nurjahan Begun~ 
said in response to bdnews24.com queries sent to Yunus, was executed 
"with consent of the owners" of Packages Corporation. 

The Grameen Bank managing director has evaded bdnews24, corn requests for 
a face-to-face interview 

Under the 1990 deal, Packages Corporation was allowed to deploy Grameen 
Bank employees and managers, to be sent on "deputation" from the 
Yunus-run non-profit, to boost dividends for the family business 

Grameen Bank told bdne~vs24 corn that six managers or executives had gone 
on "deputation" so far. 

The deal also created room for Grameen Bank to invest in Packages 
Corporation. According to the contract, such investments would be 
considered as loans given by Grameen Bank to the business. 

The Bank said on Monday it did not lend any money to Packages but that 
Social Venture Capital Fu~d (SVCF) of the Bank gave the loans 

The SVCF fund chaunelled to Packages until 1993 amou~ted to Tk 30 
million, the Bank told bdnews24 corn 

For the last 17 years, Grameen Fund has been lending Packages 
Corporation. The Grameen Bank responses to bdnews24.com queries did not 
include the loan figures after 1993. 

Grameen Bank was given the right to hire new employees for Packages 
Corporation "~o efficiently conduc~ production and commercial 
operations" but the family company would be under no compulsion to 
retain such employees once the contract ends 

The agreement clearly stated that the deal would not change the 
ownership of the company, of which Yunus, other siblings and father were 
shareholders. After his father’s death, brother Muhammad Ayub took over 
as managing director of the Packages Corporation. 

The 1990 agreement appointed tl I Latifee, the then associate professor 
and chairman of the economics department at Chittagong University, as 
the arbitrator. 

Four years later, in 1994, Latifee joined Grameen Trust, a sister 
concern of Grameen Bank, as managing director. 

Latifee has headed Grameen ’]?rust, touted Grameen Bank’s international 

arm, for the last 16 years. It could not be known if he still would 

arbitrate in case of a dispute between the Bank and Packages Corporauon 

Grameen Bank has said there has been no dispute so far. 

Latifee, as a student, was a contemporary of Yunus at I)haka University 
and, as a teacher, at Chittagong University where the Grameen Bank 
founder also taught economics before General H M Ershad facilitated the 
launch of the microfinance outfit in 1983. 

According to the 1990 contract, after-tax profits as well as 
losses would be shared equally between the Packages Corporation and 
Grameen Bank (50:50). 

Neither party, however, would pay in cash to spilt losses. Any losses, 



says the contract, ~w)u]d be adjusted against profits in the Jb]lowing years 

DONATfNG EARNING S [~OM G RAMI~;EN BANK 

The contract further says that any profits generated from any printing 
work done for Grameen Bank would be diverted to Grameen Trust. Such 
profits would be calculated in consultation with the Trust. 

Grameen Bank said on Monday that no money had been donated in the last 
20 years to Grameen Trust. 

"There’s been no question of sharing earnings since Packages could not 
accumulate any profits, and there’s been no chance for Grameen Tl.ast to 
receive any donation," Grameen Bank said in a written response to 
bdnews24.com. 

In 2009, Packages Corporation made Tk 2.4 million in net profit. In 
2008, the profit figure was Tk 3.7 million. 

The corapany has been making money quite steadily since 1998, barring two 
lows in 2000 and 2002 when it lost money, according to figures provided 
by Grameen Bank. 

The Bank claims the accumulated losses for Packages at the end of 2009 
was Tk 14 million. 

Yunus removed as Grameen Batfi( MD 

Wed, Mar 2nd, 2011 5:04 pm BdST 

Dial 2000 from yottr GP mobile for latest ncws 
Dhaka, March 2 (bdnews24.com) Grameen Bank managing director and Nobel 
laureate Muhammad Yunus has been relieved of his duties 

Deputy general manager (protocol) of the Bangladesh Bank governor’s 
secretariat A F M Asaduzzaman confilrned the sacking of Yunus to 
bdnews24.com 

Aroua~d 4:45pm on Wednesday, Asaduzzaman said, "Muhan~mad Yunus has been 
removed from the post of managing director of Grameen Bank." 

"I hope the order to this effect will arrive in a while," he added. 

Finance minister Abul Maal Abdul Muhith had on Tuesday confirmed 
receiving a central bank letter terming holding of office by Yua~us illegal 

Muhith, ho~vever, declined to comment an)’ further on the issue "It’s a 
legal issue. There’s nothing to be said about it now." 

Reports published in various newspapers claimed that the letter cited 

Article 14(3) of the Grameen Bank Ordinance-1983 and stated that Nobel 
laureate Yunus should not stay on as the bank’s managing director. 

The article referred to in the letter specifies the retirement age and 
deems ineligible people above 60 years of age. 

On Feb 15, the finance minister told BBC that Yunus should resign from 
his position at Grameen Bank "tte has even reached the (retirement) age 
limit for holding the office of a private bank chiel~" 

Muhith also pointed out that 70-year-old Yunus had alrea@ exceeded the 

age limit, and said that it was time for the Nobel laureate to step 

down "No one can stay in an organisation forever" 

Norway’s national TV N~K aired a documentary on November 30 titled 
"Fanget i Mikrogjeld" or "Caught in M~cro debt", based on which 
bdnews24.com ran a report on December 1. 

According to the documentary, Yunus transferred funds destined :[’or 
Grameen Bank to Grameen Kalyan, which was in no way involved with 
micro-credit operations. 

Responding to the allegations, Grameen Bank claimed there was no 
wrongdoing in the agreement between the bank and Grameen Kalyan, under 
which it received rfk 3,917 million from Grameen Bank 

bdnews24 corn was the first to break the story in Bangladesh. 

bdnews2 4. con~,rb/mi/ost /nir/17 50h 

2 March 2011 Last updated at 13:16 ET 

Bangladesh: Muharmnad Yunus disputes Grameen sacking 

Grameen Bank founder Muharmnad Ytmus Prof Yunus and the Bangladeshi 
government have increasingly been at loggerheads 



Bangladeshi Nobel laureate Muhammad Yunus has said that he will :fight 
attempts to remove him from the Grameen microfinance bank which he founded. 

The central bank sacked him saying he was past retirement age and had 
been improperly installed in his post. 

(irameen Bank disputes the accusations It says it is taking legal advice 
and that Prof Yunus remains in office. 

Prof Yunus pioneered micro-lending to the poor but has been under 
pressure from the governruent to step down. 

The BBC’s Anbarasan Ethirajan in Dhaka says that the effort to remove 
Prof Yunus is the culmination of a long-running feud with the 
government, which has been taking a series of measures in recent months 
to remove him. 
’Continuit~g in office’ 

Prof Yunus fell out with Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina in 2007 when he 
was trying to set up a new par~’. 

The government owns a 25% stake in Grameen, which pioneered the 
microfinance concept of lending small amounts of money to the poor which 
has been replicated worldwide. 

Our correspondent says that the dispute over Prof Yunus’ sacking is now 
likely to end up being resolved by the courts. 
Continue reading the main story 
Anbarasan Ethirajan BBC News, Dhaka 

For decades, Muharcanad Yunus has been synonymous with Grameen Bank and 
many people here are apprehensive that the ongoing tussle, possibly a 
long drawn-out court battle, will have a negative impact on the barn itself. 

Supporters of Prof Yunus warn that savers and borrowers might get the 
wrong idea - and that some people might ~vithdraw their savings from the 
bank. 

Prof Yunus insists he’s been doing everything according to the law and 
recently said he was a bit puzzled about the campaign against him. 

The government says it is simply implementing the roles and Prof Yunus 
should have retired years ago. It also argues that Grameen Bank is 
bigger than any individual arid the bank will continue to thrive under 
different leadership 

Events are being watched carefully as what happens to Prof Yunus and 
Grameen could have an impact on the microcredit industry outside 
Bangladesh as well. 

Bangladesh Bank, the country’s central bank, said that Prof Yunus had 
violated the country’s retirement laws by staying on as Grameen’s head 
long past the mandatory retirement age of 60. Prof Yunus is 70 

"Bangladesh Bank has relieved Yurius of his duties as managing director 
of the Grameen Bank," Muzammel Huq, the government-appointed chairman of 
Grameen Bank, said. 

Mr ttuq also said that Prof Yunus had not received the required approval 
from Bangladesh Bank when he was appointed managing director in 1999. 

"(irameen Bank by-laws clearly state that the managing director should be 
appointed by the board with the prior approval of the Bangladesh Bank," 
he said. 

iX/Ix Huq said a letter from the central bank ordering the removal of Prof 
Yunus had been sent to Grameen Bank. 

"The bank’s senior-most managing director automatically becomes the 
[interim] managing director I will convene a board meeting very soon 
and it will soon appoint a committee to find a [permanent] managing 
director" 

But a Grameen Bank statement later on Wednesday said that the matter was 
now "a legal issue" and that the bank had complied with "all applicable 
laws in respect of appointment of the managing director". 

"According to the bank’s legal advisers, the founder of Grameen Bank, 
Nobel laureate Professor Muhammad Yunus, is accordingly continuing in 
his office," the statement said. 

’Unfairly vilified’ 

Correspondents say that the attempted sacking of Prof Yunus is not 
likely to be well-received internationally. 

A group of charities led by former Irish President Mary Robinson came to 
his defence last month, arguing that he had been unfairly vilified by 
the government. 
Women in Bangladesh The Grameen Bat~: has specialised in giving small 
loans to women 



The Friends of Grameen group alleged that Prof Yunus had been subj ected 
to "politically orchestrated" and "increasingly aggressive" attacks. 

In December, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina accused Prof Yunus of treating 
Grarrleen Bank as his "personal properb’" and clainred that it was "sucking 
blood from the poor". 

The Bangladeshi governruent set up a review corrmrittee the following rrlonth 
to look into the bank’s affairs amid reports that it could take it over. 

Aro~xd the same time as these developments, a TV documentary alleged 
that aid money had been xvrongly transferred from one part of Grameen to 
another in the mid-1990s. 

The bank denied all the charges and later the Norxvegian govertwnent, one 
of its main donors, gave it the all-clear. 

Nks Robinson said in February that some highly visible private 
microcredit experiences had been set up around the world because of the 
pioneering work of Prof Yunus to provide loans to the poor. 

But critics say that the microcredit concept ~vorldwide has been 
discredited - in India it has been alleged that onerous conditions 
placed on borrowers has led to a spate of suicides. 
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Microcredit ’death trap’ for Bangladesh’s poor 
By James Melik Reporter, Business Daily, BBC World Service 
Grameen workers sitting round a table Grameen Bank collectors gather to 
discuss any problems people are having ~vith their repayments 
Continue reading the main story 
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* Micro-credit pioneer on Simpsons 
* Flash floods destroy Bangladesh livelihoods 
* Kenya’s poor offered new housing 

Joba Rani was a solvent farmer in the north east village of Jamlabaj, 
but her world turned upside down when earl?" floods swamped her land in 
April. 

Like 20 million other people in Bangladesh, most of them women, Ms Ran1 
had turned to microcredit in an effort to lift herself out of poverty. 

Micro:finance offers small loans to people who do not normally qualify 
for traditional banking credit, to encourage entrepreneurship. 

For many recipients it is a lifeline, and very, often it is the only way 
for them to establish a business 

But ~d’ter the total destruction of their crops however, villagers like 
Joba are not in a position to repay their loans. 

Yet the microfinance organisations continue to collect the instalments. 
Blind acceptance 

Microfinance is not without its critics. Some argue that people can 
quickly sink into a cycle of debt, with man?’ lenders charging exorbitant 
rates of interest. 

Dr Qazi Kholikuzzaman Al’unad, chairman of PKSF, a body that monitors 
microfinance, describes microcredit as a "death trap" for the poor. 
Wonran with a flock of ducks A flock of ducks provides food and eggs for 
the farrlily and any extra can be sold at the market 

He explains how poor people often take up the loans xvithout thir~king of 
the consequences, and that 60% of borrowers take loans from several sources. 

"There is no tmderstanding that it might take 10 or 20 years to repay 
their loan," he says. 

Furthemmre, from the weekly repayrrlents, some lenders deduct 10% of that 
payment for compulsory saving schenres - money- the corrlpany then uses to 
lend to other people. 

"Interest on repayrrlents begin at arotmd 15%, but it is a flat rate and 
can soon rise to anything between 40% and 100%," Dr Atm~ad says. 
Selling assets 
Continue reading the main story 
"Start Quote 

There are some agencies xvhich even take their payments front relief materiaF’ 

End Quote Dr Qazi Kholikuzzainan .~2mnad Chaimxan PKSF 

Repayments are generally due on loans from the first week after they are 
taken out, which does not give the borrower enough time to establish any 



form of income-earning enterprise. 

To cover those first payments, people often resort to taking out a 
further loan from a different company. 

Ms Rani used her loan to buy six cows but after her crops were destroyed 
she had to sell three of them, at half the market price, to enable her 
to repay her loan. 

"I was hoping to save the remaining cows but they" had to be sold as 
well," she laments. 

Women are the main borrowers in the village and they were attracted to 
microcredit because they could get the loans easily and quickly. 

Money is not always used as capital investment. Many people borrow- money 
for cultivation, buying cattle, or a flock of chicks or ducklings. 
Rough justice 

Villagers are sending their children to work to help them make the 
repayments. 
Continue reading the main story 
Microcredit in Bangladesh 

* Main providers: BWTP, CARE, CDF, Grameen Bank, INAFI, MFN, World 
Relief, World Vision, ~\,SXrB 
* Number of active borrowers: 20.5 million 
* Average loan per borrower: $114 

Source: Microfinance Information Exchange 2009 

But when they" are still unable to pay enough, the debt collectors insist 
that they" sell their cattle, chickens and other household items. 

Selling agricultural land is also considered as a last desperate option. 

Villagers complain of harassment from the debt collectors and there have 
been allegations of physical assaults. 

Because field officers are judged on repayment rates, the?- sometimes use 
coercive and even violent tactics to collect instalments on the 
microcredit loans 

Many villagers finally turn to local usurers - the very people whom 
Professor Yunus tried put out of business when he made his first loan of 
$27 (£ 17) to a group of families in a village in 1976 
Man with his flock of chickens in a coup Anhar Almned managed to start 
his chicken farm with money borrowed from friends and family 

Professor Yunus and his Grameen Bank were awarded the Nobel Peace Prize 
in 2006 for his pioneering work in microfinance and he refers to many of 
the institutions ~vhich have followed his example as "the new loan sharks" 

His organisation has a policy whereby loans are rescheduled in times of 
natural disaster. 

Relief costs 

After the lloods in Bangladesh, the district administrations requested 
microfinance organisations to stop collecting instalments %r the time 
being. 

But that call has gone unheeded. 

Dr Ahmad is dismayed. 

"There are some agencies which even take their payments from relief 

material," he says 

LS E/Gaddafi link: 

LSE head quits over Gaddafi scandal 

London School of Economics director Howard Davies resigns after fresh 
allegations over institution’s links to Libyan regime 

* Jeevan Vasagar and Rajeev Syal 
* guardian co.nk, Thursday 3 March 2011 20.36 GMT 
* Article history 
Howard Davies has resigned as director of the London School of 
Economics. Howard Davies has resigned as director of the London School 
of Economics. Photograph: Eamonn Mccabe for the Guardian 

A deepening row over the London School of Economics and its dealings 
with the Gaddafi regime has claimed the career of the ~miversity’s director. 

Sir Howard Davies resigned over fresh revelations that the institution 
had been involved in a deal to train hundreds of young Libyans to become 
part of the country’s future elite. 



He said "the short point is that I am responsible for the School’s 
reputation, and that has suffered", adding he had advised that it was 
reasonable to accept money from Libya and that "that has turned out to 
be a mistake". 

The LSE said in a statement it had accepted Davies’ resignation with 
great regret and that it had set up an independent external inquiry into 
the school’s relationship with Libya and one of Muammar Gaddafi’s sons, 
Saif al-Islam, to be conducted by the fom~er lord chief justice Lord Wool£ 

Davies admitted at the stalt of this week that he felt embarrassed 
about the university’s ties with the dictator’s family. 

A leaked US diplomatic cable indicates that the British government was 
also parF- to the deal to bring 400 Libyans to Britain for leadership 
training. The cable, published by WikiLeaks, suggests that other 1_,~4 
universities were involved in similar schemes, though there is no 
independent confirmation of this 

The university’s reputation has taken a battering over links ~vith the 
Libyan regime, which include a donation of £ 1.5m from a charitable 
foundation run by Sail; who studied at the LSE. On Tuesday, the LSE 
agreed to put £300,000, equivalent to the cash it has received from the 
foundation, into a scholarship for north African students. 

But that was not enough to &aw a line under the affair. On Thursday 
morning, a report of the WikiLeaks claims ~vas circulated to members of 
the LSE council, its governing body in advance of a crisis meeting. 

In September 2009, US diplomats were told by Libya’s national economic 
development board: "The NEDB is cooperating ~vith the UK government and 
the London School of Economics, among other krK institutions, on an 
exchange program to send 400 ’future leaders’ of Libya for leadership 
and management training." 

A Libyan official told the diplomats that, apparently as part of the 
same deal: "Two hu~dred and fifty additional Libyan ’future leaders’ 
would also be trained in Libya. Likewise, the NEDB is working ~vith 
universities in the United States (iVhchigan State and elsewhere), the 
UK, and France tu manage exchange prugrams for 90 young Libyan diplomats 
(30 Lib,’an diplomats are currently being trained in each country)" 

’]?he Ufflcial, Faouzi Saleh Elmozugi, said the NI{DB "had also sent 70 

Libyan judges tu the UK to study English language and international law". 

The Fureign Ol!fice cunfirmed that the NEDB had sent 70 Libyan judges 
and 30 diplumats tu the LSE tu stud?’ English language and internatiunal law 

It remained unclear whether these were in addition tu the 400 "future 
leaders" agreed as part of a £1 m deal to train the dictaturship’s elite. 

A diplumatic suurce said: "The Foreign Office was aware uf the deal. 
But it was a purely private arrangement and was nut sumething that the 
Foreign Office was intimately involved with" 

The source added that as far as the Foreign Office was aware, the LSE 
was the unly British university invulved in the Libyan leaders’ programane 

These revelatiuns put fresh pressure on Davies, whu had begun the week 
attempting tu salvage the LSE’s reputatiun with an act of cuntritiun He 
appeared un BBC Radio 4’s Today prugramme tu say: "We thought that since 
he [Sail aMslam] was not gulng tu cuntrul the research that this was a 
reasonable thing to do and this was suppurted widely in the schuol 

"It xvas debated at some length. We took a risk on that and I think 
it’s right to say that that risk backfired on us. 

"I feel embarrassed about it but I don’t think the decision was made 
without due consideration at the time." 

The LSE has separately confirmed it was investigating claims that Saif 
had plagiarised parts of his doctoral thesis, allegations that have 
caused further embarrassment. 

On Tuesday, after a meeting of the LSE council the universit~ said in 
a statement that the governing body had endorsed the director’s 
decisions to date. 

It said that the Oaddafi grant proposal had been "agreed by the 
council for reasons which appeared sound at that time". 

The LSE has come under pressure from its students to return the 
Gaddafi donation. 

Ashok Kumar, the education officer of the LSE students’ union said : 
"The recent revelations have shone a light on one part of the 
relationship between the upper echelons of the LSE and the Oaddafi 
family, which is deeper and more perverse than we would have ever iraagined. 

"This issue is damaging the reputation of the school it should be a 



place of learning not at the centre of unscrupulous dealings with 
Libyan regime" 

http://va,cw.guardian.co.uk/education/2011/mar/03/lse-director-r esi~ns-gaddafi-sc an dal 

London School of Useful Idiots: How a cadre of Blair cronies, ex-k,f[6 
chiefs and top dons at a top university supported Gaddafi for his millions 

By Geoff?cy Levy 
Last updated at 6:05 PM on 2nd March 2011 

* Cormnents (94) 
* Add to My Stories 

The trouble with Fred Halliday was that he drank too much. He repeatedly 
warned colleagues at the London School of Economics, xvhere he was 
professor of international relations, that taking money from Libya would 
come back to hatmt them. 

Fred spoke ten languages including several from the Middle East. He 
could see that the university where he had taught for 15 years xvas 
dealing with the Devil and risking its precious international 
reputation. He didn’t even want Saif Gaddafi to be a student there. 

They didn’t listen to him. Not just because he drank, of course, but 
because the?" xvere greedy for Libyan money, a donation of a whopping 
£ 1.5million that Sail, now 38, made to the LSE a year after they had 
gb,~en him a PhD. 
London School of Useful Idiots 

Fred died of cancer a year ago, so he didn’t live to see the shocking 
fruition of his predictions; the puce-faced embarrassment of his old 
university as people who have been sucking up to the oil-rich Colonel 
Gaddafi and his son Sail now scramble to cut their links with the 
murderous and sinking dictator. 

And how intriguing though not really surprising that so many roads 
seemed to lead back to the LSE and, of course, to Tony Blair, whose 
wil’e, let’s not fbrget, attended the world-class institution. 

More.. 

* Cameron in retreat: No support for pledge of action - even from the 
Libyan rebels 
* Yemen, Bahrain and Oman hit by anti-government protests as Iran stamps 
out pro-democracy protests with teargas and violence 
* .rUSTIN MAROZZI: Gaddafi has chemical ~veapons and he’s ready to use them 
* Libyan rebels celebrate victoQz after fending off six-sided attack by 
Colonel Gaddafi’s forces on Zawlya 
* U.S. ambassador to UN warns of’humanitarian disaster’ as 140,000 
refugees mass at Libya’s borders 

There was Baroness Symons, ~vho used to be a Foreign Office minister (and 
whose husband Philip Bassett was a special adviser in Do~vning Street to 
Blair), this week stepping down from Libya’s National Economic 
Development Board and this just 24 hours after she had appeared to 
praise Gaddafi’s ’sound ideology’ 

Intriguingly, Lady Symons is on the advisory board of the LSE Ideas 
centre, which calls on the university’s ’intellectual resources’ to 
study international a:ffairs. So is Jonathan Powell, who was Prime 
Minister Blair’s chief-of-stal![~ 
Severing ties: The London School of Economics is hastily tp)dng to cut 
its links to the Gaddafi regime as the dictator, seen here addressing 
his people, tries to cling on to power 

Severing ties: The London School of Economics is hastily tp)dng to cut 
its links to the Gaddafi regime as the dictator, seen here addressing 
his people, sinks into denial 

The advisory board’s chairman is former career diplomat and Washington 
ambassador Sir I)avid Manning, who was with Blair when President Bush 
told the Prime M~nister that he intended to invade kaq. The companies 
for whom Sir David now works include British Gas and weapons 
manufacturer Lockheed Martin. 

Yet a :fourth on this important LSE board is Sir Mark Allen, a major 
figure in the Libyan saga and in the release of ’dying’ Lockerbie bomber 
Abdelbaset All al-Megrahi. He is currently in the Middle East on 
business. It was while Sir Mark xvas rtmning MI6’s Middle East desk that 
he advised Blair that Colonel Gaddafi could be brought in from the cold. 
And off went the Messianic Blair on his ’historic’ mission. 
Graduate: £ 1.5million was given to LSE after Saif al-Islam, Colonel 
Gaddafi’s son, completed his PhD 

Graduate: £ 1.5million was given to LSE after Sail al-Islara, Colonel 
Gaddafi’s son, completed his PIeD 



After he left the Foreign ©ffice in 2004, Sir Mark was given pennissiun 
by the Cabinet elf ice and Blair to work as a special adviser to Lurd 
Bruwne, then head ufBP, which has huge oil interests in Libya. 

In the weeks leading tu the release uf al-Megrahi in August 2009, Sir 
Mark telephoned the then Justice Secretary Jack Straw twice, apparently 
because the issue was hulding up a £15billion oil exploratiun deal with 
Libya, which was later signed by BP. 

Sir Mark’s relationship with Libya came not so much through his old job, 
as through his closeness to Oaddafi’s son Saif, who has a now-notorious 
PhD frora, yes, the LSE. He is a senior adviser to the Monitor Group, a 
global consultancy and private equity firm. So is Sir Richard Dearlove, 
his boss at MI6. 

The Boston-based Monitor Group is an itffluential organisation which 
advises governments as well as maj or corporations on international issues. 

Yet it carried out an intriguing task for the student Oaddafi. When Sail 
arrived at the LSE in September 2002 to do his doctorate (The Role of 
Civil Society in the Democratisation of Global Governance Institutions: 
From ’Soft Power’ to Collective Decision-Making), he needed interview-s 
with powerful people on which to base his thesis. 

No fewer than 40 such interviews ~vere carried out on his behalf by the 
Monitor Group. His resulting thesis, and the PhD which the LSE awarded 
him, was based on these interviews, none of which he did himsel£ 

In addition, a row- has erupted over Gaddafi Jm"s apparent plagiarism of 
whole sections of other people’s work for his thesis. This brings 
another Blair crony into the unsavoury episode, economist Lord Desai, 
the academic xvho interviewed him about the thesis and who insists he 
found everything satisfactory. 

Six years earlier, when Saifhad amved at the LSE he ~vas welcomed by 
its then director Anthony (now Lord) Giddens Blair’s favourite New 
Labour philosophical guru. As well as dreaming up the ’Third Way’, he 
also advocated, in a Reith lecture, ’casual coupling’ sex ~vithout 
responsibility on the grounds that in a high-divorce society, there is 
’an implicit understanding that family relationships are impermanent’ 

In 2007, a year bef,are Sail completed his heroic PloD, Giddens visited 
Gaddafi Senior to talk to him about democracy. Afterwards he wrote an 
article for The Guardian, confidently predicting that Gaddafi would lead 
the way to political reform. ’As one-party states go, Libya is not 
especially repressive Gaddafi seems genuinely popular,’ he ~vrote This 
despite the thousands known to have been killed by Gaddafi’s hencl~men 
Violence: A Libyan civilian learns ho~v to use an anti-aircraft cannon in 
Benghazi, Libya, yesterday as the leader clings on to po~ver 

Violence: A Libyan civilian learns how to use an anti-aircraft cannon in 
Benghazi, Libya, yesterday as the leader clings on to power 

Sail hadn’t yet been cavorting with Peter Mandelson or Nat Rothschild on 
billionaire Russian oligarch ©leg Deripaska’s yacht at that time all 
this was to follow. But it was obvious to everyone that the oil-rich 
dictator’s son was the heir apparent. 

Some see the LSE’s Prufessur David Held as among the biggest fuels, if 
yuu like, in this unsavuury saga. Fur fuur years, as Saif did his 
thesis, the internatiunal pulitics specialist was his adviser. He was 
alsu put un the board of the LSE’s North African research programme, a 
charity set up and funded by Sail Gaddafi. Professor Held introduced 
Saif tu the audience when the dictatur’s sun astonishingly, you may 
think delivered the Ralph Miliband Memuria[ lecture, an annual 
occasion dedicated tu Labuur leader Ed Maliband’s Communist father who 
taught at the LSE and remains one of its most revered figures 

’I’ve cume tu know Sail as someune whu luoks to democracy, civil society 
and deep liberal values as the cure of his inspiration,’ boumed 
Prufessur Held ’I louk fopa, ard to how he will apply these’ tlmm.. 
Thuusands of prutesters chant anti-guvernment slogans during a rally in 
Benghazi, eastern Libya 

Rebelliun: Thuusands ufprotesters chant anti-guvernment slugans during 
a rally in Benghazi, eastern Libya 

The ’wise’ prufessur has since admitted he seems tu have gut Saif wrung. 

At the LSE, there seems tu have been hardly anyune uther than Fred 

Halliday who didn’t 

Just the uther week, Professor Held and LSE culleagues Dr Alia Brahimi 
and Dr Kristian Coates Ulrichsen jointly published an article about the 
revolutions in Egypt and Tunisia, which completely failed to see an 
uprising occurring in Libya. 

They- talked of ’the failures of corrupt and repressive autocratic 
regimes’, but found that Libya was less likely to undergo an?" 
revolution. ’In Libya,’ they wrote, ’more pronounced tribalism has drawn 
larger circles of people into the regime’s orbit and given them a stake 
in society.’ 



Dr Brahimi, 30, who is of Algerian-American background and was educated 
at Stowe and Oxford, met Saif on a number of occasions and believed she 
had got to know- and understand him. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, it was the glamorous Dr Brahimi whom the 
university authorities chose to fly to Crete for a meeting with Sail in 
order to obtain his ’objectives and expectations’ on how- his £1.5million 
donation should be spent. They also met in London, most recently just 
before Christmas. 

’I’ve got nothing to apologise for,’ she said last night. ’Sai[’told me 
he was keen that democratic reform should happen soun in Libya. 

’He was saying: "Let’s have civil society workshops all through 
Ramadan." He couldn’t have been more in favour of liberal reforms.’ 

She admits now that she and her colleagues }vere ~fooled’ 

’Useful idiots’ was how mass murderer Stalin dubbed left-wing academics 
who enthnsiastically endorsed Communism. 

Fred Hall]day wouldn’t have been amung their nmnber 

Read more: 
h ttp://www.dai~ymai~.c~.uk/news/artic~e-~36~29/Gaddafi-supp~rted-B~airs-cr~nies-ex-MI6-chiefs-LSE-mi~lions.htm~Nxzz1FTzZp8K6 
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Qaddafi and the London School of Ecunomics 
Libya and the Hand That Feeds 

By SUSIL GtrPTA 

As the Libyan crisis has yet to complete its first munth the list 
lengthens of British multinationals and institutions that have taken 
money from IVluan~mar Qaddafi. Even Prince Andrew, the trK’s ’Ambassador 
Trade’, is implicated. 

The :first to fall have been the universities ’];here’s scarcely a top 
British university that has not taken money from a nasty Middle East 
leader and what is more embarrassing is that their names are emblazoned 
on libraries, ]aboratories, technology parks and research centers for 
a]l the world to see Worst hit, so far, is the London School of Economics. 

Is it plausible that SaifAMslam Qaddafi, a multibillionaire with more 
money than anyone is able to spend, has spent 12~ur years copying other 
people’s work? A doctorate based on extensive plagiarism is still hard 
work. The claim is a way 12~r the academic authorities to perhaps conceal 
a much greater fiasco The rumor at the LSE is that, far from plagiarism 
being the problem, the School arranged for a ’mentor’ (ie ghost writer) 
to assist Sail! Islam with his studies. That is, the School provided the 
means to subvert its own procedures 

The way the sons of the rich handle PhDs at many ’l’hird World 
universities is to pay a bright but unemployed PhD graduate to write it. 
The system in the UK is similar, though a tad more subtle. On the notice 
board of any university, including the LSE, one can find discreet 
adverts providing ’drafting sep~ices’ ]’or students with poor English. In 
the Sciences this is not too much of a problem, because much of the 
writing is technical or mathematical and ’drafting’ is restricted to 
laying out findings Science PhDs are almost always laboratory-based, 
requiring daily engagement with teaching staff A PhD thesis also has to 
be defended ’viva voce’ before a panel of doctorates who are expert in 
the thesis subj ect. It is much more difficult, if not impossible, to 
blvffin the Sciences. h~ the Humanities it is a difl’orent matter 
altogether. Beyond correcting bad grammar and punctuatiun, it is 
virtually impossible to provide much assistance in ’drafting’ without 
actually doing original writing. 

Of course, professors know only- too well when a PhD thesis is not 
someone’s work, particularly when a candidate who is semi-proficient in 
English, and is a poor contributor in doctoral seminars, submits an 
eloquent thesis written in perfect English, complete with idiomatic 
expressions and a command of the intricacies of the subj ect. Anyone 
supeiwising doctoral theses soon becomes able to distinguish the 
’different voices’ at play. 

So why don’t academics expose the fraudsters? One would have to be a 
die-hard sentimentalist of the old school (as is yours truly) to refuse 
to accept that universities are now just businesses. There is tremendous 
pressure on academic staffto ’earn their keep’. At £6000 per annum or 
more, doctorates for foreign students are an easy- way of making money, 
particularly if a grateful student leaves behind a £1.5 milliun tip to 
set up a research foundation. 

But the problems with the LSE, ~vhich eve1)~ day looks more like a 
Marriott Hotel than a university, are not restricted to the Saif 
Al-Islam fiasco. 



Accurding to Newsnight, the BBC’s :flagship current affairs program, the 
LSE is closdy invulved with a Londun high-level political PR agency - 
Monitor Cunsultancy that in 2007 touk on a £3 millinn cuntract to 
improve Libya’s image in the UK and to present Qaddafi in the West as 
thinker andintel]ectual’. Remember thatyear 2007 it keeps cropping 
up. Monitor’s ~talent’ inc]udes the furmer head of the Security 
Services, Sir Richard Dear]ore, and Sir Mark Alan, also a top ex-spy, 
who was invulved in Libyan operatiuns and now ~vurks fur BP.(1) 

Part of Monitor’s program was to fly out to Libya prominent ’opinion 
formers’ on all-expenses-paid ’fact finding’ trips. On their return, 
pres~unably for a fat brown envelope, they would write glowing articles 
about Libya. One such jolly tripper xvas LSE Director Howard Davies, wl-lo 
was sent out in 2007 to cotr~erlt on Libya’s financial system. As I 
understand it, Libya’s only ’financial systeru’ entails Qaddafi handing 
out large amounts of cash to farrlilies, clans and tribes that behave 
theruselves, and giving a good kicking to those that don’t. Still, Davies 
carrie back ~vith glowing reports of ~vhat he saw- and was even taken on as a 
financial consultant by the regime. 

A more interesting recipient of Qaddafi’s boundless generosity is 
Anthony Oiddens, LSE Director 1996 2003 and one of Europe’s most highly 
regarded and highly overrated intellectuals. Oiddens is the inventor of 
The Third Way-, the E~opean version of tl-le US neo-con outlook, except 
that ours has a sugar-coated exterior and a soft che,aT centre (ie the 
usual tosh about ’European values’, modernity and avoiding dogmatism) 
which means it is palatable even to people who consider themselves to be 
of liberal ideals. Giddens is said to be Tony Blair’s philosophical 
mentor, though it is not clear why this should impress anyone. 

In March 2007, having retuxned frorrl a trip in which he was able to have 
a t4te-g-t4te with Qaddafi, Oiddens xvrote the obligatory article for the 
Guardian, often wrongly described as a ’centre-left’ newspaper. It reads 
like a Graham Greene travel sketch about a nasty country which the great 
writer has decided to say nice things about for reasons only known to 
himselt: "As one-party states go" Gidden wrote, reassuringly "Libya 
is not especially repressive. Oadhafi seems genuinely popular." He is 
impressed to find that Qaddafi "accepts the need to refolrn banking, 
diversig~ the economy, train entrepreneurs and dismantle inefficient 
state-owned enterprises. Impressive progress has been made to;vards these 
objectives in the past three years."(2) 

This is not the first time a director of the LSE has made a king-size 
boob over celebrating a nasty- regime. During the 1930s, the director ;vas 
Sidney Webb, who along with his partner Beatrice had been the School’s 
c o-founder in 1906. In 1934, after returning ticom an extensive research 
trip to Russia, they wrote up their findings in Soviet Communism: A new 
civilization?, 1174 pages of arguably the most turgid piece of mistaken 
prose in the English language 

The more one digs, the worse the smell gets. A small storm is brewing in 
Britain with serious repercussions in the US - over the exact 
circun~stances in which Ali Mohmet al-iVlegrahi, the man convicted for the 
Lockerbie bombing, was released on health grounds from a Scottish j ail 
The suspicion is that a dirty little deal was done in the interests of 
oil. Many of the same people are involved, al’~d it all kicked off in 2007 

BP, ;vhich in May 2007 signed a £900 million ofi~shore drilling contract 
with Libya, denies that it pressed ]2~r a deal, but now admits that "It 
is a matter of public record that in late 2007 BP told the UK Government 
that we were concerned abuut the sluw progress that was being made in 
concluding a prisoner transfer agreement with Libya". (3) 

’]?his une wi]l mn and run. More tu foflow. 

Susil Gupta can be reached at susilgupta@btinternet cum 

(1) http ://www m onitur talent cum/home/ 

(2) The Guardian, Friday 9 Miirch 2007 

(3) Daily Telegraph 2 March 2011. 
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’]7he Stury of’Citizens United’ vs the FEC 

Peter Rothberg 

March 2, 2011 

This is the best short history of the gru*vth uf corpurate power that 
I’ve ever read, heard ur seen. It’s also a primer on exactly why the 
Supreme Court’s closely divided Citizens United decision is incompatible 
with basic notions of democratic governance. 

Created by the good folks at The Story of Stuff project, founded by 
Annie Leonard to creatively amplify public discourse on environmental, 
social and economic concerns, The Story of Citizens United v FEC 
explores the crisis in American democracy sparked by the Court decision 
that gave corporations the right to spend unlimited funds to itR~luence 



elections. 

As The Nation editorialized last January, "’l’he Citizens United campaign 
finance decision by Chief Justice John Roberts and a Supreme Court 
majority of conservative judicial activists is a dramatic assault on 
American democracy, overturning more than a century of precedent in 
order to give corporations the ultimate authority over elections and 
governing This decision tips the balance agmnst acuve citizenship and 
the rule of law by making it possible for the nation’s most powerful 
economic interests to manipulate not just individual politicians and 
electoral contests but political discourse itself. " 

And the results of the 2010 election bore out progressive fears as 
corporate-front groups flooded the electoral zone with massive 
contributions to reactionary Tea Party candidates. In fact, as Leonard’s 
film makes clear, the kind of independent groups that corporations are 
now- allowed to suppolt spent $300 million to influence the 2010 midtcrm 
elections, more than every midtcrm election since 1990 corabined. 

The problem is that the US Supreme Court has interpreted the 
Constitution to extend the First Arnendment rights of real people to 
corporations. Congress does not have the power to overturn a court 
decision based on the Constitution but there are a host of legislative 
remedies nonetheless available. 

The ultimate solution is the Free Speech for People Araendraent to the US 
Constitution. Corporations are not people, they do not vote, and they 
should not be able to influence election outcomes. But it’s (rightfully) 
difficult to araend the Constitution so short of that, legislative 
reforms like full disclosure of corporate electioneering activities, 
public financing of elections and a shareholder protection act could all 
help mitigate the damage done. 

Ho~v to Help: 

Sign Public Citizen’s petition to support a constitutional amendment to 
overturn Citizens United v. FEC and get the people back in charge of our 
democracy! 

Join the petition elt’orts of Free Speech for People, People for the 
American Way and Move to Amend. 

Urge your Congress members to take the Pledge to Protect America’s 
Democracy. 

Hold a Story of Citizens United v. FEC house party. Download everything 
you need here 
Peter Rothberg 
March 2, 2011 

http :/ /v~vw.multinationalmonitor or~/hvper/mm1196. 03.html 

IVlultinational Monitor, November 1996 

Corporate Rights in South Africa* 

SOUTII AFRICA’S CONSTITUTION will explicitly guarantee corporations the 
same core rights provided to humans 

That *w~s assured after the country’s constitutional court rejected in 
September a challenge to little-noticed section 8(4) of the 
constitution, which states that "Juristic persons are entitled to the 
rights in the Bill of Rights to the extent required by the nature of the 
rights and of the juristic persons." "Juristic persons" refers to 
corporatmns and other organizations. 

Patrick Bond, an economist with the National Institute for Economic 
Policy and a contributing writer to/Multinational Monitor/, Darlene 
Miller of the Institute for Aftican Alternatives and Langa Zita of the 
South African Communist Party challenged the constitutional provision as 
inconsistent with constitutional principles agreed upon in 1993. Their 
challenge was endorsed by two dozen prominent individuals, as well as 
environmental groups, trade unions and other civic groups including the 
National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa, several branches of 
Earthlife Africa and the Environmental Justice Networking Forum, the 
International Labor Rights Information (iroup and Workers Organization 
for Socialist Action 

As the white Nationalist Party negotiated a transition ftom/apartheid 
/to democracy with Nelson Mandela’s African National Congress in the 
early 1990s, it insisted that the final constitution be consistent with 
a set of 34 constitutional principles. After the South African 
Constitutional Assembly adopted a final constitution in tMay 1996, 
individuals and organizations were given approximately two months to 
challenge elements of the final constitution as inconsistent with those 
constitutional principles. 

The Constitutional Court ultimately heard approximately tl-tree dozen 
challenges to the constitution. It ruled in favor of the challengers in 



a couple important areas, directing the Constitutional Assembly to 
reconsider provisions including those concerning labor union rights and 
the power allocated to regional governments. 

The challenge to secuon 8(4) emphasized the ways in which the grant of 
Bill of Rights rights to corporations would undermine citizens’ 
comparable rights. "r,[lqe extension of fundamental rights to juristic 
persons frequently entails simultaneous weakening ol; and prejudice to, 
and even derogation from the fundamental rights of natural persons," 
contended the brief submitted by attorney Derek Spitz on behalf of the 
challengers. 

The brief emphasized hoxv granting basic constitutional rights to 
corporations had diminished citizen rights in other countries, 
particularly the United States. Citing U.S. Supreme Court decisions, the 
brief stated, "The extension to corporations of freedom of political 
expression, negative free speech rights and rights of privacy has 
undermined the constitutional rights of natural persons to freedom of 
expression, freedom of association in organs of civil society, access to 
information, the rights to life, security of person and a safe 
environment." The South African constitutional principles, and the new 
constitution, include explicit guarantees of rights to information, 
life, sec~ity of person and a safe unvironraent, as well as rights of 
expression and association comparable to those found in the U.S. 
constitution. 

Among the U.S. cases cited by the brief was/First National Barn of 
Boston v. Bellotti/, which held that corporations have a First Amendment 
right to spend money to influence referenda. Unlimited corporate 
spending on referenda in the United States often dwarfs the sums 
contributed by citizens, and indisputably shapes the outcome in numerous 
contests -- often to the detriment of principles privileged by the South 
African constitution, such as a safe envirotwnent. 

The challengers emphasized the particular dangers of providing Bill of 
Rights rights to corporations in the context of the dramatically 
concentrated South African economy. An annex to their brief reported 
that a handful of corporations -- Anglo An~erican and De Beers, the 
Rembrandt Group, Old iVlutual, Sanlam and Liberty Life -- control 80 
percent of the assets listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange. 

To ensure that real persons’ rights not be trampled by corporations 
exercising similar rights, the petitioners contended not that 
corporations should never enjoy constitutional rights, but that 
corporate rights should be explicitly subordinated to the rights of 
citizens. "What is required, and what the final constitution does not 
adequately provide, is express recognition of the principle that ;vhere 
the constitutional rights of juristic persons conflict with the 
constitutional rights of natural persons, the rights of the latter ;vill 
prevail," their brief argued. 

The Constitutional Court rejected the challengers’ claim primarily on 
the basis that "many ’universally accepted fundamental rights’ will be 
fully recognized only if afforded to juristic persons as well as natural 
persons" To illustrate the point, the Court used the example of freedom 
of speech; "to be given proper effect," the Court asserted, free speech 
"must be afforded to the media, which are often owned or controlled by 
juristic persons" 

’]?he Court did not directly answer, however, the challengers’ argument 
that corporate r~ghts should not be denied altogether, but subordinated 
to those of real persons 

Although characterizing the Court decision as a loss, Patrick Bond says 
the case constituted a victory in that "we got to the stage of appearing 
before the Court, and generated very good publicity." 

And from a legalistic point of view, the decision may not have been a 
total loss The Court stated that section 8(4) "recognizes that the 
nature of a jurisuc person may be taken into account in determining 
whether a particular right is available to such a person or not," which 
means there is room :for challengers to argue in the :future, in the 
context of specific disputes, that particular corporate rights should be 
subordinated to real persons’ rights 

--/Robert Weissman/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

arlicle and thesis 

I’m really sorry that I still haven’t sent you my edits to the bioIi~el 
article I’ve been working on it, but it’s taking longer than expected, 
and I’ve been very busy in the past month with my classes, internship, and 
thesis I don’t have any other plans over spring break, so I believe I can 
finish the article by this weekend and my thesis (except for some editing) 
by the end of break. I hope this hasn’t caused any problems for you. 

Sorry again about the article, 



From: The Communication Academy <sendout@thecommacademy.com > 

Sent: Thursday, March 3, 201:[ :[:[:37 PM 

To." Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Face the Media with Confidence Workshop - March 20:[:[ 

The importance of professionalism, and how to come across professionally 

How to deal with the media confidently 

How to handle an interview - Radio, television and telephonically 

Answering questions and surviving the really tough ones 

Bloopers and how to survive them 

Listening skills 

How to slay in control of the issue and interview 

Critical issues to be considered when dealing with the media and the rules in a public relation 

crisis 

Facing the media - the cardinal mistakes we make such as - there is no such thing as "off the 

record" 

The press release 

Body language for television appearances 

Voice techniques for radio, television and over the phone 

Self motivation and state control for interviews and better all round performance - you will learn 

you control these yourself 

Thinking on your feet techniques - the art of quick thinking 

Checklist for an effective press release 

What to do when you cannot comment 

Television and radio checklist 

Special TV tips 

The importance of company brand or team brand, image and sponsors 



S,&BC, 

Wo~kl ..’,Jews SABC (a 

2006, She 
voice spec~aiis~ 

If you do not want to receive any more newsletters, 
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TOP NEWS 

Terror Quiets Libyan Capital 
as Rebels Battle in the East 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Tripoli residents say they are living in 
fear, while rebels celebrated a victory 
over Qaddafi’s forces in a strategic oil 
town. 

DRILLING DOWN 
Pressure Limits Efforts to 

Police Drilling for Gas 
By IAN URBINA 

Panid pressure, regulators are divided 
over the scope of their powers, leading 
to linfited enforcement and narrowed 
research. 

". Federal Officials Say They’ll Examine Fracking 

Practices 

¯ ~ Documents: The Debate Over the 

Hydrofracking Study 

¯ . Graphic: Lax Rules for the Natural Gas 
Industry 

:’ The Drilling Down Series 

Without Loan Giants, 3o-Year Mortgage May Fade Away 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

If Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac shut down, interest rates would rise for most borrowers, but urbm~ and rural 
residents could see sharper increases than customers in the suburbs. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7’m not sure you can walk anywhere on this campus and find something that hasn’t been done before. But 

we are on the verge of doing it." 

TOMMY AMAKER, Harvard’s basketball coach, on the possibility that his team will clinch an Ivy League 

title for the first time in its lOO-year existence. 

WORLD 

~* VIDEO: 



Colombia’s Gold Rush 
As the Colombian goverument works to 
eradicate the eoea trade, guerrillas have 
turned to local gold mining for cash. 
Now flae govelaament is cracking down 
on illegal mines. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Free Speech and R. 0 0 M 

Picketing Funerals 
Should private 

!.) I:: ~ A’t" :1~; 
individuals be able to sue 
others for intentional 
infliction of emotional distress caused 
by offensive speech? 

," ~ Join the Discussion 

Staying in touch with technology 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Toned, strong and a little gray, too 

Making the most out of less 

nytim.es.co.m iBUS~NES5 

WORLD 

Qaddafi Forces Capture 3 Dutch Aviators 
By MARLISE SIMONS and ALAN COWELL 

The Netherlands is negotiating for the release of three members of a Dutch naval helicopter crew who have 
been held since Sunday while rescuing European citizens. 

Experts Fear Looted Libyan Arms May Find Way to Terrorists 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

Past examples of state arsenals being looted by civilians have shown that once these weapons slip from state 
custody they can be sold through black markets, swiftly and quietly. 

Obama Tells Qaddafi to Quit and Authorizes Refugee Airlifts 
By MARK LANDLER 

In lfis strongest statement yet, President Obama called for the immediate resignation of the Libyan leader 
and authorized military airlifts to help refugees who fled Libya. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A Tasty Fungus, Stirring Dreams and Lawsuits 
By KIM SEVERSON 

At $800 a pom]d for some types, truffles have some people in North Carolina excited. They also have two 
growers suing. 

Judge Stays Own Ruling Against Health Care Law 
By KEVlN SACK 

A federal judge in Florida who struck down the Obama health care law issued a stay while it is being 
appealed. 

Immigrant’s Health Crisis Leaves Her Family on Sideline 
By DEBORAH SONTAG 

A Rwandma family, two of them United States citizens, opposed a court-appointed guardima’s decision to 
have their mother’s feeding tube removed. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Calls Mount to Tap U.S. Oil Reserves 
By JOHN M. BRODER and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

The adinhfistration has said that excess oil production capacity around the world remains well above the 
amount of oil whose flow has been disrupted by tmrest in the Middle East. 



DEALBOOK 
Goldman C.E.O. Could Testify in Galleon Trial 
By PETER LATTMAN and SUSANNE CRAIG 

Lloyd C. Blankfein is said to have agreed to testify for the government in the insider-trading trial of Raj 
Rajaratnam. 

Pharmacists Fight the Rise of Mail Order 
By REED ABELSON and NATASHA SINGER 

Drug chains and mona-and-pop pharmacies argue they are better able to manage a patient’s naedieations and 
contend that health plans should allow the option of buying medicine at their stores. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

N.F.L. and Union Agree to Extend Negotiations 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The 24-hour extension gives the parties more time to negotiate and forestalls an N.F.L. work stoppage for 
now. 

:’ Issues in N.F.L. Labor Negotiations 

:. Obama Tells N.F.L. Owners and Players to Settle Dispute 

ON BASKETBALL 
D’Antoni Adjusts Playbook With a Pencil, Not a Sharpie 
By HOWARD BECK 

The IOficks’ acquisition of Caruaelo Anthony mad Chauncey Billups has altered the equation on the floor and 
changed the temn’s style of play. 

Harvard Basketball Seeks First Ivy Title 
By PETER MAY 

If Harvard can beat Penn and Princeton this weekend, it will clinch no worse than a tie for the Ivy League 
title. 

. College Roundup: Hazell Leads Seton Hall Past St. John’s 

¯ . After Building a Power at Marist, Coach Sees No Reason to Leave 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE ADJUSTMENT BUREAU’ 
Creepy People With a Plan, and a Couple on the Run 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Matt Dmnon and Emily Blm~t, in a metaphysical mess, in George Nolfi’s "Adjustment Bureau." 

’ ~ Slide Show I Related Article 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
When the Dead Arise and Head to Times Square 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

"Pompeii the Exhibit: Life and Death in the Shadow of Vesuvius" at Discovery Times Square features plaster 
casts of bodies caught at the moment when they ceased to be. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Crazy U’ 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

"Crazy U" by Andrew Ferguson is a cahn, amusing, low-key naeditation on the high-fevered college- 
adinissions process. 

" Excerpt 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

A 3-Week World Tour for (but Not Only) Kids 
By MIKE HALE 



All but one of the features at the New York International Children’s Fihn Festival is a foreign movie. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: World Cinema for Kids 

~. ~ Exclusive Clip: ’Time of Eve’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’RANGO’ 
There’s a New Sheriff in Town, and He’s a Rootin’-Tootin’ Reptile 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Rmago," directed by Gore Verbinski and featuring the voice of Johnny Depp, delights in paying homage to a 
wide rmage of westerns. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’UNCLE BOONMEE WHO CAN RECALL HIS PAST LIVES’ 

A Farewell to This Life, and All Its Ghosts 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Those who insist on a linear narrative may find themselves puzzled by "Uncle Boonmee." But encomatered in 
a certain frame of nfind, it can produce something close to bliss. 

-’ ~ Exclusive Clip 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Foreclosure Follies 
If House Republicans shut down antiforeclosure programs, all 3anericaus will pay the price. 

EDITORIAL 
Another Brave Man Killed 
A courageous Pakistani official has been assassinated because he stood for tolerance. 

EDITORIAL 
From the Top 
If new S.E.C. charges are true, insider trading nmy be rampm~t, from relatively low rtmgs to the top. 

EDITORIAL I PENNY AND POUND FOOLISH 
Cutting Poison Control 
House Republicans’ request to cut nearly all the money for poison control centers perfectly illustrates the 
thoughtlessness of their austerity bill. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Disposable Woman 
By ANNA HOLMES 

How reality TV makes us more tolerant of Charlie Sheen’s abuses. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
How to Kill a Recovery 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Though we finally seem to be climbing out of a very deep hole, many people on the political right want to 
send us sliding right back down again. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Huntington’s Clash Revisited 
By DAVID BROOKS 

What does the Clash of Civilizations thesis teach us about the changes sweephag the Arab world? 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Go to Jerusalem 
By ROGER COHEN 

Only Obama can reassure Israelis. A new Middle East deserves more than an old Israel. 

" Columnist Page 



¯ More o..O_.pinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 4, 1933, the start of President Roosevelt’s first achninistration brought with it the first woman to 
serve in the Cabinet: Labor Secretary Frances Perkins. 

¯ See This Front 
¯ Bu)~ This Front Pay~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ar abdullah@usadilorg 

Friday, March 4, 2011 7:59 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

~yahoo.com>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H 

<Sselassi@email.unc.edu>; Fhunsu, Donato <dthunsu21@unc.edtc,; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: toniglffs paper 

Thanks Barbara, 

I enjoyed every month ofthe event, especially meeting Prof Yaqub after such a long time, although we have spoken on the phone a few times since 
2007. 

I don’t know of the rest of his schedule at UNC but we would glad to host him for lunch after Friday prayers at Raleigh Mosque and drive him back to 
WF. I can pick him up from the Inn around Noon. Hope this does not interfere with his schedule at UNC. It was nice meeting all of you although 
Barbara and I meet quite often at local academic events. I can be reached at 

Ahmad- Rufai 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: tonight’s paper 

From: Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, March 03, 2011 9:19 pm 
To:                        ,.~yahoo.com>, Georges Nzongola- Ntalaja 
<nzonqola@email.unc.edu>, Bereket H Selassie 

<bselassi@email.unc.edu>, Donato Fhunsu <dfhunsu21~,®unc.edu>, 
ar abdullah@usadf.org, Eunice Sable <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Colleagues: 
Thank you for another inspiring gathering of the Seminar! I am 
attaching Prof. Yaqub’s paper for further reflection. Warm regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(9J.9) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2J.02 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.qloba I.u nc.ed u/a frica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Friday, March 4, 2011 11:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
new posts, photos, and videos 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Greetings comrades, 

The newest "arrival on the block" is a satire on western aid workers in Africa. Its a new video, and I found it quite funny. There is lots 
going on otherwise. The peoples’ movements in the Middle East and the Maghreb can provoke many discussions, including ones about 
new forms of democracy, the role of new forms of technology, and an emerging refugee crisis on the borders of Libya. What role have 
women played in these democratization movements? Will the West become trivial? The varying roles of religion in these various 
democratization movements? ETC, ETC. 

I invite you to dive again into the tank. 

http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/ 

Judith 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/.:Xxg source=msg mes network 
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Today’s tteadlines: Big Jump in Private Jobs Bolslers Recovery Hopes 
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TOP NEWS 

Big Jump h~ Private Jobs 

Bolsters Reeove~T Hopes 

The U.S. economy added ~9~,ooo 
jobs in February, in line with 
expectations, the fastest job growth 
since last spring. The rate of 
unemployment ticked down to 8.9 
percent. 

’Radical ClePic StIH Speaks on 

YouT~be 

~Ilxe videos of Anwar al-Awlaki, the 
man some have called the Osama bin Laden of the Intemet, still appear despite an effort by 
YouTube to remove them. 

Qaddaf~ Br~tal~zes Foes, Armed or Defenseless 

The actions of Qaddafi’s militia are likely to stir debate over international intervention to limit his 
use of military power against his citizens. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"21to c~stomer is not alu~ags right." 

DAVID CHANG~ a New York chef and restaurateur, one of a growing breed of food purists who 

scorn substitutions, special requests and other accommodations to patrons’ tastes. 

SCIENCE 

~ INTE{~,Ac’rlvE 

FEATURE: 

Paper-Sclssors: 

You vs. tlm 

Comp 
Test your strategy against the 
eomputer in this roek-pape~seissors 
game illustrating basic artificial 
intelligence. 

OPiNiON 

FIXES               :~ 

~ INTEI/ACTIVE 

FEATURE : FOP 

HAoV. Patients, a 

Team Eft’o~t 

The French Alps sans skis 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Kayaking Lake Tahoe in winter 

Hew not to get sick from a flight 



A doctor, health worker and patients talk about why a eomprehensive approaeh to health care for 

those with H.I.V. works. 

~’[he Health Coach You Knew 

WORLD 

Flood of Flee] *~g M]g~’a~ts Ea ses alt T~* nls] a n Border Cross] 

Aid workers worry that the drop in fleeing workers means more are trapped in Libya. 

BahrMuis Fear the U,S, Isn’t Behind Their Fight for Democracy 

Experts said the United States was caught between demands for change in the region and support 
for other Middle East monarchies. 

Shoofiug iu "Yemeu May Widen TeuMons 

Rebels say the government fired on a peacefifi protesL but offieials say a military post was attacked. 

SMARTER THAN YOU THINK 

Armies of ExpeuMve Lawyers, Replaced by Cheaper Noftware 

New "e-discovery" software ean analyze millions of documents in a fi’action of the time, and at a 
fraetion of the cost eonsmned by human lawyers, even deducing patterns of behavior. 

Caucer Research Before Activism, BHllouMre Conservative Donor ~ays 

In a brief and rare inte{wiew, David It. Koch discnssed his conservative causes and his passion for 
aaneer research. 

In Philadelphla~ New Cases Loom in Priest Sca~dM 

Dozens of priests accused of sexual abuse remain in their parishes, weeks after a report criticizing 
the Archdiocese. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

China Reportedly Plans Strict Goals to Save Energy 

The five-year goal reflects concerns about the effects of high fuel costs on national security, 
inflation, trade and pollution. 

Mor~tgage Modification Overhaul Sought by States 

A plan could give the government sweeping authority over how mortgage servicers deal with 
homeowners. 

DEALBOOK 

Ftna~c]al Frm~d Case Pits Arbltrafio~ vs. Class Actions 

In a ease against Securities America, class-action lawyers argue that arbitration claims could 
threaten the company’s ability to pay for a proposed settlement. 

S P 0 RTS 

Ous Mellouli’s t~mnphs in the pool often brought him attention, not always welcome, Dom the 
country’s recently ousted president. 

CAVALIERS 119, KNICKS 115 

Cavaliers Contlut~e to Ha~t K~ficks 

The Knieks lost regularly to the Cavaliers when Cleveland was good. Now that the Cavaliers are 

bad, the Knieks are still losing to them. 

NETS 116, RAPTORS 103 

Mixed Re~{ews for N,B,Ao Deb~t h~ London 

Two of the N.B.A.’s worst teams took to the court in the league’s first regular-season game in Europe. 

More Sports News 



ARTS 

A~ Ob~t ~rr~ter*s Chalice to ThHak Inside the Box 

A man who writes about death for a living stepped into a stage coffin for a role in "Play Dead," an Off 
Broadway show, 

THEATER REVIBN I ’THE MERCHANT OF VENICE’ 

V~q~at Pr~e a P+mnd of Flesh? 

A new staging of "The Merchant of Venice," from Theater for a New Audience, stars F. Murray 
Abraham as Shylock. 

F]hn]~g Cow,pies ~n Motion \qh]le Be]~g One ’I’hemselves 
~’-h: ~.’,:,’¢L" ~ Z~;.’..,+" 

For the actor ~on Hamm and the independent fflmmaker ~ennJfer Westfddt, lines bhn" between 
home and work on "Eriends Wi~ ~ds." 

TRaVeL 

In a huge, almost untouched swath of Patagonia, hnndreds of species live in private bliss. A few 
hundred people a year can join them. 

~E] Slide Show 

Beyond the theme parks, gator farms and citrus groves of Orlando, there are plentiful options that 
include museums, picturesque lakes, dive bars and gastro-pubs. 

~E] Slide Show 

Sk{i~g Igloo-to-Igloo Ac~’oss tl~e O~’a~d Teto~s 

Four skiers forgo lodges - and huts -for make-your-own igloos. 

Mere Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

T]he 
A peculiar mix of nativism and panic has pushed the immigration debate fat’ out into the desert of 
extremism. Thank goodness for the pnshbaek. 

EDITORIAL 

February’s Jobs Report 
The latest jobs data show signs of new life but should be regarded with extreme caution. 

EDITORIAL 

E~d of’the Ta~ker Saga 
A fair outeome in the decade-hmg process of the Air Force’s m~fltibillion-dollar contract for refneling 
jets is a relief. 

EDITORIAL I PENNYAND POUND FOOLISH 

O~x C~mate, }Vho Needs the Facts? 
When it comes to preventing and mitigating the effects of global warming, among House 
Republicans, polities trumps science. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Ca~ Y+:m Hea+" L+bya Now? 

Deploy airborne eellphone stations to help the opposition stay in touch. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

College the Easy Vqay 

For a large portion of the nation’s seemingly successful undergraduates, studying is such a drag. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Poiso~ Pen Po~itlcs 

We’re in the era where bad writing is just as damaging to a political career as a sex scandal. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



Tea Party Tailspi*~ 

For the Tea Party, anger is too exhansting an emotion to snstain. 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 5, 1946, Winston Churchill delivered his famous "Iron Cnrtain" speech at Westminster 

College in Fulton, Mo. 
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From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Saturday,            9:59 AM 

Afri - Non-participanting students: AFR .SPRING 

Dear 

Greetings m~d I hope the semester is going wel| for you, 

The students below continue to appear on the class roster even they have not participated in the weekly discussion forum. I thought I would let you know so that you 

can follow-up on their s~ms. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Best wishes a~d thanks. 

Eunice. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sable <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:10 AM 

Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afri CC): AFRI SPRING 

Dem 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

As you already know. you have missed several weekly entries and their attendm~t requirements. Hem is your interim grade and suggestions for the remaining less~ns. 

Interim G-fade (Lessons 1-7): D 

Suggestions: 

1 ) As discussed in an email, ensure that you do not miss further entries. 
2) Pay attention to all the requirements of the weekly discussion forum assignment. For insurance, in additional to responding to entries by your colleagues, you are 
required to post your individual entry., etc. 
3) Demonstrating analyticaJ~ sldlls as you address questions for each week. 
4) Responding to aw question’s for reflection that I post on Fridws. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 10:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

RE: Afri       - Non-participanting studenls: AFRI .SPRINC 

Froth Eunice SaNe. 

From-" EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent," Saturday, 9:59 AM 
Subject-" Afri~ - Non-partidpanting students: AFR .SPRINC- 

Dear Carol, 

Greetings and I hope the semester is going well for you. 

’][’he students below continue to appear on the class roster even they have not pexticipated in the weekly discussion forum. I thought I would let you know so that you 
can follow-up on their s~ms. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Best wishes and thanks. 

Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Saturday, 10:34 AM 

Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afri AFRI SPRING 

Dear 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Hem is your iuterim grade for lhe discussion forum aspect of the class and suggestions as we move forward. 

B- 

Suggestions as you move forward in the course: 

1 )Expand your weekly entries by ott}ring more detailed a~alysis drawing on material from the required readings. 

2)Approach the readings anal~ically. Students a,e expected to demonstrate to demonstrate analytical and critical skills in their weekly entries. Consequentb; do your 

best to move beyond smnmarizing the weekly readings. 

3) Utilize the historicdl, empiricdl and anaJ~ytical ki~oMedge you have acquired thus ~:ar as in our s~dy of political, socio- cultural m~d econo,nic processes in the African 

continent in the context ofa globaliziug world political aud economy system as you respond to questions in the remaining lessons. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, ] 10:46 AM 

Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afri ~: AFRI .SPR1N(~ 

Dear 

Hope you am well. Hem is your interim grade (Lessons 1-7)for the discussion forum element of the course. 

B+iA- 

- Keep up the excellem work of mstx)nding to your classmates’ entries. 

- Deepen your discussions forum en’mes by drawing more from material from the readings. 

-Utilize the historical and ana]~tical insights you have acquired in the class as you reflect on new questions and material for the remaining lessons. It is good to remember 

that whatever lyolitical, economic a~d socio-cultural processes we will be studying in fl~e remaining lessons is not occurring in a his~torical or global vacuum. 

Overs]l, good work so t:ar in the class. 

Bes~t wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:56 AM 

Checking your status in Afri AFR] SPRING 

Deal 

Gmelings. 

I write to let you know that your name continues to appear on the Afri 
several weeks now. 

Please confirm your s~ta’tus in class as soon as possible. 

Sincerel> 
Dr. Sahle. 

roster even though you have not participated in the required discussion forum for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:09 AM 

Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afri : AFR ~,PR1NG 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Hem is in your intemn grade for the discussion forum (Lessons 1-7) and suggestions for the way folavard. 

B/B+ 

Suggestions: 

- Overall, you have been constant in posting the required weekly entries. However, you need to expand your entries to demons~trate deepen engagement with the 
material 
- Approach the readings anal>~tically and cfiticaJly. This requires moving beyond summaries of the readings for a given week. 
-You have done a good job responding to your classmates pos~tings. Nonetheless, in some cases you have repeated the same point (see lbr instax~ce, Lesson 6) in these 
responses. Expand your msponses. 
-Utilize the knowledge (historical, analytical, etc) that you have acquired in the class in your engagement with questions emerging in the upcoming lessons. 

Bes~t wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Saturday, 11:22 AM 

Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Arc : AFRI PR1NG 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Hem is your interim grades for the discussion forum (Lessons 1-7) and suggestions of the ww forward. 

A- 

Suggestions: 

1 ) Overall, you have demonfftrated good a~lalytical skills in your weeldy entries. Nonetheless, you can strengthen you grade by expanding these entries. 

2) Respond to more of your classmates’ entries. 

3) Incorporate in a more systematic way ki~owledge you have acquired in our studies of the African continmffs political, economic and socio- cultural processes in the 

upcoming lessons. It is always good to remember that these processes do not occur in a histolical or global vacuuttl. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Saturday, 11:42 AM 

Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afri : AFRI SPR1NG: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Hem is your interim grade for the discussion forum (Lessons 1-7) and suggestions as we move fom-ard. 

B/B+. 

Suggestions: 

a) Overall, you have done a good job in keeping up with the required weekly discussion forum. You can strengthen your entries by approaching the ,naterial 

anab~ticaJly. ’][’his means moving beyond summarizing the readings and demonstrating m~ ang~>~cal engagement with the materiaJ tbr each week. 

b) As we move tbl-~vard, utilize the knoMedge (his~torical, etc) you have accumulated so fro to 

tease out how the processes we have discussed so far contribute to the political, economic and socio-cultuml processes we roll be s~d~ving in the coming weeks. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:57 AM 

Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afril : AFRI SPR1NG: 

Deal 

Greetings. 

Hem is your interim grade for the discussion forum (Lessons 1-7) aspect of the class and suggestions on the wW forward. 

Hem is your interim grade tbr the discussion forum (lessons 1-7) aspect of the course: 

B+/A- 

Sugges~6ons. 

- Keep up the excellent work of responding to your classmates’ entries. 
- So faac you’ve done a good job of posting your required weekly entries. You can enhm~ce these entries by approaching the material for each week analytically. 
-Utilize the historical and anal>~tical insights you have acquired in the class thus far in >-our engagement with socio-cultuml, political and economic processes that we aace 
going to be s~aldying in the upcoming period. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Saturday, 12:18 PM 

Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afri : AFRI SPR1N(~ 

Deal 

Greetings. 

Hem is your interim grade for the discussion forum (Lessons 1-7) and suggestions of the way forward. 

B+/A- 

- Keep up the excellent work of responding to your classmates’ entries and any questio~/s that I post on Fridays. 

- You have done veD" well in keeping with the required weekly entries! You can strengthen this aspect of your assignment by expanding your discussions forum entries 

and approach the readings analyfcally. In respect with the latter, s~dents are expected to demonstrate strong anal>~tical and critical skills in their weekly entries. 

Consequently, do your best to move beyond summazizing the weeldy readings. 

-As you prepare your weekly antries, utilize the historical and anal>~tical insights you have acquired in the class as you reflect on new questions emerging l]’om material 

for the remaining lessons. As it is should be clear by now based our discussions, political, economic and socio-culmral pl~ocesses in the African continent, do not occur 

in a historical or global vacuum. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:28 PM 

Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afri : AFR SPRING 

Deal 

Hem is your interim grade for the discussion forum aspect of the class and suggestions as we move forward. 

B-/B 

Suggestions: 

1)Expand your weekly entries by oIt}ring morn detailed almlysis drawing on material from the required readings. 

2)Approach the readings anal~icaJly. Students axe expected to demonstrate andlytical and critica1 skills in their weekly entries. Consequently, do your best to move 
beyond summarizing the weekly readings. 

3 ) Utilize the historicdl, empirica2l al~d ana~cal kraals-ledge you have acquired *ares far as in our s~dy of political, socio-cultuml al~d economic processes in ~lae African 
continent in the context ofa globalizing world political and economy wstem as you respond to questions in the remaining lessons. 

4) As required and indicated in the course outline, remember to respond to ally question/s that I post for further reflection on Fridws. 

Bes~t wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:43 PM 

Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afri : AFRI SPRING 

Deal 

Greetings. 

Hem is your interim grade for the weekly discussion forum (Lessons 1-7) and suggestions as we move forward. 

A- 

Suggestions: 

-Overall, you have done a very. good job in keeping with the required weekly entries. You have demonstrated good anaJyticaJ m~d critical skills. Extmnd on these skills 

as you engage with the materiaJ in the remaining lessons. 

- Keep the excellent work of responding to your classmates’ entries. 

- Ensure that you do not miss responding to any question/s I post for further reflections on Fridays. 

-Utilize the historical and analytical insights you have acquired in the class as you reflect on new questions and material in the upcoming lessons. As you do so, it is good 

m remember that political, economic and socio-cultural processes in the African continent, do not occur in a historical or global vacuum. 

Overall, keep the very good work in the course! 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaiLcom> 

Saturday, 3:09 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afril :AFRI SPRING 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for malting suggestions for me to improve. I will spend lnore energy on analysis of the readings and referendng previous readings in future 

discussions. 

Have a great weekend. 

Sincerely, 

AFRI 

On Sat, at 11:42 AM, EUNICE N Sable <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Here is your interim grade for the discussion forum (Lessons 1-7) mid sugges~tions as we move fom’ard. 

B/B+. 

Suggestions: 

a) CATerall, you have done a good job in keeping up ruth the required weekly discussion forum. You can strengthen your entries by approaching the matelial 

anal.vtically. This means moving beyond summarizing the readings and demonstrating a~ anal~J~cal engagement ruth the material tbr each week. 

b) As we move tbrward, utilize the knowledge (historical, etc) you have accumulated so thr to 

tease out how the processes we have discussed so far contribute to tile political, economic and socio-cultural processes we roll be s~dying in the coming weeks. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, March 6, 2011 3:56 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: States Prosecute Fewer Teenagers in Adult Courts 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/06/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................. Toda),sHeadlines ........................................................................ 
~1)~ N’~I, ~rk ~im~ March 06, 2011 
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TOP NEWS 

States Prosecute Fewer 
Teenagers in Adult Courts 
By MOSI SECRET 

With states raising the age of adult 
criminal responsibility, New York might 
be, by year’s end, the only state where 
adulthood, in criminal matters, begins 
at 16. 

In Libya, Both Sides Gird for 

Long War as Civilian Toll 

Mounts 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM 
FAHIM 

Gunfire could be heard in Tripoli on 
Stmday as both sides of the conflict 
girded for a confrontation in the coming 
days at the port of Surt, Col. Muammar 
el-Qaddafi’s birthplace, which blocks the 
rebels’ progress toward the capital. 

’- Turmoil in Libya Poses Threat to Italy’s 

Economy 

¯ . Week in Review: Obama’s Choice - To Intervene or Not in Libya 

Business Side of Egypt’s Army Blurs Lines of Aid From U.S. 
By ARAM ROSTON and DAVID ROHDE 

The $1.3 billion a year in military aid that Washington gives Cairo has served to shore up a bureaucracy 
prone to corruption. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The sad thing is that I’m very important to them, but I barely know them. I feel shame about that, but 
that’s probably because I was trained in a diJferent era." 

DR. DONAI,I~ LEVIN, a psychiatrist who has abandoned talk therapy in favor of medicating his patients. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ VIDEO: City 
Critic: School 



Lunches 
The City Critic finds a startling discovery 
in New York City school hmches: real 
food. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Giving Life After 

Death Row 
By CHRISTIAN LONGO 

Once I am executed, let 
nay organs go to people 
who need them. 

WORLD 

In Libya, Both Sides Gird for Long War as Civilian Toll Mounts 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM FAHIM 

Gunfire could be heard in Tripoli on Sunday as both sides of the conflict girded for a confrontation in the 
confing days at the port of Surt, Col. Muanmmr el-Qaddafi’s birthplace, which blocks the rebels’ progress 
toward the capital. 

" Turmoil in Libya Poses Threat to Italy’s Economy 

, Week in Review: Obama’s Choice - To Intervene or Not in Libya 

Women Fight to Maintain Their Role in the Building of a New Egypt 
By SHARON OTTERMAN 

The revolution included women, who upended traditional expectations of behavior. The challenge now, 
activists say, is to make sure they maintain their involvement. 

Ex-Security Chief Hauled to Court as Egyptians Storm His Compound 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and LIAM STACK 

Hundreds of protesters in Cairo stormed a headquarters of the state security police, a hated organization 
that Habib el-Adly, the former interior nfinister accused of corruption, used to rtm. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Talk Doesn’t Pay, So Psychiatry Turns to Drug Therapy 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

Many psychiatrists, in large part because of how much insurance will pay, no longer provide talk therapy. 

’: Doctors: Share Your Opinion on the Changing Medical Profession 

Soup Without Fins? Some Californians Simmer 
By PATRICIA LEIGH BROWN 

In a move that has infuriated many in San Francisco’s Chinatown, a state bill would ban the sale and 
possession of shark fins, including the serving of shark’s fin soup. 

In Montana, an Economic Boon Faces Repeal Effort 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

The Legislature is considering a repeal of the six-year-old medical marijuana law that has created 
entrepreneurs and business for other industries. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Offthe Catwalk, the Battle for Hermits 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 



The LVMH conglomerate is angling to take over Hennas. But the Hermes fanfily has rallied against the idea. 

DEALBOOK 
For Hedge Fund Baron, Trial Poses Risk 
By PETER LATTMAN 

The insider trading trial against Raj Rajaratnam pronfises to deliver gripping dranm, complete with 
confidential informants, wiretapped phones and high-profile witnesses. 

MERS? It May Have Swallowed Your Loan 
By MICHAEL POWELL and GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Pm obscure company claims to hold title to roughly haft of the home mortgages in the nation - 60 nfillion 
loans. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

For the Brewers’ Axford, It’s Closing Time 
By TYLER KEPNER 

With John Axford, a former bartender, in the btfllpen and a strong lineup on paper, the Brewers believe they 
can challenge in the N.L. Central. 

, Doris From Rego Park Lives On 

Yankees’ Brackman Learns to Bide His Time 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Pmdrew Brackman spent 11 days with the team last fall but did not think he should join in a Champagne 
celebration. 

, Mets’ Igarashi Stays Mum as Opportunity Slips Away 

¯ ’ Piazza Supports Mets but Isn’t Looking to Buy 

Fan Helps Game Designers Open Doors in Virtual World 
By JOHN BRANCH 

The video game MLB The Show can be tailored to accommodate disabled players who would otherwise be 
tmable to play. 

¯ More S orts News 

ARTS 

Now Just a Muggle, With Song and Dance 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Daniel Radcliffe is returning to Broadway as the lead in a revival of the musical "How to Succeed in Business 
Without Really Trying." 

Comedian, Rebranded 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Chris Rock is getting ready for his Broadway debut, a move in keeping with a recent spate of internal and 
external reassessments of nfiddle-aged comedians. 

Another Hike on the Moors for ’Jane Eyre’ 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

Charlotte Bront~’s "Jm~e Eyre" seems to be remade as a fihn every five years: there have been at least 18 
versions. 

’- ~,~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Liberation of Lori Berenson 
By JENNIFER EGAN 

Freed after 15 years in prison in Peru for abetting terrorism, she is struggling to figure out what comes next. 

The Billionaire Who Is Planning His l~’5th Birthday 



By FRANK BRUNI 

How many blueberries a day does it take to keep the grim reaper away? An 87-year-old’s quest. 

" Photographs: The Die-Later Diet 

Broke Town, U.S.A. 
By ROGER LOWENSTEIN 

Everybody’s suddenly petrified about municipal debt. But the fate of bondholders ought to be the least of our 
worries. 

¯ More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

State Workers and N.Y.’s Fiscal Crisis 
New York needs a sober examination of the high costs of wages and benefits of state workers, and some 
serious proposals to rein them in. 

EDITORIAL 
Thurgood Marshall 
A transcript of a conversation between President Johnson mad Thurgood Marshall bears out a play’s stirring 
portrayal of the justice’s epic career. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Governor Brown Redux: The Iceman Melteth 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The Golden State governor from the ’7os, now in lfis 7os, is back to bring some zen to a budget black hole. 

’- Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The $11o Billion Question 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

While applauding the overthrow of some corrupt governments, we are supporting sinfilar regimes in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Is Islam the Problem? 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

The Middle East has stagnated for centuries, but blanfing the Muslim religion seems off base. 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Arabs Rise, Tehran Trembles 
By KARIM SADJADPOUR 

In the long run, Iran can’t afford a free, democratic Middle East. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Too Much Money for One Man 
By EDWARD V. REGAN 

A five-member board should oversee New York State’s peusion plan, currently overseen by just the state 
comptroller. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Young and the Perceptive 
By JOSEPH T. HALLINAN 

Could teenagers have caught Wall Street’s false notes? 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
How Not to Assign Kidneys 
By LAINIE FRIEDMAN ROSS and BENJAMIN E. HIPPEN 

A proposal to prioritize yom~g patients for deceased-donor kidneys of the highest quality might backfire. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 



Business News You Didn’t Read Here 
By ARTHUR S. BRISBANE 

The Times has lagged in covering its highly anticipated Web strategy. 

" More Public Editor Columns 

, Web Journal 

¯ More Opinion )) 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 6, 1857, in its Dred Scott decision, the Supreme Court held that Scott, a slave, could not sue for his 

freedom in a federal court. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiL~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Dr. Sahle, Afi-i        - Intemn grade reports (Lessons 1-7): AFRI .SPR1NG 

Good Morning 
I ha~:e ~eceivcd my g~ade fbr I.cssot~ 1-7. 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, . 8:55 AM 
Subject: Dr. SaNe, Afri: .- Interim grade reports (Lessons :1-7): AFRI SPRING 

Dear All, 

Greetings. 

Please acknowledge receipt of your intemn grade reports (Lessons 1-7) tbr the di~ussion forum by 

Have a great break. 

Sincemb; 
Dr. SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group (USA) <academic@penguin.corn> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 10:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

The Making of Atiica]~ America Exmnination CoW 

i i’~ Examination Col:~ 

New in Paperback: 

The Making of 
African America 
The Four Great Migrations 

By Ira Berlin 

An award=winning historian’s sweeping new 
interpretation of the African American 
experience. 

::.~.i The Making of African America 

In this masterful account, one of the nation’s most 
distinguished historians explores how four great 

migrations, between the seventeenth and twenty-first 
centuries, lie at the head of black American cultut~ 
and its development. W~th an engrossing, accessible narrative, Berlin traces the transit from 
Africa to America, Virginia to Alabama, Biloxi to Chicago, Lagos to the Bronx, and in the 
process finds the essence of black American life. 

’qn vigorous prose [Berlinl describes four great migrations....All of these movements 
were dislocating and painful. AI~ unleashed creativity. And al~ shaped black life and 
culture."--The Economist 

"Majestic...Ber{in has redefined our understanding of American slavery."-----The New 
York Times Book Redew 

"E~oquent, insightfuL..Ber{in broadens his focus, expanding and redef{ning the 
contours of African American history."-----Jehn David Smith, University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte 

"Berlin demonstrates a supple ability to make large generalizations while texturing 
them with counter~urrents....There’s something wonderfu{ly skillful about this book; it 
represents the finest aspects of the contemporary historical enterprise, and is likely to 
be a durable resource for some time to come."~im Cullen, George Mason University’s 
H~story News Network 

Penguin ¯ 320 pp. ¯ 978=0-14-311879-4 ¯ $17.00 

For related titles, please view our 
History and African American Studies catalogs 
at http:llus.pen~Iuinplroup.comlsubjectcatalo~ls 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award=winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.penPluinspeakersbureau.com 

or email speakersbureau@us.penguingroup.com. 



The Making of African America 

375 Hudson St. 
New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

an5, text: 

Click here for e-m~il 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming 5’our removal. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Nix, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 12:45 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

1% 

Dear ONE Member, 

Right now the Senate is seriously weighing significant cuts to programs 
that directly affect the livelihood of millions of people in the developing 
world. 

These cuts will not solve America’s fiscal crisis, and they will cost lives. 

So far, a remarkable 97,000 people have signed our petition telling the 
Senate not to cut this funding. Will you join them? 

Click below to automatically sign the petition: 

TELL THE SENATE THAT 
BUDGET CUTS COULD COST UVES 

The petition reads: 

Dear Senators, 

Please do not cut cost-effective, proven programs that fight HIV/AIDS, 
hunger and preventable disease in this year’s budget. These programs-- 
which make up less than 1% of the budget--save millions of fives, 
strengthen our national security, and help lift people out of poverty for 
the long-term. 

While these programs make up less than 3.% of the US budget, they are 
the lifeline for millions of people in the world’s poorest countries. Cuts to 
these programs would mean thousands of people won’t be able to start 

AIDS medication, thousands of morns won’t be able to take medicine to 
make sure their babies are born HIV-free, millions of people won’t be able 
to sleep under a bed net to beat back the deadly malaria mosquito. 

So let’s be clear about what we’re talking about here: If the Senate votes 
to cut this funding, so much of the progress we’ve made in ending 
extreme poverty will be reversed. 

Please tell your Senators that making cuts to this 1% isn’t worth the lives 
it will cost: 

http: //www.one.org/us/actnow/203. lbudget/o.pl?id= 23.S3- 
709283-oOAVtlx&t =4 

Sheila Nix 
U.S. Executive Director, ONE 



From: ~email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, i 1:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subjet’t: C~ades 

Hi there, 

received my grades. Thank you so much and have a wonderful break’. 

Class of 
School of ]ournalism and Mass Communication 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~email unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

I’ve dropped AFRI 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

I’m just emailing you to tell you I’ve dropped your AFRI    class, just in 
case there will be an?’ issues with the class roster If you need it, my 
PlDis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 
Tuesday, March 8, 2011 4:56 AN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu>; pbond@mail.ngo.za; Lungile Keswa <Keswa@ukzn.ac.za>; Dudu 
Khumalo < Khumalod@ukzn.ac.za>; Shauna Mottiar < Mottiar@ukzn.ac.za >; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy 
< Ramsamya l@ukzn.ac.za >; _~yahoo.co.uk 

Re: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Eunice 
Apologies for the delayed reply, please note my response in bold, 
Many Thanks 
Helen 

>>> "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 2011/02/25 03:41 PM >>> 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your work pertaining to our visit. 

Rodney and I meet on Wednesday and here are updates: 

IVlay visit Schedule: 

Arrival from the USA: May 8. Is it possible for you to organize transportation from the airport once we send you our flight details? sure, no problem, please forward your 
flight details. 

Day 1 (May 9): Meetinq with staff at the Centre for Civil Society (CCS) to discuss: noted, you will meet with Dr Shauna Mottiar (CC$ acting Director in Patrick’s 
absence), Amy Ramsemy (CCS finance administrator), Lungi Keswa (CCS admin assistant), Ha Dudu Khumalo (COS community scholar), Orlean Naidoo (CCS 
community scholar) and myself (CCS administrator). 

a) modalities of the upcominq proqram, cost and payment arranqements for services provided by CCS. As we prepare for this meeting kindly let us if Professor Bond’s payment 
for teaching 3[NTS450 will be included in the invoice from CCS or he will negotiate it directly with Rodney. - noted, Patrick’s payment will be included in the CC:S invoice. 

b) Campus tour - libraries, seminar rooms, etc. - will arrange. 

Day 2: (Hay 10) - Reality tour (morning) - Inanda. Afternoon: Visit the 2 sites recommended for 2012 accommodation - will arrange with Ha Dudu. She will be 
transporting you on this day. 
Day 3: (May 11) - Reality tours - Chatsworth and Toxic Tour. Final meetinq with CCS staff to sort out any outstanding matters - will arrange for Hassan to bring you 
campus to meet staff at 09h00, then off to Sdcea and Chatsworth. You could have lunch at the Chatsworth Hare Krishna Temple. 

Day 4: (May 12) - Departure (Rodney returns to USA). I most likely will stay a few more days but will confirm this soon - noted, please let us have Rodney’s return flight 
details. 

You will make arrangements (we will pay for them) for the reality tours, right?, correct please pay Orlean, Ha Dudu and Des directly for the reality tour, Note for Ma 
Dudu you will need to pay her for both the petrol and reality tour. 
Accommodation: Do you have suggestions of suitable accommodation close to UKZN? Any help you can extend on this front will be highly appreciated - see below... 
Urban Elephant Guesthouse - 27 31 2056926 - (rates are R600/night - single room) with breakfast, free internet access. 
Bali on the Ridge Guesthouse - 27 31 2619574 (rates R550/night - single room) with breakfast. 
Mackaya Bella Guesthouse - :27 31 2062216 (rates R600/night- single room) with breakfast. 
Please let me know if you wish us to book the accommodation for you, if so we require your check-in and check-out dates. 

PS: I will forward to you another e-mail with costs involved once we receive the quote from out taxi driver, this will include the reality tour costs etc. 
Any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 8:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

Hi Eunice, 

This is great information, thanks for asking them. I like the Urban Elephant Guesthouse because it offers interneL I think we can stay there just fine, What do you 

think? If you agree, it would be [k~e to go ahead and ask her h:~r the reservations. We can decide on the day tours ~[ter we get the price quotes Th~s is 

Rodney 

Rodz~ey d. Vargas 

La~in ~r~erica, Africa and the Middle Eas~ Programs Director 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education Cen~er 

University of Nozth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~hapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + ~ 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 9~9 962 2262 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attacz~kents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

J nformation. Any unalthorized review, use, di sclosure, or distributi on J s 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

~: Helen Poonen [mail~:Poonenh@u~n.ac.za] 
Se~t: Tuesday, Hatch 08, 20~ 4:56 AH 

¯ e: SaNe, Eunice H 
~¢: Vargas, Rodney ~oaquin; pbond@maiLngo.za; Lungile Keswa; Dudu Khumalo; Shauna Ho~iar; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy; ~@yahoo.co.uk 

Subject: Re: May 9-12 visit 
Dear Eunice 
Apologies for the delayed reply, please note my response in 
Hany Than~ 

Helen 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" <_e___u__n__[_c__e_._~_e____m___a_!Lu___n__c_=e__d___u_> 2011/02/25 03:41 PM >>> 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your work pertaining to our visit. 

Rodney and I meet on Wednesday and here are updates: 

May visit Schedule: 

Arrival from the USA: May 8. ls it possible for you to organize transportation from the airport once we send you our flight details? sure, no problem, please forward your 
flight details. 

Day 1 (May 9): Meeting with staff at the Centre for Civil Society (CCS) to discuss: noted, you will meet with Dr Shauna Mottiar (CCS acting Director in Patrick’s 
absence), Amy Ramsamy (COS finance administrator), Lungi Keswa (COS admin assistant), Na Dudu Khumalo (CCS community scholar), Orlean Naidoo (CCS 
community scholar) and myself (CCS administrator). 

a) modalities of the upcominq proqram, cost and payment arranqements for services provided by CCS. As we prepare for this meeting kindly let us if Professor Bond’s payment 
for teaching ]NTS450 will be included in the invoice from CCS or he will negotiate it directly with Rodney. - noted, Patrick’s payment will be included in the CCS invoice. 

b) Campus tour - libraries, seminar rooms, etc. - will arrange. 

Day 2: (May 10) - Reality tour (morning) - Inanda. Afternoon: Visit the 2 sites recommended for 2012 accommodation - will arrange with Ma Dudu. She will be 
transporting you on this day, 
Day 3: (May 11) - Reality tours - Chatsworth and Toxic Tour. Final meetinq with CCS staff to sort out any outstanding matters - will arrange for Hassen to bring you 
campus to meet staff at 09hO0, then off to Sdcea and Chatsworth. You could have lunch at the Chatsworth Hare Krishna Temple. 

Day 4: (May 12) - Departure (Rodney returns to USA). T most likely will stay a few more days but will confirm this soon - noted, please let us have Rodney’s return flight 
details. 

You will make arrangements (we will pay for them) for the reality tours, right?, correct please pay Orlean, Ma Dudu and Des directly for the reality tour. Note for Ma 
Dudu you will need to pay her for both the petrol and reality tour. 
Accommodation: Do you have suggestions of suitable accommodation close to UKZN? Any help you can extend on this front will be highly appreciated - see below... 
Urban Elephant Guesthouse - 27 31 2056926 - (rates are R600/night - single room) with breakfast, free internet access. 
Bali on the Ridge Guesthouse - 27 31 2619574 (rates R550/night - single room) with breakfast. 
Mackaya Bella Guesthouse - 27 31 2062216 (rates R600/night- single room) with breakfast. 
Please let me know if you wish us to book the accommodation for you, if so we require your check-in and check-out dates. 

PS: I will forward to you another e-mail with costs involved once we receive the quote from out taxi driver, this will include the reality tour costs etc, 
Any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Warm regards, 

Eunice. 



Please find our ]E1~ail Disclai~er he1"e-->: http://www.ukzn,ac.za/disclaimer 



Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 8:29 AM 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za;~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for all the very helpful information! 

Ph-:~ase m~;k~-’_~ my r~-’_~serw~tk)n from the evet~mg of M~;y 7 to M~;y 12, I jt~st t~oti(:ed t:hat my flight from Dakar arrives or~ [:he 7th, Thanks, 

Here is my ~Hght ~nforrnatio~ ~or airport pickup and hote~ reserw~tions: 

Saturday May 7 --- South African Airways S~ 0579 depar[~ng from Johannesburg at 7 pm and arriving in Durban at 8:00 pm 

Thursday May I2 ---South African A~rways SA 0578 departing from Durban at 6:40 pm 

Thanks again for your he~p and I look forward to going back to South Afrka~ 

Rodney 

Latin America, Africa and the HJddffe East Programs Director 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27699-3i3@ 

USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7@@2 Fex: + 1 919 962 2262 

Con~id~entiaiity Notice: This e-mail messeqe, including attacksr~ents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain con~identiei 

information. Any unauthorized review, use~ disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient~ pleese contact the 

sender bv reply e-mail end destroy all copies of the original message. 

Senti Tuesday, March 08, 2011 8:14 AM 
To: Helen Poonen 
Cc: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin; pbond@mail.ngo.za; Lungile Keswa; Dudu Khumalo; Shauna Mo~iar; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy; ~yahoo.co.uk 
Subject: RE: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your email! It is very helpful. 

In terms of accommodation, kindly book 2 single rooms for us. We will both leave and depart from Durban the same days. We will send flight details soon. Here are the details: 

Guesthouse: Urban Elephant Guesthouse 
Arrival: May 8th. 
Departure: May 12. 

Warm regards and many thanks. 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promofion@perseusbooks.com> 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 12:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

PNlo~phy of Human Pdghts now available tbr courses 

Dear Prot~ssor SaNe: 

www.wes~ewpress.com 
’]?his is a commerciM message. 

Westview Press proudly announces the pt~blication of a new book fbr your courses: PMlosoplhy of Hmnan I~ts, by David 

Boersema (ISBN 978-0-8133-4492-8). 
Philosophy ~fHuman Righ~’: ~heo~y a~dPractice offers the conte~ and commen~y s~dents need ~) cmnprehend challenging 

fights concepts. Tiffs core text fl)r courses on htm~m~ fights and t~lifical philosophy I~a~res a uniqt~e hybrid fi)nnat that provides the 

conaismncy and ~cessiNlily of a single-authored te~ while Nso pre~ndng the diverse viewa of noled authorities in Neir own woNs. 

Order Your F~E Ex~n Copy Today~ 
Visit wesg4ewpress.com for more information, or m order gout free ex~ copy. Complete the online exam coW order 

to oNer. (Mention source code ~z747.) 
Look for our g~stcaM m your mail ~o learn more, or visit us on the Web at ~,ww.~esMe~,press.com. 

Sincerely, 

Wes~dew Press 

A Mmn~r of Perseus Boo~ 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 

If you would prefer not to receive filrther messages fiom this sender, please 

click on the ibllowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here tBr e-mail 

You will receive one additiona1 e-mail message confirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 12:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Human Security in a Borderless World now available tbr courts 

Dear Prot~ssor SaNe: 

Boulder, CO 80301 
www.wes~ewpress.com 

This is a COlrm~ercial message. 

Westview Press proudly armounces the puNication of a new t~ok for your courses: Human Sect~rit~- in a Bordefless World by 

Derek S. Revemn and Kathleen A. Mahoney-Noms (ISBN 978-0-8133-4485-0). 

This book moves beyond the smte-centfic Ibc~s of"national secufi~"’ to a more interdi~:iplinau~ inclusive approach fecund on 

"tmmm~ secufi~’," addressing issues st~ch as glokalizatio~ climate chang< pandemic di~ases, endemic p~veW, vulnerable i~ommtion 

sysmms, m~d much morn. Packed with e~Naging~ sm&~t-tiie~dly rasources, fl~is is a~ essential text t~r today’s courts on security 

stadies, fowign policy~ IR, and g~obN issucs~ 

Order Yo~ ~EE Exam Copy Today~ 

Visit ~,es~iewpress.com fi~rmm:einformntion, or to order your free exam copy. Complete the online exam coW oNer fo~ to 

oNer. (Mention soume code 
I ~ook tbr our postcard in your raN1 m learn morn, or visit us on the Web at 

Sincerely, 

Wes~iew Press 
A Member of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages fiom this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here tbr e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail mesmge corttirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 12:41 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New books 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Greetings all, 

Please note there is space on the front page to announce (advertise) new books. If you have a book you would like others to know 
about, send a message to the web master, Valentine Gandhi, who is listed (hyperlinked) at the bottom of each page. 

Thanks, Judith 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/.’hxq source=msg mes network 

click here 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 2:40 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Center tbr Global INfiatives updates: 3- 8-11 Snmmer Awaxds, Global American South Conference, & Living in Kibera ExNbit 

i LIVING KIBERA: Art Exhibit 
Opening Reception Thursday, March 17, 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM 

FedEx Global Education Center 

Living Kibera brings the community of Kibera, a slum on the outskirts of 

Nairobi, Kenya, to life here on campus. Come enjoy activities for adults and 

children to immerse },,ourself in the vibrant culture of Kibera. The exhibit 

: features art by Kiberans: photos, poetry, paintings, hand-made objects, video 
:: and more. Living Kibera aims to open dialogue around perceptions and realities 

...................................................................................................................... ~f life in dense urban communities, and runs until July 15. 

G~obal American South Conference ........................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................. ::~ 
Saturday, March 19, 9:00 AM - 6:30 PM ...... 

FedEx Global Education Center 

The Global American South Conference examines 

gtoba[ization in the Southern United States. Gavin 

Wright will give the Chandler Lecture keynote 

address: "Sh#rin9 the Prize: The Civil Ri~fhts 

Revolution and the Southern Economy." Other ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

topics include global migration ~n a 21st century 

economy; the confluence of poverty, economic development, and potRics ~n the South; and the rote of community 

colleges in retoo[in8 for growth and adaptation..E~8~2~£~£L~2_[[~_~ and lunch is provided a[on8 with a reception 

fo[[owin8 the keynote. 

Awards & Fellowships 
International Internship Award 
Deadline: Friday, March 18, 5:00 PM 

These awards support returning UNC Undergraduate 

and Masters-level students who have secured 

internationally-focused internships that wit[ advance 

their academic and professional careers. 

C.V. Start Scholarship 
Deadline: Friday, March 18, 5:00 PM 

These awards support UNC students who demonstrate 

financial need to undertake an independent 

intemationatty-orie nted experience. 

Fe llowshio 
Deadline: Friday, March 18, 5:00PM 

The Carolina Undergraduate Health Fellowship (CUHF) 

enables promising UNC undergraduates to create a 

self-designed health-related project anywhere in the 

world. The fellowship is an investment in talented 

students whose medical and cultural experience wit[ 

strengthen the future of health care both in the 

United States and the world. 

NEW Graduate Certificate in 

African Studies 
Responding to exponentially growing interest in 

African Studies, the Department of African and Afro- 

American Studies has created a graduate certificate 

program. It is open to enrolled graduate students in 

departments and schools at UNC Chapel Hill 

Interested students must enter the program very 

earty in their graduate studies at UNC to receive 

credit for art applicable coursework. 

Fmmin!~ the Global Research and 

Events 

Steve Case and Desh Deshpande: 

Changin~ the World through 

Entrepreneurship and Philanthropy 
Monday, March 14, 5:30 PM 

FedEx Global Ed Center 

Free and open to the public - tickets required 

Moderated by Chance[tot Ho[den Thorp 

What do the co-founder of AOL and the largest 

investor for NGO’s in India know about social 

innovation? Come see for yourself! 

Tickets: Carolina Union Box Office (March 4 - 13) 

Day of tickets: FedEx Global Ed Center at 4:00 PM Questions 
or requests: .T__£[]y__.__P__a__t__t__e_[~s__o__r_[~_u_!?_c_:__e__d___u- 

.............................................................................................. International 

Coffee Hour 
Wednesday, March 16 

5:00 - 6:00 PM 

4003 FedEx Global 

.............................................................................................. Education Center 

Join us for a monthly socia[ hour for internationa[ and 

American students, scho[ars, faculty, staff and 

fami[ies. Chat about resources, opportunities and 

challenges on campus. Each month is hosted by a 

different office with exce[[ent resources to offer. 

March’s host is The Study Abroad Office! 

British Studies in Transition: the 

g{oba{, the nationa{, and the 

transnationa{- A #yrnposium 
March 17-18th, 2011 

Thursday, March 17 1:30 PM - 6:30 PM 

Kresge Foundation Common Room (Room 039) Graham 



Publication Fe Howshi~_s_. 
Deadline: March I0, 2011 

Fremin9 the Olobel workin8 8roup - a 5-year 

project at Indiana University Bioominston to devetop 

new interdisciplinary know~edse, approaches, and 

methods in the field of 81oba[ research - seeks 15 

feitows from socia{ science, humanities, and 

professiona{ fields to develop a book manuscript to be 

published by IUP. 

TED Global Fellowships 
App[ications Due: March 11 

Conference: July 1 1-15 Edinburgh, Scotland 

TE~D, a nonprofit devoted to "Ideas Worth Spreadins," 

seeks accomplished candidates from diverse fields 

indudin8 techno[osy~ entertainment~ desisn, science, 

humanities, th~ arts, entr~pr~neurship, and the NGO 

woHd. 2011 app{icants wiU be selected from five 

resions: AsialPacific, Africa, the Caribbean~ Latin 

America, and the Middle East. Fellowship benefits 

include woHd-dass ski{{-bui~din~ courses, coachin8 and 

mentoHn~ as weU as conference e~penses. 

E~m___~9_~__!_:_~9_~_~. 
Applications Due: March 15 

EPS provides feUowsMps to US scholars and 

professionals w~th advance desrees for up to 8 weeks 

to serve US Embassies in Eurasia as policy speda[ists 

on a chosen topic and pursue their own research 

project ~ndependenUy. The EPS Grant covers the cost 

of travel and ~n-country hous~n8 and provides a 

stipend for [~vin8 expenses. 

Peace Conference of Youth (PCY) 

Program 
Applications Due: April 20, 2011 

Osaka~ Japan August 22 - 28~ 2011 

The PCY prosram assemMes a 8[oba[ forum of 

university and 8raduate students to exchanse views 

and 8enerate constructive ~deas for personal action 

for the sake of the world peace. The prosram is 8~ven 

~n Ens[~sh and Japanese. At[ costs ~ndud~n8 air travel 

are covered by JCI Osaka. TMs year 20 students from 

around the world and 20 Japanese students wiU be 

selected to partidpate. Send applications to entry- 

Submit your Masters Thesis to the 

Carolina Papers Collection 
Promote your scholarship ~n the field of ~.~[~X_ 

and Human R~hts, International Development or 

Internat~ona~ Hea~th. Submit your masters thesis for 

~nc[usion ~n the Carolina Papers. Any student who has 

successfully defended their thesis within one of these 

themes is imdted to submit from any d~sdp[~ne, 

~nc[ud~ns: Business, Education, Health Affairs, 

Human~tie% Information Sdence, Law, and Social 

Sdence. 

Memorial, UNC Chapel Hilt 

FHday, March 18th 9:00 AM - 1:45 PM 

Franklin Humanities Institute "Garase" 

Smith Warehouse, Duke University 

Contact Ryan Peeks at rpeeks@emait.unc.edu to RSVP 

and/or inquire about parkin8 and bus information. 

WoHd View Seminars 
Latin America and North Carolina, March 22-23 

Understanding Russia and ffs Neighbors, March 23- 

24 

Location: The Friday Center for Continuin8 Education 

Cost: Re.~istration is $175 per person per seminar for 

NC Educators. Discounts offered for both seminars 

and teams from a school or district. _R__e__~_!_s_t__r__a__t_!~_n_. is 

$275 per person per seminar for Out-of-State 

Educators. 

1.5 CEUs or professional development contact hours 

offered for completion of each seminar 

G~obal Music 

Show ..... 
Wednesday, March 30 

9:00 - lO:OOpm WXYC 

89.3FM 

Or listen online at 

htt p://wxyc, o 

This month’s episode of the Global Music show is 

sponsored by The African Studies Center. 

E~.~hth Annual Rotary Fellows ~prin~R 
..c.~.~....n.~.f..e..~.r..e..~.n.~.c.~.e...~.~!~..m....a.~!~..n..Ln.~P....e.~.a.~.c.~.e..~ 
Saturday, Apri[ 9, 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM 

No[son Mandela Auditorium 

FedEx G[oba{ Education Center 

Graduatina~ Rotary Peace Fellows from Duke and UNC 

wit[ present their research. The event is free, but 

re£istration is hishty recommended and doses April 1. 

Sponsored by the Duke-UNC Rotary Center for 

Internationa[ Studies in Peace and Conflict Resolution. 

Go! G oba  
iii Orientation 
ili April 16, 2011 Pro- 

iiiI GO! is an interactive 

i:: workshop for students 

doin8 service-learning 

and research in Africa, ~sia, and Latin America. GO! 

helps students evaluate expectations, anticipate 

cultural and ethical challenges, prepare for community 

engagement, and develop intercukural competendes. 

Students meet others travetin8 to similar areas, share 

experiences, and discuss stratesies to readjust and 

to continue to connect with important issues and 

populations encountered abroad. 

Scholars Latino initiative and Charansja Carolina 
Tickets on Sale: March 1 

Performance March 25, 7:00 - 10:00 PM ...... 

Kenan Music Building Rehearsal Hall 

The acclaimed Charansa Carolina, Latin music ensemble, is partnerin8 with 

the Scholars’ Latino Initiative to provide a nisht of 8real music, dancin8 and 

fun for UNC’s campus and the 8rearer Chapel Hilt community. Come dance to 

classic Caribbean music as performed by this unique ensemble of brass, flute, 

violin% and rhythm p[ayers. DJ Nugz (of Sound Cartel) wi[t also play a mix of 

sa[sa, merensue, re88aeton, hip-hop, freestyle, dancehatt, and house! 

"~park (:h~£.~# ~rom W!th!n ’ Rye Barco~t 
Hillard Gold ’39 Lecture 
Tuesday, March 29, 7:00 PM 

The Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center 

Free end open to the publfc. Arrfve eerly to ~uorentee entry! Book sisnin8 and 

reception to follow! 

On the surface, Rye Barcott may seem a man of contradictions: a Marine and a 

peacemaker, a Harvard MBA, entrepreneur, and co-founder of Carotina for Kibera, a 

nonprofit orsanization in one of the world’s tarsest slums. But, at its core, his mission is 

....................................................................................... steadfast: to serve, to spark chanse from within. In his 8rippin8 2011 memoir, 

[-~-~a-~-e--n-~e--d--~-~--r-L~-.-!Le-~[~-a-~-t-~[~-a-[::-~-A--~-M--a--[!-r-~e--~-~-~-p-~a--t-~Lt--~-~P---e-~a--c-.-£, Barcott recounts his experiences bui[dinsJ and [earnin8 

from leaders in untike[y places: from the Kibera s[um of Nairobi, Kenya to the bomb-strewn streets of Fa[tujah and 

beyond. Eschewin8 old notions of top-down, command-and-contro[ manasement, he shows the impact that sma[t, 

diverse 8roups of committed peop[e can have in the world. 



i~ ................................................................................................................ ~i~i Global Engagement Summer institute 
ii ~i liiiiii Final Deadline: April I, 2011 

iI |iiiiii A distinctive study abroad prosram that prep ....... dersraduate students 

ill |ililI with the knowtedse, toots and experi ..... t .... front shared 8tobat 

......................................................................................................................................... probtems. Students intern in interdisciptinary teams of 4-5 at community- 

based nonprofits in Botivia, india, Nicarasua or Usanda. 

...................................... 

Be\,~n ii9~e J 301 PiRsbere St 8te 3002 Cs~sqpus Box 5~ 45 

View t:hi ....... ge in t:he iCont:act: C ....... it:y: E] Vi ........ ge [] C ..... t: on t:hi ...... ge [~ Eecei .... RSS 
Share t:his message wit:h or:hers: [] del.icio.us [] Digg [] reddit: [] Facebook [] St:umbleUpon 

:17:::.~.:: iContact - T~y It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC AtNetic Ticket Office <webtickets@uncaa.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 9:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

2011 Carolina Football Season Ticket Di scount 

With the 2011 college football season quickly approaching, the University of 
North Carolina Department of Athletics would like to offer you the opportunity 
to purchase discounted football season tickets. As faculty/staff of the 
University, you are eligible to purchase up to two (2) season tickets at a 
discounted rate of $252. If you need to purchase additional tickets, they are 
available at the regular price of $315. This season’s schedule features 
games against ACC opponents Virginia, Miami, Wake Forest and Duke as 
well as non-conference games against James Madison, Rutgers, and 
Louisville. The deadline to order your season tickets is April 15th, 2011. This 
deadline will be strictly enforced. 

To purchase tickets please CLICK HERE 

enter your PID:7098562’I0 

and your online PIN: 8994 

If you have any questions or would like to order by phone, please contact the 
UNC Athletic Ticket Office at 800-722-4335, Monday through Friday 8:30 am 
to 4:30 pm. 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

Follow us on 

Facebook 

***Please visit: www.tarheelblue.com/faculty for the most current 
faculty & staff ticket news and policies*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 2:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Lungile Keswa <Keswa@ukzn.ac.za> 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Rodney/Eunice 
Only a pleasure[. Please note that our taxi driver Hassan will wait at arrivals (DBN International airport) with your name on a board. He will transport you directly to the B&B. 
Eunice, once we receive your confirmed flight details, we will immediately forward to Hassan. 
PS-" Hassan’s contact number is 0844481786. Note also that your accommodation has been booked and confirmed. 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 2011/03/08 03:29 PM >>> 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for all the very helpful information! 

Please make my reservation from the evening of May 7 to May 12, I just noticed that my ~/ight from Dsksr arrives on the 7th. Thanks, 

Here is my flight information for sirporL pickup and hotel reservations: 

Saturday May 7-South African Airways SA 0579 departh~g from ,Johannesburg at 7 pm and arriving in Durban at 8:00 pm 

Thursday May t2 -- South Afdca~ A~rways SA 0578 depart~n8 from Durba~ at 6:40 pm 

Thanks again for your help and I look forward to going back to South Africa] 

Rodney 

Rodney 7. Vargas 

[~atin ~erica, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 

Study Abroad Office 

2@16 FEDEX Global Edlcation Center 

3@I Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel HJ 1i 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + ~ 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 9~9 962 2262 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attacz~kents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

J nformation. Any unalthorized review, use, di sclosure, or distributi on J s 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

~: SaNe, EuNce H 
Se~t: Tuesday, Hatch 08, 20~ 8:~4 AH 

Te: Helen Poonen 
~¢: Vargas, Rodney ~oaquin; pbond~maiLngo.za~ kungile Keswa~ ~udu Khumalo~ S~auna Ho~iar; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy; ~yahoo.co.uk 

S~jeCt: RE: Hay 9-~2 visit 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your email! Tt is very helpful. 

Tn terms of accommodation, kindly book 2 single rooms for us. We will both leave and depart from Durban the same days. We will send flight details soon. Here are the details: 

Guesthouse: Urban Elephant Guesthouse 
Arrival: May 8th. 
Departure: May 12, 

Warm regards and many thanks, 

Eunice. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here- ->: htlp:/iWWWuukzn.ac.zddisclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 3:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Optx~sifion in Libya Struggles to Form a United Front 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O3/Og/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

March 09, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Opposition in Libya                                     ~ 

Feont 

Libyan rebels are facing a great and perhaps [atal obstaele: the need to forge a substitute to Col. 
Muammar el~addafi in a state that he embodied. 

Gas Cost Find,~ the Natlo~ Bette~" Prepared 

Econmnists doubt the price spike will derail the rebound unless it gets much worse. 

~Room go~ Debate Wha[’s SebinrJ [ile Spike i~l Oii Prices? 

MILITARY ANALYSIS 

IPutti~tg Afghan IP~an Into Action p~ooves 

As the American military leaves some areas in Afghanistan to push into others, there is a 

disconnect between the political and military goals and the situation on the ground. 

, NYrimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

el~ w~ ~uorr.~ <~bout ore the ne~ds - security, u,hot pe0p~ r~q~ir~, where N~ ~prising is gob~g. 71~ings ar~ 
~novin9 too frost." 
NUNTAFA GHERIANL an acting spokesman for the provisional Libyan leadership. 

WORLD 

PHOTOGRAPIIS: : 

Libya                    [ 
The latest images from 
Libya, along with pictures going 
back to the beginning of the unrest. 

OPINION 

MARK BITI-MAN BLOG 

How tlhe 
S~pposed to L~_~ok in 2000 

A look back at what people thought 
about looking forward, world- 
hunger-wise. 

Vegetable soup matrix 
ALSO IN OPINION )> 

Bloggingheads: Israei and Obama 
How species save our lives 

WORLD 

Qaddafi Force~ Renew AI~ack~ on Rebe|,~ 

Rebels appeared to be facing setbacks as battles unfolded in an atmosphere of rumor and 
uncertainty and a new report spotlighted the rebels’ shortfall in weapons. 

~ Photogra,ohs [ [] Msp 



I~ Egypt~ Preparations for a Itar~ty: A Real Vo~e 

Amr Monssa, the apparent fi’ont-rnnner in the Egyptian election, attended a raucous town-hall- 
style meeting. 

~%men Appeals for A~d to Cementer Econo~n~c CHMs 

As protests spread to new areas of Yemen on Tuesday, the foreign minister appealed to rich Gulf 
countries for $6 billion in additional aid. 

o More World News 

Vicious Assault Sl~akes Texas Town 

Eighteen young men and teenage boys have been charged with participating in the gang rape of an 
~ ~-year-old girl, which was recorded on telephones. 

For Californla,~ a Slower:Growlng Population 

In the last decade, California experienced its slowest growth in state history, census figures show. 

~E] 
Graphic Grins snd Losses 

Twenty-one priests are on administrative leave because of eredible charges that they had sexually 
abused minors. 

BUSINESS 

S,EoC, Chalrwo~mn Under Fhoe Over Etlfics Issues 
i.::., L)dLi. LT."..i : i:d 2RL .:i i..N ".ff..2i2NS©b. 
Mary L. Sehapiro is facing Congressional questioning about a former general counsel who weighed 
in on the Bernard L. Madoff ease even though he had a financial interest in it. 

Bank Chief Rejects Idea Of Reducing Home Loans 

Bank of America executives said on Tuesday that a gove~qment idea to write off tens of billions 
worth of mortgage debt was unworkable and warned that it would be unfair to untroubled 

Even a V~’ealthy S~d>urb Faces Press~re to C~rb School Taxes 

Even in Bronxville, N.Y., where typical income is high, a look at the property tax trajectory has 
residents won’ied. 

S P 0 RTS 

ON BASKETBALL 
A S~ap on Calhoun’s ~.rrist, and L~fe Goes On 

Connecticut’s presence in college basketball’s postseason illustrates the highs and lows of an exciting 
but problematic sport. 

Frown the Bronx to St, John’s, ~Vitb a Few Stops 

Dwight Hardy’s path took him to a prep school in North Carolina and then to a junior college in 
rural Iowa before he led the Red Storm’s resurgence. 

~Fq Big East Replay 

Union Rejects N.F,I,2s Offer to Share More Fh~ancial Data 

The offer was the first time the owners indicated a willingness to share financial information with 
the players beyond what is required by the collective bargaining agreement. 

o Mole Sports News 



ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Bombastic, Boisterous a~d Trhm~phant 

The rapper Lupe Fiasco introduced tracks from his new album, "Lasers," and performed some earlier 

songs, at Webster Hall on Monday night= 

’Splder-Man’ Overhaul Forces a 3-Mo~th Delay 

The producers are planning an overhaul of the $65 million musical that would involve shutting 

down weeks of performances. 

ABROAD 

’C~[tural Revo|ts Over Sarkozy’s Nh~se~m~ Plans 

President Nicolas Sarkozy’s plan to open a history museum in Paris has stoked a debate over what it 

means to be French in a multicultural nation. 

DINING & WINE 

BOOK REVIEW 

Cook From lt? FH’st, Try Lifth~g It 

M 4o pounds, Nathan Myhrvold’s "Modm~ist Cuisine" is a remarkable object, but it is not for most 

home cooks. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW’I RED ROOSTER HARLEM 

United at Tab|es ~ Harlem 

The racial and ethnic variety in Marcus Samuelsson’s latest restaurant is rivaled only by the range 

of ages present within it. 

~E] Slid’; Show on Diner’s Journal i 

Master of a New T[juana 

A chef is determined to use his new restaurant in Tijuana, Mexico, to help revitalize not only the 

city’s food scene, but also the city itself. 

~ Slide Show 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

~Vashh~gto~’s Option,s o~ L~bya 

The United States and other allies must find a way to support Libya’s uprising and stop Col. 

Mnammar el-Qaddafi from slaughtering his people. 

EDITORIAL 
The Prison That \4!on’t Go Away 
President Obama’s promise to dose the prison at Ouanthnamo Bay has crumbled. 

EDITORIAL 

How Can He Do the Job? 
Germany’s new interior minister, who told reporters that Islam is not a part of the German way of 
life, is off to a loathsome start. 

PENNYAND POUND FOOLISH 

Slashh~g Civil Legal 
Given the economic crisis and a long line of desperate clients, now is the worst time to be cutting 

federal support for civil legal selwiees. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Msking Every Oil Calorie Comet 

Nutritional labels for energy use could cut our prover eonsm~ption. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sex?" Rt~ses to Stop Forgetting to Remember 

Want to be a grand master of memory? It’s as easy as imagining family members in compromising 

positions, 



CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Representative Peter King’s hearings are an opportunity to educate Americans about the lslamie 

community’s diversity and faith. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 9, 1862, during the Civil War, the ironclads Monitor and Virginia (formerly Merrimac) 
dashed for five hours to a draw at Hampton Roads, Va, 

¯ ~.~5:.’.~.i~ ..~iC .o.S.L ~.~ g~ 

About This E-~aH 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed # protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Adved:ise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alice Link ~:alicelink college@mcgraw-hill.corn> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 6:04 .AM 

Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

McGraw-Hill Presems STUDENT ATLAS OF WORLD GEOGRAPHY, 7~e 

THiS IS AN AUTO-GENERATED MESSAGE, PLEASE DID NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE. 

If you need further assistance, please contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative or 
McGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987), 

To unsubsc6be, cl~ck here 

You can also write to: Privacy, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Companaes Corporate t fi~acy ]~ olicy for more 

information or contact privacy@mcgraw-hill.com. 



Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 7:46 AM 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@u~n.ac.za>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Lungile Keswa <Keswa@ukzn.ac.za> 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

Thanks Helen. We pay the taxi driver directly, correct.," 

Rodne}, 

confidential 

From: Helen Poonen [mailto:Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:24 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
~c: Lungile Keswa 
Subject: RE: May 9-12 visit 
Dear Rodney!Eunice 
Only a pleasure!. Please note that our taxi driver Hassan will wait at arrivals (DBN International airport) with your name on a board. He will transport you directly to the 
Eunice, once we receive your confirmed flight details, we will immediately forward to Hassan. 
PS: Hassan’s contact number is 0844481786. Note also that your accommodation has been booked and confirmed. 

Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

> >> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 2011/03/08 03:29 PM >> > 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for all the very helpful inforrnation! 

Please make my reservation from the evening of May 7 to May 12, I just noticed that my flight from Dakar arrives on the 7th. Thanks, 

Here is my [lighl information for airport pickup and hotel reserw~tions: 

Saturday May 7 -South African Airways SA 0579 departing ~rom Johann,:_~sburg at 7 pm and arriving in Durban at 8:(3{) pm 

Thursday May :[2 ---South African Airways SA 0578 departin~ from Durban at 6:40 pm 

Thanks again for your help and I look forward to goin~ back to South Afric!! 

Rodney 

information. Any una<thorized review, use, disclosure, or distributic,n is 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2011 8:14 AM 
To: Helen Poonen 
Cc: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin; pbond@mail.ngo.za; Lungile Keswa; Dudu Khumalo; Shauna Mottiar; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy; ~yahoo.co.uk 
Subject: RE: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your email! It is very helpful. 

In terms of accommodation, kindly book 2 single rooms for us. We will both leave and depart from Durban the same days. We will send flight details soon. Here are the details: 

Guesthouse: Urban Elephant Guesthouse 
Arrival: May 8th. 
Departure: May 12. 



Warm regards and many thanks. 
Eunice. 

Please find our Elnail Disclaimer here-->: .[i_g__tp://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaJn~er 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University Press <oxfordpmmotion@oup.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 11:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Now Available in Paperback tbr Your Courses (Request Exam Cow) 

This message contains graphics¯ If you do not see graphics, please click here¯ 

~:: Histo~ of the Americas 

Table of Contents 

Written by an author 

renowned for his expertise 

and engaging writings on 

Africa, and filled with telling 

details from his own 

eyewitness reports 

Renders the complexity of the 

Congolese conflict in a highly 

readable, informed narrative 

that is ideal for both new 

students and current 

scholars. 

Africa’s World War 
Congo, the Rwandan Genocide, and the Making of a 
Continental Catastrophe 
G~rard Prunier 

ISBN: 9780199754205 

Paperback, April 2011,576 pp. 

List Price: 

Request Free Examination Copy 

The Rwandan genocide sparked a horrific bloodbath that swept across sub- 

Saharan Africa, ultimately leading to the deaths of some four million people In 

this extraordinary history of the recent wars in Central Africa, G~rard Prunier 

offers a gripping account of how one grisly episode laid the groundwork for a 

sweeping and disastrous upheaval. 

Prunier vividly describes the grisly aftermath of the Rwandan genocide, when 

approximately two million refugees--a third of Rwanda’s population--fled to 

exile in Zaire in 1996. The new Rwandan regime then crossed into Zaire and 

attacked the refugees, slaughtering upwards of 400,000 people. The Rwandan 

forces then turned on Zaire’s despotic President Mobutu and, with the help of a 

number of allied African countries, overthrew him. But as Prunier shows, the 

collapse of the Mobutu regime and the ascension of the corrupt and erratic 

Laurent-D~sir¢ Kabila created a power vacuum that drew Rwanda, Uganda, 

Angola, Zimbabwe, Sudan, and other African nations into an extended and 

chaotic war. The heart of the book documents howthe whole core of the African 

continent became engulfed in an intractible and bloody conflict after 1998, a 

devastating war that only wound down following the assassination of Kabila in 

2001. Prunier not only captures all this in his riveting narrative, but he also 

indicts the international community for its utter lack of interest in what was then 

the largest conflict in the world. 

Review: 
"This unique and hugely ambitious book may turn out to be one of the most 

important to emerge on Africa for a long time" 

--Financial Times 

G~rard Prunier is a widely acclaimed journalist as well as Director of the 

French Centre for Ethiopian Studies in Addis Ababa He has published over 120 

articles and five books, including The Rwanda Crisis and Darfur 

Explore Oxford Scholarship Online 
Oxford Scholarship 

Online 
Oxford Scholarship Online is the ultimate research resource, providing access 

to more than 4,200 peer-reviewed titles across 18 disciplines. The POLITIOAL 

SCIENCE ~ODULE contains Oxford’s outstanding original work across many of 

the key areas of the discipline, including Comparative Politics, Political Theory, 

International Relations, and European Union Studies 

Ask your librarian if Oxford Scholarship Online is available at your institution 



Oxford University Press will never sell, rent, or trade your email address to other companies. To unsubscribe or update your subscription 

preferences, please follow the links above. 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer uot to receive further messages t~om this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 
any text: 

Click here for e-n~il 

You will receive one additioued e-mail message cow,rimming your removal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~vlimes@nUdme s.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 12:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

@Times: Top 5, Fashion Week Recap, Magazine Redesign and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 030.q,/a mes 1 Y 

[ :,~.~ @Ti .... March 9, 2011 j 

Fashion "g~eek Recap                                     [i~1 

As Fashion Week in Paris draws to a close, take a look 
back at the collections including Chlo& Dior. Herm#s. 
Gallia~u and more~ ’ISe Mugler show featured a ~u-holds-barred 
Lady Gaga performance captured in this exclusive video. For a 
complete recap of the New York~ London, Milan and Paris 
Fashion Weeks~ visit the On the Runway blog and 
nytimes.eomifashion. 

Snnday Magazh~c                                     ~ 
Did )ou see the veeent]y rid’did’signed New Yor]~: Times 
Magazine? Editor Hugo Lindgren walks you through the 
oh;rages in his Editor’s Letter. Highlights include a new regular 
column [rom Bit] Kelter, H~e Bewspaper’s e>:eeufive editor. Ariel 
Kaminer, The Times’s City Critie, takes over as the E[hieisL 
Mark gittman wilt serve up a regular food eohmm. Also don’t 
miss the 6th Floor blog, where staff members -- editors, designers, 
writers, photo editors a~d rese:~rehers - sh:~t’e ideas, arguments, 
curiosities and links. 

Join the Conversatio~ -We~ Blog    ~ 

"Less Talk, B’iore Medicine" 

"Pwchialrisls are ta~kin9 [ess ~r~d prescribing more. M~rq~ of the 
~adon ~ 48,0o0 psgehialris~5 no Nnger provide tal# ther~g~y, lhe 

oj’ps#chirHrgfor decades, writes Gardiner IR~rris ir~ S~ndr~ New 
~r~" Times. Iasteud, lhe{t t!lpic~dl{t prescribe ~nedica?ian, ~gs~all{t 

.... 89 T(~rr~ Parker-Pope 

"This is exactly the type of problem plaguing medicine today - 

~his feeling of disconnect between patients and doctors. The h~gh- 

volume, profit-driven bt~siness model inflicting modern health 

care, which redaees the patien[~toetor rek~tionship [o ’siam, 

barn, thank ym~ for Lhe preseriptiom’ makes the medical 

encounter unsupportable for all?’ 

-- Pos~e~ b9 M~rc 

"Give ~s this day ore" daffy reeds.’> 

-- Posted bg IIor&q 

~ Join the Conversatbn ~ 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res o~, ~,~ ......... 
(BeS, veen Ma[ch 2, 20! 1 -. March 8, 2011) 

, Making the 3’Iost (h~t of Less 

. Now Just a Muggle, With Song 
and Dance 

. A New Gener;~tion of Farmers 

. Skiing IgIoo4o-[gloo Across the 
Grand Tetons 

. N.C.A.A. Basketball Bracket: 
InvRe Yore’ Ft’iends to JoiB~ 

~ NLIDE SItOW; Scenes 

From Libya 

The latest images fl’om Libya, 

along with pictures going back 

to the beginning of the unrest. 

~ INTEP-~iCTIVE : 

Roek-Pape~Seissors: Yoa vs. the 
Computer 
Computers mimic human 
reasoning by building on simple 
rules and statistical averages. 
Test your strategy against the 
computer in this rock-paper- 
scissors game illustrating basic 
artificial intelligence. 

~ VIDEO: 

City Critie: School Lunches 

The City Critie finds a startling 

diseovery in New York City 

school lunches: real food. 

Follow @WY mesMagaz ne ~ 
on Twitter. 



~. tIeh~es: The D~posab}e Woman 

2. The Bi]l]onait’~ Who Is Planning t{{s ~-5~h Birth&~y 

3. i,h’~gman: De~rees and D~l~ars 

4, The Fa~}~ing Power of Bei3k’s A]aEt~s 

5. A~’m~es of Expensive Lawyers~ Replaced by Cheaper Softwa~’e 

Sign up for the 1ravel 

Dispstd~ weeMy e-mail 

feeturin9 articles on world 

destine[ions, slide shows 

from around-the-91obe 

mere 

Ci~eck out The Scoop 
iPl~one app snd download     I i:~i I 

this insider’s c~;uide to New 
York 

ASOUT THiS E-MAIL 

@.Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marke~in9 depsl~ment You received ~his message because you signed up 

for NYlimes,com’s #~fimes newsletter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 1:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Dr. Sahle, Afri        - Interim grade reports (Lessons 1-7): AFRI .SPRING 

Dr. Sahle, 

I received your email regarding the discussion board posts. I’ll be 
sure not to miss any of the assigmnents in the future Hope you’re 
doing well. 

Regards, 

On at 8:54 AM. EUNICE N Sable wrote: 

Dear All, 

Greetings. 

Please acknowledge receipt of your interim grade reports (Lessons 
1-7) for the discussion forum by March 15 

Have a great break. 

Sincerely, 
Dr Sahie. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintravel.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 2:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

RE: SaNe RDUiDurba~ May 

Thank you! 

I actually need passport information also 

Passport number 

Passport expiration date 

Country of issue and citize~ship ~: other than USA 

E~= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email,unc,edu] 
Seat; Wednesday, March 0% 20M 2:$4 PM 
To= Clarke, Shelley; Barbara Anderson; Kim ~hr 
~¢= Cave, Tracey 
$~bject= RE: SaNe RDU/Durban Nay 

Thanks Shelley. Here are the details: 

Eunice Njeri SaNe 

Home address: 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Clarke, Shelley 
Sent; Wednesday, March 09, 20:it :t2:20 PM 

To; Barbara Anderson; Kim Fehr 
C¢; SaNe, Eunice N; Cave, Tracey 
Subject; RE: SaNe RDU/Durban May 

I believe when Kim books the ticket, she witl also need: 

¯ Name as it appears on the passpo~’~ 

¯ Dat*:_~ of birth 

¯ MaCe/Female 

Tracey wi~f a~so need the home address and whether or not they have a sodaf security # to seL them up ~n the UNC system ~n or’der to process the CAB #, 

ShelfeV 
Sbeiiey Clar~se 

Business Hanager 

The institute for th} Study of Lhe Amerioas 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Mill 

3206 Fed Ex Global Education Center 

301 PJ ttsbozo S%reet, Camp~ls Box #3205 

Chapel Nili NC 27599-3205 

Phone - (919) 962-6879 
Fax    - (9i9) 962-@398 

F~m: Barbara Anderson [mail~:b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 09, 20~I i~:3~ AM 
To= Kim Fehr 
~¢= SaNe, Eunice N; Cave, Tracey; Clarke, Shelley 
Subject= SaNe RDU/Durban May 

Dear ~m: 

Hope this finds you well. Could ~u piece m~e a~angements for the following flights for Dr. Eunice SaNe? You may need address m~d legal name, etc. from her 

(can’t remember if you’ve done her travel before. I am cc-ing our uew business m~ager. Tracey Cave, ou ins so that she can give you a T# for the CABS. When you 

have the itinera~’ with flight numbers a~d price, let me know so that I ca~ fi]] out ~e T~ Ibr ~is. ~Ns will come from budget line C.3.a.]. Thanks so much~ Bazbaza 

Departure Schedule: 

May 6: RDU-Atlanta (Delta Airlines - they axe iu pa~tmership with South Atiica~ airlines- to comply with the Fly America Act) 

Atlanta- Joham~esburg 

Johanuesburg-Durbaa~ 

Amving in Durbar~ South Afiica sometime on May 7. 



Return Schedule: 

May 14 (eady in the morning) depart Durban liar Johannesbu~. 

May 28: Depart Johannesburg-Atlanta 

May 29: Atlanta-f~DU. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Direotor, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Giebal Eduoation Cen~er 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

www.global~unc.e@u!af~ica 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintravel.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 2:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu>; Clm~ke, Shelley <~larke@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SaNe RDU/Durbm~ May 6/14/28 

Thai~k you for catchii~g that. I will make the ad ustment to return from JNB to 28/29 MAy 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:44 PM 

To: Barbara Anderson; K~m Fehr 
Co: Cave, Tracey; Clarke, Shelley 
Subject: RE: Sahle RDU!Durban May 6/~4/28 

Dear Kim, 

Sorry to bother you. 

As indicated below my return schedule is: 

Return Sehe~lule: 

May 14 (early in the morning) depart Durban for Johannesburg. 

May 28: Depart Johannesburg-Atlanta 

May 29: Atlanta-RDU. 

Than~6 s. 

E u :~ i c e. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 11:30 AM 

To: Kim Fehr 
1:::¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Cave, Tracey; Clarke, Shelley 
Subject: Sahle RDU/Durban May 6/14/28 

Hope this finds you well. Could you please Inane arrangements for the following flights for Dr. Eunice Sa.hle’? You may need addless and legal name, etc. from her 
(can’t remember if you’ve done her travel before. I am cc-ing our new business manager. Tracey Cave, on this so that she can give you a T# for the CABS. When you 

have the itinerazy with flight numbers and price, let me l~]ow so that I can fill out the TAR for this. ~his will come from budget line C.3.a.]. Thanks so much! Barbara 

Departure Schedule: 

May 6: RDU-Atlanta (Delta Airlines - they axe m pm’lmership with South Atiican airlines- to comply with the Fly America Act) 

Atlanta- Johannesbarg 

Johannesburg- Durban 

Arriving in Durba~ South Africa sometime on May 7. 

Return Schedule: 

May 14 (early in the morning) depart Durban for Johannesburg. 

May 28: Depart Johannesburg-Atlanta 

May 29: Atlmata-RDU. 

Barba:a Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecture’s, Depar~:ment ~f African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 ollice 

(919) 843-2i02 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 4:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Readings tbr AFAM 

Hi Professor Sahle! 

I hope you’re enjoying your spring break. I ~vas just wondering where I might be able to find the Walvin readings for AFAJ~: 
Are the?- available on Blackboard ? I looked but haven’t been able to find them Thank you’. 

Best 

Scnt from my BlackBerry’® on the MetroPCS Network 

The text is available at the library, but rm not on campus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 12:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Lungile Keswa <Keswa@ukzn.ac.za> 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

Hi..yes that’s correct.will let you have prices shortly as Hassan’s fax machine is broken and will be repaired by the end of this week. Once we receive the estimated transport 
costs, I will forward this to you...ta hp 

>>> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 2011/03/09 02:45 PM >>> 
Thanks Helen< We pay the taxi driver directly, correc[:? 

Rodney 

Fm~: Helen Poonen [mailto:Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:24-AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Cc: Lungile Keswa 
Subject: RE: May 9-12 visit 
Dear Rodney!Eunice 
Only a pleasure!. Please note that our taxi driver Hassan will wait at arrivals (DBN International airport) with your name on a board. He will transport you directly to the B&B. 
Eunice, once we receive your confirmed flight details, we will immediately forward to Hassan. 
PSi Hassan’s contact number is 084-4481786. Note also that your accommodation has been booked and confirmed. 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" <rvarqas@email.unc.edu> 2011/03/08 03:29 PM >>> 

rhanks so much for all the w:,ry helf)ful information~ 

Please make my reservation from the even~n~ of May 7 to May $2, I just noticed that my ~:fight from Dsksr arrives on the 7th. Thanks, 

Here is my flight ~nformation for airport pickup and hote~ reservations: 

Saturday May 7--South African Airways SA 0579 departk~g from .Johannesburg at 7 pm and arriving in Durban at 8:00 pm 

Thursday May 12 -South African A~rways SA 0578 depart~n~ from Durban at 6:40 pm 

Thanks sga~n for your he~p and I look forward to go~n~ back to South Africa] 

Rodney 

~1 Sahle, Eun~ce N 
~e~[: Tuesday, March 08, 20[[ 8:[4 AM 
T~: Helen Poonen 
~e: Vargas, Rodney ]oaquin; pbond~maiLngo.za; Lungile Keswa; Dudu Khumalo; Shauna Mo~iar; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy; @yahoo.co.uk 
Subject: RE: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your email! It is vep! helpful. 

In terms of accommodation, kindly book 2 single rooms for us. We will both leave and depart from Durban the same days. We will send flight details soon. Here are the details: 

Guesthouse: Urban Elephant Guesthouse 



Arrival: May 8th. 
Departure: May :~2, 

Warm regards and many thanks. 
Eunice, 

Please find our ~Snail Disclaimer hel-e-->: http:/,’www.ukzn.sc.z~,’disclaimer 

Please find our Em~l Disclaimer here-->: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 
Thursday, March 10, 2011 1:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com 

Re: Accommodation Booking 

Hi, Howard 
Hope you keeping well. Note 1 have copied both Eunice and Rodney your e-mail. 
PS: Yes, we have arranged airport transfers for both Eunice and Rodney. 
Warm Regards 
Helen 

>>> Durban Elephant < ~gmail.com> 2011/03/09 09:20 PM >>> 

Hi Helen 
Thanks for this booking and to confirm that [ have reserved two rooms for the period in on 7 Play 2011 and out on 12 lvlay 2011, bed & breakfast. (I received a later e-mail from 
Eunice SaNe who indicated that she may arrive on the 7th May 2011 instead of on the 8th May 2011 and this will be confirmed next week). 
Could you let me have Rodney Vargas’ e-mail address so that we can also confirm directly with him. 
Also, have you arranged for the airport transfer for both Rodney and Eunice? 
Kind regards 
Howard 

On Wed, Mar 9, 2011 at 9:13 AM, Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> wrote: 

Dear Marlene 
Confirming our telecon of this morning, please could you book two single rooms with breakfast for the following people:- 
1)~ Rodney Vargas - check in on 7th May 2011 (flight arrives in DBN at 20H00) 
check out on 12th May 2011 
2). Eunice SaNe - check in on 8th May 2011 (time will be confirmed) 
check out on 12th May 2011 
PS.’ Note that the bill for the above accommodation will be settle directly with you. Take care and thanks again!. 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 
The Centre for Civil Society 

University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room F196, Memorial Tower Building 
Durban 

404I 
Tel: 27 3I 2603195/3577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 

http:!/ccs.ukzn.ac.za 
"The secret of health for both mind and body is not to mourn for the past, nor to worry about the future, but to live the present moment wisely and earnestly". 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: ~www.ukzn.ac.zajdisclaimer 

This message was sea nned by East Coast Access and is believed to be ciea n. 

Click here to report this messa#e as spa m. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/!www.ukzn.ac.za!disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 3:53 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Hoard of Cash Lets Qaddafi Extend Fight Against Rebels 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/10/todaysheadlines/index.html 
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TOP NEWS 

Hoard of Cash Lets Qaddafi 
Extend Fight Against Rebels 
By JAMES RISEN and ERIC LICHTBLAU 

The Libyan leader has control over "texas 
of billions" in cash stored in banks, 
allowing him to pay his troops, Afriema 
mercenaries and political supporters, 
officials said. 

Wisconsin Senate Limits 
Bargaining by Public 
Workers 
By MONICA DAVEY 

The bitter standoff over Gov. Scott 
Walker’s bid to curtail collective 
bargaining for public workers ended as 
Republicans in the State Senate 
maneuvered to adopt a bill doing just 
that. 

¯ " FiveThirtyEight: Dispute Could Mobilize 

Democratic Base 

¯ ~J Slide Show: Protests as Wisconsin G.O.P.’s Move 

Resignation Comes at Sensitive Time for NPR 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN and BRIAN STELTER 

After an embarrassing video came out, NPR, which is in a fight in Congress over its subsidy, lost its chief 
executive. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"In thirty minutes, 18 State Senators undid fifty years of civil rights in Wisconsin." 

MARK MILLER, leader of the Senate Democrats who fled Wisconsin last month to block a vote on the 
curtailing of collective bargaining rights. 

SPORTS 

~ VIDEO: Total 
Recall 



The Hershey High School Memory 
Team has won the memory 
championslfip three years straight, and 
three students hold overall national 
records. 3ohn Branch visits the team to 
find out how they do it. 

’. Half the Game Is Mental; So Is the Other Half 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Justice Scalia 
Objects 
By LINDA GREENHOUSE 

What does the smart, 
rhetorically gifted justice           i ::: 
think his bullying of his colleagues on 
the Supreme Court accomplishes? 

She’s got props 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

John Galliano to face trial in France 

Hello again, Norma Jeane 

nytimes,�om 

WORLD 

Revolts Raise Fear of Migration in Europe 
By RACHEL DONADIO and SUZANNE DALEY 

With the tulanoil in Libya and elsewhere in the region, many Europeans worry they will face waves of illegal 
immigration. 

~ Many Refugees From Libya Don’t Want to Go Home 

Loyalists Batter Libyan Rebels Near Strategic Oil Town 
By KAREEM FAHIM and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Forces loyal to Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi tried to dislodge Libyan rebels from Ras Lanuf. 

I~-~ Map " ~ Photographs " ~’ 

’: The Lede: Day’s Updates 

Lens: In the Thick of Libya’s Brutal Fighting 

At a Libyan Hospital, Pride and a War’s True Cost Are Seen 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

The hospital in Ajdabiya, near the front lines of the fighting, is staffed by vohmteers from across eastern 
Libya and from as far away as the United States. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Domestic Terrorism Hearing Set to Begin 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

A controversial Congressional hearing about Islamic extremists in the United States has stirred 
disagreement even before it starts. 

PINEDALE JOURNAL 
In Pinedale, Wyo., Residents Adjust to Air Pollution 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Geography, weather mad economy have combined to foul the air in one of flae places people might least 
expect. 

Most Public Schools May Miss Targets, Education Secretary Says 
By SAM DILLON 

Education Secretary Arne Duncan offered evidence that No Child Left Behind needs an overhaul. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

STATE OF THE ART 



Appeal of iPad 2 Is a Matter of Emotions 
By DAVID POGUE 

The new iPad has arrived and there are noticeable improvements in speed, weight and thinness. 

Heat Damages Colombia Coffee, Raising Prices 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

Rising temperatures have contributed to a shortage of lfigh-end Arabica coffee beans, as customers blink at 
escalating prices. 

’- ~ Slide Show 

Video: Conversation on Climate and Coffee I A Coffee Crisis 

," Room for Debate: Coffee, the New Shaky Commodity 

DEALBOOK 
Greed vs. Diligence in Galleon Trial 
By PETER LATTMAN 

In the opening statements for Raj Rajaratnam’s trial for insider trading, the lawyers previewed the case’s 
evidence. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Half the Game Is Mental; So Is the Other Half 
By JOHN BRANCH 

Hershey High School will look to extend its recent dominmace at the USA Memory Championship on 
Saturday in Manhattan. 

¯ . Video: Total Recall 

ST. JOHN’S 65, RUTGERS 63 
With an Assist From Officials, St. John’s Escapes 
By MIKE OGLE 

Rutgers led with 58 seconds left, but St. dolm’s made five free throws in the final nfinute and survived a 
controversial finish. 

The Lakers Could Tell the Heat a Few Things 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Heat and the Lakers have sinfilar expectations. The difference is that the Lakers know how to handle 
them. 

’: N.B.A. Roundup: Nets Top Warriors for 3rd Straight Win 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
The lo-Night Intergalactic Funk Odyssey 
By SETH SCHIESEL 

Fans of the funk trio Soulive have virtually been camped out at the Brooklyn Bowl concert hall in 
Williamsburg for that band’s ao-night residency. 

° ~’~ Slide Show 

Precipitous Fall for ’Spider-Man’ Director 
By PATRICK HEALY 

After nine years of work, Julie Taymor is stepping aside, and friends described her as anguished and 
distraught. 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 
A Unified Home for Arts Education, With a Split Right Down the Middle 
By NICOLAI OUROUSSOFF 

Whether Brown University’s new interdisciplinary arts center produces worthwhile art remains to be seen, 
but the building is a handsome piece of architecture. 

¯ More Arts News 



FASHION & STYLE 

PARIS FASHION WEEK 
The Americanization of the Rue St.-Honor6 
By GUY TREBAY 

Now being sold in Paris: items that are decidedly, ahnost aggressively ma-French. 

FRONT ROW 
After Paris Fashion Week, Designers Look Ahead 
By ERIC WILSON 

Overwhehned by news tiffs season, the fashion industry is taking more seriously the impact of business 
pressures on the creative nffnd-set. 

T MAGAZINE 
Live Video I Miu Miu 
By T MAGAZINE 

The fall 2Oll collection designed by Miuccia Prada. 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.yLe....>>. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Connecticut’s Better Budget 
Governor Malloy of Connecticut has managed to create a fairer budget than his cotmterparts in New York 
and New Jersey. 

EDITORIAL 
Meanwhile in Washington 
The Senate has rejected the House budget bill. But unless the White House and Democratic lawmakers push 
back harder, the Republicans will win the argmnent. 

EDITORIAL 
Justice Advances in Illinois 
In abolishing the death penalty, Gov. Patrick Quinn has ensured that Illinois will not wrongly condemn 
anyone else to death. 

EDITORIAL 
On Second Thought 
A Florida judge has backed down, as he should have, from lffs effort to bully the Obama administration into 
halting health care reform. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Libya Calling 
By HISHAM MATAR 

The author receives long-distance updates from his fmnily, who are fighting in the uprising. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Case for a No-Fly Zone 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Let’s get on with a no-fly zone over Libya. 3rod let’s jam its commmfications while we’re at it. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
School of Glock 
By GAlL COLLINS 

At least nine states are currently considering legislation to allow gm~s on college campuses. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Give Peaceful Resistance a Chance 
By ERICA CHENOWETH 



Nonviolent resistance is much more likely to produce results, while violent resistance runs a greater risk of 
backfiring. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Marcia lO, 1985, Konstantin U. Cheruenko, Soviet leader for just 13 months, died at age 73. His death was 

announced on March nth. Politburo member Mikhail S. Gorbaehev was chosen to succeed him. 

¯ See Tiffs Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ Buy Tiffs Front ~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

’, 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Grade Change 

Hi Eunice, 

A called (PID .) asking about a grade change for INTS . I haven’t received any form to send along to the registrar. Did you send one 

through campus mail? If so, I think it might have gotten lost. Would you be able to send one across to me again? 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.u nc.edu!d epts!ints! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kimme .carlos@africanstudies.o rg 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 12:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA CALL FOR PROPOSALS and MEMBERSHIP - DEADLINE MARCH 15 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS 2011 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL The ASA 2011 Call for Proposals is Now Open! The 54th Annual Meeting of the African Studies Association will be 
held November 17-20, 2011 at The Marriott Wardman Park Hotel in Washington, DC. This year’s Ann ual Meeting theme is: "50 Years of African Liberation" and this year’s 
Program Chair is Carol Thompson, Northern Arizona University. To renew your ASA membership and/or pre-register to submit your proposal, you may log on at 
vvww.africanstudies.org. It’s time to join or renew your ASA Membership for 2011. Please visit the ASA website at vwv’w.africanstudies.org to Iogin to myASA for members or 

click on the word ’Membership" at the top of the home page. ASA is pleased to announce the 2011 membership rates are the same as last year while the income ceiling was 
raised from $35,000 to $50,000. In addition, the retiree and joint member categories were reinstated. In order to receive the pre-registration rate for members, please allow 24 
hours for your membership payment to be processed before registering for the Annual Meeting. REMINDER: THE CALL FOR PROPOSALS DEADLINE IS MARCH 15,2011 ! 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (kimme.carlos@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hams, Susan <smharri@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:37 PM 

Hams, Susan <smharri@email.unc.edu> 

docx 

Hi all, 
Please see the attached memo for the above referenced student. 
Thank you, 

]:~ ’.: !:.1/:~::: .:.~:: 

~A~ Please consider the e~wironment before printing this emqail 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM IN THE 

COLLEGE of ARTS & SCIENCES 

AND THE GENERAL COLLEGE 

CB#3110, NTEELE BUILDING 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3110 

TELEPHONE: (919) 966-5116 I FAX: (919) 962-6888 

http :/!www.unc. edu/advising 

TO: Professors of: AFRI~ 
GEOG 
PHIL 
PHIL 
RELI 
RELI 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Lee Y. May,Ph.D., Associate Dean 

This memorandum is to advise you that 
caused him to miss classes from 
him make-up any quizzes, tests, and assignments that he missed. 

had a This 
Please provide him with assistance in letting 

As you know, Faculty Council legislation gives each instructor the authority to prescribe attendance regulations 
for his or her classes. Only instructors excuse absences from classes for valid reasons. 

Your assistance and cooperation are truly appreciated. Please contact me if you have questions or if you need 
additional information. 

cc: student file 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, March 11, 2011 3:58 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Qaddafi Forces Bear Down on Strategic Town as Rebels Flee 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/11/todaysheadlines/index.html 
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TOP NEWS 

Qaddafi Forces Bear Down on 
Strategic Town as Rebels Flee 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Rebels retreated from Ras Lanuf after 
an assault by forces loyal to the Libyan 
leader, Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi, 
tmderlining a shift in momentmn. 

" ~ Photographs I ~-~ Map 

¯ The Lede: Day’s Updates 

Lens: In the Thick of Libya’s Brutal Fighting 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Obama Seeks a Course of 
Pragmatism in the Middle 
East 
By MARK LANDLER and HELENE COOPER 

President Obama has adopted a policy 
of restraint in the Middle East crisis, 
recognizing a stark reality that U.S. 
security interests weigh as heavily as 
idealistic impulses. 

In Wisconsin Battle on Unions, State Democrats See a Gift 
By MONICA DAVEY and A. G. SULZBERGER 

Governor Scott Walker of Wisconsin won his battle to cut bargaining rights but his victory also carries risks 
for the state’s Republicans. 

" The Burden of Pensions on States 

’: ~ Slide Show: Protests in Wisconsin 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There is no comparison between our weapons and theirs. They’re trained, they’re organized. They got 

their training in Russia and I don’t know where. We’re not an army, we’re the people and even if we had 

weapons, we wouldn’t even know how to use them." 

MOHAMMAD AL-HOUNI, a fighter in the rebel forces in Libya. 

TECHNOLOGY 



~ VIDEO: Pogue Family 
Review of the New iPad 2 
David Pogue and iris sons discuss the 
merits of Apple’s newest device. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Rise of the 

Ethnoburbs 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Asians are now 
Califonfia’s fastest- 
growing etlmic group, a cultural 
nmkeover that is being repeated arotmd 
the country. 

Pressure to curb school 
taxes 
ALSO IN BUSINESS ~ 

Are we prepared for rising gas prices? 

Continental ends free snacks 

WORLD 

Huge Earthquake Triggers Tsunami Off Japan’s Coast 
By MARTIN FACKLER and KEVIN DREW 

A devastating tstmanfi hit the coast of northeast Japan on Friday after an 8.9 magnitude offshore 
earthquake. Waves of more than a2 feet were seen roaring inland. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Idaho Rancher Revealed as Gangster From Boston 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

A wanted man started over with a new name mad a new life in Idalao, but then his past caught up with him. 

20% Rise Seen in Number of Survivors of Cancer 
By PAM BELLUCK 

The implications are that many cancers are treatable, the director of the Centers for Disease Control said. 

Cuts to Head Start Show Challenge of Fiscal Restraint 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

In taking on a program popular with many voters, though criticized as ineffective, Republicans are seeking to 
send a strong message about the need for fiscal restraint. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

The Burden of Pensions on States 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

In Wisconsin, new pension cost estimates are expected to show that contribution levels are too meager and 
more money will be needed from public workers. 

Start-Ups Are in a Rush to Bring the Chat Room to the Smartphone 
By J EN NA WORTHAM 

A wave of start-ups, including GroupMe, FastSociety and Beluga, are offering apps that allow multiple users 
to participate in smartphone text conversations. 

U.S. Regulators and J.&J. Unit Reach a Deal on Plant Oversight 
By REED ABELSON and NATASHA SINGER 

Three plants operated by Johnson & Jolmson’s McNeil Consmner Healthcare unit have had quality problems 
for over a year. 



¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

N.H.L. Faces New Scrutiny for Hockey Violence 
By JEFFZ. KLEIN and KEN BELSON 

Pm incident in which a Canadiens player was injured has put pressure on the league’s managers to address 
issues of violence. 

¯ ’ N.H.L. Roundup: Sabres Win to Tie Rangers for Seventh Place in East 

HEAT 94, LAKERS 88 
Heat Ends Its Anguish by Edging the Lakers 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Heat closed out a 94-88 victory over the Los Angeles Lakers to end a five-gmne losing streak that 
threatened the franelfise’s morale. 

, Mavericks 127, Knicks 109: Stoudemire’s Technical Adds to Knicks’ Woes 

N.F.L. Talks Spill Into Frustration as Hopes for Deal Fade 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Negotiations on the financial issues that divide owners and players were at a virtual standstill, and 
representatives of both sides were trading barbs in public. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e._.S.ports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’JANE EYRE’ 
Radiant Spirit Blossoms in Barren Land 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Cary doff Fukunaga’s "Jane Eyre," starring Mia Wasikowska, is a splendid example of how to tackle the 
daunting duty of tunfing a beloved work of classic literature into a movie. 

" ~’~ Slide Show 

ART REVIEW 
Messages That Conduct an Electric Charge 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

Glenn Ligon’s retrospective at the Wlfitney Mttsemn of 3anerican Art is a tight but ample show that refers 
back to 3anerica’s slave-holding past and forward to the Obama present. 

" ~ Interactive Feature: Glenn kigon: Art Out of Words 

Conan in the Wilderness 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

A new docmnentary, "Conan O’Brien Can’t Stop," directed by Rodinan Flender, shows anofl~er side of Mr. 
O’Brien that his co-workers call "Mean Conan." 
. ~ Clip: ’Conan O’Brien Can’t Stop’ 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’RED RIDING HOOD’ 
The Girl Who Sighed Wolf 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Catherine Hardwicke’s "Red Riding Hood" is a goofily amttsing screen fairy tale that includes bloodshed, but 
it’s generally tamer than its often-gruesome source. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’BATTLE: LOS ANGELES’ 
City of Angels Resists Becoming City of Aliens (the Outer-Space Type) 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Battle: Los Angeles" follows Marines fending off an attack on the title city. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CERTIFIED COPY’ 
On the Road, Packing Querulous Erudition 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

In Abbas Kiarostami’s "Certified Copy," a couple (duliette Binoche and William Shimell) drive through 



Tuscany arguing about art, representation and authenticity. 

¯ More Movies News >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Indefensible Detention 
Should a former attoruey general be held liable for detaining an American man on the pretext that he was a 
witness in a ease in which he was never called to testify? 

EDITORIAL 
It’s Not Over in Wisconsin 
Republican lawmakers in Wisconsin have reversed half-a-century’s nfiddle-class progress in the state by 
erasing collective-bargaining rights for public employees. 

EDITORIAL 
Bank Customers Win One (Soon) 
Barring a last-nfinute assault from the banks, a federal rule to protect vulnerable Americans from overly 
grabby creditors will take effect in May. 

EDITORIAL 
Cynical Non-Enforcers 
Gridlock is the name of the game at the Federal Election Conmfission, where three Republican members 
block any punishment of even the most blatant violators. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Let There Be More Efficient Light 
By ROGER A. PIELKE Jr. 

Goverument standards on fluorescent bulbs will promote innovation and help the economy. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Dumbing Deficits Down 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Having a "what were they tlfinking?" moment recently. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Modesty Manifesto 
By DAVID BROOKS 

3anericm~s’ tendency toward overconfidence is corroding our citizenship. 

¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Green Cuisine in Legoland 
By ROGER COHEN 

Foodies flock to Denmark as a chef shapes a cuisine for a shrinking planet. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is? 
By HOWARD MANSFIELD 

Daylight saving renfinds us that one man’s noon is another man’s 11:5o. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 11, 1941, President Roosevelt signed into law the Lend-Lease Bill, providing war supplies to 
countries fighting the Axis. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edus, 

Friday, 8:43 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Update on Dr. Firoze Manji’s visit 

Dear Ennice: 

I am a bit behind on this. There is quite a bit of paper work to be done here which will requi~e Dr. Manji’s attention. Could yon please provide an email "introduction" 

for us? I roll need him to tell me of his visa-status, provide a cow of Ns passport and visa, inform ns of his home address, social s~cnfiiy number, etc. [Tracey: Dr. 

Mm~ji will be giving a talk at onr Carolina seminar on                , bridget line 

I notice earlier discussion ofa roundtable on 

Manji? Tha~ks so much! Barbara 

¯ Do you have any details on this? I am also assuming l]com these emails that ~meone is providing hospitaliU tbr Dr. 

On 7:40 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

Greetings. 

This is just a quite update on a couple of developments pertaining to Dr. IVlanji’s visit: 

a) Public lecture         he will be sending an abstract shortly. 
b) John Pickles, Chair Geography has added $250.00 in support of the event. Kindly let me know how geography can transfer the funds to add to the $500.00 
stipend provided by the Center. 
3) In a light of conversations with Dr. Manji and events in North Africa, a graduate student in geography who has worked with me for a while 
organizing a round table titled "African Social Movements in a Global Context" for be~veen 5.00-7.30pm. The round table commentators will be: (UNC) 
Selassie, Nzongola,      and I and from Duke Charlie Piot. Travis is helping us get a room at the GEC and we will keep you posted,      is working on a 

poster for publicity purposes. 

Thanks so much for supporting this event! 

Warm regards, 
Eunice. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Dir>stor, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of Nor~:h Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

www. global, unc. edu!af rica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <weslview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Friday, March 11, 2011 9:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

New Sociology Books t?om Westview Press 

Dear Professor Sable: 
WesWiew Press proudly announces new sociology books for your com~es: 

New Edition 

The h~equali~" Reader: Contempormy m~d Eound afional Readings h~ Race~ Class, m~d Gender, 

Second Edition, edited by David B. Grusky and Szonja Szelenyi (ISBN 978-0-8133-4484-3) 

New Edition 

The Sociolo@’ of Economic Life, Third Edition, edited by Mark Granovetter and Richard Swedberg 

(ISBN 978-0-8133-4455-3) 

New Edition 
’._I_i__h_£__._N__£~,__i_i_)2_b_:~:_~_%c__i_9_l_o_~; Fourth Edition, by Mark Gottdiener and Ray Hntchison (ISBN 978-0-8133- 

4425-6) 
Order your FREE exam copy today! 

For more information on these and other book~ visit our SocioloNy D~scipline ~ age. Co~nplete the online 
exam copy order fom~ to order FREE exam copies. (Mention source code xW753.) 

Look for our postcmvl in your mafil to learn more, or visit us at WWWoWeSt~iewpres,~com. 

Sincerely, 

Westview Press 

A Member of the Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 

This is a commercidl message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages t~m this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-n~il .............................................. 

You will receive one additional e-ma~l message confirming your removal. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1 3:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.ed~~ 

Subject: F~xa~n 1-Af~ 

Proi~ssor SaNe, 
I was wondering if you had finished grading, exam 1 and if so, when ~vill our 

grades be posted? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

F~-;am 1 Grade 

Hi Dr Sable, 

I hope you are enjoying your break thus far I am inquiring about my Exam 1 
grade. I have checked on Blackboard and have been unsuccessful in finding 
the grade. Due to the Add/Drop and Pass/Fail deadline fast approaching 

,his Monday), I would like to know my grade so that I may be able to 
make the necessary adjustments to my course load for the remainder of the 
semester. I would really appreciate it if I could view by grade before the 
deadline on Monday and I hope to hear from you soon. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, March 12, 2011 3:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Powerful Quake mad Tsunami Devastate Northern Japan 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O3/!2/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials i Op-.~A i On This Day 

~o~ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

March 12, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Powerful Q uake and                                  ~ 

Tsm~aml Devastate North erl~ 

Japan 

Japan was filled with seenes of desperation a day after an 8,9-magnitude quake, as sm’vivors called 
for help and rescuers looked for people buried in ~bble, 

~The 
Lode: How to Help 

Japan*s Strict Building Codes Saved L~ves 

Perhaps no country in the world is better prepared to withstand earthquakes and tsunamis than 
Japan. 

In Libya Revolt, Yo~th ~,VH! Serve, or at Least Try 

Boys as young as their earl), teens have left their homes in hopes of joining the opposition forces. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"What was scariest was to look ap at the skgscrapers all around. Theg were swaging like trees in the 
breeze~ " 
WILLL~M No ’I[NUTNUI~ a professor at Southern Methodist Univeristy, who was in Tokyo when the 
earthquake hiL 

WORLD 

~1[ ItOTOGIL&I ][IS: : 

Aftermath of the 

Earthq~lak(~ and 

T~nnami ~n Japan 
A devastating tsunami hit the coast 
of northeast J apan on Friday in the 
aftermath of an 8.9 magnitude 
earthquake about 8o miles offshore. 

OPINION 

Juvenile 

Delinquent I ~:lir’qu I 

Many years later, the 
author reckons with a youthful escapade, and the matter of crime and punishment. 

Vegan recipes for Lent 
ALSOIN HEALTH ~> 

Left-handedness loses its stigma 

Whe~ exercise Is too much of a good thing 

WORLD 

Japan Orders Evacuation Near 2nd Nuclear Plant 

Officials warned that small amounts of radiation were likely to leak alter the plants experienced 
breakdowns. 



Japan’s industrial Heart Escapes Heaviest Blows 
i.::y ":..T :.’.’f. i.."..i {i~: 
That Japan’s earthquake and tsunami hit far from the country’s industrial heartland will at least 
soften the economic Now, both at home and abroad. 

Libyan Rebels Defiant b~R in Disarray, as Qaddaffs Forces Gah~ Mome~tum 

Rebels retreated fi’om Ras Lanuf aRer an onslaught of air strikes and tank and a~illery fire by 
forces loyal to the Libyan leader. 

~ Photographs ~ ~ Map 

~ Lens In the Thick of Libya’s Sru~ai Fighting 

o More World News 

Hm#" Fia~#’s lktdld Obama’s Hope for High-Speed Rail ht Florida 
::7 Mi{~ -:,.’:.15; COO’5:- 

The administration made a fatal trade-off, picking a route that offered few advantages over ears, 
but that could have been completed more quickly than proposed rail lines elsewhere. 

Obama Defends Dete~tion Conditions for Soldier Accused in ~,¥ikiLeaks Case 

The president said he had been assured that measures such as forcing Pfe. Bradley Manning to sleep 
without clothing were justified and for his safety. 

A Legal Privilege That Some Lawmakers See Broadly 

A domestic violence ease involving Scott Bundgaard, the majority leader of the Arizona State 
Senate, has put a spotlight on constitutional privileges that protect lawmakers from arrest. 

BUSINESS 

U,& IuquiW ou Military Family Foreclosures 
i.::., ..:i.M,.:. .: di..i, ’ i©k:i.S 
The Justice Department is looking into claims that a unit of Morgan Stanley illegally foreclosed on 
almost two dozen military families. 

Give Up Familiar Light Bulb? Not \V[thout Fight, Some Say 

A law on light bulb efficiency due to take effect next year has brought a frenzy of activity to get the 
law repealed or, at least, to stockpile the bulbs before they disappear from store shelves. 

Facebook Users Who Are Under &ge Raise Concerns 

Many young people lie about their ages to create accounts on social networks, and there is no way to 
stop them. 

S P 0 RTS 

As NoFd,, Talks Fail, ’:~ ~. Seaso~ Seems in Dm~bt 

After failing to reach a new collective bargaining agreement, the players union deeertified and the 
owners declared a lockout just after midnight. 

~ l.ockout Becomes Ps~ of Playbook 

~Q 
8 A.: N.F.L Lockout 

UCONN 76, SYRACUSE 71, OT 
Everythi~g Falls i~ ;[,ine for "Walker a~d UCom~ 

Kemba Walker broke the Big East tournament scoring record as the Huskies won their fourth game 
in four days. 

Not Just Another Title Ruu for Rebouudlug Tar Heels 

As improbable as it might have seemed even a few weeks ago, the Tar Heels are back in the national 



title pietnre. 

~ Cc, llege Roundup: Fredette’s 52 Points Help Revive B.YU 

~D interacts�e: N.C AA. Bracket 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Emancipating H~story 

Signs of slavery abound around Charleston, but until the x~9os they were often missing from 

% 
Celestial Sa~es For Boy’s Tale Of Heaven 

"Heaven Is for Real," an account of a 3-year-old boy’s going to heaven and meeting Jesus, has taken 
paperback best-seller lists by storm. 

MUSIC REVIEVV 
SaI+men and the BLg So+rods of a Small E~ropea~ Nat~o~ 

Esa-Pekka Salonen leads the New York Philharmonic in a Hungarian Echoes festival at Avery 

Fisher Hall. 

TRAVEL 

*-4 Easy ~vVeekend Getaway,s 

Fcom New York to Portland, Ore. (and cities in between), quick trips that can have you poolside -or 
cliff diving- in half a day. 

Getth~g Yot~° Own Slice of Prince ~qllla~n’s \Veddh~g 

Not invited? That doesn’t mean you can’t eat, drink and shop as the royals do. 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 

Is Th(~’e a l~ght "Vqay to Spewed Mon(~y When Trave~g’? 

One man’s guide to ethical spending, tipping and giving when on the road. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Gas Prices and a Sa~m E~e~°gy Policy 
Republicans are determined to undermine President Obama on energy policy. How hard will he 
fight back? 

EDITORIAL 
l~ro K~g~s Som~d a~d Fnry 
In building a Congressional hearing around his foolish, hurtful claims about Muslim Americans, 
Representative Peter l<Jng demeaned the crucial issue of homeland security. 

EDITORIAL 

No Way to Ru~ a IL)emoe~,acy 
with its arrests of journalists, the Turkish government betrays the country’s democratic ideals. 

EDITORIAL 
Nafta’s U~fin~shed Busi~es~ 
The United States must do what it promised 17 years ago and open American highways to all 
approved Mexican trucks. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Eye of the New~ 

Thanks to Newt Gingrieh, we have learned of the link between patriotism and aduRery. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Maste~o Key 



A national infrastvncture bank, proposed by Senator John Kerry, could bypass the euvvent 

austerity title. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

"F|~e Biggest LosePs 

~.b" ci .:. ~:M.I.: :i i.:L©~& 
Redneing childhood obesity should be an all-han ds-on-deek iss ne, including the hands of the 

government. 

~ Golumnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Homewat-d Bond 

Giving migrants better opportunities to invest in Africa. 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 12, 1947, President Truman established what became known as the Tcnman Doctrine to 

hell) Greece and Turkey resist Communism. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.e&~;, 

Sunday,              3:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Two Questions 

Dr. Sahle, 

wondered when you were gmng to put the grades from the fu-st exam up? 
was under the impression that they would be up last Sunday. 

Also, In the gmdelines for the research paper, it says it needs to be 
10 pages, ~vith a 6th page devoted to bibliography. Is the paper to be 5 
pages, or 10 pages, with the 1 lth page devoted to bibliography? 

Uni)ersi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Comm. Studies: Media Studies and Production; 
African-American Studies, BA. Class of 

307 Bynum Hall, Work-Stu@ Student 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:19 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

[~c l?aculty] Living Kibem 

Listserv image.jpg 

Living Kibera brings the community of Kibera, a slum on the outskirts of Nairobi, Kenya, to life on the campus of UNC-Chapel Hill. The opening 
reception includes interactive activities for adults and children to immerse themselves in the vibrant culture of Kibera. The exhibit, running until July 

15, features art created exclusively by Kiberans in a variety of mediums including photography, drawings, poetry, paintings, textiles, hand-made 
objects, and video. The goal of Living Kibera is to open a dialogue around perceptions, misconceptions, and realities of life in dense urban 
communities. The themes of work, play, home, dream, and self explore the different facets of life in Kibera through the perspectives of people living 
there today. 

Living Kibera kicks off Carolina for Kibera (CFK)’s 10th Anniversary campaign, which include the release of, "It Happened on the Way to War," a 
memoir by co-founder and UNC alum Rye Barcott, and a full-length documentary, "Chasing the Mad Lion." Driven by local needs, CFK’s programs 
empower local leaders and provide Kiberans with the tools and support they need create a healthy, safe, and self-sufficient community. CFK’s 
work is guided by the truth that talent is universal, but opportunity is not. 

Living Kibera is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, Center for Global Initiatives, Department of Women’s Studies, Curriculum in Global 
Studies, Department of Art, and Carolina for Kibera. 

Visit the event website at UNC Global 

To learn more about CFK, visit cfk.unc.edu. 

http://ctk.mac.edu 
http:/A~¥.m~cmarathon.org 
Cell: 

gbmnaJl.com 

Staoey Sewaii 

Assistant Directoz 

FLAS Coordinator 

A[rican S%L]dies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewa i ] @emai ] . uno. ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 4:52 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Radioactive Releases in Japan Could Last Months, Experts Say 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/14/todaysheadlines/index.html 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 
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TOP NEWS 

Radioactive Releases in 
Japan Could Last Months, 
Experts Say 
By DAVID E. SANGER and MATTHEW L. 
WALD 

Experts in Japan and the United States 
said that the releases from nuclear 
plants could go on for weeks or months. 
Officials are also reporting a new 
explosion. 

o Radiation Risk Is Seen as Low for Now 

-’ Japan’s Nuclear Crisis Stokes Fear in Europe 

. Military Crew Said to Be Exposed to Radiation, 
but Officials Call Risk in U.S. Slight 

" Navy Says 17 Americans Were Treated for 

Contamination 

Death Toll Estimate in Japan 
Soars as Relief Efforts 
Intensify 
By MARTIN FACKLER and MARK McDONALD 

Military and civilian teams continued their grim work as Japan faced mounting humanitarian emergencies 
and the death toll climbed. 

’- Photographs I @ Maps 

~ .~_’;’J Readers’ Photos I ~ Send In Your Own 

, In Sendai, Thousands Wonder What’s Next 

¯ " A Festival of Japan’s Culture Proceeds 

U.S. Nuclear Industry Faces New Uncertainty 
By JOHN M. BRODER 

A fragile bipartisan consensus on nuclear power’s promise for the United States may have dissolved. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 think that the earthquake, tsunami and the situation at our nuclear reactors makes up the worst crisis in 

the 65 years since the war. If the nation works together, we will overcome." 

PRIME MINISTER NAOTO KAN OF JAPAN 



WORLD 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: Satellite 
Photos of Japan, 
Before and After 
the Quake and 
Tsunami 
Compare satellite images of areas of 
3apan before and after the disaster. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Japan’s Nuclear 
Crisis: Lessons for 
the U.S. 
An 8.9 magnitude quake 
and tstmanfi are rare 
events. But should the U.S. rethink its 
own nuclear safety plans? 

"The Dark Night" on Facebook 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

WORLD 

Netflix for the Sundance crowd 

Mapping your daily social data 

nytiraes, cora 

Second Explosion at Reactor as Technicians Try to Contain Damage 
By HIROKO TABUCHI and MATTHEW L. WALD 

Tile new explosion underscores tile difficulties Japanese authorities are having in bringing several stricken 
reactors under control after the earthquake. 

" ~ Video, Day 3: Nuclear Woes 

¯ . Residents Near Plants Felt False Sense of Security 

Look at the Mechanics of a Partial Meltdown 

¯ U.S. Nuclear Plants Have Same Risks, and Backups, as Japan Counterparts 

Residents Who Escaped Return to See What, if Anything, Is Left of Their Lives 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Returuing to the flattened town of Natori, long lines of residents struggled to comprehend the destruction 
left behind by the tsunanfi. 

, Seawalls Offered Little Protection Against Tsunami’s Crushing Waves 

Quake Moves Japan Closer to U.S. and Alters Earth’s Spin 

Japanese Stocks Plunge as Investors Worry 
By BETTINA WASSEN ER 

The Nikkei 225 index dropped sharply oil Monday after the devastating earthquake and tsunanfi, with 
industrial and manufacturing stocks particularly hurt. 

. Supply Disruptions of Power and Water Threaten Japan’s Economy 

¯ . U.S. Nuclear Industry Faces New Uncertainty 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Campaigning as All Things to All Republicans 
By JEFF ZELENY 

Tim Pawlenty, the former governor of Minnesota, is trying to appeal to diverse constituencies as he 
introduces himself as a potential candidate. 

" Times Topics: Tim Pawlenty 

ON EDUCATION 
For Detroit Schools, Hope for the Hopeless 
By MICHAEL WINERIP 

Two years after Detroit’s politicians imposed reforms on the city’s schools, the $2OO million deficit has risen 
to $327 nfillion. But fllere is some hope. 

State Legislatures Slow on Immigration Measures 
By JULIA PRESTON 



States pledged to toughen up on illegal inmffgration, but none has passed a law that nffrrors Arizona’s 
crackdown. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Supply Disruptions of Power and Water Threaten Japan’s Economy 
By STEVE LOHR 

The crisis at damaged nuclear plants north of Tokyo was threatening to cause an energy ertmeh that could 
hobble Japma’s economy. 

¯ . Partial Meltdowns Presumed 

’: Economix: Radiation and Pregnancy 

Auto Plants in Japan Remain Closed as Companies Take Stock 
By NICK BUNKLEY 

Automakers scrambled to deternffne whether they would be able to build and export cars in light of the 
rolling power blackouts and the damage to Japan’s infrastructure. 

-. Crisis Stokes Fear in Europe 

DEALBOOK 
Associate in Insider Case Sought to Quit Goldman 
By PETER LATTMAN and ANDREW ROSS SORKIN 

According to a new audiotape recording, Rajat Gupta sought to leave for a job as a senior adviser at Kohlberg 
Kravis Roberts, only weeks before he is said to have provided the tips to the hedge fund manager Raj 
Rajaratnam. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

With aa Teams in Expanded Bracket, Big East Is a Region All Its Own 
By MARK VIERA 

The Big East Conference’s depth is on display in this year’s 68-team N.C.A.A. tournament field. 

¯ " Thamel’s Picks: EAST I WEST [ SOUTHWEST [ SOUTHEAST 

Some Circle the Date for a Day of Accustomed Sadness 
By BRETT McMURPHY 

Of the 73 temns in the six power conferences Northwesten~, Oregon State, Rutgers and U.S.F. have the 
longest N.C.A.A. tounaament droughts. 

In Lockout, Loopholes Replace Regulations 
By ADAM HIMMELSBACH 

As long as the N.F.L. lockout continues, no signings, trades, practices or games will take place. But the ripple 
effects from tiffs work stoppage are potentially more unsettling. 

¯ Mor_~9_~_~S orts News 

ARTS 

A Broadway Superlative for All the Wrong Reasons 
By PATRICK HEALY and KEVIN FLYNN 

"Spider-Man" has been more than nine years in the making, and its final folan still remains up in the air. 

,’ ~ Interactive Timeline 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Betting on Not-So-Sure Things: Love and a Trick to Win at Cards 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The Latvian conductor Andris Nelsons takes on the tough, revealing assignment of Tchaikovksy’s "Queen of 
Spades" at the Metropolitan Opera. 

A Festival of Japan’s Culture Proceeds 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

When Cala~egie Hall annotmced Japan as the focus of this season’s big festival, it did not seem a particularly 



pathbreaking subject. Now it seems prescient. 

¯ More Arts News >> 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

The News, in Bright Bits 
By JEREMYW. PETERS 

The Week, with its bite-size articles, the full arc of opinion and a skinny format is growing where other 
newsweeklies are lagging. 

In Tight Times, PBS Leans on Pledge Drives 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN 

Since 2005, the average mnount of time PBS member stations devote to on-air pledge drives has increased 
by 9 percent, with some stations running the special shows for lO weeks a year. 

When Unrest Stirs, Bloggers Are Already in Place 
By JENNIFER PRESTON 

Global Voices, a volmateer-driven organization, worked with worldwide bloggers to provide coverage of 
marest in the Middle East and North Africa, and of the disaster in Japma. 

¯ More Media & Advertising. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Maliki’s Power Grab 
Iraq’s prime minister, Nuri Kamal al-Maliki, is drawing the wrong lessons from the upheavals in the Arab 
world. 

EDITORIAL 
Gulf Oil Spill Damages, Phase Two 
The period for emergency pa)anents has ended. Now begins the harder task of calculating final pa)anents. 

EDITORIAL 
The Cheaters and Their Banks 
It’s going to take more high-profile action against financial institutions to force them out of the tax-cheat 
racket. 

EDITORIAL 
Listen to Judge Lippman 
New York’s clfief judge agreed to cuts to his budget, but refuses to back down on lfis call for legal service 
programs for the indigent. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Another Inside Job 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

More from the abusive bankers mad their political friends. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Iraq Then, Libya Now 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Once again, there’s a bipartisan chorus for war. 

¯ " Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
China’s Gradual Revolution 
By GUOBIN YANG 

Beijing won’t follow Tmais and Cairo, but change is still reader way. 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Fiddling While Libya Burns 
By ANNE-MARIE SLAUGHTER 

The United States should immediately ask the Security Council to authorize a no-flight zone over Libya. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 14, 19oo, Congress ratified the Gold Standard Act. 

¯ See This Front Pa_#~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:40 AM 

Sable, Eufice N <eufice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: AFAM,    hnportm~t updates (Dr. Sahle): AFAM .SPRING 

Hi professor Sahle, 

I do not see the grades posted to blackboard. Are they there and I’m confused on how to view them? 

Thank you, 

On 8:50 PM, "EUNICE N Sahle" <eufice@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear All, 
> 

> I hope you are having a great Spring Break. 
> 

> Here are quick updates as we embark on the last leg of our seminar: 

> 1) Exam 1: 

> I am en route back to Chapel Hill and will post your grades to Blackboard by Sunday fight and bring your blue books to class on Tuesday. 

> 2) Schedule tbr the reminder of the term: 

> Over the break, I updated our syllabus in an eflbrt to among other things, otter m~ opporttmity tbr extra credit as requested by some of you mad to make room 

guest lecture by a social movement scholar mad publisher (AtiJcan and AfiJcan Diaspora social movemenks scholarship) during his visit to IYNC between March 3 

April 3. He will visit our class on March 31 to oiler a discussion of contemv~ra~ social movements in North Ati-ica m~d Middle East. 
> 

> Best wishes and see soon. 

> Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: AFAM - hnportant updates (Dr. SaNe): AFAM .SPRING 

Greetings Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you had an A~rESOME spring break and you have safely returned to 
North Carolina. I’d ltke to inquire if you will be posting our midterm 
grades to Blackboard today 

Your assistance is greatly appreciated and valued 

Sincerely, 

On Sat,            20:50:40 -0500 (EST), EUNICE N Sahle 
<eunice@email.unc.edu > wrute: 
> Dear All, 
> 

> I hope yuu are having a great Spring Break. 
> 

> Here are quick updates as we embark un the last leg uf our seminar: 
> 

> 1)E×am 1 : 
> I am en ruute back to Chapel tlill and will pust yuur grades to Blackboard 
> by Sunday night and bring your blue bouks to class un Tuesday. 
> 

> 2) Schedule [’or the reminder of the term: 
> Over the break, I updated our syllabus in an effort to amung other 
things, 
> offer an opportunity, fur extra credit as requested by some ofyuu and to 
> make roum fur a guest lecture by a social movement scholar and publisher 
> (Aliqcan and African Diaspora sucial movements scholarship) during his 
> visit tu UNC between March 31-April 3. He will visit our class on March 
31 
> to offer a discussion of contemporary social movements in North Africa 
and 
> Middle East. 
> 

> Best wishes and see soon. 
> Dr. Sahle 



From: ~(}yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:09 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFAM    Test Grades 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I had a a question about whether you posted the grades for test My blackboard shows no score under the grades folder. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu:> 

Monday,               10:48 AM 

Sable, Eunice N ~-eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

@gmaJ, l .corn 

Re: Mwalimu Nyerere festival, 

Dear 

I was just delighted when Pm£ SaNe said that you will be at tlae fes~tival in Dar this spring’, What are your travel plans, and where will you be s~ying? Looking forward 
to reconnecting via email, then in person near the Indian Ocean! Take care. Barbara Anderson 

On 10:27 AM, Sahle, Ennice N wrote: 

Dear 

Hope you had an excellent break. 

I write to let you know that my colleague and dear friend Professor Barbara Anderson, Associate Director of the African Studies Center will be attending the 
conference in Dar. At any rate, thought it be nice if you two connected prior to Dar and of course during the festival. I told her that you would be attending and 

she remembers you from your Afri. days. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Assignment meeting 

No proble~n Dr. Sable, 

I’ll see you then, ready to discuss any mid all of the fihns. Just to remind you, the ones I could get from the libra~ are: 

Xala 
Black Girl 
Moolaad6 
Faat Kine 
Guelwaar 
Ceddo 
Mandabi 

I am thinking I will write my paper on something about the representation of women in his films, and will probably address all the films, to varying 
degrees of course, 

Thanks and I’ll see you next Thursday, 

On Mon, at 7:58 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Hope you had an excellent break. 

I write to see if it is OK for us to meet next week to discuss the film aspect of your assignments rather than this week. 1 am in the midst of finishing several projects this 
week hence this suggestion. A meeting on        would be great. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Research Paper 

Dr. SaNe, 
I have started my researh paper and would like some feedback on what I have done so far. I was wondering when the best time would be for a meeting. 

Thank You, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Monday, 12:36 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: AFAM ¯ hnportant updates (Dr. Sable): AFAM 

Dr. Sable, 

I hope you had a good break. I was wondering when the midterm grades would be posted on Blackboaxd. 

Thanks, 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBelD, 

From: EUNICE N S~hle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 12 20:50:40-0500 (EST) 
To: <"AFAM "> 

Subject: AFAM. Important updates (Dr. Sable): AFAM 

Deax All, 

I hope you are having a great i 

Here are quick updates as we embark on the last leg of our seminar: 

1) Exoa~ 1: 

I am en route back to Chapel Hill and will post your grades to Blackboard by Sunday night ~ld bring your blue books to class on Tuesday. 

2) Schedule for the reminder of the terns: 

Over the break, I updated our syllabus in ma effort to among other things, oiler m~ opportuni~ for extra credit as requested by some of you mad to make room for a 

guest lecture by a social movement scholar and publisher (African and Africm~ Diaspora social movements scholarship) dnring his visit to UNC between 

He roll visit our class on to oiler a discussion of contemtx~raxy social movements in North Africa and Middle East. 

Best wishes and see soon. 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lewis, Lucy W <lwlewig.aq~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-* 

@gmail.com;                      ~email.unc.edu> 

GO!        - workshop time preference and bios ueeded ASAP 

Hi Eunice, 

--it’s great to hear that you all will be part of GO! and the workshop on Being a Woman in a Cross-Cultural Field Experience! Eunice ---we will go 

with the description from last year’s workshop~ I will be meeting with today, and with the who~e GO! team on Wednesday ---~f they have 

suggesth:ms for ~ssues to focus on [ wH~ ~et you know. 

1. We will need BR~{{}: bios from each of vot~ ASAP so that we can ~ndude that in the registrat~ot}iconference n~ater~a~s (please focus on your ~nter[~ationa] 

experience versus degrees as we][ as any unique ~nformation that will appeal to part~dpants). Please ernaH to me, Lucy Lewis, [W_[~&~_q.~_#_[]:9_Eq:&~_g. or 

call me~ 

2. The two Nooks of time for workshops m*e :l.-2pm and 2-3pm. WouM either of these times work for you, or ~s there a particular time that you prefer? Just 

rne know ASAP. 

Feel free to ema~l or call me if you have any questkms. Thanks to all of you for your willingness to be part o[ th~s cr~t~ca~ preparal:h:m for our studet}ts working and 

researching abroad! 

Lucy Lewis 
962-2Gg4 

Being a Woman ~n a Cross-Cultural Field Experience 

Fhb workshop will address the ~mportant ~ssue of gender ~dem:~ty m cross-cultural travel ,_~ocl~d t~ornl5; a[ld e’,<pecta[}ot~s .:?f worTH, i? as travelers a[?d >:>cial 

partidpat~ts vary widely a(:ros~; different cultures, r:or this rea>:~n, ~t b importat~t to dew?lop a gendered ~;e~f-awareness as a traveler to a new culture. We 

explore some of the reasons why these are ~mportant conskterations for student travelers, and discuss the ways in which students can devise 

appropriate behavior and expectat{ons around the issues of gender. The goal is to encourage students to thh~k of cross-cultural experiences as an opportunity to 

explore and pay attention to the different ways in which "being a woman" takes shape across cultures and contexts, ~ssues to explore will include religion, 

sexuality, the body and d~fferent treatmet~tiadornment/dressing of the body, notions of get~dered oppresskm and Hberatkm, and the w~lue of wo~rH~[~-(:et~tered 

cross cultural e>:periences. 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
S~ntl Wednesday, 9:0~ AN 
To= Lewis, Lucy W 
Co: ~gmail.com; 
Subject: GO~ 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Lucy, 

Thanks for note and phone call. I am feeling much better. 

At any rate, I write to confirm that two students ~                          , who partidpated in the UNC Study Abroad program that I was involved in (Tanzania and 
Oaxaca, Mexico) have graciously agreed to be part of the panel. I think you can use the title and description you used last year, but if you think that a new title, etc, is crucial 
please let me know. Further, if you have suggestions on what you think we should focus on based on our Study Abroad experiences and students participating in the GO! 
forum, kindly let us know. 

Please let us know the time of our panel. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_c}email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: ret~rences a~d meeting 

Okay, rll see you Thursday at 3:30! 

On Mun,            11:44:39 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Let us meet on Thursday at 3.30pm. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle. 
> 

> 

> From: ~email unc edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 4:42 PM 
> To: SahIe, Eunice N 
> Subject: references and meeung 
> 

>Iti, 
> 

> Here’s the article with the references. Let me know when you want to 
meet 
> I’m li’ee Tuesday a~er 2pm or Thursday after 12:15pm. 
> 

> I hope ynu’ve eNoyed the break[ 
> 

> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 6:30 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

noah@hemisphericreview.o~ 

call for sub~nissions for newjoumal The Hemispheric Review 

Please note: for morn information, please contact Mr. Koubenec directly. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Date:Mon, 14 Mar 2011 01:48:30 -0400 
Frora :Noah Justin Koubenec <koubenecn 1 @citadel.edu> 

Members of the UNC and Duke LAS Communities, 

I am writing to inform you of an important opportunity for graduate and undergraduate students in the hope that you can relay the word to some of your best and brightest. 

The Hemisphedc Review, a new international student journal for research and commentary on Latin American affairs and policy, is seeking submissions for publication in its 
inaugural issue. The journal accepts works-scholarly essays and policy memos/position papers-written in English, Spanish, and Portuguese. The editorial board is coming 
along nicely and now includes some respected LAS scholars as well as a former Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs and the Editor-in-Chief of the Latin 
American Herald Tribune. 

HR has a great deal of potential, but it will only be as good as its content. I believe students at UNC and Duke can contribute the quality of work The HemispheticReview is 
looking for, and I hope you--professors, faculty, and anyone who can get in touch with students interested in Latam affairs-will actively encourage them to submit. 

The deadline for submissions is 6 May (early submissions are encouraged); authors will be notified of the editorial board’s selections by 20 May. To view the call for papers 
and more information about HR, please visit 

Looking forward to your response, 

Noah Koubenec 
President, The Hemispheric Review 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 7:57 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Mwalimu Nyerere t~stival, 

Mwalimu - 

Thanks for putting me in touch mtla Prof Anderson. rll contact her in jus~t a momem, rm really thrilled to know she’ll be in attendance in Dar. 

My delay in responding was attributed to the fact that I’ve been offof email all day while putting the finishiug touches on the ,second book chapter I’m writing for you. 

It’s 99.9% finisheck aud I’ve spent approximately 20 of the past 48 hours worldng on it. If it’s alright ruth you, I’d like to give myself tonight to s~tep away from it before 

giving it a once-over tomorrow morning to spot any last minute changes belbre submitting it oiticially. If you abe)lately ueed it tonight though, I can defiuitely pass it 

along and submit an mnended version to you soon. 

Ou the Harvard ti~mt, there has been no movement; it’s all still up in the air. 

Look forward to seeing you soon, 

On Mon, at 10:27 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Hope you had an excellent break. 

i write to let you know that my colleague and dear friend Professor Barbara Anderson, Associate Director of the African Studies Center will be attending the conference in 
Dar. At any rate, thought it be nice if you two connected prior to Dar and of course during the festival. I told her that you would be attending and she remembers you from 
your Afri days. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 8:06 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.e&~> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Mwalimu Nyerere festival, 

Hi Professor Anderson - 

I was so excited to hear from Mwalimn Sahle that there will be a familiar face in Tanzania! It will be wonderful to ~econnect fl~ere. 

My arrival a~d departure dates look roughly to be the right now, and I plan on staying at the hotel suggested by Prof Shivji. Will you be lodged there as 

well? Also, will yon be on any of the p~mels? 

It looks as though I’ll be leaving from New Haven, ~ won’t run into yon at RDU, but would love to carve ont some time tbr a post-cont~rence dinner one night (on 

me) if you’re ava~lable. 

Very. much looking forward to it, 

On Mon, at 10:48 AM, Barbara Anderson <b anderson~nnc.edu> wrote: 
DeaJc 

I was just delighted M~en Pro£ Sahle said that yon will be at the festival in Da~c this      ! What are your travel plans, and where will you be staying? Looking 

tbrward to reconnecting via email, then in person neax the Indian Ocean! Take care. Barbara Anderson 

On 10:27 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Hope you had an excellent break. 

I write to let you know that my colleague and dear friend Professor Barbara Anderson, Associate Director of the African Studies Center will be attending the 
conference in Dar. At any rate, thought it be nice if you two connected prior to Dar and of course during the festival. I told her that you would be attending and 
she remembers you from your Afri, days. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, March 14, 2011 8:08 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Wed 3/16 lunch-time talk by John French, evening opening of Brazilian documentary film series, at Duke 

MARCH16W@TC.pdf; PrisonerOffhelrolfl3ars.pdf; Brazilian Documentary Film Series Publicity flyer2-1 .pdf 

Dear companheiros and companheiras: 

In October 1992, Sao Paulo Brazil’s Carandim prision complex was the cite of a police slaughter in which 111 prisoners died; fourteen years later in 2006, at least 187 

people lost their lives in coordinated prison rebellions and attacks on police, jndicial, and public transtx~rtation systems that brought a dynamic city of fiiteen million to a 

uneasy pause in the thce of a carnival oftem~r launched by the prison-based Primeiro Commando da Capital (tbnned at~ter the early massacre). 

If yon are interested in learning more about thi~ about intellectuals t~eling besieged by urban lawlessness, the inheritance of slavery, and the dynamics of building a 
better Brazil, we strongly encourage yon to attend the talk on Wednesday: 

"Between the Bals in Urban Brazil: Bandits and Workels, Police and Intellectuals" 

by John D. French, Professor of History and African and African American Studies 

Wednesday 16 March from 12:00 noon to 1:30PM 

John Hope Franklin Center (Room 240) 

a light lunch will be served 

Presented by the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Dnke 

Part of the Wednesdays @ the Center Series 

*************************************************** 

followed on Wednesday evening by the opening of the Brazilian Docamenta~cy Film Series 

The Prisoner of the Iron Bars,’O prisoneiro da grade deferro 

(Paulo Sacramento, 2004, 123 rain., Brazil, Portuguese & Spanish w/English Sublitles, Color. DVD) 

7:00 pm Wednesday March 16th 
Richard White Lecture ttall 

Room 107, Duke East Campus 

The fihn series is presented by the Department of Rom~mce Studies, 

the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, 
and the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image, all at Duke. 

See attached flyers for more infom~ation, including the complete schedule for the Brazilian Documentmy Film Series. 

All events are free and open to the public. 



From: @emaikunc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 10:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Term Paper 

A~tach: Term Essay.doc 

Hello Dr Sahle, 

I will be out of the country this weekend, so I will be unable to access a 
computer to send my essay by the deadline on          Therefore, I am 
sending it to you now Please let me know if you have any problems opening 
it or finding it attached to this e-mail. 

I look forward to hearing from you, and I hope you have a wondelful week’. 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Alice Link <:alicelink college@mcgraw-hilLcom> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

McGraw-Hill Values Your Opinion - ANNUAL EDITIONS: World Politics 11/12, 32~e 

THiS IS AN AUTO-GENERATED MESSAGE, PLEASE DID NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE. 

Professor Sahle: 

Table of Contents 

This textbook is also offered 

..... Textbook! 

Global Affairs 
Political Science and Criaiaal Justice 

Supplement your McGraw-Hill Creater book with the 
Annual Editions Article Collection. Learn more. 

If you need further assistance, please contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative 
or McGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscribe, click here 

~You can aJso write to: Privacy, McGraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Compa~aies Corporate Privacy 

Policy tbr more information or contact privacy@mcgraw-hill.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:14 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Japan Faces Potential Nuclear Disaster as Radiation Levels Rise 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/15/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................. ¯ Toda.y.is...H.eadii..nes ....................................................................... 
~ll~ N’~’ ~rk ~"i~,l~ March 15, 20 ii 
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TOP NEWS 

Japan Faces Potential 

Nuclear Disaster as Radiation 

Levels Rise 
By HIROKO TABUCHI, DAVID E. SANGER and 
KEITH BRADSHER 

Japm~ faced the likelihood of a 
catastrophic nuclear accident after an 
explosion further damaged one of the 
crippled reactors and a fire at another 
spewed large amounts of radioactive 
material into the air. 

¯ In Stricken Fuel-Cooling Pools, a Danger for 

the Longer Term 

¯ . The Lede Blog: Day’s Updates 

’: ~ Live Video via NHK World 

¯ Nuclear Plants in Europe Are Delayed 

¯ " Radiation Exposure Could Curtail Workers’ 

Efforts 

Need Overwhelms Japan 
After Quake and Tsunami 
By MARTIN FACKLER and MARK McDONALD 

Hundreds of bodies are washing up along some shores, making clearer Japan’s extraordinary death toll and 
adding to the burdens of relief workers as they ferry aid and search for survivors. 

" Photographs I ~-~ Maps 

~ .~_’;’J Readers’ Photos I ~ Send In Your Own 

¯ " Howto Help 

¯ " NYC: For Japanese, Learning to Receive 

For Elderly, Echoes of War’s Horrors 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Along the northeastena coast of Japan, the elderly who coulchft outrun the wave made up the largest portion 
of its victims. 
¯ Survivors Face a Landscape of Loss 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 saw the ugly side of people, and then I saw the good side. Some people only thought of themselves. 

Others stopped to help." 

YUTA SAGA, a~, recalling the reactions of neighbors who shoved the elderly aside during the Japanese 



tsunanfi, and others who lent a hand. 

SPORTS 

~ VIDEO FEATURE: 

Gus Johnson’s 
Signature Calls 
Gus Johnson’s signature 

memorable gmnes epic. ............................ 

OPINION 

O pIED CONTRIBUTOR 

Memories, 
Washed Away 
By MARIE MUTSUKI 
MOCKETT 

Will nay fanfily in Japan 
be as lucky as it was in a9457 

The costs of Trinidad carnival 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Colombia’s coffee crisis 

A landmark insider trading trial 

WORLD 

Japan Faces Potential Nuclear Disaster as Radiation Levels Rise 
By HIROKO TABUCHI, DAVID E. SANGER and KEITH BRADSHER 

Japm~ faced the likelihood of a catastrophic nuclear accident after an explosion fltrther damaged one of the 
crippled reactors and a fire at another spewed large amounts of radioactive material into the air. 

o In Stricken Fuel-Cooling Pools, a Danger for the Longer Term 

:1 The Lede Blog: Day’s Updates 

1 ~ Live Video via NHK World 

¯ . Radiation Exposure Could Curtail Workers’ Efforts 

Panic Selling Depresses Stock Markets in Japan and Rest of Asia 
By DAVID JOLLY and BETTINA WASSENER 

The Nikkei 225 index fell as lnuch as 14 percent on Tuesday as the prospect of a nuclear catastrophe in Japan 
spooked investors. 

:1 Shipping Giant Says Japan Ports Are Operational 

In Stricken Fuel-Cooling Pools, a Danger for the Longer Term 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD and HIROKO TABUCHI 

Even as workers race to prevent meltdomas, concerns were growing that nearby pools holding spent fuel 
rods could pose an even greater danger. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

For Honolulu’s Homeless, an Eviction Notice 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

State officials say they are shutting doma a tent colony to encourage development in the city’s waterfront. 

Miami-Dade Mayor Faces Special Vote to Keep Job 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Mayor Carlos Alvarez of Mianfi-Dade Cotmty faces a recall vote that has tapped into the frustration of an 
area still reeling from a sharply depressed housing market and high tmemplo3anent. 

Priests and Judge in Abuse Case Spar Over Legal Fees 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Four Roman Catholic priests and a Catholic school teacher appeared in court here Monday in the first of 
what will likely be several legal skirmishes over whether they will face trial. 



¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Emerging Economies Move Ahead With Nuclear Plans 
By HEATHER TIMMONS and VIKAS BAJAJ 

Big developing nations might reconsider their mnbitiotts pimps. But for now India and China say they will 
continue to invest in nuclear power. 

¯ ’ Nuclear Plants in Europe Are Delayed 

Disaster in Japan Batters Suppliers 
By MIGUEL HELFT and NICK BUNKLEY 

The disaster in Japan has damaged factories mad disrupted the power and trm~sportation infrastructure, 
causing a jmnp in prices for electronic components. 

As Library E-Books Live Long, Publisher Sets Expiration Date 
By JULIE BOSMAN 

While librarians are pushing for access to more e-books to satisfy demand, publishers are reconsidering how 
nmch that access should be worth. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

FIVETHIRTYEIGHT 

Talent Is Nice, but Luck Is Vital 
By NATE SILVER 

In the N.C.A.A. tounaament, the draw, undoubtedly, can make a huge difference. 

For Voice of March, Authenticity Comes With Sizzle 
By GREG BISHOP 

The announcer Gus Johnson says his exuberant style is only one part of him. 

¯ . Video Feature: Gus Johnson’s Signature Calls 

’: In New Reality of Tournament, CBS Has Partners 

¯ Coach Stayed Home, and St. Peter’s Is Glad He Did 

A Field of 64 Teams, With 4 Heavy Favorites 
By JERD%o LONGMAN 

There is a good chance the Final Four in the N.C.A.A. women’s basketball championslfip will be all four No. 1 
seeds. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Answering the Call for New Talent 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

At the finals of the Metropolitan Opera’s annual National Comacil Auditions on Stmday, it was awfully hard 
to pick winners. 

Rock ’n’ Rollers Salute Their Own 
By JON PARELES 

The hall’s latest inductees include Tom Waits, Dr. John, Neil Diamond, Darlene Love and Alice Cooper. 

ABROAD 
In Germany, Uproar Over a Doctoral Thesis 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

The popular defense minister resigned in a very German scmadal - not about sex, but a partly plagiarized 
dissertation. 

¯ More Arts News 



SCIENCE TIMES 

The Creature Connection 
By NATALIE ANGLER 

Our love for animals can be traced to our capacity to infer the mental states of others, which archaeological 
evidence suggests emerged more than 50,000 ago. 

From Single Cells, a Vast Kingdom Arose 
By CARL ZIMMER 

The beginning of animals is one of the more mysterious episodes in the history of life, and interuaediate 
species are extinct. 

ESSAY 

No Face, but Plants Like Life Too 
By CAROL KAESUK YOON 

Vegetable behavior, and other rmninations on what we kill so we can eat. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Japan’s Multiple Calamities 
The unfolding Japanese tragedy should prompt Americans to study our plans for coping with natural 
disasters and potential nuclear plant accidents. 

EDITORIAL 
They’re Not Listening 
The situations in Bahrain and Yemen are quickly deteriorating. Washington needs another plan. 

EDITORIAL 
The Abuse of Private Manning 
The treatment of the soldier accused of giving goverument files to WikiLeaks conjures creepy memories of 
how terror suspects were handled during the Bush years. 

EDITORIAL 
Danbury 11 
Some cities and towns, like Danbury, Conn., try to keep day laborers off the streets with legislation that is 
later ruled unconstitutional. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Ike Phase 
By DAVID BROOKS 

At a time when urgent action calls, President Obama is choosing prudence. Is tlfis wisdom or passivity? 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Sport Needs to Change 
By BOB HERBERT 

The tragic side of pro football is increasingly emerging from the shadows. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Let Kids Rule the School 
By SUSAN ENGEL 

Eight teens were given the chance to create their owaa curriculum, and the results have been transformative. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On March 15, 1965, addressing a joint session of Congress, President Johnson called for new legislation to 
guarantee every Americm~’s right to vote. 

¯ See This Front Pa__gg~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_gg~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mandy Maas <mandymaas college@mcgmw-hill.com> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:05 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

McGraw-Hill Values Your Opinion - ANNUAL EDITIONS: Comparative Politics 11/12, 29/e 

THiS IS AN AUTO-GENERATED MESSAGE, PLEASE DID NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE. 

Supplement your McGraw-Hill Create# book with the 
Annual Editions Article Collection. Learn more. 

[ ~.~ 

If you need further assistance, please contact your NcGraw-Hill Sales Representative 
or NcGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsnbscribe, click here 

Yon can also write to: 1~ m acy, McGraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Colnpa~es Corporate t rivacy 

Policy ibr more infom~alion or contact privacy@mcgraw-hill.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.com> 

Tuesday,              7:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Research Paper Outline 

Professor Sahle, 

I have not yet heard back from you about confirming the 9 am meeting we were speaking about before break began, but I will still be there just in case you were still planning 
on the meeting and just have not yet replied. Hope to see you there! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To:       @live.com 
Subject: RE: Research Paper Outline 

Date: Thu,          16:15:09 +0000 

Dear 

You are way ahead in working on your research paper! 

I understand your concerns in terms of office hours. Would a 9.00am appointment to discuss your paper work following the 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :10:54 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Research Paper Outline 

Professor SaNe, 

I undm~tand that it would be best and easies~t ifI were to come to you to discuss my research paper in person, but I am only on campus on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
and have class from 9:30am to 4:45pm which makes it impossible to come to your office hours. In addition, I live offcampus in North Raleigh and work full time as a 
waitress which makes it difficult to get to cmnpus any of the other days to set up an appointment with you. Thu~ I hope you can undersIand my situation and will be 
willing to discuss my paper with me over email or possibly telephone. 

I have j ust finished a quick dra2ft of my outline, m~d I was hoping that you would take a look at it and perhaps olt}r some t~edback on it. The topic I cho~ wa.s how the 

geopolitics of the Cold War contributed to the rise of the Marxist-Leninist regime in Africa. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:36 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~~ 

CGI eBulletin: Events this week 

International Coffee Hour 
.............................................................................................. Wednesday, March 16 

5:00 - 6:00 PM 

4003 FedEx Global Education Center 

Join us for a montNy socia[ hour for international and American students, scholars, 

facutty, staff and ramifies. Chat about resources, opportunities and chat[enges on 

campus. Each month is hosted by a different office with excellent resources to offer. 

.............................................................................................. March’s host is The Study Abroad Office! 

LIVING KIBERA: Art Exhibit ............................................................. 
Opening Reception Thursday, March 17, 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM ..... 

FedEx Global Education Center 

Living Kibera brings the community of Kibera, a slum on the outskirts of 

Nairobi, Kenya, to life here on campus. Come enjoy activities for adutts and 

children to immerse yourself in the vibrant culture of Kibera. The exhibit 

features art by Kiberans: photos, poetry, paintings, hand-made objects, v~deo 

and more. Living Kibera aims to open dialogue around perceptions and realities 

of life in dense urban communities, and runs until July 15. .......................................................................................................................... 

Global American South Conference 
saturday, March ,,, 9:00 AM- 6:,0 ,M 

ill FedEx Global Education Center 

iiiI g[oba[ization in the Southern United States. Topics 

ill include the economic impact of Civil Rights on 

Ii: a 21st century economy; the confluence of poverty, 

economic development, and politics in the South; and 
the role of community colleges in retooling for growth and adaptation.._R__e_=o!_s__t_[_a__t_!__o_r_L!_s___f_[Le__e- and a reception 

follows the afternoon keynote. 

Be\,~n ii9~e I 301 PiRsbere St 8te 3002 Os~:qpus Box 5~ 45 == Cbs~ei H~II, NC 2;’599 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 12:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

I returned from Egypt yesterday, but with a bout of food poisoning from something I ate on the plane I imagine. I’m feeling a Nt better today but have decided to take 
the day olt’from school to get back to normal. U~ffortunately this means I won’t be able to make it to this aftemoon’s meeting with you. Are you fi~ee to meet either on 
Thursday (same time?) or Friday this week? 

Elena has confim~ed her participation in the round "table lbr         below, rll write back 1~ her m let her know our idea of re-visiting At~can socia] movemenks as a 
whole (not just north Mfica) and ask her to speak directly to the recent round ofupheavaJs in Tunisia/I,ibya/EgypliMorocco/Algeria. I imagine she mW wa~t to say 
something about the uprisings in other Arab comatfies (she is Lebane~)--would that be ok? 
Is there may~thing else you think I should tell her or ask of her at this point? 

Hope to catch up soon. 
Yousaf 

Begin forwazded message: 

From: yehia@email.unc.edu 

Date: 12:09:02 PM EDT 

To: .~.email. u nc.edu> 

Cc: ~email.unc.edu>, 

Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

~.flmail.com>, yousuf@email.unc.edu 

Thales                m~d Hi Yousuf, veU glad to be in touch with you again m~d it is great that you are organizing something about the recent events 
in the region and I am really happy to take pa~ in it. Is the panel only going to cover No(th Africa? let me lmow more about your ideas and who else is 
invoNed, bes~t~ elena 



Froill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               12:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <emaice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

"d~esis defense 

I discussed dates for my thesis deI~nse with Dr, Crave¥, and we’re thinking 

either Monday, at 2pro or Monday at 2pm. Do either of 

those work for you? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.t~nc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

To add to my last email... 

Hi there, 

I forgot to ask you in my previous email--since I am not sure what my 
situation will be in accessing a computer while I am out of the countly 
this Friday,          I was ~vondering if it is at all possible to respond 
to your discussion question by tomorro~v (Wednesday,          , via email, 
rather than discussion board? I don’t know if you’ve already come up with a 
discussion question for this week, and if not, I will accept the 
consequences if I am unable to respond by Friday evening. 

Thank you for your understanding! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <’yousuf@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:21 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: P~mel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

OK, that sounds good. Are you sure you don’t want to speak’? I was looking folxvard to hearing your talk! 

I will be in email communication with Elena and see what she has in mind, and share ruth her our thoughts, and let you know. 

AI so, for the film series I’m planning with a t~w others, we are showing Part 2 to Cuba: An Aliican Odyssey on Monday         Dr. Jordan showed Part I in their 

own ~ries last month, and asked us to show part 2 in our series to follow-up. Paxt 2 focuses mainly on Angola & Guinea-Bissau, but I also believe it touches on the 

battle of Cuito Camivale ifI remember right. I couldn’t remember if Firoze will be in town by that Monday or not. If he is. would he want to host this film showing, 

introduce it or say a few words following the showing and moderate a conversation? I just thought it would be nice to include hi,n if you think he’d be interested. If that 

would be too Inuch of a burden on his schedule, I totally unders~n& but thought I’d check with you just in case. 

- Yousuf 

On , at 3:59 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Welcome back Yousuf. 

Sorry to hear about this development. I had food poisoning in Dar in 2008 and it took a couple of days to feel OK. 

In terms of ongoing protests, I am thinking that it would make sense for you to discuss North Africa and then for Elena to focus on the Middle East. What do you 
think? Just a thought. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Yousuf AI-Bulushi [yousuf@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:52 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

I returned t?om Egypt yesterday, but with a bout ofibod poisoning ficom something I ate on the plane I imagine. I’m t~eling a bit better today but have 

decided to taJ~e the day offi~om school to get back to norms]. Unfortunately this means I won’t be able to make it to this aftemoon’s meeting with you. 
Are you tree to meet either on Thursday (same time?) or Friday this week? 

Elena has confirmed her pasticipation in the round table for April 1 st below. I’ll write back to her to let her know our idea of re-visiting AfiJcan social 

movetnents as a M~ole (not just north africa) and ask her to speak directly to the recent round of upheavals in Tunisia/Libya/Egypt/Morocco/Algeria. I 

imagine she may want to say sometNng about the uprisings in other Arab countries (she is Lebanese)--would that be ok’? 

Is there m)-thing else you think I should tell her or ask of her at this point? 

Hope to catch up soon. 
Yoasuf 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: yehia@email.unc.edu 

Date: 12:09:02 PM EDT 

To: (~ernail. u nc edu> 

Cc: @email unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

~qmail corn>, yousuf~,email.unc edu 

Thanks                 and Hi Yousuf, very glad to be in touch ruth you again and it is great that you are organizing something about the 

recent events in the region and I am really hapw to take part in it. Is the panel only going to cover North Africa? let me know more about 

your ideas and who else is involved, best, elena 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

F~xam 1 Afri 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I was ~vanting to talk to you about my exam so I can figure out what I need 
to do better to make a much better grade on the next exam. So when ~vould be 
a good time for you? I am in class ever?’ day until 5 but if beibre 12 one 
day would work for you that would be great Just let me know when you can 
see me and I will make it work. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com > 
Tuesday,              8:43 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Dr. Sahle, Af:ri CCO - ]~nterim grade reports (Lessons 1-7): AFRI 

Dr. Sahle, 

I received my interim grade. Thank you and I will try to work harder on getting in those Friday posts, I know that I often forget them. 

Thank you, 

Date: Mon,          08:54-:57-0500 
From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To: 
Subject: Dr. SaNe, Afri CCO - Interim grade reports (Lessons ~.-7): AFRI 

Dear All, 

Greetings. 

Please acknowledge receipt of your interim grade reports (Lessons :[-7) for the discussion forum by 

Have a great break. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:52 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Last Defense at Troubled Reactors: 50 Japanese Workers 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/16/todaysheadlines/index.html 
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TOP NEWS 

Last Defense at Troubled 
Reactors: 50 Japanese 
Workers 
By KEITH BRADSHER and HIROKO TABUCHI 

A small crew of technicians, braving 
radiation and fire, became perhaps 
Japma’s last chance of preventing a 
broader nuclear catastrophe. 

" Experts Had Long Criticized Potential 

Weakness in Design of Stricken Reactor 

’: Wind and Rain Steer Radiation’s Reach 

’: Precautions Should Limit Health Problems 

From Nuclear Plant’s Radiation 

Libyan Forces Rout Rebels as 
West’s Effort for No-Flight 
Zone Stalls 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Forces loyal to Col. Muammar el- 
Qaddafi routed insurgents in Ajdabiya, 
their last defensive line before the rebel 
capital of Benghazi. 

, Security Council Uncertain About Intervening in Libya 

¯ ’ G-8 Ministers Fail to Agree on Libya No-Flight Zone 

:’ Video: Rebels Retreat 

’. Photographs: Scenes From Libya 

Certainties of Modern Life Upended in Japan 
By KEN BELSON 

Tokyo residents are leanfing that things they have taken for granted can quickly slip beyond their reach. 
" Photographs 14} Maps 

" ~ Readers’ Photos I ~ Send In Your Own 

:’ Howto Help 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’re all ready to die for him. He’s done so much for us, after all." 

ELHADJ MAIGA, who is recruiting young men in Mali to fight for Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi, the Libyan 

leader. 



WORLD ................................................................................................................................... 

A Year at War I 
War Dogs 
Americm~ soldiers and 
Afghan dogs are drama to 
each other. But the 
hmnan-eanine 
relationships do not always end well 
away from the main base. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Some Animals Are 
More Equal Than 
Others 
By MARK BITTMAN 

Why do we protect pets 
more than fann animals? 

Disunion: Rise of the West 
ALSO IN OPINION >> 

Read David Brooks’s blog 

Help Nick Kristof select the Win-a-Trip winner 

nylim.es.~o,m OPt N:tON 

WORLD 

Japan Says 2nd Reactor May Have Ruptured With Radioactive Release 
By HIROKO TABUCHI and KEITH BRADSHER 

Japm~’s nuclear crisis intensified again Wedi~esday as authorities lacked a clear picture of whether one of the 
reactors was still on fire. 

’ ~ Videos About Japan’s Nuclear Crisis 

¯ . Japan’s Government Likely to Bear Much of the Loss 

In Remote Towns, Survivors Tell of a Wave’s Power 
By MARTIN FACKLER and MICHAEL WINES 

In coastal towns, mountains and deep inlets amplified the power of the tstmanfi. 

¯ . Overwhelmed by Toll, Coastal Town Shifts Focus to Survivors 

’: A Charitable Rush, With Little Direction 

World Markets Dive as Investors Retreat to Safety 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 

dapma’s nuclear disaster, the latest blow to the global growth prospects, led to heavy selling in equities. 

.: Economix: Gauging Disaster’s Toll on an Economy 

Global Energy Companies React to Japan’s Nuclear Crisis 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Ohio Town Sees Public Job as 0nly Route to Middle Class 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

Public sector jobs in southeast Olfio, with benefits and good wages, are considered plmn by the workers who 
hold them, but ripe for cutting by state lamnakers. 

¯ " Slide Show: Decades of Decline 

-’ Ohio Governor’s Budget Seeks to Limit Union Influence 

U.S. Urged to Raise Teachers’ Status 
By SAM DILLON 

An international education study says the United States must improve the way it recruits, trains and pays 
teachers. 

Loan Study on Students Goes Beyond Default Rates 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

A nonprofit policy group tried to give a broader picture of students struggling with debt. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Freddie Mac’s Former Chief May Face S.E.C. Action 
By BEN PROTESS and AZAM AHMED 

Fannie Mac mad Freddie Mac executives may face S.E.C. civil actions, but no criminal charges have been 
lnade. 

Japan’s Government Likely to Bear Much of the Loss 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

The losses in Japan as a result of the earthquake and resulting tsunami are expected to exceed $100 billion 
and fall most heavily on the government. 

Japanese Stocks Rebound After Big Sell-Off 
By BETTINA WASSEN ER 

The Nikkei jumped as investors decided that a dramatic decline the previous day presented buying 
opportunities. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Star’s Heart Condition Keeps L.I.U. on Edge 
By KATIE THOMAS 

Stories of athletes felled by malformed hearts make for a haunting backdrop for Long Island University 
forward Julian Boy& 

Feel Locked Out? Nothing to Tackle? Well, Try Opera 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Before Lawrence Harris became a booming baritone, he was a brawny lineman with the N.F.L.’s Houston 
Oilers. 

-’ Players Contemplating Draft Boycott Options 

Focal Point of Players’ Lawsuit Is Lifting the Lockout 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The urgency to retuna to the negotiating table could hinge on the ruling of an injmaction request filed by the 
players as part a class-action suit against the N.F.L. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
From Cee Lo Green to Pink, Speaking the Unspeakable 
By JON PARELES 

With so-called forbidden words becoming standard in pop songs, singers and radio stations play cat-and- 
mouse with the rules. 

This Museum Has a Lived-In Look 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

As the White House curator, William G. Alhnan works hard to keep a low profile as he tends to the art mad 
antiques. 

, Slide Show: The White House Collection 

In Austin, Music Lovers Get Parallel Universes 
By BEN SISARIO 

Amid the excitement of the South by Southwest music festival, the Fader Fort has grown into a loud (if 
tmofficial) player. 

’. Slide Show: Monday Night at South by Southwest 

¯ More Arts News 



DINING & WINE 

D.I.Y. Cooking Handbook 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

A do-it-yourself starter kit of simple kitchen projects that anyone can tackle. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I VERITAS 
Living Up to Its Cellar 
By SAM SIFTON 

A reopened restaurant offers a tightly focused, extremely flavorful and somewhat less expeusive h la carte 
menu of aggressively American cooking. 

~ ~ Slide Show on Diner’s Journal I ~ Post a Comment 

, The Scoop App: Download for More Dining Recommendations 

The Sorcerer of Shaken and Stirred 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

Alex Ott sees lfimself as much more than a bartender, and when he talks about making a drinker feel good, 
he doesn’t just mean lightheaded and loose-limbed. 

, Video: In the Cocktail Laboratory 

¯ More Dining, & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Government by the Week 
There is chaos throughout the federal government because Congress has forced agencies to operate on a 
week-by-week basis. 

EDITORIAL 
Gen. Petraeus Reports 
We need to hear more about the strategy for holding cleared areas of Afghanistan and about plans for 
building up a minimally competent Afghan govermnent. 

EDITORIAL 
The Court’s Recusal Problem 
The Supreme Court’s refusal to address its recusal policy damages the justices’ credibility and authority. 

EDITORIAL 
Forest Rules 
There has been good news recently for America’s national forests, and some that could have been better. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Haitian Lazarus 
By AMY WILENTZ 

At a fragile moment, former President Jean-Bertrand Aristide retun~s from exile - again. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Avenging Altar Boy 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The Philadelphia D.A., who once cleaned up the rectory, continues to clean up his church. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
In Japan, No Time Yet for Grief 
By KAZUMI SAEKI 

A novelist in Sendai recalls the big earthquake and his discovery of the horrifying damage it caused. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On March 16, 1968, during the Vietnam War, the My Lai Massacre was carried out by United States troops 
trader the command of Lt. William L. Calley ,Jr. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"_c}email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 10:3 8 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Term Essay Submission 

TermEssay.docx 

See aaached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~,aimes@nU6me s.com> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Devastation in Japan m~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues corn/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0316/a mes 1 Y 

@Times-March 16, 2011 

3apart                                                      ~ 
On March 11, 2o11. an earthquake struck off the coast of 
Japan, churning up a devastating ts~man:i that swept 
over cities and farmland in the northern part of the eountry~ As 
the nation struggles with soaring deat~ estimates from fl~ese 
catastrophic natural disasters> it also faces the worst nuclear 
aeciden~ since C~ernobyl. 

Find out what happens in a meKdown and how a reactor shuts 
down. Examine graphics of the shifting plates. View satellite 
photos of before-and-after, maps of the damage, a look at the 
damage and readers’ photos~ Also, find o~t how you can help the 
victims of the region. For continuous coverage of the devastation 
visit the Times Topics page on~ d apart. 

Join the Conversation - The 6th Floor ~ 
"E-books VSo Reall Books" 

"Will Fum~9 or Die’s enhanced e-books take off? No t ~n Brooklyn, 

~f gou believe The AwL Kindles and iPads are verboan, and even 
presum¢~bly low-teeh book jackets - and Nob’promotional bhwbs - 
are out; readers proj& Neir boo~ naked." 

Readers’ Connnents: 

+’If you read enough books~ i;w~ntua[ly you might rea[izi; that the 
opinion o[ your feltow passengers on the subway about your 
choice o{’ reading material i s of w~ry [i tt] e i m pov~anee," 
.... Posled by Mislah 

’ I’m_. not sure what Brooklyn that reporter was visiting, The 
one -q-~- live in is chock-a-block ~*ith Kind]es, NOOKs, Sony 
Readers, and iPads/other tablets. Did the reporter just find a 

, Vote on Nicholas D, IhistoFs 
"Win-aq’t’ip" Finalists 

o Kathy Griffin on Broadway 

* How to Butcher a ChiekeB 

~ T Magazine: Men’s Fashion 
Spring 2oll 

. Green Devdopme~t? Not in 
My (Liberal) gackyavd 

~ SLIDE SItOW." 14 Easy 

Weekend G etaways 
From New York to Portland, 
Ore., (and dries in between), 
quick trips that can have you 
poolside - or cliff-diving -in half 
a day. 

~ INTERACTIVE: 

N.C.A.A. Tottrnament Bracket 
Challenge 
Make your picks for a chance to 
win an iPad. The men’s bracket 
closes Thursday at 11:3o a.m. 
E.S.T. 

single s~bway platform in Park Slope?" 

-- Posted bll Liz 

[] ,Join the Com, ersation ~> 

Top 5 Viewed Features on Nw~ ........ 
(Be~een March 9,2011 - March 15,2011) 

i. Sate[lite Photos -- JapaB Before and After Tsunami 

2, How a Reactor Struts I)o~vn and What Happens in a Meltdown 

3, Stricken Reactors Defy Japan’s Best Efforts to Contain Damage 

4. Photos of ~apan After Earthquake am] Tsunami 

5, Kt’ugman: Another Inside Job 

~ SUBMIT VIDEO." 

Your Pet an([ Your Health 
Do you dance with your eat? 
Play Frisbee with your dog? 
Send us your videos of how your 
pet improves your health. 
Selected videos will be posted on 
the Well blog. 

Connect wit~ the Healthy 

LMng page on Facebook, 

Sign kip for the Heaith 
Update weekly e-i’nail 
featuring a~ticles on health 
and wellness¯ 
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Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SM3,VG UNC <sociahnovements@gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:32 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @lislserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Territory, LitE, aM Freedom in "the Pacific RaJntbrest Region of Colombia and Ecuador. A mini-workshop on culture, ecology 

m~d politics.Friday March 25 

FLIEPd~?O:;IFICO VolaJ~te final.pdf 

Please forward 

UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American Studies / LAPI Working Group, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, Social 
Movements Working Group, Center for Global initiatives (CGI), Process of Black Communities (PCN) 

Territory, Life, and Freedom in the 
Pacific Rainforest Region of Colombia and Ecuador. 

A mini-workshop on culture, ecology and politics 
Friday, March 25, 12:30- 3:30 pm. 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

Global Education Center 

The Pacific rainforest region of Colombia and Ecuador is kno~:~ as one of the hot spots of biodiversity in the world. However, it is being destroyed rapidly by 
resource extraction and "development" projects. Activists of the region’s social movement of black commt~ities and from academia will discuss the c:u-rent 
situation it] the area. The workshop highlights the responses by social movements, and identifies steps for of an international campaign in defense of this 
important world region. 
Part I: Environment, conflict and culture in the Pacific Region-Territory (12:30-1:45 pro) 
* Charo Mina kojas, Process of Black Communities, Washington, and Arturo Escobar, LAPI: Introduction 
* Libia Grueso, Goldman Enviromnental Award Wirmer, Process of Black Communities: Culgure and Biodiversit/ 
* Ulrich Oslender, Global and Sociocultural Stadies, FIU: Geographies ofTerror and the Questfbr a Counter,sTave 
* Carlos Rosero, Process of Black Commtm~ties, Bogot~: Politivs and Ethno-Territorial O~ganiza~ons 

* Juli Ha/Jewood, Geography, National University of ireland, Galway: Geographies o~CO 2 lonialism 
* Juan Garcia, Process of Black Cornmunities (Quito), and Fondo Documental Afro-Andino (UASB), and Catherine Walsh (U. Andina Simdn Bolivar, Quito), and Mellon Professor (Duke): 
Territory and/as Ancestral Rights 

1:45-2:00: Coffee break 
Part II: Racism, Rights, and Solidarity in Colombia and the Americas (2:00-3:00 pro) 
* Amanda Romero, Corporaci6n Afrocolombiana Hileros, PCN, Bogota: Social Policy and Ethnic Rights 
* C8sar Rodriguez Garavi~o, Universidad de los Andes, Bogot~i: Racial,Justice, Politics andLaw 

* Nicole Lee, President, TransAfrica Formn: FTA, I-Iuman Rights" and US Foreign Policy in Colombia 

* Alice Garside, Peace Brigades International: Supporting Human Rights Defenders in the Colombian Pacific 

* Gimena Sfinche7~ WOLA: The impact of USpolicy on AfPo-Colombian and indigenous groups 

* Joseph Jordan, Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center :[’or Black Culture and History / ACSN: Hemi,sTheriv Context of~-If?o-Latin American Struggles 

3:00-3:30: Discussion 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

slnwg01 as: eunice(~)elnaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28858047-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday 4:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Interim Grade Discussion Forum (Lessons 1-7) -Afri CC): AFRI 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for your suggestions for improvement for the remainder of the semester. I apologize for the delay in my ackno~vledgment of your email and I hope it did not cause much trouble’. 

Sincerely, 

On at 11:21 AM. EU2x.2CE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

> Dear 

> 

> Greetings 

> 

> Here is your interim grades for the discussion fOlqam (Lessons 1-7) and suggestions of the way forward. 

> 

>A- 

> 

> Suggestions: 

> 

> 1 ) Overall, you have demonstrated good analytical skills in your weekly entries. Nonetheless, you can strengthen you grade by expanding these entries 

> 2) Respond to more of your classmates’ entries. 

> 3) Incorporate in a more systematic way knowledge you have acquired in our studies of the Ali’ican continent’s political, economic and socio-cultural processes in the upcoming lessons It 

is always good to remember that these processes do not occur ~n a historical or global vacuum. 

> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sahle 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:54 PM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Scholars Latino Initiative S a] sa Night ruth Charanga Carolina 

SLI Salsa Night with Charanga Carolina 

The acclaimed ._C____h__a__[_a___n_g_e____C___a__r__9_j_i__n__e and Pavlid Castaneda are partnering wi[h the Scholars’ Latino Initiative to provide a night of great music, 

dancing and fun for UNC’s campus and the greater Chapel Hill community. Join us on Friday, for a great time and support scholarships for students 

in the Scholars’ La[ino Initiative. 

Salsa dance lessons will be oft~red at 6pro, so you can dance fike a pro wh, en the band starts. 

$7 for a single ticket o~    $1 g for two tickets (bring frian~!s, a data, family. (seriously) anyone,). Tickets are o~ sale in the Pit, 

Find us on one of these days: 

Monday, -. 10am-2pm 

Monday, - 10amo2pm 

li Wednesday, .--10am-2pm II Fdday, --- 10am-2pm 

]i ~Nednesday, - 10am-2pm I] Friday, - 10am-2pm 

Tickets will also be sold at the door. Check out Charanga Carolina’s facebook page by clicking here: 

UNC’s Charanga Carolina 

See you there! 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edt~~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI    - Paper Topic 

Hi Dr Sable! 

I hope all is ~vell on your end I wanted to send a quick email to clarify 
my paper topic with you so that I may begin my outline. I would like to 
write on the theme of the marginalization of Ethiopian women. From the 
paper description, it seems that we may write on any of the 5 topics 
listed Is this correct? The wording seems to say we should address each 
topic, but I thought that doing so would create a paper lacking tbcus and 
coherence. 

Is the theme I have chosen for my paper, the issue of Ethiopian women in 
the context of political and social change in a globalizing world, valid? 

Thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:54 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.S. Calls Radiation ’Extremely High,’ Sees Japan Nuclear Crisis 
Worsening 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/17/todaysheadlines/index.html 

Today’s Headlines 
March 17, 2Oll 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I u.s__~ I Business I ~ I Art_.___~s I Fashion &~ I Editorials I ~ I On This Day 

.C...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e._.T..o...d..a.~’s Headlines I Search 

TOP NEWS 

U.S. Calls Radiation 
’Extremely High,’ Sees Japan 
Nuclear Crisis Worsening 
By DAVID E. SANGER, MATTHEW L. WALD 
and HIROKO TABUCHI 

The chairu~an of the United States 
Nuclear Regulatory Conmfission gave a 
bleaker appraisal of the threat, but 
Japmmse officials played dom~ the 
concerns. 
-’ ~ Videos About Japan’s Nuclear Crisis 

. Q. and A. on the Nuclear Crisis 

-. ~ Interactive: Evacuation Zone around 

Nuclear Plant 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Flaws in Japan’s Leadership 
Deepen Sense of Crisis 
By HIROKO TABUCHI, KEN BELSON and 
NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Never has Japmfs weak, rudderless 
system of governing been so clearly exposed or mattered so much. 

C.I.A. Security Officer Is Freed in Pakistan as Redress Is Paid 
By CARLOTTA GALL and MARK MAZZETTI 

?anericma officials won the release of Ra)anond A. Davis, who was trader investigation for murder, after the 
fanfilies of the victims accepted a pa)anent, a lawyer said. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecL&_~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We believe that radiation levels are extremely high, which couM possibly impact the ability to take 

corrective measures." 

GREGORY JACZKO, chairnmn of the Nuclear Regulatory Conmfission, on the crisis at a Japm~ese nuclear 

power plant. 

SCIENCE 

~ INTERACTIVE "’. .......... ~:’"’"’:" ." .... 



FEATURE: Forecast for Plume’s 
Path Is a Function of Wind 

and Weather 
The Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban 
Treaty Organization shows how weather 
patterns this week nfight disperse 
radiation from a continuous source in 
Fukushima Prefecture, Japan. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Degrees of 

Influence? 
By WILLIAM D. COHAN 

As elite higher education 
turns prohibitively 
expensive and the job nmrket shrinks, a 
renfinder that dropping out is no 
guarantee of failure. 

WORLD 

Scientists Project Path of Radiation Plume 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

The plmne may reach Califoruia on Friday, but health officials say it poses very little risk. 

". ~ Graphic: Forecast for Plume’s Path 

Nuclear Agency Tells a Concerned Congress That U.S. Industry Remains Safe 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

At two Congressional hearings, the head of the Nuclear Regulatory Conmfission said it would learn from the 
disaster in Japan. 

-’ Our Towns: Living With a Nuclear Question Mark in the Backyard 

As Searchers Inch Along, the Task Ahead Is Huge 
By MICHAEL WINES 

Much of the tstmanfi’s havoc in Japan was in inaccessible rural areas that have barely been touched by 
searchers. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Economic Downturn Holds Fierce Grip on Border Town 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

E1 Centro, Calif., a border town that hosts a substantial mnotmt of Mexican workers, is struggling with high 
tmemplo3anent made worse by tougher inmfigration security measures. 

" Seeking Work and Swapping Stories 

E.P.A. Proposes New Emission Standards for Power Plants 
By JOHN M. BRODERand JOHN COLLINS RUDOLF 

The rule for enfissions of mercury and other toxins is certain to be challenged by the utility industry and 
Republicans in Congress. 

SAT’s Reality TV Essay Stumps Some 
By JACQUES STEINBERG 

Pm essay prompt in some versions of the SAT adnfinistered last Saturday asked students to opine on reality 
television. 

. ~ Post a Comment on The Choice 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

THE BIG PICTURE 
Hoping to Avoid the Knife 



By ANDREW POLLACK 

Entrepreneurs haven’t yet struck gold in their search for an incision-free procedure to help millions of obese 
Ameriemas, but it isn’t for lack of effort. 

Yen Hits Record High After U.S. Warning on Reactor 
By BETTINA WASSEN ER 

The Japanese currency surged against the U.S. dollar and the Nikkei sank after a U.S. nuclear official said 
the situation at a damaged reactor was more serious than Tokyo has acknowledged. 

Long Pause for Japanese Industry Raises Concerns About Supply Chain 
By DAVID JOLLY 

Many companies outside Japan remain uncertain, or decline to say, whether supplies of crucial components 
from Japan will lilt air pockets. 

’- G-7 Finance Chiefs to Discuss Measures to Help Japan 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Star Rebounder Leaves Trouble Behind 
By JOHN BRANCH 

Kenneth Faded left Newark for the hills of easteru Kentucky and the college rebounding record. 

FIVETHIRTYEIGHT 
Measuring the Impact of N.C.A.A. Injuries 
By NATE SILVER 

The men’s basketball toula~ament is so competitive that an injury even to a role player can have some 
measurable impact. 

’- Video: Navigating the Bracket 

The Awkward Officiating Dance at the N.C.A.A. Tournament 
By PETE THAMEL 

While referees are rarely discussed publicly, the quirks of certain officials are discussed endlessly in atlfletic 
departments. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Heads Bowed in Grateful Memory 
By SETH SCHIESEL 

Seth Schiesel explains why there’s a bit of Owsley Stanley III, the legendary dispenser of LSD, in all lovers of 
popular music. 

Abu Dhabi Guggenheim Faces Protest 
By NICOLAI OUROUSSOFF 

More than 13o artists are demanding better conditions for workers building a Guggenheim musemn in Abu 
Dhabi. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Started Early, Took My Dog’ 
By JANET MASLIN 

In her latest Jackson Brodie novel, Kate Atkinson mfleashes the quasi-retired detective into a world of 
cryptic characters. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Turning the Perp Walk Into a Runway Strut 
By RUTH LA FERLA 

Dressing for her legal dates, Lindsay Lohan doesn’t do demure. Mad her fans on the sidewalk love it. 

’: ~ Slide Show 



SKIN DEEP 
Warmed-Over Atkins? Don’t Tell the French 
By ELAINE SCIOLINO 

Pierre DtLkan stolanS America with his Atkius-like diet of protein and oat bran, served with sides of French 
spin and ehalan. 

" ~ Post a Comment 

Beauty Spots 
By HILARY HOWARD 

Do-it-yourself laser treatments for wrinkles, hair growth and ache. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Talking About Guns 
President Obama owes the country muscular White House leadership on gun control. 

EDITORIAL 
Broken Trust 
Congress should help repair their threadbare web of protection against the abuse and exploitation of old 
people. 

EDITORIAL 
Punishment for NPR 
A proposed bill is designed to send a ptmitive message to a news organization that conservatives consider a 
liberal bastion. 

EDITORIAL 
Road Report 
It is the time of year when paved surfaces upstate tear themselves apart. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Amid Shortages, a Surplus of Hope 
By RYU MURAKAMI 

Choosing to stay, mad trust, in the face of disaster. 

’: Azuma: For a Change, Proud to Be Japanese 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bahrain Pulls a Qaddafi 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

It’s bad enough when our enemies suppress peaceful protesters. It’s worse when our friends do it. 

. Columnist Page ] Blog 

, Gaff Collins is off today. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
For a Change, Proud to Be Japanese 
By HIROKI AZUMA 

The new feeling of patriotism might end decades of stagnation. 

:’ Murakami: Amid Shortages, a Surplus of Hope 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Why Qaddafi Has Already Lost 
By ALl ABDULLATIF AHMIDA 

Libya’s rebellion draws strength from the memory of colonialism. It’s being led by the urban elite. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On March 17, 1942, Gen. Douglas MacArthur arrived in Australia to become supreme commander of Allied 

forces in the southwest Pacific theater during World War II. 

¯ See This Front PaKq 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front Pa,g.e. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 6:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Week 9 Discussion Boaxd 

~gmail.com> 

Dr. Sahle, 

In my effort to finish the telm paper before Friday (I’m heading down 
to the beach that day, which I guess at this point is tomorrow-), I 
completely forgot that we had a discussion board post due this week 
I’ve just finished and posted it, but clearly it’s a little more than 
a day late Just letting you know- ~vhat the reason for the tardiness 
was. Hope you had a nice break[ 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Outline 

Research Paper Outline.docx 

I started on my outline and you asked me to send you an email of it for our meeting today. 
Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Librau Books 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope yon are feeling better and that ~xdting is going well. I wanted to let you know that the libmly emailed me to say that Civil socieo, and democracy in post- 

apartheid South AJ?ica and :~Iortal Combat have been recalled and are now dne 

Please let me know if you need me to do anything or if you want me to come pick those books np. 

Thank~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:34 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Panel on Friday 

Eunice, 

Excellent. The film will be shown at 7pm that Monday at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (same room they had their film series in). 

What time did you waut to meet today? rm free between 11am and up until 3pm, and then again after 4:30pm. I imagine you have class at yonr regular time. ~Vill you 

still be in your office around 4:30pm? If so I can just come by then. 

¥ousuf 

On i at 2:17 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Yousuf, 

Thanks for the update. 

Firoze will be arriving on Monday the    in the afternoon. He is OK with with moderating the film discussion following the screening. I will bring him to the 
forum. Kindly send details concerning time and location of the screening. 

Cheers and see you tomorrow. 
Eunice. 

From: Yousuf AI-Bulushi [yousuf@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

Ill Eunice, 

OK, that ~unds good. Are you sure you don’t want to speak’? I was looking tbrwaxd to hearing your talk’. 

I will be in em~l communication with Elena and see what she has in min& and shaxe with her our thoughts, and let you know. 

Also, for the film series I’In planning with a few others, we are showing Part 2 to Cuba: An African Odyssey on Monday          Dr. Jordan showed 
Part 1 in their own series last mouth, and asked us to show part 2 in our series to follow-up. Part 2 focnses mainly on Angola & Gninea-Bissau, but I also 

believe it touches on the battle of Cnito Carnivale ifI remember right. I couldn’t remember ifFiroze will be in town by that Monday or not. If he is, would 

he want to host this film showing, introduce it or say a few words following the showing and moderate a conversation? I just thought it would be nice to 

include him if you think he’d be interested. If that would be too much of a burden on his schedule, I totally unders*and, but thonght I’d check with you just 

in case. 

at 3:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Welcome back Yousuf. 

Sorry to hear about this development. I had food poisoning in Dar in 2008 and it took a couple of days to feel OK. 

In terms of ongoing protests, I am thinking that it would make sense for you to discuss North Africa and then for Elena to focus on the Middle East. 
What do you think? Just a thought. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Yousuf AI-Bulushi [yousuf@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:52 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

I returned from Egypt yesterday, but with a 



but have decided to take the day off from school to get back to nonnal. Unli)rtanately this memos I won’t be able to make it to this 

aflemoon’s meeting with yon. Are you ti-ee to meet either on Thursday (,same time?) or Friday this week? 

Elena has confirmed her participation in the round table tbr        below. I’ll write back to her to let her kmow our idea of re- visiling 
African social ,novements as a whole (not just north africa) and ask her to speak directly to the recent round of upheavals in 

TunisWLibya/Egypt!MoroccoiAlgeria. I imagine she may wm~t to say something about the uprisings in other Arab countries (she is 

Lebanese)- -would that be ok? 

Is there an?/thing else you think I should tell her or ask of her at this point? 

Hope to catch up soon. 
Yousuf 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: yehia@email.unc.edu 

Date: 12:09:02 PM EDT 

To: ~ernail.unc.edu> 
Ce: ,@,email.unc edu>, 

Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

~,#mail com>, yousuf(~email, u nc edu 

Thanks                a~nd Hi Yousuf, ve~y glad to be in touch with you again a~nd it is great that you axe olagaalizlng 

something about the recent events in the region and I am really happy- to take part in it. Is the panel only going to cover North 

ANca? let me know more about your ideas and who else is involved, best, elena 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.com> 
Thursday,              9:47 AN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Research Paper Outline 

Research Paper Outline.docx 

Thanks for coming in early to discuss with me today. 1 am gather material and ideas to write on the subjects we talked about this morning, but [ am going to go ahead and 

submit my outline since it is fairly complete at the moment. It is attached to this email. See you this afternoon! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To:        _~live.com 
Subject: RE: Research Paper Outline 

Date: Tue,           1:k39:36 +0000 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. See me after class today so that we can arrange a time. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: ~live.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 7:36 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Research Paper Outline 

Professor SaNe, 

I have not yet heard back from you abom confirming the 9 am meeting we were speaking about before break began, but I will still be them just in case you were s~dll 
planning on the meeting and jufft have not yet replied. Hope to see you them! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To:       @live.com 
Subject: RE: Reseaacch Paper Outline 
Date: Thu,           16:15:09 +0000 

Dear 

You are way ahead in working on your research paper! 

I understand your concerns in terms of office hours. Would a 9.00am appointment to discuss your paper work following the Spring Break? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: _ @live.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, J.0:54 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Research Paper Outline 

Prot~ssor SaNe, 

I understand that it would be best and easiest ifI were to come to you to discuss ~W research paper in person, but I am only on cmnpus on Tuesdays and Thursdws 
and have class from 9:30am to 4:45pm which makes it impossible to come to your office hours. In addition, I live offcampus in North RaJeigh mid work full time as a 
waitress which makes it difficult to get to cnnlpus any of the other days to set up an appointment with you. Tlms, I hope you caa unders~nd my situation mid will be 
willing to discuss my paper with me over ema~l or possibly telephone. 

I have just finished a quick draft of my outline, and I w&s hoping that you would take a look at it mad perhaps olt}r some feedback on it. The topic I chose was how the 

geopolitics of the Cold War contributed to the rise of the Maxxist-Leninist regime in Africa. 

Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:08 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: PaJ~el on Friday 

EurlJce, 

Wilmington Ten! Sonnds fascinating, rash I could join you all. 

Yes, I’ll be on campus tomorrow as well, and yes I agree we should defihitely meet to firm up 

back to Durham if that’s easier, to German Bakery or a~ywhere else. Just let me know. 

- Yousuf 

On at 9:53 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

I have class until 12pm, but am free after that. I can also come 

Dear Yousuf, 

Thanks for the information. 

Unfortunately I will only be in my office between 3.30pm-3.50prn. A colleague from the Department is giving a talk on the Wilmington Ten between 4.00pm-5.30 
and I plan to attend. 

Are you on Campus tomorrow? I think that we need to meet to firm up the program so that we can move on with publicity. We can also meet in the 
Durham (may be the the German Bakery on 15-50L 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From:Yousuf AI-Bulushi [yousuf@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:34 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Panel on Friday 

gunice, 

Excellent. The film will be shown at 7pm that Monday at the SoNa Haynes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurpose Room (same room they had their fihn 

series in). 

What time did you want to meet today? I’m free between 11 am mad up until 3pm, and then again a£ter 4:30pm. I imagine you have class at your regular 

time. Will you still be in your office around 4:30pm? If so I can just come by then. 

On , at 2:17 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Yousuf, 

Thanks for the update. 

Firoze will be arriving on Monday the    in the afternoon. He is OK with with moderating the film discussion following the screening. I will bring 
him to the forum. Kindly send details concerning time and location of the screening. 

Cheers and see you tomorrow. 

Eunice. 

From: Yousuf AI-Bulushi [yousuf@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

OK, that sounds good. Are you sure you don’t want to speak? I was looking forward to hearing your talk! 

I roll be in email communication ruth Elena and see what she has in mind, and share ruth her our thoughts, and let you kiaow. 

Also, tbr the film series I’m planning with a t~w others, we are showing Part 2 to Cuba: An Ati-ican Odyssey on Monday Dr. 



JoMan showed Part 1 in their own series last monfl~, and asked us to show paxt 2 in our series to follow-up. Pa~t 2 focu~s mainly on 

Angola & Gumea-Bissau, but I also believe it touches on the battle of Cuito Ca~nivaJ~e if I remember right. I conldn’t remember ifFiroze will 

be in towu by that Mouday or not. If he is, would he ~vant to host this film sho~ving, introduce it or say a t~v woMs lbllowing the showing 

and moderate a conversation? I just thought it would be nice to include him if you think he’d be interested. If that would be mo much of a 

buMen on his schedule, I totally un&rstan& but thought I’d check with you just in case. 

- Yousaf 

On at 3:59 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Welcome back Yousuf. 

Sorry to hear about this development. I had food poisoning in Dar in 2008 and it took a couple of days to feel OK. 

In terms of ongoing protests, I am thinking that it would make sense for you to discuss North Africa and then for Elena to focus on 
the Middle East. What do you think? Just a thought. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Yousuf AI-Bulushi [yousuf@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:52 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

mtarned farm Egypt yesteMay, but witla a 

but have decided to take tlae day offfmm school to get back to normal. Unibrtunately this means I won’t be able 

make it to this afternoon’s meeting with you. Are you free to meet either on Thursday (same time?) or Friday this week’? 

Elena has confirmed her participation in the rotund table for        below. I’ll write back to her to let her lmow our idea of m- 
visiting Africau social movements as a whole (not just no~lh africa) and ask her to speak directly to the recent rotund of 
upheavg~s in Tunisi~VLibya/EgypVMoroccoiAlgeria. I imagine she may want to say something about the uprisings in other !Mab 
countries (she is Lebanese)- -would that be ok? 
Is them anything else you think I should tell her or ask of her at this poiut? 

Hope to catch up soon. 
Yousuf 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: yehia(~email.unc edu 

Date: 12:09:02 PM EDT 

To: ~,email.unc edu> 

Cc: ~email unc.edu>, 

Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

~,qmail.com>, yousuf(~,email u nc.edu 

Thanks                and Hi Yousuf, veU glad to be in touch ruth you again and it is groat that you am 
organizing something about the recent events in the region m~d I am really happy to take part in it. Is the panel 
only going to cover North ANca? let me know morn about your ideas and who else is involved, best, elena 



F~,om: 
~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eanice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Class Today 

Hi Dr. SoNe, 

I just wanted to take the time to apologize for not attending class today. 

appointment was today and I am the one who took her. I will be in class for sure next week. 

My apologies again, 

Her physical therapy 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:13 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Mktterm 

Professor, 
"¢~qaen are you free to meet ~vith me about the midterm? I can meet at either 
9am or after 11 am tomorrow, or sometime early next week 

Thanksin advance, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Mignel Rajas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Thursday, 3:53 PM 

infl-duncplas@duke.e du (intl-duncplas@duke.edu) 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu:~; Walter Mignolo, Ph.D. <wmignolo@duke.edu-~; @emaJl.unc.edu>; 
@nnc.edu; brady@soc.duke.edu; ggere@soc.dnke.edu; ew41@duke.edu; melina.altalnirm~o@duke.edu; Michaeline Crichlow 

<crichlow@duke.edu>; &borah.jenson@duke.edn; Jennifer Swenson (jswenson@duke.edu); Elizabeth Shapiro 

<elizabeth.shapiro@duke.edu>; joshua strauss <jds75@duke.edu>; Inmv7@duke.edu; 

.~!e~nail.unc.edu> 

Interdiscipliuaiy Working Groups Call for Pl~oposals 

WorkingGronp call.doc; wg application form.doc; working~gronps reporting form.doc; 
WG samplebudget worksheet.xls 

To: UNC-CH and Duke Faculty and Graduate Students. 

Ref. interdisciplinary Working Groups Call for Proposals 

~:: Description: CONSORTIUM LOGO 

Would you like to collaborate with faculty and graduate students from different disciplines who share your passion for a focused research topic related to Latin 

America and!or the Caribbean? Would you like to participate in seminars, conferences, and professional development workshops with colleagues from both Duke 

and UNC campuses? Would you like to invite cutting-edge intellectuals and/or practitioners in your field of study to your campus/courses, complete a group 

publication, or present your own graduate work for feedback from your peers and professors? All of these possibilities exist in the interdisciplinary Working 

Groups sponsored by the Consortium. Open to Duke and UNC faculty and graduate students from all disciplines. 

Call for Proposals: interdisciplinary Working Groups Program (deadline ~ 
The UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies is pleased to announce a call for proposals for the          Working Group Program. The 

Working Groups provide one of the principal means by which the Consortium discharges its missions to promote interdisciplinary research and innovative 

scholarship, enhance the experience of graduate education, and disseminate knowledge of Latin America and the Caribbean to the wider university community. 

The program supports collaboration among faculty and graduate students from different departments, professional schools, and curricula on both campuses. 

The Consortium will consider proposals that promote interdisciplinary coflaborative and creative projects among Latin American/Caribbean faculty and graduate 

students at UNC and Duke University. Successful proposals will need to demonstrate strong faculty leadership and involvement. Please note that under this 

program, the same Working Group will be funded for a maximum of three years - however, an annual evaluation will take place (working groups can lose funding). 

Proposals will be considered in the following priority order: 

¯ Joint Duke-UNC: Led by 2 faculty members (one from each campus) with at least 4 graduate student participants (some from each university). 

or 

¯ 2-campuses: Led by 1 faculty member (from either campus) with at least 4 graduate student participants (some from each university). 

or 

1-campus proposal: Led by 2 faculty members representing different disciplines at one campus and a minimum of 4 graduate student participants from 

either university. Every effort will be made to maintain parity for single-campus proposals between UNC and Duke. 

in all cases, at least two disciplines must be represented. 

Funds will be awarded competitively to no more than four (4) Working Groups on an annual basis within a budgetary framework up to ~5,000 per year. We accept 

proposals that extend the range of work up to two years and envision a community!academic!exhibit!performance!publication event in the second cycle of the 

grant. 

Proposals must include: 

(1) Application Form (see attached) 

(2) Proposal narrative (see instructions and outline to be followed on application form) 

(3) Itemized budget request (see attached budget form) 

(4) Groups that were funded in          and are requesting funding for          must also complete a reporting form (see attached) 

Please submit your proposal as an e-mail attachment (Word documents are preferred) to Miguel Rojas-Sotelo (mlr34@duke.edu) no later than              Note 

that this is an absolute deadline, and late submissions will not be considered. The Consortium’s Working Group Selection Committee will announce decisions by 

early June. 

If you have any questions about this process, please do not hesitate to contact Miguel Rojas-Sotelo. General information about working group guidelines can be 

found on the Consortium web site 

< http:/iwww.uncdukeconsortium.org/working groups.htmlhtrnl> 

Note: Working Group events have to be open to the public and thereby serve as a way to increase public awareness of Latin America, past and present. 



Cordially, 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, PhD. 

Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

UNC-CH and Duke University 

Room 143. Franklin Center. 2204 Erwin Road, Durham. NC 

27708 

Tel. (919) 681 3883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:50 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Possible limes I could meet with you... 

Hi there Professor Sahle, 

Ok these are the times I can meet you: 

Tues/Thurs: an?’ time before 9:30 or 11 -12:15 or any time Iicom 5pm on 
Wed: Any time before 12 and from 5 on 
Friday: An?’ time before 12 

If these don’t work let me kno~v..Also if you need me to stay after class 
on Tues or Thurs I should be able to if you g~ve me a heads up I have a 
freshman seminar from 330 to 445 but my professor would be ok with me 
missing if I told him that I was talking to you. He is veW understanding 
and I haven’t missed a class so I should be ok. Just let me know- what works 
for you 

Thank you ]2~r being willing to meet with me so I can turn in?’ grade around. 
] am open to anything you want to suggest to me. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com q)~direc@nytimes.com> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 10:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

An important notice from the publisher of The Times 

.An important announcement from 
the publisher of The New York Times 

Ng’]?imes.cem, 

exceed tha~ [inpA, you w*Al be asked ~; becemc a dig*AM sabsembev, 

videos a~d ether reassures). 4{~:~r "~o articles, we will ask y~m 

s~bscriber, with h~}1 ace.ess b) m~r :d~e. 

For move iafem~a~ien, ge ~o ~vtimea.com/digitalfaq. 

’I’ha~k )eu fer vc~+di~+g 111~c New Yerk Times: m ~dl i~s forms. 

Arthur Sulzbcrger ,! r. 

Yol!< ]imes Crosswo:ds apps C.Y~b®r :estrictions eppiy 



t~t~p:ilw’,~tw nV ~kTle s co mlco n{e n b’i~eIpIH~,h~s;priwcy;policv!priv acy-policy.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:08 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Re: P~mel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

OK, see you them in a few minutes. 

Y 

On at 10:10 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Yousufl 

We can meet at Jack Sprat at :t2.:t0pm. 

See you then. 
Eunice 

From: Yousuf AI-Bulushi [yousuf@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~.0:08 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

gunice, 

~Vilmington Ten! Sounds fascinating, rash I could join you all. 

Yes, I’ll be on c~unpus tomorrow as well, mad yes I agree we should definitely meet to finn up 

can also come back to Duffiam if that’s easier, to German Bakery or ~mywhere elsc. Just let me know. 

- Yousu£ 

On at 9:53 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

I have class until 12pm, but am free after that. I 

Dear Yousuf, 

Thanks for the information. 

Unfortunately I will only be in my office between 3.30pm-3.50pm. A colleague from the Department is giving a talk on the Wilmington Ten between 
4.00pm-5.30 and I plan to attend. 

Are you on Campus tomorrow? I think that we need to meet to firm up the April :t program so that we can move on with publicity. We can also 
meet in the Durham (may be the the German Bakery on :15-50:1. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

Fr~m:Yousuf AI-Bulushi [yousuf@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 9:34 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

Eunice, 

Excellent. The film will be shown at 7pm that Monday at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center Hitchcock Multipurposc Room (same room they 

had their film series in). 

What time did you want to meet today? I’In free between 11 am and up until 3pm, and then again after 4:30pm. I imagine you have class at 

your regulm ti,ne. Will you s~till be in your office a~round 4:30pro? If so I can just come by then. 

On at 2:17 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Yousuf, 

Thanks for the update. 



Firoze will be arriving on Monday the 28th in the afternoon. He is OK with with moderating the film discussion following the 
screening. T will bring him to the forum. Kindly send details concerning time and location of the screening. 

Cheers and see you tomorrow. 
Eunice. 

From: Yousuf AI-Bulushi [yousuf@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

OK, that sounds good. Are you sure you don’t want to speak? I was looking forward to hea~ing your talk! 

I will be in email communication with Elena aa~d see what she has in mind, mad share with her our thoughks, and let you ki~ow. 

Also, for the ~lm series I’m planning with a t~w others, we are showing Part 2 to Cuba: An Atiica~ Odyssey on Monday 

Dr. Jordan showed Part 1 in their own series laser tnonth, and asked us to show part 2 in our series to follow-up. 

Paint 2 focuses mainly on Angola & Guinea-Bissau, but I ~lso believe it touches on the battle of Cuito Camivale if I re~nember 

right. I couldn’t remember if Firoze roll be in town by that Monday or not. If he is, would he wm~t to host this fihn shomng, 

introduce it or say a few words following the showing and mo&rate a conversation? I just thought it wonld be nice to include 

him if you think he’d be interested. If that would be too much of a burden on his schedule, I totally tmders~nd, but thought I’d 

check with you just in case. 

-Yousuf 

On at 3:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Welcome back Yousuf. 

Sorry to hear about this development. I had food poisoning in Dar in 2008 and it took a couple of days to feel OK. 

In terms of ongoing protests, T am thinking that it would make sense for you to discuss North Africa and then for Elena 
to focus on the lvliddle East. What do you think? Just a thought. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Yousuf AI-Bulushi [yousuf@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:52 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

I returned from Egypt yesterday, but with 

but have decided to take the day off from school to get back to normal. 

Unfortunately this means I won’t be able to make it to this aflemoon’s meeting with you. Are you flee to meet 

either on Thursday (same time?) or Friday this week? 

Elena has confirmed her participation in the round table for April 1 st below. I’ll write back to her to let her know 

our idea of re-visiting Ati-ican social movements as a M~ole (not just north aA~ca) and ask her to speak directly to 

the recent round of upheavals in Tunisia/IJbya/Egyp~dMorocco/Algeria. I imagine she may want to ~y ~mething 

about the uprisings in other Arab countries (she is Lebaa~ese)--would that be ok? 

Is there anything else you think I should tell her or ask of her at this point? 

Hope to catch up soon. 
Yousuf 

Begin forwai~ted message: 

From: yehia@,email.unc.edu 

Date: 12:09:02 PM EDT 

To: ,~,email.unc edu> 

Cc: .~.email.unc.edu>, 

yousuf@email.unc.edu 

.~.,q m ail. co m>, 



Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

Thanks                 and tti Yousul; ~Tery glad to be in touch with you again and it is great that 

you are o~a~izing something atx~ut the recent e~Tents in the region and I am really happy to take 

po~ in it. Is the panel only going to cover North At~ca? let me know more about your ideas and 

who else is involved, best, elena 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 3:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2011- 03 -21 

Your reservation request for Black girl (1965) / [videorecording] from 2011-03-18 through 2011-03-22 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

StaffNotes: 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in ~vriting, with the 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

Your reservation request for Moolaad~ [videorecording] from 2011-03-18 through 2011-03-22 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 

Moolaad~ [videorecording] : 65-DVD5503 c.1 pt.1 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC. 
If you have any questaons you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

Your reservation request for Moolaad~ [videorecording] from 2011-03-18 through 2011-03-22 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MR(; as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 

Moolaad~ [videorecording]: 65-DVD5503 c.1 pt.2 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC. 
If you have any questaons you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

Your reservation request :[’or Faat Kine [videocassette] from 2011-(B-18 through 2011-03-22 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the MR(; as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 

Faat Kine [videocassette] : 65-V8530 c.1 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

Your reservation request for Guelwaar [videorecording] from 2011-03-18 through 2011-03-22 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your resel~zation. 

Staff Notes: 

Ouelwaar [videorecording] : 65-D\rD11574 c. 1 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

Your reservation request for Xala [videorecording] from 2011-03-18 through 2011-03-22 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the \~C as early as 8am the first day of your reservation. 

Staff Notes: 

Xala [videorecording]: 65-DVD2963 c.1 

Please note that the film(s) listed ;vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the ivIRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 



Your reservation request for Ceddo [videocassette] from 2011-03-18 through 2011-03-22 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the \~C as early as 8am the first day of your reservation. 

Staff Notes: 

Ceddo [videoca ssette] : 65 -V8678 c. 1 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

Your reservation request for Black gold [videorecording] from 2011-(B-I 8 through 2011-03-22 has been approved. 

You may pick up the film at the 2/2RC as earl?’ as 8am the first day of your reser~ation. 

Staff Notes: 

Black gold [videorecording]: 65-DVD3514 c2 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MR(; 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 03-18-2011 15:17pm 
...... Mail generatedatMar.18 2011 15:03:19 



From: "_c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday 4:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: Term Essay Submission - 

A~tach: Term Essay - .doc 

Dr. Sahle, 
Please find attached my term essay assignment. 
Have a great weekend! 



From: ~emaikunc.e&t 

Sent: Friday, 5:32 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: RE: 

Dr. Sable, Is there any chance that I can get an extension for the term essay? 

Quoting "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu>: 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. I am the road to recovew although I am still 
dealing ~vith a horrible case of la~¢ngitis 
At an)’ rate, I was to ~vrite to you today. 

In terms of your question, it would be unethical and u~afair to other 
students for me to allow a student to post missed weekly entries. The 
only time this would be possible is if a student has a medical note 
indicating illness during a period when entries were misses, or was 
away on UNC recognized activities such as academic conferences, etc 

My suggestions to you at this point are that one, you ensure that you 
do not miss any entries [’or the reminder of the term, second, work 
hard on all the other assignments. If you do that the overall grade 
will balance out. 

Sincerely, 
Dr Sahe. 

From: ~!email.unc.edu ~!email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 9:15 AM 
To: Sah[e, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: 

Dr. Sable, I am writing to find out is there anything that can be done 
about missing posts on blackboard I have emailed several times not 
realizing you were most definitely sick, ! apologize. I hope that you 
feel better soon Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Yanco <wara@bu.edn> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 5:46 PM 

Carol Thompson <Carol.Thompson@nau.edu> 

aleslie@africa.ufl.edu; dlalbn&~uaanail.albany.edu; SaNe, Etmice N <etmice@email.unc.edu>; ezuem@saacahlawrence.edu; 
getohl sa@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu;          ~aol.com; ksbeldon@ucla.edu; moorman@indiana.edu; rdemotts@pugetsound.edu; 

sandra.joireman@Wbeaton.edu; sidney.lcasfi@emory.edu; taiwo@seattleu.edu; vwvilsonl @kent.edu; ~gmail.com 

Re: ASA - here itALL is - Program Committee 

Thank yot~ Carol. I will go over fllese materials this weekend. 

Wishing you a pleasant one, 

Jennit~r 
Jenni~erJ. Yanco, Ph.D. 
U.S. Director 
West Ai’rican Besearch Association 
Boston University Ai’rican Studies Center 
~3~ Bay State Road 
Boston, MA O22~5 
6~7-353-8902 
www.bu.eduJwara 

On 3/18/2011 3:14 PM, Carol Thompson wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 
This email requests 30 minutes of your time asap. 

~ have attached all the relevant materials in this one email, to try to make it concise for you. 
What I asking is that you spend some time reading the guidelines now to come back at me with questions. Enter the three Excel 
tables now to see if you can maneuver a bit across them (brief instructions within guidelines). 
It will make our work much easier if you could connect and dialogue a bit before you block out time to do the work. I know 
some of you are at conferences, traveling and will not get to the actual work for some days. Please if at all possible, take the 30 
minutes now to understand the process, let me know the errors I’ve made, fill in blanks .... Thank you! 
Please send me an email acknowledging you have perused the attached and understand or... 

Please send me a time when you plan to concentrate on composing the panels. Some of you already have said you can "get to it 
by x" and ~ appreciate it. 

The work will take several hours over the next month. 
You will note some of you have much more work than others, reflecting the strength of the ASA. We can talk over the next week 

if the load is too much. 
Thank you very much. ~ think you will find the submissions quite impressive. 
~ look forward to your questions and criticisms, in order to make the process better! 

Carol 
cell: 
Attached 
A) Guidelines - very explicit instructions, including what needs to be in your final submissions, 
Recommend to print it out. 

B) Three Excel sheets with the submissions 
The computer did not number sequentially so below is the number of your section: 
Sections (15 membe~ plus the chair) 

1) Contested Memories of the Independence - Getahun 

2) The Arts and Cultural Exp~vssion Since Independence - Kasfir 

6) Unfinished Liberation Straggles: Gender, Ethnici~ and Class -Zuem 

8) Independence and Sovereignty in a Global Economy-SaNe 

9) Agriculture and Food Sovereignty - Thompson 

10) Culture (mnsic, peribrmance, chnce literature, language, and tblklore) Moonnan 

11) Education Wilson-Fall 
12) Economics - Thompson 

13) Enviro,m~ent - DeMotts 
14) Health and Healing - Yanco 

15) History-Sheldon 

16) Human Rights and Legal Change - Joireman 

17) Gender and Women - LaFond 
18) Politics and Policy- - Harheson 

19) Peace and Security - Iyob 

20) Religion and Spirituality - TS~wo 

21 ) Youth: Visions of the Future - Leslie 

C) Contact information for each Program Commirtee Section Leader. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Class Video 

Hello Dr Sahle, 

My name is                  I missed class yesterday due to sinus problems 
(spring is defintely here). Anyway, I wanted to know if you could put the 
Black Gold film on reserve in the UL Media Center, so I could finish 
watching it Let me know if this works for you. 

Thank you so much, 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

. ~hotmail.com> 
Friday,              8:18 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Term Paper 

termpaper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

My term paper is attache& 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

TERM PAPER- 

The Struggle for Liberation.docx 

Here is my tel-m paper and works cited! 

Sincerely, 



From: @email.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 11:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Term paper: CC At?i 

Attacl~: Term paper.docx; .vcf 

Dr. Sahle, 

Here is my tema paper. Thal~k you! 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- tlag/er.unc.edu> 

Friday,               l 1:31 PM 

SaNe, Eun~ce N ~eun~ce@emad.unc.edt > 

Term Paper 

Grain of Wheat term paper.docx 

See attached 

,_~. kena n-fl,~ gler.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

¯ TERM ESSAY 

- TERM ESSAY 1.doc 

I have attach the Term Essay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-tlagler.unc.edt~ 

Friday,               11:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Term Paper° Updated 

G~ain of Wheat term paper.docx 

Sorry, I didn’t save my paper before I sent it, so it still included a typo in the last sentence. This is the correct version. 

,~. kei~a~-fla g~er.unc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Saturday, 12:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Term Paper 

tem~ essay.docx 

@gmail.com> 

Here’s nay term paper, Dr Sable. Have a great weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 4:53 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama Warns Libya, but Attacks Go On 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/19/todaysheadlines/index.html 

.................................................................................  roday,sHeadiines ....................................................................... 
~1)¢ ~’~ ~rk ~’~ March z9, 2Oll 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=..s.... I Business I ..s.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I y..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Warns Libya, but 
Attacks Go On 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and DAVID D. 
KIRKPATRICK 

President Obama set forth non- 
negotiable conditions that he said Libya 
must immediately meet to avoid nfilitary 
action to enforce a no-flight zone and 
block attacks by the regime on eiviliaus 
and rebels. 

¯ " ~ Obama’s Remarks 

-’ The Lede: Friday’s Updates 

-’ Libya Action Shows Rare European Resolve 

. Libya Says It Will Release Times Journalists \ 

¯ . ~ Video: The Times’s David D. Kirkpatrick on 

the Cease-Fire 

~’ Qaddafi and His Forces Warned on War 

Crimes 

Obama Takes Hard Line With 
Libya After Shift by Clinton 
By HELENE COOPER and STEVEN LEE MYERS 

With Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s forces tunfing back the rebellion that threatened his rule, Secretary of 
State Hillary Rodhmn Clinton came out for nfilitary action. 

" American Official Warns That Qaddafi May Lash Out With New Terrorist Attacks 

In Japan’s Danger Zone, the Stranded Await the Merciful 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Thousands of Japanese are stranded near the stricken reactors - many too old or infirm to move - and 
residents are criticizing the govermnent’s lack of help. 

-’ Food, Fuel and Medicine Run Short in Shelters 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tt’s scary, but when it comes to the nuclear accident, I have no choice but to die here." 

NIISAO SAITO~ who has chosen to renmin in a Japanese tom~ ~7 nfiles from a stricken nuclear plm~t, 

because his parents are too old to flee. 



THEATER 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: 
Something Wicked 
3m interactive look at six 
of the rooms in "Sleep No 
More," an environmental 
theater piece. 

" Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
THREAD 
On Libya, 
Suspicious Minds 
By PETER CATAPANO 

Early reaction to 
President Obanm’s speech on Libya and 
thoughts on the specter of a flfird U.S. 
war. 

How our pets keep us healthy 
ALSO IN HEALTH >> 

Forget the treadmill. Get a dog. 

The weekly health quiz 

nytimes, co.m 

WORLD 

Dozens of Protesters Are Killed in Yemen 
By LAURA KASINOF and ROBERT F. WORTH 

The largest protest so far in Yemen came trader violent and sustained attack in the center of the capital, 
Sana. 

". ~ Video: Deadly Violence in Yemen 

’. ~:~ Photographs: Deadly Violence at Yemen Protest 

Bahrain Tears Down Monument as Protesters Seethe 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Bahrain tore down the monument at the center of Pearl Square in a s)anbolic end to the popular protests put 
down by the govelaament. 

. Iraqis Protest Bahrain Crackdown 2:55 PM ET 

After Revolt, Egyptians Try to Shape New Politics 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The people who helped bring down President Hosni Mubarak are trader pressure to create a national party. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

On Twitter, ’What a Party!’ Brings an Envious ’Enough, Already!’ 
By AMY HARMON 

The tantalizing window Twitter provides on the lives of friends, colleagues, rivals mad celebrities can have a 
downside: knowing too nmch about the fun you are nfissing. 

Arizona, Bowing to Business, Softens Stand on Immigration 
By RICHARD A. OPPEL Jr. 

The State Senate voted down several m~ti-immigration bills, an adnfission that last year’s laws had hurt the 
state’s tourism and convention industry. 

BIRMINGHAM JOURNAL 
Another Role for Buses in Civil Rights History 
By KIM SEVERSON 

A Bilaningham bus compm~y owned by an African-American kept a segregated population moving during the 
Jim Crow era. 
’ ~ Slide Show: Remembering a Birmingham Bus Line 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Japan’s Automakers Expect Longer Delays 
By NICK BUNKLEY 

Nissan, Honda and Toyota are all carefully reviewing how they will get back to normal mad make up for 
delays in deliveries to their overseas dealers and factories. 

Radiation Fears Cloud Japan’s Recovery 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

While experts say there is little danger of contaminated food or mmaufactured products entering the United 
States from 3apan, such fears could hurt 3apanese exports. 

A Volatile Week Ends Higher on Wall Street 
By JULIE CRESWELL 

A cease-fire in Libya and global intervention to stabilize the Japanese yen send the major indexes up. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Priceless Feeling Comes With Tangible Rewards 
By JOHN BRANCH 

Someone cannot be an m~derdog when a No. 12 seed and a No. 13 meet for just fl~e ninth time in tournament 
history. 

". Southwest: Notre Dame 69, Akron 56 I Southwest: Florida State 57, Texas A&M 50 

’: Southwest: Kansas 72, Boston U. 53 I Southwest: Purdue 65, St. Peters 43 

Southwest: Illinois 73, U.N.L.V. 62 I Southwest: V.C.U. 74, Georgetown 56 

¯ Saturday’s Schedule 

WEST: ARIZONA 77, MEMPHIS 75 
Free Throws and a Block Are Enough for Arizona 
By RAY GLIER 

Derrick Williams swatted away a shot with less than two seconds left and the Wildcats advanced to the 
Round of 32. 

~ West: Michigan 75, Tennessee 45 I West: Texas 85, Oakland 81 

West: Duke 87, Hampton 45 

EAST: GEORGE MASON 61, VILLANOVA 57 
Confident George Mason Improvises a Comeback 
By PAT BORZI 

Though trailing most of the game, eighth-seeded George Mason took advm~tage of several Villanova miscues 
down the stretch to advance to the flfird rotmd. 

East: Washington 68, Georgia 65 I East: Marquette 66, Xavier 55 

¯ " East: Ohio State 75, Texas-San Antonio 46 I East: North Carolina 102, L.I.U. 87 

, East: Syracuse 77, Indiana State 60 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’WHERE’S CHARLEY?’ 
A Few Wacky Victorians in Love 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

The 1948 Frank Loesser musical farce "Where’s Charley?" gets a cheery and nimble revival at City Center. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
A Fresh Face Confronts a Seasoned Mahler 
By JAMES R. OESTREICH 

Madris Nelsons, 32, stepped in for the veteran maestro James Levine to lead the Boston S)anphony 
Orchestra in its third and final perfolanance at Calaaegie Hall this week. 

In Novels, an Ex-Spy Returns to the Fold 
By JULIE BOSMAN 

Valerie Plame Wilson, the former C.I.A. operative, has signed a book deal with Penguin Group USA to write a 
series of international suspense novels. 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

THE ASIA ISSUE 

37 Asian Odysseys 
From Vietnam to Sri Lanka, a must-do list of essential experiences from reporters who have been there. 

," Note to Readers 

, ~4 Slide Show 

36 HOURS 

36 Hours in Hong Kong 
By NAOMI LINDT 

That most cosmopofitan of metropolises, Hong Kong, is a city of contrasts, always reinventing itself. 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Saving Money on a Trip to Asia 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

How to find bargains in an era of higher airfares and stronger local currencies. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Settling Foreclosure Abuses 
If the cotmtrys attorneys general are unable to obtain a meaningftfl settlement from the big banks, they 
should pursue the banks in court. 

EDITORIAL 
A New Internet Privacy Law? 
A grom~dswell of support for Interact privacy is emerging. It is crucial that lauanakers get it right. 

EDITORIAL 
The Broken Machinery of Death 
A shortage of sodium thiopental has stripped the already-barbaric practice of lethal injection of even a cloak 
of science-based reliability. 

EDITORIAL 
Mission to Mercury 
As the spacecraft Messenger enters Mercury’s orbit, part of the thrill is knowing fl~at this is the pure pursuit 
of knowledge. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Electric Kool-Aid Marketing Trip 
By MICHAEL WALKER 

How the ethos of Owsley Stanley, entrepreneur, fives on. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Price Too High? 
By BOB HERBERT 

The public deserves a much tidier accomating of nuclear power’s pros and cons. 

:’ Columnist Page 

:" Gaff Collins is off today. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Escape From New York 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The 2010 Census is expected to show that NewYork City has lost black residents for the first time since 
Reconstruction. The question is: Are they leaving or are they fleeing? 

:’ Columnist Page 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Wrong Type of Talk Therapy 
By KEELY KOLMES 
Online reviews of mental health services don’t help patients. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 19, 192o, the United States Senate rejected for the second time the Treaty of Versailles by a vote of 

49-35, falling short of the two-tlfirds majority needed for approval. 

¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:02 AM 

- In preparation for Tuesday’s: 

Dem All, 

Gmelings. 

As you prepare for Tuesday’s seminar, here is the agenda: 

1) Finish watching "the film "The Color of Money: Colonialism and the Slave Trade" that we bega~ to view on Thursday in our class. The fihn is a streaming video via the 
UNC Media Remurces Libraw, thus you can watch on your computer. 

2) Tuesday’s agenda: 

a. Discuss issues emerging fl~am the fihn and the readings on the slaveu trade, colonialism m~d diaspora resistance. 

b. Begin our systematic discussion of contemporary African Diaspora in Europe ruth a focus on France. 

Tuesday’s Readings: See course outline on Blackboard, 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:10 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Dr. Firoze Manji’s visit to UNC - Ofl]cial invitation to evenks surrounding his visit 

Thanks, Eunice, for this update on Firoze’s visit to UNC. I will be delighted to participate in all of the activities, including speaking at the roundtable. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. + 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 9:37 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sulziect: Dr. Firoze Manji’s visit to UNC - Official invitation to events surrounding his visit 

Dear Georges, 

Greetings. I have just finished reading yuur book on the Cungo and I am vep)~ grateful that I had a chance to reading clusing in light uf writing a piece on conflict and gender based viulence. 

’]7his is a follow-up tu a cunversauon we had concerning an upcuming ruund table on African social movements in light of Firoze’s visit tu UNC and 
cunfirmed dates, locatiuns (most of them) etc and hence this email update 

events in Nurth Africa. I have 

Firoze’s visit and attendant events: 

9.30am-10 30am - I will confirm location earl?’ next week : Firuze meets with Africanists at UNC tu discuss his vision of soon tu be launched Pambazuka, North America and 
events in the cuntinent 

,6.30-9.00pm, GEC, 3024: Firoze’s Public Lecture: "Media and social struggles in Africa" 

5.30-7.30pm, Stune Center, Multi-purpose ruom : Round table "African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context." Please encuurage yuur students tu attend 

Cummentators and suggested topics: 

Each cotmnentator will have 10 minutes: 

Prufessur Geurges Nzongola-Ntalaja - It wuuld be wunderful if you commented un how historical and post-colonial developments in the cuntext of an inform imperial order have sharped 
social movements struggles in the DRC. ~flais would be great in light of the 50th Anniversary of Lumumba’s assassination. 

Here are the other commentaturs and their topics: 

Professor Bereket Seiassie - Eritrean liberation movement and contemporar,f socia[ organizing for transformatiun 

Professor Charles Piot (Duke) - Contemporary neoliberal context and NGOization of resistance in West Africa. 

Firoze Manji - Social movements and the state in East At~ica 

Molly Kane (Pambuzaka Ne~vs, and future Editor-in-chief of Pambuzaka North Arnerica) - Practices of Solidari~: African and Canadian civil socie~" 

l~a~x,-C - Reflections on contemporat3~ social protests in the Arab world 

, L~C- Social raovements in Egypt and politics of transition 

Eunice - Opening remarks and moderator. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes and greetings to Jean. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc .edu> 

Saturday, 10:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Dr. Firoze Manji’s visit to UNC - Official invitation to events summnding Ns visit 

Hi Eunice, 

The topics looks perfect, and the title change sounds fine too. 

I’ll tiy and re-vamp the flier and get back to you. 

O11 at 9:41 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Below is the email that I sent to Professor Nzongola this morning. I will send a similar one to Prof. Selassie. What do you think of the suggestion topics? I also 
thought that may be ’globalizing conte~ in the title might work better rather than in a global context. No worries if you would like us use the original one we 
proposed. 

Now that we have topics, may be we should move forward and have another go on the poster so that we can start circulating it tomorrow evening via email. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 9:37 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Dr. Firoze Manji’s visit to UNC - Official invitation to events surrounding his visit 

DeaF Georges, 

Greetings~ I have just finished reading your book on the Congo and I am very grateful that I had a chance to reading closing in light of writing a piece on conflict 
and gender based violence. 

This is a follow-up to a conversation we had concerning an upcoming round table on African social movements in light of Firoze’s visit to UNC and events in 
North Africa. I have confirmed dates, locations (most of them) etc and hence this email update. 

Firoze’s visit and attendant events: 

9.30am-10.3Oam - I will confirm location early next week : Firoze meets with Africanists at UNC to discuss his vision of soon to be launched 

Pambazuka, North America and events in the continent 

6.30-9.001~m, GEC, 3024: Firoze’s Public Lecture: "Media and social struggles in Africa" 

,5.30-7.30pm, Stone Center, Multi-purpose room : Round table "African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context." Please encourage your 
students to attend. 

Commentators and suggested topics: 

Each commentator will have :tO minutes: 

Professor Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja - It would be wonderful if you commented on how historical and post-colonial developments in the context of an inform 
imperial order have sharped social movements struggles in the DRC. This would be great in light of the 50th Anniversary of Lumumba’s assassination. 

Here are the other commentators and their topics: 

Professor Bereket Selassie - Eritrean liberation movement and contemporary social organizing for transformation 

Professor Charles Not (Duke) - Contemporary neoliberal context and NGOization of resistance in West Africa. 

Firoze Manji - Social movements and the state in East Africa 

Molly Kane (Pambuzaka News, and future Editor-in-chief of Pambuzaka North America) - Practices of Solidarity: African and Canadian civil society 

UNC - Reflections on contemporary social protests in the Arab world 

UNC- Social movements in Egypt and politics of transition 

Eunice - Opening remarks and moderator. 



Thanks so much, 

Best wishes and greetings to Jean. 

Eunice, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu> 

Samrday, 1:05 PM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Extra Credit Opportunity 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was wondering where the extra c~edit opportuni~ was listed on blackboard. I remember you saying in class on Thursday that I was online but I couldn’t find it. 

EmaJl: ~@,email.unc.edu 

Phone: 



Fmra: ~unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 1:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: question 

can you remind me what day Firoze wanted to tl~- and meet with the BSM 
students? I tbrgot and wanted to write them to ask them. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc .edu> 

Saturday, 2:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ulxtated flier 

flyer- ~Yfica~ - socia~ - movements,i pg 

Attached is the updated flier. Let me kno~v what you think. 



African 
cial 

Movements 

RO UNDTAHLE: 
.< , .:~ ,. ~:~ ~. -, .. ...... Prof, B<i.z ~.k ::. ,, Seiass>a 

Pro£ Georges Nzongola 
.Ahqca n and 

UNC~C hape] 

Pro:t:.’, Ch arles 
C,ulk~.u’a~ Ar~:hropo:logy & AAAS 

Moll}, Kane 
Pare ba z~.~ ka Ne ws 

Dr. Firoze MaRji 

] a ab~.~,u{<;.,: New s 

Friday, _ 
5:30-7:30pm 

150 South Road 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc .edu> 

Saturday, 4:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: oops and ~litics of representation...RE: ulxtated flier 

Hi Eunice, 

will update your affiliation--sorry about that! 

i’ll also look for another picture that might be more suitable, rm 
not sure an?- of the pictures ~ve took when there will get at that--we 
didn’t take that many because ~ve didn’t ~vant to appear like tourists 
or journalists, both of whom were targeted at times[ But rll look 
through just in case, and browse the internet as well. If you happen 
to come across something you like as well, feel licee to send it along. 

On ~t 2:53 PM, SaNe, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

Hello again 

Looking at the poster again (mainly the picture), I am ~vondering 
whether we might be contributing to the erasure of women’s images 
and contribution to the social protests by having a picture that is 
solely male. We are both concerned about such issues, thus I am 
wondering if you have image from your travels to Eg~pt that is 
inclusive 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: @unc edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:10 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: updated flier 

Eunice, 

Attached is the updated flier. Let me know what you think. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 5:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Research Paper Outline 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I just wanted to make sure that our research paper outline is due through 
email on Tuesday the             by 11:30P.M. and not midnight on the 

and that we don’t have to turn in a hard copy in Tuesday’s class. 
Also, I was wondering if we need to have all of our additional sources 
cited and used in this outline. Finally, are there any guidelines you 
would like us to follow for this outline 
Thank You For Your Time, 



African 
Social 
Movements 
in a globalizing con~ex~ 

Pro£ G:eorges Nzongola 
Ah’ica.n a~d African Arneri.can. Stx,’,dies 

Pro£ Charles Plot 

Molly Kane 

Friday, 
5:30-7:30pm 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 7:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper Outline 

Professor, 

I had a few questions regarding the research paper proposal that is due this upcoming week. Are there specific details you want us to include in the proposal and is 

there any kind of format you want as well (bulleted outline or one page essay)? Also, should we note sources we plan on using? There weren’t many instructions 

given for the proposal so I wanted to make sure I was going about this the right way. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Dr. Firoze Manji’s (Pamb~uka News) visit to UNC - Otficial invitation to events surrounding his visit 

Hi Eunice, 

All is clear; I look forward to the event. 

BHS. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 9:49 AM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Dr. Firoze Manji’s (Pambazuka News) visit to UNC - Official invitation to events surrounding his visit 

Dear Mwalimu Senior, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. I will write the letter you requested next week. 

This is a follow-up to a conversation we had concerning an upcoming round table on African social movements in light of Firoze’s visit to UNC and events in North Africa. I 
have confirmed dates, locations etc and hence this email update. 

Firoze’s visit and attendant events: 

9.30am-:l.O.3Oam - I will confirm location early next week : Firoze meets with Africanists at UNC to discuss his vision of soon to be launched Pambazuka, North 

America and events in the continent 

6.30-9.00pm, GEC, 31)24: Firoze’s Public Lecture: "Media and social struggles in Africa" 

S.30-7.30pm, Stone Center, Multi-purpose room : Round table "African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context." Please encourage your students to attend. 

Commentators and suggested topics: 

Each commentator will have :tO minutes: 

Professor Bereket Selassie - Eritrean liberation movement and contemporary social organizing for transformation 
Given your involvement in the struggle for liberation it would be wonderful to briefly comment on this movement and current efforts by Eritrean Diasporic civil society to 
organize for the transformation of the public sphere in Eritrea. 

Here are the other commentators and their topics: 

Professor Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja - Social movements in the DRC and remembering Lumumba 

Professor Charles Piot (Duke) - Contemporary neoliberal context and NGOization of resistance in West Africa. 

Firoze Manji - Social movements and the state in East Africa 

Molly Kane (Pambuzaka News, and future Editor-in-chief of Pambuzaka North America) - Practices of Solidarity: African and Canadian civil society 

Eunice - Opening remarks and moderator. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Mwalimu junior 

UNC - Reflections on contemporary social protests in the Arab world 

. UNC- Social movements in Egypt and politics of transition 



From: ~unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 11:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: new poster 

Remind me again who the sponsoring units are? I can have them added 
by tomorrow if that helps? 

We can also be sure to include it on any emails that go out 

Oh, I remember now, the dept of geography is one’. I’m sure ;rp would 
want that included. Who else? 

at 7:21 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Do you thil~ we ;vill be in deep trouble...we forgot to include the 
sponsoring units? 

Cheers, 
>E 

Sent: Saturday, 6:52 P]VI 
To: 
Subject: R[~: new poster 

Dear 

Thanks lbr Nis It is great. Yes, Molly Kane is working :For 
PambazN~a News 

Cheers, 

From: @unc edu] 
Sent: Satwday, 5:31 PM 
To: SaNe, E~ice N 
Subject: new poster 

E~ice, 

Attached is a new poster Let me know what you think also, is it 
correct to put Pamba~a News for Mally Kane? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, March 20, 2011 4:58 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Allies Open Air Assault on Qaddafi’s Forces in Libya 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/20/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................. Toda),sHeadlines ........................................................................ 
~1~ N’~’~, ~rk ~%~,~ March 20, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I .%.g. I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I _a..a..~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~..-..E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Allies Open Air Assault on 
Qaddafi’s Forces in Libya 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK, STEVEN 
ERLANGER and ELISABETH BUMILLER 

Americm~ and European forces began 
strikes against the government of Col. 
Muammar el-Qaddafi in the largest 
international nfilitary intervention in 
the Arab world since the invasion of 
Iraq. 

" ~ Photographs I ~-~ Map 

’: ~ Obama’s Remarks 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Reeling From Crises, Japan 
Approaches Familiar 
Crossroads 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

The earthquake and the resulting 
nuclear crisis will chm~ge Japan, but the 
open question is how, and how much. 

Euphoric, Egyptians Vote on Future 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and MICHAEL SLACKMAN 

Egyptians flocked to the polls to vote on a package of constitutional changes. 

" Slide Show I Video: Egypt’s Appetite for Politics 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I want the American people to know that the use of jbrce is not our first choice, and it’s not a choice that I 

make lightly. But we can’t stand idly by when a tyrant tells his people that there will be no mercy." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, on the American decision to use nfilitary force against Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi of 

Libya. 

MAGAZINE 

~$ VIDEO." A Marked 
Man in America 



The conservative Muslim cleric Yasir 
Qadhi speaks the language ofjihadists, 
but denounces their violent actions. 

OPINION 

THE SEASONS I SHIRIN 
NESHAT 
Spring 
As spring arrives, so too 
do the seeds of a new era 
for the Muslim world. 
This video is a tribute to the yotmg 
protesters. Singing the unspeakable 

ALSO IN ARTS >> 

’American Idol:’ the top 12 

All about museums 

nytimes,�o.m 

WORLD 

At Qaddafi Compound, a Human Shield 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

At Col. Mumnmar el-Qaddafi’s compotmd, hundreds of supporters, mostly women and clfildren, cheered 
him. 

¯ Defiant Qaddafi Says He’ll Arm Civilians to Defend Libya 

¯ " ~Video From Reuters 

In Yemen, Opposition Encourages Protesters 
By LAURA KASINOF 

A show of support came a day after the worst violence by government supporters since the protests began 
about a month ago. 

Syrian Police Attack Marchers at Funerals 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

3anid fmaerals for slain protesters, the govenament reportedly was allowing residents to leave but not enter 
the southena city of Dara’a. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

RACE REMIXED 
Black and White and Married in the Deep South: A Shifting Image 
By SUSAN SAULNY 

Data from the most recent census suggests that in the deep South, historically hostile to mixed-race couples, 
a shift in attitude is well trader way. 

Czech Village in Cedar Rapids Struggles for a Comeback 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

Czech Village seems determined to restore a connection with a country few of its residents have visited, a 
lmaguage that fewer speak, mad a culture that has grown increasingly foreign. 

Help From the U.S. for Afflicted Sister Cities in Japan 
By MALIA WOLLAN 

Communities across the United States have organized relief efforts for as many as 188 sister cities in Japan. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Crisis That Markets Can’t Grasp 
By JEFF SUMMER 

As Japan’s disaster evolves, Wall Street keeps recalculating the damage. So far, it’s been hard to rely on 



history for guidance. 

Stress Test for the Global Supply Chain 
By STEVE LOHR 

Modern global supply chains are like the humm~ body: remarkably resilient, but also vulnerable at some 
points. The crises in Japan expose some of those weaknesses. 

PROTOTYPE 
Whisper Words of Business Wisdom 
By AMY WALLACE 

"Come Together: The Business Wisdom of the Beatles" treats the band’s successes and failures as a sort of 
Rosetta Stone for business types everywhere. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

SOUTHEAST: BUTLER 71, PITTSBURGH 70 
When the Whistles Stop, Butler Beats Pittsburgh 
By PETE THAMEL 

Thanks to a flurry of foul calls at the end of the game, No. 8 Butler nmnaged to outlast the No. 1 Panthers on 
a Matt Howard free throw with .8 of a second remaining. 

. Southeast: Brigham Young 89, Gonzaga 67: Fredette Leads B.Y.U. to the Round of 16 

¯ . Southeast: Wisconsin 70, Kansas State 65: Wisconsin Holds Off Kansas State 

Southeast: Florida 73, U.C.L.A. 65: Still Far From Title, Florida Beats U.C.L.A. Anyway 

WEST: CONNECTICUT 69, CINCINNATI 58 
Connecticut Holds Off Cincinnati In Win-Win Game for the Big East 
By ADAM HIMMELSBACH 

Kemba Walker scored 33 points to help Connecticut advance to the Round of 16 a year after it failed to reach 
the toulamment last season. 

WEST: SAN DIEGO STATE 71, TEMPLE 64 
Temple Pushes San Diego State, but Aztecs Hold on in Double Overtime 
By SAM AMICK 

Temple looked overmatch early on, but fought back to give second-seeded San Diego State a scare. 

-’ Southwest: Richmond 65, Morehead State 48: Methodical Richmond Tops Fellow Underdog 

’. East: Kentucky 71, West Virginia 63: Kentucky’s Knight Stands Out From the Start 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

History’s Hands 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

For months, unknown to musemngoers, artisans from overseas have been at work high above the Greek mad 
Roman galleries, effecting a transformation. 

’- ~ Video I Slide Show 

Ultimate Box of Jazz? Not Exactly 
By BEN RATLIFF 

Pm executive conmfittee of 5 (with 42 advisers) put in their 2 cents’ worfla for a new Snfithsonian boxed set of 
jazz to be released March 29. 

He’s Not an Impostor; He Plays One Onstage 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Aaron Tveit, 27, has a shot at beconfing Broadway’s next young leading mma in the $13 nfillion musical 
"Catch Me If You Can." 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Why Yasir Qadhi Wants to Talk About Jihad 



By ANDREA ELLIOTT 

To prevent violent extrenfism in the U.S., the Muslim cleric says he must talk openly to his yotmg followers. 
But can the J-word even be part of the conversation? 

" Video I Interactive Feature 

Mike Tyson Moves to the Suburbs 
By DAPHNE MERKIN 

In which the ex-world champion learns to love the boring life. 

Hollywood’s Leading Geek 
By ALEX PAPPADEMAS 

Online fan-boys are tile modern equivalent of tile Colosseum crowd: tile difference between life and death. 
So is the director Zack Snyder their emperor or their slave? 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....F..r..o...m...t..h..e.....M...a~qazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Gov. Cuomo’s All-Cuts Budget 
Governor Cuomo is fight to argue for spending cuts, but his refusal to impose rely new taxes on NewYork’s 
wealthiest citizens makes no sense. 

EDITORIAL 
D.I.Y. Immigration Reform 
Going solo on immigration refonn, as Utah has decided to do, is not a good idea, even with good intentions. 

EDITORIAL NOTEBOOK 
The Passion of Dorothy Day 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

In the life of Dorothy Day, co-fotmder of the Catholic Worker movement, a story of sainthood and the single 
Wolnall. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
No Kiss From Kate 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

With only one cameo trader lfis belt, a former Connecticut senator becomes Hollywood’s ambassador to 
Waslfington. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Washington vs. the Merciless 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

In putting offbig policy decisions, we are brazenly tatmting two unforgiving forces: the market and Mother 
Nature. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Japanese Could Teach Us a Thing or Two 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

The selfless teamwork in Japan following the earthquake, tsunami and nuclear crisis can inspire us all. 

:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Ringing In the Year 139o 
By POROCHISTA KHAKPOUR 

In a time of revolution and upheaval, the author finds solace and hope in her family’s Persian traditions. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Teaching to the Text Message 
By ANDY SELSBERG 

Leanfing to write concisely is a valuable skill, and more in ttme with the world’s conversation. 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bitter Legacy, Injured Coast 
By IAN JARED MILLER 
In Japan, nature and technology in tension. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

A Country’s Lasting Aftershocks 
By SATORU IKEUCHI, GENICHIRO TAKAHASHI and MITSUYOSHI NUMANO 
Three voices from Japan reflect on the aftermath of 9.0 earthquake and tsunami. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 

Too Little Information 
Views from readers and a response from the public editor. 

. More Public Editor Columns 

" Web Journal 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 20, 1995, in Tokyo, 12 people were killed, more than 5,500 others sickened when packages 

containing the poisonous gas sarin leaked on five separate subway trains. 

¯ See This Front Pa_9~ 
¯ ..B...u.£ This Front ..P.;.ag.e.. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscfibe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu;" 

Sunday, 9:29 AM 

- Term paper and outline: 

Dear All, 

Please note that: 

1) I have added further guidelines for the term as discussed in class on Thursday. 

2) Suggestions for the 1 page research paper outline that is due on Tuesday 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 

at 11.30pro are also posted to Blackboard. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.com> 
Sunday,              10:33 AN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Research Paper Outline 2 

Research Paper Outlinel.docx 

Here is the version of my outline with the additional information you had requested. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmafiLcom> 

Sunday, 3:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~gmail.com>; 

¢Slobal Studies Commencement Video-Faculty Interview 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

My name is              and I am part of a team that is creating the Global Studies Commencement Video this yem. Sttldents that have participated in interviews for 

this video have identified you as a great professor and we would love it if you would agree to be interviewed. Would you be interested in doing this? If so, I would be 

happy to forward along more information. Interviews should only take about 15 minutes and would be held in the Global Ed Center. 

Thank you so much tbr your time and tbr your work with Global Studies students! 

The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

~email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc .edu> 

Sunday, 3:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: new poster 

flyer- aZricma- sociai- movements2 .j pg; ATT00001.c 

Hi Eunice, 

The co-sponsors are now added to the flier. 



African 
S cial 
Movements 
Friday , 5:30-7:30pm 

Introduced and moderated by: 

Roundtable: 



African 
S cial 
Movements 
Friday , 5:30-7:30pm 

Introduced and moderated by: 



From: ~unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:19 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Subject: Students 

Hi Eumce, 

I heard back from       and a B SM member named     that the?’ 
would both like to meet with Firoze when he is in town. It looks 
like the time that works best for them is sometime after 3:15 on 
Tuesday when they both get out of class,      sa~d she would 
mention it to other B SM members but ~vasn’t sure if others would be 
able to join. 

said she would approach some other BSM members to gauge 
interest as ~vell. 
I wrote to about meeting ~vith her and OASIS members, but 
have not heard back from her. I also wrote to the general email for 
OASIS but have not heard back from them either. I’ll let you know if 
I hear something from them. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Journal <submissions@consiliencejoumal.o~g> 

Sunday, March 20, 2011 10:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[consilience] Call for Submissions - Deadline extended 

Dear Professor Sahle 

My name is Monica Varman, and I am Editor-In-Chief of Consilience: The Journal of Sustainable Development. Consilience is a global, student-ruaa online journal based at Columbia 
University in the City of New- York. It is dedicated to promoting interdisciplinary dialogue on sustainable development, and is the first student-founded academic journal of its kind. 

I am pleased to amaounce that Consilience is now accepting alticles for its sixth issue, due to be published in Fall 2010. All pieces can now be submitted online via our new web interface: 
www.consiliencejournal org. The deadline for submission for Issue VI has been extended to April 15, 2011. 

Consilience publishes four categories of written ~vork: Scholarly Articles, Opinion Pieces, Field Notes, and Photo Essays I welcome you to visit our website to view our first five issues 

Given your expressed interest in sustainable development, our Editorial Board invites you and students that you may kno~v, both uaadergraduate and graduate, to contribute to Consilience. 
We have included our Call for Submissions below, and I encourage you to forward and share this with your colleagues, as well as current and past students. 

Please refer to the below text for more specific instructions on the submission process. If you have an?’ questions regarding thesubmissions process or Consilience, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at mav2125@columbia.edu or the other members of the Editorial Board at contact@consiliencejournal.org. We look for~vard to working closely with you throughout the 
submission process. 

Best regards, 

Monica Varman 
Editor-In-Chief 
Consilience: The Journal of Sustainable Development 
The Editorial Board is based at Columbia Umversity in New York (;it?, 

(;all for Submissions for Issue VI 

Consilience: ~I]ae Journal of Sustainable Development, an interdisciplinary academic journal based at Columbia University, seeks submissions for its Fall 2011 edition. 

Articles may take the following forms: 

o Scholarly Articles: Original, research-based articles that fall between 1,500 and 5,000 words. Please include relevant graphs, data tables, maps, or any other supplementary 
o material. Priori~ will be given to interdisciplinary pieces that take solutions-oriented approaches. 

o Opinion Pieces: Opinions concerning attendant challenges, strengths, and theories regarding sustainable development. 

o Field Notes: Fieldwork observations that make a broader commentary on the field of sustainable development. We encourage you to submit relevant photographs along with the article. 

o    Photo Essay: Photographic work that offers a unique v~ew on a particular challenge, issue, region, or population related to the stud?, of sustainable development. All photographs 
should include an explanatory paragraph or two and citations for each photo Ideally, the photo essay will portray a cohesive or thematic story regarding the material presented. 

All articles should be academically rigorous, yet accessible to a general population interested in the field of sustainable development. Authors should consider an interdisciplinary and 
solutions-oriented approach and promote further research and discussion about their chosen topic. 

DEADLINES 

Final date for submission: April 15, 2011 

Authors should be mindful that papers selected for publication undergo an intensive peer review and editing process. Authors should set aside time in April to revise their work. 

Please submit all articles tl~ough the following online form: http://i~urna~s.cdrs.c~lun~bia.edu/c~nsi~ience/index.php/c~nsi~ience/auth~r/submit/~ 

*Note to Authors: 
All articles should be the work of the authors, though writing done as part of previous class work is welcome. We encourage submissions from authors who have never previously been 
published in academic j ournals or for whom English is not their first language. 

To view the first issue of the j ournal, visit: 
www.consiliencejournal.org or email contact@consilience.org with any questions. 

This message was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu froru: 
Consilience ] 2691 Lelyler Hall 
2920 Broadway ]New York, New York 10027 

Manage Your Subscription: 
http:i/al~p.icontact.com/icp/mrnail-mprofile.pl?l~31388157&l 56415&s FEWG&m 550508&c 281452 

Send To a Friend: 
http:i/app.icontact.cor~,%picore/message/forward?ru 550508&s 31388157&c FUVG&cid 281452 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Sunday, March 20, 2011 10:46 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

Reminder: APCG Newsletter Submissions 

Dem Colleagues, 

Just a quick reminder that the deadline for newsletter submissions is THIS FRIDAY, March 25. 

The next APCG newsletter is coming ont at the end of March (a£ter ASA). Please forward m~y news that you might have to mbnelson~weslevan.edn. This might 

include new publications, news abont grants, new jobs, member career changes, mmouncements for conferences, etc. 

Best. 

Mike 

http://w~, .afficanpolitic sgmup.olWnewslettersi 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860,685,3023 

m bnelson(~,wesleyan edu 

http://www michaelnelson,info 

http:/;africa, blogls.wesleyan.edu/ 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaiceSb~ema~l.unc.edu. 

Tonnsubscribeclickheie: https://lists.wisc.edw’u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n~T&l apcg&o 14586178 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-14586178-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mail Delivery Subsystem [MAILER-DAEMON@smtp.unc.edu] 

4:16:51 AM 

@unc.edu 

Delivery delayed:new poster 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: RE: new poster 

Sent: 11:06:12 PM 

Delivery is delayed to these recipients or groups: 

~unc.edu 

Subject: RE: new poster 

This message hasn’t been delivered yet. Delivery will continue to be attempted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, March 21,2011 4:57 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Allies Target Qaddafi’s Ground Forces as Libyan Rebels Regroup 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/21/todaysheadlines/index.html 
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TOP NEWS 

Allies Target Qaddafi’s 
Ground Forces as Libyan 
Rebels Regroup 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and ELISABETH 
BUMILLER 

Americm~ and European nfilitaries 
intensified their barrage of Col. 
Muammar el-Qaddafi’s forces by air mad 
sea on Stmday. 

" Video: Assessing the Casualties in Libya 

’. ~Video Report 12:31 AM ET 

The Lede: Taliban Condemn Attacks on Libya 

¯ Libyan Rebels Renew Charge 

DEALBOOK 
AT&T to Buy T-Mobile USA 
for $39 Billion 
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN, MICHAEL J. DE 
LA MERCED and JENNA WORTHAM 

AT&T’s purchase of T-Mobile USA from 
Deutsche Telekom would create the 
largest eelltflar carrier in the country. 

¯ ’ Deal Leaves Sprint’s Future Unclear I ~ Post a Comment 

¯ " Times Topics: AT&T I Deutsche Telekom A.G. 

Crises in Japan Ripple Across Global Economy 
By MICHAEL POWELL 

Tsunanfis, radioactive plumes, Middle Easten~ revolutions and a new round of the European debt crisis 
could derail a tenuous botmeebaek. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 think all countries probably would like to see Libya remain a unified state. Having states in the region 

begin to break up because of internal differences is a formula for real instability in the future." 

DEFENSE SECRETARY ROBERT M. GATES 

WORLD 



~ VIDEO: Strangers in a 
Strange Land 
Haitians living in the United States but 
convicted of nfisdemeanors and drug 
offenses are now being deported to Haiti 
again after a one-year moratorimn. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Career Counselor: 
Bill Gates or Steve 

Jobs? 
Microsoft’s fom~der 
would invest in fields 
proved to produce jobs. Apple’s fom~der 
extols the liberal arts. 

What you get for... $280,000 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

House hunting in Ecuador 

Download the New York Times Real Estate iPhone app 

nytimes,�om ..... 

WORLD 

Airstrikes in Libya; Questions Back Home 
By JEFF ZELENY 

As President Obmna’s most recent nfilitary action gets criticism from left mad right, lfis challenge is to keep 
the focus on his own political agenda. 

Sarkozy Puts France at Vanguard of West’s War Effort 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

Motivated by French failures to respond quickly to the revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt, President Nicolas 
Sarkozy brought Western allies together on Libya. 

Egyptian Voters Approve Constitutional Changes 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The results, which will ttsher in rapid elections, underscore the weakness of nascent liberal groups. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

ON EDUCATION 
J. D. Salinger Slept Here (Just Don’t Tell Anyone) 
By MICHAEL WINERIP 

Ursintts College, where Salinger spent a semester in 1938, has long sought a way to trade on this literary 
association, with mixed success. 

At Mining Championship, Winning Might Mean a Job 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

The Inten~ational Intercollegiate Mining Competition drew competitors from near and far. 

. Slide Show: Modern Mining, for Gold and Prizes 

Gains, and Drawbacks, for Female Professors 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

Twelve years after M.I.T. sought to end discrinfination against female faculty members, a study shows 
progress has come with a new perception - a belief that women are given an unfair advantage. 

~ ~ Document: Report on Women at M.I.T. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Disaster Spares the Heart of Sony 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Sony has 60,000 workers in Japan, but no employee casualties. The next step will be to restart its many 
plants in Tohoku, the region lilt hardest. 



Japan Factories Take Steps to Resume Production 
By NICK BUNKLEY and DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI 
The announcement that Nissan would restart production was among a handful of encouraging signs for 

3apm~’s economy in the wake of the earthquake and tsunami. 

Rush of Events Gives Foreign News a Top Priority 
By BRIAN STELTER 
Television news coverage of foreign events this year is at the highest level since the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, 

putting strains on jounmlists covering foreign news. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

SOUTHWEST: FLORIDA STATE 71, NOTRE DAME 57 

Florida State Routs Notre Dame and Adds to Big East Misery 
By JOE DRAPE 
Florida State upset second-seeded Notre Dame, leaving the Big East with only 2 of a record 11 teams in the 

toun~ament. 

Southwest: Virginia Commonwealth 94, Purdue 76: From First Four to the Final 16: Virginia Commonwealth Rolls 

:. Southwest: Kansas 73, Illinois 59: Kansas Dominates Inside to Beat Illinois 

EAST: MARQUETTE 66, SYRACUSE 62 

Coach Waxes Poetic After Upset of Syracuse 
By PAT BORZI 
Darius Jolmson-Odom’s 3-pointer with 26 seconds to play lifted the llth-seeded Golden Eagles. 

What to Make of Big East After the First Weekend 
By ADAM HIMMELSBACH and PETE THAMEL 
When the dust settled and the Rotmd of 32 drew to a close Sunday night, only 2 of the league’s 11 teams were 

left standing. 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Where the Music Still Roils in a Critical Mass 
By JON PARELES 
The South by Southwest music festival in Texas included live perfonnances, official and peripheral, by at 

least 2,ooo acts. 

’. Slide Show: Music and More 

At the Maastricht Art Fair, a Rembrandt and a Red Shoe 
By CAROL VOGEL 
The main allure of this year’s European Fine Art Fair in Maastricht, the Netherlands, is its breadth. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’PRISCILLA QUEEN OF THE DESERT’ 

With Song in Heart, Pompoms on Head 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 
"Priscilla Queen of the Desert," a hyperactively splashy musical, wants so desperately to give audiences a 

good time that the results are oddly enervating. 

," ~ Video: Three Queens of ’Priscilla’ 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

At Thrillist, Mingling Commerce and Content 
By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 
A co-fotmder of the Web site Thrillist is betting that commerce, not just advertising, is the key to making 

online media profitable. 

MEDIA CACHE 



In Britain, Curbing Lawsuits Over Libel 
By ERIC PFANNER 

The govelaunent introduced legislation to crack down on trivial claims of libel and give news organizatious 
greater protection for publishing accurate articles. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
The Evolving Mission of Google 
By DAVID CARR 

Google will tell you insistently that it is not a media company - it organizes and manages content, but does 
not produce it. Watch closely. 

¯ More Media & Advertisincl. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Chance to Build Again 
A proposal to create a bank that would lend out seed money to fix crumbling infrastructure could prevent 
disaster and put thousands of people back to work. 

EDITORIAL 
Long-Delayed Rules for Cleaner Air 
A proposed rule that would require power plants to reduce emissions of mercury and other airborne toxics is 
tmquestionably a victory for the public. 

EDITORIAL 
False Confessions 
NewYork’s highest court should not pernfit the state to deny compeusation to a man who served nine years 
in prison for a murder he did not commit. 

EDITORIAL 
Reconsidering the Robin 
Robins bring a mixture of joy and relief, the sign of a natural cycle still intact. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

The War on Warren 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The attacks on Elizabeth WaiTen are meant to block credible cousumer protectious. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Very Liberal Intervention 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

A war that’s fight out of the Clinton playbook, wifla many of the stone perils. 

. Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Unbreakable Bonds 
By IRIS J. LAV 

Fears of a municipal debt apocalypse are nfisplaced. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Educated, Unemployed and Frustrated 
By MATTHEW C. KLEIN 

Desperate yotmg people are not just a feature of Arab regimes. There are plenty of them in the United States, 
too. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On March 21, 1965, more than 3,000 civil rights demonstrators led by the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. begm~ 

their march from Sehna to Montgomery, Ala. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter Mignolo < @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 21,2011 7:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu> 

Re: An invitation- April 1 

Dem Eunice, i am well and in Brussels, living here until April 15th, when i roll return to 

Durham. Apparently once more we will miss each other and the won&rful opportunity 

to meet your friend and colleagues. It seems that we have quite a bit on common and 

hope that will be another way to get acquainted with each other. 

I am doing a four session seminar for ’des etudiants de philo a Louvaine. And plen~’ of 
time to write and catch up with gabs of belated things. 

Sony, again, and let’s keep on trying. 

W 

On Sun, Mar 20, 2011 at 8:00 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Walter, 

Greetings and I hope are well. 

I write to kindly invite you to a forum on African social movements in a globalizing context - see attached poster - on April :t. In addition, if you have time the week of March 
27, I would be very grateful if joined a Kenyan colleague and friend of mine - Dr. Firoze Manji, Editor-in-Chief, Pambazuka News and founder of Fahamu publishing and 
currently based in London - and I for a coffee or lunch. He has done a lot in struggles for social justice in Kenya and elsewhere and I think it would be great if the two of you 
met during his week long visit to UNC. If you’re busy, no worries, I fully understand. 

In decolonial solidarity, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Onyango O1oo @gmaJl.com~ 

Monday, March 21,2011 8:02 AM 

onyango, oloo @gmail.com> 

Requesting Your Assistance with a Book Project 

Comrades: 

I am contacting several of you to request your input into a writing assignment that I have been commissioned to do by the Society for International 
Development= 

Here is an extract from the Terms of Reference: 

(a) "The Accepting party has been contracted to write at a 12,000 word book chapter on ’Underground political formations, movements and change 
in Kenya’. The author should critically examine various underground political formations and movements in post-colonial Kenya: the historical 
context within which the formations and movements arose. The motivations of members of the Kenyan underground formations, their world view, 
leadership, organizational culture, social-base, intra-group dynamics, ideological leanings, strategies and tactics, discourses on change, citizenship 
and belonging. Additionally the Accepting party will be asked to: 

1. Make reference to the extant and current literature on power, social movements and collective action. 

2. Examine the social, political and economic issues that were either su pportive of change or impeded change. 
3. Examine the incentives or disincentives these movements faced in their quest for political, economic and social change. 
4. Examine the role of external actors in either supporting or impeding the underground formations or movements quest for 

political, economic and social change. 
5. Examine the opportunities and constraints that various underground formations or movements faced in their quest for 

political, social and economic change. 
6. Examine how various underground formations or movements framed the discourses on political, economic and social 

change. 
7. Examine how the underground movements or political formations made quest for change a pu blic issue. 

8. Assess the impact of the underground political formations and movements on the quest for a just and equitable Kenyan 
society. " 

I have selected you because you were directly and intimately involved in this very important period of Kenya’s struggle for democracy. 
It is my desire to produce a fact based, ideologically based and accurate historical account of the underground movements and how they 
contributed to freedom and national liberation in Kenya. 
I have therefore designed the following questions which I would be grateful if you could respond to. 

(a) Full Names: 

(b) When did you first get involved in Kenya’s Politics? 

(c) How would you describe the KANU regime (under both Kenyatta and MoO? 

(d) What space, if any, was there for open democratic opposition and contestation in this period? 

(e) Were you ever involved in above ground politics? If so, please describe the circumstances. 

(0 Which, if any, underground movement were you a member of and what was your role? 
(g) What was the ideological leaning of your group? 

(h) Describe the programme, structures and philosophy of your group. 
(i) What was the biggest achievement or highlight of your activities? 
(j) Describe the interactions your group had with the state, especially the Special Branch (e.g. Were your members arrested, tortured etc?) 

(k) Did you work with other Kenyan clandestine movements? Please narrate how. 

(I) Any alliances with African, Pan African, anti-imperialist and other internationallst forces? 
(m)What in your opinion were the main weaknesses of the Kenyan underground movements? 

(n) Was the Kenyan Left prepared for the resumption of multi=party politics? 
(o) How does one explain the relative obscurity and marginalization of Kenyans who were part and parcel of the Kenyan Left in 

contemporary national politics? 
(p) What role did women play? What were the gendered power dynamics between male and female comrades? 
(q) For those who operated mostly in exile, please shed some light on your activities. 

(r) List the flyers, leaflets, pamphlets, magazines and other publications your group produced. 
(s) To the extent that it is relevant please name the leaders and key players in your movement. 

If there is anything that I have omitted in the above questions, please add, especially keeping the Terms of Reference in mind. 
We are on a very tight schedule and turn around deadline so I would be grateful if you filled and returned this questionnaire at your earliest 

convenience, hopefully by March 29th at the latest. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Onyango Oloo 

Nairobi 
March 21,2011 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Monday,              8:36 AM 

(Extention details) - Term paper and outline: 

Dem All, 

Rather than give extensions to some of you who have made requests on this score, pleas~ note there will be no penalW as long as you submit your research paper 

outline by Friday        at ll~30pm. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:42 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

RE: (Extenlion details)       - Term paper and outline: 

To submit out research paper outline do we email that to you or hand in a hard copy? Also, we have a meeting thrusday to discuss my research paper correct? 
Thank you, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:36 AM 

Subject: (Extention detailsl - Term paper and outline: 

Dem All, 

Rather than give extensions to some of you who have made requests on this score, please note there will be no penal~ as long as you submit your research paper 

outline by Friday         at 11.30pm. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: (Extenlion details)       - Term paper and outline: 

Okay thank you very much! 
Have a great day. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 9:08 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: (Extention details) - Term paper and outline: 

Dear 

You email it to me with a copy to your UNC email address. We can meet to discuss your research paper after class on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 
DL Sahle 

From: 

Sent: Monday 8:42 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: (Extention details) - Term paper and outline: 

To submit out research paper outline do we email that to you or hand in a hard copy? Also, we have a meeting thrusday to discuss my research paper correct? 
Thank you, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:36 AM 
Subject: (Extention details) - Term paper and outline: 

Dea~ All, 

Rather than give extensions to some of you M~o have made requests on this score, plea~ note there will be no penalty as long as you submit your research paper 
outline by               at 11.30pm. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Monday, March 21, 2011 11:41 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Brazilian Fihn Series Continues Wednesday at Duke with Jogo de Cena 

Brazilian Documentmy Film Series: Framing InequgdF m~d Social Justice 

dogo de (Lena (Playing) 

(Eduardo Coutinho, 2007, 105 m#2, Brazil, Portuguese w/English Subtitles, Color, DVD) 

Please join us for the North Caxolina premiere of Jogo de Cena, the second film in the Brazilian Documentmy Fihn Series, introduced by Amon Lorenz, Post-Doctoral 

Associate for Brazilian Studies. 

In this self-reflexive documentary, veteran filmmaker, Eduardo Coutinho interviews 23 women who responded to a newspaper adveNsement he placed that asked 

them to nanate an important moment in their lives. Mixing their interviews with improvised reenactments of the interviews by actresses, Continho calls attention to the 
pertbrmative quality of interpretation and contbunds the andience’s ability to distinguish between reality and tiction. The documentaD, also calls attention to the protbund 

depth and beauty of per~mal experience. 

-- Winner of the APCA Trophy tbr Best Film at the 2008 SN~ Paulo Association of Art Critics Awards, and the Jnry Awards for Best DocumentaD, & Best 

DocnmentaU Director at the 2008 Pramio Contigo Cinema, Broil! 

Sponsored by Ro,nance Studies, the ~e...r.t.N1:.I..i2.E.1..~a..t11L~.A...g.t..eJj..c.’.a..~L.g..r.t$~...(-.~kr~g{1.~..~L~i~.~, and the Program in Arts of the Moving Image. 

For the complete schedule, please click [2t__e__ri_e_, and for morn intbnnation, please contact .__A__’_a_43_?__n__i!:~R_r__e_!~., Post-Doctoral Associate in Luso-Brazilian Studies. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter Mignolo < ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, March 21,2011 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: An invitation- April 1 

Dans ce cas la, SaNe, il serait vraiment un plaisir the fafir la connaissance du Comrade Firoze! ! 

I roll be in Durhan~ in the Fall, yes! A bientot (Brussels is beautiful quand il y du soleil, comme 
aujourdhui). This is my best anglo-franc language! W 

On Mon, Mar 21,2011 at 9:06 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Merci beaucoup Walter for the response. Comrade Firoze will most likely be here in the Fall, so hopefully you can meet him then. In the meantime, enjoy Brussels! 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Walter Mignolo L            @cjmail.com] 

sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: An invitation - April 1 

Dear Eunice, i am well and in Brussel~ living here until April 15th, when i will return to 

Durham. Apparently once more we will miss each other and the wonderiid opportunity 

to meet your friend and colleagues. It seems that we have quite a bit on common and 

hope that will be another way to get acquafinted with each other. 

I am doing a four session semina~r ibr ’des etudiants de philo a Louvaine. And plen .ty of 
time to write and catch up ruth gabs of belated things. 

So~1 again, and let’s keep on t~ing. 

W 

On Sun, Mar 20, 2011 at 8:00 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 
Dear Walter, 

Greetings and I hope are well. 

I write to kindly invite you to a forum on African social movements in a globalizing context - see attached poster - on April 1. In addition, if you have time the week of 
March 27, I would be very grateful if joined a Kenyan colleague and friend of mine - Dr. Firoze Manji, Editor-in-Chief, Pambazuka News and founder of Fahamu publishing 
and currently based in London - and I for a coffee or lunch. He has done a lot in struggles for social justice in Kenya and elsewhere and I think it would be great if the two 
of you met during his week long visit to UNC. If you’re busy, no worries, I fully understand. 

In decolonial solidarity, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Readings for 

Dr. SaNe, 

I couldn’t find the reading thats due tomorrow on Blackboard. 

Readings 

(BlackBoard) Edward Osei Kwandwo Prempeh, "Social Movements and the New Trade Regime: An Issue of Fairness, Not Charity" 

What is it listed under? 

EmaJl: ~email.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, March 21,2011 2:14 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Talk on ttaJ~tian Creole by Jacques Pierre - WEDNESDAYS@THECENTER March 23rd. Noon- lpm 

MARCH23W@TC.pdf 

Wednesdays@theCenter 

March 23rd 

"Challenges Facing Translators when 
Translating into Haitian Creole" 
Jacques Pierre 
Visiting Lecturer in French, Haitian Creole and Culture Department of Romance Studies, Duke 
12:00 noon-l:00 pm Room 240, John Hope Franklin Center 

Presented with the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS) and the Haiti Lab at Duke 
Li ht lunch will be sewed 



From: ~unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:22 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edt~~ 

Subje~’t: Re: new poster 

Hi Etmice, 

No problem, I will circulate to geog today and other places I’ll 
send it to Charles Piot also Did you want me to explain the format 
of the panel (10 min presentations, ;vho else is presenting, etc) as 
well to him or were you going to do write to each presenter? 

On at 7:06 PM, SaNe, Eunice N ;vrote: 

Dear 

Perfect’. 

Kindly circulate it in your Department, the SJVf\VG and other sites 
that you think might be interesting. Do you mind sending it to 
Charles? 

Many thanks and see you soon. 
Eunice 

}"rom: @ unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:43 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: new poster 

Hi Eunice, 

The co-sponsors are now added to the flier. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc .edu> 

Monday, 3:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Frown Elena. she sounds excite& which is great. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: yehia(~email unc.edu 

Date: 1:59:23 PM EDT 

To: ~,uncIedU> 

Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

Thanks       tbr your email. It all souMs very exciting and I will try to have my presentation written by then and stick to the time limit, thanks again 

all your work and look tbrward to your comments on Egypt. It is such an amazing time in the Arab world, big hug, elena 

Quoting ~’!unc.edu>: 

Elena& 

What you propose sounds groat. We especially wanted to highlight the recent protests in the Arab world since Tunisia& so that is groat. I vxill 

then also present something on Egypt and the tension between a "transition" to democracy and recognizing the incredibly cmafive and 
democratic practices that have already been put in place in the course of the revolution itself. 

No other pmseuters have been asked to touch on the North Aifican or Arab movements specifically, but I imagine some may comment on 

them in passing. We have one more panelist, Molly Kane, who will speaJa on the practices of solidarity between Aikican and Canadian civil 

socie~. Eunice Sable will introduce the round table and moderate. 

Each speaker will have a ~n~ximum of 10 minutes to present (no more than 4-5 pages double spaced). Because the time is limited and we 

have 7 speakers, Eunice will be enforcing the fime limit strictly, so we are encouraging but not requiring presenters to have their 

presentations written. Then we’ll have a Q&A session during which we won’t only be fielding questions from the audience but will be 

encouraging the panelists to respond and reflect on each other’s presentations as well to create a conversafion. 

We are asking panelists to send along a brief outline of their presentation by Monday 

The panel will take place at 5:30pm in the SoNa Haynes Sone Center Hitchcock Room, on Friday 

Please let me know if you have additional questions. I’m looking for~vard to re-coimecting. 

On at 11:10 AM, vehia(~email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hi 

Thanks for your email and for the chance to "take part in this roundtable. I do not have anything prepared yet, but I was 

thinking ofpmsenfing some reflections of the recent even~s in the Arab world since the overthrow of the Bin All regime in 

Tanisia and speak atx~ut various implications (as I see it) of the ongoing revolution(s) in the region and perhaps link it briefly to 

my own research on sectaJd~mism aM how different gra~ssroots initiatives in Lebanon am working on formulating alternatives to 
this peaadigm. I think there is much to talk about, so it would be great if you andior Eunice would also like to talk about Egypt. 

I would love to hear eiti~er of your contributions on tiffs and I am sure we could plan it in a way that the different presentations 

roll not be repetitive and could stimulate further discussion. Will any of the other panellis~ts you mention also be discussing the 

role of Afi~ican social movements in light of these recent developments? 

Thanks for your work on organizing this and looking forward to being them, 

Elena 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 3:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edtr~ 

Subject: Human Rights 

Hi Professor S~2t~le, 
My name is and rm a student here at UNC. I’tn doing m~ and for my research I am looking for key 

critiques ofhnman rights, told me that you actually teach a course on human rights and suggested that I contact yon. I was hoping t]~at you would please 

recommend a key text (or several key tex~s) offering a critical perspective of human rights by aJ~ African anthor. I wonld greatly- appreciate it. 
Thanks for your time, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garcia, David F <daga@ad.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 21,2011 3:56 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Charanga Carolina this Friday and Saturday, March 25 and 26 

Dear fi-iends, 
Charanga C~:rolina will be perforating for two very. special events on March 25 and 26 at the Kennel Rehearsal Hall, Kenan Music Building 

(http://music.unc.edu/abour’direction) on the campus of UNC Chapel Hill. 

Friday, March 25, 6:00-10:00pro (Kenan Rehearsal Hall): come help support the Student Latino Initiative (SLI) raise funds to benefit s~dent scholarships. To learn 

more about this wonderful mentoring program please visit http://cgi.unc.edu/sli and http:/icgi.unc.edu/. Tickets $7. The following is the p~ogram for this event: 

6:00-7:00: Salsa m~d latin dm~ce lessons 

7:00-8:00: Charanga’s first set 

8:00-8:15: Speaker t~om SLI 

8:15-8:45: Special guest Pavelid Castafieda, Harpist (musica llanem) 

8:45-9:30: Charanga’s second set 

Saturday, March 26, 7:00pm-midnight (Kenan Rehe~xsal Hall): Carolina Social Club ft. Orquesta GarDel, Chara~ga Carolina, and Mambo Dinamico Dance 
Company. Tickets $10. For more information and to RSVP please visit our Facebook Event Page at http://~vw.facebook.com/pages/UNCs- Char~l~a- 

Carolina/187483327947830#!/event.php?eid 205588279458786. 

Please join UNC’s Charanga Carolina Facebook group page at http://www.facebook.com/pap.es/UNCs-Char~l~a-Carolin~r/187483327947830 for all the lates~t 

information on our performance. 

See you all soon! 

David Garcia 
David F. Garcia, Ph.D. 
Assista nt Professor 
Department of Music 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
dac~a@email.unc.edu 
919-843-2093 (office) 

(cell) 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,              4:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr; 

Office hour aptx?intment--wednesday 

Hi Professor Sahle! 

I hope ?,our ~veek has gotten off to a great start! I know your o~’fice hours 
are on Tuesday and Thursday from 3:30-4:30, but I was wondering ifI could 
possibly meet with you on Wednesday if you have an?’ free time? 

Please let me know! 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Itill 

~r)email.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Library Books 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Yes, I can come pick them up at 3:30 tomorrow, no problem See you then! 

, at 9:59 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

> Dear 
> 
> Thanks for the update. Is it possible to pick up the books from my office at 3.30pm on Tuesday? 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> From:] @email uric edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 9:29 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Library Books 
> 

> tli Dr SahIe, 
> 

> I hope you are feeling better and that writing is going well I wanted to let you know that the library emailed me to say that Civi[ society and democracy in post-apartheid South Africa and 
Mortal Combat have been recalled and are now due 
> 
> Please let me know if you need me to do anything or if you want me to come pick those books up 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 



Fi%)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S.-Led Assault Nears Goal in Libya 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O3122/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

VVerld j U.S~ ] Business I B~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRerials I Op-~d I OnThis [-?~V 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Mareh 22, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

UoSo-Led Assa~flt Nears Goal                          ~ 

A milRavy campaign to destroy Col. Mnammar el-Qaddafi’s air defenses and establish a no-fly zone 
over Libya has nearly aeeomplished its initial objectives~ Ameriean offieials said. 

~ Video: YhirrJ Day of Allied Strikes 

The shift in support by the senior commanders came amid a stream of resignations by officials on 
Monday. 

Jap~liese To~ Holds Oil to Hope 

In a town where more than one in ~o is dead or missing, people seem to exist in suspended 
animation. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"~ lost my wif!,. Maybe~ " 
FU’I[’ONHi TOBA, mayor of Rikuzentakata, a Japanese coastal town where one in ~o people is 
either dead or t~as not been seen since the tsunami. 

WORLD 

’c’EATU I~E: ,~ New 

~°ab Gene~oafio~ 

Finds Its Voice 
Video interviews with more than two 
dozen people under 3o, Dom ~bya to 
the West Bank, talking about their 
generation’s mmnent in history and 
prospects for the future. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Inequallty: 

~re Care? 
Why do Americans 
seem unperturbed about the growing gap between the rich and the poor? 

WORLD 

Freed Times aour~ialists Give Account[ of Captivity 

~II~e four journalists, Deed by the Libyan government on Monday, provided harrowing details about 
their capture. 

~More 
From the Lens Slog 



UoSo Africa Co*nma~ld Seen Tal~Jng Key Role 

A command designed largely to train and assist the armed forces of 53 African nations is now 

leading the initial phase of a complex shooting war with Libya. 

Crackdown Was Only Opfio~, Bahrai~l Sunnls Say 

Defenders of the gm,ernment and its crackdown say urgent measures were needed to prevent 

economic calamity. 

More World News 

~’~tb Few Jobs, a~ Unn]arried Pastor Points to Bias 

Among conservative Protestants, there is often a requirement -whether clearly stated or implicit - 

that the pastor be married, ideally with children. 

Once in the Public’s Hands, Now Back in Picasso’s 

The Supreme Court will hear a case testing whether there is a constitutional line Congress may not 

cross when it comes to copyright and the public domain. 

Co~rt to Hear Case Stalled by Mistake in Mailroom 

L:: .~.L,:J..:i 

The justices *viii consider whether a missed filing deadline in a case invoh4ng a death row inmate 

may be excused in unusnal eircnmstam~es. 

~ Supreme Court Denies Effort to Bar Details of Fed Bailout 

BUSINESS 

For Consumers, Little to Cheer in AT&T Deal 

A merger with T-Mobile would leave just three major cellular carriers, whieh could lead to higher 

prices. 

~ Graphic: For AT&l B~ck to the Future 

~ Reuters Video: AT&l Deal May Raise Consumer Costs 

Sharp Scrtt~iny for Merger ofAT&T a*~d T-Mobile 

The two primary agencies that will oversee the merger view it with different goals in miml. 

DEALBOOK 

flow the iPhone Led to tile Sale of T-:~’iobile USA 

Until Apple introduced the iPhone, Deutsche Telekom had been generating rising sales fi’om its 

American operation. 

DOW Soars Above 12000 on AI&I Deal for T..Mobile 

~More on ~he A]&]-[ Mobile Deal 

S P 0 RTS 

THE QUAD 

Richmond: Virgi~fia~s Basketball Capital 

The campuses for the University of Richmond and Virginia Commonwealth are five miles apart but 

have little in common, except that both universities have teams in the Round of 16. 

STANFORD 75, ST JOHN’S 49 

S~a~ford V~om e~ O~st St, J ohn ~s 

The seniors for the Cardinal completed a 63-0 career mark at Maples Pavilion in a second-round 75- 

49 win. The Red Storm had a 22-~4 lead after m minutes 15 seconds before Stanford took control. 

A~ter Day Of Q aestions, Bonds ’£rlal Has a J~lry 

A panel of eight women anti four men, most of whom said they were not sports fans, will decide 

whether Bonds is guilty of pe]~nry. 

~ Interactive Timeline 



ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

The Lords of tl~e l)r~ m 

A taiko troupe, eelebrating its 3oth anniversary, has one more American stop on its One Earth 

Tout’. 

A doeumentary, "My Perestroika," burrows into the lives of people who came of age at the (:lose of 
the Soviet Union. 

HUMANITIES 2.0 
Giving L~terat~re Virtual Life 

New digital tools are bringing new ways to teach humanities courses, even Shakespeare. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Bllndslded by Ferocity Unleashed by a Fa~tlt 

The devastation in Japan raises a worrisome question: ttow many quakes are lurking in 
underestimated fault lines? 

Damagers of I,ea~ng No ReMde~t Behind 

As the Japanese are learning, the science behind herding thousands, sometimes millions, of people 
from danger to safety is uncertain at best. 

~Rad~at~on~. Once Free, Can Follow Tricky Patl~ 

How - and how fast -radioactive elements travel depends on many factors, including weather, soil 
and what they land on first. 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

At ~War i~ Libya 

The allied attaeks on Libya were perhaps the only hope of keeping more people h’om being 
slaughtered. Bnt there is mneh reason for concern. 

EDITORIAL 

A IL’~a~gerous Pursuit 
The release of four New York Times journalists in Libya served as a powerful reminder of the 
hazards journalists face around the world. 

EDITORIAL 

Arlzo~a FIh~ehes 
States weighing immigration eraekdowns shonld take note of/u’izona’s reversal. 

EDITORIAL 

New York’s Prisons Fall Short, Agai~ 
A new study suggests that prisons are failing to provide adequate drug treatment for the tens of 
thousands of inmates who need it. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~’~,~consin’s Radical Break 

Gov. Scott Walker has betrayed core Wisconsin values by the aggressive tactics he has used in 

pursuing his goals. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Problem V~qth Partners 

As we enter Libya’s unknown, we should not react so strongly against unilateralism’s risks that we 
ignore multilateralism’s weaknesses. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Separate and Unequal 
::7 i::": :: 

More than a half-century after Brown v. Board of Education, segregated schools remain a handicap 
for poor students. 



~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

PIa~mi~g for a Post-Qadd~t’i L~by~ 

As the West intervenes, we mnst consider the worst-ease seena~ios. 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 22, 1972, Congress sent the proposed Equal Rights Amendment to the Constitution to the 

states for ratification. It fell short of the three-fo nrths approwfl needed. 

This Front Page 
Buy This Front Page 

About This E-t~’~ail 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’f]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plagram, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Ma!lage Sdbsc~iptiorls ] Unsc~bscribe ~ Chatlge Your E-Mail ] Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc,edu> 

Tuesday, 6:06 AM 

- today and Thnrsday: 

Dem All, 

Please note that we will be wrapping material- drawing on insights from MensalL Tettey, and the other reqnired readings - from las* week given that the film Black Gold 

took longer than expected. 

On Thursday, our focns roll be social movements in Africa in the context of globalizalion - readings by Bassett. Prempeh, and Friedman and Mottier. 

Best wishes and ~e you soon. 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

EUNICE N Sable <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Tuesday,              6:29 AM 

Extra credit opportuni~: 

Dem All, 

As promised, details concerning opl~rtunities for extra credit axe posted to Blackbomvl. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.anc.edu>; Detbs~L Amelia <dameli~emaJl.unc.edu>; Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth 

<sewall@e~n~l.unc.edu> 

Re: CGI, Caxolina for Amani, and John Ondeche 

Hi there,       . Great to hear from you, and this looks like a fabulous schedule for John Ondeche’s time here on campus. Just a note that the African Studies Center 

is not part of CGI in any way--we’re a completely different unit. We will be happy to post a link to John’s schedule on our web site and to alert s~t~dents and faculty to 

some of the more academic events. This falls at an incredibly buu time in our semestec and we will be hosting and co-sponsoring 3 different Afidca-related events that 

week. I don’t believe I’ll be able to attend the Carolina for Amani events, but will t~ to stop by the Campus Y on the     Warm regards, Barbara Anderson 

On 11:08 PM, wrote: 

Hello’. 

My name is              and I am a      here at UNC. We have Inet a few tilnes in the past. Dr. Steiner sent Ine your contact information to follow 

up with an initial em~l he sent a few weeks ago. 

I am the                       , a non-profit student organization that supports the New Life Home Orphanages in Kenya. Thanks to the generous 

support of the UNC Minor in Entrepreneurship and the Campus Y, Carolina for Amani is welcoming John Ondeche, the Director of the New Life Home 

- Kisumu and member of the Kenyan National Committee on Adoption, to UNC as part of his first visit to tile United States! For                Mr. 

Ondeche will be on ~5NC’s campus as a visiting lecturer and ~ciaJ-entrepreneur-in-residence. I have altached his bio so you can learn more about him’. 

I would love tbr the Center for Global Initiatives to get invobed in Mr. Ondeche’s visit. He ha~s some incredible activities planned. You can find his 

schedule of events here: http://www.morganabbott.comipdohn-ondeches-~hedule.html. I have also attached fliers [br two of his events! 

More specifically, the Carolina for Amani is hosting an event on the evening of Wednesday,         at 6:30 p.m. in the home of Julia Grumbles for 

UNC thculty, staB; alumni, and other members of the UNC co~nmuniU to welcome Mr. Ondeche and get to know him and the nature of our work. I 

would love if you joined’. I have attached an invitation. 

I would like to start a dialogne as to how CGI could get involved; thus, I look forvvaxd to heating from you! 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(~a~nafil.coIn 

corn 

"Learn to do right! Seek justice, encourage the oppressed. Defend tile cause of the fatherless." 

-Isaiah 1:17 

Barbara Shaw An@erson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

Lecture’s, Department ~f African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-~406 office 
(919) 843-2~02 fax 

www. global, unc. edu/af rioa 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.t~nc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: To add to my last email... 

Professor Sahle, 

Just wanted to let you know that I returned late last night due to an 
unexpected delay on my flight home yesterday,          I posted my 
response to your question when I returned back to campus this morning. I 
appreciate your understanding in being unable to post to Friday’s question, 
and thank you so much for allowing me to respond after the due date 

Thank you and I will be speaking with you soon! 

Thu, 10:38:52 ~ 0000, "S ahl e, Eunice N" < eunice@emai 1. uric edu> 
wrute: 
> Dear 

> ’]’hanks for your email 

> Pust the response to Blackbuard when yuu return. I pust the questiun on 
> Fridays after reviewing all the entries [’or a g~ven week. I have nuted 
> yuur request. 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 

> Frum: @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 3:30 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Tu add to my last email .. 
> 

> Ill there, 
> 

> I ]i~rgut to ask yuu in my previuus email--since I am not sure what my 
> situation wil[ be in accessing a cumputer while I am uut of the cuunt~ 
> this Friday I was wundering if it is at all possible tu 
respond 
> to your discussion question by tomorrow (Wednesday,          via email, 
> rather than discussion board? I don’t know if you’ve aheady come up with 
a 
> discussion question for this week, and if not, I will accept the 
> consequences ifI am unable to respond by Friday evening. 
> 

> Thank you for your ~mderstandingt 

> Class of 

> Unix ersi~ of North ~arolina at Chapel Hill 
>        ~email.unc.edu 

Class of 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:06 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

CGI eBulletin: Spark Change t?om Within 

Our Upcoming Events 
Scholars Latino Initiative and CharanRa Carolina 
Performance March 25 7:00 - 10:00 PM 

Kenan Music Building Rehearsa[ Ha[l 
The acclaimed Charanga Carotina, Latin music ensembte, is partnering with 

the Scho[ars’ Latino Initiative to provide a night of great music, dancing and 

fun for UNC’s campus and the greater Chapet Hitl community. 

"Spark Change from Within" Rye Barcott 
×i ~ Hillard Go~d ’39 Lecture 

:: Tuesday, March 29, 7:00 PM 

i The Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center 

i On the surface, Rye Barcott may seem a man of contradictions: a Marine and a 

i peacemaker, a Harvard MBA, entrepreneur, and cofounder of _C__a__r_2!_~_r_La___f_£L__K_!_b___e_r__a_., a 
iI nonprofit organization in one of the world’s [argest slums. But, at its core, his mission is 

i steadfast: to serve, to spark change from within. Eschewing old notions of top-down, 

i command-and-control management, he shows the impact that smart, diverse groups of 

...................................................................................... committed peopte can have in the wortd. 

Eighth Annual Rotary FeUows Spring Conference: ImaRining Peace 
Saturday, April 9, 8:30 AM- 3:30 PM 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

FedEx Global Education Center 

Graduating Rotary Peace Fettows from Duke and UNC witt present their research. The event is free, but 

registration is high[y recommended and doses Aprit 1. Sponsored by the Duke-UNC Rotary Center for Internationat 

Studies in Peace and Conflict Resotution. 

............................................... International Coffee Hour 
¯ ~::                Tuesday, April12 

5:00 - 6:00 PM 

4003 FedEx G{obal Education Center 

Join us for a month[y socia[ hour for internationat and American students, schotars, 

facutty, staff and fami[ies. Chat about resources, opportunities and chagenges on 

campus. Each month is hosted by a different office with exce[[ent resources to offer. 

March’s hosts are The Graduate Schoo[ and the Preparing Internationat Teaching Assistants Program! 

.................................................... GO! Global Orientation 
April 16, 2011 Pre-reB!ster here 

GO! is an interactive workshop for students doing service-teaming and research in 

Africa, Asia, and Latin America. GO! he[ps students eva[uate expectations, 

anticipate cu[turat and ethicat cha[tenges, prepare for community engagement, and 

deve[op intercu[turat competencies. Students meet others traveting to simitar 

......................................................................................................... areas, share experiences, and discuss strategies to readjust and to continue to 

connect with important issues and popu[ations encountered abroad. 

Awards & Fellowships 
Matching Funds 

Other Global Events 
World View Seminars 



Deadline: Ongoing 

Conference Presentation Award .......................................................................................... 

Deadline: Ongoing 

Faculty Working Group Award 
Deadline: Ongoing 

Student Research Circle Award 
Deadline: Ongoing 

Carolina P~pers Collection 
Promote your scholarship in the field of Democracy 

and Human Ri~,hts, International Development or 

.[[Lt.e_[r_,_a__t_~o_[]a_!__i:Je_._a_!_t_f!. Submit your masters thesis for 

inclusion in the Carolina Papers. 

Certificate 
The Center for Global Initiatives offers graduate 

students at any [eve[ a Certificate in International 

Development to demonstrate specialization in 

development and social change in communities and 

nations around the world. The certificate is free, 

ungraded and does not confer credit. 

Peace Conference of Youth (PCY) 
Applications Due: April 20,2011 

Osaka, Japan August 22 - 28, 2011 

Call for abstracts for 2011 Water 

and Health Conference 
Abstract submission deadline: April 30 

Conference: October 3-7 at UNC Chape[ Hit[ 

Latin America and North Carolina, March 22-23 

Understanding Russia and Its Neighbors, March 23- 

24 

Peace Corps Info Session 
March 23, 2011 6:30 - 7:30 PM 

FedEx Gtoba[ Education Center Room 1005 

Peace Corps Happy Hour 
March 24, 2011 7:00 - 9:00 PM 

Top of the Hitt 

Contact peacecorps®unc.edu for more information. 

Thursday, March 24th 5:30 - 7:00 PM 

FedEx Globa~ Education Center 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

G~oba~ Music        ~i 

Show ..... 
Wednesday March 30 

9:00 - 10:00pm WXYC 

89.3FM or listen online 

at http;/iwxyc~£r~. 

Stru881in8 for Peace amidst War: 
A Courageous Experiment in Nonviolent 

Resistance 

April 4th, 5:30 PM 

FedEx Global Education CenteG Room 1005 

Conference 
Aprit 7-8, 2011 The Carotina Inn 

Like US on Facebook I I Follow US on Twitter I I ...................................... 

Be\,~n iigr~e J 301 PiRs.h_ere St 8te 3002 Csnqpus Box 5~ 45 == Chspei ~ii, NC 2/599 

View t:hi ....... ge in t:he iCont:act: C ....... it:y: E] Vi ........ ge [] C ..... t:on t:hismessage E~] Recei .... RSS 

Share t:hi ...... ge wit:h ot:h .... [] del,ici .... [] Digg [] reddit: [] Facebook [] St:umbleUpon 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 2:35 PM 

Reives, Wa~da Foushee <wreives@email.unc.edu-~ 

Pdcketts, Karene Joanna <kricketts@mms.unc.edu>; Rivera, Eric M <eric river~dentistry.unc.edu-~; Roberts-Lewis. Amelia C 
<amrobel~@email.unc.edu>; Rodgers, Shielda Glover <smdgers@email.unc.edtc,; Rowley, Diane Louise <dmwley@email.unc.edu>; 
pjrowsey@unc.edu; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Smnuel-Hodge, Carmen D <cdsamuel@emaAl.unc.edu>; Satia, Jessie A 
<jsatia@unc.edu>; Scarlett, Yolanda V <yolanda scmlett@med.unc.edu>; Searles, Lillie L <lseaxles@email.unc.edu>; Seaton, Eleanor 
<eseaton@e~na~l.unc.edt~-; Seck, Mamarame <~nseck@e~nail.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@emaAl.unc.edu:>; Shields, Tanya L 
<tshields@unc.edu;,; Slocum, Karla <kslocnm@unc.edn>; Smith, Karl <kwsmith2@sog.nnc.edu>; Southerland, Janet Hayes 

-~anet sontherland@dentistD~.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@nnc.edu~; lctaylor@email.unc.edu; Teny, Jules M 
<terr~jm@email.unc.edu~; Tillman, Linda Carole <~ltilhnan~email.unc.edu>; Truesdale, Kimberly Parker <Kim Truesdale@unc.edu>; 

Tyson, Karolyn D <kdlyson@email.unc.edu>; Udekwn, Pascal O <udekwu@med.unc.edu~; Unah, Isaac J <unah@unc.edu;,; Vanhooke, 
Janeen Lavay <vm~hooke@med.unc.edtr~; Vines, Anissa I <avine@email.unc.edu-~; Watts, Eric King <ekwatts@email.unc.edu>; 
Webster-Cyriaqu, Jennit~r ~cyriaq~o@dentistD,.unc.edu-~; White, Becky L <bls@med.unc.edu>; White ttarris, Carla Y 
<caxla whiteharri@unc.edu>; Cene, CD,stal Wiley <ccene@email.unc.edu-~; Williams. Evelyn S <EWMS@emaJl.unc.edu>; Williams, 

tteather A <hawill@emaJd.unc.edu>; William~ KiaJ <kia willia~ns@med.unc.edtr~; Willi~uns, Lyneise E <williale@emaAl.unc.edu>; 
shmon w mlliams@med.unc.edu; Yotebieng, Maxcel <yotebieng@unc.edu>; Adams, Kelley M <kmadams@email.unc.edtc,; Affleck, 

Dianne M <affieck@e~nail.unc.edu> 

You Are Cordially Invited... 

Dear UNC-CH Faculty and Staff Member, 
As the year comes to a close, the Black Student Movement (Carolina’s second 
largest student organization, which is dedicated to the unification, 
promotion, and sep~ice of UNC’s African American students) will host the 
UMOJA CELEBRATION!!! on Saturday            . Umoja Celebration will 
combine all the aspects of BSM Parents Day and Safiri Salama, which is 
goodbye and have 
a safe journey in Swahili. This will be our official recognition and thank 
you to the BSM leaders and African-American Seniors l?om the class of 
in addition to certain members of faculty and staff. As an African-American 
faculty and staff member within the Carolina family, we cordially mwte 
you to join us for this special day of student-parent celebration. 

The Umoja Celebration ~vill include a ~vhole day of activities starting ~vith 
the BSM Umoja Awards Ceremony and breald’ast at 9am in the Frank Porter 
Graham Union Multipurpose Room. Umoja will recognize faculty members and 
BSM members for their hard ~vork and all African-American students and 
Seniors for the same. The Academic Achievement Awards follows at noon in 
the Great Hall, sponsored by the Office for Student Academic Counseling. 
This honors all minority students and their academic achievements. You can 
thun ~vind down 
your day starting at 3pm with the BSM Family Cookout in the Pit. 

Note that Breakfast and Cookout plates must be purchased on the day of the 
celebration at the venue. If you xvould only like Breald’ast there will be a 
$5 charge, for only the cookout there will be a $5 charge, and if you would 
like to eat at both there will be a $8 charge. 

Please RSVP to this invite with a personal email sent to 
~email.unc.edu with RSVP to Umoja in the subject line. Deadline for 

RS~P is 

We look forward to seeing you for Umoja Celebration      ! If you have any 
questions, comments or concerns regarding this event, please contact 

email at @email.unc.edu OR 
Terri Houston (Associate Provost of 
DiverstIy & Multicultural Affairs) via email at thouston@email.unc.edu 

Sincerely, 

Harold Woodard - Associate Dean, Student Academic Counseling 

Terri C. Houston - Associate Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 



From: @unc.edn> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:42 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

Subject: event description 

Hi Eunice, 

I realized we hadn’t written an email description of the event so that we could send it out. Here’s a first draft: 

Please Forward l/~’idely 

African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context 
A Roundtable Presentation and Discussion 

When: Friday       5:30pm-7:30pm 
Where: Hitchcock Mulfipurpose Room 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
150 South Road 
UNC Chapel 

The recent rebellions that began in Tunisia and Egypt have sparked renewed interest in social movements and the potential for revolutionary change in the 21 st cenmw. 

Yet mnch of the conversation about these recent round of protests and revolutions has not touched on "the specifically AIi-ican character of the movements: the history 
of African revolt and the contempormy context of social movements on the conlinent. ’][’his round table takes advantage of the current upheavals to touch on the 

specifics ofthesc straggles but also to expand our focus to the rest of the legion, taking into consideration historical and contempora@" conditions for straggle on the 

continent. 

Topics that will be addressed include: examining the context for social movements in the Democratic Republic of Congo in the context of the 50th anniversmT of the 

assassination of Patrice Lumumba, that conntry’s first prime ministen the Eritrean liberation movement and contempom~- organizing for transfom~ation; Neoliberalism 

and the NGO-ization of resistance in West Africa; social movements and the state in East Africa: practices of solidari~’ bemeen African and Canadian civil socieD-; 

reflections on how the North African uprisings have resonated throughout the Arab world; the Egyptian revolution and the discom~e of a "transition" to democracy. 

The round table will be introduced and moderated by pm£ Ennice Sahle of Global Studies and Afi-ican m~d African American Studies at UNC. 

Panelists include: 

Pro£ Georges Nzongola, African and African American Studies, UNC-CH 

Pro£ Bereket Selassie, African and African American Studies, UNC-CH 
Prof. Chaades Pitot, Cnltuml Anthropolog3~ and AAAS, Duke University 

Dr. Firoze Manji, Pambazuka News 

Molly Kane, Pambazuka News 

UNC-CH 

UNC-Ctt 

**This event is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, "the Depaxtment of Geography, and the Department of African and Aiiican American studies** 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

April Spruill <AprilSpruill@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:44 PM 

Tre~31ini, Carol P <carol tresolini@med.unc.edtv>; Selassie, Bereket H <b~lassi@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C 
<mlamber~email.unc.edtr>; ’Barbara Anderson’ <b anderson@unc.edu-~; Nzongola-Ntalaja. Georges <nzongola~email unc.edu>; Sahle, 

Eunice N <eunice@email unc edtr>; ’Robert Stone-El’        @hotmail.com>; ttuq, Sakib <shuq@email unc.edu>; Trotman, Simone 
<strot,nan@email.unc.edu>; bouna.ndiaye@duke.edu; Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu>; Campbell Eric 

<edcampbe@email.unc.edtw 

Dimmer With Ambassador All 3/23/11 

3 course dinner Winter 2011 .pdf 

Hello all, 

Attached is the menu for the dinner tomorrow, March 23, 2011 at 9pm with Ambassador Ali at Carolina Inn. You may choose one item from each course. Please 

send me your selections by tomorrow at 11am. 

Thank you, 

April 

April R. Spruill, Administrative Manager 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 

Fax: (919) 962-3725 

a pril_spruill@unc.edu 

_w____w__._w___.__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_i___d___e_p_._t__s_i s to n e c e n t e r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:54 PM 

Spruill, April R <apfilspmill@unc.edu>; Tresolini, Carol P <carol tresolini@med.~mc.edtr~; La~nbert, Michael C 

<mlamber~email.unc.edtr~; ’Barbara Anderson’ <b anderson@~mc.edu-~; Nzongola-Ntalaja. Georges <nzongol~email.unc.edu>; Sable, 

Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; ’Robert Stone-El’ ~        ~hotmail.com>; ttuq, Sakib <shu@email.unc.edu>; Trotman, Simone 
<strotlnan@email.unc.edu>; bouna.ndiaye@duke.edu; Woodard, Harold <h~xold woodard@unc.edu>; Ca~pbell, Eric 

<edcampbe@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Ditmer With Ambassador All 3/23/11 

Eor second course my choice is Angus beef tendeloin! 

Bereket Selassie 

From: April Spruill [April_Spruill@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:44 PM 
To: Tresolini, Carol P; Selassie, Bereket H; Lambert, Michael C; ’Barbara Anderson’; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N; ’Robert Stone-El’; Huq, Sakib; Trotman, 
Simone; bouna.ndiaye@duke.edu; Woodard, Harold; Campbell, Eric 
Subject-" Dinner With Ambassador Ali 3/23/11 

Hello all, 

Attached is the menu for the dinner tomorrow, March 23, 2011 at 9pro with Ambassador All at Carolina Inn. You may choose one item from each course. Please 

send me your selections by tomorrow at 11am. 

Thank you, 

April 

April R. Spruill, Administrative Manager 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 

Fax: (919) 962-3725 

apdl_spruill@unc.edu 

www.unc.edu/depts/s[onecenter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,              6:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting with you on Friday... 

Dr. Sable, 

I can meet with you any time on Friday morning. I do not have anthing until 
12:00 pm so you ust let me kno~v when works for you. Early morning is 

fine too if you need me to come early 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bouna Ndiaye <bouna.ndiaye@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:28 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu>; Tresolini, Carol P 

<carol_tresolini@med.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu>; ’Barbara Anderson’ <b_anderson@unc.edu>; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; ’Robert Stone-El’ 

_~hotmail.com>; Huq, Sakib <shuq@email.unc.edu>; Trotman, Simone <strotman@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Campbell, Eric <edcampbe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Dinner With Ambassador All 3/23/11 

Hello all, 

The invitation said Wed. 23 lecture, and the dinner on the 24th. Did I read this wrong? 

Bouna. 

From: "Selassie, Bereket H" <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 22 Mar 2011 16:53:54 -0400 

To: "Spruill, April R" <april_spruill@unc.edu>, "Tresolini, Carol P" <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu>, "Lambert, Michael C" <mlambert@email.unc.edu>, ’Barbara 

Anderson’ <b anderson@unc.edu>, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu>, "SaMe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu>, ’Robert Stone-El’ 

C~hotrnail.com>, "Huq, Sakib" <shuqC~email.unc.edu>, "Trotman, Simone" <strotrnan@email.unc.edu>, bouna <bouna.ndiaye~duke.edu>, "Woodard, 

Harold" <harold woodard@unc.edu>, "Campbell, Eric" <edcampbe@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Dinner With Ambassador Ali 3/23/11 

For second course my choice is Angus beef tendeloin! 

Bereket Selassie 

From: April Spruill [April...SpruilICc~unc.edul 
Sent; Tuesday, March 22, 20:[:[ 4:44 PM 
To; Tresolini, Carol P; Selassie, Bereket H~ Lambert, Michael C; ’Barbara Anderson’; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges~ SaNe, Eunice N~ ’Robert Stone-El’; Huq, Sakib; Trotman, 
Simone; bouna.ndiaye@duke.edu; Woodard, Harold; Campbell, Eric 
S~bject: Dinner With Ambassador All 

Attached is the menu for the dinner tomorrow, March 23, 2011 at 9pro with Ambassador Ali at Carolina Inn. You may choose one item from each course. Please 

send me your selections by tomorrow at 11am. 

Thank you, 

April 

April R. Spruill, Administrative Manager 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 

Fax: (919) 962-3725 

a pril...spruill @ unc.edu 

www.unc.edu!depts!stonecenter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SM3,VG UNC <socialmovements@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:22 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] SIVI~TG Workshop: Saturday April 2: At flrc Edges of Global justice, w/Janet Conway 

We are excited to invite you to fl~e 

Spring 2011 SMWG Workshop: 
At the Edges of Global Justice 

Saturday April 2 9:30-2pm. 

UNC Chapel Hill Union, Room 2510 

Please join us for a discussion of Janet Conway’s current book project based on her research of flrc World Social Social Forum process. The book is tentatively rifled 

The World Social Forum mad its Others: At "the edges of global justice .Janet will present an overview of the book and then present more s~cifically on Women, 

gender and feminism: at the edges of global justice. The talk roll be followed by comments ~ld a facilitated discussion engaging other themes and interests of the 

worldng group participants. 

Program: 

10am- 12noon. "Women, gender and feminism: at the edges of global justice" Janet Conway will present on her current book project. 

12-1 Lunch (Please RSVP if you want us to reserve a lunch for you, spots limited.) 

1-2pm: Discussion & fi~ture plans. 

If there is rime we will al~ do a report Back and Discussion of: Collaborative Invesrigarions in Times of Crisis. a collaboration we are paxricipatlng in with groups in 
Puerto Rico, Lima, Peru and Chiapas, Mexico. 

Please email socialmovements(~maAl.com to RSVP and reserve a lunch, and also to request readings. 

¯ -- You are cuirenfly subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28889814-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361626fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              7:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Office hour aptx~intment--Friday 

Hi Professor Sahle! 

You asked me to send you my availability to meet on Friday. I am available 
any time on Friday. ;Vhenever is good for you is great for me! :) 

Just let me kno~v when! Thales! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

!~email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:36 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

MEM Talk at UNC (Thurs. March 24): Elizabeth Roberts, "Gynecological Intervention and Ecuador’s Economy of Corporeal Care" 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:FW: MEM Talk (Thurs. March 24): Elizabeth Roberts, "Gynecological Intervention and Ecuadol~s Economy of Corporeal Care" 

Date:Thu, 17 Mar 2011 00:45:41 +0000 

From:Necochea. Raul Antonio <raul necochea(~med.unc.edu;, 

Please join us on Thursday, March 24 for a talk by Dr. Elizabeth Roberts: 

"Scars of Nation: Gynecological Intervention and Ecuador’s Economy of Corporeal Care" 
Location: Alumni Building, Room 205 

Time: 4:15 - 5:30 pm 

Elizabeth Roberts is Assistant Professor in the Department of Antlaropology at the University, of Michigan. Dr. Roberts is interested in the social and biological aspects 

of repl~oductive medicine, with emphasis on ferlility clinics, in-vitro fertilization (IVF), and surrogate motherhood. Her research examines the material and spiritual 

models of IVF as practiced in clinics in Ecuador, a laJcgely Catholic country that permits IVF despite official Catholic bans against the practice. Dr. Roberts is also 

interested in examining changing ideas atx~ut lit~ and their relationship to changing v~litica] and economic context~ pa(6 culaJcly when lit~ is redefined as beginning at 

conception, rather than at birth. 

We look fola~-ard to seeing you there. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bouna Ndiaye <bouna.ndiaye@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:47 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Spruill, April R <april_spruill@unc.edu>; Tresolini, Carol P 

<carol_tresolini@med.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu>; ’Barbara Anderson’ <b_anderson@unc.edu>; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; ’Robert Stone-El’ 

~hotmail.com>; Huq, Sakib <shuq@email.unc.edu>; Trotman, Simone <strotman@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Campbell, Eric <edcampbe@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Dinner With Ambassador All 3/23/11 

For second course my choice is Angus beef tendeloin! 

Bouna Ndiaye. 

From: "Selassie, Bereket H" <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 22 Mar 2011 16:53:54 -0400 

To: "Spruill, April R" <.a__p___r_!!__s_B£__u_j!_L_@__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Tresolini, Carol P" <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu>, "Lambert, Michael C" <~m~La~m~b~e~r~t~@~e~n~3~a~!!~.~u~n~c~e~d~u~>~ ’Barbara 

Anderson’ <b anderson@unc.edu>, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu>, "SaMe, Eunice N" <eunice@emaikunc.edu>, ’Robert Stone-El’ 

~hotmaikcom>, "Huq, Sakib" <shuq@email.unc.edu>, "Trotman, Simone" <strotman@email.unc.edu>, bouna <bouna.ndiaye@duke.edu>, "Woodard, 

Harold" <harold woodard@unc.edu>, "Campbell, Eric" <edcampbe@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Dinner With Ambassador Ali 3/23/11 

For second course my choice is Angus beef tendeloin! 
Bereket Selassie 

From: April Spruill [_A__p_r_jL_S_9__r__u__i[L@_~[D__c_~__e__d__~] 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:44 PM 
To-" Tresolini, Carol P; Selassie, Bereket H; Lambert, Michael C; ’Barbara Anderson’; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N; ’Robert Stone-El’; Huq, Sakib; Trotman, 
Simone; bouna~ndiaye%~duke.edu; Woodard, Harold; Campbell, Eric 
Subject; Dinner With Ambassador All 3/23/11 

Hello all, 

Attached is the menu for the dinner tomorrow, March 23, 2011 at 9pm with Ambassador Ali at Carolina Inn. You may choose one item from each course. Please 

send me your selections by tomorrow at llam. 

Thank you, 

April 

April R. Spruill, Administrative Manager 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 

Fax: (919) 962-3725 

.a__p___r_!!_s_~_L_u!E@__u_~_c__~__e___d__~. 
www.unc.edu!depts!stonecenter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SM3,VG UNC <socialmovements@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 9:58 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Friday       : African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context A Roundtable Presentation and Discussion 

Please Forwmd Widely 

Afi’ican Social Movements in a Globalizing Context 

A Roundtable Presentation and Discussion 

When: Friday April 1, 5:30pm-7:30pm 

Where: Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

150 South Road 
UNC Chapel 

The recent rebellions that beg~l in Tunisia and Egypt have sparked renewed interest in social movemems and the potential for revolutiona~ change in the 21st centu~. 

Yet much of the conversation about these recent round of protests and revolutions has not touched on the specificdlly Afric~xi character of the movements: the histoiy of 

African revolt and the contemporaiy context of social movelnents on the continent. This round table takes advantage of the current upheavals to touch on the specifics 

of these straggles btu also to expand our focus to the rest of the region, taking into consideration historical and contempomD~ conditions for struggle on the continent. 

Topics that roll be addressed include: examining the context for social movements in the Democratic Republic of Congo in the context of the 50th anniversmy of the 

assassination of Patrice Lumumba, that country’s first prone ministe~ the Eritreoaa liberation movement and contemporaxy organizing for transfom~ation; Neoliberalism 

and the NCgD-ization of resis~tance in West Africa; social movements and the state in East Africa; practices of solidariU between African and Canadia~ civil society; 

reflections on how the North Ati-ican uprisings have resonated throughout the Arab world; the Egyptian revolution and the discourse of a "transition" to democracy. 

Panelists include: 

Pro£ Georges Nzongola, African and African A*nerican Studies, UNC-CH 

Pro£ Bereket Selassie, African mid African American Studies, UNC-CH 

Prof. Charles Pitot, Cultural Anthropology mid AAAS, Duke Universi~ 

Dr. Firoze Manji, Pambazuka News 

Molly Kane, Pambazuka News 

UNC-CH 

UNC-CH 

The round table will be introduced and moderated by Prol~ Eunice Sable of Global Studies and Ati-ican and African Americm~ Studies at UNC. 

**This event is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center. the Depal~tment of Geography, mad the Depa(tmem of African a~d African American s~dies** 

~ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28890186-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b2611~57fcT~,~]istserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:30 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

TONIGHT: Brazilian Film Series Continues at Duke ruth Jogo de Cena 

Brazilian Documentmy Film Series: Framing Inequality and Social Justice 

Jogo de Cena (Playing) 

(Eduardo Coutinho, 2007, 105 m#2, Brazil, Portuguese w/English Subtitles, Color, DVD) 

Please join us for the North Carolina premiere of Jogo de Cena, the second film in the Brazilian Documentaw Film Series, introduced by Aaron Lorenz, Post-Doctoral 

Associate for Brazilian Studies. 

In this self-reflexive documentary, veteran filmmaker, Eduardo Coutinho interviews 23 women who responded to a newspaper adveNsement he placed that asked 
them to narrate an imtx~rtant moment in their lives. Mixing their interviews with improvised reenactments of the interviews by actresses, Coutinho calls attention to the 

pertbrmative quality of interpretation and contbunds the audience’s ability to distinguish between reality and tiction. The documentaD, also calls attention to the protbund 

depth and beauty of per~mal experience. 

-- Winner of the APCA Trophy tbr Best Film at the 2008 SN~ Paulo Association of Art Critics Awards, and the Jury Awards for Best DocumentaD, & Best 

Documentary Director at the 2008 Pramio Contigo Cinema, Brazil! 

Sponsored by Ro,nance Studies, the ..Qe...r.t.N1:.I..i2.E.1..~a..t11L~.A...g.t..eJj..c.’.a..~L.g..r.t$~...~kr~g{1.~..~L~i~.~, and the Program in Arts of the Moving Image. 

For the complete sehedtfle, please click here. and for morn information, please contact Aaron Lorenz, Post-Doctoral Associate in Luso-Brazilian Studies. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:32 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

l~- residents@duke.edu 

TODAY: TaJk on Haitian Creole by Jacques Pierre - WEDNESDAYS@THECENTER Noon- lpm 

MARCH23W@TC.pdf 

Wednesdays@theCenter 

March 23rd 

"Challenges Fadn9 Translators when 
Translating into Haitian Creole" 
Jacques Pierre 
Visiting Lecturer in French, Haitian Creole and Culture Department of Romance Studies, Duke 
12:00 noon - 1:00 pm Room 240, John Hope Franklin Center 

Presented with the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS) and the Haiti Lab at Duke 
Li ht lunch will be served 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:12 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

7:00 pm TONIGttT: Br~iliaJ~ Film Series Continues at Duke with Jogo de Cena 

Brazilian Documentmy Film Series: Framing InequgdF m~d Social Justice 

7:00 pm tonight 
Richard White Lecture Hall, Duke East Cmnpus 

Jogo de Cena (Playing) 

(Eduardo Coutinho, 2007, 105 rain, Brazil, Portuguese w/English Subtitles; Color, D~/Z)) 

Please join us for the North Carolina premiere of Jogo de Cena, the second film in the Brazilian Docnmentary Film Series, introduced by Aaron Lorenz, Post-Doctoral 

Associate for Brazilian Studies. 

In thi s ~1 f-reflexive documentaD,, veteran filmmaker, Eduardo Coufi nho interviews 23 women who responded to a newspaper advertisemem he placed that asked 

them to narrate an imtx~rtant moment in their lives. Mixing their interviews with improvised reenactments of the interviews by actres~s, Coutinho calls attention to the 

pertbrmative quality of interpretation and contbunds the audience’s ability to distinguish between reality and tiction. The documentaD, also calls attention to the protbund 

depth and beaut?, of personal experience. 

-- Winner of the Af~A Trophy for Best Film at the 2008 Silo Paulo Association of A(t Critics Awards, and the Jmy Awards for Best Documental, & Best 

Documentaw Director at the 2008 Pramio Contigo Cinema, Brazil! 

Sponsored by Romance Studies, the Center for Latin Americm~ and Caribbean Studies, and the Progrmn in Arts of the Moving Image. 

For the complete schedule, please click here. and for more information, please contact Aaron Lorenz, Post-Doctoral Associate in Lnso-Brazilian Studies. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:23 AM 

The asc tkculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc facul~] Round Table on African Social Movements 

African Social Movements in a Globalimng Context 
A Round table Presentation and Discussion 

,5:30pm-7:30pm 
Where: Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
150 South Road 
UN-C Chapel Hill 

The recent rebellions that began in Tunisia and Egypt have sparked 
renewed interest in social movements and the potential for revolutional7 
change in the 21st centua7. Yet much of the conversation about these 
recent round of protests and revolutions has not touched on the 
specifically African character of the movements: the history of African 
revolt and the contemporal7 context of social movements on the 
continent. This rouaad table takes advantage of the current upheavals to 
touch on the specifics of these straggles but also to expand our focus 
to the rest of the region, taking into consideration historical and 
contempora~z conditions for struggle on the continent. 

Topics that will be addressed include: examining the context [’or social 
movements in the Democratic R epublic of Congo in the context of the 50th 
anniversary of the assassination of Patrice Lumumba, that country’s 
first prime m~nister; the Eritrean liberation movement and contemporary 
organizing for transformation; Neoliberalism and the NGO-ization of 
resistance in West A[’rica; socml movements and the state in East 
Africa; practices of solidarity between African and Canadian civil 
society; reflections on how the North African uprisings have resonated 
throughout the Arab world; the Egyptian revolution and the discourse of 
a "transition" to democracy. 

Panelists include: 

Prof Georges Nzongola, African and African American Studies, UNC-(~ 
Prof Bereket Selassie, African and African American Studies, UNC-(~I 
Prof Charles Pitot, Cultural Anthropology and AAAS, Duke University 
Dr. t"iroze Manji, Pambazuka News 
Moll?’ Kane, Pambazuka News 

, UNC-(]{ 
UNC-(]{ 

’]7he round table will be introduced and moderated by Pro:[’. Eunice Sahle 
of Global Studies and African and African American Studies at UNC. 

**This event is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, the 
Department of Geography, and the Departraent of African and African 
American studies** 

You are currently subscribed to asc facul~ axsd: eunice@emaihunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blaak enaail to leave-28892382-9518753.bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listsc1~z.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.com> 
Wednesday,              9:29 AN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Prempeh 

Professor Sahle, 

The Prempeh article "Social Movements and the New Trade Regime: An Issue of Fairness, Not Charity" talks about subsidies in developed countries leading to devastation in 
the economy of Africa. :[ am not exactly sure why this is and was hoping you could shed some light on it for me. Ts it just that subsidizing allows the commodities from 
developed countries to be sold and exported at a lower price than is feasible for African countries? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Estrada, Oswaldo <oestrad~email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:38 AM 

isa-ihculty@lis±serv.unc.edu; intl-duncplas@duke, edu (intl-duncplas@duke.edu); Romance Languages Facul~ 

(romlangl?ac@listserv.unc.edu) 

Smither~ Tom <to~nnc@unc.edu>; Oswaldo Zavala (            ~z~hotmail.co~n); Saxah.Pollack@csi.cuny.edu; 
,~!gmail.com; samonde@uncc.edu; Yuri Henera,       (@hotmail.com);       ~g~nail.com; Veronica Grossi 

~@gmaJl.com); Jorge Mad (jmori@unity.ncsu.edu); elvilche@ncsu, edu (elvilche@ncsu.edu); japasten@ncsu, edu 

(japas~ten@ncsu.edu); Venkatesh, Vinodh <vinodhv@email.unc.edu>; Ribo, Jolm D ~-~jdribo@email.unc.edu:>; gadfll@unity.ncsn.edu; 

valkoj@ecu, edu (valkoj@ecu.edu); Mina Garcia Soormally (mgarciasoonnalbQ@elon.edu); kevinh@meredith.edu; fallonp@ecu.edu; 

esther.gabara@duke.edu 

Book Presentation. Cristina Rivera Gmza. Friday 3/25 @ 2:30pro UNC Student Union 3206 A-B 

This Friday at U?VC... 

17th Almual Carolina Conference on Romance Literatures 

Presentacidn del libro: 

Cristina Rivera Garza. Ningfin critico cuenta esto... 
(M~xico: Editorial Edn, U~iversily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill y University of Califomia~14exiccmisms, 2010. 400pp.) 

Ed. Oswaldo Estrada, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

25 de marzo, de 2:30 a 4:00pro 

Student Union, 3206 A-B 
Participan en el evento los autores: 

¯ Brian L. Price, Wake Porest University 

¯ Vinodh VenkateslL University of North Carofina at ChapelHill 

¯ Oswaldo Zavala, City U)~iversity ~New York College of Staten Island 

¯ Encamacidn Cruz Jimdnez, University of North Carolina at ChapelHill 

¯ Carlos Abreu Mendoza, UniversiO~ of North Carolina at ChapelHill 

Presentaci6n de: 

Saxah Pollack CiO’ University of New York College qfSmten Island 

Los diecisiete ensayos que componen este libro abordan diversas facetas del quehacer litelario de Crisfina Rivera Garza (Mataanoros, 1964), una de las figuras mils 

visibles y dificil de enmarcar en el amplio y variado panorama de la litemmra me:dcana mils ~eciente. Haciendo uso de herrmnientas posmodemas, en el contexto de los 

estadios de gdnero, el feminismo, la ~nasculinida& la literamra fi~nteriza, actuales debates his~toriogrfificos y confluencias hist6fico-literarias, tendencias genemcionales y 

transgresiones gendficas, los crlticos aqnl reunidos ofrecen lecturas inquietantes y sugerentes sobre los cuentos y novelas, los poemas, las pfiginas virmales y las 

mfiltiples reflexiones litemrias e histdficas de quien ha ganado en dos ocasiones el Premio de Literatura Sot Jnana Inds de la Cruz (2001, 2009), los Premios 

Nacionales de Cuento San Luis Potosl (1987) y Juan Vicente Melo (2001), el Premio Nacional de Novela Josd Rubdn Romero (1997), el Premio IMPAC- 

CONARTE-ITESM (1999), asl como el Premio Internacional Anna Seghers (2005). En el trayecto crltico se revelan los lugares que la aurora ocupa en el presente de 

la literatura mexicana, gracias a |a alienaci6n de sus per~majes, a la creaci6n de un lenguaje hibrido, o debido a la pre~ncia de inesperadas intertextaalidades que 

ponen en tela de juicio los discursos de la historia y la etnograI~a, la pro~ y la poesia, la estabilidad mental y la locura, o la relaci6n entre cuerpo y escritura que alberga 

constantes exilios y mutaciones de identidad. 

¯ *********Los libros estardn a la venta sdlo durante la presentacidn********* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lewis Lucy W <lwlewis(~ema~l nnc edu;~ 

Wednesday, 11:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

@gmail.com’;                    ~emaJl xmc.edtr~ 

Eunice, Kmi and Angela - need bios AND registration ASAP 

Dear Eunice, 

A quick reminder---we need your brief bios for the GO! conference for inclusion on the website and conference packet. 

want to see other bios you can go to: 

ht[p://cgi.unc.eduigo/orientation/presenters 

And as a      C-:O! workshop presenter., we ask that you take two m~nutes to comphH:e a brief registration, 

requesting your bshk’L s~ze and preference for tunch held from $2:30-.~:00 p,nL be[:ore your workshop, 

Register now at: htt#:/~cg~4mqedu!Ao/or~eptationireg~strat~on 

Thanks for being part of th~s ~mportant program. And p~esse contact me if you have mW qu8stio~s~ 

Lucy I_ewb, Campus Y 

Please ernail those to me ASAP (if you 

From: Lewis, Lucy W 
Sent: Monday, 12:46 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: ~gmail.com; 
Subject: GO[ - workshop time preference and bios needed ASAP 

Hi Eunice, 

Karl and Angela ---it’s great to hear that you all will be part of GO! and the workshop on Being a Woman in a Cross-Cultural Field Expedence~ Eun[ce ---we wH[ go 

with the description from last year’s workshop, I will be meeting w~th Jenny and Anna U today, and with the whok~ GO~ team on Wednesday-ff they have 

suggesl:h:~ns for ~ssues to focus on [ w~ ~et you 

1. We will need BR~EF bios from ~.~1~!.2[.~.~.~ ASAP so tha~ we can ~ndude d~at in d~e registration/conference materials (please focus on your ~nternationa~ 

experience versus degrees as we~ as any unique ~nformation that will appeal to part~dpants}. Please emaH to me, Lucy Lewis, [~_[~)~_~_~.~_~_[ku_Eq.e_~_~. or 

call me~ 

2. The two Mocks of time for workshops are :l-2pm and 2-3pro. WouM either of these times work for you, or ~s there a particular time that you prefer? Just ~et 

me know ASAP, 

Feel free to ema~l or ca~l me i[ you have any questkms, Thanks to al~ o[ you for your wHfingness to be part o[ this criL~ca~ preparal:h:m for our students working and 

researching abroad! 

Lucy [ewis 

Being a Woman in a Cross--Cultun~l Field Experience 

This workshop will address the ~rnpor~ant ~ssue o~ gender h~em:ity m cross-cultural ~:raveL Social norms and e’,q:,~cta~ions of women as travelers and social 

partidpsnts vary widely across different cultures, For this reason, it ~s importsn[ [o develop a gendered serf-awareness as a traveier [o a new culture~ We wHi 

expfore some o1: the reasoRs why these are important conskterations for student travelers, and discuss the ways in which s[udeRts can devise cui[uralfy-- 

appropriate behavior and expectations around the issues of gender. The goal is to encourage students to tNnk of cross-cuffura] experiences as an opportunity to 

explore and pay attention to the different ways in which "being a woman" takes shape across cultures and contexts, issues to expJore w~l] include religion, 

sexuality, the body and different treatn~entiadornment/dre~sing of the body, notiom; of gendered oppres~;k~n and Hberatk~n, and Lhe w~hJe of woman-(:et~Lered 

cross cultural e>:periences. 

F~= SaNe, Eunice N 
8eBt~ Wednesday, 9:0~ AM 
Tet Lewis, Lucy W 
Co: ~gmail.com; 
Subject: GO~ 
~mpo~ance: High 

Dear Lucy, 

Thanks for note and phone call. I am feeling much better. 

At any rate, I write to confirm that two students ~                           who participated in the UNC Study Abroad program that I was involved in (Tanzania and 
Oaxaca, Mexico) have graciously agreed to be part of the panel. I think you can use the title and description you used last year, but if you think that a new title, etc, is crucial 
please let me know. Further, if you have suggestions on what you think we should focus on based on our Study Abroad experiences and students participating in the GO! 
forum, kindly let us know. 

Please let us know the time of our panel. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday,               12:33 PM 

Public Lecture at UNC -Ambassadr from the Atiican Union to the United States: 

Dem All, 

If you are on campus today, take advantage of the visit to our university by Her Excellency Amina Salum All, Ambassador from the Afidcan to the United States. She 

will deliver the     African DiasIx~ra Lecture at the Stone Center at 7.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden,vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, Travel m Asia, Museums mad More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0323/a mes 1 Y 

l .~iI @Times- March 23, 2011 

Have you thought about traveling to Asia? View a slide 
show of popular and lesser known destinations, see a 
selection of 37 Asian odysseys, find out about exotic tastes of 
Asian cuisines and learn of ways to save money on your trip. 
Visit nytimes.com/travel for all this and more in the special 
section. 

A~ts ~;pee~aI: Musemns                                  ~ 
Don’t miss the Museums special section with dispatches 
from the lurer’section of social media, technology, the 

Twitter, create an interactive e>:hibit ffw about S3o or find a 
multimedia tour guide on your’ smat’tphone. 

Join the Conversation = Room for    ~ 
Debate 

"College stude~ts u~ant to know what courses a~d majors u, ill give 
Nero a~ edge in ti~eir careers. But the choices are not a~u~ags clear, 
even ~you are taking adviee fi’om Bill Gates or Steve dobs. 

What do u,e know about the relatio~*ship between college .studies 
a~M majors a~dji~ture employme~t? What gets you a good firstjob 
and what leads to career success? " 

"The ’Learn to Earn’ mode[ fosters a citizenry adept at vat{ons 
skills, making enough mo~ey to buy goods a~d services but 
i~capab]e of ct’itica[ or original thinking .- and of being ab{c to 
ehaltenge corrupt institutions/’ 
.... Posted b{? A ~itu 

’I think Jobs is correct. Finally someone is challenging the myth 
of pure math and science as the prescription for our fits. We need 
a comprehensive set of abilities a~d great learning of all genres 
will ~ltin~atdy deliver what we ~eed for the future~ A world full 
of engineers while tremendously helpful, but would be devoid of 
beauty and we need beauty also?’ 
.... Posted bg G~e~n 

5 Viewed Features o,~ ~¥-r~ ......... 
March ~6, 201 "~ - March 22, 201’ ) 

Foot’ New ’l",v it[ev Poetns 

NASA Spacecraft Circling 

Mercury 

Gayte King, the Sidekick No 

~[ot’e 

,A Better Way to Serve Eggs 

Theater Review [ ’Priscilla 

Queen of the DeserV 

~ SLIDE NItOW." Music and 

More 
The 25th annual South by 
Southwest music festival in 
Austin, Tex., which ended on 
Saturday, included live 
performances, official and 
peripheral, by at least ~,ooo 
acts. 

~ INTERACTIVE: 

D.[.Y. Cooking H andbook 
You can’t get more local than 
your own kitchen: use it, and 
produce a horseradish-spiked 
mustard that does justice to 
artisanal ham, or a batch of 
cream cheese with a taste that 
cannot be bought. 

A Marked M;m in America 
The conservative Muslim cleric 
Yasir Qadhi speaks the language 
of jihadists, but denounces their 
violent actions. 



~. Satellite Phutos uf Japan, Before and After the Q~ake and 

TsuBami 

2. Scientists Project Path of R~diation P]mrte 

3. Forecast for Pirate’s Path Is a Function of Wind and Weather 

4. Don’t Call Me, I Won’t Call "~’o~ 
5. Photos i Thi~" A[’ti~’rmaH~ in daf~an 

the New York Times on       I i:#i I 
Facebook 

Sign up for TimesLimited 

exeiuaive produc[s and 

Ci~eck ou~ The Scoop 

iPhone app and download 
this insideCs guide to New 

York 

ABOUT THB E4VIA~L 

@Times comes to you From [he N’¢Th’nes corn marketing departmenL You received this message because yell signed up 

for NYrimes corn’s @Times newsle,ff, er, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Ci~ange Your E-Maii I Privacy Policy I Advertise i Corltac[ 

The New York Times Company I Copyrighl 2011 I NYTimes corn 820 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieikohl Muniz, Bealriz S <rieikohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 2:14 PM 

inll-duncpla@duke.edu; isa-gra&~listserv.unc.edu; ba-ltam@liskserv.unc.edu 

FW: Fursl Forum at UNC Thur~ay "hallmadome como me hallo yndet~nsa: The Translation of Gender into the 

Colonial Sciences of the Americas" 

Please join us on Thursday,      at 4 pm in Donovan Lounge, Greenlaw Hall, UNC 
Our final Furst Forum talk of the semester will feature 
Allison will be presenting "hallandome como me hallo yndefen~a: Th’e Translation of Gender into the C~lonial Sciences of the 
Americas." She has kindly provided us with the following abstract: 
"For more than 30 years, some of the finest historians of science have debated the extent to which the emergence of "modern" scientific methods and practices in the 

seventeenth century have naturalized the subordination of women to men (i.e., Merchant 1980 and 2006, answered in Vickers 1998 and 2008). Both sides in this seemingly 
intractable debate recognize the central role of the Americas in occasioning new modes of scientific inquiry and providing new materials to study, but colonial American science 
remains peripheral to the discussion of the gendered work of science. My paper therefore takes as its departure the centrality of commercially-oriented colonial metallurgical 
and agricultural sciences, the foundational material and cultural practices of Iberian and Anglo America. This expanded frame makes available a range of case studies of 
indigenous, Iberian, Anglo and Dutch women who discovered mine sites, assayed mineral samples, refined metals and developed large-scale monoculture plantations, 

practices which helped to transform the scientific, gendered, cultural and economic landscape of the seventeenth century." 

Refreshments will be served as always. For more information please visit the Furst Forum website 
(httpL[ieng!jshcomplit.unc.ed~t[comp!i~[furst) or contact us via email. We look forward to seeing you on 
Sincerely, 
Becka (rgaronzi@email,unc,edu) and Sam (smriley@email.unc.edu) 
Furst Forum co-coordinators 
Bio: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arnold, Martha S <msarnold@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 2:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

12th Celebration of Undergraduate Research: April 11 

We are writing to invite you to attend the 12th Annual Celebration of Undergraduate Research to be held at the Carolina Student Union on Monday, 
April 11 from 1-3:15 p.m. 

The sytnposium will include over lOO research projects in all disciplines. We recognize that your schedule for April 11 is likely to be quite full, but we 
hope that you will join these students, their families, their graduate student and faeulb, mentors, and their friends in recognizing the importance of 
original research, scholarship and creative performance in the undergraduate experience. For the complete symposium schedule with links to the 
individual student abstracts, see http:/iwww.une.edu/depts/our!symposia/symposia_eur.html. 

We hope to see you on the 11th! 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Pukkila, Professor, Biolog~ and 
Associate Dean & Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 
Martha Arnold, Associate Director 
Moniea Richard, Program Administrator 



Frolil~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               3:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Office hour appointment- -Friday 

Hi Professor Sahle! 

I know I mentioned that I would have all of Friday available to meet, but 
could we please meet Friday morning? Perhaps aroua~d 10 or 11 ? 

Thanks’. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richaxd, Monica L <mrichar&~}email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:21 PM 

Richard, Monica I, <mrichard@email.unc.edu>; Pnkkila, Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.unc.edn>; Bruno, John F <jbruno@unc edu>; Coleman, 

Drew S <dcoleman@unc.edu>; Oehler, Donald L <~dloehler@emaJl.unc.edu>; @nc.rr.com’; Welch, Ellen R 

<erwelch@emaJl.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Amol& Mmlha S <msamold@emo~l.unc.edu> 

UPDATE: Meeting Ti~ne for SUI@" selection Com~nittee 

All, 

I am confirming the location of the SU RF Selection Cornmittee Meeting on March 29 ---01I Graham Memorial. 

Please let us know if there is fle×ibilRy h~ your schedule that wil~ allow us to begin the meeting at 9am instead of loam? 

Thanks, 

Monica 

MoNcq ~ia’.h(~rrlI erogrom Adm~nishator I Office for Undergraduote Reseorch i (919} 843-7763 I mrich~ard@em~aiLunc.edu 

From: Richard, Monica L 
Sent: Monday, March :t4, 20:H. [;:03 PM 

"re: Pukkila, Patricia .l; Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L @nc.rr.com’; Welch, Ellen 
¢c: Arnold, Martha S 
Subject: RE: Meeting ~me for SURF selection Committee 

All, 

We have found a day and time for the SURF Selection Committee~ 

Please add Tuesday, March 29, 10-.I2:30pm ~:o your calendars. 

Tenl:at~w~ k~cation: 011 Graham Mem.:)rial. 

Thanks, 

Monica 

Mor~ic’.’~ Rict’~ardI P!ogrom Adminblraior ] office fo! Undergraduole Reseorch i {919) 843-77<,3 I mrich,ard,:#em,aiLunc.edu 

From: Richard, Monica L 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 20:15 5:08 PM 

To: Pukkila, Patrida 3; Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L; Perreira, Krista M; #nc.rr.com’; Welch, Ellen R 
Cc: Arnold, Martha S 
Subject: Meeting Time for SURF selection Committee 

Hi All, 

I have selected some possible meeting times on March 29 and 30. 

Please click on the link below, enter your name in the input field and check the box for times that you are available. 

Here’s the link: httpj/doodle.com/rbxdeqm9ncu6u7q4#tab!e 

Thanks, 

Monica 

~b~or~ica Richard[ Prog!o:m Adrn[nislrclfol ] Office For Undelg!(id:.;o:le Re:~eo:!ch i~919) 843-7763 ] mrichard@emaiLun¢,edu 

From: Pukkila, Patrida J 
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 2:30 PM 

To: Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L; Perreira, Krista M; ~ _~nc.rr.com; Welch, Ellen R 
Co: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: SURF selection spreadsheet 

Hello SURF selection committee 

For those of you who prefer to keep track of the proposals electronically, I have attached a copy of the spreadsheet. I also attached another copy of the rubrics th~ 

we hope will be useful in scoring. Monica will be writing soon to schedule the selection meeting. March3tIlwould be best for me, so I hope we can find a 

common time on one of those days. Thanks so much for your help with this process! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donald Oehler z<lloehle~@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:22 PM 

Richard, Monica L <mrichax&~email.unc.edu> 

Pukkila, Patricia J <PukkJla@bio.~mc.edu-~; Bnmo, John F <jbruno@unc.edu>; Coleman, Drew S <dcoleman@unc.edu-~; 

~nc.mconf; Welclt Ellen R <erwelch@e~nail.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Arnold, Marfl~a S 

<msa~nold@email.unc.edt~~ 

Re: UPDATE: Meeting Time for SUR2" selection Committee 

If needed, I can do 9am. 

Don O. 

On 3/23/2011 5:20 PM, Richard, Monica L wrote: 

I arn confirming the location of the SURF Selection Committee Meeting on March 29 -011 Graham Memorial 

P~ease let us know ff d~ere is flexibility ~n your schedule that w~H allow us to begb~ the meedng at 9am instead of 10am? 

Thanks, 

Monica 

Monica RichardI P[o.~ram Administrato[ i Office fo~ Unde[gradua[e Research i (919,’ 343-7763 i mrichard@emaiLunc.edu 

From: Richard, Monica L 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:03 PM 

Te: Pukkila, Patrida J; Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald ~nc.rr.com’; Welch, Ellen R 
¢:c: Arnold, Martha S 
Subject: RE: Meeting ~me for SURF selection Committee 

All, 

We have found a day and time for the SURF Selection Committee. 

Please add Tuesday, March 29, 10<1.2:30pm to your calendars. 

Tenta~:iw-:~ location: (}11 Graham Memorial, 

"l’hanks~ 

Monica 

Monk;~ 
RichardI P~’ogram Administrator" i C~ice fo~" Under’graduate Research i(919) 843-7763 i ~_r!__c__h__g__rg__@_#___m___g_[[#__n___G__e=d___u- 

From: Richard, Monica L 
Se~t: Thursday, March 10, 2011 5:08 PM 

Te: Pukkila, Patricia J; Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L; Perreira, Krista M; ~___n_c__&r=c_o___m_.’; Welch, Ellen R 
(:::c: Arnold, Martha S 
Subject: Meeting Time for SURF selection Committee 

Hi All, 

I have selected some possible meeting times on March 29 and 30. 

Please click on the link below, enter your name in the input field and check the box for times that you are available. 

Here’s the link: http:!!doodle.com/rbxdeqm9ncu6u7q4#table 

Thanks, 

Monica 

Monica RichardI Profjram Administrator i C.ffice for Underg:’sduate Research i (919} 843-7763 i mrichc~rd@emc~iLuoc.edu 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 2:30 PM 

To: Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L; Perreira, Krista M; ~nc.rr.com; Welch, Ellen R 
Co: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: SURF selection spreadsheet 

Hello SURF selection committee 

For those of you who prefer to keep track of the proposals electronically, I have attached a copy of the spreadsheet. I also attached another copy of 

the rubrics that we hope will be useful in scoring. Monica will be writing soon to schedule the selection meeting. March3~would be best for me, 

so I hope we can find a common time on one of those days. Thanks so much for your help with this process! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nc.rr.com 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:44 AM 

OeNer, Donald L ~dloehle@emml.unc.edu:~; Richard, Monica L <mrichard@email.unc.edu~ 

Colemml, Drew S <dcoleman@unc.edu~; Arnold, Martha S <msamol&~email.unc.edu-~; Bruno, John F <jbruno@unc.edu:~; Welch, Ellen 

R <erwelch@emoAl.unc.edu;>; Pukkila. Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.unc.edu>; S~Ne, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UPDATE: Meeting Time for SUf~2" selection Committee 

H~ 

I could also meet at 9 am on Tues. the 29th. It wouldn’t be a problem. 

Don Reid 

.... Donald Oehler <dloehler@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> If needed, I can do 9am 
> Don O. 
> 

> On 3/23/2011 5:20 PM. Richard, Monica L wrote: 
>> 

> > All, 
>> 

> > ! am confirming the location of the SURF Selection Committee Meeting 
> > on March 29 -- 011 (Jraham Memorial. 
>> 

> > Please let us know if there is flexibiiiD" in your schedule that will 
> > allow us to begin the meeting at 9am instead of 10am? 
>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

> > Monica 
>> 
> > *Monica Richard I *Program Administrator I Office Undergraduate 
> > R ...... h 1(919) 843-7763* ] mrichard@email ..... du* 
>> 

> > *From:*Richard, Monica L 
> > *Sent:* Monday, March 14, 2011 5:03 PM 
> > *To:* I~tkkila Patricia J; Bruno, Jotm F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, 
> > Donald L:      @nc.rr.com’; Welch, Ellen R 
> > *Cc:* Arnold, Mattha S 
> > *Subject:* RE: Meeting Time for SURF selection Committee 
>> 

> > All, 
>> 

> > We have fotmd a day and time for the SURF Selection Cormnittee. 
>> 

> > Please add Tuesday, March 29, 10-12:30pro to your calendars. 
>> 

> > Tentative location: 011 Graham Memoriah 
>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

> > Monica 
>> 

> > *Monica Richard I *Program Administrator I Office for Undergraduate 
> > R ...... h 1(919) 843-7763* ] mrichard@email ..... du* 
>> 

> > *From:*Richard, Monica L 
> > *Sent:* Thursday, March 10, 2011 5:08 PM 
> > *To:* Pukkila, Patricia J; Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, 
> > Donald L; Perreira, Krista M: ~nc.rr corn’; Welch, Ellen R 
> > *Cc:* Arnold, Martha S 
> > *Subject:* Meeting Time for SkrRF selection Committee 
>> 

> > Hi All, 
>> 

> > I have selected some possible meeting times on March 29 and 30. 
>> 

> > Please click on the link below, enter your name in the input field and 
> > check the box for times that you are available 
>> 

> > Here’s the lilnk http://doodle com/rbxdeqmgncu6u7q4C~able 
>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

> > Monica 
>> 
> > *Monica Richard I *Program Administrator I Office for Undergraduate 
> >R ..... -ch 1(919) 843-7763* ] mrichard(i~email ....... du* 
>> 

> > *From:*Pukkila, Patricia J 
> > *Sent:* Monday, March 07, 2011 2:30 PM 
> > *To:* Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L; Perreira, 
> > Krista M;      @nc rr.com; Welch, Ellen R 
> > *Cc:* Richard, Monica L 



*Subject:* SUR[~" selection spreadsheet 

Hello SURly" selection committee 

For those of you who prefer to keep track of the proposals 
electronically, I have attached a copy of the spreadsheet. I also 
attached another copy of the rubrics that we hope will be useful in 
scoring. Monica will be writing soon to schedule the selection 
meeting. 2/2arch 29-30 would be best Jbr me, so I hope we can l]nd a 
cormnon time on one of those days. Thap2~s so nmch for your help with 
this process! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nc.rr.com 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:44 AM 

OeNer, Donald L ~dloehle@emml.unc.edu:~; Richard, Monica L <mrichard@email.unc.edu~ 

Colemml, Drew S <dcoleman@unc.edu~; Arnold, Martha S <msamol@email.unc.edu-~; Bruno, John F <jbruno@unc.edu:~; Welch, Ellen 

R <erwelch@emaAl.unc.edu;>; Pukkila. Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.unc.edu>; S~Ne, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UPDATE: Meeting Time for SUf~2" selection Committee 

H~ 

I could also meet at 9 am on Tues. the 29th. It wouldn’t be a problem. 

Don Reid 

.... Donald Oehler <dloehler@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> If needed, I can do 9am 
> Don O. 
> 

> On 3/23/2011 5:20 PM. Richard, Monica L wrote: 
>> 

> > All, 
>> 

> > ! am confirming the location of the SURF Selection Committee Meeting 
> > on March 29 -- 011 (Jraham Memorial. 
>> 

> > Please let us know if there is flexibiiiD" in your schedule that will 
> > allow us to begin the meeting at 9am instead of 10am? 
>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

> > Monica 
>> 
> > *Monica Richard I *Program Administrator I Office Undergraduate 
> > R ...... h 1(919) 843-7763* ] mrichard@email ..... du* 
>> 

> > *From:*Richard, Monica L 
> > *Sent:* Monday, March 14, 2011 5:03 PM 
> > *To:* I~fl,:kila, Patricia J; Bruno, Jotm F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, 
> > Donald L; ’     @nc.rr.com’; Welch, Ellen R 
> > *Cc:* Arnold, Mattha S 
> > *Subject:* RE: Meeting Time for SURF selection Committee 
>> 

> > All, 
>> 

> > We have fotmd a day and time for the SURF Selection Cormnittee. 
>> 

> > Please add Tuesday, March 29, 10-12:30pro to your calendars. 
>> 

> > Tentative location: 011 Graham Memoriah 
>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

> > Monica 
>> 

> > *Monica Richard I *Program Administrator I Office for Undergraduate 
> > R ...... h 1(919) 843-7763* ] mrichard@email ..... du* 
>> 

> > *From:*Richard, Monica L 
> > *Sent:* Thursday, March 10, 2011 5:08 PM 
> > *To:* Pukkila, Patricia J; Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, 
> > Donald L; Perreira, Krista M; ~nc.rr cam’; Welch, Ellen R 
> > *Cc:* Arnold, Martha S 
> > *Subject:* Meeting Time for SkrRF selection Committee 
>> 

> > Hi All, 
>> 

> > I have selected some possible meeting times on March 29 and 30. 
>> 

> > Please click on the link below, enter your name in the input field and 
> > check the box for times that you are available 
>> 

> > Here’s the lilnk http://doodle com/rbxdeqmgncu6u7q4C~able 
>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

> > Monica 
>> 
> > *Monica Richard I *Program Administrator I Office for Undergraduate 
> >R ..... -ch 1(919) 843-7763* ] mrichard(i~email ....... du* 
>> 

> > *From:*Pukkila, Patricia J 
> > *Sent:* Monday, March 07, 2011 2:30 PM 
> > *To:* Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L; Perreira, 
> > Krista M;       ~nc rr.com; Welch, Ellen R 
> > *Cc:* Richard, Monica L 



*Subject:* SUR[~" selection spreadsheet 

Hello SURly" selection committee 

For those of you who prefer to keep track of the proposals 
electronically, I have attached a copy of the spreadsheet. I also 
attached another copy of the rubrics that we hope will be useful in 
scoring. Monica will be writing soon to schedule the selection 
meeting. 2/2arch 29-30 would be best Jbr me, so I hope we can l]nd a 
cormnon time on one of those days. Thap2~s so nmch for your help with 
this process! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mignel Rajas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:07 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.e du (intl-duncplas@duke.edu); Christina Chia, Ph.D. <chnstina.chi@duke.edu>; diane nelson (dmnel~n@duke.edu); 

Jennifer Swenson (jswenson@duke.edu); Elizabeth Shapiro <elizabeth.shapiro@duke.edu>; alex.plhff@duke.edu; Tracy Caxhart 

<tracy.carhart@duke.edtr~; Rietkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rielkohl@email.unc.edu>; valdivi~email.unc.edu; jessicae@soc.duke.edu; 

ebs@soc.duke.edu          ~earthlink.net; Orin Steaa~, Ph.D. <ostarn@duke.edu;> 

TODAY. 4PM. Political Ecologies of Post-Extractive Development in Ecuador. 130 John Hope Frmaldin Center 

Description: 
http://www, u n cdu keconsortiu m.org/workin g grou ps/im 
ages/julihazlewood 000.jpg 

Thursday, March 24th, 2011.4.00 pm. 130 John Hope Franklin Center. 2204 Erwin Road. Duke University 

Political Ecologies of Post-Extractive Development in Ecuador Geographies of Hope or of Dis(ex)tradions ? 

The Ecuadorian people and much of the world seem to be celebrating post-extractive and "anti-imperialist" development (because of the Yasmai-ITT and the recent 
ruling on the Chewx3n-Texaco case) in the Ecuadorimi Amazon Region. Yet, the purpose of this talk is two-fold. 

It asks if these post-extractive actions in the Ama, zon are a~hing more than a dis(ex)traction froln the ways that the Ecuadorian state continues violent and 
extractive C02lonial processes within the Afro-descendmat and Indigenous territories of the Pacific Region? 

¯ It underscores the agro-ecological and cultural life practicesandtheinter-ethnic networks through which the anceslral peoples ofNorthwest Pacific Region 

construct and sustain "geographies of hope" amid landscapes characterized by fallen forests, poisoned rivers, social conflicts, and a sea ofoil pahns. 

By Julimme Hazlewood, Geography Depallment, National UNversity of Ireland, Galway 

Preparatory talk for the Workshop: 

"Terriloo~, Life, andFreedom in the Pacific Rain Forest Region (~’Colombia andEcuadot; "UNC-Ctt March 25-27, 2011. 

Julimine Hazlewood. PhD., Kentuclu (Geography); MA University of Califomia at Davis (Native American Studies); MA University of Florida (Latin American 

Studies). She has worked and conducted reseaxch in Northwestern Ecuador with Indigenous (Chachi and Awfi) and Afro-descendant comlnunities since 1997. Her 

research focuses on critical development and conservation studies, and in particular, post-colonial political ecologies of global climate change. She insists that the 

cultural practices and knowledge of the people with whom she collaborates in her reseaxch offer alternative, more sustainable ways to approach the world. 

More information: 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, PhD. 

Special Events Coordinator 

NC Latin American Film Festival Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

Room 143. Franklin Center. 2204 Erwin Road, Durham. NC 

27708 

Tel. (919) 68J_ 3883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richaxd, Monica L <mrichar&~}email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:58 AM 

Pukkila, Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.unc.e&~>; Bruno, John F <jbmno@unc.edu>; Coleman, Drew S <dcolemma@unc.edu>; Oehler, Donald 

L <dloehle@email.unc.edu>      @nc.rr.com’; Welch, Ellen R <erwelch@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ema?d .unc.edu-~ 

Arnol& Mmlha S <msamold@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UPDATE: Meeting Ti~ne for SUI@" selection Com~nittee 

All, 

Based upon your responses, we will begin at 9:30am with the Social Sciences Team. 

Dr. Welch: Please plan to arrive at 10 as originally scheduled. 

Thanks for responding so quickly. 

Monica 

MoN~:a ~ia=~(~rdI P~ogrc;rn Administrator I Office fo~ bndergraduc;te Resec;rch i (9]s~} 843-7763 I mriclward@o.m~aiLu~a=.edu 

From: Richard, Monica L 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:21 PM 

T~-" Richard, Monica L; Pukkila, Patricia J; Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L; @nc.rr.com’; Welch, Ellen R; SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Arnold, Martha S 
Subject; UPDATE: Meeting Time for SURF selection Committee 

All, 

I am confirming the location of the SU RF Selection Committee Meeting on March 29 ---0:1.:l Graham Memorial. 

Please let us know if there is fle’.dbilit¥ in your schedule tha~: will allow us to begin ~:he meeting at 9am instead of :J.0am? 

Monica 

~osieta Rieh.t~dI Prog!am Adminislrc~tci I Office [or Undeig!aduale Resea!ch i{91’:,’} 8.43-7753 I mrichard@emaiLune.e~u 

From: Richard, Monica L 
Sent: Monday, March :t4, 201:t 5:03 PM 

To-" Pukkila, Patrida J; Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L; @nc.rr.com’; Welch, Ellen R 
~¢: Arnold, Martha S 
Subject; RE: Meeting r]me for SURF selection Committee 

All, 

We have [ound a day and time for ~:he 5U RF Selection Committee 

P~ease add Tuesday, March 29, ~O-.I2:30pm ~o your calendars. 

Tentative ~ocat~on: 0~ Graham Memorial. 

Thanks, 

Monica 

From: Richard, Monica L 
Sent; Thursday, March 10, 2011 5:08 PM 

Te: Pukkila, Patricia J; Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L; Perreira, Krista M; @nc.rr.com’; Welch, Ellen R 
Ce; Arnold, Martha S 
Subject: Meeting Time for SURF selection Committee 

Hi All, 

I have selected some possible meeting times on March 29 and 30. 

Please click on the link below, enter your name in the input field and check the box for times that you are available. 

Here’s the link: http:!!doodle.com!rbxdeqm9ncu6u7q4#table 

Thanks, 

Monica 

N~oaica Rich~ard[ Progro.m Adm;nistrator ] Office for Undergraduo.te Research i1919) 843-7763 ] mrich(wd@em(~iLun¢.ea~J 

Fro~; Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent; Monday, March 07, 20~1 2:30 PM 

Te: Bruno, John F; Coleman, Drew S; Oehler, Donald L; Perreira, Krista M; @nc.rr.com; Welch, Ellen R 
C¢; Richard, Monica L 
S..bject; SURF selection spreadsheet 

Hello SURF selection committee 

For those of you who prefer to keep track of the proposals electronically, I have attached a copy of the spreadsheet. I also attached another copy of the rubrics tha 

we hope will be useful in scoring. Monica will be writing soon to schedule the selection meeting. MarchNCI~would be best for me, so I hope we can find a 

common time on one of those days. Thanks so much for your help with this process! 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:11 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Class 

Hello Professor, 

I am sending you this email to ilfform you of my recent sickness I have 
been feeling quite terrible since the middle of last week. Due to this I 
have not been able to make it to last thursday’s class or this weeks 
lectures. I wanted to inform you at the time but I was not aware of how 
serious this sickness ~vould be. I am feeling a little better and hope to 
be in class next tuesday. I have been keeping up on the readings and hope 
to get notes from my classmates if possible, but I wanted to at least 
ilfform you as to why I have missed class 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursda: 3:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

PowerPoint Slides 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I am just e-mailing you to remind you to post the Thomas Pogee and the 
AmalTa Sen slides on blackboard Thank you. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday               3:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaik~mc.edtr’~ 

research paper outline 

a£fi .docx 

Professor Sable, 
Here is my outline for my research paper. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting today - 

Professor Sable, 
I completely f,argot that I have a project I am ~vorking on for my job, so 
can I come in and talk to you Tuesday rather than today? I am terribly 
sorW for not letting you know earlier, but I thought I would be done by 
now. 

Thanks in advance for your understanding, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.nnc.edu> 

Thursday 5: 5 8 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

~email.nnc.edu-~ 

[Afri Research Paper Outline 

one page paper outline to turn in.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

My research paper outline is attached 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Research Outline 

Research Paper Outline.docx 

Here is the outline for the research paper. Thank You for meeting with me today and thank you for the extension! 
Have a great weekend 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Co: ~ema~l.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Afri Term Paper Proposal 

Attach: Afri Term Paper Outline.docx 

Professor, 

Here is my ~.erm paper proposal. Have a good weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFR]       .SPRING:    Term Paper Outline 

Term Paper Outline.docx 

Hello Dr Sahle, 

Here is term paper outline. 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~; 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:40 PM 

apcg@lists.wisc.edu 

Last Reminder: APCG newsletter 

Dem Colleagues, 

Just a quick reminder that the deadline for newsletter submissions is THIS FRIDAY, March 25. 

The next APCG newsletter is coming ont at the end of March (a£ter ASA). Please forward m~y news that yon might have to mbnelson~weslevan.edn. This might 

include new publications, news abont grants, new jobs, member career changes, mmouncements for conferences, etc. 

BesL 

Mike 

http://wu~, .africm~politic sgmup.or?_/newslettersi 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

m bnelson(~,wesleyan edu 

http:/iw~vw michaelnelson.info 

http: ilafrica.bloqs, wesleyan, edul 

You axe currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.edtv~u?~d~299565.~8b558a~cd~89c~fd76e7dc~b22e&n T&I apcg&o 14617867 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-14617867-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e~)lists.wisc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:45 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Talk by Manuel Alcfimara - "Elections and Democracy in Latin America, 

"Elections and Democracy in Latin America, 
Manuel Alc~ntara S~ez 
Universidad de Salamanca 

Wednesday,              at 5:30pm 
Room 4003, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-CH 

Manuel Alc~ntara is Vice-Rector and Professor of Political Science and administration at the Universidad de Salamanca in Salamanca, 
Spain. His research focuses on parliamentary elites, political parties and legislative powers in Latin America, as well as on electoral 
behavior and public opinion in Castilla y Ledn. He will present a talk entitled: "Elections and Democracy in Latin America,            " 

Sponsored by: 
The Political Science Department at UNC-CH & the Duke-UNC Consortium Working Group on Social Policy, Labor, and the Informal 
Sector in Latin America 

Directions to the GEC/Parking Information: 

http ://www.global.unc.edu/index.ph iT?option=corn content&view=article&id=53 &Itemid= 60 

Questions: 
Please contact Dept. of Political Science, UNC-CH at ~unc.edu 



Sent: Friday, i 2:22 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Subje~’t: AFRI ~aper outline 

A~tacl~: a£ri paper outline.docx 

~emaJ~l .unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
My outline is attached to this email. I hope you have a nice weekend! 

Best, 



~amail,com on behalf of 
From: 

@unc.edu> 

Sent: Frida~ 3:36 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Subject: Paper 

A~tach: Afri Paper.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, March 25,2011 4:57 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Allies Are Split on Goal and Exit Strategy of Libya Mission 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/25/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................. Toda y,sHeadiines ....................................................................... 
~11~ N’~I~ ~rk ~1~.~ March 25, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Allies Are Split on Goal and 
Exit Strategy of Libya Mission 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS and DAVID D. 
KIRKPATRICK 

The questions swirling around the 
operation’s command mirrored the 
strategic divisions over how exactly the 
coalition will bring it to an end. 

" White House Memo: Even While Taking a 

Chance With Libya, Obama Is Playing It Low- 
Key 

Many U.S. Blacks Moving to 
South, Reversing Trend 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE and ROBERT 
GEBELOFF 

The percentage of the nation’s African- 
Ameriema population living in the South 
has hit its highest pohat in half a 
century, census data shows. 

" Census Data Presents Rise in Multiracial 
Population of Youths 

-. ~;, Interactive: Mapping the 2010 Census 

BUT NOBODY PAYS THAT 
G.E.’s Strategies Let It Avoid Taxes Altogether 
By DAVID KOCIENIEWSKI 

General Electric is skilled at avoiding taxes, lately to the extent that the Treasury owes the company money. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eclA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The notion of the North and its cities as the promised land has been a powerful part of African-American 
life, culture and history, and now it all seems to be passing by." 

CLEMENT PRICE, professor of history at Rutgers University, on the movement of blacks to the South 

from Northena cities. 

~ INTERACTIVE MAP: ::~ ................ 



Mapping the 2olo U.S. 
Census 
Population growth and decline, changes 
in racial and ethnic concentrations and 
housing development. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
In Defense of 
’ Dithering’ : ~ ~:~:i:i:i~:~:~ 

By TIMOTHY EGAN 

~!!~i il 

President Obama’s 
deliberative approach 
has, for the most part, served him well. 

Remembering Elizabeth Taylor 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Timeline: Elizabeth Taylor 

Video: Looking back at Elizabeth Taylor 

nytim.es, corn M.OV li ~:S 

WORLD 

Islamist Group Is Rising Force in a New Egypt 
By MICHAEL SLACKMAN 

The Muslim Brotherhood, once banned, is now a tacit partner with the nfilitary govenunent that many fear 
will thwart flmdamental changes. 

Japan Raises Possibility of Breach in Reactor Vessel 
By DAVID JOLLY and HIROKO TABUCHI 

Japma’s effort to contain the crisis at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant suffered a setback, an official said 
on Friday, citing evidence that the reactor vessel of the No. 3 unit may have been damaged. 
:’ Videos: Radiation in Tokyo’s Water I Ishinomaki Journal: No Plans to Leave 

MEMO FROM MOSCOW 
Leaders’ Spat Tests Skills of Survival in the Kremlin 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Faced with rare disagreement between Prime Minister Vladinfir Putin and President Dnfitri Medvedev - over 
Libya - members of Russia’s elite chose to avoid backing one or the other. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Census Data Presents Rise in Multiracial Population of Youths 
By SUSAN SAULNY 

Panong 3anerican children, the multiracial population has increased ahnost 50 percent since 2000, making it 
the fastest growing youth group, according to census data released Thursday. 

~ Video: Mixed Marriages in the South 

Lobbyists’ Long Effort to Revive Nuclear Industry Faces New Test 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

Interest in nuclear energy grew during the presidencies of both George W. Bush and Baraek Obama, but now 
the industry faces ma tmcertain future. 

Madonna’s Charity Fails in Bid to Finance School 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Plans to build the $15 nfillion school have been abandoned anfid criticism of what auditors called $3.8 
nfillion in outlandish expenditures. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Radical Kind of Reactor 
By KEITH BRADSHER 



China is building two nuclear reactors with a radically different design that is meant to decrease the chmaces 
of a meltdoma. 

, Pressing Ahead Where Others Have Failed 

, ~ Graphic: A Different Kind of Nuclear Reactor in China 

Toyota, Struggling With Part Shortages, to Restart Car Lines 
By NICK BUNKLEY and DAVID JOLLY 

As automakers scramble to ensure a reliable supply of parts from Japma, Toyota said it would restart 
production of Prius and Lexus hybrids next week. 

’- Toyota Says Scarce Parts to Idle Some U.S. Plants 

Some Weigh Restructuring Portugal’s Debt 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Some econonfists say Europe should force investors to take a loss on their bond holdings rather than bail 
Portugal out. 

" Expectations Rise for Bailout of Portugal 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Mets Are Said to Be Suffering Sizable Losses 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and RICHARD SANDOMIR 

The team’s losses, projected to hit another $50 nfillion or more tlfis season, come with a range of 
implications for its ouaaers, who are trying to sell a portion of the club. 

WEST: ARIZONA 93, DUKE 77 
A Makeover Continues as Arizona Stuns Duke 
By SAM AMICK 

Derrick Williams scored a career-lfigh 32 points and lfis Arizona teanmmtes showed they’re not just a one- 
man team, upsetting the defending national champion Duke. 

o West: UConn 74, San Diego State 67 

:’ Slide Show 

SOUTHEAST: BUTLER 61, WISCONSIN 54 
Butler Relies on Defense to Stymie Wisconsin 
By PETE THAMEL 

There are no more surprises when the Bulldogs dismantle a lfigher seed, this time earning a trip to the 
Southeast Regional final by ousting the No. 4 seeded Badgers. 

-’ Southeast: Florida 83, B.Y.U. 74, OT 

¯ Mor__~g.~_S~S orts News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE BOOK OF MORMON’ 
Missionary Men With Confidence in Sunshine 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"The Book of Molanon," a collaboration between the creator’s of "South Park" and the composer of "Avenue 
Q," is that rare thing: an old-fashioned, pleasure-giving musical. 

’- Video I Interactive Feature 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’MILDRED PIERCE’ 
A Mother’s Love, Unrequited 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Kate Winslet stars in file HBO nfini-series "Mildred Pierce," a literally faithful version of the James M. Cain 
novel. 

’- ~ Interactive Feature 

ART REVIEW 
Bleak Visions From Early-2oth-Century Rebels 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The Musemn of Modern Art’s "Gelanan Expressionism: The Graphic hnpulse," beginning Sunday, is infused 
with an urgent, crackling energy, by tunas joyful, satiric, grim and tragic. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’POTICHE’ 
Labor Strife? Send in the Boss’s Wife 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Catherine Deneuve and G~rard Depardieu join forces in the 197os-era comedy "Potiche," about a trophy wife 
who must rtm the family business. 

-’ A Talk With Catherine Deneuve 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MIRAL’ 
Hopes and Struggles in a Difficult Land 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Julim~ Schnabel brings "Miral," based on Rula Jebreal’s novel, to the screen. 

¯ . A Word With Julian Schnabel 

ELIZABETH TAYLOR, 1932-2011 
A Lustrous Pinnacle of Hollywood Glamour 
By MEL GUSSOW 

Elizabeth Taylor, whose name was s)aaon)anous with Hollywood glamour, dazzled generatious of moviegoers 
with her beauty. 

" ~ Interactive Timeline I ~ Slide Show 

Video: Looking Back at Elizabeth Taylor 

~ Critics’ Picks: ’Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf’ 

Elizabeth Taylor’s New York I Times Topics 

," An Alluring Beauty Exempt From Fashion’s Rules 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

N.Y.C. vs. N.Y.S., the Pension Battle 
New York City should take control of its finances, and pension costs, back from Mbany. 

EDITORIAL 
Egypt’s Unfinished Revolution 
The protests flint overfl~rew President Hosni Mubarak were just the first phase in a transition to what may be 
a democratic future. 

EDITORIAL 
Let Them Eat Cutbacks 
Sad wonder that cuts in food stamps are the latest proposal heading for the House Republicaus’ budgetary 
chopping block. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

Inflated Worries 
By LAURENCE H. MEYER 

The Federal Reserve is right to pay more attention to "core," inflation, which excludes food and energy 
prices, when it sets monetary policy. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Austerity Delusion 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

These days, you’re not cousidered serious in Washington unless you profess allegiance to the same doctrine 
that’s failing so dismally in Europe. 

’ Columnist Page I Blog 

" Roger Cohen is off today. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



The Ego Advantage 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Col. Muanmmr el-Qaddafi’s tmlfinged megalonmnia nmy just be the key to Iris longevity. 

’- Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Boss Falls¯ Then What? 
By GREGORY JOHNSEN 

Either the United States and its allies help Yemen rebuild, or militants will. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 25, 1965, the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. led 25,000 marchers to the state capitol in Montgomery, 
Ala., to protest the denial of voting rights to blacks. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a..g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

CO pYrig h t20 ! 1] T h e N e~ York Tim e s � 0 m p a ny Pr iVa Cy P ~ !!cy ] N yTim e S i ~om 620Eig h th AY e n U e N e ~Yo N 0 Q18i 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:22 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Subject: AFRI:    Paper outline 

A~tach: paper outline.docx 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dr. Sable, 

Thanks for the extension on this, I have some free time this ~veekend to get 
started on the paper and do more research but this is the outline I have so 
far, I still need to meet with you sometime next week, so hopefully you 
have some time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:29 AM 

Mondw: an opportunity tbr extra credit: AFRI SPRING: 

Dem All, 

There is a film screening - see details below - on Monday which is relevant to material we have s~died in our class. Thus, I t]aought I would ofl}r the event as another 

opportunity for extra credit (1 point added to your lowest grade in the class at the end of semester). I will be at the screening. See you there. 

Best wisbes, 

Dr. Sahle 

Announcing a film shomng: 

Cuba: An African Odysscy Pa~ 2 

(60min) 

With a Post-Film discussion moderated by Dr. Fimze Manji 
Free and Open to the Public 

When: Monday 

@ 7pm 

Where: Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

150 South Road 

UNC Chapel Hill Campus 

In this ambitious and revealing documentary, Egyptian-French filmmaker Jihan El- Talu-i traces the history of Cuban solidarity ruth African liberation movements in the 
1960s and 70s. It begins in 1965 when Che Guevara led a group of Cuban revolutiona~- fighters in an unsuccessful attempt to support the straggle for tree 
independence in the Congo. Part 2 moves to Cuba ~ s role in the slruggles agains~t Portuguese colonialism in Guinea-Bissau and Angola. 

A post-film discussion will be moderated by special guest Dr. Firoze Manji, who is visiting UNC "this week. Dr. Manji is editor-in-chiefofPamb~uka news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,              9:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Office hour appointment cancellalion 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I woke up this morning ,ze~ sick. I will be on my way to campus health in 

a fe~v. I know that it is unprofessional to cancel an appointment, ho~vever I 

am not healthy enough to make it. My apologies. 

Thank you for understanding. 

Best, 

@email.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tom> 

Friday,              9:46 AN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: IVlonday: an opportunity for extra credit: AFRI .SPRING, 

Is this in addition to the other two opportunities (of which we could only receive credit for one) that you offered, or is it that if we already went to one of the opportunities, will 
we not receive the extra credit for this one? 

Date: Fri,           08:28:57-04-00 
From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To: 
Subject: Monday: an opportunity for extra credit: AFRI 

Dear All, 

There is a film screening - see details below - on Monday which is relevant to material we have studied in our class. Thus, [ thought [ would offer the event as another 
opportunity for extra credit (1 point added to your lowest grade in the class at the end of semester). I will be at the screening. See you there. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Announcing a film showing: 

Cuba: An African Odyssey Part 2 

(60rain) 

With a Post-Film discussion moderated by Dr. Firoze Manji 
Free and Open to the Public 

When: Monday 
@ 7pm 

Where: Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
150 South Road 
UNC Chapel Hill Campus 

In this ambitious and revealing documentary, Egyptian-French filmmaker Jihan EI-Tahri traces the history of Cuban solidarity with African liberation movements in the 1960s 
and 70s. it begins in 1965 when Che Guevara led a group of Cuban revolutionary fighters in an unsuccessful attempt to support the struggle for true independence in the 
Congo. Part 2 moves to Cuba’s role in the struggles against Portuguese colonialism in Guinea-Bissau and Angola. 

A post-film discussion will be moderated by special guest Dr. Firoze Manji, who is visiting UNC this week. Dr. Manji is editor-in-chief of Pambazuka news. 



From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Friday, 11:03 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subject: My Outline 

Attach: Outline.docx 

Dr. Sable-- 

Here’s nay outline. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <studentstores@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 25, 2011 11:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Online Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00156355] for Eunice Sahle has been recewed 

The following adoption(s) were submitted: 

20114 INTS 560 001 
R Multinational Corporations and Global Justice: Human Rights Obligations of a Quasi-Governmental Institution 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number. 

Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summerl 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank Bellamy: 962-8123, fbeH amy@emai[.unc.edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store unc.edu 

FlorianWettstein 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <studentstores@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 25, 2011 11:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Online Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00156356] for Eunice Sahle has been recewed 

The following adoption(s) were submitted: 

20114 INTS 560 001 
R-13:978-0-7456-4 World Poverty and Human Rights: Cosmopolitan responsibilities and reforms 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number. 

Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summerl 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank Bellamy: 962-8123, fbeH amy@emai[.unc.edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store unc.edu 

Thomas Pogge 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

A~ach: 

7@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, i              11:40 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Outline 

Afri    Outline.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <studentstores@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 25, 2011 11:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Orfline Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00156361] for Eunice Sahle has been received 

The following adoption(s) were submitted: 

20113 AFR1101 001 
0-534-56769-X ~X, FRICAN POLITICS+S OCIETY SCHRAEDER 
9780435909598 GOD’S BITS OF WOOD OUSMAix,~ 

Notes from the Hyena’s Belly: Memories of my Ethiopian Boyhood Nega Mezlekia 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number. 

Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summerl 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank Bellamy: 962-8123, fbeH amy@emai[.unc.edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.eduv 

Friday,               12:00 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Term Paper 

a£fi    tem~ essay.docx 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Term Paper 

12:11 AM 

~)gmail.com] 

Here’s my term paper, Dr SaNe. Have a great weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.eduv 

Friday,               12:01 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Fenn Paper, Updated 

term paper.docx 

From: 
Sent: Friday 1 l:35 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject         Term Paper, Updated 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Soro’, I didn’t save my paper before I sent it, so it still included a typo in the last sentence. This is the correct version. 

UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
~)ken an-flagler.unc, edu 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.eduv 

Friday,               12:01 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: AFRI - - TERM ESSAY 

AFRI - TERM ESSAY 1 .doc 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 
Tn: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI - 

11:34PM 

- rIERM ESSAY 

I have attach the Term Essay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.eduv 

Friday,               12:01 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Term Paper 

term paper.docx 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 11:30 PM 
Tn: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject:        Term Paper 

~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

See attached 

UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
))ken an-flagler.unc, edu 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,               12:02 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: AFRI TERM PAPER- 

docx 

From: ~email.unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:01 PM 
Tn: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AI,2RI ]TERM PAPER 

Here is my term paper and works citedt 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,               12:02 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Afri    Ferm Paper 

telmpaper.docx 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 8:17 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Afri    Term Paper 

Dr. Sable, 

My term paper is attached. 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,               12:02 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Term Essay Submission - 

Term Essay - doc 

From: ~)gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:42 PM 
Tn: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: Term Essay Submissinn - 

Dr. Sable, 

Please ]find attached my term essay assignment. 

Have a great weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,               12:03 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Term Essay Submission 

TermEssay.docx 

Fron         ~email uric edu 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: Term Essay Submission 

See attached. 

~email.unc.edu] 
10:38 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,               12:04 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Term Paper 

Term Essay.doc 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:03 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Term Paper 

Hello Dr Sable, 

I will be out of the country this weekend, so I wil[ be unable to access a 
computer to send my essay by the deadline on i         Therefore, I am 
sending it to you now Please let me know if you have any problems opening 
it or ]finding it attached to this e-mail. 

look forward to hearing from you, and I hope you have a wonderful week! 

~email.unc.edu 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Paper Outline 

Attach: outline.docx 

Dr. Sable, 

Just wanted to say thank you for meeting with me this morning I appreciate 
what you are doing to help me and I promise to work hard to make tap the 
ground I lost from the first test. I also attached my outline. Have a nice 
weekend and see you on Tuesday! 

Thanks, 



From: writing~ente@unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 1:24 PM 

To: 

Subje~’t: Wrilmg Center summa~ 

Dear Protl Sable, 

and I agreed we should send you a short sun,mary of the 
conference we had today. 

discussed his outline regarding his historical novel about Ethiopia with me. By asking questions, I learned much about the comaections bet~veen his prompt’s thematic concerns and 
the narrative of the novel. Though       had noted these connections in shorthand in his outline, he extended and clarified them based on his comments. By explaining to me how he 
defined human agency in this novel, and how he ~vished to take a cultural/sociological explanation for its difficulty in being realized by the novel’s characters,       arrived at a more 

defined sense of his thesis. 

Writing Center Tutor 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>i 

Subject: AFRI Oulline 

AFR1 Outline.docx Attach: 

,2~,email.unc,edu> 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
Here is my outline f,ar the paper, attached to this email. I would love 
to meet with you and talk abou~ it, but unfnrtunately I work during your 
office hours. I am free on Monday and Wednesday between 1 and 4 or on 
Friday bef~re 3:30. If an?’ of these times/days work for you, please let 

me know-’. 

Thanks, 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Subject: AFRI    Outline 

Professor Sable, 

How would you like us to submit our outline? Email, on Blackboard, or by droppiug it offat your office? 

Thank you, 

a)emo~|.unc.eO.u 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 2:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: outline AbRI 

Attach: a£ri    outline.docx 

outling for A[~’RI 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 3:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Subject: AFRI Outline 

Attach: docx 

Hello, 

I have attached my outline. Thank you so much for the extension. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; 

Term Paper Outline - 

Essay Outline.pdf 

~email.unc.edu> 

Attached is my outline for the AFRI Term Essay. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

- OUTLINE 

Outline.docx 

En~Jl: h)email.unc.edu 

Phone: 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:19 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Term Paper Outline - 

A~tach: Term Paper Outline - doc 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I have attached my term paper outline in this e-mail. Have a good day 

Regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: AFRI    Outline 

Outline.docx 

On 1:47 PM, wrote: 

Professor SaNe, 

How would you like us to submit our outline? Email, on Blackboard, or by dropping it offat your office? 

Tha~k you, 

I will go a]~ead a~d attach my outline in an email so that fl~ere is no doubt that I get it to you betbre fl~e deadline. 

Have a wonderful weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Term Paper Outline w/Thesis - 

Term Paper Outline - doc 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I realized I attached the wrong copy of my outline to the previous e-mall 
so please disregard that one This one has my thesis statement and the 
rest of the outline. Thales! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

ou[lirle 

outline ~l’ri te~m paper.docx 

Attached is my 1 page outline 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, i 5:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

paper outline 

outlinefomfi~ docx 

paper outline 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

outJt~tle 

a£ri    outline.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc,e&~> 

Friday,             7:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Research Paper Outline-- 

AFRI --Term Paper Outline- 
docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I have attached the outline for my research paper 

Again, I apologize for not being able to make the appointment this morning. 

I am still under the weather. 

Thank you. 

Best, 

@email.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,              7:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~"~ 

research paper 

Hi Dr. Sable, 
I was wondering if I could meet with you on Monday to discuss my paper, rm 
doing my outline now and I would like to write it on the marginalization of 
Ethiopian women. However, I’m not sure ho~v to tie it into the no’~’el since 
this topic does not seemed to be mentioned a lot (ie. I’m not sure that 
it’s one of the main themes emerging from the novel). 

Thaak you very much 

Sincerely, 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 8:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: ~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Subject: AFRI - Term Paper Outline 

Attach: AFRI - Term Paper Outline.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

I have attached a copy of my term paper outline. I hope you have a great 
weekend! 

Best, 



From: @emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>: 

Subject: Outline - AFRI 

A~tach: afi~ ~utline.docx 

@email.unc.edu> 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:41 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI Research Paper Outline 

Attacl~: AFRI Paper Outline.docx 

Dr. Sahle, 

I’m attaching my research paper outline to this e-mail. This you need an~thing further just let me know. 

Thm~k you tbr allowing me to do this as an extra credit. I plan on going to the Monday’s movie ~reening and Friday’s lecture as well. 

Hmze a great weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com~ 

Friday, 10:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Outline tbr Afri      Thank you so much tbr the extension’. I appreciate it more than you know!! 

Afri    page outline.docx 

Have a great Weekend!!’.! 

Jo~vfully, 



From: 
~gmail.com on behalf of 

"_c}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 10:55 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Afri Pa~r Outline 

Attach: .docx 

Dr. SaNe: 

Thank you for extending the deadline to the paper! I was so overloaded with work these past few weeks. 
I wasn’t sure how specific you wanted the outline, however, here it is. 

Thank you once again! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:06 PM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Research paper outline 

Highlights of the novel.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, i 11:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Alii Outline 

Afri Outline.doc 

Dear Dr Sahle, 
Here is my outline. 

Sincerely, 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emafil.unc.edw~; 

Subject: Afri Term Paper Outline 

A~tach: docx 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Hi Professor Sable, 

I saw you at the Triangle Dance Festival for AIDS with      a couple hours 
ago! I ~vanted to say hi, but by the time I could, you had already left! Did 
you enjoy the show? It’s known for being pret~ wonderfial! I helped get in 
touch with a couple performers this year Any~vay, attached is the outline 
for my term paper. Could you g~ve me feedback as to my thesis statement? I 
was unsure about it at first as resources were not as plentiful as I 
expected 

Thank you for your feedback. 

See you at the extra credit event on Mond~u, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday: 11:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Subject: Paper Outline 

Attach: Afri - Tem~ Paper Outline.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edn> 

Saturday, 12:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Research Paper Outline 

Paper Outline Afri    .docx 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,              11:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

AFRI 

doc 1 .docx 

Good morning Professor Sahle, 

I hope all is well. I just realized t2aat I completely forgot to submit my 
outline to you before the 1 1:30 deadline. I had finished it up before 
yesterd<,is game and then held off on submitting it so that I could look it 
over one last time before sending it. Upon returning from watching the game 
I completely forgot to sff~mit it to you. I’m so sor~ about my 
forgetfulness. I’ve attached the outline as a word document to this email 
Agmn, I’m sorry for my [ate submission 

Best, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:26 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Race exhibit 

Attacl~: IMG- -00034.jpg 

Hi mama sahle, 

I am at discove~z place in charlotte at an exhibition about race brought on by the american anthropological society It is incredibly interesting because it deconstructs the concept of race 
and how it is a social and historical construct etc etc. its so great that this ~pe of exhibit is being done don’t you think? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 8:17 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @lislser~7.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] MONDAY: Cnba: An African Odyssey Part 2 

Announcing a film showing: 

Cuba: An African Odyssey Part 2 
(60min) 

With a Post-Film discussion moderated by Dr. Firoze Manji 

Free and Open to the Public 

When: Monday 
@ 7pro 

Where: Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

150 South Road 

UNC Chapel Hill Campus 

In this ambitious and revealing documentary, Egyptian-French filmmaker Jihan EI-Tahri traces the history of Cuban solidarity with African liberation movements in the 1960s and 70s. It 

begins in 1965 when Che Guevara led a group of Cuban revolutionary fighters in an unsuccessful attempt to support the struggle for true independence in the Congo. Part 2 moves to 

Cuba’s role in the struggles against Portuguese colonialism in Guinea-Bissau and Angola. 

Cuba: An African Odyssey combines remarkable archival footage--much of it never before seen in the US--with an amazing cast of participants showing Cuba’s pivotal role in the 

liberation movements in Africa Over 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries, one of many examples of Cuba’s true internationalism 

A post-film discussion will be moderated by special guest Dr. Firoze Manji, who is visiting UNC this week. Dr. Manji is editor-in-chief of Pambazuka news, produced by a pan-African 

community of some 2,600 citizens and organisations - academics, policy makers, social activists, women’s organisations, civil society organisations, writers, artists, poets, bloggers, 

and commentators who together produce insightful, sharp and thoughtful analyses and make it one of the largest and most innovative and influential web forums for social justice in 

Africa. 

This showing is part of a film series that examines the legacy of the Black radical tradition. Future showings include: 

: W.E.B. Du Bois: A Biography in Four Voices 
: American Revolution 2 
: Bastards of the Party 

All showings begin at 7pro in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Sonja Haynes Stone Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

**Co-Sponsored by the Black Student Movement** 

o -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28911844-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 5:04 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Airstrikes Clear Way for Libyan Rebels’ First Maj or Advance 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/03/27/todaysheadlines/index.html 

.................................................................................  oday,sHeadiines ....................................................................... 
~1)~ N’~, ~rk ~1~.~ March 27, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..a..~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~..-..E..d.. I .O...n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Airstrikes Clear Way for 

Libyan Rebels’ First Major 
Advance 
By KAREEM FAHIM and DAVID D. 
KIRKPATRICK 

Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s forces 
retreated from the strategic city of 
Ajdabiya in the first major advance for 
rebels since American and European 
airstrikes began. 

-’ Obama Plans Libya Speech on Monday 

:’ Inundated With News, Many Find It Difficult to 
Keep Up on Libya 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Unrest in Syria and Jordan 
Poses New Test for U.S. 
Policy 
By MARK LANDLER 

Instability has spread to nations that the 
United States considers vital to its 
interests and to chances for peace in the Middle East. 

Nuclear Rules in Japan Relied on Old Science 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI and JAMES GLANZ 

For decades, Japanese officialdom and even parts of its engineering establislnnent clm~g to older scientific 
precepts for protecting nuclear plants. 
-’ ~ Graphic: Assessing Risks 

:’ Scientist at Work: Countering Radiation Fears With Just the Facts 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Having a naked pieture of your significant other on your eellphone is an advertisement that you’re 

sexually active to a degree that gives you status. It’s an electronic hickey." 

RICK PETERS, a prosecuting attorney for Thurston County, Wash., discussing sexual texting by teenagers 

in his jurisdiction. 

OBITUARIES 



~ VIDEO: Last Word: 
Geraldine A. Ferraro 
In 1984, Geraldine A. Ferraro became 
the first woman nominated for national 
office by a major party. 

-’ She Ended the Men’s Club of National Politics 

OPINION 

OP-ART I MARIELL~ 
ANZELONE AND WENDY 
HOLLENDER 
~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: When 
New York City 
Bloomed 
Only a fraction of the native plant 
species doemnented in New York City’s 
history remain. Here’s a selection of 
plants that have vanished. 

Where the young singles live 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

House tour: East Hampton, N.Y. 

Download the New York Times Real Estate iPhone app 

nytimes, co.rn ...... 

WORLD 

Tension and Grief in Syria After Protests and Deadly Reprisals 
By MICHAEL SLACKMAN and LIAM STACK 

Protesters set fire to a ruling party office, and President Bashar al-Assad tried to promote cahn by ordering 
the release of as many as 2oo political prisoners. 

~ American Student Held By Syria, His Father Says 

Libyan Woman Struggles to Tell Media of Her Rape 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A woman burst into flae hotel housing the foreign press in Tripoli and fought off security forces as she told 
jounaalists that she had been raped and beaten by Qaddafi militia members. 

’. ~ The Lede: Video of Libyan Woman Dragged Away From Media 

President of Yemen Vows to Stay 
By LAURA KASINOF 

In lfis latest pivot in negotiations over a transfer of power, President Ali Abdullah Saleh disputed news 
reports that he was ready to leave. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

POISONED WEB 

A Girl’s Nude Photo, and Altered Lives 
By JAN HOFFMAN 

Law enforcement officials and educators are struggling with how to confront minors who "sext." 

~’ States Struggle With Minors’ Sexting I What Teenagers Are Saying 

In Tennessee, Grand Plans for a $750 Million Theme Park Raise Great Doubt 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

A businessman has announced he will build a $75o million theme park complex on 1,5oo acres in Spring 
Hill, but some question his background. 

’- ~ Document Reader: An Aspiring Theme Park Mogul 

In Tour, U.S. Nuclear Plant Opens Doors to Make Case 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

An Alabama plant presented a detailed case that American reactors of the stone design and vintage as the 
ones damaged in Japan do not face the same risks. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

What Would Est6e Do? 



By NATASHA SINGER 

The Est6e Lauder beauty empire is expanding into new markets, all while keeping the heritage of the fanfily 
matriarch in nfind. 
" ~.{~ Slide Show: A Lifetime of Beauty 

AT&T Lobbyist Faces Beltway Test in T-Mobile Deal 
By EDWARD WYATT 

A merger would put AT&T into the No. 1 position among wireless providers, and its veteran lobbyist is on the 
case. 

UNBOXED 
In a New Web World, No Application Is an Island 
By STEVE LOHR 

How HTML5 - an mnbrella term for an assemblage of new technologies - could soon change the way we use 
the Web. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

WEST: CONNECTICUT 65, ARIZONA 63 
Huskies Pull Together 
By GREG BISHOP 

With Kemba Walker struggling, the Huskies showed they were far from a one-mm~ team. 

’: Just Short of Final Four, but Arizona Goes Home Proud 

SOUTHEAST: BUTLER 74, FLORIDA 71 
Butler Claws Its Way Back to Final Four 
By PETE THAMEL 

Shelvin Mack scored 5 of his 27 points in overtime to help Butler beat Florida and ealaa a return trip to the 
Final Four. 

Uncanny Partnership of Morris and Morris 
By JOHN BRANCH 

The twins Marcus and Markieff Morris, Kansas’ leading scorers and rebounders, are the foundation on which 
the team’s rifle hopes are built. 

~ Bill Self’s Knack for Being Liked 

" North Carolina Rises From Last Season’s Ashes 

" V.C.U.’s Brightest Star May Be the Head Coach 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Modern Marvel 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Marvel, which has produced confics in various folans since 1939, is enjoying a hard-fought moment in the 
spotlight while it grapples with adapting to the 21st century. 

Plum Role: History’s Ultimate Godfather 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

"The Borgias," a new Showtime nfini-series created by Neil Jordan, is about the rich, ruthless, schenfing and 
corrupt Borgias fanfily of the Renaissance. 

’ ~ Video 

Grab a Brew While They Face Death 
By DANA JENNINGS 

"Coal," a new series on Spike, and other television series pursue the elusive 18-to-49 male audience by 
showing blue-collar workers risking life mad limb in hardscrabble jobs. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 



The Good Girl, Miranda Cosgrove 
By PEGGY ORENSTEIN 

Can the 1F-year-old tween idol, beloved by millions as iCarly, turn into a grow]a-up star without becoming 
tabloid fodder? 

" Slide Show 

A Soccer Phenom Puts the T in Team 
By TIM CROTHERS 

She may play a team sport, but the rising star Indi Cowie has an independent streak. 

’ Video 

Next-Generation Scientists 
By JESSE LICHTENSTEIN 

How two best friends built a machine that understands feelings. 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Rich District, Poor District 
The inequity of Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s proposed education cuts can be seen in how they will affect two New 
York State school districts: Ilion mad Syosset. 

EDITORIAL 
A Minimum Wage Increase 
The millions of workers earning the minimmn wage, or less, need a raise. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Alien Life, Coming Slowly Into View 
By RAY JAYAWARDHANA 

Within the next few years, astronomers expect to find dozeus of alien earths that are roughly the size of our 
planet. Detecting life on them would change our view of ourselves. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Coffee Cups in Hell 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Monnons make their flamboyant debut on Broadway - could the White House be next? 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Hoping for Arab Mandelas 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The prospects for democracy in the Arab world generates both hopes and fears. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Freedom’s Painful Price 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Mubarak is gone, but an Egyptima womma’s story of torture depicts a revolution far from over. 

, Columnist Page I Blog I Twitter 

, Video: Women Activists Tortured in Egypt 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Every Revolution Is Revolutionary in Its Own Way 
By SIMON SEBAG MONTEFIORE 

Do the popular uprisings of 1848, 1917 and 1979 tell us anything about 2o11? 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Dream Still Deferred 
By THOMAS J. SUGRUE 

Detroit’s blacks are moving to the suburbs, but segregation persists. 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Career in Tabloids, Thanks to Elizabeth Taylor 
By BARRY LEVINE 

I became a reporter who learned to stalk celebrities after seeing my mother’s passion for the biggest star of 
her time. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 27, 1958, Nikita Khrushchev became Soviet prenfier in addition to First Secretary of the 

Communist Party. 

¯ See This Front Pa_Ag~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_gg~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 3:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I just wanted to let you know that I will be absent fi~om AFRI on Tuesday and maybe on Thursday as well. 

my apartment in Carrboro. I promise to keep you posted. 

Best. 

so I mn cognizant and able to read m~d write. I will keep up with flae reading tbr this week, albeit from 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 9:54 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Readings 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I fell ill last week and therefore was absent from both our Tuesday and 
Thursday class meetings. I’m feeling completely healthy and rested now-, 
but am wondering: where are we in our readings? I want to make sure I’m 
caught tap for class on Tuesday Thanks very much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SM3,VG UNC <sociahnovements@gmail.com~ 

Monday, March 28, 2011 12:37 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Don’t forget to RSVP tbr SMWG Workshop: Saturday April 2: At fl~e Edges of Global justice, w/Janet Conway 

Reminder please RSVP by Weds 5pm to asst~re food! 

We are excited to invite you to the 

Spring 2011 SIVlWfG Workshop: 

At the Edges of Globe1 Justice 

Saturday April 2 9:30-2pm. 

UNC Chapel Hill Union, Room 2510 

Please join us for a discussion of Janet Conway’s current book project based on her research of the World Social Social Forum process. The book is tentatively rifled 

The World Social Forum and its Others: At fl~e edges ofglolml justice .Janet will present an overview of the book and then present more specifically on Women, 
gender and femiNsm: at the edges of global justice. The talk roll be followed by comments and a facilitated discussion engaging other themes and interests of the 

working group participants. 

Program: 

10am- 12noon. "Women, gender and t~minism: at the edges ofglobaljuslice" Janet Conway will present on her current book project. 

12-1 Lanch (Please RSVP if you want us to reserve a lunch for you, starts limited.) 

1-2pm: Discussion & future plans. 

If there is rime we roll also do a report Back and Discussion of: Collaborative Invesrigarions in Times of Crisis, a collaboration we are p~icipatlng in ruth groups in 

Puerto Rico, Lima, Peru and Chiapas, Me:rico. 

Please email socialmovement~gmail.com to RSVP and reserve a hmch, and also to request readings. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28915090-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 5:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 2011 (Washington, D.C., 18th 21st May 2011 ) 

Call for Applications 

The Internationa~ Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 2011 

"The Roles and Responsibilities of the US and Europe in the New World Order and Digital Revolution: Exploring the Political, 

Economic, and Cultural Dimensions" 

(Washington, D.C., 18th - 21st May 2011) 

The USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Washington, D.C., 16th - 21st May 2011) 

Dear Friends & Colleagues, 

On behalf of the ICD, I am writing to bring to your attention the next major programs hosted by the ICD in partnerahip with other leading organizations. We are currently 
accepting applications to attend these programs, and I would therefore be grateful if you could share the announcement within your network and forward the information below 
on to anyone who you feel may be interested in attending. We would also be delighted to having you involved and to welcome you in Washington, D.C. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation and support in raising awareness of our upcoming events. If you do not wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send 
us an email to Ln__f_g_@£_u_J_t__u_£_a_J__d_jp__[g__n_)__a__c_y_:_o__[g. indicating this. 

The lnternationa~ Symposium on Cultura~ Diplomacy in the USA 2011 

"The Roles and Responsibili£ies of the US and Europe in the New Woad Order and Digital Revolution: Exploring the Political, Economic, and Cultural 
Dimensions ~ 

(Washington, D.C., t8th-21st May 20tl) 

w~v.icd-international4~y mposiu m-usa .org 

The USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Washington, D.C., 16th - 21st May 2011) 

wvcw.icd-usame.orq 
* participan~ in the Weeklong Seminal will also take pair in the International Conference: ’:The International Symposium on CuItu:~l Diplomacy in the USA 2011" (Washington, D.C., lgth - 2!st May 2011) 

I am pleased to announce that you can now follow the ICD, and connect with our global network, online. The ICD Face book group allows you to communicate with likeminded 
individuals across the world, and by following us on Twitter you will be the first to know about our new programs, as well as the latest developments in the field of Cultural 
Diplomacy. 

With warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku datum Karree (3rd Fioor/Hochhaus) 
KLHfQrs~endamm 207-8 ~eriin, Germany- !0719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 

www.c ultu ra!d!plo mac¥ o rq 
info@culturaldiplomacy org 

Calendar 2(H1 (More>): 

The UK Meets Germany - A Forum for Young Leade~ (Berlin, April 26th - May 1st 2011) 

The British-German Conference 2011 (Berlin, 27th - 30th April 2011) 

The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy 2011 (Berlin, 11th-15th May 2011) 

Cultural Bridges in Germany (Berlin, 10th - 16th June 2011) 

Germany and the World (Berlin, 13th - 16th June 2011) 

The International Symposium on CulturM DiNomacy in the USA 2011 

"The Roles and Responsibi#’ties of the US and Europe in #~e New World Order and Digital Revolution: Exploring the Political, Economic, and 
Cultural Dimensions" 



(Washington, D.C., 18th-21st May 2011 ) 

w~wv.icd-internationa F~.~y mposiu m-usa .org 

The 2011 conference will focus on the theme "The Roles and Responsibilities of the US and Europe in the New Global Community". The theme was selected in recognition of 
two significant developments in the field of international relations. Firstly: The development of a new global community with new players, both at the sub-state and inter-state 
level, and new forms of influence and power. Secondly, the emergence of new, global challenges: The developments in the Arab World, Climate change disasters, financial 
instability, terrorism, and the prevention of health pandemics, are all areas of activity that require the community to build sustainable, multilateral approaches. 

In recognition of these developments, there is a demonstrable need to analyze and reflect on the activity of the US and Europe within this new context, and in addressing 
these new challenges. The conference will therefore begin with an assessment of the new global community: How has it been formed, how does it operate, and what changes 
are we likely see in the future. Following this, the focus will move to a consideration of the key challenges facing the global community today, from climate change and natural 
disasters to cultural differences. Finally, the program will build on these discussions to reflect on the positions of the US and Europe in this changing international environment 
and: What do their international partners expect of the US and Europe, and how can they forge stronger relations with countries in all regions to ensure the cooperation 
necessary to tackle the challenges ahead? 

Symposium Participants 
The Symposium is open to applications from diplomatic and political representatives, civil society practitioners, private sector figures, journalists, young professionals, 

students and scholars, and other interested stakeholders in international relations from across the world. 

The online application form can be found under: 
b.t.t~..;L~.~.~.c..u.~t.u.~.r.a.~[.d.j~.].~....m...a.£y~.~.r~g./~.e..u.~.r..qp.~.e..a.~am.e.~.rj£a..n.r~.e.La..t.i.~.~t~...s.b~../~.n..d.~.e..x.~p.~bp.Z..e..n.-.c.~.~..n.~[.e...r..e..n.~.c..e.~.s-,f..~.~u.~.:~.2..~.._1.:!-a~..p.~.Lc..a..tL~.~.n:.f..~..r.m 

Symposium Speakers 
Speakers during the Symposium will include leading figures and experts from international politics, academia, the diplomatic community, civil society and the private sector, 
from across the world. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board (for further information about the Advisory Board please £]i£_k____h___e_!Le_ 

Certificate of Attendance 
All participants will be awarded an official certificate of attendance upon completion of the program, which will provide details of the speakers who took part and the topics 
discussed. Each certificate will be signed by two members of the ICD’s Advisory Board. 

Participant Papers 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages research and progressive thought into the fields of culture, globalizafion, and international relations. In this regard, the ICD 
welcomes participants of the Symposium to submit papers on this subject. The papers can cover any topic within these fields, according to your own particular interests and 
passions. Participants can submit work that they have completed in the past for other purposes, ongoing research or a paper written specifically for the conference. Groups of 
students are also allowed to submit collaborative pieces of work. 

Sustainable No,lurk 
Symposium participants will become part of a growing international network of people from across the world with different fields of interest and levels of experience, who shar~ 
a commitment to intercultural exchange. Participants will be able to remain in touch with each other through the ICD Online Network. 

The USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Washington, D.C., 16th = 21st May 2011) 

www.icd-usame.orcj 

:l’he United States Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (USAME) is a network of young, influential people from both sides of the Atlantic who have an interest in 

supporting the relationship between the United States and Europe. 

The Forum will focus on the economic, political, cultural, and societal dimensions of the relationship, and the wider context within which this relationship exists. Members join 

the Forum by taking part in a USAME Weeklong Seminar, during which they will learn about the field of cultural diplomacy, explore the American-European relationships, and 
take part in challenging group discussions on salient issues. 

The Forum will also organize a number of shorter, academic conferences throughout the year that the members are invited to attend and to help organize. Through the ICD 
Online Forum, members are able to keep in touch with one another and members of the other ICD Forums. 

The program is open to applications from young professionals, students and scholars, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, and other 
interested stakeholders from across the world. 

To Apply: 

htt p://www.cult u raldiplomacy.org/eu ropea na merica nrelationship/index.ph p?en_usa me_a pplication-form 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 
w’ww.cult u raldiplomacy.or.q 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany= The goal of the ICD is to promote 
global peace and stability through strengthening and supporting intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade the ICD has grown to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, whose programs facilitate interaction between individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from across 
the world. 

Previous Events 
Previous events held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy include the Berlin International Economics Congress 2011 (Berlin, March 9th - 12th 2011 - ~_~:__b_Le___c_:_d___e_. ), which 
hosted The Hun. Nahas Angula - Prime minister of Namibia; The Hun. Jean-Paul Adam - Foreign Minister of the Republic of Seychelles; The Hun. Alberto Jose 
Guevara Obregon - Minister of Finance of Nicaragua; The Hun. AI Imam AI Sadig AI Mahdi - Former Prime minister of Sudan; The Hun. Akua Sena Dansua - Minister 

for Tourism of Ghana; and The Hun. Edmund Bartlett - Minister of Tourism of Jamaica. 

In January 2011 the ICD hosted "The Future of US Foreign Policy" (Washington DC, January 4th-6th), which hosted The Honorable Michael Chertoff - Former United 
States Secretary of Homeland Security; Senator William Emerson Brock III - 18th United States Secretary of Labor; Admiral James Milton Loy - Former United States 
Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security; Former Commandant of the Coast Guard; Vivian Schiller - CEO and President of NPR; Governor William Weld - Former 



Governor of Massachusettsand The Hon. Senator Tim Hutchinson - Former United States Senator from Arkansas. 

In November 2010 the ICD hosted "A World without Walls: An International Conference on Peacebuilding, Reconciliation and Globalization in an Interdependent World", which 

marked the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall (’w~,~.world-without-vvalLs.org). Speakers in this event included Lord Anthony Giddens (Baron Giddens, of 
Southgate) - Professor Emeritus at the London School of Economics; Former Director of the London School of Economics; Janez Jan~a - Former Prime Minister of 
Slovenia; Joaquirn Chissano - Former President of Mozambique; Former Chairperson of the African Union; and Lord Jack McConnell - Former First Minister of Scotland. 

In May 2010 the ICD hosted The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy 2010 (vwvw.icd-interantionalsymposium.or.q). Speakers in this event included Bertie Ahern - 
Former Prime minister of Ireland; Emil Constantinescu - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Romania; Sir Malcolm Rifkind - Former Foreign Secretary of 
the United Kingdom; Kjell Magne Bondevik - Former Prime Minister of No[way; and Dr. Vaira Vil~e-Freiberga - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Latvia. 

For more information on speakers who have attended previous ICD events, please click here. 

For any additional information please address any queries to info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

With warm regards and gratitude, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (leD) 

KulfSr,~tendar!lm 20;~-t:~ Berlin. Gelma!~y- !0;~ ~9 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 

Fax: 0049 (0)302360-76811 

www.culturaldiplomacy.orR 
info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook = click here 

Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the leD on Twitter - c~ick here 
Become ~ member of ~he ~CD and he~:, cre~tre a s~ron,~} Cu~t~r~ Bip~om~cy communitry- cliel~ here 

1-his e-mail contains priviieged snd confident~a~ ~nformation ~ntended on~y 

~o[ the ~=se of the individ~=al or en~i~y Rained above ff ~#~e reader of ~h~s 

e-ma~l is net the inte~sded recipient er [he employee or agent respo~ssib~e 
fe[ routing it to the ~nl~nded ree~p]e~t, you are I~ereby notified that any 

review, dissemination, copying or for,.,’ardin9 of ti~is e-mail Js strictly 
pro#~ibite~. ~f yoc~ #~ave rece~ve~ t#~is e.-ma~l h! or[or, please reply to ~he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:17 AM 

This week in Afri    AFRI .SPRING 

Dem All, 

This is to let you kmow that because of unforeseen developments, Dr. Manji’s guest lecture in Afri has been moved to tomorrow rather than Thursday. So hem is 

our schedule for this week: 

Tuesday: 

Main gues~t lecturer: Dr. Firoze Manji who will lbcus on media and women’s fftruggles tbr human rights in Africa. 

The other guest: Molly Kane who has worked tbr mmay yem’s on issues concerning tbreign aid and traxte will aim ofl}r some comments in light of our recent discussion 
of the globe trading system. 

Note: I look tbrvvard to your vibrant engagement with our guest speakers tomorrow. 

Thursday: 

We will wrap up our discussions of social movemems in Africa in the context of the contempora~- phase of globalization focusing on examples from South Africa and 

the rest of the continent drawing on insights from readings from last week and this week. 

Looking tbrward to seeing at the film screening tonight and of course during our class tomorrow. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: ~gmail,com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:29 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: This week in Afri : AFRI gPR1NG 

Dr. SaNe. 

What time is the event today again? 

Sent from my BlackBer~’® powered by Virgin Mobile. 

From: EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 09:17:06 -0400 (EDT) 

To: <"AFRI .SPRING > 

St~bject: This week in Afri : AFRI       .SPRINC 

Dear All, 

This is to let you know that because of tmforeseen developments, Dr. Manji’s guest lecture in Afri has been moved to tomorrow rather than Thursday. So he~e is 

our schedule tbr this week: 

Tuesday: 

Main gues~t lecturer: Dr. Firoze M~Ni who roll focus on media ~d women’s s~truggles for human rights in Africa. 

’][’he other guest: Molly Kane who has worked for many ye~xs on issues concerning foreign aid m~d trade roll also otter some comments in light of our recent discussion 

of the globe trading systetn. 

Note: I look forward to your vibrant engagement ruth our guest speakers tomorrow. 

Thursday: 

We roll wrap up our discussions of social movements in AIiica in the context of the contemporaxy pha~ of globalkation tbcusing on examples from South Africa and 

the rest of the continent drawing on insights from readings t?om last week and this week. 

Looking fo~-vvard to seeing at the fihn screening tonight and of course during our class tomorrow. 

Besnt wishes, 

Dr. Sable 



From: ~(}gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:36 AM 

To: Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: This week in Afri AFRI SPR1NG 

Thank you! :) 

Sent from my BlackBerry® powered by Virgin Mobile. 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@emaila~nc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 13:34:47 +0000 

To: ~gmail.com< ~gma~,l.com> 

Subject: RE: This week in At?    AFRI      .SPRING: 

Here are the details: 

When: Monday 
@ 7pro 

Where: Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
150 South Road 
UNC Chapel Hill Campus 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:28 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: This week in Afri    AFR       SPRING: 

Dr. Sahle. 

What time is the event today again? 

Sent from my BlackBerry® powered by Vi~Bin Mobile. 

From: EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu~ 

Date: Mon, 09:17:06 -0400 (EDT) 
To: <"AFRI’~ SPRING 

Subject: This week in AtYi    AFRI       .SPRINC 

Dear All, 

This is to let you know that because of unforeseen developments, Dr. Manji’s guest lecture in Afri has been moved to tomorrow rather than Thursday. So here is 

our schedule fbr tiffs week: 

Tuesday: 

Main gues~ lecturer: Dr. Firoze Mm~ji who roll focus on media m~d women’s smuggles for human rights in Africa. 

The other guest: Molly Kane who has worked for many years on issues concerning foreign aid m~d trade roll al~ ott~r some comments in light of our recent discussion 

of the globe trading system. 

Note: I look tbrward to your vibrant engagement with our guest speakers tomorrow. 

Thursday: 

We roll wrap up our discussions of social movements in Afi-ica in the context of the contemporazy phase of globalization ibcusing on examples from South Africa mid 
the rest of the conlinent dmmng on insights from readings from last week and this week. 

Looking forwa~l to seeing at the film screening tonight and of course during our class tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: On Friday, April 1 - Firoze 

Dear Eunice, 

Unfortunately, I cannot make it to the coIt’ee on Friday morning There will be several occasions for me to interact ~vith Firoze I hope that we can teake him to dinner folloowing his lecture 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 7:22 AM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongo[a-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: On Friday, April 1 -Firoze 

Dear Esteemed Mwalimus, 

Greetings 

the spirit of African hospitali~, I would be very grateful if the two of you had coffee with our brother and comrade Firoze on Friday, at 10.30am at Jack Sprat Firoze would be delighted. 
Kindly let me know 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:19 AM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ faculU] Evening in South AfiJc¢ 

UNC Present: 

AN EVENING IN SOUTH AFRICA 

THURSDAY, 5:30-7:15, Graham Memorial room 039 

Produced and Presented by 

Welcome -, 

"The Note" - Introduction by 

In the hours leading up to a funero~, tbur people discover that reconciliation doesn’t come from truth alone. This play examines the cultural stigmas associated with 
homosexuality and AIDs in post-apartheid Sonth Africa. 

"Conflict Diamonds" - -Introduclion by 

South Africa is home to some of the largest diamond mines in the world but would you buy a dimnond if you knew it cost someone’s life? 

Vinny Klokmaa~ AKA Irwin Pre~nts: "’Wild in Cape To~n" 

"Elephant Culling" - -Introduction by 

Each yem, thoasmids of elephants axe killed in South Africa’s game reserves in an effort to curb their population. 

"Gratitti" -Introduction by 

Cape Town has cultivated a vibrm~t m~d growing street art scene, but a new bylaw t~xgeting gr~l’fiti artfists threatens to end their ~:rt. 

Donna LeFebvre, J.D. 
Senior Lecturer & Director of Internships 
Political Science Department 
EMAIL: lefebvre@unc.edu 
TE L: 919-962-0429 Fax: 919-962-0432 
OFFICE: 306 Hamilton Hall 
ADDRESS: Political Science Department 

Campus Box # 3265 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: On Friday, April 1 - Firoze 

Since there will be food Wednesday evening at he Global Center seminar, the best evening to go to dinner will probably be Friday following the social movements ronndtable Is Firoze free 
for dinner that evening? 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sahle, Ennice N 
Sent: Snnday, March 27, 2011 7:22 AM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sulziect: On Friday, April 1 - Firoze 

Dear Esteemed M~valimus, 

Greetings. 

In the spirit of African hospitality, I would be very grateful if the two of you had coffee with our brother and comrade Firoze on Friday, at 1030am at Jack Sprat. Firoze would be delighted 
Kindly let me know. 

With best wishes, 
Ennice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:56 AM 

Amelia DeFosset               ~hotmaSd.com> 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@emaJd .unc.edw~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~; Lambert, Michael C 

<mlmnbe(t@em~l.unc.edu> 

Re: thursday night food 

Thanks, Amelia. The selections sonnds great. I am including Eunice in this, ,so flint she can let us know how many folks she expects for Thnrsday. Eunice, do you 

anticipate more than 20? We are happy to order more food--don’t want guests to go without. And can you send ns a CV for Firoze’s introduction? 

On 3/28/2011 10:46 AM, Amelia DeFosset wrote: 

I’ve ordered lasagna with garlic knot~ green salad, a~d grilled veggie salad for 20 from Whole Foods. All of that was about $160, or $8 a person. I think 

it will be plenty, bu’t I could pick up some more bread or salad or something. What do you think? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amelia DeFosset < ~hotmail.com> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 11:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

RE: thursday night food 

I can easily add another lasagna, they serve 8-10 and come with a serving of bread and green salad for 8-10 as well, that way we would have large servings for 24 or smaller 
servings for 30. 

Thoughts? 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To: b_anderson@unc.edu; @hotmail.com 
CC: sewall@email.unc.edu; mlambert@email.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: thursday night food 

Date: Mon, 28 Mar 2011 15:06:25 +0000 

Dear Colleagues, 

I think there will about 30, based on what I have heard from folks. Nonetheless, as we all know from organizing events like this one, folks may express interest and not show 
up come Thursday. So, may be we should just add some breads and salads to be on the safe side but nothing else. Does this make this sense? 

On note, I can introduce him and moderate the event if it is OK with you folks. 

Thanks for supporting this event. 

Eunice 

From-" Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, March 28, 2011 10:56 AM 
To: Amelia DeFosset 
Co: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 
Subject-" Re: thursday night food 

Thanks, Amelia. The s~lections sounds great. I am including Eunice in this, so that she can let us know how many folks she expects for Thursday. Eunice, do you 

anticipate more than 20? We are hapw to order more food--don’t want guests to go without. And can you send us a CV tbr Firoze’s introduction? 

On 3/28/2011 10:46 AM, Amelia DeFosset wrote: 

I’ve ordered lasagna with garlic knot~ green salad, and grilled veggie salad for 20 from Whole Foods. All of that was about $160, or $8 a person. I think 

it will be plenty, but I could pick up some more bread or salad or so~nething. What do you think’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 11:28 AM 

Amelia DeFosset < ~hotmaS~l.com> 

Sable, Eanice N <eunice@email.anc.edu>; Barbara Ander~n <b ander~n@unc.edu>; Lmnbert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Re: thursday night food 

That sounds good to me. 

-Stacey 

Amelia DeFosset wrote: 

I can easily add another lasagna, they serve 8-10 and come with a serving of bread and green salad for 8-10 as well, that way we would have lmge 

servings for 24 or slnaller servings ibr 30. 

Thoughts? 

Program Assistant 

Afi-ican Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel thll 

From: eunice(~emaAl.unc.edu 

To: b anderson(~unc.edu: ~hotma~l.com 

CC: sewall~email.unc.edu; mlmnbe~email.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: thursday night food 

Date: Mon, 28 Mar 2011 15:06:25 +0000 

Deax Colleagues, 

I think there will about 30, based on what I have heard ficom folks. Nonetheles~ as we all know from organizing events like this one, tblks may express 
interest and not show up come Thursday. So, may be we should just add some breads and salads to be on the sa£e side but nothing else. Does this make 

this sense? 

On note, I can introduce him and moderate the event if it is OK with you folks. 

Thanks for supporting this event. 

gunice 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson~b~unc.edu1 

Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:56 AM 

To: Amelia DeFosset 

Co: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth; Sahle, Eanice N; Lan~bert, Michael C 

Subject: Re: thursday night food 

Thanks, Amelia. The selections sounds great. I am including Eunice in this, so that she can let as know how many folks she expects for Thursday. Eanice, 

do you anticipate more than 20? We are happy to order more food--don’t want guests to go without. And can you send us a CV for Firoze’s 
introduction? 

On 3/28/2011 10:46 AM, Amelia DeFosset wrote: 

I’ve ordered lasagna with garlic knots, green salad, and grilled veggie sa]ad for 20 t?om Whole Foods. All of that was about $160, or $8 a 

person. I think it will be plenty, but I could pick up some more bread or salad or sonrething. What do you think? 

Program Assistant 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

Subjet~: 

@email,unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Film tonight - extra credit opportunity: AFRI 

Hi Dr Sable, 
Can you get more extra credit by going to see more than 1 film, or is it 
just a one time thing? 
Thanks. 

Cheers 

On Mon,            14:24:51 -0400 (EDT), EUNIC]b; N Sahle 
<eunice@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear All, 

For those who are wondering about the location and time for the film 
tonight, here we go: 

When: Monday @ 7pro 

Where: tlitchcock Multipurpose Room 
SoNa Haynes Stone Center 
150 South Road 
UNC Chape[ Hill Campus 

See you there 
Dr Sahie 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc 

Monday, 3:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Film toNgN - extra credit opportunity: AFRI 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I was actually wondering more about the lecture on         If I went to 
both the film and the lecture would I get extra credit for both, or could I 
only recmve extra credit one time? 
Thank you very much. 

Cheers 

On Mon,            18:41:00 t 0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@emaikunc.edu> 
wro be: 

Dear 

This is the only film linked to materia[ we have studied. 

All the best and thanks ~2~r your email 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 2:35 PM 
To: SahIe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Film tonight - extra credit opportum~: 
AFRI 

Hi Dr Sah[e, 
Can you get more extra credit by going to see more than 1 film, or is it 
just a one time thing? 
Thanks. 

Cheers 

On Mot~,            14:24:51 -0400 (ED~I), EUNICE N Sahle 
<cunice@email.~xc.edu> wrote: 

>> Dear All, 
>> 

>> For those who are wondering about the location and time for the film 
>> tonight, here we go: 
>> 

>> V~nen: Monday @ 7pro 
>> 

>> V~ncre: Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
>> Sonia Haynes Stone Center 
>> 150 South Road 
>> UNT’ Chapel Hill Campus 
>> 

>> See you there. 
>> Ea. Sable 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sewall --~sewall@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, 4:40 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <e~mice@emaJl.unc.edu>; b a~derson@unc.edu 

Good news re: GEC reservation tbr this Friday 

Hi Eunice and Barbara, 

Here is the reply regarding 1005 for Friday (below) - it’s a go. Talk to 
you soon, 

Stacey 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: GEC reservation for this Friday 
Date: g/Ion, 15:09:13 -0400 
From: ~email.unc.edu> 
Tu: Stacey SewaH <sewaH@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Stacey, 

Yuu may use the ruum fur 5:30-7:30pm. We will put materials in the ruom 
labeled fur uur event befurehand, su we du nut ~nterrupt the talk. Students 
will start entering the room when they are released from upening ceremuny 
at 7:45 pro. 

Best, 

@email.unc.edu 
~gmail.com 

Glubal Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sewall --~sewall@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, 4:42 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Steiner, Niklaus Andreas <nsteine@unc.edtr~; Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: GEC resel,~ation for this Friday 

Hi 

Thank you so much! We really appreciate it, and we’ll make sure to be 
finished before the students start coming in after the opening ceremony 

Thank you again, 
Stacey 

On Mon, 15:09:13 -0400, @email.unc edu> 

wro be: 

> Hi Stacey, 

> 

> You may use the room for 5:30-7:30pm We will put materials in the room 

> labeled for our event beforehand, so we do not interrupt the talk 

Students 

> will start entering the room when they are released from opening ceremony 

> at 7:45 pro. 

> 

> Best, 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Working on my paper... 

Africa    Paper Outline.docx 

He?- Dr. Sable, 

As I was ~vorking on my paper, I realized that I was supposed to email you 
my outline rather than uploading it to blackboard (~vhich is what I did on 
Thursday afternoon). I attached my outline to this email and will hope 
you’ll accept it as on time since digital dropbox sho~vs that I was finished 
with the outline before it ~vas due. 

Thanks so much! 



From: @emaikunc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 9:25 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Grades 

Hi there Dr. Sable, 

I was looking at my grades on Blackboard and I wanted to ask you a 
question Earlier in the semester ~vhen I completed the map quiz, I sent you 
an email concerning my final grade on the map quiz. I had mentioned that 
most of the questions I got wrong were because I included the accents on 
the countries and their capitals because I had learned those territories in 
French class with those accent marks You mentioned that you ~vould go back 
and review my answers, but I see that my grade has not changed I was just 
wondering if you didn’t change my grade because you think my answers are 
incorrect, or if you had fbrgotten about my email. I will completely 
understand if you would prefer to leave my grade as is, I just thought I 
should check with you! 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration, 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Humm~ Righk~ Documentary/Pm~el 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

IVly name is              and I am the          of the student organization 
Advocates for Human Rights, a committee within the Campus Y that works to 
promote a~vareness of human rights issues on the local, national, and 
international levels, and in doing so, to motivate and inspire students to 
take action. Our projects have included bringing activists such as John 
Pendergast and Noam Chomsky to L~,-C to speak about important issues, 
offering support to the local Burmese refugee population through a 
successful co-operative, and pressuring local politicians to take a stand 
against human rights violations. Our biggest almual event is a Human Rights 
Week, a week-long series of events devoted completely to human rights 
issues here and around the world. We work with other student organizations 
to put together workshops, dinners, interacuve events and contests, movie 
screenings, and other events that seek to engage the students, faculty, and 
community members. 

As part of Human Rights Week this year, we will be screening the 
award-winning documentary "One Peace At a Time", a feature-length film 
about hutnan rights abuses around the world and potential solutions to each 
one. The film includes interviews with multiple Nobel Peace Prize laureates 
including Muhatmnad Yunus and Stephen Chu, musician Willie Nelson, and many 
more I have seen the movie myself, and I can tell you from personal 
experience that it is an incredibly engaging and inspiring work. For more 
m[’ormation on the docutnentary and a trailer, you can visit 

http :i/nobeliW or~ione-peac e-at-a-time/ 

’]7he screening will take place on Tuesday,       at 7 p.m. in Phillips 
328. I’m writing you because I am hoping to put together a small panel of 
professors with expertise in the human rights field to lead a short 
discussion after the movie about the issues and proposals brought up in the 
film We would be honored if you could be a part of that panel! 

’]7he movie screening will take place from 7-8:30 pro, and the panel will be 
from 8:30-9 p.m. The topics and direction of the discussion would be 
completely up to you and your fellow panelists. If you are at all 
interested in being part of this event, or if you have any 
questions/concerns/suggestions/comments, please let me know Many thanks in 
advance for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Sincerely-, 

UN(2 

Email: @unc.edu 

Cell: 

Mailing address: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

have you heard about this? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v -tvFAFUbRyQ&feature player embedded 

a series about the black diaspora in latin america on pbs that you might be 
interested in! 

BA Political Science, International Studies: Global Economics 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Cites Limits ofU.S. Role in Libya 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O3129/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This [-?~V 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Mareh 29, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

Obanla Cites Linfits of 

Role in IA bya 

President Obama defended the 
American-led military assault in 
Libya, saying it was in the national 
interest of the United States to stop a 
potential massacre. 

Factory Explosloil Follows 

Yemenl Forces~ P~lllout 

Yemen’s political crisis deepened Monday when an explosion tore through a crowd of looters at an 
abandoned government weapons factory in the south, killing at least ~o people. 

3-Month Nightmare Emerges in Rape I~q~ry 

Court documents and an exclusive interview with the father of an ~-year-old gM who the police 
say was the victim of repeated gang rapes in East Texas paint a grim portrait of an episode that 
lasted many months. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

think it deserves a lot more study and a lot more attention. But to say that you want to change the 
Consdt~don bee~se of thisjbeis like killin~ a fl~ with ~n U~." 
.~NGE~ ~AR~ KELLEY, an immigration expert for a liberal-leaning research group, on 
fureign women giving birth in the United States so that their babies wfl[ be American citizens~ 

MAGAZINE 

~ IN’£EIL~CTIVE 

FE ATURE : H~gl~ - 

School Seniors 

Fut~re 
We asked ~8 students about their ~o- 
year plans. Itear the answers. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Capital ~@,stlce 

A legacy of racial 
injustice and, more 
recently, Congressional 
partisanship explains the District of 
Colnmbia’s lark of voting representation in Congress. 

"Mad Men" may be held up 
ALSO IN ARTS ~ 

TV’s female enforcers 

What’s a YouTube pop hit worth’? 

WORLD 



Rebel Advance Halted Ou~tslde Qaddafi’s I-~ome~town 

Rebel fl~rces’ westward charge was repulsed by those guarding a erucial bastion of support for Col. 
Muammar el~addafi. 

~ Photographs 

~0 Day 
by Day Map of the Rebellion Updated 

Libyan Rebels Aim to Retire Oil Exports 

Exports of high-quality exude could resmne in a week, but amounts would be small and the rebels’ 
hold on oil facilities is uncertain. 

Libyans Seek News of%rz~fished Relatives 

After rebels retook territory from Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s forces, a search began for the 
hundreds who had gone missing. 

More World News 

.&rrh{ng as Fresh,ant Tourists, I,eax4ng With .&mer~ca*~ Babies 

Officials shut down a "maternity tourism" house in California where, they say, Chinese women paid 
tens of thousands of dollars to stay and deliver their babies, making the infants automatic 
American citizens. 

States Battllug Meth Makers Look to Limit Ingredle~ts 

Facing a rising use in methamphetamine, several state legislatures are considering bills requiring 
a prescription for decongestants containing pseudoephedrine, a major ingredient in the drng. 

S~fit Says ~1eslfits ig~mred ~vVar~lh~gs 2~ou~t Priest 

A snit filed by victims of a former priest convicted of sex abuse says that his superiors hid 
information abont him. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

:~a~ber ~aves to ivory Bolls 

Many farmers, both in the United States and abroad, are expected to chase the higher profits to be 
made in cotton, with consequences that could ripple across the globe. 

Food Inflat~o~ Kept Hidden in Tin~er Bags 

In downtums, companies reduce the size of some products, disguising price rises and avoiding 
comparisons on same-size packages. 

Japan’s Electriei~, Shortage to Last Months 

The tm37n "rolling blackouts" has become shorthand for noting one way Japan is t~Ting to cope with 
its national calamity. Shorthand should not be confused with short term. 

S P 0 RTS 

How to Come Out of Labor Strife as a Super Bow| Cl~amp 
i.::: .:, U.f:. i.:F:.,i ?,v 

For the Washington Redskins, the results of sticking together during the previous two work 
stoppages were two Super Bowl ehampionships. 

~ N F.L. Draft and Lockout Collide on a Big Stage 

KNICKS 113, MAGIC 106 (OT) 
ka~thony~s 39 and a Foul Call Lift the Kulcks 

Carmelo Anthony scored 39 points as the Knieks ended a six-game losing streak, outlasting Orlando, 
whose star, Dwight Howard, fouled out late in overtime. 

Ex-Girlhqend Details How Bo~ds Changed 

Barry Bonds’s ex-girlDiend testified abont physieal, sexual and behavioral changes, and an 
admission of steroid nse. 



ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Back F~’om Wacat~on,’ Lil ~Vay~e Ret~rns to R~cla~m H~s Perch 

Lil Wayne, reassertin~ his dominance of the hipqmp world, brought his "I Am Still Music" tour to 
Nassau Coliseum on Sunday night, 

’The Kennedys’: After the Debate, the Debut 

The ReelzChannel mini-series has for months been the subject of a heated dispute over its 
faithfulness to the facts. 

~.&rtsBea 
: Crea ors of ’" he Kennedys’ Speak Ou ] D V~deo 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’BODY OF PROOF’ 

Feisty Types? Try LooMng in the Morgue 

On "Body of Proof," a new ABC series that begins on Tuesday, Dana Delany plays a brilliant but cold 
and unlikable medical examiner. 

~D Mideo 

More Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

At U,S, Nuclear Sites; 1 reparlng for the Unlikely 

Safety officers plan for every known contingency, but no one can predict everything that might go 
wrong. 

SCIENTIST AT WORK 

Cou~terlng Radiation Fears }Vith Just the Facts 

David a. Brenner, director of the Center for Radiologieal Research at Columbia, has been busy 
explaining aapan’s nuclear crisis to a worried public. 

Teasing O~tt Policy hlsight Froln a Characte~° Profile 

Diplomats, military strategists and even [}residents draw on psychological assessments of hostile 
leaders prepared by analysts at the C.I.A. and the Department of Defense. 

~ 
Slide Show: Profiles ot gVorid Leaders, at ~ Dist~nce 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

President Obama on Libya 

The president made a strong if belated case for why America needed to intervene in Libya. 

EDITORIAL 

Looks Like a D~opoly 
Regulators should review AT&T’s potential acquisition of T-Mo bile with extreme skepticism. 

EDITORIAL 

That’s V~ hat They Think About the Voters 
Two Suffolk County politicians at the center of a campaign-finance inquiry have apparently 
decided that the public doesn’t have a right to know about it. 

EDITORIAL 
It ~qll Take }~{o~’e Than a Few Regrets 
Font Repnblican senators expressed disapproval that the budget-slashing bill the)’ voted for 
eliminated flmds for family planning. Perhaps they shmfld have voted against it. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tools for Tlfinklng 

Science offers some help in the everyday as we navigate the currents of this world. 

~ 
Page [ Blog = Columnist 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Arabs DT{ll Be Free 

Despots relied on the limitlessness of their ten’or. That’s over, 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Market Solution for Malpractice 



The guidelines given to doctors need to be improved before they can be used in a plan for medical 

malpractice reform. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 29, 1973, the last United States troops left South Vietnam, ending America’s direct 

military involvement in the Vietnam War. 

See "i’his Front Page 

Buy This Front Page 

About This 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cora:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmitted ~e protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve£ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <eddvall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:37 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edtr% 
Romance Lmaguages FaculF <romlm~gfac@lis~tserv.unc.edtt>; 

[smwg01] Nature and Alli Kawsay 

@email .unc.edu,-~; 

@email.unc.edu;> 

~email.unc.edu>; 

i apologize fl~r double passings 

Emilio del Valle Escalan~e 
Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Literatures 
Universi~" of North Carolina a~ Chape~ Hill 
Webpage: h~p:ii,~’~w.unc,edui~edeivaii 

¯ -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@,ema]l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak elnail to leave-28923274- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7~,listserv .unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ema£unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

Re: GEC reservation t})r this Friday 

Hi Eunice, that sounds great. I’m relieved it ~Jl worked out! Talk to you soon, 

Stacey 

Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Stacey, 

Y}u are a great colleague!! 

The funny thing is that the folks who control Hurphey 116 - one of the rooms you suggeste@ in your e~’ail - said it was OK 

I will w~ite ~1(~ letting her kn)w that we do n)t need ~:he 

Hany thanks for your help and see you on Thursday. 

Eunice. 

~;rom: sewall Esewall @email ~ uric_ e@uj 

SerR~: M~nlay, 4 : 41 PM 

To: 

Cc: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: GEC reserva~:ion fx this Eriday 

Hi 

Thank you so much[ We really appreciate it, and we’ll make sure to be 

finished before the students start coming in after the opening ceremony. 

Thank you again, 

Stacey 

On Non, 15: 0~!: 13 -0400, @email.unc.edu> 

IIi Stacey, 

Yo’2 may kIse k:he :to.Ha for 5:30-7:30pm. We will put materials :in the room 

labeled for our event beforehand, so we do not interrupt the talk. 

will start entering the room when they are released from opening ceremony 

at 7:45 pm. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: GEC reservation tbr this Friday 

Thank you for the update 

Best, 

On Tue,            09:22:25 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> Thanks for your help. It turns out that late yesterday, we received 
> pem~ission to use Murphey 116 for the event on Friday Given the events 
> planned at the GEC on that day, I think that it is better to hold our 
> scheduled forum at Murphey 
> 

> Once again thanks for your willingness to offer us the space during a 
busy 
> day for you 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: sewaH [sewall@email unc edu] 
> Sent: Mi~nday, 4:41 PM 
> To: 
> Cc: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: (}IV.(; reservation for this Friday 
> 

> Hi 
> 

> 

> ’]’hank you so mucht We real]y appreciate it, and we’ll make sure to be 
> finished before the students start coming in after the opening ceremony. 
> 

> 

> Thank you again, 
> Stacey 
> 

> 

> On Mor~ 15:09:13 -0400, @email.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Hi Stacey, 
>> 

>> You may use the room for 5:30-7:30pm. We will put materials in the room 
>> labeled for our event beforehand, so we do not interrupt the talk. 
> Students 
>> will start entering the room when they are released from opening 
ceremony 
>> at 7:45 pm. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> 

@email.unc.edu 
@gmail.com 

Global Studies 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI    Term Paper 

Hi Dr Sahle, 

I saw you just earlier today m class but did not think to ask you this 
sooner I wanted to ask if you would consider pushing the paper due date 
back by a day and making it due by/befbre class time on Tuesday, 
I am asking because since our outlines were pushed back and some of us are 
not completely sure if we’re on the right path, it would give us one extra 
evening to tweak and edit our papers I know you have a lot of emails to 
respond to for those of us who have been inquiring about our papers and 
other things, so if you would rather not respond and address this issue in 
class on Thursday, that ~vould be fine too! 

Thank you, and I ~vill see you on Thursday, 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
B.A International Studies and Communication Studies 



From: ~email.unc 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:43 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emailxmc.edu~ 

Subje~.’t: paper 

DearDr.$ahle, 
Could [ meetwithyou before class on Thursdayto discuss mypaper and 

outline? 
Thanks! 

Cb.eers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 4:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Today’s Headlines: W&shington in Fierce Debate on Arming Libyan Rebels 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O3~O/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’derld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This Day 

D~tornize~@dav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

March 3o, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

\~asblnglon in Fierce Deba~e                         ~ 

on Arming Libyali Rebels 

Fears that providing arms wmfld pull the United States into a eivil war, as well as eoneerns that 
some fighters may have links to A1 Qaeda, have spawned fierce debate. 

AHies Coimt o~l Defiant Streak iii Libya to Drive Out Qaddafi 

Coalition forces are banking on a challenge to official authority fi’om the people and tribes of 
western Libya to drive Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi fl’mn power. 

~E[] Mar) iE] F’ilotographs 

Budget Fight Faces Hm-die Beyond PHce Tag 

Increasingly, contentious policy issues that House Republicans insist must be addressed in any 

budget deal are as much of a stumbfing block as the final dollar figure. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We wait ¢znd wait, and they keep sa~jing it’s conffng." 

¯ ~APdES TYSON, a jobless Philadelphia hon~eowner, speaking about a federal mortgage aid 

program that was announced last summer b~t has not yet accepted applications~ 

MAGAZINE 

V~DEO.¯ ~occeP 

Sensation 
Indi Cowie peffo~ras her 
trick freestyle moves. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR Why 

Looking at 
Congressional budget 
proposMs that would make huge cuts 
in programs for the poor makes you 
realize there are bigger things in life 
than dinner. 

ALSO IN AUTOS )> 

Lincoln earns "most dependable" 

My diamond in the rough 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Doctrine for Libya: Not Carved in Stone 

Concerning the assault on Libya, President Obama offered the most detailed portrait of when he 

might commit the country’s military might in a tnmultuous worht. 

~Obam ~de ~ 

~Room for Debate: Is There an Obama Doctrine? 



Syria’s Cab]ne[ Reslgr~s; Concessions Expected 

The resignation came ahead of a speech President Bashar al-Assad is expected to give to the nation 

on Wednesday that may offer other concessions. 

Militia Members Sue ~Woman ~Vh~ Accnsed Them of Rape 

Eman al-Obeidy, who told journalists that she had been raped by members of Col. Muammar el- 
Qaddafi’s militia, has been sued by those she accused. 

o More World News 

Gov. Scan Parnell has taken on federal restrictions on oil drilling, building roads and mining 
precious metals. 

F.DoA. I)a**el to Consider VCarnings for Artificial Food Colorings 

Studies suggest a link between food dyes and hyperactivity in children. 

Oro~p Seeks Labor E-Mails by Michigan Professors 

A eonserw~tive group issued a public records request of the labor studies departments at three 
public universities. 

BUSINESS 

UoSo Honslng Prices Fell Again in Janua*oy 
i.:y i.}A.¢ 7: ’:.: # :. T F i.i. D 
A 1 percent decline left prices barely above the recession lows, indicating a still weak market. 

~E] Jaquary Housing g’;ices 

~II~e chemist, Cheng Yi Liang, and his son are accused of using confidential agency data about 
pending drug approvals to make profitable trades. 

Obama AdxSser o~* Co~,sume,, Agency to Address Business Leaders 

Elizabeth Wan’en, who is acting leader of the consumer bureau, will address the chamber, which 
opposes the creation of the consumer agency. 

o Mole BusJr~ess News 

S P O RTS 

TEXAS A&M 58, BAYLOR 46 
~When It Counts MosL Texan A&M Beats Baylo*" 

The Aggies had lost three times to the Lady Bears this season, but with a trip to the Final Four 
riding on the outcome, the result on ’l~esday was different. 

CONNECTICUT 75, DUKE 40 

Co~*fldent a~*d Calm, Moore Leads the Hnsldes 

Maya Moore extended her career at Connecticut for at least one more game, scoring 28 points as the 
Huskies defeated Duke to advance to the Final Four. 

College Plaintiff Takes One for il~e Team 

Von Miller, a linebaeker at Texas A&M, had mixed emotions when asked to join the N.F.L. suit, as 
activist players can be frowned upon as potentially divisive figures. 

~’v~,/iti~ 
Court Date Nearing, N F.L. Faces Another Lawsuit 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Beck’s Back~ W’ith Roots Rock the Les Panl ~Way 

aeff Beck, along with Imelda May and her roekabilly band, knocked out one three-minute hit after 
another at the Beacon Theater on Monday night. 

Seaso** 5 of’Mad Men’ Is Delayed Until 2012 

The AMC drama "Mad Men" will not kick off its fifth season this summer because of a deepening 
dispute with the show’s creator, Matthew Weiner. The show is now expected to retm’n early next 
year. 



A Connecticnt library will display four ehapters of the final typescript of "Gone With the Wind," 
which many thought had been destroyed. 

¯ More Airs News 

DINING & WINE 

Cha~olie Trotter~ a Leader Lefl Behi~d 

The chef who put Chicago on the fine-dining map hardly seems to figure in the national food 

Bon Yagi owns ~ Japanese restaurants mostly clustered around East Ninth and Tenth Streets, all 
of which have joined the Dine Out for dapan Relief campaign. 

FE~DME 

A~ Easter Treat F~’om the ’Cake Boss’ 

Buddy Valastro, the owner of Carlo’s Bakery in Hoboken, N.J., and the star of TLC’s "Cake Boss," 
makes pizza rustiea, a traditional Italian-American dish for the holiday. 

More Dinin,q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

House Republicans won’t compromise on the budget, hastening a shutdown. 

EDITORIAL 

The United States and its allies have a long way to go to flesh out a long-term strategy for Libya. 

EDITORIAL 

’I’in~e Rm~s Out f~_~o SL BeP~ard Pa~o~sh 
The Department of Housing and Urban Development has finally intervened in an outrageous ease 
of housing discrimination. 

EDITORIAL 

Adventt~res ~n Reptilian Vocab~lary 
The venomous cobra gone missing at the Bronx Zoo cannot merely bite to deliver its venom. It must 
bite and hang on. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 
~%;t~ere the Bailout \gent \~rong 

Tveasnry prevented a meltdown of the finaneial system, bnt failed to meet the legislative goal of 

proteeting home values. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Loo "ld~g for Luck in Libya 

Libya is .just the first of many hard choices we’re going to face in the "new" Middle East. 

~ Maureer~ Dowd is o~f t_ day. 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 
The Syrian 1~ reslde~t i I~ow 

Will President Bashar al-Assad finally fulfill his early potential as a reformer? 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 30, ~98~, President Reagan wits shot and seriously injured ontside a Washington, DIC., 
hotel by John W. Itinekley Jr. Also wounded were White ttouse news secretary James Brady, a 
Secret Service agent and a District of Columbia police officer. 

See This Front Page 

Buy This Fvtmt t age 



You received ~his message because you signed up [er NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. As a member of 

the TRUS]e privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy. 

Msnage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chsn~e Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 7:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: AFRI , TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFRI .SPRING 

I have read/received this email. Thmak you for the extension, Professor Sdtfle’. 

Bes~t, 

Sent from my BlackBeny$) on the MetroPCS Network 

From: EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 06:31:37 -0400 (EDT) 

To: <"AFRI .SPRINGI "> 

Subject: AFRI , TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFRI .SPRING: 

Dear All, 

OK, I have read the emails from the last two days and upon reflection, here axe my restx~nses: 

a) Term pa~r due via email: SATURDAY, ~ BY MIDNIGttT. 

b) In the spirit of~ny tradition before an upcoming assignment, I will also have extended office yours next week - I will a~nounce the day and time in class tomorrow - 

devoted to questions concerning the paper. Thus, take advantage of these hours and my regular office hours. 

Please acl~owledge receipt of this email. 

Best rashes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tom> 
Wednesday,              8:51 AN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFR[ , TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO RE(~UESTS: AFR[: 

This is to acknowledge the receipt of your email. 

Date: Wed,           06:31:37 -0400 
From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To: 
Subject: AFRI , TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFRf: 

Dear All, 

OK, 1 have read the emails from the last two days and upon reflection, here are my responses: 

a) Term paper due via email: SATURDAY, BY MIDNIGHT. 

b) In the spirit of my tradition before an upcoming assignment, I will also have extended office yours next week - I will announce the day and time in class tomorrow - devoted 
to questions concerning the paper. Thus, take advantage of these hours and my regular office hours. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:04 AM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Monda.5 ,5:30pm. Struggling For Peace Amidst War in Colombia 

Zibechi SJA CIP Ameficas.pdl~ Zibeclfi SJA English.pdf 

The Institute for the Study of the Americas and Fellowship of 
Reconciliation present: 

Struggling for Peace amidst War: A courageous experiment in nonviolent 
resistance 

A talk by Colombian Communi~ Leader Jes’~s Emilio Tuberquia on the 
experience of the Nobel Peace Prize-nominated Peace Community of San Josd 
de Apartadd 

5:30 PM 
Fedt:.x Glubal Education (;enter 
Universig," of North Carulina at Chapel Hill, Room 1005 
Reception to follow in GEC 1 st Flour Lubby 

For the past five decades, a civil war has raged Colombia, ensnaring 
innocent civilians into the middle of the violent conflict. In 1997, eight 
hundred small farmers claimed their territury as a neutral civilian 
cotmnum~ and refused to cooperate with any armed group uf aW furm 
(including military ur police) Surviving threats, massacres, the 
disappearances uf over 180 comm unity members and loud blockades perpetrated 
by various armed actors, the Peace Cummunity uf San Jus~ de Apartad6 has 
succeeded in building a nunviolent community in resistance. 

’]7his event is cu-Spunsured by the I)uke-UNC Rotary Center, (;enter For Global 
Initiauves, Glubal Studies, Social Movements Working Gruup, Latin American 
Pulit~cal [magmaries Working Group and Counter-Cartographies Collective 

Link to Rafil Zibechi’s article about the Peace Cummunity: 
http:i/www cipam ericas.ur~/archivesi3792 

Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

@unc.edu 
-- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28930726-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listser,~.anc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              9:27 AIvl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~- 

Term Paper F~xtension 

Thank you, Dr. Sahle, for extended the due date of the paper! It is much 

appreciated! !’. 

Best, 

Uni’~’ersW of North Carc~lma at Chapel Itill 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

~email. unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: AFRI , TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFRI 

Good Morning Dr Sahle, 

Thank you for your attention to our appeals and for reassigning the paper 
due date I am acknowledging receipt of this emaih 

See you tomolTow, 

On ;Ved,            06:31:37 -0400/EDT), EUNICE N Sahle 
<eunice@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear All, 
> 
> OK, I have read the emails from the last two days and upun re:tlection, 
here 
> are my respunses: 
> 

> a) Term paper due via email: SATURDAY, BY MIDNIGIIT. 
> 

> b) [n the spirit of my tradition before an upcoming assignment, I will 
also 
> have extended uffice yours next week - I will annuunce the day and time 
in 
> class tumurrow - devoted to questions concerning the paper. Thus, take 
> advantage of these huurs and in?’ regular office hours. 
> 

> Please acknuwledge receipt of this email 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 

Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
B.A International Studies and Communicatiun Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Re: AFRI , TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFRI 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I received your email. Thank you for granting us an extension! 

Best, 

On Wed, at 6:31 AM, EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dea~ All, 

OK, I have read the emails from the last two days and upon reflection, here are my responses: 

a) Tem~ paper due via email: SATURDAY, BY MIDNIGHT. 

b) In the spirit of my tradition before an upcoming assignment, I roll also have extended office yours next week - I will announce the day and time in class tomorrow 

- devoted to questions concerning the paper. Thus, take advantage of these hours and my regular office hours. 

Please acl~owledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:56 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: paper 

I received this email. 
Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: AFRI , TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFRI SPRING 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you so much for the extended deadline as well as the extended office 
hours! 
See you in class tomorrow and I hope you are able to stay dry and warm 
today[ 

Best, 

On ;Ved,            06:31:37 -0400/EDT), EUNICE N Sahle 
<eunice@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear All, 
> 

> OK, I have read the emails from the last two days and upon re:tlection, 
here 
> are my responses: 
> 

> a) Term paper due via email: SATURDAY, BY MIDNIGIIT. 
> 

> b) [n the spirit of my tradition before an upcoming assignment, I will 
also 
> have extended office yours next week - I will armounce the day and time 
in 
> class tomorrow - devoted to questions concerning the paper. Thus, take 
> advantage of these hours and in?’ regular office hours. 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt of this email 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <ns~ime@email.newy’orktimes.com> 

~Vednesday, March 30, 2011 12:02 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Introductory ofl~r tbr valued NYTimes.com readers 

Act nowt .......... limited ...... to NYTi ......... d ..... 

free tk~r voul’ ill’st ~ weeks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 12:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

AFAM Job Cm~didate 

Hi Eunice, 
I hope you’re well. I’m writing to see if you would be interested in having breakfast with the AFAM job candidate, 

Carolina Inn. I’m planning to attend along with Margaret and Charlene. Your presence would be GREATLY welcomed!! 

Best, 
Kia 

next Monday. We are meeting at 9 am at the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: AFRI    TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFRI SPRING 

received this emaih Thanks for extension! 

On Wed,            06:31:37 -0400 (EDT). EI~rNICE N Sahle 
<eunice@email uric edu> ~vrote: 
> Dear All, 
> 

> OK, I have read the emails from the last t~vo days and upon reflection, 
here 
> are my responses: 
> 

> a) Term paper clue via emaih SATURDAY, BY V/]DNIGHT. 
> 

> b) ]n the spirit of my tradition before an upcoming assignment, I will 
also 
> have extended office yours next week - I will announce the day and time 
in 
> class tomorrow - devoted to questions concerning the paper ’]2aus, take 
> advantage of’these hours and my regular office hours. 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt of this emai[. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Dr. Firoze Manji Student Gathering 

Hi Dr Sable, 

I haven’t been able to secure a location for students to meet with Dr. 
Manit between 4:00p-5:00p today Man?- of the students tha~ we in, Areal ha,ie 
obligations at that time which they cannot get out of. Also many 
restaurants that I’ve contacted are not able to accommodate the size of the 
group we have. Do you think that Dr. Manji would mind chatting in the 
Starbucks on campus, or perhaps in the student union for an hour? I’m not 
share what other options are available to us because of his tight schedule. 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects" 
-Manning Marable 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Intbrmation tbr BSM + Stone Center event "this Friday 

Moralestlier.pdf 

Good afternoon Professor Sahle, 

I hope all is well. I wanted to forward you the information about Friday’s 
’lunchtime discussion with Iris Morales’ just in case you wanted to forward 
it your classes. I pasted the short blurb ~ve are using below and attached 
the flier to this email. Thank you’. Best, 

:: :Join former Young Lord Iris Morales I2~r a lunchtime discussion 
concerning the barriers and openings of organizing :[’or social justice. 

’]7he program will begin with a screening of "! Palante, Siempre, Palante!" 
--a documentary surrounding the work of the New York Chapter of the Young 
Lords Part?,-- to contextualize some of Morales’ experience in social 
movements. 

The screening will follow with an informal discussion for those interested 
in organizing, action, and issues of social justice 

’]7he event will be catered. It is free and open to the public 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edw~ 

Re: AFRI    TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFRI .SPRING 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for the tem~ paper extension! I intend to take fifll advantage ofyonr extended office hours. 

See you tomorrow, 

On Wed, 06:31:37 -0400 (EDT), EUNICE N Sahle <ennice@emaAl.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear All, 

OK, I have iead the emails from the last two days and upon reflection, here are my responses: 

a) Term paper due via email: SATURDAY, BY MIDNIGHT. 

b) In fl~e spirit of my tradition before an upcoming assignment, I roll also have extended office yours next week - I roll announce the day and time in class 

tomorrow - devoted to questions concerning the paper. Thus, take advantage of these hours and my regular office hours. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 3:31 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

APCGNewsletter: Volume 7, Issue 1 

APCG Newsletter 26.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please find attached the most recent edition of our newsletter. 

Best, 

Mike 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice@email unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: https:i/listswiscedu/uTid 40299565.flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&[ apc~&o 14702835 

or send a blank email to leave-14702835-40299565 fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0622e@lists.wisc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, i 3:35 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Congratulations ficom SUTASA - Response Requested 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

On behalf of the Studem Undergraduate Teaching and StaffAwards (SUTASA) Committee, we are pleased to inform you that yon have been selected as a recipiem 

of an undergraduate teaching award! As you may know, SUTASA was es~blished in 1989 to recognize ontstaaading nndergmduate instruction by both facnlty and 

teacNng assistants. In 2004, the awards were extended to include a staff award to recognize a staff member’s specific contribtuions to the undergraduate experience at 

Cm-oliua. 

Our committee accepted nominations from undergraduate studems for professors, teaching assistants, a~d stait~ Teaching award recipients were chosen on the basis of 
demonstrated teaching excellence, success in positively ait~cting a broad spectrum of students botli in and outside of the classroom, and creation of a dynamic learning 

environlnent. The staff awaacd recipient was chosen on tl~e basis of demonstrated excellence in service, dedication to undeigraduate students, and a positive impact on a 

broad spectrum of Carolina students. The colnmittee received ma~y qualified nominations this year, but your nomination fftood out among the rest! We extend our 

sincerest congratulations for tlliS well-dese~aTed honor’. 

You will be recognized for this honor at the Chancellors’ Awards Ceremony with a ceNficate of recognition and a monetaw award of $5,000. The Ceremony roll be 

held o~             at 3:00PIvl in the Great Hall of the Student Union. A formal letter roll follow mtla fi~rther information about your award. In the meantime, please 

reply to fl~is email with fl~e Ii~llomng intbmmtion as soon as possible: 

1 ) Full Nmne (as you would like it to appear in the program please include any titles) 

2) Preferred first name 

3) LocaJ~ Address and phone number 

4) Hometown 

5) Education hifftory (please inclnde where various degrees were earned, both undergraduate and graduate) 

6) Degree you axe currently pursuing at UNC (title of degree, department, and year of study if applicable) 

7) Courses you teach at UNC 

There roll also be a universi~" news minouncement af[er the ceremoW to recognize your award. Please include in your reply email if you have any objections to being 

included in this media announcement. 

Again, congratulations and we look forward to seeing you at the Chancellor’s Award Ceremony! 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 3:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

I’m so sorry I missed our meeting this morning 
well. 

--Dave 

I think , and will definitely make the event on Friday. Hope everything went 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:33 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] ROOM Ct LANGE tbr Friday Talk: African Social Movemenks 

Af- movements- Emafil :iPg 

PLEASE NOTE ROOM CHANGE: Mnrphey 116 

African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context 

A Roundtable Presentation and Di scussion 

When: Friday 5:30pn3-7:30pn3 

Where: Murphey 116 

UNC Chapel Hill 

The recent rebellions that began in Tunisia and Egypt have sparked renewed interest in socia] movements and the Ix~tential for revolutionao~ change in the 21st century. 

Yet much of the conversation about these recent round of protests and revolutions has not touched on the specifically African character of the movements: the histoo~ of 

African revolt and the contemporary context of social movements on the continent. This round table takes advantage of the current upheavals to touch on the specifics 

of these s~truggles but also to expand our focus to the rest of the region, taking into consideration historical and contemporary conditions for straggle on the continent. 

Topics that will be addressed include: examining the context for social movements in the Democratic Republic of Congo in the context of the 50th anniversa~ of the 
assassination of Patrice Luman~ba, that coant~"s firs~t prime minister, the Eritrean liberation movement mad coatemlyoraxy organizing lbr transtbnnafion; NeoliberaJism 

and the NGO-ization of resisIance in West Africa; socM movements and the state in East Africa; practices of solidarity between African and Canadian civil society; 

reflections on how the North African uprisings have resonated tbloughout the Arab world; the Egyptian revolution and the discourse of a "transition" to democracy. 

Panelists include: 

Pro£ Georges Nzongola, African and African American Studies, UNC-CH 

Pro£ Bereket Selassie, African and African American Studies, UNC-CH 
Prof. ChMes Plot, Cultura] Anthropology and AAAS, Duke University 

Dr. Firoze Manji, Pamb~uka News 

Molly Kane, Pambazuka News 

The round table roll be introduced and ,noderated by Prof. Eunice Sable of Globa] Studies and African and African American Studies at UNC. 

**This event is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, the Department of Geography, o~ad the Department of African and African American s~dies** 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,~’email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28934393-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7(~listserv.unc.edu 



African 
S cial 
Movements 
Friday 5:30-7:30pm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: AFRI , TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFRI ¯ S PRING: 

Dr. Sahle, 

I am acknowledging receipt of this e-mail. 

On Wed,            06:31:37 -0400 (EDT). EI~rNICE N Sahle 
<eunice@email uric edu> ~vrote: 
> Dear All, 
> 

> OK, I have read the emails from the last t~vo days and upon reflection, 
here 
> are my responses: 
> 

> a) Term paper due via email: SA’I~JRDAY, BY M[DNI(;HT. 
> 

> b) ]n the spirit of my tradition before an upcoming assignment, I will 
also 
> have extended office yours next week - I will announce the day and time 
in 
> class tomorrow - devoted to questions concerning the paper ’]2aus, take 
> advantage of these hours and my regular office hours. 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt of this emai[. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_c}email.unc.edu 

Thursday, 9:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

term paper grade 

Dr. Sahle, 

When will I be getting my term paper grade? According to the syllabus, 
it’s 8 days past ~vhen I was supposed to have my grade 

Best, 



From: ~unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, ’~ 12:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Murphey 116 

Hi Eumce, 

realized that it is the same room where I have my TA course every 
week--i just had it this morning. 

Do you have any plans for the lay-out in there? right now there is a 
table on the wall, but not more than one or two chairs, and in the 
middle there is a big table tbr giving lectures, but its not suitable 
for having a panel of roundtable speakers sit behind it, it’s much 
too high I believe. 

Do ~ve need to request a table and 8 chairs for all 8 of us? And do 
we need to request mics, or are there some there already? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, March 31,2011 12:37 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Talk by Trinidadia~-Canadian-British filmmaker Frances Anne Solomon today 5:00 pm 

f.solomon flyer.pdf 

Thursday, March 31st 
5:00pm 
Room 225 Friedl Building, Duke East Campus 

The UNC-Duke Caribbea[~ Studio’s WorkJ[~g Gi[}up in a Global Era 

Frances-Anne Solomon: 
"I’m Nobody if not a Nation: the Age of Film in the Caribbean Diaspora" 

Frances-Anne Solomon is a Trinidadian-Canadian-British film maker, 
writer, producer and entrepreneur, CEO of Caribbean Tales. Caribbean Tales is 
a Canada-based multimedia company that produces educational videos, radio programs, 
audio books, theatre plays, and websites drawn from stories of the Caribbean Diaspora. 

Co-sponsored by the reading group, Islands, Images, Lmaginaries* and the *Dept. of African and 
African American Studies at Duke 

See attached flyer for more details 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 12:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: AFRI    . TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFR 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

Unfortunately the only time that they had open today was at 2:00pm. I am tembly sony. that I will be missing your class m~d I will get fl~e notes 

from either             Thank so mnch for 811 yon do for us and this university’. I will see you on Tuesday and in office hours sometime next week to go over my 
term paper! Have a wonderfnl weekend! 



From: @email.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, i 1:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: CC At~ : possible exam issue 

Attach: .vcf 

Dr. Sable, 

I am completing nay midterm exam right now, and for some reason it won’t 
let me save it ...I saved the first question, but while saving the 
second question, it timed out and no~v whenever I tl5’ to save, it says 
"the saved assessment is already being processed." I am about to submit 
the entire thing, but I am unsure if all of my answers will be sent 
complete Because of this worry, I went ahead and pasted my answers into 
a Word docmnent just in case they get lost Would you please let me know 
if the exam gets submitted incomplete? 

I’m sorry to bother you with this, but thank you [’or your understanding! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              2:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Absence Tuesday 

Dr. Sable, 

I was absent from class on Tues 
Today is the first day Fve felt up to par this week and will be present. 

Thanks for your understanding. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Black Gold Film 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

This is     from your Afri    class I wanted to know if you could put 
the Black Gold film on reserve in the UL’s Media Resource Center. I missed 
the second half and ~vanted to finish the movie. Please let me know if this 
is a possibility 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub,iect: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,              5:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunic@email.unc.edu~"~ 

liiday lecture 

Hi Dr Sable, 
I wanted to make suxe of the time for the lecture tomorrow-. It said 7:00 on 
blackboard but I thought you mentioned 5:30 in office hours today 
Thanks’. 

Cheers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Mktterm Answers - Blackboard ProNem 

Midtenn Answers.doc 

Dr. Sahle, 
About 2 hours into the midterm I attempted to save an answer, once again, and the confirmation never showed up. For the rest of the time I could not save 
progress. I spent the last 20 rains messing around and decided to copy and past my answers in a word doc as they will not be identical to the previously saved 
ones submitted through blackboard. I followed all the protocol for blackboard but something still went wrong. I apologize. 

I submitted about 4 mins ago. 

Kindest Regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, 10:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ChaVMeetup Request with 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are well. It was great meeting you at the Well Lecture and I was hoping to schedule a chat/Ineet up with you soon, perhaps next week’? Thanks for your 

time. 

Best, 



From: @email.m~c.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:12 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Paper 

Dr. SaNe, 
The section of my paper on the book ended up being 5 pages long. T was wondering what you would like for me to do. Still write 6 pages on one topic, try and elminate some 

of the support for the themes in the first section, or just write :£0 pages total. 
Thanks 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 1:54 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edt~~ 

Subject: IRB question 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I received the e~nafil saying I got the SUI@’! I’ve been working on IRB, and I have a quesfion. Is it okay ifI don’t keep the identifies of the people I interview 

anonymons so that I can quote them? I only plan on interviemng representafives of musenms and academics. If I include in the consent form that their idenfity will be 

attributed to their responses and may be qnoted in the final research product. Is this problemafic at all? 

Thanks again for eve~3rthing, 



@live,com> 

Friday,            12:14- PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Appointment 

Professor Sahle, 

Would I be able to meet with you next Tuesday morning around 9am again to discuss my paper? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SM3,VG UNC < ~gmail.com~ 

Friday, April 1,2011 4:22 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Final reminder: At the Edges of Global Justice, w/Janet Conway tomorrow 9:30-2pm 

Final Reminder: 

At the Edges of Global Justice 

Saturday April 2 

9:30-2pm. 

UNC Chapel Hill Union, Room 2510 

Please join us for a discussion of Janet Conway’s current book project based on her research of flrc World Social Social Forum process. The book is tentatively rifled 

The World Social Forum and its Others: At "the edges of global justice .Janet will present an overview of the book and then present more specifically on Women, 

gender and feminism: at the edges of global justice. The talk will be followed by comments and a facilitated discussion engaging other themes and interests of the 

worldng group participants. 

PR3gram: 

10am- 12noon. "Women, gender and feminism: at the edges of global justice" Janet Conway will pre~nt on her current book project. 

12-1 Lunch (Please RSVP if you want us to reserve a lunch for you, spots limited.) 

1-2pm: Discussion & future plans. 

If there is rime we roll al~ do a report Back and Discussion of: Collaborative Invesrigarions in Times of Crisis. a collaboration we are paxricipalang in mfl~ groups in 
Puerto Rico, Lima, Peru and Chiapas, Me.’dco. 

Please email : @~mail.com to request readings. 

,, -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28947457-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361626fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, April 2, 2011 4:51 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Job Growth Suggests Resilience of U. S. Recovery 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/04/02/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................... T.0d.ay;is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ...................................................................... 
~llc N’t’~ ~rk ~i~,~ April 02, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.g I Business I ~...o..r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I y..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.c...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e..Lo.~..a.~>....H...e..a.~.lLn..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Job Growth Suggests 
Resilience of U.S. Recovery 
By MICHAEL POWELL 

The United States economy added 
9a6,000 jobs in March, the Labor 
Department said, and the 
tmemployment rate fell another jot, to 
8.8 percent. 

" 5 Answers From Today’s Jobs Report I More 

From Economix 

Afghans Avenge Florida 

Koran Burning, Killing a2 
By ENAYAT NAJAFIZADA and ROD 
NORDLAND 

Thousands of protesters oveiTan the 
United Nations compound in Mazar-i- 
Sharif, killing at least ~2 people, Afghma 
and United Nations officials said. 

" The Lede Blog: Koran Burning News Was 
Ignored in U.S. 

’: Pastor Who Burned Koran Demands Retribution 

Religious Radicals’ Turn to Democracy Alarms Egypt 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

Islanfic fm~damentalists are embracing democracy, alanning those who believe that they are seeking to put 
in place strict Islanfie law through ballots. 

’ Photos: Salafi Movement Seeks a New Role in a New Egypt 

¯ . Video: A New Tune for Egypt’s Radical Muslims 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"My Medicaid card is useless for me right now. It’s a useless piece of plaslic. I can’t find an orthopedic 

surgeon or a pain management doctor who will accept Medicaid." 

NICOLE R. DARDEAU, a nurse in Opelousas, La., who needs surgery for herniated discs in her neck. 

WORLD 

VIDEO: A New 



Ttme for Egypt’s Radical 
Muslims 
Egypt’s fm~damentalist Muslims are 
preaching at tmiversities, advertising on 
streets, and politicizing in five-star 
hotels. Their goal: to hafluenee the 
Muslim content in Egypt’s new 
constitution. 

OPINION 

JOE NOCERA 

From Buffett, 
Excuses, Excuses, 
Excuses 
In Iris debut as an Op-Ed 
eolmnnist, Mr. Noeera 
looks at Uncle Warren’s attempts to 
gloss over his deputy’s stock purchases. 

Warning for food colorings 
ALSO IN HEALTH >> 

A versatile vegetable for a chilly spring 

How much caffeine is too much? 

nytimes,�om 

WORLD 

Gbagbo Is Said to Be Close to Defeat in Ivory Coast 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

Laurent Gbagbo deployed a band of loyalists to defend lfis residence, the state television station and the 
presidential palace in an effort to stay in power. 

Qaddafi Envoy Visits London as Tensions Mount in Libya 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICKand JOHN F. BURNS 

A senior aide to one of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s sons has reportedly held talks with British officials in 
recent days. 

Syrian Protesters Clash With Security Forces 
By NElL MacFARQUHARand LIAM STACK 

Violent confrontations erupted in the city of Douma, near the capital, with security forces beating protesters 
before opening fire. News reports indicated there were victims. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

DOCTORS INC. 
More Physicians Say No to Endless Workdays 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

Many physicians prefer predictable hours that allow for family time, a chmage that is transforufing the way 
patients get care. 

School Official Finds Retirement Is Just A Higher Pay Grade 
By MARC LACEY 

The practice of retiring and then going right back to the same job is restricted trader Arizona law, but 
commonplace because of loopholes. 

Bringing Skateboarders Doing 60 to a Halt 
By IAN LOVETT 

With bans spreading across Southern California, downhill skateboarding’s future is in jeopardy in the area 
where it was bona. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Mission Accomplished, Nonprofits Go Out of Business 
By STEPHANIE STRUM 

Some nonprofits, like one fighting malaria or another serving victims of the Nazis, are happily closing their 
doors as they run out of work. 



Air Traffic System Update Encountered Turbulence 
By JAD MOUAWAD 

The Federal Aviation Administration’s proposal to modelafize the nation’s air traffic control system, long 
held up by airlines’ cost concerns, got a boost on Friday from a House budget. 

Calorie-Counting Rule to Leave Out Movie Theaters 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

After opposition from the movie industry, theaters were exempted from a proposed rule that would require 
restaurants to post calorie counts next to menu items. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

The Cold Feeling Is Mutual 
By GREG BISHOP 

When Connecticut and Kentucky meet in the Final Four on Saturday, the game will include a grudge 
between coaches with mutual dislike. 

As UConn Plays On, Once-Prized Recruit Can Only Watch 
By PETE THAMEL and ZACH HILLESLAND 

A former Connecticut recruit, Nate Miles is a stark renfinder of what many regard as the cynical mad broken 
system of college recruiting. 

° Harlem Journal: A High School Poised at a Moment of Pride and Great Anxiety 

For Butler’s Stevens, a Career Change Paid Off 
By MARK VIERA 

Butler Coach Brad Stevens walked away from a pronfising career to pursue a more uncertain future in 
basketball. 

¯ Mor_~g.~_S_pS orts News 

ARTS 

On Eve of Redefining Malcolm X, Biographer Dies 
By LARRY ROHTER 

Manning Marable worked for two decades on a re-evaluation of Maleohn X’s life that is said to contain many 
revelations. 

¯ . Manning Marable, Historian, Dies I Book Excerpt 

TELEVISION REVIEW I’THE KILLING’ 
A Thinking Woman’s Detective 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

In "The Killing," an Panerican version of a Danish hit starting Sunday on AMC, m~ observant, thoughtful 
woman leads a murder investigation in Seattle. 

" ArtsBeat: Making ’The Killing,’ AMC’s New Nordic Noir 

Visions of Life, Built From Bits and Pieces 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

A small exhibition of collages, organized to celebrate the centennial of Romare Bearden’s birth, feels 
tmusually current. 

:’ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Why We Travel 
By PAUL THEROUX 

As the traveler’s map is redrawn, parts in tmsettling and tragic ways, voices nfight whisper, "Stay home." 
Don’t. There are opportunities to be had. 

’. ~:~ Slide Show 

’- ~ An Entreaty to Readers: Your Stories 



PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Summer Rental Deals 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Vacation properties are being snatched up early this year, though there are still a few places where bargains 
can be fotmd. 

36 HOURS 

36 Hours in Louisville, Ky. 
By MICHAEL WASHBURN 

The last decade has seen a cultural and civic bloonfing in Louisville, with new galleries, restaurants and 
performmaee spaces taking their place alongside flae city’s stalwart attraction, the Kentucky Derby. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Gov. Cuomo’s Budget 
Albany’s on-time budget helps the wealthy at the expense of the less fortmmte. 

EDITORIAL 
The Truth About American Muslims 
Senator Richard Durbin’s barely noticed Senate hearing last week provided welcome contrast to xenophobic 
allegations of Representative Peter King. 

EDITORIAL 
What Happened to ’Zero Tolerance’? 
The church boards that review abuse allegations against priests must be strengthened, m~d bishops who 
protect predator priests should be held accotmtable. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 
Feeling Betrayed, a Furious Tea Party Shakes Its Fist at Both Political Parties 
By DAVID FIRESTONE 

Many of those present at a Tea Party rally on Thursday couldn’t decide who they despised more, subversive 
Democrats more or spineless Republiemas. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
It Only Looks Dangerous 
By DAVID ZlNCZENKO 

Mixed martial arts is much safer than other, supposedly more civilized sports, mad New York State should 
finally sanction it. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Excuses, Excuses, Excuses 
By JOE NOCERA 

In Iris debut as an Op-Ed colmnnist, Mr. Nocera looks at Uncle Warren’s attempts to gloss over Iris deputy’s 
stock purchases. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Donald Trump Gets Weirder 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Donald Trump has fotmd a lhae of attack loopy enough to stmad out from the pack of potential Republican 
candidates. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
In Egypt’s Democracy, Room for Islam 
By ALl GOMAA 

Religious groups will not restrict Egypt’s newfotmd freedoms, writes the country’s grand mufti. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On April 2, 1917, President Woodrow Wilson asked Congress to declare war against Germany, saying, "The 

world must be nmde safe for democracy." 

¯ See This Front Pa&e., 
¯ ~ This Front Pag~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 
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From: "_c}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 12:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI, , wrap- up 

He)’ Professor Sahle, 

Just wanted to let you know that my paper for AFRI,    is coming along. It 
should be done by the end of the lbllowmg week, and I figure then we can 
discuss setting a date for the finalt Would you like to meet ibr coffee? 
Or, I could certainly come to your office hours if that’s more convenient. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,           2:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Comment on outline 

Hello, 

I asked in class if you could send me comments on my outline I am emailing 

to request the corcm~ents as you asked me to do in class 

Thank you 



From: 
’@gmail.com on behalf of 

@unc.edtc, 

Sent: Sunday, 8:50 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: thesis defense - reminder 

Hello and Professor Sahle: 

I wanted to send a reminder today of , honors thesis defense. It 
is scheduled for 2 pm tomorrow, Monda~y, ~re will meet in the conference 

room on the second floor in the geography department. 

I look tbrwa~d to seeing both of you. 

Warm regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Warner < @gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 11:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Pan-AtiJcan Debate 

Mwalimu - 

I hope you’re well. I’m fresh back from Kansas and Cambridge, and am leaving for New Haven Tuesday and then Dar on Friday. 

I just got word fi~om Prof Shivji’s assistant that I’ll be (the sole person) responsible for axguing the anti-Pan-Africanist (nationalist) position on the "youth" forum that 

Barbara and I roll be attending at the University of Dar next week. This was assigned to me because I agreed to play the devil’s advocate, though am obviously not of 

the mindset that that path would be the best tbr the continent. I am now scrambling to get some context on the anti-Pan-African side betbre I leave on Tuesday. 

Would you have a ve~ short window of time open tomorrow (Monday) to discuss ~me ways that I might begin to contextualize my side of things? If this is too laser 

minute, I definitely understas~d. 

In other news, it looks like I’m officially being sucked into the Harvard vortex. Morn to come. 

All best, 
Jason 



From: writing center@unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 6:56 PIVl 

To: 

Subjet’t: Writing Center summaxy for 

Dear Protl Sable, 

and I agreed ~ve should send you a short summa~’ of the 
conference we had today. 

. is ~vorking on a research paper about blood diamonds. He had a complete draft and wanted to work on the introduction and conclusion. I read each section of his paper aloud and 
then - "    and I discussed them in detail We talked about the implications of the research he conducted and ~vhat issues remained unresolved. We also talked about the passive voice 
and looked at places in his paper ~vhere the passive voice could be eliminated. 

Writing Center Tutor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@lemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 9:03 PIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2015168 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 04/03/11. A sumrnary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a sholt starve?’ that will provide feedback on ?’our experience with the ITS phone support group. 

http://www.unc edu/ar-bin/survey follo,aqap.pl ~ ticket=2015168 

*************** Surnmary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Kaitlyn (aubuchon) 
STATUS: Refel~cal Provided 
FIRST NAME: euaice 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PI IONK~;: (919) 966-2588 
I)EPARTMENT: win&ida friday ctr-cont educ 
TICKET NI.OE/213 ER: 2015168 
StIORT DESCRIPTION: Information 

viruses 

***************** t:.nd of Summary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 

(919) 962-t IELP 

http : /ihelp unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@~medy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 9:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Ticket 2015172 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 04/03/11. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this ;veb address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITRC Undergraduate Library walk-in support group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/surve¥ followup.pl?ticket 2015172 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Bobby (rhurd) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: eunice 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA;L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PI ION[*;: (919) 966-2588 
I)EPARTMENT: wm&ida friday ctr-cont educ 
TICKIZT NI~i~/;[3[IR: 2015172 
SttORT DESCRIPTION: Vims/Spyware 

FAKE AV 
***************** t~nd of Summary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-t II~12 
http :,’,’help unc.edu 

lmerested in backing up your data automatically, consistently, and securely? ITS is now offering data backup services via Irun Mountain. See http://help.unc.edu/5662 for more 
infurmation. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 10:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Video - Ethiopia (land grabbing) 

Thanks, Eunice Jon Saw3~er of the Pullitzer Center in Washington and I made comments on the Ethippian land leasese to foreigners in a seminar on "Africa in Crisis" in Ne~v Bern, NC this 
a fternoonb. 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, April 03, 2011 11:53 AM 
To: Nzongola-5,-talaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Video - Ethiopia (land grabbing) 

[)ear Esteemed Mwalimus, 

Beluw is a short video indicating uur culleague Firuze’s point concerning contempurary land grabbing practices by Indian uwned curporations with the support of the Ethiupian state. 

http://www.~uardian.co.uk/~lubal-development/videoi2011/mar/21iethiupia-land-rush 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~tzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Many thanks 

It was a pleasure for me to participate in the Roundtable. Thanks you for organizing it 
Georgees 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: firoze@fahamu.org; 
Subject: Many- thanks 

6:47 PM 
.~unc edu; Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntal~ia, Georges 

Dear All, 

It was really wunderful tu hear yuur refIectiuns un African sucial movements at yesterday’s forum and in uther spaces during the week! What a great week it has been. 

Let’s cuntinue the cunversation in the cuming days. In the meantime, here is a photo documenting one of the muments following the forum On the photu: as you may remember, my 
invuked the nution of African social movements leading tu us smile.. 

In decolunial solidarity, 
Eunice 



@gmail.com> 

Sunday,            11:09 Plvl 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Urgent: SUTASA Awaxd Follow-up 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

We jus~t wanted to follow-up on your information for the SUTASA teaching award. If you could please forward your responses at your earliest couvenience, it would 

be greatly appreciated. We will need the information for the ceremol~y programs and for the media release. 

Congramlalions agaAn ou this well-deserved honor! We look forward to seeing you at the Awards Ceremony! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

AFRI    prerequisite 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

My name is            , and I am CUlTently a junior English and Political 
Science double major with a minor in Social and Economic Justice here at 
UNC-CH I had hoped to take your course, AFRI    , as part of my SEJ 
studies this semester but was unable to fit it in to my schedule. Now, I 
am in the process of planning out courses for this fall, and I was 
wondering if you could tell me if AFRI    is being offered in the spring 
semester of     Also, contingent upon that, is AFRI    an inflexible 
prerequisite to AFRI    ? 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alice Link <:alicelink college@mcgraw-hilLcom> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 3:09 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

McGraw-Hill Presents GLOBAI, STUDIES: China, 14/e 

THIS IS AN AUTO-GENERATED MESSAGE - PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO TH]S MESSAGE, 

Softcover / 208 pages / [32012 

This title will also be available as an eTextbook. 

If you need further assistance, please contact your NcGraw-Hill Sales Representative 
or McGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscribe, click here 

~You can also write to: Privacy, McGraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Companies Corporate Privacy 

Policy for more ini~rmation or conVact privacy@mcgraw-hill.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 4:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Shifts to Seek Removal of Yemen’s Leader, m~ Ally 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O4/O4/todayshesdlines/h~dex.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~od:s i Art__s ] Media & Adverlsin~ I Editorials ] 

~o~ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

April 04, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

UoSo Shifts to Seek Removal 

of Yeme~*s Leader, an Ally 

The United States, which long 
supported Yemen’s president, even in 
the face of recent protests, has shifted 
positions. 

Rebel Leadership in Libya 
Sl~ow~ Strain 

As stalemate threatens their fight 

with Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi, 

rebels are suffering [rom infighting. 

~E:] Photographs 

CULTURE AND CONTROL 

At Cl~ina’s New NI~l~emn, History Toes Party I,ine 

The National Museum of China showcases the Communist Party’s efforts to control the narrative of 

history. 

~ China rakes Dissident Artist Into Custody 

. NYrimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

".4 pnblie nmse~m~ in China is seldom about the past. It is about the current in, age of the parN and how 

the parN wants itse~’to be seen." 

NO NG CH~ G-TAI, a professor at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, on a new 

s~ate museum in geijing. 

TRAVEL 

Why We Travel 1~i 
As the traveler’s map is 

redrawn, parts in 

unsettling and tragic 

ways, there are 

oppo~unities to be had. 

We invite you to share your stories 

and photos about being enriched by 

travel. 

~S~ are You " ~ Stor es , ~ Photos 

~ Reisted Article ~ ~ Slide Show 

OPINION 

Opinionator post, 

Virginia H effernan 

writes about a series 

Social media changing museums 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Google teams up with top museums 

[eenage curators 



that exphtres both coal- 
mining narratives ant] reality TV. 

WORLD 

2 Qaddafi So~s Are Said to Offer Pla~ to Push Father O~t 

At least two sons of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi have a resolution for a constitutional democracy 
under Seif aMslam el4)addafi, a diplomat and a Libyan official said. 

NazarbayevV~qns Landslide ~v~ctory in Ka~,akhstan 

Preliminary results show that President Nursultan A. Nazarbayev has won re-election by a colossal 

95.5 percent, authorities said on Monday. 

Crlcket Victory Brings Relief Frown Scandal in h~dla 

Satnrday night’s victory is providing a respite from what has become known as India’s "season of 
seams." 

* More Worid News 

Dark Past i~t I?,alka~t Vqar h~trudes on New Life 

Azra Basic, arrested in Kentucky, could stand trial in Bosnia and Herzegovina on charges of war 
crimes. 

BP Seeks to Res~m~e D~llng i~ Gulf of Mexico 

BP is seeking permission to keep drilling at lO existing deepwater wells in the gulf in exchange for 
adhering to stricter safety rules. 

Vast Oene Study Yields Insights o~ Alzhelmer’s 

The two largest studies of ~zheimer’s disease led to the discovery of five genes that provide 
intriguing new dues to why it strikes and how it progresses. 

~ 
: : ~ Ask About A~zhe~mer’5 Disease I Health Guide 

Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

LINK BY LINK 
A %qld Takes Aim at Obama 

A group with ties to Karl Rove has a Web site to collect freedom of information requests that 
scrutinize Obama. 

Transportation Chlefto Unveil Pipeline Safety Effort 

The safety campaign is aimed at coordinating federal, state and local oversight of pipelines and 
making more information available to the public about potential hazards. 

Post-quake data released Monday show large manufacturers turning negative in their ontlook for 
the next three months. 

S P 0 RTS 

NOTRE DAME 72, CONNECTICUT 63 

Notre Dame Keeps Cool and Topples UConn 

Notre Dame had lost m consecutive games to Conneetieut, including three this season, bnt the 
Fighting h’ish were able to pnll away in the second half to earn a spot in the title game. 

TEXAS A&M 63, STANFORD 62 

Tyra White’s layup with 3.3 seconds left sealed a victory as Texas A&M adwmeed to its first 
national title game. 

KNICKS 123, CAVALIERS 107 
After Long Absence, K~icks Return to Playoffs 
i::: o .i.:,T ~/.F..:,~.::#/.b’:.: 
The Knieks are again riding a surge that assures them of their first playoff berth in seven seasons. 

e ,s t ’ . ! ets Halt Lakers’ Streak at 9 hnan H Ip qugg 

ARTS 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

At tlle Oarden~ a Retirement and a Res~scltatio~ 

LCD Som~dsystem and the Strokes, two bands representin~ different styles from the first decade of 

the 2ooos, perfm~ on back-to-back nights. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Belligerent and Boozy, and That’s J~st the Audience 

In Detroit for the first stop of his multicity tour, "My Violent Torpedo of Truth/Defeat Is Not an 

Option," Charlie Sheen did not feel the love, 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

~Bossypants’ 

"Bossypants," by Tina Fey, isn’t a memoir; it’s a spiky blend of humor, introspection, critical 
thinking and Nora Ephronisms for a new generation. 

Mote Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Christopher Meledandri is trying to prove that strict cost controls and hit animated films are not 
mutually exclusive. 

Born of Pirate Radio, Seeldng at Spot on British Dial 

Radio Caroline, whieh first took to the air from a makeshift studio on an offshore ship in 1964, 
wants an AM radio designation in Britain. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

Ben Silverman Sells ~Fashlon Star’ to NBC~ Network He Left 
~.::’, f.:~k k 
"Fashion Star" will introduee aspiring designers creating lines that might inelnde bathing suits or 
lingerie, or surf wear and jeans. 

o Mere Media & Adveltisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Spring’s Awakening? 
If politicians don’t do more to help, the hopeful job numbers won’t last. 

EDITORIAL 

An Epidemic of Rape for Haiti’s Displaced 
Making Haiti’s settlement camps safer for women requires more policy, better lighting and a lot 
more official attention. 

EDITORIAL 

}"i~ing the Mistake "With Yo~tng Offenders 
Far too many children are still being sentenced by adult courts and confined to adult prisons. But a 
study shows that the tide has begun to turn. 

EDITORIAL I THE RURAL LIFE 

Gaitls and Losses 

After a long, scentless winter, one can finally smell the earth again. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 
~Wholesale Robbery in Liquor Sales 

Congress should not vote for proposed legislation that would hurt consumers and simply benefit the 
wholesalers who contribute heavily to politicians. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The climate deniers can’t handle it when one of their own goes off script. 

~ Columnist Page I Slog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tile GoOoPJs Empty Stage 

The party’s biggest names are mainly competing to offer excuses for why they aren’t running in 

~ Columnist Page I Slog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 



Politieal nonprofits sho uld have to publicly identify their donors. 

o MereOp!nion >7 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 4, 1968, civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr., 39, was shot to death in Memphis, 

Tenn. 

See :[1:is Front Pa;4e 

Buy 7"~is F~’ont Pa~e 

received this message because you signed up for NYFimes corn’s loday’s Headlines newsle~er As a member of 
the YRUSFe privacy program, we are committed te protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Pdwcy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve~se 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, 11:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Quick question 

He?’ Professor, 

For the second part of the paper: does the theme and/or scholarly 
sources for subject of choice have to be specific to Ethiopia, even if 
it doesn’t specil~ in the description of the particular theme you gave 
on the rubric? 

For example, if I were to discuss the core features of the 
Marxist-Lenist regime including its violence, would it have to be 
specific to Ethiopia or just the core features and violence in general? 

Thanks for the help and see you tomorrow. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper 

Research Paper.docx 

En~Jl: ~)email.unc.edu 

Phone: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

"@email.unc.edu’- 

Monday,            11:19 PM 

SaNe, Eanice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

F,x’tra Credit: African Social Movements 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I attended the panel discussion last Friday. I had to leave right at 7:30pm 
to attend another event so I did not get a chance to sign the attendance. 

Thank you, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alice Link <:alicelink college@mcgraw-hill.corn> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 3:09 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

McGraw-Hill Values Your Opinion - STUDENT ATLAS OF WORLD GEOGRAPHY, 7ie 

THIS IS AN AUTO-C~ENERATED M[~SSAGE. PI..~AS~ DO NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAC~E~ 

Supplement your McGraw-Hill Create@ book with the 

Annual Editions Article Collection. Learn more, 

If you need further assistance, please contact your NcGraw-Hill Sales Representative 
or Mcgraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscribe, click here 

~You can ~]so write to: Privacy, McGraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Comp~aies Corporate Privacy 

Policy ~br more information or contact privacy@mcgraw-hill.com. 



Sent: 

Subject: 

~£~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,            6:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

m’,g ab.~ut novels? 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
I’m sorry but I can’t remember/find vvhe*e 1 wrote down when this week you wanted to meet to discuss the novels. Did you want to meet today, Thursday~ or I noticed 

you extended your office hours for the    class, we can wait until ne~ week if you are too busy with them. Sorry to bother you. 

Thanks, 



From: ~gmafil.com> 

Sent: Tuesday~ 8:54 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: office hours 

Pro~ Sahle, 

I am letting you know that I am going to come to your ofiice hours 
tomorrow so I don’t miss class this afternoon Also I was wondering 
ifI could have Dr lvianji"s email. I still have some questions for him 
and ~vas hoping that I could make it to fridays seminar to clear them 
up but had an engagement that look longer than expected. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International Studies Association <~mescalan@u.arizona.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 2:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

2012 ISA Almual Convention Call for Papers 

International Studies Association 

53rd Annual Convention 

April 1-4, 2012, San Diego, California 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Beth A Sirmnuns, President 
Judith Kelley, Program Co-Chair 
Layna Mosley, Program Co-Chair 

For the li~ll call for papers, see the ISA 2011 page at http://www.isanet.org/amaual convention/call-for-papers.html 

"Power, Principles and Participation in the Global Information Age" 

Canadian communication theorist Marshall McLuhan famously said, "The medium is the message," and coined the term "global village" McLuhan died in 1980, but his insights are even 
more relevant today. The information environment is drastically different tlcom that of even a decade ago, as new forms of information flows come into existence almost anriu ally. Facebook 
now- has over 500 million users, and Twitter, a selv’ice barely in existence three years ago, counts over 175 million users These tools are not only for finding long-lost school friends or 
sharing pictures of loved ones: they often are used for political purposes For instance, both text messages and tweets served as vital communication tools during the 2010 post-election 
protests in Iran. Indeed, Reuters reported that United States goverl~nent went so far as to ask Twitter to postpone maintenance and maintain service during this time Humanitarian groups 
also use these cowanunications technologies to bring attention to events worldwide: in the wake of tlaiti’s 2010 earthquake, the Red Cross collected $30 million in SMSbased donations from 
US phone users. And the 2010 elections witnessed US political candidates (and their stafl~) tweeting and facebooking like never before. 

The theme of this year’s conference is inspired by the apparent impact of new information and communication technologies on international and transnational afl’airs. Information has altered 
power relations; it has help to globalize norms and principles; it has the potential to bring new participants into political and social processes world-wide From geographic inf’ormation 
systems that bring satellite images to our research to sophisticated form of electronic textual analysis to internet surveys, it is undeniable that a whole range of new technologies is afl’ecting 
the way we think about and do research in international studies 

How have the rapid and fundamental changes in information and communication technologies influenced the political environment and altered global connections? We welcome papers and 
panels that consider these broad questions, as well as those that address related questions, including: 

¯ How and to what extent has the global availability of information undercut the monopoly of state authorities to define and control "the truth"? ttow has information impacted political and 
social authority - eg., in countries as diverse as China, Russia, and the United States? How has information impacted the relationship between private and public actors? What about 
national security in an era of Wikileaks? We welcome papers that think through what new forms of information technology, mean [’or the "strength" of the state, its ability to control 
information, frame and manipulate political discourse, and what this means for states’ relationships with a 
broad range of private actors. 

¯ What new forms of civil socie~ cooperation (local, transnational, global) are premised on the cheap availability of inf’ormation, as well as on low communications costs? How have 
strategies of existing civil society groups changed in response to new communications technologies? Are some traditional groups, or groups in some regions of the world, disadvantaged 
by the rise of new technologies? Is the way people communicate undermining social capital or producing a new type of social capital? We welcome papers that explore the ways in which 
new information technologies have affected civil society organization, cooperation and participation at all levels of politics. 

¯ How is irfformation transmitted, and what are the political, economic and distributional implications of various models of transmission? Do social networks matter in the transmission of 
irfformation, and in its interpretation’? Does "new media" differ from or change the role of the traditional media? We welcome papers that explore the social consequences of new irfformation 
technologies who benefits, but also who is excluded, in comparative perspective. 

¯ How does itfformation affect global governance’.’ Have modern forms of itfformation transmittal increased participation in national, transnational and global afl~airs’.’ Has it contributed to 
transparency in global governance? Does it democratize international governance systems? We welcome papers that look at the implications of new irfformation techr~ologies for global 
governance, accountability, and participation. In particular, we encourage papers that thirtk through the availability of irfformation for the global strategic environment, broadly understood. 

¯ How has the availability of information inrpacted international studies as an academic discipline? What are the most important new- sources of information available to researchers in recent 
years? In what ways does the flood of inf’ornration change the nrethods by which we assess argun~ents and validate truth claims? Has the wealth of information encouraged consensus on 
what constitutes "evidence" or has it undermined such consensus? What new- questions are we able to ask as well as potentially to answer? We welcome papers that examine the irapact 
of the irfformation revolution on modern international studies research, from satellite-based data, to web-scraping to electronic document coding projects. Furthermore, we welcome 
reflection on how new- informatiun and communication technologies alter the questions we are able to ask, as well as critical reflections un the limits of new ways of "knowing." 

The deadline for paper and panel proposals, made through the ISA system, is June 1,2011. 
All proposals should be submitted online using the MyISA Conference Management System at http:i/isanet.ccit.arizona.edu/MylSA 
Inquiries to the program chairs should be directed to isa2012@isanet.org 

Judith Kelley 
Department of Political Science 
and Sanford School of Public Policy 
Duke University 
1705 Tisdale Street 
Durham, NC 27705 

Layna Mosley 
Department of Political Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
361 Hamilton Hall, CB3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 3:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ticket 2016912 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 04/05/11. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Classroom support group. 

http://www.unc edu/ar-bin/survey followup.pl?ticket 2016912 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: Patrick (lpatrick) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: eumce 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PI IONK~;: (919) 966-2588 
I)EPARTMENT: win&ida friday ctr-cont educ 
T[CKIgT NI.)E/2[3ER: 2016912 

SHORT DESCRIPTION: Classroom Support 

Client could not get the DVD to play 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

Contact the Classroom Hotline for your classroom needs 
hotline@unc edu 919.962.6702 
Olfice: M-F 7:30 am - 5:00 pm 
Lnmted support: 5:00 pm to 10:00 pm 

http://hotline.unc.edu 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: RE: AFRI    prerequisite 

Thank you, Dr. Sable, that is precisely what I ~vanted to know-. 

Enjoy the rest of the semester, 

On Mort, 12:06:05 +0000, "S ahle, Eunice N" <eunic e@email.unc, edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> Thanks for the email. 
> 

> Yes, AIicil 01 is the required prerequisite for AIici However, if a 
> student has taken courses in anthropology of development, ’Third World 
> Development’, African history or African related courses in the 
Department 
> of African and Afro-American Studies, I can review their interest in the 
> course. 
> 

> I am not sure the course will be offered in the Spring of 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> From: @email unc edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 11:12 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: AFRI prerequisite 
> 

> [)ear Professor SaNe, 
> 
> My name is and I am currently a junior English and 
Political 
> Science double major with a minor in Social and Economic Jushce here at 
> UNC-CH. I had hoped to take your course, AFRI    , as part of my SEJ 
> studies this semester but was unable to :fit it in to my schedule Now, I 
> am in the process of planning out courses for this fall, and I was 
> wondering if you could tell me if AFRI    is being ofi;cred in the spring 
> semester of     Also, contingent upon that, is AFRI    an inflexible 
> prerequisite to AFRI ? 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 5:08 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

CGI eBnlletin: Global Orientation, Water and Health Conference 

News from CGI 
PRI The World premieres new Chasin~l the Mad Lion documentary trai~er 

Lisa Mullins, anchor for PRrs The World recently ............................................................................................. 

~iI CFK’s Chasing tile Mad Lion newtrailer image !_!_l_t___e_ Ei__e___w___e___d____R_Y___e___g___a__r__c__o___t_t__. f o r the release of his memoir, 

!-t----H---a-[?~Le---n--e---d----Q--n---t---h--e--~--W---a-y----t--~----W---a---r. The World also 

premiered a new documentary trailer for Chasing the Mad Lion. 

The documentary is bein~ produced by CGI Staff member Beth-Ann F, utchma who is a member of the 

Carolina for Kibera Board of Directors. Visit Rye’s website to buy the book, learn more and see 

upcomin!~ book tour events. 

..................................................... . GO! Global Orientation 
:~:: Global Orientation ............................................................... 
...... photo contest image April 16, 2011 ._P_r___e_:_r__e__,g_Ls__t__e__r___h___e__r__e_. 

GO! is an interactive workshop for students doing servicedearNng and research in 

Africa, Asia, and Latin America. GO! helps students eva[uate expectations, 

anticipate cultural and ethical challenges, prepare for community engagement, and 

develop intercultural competencies. Students meet others traveling to similar 

......................................................................................................... areas, share experiences, and discuss strategies to readjust and to continue to 

connect with important issues and populations encountered abroad. 

Our Upcoming Events 
............................................... international Coffee Hour 

N:: International 
...... Coffee Hour logo Tuesday~ April12 

5:00 - 6:00 PM 

4003 FedEx Global Education Center 

Join us for a montMy social hour for international and American students, scholars, 

faculty, staff and families. Chat about resources, opportunities and challenges on 

campus. Each month is hosted by a different office with excellent resources to offer. 

April’s hosts are The Graduate School and the Preparing International Teaching Assistants Program! 

Awards 8 Fellowships 
Mat~N~ [U~ 

Other Global Events 
Innovatin~ the Global ~pp~y Chain 



Deadline: Ongoing 

CGI offers support for campus and community 

projects that deepen understandin8 of our complex 

woHd, especially those invo[vin8 multiple departments 

or schools to encourase interdisciplinary work, and 

ensasin8 faculty, students, and staff. 

Submit your Masters Thesis to the 

Carolina Papers Co{lection 
Promote your scho{aFship in the fie{d of Democracy 

Internationa~ Health. Submit your masters thesis for 

inclusion in the Carolina Papers. 

International Development 

Certificate ............................... 
CGI offers 8raduate students at any [eve~ a 

Certificate in Internationa~ Development to 

demonstrate specialization in development and socia~ 

chan~e in communities and nations around the World. 

Peace Conference of Youth _(__P___C____Y__)__. 
Applications Due: April 20,2011 

Osaka, Japan August 22 - 28, 2011 

Fu~ scholarships avai[aMe for youth conference 

attendance. 

Youn~l Scholars International China 

Pro~Iram 
UNC students trave[in8 to China this summer - ensase 

Chinese youth to think critically in a discussion you 

~ead on your area of interest. Find ~oca[ community 

and practice cross cu~tura~ communication ski~[s. For 

details, p~ease emai~ Yu Zhou, yuzhounc@smaiLcom. 

Conference ................................. 
Apri~ 7-8, 2011 The Carolina Inn 

A rare 8atherin~ of prominent thousht ~eaders from 

the private sector and academia will Bather in Chapel 

Hi[~, North Carolina, to discuss critica~ 8~oba~ supply 

chain issues and how they wi~ impact the way we do 

business now. 

Gioba~ Business Speaker Series: 

Internationa~ Innovation 
Wednesday, April 13 5:30-7:00 PM 

FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003 

Lecture by Joe Davy, co-founder and CEO of EvoApp - 

business analysis software featured in INC Masazine, 

NPR, TechJourna~ South and more. At 21, he has hired 

a world-class team of successfu~ entrepreneurs. P~ease 

RSVP to europe@unc.edu 

G~obal Music-,o,- i.:,,,,: ...................................... Global Music 

1 
Show Show image - 

Wednesday April 27 globe 

9:00 - 10:00prn WXYC 

89.3FM or listen online 

at htt p:/lwxy¢.or~,. 

Ca~ for abstracts for 2011 Water 

and Health Conference 
Presentation ~t Poster submission deadline: Apri[ 30 

Conference: October 3-7 at UNC Chape[ Hitl 

Join indis~duats and experts from academia, industry, 

NGOs, 8overnment and foundations to dear with 

criticat concerns in water and hearth retevant to both 

the devetopin8 and developed wortds. 

[ ~ UNC Global logo 
Like us on 

Facebook ~ Follow US on Twitter ~ ....................................... 

Be,,,~n iigr~e I 301 PiRsbere St 8te 3002 Csmpus Box 5~,S5 :: Chspei H~II, NC "2;’599 

View thi ....... ge in the iContact C ....... ity: ~ Vi ........ ge G C ..... ton thismessage ~ Eecei .... RSS 

Share thi ...... ge with oth .... ~ del,ici .... ~ Digg ~ reddit ~ Facebook ~ Stu~bleUpon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_ @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 10:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

F~-;tra Credit Lecture- -Her F~-;cellency Amina Salum All 

Hi Dr Sable! 

You asked for me to email you in regards to the extra credit point for 
attending the lecture with Her Excellency Aroma Salum Ali on 

Thanks and see you tomorrow during office hours! 

Best, 

Class uf 
@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 4:50 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Budget Stances Harden as Deadline Nears for Shutdown 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/04/06/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................... T.od.ay.is....klea.dl.i.nes ...................................................................... 
~1)¢ N’~0 ~rk ~’i~*~¢~ April 06, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ..s.~_o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,.D..Lnj.n.~t.~...w.j.n...e. I EditorialsI ..O.p=..E..d., I ..O...n..Z.h.!.s....D...a.~ 

.C...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e....T..o...d..a.~2.s....H...e..a..d..lLn..e...s. I r .S...e..a..r..c..h., 

TOP NEWS 

Budget Stances Harden as 
Deadline Nears for Shutdown 
By CARL HULSE and JENNIFER 
STEINHAUER 

After talks with leaders of Congress 
failed to yield a budget deal, President 
Obama said there was "no excuse" for 
the impasse, and Republican leaders 
widened their push for cuts. 

. TimesCast Video: The Mechanics of a 
Shutdown 

¯ ’ Annotated Budget Proposal I More From 

budget.house.gov 

As Shutdown Looms, 
Agencies Brace for Its Impact 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG and ROBERT 
PEAR 

A govenm~ent shutdown can mean a 
host of changes for the country, from a 
shuttered Snfithsonian to an Internal 
Revenue Service that stops issuing 
reftmd cheeks. 
. ~ Graphic: Shutting the Government Down 

Ivory Coast Leader Swayed by Force as He Considers Exit 
By ADAM NOSSITER and SCOTT SAYARE 

Until now, Laurent Gbagbo refused to consider stepping down after losing his election last year, defying 
global condemnation and sanetious. In the end, it came down to force. 

" ~ The Lede: Ivory Coast Video 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"That is not a way to run a government. I can’t have our agencies making plans based on two-week 

budgets." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, disnfissing a Republican proposal for a stopgap budget measure. 

MULTIMEDIA 



~ VIDEO: A Government 
Shutdown Looms 
With the federal govermnent days away 
from a potential shutdown, Jennifer 
Steinhauer and Sheryl Gay Stolberg 
discuss the mechmfics of how it would 
work. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Go Philly! 
By MARK BITTMAN 

A nonprofit and a mayor 
are bringing nutritional 
progress to a city once 
ranked low on the real-food chain. 

WORLD 

U.S. Sees Array of New Threats at Japan’s Nuclear Plant 
By JAMES GLANZ and WILLIAM J. BROAD 

The nuclear plant in Japan faces an array of fresh threats that could persist indefinitely or increase as a 
result of stabilization efforts, according to the Nuclear Regulatory Conmfission. 

Company Says Radioactive Water Leak at Japan Plant Is Plugged 
By ANDREW POLLACK, KEN BELSON and KEVIN DREW 

The company that runs Japan’s crippled nuclear power plant said that it had plugged a crack in a 
maintenance pit that had been gushing highly radioactive water into the ocean. 

-’ ~ TimesCast: Japan Releases Radioactive Water 

:. Radiation Is Everywhere, but Howto Rate Harm? 

¯ . Graphic: Problems With Radioactive Water at the Plant 

Crisis Saddles Village With Unwanted Notoriety 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Iitate, near the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, is struggling with questions about safety, 
evaeuatious and farnfing. 

U,S, 

More Pupils Are Learning Online, Fueling Debate on Quality 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

Though proponents of online education say the course offerings are rich, skeptics say con]ers are being cut 
in an effort to save money. 

’- Room for Debate: Can Young Students Learn From Online Classes? 

Dead Heat in Wisconsin Supreme Court Election 
By MONICA DAVEY 

A contest for file Wisconsin Supreme Court that some voters viewed as a referendum on the state’s 
Republican leaders and their cuts to collective bargaining rights ended Tuesday night without final answers. 

The Odd Challenge for Detroit Planners 
By MONICA DAVEY 

City plmmers usually work on overseeing growth, but not ix] Detroit, where the population is declining. 
, ~ Graphic: Steps Toward a Smaller Detroit 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Screening the Day’s Catch for Radiation 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN and FLORENCE FABRICANT 

Despite assurances by health officials, worries about tainted foods are growing among governments, 
consumers and businesses across the globe. 

Once a Great Flop, Now Sold for Billions 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

The $2.35 billion deal with Diamond Foods is also a milestone for Procter as it sheds its last food brand after 
having already sold Jif peanut butter, Folger’s coffee and Criseo shortening. 

Contrarian Adding Bets in Mideast 
By JULIE CRESWELL 

Colony’s founder, Thomas J. Barrack Jr., is not backing away from the area despite the tmrest; he sees it as 
an investing opporttmity. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

TEXAS A&M 76, NOTRE DAME 70 
Aggies Beat Irish for First N.C.A.A. Title 
By JER[~%o LONGMAN 

Texas A&M won its first national championship in a game that was as scintillating as the men’s final was not. 

METS 7, PHILLIES 1 
Young Does It All for Mets in Debut 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Mets starter Chris Young, a .137 career hitter, singled twice in a six-run tlfird inning and finished with three 
hits wlfile also earning the victory. 

" Unable to Swing, Bay Is Unlikely to Return Soon 

TWINS 5, YANKEES 4 (10 INNINGS) 
Soriano Sets Up Yanks for Disappointment 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Yankees wasted a dominant perfornmnce by C. C. Sabathia, who retired his final 17 hitters en route to 
seven shutout innings. 

, Red Sex and Rays Are Still Searching For Their First Win 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
An Artist Takes Role of China’s Conscience 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

Ai Weiwei, taken into custody on Stmday, is both a fully 21st-century figure and the embodiment of an 
ancient cultural type. 

. Slide Show: Ai Weiwei, Chinese Dissident Artist 

Sports Show Offers Comedian a Comeback 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

The comedian Norm Macdonald, a "Saturday Night Live" alunmus with notable career ups and downs, is 
about to star in his own sports show on Comedy Central. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’MARIE AND BRUCE’ 
There’s Room for Everyone Aboard a Marital Misery Tour 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"Marie and Bruce," Wallace Shawn’s 1979 portrait of marital misery, has been revived at the Acolaa Theater. 

¯ Slide Show: ’Marie and Bruce’ 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Ribs Without Smoke 



By STEVEN RAICHLEN 

Chefs can work wonders with pork ribs by braising them ha the oven, instead of cooking them outdoors the 
way it’s done in barbecue eotmtry. 

" Slide Show: Recipes for Ribs 

Rib Heresies: The Bones That Got Away 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I M. WELLS 
A Diner in Name Only 
By SAM SIFTON 

A brainchild of a French-Canadim~ chef and his Queens-raised wife is one of the more exciting restaurm~ts in 
town. 

’~ ~:~ Slide Show on Diner’s Journal [ ~ Post a Comment 

The Scoop App: Download for More Dining Recommendations 

When Class Meant Brie and Pears 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

As the American gourmand becomes more obsessed with origins and purity, it takes extra effort for 
established brands like Harry & David or Godiva to fend off competition. 

" Diner’s Journal: The Fickle Fashions of Food I I~ Post a Comment 

¯ More Dining. & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Budget Battles: Republicans Maneuver Toward a Shutdown 
After House leaders made it clear that they are not interested in a deal on fl~e federal budget, it seems likely 
that fl~e government could close. 

~’ The Budget Battles: Prosperity for Whom? I The Threat to Medicaid and Medicare 

EDITORIAL 
The Budget Battles: Prosperity for Whom? 
The deficit is a serious problem, but the House Republican budget blueprint is not a serious answer. 

EDITORIAL 
The Budget Battles: The Threat to Medicaid and Medicare 
Paul Ryan’s proposals to reform Medicare and Medicaid have very little reform in them. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Time’s Up, Qaddafi 
By CURT WELDON 

My purpose on this mission to Libya is to meet with Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi and persuade him to step 
aside. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Hunting Birds of Paradise 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Bill Cunningham scampers after beauty while Charlie Sheen hawks ugliness. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

¯ . Thomas L. Friedman is offtoday. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
From the Windows of Abidjan 
By FATOU KE’I’TA 

Cooped up at home, we watched war come to Ivory Coast. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On April 6, 19o9, explorers Robert E. Peary and Matthew A. Henson became the first men to reach the North 

Pole. The claim, disputed by skeptics, was upheld in 1989 by the Navigation Foundation. 

¯ See This Front Pa_x~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

CO pYdg ht20 ! 11 The ae~ "(0~k Times company I P~iva cy po!!cy I N"(TimeS iCOm 620Eig hth A~enuea ewYo rki a~ ~0018i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 6:58 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Tomom~w, April 7 talk at UNC on Ecuadorian Indigenous Poetics 



For more inIbrmation, contact: 
Emilio del Valle Escala~te 

Assistant Professor of Spm~ish 

Romaaace Languages m~d Literatures 

University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Webpage: http://~v.unc.edu’. -edelvall 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Harris, Minnie <~Mamie Hams@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

Barbm’a Ander~n <b anderson@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

~yahoo.co.uk> 

Workshop in Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture - Thurday April 7th 5:30pm - 7:00pm 

Hi Barbara and Eurfice, 

Thanks very much for the update below. 

Dr. SaMe, we sincerely appreciate you doing the presentation on the Malawi history!contexL I have included below the outline for tomorrow. We wN be meeting 

in the Michael Hooker Research gu~h~ng -. Room 0003. The M~chae~ Hooker Building ~s part of the Giil~ngs Schoo~ of PuM~c HeaM~ 

http:iiwww.sph.unc.eduischool!for visitors 48 7215.html Room 0003 ~s located ~n the k~wer a~:dum. 

Re: Presentation - We w~l~ need for you to bring your presentation on a USB key or you can send ~t to me by 4:00pro tomorrow. Do let me know what you pre[:er to 

Re: Read,rigs --. please let me know ff you have any readings to be sent to the students. ~ have the read,rigs Barbara sent and would be happy to send those. ~’d ~ke 

your confirrnatkm on that today. 

~ntroductions (20 rain) 

.... Mam~e Sackey Harris, IGHD---welcome and broad ~nLroductions ( Hsndover Lo Barbara} 

--- Participant seff4nLroducdons 

Barbara Anderson - broad discussion of ~mportance of workshop 

~sdl~tator) ---expectations. 

Eun~ce SaMe, African S~:ud~es Center orienta~:~on on Malawi history and po~:~ca~ economy (2~0 m~n -including 

~ntroduction to Ch~chewa and IV~a~aw~ Cukure 

.... b~troduction to CMchewa and brief cu~Lure presentation (25 m~n) 

- MeN, Mug bwenfi? Practice (t0 minutes) 

Burning questions? (5 rain) 

Please don’[: hesitate to get back to me with 8rig quesl:h:ms or ch~rifical:b:?ns. 

Warmly, 

Mature 

Mature Sackey Hards 
AfBca Programs INfector 

UNC [nsfituto fl?t Gk~ba~ HeaN~ and ~nfl~el:k)us D~seases 
Adjund Assislant Professor, Public HeMlh LeadetsMp Program 

G~flings School of Global Public HeNth 
Room 2144, Bio]nfotmatics Btdg 
Camp~as Box 3368 
Chapel H~, NC 27599 

Tel: (919} 843 8426 
rnsharris@med.unc.edu 
~lobalhealth.unc.edu 

F~m= Barbara Anderson [mailto:b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:22 PM 
Te: SaNe, Eunice N 
6¢: Harris, Mamie; 
Subject: Fwd: [asc_events] Wor~hop in Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture 

Deaz EuNce: 

Th~k you ~ yew much for agreeing to help wit]~ the first pro1 of our workshop on Clfichewa Lang~ge and Malawi Culture. You ~e so generous with ~gur time. 

Below is basic inibrmation fi~r the event on Thursday evening at 5:30. Our Chichewa instructor is                a PhD student in Epidemiology (I hope I’m 

remembering fl~e field correctl!!). The format fi~r Thursday is fl~at Mamie Harris and I will welcome the students (from the Medical School, Dental School, School of 

Public tlealth), I roll "talk a bit about how importaut it is to prepare tbr their research and clinical internships by remembering that fl~ey roll be working in a country ruth 

deep histow and culture,         will have about 30 minutes of instruction in greetings, and we would like you to spend about 30 minutes on basic historical 

orientation to Malawi’s political economy. I think that Mamie may have a sense of what order we should go in for this first session. 

Most of these students know virtually nothing about Malam, so please plan on something that is very accessible for a lay audience. (Special emphasis on veD’ 

accessible!) If you think it useful, perhaps Mamie can send out to students the attached readings (recotnmended by Ad&mson Muula for these workshops), though no 
doubt flrcy roll not have a chance to read flrcse before Thursday. 

Thank you once again, Barbara 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [a~eveuts] Workshop in Chichewa Language and Malam Culture 

Date: Sat,            13:28:48 -0400 
From:Stacey Sewall ~sewall(a)email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: 

Org~afion:Universib’ ofNoN~ Cmolina at ChaN1 Hill 

To:List for ~fican Studies even~ 

Introduction to Malawi: A Workshop in Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture. 

When: Thin.days -                                   from 5:30 pm -7:00 pro. 

Where: Room 0003/0004 - Michael Hooker Research Center, UNC Gillings School of Giob’,fl Public Health (Directions) 



This four-paxt workshop will ti~cus on introductory Chichewa greetings medical interview vocabulary, and liuguistic cultural sensifivi~ in health ~rvices for UNC 

students, staffand facul~ who plm~ to work in Malawi. Each session will last 1.~ hours and will provide elementury language and cultural traiuing, as well as brief 

presentations on the history, geography, politics and economy ofMalawi. Participants will be provided with readings mad language materials. Dinner Mll also be 

provided. Attendance at a minimum of 3 sessions is required. 

Space is limited, so please register by emailing ._q.l_~!_a~.__i_@.u.__~.!f:._e_.d_u_. Call 919-843-8426 if you have any questions. 

This workshop is sponsored by the UNC Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases (http://globalhealth.unc.edui) and the UNC African Studies Department 

(http:i/w~v.unc.edw’depts/at~afamiafiican studie~’ ) 

Stacey Sewal ~ 

Assistant Director 

FLAS C} }rdinator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (iax) 



F~m: @email.unc.edu> 

2:28 PM Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Sub.ie~-t: [Atii ] attendance 

Dr. Sable, 

I just realized that I forgot to sign the attendance sheet for class 
yesterday (                 ,. We ~vere watching the video about the Green 
Belt movemelqt, and at 3:15 I w as in a hua-~ to leave to make it to a 
Teach-In for another class I was hoping that could go back and count me 

as present for that day. 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 3:03 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu> 

one last IRB question 

Hi Dr. S~Ne, 
So I’ve done the II~P,, but have mn into a s~nall problem. Since I will be collecting names, it requires I have level II data securib,. 
I feel like it probably isn’t actually necessary, since fl~e information collected roll be relatively insensitive and I’m not promising confidentialib, which is clear in my consent 
process. 
Do yon think that ifI re-explain this in a cover memo mfl~ my IRB application, it roll be ok’? 
Or do I need to do something for this? and who do I talk to for help ruth this? 

also, do you want me to send you my IRB application belbre I submit iL or should I j ust send it in? 

I’m really solD’ to keep bothering you and thank you’. 

ITS Securi~ 

Carolina Population Center Securib./ Guidelines 

SOM Information Securi~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:16 PM 

Thursday AFAM. : AFAM, 

Dem All, 

Greetings. 

1) Each of you should come to class prepared to di~uss the readings below. We will have an in-class assignment focusing on the core issues emerging from tlaese 

readings: 

Contesting Politics as Usual: Black Social Movement~ Globalization, a~d Race Policy in Latin America~], in Leith Mullings (textbook). 

Juliet Hooker, t;Afro-descendant Struggles tbr Collective Rights in Latin America~ 1 in Leith Mullings (texdx~ok). 

2) Final exam review no. 1. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gma~l.com> 

Wednesday, 4:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

once hours 

He?’ Prof Sahle! 

I had a mindless moment today. I got your office hours mixed up and 
thought they ~vere from 2 to 3:30 this al’temoon. I checked my email 
on my way to your office around 3 and realized that they ended at 2 
I am sor~z for this absent minded mistake, but I can come tomol~ow at 
3:30. All is not lost :) 

On , at 4:16 PN~ EUNICE N Sable wrote: 

Dear All, 

Greetings 

1) Each of you should come to class prepared to discuss the readings 
below. We ;vill have an in-class assignment focusing on the core 
~ssues emerging from these readings: 

Contesting Politics as Usual: Black Social Movements, Globalization, 
and Race Policy in Latin America", in Leith Mullings (textbook). 

Juliet Hooker, "Afro-descendant Struggles for Collective Rights in 
Latin America" in Leith Mullings (textbook) 

2) Final exam review no. 1. 

Best wishes, 
Dr Sahle 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hams, Minnie <Mamie Harris@med.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 6:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

RE: Workshop in Chichewa I,m~guage and Malawi Cnlture - Thurday 5:30pm- 7:00pm 

Hi F.unic e, 

That will be fine We would just need you to arrive a little earlier- say just after 5:00pm so we can set you up? 

Mamie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:54 PM 
To: Harris, Mamie; Barbara Anderson 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Workshop in Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture - Thurday 5:30pm - 7:00pm 

Dear Mamie, 

Thanks for your email I will bring my laptop to the tal, thus I hope the room will have powerpoint capability I teach most of the day tomorrow and will join you after my office hours. The 
readings that Barbara sent are enuugh 

Best wishes, 
Bunice 

Frum: Harris, Mamie 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:51 PM 
Tu: Barbara Andersun; Sable, Eunice N 
Cc: 
Subject: Workshup in Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture - Thurday 5:30pm - 7:00pm 

Barbara and Eunice, 

Thanks very much for the update below 

Dr. Sable, we sincerely appreciate you doing the presentation on the Malawi histop)~icumext. ! have included below the outline for tomorruw. We will be meeting in the Michael Huuker 
Research Building - Ruum 0003. The Michael Houker Building is part ufthe Gillings Schoul uf Public Health http://www.sph.unc.edu/school/for visitors 48 7215 html. R~oln 0003 is 
lucated in the luwer atrium. 

Re: Presentatiun - We will need for you tu bring yuur presentation on a USB key or yuu can send it tu me by 4:00pro tomurrow. I)u let me know what you prefer to do. 

Re: Readings please let me l~uw ifyuu have any readings to be sent to the students I have the readings Barbara sent and would be happy tu send those. I’d like yuur confirmation on 
that tuday 

Introductiuns (20 rain) 
_Mamie Sackey Harris, IGHID welcome and broad introductions ( Handover to Barbara) 
Participant self-introductions 
Barbara Anderson broad discussion of importance of ~vorkshop 

~ Facilitator) expectations. 
Eanice Sahle, African Studies Center orientation on Mala~vi histocy and political economy (30 min including Q&A) 

Introduction to Chichewa and Malawi Culture (40min): 
h~troduction to Chichcwa and brief culture presentation (25 min) 
Moni, Mull bwanji? Practice (10 nrinutes) 
Btaning questions? (5 min) 

Please don’t hesitate to get back to me with any questions or clarifications. 

Warmly, 

Mamie 

Mamie Sackey Harris 
Africa Progranrs Director 
UNC Institute for Global Health and hffectious Diseases Adjunct Assistant Professor, Public Health Leadership Program Gillings School of Global PuNic Health Room 2144, Bioinformatics 
Bldg Campus Box 3368 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: (919) 843 8426 
msharris@med.unc, edu<mailto :msharris@med unc.edu> 
http :i/globalhea lth.unc, edu<http ://globalhealth unc.edu/> 

From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:22 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Harris, Mamie; 
Subject: Fwd: [asc events] Workshop in Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture 

Dear F.unice: 



Thank you so very much for agreeing to help with the :first part of our workshop on Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture. You are so generous with your time 

Below is basic inJk~rmatinn Jk~r the event on Thursday evening at 5:30. Our Chichewa instructor is               , a PhD student in             (I hope rm remembering the field 
correctly! ). ’]’he format for ’l’hursday is that Mamie ttarris and I will welcome the students (from the Medical School, Dental School, School of Public ttealth), ! will talk a bit about how 
nnportant it is to prepare 12~r their research and clinical internships by remembering that they will be working in a country with deep history and culture         will have about 30 minutes 
of instruction in greetings, and we would like you to spend about 30 minutes on basic historical orientation to Malawi’s political economy I think that Mamie may have a sense of what order 
we should go in for this first session. 

Most of these students know virtually nothing about Malawi, so please plan on something that is very accessible for a lay audience. (Special emphasis on very accessible!) If you think it 
useful, perhaps Mamie can send out to students the attached readings (recommended by Adamson Muula fi~r these xvorkshops), tl-mugh no doubt they will not have a chance to read these 
before Thursday. 

That’: you once again, Barbara 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

[asc events] Workshop in Chichexva Language and Malawi Culture 

Date: 

Sat, 13:28:48 -0400 

From: 

Staccy Sewall <sewall@emaihanc.edu><mailto:sewall(d~,,email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: 

sewall@emaihunc.edu<mailto:sewall~email.tmc.edu> 

Organization: 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

To: 

List for African Studies events <asc events@listserv unc.edu><mailto:asc events@listserv.unc.edu> 

Introduction to Malawi: A Workshop in Chichewa Language arid Malawi Culture. 

When: Thursdays -                                  ticom 5:30 pm -7:00 pm. 
"¢~q~ere: Room 0003/0004 - Michael Hooker Research Center, LEX-C Oillings School of Global Public Health 
(Directions<http://www.sphunc.edu/school/map and directions to the school 160 7217.html>) 

This four-part workshop will focus on introductory Chichewa greetings, medical interview vocabulary, and linguistic culttu-al sensitivity in health services for UNC students, staff and 
faculty who plan to work in Malawi Each session will last 1.5 hours and will provide elementary language and cultural training, as well as brief presentations on the history, geography, 
politics and economy of Malawi. Participants will be provided with readings and language materials Dilmer ;vill also be provided. Attendance at a minimum of 3 sessions is required 

Space is limited, so please register by emailing malawi@tmc.edu<mailto:mala;vi@tmc.edu> Call 919-843-8426 if you have an?, questions. 

This workshop is sponsored by the L,~’C Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases (http://globalhealth unc.edui/and the UN(2 African Studies Department 
(http://www.tu~c edu/deptsiafriafalw’african studies/) 

Stacey Sewal[ 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coordinator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (15x) 

s ewall @email un c edu<mailto:sewall (@emaih unc. edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 6:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Follow-up question - Congratulations ti~m SUTASA - Response Requested 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

The news mmouncement will only include your name mad depaxtment, from what I have been told. You may contact LJ Toler from University News Services directly if 

you have further concerns. 

Best regards, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 5:22 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(dbemaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

.lust a quick follow-up to the information I sent on Monday in response to the question on the media - see below~ Thanks~ DL Sable 

There will also be a university news announcement after the ceremony to recognize your award. Please include in your reply email if you have any objections to 
being included in this media announcement. 

-Kindly let me know what would be included in the media announcement so that I can made an informed decision, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 8:00 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Congratulations from SUTASA - Response Requested 

Dear 

Once again thanks for this note and the reminder! 

Here are the details: 

I) Full Name (as you would like it to appear in the program - please include any titles) 

Dr, Eunice N, Sahle 

2) Preferred first name 

Eunice 

3) Local Address and phone number (I hope my business contact details which I provide below are fine for the award purposes) 

109 BaSle Hall 

ChapelHill 

27599-3395 

919-966-5496 

Hometown 

Durham 



Education history (please include where various degrees were earned, both undergraduate and graduate) 

B.A (Hons. with distinction, University of Toronto, Canada; M.A., University of Toronto, Canada; and Ph.D, Queen’s University, Canada) 

6) Degree you are currently pursuing at UNC (title of degree, department, and year of study - if applicable) 

7) Courses you teach at UNC 

INTS560; Afril01; INTS405; AFAM600 

There will also be a university news announcement after the ceremony to recognize your award. Please include in your reply email if you have any objections to 
being included in this media announcement. 

-Kindly let me know what would be included in the media announcement so that I can made an informed decision, 

Many thanks for all the hard work on this award and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:34- PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Congratulations from SUTASA - Response Requested 

Dear Dr. Sa~hle, 

On behalf of the Stadent Undergraduate Teaching and Sta£f Awards (SUTASA) Committee, we are pleased to inform you that you have been selected as 

a recipient of an undergraduate teaching award! As you may know, SUTASA was established in 1989 to recognize outstanding tmdergraduate instrucfion 

by both faculty and teaching assis~aats. In 2004, the awaxds were emended to inclnde a staff award to recognize a s~affmember’s specific contribntions to 
the undergraduate experience at Caxolina. 

Our committee accepted nominations tix~m undergraduate students tbr protEssors, teaching assistants, and stall[: Teaching award recipients were chosen 

on the kasis of demonstrated teaching excellence, success in positively affecting a broad spectrum of students both in aaad outside of the classroom, and 

creation of a dynamic learning environment. The staff awmd recipient was chosen on the basis of demonstrated excellence in se~Ace, dedication to 

undergraduate students, and a positive impact on a broad spectrum of Carolina students. The committee received many qualified notninafions this yeax, 

but your nomination stood out among the rest! We extend our sincerefft congratulations for tiffs well-dese~wed honor’. 

You will be recognized for this honor at the Chancellors’ Awards Ceremony with a certificate of recognition and a monet~ary award of $5,000. The 

Ceremony will be held on             at 3:00PM in the Great Hall of the Student Union. A formal lel~er will follow with further information about your 

award. In the meantime, please reply to this email with the ti311owing inlbnnafion as soon as possible: 

1 ) Full Name (as you would like it to appear in the program please include any titles) 

2) 1~ refened first name 

3) Local Address and phone number 

4) Hometown 

5) Education history (please include where various degrees were earned, both undergraduate and graduate) 

6) Degree you are currently pursuing at UNC (fitle of degree, department, ~md year of study if applicable) 

7) Courses you teach at UNC 

There will also be a universiiy news aaanouncement ~£ter the ceremony to recognize your aw~xd, t lease include in your reply emafil if you have any 

objections to being included in this media mmouncement. 

Agair~ congratulations and we look forwaxd to seeing you at the Chancellor’s Award Ceretnony~ 



Best Regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.coin> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 3:10 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, 7 April: climate summit, labour, Canada, Zim, Moz, Libya, ~minars online 

UKZN interdict.pdf; ColnmuniqueUniversityUpdate 4April2011.pdI~ CommuniqueUpdateStallSlrikeAction 5 April201 led 1-1 .pd£ ul~n 

violence 31 March.jpg; UKZN strike 5 April 201 l:ipg; UKZN student protest resolution.pdf; zap police.gif; Bond SA climate injustice.pdf; 

Montreal climate justice conference.pdf; Saul reviews ofAmin Nyerere Satgar Zita Webster.doc; Climate update Apr 6.doc 

Hi comyades, 

* Excellent new developments on several fronts to report, including the 
alternative climate summit and labour. Most important for our 2011 
activities, it appears that there’s a much better arrangement than UKZN 
for playing primary host in late Nov and early" Dec. Frankly’, UKZN’s 
administrative behaviour and police brutality, in recent days been highly 
instructive about what might be expected if we host an event with some 
of the world’s leading progressive experts and activists. In short, 
civil society can only" do constructive work if hosted by a civil 
institution, and it is now beyond doubt that UKZN is disqualified as a 
civil university unless, that is, we attract the types of activists 
who enjoy being shot in the groin while relaxing in their rooms at 
night. With that in mind (way below plus see attachments from the 
university including the denial that two students were killed), plus 
geographical proximity’, I’m entirely’ persuaded by the C17 group working 
on ’The Space’ (including Rehana, Bryan Ashe, Alice ~[hompson and Des 
D’Sa) that the best locale is the Durban University of Technology Our 
own little War Zone of a university may now be a bit quieter (though not 
at the Med School the last couple of days - pic), but the 
administration’s use of an injunction that prohibits students front 
engaging in any meetings whatsoever ([) (attached) and invitations to 
the utterly-corrupt (see below and Zapirn cartoon), take-no-prisoners, 
Cele-era police to come on campus and beat up students again and again 
suggests we need a shift in the local balance of forces before properly 
engaging in a more profound struggle for global justice. Let nre know if 
you think I’m wrong. 

* The contrast with the enlightened, civilised DUT leadership is quite 
sharp, and the Satyagraha project of that institution’s chancellor, Ela 
Gandhi (including a Salt March on 17 April from Phoenix at 7ant all the 
way to Kings Park) will be inspiring as we make more lit~zs from Gandhian 
militancy from more than a century ago, to today’s need for direct 
actions against emitters. 

* I also had sonre vey rewarding days in Canada last week, and in 
Johannesburg Tuesday and yesterday. The highlight in freezing Ottawa was 
a chance to reconnect with Mohau Pheko, the SA high commissioner, who 
was very seriously committed to learning the CJ agenda, including from 
guests at the delightful fortnal lunch of organic SA food (which she 
cooked herself) such as Tony Clarke (a dear friend and CCS seminar 
presenter a few- years ago) and Carleton University’s Blair Rutherford. 
The actual talk was recorded (URL coming soon) and I’ll be doing more 
with the updated CJ lecture, e.g. in Montreal next Friday- at a big 
Canadian CJ conference (attached is a programme) And it was great to 
meet several of the team coming next month to UKZN for a public health 
and gender course run by Susanne Klausen of Carleton. More about that 
group soon. In Toronto in addition to meeting some of the anti-G8 
activists at a CJ seminar, it was wonderful to be hosted by John Saul, 
who provided several revie~vs of others’ work (attached) and ~ve made 
strides towards a book on SA to be completed by year’s end It was also 
wonderful to meet the group assembled by Ellie Perkins, including a 
couple of CCS visiting scholars (Alex Todd and Beth) who will be 
deployed in the communities in coming months to help us link climate and 
water 

* Back in Joburg, I witnessed some fascinating labour debates. The 
Cosatu stance is sometimes described by independent progressives as the 
’abused spouse’: complaining and even protesting the constant beatings, 
but inevitably coming back for more, because ’there is no alternative’. 
That critique will be heard again based on Vavi’s extraordinary critique 
of the ANC ’rot’ at the National Union of IVletalworkers of SA on Tuesday, 
because as you see from the press reports, he took his audience (which 
included me) into an exceptionally dark space of corruption and 
neoliberalism, and then brought us irito the light: ’campaign AN(?!’ The 
same sentiments are in Nunasa leader lxvin Jim’s statement to the 
conference (below). We’ll see how that plays in the municipalities, 
where it seems the very worst tendencies in internecine party battles 
continue. Another continuing battle is The Mine-Line plant occupation 
struggle, one of the independent left’s major efforts at reaching out to 
disaffected workers, as you see in Shawn Hattingh’s eloquent report 
about a case where natinnalisation demands are not so straightforward 
(below) 

* As in the case of Mine Line, a frequent split within labour is between 
socialists and union bureaucrats. Nowhere have I found this more extreme 
and debilitating than Zimbabwe, from when I worked for Morgan Tsvangirai 



for a couple of years in the early" 1990s. Please assist a unionist who 
was one of the captured democrats, Eddson Chakuma (below). ’]?here’s also 
more solidarity needed with Mozambicans, as predicted by a former CCS 
visitor, Alcino Moiana, and we’re arranging an August fact-finding v~sit 
to Maputo, more about which soon. Finally, anti-solidarity was provided 
to Palestinians by a South African Zionist, Richard Go]dstone last week 
regarding the 2009 invasion of Gaza, and a superb group ] visited in Tel 
Aviv last September, the Coalition of Women [’or Peace, sets the record 
straight (below). 

* Thanks to John Devenish’s good xvork, there are two recent seminars 
available for download fiom our website in case you missed them: 

- http://ccs.ukzn.ac.zaiimages/raenulinel .gifis "Climate Justice, Global 
Alliance-Building and Climate Jobs" by Nncy Lindisfarne and Jonathan Neale 

is Wiebe Naute’s seminar on Tuesday about South Korean democracy, and 
a new file will be up ~vith his .ppt presentation very soon. 

* Yesterday-, I also had some good discussions with Wiebe (from 
Maastricht University) about local civ soc research, and he had a grand 
time with Orlean in Chatswolth yesterday. His structural reading of the 
Treatment Action Campaign stluggle for A]DS medicines published last 
year is one of the finest in this tradition, highly recommended. Will 
send it along in the next Update. 

* CCS friends Horace Campbell and Immanuel Wallcrstein have excellent 
articles on Libya, but you’ll be sickened to find more SA fingerprints 
on Gaddafi’s weapons, below. 

* Finally, on the climate fiont, as you see in the attached ’Climate 
Update’ (segregated from all the material in a word file for ease of 
reading), there’s a great deal at stake in Bangkok, from where Rehana is 
reporting along with Third World Network And the civil society 
cormnittee, C17, has put out a con~munique including an invitation to join 
a listser~,e And to emphasise the ghastly’ nature of the local 
minerals-energy complex, read not only- about SA hosting ambitions, but 
also about how the historic site of Mapungubwe is threatened by CoAL 
Africa (and the envirol~ment minister! ), and how the world is (again) 
threatened by Alec Er;vin And we haven’t even begun talking about 
fracking the Karoo and more SA nukes, but more on those later. 

* I’m here in Durban until Monday, then attending the Seattle meetings 
of the American Association of Geographers (papers on Palestine and 
Durban) and then to the Montreal climate event (15-17 APril) and one at 
San Francisco University on 19 April. Apologies if all this travel has 
prevented me from replying to emails but please be persistent and 
patient this month, I appreciate it. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

Vavi tells ANC to stop scoring own goals 

Warns of ’President Zille’ 

Apt 5, 2011 9:31 PMI By I)O]Vf[NIC MAItLANGU 

Cosatu general secretary Zwelinmma Vavi has told the AN(; to jack up its 
act and stop "scoring own goals" as it prepares to fight the local 
government elections 

He said party" stalwart Oliver Tambo must be turning in his grave about 
the extent of the rot the ANC was tolerating. 

Addressing the National Union of Metalworkers’ conference in 
Johannesburg yesterday’, the Cosatu leader said if the ANC were not 
careful the DA would make i~oads in its strongholds. 

"l_t" we allow people to take our movement in the direction they are 

taking it, very soon we will have to call someone President Zil]e," he 
said referring to the leader of the DA. 

Vavi told delegates that Cosatu’s election campaign for the ANC was 
"tremendously weakened". 

"We go to these elections not to account [for] the tremendous progress 
we have made in relation to the [2007] project We are going to the 
elections, in ]’act, with our tails between our legs, with our backs 
against the wall because 1.17million j obs have disappeared ." 

Cosatu could not campaign with a message that the ANC had reduced 
pover~ and corruption as resolved in 2007. 

"We are going to report that inequality has become worse ... We are 
going there to report that, unfortunately, despite us prioritising 
corruption, in reality corruption is getting out of hand everyxvhere," 
Vavi said. 



South Africa should avoid the kind of "feeding frenzy" that had gripped 
countries such as Angola and Kenya, where corruption was allegedly the 
order of the day. 

The social order in such states allowed the first family to feed first, 
followed by cabinet nrinisters and provincial leaders, while the poor 
were lefi with nothing, Vavi said. 

Without naming President Jacob Zuma or cabinet ministers, Vavi raised a 
warning about South Africa: "If we are not careful and [don’t] turn the 
bus, making it face a different direction, we will find ourselves there 
[like Angola and Kenya] 2’ 

Zunra has been criticised for his close association with the Gupta 
family, which has employed members of his family. 

Of the local government election campaign, Vavi said his eyes had been 
opened to the extent of the "rot and malaise" in the ANC. He said the 
party, was devouring itselt~ 

"We are in the process of doing away, literally and at the fastest pace 
possible, with the legacy of our movement. When Tambo reads the stories 
in newspapers he is turning in his grave about the extent of the rot we 
are tolerating and which we are beginning to accept as a norm. 

"[There are] low standards, low standards in everything". 

Vavi’s comments come just days after ANC veteran Wilmie 
Madikizela-Mandela bemoaned infighting and con-uption in the ruling 
part?’ when she addressed a rally in Midvaal on Sunday. 

The ANC - which is in an alliance with Cosatu and the SA Communist Party 
- has in recent weeks battled to contain a revolt within its ranks. 

The process of dra~ving up lists of candidates for the mmaicipal 
elections has led to some members of both the ANC and SACP opting to 
stand as independent candidates. 

In the Eastern (;ape, party members have taken the ANC to court in an 
attempt to stop the nomination process. 

Last week, two people were an-ested in connection with an alleged plot 
to kill five ANC leaders. 

Vavi said though the list process was meant to be fair and democratic, 
some part?" members had reason to feel aggrieved. 

"It is true that in some cases popular candidates of the people have 
fallen victim to the powerful cliques that have appointed themselves 
gatekeepers. It is true that in some cases guidelines have been 
side-stepped and frustrated." 

Vavi nevertheless called on Numsa and other Cosatu affiliates to support 
the ANC in the elections. 

"We are doing this in our own interests, because *ve firmly believe it 
is only under the ANC that we can fight and be victorious over market 
fundamentalism, class exploitation and national and gender oppression. 

"We must be ruthless in our rejection of DA policies, *vhich aim to 
reduce the cost of doing business for capitalists while further 
impoverishing the working class and further &riding us" 

Numsa National Bargaining Conference 

4-5 April 2011 

General SecretatT’s Input: "Defining The Context" 

"The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of all instruments of 
production, by the imnrensely facilitated means of con~’nunication, &aws 
all, even the most barbarians, nations into civilization. The cheap 
prices of conmxodities are the heavy- altillelT with which it forces the 
barbarians’ intensely obstinate hatred of foreigners to capitulate. It 
compels all nations, on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois nrode 
of production; it conrpels them to introduce xvhat it calls civilization 
into their midst, i.e., to become bourgeois thenrselves. In one word, it 
creates a xvorld after its own image." The Corcanunist Manifesto, 1848 

Decent Work Unites! Exploitation Divides! Smash Capitalism!! 

National Office Bearers of iN~2~/SA Regional Office Bearers present Invited 
guests Resource persons National Office Staff Regional Organisers 

This iX~BC is taking place at a time in the mffolding global crisis of 
capitalism is causing major revolutions in the Arab and Moslem world 
today It is veQz important to locate the social, political and military 
upheavals in EgTpt, Morocco, Libya, Yemen, and the rest of the Arab and 



Moslem world within the context of a failed global capitalism In all 
the revolutions we are witnessing today, the major demands are jobs, 
food, decent housing and a life of dignity for the working class, the 
rural populations and both the urban and rural poor populations of the 
world. Last week we saw more than hall! a million people in Britain march 
against the massive social cuts in the budget in the country, by the 
government of the consepCatives and liberals. They are punishing the 
working class and the poor for the failures of the capitalist system, 
and ordinary people are standing up in Europe and saying no to nexv 
austerity measures. We now know that almost all municipal governments of 
the world are experiencing massive financial crises - their sources of 
revenue has dried up as more people are thrown into unemployment by the 
ongoing crisis of capitalism. This problem is currently facing just 
about all our municipalities in South .4frica, and recently it has become 
more pronotmced in the large municipalities - the Metros. We at Nttrasa 
are very clear that the West lead by the United States of America are 
giving us all the false explanations about what is going on in the 
Moslem and Arab world concerning the "lack of democracy and respect for 
human rights" as the irrm~ediate causes of the social and political unrest 
in the part of the world. The truth is simple: the global capitalist 
system is failing to guarantee a decent life to the world’s working 
class, and just like it happened in Africa from early 1990 all the way 
up to the beginning of the 21 st Century, the peoples of the Third World 
always pay- the highest penalty when the world capitalist system 
experiences a huge crisis such as the ongoing global economic 
depression. And unfortunately, just as happened in Africa when 
liberation movements where toppled by the wave of misery which 
neoliberal global restmctuxing forced on the peoples of the world, 
today, once again, we see the very same countries and capitalist forces 
that have led to the crush of th4e global ecotlomy pretending that they 
are the torch bearers of democracy and thus, they can willy-nilly invade 
Libya in order to "protect civilians" from Oadhafi!! I repeat, ~xless we 
first understand the significance, in class terms, of what the global 
crisis of capitalism today means for billions of working people in the 
world, ;ve will not understand why the Arab and Moslem world is in 
trouble[ ’. And as usual, the capitalist West led by the United States of 
America is busy using the crisis the?’ have actually generated for the 
world to consolidate their evil hold on global resources - in this case 
oil - and to impose their model of liberal democracy on the troubled 
peoples of the world Thus we see here the production and reproduction 
of the capitalist crisis starting in the economy and going into the 
social and political aspects of human life and eventually of course 
leading to the greatest capitalist business - YVAR! ! Thus in this NBC, we 
wish to warn all our Numsa leaders and members that any analysis of the 
current situation of the ;vorld which does not start and end with a clear 
class analysis that locates the ;vorld within the global crisis of 
capitalism is a false analysis and it is designed to mislead us And we 
should thus, in this NBC, firmly proceed to undertake our work guided by 
our class analysis. A The crisis of global capitalism In the 1st to 2nd 
February Pre NBC we said the follo;ving about the state of ;vorld 
capitalism today: "It is common knowledge that global capitalism is in 
deep structural and systemic crisis. There is so much economic and 
social uncertainty in the world today that the words of the Communist 
Manifesto, written in 1848, ring very tlue today: 

"Constant revolutionizing of production, uninterrupted disturbance of 
all social conditions, everlasting uncertainty and agitation distinguish 
the bourgeois epoch fi’om all earlier ones All fi×ed, fast frozen 
relations, with their train of ancient and venerable prqjudices and 
opinions, are swept away, all new-formed ones become antiquated before 
they can ossify." 

We indeed live in a period of".., everlasting uncertainty’...."!! 
Twenty four months ago many leading right wing capitalist intellectuals 
and i deologues still believed that neo-liberalism represented the most 
celebrated triumph of capitalism over an?’ left ideol ogies. Today that 
world is in tatters and we read eveu day that the same intellectuals 
are dusting Marxism to try and understand what he wrote so many years 
ago about the inherent cri sis ridden nature of capitali sin. 

Barely 20 months ago, who would have predicted that the United States of 
America would lead the world in abandoning neo-liberalism, let alone be 
lead by an African American? 

We ourselves in South Africa today we have several African billionaires 
who are just as brutal to the working class as their white brothers and 
sisters 

We live in a brutal capitalist world in which "All that is solid melts 
~nto air, all that is holy is profaned, and man is at last compelled to 
face with sober senses his real condition of life and his relations with 
his kind." 

From the time of the declaration of the l~a’ix- oil embargo on Iraq through 
to the US and its allies imperialist xvar against Iraq more than 4 
million httraan lives have been lost, and we go about our lives as if this 
is normalt 

Afiica has seen genocide in Ruanda in which not less than half a million 
human lives were brutally murdered. And this is perfectly "normal" in a 
world in which human life counts less than the capitalist greed for 



profits. 

Here in South Africa, hundreds of thousands of our people are infected 
with the tI[ViA[DS virus and thousands have died and there is yet not the 
kind of alarm and urgency that would give you the idea that human life 
is "sacred"!! 

Everywhere you look, millions of workers are out of work, suffering high 
food, energy and oil prices and the world goes on as if they do not exist. 

Permanent instability’. Savage exploitation of the working class. 
Predatory wars for natural resources leading to loss of millions of 
human lives. Cold, indifference to human suffcring from diseases, 
hunger, unemployment and general poverty. This is the flip side to the 
capitalist world xve live in, in which a small tiny rainority is filthy rich! 

Slowly the masses are beginning to say- enough is enough. They are 
shedding their fear and confronting their situation. The world working 
class, urban and rural poor are waking up to the harsh reality" into 
which capitalism has thrust them. 

We saw the student riots in Britain against the ruthless budget cuts of 
the conservatives and liberals in power there. We saw- the riots and 
strikes in France against similar harsh conditions of the working and 
poor people. 

Today- we witness the uprising in Tunisia, in Egypt, in Yemen, and sooner 
than later, perhaps, much closer hornet 

In South Africa we have seen ho~v the anger of the unemployed and poor 
was chatmeled into violence against our own black and African brothers 
and sisters. Now that we are chasing these out of South Africa, but 
still there are no jobs, homes and food to go around, who shall be the 
target of the anger of the millions without jobs and proper homes? 

Global capitalisms is failing hu.mani~, burning the Ealth, polluting our 
r~vers and oceans, and risking blowing all of us into thin air!" 

Con~rades, may I state here that we were correct then, and we are correct 

now! In fact we have since seen the start of full civil war in Ivo~ 
Coast and Libya, and the imperialist invasion of Libya by the US and the 
West, under guise of the United Nations[ 

B The state of the South African economy and society 

In the February Pre NBC, we said the following about the state of the 
South African economy and society’: 

"The South African economy continues to be underpinned by the semi 
colonial systemic and structural features, features which the South 
African Communist Part?- has correctly termed "Colonialism of a Special 
type"! 

White monopoly capital, sustaining ;vhite economic, social and cultural 
privilege persists. Black and African poverty supplies extremely cheap 
labour to this economy and society. Thus Black and African working class 
education, health services, housing, social and cultural services are 
extremely inferior to those of the white community with its sprinkling 
of black an African middle class 

All the social and economic statistics in South Africa point to 
worsemng Black and African pover~" even as white wealth and privileges 
increase, after 1994. ’l’hus it is not by accident that an average white 
male today earns R19 0000 while a black man earns a meagre R2 400 00t 

Only less than 5% unemployment exist among the white population, while 
on average, more than 30% of black people are unemployed, and this 
figure does not include those who have given up looking for work. 

’]?he ongoing global crisis of capitalism has simply ~w~rsened this 
picture. Apart from Colonialism of a Special Type, after 1994, we have 
seen the rise and dominance of finance capital over all other :Forms of 
capital, especially manufacturing and other industrial capitals. ’]?his 
dominati on o17 finance capital has been fuelled and facilitated by the 
post 1994 monetary policies which favour high interest rates and an 
extremely unfavourable exchange rate to nati onal manufacturing and 
industrialisation. 

We at Numsa have argued, and correctly so as all evidence supports us: 
after 1994 South Africa has experienced jobless growth driven by 
speculative finance capital and consumption of high value add imported 
domestic goods. Logically, this has led to the destruction of a large 
portion of our raanufacturing sector. 

It is not by accident that the fastest growing sectors have been the 
financial, services and retail sectors. This has been at the expense of 
manufacturing and national industrialisation. Thus we find ourselves in 
the ridiculous situation in which there has been ’jobless gro~vth"!! 

While we welcome the governments release of its New Growth Path, Nurnsa 
independently and with Cosatu has expressed its strong reservations on 



the proposed NGP and its capacity to chart a new economic and social 
path for South Africa. 

We remain committed to the struggle for decent work and decent wages." 

Again allow me Comrades to say here that our analysis of the South 
Africa economy and society in February this year remains valid and true 
Millions of South African worldng class fi~milies and rural poor continue 
to suffer the ravages of a capitalism that stubbornly refuses to change 
and accorrmmdate the dernands of tire new democratic dispensation. 

Thus we, Numsa, as a revolutionary union, are called upon to do our 
part, together with Cosatu, to struggle for a Socialist Republic of 
South Africa. We are corlvinced that no arnotmt of shallow refomrs will 
deliver our people from their povelty into a life of work, of decent 
wages, of decent housing, of abundant water, of plenty of good food and 
peaceful and happy comm~rities. 

C. Tire 18 May Local Government Elections Our 2008 Congress endorsed our 
electoral suppolt for the AN’(-’. During tire 2009 national elections we 
campaigned for tire ANC. During the folthcoming local government 
elections we are going to campaign fi~r the victorT of the ANC. We are 
happy to note that the ANC Manifesto for tire 18 May 2011 Local 
Goverm’nent Elections is a customization of tire Polokwane Resolutions 
irrto local government policy positions. Thus we find that tire ANC Local 
Goverm’nent Election Manifesto talks about tire job crisis in South Africa 
and tire imperative for decent jobs. We are also happy to note that there 
is a focus in principle, to rnake local goverm’nent work for our 
communities. However, we are also aware that there is a growing crisis 
in all municipalities: a crisis of poor sel~’ice delivery, infcrior 
administration, weak political leadership, inadequate budgets for social 
set~zices, high tariffs, weak housing deliverT strategies, and all sorts 
of other problems. Tire problems of local government are made worse by 
the scourge of privatization, outsourcing, over reliance on fake 
consultants, corruption and fraud and a host of other problems You may 
then ask: why must we still vote for the ANC, despite all these 
problems? First of course, we must understand that we are in the phase 
of our struggle called the National Democratic Revolution - a phase in 
which dismantling the constitutional and institutional arrangements of 
our apaltheid past and building a democratic society in which all human 
beings regardless of race have equal constitutional and other legal 
rights is the strategic objective. While our strategic objective as 
Numsa is a Socialist South Africa, the ANC and its alliance today offers 
us the greatest opportunity to advance our objectives of the NDR, and, 
depending upon how we mobilise, educate and organise the working class, 
the NDR also offers us the most direct rotate to socialism. 

No other political formation in South Africa today offers the communists 
and the working class similar opportunities. These together with the 
fact that we are a disciplined member of COSATU which is an alliance 
with the ANC and the SACP are sufficient reasons for all members of 
Numsa not only to vote for the ANC in the coming local government 
elections, but also to actively campaign for a massive ANC victory, 

Further, ~ve must always remember that how far the ANC government at 
local, provincial and national government levels delivers for the 
working class and poor communities is a result of how well the working 
class and the poor are organised inside the Aix,’C itself If we the 
wofldng class are ~veak on the ground in the ANC, we will get nothing. If 
we are strong and organised, we will secure many of our class interests. 
This is how all multiclass formations operate - the better organised 
class always dominates. 

We have only ourselves to blame for outsourcing to other classes our 
class struggles[! 

D. The NBC The global crisis of capitalism and the massive suffering it 
has unleashed on the working class and rural populations of the world, a 
stubborn Socialism of a Special Type capitalist system in South Africa, 
the coming local government elections - all are the key :features that 
define the enviror~nent in which we are operating, Comrades. This NBC 
must confirm correct Numsa poll cy positions and demands which take into 
full account the features of the world as described above. Further, as 
usual, we must at all material times upheld the great tradition of 
mandates from our members as we do battle with the bosses. I am 
convinced that a united, fearless and campaigning Numsa will secure the 
interests of its members in these vepf difficult circumstances. Amandla! 

Irvin Jim Numsa General Secretary 

Greed bringing chaos: Vavi 

April 4 2011 at 09:27am By Kamini Padayachee vavi april 4 

INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPERS 

Cosatu’s Zwelinzima Vavi at the Durban City Hall. Picture: TerlT Haywood 

Cosatu general secretatTi Zwelinzima Vavi has blamed tire crisis in the 



ANC’s candidate selection process :[’or the local government elections on 
the rise of individualism and greed in the party’. 

Addressing the trade union federation’s provincial shop steward council 
at the Durban Ci~ Hall on Sunday, Vavi said the fiasco surrounding the 
selection process had revealed the serious challenges faced by the ANC 
and its alliance parmers 

Violent protests have been held in several [)urban townships in the past 
fexv weeks, by communities who have rejected candidates selected by the 
ANC to represent their wards in the May" 18 elections. 

Many ANC members in KxvaZulu-Natal have vowed to boycott the elections, 
saying that candidates they did not approve of had been imposed on them. 

Vavi said the selection process had been marred by violence. 

"There have been beatings and stabbings, and assassins being sunt to 
kill candidates. Popular candidates favoured by con~’nunities were 
replaced by sycophants who will defend those who put them there when 
they want tenders." 

He added that the chaos was caused by individuals within the alliance 
who had demonstrated that they wanted to put themselves first by opting 
to contest the elections as independent candidates when they" failed to 
make the list. 

"These people are showing the middle finger to the ANC; they are saying 
the par~- can go jump as long as they- succeed. They have become 
independent candidates who xve will not support," said Vavi. 

Referring to Special Investigations Unit head Willie Hofmeyr’s briefing 
to Parliament last week on probes into several departments, Vavi said 
"corruption was evelTwhere". 

"It is frightening; billions and billions of rand are being taken from 
the needy and are going into the back pockets of individuals Even the 
police, the people meant to uphold the law, are embroiled in scandals 
and corruption." 

Vavi said the process of electing candidates to positions according to 
factions in the alliance, regardless of whether they had the capacity to 
do the job, had to stop. 

"The people are not fools; they are not going to vote on the basis of 
loyalty forever." 

Vavi urged voters to elect the ANC into power in the local government 
elections. 

"People are anglT and disappointed with the ANC, and they- have 
legitimate concerns and grievances, but despite this they 1;qust go to vote." 

ANC provincial deptW chairman Willies Mchunu said the selection process 
had been successfial "despite the challenges", and that the majority- of 
candidates had been supported. 

Those who had chosen to contest the election as independents would be 
dealt *vith by the party, he said - The [vIercuW 
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NUM refutes insinuations in the Sunday Independent 

The National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) has noted the gross 
misrepresentations and allegations contained in an article inside The 
Sunday’ Independent which amongst others alleges that its General 
Secretary Comrade Frans Ba[eni is in the rurming to be COSA~I13 General 
Secretary in 2012. The NRJM dismisses the mischief that the article 
carries There is currently no race :[‘or the leadership of COSA~I13 or the 

NUM or the SACP. ’]’he National Union of MJneworkers (NUM) has no 
campaigners :[‘or any leadership position as the article insinuates None 
of the COSATU affiliates has nominated anybody ~2~r any position but the 
media; in particular, the Sunday" Independent has its own nominations 
though it is not an affiliate of COSATU. The N1~I believes that leaders 
are invited to set’,~e by their constituencies for a particular period and 
when that mandate expires, it is up to the particular constituency to 
renew- the mandate or elect nexv leaders. The current leadership in 
COSATU, the N1~M and the SACP has been given a mandate to lead their 
respective organizations by- their various constituencies up to a 
particular time, and that time has not yet come. It is therefore 
mischievous to have an article that is largely" dependant on anonymous 



sources that seeks to portray a non-existent succession battle within 
COSATU. For the record, the NUM enjoys a harmonious relationship with 
other a:ffiliates within COSATU and the entire congress movement. The NUM 
is further perturbed by the continuous portrayal of its G enera[ 
Secretary as a proxy or lackey of the ANC Secretary-General Gwede 
Mantashe. Mantashe is Secretary-General of the ANC and a predecessor to 
Baleni and his relationship with the NUM General Secretary is no 
different fi-om any relationship from other COSATU affiliates General 
Secretaries except for the fact that the NUM is where he served for many 
years. 

Lesiba S eshoka - (NISei National Spokesman)- 082 803 6719 

SA Time: 05 April 2011 09:22:42 PM Blade divides Cosatu over succession 

April 4 2011 at 12:13pm si frans 

Frans Baleni iN’L~M secretary general, is said to lack the radical posture 
that a trade union federation leader needs. Picture: supplied 

GEORGE MATLALA 

The succession battle around SA Communist Par~" (SACP) general secretary 
Blade Nzimande has caused serious divisions in trade union federation 
Cosatu. 

Deep cracks over the Nzimande issue have developed in the relationships 
among the federation’s biggest affiliates, National Union of Mineworkers 
(NUM), National Union of Metalworkers of SA (Numsa), teacher union Sadtu 
and the National Education and Health Allied Workers Union (Nehawu). 

The Sunday- Independent understands that although there was consensus in 
Cosatu that Nzimande should relinquish his ministerial post and remain a 
full-time SACP leader, the leadership of its big affiliates disagreed on 
how the matter was being handled 

Sources in Cosatu say Num and Nehawu secretaries Frans Baleni and Fikile 
Majola were at odds with Numsa secretary Irvin Jim and Sadtu president 
Thobile Ntola over Nzimande’s leadership of the SACP. 

Both Ntola and Irvin are said to be supporting Cosatu general secretary 
Zwelmzima Vavl’s public annomacement that Nzimande should return to 
Cosatu House to lead the SACP on a full-time basis as it ~vas weakened by 
his move to cabinet, si thobile 

Sadtu president Thobile Ntola, one of the ttn-ee known as the Ebhai 
Comaection. Picture: Itumeleng English 

Vavi has also lashed out at Nzimande’s purported lack of criticism of 
President Jacob Zuma’s administration ever since becoming Higher 
Education Nhnister. 

Baleni and Majola, on the other hand, are said to be unhappy with ho;v 
Jim and Vavi have made Nzimande’s issue a public show and also openly 
attacked him, charging that the cormnunist party- was dying in his hands 
since he joined the cabinet. 

Baleni and Majola serve in the SACP’s Central Committee ((2(2) headed by 
N~mmde. 

A source close to Baleni said: "There is consensus that Blade should 
return to the party.. The culture is that we must engage within 
structures rather than shout in public." 

But sources also indicated that the disagreements over Nzimande’s 
leadership of the SACP were a manifestation of a raging succession 
battle in Cosatu for Vavi’s post 

Vavi announced at Cosatu’s congress in September 2009 that he would not 
stand for another term, a move that triggered a leadership race in the 
federation 

Since then, a succession battle has ensued, pitting Irvin and Baleni for 
the top post, while Majola is another name which has been bandied about. 

Num campaigners argued that Jim was still young and serving his first 
tenn at Numsa 

Baleni, on the other hand, is said to lack the radical posture that a 
trade union :federation leader needs and was seen as a lackey of ANC 
secretary general Gwede Mantashe. 

Jim is said to be supported by Vavi to take over Cosatu. 

The three - Vavi, Jim and Ntola - were known as the "Ebhayi Comxection" 
(because they- are from the Eastern Cape). 

"We call them the three musketeers," a Cosatu source said. 



But there were strung signs that Vavi cuuld remain in his post 

Cosatu is probably going to huld its elective congress in September next 
year while the SACP will have its meeting in July -just couple of 
munths befure the ANC’s all-impurtant elective conference in December. 
The succession debate in Cosatu and the handling of Nzimande’s issue 
have deteriorated the relations between the two Left allies to what 
appears to be an all-time low. Cosatu spokesperson Patrick Craven said 
the federation never mentioned Nzimande in its statements. 

"The original statement did not mention names; it just said that the 
party needed a full-time secretalT. There are no disputes about the 

issue," he said. 

Asked about the succession debate in Cosatu, Craven said: "That has 
absolutely no truth." 

Meanwhile, Nzimande is said to have rallied his forces behind him 
throughout the country after reports the plot to oust hint was 
thickening. Unhappiness about Nzinrande saw the formation of Lebaleng 
Communist Party (LCP) in Maquassi Hills in the North West, where the 
party wants to contest the ANC for power. 

A source close to Nzimande said the minister was unfazed by the latest 
challenge to renaove him as unhappiness about him had been there since 
his re-election. "A media canrpaign will do nothing but strengthen 
Blade," the source said. 

The source said Nzimande commanded a lot of a support in most provinces 
and was ~vorking hard on Gauteng and Limpopo, which were usually 
problematic for him. 

SACP spokesperson Malesela Maleka said the party could not comment on 
Cosatu’s internal debates. 

However, Maleka noted debates in the working class organisations should 
not be seen as divisions. 

"It will be sad though that frank and robust debate could be interpreted 
to mean division among the working class and its organisations," he added 

Take Back "¢,q~at’s Yours: the Mine-Line Occupation 

Sha;vn Hattingh 29 March 2011 

The economic crisis in South Africa has seen inequalities, and the 
forced miseu of the working class, grow ;Vhile the rich and politicians 
have continued to flaunt their ill-gotten wealth, workers and the poor 
have been forced to suffer. It is in this context that the majority of 
the leaders of the largest trade unions have, unfortunately, elected to 
once again place their faith in a social dialogue and partnerships with 
big business and the state [2]. So while the state and bosses have been 
on the offensive against workers and the poor, union officials have been 
appealing to them to save jobs during the crisis Not SUlT)risingly, this 
strategy has largely failed XVhile union leaders and technocrats have 
been debating about the policies that should or should nut be taken to 
overcome the crisis, bosses and the state have retrenched uver 1 milliun 
workers in a bid to increase pro:fits [3] It is, therefore, sheer fully 
for uniun leaders tu believe that the state and bosses are interested in 
compromise - withuut being forced into it. As seen by their actions, the 
elite are only interested in maintaining their power, wealth and 
lifestyles by making the workers and the poor pay for the crisis. For 
the elite, social dialogue is simply a tuol to tie the unions up and 
limit their real strength - direct action by members. In fact, even 
befure the crisis, social dialogue had been a disaster for the uniuns 
contributing tuwards their bureaucratisation and having abysmal results 
in terms of them trying to influence the state away from its pro-rich 
macro-economic policies [4] 

’]?he Mine-Line uccupation erupts 

On the 20th Octuber last year, it became clear just huw powerful direct 
actiun could be during the crisis, as oppused to trusting in social 
dialogue. On that day, 107 workers occupied a factory on Johannesburg’s 
W est R and, Mine-Line/TAP Engineering (Mine-Lin e). ~I1qe ruo ts uf the 
occupatiun uf Mine-Line were set when the owner, Wynand Mulder, 
voluntarily liquidated the cumpany in August 2010. He was duing so in a 
bid to escape responsibly for the deaths of three workers, whu were 
killed in an accident at the factory due to lax health and safety’ 
standards [5]. 

Before officially declaring insolvency, _Mulder went about systematically 
looting the conrpany - in a microcosnr of how the elite have looted the 
South African economy at large. As part of this, _Mulder withdrew R 15 
nrillion from the company’s account, along with taking a loan of R 35 
million front ABSA Bank, shortly before liquidating it. With these ill 
gotten gains, Mulder - with the sheer arrogance that only the rich have 
- bought a fleet of luxury cars and a helicopter. This all took place in 
the context where workers at the factory, along with their families, 



were left with nothing [6] Not even their final salaries or the 
benefits that were due to them were paid. Not merely content with this, 
Mulder began removthg machines and other equipment from the premises, 
with the aim of re-opening a new factory in a different name. 

It was this, and the example of :[’actory occupations in other regions of 
the world, that led the workers at the factory - who are members of the 
Metal and Electrical Workers Union of South Africa (MEWUSA) - to begin 
the occupation, rI1ney were determined that they would not be retrenched 
during the crisis, and decided that they would not let Mulder get away 
with his actions - as so many other bosses have been able to do since 
2008. As part of this, the 2~fine-Line workers began guarding the factory 
day and night to stop Mulder removing any more machines and equipment. 
They kept this up for over a month, and it proved to be a highly 
important measure as Mulder and his son on numerous occasions returned 
to the factory, sometimes with hired security guards, to try and plunder 
it even further [7]. By Deceruber, however, the workers encountered an 
obstacle. Their resources were running low- and they experienced a delay, 
due to union bureaucracy and a lull over the holiday period, in securing 
nroney for basic necessities from their union to maintain a physical 
presence in the factory. The result was that the physical occupation of 
the factory was ended in December, although weekly rueetings are still 
held on the preruises by the workers. 

In fact, ttnoughout the fight to keep some form of control over the 
factory, the workers have seemly encountered an impediment in the form 
of the union leadership. The union claims to have been providing the 
workers with R 1 200 a week in order to sustain themselves and their 
families during the occupation [8]. Reportedly, however, the union had 
only paid over three payments to the workers. Added to this, workers 
have reportedly also been afraid that the union’s leadership ruay have 
been receiving funds fiom the liquidators of Mine-Line to ensure that 
the company could be liquidated, and sold over the workers’ heads to an 
investor. Matters came to a head when the Mine-Line workers’ delegates, 
and other sympathetic left leaning members of ME’¢~SA, raised a protest 
against the apparent corruption of the leadership at a MEYVUSA National 
Congress in March 2011 In response, the leadership called in security 
guards and the police to silence dissenting voices and the meeting 
ended With proceeding being halted, the old leadership then reportedly 
proceeded to unconstitutionally appoint their hand picked successors 
[9] At the time of ;vriting the umon ;vas in limbo; and from the 
leadership’s side there appeared to be very little real will to assist 
the Mine-Line workers. 

The main goal of the workers in initially undertaking the occupation was 
to tly and save their jobs, and to win the benefits o;ved to them As 
part of this, the workers were explicit about their wish to take over 
the factory permanently, restart production and run the factor?- based on 
workers’ control [10] Indeed, their aim is to run the factory as a 
worker co-operative and they- have embarked upon a process of trying to 
register it as a co-operat~ve with the Department of Trade and Industry- 
(DTI) Linked to this, they have also approached this state Department 
for R 350 000 in I~ding. In all of this, they- have been assisted by a 
non-governmental organisatiun, the Co-operat~ve and Policy Alternative 
Centre (COPAC). In preparation for approaching the DTI, COPAC also 
provided workers with training around co-operative principles, the 
registration process, and marketing Thus, the ;vorkers have decided to 
take a legal route in order to gain control over M~ne-Lthe. 

In attempting to embark on a legal route, the workers have inevitably 
faced various barriers. ’]’he liquidators of Mine-Line had delayed the 
handing over of key documents and records that were needed to establish 
a co-operative Indeed, the wofl;ers only received the documents aRer a 
lengthily process. Added to this, the factory itself is located on 
property owned by the giant mining company, Harmony (iold. The workers 
have been attempting to negotiate a lease with ttarmony Gold, but feel 
that they can only do so effectively once the?’ have DTI funding and are 
able to show that they" can restart production. In fact, Harmony Gold has 
started taking measures to try" to evict the workers [11 ]. With such 
legal barriers in place, workers are once again discussing undertaking 
direct action to win what they need. This, perhaps, is a hopeful sign, 
as it was direct action that gained workers physical control over the 
factory in the first place; not the law. Direct action may also place 
pressure on both the liquidators and Harmony to consent to some of the 
workers’ demands. 

As an outcome of the occupation a solidarity committee was also 
established to offer support to the workers involved. Various 
organisations and initiatives like the Anti-Privatisatlon Forum, 
Zabalaza Anarchist Communist Front, Landless People’s Movement in Protea 
South, Conference for a Democratic Left/])emocratic Left Front (CDLiDLF), 
COPAC, Concerned Wits Students and Academics, and Democratic Socialist 
Movement (DSM) have becorue involved in solidarity and support work 
around the occupation. This seems to have been irmportant as it has led 
to resources being mustered, it has enabled awareness around the 
occupation to be raised, and it has involved groupings and individuals 
providing information and materials to the workers. 

To nationalise? 

As part of their involveruent in support work around the occupation, a 



number of left organisations - such as sections of the CDL/DLF, DSM and 
ME~X,q.JSA -have said that the ultimate goal of the occupation is for 

Mine-Line to be nationalised un der workers’ control [ 12]. This call for 
nationalisation under worker’s control in part derives from a critique - 
which has some validiR" - that co-operatives run by workers can’t 
indefinitely continue to exist as worker self-managed institutions 
within a market system The main argmnent is that market forces, such as 
competition, will undermine democracy and lead to the resumption of 
capitalist relations of production in the enterprise. The solution, 
which sections of the CDL/DLF, DSM and ME~J~rUSA therefore hold is for the 
state to take over ownership and guarantee resources to Mine-Line, but 
at the same time for it to allow workers’ control of the factory,. This, 
it is argued, would alleviate the worst effects of the market on such 
industries, and at the same time perform as a training ground for 
socialism [13]. Calling for such action, whether at Mine-Line or any" 
other factory,, does however raise certain issues relating to the nature 
of states - in this context the existing South African state - and the 
power @namics between states and workers in general; soruething that 
those making the call for nationalisation under workers’ control often 
brush over. 

One fundamental ruistake that those calling for the nationalisation of 
Mine-Line seem to make is that they often misread the fundamental 
character of all states. They- often ackmowledge that states exist for 
one class to rule over another. States are, however, more than this. All 
states, whether they clairu to be capitalist or ’socialist’, exist so 
that a minori~" can rule over a majori~. They" are the primary 
instrunrent through which this minority role is exercised. Entire 
sections of the state, such as the cottrts, the military, and the police 
exist to enforce this rule and if necessary eliminate people who 
threaten it. As such, all states are oppressive and hierarchical. States 
don’t and will never allow- for direct democracy to exist. Even under 
representative deruocracy, an elite still decides over the lives and 
destinies of the majority, and then uses the state to enforce those 
decisions. States are, therefore, not neutral entities or potential 
a llies of the oppressed; they are rather part of the oppression of the 
m~tiori~z of people [14]. It is a fundamental mistake to believe 
other~vise Certainly, concessions can be won from states through 
struggle, but ultimately states will never allow for freedom - it is not 
their purpose. It is in such a context that the call for the 
nationalisatiun of Mine-Line under workers’ control needs be evaluated. 

When one considers the nature of the South African state, questions 
about ~vhat would actually’ be gained by it nationalising Mine-Line need 
to be thought out. Over the years, whether in its apartheid or 
post-apartheid guise, the state has repeatedly- unleashed a series of 
attacks on workers and the poor. Within the last few months it has even 
been attempting to classify- vast amounts of information to squash the 
public’s limited knowledge regarding its operations, expenditures, and 
failings. Lu the industries it has not yet privatised, it has been 
involved in attacking ~vorkers through driving down wages and cutting 
jobs. Exploitation within state-owned entelTnrises is, at the ver?~ least, 
on par ~vith that which occurs in the private sector - both operate under 
the oppressive and hierarchical logic of capitalism. In South Alicica, 
state-owned companies - whether in the apartheid or post-apartheid 
period - have been highly oppressive towards workers Without a doubt, 
therefore, the state’s interests are the antithesis of those of the 
workers involved in the occupation As part of ensuring the continued 
rule by an elite minority, the South African state’s goals are to 
safeguard the sanctiR" of private proper~ and to put measures in place 
for the capitalist economy to operate as smoothly as possible for the 
benefit of high ranking state officials and the rich. This is done 
through depriving workers of property, dominating them and exploiting 
them. It seems highly unlikely, therefore, that having Mine-Line 
nationalised by the state would have any benefit; on the contrary’ it 
would probably lead to the further domination and exploitation of the 
workers involved As such, if anything is to be won from the state it 
has to be won through struggle, and through weakening the state and not 
strengthening it by having it take over ownership. 

The point, therefore, is that even if the South African state was to 
nationalise Mine-Line - due to its neo-liberal character this in itself 
is highly unlikely" - the consequences of such a step for the prospect of 
real worker self-management within that factor?" would be devastating. 
The fact that the state would have ownership over the factor?, would 
increase its power over the workers involved, lfa conflict between the 
interests of the state and those of the workers arose, as would 
inevitably happen, the fact that the state owned Mine-Line would enable 
it to more easily suppress the demands of the workers involved - as its 
power as owner and would be immense. It, therefore, is tactically 
suicidal to have the state take ownership of a factory that workers 
recently’ gained control over through struggle. Doing so would :further 
undermine the workers’ po~ver, place them undoubtedly in a position of 
subordination to a higher authorib’, and hamper the possibility- of class 
independence. Far froru strengthening the workers position; it would 
weaken it! 

Even ~vithout having the state nationalise Mine-Line, the damage that the 
state can do, in terms of undermining genuine workers’ control, is 
already evident. In seeking to legally register as a worker 
c o-operative, and sourcing funding from the DTI, pressure from the state 



for Mine-Line to mn on a purely capitalist basis is clearly apparent 
The Mine-Line workers have been forced by the state into a process of 
proving, vm financial statements, that the cooperative will be viable 
in capitalist terms The state believes that co-operatives need to be 
competitive and contribute towards economic development - as such it is 
not concerned with the workers’ or democratic control Should Mine-Line 
workers receive funding from the state, they" would also be required to 
provide reports on a regular basis. If the state is not satisfied with 
these reports or the progress of the company (as defined by the state 
itself) it can at any stage withdraw funding [15]. Thus, embarking on 
the path of registering Mine-Line as a co-operative has alrea@ meant 
that the workers’ control of the direction of the factory is, in 
reality, being undermined. Having the state nationalise a factory such 
as Mine-Line would only make this situation worse - it would hand the 
state even greater power over the workers. Considering that all states 
(even supposed workers’ states) and genuine workers’ control and 
democracy have proven to be irreconcilable, the consequences of such a 
move would, in all probability, be catastrophic. 

In fact, there are ample examples from history/that demonstrate that the 
interests of workers’ self-management and state-ownership, including 
ownership under a so-called workers’ state, are incompatible. States 
have shown to have almost no interest in allowing wurkers to ran their 
own affairs or to allow democracy in the workplace. The Soviet Union was 
a prime example of this. It was the Soviet state, under the dictatorship 
of the Bolshevik Party, which crushed worker self-managemer~t. This 
happened shortly after the October revolution when the interests of the 
working class began to openly clash with those of the elite within the 
Bolshevik Party. As such, it was in 1918 that Lenin ended worker 
self-management within Russia through decreeing the implementation of 
one-man management [16]. This saw the Soviet state appoint these new 
managers, often from the rap2~zs of the old elite, and forcefully- end any 
of democracy in the workplace - often at the point of a gun. The fact 
that the Soviet state had nationalised most of the factories, which had 
originally been seized by ~vorkers from the capitalist class, contributed 
to this - it gave the Soviet state immense power which it then wielded 
against the workers. In fact, the Soviet state accepted no independent 
initiative from workers in factories and state rule proved itself 
incompatible with ~vorkers self-management and direct democracy- [ 17] As 
workers ~vere not, and could never be the state (due to its oppressive 
and hierarchical nature it was designed for a minority’ to rule over a 
majority’), state ownership never translated into the socialisation of 
property and wealth, it never led to an end to capitalism, and it 
smothered workers’ control. As such, nationalisation also never broke 
the relations of prnduction that defined capitalism; it rather 
re-instituted it and entrenched it. Therefore, the very logic of all 
states has proven to be centralist, authoritarian and elitist. This 
means states are incompatible with genuine grassroots democracy, 
self-management and participation. If workers’ control ~vas crushed by 
the state in a period of revolution in Russia - using its ownership of 
enterprises as one ~veapon - ~vhy would it be any different in South 
Africa? As such, nationalisation under workers’ control has proved to be 
a historical o~moron: a tactical and ideological dead end that 
undelTnines true workers’ control and self-management. 

Rather raise the slogan of collectivization or socialisation 

A far better strategy, than calling for nationalisation under workers’ 
control, could be to try to use the example of the workers’ direct 
actions at Mine-Line to begin to rebuild a sense of class independence, 
class pride and worker self-management more generally amongst the 
working class Self-management and class pride are going to be vital in 
any broader struggle for genuine freedom M~ne-Line has the real 
potential to be a living example of class independence, class pride and 
self-management. In the hands of workers themselves it could become 
highly inspirational - as other occupations from places like Argentina 
have proven to be. It is these elements - of class pride, class 
independence and self-management - that need to be nurtured and fostered 
at Mine-Line. It is this that could be used to win concessions from the 
state, as would have to be done, from an independent class basis. 
Calling for nationalisation or even following a legal route does not do 
this It rather fuzzes the fact that the state, along with the ex-owner, 
is an enemy’ of the workers. As such, the cal l J2~r nationalisation has 
the potential to generate false hopes in the state and foster 
subordination to higher power, which could weaken independent action by 
workers 

Importantly, examples like MJne4,ine could show that worker 
self-management in the workplace in South Africa is quite feasible and 
desirable as a means of working class fight back for social justice and 
liberation. It also has the real potential to act as an example 12~r 
other workers to follow and adapt in the factories that are being shut 
during the crisis. Mine-Line, however, cannot - as has been pointed out 
- survive in a sea of capitalism by its own. Therefore, we should 
perhaps be using Mine-Line as an example to begin to try and build a 
campaign to generalise occupations and worker self-managemer~t; rather 
than seeing it as an isolated cvent or a path to legal co-operatives. If 
this could be done, through workers literally" taking over factories, 
workers themselves would be beginning to take the first steps towards 
socialising property and wealth. From recent events in South Africa such 
an idea may not be that far fetched. Already, within the last 18 months 



there have been numerous occupations by workers in the mining industry, 
which were sadly crushed by the state due to their isolation [18]. There 
was also an occupation of a textile factor?, in the Eastern Cape last 
year by workers [19], along with an occupation by NUMSA members of a 
recycling plant in Gauteng. Although the workers involved in these 
occupations were not staging them with the aim of embarking on 
self-management, with a potential example such as Mine-Line, this could 
have been different. It is highly likely, therefore, that other 
occupations are going to occur - but it’s a matter of ensuring that they 
are not isolated. Of course, such a struggle will not be easy; but it 
could be a path for w-orkers to regain their dignity, which bosses and 
the state are attacking, and it could be a launching pad for the 
struggle for true freedom. 

If more factories are taken over by w-orkers, links based on solidarity 
could also be fostered between them. For example, in Argentina worker 
self-managed factories have taken tentative steps towards linking up 
with one another in a bid to create a more sheltered ’market’ for their 
goods, and thus some have attempted to become suppliers and customers of 
one another. Some have also created links to communities, which have 
been vital in their defense against the pressures of the market and 
attacks from the state [20]. If workers seize more f~actories in South 
Africa, such relations and experiments could be embarked upon to try to 
create some sort of buffer for these entities against some of the worst 
aspects of capitalist competition and the threat of the state. This, 
however, would still only be a stop gap measure - ultirnately capitalism 
and the state need to be broken through revolutionary class struggle if 
genuine worker self-management is to become a widespread reali~’. 

To ensure that future occupations are not isolated, however, will also 
require revolutionary unions, controlled by members themselves through 
direct democracy, which strive to expropriate the wealth of the 
exploiting classes, end the ruling classes’ power, and create a socie~ 
that is genuinely free. Without such unions, broadening factory 
occupations is going to be yew difficult. Already the experience of 
South Aficica demonstrates this. It has not only been Mine-Line where 
union bureaucrats have been a barrier. YVhen occupations recently 
occurred in the mining sector in South Africa, most umon officials ~vere 
weary of these actions and, worse still, often tried to sabotage them 
[21] They were par;ly able to do this because real power within these 
unions rested with these officials; not the members Thus, if workers 
are going to emancipate themselves they are not only going to have to 
struggle against bosses and politicians, but also against union 
bureaucracies. Ho~vever, if unions can be transformed into revolutionary 
movements once more, resources - currently controlled by officials - 
could be loosened up. In the context of South Africa, the largest unions 
have substantial investment am~s, which are currently using members’ 
money to speculate on stock markets [22]. Should workers succeed at 
transforming their unions into radical movements, these investment arms 
could be shut and the resources that have been following into them (like 
a large portion of members’ dues) could be used for vastly different 
purposes, like defending the working class including defending occupied 
factories. As such, u~ions should cease the practice of forming 
investment arms; and instead focus on using union’s resources to fight 
against capitalists and the state. Using such resources to bolster 
factor?- occupations, would also mean that workers occupying a factor?’ 
would not be under an immense pressure to turn to the state for funding, 
and the?- ~vould not have to simply accept the conditions that states 
place on such funding It would, therefore, provide a much greater space 
for independent action 

Indeed, if factory or workplace occupations could become more 
genera[ised, and if the workers could hold onto these workplaces and 
begin to democratically run them, this could also be used as one element 
to build a sense of counter-power and a counter culture that could in 
the future fundamental ly challenge capitalism and the state. True 
freedom wit1 only exist once the state and capitalism (or any market 
system) have gone - it is only then that all oppression can be ended, 
imbalances of power eradicated, and the relations of production that 
exist in the current society ended. Only in a socie~ based on economic 
planning fi-om below through councils and assemblies, distribution by 
need, self-governance based on federated councils using direct democracy 
and worker self-management will freedom exist - which, by its very 
nature, is incompatible with state control and indeed the very notion of 
a state 

Mine-Line, and hopefully other future occupations and examples of self 
management, could act as training grounds - along with self-managed 
rew~lutionary movements - for such a future self-managed society. They 
could be places that generate and nurture practices of direct democracy, 
class independence and class pride - ingredients that will be necessary 
for any genuine revolution In fact, it is high time that workers begin 
taking back the wealth they have produced from the bosses and 
politicians, and to do this factory occupations and embarking on worker 
self-management are some of the main keys. As palt of this, workers need 
to also begin giving the middle finger back to the state; and not go on 
hands and knees begging for it to take ownership of what is actually 
rightfully theirs. In other words the?" need to begin building the 
elements of a future revolution now so they themselves will know how to 
run a future socialist socie~, without any reliance on some higher 
power like a state or ’revolutionary’ elite. 
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........ Original Message ........ Subject: Union support for 
Zirnbabwean activist Date: Tue, 5 Apr 2011 04:28:17 -0400 From: 

Alexander Todd <alextodd@YORKU.CA> 

Reply-To: alcxtodd@YORKU.CA 

To: CRIT- GFDG-F ORI~@ JI S CMAK,. AC .ErK 

This email is regarding the 6 Zimbabwean activists still facing 
illegitimate treason charges, punishable by death. (Background info: 
http :i/vouniver sitvhub, comiallione-last-l~lea-for -detained-zimbabweans/~ 

After a month of mrprisonment and torture for watching video footage of 
the Egyptian rcvolution, the activists are out on bail. One of these 
individuals found the article I wrote on this and contacted me asking 
fk~r help. Eddson Chakuma has been suspended from his job at the United 
Food & Allied Workers Union of Zimbabwe due to the time he missed from 



wo~k when he was imprisoned. He now has no way to sustain himself. 
Eddson asked that I make other trade unions aware of his plight so that 
they may send messages of solidarity to his employer, asking J2~r him to 
be able to resume his work. It would help if other unions around the 
world let his union know that he should not be suspended from work (and 
pay) :[’or being unlawfully arrested, detained, and tortured. So, all I 
ask is that you send this message on to any union contacts you have 
(local and global), and ask that they email his employer, thus adding to 
the support. 

His employer (the United Food & Allied Workers Union of Zimbabwe) can be 

reached at unitedfund@zohco.zw 

Eddson’s eruail is echakumal@yahoo.com 

Your help means a lot to me, and even inure to Eddson. If you would like 
more itfformation, please contact me at alextodd@yorku, ca. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Todd 

MA Candidate Departracnt of Geography York University Toronto, Canada 

New Social Riots are peeping in as Government of Mozambique fails to 
address its Social Responsibili~ 

By: Alcino _’vioiana[ 1 ] 

If you all remember well, last September 1 and 2, 2010, Mozambique has 
experienced one of its violent riots, clue to the raise of food price. 
Because of that the government of Mozambique yielded to the social 
movement and came up with some short term austerity measurements, which 
were well condemned by the majority of dose who have eyes to see but 
somehow praised by those who were the main beneficiaries of them, since 
all they wanted was to see their living cost minimized. The condenmation 
was on the financial and economic sustainability of those measurements 
taking into consideration that the country is highly dependant from 
foreigner aid which sustain close to 50% of the total state budget 

Some of the austeri~z measurements, implied that the government was 
going to subsidize the bakeries, which claimed the rise of wheat price 
in the international market and forced them to scale up the price on the 
bread ;vhich penalized most of households to afford this daily food which 
is for highly consun~ption in the countly, beside that the government ;vas 
to subsidize the price of petrol in order to avoid the increment of fare 
on public transport which is highly dominated by the private sector. 
However, all those measurements were designed ibr short term, since ne;v 
studies were to be carried out by the government in order to cum up with 
effective ones to minimize the cost of living which hit the majority of 
households, especially the poor and those living in ungodly social 
condition. 

With the new happenings in the international political arena, which 
forced the increment of the price of crude from the oil producer 
countries, the price for basic commodities worldwide have increased 
tremendously and poor countries like Mi~zambique, which are highly 
dependant on foreigner aid, have seen their measurement efforts to 
minunize the cost of living being threaten and slowly collapsing, this 
because the government can’t continue maintaining the subsidies due to 
the highly implication it has in the country’s financial expenditures 

However, feeling the rope getting too tight around the neck, again in 
2011 just 6 months after the adoption of the first measurements, the 
government of Mozambique, last week came up with some new called 
innovative measurements, which consist in introducing the food basket 
subsi~dy and transport subsidy to the most vulnerable households. If we 
are to look the difference of last September measurements and these 
ones, consist on the fact that the previous ones were targeting 
institutions (bakeries) and the owners of public private transport 
through petrol stations but these new ones are targeting directly the 
people as individuals 

’]?he ministry of Planning and Development has stated clearly that, these 
measurements intend to free the government from the high expenditure on 
subsidies that the government was giving to the bakeries and petrol 
station o~vners. Again these measurements are outcollqe of the excesses 
that government has been encountering in the public expenditures So the 
question the questions around these measurements quickly hit my head by 
asking, where was the government getting that money fi-om which 
subsidized for 6 months the bakeries and petrol stations and how was it 
thinking that was going smwive being a highly dependent foreigner aid 

countl~? 

The other questions that came into my ruind, is how- far the government is 
cotffident on these new rueasurements? Ho~v will the government select the 
beneficiaries? has the governruent have a solid and technical expertise 
to monitor the implementation of the measurements and to make sure that 
the beneficiaries are accordingly reached? Again, since it is said that, 



these measurements looks at those who are low income households, those 
workers that their monthly income is below (2.000,00 mrs) something like 
I.JS 67,00, what will be the criteria of selection? since the majority of 
the population that are earning below that amount are in the informal 
sector, which is totally disorganized without ant’ data of how many does 
this sector absorbe in terms of work ~2~rce. What government unity/board 
will be entrusted with this complicated task and how the entire process 
is going to be done? 

The government says that will introduce a kind of pass for public 
transport, so that those who are illegible (students, low waged workers) 
will pay- less fare than others. How about the unemployed’.’ Also, having 
my minimal knowledge of the public transport system in Mozanrbique which 
is highly dominated by the snrall 15 and 29 seats mini-buses, and looking 
at the caller boys, conductors and drivers behavior did the government 
analyzed how will it operate and how- sustainable will it be if tire 
ordinary citizen has to face nrisbehavior and arrogance of the mini-buses 
workers, because even now- people suffer strong harassment from these 
guy-s in the face of government. Remember, these guys first strive to 
nrake tire daily amount to give to tire transport owner and then tire 
remainder for them which makes thenr to be hash and truly wide when 
treating tire passengers. 

The other decision which was taken by the governnrent over tire last week, 
was to scale up the price of petrol in 10% in a monthly base for the 
next 5 months, which means that by tire nronth of August 2011, the price 
of petrol will be had an increment of 50%, meaning that the really price 
of 1 liter of petrol by August will be 60.00 Mts US 2,00. This will 
reduce tire capacity of those who own their private vehicle to continue 
use their vehicles daily- having to be forced to resort on public 
transport to reach their destinations. Again, tire transport sector will 
be put into test since right now is failing to absorbed the population 
that look for these set.ices, special in the l~.lsh hours, which is early 
morning and later afternoon 
By introducing the so-called iunovative measurements did the government 
make a thorough study about their applicability or has just tried to 
cover the sun with a sieve, because the implementation of all these 
ilmovative measurements surely will sho~v once again the low capacity of 
the govermnent to solve the social problem of the poor and once again as 
I look into it, it must get rea@ because the new social riots are just 
by the door, uaaless otherwise a miracle of God can help the hearts of 
many poor to be dominated by the spirit of peace. 
So in my- view, looking it tlcom outside the country I think, the SCOs 
the?’ have got a unique momentum to address these issues to antecipate 
future chaos, but the challenge mostly go to the Church and church based 
organization the CCM, to get into field and come up with a press 
statement on the position of the church but beyond that pray for the 
country- ~vhich has experienced these last years great violence from the 
mariginalised and poor claiming for their social and economic rights as 
stated in the Human Rights Universal Declaratiun 

[ 1] Mozambican Social Activist, based in Zambiaa nd FK fellow ~vith 
Nola~’egian Church Aid, seconded to the Council of Churches in Zambia. 

http://~wfacebook.cor~’note.php?noteid 199187453455084&comments 

Open Letter to Justice Richard Goldstone. By coalition of ~vomen for peace 
April 5, 2011 
Dear Justice Richard Goldstone, 
The recent escalation in the Israeli army incursions into the (iaza strip 

is of grave concern to us at the Coalition of Women for Peace. The 
prospect of yet another flare out of large scale violence against 
civilians is alarming. Your recent comments on the (ioldstone report are 
alrea~dy interpreted by Israeli officials and the mainstream media 
channels as complete and full absolution of Israel’s milita~ conduct in 
its entirety Yet, the conclusions drawn from your statement with 
respect to Israel’s conduct during the Cast Lead military campaign and 
especially its aftermath are not backed by any new facts or findings. 
This seriously undermines the international, Israeli and Palestinian 
civil society struggle for accountability and against impunity from 
grave violations of human rights and humanitarian law. 
You state that "we know more today about what happened in (iaza " Which 
new facts have been uncovered? We who monitor the Israeli government and 
the situation closely on the ground know that no information was brought 
out to contradict the meticulous documentation of the fact finding 
mission you headed In fact, it is the international pressure generated 
by the publication of the (ioldstone report that has forced Israel to 
launch a significant number of investigations in the first place. These 
investigations corroborate what the Israeli and Palestinian civil 
societies already know: Israel systematically fails to conduct thorough 
and impartial investigations meeting international standards. As a 
nratter of fact, most investigations prompted by tire Goldstone report 
have trot been completed yet, and those which have been completed 
generated only three rather nrinor indictments of lower rap2~: soldiers. 
Considering the scope of destruction and the civilians killed during 
operation Cast Lead, it cannot be said that those responsible for grave 
violations that amount to war crimes and crimes against hunranity have 
been brought to justice. 
A key contribution of the Goldstone report to the public comprehension 
of the IsraeliiPalestinian reality has been its readiness to approach 



seriously the actual context of the outbreak of violence in (ia~l. This 
is the persistent blockade imposed by Israel on the Oaza Strip, and its 
continued control on Palestinians in the Occupied Territories. The 
recommendations to Israel - carrying your distinguished signature as a 
world renowned jurist - clearly addressed the blockade on (i aza, calling 
on Israel to immediately cease the border closures and allow :tree 
passage of goods and people to and from the Strip. The report recommends 
that Israel release Palestinian political prisoners, and cease actions 
that limit the expression of dissent by civil society organizations. The 
innovation of the report ~vas precisely its readiness to acknowledge the 
overwhelming responsibility of the powerful party in the conflict. 
Israel ignored the report and its reconnnendations, and did not lift the 
blockade or stop the persecution of Palestinian civilians and human 
rights defenders. The only notable change in the status quo was the 
escalation, immediately following the publication of the Ooldstone 
report, of governnrent attacks and the campaign of de-legitinrization of 
human rights organizations and civil society. The Israeli government is 
currently pronroting legislation, which aims at curbing our freedom of 
expression, freedom of association and basic social and political 
libelties. This political persecution is further marginalizing and 
excluding Palestinian and Jewish woruen in Israel, who oppose the 
nrilitarized political establishment. 
The Ooldstone report gave an official international force to the ever 
increasing demand to hold Israel accountable for grave violations of 
international law. Your statements underufine the credibility of the 
United Nations and its ability to effectively enforce international 
standards of conduct and international humanitarian and hmnan rights 
law. Now- nrore than ever the stakes are high for those struggling for 
accountability and against impunity in Israel/Palestine. Your statement 
raises the stakes further by granting Israel legitiruacy it so 
desperately needs to continue its aggressive carupaigns of repression of 
dissent on the domestic and international front. 
Dear Justice Ooldstone, ~ve are asking you to do all that is in your 
po~ver to enable the international cormnunity to hold Israeli leaders 
accountable. Only a serious commitment to accountability, which would 
end Israel’s impunity can prevent the next ~var. As it stands now, your 
statement is already used to justit) and legitimize future crimes, even 
before the next war has started. 
Coalition of Women for Peace (Israel) 
c;vp@coa litionofwomen.org 
www.coalitionofwomen.org 

US Military arid Africom: Bet;veen the rocks and the crusaders 
Horace Campbell 
2011-03-31, Issue 523 
http://pamba zuka orgienicategor,,,ifeatures/72174 

The Western bombardment of Oaddafi’s forces in Libya has become an 
opportunistic public relations ploy for the US Africa Command arid a new 
i~oad for US military stronghold on the continent,’ writes Horace 
Campbell. 

The Western bombardment of Oaddafi’s forces in Libya has become an 
opportumstic public relations ploy for the US Africa Command and a new 
inroad for US military stronghold on the continent This involvement of 
Africom in the bombardment is nnw sel~ing to expose the contradictions 
and deceit that have surrounded the formation of this combatant command, 
which has been presented by US policy makers as a front Jk~r military 
humanitarian assistance to Afl-ica in coordination with the US Department 
of State and the US Agency :For International Development (USA[D). 
Attempts by the USA to re-militarise its engagement with Africa is 
extremely dangerous, given the fact that the US does not have any 
positive or credible tradition of genuine assistance to :Freedom fighters 
and liberation movements in Afl-ica. 

The US was complicit in the planning of the murder ofPatrice Lumumba of 
the Congo, after which they propped up the monstrous dictator Mobutu 
Sese Seko who raped and pillaged the country and established a recurslve 
process of war, rape, plunder, corruption, and brutality which the Congo 
still su.t’fers from till today Jonas Savimbi was sponsored by the US to 
cause destabilization and terror in Angola The US gave military, 
material and moral support to the apartheid regime in South Africa while 
anti-apartheid freedom fighters, including Nelson Mandela, were 
designated as terrorists (it was only in 2008 that the US Congress 
passed a bill to remove Mandela’s name from the terrorist watch list ). 
The US has yet to tell the truth about how Charles Taylor escaped from 
its prison custody to go destabilize Liberia. Young people who are 
recruited for the US military and deployed to Africom may not know much 
about the notorious history of US military involvement in Africa. ’]?he 
military top brass take advantage of this ignorance among the young :Folks 

Just as the US military carried out psychological warfare against US 
senators, one of the tasks of Africom is to rain down psychological 
warfare on Africans. Inbuilt in this subtle psychological warfare is the 
concept of the hierarchy of human beings and the superiority of the 
capitalist ruode of production and ideas of Christian fundamentalisru. It 
is on this front that we find a section of the US military known as the 
’Crusaders.’ 

WHO ARE THE CRUSADERS? 



In a recent article in Foreign Policy, veteran US investigative 
journalist Seymour Hersh was reported to have revealed that there is a 
faction of the US railitary krmwn as Crusaders. Hersh asserted that these 
Crusaders are bent on intensifying a war against Islam, and see 
themselves as protectors of Christianity. According to this report, 
Hersh maintained that these neoconservative elements dominate the top 
echelons of the US military, including figures such as former cormnander 
of US forces in Afghanistan Gen. Stanley McChrystal and Vice Admiral 
William McRaven. These crusaders have held American foreign policy 
hostage. Hersh said, ’What I’m really- talking about is how eight or nine 
neoconservative, radicals if you will, overthrew the American 
government. Took it over.’ 

Harpers magazine carried a lengthy report in May 2009 that placed 
General David Petraeus at the heart of the Crusaders. The magazine 
carried a very detailed article on the role of the Crusaders in the 
military, entitled, ’Evangelical Proselytization Still Rampant in U. S. 
Military.’ In this article we are alerted to the numerous tlconts of the 
Crusaders The information in the magazine reported on a book published 
in 2005 by Lieutenant Colonel William McCoy, titled ’Under Orders: A 
Spiritual Handbook for Military Persom~el’. The handbook describes an 
’anti-Christian bias’ in the US, and sought to counter it by making the 
case for the ~necessity of Christianity for a properly functioning 
military.’ McCoy’s book was endorsed by General David Petraeus, who 
said: ’Under Orders should be in every rucksack for those moments when 
soldiers need spiritual energ?-.’ 

Not only do these crusaders have control over the US military, the?- are 
also linked ~vith a faction of the Catholic Church called ’Opus Dei,’ an 
arch conservative order that has links with international banking, 
finance, militarism, and intelligence formations. Besides Opus Dei, one 
finds the fundamentalist evangelicals in the US, ~vho are linked to the 
forces of Islamophobia and corporate elements One crucial figure in 
this world of neoconservat~ve militarist was Dick Cheney, former US vice 
president and chairperson of Halliburton. It is ~vorth noting that it was 
from Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld that the idea of United States 
Alicica Command originated. 

Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld epitomize the crusaders They interface 
with the world of mtlitarist, corporate capital, private milim~ 
contractors, and dictators. Many of these Crusaders are overt white 
supremacists. ’]’he careers of Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld and their 
corporate allies spawn a world-wide web of conser~ative militarists, 
politicians, intellectuals and capitalists. These crusaders do not only 
disdain other cultures and religions, they have ltlt[e or no regards for 
people of color Rmnsfeld and Cheney would not have been happy to read 
Colin Powell when he wrote in his book ~hat during a visit ~o Bunce 
Island in Sierra Leone he mentioned in a speech that: ’As you know, I am 
an ~nerican, I am the son of Jamaicans who emigrated from the island to 
the United States But today, I am something more. [ am an African too. 
I feel my roots here in this continent’ (Colin Powell, [\/~?" 2,merican 
Journey, page 534). ~I1nere are many from the rank and file of the 
crusaders who believe that President Obama is not fit to be the leader 
of the United States, and their philosophy trickles down the hierarchy 
of the military, imensil}’ing the divisinns within the differing 
branches of US mtlitary In 2010, one Lt. Col. Terry Lakin, a winner of 
medal of honor in the US milim~ refused to take milim~ comanand for 
deployment on grounds that he could not take orders from President Obama 
whom he considers unfit to be president and commander-in-chief2 This 
belief is shared among man?’ Republicans and conservative section of the 
US society, who are also present in the mtlitary and most epitomised by 
the crusaders They claim that Obama was not born in the US, and thus 
was not supposed to be elected president 

Recent polls show that 51 per cent of Republicans firmly believe Obama 
was not born in the US, and 21 per cent say they are unsure if he was 
actually born here 
(http :/iwashingtonindependent.com/105581ipoll-51-per c ent-of-r epublicans-think-obama-was-not-born-in-u-s ). 
Thus, over 70 per cent of Republican constituency do not believe Obama 
is American and therefore don’t believe they should follow- his orders. 

The air force training academy in Colorado has received press reports 
about one faction of the neocon in the air force who have manifested the 
nmst racist, sexist, and patriarchal attitude in the US armed forces 
(see ’Christian Fur~damentalist Bigotrg Reigns at US Air Force Acadetw’). 
Those are the forces who have been most gung-ho about war because they 
simply drop bornbs from the sky. 

Information on the degree of consel~atism at this Air force academy came 
to light when the Los Angeles Times reported that A Jewish father of two 
Air Force Academy cadets sued the Air Force, saying that senior officers 
and cadets illegally iraposed Christianity on others at the school. The 
Air Force Academy is located in one of the nmst conselwative areas of 
Colorado (Colorado Springs). In the same town where the Air Force 
Academy is located there is the headquarters of dozens of conselwative 
fundamentalist Christian groups, including Focus on the Family (the 
best-financed right-wing fundan~entalist pressure group), as well as the 
International Bible Society and the New Life Church. These religious 
organizations provide the moral support for the racists and sexist ideas 
of the academy. 



For some time, there have been open disagreements within the military 
between these Crusaders and another section of the military called the 
Rocks. 

ARE THE ROCKS? 

Originally, the ’Rocks’ were formed by senior officers in the military 
who are non-;vhites. Colin Powell first ;Vl-ote of the existence of the 
Rocks in the US military in his book, ’My American Journey’. Although 
the narrative on equal opportuinty in the US military has been part of 
the public discourse in the US, these officers faced discrimination and 
felt left out of the white old boy networks in the military. This 
reality has been so blatant that even the anny j oumal, Parameter, 
carried articles such as ’Vv-hy Black Officers Still Fail’ [pdf] This 
article, like some others, mentions the white old boy network as one 
cause of the marginalization of black army officers Once this stamp of 
failure was placed on these officers, prior to the f;armation of the 
Rocks, they sought solidarity with each other; they chafed as the?, saw 
their counterparts rising to the highest ranks and going through the 
revolving door of the military industrial complex and private military, 
contractors 

General Joe Balhrd of the Army Corps of F, ngineers was one Rock of the 
US military who found out the real workings of the old boy networks of 
the crusaders. Joe Ballard had attempted to break up the stranglehold of 
the old boy network that privileged 1tall]burton, but ]2~und out that 
these conservative networks were very strong Neither G eneral Balhrd 
nor Bunny Greenhouse understood the real powers of the crusaders until 
Ms Greenhouse attempted to expose the improper and bhtant corruption 
in the no bid contracts for Hall]burton For this exposure she was 
humiliated and a signal was sent to Ballard and Greenhouse about the 
power of the Crusaders. 

Although the Rocks started out among the ranks of o]!ficers of color, by 
the time Bush, Cheney, and Rumsfeld intensified the politicization of 
the military, decent officers who were not crusaders identified with one 
philosophy of the Rocks: that the military should not be used for the 
interes t of private capital. Many of the rank and file who learnt of th e 
treatment of ex sep¢icemen after their tour of duty became Rocks, so 
that today the army at the base is dominated by the Rocks. 

During the war against the people of Iraq, the dift’erence between the 
Rocks and the Crusaders came out clearly. ’]?here were press reports 
stating: ’The Anger Of The Generals Unprecedented In Modern Times’. 
Newspapers liberally published the names of retired G enerals such as 
Major General Paul D. Eaton, General Anthony C. Zinni, Lieutenant 
General Gregory New-bold, Major General Jol-m Batiste, Major General John 
Riggs and Major General Charles H. Swaunack Jr. These generals were not 
afraid to have their names in print as being opposed to Donald Rurnsfeld. 
Some of these generals such as General Newbold were opposed to Rumsfeld 
and the operations in Iraq. One press report from the New York Times 
said that, ’Lt. Oen. Gregory Newbold of the Marine Corps, who retired in 
late 2002, has said he regarded the American invasion of Iraq 
unnecessary. He issued his call for replacing Mr. Rumsfeld in an essay 
in the current edition of Time magazine. General Newbold said he 
regretted not opposing the invasion of Iraq more vigorously.’ Colin 
Powell lost credibility when he fell prey- to the make-believe 
intelligence cooked up by the Crusaders for the invasiun of Iraq. But 
since realizing his blunder, Powell has become even more outspoken 
against the crusaders. 

Many of the generals opposed to the crusader philosophy were forced into 
early retirement, and because of the difference in philosophy they were 
not able to j Gin the gravy train of sitting on the boards of the top 
military suppliers or enter the revolving door between the private 
military contractors and the consulting firms in the military industrial 
complex. From books by Bob Woodward we have the profile of the rnore 
energetic sectors of the Crusaders such as the present chairperson of 
the Board of the Institute for the Study of War. These crusaders have 
the platforms of the Murdoch news outlets such as the Wall Street 
Journal and the Fox News They seek respectability through think tanks 
such as the American Enterprise Institute and the Heritage Foundation. 
Behind these public policy institutes are the top conservative 
foundations such as the Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation, the Carthage 
Foundation, the Earhart Foundation, the Charles G Koch, David H. Koch 
and Claude R Lambe charitable foundations, the Phillip ivl. McKenna 
Foundation, the/M Foundation, the John ivl. Olin Fotmdation, the Henry 
Salvatori Foundation, the Sarah Scaife Foundation, and the Smith 
Richardson Foundation. From among these sponsors and supporters, the 
billionaire Koch Brothers stand out as a formidable financial backbone 
of crusade activism 

THE CRUSADERS AND THE OBAMA ADMIlk~STRATION 

From the news on the Koch Brothers, ~ve see the militaristic language of 
the crusaders inside and outside the military. From the Ne~v Yorker 
magazine we ~vere treated to a very detailed analysis by Jane iVlayer, 
’Covert Operations: The Billiunaire Brothers ~ao Are At War with Obama’. 

One other glimpse of the attitude of the Crusaders inside the military 



towards the Obama administration can be found in the discourse relating 
to Obama’s plan for Afghanistan In the book, ’Obama’s Wars’ Bob 
Woodward bares facts of the disrespect exhibited from a section of the 
military (crusaders) to Obama. What is most revealing is fact that the 
Secretary of Defense could not take a firm position against the 
disrespect. The other revelation was the alliance of tIilla~ Clinton 
with a section of the military that refuses to be serious about options 
for withdrawal from Afghanistan Ultimately however, as president and 
connnander-in-chief. Obama failed to give the leadership that was needed 
at a time when American citizens have said that they are tired of war. 
More than 70 per cent of US population was opposed to further 
involvement in .M’ghanistan. After his failure to rein in the Crusaders 
who were packed in the upper reaches of the military bureaucracy by Dick 
Cheney, Robert Gates belatedly placed some distance between himself and 
the crusaders. Initially, Gates opposed the idea of a no-fly zone over 
Libya. In a speech at West Point, he had said, ’But in my opinion, any 
fut~uce defense secretary who advises the president to again send a big 
American land array into Asia or into the Middle East or Africa should 
’have his head examined,’ as General [Douglas] MacArthur so delicately 
put it.’ 

Here, Robert Gates was attempting to put some distance between himself 
and the crusaders by telling the West Point audience that the US should 
not lead ’a big Anaerican land army’ into Asia or into the Middle East or 
Africa. However, once the section of the National Security Council that 
wanted war won out in the NSC, Gates was silent as the Crusaders began 
to place General Calter Ham before the television cameras to claim that 
the Libyan operation was being carried folth by the US Africa Corrmrand. 
These public relations spinners expected the world to belicve that the 
US Aflicom with 1500 pcrsotmel could lead a naission in Libya. 

In the Bush years, the Crusaders conceptualized the US as being in a 
permanent war, using the phrase, ’global war on terror’ (GWOT), to 
justify their link to particular factions of Wall Street and the 
manipulation of national security for political and capital ends. It is 
not clear to what extent the philosophy of the Rocks prevailed over that 
of the Crusaders to influence the Obama administration’s decision to 
retreat from using the telTn GWOT Instead the administration has 
resorted to the term, ~oversea contingency operation’ (OCO). YVhat is 
clear is that in the face of resistance tlcom emerging powers, the 
Crusaders have regrouped to build up their assets in Africa. This 
regrouping includes a heightened propaganda war with CNN acting as an 
active accomplice when it reported that, ’A1 Qaeda in the Islamic 
Maghreb (AQIM) -- has taken advantage of ulzrest in Libya to seize SAMs 
from military stockpiles in rebel-held areas’ This news was supposed to 
bring back the images of armed terrorists ~vith sophisticated weapons in 
Nolth Aiicica For a short while when the book, ’Dark Sahara’, by Jeremy 
Keenan exposed the fabrication of terrorism in North Africa, the 
Crusaders temporarily retreated. When the Free Officers Movement tlcom 
Algeria (NLAOL) corroborated some of the information that had been 
outlined in the book by Keenan, the Crusaders toned do~vn the language on 
A1 Qaeda in the Maghreb and instead focused on A1 Qaeda in the Arabian 
Peninsula However, with the sweep of revolution across Yemen and the 
downgrading of the importance of the bogy of terrorism in Yemen, the 
forward planners inside the Pentagon decided to go all out to 
rehabilitate Africom in the sel"cice of the Crusaders. 

US AFRICOM Aix~) THE CRUSADERS 

The U S. Africa Command (AFRICOM) was established by the U.S. Department 
of Defense in February 2007 as the United States fifth regional 
operations base and a separate command ’to oversee military operations 
on the African continent.’ We want to reiterate the fact that Africom 
was a brainchild of Crusaders such as Rumsfeld, Bush, and Cheney 
Rumsfeld pushed through the concept bel2~re he left the Bush 
administration in December 2006. Bush announced the formation of Africom 
in February 2007 And just before the election in 2008, this new command 
was inaugurated. As we have highlighted, in the past, this connnand is 
stationed in Stuttgart, Germany, because of the stiff opposition against 
it in Africa F, ven the allies of the US in Africa understand the 
strength of African public opinion against Africom Thus leaders such as 
Yoweri Museveni of Uganda in public oppose the US Africa Command but 
embark on joint military exercises with the US military under the banner 
of Africom Museveni is a good example of an African politician who has 
been taken in by the rhetoric of the Crusaders. Sections of his family 
are in active relationships with the most conservative Christian 
fundamentalists in the USA 

In the face of the public opposition from African thinkers and opinion 
makers, the forward planners for the Crusaders moved to spend money 
among struggling academics to promote an ideological onslaught to 
legitimize the US Africa Command. Beside this intense work among social 
scientists, the forward planners among the Crusaders decided to employ 
the services of propaganda firms to fan the flames of Islamophobia in 
Africa. Africom has embarked on a massive public relations campaign to 
sell itself as a force for hmnanitarianism and dcvelopment in Africa. 
Hence, for the past two years, almost all aspects of the US foreign 
policy in Africa have been subordinated to the Pentagon. Essentially, 
with the force of only- 1,500, Africom serves to hand out contract to 
private military contractors. Space will not allow to give details of 
this business of mercenary forces vis-~-vis US milita~. But the 



activities of Blackwater now called Xe are well known and 
extensively documented in the book by Jeremy Scahill It is from this 
book and others that we have learnt of the mindset behind the top brass 
of Blackwater (Xe). What is unclear is why the leaders of the Emirates 
would prnvide a home for the top honcho of Blackwater after there were 
cal ls for legal action against the company after the shootings of 17 
Iraqi civilians in N~sour Square, Baghdad Hundreds of private military 
contractors with reputation similar to that of Xe are now licensed to 
train African armies under the rubrics of Africom These licenses are 
granted through the State Department so that the US Africa Coramand gets 
the contract for training African armies and then there is 
subcontracting to firms such as Dyncorp, one of the most energetic of 
the military contractors in Africa. This private army is now owned by a 
subsdiary of Cerberus. It is Dyncorp that is training the new Libcrian 
array and Liberia is the only African country whose president has said 

that Africom could locate its militmN base in that territolN. 

The other top military contracting firms are Kellog Brown Root Inc. 
(subsidiary of Halliburton), operating in Kenya, Djibouti, Ethiopia; 
Pacific Architects and Engineers Government Services (until recently a 
subsidialN of Lockheed Martin), operating in Liberia; Protection 
Strategies Inc., also involved in Liberia; and )~hlitat?~ Professional 
Resources Inc, MPRI which has contracts in Benin Republic, Ethiopia, 
Ghana,, Kenya, Mali, Malawi, Nigeria, Rwanda and Senegal. Others are CSC 
(Computer Scientists Corporation) and Science Applications International 
Corporation (SAIC). There are also British private military contractors 
such as Aegis, but the British could not be relied upon to cat~y forward 
the ideology of the crusaders. From time to time there is cooperation 
and competition between the British and US Crusaders in their efforts to 
control oil resources in societies such as Equatorial Guinea. 

Equatorial Guinea is reputed to be the worst dictatorship in the world 
and MPRI was able to secure the Maritime Securi~- Enhancement Program 
that provide nationwide coastal surveillance across Equatorial Guinea. 
On January 25, 2007, senior members of ~/K’RI, met President Obiang and 
briefed him on the first three months of a five-year program for 
training of military and presidential security units (see ’Private US 
Firm Trains Equatorial Guinea Alrny Units’, Agence France-Presse, JanualTy’ 

30, 2007.) 

The use of private capitalist alrnies by the US militar,v crusaders in the 
Middle East has peaked in Iraq and Afghanistan, hence the consolidation 
of their market frontier in Africa. The article "¢~y Contractor 
Fatalities Matter,’ in the militaJI~ journal, (Parameters, Autumn 2008), 
as of there were more contractor persolmel employed by the US milita~z 
than there were milita~z personnel on the ground in that country. 
According to the article: 

’Today, the heavily outsourced US milita~z cannot effectively function 
or sustain itself ~vithout an enormous contractor presence. Particularly 
in Iraq, the US government employs directly and through 
subcontracts~ore contractors than military Most experts agree that 
there are at least 190,000, and as many as 196,000, contractor personnel 
in Iraq, compared to fewer than 170,000 mihta~z persormel (79)’ 

The replication of this neoliberal militarism by using Aticicom as a 
front for private armies comes with the fabrication of terrorism and all 
forms of destabilizing machinations that would increase the market 
demand for private armies in Ali*ica in order to satisfy the profit 
motives of the supplies from the West This is a threat to the 
transformation of the continent 

The revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt shocked the Crusaders and they 
calculated on how to make a move to gain the support from the US society’ 
and consolidate Africom The debate over saving civilians in Libya 
provided the best opportuni~, and Barack Obama opened the door to 
strengthening the crusaders the very forces who do not believe that 
Obama was born in the USA 

DISB AN’DING AERICOM 

When Barack Obama appointed General t{ric Ken Shinseki as Secretary of 
Veteran Affairs, some sections of the Rocks had anticipated that Obama 
would do some housecleaning in the Pentagon to weed out the Crusaders 
and to remove their licenses for their contractors through the State 
Department. The Crusaders went on the offensive over the plans for 
expanding US forces in Afghanistan and Dick Cheney became the public 
spokesperson for them outside the official militap)~ and those among the 
private military contractors. Some observers have claimed that, from 
time to time Obama called in Colin Powell to rally the Rocks to counter 
the claims of Dick Cheney but Obama recoiled from a frontal assault on 
the Crusaders. The Crusader who understood that Colin Powell had no 
credibilib- because they had manipulated him before the court of wurld 
opinion to give false xvitness before the United Nations harnessed all of 
their resources against Barack Obama. In the midst of the depression 
when the workers of Wisconsin demonstrated that the organized workers 
could isolate the Tea Parb-, the ideas of white supremacy were needed 
anew-. This is ~vhere one must understand the present foray of the United 
Sates in Libya. 

Dictators throughout Africa and the Middle East were shaken by the 



Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions Barack Obama dithered on the question 
of the future relationship with the Crusaders when he should have taken 
a clear position on the question of a US military intervention in Libya. 
As the debate raged between the Rocks and the Crusaders inside the 
military bureaucracy, Robert Gates decided to abandon the Crusaders and 
gave Obama an opening by saying that any President who placed troops in 
Africa needed to have his head examined While Obama dithered, France 
and Britain energetically pushed so that British Petroleum and ELF could 
be in the drivers seat in North Africa in order to play the 
counter-revolutionary role against the rising tide of revolution. The 
Crusaders did not want to be left out and were temporarily sidelined 
until Susan Rice, Samantha Powers and Hilary Clinton began to make the 
vigorous claim for US military intervention. These advisors of Barack 
Obama presented strong militaristic arguments and never considered 
serious alternatives to the military intetwention. The Crusaders waited 
for the momunt to bring back their public push for Africom And they" 
seized it. 

We are now informed by the US media that while the decision to support 
UN resolution 1973 was being debated, Barack Obama signed an executive 
order to place covert operatives in Libya returning to the strategy of 
creeping war that precipitated the Iraq fiasco. The press organization, 
Reuters, reported that President Barack Obama has signed a secret order 
authorizing covert U.S. governmunt support for rebel forces seeking to 
oust Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi. Obama signed the order, l~own as a 
presidential ’finding,’ within the last two or three weeks, according to 
four U.S. government sources i~amiliar with the matter. Such findings are 
a principal form of presidential directive used to authorize secret 
operations by the Central Intelligence Agency. 

One piece of evidence of the struggle between the Crusaders and the 
Rocks came from the A1 Jazeera report that the information on the 
executive order was leaked from inside the Pentagon. Those inside the 
Pentagon with the memory of the history of the no fly zone over haq 
understand the implications of regime change and creeping war. 

B arack Obama was elected President of the United States and Commander in 
Chief of the armed forces It is ~vithin his po~ver to disband the US 
Africa command because this command was created by presidential decree. 
It can be disbanded by a presidential decree. 

Obama has the choice to either withdraw from the militarization of 
Africa or be torn apart by the US military relations ~vith Atlcica. Obama 
will either lead or be s~vept aside in this era of depression, war and 
revolution. Obama must prove to the citizens that Seymour Hersh is wrong 
that the Crusaders took over the US government. 

BROUGHT TO YOU B Y PAMBAZUKA NEWS 

* Horace Campbell is a teacher and writer 
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Commentary No 302, April 1, 2011 
"~I]ae Great Libyan Distraction" 

The entire Libyan conflict of the last month - the civil war in Libya, 
the U.S.-led military action against Gaddafi - is neither about 
humanitarian intervention nor about the immediate supply" of world oil. 
It is in fact one big distraction - a deliberate distraction - from the 
principal political struggle in the Arab world There is one thing on 
which Gaddafi and Western leaders of all political views are in total 
accord. They all want to slow down, channel, co-opt, limit the second 
Arab revolt and prevent it from changing the basic political realities 
of the Arab world and its role in the geopolitics of the world-system. 
To appreciate this, one has to follow what has been happening in 
chronological sequence. Although political rumblings in the various Arab 
states and the attempts by various outside forces to support one or 
another element within various states have been a constant for a long 
time, the suicide ofMohamed Bouazizi on Dec. 17, 2010 launched a very 
different process. 
It was in my view the continuation of the spirit of the world revolution 
of 1968. In 1968, as in the last few months in the Arab world, the group 
that had the courage and the will to launch the protest against 
instituted authori~ were young people. ’]’hey" were motivated by many 
things: the arbitrariness and cruelty" and corruption of those in 
authority, their own worsening economic situation, and above all the 
insistence on their moral and political right to be a major part of 
determining their own political and cultural destiny. They have also 
been protesting against the whole structure of the world-system and tim 
ways in which their leaders have been subordinated to the pressures of 
outside forces. 
These young people were not organized, at least at first. And they were 
not always totally cognizant of the political scene. But they- have been 



courageous And, as in 1968, their actions were contagious. Very" soon, 
in virtually every Arab state, without distinction as to foreign policy, 
they have threatened the established order. When they showed their 
strength in Egypt, still the key Arab state, everyone began to take them 
seriously. There are two ways of taking such a rew~lt seriously. One is 
to join it and try thereby to control it And one is to take strong 
measures to quash it. Both have been tried 
There were three groups who joined it, underlined by Samir Amin in his 
analysis of Egypt: the traditional and rewvified left, the middle-class 
professionals, and the Islamists. The strength and character of these 
groups has varied in each of the Arab countries. Arnin saw the left and 
the middle-class professionals (to the extent that they- were nationalist 
and not transnational neoliberals) as positive elements and the 
Islamists, the last to get on the bandwagon, as negative elements. And 
then there is the array’, always the bastion of order, which joined the 
Egyptian revolt late, precisely in order to limit its effect. 
So, when the uprising began in Libya, it was the direct result of the 
success of the revolts in the two neighboring countries, Tunisia and 
Egypt. Oaddafi is a particularly ruthless leader and has been ruaking 
horrific statements about ~vhat he would do to traitors. If, vein soon, 
there were strong voices in France, Great Britain, and the United States 
to intervene militarily, it was scarcely" because Oaddafi was an 
anti-imperialist thorn in their side. He sold his oil willingly to the 
West and he boasted of the fact that he helped Italy- steru the tide of 
illegal immigration. He ofl;ered lucrative arrangements for Western business. 
The intervention camp had t~vo components: those for whom any and all 
military- intelwentions by the West are irresistible, and those who 
argued the case for huraanitarian intervention. They" ~vere opposed very 
strongly in the United States by the militats,, who saw a Libyan war as 
umvinnable and an enormous military strain on the United States. The 
latter group seemed to be winning out, when suddenly the resolution of 
the Arab League changed the balance of forces. 
How did this happen? The Saudi government ~vorked very hard and 
effectively to get a resolution passed endorsing the institution of a 
no-fly zone. In order to get unanimi~ among the Arab states, the Saudis 
made t;vo concessions. The demand was only for a no-fly zone and a second 
resolution was adopted opposing the intrusion of any Western land forces 
What led the Saudis to push this through? Did someone from the United 
States telephone someone in Saudi Arabia and request this? I think it 
was quite the opposite. This was an instance of the Saudis try-ing to 
affect US policy rather than the other way around. And it worked. It 
tipped the balance. 
What the Saudis wanted, and what they got, was a big distraction from 
what they, thought most urgent, and what they, were doing - a crackdown on 
the Arab revolt, as it affected first of all Saudi Arabia itselI; then 
the Gulf states, then elsewhere in the Arab world. 
As in 1968, this kind of anti-authority revolt creates strange splits in 
the countries affected, and creates unexpected alliances. The call for 
humanitarian il~tervention is palticularly divisive. The problem I have 
with humanitarian interventiun is that I’m never sure it is 
humanitarian. Advocates always point to the cases where such 
intel-,zention didn’t occur, such as Rwanda. But they’ never look at the 
cases where it did occur. Yes, in the relatively sholt run, it can 
prevent what would otherwise be a slaugNer of people. But in the longer 
run, does it really do this? To prevent Saddam Hussein’s short-run 
slaughters, the United States invaded Iraq. Have fewer people been 
slaughtered as a result over a ten-year period? It doesn’t seem so. 
Advocates seem to have a quantitative criterion If a government kills 
ten pro testors, this is "normal" if perhaps worthy of verbal criticism. 
If it kills 10,000, this is criminal, and requires humanitarian 
intervention. How many people have to be killed before what is normal 

becomes cruninal? 100, 1000? 

Today, the Western powers are launched on a Libyan war, with an 
uncertain outcome It will probably be a morass. Has it succeeded in 
distracting the world from the ongoing Arab revolt? Perhaps. We don’t 
know yet. Will it succeed in ousting Gaddafi? Perhaps. We don’t know 
yet. If Gaddafi goes, what will succeed him? [~ven U.S. spokesmen are 
worrying about the possibility that he will be replaced either with his 

old cronies or with al-Qaeda, or with both. 
The U. S military action in Libya is a mistake, even from the narrow 
point of view of the United States, and even from the point of view of 
being humanitarian. It won’t end soon. President Obama has explained his 
actions in a very complicated, subtle way. What he has said essentially 
is that if the president of the United States, in his careful j udgment, 
deems an intervention in the interests of the United States and the 
world, he can and should do it. I do not doubt that he agonized over his 
decision. But that is not good enough. It’s a terrible, ominous, and 
ultimately, self-defeating propositi on 
In the meantime, the best hope of everyone is that the second Arab 
rew~lt renews steam - perhaps a long shot now - and shakes :first of all 
the Saudis. 
by hnmanuel Wallerstein 

[Copyright by Inm~anuel Wallerstein, distributed by Agence Global. For 
rights and perruissions, including translations and posting to 
non-cor~wnercial sites, and contact: rights@agenceglobal.coru, 
1.336.686.9002 or 1.336.286.6606. Permission is granted to download, 
forward electronically, or e-mail to others, provided the essay" reruains 
intact and the copyright note is displayed. To contact author, write: 
irrm~anuel.waller stein@yale, edu. 



These cormnentaries, published twice rrlonthly, are intended to be 
reflections on the contemporary world scene, as seun from the 
perspective not of the irmnediate headlines but of the long term.] 

SA govt’s R6bn Libya arms push 
GLYNNIS UNDERH1LL AND 1LHA~MRAWOOT Apr 01 2011 00:00 

The South African govemmunt tried to breathe new life into its moribund 
defence business, Denel, last year by selling R6-billion-worth of major 
weapons systems to Libya. 

The deal may have been unconsummated, perhaps because the uprising in 
Libya made it impossible to proceed, but the planned sale of 06-52 
artillery systems, missiles, grenade launchers and anti-materiel rttles 
will raise iicesh questions about the enforcement of the National 
Conventional Arms Control Act, and the close relationship between 
President Jacob Zuma and Libya’s Muammar Oaddafi. 

An internal Denel memo obtained by the iVI&G outlines a successful trip to 
Libya in April 2010 arid represents the sale as close to a done-deal 
following discussions with Oaddafi and the Libyan army about a proposed 
memorandum of understanding (MOU) 

"The MOU is initiated and will be signed in due course The trip 
received the blessing from both the presidencies. The Brother Leader 
also stressed the importance of having Africans trading within the 
continent," the document says. "The president of Libya and his South 
African counterpart will sign the [MOLr] within the coming year," it adds. 

According to Section 15 of South Africa’s National Conventional Arms 
Control Act, the national conventional arms control committee may not 
approve "transfers of conventional arms to governments that 
systematically violate or suppress human rights and ftmdamental 
freedoms". Zuma, meanwhile, has vacillated in his response to the Libyan 
uprising. South Africa voted ibr the Uinted Nations Security Cotmcil 
resolution imposing a no-~ly zone on Libya, but Zuma subsequently 
criticised coalition airstrikes on pro-Gaddafi forces. 

’High advantage’ 
The memo makes much of South Africa’s warm political relationship with 
Libya, describing it as "a fairly good high advantage". It also cements 
the brokerage role of one Prosper Ladisias Agbesi and his company, Basic 
Cotmnodities SA, citing links to both Gaddafi and Zuma. "Basic 
Commodities is well positioned in both countries on the Presidential 
level, with great influence as demonstrated in the level of 
professinnalism in organizing the trip within [a] short space of time" 
So keen were the Libyans on the deal, states the memo, and so well 
resourced, that they were prepared to "pay 50% of the contract in advance". 

"Libya has made it clear that they have a need to purchase new 72xG6-52 
artillery systems, missile business solutinns and other defence 
solutions from RSA and they are deliberately looking for Denel’s support 
for these requirements." It is clear that the South Afi-ican team had 
access at the very highest level and included both Denel and defence 
department representatives. "Denel was approached by the Director of 
[the department of defence’s] Defence Industries, Colonel Trevor Mketi, 
and Basic Cotmnodities SA CEO, Prosper Ladisias Agbesi, to visit the 
Great Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya Armed Forces," the memo 
explains. 

The sales team was hosted by the Libyan govel~rrlent from April 9 to 12 
and was allocated "protocol status". Thabo Skosana, marketing executive 
at Denel, said he had gone on the trip, but declined to confirm he had 
written the memo, although the letterhead suggests it came from his desk. 

The memo describes how the team stayed at the Sitte Gulf Hotel, where 
they- held meetings in the presidential suite. "On Saturday, the day- was 
spent in preparatory meetings with stakeholders. I did the Denel 
over¢iew presentation to the stakeholders with the emphasis on the G6-52 
artillery systems and other Denel products. On Sunday in the morning we 
met the brotl-lcr Leader, the President M Gaddafi in the Sirte." 

Business opportunities for Denel in Libya amounted to R6 289-million, 
the memo says, and included potential sales of its high rrlobility G6-52 
artillery systerus, Mechem’s de-mining equipment, and Denel Dynamics 
missiles, as well as aircraft maintenance services, automatic grenade 
launchers, and high-powered rifles. 

It appears that at least one deal had been concluded at the time of the 
visit: "Mechem (a Denel subsidiary) had already performed the contract 
and they are still awaiting the payment," the memo states. But Denel 
acting group con~’nunications manager Pamela Malinda claimed that Denel 
had not concluded any sales on the trip. "Denel can confirm that 
representatives of the company visited Libya in April last year to 
explore the opporttmities for the marketing of defence products," she 
said. "During this period there were meetings ~vith representatives from 



the Libyan government but no contracts and deals were concluded" 

Memorandum of understanding 
Asked for comment on his involvement in the trip to Libya, Agbesi said 
he was not an arms dealer He claimed that as chairperson of the 
Pan-Afidcan Business ~k~rum he fosters bilateral economic relatinnships 
between countries. "Gaddafi is a great man, and I have respect for him. 
But everybody has his weaknesses, and I condemn the atrocities on 
civilians," he said 

"’A~at I did on that trip was put in motion a rueruorandum of understanding 
between both countries and to encourage Oaddafi to invest ruoney in the 
South African defence industry. That transaction would have been a 
couple of billion dollars, so my airu was to bring investment to Denel, 
which was struggling, and to create ruore jobs." 

Colonel Mketi said there had been no restrictions on sales and no UN 
arms unrbargo when he introduced Agbesi to Denel. Agbesi was introduced 
to him by- the govertwnent of Benin, which put him forward as its 
representative. 

"I don’t kno~v why nobo@ asks the British or the French ho~v ruany arras 
they- sold to Libya," said Mketi, who did not go on the trip. "I am 
speaking in my own capacity, and not as a spokesperson for the 
department of defence or Denel. I feel this Libyan arms sale story has 
been blown out of all proportion. How can one country judge what human 
rights issues are going un in another country? People are just getting 
political mileage out of it. At the end of the day South Africa is 
guided by the United Nations." 

Mketi said people should also not forget Oaddafi had made "a 
contribution" on the continent by supplying military training, weapons 
and unifom~s and, in doing so, had assisted ~vith the liberatiun of 
Zimbabwe, South Africa and Namibia. Presidency spokesperson Zanele 
IVL~gadi said President Jacob Zuma would not have been involved in giving 
approval for a trip, which would be the responsibility of the department 
of defence. 

The department of defence denied ant’ "liaison, visits or deals" witda 
Libya The revelations of Denel’s sales push into Libya come after the 
public protector agreed last week to a request by Democratic Alliance MP 
David Maynier to investigate allegations that South Africa allowed the 
export of more than 100 sniper rifles and 50 000 rounds of ammumtion to 
Libya in late 2010. A 2010 report by Amnesty International claims that 
human rights violations were widespread in Libya, and ;vere targeted at 
certain groups 

’Rogue cormnittee’ accused of failing to do its job 
In the ;vake of allegations that the government authorised the sale of 
hea~2z weapons to the Libyan dictatorship last year, experts have been 
scathingly critical of the parliamentai~’ committee set up to ensure that 
the country’s arms sales meet human rights standards 

Some called the National Conventional Arms Control Committee a "rogue 
committee" that had failed dismally to implement South Africa’s 
legislation on arms sales. Veteran ANC lvlP Kader Asmal, the former 
chairperson of the committee, this week called for a commission of 
inqui~ to establish its functionality. 

He said the 11 Cabinet ministers who comprise the committee, under the 
chairmanship of Justice Minister JeffRadebe, "have been getting away 
with murder. If ~ve sold sniper bullets to Gaddafi, the committee should 
resign". 

"[The committee] is patently not complying with the legislation," sai d 
Laurie Nathan, who drafted the National Conventional Arms Control Act of 
2002 Section 15 of the Act states that South Africa must "avoid 
transfers of conventional arms that are likely to contribute to the 
escalatinn ofregiunal military conflicts . or otherwise contribute to 
regional instability" 

Guy Lamb, an arms researcher at the Institute :For Security Studies, said 
South Africa has sold arms to both India and Pakistan, which have been 
locked in conflict for decades 

’]?he Act also stipulates that the committee must "adhere to international 
law. including United Natinns Security’ Council arms embargoes". But a 
report by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, a 
Swedish state-sponsored arms think-tank, which says that it gathers its 
iNk~rmation fi-om the South African government, claims that South Africa 
sold arms worth R66-milliun to Sudan in 2007 and 2008 while that country 
was under a UN arms embargo 

The Act also states the corumittee must "avoid the export of conventiunal 
arms that relay be used for purposes other than the legitimate defence and 
security needs of the government of the country of import". South Africa 
sells atrus to the United States, which invaded Afghanistan in 2001 and 
Iraq in 2003. The committee also fails in reporting back to its 
watchdog, Parliament’s defence conm~ittee. "The corcanittee consistently 
doesn’t fulfil its reporting requirements," said Lamb. "It still does 
not provide the necessary quarterly requireruents to Parliament and 



provides the annual reports too late." 

Democratic Alliance MP I)avid Maynier complained that he had received the 
committee’s 2009 quarterly reports only last week from Speaker of 
Parliament Max Sisulu. The committee’s lack of transparency about its 
interactions with Parliament is also an issue -- it often holds meetings 
in camera or classifies reports as secret, even though the legislation 
does not stipulate the need for secrecy 

Describing South Africa’s arms trade as "a paradox", Lanrb said it 
contradicted the country’s general foreign policy of mediation and 
promoting peace. "It’s a rogue cormnittee," says Rob Thomas of the 
Ceasefire Campaign. "It regards itself as a law unto itself, not 
adhering to the legislation, and even though Parliament has an oversight 
role it does not hold the cormnittee accountable." 

Responding to questions, Radebe said the committee complies with its 
reporting obligations, including by- presenting reports to Cabinet after 
the end of each quarter. "Our law- strikes the necessat?~ balance between 
the need to be transparent and accountable, whilst at the same time it 
recognises and caters for confidentiality which invariably attaches to 
all transactions .. As we have said in the past, in nraking decisions the 
NCACC considers in aggregate all principles reflected in our legislation." 

Arms trade tineat to SA’s values 
THE EDITORIAL JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA - Apt 01 2011 00:00 

In April last year a South African government delegation met Muammar 
Gaddafi, accompanied by a fixer "well positioned in both countries on 
the presidential level" with a sinrple purpose: to sell massive 
quantities of the most lethal weaponlN this country is capable of 
producing. 

The Libyans were especially keen on the C,6-52, the latest update to the 
G5 howitzers that saw- action against Cuban forces in Angola dtu-ing the 
1980s. Among the most powerful ~vheel-motmted artillery pieces available, 
the G6 can htu-1 a 155rmn shell 70km. SevenS-two of these guns would have 
netted Denel more than R6-billion 

And then there are the missiles. Denel Dynamics makes several models and 
it isn’t clear which the Libyans wanted. It could have been the 
surface-to-air Un~honto, which would have been capable of giving 
coalition pilots a difficult time had delivery been effected before the 
uprising and imposition of a no-fly zone But any number of nasty bits 
of gear could have been ordered: the air-to-air Darter; the helicopter 
motmted mini-exocet known as the Mokopa; the Umbani precision-guided 
bomb, the long-range Raptor missile, and the ~zehicle-protecting 
Mongoose. Either way, the Libyans were prepared to spend about 
R650 -million 

The deal, may not have gone through, although there is nothing to 
indicate this was a result of squeamislmess on the part of the South 
African government The timing of the uprising, ho~vever, may well have 
been a factor 

Those involved in the planned sale defend it by pointing out that no 
United Nations sanctions were in place at the time of the visit and that 
the European Union lifted its embargo in 2004 That is entirely beside 
the point. South Africa’s defence e×ports are governed by the stringent 
National Conventional Arms Control Act, which bluntly forbids exports to 
governments that are engaged in internal repression, as the Libyans 
clearly were last year. 

The Act not only captures our human rights principles, it insulates 
South Africa from the diplomatic risk that attaches to locally made 
weapon~ being available for use in countries that are primed by 
repression for conflict 

Tragically, our anns-control rules are more honoured in the breach than 
the execuuon, as the government toadies to dictators with open wallets 

This transaction should not even have been considered President Jacob 
Zuma, Denel and the department of defence have done nothing to explain 
to us why they even contemplated it It is time they did. 

Corruption: peril and prospect 
T[tE EDITORIAL JOIIAN]x?I~SBUR(I, SOUTH AFRK;A - Apt 0l 2011 00:00 

Members of Parliament were apparently- "visibly shocked" on Wednesday 
when the head of the Special Investigating Unit (SIL0, Willie Hofmeyr, 
laid out for thenr the sheer scale of graft that is under investigation 
across the state system. They ought not to have been. 

After a11, it was Parliament that shut down an effective anticot~uption 
force in the Scorpions and it did so over the protests of Hofmeyr, among 
others. Still, the nun~bers he presented are staggering. 



Every single municipal district in North West prnvince is under 
investigation for alleged fraud, corruption and maladministration. 
Something like half of all government’s 10 000 subsidised housing 
proj ects are suspected of being tainted by tender irregularities The 
public works department is apparently riddled with corruption, with 
millions paid out to companies in which staff have interests. 

The police department faces multiple allegations of impropriety, not 
j ust in relation to the controversial procurement of new headquarters in 
Pretoria and Durban, but also to the construction of about 33 police 
stations. Even the department of arts and culture has questions to 
answer about the spending of World Cup funds. 

Meanwhile, the Hawks, created by Parliament as a putative replacement 
for the Scorpions, have been sailing ever closer to the political wind. 
They may have avoided dealing with the arms deal, but they are 
investigating massive fraud in the sale of medical equipment by Gaston 
Savoi’s Intaka to provincial health departments, with the counivance of 
senior politicians, and the involvement of members of the crime 
intelligence division in the mafia networks surrounding fraud-accused 
Radovan Krejcir. 

The Constitutional Court has now- ruled that the structure of the Hawks 
makes its racmbers vulnerable to political meddling and that the 
doesn’t meet the standard of independence required of a 
corruption-fighting force. 

The SIU is even more ,,n21nerable. It has grown enormously in recent years 
and has begun to take on genuinely sensitive investigations. But it was 
brought into existence by presidential proclamation and can just as 
easily be shut down. 

All of this represents irnmcnse peril: Hofmeyr’s report to Parliament and 
the widening Krejcir investigation both illustrate just how close South 
Africa is to the brink. Only effective institutions in govermnent, the 
media and c~vil society can keep us from tipping over it entirely. 

But there is a moment of opportunity, too. The Constitutional Court has 
given Parliament 18 months to fix what it broke when it shut down the 
~Scorpions. There is a party of governance ~vithin Cabinet, Parliament 
and sections of the ANC. 

It needs to seize this moment before it passes and create an agency ~vith 
the tools, the structure and the personalities to get the job done. It 
is very nearly too late, but not quite. 

Spy boss accused of waging witch-hunt 

4tJ~ April 2011 22:32 

Arrested police spy boss Lieutenant-General Richard Mdluli allegedly 
launched a systematic ~vitch-hunt against two of his crime intelligence 
officers to stop them investigating his suspected role in the murder of 
his forn~er lover"s boyfriend. 

Mdluli, held last week for the murder 12 years ago, allegedly threatened 
to transfer warrant officers HMagabe and Thomas Rikhotso as uniformed 
officers to police stations more than 300kin :[’rom their homes and 
instituted spurious disciplinary proceedings against them. 

This was allegedly after Mdluli and one of his co-accused in the 1999 
murder case, Colonel Nkosana Ximba, learned that the two intelligence 
officers had made inquiries about the dormant murder docket of Oupa 
Ramogibe after a tip-off. 

Mdluli accused the two of leaking information to the Sowetan newspaper 
in July 2009 about his alleged links to the murder. Mdluli, Vosloorus 
police station commander when Ramogibe was shot dead in the township in 
1999, was appointed head of crime intelligence shortly beiktre the 
Sowetan article was published Ramogibe, killed while pointing out to 
the police the scene of an earlier attempt on his life, was involved 
with a woman with whom Mdluli was romantically linked. 

Magabe and Rikhotso, who together have 40 years of police experience, 20 
with cr~ne intelligence, were unavailable :[’or conunent yesterday 

According to documents The Times has seen, and South African Police 
Union general secretary Oscar Skowanere, Magabe and Rikhotso have been 
subjected to surveillance and unauthorised cellphone bugging since 
February 2009. 

The?" had become so unnerved that they were receiving counselling. Their 
appeals to national police conm~issioner Bheki Cele for his protection 
had fallen on deaf ears. 

Police spokesman Colonel Vish Naidoo yesterday refused to cotffirm or 
deny the allegations, but said an internal investigation was under way 



into "various aspects"" of crime intelligence. 

A highly placed police ol![icer said the investigation of Mdluli and his 

unit "would open a whole new can of worms" and included "very serious 

~r~["nis is a massive investigation. It"s going to cast a bad light on this 
country"s intelligence world. It is going to be nasty’." 

In one of many letters of complaint about the alleged victimisation of 
Magabe and Rikhotso, the police union"s legal representative, Kwena 
Moabelo, asked Cele in March last year to intervene in the "witch-hunt". 

Skormnere said the tmion felt "vindic ated" by the arrests of Mdluli and 
three co-accused, but there had been prolonged injustices against its 
members for doing their j ob. 

"Out members have all along professed that they did nothing wrong but 
knew these charges and victimisation were an attempt to frustrate them 
in doing their jobs," said Skonm~cre. 

He said there was ample proof that Mdluli tried to scupper the 
investigation of the two officers in connection with Ramogibe"s murder. 
This includes his failure to finalise disciplinary proceedings since 2009. 

Magabe and Rikhotso were to have had their hearings finalised within 60 
day’s in tetras of police discipline regulations but, after 22 months and 
one hearing that resulted in a "no-verdict" judgment, there is still no 
resolution. 

According to the charge sheet of the disciplinary hearing, issued in 
March last year, more than a year after the alleged offence, the two 
officers were to face charges from February 23 to September 2009. 

They’ were accused of misconduct in that they: Failed to adhere to basic 
police principles by investigating Mdluli and others for "unfounded" 
allegations relating to the Ramogibe murder without ari intelligence 
docket inquiry; Mhsled a colleague at the Vosloorus detective unit into 
believing that their murder investigation was properly authorised; Tried 
to frame Mdluli and others, and conspired to prevent him being promoted 
to his cun-ent j ob; Failed to keep a record of intbrmatiun gathered, or 
to report back to the SAPS; and Failed to respect Mdluli"s "basic human 
rights" and "humiliating" and "discriminating" against him through a 
Sotvetan article on July- 10 last year 

In its letter to Cele, the uinon labelled the allegations "baseless, 
vexatious and untbunded". At the time, Sapu wrote that: "Mdluli has a 
history of antagonism against the employees This can be deduced from 
his attempts to get rid of them from crime intelligence without a ju st 
cause" 

The union said Mdluli, in letters dated February 9 2010, went as far as 
wanting to transfer Magabe and Rikhotso to crime prevention units. 

Both tvarrant officers are stationed on the East Rand. Mdluli reportedly 
wanted to transfer them to Sebokeng and IVlagaliesberg. 

Mdluli, Ximba and their co-accused, court orderly Samuel Dlomo and 

Lieutenant-Colonel N/itunzi Omhle Mthembeni Mtunzi, will appear in the 

Boksburg Magistrate"s Court on Thursday’ on charges of murder, attempted 

murder, conspiracy to commit murder, intimidation, serious assault, 

kidnapping and obstructing and/or defeating the ends of justice. 

Skowanere said the uninn had asked the state to withdraw the charges 
against the two officers 

Campus turns into battlefield 

March31 2011 at ll:10am 

By Sinegugu Ndlovu and Jauhara Khan 

INDEP[{NDENT Nt~;W S PAPERS 
Protests at the University of KwaZulu-Natal continued as students 
marched through its Howard College campus, damaging proper~ and 
intimidating other students Photo: Doctor Ngcobo 
The sounds of screaming students and rubber bullets being discharged 
echoed through the University of KwaZulu-Natal’s West-ville campus as 
students clashed with police on Wednesday’. 
The chaos resulted in scores of students being injured and in need of 
treatment - after police fired robber bullets and threw tear gas at them 
- and in the disruption of lectures. 
On Thursday, LPKZN would finalise an interim interdict preventing the 
students from striking on any" of the universi)-’s five campuses. 
The campus resembled a battlefield as police in riot gear maintained a 
tight grip on rioting students. Protesting students barricaded two of 
the three entrances to the campus, hurling rocks and glass bottles at 
the police, and torching fridges. 
Students confined to their residences watched the action unfold through 
their windows. Vehicles seeking entry to the universi~- were turned back 



by security persormel. 
"We had to go through the bush because police shot at us (while we were 
walking on the road)," said student Sindisiwe Goqa. 
"There are stones being hurled at police on this side and rubber bullets 
being shot at students on that side. It’s hectic. It’s a good thing that 
security is ~nsisting that people leave their cars at the gate because 
once you get in, you can’t get out," she said. 
Police Lientenant-Colonel Vincent Mdunge said eight students were 
injured by rubber bullets and stones thrown by protesters. 
Police arrested and charged 49 students with public violence. Nine 
police vans were damaged. 
"Students damaged police cars and university property. Public-order 
police were called in as reiuforcements. We were forced to use rubber 
bullets. We will deploy officers (at the campus) until the situation has 
normalised," said Mdunge. 
Financial aid is at the centre of the tmrest. Central students’ 
representative council general secretalN Thulisa Ndlela said UKZN had 
decided to discontinue the "gap loan" scheme, affecting more than 2 000 
students who relied on it. 
UKZN spokeswoman Nomonde Mbadi said money from the National Student 
Financial Aid Scheme was not sufficient to meet the demand and IYKZN had 
supplemented these f~mds for several years. She said UKZN had committed 
R18.6 million to augment the financial aid scheme this year, bringing 
its total funding for student loans to R300m. Included in this were "gap 
loans" of approximately R125m, which helped students who received 
partial financial packages from the financial aid scheme. 
"These debts are growing and are now affccting the financial standing of 
the university, to the extent that the financial aid scheme has been 
unsuccessful in recovering these loans timeously on behalf of the 
university," said Mbadi. 
A Mercury jo~trnalist and photographer were shot at by two policemen 
while making their way into the campus, and were barred by officers fiom 
taking pictures. The Mercury also saw about five policemen firing rubber 
bullets at students standing outside a residence. 
The police also fired on students at the Oval Residence, shooting and 
injuring scores, with two men being shot and wounded in their genitals. 
At Addington Hospital’s trauma unit last night, injured students lay in 
beds and several ~vaited in an adjoining room to be treated. Policemen 
hovered in the corridors, waiting to arrest the students. - The Mercury 
*** 

Students protest at UKZN 
March 30 2011 at 06:4~9m 

Doctor Ngcobo, The Mercury 
Protesting students barricaded two of the three entrances to the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal in Westville. Photo: Doctor Ngcobo, The Mercury 
Protesting students barricaded two of the three entrances to the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal in Westville on Wednesday, the umversity said. 
"The students intimidated other students and staff and (the police were) 
present. Access to the various buildings on campus has been limited. 
Financial aid is at the centre of the students’ protests," said 
university spokeswoman Nomonde IVlbadi in a statement. 
She said that on a yearly basis the university was faced ~vith the 
challenge of an increase in the number of students requiring financial 
assistance to study at the University. 
"The ftmding provided by the National Student Aid Scheme (NSFAS) is 
insufficient to meet the growing demand. Over the years the University 
has committed itself to supplement the funds received from NSFAS " 
This year the umversity committed R 18.6-million to boost the funds 
received from financial aid 
"We sincerely regret any inconvenience that parents, students and staff 
have experienced The matter is receiving urgent attention," said Mbadi. 
Police spokesperson Brigadier Phindile Radebe could not be immediately 
reached for comment. - 
Sapa 
*** 

31 March 2011 
COM~JNIQUE [~OM ~ft;% ()[~]"ICE OF ~[ItE EX[~CXYfIVE DIR[~CTOR: 
(;()RP()[L~%T[i RIiLATIONS 
UPDATE ST[YDENT PROTESTS 
Dear Staff and Students 
Kindly :find below updates on all our campuses. 
1 WESTVILLE CAMPUS 
1.1 Protesting students started singing [’rom the Oval Residences around 
7:30. ’]7he Police are on site and have contained them in the New 
Residences’ Pavillion 
1.2 We have received reports that forty eight (48) students have been 
arrested. They are due to appear in court this morning 
1.3 We have also received reports that there are eight students that were 
treated in hospital yesterday fi~r injuries sustained from rubber 
bullets All the students have been discharged. 
1.4 We are following up on reports that some students that have taken 
refuge in their rooms are amongst the students that have been 
arrested and injured. 
1.5 There are very few students in classes this morning. Ira view of this 
most of the lectures have been cancelled. 
1.6 The rumour that two students died is NOT true. 
1.7 There is a meeting scheduled to take place this murning between the 
Vice-Chancellor and the SRC. 
1.8 The Westville SRC is addressing the protesting students. 



1.9 r~[’ne windows in the Administration Building and Senate Chambers 
have been broken; roads have been blocked; fires are erupting on the 
residences but these have been brought under control; fire equipment 
in residences has been damaged. 
1.10 About 80 students have been escorted by Police to their vehicles from 
outside the Admin block 
1.11 One student has been attended to by NETCARE for injuries sustained 
due to tear gas. 
2 EDGEWOOD CAMPUS 
2.1 There has been some disruptions on the Edgewood Campus. 
There are also vein few students attending lectures. A decision 
has been taken, it has been decided to postpone all tests, 
assignruents and practicals ~til nonnali~" resumes. 
3. PIF.TFI°d~IARITZBURG CAMPUS 
3.1 A fire extinguisher was sprayed at one the lecture venues in 
Corrmlerce. 
3.2 Lecture venues are being sprayed ~vith pepper spray- and classes 
disrupted. 
4. HOWARD COLLEGE CAMPUS 
We have been informed that there are no~v violent disruptions on the 
Howard College Campus. We are still trging to get more irffom~ation. 
We will keep you posted. 
Regards 
Nomonde Mbadi 
Executive Director 
Corporate Relations 

Police ’bl.atali~’ at L~N 

April 1 2011 at 11:07am 
By Sinegugu Ndlovu and Jauhara Khan 

INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPERS 

Two students of the University of KwaZulu-Natal’s Westville campus 
remained in hospital on Thursday, nursing rubber bullet wounds to their 
groins, as riot police were accused of using heavy-handed tactics 
against students protesting over funding packages on Wednesday 

Geology masters student Nkosinathi Jele, 25, is in Addington Hospital 
a~vaiting an operation for t~vo rubber bullets to be removed from his left 
upper thigh. Jele said he was in his room at the campus residence when 
police aimed for his testicles and shot him at close range. 

"I had earlier been part of the strike, but later returned to my- room I 
was heading out ~vhen a policeman jammed the barrel of the gun in the 
open door. He pushed me to the bed and tried to shoot my testicles. He 
shot me from a few centimetres away and two pellets are still jammed in 
there. They shot my friend in the back and thrashed us with batons," 
said Jele. 

Another student was transferred to St Augustine’s Hospital after he was 
shot in his penis. Police allegedly- entered his room and shot him in the 
groin. 

In other allegations made against the police on Wednesday: 

- Pharmacy honours student Lindo Ngcobo said that she was shot in the 
hip and chest while in her room She said she had remained in her room 
during the strike, thinking she was safe ttowever, a policeman had 
entered and started shooting 

~He slapped me and called me terrible names. ’]"hen he pulled me by my 
hair and dragged me into the corridor and to the police van. ! could not 
walk," she said 

- Another student, who would not be named, said he was shot in the hand 
"I was in the corridor when police came up the stairs and started 
shooting at those standing outside their rooms I tried to run into my 
room, but the?" came in, shot me and took me to the van," he said from 
his hospital bed 

- Another student held a cotton swab to his :[’ace, where a rubber bullet 
had removed a chunk of flesh below his left eye. "They came into the 
residence and just started shooting at everyone," he said 

SA Students’ Congress spokesman Phinda Motaung said police entered 
residences and set off teargas canisters 

"When students ran out for air, they were beaten up and arrested There 
were students who weren’t part of the strike, who believed their rooms 
were their sanctuary But students are being shot inside their rooms and 
dragged out by their legs," he said. 

Police Lieutenant-Colonel Vincent Md~ge denied the allegations of 
police brutality. 

"There’s no truth to that. Police aren’t wild animals; they acted within 
the framework of the law. 



"r~[lais started yesterd~U (Wednesday), when police officers were stoned, 
leading to nine being injured 

"There were several attempts to quell the (student) violence, which 
failed. We were stoned, compelling us to use extra-ordinary force, 
including rubber bullets and pepper spray, to curtail the rampage; we 
couldn’t fold our arms," he said. 

Mdunge said officers only entered residences to make arrests. 

"Police only went there to arrest those that committed a serious crime. 
You can’t corcanit a crime and then run into your room and thiJmk it ~our 
room) is a haven," he said. 

He said 103 students were arrested on public violence charges yesterday, 
taking the total to 150. 

The university ~trged students to contact their faculties about the 
scheduling of tests and lectures. 

Meanwhile, the university yesterday secured an interdict in the 
Pietermaritzb~trg High Court preventing students from assaulting, 
intimidating or harassing anybody at any I_PKZN campuses and from damaging 
and removing property. 

In addition, the students are prevented frora barricading or blocking 
entrances to the campuses, and from organising or participating in 
protests on UKZN premises. 

The order directs the police to ensure that the interdict is 
implemented. - The Mercury 

http://www.themercuaw.co za/police-shot-u s-in-hostel-s av-students- h 1050591 

Police shot us in hostel, say students 

April 1 2011 at 09:36am 

Sinegugu Ndlowa and Jauhara Khan 

Two students of the University of K~vaZulu-Natal’s Westville campus 
remained in hospital yesterday, nursing rubber bullet wounds to their 
groins, as riot police were accused of using heavy-handed tactics 
against students protesting over funding packages on Wednesday. 

Geology masters student Nkosinathi Jele, 25, is in Addington Hospital 
awaiting an operation for two rubber bullets to be removed from his left 
upper thigh Jele said he was in his room at the campus residence when 
police aimed for his testicles and shot him at close range. 

"I had earlier been part of the strike, but later returned to my room. I 
was heading out when a policeman jammed the barrel of the gun in the 
open door He pushed me to the bed and tried to shoot my testicles He 
shot me from a few centimetres away and two pellets are still jammed in 
there The?- shot my friend in the back and tl~rashed us with batons," 
said Jele. 

Another student was transferred to St Augustine’s Hospital after he was 
shot in his penis. Police allegedly entered his room and shot him in the 
groin 

In other allegations made against the police on Wednesday: 

1 Pharmacy honours student Lindo Ngcobo said that she was shot in the 
hip and chest while in her room She said she had remained in her room 
during the strike, thinking she was safe. However, a policeman had 
entered and started shooting. 

"He slapped me and called me terrible names. Then he pulled me by my 
hair and dragged me into the corridor and to the police van I could not 
walk," she said. 

l Another student, who would not be named, said he was shot in the hand 
"I was in the corridor when police came up the stairs and started 
shooting at those standing outside their rooms. I tried to run into my 
room, but the), came in, shot me and took me to the van," he said from 
his hospital bed. 

l Another student held a cotton swab to his face, where a rubber bullet 
had removed a chunk of flesh below his left eye. ’"l’hey came into the 
residence and j ust started shooting at everyone," he said. 

SA Students’ Congress spokesman Phinda _’vfotaung said police entered 
residences and set offteargas canisters. 

"When students ran out for air, they were beaten up and arrested. There 
were students who weren’t part of the strike, who believed their rooms 
were their sanctuats~. But students are being shot inside their rooms and 
dragged out by their legs," he said. 



Police Lieutenant-Colonel Vincent Mdunge denied the allegations of 
police brutality. 

"There’s no truth to that. Police aren’t wild animals; they acted within 
the framework of the law. 

"This started yesterday (Wednesday), when police officers were stoned, 
leading to nine being inured. 

"There were several attempts to quell the (student) violence, which 
failed. We were stoned, compelling us to use extra-ordinary force, 
including rubber bullets and pepper spray, to curtail the rampage; we 
couldn’t fold our arms," he said. 

Mdtmge said officers only entered residences to make arrests. 

~Police only went there to arrest those that committed a serious crime. 
You can’t con~mit a crime and then run into your room and think it @our 
room) is a haven," he said. 

He said 103 students were arrested on public violence charges yesterday, 
taking the total to 150. 

The university urged students to contact their faculties about the 
scheduling of tests and lectures 

Meamvhile, the university yesterday secured an interdict in the 
Pietermaritzburg High Court preventing students from assaulting, 
intimidating or harassing anybody at any UKZN campuses and from damaging 
and removing property 

In addition, the students are prevented from barricading or blocking 
entrances to the campuses, and from organising or participating in 
protests on UKZN premises. 

The order directs the police to ensure that the interdict is implemented. 

[)ear Colleagues 
UPDATE STUD[~NT PR~)T[~ST ACTION 
We have received reports that students have embarked on protest action 
at the medical school campus and have barricaded the Umbi[o Road 
entrance. E×ams being written in the t~xam tlall on the sixth floor of 
the Main Medical School Building were disrupted by the protesting students. 
Over the weekend Executive Management met with the SRCs to discuss the 
issues raised by protesting students. Following a lengthy discussion the 
SRCs ~Nreed to inform the student membership of the deliberations. The 
SRCs undertook to report back to Executive management today Monday 4 
April at 10h00. 

Nomonde Mbadi 
Exec UtlVe Director 
ecc045/2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

3AY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 5:49 AM 

lawofficel0@juno.com; janekendall@me.com; jalderson@mindspring.com; kimberly@kimberlykyser.com; 
kevin.rahimzadeh@eku.edu; Iogankendall@nc.rr.com; trey@levineandstewart.com; garfield@emji.net; 
mbemholz@starfishnet.com; redwood@nc.rr.com; dave.hart@nando.com; jeanlevineu@hotmail.com; 
Ioulipsitz@earthlink.net; mj@springbranchlandscapes.com; davidvadim@gmail.com; jackie@carrboro.com; 
jholl708@aol.com; mollydog803@aol.com; ssimmons@townofchapelhill.org; rmanley@me.com; NcFee, Michael A 
<mcfee@email.unc.edu>; joeh@ncleg.net; maurahigh@mindspring.com; McTighe, Geoffrey N 
<mctighe@email.unc.edu>; jward@townofchapelhill.org; jjearn@bellsouth.net; bob.massengale@gmail.com; 
maggigrace@nc.rr.com; goodolgirl@visionet.org; wjhonson125@sprint.blackberry.com; patrick@proximate.org; 
linda.belans@duke.edu; bobepting@aol.com; amandabryan60@hotmail.com; constance224@aol.com; 
lynne.wentworth@nccourts.org; drrubinow@yahoo.com; gretchenay@nc.rr.com; Moore, .]eanette E 
<3ENoore@unch.unc.edu>; latentwriter@frontier.com; kpdavidson@gmail.com; sacrificialpoets@gmail.com; 
missusa69@hotmail.com; kandrews@ci.carrboro.nc.us; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 
cbeacham0204@gmail.com; sneal@nc.rr.com; barryj@earthlink.net; drguiteras@mdvip.com; swspalt@att.net; Beam, 
3effery <jeffbeam@email.unc.edu>; hartblood@gmail.com; smadry@mindspring.com; Griffiths, David N 
<griffiths@unc.edu>; art@jwfinearts.com; jean@vikingtravel.com; chris.lutes@phoenixphysidans.com; 
reneeprice2010@gmail.com; annstewartl@mac.com; sandcpeele@msn.com; ablythe@newsobserver.com; 
amy@childcarenetworks.org; rgarni@gmail.com; mikitime@when.com; Ellington, Richard 
<richard_ellington@unc.edu>; jgwick@mindspring.com; giles@blundenstudio.com; Ringwalt, Sharon S. 
<sharon.ringwalt@unc.edu>; jhuegerich@townofchapelhill.org; docaaron@juno.com; michelehome@earthlink.net; 
Brantley, Helen T <Helen_Brantley@med.unc.edu>; aharris@duke.edu; elliek@ncleg.net; mark_chilton@hotmail.com; 
catdevine@mindspring.com; drbillcoleman@gmail.com; nturnbough@rangeweb.net; bthigh@aol.com; 
compassionateacu@nc.rr.com; bnicholson@partners.org; dougstuber@aol.com; taylorbryan70@gmail.com; 
dmartin13@nc.rr.com; ggbclay@yahoo.com; baskin.cooper@gmail.com; sherryjnc@aol.com; 
ippyp@mindspring.com; lange@www.law.duke.edu; d2gulick@earthlink.net 

information about the poets for Carrboro Day 

POETS IN 2011Carrboro Day.doc 

Good morning! 

Below, as well as attached, is information on the poets who will be reading on May l, Carrboro Day. Hope you are intrigued! 

Jay 

Contmumg a tradition that began m 1995, the Carrboro Day celebration on Sunday, May 1st, will feature several distmguished local poets. 

~e poetry readings will begin at 2:30 pros. in the Town Hall Board Room and last until about 4:00. 

It is hoped that this year’s poetry reading will include some of 

Carrboro’s youngest notable poets, wmners of the Carrboro Youth Poetry Contest. Durmg the poetry session, the young poets will be mvited 

to read. ~e winning poems will be published in an upcommg edition of ~e Carrboro Citizen and the West Ends Poets Newsle~er. 

Other poets reading mclude the follow,g: 

Grey Brown is the author of Staying In, whiner of the Harper Prints Poetry Chapbook award, and ~@Xey They Tel~ Me from Fmishing Lme 

Press, poems narrating her experience parenting a child on the autism spectrum. Her first full len~h collection of poetry, ~@at It Takes, has 

been published with ~urnmg Po~t Press ~ 2010. She is the recipient of a 2009 Emergmg Artist Grant from the Durham Arts Council. Grey 

is the founder and former dire~or of the Literary Arts Program of the Health Arts Network at Duke a~d currently serves as a Family Support 

Network provider on the intensive care nursery at Duke Medical Center. She lives in Carrboro with her two daughters and two dogs. 

lay Bryn, Carrboro’s ~rrent poet laureate, is a lawyer who works with fm~lies and d~ildren. He lives with his wife on a farm where they 

enjoy their five children, six grandchildren~ two dogs, one cats~ four horses and a cockatiel. He has published a variety of poems and a 

book, "Haiku for CarrolF’. 

I,eah Dunham received her MFA from the University of Calik~mia, lrvine and attended UNC-Chape~ Hil~, where she was a recipient of the 

Blauche Ar~ield Prize for Poetry. Her ~s, ork appears h-~ s~or}~go~h, Cimarron Review, B~ckbird, aud 77~e Greensbor~ R~vi~:w, amd is featured m a 

collaborative art exhfl)Rion appearing m I ,os Angeles a~ad New York in 2011. 

~em~ Earnhardb a haiku writer, has sponsored a Haiku Weekend the last Saturday ~ April at her beloved farm for 32 years. She is a longtime 

resident of Or~mge County and traces her lineage from ~omas I ,loyd, a prominent man in county polRics before the Revolutionary War. He 

was the largest landowner ~ 

Orange County and lived at ~e Meadows, a few n~les noah of Carrboro. 

Rickv Gami is ~ gr~phic desi,gner ~r~zd.~&er (~f ~v¢ and he lives i~ Carrhoro, NC. His work has been ~:~ubZishod most rece~ztly in EVERYCR EEN R EVtE~ 

E VERYDA )" GENIUS, ZO UC~L THE LE VELER a~d DINOSA UR BEER a~d hd h~s bee~ ~zom#zated.fbr fl£ Pushcar~ Prize o~/bur occasions. Fred 
bc~oks at: www. t#~rL oom/ric~xarni, hi~ b~c,£; ai: www. lortY&exmavhina, corn m?d him at: th~ 5’~xapahcm" Get~:rcd 5’lore. where the: gri£ed sm?dwiches are diarist m?d ahy~ 

Maura High has lived in Carrboro for 20 years, and mamy of her poems take local scenes and occurrences as their starting point. Her work 

has been published m various pr~t and onlme media, mad, as a member of ~e Black Socks Poets, she has contributed to chapbooks and 

readings in the area. As a volunteer, she also helps coordinate and tram Nature Conservmacy crews working on controlled burns m Norffi 

Carolina. 

Tyler Johnson is a writer, musicima mad eng~eer livmg ~ Carrboro, NoAh Carol~a. He was raised near Scotchtown in Virg~ia, in a log cab~ 

buiR by his father. His work explores a future bristling with teclmology, but he has been unable to escape ~e earthy humours of the rural 

Souffiern Piedmont. When not designing electronic communication systems, Tyler can be caught stealing away to a local barn dance to play 



Irish jigs and reels on the tenor banjo. 

Susan Spalt’s poem, Car~’buro Rock:~, ]~as been made into a song by Billy Sugarfix (wifft Catherine DevineSs help and to be seen at 
http: !/billysuqa rfix.com/} 
whic]~ will be ~he song of Carrboro Day. Retired several years ago from a career with the local school system~ Susan’s poetic claim to fame 

was writing the school district’s lice policy in rhymed couplets. She has been married to Allen Spalt for many years au~d has two grown 

children and one perpetually adolescent Irish Setter. She is a member of the North Carolina Poetry Society and won honorable mention for 

the 2008 Joanne Catherine Scott Award for Poems in Traditional Forms. 

Willian~ Stott has resided in Carrboro for over eighteen years. He serves on the faculty of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s 

Carolina Institute for the Environment. His scholarship has focused on American nature writing and "ecocriticism’; a gramt from NC Sea 

Grant initiated ongoing ethnographic research in NC commercial fishing communities. He has published several poems, in Petroglyph, 

Mountain Times, and, most notably, the lA/~aver Street Market N~zt~sletter. His first volume of poetry, "Loon~gs," will be published in the 

spring by Horse & Buggy Press in Durham. He teaches courses in Nature Writing and various topics in Literature and Environment, 

including representation of wetlau~ds lau~dscapes, the literature of place, and the representation of conm~ercial fishing in folklore, literature, 

and contemporary science. He has received three teaching awards at Chapel Hill including the Tanner Award. Dr. Stott’s hobbies include 

bird watching, amateur botau~izing, camping, and taking long walks on barrier islands and ancient mountains. 

For more ixfformation: 

Jay Bryan, Poetry Reading organizer 

|aybryau~7@msn.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mandy Maas <mandymaas college@mcgmw-hill.com> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 6:03 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

McGraw-Hill Pre~nts TAKING SIDES:African Issues, 4/e 

THIS IS AN AIJIO-.GENERAIED MESSAGE~ PLEASE DO NOT REPLY 1O [HiS MESSAGE. 

If you need further assistance, please contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative 
or McGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

To unsubscribe, click here 

~You can also write to: Privacy, McGraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Companies CorIx~rate Privacy 

Policy tbr more information or contact privacy@mcgraw-Nil.com. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, 8:14 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Sit out in support of workers today 

I don’t think this circulated yet on the listserv 
yesterday 

mentioned it 

..... Forwarded message from       ~,email uric edu ..... 
Date: 14:23:08 -0400 
From: @email.unc.edu> 

Reply -To: ’@email.unc edu> 
Subject: [geoggrads] Sit out in support of workers tomorrow 

To: geogfaculty@listserv.unc edu, geoggrads@listserv unc.edu 

Hello All: 

There will be an all-day sit-out tomorrow in support of campus workers 
Come all day or come for part of the day Find out more about how to 
create a just and humane working environment for all L~,-C ~vorkers. 
Hope to see you there[ 

9am: Join workers for an all-day sit-out in front of South Building! 

12 noon: Major Rally of Workers and Students! 

Join campus workers from 9am-5pm on Thursday         on the steps of 
South Building to protest attacks on workers rights! There will be 
food, speakers, conversation, performances and cowanuni~. (A few 
details from SEANC and HOPE campaign below) 

SEANC District 25 supports the Building Services employees who will be 
s~tting-out at South Building this Thursday Everyone is encouraged to 
stop by South Building to demonstrate support¯ ’]7he best time to attend 
will be noon, when there will be a rally and speak out. Bring your 
lunch if you want. If you can’t make it at noon, please try to 
participate sometime during the day. 

Stand united with your fellow workers in their desire to maintain their 
4 day, 10 hour work schedule which has allowed many of them to have 
second jobs to make ends meet during these difficult economic times¯ A 
change to their schedule now will be a major monetary hardship :[’or 
their families. Management has not demonstrated a need for the 
proposed schedule change 

[This blog is a source of lesser reliability] 

Perdue Expected to Veto State Health Plan 

http ://ncblogger. corr~           Zperdue-expected-t o-veto-state-health-plan, aspx 

UNC-CH receives $3 raillion for athlete study center 

http://www.newsobserver.com           1107836/athlete-study-cent er-funded.html 

[A message to students] 
All-Day Sit-am in Support of Campus Workers! Rally at Noon! 
This Thursday 

9am: Join workers for an all-day sit-out in front of South Building! 
12 noon: Major Rally of Workers and Student!! 

Join campus workers from 9am-5pm on Thursday         on the steps of 
South Building to protest attacks on ~vorkers rights! There will be food, 
speakers, conversation, performances and coramunity. 

¯ ..It’s important to be there all day, or as much of the day as you can. 
Skip class, rearrange appointments, ask off from professors. But, if you 
can only make part of the day, the most important part will be from 12 noon 
to lpm, when workers and students will rally and speak out to the media. 

Facilities workers from around campus have decided to take vacation time 
and sit on the steps of South Building next Thursday to protest unfair 
schedule changes by management. The?, and other ;vorkers are courageously 
standing up for their rights and for a voice on the job in this time of 
budget cuts, tuition hikes, and other attacks on workers and students 

It’s essential that we as students support them and sit-out with them! With 



the climate of fear and intimidation that ~w~rkers face constantly from 
management, it’s a risk to speak out as a worker on this campus, let a]one 
to protest publicly, r~[Inese unfair schedu]e changes that workers are facing 
are just another examp]e of the administration tp)dng to balance the budget 
on the backs of workers and students, and we’ve a]l got to unite to :fight 
these attacks As workers, the?" face retaliation, increased health care 
costs, unfair schedule changes, intimidation, and decreased benefits. 

We gotta work together to fight for justice on the job and dignity in the 
workplace for campus workers! 

Hear Out Public Employees Coalition 
PO Box 12133 
Raleigh, NC 27605 

Sign our letter to legislators at ~wzw.nchope.org[ 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

--- You are currcntly subscribed to smwg01 as: e~mice@email.unc.edu To ut~subscribe send a blap2~ email to leave-28976458-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listser,~.ut~c.edu 



F+~m: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:09 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.ed+v"+ 

Subject: Class 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I wanted to let you know that I will not be in class today because I have a 
last-minute appoi~tment with a            this afternoon rm sorry- for 

a~y inconvenience and thank you for your u~derstanding 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kang, Emil J <emil kang@unc.edu> 

Thursday. 10:27 AM 

Ka~g, Emil J ~emil k~ng@unc.edu> 

Bill T. Jones and Anne Bogart spea$: tonight at the Cmnpus Y - FREE AND OPEN TO TIlE PUBLIC 

Dear UNC coiieagues: 

Join us ).[Q~.[(~.~[ at the CAMPUS Y to witness the creative process as two artistic iuminaries work together for the first time! 

Bill T. Jones, MacArthur "Genius" Award-winning choreographer of Fela and "Fondiy Do We Hope...Fervently Do We Pray" will join Anne Bogart, 

Guggenheim feliow and Artfstic Director of SITI Company, for a conversation about a new collaborative work they are creating, commfssfoned by Carolina 

Performing Arts. 

The conversation will be facilitated by Emil Kang, Director of Carolina Performing Arts and Executive Director for the Arts at UNC. 

The two artists are in residence at UNC this week of 

Foundation and which wiil debut as a part of the 

to begin work on their new project, which is supported by a grant from fhe Andrew W. Melion 

Carolina Performing Arts season= 

Thfs fntimate discussfon, which is free and open to the public, wfll include eiements of their new coilaboratfve project, the artfstic process and, most 

importantly, their vision= 

We are excited to share the opportunity to hear these two eminent artists discuss a work at the eariiest stages of its development..loin us, to learn about 

the concept before it hits the Memorial Hali stage! 

*For more information, please cali 919-843-7776 or emaii         ~emaii.unc.edu 

Choreographer Bill T. Jones and Director Anne Bogart join forces at UNC tonight - (The Herald-Sun} 

Concept to Curtain: Bill T. Jones and Anne Bogart in dialogue - ON FACEBOOK 

E×ecutiwe Director 1or’ the Arts 
Director, Carolina Performing AFt5 
Professor of 1:he Practice, Dep;}d:men[ of Music: 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel }~il~ 
T: 9~9.843.7775 I ~: 919.843~2012 
emil kang~unc.edu ~ www.carolinaperform~nRarts.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com > 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 3:22 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01@listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Ciclovida:Lifecycle pedal powered outdoor screening of and discussion with filmakers and activists April 18 

Ciclovida:"~- -’-,recyc,e a free pedal powered outdoor screening of 

+ Discussion with the filmakers and activist from Brazil 

When: Monday April 18 

pm Old Time live music while we plant some fruit trees with Bountiful Backyards (also bring some seeds to swap) 
p.m. pedal powered screening of award winning documentary Ciclovida: Lifecycle 

Where: @ future site of ’Jaluka’ (where CarrboroRaw was) across the street from Weaver Street Market lawn in Carrboro 

3oin the Carrboro Greenspace in hosting Brazilian award winning filmmakers and activists. The film follows a group of farmers from northeast Brazil who traverse the entire 
South American continent by bike in search of natural seeds. The dynamic protagonists inspire viewers with stories of sustainable agriculture projects while exposing the 
devastating effects of industrial agriculture. Ciclovida: Lifecycle takes you along on the musical voyage, through the storms, family separation, and bouts of isolation on a road 
filled with seeds of hope. 

Sammy 
on behalf of the Carrboro Greenspace collective 

carrboroqreenspace.orq We envision a world of diverse, resilient communities -where people collaboratively learn about, teach, and practice sustainable ways of living. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28979612-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.com> 

Thursday,            4:03 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Afri Research Paper 

Research Paper.docx 

Professor, 

Art:ached is my research paper for Afri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 4:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ARE YOU AVAILABLE...? 

Hi Professor Sahle, 
I had planned to come to your office hours today to discuss the direction 
of my paper but I haven’t reached a place in my writing that I’m 
com[’ortable discussing, so would it be okay if I emailed you with a couple 
questions about my thesis later this evening? 

"The historian’s task is to preserve evewthing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 9:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

th~ks so much 

Dear Eunice: 
Thank you SO 2vlUCH for your veW wonderful presentation Students had 
such compliments after the session closed, and I was just thrilled with 
the critical perspective that you brought Mamie was concerned that she 
had to cut you off before you were finished, but I told her you 
understood that         had her part to do aRer you left. 

It was very s~veet to watch you do something that you didn’t want to do, 
both because of the task I had requested and because of ho~v you felt 
Thank you so much for this--I knew I was "calling in chips," and I 
appreciate it more than I have words for. You managed to help them 
"problematize" their tin?, knowledge of Malawi (the dental students 
didn’t even know if they ~vere going to Blantyre or L ilongwe! ), and what 
you had to say was (mostly) accessible. It was brilliant. I do so hope 
you are feeling better soon Big hugs, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 flax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www africa unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hams, Minnie <~Mamie Harris@med.unc.edu> 

Friday,            1:38 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; 

Introduction to Malawi and Chichewa Workshop - Thanks 

@yahoo.co.uk) 

Dear Eunice, 

On behalf of the Introduction to Malawi team, I would like to extend our sincerest thanks for an extremely informative presentation. There was a lot I know we all 

learnt and your presentation really drove home the importance of context knowledge as we work and partner across regions. 

We hope you are feeling a lot better and again, sincerely appreciate the time you took to be with us 

Warmly, 

Mamie. 

Mamie Sackey Harris 
Africa Programs Director 
UNC Institute for Global Health and Infectious Diseases 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Public Health Leadership Program 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
Room 2144, Bioinformatics Bldg 
Campus Box 3368 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: (919) 843 8426 
msharris_@med,unc.edu 

http://globalhealth.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 4:55 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: No Accord in Budget Talks as Policy Fights Hamper Deal 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/04/08/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................... To.day.is...H.eadi.i.nes ...................................................................... 
~lle N’t’~0 ~rk ~¢~ April 08, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I _a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..a.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

No Accord in Budget Talks as 

Policy Fights Hamper Deal 
By CARL HULSE 

President Obama and Congressional 
leaders met to resolve an impasse that 
has shifted from budget cuts to disputes 
over issues like abortion and the E.P.A. 

Government Shutdown 
Would Have Wide Ripples 
By MOTOKO RICH 

The goverument is a very big bttsiness, 
and temporarily pulling the plug would 
disrupt ninny other businesses. 

’. Video: High Price for a Government Shutdown 

After 3 Months, Mayor 

Replaces Schools Leader 
By MICHAEL BARBARO, SHARON 
OTTERMAN and JAVIER C. HERNANDEZ 

Cathleen P. Black resigned only 95 days into her tenure, after Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg told her in a 
bltmt meeting that her troubled appointment could not be salvaged. 

~ 6th Floor: After Cathie Black 

" Cathleen P. Black: ~ Timeline I Times Topics 

. ~ Post a Comment 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 take full responsibility for the fact that this has not worked out as either of us had hoped or expected." 

MAYOR MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG, announcing the resignation of the schools chancellor, Cathleen P. 

Black. 

BUSINESS 

~ INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: An Eye 
for Retailing 
Behind the fanfiliar look 



of retail chains is a great deal of 
deliberative design. 

" Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Billionaires 
Unleashed 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Patti Allen, Bill Gates and 
what all that money does 
and doesn’t bring. 

WORLD 

Egypt Protests Go On, Seeking New Beginning 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

In goverument ministries, factories and universities, protests have focused on those viewed as surrogates of 
Hosni Mubarak. 

-’ Video: Egypt’s Re-Revolution 

Libyan Rebels Say Airstrikes Killed 5 
By C. J. CHIVERSand KAREEM FAHIM 

Some fighters raised the possibility that NATO warplanes nfight have nfistakenly attacked rebels, but others 
blmned Qaddafi. 
, TimesCast Video: David D. Kirkpatrick in Tripoli 

Protesters in Syria Plan Large March Near Capital 
By LIAM STACK and KATHERINE ZOEPF 

Thousands of Syrians in small towns near Damascus joined antigovelaunent protests on Thursday in what 
activists said were preparations for larger denaoustratious Friday. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

The Census, Layer by Layer 
Big and constantly changing, America is hard to pin dome, but patterns emerge from the census data. A look 
at four states. 
¯ . Alaska I Florida I New Mexico I California 

Redistricting Battle Under Way, With Lobbyists and Lawyers 

Redistricting Battle Under Way, With Lobbyists and Lawyers 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU and RAYMOND HERNANDEZ 

With census figures in, hundreds of officials around the comatry are relying on a wide array of political tools 
to try to keep their grip on power, or pry it away from their opponents. 
. ~ Graphic: Which States Will Gain or Lose Seats in Congress 

Instead of Helping, Trustee Program Is Hurting Veterans, Families Say 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Lawyers and advocates say a trustee program aimed at protecting veterans and their fanfilies from financial 
loss and abuse is nfisnmnaged, poorly regulated and does more harm than good. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Stuff Piled in the Aisle? It’s There to Get You to Spend More 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

In the face of evidence that jam-packed stores encourage sales, retailers are redesigning their space to stuff 
in more displays. 

:’ Interactive Feature: An Eye for Retail 

A Niche in the Wreckage of Florida Real Estate 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

Investors are sifting through an inventory of empty, dm~k houses in Florida, hoping to spruce up the 
properties cheaply and sell them at a profit. 

" Slide Show: Real Estate Investors on the Rebound 

Political Divide Poses Risks for Portugal in Bailout Talks 
By RAPHAEL MINDER and STEPHEN CASTLE 

Leaders in Lisbon will begin setting aside their domestic differences in order to negotiate with creditors. 

-’ Floyd Norris Blog: On Average, Europe Is Doing Fine 

:’ Video: Portugal Seeks E.U. Bailout 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

On Devilish aoth Hole, Off-Color Whispers, Off-Line Putts 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

The aoth hole at Augusta National has been rattling golfers at the Masters for years. 

Co-Leaders’ Short Games Go a Long Way 
By LARRY DORMAN 

Rory McIlroy of Northern Irelm~d grabbed the early lead in the first rotmd of the Masters with a seven-trader 

65, but Alvaro Quiros of Spain caught him with a late surge. 
" Relaxing A Rule Because Of Replay 

" Leader Board 

:’ Slide Show: 2011 Masters Replay: Day 1 

THRASHERS 3, RANGERS 0 
Rangers Lose, Leaving Playoff Hopes in Other Teams’ Hands 
By DAVE CALDWELL 

If the Carolina Hurricanes win their final two games, the Rangers will be eliminated no matter how they fare 
going forward. 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’ANYTHING GOES’ 
A Glimpse of Stocking? Shocking! 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Sutton Foster stars in Kathleen Marshall’s rousing Broadway revival of Cole Porter’s willfully silly musical 
"Anything Goes." 

ART REVIEW 
Romantics Shining Clear Light on Daily Existence 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

A new exhibit at the Met, "Rooms With a View" looks at a group of early-19th-century painters who used the 
window as a vehicle to change how to look at the world. 

:. Slide Show: ’Rooms With a View 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
Like Old Times, Almost, In an English Household 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Jean Marsh is back in "Upstairs Downstairs," the sequel, on PBS, starting Stmday. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’HANNA’ 
Daddy’s Lethal Girl Ventures Into the Big, Bad World 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

A girl in the wilds of Finland is raised to be a higlfly efficient killing machine. 

’- ~ Anatomy of a Scene I Related Article 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MEEK’S CUTOFF’ 

Out on the Frontier, Bringing All That Baggage With Them 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Michelle Williams portrays a member of a pioneer fanfily crossing Oregon Territory in "Meek’s Cutoff," 
directed by Kelly Reiehardt. 

’- ~ Slide Show 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ARTHUR’ 
A Lush Life Revisited, With Nanny on Board 
By A. O. SCOTT 

A remake of the 1981 comedy "Arthur" stars Russell Brand in the Dudley Moore role of the boozy billionaire. 

." ~ Behind the Scenes I Related Article 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
It’s Not Really About Spending 
The House holds the govermnent hostage to get its way on abortion and the environment. 

EDITORIAL 
Keeping Ahead of Qaddafi 
NATO should run the show, but some American warplanes are still needed in the fight. 

EDITORIAL 
A Horror at Every Turn 
The Supreme Court should give Cleve Foster, a former Army recruiter convicted of murder, the chm~ce to 
prove Iris innocence. 

EDITORIAL 
The Mess at the Top of New York’s Schools 
Cathleen Black acted in the best interest of New York City’s schoolchildren when she stepped down as 
schools chancellor. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
When Blame Isn’t Enough 
By OLIVIA A. GOLDEN 

How strategies used by airlines and hospitals could help fix the marred child welfare system. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Ryan Journey 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Patti Ryan’s budget plma isn’t perfect, but it’s forcing Americans to confront the reality of their choices mad 
engage in a serious debate. 

. Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Ludicrous and Cruel 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Once you stop listening to all the swooning and read the nmnbers, the Republican budget proposal looks like 
nlore voodoo econonlics. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Goldstone Chronicles 
By ROGER COHEN 
There seems to be little coherence in the jurist’s volte-face. Did he buckle under pressure? 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

In Ivory Coast, Democrat to Dictator 
By VENANCE KONAN 
How did the man who I once revered as the father of Ivorim~ democracy tuna to tyranny? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 8, 1973, artist Pablo Picasso died at his home near Mougins, France, at age 91. 

¯ See This Front ..P.:.4g.e_ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..:.a~g.e.. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lambert. Tammy M <lambert2@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday’, April 8, 2011 9:00 AM 

Leinbaugh, Theodore H <leinbaugh@unc.edu% Agui]ar, Alton J <alaguil@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Brodenr, John D <brodeu@email.unc.edu-~ 

SUTASA Recipient Pictme for Gazette 

Good morning. 
We are looking forward to seeing everyone on Tuesday at the awards ceremony. Dan Sears from the University Gozette would like to take a photograph of the 

faculty and staff SUTASA recipients right before the ceremony. Please meet in the Great Hall Lobby near the check-in table at 2:45pm. It should not take long. 

Thanks] 

Tammy Lambert 

Carolina Union 

919-966-3128 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lambert. Tammy M <lambert2@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, April 8, 2011 9:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Chancellor’s Awards Question 

Good morning, Dr. Sahle. 
We are working on the scripts for the presenters for Tuesday’s ceremony, and I wanted to make sure they pronounce your name correctly. Would you 
please email me a pronunciation guide that I can give to the presenters? 
Thank you. 
Tammy Lambert 
Chancellor’s Awards Committee 
Carolina Union 

La___m____b__e____rL2__@__e___m____a_iLu___n___c__,_e___d___u__ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Friday, 9:38 AM 

Afri Update: AFRI 

Dem All, 

Greetings and hem are two updates: 

1)I had mentioned to some of you that I might I have extra office hours today. Unfortunately, I roll not be on campus today because of the flu I have been fighting most 

of this week. 

2) Tuesday’s class: I just received a letter indicating that I have to be at award ceremony earlier thm~ I thought. Thus, it seems unproductive for our class to meet for 

only 20 minutes on Tuesday betbre my departure for the ceremony. In light of this development, rather than coming to class your assignment for Tuesday is to start 

reading the novel Matigari which will be a central pazt of the final extort, tlappy reaxting... 

Best wishes as you finished up your research papers. 

Dr. Sahle 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group (LISA) <academic@penguin.corn> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 10:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

A Guided Tour Through’the Museum of Commurfism Examination Copy 

New in Paperback: 

By Slavenka Drakuli~ 

A wry, cutting deconstruction of the 
Communist empire by one of Eastern 
Europe’s exceptional authors. 

::~:: bookshot 

Called "a pemeptive and amusing social critic, with a 
wonderful eye for detail" by The Washington Post, 
Drakuli~;--a native of Croatia--has emerged as one of 
the most popular and respected writers to come out of the former Eastern Bloc. In A Guided 
Tour Through the Museum of Communism, she offers an eight-part exploration of Communism 

by way of an unusual cast of narrators, each from a different country, who r~flect on the fall of 
the Iron Curtain. Together they constitute an Orwellian send-up of absurdities during the final 
years of European Communism that showcases this author’s tremendous talent. 

"A highly etLqaghLq a~(~ informative work e×posing the crueRies and aba~rdities of 
both communism a~d poat-~om~u~iam."--Paul Kubicek, Oakland Unive~’sity 

Penguin ¯ 204 pp., 978-0-14-,311863-3, $14.00 

For related titles, please view our History catalog 
at http:llus.penguingroup.comlsubjectcatalo,qs 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award=winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.pen~luinspeakersbureau.com 

or email s_oeakersbureau@us.oencluinclrou~.com. 



A Guided Tour 

Penguin Group USA 

375 Hudson St. 
New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail li~k and send a message with or withont 

any text: 

Click here tbr e-mail 

Yon will receive one addilionaJ e-mail ~nessage confirming your removaJ. 



From: writing~center@unc .edu 

Sent: Friday, 10:49 AM 

To: 

Sub.iet-t: Wriling Center summary 

Dear Prof. Sable, 

and I agreed we should send you a short summary of the 

conference we had today. 

came in with her political science paper because she had trouble organizing her ideas and focusing them on a thesis .aA’ter talking about the assignment ~ve sketched out a time line 

and diagrammed different ways to order her ideas. I also asked her about who her audience is and what impression she wants to lea~’e. 

Writing Center Tutor 



From: ~(}email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Friday, 12:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: My Research Paper 

A~tacl~: Afri    Research Paper.docx 

Best, 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:51 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: ~email.~mc.edu> 

Subject: AFRI :Te~m Essay 

Attach: Term Essay.txtf 

I have attached my essay for AFRI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, April 8, 2011 2:18 PM 

intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Film presentation and talk on Witnes for Peace June 2011 trip to Oaxaca 

Film presenhation and talk on Witness for Peace 
June 20"11 Trip to Oaxaca. 

Sunday, April "17, 5:OOpm 

CHICLE Language institute offices 

"10"1 Weaver Street, 3rd Floor, Suite 

Carrboro NC 275"14, chicle@chi-cie.com, 9"19 933-0398 

Open to anyone interested in joining the delegation or learning about Witness for Peace. 

Witness for Peace and CHICLE are planning a trip to Oaxaca from June "1"1-"19. The trip will be led by 

CHICLE’s Sharon S. MOjica and Jane Stein. Today’s program will be an information session about the trip, 

discussion, and a viewing of Witness for Peace°s video The Roots of Migration. Community leader, irene 

Godiniz and other past participants in Witness for Peace delegations to Mexico will be present to 

comment on their experiences on similar trips organized by Witness for Peace. 

Witness for Peace is a politically independent, nationwide grassroots organization of people committed 

to nonviolence and led by faith and conscience. WFP’s mission is to support peace, justice and 

sustainable economies in the Americas by changing U.S. policies and practices which contribute to 

poverty and oppression in Latin America. 

The knowledgeable Witness for Peace Mexico Team in Oaxaca has extensive connections to people, 

organizations, and communities who will tell us the real story of migration in Mexico. 

This trip is co-sponsored by the CHICLE Language Institute in Carrboro, 

Sharon M t~jica 

CHICLE Language Institute 
101 East Weaver St., 3rd Floor, Suite G-1 
Carrboro, NC 27510 

Ph. (919) 933-0398 
Fx. (919) 933-1142 
www,chi-de.com 

chide@ci~i-cle,com 
sharon@chi-de,com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, April 8, 2011 2:29 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

April 29 pertbrmance by Guillermo Klein y Los Gauchos at Duke 

Guillermo Klein Y Los Guachos Release.pdf 

GUILLERMO K~EIN Y LOS GUACHOS 

Friday, April 29, 201118=00 pm 

Reynolds Industries Theater on Duke University West Campus 

CLICK HERE FOR TICKETS & ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Triangulating Barcelona (wbere lie lives), Buenos Aires (where lie’s from), and New York (where he now performs just one week a year), Klein’s compositions "hum 

with the lustrous elegance of Ellington at his haughtiest" (JazzTimes): thick bop grooves drive Argentine tangos and chacareras while smoky, voices round out the 

starling, "s~utming" sound (AllMusic Guide). This exclusive Duke Performances’ presentation represents the firs~t time the astonishing 11-piece has ever played in the 

southeast, a rare U.S. date for Klein and his famed Guachos, who cut from their short run at NYC’s Village Vanguard for this single Durham show. 

Guillermo Klein Y Los Guachos: 
Guillermo Klein piano, guitar, voice 

Diego Urcola trumpet, fluegelhom 

Taylor Haskins trumpet, fluegelhom 

Chris Cheek tenor sa~ soprano sax 

Bill McHenry tenor sax 
Miguel Zenon alto sa~x, flute 

Sandro Tomassi trombone 

Ben Monder electric guitar 
Fernando Huergo electric bass 

JeffBallaxd drums, percussion 

Richard Nant percussion 

"Klein... is a complete original." 

~ownbeat 

"Klein’s Los Guachos... axe making unnanmble music at the Village Vanguaxd... rich and sticky in rhythin and harmony. It doesn’t have much to do with current trends 

in the rest of jazz, but onlyj~z musicians could be making it. It is not the only way or the true way; it is just one excellent, original way." 

New York 17rues 
iag 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 2:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Subjet~: AFRI Final Paper 

Attach: afri paper.docx 

@emafil .unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I attached my final paper to this email. I enjoyed reading the novel, doing research, and writing this paper. I learned so much! 
If you don’t mind, please let me know that you received this email. 
Thanks so much’. 
Best, 



From: @unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 3:08 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Afri Update: AFRI 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I have work from 10an~ to 1 lpm tomorrow and wanted to get a chance to put some extra work on the paper. I completely understand if you can’t give tne an 

extension~ but I was just wondering ifI could have until Sunday evening. 

I am going to t~y to bring my laptop with me to work tomorrow but don’t know how much time I will get to spend on 

Thanks so much! And I completely tmders~nd if you are unable to give me an extension. 

Have a great weekend! 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network t?om my BlackBerry® 

From: EUNICE N S~hle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, 09:37:32 -0400 (EDT) 

To: <"AFRI 

Subject: Afri Update: AFRI 

Dealt All, 

Greetings and here are two updates: 

1)I had mentioned to some of you that I might I have extra office hours today. Unfortunately, I will not be on c~anpus today because of the flu I have been fighting most 

of this week. 

2) Tuesday’s class: I jus~ received a letter indicating that I have to be at awaxd ceremony earlier than I thought. Thus, it seems unproductive for our class to meet for 

only 20 minutes on Tuesday before my departure for the ceremony. In light of this development, rather than coming to class your assignment for Tuesday is to start 

reading the novel Matigari which will be a central part of the final exam. Happy reading... 

Best wishes as you finished up your researeh papers. 

Dr. Sahle 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lewis Lucy W <lwlewis(~ema~l unc edu;~ 

Friday, 3:34 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Eunice - confirming C~)! schedule 

Dear Eunice, 

I think I dropped the ball on this. We have scheduled your workshop for 2pro, since you said either time works for you, but I thought I had checked back to confirm 

l:his with you and realize that t hadn’t yet. Please confirm that ~:his time works h:~r you ASAP. (I ~ound out that your phone has been disconnected !) My apologi~:_~s for 

this belated check--in. ThaMes again, and looking forward to seeing you on the . ~-Iave a good weekend, 

Lucy. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:46 PM 
To: Lewis, Lucy W 
Co: ,@gmail.com’; 
Subject: RE: Eunice, - need bins AND registration ASAP 

Dear Lucy, 

I sent a brief bin. in a previous email but forgot to mention that in terms of our presentation, any of the two time frames work for me. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lewis, Lucy W 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: @gmail.com’; 
Subject: Eunice, 

11:29 AM 

- need bins AND registration ASAP 

Dear Eunice, 

A quick reminder .. we need your brief bi~s for the GO! conference for indusi~n ~n the website and conference packet‘ P~ease enla~ those to me ASAP (if you 

want to see othe~ b~os you can go to: 

http:i!cBLunc.edu/go!orientationipresenters 

And as a      GC)~ workshop) presenter, we ask [hat you [aide [wo rnh~utes to complete a brief registrar:ion, 

reques~:~ng your t-.sMrt s~ze and ~)reference for kmch held from :[2:30-1.:00 p.m. befl)re your workshop. 

Register now at: 

Thanks for being part of th~s ~mportant pro~rarn. And please contact rne if you have any quest~ons~ 

[ucy [.ewes, Campus Y 

962-2084 

~= Lewis, Lucy W 
$e~t~ Monday, ~2:~ PN 
Te~ Sahle, Eunice N 
Co: @gmail.com; 
Subject: GO~ - workshop time preference and bios needed ASAP 

---it"s ~res~ ~o heal that yo~ 8~ w~ be psrt of GO~ a~d the workshop on Be~n~ a %~or~an ~n 8 Cross-C~t~ra~ ~e~d Exper~ence~ ELln~ce .-- we w~ ~o 

with the descr~ptk~ll fror~ last year*s workshop. I will be meetly8 w~th today, ~lld wit~ t~e who~e ~Q~ team o~ ~’edllesday --.~f they h~ve 

sus~st~ons for ~ssues to focus on ~ w~ ~et you know. 

L We will need ~d¢~EF bios from each of ~ ASAP so that we can ~ndude tha~ in the resis~:ratk~niconference materials (please locus on your ~n~:ernationa~ 

experie[~ce versus desrees as we~ as ~[~ unique ~[~for~ation that wi~i appeal to pa[t~dpants)~ Please e~a~l to ~e~ Lucy Lewis, ~wlewis@email.u~c.edu or 

ca~l me~ 

2. The two Mocks of time fo~ workshops are :[-2pm and 2-3pro. Wou~d either of these t~mes work for you, or ~s there a particular time that you prefer~ .Just 

me know ASAP. 

Fee~ free ~:o ems~ or ca~ me if you have any ques~:~ons. Thsnks ~o al~ of you h:~r your w~linsness ~:o be part of th~s cdtk:al preparation [or our s~:uder~l:s workin8 and 

researching abroad~ 

Lucy Lewis 

962-.2~4 

Beh~g a Woma~ h~ a Cross-Cultural Field Experience 

7h~s wor[~shog) will address t:he ~mportant ~ssue of gender kJentRy in cross-.cLdtursI trsveL SocisI norms and exg)ectal:h:ms of women as travelers and socisI 

partic~g)anl:s vary widely across different: cultures. For this reason, it ~s import:ant to develo[) a gendered sel[.-awareness as a trsve[er to a new culture. We 

explore some of the reasons why [hese are ~rnportant considerations for student travelers~ and discuss the ways ~n which students can devise culturally- 

appropriate behavior and expectations around the issues of gender. The goal is to encourage students to th~nk of cross--cukura[ experiences as an opportunity to 

explore and pay attention to the different ways in which "being a woma~~ takes shape across cultures a~d contexts. Issues to explore w~l[ include religion, 

sexuality, the body a~d different treatment/adornmen!!dressing of the hod% ~otio~s of gendered oppression and I~berat~on, and the value of woman-centered 

cross cuJt:ural experiences. 

F~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Se~t: Wednesday, 9:01 AN 
To: Lewis, Lucy W 

Co: @gmail.com; 

I~e~a~ee~ High 

Dear Lucy, 



Thanks for note and phone call. ]~ am feeling much better. 

At any rate, I write to confirm that two students                           who participated in the UNC Study Abroad program that I was involved in 
have graciously agreed to be part of the panel. I think you can use the title and description you used last year, but if you think that a new title, etc, is crucial 

please let me know. Further, if you have suggestions on what you think we should focus on based on our Study Abroad experiences and students participating in the GO! 
forum, kindly let us know. 

Please let us know the time of our panel. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 4:34 PM 

UNC IRB Questions <irb questions@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Hello, my name is l            I’m an undergrad student who received a SURF to do research in        this summer. My qneslion abont Irb is that I am 
planning to not keep my interviews confidential and will inform participants through the consent process that their responses will be 
attributed to them and may be quoted in my final research producL Due to the insensitive nature of the data I will be collecting, I do not 
see this posing possible threat to participants. However, because I have marked in my application that I will be collecting name and contact 
information, the online application has stated that I need class 2 data security clearance. Will this still be necessary if the data is 
insensitive, and no guarantees of confidentiality are given to participants? And if so, who do I speak to about getting this clearance? 

Thank you for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lems, Lucy W <lMems@emaila~nc.edu;, 

Friday, 4:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Eunice - con[inning GO! ~hedule 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for your prompt reply. No, I haven’t talked to them about the time- I can do that. They both sent me their bios; [ believe that they have registered. Fm not 

sure ~:hat we haw~ your regbtratk)n - if you haven’t already regbtered, you can do ~:hat a~: www.unc.edu!go 

See you on the 

Lucy 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Friday, 3:43 PM 
To: Lewis, Lucy W 
Subject; RE: Eunice - construing GO~ schedule 
I~po~ance= High 

Dear Lucy, 

Thanks for the update. Yes, phones in our department were disconnected a few weeks because of the ongoing financial crisis. 

At any rate, have you heard from             regarding the time for our workshop? I plan to meet with them next week to go over the details but T just wanted to make 
sure that they have been in touch with you with the details you requested. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lewis, Lucy W 
Sent: Friday, 3:34 PM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Eunice - confirming GO! schedule 

Dear Eunice, 

I think I dropped the ball on this. We have scheduled your workshop for 2pro, since you said either time works for you, but I thought I had checked back to confirm 

this with you and realize that I hadn’t yet. Please confirm that this t~me works for you ASAP. (I found out that your phone has been d~sconnected~) My apolog~es for 

tMs be~ated check--irL Thanks again, and IooMng forward to seeing you on the . Have a good weekend, 

Lucy. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:46 PM 
To: Lewis, Lucy W 
Cc: @gmail.com’; 
Subject: RE: Eunice, - need bios AND registration ASAP 

Dear Lucy, 

I sent a brief bio. in a previous email but forgot to mention that in terms of our presentation, any of the two time frames work for me. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lewis, Lucy W 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: @gmail.com’; 
Subject: Eunice, 

11:29 AM 

- need bios AND registration ASAP 

A quick reminde~ .. we need your brief bi~s for the GO! conference for indusi~n ~n the website and c~n~erence packet‘ P~ease ema~ those to me ASgP (if you 

want to see other Mos you can go to: 

http:i!cgLunc.edu/go!orientationipresenters 

And as a     GO~ workshop presenter, we ask that you take two mh~utes to complete a brief registration, 

request:rag your t-.sMrt s~ze and preference for kmch held [torn I2:30-1:00 p.m. heft)re your workshop. 

Register now at: httB£!/c£i:unc.edu/go!orientat~onire@stration 

Thanks for being part of th~s ~mportant pro~rarn. And please contact rne if you have any quest~ons~ 

lucy Lew~s, Campus Y 

962-2084. 

F~: Lewis, Lucy W 
Se~t~ Monday, ~2:~ PH 
Te~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: @gmail.com; 
Subject: GO~ = workshop time preference and bios needed ASAP 

---it’s 8res~ ~o hea~ that you sl~ wH~ be psrt of GO~ and the workshop on Beh~ a Wornan in s Cross-Cuttura~ Fietd Exper~ence~ Eun~ce .-- we wH~ 8o 

with the descr~ptk~n from last year*s workshop. I will be meet~n8 w~th today, and with the who~e GO~ team on Wednesday --.ff they have 

sus~est~ons for ~ssues to focus on ~ w~ ~et you know. 

~, & e will ~eed ~¢[~t~}[: bios ~¢om each .:)~ you A~;AP so ~:hat we car~ k~chJde tha~ i~) the regis~¢ath:~r~/conference mate¢~als (please locus o~) your i~)~:ernatio~)a~ 



experience versus degrees as well as any u[)ique informatio[) 1:hal will appeal to parth::~pants}. Please ema~l to me, Lucy Lewis, ~wlewis@email.unc.edu or 

2. The two b~ocks of tirne for workshops are 1--2pro and 2--3pro. Would either o~: these t~rnes work for you, or ~s there a particular tirne that you prefer? Just 

me know ASAP. 

Fee~ free to ema~ or ca]~ me if you have any quest~ons~ Thanks to all of you for your w~ingness to be part of th~s cr~t~ca~ preparation for our students working and 

researchin~f abroad~ 

Lucy Lewis 

962-2C~4 

Being a Woman ~n a Cross-Cultural F~eld Experience 

Th~s workshop will address the h~portant ~ssue of gender ~dent~ty ~n cross-cultural travel Social nom~s and expectations of women as travelers and social 

partidpan~s vary widely across different cultures. [:or this reason, ~t ~s important: ~:o develop a gendered serf-awareness as a traveler ~:o a new culture We 

e>’,p~ore some of the reasons why these are ~mporl:an~ consh~era~ons for student ~ravelers, and discuss the ways m which s~:udenl:s can devise cu~[:ural~y-- 

appropriate behavior and expecLat~ons around the issues of ~ender. T~e ~oa] is to encourage students ~o d~b~k of cross-cukura] experiences as an opporLun~Ly to 

explore and pay attenLion to the different ways in which ~%eing a woman" Lakes shape across cultures and contexts. ~ssues to explore w~l] include rel~on, 

sexuality, the body and different treatment!adornment/dressing of the body~ notions of gendered oppression and I~berat~on, and the value of woman-centered 

cross cultural e>’,periences. 

E~= Sable, Eunice N 
Seat= Wednesday, 9:05 AN 
Te= Lewis, Lucy W 
~¢~ @gmail.com; 
$u~ject~ 
lmpo~an¢e= High 

Dear Lucy, 

Thanks for note and phone call. ]: am feeling much better. 

At any rate, I write to confirm that two students                           who participated in the UNC Study Abroad program that I was involved in 
have graciously agreed to be part of the panel. I think you can use the title and description you used last year, but if you think that a new title, etc, is crucial 

please let me know. Further, if you have suggestions on what you think we should focus on based on our Study Abroad experiences and students participating in the GO! 
forum, kindly let us know. 

Please let us know the time of our panel. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lems, Lucy W <lMems@emaila~nc.edu> 

Friday, 4:47 PM 

@gmaJd .com>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

GO! worksl~op         2pm 

@email .unc.edu~> 

Hi 

Eunice Sahle asked me to let you know that the GO! workshop that you will be assisting with next Saturday will be at 2pm. Please confirm with Eunice that 

this time works for you. We suggest that you arrive at least :15 minutes early so that you can check-in with each other - and of course you are welcome to come 

earlier for as much of the day as fits your schedule, including lunch and networking after the 2pro workshops. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, and thanks so much for agreeing to be part of this important initiative! 

Lucy Lewis 

962-2084 



From: ’@gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 4:48 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: ~email.unc.edtr> 

Subject: Re: Meeting next week 

Attach: irb.pdf 

Hi       and Dr.Sahle, 

Any of those times axe fine for me. Whenever is best for you. Looking forward to s~eing you. 

AI so Dr.Sahle, 

we said we were going to meet on tuesday during your office hours to discuss the books, but are you going to be ti~ee then? I know you have something exciting that 

day :) and I cc’d you on the emaJd I sent to irb asking tbr help. And the irb application is online now, so I think instead of having you sign it, they ~nd it to you. The 
online application does however let you pull up a pdf of the application, and I attached it for you to look at. 

Thank you so tnuch for your help. I really really appreciate it! 

<eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Kindly let us meet next week to prepare strategies for our GO! Session on 

Here are possible times: 

Wednesday (morning) anytime between 9.00am-:t:t.00am and (afternoon) 4.30pm-6.30pm. 

Friday: anytime. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GO! Global Orientation on Culture and Ethics <orders@eventbrite.com> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 4:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Order Contirmation tbr GO! Pre-Departure Orientation 

GO! Pre-Departure Orientation 
Saturday, April 16, 2011 at 10:00 AM (ET) 

FedEx Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro Street 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Event information: 

For more event details, visit the event page: 

To view all of your purchased tickets Click Heie 

Receipt for Order# 988531725-33571517 

NAME TYPE QUANTITY 

Eunice Sahle Presenter/Facilitator 1 

Instructions: 

Thanks for registering for the GO! Global Orientation Pre-Departure Orientation on 
April 16, 2011! 

We look forward to seeing you there! If for some reason you are unable to attend, please notify us as soon as possible 

at go@unc.edu and include your Order#. 

Do you organize events? ~--~ii/i~Nii!!!~!!!li!ii:!!!i!~i~i!!!;~ 
Start selling in minutes with Eventbrite, ww~,~i~>rit~,<:om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu.; 

Friday, 5:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

PI,EASE READ at~ 

Professor Sahle, 

I am so sorW I am sending you such a late notice about our term paper. 
Unfortunately I had to come home today for a I have 
completed most of my paper, however I still have a few more touches to make 
before it is complete I am not sure if I will have time while I am home 
to finish the paper or not Would you be ~villing to accept it late if I do 
not have time to complete it? I understand that the 2% deduction each day 
may play into effect. Please let me know. 

Thanks, 



From: ~(}email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Term Essay AFRI 

Attach: Term Paper AFRI .doc 

Professor Sahle, 

Please find attached my Term Essay for AFRI I greatly appreciate the 
extension, and feel confident about my work Please send me an e-marl 
confirming that you have received my paper and taken note of my I~YNC e-mall 
address 

Thanks! 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Subject: Aiii- 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I am a student in your AFRI class and I am very concerned about mY 

grade in the class I did not do very ~vell on the first exam and I have 
not had the best attendaace record. I have had a vel5’ bad semester, both 

academically and in my private life. I have been struggling to get 
assignments done, and as you may know, I did not send in the outline for 
the paper. Is there aayway that I can repair a semester’s worth of 
mistakes? I understand completely if there is no ~vay to repair this, and I 
thank you for taking the time to consider my plea. I am very sorry for nay 
sub-par performance in your class. Thank you for your time 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, April 9, 2011 5:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Deal at Last Minute Averts Shutdown; $38 Billion in Cuts to 
Spending This Year 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/04/09/todaysheadlines/index.html 

Today’s Headlines 
April 09, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I u.s__~ I Business I ~ I A~__~s I Trave______J I Editorials I ~ I On This Da~ 

.C...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e....T..o...d..a.~’s Headlines I Search 

TOP NEWS 

Deal at Last Minute Averts 
Shutdown; $38 Billion in 
Cuts to Spending This Year 
By CARL HULSE 

Lawmakers reached a tentative deal 
shortly before a deadline that would 
have shuttered federal facilities and 
furloughed thousands of workers. 

, Times Topics: Budget 

Late Clash on Abortion 
Shows Conservatives’ Sway 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

The emergence of abortion as the most 
contentious issue holding up the budget 
deal highlighted the sway of social 
conservatives. 

Allies of Zimbabwe’s 
President Push for Quick 
Vote 
By CELIA W. DOGGER 

With no credible successor to mfite the quarrelsome factions that threaten to splinter the country’s rtfling 
party, Zimbabwe hurtles into m~other violent political season. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We don’t want a confrontation with the army but they have to understand that the people will not go 

quiet. This is a revolution." 

NEVINE BAKIR, in Tal~rir Square in Cairo. 

ARTS 

~ VIDEO: Playlist: 
TV on the Radio 
Brookl3a~-based band "TV 
on the Radio" made a 



music video for each of the ten traeks on 
its new albmn, and is stitching them 
together for release as a feature fihn. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
THREAD 
Freedom to 
Inflame 
By PETER CATAPANO 

Should the Florida pastor 
who staged a bunting of the Koran be 
held responsible for ineiting riots a half 
a world away? 

WORLD 

Hero of Egypt’s Revolution, Military Now Faces Critics 
By MONA EL-NAGGAR and MICHAEL SLACKMAN 

Since Hosni Mubarak was forced from power, the military has seen its standing as defender of the revolution 
questioned after actions that reflect the tactics of the past. 

Syrian Protests Are Said to Be Largest and Bloodiest to Date 
By LIAM STACK and KATHERINE ZOEPF 

The size of the protests and their level of coordination suggest that Syria’s opposition movement is reaching 
new levels of coherence and organization. 

-’ ~ The Lede: Syrian Activists Distribute Video of Protests 

NATO Expresses Regret for Airstrike 
By C. J. CHIVERS and KAREEM FAHIM 

After NATO warplanes hit a rebel convoy on Thursday, the alliance explained that it had not been 
forewarned flaat the rebels were using tanks at the time of the attack. 

." German Troops Would Join Libya Aid Mission 9:57 AM ET 

" Lockerbie Investigators Interview Top Libyan Defector 

-’ TimesCast Video: David D. Kirkpatrick in Tripoli 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Shovel, Strain, Stack No More in High Water 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

Flood-prone Fargo, N.D., is tunfing away from the lowly sandbag to barriers that do not require an army of 
volunteers to deploy. 

After Years Of Cost Cuts, Texas Tries To Find More 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

Abill passed in the Texas House would slash $23 billion from the current level of state and federal spending 
over the next two-year budget cycle - a a2.3 percent reduction. 

Report Says Coast Guard Was Unprepared for Spill 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON and JOHN COLLINS RUDOLF 

Pm internal review of the Coast Guard’s performance during the BP oil spill cleanup last year said that 
response operation was dogged from the beginning by significant planning failures. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



DEALBOOK 
Setback in Rosneft Deal Suggests BP Misread Russia 
By JULIA WERDIGIER and ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Ma injunction prohibiting BP’s share-swap agreement with Rosneft was extended indefinitely, adding 
pressure on the British energy giant to salvage the $7.8 billion deal by bowing to demands from its partners 
in Russia. 

New York Subpoenas 2 Foreclosure-Related Firms 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

The effort to clamp douaa on shoddy documentation provided to foreclose continued, with inquiries sent the 
Steven J. Baron finn in upstate New York. 

Japan Cargo Is Screened at U.S. Ports 
By VERNE G. KOPYTOFF 

A system installed after the Sept. 11 attacks is now also being used to detect any radiation-tainted Japanese 
imports. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Manny Ramirez Retires After Testing Positive 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

Ramirez retired rather than face a loo-game suspension after testing positive for a performance-enhancing 
drug for the third time in his career. 

" ~ Post a Comment 

Faithful Congregation Shows Signs of Optimism, if You Can Call It That 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Fans at Citi Field for Friday’s home opener shared their opinions on the continuing troubles of the Mets. 

¯ ’ Red Sox 9, Yankees 6: Red Sox Rough Up Hughes For First Win 

Nationals 6, Mets 2: Opening With Hope, Ending With a Loss 

:. Twins Prevail Over Athletics; Nishioka Avoids Surgery 

BATS 
Bonds Jury Ends Deliberations for the Day 
By JULIET MACUR 

A conversation between Steve Hoskins, Barry Bonds’s former business manager, and Greg M~derson, his 
former trainer, is a crucial piece of evidence in the ease against Bonds. 

:’ Bonds Jury Deliberates; Anderson Released 

. Celebration Is Undimmed by Bonds Trial 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Piecing Together Wallace’s Posthumous Novel 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

The editor Michael Pietsch needed an Excel spreadsheet to piece together the notebooks that made up "The 
Pale King," a posthumous novel from David Foster Wallace. 

" Books of The Times: ’The Pale King’ 

Unearthing a Celluloid Artifact of the ’6os 
By RACHEL WOLFF 

"Brand X," a fihn made by Wjflm Chamberlain in 1969, will be shouaa at the New Museum on Saturday. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
A Bachelor, Five Couples and All Their Tuneful Discontents 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

Neil Patrick Harris led a lineup of theater and television performers in the New York Philharmonic’s concert 
staging of Stephen Sondheim’s "Company" on Thursday night. 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

In Australia, Driving the Great Ocean Road 
By ETHAN TODRAS-WHITEHILL 

A rainy trip along the historical and southern coast is anything but a washout. 

" ~ Slide Show 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Guide to Being Bumped (or Not) 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Eager to gain free travel vouchers and hotel rooms, some passengers have tUla~ed getting bmnped into an art 
forlll. 

36 HOURS 

36 Hours in Abu Dhabi 
By SETH SHERWOOD 

The capital of the United Arab Enfirates, untouched by the region’s uurest, has been on a very high-end 
shopping spree. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Three Men in a Room 
Govela~or Cuomo has vowed real ethics refolan, but his negotiations should not be held behind closed doors. 

EDITORIAL 
How Much of a Threat? 
Radiation from Japan must be carefully monitored, but, so far, Americaus are ha no danger. 

EDITORIAL 
Cue the Obama Money Bundlers 
President Obama’s bid for millious in private support should make voters wonder what happened to 
pledge to repair the campaign finance system. 

EDITORIAL 
The Vocal Stylings of New York City Transit 
New York City commuters travel to the backdrop of automated voices that often sound slightly, deliciously 
off. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
In Yemen, Hardly a Revolution 
By ISA BLUMI 

Whether the president of Yemen stays or goes, the regime of technocrats and thugs he represents is unlikely 
to fold trader pressure. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Donald Trump Strikes Back 
By GAlL COLLINS 

In a Letter to the Editor, he covers all Iris issues with Barack Obama’s citizeuship status. Prod he complaius 
about being referred to as a "birther." 

’- Letter: Donald Trump Responds 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Rubik’s Cube of Re-elections 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

President Obama must retool his message and image if he wants to energize a fractured and disheartened 
electorate. 

¯ Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

N.C.A.A.’s Double Standard 
By JOE NOCERA 

In the world of Division I men’s basketball, the big-shot coach gets a wrist slap and the player gets an iron 
fist. 

Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 9, 1865, Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee surrendered his army to Union Gen. Ulysses S. Grant at 

Appomattox Court House in Virginia. 

¯ See This Front 
¯ ..B..u.Y..T!~. j..s..F.r..o..~.t...P.:.a~g.e., 

About This E-Mail 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.nnc.edu~ 

Saturday, 6:35 AM 

Social Movements Working Crroup <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Fwd: The Chronicle of Higher Edncation 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Adam Henne <ahenne@UWYO EDU> 

Date:            1:28:29 AM CST 

To: EANTH-L(@,LISTSERV UGA. EDU 

Subject: The Chronicle of Higher Education 

A post-doc in social movements at the USC Center for Environmental Equity: 

http://chronicle.com/iobs/OOOO676151-O1/?si~ia&ntm source~a&ntm medium en 

@email.unc.edu 
Skype ID: 

* -- Yon are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emaAl.unc.edu To unsnbscribe send a blo~nk elnail to leave-28989205-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fcT~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:46 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: AFRI - - TERM ESSAY 

Dear 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

After many days of thinking how- to best approach the paper you submitted, I have decided to you give another chance to re-write it and submit it for revie~v. The research paper should 
focus on the grievances that led Kenyans to challenge British colonial rule in 1950s drawing on insights from Anderson, Fanon, Ngugi ~va Thiong’o novel and other scholarly material 
material on Kenya’s nationalist movement. I suggest that your revie~v your paper with the tutors UNC’s YVriting Center before submitting it this time around 

As your paper stands, it fails to address the core questions of the assignment I am giving a second chance to rethink this project so as to safeguard your grade. Submit the ne~v paper by 
If you unwilling to take this chance let me know as soon as possible and I ~vill grade the paper that you submitted 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 12:00 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AFRI - -TERM ESSAY 

Sent: Friday, 11:34 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI- -T[~;RM ESSAY 

I have attach the Term Essay 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:47 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Research Paper 

Paper.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

I realize that this is now Saturday m~d that our papers were due to you last night. However, I want to assure you that I wrote this paper ahead of time and that I am not 

turning this in late. I realize that this email is coming pas* the deadline, however it was due to teclmical difficulties that my paper is being turned into you late. I rash that I 

could prove to you that my paper wa~s written ahead of time, and I can tell you the exact time and place that I wrote the paper (Top of the UL on Wednesday 

Nighl/Thursday Morning from 9:30pm until 3:30aJn). I have been preparing all year tbr Relay Ii)r LitE, an event that rai~s money tbr the American Cm~cer socieU, and 

the one nighl/20 hour event was being put on yes~terday. I had to help out ruth set up and rm~ the event as I am on the                       , mad with all of my 

reslx~nsihilities as well as the large thunderstorm we had last night, I did not have the opportunity to submit my paper. We were moved to inside of the tield hour, 

which has a limited supply of outlets, most of which were mien up for Relay purposes, so when I assumed I would be able to chaacge my computer and submit my 

paper, I was unable. For this I would like to apologize. 

I hope that from my contributions in class, the questions I have asked you, and your experience with me in our office hour meeting are solnething that will prove to you I 

am being completely honest and forthcoming. I worked hard to make sure that I had more than the sufficient sources, cited eve .rything correctly, wrote the full 10 pages 

of the paper, as well as trying to have my topic approved. I think you roll notice that I incorporated your idea of including Gender issues in my paper, as I wanted to 

make sure that I did well on this paper. 

As this is likely to be my                                          doing well in all of my classes, especially yours, has been a priority of mine. I hope that you 

can empathize with my situation mad axe willing "to believe me and know that I have worked hard on "this paper, even ahead of time so that I had time to look over it 

beti~re sending it in. If there is any way that you could take me on nay word ~md not count this as late, or even find a~ alternative additional assignment for me to do to 

make up tbr the few hours of lateness, I would be deeply grateful. 

Thank you for your ti,ne I hope that you take my plea into consideration. 

Sincerely~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:49 AM 

@admissions.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI - - TERM ESSAY 

[)ear 

Greetings and I hope you are well 

After many days of thinking how to best approach the paper you submitted, I have decided to you give another chance to re-write it and submit it for review The research paper should 
focus on the grievances that led Kenyans to challenge British colonia[ rule in 1950s drawing on insights from Anderson, Fanon, Ngugi wa Thiong’o nove[ and other scholarly material 
materia[ on Kenya’s nationalist movement. I suggest that your review your paper with the tutors UNC’s Writing Center before submitting it this time around¯ 

As your paper stands, it fails to address the core questions of the assignment. I am giving a second chance to rethink this project so as to safeguard your grade¯ Submit the new paper by 
¯ If you unwilling to take this chance let me know as soon as possible and I will grade the paper that you submitted. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:53 AM 

Sable, Eufice N <eufice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Research Paper 

On 10:47 AM, wrote: 

Professor Sahle, 

I realize that tNs is now Saturday and that our papers were due to you last fight. However, I want to assure you that I wrote this paper ahead of fime and 

that I am not turning this in late. I realize that this email is coming past the deadline, however it was due to technical difficulties that my paper is being 
turned into you late. I wish that I could prove to you that my paper was written ahead of time, and I can tell you the exact time and place that I wrote the 

paper (Top of the UL on Wednesday Night/Thnrsday Morning t~om 9:30pm until 3:30am). I have been preparing all yeax tbr Relay fi~r Lit~, an event that 

raises money for the American Cm~cer society, and the one fighV20 hour event was being put on yesterday. I had to help out ruth set up and run the 

event as I mn on the                     , and with all of my reslyonsihilities a~s well as the laxge thunderstom~ we had last fight, I did not have the 

opportufiF to submit my paper. We were moved to inside of the field house, which has a limited supply of outlets, ~nost of which were taken up for Relay 

pra’i~oses, so when I assumed I would be able to cliarge my computer and submit my papel; I was unable. For tiffs I would like to apologize. 

I hope that from ~ny contributions in clas~ the questions I have asked yo~ m~d your experience with me in our ott]ce hour meefing are something that will 

prove to you I am being completely honest and forthcoming. I worked hard to make sure that I had more than the sufficient sources, cited everything 

correctly, wrote the full 10 pages of the paper, as well as t~ing to have my topic approved. I think you will notice that I incorporated your idea of 

including Gender issues in my paper, as I wanted to make sure that I did well on this paper. 

As this is likely to be my                                         , doing well in all of my classes, especially yours, has been a priority of mine. I 

hope that you can empathize ruth my situation and axe rolling to believe me and know that I have worked hard on this paper, even a]~ead of time so that I 

had time to look over it before sending it in. If there is any way that you could take me on my word and not count this as late, or even find an alternative 

additional assignment tbr me to do to make up tbr the few hours of lateness, I would be deeply grateful. 

Thank you for your time I hope that you take my plea into consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Also Professor Sahle, 

I have m~ English major friend who I always send Iny papers to, as to make sure that all of the grammm is conect. I sent theln this paper on Thra5day early morning 
and could even forward you that email, with its ve~’ own timestamp, as a sign that I had the paper written before Friday. Professor Sahle, I am really t~ing to work 

hard to show you that I did this paper, followed the guidelines, and am not trying to scam you over and make you think that I was using the extra time to write the 

paper. 

If you would like any proof of me writing this paper early, have any question you would like to ask me to clarify ifI did this paper early, or if there is anything I can do, 

please let me know! 

Sincerely, 

~ema~l.unc.edu 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 12:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Co: @email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: [Afri ] Research Paper 

Attach: Research Paper.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

My Afri research paper is attatched 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.t~nc.edu;, 

Saturday, 12:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded Atii Term Paper, etc. 

Hi Dr Sable, 

Thank you for your comments on my paper. And thank you again for 
considering my Map Quiz grade 

Have a wonderful weekend’. 

@emaihunc edu 

On Sat, 14:34:13 ~0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emaihunc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 

> Greetings and I hope you are well 

> Please find attached your excellent research paper. There are comments 
> throughout the paper. 
> 

> On your map quiz, I changed the grade on my master grade sheet following 
> your earlier email I will change it on Blackboard J2~r your review. 
> 

> Keep up the good work in the class Please acknowledge receipt of this 
> email. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 

> From: @emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 10:03 PM 
> To: Sahie, Eunice N 
> Subject: Term Paper 
> 

> Hello Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> I ~vill be out of the country this weekend, so I will be unable to access 
a 
> computer to send ray essay by the deadline on         . Therefore, I am 
> sending it to you nosy. Please let me know if you have any problems 
opening 

> it or finding it attached to this e-mail. 
> 

> I look forward to hearing from you, and I hope you have a wonderful week! 

> @emaih unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Saturday,           2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N 4eunice@email.unc.edu:~- 

~email.unc.edu> 

Research Paper. 

Research Paper.docx 

Hello, 

Here it is. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

[,ATE PAPER POLICY CLARIFICATION 

Dr. Sahle, 
With the hack I have had the last fe~v days my computer crashed this morning 
when I went to continue my work on the research paper I was able to 
reformat it and recover my ~vork ho~vever lost precious hours during the 
process. I still believe I ~vill be able to finish before the midmght 
deadline, however to be safe I went and checked on the syllabus for your 
policy on late papers and I am kind of confused. Its says that late papers 
will not be accepted and it also says that there is a penalty of 2% a day 
for late papers Just so I can feel more at ease, could you clarify your 
late paper policy for me 
Thank you for your time, 



From: ~(}emaikunc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:41 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI Term Paper 

A~tach: Affi Tem~ Essay.pdf 

Hey Professor Sahle, 

Thank you for the extension on the paper, I have attached my paper to this 
email Thanks again, hope you enjoy reading it! 

~@kenan-flagler uric edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 4:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

AFRI paper 

AFRI paper.docx 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

Attached is nay research paper and I’ve also emailed a cop?’ to myselt\ 

I also want to apologize for not being able to meet with you during your 
extended office hours. My schedule is hectic and I ~vas unable to get a 
visit I will try to see you before the final though and seek some extra 
help to try and tie everything together, that is, everything we’ve studied 
this semester. I’ve thoroughly enjoyed the class so far and have had a 
wonderful semester! 

Thanks Dr. Sahle, 



From: ~igc.org> 

Sent: Saturday, 4:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu.> 

Ce: @igc.org> 

Subject: Re: Reco~nmendalions 

Thanks Eunice[ 

On , at 4:26 PM, Sahle, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

Dear Joseph, 

Thales for making the time to meet with comrade Firoze. He is wonderful and I am delighted that you two had a chance to share ideas during his visit. 

Yes, I will be there on the with two students who participated in the program in I think 

@email.unc.edu 

Kind regards and see you there. 
Eunice 

From: Joseph Jordan [jl~ordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:36 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Recommendations 

Hi Eunice -- first many thanks for bringing Firoz to campus --- what 
a great spirit and political mind. I am looking forward to seeing and 
hearing more fi-om him in the future I have a quick question -- I 
will be doing a panel discussion with students on on Saturday, 

Q,!ou’ll be there also, right?) focusing on ethics. Students who 
were recommended to me have not responded so I am wondering if any of 
your comparative globalization participants are still around If so, 
would any of them be good candidates for a mature discussion on 
ethics and ethical conduct while studying abroad?? I’d like to add 
them if you feel they- have some insights. 

Thaaks in advance! 
Regards 
Joseph 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
jfj ordan@email.unc.edu 

would be ve~ good. Here is his email contact: 



From: ~email,unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 4:55 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI TERM PAPER 

A~tach: AIRI - TERM PAPER finol.doc 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I have attached my tel~n paper! I hope you are having a wonderful weekend 

and that you are feeling better[ 

Best, 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 5:51 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Co: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Term Paper 

Attach: Africa Term Paper.docx 

actually really enjoyed writing this (a first for my college career.. 
haha) 

tIope you’re feeling better and see you next week! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~admissions.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 7:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: AFRI - - TERM ESSAY 

Dr. Sahle 

Thanks for giving me another chance¯ "¢,qaen writing this paper I was unsure if I was heading in the right direction¯ I will go to the Writing Center for further assistance¯ 

Thanks 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 10:48 AM 
To: 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sul~iect: RE: AFRI - - TERM ESSAY 

Dear 

Greetings and I hope you are well 

After many days of thinking how to best approach the paper you submitted, I have decided to you give another chance to re-write it and submit it for review The research paper should 
focus on the grievances that led Kenyans to challenge British colonial rule in 1950s drawing on insights from Anderson, Fanon, Ngugi wa Thiong’o novel and other scholarly material 
material on Kenya’s nationalist movement. I suggest that your review your paper with the tutors UNC’s Writing Center before submitting it this time around¯ 

As your paper stands, it fails to address the core questions o17 the assignment. ! am giving a second chance to rethink this project so as to safeguard your grade¯ Submit the new paper by 
¯ If you unwilling to take this chance let me know as soon as possible and I will grade the paper that you submitted. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Satarday, 10:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtb> 

Cc: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: afri paper 

Attach: al’ri paper.pdf 

Dr. Sable, 
Here is my research paper Thank you again :[’or helping me during your 
office hours See you in class next Thursday and congratulations on your 
award. 
Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:08 PlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Research Paper 

Research Paper.docx 

Thanks again for the extension. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 10:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

"term paper tier 

term paper.docx 

Hope yon’re having a great weekend. Here’s my term paper. See you in class on Thursday’. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 10:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Graded paper and commentsRE: Afri 

Dr. SaNe, 
This email is to confirm that I’ve received my graded paper with your commentary. While I did enjoy reading and learning from, "A Grain of Wheat," I do 
understand that I should have incorporated better specific examples of related themes from the text regarding Kenyan independence struggles. 

Thank you so much and enjoy the 81 degree weather tomorrow! 

Kindest Regards, 

Afri 

On Sak at 9:39 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings~ Attached is your graded paper with comments. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 11:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: @ema~l .unc.edu> 

Subject: Afri research paper 

Attach: paper.doc 

Professor Sahle, 

Here is my research paper. If you are able to, please let me know that you 
get this. Thank you so much[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:30 PM 

Your graded paper: AFRI 

paper- graded and returned -TelmEssay.docx 

Dear l 

Greetings. Attached is your graded research paper. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Bes~t wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: ] @gmail.com> 

Sent: Satarday, 11:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:- 

Subject: Term Paper 

Attach: AFRI - Term Paper.docx 

I have attached my paper. Thank you for the extension. 

~gmail.com 

Universib, of North Caxo/ina at Chapel Hill 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emafil.unc.edu 

Saturday, 11:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

@email.unc.edu> 

paper 

the whole ~1~ paper.docx; alii    bibliography.docx 

research paper and bibliography 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 11:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: @ema~l.unc.edu 

Subject: AFRI Paper 

Attach: AbRI .pdf 

Here is my paper for AI,2RI 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 2:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

~email.unc.edu> 

AFRI Tem~ Paper 

TERM PAPER.docx; TERM PAPER.docx 

Get well soon! 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 3:04 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Late paper 

Hello, 
I have already emailed my paper. I wanted to apologize for turning it in late I could not access one of my sources to cite it 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, 4:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your graded paper: AFRI 

Dr. Sahle, 

I got my grade and understand all of the con’~ments. I appreciate you 
getting it back to me and spending time to read each paper thoroughly! 

Best Regards, 

Quoting EI~rNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu>: 

> Dear 
> 

> Greetings. Attached is your graded research paper. 
> 

> Plea se acknowledge receipt of this email. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, April 10, 2011 4:51 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Next on the Agenda for Washington: Fight Over Debt 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/04/10/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................... Today;,sHeadlines ...................................................................... 
~l)¢N’t’~= ~rk ~i~;~ April lO, 2Oll 
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World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I _S.~_o_r.t..s. I .A_~_s. I ,_a_a.~.a_zj..n_e., I Editorials I _O.~=..E_d.. I .O_R_.T_h.Ls_.D_a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

Next on the Agenda for 
Washington: Fight Over Debt 
By JACKIE CALMES 

Republicans are expected to demand 
fundamental changes in policy on health 
care, the enviromnent, abortion rights 
and more, as flae price of their support 
for raising the debt ceiling. 

Concessions and Tension, 
Then a Deal 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN and HELENE 
COOPER 

Interviews with officials show how 
maeertain they were matil virtually the 
last nfinute flaat they could prevent a 
shutdoma. 

Japanese Workers Braved 
Radiation for a Temp Job 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

Before the quake, thousands of untrained laborers handled most of the dangerous work at nuclear plants. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We want to see real structural, cultural-type changes tied to this debt ceiling. We’re not interested in a 

one-off kind of savings, or anything small." 
REPRESENTATIVE NICK NULVANEY~ a first-term Republican from South Carolina. 

OBITUARIES 

~ VIDEO: The Last 
Word: Sidney 
Lumet 
Sich]ey Linnet was one of 
America’s most prolific 
fihnmakers. Here he 
discusses his career, his gritty New York 



fihns and his legacy. 

Director of Classics, Focused on Conscience 

~ The Films of Sidney Lumet 

OPINION 

UP-CHART 
States of Conflict: 
An Update 
News from the 
battlefields in Iraq, 
Pakistan and 
Afghanistan. 

WORLD 

2 Protesters Killed in Egypt’s Tahrir Square 
By LIAM STACK and MONA EL-NAGGAR 

Security forces killed two and injured dozens in an attempt to disperse peaceful protesters, witnesses said. 

". ~ The Lede: Videos of the Raid 

As Qaddafi’s Troops Move In, a Seesaw Battle for Rebel City 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

Libyan forces loyal to Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi pressed a groined attack on Ajdabiya, bringing tl~e battle 
with the opposition back to the doorstep of the strategically vital rebel city. 

" ~’~ Photographs 

One Protester Killed in as Security Forces Open Fire in Yemen 
By LAURA KASINOF 

Fifteen people were wounded and one was killed, doctors at a field hospital said, in tl~e first outbreak of 
violence in Sana since snipers killed 52 protesters more than three weeks ago. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Newly Born, and Withdrawing From Painkillers 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH and KATIE ZEZIMA 

Growing nmnbers of newbolaaS across tlae comatry are struggling witla addiction as prescription drug abuse 
ravages communities. 

From Ancient Giants, Finding New Life to Help the Planet 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

A plan hatched by tree enthusiasts hopes to clone and mass-produce colossal redwoods, the tallest living 
things on earth. 

’. Slide Show: Cloning Redwoods 

Spraying to Make Yards Green ... but With Paint, Not Water 
By MARC LACEY 

Arizona homeowners are exploring alternative approaches to maintaining green lawns, such as paint mad 
artificial turf. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

The Drought Is Over (at Least for C.E.0.’s) 
By DANIEL COSTELLO 

After shrinking during tl~e recession, paychecks are growing again for top American executives. 



" ~’~ in[erac[ive urapnlc: I ne way a[ me I op 

It’s Time for Your Face-Lift, Miss Piggy 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY and BROOKS BARNES 

Disney is aiming to rejuvenate the Muppets frm~clfise with a new movie this fall. 

NOVELTIES 
If You Can’t Name That Star, Try Asking Your Telescope 
By ANNE EISENBERG 

New stargazing equipment and smartphone apps make it easier to peer at the heavens - and to know what 
you’re seeing. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

McIlroy Continues to Set Pace, and Field Struggles to Keep Up 
By LARRY DORMAN 

Tiger Woods and other accomplished players failed to make up gromad on Rory McIlroy in the third round of 
the Masters. 

Leader Board 

¯ Woods Is Steady, but Not the Way He Used to Be 

¯ " Westwood Trying to Conquer a Course That Many Could Not 

" Country Could Have 2 Reasons to Brag 

RANGERS 5, DEVILS 2 
Win, Wait, Then Offto Playoffs for Rangers 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

The Rangers clinched the eighth seed in the playoffs with Tampa Bay defeating Carolina 6-2. The Rangers 
await the top-seeded Washington Capitals in the first round. 

¯ " N.H.L. Roundup: Hurricanes Fall Behind Early and Miss Out on Playoff Spot 

METS 8, NATIONALS 4 
Beltran’s Homers Lift Mets at Home 
By ANDREW KEH 

After three sluggish losses in a row, the Mets offense came to life in a victory over the Nationals thmaks to the 
awakening of Carlos Beltran’s bat. 

¯ " Box Score I Inning by Inning 

, ~ Mets Fans Sound Off About 2011 

-’ Dodger Stadium Beating Highlights Fans’ Unease 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION 
Discomfort Zones 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Will Ferrell has big shoes to fill as he plays the interim manager on "The Office" after Steve Carell departs. 

¯ " Meet the New Boss: Will Ferrell Clocks In at ’The Office’ 

A Heroic Fantasy for Skeptics 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

"Game of Thrones," based on a series of novels by George R. R. Martin, is finally confing to HBO after havhag 
been reshot at the pilot stage, and recast. 

THEATER 
Putting the Juice in ’Jerusalem’ 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Mark Rylmace is back on Broadway for the second time this season, in the attention-getting role of Rooster 
Byron in "Jerusalem." 

" ~ Video: Mark Rylance, Shape Shifter 

¯ More Arts News 



MAGAZINE 

The Fragile Success of School Reform in the Bronx 
By JONATHAN MAHLER 

Ram6n Gonz~lez’s middle school is a model for how an empowered principal can transfonn a troubled 
school, but the forces of reform are now working against him. 

" Slide Show 

Mario Cuomo Still Believes 
By MATT BAI 

He would be a perfect elder statesman, if only his son’s generation wanted one. 

Suzanne Collins’s War Stories for Kids 
By SUSAN DOMINOS 

The strm~ge fictions of the yotmg adult novelist. 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Banks Are Off the Hook Again 
New agreements between banks and federal regulators are mflikely to curb foreclosures. 

EDITORIAL 
Justice Kagan Dissents 
Justice Kagan powerfully dissents in a rtfling that makes it easier for states to promote religion. 

EDITORIAL 
What Happened to the Investigation? 
The public has a right to know if Representative Maxine Waters violated Congressional ethics rules. 

EDITORIAL 
The Truth About Charley 
Pa~ intriguing discovery has been made about a reality book written by John Steinbeck. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Prosecution Rests, but I Can’t 
By JOHN THOMPSON 

Why no penalty for those who put an innocent man on death row? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Blowin’ in the Idiot Wind 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

You say you’re lookin’ for someone who won’t kowtow to an oppressive government? It ain’t he, babe. 

’- Columnist Page 

~ Thomas L. Friedman is offtoday. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Our Cowardly Congress 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Incompetence and hypocrisy have been front and center during the budget bickering. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog I Twitter 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Lessons From Nuremberg 
By WILLIAM SHAWCROSS 

Like Nuremberg, the 9/11 trial can help shape historical narrative and collective memory. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Forcing the F.A.A. to Fly Blind 



By WILLIAM J. McGEE 

Proposed cuts in the F.A.A. budget could threaten passengers’ safety. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

In Space, Nice Guys Finish First 
By MARY ROACH 

Yuri Gagarin’s hmnility, not his bravado, made him the perfect cosmonaut. 

THE PUBLIC EDITOR 

Juggling the World, Wearily 
By ARTHUR S. BRISBANE 

With war, revolution and disaster, the foreign desk can’t catch its breath. 

, More Public Editor Columns 

-’ Web Journal 

OP-CHART 

States of Conflict: An Update 
By MICHAEL E. O’HANLON, IAN LIVINGSTON, HEATHER MESSERA and AMY UNIKEWICZ 

News from the battlefields in Iraq, Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April ao, a947, Brooklyn Dodgers president Branch Rickey announced he had purchased the contract of 

Jaekie Robinson from the Montreal Royals. 

¯ See This Front Pa__02~ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 6:00 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Cc: ~email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Term Paper - 

Attach: Final Paper - .doc 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

I have attached my term paper to this e-mail. }{ave a great day! 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 6:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

paper 

Affi    paper.doc 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
Here’s my paper. 

Cheers 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:21 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@mail .unc.edtt-~; 

Subject: AFRI : Paper 

AFRI Research Paper.docx Attach: 

@emoJl.unc.edu-> 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
Here is my paper. Tha~k you so much for your feedback when we met on 

Wednesday and the extensions - they were both very helpful! 

Hope you are feeling better! 
Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~emml.unc.edu~ 

AFRI TERM PAPER - 2 

Afl~_I - TEIKM PAPER final.doc 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I apologize for sending this paper again, but I Jbrgot to CC my email 
address in the first time. Again, I apologize for any inconvenience. I hope 
you have a great day[ 

Best, 



From: ~@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunda’y-, 10:01 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.eclu~> 

Co: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Tern1 Paper 

Attach: .docx 

Hello Professor Sable, 

This is . I t~ave attached my term paper and CC-ed mysell[ 

See you on Tuesday, 

Universe)’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 
@gmail.com on behalf of 

@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:39 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Subject: Paper 

Altach: .docx 

Yes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:34 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <e~mice@email.unc.edu>; 

AFRI Term Paper 

Afri term paper.docx 

@email.unc.edu> 



From: @email.unc.edtc~ 

Sent: Sunday, 11:42 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc edtv~ 

Co: @email.unc.edu> 

AFPd Term Paper Subject: 

Attach: FINAL DI~kFT Tem~ Paper AFRI .docx 

Hi IN- Sahle! 

1 hope you are feeling better. :) Ynu men£i~?ned ia class on Thurs&w that 
~t was acceptable for us to submit our papers by Sunday morning. I have 

attached my term paper in this email. 

Congratulations on the award you ~vil~ be recei’ving Tuesday I will see ynu 

~n class on Thursday! 

Best, 

University of North Caroli~a at Chapel Hill 

~email.unc.edu 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 11:49 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI 

A~tacl~: Term Paper.docx 

Term Paper 

Hello Dr Sahle, 

Here is my term paper 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edtr’~; 

AFRI TERM PAPER 

AIFRI term paper.docx 

@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Professor Sable! 

I hope you have enjoyed your weekend and you are doing better with your 
flu. Attached is my term paper! Thank you for giving us the extra 
half-day today to turn it in It really helped, because as it turns out, 
yesterday my so I 
think I may have ’. I couldn’t keep them open yesterday, so thank 
you for this extra time[ 

will see you in class un ’]2aursday, 

l~Yniversi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: @admissions.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 2:24 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI - ..term essay 

Dr. SaNe 

Can you please e-mail me the guidelines and questions for the Tem~ Essay’? I have misplaced ~ny print out and it is no longer on Blackbo~:rd. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Sunday, April 10, 2011 2:44 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: ChaVMeetup Reqnest with Luba 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for replying. I understand about it being a busy time of year with final extorts coming up. I roll be tree at the end of April or emly May. Let me know when 

your schedule opens up. Just for your information, I graduated last May and I am living in Raleigh. You can reach me tl~rough this email. 

Best, 

Luba 

On Sat, Apr 9, 2011 at 10:36 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <e~mice@ema~,l.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Luba, 

Thanks so much for your note~ It was good seeing you too. 

Tt is a very busy time of year, thus if at all possible let’s plan to chat end of April or early May. 

Hope your classes are going well 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From:                      @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 32, 2022 20:09 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bject: Chat!Meetup Request with Luba 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I hope you are well. It was great meeting you at the Well Lecture m~d I was hoping to schedule a chaVmeet up with you soon, perhaps next week? Thanks tbr your 

time. 

Best, 
Luba 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:03 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting next week 

H~ 

I am fi’ee Friday after lpm. 

Thanks, 

On 16:48:13 -0400, @gmail.com> 

wro be: 

> Eli and Dr Sahie, 

> Any of those times are fine for me. Whenever is best for you. Looking 

> forward to seeing you. 

> 

> Also Dr.Sahle, 

> we said we were going to meet on tuesday during your office hours to 

> discuss the books, but are you going to be :free then’? I know you have 

> something exciting that day :) and I cc’d you on the email I sent to irb 

> asking for help And the irb application is online now, so I think 

instead 

> of having you sign it, the?" send it to you. The online application does 

> however let you pull up a pdf of the application, and I attached it for 

you 

> to look at. 

> Thank you so much for your help. I really really appreciate 

> 

> 

> <eunice@email.~xc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> Dear 

> 

> Greetings. 

> 

> Kindly let us nreet next week to prepare strategies for our GOt Session on 

> 

> 

> Here are possible times: 

> 

> Wednesday (morning) anytime between 9.00am-11.00am and (afternoon) 

> 4.30pm-6.30pm. 

> 

> Friday: anytinre. 

> 

> Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

> 

> Best xvishes, 

> Dr. Sahle 



From: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 4:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Afri    Term Paper- 

A~tach: Term Paper.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Yonr paper - grade and comments: AFRI 

Ho~v is it graded? YVhat are the points out 

On                02:28:03 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Deal- 
> 

> Greetings. Attached is your graded paper with comrnents. 
> 

> Plea se acknowledge receipt of this email. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 



~gmai/.com on behalf of 
Frown: @email.unc.edu7 

Sent: Sunday, 9:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Subject: Afri Tem~ Paper 

Attach: Afri Paper.docx 

Dr. SaNe: 

Sore/for the paper being so late. I was sick the whole day yesterday and could not finish up the paper. Thank you for accepting it late! 

Thank yo u, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:32 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: research paper 

Professor Sable, 

The computer is not allowing me to attach files to my emails. I roll continue to toy’ throughout the night, but if I am unable, cm~ I deliver the paper to your once in the 

morning? I am son3’ for any inconvenience~ 

Thank you, 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 10:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Co: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: : Afri Tem~ Essay 

Attach: Afri tem~ paper’. !.doc 



From: @email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Sunday, 11:18 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: term Paper 

Attach: paper.docx 

DearDrSahle: 

Ihave a~achedmytermpaper. I apologizeth~ Idid not tum itinthis 
moming. 

Thank you, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 11:19 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv> 

Subjet’t: AFRI    Research Paper 

Attach: Final AFRI l?aper.docx 

ProfSahle, 

I’ve attached my research paper to this e-mail. As a side note I just wanted to say congratulations on your award! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 11:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; 

Term Paper 

Afri term paper.docx 

@email.unc.edu> 

here it is 
:) 
thanks! 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:36 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: @ema~l.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Research Paper 

Attach: Afri    research papers.docx 

research paper 



From: @email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 3:20 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: AFRI Paper - 

Attach: AFRI Final Pape.docx 

Hi Professor Sable, 

Attached is my paper on student agency exhibited in Notes from the Hyena’s 
Belly 

"[[’he historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 

-Manning Marable 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:30 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI term paper 

Attacl~: AFRI .paper[1].docx 

Hi Professor Sable, 

My paper is attached as a word document. Thank you 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, April 11,2011 4:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama to Call tbr Broad Plan to Reduce Debt 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb:/lwww.nytimes corn/indexe!!2011104!! l/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or~s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ 

~o~ornize~ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

April 11, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Obama to Call for Broad Phm 

to Reduce Debt 

President Obama will call this week 

for Republicans to join him in 

writing a plan to raise revenue and 

reduce the growth of popular 

entitlement programs. 

New Doubts About Turning 

Plutonhlm into a Fuel 

~II~e nuclear crisis in Japan has intensified a conflict over a project to turn weapons-grade 
plutonium into a emmnereial fuel called mixed oxide, or mox. 

MEMO FROM TRIPOLI 

Qaddafi’s Handlh~g of Media Shows I-leglnm% Flaws 

For journalists cloistered in Tripoli at the invitation of the government, its management or rather 
staging, of public relations provided a singular view. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The! dock is t~eking ~or~! quick~.~.~r thos~ who r~r~! H.I.K-positiwL " 

D~. DOWRY SE(IEV, a co-author of a stmty indicatk~g that 500 to 600 tt.I.V.-infeeted ~h’ers aod 

kidney~ would become a~,ailab]e each year i[ the law were changed to allow their use io some 

patients. 

MAGAZINE 

~ INTERACTIVE 

F’EATU R E: S~’eet 

Sonnds of Science 
The radical, syndicated 
program "Radiolab" creates striking 
sound effects to communicate big 
ideas. Listen to excerpts in this sonic 
gallery. 

~The 
Obsessive Pleasures of ’Radiolab’ 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Tb~ So,,~.y Lot o~ 
the Risk-Averse 

What do low interest 
rates and rising consumer prices mean for the frugal American who is tevvified of the word 
"pot~tfolio"? 



WORLD 

Rebels a~d NATO Str~kes Repel ~%~sa~lt o~ Key Libyan Tow~ 

Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s military forces appeared to falter in a second day of assault against 

Ajdabiya. 

Mubarak Denies Corruption and Defends His Legacy 

Hosni Mubarak, the Egyptian autocrat forced from power two months ago, spoke for the first time 

since then in an audiotape. 

Gulf Nations Repeat Offer to Medla~e C~-isls in Yemen 

A bh)c of Persian Gulf cmmtries renewed its offer to help mediate the political crisis in Yemen and to 
ease the transition of power from the embattled president. 

A New Push ~o Let HA,V, Palie~ts ~4~ccept Organs Thai A~oe ~nfected 
i.::,~ ~-t~:’ b" .::.i.i.i..IK 

Organs fi’om people infected with the virus that canses AIDS are suitable for transplant to patients 
who are already infected, doctors say. 

McChr)\utaI to Lead P~’og~’am fl*~" Milita~T Families 

Gem Stanley A. McChrystal is back after resigning over a profile in which his aides disparaged 

civilian leaders. 

An annual survey finds a widening pay gap between pubfie and private institutions, and the 
continuation of a long-term trend toward using non-tenure-track faculty members. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Courlc’s Rocky Path to a I.ike~y Parting V¢~th CBS 

As Katie Coufie and the network negotiate how to end her five-year run as anchor of "CBS Evening 
News," interviews shiny that her hiring was part of a larger experiment to lift the newseast’s 
ratings. 

Sund ~ ~ac zme K t e Couric Has a Few Regrets 

dPMoegan Accused of Breaking Its Duty to 

A lawsuit sheds new light on one of Wall Street’s oldest problems - whether banks treat their clients’ 
money with the same care that they treat their own. 

DEALBOOK 

NYSE Euronext Rejects Bid by’ Nasdaq and ICE 

The decision is likely to set off a battle over the Big Board operator between Deutsche B6rse and 
Nasdaq and ICE. 

~NYSE 
CMet Says Nasdaq’s ~id is Inconsistent With Long-Term Strategy 

S P O RTS 

Fo~" Mclh°oy~ a Colhtpse He Neve*° Saw Coming 

Rory MeIlroy had taken a fom’-shot lead into the final day of the Masters, but blew almost all of it on 
one disastrous hole. 

Schwa~¢ze~ Cha~’ges to Vlcto*oy at Master’s 

Charl Sehwartzel finished with four straight birdies, 5o years after his countryman Gary Player 
became the first South Afi~ean to win the Masters. 

~ ;lqoods’s Tantalizing Surge Comes Up Short on Back biine 

RED SOX 4, YANKEES 0 
By 8~le~c~g Ya~kees, Becke~ Provides Hope f~o Red Sox 

A lineup that blistered Red Sox starters the first two games at Fenway Park looked modest and 
middling against aosh Beekett. 



~Bo× 
Score I inning by inning 

~ Searching for Answers, Yankees’ Hughes linkers With His Motion 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’CATCH ME IF YOU CAN’ 

Scamm~g as F~st as He C~ 

"Catch Me if You Can/’ the new Broadway musical by much of the team behind "Hairsprayi’ is full 
of elaborate deceptions and corkscrew twists, but not many surprises. 

That Noisy ~A;oodpecker Had an Animated Secret 

A scholar fmmd that an animator embedded images payin~ homage to modern art into Woody 
Woodpecker cartoons in the ~94os. 

~V 
deo: Woody Woodpecker n ’The Loose Nut’ 

De~0o;.~ Syxnphony Retur~ to a G;.ddy Receptkm 

After a six-month strike, a performanee felt like balm for a city often described as hollowed out. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Twenty years on, Comedy Central is still the TV leader in comedy, its endurance the resnlt of 
talent~potting and demographic marketing. 

B~ds for War~ler S~Kgest Faith ~n h~d~stry~s F~ture 

The bids for the Warner Music Group suggest that some people think a record company could still be 
a good investment. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

It Ca~ne Out ofthe Vhoal Media Swamp 

An old-time movie mogul will market "Creature" by connecting with fans on the backroads of the 

Internet. 

o More Media & AdveC;isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Crls~s Next Time 
The cuts to keep government running are far too large, and the next battle could be worse. 

EDITORIAL 

~,a, rho Really Sent That E-Mail? 
Stronger rnles and better bnsiness practices are needed to head off data breaches. 

EDITORIAL 

Se~s~ble Rules to Make Bus ’£rave~ Safer 
Three major bus accidents in the Northeast may finally spur Congress to mandate bus safety 
improvements. 

EDITORIAL 

Bluefin Tuna Catch a (SmalD Break 
A small and clever innovation may slow the decline of the endangered bluefin tuna and should be 
supported. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Preslde~t Is Miss~g 

Where’s the Demoeratie vision on the bndget? 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Budgeth~g for Oppovtunlty 

Republicans need to focus more on economic mobility than the Ryan plan does. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Assad regime has lost touch with the people and ignores protesters’ demands for freedom at its 

peril. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Stop "Wa-~t-~ng for a Sa~4or 

The role of school-district leaders has gotten greater attention - and the selection process has become 

more political. 

. Mole Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April ~, ~95~, President Truman relieved Gen. Douglas MaeArthur of his eommands in the Far 

East. 

¯ See This Front Page 
¯ P~uv This Fron~ Page 

About Thi~ 

You received this message because you signed up for ~t’ffimes.cem:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. ,’ks a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy pmgrarn, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Ma!~age Sdbsc[iptiorls I Unsubscribe I Cha~ge Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve[tise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 11,2011 6:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Ghana 

Hi Eunice, I’m at a comrades meeting in Cuba. Thanks for this good news. See you back in CH! 

Rodney 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2011, at 9:06 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Comrade, 

Hope you are well. 

In light of our previous discussions on Ghana here is a quite update. 

I will keep you posted. I think he would be an excellent 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:47 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subjet’t: Fwd: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Tegnell, David G <tegnell~emailamc.e&~> 

Date: Mon, at 8:43 AM 

Subject: RE: 

To: ~a)gmail.com" <i ~gmaJl.com> 

your submission does t~ol rcqmr~ %:learm~ce~’ l}’om the IRB or any ~[~er depattmenk Respo~siNliU t2>r dala secur~U i~ sha~ed be~een yo~rsel[i, yo~r advisor, and 
yo~r home &p;~ctmen~ (i~ cot~s~gtatk~ with your department’s IT suppo~ stall). ~l]~e da~a secuci~’ detcrmit~a~ion ({t~ your case, ~evel II) ~s derived t}’om your ind~ca~iot~ 
EITHER that yo~t at’e col~ec~i~g ide~tifialqe infom~a~ion OR fl~a~ you are gathering se~si~ive data. 7I~i~; dctermi~a~ion [~as r~;u~ted in a ~;ct of recommendations; or 
requiremen*s, aN~erence *o whict~ is (again) fl~e re:~pon:d bility of you, yore: advisor~ and your dep~u’tmen*. 

David 

From: L~!C IRB Questions 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Tegnell, David G 
Subject: FW: 

7:30 AM 

David: (.an yot~ answer, plea.’~e. 

W 

From: i 
Sent: Friday, 
To: UNC IRB Questions 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: 

4:34 PM 
i~amail com] 

Hello, my nmne is             I’m a~ undergrad student M~o received a SURF to do research in        this summer. My question about Irb is that I am 
planning to not keep my interviews confidential and will reform participants through the consent process that their responses will be attributed to 
them and may be quoted in my final research product. Due to the insensitive nature of the data I will be collecting, I do not see this posing possible 
threat to participants. However, because I have marked in my application that I will be collecting name and contact information, the online 
application has stated that I need class 2 data securi~ clearance. Will this still be necessary- if the data is insensitive, and no guarantees of 
confidentiality- are given to participants? And if so, ~vho do I speak to about getting this clearance? 

Thank you tbr your help, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
@gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.Lmc.edtr-~ 

Catching up 

Hey Dr Sahle! 

Congratulations on youa- award! I heard from all the 
students about it, and I wish I were able to go to the ceremony 
tomolTow. Fortunately though, I have a feeling tha~ there will be a 
great show of support from the study abroad group 

I am heading down to NC in May for a wedding, so hopelhHy I will be 
in Chapel Hill :[’or long enough that we can get (fair trade) co:flee. 

Congrats[ I hope tomorrow’s ceremony goes ~vell, you truly deserve the a~vard. 

- Evelyn 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:29 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: : AFRI TERM PAPER 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Thank you t;ar the email’. 

See you Thursday, 

On iVlon,            13:17:04 +0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> ’]’his is to acknowledge receipt of your paper. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr SaNe 

> From: ~!email uric edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 12:4<’5 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N; 
> Subject: : AFRI TERM PAPER 
> 

> Hi Professor Sahle! 
> 

> I hope you have enjoyed your weekend and you are doing better with your 
> flu Attached is my term paper! Thank you for giving us the extra 
> half-day today to turn it in It really helped, because as it turns out, 
> yesterday my so I 
> think I may have I couldn’t keep them open yesterday, so thank 
> you for this extra time! 
> 

> I will see you in class on Thursday, 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janet Conway -~conway@brocku.ca~ 

Monday-, April 11,2011 11:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Is this today??? RE: Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony 

Hi, 

Congratulations on the award ! ls this today? ff so, yes, I would love to come and I will tell Lee also. I await confirmation of the date. 

Best, 

J~net 

Janet M. Conway, PhD 

Canada Research Chair h~ Soda~ Justice 

Department of Sociology 

Brod~ UniversH:y 

500 Glenrktge Avenue 

St, Cathsrines, Ontario 

Canada L2S 

Tel. 1-905%88-5550, ext. 4196 

Fax. 1-905-688-8337 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; April ll, 20ii ll:ll AM 
Te= Janet Conway 
Subject= Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony 

Dear Janet and Lee 

From one Canadian to another, I would be honored if you joined me at the Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony where I will be receiving an undergraduate teaching award. No 
worries if you cannot make it. Here are details: 

Location: Carolina Union’s Great Hall - Main floor 
Time: 3.00pm-4.00pm including a reception. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:29 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv> 

Subje~’t: research paper 

Attach: afri    research paper.docx 

Professor Sable, 

I apologize for getting the paper to you at this time, but as I said before I could not attach the document for some mason. I think I finally got it. 

Hope you are recovering well t~om your flu bug, aM I am sorry for may inconvenience this caused you. 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Research Paper 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I wanted to let you kno~v that I am ~vorking on my paper. I have been having 
a hard time. I took your advice at went to the Stone Center to get 
assistance in my research However, the student worker only searched 
tl~rough the Stone Center Library catalog and was therefore not very 
helpful I have since located articles for the second part of the paper I 
have outlined my arguement and I’m no~v writing the paper. I apologize for 
the tardiness. I expect to email you the paper tonight. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 4:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFAM-Social Movements Paper 

Hello Dr Sahle, just some clarification: 

I know we are to submit our papers at 8am Wednesday; are you accepting them 
via email or do the?’ need to be at your ofi)ce at that time? 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Hi Prot~ssor SaNe! 

Hi Professor Sahle! 
I just ~vanted to get in touch with you and see if I could come by your 
office sometime to say hello ap.d talk. I ~vas not sure of your office hours 
and availabili~. Talk to you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Pakislan Tells U.S. It Must Sharply Cut C.I.A. Activities 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O4/!2/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld j U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Science i EdRerials I Op-Ed I On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

AidI~] 12, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Paldstan Tells U,S, It Must                           ~ 

Sharply Cut CoLAo Aetlvltles 

The demand that the United States scale back its presence is a sign of the near collapse of 
cooperation between the two testy allies aRer the arrest of a C.I.A. security officer in Pakistan. 

Leader’s Arrest iu Ivory Coast Ends Standoff 

Laurent Gbagbo was taken after a weeklong siege of his residence and placed under the control of his 
rival, Alassane Ouattara. 

~ [he Lode: Video of Arrest 

Gbagbo Found Support !~mong Conservative Christians 

~ limes [opics: Ivory Coast 

College Loaus VVelgl~ Hea~ier on Graduates 

Student loan debt will likely top a trillion dollars this year as more people go to college and borrow 
money to do so. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"To ~s it’s (~ ce~d~r~tio~, 3~l to ~m Am~wicm~ ~]w~t s~ it ~s (~ p~oee oj’sod~w.~.~." 
NANNY TAMAKLOE, at~e~(li~g Ghanaian hmeral in New York, ~ festiw~ event that iocb~ded 
good, drink, dm~(ting and eommemot’ath, e posters and T~hirts. 

SCIENCE 

Scleuce of file 

One year after the 
largest oil spill in the history of the 
Gulf of Mexico, scientists are trying 
to determine the long-term 
ecological effects. 

~ 3ulg’s Complexity ~nd Resilience Seen 

in Studies of Oil Spill 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION 

A Conf~ict°s 

Atollstic Shadows 

The mm’e the Civil War 

important it becmnes. 

WORLD 

o More World News 

PRECIOUSWATERS 



h~dla~s Job1 Fight for an Oklahoma Lake*s Flow 

A reservoir in southeastern Oklahoma is at the (:enter of a dispute between the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw tribes and the state over the rights to its water. 

For New Mass, Closer to Latin, Critics Voice a Plah~ Objection 

The new text to be used during Mass is intended to be closer to liturgical Latin, but even some 

priests are protesting its introduction. 

In Iowa, a Swath of Destructlm~ 

More than 3o tornadoes touched down in Iowa and Wisconsin. In the town of Mapleton, Iowa, about 
~oo homes and businesses were destroyed, but there were no serious injuries. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Oas Prices Rise, and Eco~mmlsts Seek Tipping Poi~t 

Economists say that if the price of gasoline keeps rising, motorists will be more likely to rut bark on 
their trips. 

Budget Cuts Raise Doubt on Course of Recovery 

Stone economists predict the budget reductions could slow the nation’s reeovery, but others 
disagree. 

Studies Bay Nat,lral Gas Has Its Own Environmental Problems 

Researchers have found that methane from natural gas is leaking in higher quantities than 
previo nsly thought. 

S P 0 RTS 

ROCKIES 7, METS 6 
Melts’ Pitclfing Is Off, altd So is Theh° Throwh~g 

Mike PelDey struggled throngh five and a third innings, and Bobby Parnell gave up the deriding 
rims in the eighth. 

~go>: 
Score [ inning by inning 

~For 
Mets I~,~ianager, Adiustments Are Part of the Job 

Vexing l~se in Obllq*m i~jurles, and Little Exphmatlon 

The nmnber of players on the D.L. with oblique injuries increased sharply so far this year, a 
dramatic change to the trend since ~99~. 

Knicks’ Playoff Retur~ VVill Sta~ With Celtics 

The Knieks, who have not been in the playoffs since the 2oo3-4 season, lost all three games they 
played against Boston this season. 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

!h~damlted Author of ’}Vat Horse’ Reflects o~ Unlikely Hit 

Michael Morpurgo discusses his seemingly forgotten ~982 book, "War Horse," that is about to open 
as a play at Lincoln Center Theater and is to be a Steven Spielberg film. 

~Book 
Review 

A Bunker of History Begins to Open 

The New-York Historical Society is showing more details of renovations aimed at making it seem 
less remote to the public. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

Mouey aud 1 ower 



In "Money amt Power," William D. Cohan provides a mim]tiae-filled tome about Goldman Sachs’s 

broad reach. 

¯ More Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Giants Who Scarfed Down Fast-Food Feasts 

Scientists want to know how sauropods thrived for 14o million years, and ate enough to grow so 

hefty. 

How the regional ecosystem has responded will keep scientists busy analyzing data for years and 
help them understand the effects of environmental disasters. 

~ 
VirJeo: The Science of the Spill 

Lice are expert evolvers, and a new family tree of lice stretches so far back that the host of the first 
louse would have been a dinosaur. 

Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

U~Wette~ed Mort ey 

The Supreme Court’s eonserwltive majority is again reshaping polities by restt’ieting campaign 

finance reform. 

EDITORIAL 

Investing i~ the [)ark 
A class-action lawsuit against aPMorgan Chase reveals another example of a bank profiting while 
its clients suffer. 

EDITORIAL 
Government-Enforced Bigot]’y i~ F*’a]~ce 
The ban on the full-face veil in Fram:e is intolerant and demonstrates an increasingly anti- 
immigrant right wing. 

EDITORIAL 

"lMmbHng 2dong Vgith the Politlca~ Tumbleweed 
Despite criticism from some conservatives, the National Cowboy Poetry Gathering is a good 
example of federal support for the arts. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Poet~’y fo~:" Eve~’yday Life 

Metaphors are central to our thought life, and thus are worth a closer look. 

~ Columnist Page [ Blot2, 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pass the Boom.~ Pickens 

Natural gas is cheaper than oil It’s cleaner. And it’s ours. Congress should take action. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Times of Upheaval 

~II~ere’s been a loss of mystm~¢ since the ’6os and ’7os, but there has also been an immense amount of 

progress. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 12, 1945, Franklin D. Roosevelt, the 32nd president of the United States, died of a cerebral 
hemorrhage in Warm Springs, Ga., at age 63. Vice President Harry S "lYmnan became president. 

* See This Front Page 
, Buy This },>out Page 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L ~:tshields@tmc.edtv~ 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 5:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

congratulations! 

Dear Award Winning Teacher! 

Congratulations on your well-deserved award Eunice. I have no childcare today and have to pick up or T would be there to cheer you on! Yay! Congratulations! 

EnJoy, enjoy, enjoy! 

Take care, 
Tanya 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 6:39 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

TODAY: Veronica Cruz Sanchez to speak at Duke’. April 12th, 4 pm 

vcs flyer.pdt:, ATT00001..htm 

The 2011 Foundets Lecture speaker, Veronica Cruz Smachez, will be speaking on Tnesday, 12 April, in the Rare Book Room in Perkins Libra,, Duke West 

Campus, at 4 pm. 

This lecture is sponsored by the Duke Universi~ Women’s Center, The Baldwin Scholars Program, The Center for Latin AInericm~ & Caribbean Studies, and the 

International House. 

See attached flyer for more information 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:02 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Subject: Research Paper 

Attach: Afri Term Paper.wps 

Dear Dr Sahle, 
Unfortunately my computer problems have persisted the last fe~v days. I ~vas 
finally able to get my computer to working condition and finish the paper 
tonight However, I had to reformat the disk again and ended up loosing all 
of my programs and documents because I wasn’t able to make a back up. I 
rewrote the paper but I do not have ivlicrosok Word anymore, since it 
disappeared ticom my computer during this whole ordeal, therefore I had to 
use ivlicrosok Works. Hopefully this wont cause any problems, if it does 
please let me know and ! wouldn’t mind turning in a paper copy or taking 
an?’ other necessary steps. 
Sorry for the inconvemence, 

On Sat. 20:43:35 ~ 0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc edu> 
wro be: 

> Dear 
> 

> As long as you send the paper by tomorrow there will be no penalty’. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 

> From: @email.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Saturday, 3:13 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: LAdlE PAPER POLICY CLARIFICATION 
> 

> Dr Sahle, 
> With the luck I have had the last few days my computer crashed this 
morning 

> when I went to continue my work on the research paper. I was able to 
> reformat it and recover my work hoxvever lost precious hours during the 
> process. I still believe I will be able to finish before the midnight 
> deadline, hoxvever to be safe I xvent and checked on the syllabus for your 
> policy on late papers and I am kind of confused. Its says that late 
papers 
> will not be accepted and it also says that there is a penal~ of 2% a day- 
> for late papers. Just so I can feel more at ease, could you clarify your 
> late paper policy- for me. 
> Thank you for your time, 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Universi~ of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:36 AM 

Term papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Dear All, 

Hem are updates on questions/requests from recent days: 

1) Extension: Only under unexpected circums*ances do I give individual extensions. Thus, based on requests for extensions, please note that I am extending the 
submission date for the whole class. Hem are details: 

Term paper submission period: You can can submit your paper an,dime ti-om Wednesday to Saturday 

2) Submission mode: via email to me with a cc to your UNC email address. 

3) Ofl]ce houm this week: I will have extended office hours on Thursday 3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday 8:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re:          Term papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you for the extension on the research paper. 

On Tue, at 8:36 AM, EUNICE N SaNe <eunice~b~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deax All, 

Here axe npdates on questionffrequests from recent days: 

1) Extension: Only under unexpected circumstances do I give individual extensions. Thus, based on requests for extensions, please note that I mn e:~ending the 

sub~nission date for the whole class. Here are details: 

Term paper submission period: You cma can submit your paper anytime fiom Wednesda~ to Saturday 

2) Submission mode: via email to me with a cc to your UNC email address. 

3) Office hours this week: I will have extended office hours on Thursday 3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re:          Term papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have received this email See you in class today. 

Best, 

On 8:36 ~x2,A. EUNICE N Sahle }Vl-ote: 
Dear All, 

Here are updates on questions/requests from recent days: 

1) Extension: Only uaader unexpected circumstances do I give in&vidual 
extensions. Thus, based on requests for extensions, please note that I 
am extending the submission date for the whole class Here are details: 

Term paper submission period: You can can submit your paper anytime tlcom 
Wednesday         to Saturday 

2) Submission mode: via emai[ to me with a cc to your UNC email address 

3) Office hours this week: I will have extended office hours on Thursday 
3 30pm-5.00pm. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



now for your c|~ance to win! ~ 

~,,s~ght though a I~fe-changing o~po,tunity. 

Your EF Tour Consultant works one-on-one w~th you to p~an your pedect tou~. 

~noe abroad, ~hey handle aft o~ the trave~ Io9~s~k:s, provide educa~ona~ conte~t 

We make it affordable 

Our tours .----~ith guaranteed ~ow prices----- ~nc~ude round-trip aidare, hote~ 

~ccommodafions, a 24-hou~ tour d~recton sightseeing excursions, entrance to 

~pec~al a~tractions and select mea~s. And ,emember: ===== =====~=====~============================================L====L================== 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re:          Tem~ papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Hello Professor Sahle, 
I have received this emaih 
Best, 

On Tue, at 8:36 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

Dear All, 

Here are updates on questions/requests from recent days: 

1) Extension: Only uaader unexpected circumstances do I give in&vidual 

extensions. Thus, based on requests for extensions, please note that I am 

extending the submission date for the ~vhole class. Here are details: 

Term paper submission period: You can can submit your paper anytime from 

Wednesday        to Saturday 

2) Submission mode: via emai[ to me with a cc to your UNC email address 

3) Office hours this week: I will have extended office hours on Thursday 

3 30pm-5.00pm. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 9:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re:          Term papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Hi Dr. Sahle~ 

I received your email. 

Best, 

On 8:36 AM, "EUNICE N Sahle" <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear All, 
> 

> Here are updates on questions/requests from recent days: 
> 

> 1) Extension: Only under unexpected circumstances do I give individual extensions. Tlms, based on requests for extensions, please note that I am extending the 

snbmission date for the whole class. Here are details: 

> Term paper submission period: You can can submit your paper ma~ime from ~Vednesday to Saturday 
> 

> 2) Submission mode: via email to me with a cc to your UNC email address. 

> 3) Office hours this week: I will have extended office hours on Thur~tay 3.30pm- 5.00pm. 

> Please acknoMedge receipt of this ema~l. 
> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re:          Term papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Thank you so much for reminding me’. Enjoy ?’our ceremony, and see you 
Thursday.. I’m hoping. 

Best, 

On 9:19 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Remember that because of my having to attend the Chancellor’s Awards ceremony this afternoon, our seminar is canceled for today. As discussed in class last ~veek use today’s class time 
to work on your research paper 

Best wishes, 
Dr Sahle 

From: @unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:59 AM 
To: Sahie, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Term papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Dr Sahle, 

I have received this emaih See you in class today 

Best, 
Sophia 

On 8:36 AM; EUNICE N Sahie wrote: 
>> Dear All, 
>> 

>> Here are updates on questions/requests from recent days: 
>> 

>> 1 ) Extension: Only under unexpected circumstances do I give individual 
>> extensions. Thus, based on requests for extensions, please note that I 
>> am extending the submission date for the whole class. Here are details: 
>> 

>> Term paper submission period: You can can submit your paper anytime from 
>> Wednesday to Saturday 
>> 

>> 2) Submission mode: via email to me with a cc to your UNC emai[ address. 
>> 

>> 3) Office hours this we&: I will have extended office hours on Thursday 
>> 3.30pm-5.00pm. 
>> 

>> Please acknowledge receipt of this emaih 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re:          Term papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I turned in a hard copy of my paper to your mailbox m Battle Hall 
yesterday morning If you would like me to email it to you as well, just 
let me kno~v. Thanks! 

On Tue,           08:36:13 -0400 (EDT), EUNICE N Sahle 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear All, 

Here are updates on questiuns/requests from recent days: 

1) Extension: Only under unexpected circumstances do I give individual 
e×tensions Thus, based on requests ]2~r extensions, please note that I am 
extending the submission date for the whole class. Here are details: 

Term paper submission period: You can can submit your paper anytime from 
Wednesday         to Saturday 

2) Submission mode: via email to me with a cc to your UNC emai[ address. 

3) Orifice hours this week: I will have extended office hours on Thursday 
3.30pm-5.00pm 

Please acknowledge receipt of this emai[. 

Best wishes, 
Dr Sahle 



EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@emai!.unc.edu;" 

Tuesday,             9:29 AM 

Today’s ceremony and class time reminder: 

Deo~ l~dl, 

Jus~ a quick reminder about our decision in class las~ week: that in light of my participation at our University’s m~-ard ceremony today, you will use class time to work on 

your research papers. 

See you on Thursday. 

Best m shes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re:          Term papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Thank you Dr Sahle, 

see you in your office hours & congratulations on your award!’.! 

On Tue,            08:36:13 -0dO0 (E])’]7), EUNICE N Sahle 
< eunice@email unc edu> wrote: 

Dear All, 

Here are updates on questions/requests li*om recent days: 

1) Extension: Only under unexpected circumstances do I give individual 
extensions, r,[lqus, based on requests for extensions, please note that I am 
extending the submission date k~r the whole class. Here are details: 

Term paper submission period: You can can submit your paper anytime from 
Wednesday        to Saturday 

2) Submission mode: via email to me with a cc to your UNC email address 

3) Office hours this week: I will have extended office hours on Thursday 
3 30pm-5.00pm. 

Please acl~nowledge receipt o17 this email 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

Co: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Paper 

Attach: BloodDiamondsFin~gl.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle 

I have attached my paper for our social movements class. }tope yon enjoy and see you Thur~tay! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, 12:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE:          Term papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I am actually almost done with the paper (11 pages), so I will try to get it to you as soon as I can. Do you prefer subheadings in the paper? 

Sincerely, 

..... Original Message ..... 
Date: Tuesday, 8:37:07 am 

From: EUNICE N Sable <eunice@email unc.edu> 
Subject:           Term papers, submission, etc - Response: 

Dear All, 

Here are updates on questions/requests from recent days: 

1) Extensiun: Only under unexpected circumstances du I give individual extensiuns Thus, based on requests for extensions, please note that I am extending the submission date for the 
whole class Here are details: 

Term paper submission periud: Yuu can can submit your paper anytime from Wednesday to Saturday 

2) Submissiun mode: via email to me with a cc to your UNC email address. 

3) Ol![ice hours this week: I will have extended office huurs on Thursday 3.30pm-5 00pro. 

Please acknuwledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.: 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 12:19 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

StacyNicole Robiu~m <stacy.robinson@duke.edu> 

Thursday 4,/14 Caribbean Studies working group talk by Patricia Northover 

p.northover flyer.pdf 

Please circulate widely. 

Abject Blackness: 
ttauntologies of Development and the Demand for Authenticity: 
A Critique of (Amartya) Sen’s Development as Freedom 

a talk by 
Patricia N0rthover 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 

5:00 PM 

225 Friedl Building 

East Campus, Duke 

Patricia Northover is Senior Research Fellow at the Sir Arthur W. Lewis 
Institute for Social and Economic Studies, UWI, Jamaica An 
interdisciplinary development economist, Northover combines economics 
with social theo~, philosophy, and Cultural Studies to address 
development and culture. Nor thover is the auth or of many j o urnal 
articles and the forthcoming book Growth Theory: A Critical 
Philosophical Perspective. 

This event is presented by the Duke-krNC Working Group on Caribbean 
Studies in a Globalized Era, with co-sponsorship from Duke’s At~ican & 
African-American Studies Program and the Islands, Images, Lmaginaries 
Project at Duke 

For more irfformation, contact crichlo~v@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Extension email 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Here is my ackno~vledgement of receipt of the extension email Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: paper 

Attacl~: paper.docx 

Dear Dr Sahle, 
Here is an electronic copy of my paper, there should be a hard cop?- in your 
mailbox. Thanks so much! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gma~l.com> 

Tuesday, 1:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

due library books 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

Two of the books I vented from the library for your research ave being recalled because another professor needs them. So I have to return them by the end of this 

week and cannot renew them. The vest of the books are not due until May, so you can still use them. Let me l~ow if you would like me to pick up these two books 

from your office or if you would prefer to drop them offat Davis Library.The two books are: 

Subverting colonia] authority : challenges to Spanish role in eighteenth-century southern Andes / Sergio Serulnikov. 

Cochabamba! : water war in Bolivia / Oscar Olivera, in collaboration ruth Tom Lewis. 

Sorry tbr the inconvenience 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:46 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Today’s event with Veronica Cruz Sanchez is CANCELLED 

I was just informed that the guest speaker and her driver were in an 
accident - they are okay but unable to hold the event. 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke University 
140 Franklin Center, 2204 Erwin Road 
Box 90254 
Durham, NC 27708-0254 

Phone 919-681-3983 
Fax 919-681-7966 
njh@duke.edu 
http:i/clacs.aas.duke.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu.; 

Tuesday, 5:21 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

term paper 

Term Paper.docx 

@email.unc.edw~ 

Professor Sahle, 
Attached is my term paper. Thank you so much for giving me this extension 
and congratulation on your award today’. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 5:32 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Dear Dr. Sahle 

My name is I am a I am good friends ruth and met her morn 

when she was recently in town - and isn’t she something! Always nice to realize why your friends are so intereffting. At any rate, highly recommended I try 

and take a course ruth you - and your          ieally interests me. And it fits with my schedule’. What a nice world. I was just curious however as to if you had a 

rough draft of the syllabus ready yet, I would love to see it if so. Thanks in advance - and rash me luck in registering on Thursday’. 



From: writing center@unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:59 PM 

To: 

Sub.jot’t: Wril3ng Center summary for 

Dear Prof. SaNe, 

and I agreed ~ve should send you a short summar)" of the 

conference we had today. 

brought in her draft on social movements regarding blood diamonds in Sierra Leone and Angola. As she was primarily concerned with flow, I read the paper aloud and we followed 

up ~vith a reverse outline where she was able to manipulate paragraphs for organization and concision. 

Writing Center Tutor 



From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:12 AM 

To: 

Subjet~: Final Paper: 

A~tad~: final paper finaJ draf[.docx 

Dear Prof SaNe, Just wanted to let you know I got your email as per yonr mqnest. I finished alma@ so I figured you would appreciate it if I submitted my paper now. 
Hope the CemmoW went wonderfully yesterday, see you in class tomorrow. 

Best- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 10:51 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Brazilian Film Festival Concludes TONIGttT, April 13 

Ma~daBala flyer.pdf 

Wednesday April 13th at 7pro in the Richard V~]fite Auditorium (East Campus): 
The Bm~ili~n ~l)~e~m~ry l?i~m Series continues and c*~cludes with 

Manda Bala (Send a Bullet) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 12:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

@Times: Top 5, Healthy Recipes, DisuNon and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " 0413/a mes 1 Y 

[ ii.~.iI @Times-April 13, 2011 I 

D~sunion 
One-hundred-and-fifty years ago, Americans went to war 
with themselves. Disunion revisits and reconsiders 
&m~efiea’s must peNluus period -- using contemporary accounts, 
diaries, images and historical assessments to follow the Civil War 
as it unfolded. Read more on the Opinionatur and join Disunion 
un Faeebuok. 

Recipes fm~ Healti~                                    ~ 
What is a healthy dessert? Here are some satis~’ing and 
healthy ways to end a meal, or start your day~ Apple 
Cbffoutis, similar to a ftan~ a very easy dessert that always 
impresses. Strawberry Go[ate, a perfeetly wonderful ice cream 
with no cream and no eggs. Caramehzed Ho~ey--gaked Pears, the 
flaw)r of cloves infuses ~hese pears and their tawny syrup. Cheek 
out H~ese recipes and more in Recipes for Hea~th and by joining 
Heatthy Living on Facebook. 

Join the Conversation -Arts Neat     ~ 

You~" Thoughts on Di~’ecto~" S~d~ey Lume~ 

"Nd~ey L~rnet, a diree?or who pr~J~rred the slreels oj’New York to 
the baek ~ots oj’IIo~y~)ood and whose stori~s oj’conscier~:e .. ’~2 
Aagrff Men," ’N~rfHco," ’~Do9 Da{t ~fi’ernoor~," "The Verdict," 
"Nel~u?rk"-. became mod~rn American film classic% died .S’at~wda9 
morr~rqj at his home h~ Manh~l?~m. Ite w~s 86. S~bmit a comment 
to sh~we {to~r lhoughls on Mr. L~m~el~ career." 

Readers’ Comments: 

"Anyone who has never seen the old tno’~,ie "12 Angry Men" 
should see it -- we live in a time when people are not always 
ready [o admit the biases that prompt their actions. Thank 
to Sid for tha t grea[ movie, and many more." 
-- Posted by Norm M, 

"What a fine body of work be gave us. His respect for actors and 
viewers enriched that work." 
-- Posted by 7~d M. 

~ Join the Conversatbn ~> 

Top 5 Viewed Features 
(BeS, veen April 6, 2011 -. Aprii 12; 2011) 

:. Kmgman: The President Is Missing 

st. Krugman: Ludicrous aod Cruel 

, N.C.A.A.’s Double Standard 

, Snookinomics: Profits Frmn a 

, Find Your New Home 

~ ScammiBg as Fast as He Can 

. Katie Cuufic and CBS Look to 
Part Ways 

~ SLIDE St][O’~: Masters 

Photo Replay 
Highlights from the final round 
of the Masters, where there was 
both a surprise collapse and a 
surprise victor. 

~ ABSTRACT SUNDAY: 

The 2 o :t ~ Ea s te r-E gg A~di t 
This is what happens when the 
taxman and the Easter Bunny 
meet. 

Egypt’s Bmnpy Road to 

Op-Ed columnist Nicholas D. 

Kristof reports on the messy 

state of Egypt after street 

protests inspired a democratic 

rewfiution. 

How does ti~e digi~l 
subscription plan affect 

you? Follow 
@NYTDipitaiSubs for more 
irffoHT~ation. 

Experience~ 
~the best live en,ertainm ~nt with 

Ticke~ ~a,ch e- mail. 



3. Budget De;fl te Cut $38 B~l]ion Avert~ S]~utdown 

4, Donald ’I~mp Responds 

5. Dowd: B]owJn’ i~ ~he Id~o~ W~nd 

Check out The Scoop 
iPhone app and download 
tlsis insideCs guide to Blew 

York 

ABOUT TH~S E-~]A~L 

@Times comes to you from the. NYlimes corn mad,;e.ting depa~.ment. You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTil’nes corn’s @Times newsiettel. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Ci~snge Your E-Maii I Privacy Polic’~, I Advertise i Corltac~ 

1he New York Times Company I Copyright 2011 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue [dew York, NY ~ 0018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 4:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Update: 

Nega Mezlekia’s poignant mad riveting autobiography.docx 

Hi Professor Sable, 

I had a bad virus this weekend and thus had a difficult time finishing my 
paper on time. I apologize for it being late and I uaaderstand there is a 
2% deduction eveW day that it is late. I put a lot of work into this 
paper, however so I feel it is important that I get it to you today. I hope 
you are doing welh 

Best, 

On Fri,          09:37:32 -0400 (EDT), EUNICE N Sable 
<eunice@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear All, 

Greetings and here are two updates: 

1)I had mentioned to some of you that I might I have extra office hours 
today Unfortunately, I will not be on campus today because of the flu I 
have been fighting most of this week. 

2) Tuesday’s class: I just received a letter indicating that ! have to be 
at award ceremony earlier than I thought. Thus, it seems unproductive fi~r 
our class to meet fi~r only 20 minutes on ’]Tuesday before my departure for 
the ceremony. In light of this development, rather than coming to class 
your assigr~nent :[’or Tuesday ~s to start reading the novel Matigari which 
will be a central part of the :final exam Happy reading... 

Best wishes as you finished up your research papers. 

Dr Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

epenn <~epenn@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Availability 

Oh, in my bulletin it says that it is just recormnended if you don’t kno~v 
much about African histoly. But if you require it rll try to take 
in the fall when I register tomorro~v. Thales. 

On Wed,            20:44:40 +0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> The seminar was offered last fall and will most likely be offered in the 
> Sr,-in~ of 2012 Please note that as indicated in the course bulletin, 
> is a prerequisite for 
> 
> Sincerely, 
> Dr SaNe 
> 
> 
> 

> [ ...... Nvan~ Oro, Juliu~ Iv. 
> Sent: Wednesday, 4:37 PM 
> To: 
> Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Sutziect: RE: Availabih~" 
> 

> Hi I am forwarding this note to Dr Eunice Sable who is the instructor 
of 
> the course. She perhaps would be able to tell you when she anticipates to 
> teach the course. 
> 

> Fr;~i i@emaiil un~ied~] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 3:27 PM 
> To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
> Sut~ject: Availability 
> 

> Hey Mr. Nyang’oro, 
> 

> I was wondering if there were any future plans to offer the course 

> about Social Justice Movements. I contacted my academic advisor about 
this 
> matter and she suggested that I contact y’all directly. I ara supposed to 
> have this course for both tW major and minor but it looks like it hasn’t 
> been offered for the past few semesters and won’t be offcred in the fall. 
> If you could just let me know at your convenience that would be great! 
> Thanks so much[ 
> 

> 

> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Yaxaco <wara@bu.edu> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 5:15 PM 

Carol Thompmn <Carol.Thompmn@nau.edu> 

a]eslie@africa.ufl.edu; dlalbn&~uaanail.albany.edu; SaNe, Eanice N <eanice@emaiLunc.edu>; ezuem@saacaNawrence.edu; 
getaM sa@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu;          ~aol.com; ksheldon@ucla.edu; moorman@indiana.edu; rdemotts@pugetsound.edu; 

sandra.joireman@Wheaton.edu; sidney.lcasfi@emory.edu; taiwo@seattleu.edu; vwvilsonl @kent.edu; @gmail.com 

Re: ASA: Non-payment RdTables-IndivPapers 

Hi Carol, 

None of these names figure in tlae panels or individual papers for Healtla & Healing (and we have no roundtables--unless you decide to move the Roundtable under 
Environment on Vanadium Poisoning in South Africa’to Health. 

I am still working on this. I should have it for you mon. 

Best, 

Jennifer 
Jenni%r_i. Yanco~ PhD 
US Director 
West African Research Association 
232 Bay State Road 
Boston, MA o2215 
6~ 7-35~-~-89 o2 

www.bu.edu/wara 

On 4/12/2011 12:57 AM, Carol Thompson wrote: 

Hello Colleagues, 
Thank you a million for all your work! Most all of you have reported in! 
Tasks remaining: 
1) Non-payments - I received today the final list of non-paying submissions. Attached is the list by a) roundtable and by b) 
individual paper submissions, it took quite a bit of time to put it all from Excel into Word....so there is not a particular order. But 
this list is not too long. 
Please run through the list and let me know if we should bother going to the person and/or chair about payment. In other 
words, given the non-payment, please decide just once more: Is the roundtable or paper so weak that we do not need to bother? 
Does the non-payment show the lack of enthusiasm/quality of the abstract? 

ASA will go to any you have not marked as weak and try again, to get payment. 
2) I have not included those on fully constituted panels who have not paid for there are so many. 
Are there any panels you have rejected? Again, we will not bother asking for payment but just reject. I know most of you have 
already submitted, but I am asking you to summarize any panel rejections once again, to double check me. 
3) Some of you have been asking about the ’orphan’ papers, for you all have been excellent in sending me designated ones. The 
final step will be to consolidate them into panels, which will mainly be my task. 
Thank you for going over the non-payment list! 
Thank you for your work. 

Carol 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~:34 PM 

Social Movements Working C~oup <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edtc" 

[smwg01] anyone interested in going to the CFS’ Pie&nont Farm Tour this weekend? 

Apologies for double posting 

Hi everybody: 

1 was ~vondering if there is anyone going (or interested in going) to the 
CFS’ Piedmont Falrn tour this weekend? the tours are this saturday or sunday 
from 1:00 to 5:00, it costs $25 per car and there are 40 ditt’erent farms to 

pick from! 

I don’t have a car, so I was hoping I could join in a group that’s already 
organized or get some people interested and a car 

There is also an option for volunteering at one specific farm 

Cheers,, 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 ’is eunice@email unc edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29013175_4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26f~57fcT@lis’userv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Saltle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:49 PM 

Reminder of the semester: Schedule: 

Dem All, 

Gmelings. 

Looking forw-ard to receiving all your papers in the next little while. 

Please review Blackboard - course outline - tbr our schedule tier the reminder of the semester. We started with m~ ambitious agenda, but I have had to contain it in light 
of the stress that deepens tbr you all as we get close to the end of the semester. 

See you tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret McLaughlin <maggie.mclaughlin@a£ricanstudies.org> 

Thursday. April 14, 2011 9:07 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Km-en Jenkins <kaacen:ienkins@africanstudies.org>; Aili Tripp 

ASA Pre- regis~tration 

~gmail.com); carol.thompson@nau.edu 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

As a member of the Program Committee, you will receive complimentary pre-registration for the 2011 Annual Meeting, November 17-19, 2011 in Washington, DC 

upon payment of your 2011 ASA membership dues. 

I invite you to visit our website at www.africanstudies.org to renew your ASA membership. Upon logging in, click on the myASA link at the top of the page and 

select Online Store/Online payments from the dropdown list. After making the appropriate membership selection, you will be able to pay by credit card or check. 

Please notify me when your membership fee has been processed in order to waive your pre-registration fee. 

On behalf of the Board of Directors, thank you for your service to the ASA in contributing to the success of the 2011 Annual Meeting. Should you have any questions 

about this message, please do not hesitate to contact me at maggie.mclaughlin@africanstudies.org or by phone at 848-445-8173 x3. 

Kind regards, 

Maggie 

Margaret McLaughlin 

Manager, Member Services 

African Studies Association 

Rutgers University - Livingston Campus 

54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 

Piscataway, N.J. 08854-8045 

Website: www.africanstudies.org 

Tel: 848-445-8173 x3 

Fax: 732-445-1366 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 9:27 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

TODAY at 5:00 pm Caribbean Studies working group talk by Patricia Northover 

p.northover flyer.pdf 

Please circulate widely. 

Abject Blackness: 
Hauntologies of Development and the Demand for Authenticity-: 
A Critique of (~mart’ya) Sen’s Development as Freedom 

a talk by 
Patricia Northover 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 
5:00 PM 
225 Friedl Building 
East Campus, Duke 

Patricia Northover is Senior Research Fellow at the Sir Arthur W. Lewis 
Institute for Social and Economic Studies, UWI, Jamaica. An 
interdisciplinary development economist, Northover combines economics 
with social theory, philosophy, and Cultural Studies to address 
development and culture. Northover is the author of many journal 
articles and the forthcoming book Growth Theory: A Critical 
Philosophical Perspective 

This event ~s presented by the Duke-UNC Working Group on Caribbean 
Studies in a Globalized Era, with co-sponsorship from Duke’s Ali’ican& 
African-American Studies Program and the Islands, Images, Imaginaries 
ProJect at Duke 

For more information, contact crichlow@duke.edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA <info asmeascholars.org@mcsv 172.net> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:54 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

CALL FOR PAPERS: Annual Cont~rence 2011 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 

Out of the Past, Into the Future: 
Reflections on the Middle East and Africa 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2011 annual conference. 

Members from any disdpline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submi[ proposNs to pa~idpate ~n the conference. Unique 

proposels from sen~or graduete students (ABD) will also be cons~dered. Alsstracts on topics re~ated 

to the Middle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~ contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, a~liat~on). The due da~ for proposals is WedneMay, June ~, 201L 

ProposNs should be sent to: info@asmea~holars.or~. Completed papers are due by 

September 5, 

Referees and Di~c~s*anl:s 

ASHEA Members interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e-mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles. Send e=mail to: info@asmeascholars,or(l, 

Registratiea 

Space is limited, register for the 4th Annual ASMEA Conference here. Any questions or for more 

information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or infe@as~ea~helars, erq, 

Asseciation for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeas~holars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars,org, 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 



Copy~tight (C) 2011 ASMEA All rights reserved. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Subject: Class 

I was in class today, and was suppose to remind you that I attended class but had to leave early. Thanks! 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 3:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Lunch 

Hi Dr Sable, 

I hope you are doing well! You had mentioned having lunch tomorrow somewhere at noon (I can’t remember where) and I wanted to see if you were still available. I’m free all day. 

Also, please let me know if you need anything! 

Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 5:17 PM 

intl-duncplas@du ke.edu 

Duke Fall 2011 Haitian Creole Language course offerings 

Creole_2_Flyers_l-I-III-W[1 ].docx 

Duke will offer 3 different levels of Haitian Creole classes in Fall 2011. All of the classes will now count towards Duke’s foreign language requirements for undergraduate students. 

The class schedule appears below. See the attached flyer for more details on each class. 

For more information, contact iacques.pierre(~,duke.edu 

Schedule for Fall 2011 

Creole I FL - MWF 8:45-9:45 

Creole II FL -MWF 11:55-12:55 

Creole III ---CZ FL --~F 2:50-4:05 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Thursday, 6:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

My name is            - and I am veW keen on your Human Rights, 
Ethics, and Global Issues class. I am taking the semester away at 
Columbia in New York, and am unable to register in time with eye.one 
else. Of course by the end of the month many great classes will be 
full, and because as of right now your class has only 9 seats left I 
expect yours will do the same and fill to capaci~z. I have been been 
stu@ing national security, nationalism, international economy, and 
human rights/international organizations during my stay and feel that 
this class correlates very strongly to my interests Are you flexible 
enough with the roster to consider adding nay name, even if it appears 
full on ConnectCarolina? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"_c}email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Research Paper 

Afri Paper.docx 

Hello ProI~ssor Sable, 

I have attached my paper. I apologize for its tardiness. 

Thank you, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 4:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Congress Passes Budget Bill, but Some in G.O.P. Balk 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O4/!5/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i Op-~ i On this Day 

~o~[onlize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

April 15, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Congress Passes Budget Bill 

The House and Senate passed the 
compromise legislation to finance the 
federal government, with 59 House 
Republicans breaking ranks to vote 
against the deal. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Co~fld Inform IJ,S, Debate 

A year into Britain’s controversial 
austerity plan, retail sales have had 
the sharpest monthly plunge in ~5 
years and real household income is 
expected to fall 2 percent this year. 

Pl~ouetle Clues Hint I.auguage Is 

An analysis implies that modern language originated only once, in southern Africa, a surprising 
finding. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

¯ lOInS A, BOEI{NER, the spe;~ker of the House, on a measm’e to fiua~ee the govermnent through 

Se[~tember. 

MAGAZINE 

CarYe a Lamb in 

Th tee Cuts 
Mark Bittmau presents 
a technique fro" earviug lamb shank 
in three easy cuts. 

OPINION 

State I{~.~-~ State I-Io~][~e 

Home Companion 

~,o_.mp3n 
How cutting funds for 
public radio hurts 
conservative listeners, too. 

Could your ser~ator conquer 
the 10407 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Choosing the right tax software 

]hose disappearing tax breaks 

ru: : ]     I:~-: : : I 

WORLD 

UoNo G~*oups Helped Nm~t~re A~-a b Up~qMngs 

A small core of American groups played a bigger role in promoting democracy in Arab states than 
was previously known. 



Sinee February, Misnrata has been besieged, stranding thonsands between heavy fighting and a 

harbor that conld serve as a depat’ture point. 

NATO Show~ng Strah~ Over Approach to L~bya 

Amid divisions over the intensity of the air campaign in Libya, some of the allies are calling for 

participation by more nations, 

¯ More World News 

Desp[te Setbacks, Ac]zo~a She~qffWo~*t Yield the Spotl]ght 

Never one to shy away from publicity, Sheriff ~ oe Arpaio of Arizona’s Maricopa County has enlisted 

private pilots to track illegal immigrants from the sky. 

~ Times Topic: Joseph M. Ar~aio 

They Gather" Sec~-et~y at Night, and Then They (Shhh,*) Eat 

Across the country, underground food markets are popping up, giving chefs a chance to show their 

stuff and maybe make some money. 

B~dget Deal Fuels Rex,~val of School Vs mchers 

Conservative Republicans across the country are advancing voucher programs, including plans to 

offer them for the first time to middle-class and even affluent families. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Pressure to Unwind CVS Merger 

The consumer groups contend the merged drugstore chain and pharmacy benefit manager are 

anti-competitive. 

Price of Tomatoes Has a Lot to Do V~ith These Thefts 
i.::y ,’vii. i. /. M 

The anthorities say the thefts were committed by people familiar with the prodnce tt’neking 

bnsiness who waited for the p~fice to rise. 

The B~sh~ess Market PRays Cloud Co~nput]ng Catch-Up 

There are signs that companies like I.B.M. and their establishment eustomers now want remote 
information services to be a bigger part of what they offer. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

Miami has the stars on the court, but the notoriously distracted fans in South Flm~da have been 

mostly indifferent. 

Jack~o*~’s Fa~’ewell To~u- Could E*~d V~q]e~’e It Began 

Phil Jackson won the first of ~ titles when his Bulls vanquished the Lakers in ~991. Twenty years 

later, could his Lakers top the Bulls for title No. 

~Off the Ddbble: Knicks Get an Unlikely Prosonent: Reggie 

~ P~yoff P~ev~ew Western Conference ] Eastern Conference 

Ra~ger5 Look to StaaI to Sht~t Dow~ 

Defenseman Marc Staal played Alex Ovechkin tough while shadowing him in Game ~ of their 

playoff series, but the Capitals’ high-scoring star scored the tying goal late in the third period. 

Mote Sports News 

ARTS 

Two Points of View, Miles Apart 

Robert Whitman speeializes in the art of the ephemeral in this case two perfm~anees, oceurring at 
once, miles apart, that inform each other. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 



The festival’s selections, however quirky, offer crucial exposure for serious independent filmmakers. 

~[] V~deo [ribeca Returns 

THEATER REVIEW I ’WAR HORSE’ 

"War Horse," the hit London play about the hmTors of World War I, and its captivating star COlne to 

life at Lincoln Center. 

More Airs News 

MOVIES 

MOMIE REVIEW I THE CONSPIRATOR’ 

"The Conspirator," Robert Redford’s latest tm~ as director, imagines the path of justice in the 

aftermath of Lincoln’s assassination. 

MOVIE REVIEW[ %HE PRINCESS OF MONTPENSIER’ 
Paw~ Prize a~d Beauty, S~ Submit She Must 

"The Princess of Montpensier," Bertrand Tavm~ier’s period tale about wars on the battlefield and 
those closer to home, is a rousing amalgam of ambition, moods and genre conceits. 

~ Exclusive Clip 

MOMIE REVIEW [ THE DOUBLE HOURI 

Roma~ce +w Fih~ Nolr? Both, and a Thriller 

~II~e plot of "The Double Hour" is so complex that only a vigilant detective could piece it together. 

~ Relate3 Article 

o More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

S~op the B~tame Game 
Libyan rebels need support from a unified coalition with a strategy for the long haul. 

EDITORIAL 

Any long-term deal with Portngal shmfld be negotiated by the next government. 

EDITORIAL 

The RepubHca~ Medicare Resh~fffle 
The Republicans’ budget proposal reduces federal spending by shifting more of Medieare’s costs onto 
beneficiaries. 

EDITORIAL 

The M’izona Senate passed an absurd bill requiring presidential eandidates to submit extensive 
proof of their status as natural-bm’n Americans. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Let Us Eat i,ish 

On average, fish stoeks appear to be stable and are rebuilding. Americans shonld not feel bad about 
eating fish. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

YVho~s Serious 

President Obama called the Republicans’ bluff on Wednesday and laid out a budget plan that really 
is serious. 

~ Columnist Page ~ 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

With President Obama and Paul Ryan having developed a cold contempt for the other’s position, 

where will the budget wars take us next? 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

"F|~e Gtms of Academe 

An Arizona proposal to permit firearms on college campuses probably won’t have much effect on 

gun violence and safety. 

, Mole Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 15, ~9m, the British ]uxnry liner Titanie sank in the North Atlantic off Newfoundlam|, 
less than three hours after striking an iceberg. About ~,5oo people (tied. 

* See This Front Page 
* Buy This Front Page 

About This E-tv’laH 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. ,’ks a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Sdbsc[iptiorls I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve[tise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,             8:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

~email.unc.edu> 

Paper 

doc 

Dr. Sable, 

Here is my research paper 

Thank you, 

Have a good weekend. 



From: ?}gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 10:21 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Subject: "today’s mtg 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dr. Sable and 

I’ve been up all night and morning with a homble sto~nach bug, food poisoning or so~nething. I’ve been trying to will ~nyselfout of it, but jus~t can’t. I’m soooo sorry. I 

was really looking forward to meeting today, if there is anuthing I cm~ help with tomorrow if i’m feeling better please let me know. im so sorry again, this is just the worst 
time to get sick 

I am so so son.5~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com 

Friday, 10:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: I,ast minute request 

Dr. Sahle, 

I am so sorry but I will not be able to attend today; I have a prior con~aitment that I cannot miss Best of luck and let me know if you need help with anything in the future Congratulations 
again on your a~vard, and I look forward to seeing you for lunch soon! 

Best, 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sahle. Eunice N 
To: 

Cc: @gmail.com 
Cc: 
Subject: Last minute request 
Sent:             10:35 AM 

Dear 

Greetings 

Is it possible for the two of you to stand for     at UNC’s Go[ event tomorrow to highlight the gendered aspects of stu@ abroad experiences? 
request,       will be there. Kindly let me know as soon as you can       and I will be meeting today at 1 00pm to discuss our session. 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

is not feeling well hence this last minute 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:07 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Last minute request 

When would I be presenting? I have something to do at 11 tolnorrow morning but should be done by 12:30. I would be able to come after that. I know 

come and I’d love to help, maybe also have someone else with me. Is       presenting on that topic or so~nething else? 

On Fri, at 10:35 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

TS it possible for the two of you to stand for    aL UNC’s Go! event tomorrow to highlight the gendered aspects of study abroad experiences? 
this last minute request,      will be there. Kindly let me know as soon as you can. 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

can’t 

is noL feeling well hence 
and I will be meeting today at :L.OOpm to discuss our session. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafikunc.edu> 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Course Question 

My name is and I am one of the students that recently em-olled 
in your class. I am 
currently rearranging my schedule and I was wondering if you had a syllabus 
from a past semester when you taught this course so I could see if see the 
course actually aligns with my professional and academic interests? Thales 
so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheila Nix, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 12:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Breaking: Good news 

Dear ONE Member, 

Great news today. The 2011 US budget that passed Congress last night 
preserves nearly all funding for key programs fighting poverty in the 
developing world. 

The threat of Congress severely cutting these programs was very real. In 
fact, the budget that’s currently on its way to the President’s desk for his 
signature makes some of the most significant cuts to the federal government 
in American history. But we campaigned hard to make sure Congress 
prioritized programs that save lives, and now programs that fight 
H1MiA]~DS, malaria, and hunger will maintain full funding. 

Check out the ONE Blog for more details about what this means. And give 
yourself a pat on the back. Because of hundreds of thousands of ONE 
members working together, our voices were heard loud and clear on Capitol Hill 
and cuts that could have been devastating for the world’s poorest people 
were avoided. 

Thank you! 

Sheila Nix and the entire U.S. ONE staff 

This mail was sent to Sahle Eunice. Click here to unsubscribe.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu 

Friday, 1:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

ReseaJcch Paper Assignment 

Research Paper Assignlnent.docx 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I’m attaching my completed            ~esearch Paper Assigmnent. I hope 
you enjoy it, and hope you have a restful ~veekend! 

Thanks very much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.nnc.edn 

Friday, 1:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@email.~mc.edu> 

AFAM Rese~xch Paper Assignment 

AVAM Research Paper Assignment.docx 

I neglected to CC myself in the emai[ I just sent with lay paper 
attached Here it is again! 

Thanks so much, 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

Subjet’t: Fun things 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you so mnch for lunch today; I thorongNy enjoyed myself. I really appreciate it. Here are a few of these things I had mentioned. Please let me know if you need 

me to do an~hing! 

Colbert Report on Wake Coun~: http:/iw~v.colbertnalion.com/the-colbert-report-videos/371414, the-word---disintegration 

l~’hat’s tl~e ~/[atter ~ith Kansas? [to,, Conservati~,es lVon the [learl qfAmerica by Thomas Frank 

Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 3:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@email .unc.edu> 

Tem~ paper submission 

Blood Diamonds Paper.doc 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Attached, please find my term paper. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Friday,             4:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Anti-blood diamond paper 

Anti-Blood Social Movement.doc 

Hey Professor Sahle, 

Thank you so much for talking to me yesterda’i I enjoyed it. 

Biology BS - I~)NC Class of 

Chemistry Minor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:02 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Last minute request 

Dr. Sable, I talked with       today and she gave me a brief run-down of the event tolnolrow. I’In going to meet you both at 115ish at the Glob~J Cup Cafe and 

please let me know if there is anything I need to do beforehm~d. Look forwmd to seeing you then! 

On             11:06 AM,                          ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> When would I be pre~nting? I have something to do at 11 tomorrow morning 

> but should be done by 12:30. I would be able to come after that. I know 

> can’t come and I’d love to help, maybe also have someone el~ with me. Is 

> presenting on that topic or something el~? 
> 

> On Fri, 

>> 

>> Dear and 

>> Cheetings. 

>> Is it possible tbr the two of you to stand for    at UNC’s Go! event 

>> tomorrow to highlight the gendered aspects of study abroad experiences? 

>> is not feeling well hence this last minute reques~t, will be there. 

>> Kindly let me know as soon as you can. and I will be meeting today at 

>> 1.00pm to discuss our session. 

>> Looking forward to hearing from you. 

>> Best rashes, 

>> Dr. SaNe 

> Universi~ of No(th Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> International Studies, PoliticaJ Science, Spanish for the Professions 

at 10:35 AM, Sahle~ Eunice N <eunice~em~fil.unc.edu>wrote: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email a~nc .edu 

Friday, 5:27 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Important note: AFRI .SPR1NG 

I looked at my grades on blackbo~:rd and the map quiz grade is still 96/128. I’m certain I did much better than that and please let me know if you will fix it. 

The problem was that I followed directions to use "/" for the spaces of the countries or capitals that had more than one word to I. However, it counted those aJl wrong 

so please let me know what I should do to improve the grade. 

Thank you for the updates’.! Have a great weekend! 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 

From: EUNICE N S~hle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, 17:21:13 -0400 (EDT) 

To: <"AFRI .SPRING    "> 

Subject: Important note: AFRI .SPRING 

Deax All, 

Greetings. 

Please note I have posted important updates to Blackboard - discussion bo~d section. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:31 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: RE: Last minute request 

Of course! It’s not only a great cause but you’ve also done so much to help me out that I’d love to return the favor. 

On 5:29 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear 

> Many thaJ~ks liar ma]d ng the time! 

> I will be sending another email shortly. In "the meantime, review the description of our section on Campus Y and Center tbr Global INtiatives websites. 

> AgaAn thanks volunteering for this event! I will let folks at the Cmnpus Y and Center ibr Global Initiatives know of your willingness to contribute at this late hour. 
> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sahle 

> F~om: (~gmaAl.com] 
> Sent: Friday, 5:02 PM 

> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Last minute request 

> 

> Dr. Salfle, I talked with today and she gave Ine a brief run-down of the event tomorrow. I’m going to meet you both at 115ish at the Global Cup Cafe and 

please let me know if there is anything I need to do beforehm~d. Look forwmd to seeing you then! 

> On             11:06 AM, ’                         ~gmaJl.com<mailto: 

>> ~Vhen would I be presenting? I have something to do at 11 tomorrow morning 
>> but should be done by 12:30. I would be able to come after that. I know 

>> can’t come m~d I’d love to help, maybe also have someone else with me. Is 

presenting on that topic or something else? 

>> On Fri, 
>> 

>~> Dear and 

>>v Greetings. 

>>~ Is it possible for the two of you to stand for     at UNC’s Go! event 

>>> tomorrow to highlight the gendered aspects of study abroad experiences? 

>>> is not feeling well hence this laser minute request, roll be there. 

>>> Kindly let me ki~ow a~s soon as you can. and I will be meeting today at 

>>:~ 1.00pm to discuss our session. 

>~-c, Looking forward to hearing from you. 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Dr. Sahle 

:~> University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

>> Intemalional Studies, Political Science, Sl~nish for the Professions 

~gmail.com>> wrote: 

at 10:35 AM, Sable Eunice N < eunice,@~ema~l.unc.edu<m~filto:eunice(~ema~l.unc.edu>>wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

irb no reply@mailserv.grad.unc.edu 

Friday, April 15, 2011 8:52 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

ORB] Investigator Certification Required 

Principal hivestlgator: 

Study Title: 

The above IRB submission is ready for your certification. Please click on the link below and review the submission. When you are satisfied with this submission, click 

the "I Certi~" button and confllm to cer[if),z. 

All personnel listed on this stady (Ibr whom we have email addresses) will receive separate instructions about COI disclosures. Once certified, the statas of COI 

disclosures can be viewed on the "Personnel" tab on the "Application Status" screen. 

Please be aware that the submission and review process will not continue until you certit~, 

Click on the link below to be taken directly to this submission. 

http:iiapps.research.unc.edu/irbieform routing.cfin?Masterld= 100540 



From: ?}gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 9:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subje~’t: irb 

Attach: irb application.pdf 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I’m really sort?’ abont today-, and hope that     and       were able to help yon. I’ve slept all day and am feeling a lot better already-. 

I was about to send in my irb application. I was able to speak with t~e anth department’s IRB head about the data secnri~~ and basically just keeping your compnter 
password protected and ant~-vm~s software updated, ~t f~ts that clearance. So I n about to send it in, but essentially fl~ev have me sign your name to it. So I just wanted 

to make sure that you hmze looked it over beIbre I say so. 

Thanks and good luck tomorrow at GO! 

Best, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 9:08 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Re: irb 

Sorry, I guess they do send it to you. 

I hope I did this alright. I was a bit confused about this process. 
Thanks again, 

On Fri, at 9:05 PM, ~gmafil.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Sal~le, 

I’m really sorry~ about today, and hope that     and       were able to help you. I’ve slept all day and mn feeling a lot betier already. 

I was about to send in my irb application. I was able to speak with the math department’s IRB head about the data security and basically just keeping your computer 

password protected and anti-virus softwaxe updated, it fits that clearance. So I’m about to send it in, but essentially they have tne sign your name to it. So I just 

wanted to make sure that you have looked it over before I say so. 

Thanks and good luck tomorrow at GO! 

Best, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Co: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Paper 

Attached is my paper. Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, ~ 9:36 PM 

Sable, Eufice N <eufice@email.unc.edtr~ 

@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Our forum - GO! 

I think those are great! I do not see any editing that needs to be done. I think they are veiy encompassing situations. I have attached a brief scenario I thought of. Feel 

free to disregard or edit it, but I felt it was important and a situation I encountered more than once: 

You are out at fight with your other friends from s~u@ abroad and see a group of males your age nearby talking about and looking at you and your friends. One of 

them comes up to you and accosts you in a manner that you are not u~d to by touching your arm and invading your personal space. They tell you ~md your ti-iends are 
’Beautiful Americans’ and would like to buy you a drink. You do not tEel unsafe and you unders~tand that inter- gender relations are veo, dittErent in the place where you 

live but this situation makes you feel uncomibrtable. How would you/your group of fiJends respond to this male? 

I look fom’ard to seeing you tomorrow! Let Ine kiiow if there is anything else I need to do beforehand. 

On Fri, at 7:48 PM, Sahle, Eufice N <eufice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear and 

I am so happy that we will be leading a session together at the Go! forum tomorrow. Thanks very much for agreeing to participant. I am sure your insights will be very 
helpful to students. 

Kindly find attached suggestions for our forum. Please review, edit, add, to the schedule. I would be delighted if you sent your comments, additions, etc by late tonight or 
early tomorrow morning so that I can print copies for the participants. 

Many thanks and see you tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Ufiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

International Studies, Political Science, Spanish tbr the ProtEssions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Alhm paper assignment 

At:am paper.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

My paper assignment is attached. 

Thank you 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 10:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ce: @live.unc.edu 

Subject: AFAM paper 

Attach: Blood Diamonds Paper.docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I’m just emailing you to turn in my research paper. I apologue for not using my UNC email address. I just switched to the new system this a2[’temoon, and it isn’t 

working properly. 

I hope you enjoy your weekend’. 



From: ~gmafil.com> 

Sent: Friday, 10:46 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: paper 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

I was looking over my paper and proofing (debating rewriting the whole 
thing for the billionth time)and realized that I made a huge mistake. 
I am writing about topic 3 and have written a whole paper about the 
details and social theory behind the liberia ~vomen’s peace movement. 
I have failed to mention South Africa and the women’s movement. Do 
you think its pertinent that I go back and include the South African 
movement. I just want to get your feedback because I don’t want to 
mess up the dynamic of my paper if it is not necessal3z. 

Thanks for you help! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

@gmaJl.com:~ 

RE: Our forum - GO! 

H~ 

I also think they look great. One change I would make lbr scenario 1 is to 
say "Suddenly you are cut in line by men" instead of "Suddenly you are 
pushed aside by men" because the way its written could bring up the the 
idea of being physically assaulted which I don’t think is where we were 
trying to go. 

My possible 4th scenario is: 

You meet a local male student on campus After rurming into him a couple of 
days in a row he invites you to go to beach that’s about 3 hours away with 
him and some of his friends this weekend and then to go to his house 
afterwards. He says you can bring a friend with you Last weekend one of 
the guys on your trip had a similar experience with someone he met and came 
back telling everyone how great Do you agree to go or not’? 

I think it could lead to interesting discussions about how behavior that 
might seem ok could be highly suggestive in other contacts, especially if 
the males have a marriage orientation mindset and taking you home to meet 
the parents is s~gnificant or something. 

IIowever, I really like scenario and I think it hits at different 
issues so we can use that one. 

Thanks, 

On Sat,            01:56:35 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<cunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Thanks for this addition! It is great. 
> 

> Looking forward to seeing you. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> From: ’@gmail.com] 
> Sent: Friday, ~:35 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Cc: 
> Subject: Re: Our forum - GO[ 
> 

> I think those are great! I do not see an?- editing that needs to be done 
I 
> think they are very encompassing situations. I have attached a brief 
> scenario I thought of Feel free to disregard or edit it, but I felt it 
was 
> important and a situation I encountered more than once: 
> 

> You are out at night with your other friends from study abroad and see a 
> group of males your age nearby talking about and looking at you and your 
> friends One of them comes up to you and accosts you in a manner that you 
> are not used to by touching your arm and invading your personal space. 
They 
> tell you and your friends are ’Beautiful Americans’ and would like to buy 
> you a drink. You do not feel unsafe and you understand that inter-gender 
> relations are very diIt’erent in the place where you live but this 
situation 
> makes you feel uncomfortable. Ho~v would you/your group of friends respond 
> to this male? 
> 

> I look forward to seeing you tomorro~v’. Let me kno~v if there is anything 
> else I need to do beforehand 
> 

> 

> 

> On Fri, at 7:48 PN{ Sahle, Eunice N 
> <eumce@emaihunc.edu<mailto:eunice(@emaihunc.edu>> wrote: 
> 



> [)ear and 
> 

> I am so happy that we will be leading a session together at the Go! forum 
> tomorrow Thanks very much for agreeing to participant. I am sure your 
> ~nsights will be very helpful to students. 
> 

> Kindly find attached suggestions for our forum. Please review, edit, 
add, 
> to the schedule I would be delighted if you sent your comments, 
additions, 
> etc by late tonight or early tomorrow morning so that I can print copies 
> for the participants. 
> 

> Many thanks and see you tomorrow. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> International Studies, Political Science, Spanish for the Professions 



From: ~emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:16 PM 

To: 

Subject: Social Movements Term Paper: AFAM, 

A~tach: Blood Diamond.docx 

.SPRING 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

here is my term paper on conflict diamonds and the social movements. I really e~joyed researching this topic. I hope you enjoy my paper. 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 2:59 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: @email. unc.edu> 

Subject: Te~m Paper AFAM 

Attach: DiamondConflictl .docx 

Professor Sahle, 

Please see attached. 

Thank you, 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 6:5 8 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: AFAM PAPER 

Attach: DR. SAHLE PAPER.docx 

Greetings Dr. Sahle, 

I hope this email reaches you well. Attached is my final essay 

If you could, please email me back so I can know that the file opened for 
you and you recieved it. 

Have a ~vonderful ~veekend, 



Frolu~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,             10:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

.@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM Tem~ Paper 

Here is my AFAM Tema Paper 

University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
A[’rican/’,rnerican Studies Major 
Social ~md Economic Jusuce 
Expected Graduation: 

;@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~)email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

@emaikunc.edt~:> 

AFAM TEILM PAPER 

Blood Diamonds.docx 

Here is my term paper. Have a good weekend, 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: AFAM Tem~ Paper 

AbAM TERM PAPER.docx 

I’m so sorry I just got back on campus from a family emergency and 
j ust realized that my paper wasn’t attached -- 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
African 2,rnerican Studies Major 
Social and Economic Justice 
Expected Graduation: 

@emaiI.unc.edu 

Quoting @email.~mc.edu>: 

> Here is ray .¢5".¢x’vi Tcma Paper 

> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> African 2unerican Studies Major 
> Social and Economic Justice 
> Expected Graduation: 
>      7@email.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 10:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: AFAM Term papers, submission, etc - Response: AFAM .SPRING 

On Tue,           08:36:13 -0400 (EDT), EUNICE N Sable 
<eunice@email uric edu> ~vrote: 
> Dear All, 

Dr. Sable, my computer crashed but I was able to revert it back to an 
earlier setting 
As a result I lost about half of the paper Would it be possible to send it 
in tomorrow- night-- I have about six pages left now Thank you. 
> 

> Here are updates on questions/requests from recent days: 
> 

> 1) Extension: Only under unexpected circumstances do I give individual 
> extensions Thus, based on requests for extensions, please note that I am 
> extending the submission date for the whole class. Here are details: 
> 

> Term paper submission period: You can can submit your paper anytime from 
> Wednesday to Saturday 
> 

> 2) Submission mode: via email to me with a cc to your I_YNC emai[ address. 
> 

> 3) Orifice hours this week: I will have extended office hours on Thursday 
> 3.30pm-5.00pm 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt of this emai[. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 



From: ;@gmafil.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 11:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: paper 

Attacl~: AFAM Paper.docx; ATT00001.c 

Thanks for your feedback I ended up adding the south africa women’s 
movement in the end of my paper. After I came down tlcom my panic and 
reread my paper, I found that I could easily incorpreate south africa 
in my discussion of the weakending on the liberian ~vomen’s movement 
after deomocracy. Here is my paper. I hope you have a nice ~veekend! 



On , at 8:56 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

> Dear 

> 

> Thanks for your email. 

> 

> How about including brief comments - signaling the centrality of 

> women’s agency in political processes and the possibilities and 

> constraints that they face in both countries - on the South 

> African’s women in your introduction or conclusion? Such an 

> organizational strategy would not disrupt the core ’dynamic’ of your 

> current paper and it would protect your points for this assignment. 

> 

> Let me know your thoughts on this. 

> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sahle 

> 

> 

> From: @gmail.com] 

> Sent: Friday, 10:46 PM 

> To: Sahle, Eunice N 

> Subject: paper 

> 

> Hey Dr. Sahle, 

> 

> I was looking over my paper and proofing (debating rewriting the whole 

> thing for the billionth time)and realized that I made a huge mistake. 

> I am writing about topic 3 and have written a whole paper about the 

> details and social theory behind the liberia women’s peace movement. 

> I have failed to mention South Africa and the women’s movement. Do 

> you think its pertinent that I go back and include the South African 

> movement. I just want to get your feedback because I don’t want to 

> mess up the dynamic of my paper if it is not necessary. 

> 

> Thanks for you help! 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@emaJd .unc.edu-~ 

Paper Submission 

Here is my paper 

Thank You, 

UNC (;lass 

New ~tudent & Carolina Parent Programs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Research Paper 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Here is my research paper attached to this email. 

Best, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:38 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: @email .unc.edu> 

Subject: AFAM Research Paper 

Attach: AFAM. ESSAY.docx 

Hello Professor, 

Sorry I am getting this to you so late I have been swamped with work this 
weekend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, April 17, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

Today’s Headlines: Regulation of Ott;hore Rigs Is a Work in Progress 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O4/!7/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP-.2~Z I Onr%is Day 

~o~tornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

April 17, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Regulation of Offsho~oe i~igs 

The revamped Bnreau of Ocean 
Energy Management concedes that 
it will take time, money and more 
skilled employees to properly police 
the oil and gas indnstry. 

Seeking a Plan on Debt 

Six senators -three Democrats, three 
Republicans -say they are nearing 
eonsensns on a big debt-rednetion 
package. 

The A*~ti-Immlgratlo~t 

Crusader 

aohn Tanton, who helped start all three major national groups fighting to reduce immigration, has 
been called "the most influential unknown man in America." 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

L~NDA CIlA~EZ~ on ,lohn Tanton, a Miehigan doctor who Rmnded a range of groups aimed at 

controlling ] ~ ~igt’ati on. 

EDUCATION 

The Global 

Campus 
Articles on study 
abroad, majoring in 
business, blogging scholars, the 
fastest growing fields for students to 
consider and more. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION 

How a man with a gun 
convinced Virginia to 
leave the Union. 

ALSO IN REAL ESTATE ;> 

Wi~a[ you get for. $450,000 

Dov:,nload tile New York Times Reu’l Estate iPhone app 

WORLD 

U.S. and Allies Seek a Reft~ge for Qaddafi 

The United States has begun looking for a eonntry that might shelter Col. Muammar ela~addafi of 
Iibya if he is forced out. 

~ Libyan Rebels Say they’re Being Sent Weapons 

~ Pinned Down ~n Battered City, Rebels ~ndure With Grit and Dirt 



~ L~byan Rebel Guitarist Rocks the Front Line 

Syrian Leader Says He ~AqI1 Lift Emergency Law 

In a televised speech, President Bashar al-Assad introduced a raft of new proposals, including a 
pledge to end the country’s controversial emergency law, but implied that further protests wmdd 
not be tolerated. 

As Inmates 23 and ’~4, Sttmaed M*~baraks Adjust 

A prison that once held enemies of Egypt’s powerful now houses defeated and docile power brokers, 
including Oamal Mubarak and his brother, Alaa. 

Mere World News 

Chemicals Were Injected iato \qells~ Report Says 

Oil and gas companies put toxic chemicals into wells in a drilling process known as hydraulic 
fracturing, according to a Congressional study. 

~a,~-onfing’s Boom Poses Challe~ges For Obama 

The climb out from this recession, if Wyoming is any measure, could be as politically turbulent as 
the descent. 

F’OLITICAL MEMO 

Palh~ Speaks at Tea Party Rally h~ Mad~so~ 

Sarah Palin spoke in Madison, Wis., where protests and eounterprotests have become common. 

~ SHde Show: The Tea Party Rings In Tax Day 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

D~sfillh~g the D, qsdom of 

Interviews with more than 7o leaders for the Corner Office columns have shown some traits that 
successful executives share and look for when hiring. 

Sweet Valley ’F~4ns Ave Back, and.. Like Readers, Fully Adult 

st. Martin’s Press is navigating the trickiness of reviving a beloved series and directing it at the 
people who were devoted to it the first time around. 

The Raider h~ Whiter: Carl Icahn at 75 
B’, . .:. .if. 

Midway through his eighth decade, Carl C. Icahn has begun to eontemphtte his legacy, and the 
fl~ture of the Ieahn empire hangs in the balance. 

S P 0 RTS 

BRAVES 4, METS 0; BRAVES 4, METS 2 

Stay h~ Atla~ta Costs Mets Two Games a~d a Pitcher 

The Mets dropped a doubleheader in Atlanta and plaeed Chris Young, one of their best pitchers this 
season, on the disabled list. 

To Capitals, a a-o Playoff Lead Is Rarely a Lock 

Five times, Washington has won the first two games of a playoff series; fore" times, it has not 
reached the next round. 

~ln 
the N HL , Short and Fast Sizes Lip Well 

~ Roundup: Dazzling Datsyuk Leads Red Wings Past Coyotes 



Amar’e Stondemire is the Knieks’ foundation and the primary reason they will end a seven-year 

playoff drought Snnday night in Boston. 

~ Ri,,ers Keeps Conversation on Knicks blot Future 

° ~f~ ~.~ @ .:~ p ~.~ ~. ~. @~ ~...,.>. 

ARTS 

Under Threat: The Shock of the Old 
i.::., dOi. i..:..ft., ’SOTi 

The trend in non-Western art history is on contemporary art, which places the traditional arts in a 
vnlnerable position. 

Mortal Kombat Is Back In a Fight for the F~tm-e 

Wa~er Brothers is giving the Web sm4es "Mortal Kombat: Legacy" its debut this week, in advance of 
the release of a new Mortal Kombat video game. 

ARTSBEAT BLOG 

~II~e board of the financially embattled theater in Seattle voted to cancel the rest of the 2oH season 

and lay off the theater’s staff. 

o More A~s News 

MAGAZINE 

Is S~ga~~ Toxic’? 

~II~at it makes us fat is something we take for granted. That it might also be making us sick is 
harder to accept. 

~Q 
and A With Gary Tsubes 

How Little Sleep Can Yo~ Get Away V~z~th? 

For most of us, eight hours of sleep is excellent and six hours is no good, but what if we split the 

difference? 

Is Sitting a Lethal Activity? 

A growing body of researeh suggests that watching yore’ diet and exereising a few times a week is 
not enough to offset sedentary time. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Oua~t~amo,~ o~ Trial 

A credible reckoning for 9/H defendants begins with untainted evidence and transparency. 

EDITORIAL 

Regulators don’t know how many foreelosures are improper, and won’t ask. 

EDITORIAL 

~Arlfitma~ the Scrlve~er 
A trove of government documents bearing Walt Whitman’s handwriting and signature give the lie 
to tales of his being a slacker of a bureaucrat. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Moscow’s Drh~]ld~g P~°oblem 

To reduce alcoholism, Russia must admit it’s addicted to liquor taxes. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Al~las W~l~ho~L A~gelD~a 

Who is John Gait? Is it Paul Ryan? ’][’he Wisconsin representative could be Ayn Rand’s stimulus for a 
eapitafistie revolution. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~.’raace i,l~es, Germa~y Flops 

The intervention in Libya underlines a shift in Freneh and German diph)maey, and leadership. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Powe~° of Mockery 



Youth movements have the power to overthrow dictators, reduce crime, improve calculus scores 

and stop teenagers from smoking. 

~ Cokimnist Page j Blog I Twitter 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

,h~stlce, Too Much and Too Expensive 

Habeas corpus has become a wasteful nuisance. We need a new approach. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Yo~ Say Bay of Pigs, I Say 

The only thing the U.S. and Cuba can agree on about the anniversary of the invasion is the day it 

happened. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Shot at a Sane Bridget 

How spending and tax expenditures can be reduced if Congress and the administration fail to bring 

the debt under control. 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

An old source for new ways to make the city more eco-friendly. 

CP-ART 

In choosing to wed at Westminster abbey, Prince William and Kate Middleton are joining a select 

group. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 17, 1961, about 1,5oo CIA-trained Cuban exiles ]amlched the disastrous Bay of Pigs 
invasion of Cuba in a failed attempt to overthrow the government of Fidel Castro. 

"~.~..~.~ ~.~/~:9~.~.~g~ 

You received this message because you signed up rer NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. As a member of 
tile TRUSTe privacy program; we are committed to p[otec[ing your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change YouF E-Mail I Privacy Policy i Contact i Adved:ise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 5: 54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

~email. unc.edu> 

AFAM    Term Paper - 

Final Paper - Liberian Wo~nen.docx 

Eli Professor Sahle, 
Attached is my term paper. I explored the third paper topic looking 
specifically at the Liberian women’s peace-building movement. I did not 
look at South African women’s anti-apartied activism comparatively, instead 
choosing to focus on variations in women’s identities within the Liberian 
movement specifically 

Thanks and enjoy the rest of your weekend! 

(;lass o17 
Histo~ and African-American Studies Major 
Spanish Minor 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation o17imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects" 

-Manning Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             6:27 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@~mail~mc .edu~> 

Research Paper 

Research Paper.docx 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I hope this email and paper reaches you before the day’s end. Unfortunately 
I hax~e been experiencing some problems with my web mail over the past fe~v 
days. Apparently my messages are not being received or the?- are delivered 
later that normal. I apologize for an?- inconvenience and hope that this 

email reaches you before the deadline 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:57 AM 

Essay: AFRI .SPRING: 

Dear 

The Blackboard materials concerning the esmy have been opened for purposes of your 2nd attempt on this assignmem. If the material is still not accessible on 
Blackboard, let me so that I can discuss the matter again with the technical stalt~ 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~ach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, April 17, 2011 11:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Paper- Ati-i adobe format 

paper Term Essay.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 11:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded paper: Afri 

I got it. Thales 
Sent from my BlackBe~® powered by Virgin Mobile. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.uaac.edu> 
Date: Sun, 13:51:10 
To: @email uric edu> 
Subject: Your graded paper: Afri] 

Dear 

Attached is your graded research paper for Afri] 

Please a cknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tom> 
Sunday,             2:2:[ PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Your graded Afri Research Paper 

I have received this message and my attached paper. Thanks! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To:        ,@live.com 
Subject: Your graded Afri    Research Paper 
Date: Sun,          ~.4:19:~.6 +0000 

Dear 

Attached is your graded research paper. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 3:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Essay: AFRI .SPRING 

Ok, thanks 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:57 AM 
Subject: Essay: AFRI: .SPRING 

Dear 

The Blackboaxd materiaJs concerning the espy have been opened tbr purposes of your 2rid attempt on this assignment. If the material is still not accessible on 

Blackboard, let me so that I cm~ discuss the matter again ruth the technical stal~: 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@admissions.unc.edu~; 

Sunday, 3:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

AFRI - CCO...extra credit/tem~ essay 

Dr. SaMe 

I ~vill be completing the extra credit assignment. 

The second attempt of the Term Essay and the Extra Credit m-e due on 

submitted? 

¯ What tirne should I have those assignrnents 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email a~nc .edn 

Sunday, 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edw~ 

Re: Extra credit opportuni~: AFRI .SPRING: 

Hi I just wanted to let you lmow that I’m planning on doing the extxa credit’. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBer~ 

From: EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Sun, 09:04:56 -0400 (EDT) 

To: <"AFRI SPRING "> 

Subject: Extra credit opportunity: AVRI .SPRINGI 

Dear All, 

Please note that details concerning the extra credit opportuni~ are posted to Blackboard. 

If you are planning to take adva~tage of this opportuniF, you should indicate this to me via email no later than Tue~tay 

master grade sheet. 

Best rashes, 

Dr. SaNe 

that I can note your name on my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:30 PM 

Your graded paper - Ati-i : AFRI .SPRING: 

Tem~ Paper - graded and returned - AFRI .doc 

Dear 

Attached is your graded paper, Keep up the good work. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: @email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Sunday, 9:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: paper 

Attacl~: topic 1 .docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~{.~email.unc.edus, 

Sunday,             11:15 PM 

SaNe, Eu aice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Re: Your Afril Research Paper 

Professor Sahle, 

I will take the second chance, 
thanks so much for allowing me this. 

Best, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

B Mus 

UNC Marching Tarheels 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 11:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFAM    Paper 

Professor Sable, 
I have been working on my paper today, but I have been under the weather, 
so I will not have it done by 12 tonight. Is there any way I can email it 
to you when I finish either tonight or tomorrow night at the latest? 

Best, 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: (no subject) 

Attach: ~.finaJ[1].docx 

Hi Professor Sable, 

I just finished editing paper and I have attached it to this email rm 
very sorry to be submitting it so late and I would like to explain why you 
are now receiving it. Before I spoke to you on Thursday about how I would 
be organizing my paper I had completed my research and had already starting 
writing. Before then, I had changed my topic and outlined a new- paper two 
other times I was anxious about having to start over at such a late date, 
given that I started planning three weeks ago. I don’t do well with time 
constraints and I am a very slow writer, so I tried to plan accordingly. 
By Thursday afternoon I had still had a lot of work to do to complete the 
paper With the exception of a class Friday morning and two hours spent at 
the Sturdy Abroad Orientation I had to participate in on Saturday, I spent 
my days and nights writing, since I had left class that Thursday. At 8pro 
Saturday night I realized that I wasn’t happy with the direction of my 
paper and so I reworked my thesis and constructed another outline Some of 
the research I had already done was useful, so I had a bit of a headstart 
I’ve finally :finished and I am happy with how it has come out. Again, I’m 
very sony about submitting it late. I wasn’t comfortable with giving it to 
you the way it was last night. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, ~            4:25 AM 

Garcia, Da¥id F <daga~:ad.unc.edu>; ajcravey@email unc.edu; Moxtin, Nina <ninam@email.unc.edu>; Gokariksel, Pervin Bann 

<banug@email.nnc.edu>; SaNe, Eun~ce N <enmce~i@emafl.unc.edtw, edgaJc.p~eterse -,edgar.p~eterse~i@nct.ac.za~ 

Dissertation Defense Date-- 

Good Morning All, 
I hope all is well in Chapel Hill As you know, I am trying to 
establish a date for nay dissertation defense. Ideally, I would like 
to defend before the Fall semester opens, but I understand that man5’ 
of you migN be a~vay for the summer If you could please email me 
your dates of availabili~ bet~veen mid-July and the end of August, I 
will confirm a defense date as quickly as possible. 

Thank you so rnuch for your time. I look forward to seeing all of you again’. 

Phi). Candidate 
Department of Geography 
The University o[" North Carolina--Chape~ Hill 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <info@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 7:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA (Washington D.C., 18th-21 s~ May 2011) and in Gennany (Berlin, 1 lth - 
15th May 2011) 

Last Call for Applications 

The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 2011 
"The Roles and Responsibilities of the US and Europe in a Changing World Order: Evaluating the Political, Economic and Cultural Dimensions" 

(Washington D.C., 18th= 21st May 2011) 

(Washington, D.C., t6th - 21st May 2011) 

"Ha~d Vs. So~ Power in Global and National Polilics: Innov~live Concep~ of Sma~ Power ~nd Cu#~r~l Diplomacy in ~n Ag~ of 

Interdependence, Di~iNl R~volution, and Social Media" 

(Berlin, 1 lth. 15th May 2011 ) 

Dear Friends & Colleagues, 

On behalf of the ICD, I am writing to bring to your attention the next major progtams hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. We are currently 
accepting applications to attend these programs, and I encourage you to read through the information below and learn more about the programs and the subjects under 

discussions. I would also be grateful if you could share the announcement within },,our network and forward the information below on to anyone who you feel may be interested 
in attending. We would be delighted as well to having you involved and to welcome you to Berlin or to Washington D.C. 

The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 2011 

"The Roles and Responsibfities of #~e US and Europe ~n a Changing WoHd Order: Evaluating the Pofi#cal, Economic, and Cultural Dimensions" 

(Washington, D.C, 18th-21st May 2011) 

w~v.icd-international4~ymposium-usa.org; Symposium Speakers>>; Application Form>> 

The USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Washington, D.C., 16th - 21st May 2011) 

wvcw.icd-usame.orq; Symposium Participants>> 

* Participan~ in the Weeklong Seminal will also take pall in the International Conference: "Th~ International Symposium on Cultural Dipiomacy in th~ USA 2011" (Washington, C..C. lgth - 2!st .’,/lay 2011) 

"Hard Vs. Soil Power in Global and National Politics: Innovative Concepts of Smart Power and Cultural D~plomacy in an Age of Interdependence, Digital 

Revolution, and Social Media" 

(Berlin, 1 lth-15th May 2011) 
vw~w.icd-intemationalsymposiurn.org; Symposium Speakers>>: Application Form >> 

Thank you Iot your attention and Iot your cooperation and support in raising awareness ol our upcoming events, If you do not wish to receive emails Irom the ICD in future, 

please send us an email to infe@culturaldiplomacv.org indicating this. 

With warmest regards. 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damrn, Karree (3rd Fioor/Hochhaus) 
Kurf’&stendamm 207-8 Beriin, Gerrnany- I07i9 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
www.culturaldiplomacy oqq 
info@culturaldiplomacy org 

The InternationM Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 2011 

"The Roles and Responsibilities of the US and Europe in a Changing World Order: Evaluating the Political, Economic, and Cultural 
Dimensio~Is " 

(Washington, DC, 18th=21s~ May 2011) 

www.icd-international-symposiu m-usa, o r_cj 



The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy is one of the wodd’s leading conferences in the fields of international relations and cultural studies. This year’s event 
brings together key stakeholders from the US, Europe, and across the world to reflect on the future of US and European foreign policy and related issues. The program will 
consist of keynote speeches, lectures, panel discussions and social activities that will provide the audience with an opportunity to gain insights, reflect on, discuss and 
debate the salient issues. The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA is an international conlerence held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy in 
association with high-profile international partners. 

The Symposium is open to applications from diplomatic and political representatives, civil society practitioners, private sector figures, journalists, young professionals, 

students and scholars, and other interested stakeholders in international relations from across the wodd. 

The online application form can be found under: 
http://www,culturaldiplornacy.org/eur~peanamericanrelationship/index,php?en conferences foufp-2011 application-form 

__S__y___m_A__o__s_~_u__~!___S__~___e___a__k___e__r__s___>___>_ 
Speakers during the Symposium will include leading figures and experts from international politics, academia, the diplomatic community, civil society and the private sector, 
from across the world. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisor,i Board (for further information about the Advisor,/Board please click here 

A Selection of the Conlemnce Speakers includes: 

The Hon. Dr. Alfredo Palacio - Former President of Ecuador 
The Hon. DL All Ahmad Jalali - Former Interior Minister of AIghanistan 
The Hon. Arne H. Carlson o Fomqer Governor of Minnesota 

Lieutenant General Clarence McKnight - Former Director - Command, Control, and Communications, the Joint Chiefs of Stall, US 

H. E. Amb. Dr. Cynthia P. Schneider - 61st Ambassador of the US to the Netherlands 

H.E. Arab. Delia Domingo-Albert - Fomqer Foreign Mini,~ter of the Philippines 

H.E. Arab. Houda Nonoo - Bahraini Ambassador to the USA 

H.E Amb. Imad Moustapha - Ambassador of the Syrian Arab Republic to the USA 

Rear Admiral Dr. Joyce M. Johnson - Vice President Ior Health Sciences of a not-for-profit research organization; Former Director of Health and Salety Ior the U.S. 
Coast Guard 
The Hon. Lord Jack McConnell - Former First Minister of Scotland 

The Hon. Admiral James Milton Loy -Former United States Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security 

The Hon. Lieutenant General James B. Peake, M.D. - Former US Secretary, ol Veterans Affairs; Former Surgeon General of the US Army 
The Hon. Sir James R. Mancham o Former President of the Republic of Seychelles 
Dr. Karen Donfded - Former Vice President of the German Marshall Fund of the USA 
The Hon. Larry Lee Pmssler - Former US Senator from South Dakota 

The Hon. Louis Sullivan, M.D - Former US Secretary, of U.S of Health and Human Sep/ices 
The Hon. Michael Chertoff - Former United States Secretary of Homeland Security (Video Lecture) 
Dr. Miomir Zuzul - Former Foreign Minister of Croatia 

H. E. Amb. Paula Dobdansky - Former US Under Secretary of State for Democrscy and Global Affairs 
The Hon. Major General Robert L Nabors - Former Commander ol the 5th Signal Command (Manheim, Germany) 

HE. Amb. Peter Burian - Ambassador of the Slovak Republic to the USA 

The Hon. Dr. Solomon Isaac Passy - Former Foreign Minister d Bulgaria 
The Hon. Yasar Yakis - Former Foreign Minister of Turkey 

The Hon. Walid MaMouf- Former Director Public Diplomacy at USAID; Former US Public Delegate to the United Nations 

Participant Papers>> 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages research and progressive thought into the fields of culture, globMizafion, and international relations. In this regard, the ICD 
welcomes participants of the Symposium to submit papers on this subject. The papers can cover any topic within these fields, according to your own particular interests and 
passions. Participants can submit work that they have completed in the past for other purposes, ongoing research or a paper writien specifically for the conference. Groups of 
students are also allowed to submit collaborative pieces of work. 

Sustainable Network>> 
Symposium participants will become part of a growing international network of people from across the world with different fields of interest and levels of experience, who sham 
a commitment 1o intercultural exchange. Participants will be able to remain in touch with each other through the ICD Online Network. 

Cer#ficate of Attendance 

All participants will be awarded an official certificate of attendance upon completion of the program, which will provide details of the speakers who took part and the topics 
discussed. Each certificate will be signed by two members of the ICD’s Advisory’ Board. 

The USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Washington, D.C., 16th - 2tst May 201t) 

wwwJcd-usame.orq 

:i-he United States Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (USAME) is a network of young, influential people from both sides of the Atlantic who have an interest in 

supporting the relationship between the United States and Europe. 

The Forum will focus on the economic, political, cultural, and societal dimensions of the relationship, and the wider context within which this relationship exists. Members join 
the Forum by taking part in a USAME Weeklong Seminar, during which they will learn about the field of cultural diplomacy, explore the American-European relationships, and 
take part in challenging group discussions on salient issues. 

The Forum will also organize a number of shorter, academic conferences throughout the year that the members are invited to attend and to help organize. Through the ICD 
Online Forum, members are able to keep in touch with one another and members of the other ICD Forums. 

The program is open to applications from young 3rofessionals, students and scholars, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, and other 
interested stakeholders from across the world. 

To Apply: 

http://www.culturaldiplomacy.org/europeanamericanrelationship/index.php?en usame application-form 



"Hard Vs. Soft Power in Global and National Potitics: innovative Concepts of Smart Power and Cult~tral Diplomacy in an Age of 
Interdependence, Digital Revolution, and Social Media" 
(Berlin, 11~i1=15th May 2011) 
vwcw.icd-intemationalsymposiu rn.org 

The 2011 conference will bring together renowned speakers flora across the world to discuss how traditional concepts of power and influence are being redefined by 
globalizafion, the digital revolution and the emergence of social media. Held annually in Berlin, the program will consist of keynote speeches, lectures, panel discussions and 
social activities that will provide the audience with an opportunity to gain insights, reflect on, discuss and debate the salient issues. 

Symposium Speakers> > 
Speakers during the Symposium will include leading figures and experts from international politics, academia, the diplomatic community, civil society and the private sector, 
from across the world. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisor,i Board (for further information about the Advisory Board please click here 

A Selection of the Conference Speakers includes: 

Senator the Hon. Alan Ferguson o The 22nd President of the Australian Senate 

The Hon. Dr. AIfredo Palacio o Former P~esident of Ecuador 

The Hon. Dr. All Ahmad Jalali - Former Interior Minister of Afghanistan 

H.E. Amb. Delia Domingo-Albert - Former Foreign Minister of the Philippines 

The Hon. Dr. Erkk~ Tuomioja - Former Foreign Minister F~nland 

The Ho. Dr. Hera D~ubler-Gmelin - Former German Minister of Justice 

The Hon. Lord Jack McConne~ = Former F~Bt Minister of Scotland 

The Hon. Sir James R. Mencham - Former President of the Republic of Seychelles 
The Hon. Jenez Jansa - Former Prime minister of Sloven~8 
Dr. John Packer - Director, Human R~ghts Centre, University of Essex, UK 
The Hon. Ludnda Creighton = Minister of European Affairs of Ireland 
The Hon. Dr, Marc Vemvilghen - Former Minister of Justice of Belgium 
Marcia Barrett - Lead S~nger of Boney M 
Merethe Stagetom - Defense Lavwer for the Danish Supreme Coud 
The Hon. M~chae] Che~off - Former United States Secretary of Homeland Security 

The Hon. Mirko Temasson~ - Former Head ef State of San Madno 

Philip Dodd - Broadcaster, Wdter and Curator, BBO, UK 

The Hon. Rexhep Meidani - Former President of A~ban~a 

The Hon. Dr. Solomon ~saac Pass,¢ - Former Foreign M~nis~er of Bulgaria 

The Hon. Senator Tim Hutchinson - Former United States Senator from Arkansas 

The Hon. Judge Theodor Meron - Former PresMent of the International Cfimina~ Tribunal for fl~e Former Yugoslavia 

The Hon. Yasar Yakis - Former Foreign Minister of Turkey 

Symposium Participants>> 
The Symposium is open to applica[ions flom diplomatic and poli[ical representatives, civil society practitioners, priva[e sector figures, journalists, young professionals, 

students and scholars, and o[her interes[ed stakeholders in international [elations from across the world. 

The online application form can be found under: 

Participant Papers> > 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy encourages research and progressive thought into the fields of culture, globalizafion, and international relations. In this regard, the ICD 
welcomes participants of the Symposium to submit papers on this subject. The papers can cover any topic within these fields, according to your own particular interests arid 
passions. Participants can submit werk that they have completed in the past for other purposes, ongoing research or a paper written specifically fer the conference. Groups of 
students are also allowed to submit collaborative pieces of work. 

Sustainable Network>> 
Symposium participants will become part of a growing international network of people from across the world with different fields of interest and levels of experience, who share 
a cornrnitmerrt to intercultural exchange. Participants will be able ~o remain in touch with each other ~hrough the ICD Online Network. 

Certificate of Attendance 
All participarrts will be awarded an official certificate of attendance upon comple~ion of the program, which will previde details of the speakers who took part arid the topics 
discussed. Each certificate will be signed by two members of the ICD’s Advisory Board. 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 
wvwv.cult u raldiplomacy.or,q 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, not-for-profit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany. The goal of the ICD is to promote 
global peace and stability through strengthening arid supporting intercultural relatiorrs at all levels~ Over the past decade the ICD has grewn to become orle of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, whose programs facilitate interaction between individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds, from across 

the wodd. 

Previous Events 
Previous events held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy include the Berlin International Economics Congress 20I 1 (Berlin, March 9th - 12th 2011 - www.biec.de ), which 
hosted The Hon. Nahas Angula - Prime minister of Namibia; The Hon. Jean=Pau~ Adam - Foreign Minister ol the Republic of Seychelles; The Hon. Alberto Jose 
Guevara Obregon = Minister ol Finance of Nicaragua; The Hon. AI hnam A~ Sadig AI Mahdi - Former Prime minister ol Sudan; The Hon. Akua Sena Dansua - Minister 

fer Tourism of Ghana; and The Hon. Edmund Bartlett - Minister of Tourism of Jamaica. 

In January 2011 the ICD hosted "The Future ol US Foreign Policy" (Washington DC, January 4th-6~h), which hosted The Honorable Michael Chertoff - Former United 
States Secretary of Homeland Security; Senator William Emerson Brock ~11 - lath United States Secretary of Labor; Admiral James ~,~i~ton Loy - Former United States 



Deputy Secretary of Homeland Security; Former Commandant of the Coast Guard; Vivian Schiller - CEO and President of NPR; Governor William We~d - Former 
Governor ol Massachusettsand The Hon. Senator Tim Hutchir~son - Former United States Senator from Arkansas, 

In November 2010 the ICD hosted "A Wodd without VValls: An International Conference on Peacebuilding, Reconciliation and Globalization in an Interdependent VVorld", which 
marked the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall (www.world-without-walls.org), Speakers in this event included Lord Anthony Giddens (Baron Giddens, of 
Southgate) - P[olessor Emeritus at the London School ol Economics; Former Director of the London School ol Economics; Janez Jan~a - Former Prime Minister ol 
SIovenia: Joaquirn Chissano o Former President of Mozambique; Former Chairperson of the African Union; and Lord Jack McConnell o Former Fit~.~t Minister of Scotland. 

In May 2010 the ICD hosted The International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy 2010 (~-~-~--e--#-:~1J~£-d-:i-n--t-@~[--a--n--t-[-~--[!--a-[-s-‘y-[-9~-£-s-‘~!E~-~£[~ ). Speakers in this event included Bertie Ahem - 
Former Pdme minister of Ireland; Emil Constantinescu - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Romania; Sir I~alcolm Rifkind - Former Foreign Secretary of 

the United Kingdom; Kjell Magne Bondevik - Former Pdme Minister of NoPz~ay; and Dr. Vaira V~lj:e,-Freiberga - ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Latvia, 

For more inlb[mation on speakers who have attended previous ICD events, please _c_!j__c__k___!!A_r_9~. 

For any additional information please address any queries to info@culturaldiplomacy.or.q 

With warm regards and gratitude, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Ksrree (3id Fioor/Hochhaus) 
Kurf’arstendamm 207-8 Beriiri, Gerrnany- I07i9 

Phone: 00.49 (0)30.2:560-7680 

Fax: 0049.(0)302360-76811 
www.c ultu ra[djplo mac¥.o r_q 

info@culturaldiplomacy.org 

Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - click here 

Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - click here 

Become ~ member of ~he ~CD and he~p cre~tre a s~rom~} Cu~t~r~ Bip~om~cy communitry- click here 
This e-mail con~ins priviieged and confidel’,’tial information ~ntended only 

for the use of the individual or enti~ named above, if the reader of th~s 
e-ma~l is not the k~tended recipient or the ernployee or agent responsible 

fo~ routing it to the ~ntended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
review, d~ssemination, copying or forwarding of th~s e-mail is stdctly 

prohibited if you have received this e-ma~l in error, please reply to the 

sender of such and deJete [he e-mail in i~ en[kety. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garcia, David F <daga@ad.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edu-~; @gmail.com>; ajcravey@email.unc.edu; Martin, Nina 
<ninam@email.unc.edu>; Gokafiksel, Pervin Banu <banug@email.unc.edu~; edgar.pieterse <edgar.pieterse@uct.ac.za> 

ILE: Dissertation Defense Date-- 

Hi 

I’m available during those months except for 

All the best, 

David 

David F. Garcia, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Department of Music 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

daga@email.unc.edu 

919-843-2093 (office) 

(cell) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 6:51 AM 
To:               ; Garcia, David F; ajcravey@email unc edu; Martin, Nina; Gokariksel, Pervm Banu; edgar pieterse 
Sublect: RE: Dissertation Defense Date-- 

[)ear’ 

In July, I am available between the 20-25 in the afternoons I am away in August and only available the last week in the morning before 11.00am 

Sincerely, 
Eunice 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:24 AM 
To: Garcia, David F; ajcravey@email.unc.edu; Martin, Nina; Gokariksel, Pervin Banu; Sahle, Eunice N; edgar.pieterse 
Subject: Dissertation Defense Date-- 

Good Morning All, 
I hope all is ~vell in Chapel Hill. As you know, I am trying to 
establish a date for my dissertation defense. Ideally-, I would like 
to defend before the Fall semester opens, but I understand that many 
of you might be away for the sunm~er. If you could please email me 
your dates of availabili~" between mid-July and the end of August, I 
will confirm a defense date as quickly as possible. 

Thank you so much for your time. I look fom’ard to seeing all of you again! 

Ph.D. Candidate 
Department of Geography 
The Universi~ of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Re: Your AFRI Research paper 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I received your email with my graded research paper. Thank you for 
your kind comments about my writing! 

Best, 

On Suaaday, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email uric edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Attached is your graded research paper. Keep up the good work as you move forward. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~tmc.edu~ 

Monday,. 1:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

research paper: AFAM, 

AFAM ResearchPaper.doc 

Hello Professor Sable, 
I have attached my research paper I am sorry this is a few days 
[ate, I was in            this weekend and lost all power due to 
the tornadoes that hit North Carolina. 
Best, 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday-, 6:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Subject: AFRI 

Hi my name is and I was wanting to el~roll in the AFRI 
course that is offered online for the     fall semester but it says that 
department consent is needed. I was just ~vondering what I need to do to get 
the consent and how the online class works? 
Thanks 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 4:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: S.&P. Lowers Outlook tbr U.S., Sending Stocks Down 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O4/!9/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’#orld j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I On This 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

April 19, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

So&P, Lowe~’s Outlook fo~"                             ~ 

UoSo, Sending Stoek~ Down 

Stocks fell on Monday as Standard & Poor’s said there was a risk that American lawmakers would 
not address "long4erm fiscal pressures." 

Many Hit by Spill Now Feel Caught in Claim Process 

Tens of thousands of Gulf Coast residents, frustrated by the process of submitting claims to BP after 
the ~o~o oil spill, have actively sought legal help to cover loss of income m’ property damage. 

~fle*° S[o~oms, a Path of Death and Damage 
i.::., ?rib 
Emergency workers tallied the dew, station from more than 2oo tornadoes that ripped across the 
South, killing at least 45 people. 

~E] 
Map: 3 Days, 14 States 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

We c~sed o~r egtes a~d ~vhe~ w~ wo~ up agai~ ~e ~ere m~ide." 
JAMES LE¥ON WIIlTE, who sm’vived a letha~ tovuado near Askewvilie~ N.C., Mong with his 
wile, H~ttie. 

SCIENCE 

Who  Makes M  sle I 
Expressive?        I ....... 

Scientists have beeu [ 
trying to unravel what 
specific eompoueuts of 
music make it 
emotionally expressive. Quiz 
yourself based on new research 
through a series of experiments. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Listening to the 

Should we worry about 
the fi~ra’s negative outlook on the 
U.S. debt? 

~E] post a Comment 

Australia’s great ocean road 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >~ 

36 hours in Abu Dhabi 

Pu[ting yo~! miles to good 

WORLD 

In This FMry Tale, Not One, but Two Queens in ~W,~itlng 

At Britain’s royal wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton, one of the most uneasy seats in the 
church may be the one occupied by Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall. 

Robert Mugabe Hounds Rivals in Zimbabwe, I aeries Sav 

President Robert Mugabe and his party are engaged in a campaign of intimidation and harassment 



intended to drive his opponents out of office. 

Talks on UoS, Presence in ~fghanlstan Afler Pullout Ummrve Reglo~ 

Afghanistan’s neighbors, including Iran and Russia, fear an agreement will lead to pm~nanent 

Mere World News 

Tornado Swarm Deals Death~ b~t Also Mh’acles 

Despite death and devastation in a corner of North Carolina, a sense of marvel that a mile-wide 
tornado didn’t do worse. 

Deadly T~s~sters Renew Q~estlons About Pressure o~ Emergency Budgets 

Cuts in emergency services have so far focused on travel, training and public education, but not 

actual response to disasters. 

Destrucfiou on Campus Brings Eud to Semester 

Shaw University in Raleigh, N.C, is closed indefinitely after a tornado damaged much of the 

campus on Saturday, throwing the future of seniors’ graduations into uncertainty. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

De~tsche Batik’s f4 Billion Las Vegas Bet 

Tie GermaB baBI is plmmi~I its exit strateIy fi’o~ its investment i~ tie Cosmopolitan oI Las 

Vegas, which could take years, if not decades, to recoup, 

The Assembly Line Is Rolllug Again, Tennously~ at Houda in Japan 

Auto production in Japan is at only half the normal level for Honda - as it is for Honda’s bigger 
rivals, Toyota and Nissan. 

Slow Payers H~nder Trade ]n Europe 

Legal and language differences hamper debt recovery across borders, posing a deterrent to 
commerce and economic growth. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

As Nlets Falter, Everyone Can Sil h~ the Cheap Seals 

Sagging play and sagging demand are dragging down the price of Mets tickets online. 

~ Ro~pdup Pitching to Impress, Matsuzaka LiFts Red Sox Past Blue Jays 

At 4:~, Star Closer Ha sntt Lost His Edge 

In nine appearances this year, Mariano Rivera has yet to allow a run, and has converted each of his 
seven save opportunities. The fact that he is still doing it now, at age 4~, is unheard of. 

Kenyau Runs Fastest Marathon in Boston 

Oeoffi’ey Mutai’s time, a hours 3 minutes ~ seconds, is not considered an official world record, 
however, because the course is not record-eligible. 

o Me~e S#erts News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

At Coachella, Every Note Is Writ Large 

This year’s Coaehella festival in California had Kanye West, Arcade Fire and up to 75,ooo fans. 

Good Tweets Are Nice~ but Group Sales Fill Seats 

Though social netwm’king for Broadway shows is the rage, the real economic engine remains the 
sales agents tapping through decades-old databases to pitch to group buyers. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
From Be|arus, Dynamic Drama V~qth Limited Means 



The Belarus Free Theater, now performing three plays in repertory at La MaMa, should be seen by 

everyone who wants confirmation of the continuing relevance and vitality of theater. 

o Mole Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Scientists are tryin~ to understand and quantify what makes music expressive, and the results are 
contributing to a greater understanding of how the brain works. 

~ Music Perception Quiz 

~ Between the Lines Where Music=s Sou~ Resides 

V~q~Mes~ Grandeur a~d Grace, Up Close 

A photographer has created 25 true-scale pictures, including two full portraits - each composed 
from dozens of photographs of different sections of the whale’s body. 

BOOKS ON SCIENCE 

Eighty Years A|ong~ a Longe~4%~ Ntudy NfilI Has Groined to Cover 

Researchers find conscientiousness might be the key to a long life. 

More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Court and Global ~,Varnfing 

The justices must let a lawsnit do what the government hasn’t done about carbon dioxide. 

EDITORIAL 

Ice~a~d’s Way 
Taxpayers in Iceland refuse to cover bank losses, and the country may come out ahead. 

EDITORIAL 

Real Prisoners, Phantom Reslde~ts 
State lawmakers have challenged a law that bans prison-based gerrymandering. The court should 
dismiss the suit. 

EDITORIAL 

What Stories These Lice Can 
Were there many bird and mammal species while dinosaurs still lived? A study on fossilized lice 
suggests the answer is yes. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

.&n Oyster on the Sealer Plate? 

To remember the BP oil spill, add a little trail to your Passover meal. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Letth~g the Ba~k~ Off the Hook 

Apparently, bank regulators still view big banks as their "clients." 

~ Columnist Pat3e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why Trmnp Soars 

Many regard The Donald as a repulsive joke, but the reality is that he emerges from currents long 

embedded in American culture. 

~ Columni;t Pat3e [ 81og 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

IVIerkel ~ ~ IvI~ ~fiat~ re 

Predictability had been the great German virtue since 1945. It’s gone. 

~ Columnist Par~e 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ma "[dng ~gabe La~gh 

Why a victory for democracy in Ivory Coast doesn’t mean much to Zimbabweans. 



ON THIS DAY 

On April 19, 1995, a truck bomb exploded outside the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in 

Oklahoma City, killing 168 people and injuring 5oo. (Timothy McVeigh was later convicted of 

federal murder charges and executed.) 

See This F]’ont Page 

Buy This F~’ont P;]~e 

Yoti received this message becatise you sl~ned tip for NY[imes com"s loday’s Headli~les newsle~e~ As a member of 
the FRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting Four pl-ivacy 

t,/lanage Subecdptians I Unsubscribe I Ct~ange Vc, ur E-MailI Privacy Paiicy i Contact i Adve~ti~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Your graded research paper 

On 6:19 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wro~: 

Dear 

Attached is your graded research paper. 

Please acknowledge receipt: of this emaJ]. 

Best wishes~ 

Dr. Sahle 

Professor Sahle, 

I received my graded paper! 

See you in class today! 

~-?email.m~c.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University Press <oxfoMpmmotion@oup.com> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 10:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Save 20% on New Tires in Sociology 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see graphics, please click here. 

Oxford University P ..... 

New Sociology Titles from Oxford University Press! 

As Spring arrives, Oxford offers you a wide variety of award-winning titles from some of the leading experts in the field, 

providing insight, thorough analysis, and top-notch research for the practitioner, scholar, or student. New titles this month 

include a perspective on conflict and how it is socially "inescapable," a look at the prevalence of gentrification in NewYork 

City, a study of activism against child sexual abuse, plus more. 

Sign up now and receive information on new releases, special offers, and web exclusives within the Sociology discipline. 

i i~ Moral Time Moral Time 
Donald Black 

List Price: $29.95 

Sale Price: $2,-; 

Why do clashes of right and wrong occur? When will they occur? And why are 

some clashes worse than others? In Moral Time, Donald Black presents a 

general theory of conflict, drawing on a wide range of cultural and historical 

examples to explain this fundamental and inescapable aspect of social life. 

::],"<"]:: Buy Now I 

i~ The Unfinished ~ 
....... Revolution The Unfinished Revolution 

Coming of Age in a New Era of Gender, Work, and Family 

Kathteen Gerson 

List Price: S .7.95 

SaePrce ;~ ,~ 40 

The vast changes in family life--the rise of single, same-sex, and two-paycheck 

parents--have often been blamed for declining morality and unhappy children. 

Drawing upon pioneering research with the children of the gender revolution, 

Kathleen Gerson reveals that it is not a lack of family values, but rigid social and 

economic forces that make it difficult to live out those values. The Unfinished 

Revolution makes clear recommendations for a new flexibility at work and at home 

that benefits families, encourages a thriving economy, and helps women and men 

integrate love and work. 

Li~i Buy N°w I 

i i’~ Naked City 
Naked City 
The Death and Life of Authentic Urban Places 

Sharon Zukin 

List Price: 617. 95 

Sale Price: *,:15 00 

As cities have gentrified, educated urbanites have come to prize what they regard 

as "authentic" urban life: aging buildings, art galleries, and funky ethnic 

restaurants. But as Sharon Zukin shows in Naked City, the pervasive demand for 

authenticity has helped drive out the very people who first lent a neighborhood its 

authentic aura: immigrants, the working class, and artists. With a journalist’s eye 

and the understanding of a Iongtime observer, Zukin’s panoramic survey of the city 

explains how our desire to consume authentic experience has become a central 

force in making cities more exclusive. 



I ::],,v,.]:: Buy Now I 

i~ The Politics of Child 
SexualAbuse             The Politics of Child Sexual Abuse 

Emotion, Social Movements, and the State 

Nancy Whittier 

List Price: ~2! .95 

Sale Price: :~17 ~-~0 

Winner of the 2010 Charles Tilly Award for Best Book in Collective Behavior and 

Social Movements 

The Politics of Child Sexual Abuse is the first study of activism against child sexual 

abuse, tracing its emergence in feminist anti-rape efforts, its development into 

mainstream self-help, and its entry into mass media and public policy A lucid and 

moving account, this book draws powerful lessons about the transformative 

potential of therapeutic politics, their connection to institutions, and the processes 

;C:~ow/ ¯ of incomplete social change that characterize American politics today¯ 

i ::~,~ The Oxford Handbook of 
Analytical Sociology 

The Oxford Handbook of Analytical Sociology 
Edited by Peter Hedstrdm and Peter Bearman 

List Price: ~4’~," 

Sale Price: 

This Oxford Handbook brings together some of the most prominent sociologists 

in the world to provide a comprehensive and authoritative examination of analytical 

sociology. Some of the chapters focus on action and interaction as the cogs and 

wheels of social processes, while others consider the dynamic social processes 

that these actions and interactions bring about. 

L ::%:: BuvNow I 

Crime and Public Policy 

[ ::.~.:: Buy Now I 

Crime and Public Policy 
Edited by James Q. Wilson and Joan Petersilia 

List Price: *~,~ ~= !-.~5 

Sale Price: SLY/ ~5 

Crime and Public Policy accessibly presents the latest scientific information on 

the causes of crime and evidence about what does and does not work to control it. 

With contributions from trusted, leading scholars, on topics such as changing 

crime rates, sex offenders, sentencing, gangs, and more, James Q Wilson and 

Joan Petersilia continue to offer the most comprehensive and balanced guide to 

how the latest and best social science research informs the understanding of 

crime and its control for policymakers, community leaders, and students of crime 

and criminal justice. 

See more of our featured Criminology titles here 

for o~~e of o~ Email Lists, 



You are receiving this email because you have subscribed to the Oxford University Press promotional email list. We will never sell, rent, or 

trade your email address to other companies. To unsubscribe or update your subscription preferences, please follow the links above. 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages t?om this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will ~eceive one addilioned e-ma~,l message confim~ing your removaJ. 



From: ~em~il.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:01 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Subjet’t: paper - 

A~tacl~: brazil paper.docx;    brazil paper.docx 

Professor, 
I know this is no excuse, but my computer would not connect to the internet 
last night, so I hope you do not take (too many) points off 

Thanks in advance tbr your understanding, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 11:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: 1NTS - Responses to questions 

Dr. Shale, 

When I registered for the INTS    course, it ~vas listed as a Tuesday/Thursday 2-3:15 course. Now, the registration website says that it is Monday-Friday. I’m not stare if this is an en-or, or 
just a change in plans. Can you please let me know so that I can ac[just my schedule accordingly? 

Thank you, 

From: eunice@email uric edu [eunice@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:40 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice 
Subject: INTS - Responses to questions 

Dear All, 

This is in response to questions that I have received about INTS: in the Fall: 

1 ) Course outline: It will be available in the August before classes begin. 

2) Matters of study: This is a Global Studies seminar focusing on debates about human rights and ethical philosophies, and practices Further, in line with a core mandate of Global Studies, 
the seminar explores scholarly and policy discussions and practices that invoke insights embedded in these philosophies in debates concerning major global issues Along these lines, here 
are examples of global issues that we might study in the Fall: war and transitional justice, business ethics, global poverty, institutions of global governance, global human rights movements, 
environment and :good security. 

3) Level: ’]?his is an upper undergraduate/graduate level seminar. As such it involves close reading of dense material in preparation of extensive class discussions. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 11:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your Research Paper. 

Dr. Sahle- 

Thank you for the opportunity to re-write my paper 

I can see where I have not used the sources well enough. However, I 
thought I was relying too heavily on the book, so I am SUlT)rised to hear 
that insights from the novel were thinly sourced Was it that I used 
them, but didn’t site them well enough? 

Also, was my argument and thesis statement okay, or do I need to start 
from scratch? 

I will try to come to your office hours but I usually have work at the time. 

On 7:22 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> I write with regards tu yuur required research paper Jk~r Afri . Upon several readings ufyuur paper, ! have decided to give yuu a chance to re-write it. 
> 

> As your paper stands, it fails tu adhere tu a cure requirement of University research paper assignments While it provides a list ufworks cited, these sources are nut cited in the budy of 
the essay Further, even insights frum the required novel are thinly suurced. ! am giving yuu a second chance tu re-write it in urder tu safeguard your grade. Use this second chance tu write 
a systematic essay as indicated in the prompt You shuuld submit the new paper un or be]k~re May 2. If you have questions about citation methods :[’or research papers, consult tuturs at 
UNC’s writing center. They are very goud with working with students on research prujects and several students have cunsulted them fur this assignment ~[’yuu unwilling to take this 
second chance to write yuur paper, let me knuw as soun as pussible 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt uf this emai[. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
Comm Studies: Media Studies and Pruductiun; 
African-American Studies, BA. Class of 

Office of Irffom~ation and Corcanunication 
307 Bynum Hall, Work-Study Student 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 1:16 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: Carolina Papers, Kick tbr Kibera 

Promote your scholarship in the field of Democracy and Human Rights, International Development or 

International Health Submit your m! asters thesis for inclusion in the Carolina Papers. 

The series is interdisciplinary and accepts work from diverse fields, including Business, Education, 

Health Affairs, Humanities, Information Science, Law, and Social Science. 

Who is eligible to submit their master’s thesis? Any UNC graduate student who has successfully 

defended it For more information, please contact Dr Niklaus Steiner (nsteiner@,unc.edu). 

O U R EVE N TS+ R ESO U RC ES AWAi::::I:D3 + 
Kick tot Kiber~-~ ~FK ~.~occer Clinic ~i::::: 

i~ ~’::i,z~: f~ ~veI~t: Satar~tay, A~r~ 2a 
....... K~be~ Join players from UNC Women’s Soccer for the 

~j,s 
2011 Kick for Kibera Clinic! Pa~icipants will learn 

valuable soccer skills from top-level players as well 

as how Carolina for Kibera uses soccer to promote 

cross cultural understanding among youth in Kibera, 

............................................................................ the largest slum in East Africa. 

W~o: Girls of any skill level, ages 6-16 

~Nher~ a~d W~ere: Saturday, April 23rd, 2011 12:30-4pm at Eddie 

Fie,d Oam u  
C~: $40 per in6iviOua~ play~r, $30 p~r p~ayer for 9roups/famH~es. 

Please inquire about team discountsl All proceeds benefit to Carolina 

fo r K i be ra’s S pc ~s As s o c i ati o n. 

Register o~}~e: hE~:!!bitJ~/kickforki~ra 

Quest~o~s? Email soccerclinic@carolinaforkibera,orq 

7~3esday, P4ay 3 ......................................... 

Join us for a monthly social hour for international and 
~ American students, scholars, faculty, staff and 

families Chat about resources, oppo~unities and challenges on 

campus. Each month is hosted by a different office with excellent 

resources to offer May’s host is the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs! 

Get valuable professional experience relevant to Communications & 

Multimedia work, Non-profit & Grants Management, Event Planning, ................................................................................................................................................... 

or developing community Business Pa~nerships, Excellent fit for 

students interested in global studies or internationally-focused 

careers and issues. ~3et t}~e f~ ~Jeg~s ~e~ ~sd appiy by Augus~ 25, 

GLOBAL EVENTS + ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Grants Available to NO Commur~iN Co~ege 

In collaboration with UNC and Duke’s National Resource Centers, World View is facilitating grants to NC 

community college educators to create modules to internationalize coursework. Over 40 grants of $750 

have been awarded to suppo~ module creation and travel to UNC-Chapel Hill for research in cosultation 

with librarians and faculty arranged by World View. 

~l:er and Hea~l:h Conference 

Join individuals and expeRs from academia, industry, NGOs, government and foundations to deal with 

critical concerns in water and health relevant to both the developing and developed worlds. 
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From: @emafil.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Paper 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I was just wondering if you received my email last ~veek with my paper 
attached Hope you are doing well. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Extra credit opportuni~: AFRI SPRING 

Hi just wanted to let you know that I’m planning on doing the extra credit 
for AFRI 

Thank you, 

On Sun,           09:04:56 -0400 (EDT), EUNICE N Sahle 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear All, 
> 

> Please note that details concerning the extra credit opportunity are 
posted 
> to Blackboard. 
> 

> If you are planning to take advantage of this opportuni~, you should 
> indicate this to me via emai[ no later than Tuesday so that I 
can 
> note your name on my master grade sheet. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

[@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 4:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Extra credit opportuni~: AFRI .SPRING 

Dr. Sahle, 
I would like to take advantage of the extra credit opportmfity that you have offered. 
Thank you for the opportunity.. 
Kindest Regards, 

Afri~ - CCO 

On Sun, at 9:04 AM, EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dea~: AIII 

Please note that details concerning the extra credit opportunity are posted to Blackboard. 

If you am plmming to take advmatage of this opportunity, you shoNd indicate this m me via email no later than Tuesday 

master grade sheet. 

Best m shes, 
Dr. Sable 

so that I can note your name on my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your research paper - graded and returned 

Dr. Sahle, 

I received my graded paper 

Thank you, 

On Tue,            10:39:39 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> Attached is your graded research paper. 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt of this emai[. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: Extra credit opportunit.3~: AFRI SPRING 

Hey Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit extra credit for the class. I would like to be added to the list to submit the aforementioned assignment. 

Thanks again, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:05 AM 

To: AFRI .SPRING : 

Subject: Extra credit opportunib/: AFRI ,SPRING: 

Dear All, 

Please note that detaAls concerning the extra credit oppormni~ are posted to Blackboard. 

If you are planning to tak, e advm~tage of this opportunity, you should indicate this to me via email no later than Tuesda~ 
master grade sheet. 

so that I cm~ note your name on my 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

did you see this? 

apparently a student is working with the yale administration to create a 
human rights maj or 

http://v~vwdailytarheel.colrdindexphp/blog/on the wire/ /yalestudent workstocreatehuman rightsmaior 

BA Political Science, International Studies: Global Economics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 4:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Syria Steps Up Its Crackdown While Promising Reform 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O4f20/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This Day 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

.A~pI’i120, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Syria tried to placate protesters with 
pledges of sweeping refrain hours 
after forces crushed one of the biggest 
gatherings yet. 

As Bvltlsh Help Libyan 

Rebels, Aid Goes to a Di~ided 

British military advisers will find 
themselves overseeing a ragtag rebel 
force in IAbya that cannot even 
agree on who its top officer is, amid 
sqnabbling between two generals. 

~E~ 
Photographs 

~E~ ?d c War Within a War 

Obailia Panel to Cu~’b Medlcaee Finds Foes i~l Bolh Parties 
f.::: i<:OL:i..i.ii v:-.:.,.- 

President Obama wants to expand the board’s role, but opponents fear it would usurp the power of 
Congress. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 sti~ wo~dd~’t e~l tbejbod. It~ n~l the s~r~w p~ople u~or£@~g there, but th~tg bm~e hats ~ou,." 

KELLY ,~OItNSTON~ a senior at P~ce University, where a cafeteria h~s reopened ander ~] new 

manager agter he~dth violations, 

AUTOS 

~Viih Compn[ers 

Pose New 

Challenges 
Sam Grobart, the Times’ personal 
technology editor, tries ont three 
designs for eompnterized dashboards. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

the Deal }Vith 

Vote~,s? 
How far can a 
presidential candidate get with fame 
and money, but with no knowledge 
of policy or governing? 

Chris Rock on Broadway 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Howto take home a piece of Daniel ,.Radciiffe 

Political confiicl:s, family-style 

WORLD 

Br~tah~ Will Seiid Mii~taey Advisees to L~bya, Hoph~g to ’Iip Balaiiee foi° Rebel 



Senior military officers would join a group of British diplomats already working with rebel leaders 

in Benghazi to help organize the countD-’s opposition. 

Seeurity h)rces fired on a demonstration in the central city of Taiz on Tuesday, killing one protester 
and wounding two others, according to witnesses and a doctor. 

Cuba Lays ].’onndatlon f.ar a New Leader 

Cuba named someone other than a Castro to the second-highest position in the Commnnist Party. 

Overdoses have sm~assed ear crashes as the leading eause of aeddental deaths in Ohio. 

Poor Seaso~ for Shoeshine Is Great One for Spores 

The moss has been busy this year, and so has a gardening hot line, which fields inquiries as to how 
to get rid of the abundant plant. 

Plane %qth M~chelle Obama Abo~s Landing 

An Air Force passenger jet carrying Miehelle Obama was following too closely on the tail of a 
military cargo plane. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

UoSo Orders Ahqh]es to State Fees More Clearly 

New rules will also increase the compensation passengers get when bumped fi’om a flight, and will 

require a refund of baggage fees for lost luggage, 

The potential of floating solar farms is entidng for some farmers, municipalities and companies 
that see their ponds and reservoirs doing double duty. 

Leader of Big Mortgage Lender Gn~y of $2,9 Bili~on Frand 

Prosecutors said the defendant, Lee Farkas, led a scheme of staggm~ng proportions in a case arising 
from the nation’s financial crisis. 

Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

CELTICS 96, KNICKS 93 

zMatho~y Gives I-{~s All; bnt I~ Is~t Enough 

Cavmdo Anthony spored 42 points but the Knieks lost a late lead in Boston for the second straight 

game. The Knieks are down 2-o in the series as it heads back to New York on Friday. 

~ Rondo Steadies C:elt~cs Against Kn~cks’ D~sa;ray 

ASTROS 6, METS 1 

The Astros, who entered Tuesday’s game with an identical 5-n reeord as the Mets, tagged the Mets’ 

bullpen for four runs in a 6q victory. 

~Bo>: Score [ inning by ;nning 

BLUE JAYS 6, YANKEES 5 (10 INNINGS) 
A RaPe B|own SaYe for RiYera as the Blue Jays }~scape 

The Blue aays, after sporing twice in the ninth to hand Mariano ~vera his first blown save of the 
season, spored the winning rnn off Ivan Nova, a starter pushed into a relief role. 



~Box 
Score i inning by inning 

~Sam 
Fuld’s ~Jalue to the Rays Goes Beyond Numbers 

¯ ~[~.~ L~..~ e.~ ~.~t#..~:~.gy,!.#.. Zt 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The l,~ves Spo~ts Change I~del~b|y 

The ESPN Sports Film series at the T~beea festival offers seven documentaries about sports fi~ures 
with a common theme: how competition transformed them, 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

°Readi~g My F~ltheP: A Memohv 

Alexandra Styron writes of growing up with a novelist who had a charmed social circle and difficult 
personality. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’HIGH’ 

Assisti~g Recovery, C~’ax4~g 1-{edemptio~ 

In "High," Kathleen Turner plays a nun and a rehab counselor faced with a recalcitrant young 
charge. 

More Airs News 

DINING & WINE 

Lamb the Conquistadors W*onld Recognize 

The only producers of certified-organic lamb in New Mexico still graze sheep on wild land. 

~E] Slide Show 

~ Easter Recipes From The Th7~es 

THE F~OUR 

The S4:~ O Co~ksc~’ew 

The Code-38 is a re-engineered waiter’s friend made of top-flight materials. What does that get you? 

V~q~en Dig2ging for Ramps Goes Too Deep 

The lucrative market for ramps during their shm’t spring season has drawn a horde of new foragers, 
who cart them out of the forest in unprecedented, and possibly damaging, quantities. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Ratlo~a~ Budget fo~ the Pe~tago~ 
There is no way to tackle the deficit without real cuts in military spending. 

EDITORIAL 

Good Advice From So& Po 
Standard & Poor’s calls for a real, serious discussion of the nation’s financial problems. 

EDITORIAL 
1Vlaki~g Campuses Safe~" 
New guidelines from the Education Department rightly press colleges to have a zero-tolerance 
attitude toward sexual assault. 

EDITORIAL 

Govo B~oewe~o Shows Some Moxle 
To the consternation of her Republican allies, the governor of Arizona vetoed two absurd bills. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Da~gero~s Arts 

Governments of the free world must make sure artists, like Ai Weiwei, who courageously stand up 
against authoritarianism are safe. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



St~olpped of D~g~fity 

Don’t these T.S.A. pat-down policies rnb you the wrong way? 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 20, ~971, the United States Supreme Court npheld the nse of busing to achieve racial 

desegregation in schools. 

See This },’ro~t Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to p~etecting your privacy. 

Ma!~age Sdbsc~iptiorls I Urlsclbscribe I Cha!~ge Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-- 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 4:06 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Duke FHI Haiti Lab Cholera Project Digital Map Unveiling, April 27, 3-4 pm 

cholera timemapl .png 

From :Deborah Jenson <deborah.j enson(~duke, edu> 

Please join us lbr the unveiling of the Duke FHI Haiti Lab digital mapping project on 19th century Caadbbea~ Cholera. 

Who: Deborah Jenson, Victoria. Szabo, and the Naiti Lab Stddent Research Tea:r: (grin Cloningel, HattneR, Noyle, Alston Neville, 

Where: Bay 4, Smith Warehouse, DuKe University 

When : 3-4 pn, Weds. Apri ] 27 

This is a collaborative pro~ect exploring both qualitative and quantitative data sources to deepen our understanding of cholera 

WAS THERE EVER EPIDEHIC CHOLERA IN HA]Ti BEEORE 2010? 

HOW LONG DID EPIDEMTCS O~’ CHOLERA LAST IN THE CARIBBEAN IN THE 19TH CENTURY? 

WERE THERE SEASONAL CORRELATIONS FOR ] 9TH CENTURY CARIBBEAN CHOLERA EPIDEM]CS? 

HOW DID SLAVERY AND COLONTAL!ANTICOLONIAL HILITARY CONFLICT CATALYZE CHOLERA EPIDEMICS? 

WNAT CAN WE EXPECT OF CNOLERA IN HAITI IN 2011? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday. April 21, 2011 4:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Netanyahu Invitation Puts Obama on Stx~t on Peace Pla~ 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O4f21/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S~ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & Styk~. I Editorials i Op-~ ~On T 5 s Day 

~O~[ornize~dav’~ j:j~ad[#le~ j Sea rch 

AidI~] 21, 2Oll 

TOP NEWS 

Netanyahu H~vltatlon P~ts                           ~ 

Oban~a on Spot on Peace Plan 

A Republican invitation for Israel’s prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, to address Congress 
kicked off a diplomatic race to reopen Israeli-Palestinian talks. 

V~’ildilfe at Risk Face Long Line at U,S, Agency 

The Fish and Wildlife Serviee is struggling with an awdanehe of petitions and lawsuits over the 
endangered speeies list. 

Room for Debate: Saving Species 

lnfe~olo~°/uoms Hobble Rebels i~i L~bya ~,Va~° 

The at~med uprising in Libya is both Hfldereqni[)ped and in custody of many weapons with no utility 
in the war at hand. 

~ Photographs: Rebels’ Nonstandard Issue 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

Sea Tuiotles~ Plight 
A year after the BP oil 
spill, endangered sea 
turtles still wash up dead on Gulf of 
Mexico shores in large numbers. A 
federal investigation suggests that 
the culprit is likely not oil. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Missing 

M~ssing in Action 

Why are the Democrats 
dragging their heels on 
judicial nominations? 

Grammy chief defends cuts 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

James [aylor’s American lullabies 

WORLD 

’Restrepo’ Di~oector and a Photographe~°/u,e Killed i~l L~b.~l 

Tim Hetherington, the photographer who was a director and producer of the fihn "Restrepo," and 
Chris Hondros of the Getty photo agency came under fire on the fl’ont lines of Misurata. 

~ More ~rom the Lens Slog: Hether~ngton ~ Hondros 

~¢ra~" in Libya Could Drag On, Millta~T Analysts Say 

France and Italy said they would, like Britain, send liaison officers to Libya, in what analysts said 
was a sign that there would be no quick end to the war. 



E~] Video: Italy and Libya 

Mubarak Leaves an Air of ~V~stful~ess 

There is an m~dereurre~t of discom[or[ with how IIosni Mubarak has been treated s~nce being foreed 
from power in Egypt. 

o More Worid biews *> 

THIS LAND 

A Passion Play E++d~re~ a~ a Seasona~ M~racle 
~.:y .:.:, ,~ 

Mike Graham has for a quarter century been the guiding force behind "The StmT of Jesus/’ full of 
miraeles and betrayals, exotie animals and a cast of hundreds. 

a~venile Killers in Jall for Li~e Seek a Reprieve 

The Supreme Court is being asked to allow parole for inmates w-ho w-ere involved in murders at ~3 
or 14. 

Beyond the Oi| Spill, the Tragedy of an Ai|]~g Gulf 

There is a huge dead zone off" the mouth of the Mississippi, and coastal wetlands have been 
vanishing rapidly. 

° More US. [’Jews 

BUSINESS 

I~ O~i~e Games~ a Path to 

Food marketers are pitching their products to children via Web sites that critics say blur the line 
between activities and advertising. 

[] Ask a Question 

~EYJ 
Slide Sh,~.a.r Online Piaygroimds With a Message 

Co~eer~ Grows Over ~,VI~ dow 

Industry and safety advocates are sparring over whether enough is being done to prevent fatal 
accidents. 

Labor Board Tells Boeing New Factory Breaks Law 

The National Labor Relations Board says in a complaint that the company ehose South Carolina for 
its new 787 Dreamliner production line in retaliation against a nnion, which is illegal. 

S P 0 RTS 

CAPITALS 4, RANGERS 3 (DOUBLE OMERTIME) 

Catfita|s Potmce on a Ra~gee Mistake 

Jason Chimera’s goal in the second overtime capped the Capitals’ comeback from a 3-o deficit, as 
Washington took command of the series. 

Baseball TaMng Cot~trol of Dodgers~ Operations 

Commissioner Bud Selig said he would appoint someone to oversee operations of the team because of 

YANKEES 6, BLUE JAYS 2 

Yat~kees~ Co~o~ Throws Back Clock and Pushes Past Bltm Jays 

Bartolo Colon’s ascension from faded star to viable major leaguer has reached its apex thus fat’, as 
Cohm pitched six and two-thirds stellar innings in the Yankees’ victory over the Blue Jays. 

~ Slumping Gardner Gets the Night Off 



ART$ 

A~dle~ce Up, ’Idol Defies TV Gravity 
i.::,, ~.5~: .::’ N 

A slight uptiek in the ratings for "American Idol" reverses a tremt and makes the show look 
inereasingly like a cultural fixture. 

~ ArtsBeat: ’American Idol’ Watch 

OPERA REVIEW 

Stephen Schwartz, the musical-theater composer and lyrrieist, offers his operatic version of the 

~964 British film "S~ance on a Wet Afternoon." 

THEATER REVIEW I ’SISTER ACT 

Different Ch~_wch~ More 

"Sister Act," based on the hit movie, offers tunes that echo the Philadelphia sound and a stage full of 
nuns flaring their gams like the Rockettes. 

More Airs News 

FASHION & STYLE 

At ’I’he~v Feet, Crafted by Ha~d 

Made in ,.. Amm~ca? Heritage shoes rebound, as a new generation of customers embraces the old- 

fashioned, 

Vibrators Carry the Con versatlon 

As women take ownership of their sexnality, device makers begin to make more money. 

Behind the move lie fierce disagreements on what is art and what is not, and whose cheeks are 
acceptable. 

More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

How Not to Pla~ for the F~tture 
The agreement between Congress and the White House to virtually eliminate money for high-speed 
rail is harebrained. 

EDITORIAL 

Time for Pla~ B 
A ban on produeing nuclear weapons fuel is too important to let Pakistan block negotiations. 

EDITORIAL 

77 Cents on the Dollar isn’t }"air 
Fortunately, supporters of the much-needed Paycheck Fairness Bill have not given up. 

EDITORIAL 

A Good Law That’s ~orldng 
It is disturbing that two New York senatm’s want to weaken a law protecting important fish stocks 
in Atlantic waters. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED DONTRIBUTOR 

ttow we get blinded to ore’ ethical lapses - and those of others. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 
The N ew Ant~-~3~orIgon Math 

With Texas producing a huge chunk of our nation’s futnre work force, the state’s problems are of 
interest to us all. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 



"rh~oee Cups of’rea~’ Sp~lled 

Whatever one thinks of the aeensations against Greg Mmtenson, the anthor of "Three Cups of Tea," 
he was right abont some big things. 

~ Columnis~ Pa~e [ Bio~ ] Tv¢itte; 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Re’volufion ~s M~ss~ng :Peace 

An Israeli-Palestinian deal is essential for peace in the region. Turkey ean help make it happen. 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 2~, ~9~o, author Samuel Langhorne Clemens, better known as Mark Twain, died in 

Redding, Conn. 

See :[’[:is Front Page 

Buy This Front Page 

Yoti ~eceived this message becatise you signed tip for NYrimes corn’s loday’s Headliaes newsle~e~ As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protectin9 your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe ~ Change Your E-MailI Privacy Poiicy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve£ise 



Fi"Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <n~vlimes~email.ne~orktimes.com> 

Thursday, April 21, 2011 8:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Limited time only: Save 50% on home delivery + more 

If you are having trouble viewing this e-mail, please ciicl,; here. 

Come back top home delivery of The New York Times a nd save 50% for 6 months 

Dear Former Subscriber, 

There’s more reason than ever to resubscribe to The New York Times! Now get everything you enjoyed 

before -- the world-class journalism, the convenience of home delivery -- all at 50% off for 6 months. 

See the world, as only The Times can showyou, 

~’~ili!i;a::!i As a home delivery subscriber you get our All Digital Access package free. That includes 

unlimited access to NYTimes.com, plus full access to the NYTimes app for your smartphone and 

tablet* 

The most exceptional journalism: Rediscover the stories that only The Times can tell, with the 

largest news staff and the most Pulitzer Prizes of any U.S. newspaper 

Your favorite sections: Arts & Leisure, Travel, The NewYork Times Magazine, Business, Book 

Review and more- an incredible breadth of content and insight. 

Early morning home delivery: Start each day right with The Times at home, giving you a first look at 

the most important news and perspectives. 

Save 50% for 6 months -- an exclusive deal, 

As a returning subscriber, you’re entitled to a remarkable discount: 50% offfor 6 full months of home 

delivery of The New York Times plus our All Digital Access package free. Save on the subscription of your 

choice and say hello again to The Times. Please respond today! 

ii~:~iI Resubscribe Today! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 8:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded paper 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I received the graded paper. Thank you! 

See you in a few hours! 

Best, 

On Thu,            10:57:36 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> ]-)ear 
> 

> Greetings. Attached is your graded paper 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt of this emai[. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 8:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Your graded research paper 

I got the email. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 8:42 AM 
To-" 
Subject; Your graded research paper 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Attached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 11:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your required research paper 

Dr. SaNe, 

I would like to take this second chance. I’m sony that my paper was not sufficient enough the first time. 

Thank You, 

Ou Thu, at 10:19 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

After several readings of your Afri: paper, I have decided to give you a second chance on the assignment. As it stands it has a failing grade. Among the many problems, 
the paper is solely dependent on secondaPl interpretations of the required novel. Primarily engagement with novel is a core requirement of this aspect of Afri: 
requirements. 

You have until I st 5.00pro to re-submit your paper. If you not interested in taking this second chance, let me know as soon as possible. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

~maJl.com 
University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Psychology B.A., Socia] and Ecouomic Justice Minor 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil,unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded research paper 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I have received my grade and I must say you have just made my day! Thank 
you so much 

Have a good long weekend, 

On Thu,            14:10:24 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> Greetings. Attached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge 
> receipt of this email. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AI]d 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

I was wondering when I will be getting my term paper grade back. I was 
just getting a little worried because you have mentioned in class that you 
will be getting them back to eve~’body by yesterday, but I have not gotten 
mine back yet. 

Best wishes, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

UK ~ng 

Here is the song from the IYK group, including myself, 
Thales! 

, and 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

UK song 

Here is the video/song from the UK group: 

Thanks! 
and 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:55 PM 

Brenda Fassie- Sonth Africa: AFAM .SPRING 

Brenda Fassie [] Too Late for Mama 

http://w~a~-.voutube .con~/watch?v~C- Jq Kc 1 mx4& feature related 



From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 12:56 PM 

To: @email.unc.edw~; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.e&~> 

Subject: Las Krudas 

@unc.edu>;                      @email.unc.edu-~; 

~email.~mc.edtr~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emafil.~mc.edtr~; 

Cuban Hip Hop: Guerrilla Radio - Las Krudas 

http://wva,<v, outubecum/watch?v i21Br42sF~&feamre related 



Frown: ~email.unc.edvc- 

Sent: Thursday, 12:57 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Subje~’t: France 

Video 

http:i, mvoutube.com/index?desktop uri=%2F &RI=US#/w atch?v=i 8r 1NZpU¥’c 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:58 PM 

Cuba~ ttip Hop: Guemlla Radio- Las Krudas: AFAM .SPRING 

Cubmi Hip Hop: Guerrilla Radio - Las Krudas 

http://~-w.,~’outube.com/watch?v i21Br42sFg&feature related 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:59 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: fight the power: AFAM, .SPRING: 

http://~a~-w.,~’outube.com/watch?v FebGrU0i3V8&feature related 



From: ~email.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 12:59 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: France video: AFAM, .SPR1NG: 

http://m.voumbe.com/index?desktop ufi %2F&gl US#/watch% i8rlNZpUY-c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             1:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Re: Your graded paper 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I just ~vanted to acknowledge that I received my graded paper. Thank you 
very much and I hope you have a good long weekend! 

On Thu,          [ 15:42:24 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Greetings 
> 
> Attached is your graded research paper Please acknowledge receipt of 
this 
> emai[. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr SahIe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded paper 

Professor SaNe, 

This is to note that I have received my graded term paper from you. 

Thanks for your feedback, 

Sent tiom my HTC on the Now Network t~m Sprint! 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "S~Ne, Eunice N" <eunice@e~nail.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu,            9:34 am 
Subject: Your graded paper 

To: @email.unc.edtc, 

Dear 

Greetings. Attached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Your graded research paper 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I received your email and viewed my grade for my research paper. Also, 
am not able to come to class today because my morn is having surgely and 
am going home to visit her. I hope you understand and could fill me in on 
what I missed in class as far as the discussion. Thank you very much! 

Regards, 

On Thu,            15:14:16 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Dear 
> 

> Greetings. Attached is yuur graded research paper. Please acknowledge 
> receipt uf this email 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahie 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 5: 51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your graded paper 

Thmiks for your emaA1 and your responses to Iny paper, they were ve~ beneficiaJ. Have a great long weekend. 

Best, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 9:19 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~b.emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Attached is your graded - very good - research paper. Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

paper -- graded and returned - term paper.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, April 22, 2011 5:00 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Nation’s Mood at Lowest Level in Two Years, Poll Shows 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/indexes/2011/04/22/todaysheadlines/index.html 

................................................................................... T.od.a)is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ...................................................................... 
~11¢ N’t’~o ~rk ~i1,~¢~ April 22, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I _a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Nation’s Mood at Lowest 
Level in Two Years, Poll 

Shows 
By JIM RUTENBERG and MEGAN THEE- 
BRENAN 

Americm~s’ pessinfism about the 
economy and the nation’s direction is 
hurting the ratings of President Obama 
and Congress, the latest New York 
Times/CBS News poll finds. 

o Graphic: The Economy, Budget Deficit and 

Health Care 

, Document: Complete Results 

Senator Ensign to Resign 
Amid Inquiry 
By ERIC LIPTON 

Senator John Ensign of Nevada, a 
Republican who had been caught up in a 

.Are You a.., 
He:art Attack 
Risk? 
Take Dr, C randalI 
;Free On|ine Test 
Here 

sex scandal and an ethics inquiry, annotmced he is planning to resign before his term ends. 

¯ ’ FiveThirtyEight: The Implications of Ensign’s Resignation 

~’ ~; Timeline I ~ Post a Comment 

Libyan Rebels Advance; U.S. Will Deploy Drones 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and THOM SHANKER 

Rebels seized a Tunisian border crossing as President Obmna authorized the use of anned drones against 
Qaddafi’s forces. 
" ~,~ Photographs 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There’s an emolion when you come here. A tear comes to your eye for all that started here." 

LILY TOINNSEND~ of Pensacola, Fla., on the newly renovated Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta, where 

the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. preached. 

MAGAZINE 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: 



Milestones: The Life of 
Obama’s Mother 
A timeline of Stanley Ann Dtmhan~’s 
personal life and career. 

OPINION 

The Danger of 
Donald Trump 
Timothy Egan on why a 
pervasive Trmnp-fatigue, 
like Berlusconi-fatigue, 
doesn’t necessarily mean 
that relief is in sight. 

Sports in film 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Tribeca returns 

Robert Redford’s "The Conspirator .... 

WORLD 

In Syria, Protesters and Government Mobilize for Friday 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

Syria deployed security forces ahead of a call for nationwide protests that will test the reception of reforms 
decreed by President Bashar al-Assad. 

~ Amid Crackdown, Big Protest Is Planned in Syria 

Egypt to End the Ubiquity of Mubarak 
By MONA EL-NAGGAR 

3m Egyptian court on Thursday ordered the removal of Hosni Mubarak’s name and likeness from all public 
institutions. 

’. ~ Video: Preserving Mubarak 

Gulf Nations Offer Yemen’s Leader an Exit Plan 
By LAURA KASINOF 

A deal offered by the Gtflf Cooperation Council calls for President Ali Abdullah Saleh to hand over power 
immediately and step down in 3o days. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

At Ebenezer Baptist Church, a Glorious Rebirth 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The renovation of the church where Martin Luther King Jr. was both baptized and eulogized taps into the 
power of history. 

OUT HERE I BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. 
Festive Yet Alarming, Earthquake Banners Strike a Surreal Note 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

In a wealthy enclave of California, strangely jovial bmmers on a theme of earthquake preparedness struck a 
jarring note for at least one observer. 

BP Agrees to Pay Sa Billion for Start of Gulf Restoration 
By JOHN M. BRODER 

The payment to five states and the federal government will comat toward the compmay’s final liability. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Clash Over the Airwaves 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The government wmats TV broadcasters to give up some of their airwaves to allow for expanded use by 



cellphones and other mobile applications. 

Plan With a History 

As Consumers Cut Spending, ’Green’ Products Lose Allure 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD and ANDREW MARTIN 

As recession gripped the comatry, flae consumer’s love affair with green products faded like a bad infatuation. 

:. For a Few, Focus on Green Products Pays Off 

DEALBOOK 
Mitsubishi Deal Aids Morgan Stanley’s Recovery 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

James P. Gonnan, Morgan Stanley’s chief executive, has removed one finm~cial burden, but the finn still has 
plenty of work left on its turuarotmd. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Selig Finally Finds Peace as He Looks Toward Next Job 
By TYLER KEPNER 

As other professional leagues endure labor problems, baseball’s commissioner, Bud Selig, is focttsing on 
what he wants to do next: teach and write. 

, Selig Expects Playoffs to Expand in 2012 

" Bats: Bud Selig Stands Tall 

Uncertainty of What’s Next for Dodgers 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

A day after Commissioner Bud Selig moved to take control of the Los Angeles Dodgers, a raft of questions - 
including who would run the dub - remain tmanswered. 

~ Bats: Granderson’s Power Surge Continues 

, Bats: Bay Returns, Looking for Better Days 

" In Preview of Clemens Trial, Issues of Access and Credibility 

In the Postseason, Blunders Are Burned Into Memory 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

The Marian Gaborik gaffe that cost the Rangers a victory in Game 4 against the Capitals on Wechaesday night 
follows in a long line of notable miscues in the N.H.L. playoffs. 

¯ Blackhawks Rout Canucks to Stave Off Elimination 

Coyotes, After Being Swept, Skate Off Into Unknown 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I ’JERUSALEM’ 
This Blessed Plot, This Trailer, This England 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Mark Rylm~ce plays a roaring wreck of a hero in "Jerusalem," Jez Butterworth’s state-of-the-nation comedy 
about Britain. 

. Video: Mythology and ’Jerusalem’ 

Relishing the Part of a Dog’s Best Friend 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

Isabella Rossellini trains a puppy to be a guide dog in "3mimals Distract Me," a docmnentary on the cable 
channel Planet Green on Saturday. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’CINEMA VERITE’ 

The First Airing of Dirty Laundry 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN kEY 

In "Cinema Verite" on HBO, Tim Robbins and Diane Lane play Bill mad Pat Loud in a retelling of how "An 
3anericm~ Family" became the first reality TV show. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’INCENDIES’ 
Scavenger Hunt for Family Secrets Across Time and Geography 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Incendies," Denis Villeneuve’s fihn based on a play by Wajdi Mouawad, is a family quest narrative that takes 
place in Quebec and an tmnamed eotmtry resembling Lebanon. 

’ ~ Interview: Denis Villeneuve 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Tribeca’s Taste of All Things Grim and Gory 
By MIKE HALE 

At the Tribeca Fihn Festival, sex farces and horror and crime fihns are grouped into their own section. 

’: ~ Slide Show: Cinemania 

¯ More Tribeca Coverage 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE GREATEST MOVIE EVER SOLD’ 

The Hidden Persuaders Come Out in Full Force 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

A fihnmaker dissects the world of product placement and advertising by making a docmnentary financed 
entirely by product placement and advertising. 

’- Related Article 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Rethinking Their Pledge 
A few Republicans say deficit reduction is more important than an inflexible anti-tax oath. 

EDITORIAL 
A Hole in the Endangered Species Act 
A tiny rider in the budget bill elevates politics over science and threatens the gray wolf. 

EDITORIAL 
Do You Think It’s Because They Liked Florida? 
The Election Assistance Commission needs renewed support from Congress. Instead, House Republicans are 
trying to abolish it. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 
The Children’s Book Comes to Life Electronically. Should We Be Alarmed? 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

When pages talk and pictures dance, maybe reading changes, too. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Fair Vote, Fragile Future 
By DELE OLOJEDE 

Nigeria’s new president must secure support in the north, mad confront the cotmtry’s savage inequalities. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Patients Are Not Consumers 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Politicim~s talk about the act of receiving health care as if it were no different from a commercial transaction, 
like buying a ear. 

’- Columnist Page [ Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Creed or Chaos 
By DAVID BROOKS 

"The Book of Mormon" is hilarious and contains a feel-good, benign message, but the implications of vague 
religiosity don’t fly in real life. 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Our Obsolete Approach to Medicaid 
By SCOTT WALKER 

Replacing the Medicaid entitlement program with block grants would help control costs and personalize 
health-care delivery. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Real Royals Say ’I Do’ 
By ROGER COHEN 

No nation can script a feel-good moment, a global fantasy, quite like Britain. 

:’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 22, 1889, the Oklahoma Land Rush began at noon as thousands of homesteaders staked claims. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ ..B..u.y. This Front ..P..a.g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.~AY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Friday, April 22, 2011 5:58 AM 

lawofficel0@juno.com; janekendall@me.com; jalderson@mindspring.com; kimberly@kimberlykyser.com; 
kevin.rahimzadeh@eku.edu; Iogankendall@nc.rr.com; trey@levineandstewart.com; garfield@emji.net; 
mbernholz@starfishnet.com; redwood@nc.rr.com; dave.hart@nando.com; jeanlevineu@hotmail.com; 
mj@springbranchlandscapes.com; jackie@carrboro.com; jholl708@aol.com; mollydog803@aol.com; 
ssimmons@townofchapelhill.org; rmanley@me.com; McFee, Michael A <mcfee@email.unc.edu>; joeh@ncleg.net; 
maurahigh@mindspring.com; McTighe, Geoffrey N <mctighe@email.unc.edu>; jward@townofchapelhill.org; 
jjearn@bellsouth.net; cmoran@nc.rr.com; vincentjkopp@gmail.com; bob.massengale@gmail.com; 
maggigrace@nc.rr.com; goodolgirl@visionet.org; wjhonson125@sprint.blackberry.com; patrick@proximate.org; 
linda.belans@duke.edu; bobepting@aol.com; amandabryan60@hotmail.com; constance224@aol.com; 
lynne.wentworth@nccourts.org; drrubinow@yahoo.com; gretchenay@nc.rr.com; Moore, .]eanette E 
<,]ENoore@unch.unc.edu>; latentwriter@frontier.com; kpdavidson@gmail.com; sacrificialpoets@gmail.com; 
missusa69@hotmail.com; kandrews@ci.carrboro.nc.us; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 
cbeacham0204@gmail.com; sneal@nc.rr.com; barryj@earthlink.net; drguiteras@mdvip.com; swspalt@att.net; Beam, 
.]effery <jeffbeam@email.unc.edu>; hartblood@gmail.com; smadry@mindspring.com; Griffiths, David N 
<griffiths@unc.edu>; art@jwfinearts.com; jean@vikingtravel.com; chris.lutes@phoenixphysicians.com; 
reneeprice2010@gmail.com; annstewartl@mac.com; sandcpeele@msn.com; ablythe@newsobserver.com; 
amy@childcarenetworks.org; rgarni@gmail.com; mikitime@when.com; Ellington, Richard 
<richard_ellington@unc.edu>; jgwick@mindspring.com; giles@blundenstudio.com; Ringwalt, Sharon S. 
<sharon.ringwalt@unc.edu>; jhuegerich@townofchapelhill.org; docaaron@juno.com; Brantley, Helen T 
<Helen_Brantley@med.unc.edu>; aharris@duke.edu; jenaethar@yahoo.com; elliek@ncleg.net; 
mark_chilton@hotmail.com; catdevine@mindspring.com; drbillcoleman@gmail.com; nturnbough@rangeweb.net; 
bthigh@aol.com; compassionateacu@nc.rr.com; bnicholson@partners.org; dougstuber@aol.com; 
taylorbryan70@gmail.com; dmartin13@nc.rr.com; ggbclay@yahoo.com; baskin.cooper@gmail.com; 
sherryjnc@aol.com; d2gulick@earthlink.net 

David Yasinovsky <davidvadim@gmail.com> 

Sacrificial Poets’ Fundraising for North Africa Project 

PPR NCSU and UNC.pdf 

Good morning! 

Two friend, Will McTnerney and Kane Smego, who are leaders of the Sacrificial Poets, are raising money for a trip to Egypy and Tunsia this summer. They will be capturing 
what they see, feel and hear through oral history, their own poetry and photography. Below is their promo video. 

http: !/vimeo.com!22613235 

Will and Kane are wonderful spoken word poets who with other graduates from Chapel High School formed the Sacrificial Poets, one of the nation’s premier spoken word 
poetry groups. Beside reading themselves, they hold workshops to encourage other young poets to express themselves through poetry. 

As indicated in the attachment, they are having two fundraising events, one this Monday at NCSU and one on Wednesday at UNC at UNC Frank Porter Graham Student Union. 

1 strongly encourage you to come to one of the events and learn more about their passionate vision, energy and dreams for this project and about their poetry. They are 

deserve any support that we can give them. 
Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Final, Term Paper 

Dr. Sahle, 

Sorry for not posting on the discussion board for this past lesson; 
I’ve been out of town working several     tournaments and didn’t have 
time to read the books, so I didn’t want to post a bunch of BS on the 
discussion board and consequently add nothing to the conversation. I 
am still planning on reading the novels, however, and I am wondering 
if their contents are going to be on the final. I also never received 
comments for either my midterm or my term paper, and was wondering 
what the status on those was. I hope you have a good weekend 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Final, Term Paper 

Dr. Sahle, 

I received your email, and I’m glad you enjoyed my paper Thanks for 
clearing those other matters up as ~vell. I’m actually in the process 
of starting Matigari this morning, so I should be well prepared for 
the final. 

Best, 

On , at 11:40 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

I have forwarded the email I sent returning your graded paper. 
Please confirm that you have received this second email The novels 
will be featured in the final. I graded and commented on your mid- 
term on Blackboard a while back Thu,s revie~v the Grade Center on 
Blackboard. 

Sincerely, 
Dr Sah[e 

From: ~@gmail corn] 
Sent: Friday, 11:33 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: Final, Term Paper 

Dr. Sahle, 

Sorry for not posting on the discussion board lk~r this past lesson; 
I’ve been out of town working several     tournaments and didn’t have 
time to read the books, so ! didn’t want to post a bunch orBS on the 
discussion board and consequently add nothing to the conversation. ! 
am still planning on reading the novels, however, and I am wondering 
if their contents are going to be on the final I also never received 
comments for either my midterm or my term paper, and was wondering 
what the status on those was. [ hope you have a good weekend 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:25 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Problems Accessing Readings on Blackboaxd 

Professor, 

There appears to be m~ issue accessing multiple articles on Blackboard. I am comparing what is available on Blackboard, with those that are on the syllabus and there 

is substantiaJly less on blackboard. There is no folder for week 8 readings, Week 10 only has one of the axticles in it, Week 11 obly has one article in it, ~Veek 12 also 

only has 1 reading in it, Week 14 has 3 readings in it (But the Syllabus only says it should have two readings) and Week 15 has all the readings. 

Are we going to be required to have read those articles that are not posted on Blackboard? 

Thank you tbr your claJdfication, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, April 22, 2011 5:06 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

REMINDER: Revolutions, Independences, Insurgencies: Lecture Workshop Series at Duke, April 28-29 

Lecture Workshop.jpg; Revolutions Program.pdf 

%i RSWS-poster-final.jpg 

The Department of Romance Studies will host the first of three bi-annual Workshop Series, around the topic "Revolutions, Independences, Insuq encies." The 

Romance Studies Workshop Series seeks to redefine the role of the Romance Languages and their imperial and colonial legacies according to the demands of a 

rapidly changing world order and the philosophy of higher education, at Duke, in the country and globally. While traditionally Romance Studies was configured 

around four major languages (italian, French, Spanish and Portuguese), political and cultural centers, it became apparent in the past decades that the 21st Century 

demands a relocation of languages and cultures, in response to this new sets of demands, this first workshop will bring together local, national and international 

scholars who are working on the meaning and effects of revolutions, independences and insurgences that have transformed the Atlantic world (mainly the 

Americas and Europe) over the last two and a half centuries, from the American, French and Haitian Revolutions, to the independences and insurgences in Central, 

South America and the Caribbean. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Friday, 8:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your graded research paper 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
Solly for the late response. I’ve been a little under the weather. I just wmated to confirm that I have recieved my gladed paper. Thank yon for the commems, and a 

great semester. The end is near. Hope to see you Tnesday. 

On Thn, 
Dear 

at 11:44 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <ennice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Greetings. Attached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 10:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edt~> 

Subject: AFRI    Online 

Hi my name is             , and I was wanting to el~roll in the AFRI 
course that is offered online tbr the     fall semester but it says that 
department consent is needed. I was just ~vondering what I need to do to get 
the consent and how the online class works. Also how much is the additional 
fee 

for an online course, and ~vould me financial aid cover the cost? 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Saturday, 9:39 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Farewell Lunch 

Dearest Professor Sahle, 

Saludos de Chile’. I rash so much that I could have come to the ceremony last week, by all reports it was a truly lovely occasion. Unfortunately, airfme prices from 

South America render my chances of making it to lunch ve~ low. Studyingabroad for a second semester, a year later, brings our group and our adventure together into 

my thoughts often. And truly, 

O11 , at 10:08 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice~b, email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Scholars, 

Greetings. 

In light of my departure to South Africa the first week of Nay, here are possible openings for our farewell lunch: 

: :t:t.30am-2.00pm 
: :t2.00pm-2.00pm 

: :t:t.00pm-2.00pm 

Based on our experiences abroad, I know that you very good at organizing yourselves in a democratic manner. Thus, kindly discuss the preceding lunch 
possibilities and let me know the consensus on our lunch appointment as soon as possible. I will then move forward to making the necessary arrangements and 
will let you know. 

With best wishes as you prepare for the final stretch in what is the final semester for most of you. 
Mwalimu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 1:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Your term Paper 

Hello, 

I am writing you to acknowledge receipt of this email. I also wanted to ask if I could schedule an appointment on Monday or take advantage of office hours on Tuesday in order to discuss 
my paper. 

Thank you, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 5:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: Your term Paper 

Dear 

Greetings 

I am writing regarding your required research paper for Afri Upon several readings of your paper, I have decided to give you a chance to re-write it. 

As your paper stands, it fails to adhere to a core requirement of the assignment and modes of writing Universib" research papers In addition to demonstrating a veW limited engagement 
with the required novel, the paper does not prnvide full citation details in the instances you reference Nega Mezlekia’s work. As the paper stands, it has a failing grade Thus, I am giving 
you a second chance to re-write it in order to safeguard your grade Use this second chance to write a systematic essay as indicated in the prompt. You should submit the new paper on or 
before        If you have questions about citation methods for research papers, consult tutors at UNC’s writing center. They are very good with working with students on research pro~ects 
and several students have consulted them for this assignment If you unwilling to take this second chance to write your paper, let me know as soon as possible. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sdhle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday,            8:03 PlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N ~-eunice@email.nnc.edtr"~ 

@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM Research Paper 

Notes from the Hyena’s Belly (dral~).docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

My research paper tier AFRI 

Best, 

is attached. Thank you so much for granting me an extension, though 1[ aD~log~e for turning it in long after the due date. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 8:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

AFRI Research Paper 

Notes from the Hyena’s Belly (draft).docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Ignore the "AFAM " subject line of my previous email. It was an emir! IVly research paper for AFRI 

extension, though I apologize for turning it in long after the due date. 

Best, 

is attached. Thank you so mnch for granting me an 



From: ~email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Sunday, 8:35 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Your graded research paper 

Hi Dr Sable, 
I recieved my graded research paper Thank you for your con~aents! 

On Sur~            11:36:12 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Greetings. Attached is ?’our graded research paper. Please acknowledge 
> receipt of this email 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, 12:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your graded research paper 

I received your email. 

Sent via BlackBerry fl-ol;q T-Mobile 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.uaac.edu> 
Date: Sun, 11:52:53 
To: .~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Your graded research paper 

Dear 

Greetings Attached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your graded research paper 

Hi Dr Sable! 

I received my paper grade and am ve~ ecstatic’. Yay!!! :-) 

See you Tuesday! 

Best, 

On Sur~            14:16:29 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@emaihunc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Greetings. 
> 

> Attached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge receipt of 
this 
> email 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
(;lass of 

@emaih unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             2:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Research Paper Grade 

Dr. Sable, 

This is to acknowledge the 13ct that I hax e received the email regarding my 

grade on the research paper 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             7:04 PM 

SaNe, Eanice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I was woaderiag if you posted the grades for out papers yet Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 8:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded research paper 

Hello Dr. Sable, 

I have received your email. Thank you! 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@emailalnc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:29 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Important: Your research paper 

Dr. SaNe: 

Firs~t of all, I am sony that the paper was not up to universi~l staJ~dards. As a biology major, I have not written a paper since freshman year. Thank you for giving me 

another chance to write it so that I can bring up my grade. 

Another thing I wanted to ask was if the whole paper was bad in general. Was it the gran~matical and citation parts that was incorrect or was the ideas that I’ve written 

completely oil’? Is there a way to possibly save the ideas in my previous paper? 

Once again, thank you ~ much tbr a second chance. I will t~ to tbrmulate my ideas better next time. 

Sincerely, 

On Sun, at 8:09 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> Wl~Ote: 

Deal 

I am writing with regards to your required re,arch paper for Afii . Upon several readings ofyour paper, I have decided to give you a chance to re-write it. 

As your paper s~tands, it thils to adhere to a core requirement of University research paper assignments. While it provides a list of works cited, these ~urces are not 

properly cited in the body of the essay. Further and ve~ importantly, even insights from the required novel are not sourced: the whole essay has two citations th~m 

the required novel. I san giving you a second chance to re-write it in Ol~]er to safeguard your glude. Use this second chance to write a systematic essay as indicated 

in the prompt. Review the pro~npt very carefully. 

You should submit the new paper on or before       If you have questions about citation methods for research papers, consult tutors at UNC’s writing center. 

They are veD~ good with working with students on research projects and several s~dents have consulted them for this assignment. If you unwilling to take this second 

chance to write your paper, let me know as soon as possible. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:34 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Important; Your research pa~r 

Hi Pmtbssor: 

Thank you for letting me know the problem ruth my paper and giving me the chance to re-write it. I apologize for my misinterpretalion and will follow the prompt more 

closely in the re-write. Thanks again, 

O11 , at 8:01 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

After several readings and careful consideration, I have decided to give you a chance to re-write your research paper. This is in an effort to safe guard your 

grade in this class. In the six pages - the 2nd part of your paper - that students were expected to focus on one of the core themes emerging from the novel on 
Ethiopia, you have :t paragraph on your stated theme i.e. the :t974-:t99:t (note that it is not :t960s-:t980s as you state in various places in your essay) on this 
theme. You spend this section of the paper discussing regimes that were not part of this assignment. In addition, morality - :tst section of your paper - is not the 
only theme that is covered in the novel. 

Please review the prompt for this assignment as you re-write your paper. You should submit the paper by 
as soon as possible. 

If you decide not take this chance, let me know 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:d4 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: AFAM    Research Paper 

I sincerely apologize I am not sure what went wrong ~vith it the first time 

Best, 

, at 10:28 PM. "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu> wrote: 

Got it this time around 

I kept on thinking you had attached it uaatil the tech repolt. 

I will grade it by tomorro~v. 

Best wishes, 
Dr Sahle 

t"rom: @gmaih corn] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:18 PM 
To: SahIe. Eunice N 
Cc: 
Subject: A[~’AM Research Paper 

Good evening Professor Sahle, 

I apologize that my paper was not properly attached. I thought I did it correctly. Please let mr know if the attachment works this time 

Best, 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Important: Your research paper 

Thank you for allowing me to rewrite my paper, my original paper was 
deleted that Saturday when my computer restarted itself. I was tlying 
to make sure I turned in a paper on time, so that’s why this paper ~vas 
up to pal-, please forgive me and I will complete a better paper by May 
3, thanks for the opportuni~z to rewrite my paper. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
African American Studies Maj or 
Social and Economic Justice 
Expected Graduation: 

:@email unc.edu 

Quoting "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc. edu>: 

Deal- 

I am writing with regards to your required research paper for 
AFAM    Upon several readings of your paper and careful 
consideration for several days, I have decided to give you a chance 
to re-write it. 

As your paper stands, it fails to adhere to a core requirement of 
Umversity research paper assignments. While it provides a list of 
works cited, these soumes are not properly cited in the body of the 
essay. Further and very importantly, core insights from the two core 
authors on the women’s movement in South Africa - which is one of the 
textbook for AFAM, - and Liberia - (a chapter from another 
textbook for the class) are not incorporated in the research paper. 
Overall, the paper fails to provide sources: it has one foomote and 
3 incomplete citation in 11 pages. 

I am giving you a second chance to write it in order to safeguard 
your grade in this class Use this second chance to write a 
systematic essay as indicated in the prompt Review the prompt for 
this assigr~ment veW carefully You should submit the new paper on or 
before 

If you have questions about citation methods for research papers, 
consult tutors at UNC’s writing center. They are very good in working 
with students on research projects and several students have 

> consulted them for this assigmnent. If you unwilling to take this 
second chance to write your paper, let me know as soon as possible. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this emaih 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Sunday, 11:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Important: Your AFAM    Research Paper Assignment 

I just received your email, and ~vould like to say that I am absolutely 
willing to accept the option of a re-write, and am incredibly grateful 
for the opportuni~z to bring my research paper up to both your and the 
University’s standards. I will definitely have a finalized version to 
you on         if not before. Thanks velT much, 

Quoting "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu>: 

Dear 

I am writing with regards to your required research paper for 
AFAM,    Upon several readings of your paper and careful 
consideration for several days, I have decided to give you a chance 
to re-write it. 

As your paper stands, it fails tu adhere to a core requirement of 
Umversity research paper assignments. While it provides a list uf 
works cited, these sources are nut cited in the body of the essay 
Further and very importantly, cure insights frum the two cure authurs 
on the women’s movement in South Africa - which is one of the 
textbouk for AFAM - and Liberia - (a chapter frum anuther 
textbouk for the class) are nut incurporated in the research paper. 
Overall, the paper fails to pruvide sources fur its research. This is 
a seriuus matter. 

I am giving you a second chance to write it in order to safeguard 
your grade in this class Use this second chance tu write a 
systematic essay as indicated in the prompt Review the prumpt for 
this assigrwnent very carefully You shuuld submit the new paper on or 
before 

]£yuu have questions abuut citation methods fur research papers, 
consult tutors at UNC’s wriung center They are very good in working 
with students on research projects and several students have 
consulted them for this assignment If you unwilling to take this 
secund chance to write yuur paper, let me know as soun as pussible 

Please acknuwledge receipt of this email 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: 1NTS: - Responses to questions 

Dr. Sahle, 

I am el~rolled in your INTS    course, and on my Connect Carolina it says 
this class is held everyday of the week. YVhen I originally signed up for 
this course, it was only to be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays Is this 
just another glitch in the Connect Carolina system, or is this the actual 
course schedule? If it is evewday, will it remain just a 3 hour credit? 

Thank you and have a great week, 

On 3:40 PM, "ennice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Dear All, 
> 

>This is in response to questions that I have received about INTS in 
>the Fall: 
> 

>1 ) Course outline: It will be available in the August before classes 
>begin. 
> 

>2) Matters of study: This is a Global Studies seminar ~2~cusing on debates 
>about hmnan rights and ethical philosophies, and practices. Further, in 
>line with a core mandate of Global Studies, the seminar e×plores 
>scholarly and policy discussions and practices that invoke insights 
>embedded in these philosophies in debates concermng major global issues 
>Along these lines, here are examples of global issues that we might sturdy 
>in the Fall: war and transitional justice, business ethics, global 
>poverty, institutions of global governance, global human rights 
>movements, environment and food securi~ 
> 

>3) Level: This is an upper undergraduate/graduate level seminar As such 
>it involves close reading of dense material in preparation of extensive 
>class discussions. 
> 

> 

>Sincerely, 
>Dr. Sahle 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

postmaster@admin.live.unc.edu [postmaster@ad min.live.unc.edu] 

2:49:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Clarification for students INTS 

Clarification for students INTS 

Your message 

To: Markstein, Lara 

CC: @live.unc.edu 

Subject: Clarification for students INTS 

Sent: 2:48:15 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@live.unc.edu 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 



From: 
~-r~p_.,,~ ~Harks%ei:.~.:~ ~.ara~ <iaram@email.une~e~u> 

~-~.-,. ,. : ~ 

Subject: Ciarification ior studen~.s LNiS 

Thread---Topic~ Ciarif~cation fox students 

Thre.<:;d index: 

0 o.n t.e.~y~.-. :~: y p ~:.~ ~ ~,-. e x-~-.- / p i ::.:~ £.~:~ ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:48 AM 

Maxkstein, Lara <laxam@email.unc.edu-~ 

@live.unc.edu 

Clarification for students INTS 

Dear Lara, 

Greetings and I hope you had a good weekend. 

I mn getting a lot emails along the lines of the one below l]com           . I am scheduled to offer the seminax Tues and Thurs at 2.00pm-3.00pm in the Fall. Thus, I 

am not sure why the seminax’s details axe not reflected correctly in the UNC system. 

Kindly let me know what is going on so that I can alert my s~dents. 

Sincereb; 
Eunice 

From: ~live.anc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:41 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: 1NTS    - Responses to questions 

Dr. Sahle, 

I am enrolled in your INTS    course, and on my Connect Carolina it says 

this class is held eveD~day of the week. When I originally signed up for 

this course, it was only to be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Is this 

just another glitch in the Connect Caxolina system, or is this the actual 

course schedule? If it is eye,day, roll it remain just a 3 hour credit? 

Thank you and have a great week, 

On 3:40 PM, "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Deax All, 
> 

>This is in response to questions that I have received about INTS in 

>,the Fall: 
> 

>1 ) Course outline: It roll be available in the August before classes 

>begin. 
> 

>2) Matters of study: This is a Global Studies seminax focusing on debates 

>about human rights and ethical philosophies, and practices. Further~ in 

>line ruth a core tnandate of Global Studies, the seminm explores 

>scholarly and policy discussions and practices that invoke insights 

>embedded in these philosophies in debates concerning major global issues. 

>Along these lines, here are exmnples of global issues that we might s~udy 

>in the Fall: war and transitional justice, business ethics, global 

>Ix~ve~’, institutions of global governance, global human rights 
>movements, environment and tbod security. 

> 

>3) Level: This is an upper unde~raduateigraduate level seminar. As such 

>it involves close reading of dense material in prepexation of extensive 

>class discussions. 
> 

> 

>Sincerely, 

>Dr. Sahle 
> 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Clarification tbr students 1NTS: 

Wow. That stare is some glitch¯ I just checked and somehow CC has magically changed your class to eve~ day! I’ll call scheduling and t~z to get this sorted for you. 

Lara Markstein 
Departmental Manager 
Global Studies 
Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
ph 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 
http : //www.global. unc. edui~lobalstudies 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Ennice N 
Sent: Monday, 10:48 AM 
To: Markstein, Lara 
Cc:      ~)llve.unc edu 
Subject: Clarification for students INTS 

]~)ear Lara, 

Greetings and I hope you had a good weekend¯ 

I am getting a lot emails along the lines of the one below from 
seminar’s details are not reflected correctly in the UNC system. 

Kindly let me know what is going on so that I can alert my students. 

Sincerely, 
Ennice 

¯ I am scheduled to offer the seminar Tues and Thurs at 2.00pm-3.00pm in the Fall Thus, I am not sure why the 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:41 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: INTS    - Responses to questions 

Dr. Sable, 

I am e~olled in your ]NTS    course, and on my Connect Carolina it says 
this class is held everyday of the week¯ ~len I originally signed up for 
this course, it was only to be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Is this 
just another glitch in the Connect Carolina system, or is this the actual 
course schedule? If it is everyday, will it remain just a 3 hour credit? 

Thaak you and have a great xveek, 

On 3:40 PM, "eunice@cmail.tmc.edu" <eunice@errlaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>Dear All, 
> 

>This is in response to questions that I have received about INTS: in 
>the Fall: 
> 

>1) Course outline: It will be available in the August before classes 
>begin. 
> 

>2) _Matters of study: This is a Global Studies seminar focusing on debates 
>about htanan rights and ethical philosophies, and practices. Further, in 
>line with a core mandate of Global Studies, the seminar explores 
>scholarly and policy discussions and practices that invoke insights 
>embedded in these philosophies in debates concerning maj or global issues 
>Along these lines, here are examples of global issues that we might stud?’ 
>in the Fall: war and transitional justice, business ethics, global 
>poverty, institutions of global governance, global human rights 

>movements, environment and food securi~ 
> 

>3) Level: This is an upper uaadergraduateigraduate level seminal- As such 
>it involves close reading of dense material in preparation of extensive 
>class discussions. 
> 

> 

>Sincerely, 
>Dr. Sahle 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Clarification tbr students 1NTS 

Hi Eumce, 

What room were you in originally? 

Lara Markstein 
Departmental Manager 
Global Studies 
Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
ph 919-962-5442 

laram@email.nnc.edu 
http : //www.~lobal. unc. edui~lobalstudies 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 10:48 AM 
To: Markstein, Lara 
Cc:      ~hve.unc edu 
Subject: Clarification for students INTS: 

]~)ear Lara, 

Greetings and I hope you had a good weekend. 

I am getting a lot emails along the lines of the one below from 
seminar’s details are not reflected correctly in the UNC system. 

Kindly let me know what is going on so that I can alert my students. 

Sincerely, 
Ennice 

I am scheduled to offer the seminar Tues and Thurs at 2.00pm-3.00pm in the Fall Thus, I am not sure why the 

From: @ ive unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:41 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: INTS    - Responses to questions 

Dr. Sable, 

I am enrolled in your INTS    course, and on lW Cormect Carolina it says 
this class is held cveryday of the week. ~len I originally signed up for 
this course, it was only to be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Is this 
just another glitch in the Connect Carolina system, or is this the actual 
course schedule? If it is everyday, will it remain just a 3 hour credit? 

Thaak you and have a great xveek, 

On 3:40 PM, "eunice@cmail.tmc.edu" <eunice@errlail.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Deal All, 
> 

>This is in response to questions that I have received about INTS: in 
>the Fall: 
> 

>1) Course outline: It will be available in the August before classes 
>begin. 
> 

>2) _Matters of study: This is a Global Studies seminar focusing on debates 
>about htanan rights and ethical philosophies, and practices. Further, in 
>line with a core mandate of Global Studies, the seminar explores 
>scholarly and policy discussions and practices that invoke insights 
>embedded in these philosophies in debates concerning maj or global issues 
>Along these lines, here are examples of global issues that we might stud?’ 
>in the Fall: war and transitional justice, business ethics, global 
>poverty, institutions of global governance, global human rights 

>movements, environment and food securi~ 
> 

>3) Level: This is an upper uaadergraduateigraduate level seminal- As such 
>it involves close reading of dense material in preparation of extensive 
>class discussions. 
> 

> 



>Sincerely 
>Dr Sahle 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Re: Your graded research paper: AFAM 

Hello Professor Sahle, 
I have received your email with nay graded paper and comments 
Best, 

On Mon, at 10:41 AM. Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Attached is ?’our graded research paper. Please acknowledge receipt of this email 

Best wishes, 
Dr Sahle 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:24 AM 

To: Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: Aih 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I can meet at 4 on Thursday. 

With regards to the papers. I’m planning on having one done by k~night, or at least my tomorrow morning. And I will get the other to you by the end of the week at the 

latest. For the paper on the books, is it alright ifI only write about Petals of Blood? It is jus~ so dense ruth interesting themes, I feel like any analysis would have to be 

too thin ifI tried to incorporate the other novels in around 12 pages, I’m even having k~ focus on a particnlar aspect of the novel. Is this alright? 

Thanks and looking forward to onr meeting, 

On Mon, at 11:09 AM, Sable, Eunice N <e~mice(~:emaJd.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I leave for a short visit to Durban next week, thus we need to wrap up the assignments for the class. Here are possible time for a meeting to discuss the novels: 

Thursday: 10.00-:~I.00am or 4.00pm-S.00pm. 

If T could receive the papers early next week that would be great. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: "_c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:26 AM 

To: Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Re: Aih 

Dr. Sahle, 
Sorry in my last email I forgot to mention that I set up a doodle to find a titne when people could do lunch. Not eveuone has filled it out, and I’ll send them a reminder 

to do that, but you can look for yourself at this link: 

Thanks, 

On Mon, at 11:23 AM, b~gmail.com> wrote: 

tti Dr. SaNe, 

I can meet at 4 on Thursday. 
With regards to the papers, I’m planning on having one done by tonight, or at least my tomorrow morning. And I will get the other to you by the end of the week at 

the latest. For the paper on the books, is it alright ifI only write about Petals of Blood? It is just so dense with interesting themes, I feel like any analysis would have 

to be too thin ifI tried to incorporate the other novels in around 12 pages, I’tn even having to focus on a particulm aspect of the novel. Is this alright? 

Thanks m~d looking forward to our meeting, 

On Mon, at 11:09 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~emaiLunc,edu~ wrote: 

Dear 

I leave for a short visit to Durban next week, thus we need to wrap up the assignments for the class. Here are possible time for a meeting to discuss the novels: 

Thursdag: :tO.OO-:t:t.OOam or 4.00pm-S.OOpm. 

If I could receive the papers earlg next week that would be great. 

Best wishes, 
Dr, SaNe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email,unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Clarification tbr students 1NTS 

Peabody- 0216 it looks like- it apparently- ~vas the only open room. Unfortunately, scheduling couldn’t tell me why on earth the class was changed! 

Lara Markstein 
Departmental Manager 
Global Studies 
Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
ph 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 
http : //www.global. unc. eduiglobalstudies 

..... Original NIessage ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: NIonday, 11:11 AM 
To: Markstein, Lara 
Subject: RE: Clarification for students IN-TS 

Which room in Peabody? 

From: Markstein, Lara 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Clarification for students INTS 

Hi all, 

I called scheduling and they’ve returned it to ’]7~I1q and popped you in Peabo~dy. I can try to call them again to see if there are any open classrooms at that time in the GEC 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CBtt 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 

ph 919-%2-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http://www.global.unc.edu/~lobalstudies 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 10:58 AM 
To: Markstein, Lara 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Clarification for students INTS 

Hi Lara, 

It was Phillips, although Travis (thartks) has been t~’ing (without much luck thus far so may be you can extend help on this front) to get the seminar located in the GEC not only- because this 
is a Global Studies Class but also I have another seminar there between 12.30pro-1.45pm. The move would make the back-to-back seminar easier. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Markstein, Lara 
Sent: Monday, 10:53 .¢xM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Clarification for students INTS 

HiEtmice, 

What room were you in originally-? 

Lara Markstein 
Depaltmental Manager 
Global Studies 
Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
ph 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 
http://www.global.unc.eduiglobalstudies 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 
To: NIarkstein, Lara 
Cc       @hve.unc edu 

10:48 AM 



Sut~iect: Clarification for students INTS 

Dear Lara, 

Greetings and I hope you had a good weekend 

I am getting a lot emails along the lines of the one below from 
seminar’s details are not reflected correctly in the 1UNC system 

Kindly let me know what is going on so that I can alert ray students. 

Sincerely, 
Eunice 

I am scheduled to offer the seminar Tues and ’]2aurs at 2 00pm-3 00pm in the Fall. Thus, I am not sure why the 

From: ~live.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:41 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: IN~I’S - Responses to questions 

Dr. Sable, 

I am emolled in your INTS ~ course, and on my Connect Carolina it says 
this class is held evelNday of the week. When I originally signed up for 
this course, it was only to be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Is this 
just another glitch in the Connect Carolina system, or is this the actual 
course schedule’.’ If it is evets~day, will it reruain just a 3 hour credit’.’ 

Thartk you and ha’,~e a great week, 

Or 3:40 PM, "eunice@email uric edu" <eunice@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

>Dear All, 
> 

>This is in response to questions that I have received about 1NTS in 
>the Fall: 
> 

>1) Course outline: It will be available in the before classes 
>begin. 
> 

>2) 2vlatters of study: This is a Global Studies seminar focusing on debates 
>about human rights and ethical philosophies, and practices. Further, in 
>line with a core mandate of Global Studies, the seminar explores 
>scholarly and policy discussions and practices that invoke insights 
>embedded in these philosophies in debates concerning maj or global issues. 
>Along these lines, here are examples of global issues that ~ve might stu@ 
>in the Fall: war and transitional justice, business ethics, global 
>pover~z, institutions of global governance, global human rights 
>movements, environment and food securits’. 
> 

>3) Level: This is an upper undergraduate/graduate level seminar. As such 
>it involves close reading of dense material in preparation of extensive 
>class discussions. 
> 

> 

>Sincerely, 
>Dr Sahle 
> 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monica Richard <mrichard@email.unc.edn> 

Monday,. 2:24 PM 

~email.unc.edu-* 

Leloudi~ James L <leloudis@unc.edu>; Clemmons, Jason <jclem@ema~l.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Honors SURF Funding details 

Dear 

As promised, we are sending more details concerning your SURF a’ward. You were selected by the Honors Program to receive a Lawrence and Carol 
Gellerstedt Honors Mentored Research Fellowship. You will be receiving a total of $4000 in two installments. This total includes any supplement you may be 

receiving from us as someone from an underrepresented discipline or participating in community-based research. The first installment of $~0~ will be 
mailed to you between       and       . In order to process and mail this check, we need you to complete your SURF acceptance packet that is 
described on checklist #1 (see htfp://www.unc.edu/depts/our/studenfs/fellowship_supp/surf/surf_checklistl .html). If you have not done so, please bring 
your completed packet to 221 Graham Memorial. Your second installment of $1000 will be paid at the end of the summer after you have met the reporting 
requirements for your award (we ’will be sending more details about these later). 

Funding for the SURF program comes from many sources including the Honors Program, APPLES, the Cancer Center, and the Carolina Parent’s Council. 
Others of you will be receiving support from funds raised by the Carolina First campaign. Accordingly, you may receive additional messages from us or from 
the unit involved inviting you to participate in additional programs relevant to your work and/or to provide information about your project for particular 
sponsors. 

We look forward to receiving your SURF acceptance packet, However, if your plans have changed, please let us know as soon as possible if you do not 
intend to accept the SURF award. 

Sincerely, 
Patricia J. Pukkila, Professor of Biology 
Associate Dean and Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

James Leloudis, Professor of History 

Associate Dean for Honors 

Director, The James M. Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 
Monica Richard, SURF Program Administrator 
Office for Undergraduate Research 

Tel: (919) 843-7763 I Fax: (919) 962-1548 
monica_richard@email, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, 2:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your graded research paper 

I received your elnail ruth Iny gladed paper attached!!! Thank you !! I am sure I will see you iu office hours soon concemiug the finaJ’. Have a wonderful evening’. 

On Sun, at 11:20 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. AtLached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge receipt of Lhis email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Mathematics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Re,arch Paper 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
I just ~vanted to confirm that I dropped the paper off earlier today, and it 
should be in your mailbox. 
Thal~ You, 

On Man,            03:35:24 +0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> After several days trying to open your paper, I write to ask that you 
drop 
> a paper cop?, in 109 Battle ttal[ J2~r review on Monday. I bring the paper 
to 
> class on Tuesday as long as you drop it tomorrow by 3.00pro 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Dr SaNe 
> 

> 

> From: @email.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 8:02 AM 
> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Subject: Research Paper 
> 

> I)ear Dr SaNe, 
> Unfortunately my computer problems have persisted the ]ast few days. I 
was 
> finally able to get my computer to working condition and finish the paper 
> tonight However, I had to reJ2)rmat the disk again and ended up loosing 
all 
> of my programs and documents because I wasn’t able to make a back up. I 
> rewrote the paper but I do not have MJcroso]~ Word anymore, since it 
> disappeared from my computer during this whole ordeal, there~2)re I had to 
> use Microsoft Works. ttopefully this wont cause any problems, if it does 
> please ]et me know and I wouldn’t mind turning in a paper copy or taking 
> any other necessary steps. 
> Sorry for the inconvenience, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Sat, 20:43:35 +0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Neat 
>> 

>> As long as you send the paper by tomorrow there will be no penalty. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sahle 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Froru: @cmail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Saturday, 3:13 PM 
>> To: SaNe, E~mice N 
>> Subject: LATE PAPER POLICY C’LARIFICATION 
>> 

>> Dr. Sahle, 
>> With the luck I have had the last few- days tW computer crashed this 
> morning 
>> }vhen I went to continue my work on the research paper. I was able to 
>> relbrmat it and recover my work however lost precious hours during the 
>> process. I still believe I will be able to finish before the midnight 
>> deadline, however to be safe I went and checked on the syllabus for your 
>> policy on late papers and I am kind of conti~sed. Its says that late 
> papers 
>> will not be accepted and it also says that there is a penalty of 2% a 
day 
>> for late papers. Just so I can feel more at ease, could you clarify 
your 
>> late paper policy for me 
>> Thank you for your time, 

>> 

>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



>> B.S. Mathematical I)ecision Sciences Major 
>> BA. Economics M~jor 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
> BS. Mathematical Decision Sciences Major 
> B.A Economics 

Uni’,~ersit3,- of North Carolina at Chapel Hili, 
B.S. Mathematical Decision Sciences Major 
B.A. Economics Major 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Monday, 5:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Important: Your AFRI term paper 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Thank you for giving me the opportuni~/to re-do the paper I was wondering if I could meet with you to discuss what I could do to improve the paper, particularly the second part. Should I 
come by your oftice tomorrow- during your office hours? 

Best, 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: 
Sulziect: Important: Your AFRI 
Sent:             3:40 PM 

tenn paper 

Dear 

After several readings of your paper and carefully reflection, I have decided to offer you a chance to re-write your Afri paper While the first section draws insights- and these could be 
strengthened -from the required novel (the foundation for this assignment), the second section in which students are expected to systematically discuss one of the core themes in the novel 
through detailed examples from the novel and insights from secondary literature is dependent on one source - Adejumobi with exception of limited incorporation of insights from one other 
source). Such approach to research papers is problematic as I am sure you know given your excellent work 

Review the prompt J2~r the essay carefully as you re-write the essay and remember that the novel is the foundation. Submit the new essay by 
2nd chance let me know as soon as possible. 

If you are not interested in taking this 

Please acknowledge receipt of this el:nail. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:50 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: AI:AM Term papers, submission 

Dr. Sahle I still have not received my paper grade. 

On 8:36 AM, "EUNICE N Sahle" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear All, 
> 

> Here are updates on question,/requests from recent days: 
> 

> 1 ) Extension: Only under unexpected circums~nces do I give individual extensions. Thus, based on requests tbr extensions, please note that I am extending the 

submission date tbr fl~e whole class, ttere are details: 

> Term paper subtnission period: You can can subtnit your paper an~ime from Wednesday to Saturday 
> 

> 2) Submission mode: via e~nail to me with a cc to your UNC email address. 
> 

> 3) Oflfice hours this week: I roll have extended office hours on Thursday 3.30pm- 5.00pm. 
> 

> Please acl, moMedge receipt of this email. 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your graded research l~per 

I received my paper. 

Best, 

O11 Mon, at 8:29 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Deal 

Attached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge receipt. 

Best rashes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:33 PM 

Your graded paper: AFAM .SPRING,’ 

paper - graded and returned - Afam paper.docx 

Dear l 

Attached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge receipt. 

Bes~t wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your AFAM research paper 

Thank you Dr. Sahle, I received nay graded paper 

On Tue,            00:05:47 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Deal- 
> 

> Attached is your graded research paper Please acknowledge receipt. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 

Class of 
tIistory and Al~cican-American Studies Major 
Spanish Minor 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday 11:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Important: Your research paper 

Ok, thank you so much. Was it that bad? 
:/ 

...... ©rlglnal Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: 
Subject: Important: Your research paper 
Sent: ¯            11:35 PM 

Dear 

See me after class to discuss the way forward with your research paper. In essence after several readings and days of reflections, I have decided to give you a chance to re-write your paper 
to protect your grade 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent on the SprintC_r¢ Now Network from my BlackBerp)~(~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kkagencies@vsnl.com on behalf of 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996(~vsnl net~ 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 1:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Indian Books Update - --.Africa/10I 10J 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

--~Afl-ica/10110J 

Here are some recent titles on the area/s of your specialisation added to 
our database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 20 May 2011 **. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin while ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

1. African Women Novelists : Re-Imaging Gender / Edited by Mala Pandurang 

and Anke Barrels 1st ed. Delhi, Pencraft International. 2010.216 p. 23 cm. 
ListPrice: $46.20 Yourprice: $41.50 

ISBN: 9788190941631 KK-87003 

2. [~gyptian and African Empires / Dr. M I Naved, edited by Dr. M. tl 
Syed. 1st ed. New" Delhi, Anmol Publications Pvt. Ltd 2010. x, 308 p 25 
cm (Encyclopaedia of Islamic Empires and Dynasties Series). 
List Price: $200.00 YourPrice: $180.00 
ISBN: 9788126141494 KK-86871 

3. Global Economic Crisis / Dr. V. K Patil. 1 st ed. New Delhi, ALP 

Books. 2010 viii, 296 p. ills 22 cm. 

List Price: $ 5670 Your Price: $ 51.00 

ISBN: 9789380184586     KK-8(~81 

4 High Low In-bep~,~een / ]mraan Coovadia. 1 st ed. New [Delhi, HarperCollins 
Publishers India Pvt Ltd 2010. 268 p. 
Explores Durban’s middle-class Indians and their ceaseless struggle 
for identi~" in an evcr-changing political situation. 
List Price: $ 25.00 Your Price: $ 22.50 

KK-87250 

5. India and the Contemporary World : Emerging Partnership in the 21st 
Century / H. P. Chattopadhyay and Surya Narain Yadav. 1st ed. New Delhi, 
Global Vision Publishing House. 2010.25 cm. 
2 Vols. Contents: vol. 1. xiv, 330 p. ISBN: 9788182203389. vol. 2. 
xiv, 331-666 p. ills. ISBN: 9788182203396. 

List Price: $ 222.20 (2-vol. Set) Your Price: $ 200.00 (2-voh Set) 
ISBN: 9788182203372 (Set) KK-86638 

6. International Encyclopaedia of World Constitutions, Conmxentaries and 
Laws / Ripudaman Singh Bhardwaj. 1st ed. Ncw Delhi, Centrum 
Press. 2010.25 cm. 
15 Vols. Contents: voh 1. xii, 282 p. voh 2. xii, 283-5,~4 p. vol. 3. 
xii. 545-824 p. voh 4. xii, 825 -1116 p. vol. 5. xii, 1117-1398 p. vol. 6. 
xii, 1399-1678 p. vol. 7. xii, 1679-1950 p. vol. 8. xii, 1951-2230 p. vol. 
9. xii, 2231-2512 p. vol. 10. xii, 2513-2806 p. vol. 11. xii, 2807-3092 
p. vol. 12. xii, 3093-3380 p. voh 13. xii, 3381-3662 p. vol. 14. 
xii. 3663-3968 p. vol. 15. xii, 3969-4248 p. 

Listprice: $1956.50 (15-vol. Set) YourPrice: $1760.90 (15-vol. Set) 
ISBN: 9789380836348 (Set) KK-87099 

7. Law, Land Use and the Environment : Afro-Indian Dialogues / Edited by 
Christoph Eberhard. Pondichery, lnstitut francais de 
Pondiche~’. 2008 xw, 549 p (Collection Sciences Sociales -No. 13). 
ListPrice: $4620 YourPrice: $41.50 
ISBN: 9788184701609 KK-87349 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thin our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their film orders thin our site 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your cunvenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select title/s in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 



Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www kkagencies.com>, 
<www.kkagencies.co in> & <www.GetlndianBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mitull 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
E-ruails: kkagencies@vsnl.coru, irffo@kkagencies.coru 
Mare sites: wavw.kkagencies.co.in, xvwxv.kkagencies.com 

ww~v. OetIndianB ooks.c om 
More sites: xvwxv.kkagencies.co.in/siteruap 
Phone: (~0091/11)25465925 Fax: (+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you ~vish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> ~vith "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to ~vhich the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we ~vill suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

TODAY - OFFICE HOURS 

Dear 

Because of an urgent development, I have had to change the schedule for nay office hours for today. Thus, I will be holding office between 3.30pm-4.30pm. 

Best wishes and hope to see you then. 
Dr. Sable 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your research paper - AFAM    Research Paper 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you for the opportunity to rewrite the Research Paper. I will have 
the rewrite to you by 

On Mon,            15:48:05 +0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
<eunice@ema ll.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Dear 
> 

> I am writing to offer you a chance to re-write your research paper in an 
> effort to protect your grade in this seminar. As it stands, you have a 
very 
> limited discussion of the anti-blood diamond movement linking it to 
> conceptual debates concerning social movements Further, you have not 
> utilized core insights from the required reading on this assignment 
Review 
> the requirements of this assignment and full them al l as you re-write 
your 
> paper. If you are not interested in taking this second chance let me know 
> as soon as possible. Please note that if you decide to take this offer 
you 
> need to submit your paper by 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt of this email 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Dr. SaNe 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond <patriclcsouthafrica@gmail.coin> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 10:39 AM 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za> 

Update, Apr 26: Trevor Manuel, climate, Durban tisherlblk, police, Tatene, Libya, Sw~iland, GraJneen, Wolpe lecture, Barcelona 

03a Press release-ENG.pdf; Ba~rcelona enviromnental justice public event.pdf; climate update 26 apr.doc; Bond Manuel Gleen Climate 

Fund 24 April 2011.doc; Glob~J Climate Fund civ sac crit April 2011 .pdf; Mm~uel WEF.jpg; Murphy Wolpe Lecture 21 April 2011 .pdf; 

04 E JOLT Official list ofparticil~nts.pdf; 01 E JOLT agenda.pdf 

Hi comrades, 

* Eish, veW bad news from the global elites, they just chose Trevor 
Manuel to lead the world’s largest ever pool of aid money, the Green 
Climate Fund. The Star runs the report in the attached .doc file, and on 
the weekend I did a longer critique of Manuel’s financial wizardry 
(attached - and :[’or more on the general background of ruined SA economic 
policy, here’s an article I did last week: 
counterpunch org/bond04182011 html ) as well as a short one for the 
Mercury Eye on Civil Socieb" column A leading Third World civil society 
expert tipped us offthat this appointment was in the works, and that it 
would be worthwhile to let everyone know that the World Bank and IM-F 
have their favoured candidate in position. For those of us hoping there 
would be a bit of climate debt to be paid, North to South, perhaps using 
a direct-access mechanism such as a Basic Income Grant (which Manuel 
repeatedly blocked in SA) - sorry, this is a verb’ different kind of fund 
in the making. 

* Also lots more climate news because of Earth I)ay My Montreal 
presentations are now up here: 
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp? 11,65,3,2284 and in the attached file 
here’s important new material: private bank financing for Kusile; the SA 
cabinet rebuffs fracking (waow - good lobbying by Karoo Action Group!); 
a fracking disaster in Pennsylvania; US political games including fights 
over a new- round of carbon trading here in California (against the 
Zapatistas!); ’power shift’ speeches by Bill McKibbon (350.org) and Van 
Jones; and a review of the nuclear energy corpse counting exercise by 
George Monbiot and Helen Caldicott. 

* Other news below includes Durban fisherfolk protests and more police 
corruption, stretching again to the top of that rotten fish where from 
Selcbi to Cele, the head really stinks. So does the situation in 
Ficksburg, where Andries Tatane was buried amidst mass-heckling of ANC 
dignitaries. 

* There’s lots more debating about the Libya war, and Sokari Ekine leads 
with great Pambazuka writing and blog-watching. She also covers rebel 
news from Swaziland, the IvoW Coast (a neoliberal just storu~ed in), 
Nigerian elections, Burkina Faso, Uganda and Kenya. On Libya, read fine 
essays by Itnn~anuel Wallerstein (with us in late June) and Gilbert 
Achcar, below. 

* And then there’s that other leading representative of Third World 
barking (with more stature than even Manuel), _Muhar~mrad Yunus. Read 
Wikileaks on Yunus, followed by my friend Farooque Cho~vdhu~is malxist 
crit of microfinance, plus some more reports from that front, w~th an 
especially tough review by Milford Bateman. 

* The Wolpe lecture was exciting, I gather, and we’ll have more material 
online once the video is edited. Meantime Alan Murphy’s contribution is 
attached, and his critique of Wolpe Lecture consciousness-raising is way 
below-. 

* The next four days will be really enlightening for me, in Barcelona at 
a meeting of our Enviro Justice research network led by Joan 
Maltinez-Alier, including some of the world’s rely finest EJ thinkers 
and activists. The prep material is attached and if you have Catalan 
friends, remind them of our publiic event on Thursday night, thanks. 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

Fisherman to defy bali YVed, 20 Apr 2011 6:58 

The KwaZulu-Natal Subsistence Fisher’s Forum has called on fishermen to 
defy’ the eThekwini Mumcipali~z ban on fishing in the Durban Harbour. 

"We need to unite and our defiance campaign can only be successful if we 
all come together," said forum spokesman, Desmond D’sa 

There has been an outcrb’ from subsistence fishermen in Durban who have 
been banned from :fishing in the harbour 

D’sa said the defiance campaign was aimed at forcing the authorities to 
open all areas within the Durban beachfront for fishing. 



"We cannot sit back and expect that government will change, tithe 
fishermen must conunue to apply pressure on the authorities," he said. 

’]?he fi~rum also wanted all the traditional fishing grounds in the [)urban 
Harbour to be reopened. 

He said fishennen would de~ the ban by fishing at the Durban Beachfront 
on Wednesday afternoon 

Wednesday Apr 13,2011 

Anger at Sutcliffe attack on Vetch’s Beach campaign 

Those opposed to the development at Vetch’s Beach in Durban have reacted 
strongly to accusations made by- ci~ manager Mike Sutcliffe in media 
reports today. 

Sutcliffe was quoted this morning in the Daily News’s sister newspaper, 
The Mercury, as saying that newspapers had "continually protnoted one 
person and interest group over the democratically elected council views 
on the matter". 

He had been approached for comment after a council meeting yesterday 
where Sutcliffe had said that he would like the lease proposal to the 
Department of Transport for the seabed at Vetch’s Pier passed urgently 
so that the building of a small-craft harbour and a hotel could go ahead. 

Sutcliffe said today that the purpose of tomot*oxv’s council meeting was 
to decide if he, as city- manager, had the authori~ to sign the lease 
agreements. 

He had told council the area xvould be leased to the municipality for R1 
000 a year for two centuries. 

As chairman of the Save Vetch’s Association, Jotmny Vassilaros has been 
the most prominent spokesman of the campaign. He said Sutcliffe was 
wrong by saying the cause had been about just one group of people. 

"The Save Vetch’s Association itself is made up of the Wildlife Society 
of South Africa and various boating and paddle clubs, ;vhich in turn 
represent thousands who use the beach," he said 

"During the entire EIA process, there had not been one organisation, 
other than the developers themselves, that supported the small craft 
harbour Furthermore, the developers’ o;vn Social Impact Assessment, done 
by Professor Di Scott of the University of KwaZulu-Natal, told them in 
no m~certain terms that the people of Durban did not want the small 
craft harbour. 

"So it is quite misleading for Sutcliffe to be claiming he is acting in 
the interests of the public and hiding under the cloak of democracy when 
he was never elected by anybody, instead being a political appointment. 

"I suggest Sutcliit’e looks at the makea~p of the Save Vetch’s 
Association to realise that he is not dealing with one man, as he 
claims The SVA er~joys the support of thousands of his subjects who are 
continually financing the association and do not want to see their beach 
buried m~der a carpet of concrete for the benefit of an elite few." 

Sutcliffe hit back, claiming that the area around the Durban Paddle Ski 
Club, represented by Vassilaros, limited who could use the beach: 

"Even the mayor of eThekwini who is the democratically representative of 
the people, is not allowed to set foot on that beach 

"That was why the municipality wanted to make sure the development went 
ahead, so that people could all have access," he said. 

However, regular beach users have hmg used the open gateway at the club 

as a means to access the beach. The club is the only one there which has 

such access. 

Caucus leader of’the I)A, Tex Collins, said Sutcliffe expected the 
council to come to a decision by tomorrow, the last meeting for the term. 

"This would cause a huge problem and any decision we take would be out 
of order considering that the judicial review’ is still under way." 

He further lambasted the municipality [’or starting the public 
participation process by placing an advert ~n a newspaper yesterday, 
without having even notified the city’s legal team "I view" the move as 
deliberately clandestine," he said. 

Vassilaros said that after eight years of not being able to get control 
over the sea bed, only now were the?" trying to sneak an application to 
lease the land on which to construct the small craft harbour. 

Sutcliffe dismissed claims that the municipal legal team ~vas unaware of 



the issue. 

"It ~wisn’t uur legal team that drafted the lease agreement, but the 

National Ministry of Transport. We do have a separate legal team that 

deals with DPI)C matters. ’]’hose whu have put forward these allegations 

are just trying to create divisions," he said. 

Daily News 

Questions over Rlbn HQ lease April 20 2011 at 07:48am By Michelle Pietersen 

INDEPEiX~DENT NEWSPAPERS Public Works Minister Gwen Mahlangu-Nkabinde. 
Picture: _Mujahid Safodien Public Works Minister Gwen Mahlangu-Nkabinde’s 
department approved a R1.1 billion lease with President Jacob Zmna’s 
long-standing friend, property mogul Roux Shabangu, for new- police 
headquarters in Durban - less than a month at’ter she carrie into office. 

Her predecessor, Geoff Doidge - now- South Africa’s ambassador to Sri 
Lat~ka - put the deal on ice in September last year, along with the R500 
million lease agreement for new SAPS headquarters in Pretoria, pending 
probes by the Special Investigating Unit and the public protector. 
Doidge was axed in Zuma’s cabinet reshuffle in October. 

The 27-storey building in Anton Lembede (Smith) Street in Durban’s CBD 
was bought by Donview Trading in March last year for R50m, according to 
advocate Stoffel Fourie, head of the public protector’s good governance 
and integrity unit. The name of the company later changed to Roux 
Property Ftmd, Fourie said. 

"The transfer of the ownership of the building never went through 
because as part of the agreement there ~vere certain guarantees, but he 
(Shabangu) couldn’t comply with the conditions," said Fourie 

Yet on November 26 last year, a provincial Department of Public Works 
official and a representative of Shabangu’s company concluded an 
agreement to lease the building at a cost of R1. l bn for nine years and 
11 months 

The lease agreement was, however, cancelled in March - soon after public 
protector Thuli Madonsela released her findings on the investigation 
into the disputed lease agreement for the new Pretoria SAPS headquarters 
- a building owned by Shabangu. 

Fourie, the chief investigator in the public protector’s current 
investigation into the Durban building, said it ~vas yet to be 
established whether public ~vorks or Shabangu’s company had decided to 
terminate the lease, or whether the)’ had "mutually agreed" to do so He 
said the lease agreement could not continue as Shabangu had not become 
the official owner of the proper~. 

He confilTned that national police con~missioner General Bheki Cele 
approved the needs analysis for the building. 

In her report on the Pretoria lease, released in February this year, 
Madonsela found that while Cele had not signed the lease agreement, as 
the accounting ufficer he was "sulely responsible" to ensure that the 
proper procedures were :[’ullowed and that his cunduct was "improper, 
unlaw:[’ul and amuunted to maladministration" 

Mahlangu-Nkabinde’s rule came under scrutiny as she appruved the deal 
despite the opinion of twu counsel that the lease agreement was nut lawful 

Approached :[’or comment un Tuesday, Shabangu respunded angrily: "It has 
nothing to do with anybo@ what I do with my money., whether I buught 
the building or had bought the building has nuthing tu do with you or 
anybody for that matter. 

"I dun’t have to explain myself tu anybody . I don’t give a s*** about 
all o17 the s*** you have been asking me Write your s***. I don’t give a 
s***, ! don’t give a s***, I don’t give a chickens*** what you write 

"I have not stolen une thing, not one cent from anybo@. If you say yuu 
serve the interest of the peuple of South Africa you shuuld write the 
truth, we have a joint responsibili~ tu be accuuntable," said Shabangu. 

Befure his outburst he could neither confirm nur deny that his company 
had entered intu the R1 lbn lease with public works, or why the contract 
had been cancelled. 

Shabangu said it was important for South Africa to know that the lease 
for the Durban building was now out to tender. 

"How can I have a deal that is out there? That’s what you should be 
telling the people of this country so they kno~v that it is out on tender 
so that they can’t say-, ’How did he (Shabangu) get it’." As if I’m not 
supposed to get it." Thamsanqa Mchunu, public works spokesman, said: 
"There is no building for which the Department of Public Works has 
signed a lease for the SAPS in Durban." Neither Cele nor his spokeswoman 



Nonkululeko Mbatha answered calls made to them 

Fourie said the investigation was at an advanced stage, with only two 
more witnesses to be interviewed 

Asked about Mahlangu-Nkabinde’s responsibility as the political head of 
the department in the lease agreement being signed, and a lease in 
excess of R lbn could have been approved without her permission, Fourie 
said: "You will have to wait for our repolt, that’s what we are 
investigating. I can’t pre-judge the issues and give ray view on it." In 
her report on the Pretoria building, Madonsela found the lease agreement 
was "fatally flaxved" and the contract "invalid". Mahlangu-Nkabinde did 
not heed her request to await the outcome of her investigation. 

Fourie said the report on the Durban lease was expected to be corapleted 
by mid-May, with the findings to be made public by the end of that month. 

Last month Madonsela reached an agreement with Justice Minister Jeff 
Radebe and cabinet secretary Cassius Lubisi that she first finish the 
Durban lease probe so that both reports be dealt with together. - Cape 
Tirnes 

Ficksburg death probe may wrap up soon April 19 2011 at 03:04pm 

Antoine de Ras, The Star The investigation into the shooting and beating 
of Andries Tatane during protest action in Ficksburg could be finished 
by the end of the week. Photo: Antoine de Ras, The Star The 
investigation into the shooting and beating of Andries Tatane during 
protest action in Ficksburg could be finished by the end of the week. 

Independent Complaints Directorate spokesperson Moses Dlamini, speaking 
on Monday outside the Ficksburg Regional Court where six public order 
police officers appeared in connection with Tatane’s death, said there 
was a possibility- of more arrests 

He earlier confirmed that Tatane died "fi-om shooting" when questioned 
about the post-mortem report 

Tatane was killed last week, allegedly by the police officers after 
challenging them to spray him with a water calmon during a protest march 

The case against Olebogeng Mphirime, Tehedi Moeketsie, Jonas Skosana and 
Mphonyane Ntaje - facing charges of assault - and Israel Moiloa and 
Mothusi Maqana - facing charges of murder - was postponed to April 26 
for bail hearings. 

SABC television footage showed a group of police officers beating Tatane 
with batons, after which he was seen holding his chest and looking down 
at the blood. He collapsed and died 20 minutes later 

A spokesperson for the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA), Dawood 
Adam, said the iXDA had senior personnel working on the legal processes 
in an effort to bring finalisation to the issue as soon as possible. 

He said the case was of national and international importance because 
the public’s confidence in the SA Police Service was at stake. 

Adam said the NPA was happy with the progress made 

He was sure that a docket would be presented to the NPA soon so that a 
final decision on the state’s case could be made 

During court proceedings yesterday, defence lawyer Koos de Beer asked 
magistrate Phillip Visser to ban all cameras, video cameras and 
cellphones fi-om the courtroom 

De Beer said the case of the police officers could be severely hampered 
if their faces appeared in the media all over the world. 

Fie asked the court to instruct and warn the media and people in the 
gallery not to take any photographs. 

Visser adjourned the court for 10 minutes and instructed the court 
orderly to make sure that there were no video cameras and cameras in the 
courtroom when he returned 

The police officers were then brought in. ’l’hey stood with their heads 
bowed while the magistrate postponed the case 

*** Business Day STEVEN FRIEDMAN: Police violence in Ficksbttrg is not 
anything new ’The less we subject the police to law and scrutiny, the 
more they will prey not on criminals but on us’ 

Published: 2011/04/20 07:03:40 AM REALITY in our society is that which 
appears on prime-time TV. The outrage that has folloxved the beating and 
killing of Ficksburg activist Andries Tatane is a reassuring reminder 
that human values are deeply rooted here. But, as justifiable as the 
anger is, much of it seems based on a misapprehension - that the sort of 



police action that killed Tatane is new Actually, all that is new is 
that the police were unwise enough to attack him in front of cameras, 
which beamed their acts into living rooms around the country. 

According to the Independent Complaints Directorate, 1769 people died at 
the hands of police last year alone. And, as this column has pointed 
out, police have been accused of using violence against people 
challenging political authority at least since 2004. 

That many citizens do not know this is not their fault - people cannot 
know what they are not told. But the holTor that has greeted the Tatane 
killing does ~mderline a point that has also been made here: that our 
media are not telling us how democracy - or the lack of it - is lived by 
grassroots South Africans. Some journalists defend this failure to tell 
an important part of our socie _ty’s story by insisting that viewers, 
listeners and readers are not interested in what happens to people at 
the grassroots. The response to Tatane’s killing shows that people are 
very interested and that it is high time that citizens are told what 
they- want to know-. 

The story of which Tatane’s killing is part also needs to be placed in 
context - precisely because it is not a freak incident, we need to 
understand why horrors such as these still happen. Two aspects are 
particularly important. 

The first is that, ironically, those who coraplain most about democracy 
here are those who er~ioy most of its benefits - the freedoms the suburbs 
enjoy are not available to people in the townships, villages and 
co~mtlyside, h~ the areas where most of the poor live, local 
power-holders - such as par~" bosses or municipal councillors - do not 
like being challenged by citizens demanding a say in how- their 
neighbourhoods are governed. And often they enjoy links with the police, 
which ensure that life can be made very difficult for those who stand up 
to them. Social movements that try to mobilise people to speak out at 
the grassroots level repeatedly experience this. National leaders do not 
tell local leaders to act in this way, but nor do they do much to stop 
them. 

We do not know whether Tatane was, as his family claims, deliberately 
targeted because he was too vocal in his eflbrts to hold local 
power-holders to account. We do know that, if he ~vere, he would not be 
the only person in the to~vnships to face violence because they insisted 
on exercising their right to hold power to account. 

We cannot be proud of democracy here until everyone enjoys the same 
right to speak. Outrage at Tatane’s death should make us demand to know 
that people in the townships and shack settlements and villages have the 
same rights as we do. 

The second aspect is that people at the grassroots do not experience 
policing in the same way as people in the suburbs. For suburbanites, the 
problem is that police do not do enough - it is assumed that, if they 
did more, they would protect lives and properties For people at the 
grassroots it is often that they do too much, because they are seen not 
as protectors but as predators. 

One of the ironies of the reaction to Tatane’s killing is that more than 
a few who have denounced the police action have been equally vocal in 
denouncing the constitution for caring more about perpetrators than 
victims. It is this view - that forcing the police to respect rights 
only strengthens the hands of criminals - that has prompted the 
government’s security cluster to claim greater powers for police at the 
expense of the rights of citizens. 

Tatane’s death reminds us of what became clear almost as soon as the 
security chiefs gave police greater freedom from legal constraints - 
that the less we subject the police to law and scrutiny, the more the?" 
will prey not on criminals but on us MaW of us saw on our television 
screens what happened when we allowed police to do what the?" wanted 
rather than what the law demanded Laws safeguarding our rights are not 
there to protect criminals - they are there to protect us. And heated 
government denials do not hide the reali~ that the more latitude we 
g~ve police, the more we allow them to do what they did to Tatane. If 
his killing persuades most citizens to defend controls over the police 
rather than complain about them, new tragedies may be prevented. 

These realities obviously indict the government - but not only it As 
long as our mainstream debate remains blind to realities on the ground, 
and as long as some among us continue to see constitutional protections 
as a threat rather than a protection for all, more outrages remain an 
ever-present possibility. 

o Friedman is director of the Centre for the Study of Democracy. 
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cc BRQ Network’Three months ago Gaddafi was a l~iend, tuday he is the 
leader uf a pariah and failed state’ As the US, France and Britain 
pursue military actinn to remove Libya’s Gaddafi from power, Sukari 
Ekine has her duubts that it is democracy they are supporting. (Plus 
updates from Swaziland, Cute d’Ivoire, Nigeria, Burkina Fasu, Uganda and 
Kenya). 

Last week Barack Obama, Niculas Sarkozy and David Cameron resurted tu 
the usual Machiavellian tactics in their joint statement to pursue 
nrilitary actiun in the removal of Colonel Gaddafi - deception, 
misinfom~ation, ht’pocrisy. Three months ago Gaddafi was a friend, today 
he is the leader of a pariah and failed state. Calling Libya a ’failed 
state’ is like the kettle calling the pot black. Libya has the highest 
standard of living in Africa and unlike the US or kVK, it has a high 
standard of healthcare, education and social infrastructure. As Noam 
Chomskw comments, the US is fast becoming a failed state - a danger to 
its own people - as the 45 raillion Anrericans living in pover~ will 
attest too. In the US people die from a lack of adequate public services 
such as healthcare, and a racialised unjust crinrinal justice system. 
Honrelessness is rampant and millions live in sub-standard housing and 
with hunger. 

True, serious human rights violatiuns and horrible things are happening 
in parts of Libya. But US forces continue to conrmit atrocities and 
massacres in Afghanistan and northern Pakistan. In Yemen, securib" 
forces kill unarmed people almost dailt" as President Saleh insists on 
staying in power - and the US is happt" with this. In Bahrain, US-backed 
Saudi troops shoot on protestors. What nrakes Libya so special that it 
needs the ’three terrors’ to defend it with the ainr of regime change’.’ 

Given the recent revelations in the LX4 Independent exposing the link 
between corporate oil interests and the invasion of Iraq I have a nunther 
of questions for Obama, Sarkozy and Camerun: Can you confirm or deny 
whether you have had any conversations with each other and or with oil 
company CEOs in the past three years concerning Libyan oil? Can you 
confirm or dent’ whether you had ant- conversations on the deployment of 
special forces in Libya prior to 1 January 2011, in which oil and regime 
change were discussed? 

Even in those cou~tries where the US and its allies have claimed to 
support the uprisings such as Egypt and Tunisia, it is notable that to 
date, although the dictators have gone, the regimes remain in charge - 
so for the US little has changed. L~ a recent interview, Michel Collon 
of InvestigAction discusses US strategies in Africa One of those 
strategies is the militai~’ occupation of Africa through AFRICOM. From 
this position it is clear that the propaganda of the ’theatre of Libya’ 
has huge significance, as it oilers access to a country that intersects 
with Europe [NATO], the Middle East and Aii~ica - and one that has oil 

’It is not true they are supporting democracy - it’s a come@ They like 
dictators when they obey them and they hate dictators when those 
dictators want to be independent’ 

SWAZEAND: THE BEGINNING OF THE EiN~D 

Swazi hu.man rights la,aqy’er, Thulani Maseko gave a short intelwiew [Video] 
which goes a long way to understanding the political histocz of 
Swaziland and how- the country came to this moment 

\;v~-iting in the Daily Maverick, Manquba Nxumalo describes the S~vazi 
uprisings as falling far short uf expectatiuns given the nature and 
sustainabili~ of thuse in nurth Africa I disagree. Uprisings cannut be 
cumpared or set against one another but must be seen within their own 
regiunal and natinnal pulitics and history. 

Nxumalu criticises the ’progressives’ fur announcing the day of 
prutests, saying this allowed the state to organise and unleash a 
vinlent respunse and fur being ’cry babies’ expecting the wurld to cume 
to their assistance I think these criticisms are harsh, but clearly the 
organisers have much to reflect un and lessuns tu learn if they wish to 
cununue the change they have started The Swazi police have been brutal 
in their attacks un the protestors even befure 12 April, which may 
explain the luw turnuut on the day - but I duubt that has tempered the 
will ufthe organisers. 

StiffKitten’s Peter Kenwurthy reports that Swaziland’s Fuundatinn :[’or 
Ecunomic Justice ’aims tu build a mass-based demucratic furce through 
civic educatiun un democracy and rights.’ From their perspective the 
prutests were a beginning of a change in the cuuntry: 

’"People are still seething and calling fur regime change They have 
been driven back tu their places by fear, but are still continuing with 
activities and programmes ainred at rendering govertwnent ungovernable," 
Tsabedze insists....The democratic movement has learnt a valuable lesson 
in the last couple of days, he says, especially- about having to expect 
the worst from an increasingly desperate regime. "I think in the future 
the democratic raovcment will have to ensure that the irfformation 
machinery is well oiled and that people are well mobilized and rea@ for 
any challenge." 

’Maxxvell Dlamini, one of the organisers of the protests and President of 



the Swaziland National Union of Students has been an~ested and tortured 
and forced to sign a statement admitting to the possession of 
explosives. There is an ongoing campaign for his release. Meanwhile 
there are rumours that King Mswati is on his way to the Kings wedding in 
London taking with him 50 people at a cost of some $600 per night’ 

In neighbouring Cote d’[voire, w~tnesses to some of the massacres are 
beginning to speak about what happened. One of those cities was 
Bloldquin where on 30 March, an up2mown nun~ber of people were murdered. 
Below is an account from a young man who survived: 

’His father came to Blol6quin from Burkina Faso 20 years ago. The family 
worked on a cocoa plantation. Seated near Marc were other survivors - 
all with bandages covering gunshot wounds, including his father and a 
10-year-old child who was shot in the face; a bandage covered part of 
the boy’s mouth but one could see from his eyes he was smiling. 

’"Bcgging formercy" 

’"We xvere sleeping - it was about 4am," Marc told IRIN. "There xvas 
fighting when the Forces Nouvelles [FN, pro-Ouattara soldiers] came to 
the town, then the FN withdrew and pro-Obagbo groups took over. They 
came to the sub-prefecture building [where we had sought refuge from our 
nearby village weeks earlier]. They were saying they’d heard some 
foreigners were there and they ordered us all out. 

’"Everyone was afraid and crammed into a hallway. A group of men behind 
us were forcing us forxvard towards an exit but people stopped; they xvere 
afraid because in fiont too there were arrued men. I and some others 
slipped into rooms offthe hallway to hide. Some of my family merabers 
were lying in the hallway and bodies just kept falling on them. 

’"All I heard was gunfire, screaming and ci~’ing. People were begging for 
mercy Those who were shooting said nothing - they just fired and fired. 
Those attacking us were Gbagbo’s militia and Liberians Gbagbo deployed 
in the country. 

’"Once the armed groups left, the FN came to the sub-prefecture building 
and the?, hollered: ’Are there any survivors?’ That’s when we got up and 
they told us to start walking; the?, would pick us up in a vehicle. We 
started to walk. We walked to Toulepleu [65km away] Our feet, our 
entire bodies hurt Then the FN came, put us in a vehicle and took us 
here to Danan~ and helped us get medical care. 

’"A number of people survived Some have returned to Burkina, others to 
Mall We are just here, waiting. We’ve got nothing. EveD-thing we ever 
had we left behind But we hear that there are Guard [an ethnic group 
who survivors say are allied to the attackers] around Blol4quin, in the 
bush, armed They are still there."’ 

Since the November 2010 elections the conflict has displaced an 
estimated one million Ivorians There are at least 100,000 refugees on 
the western border and Liberia and possibly up to 2000 on the eastern 
and Ghanaian border Aconerly Coleman explains on her blog, the economic 
impact of the conflict on the country and region Seasonal migrant 
workers from neighbouring countries, face unemployment which is 
exacerbated by xenophobic attacks from supporters of Lauram Gbagbo. 

68 per cent of [vorinan workers are in the agricultural sector - 
bananas, palm kernels, sugar, cotton, rubber, timber, corn, co fl’ee and 
cocoa make up 40 per cent of GDP. 

’C6te D’Ivoire is the world’s number one producer of cocoa Since the 

election on 28 November, about 475,000 tons of cacao beans have been 
placed in storage due to a ban on shipments by Ouattara and European 
Union sanctions In the first week of March, Obagbo nationalized the 
cocoa industry, imposing an export tax. Meanwhile, smuggling of cocoa 
beans into neighboring Ghana has continued in spite of the power 
struggle between Laurent Gbagbo and Allasane Outtara and their 
respective allies 

"]’he cessation of corn exports l?om C6te I)’]voire to Niger would further 
undermine Nigeriens’ weak :food security - especially if corn harvests 
and exports from Nigeria, Benin, Ghana and Burkina Faso are decreased 
this year due to drought. Niger’s food security and high unemployment 
rates are pre-existing driving factors for transnational immigration 
within West Afidca. The potential food insecurity and food inflation 
would only exacerbate the food crisis that a[’fects Nigeriens ’ 

NIGERIA: ]-)ESPIrIE A SUCC]~;SSEUL [gL]~;CTI()N, THING S BEGIN TO FALL APART 

Amnesty International had reported over 100 election related deaths 
prior to the elections on 11 April, including three children. In 
Nassarawa State security forces fired at anti-goverrm~ent demonstrators 
killing two children; the All Nigerian Peoples Par~" (ANPP) candidate 
for Governor and seven others including one child were killed outside a 
mosque in Maiduguri, Borno State; a political candidate and MOSOP 
activist was murdered in Eleme, Rivers State; other political candidates 
were killed in Niger, Ebonyi and Lagos States. Despite these deaths, the 



country - as represented on Twitter, Facebook, Nigerian blogs and by 
pundits - was optimistic and expressed the belief that something 
significant had changed in Nigeria. For once Nigeria had managed to hold 
’free and fair’ elections Yes there were reports of rigging and even a 
video showing one woman in rigging action, disappearing ballot boxes 
later found in people homes and such, but on the whole both the National 
Assembly and Presidential elections so far are relatively free of 
widespread ftaud - most of which took place in the Niger Delta including 
the President’s home state, Bayelsa. 

For Blogger Akin Akintayo the changes were many: 

’There are so many subtle changes too, godfathers are not delivering 
their constituencies like before, people are not selling their votes, 
the one-palty state is being rolled back and even INEC; the Independent 
National Electoral Conmfission has revamped its website. There is change 
happening in Nigeria, but not like many had expected to see.’ 

Tolu Ogtmlesi of NEXT described the change as: 

’.. an "awareness-transformation" on the part of citizens. Various 
interlinked factors including technology (mobile phones, social 
networking, a computerised voter database), the 2008 Barack Obama story 
(of change, and limitless possibilities), the North African uprisings 
and a general yearning for good leadership after 12 unimpressive years 
of civilian rule have corabined to enlighten, inspire and empower 
Nigerians and to transform their understanding of what genuine democracy 
is all about (power in the hands of the people).’ 

But not everyone was elated or convinced of any change and rightly so. 
After all Goodluck Jonathan represents nothing more than a continumn of 
Olusegun Obasanajo’s presidency, which was in itself a continuation of 
militarised rule dressed up in a fraudulent democracy. Ike Okonta’s 
article on Pambazuka on ’The death of progressive politics in Nigeria’ 
holds true and we should not be delusional on the basis of a slightly 
less fraudulent election process. 

This 11-year old’s take on one of the major candidates speaks volumes: 

In the 24 hours prior to the presidential elections, tweeters began 
reporting outbreaks of violence in parts of the Niger Delta. 24 hours 
after the polls closed, reports of outbreaks of violence in the nolth of 
the countly began to emerge. Supporters of the CPC candidate Moharmned 
Buhari, took to the streets in Kaduna, Sokoto, Gombe, Bauchi and Kano. 
Alrea@ claims of figures as high as 48,000 people have been displaced 
in Bauchi and slowly numbers of wounded and dead are being reported. 
Although Buhari has condemned the actions of his supporters, he has also 
lodged a complaint stating the results were false and claims he has 
evidence of rigging which is bound to fuel the violence. 

The use of the #NigeriaUprising hastag on Twitter to describe the 
protests on the street is an interesting one. It marks a departure from 
previous violence which has been rightly or wrongly depicted as being 
driven by the violence of poverty in the form of religious and ethnic 
prejudices Tatalo Alamu takes an almost biblical approach by warning of 
the ~vrath to come which should leave the Northern elite - political and 
traditional leaders shaking in their sandals. 

’This is not an exu[tam crowd waiting ~2~r a political emancipator. This 
is a traumatized mob waiting :[’or a messiah. There is a feral fren~" to 
these fellows; there is the manic glint of the politicized fanatic in 
their eyes; there is an all consuming raw anger which is implacable in 
its thirst ~2~r vengeance; there is a wild and merciless rmh[essness of 
resolve which does not recognize the template and rubric of law and 
order, or its corolla~ of logic and rationally" .......... But the rest 
of the country must also fear ..... Because of its traumatized 
antecedents and psychic disposition, this crowd is not rooting :[‘or a 
political saviour but its anointed messiah.’ 

Blogger Su[ieman rakes a similar but less dramatic view. 

’. the targets of the uprising are the so-called leaders in the North - 
the political, military and business elite as well the traditional 
institutions that have held the region back and truncated any attempt to 
educate the people and free them from the yolk of illiteracy and 
poverty. In the same manner that sit tight rulers in North Africa and 
the Mrddle East are being toppled by popular movements in the Arab 
Spring uprisings, the protests in northern Nigeria can be viewed as 
rebellion against a backward and anachronistic feudal system.’ 

(Image: BBC) 

The north of Nigeria has been living in a political, social and economic 
wilderness submissive to ancient feudal system of wealth and patronage. 
"Nigeria: A nation divided" is a visual representation of the 
inequalities across the cotmtry [Via Akin] The masses have had enough 
and in the minds of many, Mohanm~ed Buhari spelled that hope which is now 
dashed. 

WATCH LIST 



- BI_YRKINA FASO: Army mutiny conunues Police joined arm?’ officers in a 
mass protest against the government of Blaise Compaore. Traders burned 
down government buildings and ten of thousands of Burkinabes 
demonstrated in cities across the country. 

- UGANI)A: Ugandan government closes down T~vitter and Facebook following 
anu-goverr~nent protests led by opposition leader Kizza Besigye. 

- KENYA: Protests against rising food prices 
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"The Middle East: Allies in Disarray" April 20, 2011 By In’unanuel 
Wallerstein 

Irc~lanuel Wallerstein’s ZSpace Page For the last fifty years, United 
States policy in the Middle East has been built around its very close 
links with three countries: Israel, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan. In 2011, 
it is at odds with all three, and in very fundamental ways. It is also 
in public discord with Great Britain, France, Germany, Russia, China, 
and Brazil over its current policies in the region. It seems almost no 
one agrees xvith or follows the lead of the United States. One can hear 
the agonizing frustration of the president, the State Department, the 
Pentagon, and the CIA, all of whom see a situation careening out of 
control. 

Why the United States has created such an incredibly close alliance with 
Israel is a matter of much debate. But it is clear that f;ar many years 
the relationship has been getting ever tighter, and more and more on 
Israeli terms. Israel has been able to count on financial and military 
aid and the never-failing veto of the United States in the U.N Security- 
Council. 

What has happened now is that both Israeli politicians and its US base 
of support have moved steadily rightwards. Israel is holding on tight to 
two things: eternal delays on serious negotiations ~vith Palestine and 
the hope that someone ~vill bomb the Iranians. Obama has been moving in 
the other direction, at least as much as U.S. internal politics ~vill let 
him The tensions are high and Netanyahu is praying, if he does pray, 
for a Republican presidential victor,v in 2012. The crisis point may 
however come before that ~vhen the U.N General Assembly votes to 
recognize Palestine as a member state. The Uinted States will find 
itself in the losing position of fighting against this. 

Saudi Arabia has had a cozy, relationship with Washington ever since 
Pres Franklin Roosevelt met with King Abdul Aziz m 1943 Bet~veen them, 
the?- were able to control the politics ofoil worldwide. They 
collaborated in militacz matters and the United States counted on the 
Saudis to hold other Arab regimes in check But today the Saudi regime 
feels highly threatened by the second Arab revolt and is very upset by 
the willingness of the United States to sanction the dethroning of 
Mubarak by his milita~ as well as by U S critiques, however mild, of 
Saudi intervention in Bahrain. ’]"he priorities of the two countries are 
now quite different. 

In the era of the (;old War, when the United States regarded India as far 
too close to the Soviet Union, Pakistan obtained the full backing of the 
United States (and China), whatever its regime. ’l"hey worked together to 
aid the Mqiahideen in Afghanistan and force the withdrawal of Soviet 
troops They presumably were working together to stem the growth of 
al-Qaeda. Two things have changed. In a post-Cold War era, the United 
States has been developing much warmer relations with India, to the 
frustration of Pakistan. And Pakistan and the United States are in 
strong disagreement about how to handle the ever-growing strength of 
both al-Qaeda and the Taliban in Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

One of the principal objectives of U.S. foreign policy since the 
collapse of the Soviet Union has been to keep western [{urnpean countries 
from developing autonomous poll cies. B ut today, the three m~i or 
countries - Great Britain, t~’rance, and Germany - are all doing that. 
Neither the tough line of G eorge W Bush nor the softer diplomacy of 
Barack Obama seems to have slowed that down. The fact that France and 
Great Britain are now asking the United States to take a more active 
lead on fighting Gaddafi and Germany is saying just about the opposite 
is less important than the fact that all three are saying these things 
very loudly and strongly 

Russia, China, and Brazil are all playing their cards carcfully in terms 
of their relations with the United States. All three oppose U.S. 
positions on just about everything these days. They may not go all the 
way (such as using vetoes in the Secttrity Council) because the United 
States still has claw-s it can use. But they are certainly- not 
cooperating. The fiasco of Obama’s recent trip to Brazil, where he 
thought he could get a new approach from President Dilma Rousseff - but 
he couldn’t - show-s hoxv little clout the United States has at present. 



Finally, U.S. internal politics have changed. The bipartisan foreign 
policy has slipped into historical memory. Now, when the United States 
goes to war as in Libya, public opinion polls show- only about 50% 
support in the general population. And politicians of both parties 
attack Obama for being either too hawkish or too dovish. They are all 
waiting to pounce on him for any reversal. ~2~nat this may do is to force 
him to escalate U.S. involvement all over the place and thereby 
exacerbate the negative reaction of all the one-time allies. 

Madeleine Albright famously called the United States the "indispensable 
nation." It is still the giant on the world scune. But it is a lumbering 
giant, uncertain of where it is going or hoxv to get there. The measure 
of U.S. decline is the degree to which its erstwhile closest allies are 
ready both to de£¥ its wishes and to say so publicly-. The raeasure of 
U.S. decline is the degree to which it does not feel able to state 
publicly what it is doing, and to insist that all is really under 
control. The United States actually- had to cough up a very large sum of 
money to an-ange the release from prison of a CIA agent in Pakistan. 

The consequences of all this? Much more global anarchy V~ho ~vill profit 
from all of this? That, at the moment, is a very open question. 

by Irmnanuel Wallerstein 

*** The Libyan Insurrection Between Gaddafi’s Hammer, NATO’s Anvil and 
the Left’s Confusion: Results and Prospects By Gilbert Achcar 

Saturday, April 23, 2011 
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It has been over a month since the NATO-led coalition started its 
military intervention in Libya, after the L,~" Security Council (UNSC) 
adopted on March 17 its resolution 1973 authorizing the implementation 
of a no-fly zone over the countly as ~vell as %11 necessary measures" in 
order "to protect civilians and civilian populated areas." This 
resolution and the subsequent military intervention had been urgently 
requested by sources related to the Libyan insurrection that started 
gathering momentum in mid-February, inspired by the success of the 
Egyptian uprising in toppling Hosni Mubarak. In addition to the huge 
mass of non-political people who were very understandably fed up after 
more than 40 years of rule by an increasingly psychopathic dictator, the 
insurrection gathered the same mix of political forces that are active 
in most other uprisings in North A[’rica and the Middle East: i.e 
liberal democrats, various types of Islamic currents from moderate to 
extremist, fi~rmer members of the regime (m Tunisia, the arm?, itself 
took the side of the protesters), and left-oriented groups and persons 
-- probably in Libya as well [1] From the early days, the repression of 
the mass uprising by :forces loyal to the Gaddafi ruling family was 
bloodier than anything experienced by the mass protests against other 
Arab despots that had been unfolding since the beginning of this year. 
The regime in Tripoli had two major advantages over the insurrection 
despite the defection of a few of its officials and military forces to 
join the insurgents Gaddafi, his sons and cronies controlled the 
well-armed brigades and the air force, as well as the considerable money 
and gold wealth available in the Libyan state’s coffers. To compensate 
for the initial impact of the uprising on their military capabilities, 
they resorted to intensive hiring of mercenaries from poor African 
countries (according to diverse sources, this recruitment was done with 
the help of an Israeli :firm at $200 per capita per day, of which one 
half only is paid to the soldier of fortune) They also used both force 
and money in trying to create an impression of mass support for the 
dictatorship (refugees froru Tripoli in Tunisia, xvhere I have recently 
been, cortfirru that they were offered money in order to demonstrate in 
the streets in support of Gaddafi). 

On 22 February, two days after his son Sail had warned the protesters 
that Libya is no Tunisia or Egypt -- meaning that the Gaddafi i:aruily 
would not relinquish power under political pressttre -- and tl-treatened 
them with civil war, Muarmnar al-Gaddafi hiruself gave one of the most 
dreadful speeches in recent historical memory, a speech whose tone and 
vocabulary (in particular the description of his opponents as rodents 
and insects) were reminiscent of the 1930s (only a partial and 
approximate translation of the speech is available in English). The 
Libyan despot evoked as precedents that he intended to iraitate, among 
others, the 1989 massacre in Tiananmen and the 2004 one in Fallujah. He 
also evoked the 2008-9 Israeli onslaught on Gaza, an analogy that he 
reiterated on March 7 in an interview he gave to a French satellite 
channel. And in a fttrther speech on March 17, the day resolution 1973 
was to be adopted by the Security Co~xcil, he corapared his assault on 
Benghazi to that of Spanish dictator Francisco Franco’s attack on 
Madrid, stating that he relied on the emergence of a "fifth colmnn" from 
among the city’s population to help hiru "liberate" it. The regime forces 
had then started concentrating on the outskirts of Bunghazi in order to 
la~xch their offensive on the city, which began on March 19. 

Faced with the overwhelming military superiority- of Gaddafi’s forces, 
the insurgents had been requesting international protection tbr several 
days, in particular a no-fly zone to prevent the use by Gaddafi of his 



air force At its first meeting on March 5, the Interim Transitional 
National Council adopted a J2~unding statement ending with the following: 
"Finally, even though the balance of power is uneven between the 
defenceless protestors and the tyrant regime’s mercenaries and private 
battalions, we will rely on the will of our people Jk~r a ftee and 
dignified existence. Furthermore, we request from the international 
cowanunity to fulfil its obligauons to protect the Libyan people li’om 
any further genocide and crimes against humanity without any direct 
militap)~ intervention on Libya soil." rlhis request was backed by the 
Arab League one week later, on March 12, with two states -- Algeria and 
Syria -- disapproving it out of 21 (Libya not being represented). [2] For 
Arab regimes, including the most reactionaq- of all grouped in the Gulf 
Cooperation Council, this was a cheap way of pleasing an Arab public 
opinion worried about the fate of the Libyan uprisit~g, while each one of 
them is engaged in quellit~g or pre-empting an uprising at home. For the 
Arab League SecretmN, At~ Moussa, it was a further way of claiming to 
be on the side of the people after his opportunistic appearance among 
protesters on Cairo’s Tatnir Square, in view of his candidacy for the 
post of president in post-Mubarak Egypt. 

The request was then backed by key Western militacy powers, especially 
the three holding permanent seats on the krNSC. For Western powers, 
several considerations were involved: the potential nefarious 
oil-related economic consequences of a large-scale massacre in Libya 
that I have pointed to on several previous occasions, the fear that "a 
massacre would have driven thousands of additional refugees across 
Libya’s borders" as expressed by Barack Obama in the speech he delivered 
on _March 28, and, to be sure, the moral responsibilib" and ideological 
embarrassment of being accused of failing to come to the rescue of a 
population in danger that called for help, while having previously 
invaded cotmtries from where no such request was made under the pretext 
of helping their population. 

It ~vas also for the same powers a (politically cheap, but financially 
rather expensive) way of trying to show- that they stood side-by-side 
with the popular democratic aspirations in the Arab ~vorld, hoping this 
would lead people to forget their actual record: years of support for 
Arab autocracies, including Gaddafi’s Washington in particular wanted 
to obscure the fact that its backing of Mubarak and then his 
intelligence chief lasted until the vel~- last moment; and Paris wanted 
to hide its politically disastrous oiler of help to dictator Ben All in 
his initial attempts at quelling the uprising in Tunisia, before it 
reached impressive proportions. The intervention was moreover a way to 
divert attention from the double standard that the United States and its 
allies are coritiriuing to display, especially- in their vely’ mildly 
critical -- if not actually benevolent -- attitude to~vards the 
repression of mass uprisings in US. dominions in the Gull; such as 
Bahrain For Nicolas Sarkozy, it was in addition to all that a way of 
securing a major stake in post-Gaddafi Libyan oil contracts at the 
expense of France’s competitors And for David Cameron, Silvio 
Berlusconi, and their peers, their stance was a response to the French 
attempt to muscle in on their alrea@ substantial interests in Libya 

Whatever the considerations, there was no option on 19 March -- after 
the UNSC resolution’s order ofa ceasefire was de facto rejected by the 
Libyan regime -- other than the alternative bet~veen, on the one hand, 
Gaddafi’s troops occupying Benghazi at a terrible human cost and, on the 
other hand, the intervention by NATO po~vers in order to prevent this 
outcome at a certainly lesser human cost in the short run, with obvious 
uncertainty as to the future. ’]’here was no other realistic third and 
better scenario: an intervention by Arab states alone, as advocated by 
some people, would certainly not have been a better and less murderous 
option (all Arab states are Western-dependent and/or undemocratic to 
various degrees, including mihra~-ruled Eg~. pt), and the rest was only 
wishful thinking. Had (iaddafi crushed the uprising in a bloodbath, the 
counter-revolutionary effect on the whole region would have undoubtedly 
been terrible. [t was necessa~ to stop him from doing that: a case in 
point where one has to tolerate a "lesser evil" against a greater one 

The key issue under such conditions was and is to avoid fiilling prey to 
illusions about what remains an "evil," albeit a less dangerous one 12~r 
the moment (one reason for this being the proviso that the intervention 
does not turn into one on the ground). Such illusions are unfortunately 
developing among the insurgent population in Benghazi, as illustrated by 
the display of Western flags, especially French ones, and pro-Western 
billboards. Leon Trotsky put it once most aptly: "As was said long ago, 
purely practical agreements, such as do not bind us in the least and do 
not oblige us to anything politically, can be concluded with the devil 
himself, if that is advantageous at a given moment. But it would be 
absurd in such a case to demand that the devil should generally become 
converted to Christianity, and that he use his horns ... for pious 
deeds In presenting such conditions, we act in reality as the devil’s 
advocates, and beg him to let us become his godfathers." This was the 
sense of my own first contribution on this issue on March 19. I said 
that we cannot oppose the no-fly zone request made by the Libyan 
insurgents and its initial implementation. I never said that we should 
support it, and even less support the Western intervention, as I was 
misrepresented as stating by many people on the left -- some connadely 
in good faith, others in the b’pical fashion of those who, if ever they 
held power, would send everyone who disagreed with them to the Gulag. At 
the same time, I denounced the hypocrisy of those powers that were about 



to intervene, and warned against any illusions about their intentions, 
advocating full vigilance in monitoring their actions and opposing any 
infringement beyond the official mandate of protecting the civilian 
population [3] Six days later, in a second contribution on this issue 
dated March 25, in which I engaged in a debate with those who had 
criticized or attacked my position, I wrote that "we should definitely 
demand that bombings stop after (iaddafi’s air means have been 
neutralized," adding that: "We should oppose NAT() turning into a fall 
participant of the ground war beyond the initial blows to Gadda:fi’s 
armor needed to halt his troops’ ofl;ensive against rebel cities in the 
Western province -- even were the insurgents to invite NATO’s 
participation or welcome it.... We should on the contrary demand that 
arras be delivered openly and massively to the insmgents, so that they 
no longer need direct foreign military support as soon as possible." 
Major anti-imperialist forces in the Arab world took a position similar 
to the one I expressed on March 19, putting the blame on Gaddafi, and 
warning of Western forces’ designs without condemning the no-fly zone or 
calling to demonstrate against the Western intervention: frora Lebanese 
Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah in his speech on March 19, to the 
Lebanese Conmxunist Party, to the Popular Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine, to Armahj Addimocrati, the main organization of the radical 
left in Morocco -- not to mention the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood (and 
its sister organizations, including the Palestinian Hamas), which I 
would hesitate to classify as "anti-imperialist." Egypt’s Revolutionary 
Socialists -- who are affiliated with the international tendency of 
which the British Socialist Workers Party is the most prominent 
component -- did not put forxvard anything more specific than a vague "No 
to foreign interference" bcyond the critique of imperialist designs that 
is corrm~on to all. They blamed the LrNSC for failing earlier to deliver 
weapons to the rebels. The only- left organization in the Arab world that 
called for "the irmnediate cessation" of the military intel~zention is, to 
my knowledge, Tunisia’s formerly pro-Albanian Workcrs Cormnunist Palty. 
They also called "all anti-imperialist forces in the Arab and Islamic 
region and the whole world to act and to call all the peoples of the 
world to walk in marches and demonstrations and wage all forms of 
struggle to stop this intervention." A mere comparison between this 
latter call and the fact that no~vhere in the ~vorld was there a mass 
protest against the Western intervention in Libya, despite the fact that 
several groups and individuals of the Western left took stances 
rej ecting the no-fly zone and calling for mobilization in order to halt 
the Western intervention, is eloquent. Of all major military actions by 
Western po~vers in recent years, the military intervention in Libya is 
the one that aroused the least mass protest. And all that some groups of 
the Western left managed to do ~vith their knee-j erk opposition to the 
no-fly zone and the Western intervention was lose a precious opportunity- 
to get themselves heard by the broad Arab masses. In all the popular 
mobilizations that have taken place since March 17 in the Arab region, 
expressions of support to the Libyan uprising have been widely on 
display, but hardly any call for the end of Western intervention. 

Instead of acting out of conditioned political reflexes, the 
a b ore-mentioned groups of the Western left, fighting in the belly of the 
beast, would have had much more impact in expressing their understanding 
of the position of the Libyan insurgents, putting the blame on Gaddafi 
for having confronted them with such a dilermna, while vigorously warning 
the Libyan people and other peoples of the Arab region against any 
illusions about the imperialist powers’ designs, and demanding the 
delivery of weapons to the insurgents to enable them to defeat Gaddafi 
with their own fierce. Such a stance would have attracted much more 
sympathy fi~r the left both among Arabs and international ly. [4] [n my 
latest contribution on March 31, I noted the fact that the impending 
massacre in Benghazi has been averted, Gaddafi’s air power crippled 
beyond repair and his fi~rces very much weakened, although they still 
have a clear edge over the insurgents. I therefore denounced NATO’s plan 
to carry on its direct intervention for three months seizing as a 
pretext the UNSC resolutinn and the military superinrity of Gaddafi’s 
forces, and emphasized that "the way to terminate this superiority and 
enable the uprising to win, in conformity with the Libyan people’s right 
to self-determination, is fi~r the hypocritical Western governments -- 
who have sold a lot of weapons to Gaddafi since the arms embargo on 
Libya was lifted in October 2004 and Gaddafi turned into a model -- to 
dehver arms to the insurgency .... 

"Now that the no-fly zone has been implemented in NATO’s typical 
heavy-handed manner and that Gaddafi forces’ ability to threaten 
civilian concentrations with a large-scale massacre has been severely 
weakened, we should concentrate our campaign on two main inseparable 
demands addressed to the NATO-Ied coalition: Stop the bombing! Dehver 
arms to the insurgents[ "Coupling the two demands is our way to show 
concretely that we care :[’or the Libyan people’s uprising against its 
tyrant much more than those who deny them arms while wanung to impose 
their guardianship over their movement." In an op-ed published online by 
the French daily Le Monde on April 12, Mustafa Abdul Jalil, the chairman 
of the Interim (or Transitional) National Cotmcil that leads the Libyan 
uprising, acknowledged what independent observers on the ground had 
alrea@ confirmed, namely that Libya xvould have fallen under Gaddafi’s 
iron heel "had it not been rescued by the French planes that saved 
Benghazi from the bloodbath that the dictator was promising it, and had 
the intel~’ention of the international corrmmnity led by 2vfi Sarkozy and 
his allies not taken place." He added however: "We do not request that 
anyone wages the war in our stead. We do not ask foreign soldiers to 



come and stop the enemy We are not expecting Libya’s friends to 
liberate our country fi~r our sake We ask to be given time and the means 
to constitute a force that will hold in respect the dictator’s 
mercenaries and praetorian guard and then liberate our cities The 
international community, unless it changes its stance, must conunue to 
help us, not only with planes but also in the form of equipment and 
armament Give us the means to liberate ourselves and we will astonish 
the world: Gaddafi is only strong out of the youth and initial weakness 
of our struggle; he ~s a paper tiger; wait and you’ll see" Gaddafi’s 
forces adopted new fighting tactics, stationing in urbanized areas near 
civilians and using lighter vehicles in their movement. They- maintain 
nevertheless a clear advantage over the insurgents due to their 
superiority- in weapons that was well described and assessed recently by 
C. J. Chivers in the New York Times (April 20). Under such conditions, 
they- could only be defeated with long-distance strikes (drones included) 
at a very high cost in bunyan lives and extensive material destruction of 
Libya, if they could be defeated in this way at all. This is a further 
reason why foreign military strikes should be replaced by- am~s delivery 
to the insurgents so that they liberate their own country, as they have 
not ceased asserting that they- want and are able to achieve. 

The reasons that Chivers put forward to explain the strong reluctance of 
most Western powers, especially the U.S. government, to deliver to the 
insurgents the means that would enable them to win are of the same 
hypocritical vein as the claim that these powers’ intervention was 
primarily motivated by humanitarian considerations. The said reasons are 
1 ) that the "lawless" insurgents could infringe the international roles 
of war and even cormnit war crimes, and 2) that weapons delivered to them 
might end up on the "black market" and in the hands of terrorists. 
Chivers concludes his piece by saying: "To watch Libyan rebels head to 
battle is to watch young men calling for freedom step toward a bloody 
mismatch, and oRen their deaths. To arm them, though, is to assume 
other risks, some of which could last for years." It didn’t occur to 
Chivers, or he didn’t bother to mention, that 1) the same Western powers 
that are intervening militarily in Libya are regular violators of the 
rules of war and perpetrators of ~var crimes on a scale that dwarfs not 
only the potential crimes of the Libyan insurgents but even those of the 
Libyan dictatorship itselt; and 2) these same po~vers did not have qualms 
when it came to selling weapons to all sort of bloody tyrants, many of 
them specialists in state or state-sponsored terrorism, including of 
course Gaddafi. 

In a recent piece (apparently wrongly dated March 11) posted on SIPRI’s 
website, Pieter Wezeman explained veiN well how "in the current military 
air strikes against Libyan forces, nations that once supported Colonel 
Muarmnar Gaddafi’s regime are now -- based on sanction by the United 
Nations -- attacking the forces they were marketing and delivering arms 
to only ~veeks before." Hypocrisy, ho~vever, cannot hide the basic reason 
of the Western powers’ reluctance to arm the insurgents: they- have no 
confidence in the Interim National Council, no confidence in its 
capacity- to control the mass uprising, and no confidence in the 
allegiance to their interest of a future democratically-elected Libyan 
government. The very fact that many figures of the uprising on the 
ground in Libya have expressed harsh criticisms towards NATO instead of 
displaying the servile gratitude that the Alliance expected from them is 
an important signal that Western capitals have not failed to perceive. 

Ultimately, Western po~vers are increasingly sharing Israel’s kind of 
worries about Syria, some of them probably regretting that they did not 
let Gaddafi quell the uprising and continue his role as a precinus ally 
in their "war on terror" and their terrorist war on immigrants. In a 
cogent article in Le Monde dated April 14, Jean-Francois Bayart 
denounced the collusion between the European states, led by Italy, and 
(iadd~[i’s regime in the dir~,’, criminal repression of itmnigration from 
African shores to European territory (including Italian islands in the 
Mediterranean). tte pointed to the fact that NATO is not attacking 
Gaddafi’s fleet ]2~r fear of destroying what he aptly called "the 
anu-migratory tool of trade"! The only" way in which NAT() powers such as 
France and Britain are envis~Ning a (limited) deliver?, of weapons to the 
Libyan insurgents is under tight control from "advisers" they" send on 
the spot - in order to scout around ]2~r a future intervention of troops 
on the ground (the claim that these advisers are needed is just a 
pretext that is not even corroborated by the insurgents themselves). 
These NATO powers are preparing the conditions for such an invasion by 
the very ]’act that they relhse to dehver to the insurgents the arms and 
equipment they need to defeat Gaddafi’s ]2~rces, thus enabling the latter 
to progress to a point where the Libyan insurgents themselves may feel 
compelled to request the ground intervention that the?’ have rightly and 
resolutely rqiected until now. A first victory of this Machiavellian 
manoeuvre ~s the ]’act that the insurgents in Misrata have asked ]2~r an 
intervention on the ground after despairing of NATO’s ability to stop 
from the air and sea the advance of Gaddafi’s forces 

The worldwide antiwar and anti-imperialist movement should mobilize on 
behalf of the Libyan uprising as well as all other uprisings in North 
Africa and the Middle East, and know how to most effectively denounce 
the design of the imperialist powers by showing who are the true 
supporters of popular struggles. [5 ] 

Notes 
(1) The last time there was any indication about an organized left in 



Libya, to my l~uwledge, ~wis in the earl?’ 1970s when news came out about 
the repression of a Trutskyist group there. 

(2) A comment in ][~;nglish un this meeting stated that only 11 members uf 
the League were present and tuok part in the vute, confusing the fact uf 
being represented by a foreign minister with being represented at all. 
All the states uther than Libya were represented in the meeting either 
by their foreign minister or at a lower level (ambassadurial, ur 
equivalent). Incidentally, it is interesting tu nute that pro-regime 
demonstrations in Syria and Libya chant a sirailar slogan: "God, Libya, 
Muarmnar and no one else" in one country, "God, Syria, Bashar and no one 
else" in the other. 

(3) No person reading m?" statements without the distorting lenses 
pertaining to a deeply-entrenched tradition of sectarianism that, alas, 
is still pervasive in the radical left could fail to see the qualitative 
difference between my stance and that expressed on March 27 by ray friend 
Juan Cole, with whom I have had a previous public disagreement over Iraq 
-- not to mention much sillier conflations of my attitude with that of 
"liberal" supporters of imperialism 

(4) Lance Selfa concludes his comradely discussion of my position, 
posted on March 29 on Socialistworker.org, by asserting that "however 
unpopular a position it appears to be today-, the left is right to oppose 
the UN no-fly zone over Libya and the Western military intel~’ention." It 
is indeed an unpopular position, but the problem is that it was not 
right, and the part of the left he is referring to needed not take an 
unpopular position in this case. I am all for taking just positions even 
when they are unpopular in every case where this is warranted, but this 
was definitely not one. 

(5) I had ended my March 25 piece by asserting: "One can safely bet that 
the present intervention in Libya will prove most erabarrassing for 
imperialist powers in the future. As those members of the US 
establishment who opposed their country’s intervention rightly warned, 
the next time Israel’s air force bombs one of its neighbours, whether 
Gaza or Lebanon, people will demand a no-fly zone." Some thought the?- 
had found in this quote a good occasion to score a point against me One 
of them asked with emphatic irony why such a demand for a no-fly zone 
was not made with Israel’s invasion of Lebanon in 2006 and attack on 
Gaza in 2008-9? Well, the fact is that the Arab League called t~vo weeks 
ago, on April 10, lbr the first time ever for a meeting of the 1_,2"4SC to 
consider imposing a no-fly zone on Israeli military aircraft over Gaza, 
when things looked as if Israel was going to launch a new- major bombing 
campaign against the strip. The League’s move was hailed by both the 
Palestinian authority and the Hamas government in Gaza, and by 
pro-Palestinian groups worldwide, while it drew- irritated and worried 
reactions from Israeli and pro-Israeli sources 

Gilbert Achcar grew- up in Lebanon, and is currently Professor at the 

School of Oriental and Afi-ican Studies (SOAS) of the Universi~z of 
London. His books include The Clash of Barbarisms: The Making of the New 
World Disorder, punished in 13 languages, Perilous Power: The Middle 
East and U.S. Foreign Policy, co-authored with Noam Chomslg-, and most 
recently The Arabs and the Holocaust: The Arab-Israeli War of Narratives 

(Joining Yunus un the ’Elders’ group is Aung San Suu Kyi, so although 
it’s a bit less clear today, flour years ago her repeated calls fur 
sanctions against Burma must have been lmuwn by Yunus, who at that time 
told US State Dep’t ufficials - who were openly desirous of regime 
change in Bangladesh - of his microcredit institutiun’s desire fur a 
macro-luan deal that would use Bangladesh’s crucial port to ship goods 

tu. Burma ) 

Yunus risked Khaleda, ttasina ire 

Fri, Apt 22nd, 2011 7:54 pm BdST 

Dhaka, Apr 22 (bdnews24.cum)-Muhammad Yunus did nut mind the danger of a 
possible hustile response that his political ambitiun cuuld pruvuke from 
Sheikh Hasina and Khaleda Zia, says a leaked I.JS diplumatic cable. 

The US authurities viewed the likely entry of Yunus into the political 
equation as the best bet to end the grip un power by Awami League and 
BNP chiefs whu have taken turns to rule the country since 1991, barring 
the caretaker perinds. 

The cable was sent on Feb 13, 2007 frum the US Cunsulate in Kolkata 
during Yunus’ visit there, two days after the Nubel prize wirmer had 
revealed his plans in the Bangladesh media tu step into the pulitical 
maelstrom. 

The cable concluded that Yunus was "a person of great moral stature and 
strong organizational skills" and that his candidacy "could offer a 
possible out from the present Hasina-Zia zero-sum game that cripples 
Bangladesh’s democratic process". 

It doctanented in detail the conversation between the US Consul General 
in Kolkata Henry Jardine and Yunus over lunch when the latter visited 



Kolkata on Febl 1-12. 

Chennai-based influential Indian daily The ttindu accessed the US 
d~plomatic cables via Wikileaks. The Ca]cutm Chamber of Commerce (CCC) 
hosted the luncheon marking its 175th founding auniversa~ where Jardine 
enquired about Yunus’s political plans 

The 2006 Nobel laureate recognised that he would face a "potentially 
bruising response" from the ’two ladies’ [Sheikh tIasina and Khaleda Zia] 
and other established political figures." 

But he felt that the situation in Bangladesh had reached a critical 
juncture as "civil war" had only just been averted. 

On Feb 11, Yunus had issued an open letter saying that he was seeking 
support from the people to launch a political part), styled Nagorik 

Shakti (Citizens’ Power). 

The announcement came just as the military began a crackdown on 
political parties, arresting dozens of top leaders on charges of 
corruption. 

In the letter, Yunus asked people to send him their opinions on forming 
a political par)- focusing on good governance. 

He came in for severe criticisru from political parties and rapidly 
aborted his move into politics on May 3 citing that those who had 
initially encouraged him lost their enthusiasm. 

"Yunus confirmed (consul general Jardine) that he was interested, having 
supposedly been asked by ruany people to step-in and overcome the 
political impasse bet~veen the t~vo strongest political leaders, Sheikh 
Hasina and Khaleda Zia," reads the cable. 

"CCC President Manoj Mohanka questioned the advisabili~z of Yunus 
j oining the messy world of Bangladesh politics and noted the likelihood 
of Yunus’ reputation being tarnished. 

"Yunus quickly responded that he tmderstood the dangers of entering 
politics but felt that responsible people had to step into the political 
field to make a real change in Bangladesh, ~vhich ~vas wracked by 
corruption and poor governance 

The ’sacked’ Orameen B ank chief was supportive of the imposition of the 
state of emergency, saying that it had averted a possible civil war. 

CRITICAL OF AL DEAL 

Yunus told the US diplomat he felt that the dominant parties had 
developed ties with Muslim fundamentalists for political gain even 
though most Bangladeshis did not favour the extremism 

He was scathing in his remarks on the deal that Awami League had 
reportedly reached with fundamentalist group Bangladesh Khelafat Majlish 
(BK~ in Dec 2006. 

"Yunus [said] that the agreement was a reflection of the AL’s moral 
bankruptcy and was based on pure political calculus to garner a few 
additional w~tes and another example of the need for a new political 
par~ (his own party)" 

OPENING UP PORTS 

Yunus said during the conversation that he was in :[’avour of opening the 
Chittagong port to regional trade with India, Burma, Bhutan and China 

tie added (irameen Bank was considering the possibility of:financing a new 
"mega-port" project in Chittagong to meet the regional demand. 

bdnews24, comYgna/bd/181 Oh 
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EO. 12958: N/A TA(IS: PGOV, PIIUM. SOC~ IN, B(I 

SU[3JECT: N()BfZL PRIZE WINN’ER DR MUIIAMMAD YUNUS CONSIDERS EN~JTER]NG 
BANGLADEStt POLITICS 

1. (SBU) Summap)~ On Febmap)~ 12, Con(ien spoke *vith Nobel Prize winner 
Dr. Muhammad Yunus about his plans to enter Bangladesh politics. Y~us, 
on a two-day visit to Kolkata, expressed a strong interest to enter the 
political fray and said that he xvas reviewing his options. He expressed 
support of the present Caretaker Goverl~ent and its decision to declare 
a "State of Emergency," saying it had averted a possible civil war. 
Yunus felt that Muslim fundamentalists represented a fringe and that 
while the dominant parties had developed ties with ftmdamentalists for 
political gain, most Bangladeshis did not favor the extremism. Yunus xvas 
also receptive to closer conmxercial and trade relations with India. 
Yunus recognized the risk of entering politics and its potential to 
tarnish his exemplary iraage. However, even as he professed that he ~vas 
still considering his options, he indicated a strong intent to pltmge 
into the maelstrom of Bangladesh politics. End Sunmmry. 

2. (SBU) As a fellow Bengali, Pro-( Mtthanmmd Yunus, received a hero’s 
welcome while participating in two days of programs in Kolkata, West 
Bengal, from Feb. 11-12. During a lunch hosted by the Calcutta Charnber 
of Commerce (CCC) for its 175 th anniversau, ConGen spoke with Dr. 
Yunus about the present political situation in Bangladesh. On February 
11, Yunus had issued an open letter saying that he was seeking support 
from Bangladeshis to launch a political party- to reform the violence and 
corruption in Bangladesh. In the letter, Y~xus asked people to send him 
their opinions on forming a political par)- focusing on good governance. 
ConGen asked Ymms was he xvas intent on entering politics as recently 
reported. Yunus confirmed that he was interested, having supposedly been 
asked by many people to step-in and overcome the political impasse 
between the two strungest political leaders, Sheikh Hasina and Khaleda 
Zia. YUl’~US added, though, that he was still discussing the merits of 
becoming a political figure CCC President Manoj Mohanka questioned the 
advisability of Yunus joining the messy world of Bangladesh politics and 
noted the likelihood of Yunus’ reputation being tarnished. Yunus quickly 
responded that he understood the dangers of entering politics but felt 
that responsible people had to step into the political field to make a 
real change in Bangladesh, ~vhich ~vas wracked by corruption and poor 
governance. 

3. (SBU) ConGen asked Yunus for his views on a recent "Economist" 
magazine article that described the present Bangladesh Caretaker 
Government’s state of emergency and its support by the Bangladesh 
milita~- as "The Coup That Dare Not Say Its Name." Yunus was supportive 
of the imposition of the state of emergency, saying that it had averted 
a possible civil war. He did not believe that the milita~-’s support was 
significant and added that the Caretaker Government’s role was clearly 
defined under the constitution. 

4. (SBU) When asked about the perception in India of the rising 
fundamentalism in Bangladesh, Yunus said that he saw the Muslim 
fundamentalists as a fringe not accepted by the Bangladeshi mainstream 
ConGen noted, however, that even the Awami League (AL), ~vhich had been 
the primary advocate of a socialist, secular nation, in December had 
signed an agreement with fundamentalist group Bangladesh Khelafat 
Majlish (BKM). ’]’he agreement with BKM would recognize fatwas issued by 
Imams and block the introduction of laws contrary to sharia law. Yunus 
responded that the agreement was a reflection of the AL’s moral 
bankruptcy and was based on pure political calculus to garner a few 
additional w~tes and another example of the need [’or a new political par~’. 

5. (SBU) Con(ien asked Yunus about his views on India and whether better 
trade relations could be developed Yunus was positive about expanding 
economic ties with India and within the South Asian Association for 
Regional Cooperation (S2~.RC). He felt that Bangladesh would be receptive 
to better relations with KOLKATA 00000050 002 OF 002 India but that 
often it became a divisive political issue, with Bangladeshi politicians 
stoking resentment agmnst India :[’or political gain. However, he 
recognized that the GOI maintained significant non-tariff barriers 
restricung Bangladeshi goods from India’s markets. He was favorable to 
opening Chittagong Port to regional trade with India, Burma, Bhutan and 
China; but said that the port was presently too small and at full 
capamty tie added (irameen Bank was considering the possibility of 
financing a new "mega-port" project in Chittagong to meet the regional 
demand 

6. (SBU) Comment: Although Dr. Yunus limited himself to saying he *w~s 
still considering his options, the tenor of his comments indicated a 
strong to desire to jump into the maelstrom of Bangladeshi politics. He 
recognized that he would face a potentially bruising response fiom the 
"two ladies" and other established political figures, but he felt that 
the situation in Bangladesh had reached a critical juncture as "civil 
war" had only just been averted. As a person of great moral stature and 
strong organizational skills, Y~xus’ candidacy could oflhr a possible 
out from the present Hasina-Zia zero-sum game that cripples Bangladesh’s 
democratic process. 



7. (U) This rnessage was cleared with AmEmbassy Dhaka. 

JARDIN~E 

http://www.countercurrents.orgichowdhm3,220411.htm Debtlessness As A 
Human Right Intelview with Farooque Chowdhmy by Sonja Ernst 
22 April, 2011 Countercurrents.org This abridged version of the 
interview with Farooque Chowdhury, editor, Micro Credit Myth 
Manufactuxed, Unveiling appropriation of surplus value and an icon, ( 
www.shrabonprokashani.com ), for Suedasien, journal of Suedasienbuero, 
Bonn, Germany, ( www.asienhaus.deisuedasienbuero ), over internet 
appeared in Suedasien, 4/2010-1/2011. The translation into German and 
abridgement was also done by- Sonj a Ernst. 

Sonja Ernst: The Bangladeshi economist Muhammad Yunus invented 
microcredits in the 1970s. Poor people who do not normally qualif,v for 
traditional banking credits get offered small loans to spur 
entrepreneurship. Microcredits got very popular - not only in Bangladesh 
- as an instrument to reduce poverty, In 2006 the Grameen Bank and its 
founder Yunus received the Nobel Peace Prize Was there too much hope 
and hype about microloans? Farooque Chowdhury : Yes. There was too much 
hoopla with microcredit. Mainstream made the hype 

The present system is failing to resolve the problem of poverty, which 
is, rather, widening. The poverty situation is a threat to status quo. 
Micrncredit, in this perspective, appeared to the mainstream a safety 
valve, a mechanism to restrain poor from questioning the status quo that 
fails to address the problem of poverty. 

At the same time, with microcredit, a section of capital found a way to 
invest capital in an area once beyond its reach, a new- market for 
reaping profit, a modus operandi to appropriate surplus value. The 
microcredit activities that we now see are actually an experiment for a 
section of capital. A number of the biggest and ;vealthiest banks, it was 
reported, were "dipping their toes into the water." But microcredit 
activities need reliable answers to maW questions before the banks step 
in the market For example, amount of operating cost, competition 
between microcredit operators, viabi lity with debtors’ declining 
capac~, risk of a credit bubble, and many similar questions are there 
that require reliable answer It was primarily assumed by a section that 
microcredit was working. Moreover, the neoliberal idea of shaking off 
state’s responsibility, especially throwing away the responsibility of 
providing employment, carries the risk of taking away legitimacy of 
status quo Micrncredit stepped in in these problem areas. 

But fundamental questions related to microcredit are not asked by 
mainstream The mot of poverty, the source of money that a m icrocredit 
(MC) debtor pays back, an MC debtor’s length of working day for making 
repayment, the related intensity, labor-power of his family that are 
needed to generate repayment amount, negotiating capacity and bargaining 
space of an MC debtor as the debtor enters into a contract with an MC 
creditor, MC debtor’s rights, of household-based production or service 
units competing with each other in a macro market with macro competitors 
in an environment of so-called "free" market, and similar other basic 
questinns are not attended by mainstream. The hype is the shroud to hide 
these questions. 

There are people, maW in this world, who are in pain as they come 
across the cruel face of poverty Microcredit appeared to them as a 
hope. That was not their fault. Rather, the hope was the reflection of 
their urge to get rid of the curse of pover~ 

But now, it is turning difficult to hide facts. The hype is fading away. 

SE: h~ Bangladesh more than 20 million people borrow microloans, the 
average credit is 114 $. Could you please describe us the "standard 
borrower" in Bangladesh and for what he/she is usually using the loan. 

FC : The "standard borrower" is the poor, the assetless. On the basis of 
different studies it can also be said that it is the poor who resort to 
microcredit. A section of microcredit operators, however, are moving up 
to that segment, which is not poor. It should be mentioned that Grameen 
Bank, BRAC, ASA are not the only microcredit operators in Bangladesh. 
There are many MC operators, different in size and capacity. With a 
growing number of microcredit operators the size of lending increased as 
well. There are cases where lural rich tap microcredit. It was found by 
studies that microcredit goes to those who are not destitute. But still 
it is the poor who are the "standard borrower". 

With about a hundred dollars what else can be done other than initiating 
a petty production trait or a petty service trait? For example, a small 
sewing room or a shop. A number of studies have fotmd that the borroxved 
money is used to attend to irmmediate need that is buy food, pay dowry, 
repay an old debt, etc. It is a contradiction: a poor fellow is being 
asked to invest borrowed money in a microenterprise xvhile the fellow 
needs money to procure food iramediately or to pay for medical treatrnent. 
An article in the Harvard Business Review stated in 2007 that "iVlany 
heads of microfinance programs now privately acknowledge what John 



Hatch, the founder of FINCA International (one of the largest 
microfinance institutions), has said publicly: 90 percent of micro-loans 
are used to finance current consumption rather than to fuel enterprise" 
SE: In Bangladesh most of the microcredits are given to women 
Microcredits are considered to empower women Would you agree? FC : A 
number of studies have found the opposite. H ere I ret’er only one: Lamia 
Karim in her stu@ found: "In the majority of the cases, the husbands 
and male kin of the women [debtors] used the loans" She writes: "lilt 
is the husbands of the women and other male members who really use the 
loans...I found that men used 95 percent of the loans." ("Demystifying 
Micro-Credit, The Grameen Bank, NGOs, and Neoliberalism in Bangladesh ", 
Universi~ of Oregon, USA ) She quotes: "Now Grameen lends money to 
husbands, but only ttnough the wives. The principal borrower remains the 
wives." ( Yunus, Muhatr~ad and Alan Jolis, 1998, Banker to the Poor: 
Micro-Lending and the Battle Against World Povelty, University- Press 
Ltd., Dhaka quoted in Karim ) "In my research area," Lamia writes, 
"rural men laughed when they were asked whether the money belonged to 
their wives. They pointedly remarked that ’since their wives belong to 
them, the money rightfully belongs to them’" SE: The media increasingly 
reports about borrowers which are overindebted and caunot pay back their 
loans. What went wrong in these cases’.’ FC : There are a nttmber of 
reasons, and there are fundamental reasons behind apparent reasons. 
Either the micro-production/service unit failed to compete in market or 
the debtor had to face natural calamity- or a family crisis or the 
borrowed money was spent to buy- food or pay dow~" or the return was not 
enough to pay- installment of the loan; and so on. 

The question is: why a family crisis or a natural disaster makes a poor 
debtor incapable of paying back debt and xvhy a non-poor does not fail in 
similar situation’.’ Or, why a micro-unit fails in a macro market? Similar 
questions will lead to an answer that xvill show- that evel~one is not 
entrepreneur, competing in market is not always the survival path of poor. 

Is it logical to expect that the poor will have enough return from 
market after competing with macro-competitors while the entire existence 
of the poor is a w~lnerable reality, a fragile realize? SE: YVhat happens 
if a family cam~ot pay- back the loan? FC: A number of studies have 
already mentioned the reality an MC debtor faces as the debtor fails to 
pay back debt. The debtor has either to borrow money again thus the 
debtor gets entrapped into a debt cycle or sale whatever the debtor 
finds saleable to pay back the earlier debt or the debtor has to face 
other consequences: pressure/threaticoercion/htuniliation Some desert or 
con~mit suicide as a number of studies tbund. There are press reports 
also that tell the reality 

You have to know- that in Bangladesh many MCs are group-based This has 
been noted by Lamia Karim in her study: "Women ;vould march off together 
to scold the defaulting woman, shame her or her husband in a public 
place, and when she could not pay the full amotmt of the installment, go 
through her possessions and take away whatever they could sell off to 
recover the defaulted sum... This ranged from taking away her gold 
nose-ring (a symbol of marital status for rural women.) to cows and 
chicks to trees that had been planted to be sold as timber to collecting 
rice and grains that the family had accumulated as food, vel)’ often 
leaving the family with no food whatsoever." Aminur Rahman in his study 
Women and Microcredit in Rural Bangladesh, Anthropological Stud?, of the 
Rhetoric and Realities of Grameen Bank Lending (Westview Press, Colorado 
and Oxford), David Hulme and Paul Mosley in their Finance Against 
Poverty (vol. l, Routledge, London and New York, 1996), Richard 
Montgomep), in his paper "Disciplining or Protecting the Poor? Avoiding 
the Social Costs of Peer Pressure in Solidarity Group Microcredit 
Schemes" (1995) cited the harsh reality of failure to pay back loan. 

SE: Bangladesh is the birthplace of the global microcredit movement. You 
contributed to and edited the book Micro Credit - Myth Manufactured, 
Unveiling appropriation of surplus value and an Icon What kind of myth 
is behind microcredits? FC: ~I1nere are a number of myths that has been 
built around microcredit. It was told ~hat it would make poverty 
archaic It is being told that it is collateral fi-ee, it empowers women, 
it empowers poor, it pushes out moneylenders. 

A number of studies now :find different facts. In Senegal and Uganda, no 
clear evidence of poverty reduction by microcredit was found 
("MJcrocredit, Social Capital and Politics", Journal of Mrcrofinance, 
vol. VII, (1), 2005). Findings fi-om other countries also are not 
positive. Findings by Jonathan Morduch ("Does Microfinance Really Help 
the Poor? New [{vidence from Flagship Programs in Bangladesh ", MacArthur 
Network, Princeton University, 1998), Anne Marrie Goetz and Rina Sen 
Gupta ("Who Takes the Credit? Gender, Power and Control over Loan Use in 
R~ral Credit Programmes in Bangladesh ", World Development, vol. 24(1 ), 
1996), Blaine Stephens and Hind Tazi ("Per~k~rmance and Transparency: A 
Survey of Microfinance in South Asia ", Microbanking Bulletin, April, 
2006) do not support claims made by the microcreditors. 

A nuraber of experts are also telling the bold fact: Dr Qazi 
Kholikuzzaman Atwnad, chairman of PKSF, a central bo@ monitoring 
microfinance in Bangladesh, said that the poor were being exploited 
under microcredit. He opined that the poverb’-stricken people of 
Bangladesh suffered a lot from high rate of interest for borrowing from 
microcredit agencies. Ftutherlnore Qazi Kholikuzzaman Atwaad described 
microcredit as a "death trap" for poor. Dr Salehuddin Ahmed, fonner 



Bangladesh Bank, the central bank of the country, governor stated that 
microcredit was not the panacea for poverty alleviation. "It is not 
Aladin’s lamp with which one could alleviate poverty’." ( The Independent 
, Dhaka, Dec 28, 2010) Microcredit makes some more claims. There is a 
myth with high, very high repayment rate We now know the "mechanism" 
behind this "high" return, pressure and dehumanization. There is the 
myth of bank at the door step, but mostly there is no real consulting 
Even, the philosophy behind microcredit is a myth itself. The approach 
that avoids class question while dealing with the question of poverty is 
myth. The title of the book you have mentioned discusses these myths. 

SE: _’vluiaancmrad Yunus as well criticizes many institutions that give 
microcredits as "the new loan sharks " and asks for more regulation. The 
government of Bangladesh decided to cap during the next months the 
interest rates for microcredits at 27 per cent. Will such regulatory" 
instrunrents bring about a solution? FC : "Muhammad Ytmus is willing to 
admit, ’microcredit cannot solve socie~’s every problem’" as Mark 
Engler, a senior analyst with Foreign Policy in Focus has ~vritten. No,v, 
failure of microcredit in alleviating poverty is increasingly being told 
by many others. The debate seems ahnost finished. 

Rate of intcrest is a major problem with microcredit. But, it is not the 
only problem. The rate should be taken into account. But, a scientific 
approach is first to look into the source of interest. There, the MC 
debtor comes, comes the appropriation of surplus value. Otherwise, 
looking only at rate might lead to a confusing conclusion and the MC 
debtor’s plight will miss eyes. The regulatory" instruments you have 
mentioned will bring respite to debtors for the time being. But, the 
problem ~vill not be resolved as the fundamental problem is the reasons 
behind poverty. 

Microcredit is part of a process, which should not be personified. 
Singling out organization or individual will not help understand the 
process and its failure, will not help analyze it scientifically. 
Blaming an individual will hide the perspective, the reality that pushed 
dominant interest to generate microcredit, the process, the capital 
involved, the institution microcredit has taken shape oI; the interests, 
the relationship between related social classes, the distortion of 
c oncept of rights, etc. 

SE: Even if microcredits are imperfect, poor people need to get loans to 
buy a cow- or to pay for medical care. The traditional moneylender in the 
villages are not an alternative, the?, take interest rates of 120 per 
cent and more ~Vhat can be the alternative? FC: V~y we al~vays imagine 
that the poor has to survive by borrowing, by turning debtor? Why not we 
think about a different context, ;vhere the poor need not borrow, where 
credit will not be considered as human right, rather bondage, where to 
be free from debt will be considered a human right? YVhy we always have a 
constant premise where the poor has to turn debtor? Can’t the premise be 
changed where the poor does not need to turn debtor? Turning debtor is 
not the alternative; rather, turning the poor a debtor is actually 
business as usual, it is actually, to let the poor live as poor with 
some breathing space so that the lot of poor does not change fundamentally 

Problem with microcredit is not only its interest rate. And, the 
question is not only the survival of the poor The question is to have 
an economy where none languishes ;vith yoke of poverty, where none is 
indebted to a destiny- dominated by hunger, ignorance, disparity, 
uncertainty, no space for participation, long working days, etc 
Moreover, it is not a question to be addressed on individual basis, on 
household basis. It is a question related to politics along with economy 
and society, along with entire equation of social fi~rces. Poverty is not 
only an economic question; it is a political question also An 
alternative, as you ask, has to be searched in this perspective 

BANGEADEStI: Mrcrof~nance institutions pushed loans, admits m~jor NGO 
Photo: Sam Sherrat/Flickr 

Millions of Bangladeshi women received loans 

DtI~kKA, 20 April 2011 (IRIN) - Lack of regulation and a surplus of donor 
funds in Bangladesh’s microcredit industry have led to NGOs pushing 
loans to over-indebted borrowers, says BRAC, the world’s largest 
development organization and heavily involved in the country’s 
microfinance industry. 

Asked ~vhether BRAC itself had pushed loans onto borro~vers who could not 
affi~rd them, Shameran Abed, programme head of microfinance at BRAC, told 
IRIN: "Yes," citing "excess liquidity" and a lack of comanunication 
between lenders. 

"In the mid 2000s, the microfinancing industry grew too fast. And yes, 
we did," said Abed. "But I’ll tell you why we did - we didn’t have 
perfect information." 

In 2009, BRAC disbursed US$1.1 billion worth of loans to women 
throughout Bangladesh, and like man?, other microfinance institutions 
(MFIs), claimed that 99 percent of their borrowers paid back their 

loans, a win-win situation. 



However, the industry has also come into disrepute. A Norwegian 
documentary, Caught in Micro Debt, sparked international outrage in 2010 
by showing the difficulties people have under the burden of paying back 
a loan. 

Sorue borrowers are even taking out ruore loans to meet repayments, 
experts say-. 

Microcredit, the practice of loaning suras as small as US$20, was first 
pioneered in Bangladesh in the 70s and 80s by Nobel laureate and 
politically controversial figure Mohammad Yunus and the organization he 
founded, Grameen Bank. 

Since then, the industry has mushroomed to over 500 registered MFIs in 
Bangladesh and has come ~mder increasing scrutiny. 

Women, who are the borrowers in most cases, are subject to high interest 
rates and aggressive debt recovery techniques, said Lamia Karim, 
associate professor of anthropology at the University of Oregon. She has 
been researching microfinance for more than 15 years 

But BRAC’s Abed said the popular belief that high interest rates are to 
blame for loan defaulting is ~vrong The interest on a $140 loan, he 
explained, is 15 percent, with ~veekly installments of $3.40, of which 
about $0.40 is interest. 

"Is that 30 taka [US $0.40] tipping you over the edge? I don’t think 
so," he said. 

Inadequate regulatory body 

Despite having more than 20 million micro-borrowers, the Bangladesh 
government still has no efi?ctive system in place to protect microcredit 
lenders and clients, experts agree. 

Photo: Muhammadyunus.org Professor Muhammad Yunus The Microcredit 
Regulator?, Authority (N~,A) formed in 2006 al’ter repetitive calls from 
the microcredit industry to establish control over smaller MFIs, is 
hamstrung by a lack of manpower and ihnds, according Prodip Chandra Roy, 
MRA assistant director of research. 

Furthermore, Roy said the MRA’s authority is severely undermined by 
other organizations that offer registrauon 

"For us the biggest challenge is to control other authorities that also 
have the authority to register microfinance organizations," he said. 

To register with the MRA, an MI~’I has to show either that it has 1,000 
members (potential borrowers), or $50,000-worth of dispersible funds. To 
date, the MRA has registered some 548 MFIs out of thousands operating in 
Bangladesh. 

Strong-arm tactics 

Many microcredit borrowers have little or no property to be used as 
collateral, which makes trust a key element of the loaning process. 

"For our microfinance borrowers we do not have any collateral, so we 
cannot take anything back The court system doesn’t work here So, the 
only way you can get your money back is to keep pestering them," Abed said. 

However, BRAC, Orameen and other NGOs have been :Found to do much more 
than pester borrowers who missed payments, some claims suggest. 

As an attack on a faruily’s honour, women are regularly sharued in public, 
an activity that can have grave social repercussions, Karim said. 

Stronger measures are used if the borrowers default even after public 
humiliation. 

"Orarueen, BRAC, ASA and Proshika all strong-armed ~voruen into paying 
back. In extreme cases homesteads are taken apart and the timber and tin 
sold off," said Kariru. 

Though the NOOs don’t actively take part in ’ghar bhanga’ 
(house-breaking), community raembers do ~vhat NGO officers order thera to 
do, out of fear of losing access to loans, she said. 

However, despite numerous papers by independent researchers, the NGO 
corumunity refuses to accept such allegations. 

"I’ve not had one issue of complaints [of house-breaking] coraing froru 
borrowers, or the media or the society that xve work in," said Abed. 

mh/nb/ds/cb 

The Independent 



Jasim Uddin Khan 

Dhaka, Apr 11 

’]?he review committee on Orameen Bank ((IB) has found major loop holes in 
micro?credit operations owing to the absence of a policy fi-amework. The 
cowamttee expects to submit its report to the government sometime next 
week 

"Regardless of the loopholes xve have found during the review process the 
majors shortcomings of micro?credit operations as a social business is 
that it has no policy guidelines", said Monowar Uddin Ahmed, head of the 
committee, today-. 

He said the committee has probed a number of details, including the 
relationship between GB and its more than 50 affiliated organizations, 
along with fund transfers from the organization to another. He said the 
coramittee has tried to identify- benefits enjoyed by the bank’s directors 
and other shareholders over two decades. 

The conmxittee has also looked into the bank’s transparency and 
accountability on financial transactions xvith various organizations. 

Besides, the review committee has asked GB to conduct a special audition 
on its income and expenditure accounts. 

"We have found many questionable relationships among the bank’s sister 
organizations, along with some dubious transactions. But we will 
disclose the facts after handing over the report to the goverrm~ent", 
Ahmed said. 

He added that the observations of the conmxittee could not be shared with 
the media because all members have not agreed upon evel~ point of the 
findings. 

"We prepared a list of possible alternatives for the goverl~ment to move 
the bank tbrward with its unique nature"’, he said. 

The committee has also carried out a comparative analysis of the rate 
interest and other charges realised by micro?credit organizations. 

The committee has spoken to different stakeholders including la,aF’ers, 
along with former chief justices of the country,, to understand proper 
legal explanations of the bank’s operational misconducts. 

The five?member con~mittee has also been entrusted ~vith several tasks, 
including examination of the rationale behind the rate of interest that 
the bank charges from its borrowers. 

Members of the cormnittee are: deputy governor Bangladesh Bank deputy, 
governor Nazrul Huda, former deputy comptroller and auditor general 
Syeda Rokeya Deen, former banker P,54 Devnath and Supreme Court law3,er 
Mohsin Rashid. 

David Roodman’s Microfinance Open Book Blog 

Leaked Findings of (irameen Bank Investigative Cowamttee April 14, 2011 
By David Roodman Tags: Grameen Share 

Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina’s first formal act after publicly vili~ing 
the Grameen Bank last winter was not to sue Muhammad Yunus :[’or being 70, 
but to launch a committee to investigate the charges of wrongdoing in 
Tom Heinemann’s documentary and, presumably, whatever else it could dig 
up. ~,[lqe committee’s report, originally scheduled for April 4, is now due 
April 21. 

Two articles in the Bangla press this week previewed the committee’s 
findings I was sent translations on an anonymous basis (article in the 
Daily Jugamor, article in the Independent) The translator is welcome 
to identi~ him/herself Correction: The lndependem is in t~nglish 

’]7he big question is what can be inferred about the government’s 
intentions by reading between the lines of these articles Is the 
government after judicious reforms that will help the Grameen Bank 
thrive beyond the tenure of its founder? Or is this investigation a 
prelude to a takeover to extract short-term political benefit (loan 
forgiveness, anyone?) to the long-term detriment of the Bank and even 
other microcreditors? To my eye, the Daily Jugantor article generally 
admits both interpretations It speaks of: " Requiring the (irameen Bank 
to keep its Statutory Liquidity Ratio funds (including the Cash Reserve 
Ratio funds) in an account at the Bangladesh Bank, which is the 
countly’s central bank. Currently Bangladeshi banks are required to 
maintain an SLR of 19%, meaning that of each 100 taka of deposits they 
accept, at least 19 must go into very safe fom~s such as cash, gold, 
government bonds, deposits at the Bangladesh Bank. This policy has two 
purposes: providing the central bank with control over money supply- and 
inflation (by limiting how much of their deposits barf, s can on-lend) 

and, by the same token, protecting savers by limiting the risks that 
barks take with their money. Cttrrently the SLR requirement does not 



appear to apply to the Grameen Bank¯ r,[lqe last note of its 2009 audited 
financial statement shows only 0¯5% of its resep~es in such safe places 
Thus the proposal here can be seen as affording Grameen’s low-income 
savers the same protection as depositors at commercial banks. " " 
Grameen could easily meet the reqmrement by shifting money from the 
,-.1-year certificates of deposit (time deposits) it holds at commercial 
banks However, this would cut into its interest income. That would make 
the 12% interest rate it promises on 10-year savings even more untenable 
than it became after the country’s interest rates fell a couple of years 
ago. (That decline should have hit Grameen in 2010 as its higher-rate 
2009 time deposits expired, so I expect its 2010 financial statements, 
due soon, xvill show- a deterioration¯) As noted before, Grameen’s high 
rates on deposits have attracted an influxover the last decade, which in 
turns appears to have compelled the Bank to lend more. In 2009, Grameen 
increased its borrower rolls while ASA and BRAC, the other members of 
the big three, shrank¯ So a careful reversal of these patterns could be 
healthy. An abrupt one, on the other hand, could be destabilizing¯ 

Changing how the board of directors is constituted¯ Currently 9 of the 
12 members are elected from the Bap2K’s membership. I know next to 
nothing about this selection process¯ So I am not in a position to 
contradict this passage: As a result of this, women who are not 
experienced in banking, uneducated or semi-educated are sitting on the 
Bank Board¯ Hence these women are not able to contribute positively to 
the policy-making role of the Board; in fact, other than being present, 
some of these elected members do not have any role in the Board 
meetings¯ Thus, for all this time, the Board has been operating as a 
"one man show¯" It seems plausible to me that this board maj orit?, has 
not provided the informed, independent oversight that a good board must, 
but rather has voted as told by Orameen management; and, if so, then a 
full succession has not occurred at the Orameen Bank¯ There is a 
fundamuntal constitutional question here: can a legitimate, democratic 
process select from the BarN’s 8.4 million members 9 who are suited for 
the responsibility of providing oversight for a big bank, which requires 
the highest legal and financial sa,,~,? On the other hand, the focus on 
the board is also consistent with the hypothesis that the government 
wants to take over and effectively undermine the Orameen Bank After 
all, the Board must consent to the choice of successor, so its 
member-majority is now the primar,v obstacle to government control And 
the Independent article signals a more adversarial stance, quoting 
Monowar Uddin Ahmed, the chair of the investigative committee: 
Regardless of the loopholes we have found during the review process the 
m~tjors sholtcomings of micro-credit operations as a social business is 
that it has no policy guidelines¯ 

My best guess about what the means is that the Bank has no policy 
guidelines from the government, ie., the government needs to exercise 
more control. 

This is also intriguing and ambiguous: He said the cormnittee has probed 
a number of details, including the relationship bet;veen GB and its more 
than 50 affiliated organimqtions, along with fund transfers fi-om the 
organization to another¯ He said the committee has tried to identify 
benefits enjoyed by the bank’s directors and other shareholders over two 
decades¯ 

The committee has also looked into the bank’s transparency and 
accountability on financial transactions with various organizations. 

¯ "We have :found man?’ questinnable relationships among the bank’s sister 
organizations, ahmg with some dubinus transactions. But we will 
disclose the facts after handing over the report to the government", 
Ahmed said. 

Indeed, this gets to something I have wondered about Legally separate 
from the Grameen Bank are many "Orameen" companies. My impression is 
that most are small, while a few, such as Orameen Shakti (which does 
solar power), have taken olZ Their activities were separated li*om the 
Bank both as a matter of propriety’ (financial troubl es in non-banking 
activities should not threaten the finances of the bank) and to give 
them more independence from the government than the Bank has (which see, 
c urrent events). Most of these organizations seem rather opaque, and 
their leadership apparently overlaps heavily with that of the Bank. So 
Yunus may still run most of his empire 

()f particular interest is Grameen Telecom (out-of-date website here), 
which owns $1.1 billion in Orameen Phone stock (34¯2% of a market 
capitalization of 230.1 billion taka at 71 17 taka/$) It is easy to 
imagine that this wealth has been tapped to finance other Grameen 
companies The legal transfer of fands from the Orameen Bank to Orameen 
Kalyan, which triggered the dispute with the Norwegians exposed in the 
Heinemann documentary, could be one of many such shuttlings, albeit 
perhaps one of the vep), few involving the Bank¯ Whether transfers 
between Orameen companies other than Bank would be illegal or merely 
fodder for insinuations, I don’t know. If the wealth of Orameen Telecom 
is supporting much of the rest of the Orameen family, this could be an 
appropriate reinvestment of profit from one social vunture into others, 
within the missiun statement and law governing the non-profit Orameen 
Telecom. 

But I’m sure the govertrment is aware of that wealth and is gazing upon 



it with curiosity, if not covetousness 

http://www.oxfamblo~s.or~/fp2p/Has the microfinance bubble really 
burst? Guest blog by Milford Bateman Microfinance used to be untouchable 
- the developmental equivalent of motherhood, apple pie or Mother 
Teresa. Now it is increasingly coming under fire Today guest blogger 
Milford Bateman lays out the case J2~r the prosecution. Responses by 
Malcolm Harper and Thankom Amn to follow. Or you could just listen to 
this Guardian podcast with Ha-Joon Chang, David Roodrnan and Ajaz Khan. 

"The development industry has recently been transfixed by the battle 
being fought by Dr _’vluharmnad Yunus to remain in charge of the institution 
he founded in 1983, the Grameen Bank. Yunus was relieved of his position 
as head of Grameen Bank last month, though yet another appeal has been 
mooted. Given Yunus’s iconic status as Nobel Peace Prize-winning global 
anti-poverty campaigner, this story not surprisingly- generated headlines 
around the world. But of far more long-term importance is the 
accompanying critical scrutiny of the previously unchallenged ’success’ 
of microfinance itself. 

This is something new. Mainstream media everywhere these past few years 
have begun asking awkward questions about microfinance (more accurately 
’microcredit’), among them: How come microfinance-dominated Bangladesh 
remains in deep poverty compared to the rest of rapidly growing East 
Asia’.’ "A~y is it that Jobra village in Bangladesh, where Muhammad Yunus 
effectively started the entire microfinance movement more than thirty 
years ago, is not only still mired in deep poverty and deprivation, but 
also has a new social problem in the shape of serious individual 
over-indebtedness? With so many countries having achieved microfinance 
’saturation’ this last decade or so (notably Bolivia, Bosnia, Mexico, 
Peru, Cambodia and others), why is it that in none of these countries 
can we see obvious substantive poverty reduction and ’bottom-up’ 
development gains? And, more recently, how could the microfinance 
industry in the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh precipitate such an 
explosively damaging wave of individual over-indebtedness, social 
distress and economic disruption? I look at the evidence in a 
just-released Background Note published by the Overseas Development 
Institute (ODI) and conclude that microfinance is certainly not all that 
it is cracked up to be. 

The first place to start looking is among the very many impact 
evaluations undertaken by the microfinance industry and its supporters. 
Most of the early impact evaluations were undertaken or sponsored by the 
very same microfinance institutions and microfinance promotional 
institutions (notably the US-based Orameen Foundation, ACCION and 
Opportunity) that were trying to convince the ;vorld of the magic bullet 
virtues of microfinance. Since then, however, most independent and 
rigorous evaluations have been unable to sho;v any concrete evidence that 
microfinance has had a meaningful positive impact. After decades of huge 
funding and policy attention, for economic policy-makers and poverty 
specialists everywhere this is naturally a very worrying outcome. 

The first specific issue I raise in my Background Note is one that is 
typically over-looked, but which seriously undelrnines the original 
argument for microfinance, namely that it promotes poverty’ reduction and 
development through income-generating activities In fact, m~tjor 
microfinance figures, notably FINCA’s John Hatch, have openly admitted 
that up to 90% of microfinance is actually used for consumption rather 
than income generation If we then factor in the high interest rates 
that typically prevail in most microfinance programs (because of high 
transactions costs and, increasingly, because of profiteering by those 
owning and/or in control of a microfinance institution) it becomes clear 
why man?’ now refer to microfinance as ’loan sharking-lite’. In response, 
microfinance supporters have shifted their argument, stressing its 
ability to smooth consumption, (notably the authors of the book 
’Portfolios of the Poor’) But such arguments largely ignore the growing 
percentage of poor households’ weekly budget that is being allocated to 
a new budget category - ’microloan interest payments’. 

We find more bad news when we look a that small amount of microfinance 
that, as per the original Grameen Bank model, actually does go into 
supporting income-generating activities through microenterprise 
development Previously identifiable positive impacts are, in fact, 
swamped by two largely ignored factors operating at the local level 

First, local economies in developing countries don’t just elastically 
expand in order to automatically accommodate the legions of new 
microfinance-induced arrivals and expansions. With no additional local 
demand, pre-existing microenterprises will suffer by losing their 
existing customers (and these individuals are often just as poor as 
those requiring microfinance). What we are seeing here is the ’fallacy 
of coraposition’ - the microfinance industry is wrongly assuming that the 
marginal benefit registered by one supported unit (by one 
microenterprise making, say, baskets) will remain true for the whole 
cormnunity of microenterprises (everyone making baskets). Second, 
negative irapacts also arise from microenterprise failure. Just as in the 
developed economies, many microenterprises quickly fail after just a 
short period of operation. The importance of this event is not just that 
any possible poverty and development impetus is lost, but that it all 



too often plunges the poor clients into irretrievable poverty and 
deprivation through the loss of other assets. Importantly, as one book 
famously noted in its title ’The Poor Always Pay Back’ ~Dowla and Barua, 
2006) - many poor clients feel honour-bound to repay their microloan, 
even though the?’ now have no income flow with which to do so That 
typically means that they have to liquidate a whole range of other 
assets, such as savings accounts, buildings and land, and divert 
remittance incomes flows into loan repayments The microloan is 
eventually repaid, but the poor become poorer. As we have seen in Andhra 
Pradesh state in India, others simply continue taking out microloans 
from other microfinance institutions in order to repay their earlier 
microloans, leading to spiralling individual debts and an even greater 
personal/family crisis when they can repay no more. 

Finally, ~le microfinance industl?~ makes a fatal mistake in believing 
that sustainable poverty reduction and ’bottom-up’ development actually 
lies within the giR of the informal microenterprise sector in the first 
place. Much of the impetus for this thirf~ing has corrie from Peruvian 
economist Hernando de Soto (The Other Path; The Mystery of Capital), and 
more recently from the late CK Prahalad (The Fortune at the Bottom of 
the Pyramid). However, as with the earlier ideas promoted by Yunus, both 
de Soto and Prahalad appear to have misunderstood the nature of the 
growth and poverty- reduction processes in the typical local economy. In 
Latin America, for instance, rising poverty and the expansion of the 
informal sector pretty much went hand in hand from the 1970s through to 
the early 2000s, a juxtaposition that clearly- undermined De Soto’s vein 
well received predictions made in the late 1980s that if 
microenterprises could massively proliferate (say, through 
liberalisation and getting rid of rules and regulations), then poverty 
would soon become a thing of the past. As Mike Davis notes, the 
displacement issue raised above meant that in Latin A~nerica average 
incomes in poor communities typically- fell as more and more informal 
microenterprises were encouraged into competition with each other. 

The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) provided high-level 
confirmation of this seriously debilitating trend in its 2010 flagship 
report ’The Age of Productivity’, arguing that Latin America’s high 
levels of poverty arose because far too much of its scarce financial 
resources ~vere channelled into microenterprises and self-employment, and 
so not into small and medium businesses that are far more productive. De 
Soto’s ideas on microentelT)rises would now appear to be dead in the 
water. Similarly, Karnani found that hardly any of Prahalad’s signature 
ideas (actually-, case studies) held up in practise. 

Dambisa Moyo’s best-selling book ’Dead Aid’ provides possibly- the most 
vivid example of fia~ved logic linking microfinance, microenterprises and 
sustainable development. Referring to her native Zambia, Moyo argues 
(page 129) that the flow of microfinance in Zambia urgently needs to be 
increased in order to help out what she calls ’the real entrepreneurs, 
the backbone of Zambia’s economic ti~ture’. What she actually means by 
this ’backbone of Zambia’s economic fixture’, however, is made clear when 
she says you need to ’Think of a women selling tomatoes on a side 
street~. Her argument, in a nutshell, is that rapidly increasing the 
supply of female tomato sellers and similar petty activities will 
somehow underpin a sustainable development and povelty reduction 
traj ecto~z. This is a staggering misunderstanding of what lies behind 
development and growth 

tta-Joon (;hang in his most recent book ’23 Things they don’t tell you 
about Capitalism’, argues that the problem in developing countries is 
n o t a shortage of m icro -entrepreneurs at al 1: Africa, for exampl e, h as 
proportionally far more entrepreneurs than the developed countries. The 
development problem here is actually that the vast majority of existing 
entrepreneurs are forced to operate outside of the institutional and 
organizational structures required to raise the productivity of their 
e:t?k~rts and upgrade their businesses. The western economies in their 
past climb to economic power, as well as the East Asian ’miracle’ 
economies more recently, were able to build collective structures and 
sophisticated organisational options (large business and industrial 
organisations, local supply chains, subcontracting networks, industrial 
clusters, etc) Without these mainly state interventions, including a 
’developmental state’ operating at all levels (national, regional, 
local/village), the massive proliferation of individual entrepreneurship 
in developing countries actually becomes part of the problem, according 
to Chang, and not the solution 

In short, then, a carefully balanced reading of the evidence shows the 
microfinance model to be a much less positive intervention than has been 
widely claimed. [t might even constitute a new form of ’poverty trap’. 
Recently, a number of alternative interventions using the same resources 
and targeted at the same people have quietly begun to take the place of 
microfinance. Indeed, the recent proliferation of these alternatives - 
from cash grants to micro-savings to public employment programs and to a 
renewed interest in the ’missing middle’ of SMEs which must now be 
filled more pro-actively - indicates that the international development 
community has finally begun to appreciate the serious problems 
surrounding the r~icrofinance raodel. 

Milford Bateman is a Research Fellow at the Overseas Development 
Institute and, since 2005, Visiting Professor of Economics at the 
University of Juraj Dobrila Pula, Croatia. He is the author of 



Duesn’t Micro:finance Work? ’];he Destructive Rise of Lucal Neoliberalism’ 

Overseas Develupment Institute By Milfurd Bateman 

Fur mure than 30 years micrufinance has been portrayed as a key pulicy 
and prugramme intervention fur puverty reductiun and ’bottom-up’ local 
economic and social development. Microfinance (more accut~ately 
microcredit, but in practice the terrus are interchangeable) is the 
provision of tiny loans to the poor to help them establish or expand an 
income-generating activity, and thereby escape froru poverty. 

The ruicrofinance moveruent began with the work of Dr M~thammad Yunus in 
Bangladesh in the late 1970s, spreading rapidly to other developing 
countries. Most early raicrofinance institutions (MFIs), including 
Yunus’s own iconic Gramecn Bank, relied on f~mding from govertwaent and 
international donors, justified by MFI claims that they were reducing 
pover~, unemployment and deprivation. 

In the 1980s, however, the expanding ruicrofinance model operated in a 
transformed political and ideological environruent. Market principles 
were in the ascendant, with growing emphasis on financial sustainability 
and the need to wean microfinance programmes off long-term donor 
suppolt. It was felt that the poor should pay the full cost of any 
support received, rather than impose an additional tax butden on others. 

This led to a push for MFIs to cover their own costs through greater 
commercialisation, private ownership and profit-driven incentives with 
market-based interest rates. It was thought that market forces and 
profits would ensure financial self-sustainability, generating a 
c ost-free increase in the supply of microfinance to the poor. 

To some extent this proved COllect, with some MFIs making profits 
without subsidies By the early 2000s, a number of developing countries 
- such as Bangladesh - had achieved the microfinance movement’s ’holy 
grail’: virtually every poor person had easy access to a microloan if 
they wanted one. Table 1 ranks the most microfinance-tlciendly countries 
in terms of microfinance penetration. 

With so many of the poor now- able to establish or expand simple 
income-generating projects, there were hopes that poor communities the 
world over ;vould soon escape poverty on an unprecedented scale. But, is 
microfinance really having a positive impact? 

Microfinance as a development and poverty reduction policy: is it 
everything it’s cracked up to be? 
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’]?able 1: Macrofinance penetratiun by 2009 Glubal ranking Country 
Burruwer accounts/pupulatiun 
1 Bangladesh 
25% 
(Andhra Pradesh State, India) 
17%* 
2 Busnia and Herzegovina 
15% 
3 Mongolia 
15% 
4 Cambudia 
13% 
5 N~caragua 
11% 
6 Sri Lanka 
10% 
7 Montenegru 
10% 
8 Viet Nam 
10% 
9 Peru 
10% 
10 ~menia 
9% 
11 Bolivia 
9% 
12 Thailand 
8% 
13 India 
7% 
14 Paraguay 
6% 
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........ Original Message ........ Subject: [DLF-national] The end 
result of many years of Harold Wolpe IVlemorial Lectures: The poor do not 
know what capitalism is Date: Tue, 26 Apr 2011 12:03:13 +0200 From: 

alan <alan@ecopeace.co.za> Reply-To: DLF-national@yahoogroups.com To: 
<DurbanSocialForum@ahoogroups corn>, <ccs-l@lists.ukma.ac za>, 
<smi-kzn@ahoogroups.com>, <DLF-national@yahoogroups corn>, 
<r2k working~groups@googlegroupscom> CC: <SGC-list@ahoogroupscom>, 
<zero~vastesa@ahoogroups.com>, "’CJN! SA’" 
<climatej usticesa@googlegroups.com>, <ecopeace@ahoogroups. corn> 

"My words but a ~vhisper, your deafness a shout" - Jethro Tull 

When at the last Wolpe event it was claimed that those communities that 
have [’or a long time been attending the Wolpe lectures hosted by the 
Centre [’or Civil Society do not know what capitalism is, then it is 
obviously time for a rethink. What other format can better stimulate 
eco-socialist awareness, interest and activity’? 

An?" dogmatic approach to elections, whether that dogma is in voting for 
a particular party or even in not voting at all, is not susceptible to 
logical discussion, conversation or debate. Just as, unlk~rtunately, when 
the statistically impaired continue to pay their voluntary tax to the 
looto, it has more to do with a combination of exploitation on one side 
and magical thinking on the other 

There are now two ANC candidates in Chatsworth who were previously 
fighting with the social movements against government restrictions on 
the poor. But the?" are rewarded with a big favour when there is a call 
to have no electoral opposition to them. 

Those calling for no vote are making no lesser claims than the 
politicians that make false promises - don’t vote because this is how 
you will best advance your cause! It is a petty parochial call for a 
no-vote when it is done to defend a position as the deliverer of 
pre-paid meters to the poor on behalf of the council. Why not rather 
formally stand as an ANC candidate? This passive-reactionary 
’non-political’ attitude seems totally unaffected by numerous Wolpe 
lectures. Is there perhaps not one more Marxist influenced person than 
to begin with’.’ If there were, should we not expect a tactical inclusion 
of various strategies to achieve holistic overall ainrs’.’ But we are still 
presented with a tedious reticence to build a constructive complementary 
solidarity even while claiming to do otherwise - like a talk left walk 
right politician. There is a reticence to deal with ’politics’ - but no 
compulsion to avoid the dmnbing down ’dotr~rag’, sinrilar to what was used 
by the old Nats to stir lowest coramon denominator knee-jerk reaction. 



Are the Wolpe lectures not meant to bridge between academia and 
commtmi~,? Clearly more alternative workshops, dialogues and discussions 
where academics do more listening than talking are necessary. Otherwise 
the social movements are a lost cause if its members merely represent 
factions of the ruling parties - i.e. when they- will not vote for anyone 
else, and then eventually return to the IDiDA/ANC/COPE/MFiIFPiNFPiUDM or 
some other capitalist parb’. 

Straggles in communities accompanied by a large left vote against the 
ANC have better prospects of getting some meaningful change. SGC ruember 
ECOPEACE has already shown that it can deliver, even if that is the 
funding of corcanunities through councillors’ salaries. The comparatively 
simpler task of electing and holding to account a local councillor 
should in no way be a distraction from any long term sustainable 
egalitarian agenda, rather it can reinforce that objective. 

The left should not be content only watching what happens - they loose 
nothing by calling for a vote against the Capitalist parties and for 
whatever left-green alternatives are available. They should call for and 
contribute in one way or another not just in building this alternative, 
but in ensuring it is accountable. 

Will academics instead continue to sit on the fence? Will r2k, CJN! SA 
and other social movements use this election as the opportunity it is to 
promote their campaigns or let it pass by again? 

Alan Murphy- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: TODAY - OFFICE HOURS 

Hi Dr Sable, 
I have class today at 330, so hopefully I will be able to come by on 
Thursday 
Have a great day, 

On Tue:            12:26:29 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Because of an urgent development, I have had to change the schedule for 

mY 
> office hours J2~r today Thus, I will be holding office between 
> 3.30pm-4.30pm 
> 

> Best wishes and hope to see you then. 
> Dr Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Problems accessing readings 

Dr. SaNe, 

Under week 10, I am having trouble accessing the Edward Prempeh’s reading. 

Under week 14, I am having troulbe accessing the Joshua Eisenman’s reading and the Eric Heginbotham’s reading. 

Thankyou’. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Meeting times 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I spoke to you after class today about making an appointment to meet since 
I can’t come to any of your oftice hours The follo~ving times work for me: 

Friday, An?- time before 2pm. 
Monday An?- time before 10am. 

Do either of those windows work for you? Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Universi~ofNorthCarolinaatChapelHill 
African Studies&Psychology 
(;lass of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:30 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Exmn Reschedule Reques~t 

Dr. Sahle, 
Today was my first day realizing that the exmn is on the    . The past week I was operating under the assumption that the exam was on at 4pm. Another 

student told me that you had supposedly announced this during a class that I had missed. 

I have a 15 page paper and a 10 page paper due on the    . There is absolutely no way I can be prepared to take the exam on the I don’t know ifthere is any 

room allowed for special circumsta~aces, but I really feel that ifI have to take the exam on saturday I will fail, and that roll not be reflective of what I have learned in this 
course: on the midterm I made a B- and on the term paper I made an 88. 

If there is anyway I ca~ taJ~e fl~e exam next week, alter        , the day of my ~ciolo~ extort, I would greatly appreciate it. Eitl~er way, anytime next week will be 

better than ~turday. SorD, lbr not realizing the actual date of the exa~n sooner. That was my mistake and I accept that, but I dofft want to fail because of it. 

Sincerely, 

U~C cio 

B.A. Psycholog% B.A. African-American Studies 

Em~Jl: @email.unc.edu 

Phone: 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:55 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.e du (intl-duncplas@duke.edu) 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edtr’~; Walter Mignolo, Ph.D. <wmignolo@duke.edu-~; @emaJl.unc.edu>; 
@unc.edu; brady@soc.duke.edu; ggere@soc.duke.edu; ew41@duke.edu; melina.altalnirm~o@duke.edu; Michaeline Crichlow 

<crichlow@duke.edu>; &borala.jenson@duke.edu; Jeunifer Swenson (jsweuson@duke.edu); Elizabeth Shapiro 

<elizabeth.shapiro@duke.edu>; joshua strauss <jds75@duke.edu>; Inmv7@duke.edu; 

@e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: Interdisciplinary Working Groups Call for Proposals 

D ~-:~ r all 

Some of you have asked t:or a week ex[ension t:or the 2011-2012 Working Groups Proposals. 

In order to be fair to atl, a week extension has been granted~ 

Please submit your proposal as an e-mail attachment (Word / PDF documents are preferred) to Miguel Rojas-Sotelo (mlr34@duke.edu) no later than            L 

(yes it is a Sunday}. Note that this is an absolute deadline and late submissions will not be considered. The Consortium’s Working Group Selection Committee will 

announce decisions by mid-June. 

From: Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. 
Sent: Thursday,             3:53 PN 
To: intl-duncplas@duke.e d~J (intl-duncplas@duke.edu) 

Co: Arturo Escobar (aescobar@ad.unc.edu); Walter IVlignolo, Ph.D.; @unc.edu’; ’brady@soc.duke.edu’; ’ggere@soc.duke.edu’; ’ew41@duke.edu’; 
’melina.altamirano@duke.edu’; ’Michaeline CrichlovT; deborah.jenson@duke.edu; .lennifer Swenson (jswenson@duke.edu); Elizabeth Shapiro; ’joshua strauss’; 

’mmv7@duke.edu’;        ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: Interdisciplinary Working Groups Call for Proposals 

To: UNC-CH and Duke Faculty and Graduate Students. 

Ref. Interdisciplinary Working Groups Call for Proposals 

~:: Description: DON$ORTIUM LOGO 

Would you like to collaborate with faculty and graduate students from different disciplines who share your passion for a focused research topic related to Latin 

America and!or the Caribbean? Would you like to participate in seminars, conferences, and professional development workshops with colleagues from both Duke 

and UNC campuses? Would you like to invite cutting-edge intellectuals and/or practitioners in your field of study to your campus/courses, complete a group 

publication, or present your own graduate work for feedback from your peers and professors? All of these possibilities exist in the interdisciplinary Working 

Groups sponsored by the Consortium. Open to Duke and UNC faculty and graduate students from all disciplines. 

Call for Proposals: Interdisciplinary Working Groups Program (deadline ~ 
The UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies is pleased to announce a call for proposals for the          Working Group Program. The 

Working Groups provide one of the principal means by which the Consortium discharges its missions to promote interdisciplinary research and innovative 

scholarship, enhance the experience of graduate education, and disseminate knowledge of Latin America and the Caribbean to the wider university community. 

The program supports collaboration among faculty and graduate students from different departments, professional schools, and curricula on both campuses. 

The Consortium will consider proposals that promote interdisciplinory cofloboretive and creotive projects among Latin American/Caribbean faculty and graduate 

students at UNC and Duke University. Successful proposals will need to demonstrate strong faculty leadership and involvement. Please note that under this 

program, the same Working Group will be funded for a maximum of three years - however, an annual evaluation will take place (working groups can lose funding). 

Proposals will be considered in the following priority order: 

¯ Joint Duke-UNC: Led by 2 faculty members (one from each campus) with at least 4 graduate student participants (some from each university). 

or 

¯ 2-campuses: Led by :1 faculty member (from either campus) with at least 4 graduate student participants (some from each university). 

or 

1-campus proposal: Led by 2 faculty members representing different disciplines at one campus and a minimum of 4 graduate student participants from 

either university. Every effort will be made to maintain parity for single-campus proposals between UNC and Duke. 

In all cases, at least two disciplines must be represented. 

Funds will be awarded competitively to no more than four (4) Working Groups on an annual basis within a budgetary framework up to ~5,000 per year. We accept 

proposals that extend the range of work up to two years and envision a community/academic/exhibit/performance/publication event in the second cycle of the 

grant. 

Proposals must include: 

(1) Application Form (see attached) 

(2) Proposal narrative (see instructions and outline to be followed on application form) 

(3) Itemized budget request (see attached budget form) 

(4) Groups that were funded in          and are requesting funding for          must also complete a reporting form (see attached) 

Please submit your proposal as an e-mail attachment (Word documents are preferred) to Miguel Rojas-Sotelo (mlr34@duke.edu.) no later than             . Note 

that this is an absolute deadline, and late submissions will not be considered. The Consortium’s Working Group Selection Committee will announce decisions by 

early June. 

If you have any questions about this process, please do not hesitate to contact Miguel Rojas-Sotelo. General information about working group guidelines can be 

found on the Consortium web site 

< http:/iwww.uncdukeconsortium.org/workin£~ graups.htmlhtml> 

Note: Working Group events have to be open to the public and thereby serve as a way to increase public awareness of Latin America, past and present. 



Cordially, 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, PhD. 

Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

UNC-CH and Duke University 

Room 143. Franklin Center. 2204 Erwin Road, Durham. NC 

27708 

Tel. (919) 681 3883 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 4:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: ExaJn Reschedule Request 

Yes. I thought that would be the case. Ok thanks anyway. 

Have a good day. 

On Tue, i at 3:45 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Final exams axe scheduled by the Regi straJc’s ottice befi~re the year begins. Consequently, the date of our exaJn has been on record tbr months. 

There are specific rules a~out final exam. Thus, you need to discuss the matter with student advising. 

Sincereb; 
Dr. SaNe 

F~om: ?))gmail.com [ ~gmail.com] on behalf of 
Sere: Tuesday, 3:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Exam Reschedule Request 

~email.unc.edu] 

Dr. Sahle, 

Today was my first day realizing that the exmn is on the i    The past week I was operafing under the assumpfion that the exam was on i 

student told me that you had supposedly announced this during a class that I had missed. 

at 4pm. Another 

I have a 15 page paper and a 10 page paper due on the i . There is absolmely no way I can be prepared to take the exam on the i I don’t know if there is 

any room allowed for special circumstances, but I really feel that ifI have to take the exam on saturday I roll fail, and that roll not be reflective of what I have learued 

in this course: on the midtenn I made a B- and on the term paper I made an 88. 

If there is m~yway I can take the exam next week, after i        the day of my sociology, exam, I would greatly appreciate it. Either way, anytime next week will be 

better than saturday. Sorry ti~r not realizing the actual date of the exam sooner. That was my mistake and I accept that, but I don’t want to thil because of it. 

Sincerely, 

UNC c/o 

B.A. Psychology, B.A. African-Americ~ Studies 

Email: a~email.unc .edu-~mailto: 

Phone: 

(~email.unc.edu> 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Oltice hours 

Dr. Sable I am at )’our office right now-, did I just miss you or did I get the time wrong? 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: 
Subject: Important: Your research paper 
Sent:             11:35 PM 

Dear i 

See me after class to discuss the way forward with your research paper In essence after several readings and days of reflections, I have decided to g~ve you a chance to re-write your paper 
to protect your grade. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 

Sent on the Sprint(~ Now Network from my Blacld3erry(~¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

exam excu~ 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

Per our conversation about the moving of my exam, I went to academic 
advising and received an exam excuse If you did remember, my situation 
was that I had 3 exams ~vithin 24 hours. All 3 offlae exams were on the 
same day, therefore I could move one Please let me know ~vhen I can 
take the exam and I will be stare to bring the excuse form to you. Thanks 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
African American Studies Maj or 
Social and Economic Justice 
Expected Graduation: 

@email unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Afri paper.docx 



From: @gmailc°m~" 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subject: AFAM    paper 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I just wanted to check on the status of my paper. I checked on Blackboard and received a grade for it, but I haven’t received your commen~s back by email, and I was just 

wondering if I would receive those soon. 

Thankyou, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Your research paper for Afri 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

I’d like to sincerely thank you for the understanding and generosity- you’ve shown in allowing me to resubmit my research paper, as many others ~vould not have afforded me such an 
opportunity’. However, it is with sadness that I must decline this second chance, as I am still overwhehningly busy with classes for my major (computer science) and planning for my summer 
internship (which is turning out to be quite an ordeal, as I’ll be moving to the west coast! ). 

That being said, I completely understand how this will affect my grade, as we discussed after class last Thursday. It is true that this is not an ideal situation, but it is one that I will have to 
make the best of by cop.tip.uing to prepare and review for the material that will be on our exam this Saturday. 

Again, a heartfelt thanks for your understanding. 

See you at our final, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:41 .~vl 
To: 
Subject: Your research paper for Afril 

Dear 

Greetings. After several readings o17your Afri    paper, I have decided tu give you a second chance on the assignment. As it stands it yuu have lost significant puints. For starters, while 
the paper shuws engagement with the nuvel, its fails tu address major themes in the novel Further, there is nu demunstration of insights drawn frum secondary sucial science literature as 
required in this assignment. In additiun, it falls shurt of the required page numbers 

You have until at 5 00pro tu re-submit yuur paper. Ifyuu not interested in taking this secund chance, let me know as suon as possible. 

Please acknowledge receipt uf this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 4:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Today’s Headlines: Culture of Complicity Tied to Stfcken Nuclear Plant 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/O4f27/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S__ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On This Day 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ jj~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

April 97, 9011 

TOP NEWS 

Cult~re of Compi~c~t~ "I1ed                           ~ 

The ties binding power companies, utilities, regulators and politicians underlie the nation’s push to 
increase nuclear power at all costs. 

Hoarse GoOoP. Members Face Voter Anger Over Budget 

House Republicans appear to be on the defensive, facing won’ied questions from voters and a 
barrage of new attacks from Democrats and their allies. 

Detainees’ Lawyees Cail’t C|ick on Leaked Documents 

The ~lnstiee Department told Guantfinamo defense lawyers that the documents about prisoners at 
Guantfinamo Bay, Cuba, remained legally classified even after they were made publie. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

¯ II~ LELIA, of Arm At’bor~ Mich., o~ he;~ri~g that ~’riendster, a 2003 start-up now seen as a relic, 

|flare, trig to wipe out its trove o[ photos, b~og entries and messages. 

S P O RTS 

Colleges commonly use 

the law on gender 

parity in sport in ways it may not 

have been intended. 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR 
:~] Who 

"~Nho Protects the Protec/"s 
z~fin~als? the 

With a lack of federal 
and state laws 
providing protection, we need 
independent investigators as 
watchdogs. 

Stumbling into bad behavior 
ALSO IN OPINION *> 

Unequal pay for women isn’t fair 

A good law that’s working 

WORLD 

See~et Case Against Detainee Ceumb|es 

Mohammed el-Gharani’s ease was one of many that crumbled when Guantfinamo intelligence was 
tested. 

In ~,qkiLeaks Growth, Nome Control Is Lost 



News organizations’ independent publication of WikiLeaks’ secret material was a lesson for the site 

in how hard it is to steer news coverage rather than be buffeted by it. 

Saifullah Paraeha was one of a small circle of M Qaeda operatives who explored ways to follow up 

with new terror attacks, according to classified files, 

~"- ~a~ Questions to askthet~mes@n~imes corn ] Read ~/ers 

~ ~nteract~ve Feature the Guant&namo Docket 

o Mole Worid News 

A State Manager Takes Over dud Cuts What a City Cau’t 

City leaders find themselves powerless as a small cadre of "emergency managers" have been 

dispatched by the state to put out financial blazes in Miehigan’s most troubled cities. 

Atheists Seek Chaplai~ Role i~ the Mii]tary 

Gronps representing atheists say they are hoping to give voice to what they say is a large -and 
largely nndergrm~nd -popnlafion o~ nonbelievers in the military. 

Deadly Storxns Leave 2~kausa~ts Battered a*xd Bracing ft~r More 

At least four people were killed in the central town of Vilonia, and as many as 8o hmnes were 
destroyed. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

A Con sp~ c~m~s Abse~ce at Berkshlre Meeting 

David Sokol’s abrupt resignation last month from Berkshire Hathaway will surely be a top topic at 
the emnpany’s annual meeting. 

Slfippers May Raise Fuel Fees 

Railroads and trucking companies said their first-quarter results were affected by rising fuel costs, 

Sony Says PlayStatlon Hacker Got Personal Data 

The company said an "nnanthorized person" had obtained information, possfl)ly including credit 
card mlmbers. 

S P 0 RTS 

METS 6, NATIONALS 4 
¥oung~s Rocky Retur~ Y]eMs to Smooth Relief" 

dosh Thole, who was 1 for 16 eoming in, put the Nets ahead to stay with a two-run double in the 
sixth. 

~ "[h~s Year’s Hospital [np Sh,~/s Only Nets’ Unity 

~ Roundup: BeNnd Masterson indians Stay Hot 

D, rals|~ Seen as Returnlug if Autonomy Is Assured 

General Manager Donnie Walsh and the Garden president, dames L. Dolan, are expected to meet 
within the next few days, according to several people with ties to the team. 

~ Roundup: Rose Shines as the Bulls Eliminate the P~cers 

~ Lakers !06, Hornets 90: Kobe’s Dunks Lead Lakers to Push Hornets to Bdnk 

WHITE SOX 3, YANKEES 2 
Soria~o Lets One Get Away; ~Aqfite Sox Don~t 

Paul Konerko homered off Rafael Soriano in the eighth to give Chicago the lead and outfielder Brent 
Lilfibfidge sealed it with two game-saving eatehes in the ninth. 



¯ More Spolts News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
T|finki~g Outside the Cameras 

L~: R,?LL. ~: ::’ 

The German painter Blinky Palermo’s invigorating first American retrospective is currently at the 

Hirshhorn Mnsenm and Seulptnre Garden in Washington. 

~ S~de Show: A Blinky Palermo Retrospective 

Technology Advances; Humans Superslze 

A Nobel-winning economist and his colleagnes track the startlingly fast changes in human height 
and longevity since ~7oo. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Du~tgeons and Zombles~ Sure~ but Here the Trade’s the Thing 

Blizzard Entertainment’s Diablo III is a work in progress, but already the video game’s designers 
have fonnd ways to pleasurably, almost hypnotically, draw you in. 

o More A~s News 

DINING & WINE 

THE CURIOUS COOK 
Ir~ Salts, a Ph~ch of Ba~i or a Dash of Spaln 

We now have "sdmeliers" to expound on the flavors and textnres of various salts, bnt sensory 
scientists say most of them taste the same. 

Star Chef, Faci~tg a Su~t, Files fo~° Ba*flaouptcy 

’]?he Chapter 7 petition by the celebrity chef Geoffrey Zakarian may help him to fend off more than 
$1 million in legal claims from his former kitchen staff at Country. 

RESTAURANT REVIEWI THE CHEFS TABLE AT BROOKLYN FARE 

The Che~s Table at Broo~dy~ Fare 

COsar Ramirez’s restaurant in downtown Brooklyn is a kind of sni generis exercise in personal 
expression, and one of the more extraordinary restaurants in New York City. 

More Dining & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Republican Threat to Voting 
New voter ID requirements are unnecessary and will suppress the vote. 

EDITORIAL 

Bad Nm~be~’s 

The eontinned honsing bust means that the economy is still at great risk. 

EDITORIAL 

}-Iidi~g the Truih ,%bout Factory Farms 
Bills in three states would eriminalize undercover investigations at factory farms. We need to know 
more about what goes on in the livestock industry, not less. 

EDITORIAL 

Cyn~ca~ Games V¢~th Tilt~e IX 
Schools that cook the books, and umtermine gender eqnality, are hurting their students. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Do S(~crelari(~s Have a Fut~re? 

Technology has tt’ansformed the office, but making coffee is still a ehore. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

lBetwee~t Tormer~t and :H[apphaess 

From RenOe ~ehards to Chrissy Lee Polls, a nnity in battling ernelty and poignant hinging to fit in. 

CP- ED OONTRIBUTOR 



How a Libyan dairy plant became a symbol of resistance, and a sign o[ how Colonel Qaddafi has 

failed as a leader. 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 27, 1947, "Babe Ruth Day" at Yankee Stadium was held to honor the ailing baseball star. 
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From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:46 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Books 

Hi Dr Sable, 

I hope you’re doing ~vell. I was wondering ~vhen would be a good time for me to come pick up the books I had checked out from the library for you; I want to be sure they’re checked back in 
before graduation. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 12:24 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Farewell Lunch 

Hi Mama Sable’. 

We have conferred, and the time that works for most of us is Sunday, 

Looking forward to seeing you! 

at 12:00pm. Do you have auy preferences as to where we should meet? 

Ou Sat, at 9:08 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Scholars, 

Greetings. 

Iu light of my depm"ture to South Africa the first week of Ma55 here are possible openings for our ikrewell lunch: 

: ll.30am-2.00pm 

: 12.00pm-2.00pm 

: 11.00pm-2.00pm 

Ba~d on our experiences abroad, I know that you ve~ good at orga~izing yourselves in a democratic manner. Thus, kindly discuss the preceding luuch possibilities 

and let me know the con~nsus ou our lunch appointment as soon as possible. I will then move tbrwaxd to making the necessary arrangements and roll let you know. 

With bes~t wishes as you prepaxe for the fino] stretch in what is the final semester for Inosnt of you. 

Mwalimu 



From: @email.unc 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:00 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: a£ri 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

I was ~vondering if there was any way you could send me my participation 
grade for the Afri    Tues/Thurs 2:00 class. I am calculating my grade 
thus far and would like to know ~vhat I need to get on the final I hope 
you are having a great week. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 2:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

F~xtra Credit Assignment- Aft6 -CCO 

Dr. SaNe, 
i’m emailing you to let you know that I will not be submitting the extra credit assignment that you offered. I don’t enjoy writing emails like this but due to 
personal circumstances I simply do not have the time to submit an assignment of any quality that I am proud of. Just so you understand, at the beginning of 
the year my                                                                                        , so I am doing all that I can to assist her. 

as well right before exams, and 
hear we go again, i’ve just been accepted to the Graduate School at UNC for the Master of Science in Dental Hygiene Education Program starting in the Fall 
and am hoping that will be a refreshing new start. I am studying our course readings as much as possible to prepare for the exam. As my obligations have 
increased with my Mother, I just wanted you to know why I feel unable to participate in the extra credit opportunity since I would normally never pass up an 
opportunity like that. Thank you again for the offer. 

Best Regards, 

Afri - CCO 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 4:10 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email¯unc.edtr~ 

¯ Follow Up Email 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

I hope you are doing well¯ I replied with the dates regarding my                      quite some time ago. I never received a reply, and I am reaJly wanting to 

follow-up ruth you regarding my course grades¯ If it is at all possible, I would love to talk ruth you on the phone as it might be easier thma email. 

Basically, I will do ANYTHING to correct this problem. I will write ten papers if necessaD~. I am attempting to get into law school, and these two grades (according to 
admission’s officers) are preventing my entrance. It is my litElong dream to be a , and it is heartbreaking to kmow that these two F’s are keeping 

me out of school as they greatly decreased my GPA (as I know that ). I will do ANY work 
necessaD, to right this wrong. Please, please give me the opportuniF to submit this work. It really is and will continue to affect my ti~ture as I have already received 

rejection letters ~md have been told that this blemish is costing me my dream. I cannot tell you how sorry I am about this entire situation. I mn sincerely asking tbr your 

grace and mercy in this situation. Please feel free to give me a call at             at your e~xliefft convenience. Thank-you and have a good afternoon! 

Best, 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:13 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Re: Follow Up EmaJl 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

Thank-yon for responding to my email. I am sorry that you never received the dates, and I will re-seM them before 9:00 pm to,light as I will ti~’ to scan the 

Also, I was told that if yon gave permission for me to turn in the work, then you could request the grade change which would then have to be approved by advising. Is 

there any way we could work out a plan regaMing the work I could submit mthin the next few days? Please allow me to submit this work, as I know that I was only 

missing the final paper for the fall class and had done well on exams.I really want to go to law school, and I hope that you roll accept nay apologies. Again, I will do 
anything necessaa-y to remedy this problem. I am very son), atx)ut this entire matter aJad I really appreciate your understanding, help, aJad kindness. I would really like to 

talk with you on the phone if at all tx3ssible, is there a time that would work for you tomorrow altemoon? 

Best. 

On Wed, at 4:48 PM, Salde, Eunice N < eunice(~email.unc.edtc> wrote: 

Dear 

I never received dates concernino your 

At any rate, this is a matter you need to follow-up with student advising office. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @c~mail.com1 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:09 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Follow Up Email 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are doing well. I replied with the dates regmding my                      quite some time ago. I never received a reply, and I am really wanting to 

tbllow-up with you regarding my course grades. If it is at all possible, I would love to t~]k ruth you on the phone as it might be easier than email. 

Basically, I will do ANYTHING to correct this problem. I will write ten papers if necessary. I an~ attempting to get into law school, and these evvo grades (accoMing 

to admission’s officers) are preventing my entrance. It is my lifelong dream to be a . and it is heartbreaking to know that these two F’s are 

keeping me out of school as they greatly decreased my GPA (as I lolow that ). I will do 

ANY work necessa~ to right this wrong. Please, please give me the opportuniU to submit this work. It really is and will continue to affect my future as I have 

already received rejection letters and have been told that this blemish is cos~dng me my dream. I caralot tell you how son)’ I mn abont this entire situation. I am 

sincerely asking for your grace and mercy in this situation. Please feel t?ee to give me a call at at your earliest conveNence. Thank-you and have a 

good atiernoon! 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disabili~ Services <disabili~services@tmc.edtc, 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 6:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Tests Scheduled for 04/30/2011 

Test(s) Scheduled for 04/30/2011 

Test Day: 04/30/2011 (Saturday) 
Test Time: 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm (8:30 pm) 
Student: 
Course:    / AFRI - 
Exam Delivery to DDS: email to hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 
Exam Return to Professor or TA: DDS Email to eunice@email.unc.edu 

Dear Professor, 

The above student(s) are scheduled to take an exam at Disability Services on the date and time listed. 

Options for sending the exam are as follows: 

1) Upload it to our secure dropbox at https:i/disabilityservices.unc.edu/dsportal!dropbox 

2) Email the exam to Ms. Cynthia Hopkins, hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

3) Let us know should you prefer a different method of delivery or have made alternate arrangements with the student. 

Also, please indicate what, if any aides are allowed and how the exam should be returned to you upon completion if different than above. 

It is the student’s responsibility to communicate all requests for accommodations to the faculty within a reasonable time frame. Students are required 
to schedule exams to be taken at Disability Services at least 3 business days prior to the date of the exam. 

Disability Services at the University of North Carolina 

h tt p://d i sa b ilityservices, u n c. ed u 

This email was sent to you as a professor of a student or students registered with the Office of Disability Services at UNC Chapel Hill. If this email was 
sent to you in error, please send an email to disabilityservices@unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"_(}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:3 8 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Petals of Blood Paper 

Ngugi Petals of Blood paper[1].docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Here is my Petals of Blood paper. I hope it’s alright. It’s a little longer than I was planning, but wifl~out footnotes it’s not actually that much longer. 

I’ll see you tomorrow to discuss the books, and I will get my paper about the films to you ASAP. I’ll also bring a hardcopy of the paper with me tomorrow. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Your require research paper: AFAM 

Dr. Sahle, 

I sincerely apologize for the late status of my paper; I’m dealing with a lot of issues that have hindered my abili~z to complete my term paper. For example, my laptop broke, and it’s not one of 
the school’s computers, so I can’t get a loaner from ITS. I had about a third of my paper completed on the hard drive, but I haven’t had the Ii~nding in order to access it. After a couple days, 
didn’t think you would still take it 

This semester has been an extremely stressful semester both inside and outside of the classroom for me Is it possible I could turn my paper in for partial credit at least? I would truly 
appreciate that, an?- help you might be able to extend to me. 

Thanks so much for your time and consideration. 

All best, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 11:22 PM 

Subject: Your require research paper: AFAIV~ 

Dear 

Greetings. 

]X/Iy records indicate that I have not received yow required research paper ~2~r AFAM~ 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

which was due over a week ago. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:23 PIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv> 

Readings 

I noticed that two of the readings that are on the syllabus are not on the final exam study guide. I was wondering if we still needed to read them. They were Prempeh and 

Bond from the neoliberalism book. 
Thanks, 



From: writing center@unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 1:57 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Writing Center summa~ for 

Dear Protl Sable, 

and I agreed we should send you a short summary of the 
conference we had today. 

brought in his re-write on Nega Mezlekia?s memoirs. We reviewed the assignment and the advice he had received from you He read his paper out loud and caught some awkward 
sentences and typos, re-worded a few sentences. We talked about organization, and I recormnended a stl-ategs’ called a reverse outline, let’t with plans to continue 
revising his paper 

Writing Center Tutor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 4:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Farewell Lunch 

Hi Mama Sahle’. 

We’ve voted for Med Dell. See you there at noon on Sunday’.! 

On Wed, at 2:04 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <em~ice(a)emaAl.mac.edu> wrote: 

This is 9rear. I will joinin~ friends at the annual Carrboro poetry festival at 2..~5pm, thus here are two places that could work for our celebratory lunch: 

l) Weaver street market (although I am told it may be crowded) 
2) Ned Deli 

Check with your comrades and let me know what they prefer. 

Cheers and Iookin~ forward to see you. 
Mama SaNe 

From: @cjmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t2:23 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Farewell Lunch 

Hi Mama SaNe! 

We have conferre& and the time that works for ~nost of us is Sunday, 

Looking fol~vard to seeing you! 

at 12:00pm. Do you have any prefeiences as to where we should meet’? 

On Sat, at 9:08 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Scholars, 

Crreetings. 

In light of my departure to South Africa the first week of May, here are possible openings for our farewell lunch: 

: 11.30am-2.00pm 

: 12.00pm-2.00pm 

11.00pm-2.00pm 

Based on our experiences abroad, I know that you vely good at organizing yourselves in a democratic mmmer. Thus, kindly discuss the preceding lunch 

possiNlities and let me know the consensus on our lunch appointment as soon as possible. I will then move forward to making the necessary, arrangements and 

let you know. 

With best wishes ~LS you prepa.e tbr the final stretch in what is the final semester tbr mos~ of you. 
Mwali~nu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disabili~ Services <disabili~services@tmc.edtc, 

Thursday, 6:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Tests Scheduled lbr 

Test(s) Scheduled for 

Test Day: 
Test Time: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm (4:30 pm) 
Student: 
Course: 
Exam Delivery to DDS: email to hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

Exam Return to Professor or TA: DDS Email to eunice@email.unc.edu 

Dear Professor, 

The above student(s) are scheduled to take an exam at Disability Services on the date and time listed. 

Options for sending the exam are as follows: 

1) Upload it to our secure dropbox at https:i/disabilityservices.unc.edu/dsportal!dropbox 

2) Email the exam to Ms. Cynthia Hopkins, hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

3) Let us know should you prefer a different method of delivery or have made alternate arrangements with the student. 

Also, please indicate what, if any aides are allowed and how the exam should be returned to you upon completion if different than above. 

It is the student’s responsibility to communicate all requests for accommodations to the faculty within a reasonable time frame. Students are required 
to schedule exams to be taken at Disability Services at least 3 business days prior to the date of the exam. 

Disability Services at the University of North Carolina 

h tt p://d i sa b ilityservices, u n c. ed u 

This email was sent to you as a professor of a student or students registered with the Office of Disability Services at UNC Chapel Hill. Tf this email was 
sent to you in error, please send an email to disabilityservices@unc.edu. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: Your require research paper: AFAM 

Dr. Sahle, 

I’ve been consistently working on this assiglmaent and an assignment for another class that was due at 5PM. I’ve got about four and a half hours left. Honestly, I don’t think that is enough 
time for me to complete the paper. I promise it’s not for lack of tlTing; I’m at the Chapel Hill Public LibralT and have been since 10 this morning. It’s important to me to write a respectable 
paper, so I wanted to let you know in advance that it’s very likely it’ll be after midnight until I get it to you. I’m doing the best I possibly can. My apologies. 

Best, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 7:03 
To: 
Subject: RE: Your require research paper: AFAM, 

Dear 

Submit the paper by midnight today and you will get a partial credit 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent: rl]aursday, 12:30 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Your require research paper: AFAM 

Dr. SaNe, 

I sincerely apulogize for the late status ufmy paper; I’m dealing with a lut uf issues that have hindered my abilit’~’ to complete in?’ term paper. Fur example, my laptop broke, and it’s not one uf 
the schuol’s computers, su I can’t get a loaner from ITS. ! had about a third of my paper completed on the hard drive, but I haven’t had the funding in urder tu access it. After a couple days, 
didn’t think you would still take it 

This semester has been an extremely stressful semester buth inside and outside o17 the classruom :for me Is it pussible ! could turn my paper in :for partial credit at least? I would truly 
appreciate that, any help you might be able to extend to me. 

Thanks su much for yuur time and cunsideratiun. 

All best, 

Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Mondas~, 11:22 PM 
To: 
Subject: Your require research paper: AFAM, 

Dear 

Greetings. 

My records indicate that I have not received your required research paper for AFAM 

Sincerely 

Dr. Sable 

which was due over a xveek ago. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 9:33 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Sunday May I - Mallanne Chamber Players pre~nt PERNAMBUCO! 

PlessRelease MallanneChmnberPlayers PERNAMBUCO 050111 FINAL-I.pdf 

Mallarme Chamber Players presents 

PERNAMBUCO! Chamber music by Latin American composers 

Sunday, May 1, 3:00 pm 
at Eno River Unitarian Umversalist Fellowship (ERUL~) 
4907 Garrett Road, Durham, NC 

$18 in advance/$20 at the door; $15 Educators; $5 Students w/valid 
Purchase tickets: www mallarmemusic org or (919) 560-2788 

See attached press release for more irfformation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 9:35 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

BEGINNING TOMORROW : Youthful Futures ConlErence: Africa & the Caribbean - this Friday & Saturday at Duke 

Youthfnl Futures: Africa & the Caribbean 

Hosted by the Center for African and African American Research at Duke University 

Friday 4/29 & Saturday 4/30, Friedl Building Room 225, East Campus 

Seven out often Africans south of the Sal~ara are under thirty, and four out often under the age of fifteen. ~Vhat comparisons might be drawn with the Caribbean, a 

region that is transitioning from youthful to aging if it is not yet graying (along ruth the rest of the world)? The Center for African and Afidcan-American Research at 

Duke University invites you to join us to discuss the significance of population age structure in sub- Saharan At~ca - the only part of the world which will continue to 

grow younger over the next two decades and in the Caribbeml, and to explore the broad social, cultural and political implications of youth demographics. 

As recently as one or two generations ago, African youth were typically a subordinated category, subject to the dictates of elders. Today, this is no longer so because 

of the youth bulge, the circulation of global discourses celebrating youth m~d youth culture, becau~ of the intemet and social networks, and because important sources 

of external funding target youth rather than elders. The once sacrosanct principle of seniority runs up against a premimn conferred upon "social cadets" ruth 

consequences for hieraxchies of knoMedge m~d power. The young gain social heft not only by their sheer numbers but also as groups more open to risk-taking in an era 
of accelerated globalizatio~ where the market reigns supreme m~d consmnerism offers powerful alternatives, and in which the idea of the individual supersedes that of 

the collective. At’rican youth oiler alternatives to tl~e age-linked accumulation of experience, traditional politics and culture. 

The Youthfifl Futures conference will address these issues during five sessions on Friday, April 29, and on Saturday morning, April 30. Each session will feature 

speakers (30 minutes) with a round-table discussion (1 hour) to follow. The number of participants has been purposely restricted to permit direct and lively exchanges. 

The singularity of this conference consists in bringing together academics, policy makers, NGO field workers mad journalists. Its aim is to overcome the balkanization of 

the youth question and, ultimately, to explore ways of keeping this new and broader conversation going. 

Agenda: 

Friday, April 29 
¯ 8.3o Registration and breald’ast 

¯ 9.oo Welcome and opening remarks 

¯ 9.3o Session I: Youth Demographics 

¯ 11.oo Break 

¯ 11.15 Session II: The SociologicalLandscape 

¯ 12.45 Lunch 

¯ 14.oo SessionIII: Youth Politics dc Movements 

¯ 15.3o Break 

¯ 15.45 Session IV: Cult~trallmaginations 

¯ 17.15 Adjourrmient 
Saturday, April 30 

¯ 8:30 Breakfast 

¯ 9.00 CriticalEpistemologies 

¯ 10.3o Break 

¯ 10.45 The De-balkanization (g’the ?))uth Question 

¯ 12.15 Adjournment 

Featuring the follomng paxticipants: 
Richard Cincotta, Stimson Center, Washin~on DC 

Michaeline Crichlow, Duke University 

Deborah Durham, Sweet Briar College, VA 

Howard French, Columbia Universi~, NY 

Miriam Ghalmi, United Nations Mission in Sudan, Sudan 

Alcinda Honwana, The Open University, United Kingdom 

Yacouba Konat6, Universit6 Nationale de C6te d’Ivoire, Ivory Coast 

J. Lorand !VIatory, Duke University 

Charles PioL Duke University 

Eric Silla, Special adviser of the US Under-Secretary of State for African Affairs, Washington DC 

Stephen Smith, Duke University 

Godfrey St. Bernard, The Universi~’ of tbe West Indies, ’rrinidad 

Eddy ’rejeda, I~acultad Latinoamericaua de Ciencias Not’tales, Dominican Republic 

Please contact leigh.campoamo~i~duke.edu for a more detailed schedule of speakers. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Oltice Hours 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I was wondering if you will have any office hours prior to the exam 
Thank You, 

griiversiPy- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 10:18 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Yesterday 

I am sorry I couldn’t attend your office hours yesterday, I have been vel3’ overwhelmed with stu@ing fbr all my finals Luckily after your final I will have some free time and be able to focus 
on my rewrite 
A~ain I apologize about not being able to attend your office hours, see you tomorrow! 

Sent on the Sprint® No~v Network from my BlackBen3z® 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 12:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Yonr graded research paper 

Professor Sable, 

Sor~ it took me so long to respond. I have received and recorded my graded paper. 

Thank you, 

O11 Mon, ¯ at 3:27 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear 

A~ached is your graded research paper. Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Platz, Gina B <gin~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 1:36 PM 

tech rooms ~summer2011 techrooms@listserv.uuc.edu> 

[summer2011 techrooms] Interested in using a mobile device during summer instruction? 

Hi Summer Instructors, 

We just created this listserv for everyone teaching during the summer in our technology classrooms. 

We wanted to start off by asking if you have an iPad, iPhone or Android mobile device? If so, read on! 

ITS-TL is seeking faculty members teaching residential, Summer Session courses to test third-party "apps" that connect wirelessly with classroom computers. If you 

own or have access to an iPad, iPhone, or an Android device, you can use this software to control the podium computer from any location in the classroom. If you 

are interested in using these apps at no cost to you, please contact Suzanne Cadwell at cadwell@unc.edu for more information. 

Thanks! 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http:!/hotline.unc.edu 

919.962.1450 (v} 

919.9(~2.8:~49 (D 

08 Peabody Ha~l, CB#3503 

g:b~a @unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to summer201 ltechrooms as: eunice(c-~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: l~ttp:iilists.unc.eduiu?id 39578586.9cle3bb89flcaac582e3032e88flcf31&n T&I summer2011techrooms&o~9093793 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-29093793-39578586.9cle3bb89fl caae582e3032e881"lct3 l@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Real, Not Virtual Tea ;-) 

Dear Professor SaNe, 
I was wondering if you had time to meet for tea either on Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday? I will be on campus on those days until around 4 p.m., so anytime before that 
would work for me..lust let me know when our virtual tea can be turned into reality. ;-) 
Best, 

Department ot History 
CB# 3:t95 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:t95 
U.S.A. 
Email:      .~unc.edu 

"I hope that you at this moment will think of yourself as a human being rather than as an American, Asian, European, African, or member of any particular country. These 
loyalties are secondary. If you and I find common ground as human beings, we will communicate on a basic level." The Dalai Lama 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI term paper - 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope all ~s well. I missed the opportunity to meet with you yesterday 
because for some reason, I thought you would be holding office hours today. 

I planned to come by your office up until this morning when       told me 
otherwise. I was hoping, still, to discuss my AFRI    paper with you I 
looked it over a few days ago and tried to recreate my thesis statement. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_ _ ,@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, 7:15 PM 

Help - Lost book: AFRI .SPRING 

Hey; 

I left Iny coW of Joseph Mensalfs Neoliber~lism and Globalization in Africa at the table I was studying at in Davis earlier today. I re~JAzed I had left it less than an hour 

after, but when I went back it was gone and nobody turned it into the front desk. If anybody has done all of the reading and wont be needing it anymore which I know 

is unlikely, or would not mind me borromng it for 10 to 15 minutes to make a copy of the chapters I have left I would really appreciate it. Please let me know if you 

can help me ont. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

7@email.nnc.edu~ 

Saturday,.           8:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edt~’~ 

Paper Extension tbr Afri 

Dr. SaNe: 

I would like to ask for an extension on my paper to Thursday, 
because I have 2 exams (Biol ’ and Chin l) on the same day when the paper is due. 

Thank yon for helping me ~eorganizing my thoughts. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Saturday, 9:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

F~xaJn "today wifl~ di~bilities office 

Happy Friday Professor. Sable, 

I will be taking the exam with the disabilities department as I am sure 
you are aware, and I just wanted to make you want to proceed in the same 
manner as the midterm: you email the exam to the department, I type it 
up there and they email it back to you ficom their secured website. 

Ifthere are any changes, please let mekno~v. 

Thanks so much fbr a great year, I have enjoyed your class thoroughly 
and it has really sparked a great amount of interest in me towards the 
current and past events in Africa Have a great surmner. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu; 

Saturday,. 12:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

cumulative? 

Hi Dr Sable 
Is the final cumulative? I’ve been studying both but wasn’t sure 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Saturday, 1:27 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

--sent for prinling - AFRI    (FINAL EXAM) - STUDY GUIDE FINAL EXAM.docx 

see attached 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturdw, 3:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Subjet’t: AI]d 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for the opportunity, but I will not be turning in the extra credit paper. Originally, I thought that I would have time to write the extra credit paper, but 

unfortunately, ~ don’t think I can fit it into my schedule. The past few weeks have been pretty busy and there’s no way for me to be able to write a presentable 

paper during exam week, and I don’t want to submit a substandard piece and potentially waste your time. 

Hopefully this won’t affect your grading schedule. Please let me know if you need anything. 

Thanks again, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 5:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Re: Final exam: AFRI .SPRING 

Thanks so much! Have a great summer yourself. You’re class has been quite enjoyable and eye opening! 
Kindest Regards, 

On Sat, l at 5:18 PM, EUNICE N SaNe <eunice(~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Dem All, 

WisNng you the best for your fiuaJ exam and the summer. 

Sincerel); 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inkanations International EIRL <inkanations@hotmail.com> 

Sunday, May 1, 2011 12:15 PM 

Study abroad progrma - ONLY PERU! 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday,            3:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

reminder of absence 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

When I came to see you Thursday you said to remind you about my absence on 
Tuesday            for my internship interview-. 

Thanks, 

Biology BS - IJNC Class of 
Chemistl?" Minor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

You never told me ~vhen I could take the exam 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Expected Graduation: 

~)email unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 3:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Your required research paper 

AFRI - Term Paper.docx 

Thank you for allomng me to re- submit my paper. I really tried to incorporate primaly- engagement with the novel this time. 

On Thu, at 11:20 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dr. SaNe, 

I would like to take this second chance. I’m sorry that nay paper was not sutticient enough the first time. 

Thank You, 

On Thu, at 10:19 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

After several readings of your Afri paper, I have decided to give you a second chance on the assignment. As it stands it has a failing grade. Among the many 
problems, the paper is solely dependent on secondary interpretations of the required novel. Primarily engagement with novel is a core requirement of this aspect of 
Afri requirements. 

You have until at S.00pm to re-submit your paper. If you not interested in taking this second chance, let me know as soon as possible. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

~gmail.com 

~gmail.com 
UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Psychology B.A., Social mad Economic Justice Minor 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, May 2, 2011 4:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Bin [,aden Is Dead, Obama Says 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: httb://www.nytimescom/indexes!2011/OS/O2/todayshesdlines/index.htmi 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] Op-Ed ] On lh~s r.?~v 

~o~ornize~ctav’~ j:j~ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 02, 2011 

TOP NEWS 

lBh~ Lade~ Is Dead, Obama                            ~ 

President Obama said that Osama bin Laden had been killed in a firefight during a "targeted 
operation" Mr. Obama ordered in Pakistan. 

~ Pos~ a Comment 

OBITUARY ~ OSAMA BIN LADEN, 1957-2011 

Tile Most ~anted Face of’I’errori~m 

With the attacks of Sept. ~, 2oo~, Osama bin Laden was elew~ted to the realm of evil in the 
Ameriean imagination onee reserved for dictators like ttitler and Stalin. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Pt-esldent~s Vow F~.l|f~lled 

The annonneement delivered a vietory for a president whose foreign policy has been eritieized by 

his rivals. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

his denth does no~ ~narb th~ end qf o~r q[fl~rl." 

P~E~IDENT O~A~A 

Reactions to 1}~n 

Lade~*s Death 
President Obama 
announeed late Sunday 
that Osama bin Laden, the leader of 
N Qaeda responsible for the Sept. 1~ 
attaeks, had been killed. Please show 
us how people in your community 
are reacting to his death. 

OPiNiON 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Deatl~ of ~ 

[low we learned to stop 

fearing Osama bin 

Laden. 

~ Columnist Page ~ 

The Fujifilm Xl00 is different 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Sony’s first tablet 

WORLD 



Detective Work on Courier Led to Breaklhrough or~ Bin Laden 

Mter eight months og intelligence work, Osama bin [,aden’s most t~sted conrier was tracked to a 
eomponnd so secure that ogficials guessed it was built to hide someone fi~r more important than a 
mere courier. 

Amid Cheers, a Message: ~They W’ill Be Caught~ 

Crowds chanted in Washington and Times Square, while officers raised their fists near the World 
rIYade Center site. 

Allies Defe~di~g Action,s i~ Libya After Airstrike 

NATO’s campaign of airstt~kcs against Libya came under intense criticism a day after a strike was 
said to kill a son and three grandchildren of Col. Muammar cl-Qaddafi. 

~Fq Timeline i [] Photogragh~ 

More Worm News 

Storms Are the Subject as Alabama Residents Go to Church 

All across the South on Sunday, victims of the vast storms gave thanks for miracles and looked for 
answers, while government officials focused on housing and home repair. 

Plan to Breach Levee i~ Missouri Advances 

A storm complicated efforts to blow a gap in a Missom’i levee that would flood farmland but relieve 

The Pentagon, whieh once tried to control or even shut down bloggers, has now joined the social 
media eraze. 

~ Keyboards First Then Grenades. 

BUSINESS 

NBC Expected to Pick Curry as *Today* Co-]Hosl 

Ms. Curry is known and liked by viewers, but making any ehange to the cast of "Today," the most 
profitable television news program, carl~es some risk. 

Shell Tries to Calr~ Fears on DriHi~g in s~aska 

The Obama administration is under pressure as it weighs whether to allow Shell to drill in the 
Arctic. 

~ Slide Show: Shell Pushes to Open the Arctic 

With Silver Soari~g, Attics Give Up Small Fort~mes 

With gold and now silver prices high, consumers are unearthing ancient stashes to sell or pawn. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

Pacquiao’s Sty|e Takes [nspiratiot~ From Bm~ce Lee 

Manny Pacquiao’s style -part performance art, part technical wizardry, unique to Pacquiao - 
started with a videotape of the martial arts legend. 

METS 2, PHILLIES 1 

Mets VVi~ o~ Field i~ I~4 Hmings, but Big News ~’as Buzzi~g i~ the Crowd 

A long night came to a happy conclusion for the Mets in a game that became a backdrop fro" the 

nation’s reaction to the news of the death of Osama bin Laden. 

HEAT 99, CELTICS 90 

~,~L~ de Shin es Brightest a s Heat Holan Oft" Celtics 

In a game crowded with seven current All-Stars, Dwyane Wade stood out with 38 points and 5 



assists in the Heat’s vietmT in the opener of the Eastern Conference semifinal series. 

~ Roundup Randolph’s Career Day Has Grizzlies Believing 

ARTS 

Beneath the G~0easepa[~t, the Roa~° of ’Fa~n-~-iyP 

Some of Insane Clown Possds fans are striving to transcend negative stereotypes. 

THEATER REVIEW I’THE SCHOOL FOR LIES’ 

David Ives’s "Sehool for ]Jesi’ at Classic Stage Company, is a glittering, freewheeling rewrite of 

Moh~re’s "Misanthrope." 

F~0om Star~o.~Eyed to Star 

Mian Moayed, appearing on Broadway in "Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo," also has his hand in 

many other projects, including productions at WaterwelI, where he is artistic director. 

o More A~s News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Retooled Car Series Rexdves Summer Box Office Hopes 

"Fast Five" rocked Hollywood by selling ahnost $84 million in tickets, by far the biggest opening of 
the year. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

A Case of Mistake~ Ide~tlty 

The Conservative Party urged the publication a photograph that could have been damaging to a 

Liberal Party leader, if he were the man in the picture. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

Samsu~g Takes New Camera o~ a Nat~o~al ’Foyer 

To promote its new digital camera, which can upload photos directly to the Web, Samsung will use 

it to take snapshots on a 25-city tour. 

o More Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Economy Slows 
The economists say not to worry about bad numbers, but we should. 

EDITORIAL 

From Secrecy to Abst~rd~ty 
’l~’eating leaked GuantAnamo prisoner files as still classified is unfair and invites injustice. 

EDITORIAL 

Sita~dh~g ~L;p fo~o Guest V~:orkers 
Slavery and human trafficking are alive and well in the United States, according to lawsuits filed 
by the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

V~qlat Happens in Brook|yn V~ hen Yoti q’~*y to Cut Medicare 

New York’s Republican congressman, Michael Grimm, has a rough night in Brooklyn. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Kings VVe Crow~ 

When Washington anoints the wrong leaders, their provisional governments can wreak havoc on 
countries for years. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

S1)rlngth~m fo~" 

Republicans are ensuring that bailouts will be bigger, costlier and more frequent. 



ON THIS DAY 

On May 2, 1945, the Soviet Union announced the fall of Berlin and the Allies announced the 

surrender of Nazi troops in Italy and parts of Austria. 

¯ See ’l’l’t~s Front Pa,~e 
¯ Buy Tiffs Front Pa¢4e 

YOU received this message because you signed up for NY]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUS]e privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Msnage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chsnge Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: EVENT REMINDER: Black Faculty Cocktail Party 

Hi Eumce, 
Are you interested in going? If so, we could ride together. 

Kia 

From @email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monda~,~, 12:28 AM 
To ~)unc.edu 

~)email unc.edu: 
; Caldwell, Kia L; 

Sulzject: EVEN~2 REMINDER: Black Facul~ Cocktail Part5’ 

Good evening, 

This email is a reminder that the Black Student Movement-sponsored event 
entitled "Honoring Paragons ;vithin the Black Campus Communits’" will be 
held Tuesday,      between 8 and 10:30 at Jack Sprat Care on Franklin St 
The event ;vill give us graduating black seniors the opportunity to 
celebrate and give thanks to the black facul~ at the Umversity of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hil[ whom have sponsored our success over the 
years. 

’]?he event ~s an open-bar cocktail party; hors d’oeuvres will be provided. 
Recommended attire is dress?" casual 

If you have not aIrea@ RSVP’ed fi~r the event you may do so using the 
following link: 

http ://www.pin~g. comhsvp/irxniicc2 7sxz24 5t/envelope 

See you al[ on Tuesday evening, 

Black Student Mi)vement 

PS The following Wednesday is a reading day. 

(;lass of 

"The historian’s task is to preserve evets~thing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of iraposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 6:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Redone Research Paper 

Afri Reserch Paper two.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

Here is the redone paper, thank you so much for the second chance As it 
stands this is the last class I do not know about in terms of graduating in 
a fe~v days, after you grade my final and the paper, if you would email me 
my grade for the class I would be greatly appreciative, so I can know 
whether or not to register for summer school 

Thanks so much! 

UNC Chapel Hill Class 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 7:47 PM 

To: Sable, Eanice N <eunice@email.anc.edt~’~ 

Sub.ie~-t: Final Ex~n 

Dr. Sahle, 

I’m currently studying for the final exam, which I’ll probably end up t~king later tonight, as I’m getting 
and probably won’t be in a good 

state of mind to do so aftelavard, bnt rm a little confi~sed. On the Friday Center website, it says that the exam is open-book, but on blackboard, it says that it is closed- 

book, bnt also that failure to provide proper citation will be considered a violation of the honor code. Which is it? I plan on starting the exam around 11, but I’ll take the 

safe route and leave my notes and books closed if I don’t hear back from you before then. 

Best, 



From: ~email.unc.edtc> 

Sent: Monday, 9:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Subje~’t: My Paper Torfight! 

Dr. Sahle- 

I’ve done all nay new research for the paper al"~d will be turning it in 
via email tonight. I had unexpected things come tap that prevented me 
from getting it done earlier and I ju st got out of my exam. You ~vill be 
getting it in the next few hours. Thanks again for the chance to 
re-write my paper 

Best, 

University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

African-American Studies, BA. Class of 

307 Bvnum Hall, Work-Study Student 



















Abmeldung yon diesem Newsletter: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~admissions.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AFRI- -CCO REVISED TERM ESSAY 

AFRI - TERM ESSAY 1-REVISED.doc 

Dr. Sahle 
I have attached my revised Term Essay. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders -Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 12:00 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Something we think you’ll "Like" 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Here’s something you might like -- we’ve just added Like Buttons to photos, videos, and blog posts. With the Like Button, everything 
that you like gets added to your "My Likes" page. You can also Like something right from the Main Page. 

Hope you enjoy this new feature! Get Liking! 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/~g source=msg mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 1:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper 

Dr. Sahle- 

Here it is. go1Ty it’s a bit tar@. 

Universils’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

African-American Studies, BA Class of 

30/Byriun~i Hall, Work-btudy btudent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

__ ~email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 1:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Paper 

Research Paper Re-write.docx 

Dr. Sable- 

Here it is. Sorly it’s tar@! 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

African-American Studies. BA. (;lass of: 

307 B,vnum Hall, Work-Study Student 
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